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"If ye continue in my word, then are ye my disciples
- indeed; and ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall
make you free."-John 8: 31-32.
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GOD IS MARSHALING HIS
.. ARMY
~"Many a heart has been stirred by the song which
begins with the above words. Our most militant
peace advocates fall in line, catch the step and march
on as we continue: "-for the resGue of his truth."
Everybody .can join the words a;s we proceed: "He
is calling now to battle, both the aged and the y-outh."
Ther,e is an onward movement in the tune and the
wordsthat inspires our courage in the "conflict with
the world."
-,
At this season, when the new calendars are in
their places, new diaries have been started, and liberal resolutions resolved, we may be permitted to
take a little inventory of our standing and the possibilities before us.
Last year is history, written large and indelibly.
History is valuable; it is our safeguard; it is our
incentive. What has been done, what has been written, what has been promised, make up our observa- ·
tion tower from which to view the world.
Yet, like the seaman in his "crow's nest," our eyes
are constantly. strained toward the horizon of the
future. The past clears our vision and quickens our
perception. We see on eve1·y .side most astounding
spectacles : Millions of men in bloody conflict, famine
and di,sease, storm and earthqual\!e, fuel famine,
high prices, and threatened industrial turmoil.
Truly men's hearts are beginning to fail them for
fear of the things that are coming on the earth.
Could any one of us of his own ability unrav,el the.
tangled skeins of human events? Would the combined power of any half-dozen of us do it?
We won't need to. A greater power will see to
that. Then, when they ar,e disentangled, the threads
of all hues be given us to weave into a beautiful
fabric. It is not for us to worry about the culmination of these bewildering conditions about us, but
it remains our duty to prepare for our part in the
establishment of thl:l Lord's forces so they will come
out victorious.
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"There shaU not any man among you have save it
be one. wife; and concubin.oes he shaH have none."Book of Mormon, Jacob 2: 3t1:
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The new "forward movement" which has now
gained sufficient momentum to make itself felt
throughout the ch_urch is evidently a God-inspir,ed
move in that direction. We think so because men's
hearts are in it.
It's a common sight at our great university centers
to see thousands gathered together for intellectual
training. To excel in business or ethical pursuits
one must study, and organized, well-directed study
is the kind that produces the most uniformly good
results.
To look around us, then, and see our people gathering in classes of from ten to several hundred, that
they may become more efficient soldiers in the army
of the Lord is not surprising to us. But there is
more than the surface might indicate. No selfish
ambitions incite this. It is not for an increase in
salary nor for social advantage that these gather
regularly and study faithfully. Those who instruct
do so at a sacrifice of time and energy with no
pecuniary recompense.
There is nothing spectacular in seeing these
things; neither is there anything spectacular in the
laborious training of the raw recruits for the armies
of the world. Yet the training and preparation ar8
essential.
This movement is not confined to the larger centers but is noticeable everywhere. Many a missionary is pursuing courses 'of study by correspondence
that will polish and shape him to be a more efficient
servant in God's work. And they are succeeding.
Many an unobtrusive worker isolated and a;way
from God's people is studying and preparing for
better and more eff,ectual service. Thousands of
church books and other literature are going out to
unpretentious libraries in the homes of humble
Saints.
Truly an army is being raised up-an army of
consecrated workers, wherein the humblest and most
obscure touch shoulders with these in most responsible positions. We admit that it is a small army
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while God desires his forces to become very great-Let my army become very great, and let it be sanctified
before me, that it may become fair as the sun, and clear as
the moon, and that her banners may be terrible unto all nations; that the kingdoms of this world may be constrained to
acknowledge that the kingdom of Zion is in very deed the
kingdom of our God and his Christ; therefore, let us be sub~
ject unto her laws.-Doctrine and Covenants 102: 9.

~

-yet our ideas of greatness may not be God's.
Gideon a,ssembled thirty-two thousand soldiers to
defend Israel, yet the Lord cut the number down to
three hundred. Mere numbers mean nothing, as
mere size expresses but little.
Of course this "forward movement" is only inCidental. The rising of the pointer on the steam guage
on the boiler is only incidental, but it indicates what
is going on inside.
The prophecies indicate in no uncertain manner
that God's people will be gathered to central regions.
We have in mind especially Doctrine and Covenants
46: 12-15, which should be read in connection with
this thought. To what shall they gather?
Is it enough for those who desire to come, to prepare the way before them? We are pleased-and
we know God is_:.__.when those who gather into the
"regions round about" make proper financial and
spiritual preparation beforehand. But it is a mutual
affair-they have as much right to expect a similar
preparation of us.
It is but a natural result that those who are centrally and conveniently located should have certain
distinctive advantages. It is also natural that those
so situated should have greater responsibilities. We
cannot have the privileg,es without the consequent
,responsibilities.
It is folly for us to expect our leaders to carry all
the load. While their successes and their failures
assume greater magnitude than ours, by our own
works we stand or fall.
Our leaders need help-they must have it, else they
will not be leaders. To direct or correlate the efforts
of one or two in addition to our own may require
little additional effort or time, but to counsel and
advise, cheer and assist frqm a hundred to a thou··
sand makes a man a Moses in the wilderness, and
others must be called to his assi,stance to hold up
his hands and sustain lest the enemy prevail and we
all perish.
·Dear reader, when the God-appointed men in
char~e of the interests of the flock strain their eyes
looking for suitable ones to do this or that, whether
it be easy or difficult, how often must they turn away
in sorrow as they check our names as unavailable?
It is not sufficient that we have abiljties-they
must be available. Our assets must be available, else
they are like the hidden talent.
Soil experts tell us there. are thousands of tons of

potash in the soils of the western prairies which the
growing vegetation needs, but it is unavailable be~
cause the soil is sour. Wrong methods of crop rotation have made the soil acid and locked up these
available elements to a large extent. They tell us
to apply lime to sweeten and humus to lighten and
the stores of potash will become available and be
assimilated by the growing crops.
We are confident that a liberal application of
God's Holy Spirit to our unavailable abilities will
unlock sufficient stores of energies to rejuvenate our
branches and communities and families. A whole
army of God's people moving forward as a working
unit will indeed be "very great"" and its banners
"terrible" to the enemies of righteousness.
Possibly we may be willing but unqualified ; or we
may, as suggested above, have ability but lack the·
disposition. Either condition may be corrected if
we will.
To hope and pray for strong leaders to point out
the way and help us all work together is commendable, but the greatest executive must have- liberal
support. The engines on our automobiles are in
front and furnish power, but the gasoline is behind
them and the body must carry the load. We want
great power in our engines but there must be relative
strength throughout the machine or the power will
only be destructive.
The need was never greq,ter for the marshaling of
God's army than it is now. Opportunity not only
knocks at our door but has its foot through the
opening. It will enter, either to succor and save 01:
accusingly condemn.
The conflicts of this army are with the worldpeaceable and bloodless, yet none the less real. There
is no age limit, but both the aged and the young, as
well as the middle aged, have their place in its ranks.
The warring nations of Europe are urging and
even compelling certain economies on the plea that.
to indulme in extravagances is aiding the enemy. No
doubt they are right.
God has plead with us and warned us that yielding to unnatural appetites, and habits and passions
destroys our usefulness and aids our common enemy
-the Devil. We know he is right.
·
iWe have the resources for our present needs were
they but conserved and .utilized. When we use what
we have we will be given more.
There is no better time than now for us to take
a personal survey of ourselves, and then when the
bugle call to duty sounds again, respond as we never
have before.
Pleasure's siren call is more seductive;_ once in its
clutches it is difficult to escape, yet it can be done-it must be.
Personal ease and comfort are insidious influences
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that hamper thousands-yet a soldier must enter the
trenches and their filth regardless of his personal
preferences.
\When millions of men are willing to sacdfice
comforts of life~even life itself-for preservation
of an earthly government, should not we do as much
or more if need be to aid in the marshaling of God's
army that his kingdom may triumph? The New
Year has great possibilities for us.
E.·D. MOORE.

NOTICE TO THE SAINTS
'1We greatly r,egret to announce to the Saints at
large that Brother Elbert A. Smith has been compelled, because of ill health, to leave Lamoni for rest
and recuperation. His advisers have directed that
he cease all church and editorial work as the first,
essential toward securing the necessary rest.
Brother Elbert's ceaseless literary activity and his
work as a church officer have overtaxed his supply
of strength; and we therefore request the cooperation of the Saints in furnishing that rest by refraining from addressing letters to him. All matters pertaining to HERALD or Autumn Leaves editorial affairs
please direct care of Herald Publishing House, and
address all Presidency matters to President Frederick M. Smith, Box 255, Independence, Missouri.
There is no need for alarm over Brother Elbert's
condition, but the deleterious effects of overwork
require care and time to remove. Let us give our
brother full opportunity to recover his strength.
FREDERICK M. SMITH,
President of the Church.
A. CARMICHAEL,
Manager Herald Publishing
House.
,',

THE NEW "ENSIGN"

1

The current number of the Ensign shows some
decided changes in style and make-up. It is now
in journal size and has sixteen pages instead of eight
as before. The paper is much more attractive in appearance as well as being more convenient to read
and to keep on file.
This is the first issue in the New Year and the
Ensign publishes greetings from the leading officials of the church. Sentime~ts of faith and optimism are reflected. from the pens of men who are
in vital touch with church progress, and words of
commendation and advioe are heard from the officers who have the active direction of church affairs.
It will be a very interesting number to read' and to
preserve.

3

The Ensign for the year will be aggressiv,ely missionary. The Ensign conceives that as its particular
mission, and it has enlisted the aid of men who are
acquainted with missionary needs. Only an affirmative gospel will be preached and there is enough
material on hand now to assure the readers that the
Ensign for 1917 will be crowded full of good things.
. "A sermon a week" will be the policy of the Ensign, and next week it will begin by publishing a
sermon of Bishop James Keir; that to be followed in
succession by sermons from Doctor Joseph Luff,
Elders S. S. Smith, Warren E. Peak, Wardell Christy,
and others who are men well known to the church.
:Another interesting feature of the Ensign for 1917
will be its news columns. The Ensign has correspondents in all of the stakes and large branches, and
will specialize on local news. There will be no better way to keep in touch with the progress of the
church than by reading the Ensign news.
Despite soaring paper prices, the subscription rate
for the Ensign remains the same: one· dollar a year.
Order either from the Herald or Ensign publish,ing
houses.

NOTES AND COMMENTS
The General Church Directory
We call special attention to the directory printed
on page 23. This has been and will be printed occasionally that no one may fail to reach the proper ones
in.any department of church work.
Yuletide at Philadelphia
The editors are in receipt of a pretty announcement in which a program of their Christmas ·festivities is listed. We note that "The Messiah" was
rendered by the North Philadelphia Choral Society,
with some talented assistants. Three ·travelogl).eS
of the Old World by Mr. Augustine Dwyer, M. A.,
are features on various evenings, one before and two
after Christma,s. A series of meetings is announced
to begin January 7, and continue a w:eek. Elder
Ward L. Christy "in a series of important addresses
on the principles of the gospel of Jesus Christ," is
the way they say it.
To Exclude Liquor Ads from Maik~
The board of temperance, prohibition and public
morals of the Methodist Episcopal Church are carrying on a campaign to exclude all liquor advertising from the mails exoept when addressed to licensed
liquor dealers. The bill before Congress to that effect should be supported. This method is extensively
employed to extend the sale of their wares; telephone directories are copied, and one whisky house
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even tried to sell its lists to the Keeley Company,
saying, "Our customers are your future patients."
By this method the foul breath of the saloon penetrates to the inmost vitals of the home.
The Church of England Challenged
We are in receipt of a booklet by Elder P. M.
Hanson from Sydney, New South Wales. In it he
mentions especially an attack made by the Church
of England representatives upon our organization,
outlining some of their methods and denying some
of their charges. He presents our epitome of faith,
gives a brief statement concerning the true origin
of the Church of England, and closes with a set of
propositions for public debate. They are the usual
church propositions, and "hold good until accepted,
or public apology is offered for the misrepresentation
of Latter Day Saints and their religion; and is intended to apply not only to the Church of England,
but to any other religious denomination whose r,epresentatives attack the Church of Jesus Christ."
Like Some People's Religion
There is a painter of the impressionist" school
now confined in a lunatic asylum. To all persons
who visit his studio he says : "Look here, this is the
· latest masterpiece of my composition."
They look, and see nothing but an expanse of bare
canvas. They ask: "What does that represent?"
"Why, that represents the passage of the Israelites
through the Red Sea."
"Beg pardon, but where is the sea?"
"It has been driven back."
"And where are the Israelites?"
"They have crossed over."
"And the Egyptians?"
"Will be here directly. That's the sort of painting
I like-simple, suggestive, and unpretentious."
From Independence
Sister Horton's letter from Independence Stake
arrived too late for use entire, but we note her
statement that no services are being held for a period
of two weeks, and longer if necessary, on account of
the smallpox epidemic. The Battery C Boys arrived
at their homes in Independence on December 23, in
good health. She says th'e Saints ·feel keenly the
lack of devotional gathering, but they appreciate the
opportunities for uplift in the excellent messages
contained in the HERALD and Ensign and other publications. She concludes: "May we treasure well all
the good that comes to us through the varied experiences of life, and be thankful for the little blessings of ev,ery day." The latest development of the
situation is that meetings may be held by fumigating before and after meetings.

Satisfaction in Printing
We have in times past known dissatisfaction expressed by customers of this publishing house from the fact that certain work done
here has been submitted to local printers who have ·
given estimates below the original charge. We wish
to point out for the benefit of our readers that this
method is a most unfair one. Trade journals are
constantly giving concrete examples of the unfairness of this method and we have had personal occasion to know that it is decidedly to the disadvantage of our own or any other publishing house to
judge them upon estimates of this character. It is
a mistake which not only applies to our church publishing interests, but to the commercial world everywhere. There come to this office numerous letter. heads and samples of various kinds of printing, and
among them we note extremely poor work. Some
should never have been accepted from the printer,
containing as· they did some of the most glaring
errors. In job printing of any character quality is a
prime consideration and should never be overlooked.
There a1:1e many important phases to be considered.
An intelligent conception of your ideas is required.
There must be a clean, well-arranged page. There
should be skillful attention to the presswork. The
cost of the work is indeed a feature, but is not the
only one and should be considered only in relation
to the finished product and its effect;· The work put
out from this office is carefully done and· the price
as low as it is possible to do such work. In making
comparisons, be sure you are not unfair.

[ HYM
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.Only a Grain of Sand

Only
Only
Only
Only
Only
Only

a grain of sand on the ocean's myriad strand;
a pebble amid the countless grains of sand;
a shrub on the mq)lntain high and wide;
a leaf from the giant oak-the forest's pride,
a drop in the ocean, one drop in the briny deep;
a moment of time in the space of eternity's sleep:
The like as you and I.

Only
Only
Only
Only
Only
Only

a star in the tmckless waste of s,pace;
a sunbeam in the sun's perpetual race;
a mite of oxygen in the gn~at ethereal dome;
a ehip of rock fDom the earth's quarry stone;
a thought amid the wandering meteors above;
a memory on blurred pages of childhood love;
The like as you and I.

Only
Only
Only
Only
Only
Only

a man among the billions of men to-day;
a copper in the mint from which we pay;
a breath in the moments and years of life;
a wink in the panoramic view of the strife;
a wish on motor wings of fleeting time;
a bullet's hiss on the banks of the. Rhine;
The like as you and I. -The Medical World.
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THE BURNING OF BABYLON---No. 2
BY E. E. LONG

DISSATISFIED COMMUNICANTS WITHDRAW

Acting on the convictions expressed in the foregoing utterances, a number of dissatisfied communicants have withdrawn from the several churches
and, avoiding "controversial methods," are endeavoring to "interpret the mind of Christ." The following will give the reader a general idea of the scope
and design of this movement:
The movement which has taken shape in the formation of
The Fellowship of Reconciliation, originating in· the coming
together of men and women belonging to various Christian
communions who are profoundly dissatisfied with the confused utterances of the Christian churches concerning the
present war and· war generally. To them it appears that
there has been a general failure to interpret the mind of
Christ at this tinw, and that this failure entails a very
serious menace to the future of the kingdom of God,both in
this country and throughout the world. They are persuaded
that no war, however justifiable on prevailing standards, can
ever be justified from the Christian standpoint.
Though they find themselves at variance with many of
their fellow Christians, they desire to proclaim their con,.;viction in a spirit of humility, honor and love, to exercise
forbearance in argument, to guard against the dange1· of
controversial methods, believing that they are but few out of
many, both in this land and others, who are seeking to know
. and act upon the truth at this time.
A group of about one hundred and thirty persons who
share this conviction and who are prepared to devote some
time and energy towards making an effective witness to it
at the present time met at. Cambridge during the last four
days of 1914. Without wishing to bind themselves to any
exact form of words, they recorded their general agreement
on the following points:
(1) That love, as revealed and interpreted in the life and
death of Jesus Christ, involves more than we have yet seen,
that it is the only power by which evil can be overcome, and
the only sufficient basis of human society.
(2) That, in order to establish a world-order based on
love, it is incumbent upon those who believe in this principle
to accept it fully, both for themselves and in their relation
with others, and to take the risks involved in doing so in a
world which does not as yet accept it.
(3) That, therefore, as Christians, we are forbidden to
wage war; and that our loyalty to our country, to humanity,
to the church universal and to Jesus Christ our Lord and
Master, calls us instead to a life-service for the enthronement of love in personal, social, commercial and national
life.
(4) That the power, wisdom and love of God stretch far
beyond the limits of our present experience, and that he is
ever waiting to break into human life in new and larger ways.
(5) That since God manifests himself in the world through
men and women, we offer ouYselves to him for his redemptive

purpose, to be used by him in what·ever way he may re?!eal
to us.
While the above principles fairly represent the views of
those who met at Cambridge, and may be taken as indicating
the ideals which animate the members of the fellowship, it
should be clearly stated that they are not put forward as a
full and final statement, nor is it expected that only those
who can accept every word in them are to be included in
the fellowship. What is desired is not a common creed but one
spirit animating a living body. Christ and Peace, pp. 104106. (Italics mine.-E. E. L.)

A careful reading of the foregoing "principles"
reminds one of a similar movement nearly two centuries ago when "a company of men having the
form and seeking the power of godliness," met at
Oxford, and Methodism was born. They, too, were
"profoundly dissatisfied" with the "confused utterances" of church leaders, and then, as now, they
sought to "interpret the mind of Christ" without
the help of a "supernatural revelation." They read
the same "apocalyptic utterances" concerning the
coming kingdom, and saw "an extraordinary divine
work" attending the glorious consummation, and
Charles Wesley wrote :
Almighty God of love
Set up the attracting sign,
And summons whom thou dost approve
For messengers divine.
From favored Abram's seed
The new apostl~s choose,
In isles and continents to spread
The soul-reviving news.

But when that "supernatural revelation" was
given and the "extraordinary divine work" w:as be ..
gun it was promptly rejected by that "company of
men," and the "power" attending it was declared to
be "of the Devil." They continued in their own
"narrow way," giving expression to the '"confused
utterances" against which.men now find it necessary
to protest, until to-day, in the whirlpool of destruction, they are paying the price of their folly. Will
this latter company learn the lesson? We are informed that the "Fellowship" movement already has
more than four thousand adherents, and that it is
rapidly spreading over America.
Has it ever occurred to the minds of these good
and well-meaning people that the "coming of the ·
kingdom" was to be preceded by a "supernatural
revelation"? "Behold, the Bridegroom cometh," was
,to be proclaimed in advance of his appearing, and
the message was to be accompanied by "great upheavals in the natural order." We are not left to
the uncertainty of "apocalyptical utterances" with
regards to the matter, valuable though they are in
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assisting us to "interpret the mind of Christ." Some
of those apocalyptical utterances, by the way, h~ve
become conspicuously plain since the outbreak of the
war, as we shall see farther along.
Since the churches are being shot to pieces, and
the creeds blown to atoms, and since the "false
philosophy," held responsible for the catastrophe
which has overtaken humanity, is being consumed
in the fiery furnace; and since it is being recogniz.ed
on every hand that a terrible mistake has been made
somewhere along the line, would it not be the part
of sincere judgment for the scourged Christians
to halt long enough to inquire; "Can it be true that
the message deliv.ered to the world by Joseph Smith
was of God after all?" Is it possible that a mistake
was made by hastily denouncing the only proclamation of modern times that claimed to be a "supernatural revelation" from God? Is it drawing too
heavily on their weal~ened faith to suggest that possibly the "Pearl of Great Price" may be found where
they least expect it?
But instantly we mention the name, Joseph Smith,
the popular mind r·everts to Utah and the vision is
dimmed by that dark apostasy, and no good thing
can be seen in "Mormonism." In the spirit of brotherly good will we plead for a reasonable share of
attention without prejudice that we may deelare
ourselves in the light of modern events.
THE SECOND COMING

Before we undertake to sustain .our position by
direct testimony, we wish to offer some collateral
evidence from the Scriptures which has apparently
been overlooked by Christians generall~.
The early Christians understood the second coming of the Lord to be a grand, glorious, and personal
reality. Nor did the Savior ever disabuse their mind
of such a hope. He did, however, seek to impress
them with the fact that it was a long way off. He
said: "A .certain nobleman went into a far country
to receive for himself a kingdom, and to return."
(Luke 19: 11-13.) This parable was given especially
to correct the idea that the kingdom was to "immediately appear." The expression, "into a far country," indicates a long journey which would require
time to go and come. Later, when asked by the disciples regarding the matter, he simply replied: "It
is not for you to know." (Acts 1: 7.) It was enough
for them to know' that, "If I go away I will come
again." Their immediate concern was to be, not
with referenoe to his return so much as it was with
a faithful prosecution of the work assigned them.
"But," he added, "ye shall recE)ive power, after that
the Holy Ghost is come upon you," which, he said,
would guide them into "all truth." Onoe the Comforter w.as 'received they began to understand the
nature of his far-off journey. So we read:

But of the times and the seasons, brethren, ye have no need
that I write unto you. For yourselves know perfectly that
the day of the Lord so cometh as a thief in the night. For
when they shall say, Peace and safety; then sudden destruction cometh upon them, as travail upon a woman with child
and they shall not escape.-1 Thessalonians 5: 1-3.

We have been hearing a good deal about "Peace
a:nd safety" of late but the "sudden destruction"
came so unexpected that they had to .adjourn a
"peace conferenoe," and flee for their lives, and the
only hope of escape now is the echo of their despairing cry. Reverend C. E. Jefferson. so pathetically describes the situation that I cannot resist the temptation to digress and insert it here. He says:
When the word came that war was at last inevitable, some
of us who have studied recent European history most carefully, and who knew best what such a war as this would in~
volve, felt our strength going from us. We sat down horrified, stunned and dazed. 1Some of us could scarcely sleep.
It was all so needless, so foolish, so inexcusable, so crazy,
that the soul cried out, "It cannot be, it must not be·!" This
feeling of horror was then swallowed up by the sense of helplessness, sheer, absolute, agonizing helplessness. There was.no
deliverance to be found in any quarter. We turned to the
right and there was no deliverer there; to the left and he was
not there. We went forward in search of some one strong
enough to stay the plague, but we could not find him; we
went backward and he was not there. There was no tribunal
on the earth with authority that was adequate. There was
no potentate in church or state strong enough to lay on the
wild-dashing nations a restraining hand. There at The Hague
stood the beautiful palace of peace, its. gates closed and its
oracles dumb. Beautiful white blossom of the world's hope,
all shriveled in the hot breath of the coming storm! We
turned to the heavens and there was no help there. God's
arm seemed to be shortened so that he could not save, his
ear seemed to be dull so that he could not hear. It is an aw- ·
ful experience to stand face to face with a world-wide calamity and feel that man cannot save and that God himself is
impotent.-The Cause of the War, pp. 55-58.

Had this man and his fellow ministers who now
bewail the burning of Babylon studied the prophe"
cies in connection with recent European history,
they might have seen the handwriting on the wall:
"When they shall say, Peace and safety; then sudden destruction cometh upon them, ... and they shall·
not escape." Our hearts bleed in sympathy with
hapless victims, of the terrible' holoc~ust, but of
Babylon herself it is written: "Rejoice over her, thou
heaven, and ye holy apostles and prophets; for God
hath avenged you on her." (Revelation 18: 20.)
Continuing his instructions relative to the Lord's
return, the Apostle Paul says:
- Now we beseech you, brethren, by the coming of our Lord
Jesus Christ, and by our gathe·ring together unto him, That
ye be not soon shaken in mind, or be troubled, neither by
\Spirit, nor by word, nor by letter as from us, as that the day
of Christ is at hand. Let no man deceive you by any means:
for that day shall not come, except there come a falling away
first, and that man of sin be revealed, the son of perdition.
-2 Thessalonians· 2: 1-3.
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The foregoing clearly indicates that considerable
time would be necessary for the consummation of
the divine purpose, while John, beholding the events
of unborn time for generations to come, portrays the
fact that the church of God, by amalgamation with
the world, would become a mighty power, proud, arrogant and wicked, saying in her heart, "I sit a
queen, and am no widow, and shall see no sorrow"
(Revelation 18: 7), but it is written:

-----
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and definite, that no one need mistake his mea"ning.
When asked by the disciples what would be the sign
of his coming, and the end of the world, he answered,
in part:
·

Take heed that no man deceive you. For many shall come
in my name, saying, I am Christ; and shall deceive many.
And ye shall hear of wars and rumors of wars: see that ye
be not troubled: for aU these things must come to pass, but
the end is not yet. For nation shall rise against nation, and
kingdom against kingdom: and there shall be famines, and
Therefore shall her plagues com~ in one day, death, and pestilences, and earthquakes, in divers places. All these are
mourning, and famine; and she shall be utterly burned with the beginning of sorro'\"'s. Then shall they deliver you up
fire: for strong is the Lord God who judgeth her. And the to be afflicted, and shall kill you: and ye shall be hated of all
kings of tlie earth, who have committed fornication and lived ' nations for my name's s'ake. And then shall many be ofdeliciously with her, shall bewail her, and lament for her, fended, and shall betray one ·another, and shall hate one anwhen they shall see the smoke of her burning. Standing other. And many false prophets shall rise, -and shall deceive
afar off for the fear of her torment, saying, Alas, alas, that many. And because iniquity shall abound,. the love of many
great city Babylon, that mighty city! for in one hour is thy shall wax cold. But he that shall endure unto the end the
same shall be saved. And this gospel of the kingdom ~hall
judgment come.-Revelation 18: 8-10.
be preached in all the world for a witness unto all nations;
Who, but the ones blinded by the false philosophy and then shall the end come.-Matthew 24: 4-14.

and "confused utterances of the Christian Churches,"
can fail to see in the numerous and heartrending
lamentations of those who write, the literal application of the prophecy to the present situation? There
can be no question now as to the identity of the modern church with "that great city Babylon." "And
the woman which thou sawest .is that great city,
which reigneth over the kings of the earth." (Revel:..
ation 17: 18.) And that is not all. In chapter sixteen of Revelation we read of sev;en angels, all having "vials of the wrath of God" which they were
commanded to pour out on the earth. Six of them
emptied the contents of their vials on various objects
of a local character, while the last one poured out his
vial into the air, indicating a universal application,
after which it is said:

And there were voices, and· thunders, arid lightnings;
and there was a great earthquake, such as was not since men
were upon the earth, so mighty an earthquake, and so great.
And the great city was divided into three parts, and the
cities of the nations fell: and great Babylon came in remembrance before God, to give unto her the cup of the wine of
the fierceness of his wrath.-Revelations 16: 18, 19.

It is generally accepted that earthquakes in prophecy have reference to upheavals in the natural order.
Such is .the position assumed ·by one of the
writers aforementioned. See Christ and Peace, page
64. The earthquake r.eferred to above was to be
without ·precedent, and of the s~me event Daniel
wrote:
And at that time shall Michael stand up, the great prince
which standeth for the children of thy people: and there
shall be a time of trouble, such as never was since there was
a nation even to that same time: and at that time thy people
shall be delivered, every one that shall be found written in
the book.-Daniel 12: 1.
THE SIGNS OF HIS COMING

But we are not left to apocalyptical ambiguity.
The Lord has spoken with a positiveness, so clear

DECEIVERS WILL ABOUND

The first sentence of this remarkable forecast is a
warning-deoeivers will abound. And that, too,
among those who profess to teach his gospel.
"Many," he said, "shall come in my name." Those
deceivers were to be professed Christians who would
teach a false philosophy and blind the people by their
confused utterances. The multiplicity of conflicting ·
dogmas of Christendom that contradict the doctrine
of Christ, the numerous charges and countercharges
of false teaching in pulpits and schools, the voluntary
confessions, "we have been blinded," the fact that
the wrath of God in unprecedented fury is scourging
the great city, these all bear testimony to the fact
that the Lord's prediction has now come to pass.
. Men and .women everywhere are declaring, "we have
been deceived," while iniquity has multiplied in a
thousand forms, and, "they shall hate one another,"
is attested by the "illimitable, unspeakable hatred
and bitterness this war is engendering," (The Last
War, p. 14.), while twenty million starving noncombatants in Poland, Serbia, Belgium, and Armenia describe the "distress on earth with perplexity!' (Luke 21: 27.)
"And this gospel of the kingdom shall be preached
in all the world." "This gospel," remember, does
not mean that system of false philosophy which has
dominated the world and led to the present calamity.
That many would be deceived indicates a popular
philosophy by W1hich they would be Ied astray. On
the other hand, "this gospel," it seems, would be
decidedly unpopular from the fact that "you shall
be hated." "You," of the prophecy, beyond all question, has reference to those who would preach "this
gospel .of the kingdom." Why should God's people
be hated in this Christian age? For the very simple
reason that when they were aboutthe Father's busi-
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ness ,preaching "this gospel," they would condemn
the popular false philosophy taught by the Christian
churches. As a natural consequence, the enmity of
the false teachers would be· aroused and they, to protect themselv,es, would
prejudice the minds of the
I
masses against the servants of God. This is an important truth that the modern world has overlooked.
Why, the preaching of "this gospel" was to be one
of the signs of the times, and did not John describe
the same scene when he wrote:
And I saw another angel fly in the midst of heaven, having
the everlasting gospel to· preach unto them that dwell on
the earth, and to every nation, and kindred, and tongue, and
people, Saying with a loud voice, Fear God, and give glory
to him; for the hour of his judgment is come: and worship
' him that made heaven, and earth, anQ. the sea, and the fountains of waters. And there followed another angel, saying,
Babylon is fallen, is fallen, that great city, because she made
all nations drink of the wine of the wrath of her fornication.
~Revelation 14: 6-8.
WHAT DOES IT MEAN?

Does this angel with the gospel earthly bound
mean a supernatural rev,elation? If not, what does
it mean? Who can tell? 'Fhe circumstances of his
coming is so closely allied to the preaching of "this
gospel" as stated by the Savior that the two references must be one and the same event. The angel,
'of course, would not take the gospel to the nations
in person, but according to past precedent, he would
commit it to some one of God's selection among men
through whom it would be committed to others. It
will not do to say that it signified some spontaneous
movement of human origin. Under such conditions
one man could lay claim to as much authority as another, and precisely the condition that exists now
would obtain-confusion and disorder.
Modern Christianity has steadfastly denied and
repudiated supernatural revelation, and that of itself
would preclude the he~venly visitor coming to any
of them. If, for instance, he should come to the English Church, would the others accept it? If he came
to the Church of Rome, would Protestantism receive
it? To recognize Rome would be a denial of Protestantism, and to commit the heavenly oracles to the
Church of England would be. a repudiation of all
others, etc., and since it is being so frankly and universally admitted that a false philosophy has dominated and led the whole modern institution to destruction, is it too much to suggest the probability of
the heavenly courier passing them all by and committing the oracles to some one in no way connected
with the modern church? And if he did would they
not despise the one so favored? And is not this
idea clearly suggested in the teaching of the Christ
when he said, "you shall be hated of all nations?"
It was so then, and it may be so now. Jesus told

the leaders of the J,ewish church that they had made
the word of God "of none effect through your traditions" (Mark 7: 13) , and it is declared that the
modern church, by a "false philosophy and numerous confused utterances,'< has blinded the people to
the truth. The fate of sectarian Judaism may be the
destiny of apostate Christianity. In this connection,
the following language is significant:
And now also the ax is laid unto the root of the trees:
therefore every tree which bringeth not forth good fruit is
hewn down, and cast into the fire-Matthew 3: 10.
Every plant, which my heavenly Father hath not planted,
shall be rooted up. Let them alone; they be blind leaders
of the blind. And if the blind lead the blind, both shall fall
into the ditch.-Matthew 15: 13, 14.

It was the fire of a terrible war that uprooted and
consumed the sectarian "plants" of Judaism. The
fire of a terrible war is playing havoc with sectarian
Christianity, and the "great city" is doomed.
CHARACTER OF APOSTATE CHRISTIANITY

Elder Daniel Macgregor has so graphically portrayed the character of the modern church that I
take the liberty to present it here. He says :
The times of the reformation were utterly unripe for
a restoration. It was an age of universal struggle, intermingled with the decrees of murder and assassination. Burning and branding was the religion of the masses. Everybody
had religion! aye, oozing out at every pore! What would
they not do for "our church"! The sword and the saber
were the foremost evangelists; and the minister, to be qualified, must needs make a study of the arts of execution and
'explosion. They preached the blood of Jesus, and they shed
the blood of man. They proclaimed a hell hereafter, and
kindled its fires here. , With fagot and fork, thumbscrew and
rack, altars were erected and painted with the blood of their
victims. Darkened by dismal doctrine, they illuminated their
intelligence with the fire of human sacrifice. It was war to
the knife, and,knife to the hilt. When weary of slaughtering
each other they turned and fought among themselves: The
Lutherans persecuted the Zwinglians, and the Church o:f
England raged against the Nonconformists. The Covenanters of Scotland were hunted to death. by their southern
neighbors, and •Calvin cremated S'ervetus. 'Of the treatment
accorded to Baptists, the Puritans, and the Quakers at the
hands of their Protestant brethren, the pen is powerless to
picture; and the Jews suffered of them all. Who, then, would
presume that out of the impoverished soil of this barren,
rockbound, volcanic Christianity, the seed of the restoration
would grow? Impossible! It could not germinate in such an
uncongenial climate. Rome and the reformation were too .
aged in the vices of bloodcurdling exploits to give birth to
a kingdom of peace.-Marvelous Work and a Wonder, pp.
81, 82.

It is also written: "And in her was found the blood
of prophets, and of saints, and of all that were slain
upon the earth."-Revelation 18: 24.
(To be continued.)

The man who wears his religion as a cloak soon
wears his religion out.-Christi,an Herald.
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OBJECTIONS TO THE BOOK OF MORMON ANSWERED BY ITS OWN EVIDENCE---Part 2
BY T. J. SMITH

Our task in this article will be. to answer this objection, "Where is the reason or necessity of Mormon, the great Nephite general, shifting his army
all the way from Central America up to the State of
New York, when all the fighting, hitherto, had been
in the former country and vicinity?" And further,
to show where his bold and well-planned' strategy
failed.
NORTH AMERICA THICKLY SETTLED

extreme folly to apply the account here given, by
Helaman, to the present lay of the land and seas, for
no one can tell just what changes took place at that
terrible event. He tells us, however, in 4: 24, that
they began to multiply and spr.ead until they did
cover the whole face of the land, both north and
south, from the sea west to the sea east, so no
chang.es which might have occurred could affect the
fact that all the land northward was occupied.
There could not be a better. description of the great
treeless plains of the Mississippi Valley than is given
"Qy Helaman in 2 : 1-12.
We could readily refer to many other statements
in the book to the fact that many of the Nephites,
and also Lamanites, went into the land northward,
but those given, we trust, will suffice.

But before entering upon this task, WJe wish to
establish in the mind of the reader the fact that the
part of North America known as the United States
EVIDENCES OF NEPHITE OCCUPATION
was quite thickly inhabited by the Nephite people.
The Book of Mormon contains many evidences to
·We wish now to give some of the evidences that
sustain that fact, and we will, briefly, note a few of they did occupy here in the United States to a great
the most prominent ones.
·
extent.
Professor Baldwin in his Ancient America, in deThe whole of the continent of North America was
scribing
the great ruins of citi.es in our southwestern
known to the Nephites as the "Land Northward,"
States,
Colorado,
New Mexico, and Arizona, says of
and the reader should bear this fact in mind.
some
of
them
that
they were built upon foundations
In Alma 30: 5 it is stated that a company of fiftyof
an
older
and
more
substantial civilization. This
four hundred men with their wives and children de:is
identically
the.
same
method pursued by the N e- ·
parted out of the land of Zarahemla, into the land
phites
in
Central
America
and Mexico, that is, buildnorthward; following this statement is another,
ing
upon
foundations
left
by
the J aredites.
(6.: 12) that several shiploads of emigrants departed
That
they
were
scattered,
to a certain extent, all
from the western coast and sailed northward; and
over
the
length
and
breadth
of the land is evident
in the thirty-eighth year (of the judges) many peo·from
the
fact
that
Hebrew
relics
have been found in
ple went into the land northward. Helaman informs
all
parts
of
the
land.
us (2: 3, 4) an exceedingly great many went forth
We will mention several of these, not giving any
and did travel into the land northward.
more than what they were and the place of their
:Note the fact "an exceeding great distance," in
finding.
such a vast country would reach far beyond Central
Near Pittsfield, Massachusetts, two pieces of rawAmerica or southern Mexico. This colo:q,y "spread
hide sewed and glued firmly together, containing
into all parts of the land," except those parts which
parchment on which were quotations from the Old
had been left desolate by the J aredites.
Testament Scriptures in Hebrew. A stone slab with
And they did multiply and spread and did go forth from the Ten Commandments, in Hebrew, upon it, near
the land southward to the land northward, and did spread,, Newark, Ohio. Four more stones with Hebrew writinsomuch that they began to cover the face of the whole ing upon them, near the same place. Embalmed
earth, from the sea south to the sea north and from the sea
bodies, after the Egyptian custom, found in a cave
west to the sea east.
in Kentucky. Six brass plates fastened together
From the present location of the land and seas; with rings, similar to those of the Book of Mormon,
here described, it is believed and asserted by many, found in Illinois. Brass rings, with Hebrew writing
that this description can alone apply to Central upon them, at Marietta, Ohio. Twenty-five bodies
America or southern Mexico. But it should be noted entombed in same manner as those of the Egyptians,
that this account was written some years before that Manchester, Ohio. Plates found by Reverend S. D.
great and terrible upheaval of the earth, at the time P~eet, with similar characters to those of the Book
of Christ's crucifixion, when the "whole face of the of Mormon, in 'Illinois. Coin found in Tennessee
land was changed" and "deformed." When "lands with "shekel of Israel" on one side and "Jerusalem
were engulfed, mountains fe~l, cities were sunk, the holy," on the other.
waters came up over the land and earthquakes conThese evidences could be readily multiplied indefivulsed the earth." So it seems to the writer, like nitely by visiting our institutes and museums scat-
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tered over the country; but those given will suffice
to show that this country had been occupied to quite
a large extent by the N ephite people.
MORMON'S ARMY

We will· now turn to the case of General Mormon
and his army.
After the great and destructive battle at the city
Jordan, where the N ephites were almost complet.ely annihilated in A. D. 380, he moved northward, gathering up the remnant of his fleeh~g people, followed closely by the victorious Lamamtes.
While thus engaged he writes an epistle to the
Lamanite king asking a cessation of hostilities until
he had time to gather his people to a hill in the land
of Cumorah and there he would give him battle.
This request was granted and the N ephites marched
forth to the land of Cumorah, followed, no doubt, by
the Lamanites. The very language used here would
indicate that it was a long way off, for it has such
a far-away sound. It could not have been a land
lying contiguous to that of Central America, or
southern Mexico, for had that been the case it would,
undoubtedly, have been mentioned before, at some
time or other; but this was the first time it had been
mentioned. In the vicissitudes of the war in Central
. America and surrounding country many other lands
were mentioned; the land Bountiful, the land Desolation, the land of J oshen, the land of Shem, the land
Antum, David and Joshua; all these, but no mention
of the land of Cumorah.
,
Mormon asked the armistice of the Lamanite king
that he might have advantage over them in that land.
In starting out on this long march there were two
very impoitant propositions confr:onted him at this
juncture. If the hill he desired to gather to was in
Central America or southern Mexico, he would be
under the necessity of sending gathering agents all
over the northern part of Mexico and the vast regions of the United States to collect the people together (which any normal man can see would be the
next thing to an impossibility), march them two
thousand and three thousand miles south to be
slaughtered by their enemies.
The objection may be raised here that these northern countries were not so heavily populated as supposed, and that it would be no great undertaking to
collect them together and march them south. Well,
be that as it may, the Jaredites were under identically the same condition, and they were swarming in
·untold thousands all over these countries mentioned.
So what about the task of gathering them up to a
'
single
man and marching them all the way down
into Central America?
If the hill to be reached was in New York State,
this would be the other proposition : To march for-

ward (the Lamanites following up behind), gather
in all the people with all they possessed, as had been
their custom for years, until they reached their destination. There could not possibly have been a more
effectual method of gathering the people together,
than the above.
Mormon asked the armistice that he might get ad-.
vantage over the Lamanites in that land. The important question will arise here, What could be the
advantage to him in shifting his army to that faroff land? We have already seen what an advantage
it was to him in gathering his people together, and
w~ can plainly see two more, one very important.
1. They could have the advantage of those formidable fortifications abandoned by the Jaredites,
as they, undoubtedly, were acquainted with the nature of the country in that region, having had the
history of that people translated from the twentyfour plates of Ether by King Mosiah II.
2. The greatest and most important advantage it
would be to .Mormon, consisted in throwing the Lamanites so fa:r away from any means of subsistence.
By moving northward through the country and
gleaning it. of everything of an .edible nature, as the
Nephites had done in the case of the Gadianton robbers (Nephi 2: 40-58), the Lamanites would be compelled to get their provisions from the far south or
squeeze it out of the country after the N ephites had
thoroughly gleaned it; and, no doubt, Mormon calculated they could not successfully do either. Now,
right here we believe is where he "missed his reckoning," right he11e his bold and well planned strategy
failed. The four years armistice expired, the fatal
day of slaughter daWned, and behold! the Lamanite~
were on hand in untold thousands; and ere the setting sun touched the crown of the western hills, and
his departing rays had lifted from over the fog and
foam of the great Niagara Falls, two hundred and
thirty thoifsand N ephite warriors with their women
and little ones had "bitten the dust."
The vital question now comes up; how did the
Lamanites support themselves the four years the
Nephites were gathering together. You can never
give a better or more reasonable explanation of the
origin of those immense, strang.e and wonderful
shell heaps, so abundantly scattered over the southern part of the United States.
Historia:b.s tell us they are, undoubtedly of human
origin, consisting of oyster and mussel shells, mixed
with the bones of deer, antelope, elk, and those of
ma,.ny wild fowls. That these shell banks were made
by the Indians, is proven by the fact that there are
Indians to-day who gather on the Gulf Coast and live
for a season upon oysters and mussels.
So .the origin of those vast and ~onderful shell
heaps, which have for centuries puzzled the heads
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and ing,enuity of our wisest men, is here revealed by bosom, guarded, no doubt by angelic vigilance, rethe simple history given in the Book of Mormon; and pose the sacred records of these fallen nations; which
we believe, should be sufficient to lift all doubt of its records are yet to come forth in the due time of the
divine inspiration from the minds of all fair and , Lord, when the true history and long shrouded mysunprejudiced people; and not only this, but it should teries which have so long hung over those stupendous
be sufficient to locate definitely that noted hill, where ruins so abundantly scatter,ed throughout our land
both the Nephite and J aredite nations met their final will be revealed and proclaimed from the housetops.
end; that hill, where two of the bloodiest and most
So we say, in conclusion, all hail to the Book of
destructive battles known in the annals of the human
Mormon
and its divine inspiration, and honor and
family were fought, that hill upon whose summit and
praise
to
the one who gave it.
surrounding country molder the ashes of millions of
men, womei1 and children, that hill, in whose silent
(Concluded.)

[F
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oOFGENERAL
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ilization has begun. When the Indian becomes a
stock raiser he puts himself into personal relations
with the law, and I hail with joy and with new hope
a business which enables the Indian to sever tribal
One half of the town in which my father labor.ed
relations and stand as an independent citizen before
as a missionary was burned by Indians. From these
the law. The statute respecting identification of cat"bronzed stoics of the woods" on the warpath, I have
tle protects the interests of the Indian and adds to
heard the bloodcurdling "wa-hoo," the voice rising
the value of his creatures and to his security.
through an octave from the beginning of the first
Isolation on a reservation is no longer desirable
syllable to the ending of the last. It is awakening,
for the Indian, who has been neither a citizen nor a
electrifying, hair lifting. Repeatedly have I been
foreigner. Individual ownership is to him both an
startled on looking up hom the table to see an Indian
incentive and a restraint. We are done with Indians,
brav~ g;taring in at the window. Such terror was
our
problem is with citizens. On the occasion of one
struck into my soul, that, as I sit here, I can close my
of
my
visits to an Indian school, a rabbit darted out
eyes and still see the wearer of the eagle's feathers.
of
the
bushes and was ,espied by the Indian youngWhen deep and just opprobrium is cast upon Indian
sters
and
the schoolroom was vacated instantly extraders I have to :r1emember that I have been one of·
cept by the teacher. The school was afoot in track
them. Officers of the court have committed Indians
to me to be in my care. Only last winter I traveled of the rabbit. A motion to adjourn seemed always
in order. In a common school, with children of both
throughout the day, alone in their company. I recite
white and copper-colored parents pr,esent, the young
this, .as an indication that I kno1w Indians. They
Indians seemed to learn most from the conduct of
have lacked for generations the qualities that are
their associates.
developed through the care of animals. They have
A visit to such a school by Mary's far-famed
always made war against them.
little lamb, and the relation which is said to have
When the buffalo failed, and the Government pre- existed between Mary and the lamb, would be to pavented starvation by issuing rations of be,ef, the wild pooses a kindergarten lesson, looking towards civiliIndian pr.eferred to have the creatures turned loose zation, which either education or religion would find
that he might run them over a preCipice or shoot it difficult to s]lrpass.-Our Dumb Animals, October,
them when in rapid motion. The business of raising 1916.
cattle and horses and sheep develops the element
most needed· in the Indian's composition. Besides
A CURIOUS CONTRAST
stimulating his love of property, the work interests
the whole family. The squaws, accustomed to work,
render efficient aid in many ways, and the papooses
(But little attention has been paid to the news
· cannot help developing a fondness for the young of dispatches announcing the safe arrival of Congressthe herd. On approaching an Indian tepee or shack, man 0. D. Bleakly in Washington by aeroplane. He
if one finds any young animal that stands in the re- left Philadelphia last :Monday at 2 o'clock and at
lation of a pet to any member of an Indian family, a 5.15 he landed safely at the National Capital.
person has the right to assume that the work of civWhat could be more suggestive of the tremendous
THE REFLEX INFLUENCE OF KINDNESS TO
ANIMALS UPON INDIANS
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change marked by this event than that Congr.essman
Bleakly will collect mileage for this journey on the
· basis figured for horseback riding, in days hardly
beyond the memory of men now living?
How many of those who read this news dispatch
will stop to consider that members of the house
elected a few weeks ago will not take their seats until
March next, and that the president elected a few
weeks ago will not begin his new term untiLMarch
next, because in those early days the horseback
rider, leaving home immediately upon election must
have several months for travel.
The most serious objection offered to the Louisiana Purchase and to the admission of States beyond
the Mississippi was that members of Congress setting out from the Pacific Slope could not arrive in
Washington during the term for which they had
been elected.
There is a hint in the horseback mileage Congressman Bleakly will draw for his aerop)ane journey how slowly we change our forms, no matter
how swiftly we may change in all the material relations of life.
It is surprising what sanctity we attach to so many
of the old rules of conduct and to the old ways of
doing things, when we· are changing the actual conditions they govern every hour. We are almost as
slow to change in one way as we are ready to change
in the other. We hold back with unaccountable tenacity, just as we are rushing ahead with almost
foolhardy daring. ·
The chances are that every member of Congress
will be traveling to and from Washington in aeroplanes before there will be any change in the horseback mileage of the old days. In fact, we 'may never
see any change in the mHeage rate allowed to members of Congress. ·And we may never bring our
elections any nearer to the time of taking office than
they were when men rode for many weeks through
the unb:J;oken wilderness to reach the seat of government.-Des Moines Register.
I was going home one winter's evening with my
little maiden at my side, when she looked up into
the sky and said: "Father, I am going to count the
stars." "Very well," said I, "do." And soon I
heard her whispering to herself: "Two hundred and
twenty-one, ~wo hundred and twenty-two, two hundred and twenty-three"; and then she stopped and
sighed: "Oh dear! I had no idea there were so
many!" Like that little maiden, I have often tried
to count my mercies; but right soon have I had to
say: "I had no idea they were so many !"-Reverend
Mark GtlY Pearse.

The Glad New Year of Opportunity
The door of the good New Year has swung open for us.
On its threshold we paus·e a moment with bated breaths, as
our minds leap forward and try to penetrate the uncertainty
and mystery ahead, and picture what we may encounter as we
pass in and through the unknown territory.
bf this, however, we may feel no uncertainty, viz, that the
year will be filled ·with opportunities for loving service. On
every hand, and during every one of' the three hundred and
sixty-five days, we will be presented with golden opportunity
which we should seize and make our own, and rechristen
"Privilege."
We should so joy in the performance of loving and consecrated duty, that it becomes glorified to us and changed as
by magic into a thing of beauty and great preciousness.
Whatever of grief or disappointment 1917 may have in
store for us, he sure· that it has blessings in trust, also-so
rich and varied and abundant that we can but accept them
with a sense of unworthiness. They are blessings, too, which
are best in life-most worth while-the things that are eternal in their nature~truth, affection, faith, peace and the
joy of loving service.
AUDENTIA ANDERSON.

Notice to Woman's Auxiliary Locals
The relief and service work of the Woman's Auxiliary and
affiliated societies is or should be so closely allied to the work
of the church officers that close harmony and cooperation is
desired and essential to our final success, as is so clearly
stated in our Year Book. The executive committee of the
Woman's Auxiliary, with Sister Cochran, of Saint Joseph,
Missouri, our general r·elief and service superintendent, and
other sisters who have had long experience as relief and service workers, have been trying to work out to present in due
time with the approval of the general church authorities some
detailed suggestions as to the formulation of a program for
work along the lines of such activities, which will enable the
various locals to effect the necessary changes in their activities where such changes might be necessary.
We therefore suggest that the various locals refrain for
the present from attempting any radical changes in their
work in this department, but go ahead along the old lines of
activity and await the formulation of a program which will
meet the approval of all concerned. We encourage careful
study of the problems of relief and service work as outliood
in .the Year Book with a view to better preparation for enlarging activities when the general plan is decided upon.
Locals should, therefore, await instructions from the general
executive before making radical changes. All of these matters: an address from our Presiding Bishop to the women,
suggestions from the President of the church, and a document formulated by the above-mentioned committee though
as yet in purely suggestive form, are in the hands of the
president of the auxiliary, but official routine details prevent
the presentation of this matter for the pr(lsent. We expect,
however, to have something definite for publication in the
immediate future.
Your sister,
MRs. FREDERICK M. SMITH.
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· · Croswell, Michigan
The Woman's Auxiliary was organized here in the month
of June, with about twenty-four enrolled on the book.
Each sister pays a tax of ten cents a month and by so doing they always havce a little money on hand. And as the
little band of Saints here are building a basement under the
church the sisters have been a great help. They have made
a payment of' one hundred dollars and are still raising money.
The ladi.es pay their monthly tax, and piece quilts, quilt and
tie comforters, whenever work comes their way.
December 16, 1916.
MRS. LEWIS E. GRICE,
Press Chairman.

Independence, Missouri
At a recent meeting of the Woman's Auxiliary of Independence, Bishop McGuire addressed the women on the need of
coordinating with the bishopric in our relief and service work.
This work comes under the immediate direction of the Bishop
and we can attain success only by working under his direction
in a systematic manner.
These Sunday meetings are held the first Lord's Day in
the month and under the direction of the general president,
Mrs. Frederick M. Smith, and have taken the form of lectures,
by specialists on the subjects they cover in their efforts.
Doctor F. M. Smith has given us some splendid talks on
Zionic conditions. Miss Anne Gilday of Kansas City, who is
an instructor in the manual training high school, •and a member of the welfare board gave us a lecture on "Women's
work."
Among the many good things she said, she told how she
had lived much and traveled much and so had more chance to
see. the problems of women. · Here are some of' the extracts
frpm her lecture:
"In the dawn of life God created man to do the highest
work, but the intellectual power of man was incomplete, and
a spark in human life came into being: Woman. Her influence
begins from the time when all we know is to cry, and continues through life. The dawn of intelligence came to Greece
when the individual w~s recognized. Some meaning other
than that of servitude. The spirit of freedom prevail3d and
the need of woman's work was recognized. Man realizes that
the woman he wants and needs is one who can stand beside
him. Aspasia said to Pericles, 'Build that which will live
when the conquests of Alexander will be forgotten.' And as
a result great temples and statues came into existence.
"Man has built continents and continents has he bridged,
but when woman created a son there was a better and grander
constructive force with the babe. Out of the maternal body
that housed that soul comes that which molds the state: Men.
"The best you owe to your mother, who picks up the tangled
threads and marches on. She has self-abnegation because
God made her so and if she has not that she is not a woman.
Keeper of the fire on the hearthstone, a light in the window.
"A message came to the world, 'Peace on earth.' In His
coming he dignified woman. He put motherhood above all
other masterpieces.
"Raphael's Sistine Madonna breathes, I am the mother of
God. It was to Raphael, to dream that he was inspired to put
on canvas a new message of motherhood and womankind,
who has a wonderful, supernatural power of adaptation to
service. It is the atmosphere that adjusts.
"Menial servitude? She has done it all, and nobly through
the struggle sh~ gives that beautiful spirituality.
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"Time. changes, and woe be to the one who does not keep
up. The traditions must be preserved that mother is the one
supreme head of the home. Train the children up in sympathy
to one another. Home is the unifying force. Education is
not simply going to school. Woman can conserve and understand.
"Laws of men are all in regard to property rights, so women
must work, for human life must be protected as supreme.
Her vote would go to the man who stood for the child labor
law.. Interest aside from selfish spirit of the hour will be
the spirit of the nation.
"Life is his who sinks himself in the gr.eatest service. Laws
for sanitation, pure food, etc., were made because of the
selfishness of man.''
Miss Della Braidwood, the superintendent of the young
woman~s department has plans for a day nursery in the dining hall, Sunday mornings to take care of the babies so the
burdened mothers can be able to attend the preaching services free from care.
A call was made for all girls from fifteen to thirty-five
years of age. Fifty responded, and among them were five
trained nurses. Arrangements were made to have two of the
older girls, and two of the younger girls and one trained
nurse each Sunday to take care of the babies and more will
help if there be need for them.
Thursday and Friday, December 7, 8, the Laurel Club, who
are noted .for their ingenuity in arranging pleasant surprises,
gave a "Bazaar of Nations" at the dining hall. Each nation
was housed in a booth, and the national ideals were represented in the decorations. The west side was devoted to Italy,
Holland, Hawaii, Ireland and Japan. On the east side was Uncle Sam's dominion, occupying as much space as the other five
nations. Here were to be found a big stock of merchandise,
produce, staple articles of food, pastries, bread, cake and delicious homemade candies. Flags were much in evidence and
the decorations were of course, red, white and blue. Each
nation showed its loyalty by its national flag.
The Italian section was presided over by four of Rome's
daughters, and southern fruits were displayed to the best
advantage. One of the Neopolitan beauties sang the songs
of Italy and in fancy we ~ould hear the gondoliers singing
as they floated down the streets of Venice.
Next we viewed Holland, and the aprons and caps for sale.
The center of attraction was a Dutch Christmas tree one of
our brothers made thirty years ago for his children. At the
top was a canopy that opened out like a fan and at the end
of each stick hung a silver star. The lining underneath was
in gold to represent the rays of the sun. When the candles
were lighted the air pl'oduced by the heat stirred the top
and kept the stars moving around the tree. On the ground
were sheep with the shepherds attending them; all significant
of the birth of Christ. Quite a wonderful creation.
Hawaii greeted one with her "Alohaoe" of welcome. Here
were shells from the Pacific Ocean, beads of various kinds,
coconuts and palms.
The shamrock was much in evidence in Ireland and "The
harp that hung in Tara's hall" was to be seen on the pennants
that were placed on the background. Here were the embroidered linens, aprons, and laces that are so dear to the feminine
heart. The chatelaines who presided showed their loyalty
by the wearin' o' the green.
An excellent idea of the perfection of the art of embroidery was to be seen in the dress of the Japanese maidens. Here were ceramics, hand-painted china, pictures and
those things that delight an artist's eye.
Two pretty maidens gave Hawaiian airs on the ukelele.
The strains from "Kathleen Mavourn,een" and "Where the
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River Shannon Flows" were wafted on the air coming from
Ireland.
Ea0h country contributed music, even Uncle Sam. A big
Rhode Island cockerel lifted up his voice and said "Hoo, ho,
hoo-oo, here's the goods for you-o-o." An Oyste,r supper was
served with all the fixin's, especially ice cream.
These capable women who are bearing a large P'art in
assuming financial burdens for V'arious activities seem to
have as a:q inspiration the "I Will" spirit which assures them
of success in all of their work.
The Patronesses of the Sanitarium are. looking after its
needs and have been making doctor's robes, ether gowns,
sheets, etc.
The Mutual Helpers have been working under the direction
of the stak.e bishopric, and provided many families with clothing.
The work of our aid society has taken the prize at the
Independence fair every year for some time, and they have
done much work that has been sent them from other places
because their work was of the hes.t.
The annual election of officers of the Independence local of
the Women's AuxiHary was held December 14, 1916. The
result was as follows: Mrs. Flo·rence MeN ichols, president;
Mrs. Madge Knowlton, vice president; Mrs. Altha Deam,
secretary; Mrs. ·Madge Siegfried, treasurer; Mrs. B. C.
Smith, historian.
In this general movcement of the women toward Zionic
conditions, what is the attitude of our women? -Are any
·doing picket duty'?
One sister said to another; "How does Mrs. Brown stand
on the suffrage queston ?"
"She is doing picket duty."
"Doing picket duty, what for, suffrage?"
"Oh, no.! She's on the f,ence."
ALTHA R. DEAM,
Press Chairman, Independence Stake.
INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI, December 15, 1916.

~

NEWS FROM BRANCHES

J~

Third Saint Joseph
Our Religio is dping good work. Increase in attendance is
noticeable. Our Sunday school session Decembe:r 10 was well
attended. The election of office:rs was a special feature. of
the morning. An increase in attendance is noticeable and
ve:ry encouraging.
There has been a Sunday school o:rganized in Elwood,
Kansas, of late, unde:r the supervision of W. 0. Webb.
Brothe:r Fo.rd, our district president, was with us Decembe:r
17 fo:r the day, and we enjoyed his sermons, morning and
evening. Praye:r service in the evening was much enjoyed
by all present, a goodly portion of the Holy Spirit being
made manifest.
We are nea:ring the close of the Old Yea:r, and we look
back on · ou:r lives and see many failures and things tha,t
"might have been." But we can also see many battles to be
won, and feel the spirit of inspiration urging us on to highe:r
ground, and greater victories in the coming New Yea:r.
MRS. A. N. BROWN.

Perry, Iowa
It having been quite a little season s~ince the Perry Branch
has been :rep:resented through your columns, we are moved
to chronicle ou:r progress fo:r the benefit of those of your
readers, who may be interested in this p•art of the moral
vineyard.

1Since our last communication,· we have' welcomed twelve
new members by baptism, ten within the last few weeks, and
the outlook is encouraging for others to follow in the near
future. ·Sev.eral are earnestly investigating, and we are encouraged to look ever "Upward and Onward."
An Oriole circle has lately been organized and much intel'est amo.ng the young girls is resulting. ,Special services
for the younger members of the church are being held of
late, and plans are being worked out for an organization for
the boys, with a view to guiding the energies and activities
of the youth of the bmnch into wise and profitable channels.
We have a goodly number of boys and girls just approaching the adolescent pe,riod and the need of supervised entertainment is felt. It is time we gave some serious thought
to this phase of our duty in the church. Heretofore, the
young people among us, with a few exceptions, were but
children, but we are forced to admit that our littie ones are
fast growing into young men and women. We cannot ignore the fact that youth naturally craves and should have
some diversion. Whether they shall be encouraged to find
an outlet for the natuml tendency of youth to seek companionship and pleasure within the quiet harbor of the
church's supervision or be left to ''drift out on the rocks''' of
worldly pleasures is a matter for our praye:rful consideration. We are open to suggestions for a solution to this
question in small branches, to the end that 'all may go onward and upward and be useful instruments in his hands.
Our Sunday school is wide-awake and doing good work,
likewise ' the Religio. Good programs add much to the interest.
The auxiliary has two active departments, the aid and
the home and child welfare, but with the new year's work,
we hope to organize the departments in accordance with
the Year Book.
Brother J. L. Parker conducted a series of tent meetings
during the later part o.f :September, and while the results
were not all tb!at we· hoped for, no blame could be attached
to Brother Parker's efforts. 'fhe weather conditions were
very unfavorable, being cold and rainy. A number of new
fac-es were seen each evening and we hope for a good interest when next a tent meeting is thought advisable.
We have besides Brother Parker, such valiant soldiers as
Brother C. E. Harpe, 0. Salisbury, E. E. Long,. J. C. Crabb,
!Charles Nirk, Brother Bye and Brother Sedden with us to
1edify and instruct. An especial treat was the visit of
Brother A. Carmichael. The S'aints certainly received much
needed instruction along his line o.f work, from the thre.e
discourses he gave on Sunday, :September 3.
We are hopefully and prayerfully biding the complete organization of our branch officers, and trust that in his own
due time, we will be blessed with a full quorum of officers.
Too much work is now devolving on those in charge anc\ we
hope and pray that soon the burde:q will be' divided by the
Lnrd calling others to occupy in the capacity of teacher and
deacon.
Yours in the one "faith,
ESTELLE F. TAYLOR,
Branch Correspondent.
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.Independence Stake
In the midst of war they talk of peace, and some one has
truly said the patriotism of peace is the most inviting and
satisfying patriotism for mankind. The angel pronounced
that message ages ago, "Peace on earth, good will to man."
Blessed message! rMay we as Saints in the midst of the
'vexations and' afflictions of life, cherish the message, and
:Keep and forever preserve our place among the peaceful
peoples of the earth.
·
To one whose thoughts are drawn towards better conditions in Zion thelle is something appealing in what is presented as a "new business ideal" urged by some of the radical business leaders of the world, that ideal is concerning
Kansas City. They say "growing as it is as an industrial
and financial center, it should also become the center of
spiritual ideals." Brother Walter Smith in a late sermon
said, "This church needs the soul of love." "The world is
longing to help the man who will put soul into his work."
Many subjects for thought crowd upon the mind. We
think of what Brother Fry stated in his sermon last Sunday
morning, and while he quoted many passages from the Doctrine and Covenants in his instructions to the Saints, and referred to the new cultural movement going on, he said, "These
means are being employed by the church that we may attain
to greater heights, that these attainments thus far have
brought to our souls an increase of' joy, and we are coming
to a better discernment of things that are, that we may not
be led away from the faith we have espoused."
The world, too, seems to be appealing for help in many
directions, and in right ways.· For instance, the prison reform, and nation-wide prohibition. And now comes trooping
along, universal military training, according to the adage "in
time of peace, prepa11e for war." And last, though not.
least, the peace league.
There is plenty of reading matter all around us, and we
hear of excellent sermons going on both at home and abroad.
Last Sunday night Brother Walter instructed the Saints at
the Stone Church, B:vother Jenkins and A. H. Mills those who
met at Walnut Park, W. D; Bullard and Brother .C-hristie at
Enoch· Hill, and Brother H. W. Goold in the morning at the
Second Branch.
The sisters are assisting in the work of this last-mentioned branch, and at their late fair and dinner realized one
hundred dollars, which goes to their church fund.
A few of the brethren are home to spend the holidays and
we note with pleasure that when our missionaries return on
such visits, they are always conspicuous by their presence in
some of the adult classes of the Sunday school. Our attend-·
anc·e last Sunday was only 774; and, as the board of health
has issued an order and request for all persons to refrain
from attending public gatherings of any nature, on account of
the smallpox epidemic here, there will be no meetings of any
kind at the church until we are further notified. There are,
at present twenty-five cases.
On last Sunday morning, December 17, J. J. Vickrey passed
away. He was a pioneer in the work here, having been connected with the branch since 1878, and also Sister T. N.
rSmith's funeral was held here, and herr r.EJmains were laid to
rest in Mound Grove Cemetery, December 20. She was the
mother of nine children.
The prayer meeting of Sunday afternoon, Brother -F. M.
presiding, will not soon be forgotten. It was an occasion
when the Spirit flowed from heart to heart, and the Saints
rejoiced as the prayers and testimonies were given in praise
and gratitude for his abundant blessings, in whom our souls
trust with an abiding confidence.
ABBIE A. HoRTON.
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Southern Ohio District
The work of the Southern Ohio District is progressing.
The Iaborer of the vineyard feels encouraged, and we feel
like "going forward."
After spending a very plerasant time at the reunion at
Creola, Ohio, in August, the write'r, with Brother Harnish
went to Vales Mills and after laboring together for about
ten days the writer left Brother Harnish ther•e to continue
the work, and went to Wellston, where he labored for about
ten days, enjoying the work very much. This was about· the
most spiritual series of meetings the writer held this year.
All seemed to enjoy it very much. Brother H. E. Moler had
just preceded the writer with a series of meetings and baptized four, and we came along and watered the plants. The
writer then went to Wilkesville and held a ten-day meeting,
occupying in the Presbyterian church four nights. Was
treated very kindly and had a good hearing, but as some obj•ected to our using it any longer we got the use of a hall.
Two were baptized. Both are splendid young men. One,
a Brother K. ·C. Harder, is now attending Athens College,
and he is quite a bright young man. His grandfather is a
missionary in the church. The pastor of the Presbyterian
church gav•e us the best compliment I ever heard any of their
ministers give our peopl-e. He told the people the difference
between us 'and the Utah .people and said hre had some very
good friends in the Latter Day Saint Church~
The writer again returned to Wellston and together with
Brother W. H. Kelley held a week's meeting and one was
baptized. I .ernjoyed my work with Brother Kelley very
much, and enjoy.ed hearing him tell of his experiences in
Utah.
I then sp•ent a few weeks at Ironton, but was not able to do
much, as the Saints rare scattered, and men are workirng a.t
night. I also preached a few nights at the Pine church
where Brother Harnish held about a three weeks meeting:
From there I went to Limerick and preached there for one
month in the Saints' church with splendid interest and good
attention. While there Brother Kelley also stopped off and
preached a few nights for us. One was baptized and others
a.re quite interested. After stopping a few nights at Pine,
Piketon, Omega and Wellston, I came to Middletown om the
24th of November, and W. H. Kelley and I began a series
of meetings on the 26th, continuing for two weeks, and enjoyed our work together v;ery much. The attendance was
fair and the interest quite good. Brother Kelley has been
devoting most of his time to this branch since entering the
district in May, and he has done a good work here. They
have a fine Sunday school and Religio here. Brother Francis May is in charge of the Sunday school, and Sister A. C.
Skeen of the Religio, and both are earnest workers.
!Sunday, December 10, was a great day with the Middle~
town ~saints, as Brother Griffiths yvas with us and dedicated
the church. After enjoying a splendid session of the Sunday school, the dedicatory service was held at 11 a. m. The
writer was in charge1. Brother Griffiths preached the dedicatory sermon and also offered the dedicatory prayer. The
service was a very spiritwal one, and all seemed to enjoy it.
Brother Griffiths brought out many beautiful thoughts and
showed the need, while dedicating the church, for each one
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to dedicate himself and showed that "to him that worketh
is the reward."
Quite a number of the Saints from Dayton and Amanda
spent the day with us, and as the Saints brought their baskets well filled with good things to eat, they all retired to
the basement after ·they had enjoyed the spiritual feast, and
also partook of the spiendid dinner that was prepared.
At 2.30 p. m., L. F. P. Curry, of Dayton, Ohio, was the1
speaker. The sermon was enjoyed very much by all, and the
. Saints are anxious for Brother Curry to return and talk to
them again.
I spoke at 7.30 p. m., with good liberty, my subject being,
"Is water baptism essential to salvation?" using a chart to
illustmte. Brother Kelley and the writer closed their meetings on the night of December 12.
Brother E. D. Finken, of Oak Harbor, Ohio, and the writer
then held a few meetings at Amanda. Sunday, Decemhe,r
17, Brother Kelley preached morning and night at Middletown, and his sermons were very good. Brother Kelley left
for Independence, Missouri, io-day to spend the holidays.
The Saints here hated to see him leave.
Brother Finken and I will leave for Marshall, Ohio, in the
morning. Have enjoyed my work ve1ry much during the past
year and have been blessed with good health for which I feel
thankful to God. May we all so occupy that we may please
the Father in heaven.
Wishing all a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year,
I am, as ever,
In gospel bonds,
J. G. HALE.

[

LETTER DEPARTMENT

"To-day after a good deal of difficulty and calling several
times at. the shop, I managed to get a kind of molasses made
out of locust beans. We use a little instead of sugar, which
is now an impossible luxury. Of course one can live very
well without sugar, and we are only too thankful to be able
to get bread at such times as these."
She also made mention of the fact tha,t Doctor Glazebrook, the American consul at Jerusalem, had gone to Jaffa
to meet a ship tl!at had just arrived with money supplies.
There certainly can be no doubt of the intense suffering in
Palestine, to-day. When conditions are normal the suffering
of the poor is appalling in the city of Jerusalem, and seems
to be the first thing to meet the eyes of the visitor.
Your sister in Christ,
EDNA HOWLAND KOEHLER.
SARGENTVILLE, MAINE, December 21, 1916.

A News Letter from London
We so seldom see a letter in your columns from London, the
great metropolis of the world, .and thinking so many of the
Saints and friends I know on the other side of the ocean
would like to know of how church work is going on and how
things are moving in this busy part of the world, I will write
a few items of what is transpiring.
Our church work is going on slowly but surely, and we
feel glad to report that a better condition is obtaining among
the saints. A desire to be more active a:nd improve the time
is very noticeable, both spiritually and temporally. The
longer I remain in England and become acquainted with the
Saints in the surrounding branches I feel that G9d has a people here in the spirit of the work who are longing and praying
to see the work revive and rekindle in the hearts of those who
once were active but ha,ve become dormant and discouraged,
yet I believe the awakening time is at hand when the Saints
will hasten to redeem the time that remains, for surely there
are some more honest-hearted people to be gathe11ed out
of this vast multitude of God's creatures. , The primitive
gospel is being thought of and sought after, a desire to get
back to original apostolic faith, as taught by Christ and the
apostles seems to be moving upon the minds of some. They
are discovering and awakening to the fact that there has
been a wandering away spoken of in Malachi 3: 7, a going
away from God's ordinances, setting aside the principles
taught in the former days. I believe the message we have to
bear would be listened to with much interest, if it had only
come through and was proclaimed by some noted theologian
of the day who had graduated through the universities of
education, with a title to his name, the message might have
been hailed with delight and received joyfully, but claiming
to be sent as Joseph Smith was, called to be a prophet of God
sent by divine revelation, with a warning to the· world, is more
than they are prepared to receive, but the condition of the
world to-day is evident that such a message is necessary,
and this restored gospel is just what fills the demand, to reg,enerate the worM. The prophetic statement made in Malachi 1: 1: "Behold, I will send my messenger, and he will prepare the way before me," is now in fulfillmen:t. What a
glorious message of peace to the world, sent to prepare a
people to meet their God. ,surely if the. ministry of Christ's
church will press forward with faith and courage, a .rich
harvest of souls is awaiting them.
This great worldwide war, is causing people to think, as
they never thought befo11e, and empty forms of godliness
will cease to sa,tisfy, as we sometimes sing, "Brother, all
things rom\.d are calling, with united voice he strong, though
the wrongs of earth be galling, they must lose their strength

J

Conditions Bad in Palestine
A letter reached me to-day from a friend in Palestine, some
items of which I feel very sure would be of interest to the
Saints. The letter was dated November 8, 1916.
She begins by saying, "I have hesitated about writing to
you until I could assure you of Mr. Jenkins' convalescence,
and am glad to say that I can do so now, as he is making
satisfactory progress towards regaining his health and
strength. It has been an exceedingly anxious time for Mrs.
Jenkins, as you can understand, but she has spared nothing,
certainly not her own strength for his benefit.,
"We are all well, I am glad to say, and have much to be
thankful for on this account, for many, many, people are ill
in this city, and there are sad blanks in many homes.
"The rain is late this year, too, and this is another reason
for the alarming increase of sickness and fevers of various
kinds. To-day we have had a good shower, and this afternoon
and this evening quite a hurricane, and so very c.old.
"But the poor people now! It is really terrible to see the
suffering in the streets and bazaars, and all around. My husband is quite right in saying that people are falling off like
leaves from the trees, and now we have very few doctors indeed ,and very, very few medicines.
"I remember when our paraffin (kerosene) was finished.
How I dreaded what would happen, and how I should possibly manage with charcoal for cooking. (They haven't
stoves like ours, but use small clay stoves resembHng flower
pots.) But here I am managing to keep a small fire in for
several days without using much charcoal either, and I am
also writing to you by two little sessamide oil lights. Matches
are nearly five cent~ a box now.
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ere long." May all resopnd to the call, not only the ministry,
but may the membership make the task easier for the ministry, by their faithful cooperation, and with Christ the1 king
of glory in the lead, what a ,wave of gospel light may. spread
over this grief-stricken world.
I am thankful to say the brethren and sisters at a distance
don't forget to call on us when business brings them to the
city. Among those who have been to stay over Sunday, are
Brother and Sister Meredith, Brother W. Armstrong, who
preached for us. Brother and Sister Meredith made an effort
to secure a suitable place for a meetinghouse, but the building they had in view at that time was taken. We hope they
will come again and have better luck next time. Brother
Schofield and Brother Jones have also _been here, and Brother
and Sister Judd from Enfield have refreshed us by their
presence, Brother Judd reviving the Saints by his stirring
sermons, and last but not le1ast Brother U. W. Greene came
with his smiling face and congenial company. It seemed
like a refreshing breeze from America had blown .our way,
and for about two weeks he sojourned with us, preaching at
58 Ickburgh Road, and at Enfielq where the district confer-ence was held on November 18 and 19. There we received
some good, inspiring sermons and sound counsel that will
be a lasting benefit to all, but alas, as is always the case the
wind changed and he drifted away from us, and how we
wished our missionaries could stay with us for a few months,
at least, but we quite believe that Brother Greene will return to the English Mission again when on his return to J erusalem. When we realized he was going again to our American shores we could hardly but wish we were going along, as
the visitation of Zeppelins is not a very pleasant experience
to look forward to, however we must abide our time.
Now we are alone again, yet not alone, as we have our
faithful Brother Worth who was left in charge and he is
always at his post and also Brother Goullee and Brother
Newton as cooworkers. By their assistance the work seems
to be brightening and interest on the increase. Sad to say
some of our ministry have been called to arms and other
lines of service for their country. A few of the presiding
officials have been exempted. Sometimes we grow weary for
the return of Brother May from Independence, he having
been requested to remain thel'e in church interests since the
April Conference. We look for him each week. However we
have nothing to complain of as our real wants are supplied,
for which we are thankful, and also that we are- spiritually
comforted as well as temporally and the promise has been
given that we will be protected through the great tribulations
that follow in the path of war.
I am also blessed in having my daughter, Pearl, with her
two little boys, with me during Brother May's absence, and
she is trying to fill her place ~n a musical way among the few
that take interest in the music.
Unless we can procure a hall or a public meeting place by
the coming summer, I shall feel inclined to return to our
own land for no great amount of good can be accomplished
with only a private room to meet in. My prayer is that the
church may see the necessity of assisting in this matter. The
public must be shown that we are the antipolygamist Latter
Day Saints that always remained true to the original tenets,
an:d are a separate organization, never having followed the
Utah body. When this is fully and publicly shown we may
hope for greater success. Trusting the time may speedily
come that our church may come from under this shadow that
has been hovering over us so long and praying that the
principles of this latter-day work may yet be lifted and the
righteousness of God revealed in this gospel, and its pro-
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phetic warning to the world be sounded to the farthest corners
of the earth is the prayer of your sister in Christ,
MRS. R. MAY.
LONDON, E'NGLAND, Upper Clapton Road, 58 Ickburgh
Road.

The "Herald" a Source of Comfort and loy
I hasten to inclose herewith my check in the amount of
$3.50 with-which kindly renew my subscription to the HERALD
for another year and also my subscription to the Auturnn
Leaves, and for the remaining dollar please mail me The
Journal of American History, volume X, No. 3, in which is
contained the excellent article written in defense of the Latter-day work by Brother Heman C. Smith, mentioned in the
HERALD of Dec,ember 6.
I find my HERALD an invaluable source of comfort and joy,
and as a brother expressed himself in a recent article, it certainly in a "white-winged messenger of peace" to our home,
and since it finds us somewhat isolated from church privileges, it has become our weekly recruiting station~preach
ing service, Sunday school, prayer meeting, and ReligiO', the
absence of which are quite nic,elly made up for with the
SAINTS' HERALD as a weekly caller. I certainly am heartily
in accord with the thought that the S1AINTS' HERALD should
be in the home of every Latter Day Saint family, and pray
the time may speedily com\'! when its circulation may be
widely increased.
While it is not our ambition to throw any bouquets, we
certainly do wish to commend the editors of the HERALD for
the clear, concise way in which the Current Events department is conducted, which enables us as Saints to very easily
dispense with suc)l weekly papers as we subscribe to for information on current affairs, thus enabling us the more
easily to obey the injunction "Behold, now it is called to-day.
(until the coming of the Son of Man) and verily it is a day
of sacrifice, and a day for the tithing of my people; for
he that is tithed shall not be burned.''
I am trusting very much that my order will not be too late
to get one of the Journals, for I feel this is an addition to our
library which we need very much, for while a very large
percentage of our citizens of this Northwest are generally
indifferent to religion, nevertheless we occasionally find an
individual who gets rather "obstreperous" in his efforts to
expose the so-called fallacies of this latter-day work, and just
such an article as Brother Smith has written for us will come
in quite conveniently.
Ever praying for Zion's redemption, I am,
Your brother in gospel bonds,
OKANOGAN, WASHINGTON.
D. S. McDOLE.

Concerning the Return of the Jews
I have a clipping from the Ensign of April 10, 1916, giving
the interpretation of a tongue by Elder J. W. Wight, the last
part of which reads as follows:
"Out of the midst of war, of the awful carnage, now taking
place, there will result that condition that will prepare the
way for the return of the remnant of my people, Israel, to
the land of their possession, long since given unto their
father, Abraham; so that~all in all~the power manifested
by my Spirit will be made manifest in the world, especially
among my people to a greater extent than ever before. So,
I say unto you, my people, he faithful: Thus saith the Spirit.
Amen.''
This prophetic tongue was given at the General Conference,
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, Independence, Missouri, April 7, 1916.
From The Rural Weekly; April 13, 1916, volume 12, number 16, published at Saint Paul, Minnesota, I copy the following:
"YEARN FOR PALESTINE
London, April12.-Palestine's restoration as an independent
Jewish state is considered a possibility by leading H~brews
in England. The European Jewish organization is affiliated
with the Jewish congress in America.
"The: war's end, they point out, must bring enormous transfers of territory and it is of this shake-up that the Jews intend to take advantage. At the meeting of the powers'
representatives to arrange peace terms, the Jews must see
that they are consulted, as Lucien Wolf, the author puts it,
and he urges them to 'work together with eventually a
Jewish state in Palestine.'
"From The American~J ewish Year Book, recently pubiished,
we take the following interesting statistics: Hebrew population of our large cities, New York, 990,000, Chicago, 215,000;
Philadelphia, 160,000; Boston, 65,000, and so on down to San
Francisco, with 28,000. The estimated number of Jews in the
United States is 2,500,0,00, and throughout the world, 13,500,~
000. No other center in the world contains so many Je\vs as
New York.
"The three general organizations of Jews in respect to religion are the Reformed, Orthodox and Conservatives, and
they have respectively 46, 120 and 207 rabbis of organized
congregations. It will be seen that the Conservatives have
as many rabbis as the Reformed and the Orthodox both together have. It is estimated that 12:1 rabbis do not belong to
any of the three conferences. From the above, it appears
therefor, that the whole American population of Jews have
but 494 rabbis. Many provisional congregations hold services on holidays only, and are served by educated Jews who
are not ordained, and who, during 'the rest of the year, are
business and professional laymen.
"The ye;r book shows a great increase in the growth of the
Zionist movement. In the last six months thirty new general
organizations have been formed, and because of the war the
whole number has doubled. Less than two years ago the
shekel payers numbered 14,000. Last June there were 36,000,
and it is estimated that by next June there will be 120,000."
From the Chicago H e1'ald of April 19, 1916:
"JEWISH NATIONAL AIR TO BE SUNG AT THIS MEETING
"The Jewish national air will be sung at the annual spring
meeting of the Chicago Jewish committ~e for Palestine welfare, to be held in Fullerton Hall of the Art Institute on April
27.
"This song is said to be known to the majority of the
1
Americans and even to many Jews, these being unaware that
there is a Jewish national air corresponding to 'The StarSpangled Banner' and 'Hail, Columbia.' . . . The words of
the Hebrew national air are as follows:
'HATIKVA
(The Hope)
'As long as a spark of Judaism
Glows within the heart's inmost depth, ,
As long as the eye turns Eastward its yearning glance
So, long is our hope not a forlorn one.
That old, old hope of returning
To the home ,of our Fathers,
To the city where David dwelt,
There to be a f~ee nation in our own land,
The land of Zion and Jerusalem.'"
GEORGE B. HALL.
CRESTON, lOWA, 24 Myrtle Street.

Are We Ready for Strong Meat?
Dear brothers and sisters in the true faith, the thoughts
I wish to express .here have been in my mind so often · of
late that I feel impressed to try to give them to others. I
do not intend making long arguments to prove what I may
say, but will give a few quotations from the Scriptures, and
leave the reader to judge as to whether the thoughts given
are in harmony with the word.
Let me call attention to the exact wording of a law of the
church which, in substance, is familiar to the majority, if
not all the 'saints. It reads:
"Is any sick among you? let him call for the elders of the
church; and let them pray over him, anointing him with oil
in the name of the Lord. And the prayer of faith shall
save the sick, and the Lord shall raise him up; and if he
hav:e committed sins, they shall be forgiven him."--James
5: 14, 15.
Notice the great promise contained in the last clause of the
above quotation, that, while in the first place we are seeking
healing of the body, in sending for the elders, God at the
same time graciously forgives our sins, should we have committed any.
In Doctrine and Covenants 42: 2 we read:
, "And whosoever among you are sick, and have not faith
to be healed, but believe, shall be nourished with all tenderness with herbs and mild 'food, and that not by the hand of an
enemy. And the elders of the church, two or more, shall be
called, and shall pray for and lay their hands upon them in
my name; and if they die, they die unto me, and if they live,
they shall live unto me. . . . And it shall come to pass that
those that die in me shall not taste of death for it shall be
sweet unto them."
In the following verse we find that if we have faith in God
to be healed, and are not appointed unto death, we shall be
healed, but if we lack that faith, but believe, we shall have
power to become God's sons.
How great and far-reaching are these promises! Words
fail to half express their wonderful scope! Healing of the
body from sickness; or if that be denied to one who believes,
then still he is promised power to become a child of God;
forgiveness of sins that may have been committed since baptism; the sting and fear of death removed, so that death shall
be sweet. Oh, this beautiful ordinance of the gospel. Why
should we resort to physicians for that which our Father
offers "without money and without price." If our time has
come to pass to the beyond there is no physician who can
heal.
'
Sometimes the all-wise Father has some purpose to be accomplished for us by our 'own suffering. Would any Saint
really desire to be healed if he could know that his heavenly
Father saw best to withhold that blessing from him for a
time, in order that a greater blessing might be given? We
cannot doubt God's power to heal; or to see that our needs
are looked after while we are: unable to provide for ourselves.
What can be the reason then that it is a common thing for
the Saints to call for the physician when sickness comes?
Oh, sisters, brothers, do we give ourselves time to think
what a restful privilege this is to leave ourselves entirely in
the divine hands where no mistake can possibly be made
in our treatment? Can we treat lightly such a privilege, and
turn to the human hand for help because Father sees best not
to yield to our wishes, and heal us or our ·loved ones immediately? Have we such fear of suffering, of death even, that
we grow frantic at the thought, and, forgetting the fact that
if we love God, all our exp.eriences shall work for our good,
'
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we turn away from the One who stands with hand outstretched to lift us nearer to him, and reach for the blessing
that pertains to the physical part of our being?
Health unquestionably is a great boon, but often the loss
of it for a time brings a greater one. This is hard for 11s
to understand because God's ways are not like our ways; we
.are so prone to seek present ease and pleasure. We cannot
accurately see the result of things. .God can, and as he looks
away into the future he knows exactly what sort of treatment
will be necessary to purge away the dross that cumbers the
pure gold in all of us, and without the removal of which, we
cannot be fitted to enter the home where our Father dwells.
If even our Savior who was without sin, was made perfect
through suffe-ring (Hebrews 2: 10; 5: 8) , can we reach per-·
fection in some other way?
I do not mean to give the impression that when we are
"OVertaken with sickness we should just let ourselves go without making an effort to help ourselves. No, indeed! We are
to do the best we can; look to diet, ventilation, cleanliness
(it is good to keep a watchful eye to these points before sickness comes) . Don't rush the elders there for every slight
ailment which nature will make right if given a chance, but
if the ailment take a serious turn, then it is our right to call
upon God for help in his _own good and perfect way. Send
for the elders and when they have done their part, leave the
rest in the h~nds of Him who doeth all things well, calm in
the assurance that he will not forget that we :are suffering, or
permit more to come upon us than we are able to bear-:that is, if we really do leave ourselves in his care. If there Is
the feeling in us that if the symptoms get alarming, or the
pain too great to be borne, we will be obliged to send for the:
doctor I truly believe we forfeit our right to the divine in~
tervention. God can work only according to his own. laws; if
we go contrary to them we "have no promise."
Does this seem hard, dear S-aints? Yes, it does seem so,.
because we cannot understand now, as we surely shall some
time. Paul says in Hebrews 12: 11, "Now no chastening for
the present seemeth to be joyous, but grie:vous; nevertheless,
afterward it yieldeth the peaceable fruits of righteousness
unto them which are exercised thereby." Ah, yes, "afterward"· hard and "grievous" to be borne now, but afterward
we su;ely shall reap the benefit of what we have endured
patiently here. As one of oui' elders once said in a sermon:
"When we reach the beyond, and can look back over our lives
here and see the purposes of God fulfilled in the experiences
we have pass~d through, we shall bless his name for things
that 'fnade our ve1·y hea1·ts bleed while we were passing
through· them."
•Oh, dear friends, let us not forget that ofttimes the hour
of pain or grief is as it were, a time of "sitting in heavenly
places," when a loving Father speaks to the ear of our spirits,
and we are truly ''taught from on high," thus being drawn
nearer to the divine than we could have been without such
time of trial.
Your sister in the struggle for submission,
CLARA M. FRICK.

From Here and There
An observing missionary makes this comment: If your
·"Word to Contributors" in the HERALD of Dec-ember 13 had
added a caution against ordinary letters and other commonplace matters being sent to both HERALD and Ensign you
would hiave done well. S·ome special matter should be in
both, but not ordinary contributions which crowd out something better.
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We agree with the statement, and pass it along with the
suggestion that so far as possible we do seek to avoid these
duplications. If our contributors would kindly observe this
we believe it would be helpful to all concerned.

MALLARD, IOWA, December 14, 1916.
Editors Herald: You will perhaps pardon me for writing
a few lines for the benefit of the HERALD readers, as I am
interested in their welfare, 1and the development and triumph
of the work of God, and the salvation of souls. I have found
much that is good and glorious in the religion of Jesus Christ,
and his church is the only true and authoriZled standard
bearer of that religion which Jesus Christ taught by the authority of the Father, and it is that truth which Jesus died
to establish, and it is sufficient to save every creature in all
the world.
Them· are some things in the church which are peculiarly
beneficial to all who will hear and obey, but especially is this
true of the Saints. Some years ago the writer was in attendance at a social service held at the home of Brothetr
Niathan Hayes_, Cherokee, Iowa, when about twenty members,
. young and old and middle-aged were present, and this was
~bout all the members that then belonged to that branch.
This was one of the meetings which is long r•emembered by
those who were in attendance. The good Spirit was present,
and seemed to be enjoyed by all. All took part in the singing, every member present prayed, and all testified. to the
goodness of God to them, and they spoke of the evidences
which had been given to them of the truthfulness and power
of the work of God, in which they were engaged. The Lord
spoke encouragingly to them through the manifestations. of
the S'pirit. Thus ·all members received a goodly . port_wn
of spiritual meat and drink, which strengthened their fmth,
brightened their hope, and enabled them to see the path of
duty more c1e3:rly than .ever before, or so it seemed to the
writer.
,It seems wise that the Lord should have placed in his
church a class of officers whose duty requires them to "see
that the church meet tog1ether often, and also see that all
the members do their duty." When this work is carefully
and wisely done, it keeps the members alive and spiritual,
and under such conditions the church thrives and grows, and
when the members meet to worship God, there activity and
,effic,acy is manifest, and a spiritual feast is enjoyed, confidence is begotten and continues because of that true fellowship manifest among the disciples of Christ.
'
Paul's long experience as a minis.ter of the church of
Jesus Christ ·enabled him to understand the importance of
such meetings, and for that purpose he wrote to advise and
encourage the. Hebrew Saints, as follows: "Not forsaking
the assembling of yourselves together; as the manner of some
is· but -exhorting one another: and so much the more, as ye
se~ the day approaching." The longer one absents himself
from the regular services of· the church the more unfruitful
he becomes, the mind becomes darkened, or is apt to, he
loses interest in the church and its work, and if such a course
is continued long enough the Spirit becomes grieved, is withdrawn, and the individual is left to himself. "If therefore
the light that is in thee be darkness, how great is that darkness."
When one is sick for weeks and months, and the digestion
is so impaired that the individual cannot take the necessary
nourishment, the body shrinks and weakens so that he can
neither stand walk, work, or even sit up. Should an attempt
be made to do either, the head is dizzy 1and the one making
such an attempt falls to the floor like a helpless infant. Who
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knows better than one who has had such an experience?
Under such conditions much love and kindness and much
patience are necessary; and the patient "should be nourished
with all tenderness with herbs and mild food, and that not
lby the hand of an enemy," if they have not faith to he
healed.
"Wherefore lift up the hands which hang down, and the
feeble knees; and make straight paths for your feet, lest
that which is lame be turned out of the way; but rather let
it be healed. Follow peace with all men, and holiness, without which no man shall see the Lord."-Hebrews 12: 12-14.
The inward man, or soul, is very much like the outward
man so much so at least that if it does not receive a prop,e:r
amount of spiritual food and drink it, too, weakens and
shrinks, becomes inactive, unfruitful, cannot work because
the Spirit does not help, "And if you have not faith, hope and
charity, you can do nothing." Indeed, flUch a one is spiritually sick, and needs the physician and a good, faithful nurse,
the proper restorativ·es, and the necessary amount of mild,
·Spiritual food. The ministers of the church are the authorized physicians, including the teacher; and every Saint
should be willing to serve as a nurse, whenever an opportunity affords, or when requested to do so by proper authority.
"Blessed are the peacemakers," says the blessed Master.
And in such cases the true Saint has the "Balm of Gilead,"
which if properly administered will effect a cure, and all
will be well. How could any other condition obtain when
professedly at least every Saint is a peacemaker?
Is it not true that a people who have in their possession
the light and truth and authority of the restored gospel
ought to be up and doing? Of all lights that shine on the
spiritual horizon, theirs should be the brightest. And they
should pe the most industrious and persevering people under
the shining sun. No opportunity for doing good should be permitted to pass by without being imprqved. Some things
should be done for the work's sak!e, because it is of God, and
contains the conditions of salvation sufficient to save the entire world, if it is but believed and obr-yed by every creature.
Our religious neighbors are busy, watchful, and persevering, and they turn every stone that it is possible for them to
move. They are converting and leading men and women
into their churches who would make good members of the. true
church of .Jesus Ghrist, and worthy Christians, if we could
but lead them in the way of salvation. Shall we fail to do so
because of the inactivity and negligence of some of our membership? We ought not to permit such a thing to occur, and
it woultl not so happen, if every iSaint who has been warned
would warn his neighbor. Surely, S'aints cannot afford to
go to sleep without oil in thedr vessels, and their lamps
trimmed and burning, when the bridegroom is so near.
Awake and sing, and shout hosanna, all ye Saints of his!
"Then they that feai'ed the Lord spake often one to another: and the Lord hearkened, and heard it, and a book of
remembrance was written before him for them that feared
the Lord, and that thought upon his name. And they shall
•be mine, say.eth the Lord of hosts, in that day when I make
up my J.ewels; and I will spare them, as a man spareth his
own son that serveth him."-Malachi 3: 16, 17.
"•Sweet bonds, that unite all the children of peace,
And thrice precious Jesus, whose love cannot cease;
Though oft from thy teacpings in folly I roam,
I hope to behold thee in glory at home."
"For as many as are led by the Spirit of God, they are
the sons of God . . . . The .Spirit itself bear.eth witness with
our spirit, that we are the children of God: and if children,

then heirs of God, and joint heirs with Christ; if it so be
that we suffer with him, that we may be also glorified together."-Romans 8: 14-17.
Waiting, watching, ap.d laboring for the victory, I remain,
Yours in bonds,
CHARLES E. BUTTERWORTH.

PERRY, IowA, December 14, 1916.
E(J,itors Herald: Elder W. A. McDowell, one of our patriarclis, has just left us after a ten-day series of discourses.
There are no words .in our language to express the gratitude of the 1Saints in listening to what he had to tell them.
'Several outsiders c'ame every night. One very new sister
gave him a home indeed, and it was a warm and comfortable
one. This is so essential; if the stoves won't reach the sleeping room of an elder, some good warm flatirons and blankets
are fine. The children want,ed to keep him, and some of them
put up 'a lunch for his midnight ride, and wrote him a letter
of appreciation. The lunch consisted of frosted cookies and
fruit, just what they would buy were they going to do the
eating, but Brother 'McDoWiell accepted it with all the kindness possible.
One stranger said, "I am tired of all churches, none preach
the Bible. I will go to the Saints' church, but ev·en then I
wouldn't hear much. I want prophecy and war.''' But as
we stepped. in the door who was sitting on the rostrum with
Elder McDowell and Brother Hand but E. E. l:ong. He did
the pr,eaching that evening, and one would think he was
rained down for the occasion. He took for his text "The
last shall be first and the first shall be last," and it took him
no time to launch into the sea of prophecy and war, and the
stranger was delighted, so he expressed himself on his way
home.
Brother McDowell evidenced the fact that his position is
an important one. That isn't all-he fits his position and
his position fits him. We all want him to return ..
Our people were much strengthened by the meetings. We
have had several good preachers with us in the last two
years. We are now getting ready for a two-week series in
January with 0. Salisbury in charge. He will prove a boon
to Perry when he comes, despite the fact that he has been
taken for a baseball inanager and a football coach. We have
taken no offense at his titles, for we know him for what he is.
NELLIE MARTIN.

GORDON, WASHINGTON,' December 17, 1916.
Editors Herald: There are n9t very many 'Saints in our
community and we have met with a good deal. of opposition
here, but still with God's he~p we are striving to carry the
good work on.
We have not been in this country long and are trying to
make a home here, and we would like to establish the work
here, also. We have not been able to procure much literature to help us out yet. I was ordained to the Aaronic
priesthood November 19, and am trying to take charge of
the work in this place. Would you pl.ease write me exactly
what the duties of a priest are, as I am not very well posted?
Your brother in gospel bonds,
S. A. DoBSON.
(Tract No. 189, "Duties of Branch Officers," each 5 cents,
10 for 50 cents, is very helpful to those who desire such information. Order of this office or Ensign Publishing House.
-EDITORS.)
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LAMONI, IOWA, December 18, 1916.
year I have ever experienced. I have been busy all the time,
Editors Herald: ·In connection with the obituaries of Sis- and in a small measure have succeeded in making the lives
ter Almira Mors~ 1and Brother A . .S. Cochran, I send account of others brighter and better. My hope and ;prayer is that
of a notable incident in he·r life before she and her son Asa the year 1917 which is near at hand will find us all willing
and family united with the church in 1867.
to do our respectiv.e part of the work that will make Zion a
Among her friends . were Brother and Sister Horace reality.
J. E. VANDERWOOD.
Church, and they had heard and believed the latter-day messa,ge some years prior to 1867. Also they talked it to their
WEST BRANCH, MICHIGAN, December 20, 1916.
friends, including Sister Almira Cochran (as she was then).
Editon Herald: 'lt has been a long time since I have writBut she would not accept the message nor the doctrines of
baptism for the r.emission of sins, and laying on of hands. ten to the HERALD. My field is Northern Michigan. I laWhen defeated in argument she would leave the room and bored there until fall, when T was called to Bay City to
go away. I remember their telling us about it when Brethren preach a funeral se·rmon; on my way back I stopped at West
E. C. Briggs, David H. Smith and myself were preaching · Branch, where I formerly m•sidetl. I was shown by the
Spirit tha.t I was to preach at this place and gave out notice
in Michigan in 1868.
·
But finally she questioned herself if possibly there was for mee•tings. The people became interested and urged me
truth in it, seeing that good people like Brothe,r and Sister to stay, which I did, and have baptiz,ed eighteen, all grown
Church believed it. So she pray.ed over it and wanted to people. Some others are interested and are investigating
A. E. BuRR.
know the truth. And one night a vivid dream was given to the work. I must return now to Alpena.
herr. She saw in a. bright light what seemed a blackboard,
only the board was not a board, but appeared as beautiful
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA, December 2.1, 1916.
ebony. And on it in shining letters of gold she read these
Edit01·s Herald: Brother and Sister Pitt just finished a
sentences: "Fraith. Repentance. Baptism for the remission
of sins. Laying on of hands for the gift of the Holy Ghost. series of me.etings which were v.ery successful, as far as they
Resurrection of the dead. Eternal judgment." And im- were concerned, the S'pirit of God being very much in evimediately as she had read it a voice spol\;e clearly, saying, dence in the· effort they put forth. The Saints and a few
"This is the way, walk ye in it." Paul says he was not dis- outsiders weDe present each night of preaching service. The
obedient to the heavenly vision .. Neither W,as she, but when baz•aar was ·well attended, as also the :lecture, and the stereopBrother 'Briggs came she and the Churches and Brother Asa ticon views, which were very much enjoyed. The meetings
Closed ~sunday last, with fair attendance. Brother Pitt is
were baptized.
Yours for truth,
surely
a kind and fatherly man to the Saints, patient, kind,
H. A. STEBBINS.
gentle and enduring to the last. Both <are proving themselves true Saints indeed.
This ma~es me remember a d!'eam I had some time ago.
BYRON, OKLAHOMA, December 18, 1916;
I feel impressed to write it. I thought I went to the church
Editors Herald: A .light covering of snow this morning at Independence and then I seemed to he here in our little
reminds me that winter is here, and also that the year 1916 church again, and saw Brother Goodrich giving b1e•ssings.
is nearly. gone. Whether we are aware of it or not it is I said, "Oh, I did not know Brother Goodrich was a panevertheless a fact that we are"1ust one year nearer the end triarch," and some one said, "Why, yes, he was ordained to
of our days than we were twelve months ago; and the thing that office the last conference."
that should here concern us, is, what use have we made of
I thought., Why shouldn't he? He is so patient, kind,
this year just ending? If we have been unwise enough to gentle and forbearing, and enduring under such trying cirsquander the precious moments of the past year, if we have cumstanc•es, and I awakened.
failed to achieve that which should have been achieved by
To me the patriarchs all truly. show forth. the Christ
us in the past, we should here pause a moment and ask our- Spirit. I can see the calling to that office of a number of
se,lves the question: What use am I going to make of the the ministers who have been sent out here to us to pre1ach
time that day by day is opening to me? The past is gone and teach God's work. May God continue to bless and ~eep
forever, only as it may linger in our memory, and thus be a this arm of his church is my prayer, in Jesus' name.
guide to us. But past opportunities cannot be recalled.
Dear Saints, come and serve your Savior in his way; put
.They have passed us by. What the futui~e may have in store away from you all malice, envy, jealousy, unkindness, anvv;e are unable to say, but the present is ours; the oppor- 151er, and strife; learn to love and help each other in the
tunities of to-day belong to us; let us be wise and utilize the spread of the gospel. Arise above the petty things of this
things at hand so that each succeeding day may find us bet- life, be honest and sincere, refuse not to he a helper, be ye
ter fitted for life; bette1r qualified to meet its demands than not a leaner. Do not only sing "I'll go where you want me,
we have ever been before.
to go, dear Lord," but go where God wants you to go. Do
As we approach the coming Yuletide, let us enter into the not Let the little petty things keep youA'rom doing your duty.
real spirit of the season, and remember that the greatest ,Remember it is God to whom you owe your life, and not to
Chi~istmas gift the world has ever received was the gift of
mortal man. But to him who gave his only 1S'on that you
Christ to the world. Then as we plan for the giving of might be saved. Will you heed the message, or will you go
gifts to our friends, let us once for all time remember that on in your own way, doing things that you know are disthe best and noblest gift we can bestow upon anyone is the pleasing to your heavenly Father, and that grieve the Spirit,
gift of a Christlike life and service. Arriving at this con- till like of old, the writing will be seen on the wall: "Thou
clus1on, let us resolve that this Yuletide shall mark an epoch art weighed in the balances and found wanting." God forin our lives that tends to prepare us more fully for the bid that this should ever be, is my prayer.
Master's service, that through the grace that he supplies
You know God has said he can and will raise up a people
we may be able to better serve the race, and hasten the re- who will do his will, if those whom he has already raised up
demption of Zion.
faiL Arise, Saints, arise, and shine, for the coming of the
To me the year just closing has been the most pleasant Lord is nearer at hal).d than many of you think.
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May God help us all to sense the importance of the roessagle which will be given shortly, is my prayer, in Jesus'
name. Amen.
Your sister,
MINNIE ROCKHOLD.
3316 East Second Street, South.

The Saints of 'the mastern Michigan District will please
takce notice that Brother W, A. Blair, of Detroit, Michigan,
has been appointed agent for the Eastern Michigan District
to succeed Brother W. F. 1Smith, resigned. We feel to commend Brother Blair to the Saints of the district, feeling assured that in this deP'artment of the work he will as ably
magnify his calling as did his father, Brother W. W. Blair,
in his ministry to the church.
We feel that we should take this opportunity to acknowledge the work of Brother ·Smith and wish him success in
his work as pastor of the Second Detroit Branch.
BENJAMIN R. McGuiRE, Presiding Bishop.

Northern Wisconsin, February 3 and 4, at Porcupine.
Good speakers expected. We hope to see a good representation from the district. S. E. Livingston, president, Arkansaw, Wisconsin; Ivy Fisher, secretary, Chetek, Wisconsin.
Kirtland, at Cleveland, Ohio, February 17 and 18, 1917.
Branches are expected to send their reports to the secretary,
Thomas Darst, 559 South Broadway, New Philadelphia,
Ohio. A. R. Manchester, president.
Fremont, with Hamburg Branch, February 3, 11 a. m.
Conventions meet evening preceding as usual, and will hold
business session 9 a. m. Saturday. This is an important
conference as the delegates to the General Conference are to
be, appointed and also the annual report of the bishop's
agent and the 'auditing committees report thereon are due.
W,e hope to see a full attendance. T. A. Hougas, president.
New York and Philadelphia, at 1Saints' church, Park Place
and Schenectady Avenue, Brooklyn, on February 10, 1917,
and will remain in session the following two days. Reports
are due from all the officers and members of the priesthood in
the district and from branch presidents and heads of cistrict auxiliaries. Herman N. Schwartz, secretary, 1004 Land
Title Building, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
Seattle and British Columbia with Seattle Branch, corner
First A venue Northwest and Kilbourne Street, February
5 to 7, 1917. Take cars No. 23 or 19 on First Avenue, going
north. William Johnson, president.

Pastoral

Convention Notices

To the Saints of the Seattle and British Columbia District:
We call your attention to the date of our district conference
and conv.entions, Fe:bruary 5 to 7. At the winter conference•
is held the election of officers and delegates to General Conference. I shall not be eligible for reelection as president of
the district, as I am going to leave the district. You are
aware that I have occupied this position since the organization of the district. It is with feelings of regret that I
sever my association with the Saints of the district, and can
say, generally speaking, I have the highest regard for each
member, and wish to express my feelings to all by saying I
have been treated with every respect due to any man in the
office of p.r:esident of a district. I hope my successor will
meet with- the same cheerful response to promote the work
assigned to each. I ask ...that you will continue to feel that
you have my interest at heart, and give me your moral support wherever I may be.
It will be necessary that I resign as the bishop's agent
of the district. I have given this matter a careful consideration. There should be some one who is able and willing to
keep the Saints informed of their duties in the law of tempora'lities. In viewing the matter from various angles I
have decided that Brother John Hartnell should be your
next bishop's agent, however, you all understand that this is
only my opinion; you have a right to whom you will, but I
have recommended the brother to the Presiding Bishop,
which I think is my pr.erogative, but will require your ratification as a district.
Please remember that Brother Anderson, missionary in
charge, will be present. We meet with the Seattle Branch in
their beautiful church, corner First Avenue Northwest, and
Kilbourne Street. Take cars No. 23 or 19 going north.
WILLIAM JOHNSON, P-resident.
EVERETT, WASHINGTON, Box 448.

Northern Wisconsin ·,S'unday school and Religio, at Porcupine, February 2. We hope to see each school and loc•al in
the district represented. Come and help make an instructive
convention. L. Jiloughton, Religio president, Chetek, Wisconsin; George Lafferty, Religio secretary, Rock E'lm; Leroy
Colbert, Sunday school superintendent, Chetek; Ivy Fisher,
,Sunday school secretary, Chetek.
New York R,elig-io, February 3 and 4, 1917, at Buffalo, 7
p. m. 1Street address will be announced later. Agnes B.
Batchelor, secretary, 703 Northumberland Avenue, Buff,alo.
Far West Religio, with A1ma Branch, near Lexington
.Junction, Missouri, January 20 and 21, 1917. Local secretari.es send reports and delegate credentials promptly to
E. J. Armstrong, secretary, Stewartsville, Missouri.
Central Nebraska Sunday school at Inman, February 3,
1917. Bessie S'odersten, secretary.

The Bishopric

Conference Notices
Northwestern Kansas, at Belleville, Kansas, February ·12,
13 and 14, 1917. Ail ministers and branch clerks send reports in .early to secretary, J. B. Ansley, Osborne, Kansas.
F. E. Taylor, ,district president, Harlan, K'ansas.
·Southern Nebraska, at Wilber, Nebraska, J1anuary 20, iO
a. m. Attention of priesthood is .called to the resolution
passed at last conference which is as follows: "That hereafter the president of the branch summarize work done by
the priesthood in each branch, forwarding same to district
president not later than 10 d!ays prior to the convening of
the conference, he to present same to district conference."
The branches will please mail their reports promptly.
Blanche I. Andrews, 1726 South Twenty-seventh Street,
Lincoln Nebraska.
Central Nebraska will convene at Inman February 3 arid
4. All are invited, and are requested to bring reports with
them. W. M. Self, president.

Quorum Notices
Lamoni Stake quorum of priests will receive blanks for
year's report. H any fail to receive, please notify undersigned. We meet with next stake conference in February.
James J. Johnson, secretary, Lamoni, Iowa, R. F. D. 3.

Correction
In the first line of the third paragraph of the: letter by
H. A. Stebbins on "the Lord's prayer,''' appearing Jast week,
the word three should read these.

Request for Prayers
Prayers are requested for a devoted and interested woman
who has had cancerous growth removed from her brtast and
which threatens to return. :She has faith in the church and
desires the prayers_ of the Saints.

Our Departed Ones
MORSE.-At Lamoni, Iowa, December 11, 1916, Sister Almira Cochran Morse, aged 95 years, 1 month and 11 days.
Married George Cochran, in Ohio in 1l540. He died in 1863.
She married Justus Morse in Michigan in 1873 and came to
Decatur County, Iowa, the same year. He died in 1887.
.She was baptized in Michigan in 1867 by E. C. Briggs. Of
"'4 children, 3 grew to maturity. Two daughters died before
s)'le did and the son died a few hours after her going. Her·
last years were times of feebleness, but she was a worthy
woman and a faithful Saint.
COCHRAN.-At Lamoni, Iowa, December 11, 1916, Asa S.
Cochran, aged 73 years, 10 months and 17 days. His health
seemed about as usual and he helped care for his mother
·until she breathed her last at 9.45 a. m. At 12.30 (noon) he ~
had an apoplectic stroke, became unconscious, and at 6.30
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p. m. his life went out. Thus mother and son passed to the
beyond the same Q.ay, a remarkable circumstance, and both
so old.
Brother Asa was ·well known to the church, he having been
a member of the general high council for twenty-six years;
also was bookkeeper and cashier in the Herald Office for
many yea;rs. He served as presiding priest of Lamoni
Branch from 1876 to 1885, and after his ordination as an
elder he was branch president some years. E. C. Briggs
baptized him in Michigan in 1867, and he and family moved
to Iowa in 1875. He married in 1866 Sister Mabel E.
Church, who survives him. Of 9 children born, 4 are living,
Frank E. and Wilbur, and Sisters Elbert A. 'Smith and Ralph
Grenawalt. The sudden stroke of death was a severe blow to
all. Funeral service of mothe-r and son was held on December 14, R. M. Elvin in charge, John Smith assisting, and sermon by H. A. Stebbins.
BARNHART.-Gladdis Olive Barnhart, born at Boonville,
Missouri, January 28, 1898. Moved with her parents to Hol.den, Missouri, 1906. She was baptized when quite young and
lived a faithful life •as a child of God. She was highly respected and loved by all who knew her. This fact was well
attested by the large audience in attendance at the funeral
service. J. W. Layton was in charge of funeral, F. C. Scarcliff made a short talk, and J. W. Paxton delivered the sermon. She leaves mother, brother, sister, and many other
relatives and a host of friends to mourn their loss.
ROBERTSON.-Saloma Ann Wood, born December 10, 1830,
at Norton, Ohio, died at the home of her daughter, Mrs. Wil-.
liam Warner, Allendale, Missouri, December 18, 1916. Married Othniel B. Robertson, December 25, 1853. To them were
born 9 children, 6 of whom survive. She was baptized November 14, 1870, at Allendale, by James Thomas, and remained faithful until death. She was loved by all who knew
her. Funeral at Saints' church, Allendale, in charge of
John Neal, assisted by William Birk. Interment in Allendale Cemetery.
WHITE.-Richard Donald White, born. at Atkinson, Mis"
souri, June 27, 1900; died at his home in Joy, Illinois, December 20, 1916, aged 16 ye,ars, 6 months, 8 days. He Leave-s
to mourn his departure mother and father, 1 brother Everette, 1 sister, Helen, and four stepsisters. Funeral held
at L,atter Day Saint church, Joy, Illinois, Decembe'r 21, 1916,
in charge of J. VY. Bean; sermon by E. A. Cyrtis.
CAMPBELL.-Joseph N. Campbell born in Pottawattamie
County, Iowa, March 19, 1868, died at his home in Potta,wattamie County, Iowa, December 21, 191•6. Brother Campbell
was baptized when young, his parents and grandparents
being Latter Day Saints before him. He held office of prie:st
of the North Star Branch, and was district superintendent of
Sunday school association of Pottawattamie District. He
had been ill only a few days, and on the morning of the day
he die:d was feeling better and able to go out to do the chores,
but on returning he told his companion of a peculiar pain
in his arms that seemed to go through his body, and a few
minutes later it was observed that he was sinking in death
in the chair where he was sitting. Heart failul'e was the
supposed cause. He was honored and respected in his neighborhood. A faithful member of the church. He is survived
!by wife, 3 children, 3 brothers and 2 sisters. Funeral service in Mount Hope Methodist church, largely attended by
sympathizing neighbors and Saints. Sermon by H. N. Hansen, assisted by Joshua Carlile and J. A. Hans-en.
WILKlNSON.-James Wilkinson, born in England, June 12,
1845,: died December 26, 1916. Oame to America in 1874,
and married Mrs. Louie Kearns, October 1, 1892. To them
were born 1 son, 1 daughter. He leaves to mourn, wife, children, and many friends. Services at the home December
27; sermon by D. R. Chambers. Interment in Calhoun Cemetery.
SMITH.-Amanda M. Smith, wife of Elder Thomas N.
Smith, born August 4, 1861, at Tunnel Hill, Illinois; died at
her home in Inderpendence, Missouri, December 18, 1916.
They were married February 21, 1878, and she vvas bD.ptized
into the church at Tunnel Hill, about this time. She was
the mother of 12 children, 9 living at her death. She was
a good mother, a good wife, and a good Latter Day Saint.
"Blessed are the dead which die in the Lord from henceforth, Yea, sayeth the Spirit, that they may rest from their
labors; and their works do follow them." Funeral was held
at the Stone Church, Independence, December 20, W. A.
Smith in charge, sermon by W. M. Aylor.
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General Church Directory
Fh·st Presidency: Frederick M. Smith, president, Box 255, Independence. Missouri.
Presiding Bishopric: Benjamin R. McGuire, Independence, Missouri.
Quorum of •_rwelve: All official quorum matters to John W. Rushton,
secretary, .951 West Thirty-fOurth Street, Los Angeles, California.
Qnoru:ms of Seventy: Official joint quorum matter to J. F. Mintun,
1205 Filmore Street, Des Moines, Iowa.
Presiding· Evang-elist: Send requests for copies of blessings, etc., to
Frederick A. Srnith, 421 South Linden Street, Larnoni, Iowa.
Chm•ch Historian: Heman C. Smit11, historian, Room 10, 202 North
VValnut Street, Lamoni, Iowa.
Church Recol'£lei': Statistical reports of branches, certificates of baptisms and blessings, all membership data, to C. I. Carpenter, recorder,
202 South Walnut Street, Lanwni, Iowa.
Church Secretary: General Conference credentials, clergy perm.its,
gerieral licenSes, correspondence, etc., to R. S. Salyards, secretary. 718
West Main Street, !Jamoni, Iowa.
Old Folks' II.omes: (Lamoni) Send ren1ittances, applications for entrance, etc., to R. J. Lambert, secretary-treasurer, 802 VVest 1\'Iain Street,
Lan1oni, Iowa.
Children's l-Ion1e: Send remittances, applications, etc., to R. J. Lambert, secretary-treasurer, 802 West 1\iain Street, Lamoni, Iowa.
Graceland College: Send remittances, applications for entrance, etc.,
to J. A. Gunsolley, manager and treasurer, Lamoni, Iowa.
Publishing Houses: Herald Publishing House, 202 North Walnut
Street, Lamoni, Iowa; Ensign Publishing House, Independence, Missouri.
Order all church books of nearest house. Australian M1ssion: Standard
Publishing House, 65 Nelson Street, Rozelle, New South wales, Australia. Address all 1natter for publication in "Saints' Herald" to I'!Jditors
Herald, Lamoni, Iowa.
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For Sale or Trade
Why Not

QUR work is not limited to church
publications, but we do

write us about increasing your business?

Job Work of AU Kinds

men and the equipment

from a sirr1ple letter head to highpriced university annuals.
While we give all due attention to
qwality, our prices are no higher than
what is usually asked for poor to ordinary work.
The reasonable profit we make
helps build up your own church institutions.

to give you what you

HERALD PUBLISHING HOUSE

\;Ve furnish the ideas
-if you like-and the
printing to carry them
to your patrons.
Our facilities include a
co r p s of experienced

want.

Lamoni, Iowa

Our convenient residence on .a corner
near the Saints' Church in Lamoni, Iowa.
West front. In the basement are 4
rooms. First floor: 4 rooms on the south,
3 rooms on the north.
Adjoining the kitchen is a wash house.
Second floor: 3 sleeping rooms and a modern large bathroom, and a store room.
Heated by hot water furnace, eleven radiators. Electric lights.
Town water and sewer, also a well and
cistern with pumps.
There is room on the land for one or
two more houses. Has fruits, apples,
peaches,
strawberries,
raspberries,
grapes. Black walnut shade trees. Hardy
flowering shrubs, evergreens, climbing
vines, etc.
Also a 4-room house west part of town.

JOHN SMITH

THE FALL OF BABYLON.-The Australian, W. J. Hawort~, has written into
this doctrinal book many original ideas
and elaborated upon carefully garnered
evidences of the truth of Christ's gospel.
The charts in the book are nuclei of
well-worked-out arguments. Altogether
FOR 1916-1918
it is an elaborate defense of the truth as
This book contains necessary informa- Iowa, or Ensign Publishing House, Inde- a very earnest disciple understands it.
tion for those engaged in the Woman's pendence, Missouri.
The proceeds of the sale .of this book
Auxiliary work of the church. Every
go to help the financial interests of the
Order from your nearest house to save Standard Publishing House in Australia.
sister should get one. Price 20c.
35-tf
Herald Publishing House, Lamoni, postage.
No. 197, cloth .................................... $1.25

The Woman's Auxiliary Year Book

HOMES FARMS BUSINESS
Saints desiring to locat,e in the Lamoni Stake or those within the Stake
wishing to change their location will do
well to consult the Stake Bishopric as
provided in D. C. 128: 4. We have for
sale and exchange properties of various
kinds and are ·prepared to serve you.

lAMONI STAKE BISHOPRIC
JOSEPH SMITH AND HIS FROGENITORS.The Martyr's mother, Lucy Smith, wrote
t,his biography. For this reason alone,
if for no other, the book must always
be intensely interesting. But there are
many other elements entering into its
value: its condemnation of polygamy;
its true perspective on early history; its
sweet maternal intimacy. The church
gives it out to the world "for what it is
worth," and obviously it is worth a great
deal. No. 287, cloth ............................ $1.03
Tonsils and Adenoids completely removed.

Dr. Joseph Mather, Specialist
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You can see the most of the best of the National Park wonders in America and take a 4-in-1 vacation.
You can visit Yellowstone, via the new Cody Road-through
the heart of the "Bufi1alo Bill" country-the only auto route
into the Park; Glacier Park-there is nothing else i:Q the
world like it; Rocky Mountain-Estes Park, a mountain playground .for little folks and big-and Colorado.
I wish you would drop in the next time you are pQ.ssing by
and let mB tell you more about this wonderful trip. l am
here to serve you. Let me help you plan your trip.

L. F. Siltz, Ticket Agent

in diseases of the eye, ear, nose, and
throat.
Elders and family on ministerial allowance, work done free of charge.
Cataracts removed.
"Work done in Independence Sanitarium, Independence, Missouri.
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, "There shaU not any man among you have save it
be one wife; and concubines he shall have none."Bo0k of Mormon, Jacob 2: 36.

"If ye continue in my word, then are ye my disciples
indeed; and ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall
make you free."-John 8: 31-32.
Book of
Morman

Volume

f'

Doctrine
and Covenants
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Scriptures
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Lamoni, Iowa, JanuaTy 10, 1917
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HE THAT ENDURES TO THE END---Part 1
"('Sermon by Elbert A. Smith, Sunday evening, August 20,
1916, at Lamoni Stake Reunion. Reported by Winsome L.
Smith.)

I desire to read a part of the fifteenth chapter of
the second book of Nephi :
And now I, Nephi, cannot write all the things which were
taught among my people; neither am I mighty in writing,
like unto speaking: for when a man speaketh by the power
of the Holy Ghost, the power of the Holy Ghost carrieth it
unto the he~rts of the children of men. But behold, there
are many that harden their hea.rts against the Holy Spirit,
that it hath no place in them; wherefore, they cast many
things away which are written, and esteem them as things
of naught. But I, Nephi, have written what I have written;
and I esteem it 'as of great worth, and especially unto my
people. For I pray continually for them by day, and mine
eyes water my pillow by night, because of them; and I cry
unto my God in faith, and I know that he will hear my cry;
and I know that the Lord God will consecmte my prayers,
for the gain of my people. And the words which I have
written in weakness, will he make strong unto them; for if
persuadeth them to do good; it maketh known unto them of
their fathers; and it speaketh to Jesus, and persuadeth them
to belie:ve in him, and to 'endure to the ·end, which is life
eternaL-Verses 1~5.

You will note this statement from Nephi, that to
endure to the end is life eternal.
And it speaketh harsh against sin, according to the plainness of the truth; wherefore, no man will be angry at the
words which I have written, save he be of the spirit of the
Devil. I glory in plainness; I glory in truth; I glory in my
J,esus, for he hath r'edeemed my soul from hell. I have
charity for my people, and great faith in Christ, that I shall
meet many souls spotless at his judgment seat. I have
charity for the Jew: I say Jew, because I mean them from
whence I came,, I also have charity for the Gentiles.-V,erses 6~9.

I want to impress on your minds the thought that
this is a real man writing these words-one who
liv,ed on this western continent centuries before J oseph Smith lived, and who sealed up his testimony,
and it comes to us to-night as a warning.
He says:

I glory in plainness; I glory in truth; I glory in my Jesus,
for he hath redeemed my soul from hell . . . . But behold, for
none of these can I hope, except they shall be reconciled unto
Christ, 1and enter into the narrow gate, and walk in the
straight path, which leads to life, and continue in the path
until the end of the day of probation .... And if ye shall believe in Christ, ye will believe in these words; for they are
the words of Christ, and he hath gi¥en them unto me; and
they teach all men that thery should do good. And if they
are not the words of Christ, judge ye: for Christ will shew
unto you, with power and great glory, that they are his
words, 1at the last day; and you and I shall stand face to
fa.ce before his bar; and ye shall know that I have .been commanded of him to write these things, notwithstanding my
weakness: and I pray the Father in the name of Christ, that
many of us, if not all, may be saved in his kingdom, at that
great and last day. And now, my beloved brethren, all those
who ar;e of the house of Israel, and all ye ends of the earth,
I speak unto you, as the voice of one crying from the dust.

This record comes to us as it was hidden for ages
iri the hill we call Cumorah, and we hear the language of this man as one who cries from the dust:
And: you that will not partake of the goodness of God, and
respect th:e words of the Jews, and also my words, and the
words which shall proceed forth out of the mouth of the
Lamb of God, behold, I bid you an ev.erlasting farewell, for
these words shall condemn you 1at the last day; for what I
seal on earth, shall be brought against you at the judgment
bar; for thus hath the Lord commanded me, and I must obey.
Amen.

In connection with the statement that Nephi
makes that to endure unto the end is life eternal, I
call your attention to the statement that the Master
makes in Matthew 24: 13, "But he that shall endure
unto the ~end, the same shall be saved."
Something over fifty years ago when Abraham
Lincoln was calling for volunteers to fight for the
salvation of this Nation, there were thousands of
men all over the country who gladly responded to
his call. There was a great deal of ,enthusiasm;
there were bands playing and flags were flying;
speeches were made, and there was a great deal of
patriotism in the air. There were thousands of individuals who responded to the call, and they
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marched away down South with a great deal of enthusiasm, thinking that in a very short time they
would be victorious.
What a different scene years later when Abraham
Lincoln reviewed the Grand Army of the Republic
in the city of Washington, and the soldiers who had
survived that great conflict came marching through
the streets to be inspected by him. That was an
army of veterans who did not need to boast about
the things that they had done, because they had been
victorious; but there were thousands and thousands
who had started out with such enthusiasm who were
not in that army. Many of them had been killed
during the war. Many had been wounded. Many
had been taken prisoners; and worst of all, there
were many who had grown tired of the conflict and
had deserted.
We sometimes borrow the figures of speech that
are applied to war, and apply them to the work in
which we are engag,ed. We take our figures of
speech from the battle field, we speak about the warfare in which we are engaged, and we have sanction
for this in the word of God, because J.esus himself
says in one place, "I came not to bring peace on the
earth, but the sword." And the Apostle Paul says,
"I have fought the good fight, I have kept the faith,
I have finished my course." And so we frequently
borrow these expressions from the field of actual
warfare and apply them to the cause in which we are
engaged.
I heard it said that when a good brother was appointed to a 0ertain field that his wife said, "We feel
like we can afford to take five years and see whether
or not we can make it a success." But I call your
attention to the fact that God has not called us for
one year or two .years, or for five years. We have
all for life enlisted, as we sing in the hymn, and there
must be no furlough granted.
·But we are reminded that just as there are dangers in actual warfare, so are there dangers in the
conflict in which we are engaged. We start out with
a great deal of enthusiasm. We get chockful of it
at these meetings annually. When Brother Garver
got up here this morning and talked he had us all
ready to plunge into this warfare with all our
strength. But how will it be when finally the army
of the Lord, the army of King Emmanuel shall pass
through the streets of the new Jerusalem and be inspected by Christ, or to change the figure of speech,
in the language of Nephi, when we meet him face to
face before the bar of God? Will it not then be discovered that many have been killed in this conflict,
that many have been wounded by the adversary, that
many have been taken prisoners, and alas, that some
have grown tired of the conflict and have laid down
their arms and have absconded from the army of
the Lord? I am afraid that that will be the case,

but Jesus says: "He that endures to the en<,]., the
same shall be saved."
When we speak of being destroyed in this conflict,
or taken captiv.e, I realize of course that the language
is wholly figurative. But I do not w:ant you to get
the idea that it is not very real and very forceful because it is figurative. I believe that those wounds
that are received in the army of the Lord sometimes
in our conflict with the Devil, are very serious, more
so than anything in the shape of wounds that may
be received on the battle field in Flanders, though
the slaughter of men there may be terrible. And by
the way, in actual warfare the wounds are not all inflicted by carnal weapons; but sometimes the defeat
is moral. A great many of the British soldiers
landed, or disembarked at a certain port in France.
All of these soldiers before they left England had
been inspected and had been pronounced sound frQm'
a medical standpoint, but inside of two weeks from
the time when they landed, ten per cent of them were
disabled and incapacitated because of diseases that
they had received in their persons due to indulgences
in vice while in camp in that port. That is, they
were down and out before they had ever fired a gun.
And one of the generals said that he felt worse over
those men than he did over the ones who went into
the field and were killed in honorable conflict.
I mention these things simply that I may impress
it on your mind that this language, though figurative,
has a very literal meaning. And as we look around
us and keep our eyes open, we are reminded of the
fact that from time to time our brothers and our
sisters are falling away.
· I remember when I was a little boy, how one of
, the aged elders of the church used to come and visit
.us in our home in northern Iowa, and we thought a
great deal of the elders in those days, possibly because we did not have so many of them as you have
now. iAnd I had formed a very high opinion in my
heart of this aged brother. He went away, and a ·
little later the SAINTS' HERALD came to our home
bearing the tiding that he had been silenced and
taken out of the field because of transgression. And
I shall never forget the wound that my heart received
on that occasion. It was a new ·experience to me.
I was learning the lesson, that we must not trust too
much in the arm of flesh. God grant that no man
in this assembly shall ever betray the confidence of
any other young man as that man betrayed my confidence, and God help me that I may never betray
the confidence of any who have confidence in me, as
he did .to me .on that occasion.
,
WE MUST

FINISH

OUR WORK

The Master realized the danger that there was
· that humanity might be overcome, and he took occasion several times to warn us very carefully, that
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having begun the work we must continue in it. For
instance in Luke 14, beginning with the 28th verse:
For which of you, intending to build a tower, sitteth not
down first, and counteth the cost, whether he have sufficient
to finish it? Lest haply, after he hath laid the founda.tion,
and is not able to finish it, all that behold it begin to mock
him, saying, This man began to build, and was not able to
finish.

If there is anything ridiculous it is to see a house
standing by the side of the road half done and abandoned by the man who started to build it. Everyone
who pass.es by sees in it an object of ridicule. Now
we know if we stop to think of it, that it is a sort
of a tragedy, because it means that the man has
either met with misfortune, or else there was something wrong in his mental make-up that led him to
start a work that he was never able to accomplish,
and who put all his resources into the foundation and
into the first story perhaps.
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huahua and been def.eated with a loss of 1,500 dead.
One of his chief generals, Martin Lopez, is among.
the slain, and Villa is in flight, pursued by Carranza
troops.
Send in Your Offering
In this number the Presiding Bishop suggests
prompt remittance of all Christmas offerings to insure publication. Every year some are too late to
have their contribution listed with the others. It
seems this might easily be avoided.
To Prevent Gambling on Eleetions
If a proposed bill formulated by a senate committee is favored by the Washington lawmakers it will
be a felony to place election bets and no individual
will be allowed to contribute more than five thousand dollars to campaign funds.

(To be concluded.)

PRESIDENT SMITH TO CALIFORNIA

President Elbert A. Smith, concerning whose illness notice was given in the HERALD of January 3,
accompa:p.ied by his wife and little son, Lynn Elbert,
has gone to California, where in the quiet of seclusion
and amid scenes he has known and loved in former
years, it is hoped he may realize a speedy recovery.
President Frederick 'M. Smith accompanied the
party, and with his able direction Brother Smith will
be located under the best environment possible.
Letter from Sister Smith, en route, conveys to us
the information that our beloved Brother Elbert already shows signs of improvement. That he may
continue to :regain his strength, and be soon restored
to health and t~ the church, will be the prayer of all.
NOTES AND COMMENTS
Enormous Loss by Earthquake
'Pn the 6th dispatches from Tokio, Japan, reported
an earthquake on the island of Formosa which resulted in a loss of three hundred lives, and a thousand houses were wrecked.
Disagree Over Negro Problem
'The joint committee on unification of the Methodist Episcopal Churches and the Methodist Episcopal
Church, South, recently adjourned till June 27, after
failing to agree on the disposition of the Negro
Methodists.
Great Battle in Mexico
Villa and his bandits have again attacked Chi-

A Revival of Spiritualism in England
Sir Oliver Lodge has written a book which tells
of the communications from his son who was killed
in battle ov.e:r a year ago. The English press gives
considerable attention to it and chronicles an unusual revival of the belief in communication of departed spirits with the living.
Military Training in Chicago Schools
It has been decided to adopt the Wyoming plan of
military training, previously mentioned in these columns, for the pupils of Chicago schools. An army
officer has been placed in charge, and the system will
soon be in operation. Those having objections to the
plan may prevent their children from participation.
Allies Reject German Peace Proposal
The entente allies have formally refused to negotiate peace terms until Germany makes definite proposals upon which they may act. They argue that
the proposal in its present form appears to be a war
maneuver:. The reply was signed by the ten Governments who are opposed to the four central powers in Europe.
European War
The Teuton troops have cleared Dobrudja of Rumanian and Russian defenders, while Braila, the
most important commercial city in Rumania has
fallen into their hands. The Russians seem to have
begun a big drive in central Rumania, on a fifteen
mile front. Navigation on the Danube River as far
as this place from the heart of Germany is in German control, while Rumanian and Russian shipping
is excluded. Little of general interest is reported
from other parts of the war area.
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$4,000,000 Raised for Pensions
The late Protestant Episcopal convention decided
to rais·e $5,000,000 for a church pension fund for
clergymen and their dependent families. It is now
reported that all but a million of this has been raised,
and the other will likely be subscribed by .March 1.
It is intended to provide a minimum pension of $600
to the clergyman who v10luntarily retires at the age
of sixty-eight, with a maximum of half his former
salary.
Argentine Military System a Pattern
It is. announced that the system in use by this
progressive South American sister Republic is to be
a model for the universal service bill being drafted
by a committee of the Army staff. If this is made
law, it will keep half a million men under training,
with two and a half million trained reservists subject to call. The Argentine plan is compulsory for
all citizens from their twentieth to their fortieth
year. With the "preparedness" sentiment prevailing, there seems to be no doubt that this bill will be
indorsed by Congress in some form.
The "Unspeakable" Book of Mormon
A writer in the Presbyterian Banner classifies the
Book of Mormon as "unspeakable," which is conclusive ·evidence that he hasn't read it or been in
touch with anyone who has.
We have on our shelves as complete a set of anti"Mormon" books as is ordinarily found, and the authors of them fail to find any traces of immorality
or anything to make it "unspeakable."
Possibly this person had in mind Paul's definition
of the word. In 2 Corinthians 12 : 4 he says he was
"caught up into paradise and heard unspeakable
words."
A Chinese Viewpoint
In the neighborhood of Shanghai, we are told by
the San Francisco Argonaut, an English sailor on
his way to the foreigner's burial ground to lay a
wreath on the grave of a former comrade, met an intelligent looking native carrying a pot of rice.
"Hello, John!" he hailed, "where are you going with
that 'ere?" "I takee put on glave-glave of my
flien'," said the Chinaman. "Ho! ho !" laughed the
sailor, "and when do you expect your friend to come
up and eat it?" ":All time samee your :Iiien' come up
and smellee your flowers," replied J ohn.-Current
Opinion.
The "Messiah" at Kansas City
An audience of twelve thousand assembled at Convention Hall in Kansas City on the evening of December 29 to hear Handel's "Messia~h," the great
oratorio which has stirred so many hearts.
The Independence choir, composed of about one

hundr.ed and sixty of our members, under the direction of Mrs. George H. Hulmes, assisted the Kansas
City Symphony Chorus in the rendition, and were
given special mention by all the newspaper accounts.
One paper asserted that it was the gr.eatest musical
concert ever given in Kansas City.
The musical critic of one of the Kansas City papers gives Sister Wallace N. Robinson credit for "the
outstanding feature of the evening" in the great
soprano solo part.
The admission was free, and the event advertised
as a Christmas gift to the people.
It is indeed gratifying to record this signal success of our singers as representatives of a people who
in this community years ago were cruelly persecuted
and driven from their homes. Our singers deserve
especial commendation for their part in this and
other excellent features.
The Journal of History
The January Journal of H1:story contains an article entitled "Mormons" by Alexander Majors who,
when a young man, participated with the Independence mob in driving the Saints from Jackson County,
Missouri.
Though his prejudice is evidently· against the
Saints, he speaks highly of them as citizens. It is
a valuable article to be in the hands of church defenders.
Other articles are: Letters from George Miller,
once presiding bishop of the church, containing matter not generally known to our readers.
"Pioneer trails across Iowa" by the Editor, which
contains .some items not ~enerally known about the
migrations of the Latter Day Saints and connecting
some other events not clearly understooq.
The series of Presidents of Seventy contains the
biography of Francis M . .Sheehy by' James F. :Mintun and the autobiography of Hyrum 0. Smith revealing some of the activities of these well-known
representatives.
Elder Duncan Campbell, local historian of the Lamoni Stake, continues his i:nterestin~ relation of
early events in the territory covered by the stake
then known as Decatur District.
It is contemplated to introduce many subjects in
the near future of thrilling interest which have been
brought to light by much research, and which will
not be found elsewhere, but the board will need
stronger financial support than has been given for
the resources are not ,equaling the cost of production.
It is important that the Journal should continue,
for through it we get before historical societies and
in historical circles as we can in no other way. We
also get the benefit of the research of the best scholars of the age through our exchanges ~fth other historical periodicals.
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0 R I GIN A' L ARTICLES
OUR 1917 CHRISTMAS OFFERING

At the time of writing this article we do not know
the amount of the 1916 Christmas offering, but one
thing we do know and that is, that it could be $90,-·
000.00 with just a little effort on the part of every
Sunday school scholar.
The Herald Office prints 45,000 Quarterlies, which
indicates that there are that number actively interested in Sunday school study. Now if each one of
those pupils will r~solve that during 1917 he or she
will earn, save or contribute not less than $2, and as
much more as possible, the Bishopric will be able to
·pay the total church debt in about thr.ee years, and
thus save the $12,000 a year that we are now paying
for interest.
We want all parents to present this matter to their
children and let them see 'that the children of the
church have the power and can pay the church debt.
Help them plan how they can earn their part, and
during the year we will give suggestions each month
to assist them. Write to me and give me your ideas,
so that I can pass them on to others.
Spring will soon be here. Children on farms can
be given a few hens to set, and let them have the
increase to help the Lord's work. Impress upon
their little minds for whom they are working. Onions pay a good return-from a small piece of ground
a quarter of an acre will yield from $40 to $75. Pop
corn pays well. Give them a small strawberry patch
to look after. Do not wait until the year is gone,
but begin now and work with the children.
One sister suggests that we "gather up the fragments." Make up~ your mind to save ev.ery copper
penny that falls into your hands to go toward this
1917 Christmas offering. You will never miss it and
you will be surprised at the amount saved at the end
of the year.
We trust that Sunday school officers and teachers
will actively cooperate with the Bishopric in keeping
this before every member of the Sunday school and
church, that by a united effort we shall accbmplish
results that will i;;Urprise ourselves and please the
Lord.
The •Spirit saith further unto the church assembled and
at large: In order that the t•emporal affairs ot" the church
may be successfully carried on and the accumulated debt of
the church in its respective departments where debts have
accumulated may be propecrly met and in due time discharged,
the church is instructed, both as members and as the body at
large, to avoid the unnecessary building of houses of worship or places of entertainment or otherwise expending the
tithes and off.erings of the church in that which maY'not be

essential unto the continued onward progress of the general
work; and. both in private and in public expenditure carry
into active ext'!rcise the principlet of sacrifice and repression
of unnecessary wants; and thus permit the accumulation of
tithes and offerings in such amounts as may be needful to
properly discharge the existing indebtedness of the church
as a body. And the Spirit counseleth the church in this regard.-Doctrine and Covenant's 130: 7.

Watch for a letter in the Stepping Stones for
January 16 from Louise Haas, twelve years old. She
and her younger brother and sisters earned $e5.39
as their 1916 Christmas offering.
Yours in gospel service,
BENJAMIN R. McGUIRE,
Presiding Bishop.
MARRIAGE AND THE RELA TlONSHIP OF THE
SEXES

The relation of the sexes has been one of the questions about which there has been much of error
represented, and a great amount of w;ickedness has
grown out of the unwillingness of mankind to be subject to the order of the divine.
The relation of the sexes was appointed by the
Creator as it should have been had there not been
any sin; and aS' it should be after that sin entered
into the world; then as it should be in the church
during the time of mortality. Marriage is the civil
order established by governments, and approved by
the God of nations, and lik!e the Almighty was from
the time it was instituted the same, and was always
to remain the same. The principle upon which the
relation of the sexes and the rite of marriage was
established is clearly set forth in the history of the
spiritual creation before man appeared in the earth;
"And I, God, created man in mine own image, in the
image of mine only Begotten created I him· male and
.
'
female created I them." Divinity has in this act set
his seal upon the relationship of the sexes as that of
one male and one femal·e. The object of this relationship was, to "be fruitful, and multiply, and replenish
the earth, and subdue it."
When man was placed upon the earth to tabernacle in flesh, this same principle was ca·rried out
by the cr.eative act, the history of which I give.
After man was a living soul and placed in the garden
to dress and keep it, and had been given instruction
in regard to the trees in the garden, of what he should
eat and what he should not eat, then the Lord said,
"It is not good that the man should be alone· I will
make an helpmeet for him." Then after ' Adam
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had given names "to all cattle, and to the fowl of the
air, and to every beast of the field ... there was found
no helpmeet for him."
And the Lord God caused a deep sleep to fall upon Adam,
and he slept: and he took one of his ribs, and closed up the
flesh instead thereof; and the rib, which the Lord God had
taken from man, made he a w~man, and brought her unto
the man. And Adam said, This is now bone of my bones,
and flesh of my flesh: and she shall be called woman, because
she was taken out of man. Therefore shall a man leave his
father and mother, and shall Cleave unto his wife: and they
shall be one flesh.-Genesis 2: 15-24.

This last verse is by the Son of God ascribed to
having been said by the one "who made man at the
beginning," as evidence is given in Matthew 19 :4-6.
Christ concludes from this that "they are no more
twain, but one flesh."
It should be remembered that this was the relationship affixed by the Creator and acknowledg,ed by
Adam before that sin entered into the world. This
relationship fixes the tw:o as one in everything that
pertains to the flesh, and their relationship therein,
so that in all social, civil and religious associations
they should be as one, but all that relates strictly to
the flesh in the conditions through which the earth
should be replenished and the raoe should be multiplied, as well as subdued, they ,should be one, for as
Christ says they are "no more twain, but one .flesh."
A change occurred after sin enter>ed. A curse was
placed upon the woman that still remains and will
remain till the curse is taken away.
And unto the woman he said, I will greatly multiply thy
sorrow and thy conception; in sorrow thou shalt bring forth
children; and thy desire shall be to thy husband, and he
shall rule over thee.-Genesis 3: 16.

I think that all will be free to admit that the curse
is yet upon the race, and that the woman as well as
the man is subject and should be subject to the conditions here announced by the God of heaven, "and
he shall rule over thee." It must be r,emembered
that this is a curse, yet while it is, it was. in the wisdom of God the best relationship that it was possible
for him to give to the husband and the wife while
und.er the curse that they might fulfill duties while
thus associated. To rule over .the woman the man
has the greater responsibility, yet should assume it
in the spirit in which God intended that he should
rule, in the spirit of love, and for the full purpose of
protection to the woman while she was fulfilling her
duties and enduring the added sorrow and conception, and at the same time the woman should accept
of the decision of the loving Father as that to which
she should humbly submit, and ·patiently endure,
not assuming the responsibility that God had placed
upon the man, but remaining one flesh, should act
as his helpmeet, with the ruling over in the hands
of the man in a further sense than it would have
'

been had it not been for the transgression, from
which· she shall be delivered in a certain way as
stated by Paul in Timothy 2: 15.
Because man has not fulfilled his part in ruling ·
over the woman in righteousness, this condition
pronoun0ed by the Father has become galling and
means have been sought by which the woman shall
assume some part of the ruling, and in many instances to the neglect of the more important duties
assigned by which she shall be redeemed from the
transgression. But to those in the church, having
a beli((f that "all things work together for good to
them that love God," there will be no desire to assume
a position outside of that in which God in his love
has placed them, and thus make the mistake that
many outside of Christ, who know not the love of
God have assumed, that is, that man has no rights
that do not belong to woman in ruling, in social or
governmental affairs. God having placed this duty
upon man, he should seek from the One who placed
that responsibility there how to rule in righteousness,
and not try to shirk that responsibility by placing
it upon the woman already burdened with that which
will redeem her from the transgression. Trying
to assume conditions that are not appointed of God
only adds to the complications, and never has and
never will give relief; for God's ways that he has
ordained are the best.
Some of the human race have assumed that God's
appointments have not been equal, so they have instituted that one man to fulfill his full obligations
should have more than one wife, that the earth might
be replenished with the creature man, and the
proper multiplication should occur. It might be
thought unrighteous by some for me to assume that
such have as much right to that position as that
others have to assume.that woman should enter into
the realm of the husband and beat the responsibility
of ruling that the earth might be subdued, or brought
subject with all her children' to the highest will of
heaven in the mortal state. But tp transgress one
part qf tlie ways of the Lord is no nea:rer right than
to transgress any other part, for to transgress the
J,east command will bring its legitimate loss. It is
only when we do what the Lord has said that he is
bound to bless, but if we do not in accord to what he
has said, we have no promise.
The relationship of the husband and wife in the
church is by inspiration fixed in the Scriptures, "For
the husband is the head of the wife, even as Christ
is tlie head of the church." (Ephesians 5: 23.) The
relationship of Christ with the church has not
changed, neither has the relationship of the husband with the wife changed with those who are members of the church. Since this is the r~lationship to
be borne, the instruction following, that is; "Hus-
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bands, love ·your wives, even as Christ loved the
church, and gave himself for it," and "so ought men
to love their wives as their own bodies. He that
loveth his wife loveth himself" should be observed.
They are one flesh, and while the husband should
occupy his position in faithfulness, so the wife should
humbly assume her position, "Wives, submit yourselv-es unto your own husbands, as unto the Lord."
"Therefore as the church is s~bject unto Christ,
so let the w.ives be to their own husbands in, everything."~Ephesians 5: 22-28.
To-day this is one of the things that is perplexing
the religious and political world, and has affected
some who are in the church. These positions are
not willingly assumed by either the husband or the
wife. I am quite well assured that had the man fully
assumed his responsibilities that there would have
been no thought, save it would have been by the more
wicked part of humanity, on the part of the woman
to want to rule, but she would have felt quite content in her own duties and felt that they were quite
enough. Man has not even been willing for the
woman to occupy her position unmolested. The
church has the freedom to say whether she shall be
governed by the Christ, for when He gives instruction the church can say whether she will be governed
by it or not, but if she is not she must tal\!e the consequences, and if man does not rule as the head as
Christ would rule the church he must take the ctmsequences and :all that relates to him, wife and children ar-e subject to the consequences, because they
are his. The family is a unit in the mind of God,
"one flesh." Growing out of this unit higher or a
more enlarged governments grow, and the effectiveness of such larger governments among men is predicated upon how the unit is governed, and how submissive to the God of nations the unit is.
Conditions to be enjoyed in the redeemed state
cannot be assumed with safety and propriety in the
state now existing under the curse, and this has been
the mistake of many in a political sense; they have
assumed that there was need of no divine directions
being giv-en to which the governed should be subject
but that the governed should be the governing power·
The heart of man is not right in the carnal state, and
not until the nature has been changed from the conditions under the curse to that when the curse is
taken away can we assume the right of kings. and
priests with propriety.
Marriage is a civil right, but is and should be subject to the divine principle, one woman and one man,
through which the earth should be peopled.' The
home is a divine institution, and it, too, must be subject to the divine principle, and the relations appointed by divinity must be observed to bring about
his purposes. So governments. when following the
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divine principles, and the hearts of the people being
moved towards those principles by righteousness
will bring to the people governed the highest possibilities of governments under the curse, and assist in the establishment of that government of which
the King of kings shall be the ruler.
Our duties are that man, woman, family and
church should occupy the proper relationship as appointed of God under the conditions while earthly
governments exist, or while the curse remains, so
that we may the sooner be relieved in God's own way
from the curse, and as a church should teach others
both by example as well as precept what these relationships are, and our willingness to be submissive
thereto, and the wisdom and patience exhibited is
enduring subject thereto. In this we can demonstrate the virtue of God's appointments, though they
may not' always appear to our carnal nature just
and right.
J. F. MINTUN.
THE BURNING OF BABYLON---No. 3
BY E. E. LONG

THE ANGEL'S MESSAGE RECEIVED

It will be appropriate at this juncture to consider
the direct question, Did J osegh Smith receive a
revelation from God? If he di.d, the "condemnation"
of the modern church is greater than they anticipate.
During the progress of a union revival meeting
held by the Methodists, Baptists, and Presbyterians
in the spring of 1820, Joseph Smith, then a young
man in his teens, was exercised as to his spiritual
condition. There being considerable strife and tumult, he was puzzled as to which church to join, so
he went to the Methodist minister for advice. He
was told to read his Bible and pray. No more wholesome advice could have been given at the time. But
why read the Bible unless he was prepared to believe
its teachings? And why pray if no answer from God
was to be expected? Acting on the advice given, .and
while reading the Bible, he came· across this: "If
any of you lack wisdom, let him ask of God, that
giveth to all men liberally, and upbraideth not; and
it shall be given him." (James 1: 5.) In the sim- ·
plicity of his soul he believed it meant just what it
said, and . he betook himself to the solitude of a
near-by forest and engaged in prayer.·
While thus calling upon the Lord he says two
heavenly personages appeared to him. He was told
to join none of those churches for they were all
wrong, and their creeds were an abomination in the
sight of God. Of course he was alone, and his te~ti
mony is not supported by eyewitnesses. So was
Zacharias alone in the temple when Gabriel appeared
to him. Mary was alone when the same ang.el con-
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versed with her, and Moses was alone when the angel
appeared to him in the burning bush. So of Daniel,
John, and many others of Bible fame whose testimony is not supported by eyewitnesses. Yet Christians accept all these without question. But instantly
Joseph Smith announced a similar visit to himself
it was denounced as " all of the Devil." It is so easy
to say, "all of the Devil." The Pharisees said the
same thing to Jesus. In fact it is an old stereotyped
phrase of those who oppose the truth. But, it is
argued, Joseph had a dr.eam in which Mary's testimony was confirmed. Angels appeared to the shepherds, and others were moved on by the Spirit to
testify, etc. So of this latter message. Men and
women of undisputed character and veracity gave
confirmatory testimony, besides, there were a number of public manifestations of a supernatural power.
But Joseph Smith did have eyewitnesses. On May
15, 1829, Joseph Smith and Oliver Cowdery tog.ether
affirm that an angel of God appeared to them and,
confirming former communications, laid his hands
, on them and ordained them to the Aarcinic priesthood. Of this event Joseph Smith wrote:
We still continued the work of translation, when in the
ensuing month (May, eighteen hundred and twenty-nine) we
on a certain day went into the woods to pray and inquire
of the Lord respecting baptism for the remission of sins, as
,we found mentioned in the translation of the plates. While
we were thus employed, praying, and calling upon the Lord,
a messenger from heaven descended in a cloud of light, and
having laid his hands upon us, he ordained us, saying unto
us, "Upon you, my fellow servants, in the name of Messiah,
I confer the priesthood of Aaron, which holds the keys of
the ministering of angels, and of the gospel of repentance,
and of baptism by immersion, for the remission of sins; and
this shall never be taken again from the earth, until the
sons of Levi do offer again an offering unto the Lord in
righteousness." He said this Aaronic priesthood had not
the power of laying on of hands, for the gift of the Holy
Ghost, but that this should be conferred on us hereafter;
and he commanded us to go and be baptized, and gave us directions that I should baptize Oliver Cowdery, and afterwards that he should baptize me.
Accordingly we went and were baptized. I baptized him
first, and afterwards he baptized me, after which I laid my
hands upon his head and ordained him to the Aaronic priesthood, and afterwards he laid his hands on me and ordained
me to the same priesthood, for so we were commanded.
The messenger who visited us on this occasion, and conferred this priesthood upon us, said that his name was John,
the same that is called John the Baptist, in the New Testament, and that he acted under the direction of Peter, James,
and John, who held the keys of the priesthood of Melchisedec,
which priesthood he said should in due time be conferred on
us-and that I should be called the first elder, and he the
· second. It was on the fifteenth day of May, eighteen hundred
and twenty-nine, and we were baptized and ordained under
the hand of the messenger.-Church History, vol. 1, pp. 34,
35.
EYEWITNESSES TESTIFY

Of the same circumstances Oliv.er Cowdery wrote
to his friend, W. W. Phelps, from Norton, Medina

County, Ohio, September 7, 1834, in part as follows:
The "Lord, who is rich in mercy, and ever' willing to answer
the consist~nt prayer of the humble, after we had called upon
him in a fervent manner, aside from the abodes of men, condescended to manif~st to us his will. On a sudden, as from
the midst of eternity, the voice of the redeemer spoke peace
to us, while the vail was parted and the angel of God came
down clothed with glory, and delivered the anxiously looked
for message, and .the keys of the gospel of repentance.
What joy! what wonder! what amazement! While the world
were racked and distracted-while millions were groping
as the blind for the wall, and while all men; were resting
upon uncertainty, as a general mass, our eyes beheld-our
ears heard, as in the blaze of day; yea, more, above the glitter
of the May sunbeam, which then shed its brilliancy over the
face of nature. Then his voice, though mild, pierced to the
center, and his words, "I am thy fellow servant," dispelled
every fear. We listened-we gazed-we admired. 'Twas
the voice of the angel from glory; 'twas a message from
the Most High. And as we heard we rejoiced, while his love
enkindled upon our souls, and we were wrapped in the vision
of the Almighty. Where was room for doubt? Nowhere;
uncertainty had fled; doubt had sunk, no more to rise, while
fiction and deception had fled forever.
But, dear brother, think, for a moment, what joy filled
our hearts, •and with what surprise we must have bowed,
(for who would not have bowed the knee for such a blessing?) when we received under his hand the holy priesthood,
as he said: "Upon you my fellow servants, in the name of
Messiah I confer this priesthood and this authority, which
shall remain upon earth, that the sons of Levi may yet offer
an offering unto the Lord in righteousness."
I shall not attempt to paint to you the feelings of this
heart, nor the majestic beauty and glory which surrounded
us o'n this occasion; but you will believe me when I say, that
earth, nor men, with the eloquence of time, can begin to clothe
language in as interesting and sublime a manner as this
holy personage. No; nor has this earth power to give tJae
joy, to bestow the peace, or comprehend the wisdom -which
was contained in each sentence as they were delivered by
the power of the Holy Spirit. Man may deceive his fellow
man; deception may follow deception, and the children of the
wicked one may have power to seduce the foolish and untaught, till naught but fictioil feeds the many, and the fruit
of falsehood carries in its current the giddy to the grave; but
one touch with the finger of his love, yes, one ray of glory
from the upper world, or one word from the mouth of the
~avior, from the bosom of eternity, strikes it all into insig.nificance, and blots it forever from the mind. The assurance
that we were in the presence of an angel; the certainty that
we heard the voice of Jesus, and the truth unsullied as it
flowed from a pure personage, dictated by the will of God, is
to me past descritpion, and I shall ever look upon this expression of the Savior's goodness with wonder and thanks"
giving while I am permitted to tarry, and in those mansions
where perfection dwells and sin never comes, I hope to adore
in that day which shall never cease.-Cowdery Letters, pp.

3, 4.

Do the foregoing testimonies read like deliberate
fabrications? Does either of them bear the earmarks of a premeditated fraud? If so, when can we
ever depend on human testimony? The witnesses
died with their testimony on their lips, and they have
never been impeached. No more sofemn, straightforward testimony can be found anyiwhere. It re-
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qui-res less cr,edulity to accept it than it does blind
stupidity to reject it.
In addition to the foregoing we have the testirrwriy
of David .Whitmer and Martin Harris that on another occasion they saw and conversed with an holy
angel in compimy with Mr. Smith. Oliver Cow:dery
was present also. Cowdery, Whitmer, and Harris
died reaffirmin'g that testimony. And that is not all.
Scores of persons whose word would not be questioned on any other matter, assure us that they received kn-owledge by -dream, vision, and angelic visitation that the message pres,ented by Joseph Smith
was true. What shall be done with this cloud of
witnesses? Shall their testimony be cast aside as
unworthy of consideration? If so, what does human
testimony amount to?

That the present war came on the nations as a
whirlwind has already been stated by many who
have written on the subject. The war clouds had
been gathering with increasing blackness for some
time. But while the nations were consoling themselves that peace was at last assured, the storm burst·
forth in all its tragic fury. It was the calm before
the storm.
More remarkable still is the following:
And after your testimony, cometh wrath and indignation
upon the people; for after your testimony cometh the testimony of earthquakes, that shall cause groanings in the midst
of her, <and men shall fall upon the ground, and shall not be
able to stand. And also cometh the testimony of the voice
of thunderings, and the voice of lightnings, and the voice of
tempests, and the voice of the waves of the sea, heaving
themselves beyond their bounds. And ali things shall be in
commotion; and surely men's hearts shall fail them; for fear
shall come upon all people.-Doctrine and Covenants 85: 25.

REMARKABLE PREDICTIONS

Joseph Smith left on record some startling pr,edictions w:hich must be taken into account. If the
rule found in Deuteronomy 18 : 22 may be followed
with safety, then the fact that Mr. Smith's prophecies are having a literal fulfillment is point in his
favor that cannot he set aside with a sneer. They
are either true or false.

a
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(To be continued.)

THE ASSOClA TES OF THE YOUNG---No. 2
[This article is one of a series by various writers on this
subject.
Other numbers will 1appear occasionally.
~EIDITORS.]

That any normal person is going to live in any
As a religious reformer he stood alone. His mes- community without forming association with some
sage was not only a protest against the sins of· the one, is not to be expected. To shut oneself from the
_church of Rome, but a repudiation of modern Chris- social atmosphere· in which one lives, is not the
tiani.ty as a whole. According to his numerous pro- natural way of living. On the contrary, all of us
phetic utterances, the long period of Gentile misrul,e make friends, more or less, among whatever people
was nearing an end in a bloody catastrophe and circumstances throw us. This is especially true of
Europe's gory baptism is a striking confirmation of the young. And we would not have it otherwis,e; for
his prbphetic foresight. In 1830- he predicted that just as soon as a person shuts himself up from the
"great destructions await the wicked," and "desola- rest of the world, just that soon his road begins to
tions upon Babylon." (Doctrine and Coven~nts narrow and he eventually finds himself in a rut over
32: 2; 34 _ : 3; 36: 12, 13.)
the edges of which he views the rest of mankind
with
suspicion and jealousy. He has made himself
The Book of Doctrine and Covenants, containing
a
social
hermit-and God did not intend that man
Mr. Smith's revelations, was first published in 1835,
should
be
a hermit.
several copies of which are still in existence. It is
If a person is going to be of any service in the
divided into sections and paragraphs. From section
world, he must mingle with his fellow creatures;
sixty-three the following excerpt is tal}en:
learn to give and take, and, most of all, find the place
Hearken, 0 ye people, and open youi· hearts, and give ear
from afar; and listen, you that call yourselves the people of where he can do the greatest good, and then fit himthe Lord, and hear the word of the Lord, and his will con- self into that position instead of expecting the
cerning you; yea, verily, I say, Hear the word of him whose; place to be made entirely -to :fit him.
anger is kindled against the wicked and rebellious, who willeth
In forming friendships and associations, the parto take even them whom he will,take, and preserveth in life ties concerned must have some mutual interests bethem whom he will preserve; ~ho buildeth up at his own
tween them; they must have something that will alwill and pleasure; and destroyeth when he pleases, and is
them to meet upon common ground. The scope
low
able to cast the soul down to hell. Behold, I, the Lord, utter
of
this
common interest determines how strong the
my voice, and it shall be obeyed. Wherefore, verily I say,
Let the wicked take heed, and let the rebellious fear and friendship may become. Many of the young people
tremble; and let the unbelieving hold their lips, for the day of the church will appreciate what it means when
of wrath shall come upon them as a whirlwind, and all flesh
we speak of the association of the Latter Day Saints
shall know that I am God. And he that seeketh signs shall
see signs, but not unto salvation.-Doctrine and Covenants young men and women among the young people who
are not believers in our beautiful gospel of these lat63: 1, 2.
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ter days. Our young people are often thrown into
places where their associates are all, or nearly all
nonmembers. The writer happens to be one of these
young people.
Among these associates, the Latter Day Saint
young man or woman makes many friends because
there is, ofttimes, much of common interest between
them. He or she enters into their social affairs to
a greater or less degree, and really enjoys the pleasant associations. Yet who is there, under similar
conditions, that has not, at times, felt a great barri.er
between him and his most intimate associates? Who
is there that, at times, has not had things arise that
seemed to throw a damper upon his friendly associations for a while? and when the damper was
lifted, who is there that has not, at times, found some
of his friendships crippled or severed?
1t is natural fo.r us all to wish to be frank and open
to those associates whom we choose to call friends;
but what young member has not seen the time w!hen
he would love to converse upon the themes of the
gospel, with his outsider friend, as one .friend should
be able to talk to another? and who has not had the
experience of having to be continually on the defensive, whenever the gospel theme was mentipned
to his associates, merely because there was not that
mutual ground of understanding and love for the
· gospel between them? Of course, this is all well and
good at times, for it oertainly strengthens the young
person by teaching him to be able to take care of
himself under any and all circumstances. But where
this sort of thing is experienced all the while, the
indiv_idual is very apt to dev.elop a one-sided growth,
or to give up the fight entirely.
How vast a difference is experienced, however,
when this young person has the privilege of associating with other young people who believe in the same
everlasting gospel; who have the same hopes and
fears; the same beUef and faith in the God who made
heaven and earth and all the firmament, yet who is
not so unapproachable but that the most lowly of
earth's human creatures may approach him and call
him Father! The associates of the young do have a
great influence upon the young. I will be a different
person because of having met Brother B-- than I
would have been if I had never known him. You
will be a different person by your having come into
contact with that certain friend of yours than you
W)ould if you had never met him. Your friend will
be a different sort of an individual in his daily life
than he would have been had he never known you.
Whether your friend will be better or worse by having met you, will depend upon the standard of
character you maintain in your associating with him,
and vice versa. The individual not only e:&erts an
influence upon society, but society, in turn, wields

an influence upon the individual. This is largely
determined by the kind of soCiety in which the individual finds hims.elf. The action and reaction is
greater with the young, as everyone knows, because
their lives and characters are yet in the making.
H a young person is thrown among wicked, indifferent, or wK>rldly associates, it is bound to !.eave
its mark in some way or other. It is not nece~'sarily
true that the young person will become polluted, but
his moral and spiritual advancement will be retarded
just as sure as can be, and he will thus not be able
to grow and develop as he otherwise should have been
able to do.
On the other hand, where the young people of the
church are able to associate together-those who are
interested in the gospel, some are not, we are sorry
to find~and help one another by the right kind
of influence,. there is going to be a greater moral
and spiritual development.
In conclusion I wish to add, as a matter of personal interest, that at the last General 1 Conference
the wdter had the privilege of associating with the
young people of the church in a way that he had
never had before. It was a wonderful inspiration to
see the vast spiritual superiority of the young people of the church over the young people outside the
church.
Then let us be alert, young Saints, whether we
chanoe to be upon the frontier or live among other
Latter Day Saints, and let our light and influence so
shine among men that when the final reckoning shall
come. we shall be proud to say, each of us, "I have
done my best." We are taught by the Master that we
should be able to be in the world but not pf the
world. It is hard, sometimes, for us who have to
come in contact with the world every day, to live up
to this teaching in the fullest extent; for even though
we strive as we might, there is sure to be felt that
reaction, at times.
It then becomes necessary, lest we fall, to c.all
upon our Father in humble prayer, not necessarily
that he might r.emove the obstacles from our way,
but that he vyill give us strength to overcome. To
him that .overcometh a crown of everlasting life is
promised.
AMOS YATES.

The method, the quality, and the results of
preaching, together with the endurance (by the
people), the action for time, and reaction for eternity, all hinge largely upon the preacher's aim.
The Holy .Spirit speaking through crude illiteracy
may be vital unto salvation, but scholarly embellishments applied with divine unction double the distance. Salvation may run with you in search of
souls.-James E. Yates.
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INCAS AS IDEAL RULERS
Writing in the National Geographic Magazine,
0. F. Cook, botanist of the National Geographic
Society-Yale University Expedition to Peru in 1915,
and of the Bureau of Plant Industry of 'the Department of Agriculture, pays a high tribute to the wonderful civilization of the Incas whose amazing irrigation projects and "staircase" farms on the
mountain slopes enabled them to develop such food
plants as the potato.
In substantiation of his claim that the Inca agricultural system was not only the most complete form ·
of social organization of which we have any record,
but that it also gave the most adequate adjustment of
the human relations that lead to continual conflict
and confusion in other forms of society, Mr. Cook
quotes the following from the will of the Spanish
conqueror Marcio Serra, who died in Cuzco, Peru, in
1589:
The said Yncas gov;erned in such a way that in all the land
neither a thief nor a vicious man, nor a bad, dishonest woman
was known. The men all had honest and profitable employment. The woods and mines and 1all kinds of property were so
divided that each man knew what belonged to him, and there
were no lawsuits. The Yncas were feared, obeyed, and respected by their subjects, as a race very capable of governing;
but we took away their ,land, and placed it under the crown
of Spain, and made them subjects.
We have destroyed this people by our bad examples. Crimes
were once so little known among them that an Indian with
· one hundred thousand piece's of gold and silver in his house,
left it open, only placing a little stick acroE}s the door as the
sign that the master was out, and nobody went in. But when
they saw that we placed locks and keys on our doors, they
understood that it was from fear of thieves, and when they
saw we had thieves amongst us they despised us.

PROHIBITION IN 1920
"A saloonless nation in 1920" was a year or so
ago the slogan of only a small number of consecrated
prohibition workers of the country, then admired
for their "faith" in their cause, but not for their
political discernment. So-called temperance people
said "It is a pretty sentiment, but it can't be done."
The liquor interests laughed at the "poor fanatics"
as merely dreamers of dreams.
On November 8, 9 and 10, a nation read in the
neWis and editorial columns of the daily press that
prohibition had won a remarkable victory, and that
"A saloonless nation in 1920" has become a certainty.
This time it was not the brave assertion of the "poor

fanatics," but the positive prediction of seasoned
political observers and the admission of erstwhile
liquor-favoring editors who could not misinterpret
the ballots of the nation on November 7.
Meanw!hile, the Prohibition Party, the Anti-Saloon
League, theW. C. T. U., and the other agencies for
the abolition of the saloon are going cheerfully forward with their plans, not even letting up from
their consecrated endeavors to say "I told you ~o !"
-Prohibition Press Bureau.

LURE OF '.'SPIRIT" MANIFESTATIONS
It is strange that there can be such a wide variance
of belief on the subject of "spirits." Matters within
the realm of the physical are comparatively easy to
prove or dispriOve, but when we take up the "&pirit"
phenomena, we get into deep water at once.
Science has scoffed at spirit rappings, slate writing and other well-known manifestations, but in recent years many hard-head~d scientists. have investigated this field and have been forced to admit
that there were powers in evidence there which
could not be explained on any rational or materialistic. basis. British scientists have advanced in these
investigations further than ours have, and when
such eminent men as Sir Oliver Lodge, Sir William
Crookes and Professor A. R. Wallace testify their
acceptance of these things, it will not do to iguore
them entirely. In Italy we find Lombroso and in
France F1ammarion giving us the same verdict-and
these too are men of world-wide fame as scientific
I
investigators.
Several years ago we received a book by Doctor I.
K. Funk, of the well-known publishing firm of Funk
& Wagnalls. After a long investigation he confirmed what other skeptical observers had reported
-namely that there is certainly something occult
· and abnormal in what are popularly known as
"spirit" doings, and that they cannot be accounted
for by any theory of subconscious intelligence, telepathy or trickery. Of course ev,eryone knows that in
'
popular "spiritualistic" exhibitions, such as seances
conducted for pay, etc., there is more or less fakery
mixed up with perhaps some genuine powers, but
after all this fakery is admitted, there are still many
startling facts which baffle a "common-sense" explanation.
Persons who have developed mediumistic powers
are usually of a highly sensitive and abnormal type.
It appears that the "spirits"-as we call the1Yl. for
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the want of a more definite term-gradually get
control or possession of the medium, who thus becomes the "open door" by wh:lch these "spirits" enter
into communicatipn with the physical world. The
medium goes into a passive state during which his
will remains in abeyance, and the controlling "spirit''
uses him as an agent. Often thus the medium will
tell things which he has no possible way of knowing
by his own physical powers, and even speaks languages of which in his normal mind he is totally
ignorant. ·
The J>cientific investigators beforementioned, and
many others, have reached the same conclusion-namely, that the "spirit" phenomena are the result
of intelligences which are outside and independent
of the medium. But as to the nature of these agencies, none of them ventures an opinion.
They do not believe that they ·are actually the
spi,rits of the dead. Flammarion tells us that forty
years of investigation has convinced him that they
are not. He admits that "no satisfactory identification of them has been made" ; all he does is to
conclude that they exist.
Here W:e have a parallel to the force we call electricity. This foroe has always existed, and under
proper control it can perform wonders; we have to
.admit its existence, but the greatest scientist in the
world doesn't know what it is. Until it was got
under control and the laws governing it were
learned, it was a malignant force-manifesting itself
in the form of lightning, and anyway it is something
which cannot be safely fooled with.
People wiho are ardent believers in spiritism and
who are in frequent communication with the "spirit
world" do not seem to g.et any very satisfactory information from these intelligences, whatever they
are. The communications are usually of a trivial and
useless nature, and they are often totally misleading
and untrue.
The "spirits" seem to be unconscionable liars, for
they state one thing as true in France and a diametrieally opposite thing as true in the United
States. In Turkey they tell the inquirer that polygamy is right and in England they denounce it as·
diabolical. In Germany they assert that the Teutons
are to win in the war and in Italy they say the allies
are to win: And so it goes.
Even the Bible recognizes the existence of spirits,
and it warns people not to be deceived by the lying
ones. Doctor Funk came to this sober conclusion:
"It is a terribly dangerous mistake to think that
there are no evil spirits. There are hosts of them."
And he admits that they often control the ~edium
to his injury and the injury of others.
.
Some of the investigators think that these spirits
are a distinct race of beings, normally invisible to

our sight, existing on a lower plane than man, lacking man's moral sense but exoellitlg him in c:r:aftiness. These "spirits," or whatever they are, seein
to possess a fiendish desire to mislead and mystify
those whose confidence they can worm their way
into. This view of the case bring~ to mind the "demons" of earlier days. In Bible times it was the
universal belief that there were evil spirits or lesser
devils which sought to gain possession of human
beings, and we find Jesus "casting out devils."
A valuable pamphlet on the subject of "Spiritualistic phenomena" by J. G. Raupert of Buffalo has
just appeared. The author, who is not a spiritist
but. who took .part in the investigations :of the
British Psychological R·esearch Society says it is
time for the world to admit that these "spirit"
forces do exist, and that everybody ought to be
warned against them.
No relations can be had with them, he says, without great physical, mental and moral injury. These
"spirits," he says,, which are not human but which
have a way of mimicking human traits, use every
cunning deceit in order to gain the ascendancy over
a human being. At first they proclaim lofty sentiments, in order to make a good impression and win
confidence, but later they do their best to demoralize
and corrupt their victims who do not realize the
danger until it is too late.
All this ~ounds more like the superstition of the
Dark Ages than twentieth century hard sense, but
the subject is worth serious thought. Most people
pooh-pooh the idea of "spirits," but if thes.e forces
exist, as so many worthy witnesses testify, it is
foolish and dangerous to try to ignore them. A
much better course would be for mor.e of our leading
minds to investigate the doings of these "spirits"
so that mankind in general might have more definite knowledge about them and learn to avoid their
influence if it is baneful, and profit by it if it is
benignant.-The Pathfinder, November 11, 1916.

.

CLEAN STORIES
The Rotary Club of Louisville, Kentucky, recently
adopted the following resolution:
Resolved, That
be placed before
ians which would
Rotarians if each
or daughter.

no story, stunt or joke is proper or fit to
any Rotarian or any gathering of Rotarnot be perfectly fit and proper before such
one were accompanied by his mother, wife

Good. The Rotarians are to be congratulated.
There are plenty of clean stories to illustrate every
truth worth illustrating. It is time to abolish the
vulgar story. It is increasingly offensive and never
safe. Ev.en if there are no ladies within hearing,
. there may be gentlemen present.-The Commoner,
November,' 1916.
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THE STAFF
•

Edited by AUDENTIA ANDERSON, 2009 Locmt St., Omaha, Nebr. •

"As a City Set on a Hill"
News has reached our desk of many scenes of successful
·endeavors during the holiday season among the mus1crans
of our church. Many wide-awake branches have had their
cantatas, their musical programs, and their fine services of
song, in commemoration of the birth and mission of the Christ
among men. This is as it should be, and is a very encouraging sign that the spirituality we recognize in the gospel of
music is making its impress felt upon the minds and the
hearts of our people. We often rejoice that we as a church
have received such especial sanction from on high, in the enjoyment of this form of art; not only have we been permitted
to use and enjoy it, but we have been urg.ed, commanded, admonished, times repeatedly, to cultivate and esteem this
heaven-given blessing. The far-reaching reasons for this
command to us, we are too finite to comprehend, but that
we, as obedient hearers and doers of this same word, are beginning to sense in some measure its benefit to ourselves and
its efficacy in attracting others to us, may be deduced from
the ever increasing stream of endeavor in musical activity
which is engaging the attention of our people.
In Philadelphia, our church choriste,r, despite an accident
to his foot which might have seriously handicapped a less
enthusiastic leader, conducted ,a rendition of the "Messiah"
at the Christmas season, which, with the introduction of the
orcf..;estral feature new to the work there, proved to be a most
inspirational affair, if we are to judge by the reports which
reach us.
Our Independence ··choir has been winning considerable
notice of a very flattering and conspicuous kind, through its
assisting the Kansas City Symphony Chorus to sing the
"J\ILessiah" in Convention Hall of that city. This chorus is
under the direction of Mr. Earl Rosenburg, who has been
very lavish in his praise of the· work of our Independence
choir in this instanc.e, and iii .appreciation of the fine work
in drilling and intrepretation which has been done by its director, 'Sister George H. Hulmes. None knows better than
"ye editor" what effort 'and sacrifice and consecration has
marked the work of the sister just mentioned, ''who, with a
family of young children to care for, might most easily have
been discouraged and given up the work of conducting and
training a large choir in such difficult work as this oratorio,
in addition to the constant effort required for the regular
anthem' work of the Sabbath services. Therefore it is with
joy and gratification we learn of the well-merited praise and
appreciation which has come to Sister Hulmes, from this
man of music who is most competent to judge. The Indep,endence choir, to the number of one hundred and sixty members, helped very materially in swelling the fine chorus of
praise which, assisted by the soloists (among whom was our
talented Sister W. N. Robinson) and forty players from the
Kansas City Symphony ,Orchestra, went up to the Lord of
Hosts on the evening of December 29. In connection with
this, it is very intere'sting to us to know that on the evening
before, in the Stone Church, under direction of its own
leader, our choir gave the oratorio by itself, with Brother
Paul Craig as one of the soloists.
Speaking of Brother Craig, it is with pleasure we note his
splendid efforts at Lamoni since the opening of the college
year. He has a large class of vocal pupils, a male quartet to
train, and one or two classes in musical history, but besides
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these duties, he has managed to stir up a .very general interest in music in the town. Combining the forces of the
church choir, the college chorus, and community singers from
Lamoni and vicinity, he has one of the most enthusiastic
choruses imaginable, and through his steady efforts, the rendition of the "Messiah" again for our next General Conference is made possible and assured.
Equally gratifying it is to note the steady growth of the
orchestral work in Lamoni, under the consecrated service of
Brother J. H~ Anthony. Taking the boys and girls of different ages and in the study of different instruments at differing times, and working with one or another of the sections daily, with general and combined work at intervals, he
is building up a reaHy efficient band of "players upon instruments of brass and wood and string" which must be
heard next April, to be. fully appreciated.
AUDENTIA ANDERSON.

The General Conference Series
"Holy Father, Hear my Cry" ______________________ Lucien G. Chaffin.
"I am Alpha and Omega" ------------------------------------------J. Stainer
"Fierce Was the Wild Billow" ______________________ T. Tertius Noble,
*"I Will Lay Me Down in Peace" ______________________ Henry Gadsky
"Be' Not Afraid" Elijah ----------------------------------------Mendelssohn
"Deep River" an arrangement by ____________________ Harry Burleigh
*"We March, We March to Victory" -----·----------Joseph Barnby
*"The Radiant Morn Hath Passed Away" .... H. H. Woodward
*"Sun Shall Be No More Thy Light" ____________ H. H. Woodward
*"Angel Voices Eveir Singing" ______________________ W. H. Neidlinger
*"0, Pray for the Peace of Jerusalem" ____________ Jas. C. Knox
*"Hear my Cry, 0 God" --···---------------------Geo. Francis Morse
"Fight the Good Fight" ----·------·----------------------------R. M. Stults
Anthems with the indication (*) are not difficult and are
suitable for the average chorus choir.
The above is the music selected for rendition at General
Conference by the combined choirs. The bulletins outlining
the most direct way of securing same at the lowest possible
cost are in the hands of your district or stake choristers, who
have same ready for distribution, or can be procured from
the national director, A. N. Hoxie, 173 Madison Avenue,
New York City.
Owing to the short space of time, we urge that you get into
immediate touch with these series and properly study and
learn them, in order that acceptable service can be given
at the General Conference.
The choir movement is finding new inspiration and greater
possib;ilities than ever before. The term "service" is being
'better understood. Many, feeling that our success is based
upon individual consecration, are bending every effort to
'enlarge this work by study and application. Large community efforts al'e being realized and many souls are being
reached through the medium of good music. Our orchestral
department is avyakening a new interest and it looks now
as if the band movement will soon take its proper place in
our endeavor.
The culmination of this year's efforts at the General
Conference, Lamoni, Iowa, marks our fifth anniversary of
combined work. The~ have been five years of steady
awakening. To-day we feel the magnificent power that ac'companies the coordinating of our working forces. The
spirit of helpfulness is pervading the entire church and ere
lon'g we shall detect the note of triumph that will resound
and intermingle with the songs of joyfulness.
S'ingers of Israel and they who play upon the instrument,
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listen again to our great call and bend with un:!Jagging interest to our work of conse1cration.
A good way to begin is to immediately ·investigate th~
possibilities of the conference series in your local and district.
Since11ely,
ALBERT N. HOXIE.

The Combined Choir
(Read by Mrs. May Skinner, at musical institut!' held in
Independence, Missouri, last April.)
Is the district choir a practical and beneficial thing?
When I was a.sked to write this paper I suggested to Sister
Anderson that she ask some one who had been successful
along this line, as in my stake work I had not as yet reached
that point.
In looking over the program I notice you have a paper
from one of the districts that has been very successful in obtaining a combined district choir, so have thought perhaps
I might mention some of the difficulties I have met and also
how we •are preparing for the combined choir, which is our
goal; so I might better head my paper thusPREPAREDNESS

In our stake we have only two choirs that are located in
cities or towns, and that have been able to do any anthem
work. The others are all of rural branches and 'Very inconvenient to visit. These rural choirs have b~en organized
within the last year, and only a ve,ry few of the members
have made music a study alqng any line.
In all lines of work we believe it better to begin at the bottom and climb up step by step, and to prepare ourselves for
gr.eater things than to try to do the work seniors are doing
when we are only beginners.
Our effort has been along this line:
First: To visit each branch and try to inspire in our young
people the desire to prepare themselves for better service
and to heed the advioe given to us in the Doctrine and Covenants to cultivate the gift of music and song, and also let
not the old forget the gladsomeness of their youth.
Second: That an organized choir is the first step to pre' paredness. Regular rehearsals and more unity among the
singers.
We have found it necessary to explain why we. can do better work by havi.ng an organized choir, and first learn to be
able to sing the hymns than to try anthems, etc. We have'
noticed in many of our branches that this has been their
greatest need, to learn to sing the hymns and be more efficient in leading the congl'egational singing. Until they can
do this they are not ready to do anthem work.
It has been necessary to give especial instructions to choristers and organists how to lead and play the hymns, and I
might say they have shown a willingness to accept advice and
suggestions along this line. I have met with these branches
many times and assisted along this line and have felt the
Spirit of the Lord in con'firming my work.
At present our greatest difficulty is the vast difference in
efficiency . among our different choirs. While we have two
or three that are able to do anthem work, yet, as I have said,
the others are only learning to sing the hymns and have not
been able to take up anthem work.
In order to prepare for and make the combined choir a
success, we feel that each choir needs the personal help of thel
district chorister and it is necessary to meet with each choir
1

in the district and give instructions on the music to be used
·in their united musical effort-the combined choir.
This has demanded m\)re time and means than we have
been able to devote the p:~st year. And here is another difficulty: Before the district chorister can do what his work demands, there should be some way provided to meet his expenses, so that when his presence is needed at any of the
branches, he may not be hindered for lack of funds or conveyance.
Many times in the pa.~t year I have been needed at differlent pointf';, yet I have not been able to go on account of no
conveyance. I believe as has been suggested by some of our
missionaries that the work of district choristers is a missionary work and very important, and that the district should
provide some way to meet their expenses, that their work
may not be hindered.
The musical work of the district is far-reaching. It not
only means better choir work but better service in every line:,
of work, the Sunday school, Religio, and social meetings, all
demand much of the chorister's time.
The district or combined choir is :and will be a beneficial
thing. It gives us ;m incentive to work and as I have said
before a goal. And from our experience at our reunions
when the singers from over the district have met together in
song service, we know the effect is uplifting 1and stirs within
uil a desire to climb higher and become more efficient.
We are hoping to overcome these difficulties this year and
that we may by study and work soon be able to have a combined choir in our stake.
We have thought for a long time we sho1,1ld have in every
district an organization of the musical workers, to meet at
·each reunion or conference and have regular institute work,,
so that all would feel a more personal interest in building up.
the music work in every line in the district and prepare ourselves for more efficient service to the church.

A Vision of Service
The,re is, among the poems of Longf~llow, the story of
"Robert of Sicily," built upon the legend of' a medieval king
who learned that his power depended on its use in serving
his people. Ther~ is, in the New Testament, the story of
a King of kings, who taught by his own acts that no life can
be as great' and noble as that spent in the service of the
Lord.
rService has been the ideal of the choir movement-service
to the Lord and to his p:eople. Almost five years have passed
since the movement was launched and for almost five years
it has been held steadily in this course, to utilize most effectively the God-given talent of song in his service and in
aiding the music lovers of the church to a greater usefulness
to him. You who have kept in touch with the movement can
best judge what. has been accomplished-what left undone-·
but we who have been intrusted with the supervision of the
musical work, realize and realize keenly the task that still
remains to be accomplished.
For the choir movement will not have achieved its aim until every singer in the church has awakened to a realization
of its possibilities, of its opportunities-until every district,
every b:mnch, every member feels its stimulus and its inspirration-until working in concert and in unison, the singers
raise their ,Joices to spread tlre glad message of joy and salvation. We are planning for the time when every branch
shall have its loyal band of earnest and., faithful singers,
eager to enroll as servants of the Lord and improve themselves for his service; for the time when all the choirs in
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· the district will cooperate, aiding and encouraging each
other; when all the singers throughout the church will work
together as a mighty army in the warfare for the Lord.
For the choir movement would serve in every branch, with
every member. It would send its inspiration with every missionary who bears forth the message of Christ, it would
g1adden every heart that loves the word of God.
For service has been the ideal of the choir movementservice to the Lord and to his people. Already the Presidency of the church and the general chorister have appointed
an assistant in each district to aid the workers and supervise
the work. We offier the local choirs an opportunity to increase their usefulness; we offer the members an opportunity
to improve themselves. We would instill in them a deeper
love for music; we would deepen their spiritual desires. We
would koeep in constant touch with each loyal band, we would
keep informed of its progress and o;( its needs, so that w~
might aid it in its difficulties and inspire it in its task.
And this is our hope and our •aim-to coordinate all the
musical forces in the church, to instill in the hearts of the
singers a deepe1' desire to serve the Lord and to inspire
many with joy and gladness and the truth of the gospel of
Christ.
HERMAN N. SCHWARTZ.

Important Announcement
It has been decided to again render "The Messiah" at the
General Conference this year and a cordial and urgent invitation is extended to all those who are capable of performing this work to be in attendance at the conference and assist us in rendering this great tribute of praise to the King
of kings.
We hope to be able to.announce definitely the dates of these
performances in the next issue of The Staff.
A. N. H.

Tell It O'er and O'er Again
(New Words to Old Music.)
Tell it o'er and o'er again
God's divine, appointed plan.
That brings salvation free to man;
Tell it o'er and o'er again.,
Faith in G;pd you must obtain,
Repent; from evil deeds refrain;
Be baptized in Jesus' name,
Beneath the wave, to rise again.
By one and all it may be read,
Through the laying of hands upon your head,
For'the Holy Ghost, you may be led,
Into all truth, the Savior said.
His power will raise you from the dead,
All earthly cares and worries fled;
Rich glories then you'll find instead
If "well done" of you may be said.
GERTRUDE WALKER.

It is a mistake to pick out any particular kind of work and
call it drudgery. Any work in which on<'!l does not delight is
drudgery. It is not the nature of the work, but the attitude
of the worker, that makes a drudge.-Ambition,
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WOMAN·s AUXILIARY
Edited by .AUDENT.IA ANDERSON, 2009 Locust St., Omaha, Nebr.

"Whatsoever Y e Do, Do All to the Glory of God"
With the prospect of a building devoted to the needs of
our organized :women at Independence, and the. indications
of corresponding activity among our women all through the
church, our new year starts out with much enthusiasm and
promise of even greater advancement during its progress
than we made in its predecessor. At that, 1916 will long
serve as a landmark upon the plain of our development both
as a church and as an organized auxiliary; we have not only
outlined, but we have accomplished, and that is one very
encouraging feature about our work. More has been done
in the way of opening the eyes of our women to the very
great possibilities for real service which are lying at their
very feet than perhaps many may realize. Those locals
which have not already taken up m:any of the new lines of
study and development, are beginning to sense the desirability of such action, and they will not long lag behind.
Too, along with this awakening, we think has gone hand
in hand, a broader perception of the spiritual meaning there
is to it-the sense that nothing is trivial in its ultimate results, and that even the most humble of our efforts, the smallest of our services as wives, mothers, sisters, Saints, has a
value eternal in its nature. The kiss, of love which we bestow
however .lightly upon the brow of a child we are learning is
but typical in its nature-typical of a feeling which is patterned after that wonderful power which causes the Creator
of a universe to yearn over the creatures he has made; and
as we perceive this, does it not make us desire all the more
rightly to interpret the feelings we have towards our children, and endeavor to exerci!Je our love in the manner that
,God reveals his towards us? The humble tasks of the household, looked at with large and intelligent vision, become but
expressions of the greatest impulses the human race knows,
that of hom~making. True it has great variety of form, but
essentially it is the same, whether it finds expression in the
slovenly throwing of a carelessly prepared meal upon a
plain de~l table, or is served with daintiness and precision by
some thoughtful "high priestess" of the' culinary rites of
man, who has deemed her work worthy of intelligent study,
nicety of planning, and care in execution. Can any woman
fail t~ feel, as she becomes aware of the real responsibility
of these·things, that she, too, must get in the rapidly growing
army of 1Saints who 11ecognize that every day and every hour
their work is a work: unto God, and therefore should be performed in a manner worthy of him to whom it is offered?
Study, thought, preparaUon, are the watchwords of the hour,
and well may we all follow the splendid example bei~g set
for us at t:he center places of the church.
The Woman's building at Independence should externalize
to us many things we have consciously or unconsciously felt
this past year. It stands for the forward movement of our
women, £or their desire the more fully to enter upon their
rightful inheritance as helpers, in certain well-defined fields,
to, those whom God has called to oversee the upbuilding of
Zion. It stands for the broadening viewpoints
of our
women, who are. learnin·g to reach out and grasp and assimilate much food that is offered them,. to which they were
blind before. It will stand for lectures, for classes, for
service, for the helping hand extended with ready warmth to
lonely girls and worthy women. It will spell "opportunity,"
and "priviiege," and "development" for our sisters at the
center place, and we should all feel a keen personal interest
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in it, to the extent of passing on encouragement, both in the
form of the needed money and the favorable word and comment.
May God aid, prosper and bless his handmaidens in every
worthy undertaking and may the results fully demonstrate!
that they are living up very fully to the opportunity he is
giving them!
AUDENTIA ANDERSON.

How May We Improve the Spiritual Condition
in the Home?
This subject is one of vital importance to us as a people,
touching as it does the lives of individuals and through
them the life of the church. It seems a topic worthy the
careful consideration of the priesthood, those who have been
specially called and ordained to teach us spiritual things.
However, when we reflect that woman makes the home, and
that instruction or knowledge pertaining to the home~what
ever its nature or source-rests with her to make it practical and to apply it, it may not seem unfit for the women to
take into consideration the spiritual uplift of the home.
In these days of stress and strain of varied activities ,and
diversions, when there is more love for pleasure than for
righteousness, it behooves us to look carefully at our home
life and make an effort to tone it up and inject into it that
which will give a l'enewal of spiritual life, thus making it
as the Lord intended it should be, symbolic of the great family of God.
There are different phases of home life such as sanitation,
nutrition, tempel'ament, economic conditions, etc., all of which
· together make the atmosphere of home. Physical growth is
more perfect under favorable conditions. ,It is equally true
that the spiritual condition of the home is influenced immeasurably by the environments of home. Lov;~ of God with
all that it implies is the foundation of spiritual growth.
God will not dwell in unholy temples. Those who would
teach spiritual things must have s•at at the Master's feet.
We cannot teach what we have not learned, we cannot impart to others what we ourselves do not know. We cannot inspire in others What we have not felt. There is a possibility of cultivating what Thoreau calls 1"0ur upland
fields." We all no doubt 'are impressed from time to time
that we could come up higher and there comes to us the d&sire to so order our homes that God's 'Spirit may dweiJ with
us. How shall we do this? Perhaps the first step for us
as mothers might be to refresh our pure minds by reading
what the books, particularly the Doctrine and Covenants,
say about child training. It is not necessary, I am sure', to
give quotations, we all remember some of those pertaining
to this subject. "Bring up the child in the nurture and admonition of the Lord." "Spare the rod a~d spoil the child,"
"So teach the child that he become a fit subject for baptism
at eight years of age," "Teach the child to walk uprightly
before the Lord." As we read we may notice incidentally,
some of the penalties attached for nonperformance of duty.
Having become fully imbued with the idea that as .home
makers a responsibility rests upon us and remembering that
Nephi says God gives no commandment unto man that he does
not help him fulfill, we may then fortify ourselves for the
task. Daily secret prayer alone. with God, contemplation of
his wonderful love and power 1as shown in his creation, from
the tiniest forms of animal and plant life to the wonders of
the heavens above, a knowledge of God's dealings with peo~
ple of different ages. The mother to be a true teacher must
grow in spirituality and a knowledge of the truth. That
which she has so freely received, she may freely give. She

needs >a book on nature study, or a knowledge of nature, a
plot of ground where things grow, a mother's magazine, not
The New Woman, Needlem·aft, Good Housekeeping, Latest
Fashions, or The Suffragette, but a mothm·'s magazine such
as, American Motherhood, (Cooperstown, New York), or
David- C. Cook's (Chicago) Jllfother's Magazine in which
mother's problems are discussed. She needs a book on child
nature (A Study of Child Nature, by Elizabeth Harrison,
Book ·Supply Company, Chicago, is very good) that she may
·understand more fully the greatest of all God's creations, a
little child, thus enabling her to unfold to a life of beauty
and usefulness instead of cramping and warping the souls
given into her care. With the insight which comes from
such study there will. be less misunderstanding and fewer
what Elizabeth Harrison calls "great and painful gaps"' between parent and child.
It would be a fruitless effort to say to the child, "Love
God" and would bring about no communion of soul with the
"Great tSpirit." Children learn reverence through seeing the
love and power of God demonstrated in the growing plant,
the blooming flower in fruit and grain, in the possibility in
both pl:,mt and animal life to reproduce its kind, in the wise
provision made for the sustenance of the creatures of his
care. To get this they must go to the source, to mother nature herself. ·Children should be acquainted with field and
forest if possible, a plot of ground where things grow, at
least a tin can in which seeds can he planted and attention
ibe.called to the wonderful ways of God .. Thus may we prepare the soil for the seeds of spirituality. In fact I am not
sure but they have already been plant.ed, and are unfolding
into leaf and flower and now need proper nourishment and
care.
There are other testimonies of infinite love and power than
those visible to the natural eye. The child has seen but now
he needs to feel God's power through the spiritual senses.
<Spirituality is communion of soul with the Infinite. Can
Wle train him to feel the breath of the Spirit, to hear the
'still, small voice, to see the height above to which with long'ing hearts we hope to climb?
The Lord has commanded that we meet together often; he
bias promised to meet with us and in compliance with this
we receive food for the soul. He has also admonished us to
meet together often in the family, to erect the family altar
mid tp remember at all times to return thanks to our
heavenly Father. The time given to family worship may be
made interesting and enjoyable. It is well to impress upon
the mind th!;l, need of re,gularity in this service, that God is
pieased with us when we do this, that he has promised blessings to those who do the things that please him and that
when the world is in turmoil and unrest, we may be at peace
with God's W!atchcare over us, if we abide in him and trust
him. It is not· best to make the time wearisome by reading
the Bible from Genesis to Revelation without comment and
then start over again. Use a copy_ of Charle's Foster's Bible'
storybook (The Story of the Bible, Book Supply Company,
Chicago) , in which the old Bible stories are told in an interesting way that will appeal to children. We need a Book
of Mormon storybook to be used in the same way. The testimonies of the past may be connected with those of the pres~
ent;_ by reading books published by the church, such as, The
Two-Story Book, Juvenile History, Joseph Luff's Autobiography, Peter Bosten, Joe Pine, and others; also letters
from the HERALD and Ensign, and extracts from the Doctrine and Covenants.
It is more interesting and profitable if parents and, children
talk together about what is read. Children should be taught
in early, childhood to pray. Irregularity in f;:tmily worship
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and in l'eturning thanks to God will soon effect the spirituality of the home.
Duty is a word children do not like to hear. Let us say
sometimes, instea;d, 'Come children it is time for prayer and
.we must not neglect it. God has been good to us and we still
need his blessings.
The mother should/arrange to give herself for a half hour
or more each ev.ening to her children. Definite plans should
be made which all understand for •e!ach evenil)g when the
mo·ther works, reads, or plays with the children, one evening
each week being given to reading such books as mentioned
above. Mother and child thus come in close. touch and in
sympathy 'with each other. It is impossible to measure the:
influence for good of hours thus passed. An influence that
may prove an anchol'age through young manhood and
womanhood.
We should not leave all the good we get from the church
services inside the walls of the. church. Have a way at home
of talking about the sermon, the testimonies, the musicand about the preacher, too. Wf'J need to be on the watch for
opportunities to develop spirituality. Take occasion to read
from Doctrine and Covenants the duties of priest and
teacher. Whern they call up to know if it will be convenient
for them to visit at your home', make it convellient; -express
your pleasure in having them come, have all members of the
family present, and if you have been in line of duty, the
18pirit's presence will be felt and it will be a season of peace
and spiritual enjoyment. Young people are very busy with
school work and other things and may show a sort of indiffer:ence to spiritual things but if they have been properly
trained they know their duty, they. expect us to see that
they do it, and, more important still, they know we have
f1ailed in our duty if we· do not look after the spirituality of
the home. Let us not fail them in this their hour of greatest
need. Oh, mothers and fathers, I appeal to you now after
you hav;e kept your boy and girl near to you until this trying period do not lose your hold and leave them alone during
this time of stress and uncertainty, but go with them, help
them to an understanding. of life, hold them for themselves
and for God.
It may take careful, prayerful, cheerful, persistent effort
ai\d often insistence.
It is a mother's business to train to citizenship in the kingdom of God, and like any business man to make a success she
must "stay on the job." The law of the land gives parents
twenty-one years to make citizens of the United States.
.Shall we take any less time to train for service in the
F'ather's kingdom?
Let us as mothers in the hqme sense the need of constant
watchfulness. Let us put forth every effort possible to ere~
ate an atmosphel'e in the home conducive to spirituality and
-encourage ourselves with the thought that the Lord is with
us when we are feeding the lambs of the fold. Perfection in
any line comes thraugh patient, persistent effort. Let me
Paul says "until we
1say again, we grow in spirituality.
come unto the measure of the stature, of the fullness of
Christ.'' We will not, daily, see the fruits of our efforts but
if we train aright, the results are sure and as the years
come and go the fruits of the Spirit are manifest. Is it not
worth all the ·sacrifice of thos-e things that are drawing us
away from the home? It seems to me there can no greate·r
joy come to the mother's soul than that feeling of peace with
God which comes when she sees the fruits of her efforts in
the lives of her children. No matter how great the sacrifice
that must be r,nade, the fads, and fancies, and fashions of
this world are as naught compal'ed to the Joy that comes to
her soul. This is our mission as mothers. Let us qualify as
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best we can and with the aid of the Holy Spirit, do our
best. We ne1ed trained mothers. God speed the day when
our young people are trained for parenthood.
MRS. C. J. HUNT.

THE CHILDREN'S HOME
Edited by HEMAN C. SMITH and CALLIE B. STEBBINS, Lamoni, Iowa

Children's Home Items
The holidays have brought blessing and good cheer to our
department. The Saints and friends have remembered us
loyally and liberally, so we have met current expenses, paid
a small deficit and commence the new year with a small balance, not enough to last us very long, but enough to make us
feel hopeful and very g:m.teful.
We think the supporters of this important institution have
done nobly for the year, to meet all expenses, when we consider the large extra expense occasioned by the sickness and
contagion which visited us.
This result has not been attained however, without special
effort and sacrifice upon the part of many. Our correspondence has been very comforting and full of hopeful cheer.
Permit us here to present two instances from among the
many.
The following is ·from Moorhead, Iowa, and speaks for
itself:
"Seeing an appeal in the Children's Home column for assistance toward providing a musical instrument for the use
of the children, it appealed to me, and being teacher of a
class of girls from ten to thirteen years of age, I suggested
to them that wEI hold a candy and tag day, the proceeds to
go to the home towards the piano fund. We appointed
Saturday, December 2, and asked the Lord to prosper us,
and though failure was prophesied for us we did well I
think, for a small place, so are able to send you a draft for
$12.75, the amount we cleared, will also send one of the tags
used. The girls of the winners' class of the Religio are as
follows: Pearl Wilson, 13; Dorothy Cohrt, 13; Helen McDonald, 12; Halycon Cohrt, 11; Elma Kestersen, 11; Fern
Wilson, 11; Hazel Moore, 11; Ennice Pratt, 10; Alta Bell, 10.
We all join in hoping that the fund will grow and it will not
be long until they can have music in the home.
"As eve:r,: your sister,
"CoRA B. CoHRT."
This piano fund is still limited and hence we must await
our time to purchase, for our rules will not permit us to go
in debt. With such loyal efforts as indicated in the above
we must soon have our end accomplished. One firm offers
to sell any piano we want at cost.
The. following letter to which we invite especial attention
is from Brooklyn, New York. The sacrifice indicated can
on:ly come from devoted, sincere and consecrated minds of
pure childhood which older people could profitably emulate.
"As treasur•er of the Brooklyn S.unday school, I am authorized to send you this check amounting to $17.25, as a
Christmas gift to the children of the home.
"The greater portion of this fund represents a sacrifice,
inasmuch as the children have voted to do without candy in
order to share 'Christmas with thelir friends at L1amoni.
"They believ-e this is the right way to commemorate the
truest kind of Christmas spirit, and wish it to be used in a
way that will best meet the children's needs.
"With Christmas greetings to you all, we are all as children in Christ.
"THE BROOKLYN SUNDAY S'CHOOL,
"by Pearl K. Hartshorn.''
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No furthe'r offers have been received regarding the proposition made by some brethren at the Logan reunion. to have:
one hundred persons, each guarantee twenty-five dollars annually to the support of the home, This would supply the
demands of the home and save the necessity of constantly
soliciting aid, and these parties could either pay the amount
themselves or get help from friends.
Brother and Sister Goode are faithfurly doing their part
in the home, while our merchants :and others are contributing liberally to supplying demands and furnishing Christmas
cheer. This ·applies not only to Lamoni but many other
places as the above letters indicate.

~

NEWS FROM BRANCHES

JJ

Independence, Missouri
It is now three days since Christmas and we have been
enjoying delightful weather. The holiday spirit of giving
is still alive, and as we go along, we, find this world with all
its evils has much good in it, after all. The great thinkers
and broad-minded men and women are furnishing means of
mental enjoyment, and the Saints, also, are holding out inducements for an increase of true happi"ness while reaching
out to ne,wer fields of high endeavor.
The kind of work they will soon engage in will do away
with the idea of monotonous drudgery, because soul .is put
into it, and there will be at hand divine aid, and power given
to perform. The. short-hour day is working out good in
every way, and more time is given to promote efficiency, and
creative labor. They say the great problems of our day and
time are sound economic thinking, sound views on business
affairs, and bette·r understanding generally.
This wonderful ·educational movement the Saints 'are so
deeply interested in is interesting everybody in the neighborhood. A cops' college, with a chief of police as instructor, is
to be established they tell us, in Ber~eley, California, and provision is made for lectures, and a · curriculum embracing
chemistry, biology, criminal psychology, sanitation and hygiene.
Brother Walter addressed the Sunday school December 31,
, and he is just as good' 1a teacher in school as a pastor in the
church. He instructed us to get our lesson in the head, and
our work in the heart, and not depend altogether on the
Qua?"teTly. The school is an evangelizing agency, and we
must have lots of normal teachers, and have a training
school. "Specialization" is the watchword.
We have quite a number of specialists already, preparing
for work in the culture hall of the Saints. Sister J. W.
Peterson, who last year proved to be efficient as a teacher
for nurse-training, has graduated in civil service work; and
on January 5 will receive a diploma from the· school of hygiene, :food, and sanitation, as a competent sanitary city inspector. Another sister, our courageous and energetic Mrs.
A. L. Yingling, 'at a better babies' contest here, December
28, was one of the judges. Scores of right-minded, noble,
consecrated, business women of our sewing department of
the auxiliary ~re toiling for the benefit of this glorious
work.
The Laurel Club cleared at their bazaar held in the church
hall December 8, about three hundred dollars; and they have
raised about seven hundred the past year. By way of helping the missionary work, one class in the Sunday school, Mrs.
Pender's, has already collected over sixty dollars for the

Christmas Offering, this year. The Sunday school work is
progressing throughout the stake. Our officers here are
Brethren C.. F. Davis and Albert Knowlton, Sister Mary
Steele, and Brethren M. H. Siegfried and Earl F. Andet, ¥.rith
Mrs. W. Madison as normal superintendent. Brother E. C.•
Harrington is conductor of the children's eleven o'clock Sunday morning se,rvices, and Sisters W. W. Smith and E. S.
!McNichols are doing fine work
developing talent of storytelling and vocal music for .the program in this junior work
of the church.
The speakers for December 31, in the Walnut Park, East
Independence, Enoch Hill, and the Second Branch churches
were Elders Harry Smith, J. J. BosweU, E. T. Atwell, W. 0.
Skinner, W. D. Bullard, J. E. Vanderwood, and Joseph Smith
and William Aylor, morning and evening respectively.
Brother J. F. Curtis preached an excellent sermon Sunday
morning at the Stone Church.
The Christmas entertiainment at the church December 31,
with the .vocal and instrumental numbers by the children attracted a large congregation from all parts of the stake; but
the great concert of the oratorio "Messiah," rendered by the
choir both at the church on the 28th, and at Convention Hall
December 29, were the great events of the season, and elicited comments of praise from all quarters.
ABBIE A. HORTON.

in

Lamoni, Iowa
One of the recent deve1opments at this place is a change
of the sacrament hour from 2.30 p. m. to 1>0.45 a. m. on the
first Sunday of each month. This will immediately follow
the Sunday school, and the childr,en and young people will
be especially urged to stay for the service.
At 2.30 on this day hereafter all the priesthood will assemble as a body to consider any subj,ects or suggestions of
joint irrt·erest, after which they will separate for definite
quorum work. There will be. no afternoon prayer meetings
on this day.
· It is urge'd that the Saints adopt the custom of fasting
from the morning meal .on the sacrament Sunday, that the
Spirit of God may be unhampered in its operations.
The Sunday school attendance is averaging about five
hundred, though the whooping cough has made an appreciable falling off in the beginner and primary departments. It
was because of this that the iChristmas program was given
by the older people, as 'ivas mentioned in the HERALD. The
Christmas Offering has been increased to $560.19.
The stake presidency,· composed of J. F. Garver, E. J.
Giles, and Paul N. Craig, have been reelected as the presidency of the b11anch for the coming year. The branch membership is now 1,763, about 500 of these being on the scattered: list.
1A committee on 'beautifying the church building and
grounds has been authorized and the carrying out of some
'of the ideas proposed will greatly add to the beauty of the
Lord's house.
The stake bishopric, associated with the branch deacons,
will have charge of the arrangements for General Conference
dele~ates and visitors.
DELBERT.
The 'Saints of Toledo have moved into their new church on
Waverly, just off Dorr Street. Time of meeting has been
changed as follows: Sunday-Sunday school, 9.45 a. m.;
Religio, 6 p. m. ;. preaching 11 a. m. and 7.30 p. m.; prayer
service 7.30 Wedn~sday evening. President, Wil1ard Hettrick, l709 Detroit Street.
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LETTER DEPARTMoo=J
From the Far-Off Southland

Notwithstanding the upheaving effect of the war upon
society, politics, and industry, encouraging reports come from
variom; parts of this mission concerning church work. Being
so far from the seat of war the effects accompanying the
conflict of arms are not so noticeably in evidence here as in
many of the bellige:rent countries, yet there is much that
we see and know that brings home the meaning of war.
The European conflict has grown to dimensions that almost threaten the collapse of civilization, The world is in
agony. Latter Day S'aints gathering from the parable of the
fig tree confidence to interpret the signs of the times, should
be abli; to see that we are living· in the generation when the
signs of the coming of Christ and the. end of the world (destruction of the wicl"ed) are being fulfilled. The idea of a.
world crisis developing before the second coming of Christ
is set forth in . the Holy Scriptures by nearly all of the
prophets.
Daniel, in interpreting Neibuchadnezzar's dream of the
image, spofue of nations coming to naught, and of the kingdom of God extending over the earth. (Daniel 2: 35-44.)
Jeremiah prophetically declares, "The Lord hath a controversy with the nations," and "will give them that are wicked
to the sword."
(J:eremiah 25: 31-33.)
Isaiah says he
"hea.Tid from the Lord God of hosts a consumption, even determined upon the whole earth," and he also declared: "Behold, the day of the Lord cometh, cruel both with wrath and
fierce anger, to lay the land. desolate: and he shall destroy
the sinners thereof out of it. For the stars of heaven and
the constellations thereof shall not give their light: the sun
shall be darkened in his going forth, and the moon shall not
cause her light to shine. And I will punish the world for
their evil, and the wicked for their iniquity; and I will cause.
the :arrogancy of the proud to cease, and will lay low the
haughtiness of the terrible. I will make a man more precious than ·fine gold; even a man than the golden wedge of
Ophir.''' (Isaiah 28: 22; 13 : 9-12.)
Christ mentions as signs of his coming that "nation shall
rise against nation, and kingdom against kingdom; and there
shall be famines, and pestilences, and earthquakes, in divers
places," and "th~re shall be signs in the sun, and in the'
moon, and in the stars; and upon the earth distress of nations, with perplexity; the sea and the waves roaring; mens'
hearts failing them for fear, and for looking after those
things which ar'e coming on the earth: for the powers of
heaven shall be shaken. And then shall they see the ·Son
of man coming in a cloud with power and great glory."
(Matthew 24: 7; Luke 21: 25-27.)
These references 'associated with the prO'phecies contained in the Book of Mormon and Doctrine and Covenants,
relating to the same events, provide a light of such clearness
that no one need walk in darkne:ss.
Among the important crises of the past are those affecting
the antedeluvians, Jews, and pTierColumbian peoples o;f
America. All felt the displeasure of God for the same thing.
God has not changed-his march through the centuries is
straight. The true worship of God, 'moral purity, happiness,
and well-being go hand in hand.
'
Can the Gentiles go on proudly announcing that they have,
not heard directly from God for nineteen centuries, rejecting Christ and the fullness of his truth, selecting their own

forms of religion until churches /')xist in multitudinous numbers, indulging in unbelief of the powers of heaven, loving
pleasures more than God, crowding out the sacred meaning
of life with lightness of character-can they do this and not
involve :themselves in controversy with God?
Per.haps lying at the bottom of the cause of the European
war is the influence of Babylon which was to affect all nations: "Babylon is faUen, is fallen, tha.t great city, because
she made all nations drink of the wine of the wrath of her
fornication."
(Revelation 14: 8.)
The mainsprings of lif,e aile affected by religious belief.
It is interesting to note that more than 300,000,000 members of the "Holy Catholic Church," which consists of the1
Roman Catholic, Greco-Russian, and' Anglican branches, are
represented in the nations involved in the world''s awful war.
Catholic countries are overrunning and :destroying other
Gatholic countries. Millions of men are marching to the
strains of martial music. The loss is not confined to the dead
on the battlefield, but extends to those who return with
broken constitutions, the result of exposure, inhaling noxious
gases, ~tc., to the widows, and to the orphans. With the
daily expenditure of scores of millions in money, the debt
has reached :a magnitude that bewilders the mind.
The redemptive force of civilization is not within itself;
besides education, the drama, good theories of municipal
government, culture, science, and philosophy, Christ, the
:Savior of the world, is needed in enthronement in the hearts
of men. !Salvation is from above. Men's redemptive forces
have failed, and will fail to the extent that Jesus Christ,
the representative of the true life for humanity, is not accepted.
As to the Tiesults of the war; it is to be hoped that governments will change, and absolutism pass away, thus opening
the way for the fulfillment of our Lord's words: "And this
gospel of the kingdom shall be preached in all the world for
a witness unto all nations; and then shall the end come:"
(Matthew 24: 14.)
Since the 1:1esto1'ation of the gospel in these latter days,
Latter Day Saints have been looking forward to t)1e gathering of the Jews to the land of their forefathers. It should
not be a surprise if before long the land of Palestine goes to
the Jews; at least liberty therein be enjoyed by the Jews to
work out their ideals, under the protectorate of a libertyloving nation.
"
The following passages from the Bible are enlightening:
"Jerusalem shall be trodden down of the Gentiles, until
the times of the GentiLes be ful!filled."-Luke 21: 24.
"The remnant of them shall return: the consumption decreed shall overflow with righteousness."-Isaiah 10: 22.
"And I will cause the captivity of Judah and the captivity
of lsl'ael to return, and I will build them, as at the first."Jeremiah 83 : 7.
The past month I have been in different parts of the
Northern New South Wales District, answering attacks
publicly launched against the church by a minister of the
Church of England-in nearly every town is
school of
:arts which can be secured for public meetings, and in these,
placesc--after tracts have been generally distributed through
the towns by some of our young missionaries, my replies
ha¥e been mad~. Go,od is resulting from the opposition, as
the public mind has been stirred to activity and prepared for
a word of defense from our side.
On October 27 after a sevy•re sickness of about three
weeks, Sister Catherine Wright, of Tuncurry, New South
Wales, well known to many in this mission, and by all the
missionaries in America who have labored in Australia, departed from this life. Interment was in the Tuncurry Ceme-
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tery where she was laid to rest at the side of her beloved husband who preceded her in death about six years ago. The door
of the~r home was evcer open wide to all of the ministry.
The large number present at the funeral attested the high
esteem in which she was held by the community. She died in
full hope of glorious resurrection. The funeral sermon was
by the writer, assisted by EMer Robert Taylor.
'A mission conference will be held in Sydney, the latter
part of next month, immediately following the conference of
the Southern New South Wales District. There will probably be a large attendanc,e, and a good time is expected.
With the passing of time the church and its work remain
as precious to me as when in youth there came to me a
knowledge of God in the church; my desire is to work while
it is day, and trust that in 1\endering an account of my
stewardship finally I may do so unfalteringly.
'My mission address is 65 Nelson Street, Rozelle, New
South Wales.
Best wishes to all,
PAUL M. HANSON.
TAREE, NEW S:OUTH WALES, November 25, 19'16.
1

Effects of the War on Australia
Since last writing Australia has been in the throes of a
national crisis deciding by referenda of the people whether
compulsory military service overseas should or should not
become law. It already is law for home service, and under
the provisions of the latter act men of military age were
compulsorily enrolled and encamped in anticipation of a
"yes" majority at the polls.
Their anticipations were not realized, for the people turned
the proposition down and now the proclamation has been
withdrawn, the men released, and a new start is to be made
with the voluntary system.
The voting was as follows: No, 1)146,198; Yes, 1,084,918.
No, majority 61,280, out of a total on the roll of 2,782,709.
Our young men of military age, many of them• serving as
officers of branches of the church all over the country, have
been quite, agitated in fa.cing the prospect of having to leave
their divine service and being forced to go to the European
"shambles" to do that against which their souls revolt.
We are now relieved of that tension, and those who w,ere
forced into camp are being released after one month's training which has already cost this small community one million
pounds sterling. Those who voted "no" have been stigmatized by the prime minister and his supporters as "ProGermans," "Disloya'lists," "I. W. W.," and other opprobrious
epithets too numerous and unsavory to mention here. The
position now in Australia is a unique one, and one hardly
knows what may come next.
.Among the ones who voted no were cabinet ministers and
members of both state and federal parli~ments, especially
senators, mostly labor representatives. The prime minister
was in a minority in his own constituency, We1st Sydney, by
about four to one. It is a question now who is to govern,
the "no" side or the "yes" side; in the meantime recruiting
is dead and the Old Country is calling for reinforcements.
Judging by the vote, there must be a large party in Australia
in favor of peace, and personal'ly I think it will help allay
that bitterness which keeps/the conflict raging.
In the early stages of the great world war it seemed as
though the work of the church would be adversely affected,
but as the excitement has worn off and the awfulness of
the world's confusion wherein such is even possible, has
,entered the minds of the people they have turned more to
serious thinking concerning the fulfillment of prophecy. In

Melbourne, at least, we can say that this is so, and this is
perhaps the best year of our history for baptisms, about
seventeen having joined during the last -eight months.
Those churches which have preached war and recruiting have
either driven their men out of the church or into the trenches.
The position of neutrality taken by the Catholic pulpit is
pmctically the same as maintained by ourselves. We leave
it entirely to the in:dividual, as a citizen; if he decides to go
we say "God speed you," if he stays at home we like it
better.
One spirit which this war is fostering is the gathering
spirit. We are all beginning to visualize tl:re need of Zion.
as a refuge from the perils and trials of the. world. It is
causing a longing for her redemption to enter every breast
in which the hope has been planted. S'eemingly the world is
facing conditions of danger of which it has hitherto known
little. In Australia we have lived as it were in luxury, but
the future looks bad. Debt is piling up apace and domestic
discord politically and industrially is rampant and increasing. We are now in the midst of a coal miners' strike and
shipping is being held up, train service curtailed, unemployed increasing, and industry paralyzed. Were Australia
to suffer one of her periodical droughts in connection with
the war aftermath it would be a good place to say good,by
to. My mind has never dwelt so much on the gathering to
Zion as now, and though I know haste in such matters should
not be manifest, yet I pray that the time may speedily come
when the Saints may be permitted to dwell together in a
condition of love and equality to which holy men of all ages
have looked.
Faithfully yours,
J. H. N. JONES.
RICHMOND, VICTORIA, AUSTRALIA, November 14, 1916.

From Here and There
Sister Ruby Scogin, of Carney, Alabama, assures us of
her appreciation of the church publications and testifies of
God's goodness to her and her relatives and friends.
In a recent letter Brother E. Glenn 'Sager, of Fint, Michigan, fears that he gave the impr,ession that the good work
being done in the east side of that city was by himself. He
wishes to correct that impression by saying that it was his
intention to [ndicate that Elder· E. M. Orton is the man, and
that through his efforts good inter,est and attendance are
resulting.
Brother Char1e's A. Morton, president of the Kingston,
Missouri, Branch, tells us that Kingston is still on the map
and trying to keep the camp fire burning. There have been
several baptisms during the year and others ha:ve a better
'understanding of the church and its work. Brother Roberts
of the missionary force, has been holding a series of meetings the1re for about two weeks, greatly encouraging the
Saints.
Brother William Cummings says he recently visited
New · York and Boston and enjoyed the association
of the :Saints very much. He says it is very hard to find our
church meeting places, especially in Boston, and suggests
that the addresses of each meeting place in the larger cities
should be printed in. the church papers. This has been done
to some extent in the past, but it takes a great deal of space
in the aggregate. Brother !S. A. Burgess; the pastor at.
Boston, very carefully explained not long ago how to reach
the Boston church.
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Writing frbm Richmond, Missouri, Brother Thomas
Graham says the letters and testimonies in the HERALD are
very much enjoyed by himself. They· have a small Sunday
school, with prayer meetings and pmching services well attended at that place, and the Saints are coming up higher
under the leadership of a worthy branch president.
·
Mrs. Jennie Adams, of Central Lake, Michigan, states that
she went to Kalamazoo receni<ly to see her husband, who is
very low. There is no branch at that place and she hopes
an elder may be able to visit her. She de.sires the prayers of
the Saints.
From 1Salt L1ake City, Brother A. V. Closson writes under
date of December 26: "We are having real winter here with
snow from two to six feet deep. We had a nice Christmas
program and tree in the church the night of the 22d, with
a good attendance. In fact, all the seats were full. One
party remarked that we must have had a resurrection of the
work here. We organized a Religio society a short time ago,
with twenty-three members and others say they will join.
W.e are also having a pretty good attendance at the other
meetings, so we ought to feel encouraged. Brother J. W.
·Rushton was here the first part of this month and gave us
a number of good sermons. Brethl'en Booker and McKim
were with us at the Christmas entertainment. Brother John
Hall has gone to Chicago on a visit, and we all miss him at
the services."
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kindly call this notice to the attention of the membership
of their schools and congregations.
BENJAMIN R. McGUIRE, P?"esiding Bishop.

The Bishopric
Please publish the following correction to the 1915 bishop's
report. The following names should have appeared among
the published veceipts of W. F. Smith, agent, E.astern Michigan District: Ethel Morgan, $16.00; W. T. Morgan, $6.00
BENJAMIN R. McGUIRE.

Meetings of Quorum of Twelve
To the Memben of the Quorum of Twelve: In consultation
the undersigned have agreed to issue call for the Quorum of
Twelve to meet at Independence, Missouri, March 20, at
10 a. m., for the purpose of beginning quorum work for the
conference in April following. The first session will be held
at the office of the First Presidency. The Twelve will be
notified in due season when a permanent meeting place for
the quorum has been secured for the session.
Your servants,
FREDERICK M. SMITH,
President of the Chu1·ch.
GoMER T. GRIFFITHs,
President of Quorunt of Twelve.

Notice of Release
This is to notify all concerned, that Elder Otto Fetting has
been released from missionary appointment by his request.
J. F. CURTIS, Minister in Charge.
,INDEPENDENCE, 'MISSOURI, January 5, 1917.

Conference Notices

MISCELLANEOUS DEPARTMENT
Conference Minutes
ALABAMA.-At Flat Rock, December 9 and 10, district
presidency and James Davis presiding. Bishop's agent's
book audited and found correct. Pleasant Hill Branch reported. Treasurer's report read and accerpted by adding
36 cents to treasury fund. Adjourned to meet with Pleasant
Hill Branch, March 4 and 5, 1917. W. H. Drake, assistant
secr.etary.
HOLDEN STAKE.-Knobnoster, Missouri, December 9 and
10, 1916; presided over by D. J. Krahl and his counselor,
F. A. McWethy. Reports from the presidency, bishopric, several high priests, First Quorums of elders, priests and teachers, stake choriste1r and the auxiliaries. A. C. Moler appointed director of stake orchestral department. Reunion
committee·reported August 10 to 20 as time chosen for holding stake reunion of 1917-plac•e not yet selected. A. C.
Moler, Heman 0. Petre and Frank W. Perry were ordained
to the office of priest; Wiflard L. Hartnell counselor to president first quorum of priests; C. Morgan to office of deacon;
J. E. Nicoll to office of teacher and Benjamin D. Andes to
office of elder. Adjourned as per previous resolution. Anna
M. Fender, secretary.

Convention Minutes
ALABAMA.-Sunday school, at Fla,t Rock, Alabama, Lena
Wiggins elected secretary pro t.em, Emma Patrick, cradle
roll superintendent. Superintendent authorized to call on
each school in district to make a liberal donation for purchasing program literature with. Secretary was r,equested
to ask each officer to report to next convention, and also state
what they were eocpected to :r~eport. Adjourned to meet
March 2, 1917, at Pleasant Hill. W. H. Drake, superintendent.
~

Christmas Offering
Individuals and Sunday schools contributing to the Christmas offering will please notice that remittances should reach
this office not 1a!ter than February 15 in order to insure publication in the Blue Stepping Stones.
Sunday school superintendents and branch presidents will

Florida, at local, Alabama, February 3 and 4, 1917, 10 a.m.
We hope Brother Russell can be with us. D. M. Rudd, president.
Northeastern Nebraska, at Saints' church, Omaha,
February 3 and 4. Carl T. Self, president; Odessa Carter
'Jensen, secretary, Blair, Nebraska.
'Central Texas, with the Philade,lphia Branch, near Marlin,
Texas, February 3, 1at 10 a. m. All reports to C. M. lVIitchell,
Caldwell, Texas, Route 3. All coming by rail will be met at
'Marlin, Texas, the 2.d. B. F. Spicer, president.
Eastern Oklahoma, February 3 and 4, at Winthrop, Arkansas. Conventions day pr'evious. Send all branch reports,
petitions, etc., one week before the abo;ve date, to J. E. Kelsey, secr,etary, Wilburton, Oklahoma.
Northwestern Ohio, February 10 and 11, at Toledo, Ohio.
Meeting pl1ace is on Waverly Street just off Dorr Street.
Take Dorr Street car. For any information write Mrs.
D. C. Morgan, 1408 Collingwood.
Pittsburgh, at Wellsburg, West Virgini,a, February 24 and
25. Election of officers and delegate,g to Geneml Conference.
Notice 1:1eceived to rescind rule silencing officers failing to
report for one year. Emma Lockard, secl'etary, 622 Sickles
Street, Pittsburgh, Pennsyl:vania.
·
.
Massachusetts, at Providence, Rhode Island, February 3
and 4, at 3 p. m. E.lection of officers, delegates to General
Conference. Reports, statistical, historical, ministerial and
all the auxiliary reports should be in the clerk's hands not
later than January 25. W. A. 1Sinclair, 166 Pearl Street,
Winter Hill Branch, Boston, Massachusetts.
Southwestern Texas, with First San Antonio Branch, evening of F.ebruary 2; business on the 3d. Carl F. Wheeler,
secretary; E. L. Henson, president.
Northern Galifo:~;nia, Saints' Chapel, Northeast corneT
Spencer A;venue and Grant Street, ,San Jose:, California,
February 17, 10 a. m. S'end reports and credentials promptly
to J. A. Lawn, Hollister, California.
Southern Wisconsin, Feb.ruary 3 and 4, at Beloit, Wisconsin. We expect missionary in charge, J. F'. Curtis, to be
with us. Branches should have statistical reports in lrands
of district secret,ary prior to opening of conference. We especially request all persons holding pdesthood of any order
to have a report in at this conf·erence, blanks for this purpose can he had at the Herald Office. B. C. Flint, district
president; Mrs. Audl'ey Dutton, secretary, Evansville, Wisconsin.
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:Southern Missouri, with the Springfield Branch, February
3 and 4, at the church on Dale Street, just west of KeHet
Avenue. Special business re,lating to the missionary and
local branche1s of the ministry. All reports should be sent to
the secretary a few days before conference. Those who intend to be there who are not acquainted in the city, should
write the district president, H. Sparling, 2002 Kilham Street,
Springfield, Missouri, for information. Benjamin Pearson,
secretary, Tigris, Missouri.
Southern Ohio, at Columbus, First Qolumbus _Branch, corner of Tompkins Stl,eet and Medary Avenue, February 3
and 4. Branch officers have statistical reports approved and
sent to secretary as soon as possible, All branch officers
please give your reports to your branch president and assist
him to have his report in on time. All members of the priesthood not branch officers please make your reports on the
blanks for same and mail to either H. 'E. Moler, Creola, Ohio,
president of district, or Charles E. Rebert, secretary, box
422, Dayton, Ohio. Send all statistical reports to Charles
E. Rebert, secretary.
Lamoni Stake, at Lamoni, February 3, beginning with a
prayer service at 9.00 a. m. Business at 10.00 a. m. All
branches which have not all'eady done so should send statisti'cal report for six months ending December 31, 1916 to the
'undersigned by January 2'5. All local quorums in the stake
should send reports of labor done by their members, and all
seventies, and high priests having labored in the stake send
ministerial report to stake sec:r1etary by above date. This is
the annual business session of the stake 1at which officers are
e'lected, also delegates to the coming General Conference appointed, so every branch should be represented. C. I. Carpenter, secretary.
Northeastern Kansas, with Atchison Branch, February 3,
1,0 a. m. Election of officers, choosing of delegates to General Confe1rence, and other important business. Have statistical branch r~eports, in the hands of district clerk one
week prior to convening of conference. "All ministers of the
district not under General Conference appointment are to
r:eport to each regular confel'ence in writing, said report to
be forwarded to the secre·tary one week prior to the convening of conference." Branch officers are requested to comply
with rule 9 which says, "The branches of the district are
requested to take up a collection and send it to the treasurer
pr.evious to each conference, to defray the expense of the
district." 'Samuel Twombly, president; William Twombly,
acting secretary.
'Seattle and British Columbia, at Seattle, Washington,
F'ebruary 3 and 4, 10 1a. m. Religio and Sunday school will
hold conventions on the 2d, convening at 10 a. m. and 2.
p. m. respectively. Church at First Avenue N. W., and Killbourne Street. Tallie Fremont-Ballard car or West Woodland car on .First Avenue, down town, which is near the
'boats and depots. Both cars pass church. All ministry
,both of the local and missionary forces, including district
officers and branch presidents having labored under district supervision subsequent to July 1 up to and including
December 31, ar'e requested to forward reports to undersigned not later than January 20. Please do not overlook
this. All branch presidents should send a spiritual report
signed by himself and secretary, which should include the
work of all branch officers. Branch clerks will include in
their statistical I'eports all changes for past 6 months ending December 31, blanks for which will be mailed them.
Peter Anderson, minister in charge, is expected to he present. Seattie Saints have their church newly seated and are
amply capacitated and prepared to care for all. Election of
officers will be of importance. Frederick W. Holman, secretary, 4233 Bagley Avenue, Seattle.

Southern Ohio 1Sunday school and Religio, at North Columbus Chapel, Tompkins 1Street and Medary Avenue. Imogene Clark, secretary Sunday school; Hazel B. Campbell,
secretary Religio.
Northeastern Illinois Sunday school, at 6600 Honore Street,
~Chicago, January 26, 1917, 4 p. m. Please have reports and
credentials in on time. LaJune Howard, secretary, 12055
Parnell A venue, West Pullman, Chi,cago, Illinois.
· Far West Sunday school with Alma 'Sunday school, near
Lexington Junction, Missouri, January 20 and 21. All who
·go Friday evening should go to Lexington Junction, and the
ones who go Saturday morning will be met at Richmond.
J. L. Bear, superintendent; Mrs. R. E. Fisher, secretary.
Florida. Sunday school, with Local Sunday School at
Local, Alabama, February 2, 10.30 a. m. Prayer meeting
10.30 a. m. Round table, talks, extemporaneous speeches and
library work in afternoon, in charge of James Cooper and
C. J. Clark. Entertainment in evening by district and local
Sunday school. All going by rail will go to Atmore, Alabama, and change to D:eep Water Route, out to Local. Mrs.
Bessie Clark, -superintendent; Helen Jernigan, secl'etary.

Quorum Notices
1S:outhe1rn Michigan quorum of elders will meet January
20 ~and 21 at 1713 Cooper Street, Jackson, Michigan. Take
Cooper Stree't car to end of line and come back two buildings.
Those arriving on steam road may get the Cooper Street
car at northwest corner of Union Depot. Those arriving via
·eleetric may get it anywhere on Main Street. W. L. Bennett, acting secretary, 1107 Sixteenth Street, Detroit, Michigan.

Sermon by Doctor Joseph Luff
Next week's Ensign v.>ill 'contain a sermon preached by
Doctor Joseph Luff at the Stone Church in Independence on
December 3. Attention is called to this sermon because for
many ye•ars Doctor Luff has been a powerful preacher of
the gospel and thousands have enjoyed reading his sermons
and articles.
·
This se:rmon will be of particular interest to the Saints.
It is intense, deep, and is searching in its analysis of spirituality. The story of Peter in the crucial period of his life is
told with dramatic power; it develops a new conception of
his character. The vision or apprehension of Christ is the
subject, 1and a reading of the sermon cannot but establish
the reade·r more firmly on the rock of truth. A copy of the
Ensign containing this sermon will be mailed to anyone free
upon request.

Correction
The notice of appointment of Wesley All dread, in the
HERALD of De~ember 20 should have been signed by Alvin
R. Ellis, instead of Arthur R. Ellis as it was printed.

Requests for Prayers
A sister whose hearing is nearly gone requests the Saints
to pray for her, that her hearing may be regained. ,She has
been administered to many times, and knows that her hearing
can be restored only through prayer.
·
Mrs. Effie M. ~Smith, of Bennett, Nebraska, l'equests the'
prayers of the Saints that she may regain her health and
strength and
'enabled to properly care for her children.
She desires that those who feel so inclined will fast and pl'ay
for her recovery at the next sacrament meeting.

be

Convention Notices

Our Departed Ones

Southern Nebraska Sunday school at Wilbur, January 18
and 19. Henrietta Keller, secretary, Eustis, Nebraska.
Northeastern Kansas Religio at Atchison, F~ebruary 2, 2
p. m. Mrs. J. A. Luillens, sec:r1etary, 520 North Eighth Street,
Atchison, Kansas.
·
Pottawattamie Sunday school and Religio, January 16.
Joint litemry and musical program evening of .January 15.
Ruth Timm, secretary, 914 East Pierce ·,S'tl'eet, Council Bluffs,
Iowa.

JUoNALDSON.~Napoleon B. Donaldson, born in Fremont
County, Iowa, March 6, 1865; died September 3, 1916, near
Rivertas, Iowa. Baptized August 27, 1884, by Henry Kemp.
Funeral by W. E. Haden, as·sisted by N. L. Mortimore.
STEPHENS.~Artie L. ISitephens, born at Euclid, Oklahoma,
September 28, 1905; died December 4, 1916: Baptized October 24, 1914. Artie was a lovely, bright girl, and well
prepared for the change after 4 months of sickness and patient waiting. Funeral service at the home of her parents,
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Brother and Siste~ George L. Stephens, of Euclid; Elder
J. W. Jackson in charge, sermon by J. C. Chrestensen.
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[father and husband, and his departure is deeply felt by his
family and a host of friends. Services at Cameron in charge
of I. McCord, sermon by William Lewis to a large audience;
was laid to res.t in the Cameron Cemetery.
NORRIS.-Alice Norris, born August 18, 1848, in Tyldrley,
Lancashire, England; died at the home . of her son James
Norris, in Kewanee, Illinois, December 28, 1916, aged 68
·years, 4 months, 10 days. She came to Kewanee in 1865
where she has since made her home except for one year and
six months she lived in Sandwich, Illinois. Married Henry
Norris November 4, 1869. To them were born 5 sons, 1
daughter. The daughter died on December 24, 1882. .She1
was baptized November 17, 1867, at Kewanee, by Thomas
France, confirmed by J. D'. Jones. She lived a pure, Christian life, a very devoted member of the church, always attending services when ab1e to do so. She was loved and respected by all who knew her. She leaves to mourn their loss,
a faithful husband, 5 sons, 6 grandchildren, 1 brother and 1
sister, also other relatives and· many friends. Funeral at
the church where there was a large gathering. Sermon by
W. A. McDowell.

LEWIS.-Martha Lewis, wife of Baxte,;r Lewis, born May,
1871, in what is known now as Latimore County, Oklahoma,
known then as the. Choctaw Territory; died at Fanshaw,
Oklahoma, December 22, 1916. She was baptized August 29,
1904. She had her many trials, but was good and kind to all
that knew her, and lived faithful to the gospel until the end.
She leaves husband and 4 children, and a host of friends to
mourn their loss. Funeral by E. A. Erwin.
JAMES.-Alice James, daughter of Brother and Sister E.
W. Grim, of Canton, Illinois, was born September 4, 1870, in
Orion Township, near Canton. She was baptized October 3,
1899. After a long illness she died at Mary Thompson Hospital, Chicago, Illinois, where she had been for the last ten
months of her earthly life. She leaves to mourn, husband,
1. son, father, 1 brother, ;!. sister besides a host of friends.
Interment in Greenwood Cemetery, Canton.
BRADFIE:LD.-At Lamoni, Iowa, December 28, 1916, Sister
Maria, aged 78 years, 2 months and 28 days. ·'Born in Berkshire, England in 1838. Married Charles Bradfield in 1859.
They came to America in 1861. Went to Utah but found
the Reorganized Church and came to Council Bluffs in 1871. How to Read
"Words are only push buttons calling up a whole set of
Brother Bradfield died in 1915. Their son Frank, and one
adopted daughter, Sister May Bergerson, are living. Sister associations and contexts which vary in each individual,"
Bradfield was a faithful Saint and worker. Funeral service says Mr. J. B. Kerfoot, the literary editor of Life, in his
book, How to Read, which has been published recently by
in charge of R. M. Elvin, sermon by H. A. 'Stebbins.
Houghton Mifflin Company. We wonder what assistance
DOBBS.--Sister Lovina Dobbs, born July 5, 1835, in Bel- the following picturesque words, written to Mr. Kerfoot
mont County, Ohio; died December 18, 1916, at her home in about his book, called up. They are so undeniably part
- West Virginia. She married Amos Dobbs, June 1, 1854. and
parcel of the moving picture world, that it is not surTo them were born 11 children, 5 prec.eding her. Six chil- prising
to learn that they were penned by one of the foredren survive her, also 1 brother and 1 sister. Baptized No- most
producers of the silent drama in this country. He says
vember 22, 1865, and lived a faithful and steadfast life un- in part:
til the end. And her testimony brings bright hopes that
"Thank you for How to Read. Saturated with the literaher spirit now rests in the P'aradise of God. Laid to rest in
the Nauvoo Cemetery, Glen Easton, West Virginia. Funeral ture of the subject I want to put myself on record as saying that your book is wonderful. It is the first new thing
sermon by James Craig.
said in centuries. I wish every student in the land would read
CUMMINGS.-Ebenezer V. Cummings, born December 31, it, and thereby make books familiar companions and friends
1880, near Derby, Indiana; died December 27, 1916, near whose magicial words would open life's treasuries as did
Hatfield, Missouri. United with the church November 16, the 'Sesame' of Ali Baba. I think Macaulay himself would
1910, being baptized by John F. Garver. Married to Anna have read more wisely and with more fascination had he had
'l\IL Thompson, S:eptember 4, 1907. He leaves to mourn wife, the Kerfoot idea. Perhaps he did have it, for he loved books
2 children,. mother, and many other relatives and friends.
passionately and they made him happy all his days. Thank
Funeral at Lone Rock Church, sermon by L. G. Holloway, you, Mr. Kerfoot."
burial in Lone Rock Cemetery. He was respected by all who
knew him as a man of sterling integrity, honest in all his
Book Reviews
dealings. A good man has gone to a wen-earned reward.
GoD's MINUTE.-A book of 365 daily prayers-60 seconds
S'IMMONS.-W. Vi!. :Simmons, born December 8, 1854, at
Bellview, Richmond County, Ohio; died January 3, 1917, at long-arranged in calendar form-a prayer to a page, with
Lee'S Summit, Missouri. Married Miss Mary Ann Williams a verse of s.cripture at the top of the page on encouragement
at Walker, Missouri, 1884. To them were born 8 children. to worship. The prayers were written expressly for this
Two sons have preceded him. Wife, 1 son, 5 daughters sur- book by 365 of the most eminent evangelical clergymen and
vive him, Mrs. Rosa Cook, of Independence, Missouri, Mrs. laymen in the English-speaking world. . Cloth, 384 pages,
Daisy Coulte'r, Lees Summit, Missouri, Mrs. Jennie Garret, price, 35 cents net. The Vir Publishing Company, 200 North
of Kansas City, Mrs. Josie Louderback, of Oklahoma, Mrs. Fifteenth Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
The idea of the book was suggested by the thought that
Mary Essig, of Hickman Mills, Missouri, and Hubert Simmons, Lees Summit, Missouri. Funeral by George Jenkins, . so many Christian people offer as an excuse for not having
family devotions, that they haven't time. This spiritual conInterment in Lees •Summit cemetery.
tribution to the Christian world's literature proves that only
HoLLANDSWORTH.-Benjamin F. Hollandsworth born Janu- a minute daily devoted to the worship of God can be made
ary 22, 1876, in Gasconade County, Missouri; died Decem- an inspiring one to begin the duties of the day.
ber 20, 1916, at a hospital in 1Saint Louis, Missouri, from the
Among the contributors to the book are Wilfred T. Greneffects of an operation performed on a lower limb for cancer fell; Professor W. H. Griffith Thomas, Reverends John Clifof the bone. He never regained consciousness. He was bap- ford, F. B. Meyer, Washington Gladden, Hugh Black,
tized in 1905 by A. M. Baker, and was an honest, upright Timothy Stone, Bishop Quayle, Russell H. Conwell, David
man, respected by all who knew him. His body was brought ,J. A. L. Burrell, Hoyt M. Dobbs, Ira Landrith, Floyd W. Tomto his late home near Eldridge, Missouri, and laid to rest De- kins, Bishop Woodco.ck, Maud Ballington Booth, President
cember 23. He leaves to mourn, wife, 5 children, also parents, E. Y. Mullins and many others eminent in the evangelical
Brother and Sister Marion Hollandsworth, of Lebanon, Mis- religious world. The first edition of 21,000 copies was sold
souri, 5 brothers and 2 sisters.
·
in advance of publication. The publishers have made the
TROTTER.-Leroy Trotter was born near Cameron, Mis- book possible of the widest circulation by the modest price at
souri, July 31, 1859 and died December 29, 1916. He married which it can be purchased.
Miss Lillie M. Adams, May 15, 1888. To this union were
born 8 children; one of whom died in infancy. The others
are Olien L., William C., Carl, Clara, Lillie, Bonnie and LeFaced by a paper famine and with rising prices on every- ,
roy, all of Cameron. The wife departed this life in 1908 and
he was afterward married to Mrs. Emma Haywood, who sur-, thing used in the business, the publishers of the HERALD
vives him. He also leaves two sisters, Mrs. Emma Drown, of should have your support. By keeping up your subscription
Holden, and Mrs. Angie Dwyer, of Cameron, to mourn their
and encouraging your friends in the gospel to do likewise
loss. He united with the church on July 13, 1890, in which
he remained until his death. He was a kind and loving you can help stem the tide.
1
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Cut out the meat-and in a week your folks will only.
stop their singing when they have to, to laugh.-The Medical
·World.

TRUANTS. A one-act Religio comedy
by John Preston. Three Ipen (or boys)
and 3 women (or girl) characters. Plot
concerns a number of Religians who
through some excuse or other have
stayed home from meeting. The way it
works out is amusing. Adapted to any
audience or occasion. 34 pages, attractive cover, No. 382 ................................ 25c

EDITORIAL:
He that Endures to the End
President Smith to California
Notes and Comments
ORIGINAL ARTICLES;
Our 1917 Christmas Offering
Marriage and the Relationship of the Sexes
The Burning of Babylon
The Associates of the Young
OF GENERAL INTEREST:
Incas ,a:s Ideal Rulers
Prohibition
1920
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THE STAFF
A. N. Hoxie-May Skinner-HermanN. Schwartz
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Abbie A. Horton.
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Paul M. Hanson-J. H. N. Jones-From Here and
There.
MISCELLANEOUS DEPARTMENT
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HIS FIRST VENTURE AND THE SEQUEL.A story by Estella- Wight, editor of
Stepping Stones and the "Religio's
Arena." It tells about a country boy who
was led astray by the lure of the city,
but came back at last to loved ories-and
the realization that "homely goodness"
is the best thing after all. No. 369,
cloth -······----·-----·-·····-····-·-·----·------·-··--.. -·.:$.60

lAMONI STAKE BISHOPRIC
JOSEPH SMITH AND HIS PROGENITORS.-The Martyr's mother, Lucy Smith, wrote
t,his biography. For this reason alone,
if for no other, the book must always
be intensely interesting. But there are
many other elements entering into its
value: its condemnation of polygamy;
its true perspective on early history; its
sweet maternal intimacy. The church
gives it out to the world "for what it is
worth," and obviously it is worth a great
deal. No. 287, cloth .. --·-·--·-···--·-------·---$1.00
Tonsils and Adenoids completely removed.

Dr. Joseph Mather, Specialist
in diseases of the eye, ear, nose, and
throat.
Elders and family on ministerial . allowance, work done free of charge.
Cataracts removed.
Work done in Independence Sanitar-1
ium, Independence, Missouri.
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31
33
35
35
36
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37
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41
42
43
45

THE 'OLD JERUSALDM GOSPEL.-A col
lection of twenty-nine very convincing
sermons by the eloquent Independence
ol'utor, Joseph Luff. Written almost as
brilliantly as they have been spokenand with the additional value of being
imperishable. Clear, sparkling gospel
crystals. Gems of Latter Day Saint doctrinal literature. No. 253, cloth
$1.00

HOMES FARMS BUSINESS
Saints desiring to locate in the Lamoni Stake or those within the Stake
wishing to change their location will do
well to consult the Stake Bishopric as
provided in D. C. 128: 4. We have for
sale and exchange properties of various
kinds and are prepared to serve you.

25
27
27
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You can see the most of the best of the National Park wonders in America and take a 4-in-1 vacation.
You can visit YellowstOne, via the new Cody Road-through
· the heart of the "Bufflalo Bill" country~the only auto route
into the Park; Glacier Park-there is nothing else in the
world like it; Rocky Mountain-E,stes Park, a mountain pl!i.yground for little folks and big·-and Colorado.

I wish you wo1,1ld drop in th.e next time you are paEl$ing by
and let me tell you more ahout this wonderful trip. I am
here to serve you. Let me help you plan your trip.

L. F. SUb:, Ticket Agent
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"If ye continue in my word, then are ye my disciples
indeed; and ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall
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"There shall not any man among you have save it
be one wife; and concubines he shall have none."-

Book of Mormon, Jacob 2: 36.
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H£. THAT ENDURES TO THE END---Part 2

(Sermon by Elbert A. Smith, Sunday evening, August 20,
1916, at: the Lamoni ,stake reunion. Reported by Winsome
L. Smith.)
COUNTING THE COST

· This sermon is intended to fit onto those we had
in the morning and the evening. We heard about the
foundation this afternoon, and the building, and now
the Master tells us that before we begin to build we
ought to count the cost. Now we as a people, have
started to build up Zion. I wonder if we have
counted the cost, or will we be the laughing stock of
the world? We have started to build a stake of Zion
here at Lamoni. As the brother said here this morning that where we have a strong assembly of Saints
organized in the right form it is called a stake of
Zion, because it is designed to support Zion just as
these stakes and cords out here support this tabernacle, and as Zion is the tabernacle of God here, the
stakes of Zion will support Zion.
We have driv,en four stakes, one at Lamoni, and
-one at Independence, and one at Kansas City, and
one at ,Holden, and the day will come probably when
we will have stake territory from Saint Louis to Des
Moines, and so these will support .Zion. But have
we counted the cost when we have started out to
build here in Lamoni, and are we willing to go ahead
and finish the work that we have begun? Now there
can be but one answer to that question, that is, from
a sane standpoint.
LOOKING BACK FORBIDDEN

On another occasion the Master said, "No man
having put his hand to the plow and looking back, is
fit for the kingdom of God.''
Now' that may seem harsh to say that the man
who starts out in this work and then looks back is
not fit for the kingdom of God, but it simply means
that the man who begins a job and then grows tired
of it and turns his back on it is not fit to do that job,

and you know that without being told it. But we
have :Dorgotten it sometimes, and so the Master finds
it necessary to remind us of that fact.
In this connection, too, I want to call your attention to sm:;nething that appears in the sixth chapter
of John. Jesus on that occasion had been teaching
the people, and some of them were offended at the
doctrine that he taught, just as the people are when
we go out and preach the doctrine as we understand
it. They go with us pretty well until we begin to
unfold to them the doctrine of the church, and then
they will not follow us any further. And so the
statement is made, "From that time many of his disciples went back, and walked with him no more.
And he turned and said unto the twelve, Will ye also
go away? Then Simon Peter answered him, "Lord,
to whom shall we go? thou hast the words of eternal
life." Why, where could they go but to him? He
had the wrords of eternal life right there with him.
"Thou hast the words of eternal life."
I call your attention to two thoughts that appear
in this little incident; the statement is made that
many of them turned back and followed him no more.
Can you tell me the name of an individual who
turned back and ceased to follow Jesus? Why,
there was not a single one of them that is known,
they simply went down into obscurity. But those
who ~emained with him we have their names on record. They wrought a work that transformed the
world in many places. Their names are inscribed in
imperishable records that will aw;ait them to their
glory in the day of judgment. But those others
simply went down and out, and that is all there was
to it.
It has been my experience to note that when individuals have turned their backs on this great latterday work that they have simply gone down and out.
There may be a twofold reason for that; the first
that the individual as a rule who turns back over a
trivial matter has not v,ery much force, anyway, and
he will never make his mark either in the church or
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out of it. And the other reason is that some indi- a ted it by the way since the day when the angel told
viduals of considerable force in the church, under Joseph Smith that the creeds of the day were wrong,
the in:fluenoe of the Spirit of God, when they have · and that was one of the creeds. Possibly you and
turned and gone out of the church and have lost the I have sometimes made a mistake along that line;
Spirit of God, they have lost their power, and they we have gone to the other extreme, not believing in
have simply fallen away.
foreordination, and have thought that when we are
There are a great many people in the world who baptized that was the end of the matter. Why, did
are trying to make converts from our people. They not Jesus say, "Y e who believe and are baptized shall
think we have the people deluded, and that they can be saved"? Why, get baptized, and that is all there
work a wonderful work if they can take some one is to do; it is all fixed up, and if you are baptized
away from us. But I never knew a man who left you shall be saved,-and some people actually go
this church and went up to higher grounds morally. on that theory. rAs soon as their names are on the
I challenge anyone to name a single individual who church record their concern seems to be ended.
eve;r left this people and was lifted to higher grounds
morally by those who took him away.· But on the
WHO SHALL BE SAVED?
other hand, there are many who have gone down.·
But it is impossible for God himself to encompass
Peter spoke very wisely when he said, "Lord, to all truth in a single sentence, and when Jesus Christ
whom shall we go, thou hast the words of eternal said, "He that believeth and is baptized shall be
life." No man can afford to leave this church and saved," he made that statement with the und~rstand
turn his back on it, because as sure as he does he ing that it had previously been qualified in the statewill go down morally, and he will lose spiritual ment, "He that endures to the end shall be saved."
power, but he who goes ahead and endures to the So we put the two together, "He that believeth and
end, the promise is, the same shall be saved.
is baptized and endures to the end, the same shall be
saved." And that is right in harmony with the docIS IT POSSIBLE TO FALL AWAY?
trine that Nephi lays down for our consideration.
I might perhaps have asked the question right on
Paul himself expressed a little fear lest he having
the start: "Is it possible for a man to fall away?"
been
saved, others would be shipwrecked. He exUnder the old Calvinistic doctrine it was not conhorted
them to work out their salvation with fear
sidered that a man could fall away. It was that men
and
trembling,
and in the Hebrew letter he says that
from the beginning wer,e foreordained or predesif
an
individual
who has received the Holy Ghost and
tined to be saved or lost, either to go to hell or
has
tasted
of
heavenly
things shall then fall away, it
heaven and nothing that he could ever do would
is
impossible
to
renew
him in repentance. Well,
make any difference. The distr,essing feature of it
then,
an
individual
may
receive
the Holy Ghost and
was that a man would never know until he was gone
taste
of
heavenly
things,
and
then
fall away so that
whether or not he was going to hell or heaven. He
.
he
cannot
be
renewed
again
to
repentance.
might waste a great deal of good hard work. He
Well we may ask ourselves, Why is it that God
might give heed to the ordinance to take care of the
poor, to visit the orphan and the widow, and at the permits an individual to fall away? Why doesn't he
last moment find out that he was foreordained to arrange it so that they cannot fail? And our answer
hell and it did not maim any difference at all what is that Jesus Christ when he was here said to his
followers, "I am not going to call you servants any
he might do.
I heard of a man who said that after he· embraced longer, I am going to call you friends." I might
the Calvinistic creed that he never smiled aga~n, but compel a servant to walk with me along the road, but
I presume that a great many people get some com- I could not compel a friend to go with me. My
fort out of it, because the good, pious people all be- friend goes with me because he wants to go with me.
lieve that they· are foreordained to be saved, and And God doesn't want anybody to go with him who
that the majority of humanity are foreordained to · has to, but rather those who want to go. And so we
be lost. I read not long ago where a theological li- have no confidence in the idea that some people have,
brary was sold in one of the eastern cities, and it is that they have reached a stage where they cannot
said that there were five shelves filled with fat vol- commit sin, but we have the utmost respect for the
umes on hell, and five little thin, emaciated volumes individual who ,reaches a plane where he will not
on heaven. Now think of the joy that the people commit sin.
That is the kind of men that God wants to serve
used to get reading those five shelves of books on hell
him
in the services that he assigns to us here below.
and thinking about what w~s going to happen to
some of their neighbors who were not for£ilordained
How then shall we endure to the end? We can
to be saved !
'
endure only by careful study, and consideration, and
But humanity has repudiated that creed, repudi- preparation. We can endure only by constant
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prayer; the Master- said, "Pray always," and we
should not only pray for ourselves, but we should
pray :!'or one another. "Let us pray for one another," as we sing, "for the. day is fading fast."
Sometimes we get our greatest strength when we are
down on our knees forgetting all about ourselves and
praying for some one else.
When I was down in Kansas City in Central
Church at the organization of the stake, a good
brother came to me ang said, "Brother Smith, I pray
for the men of the church ~every night." He said,
"I mention your name among others, every night in
the year." Well, it came over me with a great deal
of force to think that there was some one in Kansas
City praying for me every night in the year that I
might stand, but I am persuaded that whatever blessing I received from that prayer, that brother got a
greater blessing than I will ever get, or anyone else
for whom he prays.
I believe that if God is with us that we can prevail, for in Romans 8 the statement is made: I am persuaded that neither death, nDr life, nor angels,
nor principalities, nor powers, nor things present, nor things
to come, nor height, nor depth, nor any other creature, shall
be able to separate us from the love of God which is in
Christ Jesus our Lord.

The apostle is speaking of those who have the love
of God, and he says there is nothing conceivable that
can separate them from that love. If anything ever
separates you and me from the love of God it will be
ourselves voluntarily permitting it to have power
over us that it could not otherwise have. We cannot
place the blame on some one else. We cannot place
the blame on the Devil, or on our environment, or
on circumstances, but on ourselves. And when we
stand before the judgment bar of God, as Nephi says,
we must give our answer.
1
May the blessing of God be with us that we may
endure to the end, and meet Nephi on that occasion
with a clear conscience and a clean~ record, is my
prayer.
(Concluded.)

NOTES AND COMMENTS
Elbert A. Smith Located in West
The latest word from Brother Elbert is that he is
comfortably located with his wife and family and
that his condition is somewhat improved. President
Frederick M. Smith was to leave for his home in Independence about the lOth.
Wheat Highest Since 1865
When the German peace note recently appeared
prices on foodstuffs took a tumble, but since then
they have recovered and are able to break records
right and left. Wheat has been selling for over $2-
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a bushel and corn over $1. Provisions have advanced sharply. We may get accustomed tD it after
a while, like the horse that learned to live on shavings-by the time he got to doing well he died.
Lamoni News
The change of the sacrament hour to 10.45 on the
first Sunday resulted in an unusually large attendance and a good meeting was enjoyed. The Sunday
school is buying a piano for the lower room. Nine
old people have died in the past month, all members
but one. Charles Graham was recently chosen by
the town council to fill out the unexpired term of J.
F. Jones who resigned.
Senate Favors Prohibition in District -of Columbia
The Sheppard bill, which prohibits the sale of
liquor in the District of Columbia, was passed by the
Senate on the 9th, by a vote of 55 to 32. An ameRdment to submit the matter to a referendum vote in
the district had been defeated by a tie vote. It is expected it will pass in the House if it can be brought
to vote. Party lines were disregarded. On the 11th
the Senate passed a bill prohibiting liquor advertising from going through the mails when in violation
of the laws of the State.
Liquor Law Upheld by Supreme Court
The Supreme Court of the United States handed
down a decision on the 8th which makes constitutional the Webb-Kenyon law which provides that dry
States may now prohibit the possession, receipt, sale
and us~ of intoxicating liquor, unhampered by the
agencies of inter-state commerce.
The following from the majority opinion of the
court is of special interest:
That the West Virginia law, beside prohibiting the manufacture and sa1e of- all intoxicants except as to that which
is permitted for medical, sacramental and manufacturing
purposes, also forbids all transportation of liquor and all receipt and possession of liquor transported in the State
whether originating in or outside of the State, and, although
it does not prohibit personal use, puts serious restrictions
upon the power to obtain for such use.

The European VVar
The big guns have been ·active all along the line in
the west, and minor attacks here and there seem to
have given the allies an occasional trench. The Balkan situation still _seems to favor the Teutons. Some
activity is reported in Mesopotamia with little definite results., The entente allies have replied to the
peace proposals of Germany, outlining in detail their
terms. Briefly stated, they desire: 1. Restoration of
Belgium, Serbia, and Montenegro, with indemnities.
2. Evacuation of all invaded territory, with repara(Continued on page 70.)
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AN EDUCATED MINISTRY

THE COMMAND TO THE MINISTRY

And again, the elders, priests, and teachers of this church

This is an age of education and, there is none shall teach the principle~ of my gospel which are in the Bible
who feels so keenly the need of it so much as the un- and the Book of Mormon, in the which is the fullness of the
fortunate, uneducated person! I speak from ex- gospel; and they shall observe the covenants and churr:h arperience. I have heard of some who maintain that ticles to do them; and these shall be their teachings, as they
be directed by the 'Spirit; [not manuscripts] and the
all the minister has to do is to live a good, Christian shall
Spirit shall be given unto you by the prayer of faith, and if
life, take no thought of what he will say, that the ye receive not the Spirit ye shall not teach.-Doctrine and
· Spidt will bring all that is necessary to be spoken Covenants 42: 5.
to his mind. While it is true that the Spirit can
Verily I say unto you, He that is ordained of me and sent
bring to the speaker food for those who are seeking . forth to preach the word of truth by the Comforter, in the
for truth, it is also true that "God helps those who spirit of truth, doth he preach it by the spirit of truth, or
other way? and if it be· by some other way, it be not of
• try to help themselves"-minister as well as the far- some
God.-Doctrine and Covenants 50: 5.
mer or historian. It is just as consistent for the hisFrom the above we learn that the ministry of
torian to say, "Lord, I am now ready to make a record of all thou shalt bring to my mind," and make Christ is sent out to preach the truth by the spirit
no effort to obtain the needed material, as it is for of truth, which is promised by the prayer· of faith;
the minister to enter the stand, wholly depending and, if preached by some other way, it is not of God.
upon the Lord to furnish all that is to be spoken, "But," says one, "I believe it is advisabl.e to arrange
the subject under various heads; have some order in
without any effort on his part.
the presentation of the matter in. hand, by having
I have observed that the minister who is ,educated,
notes to refer to, and in that w~y the matter is k!ept
· humble, studious and prayerful, has inspiration, is
before the mind." Yes, it is wise to have order in
more proficient in presenting the gospel than the
presenting the truth and to do what we can to help
one lacking in education, though he may have inthe memory, but, if we have not the Spirit we are
spiration. It stands to reason that the better
commanded not to teach, notes or no notes. The
equipped the minister is, intellectually, and educamistake made is that the minister enters the pulpit,
tionally the more efficient he is in his ministerial
depends mostly upon his manuscript or notes; if he
work, if in the Spirit of his calling.
receives the Spirit he will not need to be confined to
It makes little difference what the trade, business, or the notes, but if he does not, he can still keep the subbranch of learning, in mechanical labor, or intellectual effort, ject matter before the audience and feed them wiJh
the educated man is always superior to the common laborer. the dead },etter, but Jt is the Spirit that maketh alive
One who is in the habit of applying his powers in the right
and evidently that is why the command was given,
way will carry system into any occupation, and it will help
not
to teach if we do not have the Spirit. Twenty
him as much to handle a rope as to write a poem.-F. M.
minutes of spiritual talk is better than one hour
Crawford.
from notes, manuscript or charts, minus the Holy
Spirit. "Billy" Sunday said, "We need to depend
THE QUALIFICATIONS OF T;HE MINISTRY
more
upon the Holy Spirit and less upon our libraWhat are they? Let the Lord answer :
ries, if we would preach so that those who hear us
Behold, I speak unto you, and also to all those who have
will also hear the voice of God in our message."
desires to bring foFth and establish this work; and no one
The late William Dean Howells, in commenting
can assist in this work, [educated or uneducated] except he.
shall be humble and full of love, having faith, hope, and on the greatest needs of Wales, says, "There never
charity, being temperate in all things whatsoever shall be in- was so much preaching, but what about the effect?
trusted to his care.-Doctrine and Covenants 11 : 4.
The preaching they say is able, masterly, interest{ng
and instructive, but with little unction accompanyONE DANGER THAT CONFRONTS THE MINISTRY
ing it." The world and the church do not lack for
is that .a greater effort is put forth to obtain educa- education, but in my judgment, the most essential
tion than inspiration and. depend too much upon the part, inspiration, is not as earnestly sought for
former. It is a common thing for the minister to among the ministry as it should be.
There ought not to be objections· to the person
have his notes, while some have the entire manuscript of the sermon and depend upon the same in called to the ministry because of his lack of education; the lack of education in those who are not representing the subject.
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sponsible foi their misfortune is not a barrier to the
reception of the Holy Spirit, while the lack of humility and faith in God and his word by the college
graduate and also the uneducated, is a barrier.
While education is necessary and of much value, that
which is most essential, I fear, is lost sight of, viz,
the Holy Spirit. If the minister depends upon his
own ability in preaching the gospel, a serious mistake will be made, educated or uneducated; but
upon the other hand if he comes, like Paul, meek
and humble, trusting· in God, good will be done.
Paul says:

be ordained unless he has passed favorably the examinations in their respective institutions of learning, and with all of their education, they have not
yet come to the "unity of the faith," but in fulfillment of the words of the apostle, "ever learning
and never able to come to the knowledge of the
truth," (2 Timothy 3-7.) which is strong evidence
that education alone is not suffici.ent to carry on the
Lord's wo:r.k nor to make the minister proficient
in his calling.

And I, brethren, when I came to you, came not with excellency of speech or of wisdom, declaring unto you the testimony of God. For I determined not to know anything among
you ,save Jesus Christ, and him crucified. And I was with
you in weakness, and in fear, and in much trembling. And
my speech and my preaching was not with enticing words of
man's wisdom, but in _demonstration of the Spirit and of
power: that your faith should not stand in the wisdom of
men, but in the power of God.-1 Corinthians 2: 1-5.

are. those who are meek, humble, rich in faith,
prayerful, clothed with charity, anxious to magnify
his calling for the good of the work and to the honor
and glory of God. Such a minister will be spiritual
and will, as Paul says, "Understand the things of
God by the Spirit of God," and if limited in education, he will grow in knowledge, wisdom, become a
power for good and shall speak as one having authority. Upon the other hand, the minister who
'depends upon human wisdom and education will not
understand the things of God; he will not be a safe
leader to follow; he may be highly educated, speak
excellent grammar, versed in Hebrew, Greek, Latin
and a polished speaker in all as well as in the English language. All of the educated do not feel the
need of inspiration nor seek for it, but all inspired
men reach out for education, try to store the mind
with knowledge, strive to become efficient in the
service of the Master.
No person can effectually preach the gospel of
Jesus Christ, be he ever so talented and educated,
without the help of the Holy Spirit. I have read
with interest the excellent article in the HERALD,
August 16, 1916, under the head of "Education and
inspiration" by Laura Harrington, also in the
I-IERALD of January 19, 1916, from the pen of our
educated and talented sister Louise' Palfrey Sheldon
(and we can add, spiritual), under the head of "Personality in music." We have some rich, valuable
thoughts based upon her personal experience and
observations; the contrast is brought out so clearly
in the singing, reading and preaching with and
without the Spirit. Truly, we need ,education, but
mor,e especially, inspiration, for how true the experience of Sister Louise, that with the Spirit she
enjoyed writing and listening to spiritual songs and
sermons, but in the absence of the Spirit all was
flat, tame and only ordinary. The Lord said, long
ago:

Paul knew there was danger in trusting too much
in his own wisdom, notwithstanding he was highly
educated. Everyone who has enjoyed the Holy
Spirit sees his insignificance as he never has before,
and this creates within him a hunger for knowledge
and ability "to be a workman that needeth not to
be ashamed." If he is deficient in grammar, limited
in education, the love he has for the truth prompts
· him to do all that is in his power to obtain the necessary knowledg,e that will qualify him to be.a worthy
and efficient minister for Christ. This is one reason
why the Lord has called so many from the humble
walks in Jife to be his ministers.
Brother Charles Derry expressed the condition
of many called to the ministry, who became able
representatives; in his hymn found in the Saints'
Harp, page 615, third and fourth vei"es, he says,
We come from bench and anvil,
From merchant's desk and plow,
Yet not with learning trammeled,
Our help alone art Thou;
We seek not for vainglory,
Nor yet for sordid gold;
Thy love shall be our story
Which angels' tongues have told.
Clothe us with thy pure wisdom
And gird us with thy truth,
To labor in thy kingdom,
May none despise our youth;
Thy Spirit we rely on,
Else; would our work be vain;
To bring back bleeding Zion,
Or gather in thy grain.

There are some who favor the idea of not ordaining any to the ministry unless they have obtained a
certain amount of education. I am aware that in
the various churches of Christendom, 'no one shall

THE CLASS OF MINISTERS NEEDED

For my thol\ghts are not your thoughts, neither are your
ways my ways, saith the Lord, for as the heavens are higher
than the earth, so, are my ways higher than your ways, and
my thoughts than your thoughts.-Isaiah 55: 8, 9.

If Jesus had consulted man when he was about to
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organize his church, he would have been advised to some years later, for at the time of his death in 1844
choose as his ministers men of national fame, highly he was a Hebrew scholar. The bringing forth of
educated, the priests, rabbis, doctors and lawyers; the work mentioned under the circumstances is
but he chose men from the humble walks in life, the strong evidence that the Lord does not have to demajority of whom were unlearned and inexpe- pend on men of leaTning to bring about his' purrienced in the ministry. He said to some of them, pose or to carry on his work.
"Come, follow me; I will make you fishers of men."
Some have wondered why the Lord did not choose
Notice the term, "I will make you fishers of men"; Oliver Cowdery, Sidney Rigdon or other men of
they might have said, "Lord, we are ignorant, un- learning to carry on his work. Jesus said, "I thank
learned; the scribes and doctors will make light of thee, 0 Father, Lord of heave11 and earth, that
our efforts; we have not the ability to preach to the thou hast hid these things from the wise and prulearned" ; but, Jesus said, "I will make you fishers of dent, and hast revealed them unto babes: even so,
men," for, (he might have added) "As you have Father; for so it seemed good in thy sight." (Luke
made a success as fishers, competent to bring from 10: 21.) 1All along the ages, when the Lord has unthe water fish, (food) for man, you shall become dertaken to do a work, poor, unwise man has wonable to feed man with the bread of life. I will help dered why the Lord did not do differently. One
and qualify you." They went forth in the power of writer has said, that one reason God created man
the Holy Spirit, confounding the wisdom of the last, instead of first was so he would not dictate how
Wise, healing the sick, C?-sting out evil spirits, com- the work of creation should be done. In Isaiah 24: 5,
manding the lame to walk.
we read: "The earth also is defiled under the inWe read in Acts 4: 13; "Now when they, [high habitants thereof; because they have transgress,ed
priests] saw the boldness of Peter and John and the laws, changed the ordinance, broken the everperceived that they were unlearned and ignorant lasting covenant." Some men are natural dictators
men, they marveled, and they took knowledge of and critics, guilty of taking exceptions to what the
them, that they had been with Jesus." No better Lord has done and taught, and some are. guilty of
teacher or instructor can we find! The same Jesus what Isaiah said, and the only reason why the sun,
lives to-day and is calling men to labor in his vine- moon and stars have not been changed is because
yard, the learned and the unlearned, and what he they are beyond man's reach and power.
·did for others of his ministry, under similar condiNot many years ago, a brother was ordained to
tions and circumstances he will do and is doing for the office of seventy. A certain elder found fault. I
them to-day.
asked why he objected. He answered: "He cannot
In the restoration of the gospel, the Lord chose preach; it is a mistake to place him in that quorum."
one inexperienced, not a member of any church, I r,eminded him that all were not able speakers when
limited in education. Through this uneducated young first entering the active ministry. Some who were
man, the Book of Mormon was translated, the church babes in education and experience have been called
was organized in harmony with the New Testament, and ordained and have become able ministers, some
in organization, doctrines, gifts and blessings; gave of whom are 6olding prominent positions in the
the revelations as found in the Book of Covenants, church now; and, at one time, he and two other eland gave to the church the Inspired Version of the ders said all they could say in less than thirty minBible. All have the approval of God, the stamp of utes. Later, one of those three was ordained to the
inspiration upon the same. All of the above was quorum of the Twelve, the second to the Order of
brought forth in a period of six years, 1829 to 1835; Evangelists and the pther became a faithful, prothe young man, Joseph Smith, was only twenty-four ficient minister, a member of a quorum of sev,enty.
years of age when he finished translating the Book of
While beginners in the ministry make grammatical
Mormon; twenty-five when the Church vvas organ- errors and mispronounce words that grind hard on
ized in 1830, and twenty-eight years of age when he the ears of the college students and graduates, who
finished the manuscript to the Inspired Version in may not be as interested in the gospel message .as·
June, 1833. Truly a marvelous work and a wonder they are in grammar and oratorical abilities, yet the
was done in a few years, which will stand as a strong abundance of the harvest does not depend as much
testimony against all who will reject it. Had all upon ·the eloquence of the speaker as upon the honthe above been done by a man who was highly edu- esty of the hearers; the most eloquent minister of
cated, versed in Hebrew, Greek and Latin, it might the church may preach, but if the people are not
appear that God had nothing to do in the matter.
hungering for spiritual food, there will be no
One fact worthy of mention is, that during the h,arvest. On the other hand, the minister with tremtime the above work was done, Joseph had not ob- bling knees, and stammering tongue and misprotained the benefits of school education, though he did . nounced wotds sows the seed in good soil, the har-
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vest is satisfactory. A brother remarked that he
always liked to hear a certain brother preach, notwithstanding his broken language and imperfect
gram:rp.ar, for he brought out good points. It was
the :Kernel of the nut this brother wanted, not the
shell ; others were satisfied with the shell; oratory
and thunder.
·
In conclusion let me say, seek for education, but
fast and pray much for inspiration ·and preach the
gospel in plainness and simplicity, with an eye single
to the honor and glory of God and to the salvation
of ho!lest souls, and if you have not the Spirit, do
not wear out the patience of the audience with your
notes, manuscript, charts and repetition.
WILLIAM LEWIS.

THE USE OF ART IN THE CHURCH---No. 2
[The following is one of a series of brief articles on this
subject, written by some of our members who are especially
interested in tllis phase of our work. Other articles will appear from time to time.-EDITORS.]

I have your r~quest for an article on some phase
of the subject, "A better use of art in the church,"
but in my endeavor to r,espond I shall disregard the
word better in the title, because that implies a
knowledge on my part of the extent to which art is
now being made use of in the church, a knowledge
which, owing to twenty-two years isolation from
the church, I possess to a very limited extent indeed,
except as it has been manifested through illustration
of the church publications.
You have opened for consideration a very broad
subject, and one which I am glad to see seems to be
attracting more interest on the part of the church
membership than formerly.
I hold that in a sense we are all of us artists, for
to some is given the power to produce beautiful effects in architecture, in painting, in sculpture, in
poetry, in music, and the various other lines of endeavor, and to others is given the power to appreciate what has been produced; and while the appreciator may not be able to produce the object of his
appr,eciation, yet if upon beholding, or reading, or
hearing, his heart thrills with the same emotions
that inspired the producer, then there is established
a bond of sympathy that makes them, in a sense,
one.
I cannot refrain from quoting here from an essay on the subject of fine arts written by George
William Eggers, professor of graphic arts in the
Chicago Teachers' College~ He says in defining the
differ,ence between fine arts and useful arts:
Man shudders with the cold and rain, or suffers from the
sun's heat, and builds a roof and four walls within which to
live. He has produced a work of useful art-the useful art
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of architecture. His house expresses the need of protection
from the elements by tacitly meeting that need. But suppose
he makes his roof project, so that a deep shadow will fall upon
the walls when· the sun shines, and that he makes the chimneys large, so that the house will not only be, but seem .to be
a place of shelter and warmth; and suppose that his columns
be made broad at the, base and lightened with decorations at
their tops so that they seem to prefer to stand on end, as
they do, and support the roof that is above them; then the
house does more than simply withstand the elements, it goes
so far as to celebrate its triumph over them. This is the fine
art of architecture as a form of emotional expression-a language of the feelings. This theme of triumph, it may be
observed, has been sung, not in this art alone, but in every
form of fine art. From the first aboriginal song and dance
down to the days of the Sousa March, triumph has found expression in the fine art of music. In the days of the Romans
and before and since, it has been celebrated in the fine art of
sculpture. In the days of the Egyptians, as in our own, the
theme has been voiced through the fine art of painting; and
in all times the fine art of poetry has made it the burden
of its lay. So the common ground of the fine arts is the
expression of the emotions.

Then it seems to me that the use of art in the
church, whether in architecture, music, poetry or
pictures, should be such as would express the religious or spiritual emotions of the people thereof;
should be uplifting and broadening in its tendency.
The church has been admonished to "come up
.higher," which to my mind means to dwell upon a
higher plane than the world; to come out' from and
be better than the world.
In order that the church as a body may do this, it
is imperative that each individual member of the
church should live continually from day to day with
this thought in mind, so that there may be a perceptible differenoe for the better between the members
of the church and the people ~f the world. It follows, then, that their art work, as well as all other
work, should be' of a higher order, more ennobling
and uplifting in its character, than such work in the
world.
Is it not possible that in time there might be developed within the church a school of art in all its
important branches as enumerated by Professor Eggers, whose tendency shall be ever upward, ever ennobling and refining; not only to the artists engaged
in it, but to the appreciators both in and out of the
church ~swell, so that all who come in contact with
it might be the better for that contact? I do not
mean by school, a place where all such branches
shall be taught, necessarily, but rather that all engaged in any form of art might labor with the
thought that they were engaged not only in making
a reputation for themselves, but also for the church
of which they are members. And what grander
theme for inspiration could they · have than the
church militant here on earth, striving against the
powers of darkness, never surrendering, ever strug-
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gling, onwaJ:d and upward, until at last they join
forces with the church triumphant up above?
After all, the chief value of anything in this line
lies in the appeal which it makes to one's resthetic
taste; or in other words, to the train of thoughts
which it sets up in one's mind. Take, for instance,
a landscape wherein the artist has depicted a cluster
of houses in the foreground nestling snugly in a
little valley surrounded by high mountains. We ad.mire the manner in which he has handled his subject; we note the hazy atmosphere which surrounds
the lofty peaks in the distant background ; the reflection of the trees and houses in the little stretch
of water that flows by the town; the admirable treatment of the foliage, etc.
Some of us after doing all this will probably pass
on and think we have rendered due and sufficient
homage at the shrine of art. But it seems to me if
we go no further we have missed the chief value of
all such works, for as I stated before they are
chiefly valuable for the train of thoughts which they
inspire. So after having admired all the fine points
in the picture, if instead of passing on we remain
a while longer and just think, we are liable to get
more good out of it, for it must be conceded there is
more in a good picture or in a good book than just
what the eyes see. And the thought which comes to
me in viewing such a composition is the fine art of
King David long ago when he sat in his palace .and
beheld the landscape, and lifted up his song in these
words:
They that trust in the Lord shall be as Mount Zion, which
cannot be removed, but abideth forever. As the mountains
are round about Jerusalem, so the Lord is round about his
people from henceforth even forever.

Quoting again from ,Professor Eggers:
Fine art may well be defined as !a species of universal language. The joy, pain, devotion, scorn, patriotism, defeat or
triumph which the poet felt who wrote the sonnet is felt
again by the person who reads the sonnet. Fine art in other
words, means a doing or acting, not on the part of the artist
alone, but on the part of the appreciator as well .... Arthur
B. Davies says: "When I paint a wave I am that wave."
True. And it is quite as true that when you look at his
painting of the wave you are that wave. When he sweeps
his brush up over the canvas, he feels himself doing just
what the wave is doing-he becomes as he says a sort of conscious wave; when you sweep your eye over the lines where
his brush has. led, you, too, become a sort of acting, conscious wave.

This gives us an idea of the power for good or
evil which we may wield by our art, for the real success of our endeavors, taken in connection with the
purpose of the existence of the· church, must be
measured by the extent to which we may help our
appreciators in their struggle, rather than by the
mere technique of our rendition.
Here then is· a problem for the student of psy-

chology to think abou~the extent to which the general public may be influenced by the various. forms
of fine art with which they may be surrounded. It
is a fact th~t is generally recognized that the personal characteristics of individuals and even of
whole nations may be affected by the trend of philosophy, of art and literature extant among them.
How imperatively necessary it is, therefore, that all
our efforts in whatever line of fine art we undertake
shall be for the dev.elopment of the t;rue Christian
character, with its gentleness and refinement; with
its regard for the rights of others; with its doctrine
of "whatsoever ye would that men should do for
you."
Professor Eggers says :
Fine art, it is true, does not appear to minister to any of
the primal needs of food, raiment or shelter. We cannot
here discuss the question as to whether or not man has any
real needs other than these three, which,. to be sure, he shares
with all the higher animals. True it is, however, that the
oldest relics of man's handiwork that have come down to us
are examples of his fine art, and true it is that he has never
ceased to paint and sing nor to admire and listen even to this
day.

And we might carry this thought a little further
and say that the theme that has given him his
grandest inspirations has been religion.
May the church militant move on and its members
never cease to paint and sing to the glory of Christ
the leader, or to admire and listen for the prompting of the still small voice of the Spirit until the
gr.eat Critic shall pass judgment upon our endeavors.
WILLIS W. KEARNEY.

THE BURNING OF BABYLON---No. 4
BY E. E. LONG

THE TESTIMONY CONFIRMED

John Haynes Holms, writing in The Christian
Work for September 23, says:
The vast armaments of our time are evidences not of security but of fear. Ship is added to ship, fortress to fortress,
army corps to army corps-and still the fear grows, until at
last in a very madness of mutuaJ apprehens•ion; the great
war bursts upon the world.

Since the foregoing revelation was given, earthquakes and .tidal waves have been frequent and appalling, and disastrous in results.· During the past
half century ther.e have been 130,000 earthquake
shocks recorded, distributed as follows: Italy 27,672,
Japan 27,502, Greece and adjacent islands 10,306, ·
South America 8,080, Mexico 5,586, Asia Minor,
Sicily and the Pacific coasts of the United States
about 4,400 each. The Chicago Blade. for January
19, 1907, published a list of "historic catastrophes,"
too lengthy for insertion here, which shows that
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more than 200,000 people have been killed by earthquakes since 1851, while thousands more have perished from the same cause since that list was published. Disastrous storms and floods have likewise
exacted a heavy toll since 1835; more than 28,000
people having lost their lives and over $500,000,000
in property destroyed.
In 1837 Mr. Smith gave another revelation to the
world in which he said in part:
Verily, verily, I say unto you, Darkness covereth the earth,
and gross .darkness the minds of the people, and all flesh
has become corrupt before my face. Behold, vengeance
cometh speedily upon the inhabitants of the earth,-a day of
wrath, a day of burning, a day of desolation, of weeping, of
mourning, and of lamentation-and as a whirlwind it shall
come upon all the face of the earth, saith the Lord.~Doc
trine and Covenants 105: 9.

Say what we may about Joseph Smith as a prophet
of God, the predicted scourge is on the world in the
full measure of its awful results, and everyw;here
one goes the voice of "lamentation, mourning, and
weeping," is heard. He said it would come because
the people would reject the message God commanded
him to deliver. Strange as it may appear, men today, in the face of the stern, cold facts, will sneer
at the mention of "Joseph Smith." "Ye shall be
hated of all IJ?.en," has a strange meaning to those of
us who realize its import.
The cause of the war may be attributed to militarism, but it and other surface evils are merely the
results of a primary cause. 1Mr. .Peter Ainslie
touched the k,;eynote when he said: "Our ignoration
of the fundamentals in the religion of Christ has
kept the church unspiritual, weak and impotent/'
(Christ or Napoleon, p. 61.) The fundamental principles of the doctrine of Christ as found recorded
in :Hebrew:s 6: 1, 2, Joseph Smith taught in full,
while the church !Mr. Ainslie represents, along with
others, has continued to ignore them, and now, that
disaster has overtaken them, they make confession
without -repentance. They continue the "ignoration"
of those same "fundamental principles" knowing
full well that they are "all under condemnation." It
was just such "ignoration" of the fundamentals that
made a supernatural restoration necessary, and J oseph Smith was fundamentally right.
CHRISTIANS SHUT THEIR EYES TO THE TRUTH

In an editorial in The Christian Work for July 29,
1916, Doctor Frederick Lynch says: "It was only
the other day that a dergyman deliberately re~
marked to us that the teachings of Jesus were not
meant for our age. Certainly a great many so-called
Christians in our age shut their eyes to them." Now,
in all candor, why should Doctor Lynch criticize a
fellow minister for shutting his eyes to the teachings of Jesus when he himself is particeps criminis?
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John 3: 5, Mark 16: 16, Acts 2: 38; 22: 16, Romans
6: 3-5, and numerous other scriptures show clearly .
that Jesus and his apostles taught baptism by immersion for Jhe remission of sins, but Doctor Lynch
does not believe that doctrine was meant for our
age. Jesus taught, by precept and example, the laying on of hands for blessing little children (Matthew
19: 13-15; Mark 10: 13-16), but Doctor Lynch and
his associates shut their eyes to such plain teaching
of the Master and add insult to injury by sprinkling
the sinless babe and calling it baptism. Evidently
they think the blessing of children as exemplified by
the Savior was not meant for our age. The liberty
that allows Doctor Lynch et al., to ignore baptism
for the remission of sins gives license to another to
shut his eyes to the Sermon on the Mount. And
when one man can set aside the laying on of hands
as a fundamental principle of the doctrine of Christ
another man may with equal liberty relegate the
"brotherhood of man" to a past age. Who among
all the clergy of the churches, who are giving expr.ession to' the varied "confused utterances,'' can
consistently throw the first stone?
·
Mr. Ainslie says the church has become "unspiritual, weak, and impotent" by ignoring the fundamentals in the religion of Christ. With him and his
"brotherhood," baptism by immersion for the remission of sins is one of the fundamentals, and in.:
dispensable, while Doctor Lynch shuts his eyes to it,
and both ignore the laying on of hands. These men
are leaders among leaders, and molders of modern
thought. The church can get no nearer to Christ
than her leaders.
Acting under the impulse of the inspiration which
he possessed, whatever may be said as to its source,
Joseph Smith wrote the following as the word of the
Lord:
Wherefore the voice of the Lord is unto the ends of the
earth, that all that will hear may hear; prepare ye, prepare
ye for that which is to come; for the Lord is nigh; and the anger of the Lord is kindled, and his. sword is bathed in heaven,
and it shall fall upon the inhabitants of the earth; and the
arm of the Lord shall be revealed; and the day cometh that
they who will not not hear the voice of the Lord, neither the
voice of his servants, neither give heed to the words of the
prophets and apostles, shall be cut off from among the people;
for they have strayed from mine ordinances, and have broken
mine everlasting covenant ; they seek not the Lord to establish his righteousness, but every man walketh iri his own
way, and after the image. of his own god, whose image is
in the likeness of the world, and whose substance is that of
an idol, which waxeth old and shall perish in Babylon, even
Babylon the great, which shall falL-Doctrine and Covenants
1: 3.

When the leaders of the church charge one another with ignoring the fundamentals and shutting
their eyes to the teaching of Jesus, they tacitly admit that Joseph Smith told the truth when he said
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they had "strayed from mine ordinances." That
they are· in the dark is fully attested by curr.ent
events, and frankly admitted by those who write.
The Protestants who for centuries have ,branded the
church of Rome as the "Mother of harlots" ar.e now
looking to her for assistance in the hour of peril,
while she, herself, is burning to the water's edge
with no .one seeking her relief. Reverend C. F.
Aked, writing in The Christian Work for October
14, 1916, under the heading, "Wanted-A Revival,"
says in part :

nut Street Baptist congregation, launched a movement for
the establishment of a pure church and the unity of all believers in Jesus Christ" at the Masonic Theater at 2: 30
o'clock yesterday afternoon. The sermon was the first of
four weekly addresses which, according to Doctor Horner,
will culminate in the organization of a "pure" congregation.
The words, Baptist, Methodist, Presbyterian, Christian and
the like were not Bible names for churches, Doctor Horner
said. Some churches, he asserted, brazenly retain multitudes
of dead beats, libertines and other human leeches in their
membership, and some religious cults, insofar as Christianity
is conc;erned, "have been dead so long that they have quit
smelling bad.

The churches have not obeyed Ch?"ist because they have
not sufficiently believed in Christ. They have been sure of
the big battalions, but doubtful of the Lord who promised to
be with them even to the end of the ages. They have ranged
themselves on the side of a rampant militarism, blessed the
war flags of the nations, and urged the mad war millions of
the earth to "fight to a finish." In England the official representative of the national church comes to a meeting and says
that he is there to justify the war with Germany "in the
name of my Master, the Prince of Peace"-he uses those
very words. In Germany the greatest of all living theologians, from whom every preacher -in the world, capable of
learning has learned something, denounces England as a
traitor to civilization, and the clergy call upon the god of
battles to aid in her destruction. In this country the pulpit
has been scarcely less militarist than the daily newspaper,
and one can, with difficulty, distinguish the preacher of the
gospel from the apostle of the big stick. And yet we believe
in the church! We must believe in the church! It must
'stand as the pillar .and ground of the truth. The gates of
hell shall not prevail against it. It is made up of men and
women just like us-it is made up of us! We bring our imperfections and failures into it. But all the same the church
remains the most convenient instrument to our hands, the
best yet ·devised, for establishing the kingdom of heaven
upon earth. Only the church has 1nissed her way. And our
country has missed her way. (Italics mine.)

Many of the one hundred and eighty-six denominations Doctor Horner denounces started in like
manner. Of course he disavows any intention of
founding a "new church." So did the others.
Thomas and Alexander Campbell left the Presbyterians for precisely the same reasons that Doctor
Horner assigns for his action, and repeatedly declared they would not be the founders of a new sect.
But they have two thriving ones to their credit today. Roger Williams left the Churchof England for
similar reasons, but, like all the others, the work he
begun has "gone astray from the cross." And ,this
"pure" church that is now being formed by Doctor
Horner will travel the same route, and come to the
same end.
Another "pastor," Reverend W. K. Guthrie of the
First Presbyterian Church of San Francisco, addressing the Traveler's Aid Society September 27.
said that the "whole organized Christian church has
failed in its mission." Joseph Smith was right when
he declared "the churches are all wrong, and their
creeds an abomination in the sight of God." He was·
right when he pronounced the word of the Lord,
"they have strayed from mine ordinances," and these
men who to-day are decrying the modern church and
"burning her with fire" will not accept the message
Joseph Smith gave to the world, though their every
action confirms his testimony. That the world needs
just such. message is fittingly declar.ed by Doctor
Horner in these words :

Precisely so. A31-d because the pilot shut his eyes
to the teaching of the chart. Engaged with their.
numerous and varied plans of conquest, they failed
to observe that the ship was gradually drifting from
her course until, in the midst of a sudden storm, they
find themselves on the rocks with a broken rudder.
The heavens are overcast with blackness and 'in the
darkness of the night they cannot see to read chart
or compass, while the deafening roar of the deadly
breakers grows louder as the proud and mighty vessel approaches her doom. "We must believe in the
church," we hear the officers say, and with a hope
akin to fanaticism, the unfortunate and bewildered
sailors cling to the ill-fated ship, save for here and
there a few maddened by fear who plunge overboard
and cling to pieces of wreckage. A striking illustration of the thought in mind comes from Louisville,
Kentucky. The following is from The Courier-Journal for October 2, 1916:
With a sermon teeming with bitter denunciation of modern churches, the Reverend Doctor W. W. Horner, who recently resigned the pastorate of the Twenty-second and Wal-

a

When the /Christian world is broken up into one hundred
and eighty-six different sects, every one of which claims to be
the only true church; when these same so-called churches
spring up out of hair-splitting and hair pulling discussions
over such momentous questions as to whether or not the
church sh~ll have an organ, or fiddle or any other devilish ( ?)
musical instrument, as if a violin, the master of all musical
expression, which caught an echo from the heavenly music,
and gave it out to a weary, broken-hearted world, could do
any harm; when a modern religious sect is built around the
ridi<,ulous tenet that all the men shall wear long whiskers
and the women long faces; when for the sake of sentiment
Christian people will cling to such names as Baptist, Metho-,~
dist, Presbyterian and Christian, none of which are Bible
names, the world needs something.-Louisville Courim·-J ournal, October 2, 1916.
(To be continued.)
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WAR RESTRICTIONS IN ENGLAND
War with its burdens has brought in its train in
all the affected nations many restrictions upon individual liberties and personal taste; nowhere more
so than England, that land of individualism. Hei·e
is an int~resting summary of the prohibitions which·
war has compelled:
One must not
Talk about naval or military operations in a restaurant railway carriage or. any other place.
Repeat any official report of battle incidents and
projects you may hear.
Say anything to make any person believe you are
connected with any government department.
Say anything which might cast aspersions upon
the 'forces of the allies or prejudice their good relations with neutral powers.
Spread any report of a Zeppelin scare.
Ask either soldiers or sailors anything about the
disposition of units or ships.
Ask, especially if you are a woman, .any officer to
tell you something about the war "which the public
does not kno'Vv."
Write to people living in special military areas
asking questions about military or naval matters, or
send information from such areas about them.
Use a cipher code in sending letters to a neutral
country.
Possess any cipher code which could be so used.
Send a letter abroad containing any matter written in invisible ink
Receive letters and telegrams for a fee, unless you
acquaint the police.
Attempt to give letters to members of the crew of
a vessel about to sail for a neutral country, or to any
country.
Receive any letter from outside the United Kingdom without notifying the authorities.
Write to anyone, either in this or in a neutral
country, giving information about enemy submarines
or airships.
Post any newspaper to a neutral country except
through an authorized agent.
Walk about camps, defensive works, controlled
factory, ship or office used for the service of the
country.
Enter a special military area w~thout the permission of the commandant. Sheerness, Dover, Newhaven and Scotland, north of the Caledonian Canal,
are examples of special military areas.
Trespass on railways or loiter near railway arche~.

Collect any information as to the condition of any
of the ships.
Enter any government works without a permit ..
Walk over or in trenches constructed by the military.
Wear a war work badge when not authorized to do
so by official permit, or wear it after it has been recalled.
Wear any naval or military uniform when not entitl.ed to do so.
.Purchase any clothing or equipment from any soldier or sailor.
Show films, still pictures, or produce stake play:S
prejudicing discipline in any army.
,Photograph, draw or paint any picture of the
coast or within ~o many miles of it as specified
locally.
· Buy any drawings, photographs or silhouettes of
ships of the navy.
Send any post card upon which are pictures of
the ships.
Buy prismatic binoculars, portable terres~rial telescopes and prismatic compasses, unless you obtain an
official permit.
Use a flashlight as a signal.
Fly a kite which is capable of being used as a
means of signalling.
Give a display of fireworks except by permission
of the naval or military authorities.
Send up a fire balloon.
Allow a bonfire, even of garden refuse, after five
p.m.
· Ride on or drive any vehicle after dark that has
not a rear red light, as well as a front white light.
Perambulators are vehicies. .
Raise blinds or remove shades from lights.
Allow any ray of light to escape from any windovv
of your house after five p. m.
Shop after 8 p. m. on all days except Saturday,
when the hour limit is 9.
Buy refreshments at a railway station buffet after
8 p. m. unless you consume them then and there:
If selling sugar make it a condition that the purchaser shall buy tea.
Act in a manner prejudicial to the public safety
or the defense of the realm.
Shoot or capture any carrier or homing pigeon.
Neglect to report the finding of a bomb dropped
from enemy aircraft.
Sell firearms of any kind without a proper permit
to do so.
Sell, buy or give cocaine or opium.
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Melt down bronz, silv.er or gold coin.
Refuse to show your registration card to any person authorized to look at it.
Ring bells or allow outside clocks to strike after
5 o'clock at night.
Have possession of any document the publication
of which would be forbidden.
RULES FOR INTOXICANTS

Procure intoxicants other than between 12 and
2.30 and 6.30 and 9.30 on week days, or from 1 to
3 and from 6 to 9 on Sundays.
Buy intoxicants to take away after 8.30 p; m. on
week days, and 8 p. m. on Sundays.
Buy spirits on Saturdays or Sundays for home
drinking. On other days only from 12 to 12.30.
Buy less than a bottle of any spirits.
Buy a flask of spirits at any railway refreshment
rooms.
Giv·e ot offer any soldier or sailor in or going to a
port of embarkation any intoxicant.
Sell or give alcoholic liquors to soldiers and sailors in hospital garb.
Pay for any intoxicating liquor for another person
on licensed premises.-Montreal Weekly Witness.
TWO PSYCHOLOGISTS
The announoement of a Boston psychic that the
spirit of Hugo Muensterberg has communicated with
her from the other world and assured her that spirits
can converse with their friends on earth makes it
evident that things go by contraries in the her.eafter,
just as they do in this existence.
Hugo Muensterberg and William James were contemporary psychologists, both connected with Harvard University. Muensterberg was a thorough materialist, while James went so far beyond mere faith
in immortality as to believe in the ability of a spirit
to communicate with the people alive in the flesh.
iWhen James died, he left behind him a solemn
promise to send a message from the spirit world
within three years. The three years have passed
and a couple more have gone by, but no one has
heard a word from him.
It is strange that Pro£essor Muensterberg, disbeliever in spirits, should get into communication
with the earth less than a week after his funeral.
The message he sends, furthermore, is something of
a disappointment, for he merely says that he has
proof of his ability, to talk to' his friends. Professor
Muensterberg was so strongly given to imparting
solid and detailed information about concrete matters, in terms understandable to the laiety, that it is
strange he said not a word about the world in which
he now liv·es.-Des Moines Register, January 3, 1917.

--------------·-

~-----

WOMAN'S AUXILIARY
Edited by AUDENTJA ANDERSON, 2009 Locust St., Omaha, Nebr.

"Martha, Martha, Thou Art Careful and Troubled
About Mf!ny Things"
In these days when •the1 prices of the necessities of life are•
soaring beyond that which we hav.e known for many years,
the questions which confront us as houskeepers and caretakers are not few nor lightly to be solved. If Martha, from
the days of olden simplicity, could be transferred to the
modern home, U:ethinks she might· indeed have cause to be
"careful and troubled about many things!" To meet the
problems which are before the wage earner and the wage
spender conjointly, in a mahner which shall prove wise and
satisfactory to both, would trouble anyone. In homes where
there is "plenty and to spare"' the pinch may not be felt so
severely; but we all know that the mass of our church people, as the mass of our country's people, cannot be counted in
this list; and. in the majority of homes, strict observance of the
principles of economy and wise decisions regarding food,
home, dress, or adornment should be consider.ed necessary.
·In the light of these facts, our women cannot do better
than to study carefully, as they may never have felt so
keenly obliged to do in the pas1t, the real science of the household. To view it as a sdence, as a work worthy of the very
best brains and talents and efforts of any wife and mother,
is surely commendable, and is the only course showing an
intelligent appreciation of the situation as it exists to-day.
Let us thoughtfully begin our questions right at home. Do
we have upon our tables food that has only value which corresponds to that of the adornments of our person? Do we'
have knickknacks, choice fruits out of season, tasting (as
used to be facetiously remarked about the first imported
strawberries of the season) more of the money they represent than the sunshine and showe.rs they have imbibed? Do
we order carelessly and indiscriminatingly from our grocer
or butcher without first taking a thoughtful inventory of our
larder and its possibiliti.e.s? Do we "run bills" and neglect
to examine accounts or check up errors? Do we have a set
of authorized scales in our kitchen by which we may determine whether or hot we get what we pay for? Have we
dropped into the habit of ordering over the phone, trusting
to some uninterested party to make our selection of food
for us?
And concerning the matter of dress, have we confounded
clothing with adornment? Do we pay $2.50 for a school
dress for our little girl, which we could make at ho.me for 75
cents worth of material and a few hours loving work? Do
we pay $3 for goods for a dress and then put $10 worth
of "trimming" upon it?" Do we feel, because Mrs. Soand-So's little girl has beautiful and expensive trimming upon he'r clothes, that our own little daughter cannot be sweetly and sensibly clothed without similar expense?
Do we buy sheer and flimsy materials, because it is the style,
and then find we must replace the garment after two or three
times wearing?
In the matter of our homes, do we buy bric-a-brac, de1icate1
vases, "ornamentals" gilt articles, gaudy pictures, expensive
sofa pillows, or any of these so-called "furnishings" which
become in our homes but burdens,~things to dust, clean, and
care for daily?
Do we ·think we 'must have the expensive, modern apartments where the work is mostly done for us, and for which
we must pay out a goodly sum of money every month? Have
we forgotten the blessings of the out-ofcdoors, the sunshine,
and contact with the soil, which can never come with stuffy
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apartments in the crowded, though fashionable part of the
city? Do we feel that because some so-called "friends" live
in a beautiful home we must go beyond our means to emulate
their style?
These are some of the things which ar~ undermining the
comfort and happiness of many people of this country to-day.
They struggle to mimic conditions which cause them incessant toil and worry .to accomplish, and the result is, they, like
Martha, have no time for the "wiSf~ part" which Mary
chose, the study of things eternal in their values, the development of the spiritual nature. They arise in the morning, only to ea~t hastily, and turn to hustling demands of
the day. There isthe embroidery to finish on Edith's dress,
so that she can wear it in childish glee and pride to the Sunday school exercises, forgetting perhaps, that she is the envy
and heartache of some less pampered pet! There is an
€1aboraite "luncheon" to prepare for thos'e s.ix or eight ladies
who have "entertained" so beautifully for us at different
times! A day of worry, of haste, of hard work, of cross
words to the child.re~, of disappointments and exasperation,
and all for what? A dainty meal, which eclipses the one
Mrs. Jones served last week, and for which husband must
pay ten, twelve, twenty dollars, of his hard-earned cash, and
all for women who had plenty to eat at home, who will perhaps turn to each other almost before they get around the
corner, and say, "Did you ever taste such a horrid salad?
Or did you ever see such a hopeless mixture as that whole
affair was,?"
• Ah, these may be overdrawn, you say! But think you a
moment! Do we go to similar trouble for those in the "highways and byways"? W·er,e we not cautioned to beware .lest
we fall into some mistakes similar to these? Are we' not, in·
reality, filling our days with many things as foolish as those
mentioned, as false and as burdensome? Think it over!
We p11esent a paper from Sister Bertha L. Mader, superintendent· of the home economics department of our educational work. 'She intended originally to send this out in circular form to every local and thus get in personal touch
with the women throughout the church. Her removal from
Manhattan to a new home in the Far West will prevent her,
for a time, from giving much attention to this work, so we
feel that publishing these plans of hers in the auxiliary
column, will be next best thing, and we hope that the sisters
in every local, will note Sister Mader's request, and write to
her at once, and let her help them solve some of the things
which seem difficult for them just now.

the foods are particularly full of vital interest to all of us, because they touch the health of each so closely and, with present prices, need careful selection to have them of the greatest nourishing value and yet comparatively cheap.
Of course all of us must have clothes but how and what
to select to spare our pocketbooks and be really well dressed
-instead of · being ridiculous in appearance as so many
women are these days-is no small problem.
Look over the outlines offered and if you want to ask me
about them or for other things, please feel €ntirely free to
do so. I am more than willing to help.
And now in closing, may I ask you to write me even a post
card about what has been, is being, or may be e:xpected to be
done in home economics in your district?
OUTLINE FOR STUDY OF FOODS AND COOKING

I. Classification

a few foods containing p1·otein

.called
A. Tissue building foods { proteins

meats
eggs
cheese
milk
nuts
cereals (nearly all)
vegetables

J~::~s
llentils

sugars
carbohydrates
B. Fuel food fhe~t
for
lwork

l vegetables
potatoes
starches rice
!
{ cereals
etc.

vegetable
fats

'

'I

·
C. Mmera1 supp 1y.
f d f
mg oo s or

AUDENTIA ANDERSON.

.

amma1
!

J~::i~s

f ~~e~s

1oil

(cotton)
(olive)

{lard
mutton tallow
suet
butter
.

~~~i~:s

building bones !fruits etc.
enamel of teeth
{lettuce
onions
vegetables
t
carro s
tomatoes

D. Water.

Open Letter to the Various Locals
Dear SisteT: As superintendent of the home economic department I am anxious that that division of the auxil:iary
work be taken up in every local possible so am writing you
to know if anything has been done in your field up to date,
and to inclose a meager· outline for foods and cookery, also
selection of clothes and sewing, both, of which I am desirous
of having pushed wherever an opening can be made.
The home economics field~ is so rich in interests close to
every woman's thoughts that it is difficult to decide what
pa1·ticular phase of its many questions one wants to further
develop. 1Should any of your locals decide on some subject
suggested in the Year Boo'!< other than the two named in the
preceding paragraph. I shall be very glad to help them start
their work in any way I can. But for the general outlines
and suggestions to be inclosed. I am taking up the beforementioned topics because they rank among the first of every
woman's interest, whether she be in her own home or not,

II. 'Study application of heat to all classes of foods.
III. Study tables to know chemical contents of each food.
Bulletin 28, United States Department of Agriculture,
Office of E:xperiment Stations.
·
SELECTION OF CLOTHES AND SEWING

Classes for little gi1·ls.-Organize small classes for learning the most common stitches, make article's for Christmas
bazaars, societies, or for personal needs, hold exhibits and
arrange contests as for cooking classes.
Classes f~r older giTls and mothers.
I Styles suitable for home wear.
1A. Dresses, petticoats.
m. Hose, s,hoes.
C. Etc.
II Styles suitable for school and business.
A. Dresses, petticoats.
B. Hats, coats, gloves and mittens.
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,c ..Shoes, hose.
III Styles suitable for church and social affairs.
A.
B.

c.

}

See II.

IV. Study relative amounts of food elements in various foods.
Charts showing food composition, United States Department of Agriculture, Office of Experiment Stations.
V. Economical substitutes.
VI. Shopping-what to select and how.
VII. Balanced rations (use own menus as example').

interest of woman's work in the church. Brother McGuire
also spoke at length on improved conditions in the homes of
the Saints and of the object and aims or the organization.
Hie also referred to the financial affairs of the church, and
of the debt he spoke most impressively and urged a movement among the young people with a view to relieve the situation.
Bishop Keir presented some very practical ideas in regard:
to the home, and a nmpber of others occupied with speeche-s,
which, taken altogether, made a very profitable and interesting service.
ABBIE A. HORTON.

ORGANIZATION FOR WORK

Adults.-Select a leader or chairman, assign topics and
reading_r; to later be reported orally or in written form. Hold
open discussions involving home experiences, have talks and
papers by recognized outside authority (a teacher, a successful restaurant manager, etc.)
Children.-Organize small classes for practice in private
kitchens, or talk over the principles of food and the application of heat to each class, and then practice at home, make
reports of home work, hold · contests and exhibits, invite
neighbor children to join, secure outsiders as judges in contests, invite suggestions.
SOURCES OF HELPS

Public libraries, Government bulletins, cu'rrent papers and
magazines.
Under style consider economy as well as fads, color combinations, quality, texture, and garments of the proper kind
for the occasion.
Silk hose and silk dresses with "flower" hats belong to the
. social costume and should never be used for school purposes,
·etc. Avoid fads, choose what is becoming and continue to do
so, though your choice may not be the popular style.
SOURCES OF HELP

Books in public libraries, pictures, magazines, etc.
Organize classes as for cooking, particularly to discuss
the questions presented, ask outsiders in your communities
to give talks.
The text by DQrothy Quigley as indicated in the auxiliary
Year Book is a most excellent suggestive text to use as a
reference~one copy to a local is enough.
BERTHA L. MADER.

lr~================~
NEWS FROM BRANCHES
Independence Stake
January 3 was set apart by the aid society for the day of
their annual dinner, and it was a very pleasant occasion.
There were about fifty present. The sisters have done some
very excellent quilting the last year and have been enabled
to pay sixt~een dollars tithing, also reserved twenty-five dollars for their savings fund and with over two hundred dollars
as the proceeds of the year's work, besides :much relief work.
Last Sunday was sacrament day and there was a large
congregation present in both rooms. The usually interesting
young people's ·prayer meeting was held in the .early morning, and in the afternoon there were three meetings held: the
old folks' prayer service, the Woman's Auxiliary and the
research scripture class, the time of which was occupied by
Bishop McGuire very profitably in an address mostly concerning the woman's building shortly to be opened in the

!1=1

NEWS FROM MISSIONS

J~

dJ=======::::::==================~·
Oregon~,

"
'It has been some time since I hav.e contributed anything

to your pages, ~o I have decided to write. I was busy in the
vicinity of Bandon and Myrtle Point during the time of the
late General Conference. I continued in that part of my
field until the Myrtle Point reunion which was in the early
part of .July. Just before the convening of the reunion Elder
R. F. Slye came up from southern California to join me in
missionary labor. We had a good time together at Bridge,
Brewster Valley, and Pleasant Hill before the reunion. During the latter we had the genial presence of Elder J. W;
Rushton. This was much enjoyed, as were also his counsel
and sermons. His labors were also very agreeable to the nonmembers. All"we have to do at Myrtle Point is to say "Rushton" and everybody sits up and takes notice. The reunion
was fairly good, but not quite up to the standard of last year.
After reunion Elder Slye' and I took the district tent out
to Roseburg to do mission work. We stopped for a few days
at Camas Valley where we held some very interesting meetings and met with some opposition. We found Brethren Solomon Culver and Sheridan Croy and their families doing all
they could to hold the fort.
We held meetings in the tent at Roseburg the whole of
August and the most of September. The attendance was
small and the illterest ordinary but we believe the work was
put on .a better basis than before. The town was entirely
new, there having been no preaching done there except a few
sermons preached by Elders Holt and Chase nearly twenty
years ago. We had two families of S:aints, those of Brethren
0. A. Currie and B. H. Laird who did all they could for the
work. Not long after our meetings Brother and Sister Currie
and their children moved to Lamoni, which was his boyhood
home. Sister Slye and Brother Slye's little girls were also
present. Sister Slye did good service in the musical line, for
which we were thankful. The writer knew her as a little
girl when a missionary in California sixteen years ago. She
has grown up to be such a woman as she' promised to be
when veery young.
Brother and Sister Slye returned to Myrtle Point while
I remained in Roseburg and held services in the Eagle Hall
on Sundays until the end of November. During the weeks I
preached in outlying country districts. My meetings at the
hall were attended by about the same number of people that
came ,to the tent meetings. We attracted some new hearers
after going to the hall and lost some of those who had attended our tent services. Roseburg is, on the average, a hard
town to.work. Only about twenty-five per cent of the people·
go to church. Myrtle Creek, which is :£bout seventeen miles
south, appeared even worse. The population professes religion, for the most part, and yet takes. no real interest. One
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Sunday I was there when I was off duty. I meant to do some
preaching but did not succeed in getting a place. I went to
the Christian church for Sunday school and Christian Endeavor, to the Methodist for the morning sermon and to the
Pvesbyterian for the night sermon. It so happened that. Reverend G. Bettes, the "cowboy preacher," was the speaker at
the last-named place. I met him in Indiana over twenty years
ago. He was glad to see me and was very courteous. After
hearing him I listened to the latter part of the Baptist minister's discourse. The Methodist preacher had an audience
of twenty-five, Bettes eighteen, _and the Baptist fifteen, and
yet the town has a population of seven hundred. The Christian church had no preaching service. The audience was
about the same as the Methodist attendance.
Recently the ministers and professors of Eugene initiated
a church census of Lane County-of which Eugene is county
seat-and found that only thirteen per cent of the country
peqple are church members. Eugene is the university town
and is noted for its respectability and Christianity. The
papers published the r-eport and asked the ministers, "What
are you going to do about it?" When I took notice that our
church had shrunk in its missionary operations on the Pacific
Slope, especially in California, I took it for granted that the
other churches had been going ahead. I soon discovered that
I was mistaken. Although they have more preachers than
we, yet the number is not out of proportion to the number of
their churches. The result is the cities and larger towns
have absorbed practically all of their preachers. The rural
regions have to put up with very poor preachers, or have
none. Sometimes.there is none for them, good, bad, or indifferent. The church which can solve this country church
question ·wm reap a great harvest. The Adventists appear
to be doing better than others.
The sphere of our influence out west has decreased instead
of increased. It looks as if there would have to be a change
in methods in order to do effective-·country work. Either because of decreasing interest among the people or neglect by
the churches they appear to have lost the disposition to entertain ministers as they did in the olden days. In consequence a well-equipped tent or a gospel wagon appears to
be the best way of reaching them with our work or any
other religious or veform message. Very large efforts may
be made by means of large, substantial buildings, but for any
ordinary effort in_ cities or towns the tent is preferable.
Having the wagon for use for a home, in the country districts,
it will be comparativ;ely easy to get scchoolhouses, etc., to
preach in. We are past the time when it was wise to send
out "tramp preachers." At least two should go together now,
and one or both of them should be musical, which will greatly
add to the popularity and efEectiveness of the work. It is
still better if. the wives of the two missionaries are along.
They can, especially if they are musical or conversational, or
both, add greatly to the prospects of success, and besides,
their presence decreases the suspicion as to "Mormonism"
and "polygamy."
After my visit to Myrtle Creek I went out into the country
and held meetings in the Dyer Schoolhouse. Held forth for
two weeks. Had good attendance and interest. The audience
ranged from twenty-five to a hundred. It is needless to say
I had·my best audience when I used the stereopticon. I use
it some everywhere. The people there are mixed, some Methodists, some Presbyterians, and some Advent C'hristians, and
more members of the Christian Church. I made application
for the use of the Myrtle Creek Christian church but up to
the time I left ther,e had received no decision. I am sure my
preaching at Dyer will help me in relation to this application,
for several members of the Chris1tian Church heard me. One,
a Mr. Newton, is· a prominent man among them. He said
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he could, to use his own :words, "put it over" for me. I made
my home with Mr. John B. Bowman and his most excellent
family. They are Methodists. I visited with members of the
Christian and Advent Christian Churches. We have but one
member in that locality, Miss Prudence Hauser. ·She was
baptized by E·lder M. H. Coq;k in eastern Oregon. She and
her parents were absent in that part of the State when I
was' in their neighborhoo-d.
From the Myrtle Creek country I came to _Portland for the
holidays. The Quorum of Twelve will please take notice that
I am out of my field, but I ani going back soon as Brother
Rushton says so. In the meantime I am holding a series of
meetings at this place. The new year is beginning with a
heavy snowstorm.
We hive suffered a great deal by our ne~lect of the places
opened up and worked years ago. Myrtle Creek is one of
~these places. Elder J. C. Clapp did some good work there as
much as thirty years ago. A Mr. Hall, the richest man in
the town, reputed to be worth near a hundred thousand dollars, is nominally a member of the church. He told me, however, that he does not now consider himself a member. This
is not surprising when we consider how long the work there
has been neglected. He has a good reputation but is generally
known as a worshiper of the "almighty dollar." "There are
others," both in and out of the church.
With prayers for the success of the work everywhere, I am
Your brother in gospel bonds,
ALMA C. BARMORE.
HOOD RIVER, OREGON, January 1,1917.

[

LETTER DEPARTMENT

J

Up in the "Thumb"
The fading tints in memory's picture of the past is reviv-ed, and every touch of time's pencil seems to augment
their power and heighten their import.
The bell of time has pe1aled several chimes in our ears
since we contributed a "w,ee dotty dimple''' to your columns.
This epistolary retirement was not because a strong and ruling faculty for continuance had strangely departed, neither
for the emptiness of the life's experiences in the great school
of this thrilling age; but, for the fact that we are prone to
deprecia,te our own .efforts-minimize the oasis in the desert
of our own Iiv;es-and increase, unto magnification, the
bright spots in other gardens, we all could appear to better
advantage. Some of us qualify to the abov;e.
:Since my associations began with the 1Saints of the Eastern Michigan District I have been deeply impressed with
their standard of action, the operation of which is productive of excellence, and so winsome to society. But it must be
remembered, if our idea of saintly obligation is right, every
exertion for distinction not clearly within the pale of righteousness, must fail in securing the permanent benefit.
No compromise of principle to popular customs, or isms,
can be discerned in this standard. From our viewpoint, this
is a pleasant and creditable reflection on the strong priesthood of the district. From some cause, activity is in the air,
the spirit of "mov;e along" is in the ranks; the centripetal
of right, seems to be determined to pierce the armor plate
of the centrifugal of wrong, and prosperity and strength
stream out like banners from the emporiums of commerce.
The "Thumb" is not distinct from the hand, but it is very
much mobolized, and to us, facile princeps. Hence, the index
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finger points the earnest seeker. to the Nerw Testament gates
-love, peace, "good
to men."
The two-day meetings of the Eastern District were anniversaries of joy, and large assemblage. Some experiences
graven by the gentle spirit were monitors pointing to the
golden dome of possibility, and, more enduring than those
impressed by the sculptor's art, bidding us to climb the
heights-away from bondage to freedom's cloudless sky. At
Marlette a superb gathering presided over by the district
presidency were merged into one spirit which infused
thoughts deeper, vaster, more impetuous than hitherto experienced. A new passion arose, a new love, more individualized, more concentrated, and it occupied the heart. Things
were looked on with a scrutiny that would fain penetrate the
mysteries of their cause, and consequences. E¥ery hour was
a devoted and busy one-even the dinner and supper hours.
We moved on to Caseville alone, wher,e we met our genial
and able young brother, Elder Carr, whose vocation from a
business standpoint takes him to Flint, amid the industrial
hum of automobile machinery. We spent an enjoyable ten
days at CaseviHe, occupying the new church, and were
greeted by very fair attendance. Moving along in company
with Elder Mcintosh, p11esident of Caseville Branch, we attended the church opening at Ubly. A beautiful season of
clear weather was on. Here was a mammoth crowd, and if
the "autos" were never made to serve the cause before they
did here. Rank after rank were parked in profusion, and,
I thought, sometimes in confusion. Here were "Uncle John''
-Patriarch Bailey-Elders Grice and Davis, district presidents, with Elders Hawn, Sm,th, et al. Three tables extending across the lower auditorium groaned with the supply of
more than. epicl!-rean dainties.
The Sunday morning social service was blessed with divine recognition. Light was flung down, as in showers from
on liigh, upon an earnest people as assembled from near and.
from far. The gifts of tongues and interpretation and
prophecy were present, and the longing prayer for the
heavenly presence was realized, and the brother who had
been so sacrificing, and zealous in the construction of the
church building was called to the office of teacher. The attendance was so great the townspeople, not of the church,
assisted in the care of visitors. I was assigned to the hoJ'1'le'
of a Presbyterian-lScotch, by the way, with no discount on
the nationality, nor the man-with whom we conversed
freely, on the topic of religion. Their goodness would not
allow them to take a cent of money for our care.
We preached Saturday evening and Sunday afternoon at
four o'clock. Elder Hawn occupied the two o'clock hour.
Baptism was administered after Elder Hawn's sermon. At
five-thirty p. m. we boarded an auto owned by Brother
Brooks and sped away to Brown City, a distance of thirty.
miles. Here we began a series of services Monday evening,
continuing over the following Sunday. Fine audiences attending. The branch has for its presiddng officer Elder John
0. Weaver; brother to missionary Richard D. Weaver, and
"Ted" and "Jim." Somehow the preaching strain ·runs
through this family, as well as a large current of hospitality.
They are certainly "weaving" out good fabric for the community, with strong warp and woof.
From Brown City we attended Coldw-ater conferenee, with
no audible 'articulation. Gould not speak aloud, no time for
music, or preaching. Could be abused all others chose to
give, but could not defend myself-with my voice. When
1able, November found me at Port Huron, where Brother
Otto Fetting, the redoubtable little warrior for the cause,
scattered hand bills announcing a temperance effort at the
church for us, the night of the 5th, subject, "The social
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plague; the home against the saloon; State-wide prohibition;
the people's duty." The house was packed. The walls were
decorated with significant charts. Special music under the:
direction of Elder W. J. Smith. I was satisfied. Guess the
audience was.
Following this, Brother Fetting scattered another series of
posters announcing special gospel lectures. The people did
indeed manifest an interest. Elder W. J. Smith baptized
three the first 1Sunday. Elder Fetting baptized two the last
18unday, when a me,gsage reached me in the afternoon announcing the de~th of my wife's father, D. V. Kelley, a Civil
War veteran. Leaving Port Huron Monday morning, I soon
joined my family at noon, and shared the shadow and sorrow: Grandpa Kelley was a good, clean man, honest as the
blue vault studded with stars, and has gone to· a good reward.
Hastily making preparation I came to this city of 80,000
people with its clang and din, its breakneck speed, and began
a series of "Bible lectures." An announcement ca!'d, through
the Flint Journal for two days' run, cost eight dollars, but
Flint Saints believe in sacrificing a little money for the
Lord's work, and could you have seen the packed building
nightly, 'and on the Sunday evening as many turned away as
were inside (as w-e were informed), Mr. Editor, the price
fades into nothingness.
The Flint Branch numbers more than three hundred members, and two missions are in prosperous condition. Brother
Ralph A. Harder is presiding. He is only twenty-four years
old. To-see him, is to know him, to know him is to love him.
The banner borne to the breeze by the Flint Branch is clean
and bright.
Thanksgiving Day was enjoyably spent. Prayer service
in the morning was well attended, and a fine spirit prevailed. In the evening another large audience crowded the
church. Baptism was administered in the lower auditorium
at about six forty-five, and at the opening service confirmation was administered in the upper room preceded by entrancing music. One rendition was a violin solo entitled
"The angels' serenade," by Brother Everheart, accompanied
by piano. A sweet stillness pervaded. One could almost believe the messenger was near. The subject for the evening
was: "The model republic, the strongest ground for a thanksgivhlg American people." Light came w1t}1 the investigation, and it is intended to publish the same in the Flint
Journal, as a stenographer was present every evening.
Good, earnest workers are at Flint. The church is a busy
center just now.. Preparations going on for Christmas enter~
tainment. A cantata "The crowning of Christmas" will be
rendered by a band of children, supported by orchestra. It
is planned to give a seri€'S of archreological lectures in connection with the Book of JY,Iormon after the holidays. The
usual persecution abetted by the popular clergy and public
lecturers has been waged against the Saints of this district
as that of others, but herein is the strength of the adopted
standard made manifest. The~ words: "Resist not evil"
should be understood in the light of those which follow.
There is all the difference in the world between taking a
blow upon one cheek and turning· the other also. Christ nor
the apostles taught a spineless doctrine. To turn the othecr
cheek is to turn the tables on the smiter, and vanquish him
by r,e:;,.ealing him to himself. Turning the other cheek is both
a strategy and victory. Submitting is negative' and turning
the other cheek is positive as to attitude. It declares both
principle and policy. To do so, disarms an assailant, knocks
the weapon from his hand by paralyzing it, so to speak. It
lets him know that you know just what a fool he is making
of himself. This conduct is the coolest courage as well as
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masterful courtesy. Turning the othe•r cheek virtually says, and to impart to me in concrete form some of the accumulated
"Yes, I am willing to fight, but I will chos1e my owp. weapons, wisdom of trained minds? The only reason I can now assign
and my own field, and they shall .be moral; with them I shall is that good intention of this "chair" was short-circuited by
overcome both myself and you. Jesus carried out this prin- prejudice and lack of confidence.
ciple str~ight and clean.'' . "Overcome evil" with the· more
I am one of the uneducated ministry and for twenty-two
active and powerful principle of "good.'' It lead him to . years hav,e been butting my head against obstacles by reason
Galvary where he seemed to suffer defeat, but where he won
of this ever since. I hope some way will be worked o·ut to
such victory as has made the cross the accepted symbol of prepare the young for their work and not have such great
moral triumph in all succeeding centuries. The spirit of handicaps as 'I have had. While I have been reasonably sucvictory through the invincible might of love and good will- cessful in my work, notwithstanding this, how much more
divested of selfishness-can be caught from the Christ. The good I might have done did I not have to spend so much
words, "Be not ove•rcome of evil, but overcome evil with energy· in meeting the exigencies surcharged by reason of
good," is not tame, inert, inaction, but resistance of evil by lack of education. Eternity alone can tell. ·
F. J. EBELING.
means of the greater power of good. To me, here lies· the
secret of that amazing conquest in history-the triumph of
Christianity over imp1erial Rome for a brief period. It will
give the latter-day cause triumph over the combinations of
News From New Zealand
wrong in our day. So might it be.
Hopefully, your brothe1r,
[The' following is a combination of a pe,rsonal 'letter to the
December 8, 1916.
S.\iiJW. L. SCOTT.
Editor and one to the HERALD. Both are interesting, so we
eliminate the repetitions and. present them in this form.EDITORS.]
Sees Only Good in Chair of Religious Education
DUNEDIN, NEW ZEALAND, November 22, 1916.
The above address will stand for some time, we hope, and if
I wish to acknowledge my change of heart after the first you would mention it in the HERALD it might help me get my
shock of that "electric"-or I believe they call it a chair of mail in the future. Have been getting mail addressed to.
theology-whatev;er it may be I frankly admit the shock of several places in New Zealand and think I have missed some
that chair has really done me some good by stimulating the of it altogether. I came down to Dunedin September 28, and
gray matter. into dynamic thought.
preached my first sermon here Sunday ?vening, September
The first thought of that chair brought gloomy visions of 29. Since then I have preached eighteen sermons, in the
the old hobgoblin of heresy hunting and theological hair- streets, in the Clubhouse Hall in Morey Place1, Dunedin and
splitting, but as the current of unbiased reflection began to in the homes of the :Saints. We hold a meeting at the house
flow I began to see visions of helpfulness. As I now under- of one of the Saints each Wednesday ,evening, in the hall on
stand it, this chair is no.thing more than a systematic s,tudy, Sunday evenings and preach in the streets when and where
in the hands of competent tutors, of the standard books of we f.eel led to do so. . . .
the church together with comparative theology, calculated to
Most of our Pl'eaching is done on the streets. People get
unify or solidify the best opinions of the church upon the very excited' at times, then they quarrel among themselves.
vital questions pertaining to the divine economy. Am I right, ·Some want to interrupt us and not give us a hearing, 'while
Mr. Editor, or am I still suffering from the shock of that others take up our side and insist on "British fair play."
chair?
One or two fellows tried to raise the crowd against us (they
Are not the ministry of this church very much indebted were "United Brethren")'; they told the people we were Morto the studious efforts of others for much of the information mons and that we were not teaching all we believed and
they now possess? I know that had it not been for the books practiced. This was a hint and suggestion for the people to
written by such brethren as G. T. Griffiths, Etzenhouser, Luff, call out "Mormon" and "polygamy." But we answered them
Evans and I. M. Smith and others, some of the. younger min- and the men who accused us walked quickly away, not stopistry would be a great deal more handicapped than we are. ping to hear our reply. I could have thanked them for their
To their efforts we owe much of our education. And yet visit to the fountain that night, for it gave us a good opporGeneral Conference, by a small majority had the hardihood tunity to explain the diffe!I'ence between ourselves and the
to forbid the ministry to write books by which any profit Utah Mormons.
came to them, thus greatly lessening the incentive to write
There are three Mormon elders, new arrivals, here in the
such books as might• be helpful to the oncqming ministry. city now. They are two young men who do not know much
Why could not a chair in Grace:land perform this impor,tant about their own church, but that their grandmother said thus
function?
and so, etc. The third one is a little older and has heard
, Are we not, in a meager degree at least, doing the same more th;ln .the others, but he is not so careful about the use of
thing as this chair in Graceland proposes to do, when we meet the truth as the others. As R. C. gvans says, he "perambuin our Sunday schools and Religio to study the word of God? lates about the suburbs of vemcity and economizes with the
Do we not look to those' better informed to impart their truth."' He quotes history r.eadily to suit himself when there
knowledge to those of lesser advantages? 'Is it more harm is no place to find the r.eference.
to do such work through a chair in Graceland than the aboveI had a "go" with them, as the New Zealander calls it,
named auxiliaries?
the other day. We spent three hours here at ,my place and
When we speak of an educated ministry does it not chiefly reviewed differences and I succeeded in drawing the young
mean that education we secure by the study of all "good men over on our side against his brother several times, but I
books" which God himself has recommended? Education hal': fear it will do no good, for the older one will only pull the
a broader meaning than .that wrapped up in the textbooks wool over his eyes again when they are alone. I shall have
of our public institutions of learning. That being true, then to meet them here constantly all along the line. They are
why should I have been shocked by that "chair" whose whole determined that we shall not get a footing here, and I am
duty is to help me in a systematic study of those "good books" determined that we shall tell their people the difference when
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··the opportunity affords, though they bring all the demons in
hades to fight against me. But I am not going to make a
specialty of fighting them all the time, that would simply
divert my attention from preaching our side of it.
There were a couple of the United Brethren there and they
demanded the stand to reply to Brother Hall's argument on
baptism. We gave way to them and they each took a shot
at baptism, and Brother Hall replied. They had evaded the
question entirely and served the old trick of reading just far
enough to suit themselves and stopping there, only to be
exposed when replied to. They never stopped to hear the
reply, for they knew their trick would be exposed and ·did
not want to be. there to stand the brunt of it....
We are paying war prices for everything we get out here.
Old potatoes are $1.80 a bushel, and very poor at that, and
the new potatoes are $4.80 a bushel. Kerosene is 30 cents a
gallon when bought by the 10-gallon case. Apples, onions,
various fruits are 12 cents a pound. Beef sausages are 10
cents a pound. Hamburger steak, which is called mincemeat
here, is 15 cents a pound, which is reasonable in these times.
Head lettuce is 4 cents a head. Other garden truck is accordingly. Shoes are about twice the price they al'e in America. Ripe tomatoes are 16 cents a pound. We pass them
up. Milk is 10 cents _a quart; and bread- 8 cents a 2·pound
loaf. Reasonable.
Dunedin is a Scotch settlement, 50,000, population. The
weathe-r does not get warm enough here to ripen tomatoes
outside. They reitllY do not have much real good growing
weather. No extremely cold weather in winter, but no really
warm growing weathe-r in summer. No corn here except in
the inland towns where it warms up a little in summer.
Cabbage and potatoes, wheat, oats, and· rye, etc., do well.
Sheep are numerous, cattle also. New Zealand puts out
great quantities of wool, fro-zen meat, butter, game and poultry, also coal. They have a rich deposit of iron here, but
have not done anything with it up to the present.
We have rented a small house, three rooms, lavatory and
washroom. It is rather old but we have made it quite comfortable and have promise of improvements soon. We got it
at a reasonable rate and hope to be able to keep it while I
am away to other towns so the wife will have a home by herself. This is the first time we have kept house since we have
been married. Always lived in with others or lived a camp
life. Our rent comes to 24 cents a day. This is the very
lowest we can get.
Everybody talks war and everyone asks you "Why don't
you go to the front?" Bu!t few people ask the banker why
he does not give all his money to the cause.
H. W. SAVAGE.
132 Bay View Road.

In Omaha the personal visit to the homes of the people
by the pastor and others brings an excellent attendance and
interest. Omaha isn't telling us much about it, but be assured they are alive to their opportunities.
J. F. Gunsolley of Lamoni, sends
statements in the series of articles
T. J. Smith, on t)J.e Book of Mormon.
an article on the subject, so we hold
arrives.

in some abjections to
recently concluded by
He says he will write
his contribution till it

Brother A. G. Miller who has been working at Greenville,
South Carolina, says the work at that place is in real need
of at least one hundred men. He has been informed that
about twenty of the Mormons in that community have quit
their faith since our work was introduced last summer. A
number are especially interested in our work, and as has been
previously reported, some have been baptized.
A branch ha~ been organized' at Long Beach, California,
where a mission has been _conducted for the past four years
under the pastorate of Elder R. T. Cooper, of Los Angeles.
The meeting was he1d December 31, 1916, with J. W. Rushton and G. E. Harrington in charge. Forty-one members
signified their desire to become affiliated with the new branch,
which will be known as the Long Beach Branch. The officers elected were, in part, as follows: W. H. Garrett, president; 1Claude C. Smith, priest; Miss Nora E. S'mith, secretary.
The order of services will be: Sunday, preaching at 11 and
7.30, .except the first Sunday of the month, which will be
communion service. Wednesday evening prayer meetings
at 7.3-0 except the. first Wednesday, which will be branch
business meeting. Arthur L. D. Steggee was ordained a
deacon and elected to serve for the branch. To reach chapel,
take E-ast Tenth Street jitney at Pine and Ocean Avenue,
get off at Orange >Avenue, and walk four blocks north.

NEBRASKA CITY, NEBRASKA, December 18, 1916.
Editors Herald: I am ever thankful that God showeth me
the truth, the true and everlasting gospel of Jesus Christ of
Latter Day ,Saints. I was quite young when I first heard it
in 1861, in my old country, Denmark, and was rebaptized in
186·6, soon <1fter we came to this new country, by Brother
R. C. Elvin. So I have most all my life been a member of
this church, and know it is God's holy truth, in which I de;
light more and more each day. I have receiw~d many good
'blessings, and many manifestations all along the way, of its
•eternal foundation, to have no doubt or fear, nor look for
any other, as I know there is none other but one gospel, and
_one God. It has always been my sunlight, my hope and conFrom Here and There
solation through the darkness and trials, that I have passed
through,
and they have been many.
·
Joseph H. Wagar of Outlook, Montana, says he would like
Then the HERALD has been my faithful stand-by and true
to have the elders call on Alex Skaggs, of Mount Sherman,
helper. I have always had it, all these many years, since
Kentucky. The family is interested in th'e gospel.
.
18'69. I have not been able to do without it, and I know how
iBrother W. E. Peak has been transferred from the Ke- lost I would feel if I could not get it. The contents of it
wanee District to the Northeastern Kansas District for the are good and satisfying food for the soul. All is so true
balance of the coJJ.ference year and mail addressed to Atchi- and wholesome.
I take account of a letter of one of my sisters, stating how
son, general delivery, will reach him.
·
we could save some money to help the church by doing with.Elder 0. !Salisbury, president of Des Moines District, is out certain things that we do not need, and I have thus been
out on a tour of several weeks, holding a series of meetings able to s~ve some, w:i1ich I shall gladly give. God knows all
at the various branches in the district. He is accompanied by things, and I know his promises are true and faithful, and
Brother Gerrit Juergens, who conducts the singing and his blessings are sure to follow every effort put forth by anymakes it a special feature of the services. Excellent results one of his faithful childr-en, to help spread the glorious light
of salvation.
are reported so far.
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some time, and was accomplished about a year ago, when we
found a suitable place centrally located for all, reached by a
good car line and in a good neighborhood. During the period of ten months that we have occupied our hall we have
nearly doubled our membership, and thus far have met all of
our obligations and have a nice working balance left each
month. Of necessity we have had to make sacrifices to maintain our hall, but our ·efforts have been amply repaid in the
spiritual blessings we have received.
We now hold our,. rSunday school at 10 a.m., and Religio
at 11 a. m. S.11ndays, and preaching at 8 p. m., Sundays.
HEYBURN, !DAHO, December 21, 1916.
Prayer meeting is held at 8 p. m., Thursday evening. Owing
Editors Hemld: Many of us come to the HERALD when our
to our scattered condition no more meetings are held during
hearts are toJ full for words. I read 1~ister Vida Smith's
the week. There are now about thirty active members in
letter with tears streaming down my cheeks. She speaks of
the branch, with a fair outside interest. We are allotted
~her daughter giving up her life, and then she wasn't pera space each week (free of charge·) in our loca.l paper to anmitted to keep the child. Our daughter gave up her life
nounce the hour of our meetings, and such other notices as
too, and she was our only daughter, as was Jephthah's daughwe may have. Many have been drawn by the notice in the
ter. I have no one to look to in my declining years. It is
local paper, both members and nonmembers. We have found
over four years since Hazel left us. Yes, it was in cold Decthat advertising in our local paper pays, as the members and
ember. She came to us .in Decembe.r, and it was in Decempeople friendly to our cause have been reached just in that
'ber that her life went out for another. There are times
way.
when the shadows fall on me as dense as the day she was
Our Christmas program was held in our hall Saturday
taken away from us. I have grown older and need her more.
evening, December 23, at 8 p. m. Several outside talent
I expect Sister Smith will remembe:r Hazel Gill Knisley, as
volunteered their services in the program, which added
she attended Graceland a short time.
·
greatly to making it a success and one long to be remembered
MRS. E. A. GILL.
by the Saints and friends in attendance. Christmas bell
souvenirs were given to each individual entering the hall.
After the entertainment candy in appropriate boxes was
MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN, December 24, 1916.
distributed to each in attendance, together with a large
Editors Herald: It may be surprising to some of the Saints western apple with the seasons greetings attached. Thus
that in a city so extremely "wet" as Milwaukee that Saints passed into history one of the events that will live brightly
could be found, but this is nevertheless a fact.
in the minds of every child and adult in attendance, and will
Your writer came to Milwaukee about ten years ago at prove to be the best method of bringing our cause to the atwhich time Latter Day Saints of the Reorganized Church tentions of some who could not be otherwise reached.
·
were unheard of, at least to your writer's knowlfildge. Soon
While all our plans as a whole have not alw;ays materialized,
after, we succeeded in inducing others to come here because we have always been sufficiently rewarded to give us enough
of better laboring possibilities. rSteps were immediately incentive for the next attempt. Thus has the work in Miltaken to organize a rSunday school, which was accomplished waukee progressed in the past ten years. Our only object
by the able assistance of Elder J. 0. Dutton, then in our dis- in writing this letter is with the possibility of helping some
trict.
one laboring under similar conditions, as we are, and inspirTime went on, bringing its fond anticipations and gloomy ing others to a greater ac1tivity.
rShould anyone rera.ding this letter have friends or relatives
disappointments incidental to all organizations of this nature. '
Others were located in the due process of time (sometimes in this city, members or not, that you wish called upon,
after months) but as a rule successful. Later, a regular please communicate with the undersigned as soon as posweekly prayer meeting was organized, but nothing further sible.
Our meetings (before mentioned) are held in the building
was done, owing to the scattered condition of the Saints here.
As time went on and the interest increased, our spiritual occupied by the Hahn Brothers Clothing Company, Grove
wants increased also, and realizing that we should have more 'Street and National Avenue, fourth floor. Take elevator at
of the b~anch privileges, we took steps to secure the services the National Avenue entrance. All National Avenue cars
of an elder or priest to administer sacrament to us at least pass our meeting room entrance.
Ever praying and laboring for the welfare of the cause,
once each month, as no one here had authority to do so. ChiYour humble servant,
.cago being but eight-five miles distant, we secured the ser- I remain,
786 National Avenue.
FRED 0. DREYER.
vices of Elder P. G. Fairbanks, who for a time came once
a m.onth and administered sacrament to us.
Thus it will he seen 'that by a little persistent effort we
would overcome quite dif.ficult obstacles. Should this letter
MONTEREY, CALIFORNIA, December 24, 1916.
,come under the observation of anyone similarly situated as
Editors Herald: Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year!
we were, remember that not only do "all things come to him How I long to meet with the Saints this morning in worship.
who waits/' but all privileges come to those who put forth Just any place would be good, but there are of course certain
the proper effort, and the personal blessings more than re- plac'es where I would be especially glad to go among-"The
pay such effort.
Brick Church on the hill" in Lamoni, the church in StewartsIn the course of time your writer was ordained to the ville, Missouri, the church in Huntsville, the church in Higbee,
office of priest, and entered at once upon the duties of that in Bevier, in fact, in several diffel'ent places, for I am sure
office. Our numbers had now grown to the extent that the I would see familiar faces in any one of those churches,
ordinary room in the average house would not accomodate £aces of Saints who have been my friends in bygone years
us, so again a difficult problem confronted us, to secure a and whom I will never forget.
place centrally located at a moderate price. This required
Being as I am, alone in a big house, my employers having

My son brought me the December number of the Ladies'
Home Journal, and in it I found a wonderful picture, "The
head of Christl' in colors. It is very lovely and sweet,
· though sad. I go and look at it often, and think I see my
Savior's face .. I think many of my sisters would get that
paper for the sake of .the picture. It is grand.
Yours in gospel bonds,
KEARNEY HILL.
MRS. NICOLINE THOMSON.
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been away for more than two months, and being compelled
to stay here until they return, to prevent thieves from breaking through and taking the things of value which this house
contains, I seem to be doomed to spend another Christmas
away from my baby boy, this being the' third Christmas I
have been away from him. Naturally it is unpleasant for
me, but I ain trying 'to make the best of the situation. In
the words of an old-time friend, I am trying "to live in the
present and hope for a better future." Of course I know
that ther'e will be a tree and p1enty of toys and candy and
nuts and all good things in abundance for my baby, and I
am sure his heart will be filled with gladness and joy, for
he is surrounded by "his own" people, who have his interest
at heart. But even 1that doesn't prevent his mother from
having a selfish desire to be there and see him in his happiness. But as tl!e song says, "God will take care of you,"
so I trust him for all things, and will wait for his me.rcy and
'hope that I may be given the privilege of caring for the little
one myself, that I may have the pleasure of teaching him
the gospel, for ,in his blessing the promise was given that he
will be an influence for good in the church. And now he is
among Methodists, and while he will no doubt be taught to be
honest and honorable, yet he cannot receive the true gospel
from them, for they have not received it in its fullness.
I went to the piano this morning with the Saints' Hymnal
and Zion's Praises and entertained myself awhile, and it
was while playing the hymns that I was carried back in
memory to other days when I have so enjoyed God's spiritin the different meetings and in the prayer meetings particularly. I do hope that I may yet hav.e the privilege of living
among the Saints for I have never found another people who
can compare with them, and it is because they have received
the Spirit of God and are guided in their daily living by 1that
spirit. It becomes a part of their being.
Ever praying for the welfare of the church, and for the
final redemption\ of Zion, I am,
Your sister in the gospel,
MRS. MARY WALKER LABRANT.

DEWAR, OKLAHOMA, December 27, 1916.
Edito1"S Hemld: I thought I would write to let you know
how T miss the regular visit of the HERALD. I have received
only one copy in nearly three weeks. I have been a constant
subscriber since 1901. Part of the time I could only send one
dollar. I do not possess any of this world's goods, and am
not able to work for wages, as I am seventy-two years old. I
am the only Latter Day S'aint in this town. I will send the
remainder of my subscription as soon as I am able.
Your sister in gospel bonds,
MRS. N. MCNELLIS.

TOLEDO, OHIO, December 29, 1'916.
Editors Herald: We are all well and strong in the faith
trying to keep our lamps trimmed and burning.
Om' church building is completed for the winter. The
brethren finished the painting, before our Christmas entertainment. Last Thanksgiving we met in the basement of the
new church and had our Thanksgiving dinner. Had a prayer
meeting and were blessed with a gift of prophecy, telling us
o.ur sacrifice and work wer;e pleasing, and that the Toledo
Branch would go on to victory, if not by the Saints here now,
by others who would move in.
Your sister in Christ,
1408 Collingwood.
MRs. D. C. MORGAN.

NEW WESTMINSTER, BRITISH COLUMBIA,
January 1, 1917.
Editors Herald: For nearly thirty years the writer has
been a member of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter Day Saints, and has been a reader and subscriber of
the HERALD most of that time. This is my second letter to
the HERALD during all that time, although I have made many
attempts to write, but my letters have genemlly found their
way into my own waste paper basket, instead of the editor's.
In February 1912, I wrote a letter intended for publication,
but have kept it until now, and will send it along without revision:
"Appreciation. of the SAINTS' HERALD-Here you are again
you dear old HERALD. You are a welcome visitor every week.
How could we get along without you? . Who ca,n tell your
worth? Your columns are full of light and,intelligence, and
you carry joy, faith, hope and comfort to thousands of ~Saints
scattered throughout the world. How eagerly we watch for
you every week! What a great mission you are filling!
flow many happy hours we spend in scanning your pages.
Oh ye Saints who are nonsubscribers, how much good you
are 1ms.smg. Wherefore do you spend your money for that
which is not bread, and your labor for that which satisfieth
not? Harken diligently unto me: subscribe at once: only
one dollar and fifty cents a Y.ear. Be an up-to-date Latter
Day Saint. Every family in the church ought to have the
official organ of the church-THE tSAINTS' HERAIJD."
The writer was baptized at London, Ontario, and was for
over twenty years a member of that branch; also an officer,
having been called and ordained to the office of teacher
November 24, 1895. At that call I was told I should yet
minister before the Lord in places I had not yet seen. October 21, 1900, I was called and ordained to the office of an
elder. In the fall of 1909 I came to this place and found a
few families of ·Saints who had been organized into a branch
a few years before.
New Westminster has a population of about fifteen to
twenty thousand and is located about twelve miles from Vancouver, wh'ich has a population of over one hundred thousand.
There were a fe:w families residing there also, and Elder
McMullen was one of them. He was the only one holding
the priesthood, and was doing his bes,t to keep the work going in both places.
Upon our arrival we brought four more members to the
branch, and I was able to relieve Elder McMullen somewhat
her,e, and he was free to look after the work in Vancouver.
For yea,rs we have had a union meeting each month in Vancouver and New Westminster, altetrnately, which has been a
means of much strength to the Saints. F'or mony years the
meetings were held in the homes of the Saints, but now we
have halls in both places, and have four elders, one priest,
and one deacon, all doing what they can to advance the work.
The writer recently baptized two. The gifts. ot the Spirit
are manifest in our meetings..
·
Prejudice is very strong against the church here. We
h'ave distributed a good many "Church in Court" tracts.
We have a good advertising agent here in the person of W. C.
Reed, priest of our branch, who never loses an opportunity
to explain the gospel. Brother Reed works in the retail
store of Brother H. Butterfield and comes in contact with a
good many people. He and Elder ·Robbins also go from
·house to house with literature on Sundays.
During the past year we have had short visits from Apostle
Peter Anderson, Elders William Johnson, Swen Swensen
and John Hartnell. Their visits were an uplift to the Saints.
At time of writing we learn that Elder R: D. Davis has arrived at Vancouver.
SAMUEL POPE.
319 Sixth A venue.
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married couples to exist on love only, so neither can missionaries exist only on your words of appreciation. Don't forget the missionary when he comes to your branch. Be the
first one to invite him home, and if some one gets ahead of
you, thank God that they did. In my own limited experience
since being in the church I have been forced to think of that
portion of history which says that the Son of Man had not
where to lay his head, and I can safely say that missionaries
can tell about the same story. And don't forget his wife and
babies if they are in your midst or near by. Remember they
like nice things to eat and wear the same as we do and they
deserve to have them.
IL.et me tell you of a little incident that came to my notice.
Encamped at our last reunion was a missiona.ry's family and
one little tot was having lunch in one of the brothers' tents
and tomatoes were put upon the table. The San Bernardino
children liberally covered their portion of tomatoes with
sugar and the other little tots made the exclamation that
mother would not let them put sugar on theirs because sugar
"Was high and she couldn't afford to buy it. Just fancy, here
is a brother giving up his time and giving his talent to educate us and his dear little children had to be conscious of the
ISAN BERNARDINO, CALIFORNIA,·
fact that they could not have the things the ordinary church
January 3, 1917.
Editors Herald: Seven years a member of the church and members enjoyed. Let us help to make their sacrifices Ie:S.
never a letter of appreciation in all that time! I think I'll Don't let them be forgotten.
Seven years in the church! I wonder if I have benefited
start 1917 right by writing. Saints, I love to read your letters that are published in the church papers; they do me by being a member. Has the church benefited by having my
good. Missionaries and elders, it gives me strength and in- name enrolled on the records? You ask yourself this question
creases my faith and spurs me on to greater activity to read and meditate over it. If you are a worker and a doer of
of your experiences while out telling of our work and its the word there is a surplus to the credit of both. If you are
mission. To those in authority, accept my thanks for send- just a member only, you had better get busy. Sifting time's
ing such men as J. W. Rushton, James E. Kelley, F. M. coming, maybe it's here. Better watch your step. RememSheehy, Paul M. Hanson, James E. Yates, T. W. Williams and ber, we are marching to Zion. It's a long way and will take
many others whose pl'eaching and kindly consideration and a long time. Don't get the idea that you are just going to
humility have encouraged me to keep to the straight and nar- flop in. You are going to march in and marching takes some
row way and to help me keep a firm grip onto that "rod of effort and practice. Better get busy if you are not in line or
in step. And you are not in line if you are not busy doing
iron" as Brother Sheehy expresses it.
I cannot forget my new birth that took place in the .city of something. How I appreciate the sermons of Brother RushToronto, Canada, after my attention was called to my duty by ton and T. W. Williams! How they have opened my eyes to
the beautiful presentation of the angel's message by Brother the fact that I must be a worker. S'aints, the fact remains
Evans in the Majestic Theater. It used to be Saturday night that by believing the work is true and obeying the letter of
melodrama of the blood and thunder type, then Sunday night the law is not the ticket of admission to the city of refuge.
in the S~jtme place. The latter-day glory-wha:t a contrast. That entitles us to the possibility of g~etting there, but we
And I soon saw it, and then it was only Sunday night and the have got to work for that "ticket" to get in. Let;s all be
workers. Let's all be 1917 boosters.
seeking after truth. Keep it up, Brother Evans.
Now, being assistant superintendent of Sunday school and
Way down he,re in southern California, where the mighty
snow-Clad Sierras and 8an Bernardino mountains whisper to president of the Religio here, I feel the need of bright ideas
me of God's greatness, lives one who is trying to reward you to make those departments alive and interesting, and if anyand all those who are giving their time and talent to open one is the proprietor of such ideas that will help me in my
people's eyes to the possibility of the more abundant life by work, I would be glad to hear of them. And if any branch
obedience to the gospel by Iiv!ng a true Latter-Day Saint life t;reasurer has any good method which enables him to keep
and doing his part to keep the work moving down here. the branch treasury in good shape, I can assure him he would
Brothers, does it not strengthen you and cheer you along lif-e's help to make my work lighter by letting me know of it. I
rugged path to know that your work is not in vain? Does sure believe in cooperation, whether we live in Maine or CaliFRED HOGBEN.
it not spur you on? Does it not lighten your load? I seem to fornia.
think it does. It's the only pay you get, but to me it seems
that the tokens of appreciation that can be given by those
that have been made happy to those that have done· their part
ELK MILLS, MARYLAND, January 5, 1917.
to make them so is about as priceless a gift as one can give.
Editors Herald: The work of the Elk Mills Branch is still
Saints, the best show of appreciation that you can give to progressing. The laborers feel encouraged and we feel like
those who have invested their all in this work and who are 'going on and on until we can feel we have earned the blessed
sacrificing in a hundred and one ways, is to show them,that words, "well done." Our missionary and wife, Brother and
you ar.e busy doing something for the work's sake-that you ~Sister Norris, are doing good work and we feel the Lord's
are full of enthusiasm and love for the work. Show them by work here shall increase. While there is some prejudice hel'e,
your efforts and your work that their labor has not been in yet we know there are some honest ones who will see the light
vain, and they will be able to do a mighty lot more work and accept the truth. It requires the Saints to live a careful
than is now being done.
and prayerful life that we may not be a stumblingblock to
But now, Saints, remember that you don't expect young any, but that we may be helpers in the Lord's work.

LANCASTER, WISCONSIN, January 2, 1917.
Editors Herald: Oh, how I enjoy reading the good letters
that come in the HERALD. My heart is made to rejoice and
praise God. When I read the letter of Effie J. Denton, I remembered what I thought last ,week when the neighbors. were
speaking harsh and unkind things of one another. I thought,
"I'll stay at home, and then I'll be su!'e I can't speak unkind
of anyone," and then there came a thought over my mind,
'''I'd like to be a hermit, away off in some lone and deserted
spot." And then came another thought, "No, that wouldn't
be right, for Jesus wants no deserting soldiers in his army.
He didn't desert his master''s colors, but bore them bravely
until death, and then he gave his li:lle for us, a ransom for
sinners." ·
May God help us to be awake to our duties and help us to
~ear another's burdens. Oh, that I may be all the Lord woulft
have me be. w,e are looking for some of our good brothers
soon.
Yours in the one faith,
ISABELL ROUNDS.

0
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On 'Sunday evening, December 31, the choir of about
twenty-two voices under the leadership of Brother G. Morris,
rendered the cantata "The Great Light" to a large audience.
We feel our people her'e are making progress in choir work.
On January 1 and 4 we were indeed blessed in having to
lecture for us Brother A. Dwye,r, on Palestine. Surely we
can say the Lord was with us. We have been blessed many
times in having with us such grand and noble men. Thus
the great and glorious work moves on and on.
We lov,e the HERALD and the letters from so many who are
striving to serve our heavenly Father. Ma,y the Lord bless
us in this new year that we ,may keep our lamps bright and
clear that others may see our good works and many he gathered in.
In bonds,
E. M. CARTER ..

NOTES AND COMMENTS
(:Continued from page 51.)

tion. 3. Reorganization of Europe on a stable plan
to insure against further disturbances such as the
present war. 4. Restitution of all provinces and
territories wrested from the allies and liberation of
Italians, Slavs, Rumanians and Tcheco Slovaques
from foreign domination. 5. Enfranchisement of
population "subject. to the tyranny of the Turk.'' 6.
Expulsion from Europe of the Ottoman Empire.

latter might enter the front door, but should it be
necessary for employees' children to enter, they must
use the back entrance where the laundry and garbage were carded in and out.
In an injunction suit, the father of a four-monthsold child won out, the court deciding that babies were
people, and consequently should have the same privileges as the dogs.
Street Shrines in London
One of the results of the war has been the establishment of street shrines here and there throughout
the gr,eat city. In these tiny shelters, decorated with
a crucifix and bunting, with flowers in vases and
pots, the passer-by stops a moment and offers
prayer for the success of the British arms.
In each is a "Roll of Honor," which contains the
names of the soldiers and sailors who have entered
the service from that particular street, with a special mark for the fallen or wounded and those who
have won distinction.

a

r~11SCELLANEOUS DEPARTMENT 1
The Bishopric

To Saints of Saskatchewan D1Jstrict; Greetings: Another
year has passed into history, and with it the thoughts come,
Phoenix Papers Report Yates' Sermons
Have I done my duty? Have I done all I could toward the
onward march of this great latter-day work? If we can con- "
We are pleased to note the liberal space-four to scientiously
s1ay we ha,ve, then surely the peace of God should
five hundred words ,each week-given to the sermons rest over us, but on the other hand if we feel somewhat guilty<,
we should with the incoming year resolve to try to make
of Brother James E. Yates in his home city, Phoenix, then
amends for past by doing better in the future.
Arizona. Extracts are given, and since the brother
The Saints of this district have done well the past year
the financial lines-that is, some of them; We have behas an epigrammatic style, it makes a most effica- along
tween four and five hundred Saints in the district. About one1
cious method of getting our beliefs before the public. quart,er of that number have paid tithing. What about the
other three quarters? Have we all done our duty? We all know
the old passage so wen about robbing God in withholding our
Disaster on Land and Sea
tithes and offerings, yet we pay very littleheed to it.
We sometimes hear Saints say they do not see or hear of
An Italian vessel was recently submarined off the the gifts being mwde manifest as they were in the past. And
Albanian coast with a loss of 600 lives. An explosion why? One reason as given in Doctrine and Covenants 70 is
that we are not doing our duty in temporal things, therefore
in a munitions factor at Haskell, New Jersey, de- there is inequality and the abundance of the manifestation
stroyed $16,000,000 worth of property. The Mil- of the ,s'pirit is withheld.
The promise of God is sure, and he has said if we do our
waukee, a $4,000,000 United States cruiser, went part
he will open the windows of heaven. What does it mean?
aground on the northern California coast on the 13th, Surely not simply to bless us in temporal things. No, but
revcealing himself to us from heaven, the thing that brings
and it is thought it cannot be floated. So far, it more
joy to the heart than all the wealth of earth.
seems no lives were lost. The Japanese cruiser,
Do we want to be blessed with the Spirit?, Yes. Well,
let us do our part.
Tsukuba was destroyed by an internal explosion in then,
w,e are trying to locate a solicitor in every branch in the
the harbor of Yokosuka, on the 14th, with a loss of district, and we want the Saints to recognize them as the~r
100 dead or hurt. These in addition to the usual servants for Christ's sake and remember that when we pay
our tithes we are the ones who are benefited and not the one
toll of the war in Europe.
who hands out the receipt. Let us be workers together in
building up this great latter-day work in this part of the
Lord's great vineyard. I want to visit ,every branch of the
Babies May Enter With Dogs
district this year if possible,, and I believe the way is openThe Master likened a little child to the kingdom of ing up so that I can move out and do something in the interest of this work. To this end I hope to have the cooperaheaven and indicated his pl,easure in their associa- tion of all.
I have just sent my annual report to the presiding bishop
tion.
and I want anyone who sees a mistake in any way to write1
In common with the very prevalent custom, the · to me. This report covers eight months, from May 1 to Demanagers of a certain apartment house in the East cember 31. It will probably be some three or four months ,
,before it will appear in the HERALD. Will 'all presidents of
excluded children but not dogs and other pets. The branches take, notice that we want a solicitor from each
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branch and let me know so that they can be furnished with
receipt pads and form for reporting.
JOSHUA DoBSON, Bishop's Agent.c
DISLEY,·8ASKATCHEWAN, January 5, 1917.

Church Secretary
1Delegate credential blanks, provided for by action of General ·Conference, have been sent to secretaries of districts,
stakes, and branches not in districts, addressed to secretaries
when possible to obtain addresses. 1Such officers are requested to forward credentials of delegates appointed to
represent their organizations at the General Conference of
1917 to the church s,e.,cretary, as soon as practicable, that the
report of the committee on credentials may be made up and .
printed before the open~lng of the confe1·ence, as required by
·conference action. Credentials of delegates appointed by
·conferences held in the fall or wint.er should be forwarded
without delay, and of those yet tu be appointed, immediately
after appointment. All credentials should be in hand as
,early in the month of March as possible.
One certificate for •each delegation, with number of members in stake, district, or branch, and names of its delegates,
signed by the president and secretary of the body appointing,
with name of such organization, place and date of confer.ence
or business meeting, is sufficient; separate, individual credentials to delegates are unnecessary. Please insert ''total
membership" in all cases·; scattered and absent members may
be included in the number; also report if delegates are authorized to cast ll).ajority and minority vote in case of division
and the full delegation not present.
Any failing to receive blanks will be supplied on application to the undersigned. Credentials should be made upon
the official blank, for proper filing and ready reference.
The rules governing "representation" and the "restrictions
of delegate voting" will be found in chapter 17 of the Rules
of Order, with the eocception that such rules have been
amended to provide that the basis of representation shall be
one delegate for every one hundred members. ·
Districts should take notice that fractional numbers--less
than one hundred-do not entitle them to another delegate.
Branches having a membership of less than one hundred,
when not included in districts, are entitled to one delegate.
R. S. 'SALYARDS, Chu1·ch Sec1·etary.
LAMONI, IOWA, January 10, 1917.

Conference Notices
Seattle and British Columbia, February 2, 3, 4; instead of
5, 6, 7, as printed. Notice sent in was wrong.
Northwestern Kansas, at Bellevme, Kansas, February 9,
10 and 11, instead of way notice was sent in and printed.
Mobile, at Bay Minette, Alabama, February 3 and 4. Interesting program planned. Important matters pertaining
to the district work. Remember branch and ministerial reports. A. E. Warr, president.
Northern Wisconsin, February 9, 10 and 11 instead of
F<eb.ruary 2, 3 and 4 on account of being on same date as Beloit conference. Brother Curtis will attend both; all take
note. S. E. Livingston, Leroy Colbert, presidency.
Western Oklahoma, at Eagle City, February 10 and 11.
·Sunday school convention in connection, all branches requested to report early. Members o.f priesthood expected to
be present if possible and have reports. Lemuel D. Dyke,
secretary.
Northeastern Nebraska, at Omaha, February 3 and 4.
Election of officers and delegates to General Conference and
other important business. Branches send in reports early.
Carl T. Self, president, M66 Meredith Avenue, Omaha;
Odessa Jensen, secretary, Blair.
Northwestern Ohio, February 10 and 11, at Saints' chapel,
1124 Waverly Avenue, Toledo. Come prepared to discuss
district's need of a tent. All priesthood should be present.
All branches should be represented. Send statistical report
not later than the 1st. W. G. Kimball, secretary, 1509 Superior Street, Toledo.
Central Oklahoma, at Terlton, February 17 and 18. Branch
offic·ers have reports approved and in on time, using the regular statistical report blanks. All members of priesthood report labors, if possible, using late report blanks. Mail re-
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ports to either of undersigned at Tterlton, in plenty of time.
Joseph Arber, district president, Alice McGeorge, secretary.
Des Moines, at Des Moines, February 10 and 11. President and Mrs. Frederick M. ·Smith, Bishop B. R. McGuire,
and Apostle James A. Gillen are expected to be with us.
Members of priesthood make their annual reports through
their quorums. Statistical reports should be in before February 1. Bessy Laughlin, secretary, Rhodes, Iowa.

Convention Notices
Northeastern Kansas Sunday school Atchison, February 2.
M.rs. Emma Hedrick, Fanning, Kansas.
Southern Nebraska convention February 2 instead of 3, as
notice sent in read.
New York Sunday school, Buffalo, February 3 and 4, 7
p. m. William H. We:stfield, secretary, 1425 Eighteenth
Street, Niagara Falls, New York.
!Southern Wisconsin Sunday school, at Beloit, February 2,
at 7 p. m. Julia N. Dutton, superintendent, Ervin J. Lenox,
secretary.
Gentml Michigan, at Saginaw, February 10 and 11. An
institute of the Religio and :Sunday school. We eocpect
Brother Trowbridge will be with us. George E. Burt, president Religio.
Kirtland Sunday school and Religio, joint convention at
Cleveland, Ohio, February 16, 10 a. m. sharp. Election of
officers and educational work. Special program for evening.
Mrs. Louis Gintz, secre·tary, 219 West South Street, Akron,
Ohio.
Northern California Re:ligio and Sunday school, at San
Jose, Saints' chapel, corner Spencer Avenue and Grant Street,
February 16, 10 a. m. and 2 p. m. Election of officers and
other business. Secretaries send credentials before February 14. Mrs. L. Day, secretary, 2557 Grove Street, Oakland,
California.
Mobile Sunday school, Bay Minette, Alabama, February 2.
Prayer service 9 a,, m. A new standard of ~eoccellence will be
submitted for consideration. Inter:esting program of institute work arranged. <Send delegates with credentials. A. E.
Warr, superintendent.
·
Eastern Michigan tSunday school, at Flint, Michigan, February 17 and 18. Let us make this convention eoccel all
others. Send reports and credentials to Henrietta H. Forbes,
2134 North Bond Street, ·Saginaw, Michigan. V. D. Schaar,
sup.erintendent, Detroit, Michigan.

Quorum Notices
Northeastern Illinois quorum of elders, at Chicago, January 28, during conference. P. G. Fairbanks, secretary, 719
South Tripp Avenue, Chicago.

Our Departed Ones
RuDo.-Abel Harrison Rudd, born near Dow City, Iowa,
November 18, 1856; died December 23, 19·16. Spent his
whole life at this place until March 1, 1915 when he moved
with his family to a farm near Yates Center, Kansas. He
was a long, patient sufferer from tumors. He was taken to
Dow City, his old home among relativ.es and friends, where
he was laid away Christmas Day. He leaves to mourn, a
wife, 1 son, H. R. Rudd, 3 daughters, Mrs. L. C. Hatch, Mrs.
T. A. Beck, and Gladys, an aged father and mother, 4
brothers and 2 sisters, 2 little granddaughters and a host of.
friends. Sermon by J. M. Baker of Omaha, Nebraska, to a
host of n;tlatives and friends.
CHASE.,__.;Sister Agnes tSasander Chase, born at :Bentons"
port, Iowa, June 28, 1856; married Asoph Chase January 2,
1870; died at her home in Webster, Montana. She leaves
to mourn, husband, 2 brothers and 5 children; Sister Miles,
<Runkle, Earl, Scott, and Ray of Webster, Montana, and Sist,er James Carson of Pisgah, Iowa. Funeral from the Latter Day Saint church, George Meggers in charge, sermon by
Jos·eph Lane. Interment in Soldier Valley cemetery.
BEVERAGE.-Herbert Archibald, son of Brother and Sister
Orman L. Beverage, was born at Vinalhaven, Maine, March
22, 1915, blessed by U. W. Greene, died January 9, 1917, at
Rockland, of pneumonia. Sermon by Archie Begg. Interment in Bay Point cemetery.
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THE GOSPEL MESSENGER.-A plainly
told series of sermons by J. S. Roth, followed by a synopsis of his life as a "gospel messenger." This book is very popular; doubtless because of its simple,
affirmative manner. It is not a book
alone for the "wayfaring man or the
fool," but for the earnest seeker after
truth. No. 208, cloth ........................ $1.00

HOMES FARMS BUSINESS
Saints desiring to locate in the Lamoni Stake or those within the Stake
wishing to change their location will do
well to consult the S:take . Bishopric as
provided in D. C. 128: 4. We have for
sale and exchange properties of various
kinds and are prepared to serve you.

lAMONI STAKE BISHOPRIC
COURT PROCEDURE.-The General Conference of 1908 adopted this manual of
court procedure. It greatly simplifies the
task of settling church difficulties according to law, and· makes such procedure
"safe." The blank forms for the guidance of all parties having to do with
church courts. They seem to say: "Be
legal, be regular." If anywhere the
"safety first" motto is apphcable to gospel work, it is in the settling of internal
difficulties. No. 167, paper ----------- ..... $.15
Tonsils and Adenoids completely removed.

Dr. Joseph Mather, Specialist
in diseases of the eye, ear, nose, and
throat.
Elders and family on ministerial allowance, work done free of charge.
Cataracts removed.
Work done in Independence Sanitarium, Independence, Missouri.
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PARSONS' TEXTBOOK.-An exhaustive
compendium of texts and quotations, covering the entire field of gospel doctrine,
collated by Alonzo H. Parsons.
A
ready (and adequate) reference for
preachers, and also those who would accurately represent the angel's message
in conversion-a maker of efficients. No.
263, cloth .............................................. $1.00

JOSEPH SMITH. WHO WAS HE?-A
book especially calculated for the in, vestigator who prefers every-day language, and who wants to take a first
step in learning about the work Joseph
Smith was sent to help establish. Written by Willard J. Smith and calculated
for the every-day man. No. 288, cloth
................................................................. $.75
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Pack your grip, tell the folks good-by, go down to the depot, buy
a ticket for California-that great Out-o'-doors land, which rests the
weary and refreshes the weak-via the Burlington .Route (the mov- .
ing picture way through scenic Colorado and Salt Lake in daylight).
. Climb aboard, lean back, relax and watch America roll past your window.
Getting away from the cold, bad weather, business and hmisehold
responsibilities, care and worry, and out into the glorious sunshine and
semitropical atmosphere of California where you can rest, change and
rejuvenate, will do you a world of good.
You'll be surprised when you compare the cost with the cost of
remaining at hmn'e. Think what this will mean to you, when: you
remember that a life which isn't pleasantly spe)lt isn't wen spent.
Before comp!eting your plans let me explain how you may join
a Burlington Personally Conducted Excursion (costs no more-just a
part of Burlington Service) and send you a folder telling all about
the trip-worth reading even if you don't go.
L. F. SILTZ, Ticket Agent.
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"There shall not any man among you have save it
be one wife; and concubines he shall have none."Book of Mormon, Jacob 2: 36.

"If ye continue in my word, then are ye my disciples
indeed; and ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall
make you free."-John 8: 31-32.
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Lamoni, Iowa, January 24, 1917
NEW ASSOCIATE EDITOR

The executive members of the Board of Publication in conference with First Presidency have
tl).ought it advisable to place Brother S. A. Burgess
as associate editor of the SAINTS' HERALD for the
time being, Brother Elbert A. Smith's illness r,equiring him to drop the editorial pen for awhile.
BrotheD Elbert will still remain as Editor of the
HERALD, associated with BrotherS. A. Burgess who
comes to us direct from his pastorate at Boston,
Massachusetts. Our readers may be assured that
Brother Burgess will keep the HERALD up to its
usual standard of efficiency. He comes to us well
qualified intellectually, and what is of more importance, spiritually, for this important work.
FREDERICK :M. SMI11H, President.
A. CARMICHAEL, Business Manager.
It is with regret that we are leaving the field at
this time to take up temporarily the editorial work.
But we are more than glad to be able to relieve the
senior editor, Brother Elbert, for a little season of
rest, with very strong hope that the course of a few
months will find him fully recovered.
Our effort shall be, to continue as closely as possible the policy laid down by him.
S. A. BURGESS.

GETTING RESULTS
For we are laborers together with God.-1 Corinthians 3: 9.
We then,, as workers together with Christ, beseech you
aiso.-2 Corinthians 6: 1.
·Prosecute the missionary work in this land and abroad so
far and so widely as you may. All are called according to
the gifts of God unto them ; and to the intent that all may
labor together, let him that laboreth in the ministry an,d him
that toileth in the affairs of the me;n of business and of work
labor together with God for the accomplishment of the work
intrusted to alL-Doctrine and Covenants 119: 8.

The work of the church is so broad that it includes tp.e work of all of us. It is not a question of
more important work or less important work, as the
work of each one is a necessity. In one sense the
work of the church is the missionary work, prose-

Doctrine
and Covenants

Number 4

lyting for new members, strengthening through the
pastoral work those already in the church.
In a sense the institutional work is incidental and
for the purpose of assisting in the carrying out of
this great purpose, the teaching and preaching of
righteousness, and also its practice. In this preaching and teaching we would include not only the discussion of doctrine and theology, . but also practical
morality.
There comes then the work of seeing that each
member does his duty, visiting the house of each
member, instructing each one in person, seeing that
there is no iniquity in the church, and more than
that, seeing that there is also righteousness or right
living. The negative is not sufficient.
But however earnestly a teacher may labor to see
that each member is present, however earnestly .a
pdest may visit, however able the presiding elder
may be, however brilliant the speaker, however excellent may be the service of the choir, yet if the
deacon f::;,ils in his work and the place of service is
not properly prepared, the building suitably
warmed, much of the effort of these other men will
go for naught.
We know of one man who was acting as janitor
of one of our churches. A very cold spell came on.
w,e are quite satisfied that he would have been willing, if he had been an elder, to have gone out to administer to the sick, despite the cold, but here was
a crying need that lie go and lay hands on the furnace, which he failed to do. The result was the
water froze in the furnace and in the pipes. The
furnace burst with a few large holes in addition to
numerous cracks. 'Much of the pipe was also destroyed. The church had to use open stoves for the
rest of the winter and be under heavy expense, all
because he failed to do that very important work of
laying hands on the furnace in time.
Again, we have heard men complain: "I was the
man who interested these people and then Elder Soand-So came in here and baptized them. It isn't
right, I ani the man who should have the credit."
Now we know of instances, where a minister in
charge of a field or part of a field hearing of a good
opening has rushed in and done all the baptizing ,
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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after the other man had worked there for a month
or more and had created a good interest.
Was it wrong? Who can say so? We are vitally
concerned with the salvation of souls, the accomplishment of the work by the church. Some men
can arouse interest and can explain, but cannot close ,
the contract. The Lord knows what work each man
has done. The missionary in charge will often have
a much better idea than we may realize. At least
he should be able to go back of the formal reports
,and appreciate the work done by ,each man. But the
vital thing is, Has the work been done? It is of
trivial importance who seems to get the credit.
Some men who are splendid hands at baptizing,
are unabl,e then to carry the convert further, but
drop him as a newborn babe just inside the door of
the church. There are men who baptize very few
in a year, yet work hard and perform equally important service for the church in the pastoral work
and in the branches, feeding the Saints. It would
seem to be of possible significance, the statement of
Saint Paul that God has set some .in the church "for
the perfecting of the Saints, for the work of the
ministry, for the edifying of the body of Christ."
(Ephesians 4: 12.) The perfecting of the Saints,
the edifying of the body of Christ, is one of the
great tasks before the church to-day.
But the church is also conoerned ,with temporal
salvation, with the establishment of Zion, with securing justice here as well as hereafter, with the
care of the children of the church, with the care of
the ag,ed, with the preparation of our young people
for better service, for the preparation also of the
written word, to supplement the .work of the missionary and of the pastor, to the end that Zion may
be redeemed and the pure in heart manifested.
1And for these works to be carried on, it requires
also the assistance of the man of business and of labor. It requires his energy, it requires his means, it
requires the devotion and consecration of himself.
We are workers together with God.- Our work
may be and often is quite diffierent, our talents are
different, but the work is of God. Even this tautology may have its significance in that we must not
only work with God, but we must also work together one with another as well as with God. Until
we can do so, until we can be one, Zion will never be
imposed upon us. It cannot be imposed from without.
Let every man then regard his brother's labor, and
let us consider how best we may work together to
accomplish the work intrusted to all, so that we as
a church may produce the largest possible results
in service, in righteousness and in quantity.
S. A. BURGESS.

TWO VETERANS GONE TO REST
On December 11 last, Elder Asa Cochran, who
was a member of the High Council for twenty-six
years until honorably released at the last conference,
who was president of the Lamoni Branch for some
years and bookkeeper and cashier in the Herald
Office for many years, died at his home in Lamoni.
Elder Cochran wras also a mlssionary for several
y,ears and a faithful member for nearly fifty years.
On the morning of January 9, 1917, Bishop James
Anderson died. Bishop Anderson held the distinction of being the first local bishop appointed in the
Reorganized Church, as he was set apart and ordained at the conference of October, 1864, as bishop
of the Saint Louis District. The Saint Louis District at that time included all of Missouri and half
of Illinois. He continued in that office until 1875,
at which time he removed to Decatur County and
since that date he has labor,ed in various parts of
Decatur County and Kansas City, Kansas, at which
place he was president of a branch for a number of
years. Bishop Anderson was born in Scotland in
1834. In 1855 he removed with his parents to Utah,
but the evils there cut short his stay. So he returned
to Saint Louis, where he joined the Reorganized
Church and became in February, 1864, a member of
the branch just organized at that place. Many members were accepted as members of the Reorganized
Church upon their original baptism, thus~ showing
the continuity or the church £rom 1830 to the present day. Some obj,ection having been raised in regard to the rebaptism of Bishop Anderson, he was
accepted as a member of the Reorganized Church
on his original baptism by action of General Conference. One by one the stalwarts of the past are
being removed from earthly service.
S. A. BURGESS.
DEBATE AT BLOOMSBURG, PENNSYLVANIA
An attack by Reverend C. B. Huffer of the Christian Church at Bloomsburg, Pennsylvania, led to a
debate held the first week of the new y~ar between
Elder A. B. Phillips and Doctor J. J. Taylor of Lexington, Kentucky. We had the privilege of a long
talk with Elder Phillips. before the debate, and
know that he went into it with the idea of manifesting truth rather than seeking victory. He stated
that he enjoyed a point made by his opponent in a
debate almost as much as a point scored by himself.
But he was very anxious that the truth be manifested, not only as a whole, but in every detail as far
as is humanly possible. We learn from him and
from the DemocrnUc Sentinel that" Doctor 'l'aylor
conducted himself with the utmost courtesy, and that
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good will prevailed· between the debaters. This is
as it should be, and should lead to the best results
when two men canvass an issue with a desire not for
an unearned victory but that between them- the
truth of the matter may be made plain to each other
and to the audience.
'Elder J. A. Koehler acted as one of the modera,.
tors. His account of the debate appears in this
issue.
S. A. B.

THE SILENT TREATMENT
Staid old Boston sought the aid of the hurricane
revivalist, William Sunday, in combating the liquor
forces in that city.
. Records were broken in the numbers who "hit the
sawdust trail" but the battle brigade marched on.
They had only a small majority to begin with, but
they knew they must retain that or go out of business. So besides sending out over a million pieces
of literature and canvassing every voter in the city,
they sent word to every iiquor dealer in the city to
stay away from Sunday's meetings. That wasn't all;
his wife must not go, neither his employee nor his
wife. Then the bartenders were to see to it that
Sunday's name was not mentioned in the saloons.
The wets won, by an increased majority.
How many of us would not rather meet open opposition a dozen times than the "silent treatment"
once? Yet we've all had acquaintance with it. The
only solution seems to be for us to be suffidently
studious and receptively alert to the inspirational
suggestions that we may intelligently meet the icycold blasts of this method. The fiery darts of God's
Spirit will sometime relieve the tensity of the silence;
but in the meantime he will use human instruments
so far as they will be used. The "silent treatment"
is a powerful weapon, but God and his methods are
supreme and will finally prevail.
E. D. M.
A CATHOLIC MOVE TOWARD CHURCH UNITY
,The head of the Roman Catholic Church, Pope
Benedict XV, has decided to appoint a commission of
four cardinals, who will devote their time and energies toward the uniting of the hundreds of Christian
sects in the world.
The yearnings of the various factions among the
sects will be carefully considered, as well as the desire expressed by some of the popular churches for
a coordination of inter.ests.
This inquiry will even go further, and investigate
the continuity of the ordinations in the Anglican
churches as they were received originally from the
church of Rome.

--------
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One of the basic incentives for this new move
seems to be that it is considered that the gr.eat world
war now in progress is really caused by indifferences
in nationality and religion. It is proposed by this
method to largely obliterate these differ.ences by instituting a league of nations.
We who stand at a distance and observe will not be
surprised if the mother church effects a workable
agreement between her offspring and herself. There
are certainly many fundamentals upon which they
should agree, and blood is thicker than water.
Courageous leaders among the Protestants are
shouting from the housetops that the church ha,s
failed, meaning, of course, the church as they are
acquainted with it. Having the Wbrd failure so insistently hurled at them, members of the Protestant
churches may naturally decide that the protest and
consequent Reformation has been in vain and find
after all that the organizations that grew out of
that-movement are too faulty to succeed. The empty
husks of hum:an creeds fail to supply the spiritual
food demanded by thousand~ of honest-hearted believers in God, and in their desperation they may
possibly grasp at this straw which the pope is offering.
E. D. MOORE.

NOTES AND COMMENTS
Healing by Prayer Exempt
The California supreme court recently upheld the
constitutionality of the State law which rigidly requires licenses for all practitioners and eliminates
drugless healers who are not registered physicians.
The court specifically exempted beljevers in Christian
Sci.ence and evidently included others in "those who
heal by faith or prayer as a part of their religion."
German Raider on Rampage
Allied shipping on the Atlantic is demoralized,
and practically no ships are leaving port on account
of the damag.e done by a German war vessel off the
northeaste:m coast of South America. The damage
has been estimated as high as $20,000,000. The
British admit the loss of twenty-three vessels-ten
sunk and thirteen captured.
The President Urged to Act on Prohibition
The Anti-Saloon League of New York is urging
President Wilson to handle the prohibition question
as he did the eight-hour situation, by demanding of
Congress immediate action which could secure national prohibition by taxation. They suggest a federal commission to study the effects of such procedure and report on its results.
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Munition Explosion Severe
During the week an explosion in a munitions
laboratory at Spandau, Prussia, killed ten and injured twenty. On the 19th London was shaken by a
severe explosion and this was followed by disastrous
fires. The number of dead is not known but an official report says thirty or forty bodies have been removed from the ruins and about a hundred persons
seriously injured.

It is a little thing, perhaps, but worth consideration. The utmost dignity and respect should be given
our Savior's name.

A very dignified gentleman, one Mr. Paul, was on
his homeward way· one night when he stopped by a
man who had plainly dined not wisely, but too well.
"Whash your name?" said the inebriated one.
"!My name is Paul, sir," replied the gentleman.
The other balanced unsteadily a moment and then
questioned thoughtfully:
"Paul? Well, say, Paul, 'jever get an ansher t.o
that Epistle you sent to the Ephesians?"

From San Bernardino
As a result of several public addresses the last
two years by Elder John W. Rushton on temperance
and other topics of public interest, at the request of
the mayor of San Bernardino, California, Elder
George H. Wixom, an invitation was extended to
Elder Rushton by the Business Men's Brotherhood
of the Baptist church in that place to address them.
Also Brother F. G. Pitt addressed this class on the
subject, "The fulfillment of prophecy."
Arrangements were then made for a series of five
lectures by Elder Rushton on "Christianity il! economics and in its social aspect," which were delivered January 3d to 8th at the technical school.
These lectures were under the auspices of the business men of the city. Music was furnished by the
choirs of the Baptist, Christian, Catholic and our
own church. Splendid interest was manif.ested
throughout, and the expenses met by those who atI
tended.
Elder Rushton also addressed the high school body
of over 600 students on January 8. This was his
third address to them.
Elder Rushton has also been invited to address
the student body of the University of California at
Berkeley, and has been privileged to meet the representative men at that institution in a social way. In
a personal letter he reports a very interesting and
much enjoyed conversation with Doctor William
Frederick Bade, who is at present at Harvard University engaged in research work on the Old Testament, along the lines of his recent book, "The Old
Testament in the light of to-day."

Lamoni News Brevities
__
At the close of the Sunday morning preaching
service by Bishop A. Carmichael, Elder J. F. Garver,
the branch president, who had been participating in
the children's meeting in the lower room was sent
for and presented with a valuable set of Bible study
and religious research books-sixteen volumes. This
A Deluge of Satan's Missives
w:as a present from the branch, paid for by popular
The New Republic, a Prohibition weekly, reports
subscription and in part expresses. the respect had
that 2,000,000 circular letters were sent out of Minfor him as pastor of the flock.
neapolis and Saint Paul by wholesale liquor dealers
Elder J. W. Wight has reoently closed a series of
soliciting Christmas trade. On one day 150,000 such
sermons, one each Sundayevening, on the RestoraIetters went into the prohibition districts of the
tion. Elder Heman C. Smith began a similar series
Northwest.
on Sunday evening, on the Book of Mormon.
!We may be sure that this proceeding is duplicated·
The first of the monthly meetings for children at
in many large cities. No more eloquent argument
the morning preaching hour, in the lower room, was
could be produced in favor of the pending legislaa decided sucoess. The attendance was good and the
tion to prevent this method of advertising.
interest exceUent. The outlook is bright for the
future
meetings of this character.
From a Follow-Up Standpoint

Son of Sidney Pitt, Senior, Honored
We note with pleasure the choosing on the first
ballot by the Iowa Legislature, now in session, of
Brother M. P. Pitt as Speaker of the House. It is
said that this is the first time in the history of the
State any speaker has been chosen on the first ballot, and the recent contest was a strenuous one. On
the 11th his father, Elder Sidney Pitt, sr., well
known to the church and residing at Logan, Iowa,
offered the opening prayer at the morning session,
at the invitation of his son.
Why Use the Word "Xmas"
The senseless abbreviating of the word Christ by
the letter X is r·esented by many thoughtful people.
Only recently we noticed an announcement from a
business men's organization that they would not
tolerate the word X mas for Christmas, it appearing
to them as sacrilegious.
.
We have among our manuscripts, one on the sig.. ·
nificanoe of the Bible by a Jew, and throughout he
used the word X tian for Christian. Why not the onP
as well as the other? If either of these are proper,
why not X for Christ, uniformly.
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[oRIGINAL ARTICLES
"IN THE BEGINNING GOD"---Part 1
BY

~

H.

A.

STEBBINS

[It would seem that Elder •Stebbins after his many years
of faithful service should not need an introduction to any
member of the church, as he was assistant editor of the
HERALD fol' four years and a half, general church recorder
for thirty-two years, church secretary for twenty-one years,
secretary of the quorum of high priests for twenty-one years,
for eleven years bookkeeper and secretary for Bishop Rogers,
secretary and bookkeeper fpr five years of the first Order of
Enoch, metmber of the Lamoni Stake council for six years, a
member of the Board of Location for the church headquarters
and Herald Publishing House, and president of the Decatur
County District for eight years, as well as engaged in missionary work for many years and presiding over different
branches. But some of his friends have reminded the editor
that January 28 is his seventy-third birthday, so we have decided to celebrate by starting this series of four articles from
his able pen, and including this brief reminder of his long
and faithful service. This series should prove of unusual
interest as a discussion of the doctrine of evolution.-

an account of this earth give I unto you."-Doctrine
and Covenants 22: 7.
This idea of God, the allwise and almighty One, is
attested and confirmed by the Psalmist in one of his
highest and noblest flights of inspiration, when he
wrote these words, "The heavens decla.re the glory
of God and the firmament showeth his handiwork;
day unto day uttereth speech, and night uhto night
showeth knowledge."
"ESSENTIAL UNITY OF AUTHORSHIP"

As to the historical statements from the beginning of Genesis we are informed in the Inspired

EDITORS.]

"In the beginning God." These first four words
in the King James Translation of the Holy Scriptures are of great worth. They are indeed of the
largest value and importance as a statement of fact
about the preexistence and eternity of the Almighty
Being who has been known from Adam's time as the
God of the patriarchs, prophets, and saints. It is a
statement of fact, revealed and given of God to
Moses, as I suppose is fully accepted by the great
body of Bible believers. And it is fully believed by
the people called Latter Day Saints, because to them
the.. fact has been fully substantiated and made plain
through a corr.ected. translation of the Scriptures,
given by inspiration.
The four words form an assertion as to the existence of an allwise, allpowerful, and omnipresent per- ·
son, who is thus announced at the beginning of the
record as God, even in that mysterious period in
eternity before the small globe that we call the earth
was brought into form in its course of preparation
for men to dwell upon it. The distance and depths
back of that period called "the beginning" we do not
know, though the common view now is that it must
have been unfathomed millions of years ago when·
the process of the creation of the earth began. The
statement in Genesis 1 : 1 has no reference to any
other world (so far as we are aware) of the vast
.multitude of those seen night after night in the expanse of heaven, which expanse is so wonderfully
spread before our vision. The Lord said to Moses,
"Worlds without number have I created ... but only

ELDER HENRY A. STEBBINS.

Version of the Scriptures, that God gave directly to
Moses the account of the creation, as therein corr.ected and perfected, even to the giving _of the exact
language that he used when he instructed Moses in
person about twenty-five hundred years after Adam
and Eve were created. The account of the cr.eation
is therefore the first thing written by'Moses in the
five books which are ascribed to him as the author .
In replying to critics who regard the book of
Genesis as being a mixed compilation made up from
various documents, Professor J. P. Thompson says
that though Moses may have had access to, and may
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have used existing materials, such ~s oral traditions
and written documents which were had before his
time, yet that such "a law of unity pervades the
whole book, in its leading idea .and its evident purpose," that this points "to an essential unity of authorship." He also says:
The great thought of the book' is to exhibit God in connection with the religious and provi4ential history of mankind; and the evident purpose of the early portion is to lay
a foundation in history for that theoc'racy which was finally
developed in Israel.~Man in Genesis and in Geo1ogy, p. 12.
A PERSONAL CREATOR

As already stated, the first chapter of Genesis is
an assertion of the existence at "the beginning" of
a personal Creator, a great First Cause, and what
follows makes plain that he, by a succession of acts,
wrought marvelous changes in the earth, and that he
advanced his work of creation through six periods,
the crowning work of which was the placing of man
upon the earth to govern its affairs (as intended),
and to have dominion over its lesser creatures. The
Psalmist wrote that man was made "a little lower
than the angels," and was given honor and glory by
his creator (Psalm 8: 5), even at the beginning of
the race, and so int.ended for all who were to receive
bodies after the form and likeness of God, as stated
in Genesis 1: 29 (Inspired Version). Even Christ,
the Redeemer, is likewise said by Paul to hav.e been
made "a little lower than the angels," that he might
work for a time oi1 this lowly plane to save "his
brethren" and to take them with him to the higher
station which he is preparing for himself and for
them, when the earth shall be redeemed and glorified.
Although some scientists deny the existence of a
personal God, a living Creator, who by successive
acts brought order out of chaos in forming the earth,
and then placed the various orders of life thereon,
yet it is impossible for unprejudiced minds to see
how anyone can reject the evidences that some Master Mind must have planned and must have wrought,
under prevailing law, the great works that were accomplished. Otherwise there certainly is "no method
in their madness." Their claims are directly contrary to their own realization of commoi1 sense, reason, and logic.
CREATION BY EVOLUTION

For instance, I well remember a lecture given in
Chicago in 1875 by Mr. B. F. Underwood, who at that
time was spok!en of as the "Boston iconoclast" (idol
smasher). I lived at Plano then, and was president
over that district. The lecture was under atheistic
auspices and was published in the Chicago Times.
Mr. Underwood claimed that all forms of life on earth
had come by and through evolution from a very low

order at the beginning, and all this without any controlling mind or intelligence. In fact he said plainly
that "matter was eternal, force was eternal, and law
was eternal," but that there was no Creator, no God
from whom came life or force, or law.
He thus ignored the very first demands of reason
and common sense, which upon any other topic he
and his colleagues would tenaciously stand for, and
would hold in contempt any speaker or writer who
ignored such plain demands of reason and logic. For
life has never been known to spring from, anything
but life. No matter how small, or seemingly unimportant the form of life, it must have had an ancestor, something which had life in itself. Men may
make of wax or of other substance such exact imitations of the genuine seed, or of birds and animals,
that the eye cannot tell the difference, especially as
to seeds of plant life, yet no skill or learning has
ever been able to make one imitation grow or propagate. There has been at times much talk and discussion in the hope that science will yet learn how to
create life by chemical action but all have failed, and
all will continue to fail. God, the living ,and allpowerful Creator, w1as the originator of life. :And
evidently the first life of the low order of beings,
iong before' man was created, had a life-giver. Even
the original microbe or protoplasm did not come into
being without a father.
A LAWGIVER ESSENTIAL

The more striking if not the more remarkable
claim by 1Mr. Underwood was not only that matter,
and force, and law are all eternal and self-existent,
but that no lawgiver was needed to create the law
by which foroe was set in motion and matter was
move'd upon; that there was no eternal mind, no
controlling will that brought into being any of creation. This was a most absurd and unreasonable
claim to be made by an intelligent man. For from
childhood to old age every experience of human life
has proven and made plain, to Mr. Underwood and
to all other people, that all law that has provided for
and governed, that has created and set anything in
motion, has always originated in the minds of intelligent beings, those having a high order of mental
power and of ability to see the necessity for the law,
and to provide one; also they had the aqthority to
put it into effect. Shakespeare wrote of the human
mind, "There reason sits enthroned, sole monarch of
the universal earth." And this is not only true as
to the limited fields of man's work but ali')o in the
great plan, and the purpose, and the progress of the
universe. It is true of God, w;hose mind, wisdom,
and power v,re unlimited, but who accomplishes
through law and order all that he do.es. As Jesus
said, "My Father worketh hitherto, and I work."
Their work. continues, and is not yet finished.
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Before his great audience of so~called philosophical
people, and skeptics, atheists, and fr,eethinkers, Mr.
Underwood made many other equ,ally unreason:;t,bl·e
claims, and his audience cheered him. But I need
not rehearse his assertions. However, I made a
reply through the columns of the Times that same
week. Though Mr. Wilbur F. Storey, the editor,
was a freethinker, and was counted as among the
ungodly, yet he had a very liberal mind and was always willing to publish all sides of a question.
Therefore my article was given in full, in its defense
of the proposition that the Bible account of the creation is the truth, that all law and all life came from
the great Creator and Lawmaker; that he brought
inrto being all things and made and set the laws in
motion by and through which the glorious harmony
exists that we see around us; both on earth and in
the heavens, so far as the eye of man 'can see, or the
most powerful telescope can reveal. .
From whence came the one whom we call God we
do not know, or whether the law by which he
wrought was coexistent with him we are also uninformed ; and we do not need to waste our energy of
mind or body in trying to find out, or in speculating
upon the subject. It will be entirely in vain to do
so. As well try to fathom the depths and the extent
of the universe with the telescopes of men. All the
stargazers have failed and have dropped back to
their own standpoint filled with astonishment and
wonder at the greatness they have seen; and yet
there was no end to the field of vision, no boundary
to be even guessed at.
AS SEEN BY A PROPHET

But of himself and his power and his eternity' our
Cr,eator spoke by the prophets in olden times as follows:
Thus saith the Lord the King of Israel, and his Redeemer
the Lord of hosts; I am the first, and I am the last; and besides me there is no God.-Isaiah 44: 6.
I am the Lord, and there is none else, there is no God besides me . . . . I have made the earth, and created man upon
it: I, even my hands, have stretched out the heavens, and all
their host have I commanded . . . . For thus saith the Lord
that created the heavens; God himself that formed the earth ·
and made it; he hath established it, he created it not in vain;
he formed it to be inhabited: I am the Lord, and there is
none else. . . . Look unto me, and 'be ye saved, all the ends of
the earth: for I am God, and there is none else.-Isaiah 45:5,
12, 18, 22.

All that men have to do is to believe in him and
to abide by his commandments and it will be well
w!ith them, both in time. and in eternity. There are
sufficient proofs that those who have done so hfive
enter'ed into rest beyond, and have received great
reward.
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"NATURAL SELECTION"

After the coming of the evolution theory, beginning especially in 1859, when Charles Darwin published his Origin of Species by Means of Natural
Selection, followed by volumes from rrhomas H.
Huxley in 1862, Herbert Spencer in 1864-67, and
Alfred R. Wallace in 1889; there was quite a large
effort by some to get aw~y from God and to teach
everywhere that by "natural selection" came all the
species of life upon the earth, without any creative
intelligence to plan, to. direct, and to control their
several existences. In order to deny God, and their
accountability to him for their lives and their deeds,
many thousands, perhaps millions, have accepted the
Darwinian theory so far as they comprehend it, even
as multitudes accepted and cheered R. G. Ingersoll
for his witty speeches before great assemblies, and
yet they knew not that while he had some. truths as
a basis, yet the most of his arguments and assertions
were made to win applause and to captivate the people by his eloquent' sophistry.
FAIL TO FIND "MISSING LINK"

One great argument for the ascent of man from
the lower orders, as from the monkey tribes, has
been that the physical construotion of the body of
man is so much like the higher specimens of the ape
family. The only trouble was that the "missing
link" had not been found by these scientists or by
any others. Darwin spent five years in travels over
the globe, beginning with South America, studying
geology and all animal and plant life. rAlso in making similar scientific research, Huxley spent four
years, and Wallace over twelve years abroad from
England, all in tropical countries, with gre;:..t zeal
seeking for knowledge about all kinds of living creatures, of plants, insects, birds, and beasts, their
origin, habits, and continuance of species. But no
one has found the "missing link" that is claimed to
have at some time connected the simian ancestors
and the man.
AN IRRECONCILABLE DIFFERENCE

I have read that Mr. Huxley claimed that the brain
of the chimpanzee is so nearly like the brain of man
that it prov,es a -remarkable relationship between the
two. But it is strange that wise men do not see or
admit that the form of the structure does not always
decide as to the person, or the intelligence of the
person, that dwells therein. Mr. Huxley knew and
all others know thatJ there is and always has been
an irreconcilable difference between the tenant in
the body of a chimpanzee and the tenant mind in the
body of the thinking, active, creative, wonderful
creature called man.
We may see two houses that are remarkably alike,
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very li~Ue difference in their form of construction, · ful Creator, who speaks of himself as seeing "the
yet one may be dwelt in by .a statesman, a sage, a end from the beginning and from ancient times the
farseeing, powerful man, and the other house may things that are not yet done." (Isaiah 46: 10.)
"·
have as its occupant a burglar, or a murderer, or a
A FULFILLMENT OF PROPHECY
witless being who has to be cared for continually.
A strang.er might say that both the dwellers in those
It makes one think of the Lord speaking to Job
fine houses must be noble and great, but he who about what we now call the telephone where he asked
knows says there is neither relationship nor sim- Job as follows :
ilarity in the minds, powers and abilities of the two
"Canst thou send lightnings, that they may go,
persons. Therefor-e whoso is faced by the argument
and say unto thee, Here we are?"-Job 38:.35.
of agreement in structure may well answer that this
In Job's day there was no such thing done, because
does not tell the story: the question is, Who lives in
the
Lord's time had not been reached three thouthe house? If the spirit of man, as God cr.eated him
sand
years ago, to reveal the great secrets of earth
:In the glory of his (man's) intelligence, dwells in
and
air,
or how to speak by use of the lightning.
the house, or body, then all the works and powers
of that sample of God's creation, after his own like- But now God's day has come to send forth knowlness, bear witness that he never was related to nor edge, because the great millennium is at hand, and
descended from a chimpanzee, 'or from any other he has begun to reveal the abundance of peace and
branch or variation of the monkey race. And no truth. There is a box on the waH, and, if the lightmatter what tabernacle the spirit of the beast dwells ning is doing its work we hear the bell ring when
in .he can never write letters, publish books, edit some one calls. Then we go and say, "Here I am;
newspapers, run railways, construct machinery, in- what do you wish?" The Lord spoke many words
vent telegraphs and telephones, erect palaces and to Job that were plain to him, but which Job could
t-emples, or sit as a lawmaker, judge, and ruler ov·er not comprehend. In our time Job 38: 34 35 is made
states and nations. He can never occupy as man plain. A continued loud noise·, like that of cannon
does, nor grow into the place for which God created in battle, 1s believed by many to have produced rain
man alone to fill, even to be the head over the affairs at times, and since 1876 business is transacted and
of earth and to have dominion over the works of God conversations had by lightning over the telephone,
upon the earth. No similarity of bones or of the as a world-wide convenience and blessing.
(To be continued.)
framing of the body is any prophecy or guide for
us to believe that an ape, a monkey or a chimpanzee
can possibly attain to the lofty estate unto which man
THE COOPERATIVE PLANK OF THE GOSPEL
was born and unto which he will yet rise when he
PLATFORM
casts off his disobedience, his darkness and his fallen
condition. But the beast will ever remain a beast ·
It seems necessary in order to g.et a clearer view of
though he will become docile and live in harmon; the cooperativ.e methods of the early church, and the
with mankind as declared by the prophets. And wonderful advancement of the first three centuries,
probably the beasts will become more intelligent and to read anew the history of Rome.· Not, however,
perhaps more useful to man.
as written by popular historians whose contempt
for the working classes kept them from menThe atheist believer in the evolution of the human
tioning
the underworld only when absolutely necesrace from the lowest forms of prehistoric life claims
But
the fragmentary history of the workers,
sary.
the· grandest and most mighty physical and mental
that
escaped
the wicked hands of vandalism, conachievements in mortal man, as exceeding everywith
burial
inscriptions, and the epithets,
nected
thing else. He says that man can plan and invent
slight
remarks,
or
slurs
of popular historians.
also set in motion the most wonderful creations, and
Read such history for instance as collected by
that there is no limit to the possibility of his accomplishment; that he can send his voice by the light- C. Osborn Ward, translator and librarian, United
ning's flame across seas and continents, can even States Department of J..abor, Washington, District
speak around the earth and be heard, that he pass·es of Columbia, who has drawn from two hundred
like a divine being (if there were any) whithersoever authors. I suggest also that students of Christian
he will, ov,er the oceans, or on the seas, or under soci?logy forget for a time their respect for the "civ!i.
the mighty waters. Yet this same wise man claims ilization" of that pagan empire, and substitute the
that this wonderful brain power and skill, this wis- prophetic titles of "great red dragon" and blasdom and might, all came by descent, or ascent, from phemous· "beast" for Rome.
We cannot in the . space allowed go into details,
an insen~ate protoplasm or a witless ape, instead of
from a supr.emely intelligent, allwise and allpower- but will give the briefest possible history of the re-
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lationship sustained between the church and. pa- all things in common. All things being done by comganism.
mon consent. ·
'The working people of Rome were not Roman citWe have no known history giving a clear account
izens. No one who stooped so low as to soi( his of the industrial workings of the church, or of any
hands, or occupy his time with work could be a other industrial body or class under the political concitizen of the -empire. It was the business of Rome trol of paganism. First, because the haughty histo place the world under heavy tribute; and either torians in those days considered industry too desto crucify or enslave all who took up arms against picable to be notioed. Second, beca!lse the Van dais
Roman invasion. No citizen was expected to live by of the fifth century destroyed all such history within
the sweat of his brow.
their reach.
No worker could have voice, or vote, or in any way
This much, however, is clearly set forth by the
be represented in the senate, and at times were not church books. The resurrected, Savior, his gospel
of democracy, cooperation, and equality were the
numbered in census reports.
salient
points .of the early church.
The workers in practically ev-ery country subCompetition
(the foundation stone of paganism)
jected by Rome were by force of circumstances orwas
reduced
to
its minimum in the church. Slave
ganized into various industrial unions as early as
700 B. C. These labor unions were practically un- labor under the dragon system could not have enough
disturbed for about six hundred years. They were enterprise to compete seriously with the church in
confronted by cheap slave labor, for it is claimed that the arts and sciences of production. Slaves were
at times as many as two thirds of Rome's popu- largely used to indulge and pamper their high-toned
owners, and to amuse the public as gladiators in the
lation were abject slaves.
Conspiracy laws to suppress these unions were theat<?rs, where they butchered each other in great
secur-ed during the reign of Cresar. From this time numbers.
The church had little to do with the empire, other
these unions were conducted in secret under the
cloak of charitable, religious, and burial organiza- than to sell her products. She patronized paganism
as little as possible. She practically boycotted pagan
tions which were allowed to exist.
It would seem from all the facts to be obtained courts and theaters. Holding but little if any perthat the church in a large degree brought about a sonal· property outside of their homes (Barnabas
federation of these industrial organizations. "The 14: 16; Acts 4: 34) the members could not be heavily
common people heard hi~ gladly." The three thou- taxed. Producing all the necessities of life, they
sand added to the church on Pentecost, and the "five were in large degree independent of the empire.
God with his army of workers on one side, Satan
thousand men" (and we know not how many women
and children) converted by one of Peter's sermons and his army of persecuting parasites on the other,
were from the hordes of common working people. these w;ords of Jesus were being literally fulfilled:
"The four thousand nien besides women and chil- "There is no man that hath left house, or brethren,
dren" who were fed by the sea after three days or sisters, or father, or mother, or wife, or children,
fast, and the "fi~e thousand men besides. women and ·or lands, for my sake, and the gospel's, but he shall
children," healed and fed in the desert were common, receive an hundred fold now in this time, houses, and
industrious people, traveling on foot, sheep without brethren, and sisters, and mothers and children,
a shepherd. In fact the nation of Israel was very and lands, with persecution; and in the world to come
eternal life," or "who shall not receive manifold
largely composed of working people.
Of some of these unions in Rome we read: "The more in this present time," .etc. For it is written
poor fellows, having no religion of their ownt. denied "neither was there any among them that lacked."
Such, dear readers, were the results of gospel cothat honor by the privileged classes who lived upon
operation
along industrial lines, results that comtheir labor, ... wer-e in the habit of borrowing.. .
petition
neve:!;'
has and never can produce.
some tutelary deity in whose name to worship ... .
Rome's arrogant citizens, too haughty to engage
when Christianity came, with its new and absolutely
democratic religion, and its mutual cooperation more in any kind of industry, producing practically nothnearly fitted to their case they embraoed it in great ing, were the world's gr('!atest parasites. They
would have starved to death on the paltry pole tax
numbers."
Their borrowed, homemade deities were gladly of their population. It was simply "render unto
exchanged for the resurrected Savior whos-e gospel Cresar the things that are Cresar's," which had to be
instead of merely promising relief after death ac- multipliedand handed back to the church again for
her products.
tually furnished it in this life.
Be this as it may. The church soon became a
Things were made by hand in those days. There
great cooperativ-e industrial organization, holding were no million-dollar plants run by steam or elec- _
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tricity. The individual tools were few, simpl.e, and
not expensive.
Probably the church tannery "by the ~easide"
operated by "one Simon a tanner" more nearly resembled a modern plant than any other.
Paganism was entirely dependent upon industrial
classes, and as the church rapidly absorbed and consolidated these &lasses, easily arranging her affairs
from time to time to minimize friction with the
dragon, soon became mistress of the situation.
Thus was the bull ring put into the nose of the
great red dragon, w;ho was cinched down to the snubbing post in no uncertain way. Pagan Rome got
down on his knees to the church. The emperor embraced Christianity, and by force of arms compelled
all paganism to do likewise.
In this great amalgamation of the gospel with
paganism, the church absorbed more of paganism
than paganism did of the gospel. Therefore the
priesthood "was caught up unto God, and to. his
throne," and the whole matter given over into the
power of the second beast (papal Rome) and the
Dark Ages ensued.
From the dawn of time there have been two ideas
in the minds of men: One has. been democratic cooperation and equality, resulting in "good will among
men." The other has been competition, resulting in
strife, tyranny, brute force, war.
Competition was the foundation stone of paganism, while the gospel was firmly rooted and grounded
in cooperation.
All there is to be found in modern Christianity
that in any way savors of competition has been borrowed from the "abomination of desolation," known
in history as paganism. Is it any wonder that the
Son of God declared in the restoration that all their
creeds were an abomination in his sight?
We have history of other periods when cooperative
government has successfully held this robber incentive in check. First the Zion of Enoch's day "and
all the days of Zion in the days of Enoch were. three
.hundred and sixty and five years." "And there was
no poor among them."
,
In America about 100 B. C. speculation was bair.ed from the :means of life by an unfiexible price
having been legally fixed on the same.
The clearest account we have of the success of gospel cooperation is found in the Book of Nephi, the
son of Nephi. It is a hist,pry of two hundred years in
a nutshell; when two great nation's became one under the power of the gospel as established by Jesus
in person-a mighty industrial commonwealth
where righteousness reigned supreme. Here was
Zion in the broadest, fullest sense, not confin,ed to
one city as in Enoch's day but covering two populous
continents. A few extracts read like this:

The people were all converted unto the Lord, upon all the
face of the land ... and every man. did deal justly one with
another; and they had all things common among them,
therefore they were not rich and poor, bond and free, but
they were all made free, and partakers of the heavenly gift
. .. they did heal the sick, and raise the dead, and cause the
la:ine to walk, and the blind to receive their sight, and the deaf
to hear ... in the name of Jesus. . . . And the Lord did prosper them exceedingly, in the land . . . . The people of Nephi
' did wax strong, and did multiply exceeding fast, and became
an exceeding fair and delightsome people .... And there were
no ehvyings, nor strifes, nor tumults. . . . And surely there
could not be a happier people among all the people who had
been created. . . . They were blessed and prospered.

We may here catch a glimpse of the work to be
done when we talk about the redemption of Zion:
An industrial commonwealth to be established
reaching from sea to sea and from the Arctic to the
Antarctic without one parasite. Are we equal to the
task?
Is it not time we ceased our opposition to any
movement that is pulling in that direction?
Cooperative industry is as much a part of the gospel as faith, repentance, or baptism. If fa,ith andrepentance could exist separately from cooperative industry, without a doubt God would give first prize
to industry. But faith without cooperative industry
1s as much a corpse as faith without charity.
"Wilt thou know oh vain man that faith W:ithout
works is dead?" And will some one ten us how to
repent without renouncing our allegiance to paganism?
"Seek ye first the kingdom of God and his righteousness [of ,cooperative equality] and all these
[good things 'of both heaven and earth] shall be
added unto you."
Coming down to our own day, and viewing the
revelatiohs that accompanied and brought forth the
·restoration, if we discover that more time has been
used, mor·e space occupied, and more pains taken to
instruct the church how to establish industrial
equality than given to any other one lesson, will it
change our course a degree or two? Will it awaken
us from our unnatural sleep?
The gospel provides for all of a man's needs. Not
until w~ master ·the faculty of successfully using
wind for food, and raiment, and warmth and shelter,
will spiritual theoretical Zion suffice. Zion as "the
pure in heart," or Zion as a locality never has and
never can exist without industrial cooperation.
If the Order of Enoch is properly represented by
our late Bishop George H. Hilliard in his article in
the- bishops' m~gazine number of HERALD for October 25, 1911, page 1011, then what stands in the
way of Zion actually existing in our day?
'Gospel cooperation has never been known to fail.
It succeeded for three. hundred and sixty-five years
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in the days of Enoch, and quit this wicked earth
only when God triumphantly translated the city.
Jt succeeded for a long time beneath the heaviest
pressure this earth has .ever known, under the great
red dragon, and failed only when paganism was allowed ·to soak in.
It succeeded for two hundred years from the coming of Christ beneath the full-spread wings of the
great American· eagle, from the Arctic Ocean to
Cape Horn, a third of the circumf.erence of the
globe, and failed only when men wanted to experiment with. Satan's scheme of competition.
For over eighty years God .has urged his people
to repent of heathen doctrines and adopt the cooperative plank of his gospel platform. He assures
us that its adoption will make the church "independent above all other creatures beneath the celestial
world." And that the only force on earth or under
the earth powerful enough to prevent its grand success is the unbelief and retard~d action of his people.
D. R. BALDWIN.

THE BURNING OF BABYLON---No. 5
BY E. E. LONG

Yes, the world needs something, and that "something" is before them now, but they have gone so
·far "astray from the. cross," and have become so
blinded by the "confused utterances" of the many
conflicting creeds and doctrines of men that they
cannot see it. Disregarding the admonition of God,
"be ye not mockers" (Isaiah 28: 22), they sneer at
the angel's message and make a man an "offender
for a word [Mormon] and turn aside the just for a
thing of naught" (Isaiah 28: 21), and have fallen a
prey to the "sorceries" of Babylon. (Revelation
18: 23.) The hydra-headed "Christianity" of modern times is not the Christianity of Christ. It is
Babylon "the great," the mother of abominations,
the "whore of all the earth."
In Revelation 18: 3, 9, 23. we are informed that
"Babylon" had "committed fornication with the
kings of the earth," and deceived the nations by her
"sorceries," for which cause her destruction was decreed, Now, on every hand, it is said the "church"
has become worldly, militaristic, so that "one can,
with difficulty, distinguish the preacher of the gospel from the apostle of the big stick." No better
description of the present situation can be found anywhere than. in the book of Revelation, chapter eighteen. Simply substitute the term, "The church," for
"Babylon," the "great city," and the vision becomes
a reality.
ANOTHER WITNESS TESTIFIES

Another witness, whose testimony has long been
rejected, must now be heard. The culmination of
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events foretold has established the credibility of the
witness and the court rules that his testimony must
be admitted. Being duly sworn, the witness takes
the stand.
Question by counsel.' What is your full name?
Answer. Book of Mormon.
Q. Are you acquainted with the prisoner .at the
bar, Miss Church?
A. I am.
Q. How long have you known her?
A. Ever since she was born.
Q. What do you know relative to her parentage?
A. The Devil is her father. She was conceived in
sin and born in iniquity.
Q. What do you know about her personal character?
A. She is guilty of fornication and murder, and
known generally as the "whore of all the earth."
Q. Will you please relate to the court how you
know these things to be true?
A. I will:
And it came to pass that he [an angel] said unto me, Look
and behold that great and abominable church, which is the
mother of abominations, whose founder is the Devil. And he
said unto me, Behold, there are save two churches only: the
one is the church of the Lamb of God, and the other is the
church of the Devil; wherefore, whoso belongeth not to the
church of the Lamb of God belongeth to that great church,
which is the mother of abominations; and she is the whore
of all the earth. And it came to pass that I looked and beheld the whore of all the earth, and she sat upon many
waters; and she had dominion over all the earth, among all
nations, kindreds, tongues and people. And it came to pass
that I beheld the church of the Lamb of God, and its numbers
were few, because of the wickedness and abominations of the
whore who sat upon many waters.-1 Nephi, 3:219-226.

Q. When did you first bear testimony to thes.e
things?
A. In 1830, A. D ..
Q. What else do you know about this woman?
A. The same angel told me this:
And the blood of tha:t great and abominable church, which
is the whore of all the earth, shall.turn upon their own heads;
for they shall war among themselves, and the sword of their
own hands shall fall upon their own heads, and they shall be
drunken with their own blood. And every nation which shall
war against thee, 0 house of 'Israel, shall be turned one
against another, and they shall fall into the pit which they
digged to ensnare the people of the Lord. And all that fight
against Zion, shall be destroyed. And that great whore,
who hath perverted the right ways .of the Lord; yea, that
great and abominable church, shall tumble to the dust, and
great shall be the fall of it.-1 Nephi 7: 26-31.

I have tried since my first appearance to get this
testimony before the nations that they might escape
the pendim:; cnlamity, but this woman has continually prejudiced the people against me so that my
word has been discredited. Now that disaster has·
overtaken the nations, and this woman, who is re··
sponsible for their distress, is at last broughi to:
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trial, I am being vindicated. But there is little hope
for the misguided people who have trusted to the
integrity of this archdeceiver.
1Q. Have you any other information bearing on
the conduct of this woman?
A. I have:

drive at "miFtarism," which is made a convenient
scapegoat for the sins of the church. There is no
question but w!hat militarism. is responsible in large
measure for the fall of Babylon, but the church'had
to desert her "fundamentals" before she could adopt
a military policy. Once they found a reason for ignoring baptism as a saving ordinance, and the laying
on of hands as a gospel principle, an excuse was at
hand for buckling on the sword for defense~ Then
the old sectarian argument, as false and deceptive
as it is charming and alluring: "It makes no difLerence what a man believes so long as he is sincere,"
was heralded far and wide. to offset the declaration,
"your creeds are all wrong," as announced by Mr.
Smith. But that cherished crumb of comfort has,
like many other sectarian inventions, been shot to
pieces and is now denounced as a delusion. On this
point Doctor Lynch in a stirring editorial, "Doctrine and deed," says:

For it shall· come to pass in that day, that the churches
which are built up, and not unto the Lord, when the one
shall say to the other, Behold, I, I am the Lord's; and the
other shall say, I, I am the Lord's. And thus shall everyone
say, that hath built up churches, and not unto the Lord; and
they shall contend one with another; and their priests shall
.contend one with another; and they sha,ll teach with their
learning, and deny the Holy Ghost, which giveth utterance.
And they deny the power of God, the Holy One of Israel; and
they say unto thepeople, Hearken unto us, and hear ye our
precept; for behold, there is no God to-day, for the Lord
and the Redeemer hath done his work, and he hath given his
power unto men. . . . Yea, and there shall be many which
shall teach after this manner, false, and vain, and foolish
doctrines, and shall be pulled up in their hearts, and shall
seek deep to hide their counsels from the Lord; and
If there is one thing that the outbreak of the present
their work shall be in the dark; and the blood of the saints
war taught the world it was that it made all the difference
shall cry from the ground against them. Yea, they have aU
in the world what a man believed. Gone forever all that
gone out of the way; they have become corrupted. Because
shallow talk to the effect that it mattered not what doctrines
of pride, and because of false teachers, and false doctrine,
a man held, what creed he avowed, what theology 'he astheir churches have became corrupted; and their churches
sented to, that action, life, deed, was all that counted and that
are lifted up; because of pride, they are puffed up. They
the deeds were rarely logical consequences of any doctrine berob the poor, because of their fine sanctuaries; they rob the
hind them. As a matter' of fact the one thing this war has
poor, because of their fine clothing; and they persecute the
revealed, in its outbreak and in its long and awful course is
meek, and the poor in heart; because in their pride, they are
that deeds, actions, in every case, when a great, great test
puffed up. They wear stiff necks and high heads; yea, and
came, were the 'immediate fruits of a widely held, thoroughly
because of pride, and wickedness, and abominations, and
elaborated, tenaciously clung to, system of theology or philwhoredoms, they have all gone astray, save it to be a few, who
osophy or article of faith.· The one thing written in outare the humble followers of Christ; nevertheless, they are
standing letters against the whole background of the ·conled, that in many instances they do err, because they are
flict is "as a man's faith, so his actions; as a man's doctrine,
taught by the precepts of men. .Q the wise, and the learned,
so his deeds." Consciously or unconsciously a man or a naand the rich, that are puffed up in the pride of their hearts,
tion acts out a creed when the crisis comes. Deeds spring
and all those who preach false doctrines, and all those who :
out of doctrine.- The Ch1-istian Work, July 29, 1916.
commit whoredoms, and pervert the right way of the Lord;
woe, woe, woe be unto them, saith t;he Lord God Almighty,
for they shall be thrust down to Hell.-2 Nephi 12: 3-18.
CHURCH ORGANIZ!ATIONS A BARRIER TO UNITY

Because they have rejected my testimony, and because of the conditions described above which now
.exist, it has occurred as I declared in the beginning :

There is another feature of this "dark apostasy''
that is partly to blame for the present crisis, having
its origin long before the church adopted a military
And it came to pass that I beheld the wrath of God was policy. Theology is not the only bone of contention.
poured out upon the great and abominable church, insomuch
Early in the history of the church, and to this day
that there were wars and rumors of wars among all the nations and kindreds of the earth. And as there began to be ''church organization" was and still is a barrier to
wars, wars and rumors of wars among all the nations which unity and progress. For some time there has been
belonged to the mother of abominations, the angel spoke unto considerable said and written about "church unity"
me, saying, Behold, the wrath of God is upon the mother of· in which the Church of England, Christians, Presharlots.
byterians, Methodists, Congregationalists, and othAnd further the deponent sayeth not at present.
ers have participated. Considerable progress was
In the name of consistency, how can men now re- thought to have been made toward a final union of
ject the Book of Mormon testimony which, more all the churches when Nolan R. Best, editor of Thg
than three quarters of a century ago, so minutely C_ontinent (Presbyterian), threw a bomb and the viand unerringly set out the facts relative to the fail- brations of the explosion are still felt. In a trenchure of the "church" as we see it manifest to-day?
ant editorial, "Jesus not tied to bishops," for April
6, 1916, he says:
IT MAKES A DIFFERENCE WHAT WE BELIEVE

Of course, Reverend Ak!ed, Doctor Lynch and associates are directing the whole force of their terrific

The reason why the Episcopalian Church and the other
churches cannot get together is simply because they don't
agre~ on what a church is. This is ·a cleavage that laymen
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hardly ever see. Differences in doctrine that used to be the
subje~t of vehement argument have almost dropped out of
people's interest in these days, and with the disappearance
of such disputes folks wonder what in the world it is yhat
still holds the denominations apart. They do not realize that
all the while there has existed, quite outside the realm of doctrine, a contradiction of views about church organization
very much more difficult to reconcile than any dispute over
theology. And that difference has not grown less.
The opinion of the .churches episcopally organized is that
a church cannot be a church of Jesus Christ b.nless it has
bishops to govern it and ordain its ministers-that God is
not satisfied with any administration of sacraments in his
church unless the man administering them was ordained to
his ministeral office by a bishop.
WHO REPRESENTS GOD?

·----

church if they departed from the structure of this model society.

That Jesus organized a visible church with an
unalterable form of official ministry is a fact, but
that it consisted of three orders of bishops, elders,
and deacons, is a fallacy. There is nothing plainer
in all the New Testament than the fact that he set
apostles in the church. Their names are given, with
the circumstance of their call and ordination.
(1Matthew 10: 1-5; Luke 6: 12-16.) And it is emphatically declared that God "set" them there (1
Corinthians 12: 28), while in Ephesians 4: 11-14
it is clearly stated just why they were placed there
and how long they were to continue. It was by ignoring the plain statements of scripture in this regard that churchmen have gotten themselves in the
absurd predicament in which they find themselves
at this time, and from which they seem absolutely
powerless to e~tricate themselves. Again it is said,
"Now there were in the church that was at Antioch
oertain prophets and teachers." (Acts 13: 1.) And
Paul says God "set" them there. The word set has
a variety of meanings, and among others it means
to "fix," "render motionless," "established," "immovable," "firm," etc. The numerous conflicting opinions of modern churchmen as to what the church of
Christ is demonstrates the fact over and over that
"the world needs something," and that something
revelation from God. There will never be any unity
of opinion and concert of action until it is reoeived
and men show ·a willingness to abide in the wisdom
of God. "Back to Christ" is a cry we hear on every
hand to-day, but they steadfastly block the way with
their cherished opinions which has caused all the
confusion and led to the pl'iesent disa~ter. Will men
never learn the lesson that they must first abandon
the cause of division before they can come to a unity?
Jesus said that the "Comforter" would guide his
people into. all truth, and the fact that men to-day
are being guided in a thousand ways is proof posi~
tive that they are not being led by the Spirit of God.

This raises the question of authority, the thing
that strikes at the very vitals of sectarianism. Do
the bishops of the Episcopal Church hold transmitted authority from the apostles to ordain other
ministers? Do the nonconforn:l.ist churches have
"grace" from God to ordain ministers and administer the sacraments?
the very nature of the
case, one position or the other is wrong~ Both cannot be right, and we think they are all wrong as 1
announced by the angel to Joseph Smith. The Presbyterian says the Episcopalian is wrong and he in
turn says the other is wrong. It was just this controversy of who is right and who is wrong that sent
Joseph Smith to the forest to ask of God. His answer was sweeping in its effect, setting them all aside
as unauthorized of God. The churches are no nearer
a solution of the question to-day than when Joseph
Smith asked it, and this revival of the controversy
by Mr. Best only emphasizes the d·eclaration of
Doctor Horner of Louisville that "the world needs
something."
As shown elsewhere in this article, Joseph Smith
and Oliver Cowdery claimed to have been ordained
qy an angel from God, giving specific date and circumstances, by which they were authorized to organize the Church of Jesus Christ, not with .an "of(To be continued.)
ficial ministry in three orders of bishops, elders, and
deacons," but after the apostolic pattern as found
in the New Testament. And, whatever may be said
as to their inspiration, it simply has to be acknowlAmong other marvels our fossil beds reveal the
edged that they followed the .. divine model more fact th,at both camels and horses originated in North
closely than others, before or since 1830.
America. The remains of many widely different species of both animals have been found in numerous
localities
extending from coast to coast in the United
DID JESUS ORGANIZE A CHURCH?
States. Camels and horses, with many species of
Mr. Best says again:
antelope closely related to still existing forms in
Back of all unwavering Episcopalian minds lies the belief Africa, abounded over a large part of this country
that Jesus Christ, when on earth, deliberately organized a up to the end of the geological age immediately previsible church with an unalterable form of official ministrya ministry in three orders, bishops, elders, and deacons-and ceding the present era.-Doctor George Bird Grinin substance, if not in terms, mad~ it known that he would nell, in a bulletin issued by the National Geographic
never sanction any association of men professing to be a Society, January 5, 1917.

In
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GENERAL INTEREST]
The percentage of children of school age .enrolled
as pupils is 75.6 in the dry States, 69.1 in the nearIn Pennsylvania, a "wet" State, with about seven prohibition States, 72.2 in the partly licensed States,
and a half million population, there are confined in and 68.8 in the wet States. The peroentage of chilasylums for the insane over fifteen thousand per- dren between the ages of fifteen and tw:enty enrolled
sons. In New York, another "wet" State, with about in school is as follows : in the dry States, 38.4 per
nine million inhabitants, over thirty-one thousand oent; near-prohibition States, 35.5; partly licensed
persons are confined in asylums. In the nine "dry'' States, 32; licensed States, 26.6 per cent.
States-Georgia, Kani;las, Maine, Mississippi, North
With regard to property holding, Mr. CherringCarolina, North Dakota, Oklahoma, Tennessee, and ton's report shows the number of homes owned in
West Virgina-with a combined population of about the various States and the percenta~e that are owned
fourteen and a half {nmions, there are only 17,466 . free and clear. In the dry States the average of free
insane people.
homes is 73.6; in the near-prohibition States, 71.4 ;.
These and other figures were recently made public in the partly licensed States, 62; in the wet States,
by the Anti-Saloon League of Pennsylvania, which 57.9.
claims that the figures prove that the liquor traffic
Perhaps the/almost exact correspondence of these
in Pennsylvania is responsible for a large percentage
various
sets of figures "proves" nothing. But at
of insanity and poverty in that State. It is to be
least
it
puts
the burden of proof on alcohoL-The
noted, h()wever, that New York and Pennsylvania
Outlook
for
October
25, 1916.
have large urban populations, while the nine "dry"
States probably have a much larger proportion of
country dwellers. Whether or not these figures actREADING AND STUDYING THE BIBLE
. ually prove what is claimed, other figures from the
samre compilation-by Mr. E. H. Cherrington, editor
The session of Bible students at Haverford accenof the "Anti-Saloon Year Book"-are fully as strik- tuates the fact that the most widely distributed of
ing.
books is not so wisely and deeply known as-even
Mr. Cherrington has divided the States into four from the coldly literary point of view:-it deserves
groups: the nine "dry" States; the "near-prohibi- to be.
tion" States, in each of which more than fifty per
A sound and clear style of writing or of speech is
cent of the population was under prohibition prior more certainly founded upon the intimate perusal of
to 1915; the "partially lioensed" States, where more the Bible than upon the study of the secular classics
than twenty-five but less than fifty per cent of the in the Greek or the Roman tongue. Yet pity is bepopulation were under prohibition; and the "license" stowed upon Ruskin, for example, because his
States, where less than twenty-five per oent of the mother read the whole of the Bible with him, not
people were under prohibition. Since Mr. Cherring- sparing him the numbering of the tribes, or the law.&
ton's tables were compiled several States have been of the chosen people, or the lengthy genealogies. It
added to the "dry" column.
is thought an infliction if a few verses are read in
Figured on the basis of population, the number the family circle in the morning or the evening.
of insane people per 100,000 was as follo1ws: in the
The daily paper gets a hundred times the attention
dry States, 118.9; in the near-prohibition States, the sacred text receives. Those who insist that the
150; in the partly licensed States, 234; in the wet ' Bible is ancient history, and therE\fore of no con,cern
States, 275.3. The figures alluded to above for to our day, beg the question. The same principles of
Pennsylvania give that State 196.4 per 100,000, while human conduct under changed conditions are still
New York has 343.2 per 100,000 population.
operative. The face of the modern man looks out of
Turning to pauperism, Mr. Cherrington finds (all pages describing Adam or Noah, Samson or Solomon,
his figures are based on authoritative Government David or Judas or Paul. One can read of his own
reports) that the number of people in almshouses gnarled heathen heart in many a chapter.
per 100,000 of population is as follows.,: in the· dry
The test of the Bible is its influence on life. It has
States, 46.5; in the near-prohibition States, 54.4; in been the solace and the stay of the exalted and of the
the partly licensed States, 123.1; in the wet States, lowly, and there is no ordeal that it does not recog127. Pennsylvania has 125.3 paupers and New York nize. If the Bible described ·the perfect actions of
132 per 100,000.
ideal people it would be revered, perhaps, but it
ANTI-SALOON FIGURES
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would not be "generally read. It has taken hold of
mortal consciousness not because of ~ecclesiastical authority, but because it bears witness to the truth in
language of exceeding beauty and poetic imagination.
-The Philadelphia Ledger.

WOMAN'S AUXILIARY

one, they will not have been written in vain.
to remember is

A good thing

"If you have a kindness shown,
Pass it -on;
It was not meant for you alone,
Pass it on!
As we travel down the Ylears,
We can dry another's tears,
'Til in heaven the act appears;
Pass it on!"
SHELLBROOK, 1SASKATCHEWAN.

EFFIE

J.

DENTON.

. . The Power of Right Thinking
A number of years ago I read an article in one of the periodicals 'l was taking at that time, which made a deep impression upon me. It had fimilly faded from my memory, to
some extent, but when I read Brother Walter W. Smith's
sermon in the Ensign of December 21, entitled, "As a man
thinketh," this little story was again brought to my mind,
and I send it on to this column with the hope that it.will
prove as helpful to others as it has to me.
The story ran something like this: A woman, on a visit to
some friends; met a lady who was very enthusiastic over the
power of concentrated thought, and was explaining its application: This woman smiled bitterly to herself as she thought
how useless it would he to try to apply the idea in her own
home. Nevertheless, she concluded to make the attempt when
she returned home, with the following result. Though many
times she ha,d to bite her tongue to keep back the bitter and
scathing words, and many times she had to go to the woodshed to fight with herself to gain control, she managed to put
her resolve to speak gently, into execution, and it was not
long before she began to see a change in her home atmosphere i the children bickered and quarreled less, wel'e more
thoughtful· of her, and more anxious to help her in the home
duties.
The climax came one evening, when her husband came in,
in a hurry, and impatiently asked why supper was not ready.
Instead of answering, him in the same tone, she said, pleasantly, "I am sorry it is late, but I will hurry and get it
ready." He caught her by the hand and said, "Martha, you
have something which I have not! Will you tell me all about
it?" With tears, she told him of her effort to improve the
conditions of their home, and of her struggles with herself to
overcome .her hastiness of speech and temper; and the husband listened with sympathetic appreciation. No one seemed
to notioe that the supper was still later, and.it was a very
happy family which finally sat down to that meal amid the
softened atmosphere of love, sympathy, and mutual desires
to live more in accord with Christian principles.
This little story has helped me at times, and I believe that
as our influence goes out into the world around us for good or
evil, it would pay us as Saints to set our houses in orderevery one of us! Order is heaven's first law, it is said, and
it is an order of love. Let us keep our special smih~:s and
good manners for the loved ones that gather nightly around
our own firesides, and then they will go from that place with
thoughts, feelings and impulses which will bless humanity.
A. poet has reminded us, that

Art in the Home
(Compiled and read by Mrs. B. Loevy at Saint Louis reunion.)

What can I do to make my home more comfortable, more
cheerful, and more beautiful? This is the question that is
being constantly ask,ed by intelligent men and women in
every walk of )ife, whether that home be a mansion or a
single room. The desire for attractively arranged surroundings is growing stronger every year, and because of this increasing interest the problem of interior decoration and
furnishing ~is becoming a matter of more and more importance to everyone.
An inexperienced person might think it an easy thing to
make a beautiful home, because the world is so full of beautiful art and manufactures, and if there is money to pay for
them it would seem as easy to furnish a house with eve,rything beautiful as to go out in the garden and gather beautiful flowers. But we must remember that the world is also
full of ugly things-things false in art, in truth and in
beauty-things made to sell-made with only this idea be~
hind them, manufactured on the principle that an artificial
fly is made to look something like a true one in order to
catch the inexpert and the unwary. It is a curious fact that
these false things-made without. honesty, without knowledge, without art-have a, property of demoralizing the
spirit of the home, and that to makie it truly beautiful everything in it must be genuine as well as appropriate, and must
also fit into some previously considered scheme of use and
beauty.
The principles of truth and harmony, which underlie all
beauty, may be se1cured in the most inexpensive cottage as
well as in the broadest and most imposing residence.
\A home should not be a museum, where one grows exhausted looking at wonderful things. Rather should it have
as many beautiful things in it as can be done full justice to,
where the feeling of simplicity and restfulness and charm
adds to their beauty, and the whole is convincingly right.
The fussy house is, luckily, a thing of the past, or fast g~t
ting to be so, but we should all help the good cause of true
simplicity. It does not debar one from the most beautiful
things in the world, but adds dignity and worth to them.
It is not the money that is spent on the rooms that brings
about the tasteful arran~ements so much to be desired; it is
the application of a few simple and well-defined laws, which,
when coupled with the good common sense of the average
"We have careful thought for the stranger,
American woman,' is the real secret of this cQmplicated and
And a smile for the sometime guest;
many-sided business.
But oft for our own, the bitter tone!
These laws refer to the color scheme, wall covering, floor
Yet we love our own the best!"
covering, lighting, draperies and furnishings.
In deeiding on the combination of colors to be used 'in any
I have received much help and encouragement from our
woman's column, and feel like sending in a helpful thought room, consider the size of the room, the number of windows,
when I can. If these few lines will help any discouraged their size, and the point of the compass upon wh!ch they
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open. Think of the purpose for which the room is to be,
used, and what mood or atmosphere you wish to. create, and
think of its relation to the adjoining room. Do not decide
upon something that only half .pleases you; the chances are
you will have to live with the color you choose for a long
time, and there is nothing you can do to a room that will he
so hard to overcome if you do not get what you really want.
On the other hand, a really ~ood color scheme will many
times save a room that is not pleasing in its arrangement or
lighting, and that is not well furnished.
A charming plan is to have different tones of one co1or
used-a scheme running from cream or old ivory through
soft y:eJlow and tan to a russet brown would be lovely, especially if the house did not have an oversupply of light. A
cool and attractive scheme is from white to soft blue through
gray. If different colors are to be used in the different rooms
the number of combinations is almost unlimited.
But theTe must always be the restraining influence of a
good color sense in forming the scheme .or the result will be
disappointing. Dreary rooms can be made cheerlul, and too
bright and dazzling rooms can be softened by the skillful
use of color.
In furnishing the home the matter of appropriateness must
not be overlooked, and the whole house should express the
spirit of the owneT. It should be in absolute keeping with
his circumstances. The trouble with many homes is that
their furnishings are copied from too grand models and the
effect in an average moderate home is unsuitable in every
way.
Consideration must be given in the s1election of pictures
and ornaments so that complete harmony may prevail. Pot• ted plants and cut flowers are a means of decoTation that
can be both inexpensive and effective.
It is by no means an unimportant thing to create a beautiful and picturesque interior. There is no influence so potent
upon life as harmonious surroundings, and to create and
possess a home which is harmonius in a simple and inexpensive way is the privHege of all but the wretchedly poor.
In proportion also as these surroundings become more
perfect in their .art and meaning ther.e is a corresponding
elevation in the dweller among them since the best decorations must include many spiritual lessons. It may indeed be
used to further vulgar ambitions or pamper bodily weaknesses but truth and beauty are its essentials, and these'
will have their utterance. A good plan is: Have nothing in
your home that you do not know to be useful or believe to be
beautiful.

Medical Inspection in the School
(The following is the fifth article in the series Sister Sandy
is. writing on the welfare of the child. The public is beginnirig to realize how much depends upon the prevention of
illness, and the prevention of contagion, and it strikes at a
well-grounded root of the matter when it institutes and
exercises constant and intelligent surveillance of the children
in the schools of the country.-A. A.)
The term medical inspection is not a correct one, for our
physicians do not inspect anything medi'cal. The term
physical inspection is nearer correct for it is the physical
body that is under inspection in orde·r that we may have
health in the schoolrooms, instead of disease or contagion.
There are some who object to physical inspection, yet they
do not object to mental inspection or mC!l).tal comparison
between their child and their neigh'bor's child. We should
be as anxious to know the physical condition of our

children as we are to know the mental or spiritual condition.
Throug-h physical inspection in the school, children's contagious diseases can be checked. We have come to know that it
is no longer necessary for whooping cough, measles, or
chicken pox to .infect the whole school. The detection of the
disease in its early stage, protects not only the children in
the school but those in the home. .
The health of the child is very important. Without a
sound body there cannot be a sound mind, and our cbildren
should have both. When we remedy the physica.l ills, laziness, idleness and inattention vanish, and we not only help
our own child but we better the conditions of those about them.
Physical inspection combined with, the lessons on hygiene,
that are being taught now in our schools, will mean less
uncleanliness, better ventilation, purer water and better food.
The results of physical inspection are far-reaching and
should not be condemned, but rather we should all work together to bring about ideal conditions for our children.
LULA M. SANDY,
Chairman Child Welfare Dep&rtment.

~~=NE=W=S==FR=O=M==B=RA=N=C=H=E=S:.;: : =:~
Independence Stake
On ·Sunday, January 14, Apostle J. F. Curtis preached a
sermon on the different dispensations, and a large congregation listened attentively to his interesting account of the
ministry of Noah, Moses, Christ, of the wanderings in the
wilderness, the restoration, our times, and the reign of Christ
a thousand years. The description by aid of a fine chart,
was made very interesting.
There was the usually interesting young people's service
in the basement, and Brother A. Dwyer gave an acoount of
his travels in Palestine which proved to be a profitable and
instructive lesson afforded the young people present. Our
brother, who has but recently become a member of the church,
is an excellent speaker, and is filled with zeal and enthusiasm
for the latter-day work. He spoke before a fairly good audi:ence at night and will also entertain the Religians at their
regular meeting January 19.
The afternoon prayer meeting was well attended and several prayers were offered in behalf of Brother Elbert A.
.Smith and others who are severely afflicted. Elder W. H.
Kelley, who aided in presiding, spoke very impressively of
his labors in the ministry, and of his experiences while connected with many of the first elders of the church.
At the close of this service was the usual Bible class under Brother W. W. Smith, and there appears to be a grow,ing interest felt by all who attend. The kindergarten has
closed for a season, but the study classes are still being fairly
well attended. We hear of this educational work going on in
many places, and by many different people not of our faith.
The work among the Jews presents some very attractive
features.
The principal of the Hebrew gymnasium at Jaffa, the chief
institution of learning in Palestine, says the Zionist move~
ment there has resulted in the establishment of forty-four
colonies, numbering 15,000 p·ersons. We are looking forward
with pleasure to the time when that people will be greatly
blessed under the ministry of those whom the Lord will send
to gather out the honest in heart and bring them into his
kingdom.
· ·
Here in Zion the work is progressing a:ri.d quite a number
of late have been moved upon by the Sp,irit to come and help
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Others told me they were not just ready but if I would return
in the spring they would obey. I hope to go.
In mY former letter I spoke of a Mr. Henry Jones whose
father was my first candidate for baptism, when I first
started out as a "boy" preacher in 1911. Well, I baptized
Mr. Henry Jones, his wife, four sons, one daughter, one sonin-law, and 2 daughters-in-law so there are three generations
that we have brought into the church.
The Wismer family did all in their power to make the services a success and were kindness personified to the missionary. May God bless them.
We spent each -Saturday and part of IS'unday in Windsor
Milestones by the Way
and Walkerville and thus we could attend the services in the
Windsor church on Sunday mornings. On November 19' we
In my "Milestones" published November 29, you make me
attended the anniversary services of the Windsor Branch
say, "The corned stone (of the Bothwell church) was laid
and we all had a splendid time. A good crowd was there
some time in July." Now I have heard o,f corned beef, etc.,
but not as many as would have been had it not been for the
but I know nothing about "a corned stone." Geologists
opening of the London <;hurch the same date.
may be acquainted with that specimen but not L Corner
The Spirit of the Lord was with us to a marked degree
stone, dear editor, is what I wrote.
and was made manifest in a beautiful gift of prophecy
In the same letter it says "we have never missed a con- through Elder Samuel Brown. The Windsor Saints were
ference in said district (Eastern Michigan) since we obeyed highly commended for their diligence and sacrifice in buildthe gospel in June, 1911." This should be June, 1907. How- ing the church and were told that if faithful they would have
ever we believe that we made that mistake so do not blame: . to enlarge it in time so as to accommodate those who would
anyone else; I just wish to correct it.
be gathered in. The president of the branch was spoken to
Said letter was written from the home of Brother Theo- and told the Lord had been with him in his labors and would
dore Wismer, near Amherstburg, Ontario, where I was hold- be with him still. It was a beautiful gift and we all re~
ing forth at that. time. We had some grand experiences joiced.
there. Began preaching Sunday, November 2-9 and continued
The preaching by Joseph Yager and' Samuel Brown was
for about six weeks. Preached in all thirty-seven sermons good and enjoyed by all. The writer preached at 11 a. m.,
and we. were surely rewarded for our efforts. We never the eternal judgment being the theme.
posted a bill or made a great show in the advertising line
The Windsor Branch, under the leadership of Leslie Brown
but Brother Cecil Wismer took the Ford and went to some of and his colleagues, Albert Bennett, priest; George Daikens,
the neighbors and told them about the meetings and asked teacher and H. E. Bennett and L. D. Campbell, deacons, is
them to come. The first .night we had a fine crowd and the surely advancing rapidly. The branch is in the best condition
writer :retired to his room and asked God to give him a mes- we have ever seen it and the Saints all seem eager to do
sage for the people and wisdom to deliver it in a way that their part. S'ome of the best Saints we have ever met live
would draw them to Christ. We enjoyed excellent liberty there and God is blessing them.
and the people gave us the best of attention. We invited
They put a beautiful font in the basement of their church
them to come again and bring their friends. The news spread this fall and it was there we baptized the fourteen people
that we were there and the people said one to another, "Come, from Amherstburg.
hear a man that preaches without notes; who only has a comThe Windsor Saints have been very kind to me in every
mon school education, but tells the gospel story with the old- way. Brother Brown is one branch president who never fortime inspiration back of it and proves every point he makes gets the needs of the missionary. On November 26 (our
by the Bible." That was all the advertisement we needed. birthday) he told the Saints they would take up a collection
They come and come again. Rain fell and mud appeared, and for us and they raised $10.30 and at Christmas time they
oh, such mud! Later on it turned cold, snow came aplenty, gave us over fifteen dollars in all and we feel to deeply apthen Jack Frost got his brush and pincers out and went to preciate their acts of kindness.
work with a will, but the people came just the' same. 8ome
We always make our home there with Brother H. E. Bennett and his lovely family, and truer friends no one could
drove six miles.
The ~pirit continued with us in power and people were find. We have been there for weeks at a time and have
heard to remark that they had never heard anything so :qever yet felt that our welcome had run out. They know
beautiful and plain. One lady who had been a Baptist for just how to make one feel at home and the best they have is
years remarked: "It makes me sad to think how I have been always at the disposal of their guests. It is a good place to
deceived all these years." I baptized her into the true church. go.
One young man and his wife who live close by, would not
Saturday, December 30, we went to Port Huron on busi1
come at first as they were sure that we were ''right from ness and met with the Saints there in their beautiful new
Utah" so we announced about a week ahead that we would church on Sunday. Preached at night to a full house, taking
lecture on the latter-day apostasy and show the difference for my subject "Jesus: from the mangetr to the mount." Enbetween us and the Utah people. We had a full house; the joyed good liberty and trust some good was done.
young man with the rest. He got interested, kept coming
The Port Huron Saints have made a herculean effort of
and I baptized both him' and his wife.
late to remove the debt from the church and they have been
Just here I want to say that Elder J. H. Tyrrell's one greatly blessed in their work and have accomplished much.
thousand-dollar-reward bill came in for its share of the work Some time last May, Elder Otto Fetting, the branch presiand did a great deal to disabuse the people of the erroneous dent, who holds the mortgage, told the .Saints that if they
idea that we are affiliated with the Mormons of Utah.
would raise him one thousand dollars by the first of the new
To make a long story short, I baptized fourteen fine people year, he would give them a twenty-five dollar oyster supper.
in that neighborhood; ten of them being he31ds of families. The branch divided into two bands with Doctor Robert Brown

in the work here. On January 15, Brother W. H. Kelley
held forth to a large audience at Enoch Hill, and at the
other branches , of the stake the work continues as usual.
At the Second Branch, B1'ethren Parsons and Curtis preached
last Sunday to excellent crowds. We are still progressing in
interest.
ABBIE A. HoRTON.
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as captain of the "Diggers" and Elder Joseph Muir captain
of the "Hustlers''' and the fight was on. There werre some
valiant workers on each side and they set to with a will.
The diggers dug and the hustiers hustled. They did everrything that could be done to raise money; they were up and
at work early and late and when the smoke of battle cleared
away at the close of the old year, it was discovered that
each side had raised over $550. To be exact, they turned in
$1,161.50 and Brothe'r Fetting had a smile on his face as
wide as a Quaker's hat brim! All of the workers are deserving of great praise and they can well feel proud of the
feat accomplished.
You have hea11d of "Jones: he pays the freight," well, this
was a case of "Fetting: he buys the oysters." New Year's
night we all gathered in the basement of the church and from
six to eight supper was served to all who came. No one was
turned away and about three hundred people ate oysters and
had a fine time. Brother Fetting and his helpers made every~
one feel welcome and a smile ~as on every face.
When everyone had done ample justice to the sumptuous
feast, we repaired to the main auditorium where, with Doctor Brown in the chair, a splendid program was rendered.
At about ten o'clock a lot of happy hearts wended their way
homeward, feeling that th~y had been well repaid for the
strenuous efforts they had put forth during 1916.
'While in Port Huron we stayed with Elder and Mrs. Fetting in their beautiful home at 1116 Howard Street. It is
our home whenever we are there, and a right royal welcome
is always given to the weary missionary who goes that way.
Sister Fetting is one of the most self-sacrificing Saints we
have ever known and seems to always be happy when she is
.doing something for some one el~e. Brother Fetting is kindness personified· and if there is any reward for altruism, they
will surely come in for a large share.
At this juncture we are holding a series of meetings in
the Wabash church. Began here Sunday night, January 7
and had a full house. Will continue as long as interest demands.
Am <).omiciled at the hospitable home of Brother and Sister
W. L. Ross and have every comfort but one; the presence of
Sister Weaver. She is at her parental home in Traverse
City, Michigan, where she went to spend the holidays.
We are very glad to note the advancement that is being
made in every department of church work. This bespeaks, in
language eloquent, that the work is onward and God has
raised up noble men who will carry the banne~r of our King
to altitudes that have never yet been attained. This is not
meant to cast a shadow over the work of noble men who have
labored in the past; far from it! Their glory is inviolable,
their efforts were commendable and praiseworthy; may the
light of eternity shine upon them and may they enjoy their
well-earned rest. However, the set time to favor Zion has
come! The greater endowment of divine power is being
given. The star of hope proclaims the dawning of a brighter
day for the church. The work is onward! Let all do their
share. Roll on, oh time, roll on, and usher in the glor'i~us
reign of peace and rest.
When I read of the classes for study that are being car.ried
on in Independence under the direction of President F. M.
Smith, Walter VI!. rSmith and other noble men, my heart
yearns to be able to he there and take part that I might become better equipped for the work God has for me to do,
but we who are out on the battle front are denied that grand
privilege. However there is one school that is open to us
all, the school of divine inspiration. The supply of wisdom
and knowledge is unlimited and, inexhaustible. May the
Great Teacher help us to be worthy to enter and learn.
CHATHAM, 0NT., Lock Box 196.
RICHARD D. WEAVER.
1

----

The Taylor-Phillips Debate
A unique debate was held in Bloomsburg, Pennsylvania,
January 1 to 6, 19,17, betwe,en Reverend J. J. Taylor of
Lexington, Kentucky, representing "The Church of Christ,"
commonly known as the Christian Church, and Eider A. B.
Phillips of Boston, representing "The Reorganized Church
of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints." The proposition affirmed by each in turn was that "The church I represent is
in harmony with the New Testament in faith, doctrine,
organization, and pract~ce." Reverend C. V. Huffer of
Bloomsburg, and Elder J. A. Koehler of Philadelphia .acted
as moderators.
·
lEach disputant devoted himself to the legitimate task
set before him. This debatE1 was, therefore, entirely free
from those features which so often give rise to ill feeling
between the parties represented. 'Twas a pleasure to listen
to a debate in which satire, waggery, banter, puns, witty
poems, and so on, were not employed by the speakers to
gain an undue advantage or to impress the audience with
their "smartness.". No attack was made upon the character
of any religious leader or body of people; neither was the
name of Joseph Smith or the Book of Mormon mentioned
during the whole debate. Principles, not personalities, were
discussed.
Perhaps there are people with forensic tendencies or ambitions who can well afford to take home the lesson taught in
this debate. At the close of the debate, the members of the
Christian Church we11e very profuse in their expressions of
appreciation of our work and people. The conditions maintained throughout the entire debate were very advantageous;
the emotions were not excited, but the intellect was appealed
to; and we feel sure that in this six-day debate "The Saints'
Church" in Bloomsburg made an "impression" that ordinarily would have taken years to have made. Between three and
four hundred people were in attendance nightly.
Here are a few of the positions taken. Mr. Taylor affirmed that the church was not in existeuce until Pentecost;
that "the church''' and '''the kingdom" are the same thing;
that the Christian Church is in harmony . with the New
Testament because it has erlders and deacons, and because
it observes the ordinances of "baptism" and the "Lord's supper"; that the name of the church is pmperly "The Church
of Christ"; that r;epentance and faith are doctrines taught
by both his church and the New Testament. He further said
that the history of his church was to be found only in the:
New Testament; that it was immaterial what certain individuals did a hundred years ago; that he was defending
the Christian Church of to-day; that the only way to prove
that his church (the history of which is in the New Testament) is not in harmony with the Ne~v Testament is by
reference to the New Testament.
Mr. Phillips replied that Mr. Taylor had not connected
his church with the pentecost church; that the Christian
Church is a modern institution, and therefore, its history
must be found in modern records. The circumstances of
the rise of the ,,Christian Church was then read from such
books as The Christian System and Hayden's Life of Alexander Campbell. This was designed to show that the Christian
Church had its origin in about the year 1809 to 1812. Therefor_e, its harmony or inharmony with the New Testament
can be ascertained only by comparing the modern account
of its rise and development with the things writte.n in the
New Testament. But the authenticity Of these histories was
denied by Mr. Taylor. ,
' Mr. Phillips further said that a counterfeit coin is not detected in its points of agreement, but in its points of disagreement. The following differences were then set forth:
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(a) The New Testamemt teaches that the laying on of hands
is an ordinance of the gospel (Hebrews 6: 1, 2; Acts 8: 17;
9: 17; 19: 6), but the Christian Church repudiates this rite.
(b) The Christian Church has elders and deacons _only,
wheveas the New T1eistamemt organization had !apostles,
prophets, evangelists, pastors, bishops, seventies, elders, and
deacons (1 Co1:inthians 12: 28; Ephesians 4: 11; 1 Timothy
3 : 1; et. al.) . (c) The New Testament ministry was called of
God and Slet apart by the laying on of hands (Hebrews 5: 4;
John 15: 16; Acts 13: 1-4); but God has nothing to do with
pointing out the ministry of the Christian Church; and besides Mr. Taylor freely admitted that his ministry had no
right to set men apart to the ministry by the laying on of
hands. (d) The gifts of the Holy Spirit were realized by the
New Testament church in fulfillment of the promises of God
(Acts 1: 2-8; Mark 16: 18; Acts 2: 38, 39; 1 Corinthians
12: 7-11), but Mr. Taylor contends that there are no presentday abstract manifestations of the Holy Spirit. He has
there{t:ore admitted that he is not in harmony with the New
Testament and "has veally conceded all that I claim."
Mr. Taylor replied that the necessity for the gifts had
ceased; that the·· apostolic office was not continuous; that
there was no use to lay on hands for the gifts of the Holy
Spirit because it is not gi'\'em to-da,y, and no man has power
to ·conf·er these gifts; that he was wHling that any man
should demonstrate that miracles could be performed to-day.
Mr. Taylor had l'epeatedly sa1d that "wh,ere the Bible speaks
we speak, and where the Bible is silent we are silent."
Mr. Phillips replied that man never had the power to perform miracles; that God always attended to that, and that
he had the same power to-day; and more than that, he has
promised to accompany 'the preaching of the gospel with all
the powers that originally attached to it. The usual scriptures wel'e quoted in support of this. Mr. Phillips then
:asked Mr. Taylor to read from the Bible whe,re God ever said
that these things were to be done away; whereupon Mr.
Taylor quoted 1 Corinthians 13: 8, and added that Jesus,
who was perfect, and the gospel, which was perfect, had already come, therefore these things must have been done
away.
In reply, Mr. Phillips adde,d verses 9 to 12 to 'those quoted
:by Mr. Taylor, in which it is affirmed that "we prophesy in
part''' (present· tense), and quoted Acts 13: 1 and 21: 9, 10
to prove that there were prophets in the church after Jesus
and the gospel had come. He added that "the prophecies of
the book of Revelation were all given at a later dater." Mr.
Phillips then quoted from Eusebius and Justin Myrtyr, and
others, to show that there were prophets and prohecie.s and
the gifts of the gospel in the church after the first century;
also that the 'original twelve apostles were succeeded by
others.
The usual discuss·ion concerning the qualifications of an
apostle ensued. Mr. Taylo·r affirmed that one must see Jesus
to be an apostle; while Mr. Phillips denied that this was a
qualification simply because the first apostles wer•e eyewitnesses of his power. He asked for the Bible proof that this
was a necessary qualifica.tion, and having named other
apostles than the first ones named, asked Mr. Taylor to show
where they had seen Jesus.
Conside.rable time was spent in discussing "The canon of
the Scriptures." As usual, Paul was quoted as saying that
"from a child thou hast known the Scriptures which are able
to make thee wise unto salvation." Mr. Phillips asserting
that when this was spoken the New Testament was not in
existence as such; neither was a large portion of it written;
so that Paul's language must have referred to other books
than the New Testament, Documentary proof was furnished
to show that the canon had never been authoritatively closed,
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and scriptural proof that God ever intended to limit himself
was asked for.
Mr. Taylor used only about half of his time on the second
proposition. Mr. Phillips was asked to go on as he finished
his first affirmative speech, Mr. Taylor stating that he hrud
nothing to say. At this juncture we were careful to ascertain what the intentions of the negative were. They wanted
to let the first half hour go by default; to this we agreed.
On the second negative speech of the first night, Mr. Taylor
·stated that Mr. Phillips had made a very nice speech, and
that he agreed to many things Mr. Phillips had said, but the
trouble was that things did not work out as was claimed.
Mr. Taylor then asked Mr. Phillips to furnish him with the
names and addresses of living men who were witnesses to
miraeles or who had performed miracles. This was done on
the next evening; whereupon Mr. Taylor told one story about
the woman who died, and to whose husband the doctor said,
"go right on with the funeral, the woman is dead." · But the
wife spoke up and said: "I ain't either dead." But the husband said: "Shh! keep quiet Lizzie, the doctor knows.'"
Mr; Phillips reminded Mr. Taylor that his story furnished
additional proof of the necessity for divine po¥rer in relieving the sick, since the doctors were oftentimes such poor
judges that they could not even tell when a person was dead.
This was about the only joke told during the whole debate;
and it was told in a very nice way, and passed off goodnaturedly. Mr. Taylor said he would be glad if God would
do things the way he did anciently, but he had failed to discover the evidences of such intentions on God's part thus
far.
It goes without saying that this 1s not tbe t1the of what
was said; but these are the main points as I see them: .f\
more fraternal feeling in a debate I ne\·er witnessed. It
seemed clear to some of the Saints that the outcome of the•
discussion was a disappointment to the Christian peoples; but
of course we must allow them the privilege of speaking for
themselves on this point. At any rate the Saints were
highly pleased with the manner in which Brother Phillips
presented the claims of the Reorganized Church. \Vhether
others are pleased .or not with the outcomc>, we cannot say.
J. AUGUST KOEHLER.
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA, January 14, 1917.

From Here and There
Brother J. M. McAninch of Niagara Falls, New York, says
the annual business meeting of the branch was the best attended in years and ~as a very harmonious meeting. Elder
William Place was reelected president of the branch. An effort will be made to open the w.ork at the south end of the
city and at Chippewa, a near-by town.
Georgia Crocker, Nevada, Missouri, suggests that personal troubles and similar items should be eliminated from
the HERALD on account of the work of the good literature
committees in distributing the papers to nonmembers. She
fears that sometimes the contributors forget that these people may get wrong impressions from some things that are
written for the church papers. She would like to get in touch
with those who have good suggestions on distribution of
church literature.
Anyone near Bellefontaine, Ohio, should get in touch with
H. P. Kelley, who has.recently moyed there. He has moved
there for his l~ealth. Address general delivery.
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EXETER, CALIFORNIA, January 5, 1917.
Editors Herald: We are once more enjoying the privileges
of country life in Tulare and Exeter, being at the latter place
at the time of writing and where again we feel the inspiration of the beautiful Sierra Nevadas with their snow capped
peaks. One who hasnever seen the mountains cannot picture
the beauty of the sc~~e at this place-the sun reflecting upon
the mountain top and the beautiful snow sparkling so clean
and white, and just underneath on the mountain side· the
orange trees heavily ladened with their luscious fruit.
When last here it was spring, when all were busy caring
for the fig trees and the grapevines, but now we are enjoying
the result of the season's yielding in having all the delicious
figs and raisins we care for. It is the first time I have really
cared for figs. Brother Dailey had a successful year, while
many lost thousands of dollars worth of raisins in his vicinity,
owing to the heavy rains and not being prepared for the
emergency in the way of wooden trays. The success of our
brother was due to more than one reason. First, the Lord
blessed them bountifully, but they all worked and did their
part faithfully and promptly and thus ~eceived the blessing.
We have been enjoying a rest in this part of the country
during the holidays, accepting the invitation extended to come
again when we left last spring. This we have looked forward to all year, for the country seems to draw me. It is
there ,I long to be, where one can go out and breathe in the
free air and take a few gymnastic exercises as one walks
up the road, without the constant fear of many looking on
(as in the city) and where one can commune with nature, as
it were, and really feel that nearness to the Master we so
enjoy. As I write I am in the yard and the oranges, grapefruit and pomegranates are in evidence, and the birds are
·seemingly as happy\ as when we were last here, the one hundred and seventy-five Rhode Island Reds a,nd two faithful
cows are providing us with luxuries unknown to many in
the cities at this time of high prices. All these good things
continue to make our holiday a pleasant one.
We spent Christmas with Brother and Sister Damron with
whom we enjoyed a genuine Christmas dinner. The little
church at Tulare gave a very entertaining program and entertainment in the way of a huge, brilliantly lighted Christmas tree, from which Old Santa himself addressed the little
ones.
We have not spent much time in recreation since coming
into the California mission, but have kept busy. We attended
the Irvington reunion which was a time of rejoicing, the
weather being ideal until the closing night when the rain-descended with a vengeance, it seemed. Brother Rushfon, Elder
Pitt and myself left before the service for Los Angeles,
where we were to visit the Southern California District reunion at Hermosa Beach. We arrived next day about 9 a. m.
and were met at the train by that faithful brother, R. T.
Cooper, who is always on hand with his car to wait upon the
miSSIOnaries. He soon provided us with lunch and we were
off to Hermosa, a distance of twenty miles, which proved a
delightful ride- over some beautiful drives-palms and flowers of various kinds bordering the thoroughfare. We had a
very busy but pleasant time at llermosa and after the close
of the reunion and all had departed, Elder Pitt and I remained and took up camp life in the little cottage on the
grounds, where we were busy for a week or more at our
typewriter finishing up our work. While at Hermosa we
had the pleasure of e.ntertaining our cousin, Mary Parks of
Kansas, for a few days, and who greatly enjoyed the many
dips in the Pacific with us. Must confess however, my fear
even yet for the· ''sharks." You see I cannot forget how
numerous they were along the Australian and South Sea
Island coasts, and for that reason cannot say that I enjoy

the surf. Finishing our work there, we left for Los Angeles,
where we remained a couple of days, preparing for San
Diego, where a branch was to be organized by Brother Rushton,' and where we remained a week, holding revival services
each evening. While there we visited the eocposition one day.
We stopped with Brother and :Sister Harrington while in
their city and found them pleasantly located and doing a
good work which we trust wilJ bear fruit for their labors.
We next arrived in Santa Ana about September 30, where
we commen~ed meetings and which continued until about
October 15. · We reached Garden Grove, which is located a
short distance from Santa Ana, and commenced meetings
at once, continuing ten days with fairly good results. We
greatly enjoyed the time spent there for more than one reason
-not only the air, but the soil had such an attraction for me
that I cultivated a part of Brother Carmichael's field and he
assures me he expects good results next year. Before leaving, Brother and Sister Pa,rks drove with us to a beet factory where were initiated into the process of the converting
of the beet, from the time it is shoveled into the chutes and
enters the factory, to the time it is converted into brown,
granulated, and powdered sugar-which is done in a short
space of time, and certainly is a marvelous process.
Our next visit was to Newport Beach, where we spent a
few pleasant days, also visiting the members of that place.
October 29, Mr. McMillian took us J>y auto to Long Beach,
where meetings were announced to continue a week or more.
Meetings closed with good results, and we continued on our
way to San Bernardino, which we reached November 12. A
series of meetings had been arranged for there, so for a
couple of weeks they continued with encouraging results.
Brother Wixom, president of the br~nch and mayor of the
city secured a hearing for Elder Pitt before the high school
and also the men's bible class of the Baptist Church, with fine
interest. Brother Wixom also secured a fine lantern and we
gave about thirty or forty of our Palestine views at the close
of each service, thus trying to entertain as well as instruct
the strangers who came out to hear. While in San Bernardino we did light housekeeping, and were well cared for,
many of the Saints and friends showing us every kindness.
·We arrived in Los Angeles December 3 and commenced
meetings the same evening, continuing over two weeks. A
number of the Saints sustained the meetings faithfully and
we trust some good was accomplished. While in that city
we had two pleasant afternoons with Sister Wallace at her
home. This sister is the daughter of the late Bishop l. L.
Rogers. We are glad to say she seems to be revived in the
work. Thus ended our labors in the southern district, and
we are now, on our way north to visit the several branches
once more before returning east in the spring, as we hope to
be present at the Qeneral Conference this year-having been
absent two years.
We are feeling well and enjoying our work as usual and
are very·hopeful for the future, for we are glad to say that,
the work is improving all along the line. The little branch
in Tulare seems to be in a prosperous condition under the
leadership of Brother Damron and while the heavy rains
recently have interfered with the attendance somewhat, yet
a goodly number of the membership are in evidence at each
service. Brother W. A. Brooner is assisting here at the
present time.
Yours in the gospel,
RosA PARKS PITT.

The great thing is to try to fashion the life after the pattern shown us in the moment of our highest inspiration; to
make our highest moment permanent. They are blessed who
dream-and do.-Orison Swett Marden, in Ambition.
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LOVELAND, !OWA, January 4, 1917.
Editors Herald: When I read the lovely letters. and testimonies of the sisters it makes me feel that I, too, ought to
have a testimony for the Lord. I have taken the HERALD for
twenty-eight years. I could not do without it. I have sent
for "Joe Pine," the new book by Elder Elbert A. Smith. I
lov.e very much to read the church books and papers.
I have been a member of this church for fifty-six years. I
was baptized at Mondamin, Harrison County, Iowa, December 20, 1860, by Elders E. C. Briggs and W. W. Blair. Mondamin was then my childhood home. I was a girl of fifteen
years. I have nev.er regretted the step I took that day for I
know this work is true. I have had many evidences of the
truthfulness of the work. Many years ago I was very sick
and given up to die, by my physician and friends. But I did
not lose faith in God. I told my husband I felt that if I was
administered to the lord would heal me. He immediately
sent for an elder, I was administered to and I began to get
better right along and was soon able to do my work and take
care of my family. I could relate many such instances during my life, of the blessings of my heavenly Father and his
kind watchcare over me when I have had sickness and deaths
in my home, and I have felt if I didn't have help from on
high I could not live through my sorrow. I have gone to God
in faith and asked him as humbly as I knew how, to help me
bear up under my burdens, and I know that without his assistance I could not have lived through all my sorrow.
Many years ago when my children were young they had that,
then, dread disease, diphtheria. We had six lovely children,
two boys and four girls. The oldest boy was fourteen years
old. We lost four within two weeks. The two oldest girls
were spared; later we buried one of them with typhoid fever.
It is needless to say the sorrow and heart pangs we went
through over the loss of our da,rling ones. We had other
childl'en in after years, but God called on us to give them up
with the exception of one, so that I have two daughters left.
I know the Lord is taking.good care of my darlings for me.
I feel that I am unworthy of God's blessings when I read in
the HERALD of how much good the sisters are doing for the
chureh, but I have tried to do the best I could under the circumstanee,s.
I am seventy-one yea.rs old. I have been a widow fifteen
years. My husband was a faithful member. I have two
daughters left, both in the church.
I can sympathize with Sister Vida Smith in her contribution "From the ashes." That's all we mothers have left, the
ashes of sweet, sad memories of the dear ones past and gone.
After all my sorrow I feel wonderfully blessed, for I have
two of the ten children left and near me. It is my desil'e to
live so as to please my heavenly Father and to do right in
his sight, so that when I am called I may go to those that have
gone before. I ask an interest in the prayers of the Saints.
Yours in the one faith,
LUCINDA WILDING.

SAINT MARIES, IDAHO, January 8, 1917.
Editors Herald: When we came here there never had been
a Latter Day Saint sermon preached in Saint Maries, and
it was some time before we could find some one we could
talk to. Rut I am glad to say we have found people now that
are very eager to hear the true gospel. Most of the people
herel are Catholics and are very wicked, but are honest at
heart.
Elder Newby came and preached for us and baptized five
adults who are fine people and will be a great help to the·
work, if faithful. Two othett- Catholics were baptized and
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there are others near the kingdom if only Elder Newby can
come back soon.
I have been a member of the church for eighteen years
and nev·er have I seen people more anxious to hear the truth.
I think we as Saints should live so as to let our light shine
that those to whom we are neighbors will see we are trying
to walk in the light of our Savior. I have never written to
the paper before but it is not because I have nothing to be
thankful for, but I thought that there were so many more
that were more able writers I would not tah:e up the space,
for the Lord knows the comfort we have received from the
dear old HERALD. For some time we have been in Saint
Maries and no Saints here but my family, and no one to talk
the gospel with, and the HERALD was all we had. But I am
praying the Lord will watch over us and that Elder Newby
will be sent back here, for I think he will do better here than
some one else, for he understands the people. He is just
the right man for such a place. This is a mill town-three
mills and two box factories here, and lots of people to hear
the gospel. We are looking for a time when we will have
a branch here. Brother Newby organized a Sunday school
while here, and we will try to let our light shine in this little place.
Yours for the advance of the gospel,
·
STELLA PHILLIPS.

XENIA, OHIO, January 11, 1917 ..
Editm"s Herald: There is no church here but we read the
HERALD and other church papers and receive much help from
them. I am trying to live right and pray for God's help to
that end. Perhaps some will remember of seeing a letter
from Ekline Miller in the paper sometime ago saying she
was severely afflicted. She has been operated upon and is
left an invalid; she can't walk and one arm is paralyzed.
She has no relatives in the United State,, and no home,
neither anyone to care for her. She stays next door to me
with a widow who has three children to support. She helps
care for the two younger children while the mother is working. I am sure some of the Saints would be glad to remember this girl with a card or letter on her birthday, J:muary
26. She reads the HERALD over. and over and enjoys· everything in it. Address her at Xenia, Ohio, R. F. D. 8.
Yours sincerely,
MRs. T. L. BETTY.

~ISCELLANEOUS DEPARTMENT
The Bishopric
All elders who have received blank financial reports for
1916 and have not forwarded the same to this offic·e will
!cindly d:o so by retu:rm mail, in order that they might appea.r
m the bishop's 19,16 financial report.
If there are any who have not received the blank form
Upon which to make their report, they will kindly advise this
office and the same will be sent immediately.
Your cooperation in this matter is essential to the proper
discharge of our duties.
BENJAMIN R. McGUIRE, Presiding Bishop.

'J'o !Jaints of Winnipeg Distr~'ct:. ~s I have left the city of
and am located at Dommwn City, Manitoba, this
Will notify all as to present address. And as I have again
been sustained by the district to act as bishop's ag~nt for
ranother year, I will be pleased to reeeive your tithes and
offerings sent me at this address until further notice. Thanking you f<i,r and praying God's blessing on your efforts to
honor his law in this particular, I remain, your brother,
W; I. ARNOLD.
'~mmp~g
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Conference Minutes
NORTH DAKOTA.-At Fargo, DecemJber 3, 1916. A good
time was had, the gifts being in evidence. Some of the Mino nesota Saints attended. Delegates to General Conference:
J. E. Wildermuth, William rSparling, J. A. Gillen, Thomas
Leitch, Anna Holm. Adjourned to meet at 10 a. m. on Tuesday of reunion. W. Shackow, secretary pro tem.

Conference Notices
Western Colorado, February 17 and 18, at Durango, Colorado. Amos T. Higdon, president; M. L. Schmid, clerk.
Little Sioux, February 3 and 4, at Moorhead, Iowa. Send
all branch reports to Mrs. Ada Putnam, rMagmolia, Iowa.
Amos Berve, president.
Nap.voo, at BurHngton, Iowa, February 10, 10 a. m. Branch
officers mail reports to secretary before February 1. W. H.
Gunn, secretary, 3014 Seneca Street, Fort Madison, Iowa.
Gallands Grove, at Dow City, Iowa, February 10 and 11.
Branch clerks have reports in hands of secretary before
above date. Wave Cross, secretary, Dow City, Iowa.
Eastern Iowa, at Davenport, March 3 and 4. Mail bra1nch
reports to secretary before February 21. Church located on
corner of Grand and Oxford A v~enues. Those coming notify
Branch President W. W. Richards, 1913 Main Street, Davenport, Iowa. Mrs. Cora B. Hart, secretary, 1416 Harrison
S'treet, William Sparling, president.

Convention Notices
·Nauvoo Sunday school, at Burlington, Iowa, February 9,
at 10 a. m. Mrs. John Laubscher.
Western Colorado Sunday school, at Durango, Colorado,
February 16, 2 p. m. M. L. Schmid, superintendent; Gladys
Hubbard, secretary.
Gallands Grove, Iowa, Sunday school and Religio, February 9, 9 a. m. Have credentials in by February 1. Floy
Holcomb, secretary, Dunlap, Iowa.
Northeast,ern Nehraska tSundlay scholol and Religio at
Omaha, February 2. All cordially invited. Alice Cary
Schwartz.
Loilldon Religio and Sunda;y school, at London, Ontario,
February 3 and 4. Mamie Duesling, Sunday school secre~
tary, 327 Rectory Street, London, Ontario, Canada.
N orthwester1n Ohio Sunday school and Religio, February
10, at Saints' chapel, 1124 Waverly Avenue, Toledo, Ohio.
All Sunday school workers requested to be prresent. Mrs.
E. L. Ulrich, secretary.
London Religio, February 3 rand 4, at 1Saints' church,
Maitland Street. Business session 10 a. m., 3d. Secretaries
send reports and credentials to district secretary, George
Tomlinson, Saint Marys, Ontario.
Southern Wisconsin Religio, at Beloit, Wisconsin, February
2, 8 a. m. Send reports before this time. Ervin J. Lenox,
president, Soldiers Grove, Wiscons~n; Sylva Dennis, secretary, 2158 Winnebago Street, Madison, Wisconsin.
Chatham, Religio and Sunday school, February 3 a,nd 4,
at Kimball, Ontario. Arrangements have been made to
organize a district Woman's Auxiliary. All trains will be
met at Courtright. Nellie Hunter, 97 Pitt Street W~est,
Windsor, Ontario.

and other general officials will be present. Some quorum organizations of the priesthood will be effected. This is of
the utmost importance. H. N. Schwartz, secretary, 1004
Land Title' Building, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
Request of district conference: That all the priesthood
under branch jurisdiction report to the branch president,
Upotn the universal blanks for sall).e, and the branch president report to the district president, he to report to the distl,ict conference, F'ebruary 3 and 4, 1917. Those not members
of branches or under branch jurisdiction to report in like
manner. to the district president. Also it is the request of
the last conference that all branch presidents report in writing the spiritual conditio1n of their respective branches to
the district president at. the coming conf,erence. This is
urgerd upon the priesthood at this time to help improve the
condition of our district. H. E. Moler, prresident, Creola,
Ohio; Charles E. Rebert secretary, Box 422, Dayton, Ohio.

Information Wanted
The following names are recorded on our branch record at
Tabor, Iowa, and we desire to learn of their whereabouts.
If anyone knows, please write to Roy J. Dunsdo1n, b11anch
clerk, Tabor, Iow,a,. The names are: Rachel Collins, Jonathan Collins, Anna Genthry, Joseph Green, Emma Taylor,
iSarah Paterson, Samuel Thomas.
Will anyone knowing the address of any of the follow~ng
scrattered members of the 'Audubon Branch of the Minnesota
District please report same to Mrs. Kate M. Martin, Frazee,
Minnesota, box 344: Walter Irvin Crane, Edward S. Conway,
Sarah E. Masters, Claude Charles Barber, Nancy M. Comstock, Alice Mehan, Sa11ah tSmifh,, Ina C. Kirkpatrick, Morton
Powell, Charles E. Shepherd, Mary E.. Shepherd, Leonora J.
Morse, Ralph Gobeil, Charlotte A. Bartleson, Irenus W.
R,eed, Gertrude E. Atwater, John C. Honnold, Lillie M. Ballard, Grace L. Lane, Mary Gregory, Lillie M. Lane, Clara
Adelin.a Smith, James S. McDermott, Julia E. McDermott,
Joy Lr. McDermott, Mahlan McDermott, Mary E. Ellsworth,
James W. Gregory, Hazel L. McDermott. Most of these
names came from the Oak Lake books.

To the Members of the Church Camera Club
Don't forget to send to the secretary, A. H. K!nowlton, 701
North Cottage 1Street, Independence, Missouri, prints from a
dozen of your best nergatives, to be exhibited at the next
General Conference.
To prospectiv~e camera purchasers, I would reccomend
obtaining from any camera supply house, a copy of The
Photo Miniature, twenty-five cents. Februairy, 1916, edition, which deals with the pocket camera. The fine model'ill
pocket camera is the coming instrument for photographic
purposes. An en1argement from a good negative is superior
to 1an original print from a large negative! Buy the pocket
camera with the short focus, large aperture, anastigmat lens,
and get pictures when it would be impossible to obtain them
by an ordinary lens. But get the copy of The Photo Miniature and learn of the merits of the latest pocket cameras.
C. EDWARD MILLER.

Our Departed Ones
GRAUMLICH.-Emily Caroline Gr?,umlich born near Springfield, Illinois, 1831; died JanUiary 4, 1917, at the }).orne of her
daughter, Mrs. George Leaman, San Jose, California. Came
to CaHfornia with her parents in 1850; baptized March 24,
1867, at Petaluma, California, by William Potter. Funeral
in cha,rge of C. W. Hawkins; interment in Oak Hill Cemetery,
near San Jose.

Sunday schools and Religios of Lamoni Stake, convention
at Lamoni, Iowa, February 2. Officers will be elected, also
delegates to GCI!Wral Conventions, so all locals and schools
should send properly authorized delegates. Send credentials
to respective secretaries, at Lamoni, Iowa. R. C. Scott, see- ·
retary Sunday school; Mrs. Blanche Ga,rpenter, secretary
Religio.

SPERRY.-Edith B. Sperry, born Decembe:r 15, 1867, at
Tootville, Rock County, Wisconsin; died January 7, 1917, at
her home in Evansville, Wisconsin. rShe was baptized September 20, 1896, at Portor Rock, Wiscons~n, by W. A. McDowell. She leaves to mourn, a husband, 1 daughter and
many other relatives and friends. Loved and respected by all
who knew her. 1S:ermon by W. A. McDowell, in the Me,thodist
;Episcopal church at E:vansville, Wisconsin.

Notice to Priesthood

McCoY.-Hiram Allen McCoy, born in Indiana, July 4,
1850; died near Des Moines, Iowa, December·27, 1916, as the
result of a paralytic stroke. Baptized about 30 years ago
atnd was 1active in local church work and missionary work,
holding the office of high pri:est at death. He leaves 2 sons

All ordained men in the New York-Philadelphia District
are urgently requested to attend the district conference in
Brooklyn, F'ebruary 10 and 11. The missiona,ry i,n charge
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and 1 daughter to mourn his departure,; his wife and 2 children preceding him in death. Fu1neral services at Saints'
chapel, Des Moines, Iowa, by J. F. Mintun.
CROW.-Charlotte G. Grow was born ,September 15, 1844, in
Michigan; died in Rockford, Illinois, August 25, 1916. Baptized June 10, 1913, and all that ~new her loved he'r.·· Her
husband, Galvin Crow, died in the, service of his country
October 3, 1863. She remained a widow from then to her
death, and cared for her two children, Willard W., who died
at the age of 12 years, and Mary M. Thompson, who faithfully cared for her mother till the last. Interment in Rockford, Illinois, cemetery. Sermon by J. 0. Dutton.
SIMMONs.-Mary Emily Mitchell was born in ·Shelby
County, Indiana, March, 1841. Married Achillis Rogers in
1859 or 1860. Two children were born to this union, both
dying in infancy. Her husband died i,n the War of the Rebellion. Married Thomas Limpus in 1868, to which union
were born Frank and Maude. Thomas Limpus died in 1888.
She married Joseph Simmons in 1903, who died in 1906. She
was baptized in 1894. Died at the home of her son Frank, in
Denver, Colorado, :from·lagrippe. I1nterment; at Grant City,
Missouri.
ANDERSON.-Elder ,Tames Anderson, born i,n Glascow, Scotlanid, February 10, 1834; died at Lamoni, Iowa, January 9,
1917. Cmne to America with his parents in 1855; went to
Utah but finding the evils there, returned to Saint Louis
where he engaged in business. Joined the Reorganized Church
in 1864; ordained bishop of Saint Louis District. W ~nt to
Pleasanton, Iowa, in 1882, later to Kansas City, then to Lamoni. Of ten children, 6 are living. His aged wife yet lives,
1also 1 brother and 1 sister. Funeral sermon ,by H. A. Stebbins, assisted by R. lVI. Elvin.
CHRISTENSON.-At the home of her son-in-law and daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Baker of .Sumas, Wash~ngton, Sister Matti'e K. .Christenson passed out at the age of 75 years, a:ft,er 5
years of invalid life during which she was tenderly cared for
by the household. She passed away January 1, 1917, and
was laid to rest on the 3d, after a comforting· service. A
quartet from the Methodist Episcopal choir did the singing.
Sermon by J. M. Terry, from Job 5: 26; Psalm 116: 15. She
was born in Denmark, came to Iowa 37 years ago and to
Washington 17 years ago. Leaves 2 daughters and a son
and 14 grandchildren as chief mour:ners. Funer,al largely
attended.
HALL.-Asbury Hall was born in northeastern Missouri,
October 17, 1842. Reared iiU the vicinity of Keokuk, and married Miss Reu Emma Hutton, 1867. MoV1ed to southwestern
Iowa in 1869. Mrs. Hall died in 1880, leaving 1 daughter,
Belle, now Mrs. John Vvolford. He married Miss J. Emma
Steck in March, 1882 .. They have resided in this city for the
past sixteen years, a,nd have been identified with the best social and religious interests of our city. He is survived by
his wife, daught.er, 2 grandchildren, 'and 3 brothers, David
of Des Moines, George of Lamoni, and Owejll of Council
Bluffs. He was a consistent member of the church and was
honored and respected by the entire community. Died Janua\I'Y 8, 1917. Funeral sermon by R. E. Pratt, assisted by
F. W. Simpson of the Methodist Episcopal Church.
KEMP.-George Kemp was born in Devi,zes, Wiltshire.
Oounty, England, August 29, 1832. Baptized in his youth
and about 1849 emigrated to Utah, thence to California and
later, about 1865 to Iowa, and has resided ev,er since, with
the exception of three years in Lamoni, in or near Tabor.
Baptized at Sacramento, California, December 8, 1863, by
Georg1e P. Dykes and ordained a1n 'eider the same year. For
a time ne officiated as counselor to president of third quorum
of elders. He was twice married, first to Miss Mary Ann
Dunsden by whom seven children were born to him. She
di,ed in 1878. In 1886 he was married to Miss Anna Pearl
Erikson, who bore him one child. Died December 24, 1916,
leaving a widow, 5 children, 12 grandchildren a:nd three
great-grandchildren. Funer:;tl :from Saints' church at Tabor,
Heman C. >Smith preaching the sermon.
Brinkhoff.-Frederick William Brinkhoff, born March 14,
1845, at Mendan, Germany; died at his home at Cottage
Grove, Wisconsin, J,anuary 9, 1917. Married Louise Wellner
May 10, 1866. Came to the United :States in 1867, remaining
with relatives in New York until 1869, when they located on
the homestead near Cottage Grove, where they lived until a
few years ago, wh~n they located in the village of Cottage
Grove. There were born to this union 9 children, 5 of whori1
/
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P'recedeci the father, leaving his devoted wife, Henry G. of
Madison, Wisconsin, Mrs. Carrie W. Poggemiller of Madison, Wisconsin; Mrs. Clara G. Boutwell of Newark, Delaware, and Milton E. of Cottage Grove, Wisconsin. Baptized
by .J. .0. Dutton, April 26, 1911. He did much for the cause
he loved so well. Sermon by J. 0. Dutton, assisted by J. W.
McKnight. Intermernt in Hope Cemetery, near ;Cottage
Grove.
WEIR.-John Patrick Weir, born March 15, 1860, at Elkhorn, Wisconsin, died January 4, 1917, at Lamoni, Iowa. He
was a son of Patrick and Bridget Weir who came from Ireland in their early married life. When eighteen years old his
father died, leaving a large family of child1een. Young John
assumed a large share of the burden, assisting his mother to
operate the farm and care for the family with patience and
fidelity. When twenty-five years old he came to Iowa, settling at Center Junction where he met, and on October 16,
1890, married Miss Cora E. Thomas. To them was born o:ne
child, Amelia B. Reared a Roman Catholic, he united with
the Methodist Church after coming to Iowa. With his wife,
he was baptized by 0. B. Thomas May 23, 1893, remaining
faithful to his covenant to the end and died in the hope of a
glorious resurrection. He was active in Sunday school work,
'being assistant superintendent of the eastern Iowa Sunday
school associatioifi for several years. He moved with his
family to Lamoni, Iowa, October 26, 1913, since which time
he has been in poor health. :He leaves a wife', one daughter,
one brother, three sisters and a host of admiring friends to
mourn his departure. Funeral services in charge of L. G.
Holloway, sermon by E. E. Long. Interment in Rose Hill
Cemetery.
:HOLCOMB.----'Chauncy S'. Holcomb, youngest son of 0. E.
arid S1ally Holcomb, was born in Ashtabula County, Ohio,
August 10, 1844; died at the home of his son, D. A. Holcomb,
Gallands Grove, Iowa, January 9, 1917. United in marriage
to Sister Mary Menimento Wight, September 17, 1867. To
this union 7 childr~n were born. Wife died about 1896, and
three children preceded their parents to the paradise of God.
Came to Iowa with his parents in 1854, :and located at Gallands Grove, where he resided until he came to Dow City,
about 1890, where he l'esided with his sister and her husband, Brother and Sister R. Wight, until a short time before his death, when he made his home with his son, Drayton,
at Gallands Grove. Baptized October 14, 1860, and held
membership 'at Gallands Grove until May 23, 1900, when he
u1n ited with the Dow City Branch, wl!,ere he held membership
until death. Ordained teacher in 1864, and was for some
years an active officer of the church. He leaves to mourn:
2 sons, D. A. and Romannan, 2 daughters, Sister John Durkee, Upton, Wyoming, and Sister William Jenkins, Woodbine,
Iowa, his eldest brother Ze~hariah Holcomb, Clay Cen1ter,
Nebraska, Sister Gideon Hawley, Council Bluffs, Iowa, Sistei· Alfred Jackson and Sister R. Wight of Dow City, and
many other l'elatives and friends. Funeral at Saints' church,
Gallands Grove, by Charles E. Butterworth; interment in the
·Holcomb Cemetery.

Your Last Chance
Recently we published in these columns an offer of The
Youth's Companion and McCall's Magazine, both for a full
year, for only $2,.10, including a McCall Dress Pattern. The
high price of paper and ink has obliged McCall's Magazine
to raise their subscription price February 1 to ten cents a
copy and 75 cents a yea,r,-so that the offer at the above
price must be withdrawn.
Until March 31 our readers have the privilege of ordering
iboth publications for a full ycear, including the choice of aiUy
15-cent McCall Dress Pattern, for only $2.10.
The amount of reading, information and entertainment
contained in the fifty-two issues of The Youth's Companion
and the value of twelve monthly fashio1n numbers of McCall's
at $2.10 offer a real bargain to every reader of this paper.
This two-at-one price offer includes:
1. The Youth's Cornpanion-52 issues.
2. The Companion Home Calendar for 1917.
.
3. McCall's Ma,qazine-12 fashion numbers.
4. One 15-cent McCall Dress Pattern-your choice from your
first copy of McCall's-if you send a two-cent stamp with
your selection.
THE YOUTH'S COMPANION",
St. Paul St., Boston, Mrass.
New Subscriptions Received at this Office.
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THREE BIBLES COMPARED.-A painstaking work by a painstaking man-Rudolph Etzenhouser. A necessity to ministers who must demonstrate the superiority of the Inspired Version of the Bible
over other versions. A long list of scriptural texts are arranged side by side,
greatly facilitating reference. Also historical and scientific matter bearing upon
the subject. No. E302,.paper, 25c; No.
E303, cloth ............................................ $.35

HOMES fARMS BUSINESS
Saints desiring to locate in the Lamoni Stafue or those within the Stake
wishing to change their location will do
well to consult the Stake Bishopric as
provided in D. C. 128: 4. We have for
sale and exchange properties of various
kinds and are prepared to serve you.

lAMONI STAKE BISHOPRIC
SMITH-PELOUBE,T'S BIBLE DICTIONARY.
-By William Smith, LL. D., Revised by
F. N. and M.A. Peloubet. An invaluable
book for students of the Bible. More
than 800 pages of concise information,
covering all phases of scriptural study;
excellent colored maps, and 440 appropriate illustrations. The volume is described as "teacher's edition"; and, since
all active Christians are Bible teachers,
is therefore a universal necessity. No.
291, cloth, net ...................................~$1.60
Tonsils and Adenoids completely removed.

Dr. Joseph Mather, Specialist
in diseases of the eye, ear, nose, and
throat.
Elders and family on ministerial allowance, work done free of charge.
Cataracts removed.
Work done in Independence Sanitarium, Independence, Missouri.
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Pack your grip, tell the folks good-by, go· down to the depot, buy
a ticket for California-that great Out-o'-doors land, which rests the
weary and refreshes the weak-via the Burlington Route (the moving picture way through scenic Colorado and Salt Lake in daylight).
Climb aboard, lean back, relax and watch America roll past your window.
Getting away from the.cold, bad weather, business and household
responsibilities, care and worry, and out into the glorious sunshine and
semitropical atmosptwre of California where you can rest, change and
rejuvenate, will do you a world of good.
You'll be surprised when you compare the cost with the cost of
remaining at home. Think what this will mean to you, whent yoUi
remell).ber that a life which isn't pleasantly spent isn't well spent.
Before completing your plans let me expl!lcin how you may join
a Burlington Personally Conducted Excursion (costs no more-just a
part of Burlington Service) and send you a folder telling all about
the trip-worth reading even if you don't go.
L. F. SILTZ, Ticket Agent.
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OFFICIAL PUBLICATION OF THE REORGANIZED CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST , - - - - - - · - - - - - - - - - ,
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS
Entered as second~cl~ss matter at Lamoni, Iowa, post office

"If ye continue in D1Y word, then are ye my disciples
indeed; and ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall
make you free."-J;,hn 8: 31-32.
Holy
Scriptures

Book of
Mormon

Volume 64

"There shaH not any man among you have save it
be one wife; and concubines he shall have none."Book of Mormon, Jacob 2: 36.

Doctrine
and Covenants

Lanwn1:, Iowa, January 31, 1917

Number 5
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EFFICIENT COOPERATION
Under the old strictly individualist regime a man
claimed the right to run his business as he pleased,
and it was thought the cheaper the labor he could
hire, the better would be his profits and results.
Men, women and children were hired, worked long
hours and the last ounce of strength practically taken
from them. And if thes,e die, more can be secured.
':Business is business." But experience has proven,
·that a man will actually produce more and better,
working eight hours a day rather than twelve and
fourteen. There is less waste. The oost per unit
of product is less.
'
.
The man, who has good home surroundings, sanitary conditions in which to work, who has been
trained for his work, actually produces more and
better results. So the large corporations have come
to establish corporation schools, reading rooms, gymnasiums, have beautified their surroundings and are
giving voluntarily in many instances the
shorter . day.'$
.
Playgrounds are provided for children and sanitary
buildings in which to work.
It is true, that some reactionaries still oppose. It
is true that some employers are so poor, that they
cannot afford economy. Just as a poor man must
pay from fifty to one hundred per cent more for his
coal by the bucket, his potatoes by the pound than is
paid by the man with sufficient means to buy his coal
by the ton, his potatoes by the tens of bushels m· the
carload. In nianufa.cturing it has. been proven, that
it does not pay to take the last ounce of strength.
But in the church, we still note this tendency to
work a' good man to death. Oh! well, the Lord will
raise up somebody to take his pla0e. We submit,
that this is both bad economy and rather doubtful
religion. It is bad economy to work a man to the
very last we can get out of him.
We hear frequent comment and question from all
over the oomatry, as to what is the matter with
President Elbert A. Smith. It may be simply stated.

The trouble is one of environment and some of our
methods of work. He was handling his fair share of
the work of the Presidency, was editor of the HERALD and A uturnn Leaves and wrote two books and
a number of tracts in little over a year. In addition
to this he was attempting to do his chores. With
the heavy mental work he was carrying, this 8xtra
work meant a real burden.
About Thanksgiving time he, together with his
son, tried to move a sidewalk and suffered a severe
physical strain. Pain caused him to lose sleep for
several nights and was suffi6ent to complete the effects of overwork. The result is a nervous break~
down. It is natural that this should be accompanied
at times with a feeling of discouragement. It is
also natural, that he should require rest and quiet
for his r,ecovery. But there appears no reason why
a real rest should not work a complete recovery. For
this we confidently look.
The SAINTS' HERALD has not published his address,
because of the request that he be not troubled with
correspondence. He needs rest and change as well
as climate for his recovery.
When he has recovered, then what? We well remember ten years ago, two years after having suffered a nervous br,eakdown, a brother spoke to us by
the Spirit to the effect, that we were trying to do
too much and in danger thereby of becoming disqualified. We called his attention to the fact, that
he himself was a leading cause of excessive work.
Of course we have resolved that we are going to
be very careful. We will relieve him of past cares.
But in fact, wm it not be only a short time, until we
are again overloading a willing workman? .
This case does not stand alone Six other men
have been named to us in the short period of one
week, as in danger of suffering a similar collapse.
Why will w,e work a willing man to death?
Then there .arises again the question of efficiency.
Here was a man, who was better able than any other
man in Lamoni to do a certain work. In fact we
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may safely say he held a unique position in the that. Yet, can we not willingly permit the hands of
church, and is better qualified th~n anyone else we some of these men to be free for the sake of the
know to have held the positions he occupied-Coun,.. common good? It is the work that is accomplished
selor to the First Presidency, Editor of the HERALp. by the church that counts, not what each man may
There are probably five hundred men in Lamoni do. It is not a case of "That will be glory for me,
who could lay a sidewalk as well, if not better, than glory for me, glory for ME." The church has spent
he could. Yet such work as this and his chores money, individuals have spent money, in making
proved, according to physicians, the final straw. We special preparation for service to the body. Many
lose his valuable services to the church for some of our men are prepared for a service of a special
months, just because some one else did not do this kind. It means an economic waste, it means an intellectual, yes, a spiritual loss to the church if these
and other detail work for him.
men
and women are prevented from exercising the
One of the Twdve recently remarked that Enoch,
talent
and preparation given of God.
Abraham and others were able to make wonderful
The work of all is needed. The especial chardevelopment in the knowledge of God, because they
acteristics
of each man are needed. In the quorum
had leisur,e for study and contemplation To-day we
of
Twelve
there
are men vrho are splendid proselyhave extraordinary facilities. Would it no~ pay to
tizers,
men
who
are
extra good at a few things. It is
giv,e a few, at least, of these men leisure for conto
our
interests
that
they be used there on the firing
templation for the benefit of the whole body?
line.
There
are
men,
who are good debaters. There
During the past year President 'Frederick M.
are
men
who
are
good
organizers, who will baptize
Smith has been at least once on the verge of collapse.
few,
but
who
look
closely
to the per£ecting of the
President Elbert A. Smith has suffered the results of
an overstrain. Some members of the quorum of Saints. There are men who can meet the learned
men of the world on an equal footing, and gain reTwelve have suffered from overwork.
spect for the church. There are men who are preCertain of the stake officers are even now in danpared to deal with the great problems confronting
ger of collapse, and one at least has been advised by
us-this in the one quorum. Let each man magnify
a physician to attempt no chores or heavy physical
his talents.
labor, for if he does so at present, it will mean colWe have several men in po~tions of responsibillapse. He is about his place of business, he is atity
in the church and its institutions. who, if they
tending to his work, he is not counted by his neighare
not worth in a worldly sense over $2,500 a year to
bors among those who are seriously ill, and he is
capable of doing some work better than anyone else. the church, are worth nothing. Some of them should
It would seem under such circumstances, that he be worth at least $10,000. By this we mean, that
should be saved for the work that he can do best, the difference between efficient and inefficient handwhile others carry on the work equally important ling of their office means that amount or more to
and equally vital', which they can do as well or even the church, and that those who are engaged in busi.ness for the church, if they are not worth that in
better than he.
'l!l'the marffiet, have not sufficient capacity for their
Usually the physical exercise of chores is benepresent position.
ficial. Outdoor work is near nature, and better for
Now we are not pleading that they should be paid
every man. But in cases of extreme mental and
any
such salary, nor are they asking such special
nervous strain, such is not the case.
We are for democracy and for the common good. consideration. Their sacrifice may be more. But
We have no plea to make for an aristocracy. That is we are not especially urging the sacrifice, that they
one serious difficulty in the way. We want these are making for the church. We do urge,. that posmen free to do the work for which they are especially sessing the service of these men, their willing, devoted service, it is bad economy to use them too
fitted. We do not want an aristocracy.
much
of the time on work, which some other men
The men who handle the large matters of the
could
do.
It is a question of results; how can we
business world, fr,ee themselves from details. They
the
utmost possible?
achieve
leave as much as possible to lieutenants' or others to
With
the
right men this means not only a finando. Sometimes their secretaries even attend to all
personal appointments, secure all transportation and cial_ saving, not only intellectual conquest, not only
see that papers are prepared when needed. These the increase of the membership of the church, nor
men provide the executive ability. At times tp_ey alone the development of the people of the church in
work under tremendous strain. But when the strain an intellectual sense, but it should mean added spiris over, they take a period, ten days, a month or three itual power. To the body worn out, the brain exhausted, great revelations are not easy.
months' vacation.
We do not hold for an externally i.mposed revealBut we are not to the place, that we need to do
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menton passivity, as might be made by stamping a
design on a piece of wood. The glory of God is intelligence. It should be at the height of our mental
and physical power, that there lights upon us, that
glory which has shone, not on sea or land, the unspeakable effulgence accompanying communion with
eternal God, and in this clear light of intelligence the
revelation is tested and approved. Revelation should
be to increase our intellectual comprehension of
truth.
We are not always ready to recognize individual
peculiarities and special abilities. A popular person
is often elected in some branch or local to a position,
for which neither talent nor training fits him or her.
We have seen splendid clerks, with a love for detail,
put forward, nominated and elected to executive positions. Then because success is not achieved, we
hear criticisms, merely because we have not considered that place for which the man or woman is
ideally suited.
To find unfitness is only the lesser part of our
problem. "'Our special task is to answer the question,
For what is this man or this woman best qualified,
to the end that the body as a whole may produce the
best results, both in quantity and in quality?
Several of the sisters have made special preparation for work. They have natural talent, and have
studied features for work in the Sunday school, Religio or Woman's Auxiliary. Some are especially prepared to handl,e courses of study in our study classes,
extension institute or in the classes of the Woman's
Auxiliary. Some are well qualified to write for the
church papers.
But some of them are so situated, because of the
family relation to the missionary force, that such
help is impossible, unless they can be relieved in part
from household duties.
Is it to the best interest of the church that these
should be held to manual labor, or would it be real
economy if the hands of some of them were freed
and they made to feel that their service is so valued
that they are free to secure assistance for heavy
manual labor, such as washing, ironing, scrubbing
floors and the like? It seems to the editor, that it
would pay many times, if some of them could be
made to feel how their services are and should be
valued, and at the same time, means given by which
others, who are well fitted for such work, may earn
a deserved livelihood.
Again, we are making no plea for an aristocracy.
We do not even claim this work as being upon the
whole more important. We recognize and appreciate the willingness and the great devotion shown by
the wives of our missionaries. We appreciate their
willingness to work and their devotion. But we do
claim; it is more important that they should do work
for which they have had perhaps years of special
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training, while others perhaps more able for such
work do part of the household labor.
"We are laborers together with God; ye are God's
husbandry." How shall we use our inheritance and
how employ our talents?
Is it not possible for that spirit to be with us,
which is expressed in a poem in the Autumn Leaves
last December, so that we shall look for the advancement of the work rather than to our individual
credit? "Inasmuch as ye have done it unto one of
the least of these my brethren, ye have done it unto
me;" said the Master, and we should be able to show
something of his Spirit. For the work is intrusted
to all.
S. A. BURGESS.
ABOUT OUR HERE AND THERE ITEMS

We are finding this department so popular that
we would like to extel}d its scope. As you have no
doubt noticed, it is made up of brief items from
"here and there" which take up much less room than
},etters saying the same thing.
While it is not intended to dispense with the letter
department, which is so much appreciated, we would
like to make it a valuable extens~on of the personal
J,etter method of telling the news. We hope to receive and expect to publish the usual large number
of excellent letters from all over the world, but we
realize, as do you, that there are many items of general interest that of themselves are worth while but
they are not given to our readers because. they are
not thought of sufficient interest to justify a letter.
We suggest this: Let every community, or as many
in the community as care to, write us often with
boiled dow;n items intended to be told in just a paragraph. A postal card message will do-in fact
would be preferred for this work.
Try to avoid trifling personalities that would only
be of local inter,est, but if they concern the personal
work of some one that many of us know or should
know, send it in. We must reserve the right to edit
the matter and use our best judgment in cases of
duplication, as you would expect us to do. Mention
church openings, successful meetings, and anything
unusual that pertains to our work.
Let us make the "Here and There" items a mirror
to reflect the activities of the church that are of general interest. We do not have the space for long
news letters from all the branches but we are confident that we can make this department an unqualified success and especially appropriate for the
official publication of the church.
HERALD EDITORS.

Daily deeds decide deathless destiny.-M. M. D.
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NOTES AND COMMENTS

President Smith Returns
President Frederick M. Smith returned to Independence January 21, and is very busy in his office.
Senior Editor Improving
The latest news from Brother Elbert Smith is that
he is making some improvement-more noticeable
than at any previous time during his recent illness.
The Saints should realize that any improvement
other than a miraculous healing will be slow, but
under the circumstances it should be sure and steady,
which we are confident will be the case.
Stake Officers' Meeting
A meeting of the stake officers is called at Independence for Tuesday morning, January 30. The
stake presidents will meet with the First Presidency. President John F. Garver, Bishop A. Carmicha.el and R. J. Lambert left Monday morning to
be in attendance. It is hoped through these series
of meetings to secure gr.eatly increased efficiency in
stake work.
Apostle Greene Returns from England
Elder U. W. Greene returned from England on
December 23, landing in New York City that ev.ening, and reaching his home in Boston the next day.
He reports a rough passage. Nea:rly all the passengers were seasick, and he was witliout nourishment
for nine days, so he feels the need of a short rest at
home. While resting, he is actively engaged in the
work in the Eastern Massachusetts District.
The Position of the. Allies
There has come recently to our desk a speech by
the Right Honorable H. H. Asquith on "A free future for the world," "Censorship and trade," an official publication on "The treatment of the Armenians," and "Foi et Vie," which includes a review of
the latest utterances of Chancellor Bethmann-Hollweg. These documents set forth the position of the
allies and a defense of the action taken by them towards their enemies and neutral countries. They
are of marked interest though our limited space does
not permit such a review as has already been made
in the secular magazines.
Armenian Horrors Portrayed
The Treatment of the Armenians, Miscellaneous
No. 31, 1916, consists of verified }.etters and documents from eyewitnesses of the sufferings created
there by the expulsion of the Armenians from. their
homes. It is indeed a picture of horror and shows
to what barbarity war will bring men. As it would

seem there is no form of cruelty but what has been
inflicted upon these unfortunate people. This has
been done over the objection not only of neutral representatives but even of individual citizens of the
allies of Turkey, though the allied governments
have remained sHent for politic reason.
Carol Singing by Boston Choir
On Christmas eve, the choir of the Boston church
went out carol singing. They visited some fifteen homes including that of U. W. Greene, who had
just reached home, singing the old English carols.
The occurrence was really picturesque as many other
choirs were out and the rule was to place candles
burning in the window if they wished the choir singers to call, also to place outside some Christmas decoration. At one place they used red electric globes,
and also r.ed fire. Also as the night was cold and no
homes were entered before midnight came, the singers were wearing blankets, shawls and other articles
of covering which reminded one 6f the picture of
carol singers in old England.
A Commendable Effort
In reporting the work of the year to his quorum,
Elder H. H. Hand, president of the branch at Perry,
Iowa, says, in part: "I am making a special effort
to get the church papers and books into every Latter Day Saint home in the branch." Then, further,
he adds: "Working out a plan for systematic distribution of our church literature to nonmembers of
the town."
It's wonderful the difference it makes in a branch
to have all members thoroughly alive to the progress
of the church as it is reflected by the publications.
A pastor in the pulpit as well as elsewhere in his efforts, finds in such a situation a most pleasing response to his appeals.
True, it is not the only thing ne0essary to progress, but it is a big thing. We are glad so many
of our branch presidents are alive to the possibilities
in this line and hope to see the day when it will be
considered as essential to have the church literature
as for a schoolboy to have his books.
"Reviving" the Border Troops
Now we hav.e heard from both sides in the little
word-war that has been waging on the Mexican
border.
_ The Baptists and some other denominations were
indignant because Major General Funston refused
to allow the. holding of old-fashioned revival meetings at the camps.
General Funston resents the ide:i that because a
man puts on his country's uniform he is worse than
(Continued on page 117.)
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ECONOMY

.Jesus said unto his disciples, "Gather up the frag~
ments that remain, that nothing be lost." (John
6: 12.)

The Lor~ intended by the above to teach his disciples a very important lesson. If there ever was a
time in the world's history that people need to practice economy it is now.
Economy invested in a home is good seed sown. It
embraces within itself nearly all of the great virtues
in life. Out of it grow confidence, courage, hope,
self-respect, true manhood. It implies industry, prudence, forethought, self-denial. It means better
homes and better food, better health, more comfort
and enjoyment, less waste and less anxiety. Those
who are practicing it are laying a secure foundation
for a successful life. Economy is a principle that
should not be treated lightly.
One writer says, "Many of us have earnings so
small, compared with necessary expenses, that savings toward a home seem impossible. But this is all
the more reason for saving. It is all the more reason
for making the best and the most of the little we
have for our comfort, security and true progress.''
We should save of our earnings what can reasonably be spared so there would be something to lean
upon when needed. It is too late to m,ak,e hay when
it rains. We must work while the sun shines. Too
many neglect to gather up_ the fragments when there
is plenty. It is very difficult to realize fully the value
of small sums. If the nickels and dimes spent for
personal luxuries were put in a. savings bank the
year around, it would surprise many what it would
amount to. There is a saying, "Many a mickle
makes a muckle.'' This is true of nothing more than
nickels and dimes. The high cost of living is. teaching many a lesson.
The work of God is designed to teach men the art
of right living. When we are so situated and to some
extent independent it is a great factor in spiritual
life. When we are crowded in our temporal affairs
it robs us many times out of our spiritual enjoyment.
We should strive to make wisdom our handmaid in
all our work. Order and method have much to do
in rendering labor less toilsome. One has said, "A
man's greatest ornament is his work, and he always
consults his dignity by doing it."
President Wilson said in one of his speeches, "The
supreme human· pleasure, it seems to me, is to do
something worth doing the way it ought to be done."
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There is a thought in that that we might take home
and apply to our everyday life .
A young brother said once to one of his neighbors, "My father did not only give me a home and
. teach me how to work and make money-but he
taught me horw to use it.'' We may all more or less
come short to use wisely that which is intrusted to
our car.e.
Although it is the main thing in life, there is a
great difference . in being industrious and being
greedy. The Lord was pleased with that servant
that had doubled his talent. We· cannot waste our
time or means and be pleasing in the sight of God.
The Lord has reminded .his people again and again
that he requires their surplus property, and after
that a tenth of their increase annually. (Doctrine
and Covenants 106: 1.) It is a wrong idea for anyone to wait until he can pay a large amount at once.
The Lord means what he says, he wants it annually,
whatever we have to pay, little or much. We should
be industrious in our affairs in life, like that servant
that had doubled his talent. Otherwise we would
have no surplus or tithing to pay.
There is a saying, "Worry is a fire which burns
and destroys, but produces no heat." Another w:riter
says, "Where there are no worries there is no inspiration and little activity.'' We can go to the extreme in anything. But there is not much to that
individual that has not worry enough about him to
be interested in his affairs in life to make it a success.
When we meet our dear brethren who have left
all for Christ's sake to bring the glad message of life
and salvation to their fellow men, they meet with
many discouragements and no doubt at times to
some extent worry about their work. They are
thankful for a little help and a word of encouragement. It is too late to put flowers on their graves
after they are dead; rather give them a bouquet
when alive so they can enjoy it. Responsibility is a
principle that may not alw:ays be considered for
what it means, but there is a consciousness attached
to it that must at some time be accounted for.
Brother Joseph said, "The man of ordinary perception must necessarily be in a degree conscious of
some measure of responsibility attaching to his existence.'' There are many things in this world that
we might desire to have, such things that we do not
necessarily need. Before buying we should stop and
think, Can we afford it? Things bought before we
are able to pay ofttimes bring trouble. No one is
to blame but ourselves. There are enough people
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in misery who cannot help it without anyone placing
himself in the same condition. What can be avoided
need not be endured.
Pride is one of the greatest evils of the day. The
Lord has warned his people to be aware of it. It
carries with it other evil habits which lead to destruction. It brings chastisement, sorrow, unbelief,
carelessness, slothfulness, uncleanliness. vV e can
get along without the price of those who look only
upon the outward appearance. Sensible, thinking
men and women will think more of the ones who ate
living within their means than the ones who try to
appear different from what they really are.
Our heavenly Father is willing to bless his people
so they may enjoy li:f'e. If they will only submit to
his rules of government which are founded in justice and truth, if we expect to hav,e our bodies and
minds invigorated we must use moderation in our
work, sleeping and eating. It is not enough to look
into the perfect law of liberty, but it is the doer or'
the law that obtains the blessing.
We have before us light and darkness, truth and
error, joy and sorrow, each other exist side by side,
and open to the choice to every free agent.
One has said, "He who will not take advice gets
knowledge when trouble overtakes him.''
A. JENSEN.
"IN THE BEGINNING GOD"---Part 2
BY

H.

A.

STEBBINS

A "COMMON PROGENITOR"

From the books I have read I believe that few real
scientists have ignored God as the direct Creator, or
altogether left him out of their studies and writings.
And evidently these have not ignored him from
actual enmity. Their idea has been that the law of
evolution is sufficient to account for a steady progress from a common progenitor through generations
down to man. Whence carne the original protoplasm
they do not claim to know. Darwin was the leader
in ability in the "Darwinian theory," and Huxley,
Wallace, and Spencer added to it by their travels and
studies.
Professor Huxley frankly admitted the necessity
of a preexisting living protoplasm in order to produce life, and he said that :for the "origin of this he
did not pretend to account," because he had no idea
hovv or by what power it came into being.
Charles Darwin said that he believed that the
varieties of life "are all descendants of one common
progenitor," but as to how this common progenitor
originated he did not claim any knowledge,. nor even
speculate upon it. He wrote plainly about "life, with
its seve1~al powers, having been originally breathed

by the Creator into a f,ew forms or into one." Hence
he was not an atheist.
Professor J. P. Thompson states in his work as
follows:
Mr. Darwin's theory is not that of spontaneous generation,
for he maintains that "not only the various domestic races,
but the most distinct genera and orders within the same great
class, are all descendants of one common proge.nitor."-Man
in Genesis and in Geology, p. 38.

Herbert Spencer wrote as.follows.:
No form of evolution, organic, or inorganic, can be spontaneous, but in every instance the antecedent forces must be
adequate ,in their qualities.-Ma1n in Genesis and in Geology,
p. 81.

Thus we see that these students and authors have
been misunderstood to quite a degree. Their chief
error was caused by their love for the idea that all
life could come from a common progenitor whoever
may have created it, instead of accepting the record
in Genesis that God was the creator of each order
and species by itself.
SCIENTISTS RECOGNIZE GOD IN CREATION

But the worshiping wise men are more numerous
than the others, and they testify that proofs are
many that God created not only the original that
they allow, but also that he made all the species that
now exist or have existed. Professor Louis Agassiz
w11ote very clearly of the great systems of life upon
earth and then asked, ·
How could this system have been called into existence if
there does not exist One Sup,reme Intelligence as the author
of all things. (Essays, S:ection Four.)-Man in Genesis and
in Geology, p. 40.

Professor .J. D. Dana wrote:
The perpetual presence of Mind, infinite i,n power, wisdom and love, a,nd ever 1:\cting, is manifest in the whole history of the past ... Man, the offspring, not of Nature but of
God. Biibliotheca Sacra, January, 1856.-Man in Genesis ailld
in Geology, pp. 43, 47.

Al,exander Winchell, professor of geology, zoology,
and botany, author of many books and treatises,
states as follows :
We haVie witnessed the pmgressive development of the
physical world, its successive adapta.tions to its successive
populations, and its completion and special preparation for
the occupancy of man, and have learrned that the whole creation is the product of one eternal intelligent, Master purpose,
the coherent result of one Mind. God worked out his all-embracing plans.... The geological doctrine is not to deny the
unlimited power of Deity, for nothing has done more than
geology to Ujnfold and demonstrate that power. . . . Beyond
is only God.~Sketches of Creation, pp. 16, 30, and 40.

Hugh Miller, of Edinburgh, a man beloved for the
nobility and faithfulness of his life, and one of the
most learned of earth, wrote Testimony- of the Rocks,
Old Red Sandstone, Footprints of the Cr,eator, and
other books. In one he quotes, with approval, cer'
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tain statements by Professor Louis Agassiz, who, the original, and if so then the hi,story given in the
after mentioning the forms of animal life existing first and second chapters of Genesis refers to and
before man, as found in the geolog~,cal strata of the includes only the era or period in which Adam was
earth, says :
.introduced. The two chapters only claim to give
Their connection is to be sought in the view ,c)f the Creator account of the ~era of man as the head of creation,
himself, whose aim in forming the earth, in allowing it to un- when Adam was placed on the earth in the completedergo the successive changes which geology has pointed out, ness of the manhood which made him actually the
and in creating successively all the different types of animals representative of God on this globe, to have charge
which have passed away, was to introduce man upo1n the sur~
face of-our globe. Man is the end toward which all the ani- over the earth, and "over every living thing that
mal cr-eation has tended from the first appearance of the moveth upon the earth." (Genesis 1: 30, I. V.) In
first Paleoz_oic fishes.-Testimony of the Rocks, p. 229. the prehistoric ages, between the periods of great
Taken from Agassiz' principles of Zoo1ogy.
convulsions and upheavals in the earth, there lived
not only the monsters of the land and the sea, whose
Then Hugh 1Miller himself says :
The character of man as a fellow worker with his Creator great bones hav,e been found in our time, but also
in the material province has still to be considered in the light the mollusks (shell creatures) of the Silurian age,
of geology. Man was the first, and is still the only creature the fishes of the Divonian age, and the later forms
of whom we k,now anything, who has set himself to carry on of life in the periods following. Of the next period,
and improve the work of the world's original framer .... Man
the Divonian age, Professor Winchell states that
in this great department of industry, is what none of his predecessors upon the earth ever were,-a "fellow worker" with "few beings basked in the sun or bathed in the waters of the Carboniferous age." The chief characterthe Creator.-Te.stimony of the Rocks, pp. 235, 238.
From Professor Joseph P. Thompson's valuable istics of this period was the unlimited vegetation and
vast forests, from which came the formation of the
. book I make the following extracts:
great coal beds of the earth. I quote again from
If man was produced by evolution from preexisting organProfessor Alexander Winchell as follows :
isms, where are the transitional forms? No traces have been
found of a creature intermediate between the ape and :q1a,n,
nor a simian tribe so far advanced as to fill the gap. , .. In
the 'thousands of years since men and apes have lived side by
side, the ape has made no advance toward the form, the
ha:bits, or the intelligence of man.-Man in Genesis and ~n
Geology, pp. 43, 44.
It is not the Bible that traces the origin of man back to
the monkey or the trilobite ;-this makes him the child of God,
created in his image, for his companionship and his glory.
True, the Bible represents man as fallen and degraded in
character, but this by his own act, because God had made
him a being of voluntary powers, which powers he perverted
to his own degradati01n. But, by reason of these very powers,
he is capable of recovery and restoration to his original place
and destiny. . . . As if to represent himself upon the earth
God crowned man with glory and honor and set him over all
the works of his hand.-Ibid., p. 48.
Is it true as some physicians affirm, that man is just the
latest outcome of nature's efforts at improv~ng upon her own
experime,nts in organic life, the treasured selection of some
accidental variety of birth in a chimpanzee family? ...Quite
otherwise would I seek the solution of the problem of life. I
find in it three factors, God, Man, and Natur.e.-Ibid., p. 5,1.
No gorilla ever took out a patent, or made any improvement upon the condition in which he was bo:r;n; ,no man-like
ape ever developed out of nature anything beyond what his
instinct taught him at the first.-Ibid., p. 61.

Though man was not, except in the conceptions of the Almighty, man was regarded in the preparations of this age,
the far-seeing Planner of the universe stored the carboniferous fuel in repositories whe11e it could never perish, :and·
where it could a,wait the uses of the coming race ·of man.
Nor was this even the end of the providential purposes. In
a subsequent age those barren rocks and those beds of coal
became covered, first with the basis of a soil, and then with
the soil itself; so that man when he should come upon the
stage, might find an 1nexhaustible mine of fuel, and a foothold for the products of his farm upon the selfsame acres.
. . . There was never another period of the world when the
supply of carbon was so great. . . . The same general preparatory movements were to be continued, continued till the
finished earth had been elaborated for the reception of man.Sketches of Creation, pp. 160, 161.

It is said that "the empire of fishes was prolonged
through the Carboniferous period," but not much
other life, the formation of coal seams and layers of
stone being the special purpose of that age. But
near its end, when the upheavals and convulsions of
nature subsided and greater quiet r,eigned, there are
evidences of reptile life. Later the real Reptilian
age came in, when the saurian monsters, megatheriums and mammoths, walked the earth, and
sported in its waters for long periods.
"THE FIRST FLESH UPON THE EARTH"
The point is that the four ages already spoken of,
I will now speak of a statement in the Inspired the Silurian, the Divonian, the Carboniferous, and
Version of the Scriptures which has caused some the Reptilian, a11e all geologically marked in the
comment. Formerly it troubled me, but I believe strata of the earth as distinct and separate from
now that the meaning is plain. It :reads: "And man, each other, and that all forms of life perished at the
became a living soul, the first :flesh upon the earth, end of ~each age, and with the beginning of the new
the first man also."-Genesis 2: 8.
ages new species of life, or those with great improveI pr,esume that this is the correct rendering of ments began, and thus new creatures were provided
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for each age. There were periods of o;verthrow and
destruction of life between the periods of growth
and .progress. This is especially shown by successi;ve layers of coal being co;vered by successi;ve layers
of rock, and then of earth, with trees and other ;vegetation mixed in, as all coal miners ha;ve experienced.
In the coal and stone measures of the earth are seen
the fossil forms of trilobites, fishes, etc., and petrified tropical trees. The writer remembers seeing
those that came from mines in Illinois i,n 1870-1875.
Professor Winchell wrote the following:
If we are to judge from that which is known rather than
from that which is co,nj-ectured, we are compelled to conclude
that the varied forms of animal life did not come into being
by a gradual evolution from the Eozoon (beginning) but as
so many original utterances of the skilled Artdsan of Creation.-Sketches of Creation, p. 76.

1That is a grand statement by an able scholar.
And another student of the science of the earth, G. J.
Douglas, Duke of Argyle, wrote of the distinct forms
of life in the Silurian and the Diyonian ages, and he
said these words about the two ages :
There is no traee: of links or of transitional forms between
the great class of mollusks (tn the one) and the great class
of ,fishes (in the other). There is no reason to suppose that
such forms, if they had existed, could have been destroyed.
-Primeval Man, p. 45. Published in 1869.

That is,· there was no parentage continuing over
from one age by which the animal life of the next
age had its beginning, The forms beginning in the
next age, even of similar species, were radically different in their construction and powers from those
that had existed in the p1:1evious age. Professor
Winchell says :
Successive extinctions, wrought by the lapse of time, or by
violent geological Devolutions, (were) followed by successive
creations of higher and higher :fo,rms.~Sketches of Creation,
p. 123.
MAN IN THE FIFTH GREAT AGE

Thus came in the fifth great ag·e called the Mammalian age, with man as its head. !According to the
Inspired Version this age had as its beginning man,
and its highest representative, Adam, as the first
flesh upon the earth, which was now prepai~ed for
his permanent home.
That celebrated geologist, Hugh •Miller, quotes
from Professor Agassiz, where he speaks of the
proofs found showing continual progress in animal
life and of the "increasing resemblance to man," yet
he says that "this connection is not the consequence
of a direct lineage between the animals of different
ages," and that "there is nothing like parental descent connecting them. . . . Nor does man descend
from the mammals which preceded him in the Tertiary period." Then follows Agassiz' admirable
statements, already quoted from Hugh. Miller, that
the Creator brought into being, "successively all the

differ.ent types of animals which have passed aWiay,"
with the purpose "to introduce man upon the surface of our globe," and "m\an is the end toward which
all the animal creation has tended from the first."
(Sketches of Creation 229.)
Hugh :Miller himself wrote:
At length the .responsible Lord of Creation; formed in
God's own image, is introduced upon the sc~ne. . . . Man is
the great creature-worker of the world, its one created being, that taking up the work of the adorable Creator, carries
it on ... and _finds a field for his persevering ingenuity and
skill in every occupa.tion which his Maker had moved before
him.-Testimony of the Rocks, pp. 210, 239.

Some who read this article will remember to have
seen in the solid rock of unknown ages, as opened
by mining and mountain excavations, those layers
of many kinds that were formed long before airbreathing animals like man could possibly have lived
upon the earth. All have seen the fossil remains of
trilobites of the Silurian age, of the fishes of Divonian age, the chambered shells and tree petrifactions
of the Carboniferous age, and the fossil forms of
lizards and other r,eptiles of the Reptilian age. During all these periods of earth's history unnumbered
millions of specimens of life were deposited among
the strata of rock that for miles extend beneath the
surface of the earth. There are hundreds of layers,
and one geologist states that these layers ar.e deposited "in as much order as the drawers of a well
regulated cabinet."
Professor Edward Hitchcock wrote as follows :
;Still further confirmation of the same important principle
is fou1nd in the well-established fact that there have been
upon the globe, pDevious to the now existing races, not less
than five .distinct periods of organized existence, that is, five
great groups of animals and plants, so completely independent that no species whateve•r is found in more than one of
them, have lived and successively passed away before the
creatio1n of the races that now occupy the surface.~R·eligion
and Geology,. p. 22.
.

He says that there have been found in the rocks
thirty-five thousand species of animals and plants.
Professor Winchell states that· a fair estimate of
the time it would take to change vegetable growth
into coal, whether anthracite or bituminous, and
then between the 'coal seams to form layers of solid
stone, and thus, one after the other, for nature to
build up the great tiers of coal and rock, it would
take at least a million years. He mentions seventysix seams of coal found in Nova Scotia, one thirtyseven feet thick, another twenty-two feet, and ,other
very thin layers. In Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania,
one_ caHed the "Mammoth Vein," twenty-nine feet
thick. (Sketches of Creation, pp. 155, 156.)
(To be continued.)

It is the whole business of the church, and it is
the business of the whole church, to give the gospel
to the whole world as speedily as possible.-Anon.
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THE BURNING OF BABYLON---No. 6
BY E.

E. LONG

'llHE SECTARIAN CONCEPT

The sectarian concept of Christ is summed up. by
Mr. Best in the following words:
The nonepiscopal churches say that as they know Christ,
he was a soul so completely immersed in spiritual realities
that he simply could not have concerned himself with choosing officers for an org'anization and drafting a constitution
and such other formalism. To him Christianity was a lifea vital, self-perpetuating force which must scatter through
the world spiritual seed to reproduce after its kind wherever
it fell on good ground. How it might grow-under what
exterior forms it might flourish-he cared not, only if the life
was still the life that truly came from him. Housed in one
form of church or another-what could that signify, provided
only men were being made new creatures in himself? More
unthinkable than all else is that the Lord Jesus would set
artificial limits on spiritual forces. He was not creating in
the earth a monoply of grace; he was giving his grace to
the whole world as a free gift for all men. For any company
of men then to constitute themselves God's exclusive representatives on earth, is a straightout contradiction of Christ's
· o~n generosity and democracy.
THE SPIDERS WEB OF DELUSION

This broad, liberal, erroneous "large view" of
Christ is the spider's web of delusion woven on the
brambles of private interpretation, in the meshes of
which the Christian nations are so hopelessly entangled to-day. It is the viper of "confused utterances" hatched in the cockatrice den of apostasy
which leads into the numerous "crooked paths" of
"false philosophy." It contradicts the gr,eat truth
en uncia ted by Jesus when he said : "And if a kingdom be divided against itself, that kingdom cannot
stand." (Mark 3: 24.) The terrible plight of fallen Christianity demonstrates the force of the Savior's logic. Through the magnifying lens of this
"large view" Calvinists for centuries have seen the
sprinkliJ:ig of babies as an apostolic rite, and at the
same time it revealed others not so "baptized" writhing in eternal torments, to the "praise of his vindictive justice." Through the same "large view" telescope other sectarians .see Jesus and the apostles
baptizing adults only by immersion, some for the remission of sins, some because their sins have already
been pardoned, others three times, face forward, etc.
Through the prismatic angles of this remarkable
glass, the doors of the various Christian churches
can be seen locked and barred to all except those who
comply with the hard and fast rules of entrance,
while the pearly gates above are beheld standing
ajar to all who truly love the Lord, regardless of
creedal affiliation. Wonderful indeed! It so eno,rmously magnifies the things that appeal to the popular fancy that it completely obliterates the unchange-
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able character of God and nullifies the fiat of heaven:
"For my thoughts are not your thoughts, neither are
your ways my ways, saith the Lord." (Isaiah 55: 8.)
I a:m the Wiay, the truth, and the life: no man cometh
unto the Father, but by me.--John 14: 6.
Except a man be born of the water. and of the Spirit, he
cannot enter into the kingdom of God.--J ohn 3 : 5.
He that entereth not by the door into the sheepfold, but
climbeth up some other way, the same is a thief and a robber.-John 10: 1.
;Repent, and be baptized every one of you in the name. of
Jesus Christ for the remission of sins, and ye shall receive
the gift of the Holy Ghost.-Acts 2: 38.

But Jesus did "concern himself about choosing
officers for an organization," and he emphasized this
fact: "Ye have not chosen me, but I have chosen you,
and ordained you." (John 15: 16.) . That the apostle occupied an office is clearly evident from the fact
that it was prophesied. concerning Judas Iscariot:
"Let another take his office" (Psalm 109: 8), and
froll:1' the further fact that Paul, an apostle, says, "I
magnify mine office" (Romans 11: 13). But with
those who have obtained the "large view" set out by
Mr. Best, New Testament precedent has little weight,
if it happens to conflict with the creed.
Jesus also concerned hiwself• about organization
by "appointing other seventy" (Luke 10: 1) and
sending them out to represent him, their duties and
prerogatives being almost identical with . those of.
the twelve. These are scriptural facts that no
amount of theological cajolery can set aside. God
"set" the various officers in the "body of Christ"
with the same fixed unchangeability that he set the
various members in the physical body of man. He
set the bow in the cloud ; he set the sun, moon, and
stars in the firmament and they are still there just
as the Great Architect placed them in the beginning
-for the principal reason that man is unable toremove them. If they were subject to the control of
man a "large·view" of the "generosity and democracy" of God would suggest many changes from the
original plan. But, being beyond the reach of man,
they continue to obey the perfect law according to
the original design, while the beautiful "body of
Christ~' has not only been crucified but scarified and
mutilated· beyond all recognition by the heretical
phariseeism of modern times.
Directed of God, as he claimed, Joseph Smith organized a visible church with the various officers
mentioned in the apostolic church arranged in reg-ular order with their several duties defined. It
stands to his credit as a church builder that after
nearly a century of world-wide oppbsition and criticism no necessity for a change in the organic structure or doctrinal arrang:ement has ever occurred ;
while contemporary institutions have repeatedly revised their creeds and altered their church polity.
And while apostasy intercepted the progr,ess of th~
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work whereby the church suffered reproach from
"false brethren crept in unawares," it survived the
terrible ordeal and to-day demands recognition in a
way that can no longer be denied.
The angel's message as first announced by Joseph
Smith, and as it is perpetuated and promulgated by
the Reorganized Church, points with unerring aim
to the apostolic landmarks, to the "old paths wherein
is the good way," but, bewildered and perplexed, the
people, blinded by priestcraft and "confused utterances," say, "we will not walk therein." Overlooking the pearl of great price at their feet, they see
nothing but the dark shadow of apostasy in the
mountains of the west, from which they turn away
with justifiable loathing and disgust.
But why should Christians of our day have such
an agony over "Mormonism"? With all the blackness
of their criminal record, the Mormons of Utah at
their worst never did so much to injure the cause of
Christ and dishonor civilization as the Christians
of Europe and America arC' doing now, to say nothing of an inglorious past. I have no inclination to
minimize or excuse the evils of Utah ~Mormonism,
and would not say a, word about it in this connection
were it not for .the fact'ilthat Joseph Smith is made
the scapegoat for the sins of Brigham Young and
·his successors, and the true Latter Day Saints who
represent the original cause are reproached with the
crimes of those who apostatized from the faith. It
is .a common habit for men and women of the socalled Christian churches who lecture on "Mormonism" to associate the name of J os.eph Smith with the
dark history of Utah and ascribe to him responsibility for all that is found there. With just as much
consistency might we lay the blame for the present
war at the foot of the cross, and charge all the crimes
of medieval and modern Christianity to the philosophy of Christ, as many people are doing. The misdeeds of those who profess to be the friend of Joseph
Smith furnishes a convenient pretext for opposing
the truth as inaugurated by Mr. Smith and represented by the true Latter Day Saints. It is a rare
thing for those who lecture to make a distinction between the true and the false.
It is a matter of reliable history that the popular
churches· arose from a seething cesspool of iniquity
and crime, alive and creeping with the vermin of
apostasy. And we don't have to journey far into
American history to see Christians boring holes in
Quaker tongues with hot irons and beating women
on their bare baeks as they were driven through the
streets tied to an ox cart-and all done in the name
of Christianity! They never saw anything like it
among Latter Day Saints. For thirty-five years after Joseph Smith organized the church, slavery flourished on American soil, fostered and supported by

Christians of the leading sects who bartered and
trafficked in the souls of their fellows. From the
first slavery was opposed and Joseph Smith expressed the attitude of Latter Day Saints when he
said: "Give the poor black man his freedom, for one
hour of virtuous liberty is worth a whole eternity of
bondage." To-day Christians, with no word of protest from the churches, are filling their coffers with
blood money by manufacturing and shipping abroad
munitions of war to destroy their fellow Christians.
Could "Mormons" do worse? Say, Christians, listen! If Jesus were here now and you should drag
"Mormonism" before him for judgment, and he
should again stoop and write with his finger on the
ground, who among you could consistently cast the
first stone? There is no darker page in history than
that which records the unspeakable crimes cornmitted by .rival theologians in the name of the
church. Jilld those who now are the loudest in their
"exposures" of Joseph Smith, and the Latter Day
Saints generally, are barely one remove from the
shadow of the Dark Ages.
Only a few weeks ago the writer, with some other
Latter Day Saints, listened to a woman lecturer who
said that "Mormonism," without making any distinction, was a moral cancer on the so~ial body of
America, and that the only way to treat it was by
· the "caustic of gun powder and the surgery of the
sword." This "lecture" has the indorsemen~ of some
of the leading ministers of the country, and when I
heard it I was led to believe that the spirit which
moved John Calvin to burn Michael Servetus had
been transmitted to his spiritual posterity. Referring to Carrie Nation's method of hatchet warfare,
she said, "I would lik!e to do a little smashjng on my
own account, but I'm afraid of the law." Thus by
her own infamous confession it is only the restraining influence of the civil law that stays the bloody
hand of persecution now. On three different occasions the writer has been at the mercy of a. "Christian" mob w:ho thirsted for "Mormon" blood; but,
like the aforementioned lady "soldier of the cross,"
they were afraid of the law. John was right when
he said, "And I saw the woman drunken with the
blood of the saints, and with the blood of the martyrs of Jesus" (Revelation 17: 6) ; "and in her was
found the blood of prophets, and of saints, and of
all that were slain upon the earth" (Revelation 18 :
24). But the day of her retribution is at hand and
the smoke of her "burning" already darkens the
ea§tern horizon with no signs of abatement.
(To be concluded.)

If to do good were as easy as to krtow what were
good to do, ehapels had been ch,urches, and poor
men's cottages princes' palaces.-Shakespeare.
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GENERAL INTEREST]

RECREA TJON IN THE CHURCH

No church alive to its opportunities nowadays
neglects the recr,eation;:tl side of human nature,
writes Marc N. Goodnow in The Churchman (Protestant Episcopal, New York). Indeed, "the growth
of the recr.eational side of church work, both social
and physical, has been more marked within the past
two or three y,ears than in the whole quarter century preceding," and the effectiveness of the physical
recreation program is being shown, we are told, in
"a closer-knit church constituency," and in a higher
"spiritual standard and morale." The Young Men's
Christian Association, with its 707 gymnasiums, 307
athletic :fields, 400 swimming pools, and 4,645 summer camps in North America, is noted as a powerful
influence tending to broaden the activities of the
church so as to utilize the character values resident
in properly administered athletics. Whether or not
there is direct religious training, "there are enough
of the elements of fair play, good sportsmanship,
clean and gentlemanly conduct demanded by .the
gymnasium game to make it of vital importance."
Besides, it is being recognized that "it is rather a
difficult thing for an ailing man to maintain his faith
at white heat." The writer continues:

nection with their regular social work; six churches are
renting gymnasiums for their members; eighteen church
teams have combined in basket ball leagues; six churches employ athletic directors to supervise all games. In addition to
this, Doctor J. B. Modesitt, physical director of the Detroit
Y~rung Men's Christian Association, has established a normal
class for the training of you:ng men who are expecting to take
·up gymnasium instruction as a regular part of their church
work or for those who are already instructing churchmen
and wish to obtain more theory and practice as teachers of
ath1etics ....
The gymnasium is by no means the solution of the recreational problem of the church, but it is one of growing importance becaus'e it is one of growing popularity. Because of
the gr,eat variety of activities in this direction and the difference in conditions, every church· must, through experimentation, work out its own best program; in no case, nowadays,
does the. church alive to the opportunities and possibilities
amQng its membership neglect this most important side of human nature-the recreational.

-Literary Digest.
RAISING MONEY FOR THE CHURCH

1Possibly not all of you know that Harold Bell
Wright, the author of so many "best sellers," including The Shepherd of the Hills, was for some years
in the ministry of the Christian Church. His last
pastorate was at Lebanon, Missouri, and the writer
In the diocese of Pennsylvania, recently, the social service of this was his immediate successor. When Brother
commission investigated the recreatiQnal facilities in th'e Wright went there he found the usual custom prePhiladelphia parishes, finding that as many as forty of the vailed of raising the finances by suppers, sales and
eighty-odd churches of the city were equipped with gymnasiums. The following statement is interesting as showing other business enterprises and depending largely on
the various activities of the different Philadelphia parishes the people outside the congregation for funds. ' He
in the field of recreation.
accepted the call on condition that these methods
l'wenty-six parishes. have basket ball.
were all to be "cut out" and all money raised by the
Twenty-nine parishes have frequent supei·vised dances, in old primitive method of volunteer contributions "as
some cases with employed teachers.
the Lord hath prospered." The people had many
Sixteen parishes have classes in calisthenics.
Fifteen OWill stereopticons and have frequent lantern lec- misgivings at first but the plan worked so well that
they have never raised funds in any other way since
tures.
Four have motion pictures.
then and all the other churches in town adopted the
Among the other forms of recreation reported by the com- same plan.
mission were these: Dramatic entertainments (reported by
The church never got along so well in its finances
all parishes), Boy Scout patrols, military drill; baseball
as
it did after this and a great burden was taken off
teams, summer camps and outings, shuffleboard, bowling alleys, pool and billard taMes, bathing facilities" reading and the shoulders of the women. During the y.ears that
game rooms, social gatherings of parishione.rs and others, the writer was there he could go to the bank every
ki,ndergartens, outdoor playgrounds, tennis courts.
Monday morning and get his week's salary credited
However, it is interesting to know that it is not only the
on
his book and if the funds were not quite sufficient
large cities that have ·utilized the recreational field for their
the
church owed it to the bank and not to the
churches. In the small town of Litchfield, Michigan, with
about a thousand souls, a movement was started to install preacher.
motion pictures for the benefit of the young and old people
We are the people who love to hark back to the
of the three churches the community supports. The motion early days for our example in all religious matters.
picture is now an -established institution, giving exhibitions
Let us hope that all our congregations can some day
of a popular nature on Satu~day afternoons and nights and
get back to their example in this. I hope no one will
sacred pieces on :Sunday nights.
In Detroit, twenty-two churches have gymnasiums in con- take this as a criticism of our spJendid women who
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have w·orked so loyally and strenuously to assist in
raising money for various purposes. Good, loyal
Marthas are they and I believe they will join me in
loking forward to the day when our methods will be
as scriptural as our doctrines.-Doctor Charles S.
Medbury in t~e Christian Call.
THE DANGER OF MATERIALISM
The war has stirred all nations to their profoundest depths, and we ar.e trying and testing every bit
of the fabric of modern civilization to see whether
it is necessary in our way of living. We shall probably discard many things as a result of this searching national introspection. In the department of
education there was probably never a higher degree
of thoughtfulness than at this present crisis.
The great danger in this country to be avoided in
our school work is the danger of materialism. In
Europe the intense suffering which has prevailed
will give a background of seriousness and thoughtfulness to all endeavor that we Americans shall not
possess except in a faint reflection. Europe will have
to think in terms of materialism. Stupendous debts
will have to be repaired, shattered homes will have
to be restored. It is to be hoped that the schools in
·the United States will do something to halt the appeal that is being made on every hand to the obvious,
the cheap, the popular. The agencies for mental
development are all too few, and if the schools fail
in their duty the condition will be deplorable.-The
Literary Digest, December 23, 1916.
·
RELICS OF PREHISTORIC RACE IN NEW
MEXICO
TUCSON, ARIZONA, January 23.-Relics of huge
settlements of a prehistoric race of highly civilized
Indians who built great dams and irrigated desert
lands in the southwe.st.ern corner of New Mexico
were found by Ranger Don S. Sullivan of the Peloncillo and Animas district of the Chiricahua forest,
who reported his discovery to the forestry headquarters here to-day. His report has been forwarded
to the American archreological association. Picture
writing which showed the dinosaurus and the fourtoed horse was found on a crude paper made of reeds
and on walls of caves.
Ranger Sullivan reported he believed the settlements were the original dwellings of the Aztec tribe.
-Associated Press.

There is always the sunshine, only we must do
our part, we must move into it.-Clara Louise
Burnham.

After all is said and done, the foundations of the reforms
we ar~ hoping to see established in the conditions of our
modern homes, both individual and civic, must track right
back to the doors of the pare1nts· of the day. The citizens
of to.day are what they are because of the training they have
l1e<ceived; the citizens of to-morrow will likewise be expressions of what we parents of the present are doing, or failing
to do. There is no exception to this rule. Even the homeless waif is at the mercy of those abl<e to help and care for
him, a:nd as those persons fail, or succeed in accomplishing
the task of rescuing him from untowar,d impressions, just so
they fail or succeed in rais~ng the standards of at least one
unit in to-morrow's activities.
How long would it tak.e the parents of to-day to revolutionize the world? How long would it take them to change the
social code-to establish it upon principles of truth and
purity? How long would it take even just the parents in the
church to make a' most decided upheaval of some of the
present false and pernicious "standards" of this Nation?
At least 1not longer than one generation! Is it not worth the
effort?
Sister Wight, one
our young mothers in Israel, has her
ideals for the children 0f our church fixed high, and she has
open eyes to many of the follies of the present-day attitude
among women-not only in the "world," but, alas, among
our own. Two many are indifferE;nt to the dangers, asleep
to the possibilities, and insensible to the responsibilities.
How long will we continue thus? Is it not time for evm·y
rnother and every father in the church to take their children
seriously, and to stud~ their mutual spiritual welfare: study
to understand the deep mysteri'e's of m~nd: that their training will be wise, and fertile in longed-for results? Too
many parents succeed only in arousing resentment and anger
in their children whe1n they attempt to guide; too many are
so~ engrossed with other interests that they do not take the
time to even try to grasp the fundamental principles of
child training! If we have clothed, ever so richly, the bodies
of our children, and failed to implant in the minds of those:
same children a deep-seated love for right a.nd purity, have
we been real parents to them---standing in the place of God
to the young souls given to us to guide and fit for the
"heavenly calling" unto which Paul says we are all called?
It goes e¥en deeper, farther. back. As Sister Wight suggests, the pity is that our young people are not trained for
parenthood before that most sacred ~nd serious work is
thrust upon them. Would we place a boy in ·a surveyor's
office, to do the most important work intrusted to his company, without one single thought of preparation and qualification for that work? Would we place a young girl upon
a piano bench, before a large and critical audience, ~nd expect her to play accurartely and with spiritual interpretation,
a masterpiece of music, without having first introduced her
to the fundam~ntal principles of the art? Nay, as you know,
sh!2 must have plodded, diligently and with painstaking care
and precision, the long, long path of study and preparatiqn,
before she could acquit herself intelligently of such a performance. Is the art of motherhood inferior? Is a failure
to acquire and perform any less disastrous?
A speaker before one of our women's clubs dwelt with''emphasis upon this lack in the curriculum of the educ·a,tion of
our young people. She told of lecturing before an audience

or
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at one time, at ·<the close of which lecture a fine broad
shouldered young man came up and asked if he might walk
to her hotel with her, as he wanted to tell her his troubles.
This is the tale he unfolded to her sympathetic ears:
"My father was a farmer, and from my earliest rec.ollections it was borne in upon me that I, too, was to be a 'tiller
of the soil,' but also that I was to be at the very topnotch of
the profession. I was tutored and trained, by means of experiments andJ 10bs~rvation, and by Careful explanations
from my devoted father; and, as I got older, I was s~nt t:o
high school, to college, and then through an exhaustive course
at the State agricultural school, all with the same end in
view; that of making of me an intelligent 'farmer and stock
raiser, and of qualifying me for ·that work.
'"At the university I met and loved a little girl-well, to
show you what I think of Mary, I will tell you, there isn't
her equal in the world! She is bright, brainy, well educated,
well poised, a,nd cheerful and kindly in disposition. A couple
of years after our marriage, our baby came', and from the
firSit he did not seem strong or well. We both tried to do all
we could for him, kindly nelighbors came to our rather isolated farm .home, to make suggestions and give advice. One
evening as the child lay, so sick and suffering, upon the lap
of his fond and despairing mother, I walked ,up and down the
room in helpless ag1o1ny of mind. Suddenly I stopped in front
of my little wife a1nd burst out with: 'Mary! it isn't fair, or
righ:t, or just! You haven't had half a chance to know what
to do! Why, just think! If that were a little calf, or a lamb,
or a pig, I would know just what to do. for it, but because
if is a hurndn being, our own little son, neither you nor I
know what to do for him! Why, oh, why, were we not given
a chance to know about caring for our own?' It wasn't
Mary's fault, Mrs. - - , nor was it mine; it was simply this
false system of education, that teaches a girl to sing and to
paint, or to read Greek or speak French ibut gives her never
a hint of how to care for her own offspring!"
·
Now, this is the deplorable truth! What c111n we do to help"
matters? What c111n we do to help matters? Well, let us
as Latter Day 'Saints, to a: man, or to a woman (or both) determine that so far as we are concerned this shall not remain
a fact any longer! Let us go in for a study of the highest
thing that can be commissioned to us, and learn how to
properly care for the unfolding minds and spirits of the little ones, at our knees, to offend one of which would be worse
for us than to have a millstone about our necks! .Let us, as
parents of older boys and girls, talk to them of their prospective duties as parents; let us impress upon them the important fact that thei1" lives, to-day, are deterrnining the good
or the ill inheritances of their of!spn'ng! Let us patiently
teach them to regard marriage and parenthood as God established conditions through which his glory may be more
fully expressed!
Give Sister Wight's article a careful reading, and then see
if there is not need for study and light on this subject in
your midst. Write to her, if you are uncertain how to proceed
in organizing yourself a,nd friends into classes to study these
problems. Get some of the books she mentions., You will be
surprised lww the mere reading of some of the most up to
date of the many books upon this subject, will, with the aid
of the good Spirit which had been promised to us as we
"study all good books," open your minds and understandings
to the CLEAR, DUTY of la~tter-day parents! Read these books
in connection with the ma,ny and repeated wa,rnings and coun;;;els w,e have in the latter-day revelations, and the church will
~ery soon see the effects of tl'iis united and consecrated s.tudy
on the part of her women: "handmaidens of the Lord"!
AUDENTIA ANDERSON.
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"As the Twig is Bent so the Tree is Inclined"
A keen realization of the necessity for scientific knowledge
of child training is growing in ma1ny minds. Nevertheless, it
is astonishing how many of us as school patrons, who would
nat think of letting an untrained teacher instruct our children are yet content to mold and form the most plastic years
of the "to-be" school child, with no scientific k,nowledge of
systematic child training. More than this, we forget that
the "school child" sp,ends by far more hours at home with the
untrained parent than at· school with the trained teacher;
yet we expect the school to turn out perfect youths!
Where lies the trouble? Would it not be wise for us as
parents to get in line, to prepare ourselves so that our home
training may augment the school training in so far as that
training is good? Then, we may add the two, rather than
subtract the one from the other, to determine the child's real
standing-his actual progress. The ~early years give parents
the best chance for correct training, for the Lord says,
"Power is not given Satan to tempt 1ittle children, U!ntil
they begin to become accountable before me; for it is given
~unto them even as I will, according to mine own pieasure,
.that great things rnay be 1'equir·ed at the hand oj1 their
fathers."-Doctrine and Covenants 28: 3. Why did God say
to Sa tan: Hands off the child during his ~early years? Tha,t
great things may be requir,ed of ,their parents! That's the
time to work! Do we know how to make the best use of that
short period?
Too many fathers and mothers "just growed;" they have
no other reason for doing things than, "That's the way
mother did" or "Mrs. Jones does that way and her children
are weU behaved." This chanc·e method of child training has
its dangers. As Hillyer puts it, "Chance may make habits
good but chance may jus1t as well make them bad. If left·
to chance alone, according to the laws of chance, the good
111nd bad are, in the long .run, about equally divided." The results of child training are given in terms of habit, and the
chrild that reveals many bad habits shows wrong development.
This wrong de.velopment is more often due to ignorance than
to willful mistraining.
It is very necessary that something definite be done in this
day when ~vironment is so complex that it presents a new
problem in training the modern child. Just as old ideas of
what a child is, have ch~mged, so must many of the methods,
(especially, the "chance" method) or t.raining be given up.
The rea.I difficulty lies in the fact that too many of us have
waited until we are parents before we have erven cared to
enter into the study of child life and the intricate details of
its traini1n g. The mature with children soon learn to appreciate their need for all the wisdom they can get and, too
often, ,must regret the fact that they made no preparation
for the specific problems their children present! Alas, they
expected to meet the issue on the moment of its occurrence,
untrained, unprepar:ed, and, as a result, often unwisely.
Something definite has been do1ne. ,sister Stebbins, who
worked so faithfully fo.r years as superintend~nt of the
home and child welfare department studied many standard
books on all topics concerning the child. 1She gathered the
'best from numerous sources and condensed the information
into those spl~ndid articles which appeared regularly in the
HERALD. Many mothe,rs, no doubt, have felt a deep gratitude,
to her for the help they have received from results of her
faithful efforts. The Religio-Sunday school normal department stresses child study as fundamental in training their
teachers. How large a propol'tion of the women of the!
church who need this study have tak,en advantage of the
opportunity given by these departments of the auxiliary work
of the church? If they are not all doing specific study as a
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result of that work, th~n something more needs to be done,new impetus must be given. Those who sense the need for
trained mothers must use their influence to secure earnest
students in this work, and no local can be filling its highest
mission where this study is being neglected!

woman's work in three States, three conferences, two reUinions and nine branches and sold eighteen Year Books.
W1e thank you, brother, and extend the hand of fellowship
to you, being especially pleased that you reaJiz,e that woman's
work stands right by the side of man's work in the church.
W.e as a church can1not rise higher than our homes. It is
going to take "a long pull, a strong pull and a pull all together" before WJe can r1each the goal. We would like to hear
from other missionaries, many of whom we feel sure have
been doing what they could to help us.
MRS. M. A. ETZENHOUSER.

More than this, to make the most permanent progress we
must look to the future. How? By trai1ning our young girls
to be competent mothers as we!ll as efficient housekeepers.
You may say,-"Why burden a young girl with such things
before she is ready to care for her own? She'll have enough
of it then." Let this iJ1cident answer the question:. A few
days ago a mother who is now grandmother, too, picked up
a copy of a cradle roll paper, The Golden Now, at her daughPort Huron, Michigan
ter's, and read a :flew suggestions of excellent value to the
mother. She soon tossed it aside with the exclamation, "How
A veport from this active local, received from Sister 0.
could a mother remember to do all those things?" RmnemEngel,
indicates no cessation in their efforts for good. A
ber! That's the word! How can a mother or anyone else
good-natured
contest covering a period of eight months, for
remember what has not become a part of her mental content?
Mothers cannot remember things they have not learned or the purpose of raising money for the braillch, closed with the
experienced! Neither can they easily find time to gain that year, Elder Fetting giving an oyster supper in celebration.
mental content after they are surrounded with chi1dr~n and Neither side was defeated, as each raised OVIer the amount
home duties. Why not furnish the young woman with a men- ' ($500) in view, the "'Diggers" having to their credit, $605.10,
tal content that she may use as a working basis for the high- the "Hustl~rs" getting $556.40.
·Sister Engel's report of the annual busin~ess meeting of
est work she could be called upon to perform, as well as to
store her mind with Latin, mathematics, music, and art? their auxiliary is the first to reach our desk, and it speaks of
a very encouraging portion of the Spirit having beeifi with
They are good but they are not enough.
tl).em. A full list of officers for the year was elected, with
1But, you ask still further, "How are we going to induce the1
three new members enrolled, which starts them out with
yoll!ng girl to take up such study?" This burden rests with bright prospects for active months ahead.
·
the mothers of to-day. They must decide· what the mothers
President, Mrs. 0. Engel; vic1e president, Mrs. C. Farmer;
of to-morrow shall be. Sad indeed is the condition which secretary, Mrs. 0. Fetting, treasurer, Mrs. J. Morgan, orprevails in many communities where young girls are afraid ganist, Mrs. C. Farmer; chorister, Mrs. J. J. Emlaw; assistto give attention to babies for fear of being joked by their
ant chorister, Mrs. E. Gardner; chairman for sick and needy,
elders, many of whom are parents. A few years ago a high Mrs. E. J. Gibson and Mrs. M. Whitford; flower committee,
school girl read a paper before a mothers' meeting and met
Mrs. Wheeler, Mrs. McAuley and Mrs. Emlaw; superintendwith such remarks as, "You pretend to tell mothers how to ent relief and service department, Mrs. 0. Engel; superinraise their childr·en." "Have you joined the mothers' club?" tendent educational department, Mrs. Lang; superintendent
It rests with the mothers' organizations in each town to make
• child welfare and home departments, combined, Mrs. R.
some reparatio1n for such unwise jesting. Do something defiBrown; press chairman, Mrs. 0. Engel.
nite to secure junior members for our societies, or see to it
that our girls get the work in some way. Many of the city
schools are giving such training. We hope that before long
every school will place "mothercraft" in its curriculum, but
,even if it should, the home must not shoulder all the responsibility upon the school.
Mothers, send to the Woman's Auxiliary officers or to the
Central Illinois
Herald Publishing House for a Woman's Auxiliary Year
Book. See the excellent books sugge1sted for study. OrganAt the close of four years' work as district president of
ize a class. Select a leader or at least study together. Work S.outheasterifi Illinois District I take the opportunity through
and compare illOtes. The women have it in thejr power thus t:he valuable columns of your paper, of thanking all my coto supplement the missionades' efforts to build for Zion. laborers and associates for their profitable service rendered
Nothing can bring about the condition we desire so· easily, me. Four years ago at confel'lence held at Springerton, Illiso quickly, as the 'establishment of homes where children al'le nois, I was first eiected as district president;. Brother Sam
healthy, happy and are learning to he of service to humanity. Hoover, my assistant. I was o:rdained an elder May 24 prior
Write us for suggestions if you do not know how to proceed. to the conference and I found the work ·quite a task, not beWe are anxious to do what little we can.
ing acquainted with the work ailld the difficulties I had to
MRS. LYDIA THOMAS WIGHT,
meet. iBrother 18. S:. Smith being missionary here at that
Super~,ntendent for Mothers' a.nd Teachers' Problems.
time, instruct,ed me wisely in regard to my duty in office. I
LAMONI, loWA.
traveled over the entire district, visiting all branches, preaching and settling .difficulties, bearing my own expenses most
of the time.
-At the annual conf·e~rence at Springerto,n I was reelected
The South Heard From
with E. W. 1Sutton of Tunnel Hill, my assistant. He was a
W1e have heard from one of our energetic missionaries who wise counselor and J:lendered good service in all our undertakis working to spread the gospel in the South, that he ·has ings. I was at that time laboring as a local minister. But
read our article in 'HERALD of November 29, "Who will be October 1, 1914, was appointed missionary to labor in this
next to fall in line?" and is pleased to inform us that he has field. At the annual conf.ereJllce at Bellair, I was elected
been in line for six months. This good brother has presented again, with F. M. Davis of Thompsonville my first counselor,
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S. D. Goostree of Iuka, second, Apostle John W. Rushton
was present and. the Saints felt stDengthened by his wise instructions given from the stand. S. H. Fields was there also,
being one of our missionary force and still laboring ~n our
field this year. Brother Thomas Newton at that time had
taken the place of S. S. Smith who was taken from this "field
on account of severe illness of his wife. On December 7,
1914, my wife was taken sick with bronchial catarrh, later,
tuberculosis, and on July 13, 1915, passed away, leaving me
with seven childr,en; the youngest ni1ne years of age.
)During my wife's sickness which was seventeen months, I
was deprived of much district labor, and what labor was done
was done under trying circumstances. After her death,
trials were .mor,e severe, my children all being boys but one,
a girl fourteen years of age. My two counselors being stalwart men in the gospel work, I depended largely upon them
to look after the district worrk. At Sprringerton annual conference in December, 1915, I was reelected, with the same
assistants. Being a missionary, I went a number of times
when I l'eally should have stayed with my children. Realizi1ng
the need of a companion to car,e for my children and to keep
my home in order, I was married to (Miss) Cora Ellis of
Springerton, Illinois, whom I find faithful to me, my. family
and the great work in which we are all engaged.
·
While at Tunnel Hm in JUine I discovered my tonsils were
very sorely afflicted and began to enlarge. At times I could
hardly speak above a whisper. I sought advice from a specialist and was told I would have to have them removed. On
September 26 I had them taken out by Doctor E. E. Edmonson of Mount Vernon, Illinois, a real good friend to our people. Because of profuse bleeding and the use of hot medicine, my throat was badly bul'llled and it caused me quite a
little trouble.
At Bellair annual conference I helped to elect brother F.
M. Davis to the office of district president, relieving me of
the responsibility and duties of the office. I trust the work
will go on and grow till it fills its mission. I have labored as
missionary in soultheastern Illinois for two and one half
years; met all the local brethren as well as the missio1nary
force. In the last thirteen months I have preached at twenty
funerals. May we all be ready to go when our time comes.
I am at present holding meetings at a private house, the
old home of Brother F. M. Slover. My brother Jeff, and son
Chester, are assisting me. I will go Monday next to Hazel
Dell Schoolhouse, near Johnsonville, Illinois, to begi111 se rvices.
May we all labor and be ready when our Lord and Savior
appears, is my prayer.
R. H. HENSON.
ORCHARDVILLE, ILLINOIS.
1

Southern California
The last four months we, wife and I, ha·wJ been laboring in
the Southern District, holding re¥ival services i:n the several
branches and visiting some of the scattered members. At the
close of the Irvingto1n reunion in August, we accompanied
Elder Rushton to Hermosa Beach, and joined the Saints in
their reunion at that point. Here we received a warm welcome, meeting many old friends and where we were kept very
biusy in our line of work till its close. The meetings were
well attended, and as a whole, spiritual and uplift~ng in their
nature. Elde1r Rushton took special pains to instruct the
Saints and especially the ministry along educational and
spiritual lines, resulting in a better understanding of th~
law a,nd a greater degree of unity throughout the entire district.
Elder Rushton has proven himself to be a good organizer,
going about his work in that quiet and: tactful manner, that
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difficulties are adjusted, and all parties concerned, generally
being sa,tisned. As a result we see a great improvement in
conditions all along the line.
September 22 we visited Sa1n Diego and was present ove:r
the following Sunday at the organization of the San Diego
Branch by Brother Rushton.. Brother George E. Ha,rrington was chosen president of the new branch.
I first visited this cirty in the winter of 1909, hoping to recuperate from my severe illness and relieve myself of the
responsibilities of church work until I had regained my
health. I k;new of only one member here, Sister Pickles, for-"
merly of Chicago. Through this sister I learned of the presence of. a few other members; these I visited and we were
soon holding meetings and thus I forgot all about my illness
and a little mission was the result, which I now rejoice to
see has developed into a branch. M'ay the LO!'d continue to
prosper this little body of faithful Saints.
Having been invited by those in charge to conduct revival
services i1n the several branches of the district, we began our
work at Santa Ana, where we continued over two weeks with.
fairly good interest. From there we continued on to Garden
Grove, Long Beach, ·S:an Bernardino, and Los Angeles, holding over from two to three weeks at each place with good intetrest. We did not baptize any as a result, but the Saints
expressed themselves as having received encouragement and
some strangers became interested.
The work of an evangelist I beUeve is intended to revive
and strengthen the Saints rather than to minister to those
without the fold, though of course our efforts should be to
reach both Saints and sinner. We find that music greatly
aids us in our work and we begin our services with fifteen
minutes in singing, using Zion's Praises, followed by a special number in the way of a solo or duet. Music, if properly
render1ed, is calculated to p:repare the mind for the gospel
messag,e.
Another thing my experience has taught me is that the
command "preach the word" is just as applicable to-day as
formerly. The people are hungry for the plain, simple truth
and such subjects as the plan of salvati~n, the angel message,
the restoration of the gospel, signs of the times, etc., always
find attentiv:e listeners, while finespun. theories eloquently delivelred may please for the moment but leave the soul hungry
and unsatisfied. In some localities I find just a little murmuring among the Saints because they do not hear more of
the simple gospel.truth. ,My brethren of the mi1nistry, fail
not to preach the Word. In the world the,re are plenty of
men of eloquence who preach their own theories, but few who
preach Ghrist. The world is perishing for knowledge of the
truth. Let us to whom the truth is revealed be faithful to
our calling in preaching it.
We are now at Tulare, on ou~ way to visit the branches in
the northern district once more before returning east in the
spr~ng. We hope to be present at the General Conference,
having been absent nearly two years. It is now the rainy
season here and the weather is co1d and wet, keeping us indoors much of the time.
We note the change in the form of both HERALD and Ensign thought by some to be an improvement. The Ensign i1n
its pre~ent form should be stapled the same as the HERALD.
I like the promdse made in the Ensign to preach an affirmative gospel. Good! May that ev:er be kept in mind. The
Ensign started in the beginning with that idea in view, also
to teach only the living truth, so· we are hop~ng all the unsavory matter concerning Utah Mormonism may be largely
eliminated.
We are kept busy, but enjoy our work and feel very hopeful conce11ning the futuDe. May the new year have much
good in store for all.
F. G. PITT.
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LETTER DEPARTMENT

J

ls it Wrong?
Is it Wl'ong when we see, or think we see, that which is incorrect (and therefore ~ndefensible) 'expressed by others, to
call attention to it in a, friendly manner, that is, if our whole
obj.ect is the welfare of our brother who is supposed to haV1e
made a mistake, little or big, and the great cause of truth
which has been committed to our trust? And, further, if we
a1oe just as willing to be corrected as we are anxious to cor11ect others who are thought to be in error?
FAITH AND BELIEF
I see occasionally by HERALD :ljnd Ensign, that there are a
few at 1east, who still hold onto what seems to be a tradition
of the elders, namely, that faith and belief are two distinct
pl'inciples of the gospel, each one performing its particular
and distinct part in the plan of salvation.
In a late number of the !SAINTS' HERALD, I find the following statements, made by a brother of good ability and long
experience:
"But nevertheiess I was encouraged to foster this desire
by prayer and serious reflectio1n, and graduaUy there stole in
upon my soul's consciousness the permanency of a 'belief'
whose foundations were laid in God, and this belief being encouraged and foste11ed by serious attempt to purge my life
from things worldly or unprofitable, g'radually assumed the
proportions and stability of a genuine 'faith' or 'assurance,' "
· etc.
·
It is barely possible the writer did not intend to make any
distinction betwe€jn faith and belief. If not, the statement is
very ambiguous; nevertheless, if ,not intended, I beg pardon
for quoting it.
"Another writer of ,experience and.ability, makes the following statements, found in a lrute number of the Ensign:
"Jesus plainly taught that there was something more conditi~nal in his doctrine than to simply believe. Belief does
not impel action, faith does, and these Ephesians had faith."
It will be noticed thart these good b1:.1ethren make no attempt
to sustain their position by a single quotation from any one
of the three standard books of the church! A,nd this is the
way, and o.nly way, the topic has been treated, so fa.r as I
know, since I came into the church in November, 18·63.
If these breth~en wish to examine the writer's views on
faith and bellief they will find an article on this topic in the
,SAINTS' HERALD for February 4, 1914, page 101. This article,
written by one of the elders of the church, COI'rectly represents my own views on the subject.
We think it is time, high time, that this doctrine, that
faith and belief are two distinct principles, should be renou1nced, or the scriptural evidence relied upon for proof be
adduced. If it has no other support than the tradition of
the elders, it should be dropped. If it can be supported by
evidence which amounts to proof, let it be shown. Justice
and real benefit to all concerned demand this, and nothing less
can supply the demand. "Prove all things; hold fast that
which is good."-Paul.
An importa1nt part of true education is to corrrect our mistakes as we move along. · Will these good brethren please
correct their mistake, if they have made one, or, if they have
not, furnish us with the opportunity, so we can correct ours?
1 am, as ever,
Your old friend and brother in "the ,truth,"
J. R. LAMBERT.

Independence Stake

On January 2'3 Pastor Walter Smith as usual on Tuesday
nights, took his place a.s :i,nstructor of the economics class,
about fifty being present, whHe Sister Eunice Smith in the
north room taught a class of about ten,. in story-teUing.
Brotherr Dwyer is very popular as a lecturer, and has been
of late ·entertaining our people at Central Church. He will
hold forth next Tuesday night at the central high school and
is expected here at the ,stone Church again very soo1n. His
"!Sahara desert" lecture was fine. We are highly favored
with lecturers, teachers and preache·rs, and always with good
audiences; and so are other branches of the stake well supplied.
·
On January 21 Elders G. Jenkins and W. W. Smith preached
at Walnut Park, Harold Bullard and E. T. Atwell at the east
mission, George Shearrer and W. D. Bullard at Enoch Hill,
Brethren W. H. and T. C. Kelley at the Second Branch, and
T. C. Kelley and. W. W. Smith at the Stone Church.
The Saints and also our visitors appreciate the efforts put
forth by the choirs throughout the stake i. and our inspiring
songs of the Sunday schools, church and prayer meetings
are a powe.r for good in all the service'S. Our hearts are
filled with gratitude when listening to these gifted musicians,
who are making sacrifices by adorn~ng with efficiency their
noble profession. Sister E. G. Haber'lein sang the title role
of the anthem last Sunday morning, "Who shall ascend unto
the holy hill?" and her clearr, ringing words filled the house.
The temperature has been variable of late, changing from
around zero to springlike breezes, which lure the YOll!ng and
old to the serviees of the early morning, and in fact, our general attendance at meetings is excellent.
Five confirmations took place last S'unda.y afternoon under
the hands of Brethren McGuire a11d Keir who presided, also
Elders R. May, R. 0. Self [!Jnd I. N. White.
Little Sister •Stover's obsequies at one o'clock, with Elder
T. C. Kelle.y in charge, were sweet and impressive. On January 19 our Sister Evaline Miller's remains were laid to rest;
and perhaps our readers of about ten years ago will remember the. remarkable vision of this sister, which the writer
had published at her earnest request, in the columns of the
HERALD. Let us while in the midst of turmoil and affliction,
put our trust in Him who through a glorious victory can
and will bring us to a haven of safety, where is peace, lasting [!Jnd complete.
ABBIE HORTON.

Are, We a Wasteful People?
Sometime ago a brother in a letter told of the good qualities of our sisters in Australia as good housekeepers, and
that as he was two thousand miles from the mainland and
did not intend to return for nearly two years, he felt perfectly safe to write as he did. The writer of this is a missionary, and as I expect to attend the General Conference I
do not feel' at liberty to give my name because I want to
mingle freely with the Saints and enjoy myself, and I am too
timid to take the risk of being an outcast for opinion's sake.
When I am absent from home there are two in our family
of adult age a11d in a normal condition of health. I asked
my wife for a statement of their living expense for the last
quarter of 1916. It was $32.50, or six cents per meal, and
the cost of food was higher than at any time during our
married life. I wrote to a brother and his wife, both of
whom had been raised in families where tney were taught
11ot to waste food and live according to very strict rules of
economy. He is engaged in industrial labor, and the cost
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of theh• liying for 1916 was an average of eight and threefifths cents per meal.
If there are any sisters in the church who can lower those
figures, they ought to compare notes and in some way make
it possible for all families in the church to get the benefit of their knowledge and exp.erience. It would relieve many
fathers and mothers of anxious care and save many thousands of dollars to the church. I have traveled as a missionary in several of the States, and have been in the homes
of our people in the. country, small town and city, and it is
my honest opinion, as the result of my observations, that we
are a wasteful people. We eat too much; there is too much
thl'own awa,y; we teach by example wasteful habits to our
children. If Darwin said we descended from a monkey, he,
made a mistake; we more often imitate another animal that
is more common.
Our best friends are often those who will in a kindly way
point out our faults. If the Woman's Auxiliary will start a
campaign of practical teaching (no,t theorty that has very
little value) and make it possible to reach every home in the
church, it would mean more healthful people, more time for
work and recreation, a more intellig.ent people, a happier
people. A saving of three! and one third cents a day for
ten thousand families, or forty thousand members, would
be $12 a year a family, or $120,000 for one year'; save $2 a
month a family and it would be $240,000 for a year.
:With that a:mount of money the church could soon accomplish many things that it has under consideration. The savings of the eight hundred families in Independence could
erect quite a good building for the Woman's Auxiliary. All
our great packing houses and manufacturing establishments
are always resorting to new methods to save the fragments,
trying to make it possible that nothing shall be wasted.
What are we doing? How can we. ever be the light <;>f the
world if we are in the r:ear rank? Henry Ford's generosity
to his employees may prove a curse instead of a blessing, if
it develops extravagance. So may our heavenly Father's
blessings prove to us if we are not wise and faithful stewa,rds.
Your brother,
WISE ECONOMY.

From Here and There
Brother James Hon of Bronson, Iowa, has a considerable
number of HERALDS and Ensigns which are available for
those who desire them.
Brother Charles Holmes of Breckenridge, Missouri, says
the 'Saints seem to move to other towns around there but
fail to locate in his vicinity. He reports a rece:nt visit from
Brother McCord who held. some successful meetings.
Sister Fay Gates of Ravenwood, Missouri, says that if
there are any :Saints Iivi1ng at Columbia, Missouri, she would
like to have them look up her brother who is attending school
there. He rooms at the Y. M. C. A. building. Gall for Grant
J. Gates.
From Higbee, Missouri, R. F. D. 3, Brother William C.
Chapman writes: "I have a lot of HERALDS and Ensigns I
would be glad to give some, one who can use them; some of
them are fifteen or twenty yea'rs old. I have no use for
them."
Eider Lemuel Dyke of Eag1e City, Oklahoma, writes that
his correspondence class in lettering, composed of missionaries, is getting along finely. He says some of his pupils are
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as old as sixty-serven but are going to make good. He is
carrying supplies for this work for those who wish to procure them.
Writing from Johnson City, New York, 23 Lewis Street,
Charles Engle desired to get in touch with any Saints who
may reside in Binghamton or Endicott, New York, i1n BrooJH'J
County. He and family have recently moved there from
Scranton, Pennsylvania, and would like to reach any local
members or be visited by district or genecral church workers.
From Rosedale, British Columbia, Mrs .. James Mercer
writes, saying that the people there seem to hesitate about
coming out to hear our elders. She desil'es that the Saints
may pray that her affliction-a nervous breakdown-may be
rremoved. rShe mentions Brother Henry Stade as president of
the branch, and says they are trying to keep the banner of
Christ afloat.
From Dacusville, South Carolina, Brother A. G. Miller
writes that during the year he has made 11 new openings.
He has preached 285 sermons, made 300 visits and among
other things distributed about 2,000 tracts and papers. He
has spent all his time in new places with the exception of
about twenty days. He still .feels the 1need of many more laborers in that large district, suggesting that therre are only
four missionaries in six large States.
From Holden, Missouri, Sister Lola Johnson writes that
Brother D. J. Krahl and family have recently moved from
Independence to that place. She says Brorther Krahl and
wife are meeting the Saints more tha,n half way and certainly have the respect of the people in that community. She.
believes the spiritual life of the community is stronger than
it ever has been before, and suggests thiJ-t a greater re~
sponsibility rests upon the people with a ·clarion voice calling,
"Help one ~nother."
We have a handbill evidently put out by Doctor J. E. Asay,
the secretary-treasurer of the building committee at Rock
Island, Illinois. This handbill sets out the progress of the
new church at that place by the reproduction of a photograph
showing the church parttally completed. There are fifty
members in the Rock Island branch and they are building a
church at a cost of about six thousand dollars. The matter
in the handbill has been published in two Rock Island newspapers and one in Davenport, and sets forth briefly but
clearly the position of the church in the ,religious world.
Sister Lillian Howard of lola, Kansas, thirteen years of
age, ~nj oys reading the letters in the HERALD. She says the
whole family belongs to the church and rejoices that her
brother has recently been called to the office of priest. She
mentions instances where she has been instantly healed
through administration, also other cases of healings by
prayer. She says that in her ·school work the teacher takes
special delight in urging that the Utah Mormons and this
church are the same, during the history period at school.
!She feels that it is worth while to be well inf,ormed 01n these
subj.ects and refute such statements.

Books to me, that is, those of our best writers, are ever
new; the books may be the same, but I am changed. Every
seven years gives me a different, often a higher, appreciation
of those I like. Every good book is worth reading three times,
at least,-Charles Bray.
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New_ Church at Bloomsburg, Pennsylvania
On Sunday, January 7, the new Saints' church at Bloomsburg, Pennsylvania, was formally opened. We have here a
small branch of 1S'aints who ar'e making a very commendable
effort to promote the interests of the latter-day w·ork. This
summer it was thought proper to build a church building;
and with the consent of the bishop this task was undertaken
and accomplished.
At 2.30 in the afternoon services were held, during which
the following brethren spoke on the subjects named: Edwin
Gleazer, priest~"The origin of the church"; George Nforris,
elder--"The purpose of the church and its relation to the
community"; Archibald D. Angus, patriarch--"The financial
policies of the church"; J. August Koehler, high priest-"Th? government of the church." Elder A. B. Phillips in
charge, assisted by the local presiding elder, Brother Cunningham.
At 7.30 in the evening Brother A. B. Phillips preached on
"The scope of the mission of Christ as Latter Day Saints
view it." Both services were well attended and seemingly
very much enj,oyed.
The debate which had just closed attracted not a few members of the Christian Church to these ser~ices. Brother
Edwin Gleazer is the General Conference appointee in this
vicinity. It is hoped that the work will now bec0me firmly
established in this place.
Brother Phillips is holding a series of special meetings in
the new· church. It goes without saying that this will help
some, too.
Bloomsburg is called a "school" town. The normal school
is situated there. But aside from this, the town ha:;; a very
good class of people, and it is hoped that the increase there
will be a real adqition to the kingdom of. God.
Fraternally,
J. AUGUST KOEHL';]R.

About a Remarkable Eyewitness
Agreeable with your request I am sending you what I have
heard of the story of "Joseph Smith walking on the water."
I had read of this story in some literature published by
some who were not friends to Joseph Smith nor were they believers in the theology advocated by him. To me the story
was so absurd that I did not believe that I ever would have
the privilege to see and converse with one claiming to· be an
eyewitness to the deceptive incident, but, in the summer 1885,
I believe it was, in company with Brother John T. Kinnaman,
in the city of Saint Joseph, Missouri, I heard a supposed-toibe man tell the story. It came about as follows:
Saint Joseph was flooded with bills and cards advertising
the wonderful event of a man who was going to walk across
the~ Missouri River, from Elwood, Kansa.s, to Saint Joseph,
a distance of nearly one mile; he was going to "walk on the
water." The starting point was just a little east and south
of Elwood, and the landing place was nea.r Francis Street,
city depot, in Saint Joseph. The banks of the ri¥er were
lined with people on the Missouri side and many on the
Kansas side who had gathered there to witness the great
event, which was guaranteed not to be a fake. The river at
this point is very swift, so the performer--to avoid being
carried down by the swift current--angled across. He carried out his claim by fastening a bicycle on two pieces of timber, one on each side; he then got on the bicycle and began
to walk (paddle); the timber was large enough to hold him
and the bicycle on the surface of the water and he reached

-----------------------------~

the Missouri side amid the cheering of the large multitude.
The announcement was then made that a certain troupe wolild
be at a certain opera house, so you see the incident was a
drawing card ..
Leaving the ri¥er bank, I made the remark that the performance was more of a success than that undertaken by
Joseph Smith. Scarcely had I mentioned the name "Smith,"
when a person just in front of us turned toward us and said,
"Why Joe .Smith was not in it; this man made a success, but
poor Joe went down in the water." Brother Kinnaman inquired of him, "What do you know about Joseph Smith walking on the water?" He replied that he knew all about it as
he was present. "Well," says Brother Kinnaman, "you are
the man I have been wanting to see. I have read about
Joseph undertaking to walk on the water, but you are the first
person that I have seen who was an eyewitness to the incident; tell us what you know about the matter.
"A large number of people listened to the story which has
been published and scattered abroad as a truthful incident
and some have called the atten1tiori. of the people to this matter from the pulpit, warning the public against the deceiver,
"Joe" Smith.
This pr,etended witness said that Joseph Smith claimed to
be a prophet of God and that he had power to work miracles
and in order to convince them that he could do so, he invited them to be present at a certain large pond of water and
that he would walk on the water as Christ did. He said,
"We surmised that Joe was going to try to deceive us, so we
went down to the pond and discovered that Joe and some of
his followers had put several planks out into the water just
beneath _the surface; we removed the last plank, so when
Joe came he walked out looking up to heaven, but he soon
came to the 1end, and down he went into the wa:ter." Brother
Kinnaman asked, "Well, how did he fasten the planks under
the water?" "With stakes." "Could not the people see the
plank?" "No, the water. was dark and muddy." "Well;
where was this place?" The man gave the n3.1Ue of the town,
but I have forgotten it, but he said it was in the State of
Ohio. "You we~e present?" "Yes, sir." "Well; you are not
over forty years of age, are you?" "I am in my fortieth
year."
Brother Kinnaman was six feet, eight inches tall; he
reached down and took hold of the fellow by the collar, and
called the attention of the c11owd that had gathered to this
"Wonderful, living witness, who saw Joseph Smith trying to
carry out such a deception as walking across the water,"
and he continued: "The liars a11e not all dead, for here is
one who sa1d that he was an eyewitnes and helped to, remove
the last plank and saw Joseph Smith plunge into the water.
Joseph 'Smith was dead one y.ear before this liar was born,
so why willfully misrepresent the dead?" As soon as the
fellow could get free from the strong arm that held him, he
~~
.
As I listened to the story that I had heard and read of before, :{ thought of the guard that had been placed at the
sepulcher, or the soldiers, for they said that while they were
asleep the disciples came and took the body away. It is said
It is said they were paid a large sum of money for their testimony, but this fellow volunteered the information free and I
thought that surely this was not the •first time he had related
the.story, for he seemed to have it well memorized. To all
who knew not the date of Joseph's de:ath, the witness would
impress upon them that what he said was the truth. I
wanted to interview the fellow further but he made his escape so quickly that I did not get to. I do not believe, however, that he has e¥er repeated the story.
Respectfully,
. CAMERON, MISSOURI.

WILLIAM LEWIS.
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"Cleanliness is Next to Godliness"
In this day of sanitation and hyiene, I often wonder why
some of us who profess to be Saints do not observe these
rules more closely when we know they are for our benefit; as
well as those with whom we come in contact.
How many properly treat themselvces and do all that is
possible to prevent colds, la grippe, tonsilitis, and possibly
more dangerous diseases as consumption, or tubercular
troubles?
Do they carefully dispose of the wastes or
(sputum) that are raised, or does it go upon the sidew'alks
and sometimes upon the.ftoors of their own dweJling places,
where it returns .to particles of dust and is then inhaled by
other members, who, if not physically strong enough to resist these germs, will suffer the consequences whatever they
may be?
It has been the writer's privilege to come in contact with
people who do this (Saints), where the contents of both c
mouth and nose are deposited upon the floor, when they are
thus affiict,ed. Is this sanitation or home hygiene? Are they
doing the proper thing to keep others from becoming thus
afflicted?
Why not be more careful and conform more closely to the
rules that are laid down for the preservation of our health,
as well as others?
.
. G9NTRIBUTOR.

SENTINE·L BUTTE, NORTH DAKOTA, January 5, 1917.
Editors Herald: I 8!nclose you check for two dollars. Apply Oifle dollar on my subscription to Autumn Leaves and one
· dollar on subscription ·to HERALD. I like a paper when its utterances are filled with expre,ssions of love and charity one
toward another, but when the spirit of acrimony and incivility
dominates a part of jits utterances and utter disregard to the
sincerity of the sentiments of others are parts of its make-up,
I do not deem it 'wisdom to give sanction thereto. Luckily
the HERALD, g8!nerally speaking is not a paper of that type,
so I can give my sanction to its support. Once in awhile an
article gets in that does not hav.e the true ring. Every articlue should be tempered with Jove. It does not need to sanction what others might say, but it does need to be said in a
courteous way. Acrimonious and caustic expressions do not
savor of love. God is love, one of the fruits of the Spirit is
love, and by their fruits ye shall lqnow them.
I am certainly pleased to read, "The objections to the Book
of Mormon answered by itself." I like to read the letter department; it's one way of keep~ng tab on the old-time Saints,
and it is one way of getting acquainted with the new ones.
Somehow a thrill of pathos passes over me as each year I
note the ranks of the older S'aints thinn~ng down; I see fewer
of letters from thoBe I knew in former days and more from
those I have never met. Isolation makes a person feel that
he is alone, and that his friends are gone. All of my· life I
have been isolated from the church, not from my own choice
but from circumsta,nces over which I had no control. I long
for that association that would give me chee1r at heart and
joy in my soul. In the days of our youth we do not feel this
lonliness so much, but as we grow older and our ideas become more set as to what the essential things of life areand with Latter Day Saints it is different from what it is
\vith others-the barrier between us and the world grows
,wider and we feel our loneliness mo11e, and to-day my heart
turns with the exquisite longing so beautifully expressed i,n
the ballad "Old Black Joe" or "Way down upon the Suanee
River," to the days of my youth and the association of the·
Saints therein.
Once more I would like to be in Gallands Grove at the
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semiannual conference as we called it then, or at Logan or
Woodbine or Garners Grove, or at a;ny other of the many
meetings that we used to have theri. If we had no hope in
the future, certainly our hearts would turn in complete despair. But sometime again we will meet and we look for a
more permanent thing than earth presents now. This is the
, hope of a Latter Day Saint, so let us live in such peace now
as will merit the joy we will have then.
r,n gospel bonds,
GEORGE W. LINDSEY.

OAKDALE, MISSOURI, January 9, 1917.
Editors Herald: Our church is located four miles south of
Hamilton, Missouri, in the Far West District, about seventyfive miles northeast of Independence and about thirty-two
miles southeast of Stewartsville. This branch was organized and the church built in the year 1908 with B~'othe,r Coleman Snider as president. This brothe,r has faithfully presided over the branch ever since its organization. We now
have eighty-seven enrolled.
Our branch officers al'e alive to a sense of their duties,
working' together in unity and love; as a result the branch is
in a thriving condition. Brother J. T. Ford, our district
president, is devoting most of his time visiting the different
'branches in the district, and we trust much good is being
accomplished by his faithful efforts.
We have a live Sunday school. Brother Coleman Snider
is superintendent and has a good corps of officers to help
him. We have quite a number of young people who are
actively engaged in the Religio work with Brother James
Dawson as president. He is the right man in the right
place.
'The sisters have organized into a "Willing Workers" society with Sister James Dawson as president, with a desire
to work for the Master. We can see good results from our
efforts.
SISTER ALMA HAWLEY.

0YEN, ALBERTA, January 12, 1917.
Editors Herald: During last year orders for Marvelous
Work and a Wonder have been coming in from all over, and
just recently a brothe1r ordered fifty dollars worth. .Just
wish to say that the work being all sold out, neither the
Herald Office nor myself am able to supply. ;Am at present
engaged in reediting the book with the hope of having it in
the hands of Herald Office printers four weeks hence. Mig-ht
just say that my work of reediting will not make any vital
cha1nges in the historical data presented in the last edition
-rather an ·elaboration. We are trying to make all things
plain, reinforced by an array of evidence overwhelming and
conclusive. We are assured that if the study of prophecy has
ibeen interesting in the past, it will ·become doubly so in the
future, as we approach the end of all things towards which
the nations of the earth are hastening' with unprecedented
fury. Am giving special att•ention to the work elucidating
the prophetic periods, 'in which I have realized the divine
help. The work will be somewhat larger than the last edition, and more expensive, owing to inc.rease of prices in mate,rial, printi:ng, etc., but we shall assure one and all that the
work will go to the public absolutely at cost price.
The work is moving slowly but effectively in this norther.'l
zone. Have baptized a number of late. The war, of course,
is taking the manhood of the nation to the front with the
probability that some form of conscription will be introduced.
Several of the Saints have already answered their country's
call, one having made the supreme sacrifice.
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In a general way our people are prospe,ring financially,
owing to the unprecedented prices for grain. Indeed, in this
respect, western Canada holds forth splendid opportunities
to the tiller of the soil. In the region where we reside, excellent lands can be purchased from fifteen to twenty dollars
per acre, land that yielded fifty bushels of wheat to the acre.
All America1n citizens coming to this country are protected
against conscription, unless, of course, they wish to homestead and become citizens of Canada.
Sincerely,
DANIEL MACGREGOR.

EGYPT, MAINE, January 14, 1917.
Editors Herald: I love to read the HERALD and hear from
other brothers and sisters. I know this is God's work and
that he will do his part if we only do ours. I would be pleased
to heal' from some Saints at Corea, Maine. I hear there are
some there and would like to correspond with them as I do
not know any of their names.
Your brother in one faith,
G. A. LINSCOTT.

MIAMI, FLORIDA, January 15, 1917.
Editors Herald: !I am trying to advance the work in this
part and am making my home with the excellent fa:ni.ily of
Brother James 'Armour who moved to the southeast coast of
Florida about two years ago from Olathe, Kansas. It is a
great pleasure to find in their home our church papers, and
that Brother Armour has been trying to inform his neigh.bors in regard to our work. Yesterday I baptized their two
daughters, namely: Marie and Margaret, in the great water
of the Atlantic Oc,ean. I lately organized a branch at Tampa,
with J. E. Morley president, and D. B. Barrington was ordained an elder and chosen pr·esiding teacher. I also organized another branch at Saint Cloud, Joseph L. Enge was ordained a priest and chosetn .to preside, and C. G. Rummel
was ordained a teacher. 'Both of these brethren are young
i1n years but are both alive in the work, and we expect to
hear good reports from them if faithful and wise.
Elders N. C..Enge and John Spaulding have been trying
to advanc~ the work at Saint Cloud, by having out appointments and preaching the word, which has been a help to the
church; and so has Brother Morley at Tampa. Where the
local ministry do their part in this way it is a help to the
missionary force and it is also a great help where Sai1n ts
take our church papers and talk to their neighbors about our
work, then make an e!ffort to secure a house for the missionaries to hold meetings. If at the first you don't succeed, try,
try again. A united effort on the part of all will bring a:bout
great results sometimes even in places where you may think
it is useless to try.
Nearly all my time has been in new places this year. The
most trying part of 1pissio1nary life is· to be away from home
all the time. Saints everywhere should give of their substance as God has commanded :in order to fully sustain the
faithful laborers in the field and their families and every
other department of the church work.
Yours sincerely,
F. M. SLOVER.

ERSKINE, MINNESOTA, January 15, 1917.
Editors Herald: I wish to come again and take a little part
in this good work. The welcome issues o.f the HERALD help
us scattered members feel that we are not lone individuals
set off by ourselves at various places, but that we are mem-

'bers of the one big family of which Christ is head. We find
as it were, whe1n we cannot come to dine with the family at
the table (church gatherings), the food taken to. us in our
rooms (homes). So we need not starve or feel forsaken .. \li/e.
need it to enlighten, encourage and entertain us so we grow
not forgetful of the good message.
I enjoyed very much reading the message and New Year
greetings by Pres1dent F. M. Smith and other leading officers in the church. TheDe appears to me a happy unity in
them all. How could we but enter the work of the year
with greater confidence, deeper faith a;nd trust, and with a
fuller determination not to let any opportunity for doing
good pass by without doing our part. May they not look in
vain for us to heed the call ever seeming to _grow in importance and ever emphasized~"Come up higher." If we as
individuals purify and prepare ourselves, we need not strive
to secure such a body, for what else could we then be? Not
big, but great.
The contributions sent in from the many places make us
feel the mutual i1nte11est and effort throughout the church.
There truly is so much good written that I'd hes,itate to take
up space, but I am like 'most women-when I have 'been
talked to long enough I want to say something, too. Many
are doing a noble work in corresponding with isolated members. I am grateful to several and I know many others are.
The personal interest a1n d spiritual influence help to counteract the influence of the world., One kind letter from Canada
in response to my last letter in the HERALD I failed to acknowledge, as I lost the address.
I enjoyed the evening of December 30 and Sunday the 31st
with the North Dakota conference at ·Fargo. M;:ty we tl,easure up much good that was given. Not expecting to be able
to meet with the Saints agaun or hear a Latter Day Saint
sermon for a long time, there is time to "ponder the words
in our hearts." The kind hospitality of the Fargo Saints
further makes it a pleasure to meet with them.
I hope we shall all be guided with wisdom as to the gathering; that we shall not unduly haste, yet not linger longer
when the way is opened and we are called to go. Won't one
of the most try~ng obstacles in the gathering be that we will
want this one and that with us.?. So may we he awake to
our priviieges to witness so we need not go with a pang of
regret for not having warned this or that person. When we
have done our part faithfully, may we not be foui!ld as pictured in the parable, some with lands, some with property,
some with family ties detained from re,sponding to the invitatio1n to come together and partake in the weddin,g s:upper of
the Lamb. Let us all doh the wedding garment of righteousness, our lamps trimmed and filled with oil, "watching always
and praying that we be accounted worthy," that we be able to
stand and meet our Christ gladly and that he finds us "servants that 1need not be ashamed."
I think the "Quest ~f Happiness" play by the 'Oriole girls
shows a good standard. Being "all laborers together with
God," we have each of us a part to play, however small. Let
us watch ailld pray that God direct us and that we hear and
heed.
Y e stakes and branches, remember the scattered Saints in
your prayers. I think the most of us 11emem:'ber you ·all in
our prayers, not forgetting those in whose hands he has intrusted so much.
,
We will miss Brother E.lbert A . .Smith until he comes again.
Our hearts are lifted to God i:n prayer in his behalf. We
know God will not be forgetful of him.
The work grows ever grea.ter and the testimony stronger.
I hope to ever keep in stetp with the onward march of this
the church of Jesus Ghrist. I want to continue ever a faithful sis,ter in the gospel.
EFFIE DAHL.
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NOTES AND COMMENTS
{Continued from page 100.)

other men and spiritually lost. He further suggested
that "there were people who had stayed at home who
needed revivals worse than soldiers."
The chief objection he urges is that the usual
highly emotional meetings, attended by loud exhortation and much singing would drive ev,ery disinterested soldier from his only home to seek quiet and
peace-and possibly to drift into the very evils so
·
loudly proclaiJ.ned against.
He says that the chaplain of each regiment conducts regular servjces and since they are from many
different religious denominations this is sufficient
for the soldiers' religious needs. He has the last
say.
Lamoni Stake Bishopric
The Lamoni Stake Bishopric has issued a leaflet
giving the names of all agents within the stake.
They urge the filing of the inv.entory and the payment of the one tenth. They also urge the necessity
of providing for the ministry, the young and inexperienced, as well as the thoroughly competent and
experienc.ed missionary. Not only should the railroad expenses be paid, but also the personal expenses. In addition to these, the various homes, and
other institutions of the church are presented. One
plan is of interest and has been tried elsewhere with
success.
A number of Saints in Lamoni Stake are paying their
tithing during the year, making their payments weekly or
monthly, and at the end of the year they examine the.ir condition a.nd pay what they lack of having paid one tenth of
their inte,rest in these short interval installments. We look
upon this system with considerable favor and believe it to be
in full harmony with the spirit of the law.

They urge also that Lamoni Stake has been chosen
as a stake of Zion. And concerning the gathering,
they urge:
There are many devoted 1Saints now living in distant lands,
and those not so far distant, who are anxious to come to
Lamoni Stake and take part in this work. There are others
who desire to come merely. to get rid of the opposition to thei:J:
faith which they find in theiir present location. Consider
carefully which of these two classes you are a member of.
If you belong to the first class, it is to be the studied endeavor of the present bishopric to so locat,e you that you may
work to the best advantage. In order to do so, it will be
necessary for those coming to us for help in this li,ne, to file
their inventories and present their credentials from those
among whom they have ~abored in the past.
The Lamoni Stake Bishopric, in conjunction with the
bishops of the other stakes, are fitting themselves to handle,
real estate for the accommodation of Saints locating within its
hou1n daries. For this purpose land and homes are being listed,
and we are making ourselves acquainted. with the possibilities, and desirability of properties offered for sale. Should
you want a location in these l'egions we will be glad .to look
after you directly from our offic.e.

In pursuance of this, several properties have already been listed with them, and are now being advertised. Any desiring to locate there should first
communicate with them.

[~ISCELLANEOUS DEPARTMENi]
Cqnference Minutes
NORTHEASTERN MISSOURI.-At Bevier, November 25, 1916,
10 a.m., William B. Richards, F. A. 'Smith and Ed. E. Thomas
presiding. Bevier, Higbee and Menefee branches reported.
Green Leaf Branch declared disorganized.
William B.
Richards, Sisters A. M. Chase, Bertha Cunningham, Kate
Rogers, and Charles S. Chase chose,n delegates to General
Conference; Ben S. Tanner, F. Lofty and J .. F. Mintun alternatives. District president authorized to take necessary
steps to carry on the tent work in 1917. Frank Lofty, B. S.
Tanner and ·C. W. Miller appointed to solicit funds to ,purchase 1n ew tent. B. 'S. Tanner appointed member of library
board. District officers to report at next conference the advisability of holding a reunion in the fall of 1917. Adjourned to meet in June, 1917, at call of district president.
William C. Chapman, secretary.
SOUTHWESTERN ILLINOIS.---'At Bellair, December 2, 1916,
R. H. Henson in charge. R. H. Henson and F. M. Davis
chosen to preside. Reports from Brush Creek, Tunnel Hill,
Skillet Fork, Bungay, Parrish, · Springerton, Poplar Creek.
Resolution to amend rules and regulations was ta:bled till next
conference. Following officers were chosen: F. M. Davis,
president; F. L. Sawley, first assistant president; E. W. 'Sutton, second assistant president; W. E. Presnell, secretary,
Sam Hoover, treasurer. Following delegates to General Conference chOS8Jn: M. E. Harris and wife, R. H. Henson and
wife, S. H. Fields and wife, William Clements and wife, F.
M. Davis and wife, and Sister Goodin. J. M. Henson recommended to office of elder by the Poplar Creek Branch and
ordination provided for; Chester Henson to office of priest
and ordination provided for. Meet again at Tun,nel Hill,
June, 1917. W. E. Presnell, secretary.
'SPOKANE.---:At !Spokane, December 9, 1916. Statistical reports: Spokane 308, Sagle 62, Gifford 62, Valley 39, Leahy
27, Palouse 27. Cond8Jnsed report of priesthood gave 215
sermons, 10 baptisms. Bishop's agent; Receipts $843.62; expenditures $683.25; balance $160.37. The following prevailed: "We request the Seattle and British Columbia District to relinquish that portion of British Columbia east of
120th meridian to become a part of the Spokane District."
Recommendation from Sagle of Venus Verhei to office of pri!)st
indorsed and ordination provided for. Delegates to General
Co1nference: P.eter Anderson, J. A. Bronson, F. D. Omans,
Emma Harris, L. P. Summers. Treasurer of tent committee
reported balance of $22.95; committee continued. Reunion
and district conference to be held in Palouse, 1917. Reunion
committee: J. E. Turnbow, W. F. Yates, Venus Verhei, V. L.
Gunter and P. F. Klaus. Rule 2 amended to read: "District conference shall meet at call of district presid8!ncy and
minister in charge twice a year." A motion prevailed instructing secretary to request Bishop McGuire to send a
statement to our next district conference stating why he
failed to comply with our r·ecommendation of last district
conference concerning change of bishop's ageint. The following was presented: "Whereas the Presiding Bishop did not
see fit to change the appointment of bishop's agent for the
'Spokane District, therefore be it resolved, that this conference approve of the appointment of the bishop and by vote
express our confid8Jnce in and our appreciation of the labors
of W. W. Fordham as bishop's agent and secretary of district." Carried, unanimously. The district was well represented and all enjoyed the gathering. W. W. Fordham, secretary.
[Amendment to General Conference resolution No. 238 declares the agents were created as agents of the bishop and
not of the districts nor accountable to them. Resolutio,n No.
81, 'adopted in 1867, declares that the bishops or bishop's
· agents of districts are responsible to the bishop of the whole
church. Benjamin R. McGuire, prefliding bishop.]
·
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Convention Minutes

Quorum Notices

NODAWAY.-Sunday school. With Guilford :;;chool, Ja,nuary
6, 2 p. m. The following officers elected: Superintendent,
Edward Jensen; assistant superintendent, Alec Jensen; secretary, Salena Torrance; treasurer, Otis Anderson; member
of library board, W. B. Torrance; home department superinte1ndent, F. Faye Gates; cradle roll superintendent, Sister
Alec Jensen; normal class superintendent, Roscoe P. Ross.
Appointment by Brother Hox1e indorsed and W. T. Ross
made chorister for district. Time and place of next convention left in hands of program committee. Delegates to General Convention are: Edward Jensen, Frank Powell, W. T.
Ross, W. B. Torrance, Alec Jensen, W. T. Nelson, Lora
Nelson, Edith ·Anderson, Fa,ye Gates. G. R. Wells and G. S.
Trowbridge, general Sunday school and Religio officers were
present and helped greatly. Salena M. Tomance, secretary.

Quorum of deacons of Kirtland District met at Cleveland
conference, February 18. G. W. Kurtz, secretary, R. F. D.
32, Barberton, Ohio.

Conference Notices
>Clinton, at Nevada, Missouri, February 16, 10 a. m.
Macrae, president; Zora Lowe,, secretary.

W. S.

Nodaway District with Bedison Branch, at the Union
Church, 4 miles southeast of Bedison, Missouri, February
24 and 25, 2 p. m. Send reports early. W. B. Torrance, secretary.
Kentucky a1n d T•ennessee, Febr)lary 10 and 11, :.t r'oundry
Hill Branch, near Puryear, T·ennessee. Branch secretaries
send reports to district preside1nt, J. R. McCla,in, Fulton,
Kentucky. Charles A. Nolan.
Youngstown"'Sharon, at Youngstown, Ohio, March 3 and
4. Send all reports to secretary, Mrs. P. L. Glassford, 44
West Delason A venue, Youngstown, Ohio. Martin Ahlstrom,
president, 90 North Oakland Avenue, Sharon, Pennsylvania.
1Southern California, at Los Angeles, February 24, 10 a. m.
Religio on Friday; Sunday school 2 p. m. same day. By action of conference, branch presidents required to send a
spiritual report representing conditions and work_ done. All
district officers, br'a)nch presidents, elders and pnests laboring under their supervision are to report to the conference.
Branches send statistical reports to Mrs Anna Crum, 205
West 59 Place, Los Angeles, California, together with a list
of its delegates chosen, properly certified too. Delegates to
General ·Conference to be chosen. G. E. Harrington, president, 2205 E· Street, !San Diego, Califoi'!llia..
Kansas City ,stak·e, at Central Church, Ninth Street and
Lydia Avenue, 2.30 p.m., F·ebruary 17. Mail.financial, auxiliary and delegate reports and recommendations to undersigned not later than February 1. •Send statistical reports to
Thomas B. Dunn, 1216 .South Thirty-eighth Street, Kan~as
City, Kansas. Ministry to report to their quorum secretariLs.
No provision for reading individual ministry reports, hence
the necessity of joini1ng quorum before conference when summary of each quorum's work will be read. Delegates to
General Conference to be elected. Don't nominate delegates
to General Conference. W. S. Brown, secretary, 1447 South
Thirty-fifth Street, Kansas City, Kansas.
Eastern Colorado Religio and Sunday school, at the Saints'
church in Denver, corner of 1Speer Boulevard and Logan
St!'eet. Religio program 22d, at 7.30. Prayer meeting at
9.30 · Religio business session and institute work at 10 a. m.
SU!nday school business meeting and ·e1ection ?f officers 2
p. m., Friday. Sunday schools send credentrals to Mrs.
Agnes Massey, secretary, 1171 Kalamath Street, Denver,
Colorado.

Convention Notices
'Eastern Iowa Religio, at Davenport, Iowa, March 2, 1.30
p.m. Clarence Heide, sec11etary, Fulton, Iowa.
Clinton Religio, at Nevada, Missouri, February 16, afternoon. Mabel Braden, president; Adrian Lowe, secretary.
Clinton Sunday school, at Nevada, Missouri, February 16,
10 a. m. Lucy Silvers, superintendent; Zora Lowe, secretary.
Portland Religio, at Montavilla church, February 9, morning; Sunday school afternoon. Bring credentials. Election
of officers. Institute program Friday evening. Lottie Gage,
secretary.

Will each member of the high priests' quorum please send
his annual report and quorum dues to the assistant secretary
of the quorum, T. J. Elliott, 1004 Tillie Avenue, Saint Louis,
Missouri, not later th'a!n March 1. This instruction is made
necessary because of the affliction of our worthy quorum secretary, Robert M. Elvin. J. A. Tanner, president.

Notice of Appointment
Let the Saints in Western Nebraska and Black Hills note
that Brother Alvin Knisley is appointed to labor until General Conference in the above named field, Bishop Benjamin
R. McGuire concurring.
JAMES A. GILLEN,
Minister in Charge.

Woman's Auxiliary
The Woman's Auxiliary of the Kirtland District will hold
their annual business meeting during the conference February 17 and 18. All sisters requested to be present. If any
have not purchased Year Books, please Bend immediately
for them so you can have them with you. Mrs. Alma 0.
Curry, secretary.

Notice to Oklahoma Branches
To members of the following disorganized branches of
Eastern Oklahoma District-W,agoner and Adamson-Oklahoma membersh~p have been recorded on Haiieyville, Oklahoma Branch record. The Studley, Oklahoma, membership,
on Wilburton, Oklahoma, Branch record, and the Cove, Oklahoma, membership, on Grannis, Arkansas, Branch record. If
members of the aforesaid disorganized branches wish their
letters of removal, and unite with the nearest or most convenient branch to where they now reside, as the law
directs, apply, as follows, Haileyville Br•anch, W. 0. Gooch,
Hartshorn, Oklahoma; Wilburton Branch, J. E. Kelsey, Wilburton, Oklahoma; and Grannis Branch, Mrs. W. E. Clinton, Gra1nnis Arkansas. Any of said membership that may
know of any 'deaths, change of names by reason of marriage,
will please report and send items to said clerks and oblige
J. C. Chrestensen, district president.

Our Departed Ones
ABBOTT.-Sister I. A. Abbott; born May 1, 1840; died J anua.ry 13, 1917. Baptil'led by Alma Booker, July, 1906. Leaves
1 son, 1 daughter and 7 grandchildren to mourn. All are
members of the church but one.
REED.-Ruth, infant daughter of James and Mildred Reed.
Born January 18, 1917; died January 21, 1917. Funeral
Bervices at home of Fred Baber, sermon by D. R. Chambers,
assisted by George I. Hansen. !,aid to rest in Gallands Gro:ve
Cemetery.
,
McCANN.-Sister Marie McCann, born October 23, 1840,
at Warwick, Or'a)nge County, New lork; died at he,r home
about 6 miles northeast of New Auburn, Wisconsin, January
22, 1917. She came to Wisconsin in 1871 and for many years
was known as Sister BurcheH, a kind, good woman. She is
the last of a large family. Funeral sermon by L: Houghton
to a large congregation in the schoolhouse near her home.
LARSON.-Kenneth Dale Larson, son of Brother and Sister
H. P. Larson.. Born November 28, 1916; blessed by C. C.
Nelson and A. Jacobson. Died January 20, 1917. The mortal existence of this little precious bud of promise was of
short duration; as a flower it was cut down suddenly by
pneumonia. Funeral from the Saints' Church in Guilford,
conducted by W. T. Ross. Sermon by 0. W. Okerlind to a
larg•e audience. Burial in GGraves Cemetery.
S'MITH.-At Lamoni, Iowa, January 19, 1917, Richard W.
Smith, .aged 77 years, 11 months and 11 days. He was born
in Virginia in 1839 and moved to Illinois ih 1861. , In the
same year he enlist.ed, and he served three years in the Civil
War. He had slow consumption the Jast years of his life.
His wife and their 4 children survive him and all were pres-
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ent at the fu,neral services. These were held at the residence
of Mr. and Mrs: A. B. Hague on January 21, H. A. Stebbins
officiating. tMr. Smith was a memb€r of the Christian
Church.
NELSON.-Near Lamoni, Iowa, January 24, 1917, V:era
Adele, beloved daughter of Sister Lulu Nelson, aged 2 years,
2 months and 12 days. The mother and children live with
her parents, Brother and Sister Orlando Work. There are
three other chilaren, Alta, past 6 yea1rs, Floyd, nearly fiwl,
and Clara, three years old. Vera had a severe la gripp·e attack, then pneumonia set in and death resulted. How hard
this loss other mothers can tell. Services at the house in
charge of J. F. Garver; sermoi!l by H. A. Stebbihs. Burial
at Rose Hill Cemetery..
BAUGHMAN.-Hezekiah Newton Baughman was born January 12, 1840, in Noble County, Indiana. Came to Iowa when
13 years old. Enlisted in 23d Iowa, served 3 years in the
Civil War. Married Irene Miller, August 23, 1866. To them
7 children were born, 1 son and 1 daughter. having preceded
him to the beyond. Baptized September 12, 1897. Died at
his home near Dunlap, Iowa, January 18, 1917. He Ieav.es
to mourn, wife, 2 sons, 3 daughters, 4 gra1ndchi1dren, 1
brother, 1 sister and many other reLatives and friends. Funeral at home, sermon by D. R. Chambers, assisted by S. B.
Kibler.
WELD.-At Lamoni, Iowa, January 22, 1917, Brother
George W. Weld, aged 82 years, 6 months and 29 days. He
was bo11n in Cattaraugus County, New York, in 1834; moved
to Illinois when a young man. Married Mary OlsCJn January
7, 1858, at Ottawa, Illinois. Four children are all living,
three in Lamoni, Francis M., Oscar L., Proebe (Allen), and
the fourth, Sister Carrie Danielson, came from Holden to
the funeral. B:wther Weld was baptized in 1861 by John
Shippy. Death was a happy 11elease. Sister W<;~d survives
him, but is very feeble. Funeral service in charge of J. F.
Garver; sermon by H. A. Steibbi;ns.
OUTHOUSE.-George Rya1n Outhouse was born August 28,
1831, at Avanton, Illinois. Married Nancy Shaw in 1861 and
to this union was born 1 child, Alma. The wife died 4 or
5 years later. In 1866 married Mary Hunter, and to this
union were bo:rn 6 boys and 2 girls, 2 boys having passed to
the beyond. This brothe•r was baptized when 8 years old at
Nauvoo, Illinois. 01n March 1, 1860, he united with the Reorganized Church, being baptized by E. C. Briggs; ordained
an elder June 2, 1860, .by William Marks, Zenas Gurley and
E. C. Briggs. Died December 31, 1916, at the .Saints' Home,
L,amoni, Iowa. He leaves to mourn, 1 sister, E.Iizabeth Eveline Cowlinshaw, 2 brothers, John Miller and Francis Ma:don,
7 children and many relatives ~tJnd friends. Funeral services in charge of Hubert Case; sermon by Eli Hayer. Intermemt in Rose Hill Cemetery.

Book Reviews
THE DARK TOWER.-A novel by Phyllis Bottome, 378 pp.,
$1.35 net, The Century Company, 353 Fourth Avenue, New
York. The publishers list this new book as "A rich, well-knit,
full flavored novel, i1ntroducing a set of brilliantly drawn
cha.racters."
This novel is quite comparable to other popular novels of
the day. A few characters are clearly drawn as some discussion is made on the life of an English country gentleman.
There is no special moral teaching but it is written in an
easy style.
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General Church Directory
First Presidency: Frederick M. Smith, president, Box 255, Independence, Missouri.

Presiding Bishopric: Benjamin R. McGuire, Independence, Missouri.
Quorum of Twelve: All official quorum matters to John W. Rushton,
secretary; 951 West Thirty-fourth Street, Los Angeles, California.
Quorums of Seventy: Official joint quorum matter to J. F. Mintun,
1205 Filmore Street, Des Moines, Iowa.

At the recent con:llerence of the Holden Stake, President
D. J. Krahl presented the following as a "photograph of a
pastor":
Patient
Alert
Sympathetic
Tactful
Orderly
}le,tlourceful

Prayerful
Active
IStrong
Trustful
Obedient
Respectful

Prompt
Attentive
Sober
Truthful
Optimistic
Right

Presiding Evangelist: Send requests for copies of blessings, etc., to
Frederick A. Smith, 421 South Linden Street,_ !Jarnoni, Iowa.
Cllur-ch Historian: Hernan C. Smith, historian, Room 10, 202 North
'Valnut Street, Lamoni, Iowa.
Church Recorder: Statistical reports of branches, certificates of baptisms and blessings, all membership data, to C. I. Carp·enter, recorder,
202 South Walnut Street, Lamoni, Iowa.
Church Secretary: General Conference credentials, clergy permits,
general licenses, correspondence, etc., to R. S. Salyards, secretary, 718
West Main Street, Lamoni, Iowa.<
Publishing Houses: Herald Publishing House, 202 North Walnut
Street, Lamoni, Iowa; Ensign Publishing :f.!ouse, Independence, Missouri.
Order all church books of nearest house. Australian Mission: Standard
Publishing House, 65 Nelson Street, Rozelle, New South Wales, Australia. Address all matter for publication in 41 Saints' Herald'' to Editors
Herald, Lamoni, Iowa.
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HOMES FARMS BUSINESS
Why Not

QUR work is not limited to church
· public,ations, but we do .

write us about increas-

Job Work of All Kinds

ing your business?

men and the equipment

from a sirr.pie letter heaa to highpriced university annuals.
While we give all due attention to
quality, our prices are no higher than
what is usually asked for poor to ordinary work.
The reasonable profit we make
helps build up your own church institutions.

to give you what you

HERALD PUBLISHING HOUSE

We furnish the" ideas
-if you like-and the
printing to carry them
to your patrons.
Our facilities include a
corps of experienced

want.

Lamoni, Iowa

l

Saints desiring to locate in the Lamoni Stak'e o:r those within the Stake
wishing to change their location will do
well to consult the Slake Bishopric as
provided in D. C. 128: 4. We have for
sale and exchange properties of various
kinds and are prepared to serve you.

lAMONI STAKE BISHOPRIC
SMITH-PELOUBET'S

BIBLE DICTIONARY.

-By William Smith, LL. D., Revised by
F. N. and M.A. Peloubet. An invaluable
book for students of the Bible. More
than 800 pages of concise information,
covering all phases of scriptural ·study;
excellent colored maps, and 440 appropriate illustrations. The volume is described as "teacher's edition"; and, since
all active Christians are Bible teachers,
is therefore a universal necessity. No.
291, cloth, net ---------------------- -------------$1.60

-~~--~--~~----~--~

Tonsils and Adenoids completely removed.

The Woman's Auxiliary Year Book

Drs Joseph Mather, Specialist

in diseases of the eye, ear, nose, and
throat.
Elders and family on ministerial alIowa, or Ensign Publishing House, Indelowance, work done free of charge.
pendence, Missouri.
Cataracts removed.
Order from your nearest house to save
Work done in Independence Sanitarium, Independence, Missouri.
postage.

FOR 1916-1918
This book contains nect)ssary information for those engaged in. the Woman's
Auxiliary work of the church. Every
. sister should get one. Price 20c.
35-tf
Herald Publishing House, Lamoni,

Announcement
Last ,June through an ad in this paper
Lawn & Casey secured nearly 100 of
our peo,ple as age~1ts for Casey's "Giant
Grip" Cement, the 20th century marvel
for mending furniture, crockery. glass,
stone, tile, leather, etc. Although outside capital has been taken in, Lawn and
Casey control the company and will
carry out their first plan of placing the
agency with as many of our people as
may want it. If. you can1not devote all
your time, take the agency for your own
town or community placing the goods in
stores and soliciting what you can.
When we have sufficient agents we will
back them up with advertising as we
have the money to do it! Send 25c today for sample bottle and terms to
agents. J. R. Wight, our ag6Jnt at Thurman, Iowa, says, "I spliced a tug the
lOth of August last and used it all
through good and bad weather. I pulled
the tug in two in another place and now
I have a splice in two places." Just
think of the demand for such a powerful
adhesive! When the people try it they
will continue to use it as it has no competitor.
Brother Casey has developed a rubber
patching cement which is the quickest
applied and most powerful on the market. Sample tube lOc. :Se1nd to-day!
Giant Manufacturing Co.
By A. R: Lawn.
401 Monadnock Bldg.
San Francisco, California.

Pack your grip, tell the folks good-by, go down' to the depot, buy
a ticket for California-that great Out-o'-doors land, which rests the
weary and refreshes the weak-via the Burlington Route (the moving picture way through scenic Colorado and Salt Lake in daylight).
Climb aboard, lean hack, relax and watch America roll past your window.
Getting away from the cold, bad weather, business ·and ho~sehold
responsibilities, care and worry, and out into the glorious sunshine and
semitropical atmosphere of California where you can rest, change and
rejuvenate, will do you a world of good.
You'll he surprised when you compare the cost with the cost of
remaining at home. Think what this will mean to you, when, yoU;
remember that a life which isn't pleasantly spent isn't well spent.
Before comp{eting your plans let me explain how you may join
a Burlington Personally Conducted Excursion (costs no more-just a

part of Burlington Service) and send you a folder telling all about
the trip-w.orth reading even if you don't go.
L. F.SILTZ, '£:j.cket Agent.
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uif ye continue in my word, then are ye :my disciples
indeed; and ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall
make you free."-John 8: 31-32.

uThere shaU not any man among you have save it
be one wife; and concubines he shall have none.~'
Book of Mormon, Jacob 2: 36.

Holy
Scriptures
========~~==================

Book of
wormon

·Volume 64

-----------=---=:=--= = =

Doclrine
and Covenants

Lamoni, Iowa, February 7, 1917
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CAN WE EMPHASIZE SERVICE TOO MUCH?
Not long ago several of the younger writers whose
work is often seen
the publications of the church,
especially in those that are read principally by the
young, were comparing notes and discussing the
situation in church literature.
At that time several stories and articles were being written by them, and it was discovered that in
the work being done and that which had been done,
every one of them had, in one way or another, made
"service" the predominating theme. One was portraying the possibilities of true service in the hum- ble duties that come to all of us. Another had allowed her characters to seek out the honest in heart
in the world and by lives of devoted courage inspire
them with the beauty of holiness. Still another had
been gathering up the fragments and seeking to call
out the dormant powers in the members of the
church.
And so it went. Without premeditation, each was
stressing activity in good works, with doctrine and
history and philosophy a necessary though unmentioned foundation.
It was commented on that this was more or less a
general condition, and as an example Elbert A.
Smith's new book, Joe Pine, was mentioned as a
serious preparation for service in 1material things.
Articles, sermons, and editorials in the columns of
the church papers were pleading for more intelligent and devoted service.
The theme at many a prayer and testimony meeting had been: "What can 'I do?" followed by many a
declaration of ·consecration to the cause we all love.
It was reca,Hed that one of the younger generation
had not long since declared from the pulpit that in
his opinion the three presidents that had presided
over the church since 1830 each had a special mission to the world. Joseph the Martyr, the giver of
the law to the church; Joseph his son, the interpreter of the law; and Frederick M., now president, the

in

leader to carry out the provisions of the law as they
have been given and largely interpreted. Of course
he would not limit the work of any one to that exclusively, but the dominating result had been along
the lines indicated.
1
,Perhaps there is nothing remarkable or new in
'this conclusion nor the discov·ery of the group, but
it may suggest to the reader a situation at which he
has possibly wondered a little and about which he
may have asked: "Why do we hear so much on all
sides about service?"
Let us consider the situation briefly. We recall the
statement, a trite one, of another young preache1·
to the effect that our service to God is measured by
our service to his creatures. We are all supposed to
believe that nowadays,:"'yet an old brother took the
young man to task, saying that he could serve God
acceptably at home in prayer and devotion and deep
meditation.
Both were right. The youthful herald to the king
thought of running swiftly to yonder hamlet with
fleetness of foot and stoutness of heart to carry the ·
king's message. The veteran whose temples were
silver~ed with many years of experience thought of
serving as counselors to the king and his subjects.
Close students of the history of the church can observe in the publications of years ago that many and
many a page has been written to· clear up certain
doctrinal points and firmly establish interpretations
thereof. Our grandfathers and ·our fathers wrote
and preached and talked of the law of the church.
It was a common topic of conversation, this marvelous work and a wonder. At the fireside at night it
was discussed and considered. On the Sabbath the
whole family gathered at the meeting place and a
zealous servant of God would preach the restored
gospel in sermons often lasting two to two and a
half hours to intensely interested audiences. Why
hurry? for were they not there for the day to hear
the gospel story? They. did not hurry and they
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stayed all day. Those were the days of the est~blish
·. ment of the kingdom in the latter days.
The Sunday school was organized and grew and
grew until to-day it reaches almost every individual
in some way through the Bible questions and lesson
Quarterlies. The Religio followed and taught us the
Book of Mormon, much of the Doctrine and Covenants and some church history. It coached us so we
could think on our feet and expr,ess ourselves intelligently. Thes,e and other factors have made a change
in the lives of the Saints.
Considering the small army that has been raised
up in this way, and that daily it is becoming better
equipr>ed, is it to be wondered at that the cry goes
up and will be heard: "Let us go to and redeem
Zion and strengthen her borders"?
Is it surprising that technical points ar,e not so
often raised? Even though this generation is not so
studious in matters of primary importance, and may
not be so well versed in many features of the law,
is it to be wondered at that with the fields all white
for the harvest there comes so often before us :
Service, servioe, service?
The insistent demand comes not only from the
vigorous and strong, but valiant soldiers who have
spent a lifetime in the army of the Lord are taking
up the cry and requesting: "Let us se~ve as well as
counsel," and there is work for all. The desire to
die in the harness is being granted them, and when
they leave it is to go joyfully, knowing that from so
much activity the essential devotion and cons,ecra-·
tion will evolve, and surely {;od can use the service
so freely offered.
Truly, much is said about service, but we believ,e it is a natural result and will bring about much
good. Let us serve well.
EDWARD D. MOORE.

EMPLOYEES AT HERALD OFFICE ORGANIZED
Sometime ago the foremen of various departments
at the Herald Publishing House met to consider the
propriety of organizing £or more efficient service.
1
As a result of this meeting, resolutions were
drawn up and presented to the manager, Brother A.
Carmichael, who was not only favorable to them, but
told his men it was a move he had desired for a long
time.
1A general meeting 'Yas called and an organization
effected by electing the usual officers and a program
committee of five. Meetings were arranged for at
four p. m. every Thursday, the hour from four
to five being given over to that purpose. On account
of the holiday rush of book and publication orders,
as well as job work, some meetings have been missed,
for we realize that proper coordination must respect
the imperative needs of the institution.

The entire foroe, from the "printer's devil" to the
manager and chief editor, with only one exception,
attend the meetings and take an intelligent interest
therein. Some interesting subjects have been discussed and others are pending. At one of the earlier
meetings, representatives of the various departments-business, ,editorial, copy and proof, composing, press, and bindery and mailing, told us of the
relation of their special work to that of the general
church.
Several minor suggestions for change of system
have been approved and are being installed. The
subject of beautifying the premises, inside and out,
has been discussed and indorsed by the appointment
of a committee to work out details.
A number of names for the organization have
been submitted and a committee will pick the three
best ones and the body will choose one from that number. A library committee is assembling and classifying the printer's journals and special books on the
trade available and will suggest the purchase of a
few others to make a valuable, even though small,
technical library.
The subject of safety has been brought up and is
to be continued by an explanation of the Iowa employers' compensation law by S. A. Burgess, whose
knowledge of law and ability to interpret it is extraordinary.
The subject, "How far should democracy prevail in the Herald Publishing House?'' will be discussed by four of the employees at an early meetin£'.
'Other subjects of general and special interest are
awaiting their turn and as they are considered in
this manner can but be beneficial to the individuals,
the body, and ultimately to the church through them.
This organization is much different from the ordinary labor union. The meetings open and close with
prayer. There is no necessity for strikes and lockouts, for ~even though the wage scale is so low it
amounts in reality to a ministerial allowance, the
sacrifice is in a worthy cause and so considered.
There is no social caste and the janitor draws the
same salary as the editor. The thirty-four employees at the Herald Publishing House hope to be
counted with those who are seeking to magnify their
calling and become more efficient laborers in the general forward movement in the church.
~- D.MOORE.

ANOTHER LINK BROKEN
:.Onoe more the chain that connects the past with
the present has been severed in the passing of
Brother Norman W. Smith of Lamoni.
He was one of the pioneers of Lamoni and his
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name is well known to the church through his musi- and conferences. Much of this will not appear in
cal compositions, found in the Saints' Hymnal and the regular columns of the HERALD.
Zion's Praises. In the early days he was associated
Send twenty-five cents early for the DAILY
with such men as David H. Smith, M. H. Forscntt, HERALD, and it will be a profitable investment.
Joseph Smith, John A. Scott and others, in selecting
EDITORS HERALD.
and arranging music for the church song books.
His tall and straight figure, crowned with a mantle
NOTES AND COMMENTS
of snow-white hair has been a re.gular sight at the
meetings of the Saints for years. To the last, just
a f.ew days before the illness set in that caused his Hedrickite President Dead
A. L. Hartley, president of the "Church of Christ,"
death, he·enjoyed singing the songs of Zion in the
the organization that controls the temple lot at Inhouse of the Lord.
dependence, died January 28 and his funeral was
1A brief illness came, and on February 1 his spirit
held
January 30. It is expected that his successor
took its flight after a sojourn here of over eighty,
will
be
chosen on the 18th. A number of our people
three y.ears. The funeral was held Sunday afterattended
the funeral.
noon, February 4, at the Saints' church in Lamoni,
R. S. Salyards in charge, J. F. Garver preaching the
Immigration Bill Passed Over President's Veto
sermon. The music was all of his composition.
After being vetoed by Cleveland, Taft and Wilson,
E. D. M.
the House recently passed the Burnett immigration
bill by the necessary two thirds vote over Wilson's
ASSOCIA. TE EDITOR ILL
veto and there seems no,doubt that the Senate will do
likewise. The President obj.ected to the literacy test
This may not be a sequel to the excellent editorial
last week by Brother Burgess on "Efficient coopera- included in the bill.
tion," but at least it is an unfortunate coincident
that in a day or two thereafter he was stricken with
an attack of pneumonia, admittedly brought on by
overwork and nervous strain;
He lies critically ill as we go to press, having suffered as those do who are attacked by this disease
but all are confident that he will speedily recover
and be able to carry on the work he is so well fitted
to do. We are sure he will be remembered in the
prayers of the Saints.
E. D. M.
CONFERENCE DAILY
It has been decided to publish a conference daily
again, from the Herald Office. This is no advantage
to the publishing house and makes an added burden
to the employees, but we are willing to undertake
it, with the hope that it will be sufficiently well
patronized to guarantee against any loss.
If those who cannot attend the sessions of the General Conventions and General Conference next April
will give their liberal support by sending in sub~
scriptions, there is no reason why it should not be a
success. Paper and other materials are higher,
but we count on an increased number o£ subscribers
to make up for that.
We hope with the experiences of two years ago to
help us., to make it this year more nearly a friendly
letter from the scene of activity, and give you the
story of what is taking place and what people are
doing in addition to the routine of the conventions

In Good Company
The following is among the "Some Publications"
notioes of the January, 1917, number of the Iowa
Journal of History and Politics, and refers to the
magazine of which copies are for sale at the Herald
Office, at the regular price, one dollar each:
"The world's need of international governm~nt" is the title
of an a.rticle by F1,ank Aliaben which· occupi•es the opening
pages of The Journal of A1ne1"ican History for July. Heman
C. Smith is the writer of a short s~etch of the "History of the
Church of Jesus Christ of Liatter Day Saints." Here also
may be found addresses by Robert Lansing, John Barrett, and
others, delive11ed before the Second Pan American Scientific
Congress.
·

From the Biographical Dictionary Committee
The preparation of a biographical dictionary was
by the General Conference referred to the Board of
Publication and Historian. The preparation of a
Book of Mormon concordance and other important
work has delayed its preparation, but desiring to
get the matter under way as soon as possible, ea~h
active church worker, whether general or local, is
hereby invited and urged to send a brief sketch of
his or her life to Historian Heman C. Smith, Lamoni, Iowa. We would a]so like to have your photo,
or what would be better, a cut for insertion in said
dictionary.
Some Cheap Sermons
A card has come to our desk which may be of interest to some. For $1, twelve books of sermons may
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be secur,ed containing from 35 to 75 sermons besides
religious anecdotes. In addition, ten extra books
will be sent, or 22 books will be sent for the same
price. As a· special offer, for $1.50 they will send
not only 22 books as above set forth, but also a larg,e
volume labeled "The Best" containing about 450 sermons and 800 religious anecdotes published during
the eight years up to 1915. This would appear to
give 1,500 sermons for $1.50, to say nothing of an
equal number of anecdotes. In other words, ten
sermons and ten anecdotes for a cent. The card is
sent out to the pastors of a certain denomination, and
fell into our hands by accident. This may account
for some of the cheap sermons we sometimes hear.
Religious Journals in Danger
If the rider attached to the post office appropriation bill now before Congress is allowed to ride
through to the President's signature, it will more
than treble the postage rates on religious journals
such as the HERALD, Ensign, and our other church
papers. The effect would be disastrous, and to say
the least, a heavy burden on our own church publications. Since church papers are notoriously un-.
profitable, especially when they carry little outside
advertising it seems hardly just. Instead of a flat
rate of one cent a pound, it is proposed to have a
sliding scale of from one cent a pound to points
within three hundred miles, to six cents a pound for
over eighteen hundred miles.
Lamoni Stake Conference
The stak!e conference met on the 3d and 4th, following the conventions of the auxiliaries. iJt is to be
observed that the word auxiliaries which has for a
long time meant the Sunday school and Religio, now
i~.c.I..udes the Woman's ~Auxiliary. This is a change
w~ch bids fair to become general, and we saySil'ed the day. ·The weather was very cold and
Sunday treated us to the fag-end of a blizzard
which affected the attendance very much. Little
snow fell but trains were not running on Sunday.
We thought much of the many conferences held on
that date, some of which must have had even more
severe weather. 'The th;ermomt)ter hung around
twenty degrees below zero part of the time, and high
winds prevailed. Charles F. Graham, whose name
was previously mentioned here as our new mayor,
was ordained a high priest and member of the stake
high council.
"Autumn Leaves" for February
Mexico is an interesting subject and it is interestingly dealt with in a profusely illustrated article by
Arthur W. Smith. He has taken the photographs

himself and writes from personal experi,ences in this
strange neighbor country of ours.
"The Vineyard Story" by Estella Wight is continued with its usual interesting developments. The
author has received various suggestions as to how
the story should "come out," but she says these children of the imagination are like other children, you
can't tell what they will do. Anyway, it is interesting and profitable to read the experiences of these
church peopl<e and the lessons their lives teach.
The series on the American poets by Arthur E.
McKim, decorated by Miss Ruby Short, sketches
briefly the life of Ralph Waldo Emerson.
Other interesting articles _are presented, including
the Young Woman's Department, the Religio's
Arena, and the Sunday school department. The
price is still only a dollar a year.
The European Crisis
Like a blinding flash of lightning from the ominous clouds of impending storm was the German note
of the 31st announcing a merciless sea war on the
allies and laying down definite restrictions for
American shipping if they would avoid being sunk
W:ithout warning. As a result, all the American
consuls in Germany have been recalled; Count Bernstorff, the German Ambassador at Washington has
been handed his passport, and it is expected that
all German consuls in the United States will leave
the country. The interests of the United States in
Germany have been turned over to Spain, while
those of Germany in the United States will be
handled by the Swiss· ambassador. President Wilson has urged all. the neutral nations of the world to
join this country in the diplomatic break, but to
date it is not known how far this will be complied
with. While everyone hopes some way will be found
to avoid open declaration of war, all preparations
are being made for the worst. Red Cross organizations in two hundred and sixty-five cities of the
United States have been ordered to prepare for
trouble by supplying themselves with ne0essary
equipment and organizing for service. Similar
preparations are being made in all lines. One of the
results of the declaration of the extended submarine
warfare was a drop in the price of cotton $28.50 a
bale in a few hours, while it is predicted that provisions of all kinds will soon be at a normal level.
on account of the shutting off of exportation.

One of the greatest lessons in life is to learn to
take the people at their best, not their worst; to look
for the divine; not the human, in them; the beautiful,
not the ugly; the bright, not the dark; the straight,
not the crooked side.-Anonymous.
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0 .RIG IN A L
THE ATTITUDE OF THE SAINT UNDER
WORLDLY ENVIRONMENT---No. 1

[The following article is one. of a short series on this subject, by members who havce had occasion to make p.ractical
observations along this line.:...__EDITORS.]

No man should attempt to evade the decree of God,
"In the sweat of thy face shalt thou eat bread."Genesis 3: 19.
·
Such as may seem to live in ease, idleness, and its
apparent luxury shall have no place, lot, or portion
in Zion, for God has avowed the idler shall not eat
the bread nor wear the garments of him that labors.
(Doctrine and Covenants 42: 12.)
Preparing against that day we ar.e found pitted
against the world, in the mad onrush of its heaving
and surging business tide; some as men of business,
and others, those who labor, the employer and the employee. Can we maintain our integrity? Can w1e
stand as men of honor and be true to the gospel principles enjoined upon us as Saints of God, steeped in
the business activities of the world that involve so
much of the elements that point to dishonesty, hated
rivalry, bitter oppression and many other even
vicious practices that add to the catalogue of crime,
that make us hesitate and que,stion again and
again, Can we remain in its environment and conrtinue free from its besmirching and kindred contaminations?

shadow of death. Surely this blessed feature of section 57, paragraph 4, of the Doctrine and Covenants
we should all hope to see carried into execution in
the very near future.
EQUAL RESPONSIBILITY

But again the pertinent question arises, Is there
any less responsibility devolving on the employee,
or the one who labors, than there is on the employer,
the man of business? We readily and cl!indidly say
we feel sure that there is not.
Suppose a young man in need of employment who
secures a position ascertains or becomes aware in
time that his ,employer is conducting a questionable
business. We do not say he should leave at once, but
should begin to make diligent effort toward securing
another position. That far alone we believe he is
responsible. When the opportunity affords for a
change he should take it and at times perhaps at a
sacrifice, too. We have an example in mind of a
young brother 'who accepted a position, and afterwards found he was stenographer in a wholesale
liquor hous.e. It was so obnoxious to him that he
immediately began negotiating for other positions.
He had to work, so he remained while he sought a
new place, also asking God's help and direction, and
his testimony is that God opened the way for him
far beyond his .expectations.
SAINTLY ME)THODS COMMENDED

ELIMINATE ALL SEMBLANCE OF TAINT

I know a young man, a member of the church, enIThe man of business who has been involved in gaged in soliciting freight for one of the great,E;st
sharp and cunning practices, accepting the gospel railroad lines in our western country, a business that
and coming into the church, necessarily must elimi- is rife with competition, and the solicitors employ
nate from his life all semblance of taint and iniqui- all known tactics to secure the division of these
tous participation. God demands it of him. Honesty, freight shipments for their different roads. Chief
square dealing must• be first and foremost. Law among their offers of course, to those who have the
must be recognized and its mandates lived up to. awarding of these contracts, is the dispensing of
The Lord gave a very significant indorsement of this cigars, tobacco, and drinks, liquors and treats of all
early in the history of the church when he gave com- kinds. Practically all of this our young brother has
mand by revelation to Sidney Gilbert to establish a refrained from doing, and one day at a time of instore and sell goods without fraud, and note that spection over his territory !the department head
there might be no hindrance, he should obtain a being with him, he mentioned this and told his sulicense. The wisdom of this can be seen as sug- . peri or if they thought by his not following this cusgested by him who reads.
tom and treating to drinks and cigars he was hurt1
You will observe not only that success is pointed ing their business and lessening the chances of
at by observing the laws of the land and dealing shipments, he was willing to take some other aphonestly, but God also promises through this nucleus pointment. Whereupon he was highly commended
and channel that the Saints should be provided for by his superior officer, and told they were mor.e than
to the end that the gospel should be preached to pleased with his services, and advised to continue
those who sit in darkness and in the region and along the lines he had been working, as they were
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very gratifying to him as the head of the department.
One young brother who has advanced himself by
conscientious and Christlike deportment (as all
Saints should conduct themselves, though young)
has been placed in charge of a large office force.
He was not afraid to take his Bible along or read
his church books at his place of business or on the
car. And very much surprised was he, although he
knew the man who w:as immediately over him was
not overly friendly toward him, this same man I believe, told him not to arrange to work on Sundays as
he had done, and the other men were doing, but to
take the time and be free to attend his church and
Sunday school work.
Thus it is you see, thq,t character and uprightness
are recognized and rewarded.
What should be our att!tude, for instance, when
we fall in an unfavorable place and have a hardened
and austere employer, supervisor, or associate?
Will our situation be made more tolerant? Will our
character be unfolded and broadened in the Christlike
beauty of refinement or stoop to the common level
of the one who is hateful and overbearing to his employee, subordinate, or associate in employm~nt?

No!
I have in mind a distinct instance where.· a refusal
to retaliate, a consistent attitude of the Christlike
spirit of forbearance among the employ.ees of one
office, won over a man who was a very hard and
overbearing supervisor, until now he is a changed
man.
OUR ATTITUDE IN UNWHOLESOME ENVIRONMENT

Again, a man may be unfortunate in finding himself surrounded by the most unwholesome and profane environment. It should not cause him to make
himself obnoxious by openly resenting and condemning every act seen or noticed, thereby creating the
feeling that he considers himself above others or
too good to associate with them. He should quietly
turn from them and not condone or approve their
evil or coarse language. But at the right time and
at given and proper opportunities· he should dis-.
claim ,all improprieties and pronounce for good, always remaining firm in his attitude and stanch in
his support of the principles of truth and right.
This attitude to my knowledge, has commanded respect, and, I feel sure, ever shall.
The striking mark of approval which God placed
upon his Son should follow every Son of God in all
their dealings and relation with those of the world,
ever evidencing that "my people shall be a peculiar
people" in that they are zealous of good work.
T. J. ELLIOTT.

"IN THE BEGINNING GOD"---Part 3
BY

H.

A.

STEBBINS

WHENCE MAN'S DEGRADATION?

With some there exists the thought that the degraded state of tribes and races of men during the
past six thousand years, and also of many individuals even among civilized nations, that these instanoes are proof that man's parentage was from
the lower orders and therefore that he could not have
been very intelligent at his beginning. But the fall,
or departure of man from the way of the Lord,
brought the noble and exalted race of mankind do~wn
from its high place to a very low plane within a few
hundred years after the fall, excepting those who
listened to the Lord's teachings and were guided by
him to come up out of the pit that the race had fallen
into ..,Such men, from Adam down to Noah, completely or very largely retained the original manhood and intelligence; and of Enoch it is especially
said that he "walked with God"; also some hundred
years after the deluge there Uved a man who is said
to have been "the friend of God," even Abraham.
But the great race largely fell into idolatry, ignorance, barbarism, and defil.ement of many kinds.
The Inspired Version of the Bible contains the following statement about the fallen condition of man,
namely: "And man began from that time forth to be
carnal, sensual, and devilish."-Genesis 4: 13, I. T.
The early account of Cain as a murderer and of
Lamech as a polygamist beats w:itness that the defilement and debasement of the race must have soon
become very great. And when some of those who
had be.en obedient to God and especially included in
the covenant as his children, and who w:ere s.eparate
from the wicked, when these consorted with the
daughters ·Of the wicked, then the barriers were
down, and the sins of the race were increased. We
read as follows in the King James Version: "The
sons of God saw the daughters of men, that they
were fair; and they took them wives of all which
they chose."-Genesis 6 : 1. See also Inspired Version, Genesis 8: 9, 10.
"THE SONS OF GOD" ON EARTH

That greatly deceived man, "Pastor" C. T. Russell,
says that the sons of God here spoken of were angels who came down from heaven and thus mated
with the women of earth. He forgot that Paul
wrote that "as many as are led by the Spirit of God, ·
they are the sons of God," (Romans 8: 14) and that
Christ said God gave the obedient of the earth
"power to become the sons of God." . Paul wrote,
"Because ye ar.e sons God hath sent forth the Spirit
of his Son into your hearts."-Galatians 4: 6.
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The quotations I have given from the writings of
educated men certainly show that they had full veneration for God, and that they gave him all honor
as the sole Creator of all things. And they published
the facts as they found them, about the periods of
creation and the successive ages of animal life: also
·the truth that at the end of each age an overwhelming convulsion by flame and· flood,· or else by extreme
cold, extinguished all life; and when ages of preparation for new and improved beings had elapsed,
they were introduced, until man himself, by the
will of God and when all was prepared, came into
his heritage.
CONDITIONS AT THE AGE OF CREATION

The first chapter of Genesis deals with events and
conditions as pertained to that age or period of creation, anp from the viewpoint of the earth, as they
would appear to one on the earth. The sun, mcon
and stars are spoken of as not made till the fourth
day, whereas they must have been among the created.
things mentioned in the first verse. God said thes·3
words to Job about the earth: "When I made the
cloud the garment thereof, and thick darkness a
swaddling band for it." (Job 38: 9.)
After the earth cooled enough from its molten
state it was covered by water for a long, long period.
The contact of hea.t and water caused steam, and impenetrable clouds, through which the sun could not
shine, particularly in the carboniferous age, when
gigantic £erns and trees grew and fell and· from
them were formed the layers of coal as the ages
passed. Probably the cosmic or primeval light that
shone on the first creative day increased and was
sufficient for the growth of the coarse and rank
vegetation from which the coal w:as formed.
1The Inspired Translation of the Bible states as
follows:
I, the Lo11d God, had ,not caused it to rain upon the face of
the earth, ... but I, the Lmd God, spoke and ther1e went up
a mist from the earth and watered the whole face of the
ground.-Genesis 2: 5, 7, I. T.
THE RAINBOW

Skeptics have scoffed at the Bible account of the
rainbow being a new thing in the days of Noah, and
then being given as a sign from God. They have
said that certainly the rains before the deluge would
have produced the rainbow whenever the sun shone
upon the descending showers under the same conditions as after the deluge. Of course. the argument
is good, because, as often said, the same cause will
produce the same effect at all times. And, on reading the above words from Genesis we remember
that in our experience we have seen day following
day, fou~ or five together, when the fogs and douds
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were so thick that we did not see the sun even once
during those periods. Yet the moisture w:as so abundant that the plants and trees and the very ground
itself were saturated with water.
And I give it as my personal belief that before the
floods of water descended from the heavens at the
time spoken of as the Noachan deluge, that before
this descent the clouds and fogs still so largely enshrouded the earth that they "watered the whole
face of the ground," as stated in Genesis. The periodic rains had not come into action, but after the
descent of the great body of water which before that
was "above the firmament," then the surface of the
earth no longer received such great moisture by mist
and fogs, as it did before. Therefore, by the action
of the law operating under the new conditions, the
rains came and the rainbow was produced, not as a·
miracle. but as the result of the new condition or
order, even as seasons and months change, and new
phenomena are seen and experienced by us.
1! do not hold that there was no condensation in
the form of rain, but that almost the sole moistening
of the earth was by the dense douds and fogs from
the abundance of water held above the earth until
the purpose of God by the deluge in Noah's day was
accomplished. Certainly the conditions by which
the sun and the rain produces the rainbow had not
yet come into being.
I do not claim that this idea is original with me.
Indeed I believe that I obtained it many years ago
from some thinker and writer on geology and the
Bible, whose words and argument seemed of value.
And to me the words I have quoted from the Inspired Translation appear to substantiate this idea.
I believe they do, but this does not include the church
or any other in the church as so believing. I am
willing to stand alone in it till I am justified later
on, if it shall be found that I am correct.
"LET THERE BE LIGHT"

On the first creative day God said, "Let ther,e be
light and there was light." Light was needed for
the growth of vegetation, and the Lord spoke into
being a light that was independent of the sun,
probably what now is known as the electric light.
The sun was not yet visible from the earth even had
there been anyone on the earth to see it. The clouds
enveloped the earth in darkness excepting for this
cosmic light that made possible the growth of vegetation. In our time it has peen proven that continuous light on plants causes them to grow faster than
they do by daylight alone. Men find that electric
lights through the night cause their shrubs and
flowers to grow better and bloom more abundantly
than they can without them; not that electricity
helps the growth but a continued light js said to.
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Atheists have in the past scoffed at the account of one of a race which is believed to have dwelt in
of the creation because the writer of Genesis told of caves in France "50,000 years ago," and another of
light existing before thex:e were any sun, moon and a. skull found in Sussex, England. This man is bestars, whose need the historian seemed to forget to Heved to have existed, with otherof his kind, perThen the skull of the
mention till the fourth day. But we now know that havs 300,000 years ago.
God could create light entirely distinct from the sun- more modern "Heidelberg Man" who also may not
shine. Poor man himself has had a variety of ex- have lived beyond 50,000 years ago.
With all their knowledge of geology, neverthel-ess,
periences in creating light. The writer of this article remembers when a lighted rag in a saucer of the fixing of these great figures, as to time, seems an
oil drove away some darkness. Then tallow candles absurdity, like the wildest conjecture. I do not
came and dispelled more, and just before the Civil doubt that such grotesque skulls have been found as
War kerosene appeared as a marvel in decreasing are pictured in the aforesaid magazine and book,
the gloom of the night. But now we say, "Let there ·but the creatures who had these heads were no more
be light," and by turning a button a very large build- the ancestors of Adam and his race than the fierce
ing is immediately illuminated, and even ·whole tiger of our time is the parent of the noble, high-bred
towns and small cities have their streets lighted from horse. I have believed that time will make all
- end to end in a second. How mysterious it seems, things plain. So I believe yet, but also I am now
especially to old people, like a new world with a fully satisfied that one or the other of two proposipromise of greater things to come in the line of won- tions is correct, either some of those thingSi ar-e not
so ancient and they were simply some degenerate
ders even in the millennium.
Y·et God was as powerful in "the beginning" as posterity of Adam's race, or else they dwelt on the
he is in our time, but he is now, in our day, just per- imperfect earth long prior to Adam, and every specimitting man to learn many great secrets about the men was wiped out during the cataclysms of fire and
elements and their wonderful powers and possibili- flood and earth convulsions which repeatedly overties, and to do many things that once were impos,.. threw all forms of life on the earth, as very learned
sible for man and undreamed of by him. The mar- students say was the case, and thus no life was left
vels now so common. as to cause no remark would as a parentage to begin a new ag-e. I have already
in our fathers' days have been~ ascribed to Satan. quoted from such careful, cautious investigators as
Witches were burned for small mysteries whereas Hugh Miner, Louis Agassiz, Alexander Winchell,
the wonder in our days are mountains in comparison. Edward Hitchcock, and J. P. Thompson, and I
might also cite Sir Charles Lyell, Sir Roderick
BEINGS BEFORE MAN
Marchison, lA:rnold Guyot, Doctor Buckland, and
There were years when I was much disturbed and others, 'Who had similar views after years of study
unable to account for the proof brought to light by as those al11eady quoted in this article.
scientists that prior to Adam some beings, very
NEW CREATIONS WITH EACH NEW AGE
much in the form of man, yet inferior in the shape
of the skull and the features and some of the bones
That it was the custom of the Creator to begin each
of the body, that such lived long before Adam came new age with new creations seems well established
forth from the hand of God. But Adam was formed as a truth; therefore when he placed Adam on the
and endowed as a pe1·ject man, made in the actual earth he was the first man, and, according to the
likeness of God's person, endowed with Godlike in- !Inspired rendering, he was also the first flesh on the
telligence, and having many qualities and attributes earth, even the earth that had been made anew by
of the divine Being himself, while clearly these the cleansing and purifying processes set in motion
others had not all these, if any. But whenever I by the Creator. To me this does not s.eem at all
used to read about them I desired an explanation as a strange interpretation, but an actual fact.
to who were the "cave men" and those who lived in
1I note that the Lord spoke to Job saying,
the "Stone Age" and used stone implements and
Where w:ast thou when I laid the foundation of the earth?
weapons. . Were they r-eally men or only progressive . . . When the morning stars sang together and all the sons
apes or chimpanzees? And who dwelt in the sub- of God shouted fOir joy.--.J ob 38: 4, 7.
'Evidently this gladness was because those sons
merged "lake dwellings" of Switzerland at some ancient period? In the National Geographic Maga- foresaw the .great plan of the :Almighty in creating
zine :Bor F-ebruary, 1916, is a write-up about Doctor the earth, and especially because the happiness of
Osborne's "Men of the Old Stone Age," which speaks the "sons of God" was to be greatly increased
of the "half-human predecessor of man." A picture 'through their receiving bodies, and because the comis given of the skull of the so-called "ape-man of ing 'earth was to be fitted and prepar.ed for their
Java," a "prehuman creature" who is supposed to enlarged lives and wider activities. If they sang
have lived "500,000 -years ago," and also a picture and shouted for joy there is no other conclusion than
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that they had knowledge that thereby their happiness would become gr,eater by their obtaining bodies
and living on the earth.
Of Christ it is stated that when he came into the
world he said, "A body hast thou prepared me."
(Hebrews, 10: 5.) Also Paul wrote that "it behooved Christ to be made like unto his brethren,"
even that his spirit should also be clothed with a
body, all of them in bodies after the form of the
great Father himself, and all to undergo the testing
and the proving so that they might afterward r,eceive reward and glory, because in the body they
had each endured and had overcome and won the victory.
As we view it, this purpose of God and its accomplishment ,entirely precludes the idea that man
should be but the product or outgrowth of a mollusk,
a trilobite, or a chimpanzee. No, no; man was the
immediate and special creation of our heavenly.
Father, who "in the beginning" formed the earth,
as he says, "to be inhabited." Man was at his beginning only "a little lower than the angels," and not
the outgrowth and slow expansion of a protoplasm.
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sary coal and all equipments. Then certainly we
may believe that the ark would hold all the forms of
life that :needed to be carried. Without a doubt the
multitude of variations by crossing and interbreeding were produced later. Every shade and variety
was not essential to be ·preserved in the ark, but
the main stock was preserved. Undoubtedly there
was plenty of room for all, and for food, and for
their care in every way. Doctor Cummings declared .
that he believed that it was harder to fill it than to
find space in it.
NO OTHER GOD

The question may arise in some minds as to w.hy
the Lord spoke through Isaiah so particularly and
emphatically that there was no other God but himself, as we find in Isaiah 44: 6; 45: 5, 6, 18, 21, 22,
as quoted in the early part of this article. Repeatedly he said, "There is none beside me," and "there
is none 'else." And, until I learned the cause for the
repeated assertions, they seemed strange to me.
For both the Bible and secular history record that in
those times the nations, both the great and the small,
but particularly the Assyrians and Babylonians,
worshiped
many gods, that is they had names of
NO UNIVERSAL DESTRUCTION
gods, though no such beings really existed. SenSince then there has been no overthrow and uninacherib, king of Assyria, was assassinated while
versal destruction on the earth by nature's powers,
he was worshiping the winged image called Nisroch,
though the deluge in Noah's time was near to it,
in the temple erected for its worship. (See 2 Kings
and some reject the idea of the Noachian flood and
19: 37, and Isaiah 37: 38.) By Nahum (1: 14) the
of the ark bbing the means of saving those who were
Lord said to Nineveh, "Out of the house of thy gods
not drowned, saying that it could not possibly conwill I cut off the graven image and the molten imtain so many animals. But not only the Bible gives
age."
account of the deluge, but also on all continents and
It is stated that the Babylonians worshiped
even the islands of the sea, the ancient inhabitants
had traditions, and also pictured or written accounts thirteen gods. They seemed to seek for some God
of just such a flood in the days of their fathers, and with real power, though they ascribed gr,eat benefits
of a few persons who were saved in some kind of a as coming from those they supposed they had. Thereboat. Nearly all ancient nations, races and tribes fore when Nebuchadnezzar saw how wonderfully the
throughout the world had traditions of this great three HebrewlS had been protected and delivered by
event in the earth's history, and about' the ark. All their faith, he exclaimed, "There is no other god who
ancient races in Europe, Asia, Africa and America, can deliver after this sort," and he said to the three,
"Ye servants of the Most High God come forth."
and on the far islands had such traditions.
No
doubt the Assyrians and Babylonians had a traAnd then as to the size of the ark, if we take the
ditional
idea from their ancestors who were in the
common cubit as the measure,' the boat was 450 feet
ark
that
a "most high God" did live and that he
long·, 75 feet broad, and 45 feet deep. Watson's
saved
them
from the flood. Their account of the deBible Dictionary says that this would make over
luge
on
tablets
found in 1878 make plain the knowlforty-two thousand tons as its 'capacity. But if the
edge
they
had
of
that event.
Hebrew cubit was the measure used, the ark was 525
feet long, one tenth of a mile, 87 and one half feet
From the Scriptures we know that the Hebrew
broad and 52 and one half feet deep, making the ca- people were inclined to worship the gods of Egypt,
pacity over fifty thousand tons. The Great Eastern and of the peoples by whom they were surrounded in
steamship, launched in England in January, 1858, Palestine; and later on they were tempted and perwas about the same width and depth as the ark, haps sometimes compelled to worship the gods of
(counting the twenty-one-inch cubit) and 680 feet Assyria and Babylon. This we see from the account
long, and the cyclopedias say that it would carry of the great effort made to force Daniel, also Shadfive thousand .soldiers besides the crew and neces:.. rach, Meshech, and Abednego, to bow down to those
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idols and worship them. Therefore the warnings
given through Isaiah and the strong assertions that
there was no other God but the God of their fathers,
really no such thing as another who could save or deliver or keep the children of man. The others were
only in name and not in fact. They were myths of
man's creation, as vain as the mythological gods of
Greece and Rome. But the people of Israel and
Judah needed to be reminded that He who had
guided and delivered their fathers from the days of
tAbraham, twelve hundred years before the days of
Isaiah, was still their God, and that there was noother, no living God other than he who "made the
.earth and created man upon it," and who "stretched
out the heavens" and revealed their glory.
DISBELIEF AND SKEPTICISM INCREASING"

I have mentioned the course by some sci<entists,
great and noble minds, too, away from God and his
word, during the past fifty years. Bible believers
have felt that skepticism as to that book was increasing, also disbeli·ef in an allwise, Omnipotent
Creator. This disbelief has been increased and multiplied by the course of nearly all the sects of those
who are called Christians, through their teachings
that God is not a personal being, but only an intangible essence that permeates all space, so that
though Christ and "his brethren" are spoken of as
being made in the "express image of his person," yet
as he has no person therefore it is only his "moral image" that man was made in the likeness of. From the
idea of a great intangible nothing it is but a step to
reach a total denial of him as having any wisdom, or
intelligence, or power of action, if he has no person
whom Moses could see "face to face," as stated in the
Bible.
However, in the midst of all the inconsistencies
and the contradictions by man, it is .evident that
more thinking people ar.e rising up than ever wer,e
before and such are seeking after light; and these
are coming nearer to comprehend God and his work
and purposes in the creation of the earth and man.
And I fully believe that the time is not far off when
the promise of God through the Prophet Isaiah will
be fulfilled and he will remove "the covering cast
over all people and the veil that is spread over all
nations." (Isaiah 25: 7.) Then will the darkness
of this world pass away, and the true God be known
and comprehended by all people, even "from the rising of the sun unto the going down thereof." When
that time fully come shall be fulfilled the word by
both Isaiah and Micah that "many people" shall say,
"Come let us go up to the house of the Lord, and he
will teach us of his ways." Also the words by
Zechariah, "Yea, many people and strong nations
shall come to seek the lord of hosts."

is

BIBLE STATEMENTS STILL STAND

. To some degree I am acquainted with the writings
and public addresses by scientific men within the
past f.ew years, such as Sir Oliver Lodge, Lord Kelvin, Professors George F. Wright, William Flinders
Petrie, Melvin G. Kyle, and others. Some of them
have spent years in technical work over the inscriptions and tablets found in Egypt, Palestine, Babylon,
Nineveh, and in other old-time lands. While they
have added a great deal of information in a particular and technical way to what was known in part
prior to the year 1900, yet their readings .of tablets
and inscriptions on monuments, their studies of
Bible scenes and traditional history, have not materially added to the fund of information already
existing on the main points and facts about God
creating the earth and placing man upon it, nc»r upon
the general history of the human race and of the
. nations of antiquity as given in the Bible and attested more or l.ess by Herodotus, Manetho, Strebo
and other ancient writers, and in later times by Rollin and Rawlinson.
The ancient Christian sect named Agnostics held
that "God does not know all things and that God cannot be known." To be an agnostic now is not only to
. say, ~'I do not know," but is also to "deny the possibility of knowing or affirming anything as to the infinite, the absolute, as to the immortality of the soul,
the existence of God, the origin of matter, or of
original causes." A great many prominent men in ·
England, as also in America and among other nations, profess to be agnostic in their vieW!s. Therefore the astonishment among all such when, in September, 1913, Sir Oliver Lodge of London, a very
prominent scientist and the president of the British
Association for the Advancement of Sci.ence, made
the following statement before that society at Birmingham, England. He said:
Either we a11e immortal beings or we are not. We may
not know our destiny but we must have a destiny of some
sort. Those who make denials are just as likely to be wrong
as those who make assertions .... Science may not be able to
reveal human destiny, but it certainly should not obscure it.
Th~ngs are as' they are whether we find them ·out or not.

The London Times stated that Sir Oliver's discourse was "a protest against arrogance," and
against the idea that nothing "which could not be
weighed or measured" was allowed any place whatever. It says that Lodge, "by natural transition
passed on from existence in this world to its continuity hereafter," of which he held he had been "convinced by strict evidence and in the broad truth of
religion." He said that the ideas of scientific agnosticism account for things up to a certain point,
but they do not account for the joy and: happiness in
our 'minds and hearts, nor for the manifest beauty
throughout .nature everywhere, and he asked, "Do
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not these things suggest something higher and nobler
an'd more joyous, something for which all this struggle for existence goes on? We have to explain this
competitive striving toward life. Surely th~ effort
must have some significance, the development of
man some aim."
These are great truths, excellent arguments in
favor of a life to come, which only can account for
this irrepressible desire for perfection and to go
forward, ever onward and upward.
But, alas, it is said later, that Sir 0liver Lodge
entered in with Spiritualism and accepted its interpretation about a life beyond this world, thus stopping far short of the eternal truth about man and
his destiny, and of God's purpose for the everlasting
happiness of Adam and his race.
1

(Concluded 'IThext week.)

KEEPING TEN MEN AT WORK
[The following article by one of our successful young mis~
sionary pastors was written at our request'!' While the
brother modestly refrains from giving his personal experiences, we assure our readers that he has proven the value of
the following suggestions by actual experience.-EDITORS.]

I have often experienced a season of sadness
when learning through the HERALD of the death of
many brethren who were able defenders of the gospel of our Lord Jesus Christ; men who have received
great knowledge through much study and experienoe
and have become qualified to enter into great service beyond. The church, by reason of the death or
disability of many is depriv.ed of the benefit of the
knowledge they have gained here. I have thought,
What a pity their knowledge could not have been
transferred to other minds, that the church might
still have greater benefit from their struggles and
experiences in life, only the account of which we
have.
The all-wise Creator has decreed it otherwise;
that "If ye continue in my word ... ye shall know
the truth." It is our mission to help others .to a
knowledge of the truth, and that knowledge comes
only by individual experience through doing. The
question arises, How are we going to k!eep others at
work.
!Being permitted to attend a part of the 1914 Sunday school and Religio conventions, my attention was
attracted to the motto: "It is better to keep ten men
at work than to do the work of ten men!" I
thought, What a great army of qualified workers the
Lord would soon have if this idea were carried out
more fully.
In the construction of buildings there are various
instruments used and each is necessary for its special work to prepare and shape the material for the
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structure. So, in our spiritual work certain in'struments are necessary., Sometimes mistakes are seen
and the builder's excuses are that his square is not
exactly true, or that he did not hav.e a level. Sometimes men ·try to build without either. It is true
that the church needs a greater number of efficient
workers. Many start but grow tired or discouraged
and quit, offering various excuses. It may be that in
our hurry to build we have neglected the use of some
instrument or thought some unnecessary.
The advice of Peter is to "add to your faith virtue,
and to virtue knowledg1e, and to knowledge temperance, and to temperance patience; and to patience
godliness; and to godliness brotherly kindness; and
to brother kindness charity." (2 Peter 1: 5-7.)
,Why should we be found teaching others to build
without demonstrating to them the power of these
instruments? The Lord has given us to understand
that we cannot be successful without them, for he
said, "No one can assist in this work except he shall
be humble and full of love, having faith, hope and
charity, being temperate in all things whatsoever
shall be intrusted to his care." (Doctrine and Covenants 11 : 4.)
The Apostle Peter has said that "if these things
be in you and abound, they make you that ye shall
neither be barren nor unfruitful in the knowledge
of the Lord Jesus Christ." He has also said that "he
that lacketh these 'things is blind and cannot see
afar off.'' Then with these we can see instruments or
qualities in the lives of others which may be used
successfully by giving them the pleasure of doing the
work for which they are best fitted. A wise father
who desires his sons to make success in life would
not select the carpenter trade for his son who loved
to work in the orchard or garden. Neither should
he expect the son to succeed to any great extent on
sixty acres of land who would throw down the hoe
to pick up the paint brush. He may argue that because he had made a success on the farm, his son
would also, forgetting that his success was the result of the knowledge he had gained through his love
and interest in the work he was doing. Why not
giv,e his son the same opportunity? We are losing
valuable time in expecting one to neglect a talent
which he possesses and to cultivate a love for talents
which he may not have.
Love, faith and patience are instruments which
m:ay be used to develop various arts. The love of
art may be developed into consecrated service, resulting in love and knowledge of the work of God,
by working with it properly; an increase of the same
kind spoken of by the Master of men in the parable
of the talents. (Mq,tthew 25: 14-30.)
The writer was at one time acquainted with a boy
who possessed certain talents and was found at every
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opportunity trying to see what he could do in those
lines, but because of conditions surrounding the
parents, was not permitted to develop them. In
later years he vVIas found at a trade in which he took
little interest and made but little if any success.
Many young men, because of a lack of interest in
their work, turn aside from honest labor and seek
an easy living by tending bar, working in the pool
room, or turn to gambling, because they had not the
right start. In the service of the Lord there is room
for all to work, and he has said, "All are called according to the gifts of God unto them." (Doctrine and Covenants 119 : 8.) Then if these gifts
. are given by him who doeth all things well, why not
give the individual something to do in his line of
ability? The Sunday school, Religio and reunion
work are now presenting many opportunities for developing the young. Too often we do like the child
who said, "If you don't play like I want you to you
can just go home." The Lord has said that being
called according to the gifts were to the intent that
all may labor together.
Of greater benefit and more pl,easant would be
the service wher,e the individual who, because of his
love for music was asked to sing that he may improve that talent, instead of asking him who could
do some excellent blackboard work or give a reading
and had no ability to sing, but did so just because
he was asked. The first individual would likely receive commendation where the second may hear
criticism, which, however, should not be. The first
will continue to work where the other may get discouraged and quit. Commendation is of little cost
to the giver and may be of great value to him who
has made an effort even though it is not as successful
as would have been that of one better qualified.
A brother was telling of an experience in smithing when the man for whom he was working being
overcrowded with work, requested that he make a
weld which required immediate attention and considerable skill. The employer had confidence that
he would do his best. He worked carefully and
finally finished the work, and when taking it to the
man for examination was told that is was an excellent piece of work, and kindly said, "but there is
only one right way to do a thing." Said he, "I have
never forgotten that statement." There was a hint
with the commendation that had a proper effect.
Often conditio.ns arise in various institutions requiring that important work must be left to others,
and their love and interest in whatever line it may be
will keep them at work if recognized by our love for
them and the work of God.
My observation has been that when one loves the
one for whom he is working, his work is much easier,

and if he loves his work he will do it without continual persuasion.
Our duty, then, is not to insist that he work in a
line in which he is not gifted but to help cultivate
the gifts which God has given him. In doing this
we will find pleasure in God's service.
DAVID J. WILLIAMS.

THE BURNING OF BABYLON---No. 7
BY E.

E. LONG

GOD REMEMBERS HIS COVENANT

Viewing the situation through the unerring field
glass of divine inspiration, Nephi declared:
And when the day cometh that the wrath of God is poured
out upon the mother of harlots, which is the great and abominable church of all the earth, whose foundation is the Dievil,
then at that day, the work of the Father shall commence, in
preparing the way for the fulfilling of his covenants which
he hath made to his people, who are of the house of Israel.1 Nephi 3: 236, 237.,

Glorious" hope! Though in a terrible "strait be. twixt two" at the present time by reason of his scattered condition, Jacob's fetters will be jarred loose
by the vibrations of the mighty conflict and the way
opened whereby he may return to his own country
a free man. Of this same time Jeremiah wrote :
Alas! for that day is great, so that none is like it: it is
even the time of Jacob's trouble; but he shall be saved out
of it. For it shall come to pass in that day, saith the Lord of
hosts, that I will break his yoke from off thy neck, and will
burst thy bonds, and strangers shall no more serve themselves of him: but they shall serve the Lord their God, and
David their king, whom I will raise up unto them: Therefore fear thou not, 0 my servant Jacob, saith the Lord;
neither be dismayed, 0 Israel: for, lo, I will save thee from
afar, and thy seed from the land of their captivity; and
Jacob shall return, and shall be in rest, and be quiet; and
none shall· make him afraid. For I am with thee, saith the
Lord, to save thee: though I make a full end of all nations
whither I have scattered thee, y;et I will not make a full end
· of thee; but I will correct thee in measure, and will not leave
thee altogether unpunished. For thus saith the Lord, thy
bruise is not incurable, although thy wounds are grievous.
-Jeremiah 30:7-12, I. T.

The present titanic struggle is but the prelude to
the "full end" decreed above, for it is also written,
"I have heard from the Lord God of hosts a consumption, even determined upon the whole earth,''
(Isaiah 28: 22). The "great day of the Lord" is'
described by Zephaniah as follows:
The great day of the Lord is near, it is near, and hasteth
greatly, even the voice of the day of the Lord: the mighty
man shall cry there bitterly. That day is a day of wrath,
a day of trouble and distress, a day of wasteness and desolation, a day of darkness and gloominess, a day of clouds and
thick darkness, a day of the trumpet and the ~larm against
the fenced cities, and against the high towers. And I will
bring distress upon men, that they shall walk like blind men,
because they have sinned against the Lord: and their blood
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shall be poured as dust, and their flesh as the dung. Neither
their silver nor their gold shall be able to deliver them in
the day o·f.the Lord's wrath; but the whole land shall be devoured by the fire of his jealousy: for he shall make even a
speedy riddance of all them that dwell in the land.-Zephaniah 1: 14-18.

By diplomatic intrigue, "for the peace of Europe,"
the nations have allowed the Turk to possess the
Holy Land because they could not agree among
themselves which one should have it. Now that they
are engaged in .a life-and-death struggle, the Turk
along with the rest, the vexatious "eastern question"
will likely be settled with the ending of the war, and
the disposition of the Jews will be a feature of the
final solution. God has declared positively that they
shall return to their inheritance; but before Israel
can secure his rights, Babylon will have to be overthrown. The Turk is not the only barrier to Jewish
occupancy of the Holy Land. Indeed, the Turks have
been more friendly to ~Israel than apostate .Christianity ever was.
With reference to the scattered condition of God's
covenant people and their final restoration, Ezekiel
proclaimed the word of the Lord thus :
My sheep wandered through all the mountains, and upon
every high hill: yea, my flock was scattered upon all the face
· of the earth, and none did search or seek after them. Therefore, ye shepherds, near the word of the Lord; 1as I live, saith
the Lord God, surely because my flock became a prey, and
my flock became meat to every beast of the field, because
there was no shepherd, neither did my shepherds search
for my flock, but the shepherds fed themselves, and fed not
my flock; therefore, 0 ye shepherds, hear the word of the
Lord; thus saith the Lord God; Behold, I am against the
shepherds; and I will require my flock at their hand, and
cause them to cease from feeding the flock; neithe:r: shall the
shepherds feed themselves any more; for I will deliver my
flock from their mouth, that they may not be meat for them.
For thus saitl1. the Lord God; Beb~ld, I, even I, will both
search my sheep, and seek them out. As a shepherd seeketh
out his flock in the day that he is among his sheep that are
scattered; so will I seek out my sheep, and will deliver them
out of all places where they have have been scattered in the
cloudy and dark day. And I will bring them out from the
people, and gather them from the countries, and will bring
them to their own land, and feed them upon the mountains
of Israel by the rivers, and in all the inhabited places in the
country.-Ezekiel 34: 6-13.

The "cloudy and dark day" may cover a lengthy
period but when he says, "my flock was scattered
upon all the face of the earth" it could not apply
.until after the destruction of Jerusalem by the Romans A. D. 70. Never before that date were they
so universally scattered, and become a prey to "every
beast of the field." iMoreover, it is positively declared in verse 28, "And they shall no more be a prey
to the heathen, neither shall the beast of the land
devour them; but they shall dwell safely, and none
shall make them afraid." That the prophecy was
to have a latter-day application is further attested
by the following remarkable declaration:
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Thus saith the Lord God; Behold, I will talm the children
of Israel from among the heathen, whither they be gone,
and will gather them on every side, and bring them into
their own land: and I will make them one nation in the land
upon the mountains of Israel; and one king shall be king to
them all; and they shall be no more two nations, neither shall
they be divided into two kingdoms any more at alL-Ezekiel
37.: 21, 22.

The "house of Israel" was divided into two nations at the death of Solomon and known ever after
as the "kingdom of !srael~" and the "kingdom of
Judah." The "kingdom of Israel" was overthrown
by Shalmaneser II, 721 B. C., and known to this day
as the "lost tribes." "The kingdom of Judah," except
for seventy years captivity in Babylon, occupied the
Holy Land until the year 70 A. D., and never since
the revolt of the ten tribes when the House of Israel
was divided have they been "one nation on the mountains of Israel," or anywhere else. But the prophecy
positively declares that they shall be "one nation,"
and that "one king shall be king to them all." And
his name shall be David. (Jeremiah 30: 9; .Ezekiel
34: 23.) Amos, the shepherd boy called away from
his flock to prophesy to Israel, proclaimed this :
In that day will I raise up the tabernacle of David that
is fallen, and close up the breaches thereof; and I will raise
up his ruins, and I will build it as in the days of old; ... And
I will bring again the captivity of my people of Israel, and
they shall build the waste cities, and inhabit them; and they
shall plant vineyards, and drink the wine thereof; they shall
also make garderls, and eat the fruit of them. And I will
plant them upon their land, and they shall no more be pulled
up out of their land which I have given them, saith the Lord ·
thy God.-Amos 9: 11-15.

That the foregoing prophecies, and numerous others of like import, were to have a latter-day application and a literal fulfillment seems clear from the
following New Testament readings:
And they shall fall by 'the edge of the sword, and shall be
led away captive into all nations: and Jerusalem shall be
trodden down of the Gentiles, until the times of the Gentiles
be fulfilled.-Luke 21: 24.
For I would not, brethren, that ye should be ignorant of
this mystery, lest ye should be wise in your own conceits, that
blindness in part is happened to Israel, until the fullness of
the Gentiles be come in. And so all Israel shall be saved: as
it is written, There shall come out of Sion the Deliverer, and
shall turn away ungodliness from Jacob: for this is my cove.nant unto them, when I shall take away their sins.-Romahs
11: 25-27 .

Both Jesus and Paul limit Gentile rule to some future time designated as "the fullness of the Gentiles." Israel, scatter,ed throughout the W:Orld as he
is, could never overthrow the Gentile powers, so it
must come about by internal dissention and strife.
If anyone gets any lasting good out of the war,
Israel will have the lion's share. Jewish financiers
are negotiating the monster war credits of the nations and every loan tightens their grip on the throat
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of their Gentile masters. In this connection the following from Micah is significant, and interesting :
And the remnant of Jacob shall be among the. Gentiles
in the midst of many people, as a lion among the beasts of
the forest, as a young lion among the flocks of sheep: who,
if he go through, both treadeth down, and teareth in pieces,
and none can deliver. Thine hand shall be lifted up upon .
thine adversaries, and all thine enemies shall be cut off.
And it shall come to pass in that day, saith the Lord, that
I will cut off thy horses out of the midst of thee, and I will destroy thy chariots: and I will cut ·off the cities of thy land,
and throw down all thy strong holds: and I will cut off witchcrafts out of thine hand; and thou shalt have no more soothsayers: thy graven images also will I cut off, and thy standing images out of the midst of thee; and thou shalt no more
worship the work of thine hands. And I will pluck up thy
groves out of the midst of thee: so will I destroy thy cities.
And I will execute vengeance in anger and fury upon the
heathen, such as they have not heard.-Micah 5: 8-15.

The scattered remnant of ·Jacob could not tread
down and tear in pieces the powerful GentHe nations
in a military sense. It would be preposterous to
think of such a thing, hence it must have some other
application. Yet there is to be a furious "vengeance" executed against the "heathen, such as they
have never heard." But when we consider it from a
financial point of view we can see the process of
fulfillment now. When the war is over the nations
will be so terribly in debt to the "remnant of Jacob"
that he will "tear them in pieces" financially unless
they grant equal civil and religious rights which
they do not now enjoy. The Jews are hated by
every nation in Europe and it is not unreasonable
to suggest that diplomacy will devise some plan
whereby the despised Hebrews will be permitted to
occupy Palestine as a Jewish state, if not, independent, as an autonomous dependency of some neutral
power. Nor are surface indications wanting now
pointing to some such arrangement. But, be that
as it may, the fact remains that God has promised to
remember his covenant with Abraham to a "thousand generations," and world events look as though
he was doing it, however wide of the mark we may
be as to the precise modus operandi.
An important feature of this "promise" to Israel
is the fact that God says he will make "a covenant of
peace" with them (Ezekiel 37: 26), a "new covenant" (Jeremiah 31: 31), which can only be done by
divine revelation. On this point Ezekiel says, in
part:
As I live, saith the Lord God, surely with a mighty hand,
and with a stretched-out arm, and with fury poured out,
will I rule over you: and I will bring you out from the people, and will gather you out of the countries wherein ye are
scattered, with a mighty hand, and with a stretched-out arm,
and with fury poured out. And I will bring you into the wilderness of the people, and there will I plead with you face to
face. Like as I pleaded with your fathers in the wilderness
of the land of Egypt, so will I plead with you, saith the
Lord God. And I will cause you to pass under the rod, and

I will bring you into the bond of the covenant.-Ezekiel 20:
33-37.

When God plead fa0e to face with Israel in Egypt
he did it through Moses, a prophet divinely sent. In
like manner will he plead with them when he brings.
them into the bond of the covenant in the latter days.
The first act of the latter-day drama was staged and
the curtain went up A. D. 1830, with the Gentiles in
the reserved seats. But, as it happened nineteen
hundred years ago, the audience failed to appreciate
the honor of first choice and all but hooted the actors
from the stage. The curtain is slowly descending ·
on this first scene and the seats will soon be empUed
when Israel, who has had a long time to think matters .over, will be invited in. Timid at first because
of his long exile and ostracism from society, Jacob
will gladiy accept the invitation and, forgetting the
weary years of his degraded captivity, he will humbly bow at the feet of the long rejected Messiah.
Then will be brought to a pass the saying of Jesus :
"The first shall be last and the last first."
(Concluded.)

THE ONE THING NEEDFUL
,For long years we havre been praying for the hastening of Zion's redemption, when the only thing
that really hindered was a lack of willingness on
our part to do as well as to say.
When we learn that the Master wants unity of
spirit more· than unity of opinion or theory-when
we stop asking: "How much does the law require of
me?" and ask instead, "How much can I do?" then
will the widow's mite be multiplied and the hearts of
the more opulent be opened towards Zion's cause, the
church will be illumined as nev~er before and the
Master will show the way to the completion of his
work.
The church as an institution will never save the
world or redeem society, nor can the millennia! peace
be legislated. in nor preserv·ed by an armed police,
but when men in the church are so developed in character that they do the will of God on earth as in
heaven-;when such characters predominate. in Zion,
then will we be r.ecognized as "the salt of the earth,"
"the light of the world," and then "The Gentiles
shall come to thy light, and 'kings to the brightness
of thy rising."
A. M. CHASE. .

;Let no man who is called of God and officially ordained, fear to speak in the name and by the authority of his King for
. the ~ord of the Lord , ev;en
through his weakest consecrated instruments, shaH
not return unto him void, but shall accomplish that
whereunto it was sent.-James E. Yates.
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GENERAL INTEREST]
ANCIENT CIVILIZATION IN IOWA

ilt stultifies the testimony of those who said you
were a good fellow.
It soils the imagination of your hearers.
It hangs vulgar pictures on the inner chamber
·Of the imagination of other men from which they
cannot escape.
ilt disgusts men of finer sensibilities who care for
the clean and wholesome things of life.
It nauseates good men who love fun but hate
dirt.
It dishonors your parents and your wire and your
children, and your friends and your home, and your
business and your God.
It proves nothing but your own unworthiness.
It accomplishes nothing but your own undoing.
It convinces others that you are a good man not
to do business with.-S. W. McGill, in Iowa Masonic
Library Bulletin, January, 1917.

Ages ago, tradition tells us, Iowa boasted a culture which had passed away perhaps oenturies before the coming of the white man. To-day, on
Tomahawk Island near Eddyville and in various localities along the Mississippi and confluent streams
one may pause and dream of a past civilization
which is still as much of a riddle as that of the
. Sphinx. One may still find in many localities in the
State constant reminders of a paleolithic or neolithic
age to which legend is our strongest tie. Lacking
a better name we call the people who developed this
culture "mound builders." Tradition gives them a
fascinating history, but anthropology still speculates
as to who they were.
One can but wonder why Iowa's anthropologists
journey to far-away Arizona, Yucatan, and Peru,
seeking to unravel there the mysteries of the past,
when here at home is a romantic past fully as inter,esting i~ the possibilities of its revelation, though
THE FAVORITE TEXT
not so stupendous in its material remains, as can be . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - found elsewhere in the western world.-From 'f!he
Doctor W. W. Everts, a Boston Baptist, claims
Iowa Journal of History and Politics, published by that each of the h~ading denominations has its fathe State Historical Society of Iowa.
vorite text, depending upon the phase of truth or
doctrine upon which it lays most stress. In proof
of this assertion he gives the following texts:
VULGAR STORIES
For Baptists: "He that believeth and is baptized
shall be saved." Congregationalists: "Give a rea['The elders and men of the church should be of
son for the hope that is in you." Disciples : "Be
cheerful heart. and countenance among themselves
baptized and wash away thy sins." Episcopalians:
and in their intercourse with their neighbors and
"Obey them that have the rule over you and submit
men of the world, yet they must be without blame in
yourselves." Lutherans: "A man is justified by
word and deed. It is therefore not seemly that they
faith without the deeds of the law." iMethodists:
indulge in loud and boisterous speech, or in the re"He perfected them that aYe sanctified." Presbylating of coarse, vulgar stories, or those in which
terians: "Let the elders that rule well be counted
the names of their God and their Redeemer are blasworthy of double honor." It may be that some of
phemed. Men of God, wiho bear the vessels of the
the denominations mentioned would prefer other
Lord, be ye clean in your bodies and in your clothtexts, but in general Doctor Everts' assertions were
ing; let your garments be of a sober character and
not far from the mark, and these leading texts sugfree from ,excess of ornamentation. A void the use
gest the very cause of the existence of the various
of tobacco and be not addicted to strong drink in
sects
or denominations.
any form, that your counsel to be temperate may be
Adhering to certain texts of scripture to the exmade effectual by your example.-Doctrine and
clusion of others has given rise to manyof the sects
Covenants 119: 3, a revelation giv,en to the church
of modern times. Too often, however, these favorite
in 1887.]
texts have been interpreted to suit the belief of a cerTHE SMUTTY STORY
tain individual or body of people; and such interpretation necessarily excludes some. other texts.,
It advertises your own ignora~ce.
We must all confess that it is not easy for huIt reveals the depth of defilement you hav,e almanity
to place the proper ,emphasis upon all texts,
ready reached.
but
only
as men cease to ride their religious hobbi-es
It proves to your friends how greatly they may
and open their hearts for the reception of all truth
be disappointed in you.
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can they see the evil of present-day denominationalism. It is too bad that it can be said of any so-called
Christian body that they have their favorite text,
which forms the hub around which all their doctrines are built.-The Gospel Trumpet.

WOMAN'S AUXILIARY
Edited by·-AUDENTIA ANDERSON, 2009 Locust St., Omaha, Nebr.

Speech of Bishop James F. Keir
(Delivered at the Stone Church, Independence, Missouri,
before the meeting of the Woman's Auxiliary, January 8,
1916:)
As I look out over this congregation, mostly ladies, I realize
that there is within their grasp wonderful possibilities in
assisting in the development of the Lord's work. I believe
that the work of the Woman's Auxiliary is a progressive
step.
I remember some years ,ago in the city of Chicago, in the
development of that city, it became very apparent that we
must have increased transportation. facilities. It was planned
to electrify the stl'eet car railway system but a great many
people seemed to thi1nk that to adopt such a plan would ,endanger the lives of a great number. They were what we might
call alarmists. They had a vision of trolley wires breaking
from their moorings and dropping upon the heads of the people, causing numerous accidents and death; and so, for a
time, that progressive measure was stayed, but finally they
permitted the street car system to be reconstructed, as far as
the loop district. They thought it would never do in the world
to permit eJectricity to be used in the loop. So for a time our
street cars went to the loop, and there hitched on horses,
which pulled them around :and back. That was a progressive
measure; something i,n the development of the city that was
needed and could not be held. back. Finally the horses were
do ne away with and through the loop and other parts of our
city we had electric street ca.rs.
1

I read in a history sometime ago about the time when steam
cars first came into use, and in Englimd, I am told, they had
a man who ran ahead of the engine to notify the people to get
out of the road or they might be run over. It was considered
a very dangerous thing. So we see sometimes public opinion
stands in the way of.progress, and I have an idea this afternoon that we could find in the church people thinking that
way; that the woman's movement is something of a fad that
will be here to-day UJnd gone to-morrow; but in my opinion, the
woman's movement is born because there is a dema,nd in the
church for just such a movement. Some farseeing women
seem to have been ahie to 'l'ead through history the conditions
that have surrounded the women of the past. They have been
able to analyze the problem and see whel'e the difficulties lie,
and have thought out how better conditions might come to
humanity. This is one of the aims of the Woman's Auxiliary;
to bring i,nto existence better conditions among the women;
to enlarge their opportunities; to place them whe're they may
have i ncreased happiness and increased utility.
1

I heard Champ Clark s:ay in a recent political speech that
when we planted a home, we strengthened the Nation, and I
believe that that is equally true cone:erning Zion; that when
we establish .a home we strengthen Zion, but the strengthening
power of that home will depend altogether upon its ability
to contribute to Zionic conditions, and there are homes in our

midst that I am thoroughly satisfied do not contribute to
Zionic conditions because there are lacking witmn that home
the elements of development, so that it may be possible: for
them to thus contribute. As I look at it this afternoon, there
are two lines o:f activity in which this woman's movement
might find 'exp11ession. One is in its group activities, u,nder
which our general work may progress, and under which certain phases of educational work might be carried on, and here
I might say that we cannot overestimate the value of the education of our wome:n along the lines tha,t will help them to
make our homes better: to place within these homes the ,ele
ments whereby the:re may be deve~opment that will contribute
to Zionic conditions.
The other line of activity is the line which reaches into the
home, and which I belieiVe is a God ordained plan. When this
church was instituted we were given the instruction that a
certain class of ·the ministry were to go i,nto the homes and
there present the Iaw. Another arm of the church was to take
care of the group activities, and so the Lord says, "Gather
yourselves together often." The Lord recognized th.es:e two
branches in effective service in the church; aiUd so it can be
in the ~ork of the W oma,n's Auxiliary-a branch of service
which shall take care of the gvoup activities and another
branch which shall reach into the home which is the unit of
this great ZiO)nic movement.
I recall just now a home conc.erning which a person. said to
us the other da,y; "in that home there is filth." Can peopie be
happy uhder such conditions? Oan they contribute to Zionic
conditions? Oan they exert an influence that will be ;helpful to
those around them? Can children develop under these con-·
ditions? Can the husband and companion of that woman be,
happy with these surroundings? Impossible.
In this woman's movement I can see where they can reach
that condition, not by going to that individual and saying,
"Now, here; you will have to clean up." That's not it, but
by studying the situatio;n and placing those in touch with it
that can so move and direct tiheir energies that that condition
shall be set aside, 'and a better condition brought in, until
finally that family that is now a detriment to our commu,nity,
a detriment to society, unable to enjoy the happiness that they
might otherwise, shall he contributors and a ble:ssing to the society in which we all mingle.
This is an exaggerated case I do not want to leave the imp,ession that we have many such conditions about here, but
where we find coi!lditions in the home like this they, must be
changed, and I believe it is a woman's problem. That's the
idea I want to get before you; to bring into operation these
cOl'rective agencies that shall better our conditions.
I see another adva1ntage in this woman's movement, and that
is that which enlarges our opportunities to do good. We, have
within the church a number of young men and young women,
and this movement is intended to educate women ·who are
seeking an opportunity to give vent to their pent up powerrs
to do good, ,and develop others, and here in this woman's
movement, organized as it is, these' powers can be directed, and
they should he given opportunity to work.
. .So there are benefits to be derived from organization of this
kind, and I am sa,tisfied that we can work together. You
know sometimes we work at cross-purposes and things don't
go very smoothly, but even though sometimes our work may
overlap-the sewing circle, that of the Willing Workers and,
other organizations in the church,-but if they are all moving in parallel lines, there should be no friction. They may
overlap, but there's no friction, and they all m?ve along together for the accomplishment of the same purpose.
May God bless us in our efforts to do good and render to
humanity a service that will he elevating andheneficial.
1
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From the Superintendent of Our Home Department

Lamoni Stake

On page 20 of the Ye,ar Book of the Woman's Auxiliary is
a brief. outline of the work of the home departme!llt, which
should be read in COI1inection with the purpose of the department which is s1et out on page 38.
The ever increasing awakening of wome!ll to study and become efficient should be guided as much as possible into the
channel of developme!llt in the line of wome!ll's real work in
the world, wrhich is certainly m~nistering to the family, the.
child, the home. If she does not fill this mission in a home
of her own there are many kinds of work and professions
that supply just such satisfying 1employment to women. Many
positions can be well filled by trained women: matrons of
children's homes ~nd institutions of all kinds, the management
of pJ,ayground, social centers and recreational centers for
adults and children, caring for day nurseri1e1s and women's rest
rooms, the trained nurse, etc. Woman's natural adaptation
coupled with,intelligent study and preparation make her ideal
for such professional work. The position of wif;e, and mother
should be considered in the light of professional work and be
carefully prepared for, and in such work is the highest development for women.
The home department seeks to cooperate with this largest
of fields for the deVJelopment of wome!ll. All these activities
which center around the home a,nd its many interests, with
the exception of those with special reference to the training
and welfare of children, are within the scope of the home
department.
Coop.eration of departments is very des.i.rable, and it is
often practicable and possible to cover two or more departments in a general way in O!ne organization. A mother's and
teacher's class has been formed under the educational department herre in Lamoni. It is desired to make the field of study
for this class so hroad: as to include the work of the three
classifications under educational depa.rtment in the Year Book,
of mother's and teacher's problems, home economics, ap.d sex
hygiene. That is, it is desired iill the course of the work covering a long period to give work in the fundamentals of
physiology, hygiene, psychology, biology, chemistry, home
management, etc.
Then this class, or groups of its me1nbers, hopes to take up
practical work suggested in the study, along whatever lines
there may be an especial interest. Those having children of
their own are more vitally inter1e1sted in the child welfare
features, a,nd are to work out improvements along that line
for the individual homes, for the community and neighborhood, that have so vital a reaction on the home conditions
themselves. Those who ha.ve .no children but are home makers
and are inte•rested in personal and social improvement along
the lines of recreation, health and morals, in mor·e attractive
homes and yards, etc., will put into effect the suggestions
along those lines.
·
It is within the scope of the home department to uplift and
make more profitable and enjoyable the social activities of
women, their husbands and famili.es. 'For this purpose the
educational society here holds once 1a month an eveilling program at the home
one of its members, and a very delightful
social evening was had when the local Woman's Auxiliary
entertained all the women's clubs of the town at a program
and banquet give!ll in the high school building.
The advancement of the wom~n of the church is the chief
aim and purpose of the work of the Woman's Auxiliary.
LAMONI, IOWA.
MRS. GEO. N. BRIGGS.

Since the stake organiza,tion we have organi2led a local at
Andov•e:r, Missouri, which consists of sixteen good, active
members. Have recently organized a circle of the relief and
aid department here in thie L1amoni local which will be known
as the Rosalia 'Society. This band consists of fourtee1n charter members whose efforts will be made in the line of sewing
for the Children's Home.
Bloomington has a good, liV'eJy sewing circle of twenty-two
members and I think intends to sua,rt a class in "mothercraft"
as soon as praCticable.
The stake 'Sunday school and Religio associations have
given us a place on the stake convention program. We will be
represented on Thursday evening, February 1, when we will
make our reports and have the election of stake officers. We
will have a talk on the work of the Woman's Auxiliary, .followed by a round tabl~ discussion in which we would like to
haV1e all take part. W:e desire at this time to get the work
before all the hr1anches of the stake, the most of which we
have be•en unable as yet to reach. We take this opportunity to
urge the Saints from all thes1e branches to make an effort to
be present at this meeting.
Have sent in our annual assessment and all the officers have
tried to push the work as rapidly as seemed consistent with
permanent growth and development.
Yours for the adv:ancement of the work,
SUSAN L. HAYER, Press Chairman.
LAMONI, IOWA.

of

Can you look into a mud puddle by the wayside and see
anything in the puddle but mud?

Omaha, Nebraska
The Wmnan's Auxiliary of Omaha, held its annual election
of officers Janua.ry 24, at the home of Sister Lloyd Wallace. ·
Eva Holdsworth was ehos~n president, with Zaide Stearns as
vice president. Lillian Wrenn was unanimously sustained as
secretary-treasurer; Winnifred 'Scott appointed superintendent of the relief and service department; Zaide Stea.rns will be
superintendent of the young womai!l'S department for the
coming year, and Audentia Anderson was placed in charge of
the educational department, she to act as press chairman also.
The local numbers about sixty members, including nineteen
Oriole girls. Appropriations were made for several m~nor
details, ailld $125 to the fund for reseating the church. The
bazaar cleared $122 and the rummage sale about $25.

Any mother can obtain a bulletin which the Government
has recently issued, called The ~ummer Care of Infants.
This shows that Uncle S'am is not indifferent to the importance of the proper care of babies, and offers this aid to all
moJthers who will write for it, to the United States Public
Health Service, Washington District of Columbia.
"The Missouri Children's Code Commis.sion, appointed by
Governor Major in a recent report to he presented to the
legislature, will urge the raising of the age at which a child
may go to work, from fourteen to sixteen years, and also that
provision be made for pensions for widowed or deserted
mothers through country boards of public welfare. Other
recommendations are: The abolishment of the legal stigma
of illegitimacy, licensing all institutions caring for children,.
and prohibiting the commitment of destitute children to reform schools. It is planned to give the juvenile courts sole
jurisdiction over adults who contribute to the neglect of
children."-Child Betterment Magazine.
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Kentucky and Tennessee
After having read the

HERALD

through and assimilated ~ll

I can fiJnd f·rom this blessed vehicle which conveys knowledge
to me from one of our greatest helps,' the publishing house, 1

think of it as a circle enlarging to the coasts of the earth,
leaving rays of light everywhere.
I have just arrhced here to do some. gospel work that demands my attention b~fo11e our district conference of February 10 and 11. I ha¥e labored most of the winter in the
western part of Kentucky and Tennessee. While I hav.e not
the ability to write as some of our able writ.ers, or ca,n I
' send in ·a "wee dotty dimple," that will cause one to exoercise his mental power to gra,sp the full import of the message
and see the writer as he really is, as Brother Luff says in
article in Ensign. ("Seei1ng Jesus.") Thanks, Brothe,r Luff,
write •again.
The heavy snowstorms have incapacitated the missionaries
here for awhile so that we c•annot hold meetings. But have
put in good time encouraging the isolated ones whom we could
visit and spend a short time with. Brother J. R. McClain
has contracted a light attack of la grippe but will soon be
able for duty again. So now the weather bids fair to renew
our efforts to dispense the glad news to others who await its
arrival.
Brother R. C. Russell has again made his appearance in this
district and made the Saints glad, remaining only a few days
at Mayfield, KEi!ntucky, where the Saints secured the courthouse to pre•ach in. I was not privileged to associate with him
there by reason of 'arrangements made for me at Te•rr•ell,
Tennesse<:), where Brother Fired Law secur•ed the Woodman
Hall for me to ,occupy. I learn, howe;ver, that Brother Russell
delivered his message to more than anticipated. under the
conditions. And the angel's message found its way through
the gates of the little metropolis city of Mayfield, where it
lea;ves an irl'esistible challenge to those who one year ago
mobilized their headlights and pre:s,ented their flags of truce
to one another to defeat Brother J. R. McClain, which culminated in a debate between Brothe1r J. R. McClain a,nd F. 0.
Howell of the Disciple faith which resulted in an acknowledgmernt by the Disciples ( ?) that they were defeated, as
their man threw up th~ sponge the second night of the debate and took to his den, under a persistent effort to persuade him to remain and continue the debate. But Brother
Russell could not get their shepherd to come out to se'e the
light this time, for grou,nd hog day had not arrived.
Well, dear reader, while God was biessing the efforts then
he was also blessing my efforts near Union City at Terrell,
where I tried in my weak way to present the angel's message in an ,entirely new place. to those who ga;ve ear to the
sweet chimes and tones of the irrefutable truth that awakened the honest souls to seek for invaluable gems that have
been hidden for ages, but aroused the ire of those who canillOt endure sound doctrine. So after preaching to a crowded
house for one week, the agencies of the opposing power began to dispatch messages to the incubators and schemes began
to hatch. So finding a p.roduct of one at Martin, Tennessee,
. realizing his cmft was in danger, came down on the scene.
, So the two hundred-pounder loaded for bear bega1n to spread
that well-know;n warning, "Keep 'away. Don't go to hear him.
He is teaching false doctrine. Those people are not worthy
of notice."
1

Well, the little five-foot, five and. a half-inch David thought
to meet the Goliath who was thundering his defi'ance against
the army of Israel's God. He walked in and took a seat with
the description of the little stone cut out of the moll!ntain,
without hands, in h~s grip, he felt like a lamb among wolves.
Listening to the anathemas hurled against the people of
God, I had to curb the what might have been resentment and
after he closed I waded to the front and gave him an opportunity to strike the other cheek, by accepting his proposals
and was then on the job.
After all persist€!nt efforts were made to persuade him to
meet the issue before the public he realized I had taken his
own weapon and caused his destruction. I then announced
I would lecture on Mormonism and enlighten the people to the
true position of our people that same night. The result was
most of his pe,ople came to hear it. Being crowned with success I give God the p•raise.
I contemplate holding forth at Jones Mill 1next where
Brother McClain and I opened up the work in the tent one
year ago. We have not been able to reach this point since
because of 'the urgent calls elsewhere. There are only two
missionaries in this fi,eld at present, and the work is suffering
loss. .Suve~y the Master's words are true here: The harvest
is ripe, but laborers are few.
One of our landmarks for this work has :l'ecently taken his
departure to his reward-Brother Messm· Johnson, who was
nearly ninety-three years old, but the memory of his consistent and noble life is a monument t:hiat should be cherished by
all.
After our district conference I contemplate holding a few
meetings in this field, then start to northern I1ndiana where
I will answer some calls from some where I opened up the
work near my home. I have no knowledge of but two members in that county. There are two sisters who heard me
preach some two years ago, just before I left, the1'e for Kentucky and Tennessee. I baptized them in p1asture at their
father's home, where, by his consent, I dug a hoie in the
ground tEiJn feet long, four feet wide, fi¥e feet deep and filled
it with water from ;a tile ditch on the prairLe. These persons
who heard the shepherd's voice could say as one of old, "See,
here is water, what hinders me from being baptized?" Well,
I thank the Lorrd and ways are open before us. And I hope
the wa.y shall be opened for me to gre•ater efficiency and qualification to render better servic,e the coming year. Also that
the young men of the pri>esthood in this field will assume
greater responsibility to advanee the work, because their ,
servic'e is ifleeded.
With best wishes for the HERALD readers and hoping for
more liv·e wires for the kingdom of God.
In gospel bonds,
CHARLES A. NOLAN.

a

London District
Having been appoint,ed to the London District at the last
General Conference, we made our way here as soon as circumstances would permit, being det:ained at home more than
a mon_th on account of sick1ness. We landed across the line
June 29 and have been busy telling the old, old story, the
result of which we have baptized twenty-two, eighteen in
London and four. in Stratford, Ontario .
We are just closing a six-week series of meetings in Stratford, with several interested. Have had the association of
EMer John McKi1n zie for the past week. He is one of the old
war horses 'and we enjoyed his company and counsel very
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much. , Am going to commence a series of meetings at Rostock
after the convenUons at London, February 3 and 4.
Things look bright for the future in the London District.
New blood is being brought in, 1n ew life is being infused and
all goes to s):low an added interest on the part of a1l the
Saints. I wish to speak of the untiring zeal manifested by
the Saints of Stratford while there. Truly, God is blessing
th,em.
Expect to go home (London) Monday, the 29th, for a few
days with ramily and also to get the musicians together for
the coming conventions. While the natio1n s are crying "preparedness," God's people are :l'ealizing the necessity of the
same in his work.
We certainly enjoy reading the HERALD and receive food
therefr1om that we can get in no other way.
B. H. DOTY.
Fie1d address, STRATFORD, ONTARIO, 340 Albert S'treet.

Colorado
Since January 1 I have p11eached about 30 setrmons to the
north 'and west of Burli,ngton at three diffe!'ent schoolhouses
with following resultS': 10 baptisms, 6 adults, 4 chidren, with
several others deeply interested in our message, 3 children
blessed, administered sacrament twice, and organized a S1mday school with 40 in attendance at organization session.
When we left the Burlington Sai1nts yesterday it was with
great reluctance.
Among the number baptized was an aged woman who had
been a Catholic for seventy-four years, a Methodist, a Lutheran, and a young lady from a, family of Presbyterians, who
'has been teaching school at the schoolhouse where the Sunday
school was organized yesterday. Her relatives all being
Presbyteri<ans, had often tried to persuade her to jo~n their
church and her friends of the Christian, Baptist and Methodist churches cou1d not interest her and nothing appealed to
her until sh,e heard the restored gospel. One night after she
had said, "Brother Miay, I feel that I must he baptized," she
became troubled in mind about her relatives and before going
to bed prayed to God that he would direct her in regard to
obeying the truth. She had a beautiful vision. ' A curta~n
appeared, a brilliant light shone upon it and when the curtain raised she beheld in beautiful le<tters the following words:
Faith, repentance, baptism, laying on of hands, ,and her duty
was thus made plain. She was baptized with three others.
She is firin in the faith and rejoices in the restored gospel.
Two new op~nings we11e. effected and we· were surpriBed in
these localities where the gospel had never been heard. They
seemed to be hungering and thirsting for something. We
hope that future results will be obtained, in addition to what
has already been .done.
The writer has been laboring alone during the whole of this
conferB!nce year save the local help received when it was available~ We have felt g11eatly bless,ed in the feeble efforts put
forth. God is sm,ely marshaling his army for the rescue of
the truth. He is bringing the honest in heart to a unity in
the faith. One time during this conference year the writer
led b,vo 1Seventh-day Adventists, two Lutherans and a Methodist and a membe,r of another denominatio,n into the water all
being baptized by the one Spirit into the one· body. S'u~ely
this is encouraging. I am now holding forth at Idalia, Colorado.
1\!Iay we all be blessed· in our efforts to push the gospel
forth into the new openings before us, is the sincere desire
and prayer of
Your brother in Christ,
IDALIA, CoLORADO.
J. CHARLES MAY.
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Northern Wisconsin
A few lines may be of i1n terest to your readers, to let you
know that we appreciate the many intere,sting articles and
news items in the HERALD from week to week, and are glad
to see the progress being made by the church in all, its diff,erent fields of labor. w,e are trying to do our part here in
northern Wisconsin, though it has been difficult the past two
months to hold even~ng; meetings on account of the severre
cold.
The past has been a rather busy one to the writer so far
as conditions for labor would permit. In the early part of
the year l was afflicted for several weeks with pneumonia,
and later spent g,ome time in assisting to arrange for the re-·
union and district conference in August. And since then have
visited Ashland, Ladysmith, Rock Elm, Porcupine, Valley
Junction,- Wyevme, Black River Falls, and did some labor
he1'e a.t Chetek while home. We have a wide field and Qnly
a few missionaries here in the N ortherri Wisconsin District
Bl'ethren L. W. Fike, A. L. Whiteaker and myself at th~
present time.
Quite a number have been baptiz,ed the past year and a
good prospect for others the coming year if all goes well.
We are much in need of 'active local men to help carry on the
work in some localit1es, to feed the small flocks and help keep
the camp fi11es burning. We are looking forward with interest
to the district conference to be held at Parcupi1n e, February
10 and 11, hoping for a good attendance and meetings.
TheDe has been considerable sickness the past few months,
but many :are improving. Sister Ivy Fisher has just returned
from the hospital, where she has been the past few weeks.
We are glad to see her back again. BrotheT S'. E. Livingston, well known to the Sai1n ts of this district and a faithful
man for many years in gospel work, has been quite afflicted
the past several months. We hope he may soon fully recover.
IBroth)er L. W. Fike has been in this mission field continuously since th~ first ~ek in May, 1and is anxiously looking
forward to the time when he may return to his home at
.Warre1nsburg, Missouri, f,eeling satisfied that he has sought
to fill well the mission given him the past year by the Lord
and the church. Sacrifice of the opportunities and blessings
of life is the corner stone on which we all must build if we
may be blessed in this or the future world.
CHETEK, WISCONSIN.
LEONARD HOUGHTON.

[=L=E=T=T=E=R=,D=E=P=A=R=T==M===E=N=T=]
A Bit of Rare Gospel Literature
The following extract clipped from the minstr1e~ show column of an Ariz-ona daily, duly presents some of the great
work being carried on by the Sunday school of the Brighamite church. Sunday schools conducting dances to raise money
for the work of the Lord and for the training up of the youth
in the way he should go, so that when he is old he will not depart therefrom may be one way to be actively engaged in
serving the Lord, but if so, that is one department of righteousness to which Satan will not be urging any serious objections.
"DANCE TO RAISE FUNDS
"The Mesa Ward Sunday school is a little short of funds
just at present and has planned. the following pleasant eve1ning for M1esa lovers of a good time. There will be a dance
at the opera house Friday night and this will be combined
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with a basket picnic. The old plran of .auctioning off baskets
Independence Stake
and getting some unfortunate man to bid up several dollars
is to be tabooed. All luncheons will be put up in the same
Abraham L. Hartley, for three years president of the
kind of cartons and the uniform priee of fifty cents will be Church of rChrist, dired January 28. Notice of this was given
charged the fortu,nate purchaser, to claim the lady who pre- by Bishop McGuire at the ev,ening lecture, and also of the
pared the basket as his part1ner for the evening. The gentle- , funeml to be on the :fiollowing Tuesday. Many of the Saints
men will draw for the baskets. The dance tickets will be from the Stone Church were pr1esent, and the funeral cortege
fifty cents additional.
to Mound Grove told of the respect with which this elder of
the church on the temple lot was held by his brethren.
"CHRISTY MINSTRELS AGAIN TO-NIGHT"
Not in British trenches nor in huts back of the firing line,
!Swing your partners and circle to the left and "be y~e also but in the comfortable, well-lighted Stone Church, our Brother
rewdy for in such an hour as ye think not the Son of Man Augustine Dwy;er was called last Sunday evening to deliver
cometh."
JAMES E. YATES.
a historical and- evangelistic le.cture, which was a vivid, dramatic presentation of ChTistian life in times of stress ll!nd
persecution. His subject was "Rome 'and the early ChrisFrom Here and There
tians." Much of what one r~ea;ds of the rise and fall of the
Roman empire was brought to view with clearness and effect
Brother John F. Wei1ner, whose address will be Levering, through the speaker's oratory; but what thrilled the hearts
Michigan, says the Boyne City conference was a good one. of the Saints was his strong testimony of the divinity of the
He speaks highly of the loclll Sunday school progr,am at Cecil, latter~day w~ork, compared to which all the glories rand wonwhere he has been acting as superintendent.
ders of the pragan world sank into i,nsignificance.
The Saints are much encouraged in the work. The publicaA copy of the Tonkawa News of January 18, 1917, has just tions which reach us from week to week containing such letcome to our desk, and we note it includes on the first page ters as come from the brethren and sisters in California and
nearly a column concerning the Rreorganized Church of Je- England and all over the States are inspiring and full of
sus Christ of Latter Day Sraints. The occasion is a write-up cheer a,nd comfort.
Educational advtancement among the Saints is apparent,
of the visit of Elder Joseph Arber to that place. The ra,rticle
and especially in the classes of the Sunday schools and R~e
is quite fair and presents many items of gerneral interest.
ligios.
Last .Sunday there was an attendance of 854. In the mornFine weather in the Hoosier State is reported by Elder 0. R.
Miller, from Hibbard, Indiana. He reports the organization ing about two hundred young people attended the prayer
of a branch at Hibbard by J. F. Curtis. He concludes with: meeting, arnd the regular morning church secr·vice was in
"Time is flying. Another conference year nearly' gone. I charge of J. A. Tanner of Kansas City. He preached an exlong to sere more realities as the fruitage of beautiful theories. cellent discourse on the subject of charity.
At Walnut Park Bl'ethren John Schwab and A. H. Mills
A service of love or a Utopian dream, which?"
held forth January 28; at Enoch Hill Elders 0. K. Fry and
J. ,smith preached, and the services at the Second Branch
One of our Herald Ofl1ce employees sent out a nicely ar- were in charge of Brethren Westwood and P. A. Sherman.
ranged assortment of colored post cards and some others, all
Brother Dwyer visited the brick church two weeks ago, deshowing institutions ~nd scenes of special interest to those lightirp_g the Saints there with his fine lecture on "Palestine."
inV1estigating our church and its work. And from the re- Our brother is certainly doing ~a good work here, and whercipient, a nonmember by the name of E~lmer Katter, of the ever he lectures, his impassioned -and vivid delineations of
Huntingbm·g Argu.s, Huntingburg, Indiana, he received this: noble human chamcter not only elicit the deep interest of all
who hear him, but by the wonderful opportunities afforded
"I had the post cards in the wi,ndow, and the books and him, of travel, and close study and rersearch, he wields an inpapers I have be8in reading rand find them very interesting fluence for increased' mental arnd spiritual uplift. His lecand inspiring. I was very favorably impressed with the new ture last night, here, was one the Siaints will long ~herish in
make-up of the HERALD and thought it very neat and attrac- memory.
tive .... I enjoy keeping tab on the latter-day work. I think
Great chamcters like Gladstone and Henry W. Longfellow,
it is a grand thing. I am especially imprressed with the writ- with our brother's skillful word coloring, were depicted with
ings of Elbert A. Smith."
a depth of emotion that called forth in all his listeners a
spirit of love and admiration for all that, in'the human naA church opening of the new church at Corera, Maine, was ture, is pure a1nd noble and good. Miay the work of mental
held January 14. The: weather was very rainy so the at- and spiritual uplift in Zion and her borders go on and prose
ABBIE A. HORTON.
tendarncre was not as had been desired. The building is prac- per.
tically complete with only a debt of two hundred dollars remaining on it. Brother J. F. rSheehy in writing concerning
CLAY LANE, CLAY CROSS, DERBYSHIRE, ENGLAND.
it mentions that they have had a cold winter on the coast
• Editors Herald: I am thankful I took the step in this latwith plenty of snow. He went to Prospect Harbor on· the t,er-day work. I was admindstered to sometime ago and from
24th to bergin a series of meetings to last two weeks.
that hour I began to regain my strength steadily. In about

For the dissatisfied man all life is unsatisfactory, and for
one that is contented, the world is full of comforts. For the
cheerful man even the eastewly wind is musical in the window 1
crevices, and it makes solemn anthems for him in the woods.William Mountford.

two weeks I was able to get out of bed and have been hnproving ever since. It brought to my mind one of our hymns
wherein it says God moves' in a mysterious way his wonders
to perform. Dlear Saints, I ask an inte~rest in your faith and
prayers that I may regain my health and strength so that I
may help spread this glorious gospel.
W. E. TITMUS.
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· Location of Denver Church
,Complaints have been Illlade that visiting Saints could not
find the church in Denver, and possibly a reminder to look for
the name REORGANIZED in the directory will give the 1na:m:e and
address of the church. 'Some :fiail because they look under the
name "S'aints."
The first branch meets at the church on the corner of Sp,e:er
Boul~vard and Logan' Avenue and the Second Branch in a
store building at Third. and Detroit ·Streets. Regular services are held at both places. All are invited to attend.
. DENVER, COLORADO, 445 Clarkson.
AMMON WHITE.

One Way to Make Stereopticon Slides
From a recent letter from Elder C. N. Hea.dding, of 1280
L:ewis Street, Chehalis, Washington, who is one of our missionaries, we extract the following:
"What ki1n d of ink will print on kodak film? I expect to
make lantern slides in this way. I have collected about one
hundred slides on church history and Book of Mormon since
General Conf·e,rence and I have several more under preparac
tion 'at present. I find it very interesting work."
We give this inquiry publication a1nd offer a few suggestions, knowing there are a number of our people making very
effective use of the stereopticon and many others who might,
while all of us enjoy the results when well planned and carefully done.
Bro!her He~ldding has a very desirable combination with
a newly acquired print~ng press and his stereopticon, and
many others who do not have this equipment but can get
some help from a printer might make use of the following
suggestion.
In the first place, set up the type or place the cut from
which impression is to be made for slide. Ink with some
quick-drying bond ink if aViaHable, if not, any other similar
printers' ink will do. To ink the type use the o:rdinary brayer
used by the pri1n ter for taking galley or page proofs. Now
use ,q,nother perfectly clean brayer-a larg1e roller is bestand run it over the inked type cal'efully and firmly just once.
This will put the impr•ession on the rubber roller or brayer,
as the printers call it. Now with a careful stroke run this
inked roller over the glass and you will have a dear-cut impression of the type or cut, or both, according to what you
use. If the first trial doesn't prove a success, clean the glass
with gasoline·and try again.
If the standard size slide be used, about eighty words
pr~nted in ten-point solid type may be displayed very nicely,
while by using the smaller sizes of type this may be almost
doubled and can easily he read on the screen.
It makes a more durable plate to lay a piec:e of glass over
the edges to pr·event rubbing, though with careful handling
this might not be necessary. A mat around. the edg.es will
help square the border .and even up the margin.
We see no reason why photographic film might not be used,
but glass would ordinarily be better for it will not crumple
nor cra.ck so easily.
By this method valuable extracts a1nd pictures may be
thrown on the screen, separate or combined, and thus appeal
to the eye as well as to the ear.
'
We would appreciate 'a number of brief suggestions of this'
character to help those who secur'e good results from the
ste1'eopticon.
Also let us hear from some one who has made good use of
post card projectors or machines that proJect larger pictures
by the mirror method.
E. D. MooRE.
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CALGARY, ALBERTA, January 20, 1917.
Editors Herald: Havi1n g been a constant reader of the HERALD for some ye,ars, and having received much help from it,
I thought I might just express that appreciation which I feel,
a'nd which is also shared by my wi£e. I think we are sometimes too prone to keep our appreciation locked up in our
bosoms, when if we would give expression to it we could ofttimes give encouragement to one another, and we never know
just how much that encouragement would help at times.
The SAINTS' HERALD is always loofued forward to at our
horne, as it alwa.ys brings a spiritual meal, and sometimes a
feast. w.e always feel the 1n eed of this spiritual food and are
thankful for a continuous supply.
May I offer a suggestion? Could a "Question box" be op•erated to advantage, so that any of your readers could ask
for and receive information on any point upon which they
may be in doubt?
Praying that Brother Elbert may soon be restol'ed! to health
and that you may be long spared to continue ~n your good
work, I beg to remain,
Your brother in the: faith,
CHARLES H. COLES.

LACHINE, MICHIGAN, January 20, 1917.
Editor-s Her-ald: We are trying to bear our humble part in
the work. Six years ago, Latter Day Saints came to R,ayburn settlement with the gosp.el which caused many for curiosity's sake to come out to the meetings and as we• always fi1nd
honest hearts in every community who are willing to accept
the truth when brought to them, one by one believed the truth
and obeyed it. The work k,ept spreading till we had a membership of seventy-one and a full quota of officers until of
late our teacher went to Oalifornia, which we deeply regret.
But our branch is fort111nate in ha,ving two priests, so one acts
as teacher.
\Some of our members have passed away by death rec,ently,
but we have just receiv.ed six new members into our branch.
The Saints of our branch live quite fiar apart which makes
it inconveni,ent for all to get to the same place to worship.
But we ha.ve a church at Lachine and those who live near attend and others who live too :Dar away to attend hold meetings
in the schoolhouse where the gospel was first preached in our
settlement. S:o our bra,nch carries on two Sunday school sessions, two preaching services, one prayer se,rvice Qn Sunday,
and two prayer services during the week. On the first Sunday of every month the whole branch meets at Lachine for
prayer. service. Any of the missionaries who come up our
way should not forget to call on U'i as the prayers and testimonies of the Saints help to encourage us to go o;n in the
great work till we all reach the mark of our high calling.
Yours in gospel bonds,
MARTHA McDOWELL.

RocK ISLAND, ILLINOIS, January 20, 1917.
Editor-s Herald: This paper is a welcome gue•st at our
horne. I can scarcely wait for itS' weekly visit. The first
thing I do is to read ·the deaths to see if there are any that
I am acquainted with, and then the letters. We take the
HERALD, Ensign, Autumn Leaves, Stepping Stories, Hope and
Sunday School Quarter-ly, and I don't know how we could get
along without one of them. I .often wonder how Saints can
get along without the church literati:we. I enjoy the Spirit
of God so often by reading and meditating upon the gospel,
and especially do I enjoy the Spirit through prayer when I
go in secret pray•er where no eye but his can see me, and I
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receive that peace which cometh alone from him. I have had
many blessings and testimonies; have been in the church for
many years and have never felt like giving up. I know the
work to be of God and that he is a prayer hearing and prayer
1\inswering God, and I want to live a life befor.e my neighbors
and friends that they can see ·that there is something in this
work, and that some may have a desire to follow in his footsteps.
We ofttimes look back when we first came to this place and
think of the good times we had when we met at the little art
gallery at Moline; there were only a small band of Saints,
but how all loved each other! With Brother Ball as president
-how we miss his kind and fatherly advice. How they have
gml!e far away and others have moved away also, and some
have go,ne to the beyond where no mor:e trials and troubles
come.
There are a few Saints here at Rock Island and through
the help and means of Doctor Asay a new church is being
erected at Tenth Street and Eighteenth Avenue. We are always glad to see the missionaries come this way. Our hornet
is always open for them whenever they feel like coming. My
patriarchal blessing tells me that our home shall be a plac'e
of 11est and enjoyment for God's people, and we want the
missionari:es to feetl that they are always welcome~ We are·
waiting anxiously for Br~ther E. Curtis to come again, and
we will be glad when the new church is so we can meet in it.
S~everal have inquired when Brother Curtis is coming back
again as they were out to the street meetings last summer.
They said it was all Bible.
HATTIE BARNES.
411 bighth Street.

LITTLETON, COLORADO, January U, 1917.
Editors Hen;,ld: We appr'eciate the weekly visits of the
HERALD very much, as we have since the first issue, as we
have been a reader since the first.
We are ten miles from the meeting place of the Denv•er
Branch, and the weather has been so cold most of the winter
that we hav•e not attended .many of the meetings, having to
drive over a mile to the street car, or drive with team all the
way, but we have secured a swifter and easier means Of
transpol'tation and hope to meet with the Saints oftener in
the futur:e.
I have wondered why some one who attended the confer'ence of the Eastern Colorado District at Wiley has not reported it. The sessiO!nS were surely of the best, in fact I
think the attendance was the largest of any conference held
in the district since its organization.
IThe Wiley Branch is a new one, and composed of the kind
of S'aints who do not admit of failur•e; last spring they began a new church building, a,nd kept at it till when the September conference convened it was complete even to the eiectric lighting. We might mention some of those who spent
their time and money in its construction, but there are so
many of them it would take too much space, suffice it to say
that all the Saints and many not of the church assisted.
The building is about 28 by 50," if I remember correctly, with
basement under the whole building, which is used for kitchen
and dining room. The conventions met on Thursday the last
of August, and with conference lasted till SU!nday night.
The capacity of the building was taxed at ~every session.
The meetings were just at the time of the threatened railroad strike, and it was thought the att€indance might be small
on that account, but most of the 'Saints in Eastern Colorado
have "Fords" and we surely think they were all there.
Quite a number took the chance of getting home and came by
rail. The meetings were excellent. The preaching was done

by Elders Said, Kelley, and White. A party of five of us
from Denver and Littleton plalljned .to make the trip by auto,
and left Denver about five o'clock Thursday morning. Wiley
is about two hundred and fifty miles from Denver, and we
had some experiences but we got there in time for the closing
exercises Thursday evening.
We met with J. D. Curtis, a,t Colorado Springs, with his
car. Ammon White was with him. The Saints of Wiley and
vicinity ·are to ·be commended for the way they entertained
the large attendance.
As an individual I have never been very enthusiastic about
"Graceland" because it was not a sectarian school; I have
thought from its founding it should have taught the faith of
the church, and still think so. Only having the one school,
it seems to me we should use every opportunity to teach the
Latter Day Saint doctrine, so I am in favor of a "theological
chair"; had there bee,n one long ago there would not now
he such conditions in certain localities regarding doctrine as
there are.
Success to the "theological chair," the sooner the better, as
I see it.
E. F. S'HUPE.

OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA, January 21, 1917.
Editors Herald: For the past week we have been •enjoying'
a banquet of good things alo1ng mental and spiritual lines.
Our esteemed brother apostle and ministerr in charge of the
Pacific Slope Mission, J, W. Rushton, has been delighting a
good appreciative audience in a series of lectures in which
the Christian faith was discussed in its scientific, philosophic
and social aspects; also placed in contrast with the four
other great generic reUgions, also the four generic philosophies of the world, much to the joy and satisfaction.
The Christian faith is no more true than ever it was,
neither is salvation any more of a thing to be desired, but
it is good to be sustained by the fact that true science and
philosophy are on the side of Christianity. The series of lectures was not an effort to proselyte men and women to our
particula.r fa,ith, but was certainly an incentive UJnd stimulus
to the initiated to love what God loves and nate what God
ha,tes, and strive as one of the individuals who go to make
up the sum total of society to be renovated, and will to do
what God wills we. should do, that society as a whole may be
perfected.
Oakland Branch has many worlmrs who will some day
swell the number of the perfect society in the sweet by and
by.
H. J'. DAVISON.

The Fleeting Years
Life is but Ujn infinitesimal period in the great span of
years-brief at its longest. The very brevity furnishes food
for serious thought.
Is there a utilization in the proper manner ~f the time life
brings? Wte should think seriously of how our time is spent
and to what end our energies are expended.
Life is too short for sin; it is hardly of sufficient length for
meritorious accomplishment. Make ~each day count with some
good deed done, some act of kindness accomplished, some
cll!a1nge of habit that will make our lives more nearly approach
the ideal.
EMMA A. PERRIE.

In 1844 Nauvoo was the only prohibition city in Illinois
and also the largest, being about twice as large as Chicago.
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~ISCEi.J..ANEOUS DEPARTMENT II
' Conference Notices
S'outhern Idaho, at Minidoka, February 24 and 25. J. L.
Benson, secretary.
E'astern Colorado, with First Denver Bra.nch, corner of
Logan Avenue and Sp,e,er Boulevard, February 24 at 10 a.m.
E. J. Williams, secretary, 1210 South High Street, Denver,
Colorado.
1Spring River, at Joplin, Missouri, F~ebruary 23 and 24.
Election of delegat1es to General Conference; revision of district by-laws to consider. Members of priesthood especially
requested to attend and to remember annual reports to this
confel'lence. )V[ollie Davis, secretary, 115 West Jefferson Avenue, Pittsburg, Kansas.
·
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Convention Notices
Eastern Michigan Sunday school postpo1ned to February
24 and 2,5 on account of church building in Flint not being
completed in time.
·
Spring River Sunday school, at Joplin, Missouri, February
23. Eiection of officeit'S. Mollie Davis, superintendent, Laura
Karlstrom, secretary.
Pittsburgh Relig'io, at Wellsburg, West Virginia, February
23 at 7.30 p. m. All members urgedJ to be present, and a cordial invitation extended to friends. Harriet E. MacDowell,
secretary.

Quorum NotiCes
Kirtland District section of the Kirtland quorum of elders,
at 1Saints' chapel, Cleveland, Ohio, February 18 at 1 p. m.
John W. Topping, section leader, E. A. Webbe, section secretary.
·

Home Department Extension Circle
Expansion should be an aim of every man 'and woma.n in
this world. It should assur,edly be the ambition of all LaUer
Day Saints. The Extension circle provides one of the means
for this broadening out. It is the means by which the Saints
who attend church services as well as those who do not enjoy
this privilege may' have the opportunity to ~extend and i1n crease the, good they may accomplish.
·
All of us know that there are numbers of the s:aints away
by themselves not alone from every meeting and outside a
branch, but away from every other Saint. They are a single
link. It is proper that every link (or Saint) in the church
should be co,nnected with every other one and all joined together in one solid chain, strong rand irresistible.
The connecting link between you and this isolated link or
Saint is the extension circle movement and U,ncle Sam's mail.
The object of this movement is to keep every isolated Saint
in the world in touch with some live wire, interest,ed Saint.
Thus insuring the keeping of that one in the narrow path.
This is accomplished by the live Saint agreeing to spend
say fifteen or thirty minute's every week or every other week
in writing to this isolated one.
Send in your name for registration as a member now. You
will receive instruction and advisory leaflet, your certificate
of membership and ras many names of isolated 'Saints as you
need. We have a large list here waiting for live wil'les to
come forth to act as writers.
Drop me a card to-day that you will take it up.. Now is the
time to do your duty.
WILLIAM F. SAGE,
Assistant Superintendent.
DETROIT, MICHIGAN, 656 Gladwin AvenYe.

Our Departed Ones
LOWE.-Alice V. Lowe was born June 4, 1844, in Sparta,
Ontario, Canada; came to the United States in about 1858.
Married Mr. Abbe<y, February 7, 1861, and to this union were
born six children. Married Edwin Lowe, sr., April 7, 1886,
and to this union was born 1 daughter, Anna, of Baldwi,n,
Iowa. Baptized about 12 years ago. Died December 20, 1916,
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at her home in Baldwin. Funeral services at the Methodist
Episcopal church; sermon by E. R. Davis of Independence,
Missouri, assisted by .John He!ide of Fulton, Iowa.
WALTERS.-Tunis M. Walters was born August 1, 1853, at
Lancaster, Ohio. Married Miss Elizabeth Webster November
27, 1879, who bore him six children: Claude B., Vera M.,
Myrta F., Harvey E., J. Macline, and James E., all of whom,
except Vera, with their mother surviv~e him. Baptized February 18, 1887, and continued in the faith. Died at Sweeney,
South Dakota, January 19, 1917. His body was brought to
his former home, Davis ·City, Iowa, where he was buried from
the Saints' church. Columbus Scott in charge of the service;
sermon by Heman C. Smith.
GRoss.-Elder Jacob Gross was born March 25, 1855; died
at Armourdale, Kansas, Ja1nuary 15, 1917. Baptized several
years age at South Pittsburg, Tennessee, by T. C. Kelley.
The chul'ch los,es a true member and a stanch defender of the
right, an uncompromising foe to evil in all its forms. Funera:l services in charge of L. C. Snow; sermon by T. C. Kelley at the home in Armourdale. The house was crowded with
interested listeners, who by the bestowment of flowers and
other tokens manife'Sted their respect for the dead and their
sympathy for the bereaved family. Interment in Argentine
Cemetery.
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FOR SALE
I will sell 10 or 14 acres of good la,,nd
less than one block from the Temple in
Kirtland. There is a new barn 24 by 30
feet, two stories with full stone basement built last fall-nev,er been used, ·can
be finished into dwelling if desired. Also
good building lots 80 by 244 feet. For
particulars address, L. W. Powell,
Willoughby, Ohio, R. F. D. 2.
6-tf

NE:W
HOME

NEAR THE
GHURJGH

AT A
SACRIFICE

The above modern home with six ·large rooms and bath, full basement and furnace, offered for cons!iderably less than cost; Ask for
full descriptio1n from
VAUGHN BAILEY. ·
Or Lamoni Stake Bishopric.

FOR SALE

LET US ORDER YOUR BOOKS

BOOK OF MORMON LECTURES.-Are you
a student? Here is something for your
faculties to wrestle with. The author,
H. A. Stebbins, has, with comprehensive
outlook, embodied in these lectures a
wealth of archreological facts corroborative of the Book of Mormon narrative, dug
from works unknown to the public prior
to its publication, and from otherspublished since that time. The statements
in these lectures are made in such unaffected plainness and simplicity of language as to .carry conviction to any normally unprejudiced mind.
No. 51,
cloth -----------------------------·------------------------$ •75
BEATRICE WITHERSPOON. An ·autobiogmphy of a prominent church worker.
By Mrs. Emma Burton, including much
of the life experiences of her husband,
Elder Joseph Burton. Sea stories, pioneer
experiences, conversio'n tn spite of deepset convictions-numerous features that
go to make an interesting, active, useful life. No. 360, cloth .................... $1.30

HOMES FARMS BUSINESS
Saints desiring to locat:e in the Lamoni Stake or those within the Stake
wishing to change their location will do
well to consult the S:take Bishopric as
provided in D. C. 128: 4. We have for
sale and exchange properties of various
kinds and are prepared to serve you.

INTER!

lAMONI STAKE BISHOPRIC
SMITH-PELOUBE,T'S BIBLE DICTIONARY.
-By William Smith, LL. D., Revised by
F. N. and M.A. Peloubet. An invaluable
book for students of the Bible. More
than 800 pa~Ses of concise information,
covering all phases of scriptural study;
excellent colored maps, and 440 appropriate illustrations. The volume is described as "teacher's edition"; and, since
all active Christians are Bible teachers,
is therefore a universal necessity. No.
291, cloth, net ------------------------------------$1.\iO
Tonsils and Adenoids completely removed.

Dr. Joseph Mather, Specialist
in diseases of the eye, ear, nose, and
throat.
Elders and family on ministerial allowance, work done free of charge.
Cataracts removed.
Work done in Independence Sanitarium, Independence, Missouri.

Pack your grip, tell the folks good-by, go down to the depot, buy
a ticket for California-that great Ont-o' -doors land, which nists the
weary and refreshes the weak-via the Burlington Route (the moving picture way through scenic Colorado and Salt Lake in daylight).
Climb aboard, lean back, relax and watch America roll past your window.
Getting away from the cold, bad weather, business and'household
responsibilities, care and worry, and out into the glorious sunshine and
semitropical atmosphere of California where you can rest, change and
rejuvenate, will do you a world of good.
You'll be surprised when you compare the cost with the cost of
remaining at home. Think what this will mean to you, when: yoU;
remember that a life which isnct pleasantly spent- isn't well spent.
Before completing your plans let me explain how you may join
a Burlington Persmially Conducted Excursion (costs no more-just a
part of Burlington Service) and send you a folder telling aU aoout
the trip-worth reading even if you don't go.
L. F. SILTZ, Ticket ·Agent.
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OF LATTER DAY SAINTS
Entered as secondwclass matter ~at Lamoni, Iowa. post office

HThere shall not any man among you have save it
be one wife; and concubines he shall have none."-

"If ye continue in my word 1 then are ye m:v disciples
indeed; ani! ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall
make you free."-John 8: 31-32.
Book of
Mormon

Volume 64

Book of Mormon, Jacob 2: 36.
Doctrine
and Covenants

Holy
Scriptures

Lamoni, Iowa, February 14, 1917

Nun~ber
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ARE WE HONEST?
Believing that most people are honest, Cleveland
Moffett, a well-known writer, not long ago sent out
a hundred one-dollar bills to as many different people, in an honesty test he had planned, McClure's
tells us.
To fifty women, divided into groups of five each
who were engaged in similar occupations or were
simila:dy situated, he sent fifty letters, and to fifty
men he did likewise. The inside envelope was
addressed to a fictitious company _and contained the
· bill, while each plainly carried the name and addres,:;
of the sender. The intention was to ascertain how
many would seek to rectify what must certainly appear as a mistake, by taking the trouble to readdress
the envelope, stamp it, and send it back. Mr. Moffett
is satisfied with the r,esults, he says, and still believes
that honesty is a predominant human trait.
Of the fifty women, thirty-three returned the
money, leaving seventeen who did not. Of the fifty
men, thirty-one were honest enough to return the
money, and nineteen did not.
He mentioned five saloon keepers as one group,
but says nothing about preachers. There are five
actresses in one group, but we hear nothing of mothers as such. He mailed his letters to five rich men,
but says nothing of poor men with poverty staring
them in the face while hungry children were crying
for bread.
We like to believe that every reader of this publication would have returned the dollar bill promptly.
Su:r:ely they would.
Of course this was a case where ordinary commercial honesty was involved, but we suppose it may
be taken as a general indication of what these same
people would do when other temptations assailed
them. At least we are apt to form our conclusions
from such experiences as these, as we must admit
when we give it serious consideration.

;Honesty is a quality or trait of many degrees. It
ranges from a definite determination to give full
value in everything and take only that which is without question ours, to a hazy instinct that one
shouldn't steal from his friends or accomplices.
We wish to consider it now especially as it affects
our religious profession. It is conceded that to be .::t
true disciple of the highest and best moral and religious teachings we cannot separate our religion
from our business. The principles that actuate us
in business should also be those which characterize
our religious efforts.
We·r,ecall the incident when ten lepers were healed
by Jesus Christ. Of the ten it is recorded that one
returned to thank him for the marvelous gift of healing. Of course those were in other days-we would
do differently now!
Then there was a man who was given a talent
and straightway went and buried it. He knew his
lmd was a hard master and he didn't bother to invest
the money or make good use of it. H,e certainly had
little comprehension of the joy of service. Give us
a two-thousand-dollar talent and let us demonstrate
that we could do better than that!
Possibly there are times when on bended knees and
actuated by sincere desires we ask God to pour out
his blessings on us abundantly-and he does. These
may be spiritual blessings, or possibly they may be
financial. Then do we ever unwisely proceed to bury
that blessing, metaphorically, and boldly ask a generous Father for more?
Whether in the providenoe of God we receive
much or little, the principle is the same. Whether
we receive ten thousand dollars to look after or a
dollar as increase for tithing that belongs to God, it
is the same proposition. Whether we be given the
ability to shine as a g,enius to the whole world, or be
like the little Alaskan snowflower that sp'reads its
petals to bloom in. obscurity in the forest for only
a day, we should honestly use those advantages.
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To some of us little is given, yet to that degree do
we become responsible. It was only a dollar that
these thirty-six people did not return, yet we would
be apt to hesitate a little in intrusting them with
greater amounts under similar circumstances. Perhaps most of them have seen the account of this experiment and would that they might try again, but
they are not apt to be ;;;iven the opportunity, just in
this manner.
The Lord knows our failures to make good use of
what he has intrusted to us to pass on, but we don't
want him to have any misgivings about what we will
do in the future. 'lt is true that he know's the heart
and is forgiving and kind, but it is also true that we
may so persistently dull the edge of our conscience
by failures to discern our responsibility that we can
lose sight of little niceties and in reality become dishonest with ours,elves, our God, and our friends in
the use of what may be given us.
Possibly what has been given to us personally
seems of little importance and of no value to anyone
else. Instead of wealth we may have debt. Instead
of being called out as an apostle of good tidings to
the nations we may be a humble and almost unknown
member. Yet isn't the relative responsibility to use
our ability honestly the same? If we have capacity
.to learn and do not do it, can we escape the responsibility by failure to try?
The poorest and most insignificant of us certainly
have something given us to test our character, It
may not be money, for that is only an equivalent of
material value anyway. It may be ability to grow in
grace and by our humble influence make the lives of
others happier and better. It may be a special qualification which by hard work and persis~ent effort
can be very helpful to others. As an example, we
may have the qualifications for a priest in the
Aaronic order and God may have so indicated. Are
we honest with him, ourselves, or our friends when
we fail to make the effort to serve well in that capacity?
If nothing else is given us, we still have time as
a common heritage. Our day is made up of twentyfour hours and no less, just as is the day of our richest billionaire. If for nothing else, we shall be called
to account some day for our use of this time. yes,
much of it must ordinarily_ be given o:ver to others
that we may live and that those who are dependent
upon us may live and have the comforts of life. But
do we make the best use of even that time? Do we
do our work a litHe better and more efficiently than
it has been done before? Whether we work for ourselves or others are we ever guilty of killing time?
Not merely doing nothing, but indulging in periods
of Iearningnothing and getting nowhere?
Then with the time we call our own. It is our

own, yet it's really a stewardship for which we must
account. In checking up the day's activities at its
close, can we truthfully say that the blood of that
day's time is not on our hands?
Sometimes we feel like urging that there be a
closed season on killing time, just as we have now
in most places for the killing of quail and prairiE
chickens and deer. While it is the chief occupation
of the rich J,eisure class of the world, it is a painful
sight to see a child of God unable to find profitable
occupation for his spare moments. There is so much
to be done and so comparatively few to do it that it
is soul distressing to count up the hours that are
daily unused or wasted. ~In this last dispensation
when the hastening time is now upon us, the use of
our possessions, our ability, even our time is a serious matter. If we have any of these to give-and
who has not ?-let it not be said of us that we were
dishonest in~withholding them.
E. D. MOORE.
NOTES AND COMMENTS

Immigration Bill Becomes Law
In spite of the President's veto, the Senate agreed
with the House in passing by a vote of 62 to 19 the
immigration bill over which there has been so much
debate the past few years.
Brother Elbert Improves
We quote from a recent letter sent in by Elder T.
W. Williams: "Have just returned from a visit with
Elbert. 'Every time I run out to see him I note a
gradual improvement. In each administration the
Spirit is in evidence. It is .a joy to know that God
hears and answers."
S. A. Burgess Recovering
.
As we go to press Brother Burgess is progressing
nicely toward complete recovery, though he is still
unabJ,e to sit up and is very weak. He is gaining in
appetite and consequently in strength, so with the
excellent care he receives will no doubt soon be in a
condition to carry on his work.
Much l)ry Legislation
Indiana and Alaska have joined the dry column,
while the Utah Legislature has also indorsed the
prohibition idea. · Governor Bamberger of that State
has returned the bill for rewording to allow the
brewers to manufacture malt drinks of low alcoholic
grade to avoid discrimination, since other States are
allowing them to do this. There seems· to be no
doubt that he will sign the bill after ·this change.·
West Virginia is strengthening her dry law. Oklahoma's senate has passed a "bone-dry" measure,
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while Arkansas's governor has recently signed a
"bone-dry" law for that State. Nine other States
are acting or have acted on prohibition laws, either
making more effective present statutes or putting
new ones on record.

Reports from Conferences and Conventions
From necessity we must crowd together and boil
down the many official notioes and reports that come
in for publication, but this should not detract from
their, value to our readers. We hope they will be
carefully perused and their various it~ms studied,
for in them will be found many important matters
which will be helpful to individual members as well
as district organizations.

cerning the need of a restoration.
follows:

It concludes as

I think we may hope that when the eVJerlasting gospel, under the Lord's OWT\ direction, shall again be offered to a
dying world, the present fearful 'e1Xperience shall, in a measure at least, have prepared the human family for an acceptation of that message of peace.
The handwriting is upon the wall and it me'a1ns that Babylon is falling. We behold in the 'events of the day a wonderful fulfillment of prophecy. Who then can doubt that the
Lord's promises, in their 'entirety, shall be fulfilled? With
the men of the· past we may e!Xpect the Almighty shall accomplish his designs, and that his wonderful work shall be done,
though possibly, in a way not altogether ~n keeping with our
e!Xpecta tions.

Indians Victims of Deadly Drug
Still the pernicious habit 1of the southwestern
Indians increases with alarming effects : the use of
New Mormon Temple in Hawaii
peyote, a powerful narcotic pr,epared from the roots
A late number of The Pacific Commercial Adver- of Anhalonium Lewinii, a little cactus which flourtiser shows a picture of a partially completed Mor- ishes in the Southwest and Mexico.
mon temple being built by the Utah church at Laie,
It is said to be worse than opium or morphine in
Hawaii. Heretofore all the Mormons of the Pacific its effects, especially since its most frequent use is
have been compelled to make the trip to Salt Lake incorporated into a peculiar religious ceremony. It
City in order to participate in the temple rites, to affects both the mind and the body and brings on a
which much importance is attached by that organ- stupor that sometimes lasts a week.
ization. This will eliminate that necessity and be
One writer tells us that the center of the worship
a much visited spot by the members of the Utah which centralizes around the god Peyote is a little
church in the islands of the sea and Australia. The mission church at Randlett, Utah, where the Indians
building is about half completed and is said to cost formerly gathered to worship Christ.
about $50,000.
Colorado, Utah, and South Dakota are all giving
serious consideration to legislation which is aimed
at the practice, though from the nature of it, the situWhat Others Say
,
The Journal of History, issued by the church ation is extremely difficult to handle. We shall folboard of publication from this house, and edited by lOIW with interest the outcome of the white man's
Heman C. Smith, is not sufficiently well supported, fight to save the Indian.
though the price is only a dollar a year. Possibly
War Cloud Still Hangs Low
this .is because it is not well advertised. We have
The impending danger of a war with Germany
just received the latest number of the conservative
over her recently proclaimed submarine policy has
Iowa Journal of History cmd Politics and we'll let
not appreciably changed. Some overt act of violence
them say a few words:
is awaited. Two American vessels carrying AmeriThe -October number of the Jou1·nal of History, published at
can citizens are now rushing to the blockaded area
Lamoni, Iowa, by the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter Day Saints, is fiUed with interesting articles. "The without the p!lecaution of repainting in accordar<ce
· late General GonferEl!nce" is discussed by Heman C. Smith. with the instructions of Germany to avoid being
An entertaining account of "The great handcart train from sunk by submarines. Since February 1 there have
Iowa City to Salt Lake City," is written by Frederick Hansen. been 82 vessels sunk by the submarines of the TenSome "Remini-scences" are presented by Vida E. Smith. "A
tons. Of these 1 was an American vessel, 31 bevisit to Nauvoo in 1856" is described by Edmund C. Briggs.
longed
to other neutrals, 43 were British, and 7 were
There is also a continuation of the "Autobiography of Levi
owned
by other belligerents. The total tonnage
L. Wight," as well as additional i1nstallments of other materials-begun in p11evious issues.
amounts to 176,125. Ambassador Gerard is in
Switzerland, accompanied by the various American
The Handwriting on the Wall
consuls from Germany, all on their way home.
In the Daily Nonpareil of January 26, 1917, Elder Count Bernstorff and the German consuls from this
H. N. Hansen has secured a column on the subject country are to sail for Germany on the Frederick
"A prophecy and modern revelation." The article VII if the Danish owners release her for the trip.
is not a presentation of the church but a discussion Enlistments in the United States are br,eaking all
of the war, and the inspiration of different men con- records for peace times.
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Angels looking, heav~ns weeping
O'er this earth in 8atan's grasp.

Dedication
(Written for dedicatory service at Seattle, Washington,
December 3, 1916.)
Roll on thou ceaseless, surging sea,
Lift high your heads ye templed hills
And from your snow-capped peaks
Rush fortth Y'El brooks and riv]Jlets and rills;
Sun, moon and stars shine forth your light;
Y e winds and thunders roar and torrents fall;
But high above these elements is heard
God's voice, and at his might,
~Sun, moon and stars obey-the restless sea
Is stilled. Bird, beast and e',en their master-man
Must needs be silent, for thley are his;
And God within his holy temple is.
To-day, this temple f;:dr. we dedicate to thee.
·Our creed "all truth," and here in song
Will rise a grand, sweet symphony,
And may, within thes1e hallowed walls,
Transcendent peace and joy reign o'er;
The ang1el, in his majesty, has come,
The 'ever~asting gospel to restore.
Glad heralds with their trumpets, shout
"Repeat the welcome story o'er and o'er."
The children of the "Lost tribes"
1Shall come down from the north;
The peoples from the islands of the sea
Shall hear the clarion call-''Gome forth!"
And in that ltast, great, gathering day
When we shall see his blessed Son,
God's Holy Spirit will be there
Enfolding and embracing every one.
SARAH

BARNEY.

The Stream of Time
Down the stream of time we glided,
Merrily speeding on the way;
Never heeding, never fearing,
Thinking naught but of to-day.
Onward we sped, ever onward,
Meeting shoals and tr,eacherous rock,
Ofttimes passing, some1times striking,
Taking note but he1eding not.
Thus into the current swinging,
The heart made light with music's strain
Pleasure seeking, God unheeding,
This the day of 1S1atan's reign.
But look ahead, see before US',
See how dark has grown the space,
Fearful rumblings, a,wful groanings,
D11eadful ending to our race?
Now we eillter, see the lightnings,
The storm in fury bre1aks at last,

'See, he brings to war all nations,
With rifle ball and mon,strous shell,
Laws defying, brave hearts dying
'Mid this reign of fiery hell.
W a\"es of sorrow overwhelm us,
Heavy, thick, and wondrous dark,
Bringing terror, striking horror
Eveifl to the stoutest heart.
See! A light on the horizon,,
Lo~k again! it brighter grows,
Coming nearer, growing dearer
To the hearts of all who know.
With what hope we look before us
For the dawn of brighter day,
Ever hopeful, nor unthankful
As the light spreads from its ray.
S:ee him coming as he promised
Wihien he left in days of yore,
Jesus reigneth, peace forev·e'r,
Joy on God's eternal shore.
CHARLEs

H.

CoLEs.

My Purpose
I live that life may he increased,
That peace and joy may cheer each heart;
That loving deeds may be be the goal
From which we nevermore will part.
I li\"e because my Lord has livedTo do the best I can· in lifeTo serve the world as he hath served
To lessen pain, and sin, and strife.
To me there is no other life;
No hope, no joy, no peace nor bliss;
There is no consolation found
In all the world, astide from this.
The greatest joy the soul can find
Is in a life divinely true,
A life that's large, and strong, and good,
But found by very, very few.
~My

weary, wayward, hopeless friend,
My Christian friend, I sp·eak to you,
In ~everything that comes your way
Remember, "to thyself be true."
Be true to everything that's good,
Be true to man, though slow you plod,
Forget your love for self and sin
And thou, too, soon shalt dwell with God.
I live that you may courage take,
And rise above the deeds of sin;
That love may rule your daily life;
That joy and peace may dwell within.
J. E. VANDERWOOD.
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[oRIGINAL
THE 1917 CHRISTMAS OFFERING

THE SCHOOL OF THE PROPHETS AND COLLEGE EDUCA TlON

No doubt you have often felt that you would like
As also through your administration the keys of the school
to devote your life to the Lord's work the same as the
of
the prophets, which I have commanded to be organized,
missionary does. Conditions may have made this
that thereby they may be perfected in their ministry for the
impossible. Many, however, could consecrate a day, salvation of Zion, and of the nations of Israel, and of the
or a week, or a month, setting aside all they make _Gentiles, as many as will believe.-Doctrine and Covenants
during that time over and above their just needs, 87: 3.
having first paid their tithing upon the increase, to
The first important statement in the above quotathe Lord's work. "Let him that Iaboreth in the min- tion is that the purpose of the school of the proistry and him that toileth in the affairs of the men of phets is for the perfecting of the ministry, and
business and of work labor together with God for the second, the work of the ministry is the salvation of
accomplishment of the work intrusted to'all."-Doc- Zion, of Israel and of the Gentiles. That takes in all
trine and Covenants 119: 8. Brother Rudolph Etzen- the field of gospel work.
houser writes us that after r.eading our last article
lin Doctrine and Covenants 85 : 36, in talking on
concerning the Christmas offering for 1917 he went the same subject the Lord says:
out and handled a scraper on an irrigating ditch and
Therefore, verily I say unto you, my friends, call your
earned six dollars, which he turned in as an offering. solemn assembly, as I have commanded you; and as all
The Christmas offering of the Omaha Sunday
school last year averaged about two dollars for each
member. If Omaha can do this, where they have
been paying for a new church, others can.
Owing to the very high cost of paper the Government has issued a bulletin urging the people of this
country not to destroy or burn old paper but to save
it. Boys and girls in cities can gather the paper
from their neighborhoods and dispose of it at a good
price.
Do not forget the suggestion which has been made
to set aside all of the coppers that come into your
possession. "Gather up the fragments" for the 1917
Christmas offering.
The Lord suggested a most excellent way to accumulate funds with which to pay the church debt:
"And both in private and public expenditure carry
into active exercise the principle of sacrifice and r·e- ·
pression of unnecessary wants."-Doctrine and
Covenants 130: 7.
Let us ask ourselves the question: "In what way
can I make a special sacrifice of self-denial in order
to contribute to the purpose before us?"
"If any man will come after me, let him deny himself and take up his cross and follow me."-Jesus.
This special effort which is being made does not
preclude any from making other offerings and consecrations in larger l'l.mounts, nor must it be understood that this is in any way a levy or tax upon the
membership. It is simply an endeavor to stimulate
the interest of all to put forth their best efforts.
BENJ.

R. McGUIRE.

have not faith, seek ye diligently and teach one another
words of wisdom, seek learning even by study, and also by
faith.

From the above quotations we learn that there is
to be a school and in that school we are to seek learning by study and also by faith. In paragraph 39
of the same section we learn that the school is for
all the ministry and there is to be a teacher to have
charge, indeed it would be a misnomer to speak of a
school without a teacher.
The evident intention of the Lord in having the
school of the prophets is ,that we might come to a
unity of understanding in the things we are to
preach and not present a divided ministry in presenting the gospel to the world. We ar,e to come to a
unity of the faith through study. Ignorance never
brought any religious. body to be of "one heart and
one mind." In such a school we would be in a very
sacred and holy place and would be justified in believing that the Holy Spirit would be present to
"guide us into all truth."
A NEED OF UNITY OF UNDERSTANDING

There are two things in which we are not united,
as to what we believe and the method of carrying on
the gospel work. We are generally united on the
primary ideas of the gospel of Christ, but on some
of the· vital things that will make our work a complete success or a failure Woe are divided. The spirit
of toleration among the ministry is of a high order,
and instead of being united on some of these very
important matters we hold in respect our brother's
views, and because of the abs,ence of strife we sometimes think we are united.
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OUR METHODE) A CONTINUOUS EXPERIMENT

Our methods of missionary and pastoral work
have more the· appearance of a continuous experiment than that of a well-thought-out policy. A few
illustrations will be sufficient to explain. "A" resides in a city; is missionary and pastor combined.
There is a good church building, a fine choir, intelligent and up-to-date helpers in the various auxiliaries; he preaches twice a week and helps in all the
auxiliary work; he has access to a fine city library,
has the best magazines that are printed, is a regular
reader of the daily papers; in addition to the regular family allowance the branch contributes a
monthly allowance, and when the women see that
the wife and children are in need of clothing or a
few of the special needs that may occur, they are
very kindly "remembered. · The brother comes in
contact with the educated and cultured class of the
city, his :rrdnd expands and he soon has a broader
vision of the Lord's great work and by the natural
law of selection he becomes a leader in cl:mrch work.
"B" is another type of a missionary, or pastor,
and remains in one district for all or the greater
part of his ministerial life. He knows practically
ev,ery member in the district, is in personal business
relations with all the branch officers, knows the condition of every home, knows where the good books
are, where he can spend quiet hours in study, and
where he can come in contact with the intelligent
and progressive people of the various communities
he visits. He is never very far from home, can
usually get to see his family about once a month, and
if he goes home to spend Thanksgiving or Christmas time he does not go without a reminder that
friends in the gospel do not often forget each other.
~"C" is a missionary, but of a strange type, he is
like a wild star brok!en loose from its orbit and dashing wildly through space, not knO!wing where it will
hit the earth. It might be in the ocean and its fire
is soon out, or it may strike a fine forest and set
that part of the world ablaze. His family does not
see him for from six to nine months, he may be lost
in one of the pine forests of Alabama or Florida, or
in some of the unnamed canyons of the Rocky Mountains. He meets but few friends, he seldom sees a
daily paper, and then it may be a month old. He
has no books but the usual three. The people may
be too poor or too indifferent to buy good books or
church papers, the people have no special interest
in anything but what is in their respective com~
munities. , He gets bewildered and must consult his
calendar to make sure if he is living in the twentieth
century or not. He receives a letter from home;
one of his children is sick, his wife is not well, she
has no sympathetic neighbors, her allowance is two
months past due, and some thoughtless one hints
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that she ought to have her heathen husband come
home. When he attends the General Conference he
wears a suit of clothes that show their age and that
they never did fit the wearer. There is some progressive legislation introduced and our brother is
amazed, he is not conscious that his brethren with
their excellent opportunities have moved ahead and
he is }eft behind. He arises and makes a speech
against the matter under consideration, the members look with amazement and are surprised at the
audacity of the speaker in daring to oppose such
progressive legislation, and some one in reply says,
"Rip Van Winkle has come among us," and in
whispered conversations surprise is expressed, and
that the church was making a serious mistake in
sending out such uncultured and ignorant men to
represent it.
The above might be considered an exaggeration;
if it is, it is only in detail and not in principle.
With our present methods of missionary work we
cannot reach the public. We must go without purse
or scrip and sometimes we are compelled to sit in a
station all night and eat a cold lunch because we
cannot pay for lodging or for something to eat. We
cannot go in the towns or cities and rent halls to
preach in, because there is no money provided for
that purpose. 'Many places we can stay in but for a
few days, becaus,e the burden is too great for a family of moderate means to bear, and so we must continue to move on.
1Because of the above conditions, there is a constant temptation for the missionary to avoid the
hard places, go to the branches and seek out the
places where the conditions are the most favorable
in a social, dietetic and monetary way, and as a result
we accomplish but little compared with the time and
energy used in the effort.
We need, the school of. the prophets so that we can
come to a greater unity on these important matters,
and for that matter we ought to labor and pray.
The man who has an opportunity to r,ead and study
good books and imbibes the best thoughts of the age
will have a d~fferent idea of the Bible an.d Book of
Mormon and of the great educational, religious, industrial and social forces of the world than the man
who lacks these opportunities. God wants all of us
to come to a unity of the faith, and not just a few ..
He does not want a few intelligent leaders and an
army of blind, ignorant followers. To attain to that
en~ all must have an opportunity. Instead of hurrying away from the General Conferenoes we ought
to spend a month in serious, prayerful study of the
important things that we have to meet as a church.
What shall we do with Graceland College? Why
not use it for the purpose that was intended by its
founders, and also as expressed by the church, "a
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purely educational institution and free from sectarian bias." (Doctrine and Covenants 123: 5.) ,
A chair of religious instruction could not escape
the bias of the instructor and the Lord has placed
the foqning of the ideas of the church with another
body of men. One thousand dollars per year is a
very modest .sum of money to be used for such a
purpose, but it would pay the scholarships of twenty
young people who W011ld be glad to go and cannot
because of a lack of means. The very, and most important, thing for Jthe cp.urch to do concerning
Graceland is to make it possible for every worthy
boy and girl in the church that should, and wants to
go, can have the opportunity. We have a gr.eat many
worthy young people, some of them children of mis~
sionaries, if they could have the opportunity for a
college education could, and would render a very
faithful and efficient service to the church and the
communities where they reside. The church will
not hav.e done its full duty to the young people until
it has made ample provision for their education. If
it is right to use church funds to pay the college·
debt, and part of its running expenses, it is also
right to set apart a fund to pay for worthy needy
boys and girls to go to that same coUege.
EDWARD RANNIE.

"IN THE BEGINNING GOD"---Part 4
BY

H.

A.

STEBBINS

"THE HEAVENS DECLARE THE GLORY OF GOD" .

I have mentioned another text which is notable
and excellent for its testimony for God, his existence,
his power and his glory. It is found in the Psalms
of David, reading as follows:
The heavens declare the glory of God and the 'firmament
showeth his handiwork. Day unto day uttereth speech and
night unto night showeth knowledge.-Psalm 19: 1, 2.

And so it is indeed; and therefore with honor to
God, and with feelings of veneration and of joy, we
gaze into the great arch above us and understand
that the writer of those words told the truth in his
fervent exclamation of praise and thanksgiving, as
he viewed the wonderful universe of worlds on high.
And the more we learn through the discoveries made.
by wise men in the latter days, by the use of their
great telescopes, the more wte are satisfied that the
Psalmist knew something about astronomy \three
thousand years ago.
There is reason to believe that the ancients understood far more concerning this earth and its affairs,
and of the heavenly bodies, too, than they have been
given credit for knowing. Tablet records and inscriptions of the time of Abraham have been dis. covered which·prove that even in his day it was quite
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an intellectual age, and that nations and veoples had·
written laws and r-egulations, and that they were
comprehensive and just in their jurisdiction by the
hands of capable men. It was not a barbarian age.
Also Job was not ignorant of the works of God,
the Creator of "the heavens and the earth," for in
chapter 9, verse 9, is recorded his statement about
the constellations by the same names we have for
them in our time. He spoke of God as the maker of
"Arcturus, Orion, and Pleiades." Also the Lord
spoke to Job as to one familiar w.ith the heavenly
bodies when he said to him: "Canst thou bind the
.sweet influences of Pleiades, or loose the bands of
Orion? Canst thou bring forth Mazzaroth in his
season? or canst thou guide Arcturus with his sons?"
-Job 38: 31, 32.
Honest minds hav.e only to consid:er the magnitude
of the heavens, and to think about the vast distances
which have been revealed by the use of the wonderful telescopes which men have invented within the
past two centuries, to be convinced that only an allwise and an allpowerful Being could have created
and s.et in order the millions of worlds that we see,
.either through the telescope or by the unaided eye,
as we look into the heavens and view the beauty and
the glory there spread forth.
While he was on earth Christ said, "My Father
worketh hitherto and I work," and we read that
God "created all things by Jesus Christ" (Ephesians 3: 9) ; also that "without him was not anything
made that was made." Therefore Christ was the
master builder under God the Father. In the Book
of Mormon is found the same teaching, even that
Christ was the "creator of all things," that he "created the heaven~ and the earth, and all things that
·in them are."
And all the worlds, all these constellations above
and around, our earth, all this glorious fullness and
completeness of the universe, which stretches out so
far and so wide that the greatest telescope cannot
fathom the limit, if there is one, and the wise men
who gaze through them have not been able to find
any end or any boundary, all these creations q,re
known to be in motion, and that they have their orbits in exact conformity with law, even with a perfect
law and with a perfect order and harmony in their
vast circles. Also it is seen that the wandering
comets have their seasons of going and coming, as
witnessed by the regularity of time in which they
r.eturn to our neighborhood in the great field of
space, here blooming a while, and then going away
and again returning after many years, yet with such
regularity that astronomers have calculated their
times of appearing. And their anticipations have
been realized, as in the case of the comet called Halley's, which was noted in 1456, 1531, 1607, 1682, and
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1759, there being seventy-five years and a fraction
between its appearings.
Again we can exclaim, "In the beginning God,"
because the timepiece in the heavens is that by which
all the clocks, watches, chronometers and other timekeepers of the whole world are regulated and put in
order, and his timepieoe is the only one which does
not have to be regulated by anything or anybody.
It is perfect, unwavering and unchangeable, also eternal in its marking of time By this great unvarying
timekeeper the eclipses of the sun and moon, and the
transits of Venus and rMercury across the sun are
calculated with exactness many years ahead of the~r
occurrence, even so minut,ely that men can foretell
just where on our little globe an eclipse will appear
in totality and where in part only, and to a minute
when the eclipse will begin and when it will end.
But "our watches and clocks must be kept regulated
by God's timepiece in order to agree with his eternal
system and thus. agree with the coming event. The
prophecy that the eclipse will surely occur is based
upon the eternal law of the eternal lawmaker. Therefore capabl,e men go to the extremes of the earth to
take photographs of eclipses and are not disappointed as to the time of the event, either as to the
day, the hour, or the minute. Every detail takes
place as foreseen through the operation of God's
law.
For man has looked through the great telescopes
and has found that the earth goes around the sun
in three hundred and sixty-five days, six hours, fortyeight minutes and forty-eight seconds, without variation, and all the times and seasons of man and all of
his time markers must be governed by that great
fact. Hence we may well say, "In the beginning
God," for in him and by his laws we exist as individuals and as worlds, and the great procession of
the planetary systems and the march of the universe
goes onward in working out the purposes of the
Almighty.
These things we will sometime grow to a knowledge of, far more than we have now, even in the
millennium, where study will not be wearisome, nor
labor be a burden or a distress. That will be a glad
time of learning, for all who will, especially for those
who have loved to improve in this pres,ent world and
who ,ever aspire to learn more about God and Christ;
and their great work in the heavens and on the earth.
WHO WERE THE ARCHITECTS?"

\When we view a beautiful monument or painting,
or look upon a great building, or a perfect piece of
machinery, or see some other specimens of art or
architecture, we are likely to speak our appreciation
of the excellent skill and the remarkable ability of
the men who designed and created such beautiful and

perfect things. Then we ask: "Who were the architects and the builders of such faultless productions?"
And not by any argument can we be made to believe
that personal beings with rare intelligence and superior powers did not plan and provide for, and
create each one of these and all other notable or
lesser structures which we see daily and which we
are surrounded by all the time.
Even the lone mark of .ali ax; upon a tree in the
dense forest has made known to the next pioneer
that a personal being, one having an intelligent will
and purpose has preceded him in the wilderness, else
even so small a mark as that of an ax would not have
been made. How much more true of Him whose
works are manifest on every hand, which fact moved
upon the Psalmist in his day to exclaim, "In wisdom
hast thou made them all," and which fact is so clear
in our day as to cause- the children of God every-where to. speak in similar language about the great
power and wisdom, and the might and dominion, and
the goodness and love of our heavenly Father.
THE ANSWER TO THE . AGNOSTIC

It is related that two certain men wer~ great
friends, though one of them was an agnostic, not a
believer in God or in any Creator, while the other
was a firm believer in him. The first rejected all
evidence, and also every argument that his friend
had so far given in behalf of God's existence. But
one day the atheist ente11ed his friend's house and
there saw a large globe, an exact and perfect display
of the surface of the earth, the continents and oceans,
with the countries outlined and all the details made
plain. 1In enthusiastic admiration he exclaimed
about the beauty and perfection of the globe and
asked who had done such remarkably fine work as
that. His friend, in a very earnest tone and sincere
manner assured him that no one had made it, that it
had grown into that form, with all its beauty. Then
the other was indignant and declared that he was being trifled with by his friend, in that he was asked
to believe what was impqssible, because they both
knew that such a perfect work of art, such a beautiful work required intelligence; also from the fact
that no such thing could grow. All this was evident,
he said, and that some wise and skillful man must
have designed, and planned, and 'formed it, else it
could not have existed. At this the Christian friend
answered:
"Yet you have claimed that this earth that we live
upon, with all its system and order, with all its manifold beauties of a thousand kinds, and under all its
conformity with fixed and continuous law, as it
moves onward in its course in exact time through
thousands of years, that all this evidence of a designer, a creator, one who planned and executed,
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ARCHA!]OLOGY TESTH~IES
who by his power and wisdom established this system and all this harmony and beauty, that all this is .
iMen have traveled thousands of miles to look upon
nothing and demands no belief in a divine and allthe great pyramids and monuments of Egypt, and
wise, allpowerful Being to create and set-it in order.
they have marveled at their gigantic proportions and
How can you say so, and yet be vexed with me when
have admired their symmetry; also exclaimed at
I answered that this .little image of the earth, this
their beauty. tMen have dug among the sands of
globe, grew of itself and had no designer, no maker,
ancient Assyria till they have uncovered the palaces
no mind that fashioned it, or outlined the forms of
of Shalmaneser, Sennacherib and Ezrahaddon, and
the continents, seas, islands and countries that we see
have found at the doors the great winged bulls
portrayed here in such symmetry and beauty that
carved from stone. Also since 1851 upon the walls
you admire and wonder, and also ask, Who made it?
of the. palaces has been read the story of the former
Surely you ought to see that if an intelligent being
greatness and splendor of those cities and nations.·
was the author of that which. is a mere imitation,
And among even these ruins, and by their history
how much more must the original stupendous work
otherwise, has been discovered much to illustrate the
of art, the r,eal earth, have needed a great Designer,
truth of my text, "In the beginning God."
an almighty Creator, who is spoken ofas the maker
For the founders of those cities and nations were
of "the heavens and the earth"?
the close descendants of those who were in the ark,
It was stated that this clear argument was so con- and at the start they must have had with them convincing in its logic that the agnostic became a be- siderable knowledge of the true God, the one whom
liever in God as the maker and lawgiver of the uni- Noah and his ancestors worshiped. But the Bible
verse.
and other history make plain that their ideas of him
became perverted, and many gods were substituted,
THE UNIVERSE CREATED BY AN INTELLIGENT BEING as already spoken of here.
According to Genesis 10: 6, 7, and Bible chronAnd as no one would dare to say about the monuments, or of the paintings, or of the palaces and tem- ology, Babylon and Nineveh had their beginning
ples, or of the giant machinery, or of the other won- about twenty-two hundred years before Christ's
derful creations by the skill of man, that there were time, and after many centuries these cities and kingno designers, no architects, no wrork of mind or brain doms became very wealthy and very powerful, espeneeded, but instead all of these came by natural cially before and during the time of the prophets,
growth, without any intellect in planning, or any Isaiah, Daniel and Jeremiah. And my article needs
intelligence to guide the hand, in like manner no one to consider those nations because of the words of the
should disregard the evident truth and say that this Lord to them through the prophets· named. Their
earth and the universe around us had no personal, pronouncements against Babylon and Nineveh of
intelligent Creator, one who planned, and framed, punishment, and of overthrow and destruction, were
and builded, as stated in Genesis, first chapter, in most remarkably fulfilled, as also were the prophecies
by Ezekiel concerning Egypt and Tyre.
Isaiah 45: 12, 18, and by Paul in Hebrews 11 : 3.
Babylon became a very w;icked city. In the first
Certainly by the greatness of law, and by a wonsix
chapters of Daniel we have a vivid history of the
derful power and might, the planets of our solar
situation
within the kingdom in the days of N ebusystem, and the worlds beyond our system, revolve,
and move in such grand processions through the chadnezzar, Belshazzar and Darius, about the years
vastness of illimitable space, and in such perfect 600 to 530 B. C. Outside the Bible the historians
time and order during the millions of years that sci- Borosus, Herodotus, and Diodorus gave minute acence allows and admits that these marvelous revolu-. counts of the nation. The Babylonian worship is
tions have continued. After a like order the crea- said to have been "of the powers of nature," includtion took place "in the beginning"; and by God's ing the heavenly bodies and certain things of earth.
great power the grass and the grain grow, the flow- With many of the educated to gain a knowledge of
ers bloom, the trees become tall, the mountains are astronomy and astrology was the chief thing sought.
mighty in size and grandeur, the plains are spread Of their lives one writer says that "the Babylonians
abroad, and life in many forms becomes great in were notorious for their eff,eminacy, luxury, and
tribes and nations. And all by the design and pur- licentiousness."
pose, and through the wisdom and the creative power
PROPHECY GIVES ITS TESTIMONY
of an intelligent, a beneficent, and a loving Father
and benefactor, even the personage who is called God,
Herodotus wrote that the city was fifteen miles
the one who is more or less revered among all na- square, or sixty miles around the four sides, with the
Euphrates River running through the middle of it.
tions and peoples of the earth.
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The walls were two hundred cubits (three hundred
feet) high and .seventy-five feet·thick. There wer.e
twenty-five gates on each side, or one hundred in all,
which God spoke of when he declared in Isaiah 45 :
1, 2, that Cyrus would be his servant and that he
would "open before him the two-leaved gates," and
"I will br-eak in pieces the gates of brass and cut
asunder the bars of iron." This was spo~en B. C.
712, and King Cyrus of Persia did not come to fulfill the prophecy till B. C. 536, when he captured
Babylon and fulfilled the prophecy, as also fulfilled
the words about his rebuilding Jerusalem, as in
Isaiah 44: 28. See also 2 Chronicles 36 : 22, 23 ; Ezra
1: 2, and Isaiah 45 : 13. Thus one hundred and
seventy-six years passed befor~ the fulfillment of the
prophecy by Isaiah. Yet the Lbrd foretold by Isaiah
what Cyrus would do as well as what his name would
be.
By the same prophet (13: 19) the Lord spoke of
Babylon as being "the glory of kingdoms, the beauty
of the Chaldean excellency," but he declared that its
fate should be "as when God overthrew Sodom and
Gomorrah." Also in the next verse it is stated:
"It shall· never be inhabited, neither shall it be
dwelt in from generation to generation; neither shall
the Arabian pitch his tent there; neither shall the
shepherds make their fold there."-Isaiah 13: 20.
And the Lord instructed another prophet, Jeremiah, to prophesy as follows: "Cut off the sower
from Babylon, and him that handleth the sickle in
the time of harvest. . . . How is Babylon become a
desolation among the nations .... A drought is upon
her waters and they shall be dried up."-Jeremiah
50: 16, 23, 38.
The space that I have thought to occupy will not
contain one fourth of what I would like to quote
from histories and of what I W\ould like to say about
the fulfillment of the words of the prophets. Suffice
it to state that their words came to pass to the letter.
In 536 B. C. Cyrus, king of Persia, captured Babylon and thus Daniel 5: 26-28 was fulfilled to the letter. In 331 B. C. Alexander the Great took the city,
and though he is said to have put ten thousand men
at work to rebuild the ruined temples and palaces
they accomplished very little, and could make no
restoration. In 323 B. C. Alexander died at BabyIon, hence nothing more was done and the city "went
rapidly to decay," as history states.
In relation to the words, "Cut off the sower from
Babylon," we learn from ancient accounts that the
original fertility of the plains of Mesopotamia was
so great that it was no uncommon thing to gather
two hundred bushels of grain from the sowing of
one bushel, and that the great city "the glory of kingdoms," was abundantly supplied from the rich and
prolific soil that surrounded it.

The remarkable changes that have taken place
since the days of wealth, power and greatness in
Babylon were noted by the English traveler and
explorer, Sir Robert K. Porter, who wrote of his
visit to Babylon in 1$23. One statement by him was
as follows:
The abundance of the country has vanished as clean :;tway
as if the besom of desolation had swept it from north to
south; the. whol.e land from the outskirts of Babylon to the
farthest stretch of sight, ly~ng a melancholy waste. Not a
habitable spot appears for countless miles.-Porter's Babylonia, vol. 2, p. 285.

Nineveh was also a mighty city, quite similar t,o
Babylon, and it had much the same kind of a fate,
being destroy.ed by the Medes and Babylonians
about 625 B. C. In Jonah's time, 862 B. C., it was
saved by repentance, but in B.' C. 630 Zephaniah
(2: 13-15) foretold its complete desolation. And it
has remained a waste for twenty-five hundred years.
All traces of it were lost, and s~eptics are said to
have denied that the Nineveh of the Bible ever existed. But from 1842 to 1851 a great work was done
in excavating the sands of the desert, under the direction of Austin Henry Layard and M. Botta, and
thus, as one writer says, "the proofs of Nineveh':s
ancient splendor were again brought to light." The
palaces of Shalmanezer, Sennacherib and Ezrahaddon were uncovered, and inscriptions have been read
that sustain the Bible account of those kings and
their wars, and some details of Hebrew history.
Also Colonel Rawlinson and Doctor Hincks have had
,important part in the discoveries and in publishing
important historical facts about Babylon and Nineveh.
SCIENCE- CORROBORATIVE

There could also be presented the exact fulfillment
of the prophecies of Ezekiel concerning Egypt and
Tyre, and· other ancient cities and nations;·' but I had
not designed to w:rite as much as I already have done.
Some scientific facts might also be cited, but I will
mention only one or two in defense of my text, "In
the beginning God," namely as :£ollows :
In the year 1490 B. C. the Lord spoke to Moses,
saying:
For the life of the flesh is in the blood. . . . For it is the
life of all flesh. . . . The blood of it is the life thereof.
... Ye shall eat the blood of no manner of flesh, for the life
of all flesh is in the blood.-Leviticus 17: 11, 14.

But the truth and the value of these statements
was not known or realized, at least not by the great
world, for more than three thousand years after they
were spoken by the Lord to Moses. It was not
known that the blood had any movement through
the body by which life existed and was continued in
211 animals, by which action the life-giving material
is carried to all parts of their bodies, to renew them,
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while the old and useless matter is carried off and cast
out. No one understood that the heart is lik>e a pump
to do this work. Not until about 1540 A. D., was the
idea of the circulation of the blood advocated, then
by Doctor Michael Servetus .• the man whom John
Calvin caused to be burned at the stake in 1553, for
what Calvin considered to be heresy in religious belief and teaching. And the actual discovery that the
blood does circulate was made in 1619 by Doctor
William ;Harvey of England, and from that time it
was demonstrated by others.
As it took mankind over three thousand years to
learn that truth, so it took about the same time for
them to learn, that they can talk by the use of the
lightning, as mentioned in Job 38: 35.
I mention one more thing that the world was slow
" it
to learn, namely that the earth is round, and that
revolves around the sun and not the sun around the
earth~ In Job 26: 7, it reads that the Lord "hangeth the earth upon nothing." But until Copernicus
and Galileo (1540 to 1640 A. D.)· it was believed by
everybody that the earth is fiat and stationary. It
is said that Copernicus kept the secret to himself for
thirty years that he b,ad proven that the earth and
the planets revolve around the sun, and later Galileo
for advocating "it was compelled twice by a priestly
power to abjure and deny it.
MAN IN THE LIKENESS OF A PERSONAL GOD

For many years I have been deeply interested in
the visible evidences of God's existence, in the proof
of his works of creation, and in the continual ad~
vance being made by him for the well-being and
happiness of the inhabitants of the earth. In the
Book of Mormon it says that "man is that he may
have joy," and it is my full belief that all the works
of the Lord are based upon the fact that he loves.
the people whom he has created in his likeness as a
personal God, and that he seeks their happiness indeed. His sole desire is that they should do right and
keep his commandments, because by so doing they
will have still greater happiness, both in this life and
in eternity.
The earth will soon be through with wars, and the
words of Isaiah 2: 4 and Micah 4: 3 will be completely fulfilled, after the wicked nations with their
power and hatred are overthrown. The great war
in Europe fulfills the prophecy that the nations shall
be dashed "in pieces like a potter's vessel," and probably these fragments will become in the hands of
"the chief prince of Meshecl1 and Tubal," the "bands
and many peopl,e" (Ezekiel 38: 2-5), who will go
down against Jerusalem for the final battle of the
world, when Christ will astonish the Jews by becoming their champion and destroying the invaders of
the Holy Land and those who attack the holy city,

as said in Zechariah 14: 2-5. Read the whole chapter.
In conclusion I will say that I beli,eve that the
testimonies and evidences which I gave in chapters
two and three were good proof that man, the real
man, with Adam as the head of the perfected race,
was not the outgrowth of some lower form of life,
was not the final product derived from a protoplasm,
a mollusk, a trilobite, a monkey, or of an ape-man,
but that he was the special creation of God, made in
God's own perfect likeness, and endowed with qualities all his own, after all lower ·orders of life had
passed off many thousands and probably millions of
years before God created Adam to enter upon the
scene and begin his course. I have presented the
testimonies and arguments of such advanced scientists as Hugh Miller, Winchell, Hitchcock, Agassiz,
and other learned students that the spedes of· each
age passed off before the species of the next age
came on. Thus Adam was a new creation, and was
not the desc-endant of any prior form of life. Therefore I believe there is no cause or occasion for arguing that Adam's race was a gradual product from
the chimpanzee, the monkey or the ape. It seems to
be folly in the ,extreme to make the claim. It simply
acts as a fog to bewilder the minds of those who
honestly seek after truth, those who want truth, yet
who may be beguiled or enticed into considering vain
and foolish delusions.
To me it is evident that God is over all, and that
he has been so from "the beginning."
(·C~ncluded.)

THE PHYSICAL SIDE---Part 1
BY

M. F.

GOWELL

Experience is a dear teacher and it is said that
fools will learn in no other. We should learn, that
we may avoid painful experien0es. Even these will
not profit some, or arouse to proper thought and
profitable action. We know that we have bodies, and
that they need care from infancy on up, and through
life. We should sense it thoroughly. As to appearance, some are careful, others none too much so, but
we cannot even appear well when we are not well.
Health is attractive, but is appreciated most when
lost. We pay much attention to cure. The Lord in
his goodness and mercy has provided for physical
cure, as he has for spiritual, but shall we "sin because grace abounds," either physically or spiritually? Is the fact of physical cure an invitation to
physical transgression· or carelessness? The fact of
spiritual cure is not or should not be an in:centive for
ignarance of spiritual law, or transgression thereof.
The body is not all, but it is a very important part
of man in this earth life. It is a wonderful machine,
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needing fuel or food, and a proper setting or environment for its work or activities. It works by law.
It is governed by law and preserved by law. (Doctrine and Covenants 85 : 8.)
According to its harmony with and adjustment to
law, it will serve its purpose and promote its maker's
design in its creation. Adam lived to be nine hundred and thirty years old. He died because of sin,
as we know: That which separated him from God
and the tree of life, of which he might have partaken
had he remained in the garden, and prolonged his
existence in a sinful condition. This in the wisdom
and love of God was not to be. His death was not
arbitrary. It was a legitimate effect, or natural
consequence of violation of law. The spiritual transgression affected the body. There can be no perfect
health without obedience to perfect law. Sin and
transgTession have multiplied since Adam's day.
"They have transgressed the laws, changed the ordinance, broken the everlasting covenant."-Isaiah
24: 5. Life gradually shortened, through all spiritual and physical transgression. The gospel holds
out the promise of physical redemption; of life
abounding and unending, but through the operation
of law, not in ignorance or contempt of it.
Obedience to all the commandments: compliance
with all the conditions that bear upon life and salvation, will bring, as we believe and teach, full redemption or salvation. Knowledge is essential. "This is
eternal life, that they might know the only true
God, and Jesus Christ whom thou hast s.ent."-John
17: 3·.
Jesus said to certain ones, "If you continue in my
word, you shall be my disciples indeed, and you shall
know the truth, and the truth shall make you free."
-John 8: 30, 31. We know not what liberty or
freedom is, in sin and transgression, ignorantly or
otherwis.e. Foolishness may be expected of those
who know not God. Saints should be wise. God
has given us a "Word of Wisdom" by revelation. It
has its bearing on health and full redemption. Taken
in connection with the rest of the law, it holds out
the promise of immunity from disease. It is a preventive or is intended to be. It is also a cure. Those
who comply with all the conditions, "shall run and
not weary, walk and not faint." The whole law
needs to be applied to do the whole work or to affect
the physical man sufficiently. He may be disaffected
from the spiritual side, or. the physical dir.ect. The
process of cure or restoration may operate through
the Spirit, and thus affect the body with health, or
it may operate directly on the body. The wise, however, wjll not desire to rely solely upon cure. The
dying sinner would like the cure, when it is too late
for it. The wise Saint will rely on all the prevention
available, whether through words of wisdom by reve-

- - - · - - - - - - - - - - · · --

-

lation; out of good books; or the mouths of wise men.
Nature furnishes prevention if we understand it.
To understand it is to understand God, or to understand God is to understand nature. We are in the
natural world, subject to natural law. .Christ was
subject to it. He fully understood it. Knowledge of
nature and of natural law will not harm us. We
are to be "instructed mote perfectly . . . of things
both in heaven and on earth." (Doctrine and Covenants 85: 21.) "Intelligence deaveth unto intelligence: wisdom receiveth wisdom; truth embraceth
truth" (Doctrine and Covenants 85: 10), whether in
the spiritual or natural realm, whether pertaining to
the body or spirit.
There are those who have studied the body, having
not the keys of the kingdom, or the mysteries thereof,
who have learned much on their plane, which is also
ours. We are "not sent out to be taught" the gospel,
yet we may draw from different sources, may "go
in and out and find pasture" or truth, whether in
mathematics, biology, astronomy, anatomy, physiology, hygiene, sanitation, psychology, or what not.
These studies and branches of knowledge are not derived from or limited to the church. They are not
barr-ed to the church. "The forces of the Gentiles
shall be converted unto thee." -Isaiah 60: 5.
Their inventions, discoveries, etc., not the least of
which is the printing press; some by inspiration
without doubt, are contributing to the gospel and
church. We are not all there is. God is in nature
and nature's law, and with aU who. study it. "The
inspiration of the Almighty giveth them understanding."-Job 32: 8. I would prefer to be an intelligent
sinner than an ignorant, sleepy, unprogressive Saint.
There is much of ignorance concerning the body;
the physical side, that we have not been redeemed
from. How are we to "run and not weary, to walk
and not faint," without discovering and applying
natural law; physical law? How obtain great treasures of wisdom and knowledge in the physical realm
or in this world that is to be "blessed by and by,"
without seeking them? The Word of Wisdom will
help. 'lt points in the right direction. By the way,
exercise and breathing is involved in it. "They shall
run and not he weary, and shall walk and not faint."
Rup.ning involves considerable breathing. Diet,
breathing, exercise, and mental attitude, as affecting
health, must be considered, understood and applied:
Some health rules may benefit to some extent. All
that ·have a bearing can scarcely fail, if invoked.
There are too many sick; too many operations. We
cannot, however, dispense with the doctors and cures
until we live more in harmony with ali law. We
must save ourselves physically as well as spiritually.
(To be concluded ;next week.)
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GENERAL INTEREST]
THE WAR AS A PRESAGE OF THE WORLD'S
END

The carnage in Europe has given many strange
turns to religious thought. We find, for instance, a
renewal of talk in unexpected quarters regarding
the second advent of Christ. A revival of mysticism
has laid stress on the interior life as the only matter
of importance. And now, in the Yale Revie1w, Vida
D. Scudd,er, professor of English literatur.e in Wellesley College, boldly raises the question: Has religion anything to do with civilization, as at present
constituted? She continues :
Perhaps the age is sweeping to catastrophic end'-----and in
that case, the true aim of the Christian is not to transform
the social ODder but to transcend it. So thought the early
church; she was largely unintere,sted in secular affairs, and
her disciples, adopting an ad interim policy towards the evil
world from which they had been saved, awaited, ,patient, humble, the coming of' the Son of ~Man. ·And still the echo of the
Lord's OWjll query stings the heart: "When the Son of Man
. cometh, shall he fi:!Jd faith on the earth?"
The war gave a terrible shock to trust. in progress. But
even before that people who thought were whispering that ·
progress WaJ:\ an illusion; and a current in the religious
world set towards those apocalyptic hopes always accompanied by other worldly fatalism. Books like Monsignor
Benson's Lo!'d of the World, and the Russian Solovyov's
brilliant War Progress, and the End of History, expi'essed
the curious idea that the modern hum~nitarian movement, if
not anti-Christ himself, was at least. a preparation for antiChrist.

The mind of Jesus, as Miss Scudder reads it, dwelt
on two principles conoerning the coming of the kingdom: one was growth, the other was catastrophe.
"When his church loses sight of catastrophe," she
says, "and devotes herself comfortably and halfheartedly to furthering growth, omens of future
judgment ar,e likely to gather as they are gathering
now." She adds:
We shall do well if, heedi;ng Christ's indubitable teachings,
we live, as Maeterlinck puts it, in the light of g!'eat expectation, and join to our steadfast efflorts to promote the kingdom on earth, the awestruck readiness for future judgment.
·Of that day a1nd that hour knoweth no man, but the tim~ is
sure. And it is to be remembered that in the New Testam!!nt
judgment is the goal of hope, the beginning and not the end,
for it ushers in that miHennium which, is no heavenly mirage
in the thought of the Master, but the Christian utopia, the
destined heritage of fleshly men. To the prayer, Thy kingdom come on earth, which carries with it so sure a promise
of fulflllme,nt,, must he joined that other last prayer of the
scripture canon without which the heart woul<;l fail indeed:
Even so come, Lord Jesus.
It is the supreme test of faith to live in uncertainty, and to
that test in more ways than one our age is called. This
me1ans that in peculiar sense, inward and mystic as well as

outward and practical, it must embrace 'the heroic aspects
of the cross.
The world has' neve:r been so conscious of Christ as in these
days of horror. 'Cartoo,ns show him everywhere. The hand
of the ,dead soldier rests on his wounded feet; the sorrowing
wife feels his consoling presence. Kaiser and king turn
their backs on him or pierce him with the bayonet. To his
gray figure on the cross, touched with dawn in the mists
that rise from the profounds of mpuntain chasms, .climb
bowed processions of phantom mourners, chanting in all the'
tongues of the warring nations to him who is their peac,e.
Meantime, those actual Calvaries that stand so grave and
still watching the battle ,fields, bdng a message of hope
rather than despair. Though the walls of the church seem
shattered and though no rest be :found for the seeking soul
in its ruins, it ca,nnot perish so long as Christ abides. For
his presence creates it, 1and that pres,ence, manifest on it:s
altars, shall never leave the world he died to save.

-Current Opinion for February, 1917.
SMASHING YUCATAN'S SAINTS

Mexico's saints and idols are being shattered, and
who will fill those vacant niches with better things
if the Christian people of the United States do not
supply their places? A missionary of the Presby'terian Board of Foreign Missions writes :
·
i"Last week the great aristocratic church of Merida
was swept clean of its idols and turned over to the
students' league of Yucatan for its assembly room.
A certain Mexican whose hands were still covered
with the dust of the idols he had been helping to
smash said to a friend of mine, 'We saved a few
images which we are going to take to the public
schools, and standing them up before the children
say, "There you see what a saint looks like, and now
you see how he can be destroyed." Then with a
hammer the image will be pounded to pieces before
the eyes of the children.' "-Sunday School Times.
If w:e were to sail along under fair winds, each
lying at his ease, life would teach us nothing but
lazy selfishness. The contrary wind gives us the
fellowship of the oars-the need of keeping time
with one another, of each helping the others while
he pulls away on his own thwart. No finer sound
rises to heaven than the comrade song of the rowers.
Surely we all know that the best things life has
brought us-the things that bring the deepest satisfaction-have been the chances of service.-Archbishop Cosmo Lang.
It is as true now as it was then, that Christ, in
the heart and in the home, cannot be hid.~M. M.D.
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the realm of vegetation this purpose varies, from merely
pleasing the sight of man, to the producing of food and drugs.
Yet dear old Mother Nature sees to it that each of her chilEdited by -AUDENTIA ANDERSON, 2009 Locust St., Omaha, Nebr.
dren fulfills the object of its creation.
Animal life is similar except tha:t we observe a more vivid
Officers
demonstration of mother love, that instinct to nourish and
President, Mrs. Frederick M. Smith, 630 South Crysler Avenue, Independence, Missouri. VIce President, Mrs. M. A. Etzenhouser, 1515 West
protect the young.
fl
Walnut Street, Independence, Missouri. Secretary, Mrs. W. W. Smith,
But this same God in creating ma,n, has crowned him sucorner Walnut Street and River Boulevard, Independence, Missouri.
Treasurer, Mrs. J. A. Gardner, 711 South Fuller Avenue, Independence,
preme. In place of instinct we have intellect, and because
Missouri. Historian, Mrs. B. C. Smith, 214 South Street, Independence,
Missouri.
of 'this we stand accountable to our Creator, not for the
SUPERINTENDENTS OF DEPARTMENTS
mere nourishing and protecting of our young but for their
Educational, Helen Silsbee Smith, 2315 Harney Street, Omaha,. Nemental and spiritual development. The laws o·f our country
braska. Home, Mrs. George N. Briggs, Lamoni, Iowa. Child Welfare,
Mrs. Walter Sandy, 3431 East Sixtieth Street, Kansas City, Missouri.
demand a certai,n amount of secula.r education but where
Relief and Service, Mrs. Edith Cochran, 1107 Powell Street, Saint .Joseph,
does the spi1·itual education come in?
Missouri. Young Woman's, Mrs. J. A. Gardner, 711 South Fuller Avenue, Independence, Missouri.
Is it the work of the teacher in the Sunday school? To
be sure! But first, last, and always, by the mother, in the
home. Why the,n the need of a school? Consider for yourMothers
selves the good accomplished by the Sunday school to the individual, the home, to the community and the world and then,
"Biessings on the hand of woman! Angels guard its strength.
if you can, ask why?
and grace,
We will notiee a few reasons, however. Through the SunIn the palace, cottage, hovel, oh no matter where the place!
day school many children of non-Christia,n parentage are
Would that never storms assailed it, rainbows ever gently
brought into contact with the gospel of Christ who otherwise
curled;
would never know of its beauties.
For the hand that rocks the cradle is the hand that rules the
But more than this, iS:unday school is the nucleus of enworld.
.thusiasm around which the lesson study revolves. It spurs
us on to continued action. It serves as an impetus for a
"Woman, how divine your mission here upon our natal sod.
thorough investigatio,n so that we may be able to speak inKeep, oh keep the young hea.rt open always, to the breath
telligently on the topics under consideration. It satisfies
of God.
that i1n born craving for interchange of thought, which if not
All true trophies of the ages are from mother love impearled,
given the proper outlet, le,ads to idle gossip. And again,
For the hand that rocks the cradle is the hand that rules the
repetition is one of the best means of acquiring knowledge;
world.
r'epetition with varia,tionsc----:and the Sunday school supplies
,
"Blessings on the hand of woman! fathers, so,ns and daugh- both.
For instance: A little child is taught the lesson at home.
ters cry,
By the time he reaches ,Sunday school he may have forgotten
And the sacred song is mingled with the worship in the
the most of it, but the teacher, taking up the same lesson,
sky,
with some sort of an object for illustration recalls to the
Mingles where no tempest darkens, rainbows evermore are
child's mind the main points and this repetition, firmly estabhurled;
lishes the thoughts (I believe it is safe to say) forever.
For the hand that rocks the cradle is the hand that rules the
So if the child is not taught at home, the teacher,
world.
though doi1ng all she can in such a limited time, fills his little
mind with new thoughts which soon die out if not repeated.
In the beginner and primary departments, the lessons one
Therefore, motheTs, do you see the need of the children
quarter dealt to a large exte,nt with the awakening of life.
studying the lesson at home? Nay, more, the need of studyThe children learned how the little seed babies, tiny leaf
ing with them?
buds, and dry brown lily bulbs wake up. They learned how
A1nd now I ask, for whom is the Sund:a.y school? Just for the
Christ came forth from the tomb and how all the dead will
children and yoUJng folks? We have been told 'to study to· show
awaken at his next coming. So I thought it might be well
ourselves approved, and to "seek learning eve1n by study and
to continue this theme, only to-day I want the mothers to
faith," but nowhere do I find it spedfied tha~ this advice is
"wake up"--to what? To a realization of the sacred refor the young only. No, the Sunday school is not only for
c sonsibility and power that is resting in the hand that rocks
the
cradle roll infants but it is for their parents and grandthe cradle.
parents as well.
Mothers, look aroUJnd you here to-day. What do you se'e'?
May I ask you, mothers, if you study the lessons at home?
Ah, baby faces, the very essence of innocence and purity.
May I .ask if you attend Sunday school? Do you know tha.t
Then we see girls and boys whose lives ar·e just beginning the quickest way to attain. old age is to fa.U i,nto. a rut and
to unfold like the petals of a rosebud. Yes, little buds of
stay there? Oh, mothers, let us wake up! Let us demonpromise-promise of wha:t?
strate to the world that we recognize the power in the hand
Look again! There are youths and maidens who are mid- that rocks the cradle. But you say you have no time either
way up the slippery hillside. They have come to the place for study or to attend school? It is true that some mothers
where they must consider, measure and choose for themselves. are so overburdened that they are simply a drudge, but
Are they prepared to choose wisely?
surely there is some way to throw off the shackles. Are you
Always at this juncture the ranks thin a,nd next we find teaching your. childre~1 to be helpful? They can save you
the few who haVle chosen wisely; young men and young many a step in a day. How aboU't that dusting and such
women who are not qualified to take up the burden as their things? Does' cleanliness come before godliness or next to it?
elders lay it down. Is your girl in this class? Is my boy?
How about the ruffles and folderol of little ·girlie's Sunday
Throughout all of God's .creations we find that n<?t one school dress that requires so much time to launder each week,
was ibrnught into existence without a definite purpose. T,n or the yards of lace on the bedroom curtains.

WOMAN'S AUXILIARY
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Pardon, I pray, a little personality. Once upon a time
I made up my mind that I was going to have some handmade lace like another lady was making. I picked it up
every spare moment and wa,s really surprised at the moments
there were to spare. But the shame of it was, I became so
fascinated I used moments that couldnot be spared. Many
things, before co,nsidered essentials, wer:e neglected; and by
'S'atu11day, my, what a lot of lace I had made! Then suddenly, my conscience awakened with a tormenting repetition
of these verses by Mrs. Alexander Conners:
THE LORD'S WORK FIRS:T
De Lawd, he had a job for me,
IBut I'd .so much to do,
I tole him, "Git somebody else,
Or wait till I git froo."
I don't know how de Lawd come out,
But he seemed to git along,
But I felt kin'· o' sneakin' like,
Kase I knowed I'd do,ne him wrong.
One day I need de Lawd mys,elfAn' need him right away;
He never answered me at all,
But I could hear him say,
(Way down in my accusin' hea.rt)
"Ise got too much to do;
You bettah git somebody els,e,
Or waits till I gits froo."
Now, when de Lawd he have a job
I never tries to shirk;
I draps whatever I'se on hands,
An' does de good Lawd's work.
My own affairs kin run along,
Or wait till I git froo;
Nobody else can do de job
De Lawd lays out for you.
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your heart as well as your home. Let them get acquainted
with your real life and that of your children. If your boy
has peculiar likes or dislikes let the teacher know. If your
child has a physical weakness or if it be only sensitive, or
perhaps stubborn, tell the teacher about it. In this way you
work together for the good of the child.
Then when he reaches that slippery hillside he will be able
to choose wisely and Wh€in maturity is :reached, he will be
able to assume the work that God has laid out for him to accomplish.
And let me impress this thought: It isn't only .the obligations of the child to itself, it is home or the Sunday school
that we as mothers are responsible for, it is his obligations
to the wor~d, as a part of the great plan of God, in which
all parts must work together, or, in a measure, they retard the
progress of this great latter-day work and we mothers must
bear at least a portion of ·the reproach.
Yes, the Sunday school needs the mothers. The mothers
need the Sunday school. So let us wake Up and prov·e to the
·vv-orld not only that 'we recog,nize but that we utilize the
power resting in the hand that rocks the cradle.
EDITH JACOBSON.
(Written for the Mother's Day progr~m given by the
Council Bluffs ·Sunday school, 1916.)

Our Boston Sisters
The annual business meeting and election of ofiicers of the
Woman's Auxiliary of the Boston, Massachusetts, Branch,
met at 166 Pearl Street, Somerville, at the home of Susan
Sinclair, on Tuesday evening, January 16, 1917.
A goodly representation from the different departments,
including the relief and service department, woman's study
club and Oriole girls were present.
The following officers were un:animously elected to serve
:!!or the ensuing year: President, Belma Sears; vice president,
Florence Fisher; secr.etary-treasurer, S:usan Sinclair.
An interesting program followed the business session:
Piano Solo, Blanche Lanman; vocal (Scotch songs), Laura
Pierson; readings, Ruth V. Fisher, old-time Methodist
hymns, Clara Gerrish.
A very bountiful repast was served by the hostess and enjoyed by all.
REBECCA KIMBALL GARTER,
P1·ess Chairman.

Needless to say I put aside my fancywork and went
after my belated 'Sunday school lesson and tried to master
in a few mpments what I usually spend hours on-hours of
spare momelllts:-but that lace is still unfinished.
The fathers are a dire necessity in the home. Oh, don't
think we have forgottep you, but nevertheless you cannot do
a mother's work. But you can make it possible for her to
A Voice from Across the Seas
accomplish it, by ,not crowding unimportant things upon her
already burdened 'shoulders and by encouraging and assisting
Reading for the seco,nd time about the epidemic' of inher at all times.
The Sunday school is a necessity but it cannot substitute fantile paralysis, my conscience reprovers me seriously befor a mother. Yes, truly there is a power in our hands, the c,ause I did not from the first com1punicate my experience of
magnitude of which God only knows. But, as we grow and over twenty-fiv,e years of ,e,specially prophylactic work which
develop we may be able to comprehend more and more its gives the reasons and the means against that dreadful epidemic. The reason is the way of living of the. mothers, es!breadth and depth.
The Sunday school tne(lds more, it begs and pleads for your pecially while with child. The infantile paralysis is but a
support. Don't send the children; bring them. Your boy, higher degree of rhachitis which comes from the same rea·when grown will never forget that his mother was a regu- son. The mothers must give up dr~nking of China tea and
lar Sunday school attendant. The little tot is never happier Arabic coffee and of eating potatoes and tomatoes (belonging
" to one of the most poisonous plants) poor meat anil.all sorts of
than when mother comes to school with her.
But aside from all this, there are ways and ways that the sausages and flour preparations, the last producing too much
mother may help. The teacher, to be successful, should phlegm in the stomach which by and by hardening (as ~n the
know each child, individually; should understand just how teeth) covers the vessels in the stomach, leaving the juice
which has to become blood in the blood vess·els and prevents
to appeal to his personality to obtain the best results.
Yet with only one hour a we1ek it is "very hard to do this. blood formation.
Too, they must not take alcoholic drinks and tobacco, and
Help them out, mothers, ~nvite them to your home; or
if they call, treat them not as company but take them into not boil the milk, but sterilize it, which in the milk is already
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reached with seventy degrees Celsius. Boiled milk turning
in the stomach is noth~ng but boiled turned milk, an indigestive pack which has brought stomach diseases of all kinds to
all ages, and death to millions of infants, as Professor
Pasteur in Paris, too, has proven. Most of the new born
have the poorest blood imaginable, which in the second generation gives rhachitis, and in the third, infantile paralysis
as well as the incurable degrees of tuberculosis. Especially
while in child the mothers must cover themselves. every evening with oil soap lather without rubbing or drying ·afterwards, and in the morning rub the whole body with olive
oil and often wash the head ,with soap and in the morning
the 'capilarity leading all disease germs up to the head and
hair, and so treat the infant too, daily.
In bo1nds,
FREDERICK Roos.
BASEL SWITZERLAND, 2 Moersberger Street.

THE STAFF
•

Edited by AUDENTIA. ANDERSON, 2009 Locust St., Omaha, Nebr. •

We are in receipt of a telegram from Brother Hoxie, conveying the sad news of the death· of his father, and the consequent i1n ability of our general chorister to send the message for the February Staff which he had pla:nned. He
requests that we put the matter of the conference music
before the singers, and we feel that this can:not be done with
greater accuracy than to publish in these columns the "bulletin" recently sent out to all district choristers throughout
the church. Please give it a careful reading, and if you are
not already supplied with copies of these anthems selected
fo~· use at General Co1n ference, send your orders in to Theodore Presser Company, Philadelphia, at the earliest possible
moment, that you may be thoroughly qualified and prepared
to assist in this annual offering of praise to God, from the
hearts of his consecrated people here on earth.

THE

"ME,SSIAH"

By popular request, the same oratorio used at the last
General Conference will be given at Lamoni.
Handel's great work was born of inspiration, and we
should feel it a great privHege to participate in this· rendition.
Those who desire to review this oratorio can secure s~ngle
copies, postpaid for 45 cents. Twelve copies or more, 40
cents each, transportation charges additional.
To secur.e rates and uniform edition for the anthem series
and the oratorio kindly send your orders to Theodore Presser
Company, 1712 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
All orders must he accompanied by money order or check.
Kindly carry out these directions specifically ~n ordm· to
facilitate the handling of the order.
*I will Lay Me Down in Peace-Gadsby ····--·············· 4 cents
*We Ma,rch, We March to Victory-Barnby --········-····· 4 cents
*Radiant Morn Hath Passed Away-Woodward ......... .4 cents
*Sun Shall Be No More Thy Light-Woodward ......... .4 cents
*Angel Voices Ever ISinging-N eidlinger ·-················ 8 cents
':'0 Pray for the Peace of Jerusalem-Knox ........... _15 ce,nts
*Hear My Cry 0 God-Morse ·-· .. ···--················---····· 8 cents
Fight the Go~d Fight-Stults ·-··---·····-···--······--···-·······10 cents
Holy Father Hear My Cry--Chaffin ··-····-········--·-······ 8 cents
I am Alpha and Omega-Stainer .. -·---·········--·············· 4 cents
Fierce Was the Wild Billow-Noble...... -·-················ ...... .4 cents
Deep River ... an arrangement by Burleigh ,........ _.. 12 cents
Be Not Afraid "Eiijah"-Mendelssqhn .... _.......... ---····· ... 6 cents
•Complete set, one each of the above1, price 85 cents postpaid; prices abov,e are net amount per copy.
Anthems with the i:ndication * are not difficult and are
suited for the average chorus choir.
An extra discount will be allowed on orders for 50 or more
copies of any single number of the above named anthems.

Our Boston Singers
General Choir Movement
(Bulletin No. 2, 1917. General Conference s:eries.)
Albert N. Hoxie, national director, 179 Madison Avenue,
New York City.
Edward G. Bell, assistant national director, 2817 University
Street, Saint Louis, Missouri.
Mrs. Audentia 'Anderson, editor "The Staff," 2009 Locust
Street, Omaha, Nebraska.
ANNOUNCEMENT TO CHORISTERS

The General Co:nference of the church will be held at Lamoni, Iowa, this year, cohnuencing April 6, and lasts approx,imately two weeks.
The special music for this annual event of the church comes
under the auspices of the general choir movement.
An annual selection of music is made specifically for this
purpose, which is generally known as the Conference series.
This selection is ready for your co1nsideration and is outlined
in this annoujncement.
Those who are coming to conference, and are eligible for
service in the chorus, should send at once for this music and
study same with diligence-that our combined effort will be
one of splendid efficiency.
District and local choristers kindly ,note that this selection
includes many anthems that can be effiectively used in your
work.

We have received information concerning the very success"
ful service of song which our Boston choir gave on S"unday
afternoon, January 14. These singers are under the care
of Enenora Whiting, one of our very gifted musicians, and
one whose devotion to her church keeps pace with the development of her splendid talents. For_ the rendition of the
oratorio, Gaul's "Holy City," she obtained the help of Robert
N. Lister, as director. Mr. Lister .is a vocal teacher of
prominence in the 'easter,n city, and a choral conductor of
great ability. The S'ewall •Street Choir numbers twenty-four
voices; the soloists for the occasion were Miss Whiting, soprano; Mrs. S. A. Burgess, contralto; Thomas Fielding,
tenor; and Arthur Nichols, bass. The pianiBt was Robert
Ivester, and the organist, Mrs. Sinclair. Altogether this
was a season of gr•eat enjoyment to the singers who had
worked so faithfully, a1nd as well, to those who listened to
the splendid results of their efforts.

Providence is not Behind
[Brother Johnson of Providence, Rhode Island writes of the
very successful concert given by our choir of twenty voices
at that place on Christmas Eve. He says they enjoyed a
great measure of the Spirit while singing, and they have
been encouraged by their success, to ·take up even more difficult studies for the future. Outsiders who were present
felt the power and beauty of the service, and were lavish in
their praise of~ it. The soloists were sopra;nos, Mrs. Ruth
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Beckman and. Mrs. Charles Brown; contralto, Miss Willa
Gates; tenor, H. B. Johnson; bass, W. A. Beckman; violinist,
D.. Hall; organist,. J. A. Leckney; director, Herbert B.
Johnson. This fortunate branch also posseses a live orchestra of ten pieces, which is doing good work in helping to
spread the gospel of music.
-

Saint Joseph, Missouri, Also
No word has reached us directly concerning the fi1ne musical event the 'Saint Joseph people enjoyed on New Year's;
but from the items in the church papers we glean that the
choir people there gave a Cantata, "The morning star," at
that time, under the very able direction of Edward C. Bell,
of Saint Louis, our most energetic assistant general chorister. Brother Bell has not been saying much this year
through our columns, but we have every reaso1n to believe that
he has been busy "sawing wood" just the same. Abundant
success be to our ,enthusiastic musicians everywhere!
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gregatiQnal singing, solos, both instrumental and vocal, the
orchestra ·furnishing the voluntary. In this way we attract
many to our church that would otherwise not hear the gos·
pel message.
.W•e keep before our workers' minds the purpose of our efl1ort
and in that way get more of the Spirit of God in the work.
1A junior choir with a membership of thirty-five, is one of
our proud achievements. They have occupied the choir loft
one Sunday morning, doing splendidly. The second Sunday
'moi'!l1ing in every month will be looked forward to by both
parents and children, f01; that is the junior choir's appointed
hour for service.
The choir proper will begin work on the General Conference
series soon. Some €filthusiasnf is evinced and we hope to
arous-e more.
The stake choirs generally speaking are unable to use many
of this series, but we are hoping to educate up to them in a
.few years.
LOLA A. JOHNSON.

Omaha Choir Gives Concerts
From the Chorister of the Des Moines District
I have been trying in my weak efforts to build up the
work, and can say that some progTess is being made. We
now have sev,eral bJ:anches that have organized choirs, and
I can see a great improvement ~n a good many ways.
In order to have ·successful choirs, not only in the Des
Moines District, ibut others as well, much depends upon all the
membership of the church. We all know that this part of
the work has been neglected to a certain extent--the other
departments first and music last. I wonder .sometimes if
the Saints really take as much thought of music as they
should, knowing the conditions as they arise from time to
time in choir work, and also the different dispositions
musicians have. The thought perhaps arises in the minds of
those who do not sing but are present at all services and active in all other lines of the work, "What can I do to assist
in the choir W1ork?"
One way of assisting is to encourage your chorister a,nd
each member of the choir, and do not forget when you areJ
offering up your prayers to the Lbrd to remember this part
of the work.
I want to say in behalf of the choristers in the different
branches that everyone who is interested in the church work
should give them his support, as the work is new to many of
them, and they will appreciate your help and your reward
is greater for every good done.
I meet with a good many discouragements, but do not
want to complain, and I still do what I can to see the choir
work grow. I hope the time is not far off when each branch
in our church will have an organized choir, and this will
help to unload the burden of the branch officers, and will also
help and encourage the missionaries when they visit from
time to time.
Wishing the gt:~neral choir movement a successful year.
PERRY, IOWA.
J. 0. SALISBURY.

"The morning star" cantata was given by our Omaha
singers on Christmas Eve, and a sacred concert given Sunday
evening, February 4, the closing session of the district conf,er6jnce. Pastor Hubert Case made a very fine and forcible
talk in connection with the musical numbers, pleading that
the young people more fully follow the instructions given so
frequently in regm:~d to cultivating the gifts of music. Sister
J. M. Kelley is the director of the choir at this pla.ce, a1nd
R. 'W. Scott is in charge of the newly organized orchestra,
an organization which may be heard from most pleasantly i,n
the future, if indications count for anything.

[

LETTER DEPARTMENT.]
From Here and There

The work is moving alo1ng ;fairly well in the vicinity of
Paris, Tennessee, though there is still room for improvement,
is the report of Sister Lula Boothe of that place.
On the evening of January 25, a number of the Saints at
Saint Thomas, Ontario, surprised Brother Frank Oliver on
the occasion of his birthday, and presented him with a small
gift with appropriate address by T. L. Sinclair.
Doctor Charles S. Chase, son of Elder A. M. Chase of the
missionary force, graduated January 26 from the American
1School of Osteopathy at Kirksville. Doctor Chase expects to
start practice immediately in Billings, Montana.

What Holden is Doing

We are informed that Brother G. J. Waner has been
elected as pastor of 'the San Fmncisco Branch, but is still
look1ng after church interests in Honolulu in connection
with J. W. Rushton. He is also acting as bishop's agent for
that territory. Those concerned should remember this. His
address in San Francisco is 311 California Street.

The readers of the S.ta'ff would probably like to hear from
Holden since she has become one of the center stakes.
We are doing good missionary work with our choir and
orchestra, having special a thirty minute music session be~
fore each Sunday evening service. Orchestra numbers, con-

"I am starving for the association of the true people of
God," writes W. H. Bybee from the Soldiers' Home at Quincy,
Illinois. He reminds us that about thirty years ago he was
an elder and preaching the gospel. He is now seventy-three
years old and spends his winters in the Soldiers' Home and
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the summers visiting his children.
General Conference.

He expects to come to

Brother Thomas Whitford of Whittemore, Michigan, says
he has been engaged in gosp.el work for thirty-four yea.rs
and has been president of two branches during that entire
time, and is now acting as assistant presid(?jnt. He has seen
the work grow from one litHe church in :Sanilac County until now there are many flourishing branches all over the
State. He says he was a rough piece of timber when he first
came into the church, but he has sought to serve to the best
of his ability and is thankful that he may rejoice with
others in the progress in the:.kingdom of God upon earth.
,S~nding in items from the Oakdale Branch at Hamilton,
Missouri, Sister James Dawson mentions that the Willing
Workers continue their commendable efforts. The Religio
is referred to as being wide-awake. Brother Mc·Fee has just
closed a successful series of meetings at Bonanza, and other
appointments are kept up. She mentions J. E. Winslow as
a recent arrival in that community, and speaks of a visit
from John Ely.

We are told that the newly organized branch at Ottawa,
01ntario, is prospering and one has recently been baptized.
The regular meetings are held in the large home whe.re
Brother and Sister Philemon Pement reside. The Sunday
school now numbers thirty-seven and is on the increase. A
handsome contribution was made to President Pement by the
·Saints of the branch at Christmas time, Charles Dudley of
Toronto being preseillt and making the presentation speech.
Th~ "Capital Gleaners" is the name of the auxiliary' society,
and they are already active.
·"We are battling away here against heavy odds," writes
Elder E. E. Long from Nevada, Iowa, on the 2d, "and the
press is so tight the machinery squeaks. They even refused
to sell advertising space to us this morning. They repented
just a little an hour or so later, when they saw a mistake
had been made." With the weather on a rampage, the other
preachers warni,ng their followers to stay away, they have
opposition enough, but are g·etting large crowds at the
theater where the meetings ar'e held, when the weather permits. He and Elder J. L. Parker have been pushing the
publicity features and are convinced that "the best thing in
the world" should be advertised more extensively. He would
like something attractive which can be used anywhere and be
on sale at the publishing houses of the church. Possibly it
ca1n be done.

From the Editor of "Sandhedens Banner"
'To the Scandinavian readers of the HERALD and all who
are interested in the Scandinavi~n mission paper, Sandhedens Banner, I wish to state that the ,paper has not been
discontinued, but only suspended until it can be published in
this country. Whe,n I left .Scandinavia the last part of September, 1916, the paper was of necessity suspe,nded, having
no one there who was in a condition to e:dit it. It was then
my intention to start it over here as soon as I came here.
For several reasons this could not be done as soon as it was
intended, but I have made arrangements with the manager·
of the Herald Publishing House to have it pri,nted there, and
as soon as some lacking types arrive it will be started and
sent to the subscribe1rs.
I am sorry that this 'Susp·ension was necessary, but ask the

pa!'don of the subscribers for it. I wish to state that it will
lbe published, as formerly, the first of ,every month; also that
we will appreciate the cooperation of all the S:aints who are
interested in the Scandinavian mission. If the paper is not
of sufficient interest to you who have access to our America1n
publications, think of the scattered ·Saints in the three Scandinavian countries who at present have no other church
p1aper and not a single missionary to encourage, instruct and
build them up~no, not ev(?jn an elder to administer among
them.
!Subscribe for the paper for yourself and have it sent to
your friends outside the church and thus you give them an
opportunity of becoming acquainted with this latter-day
dispensation. We are all workers together with God for
the gathering in of all who desire to serve God. Let us work
while it is our day. But we do not desire your subscription
alone, we also desire your literary cooperation. Send us
short articles or letters; give us your light and your experi8{nce in the Master's service, that we may cast the bread
upon the waters. Help us to make this little paper as efficient as possible' in its mission of love to those who have
not the opportunities that you may enjoy, and the gladsome
reward of loving se,rvice will return to you.
Send all articles and subscriptions addressed: Sandhedens
Banne1·, Herald Publishing House, Lamoni, Iowa.
yours in gospel service,
PETER MUCEUS.

Independence Stake
Unprecedented cold weather prevailed, beginning February
3, and was intensified Sunday, February 4, but many of the
Saints braved the bleak north wind and went to church,
services being held in the basement. The attendance at
.Su1nday school was 581. The sacrament meeting at 11 a. m.
was in charge of W. W. Smith, 'Israel A. Smith, M. H. Siege
fried, F. M. Sheehy, L. Hass and H. 0 ..Smith, also Ellis
!Short, and many impressive and timely talks were given.
At the auxiliary meeting at 2.30 p. m. the lower room was
filled with interested Saints, .Sister J. A. Gardner presiding,
and some very lively speeches were made concerning the work
of the 'societies, embracing the prayer union, Daughters of
Zion, sewing and helping and educational-all merging into
the present Woma1n's Auxiliary. The ward evening prayer
circles are now taking the place of the prayer union, and they
are •a ·source of comfort and uplift to those who patronize
them. The little gatherings at the Saints' Home for evening
prayer, :are never forgotten by the devoted home missionary
elders who are ever ready for service.
The addresses of Brethren Keir, McGuire, :Sheehy, Siegfried and others, were well spoken· of, and so also was the
sermon of the eve,ning by Parson Smi.th, on the theme of
service, consecration and faithfulness to duty, according to
the law and fundamental principles of the church.
Walnut Park Slaints turned out well, considering the blizzard going on outside, and sacrament meeting at which two
of the brethre,n were ordained by Elders Mills and Boswell
was held at 11 a. m. The 'evening hour was very profitably
occupied by F. M. :Sheehy. East Independence Mission
buckled onits overcoat, held.a Sunday school and sacrament
service in the morning, but was non est at night. Enoch
Hill knights of the cross were as usual alert to duty in
their little morn~ng gatherings of church and ,sunday school,
and at night with the help of Pastor Arthur Mills from Walnut Park, held the standard aloft. Their R~ligio, in charge
of Brother B. Rodgers, is doing fin"ely, with an attendance of
over 40.
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Like the rest" of us, here a,t the center place who braved the
'elements, the Second Church tried to honor the day. A very
few attended the young people's morning prayer service, and
<!Ill excellent sacrament meeting was held, presided over by
Brethren Goold, Sherman 1and Bullard. The church was well
filled at night service which was in charge of W. H. Kelley.
Many of the usual gatherings have been deferl'ed and
work, was postponed until settled weather, but some of the
classes are pursuing their course's, and W. W. Smith, Siste.r
M. Madison, Sister Tessie Smith, Sister E.' S. McNichols and
others who are teaching biology, history of education, elementary and advanced E,nglish, art and normal Bible work,
are as busy as ever.
The choir's grand benefit concert on February 1 was not
so well attended as anticipated, but the program was an
elaborate one, and the efforts of the artists from home and
abroad wel'e highly appreciated.
Revival gospel team meetings have closed, with an ingathering of sixty converts. A few of the Saints aU6111ded.
Our people are also much interested in the meetings of the
parent-teacher association which are held from time to time
in the various schools. To-day they will meet at the McCoy
Schoolhouse, and will discuss "Military training" in Independence public schools.
ABBIE A. HORTON.

If Jesus Should Come
If Jesus should come to Nevada some day

To visit his childr(1n awhile,
· Pray, where would he go when the chiming bells ring?
What shrine would he greet with his smile?
Now if he should go where the cross is on high,
Whel'e candles and wafers abound,
And bow to the virgin, Saint Peter, and Paul,
Pray, whe·re would the Lutherans be f,ound?
Or if he should go to the church of ·renown,
Where babies are sprinkled, indeed,
Would Campbell's "Disciples" cease dipping converts,
And follow the Methodist creed?
Now if to the Baptists perchance he should go,
And thus to their creed would conform.
Would Catholics forsake holy water, and mass
,A,nd kneel at the penitent form?
But what if he went to the popular church
Where Calvin and Knox are afamed?
Would Seventh-da,y Advents wear the "mark of the beast,"
And meet where the ",Sabbath's" defamed?
And whel:'e would our friends, Unitarians, come in?
The Scientists, a,nd others galore?
Would he to them all bring the message "God speed"?
Or weep o'er their plight as of yore?
But shades of ye martyrs! and canonized souls!
'Suppose he should pass all restraints
And stop at the Chapel on Lincoln Highway
And worship with Latter Day Saints?
And preach from their pulpit the gospel of old,
And plead for the message,, so plain,
As taught from the Bible by Latter Day SaintsS·ay, friend, would he preach it in vain?
How ma:n'y would follow the way of his steps,
Forsaki,ng their creeds and their pride•,
And down. in the river, like Christians of old,
Be buried with Christ in the tide?

Ye people in error, now hear what we say:
We bri11g the glad message to you
Once taught by the Savior of men in JudeaThe' gospel, unchanging and true.
You may have been warned against Latter Day Saints
Because they're unpopular so.
The Jews ~n their blindness made just that mistake
And lost the "great treasure," you know.
They looked at 'the man and his message ignored;
No good in his life could they find.
The treasure was there-beneath evil report-And poor wand'ring Jew is still blind.
So then from their error a lesson now learn:
Don't turn from this message away,
For God has revealed it, the same a,s at first, .
And pleads with all men to obey.
Your creeds a,nd your dogmas can never avail;
They'r1e not of God's choosing dear friend.
But, creatures of men, they will perish at last,
And you will lose out in the end.
Don't fail to hear Parker and Long, Sunday, February 4, at
the Majestic. At 3 p. m., "After death-what?" by Parker.
At 7.30 p. m., "Who represen,ts God?" by Long. Two vitally
important subjects of eternal moment to all.
[Brother E. E.. Long says the printed sheet carrying the
above poem with its followi,ng announcement was to go into
every home in Nevada, Iowa, one of the days of their recent
campaign there.-EDITOR.S.]

Christian Life---What ls It?
Any person who is conscious of a new life in Christ is
conscious of a new life in every worthy respect. Christianity is the evidence of divi 1ne origin; for •example, to love our
neighbor with an unselfish interest. We are not conscious,
by nature, of such a love. We may he jealous of their
property, or indifferent to their misfortune, we fe el no concern in their welfare. Then, under the influence of a new
appreh(1nsion of truth we experience a spiritual change described as a new birth. Our whole being goes out to God
with a new devotion, and that which we previously treated
with indifference becomes inclusive of our neighbors and of
all mankind. We are now drawn to them with eager and
affectiona,te desire, irrespective of their a,ttitude of us. We
are glad to see our neighbors prosper. We desire above all
else their soul's prosperity, their spiritual renewal a,nd redemption. They become in the deepest and truest sense of
the word our brethren.
This is the all inclusive miracle o·f Christianity. It is
through this revolutionary inner change that we are brought
into a new relationship to all human institutions. Our newborn love for Christ creates in us a new love for our community, our church, our country, we now have a consuming
passion to improve conditions about us. Defects and evils
to which we were previously indifferent become now our life
concern. Through our influence and our effort into civic
reform, the ,name of our community is now jealously guarded
and cherished. we are conscious of the birth of a new
patriotism, of a new kind of loyalty. The importance of a
nation's life has dawned upon us with a renewed and awakened spirit; we see, as never before, its relation to all the
higher interests of humanity and to the kingdom of God.
The marvel and miracle of Christian love is this, it in1
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eludes all other worthy love. It changes our attitude toward God, to mankind, to human interests and institutions.
It links us to e~ery good cause, it makes men neighborly,
paternal, patriotic, loyal, and evangelistic in purpose and
spirit, all of which goes to show the work of the church.
Let it do its work well; let it win men to Christ a1nd to an
'experimental knowledge of his love, and the hard problems
that perplex and overwhelm us will be solved.
The Christian life is what should appeal to all kind and
well-disposed men, for by and through it there comes only
the development that makes life worth while.
JOHN ZAHND.
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI, 304 Reliance Building.

.. FORT COLLINS, COLORADO, January 25, 1917.
Editors Herald: At the bustling western city of Fort
Collins, Colorado, the banner .of King Emmanuel has been
hoisted by a band of over thirty Saints who were organized
1nto a branch in October, 1916, by Brethren James E. Kelly
and J. R. ·Sutton, our ministm' in charge and district president, respectively. Our branch was named the Fort Collins
Branch, Wilbur Savage was made president of the branch,
William Brolliar, priest, ·william AckeJson, teacher. We also
have a Sunday school of about forty-five members. Brother
and Sister Jay Saxton will soon move to a ranch twenty or
twenty-five miles north or northwest of North Platte,
Nebraska, but they hope the missionaries will hunt them up
as they are always welcome, and they hope they can be the
means of opening up the Lord's work there.
Our afflicted Brother Frank Duncan desires the prayers of
the Saints for his recovery from canc~r of jaw.
Dear Saints the world over, can we not live plainly and
forego pleasures of the world and find our pleasures in our
church and Sunday school work and the associations of the
Saints, in honor preferring one another? The young of the
church could meet at each other's homes to practice singing
the sweet songs of Zion, and other innocent ways of pleasa1ntly passing away time that would hang heavily over them.
As this is the hastening time, can we not afford to put our
all financially in the hands of our good bishop to build factories that would supply us with well-made shoes, cotton and
woolen cloth and many, many other necessary articles which
we use every day, thereby givi1ng employment to many?
May God help us all to see our duty and have the courage of
our convictions.
AMENUENSIS.

SPERRY, OKLAHOMA, January 25, 1917.
Editors Hemld: The HERALD is a source of joy in my home.
I spend many a happy moment reading it.· My· eyes will not
permit me to read very long at a time1, but I try to improve
what time I ca1n read by reading something that will improve
my mind and help me to live better.
I know, dear reader, that if we continually look at the
dark side of life we will be sure to feel discouraged, for it
is getting darker and darker all the time. But if we get
through the darkness· with pati~nce, love and faith; the other
side will be brighter and prighter every time you get
through.
I am still trying to do the best I can. I often get discom·aged but the still small voice keeps calling me on. Let us
try to forget the past and think of the future. T~o-day is ours,
yesterday the Lord has taken back, and to-morrow is his to
give. 1So let us make the best of to-day so when the Lord
takes it back he will find that we have been chopping down

wee.ds in our field, Perhaps he can see the little stalk of
corn coming through the ground a,nd will help us on the morrow get down a few more weeds and when we get to the end
of the row we can look back and see the corn ourselves, or
otherwise a clear conscience that we have done the best we
could.
Remember me in your prayers,
MRs. MAE OHLER.

'SUVER, OREGON, January 31, 1917.
Editors Herald: I take this opportunity to write a few
lines to let my old friends a1n d fellow members of the church
know that I am still alive and have not lost interest in the
work we all love so much.
I came out to Elkton, Oregon, from West Branch, Michigan,
in 1909, and with the exception of one week spent in 1910
with a little community of 8aints at Springfield, Oregon, I
have 1not met with another Latter Day Saint since coming
here1. I have been afflicted with cancer and been treated for
the same, taking all my spare money, so that I have not been
able to attend a conference or help the church in other ways
as I should have liked, but I di:d succeed in getting Brother
J. D. 'Stead to visit my neighborhood once. But unfortunately
I was called to Salem to be with my wife who had to undergo
an operation for gallst:o1nes; so not being there to introduce
him around, he only staJ71ed a couple of days, but preached
one sermon in a private house, leaving a fine impression. If
I can get cured of cancer, I hope to be able to go where I
can once more enjoy the company of Saints.
Hoping you may find room in your valuable paper for these
few lines, and asking old friends to write to me,
RICHARD BOSHA W.

BURLINGTON, IOWA, February 6, 1917.
Burlington people have been busy since last report, though
much of our work has be,en more of local than of general interest.
The bazaar and chicken dilliner given by the ladies aids late
in the fall was a marked success financially, and there is
reason to believe it brought the work to the attention of
many in a new and favorable light.
Sunday school and Religio work is in good condition. Two
of our Religio classes had grown to such proportions as to
require division, making us now a total of six classes with
an attendance averaging close to forty. A little change was
made in the Sunday school executive the first of the year,
Sister Jule Ortleb who has served for sometime as assistant
superintendent, succeeding to the superintendency. Interest
continues good, with an attendance ra1nging from eighty to
ninety. Especially encouraging is the forming of a normal
class pledged to enroll in the normal department. The class
has been well attended, with a probable enrollment of 10 or 12,
and a 1number more promising to attend when they could.
The class has met only two or three times, work having
been suspended during a series of meetings held by BDother
J. A. Gillen, and the district conference to meet here Fe~ru
ary 9, 10 and 11.
Brother Gillen, who had endeared himself to Burlington
peopfe during a visit here almost two years ago, found a
warm welcome when he arrived Sunday morni,ng, January
28. He spoke for us at the church Sunday morning, and
from Sunday to Thursday evening inclusive, held a series of
meetings in Remey Hall on Third S'treet, wnere the attendance of outsiders was betterr than we have often secured at
the church-and for two or three evenings larger, it was
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thought, tha n could have been comfortably accommodated
at the churcli. ,Sever·€! weather reduced the attendance for
the last three.,evenings, and the hall being r•ent(Jd, the Friday
evening service was at the church. Sunday, February 4,
was reported as one of the coldest days in a number o~ years,
and the .attendance at the morning sacrament service was
much smaller than anticipated, though good U!nder the circumstances. The meeting was good, and the words of counsel
and ·encouragement from Brother Gillen as food to our souls.
The evening meeting, closing the series, was at the hall down
town and while we could but regret that the feast of good
thin~s should come to a close, we 11ecognized the relief to
Brother Gillen, after having spoken, .as he told us, nearly
one hundred and twenty-five nights almost consecutively.
On January 24, Leon Bauer was baptized, D. J. Williams
officiating.
CORRESPONDENT.
1

MISCELLANEOUS DEPARTMENT
Conference Minutes
,CENTRAL NEBRASKA.-At Inman, February 3 and 1• in
charge of district presidency. W. M. ~eU chos~n president
for coming year; F. S. Gatenby, ass~cla.te ~r~s1dent; Mary
Sodersten, of Clearwater, secretary. S1x of mimstry reported.
Branches reported: Bonesteel, Meadow Grove, Inman, Clearwater Round Park. Levi Gamet, bishop's. agent, of Inman,
sustaihed. A good time was enjoyed, but owmg to the, weather
it made it disagreeable to get a11ound. Next conference at
Clearwater. ·F. L. Ga:OOnby, seeretary, Mary Sodersten, assoc:iate secretary.
!SOUTHERN. WISCONSIN.-At Beloit, F-ebruary 3 arnd 4, _in
eharge of J. F. Curtis, B. C; Flint and E. A. Tow~send, district presidency. Reports from every branch, nme elders
reporting,, 6 priersts, 4 teachers,, 2 deaco~s. Report of C. C.
Hoague, bishop's agent, showed total receipts $917.71, b~la11:ce
$185.71. District treasurer reported $6.85 on h.and. D.IstriCt
officers sustained for year, except that Mrs. Ehza Edgmgton
was chosen member of library board. pelegates to G€!1~er~l
Confer,ence: L. 0. Wildermuth, B. C. Fhnt, J. W. McKmg~v,
E A Townsend, E.rvin J. Lenox. Delegates present mst~ucted to cast the full' vote and in case of division a majority and minority vote. June confer~nce appointed t~ m~et
with Buckwheat Ridge Branch. Date m June left to district
presidency. Audrey B. Dutto1n, secretary.
.NORTHEASTERN ILLINOIS.-With Central Chicago B:r:al!-ch,
Jasper 0. Dutton, J. F. Curtis and D. ~· _Dowker pres1d~l!-g·
Statistical reports show: Dekalb 61, MissiOn 121, Sandwich
77 Deselm 76, First Chicago 191, Oentral Chicago 209, West
P~llman 56 Belvidere 48, Piper City 31, and Plano 173 members. Rep~rt shows 86 holding priesthood. Ministerial reports were read from 28 of the brethren. Delegates to Gen·eral Conference: R. N. Burwell, Grace Johnson, J. 0. Dutton,
D. E. Dowker, F. F. Wipper, Hattie Richter, L. 0. Wildermuth, W. A. McDowell, LaJune Howard and Sadie Selle;
alternaters: J. A. Daer, J. F. Curtis, Sister D. E. Dowker,
Ruby Vanderflute, Ella Burwell, Mark Chapm[!jn; Electa Hoie,
Earnest Vowels, Maggie Warlick and F. E. Bone. District
treasurer's report shows a deficit of 29 cents. Bishop's agent
reported total receipts $2,271.76, balance $225.82. Treasurer
of reunion committee reported total receipts $610.65, balance
$48.55. Report of Graceland student loan fund read. Elder's
quorum reported 917 sermons, 59 baptisms, 10 ordinations, 1
branch organized and 6 new openings. Resolution passed th~t
this district confe,rence petition General Conf,erence to ordam
Brother H. P. W. Keir and R. N. Burwell to the office of high
priest. Next conference was invited to meet at Mission
Branch; time left to district pl'esident. A deacons' quorum
was organized by J. F. Curtis. Frederick E. Bone, secretary.
LAMONI STAKE.-Forty-sixth conference of stake at LaJllOni, Iowa, February 3, 1917. Fourteen doll!l-rs appropria!ed
to the stake library board. On recommendatiOn from reunwn
committee, dates for coming stake reunion we;re set for August 15 to 26. On recommendation fom stake presidency
Charles F. Graham was ordained high priest arnd member
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stake high council. A resolution was adopted asking State
senator and representativer frol'!l thi:> district to :W?rk for
passage of a law to censor motwn pictures. ProvisiOn was
made for a stake conference to be held in June, exact time and
place left to stak·e pre,sidency. Thirty-two delegates and 15
>alternates elected for General Conference as follows: Albert
Carmichael, Jo~n F. Garver, Edward J. Giles, Paul N. Craig,
Richard J. Lambert, Alvah J. Yarrington, F. A. Smith, J. W.
Wight, R. D. Williams, Parley Batten, E. E. Haskins, A. ~
Ee,en, Mary J. Wilkinson, Bess Blair, Anna Salyards, Mathe
Gunsolley, Mary Davison, William Wilson, William Barrett,
James L. Richey, F. J. Sharp, Viola Sharp, E. G. Harp, Mary
E. Lent 'Samuel Bierlein, C. C. Hawkins, Lillie Hawkins,
W. B. P~ul, C. F. Graham, C. E. Blair, Daniel Anderson, E. B.
Morgan. Alternates: Russell Archibald, Theda Archibald,
Alma Lovell, Douglas Wood, James Rob~nson, John A. Evans,
E. R. Outhouse, I. A. Monroe, Heman C. Smith, Eli Hayer,
S. K. Sorenson, John Smith, Fred Gousins, H. L. Barto, John
Weedmark. The stake presidency was made a permanent
committee to nominate delegates to the General Conference.
All stake officers were sustained. C. I. Carpenter, secretary.

Convention Minutes
FREMONT.-Sunday school, at Hamburg, Iowa, February
2 and 3. Short program rendered Frida,y everning, theme,
"Patriotism." Reports from six schools. Short discussion
on home department work. Report of district library board
read and expenses allowed. Officers e1e.cted: superintendent,
Emma Hougas; assistant superintendent, A. G. Hougas; secl'etary, L. L. Forney; treasurer, Mrs. L. L. Forney; home department superintendent, Mrs. N. L. Mortimore; member
library board, Ethel I. Skank; rnormal superrintendent, Jesse
Donaldson. Meet prior to and at next place of district conference. Lester L·. For:ney, secretary.
NORTHEASTERN lLLINOIS.-S'unda.y school, at 6600 Honore
Street, Chicago. Institute work as well as entertainment feature intermingled with the routine business. Officers elected:
C. B. Hartshorn, superintendent; E. J. Schmidt, assistant;
LaJune Howard, secretary-treasurer; J. A. Daer, home departm8!nt superintendent; Cleve P1ettersson, cradle roll superintendent; Axel Edstrom, member of library boal'd; C. B.
Hartshorn, normal superintendent. Delegates to General Conv:ention with the instruction that those pl'esent cast the majority and minority vote in case of division were as follows:
V. A. Reese, Mrs. V. A. Reese, F. F. Wipper, Mildred Anderson Midgorden, Ruby Vanderflute, J. A. Daer, D. E. Dowker,
J. 0. Dutton, Mrs. D. E. Dowker, J. F. Curtis, W. A. Me, Dowell, LaJune Howard, F. E. Bone, Mrs. F. E. Bone, R. N.
Burwell, Mrs. R. N. Burwell, EJecta Hoie, Bessie Kane, Axel
Edstrom, C. B. Hartshorn, Mrs. C. B. Hartshorn, H. P. W.
Keir, Hessel Vanderflute, Eleanor Howard, Cora Keir, Grace
Johnson, Mark Chapman. Adjourned to meet at call of sup,erintendent. LaJune Howard, secretary.
LAMONI STAKE.-Joint convention of Sunday schools and
Religios, at Lamoni, Iowa, F'ebruary 2, 1917. Routine business. Ten dolla.rs appropriated by Sunday school to stake
library board. Sunday school officers for the year: Superintendent, A. L. Keen; assistant superintendent, F. J. Sharp;
secretary, R. C. Scott; t11easurer, L. W. Moffet; superintendent home department, Lonzo Jones; superintendent cradle
roll, Callie B. ~Stebbins; member library board, E. D. Moore;
member auditing committee, C. I. Carpenter. Stake superintendent, with general superintendent, authorized to appoint
stake normal super~ntendent. .Severity-four delegates appointed to General Conv.ention as follows: A. L. Keen, Flavius
Sharp, George Blair, E. D. Moore, J. W. Wight, Sister 0. E.
Prall, Edith Sumption, James Thomas, Anka Feldhahn, May
Needham, Ciceiy CaBe, Lee Judson, A. J. Yarrington, Marjorie Gunsolley, James Robinson, Hattie Robinson, Edith
Robinson, John A. Ev[\jlls, Rose A. Evans, Callie B. Stebbins,
Anna Salyards, Chloe Barr, W. B. Paul, Fred Goode, Samuel
Bierlein, William Stoll, William Wilson, Alex Miller, John
Jenkins Mary Davison, Floyd McDowell, Albert Carmichael,
Gustav 'Plotz, C. E. Wight, R. V. Hopkins, Frank Weld, V. W.
Gunsolley, Parley Batten, L. W. Moffet, R. D. Williamson,
E. E. Haskins, Roy Haskins, Joseph Braby, Mode Sandage,
Ed Harp, Sister 0. E. Green, Flora Scott, Sister D.P. Steckel,
J. J. Johnson, Sister Marble, Myrta Shoemaker, Frank Kaestner Sister Frank Kaestner, Ida Monroe, John Garver, Estella
Wight M. B. Nicholson, Lulu ·Scott, Sister E. D. Moore,
Georg~ B. Hall, Sister Geor~e B. Hall, R .. A~chibald, Sister
R. Archibald, Thomas Hopkms, J. J. Christiansen, Charles
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L~ent,

Sister Charles Lent, Paul Craig, Sister Paul Craig,
May Bishop, Fred Ballantyne, Elizabeth Adey, Sarah Evans,
M. M. Turpen, Sister M. M. Turpen. R. C. Scott, secretary.
LAMONI STAKE.-Joint convention of Sunday schools and
Religios, at Lamoni, Iowa, February 2, 1917. Routine busi.ness. Six dollars appropriated by Religio to stake library
board. Religio officers for the year: President, C. I. Carpenter; vice president, F. J. Sharp; S'ecretary, Blanche Carpenter; treasurer, L. W. Moffet; member library board, Vida E.
Smith; superintendent t~emperance department, V. W. Gunsolley; superintendent home departm~nt, Lonzo Jones; superintendent of gospel literature bureau, A. L. Keen; member
joint 'auditing board of stake:, Frank McDonald. Appointment
of stake normal superintendent left to a committee consisting
of A. L. Keen, G. R. Wells, C. I. Carp,enter. Actio,n on proposed amendments to Religio constitution deferred one year.
Seventy-eight delegates appointed to General Convention as
follows: C. I. Carpenter, F. J. Sharp, Blanche Carpenter, L.
W. Moffet, Vida E. Smith, V. W. Gunsolley, Lonzo Jones, A. L.
Keen, Frank McDo:nald, Elizabeth Adey, Paul N. Craig, Louis
Jones, J. W. Wight, E. D. Moore, John Jenkins, George A.
Jordan, J. E. Anderson, George Anway, Jessie Morant, R. C.
Scott, G. D. Hammer, Mrs. C. D. Hammer, Mae Needham,
Etha Roth, Rees Williams, John Morgan, Elvenah Miller,
Edith Robinson, Alice Barker, Mary J. Wilkinson, John Watkins, James Robins01n, Robert D. Williams, Parley Batten,
Thomas Hopkins, Hattie Robinson, Frank Kaestner, Clara
Kaestner, Samuel Bierlein, Katherine Bierlein, Jane E. ·StanleY., Tessie Morgan, Mary Davison, Robert Zimmerman, Reuben C. Elvin, William Stoll, J ame1s Gillaspie, Flora Scott,
Nellie Prall, J. H. Thomas, George B. Hall, Mrs. George B.
Hall, E. E. Haskins, Roy Haskins, Joseph Braby, Maurice
DeLong, Mattie Gu:nsolley, Alma M. Jones, Callie B. Stebbins,
Emrich Kuhlman, William T. Shakespeare, Ida C. Monroe,
Mae Bishop, Isaac A. Monroe, John A. Evans, Ros'e Evans,
Jessie Moffet, Gicely Case, James Martin, Susie Hayer, Minnie
B. Nicholson, F. B. Blair, Harry Shakespea.re, Sarah Evans,
Fred Wilkinson, Fred Ballantyne, Lora Ballantyne, Raymond
Griffith. One institute sessio:n was held. Blanche Carpenter,
secretary.

Conference Notices
Holden Stake, at Holden, Missouri, March 3 and 4, convening on the 3d at 10 a. m. Woman's Auxiliary conference
afternoon of 3d; Religio and Sunday school on 2d. D. J.
Krahl, stake president.

Convention Notices
Eastern Iowa Sunday school, at Dav,enport, March 2. A.nna
Lowe, secretary.
Pittsburgh ~Sunday school, at Wellsburg, West . Virginia,
Twenty-fifth and Charles Street, February 23 at 7.30 p. m.
Important business· and elections. Samuel A. Martin, secretary, 3712 Wetzel Street, WheeUng, West Virginia.

Quorum Notices
Eastern Michigan, Ninth Quorum of Priests, at Flint,
Michigan, Februa,ry 25, with Eastern Michigan Sunday
school. All priests expected to be pres•ent.

To the Second Quo1·um of Seventy: According to the rule
of the quorum all members ar1e requi11ed to report to the secretary on March 1. Please use general Teport blank number
560. If you are not sur1e of being present at Ge neral Conference inclose 15 cents as quorum dues. Also please send
your present permanent address. :Send reports to the underc
signed at Holden, Missouri, box 144, H. E. Moler.
1

To the First Seventy: I have just mailed to each member
of the quorum a blank for l'eporting the year's labor, from
March 1, 1916, to March 1, 1917. Should any not receive a
blank, notify me at once and I will send one. If a:ny have
changed their addresses please notify me. Those that do not
expect to be in attendance at the next General Conference can
send ~n their quorum dues with their report. S. S. Smith, secretary first quorum, 708 tSouth Willis A venue, Independence,
·
Missouri.

Woman's Auxiliary
The business me,eting .of Youngstown and Sharon District
will be held during conference at Youngstown,..March 3 and
4. All members requested to bring their Year Books. Margaret Russell, secretary, Youngstown, Ohio.
Because of the st11ess of other work :Sister W. W. S'mith
has been compelled to resign as general secl'etary. The general executive committee met and accepted her resignation and
elected Mrs. J. A. Gardner to act as sec11etary for the unexpired term. All district secretaries and local secretaries in
unorganized territory please take notice and send your reports to Mrs. J. A. Gardner, 711 South FuHer Avenue, I:ndependence, Missouri. Mrs. M. A. Etzenhouser, vice president
of General Assodation.

Correction
In minutes of Holden Stake conference, printed in HERALD
of January 10, the notice sent in read that J. E. Nicoll was
ordained a teacher, while it shou1d have read priest.

Our

Depart~d

Ones

MORRIS.-George Morris, son of Sister Ellen Morris, born
.June 29, 1907; died August 21, 1916. Baptized in 1915 by
T. U. Thomas. Left to mourn, mother, 3 sisters, 3 brothers.
Funeral in the 'Saints' church on Luzerne Street, Scranton,
P~nnsylvania.
Songs by Sisters Lenten and Alice Morris;
sermon by Brother Lenten,
REED.-Rodney, son of James ai!ld Mildred Reed, born January 18, 1917; died F~ebruary 2, 1917, at the home of his aunt,
Sister W. L. Jackson. His twin sister pl'eceded him to the
beyond on January 21, and the mother, January 24. Prayer
at the home by D. A. Holcomb, interment in Gallands Grove
Cemetery.
S:TILES.-M.elvin Charles 1Stiles, :;;on of Mr. Charles and Sister Marie Stiles, born at Emporia, Kansas, December 9, 1913;
died in Denver, January 21, 1917, as the result of accidental
scalding. Sermon :at the chapel of Bostwick's undertaking
parlors by Ammon White; interment i:n Faicrmount Cemete,ry,
Denver, Oolorado.
EVANS.-Frank Evans, died January 29, 1917, from injury

Conference

aily

Every Latter Day Saint unable to attend the ses8ions of the coming Gen,eral Conference, with the
preceding sessions of the Religio and Sunday school
General Conventions will find the Daily Herald to be
issued during that time a n,ecessity. In fact it has
been found that many of those who attend the sessions subscribe to learn what the others who are in
attendance are doing.
The first issue will be mailed out on Monday evening, April 2, and followed by an edition each day,
except Sundays, till the close of the conference.
Many interesting details will be given for which
room cannot be made in the regular issues of the
llerald.
The price is only 25 cents for the entire time.
Subscriptions should he sent in early s~ the lists
may be made up and thus avoid mistakes and delay
from a rush at the last moment. Each day's news
will be made up in the evening and mailed out at ·
8.05 p. m., thus reaching subscribers promptly.
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received in the mine. Funeral from his home, Scranton,
Pennsylvania,· J. R. Lenten in charge. ·Sermon by A. E.
Stone; interme1nt in Washburn Street Cemetery. Leaves a
widow and 2 sons, Thomas R. and Franklin J ., to mourn. He
was not a member of the church but a stanch supporter by
his means, and his kindness toward the missionaries of the
church endeared him to them.
'
LEwiS.-Lars Lewis was born September 22, 1835. Came
with his pavents from Norway to America in 1841. Married
Ann Olson February 5, 1858; orda~ned to priesthood 1885.
Died January 26, 19-17; survived by wife, 5 sons, 4 daughters,
1 brother, 10 grandchildren, 1 son having passed away 16
months.before him. Setrvicesin charge ofT. A. Ivie; sermon
by William L·ewis. Burial in Stewartsville' cemetery.
REYNOLDS.-William, infant son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
E. Reynolds of 911 Poplar Street, Muscatine, Iowa; died
January 22, 1917, a1nd his twin brother passed away a few
hours later. They were in frail condition since birth, December 28. Remains removed to Buffalo, Iowa. Interment
in Rose Hill Cemetery. They were the great-grandsons of
C. E. Reynolds. Funeral at the home of the parents; sermon
by Oscar Harter.
THILES.-Laverne Orval, at the home of its parents, Mr.
and Sister William Thiles, January 27, 1917, aged 1 year,
1 month and 13 days. Little Laverne was afflicted from birth
with valvular trouble of the heart. At times his conditio1n
gave hop•e that he would overcome this trouble, but it seems
this was not to be. He leaves besides his parents, 3 brothers
and 3 sisters. Interment in the cemetery at Panama, Shelby
County, Iowa. Services in charge of Sidney Pitt, sr.
BEEBE.-Emeline Beebe was lior1n January 23, 1836, at Gayland, New York. Married Oscar Beebe July 4, 1853. Two
children were born to this union, one who passed on before,
and Sister Orehing of Meadow Grove who with the husband
remains to mourn her loss. Baptized by E. C. Briggs. Died
January 24, 1917, at her home in Meadow Grove. Funeral
sermon by F. S. Gatenby. The church was cl'owded to its
fullness, all paying a grand tribute to Sister Beebe's life.
JASTER.-Emma B. Blakieslee was born at Montrose, Iowa,
May 6, 1869. Baptized March 27, 1884; married George W.
Jaster in 1891. To this union were born 7 children, 3 of
whom with her husba,nd preceded her in death. Di.ed at Fort
Madison, Iowa, December 28, 1916, lteaving to mourn her departure, Howard F. and wife, John W., Louis E. and Madelene H. Jaster, also 1 brother, John Blakeslee of Philadelphia.
Funeral sermon by D. J. Williams in Saints' church at Mont•rose, Iowa.
1

SNETHEN.-A t Lamoni, Iowa, February 3, 1917, Sister
Christiana 'Snethen, aged 84 years, 11 months a,nd 12 days.
Married twice and was the mother of 11 children, also reared
2 others. Four sons and 3 daughters are living, also 58
grandchildren, 43 great-g;randchildren, and 3 great-greatgrandchildren. Baptized July 29, 1877, at Davis City, Iowa,
by 0. B. Thomas, and her life was noble and worthy. Funeral
held at her son-i1n-law's, Mr. Grant Jones's, home, where she
lived many years .. Sermon by H. A. Stebbins.
CAMPBELL.-JohJn Campbell, late of Nebish Island, Michigan, born 83 years ago in Glasgow, Scotland. At thirteen,
came with parents to Waterloo County, Ontario. Married
Miss Charlotte Clegg. To this union 13 children were born;
all survive. The latter part of his life was spent on Nebish
Island. Died January 21, 1917. 8e!rvices concluded from
home of his daughter, Sister James Ferguson, Soo, Michigan,
in charge of Robert T. Brown. Interment in Pine Grove
Cemetery. Forty-nine grandchildren and nine great-grandchildren survive.
CLARENCE.-----lMrs. Ruth (Ervin) Clarenete, born March 31,
1853 Auglaize County, Ohio. Married to William Clarence
Mar~h 30, 1874. To this union six children were born, Milton,
Ravenna, Maggie and William, two dy~ng in infancy. Baptized and confirmed by Robert M. Elvin, June 9, 1872. After
a short affliction died in Omaha, January 28, 1917. Funeral
services conducted by H. A. Higgins, January 30, 1917, near
Union, Nebraska. A large attendance at the funeral expressed the standi1ng of Sister Clarence with her neighbors
1and friends near and far.
THOMAS.-Sister Jane Morgan Thomas; born in Merthyrtydvil, South Wales, England, May 29, 1844. Married John
B. Thomas at Mineml Ridge, Ohio, 1866; 6 children born to
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this union, husband a nd 2 children preceding her in death.
Those left to mourn are John, Se,attle, Washington, William,
Los Angeles, California, Edward and Margaret, Bevier, Missouri. Baptized in Ohio in 1865; died at Bevier, Missouri,
February 2, 1917. Services at Saints' church, in charge of
W. B. Richards; s·ermon by William L.ewis, an old-time friend.
She was the aunt of the late John L. Morgan. Bevier has
been her home for the last thirty-eight years.
1

1

SPARKS.-William Elijah Sparks was born November 24,
1830, at Billingford, Norfolk, England. Marri•ed Mary Anna
Clements December 28, 1855. To this union were born 7
children, of whom 2 sons and 1 grandson survive. Moved
with his wife from London, England, and located in London,
Canada, and later to Dec,atur County, Iowa, making their
home the last 10 years ~n Lamoni. Baptized in 1871 at London, England, by C. D. Norton; ordained a priest February
18, 1872. Died January 8, 1917. Funeral services at the
Saints' Home January 11, in charge of Henry A. Stebbins;
sermon by R. M. Elvin. Interment in Rose Hill Cemetery.
COWHICK.---,Sister Nancy Boling Cowhick, aged 87 years,
3 months and 11 days. She was born in Clay County, Kentucky; married James Cowhick in 1854. To this union were
born 5 children, 3 of whom survive her: John Cowhick of
Cresbard, 1South Dakota, ·sister D. A. Hutchings of Little
Sioux, Iowa, and James Cowhick of Independence·, Iowa. Her
husband was killed in battle at Rolling Prairie, January 23,
1864. Joined the church in June, 1892. Died at the home of
her son-in-law, Elder Doris A. Hutchings at Little Sioux,
Iowa, January 20, 1917. S'ermo,n by Sidney Pitt, sr.; interment in the Little Sioux Cemetery.
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FOR SALE

Why Not

QUR work is not limited to church
pubJic,ations, but we do

write us about increasing your business?

Job Work of All Kinds

men and the equipment

from a sirr.ple letter head to high-.
priced university annuals.
While we give all due attention to
quality, our prices are no higher than
what is usually asked for poor to ordinary work.
The reasonable profit we make
helps build up your own church institutions.

to give you what you

HERALD PUBLISHING HOUSE

We furnish the ideas
-if you like-and the
printing to carry them
to your patrons.
Our facilities include a
corps of experienced

want.

SOME
NAMES
WANTED

Lamoni_, Iowa

I will sell 10 or 14 acres of'good la.U:d
less than one block from the Temple in .
Kirtland. There is a new barn 24 by 30
feet, two stories with full stone basement built last fall-nev,er been used, can
be finished into dwelling if desired. Also
good building lots 80 by 244 feet. For
particulars address, L .. W. Powell,
Willoug·hby, Ohio, R. F. D. 2.
6-tf
BOOK OF MORMON LECTURES.-Are you
a student? Here is something for your
faculties to wrestle with. The author,
H. A. Stebbins, has, with comprehensive
outlook, embodied in these lectures a
wealth of archreological facts corroborative of the Book of Mormon narrative, dug
from works unknown to the public prior
to its publication, and from others published since that time. The statements
in these lectures are made in such unaffected plainness and simplicity of language as to carry conviction to any normally unprejudiced mind.
No. 51,
cloth ------------------------·-----------------------------$ •75

We would like to have the name and address of every Latter Day
Saint who is engaged in a business in which leather goods may be
handled.

Address: The Manager, Herald Publishing House, Lamoni, Iowa

HOMES FARMS BUSINESS
Saints desiring to locate in the Lamoni Stake or those within the Stake
wishing to change their location will do
well to consult the Slake Bishopric as
provided in D. C. 128: 4. We have for
sale and exchange properties of various
kinds and are prepared to serve you.

y

lAMONI STAKE BISHOPRIC
SMITH-PELOUBET'S BIBLE DICTIONARY.
-By William Smith, LL. D., Revised by
F. N. and M.A. Peloubet. An invaluable
book for students of the Bible. More
than 800 pages of concise information,
covering all phases of scriptural study;
excellent colored maps, and 440 appropriate illustrations. The volume is described as "teacher's edition"; and, since
all active Christians are Bible teachers,
is therefore a universal necessity. No.
291, cloth, net --------'-------------------'-------$1.60
Tonsils and Adenoids completely re-moved.

Dr. Joseph Mather, Specialist
in diseases of the eye, ear, nose, and
throat.
Elders and family on ministerial allowance, work done free of charge.
Cataracts removed.
Work done in Independence Sanitarium, Independence, Missouri.

Pack your grip, tell the foil's good-by, go down to the depot, buy
a ticket for California-that great Out-o'-doors land, which rests the
weary and refreshes the weak-via the Burlington Route (the moving picture way through scenic Colorado and Salt Lake in daylight).
Climb aboard, lean back, relax and watch America roll past your window.
Getting away from the cold, _bad weather, business and household
responsibilities, care and worry, and out into the glorious sunshine and
semitropical atmosphere of California where you can rest, change and
rejuvenate, will do you a world of good.
You'll be surprised when you compare the cost with the cost of
remaining at home. Thinli what this will mean to you, when you,
remember that a life which isn't pleasantly spent isn't well spent.
Before completi11g your plans let me explain how you may join
a Burlington Personally Conducted Excursion (costs no more-just a
part of Burlington Service) and send you a folder telling all about
the trip-worth reading even if you don't go.

L. F. SILTZ, Ticket Agent.
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ulf ye continue in my word, then are ye my disciples
indeed; and ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall
m..:ke you free."-John<8: 31-32.
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Doctrine
and Covenant

Scriptures

Lamoni, Iowa, February 21, 1917

.Volume: 64
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uThere shaU not any man among you have l\ave it
be one wife; and concubiD.es he shaH have none.HBook of Mormon, Jacob 2: 36 ..
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RECONCJLIA TJON THE WORK OF THE
CHURCH
The great and wonderful doctrine of the atonement of Christ invohr.es in an especial sense the idea
of divine love expressed in reconciliation of fallen
humanity to God. Atonement might also be written
at-one-ment. So greatly is the thought of unity with
God emphasized by J.esus that we might be at one
with him and his Father and our Father, his God and
our God.
·
He came to gather Israel as a hen gathereth her
chickens under her wing. He came as a prophet of
God to off.er restoration. He came as the son of God
offering himself for the sins of the world, not an high
priest who cannot be touched with a feeling of our
infirmities, but tempted and tried like unto us in all
things, yet without sin. (Hebrews 4.)
His great prayer before leaving his disciples, as
recorded in John 17, is again and again for that unity ·
of man and God.

l10
ell

hath committed unto us the word of reconciliation. Now
then we are ambassadors for Christ, as though God did beseech you by us: we pray you in Christ's stead, _be ye recon:
ciled to God..-2 Corinthians 5: 18-20.
Wherefore in all things it behooved him to be made like
unto his brethr,e1n , that he might be a merciful and faithful
high priest in things pertaining to God, to make reconciliation
for the sins of the people.-Hebrews 2:17.
And, having made pe,ace through the blood of his cross,
by him to reconcile all things unto himself; by him, I say,
whether they be things in ea•rth, or things in hea:ven.-Colossiam; 1:20.

These passages again show the great purpose of
reconciliation, a lov.e divine, so great it causes the·
human heart to bow in silent worship.
As this was his great work, so is it in a special
sense the work of the church to reconcile and reunite
man with God. In this Jesus the Christ has set us
an example that we may follow in his steps. ( 1
Peter 2: 21.)
It is written that he came to call not the righteous
but sinners to repentance. What then should be our
attitude towards the offending brother? Is it not still
And now I am no mor'e in the world, but these are in the
world, and I come to thee. Holy Father, keep through thine salvation? Is it not still reconciliation, if that be
own 1name those whom thou hast giVJen me, that they may be · possible? We have sometimes to remind ourselves
one, as we are.-John 17: 11.
of this.
Neither pray I for these alone; but for them also which shall
For some offenses the law is clear. We are left
believe .on me through their word; that they all may be one;
no
other course, having first labored and sought to
as thou, Father, art in me, and I ~n thee, that the(V also
may be one iln us: that the world may believe that thou hast save. A second offense means expulsion. This is
sent me. And the glory which thou gavest me I have given not because we do not forgive, but that the law of
th•em; that they may be one, even I in them, and thou in me, God and the love of God may be honored. If possithat they may be made perfect in one; as we are one: and
ble to separate the sinner from his sin, we should
that the world may know that thou hast sent me, and hast
loved them, as thou hast loved me. Father, I will that they seek to save him. But if, at last, his allegiance to
also, whom thou hast given me, be with me where I am; that wrong has carried him out, he is to be to us as a
they may behold my glory, which thou hast given me: for heathen man and a publican. But what should be
thou lov·edst me before the foundation of the world.-J ohn
our attitude under the gospel law to the heathen and
17: 20-24.
This emphasizes plainly his great purpose and de- to the publican? Pass him by on the other .side of
the street, draw our skirts away from him, or still ,
sire of unity or oneness of man with God.
·
try to help him to. a right life, still try to win him
And all things are of God, who hath reconciled us to himself
to
a better way of living, still try to relieve his inby Jesus 'Christ, and hath giv~n to us the ministry of reconfirmities,
be they moral, mental or physical?
ciliation; to wit, that God was in Christ, reconciling the world
unto himself, not imputing their trespasses unto them; and
·We know many who think an elder's court has
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failed if the accused is not cut off from the church.
We saw a letter recently which stated that a certain
difficulty had been settled and everyone was satisfied
except the pr-esiding teacher. He seemed to think
that he had to make a case in order to fulfill his duty,
secure conviction and see that the order of the court,
by way of expulsion, was _carried out.
To tell it to the church still means a continuation
of the work of visiting, of laboring, of trying to reconcile. We were recently asked if it were too late
for the parties to settle the matter after the teacher
had been called in. It is never too late to do right.
Where there exists a differ-ence it is right it should
be adjusted and settled by the parties. It is not too
late after it has been disposed of by an elders' court.
It is not too late even when it is before the High
Council.
We remember a few years ago a member of the
standing High Council of the church informed us
that when a certain case was before the High Council, he with other members of that body w:ere sent
to take depositions. But before doing so they called
the parties before them, and after prayer discussed
the matter with them without the intervention of
witnesses with the result that they became reconciled
and the high councilors went back without their
depositions. Naturally this procedure received the
hearty approval of our late president. There is no
point of court procedure at which it is too late for
the parti-es to be reconciled to one another and to the
church.

church and he must part company. That is, to our
deep sorrow.
But let us not be overhasty in our action. There
are people who cannot be driven our way, yet they
are doing nothing that brings serious reflection upon
the church. They may not yet understand the law
of the church as we do. Members have been expelled,
officers have been released, simply because they were
not willing to submit to some man's interpretation,
and thereby the body and the individual have suffered loss. Time, pq,tience, brotherly love and the
Spirit of God should each be allowed to work its part
in the healing of the wound, especially when no grave
question of personal morality is involved. We have
seen men saved to the church by patience and brotherly love, who by quick action and insistence upon
the law would have been forced without our doors.
For therein lies the special work of the church, to
win men from sin to righteousness, to turn men to
Christ, to win men from the world to the truth of
God, to reconcile and reunite; and to bring those
whom we already call brother nearer to the divine
pattern. The salvation of souls, not the expulsion
of men, the reconciliation of man to God and his
Christ, the at-one-ment, the unity one with another
and with our elder brother and our heavenly Father
is and should be our aim and great desire.
8. A. BURGESS.

I, the Lord, will forgive whom I will forgive,,but of you it
is required to forgive all men; and ye ought to say ~n your
hearts, Let God judge between me and thee, and reward thee
according to thy deecis. And he that repenteth not of his sins,
·and confesseth them not, then ye shall bring him before the
church, and do with him as the scriptures saith unto you,
either by commandment, or by revelation. And this ye shall
do that God might be glorified, not because ye forgive not, having not compassion, but that ye may be justified in the eyes
of the law, that ye may not offend him who is your lawgiver.
--Doctrine and Covenants 64: 2.

Villa Bandits in Another Raid
An armed force of bandits raided a farm southwest of Hachita, New Mexico, on the 13th and took
several prisoners and some live stock. A rumor is
current to the effect that Villa has left Mexico for
Japan. In spite of the recent raid, all the United
States troops at the border are being sent to their
horne States.

This emphasizes again the great purpose of the
church, which still remains: reconciliation to God
and at-one-ment or unity with God and each other.
The position of the church would appear to be always
hatred of sin, love and compassion for the sinner.
Sin must be cast out from the church. We must be
quick at all times to remove it individually and collectively. If it is possible to separate the sin and
the sinner, the sinner should be retained and helped.
But if it becomes finally clear that he loves evil
, rather than good, he loves his wrongdoing more than
God, the church or his brethren, and this is not decided in the heat of passion or of stress, but calmly,
prayerfully, then we cannot let him continue within
the church in the course of wrongdoing, and the

NOTES AND COMMENTS

"Leak" Investigations .Practically Completed
The sensational proceedings in which it was
charged that by securing advance information concerning the President's peace note certain parties
profited to the extent of millions, are now turned·
over to a subcommittee of three. 'A great deal of
testimony has been taken, 'some of it of a very spectacular nature, but no convictions have resulted.
Elder Rushton's Work
In the SAINTS' HERALD of January 24, there is an
item that Elder Rushton had been invited to address
the student body at the University of California.
This appears to have been a mistake which Elder
Rushton kindly corrects in a recent letter. It was
an oversight that we are ve;ry glad indeed to correct,
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appreciating that it cannot effect the excellent work
being done by him in the West.
President E. A. Smith
, We are pleased to note by letter from Elder T. W.
Williams, in this issue, that President Elbert A.
Smith continues to improve. Brother Williams's
remark that there is nothing wrong with Elbert but
overwork agrees with everything we have been able
to find out about his condition and we fully agree
with him that there is no reason for undue anxiety.
We are very glad to learn that his improvement is
steady and sure.
Conventions Begin April 1
The president of the Religio and superintendent
of the Sunday school are announcing in this issue
that the first session of the General Conventions at
Lamoni will be on the afternoon of Sunday, Aprill.
It is the belief of the officers in charge that it is
eminently worth the effort of those expecting to attend to start a day earlier than usual and not miss
the excellent features available for this day.
Revolution in Cuba
A serious revolution is in progress in Cuba and
Secretary Lansing has sent word to the Cuban President that any Gov.ernment set up by revolution will
not be recognized by the United States, and that
w:hile intervention by the United States is contemplated with reluctance, such a step will be tak!en if
necessary. An incidental result of the affair is a
notable rise in the price of sugar in this country,
because of restrictions on importations from Cuba.
Car Shortage Dealt With
The shortage of railroad cars this winter has
brought about much inconvenience and some suffering. By a recent agreement between representatives
of thirty railroads an "intelligent embargo" will be
placed on freight shipments east, while whole trainloads of empty fr.eight cars will be given right of
way to the West, over everything except passenger
trains. Millions of bushels of grain are held in elevators in Minneapolis and Chicago, while in New
England ther.e is an imminent flour shortage. The
coal shortage has been relieved somewhat, but many
communities are keeping warm by a hand-to-mouth
supply of coal.
Constitutional Amendments
The February number of the Autumn Leaves contains official announcement concerning proposed
changes in the constitution of the Sunday school and
Religio. Others w:ill be published in the March
/number.
Ev.ery worker in these societies should carefully
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consider these proposals and be ready to discuss and
vote at the conventions in April.
In harmony with the action of the General Conventions and Conference of last year, an attempt will
be made to put the gospel literature distribution in
the care of a joint board of one each from the church,
Sunday school and Religio, in the general, district (or
stake) and local organizations.
Religious Moving Pictures
The demand of the American public for motion
pictures has resulted in a corporation of national
scope with headquarters at Los Angeles, California,
for the purpose of producing religious, antialcoholic
and educational motion pictures. They are including a department in which pictures will be produced
for illustrating Sunday school lessons. They call
themselves The Inter-Denominational Film Corporation and claim to have a capital stock of three hundred thousand dollars.
Only a Typographical Error
!A young man dining in a restaurant one day mdered some noodle soup, and whil.e eating it came
across a needle. Immediately upon the discovery he
called the waiter over and said : "Look here, waiter
I found this her.e needle in my soup."
The waiter, with a s~rprised look, glanced at the
needle and then picked up the menu card, looked up
and down the printed columns a moment, then a
broad smile crept ov.er his face and he exclaimed:
"You see, sah, dat-dat am jest a typographical error-dat-dat should am bin a noodle." -National
Fo.od Magazine.
"Come to Church" Sign Graft

About every county in Iowa has been worked by
a smooth promoter who induced the pastors and
business men to erect a mammoth illuminated sign
with the words "Come to Church" on it. A neighoring town woke up to find that the agreements were
promissory notes to the grand total of $658.80 for a
period of three years. A reliable sign firm of Chicago say they would erect, repaint once a year, and
maintain for three y,ears a similar sign for $216.
This person cla.imed to be working simply for the
good of the cause and all he hoped to get out of it
was by selling the space to some national advertiser
when the three-year contract expired. Some of our
people may meet this proposition elsewhere.
Of Interest About the East
It is difficult for the people of the West to realize
how closely populated are the districts around Boston. Lynn and East Lynn, ten or twelve miles from
Boston, is a city of over 100,000 inhabitants. One
may travel 'in several directions from Boston for
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twenty to thirty miles and even forty miles through
one town after another. From Worcester to Providence is almost like one continued city, the intervening towns are so close together. There is a splendid
field for work here. A new opening has been made
in Lynn, a hall hir.ed, songbooks purchased and the
work placed under the direction of Elder C. H. Rich.
Some splendid services have been held at Boston,
and marked spiritual evidences have been giv,en at
the prayer services of the Eastern Massachusetts
District.

be completed and other desired improvements made.
Eight hundred dollars were asked for, but during the
day, cash and pledges were received to the amount
of $2,1~0. The branch has adopted plans and specifications for raising the two towers of the church,
one to a height equal to the comb of the church while
the other will reach to the eaves. More walks will be
built and hedges and ornamental shrubbery will be
set out as soon as spring comes. We congratulate the
Independence people on this spirit of giving so manifestly predominant.

European War
The German drive in the Champagne region has
netted them some important trenches, while the
British have made similar gains on the Ancre. It is
reported that German casualties for January totaled
77,534, making a total since the war began of 4,087,692, yet they claim to have more soldiers now than
at th;e beginning of war, due to enlistment of young
men who have reached military age. Great scarcity
of food is reported not only in the belligerent countries but in neutral countries such as Switzerland,
Holland as well. Some important gains are r.eported
for the British in Mesopotamia, where by an encircling movement they have bottled up the Turkish
garrison at Kut-el-Amara. The ships sunk by submarine in the war area since February 1 now total
121.

United States Preparing for War
While nothing has as yet occurred to cause an
open avowal of war with Germany, strenuous prep~
arations continue to be made for such a break if it
should occur. Steel nets are· str,etched across the
harbor mouths of the principal ports in the East
from sunset till sunrise each day, to prevent surprise
submarine attacks. The main United States fleet has
been moved from Cuban waters to a secret place to
be ready for an emergency. The navy is making
every preparation for action. Recruiting continues
very strenuously and even Lamoni, supposed to be
Qff the beaten path, is to have a naval recruiting
party visit it before long. Plans for military use of
railroad, telegraph, and telephone lines are being
perfected. The German ambassador and party sailed
for Germany on the 14th, but will be detained for
some time at Halifax for examination by British
officials. The detention of Americans in Turkey is
causing considerable apprehension and may cause a
break with that country.

Successful Mission Conference in Australia
In a letter to the First Presidency, concerning the
mission conference at Sydney, New South Wales,
held December 25 and 26, 1916, under the direction
of Apostles Hanson and Butterworth, Brother Paul
M. Hanson writes: "It has not been uncommon to
hear such comments as, 'It is the biggest movement
ever started in the Australian Mission,' and 'I cannot conceive how the General Conference can be more
educational.' The lectures were spoken of by all as
of a high order, and it is evident a long step forward
has been taken. Great possibilities lie before the
mission conference. The morning sessions provided
for in the program were for the ministry only, but
other meetings were arranged for the general public.
I thought that the getting together of the ministry
would be a good thing. A fine body of the ministry
is developing over here."
Church Improvement at Independence
Sunday the 11th was a great day in the history of
Independence. While the Saints at that place have
for a number of years been meeting in a commodious
stone church, the building had never been entirely
completed nor dedicated. On this day" the matter
was presented to the people and they were urgently
requested to contribute sufficient funds that it might

Literature for Temperance Committees
Those interested in spreading antinarcotic and
antiliquor information among the young men and
boys of their neighborhood will find excellent aid in
two new pamphlets which are available for free distribution. Statistics show that the use of narcotics
is alarmingly increasing, and efforts to thwart those
who would increase its use are certainly commendable. In Philadelphia a committee has made a
thorough investigation and their findings are available in the pamphlet entitled "The narcotic evil in
Philadelphia and Pennsylvania." Edward W. Bok,
the editor of the Ladies' Home Journal, is chairman
of the committee, while Doctor J. H. W. Rhein is
secretary. Address the latter as secretary of the
committee at 1732 Pine Street, Philadelphia. An-.
other entitled "Federal responsibility in the solution
of the habit-forming drug problem," has been written especially for Congress and others concerned in
drug legislation. A few of these are available for
free distribution and may be obtail}ed from the
author, Charles B. Towns, 293 Central Park West,
New York City.
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WHAT CONSTITUTES CHRIST'S CHURCH?

(1S'ermo,n by Elder Hubert Case, Sunday evening, August
29, 1916, at Lamoni, Iowa. Reported by Winsome L. Smith.)

I would invite your attention to the reading found
in the sixteenth chapter of Matthew beginning with
the ~ighteenth verse:
And I say unto thee, that thou art Petecr, and upon this
rock I will build my church; and the gates of heU shall not
pr,evail against it. And I will give unto thee the keys of the
kingdom of heaven: a,nd whatsoever thou shalt bind on earth
shall be bound in heaven; and whatsoever thou shalt loose on
earth shall be loosed in heaven.

called his church, is simply a miniature form of that
great government of God that we see described in
Holy Writ, that men had glimpses of in the ages that
are past and gone, who are given a view at times, of
the grandeur and the beauty and the glory of that
heavenly kingdom.
I find statements a little further on by some of the
writers of the New Testament, speaking of Christ's
work, that I wish to use this evening as a base, enabling us to understand what is said concerning this
building.

First, I will invite your attention to 1 Corinthians
Now these are the words of none other than the 12 : 18 : "But now hath God set the members every
Carpenter of Nazareth, Jesus the Christ. In the one of them in the body, as it hath pleased him."
midst of all. the confusion and contention that sur- And w~ are told, in the Colossian letter by Paul, and
rounded him in that brief history of his three years also in the Ephesian letter, that the body of Christ
of active ministerial work which has wrought more is the church, and he set every member in the church
for the blessing of mankind than any part of the as it hath pleased him.
world's history, and while men were contending
Now my text says that he is ·going to build his
against him and trying in every way to thwart him
church,
and if this guide that I hold in my hand is
in his purposes in building the grandest structure
worth
anything
to this congregation, or any other,
I believe the world has ever seen he said to these men,
I
believe,
my
friends,
we should at least hold it at ·
"I will build my church."
par
value.
I
believe
that
this word is true, that it is
Now I hold to-night what might be termed a photoa
true
record,
and
it
gives
us a description of what
graph of that church, a word picture giving us a
he
did
while
upon
this
earth
and after he ascended,
minute description of what constituted the church
and
we
find
these
writers
coming
on the stand and
of Jesus Christ. It is brief but it certainly is plain.
testifying
as
to
the
importance
and
scope, the force
It is not couched in any one verse but we have this
and
power
of
that
work,
as
it
was
committed into
description given throughout this brief history, not
their
care.
all during the ministerial activities of Christ in person, but part of that work is after he leaves his
SOME OF THE MATERIAL
earthly career; being in direct communion with those
A little further over in this chapter I read again
men whom he placed in charge of affairs here in this
these
words : "Now ye are the body of Christ, and
world, he continued to build until we see that strucmembers
in particular." (Verse 27.) And note
ture standing before the world-the most unique
form of government I believe that the world has the reading of the next verse: "And God hath set
some in the church, first apostles, secondarily prophever known.
ets,
thirdly teachers, after that miracles, then gifts
We look upon him to-night as the great teacher of
·
of
healings,
helps, governments, diversities of
man, but in none of his teachings do you find him
tongues."
Here
is some of the building material.
teaching in his own wisdom. In all this work that
God set them in there. Another statement that
he did he claimed to be directed and commanded by
a higher power than himself, and he said that power he made is very familiar to my hear.ers this evening.
was his Father in heaven. It was not his own will, Jesus says, "No man cometh to me except the Father
it was not his ow:n work, but he stood as a mediator which sent we draw him." I believe that statement.
between God and mankind, and he came for this spe- I believ.e that no man or woman ever has become a
cific purpose, .the establishing among men of the member of the church unless God has drawn that indivine government, the headquarters of which is in dividual by the influence of his Spirit through the
heaven, and not here upon this earth.
preaching of the word. No man can be made a citizen of that kingdom unless God has a hand in drawA MINIATURE OF GOD'S GOVERNMENT IN HEAVEN
ing that individual and planting him in the kingdom
This government that God placed upon this earth, as one of the members of that church.
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THE VARIOUS DEPARTMENTS

In the Acts of the Apostles we read the statement
that God added to the church daily such as should
be saved. This is the material. He takes of this
material and begins to form a government, and this
government in New Testament history is called his
church. If I were to r.ead this verse carefully, I
would note several points, "And God hath set some
in the church, first apostles, secondarily prophets,
thirdly teachers." Novv there are three specific
points mentioned. What is the next point? After
that miracles, then gifts of healings, helps, governments, diversiti.es of tongues." Here are the various
departments and helps as he put them in the church.
Look at the many points in that one verse, points
that are describing what God put into his church.
Now these are plain, and you people to-night, with
this guide in your hand and the untold millions in
the world who have this guide in their homes, it looks
like we could read that and see the plain points describing that wonderful church, doesn't it?
I know the argument is made that many of these
things are done away, but I have no assurance that
such is true. To the contrary, we hav.e statements
made as plain as anything can possibly be that
they are not done away with, that we may call your
attention to before we get through this evening,
showing that these things, are not to be discarded
because he says: "This is the body of Christ, this
is the church, and he put them in there." Men cannot put an apostle in the church, neither can they
put a member in the church. God must do that.
GOD MUST ACT

Because a person is baptized does not make him
a member of the church. Why, you could catch the
vilest sinner on the street anywhere and by main
force he might be taken to the water and baptized
but that would not make him a citizen of the kingdom, neither would it make him a member of the
church. You could write his name on the church
pooks, and that would not make him a member of
the church. There is order in this building, and
God's build'ing is more systematic than any structure
ever erected by man. It is because it is of more inportance than any institution man has built.
When the Apostle Paul stood before the people
on Mars Hill and saw the inscription "To the unknown God," he said, "Y e men of Athens, I perceive
that in all things ye are too superstitious. For as
I passed by, and beheld your devotions, I found an
altar with this inscription, TO THE UNKNOWN
GOD. Whom therefore ye ignorantly worship, him
declare I unto you. God that made the world and
all things therein, seeing that he is Lord of heaven

and earth, dwelleth not in temples made with hands."
(Acts 17: 22-24.)
A HOLY TEMPLE

What is the temple in which he dwells? Not in
a temple made with hands. This temple we are told ·
in the writings of Paul, is the church of the living
God, "In whom all the building fitly framed together
groweth unto a holy temple in the Lord: in whom ye
also are builded together for a habitation of God
through the Spirit." (Ephesians 2: 21, 22.)
You have a plain statement there that this habitation that he dwells in is not made with man's hands,
but he dwells in his temple here upon this earth
which he tells us is his habitation, and he calls .it his
church. It is fitly framed together, he says it is
built upon the foundation of apostles and prophets,
Jesus Christ himself being the chief prophet.
I was preaching upon this point one time while
in Oklahoma, and a certain Judge Houston "was in
my audience. At the close of my discourse he came
and shook hands with me and said, "Brother Case,
I never saw that before in my life, and didn't know
it was in the Bible, the description of the building
of his church. But it is there, and it is plain, too."
Now I have wondered lots of times that the many
scholars we have in the world, and the many church
leaders that hav.e tried for many years to erect
structures, why many of them did not come nearer
the ideal that we see here.
I have a little statement here I will read. Some
of the men in the audience to-night were in the Kirtland Temple when this statement was made. It was
made by a man by the name of George H. Gordon,
at the close of the conference held there a number
of years ago, and he was the correspondent of the
Cleveland Plain Dealer. I will read a portion of it:
To Pres1:dent Smith and the Dlelegates to the Latter Day
Saint Confm·ence; Dear Sirs and Brothers: As your conference draws to .a close and you depart to your many fields
of work very soon, I want to at this time tha,nk you for the
uniform courtesy and kindness .extended to me during my
work in Kirtland. I will ever r1egard the week just passed
as one of the brightest in my life. I am not converted to
your faith, but I part from you feeling that my life will be
bretter because of the week's association with noble men and
women. who are doing a1n unquestionably good work in uplifting humanity. I hav·e a vastly different opinion of the
Latter Day Saints than when I first came among you. Where
you then had, because of my ignol'ance, an indifferent enemy,
you now have a warm friend.

-And he says a little farther on, as he closes his
statement :
I have in my reportorial capacity been closely associated
with many denominatio1ns and I want to volunteer the testimony that in my judgment you are the nearest to the Carpenter of Nazareth that I have seen.
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THE MEANING OF THE CHURCH TO-DAY

Now, what does this church stand for to-day?
This church stands for that picture we find in
New Testament history ,being restored in the acti.vities and in godly practices as the church stood two
thousand years ago when the Master erected this
wonderful structure and started it on its wonderful
mission to the world of m.ankind. Many people are
fri~nds if they get to see the position held by the
Latter Day Saints, as we go out to give this gospel
to the world, but we meet with many people who are
prejudiced as this man says he was when he went to
that conference; "an indifferent enemy." That is the
feeling many have, but when it opens up ·before their
mind, and they see the scope and the power that is
in the work, they feel differently. It makes an impression to know we believe that no officer, no member, no person can be really put in the church of
Jesus Christ but by the sanction and by the direction
and the foroe that God has exerised through the
preaching of this word wherever this gospel has been
presented to the world. Further, no man can even
be taken from the world and made a citizen of that
kingdom unless the sanction of God is upon that
work. The divine approval of his Spirit is the stamp
of divinity and the seal of that person's adoption,
making him a citizen of the kingdom of God, as the
Apostle Paul says in his writing.
Now, friends, I wish you to note this fact~ Many
people have said just as a gentleman who told me
one time (he was a minister, and after fighting this
work as he did I will use the w'ord fight), he said
"I fought this work for fifteen years," but when he
came to himself (I suppose I had better put it that
way) and got rid of a little of his prejudice, he quit
pr,eaching and went out into the country, and settled
down on a farm because he could no longer preach, as
he found himself out of harmony with the Bible in
several points. He came and listened to this preaching, and I baptized that gentleman, and he said a few
days after he was in the church, "I used to wonder
why you people believe in the apostles and prophets
being in the church. I nev,er could see it before."
Here is the statement I am telling this story for. He
says, ''It just seems to me my eyes have been opened,
I never saw the kingdom of God before."
That is just what Jesus said, "Except a man be
born again he cannot see the kingdom of God."
OFFICERS TO PERPETUATE AND CARRY ON

I believe friends, that that divine organization
upon this earth is just as much an organized government as any government that you can see, and that
you know of such as the United States Government,
the Republic of which we are members to~night, or
the Kingdom of Great Britain, or any other country
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on this earth. I believe this divine organization is
God's institution, and he knew what officers he
needed to perp~tuate and carry on that institution,
else he never would have put them in there, and
Paul says they are first apostles, etc. Where is it
recorded?
We turn over her,e and read in the tenth chapter
of Matthew, beginning with the first verse, where
Jesus, after going up on the mount and praying
all night, came down from the mount, being in communion with his Father in heaven, and he walked
along the shore of the sea of Galilee, and began to
call men to follow him. We find that these men
were the ones who had been followers of John, who
had been converted to the truth, and they gave heed
to his call, and he said "Come and follow me, and I
will make you fishers of men." He laid his hands
upon these men and ordained them, and the ninth
chapter of Luke says he gave tl!:em power and authority.·
Now note this, "And he named them apostles."
Then he is placing these men in the church, as Paul
says he first put in the church apostles. But did
he put them in there? God was directing his son,
and Jesus said, "I do always those things which my
father hath commanded me." He simply stood as
a mediator to perform God's work and bring these .
people into the church, because he says, "I will build
my church," and in the erection of that institution
we see him putting other officers in the church.
The next one mentioned in the history as we go
along you will find in the tenth chapter of Luke,
first verse. There you will find he named the seventy,
calling those men and sending them out two by two
before his face into every city and place whith~r
he himself would come. And he says in both instances, wher,e he ordained the twelve and where
he ordained the seventy, that. he gave them power
and authority to minister the gospel and direct people into the kingdom of God, making them citizens of
that kingdom and church here upon this earth.
I recognize this supreme man, as. he stood here
upon this earth, the greatest organizer in all the
organizations upon the earth. He understood the
form of organization in order to carry his work to
the utmost bonds of the earth. A man could be a
Jew, or he could be a Roman, he could be a Chinaman, he could be a Japanese, he could be anywhere
in the world or of any nationality, and be a citizen of
this wonderful institution, to fit men to live in the
divine organization that is to be established from
the rivers to the ends of the. earth, when that great
government of God in heaven that will finally be established on this earth when his prayer shall be
answered that his kingdom shall come and his will
be done in ,earth as it is done in heaven.
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HOW GOD DIRECTS HIS CHURCH

I will read one more passage of scripture touching
this point. There is one feature of this subject this
evening that I will only refer to bdefly, as it will
be taken up under some other head perhaps during
this series of meetings, and that is the matter of
God putting these officers in the church, the question
of present-day revelation.
In every age of time when God has had a work
.here upon this earth he has always spoken, he has always directed; that is the reason we need prophets in
the church-this entire set of officers that is spoken
of here, and that is the reason we feel to-day that
prophets must be in the church. It is God's means
of manifesting himself and speaking to his people,
and putting those officers in the church as it has
pleased him. ·
w,e are told upon one occasion concerning this
matter that the "harvest is great and the laborers
are few; pray ye therefore the Lord of harvest that
he will send laborers into his vineyard." It is his
business to send those laborers, and he has a definite way of calling these men, he calls them through
the prophets here in his church.
I find a statement in the writings of John where
he tells us what Jesus told them concerning the
spirit of revelation in the church before he left them.
He said that when the Comforter which is the Holy
Ghost, has come, he will not speak of himself, but
whatsoever he shall hear that shall he also speak,
and he will show you things to come.
Now that was the thought as the author put it,
that it should be an eternal ordinance from that time,
not /or a day, not for a year, but forever, ,that was to
be in the church, and he was to speak to the church
and through the church, for the building, establishing and perpetuating of that institution.

•

PROPHETS IN THE CHURCH

One time when I was preaching in the western
part of Oklahoma, a minister came to me one day
and said, "Say, brother, are you the Latter Day Saint
minister that lives over here on the hill?"
I replied "Yes, sir."
He said, "I have a question to ask you. Do you
believe in prophets?"
I said, "Certainly, we believe in prophets. Don't
you?"
"No, sir," he said, "I don't believe in prophets."
And I suggested: "Certainly then, you have not
the church of God, because the Bible said God put
prophets in his church. We might begin on that
point."
"Well, the Bible says John was the last prophet."
"Where does it say so? The Bible says Christ

was the greatest prophet that ever lived and he was
after John."
"Oh, well, he was an exception to the rule."
"W,ell, how about the prophets that came from
Jerusalem to Antioch? How about the prophets
at Antioch through whom the Lord spoke and called
Barnabas and Saul and put them in official positions
in the church? How about the two prophets spoken
of in the 14th chapter of Acts? How about the numerous prophets in the New Testament?"
He could make no answer. All he could say was
that he simply did not believe there were to be any
prophets in the church after John; that John was
the last prophet.
(However,· this photograph, as we are calling it,
shows us that there were apostles, prophets, seventies, bishops, elders, evangelists, priests and teachers,
and deacons. There is the organization as w~ see
it established in the New Testament Scriptures, not
in one chapter but through a succession of the writings of these men describing what transpil'ed to-day,·
to-morrow, and continuing through the history of
God's dealings with them from the starting out
on this definite mission and putting it in working
order, we can see this work continuously going on.
That is why we have contended for years and years
that that church, if it is ever on this earth in an organized form should be after the pattern given us
by the God of heaven through the greatest teacher the
world has ever had, that we call the Carpenter of
Nazareth, who built his church, and there are offices
in that church to be filled with living men.
BUILDING ACCORDING TO THE PATTERN

I have a quotation here from the ninth chapter
of Hebrews, fifth verse. I wish to say in this connection, to show you my reason for making the statement, we are told that one man stood on this earth .
and was permitted to s.ee the order of his government
in heaven, and that man's name was Moses. And
he was told when he came down from the mount that
he should build all things according to the pattern
shown him. And what did he do? We find a description in the fourth chapter of Exodus and the
first chapter of Numbers. He put into the church
first two counselors. God told him the burden of
the carrying on of this work was too great for him
alone, and he told him to select two men, and those
men were to stand with him, and they were as the
three pillars. But in these two references that I
have given you there is also the statement that
the twelve were put in the church, and you will find
their names just as plain as you will find the names of
the twelve given in the tenth chapter: of Matthew.
But the important thing about this picture to my
mind is the fact that Moses saw the order of God's
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government in heaven, and he was told that when
he built he should build after that pattern, and if
you will turn to the third chapter of Hebrews you
will find that "Moses was faithful in building his
·house," and Christ was faithful in building his
house" after the pattern of the living God. There
we find that Moses built a house, and that Christ
built a house, and they are called the Church of God
-~me the church in the wilderness, one the church
in the days when Paul was writing, aud we see the
three pillars in both ; and we see them putting the
seventy in the church as well as apost~es.
There in Numbers 11: 16, 17, God told Moses:
Gather unto me seventy men of the elders of Israel, whom
thou knowest to be the elders of the people, and officer:s over
them; and bring them unto the. tabernacle of the congregation, that they may stand there with thee. And I will come
down and talk with thee the11e: and I will take of the spirit
which is upo1n thee, and will put it upon them; and they
shall bear the burden of the people with thee, that thou bear
it not thyself alone.
·

He selected . seventy of the elders of Israel, and
God came down in their midst and poured out his
Spirit upon. the seventy men that were brought before him, and we see it says that they prophesied,
and did not cease even in the church in the wilderness.
I said a while ago that I have a photograph before
us to~ night of the church Jesus Christ builded, that
is, the New Testament church. Go back into the
Old Testament and you will find that Moses built
after the same pattern because that was the same
that Moses saw in the heaven, and we find that
church in the wilderness had the tw.elve, the presidency, the seventy, the elders, and high p6ests, and
these various officers that we find named in the New
Testament, because Christ saw that same order, and
that same pattern is given, and more particularly
presented I believe in the New Testament. than in
the Old Testament. In the days of Jesus Christ upon
earth we see the church begin to rise and flourish.
God endowed it with wonderful pow;er from the
heavens above, and put in it the power to prepare
and call men to the ministry, placing the prophets
in the church, and filling all those offices. And when
some were killed or dropped out, God spoke through
the prophets, and called other men to fill those offices
that these other men had filled before they wer.e
killed. The first one was Judas, who betray~d the
Christ, who went out and kiUed himself after he
had sold his Master for thirty pieces of silver. That
left a vacancy in the quorum of twelve. The
:apostles counseled over the matter and prayed,
and here is the prayer; "Thou God, who knowest
the hearts of all men, show us whether of these two
thou hast chosen" and they set two.men there before
them, and the lot fell on Matthias, seemingly the

Lord directing that this man should be chos·en, and
he was numbered with the eleven and the quorum
was full.
lAnd we find if we go on through the New Testament that others ·were called, as for instance Barnabas and Saul. We find Appolos later on, which
shows to us conclusively that this was the order of
his government, and that that is the w:ay he proposed to continue and perpetuate his institution
called his church.
HOW JOSEPH SMITH FOLLOWED THE PATTERN

In the nineteenth century this church that we are
representing here to-night was established, and to
the astonishment of the world, as his instrument for
his work he called a mere boy, Joseph Smith. Is it
not a strange thing that he fell upon the very same
pattern that Moses had in the wilderness, and that
Jesus established two thousand years ago.? Is it not
a strange thing that that young man, claiming to be
a prophet of God, claiming that God had spoken to
him as he did in ancient times, began the organization of a church? There were many great institutions with many thousands and hundreds of thousands of members around about him in the world,
and he begins a church. Why? He had the photograph, and God gave him direction how to f6How .
the pattern, and strange as it may seem to my hear- ·
ers to-night, that boy that claimed to be directed of
God, put in the church, apostles, after the ancient'
pattern, the prophets, the seventy, then bishops and
so these different officers were put in the church
under the spirit and influence of the inspiration he
claimed to have in his mission work in this dispensation. It has met all the scrutiny, the criticisms, the
objections of all the powers that could be arrayed
against it, and persecution as in ancient times, since
the v.ery inception of this· work. Sometimes it has
lulled for a little time, but it has been in the world.
It is in the world to-day, and as long as the Devil is
not bound it will continue to be. We do not expect
anything else, but the work is moving on, and next
spring you people who are in Lamoni, or in its regions, coming to our General Conference will see the
photograph that you have seen many times here.
You will see on this platform the Presidency, the
Twelve, the evangelical ministers, and you will see
the high priests, and the elders, and the bishops, and
the S•eventy, and these different officers, just as this
book calls for.
How did that boy ever find this out? There were
giant minds who had been building for centuries,
but this boy did not claim that he built in his wisdom. He says he built in the wisdom of that Spirit
and strength that God gives and that puts the members in the church. He did not claim to even put
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the members in the church himself. He claimed to
be directed of God, and he fell upon the same pattern
that the Master followed two thousand years ago
when he said, "I will build my church, and the gates
of hell shall not prevail against ,it."
THE REASON-PERFECTING OF THE SAINTS

I started to read a reference, so I will do it now
before I close:
Now that he ascended, what is it but that he also
descended first into the lower parts of the earth? He that
descended is the same 1also that ascended up far above all
heavens, that he might fill ,all things. And he gave some,
apostles; and some, prophets; and some, evangelists; and
some, pastors and teachers.-Ephesians 4: 9-11.

It tells what he gave them for: "the perfecting of
the .saints." Here is the material. Here is every
member being put in the church. Here is the means,
he says, to bring that material to a state of perfection. Shall we say we are going to throw away the
means and reach perfection? That would be folly.
Listen to the next verse, it tells how long they are to
be in the church: "For the perfecting of the saints,
for the work of the ministry, for the edifying of th!?
body of Christ: till we all come in the unity of the
faith, and of the knowledge of the ·son of God, unto
a perfect man, unto the measure of the stature of
·the fullness of Christ."
Your Sunday school boys here, eight, ten, o:r twelve
years old, many of them can tell you where to find
scripture like the one we have just read. God set
these officers in the church for the perfecting of the
saints, for the work of the ministry, for the .edifying
of the body of Christ. That is what it says. Don't
you suppose God and Christ knew what kind .of a
ministry they wanted? Don't you suppose he knew
what he put them in the church for, what work each
department of his church should carry out in order
to carry out the proper .edification in spiritual things?
"For the edifying of the body of Christ, which is
set in the· church, until we all come in the unity of
the faith, and of the knowledge of the Son of God,
unto a perfect man, unto the measure of the stature
of the fullness of Christ."
Look at the next verse, "That we henceforth be
no more children, tossed to and fro, and carried about
with ev.ery wind of doctrine, by the sleight of men,
and cunning craftiness, whereby they lie in wait to
deceive."
So there were winds of doctrine blowing then
when Christ was on earth and he said "I will build
my church.'' There were churches around him in
the world, and they came to him with questions, and
tried to tangle him with these, but they were· made
to say, No man ever spake as this man. We never
me~ anyone like this. They could not meet him with

arguments, and they saw a power he possessed away
beyond anything human, anything on this earth.
There was nothing like it. And he conferred power
upon his men and set them in the church to stay
ther.e until we should all come in the unity of the
faith, and of the knowledge of the Son of God, unto
a perfect man, unto the measure of the stature of
the fullness of Christ.
If you take people of the world and develop them
to full-grown men and women in a spiritual development of character so that they can stand side by side
with that wonderful character of Jesus Christ, you
will utilize the means that he put in the church to do
that. And this is the picture as we have to present
it to you people to,..night. I hope I have said sufficient to convince you, to make the point clear, that
this is his government, and this is his plan, this is the
course of procedure, to carry on his church work here
in this world.
I am identified with the people to-l)ight who believe in the ancient order of things being carried out,
that God's will may be done, and that people may be
educated and developed to the measure of the stature
of the fullness of Christ. That when he comes, and
his divine kingdom of heaven is established upon the
earth, and that kingdom is made one universal kingdom, and Jesus Christ will reign as Lord of lords,
and King of kings, and his peovl.e be worthy to stand
with him and have a place in that kingdom triumphant, is my prayer.
THE PHYSICAL SIDE---Part 2
BY

M,

F.

GOWELL

We are commanded to .be cheerful in our warfare.
Faith is a healthy mental attitude. Hope is, likewise.
We are saved by faith and also by hope. Charity,
or love, is constructive. Anger, fear, worry, etc.,
poison the blood, and are destructive to,health. Faith
cannot operate effectively and permanently where
ignorance and transgression prevail. This delicate
and complicated machine cannot be kept in perfect
order without thought. Prev.ention is the need; less
of cure, either by doctors or elders .. ·Our pride
should not be so much in healing; it should be more
in keeping well. Our reliance should not be so much
in miracle. It should be in our own intelligence,
aided by the inspiration of the Almighty, according
to the necessity. We should not create the necessity,
by carelessness, ignorance, etc. Our eating and drinking and sleeping; our working and resting, all should
be regulated with an eye single to the glory of God.
The cure of spiritual sin is largely within ourselves,
or is dependent on our attitude towq,rd the gospel.
The gospel will save no one independent of the individual's attitude towards it; it must be correct
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towards the whole law. It is not intended of God
that we should be spiritual giants and physical weaklings, or altogether lacking and neglectful along the
physical line. The school system is defective as -regards physical .culture and training for sound,
healthy bodies, wherein the mind may have its
proper action, and intelligence its best manifestation. We need culture halls in our minds at least,
and physical culture may be last and least, but it
should, and must come. We have proved some
things; we are proving other things. We can write
from the standpoint of experience and limited study.
We hope to know more and say more along this neglected line, for suffering humanity's sake, in the
church. We have been astonished at our own slowness to perceive. We are not proud of prevailing ignorance, sickness, and reliance wholly on cure.
We have the cure within ourselves for all the afflictions of the body by a correct mental attitude fbward
all the means of prevention and cure. We can and
must do more for ourselves. God has done. too much,
rather than too little for us. We need not more
revelation, or more cure. We need a stronger disposition to obey, and the physical side will not be
neglected as it has been, but receive its due consid.eration and attention. It's a long w:ay back to where
Adam left the trackof perfect health, and the physical side needs to be thought of.· Those who sit in the
seat of the scornful, or lie on the bed of. ignorance,
carelessness, thoughtlessness, and disobedience, will
not at least set the pace, or be the first to arrive.
Fads need not be run after, nor hobbies ridden; but
no one need fear to think and act intelligently, if
the beaten track, or the broad road of pleasure seekers through appetite and indulgence, is departed
from.
Hung;er demands all the sixteen elements of which
the body is composed, and must have in proper proportion, in proper amount; at proper intervals, according to age, occupation, etc. Science, experience
and study, are demonstrating truth, temperance and
righteousness, health and happiness, as well as revelation. He that would follow the good Shepherd
may "go in and out and find pasture."
Appetite needs to be distinguished from hunger.
The demand of the latter should be supplied, the
cravings of the former refused. The craving for
manufactured sugar, candy, etc., may exist to the
harm of child or adult; to the injury of liver, kidneys, etc., but the hunger for natural sweet as honey,
dates, raisins, figs, etc., may and should be satisfied.
Nature or real hung.er, demands a certain amount,
but an excess overtaxes the digestive organs and the
entire body, as an insufficient amount starves and
weakens.

One may .experiment for many: the experience of
all be profitable to many. It depends not only on the
one or the ones along the physical line as well as the
spiritual. It depends on the many. Neither God
nor man can help those not inclined to help themselves. We can do much more for ourselves than we
have thought or known, or realized. God is willing
that men should seek and find knowledge and wisdom inside and outside of his chur~h. It is our privilege to give the greater values; the best gifts. But
there are good gifts as well as perfect gifts and
these come down from above, Christ being the light
that lighteth every man that cometh into the world.
If there, are dietitians, physical culturists for
health, etc., that have sought and found truth in
nature, shall we refuse it because not by rev.elation?
Then let us reject and refuse to use the telephone,
the steam engine, the gasoline engine, the sewing
machine, the mowing machine, the reaper and binder,
and all electrical discovery, because the inventors
were not Latter Day Saints.
The Lord has said that we ar.e "qualifiedly dependent on our Gentile neighbors." (Doctrine and Covenants 128: 8.) We do not know it all. We have
much to learn for our profit, mentally and physically,
from other sources than the channel and powers of
revelation mak>e accessible. They make accessible
the otherwise inaccessible. The things that are ac~
cessible th'Tough Gentile and natural sources are for
us to profit by if we will. We do not lead in all
things. We may yet l.ead in music, art, poetry, science or true knowledge in its various branches.
We can afford to follow where we cannot lead, or to
exchange truth for truth, spiritual knowledge for
natural or physical. :May God bless his people and
prosper his truth in its whole and entire application
to life-physical as well as spiritual and we be found
neither cranks nor fanatics; neither bigots nor ignoramuses; neither weaklings physically nor spiritually, but with sound minds and renewed or healthy .
bodies rightly represent, and intelligently and wisely
glorify God.
·
We have a right to learn from every source. We
have no right to dissipate our energies. in mere
amusements for amusement's sake, or pleasure for:
pleasure's sake along any line of appetite or indulgence, but when we seek the economization or conservation of time and energy and the utilization of
means to ends without waste and without lust; without mere pleasure in view, but allow duty to be our
pleasure in all ways and respects, Satan and disease
and death will lose power, and life and health claim
its victory, appreciated because earned. The price
has been paid.
(Concluded.)
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ENERAL INTEREST]

THE QUICKENING OF RELIGIOUS FEELING
AMONG ENGLISH WRITERS AS A
RESULT OF THE WAR
One of the by-products of the war in England has
been a notable increase in the amount of writing devoted to religious subjects; and the Reverend Doctor
Henry Jowett, when asked by a New York TinMsinterviewer to give his impressions of a :recent visit
to England, laid special stress on thi~ fact. Doctor
Jowett con£essed that the war is having a depressing
effect on religious institutions in England. Church
membership has declined, and attendance at church
services and at prayer meetings is poor. But he felt
encouraged, he. said, when he looked outside of the
church establishments at the national life as a whole.
There was a wonderful spirit of solidarity and of
unselfishness, and millions of young men are ready
to lay down their lives for their country. He continued:
It is not altogether without suggestion that men a,nd women
are resorting to 1Spiritualism in their groping taft.er assurance. .Sir Oliver Lodge has lost his boy Ramond in battle
and he has giv•en that boy's name as the tit1e to his latest
book, two-thirds of which is given up to the m€ssages that.
the living father says he has ,reeeived from his dead son.
And he declares himself as' sure of t.hose messages as he is
of any fact of science. And Conan Doyle has declared his
faith in communications between the living and the dead.

Doctor Jowett went on to name other English writers who, he f,e}t, were making real contributions to
the literature of religion in its largest sense :
Some of the loft.ieR.t articles I have read during the war
have been in .the leader columns of the secular press. I mea,n
lofty in the sense of being highly spiritual. Articles of the
Tirnes, the Daily Press, the Daily Chronicle, the Manchester
G~w1·dian, and the Glasgow Hm·ald have been suffused with
spirituality.
And besides, there is also a strangely new note in writers
who have vast audiences of readers and whose words are
read with the regard which is paid to 1Ja1emt and genius and
conspicuous endowment. Horatio Bottomley, editor of John
BuZZ, for illustration. There is a paper of enormous circulation of not the. most reputable kind. It Qnce publicly
charged me with holding shares in saloons at the very time I
was parading as a temperance advocate. Of course there'
was not a vestige of truth in it, but it indicated the character
of the paper. But now, during this war, Horatio Bottomley
has found his soul. It would be truer to say he has found
his God and he is writing articles of an extraordinary character in which there i,s something of the color a,nd glow of
religion.
'Herbe1rt G. WeBs has not had much to do 'with religion,
but what does he write now? Let me quote a little: "Religion
is the first thing and the last thi,ng, and until a man has
found God and been found by God, he begins at no beginning,

he works to no end. He may have his friendships, his partial
loyalties, his scraps of honor. But all these things fall into
place, and life falls into place only with God. Only with
God. God who fights through men against blind force and
night and nonexistence-who is the end, who is the meaning."
And who would have ·imagined that the calm and radiant
presence of the Lord would have been seen in the pages of
Bernard Shaw? Amid all the bitter h·ony and satire of
Shaw's thought and spirit, amid all his irreverence, the
. stra:nge and pathetic figure of the Savior has recently appeared for a moment. "I am ready to •admit," says Mr.
Shaw, "I am ready to admit that, afte:r contemplating the
world of human nature for nearly sixty years, I see no way
out of the world's misery but the way vyhich would have been
found by Christ's will if he had undertaken the work of a
modern, practical statesman."

To these and other signs Doctor Jowett points as
evidence that the Christian faith is being questioned
and tested in the crucible of a fierce and tremendous
experience. The end is not yet. "I believe-with all
my heart I believe"-he says, "that the message of
the church of God will emerge from the furnace
purified and refined as by fire, and with a reality and
authority which will more than ever command the
reverent attention and homage of the world." -Current Opinion, February, 1917.
POVERTY
The tragic stage of the age long human drama is
crowded with the ghosts of multitudes so poor they
never hoped. The past is proof: The history of pov~erty, the history of the poverty of the multitude,
;proves that poverty is a prohibition on the rapid
progress of the individual and of the human race.·
Poverty has always been ugly-and it is ugly now.
!Poverty has always been cruel-and it is cruel
now.
Poverty has always been deadly-and it is deadly
now.
Pov.erty has always been a disaster-and it is a
disaster now.
To point to a few exceptions as proof to the contrary, to point to a :Dew exceptions and bunglingly
overlook the hundreds of millions whom poverty has
strangled, is to be so stupidly (or viciously) illogical, so clumsily ignorant of the logical rules of scientific thinking as to be unworthy of contempt.
Away with this philosophy which Dives recommended to Lazarus.-Kirkpatrick.
A timely sermon is food to the soul ; but the same
sermon out of occasion is poison ......:-James E. Yates.
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Social Service, Chapter Two

WOMAN'S AUXILIARY
Edited by'AUDEN'I'JA ANDERSON, 2009 Locust St., Omaha, Nebr.

An Interesting Series

"Who seeks for heaven alone to save his soul
May keep the path, but will not reach the goal;
Whilre he who walks in love may wander far,
Yet God will bring him where the blessed are."

In our columns in HERALD issue of December 6, last, apThe .spirit of service to the sick is not new. Indeed, the
peared the introductory chapter of a series of articles on care of the sick has been an unfailing ,expression of huma,n
social service which we had asked Doctor Harrington to 1me~ kindliness since the dawn of Christi>anity.
Florence Nightingale's demonstration of the possibilities
pare for our readers. ~n unavoidable interruption has occurred i1n this series, but we are glad to pre,sent the second of nursing, followed by the success of her coworkie~rs and disinstallment ~n this issue. They are being prepared by 'Sis- ciples, drew widespread attention to the possibilities as an
ter Berenice Russell, one of the very well-qualified nur&es at openi,ng for woman's work, not as a ca,reer in the· ordinary
the Independe:iwe Sanitarium, at Doctor Harrington's re- sense-for of material advantage it had none to offer-but as
quest and we understand under the supervision of that very affording an opportunity for the reHef of suffering and the
service of humanity..
busy physici1l]n.
This phase of work possibly to our women must only be unThis appealed very strongly to a group of earnest women
'dertaken with great tact and delicacy. To help unfortunate of culture and refinement, who from 1870 onward car,ried on
people about us in a way which succeeds in the object sought pioneer labors. Victims of sin a,nd sufDerring were sought in
for and in the uplift desired, requi,res special qualifications their wretchedness and served with tender, sympathetic dein the one who seeks t:o minister. 1Much discussion is going votion. Throughout the historry of waiting on the sick the
on in the papers of to-day concerni1n g the manner in which spiritual welfare has claimed the attention of clergy, and no
some society women are taking up this work-as a sort of form of care for the sick to-day is without their ministra"fad," and a thing to boast of before their associates. The tions. Volunteer c·ommittees of women have for many years
true sense of service seems to have been lost sight of in an visited the sick and extended their friendly offices. Busy
efDort to obtain acclaim for what is done! Is it' not a form doctors and 1nurses have done countless unrecorded acts of
of good doing with the spirit of the same lacking? Can kindness not demanded by the requkements of their professuch deeds have permanent value? We think ,not.
siona:b duties.
So we would beseech our women to move carefully in these
The sick one's spiritual needs, and his dependence upon
paths, seeking the heJp and advice of the officers of our church sympathy andi affectionate interest, have long been recognized,
where it can be of assistance, and following that advice when both in theory and practice.
given. One of the greatest beauties about the plan of our
There are, however, some fu,ndamental differences between
church work as established in the latter days, is its perfection these attentions and tne social service which we are to con-·
of detail-its adequacy to meet every condition and every sider.
emergency. The duties of the m~n placed in charge of the
Lit is difficult to measure how much the work of the visittempor,al affairs of the church ar1e plainly marked out, and ing nurs,e in all 'the v:a,ried services has contributed to the
when couplefl. with a spirituality of vision, they become the social service movement. Though trained in a hospital, she
very fiber and essence of this social serrvice to mimkin:d. ,Jt found visiting nursing so different from what she had .learned
is not only a matter of dollars and cents, as some may have in the hospital wards, that she was more and more in need
thought, but it reaches deeper, into the very homes of our of social kinowledge, and she has been forced to add much
people and seeks to beautify and sweeten the conditions which social knowledge to her medical training.
need changi,ng upward. Our women can do much, as our
She attempts now to teach nursing care to improve hygienic
bishops a,re pointing out, to help, them in reaching and eHmi- conditions, and to aid and encourage the paiients by kind·
nating unfavorable conditions, for God has given to many of ness and helpful advic•e'.
his handmaidens a peculiarly valuable sense of delicacy and
Tuberculous patients, children, and others receive hygienic
sympathy which soothes while it heals, encourages while instructio,n. As a result of her struggle with such problems
it crriticizes, stimulates while it points our errors, ~nd in- as tuberculosis and infant mortality, she has also helped to
spires wherre it accuses.
call ;attention to the common field of the medical and social
Many fine books are at hand, the reading of which will work.
prepare our women the more fully and intelligently to enter
First, we must underst1l]nd thei patient's life and someupon these services of uplift-an uplift which, if it fails to thing of his standards of living; aid the education; learn
act spiritually as well as temporally, has missed its highest how the poor man lives, works and thinks; what his problems
expression. We here call attention to some books of this na- are; what burdens he must bear. We must lea11n the intiture which may be obtai,ned through the Herald Publishing mate relationship between the ills of the physi~al body and
the home environment. The poor man loves his vice :as truly
House, for the prices named.
as does the rich man, a;nd will not change at the offhand sugHenderst:~n's Modern Methods of Charity, $3.50.
gestion of a stranger. You must win, first, the ,confidence;
Devine's Misery and its Causes, 50 cents.
next the love of the poor patient, and then prove to him the
Devine's Principles of Relief, $2.
sincerity of interest and ~ntention.
Spahr's America's Working People, $1.25.
The social service ,worker seeks to rally to the disastrous
AUDENTIA ANDERSON.
social condition whi~h disturbs and cripples human lives.
Organizati1on for service in the kind of homes to be served
Many wholesome foods are served in many households is the first step.
We must realize the possibilities of developing workers in
every day in the same way, because such food happens to be
cheap and economical. A wise housewife will. study to vary the home', under the direction of graduate supervisors before
the presentation, so that the family will eat with zest and we will make ;any headway into the problem.
We need women who are big enough to meet the difficulties
due appreciation.
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that arise; who will work with other people whole-heartedly
and cheerfully, a,nd who care little who gets the credit, so
thei'r community may have the kind of help in sickness that
conditions demand.
If we are not open to suggestion, we are told it is a sign
that we have outlived our usefulness.
The keynote of good health is cleanliness, while the chief
cause of disease is filth. Every woman who receives the
knowledge of hygiene should not ortly practice clea,nliness,
but should teach it as well. It is not easy, however, always
to know what one should do, but the golden rule will help us
out of our difficulties more than anything else.
H. BERENICE RUSSELL.

Orioles are Busy
Just think of the rapidly increasing numbers of our Oriole
girls, scatt,e red throughout this broad land, and ·of the unity
and comradeship which is being established among them by
mea,ns of this splendid organization sponsored and supported
by the Woman's Auxiliary of our church! What a wo,nderful
bond of union it is, and how perfectly it serves to cement the
interests of our young girls to ~each other, and to our wellloved church organization! When they meet in conferences
of district, or stake or general church, it is as if they had
always known each other-this sense of fellowship and of
ide,ntity of purpose: and endeavor so k!'en and powerful.
In a recent talk with a bright thoughtful woman, not of
our faith, but one whose whole life is devoted to helping
young people to a sense of their responsibility to God, we explained to her our Oriole movement. It seemed to attract
her instant attention a,nd admiration and she remarked, "I call
that a very, very progressive movement for a church to have
adopted, for it serves to keep your young people within your
own influence, and provides for their every need. Our young
girls go out and join the Camp Fire girls, a,nd our boys become
Boy Scouts, but you have provided for them under your own
supervision, which I think is a fine showing." We were glad
to tell her that steps were being taken to organize ·a similar
movement among our boys but we regretted that we could
not teH her that it had become a realization,-a living factor
among us. Let us hope it will not be long in materializing,
and that soon we may find in our own church circles a place
for our boys to develop and exercise that peculiar "gang
spirit" they all experience at some time or another, under the
careful guidance of men of spiritual mold, who shall, with
consecration, consider the work as divinely appointed and as
soul satisfying as is that of proselyting. "A penny saved is
a penny earned," is one of the "thrift" maxims of the age; is
not a boy saved in our midst the equal of a man saved from
the outside?
AUDENTIA ANDERSON.
1

Twitters from the Oriole Nests
From an e:astern city where four circles have rec,ently been
organized: "At our last busi,ness meeting, two weeks ago,
after business was over we had a spread which was enjoyed
very TII.uch. :Several who were not Orioles were invited to the
meeting and among them were some who are not members
of our church. They spoke very highly of the Oriole work for
its social as well as its educational value; I :am now planning lectures and practical lessons for the girls on ·domestic
science, nursing, dressmaking a,nd public speaking. We are
very fortunate in having girls in the circles who know women
who have specialized in these lines and some of them, though

they do not belong to the church, have expressed their willingness to give us their help along their special lines. The
bmnch officers have asked the Oriole girls to give a progran,l
the last 1Sunday mor;ning of next month, and we expect to
do it."
A local superintendent writes: ''The older circle celebrated
their anniversary by having a banquet. We had a very nice
program, follow:ed by the supper. Last night the girls met
at my house and the priests of the branch paid us a visit.
This gave them a chance to meet some of the girls who are
boarding and could not be visited by the priests otherwise."
From another large eastern city: "The Oriole work has
a good start in - - - and the girls are very much enthused.
To be the first songster is quite an incentive. Last week we
had a talk on "The greatness of little things," which was followed by an interesting discussion, in which all participated.
Next week Doctor -~- will speak on 'First aid.' ·We meet
onee a week, and our meetings are planned six weeks in advance. These city girls surely enjoyed the day which was
spent hiking in the COU!ntry.''
,From a circle which we are watching with interest: "The
O:riole work has done one good thing here and that is, it has
drawn our girls closer together than they have ever been before. Two of our girls work in the mills here and do not belong to the church.''
An Oriole program: "The girls gave their program in the
church two weeks ago and certainly qid fine. Some of the
members of the bra.nch who were in attendance said they felt
the same spirit present which they had felt in prayer meetings. Some girls took part who had nev;er attempted to do
anything of the kind before."
The boys are invited: "L1ast week the girls gave a party to
which they invited the boys of the Sunday school. The:
Woman's Auxiliary gave the Orioles permission to sell a few
articles at their bazaar, provided they (the girls) made them
by hand. The girls arranged a ve:i'Y pretty booth and made
about fifteen dollars.''
From a missionary: "Please send me full instructions as to
how to orga1n ize an Oriole circle. I believe the Oriole movement to be a timely one--an .essentiality-for the welfare
and protection of our girls in these times when there is so
much encountered that is calculated to draw them away from
the gospel.''
A branch president takes a hand: "We are pleased to re-·
,ceive a letter from a sister in Iow,a who says that "our
branch president is urging the organization of a circle here
and we are writ~ng for instructions.'' To this we replied:
"We are pleased that your branch president has taken up the
work and is pushing it. It is an example for others of the
priesthood. No doubt he recognizes in the work the element
of service to the church which it suggests to the girls. Upon
. the women depends, largely, the redemption 9f Zion in that
pure, healthy and wholesome atmospheres must be mai,ntained
within the homes of ZiQn and this will depend upon our girls
of to-day who will.be our women of to-morrow.
"And her work and influence will not be felt in the home
alone for there will be a demand and a great need for thoughtful, intelligent women in the church work. There is nothing
more discouraging and dishearte1ning than to find that opportunities C01}1e .to us for service later in life and we have utterly failed to prep:are ourselves for intelligent and consecrated service.
"You will readily see that the Oriole work provides for
spiritual as well as intellectual preparation, can you not?
But along with this we hope to provide· for and encour~ge·
the love of pure, wholesome pleasure with good companions,.
and directed by some consecrated woma,n.''
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It would hav·e pleased us to have giv.en the names with
these items but as tl:ey were culled from letters we did not
feel at liberty to do so.
lVIRS. J. A. GARDNER.

Service Versus V an.ity
She wished for beauty, and she 11obed her form
In finest silks. She saw no harm
In stinted gowns, and graceful limbs exposed.
By every charm her vanity proposed
To be the cynosure of ma,ny eyes,
And draw admiring men like swarming flies.
They came to worship at her shrine of flesh,
Attracted by the crimsoned lips, and blush
Of cheeks made rosy red; by penciled brows;
By breast mo11e frank than modesty allows;
And some she held enthralled with eyes
In which a sly suggestion, worldly wise,
Found bold expression; something vague, unnamed,
Yet promis~ng too much to lie unclaimed;
Thus dangling men upon a high-charged wire
Which, soon or late, must in its hidden fire
Consume the victims drawn .within its mesh,
And sear the temptress in both soul and flesh.
/She was an empress, but her empire lay
Upon the sands of selfish vanity.
Assailed by winds of hate, by fires of passion,
And El!nvy's withering blast, in deadly fashion,
It fell, and left her lying prone
Upon the waste of misspent energy, alone.
Then, after men and women of the earth
Had cast her off, God saw the sterling worth
Beneath the ugly surface, and a thought
Heaven-born and with divinest beauty fraught
Took root within her weary self-fagged brain:
The thought of service! Planted not in vain,
It grew and blossomed into firm desire
To pilot others safely past the mire
Awaiting woman's feet; reflecting thus
In other lives that superloveliness
God meant for womankind, that purity
Of thought, and wealth of chastity
That forms a P'assport to earth's honor roll
And, melthinks, a key to heavenly streets of gold.
The years have passed. Behold her, borrn anew!
Loved by unnumbered souls, scorned by but few;
Bearing in face and figure that supremest beauty
That comes with 1!-oble thought, and well-done duty;
Happy in making life both big and broad;
A child of service, and a child of God!
GEORGE ARAL KELLEY.
"I am surely pleased to see the prog1:1ess that the HERALD
has made of late. All of our church publications se~ to
take on a new zeal."-James Baillie.
"I regard the HERALD as a 1necessity in my religious warfare and work, and pity the Saint who cannot or will not take
it. Every department is valuable, and ably edited, and the
general workmanship and arrangement is excellent. I only
regret that every family in our branch does not take the faithful HERALD."-Leonard S'. Rhodes.
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Seeking the Truth
A "MUTUAL" MARRIAGE S.ERVICE
BANDON, OREGON, November 11. To the Edito1· of The
Jounoa·L--The editorial page of The Journal of November 11
contained an article from the Pittsbu1·g Press relative to the
decision of the Episcopal Church to postpone the elimination
of the word obey from their marriage service; which furnishes another proof that some of the churches are still lingering in the shadows.
I q1J_ite agree with the writer that
the change is inevit~ble, from the fact that the very life of
the church depends absolutely upon the acceptance of the
ethics of a higher civilizatio11. In the earlier days the church
domineered by the power of might, and even in the household
this was considered the rule of right. But from the beg1nning
it was false--a misconstruction of the eternal law of rightwhich resulted in a cruel and heartless submission of the
weak to the strong.
I should like to call attention to another marriage ceremony which reads as follows:
"You both mutually agree to be e1ach other's companion,
husband and wife, observing the legal rights belonging to
this co,ndition; that is, keeping yourselves wholly for each
other, and from all others, during your lives."
This marriage ceremony bespeaks present-day ethics, to- , ·
gether with the highest conception of the moral law, and no
doubt will prove adequate until the end of time. It is hardly
necessary to eall attention to the principles of equal rights
as se.t forth and that monogamy, in the strictest sense, is
the law.
Strange as it may seem to those 1ljnacquainted with the
facts, this ce11emony was given to the church by Joseph Smith,
the prophet, and is still used in the marriage services of the
Reorganized Latter Day Saint Church. Quite contr,ary to the
opinion of many, thi:i is the only marriage ceremony ever
authorized by Joseph Smith or adopted by the church during his life. Subsequent to his death, however, Brigham
Young led a portion of the church membership to Utah,
where plural marriage was adopted and this marriage service relegated to oblivion.
SAMUEL Woon.
The above letter, which foll!nd its way into the people's
column of the daily Oregon Journal of November 18, 1916, is
included he11ewith to show that another truth of the restored gospel has been recognized by the world and that the
world is now calling the attention of a great Christian church
to the necessity of doing likewise.
The marriage service of the Reorganized Latter Day ;:,aint
Church, although adopted over eighty y;ears ago and at a
time when the gene,ral trEl!nd of thought was in altogether
d[fferent channels from that of the great mass of humanity
to-day, is up to the very minute ~n every respect, containing all
the solemn dignity of a divine institution yet conforming to ·
the last demand of a fastidious age which is just awakening
to the real greatness of woman and to her natural indisputable rights of equal liberty with man.
The principle of democracy which is characteristic of the
a1ngel's message and which is everywhere asserting itself at
the present time, together with the fact that humanity is seeking fundamental truth as never before in the history of
the world, renders a review of some of the lasting truths
which are found in the "old, old paths," and after which the
world: is now seeking, of more than passing interest to those
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who are seeking the kingdom or endeavoring to establish his
righteousness.
NOT A "SUPERFICIAL AGE"
To dub this a "supe1rficial age," as was done by a writer in
Collierr's which appeared in the HERALD for .September 13,
1916, is, in our opinion, the result of a very shallow conception
of hum~n activities at the present time. Had the writer taken
into consideration what lies behind the moving picture machine-the profound knowledge of the arts and sciences, the
deep research and inexhaustible energy necessary to continuously present ·a picture of the world, with all of its
tragedies, its greatness, its pomp and splendor, at the very
door of the humblest peasant, or whel'ein lies the power that
makes possible the high speed of the race, he would have'
told a different story.
Men are more disposed to seek the truth ~nd follow the
facts than ever before, and that this generation is outstripping and leaving far behind the accumulated knowledge of
many centuries is the result of dearer conception, and a more
practical application of the universal law, and of those pr~n
ciples of eternal truth which must inevitably obtain in the
world contemporaneously wirbh the kingdom of God, forming
as they do the base (>f .a higher civilization which is ·essential
to the complete establishment of a perfect and efficient' church
government.
The philosophers, sages, a1nd prophets of past ages have
diligently sought the truth, but as a result of enviro11ment,
an atmosphere wherein false philosophy and superstition predominated, they hav·e been regarded with a clouded view.
And when we quote them this fact is allowed. Christendom
no longer holds seriously to the plenary inspiration of the
· !Scriptures, a 1n d when the Bible is quoted this fact also is allowed.
This does not detract from the di~ine purpose nor reflect
upon the integrity of the inspired writers of the Bible, but
rather shows that while the source of divine knowledge is
infallible the medium through which it is transmitted is
faulty.
The taint of false philosophy is almost everywhere dis~
cernible in the early writings of men, and the world's a.wak€!ning to the truth :is not alone the result of profound research hut also that of the natural tendency of mankind to
catch and assimilate a ray of divine light which, when flashed,
not only penetrates deeper than the myths, traditions, and
superstittons, of the fathers, but affords a short cut to truths
which otherwig.e are only, if indeed at all, approachf!d by the
weary laborious routes of exclusive mortal effort.
Shall we say that the world would naturally incline towards
the truth in the superficial age? No, not in a superficial age.
BEACON LIGI:l:TS
To the extent that our fathers followed the truth we may
sa£ely follow them, but when we are given a fuller view of
the things they but vaguely saw we are no longer justified
, in following them, for "upon us is the responsibility of seeking the law."
However, we have not advanced so far that we may not
profit by a closer acquaintance with those beacons who have
ever lighte'd the weary footsteps of the wayfarer on the
great highway of the race.
Take Moses for inBtance, his sincere de¥otion to a noble
cause, his whole-hearted patriotism, his profound philosophy
and brilliant statesmanship, nay, the spirit of his law is still
the schoolmaster of all nations and is far in advance of
those among us who have their faces towards the sun.
But why refer to the rec~nt Moses when out of the early

dawn comes the story of a country and a city whose builder
and maker was God-a people who had appUed the law of
God's kingdom to God's earth and had received the reward.
To-da.y there are millions of weary toiling creatures who have
never heard of Enoch and know nothing of the angel's message, yet they have a vague conception of a perfect state.
The glimmer of the taper has entered their benighted lives
and i1n their dark and dank hovels where the moans go up
the hope of a millennium springs.
We are not merely living in the present, and that this
truth is seriously contemplated by those whose destiny it is
to form the mold in which future generations will be cast
is the fact that there neve·r was a time in the histo!J7 1 of
present nations when there were such earnest a1nd conscientious efforts to solve the problems of social injustice, with its
accompanying disappointments and pain, and in this move
many of the most prominent business men and powerful individuals of our time are tl!nited. No philosophical truth
shaH go unheeded nor an economic stone unturned until the
beautiful ideals of these reformers, whose names are legion,
shall have been accomplished. "Strong souls and high endeavor, the world needs them now," for the "Prince of light
still battles with the powers of darkness," and "Be·auty still
lies imprisoned and iron wheels go over the good and true
and beautiful that might spring from human lives."
This social and moi'al reformation is destined to sweep the
witl0 world, gaining momentum and power as the millennium
year approaches; were it not so the church could never accomplish its purpose, nay, this is the purpose of the church.the salvation of the world. Moreover, the church must draw
its recruits from the world and before we can have a Saint
of God we must first have a moral ma1n.
HIS WORDS ARE "WRITTEN IN THE HEARTS OF MEN"
·At a time centrally located in the annals of men came that
individual whose supernal virtue will ever melt the heart of
stone. The true friend of all humanity, whose burning denunciation of the Scrib:es and Pharisees, the unscrupulous
grafters of his time, was the principal offense for which he
was led back of Jerusalem and crucified. But he still lives
amQng u&-ever a guiding star to mortal beings. His words
are more widely quoted to-day than ever before. They are
quoted, not so much' to establish creeds and confessions as to
appeal to the good that is in humanity with a view of making
the world better.
The philosophy of Christ is an appeal to the higher intelligence. It is also a mighty protest .against all wrongs. It
teaches that man is the equal of man. It condemns man's
inhumanity to ma1n and incorporates the principle of a universal brotherhood. The whole theme of his gospel is based
upon those principles of fundamental justice which are intended to re,generate the race. It is not confined to written
creeds, it is broader than the world, as high as' heaven, and
penetrates to the heart and soul of the universe.
The world to-day comprehends mol'e fully the spirit of
Christ's teachings than ever before, and so long as mankind
seek the truth, so long as individuals remain whose pole star
is justice, the words of that just one will ever encourage
them to nobler deeds, for his words are true and powerful
and they are "written in the hearts of men."
BANDON, OREGON.
S'AMUEL WoOD.

The Sunday school delegates from a certai,n western district are instructed that should the proposition come up
aga~n to establish a chair of religious education at Graceland
College, they are to vote "yes."
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Lamoni, Iowa
On the 27th of this month there will be an election to decide by popular vote whether the town shall issue bonds to
raise mone:y to purchase the colis·eum. Foreclosure proceedings of the building have been advertised and a number are
advocating that it should be controlled by the town through
, its officials and made i;nto a community cente:r. There are
a number of phase's to this affair and have been from the
'erection of .the building several years ago.
The stake conference and preceding ·conventions were quite
weB attended, but in common with the rest of the country,
we were in the midst of a severe cold wave to begin with
~nd shiv·ering from the results of a blizzard on Sunday.
There has been almost no rain and 1itt1e snow at this: place
during the winter. Autos have been ·running constantly
this winter.
·
The change in the sacrament hour from. 2.30 p. m. to 10.45
a. m. each ·first Sunday has proven to be ai[l ·excellent one.
The attendance of children is greatly increased;
It was planned to hold a junior meeting in the basement
of the church onc'e a month, but the interest was so good and
so many good subjects arose for presentation that it has'
be~n decided to hold them every second and fourth Sunday
at 11 a. m. Topics of special interest to children are handled
and the meeting divided into brief periods to avoid weariness.
Music by the children and appropriate blackboard and other ·
drawings are appr:eciated features.
'Our pastor has recently addressed the Saints in two in-·
spirational efforts on the text: "Have ye received the Holy
Ghost since ye believed?" The local services are well attei[lded
and also the meetings at the outlying places in the stake.
Health week is to be observed here the 18th:, and in a series
of four evening programs at the school building,. there will
be addresses by qualified physicians and teachers with appropriate music and readings.
The Woman's Auxiliary in its various departmental .efforts
is doing exceHent work. Three divisions are sewing a;nd
mending for the Children's Home; the "mothers' meeting"
is well attended and the problems ave discussed with much
profit to all. S:ome are studying Browning's poems in the
English class. The Graceland' College Patronesses are active i1n good works and the Mite Society meet as usual in their·
own build~ng to sew and quilt, while the Booster Ladies
handle a number of civic affairs commendably. There are
fourteen women's clubs or societies in the community, and
· about half are organized primarily for community service in
some of its branches while the other half are purely social.
The men are perhaps as well organized as the women,
and much 'good work is being done. Quorums and classes of
all kinds ai'e well atte;nded.
Everyone seems very busy, just as they are elsewhere.
ISome legitimate meeting to attend every evening, and sometimes several of them. The committees on General Confer'ence are busy and will soon be making official announcements
concerni,ng the care of visitors.
D'ELBERT.

From Here and There
A. M. Chase and wife have moved to Lamoni, from Kirksville, Missouri, a1nd intend to locate here.
Letters from all parts of the North tell of exceptionally
bad weather this winter. Very cold, much snow and roads
and railroads blocked. In Michigan the coal shortage ·even
affected the railroads in places.
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The church building at Lincoln, Nebraska, caught fire on
F'ebruary 4, and a damage totaling five hundved dollars resulted.
A .. H: Mills, in .charge of the general orchestra work of
the church wa~ in Lamoni a few days this week on business
connected with his work. He hopes to have several general
musical numbers presented by the g~neral orchestra at the
coming General Conventions and Conference.
"Summer weather here, last week we had a few days hot
weather, but as a rule the weather has been most pleasant,"
writes Paul M. Hanson, from Australia. He says Sister
1Alma C. ·Barmore is in the hospital at Balmain, having undergone a serious operation the previous week.
A. M. Boomer of Marion, Michigan, reports that E. M. Burt
and Waldo Kapnick recently baptized two in a series of meetings at that place and much good was done. Several have
gone to other parts to seek employment. He reports the death
of Sister- Andrew Walters who has suffered for some time.
Elder J. Charles May rec~ntly closed a successful missionary effort at Burlington, Colorado, baptizing ten, effecting two
new openings and organizing a 'Sunday school, writes F. B.
Shumate, who concludes: "His charts, songs (both English
and Tahitian) ai[ld guita,r music are winners. He also does
a great amount of studying."
:Sometime ago the Religio at Nebraska City sent in the following, signed by its president and vice presid~nt, Robert
Preston and M. T. Faunce, respectively:
Editors Herald: Accept the congratulations of the Ne~
!braska City Zion's Religio-Literary Society on the form of
the new HERALD, which we th~nk a great improvement, and
with its advent wish you the greatest possible degree of success. May God bless your efforts..
Have you joined the post card legion? We are pleased
with the response to our request for postal contributions to
this department. ·Several have written their commendation
of the plan, and we believe the Here and There items will
grow in popularity if it is well supported. Some religious
publications that come' to our desk have extensive telegraph
news notes. All we ask is that you send brief mail notices
of special news items and they will he promptly printed.
Several weeks ago the Saints graciously remembered
Dorothy Ekline Mille,r of Xenia, Ohio, with a number of cards
and letters. Sis1ter Ellen Beatty of tha.t place wishes to express the great appreciation this afflicted girl feels because of
the kind remembraillce of the Saints. IShe is poor and unable
to reply to cOJ::respondence unless stamps are inclosed, in
which case her neighors are williJ:lg to write for her. She is
still in a serious co1ndition and may be required to pass
through another operation.

In a letter about Sunday school work in San Antonio,
Texas, Brother G. L. Rentfro says the Saints there have now
organized a Sunday school composed of Mexican children
and hope with the help of a 'Sister M~nchaca to grea:tly extend its scope. He inquires if there is any 1Spanish literature
available for their work, including songs. All the publishing
house can offer at present is two brief tracts. Possibly some
of our readers could help them, and if so, address Brother
Rentfro at 649 Leal Street, San Anto1n io, Texas.
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The following is from R. Etzenhouser: "Arthur W. Smith classes, including the cradle roll, which was in charge of our
in February Autumn Leaves has scored high on valuable • sister, Mrs. Tessie Smith.
archreological matter-perhaps the most useful article we have
This sister is one of many young mothers who are consehad. Those who have seen views by lantern and otherwise crating their time and talent to the furtherance of the child
can appreciate them as never before with this explanatory welfare department, and not a few of our young ladies, four
article illustrated by views taken by Brother S:mith. Many of whose names are mentioned below, engaged in choir work,
should yet subscribe for A utumrn Leaves to get this one. The ar·e also preparing for efficient service in the educational
office should reserve this number for subscribers if having a course of study, kindergarten and story-telling. It is, no
surplus. It is worth far more than the price of a year's doubt, expected by the leading elders that the yoU!ng people
subscription. Do it again, Brother Smith."
of the branches and isolated places, hy study and reading of
all good books, avail themselves of this higher culture moveBeing called a black sheep because he' married a Latter ment, so that together with the younger Saints of the larger
Day 'Saint girl did not affect the faith of E·lroy A. Wood, of b!'anches they may be enabled successfully to enter .into this
Detroit, Michigan, who was baptized in 1914 and ordained important part of church activities more fully than heretoa priest in September of that year. They moved to Detroit fore.
and were instrumental in helping build up the work in the
We call to mind the names of some of the workers here,
neighborhood of what is now known as the Third Detro~t among whom are our young sisters who are thoroughly in
Branch. Elder J. R. Grice has just concluded, a four-week earnest, Misses Grace Taylor, Marcine Smith, Grace Koehler
series of meetings there. He baptized twelve, leaving a ai!ld Velma Brocaw, and others. Throughout the stake the
number of others i,nvestigating. It is expected a new opening Sunday school and Religio work is flourishing. On last Sunwill be made soon in one of the suburbs of Detroit.
day our total attendance was 829; collection $13.58, and birthday offering $1.96. The beginner department with its efThe church at Flint, Michigan, is being remodeled and en- ficient leaders, ·Sisters W. W. Smith, R. Etzenhouser and
larged, reports Mrs. Paul Belleisle, of that place. All serv- assistant officers, numbered 50, primaries a,nd juniors 218, inices are so well attended this became ·necessary. The Saints termediates 115, seniors 89, normal 44, adults 128, teachers
are alive to their duties, and as a natural consequence they 88, officers 29,. visitors 68.
are prospering spiritually and financially, and many are being
'.Sister Tessie Weston, former superint8Jndent of the beginadded to the fold. The musical work under the able direction ner department, was a tactful, efficient officer, full of the
of Zelia Blasdell Harder and S. W. L. Scott is. doing nicely, .loving, patient spirit that little children love and respect.
an increase in membe.rship of over two hundred a,nd fifty She served about e:ight years and was ever faithful and true
per cent being noted. The orchestra with Eugene Everhart to her sacred trust. Then there is the sunshine band which .
. is joining with the choir in fulfilling the Lord's suggestion is an organized body of little folk's who meet once a month
to cultivate the gifts of mpsic and of song."
for musical and literary de,velopment, a,nd their generous
offerings, especially in the holiday season are well known to
Writing from Madison, Oklahoma, on the lOth, J. E. Van- the poor and need~. Under the guidanc.e of their president
derwood says: "At the present time I am at the home of who is liberal minded, and loves children, for she has many
Brother P. I. Kelley and family; they are consistent Latter of her own-our sister, Mrs. Ada Koehler, they on last ChristDay .Saints. The point at which I am preaching is about mas presented to the old folks' home a fine Victrola, and their
fifteen miles northwest of the Madison post office. I made new "wooden brother'; affords them much joy and comfort,
a new opening here a1nd have had good attendance and in- So in this time of trouble when bombs and Zeppelins are exterest. : The people are apparently quite interested in our ploding their direful notes of discord, they need this means
message, and some are deeply impressed. It is my purpose of solace and our good Saints at Bonheim need a few records
to preach a constructive gospel, to build a house and then in- -disks of sac11ed, soulful music.
vite the people to n1ove in, rather than to tear down the one
On last Sunday at the morning services, in charge of the
they have and ask them to move out. I try to cause them to Presidency and Bishopric, and eveni1n g, of Pastor Walter W.
see and understand tha,t we believe the whole gospel, and that Smith, "Donations generous and genuine;' were the words
Christ is our hero and ideal. I trust there will be fruit bo:r,n that expressed the gist of the sermon, text and theme. To
of the seed I am sowing, and that much good will come of it." tell it all in a line or two, the Kansas City Times of February 12, has it about right, namely: "At the Stone Church,
yesterday morning, the congregation was asked to give $1,000
Independence Stake
with which to improve the building. The response was more
than $2,319."
If State health officials, State universities and agricultural
At the opening service of the day, Brother Keir led ~n a
colleges can be interested i n nation-wide "Baby Week,'' be- fervent prayer, and was followed by earnest appeals for an
ginning May 1, with its lectures, exhibits of material, and entering into the acG,omplishment of a most important work
the giving of personal a;dvice, surely the Saints can afford begun long years ago, and which would lead to something of
to be interested in the welfare of the babies of the beginner greater worth to the Saints. S:tirring words were spoken
departments of our Su,nday schools throughout the church. by P:eesident F. M. Smith a,nd Bishops Keir and Siegfried
And so they are: Doctor G. L. Harrington of the Sanitarium, and Elder W. W. Smith. The afternoon meetings were
is enthusiastic over the "Visiting nurses' " plan, by which strl')ngthening, and two little ones were blessed by Bishop
the babies can be cared for by a trained nurse during the E. L. Kelley, assisted by those presiding, J. D. Shower and
preaching services. On last Sunday a pleasant faced young R. 0. 1Self.
lady, dressed in nurses' uniform, greeted the mothers presThe branches of the stake were ministereg to by Elders
e,nt with a smile, and kindly informed them their babies B. J. Scott and Doctor Joseph Luff at the. S'econd Branch,.
could, at the morning service, be left safely in her charge in 1M. H. Bond and A. H. Parsons at Walnut Park, a,nd Brother
their room-the dining hall. At the ·Sunday school on Feb- C. Warren and .J. C. Foss at the East Mission, also E.Jders
ruary 11 there were pvesent in this department fourteen George Jenkins and W. D. Bullard at Enoch Hill. There
1
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was an afternoon prayer. service at the Sanitarium, and at
Bonheim place, Brother J. D:. Shower held forth to edification at night. May God bless all the work of his Saints
throughout the church.
.
ABBIE A. HORTON.

From a British Soldier at Saloniki
There is a peculiar pleasure comes to me in remembering wherever we are that we still belong to the great brotherhood. I am writing with the main object of sincerely thanking my brothers and sisters for their devoted and unfailing
prayers for. those who have left home for a time to fight in
the great war. Personally, I can testify to the great satisfaction that is felt by knowing that my .brothers in England
and elsewhere are praying to God to protect his people. The
prayers of the Saints are as a shield, an extra parapet
through which no bullet, however well aimed, can pass. '
From England to Ypres, Hooge 1Street, Jean and Saint
Julien and the burning plains and snow clad hills of Saloniki
are changes of circumstance enough to call for the greatest
spiritual efforts. I am glad to say that! through the added
strength of God, I am still doing my utmost to attain to that
high eminence-a Sa~nt.
War instead of obliterating all tendencies to religious life,
has only se.rved to reveal God more plainly than ever. Never
before has the feeling of the great brotherhood of man been
so deeply felt as now. Men, brought face to face with the
horrible carnage of war, its outstanding illustrations of
self-sacrifice and devotiQn, are realizing more forcibly than
ever that race and class are not dividing lines between that
heaven-born brotherhood. The war is a great crucible,
melting away all those petty bicker~ngs which in days of
peace caused us so much wrangling, and leaving only the
pure gold-the things that really matter.
Wishing with all my heart for the blessings of God to rest
with his people,
Yours frater,nally,
J. WoRTH.
SALONIKI FIELD FORCES, A COMPANY, FOURTH BATTALION
RIFLE BRIGADE.

PENSACOLA, FLORIDA, January 31, 1917.
Edito1"s H en»ld: It is indeed a blessing to write to the
many Saints through the HERALD. We have a nice little
Sunday school here now in Pensacola. We feel proud of the
work her'e for we ha:ve been like lost sheep for some years.
But I hope the time will soo,n come when we will be organized
into a branch. There are quite a number of Saints heve
now and more moving in. We have preaching sometimes, by
Brother Cooper and also Brother Clark, and we £eel anxious
for the work to go on here.
·May the Lord bless us in our undertaking, that we ma.y be
as a green bay tree planted by the rivcerside, though we have
been cut down, the l;mds have sprung up again. I thank the
Lord for his goodness, that we have renewed our faith once
more in him, and I pray that we will be workers in his vineyard. May the Lord bless all the rSaints the world over, is
my prayer,
Your sister,
DELITEY KELLY.

WATERTOWN, SOUTH DAKOTA, February 1, 1917.
Editors Herald: This being an age of new ·experiences,
perhaps the penning of a few lines to your columns would
not be amiss, as ~n this way I may reach many old friends
ii who might be interested in our whereabouts.. Myself and
1
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family are having a new experience in being isolated from
the association of the ,Saints. We are the only members in
Watertown or vicinity, ha:ving located here in 1916. It was
a hard fight to leave the rSaints and lovced ones at Kansas
City, knowing that we would ha:ve no such privilege in our
new location, but although we are isolated God has blessed
us as we were satisfied he would.
We enjoy the HERALD and especially the Letter Department
where we see so many letters from old-time friends. We are
associated with the Methodist Church of this place and have
found many noble souls among them. We ha:ve a Bible class
made up of business and profre:ssional men. It has a membership of about sixty and arn attendance of from thirty to
seventy. The idea is not to teach any particular creed, but
exchange ideas. It would be an excellent opportunity for a
well-posted, fl;uent Latter' Day Saint. Therre ave many
among us who, according to their talk, a.re Latter Day Saints
and don't know it,, I think it too bad that there is not a
large congregation of Sa1nts here. I don't think our gospel
has ever been repres•ented in this place, but I pray the time
will soon come when it will be brought here "in power and
much assurance."
J. B. JmiDAN.

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA, February 4, 1917.
Editors Herald: Have just returned from a visit with
Elbert. Every time I run out to see him I note a gradual improvement. In each administration the Spirit is in evidence.
.,It is a joy to know that God hears and answers.
I assurred Brother ElbE)rt that the church was getting
along nicely without him and he, with his characteristic
humor, remarked, "Yes, I have noticed this with other men of
my acqua~ntance."
Given time and freedom from responsibility and worry and
he will be strong and werll again. He needs rest, relief from
annoyance-no objectionable intrusion which will draw on his
vitality-yet association with those who have the capacity to
give out rather than absorb.
Tell the :Saints 1not to worry nor to be unduly concerned.
There is nothing wrong with glhert but overwork: Rest will
work a cure. Giv·e him a year's vacation. He should have
this even though he were not sick. Our public men should
have rest and diversion for at least two months of every year.
Your editorial "Efficient cooperation" hits the nail on the
head. All work and no play makes· any man dull and i,nefficient.
The attendance at our sacrament service Sunday was the
largest in years. It was the best meeting we have had for
a long, long time.
With good wishes to all,
1307 West Forty-fifth Street.
THOMAS W. WILLIAMS.
MADISON, WISCONSIN, February 4, 1917.
Edito1'S Herald: We :are two old people who enjoy reading
the HERALD every week, and are rejoicing ~n our branch moving forward in the work-the younger members trying t~
lift the work from shoulders weakened with age. Our Sunday school especially has improved very rapidly in the past
yea.r. Brethren McKnight, Wildermuth and Lenox have been
giving us some splendid g,ermons, the local brethren doing
their part faithfully.
Any Saints passi1ng through the city wishing to stop over
a few days can find us at 2128 Dunning Street, by taking a
Fair Oaks car, as we are only one and one half blocks from
car line.
Ever praying for the .welfare of Zion,
Your brother and sister in the gosp·el,
MR. AND MRS. H. D. STEVENS.
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LONDON, ENGLAND, 53 SAINT THOMAS ROAD,
BURDETT ROAD, Bow. E.
Editors H m·ald: There are still a few faithful Saints in
this great city and I 'am pleased to say that there is a good
interest manifested. The meetings of late have bee:n of a
high spiritual order. The gifts of the spirit being made
manifest. Truly God is good to his children and fortifies
them against all circumstances. The war has called away
some of our young men from our midst which we miss very
much, but through inspiration we have be,en told that they
shall return, which has greatly comforted their parents.
The conditions which now exist nationally have brought
home to the Sai;nts in a very practical way the fulfillment of
God's word concerning perilous tim,es, for truly we have
witnessed signs in the, heaven, we have also seen much destruction on the earth beneath, and the end is ,not yet.
I can assure you that we Saints who are living in the immediate war zone need the prayers of those who are privileged to live in brighter spheres, although I believe there is
hardly a country that is 1not in some way suffering through
this terrible war.
Last week-end there was a very bad explosion about three
miles from our dwelling (a munition factory). 'l'he sight
was wonderful. For a second or two it just appeared as if
the earth opened and volumes of fire burst forth, illuminating
the whole place for many miles around. Many have perished
and very many have been injured. I am glad that I do not
know of any of the Saints who suffered in any way whatever.
except a few panes of glass being blown out of their windows.
I am glad to tell you !Sister R. May is standing the strain
of conditions in a fine way, and may God continue to bless
her, for many are the sacrifices she has made for the work of
the Lord since coming to this city. Sister Crick seems quite
at home in London, trying to do all she can to forward the
work in this great city.
I am glad to say the officers of the branch in London and
Enfield are tryi1ng to do all they can to keep the ·church work
in good order. I believe each one realizes the absolute necessity of striving as a minister of the gospel to do all he can to
stand in holy places that he may have the spirit of his office
and calling.
Brother John Judd has been ·elected our district president.
He is a faithful and energetic worker, one who is ready to
pay any sacrifice for the work's sake. I pray that God may
continue to pour out his spirit upon his church, With best
wishes from your brother in Christ,
J. W. WoRTH.
P. S. I have ~nclosed a letter from my son [J. Worth]
according to his reques,tJ. He is serving in the Army of King
George; he has been in the field of battle in France one whole
winter, whe:re he was slightly wounded. He returned home
for a while but has again been sent to the battle groUtnd,
this time to the east. He has written his letter from 8aloniki
and. sent it home, requesting me to s~nd it on to the HERALD.
He has served two years in His Majesty's forces a]ready, but
I am glad to say he has not forgotten he is a child of God.
J.W.W.

STEWARTSVILLE, Mif?SOURI, February 10, 1917.
Editors Herald: I find much comfort in reading the
'HERALD and Ensign and desire to tell the brothers and sis~
ters. that I am still e,ngaged in thi\3 latter-day work and have
no intention of laying my armor down.
I am a member of Pleasant Grove Branch and at our prayer
meeting this morning we had an unusually good meeting.
May the good work go on. Saints, pray for Brother Elbert

A. Smith that he may soon be restomd to health for he is
much needed both as editor of the HERALD and for his work
in the First Preside111cy of the church. Be of good cheer,
Brother ·Smith, God is at the helm and will care for his work.
God bless all the readers of the HERALD and Ensign.
Your sister,
MARY HAWKINS.

GLEASON, TENNESSEE, February 12, 1917.
Editors Hm"ald: As I scan the pages of our silent preacher
and read so many good cheerful letters testifying to the
truthfulness of this glorious work, I think a few lines 'will
not be amiss. We are the only family of Saints in this part
of the country; have bee;n here three years. Will say we
have some good people, but they will turn a deaf ear to the'
truth. I pray that their eyes and ears may be opened to
this latter-day work befor'e it is too late.
We surely miss the good sermons of Elbert A. 'Smith, but
continue to pray that the Lord wm strengthen him that he
may return to the work that he loves so well.
Now, dear Saints, I ask an interest in your prayel"s in behalf of our boy twelve years old; he has been very delicate
all his life-has had a severe attack of whooping cough
which we fear has become tuberculosis. Pray for him that he
may be healed. Ever praying for the upbuilding of Zion,
I remain
A true sister in one faith,
MRS. 0. P. SANDERS.

~·

~

~====N=EW===S=FR=,Q=M===M=IS=S=IO=N=S===~
The Central South
Just a few lines to let you know we are still going forward in
this part of the fie,ld. We have much to feeJ,encouraged over,
also run onto many things we regret to see in the church.
The troubles in the church are harder to endure than the opposition from without. But I don't expect all to go smoothly
in this lifec--it's to be a fight to the end, "and who will be
able to stand" and who will endure to the end? The world .is
furnishing so many induceme)llts to follow it, it seems sometimes will we ever be able to prepare a people to meet our
Master. But I must say we have some of the best, and I
believe there will be a few at ,least, that are willing to k~ep
the old gospel flag unfurled. I believe this is the sifting
time and unless we can live so we can keep a good portion
of the Spirit, we are likely to be finally among them that
have been sifted out.
I attended our district conference at Winthr:op, Ark~nsas,
the 3d and 4th of this month, and on Sunday organized a
branch at that place and left them in a hopeful condition. I ordained Barney :Sharp an ·elder, a fine, promising young man,
and they sustained him as the president of the new branch.
We called and ordained: Brother G. ·M. Schult deacon; ordained Brother George Thompso1n , of Manche·ster, Texas,
elder-another man we have great hopes in. I ordained
Brother A. M. 'Powell of Haile\Yville, Oklahoma, an elder,
another young man that has already been tr1ied and found to
be good material. I am glad to say we are finding some extra
good material of late to take the oversight of the local woTk.
Some of these men will be heard from in the missionary
force some day.
I am now on my way to att8Jnd our conference at'· Terlton,
Oklahoma. We are having more cails for preaching from
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among the scattered Saints than are being filled. We hope
to see this part of our work looked after better in the future.
We must have new material to make our work interesting
and fulfill the law. Let the men of the missionary force
leave the branches to the local men and push out to new fields.
If they will do this they will be blessed i,n thei,r work and
they will give the local men a chance to develop.
Sincerely yours,
February 13, 1917.
W. M. AYLOR.

MISCELLANEOUS DEPARTMEN;l.
The Bishopric
Seattle and British Colwrnbia Dist1·i:ct: Elder John· Hartnell, of Sumas, vVashington, has been recommended to us by
the district confe:rence for appointment as bishop's agent of
this district, to succeed Brothe!r William Johnson, resigned,
because of change of residence. W,e trust Brother Hartnell
may receive the support and confidence of the Saints. The
Lord has promised to stay the Destroyer's hand for our sake
wh~n we contribute that portion of our earthly means that
he directs to the support of his work. May we therefore
move out in wisdom's path and reap the rewards promised.
Brother Johnson's services in the interests of this department
have been appre.ciated. He has served faithfully and well.
.
BENJAMIN R ..McGuiRE,
P1·esiding Blishop.

Conference Minutes
PREMONT.-F'ebruary 3, 19'17, Hamburg, Iowa. Branch
reports: .Shenandoah 111, Hamburg 61, Henderson 83, Glenwood 72, Tabor 72, Riverton 53, Bartlett 46, Thurman 193.
Bishop's agent report showed: Balance on hand and received
in 1916, $893.72; Balance January 1, 1917, $257.07. Tabor
presented petitio:n for next conference. Delegates to General
Conference: Sister N. L. Mortimore, Siste•r T. A. Hougas,
:Sister H. N. Pierce:, Sister James Go;rnstock, Siste1r W. M.
Leelm, Susie Dunsdon, William Leeka. Alternates: J. F.
Redfield, Sister J. F. R1edfield, Ethel I. Skank, Inez Claiborn,
Sister John B:vribe,r, Grace Harrington, Virtue Dunsdon.
Tjme and place for holding next conference left with presidency. C. W. Forney, secvetary.
NORTHWESTERN KANSAS.-February 9, 10 anrd 11, Bellville.
Presided over by district president, F. E. Taylor, assisted by
Francis M. Sheehy. In addition to above-named ministers
present were T. W. Curtis, H. J. Jemison and J. B. Ansley.
Ministerial and statistical rerports from Homestead and Twin
CI'eek Branches. Bishop's agent's report showed a balance on
hand August 1, $200.11, balance now of $211.68. This shows
qui.te a,n improvement and we see many names on agent's report, but there~ are many who have not responded, highest
amount paid $300, smallest amount five cents. Dele~ates to
General Conference: Ida Bergier, T. W. Curtis, Carl Frank
and M. L. Shoemaker; alternates: Sister Carl Frank, E. V.
Tutt1e, and 'Sis,ter H. 0. Turner. Adjourned subject to call
of district president. J. B. Ansley, secretary.
NoRTHEASTERN NEBRASKA.-At Saints' chureh, Twentyfourth and Ohio Streets, Omaha, February 4 and 5. Carl T.
Self, district president, presided, assisted. by J. M. Baker.
Branches reporting: B1air, Macy, Decatur, •South Omaha
and Omaha. Clyde Arthur Anson ordained elde.r. Dele~ates
to General Conference: Aud~ntia Anderson, Hubert Case,
H. A. Scott, Carl T. Self, William !Shakespeare, James M.
Bak,e•r. Following district officers were elected: President,
Carl 'T. Self; secretary-treasurer, Odessa Carte1r Jensen;
librnry board member, W. Hicks; r:ecommended for chorister,
R. W. 'Scott; auditor, W. A. ,stoft, James Huff's report for
qua.rter was $1,206.06 tithing collected. Paid out $848.
Audited and found) corre!Ct. Next conference to be held at
Decatur. Odessa Carter Jensen, secretary, Blair, Nebraska;
Carl T. Self, pre,sident, 405 ,Bee Building, Omaha, Nebraska.
NEW YORK AND PHILADELPHIA.-Brookly:n, February 10
and 11, U. W. Greene presided. A :num:ber of inspirational
and spiritual meetings were held, and the conference unquestionably was one of the very best ever held in the district.
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E~phraim Squire, 210 Schenectady Avenue, Brooklyn, was reelected district president. Quorums of ordained men were
organized and the following .officers were chosen: Pr,eside,nt
quorum of pdests, Walter H. Lewis, 3417 Hope Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; president quorum of teachers, Frank
Lester, 186 Utica Avenue, Brooklyn, New York; president
quorum of deacons, Lee A. Hartshorn, 30 Emerson Street,
Richmond Hill, New York. Ordained men in this district are
urged to get in touch immediately with presidi1ng officer of
their quorum, so that coop,eration for coming year's work
might be assured. HermanN. Schwartz, seeretary, 1004 Land
Title Building, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
AUSTRALASIAN MISSION.-First Mission conference convene(! December 25 and 26, 1916, at Balmain, Sydney, New
South Wales, under the presidency of Apostles P. M. Hanson
and C. A. Butterworth. A due proportion of the conference
time was devoted to spiritual and educational work; special
features being lecture,s to the priesthood by W. J. Haworth
on "Psychology in relation to prea.ching"; "Homiletics" by
Paul M. Hanso,n; "Church officers and their duties" by J. H.
N. ;Jones; a round table w;as held at which the foUowi,ng
topics were discussed: "The importance of the church press"
by G. T. Rawson; "Tracts" by William ·Burrows; "Educat1on" by G. H. Parker; "Mission libmry""b~ W. J. Haworth;
"The auxiliaries" by A. W. Ferrett; all of which were followed
by .a general dis.cussion. On the night of the 25th, a musical
and litelrary program was rendered by the auxiliary organizations. The statistics of districts and isolated branches are
as follows: ,Southern N erw South Wales District, 577 members; Victoria District, 460; Northern New South Wales
District, 422; Southern Queensland District, 157; Perth
Branch, We•steTn Australia, 40; Dunedin Branch, New Zealand, 18; Kalgoorlie Branch, Western Australia, 17; total
1,691. General Conference rules governing mission conferences were adopted, with the' exce:ptio1n that district representation is to be on the basis of ,one delegate for every
twenty-five of its membe,rship. In harmony with the General Conference resolution of April 7, 1916, the mission
recommends, "That the board of publication for the Gospel
Standard comprise George Lewis, P. M. Hanson and W. J.
Haworth." Reports were received from the ge,neral ministry
and from all district, presidents. The quorums reported as
follows: The First Quorum of Elders had preached 588 times,
presided 807, administer.ed to the sick 449, baptized 37, confirmed 59, ordained: 3, blessed 45 children, attended 1,703
services, 100 priesthood meetings, 803 Sunday school sessions, 458 Religio services and distributed 4,553 pieces of
literature. The First Quorum of Priests presented the following summary of labors: Preached 145 sermons, presided
222, assi,sted 203, baptized 5, made 180 visits and distributed
2,363 piec.e.s of literature. TiiE1 bishop reported a credit balance of £586, 7s, 7d ($2,855.64) and that financially the year
excelled all •other years. The conference provided for the
establishing of 1a missio;n library under a board of five,
consisting of W. J. Haworth, the' mission historian, J. H. N.
Jones, J. W. Barkus, G. H. Parker and A. J. Corbett. The
board of publication recommended by the mission conference,
together with the ministers in charge was appointed to have'
charge of the publication and preparation of :new tracts. It
was decide,d that the border branch at Lower Bendoc be allowed to affiliate with the Southern New South Wales District. The mission formally assumed the debt on the property
occupied by the mission headquarters. It was decided to ask
General Conference if priests may be recognized as exofficio members of the mission conference·, and, if so, all
priests, or only those who are traveling under General Conference appointment. The mission offieers elected are: Presidency, Paul M. Hanson and C. A. Butterworth; treasurer,
Bishop G. Lewis; chorister, Winford Chenoweth (recommended to general chorister); ,s.ecretary, W. H. Gammidge;
assistant secretary, Nellie Gammidge. The presidency made
two changes in the existing appo~ntments, Elder Herman
Peisker being transferred to Southern Queensland District
and mlder W. H. Gammidge to the Southern New South
Wales District, while Elder William Burrows, who had labored faithfully, was released at his own request. The expectations of all respeding the mission conference seemed to
ihe fully realized. An opportunity was provided for the
transaction of business necessary to the welfare of the mission
and a basis was laid for work of an important character along
educational lines. The outlook for the future is very encouraging. A prayer service was held at 9.30 a. m., Monda.y,
in charge of E. J. Haworth and J. Smith. Another prayer
service was held the following morning at 9.30, in charge of
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James Potter and A. Seaberg. Preaching Tuesday mor;ning,
11 o'clock, by Bishop George Lewis, assisted by J. Holden.
The following board of auditors were selected: N. Williams,
C. A. 'l'hearle and R. McLaughlin. W. H. Gammidge, missio1n
secretary.

Convention Minutes
NEW YoRK.__jSunday schdol and R1eUgio, at Buffalo, February 3 and 4, was very good considering the w~eather. The
snowstorm on Saturday was the worst Buffalo has known
for years, crippling both train and car service, but Sunday
meetings were attended by three fourths of the R1eligians in
the district and many other visitors, so we feel that everybody received some good, as there were' some excellent talks
and papers. Agnes B. Batchelor.
CENTRAL NEBRASKA.~Sunday school, at Inman, February
2, 1917. Officers elected: Superintendent, Mrs. J. Butler; assistant superintendent, Mrs. T. S. Rutledge; secretarytreasurer, Miss Phebe Outhouse; superintendent cradle roll,
Lena Flowers; supe~rintendent of home department, Miss
Mary Sodersten; librarian, Harvey Gold. Next convention at
Inman, one day precvious to district confetence. Phebe Outhouse, secretary.

Conference Notices
Alabama, with Pleasant Hill, March 3 and 4, 1917.
Harper, McKenzie, Alabama.

J. R.

Convention Notices
Y oungstown-,Sha;ron Sunday school and Religio at Y oulngstown, Ohio, March 2, 1.45 p. m. 1Sunday schools and Re~
ligios send credentials to J. C. Jones, secretary, 74 Ormond
Avenue', Sharon, Pennsylvania.
Aiabama Sunda,y school, at Pleasant HHl, March 2, pl"ayer
meeting 10 a. m. business session, 11 a. m., institute work,
afternoon, program, at night. EV1ery school requested to send
delegates. E~verybody urged to come. W. H. Drake, superintendent.

Quorum Notices
There will be a meeting of the Ninth Quorum of Priests of
the Eastern Michigan District on February 24 and 25, at
Flint. All priests not membe!rs of quorum are invited to meet
with us. Ray D. Bennett, 78 East Milwaukee Avenue, Detroit,
Michigan.

Very Important Notice
A1·e you going to the Geneml Religio-Sunday School Conventions?
If you are ,not you are going to miss something well worth
your while. The church and her auxiliaries a])e now standing, as it were, on the threshold of a new ~era of progress and
the coming convelfltions will forecast, to a large extent, the
activities of the conf:e,rence year before us.
You should be there, as one of thos1e inte~rested in the welfare of our young and the societies which have been established for their benefit, to see what you may get i1n the line!
or helpful suggestions, ways, means and methods of aiding
them. This is going to be a gathering filled with opportunity fQr improvement and of obtaining a fuller knowled~e.;
·and not only that but an e1xchange where you may give also
to others the benefit of your experience.
Important! The co1nventions will begin on ,sunday, April
1, at 2 p. m., and we are going to assur:e ourselves of your
presence at the first session by giving you at that time
something which you cannot afford to miss. The church has
recently gained in membership a lecturer of national repute,
Brother Augustine Dwyer, and w1e have Becured him to give
an open.jng lecture on Sunday after:noon on the topic, "A
study of the four evangelists." Thos:e of you who hav~e heard
Brother Dwyer lecture will, I am sul'e, not take any chanoe
of missing this opportunity. To those who have not had an
opportunity of hearing him I will say that if you miss this
lecture and afterwards liBten to the fortunate ones telling of
the breathless inter'e,st with which they sat C!nthmlled while
they were brought into an intimate acquaintanceship with
those four disciples of our Lord and Savior, you will al. ways reproach yourselves that you did not make a supreme
effort and get there. You know the increased interest and
pleasure. with which you read letters from those you know.
Brother Dwyer has spent much time and effort in making

·a .careful study of the lives of these four evangelists and is
prepared to give us the benefit oLhis research ~n his own
charmingly delightful and entrancing manner. You must get
the-re fm· the Sunday afternoon session.
Besides this there will be topics of intel'est to Sunday school
and Religio workers handled at the Sunday evening session
such as "The uses of music in the auxiliaries," "The social
purity . ques'tio1ns which confront LaUer Day Saints," "The
appeal of the home department" and "The opportunities
and benefits of the normal department."
On Monday and Tuesday, in addition to the regular business sessions :at which important questions will come up, there
will be addresses by most of the. gene:ral officers of the 'Religio which we are sure will be inspiring and place the work
of the R,eligio before you i:n an appealing manner. There
will also be addresses by Sister M. A. Etzenhouser orl field
and reunion work, by :Sister S. A. Burgess on the educational
aim of the ReligiO', and possibly one or two others of which
we are not sure as yet, and on Tuesday night, as a fitting
close of what we trust will be an inspiring and beneficial
Religio conventio1n , Brother Dwyer will give us another
absorbing address on the subject of helps for young platform
speakers. You cannot afford to miss any of these, we are
sure.
On Monday and Tuesday, April 4 and 5, the convention of
the Geneml Sunday School Association will meet. More defi"
nite outlines of programs will be published, for both societies,
in later issues of church papers.
G. S. TROWBRIDGE.
G. R. WELLS.

To the Seventy
The time is :near when (D. v.) we shall again assemble
with our brethmn of other quorums in General Conference.
Hereby every member of the secventy is urgently requested
to consider deeply the general church mission work; and especially the duties and responsibilities of seventies in such
work.
The seventy are .regarded as one of the missionary arms
of the church, and to understand how to carry o1n their work
with the greatest measure of success is very important, far
more than a knowledge of some incidental theological question
which is not ~essential to salvation.
Every member of the quorums of · sev;enty is urged
to consider earnestly the mission work of the church, and
the methods that appeal to him as being most successful in
carry~ng it on; 1and come to conference prepared to give us
the product of his best thought along the path of advancecment. By telling how you have increased your own e~fficiency
you may help others to increase theirs; and thus your works
would "follow" you, ev-en before you "die in the Lord."
Them is no limitation as to topics, only let them pertain
to the special work of the seventy. The command, "Wherefore let every man learn hi:s duty, and: let him labor in the
calling wherewith he is called,"' is worthy of all :acceptation
.by all who hold the office of seventy.
:Can there be laid down a special or fixed rule that all may
use alike in analyzing conditions in each p1ace of labor? If
so, what is it?
Cai!l there be a plan devised and arranged that can be used
advantageously by all successive work'e,rs in the various
fi:elds? If so, what is it? Who will .furnish a plan by which
one missionary who succeeds another in ahy field, may commence operations with a minimum loss of time?
'Methods of 1employing all the time while in the field, e>spedally where opportunities for preaching are not found,
might be considered with profit.
Any topic that you think is importa1n t, or profitabie in developi1ng and maintaining efficiency in mission work by the
seventy, thereby incDeasing their usefulness may be selected
at your pleasure.
The presidents of seventy will be glad to receive suggestions such as might be helpful in reaching higher grounds
and better cQnditions. iSend in what you have, or what may
occur to you that in your judgment would in any way advance our work, or that of the church at large. Do not hesitate. The cooperation of all is earnestly desired.
May peace abide with you all.
In gospel .bonds,
T. C. KELLEY,
Senior President of Seventy.
INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI, 316 South River Boulevard.
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Committee on ·Entertainment for General Conference
Those inte1nding to attend General Conventions and Conference at Lamoni this spring should notify this committee
as soon as possible that they may be properly provided for.
Rates for rooms will be one dollar per week; room and
board, five dollars. Rates for meals at the dining hall will
be published later and will be made as low as practicable.
Addre,ss all communications to A. M. Chase:, Lamoni, Iowa,
chairman of committee.

Information Wanted
If anyone knows of the location of Clarence Adams, inform
Daisy B. 8hort, clerk of the bra1nch at Myrtle Point, Oregon.

Address
A. E. Warr, Florida Street, 3 East Ross, Mobile, Alabama.
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OsBORN.-Mary A. Osborn was born May 24, 1846, near
Tollgate, Virginia (now West Virginia). Baptized by D. L.
1Shinn May 219, 1887. D1ed December 28, 1916.
ABBOTT.-Alma P. Billings was born April 3, 1835, at
Bethel, Windsor County, Vern1o1nt. Married William N. Abbott July 20, 1858, at Bethel, Vermont. Five children were
born to them. The aged husband, 1. son, 4 grandchildren and
1 great-grandchild are still living. Baptized October 9, 1882,
at Davis City, Iowa, by M. T. Short. Funeral services at the
home January 13, in charge of Frederick A. Smith; sermon by
R. IVI. Elvin. Interment at Rose Hill Cemetery.
ANDERSON.-Bethune D. Anderson was born at Dentons,
Wayne County, Michigan, October 10, 1880. Baptized by
Mark H. Forscutt at Saint Joseph, Missouri, January 31, 1892.
Died December 21, 1916, after a brief illness. Survived by
mother, Sister E. L. Keeler of Los ·Angeles, California, and
wife, Sister Lottie M. Anderson, daughter of the late Elder
J. B. Price. Funeral services at his late home in Berkeley,
CaJifornia, by G. J. Waller, assisted by John JVL Cockerton
and his brother veterans of the Spanish-American war.
Later, the remains were interred with military honors i,n the
Sunset View Cemetery.

onference
Every Latter Day Saint unable to attend the sessions of the coming General Conference, with the
preceding "sessions of the Religio and Sunday school
General Conventions will find the Daily Herald to be
issued during that time a n,ecessity. In fact it has
been found that many of those who attend th~ sessions subscribe to learn what the others who are in
attendance are doing.
The first issue will be mailed out on Monday evening, April 2, and followed by an edition each day,
except Sundays, till the close of the conference.
Many interesting details will be given for which
room cannot be made in the regular issues of the
Herald.
The price is only 25 cents for the entire time.
Subscriptions should be sent in' early so the lists
may be made up and thus avoid mistakes and delay
from a rush at the last momen.t. Each day's news
will be made up in the evening and mailed out at
8.05 p. m., thus reaching subscribers promptly.

Herald Publishing House
Lamoni, Iowa
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Book Reviews
BoY WANTED.-By Nixon Waterman, published by Forbes
Sold by the Herald Publishi1ng
House. This book has our unqualifi,ed indorsement and we
believe that the boy who will read and carefully consider the
cheery, human interest sug~estions of Mr. Waterman will always remember to his profit the good he got from this book.
A valuable feature is the divided page, about a third of each,
being given over to carefully selected, short prose quotations
from the world's .gr,eatest thinkers. It is a book worth while
to more than the boy-let us quote from the author's preface:
"While the title of this book and the charadei.~Gf its contents mak'e it obvious that it is a volume designed primarily
for the guida;nce of youth, no one should pass it by merely
because he has reached the. years of maturity, and presumably
of discretion. As a matter of fact time cannot remove any
of us v:ery far from the fancies and foibles, the dreams and
dangers of life's morning hours."
GIRL WANTED.-By Nixon Waterman, published by Forbes
& Company, Chicago, $1. For sale at this office. The style
is the same as that of Boy Wanted, mentioned above, a,nd we
agree with the statement of The JoU;rnal of Education which
is: "Every young woman should read this book. Every parent
should make it a point to have her read it." Some of the
chapter headings will suggest the scope, but they cannot begin
to tell o:E the p1easing style: "Choosing the way," "Accomplishments," "The joy of doing," "Some, everyday virtues,"
"The value of sunshine," "A merry heart," "Golden habits,''
"The purpose of !He." Especially appropriate as a birthday
gift to a girl.
& Company, Chicago, $1.
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For Sale

Food Specialist

For Sale

Dr. Klar's Good Health Flour cures
constip!ation-,elnds
stomach
trouble.
Stronger than meat, better and cheaper
to eat. The life taken from the Mininesota
No. 1 spring wheat. Tastes good, makes
you fe,el good. True to name. Special
inducements to the Saints. Free literature. Thousands of testimonials from
Doctors, hospitals, sanitariums, lawyers,
elders, and students. The Porridge, Pan
Cakes, Muffins, DD-nuts, Cookies, and
Bread will help a1ny Saint to live the
Word of Wisdom. Dr. A. B. Klar, Food
BRADEN - KELLEY DEBATE.-Probably Specialist, Canal Dover, 0.
the most exhaustive and most exciting
debate ever held in the Reorganization.
DIVINITY OF THE BOOK OF MORMON
Both sides of the controversy are given
in full, the manuscripts being signed by PROVEN BY ARCHJEOLOGY.-Student, here
both participants. The Christian Church is a mass of startling data for your conclaims its representative, the late Clark sideration. Nothing "sentimental" about
Braden, defeated Bishop E. L. Kelley in this work. It adheres to reality, and yet
this discussion-but we are doing the it is full of the romance which clusters
selling. The attacks upon us in this vol- about the ruins of a departed civilization.
ume are so. numerous and characteristic Louise Palfrey Sheldon accomplished a
every preacher and would-be preacher of notable work in writing this book. It is
ours should acquaint himself with them. a bulwark against the guesswork of unThe book is a mental and spiritual stim- informed antagonists to Latter Day
ulant. No. 152, cloth -------·-......... ____ ,___ $2.00 Saintism. No. 176, cloth ---·---....... ,, .... $.60

I will sell 10 or 14 acres of good la.nd
less than one block from the Temple in
Kirtland. There is a new barn 24 by 30
feet, two stories with full stone basement built last fall-nev.er been used, can
be finished into dwelling)f desired. Also
good building lots 80 by 244 feet. For
particulars address, L. W. Powell,
Willoughby, Ohio, R. F. D. 2.
6-tf

SOME
NAMES
WANTED

Blickensderfer Typewriter No. 6. New
Condition, three type wheels.
Three
colors ink.
Leather case aluminum
frame weighs six .lbs and a half. Price
$25.00, Dennis E: Benbow, New Philadelphia, Ohio.
tctp
BOOK OF lVIORlVION MAPS.-Six maps
covering the whole geographic field of
the Book of Mormon history. So arranged that they can be pasted, in any
arrangement desired, upon a stationary
surface for constant reference. Essential to Religio Quarterly study. As this
item was left out of the recent price list,
write it in now. No. R15, per seL __ $ .25
ARCHJEOLOGICAL COMMITTEE REPORT.By the joint efforts of leading minds in
the church this work was compiled. It
gets down to rock bottom in archreological investigation bearing upon the claims
made by the Book of Mormon. Data that
will fortify Book of Mormon students
against arguments of "science." Interesting reading in itself.
No. 142,cloth --------·--------.. ·--·-.. -·- .. ·-··---·---,.-...... -... -$.75

We would like to have the name and address of every Latter Day
Saint who is engaged in a business in which leather goods may be
handled.
·

Address:

The Manager, Herald Publishing House, Lamoni, Iowa

HOMES FARMS BUSINESS
Saints desiring to locate in the Lamoni Stalce or those within the Stake
wishing to change their location will do
well to consult the Stake Bishopric as
provided in D. C. 128: 4. We have for
sale and exchange properties of various
kinds and are prepared to serve you.

THIS

R!

lAMONI STAKE BISHOPRIC
SMITH-PELOUBE,T'S BIBLE DICTIONARY.
-By William Smith, LL. D., Revised by
F. N. and M. A. Peloubet. An invaluable
book for Pt\tdents of the Bible. More
than 800 pa~~es of concise information,
covering all phases of scriptural study;
excellent cohl:'ed maps, and 440 appropriate illus'~'f'ations. The volume is described as "teacher's edition"; and, since
all active Christians are -Bible teachers,
is therefore a universal necessity. No.
291, cloth, net .... ____ , .. _________________ .. .__,$1.60
Tonsils and Adenoids completely removed.

Dr. Joseph Mather, Specialist
in diseases o:f the eye, ear, nose, and
throat.
Elders and family on ministerial allowance, work done free of charge.
Cataracts removed.
Work done in Independence Sanitarium, Independence, Missouri.

Pacl{ your grip, tell the folks good-by, go down to the depot, buy
a ticket for California-that great Out-o'-doors land, which rests the
weary and refreshes the weak-via the Burlington Route (the moving picture way through scenic Colorado and Salt Lake in daylight).
Climb aboard, lean back, relax and watch America roll past your window.
Getting away from· the cold, bad weather, business and household
responsibilities, care and worry, and out into the glorious sunshine and
semitropical atmosphere of California where you can rest, change and
rejuvenate, will do you a world of good.
You'll be surprised when you compare the cost with the cost of
remaining at home. Think what this will mean to you, when1 yoU;
remember that a life which isn't pleasantly spent isn't well spent.
Before comp_leting your plans let me explain how you may join
a Burlington Personally Conducted Excursion (costs no more-just a
part of Burlington Service) and send you a folder telling aU about
the trip-worth reading even if you don't go.
L. F. SILTZ, Ticket Agent.
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"If ye continue in my word, then are ye my ~disciples
indeed; and ye ohall know the truth, and the truth shall
make you free."-John 8: 31-32.
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Lamoni,· Iowa, February 28, 1917
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THE INFIDEL MISSIONS
In this week's issue there appears an extract from
The Literary Digest for F,ebruary 17, 1917, headed
"New York's infidel missions." We are not told just
what texts are used. But such efforts have been
made elsewhere for some time past.
It is a pity that many young men seem to consider it rather smart to break away from the church,
principally because some doctrine, as presented by
their fathers, does not appeal to them in the light of
some smattering of science and some external criticism.
It is a fact that such men as Arthur Drew, Edward
Hartmann, Kalthoff and Jensen in Germany and
William Smith and Robertson in England, to a lesser
extent perhaps, attack the historicity of Jesus. This
because of the claim· so long made, that Christianity
was first revealed in the time of Christ and that the
world was left without his doctrine until that time.
This has been the basis of much criticism from
. infidel sources. That the Supreme Being would leave
the world so long without the gospel, to suffer
through idolatry and without hope of salvation, has
been claimed as a.basis of rejecting Christianity and
often for denying God.
In the realms of mythology and so-called pagan
religions there are to be found many traces of the
idea of a dying God, of the cross as a sign of life and
resurrection, of baptism as a means of purification
and initiation, and even in som:e instances apparently
similar teaching and similar miracles to those set
· forth in the life of Jesus. This was once answered
by claiming that the Devil had created these myths
to discredit Christianity. As these pagan stories
were generally admitted to be myths, these scholars
question the existence of Jesus.
This question of historicity has been directly discussed on the affirmative side by F. C. Conybeare,
S; i Case, Johann Weiss, William Sodan in Germany,
and T. J. Thorbum in England. But many others

l1[]
c!1

have directly _or indirectly taken up the question in
defens,e of the biblical position of his historicity.
Other men of the German school, while admitting
the historicity of Jesus, have advanced the theory
of a secret organization behind him which stage
managed his walking on the water, his asoension,
healings of the sick and other miracles. While sori1e,
as Storfer and others, go in some ways even further
in an effort to discredit the work and life of Jesus
of N azar,eth. Some parts of these writings occasionally fall into the hands of young men or students who
do not pursue their investigations further.
Some of Tom Paine's writings, in the light of some
of the teachings of the church of his day, tend, in
the minds of those who read them more or l,ess superficially, to a discrediting of Christianity, if not all
religion.
Also some scientists like Haeckel attempt to explain all known phenomena in terms of the monad
or the electron, and assert that all of nervous force,
vital power and intelligence that is manifested in
humanity is to be explained by the assembling, interrelation and motion of these unit elements.
It is well that we should know with what we are
confronted, and something of the problem. We have
read such of this literature as time has permitted
during the past ten years, have attempted to trace
statements back to original sources where possible,
and have been really surprised with the lack of evidence from: a legal and logical point. of view, as well
as by the extreme character of some of these assumptions. They seem as a rule taken for granted rather
than proven. An argument -is made largely from
general r,esults, as indicated in the case of mythology.
Yet this is very readily met from a cai·eful reading
of the Bible, which very plainly states that the gospel was preached to Abraham, that the children of
Israel wer,e all baptized unto Moses in the cloud and
in the sea and all drank of that spiritual rock which
follow them, which rock was Christ. Again, in the
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third chapter of Hebrews it is declared, that the
gospel was preached unto them (Ismelites) as well
as unto us.
Of course the position of the church w~,have the
honor to represent is very clear. We affirm that the
Lord revealed to Adam his great purpose as outlined
in the go~ pel and pointed to Jesus the Christ as the
coming Savior of the world; that all of the doctrines,
as set forth in the divine plan of the gospel, were
preached to Adam, Enoch, Abraham, Moses and their
contemporaries. So Enoch and Abraham became the
friends of God. This meets the objection, that God
left the world so long without this wonderful plan of
salvation in the gospel.
This divine plan was lost to the world, only when
rejected by mankind. Israel was called to be a nation
of kings and Of priests unto God, to preach and r·estore the gospel and to minister to the nations. But
they rejected the divine plan, so were given a schoolmaster in the Mosaic law to bring them to Christ.
Not willing to receive what they might have received,
God did not utterly reject them, but gave them a plan
according to their ability to receive.·
This appears to confirm also the very frequent
tradition of a great. primeval revelation, which we
run across so often in the study of comparative re. ligion. The claim that the religion presented by
these so-called heathens is but an offshoot and a part
of that great primeval revelation is found all over
the world.
Once it is conceded that there was such a revelation and such teaching, it answers at once the objection of these traditions and stories. It becomes no
more r.emarkable that the so-called pagans of the
time of Christ should have such stories and traditions
of the Son of God, than it is that such stories and
traditions should be had to-day by the so-cal:led
Christian world. Chronology makes the time as
shorter from Moses to Christ than from the days of
the apostles to our own day. Both tradition and fact
seem to confirm the idea that corruption and variations were continuously made by the nations of mankind from that first great plan.
It is with a great deal of pleasure that we noted
last year that Doctor G. Stanley Hall, approaching
the problem from an entirely different angle and
with strong convictions of the evolutionary theory of
the development of man, after reading hundreds of
these books in German and French, as well as the
voluminous literature translated or originally written in English, says in effect that this theory of the
nonhistoricity of Jesus fails of proof.
\
Doctor Hall has spent many years making this his
. special study, and as a result of his research confirms
not only the historicity of Jesus, but affirms that he
more really lived than any other man. He confirms

hJm as a reality in a sense almost transcending historicity, while still affirming his existence. He has
examined critically and, we believe, without bias
these numerous stories concerning the life of Jesus,
that of a secret society directing his work, that his
life was unworthy, and the numerous other stories
that are advanced, and finds them without probability and as scarcely deserving, in an evidential way,
serious discussion.
It is only fair to add that Doctor Hall does not
accept the theory of numerous miracles, rather following in good part the view of Strauss. Still he
does affirm that religious experience is a vital part
of human life from a pedagogic and a psychologic
.viewpoint, or, as religious people w:ould say, from a
spiritual viewpoint. The young man or young
woman who has not been converted has missed something of life. The man or woman who has not passed
through an overpowering religious experience will
never come to the fullness of his or her powers.
So Jesus of Nazareth is finally presented by him
as embodying, in a more complete sense than any
other man of whom we have record, the soul of the
race, or, as the religious world would prefer to call
it, God. And in so doing, in his life he presents the
real type of the superman, pr.esenting the man who
is to be in the coming race, in contradistinction to
those pseudo examples of crass selfishness and brutality presented as supermen by Nietzsche, Bernard
Shaw and others.
The great workers of the world have been quick
to recognize a power without themselv.es which has
directed their best work. This. power Jesus possessed in a larger s.ense than any other of whom we
have record.
Thos.e who present these infidel ideas will usually
be found those who think-to a certain extent. They
are those, at least, who pride themselves upon their
thinking, often sb:Idents of colleges and of universities. Some idea presented by the church of their
fathers does not agree with their personal processes
of thought, or something which they have learned.
They go far enough to see a weakness in the modern
church and.its teachings.
But all too often evolution and many of the doctrines of science, instead of being living hypotheses
and bases of work, become to them mere devitalized
symbols which are accepted in as dogmatic a way
as any teaching of the medieval church. Thus these
wo:r:ds are placed in the realm of the things that are
not thought of, by the law of mental inertia, are accepted without 1nvestigation and become in part
vicariate for real thought. So it seems somewhat
smart to lay aside the teachings of the church and of
religion.
As the scientific doctrines are not traced back to
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original sources, so they do not take the time or the
effort to verify these assertions affecting religion as
a whole, Christianity in part, the life of Jesus, his
work and historicity, and the authenticity of the
Bible. Mere assertions are accepted without' proof
and without verification. It is a sad thing, but all too
often s~een, that this represents, in fact, a stultification of thought rather than vivid or original research.
All too often this process is helped rather than
hindered by those selected to represent the church.
Since they meet these criticisms by dogmatic assertions of their personal interpretations of some Bible
verse, or in some instances by such assertion in the
nam~ of the church, with the demand for the instant
rejection of the idea. But since it is the result of
thought, even if fr~gmentary, the demand is ignored._
Sometimes an attack is made on science in general or on some particular hypothesis or theory, without taking thetrouble to learn on what the theory is
based or what it means. Sul;:>consciously or consciously the conclusion follows, "He knows nothing
about science, he probably knows no more about religion." Doubt is thereby confirmed rather than
diminished and the cause of truth suffers. Of course
this is not a logical conclusion, but it is a quite natural one.
•
,
Again, all too often, we find a man who has believed some untenable, some really absurd idea in
regard to the Supreme Being or the work of Jesus.
But at last he comes to an awakening to see that his
- conception has been erroneous. Instead of stopping
critically to find what is wrong and what is r~eally
right and true, and attempting by careful research
to discover where the error lies, he rapidly rejects
not only the whole doctrine involved, but goes on
finally to feel himself superior to such a thing as
religion.
Or in another aspect, starting out to correct an
error, some men are like a little boy we have heard
of, who wasieft in charge of his baby brother. The
mother came home to find the baby screaming, its
face all bloody, the scalp badly torn and apparently
in serious condition. She sent for the physician, the
baby was cleaned, the necessary stitches taken and
the baby was put to sleep.
Then she reached for the switch and for, the boy
left in charge.
"I thought I left you here to take care of the baby."
"Why, mamma, I did."
"Well then, how did this occur? How did he get
hurt in this way?"
"Why, mamma, you told me to keep the flies -off of
him, and a fly came right on his forehead, so I took
the coal shovel and killed it."
Many a "brilliant" young man uses similar logic
in killing the fly found on the religion of his fathers.

He tries to smash the whole thing-and may even
go out to teach others that religion is all wrong.
We hold no brief ±'or the defense of the errorswhich have been advanced in the name of religion,
the mistaken theories advanced by any set of teachers. We do not deny the need of reformation in much
of the religious world to-day. There are things that
need correction. But that is no basis for the rejection of the great and necessary principl~es of religion,
of conversion, and of those powers which make for
the development of the soul of the individual to its
highest and best possibilities.
We need men who can see the errors and correct
them, not men who will reject all truth that comes
under the head of religion because of these matters
which need correction.
A surg~eon's knife should go just so far. The vital
life should not be touched. Yet we like better the
simile of the fly or other superficial defect. It is
external, something not a part of the real living
power of religion and of God. Its proper removal
leaves no scar, but rather only makes more apparent
the serene beauty of the truth.
""
Misrepresentation and supposition are no just reasons for attempting to defile the lif,e and character
of Jesus the Christ, nor is it a just basis for the rejection of the highest, purest and best which has ever
been presented in the name of religion for the bless.,
ing of the souls of men, Christianity.

S. A.

BURGESS.

GRACELAND'S GRADUATES GRANTED STATE
CERTIFICATES
The following may be of interest to your readers:
State of Iowa
DeP'arfment of Public Instruction
Des Moines
February 22, 1917.
President George N. Briggs,
Graceland College,
Lamoni, Iowa, _
Dear Sir: At the meeting of the Educational Board of Examiners held Saturday, February 17, Graceland Junior College was approved for the preliminary third grade State
certificate leading to the second grade State certificate. A
copy of thJe blank enclosed.
Very truly yours,
A.M. DEYOE,
President Board of Examiners.
By VIOLA H. SCHELL, Secretary~

The third grade State certificate is the highest certificate that can be granted to a prospective teacher
with two years of college work without teaching experience. After two years ()f successful teaching experience our graduates can secure a second grade
State certificate without e4amination, which can be
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renewed ~every five years, so that it means practically
.a life certificate to our graduates who remain in the
teaching service.
Due to the reciprocal relations between Iowa and
most of the other States of the Union, because of the
high educational standards maintained in this State,
Iowa's state certificates will be generally accepted
throughout the country. This means that Graceland's graduates will receive official recognition
wherever they go in the United States.
GEORGE N. BRIGGS.

NOTES AND COMMENTS
H. S. Salisbury Honored
In the recent organization of the Hancock County
(Illinois) Historical Sodety, Elder Herbert S. Salisbury of Carthage, was elected president. It gives us
pleasure to chronicle .this fact. It was at this very
place that Joseph and Hyrum Smith suffered death
at the hands of a mob in 1844. Many of our readers
will recall Brother Salisbury was at one time president of Graceland College. His grandmother was a
sister of Joseph the Martyr.

tria concurs in Germany's stand. Norway, Sweden,
and Denmark have entered formal protests against
the submarine policy but these have not been accompanied, by threats of war or a break in relations.
Brazil has again proteste'd and notified Germany that
she will be held to strict accountability for the safety
of three Brazilian ships that have sail.ed for the war
zone. Premier Lloyd-George has placed England under a most comprehensive war order whereby all importations are prohibited or restricted except of the
barest necessities of life. Every effort is being made
to have all tillable land brought under cultivation.
Submarines continue to take their toll in the war
area, one hundred and seventy-two ships having
been sunk since February 1. - However, this is being
,largely replaced and the average is little if any above
that of a year ago. The British seem to have gained
a little along the Ancre on the west, and continue
active in Mesopotamia.

Welcomed Their Pastor
From several sources we have learned of the welcome the people at Holden gave Brother D. J. Krahl
when he and family moved there recently. While we
do not wish to embarass Brother Krahl nor seem to
The Daily Herald
indicate that other pastors are not just as well reThe subscriptions are already coming in for the ceived, y,et we are pleased when our people so unidaily. to be issued from this office during the sessions formly favorably impress nonmembers. We quote
of Conventions and Conference in April. This mat- · the following from The Holden (Missouri) Progress:
ter should have liberal support, for it is but an addi"The Progress is glad to welcome Mr. Krahl to
tional burden-a labor of love-for those who sacrifice time and energy to put it out. No reasonable Holden, coming as he does as the permanent pastor
effort will be spared to make this an interesting news of the Holden church as well as the president of the
chronicle, with indispensable official reports and newly organized Holden Stake. We like these·square
comment on the situation more extended than can be jawed, upstanding men, who scorn the beaten path
and blaze trails, and above all, men in the ministry
printed in the regular issue.
who boast that they are not sectarians but 'workers
Woman's Auxiliary
in the vineyard.' We like Mr. Krahl for one of his
Incidentally we learn of a summary of what has many activities-the work among the young people.
appeared in the Woman's Auxiliary department of We shall always remember the excellenfprogram we
this publication during the past eight months. There heard in the church here given by that fine company
hav~ been 5 announcements, 5 letters, 6 original
of Independence young people. The keynote ··of the
poems, 14 reprints from other papers, 39 reports of program was the church as a social center,.and some
activities of officers, etc., and 73 original articles, the of their utterances sounded almost heretical. One
latter being contribl).ted by 29 different sisters. This of them said: 'The church is. not so much brick and
shows a commendable interest and response which
mortar, boards and nails; it should be an agency in
should be very gratifying to the editor of that dethe hands of the Almighty for the development of
partment. We are confident that our readers greatly the whole man.' The Latter Day· Saint Church
appreciate the w:ork of the auxiliary and the privihere has a large membership, large property and a
lege of reading the inspiring matter it presents in
peo);?le who know how to give. With such a combinaeach number of the HERALD.
tion in the hands of a man of leadership like iMr.
Krahl, something great should be accomplished .
The European Situation
. So far no "overt act" has been committed by Ger- The recreation problem has never been touched yet,
man submarines to cause an open rupture between and the opportunity is here for the Saints to give the
this country and Germany, further thi:m the s·ever- community an object lesson which will better young
ance of diplomatic relations. It is reported that Aus- · folk's conditions in the whole community.''
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PREDESTINATION AND FOREORDINATION
(Quotations in this article from the Inspired Translation of
the Bible.)
The Lord said unto Enoch, B'eho,Jd, these thy; brethren, they
are the workmanship of mine own hands, and I gave unto
them their- knowledg.e in the day that I created them. And
in the garden of Eden gave I unto man his agency,---<Genesis
7:39, 40.
And we know that all things work together for good to
them that love God, to them who are the called according to
his purpose. For whom he did foreknow, he also did predestinate to be conformed to his own image, that he might
' be the first born among many brethren. · Moreover, him whom
he did predestinate, him he also called; him whom he called,
him he also sanctified; and him whom he sanctified, him he
also glorified.~Romans 8 :28-30.

, Because of the second text from Romans used at
the heading of this article as given in the King
James v,ersion of the Bible, Paul has been accused by
some of being unsound in the faith, while others have
been: led to indorse--at least in a measure-the
teaching of John Calvin, concluding that the matter
of our salvation is very largely pr,edetermined by
something which we have done, some choice we have
made in some other sphere and which we know nothing of here.
To my mind the only def,ense that Paul and the
Bible needs "as to the soundness of Paul's state-:ments of God's plan of dealing with the human family," may be found in the corrected version of the
Bible, known as the Inspired Translation. This is
equally true in regard to statements credited to other
writers, in the Sacred Word. As examples see Exodus 21: 20, 21:
KING JAMES VERSION

INSPIRED TRANSLATION

And if a man smite his
servant, or his :maid, with
a rod, and he die under his
hand; he shall be su!'ely punished. Notwithstanding, if
he contine a day or two, he
shall :riot be punished: for he
is his money.

And if a man smite his
servant, or his maid, with a
rod, and he die under his
hand, he shall be put to
death. Notwithstanding, if
he continue a day or two,
and recover he shall not be
put to death, for he is his
servant.

Deuteronomy 14: 21
Ye shalL- not eat of anyYe shall not eat of anything that dieth of itself:
thing that dieth of itself;
thou sha:lt give it unto the . thou shalt not give it unto
stranger that is in thy gates the stranger that is in thy
that he may eat it: or thou gates, that he may eat it; or
mayest sell it unto an alien; thou mayest not sell it unto
for thou art a holy people an alien; for thou ,art a holy
tmto the Lord thy God.
people unto the Lord thy
God.

John 6:44
No man can come unto me,
No man. can come to me,
except the Father which except he doeth the will of
hath sent me draw him: and my Father who hath sent me.
And this is the will of him
I will raise him up at the last
who hath sent me that ye reday.
ceive the Son; for the Father
beareth necord of him; and
he who receiveth the testimony, and doeth the will of
him who sent me, I will raise
up in the resurrection of the
just.
Acts 13: 48
And when the Gentiles
And when the Gentiles
heard this, they were glad, heard this, they were glad,
and glorified the word of the and glorified the word of the
Lord; and as many as were Lord; and as many as beordained to eternal life be- lieved were ordained unto
lieved.
eternal life.

Of this Inspired Translation the Lord said unto
Sidney Rigdon: "Thou shalt ask and the scriptures
shall be given even as 'they are in mine own bosom,
to the salvation of mine own elect, for they will hear
my voice," etc. (Doctrine and Covenants 34: 5.)
:Then, whenever or however our election shall have
taken place, we cannot afford to ignore this voicerather are we under the command to "teach them
to all men." (Ibid., 42: 15.)
It is not my intention here to enter into an examination of the subject of "Preexistence." There is
no disagreement-so far as I know-among the elders upon the fact of our preexistence, though there
is in our theories of the manner of that state. Nor
do we wish to present a pet hobby; for while riding
a hobby may be a pleasant exercise, yet the one so
engaged often cuts but a sorry figure to the onlooker. What we do wish to do is to take a look at
the subject of predestination and foreordination.
According to my understandiil.g there could be no
election of the Saints, without an exercise of their intelligent choiee, and the text used from the rev,elation
to Enoch certainly fixes the earliest possible limit of
this election, both in point of time (when man was
in the Garden of Eden), and also in the number then
elected. (Those who were there.)
There could be no bestowal of agency until there
was a conferring of knowledge, and Enoch is told
that knowledge was given to man "in the day that
I created them."
Whether this scripture refers to the spiritual or
natural creation of man (see Genesis 2: 5), is immaterial here, for the definite statement is made that
the agency was given "in the Garden of Eden;" arid
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the scripture gives us a glimpse of this garden with
only Adam and Eve for tenants.
Ther,e was an election, a predestination, even,
which antedates this, having taken place "before the
foundation of the world."
According as he hath chosen us in him before the foundation of the world, that we should be holy and without blafe
before him in love; having predestinated us unto the adoption
of children by Jesus Christ to himself, according to the good
pleasure of his will.-Ephesians 1: 4, 5.

The Inspired Translation will assist us to get the
true concept of this election or predestination, and
I will first cite you to Genesis 3 : 1-3 :
And I, the Lord God, spake unto Moses, saying, That Satan
whom thou hast commanded in the name of mine Only Begotten, is the same which was from the beginning; and he came
before me, saying, Behold I, send me, I will be thy Son, and I
will redeem all mankind, that one soul shall not be lost, and
surely I will do it; wherefore, give methirie honor. But behold, my beloved Son, which was my beloved and chosen from
the beginning, said unto me; Father, thy will be done, and
the glory be thine forever.

With this scripture in view one is r,eady for a better comprehension of Romans 8: 29, 30:
For whom he did foreknow, he also did predestinate to
be conformed to his own image, that he might be the first
born among many brethren. Moreover, him whom he did predestinate, him he also called; and him whom he called, him
he also sanctified; and him whom he sanctified him he also
glorified.

Surely this was Christ.
lA careful reading of this reference in the King
James Version will reveal the fact that this is the
only logical rendition of this scripture, for paragraph twenty-nine speaks of this foreknowing-this
predestination as applicable only in the singular
number. "For whom he did foreknow he also did predestinate to be conformed to the image of his Son,
that he [whom he did foreknow and predestinate.A. :M. C. J might be the firstborn among many brethren" ; and the Inspired Translation makes it plain
that Paul was declaring the same fact that other
writers have stated Jn different language, viz, that
the Son "was in the beginning with God," and that
"the works [plan of salvation], were finished from
the foundation of the world." (See John 1: 2 and
Hebrews 4: 3.) Or, as another writer puts it, that
whosoever is "called out of darkness into his marvelous light," was, chosen "in him, before the foundation of the world."
In the light of the foregoing is it strange that
Paul should exclaim:
1What shall we then say to these things? If God be for us,
who can prevail against us? He that spared not his own Son,
but delivered him up for us all how shall he not with him
also freely give us all things? Who shall lay anything to the
charge of God's elect? It is God that justifieth. Who is he
that condemneth? It is Christ that died, yea rather, that is

risen again, who is even at the right hand of God who also
maketh intercession for us. Who shall separate us from the
love of Christ?-Romans 8: 31-35.

The "way, of salvation" is foreordained, b~t if .we
are chosen~elected-we must exercise our agency
here. "Now is the accepted time, now is the day of
salvation." That there are or have been, heathen
nations who have not had the opportunity to hear
the call is not the fault of the plan or its author, but
of their fathers who departed from the faith and
bequeathed to them a heritage of sin and unbelief;
hence the Master tells Enoch, "Their sins shall be
upon the heads of their fathers." (Genesis 7: 43.)
Paul tells us that while
In a great house there are not only v·essels of gold and of
silver, but also of wood and of earth; and some to honor,
and some to dishonor. If a man therefore purge himself from
these, [dishonorabie things-A. M. C.]' he shall be a vessel
unto honor, sanctified, and meet for the Master's use, and
prepared unto every good work. (2 Timothy 2: 20, 21.)

Peter also admonishes us to· "make our calling
and election sure," (2 Peter 1: 10) so we conclude
that the exercise of our agency in the now is the determining factor in our "election of grace," and that
when this apostle said unto the multitude on the day
of Pentecost, "Repent, and be baptized every one of
you in the name of Jesus Christ for the remission of
sins, and ye shall receive the gift of the Holy Ghost,"
that the promise was certainly as broad or general
as the command to "Every one of you."
To this, Paul on Mars hill bears witness when he
says, "And the times of this ignorance God wink!ed
at," (before this they had no opportunity to hear,)
"but now commandeth all men everywhere to repent." (Acts 17: 20.) Was not this the "As many
as the Lord our God shall call"?
A "desire to believe," certainly is the first determining factor in our election, for, "'If any man'
having an opportunity to know what the design and
will of God is, elects 'to do his will, he shall know of
the doctrine' "; hence, "No man can come unto me
except he will do the will of my Father who hath sent
me," and here we see exercised the agency of man,
. cleansing himself, that he may "Be a vessel unto
honor, sanctified, and meet for the Ma.ster's use, and
prepared unto every good work."
It is true that we usually interpret life through
our individual experiences, yet in that interpretation, as elders for Christ, we cannot afford to ignore
or go contrary to what he has given us to assist us in
our knowledge, lest we become "Wise in our own
conceit."
'"I am the way, the truth, and the life; no man
cometh unto the Father but by me," was .the ,declaration of Jesus, and herein lies both our predestination
and foreordination.
A. M. CHASE.
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HONOR THROUGH CHRIST
J3ut in a great house there ,are only vessels of gold and of
silver, but also of wood and of earth; and some to honor and
some to dishonor.-2 Timothy 2: 20.
·

There is nothing more detestable than disgrace,
nothing more shameful than slavery. We have been
born to glory and liberty; let us either pr,eserve them
or die with dignity.
Honor, greatness, glory and liberty, is the he:ritage
of ali men through Christ; if I :lm a slave, was it a
decree of God? If I am a vessel "to dishonor" is it
because "the potter hath power over the clay, of the
same lump to make one vessel unto honor and another unto dishonor," and therefore I am, and have
my existence, in the mold of dishonor? Not so; for,
"If a man therefore purge himself from these, he
shall be a vessel unto honor, sanctified, and meet for
the Master's use, and prepared unto every good work.
Shall we not "go to" with our mights? "If a man
therefore purge himself from these,'' (verse 21) the
fight is on. Shall it be disgrace? No; disgrace is detestable, and failure is disgrace, and by the way, the
only thing that shall pr.event us from being "a vessel
unto honor, sanctified, and meet for the Master's
use,'' is that we do pot "purge ourselves from these"
for the apostle says if we do we shall. We have in
the final analysis simply, do and shall.
If we do purge ourselves from these, we shall be
vessels to honor, but I alm:ost hear some one ask,
What are "these"? I do not know. I can only answer for the "these" in myself, as everyone is to
purge himself. The "these" that exists in me possibly does not exist in you. However, I do not hesitate to suggest that possibly the "these" which is
most universal is the tendency ~md disposition to
disregard the commandments of God, especially
where they ask us to dispense with habits and practices that are very pleasurable to us, and to let go
of worldly practices and customs that are almost universal. It may include the disposition we manifest
in failing to acknowledge that we are really slaves,
because slavery is shameful, and the slave is the
one most sure to resent the efforts that may be made
to assist in the breaking of the chains that bind him.
Look up, slave; thou art great with the greatness
of God's image! That is the philosophy of Jesus,
and it exalts human life beyond the dignity of an
archangel. Not like the hideous dodrines of the
Orient portion humanity according to the accident of
birth, into higher and lower functions, trampling
some into the dirt with the vilest refuse, and lifting
others into divine companionship.
Plato parcel,ed man into beings of gold, of silver,
of brass, of clay, and said that the lower orders exist,
for the benefit of the higher. Aristotle maintained
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that the lower orders were slaves by nature, with
offices akin to those of the tame animals. To Cicero
it seemed better that nine innocent slaves should
suffer than that a single guilty one should escape.
The noblest pagan culture stands far away from
the position of Jesus respecting the dignity of man.
Jesus tells us to lift ourselves into divine companionship, "purge yourselves from 'these' and a vessel
to honor you are, sanctified, and meet for the master's use, and prepared unto every good work."
Jesus Christ pushes his work of reconstructing the
social order through the men who have frankly
adopted his gospel as the program of their lives,
WhetheJ:" clerical or working members, in establishing the kingdom of God on earth. ~The process may
be slow and the course pursued may often seem to be
tortuous, but it will surely attain the purpose of the
Master.
In the meanwhile Jesus has given to the toiler,
the slave, and the poor a philosophy of life which
makes any experience tolerable which is. separate
from sin. It declar,es that, stripped of all his accumulations, any man is in himself, though but a naked
savage, the most valuable thing in the universe.
This was God's estimate of you and me when he sent
his Son into the world to become the life of the world,
the .light of the world, the hope of the world, and
said, "Come unto me, all ye that labor and are heavy
laden, and I will give you rest."
If we are not vessels to honor, it is because we have
followed the "inventions" of man. The wise man
said, "Lo, this only have I found, that God hath made
man upright; but they have sought out many inventions."
Yes, and still the good work goes on. Man is still
seeking out inventions. Possibly you have been the
inventor of a few, and "these" may be standing in
the way of "honor." )3egin the purging process and
this is the only way out; man has furnished inventions as substitutes for some of the richest products
of nature, the very elements in which life exists,
giving us narcotics and stimulants for pure water
and wholesome grains, dishonest methods for business relations until the saying of Micah is verily
true : "The good man is perished out of the earth ;
and there is none upright among men: they all lie in
wait for blood; they hunt every man his brother with
a net."
But there are a thousand "these,'' reference to
which would only be assumption so far as you are
concerned, for the central thought is, "If a man
therefore will purge himself from these." So no
matter the station, the environment, the age, or color,
},et us hie ourselves to the light, open God's great
revelation to mankind and learn that Jesus came to
teach men that life is more than meat and raiment;
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If a Pharaoh desired to record the number of
ducks consumed at one of his banquets, he would
have an artist draw on the wall or tomb so many
hundred ducks, with a few complementary figures,
and in this way could tell more concerning the banquet than by any other means. No matter where we
go or what we study we will find how closely related
and associated is drawing, or art, with everyday life.
One of our elders, Brother C. Edward Miller, on
his return from Honolulu, told how much he valued
his stereopticon and what good work he had act:omplished with it in his work as a missionary. Others
are as enthusiastic as he.
It is a scientific fact that teaching in the universities public schools and all other educational institutions by motion pictures is the best and most efficient method of instruction yet used. Nothing is
USE OF ART IN THE CHURCH.---No. 3
more interesting to a child than a picture book.
[The following is one of a series of brief articles on this When a child or a grown person looks through a book,
subjrect, written by some of our members who are especially newspaper or a magazine and sees a picture, immeinterested in this phase of our work. Other articles will diately his curiosity is aroused and he looks for its
appear from time to time.-EmTORS.]
explanation in the writing con·cerning it.
True art is made noble by the mind producing it. For
Now, we must try to associate what ha\3 just been
those who feel it, nothing makers the soul so religious rand pure · said, with the subject, a better use of art in the
as the endeavor to crerate something perfect; for God is perchurch.
fection, and whoever strives after it is striving after someIn the Sunday school every effort must be put
thing divine.-MichaeJa,ngelo.
forth to the ·development of the young. Here is
When we think or speak of art we must not con- where they receive their first instruction, which define ourselves to painting and sculpturing; but should velops them in the everlasting principles of out beconsider architecture, music and poetry as complet- lief.
,
ing the group of five subjects, forming what are
Religion, one of the most profound subjects, is difcalled the fine arts.
ficult enough for grown people to fathom, to say
A better use of art in the church must include its nothing of children; hence our need for a way of
appliance to every department, namely the Sunday :making it dear for them. In the cities especially a
school, Religio, the church publications, the ministry large percentage of the children that first start comand the home.
ing to our Sunday school, have never heard of God
To begin with, it is necessary to give a few state- or Christ and his plan of salvation; so when the
ments as to the efficacy of art in every age of the teacher starts to explain, he finds how big an underworld and its value in the education of manki.nd. In taking he has.
Children as well as grown people cannot underprofane history it is found that the first record of
man's thoughts was recorded through the medium stand fully the dealings of God with the Hebrews
of picture writing. As this mode of recording was before Christ, unless they have some ideas of their
used more the people gradually formed an alphabet, customs, ·dress, modes of travel and the country in
then a language; which proves the close relationship which they liv,ed. Nothing can give all of these de· between literature and art. The one, art, expresses tails as clearly and nicely as good pictures and maps
itself where literature fails, the same way literature of the same.
expresss itself on a subject where art fails.
Taking the intermediate department of the SunTo get the most out of any people or subject we . day school as an example, the following will be apmust combine art and literature. As an example, plied to it. If the teachers only could have a book,
the American Indians in representing their battles that would contain pictures or illustrations for every,
and lives, outlined crude pictures on their tents and lesson in the Quarterly throughout the entire year,
totem poles. In trading with the white man they the Quarterlies would need no illustrations. The
would mark their bags, which contained furs, so they teacher could hold this book before the class and
could tell by noting the markings and outlines, how .show the illustration concerning the lesson; he could
many furs, their quality, kind and value, they con~ get the attention of the class and they would have a
foundation before them to build the lesson on; In
tained.
that it does not consist in the abundance of the
things which a man may possess, but in the development of character in godliness. It is not the house
a man lives in, but the man himself that shall survive the ravages of time and the oppressions of tyrants.
A man may be divine in life though he live in a
hut, and be compelled every day to smart under the
lash of a cruel taskmaster. In "Guesses of Truth"
we have this:" "Purity is the feminine, truth the
masculine, of honor," so we turn our faces to the
Christ in whom alone 'there is the only perfect example of purity and truth, and humbly pray, Lord
Jesus, help me to "purge myself from these" that I
may be a vessel to honor.
WARD L. CHRISTY.
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this way they could understand more the points
brought out; at the same time retaining the image
of the illustration. When the quarterly review came
the teacher need only hold the book before the class,
and as the picture concerning the lessons would be
shown them they would recall that lesson, which
otherwise would have been forgotten.
Duplicate this method in .every Quarterly and in
every department of the Sunday school and I believe
we will have an advancement, which we could not
have in any other method of teaching. In .thl.s case
the lessons would bring a mutual understanding ·
throughout the entire Sunday school, which we do
not have now. This plan should be used in the
younger classes especially.
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the point than so many words in the same length of
time.
In the study of art we study architecture and the
harmonies of proper dress and of flower combinations. This all helps to create a home worthy of its
name. Our home is a department of the church, and
to make it a place of beauty, not of fine materials, but
of character and happiness, should be the aim of
every Latter Day Saint.
In our branch we have an organization called the
"Laurel Club," and every winter they give a bazaar.
Here they sell all kinds of handicraft, beautiful
fancywork, painted china, pictures, .etc., the receipts
of which go to the church and its debts. This is making use of art and is far-reaching in its effect for it
is felt in the homes of those who acquire it.
In our study of the Book of Mormon, if we could
appreciate the beauty ·Of architecture, which is continually being unearthed by archreologists, these people and the high civilization they had would seem to
us as being more of a reality.
In the history of .every nation we find they eventually have what is called a Golden Age and we find
this age is only attained after they have 'perfected as
far as their powers would permit their religious belief, architecture, painting, sculpturingg and poetry.
We as a people are already known as an intelligent
class; because we have a religion that makes us what
we are. Our music is of a superior order and with
these classes mentioned above we will be a shining
light to the world and to God if we take advantage
of an we are offered.
It is a means to the end of making ourselves upright and perfect before God in ·every way that we
ought to take more seriously the study of art.
GEORGE A. BARTHOLOMEW.

It would take a great deal of work to make such
a book; but if all the artists in the church could be
gotten tog.ether, it would be very easy to accomplish
as much. They could work under the instruction of
the one or ones who selected the lessons, and in this
way could make a success of it.
In the primary grades or departments constructive
art could be used to the greatest possible advantage.
The teachers could prepare cards and could make
little models of the different things that the Hebrews
were associat~d with and used, such as the tents
they lived in, horses and cattle, ark of the covenant,
etc. This is the system the public schools use in the
primary grades and has been found to be the most
efficient method yet practiced.
In the public schools of to-day the study of art is
conceded to he one of the necessary elements of an
education and is continually rising in prominence as
an educational factor.
Cheap copies of the great masterpieces are used
also in the schools, along with the explanation of the
teacher in the beauty of such art. This method has
been studied and tried and is found to he a success.
So why should not we as a church adopt this method
Infidelity and faith look both through the same
and gain its benefits? It develops the child's powers perspective glajss, but at contrary ends. Infidelity
of observation, imagination, appreciation of the looks through the wrong end of the glass, and
beautiful, and he gains skill in explaining his therefore s.ees those objects which are afar off, and
thoughts and feelings.
makes great things little. Faith looks at the right
In our branch here in Independence, there has end, and brings the .blessings that are far off in
been started classes in psychology, methods of kin- 'time, close to our eyes, and multiplies God's blessdergarten teaching, economics and a class of draw- ings, which, in the distance, lose their greatness.ing. These different classes are all a means to the Bishop Hall.
end we are seeking.
Cultivate the thankful spirit! It will be to thee
When our .elders go out into their fields they would
have all of this training; so with a blackboard, they a perpetual feast. There is, or ought to be, with us
could easily express their ideas and thoughts to the no such thing as small mercies; all are great, beworld. Chalk talks are very efficient wherever they cause the least are undeserved. Indeed, a really
are used, no matter how crudely they are executed. thankful heart will extract motive for gratitude
Any chart, no matter how simple or crude, explains from everything, making the most even of scanty
with the lea~t possible effort and more clearly and to blessings.-J. R. MacDuff.
p
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GENERAL INTEREST]
COST KEEPING IN THE WAR

manded by the present necessiUes of trench warfare ..
An officer who has studied this phase of the present
war carefully, says that to put a trench in a state fit
for occupation in winter requires a million and a
quarter running feet of three by three timber, thirtysix thousand running feet of corrugated iron, six and
a quarter million sand bags weighing one thousand
tons, and twenty-four thousand standards and pickets, to the mile. In addition to this, nine hundred
miles of barbed wire has to be used, weighing 110
tons. When one stops to recall the hundreds of miles
of trenches which stretch across Europe in different
directions, and how often sections of these trenches
have to be rebuilt, he can gain some idea of the tre. mendous amount of material required in their outfitting.

[The National Geographic Society, with headquarters in Washington, District of Columbia, has recently made an economic summary of the geography
of the great munitions trade of the European war.
Never before in the history of the world has there
been such an unprecedented demand for materials of
every kind as Europe is compelled to employ in this
great, epochal struggle. Discussing the vastness of
munition consumption, the society, in a statement
issued monthly, considers it from three viewpoints:
The cost of equipping a singl,e soldier, the cost of
a single battle, and the immense quantities of material required to maintain armies in the field. The
society's bulletin says] :
When it is remembered that there are to-day under
Another picture of the vastness of the munitionarms more than twenty-four million soldiers in the ing trade and the immensity of the task of keeping
European war, the immensity of the task of keeping the armies in the field and in fighting condition may
these meri the field, and keeing them supplied with be had from the statement that there are now more
the munitions with which they wage war will appear. than four thousand controlled munition plants in
It has been estimated that it costs approximately Great Britain alone. Of these nineteen out of
$100 to outfit a soldier. Of this $25 goes for his twentynever produced war materials before the war
gun and $35 for his one thousand .rounds of car- broke out. They employ nearly three million men
tridg.es. The average life of a uniform under modern and nearly thr,ee quarters of a million women. The
service conditions is very short; that of the ordinary vastness of the industry in England is not out of
rifle is six months. In all of the history of war there proportion to that in France. Although Germany
has never been such a rapid exhaustion of all the holds seventy per cent of France'~· coal and some
materials with which it is made.
eighty per cent of her iron, France has been able, by
An idea can be gained of the immensity of the the opening up of new furnaces, and by immense imoutlay required in the prosecution of a great battle portations of ore and pig metal largely to overcome
by reference to some of the figures from Verdun. this handicap.
A 75~centimeter gun can fire about 400 projectiles
While it is very difficult to present authentic fig- .
a day. Each of these projectiles costs approximately ures upon the proportions of the munitions used by
six dollars. Counting this and the depreciation of the allies furnished by the United States, the figures
the gun, which is particularly rapid, the daily out- of the Department of Commerce do show something
lay for its operation amounts to $2,700. It is esti- of the growth of the munition trade. Authorities
mated that the 120 75-centimeter cannon in an army widely disagree as to the percentage of America's
corps, fired all day, cost in munitions and deprecia- contribution to munitions. One authority. puts it as
tion $320,000. In addition to this each army corps low as two per cent, while another says that it does
has about 40 pieces of heavy artiUery. Explosives not exceed five per cent. Whatever the percentage
and depreciation for a single day's work for them may be, the figures of the Department of Commerce
totals $500,000, making the total artillery expense show that during the firsteight months of 1914, our
of an army corps $820,000 a day.
exports of horses, mules, brass and manufactures of
The fighting of one hundred days around Verdun brass, autos, copper and manufactures of copper,
cost an amount which is represented by a column of explosives, india rubber products, iron and steel
gold one yard square and 312 feet high, or approxi- manufactures, lead, leather and manufactures of ~
mately as high as the statue of liberty on the capital leather, nickel, mineral oils, sugar, surgical appadome at Washington.
ratus, tin, zinc and manufactures of zinc amounted
If the Qutlay in gun metal and powder is heavy, to $433,000,000. During the first eight months of
it is no more so than the outlay for materials de- 1916, our exports of those same materials amounted

in
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From these figures it would appear that our contribution to the munitions trade of
Europe during the year 1916 would approximate
more than $2,000,000,000. Our exportation of explosives alone for the calendar year will reach upward of $700,0QO,OOO. During the first nine months
of 1916 American exports to the allied nations
amounted to three billion and a quarter dollars as
against three quarters of a billion dollars for all of
the other nations of the earth, belligerent and neutral alike.
The labor demands of the munition industry in the
United States have reached unprecedented heights.
Recently one big manufacturer of munitions re. quested the United States A'rmy authorities to give
. him the names of the rejected recruits between the
ages of twenty-one and thirty, these men being offered a wage of from three and a half to fiv,e dollars
a day, with lodging at fifty cents a week.
:to $1,986,000",000.

NEW YORK'S ''INFIDEL MISSIONS"
A . campaign for the destruction of Christianity
is not only under way in New York, but its intrenchments are thrown out in a number of secularizing
organizations. Christians have been "settling back
with a sense of security in their Christianity, content to have pastors and a few other leaders take
the entire responsibility of extending the gospel,"
says The Missionary Review of the World (New
York). While some at least have been contented
with such a course, the "Freethinkers" have been
banding themselves together and pledging each other
support, until this journal sees ."confronting the
Christian church a strong, energetic, and persistently
busy organized force of infidelity whose•members are
actively engaged in denying the deity and authority
of Jesus Christ and attempting to overthrow the
Christian church." The Review bases its observations on facts furnished it by Mr. John N. Wolf, su-·
perintendent of the Beacon Light Gospel Hall, which
are these:
Several infidel organizations in New York City are known
by v.arious t!tles that do not indicate their real cha11acter.
The,ir favorite methods of attack are: first, aggressive outdoor meetings; holding meetings at Madison Square and in
alVthe principal thoroughfares at noon a,nd at night wheneiVer
the weather permits. At these meetings Jesus Christ and the
Bibie am held up .to ridicule, and many blasphemies are uttered.
Distribution of infidel literature is a second method of attack. Books and pamphlets written by Tom Paine, Robert G.
Ingersoll, Voltaire, and others are widely distributed to the
young men who make up most of the audiences, and who
eagerly buy almost anything that is offer,ed in that line. A
monthly magazine is also published for the purpose of "educating the public and freeing them from the bondage of religion."
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A third form ·of this S'atanic activity is the debat,e, held
sometimes at the public square:s and sometimes in halls. The
favorite themes at these me1etings are: "The resurrection,"
"The virgin birth," "The trinity,"' "The deity of Christ," and
.''The authenticity of the Bible." These debates are often
canied on by educated 31nd able men, who display considerable familiarity with the subjects. The enemy of God has
able generals.
Another method employed to spread infidelity is the establishment of ''Sunday schools." At least four of these in
New York City have come to our attention recently. Boys
and girls of the neighborhood are brought together and are
taught that the Bible is not true and that Jesus Christ was
'either a mere man or is the mere creation of somebody's distorted imagi1nation. Not. long ago a seemingly prosperous
man boasted that his two boys, ten and twelve years of age,
could and did ".argue Christianity out of their schoolmates
wheneve'r the opportunity afforded." What harvest must
we expect from such seed sowing?
This aggressive infidelity and a@nosticism are a challenge to the Christian church to proclaim the gospel by
word and deed to the unchurched and unsaved multitudes of
men, wom~n and children in our cities. Many pastors and
laymen are recognizing the opportunity offel'ed by the street
meeting to reach the masses, and year after year, during
the spring, summer and fall months, they have gone out into
tJ:le highways and bywa,ys preaching the word of Life. If
the average Christian layman were only half as tl)nergetic
and ,enthusiastic in witnessing to his faith as the avevage
"Freethinker" is in voicing his u:n'belief, the activities of organized infidelity in New York City would be met with such
a wave of aggressive evanglelism as has not b:een l.{!nown since
the apostolic days. Men and women, boys and girls, wouJd
then be brought from under the blighting, damning influence
of infidelity into the light and liberrty of the Son of God.

LOST PREHISTORIC' CITY FOUND IN
PARAGUAY
,'Excavating for the foundations of a new prison
near Asuncion, Paraguay, workmen uncovered the
remains of a prehistoric city which arch:::eologists
pronounce a kind of Paraguayan Pompeii.
The town was laid out in rectangular squares, with
diagonal avenues and buildings of considerable size
and architectural pretensions. Local experts figure
the city disappear,ed long before Columbus sailed.Milwaukee Lender, February 11,1917.
[There is considerable intetrest in the above brief news dispatch, for it will be remembered that most of the civilization
of South America was confined to the western part of the
con tin en t.- EDITORS.]

The realization of God's presence is the one sovereign remedy against temptation.-Fenelon.
The Christian faith is like a grand cathedral with
divinely pictured windows. Standing without, you
see no glory, nor can possibly imagine any; standing within, every ray of light reveals a harmony
of unspeakable splendor.-Hawthorne.
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Table Etiquette and Table Service---Excerpts
The Uinderlying principle of all rules of etiquer(;te is consideration for others. "Table manner and table service are
an excellent test of the refinement of a 'family and of a people."
Remember:
To stand back of your chair at the table until the hoste8S
gives the signal to be seated.
hl sitting, one 13hould do ,so from the left. He should arise
from the same side.
Not to lift thenapkin in air whHe folding.
The fork alo1ne should be used for most "made dishes."
Either the fork or the spoon, may be used with ice cream.
Nev:er to leave the spoon standing in the cup.
Not to use bread to obtain the last bit Of gravy or S'auce.
In offering to serve anyone a,t the table, to use one of these
forms: "May I help you?" "May I offer you?''' "Let me giv,e
you," etc.
Table Etiquette and :Service, issued by the dome:stic science
department of the Kansas State Agricultural CoUege about
1909 or 1910 forms the basis for the 'erxcerpts preceding.
I realize that mothers frequently have a trying as wen as
a1n import duty in teaching the little family some of the first
,essentials qf table etiquette. I said trying, because I know
from living in so many different h~mes, as a roomer and,
bo;:trder, that frequently the husband and father is not only
indifferent to such details of courtesy but may even assume
an attiture of ridicule toward them.
But don't giv,e up. Remember there is no time like childhood for forming habits that are worth while. And any habit
that shows re,finement should be cultivated, I know you
will agree. It may have even a mercenary value as was related to me not long ago: A young colleg1e graduate of excellent personality and brilliant mind was to he chosen to fill
a very important position, but after dining with the men who
were co1n si,dering him, fai1ed to receive the appointment
simply because his table manners were so objectionable.
BERTHA L. MADER,
Superintendent Home Economics Department.

Courtesy iri the Home
Home, one of the most sacred places on earth, is the place
above all others to use courtesy. Who needs the most attention and care, the one you meet but occasion'ally, or the one
who shares your daily burdens and trials? L,ittie deeds of
k~ndness and acts of love are as pleasing to yout companion
now as they wem in youth. Why b.e careless or thoughtless
about bestowing them?
The ties between husband and wife have been taken to
typify the relation between Christ and the church. Both
have been commanded to become "one"_:____husband and wife,
no less than Christ and his church. If ever divii!le guidance
is needed, it is when contemplating the matrimonial step, for
if it guides and rules then, and God's approval is upon the
choice made, the marriage will be happy and the home become as was intended by our maker.
Sometimes pavents in a home deny themselves all for their
chi1dven. Is this good and well for these same ~hildren? I
fear it is only selfishness or 1ndolence, after all! Children who

are granted every whim, will make selfish, unkind men and
women. No, better let the children sacrifice with the parents!
This will work for their best future good. It may seem hard
to parental "love"; but does not the eternal and all~ise
Father let his childr'en suffer pres€1llt trials for their future'
good? Many a heartache and 'many a pain he p.ermits us to
bear, and perhaps many a tear his tenderness sheds over
us; because it must be so; but he does not humor us and give
us everything we want, to our own undoing! He does not
let sympathy rob justice. Should we not follow his example
in this? It may seem hard, indeed, but is it not really the
only ,genuine love after all?
It is pleasing in the :Damily to hear the ready words,
"Thank you," after a service has been rendered-no matter
how small. It encourages each one to perform more acts
of kindness. Encouragement does more to help one Otnward
than cross words and faultfinding.
Manners should begin at home; then one will feel at ease
among others, and will not easily forget the small things'
which mark the courteous and the thoughtful. The place
we daily occupy is the place in which to give out our best.
Little courtesies shown ma~e home so happy!
Huslbands, if you constantly show your love and respect
for your wives, your children will also show theirs, and ther,e
will be fewer u1n ruly ones. T·each them by your example to
esteem and treasur<e the one who gave: them being at the
cost of pain and sacrifice. A home wherein a parent is
scolded and complained of continually, breeds disrespe~t and
ill humor in the children which will make them less fitted
for useful and helpful lives. Help to make home ties the
strongest and best on earth, and home the best a1nd· most enjoyable place on earth; then we will have better church members, better prayer services, better behavior in children away
from home, an& more God-fearing and God loving men,
women, and childrren ,everywhere.
Husband, a bucket of water or coal lifted or carried for
your wife is but a small deed of kindness; perhaps, but it is
highly appreciated by her, 1not heciJ,USe she may_ not be
physically ab1e to do this for herself, but the deed is glorified by your thoughtfulness and loving care for her. Such
things always win-always touch her heart, and she responds
happily with her pa;rt of service in the home. A man who
rises and builds the fires commands respect whe1re a lazy one
would not. She does not want you to be a servant to her,
but she feels proud of one who is willing to che1erfully bear
his part of the burden, a1nd home is made oh, so happy by
just these small deeds of kindness!
The Bible says "give honor unto the wife as the weaker
vess,eJ"; so do not expect her to us'e masculine strength. She
was not made for that. She has her own sphere to occupy,
her own burdens to bear, which you cannot he,lp her with,
except by your sympathy and love. In thes1e she should be
shirelded and guarded as something precious and sacred, that
she ma,y happily discharge life's larger duties. Thus she
may be kept yoU!ng, her heart light with love and joy, and
be a more pleasant companion for you, and the center of the
home interests.
Wives, you must realize, however, that the burden of courtesy and kindliness in the home is not to he borne by the man
alone!_ There rare just as many times rand ways in which
you must show your r<egard a1nd thoughtfulness £or the man
who stands between you and the world! They may he little
things-trivial in themselves-but altogether they make or
mar the happine,ss of a' home. His clothes should always be
k,ept clean and in order.. Thel'e should be a place for everything, and ,everything in its place. Otherwise, a man, com~
ing home to find disorder and uncleanliness, becomes dis-
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oouraged. Should he need something in a hurry, which has instancres it ·is necressary to scrub floors and furniture, usually
been misplaced by a careless wif.e, ca,n he be blamed for giving the first thing after giving the patient the most ,necessary
hasty .expression to his irritation? The unki nd word slips tre1atment and attention, to wash bedclothes· and towels, and
out unawares, and who is most to blame if you neglected the when there is no bed linen, to procu11e and use as suitable
little things upon which hinge the larger?
1~ags as can be found. Then, further, for protection, improvise
Be with your husband as much as possible; plan for him; all kinds of sanitary measures a,nd save the community.
There are so many homes where unsanitary, filthy condilhe cheerful, and laugh with him, or weep with him, as the
moment r.equires. Let his joys and sorrows be your joys and tions, pov.e;rty and destitution exist, larg1ely due to ignorance
sorrows, his triumphs and disappointments yours also. Be and mismarua.gement. H~re should be used influence to stimu- ·
his helpmate in every re·spect~ Counsel with hi:m; be "ane," in lratre in the people the desire and ambition to practice system
every sense of the word. If at times you see things from dif- an:d economy, as well as cleanliness and sanitatio1n in their
ferent angels, try to reach the happy medium; each give in a daily lives and surroundings. A good influence will work
little, if need be, and do not f1:1e:t if all isn''t exactly as you wonders if tactfully and judiciously exe:rt·ed.
First we will talk about the tuberculosis patient--which
de siDe. ·If it is impossible to !'each that happy compromise,
just Iet the matter rest__:.seek divine help and guidance to- presents a problrem not merely individual, but distinctly sogether, rand all things wi~l work out' for the best, sometime cial; for tuberculosis affects the patient in all his social rein the future,. .Let nothing draw yrou apart, but cleave unto lations. He is often a m81mber of a family group where
infection of others is threatened. Hre may be liv~ng in a
each other, though 'all the world forsake you.
crowded
tenement, where darkness and dirt foster the life
A;nd wives, use your heads! Don't leave all the thinking
to your companion. Help him. Two heads are better than of the bacilli. He may be a workman in a dusty f,actory or
one! T'rue, the husband is the head of the wife, as Christ is handling food which is sold to an unsuspecting public. It
head of the church, but remember that Christ permits the is almos.t impossible to treat the physical symptoms of the
church to have a head, too. So, wivers, use the intelligence the tuberculosis patieillt without considering and treating his
Lo,rd has given you, and do not depel!ld upon the man to do social conditiQns.
The principle of coope1mtion is appliedi more. often in the
his thinking and yours, too.
·
solution of the tuberculosis prob1em than in almost any
Husbands, love your wives, even as Christ loves you; then othea:- pr•oblem of socilal work; for here we must have not
our homes will be as God int~nded them--places of refuge .
alone the cooperation of the patient himself, but also of his
and perace--heavens on earth, and places in which to rear family, of local boards of health, tenement house and factory
our children in the love and admonition of the Lord.
inspector, and often the employer and the church if we hoper
HAMILTON, MISsOURI.
rSISTER JAMES DAWSON.
for ~ny measure of success.
The social workers who have had experienc·e vvith tuberculosis proibJre:ms realize that what can be done for each inSocial Service, Chapter Three
dividual patient seems to depend less on the state of the disleiase than on the chara.cter and temperament of the patient;
"Work then for pleasure; paint or sing o'r carve
his possibilities of education, and the community resource·s
The ·t;hing thou lovest, though the body starve.
for proper treatment.
Who works for Glory misses oft the goal;
Becaus.e the pian of treatment for a tuberculosis patient
Who works for money coins his very soul.
depelllds so largely upon th\e home conditions and home faWork for the work's sake, then, rand it may be
cilities for treatment, on the temperament of the patient and
That these things shall he added Ujnto thee."
his financial status, the social worker as we have seen, heWf'l realize that the present progressive era and all its comes an important eJement in the development of the plan
modern movements continually open new ra,venues of activity. by which the patient can secure the desired rest, fresh air
To be successful as individuals as well :as organizations we and good food.
Prevention through education ~n laws of hygiene is a slow
must have the right perspective of existing conditions of the:
meas.ure,
but it must be taught by every social worker if she
presrent time. Efficiency is indeed indispe:nsable in e.very
phase of our work, and in its train follows with equal im- hopes to do her part.
The opportunity for spreading the gospel of fresh air, food
portance economy, adaptability, tact, patience, perseverance.
in order to find our work crowned with success it must and rest is offered every day. Wha,t we expect of our social
c•e conscientiously and well done, even to •every minute detail. workers is better means of health education for futul'e genH: BERENICE RUSSELL.
I:n our daily efforts we must constantly seek opportunities to emtions.
1

perfect ourselves, always bearing in mind that lifre is a trraining school for all mankind, in which we learn wisdom and gatn
knowledge day by day, making> thre most of the great Master's
blessings, to his glory and honor.
As w'e enter a home, no matter whether it happens to be a
mansio1n or a hut, it is to our advantage to observ:e the conditions, the circumstances, the atmosphere and attitude
of the people of the home. It is jp.st as important to ascertain the patient's state of mind as the needs and comforts of
the body. In coming into the midst of a household, use much
tact and discretion so as to avoid giving the impression of a
stranger with strange ways. Make the family feel that they
have a friend that has come to comfort, to help, to chee,r.
The home of the ;needy, where it is often impossi'bLe to procure necessary supplies and comforts, ne:eds an exercise of
ingenuity al.ong the lines entitled to inventors. In various

The Lamoni Local
T.he Lamoni local now includes four classes in the educational department, two circles of Orioles and three societies
in the aid and service department, the latest member bei:ng
the Rosalia S'oci:ety of; Willing Workers. The purpose of this
society is to sew for the Children's Home, and its name was
chosen in honor of rSister Rosalia Dancer. Many hearts will
warm at this tribute, remembering the ·kindly ministrations
of this dear sister, who so quietly wernt aibout doing good in
all the early yea,rs of Lamoni history. What cha1nges there
have been and what gladness it would have brought to this
faithful one to see the many who are now in position to help
where then there were so few.
Of the call of our local officers a "get together" meeting
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was heJd in the high school building on the evening of December 5. All of the women's organizations in tow,n and one
country club,-thirteen societies in all-were represented,
nine of them not being members of the auxiliary. The object
of the meeting was to promote friendliness and interest in
Montana
the work of one another, to se1e ourselves i,n the light of
what others are doing and to learn where we may cooperate.
[The following are extracts from a newsy personal letter
A program including music, a reading, and addresses by
to the associate editor. We are confident that our readers
the presidents of the various organizations was given in the will he as interested as we were in the tncidents related.~,
assembly room, after which light refl'eshments were served
EDITORS.]
in the domestic science room. The Lamoni orchestra kindly
Your editorial for January 31 in HERALD is fine, and what
furnished music duri,ng the hour of serving and of social you say about your item column strikes me as splendid.
converse.
One of the best meetings ever held in the district just
A business meeting of the local held on January 29 pro- closed at Nashua, Montana, January 2 to 2,1, Elder William
vided for quarterly meetings, the election of officers to take Sparling and myself held forth there for three weeks, with
place at the meeting of t~e third quarte1r.
a splendid attendanee and ~nterest, one baptism, and subA committee was appointed to put in operation some plan scriptions and books sold amounting to about twenty-five dolfor assisting in the support of the Children's Home. Orioles l<ars, a new place for the gospel to be heard. Brother C. W.
and others of the auxiliary in various places have given in- Humphrey stood the a'Cpense, which amounted to nearly one
spiratio,n by their generous contdbutions and we feel that hundred dollars.
we must be doing our part. We should like to see fulfilled
I was called here, Harlem, to administer to Brother and
the suggestion of the home tre,asurer, that before long the Sister T. Gordon's little girl who has typhoid fever-she is
home may be entirely supported by the auxiliary. This doing nicely. There is an epidemic of it heve-about seventywould indeed be fitting, since it was started by the women of five cases reported. While here w:e have the use of the Presbythe church and is an avowed object of benefit by the auxiliary. terian chu,rch, but few are coming out to hear, but a Jew atAn interesting item of business at this meeting was the tends and expresse.s a deep interest i,n the work-has heard it
provision for an informal reeeption by the Lamoni loeal to before. I reeently lectured smreral nights in the courthouse
be held during the time of the General 'Conference for visiting a.t Glasgow; a couple of nights when I advertised special submembers of the auxiliary. We hope to greet a large num- jects I secured good crowds, but other nights only a few.
ber from our sister societies on that occasion.
S.evere cold weather hindered some from coming.
Si,nce our Iast report to these columns two social evenings
I wish you every suocess in your work, and the blessing
,have been enjoyed by educational department members a,nd of God upo,n the whole church in its forward movement to
the,ir friends. At one the theme for the program was "The accomplish Zion's redemption.
work of the auxiliary." At the other a Bible program was
Your brother in Christ,
,given, the theme being "The shepherd." "Li'l brack sheep,''
HARLEM, MONTANA.
JAMES C. PAGE.
"The ninety and nine" in song, and s,eJections from "Our
'Syrian Guest" added to the beauty of material drawn divectly
from the Bible, all together producing a delightful entertainNortheastern Illinois
ment.
One of the women's classes taught' by Professor McDowell
We a1oe pleased to be able to report some progress in this
having finished a course in the history of education has now district both spiritually and temporally, but I assure you that
taken up the study of medieval and modern history. Brother as a district we are not satisfied; we can see many things
McDowell's method of instruction leads the class to look for that we desire to se,e accomplished in their time and place.
the meanings of history in its effect upon the civilization of
The district conference that met January 27, 28 with the
the world, rather tha,n to burden the mind with details of ·central Chicago Bmnch was blessed with a goodly degre•e
date and incident, and is thus unusually helpful.
of the Spirit of peace and was the largest gathering of Saints
The class in mothers' 'and teachers' problems has made the that the writ,er has ever se•en in the district. In one way it
beginning of a library from whkh books and mag'azines may was a pleasant su•rprise, for some had thought the 'attendance
he borrowed. These books are such as deal with the child de:- would be light, seeing the times are 'very stringent in many
velopment and the interests of the home and are fvee not only ways. Of one thing I am convi,nced; that the greater the
to attendii!lg members but to others unable to attend. A sacrifice, the greater the blessing, in God's w:ork. And I benumber of them have been secured from the State library lieve tha•t if the Saints knew that in just one year hence the
eommission, some have been donated and some placed tem- Savior would come we would accomplish more in one year
porarily, to be withdrawn at the desire of the owners. A than we have been doing in five, individually and collectively.
few have been purchased. We hope to make this library a
I also feel that there are many friends not yet of us, that
very helpful adjund to our work.
could they se:e a mor1e practical demonstration of, what we
The Graceland Patronesses have been giving attention to believe and the three books teach, they would soo,n be of us.
their chosen work, their chief activity during the, w~nter They a.re just waiting to see if we r:e,ally mean what we say!
months having been the expenditure of money previously ac-,
Howeverr,. as I compare our present conditions with those
cumulated. As a result the dormitories have new lavatories, that_ confronted the church in 1860,, great progress can be
and added comforts in the sleeping apartments while the noted. We can see that then the law of tithing was little
treasurer shows a good balance still in hand.
understood, while to-day we se~ that quite a percentage of
Our Oriole girls have a new superintendent. Mrs. W. H. , the Saints are tithepayers and more are learning their duty
Blair having resigned becaus•e of poor health, Mrs. Hubert each year, so we should not be discoumged,_ but continue in
Case has been chosen to succeed her.
the good work.
To me, two things are neoessary: loyalty to Christ and his
CALLI];] B. STEBBINS,
church, and loyalty to our country.' And if our Saints only
Press Chairman Lanwni Local.
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realized the power of a united effort, the 1needs of every memThe spirit of love, pure light from above,
ber could soon be .supplied and no widow's or orphan's c.ry,
Which marks out our course in life---ever go unheeded. But in many instances members and
Lord may we pursue
branches ar·e paying twice as much to secret orders and inThe work we should do.
surance companies as to th€l coffers of the church.
·
With love-not envy or strife.
IDA M. BROWN.
In Doctrine and Cov~nants 1: 4, we read: "Wherefore
I the Lord, knowing the calamity which should come upon the
inhabitants of the earth, oalled upon my servant Joseph
Purity
Smith, jr., and spok·e unto hiJTl from heaven, and gave him
commandments, and also gave commandments to others, that
(Tune: "Old Oaken Bucket")
they should proclaim these things Uinto the world; and all
this that it mighrt be fulfilled, which was writt~n by the How dear to my heart are the sweet gospel blessings,
When our loving Father presents them to view.
prophets; the weak things of the world shall come forth
and break down the mighty and strong ones, that man should The gifts and the blessings enjoyed by our fathers,
Again are enjoyed by the faithful and true.
not counsel his fellow man, neither trust in the arm of flesh
[italics mine] but that every man might speak in the name
of God the Lord, even the savior of the world; that faith Chorus:
also might increase in the earth; that mine everlasting cove- The old gospel story, the sweet angel message,
. nant might be established; that the fullness of my gospel
'Twas preached by our Savior, the prbphets and seers,
might be proclaimed by the weak .and the simple, unto the And sweete·r it grows, as we older grow in it.
ends of the world, and before kings and rulers.
And gives us to know that our Father is near.
From this and other scriptures we 1earn that our heavenly
Fathe!l' does not want us to trust in the arm of flesh, but in How sweet was that day we went forth to receive it,
the living God. His ways are best in the long or the short
And promised our Father his love to obey,
experi·8ifl.Ce. So we are trying to teach the young that we And as we obey we enjoy his sweet Spirit,
should make the church the place of our ·trust, where we
And feel we hav/) come to our Fat~?:er to stay.
have godly men, attending to the finances of the church, and
so we can trust in God's way, no matter what the wo·rld , Then let us be pure as the day is approaching,
may say.
When Jesus is coming with all of his S:aints,
Should my life be brought to a clos1e shortly, all that I ask And then we'll rejoice in the city of Zion,
is that my wife receive the necessary things of life, and s,ufAnd have no more trials or earthly complaints.
ficient to Cal'e for, and educate the children, allowing them
ORVAL L. THOMPSON.
the proper claim on the church, as provided in the law revealed in these last days.
Now if we were all willing to trJtst to God, that which he
Resignation
has promised to do, h9w differ~nt the financial conditions of
the church would soon be. I believe that the younger men
There are thoughts in my. heart that I cannot express,
and women of the church are thus beginning to vi•ew this
A song that I cannot well sing;
matter. I find many in this district who are willing to make
There's a prayer o1n my lips that can never be heard,
the interests of the church the first thing of their lives. We
Except by my Savior and King.
want every one in this state of min,d all over the world,
wherever the restored gospel is planted. We are glad to note
There's a calm I maintain as the dark passions rise
that the Sai,nts of this district are remembe,ring Elder R. N.
In those who delight in ill strife;
Burwell, bishop's agent, and he ever stands ready to write
The,re's a hope in·my soul that sustaiitls full my faith,
you your receipts. His address is Dalton, Illinois. Say if
Amid all the doubts of this life.
the Saints could se1e the smile that lights up his face as the
tithes and offerings come in you would do it again! Your
There's a joy I can daim in a righteous intent,
servant in Christ,
JASPER 0. DUTTON.
,SurP'assing the thrill of the throng;
JoLIET, ILLINOIS, 545 West Marion S:treet, February 2,0,
There's a solace and balm for my heart when I know
1917.
My efforts have thwarted the wrong.

I!:II=H=·Y=M=~ SSelec~ ~£gina! p om;:.=E=M=s==.!l
Love

There awaits a reward for the man who endures
All ills which beset him so sore,
Thei'e's a harp ,a,nd a crown and a mansion of gold
Across on the evergreen shore.
-William Henry Basham.

The spirit of love comes down from above
To quicken our souls with life,
Oh, who would remove
That blessing from God,
By envy or malice or strife?

(Tune: W oodworth-:Saints' Hymnal, No. 138.)

The Spirit of love helps us to improve,
And strengthens our souls with life;
May those who misjudge
·
Come out from the grudge
And remove them from malice and strife.

Oh my L,ord! if I could do
Something for thee, for my S,avior too,
!Something great or something· small
S'omething to help us,
One and all.

A Prayer
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Day by day I pray to thee
'More of thy 1Spirit giv,e to me;
Mol'e for thy Saints lest we fall
I pray for help, for
One and all.
Father in he~wen, I'll, do or be,
All that my Savior asks of ine;
Helping others to hear thy call
And helping, helping,
One and all.
CATHERINE THOMAS BOOHER.

LETTER DEPARTMENT
From Here and There

in:

If there ar1e any Saints
or near Sulphur Springs, Texas,
kindly Wirite to Lulu Boothe, P:aris, Telljnessee, route 5, a sister with relatives who own property near there.

Elder J .. R. Grice writes from Allenton, Michigan, on the
21st that he is attending the Scott-Turney debate at that
place. The latter 1attack•ed our faith ~nd- the result is a sixteen-session debate with S. W. L. Scott. J. F. Curtis is
moderating.
1From Pl1ano, Illinois, F. F. Wipper writes that he is just
closing a series of illustrated lectures. He says Elders F.
M. Cooper and C. H. Burr are on the sick list, while Eli M.
Wildermuth seldom ventures out except when the weather is
very favorable.
The president of the Deselm Branch, twelve miles from
Kankakee, Illinois, would like to know if theve are any Saints
or friends of the work in the latter city. If there are, he
would like to have them communicate with him. Address
E<arl D. Rogers, Manteno, Illinois.
As one of the isolated ones, Sister Mary Chapmam writes
from Grant Park, Illinois, that she is almost eighty-three
years old and enjoying good health. 'She appreciates the
church papers very highly a,nd relates that she was healed
very remarkably by f,aith and prayers during the past year.
Being isolated, the HERALD and Ensign are the only preachers who ordinarily reach Sister G. M. Routh of Salem, Missouri. However, she is expecting a visit from Brethren T. C.
Kelley and William Sparling later on. She has two little
ones who have not been blessed.
We often hear from Detroit, Michigan. Brother Howard
Carpenter of 1460 Saint Aubin AV1enue, writes as a result of
printing their address some have Called on them with mutually good results. He speaks highly of the month's series of
services ·at the Thi11d Branch, as a result of which twelve
were baptized through the eff,orts of Elder J. R. Grice.
1

The Oak Dale Branch at Hamilton, Missouri, was recently
visited by William Lewis and later by Bishop Richard Bullard. A sentimemt is ·evidently increasing in that district
toward the purchase of an automobile for the bishop of the
Far West District. It is 'argued that the e~tra places which
this will allow him to visit, with the time saved, will pay for
the car in a short time.
·
.

E-lder Charles J. Smith writes from Southern Nebraska
District that he is favorably impressed with our items in this'
department and hopes many will fall in line. He thinks the
boiling down process may be helpful. He says: "From N ebmska City on the east to Eustis on the west, Platte River
on the north, Kansas on the south, work is prospering and
the prospects getting brighter all the time."
There is a little band of s;ix Saints at Erickson, British
Columbia, and Sister H. Young writes from that place saying
that Elder R. Newby is very favorably thought of by our
people and nonmembers as well. She writes of.a remarkable
manifestatiQn of God's power in healing, which is very convincing to all. I1n the we.ekly prayer meetings, the manifestations of the Spirit through the gifts of prophecy are
much appreciated.
The recent conference in Des Mo~nes, Iowa, is reported by
\R. J. Farthing of that place as perhaps the best attended
conference ever held in the district. Bishop McGuire was
present and conducted a round table discusS<ion on Sunday
afternoon, preachi,ng in the evening. Meals were served on
Sunday in the church basement by the young ladies of the
!Sunday school Bible class. Other interesting details will be
found in the minutes of the conference.
A bran~h of 29 members was organized at Sedalia, Missouri, on the 11th, adding another branch to the Holden
<Stake. The stake presidency presided and a number of the
stake and general officers were present. A S111nday school has
been ma~ntained at ~S~dalia for several years with occasional
preaching services, and we rejoice wit;h them that they have
grown sufficiently to justify 'a branch organization. Elder
·c. L. House was elected presid~nt.
·
Brother Gerritt Juergens of Glidden, Iowa, was invited by
the high school pupils of Perry to sing a solo, and s•ang three.
He is much apprecia.ted by all who heard him, and he is
placed 'alongside the noted Theo Ka.rl, a Perry product.
Their voices have the same range. Brother Juergens not
only sings high tones with delicacy and sweetness but his
deep tQnes are rich and beautiful; there are no imperf,ect
tones in the range. This is unusual, and we are glad that he
is so favored, :and possesses a willingness to use his talents
for good.
Nearly e'V!ery branch in the Central Oklahoma District was
represented at the well-attended conference on the 17th and
18th at Terlton. Sessions harmonious, business done with
disp,atch, and preaching and social services edifying and uplifting, says :Brother Joseph Arber. At· the Sunday afternoon
servic.e the Lo:11d blessed thos1e present with the gift of prophecy to· comfort and strengthen. Of the active ministry present were: W. M. Aylor, James M. Smith, Joseph Arber, with
Bishop Ellis 1Short and wife representing the auxiliary, •and
Sister 0. L. James directing the music.
"One of the most encouraging features of our work at the
present time is that the Saints quite generally are awakening to the need of their support :financially. All 'along the line~
we see they are beginning to get a better u'uderstanding of
the la:W, and are filing thei:r: i,nventories with the bishop and
arranging so far as they are able to do so to pay their tithing," writes J. E. Vanderwood from Madison, Oklahoma. "If
all will do what the law requires, it will be but a short time
until Zion will become a reality, the poor will be r'eHeved, and
the families of the missionaries will be properly provided for. ·
Quite generally there seems to be a determination and a willingness on the part of the Saints to achieve higher ground.
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Let us all labor and pray that the .final· victory may be
hastened."
The trend of affairs in the Detroit, Michigan, Branch are
r·eported as having been upward for many months. The appeal to the youth of the church has been heeded and the
young generation are stepping forwa11d to fill the positions
their ·elders rare laying down. The young people's early
morning prayer meeting is proving a powerful force in the
lives of the Saints. Apostle Gomer T. Griffiths e,ntertaine:d
large audi•ence1s two evenings recently with experiences in the
Holy Land, illustrated with views of the country and its
people. The death of the child of Brother and Sister Walter
Bennet is reported, they having recently rremoved to Pontiac.

Bringing Forth Fruits. of a Life in Christ
"Herein is my Father glorified, rthat ye bear much frui.t;
so shall ye be my discipl<es."--John 15: 8. If we do not bear
fruit rare we his disciples? Is not that the ground upon
which we are his disciples? What think ye?
The railroads say, safety •first; Christ says, purity first.
To live a pure life must be followed to gain the recognition
of J,etsus as his disciples. Paul had a clear conception of true
conditions of a life in ·Christ.
"Christ in you the hope of
glory." "Yes, and that by a divine process. When you a're
baptized in water you are born into Christ ·in part, whe,n you
al"e confirmed you receive the Holy Spirit, the germ of a new
life ·enters you. Now you are a citizen of the kingdom of
Christ, and to be true to your citizenship you must bring
forth the fruits of this new life. If you fail to bear fruit,
will you havce the "hope of glory"? Think about it.
If you have the Holy Spirit will it not be apparent? Has
it changed'! No, you say God cannot charnge.
Very well,
then it will show its presence as of old. The fruits of ther
Spirit rare love, joy, peace, long-suffering, gentleness, goodness, faith, meekness, temperance; against such there is no
law."' If you put sugar into anything will it not show its
presence? If you have the Holy Spirit will it not also? If
you ha,ve 1not the tSpirit what does that sho·w? "God is no
respecter of persons," so theve must he something wrong with
you. What would you think of a rosebush that never had any
roses on it? or an apple tree that never had any apples on it?
What would you do with it? What will God do with us?
We are go\71ern·ed by law-the law ?f God. Christ says; "if
you bring forth 1nuch fruit, you glorify my Father." Can
we do it any' other way? If we do not glorifJ"-honor God,
whta,t are we doing? j We will he like the rosebush which
had no roses on, or the apple tree that never had apples on.
God first in all th~ngs, "Thou shalt lov'e the Lord thy God
with .au thy heart, mind and 1Snul." What 'else have you?
That shows that all the forces of the being, ac·cording to the
divine desire, shall be concentrated upon God; to do his direction-will.
What kind of fruits should we bea,r? must they not be the
fruits to love of God and to and fo·r his cause? to advanc·e
its interests? If you wanterd to buy a piano or some other
thing, you would make a strenuous effort to do s.o-malm
s.acdfices to do so-are you doi,ng that? Is not the promotion
of the greatest thing in the universe, of more worth than a
piano or anything that will perish? Will w,e fail in a. financial way? Tlre Lord s.ays "Prove me herewith." With
what?" Bring ye all the tithes into the storehouse, that there
may be meat in mine hous.e.. What for? To care for the
missionaries' families who are giving their all to promot~·
the work of Christ, to 'Care for the needy in the church.
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Can you think of a1ny better effort in Jife? As you makle
others happy, your own happiness will be incrrease:d. "Ye are
bought with a price, therefore glorify God in your body and
in your spirit which are his." Let us be wise unto salvation.
Is not that what we are aiming at, try~ng to get? If notl,
what is your aim? Can you do it your way?
The Lord says: "It must be done in mine own way." Do
you believe it? "Heaven a,nd earth may pass away, but my
word shall not fail."-Jesus. What haVle you? What do
you want? How are you going to get it? It must be gotten
in some delfinite Wlay. Jesus says; "I am the way the truth
and the life-the light of the world." Gan you get your sins
vemitted only the way Jesus says? Then can you bear fruit
only as he says? Will some other kind do? Will indifference
do for effort as he directs? We are being tested now to prove
our fidetlity. The jusrt shall live by faith. Faith in what? I,n
yourself? No, in God and his means of salvation. God waits
for us, we don't ha,ve to wait for him. His plans are per~
f·ected.
Let us awaken, those who are asleep. Let us bend every
effort to advance the gqspel work. Better to do it now than
to wait till we get o;ver on the other side and wish we had.
Let us not stand in our own light. If this gospel is worth
anything it is worth every possible effo.rt we ca,n make for
its advancement. "Ye a.ve the salt of the •earth," but if the
salt has lost 'its saltiness wherewith will ye season it? Have
salt in yourselves an:d have peace one with another, so that
when you are ready to go to your record of life you may have
peace, not fear.
CHARLES A. PARKIN,
·
B 1ishop of Northern California.
tSAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA, 579 Fifth Avenue.

Independence Stake
On February 18, those who occupied at the Second Branch,
Walnut Park, Enoch Hill a,nd the East Mission were W. W.
Smith, .A. Dwyer, M. H. Siegfried, George Jenkins, Genrge
Shea.rer, J. C. Foss and F. G. Christie. In the evening
Brother Dwyer J.ecturetd on "Travels in Palestine" at the
Br'ick Church and at the morning hom· he gave a very interesting account of his conversion to the true doctrine as
taught by the Reorgll!nization.
The upper room of the S'tone Church was weU filled at the
mon1ing service, when Brother F. M. Sheehy held forth in a
sermon, the cue of which was taken from the words of the
anthem, as found in Isaiah 55: 7, "Let the wicked fo,rsake his
way, and the unrighteous man his thoughts: and let him return unto the Lord, and he will have mercy upon him; and
to our God, for he will abundai!ltly pardon." Sung in a rich
baritone, like that of our Doctor Frank Criley, and in phrases
of response by a choir of sixty voices, theSte words had an
·effect of sublimity on the minds of both the preacher and
the people. Quoting from the Doctrine and Covenants, sections sixty-four and forty-three, our brother's admonitions
and i 1nstructions w~re sharp, yet mild and suggestive, and
some of his closing words were: "We aDe on the road of success; but the justification of our evil deeds must be vegulated
by the law as it is expounded ex cathedra and not by any particular individual.
"We are governed by the supreme law of the gosp·el, the
strong evi.dJeJwe of the divinity, of this latter-day work."
At the •Children's service, at the close of devcotional ex€11'cises,-----<a simple prayer and a few songs from Zion's Praises.
·Sister Eunice Smith told, in a quiet 34nd reffe.ctive manner,
the gosp·el story of the resurrection ,and the journey to Emmaus. This was about all and there was good order at the'
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dismissal. Brother E. C. Harrington was in charge; and as
usual, in the line of dir1ecting the little folks, in singing and
·in matters of deportment, his duties were well in ha,nd.
The ev;ening prayer was off~I'ed by Brother H. H. Robinson;
the usually large audience settlled down in an attitude of good
attention to the offertory of the organist, hymn 114 was sung,
and Brother Walter Smith began
vigorous discourse by
reading selections of Paul's letter to the Hebrews, a1nd also to
the Corinthians. It was a telling sermon of efficiency. Being prayerful and clean and holy, he said, will not solve the
problem before us: they only free the m.an for the race set
before him. These are some of the words he read: "Let us
lay aside every weight, and the sin which doth so easily
beset us, and let us run with patience the race that is set be~
fo11e us.''' "This text," he said, "means to run for the glory
of God. So run that ye may obtain the prize. Opportunities are rich. Having secured the running garment, and having endured the hardships, the time is ripe to enter in."
The midweek meetings have also been very interesting.
The Prayer meeting on F,ebruary 14, presided over by Bishop
E. L. Kelley a;nd Elder W. H. Deam, w:as as usual well attended and full of interest. On the 15th, while the sis,ters
of the "Aid" were quilting, the class in story-telJing, sitting
in a half circle, just twelve in number, got busy, and after
a few opening remarks by Sister W. W. Smith, the J:leal work
began, and it was found to be very profitable and instructive.
Story-telling may he ~ntroduced in Sunday school, ldndergarten •and Religio work, junior church services and singing
classes.
The attendance at Sunday school on F'ebruary 18 was 836.
The juniors and primaries are thriving in the lower room
with twe,nty classes in each department. Good work was
done by the junior orchestra under the leadership of Sister
Cora Tonnahill, twelve members being present.
·The first lecture of the teacher ttaining class was given
last Sunday, by W. W. Smith, and the second lecture will
be given during the time of the stake 1Sunday school and
Religio conventions, which will be held here February 24 and
25.
A noted gathering of educators and literary people, the
Nati~nal Education Association, will COi11Vene in Ka~sas City
next week.
Let the good work go on.
ABBIE A. HoRTON.

a

Walking on the Water
As I noticed in a recent HERALD a desire to collect the different stories of Joseph Smith's attempt to walk upon the
water, my memory harked back to the year 1856 or '57 as
I heard it related by an old lady who came from Palmyra,
New York. She was a devout Episcopalian.
Mother said, "We are Latter Day Saints-expect you call
us Mormons." Yes, she knew all about Mormons from the
w;ry start, and the Mormon Bible Joe said he found in a
hill a few miles f,rom Palmyra. He pretEl!nded to work
miracles, the chief one being to walk on the water. So the
boys and fun loving cJass got him to set a date to exhibit
his power. Old Mr. Knight was our near neighbor, back of
his house was a pond and there the crowd gathered. Joe took
the precaution to lay some planks just under the water. and
very confidently started to walk in, only to take a few steps
and fall headlong into the water. Some boys had discovered
the boards and carried them away. So the crowd had their
fun and poor old Joe, as she called him, received a good wetting.
However, the old lady got so excited in ,relating the story

she declared it was true, for she saw it. Mother exclaimed,
"Oh, Mrs. M-·- ·, you nev,e:r s:aw it. It was at .Buffalo, New
York, that he attempted to walk on the water-the only place
I ever heard of his being charged with such a foolish undertaking."
",Well," she said, "I saw the place they said he fell into the
water. Olld Mr. Knight was a very good man but like so
many others in that community he went and joined the
Mormons, too, and moved to Nauvoo. Yes, they were terrible
deceive,rs and it was not s:afe for even the elect to inv-estigate
their pernicious doctrine's."
Suffice to say we heard the old lady relate the same story
several times but never again heard her say, "I saw it."
MRS. E. S. MASON.

The Evils of the Tongue
"But the tongue no man can itame, it is an· unruly evil, full
of deadly poison."-James 3: 87.
Well might the Apostle James say this, for with it we can
blast the brightest hopes, spot the purest character, ruin the
best reputation, dissolve friendship, destroy peace, drive from
the heart all love from those we have before loved and cherished, and turn the closest attachment to extreme hatred.
The ties of friendship, the love of the family circle, the bonds
of Christian societies, all can be injured, ruined by the tongue.
It can drive away from the heart every ray of sunshine, and
place therein sorrow and gloom.
With one unguarded word it can destroy the confidence of
our brethren and sisters, and with those whom we are associated, who are watching us in every word, and to whom "we
should be a light." By repeating things which we have heard
we can bring reproach on the cause of Christ, cause doubts
to arise in the minds of our brethren and sisters, and what
is still worse, be a stumblingblock in the way of others, and
turn aside those who are near the kingdom.
Dear Saints, let us think of the glorious liberties and blessings which we enjoy, that we may not hinder others from
entering the fold of Christ, when we are led to speak any
unkind word, or to repeating vain and idle conversation. Let
us bridle the tongue when we are tempted to teU some story
in circulation, calculated to injure the character or feelings
of our brethren and sisters, or even anyone. Let us remember to do as we would be done by, and bridle the tongue. Yes,
think, stop and bridle the tongue. Let us pray together for
the Holy Spirit to enable us to control this unruly member,
for oh, how much evil it can do. Yes, how often have I seen
a brother and sister turn away from another, with __a tear in
the eye because of an unkind word that has been spoken.
How often have I heard that fall from the lips of even
Saints which has caused my heart to ache.
Let us then be watchful, careful, thoughtful and 'prayerful,
that we may overcome. When we speak, let it be with sobriety and truth. When we see those around us bowed beneath the weight of the trials, sorrows and temptations which
attend their path on every hand, let us hasten there an~ with
words of ·cheerful hope and love, encourage them to press
on. When we see those that are perishing without the gospel let us go there, and with words of light and wisdom teach
them Jhe way by the Holy Spirit's power, the way to' eternal
bliss. When we see our brothers or sisters do a wrong, let
us go to them in a spirit of meekness and love and tell them
their error. Do not fear, lest you will offend them, if you go
in that spirit. But remember, if not at that ~ime, they will
see their wrong, and if true Latter Day Saints will confess
it; let us not treat those that are sinning with neglect or
coldness, but to the contrary let our heart's desire be for
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their welfare, aRd the salvation of their precious souls. Let
us pray for them, and while we pray let it be from the heart,
and not the "prayer of the lips only."
Let it be far from any S'aint to be found telling the fault
of any brother or, sister to anyone else, and when others come
to us to retail faults, let us tell them !rankly, "We do not
wish to hear you on that subject." Let us ever be heard to
say, "If our brothers or sisters are overcome in some of their
trials and do a wrong, there was no need of that. If I had
been in their place I would not have done so." Unless we
have bEen similarly tried let us wait until we pass through
similar trials, and then we can say what wechave done and
so encourage them to try to overcome.
Brethren and sisters, I do not say that I have done all that
is herein written, but it is my desire so to do, and knowing
some of the weaknesses of the flesh I have written this, hoping
some might be benefited.
Your sister in the gospel of love and peace,
MARY JANE RALLINGS.
SUTTON-IN-ASHFIELD, Fern Street, Stoneyford Lane.

How l Became a Latter Day Saint
I opposed the latter-day work for several years, being a
deacon in the Holiness Church. One day when my wife had
taken sick, a Latter Day Saint sister who lived across the
street asked if I cared if she called the elders of her church
to administer to my wife. I told her that if my wife desired
it I had .no objections. The doctors had given her up and
said they could do nothing for her. As soon as she was administered to she began to get better. We later moved from
Joplin, where we then lived, to Neck, Missouri, and from
there to Purcell. But this Latter Day Saint sister kept sending us word that she wanted us to go to the Latter Day Saini}
meetings. Finally, to please her, we did this, and heard the
true doctrine of Christ, though I was still very stubborn.
'Still, I felt I was not satisfied with the doctrine I ha'd, and I
asked the Lord if he had the true church on earth that he
would show it to me, and I would 1accept.
When I went home that night I went to a secret place to
pray, where the Spirit had been enjoyed many times by myself, and asked the Lord that if the Latter Day Saint Church
were the true one, and accepted by him, that he prove it to
me by preventing the eider from going home until he camel
back to Purcell where we lived. He intended to go away
the next morning to K!ansa's, and from there to Oklahoma,
but after he had left Kansas, where he was preaching, while
on the train he found a brother that was very ill, and that
brother asked him to administer to him. It was discovered
that no oil was available, and the conductor told the elder
he had better go back to J op)in with P,im and take care of
the man, for he was real sick. The elder finally decided to
do this, and accompanied him to Joplin, where he found a
temporary home for him. He procured some oil and administered to the man, and in a few minutes he was normal and
free from his sickness.
' Soon the elder went to the station to start for home, and
when he arrived at the depot the train was tate. Something
told him to go to Purcell, so he started to the street car line,
and when he reached there the. car was just leaving, so he
picked up his grips and went back to the depot and asked
the age!llt about the train. The agent told him the train
was one and a half hours late, so the elder concluded again
that he would go to Purcell, but when he got back to the
street car line the next car had just left. Much disturbed
over these disappointments, the elder concluded that this time
he would go back to the railroad station and stay there until

he could get the train. This time he was informed that the
train was wrecked, so once more the disappointed man
started to the street car, determined to go to Purcell, which
he did.
Arriving ther'e he gave out announcements for preaching
that night, and -everyone was surprised that he had come
!back so soon, for I had told no one of my prayers. Upon
entering the stand that evening he made the statement "I
don't know just why I am here," but I knew, and after the
sermon was over I was ready for baptism and told him so.
Thus I feel the Lord works in many ways to accomplish
his will.
Your brother in Christ,
COMMERCE, OKLAHOMA.
W. B. MULLEN.

SAWYER, IDAHO, February 5, 1917.

Editors Hemld: I will let the ·Saints know we are still in
the straight and narrow way with our faces toward the goal.
•We are willing workers, doing all we can for the weak
1Saints and trying to show the world that we are right.
Many changes have taken place in this locality s~nce we
'United with the church. The gospel has been spread until
there are not many here but what have either heard or had
a chance to hear the angel's message, and I feel the time
drawing down on the people. We would like to see Brother
J. A. Bronson give one more series in Laclede. There are
some good people waiting for him there. The call is urgent
for more preaching, and it seems too bad to take our best
elders to keep the Saints together. Is the time here when
the Adversary is to get among and scatter us?
Saints, let us be humble and willing to forgive, also to ask
forgiveness. Let us not be stiff-necked. with our own-"God's
household." Let us stand forth as we have never done in the!
past. Let us live the gospel every hour, that nothing will
be permitted to enter our m~nds to think evil of our brethren
and sisters. What are you going to do with these feelings
when the Savior comes? I am sure they must be put away
before then, for we are to be ohe. Then why be divided? Let
'lls be up and throw away all malice and hard feelings, forgive and forget, even if we feel that "I am right and my
brother wrong." He may feel the same', so then be willing to
confess all to God with an open heart, that all will be well,
~a~nd his work go on in peace.
L;et us stand strong upon the "Rock of Ages," fearing
nothing, for once we put ourselves in this position, directed
by the Spirit, there is nothing to fear. God is with us and
who can be against us? 'Tis the Spirit of truth and will
show us things to come. This is the stand I take to-day. I
am young in the work, but I have never doubted anything.
The simplicity Brother Bronson used in preaching the eye
or heart opener to us on the Book of Mormon gave me such an
insight of the work, that I threw all away and boldly walked
out for the Latter Day Saint, and since then I have talked the
gospel wherev,er I go. I write of it to my friends. Many
times I am led to do things that seem to me will do no good,
but still I must try to feel at ease with the voice of the
Spirit.
'Saints, let us put on the whole armor of God, that we may
be able to stand against the wiles of the Devil, for the days
are here, which Jesus told us of in Matthew 24: 24. Great
signs and wonders are being done to-day, and their followers
are many. W-e find good people among them, but also find it
hard to convince them 'of the truth. N everlheless we must
keep on and not be discouraged, else we be deceived. Meekness and humility do 1not mean weakness. If all who complain of weakness will study this over, I believe it will be as
plain to them as to me.
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I am home department superintendent of the Spokane District), and I must admit that- I have fac·ed the wall of discouragement several times. Some seem to be so far from
the straight and narrow way that they do not care to study
or he one with us. Many of the local superintendents do not
report even after I write and send them l'eport blanks, but
':the Spirit has said "peace" to me, when I havedone my 1 duty.
We are not to judge, but do all we elm, with our eyes watching, our ears hearing, our hearts full of love for all. ' I love to
labor for him; neV"er think of tiring, for where we find so
much pleasure we can,not find pain. Let us all resolv·e to
stand firmer than ever and we will give God the honor, the
glory.
Your humble sister,
,
MRS. JENNIE CRABB.

lated ones in their prayers.

We are with you in the conflict.
ROBERT J. WILDEY.

GREAT FALLS, MONTANA, Februa.ry 11, 1917.
EditoTs Hemld: The little band of Saints here have been
strengthened by a recent visit ~rom our estimable brother,
Elder .W. P. Bootman. ~n effort was made at cottage meetings in Boston Heights, and while we meet with very little
success in regard to numbers, yet encourag'ement and n,ew
zeal were imparted to the 'Saints, and we sincerely hope that
good may be the final result to others. Brother Bootman is
an 'eloquent speaker. and many times dur~ng our little series
of meetings we experienc,eld feelings of sadness that' all the
hone'St-hearted in the city weire not privileged to hear the
gmeious words that fell from his lips with such power and
force.
CARRINGTON, NORTH DAIWTA, February 7, 1917,
Elder Hootman was accompanied by his stepson, R. C.
EditoTs Herald: The HERALD comes to our house as a very
Davey, a noble young man but recently ordained to the
welcome and highly appreciated weekly visitor.
When we read letters from those who are isolated and see Aaronic priesthood. He preached his first s.ermon for us and
the zeal and faithfulness they expr,e:ss, it makes us feel as· it is i!lspiring indeed to see a young man fo,r the fi,rst ·time
though we were not doing as much as we ought. To read · standing so bravely in defense of the glorious gospel of
lines written by those who are new in the church and feel the Son of God. We were pleased to see the result of carethe fellowship toward them that we do, we cannot help but ful systematic study in his discourse.
The Great Falls Saints have regular meetings, Sunday
l'ecowize the fact that Almighty God is working among his
people. It especially did me good to read the letter written school, R~eligio, preaching, p·rayer and sacrament, led by our
by ~Sister Effie Dahl from the Minne,sota District in the last genial Brother Price, but find ourselves handicapped for
issue of the HERALD. Perhaps more especially so because I lack of a public place i,n which to meet. We are hoping some
have labored to some extent in Minnesota in the auxiliary' more new Saints may mov.e in to help the work along.
In gospel bonds,
work. To read a letter like that expressing a desire to work
LAURA L. FREIE.
more for the Master, surely makes.me feel as though we as
415 Thirty-third Street North.
members should awake· to our duty and be willing to sacrifice
more for the Master. The Master has said, speaking of the
gathering, "Gather my people together unto me, those who
have made a covenant with me by sacri,fice." How, then, can
NIAGARA FALLS, NEW YoRK, February 13, 1917.
we as his Saints expect to be gathered to Zion unless we
EdJitor's Herald: It is some time since we ha,ve written to
have sacrificed? Surely if our covenant with him has never your columns and though we are almost snowbound here and
called! for sacrifice, or if we have not been willing to make with a coal famine threat,ened, yet church work as far as
the sacrifice, we cannot exp,e.ct to be gathered.
the branch is concerned is flourishing nicely. Elder James
'Since September last we have been isolated. Previous to Pycock bas been with us for some weeks and has aroused
this time we were located in the Minneapolis Branch and en- an excellent interest, supplemented recently by the eve-r weljoyed our labors with the Sa~nts very much. L·eaving a come and smiling face of our patriarch, A. D. Angus. The
brauch where one has the privilege of attending Sunday attendance at the services, especially Sunday nights, has been
school, Religio and othe:r church servic,es is like taking a fish a full house, and of the many strang,ers who ha¥e attended
out of water. However, since coming here we haV'e'. been no one appeared to t:,tke issue with us, but all seemed to be
privileged to hold a few meetings. Brother J. W. Peterson satisfied and many are very much ~nterested. Se'Veral ha¥e
very ably presented the gospel message to those who came seen fit also to obey the gospel covenant and we hope to fill
out. Brother Peterson and I had the opportunity of holding the font again in the near futuDe.
a conversation with two protestant ministers. One a ConWe have recently organizted an orchestra under the leadergregational; the other a Methodist. The Methodist minister ship of George Landes and consisting of nine i,nstruments and
gave me a dollar with which to buy him a Book of Mormon. the piano adds greatly to our musical talents. Our Sunday
I feel that the seed sown here by Brother Peterson will some school is making excellent strides and the Religio' is also doday bring forth fruit. He surely has a kind and affirmative ing nicely with Eugene Dixon again as president. We a,re
way of presenting the gospel. I believe if more of our mis- plann~ng to hold special services about March 10 and 11, to
sionaries would show the same spirit of regard for other dedicate our church building and burn the mortgage. Elder
people and their belief, their work would be much more effec- Pycock is leading a campaign not only to wipe oft' the church
tive. I also believe that if we as isolated members and also debt but also to piay for a lot we purchased at the rear of
those who are living in locals would associate with members the church and also to put in more suitablte conveniences in
of other denominat,ions mqre, and gain their good will by the church building. We are hoping to have Brother U. W.
doing what we can to assist them, it would be far easier for Gre~.ne and several missiona,ries with us for the occasio,n.
our missionaries to get a hearing when they come around.
We held our district Religio and Sunday school convention
On the other hand if we keep ourselves aloof and be narrow- at 'Buffalo on, the 3d and. 4th, and despite the terrible cold
minded enough not to associate with those who are not of wea,ther at 1the time·, a profitable convention was the result.
our belief, they would naturally lobk down on us and would The special features consisted of model scho9l work and we
not consider giving our m~n a hearing. Remember we are in. txust greater efforts along teacher training and cooperation
the wor1d but need not be of the world.
of the different schools may follow.
Let those who are in locals ~nd stakes remember the isoThe city newspapers dealt with us very fair this winter.
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'fhe leading p~J,,per allowed us usually every Monday a nice
write:-u,p of our Sunday services, and we feel we have been
before 'the ,public more and at less cost this year than ever
in the ,past as a result. In fact, the ren,tire city appears to
know of E:Ider Pycock, as many have he6!n reading the sermon synopsis in the paper each week.
"
Yours in bonds,
1553 Willow Avenue.
WILLIAM J. LANDES.
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vice president, secretary-treasurer and bishop's agent.
Bra:nches ~reported: Bay Minette 352, Escatawpa 19'9, Mobile
73, Theodore 97. Resolution passed request~ng General Conferencre to make provision for a church exhibit for the Mississippi Centenmial Exposition. The boundary lines of the
district were designated ~and General Conference requested to
tak:e necessary action to establish same. Resolution passed
recommending the use of individual commU)nion cups to the
branches of the district. Deilegates .to General Conference:
A. E. Warr, R. C. Russ.ell, A. G. Miller, Edward Rannie and
F. M. :Slover. Deilegates present instructed to cast full vote
and in ca,se of division, the majority and minority vote. Next
conference will meet at Escatawpa, Mississippi, at the call of
district presidency. Edna Cochran, secreta,ry.
OWEN S'OUND.-At the conference of the Toronto District,
held in Arthur, Orntario, during the fall of 1916, the district
was divided, the portion west of the eightieth degree r~eceiving
the name of Owen Sound D[strict. The officers appointed in
th.e new district are: Pr,esident~ D. B. Perkins, Clavering;
vice president, S.IG. ~St. John, Wiarton; secr:e,tary, J. Hannah
Leeder, Port Elgin; treasurer, Jame's A. Morrison, Owen
Sound!; member library committee, Sarah :Shute', WiartQn;
chorister, Amelia Taylor, ~Gra,nd Vralley .. Bishop's agent is
James A. Morrison, 426 Twelfth Street W,erst, Owen Sound.
General Gonferenc'e deleg1ates are J. F. Curtis, D. B. Perkins,
S. G. ,st. John, James A. Morrison, W. D. Ellis, J. Shields,
R. T. Brown, R. C. Evans, J. L,, Mortimer, N. E. Leeder,
J. H. Taylor, Ed. Powell, Cha.rles Woods. Delegates attending empowel'ed to cast the full vote, and in case of division a
majority and minority vote. The co:nfe~rence will meet second
·Saturday and Sunday of October in Owen Sound, Ontario. It
was resolved tha,t meals would! be served at a cost of 15 cents
each. J. H. Leeder, secretary, Port Elgin, Ontario.
NAuvoo.-Burlington, Iowa, February 10 and 11. Owing
to sickness presidency of district were not present, so L. G.
Holloway, D. J. Williams and G. P. Lambert wel'e chosen to
presidle. Ministerial reports. a.nd branch reports read. Report received from "Nauvoo District Builders," showing their
growth, ~etc., since organization in February, 19'16. An invitation was extended to all in district to join their association.
Bishop's report for 1916 ~as read. Report showed all
accounts met for the year 1916, and a balance on hand. Delegates to General Conferernce: James McKie,rnan, D. J. Wil1

Conference Minutes
CENTRAL NEBRASKA.--At Inman February 3 and 4, district
president W. M. Self in charge. Two elders and 3 priests
reporting. W. lVI. iSeH and! F. S. Gatenby sustained as presidency. Other office~rs chose;n: Ma,ry S'odersten, secretary,
N. S. Butler, treasurer, Lulu Butler, member of library
board. G. S. Gatenby, secretary.
EASTERN 0KLAHOMA.-At Winthrop, Arkansas, February
3 and 4. J. G. Chrestens€!n and W. M. Aylor presided.
Branches reporting: Manchest,er, Shawnee, Wilburton, Jack·
sonville, Fanshawe and Haileyville. Ten of ministry report~ed. G. C. Thompson and T. B. Sharp were ordained e:lders. Ordination of A. M. Powell to office of elder provided
for. George Schlup orda~ned deacon. A branch was organi:l!ed at this place, taking the name of Winthrop. Time and
place of next reunion left to the district president and missionary in charge. Next conference to be same time and
place as reunion. District president chos8jn :as chairman of a
committee of three, with authority to appoint the other two,
to solicit funds and buy a dist,rict tabernacle. .J. E. Kelsey,
secretary.
·
!CENTRAL TEXAS.-W~th Marlin Branch F'ebruary 3 and 4,
B. ~F. iS'pice'r in cha,rge, 'assisted by A. J. Banta and G. R.
Kuyk6!ndall, secretary pr.t1ersent. Reports from district officers
and from 11 of the ministry. , Bl'anches reporting: Texas
GentraJ 88, Philade[phia (now Marlin) 84, Houston 81,
Cookes Point 60, and Dallas (which was received into district
association at this conferenc,e) 48. Bishop's agent's, A. J.
Banta, report audited, found correct 'and adopted. Bra,nch
secretaries a'l'e required to make semiannual reports to district, first l'eport to begin January 1 and end June 30, second to begin July 1 and end December 31. R. F. Moore of
Dallas, Texas, on l'equest of Diallas Branch the right to the
ordination of 'elder. Philadelphia Branch name was changed
to Marlin. Adjourned to meet at Hearne, Texas, in July.
IC. M. Mitchell, secretary.
NoRTHWESTERN OHIO.-At Toledo, February 10 and 11.
G. T. ·Griffiths and Jesse Harden, district president in charge.
Reports from ~every b11anch, Elders reporting 3, priests 2,
teachers 2, deacons 2. Report ,o,f bishop's agent showed total receipts $4,96.16, balance on hand January 1, 1917, $7.05.
District officecrs sustained for ensuing year: Jesse Harden,
p11esident; W. G. Kim!hall, secretary-treasurer; new officecrs
~are Louis Finken, vice president; E. L. Ulrich sustained
!bishop's agent. Delegates to General Confel'ence: G.·· T.
Griffiths and Everett Finken. Maumee Branch at Antwerp,
Ohio, disorganized, not being sufficent members to sustain
same; conference adjourned subject to call of presidency.
W. G. KimbaH, secretary.
,CENTRAL 0KLAHOMA.-At Terlton, February 17, 18, with
good attendance, and resulted in a spiritual uplift to the
'Sraints. Branches reporting: Oklahoma City 31, Tulsa
44, Terlton 98, Ripley 9'7, Piedmont 153, Skiatook 32,
rRockcreek 115 and HoLdenville 145. Officers elected:
President, J. S. ,Myers; vice president, F. W. Kueffer; secretary, Alice McGeorge; member of library board, Dan
S'orden. Delegate'S to General Conference: Brother Joseph
Arberr, ,sister Enis :Short, Belle Robinson James, Pauline
James, Brother and Sister E. H. Proffitt. Alternates: Sister
T. L. Stroup, :Sister E. D. Bailey and Elmer Brown. Next
conference, time and place of the next reunion. Joseph Arber, president; Al:ice McGeorge, sec.retary.
MOBILE.-At Bay Minette, Alabama, February 3, 1917.
Presiding officers in charge. Officers reporting: President,

Conference Daily
Every Latter Day Saint unable to attend the sessions of the coming Gen,eral. Conference, with the
preceding sessions of the Religio and Sunday school
General Conventions will find the Daily Herald to he
issued during that time a n,ecessity. In fact it has
been found that many of those who attend the sessions subscribe to learn what the others who are in
attendance are doing.
The first issue will he mailed out on Monday evening, April 2, and followed by an edition each day,
except Sundays, till the close of the conference.
Many interesting details will be given for which
room cannot be made in the regular issues of the
l!erald.
The price is only 25 cents for the entire time.
Subscriptions should be sent in early so the lists
may be made up and thus avoid mistakes and delay
from a rush at the last moment. Each day's news
will be made up in the evening and mailed out at
8.05 p. m., thus reaching subscribers promptly.
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Iiams, L. G. Holloway; G. P. Lambert, Herbert Salisbury, Sister D. J. Williams; alternates: Ethel Laeey, Sena Schweers,
Maggie Wright, J. H. Reed, R. Wiley. L. G. Holloway and
G. P. Lambert chosen committee to purchase automobile for
missionary purposes in district. R·eunion committee reported
. as favoring July 27 to August 5 for coming reunion of Nauvoo District. More concerning same later. All services were
of high order and the manifestatio,n of the Holy Spirit enjoyed. Two brethren baptized Sunday afternoon. To meet
at Fort Madison, June 16 and 17, 1917. W. H. Gunn, secre~
tary, Fort Madison, Iowa.
L,JTTLE Smux.-At Moorehead, Iowa, February 3 and 4 in
charge of district presildency, Amos ·BerVIe, J. W. Lane and
W. R. Adams.
Statistical reports from 12 branches show
number at last report 2,169, present number 2,231. Report
shows 138 hokLitng pri,esthood. Bishop's agent, A. M. Fyrando
reported receipts fo1r 1916 $7,570.00. Twenty-thve1e delegates
to General Conference as follovvs: Amos Berve, Sister Amos
Berv.e, Joseph Lane, Louisa Lane, J. G. Crabb, ,S. B. Kib1e•r,
SisterS. B. Kibler, E. J. Zimmerman, Sister E>. J. Zimmerman, Mark Jensen, J. W. Townley, Harriet Townley, Charles
F. Putnam, Ada S. Putnam, C. M. Wilde:r, J. E. Gunsolley,
Alice Gunsolle~, Ned Calhoun, J. C. Ballantyne, Chades E.
Bal1a;ntyne, Josephine Ballantyne, W. R. Adams, and Ruby
Adams. Alternates: Thomas 0. Strand, Siste:r Thomas 0.
·Strand, Charles K,ennedy, Esther Kennedy, Nellie Kennedy,
E. B. Purcell, ,Sister E. B. PurceH, Ammon Mcintyre, Florence Lewis, Sister Perry Mann, Christy Gamet, Diavid
Gamet, J. P. Garner, Hattie Garner. Recommended for ordination: :Chades F. Putnam, :elder; E. B. Purcell, priest;.
George Carlile, priest; and Levi Rawlings, teacher.. Attendance small on account of bad weather but an interesting
and profitable session. Next confere:n.ce in June to meet at
Pisgah, time left with district pres,i:dency. Ada S. Putnam,
~lerk.

DEs MorNE·S.-Met in Des Moines, Iowa, F1ebruary 10 and
11, in charge of district presidency, 0. Salisbury, C. L. Nirk,
Henry Castings. Reports: Rhodes 98, Oskaloosa 50, Nevada
90, Packard . 21, Perry 84, Concord 5·6, Clear Creek 29, Boone
110, Rullinells 130, Des Moines 514 and Knoxville 22. The
latter branch was recently organized with Thomas Williams,
president, and R. D. Williams, clerk. The total membership
of district is 1,340. By action of conference the branch at
Fraser vV1as disorganized and the membership transferred to
the Boone Branch. Bishop's agent's report for year showed
receipts to be $2,299,31, expenditur•es $1,634.2·1. E. 0. Clark
resigned as district treasurer and Robert Farthing was
elected to that office. Thomas Williams was orda~ned to office
of elder and R. D. Williams to office of deacon. Reports of
priesthood received through the quorums showed excellent
work done. Dele1gates to General Conference seleded as follows: E. E. Long, 0 . .Salisbury, J. F. Mintun, J. L. Patrker,
John Thornton, William Kaestner, Mrs. William Kaestner,
Mrs. M. J. Allen, D. T. Williams, Wayne Wolf, Mae Huffaker,
Milo Burnett, Henry Castings. Bishop Benjamin McGuire
was with us Sunday. Adjourned to meet ,in Perry in June.
Bessy Laughlin, secretary.
NORTHERN CALIFORNIA.-With San Jose Branch, February
17, J. W. Rushton and C. W. Hawkins presiding; J. A. La.wrn,
secretary, A. C. Hawl,ey, assistant. All branches represented
by delegates. Statistical bra,nch report as follows: Oakland
295, San F'rancisco 233, Sacramento 2.34, rs:an Jose 199, Tulare
167, S:anta Rosa 134, Chico 123, Stockton 95, F:resno 65, Ukiah
46, !Modesto 35, Irvington 30. Notice given that the branch
formerly known as the Ceres Branch had changed its name
to the Modesto BraJnch. Financial report of ·Bishop C. A.
Parkin was vead: Receipts $5,440.75, balanc'e $969.69. Reports were read from the district Sunday school and Religio
associlations, also the Woman's Auxiliary, showing all of these
organizations in a satisfactory condition. Officers elected:
President, C. W. Hawkins; first vice president, H. J. Davison;
second vice pl'esident, A. J. Damron; secretary, J. A. Lawn;
treasurer, C. A. Park~n; recorder and member of library
board, Ruth Griswold; member auditing committee•, M. H.
Fonda; district chorister, Sister H. R. Burgess. Committee on
the purchase of land adjoining l"eunion grounds at Irvington,
reported against the pUirchaste of ,additional land at this time.
The report was approved by vote of conference. Summary
of reports from the elders' and priests' quorums were read,
showing satisfactory results from these bodies. Delegates
to General Gonfer®ce: J. W. Rushton, Brother and Sisterr

F. G. Pitt, G. J. Wal1er, Arthur Allen, C. W. Hawkins and
.Sister Etta Cooper. J. A. Lawn, secretary.
MASSACHUSETTS.-At Providence, Rhode Island, February
3, 4; presided over by U. W. Greerne, J. D. Suttill, R. W.
Farrell, H. W. Howlett. Credentials receiv·ed from H
branches, appo~nting 175 delegates. S.ta:tistica.I reports show
a loss of 3 for the four months. Reports from different depa,rtments of the work in district show activity. The bishop
reported the best y.ear in the history of district, with an income from tithes and offerings of $4.777,77. The Historian's
report shows we have h'e1ld during the yea.r 1916 two district
conferences, two ministerial conferences, two joint conventio,ns of rSunday school and Religio, andJ one reunion. There1
have bee:n baptized 49, received 13, removed 35, died 15,
marria.ges 10, ordinartions 15, members absent from branches
262, district membership 1,052, gain for yearr 10. Election of
office1rs returned the same men for another year. Delegates
elected to General Conference: UlysseiS W. Greene, Myron·
C. Fisher, Edward A. Fox, Edward L. M. Traver, Henry C.
Sinith, Edmund H. Fisher, Arthur B. Phillips, Ralph W.
Farrell, Samuel A. Burgess, William A. Sinclair. Alternates:
Susan E. Si,nclair, Bradford F. Harrington, Ellsworth B.
Hull, Millice,nt Harrington, Lucie H. Sears, A. Otis Toombs,
John F. Sheehy, John D. 1Suttill, Calvin H. Rich, Daniel F.
Joy. Leon E. Jordan was ordained an erlder; Herbert B.
Johnson was ordained a deacon. Next confeocence to be herld
at NeJW Bedford, Massachusetts, October 6, 1917. W. A.
Sinclair.
SEATTLE AND BRITISH COLUMBIA.-With Seattle Branch
February 3. Minister in charge, Peter Anderson presiding,
district secretary at the cl!e1sk. Bra,nches reporting: Seattle
membership 318, Roslyn 36, New Westministell' 74; Chilliwack 46, Oentra1ia 142. Ministry reporting, both missionary
and locals no.t included! in and as branch officers, were Elders
Swen S;wensen, R. D. Davi,s, ,~;:, P. Cox, F. W. Holman, A. W.
Rhodes and John Hartnell, and PdeSit G. R. BrU!ndage. Sunday school and Religio re:ported a membership of 387 and
239 respectively. Bishop's agent, William Job,nson, reported
receipts of $1,758.07 and an exp•enditure of $1,1·97.10, beginning with a balanc•e of $9·5.98 and •ending with :ji656.95.
Elder Joh:n Hartnell of Sumas, Washington, w.a.s elected successor, and accounts were transferred to him. District
treasUJrer reported a receipt of $16.03 and an expenditure of
$18.04, beginning with a balance of $30.35 and ending with
$28.34.. A measure was adopted to furnish branches and mis~
sions with funds from this account towards covering cuUnary
expenses where confevences were held, not in connection
with reunions, All territory in British Columbia east of
120th meridian was granted the 'Spokane District, per their
request, subjrect to rotification of General Conference. J. M.
Terry was elected district president for the ensuing''year;
.John Hartnell, vice president, F. W. "Holman, secretarytl'e.asurer. Next confer•ence will convene at Bellingham,
Washington, in August, rbogether writh .the reunion. All
rSa,i,nts being enroUed upon records of Tacoma, Castle Rock
and Nanaimo, now disorganized, are requersted to apply to the
undetrsigned for certificates of transf!er to their present nearest branches. Frederick W. Holman, secreta.ry, 4233 Bagley
Avenue, rS'eattle, Washington.

Convention Minutes
MoBILE:.-S'unday school at Bay Minette, Alabama, February 2, 1917. Offieers reported: Superintendent, secretarytreasurer, home deP'artment superintendent and inember library b()ard. All schools reported. All officers weve reelected.
Delegates to General Convention: R. C. Russell, F. M. Slover,
Edward Ralllnier, A. E. Warr and A. G. Miller. A new standard of excellence for schools was adopted. One- session of
institute work held. Edna Cochran, secretary.
FREMONT.-Religio, at Hamburg, Iowa, February 3, John
Hartrington in charge1, Leste•r Forney secretary pro tern.
Officers e•lected: PreskLent, Roy Dundson; first assistant,.
M. M. Case; second assis,tant, John Harrington; secretarytreasurer, Irene V. Clark; librari,an, Nellie Le1eka; home de~
pa:rtment superintendent, Siste•r Ida Castor; good literature
superintendent, Etta Mortimore. Deleg'ates to General Convention: Martin Ca,s.e, Nellie Leeka, Brother .a.i:J.d Sister T. A.
Hougas; alterrnates, Grace Ha:,rrington, Inez Claiborn, Brother
and Sister M. W. Leeka. Meet prior to ana a,t same place
of next conference. Irene V. Clark, sec:t~etary.
POTTAWATTAMIE.-Council Bluffs, Iowa, January 14 and 15.
Business meeting in charge of J. A. Hansen, assisted by J.
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A. Gillen. Statistical reports: Council Bluffs 424, gain 9;
Boomer 87, gatn 1; Crescent 170; Carson 57, loss 1; Fontanelle 38, gain 1; Hazel Dell, 67; North S:tar 164, loss 4.
Bishop's agent's report for thnee months ending December 31,
1916: On hand last report $89.39, receipts $1,618.99, balance
$92,2.99. Oflkers elected: President, J. A. Hansen; associates,
J.P. CarHle and G. J. Harding; secretary, P. H. Heuermann;
treasurer, D. E. Butler; library board member, Sister A. E.
Dempsy. DeJegates to General Conf.er'Cjnce: J. P. Carlile,
B. S. L-ambkin, Joshua Carlile, J. A. Hansen, H. N. Hansen,
!Sister H. N. Hansen, Hans Anderson, J. C. Jensen,. Sister
Hans Anderson, Lizzie Lapworth; alternates, D. D. ·Smith,
J. R. .L,apworth, Sister A. E. Dempsy, Sister· Hattie Hall.
The conference ~n general was good and according to general
opinion was one of the best evcer held in this district. P. H.
Heuermann, secretary.

Conference Notices
Oe1ntral Illinois, at Beardstown, March 3 and 4, William W.
Bolt, 1526 South College Street, Springfi•eld, Illinois.
Utah District, at Malad, Idaho, M1a,rch 10 and 11. Mis~
sionary in charge, J. W. Rushton, will be present. Send all
reports to Pearl Wardle, secretary, :Sa.ndy, Utah.

Convention Notices
Utah District :Sunda,y school, at Malad, Idaho, March 9.
Pearl Wardle, secretary, Sandy, Utah.
Winter institute of the Western Michigan .Sunday school
a,nd Religio at Traverse City, .March 31 and April L Waldo
Kapnick, iSunday school superintendent.
Northeastern Illinois SU!nday school and Religio irlstitute,
March 18 and 19, Central Chicago Branch, Sixty-siXth and
Honore Streets, J. Glenn Fairbanks, secretary, 4337 Con,gre1ss Street, Chicago, Illinois.
Kansas City Stake S'unday school, at Central church, Ninth
and Lydia Avenue, Kansas City, Missouri, Miarch 6, at 7.30
p. m. E:lection of delega,tes to General Convention and election of officers for coming year. All local officers and dele~
gates requested to be present. James W. Stobaugh, secretary.

Communion S~ts
This office has arranged to handle a very satisfactory line
of :individual communion set equipment. Those desiring information on this line should write a1nd ~et our prices and
illustrated literature.

Our Departed Ones
PETERS.-Lmnke Peters was born July 31, 1860. Came to
America in 1884. M:arried J. 1S. Peters March 17, 1883. To
this union were born 10 children, five of whom died in infa,ncy.
~aptized in 1885 at Stewartsville, Missouri.
She was a1n
invalid for five years and endured her suffering patiently.
Died February ll, 19·17. Funeral services in cha,r~e of B. J.
lJice; sermon by T. T. Hinderks. Burial in the German
Cemetery.
MoRRILL.-At Lamoni, Iowa, February 18, 1917. Sister
Aminda Morrill, wife of Brother John Morrill, aged 51 years,
3 months and 28 days. Born near Springfield,· Illinois, in
1865, she was baptized in her youth and conti;nued in the
faith. Her first husband was Hiram Daniels. She is survived
by one daughter, living at Pekin, Illinois. Funeral from
Staints' Home, at which place she died:; sermon by H. A.
Stebbins, assisted by Joseph Bogue.
'BARR.-Eliza Jane Van Grundy was born in Vermilion
County, Illinois, October 9, 1833; married Alexander Barr
on \May 9, 1855. To this U!llion were born 6 children, 3· of
them. surviving: Horace, of Colorrado; Everett, of <South Dakota, and Orrin, of Woodbine, Iowa. She W1as baptized about
fifty years a~ and was true to the cause. Died Jan. 16,
1917; funeral at the home of her son, Orrin, where she had
made her home for many years; sermon by J. A. Donaldson.
Interment in the Woodbine cemetery.
CooK.-Elizabeth 0. Raiborn was born July 31, 1867 at
Denton, Texas; married T. J. Gook, October 26 1882. To this
union were born 14 children. Baptized: by
E. Yates November 1, 1908, and was a faithful member. One daughter
precededher to the hey;ond, leaving husband and 13 children
to mourn, in addition to other relatives. Died a,t her home
1
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near Seiling, Oklahoma, February 12, 1917, of pneumonia
fever. Funeral ,at S'eiling ~n charge of Henry He;rshey, sermon by H. F. Durfey; interment in Seiling Gemetery.
WADDELL.-Loren 0. Wadden was born June 26, 1835 at
Hassby, Denmark. Baptized December 3, 1869, at O~den
Utah, by E. C. Brand, and ordai111ed elder December 3, 1871:
Married Mary Jacobson in 1860. To this unio1n were born 4
sons and 4 daughters, 4 children ;and his wife preceding him
in death. Married Nancy Wheeler November 30 1913.
Leaves to mourn, wife and 4 children. Died Febru~rv 18
1917. Funeral services at Saints' church 1at Walnut Park
by J. C. Foss, assisted by F. C. Wa:nnky and George Jenkins·
interment in Woodlawn .Cemetery.
'
B!ROAD.-Thomas Broad ~as born September 29; 1853, in
Myrther, South Wales. Marrileid Miss Frances Bevan, in
Wales, ·and later came to Pennsylvania. She die:d in 1885
and in 1887 he married Mrs. Alice Burnham, of CCII1tervme'
Iowa. Moved to Higbee, Missouri, 'and. fifteen years ag~
~ove.d to Tta~lorvil.Ie, w:here he has since resided. Baptized
m Higbee, Missouri, March 29, 1891, by T. D. Williams· ordained elder June 9, 1901. Died firm in the faith Jan~ary
22, 1917, at Taylorville, Illinois, after •a 6-aay illness with
pneumonia. tSurvived by wife and 5 children, Mrs. C. A.
Burnhan and Miss Mabel Broad of Taylorville, J oh:n and
William of Missouri, and David of Louisville,, ~entucky.
Funeral at ~·aints' church in charge of F. P. Izatt; sermon
by P. R. Bu:t·ton.
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For Sale
I will sell 10 or 14 acres of good lamd
less than one block from the Temple in
Kirtland. There is a new barn 24 by 30
feet, two stories with full stone basement built last fall-never been used, can
be finished into dwelling if desired. Also
good building lots· 80 by 244 feet. For
particulars address, L. W. Powell,
Willoughby, Ohio, R. F. D. 2.
6-tf

BRADEN - KELUY DEBATE.-Probably
the most exhaustive and most exciting
debate ever held in the Reorganization.
Both sides of the controversy are given
in full, the manuscripts being signed by
both participants. The Christian Church
claims its representative, the late Clark
Braden, defeated Bishop E. L. Kelley in
this discussion-but we are doing the
selling. The attacks upon us in this volume are so numerous and characteristic
every preacher and would-be preacher of
ours should acquaint himself with them.
The book is a mental and spiritual stimulant. No. 152, cloth --------------------------$2.00

SOME
NAMES

Tonsils and Adenoids completely reAPOSTASY OF THE CHURCH.-A characteristic sermon booklet by J. W. Wight, moved.
"showing both the former and latterday apostasy." Goes straight to the
point and accomplishes its purpose. No.
E141, paper ___________ :------------------------------$.05 in diseases of the eye, ear, nose, and
throat.
ELders and family on ministerial alTHE INDIAN MAIDEN. (Object lessons lowance, work done free of charge.
Cataracts removed.
on Temperance.) By Frances. Unique
Work done in Independence Sanitaras a story and as a temperance propaganda. Indian life, the old story, and ium, Independence, Missouri.
the evils of civilization, furnish the author with material of which she taker,
THE GOSPEL STORY AND FOOTSTEPS OF
full advantage.
Quaintly appealing;
anti-barbaric and anti-alcoholic.
No. JEsus. By Frances. Charming child
363, cloth ----------------------------------------·-·-----60c stories, of the birth-offering series.
Adapted to the baby mind. Tales of
truth that will register and remain. Wo.
DIVINITY OF THE BOOK OF MORMON
PROVEN BY ARCHJEOLOGY.-Student, here 366, cloth ------------------------------------------------60c
is a mass of startling data for your consideration. Nothing "sentimental" about
DOCTRINE AND COVENANTS.-A book of
this work. It adheres to reality, and yet the revelations given for the guidance of
it is full of the romance which clusters the church. One of the three standard
about the ruins of a departed civilization. boilks of the church which no member
Louise Palfrey Sheldon accomplished a can afford to disregard. In four bindnotable work in writing this book. It is ings: No. 21, cloth, 65c; No. 22, full
a bulwark against the guesswork of un- leather $1; No. 23, imitation morocco,
informed antagonists to Latter Day gilt edges, $2.05; No. 24, morocco, gilt
Saintism. No. 176, cloth --------------------$.60 edges, flexible ------------------------------------$3.25

Dr.. Joseph Mather, Specialist

We would like to have the mime and address of every Lauer Day
Saint who is engaged in a business in which leather goods may be
handled.

WANTED

Address: The Manager, Herald Publishing Hpuse, Lamoni, Iowa
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~Your

na1ne and
address should be
on all your stationery.

Pack your grip, tell the folks good-by, go down to the depot, buy
a ticket for California-that" great Out-o' -doors land, which rests the
weary and refreshes the weak-via the Burlington Route (the mov,jng picture way through scenic Colorado and Salt Lake in daylight).
Climb aboard, lean back, relax and watch Ameri-ca roll past your window.

~Your

stationery
should be carefully
selected.

~ We

make the se~
lection easy, do the
work with care,
and make bnt a
reasonable charge.

Herald Publishing
House, Lamoni,
Iowa.

'
•

Getting away from the cold, bad weather, business and household
responsibilities, care and worry, and out into the glorious sunshine and
semitropical atmosphm-e of California where you can rest, change and
rejuvenate, will do you a world of good.
You'll be surprised when you compare the cost with the cost of
remaining at home. Think what this will mean to you, when yoU;
remember that a life which isn't pleasantly spent isn't well spent •
.·

Before completing your plans let me explain how you may join
a Burlington Personally Conducted Excursion (costs no m.ore-just a
part of Burlington Service) and send you a folder telling all about
the trip-worth reading even if you don't go.
L. F. SILTZ, Ticket Agent.
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ulf ye continue in my word, then are ye my disciples

uThere shall not any man. among you have save it
be orie wife; and concubines he shall have none.''Book of Mormon, Jacob 2: 36.

indeed; and ye shall know the truth, and the tr!lth shall
make you free."-John 8: 31-32.
Book of
Mormon

Holy
Scriptures

Volume 64

Doctrine
and Covenants

Lamoni, Iowa, March 7, 1917
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THE AUTHENTICITY OF THE BIBLE
In an article from the Literary Digest, "New York
'infidel missions'" in last week's HERALD, it will be
noticed that the authenticity of the Bible is also attacked. Much of what was said in last week's editorial will also apply to this special topic, that is the
lack of careful investigation by many young men,
who accept a brief statement derogatory to the Bible
as being true without any attempt to v.erify.
ilt is true that infidels of the past, attacking particular doctrines of the churches of their time, also
attacked the Bible. It is true that some of the German critics are very severe in their statements, and
have given some grounds for the caustic assertion
"that the German critics can go down deeper into a
question, can stay down longer and can come up
muddier than anybody else." While this possesses
some elements of truth concerning the extreme position of some German critics, it is not fair to many
other able students of that country.

not informed, or how many have been distributed in
this country.
.
The statements as t!ley are printed in the English
translation, second edition, 1901, are as follows:
As to the four canonical Gospels, we now know that they
wer.e seiected from a host of contradictory and forged manuscripts of the first three centuries by the three hundred and
eighteen bishops who assembled at the Council of Nic::ea ~n
327. The entire list of gospels numbered forty; the canonical
list COintains four. As the contending and mutually abusive
bishops could not agr:ee about the choice, they determined to
leave ·the selection to a miracle. They put all the books (accol'ding to the ".Synodican" of Pappus) together underneath
the altar and prayed that the apocryphal books of human
origin might remain there, and the genuine inspired books
might be miraculously plac-ed on the table of the Lord. And'
that says tradition actually occurred!

This work no sooner appeared than it aroused a.
considerable storm of criticism in Germany. An
English book which sets forth a part of this discussion is Criticisms of Life, by Horace J. Bridges.
Mr. Bridges is himself a Free Thinker, but he rather
resents the use of such works as rationalistic. After
an extensive quotation, including the above,, ·Mr.
Bridges continues:

We have heard much at times of a statement to
the effiect that the bishops of the early church could
It is sca.rcely necessary to say that this farrago of ignorant
not decide which b0 s were canonical, so they
1nonsense was not allowed to pass unchallenged in Germany.
agreed to place them all under the altar, and all that Professor' Friedrich . Loofs of Halle promptly chaHenged
were found on the altar in the morning should be Haeckel, and in doing so deliberately chose language as would
considered as canonical, and those found under the make it possible for Haeck•el, if he so desired, to prosecute his
critic for libel. This Haeckel nev.er thought fit to do; but the
altar should be consider.ed as uncanonical.
disclosed the interesting fact that the whole of his
For a long time we wer0 at a loss to trace any suc:h controversy
information about early Christianity and the development
story, as most of the English critics, and many of of the church had been; derived from a, tenth rate "free
the German, present both the Old and the New Testa- thought" book by an obscure English journalist, of whicl}
ment in a light .entirely inconsistent with the cor- the German translation was even worse than the original. No..
~ectness of such a story. But this past year it has such crushing exposure of presumptuous ignorance was ever"c
made before in the case of a man of academic training and
been found in a book by Haeckel, The Riddle of the career,
who had won for himselLdeserved honors in his own
Unfvt;rse (Welt Ratsel).
field.
It appears that in the first f.ew years after the
This is of interest as illustrating our criticism, that
appearance of this book, two hundred and fifty thou- much of this a,ttack upon the Bible is not based upon
sand copies were distributed in England by the Ra- careful thought and investigation, but that even an
tionalists or Free thinkers of that country. How obscure statement is taken and accepted without that
many have been distributed in r.ecent years we are critical examination, which we should ·expect a sci·
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entist to require in any research in his own special
field.
Yet because some doctrine does not happen to
agree with a student's ideas, he is often only too willing to accept and to use almost any weapon against
religion in part or as a whole.
We cite this story and its correction in case others
have been confronted with it. For this book, Welt
Ratsel, we ar~e informed, has been translated into
twenty-four different languages including Sanskrit.
So it may be doubted if the correction has as yet
caught up with the original misstatement.
So far as the authenticity of the Bible is concerned
and the history of its development, it is generally
agreed by most English critics and many in Germany, that the real test of canon both in the Old and
New Testaments is well expressed in 2 Peter
1: 20, 21.
Knowing this first, that no prophecy o.f the scripture is of
any private interpretation, for the prophecy came not i,n old
time by the will of man: but holy men of God spake as they
were moved by the Holy Ghost.-King James Version.

Or as a better translation has it:
Knowing this first that no prophecy of the scripture is
given of any private will of man, for the prophecy came not
in old time by the will of man; but holy men of iGod spake
as they ~ere moved! by the Holy Ghost.-Inspired Version.

In other words the test of canon for the Old Testament was inspiration. While some students are inclined to think that one or two books in the Old Testament do not show superior inspiration to some of
the apochryphal books or other books, which have
been omitted, still they admit there is nothing omitted to compare with the other thirty-seven or thirtyeight books which have been "included. Keeping
this test of inspiration in mind, they rather suggest
that not only was this the criterion or canon of the
Jewish church, but that these books were evidently so
accepted by the people as containing the revelations
of God. By this same test they stand approved by
modern criticism, as showing forth the moving
power of God, whileat the same time showing often
the mind and will of the prophet.
As for the New Testament, while the latest manuscripts (in Greek) which are reasonably complete,
· do not reach further back than the early part of the
fourth century, and the versions now in existenc.~
(the New Testament in other languages than Greek)
probably do not date much further back; still from
all authority that can be brought to bear there ap-·
pears to be a preponderance of agreement that thes~
books were originally produced in the first century
after Christ. In fact the:r:e is no other ancient book
which possesses so much direct proof of its authenticity as does the Bible.
It is true that there were many Gospels, but no

other to compare in inspirational value with the four
that are included, nor do any of the others appear
to date back so near to the time of Christ. There
·were several apocalypses, but none others compare
with that of John.
There were many of the church fathers, who continued to write through all these early centuries, but
as early as the first century most of the local congregations had quietly agreed upon the New Testament with very much the books it contains to-day.
They did not regard the canon as closed, but as
time went by it was agreed by the successive
churches that nothing else had appeared or was appearing to compare in inspirational value with that
which was presented in the time of the apostles. The
books were not always arranged in the same order.
The Revelation of John was not as now at the end
of the roll. But both in the eastern and western
churches the books included were almost identical
with those of to-day.
Finally in the fourth century, (we have usually
seen it referred to as the council at Carthage, 399)
the church confirmed the books of the present New
Testament as being canonical. Of all the books received so far, these alone showed that exceptionally
high degree of inspiration which insured inclusion
in the canon.
Modern critics agree that, with the exception of
two or three books included in the New Testament
which they do not think show an especially high
degree of inspiration, there is nothing omitted to
compare with those books which are included in the
New Testament, using as always as a test the moving
power of God, or inspiration.
It seems significant that neither the Jewish church
nor the early Christian church considered the canon
closed, until they no longer r~eceived revelations, and'
this condition had continued for some time.
Perhaps we can bring it home by an incident which
occurred in 1903, when we visited Utah on legal
business. We there met an aunt of ours, who had
belonged to the church in Nauvoo. Naturally w~
talked of many things. But one day as we were sitting out under the trees she talked as follows :
"Strange, strange how the church needed so many
revelations for fourteen years and now has not
needed any for more than sixty years."
"What, Auntie, with sixteen prophets, seers and.
revelators have you not been able to g~et one revelation?" (We attended a conference where each pf
the first presidency, the twelve and presiding patriarch, were sustained in .their particular. offices and
as "prophet, seer and revelator" to the church.)
"Oh! what a pity! what a pity! that young J oseph did not follow in the footsteps of his fathel"
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and become · prophet, seer and revelator to the Many finding that the church would tolerate nothing
else than immediate acceptance of verbal inspirachurch."
"But, Auntie, he did. The only trouble is that tion, and finding some parts that they could not beyou people out here will not receive the word of Dod lieve verbally inspired, have gone on to the rejection
of the whole book. This is unfortunate, for the book
through him."
w.e can see here apparently this same process in itself makes no such claim.
progress of development. It is now nearly seventyAs early as the thirties the church we represent
three years, and except for the Manifesto there hac; took the position that we cannot claim plenary inbeen nothing published as received by them as D. spiration for the Bible. There appears then no rearevelation during that period. Even the Manifesto _son to claim it for any version of the Bible nor for
was presented in a more or less doubtful way, any other book. But we do claim, and reason and
scarcely as a revelation.
fact support that claim, that men wrote as they
Joseph F. Smith, when on the stand in the Smoot were moved upon by the Holy Ghost. The truth
investigation, declared that he had received no reve- is of God, the prophet clothes it in his own language,
lations for the church, nor had any been presented acting under divine inspiration.
to that church by him. He even went further on
To those who study the book carefully for themthe question of personal revelations to him, when he selves that divine power manifests itself. It is those
answered:
who give it scant consideration, do not deeply read
Well, I can say this; that if I liv·e as I should i;n the line it, who form the greater part of its critics. Even
of my duties, I am susceptible, I think, of the impressions of that brilliant and caustic atheist, Heinrich Heine,
the Spirit of the Lord upon my mind at any time, just as
expresses beautifully his deep admiration for this
any good Methodist or any other good church :member might
lbe. And so fa;r .as that is concerned, I say yes; I have had , book of books, the Bible.
We remember we were asked by a young college
impressions, of the Spirit upon my mind very frequently,
but they are not in the Slense revelations.-Smoot Investiga- graduate, "How is it that you and my grandmother
tion, vol. I, pp. 483, 484.
claim to have had experi.ences of a remarkable naIt is easy to see .if this process continues for a ture, whiJ.e I have not? Is it a sixth sense that some
century or two longer the canon of the scripture, so people have and others have not, or is it in ev.ery
far as they are concerned, must be considered closed; man?"
if such is not already the case.
"We believe it is in every man."
"Then how is it that I with all my studies have
God has not withdrawn from humanity, but humanity has withdrawn from God. The Israelites not found it, while m:y grandmother has? She has
refused the divine plan, so received a schoolmaster. not even been through the grammar school."
"Would you advise me, if I wanted a ThanksgivAfter repeated warnings, that nation withdrew S'J
far that it received no more prophets. That marked ing dinner, to have it prepared by you or your grandmother?"
the end of the canon of the Old Testament.
He laughed.
The Christian church as prophesied by the Apostle
"She can make better pumpkin pies than you can,
Faul and also by the Master, and as shown by John
in Revelation, soon departed from the truth as pre- she can cook a turkey better than you can and can
sented by the Master, and mingled their worship make better bread. It is true that you know more
with some of the corruptions taken from the heathen about mathematics and foreign languages and some
nations around them. The result was the end of the departments of scientific learning. But your grandcanon of the New Testament. For they received mother has spent seventy years not only in studying
nothing mor.e of equal merit.
the way to cook and bake, but also in studying her
As the Nicolaitans, according to tradition, went Bible. She has prayed over it and she has secured ninto iniquity and immorality, so did a few of those sults. You have investigated many things, but have
not tried to find this one thing. When you apply
who received the gospel in this age.
Polygamy, blood atonement and other doctrines yourself with the same energy to this that you have
marked the departure from God and hence the end to mathematics, and the same continuance of effort,
you will get resqlts."
of revelation.
The Bible is a wonderful book. It is quite in a
Modern critics do not accept plenary or verbal
inspiration for the Bible. It has been upon this class by itself. There are other sacred books of anquestion of plenary inspiration that much of the tiquity but they do not compare with the Bible. Its
criticism has arisen. We have heard repeated at- authenticity is better established than that of any
tacks on the higher critics without an investigation other book of antiquity. It is written, it is true, by
of their claims. Yet much of the issue could be based man, and shows the marks of humanity. But they
upon this question: "Is the Bible verbally inspired?" were men moved upon by the Holy Ghost, and the
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truth within it is of God. This divine truth may be
found again to-day by him who reverently. seeks to
learn of God.
S. A. B.

A TRIBUTE TO MOTHER
Last night Brother Augustine Dwyer addressed a
great audience in the Lamoni church, telling them of
the incidents connected with his conversion to our
faith.
The audience, as audiences are in the habit of doing, listened with intense interest to his unaffected
and sincere story and clung to his words as though
afraid to let them go. No one can portray Brother
Dwyer's lectures. That he had a full house, that his
lectures are well receiv.ed, that he is. fully qualified
to present some wonderfully moving ·experiences is
the universal comment.
Moving as he has among recognized circles of culture, as the world recognizes culture; traveling into
many interesting nooks and corners of the earth, under the most favorable circumstances, the fact that
he became willing to accept the stigma which is·
bound to come in affiliating with us, means much to
his hearers.
There is one outstanding feature in his story of his
life: Mother.
With a mother who taught him the Bible so thor- ·
oughly that he could read it in Greek as well as English and could locate without hesitation any passage
in the New Testament, he asks if it is any wonder
that he was religiously inclined. With simple eloquence he appeals to the mothers in Israel to recognize their responsibilities in the personal training of
their sons and daughters. He deplores the tendency
to leave thes·e all-important duties to the school or
the church.
He tells of the part a certain young lad of the
church played in his conversion, and thanks God
that back of that boy's life there was motherhood of
a most commendable type. S.eek out great men in
the various activities of life and in the immediate
background will be found a noble mother, is the summary he presents.
"Brother" Dwyer as he prefers being called, even:
though he has two university degrees, will be in
attendance at the General Conventions and Confere11ce. He has coming to Saint Louis a collection c·f
what the New York Sun commends as being the finest set of Holy Land pictures {or stereopticon use i:1
the United States. These may be used in later lectures. The announcements are that he will give a
lecture on "The four evangelists" on the afternoon
of April 1 in Lamoni. In the meantime he continues
a lecture tour which includes Des Moines, Omaha,
and other intermediate points.
E. D. M~

NOTES AND COMMENTS
No Funds for Food Inquiry
The Senate struck from the civil sundry bill the
provision which gave $400,000 to the federal tradP
commission to carry on an investigation of the causes
for the extraordinary conditions in the food market.
Chinese Cabinet Resigns
The Chinese cabinet decided on the 4th that China
would join the United States in severing diplomatic
relations with Germany. The president refused to
indorse their action, claiming that such power rested
entirely with him. The premier and some of the
cabinet immediately resigned and it is expected that
the rest of the cabinet will resign. It is said that the
Chinese parliament is almost unanimously in favor
of the stand of the cabinet.
The European War
On the sea the submarines continue to destroy and
sink in accordance with the proclaimed policy of Germany. On the land there has been what is designated as "the greatest retreat" on the western front
since the battle of the :Marne. The British have
driven back German troops as much as two miles on
an eleven-mile front and are said to seriously menace
Bapaume. Kut-el-Amara in Mesopotamia is in the
hands of the British, 1,730 prisoners having been
taken, and British troops are making a considerable
advance toward Bagdad.
Senate Refuses President's Request
The House of Representatives voted to allow the
President the power to arm United States merchant
ships in his effort to establish an armed neutrality,
but the Senate, after a twenty-six-hour filibuster,
ended the session without the matter coming to >t
vote, even though a large majority favored its passage. The measure would provide a fund of $100,000;000, to be raised by sale of bonds, for carrying
out this protection to American shipping. Pr.esident
Wilson asserts that he has not the power to meet the
situation and will call an extra session immediately,
expecting it "to supply the means of action and save
the country from disaster." The sinking o{the Cunard liner, Laconia, without warning and resulting in
the death of several American citizens made a profound impression, but evidently is not considered an
"overt act" ·of sufficient importance to change th:~
present policy. The press of the country announced
during the week that Germany has sought, even before"we broke off relations, to induce Mexico to join
Japan in a war against the United States if this
country should openly declare war on Germany following the submarine proclamation. This was confirmed by President Wilson and later by Foreign
Secretary Zimmermann.
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A SIMPLE SPANISH PARABLE AND ITS MORAL
THE BURRO FLUTE PLAYER

This little fable,
Whether good or bad,
Has ~occurred to me now
By chance.
Near some meadows
Which are W!here I live,
Thel'e passed a burro
By chance.
A flute in them
He found, which a shepherd
Had forgotten
By chance.
He approached near it,
(The said animal)
And gave a snort
By chance.
In the flute the air
Bega,n to pass
And the flute sounded
By chance.
"Oh!" said the burro,
"How we1l I can play,
And who can say donkey music
Is bad!"
Without the rules of art
There are little fools
Who can succeed once
By chance.
-Thomas of Erearta (Spanish) .

Things done by chance are disorderly, irregular
and unreliable.
Whatever is done by the rules of art, and of the
science governing the doing of that thing, will show
merit upon the face of it, and reflect credit upon the
doer.
This law will apply to religion, and to the preaching of the gospel as well as to playing upon a flute
or anything else.
·.
All things are gov.erned by law. By the rules of
art or sci.ence, the operation of law may be made to
yield certain definite, and desirable results.
Reason, observation, and the word of the Lord, an
testify that being in accord and working with right
laws is beneficial even unto the salvation. of body and
spirit, and that nonobservanoe of law may be dis··
astrous to the bodily and eternal welfare. As an example of the word of the Lord upon the subject of
law, note the following texts:

W;hoso looketh into the perfect law of liberty, being not a
forgetful hear,er but a doer of the word, this man shall be
blessed in his deed.-J ames.
And they who are not sanctified through the law which I
have given unto you, even the law of Christ, must inherit another kingdom.-Doctrine and Covenants 85: 5.

Even the chance sounding of the flute by the
donkey as described by the Spanish parable, is governed by the law which demands that the passage of
air through the reed, causes the verberation which
produces sound.
But it must be by the science of music, and by the
art of. executing it that any melody of sound worthy
the name of music is produced.
To everything that ever has been done by God,
men or angels, or that ever will be done, may be ap·
plied the rules of art and of science governing each
particular thing, and for man to refuse to do so is to
perpetuate hopeless imperfection in his work.
The chance fixing of a mountain bowlder in a.
great upheaval of the earth in such a manner as to
form a cavity to be used for the habitation of savages, is determined by the law of force which lifted
the mountain, and the law of resistance which
checked the descending mass of rock; but by the rules
of art and science operating in harmony with law,
that same mass of rock may be converted into a
palace fit for the dwelling of a king.
The laws of art and of sci.ence are essential to the
rendition of music, to the painting of a picture, to the
building of a house, or a railroad ; why not then, in
the all-important matter of being saved in the kingdom of God, or in the preaching of a gospel sermon?
But there are many religionists who seem to· think
that salvation may be obtained in most any kind of
a way; and that it is a matter of indifference with the
Lord whether people observe any definite law in this
matter or not, and there are donkey flute players innumerable, who seem to think when they have posed
as a preacher, and made some solemn tone, that they
are preaching the .everlasting gospel.
· The preacher who does not realize that the process
for the salvation of a soul in the kingdom of Go~
must be an alignment of the individual life with
specific and unchangeabl.e law, is not a qualified representative of the gospel of Jesus Christ.
So also the false notion that art and science should
have no place in the preaching of the gospel, is an
impediment to every preacher who entertains the
thought.
It may be urged as an objection to the study of the
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scientific art of sacred oratory, that we are to depend upon the Holy Ghost entirely.
True, the man of God must depend upon the Holy
Spirit entir,ely for all dependable inspiration, but
hehimself must give expression to the same, and it
rests wholly with the man whether his part of the
work shall be done in a clumsy. and bungling fashion,
or with the masterly finish and effectiv,e power of a
most splendid art.
Of course natural limitations forbid that all
preachers become perfect masters of their profession
immediately, but there is no good r·eason why "each
to-morrow" should not "find us farther than to-day."
Certainly it is true that the inspiration from Goq
which is to vitalize the work of the preacher must
come through the Holy Spirit," but the preacher himself as the instrument of utterance bears the responsipility of form and coherency of delivery.
The work of the Holy Ghost is made effective upon
the mind through the operation of spiritual law, and
the man himself may be render.ed efficient or inefficient in proportion to his observances or neglect of
the law of scientific labor which applies alike to
things pertaining to both mind and matter.
It is a very imperfect conception of the work of
salvation to think that all that is needful is just to
believe in the Lord and approach him in just any orie
of the many contradictory methods preached by man.
It is also a very imperfect conception of the work
of preaching to think that all the preacher has to do
is to open his mouth and let the Lord fill it.
Something else is needed, and that is the proper
use and training of the mind and body as instruments of efficiency in the art of preaching that gospel which God, through the Holy Ghost, delivers to
the ministry whom he calls.
We are informed by the word of the Lord th.at
"many ax:e called but few are chosen." Why is this?
The spiritual call and invitation of the Lord is to all
mankind, but the call to preach the gospel is to such
as the Lord may select for this department of his
great work, and many of those called are not made·
eligible to be chosen because they do not "study to
show themselves approved as workmen that needeth
not to be ashamed rightly dividing the word of
truth."
A proper study for a preacher to be an "approved
workman"-approved unto God and unto the people
whom he serves-should include a study, and a practical working out of the law, art, and science of his
profession. What is science? Science is systematized knowledge of any one department of mind or
matter.
So, since men ar·e to be saved by the preaching of
the gospel, do we not need to understand the systematized laws of preaching? Certainly. Then scientific

preaching is as necessary as systematized knowledge
in any line of endeavor, for thorough and orderly
knowledge is identical with science. Webster amplifies the definition of the word science in the following
language: "Acknowledged truths and laws, especially as demonstrated by induction, experiment, or
observation." The induction is already made herein,
that art, science, and efficiency are inseparable, and
the reader himself is now called to witness upon the
points of ,experience, and observation.
Where is the preacher, called of God, who has not
at t1mes felt the burning power of the Holy Spirit's
presence while delivering the messag,e, and has not
seen in the. light of its illuminating power, his own
weakness and inability to do justice to the great subject of salvation?
Wher.e is the minister who at times, when the
sermon is over, has not felt sorely dissatisfied with
the effort? Why? Was it because the Lord failed
in any point of his part of the.work? No, it must be
conceded to have been an imperfect work because of
the imperfection of the man, as the instrument of
delivery.
God stands ready to cooperate with all mankind
in assisting them to overcome imperfection and to
establish them in the most to be desired of all things
conceivable: perfection. But this is not to be a onesided affair. God will do his part, and man must do
his in agreement with God's law.
J,esus said, "Be ye perfect, even as your Father,
vvhich is in heaven is perfect," and he proceeded to
reveal the law of God by precept and example,
whereby such an altogether glorious state as ·perfection may be attained.
·
1The .one. great, outstanding purpose of life is that
imperfection.may evolutionize toward and unto perfection, a<;cording to the orderly process of law,
hence preaching, as well as all other professions or
activities may proceed toward perfection only
through a study and application of the natural scientific laws governing the same.
Knowledge of any certain work, impulse to exercise it, and skill in using it-these are elements of
perfection.
Human resources separated from the divine are
not sufficient for the work.
But it is equally true that God will not make a
worth while preacher out of a man who idly waits
for the divine to fill him, and sits in a "Jesus-paid-itall" posture, waiting for the Lord to do it all.
The Lord makes the best use of those who qualify
themselves as instruments for his service, and goodness is not the only Dequisite for success in the pulpit.
A burro may sound a flute by chance, and possibly
make a great noise, but it takes a master of art to
produce heavenly melodies, and a preacher may make
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a great deal 6f noise but it takes divinity and skill to
preach the gospel.
And within the exalted and all-essential sphere of
direct inspiration and revelation to man, associated
with the effective dynamic of skillful training, an
ideal may be formed whereby "the man of God may.
be perfect, thoroughly furnished untp all good
works."
But if the perfect achievement seems slow in
arriving, the while we need have patience with ourselves, let us keep in the forefront view so splendid
an ideal.
JAMES E. YATES.

LOVE
(Paper read by Elder R. T. Cooper before the elders
quorum at Hermosa Beach, Convention Park; August 31,
1916. The. closing paragraphs were. inspil'ed by the discourse
·Of John W. Rushton, August 30, 1916,)
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Y,et to such depths had this great nation fallen
that in order to have the initiatory rite of baptism
administered to his Son, a special edict emanated
from the great throne and "there was a man sent
frorn God whose name was John." (John 1: 6.)
Whom God raised up, heing filled with the. Holy Ghost from
.his mother's womb: for he was baptized while he was yet in
his childhood, and was ordained by the ang1el of God at the
time. he was eight days old unto this power: to overthrow
the king1dom of the Jews, and to make straight the way of
the Lord before the face of his people; to prepare iillem for
the coming of the Lord, in whose hand is given all power.Doctrine. and Covenants 83: 4.

Yet in spite of all this, God so loved the world that
he gave his only begotten Son even in the time of its
unruly, disobedient and wicked condition.
A quotation of, I think, the late Robert G. Ingersoll
says, "Love is not lov,e that alters 'when it alteration
finds." God loved the world before and at a time
when practically no one in the world loved hirn
\These phases of love might be numbered: 1. First
loved or loved first. 2. Loved even in degeneracy and
may be illustrated in a more apparent manner by
the parental relation.
a. Fathers and mothers love their babies when the
babies not only are insensible of its existence but
absolutely unable to reCiprocate by loving t\ither
parent in the smallest degree. Later, the love may
be sensed and even returned in satisfying though
lesser degree and of different quality.
b. The child may go astray and become an interned
outcast, yet that mother love rarely fails or dies and
even though compelled to live in dreams of the childhood while gazing upon the besotted, diseas.ed, corrupted ashes of lustful fires fed by alcohol, banked
by narcotics, fanned against lascivious carnality, ignited by subterranean forces instituted, designed,
and perpetuated by the "Prince of the power of the
air."
OTHER QUALITIES OF LOVE

"God so loved the world that he gave his only begotten Son"-a well-worn text, but a phase seldom
illumined is the conditions under which the giving
was done.
At the time the gift was consummated the whole
world was lying in darkness and superstition; even
his own covenant people had so far gone. astray and
become estranged from God that according to the
Book of Mormon, they were the only people on the
earth wicked enough to crucify Jesus the Christ.
In the morn of their national life God had to withdraw the high priesthood at Moses' death and leave
them only the "law of carnal commandments" much
similar to the regulations of our penal institutions.
Still under this "light of the moon" they were a glorious nation, surpassing all other peoples of the world
in material power, in battles, forensic skill, and development of their artisans as manifested in the temple of Solomon outshining all architectural achievements of its age, a direct result of the wisdom God
gave to men skillful in the working of brass, gold,
Husband and wife: Husbands work long days, in
silver, etc.
privations
deny themselves luxuries, carry the load
Possessed of the finest land of the then known
when
the
wife
is disabled, children sick and almost
world as a direct result of God's promises to Abraoverwhelmed
with
debt and troubles, puts forth still
ham, and all because Abraham and his people gave
God a chance to express some of his love, by virtue greater effort; then when the load lifts' a little, out
of their bbedienoe, faithfulness and integrity, in com- in the field early whistling· at his work because-he
ing out as the only man in the whole world who ad- ·love~ his family.
Likewise, when death or disability strikes down
vocated a belief in one God, not composed of wood,
stone, iron, gold, silver, plaster, stucco, nor extracted the father, and her protector, the provider, and
from the animal kingdom and as a nation maintain- leaves her facing the problems of life alone, the wife
goes forward, enduring suff~rings and strugglings
.ing that position throughout its existence.
All civilized nations to-day, through their highest that God only knows because-she loves her children.
Still, as a groundwork of these phases of devotion,
legal jurisprudenoe, render tribute to the eternal
wisdom of the Mosaic code, by having incorporated it is the general order in contracting these alliances
its underlying principles as the basic structure ·of· of wedlock, that while the awakening of conjugal
modern systems of civil government.
,affection is more or less contemporaneous, yet th·~
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initiative is largely by the would-be husband who so
responds to his own, and endeavors to develop the
latent heart powers of his selected that she may say
"He first loved me."
,
Elephants become so attached to their kind trainers that on change of a trainer they never again po3sess their full, sweet temper. The trainer first was
good to the elephant.
Cavalry horses develop an affection for their riders that overcomes the horse nature, so it sometimes
remains on a desolate battle field trying in his muteness to. carry the helpless master back to the ranks.
The rider first loved the horse.
The hunter's dog, which will stay with him when
men desert him, and immolate himself on the fangs
of a ferocious beast of the forest for the sake of a
man possibly unfit to associate· with other men, yet
the hunter first exhibited regard akin to love for
the dog.
Birds. A short time since an account appeared
in the Los Angeles Times of a lady living in a foothill home with her baby daughter, being attracted by
an unusual excitement and fluttering of the birds
found her baby girl playing, heedless of the terribleness of a large rattlesnake coiling near her. The
woman seized a club and destroyed the snake and the
birds resumed their normal composure and singing.
The little girl had been feeding the birds with
crumbs each morning from the table.
ANIMAL KINGDOM

principle involved is ascribed, that we are constrained to accept the declaration in the New Testament, "God is love."
And when we witness the poor, little robin, stoned
to death while trying to protect her nestlings; the
household pet torn and bleeding by a too vicious mastiff, trying to screen her blind little bodies of helplessness ; the faithful dog a victim of a fierce wolf or
wild boar that his master might escape, we can comprehend this principle of love that enabled God to
even permit his Son to be transfixed on the tree of
the forest, knowing that the world and mankind
could thereby be sav,ed and prepare our minds for
statements· that in bringing forth and est~blishing
this work so instituted at such a cost, no man can
assist unless he be humble and full of love.
AWAKENING OF FILIAL LOVE

It would seem the responding of men to the call of
God in the various offices of the priesthood marks
the awakening of the filial love of the child to the
parent and this love expanded by the combined effect
of God's leading and development through the ministration of the Holy Ghost manifests itself in real love
for his fellow men and their welfare, and intensified
by a quickened realization of the possibilities of their
eternal welfare or failure, grows until its gratification finds expression only in the exercising of the
powers to lead men into the paths of the gospel,
swallows up all other ambitions, sanctifies privation,
weariness and bodily suffering; recompenses lack,
or loss of material wealth; and without mitigating
the yearnings and pangs of the heart for the home
ties, of hearts temporarily sundered, so fills them
with the grace that God says is sufficient for us that
the tender, frail, dependent wife becomes an helpmeet after God's own fashioning, voluntarily saying
"Go" even at the expense of all she otherwise would
cherish most.
It supplants with real spiritual fdendship the loss
of monetary or professional associates and in the
wonderful expressions of Paul so vividly portrayed
in his love for the Philippians, welds all together
in a fellowship of suffering, akin to the agonies of
the Savior.

Although the affection of animals for their young
may be deemed ephemeral on account of its early
extinction, yet the regal combats that sometimes
wreck the minor trees of the primeval forest are
waged by the pachyderm which wants to be first in
the affections of the herd.
The king of the African jungle whose roar strikes
terror to all other denizens, including mankind, is
tender to its whelps, because it loves them in their
helplessness.
The Bengal tiger, with all its fierceness manifests
a tenderness and solicitude for its young similar in
its effects to what in human beings we call love.
Even the gentle domesticated tabby cat forsakes
IPor unto you it is given i1n the behalf of Christ, not only
her natural refuge from Towser in a tree, and at bay
to believe on him, but also to suffer for his sake.-Philippians
for the protection of her brood becomes such an un- 1: 29.
mitigated fury with teeth and claws that she routs
So the whole matter is summed up in the words
the average dog, yet those kittens, so far from loving
of
that John whose soul was so filled until it became
their mother, cannot even yet perceive the light of
the
complement of the Savior's love as to find exday, but the mother first loves the kittens.
pression q;nd fellowship in reclining upon his breast
Such a universal exhibition of this trait evidences
a common source of the quality so manifested and as no other ever did.
He that loveth not knoweth not God; for God is love. . . .
justifies a conclusion that that characteristic was
Herein is love, not that we loved God, but tha.t he loved
so component a part of him to whom the creation of us....
the various organisms developing the fruits of the
We love Him because he first loved us.-1 John 4: 8, 10, 19.
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THE LOCA TlON OF CUMORAH AND RAMAH

LOCATION

[With the presentation of this article seeking to establish
the location of the hill called by the Jaredites, Ramah, and
. the Nephites, Cumorah, the two principal theories on -this
point will be be.fore our readers. The other has been pre~
sented in the recent series by T. J. Smith. We respectfully
suggest that since this point is not vital .even though it is
interesting, that unless some has some additional matter that
has not been touched on, that the questia:n be left for the present, that other articles on important subjects may be given
spaOj:l.-EniTORS.]

The location cannot be definitely proven. Of course
we know, now, where Moroni hid up the plates
intrusted to him but the book does not tell us. I shall
confess here that I don't know where Ramah-Cumorah is, but I believe that if there was anyone
on earth believed they knew where all those records
were deposited, there would be some digging to find
them. But to proceed with the book and what it has
to say:

All references are from the Authorized Edition
of the Book of Mormon. To begin with I quote :
Therefore I made this record out of the plates of Nephi,
and hid up in the hill Cumorah, all the records which had
·'been intrusted to me by the hand of the Lord, save it were
these few plates which I gave unto my son Moroni.-Book
of Mormon 3 : 8.

This establishes the fact that Mormon deposited
records in the hill Cumorah all save the few given to
Moroni. These that Moroni had were not deposited
in Cumorah at this time. All that I have been able
to find, up to date, concerning Moroni hiding
plates is:
Therefore I will write :lind hide up the records in the earth,
and whither I go it mattereth not.-Mormon 4: 4.
Behold, four hundred years have passed since the coming
of our Lord and 'Savior.-Ibid., 4: 7.
And I am the s:ame who hideth up this record unto the
Lord.-Ibid., 4: 17.
Now I, Moroni, write somewhat as seemeth me good; and
I write unto my brethren and Lamanites, and I would: that
they should know that more than four hundred and twenty
years have pas!$d away, since the sign was given of the coming of Christ, and I seal up these recol'ds.-Moroni 10: 1, 2.
And when three hundred and eighty and four years had
passed away, we had gather·ed in all the remainder of our
people unto the 1and Cumorah.-Mormon 3: 6.

Yea, even all my people ... and also a few who had .escaped
into the south countries.-Mormon 3: 16.
The Nephites who ha;d esc,ape:d into the country southward.
-Mormon 4: 2.

Here we have a statement from Mormon and
Moroni that some of the Nephites were not slain at
Cumorah but escaped into the south country. These
statements were made soon after the battle and Mormon and Moroni were sufficiently near the south
country to know that some escaped thither. Moroni
writes it upon his plates after the battle and gives
the plates to Moroni and he repeats the statement;
tens of his father being killed by the Lamanites and
in chapter 4, paragraph 7, says four-hundred years
had passed, anno domini:
N everthe,less the Nephites had taken possession of all the
northern parts of the land, bordering on the wilderness, at
the head of the river Sidon, from the east to the west, rou,nd
about on the wilderness side; on the north, even until they
came to the land which they called Bountiful, and it bordered
upon the land which they called Desolation; it being so far
northward, that it came into the land which had been peopled,
and been destroy;ed, of whose bones we have spoken, which was
discovered by the people of Zarahemla; it being the place
of their first landing. . . . Thus the land on the northward
was called Desolation, and the land on the southward was
called Bountiful; . . . And now it was only the distance of
a diay and a half's journey for a Nephite, on the line Bou,ntiful, and the land Desolation, from the! east to the west sea.
... there being a small neck of land between the land northward and the l1and southward.-Alma 13: 73-77.
And he also sent orders unto him, that he should fortify
the land Bountiful, and secure the ,narrow pass which led
into the land northward, lest the Lamanites should obtain
that point, and should have power to harass them on every
side.-Alma 24: 10.

So that from the battle at Cumorah, 385 A. D.,
to the time Moroni writes to the Lainanites, 420A. :0.,"
is 35 years. rMormon hides all records in Cumorah,
384 or 385 A. D. except the few he gives to Moroni.
Moroni makes his last entry at more than 420 A. D.
So there is at }.east thirty-five years between the tim3
of Mormon hiding records and the time when Moroni
hides those intrusted to him. Mormon deposits
Hagoth built a ship on the borders of land Bountirecords in Cumorah, but where is there any state- ful by the~land Desolation, by the narrow r.eck which
ment as to where Moroni deposited his?
led into the land northward. (Alma 30: G.)
Lest there be a doubt as to Ramah and Cumorah
And the Lamanites did give unto us the land northward;
being the same I quote :
And it came to pass that the army of Coriantumr did pitch
their tents by the hill Ramah; and it was the same hill wher.e
my father Morll!on did hide up the l'ecords.-Ether 6: 83.

yea, even to the narl'ow passage which led into the land
southward, and we did give u,nto the Lamanites all the land
southwaJJd.-Mormon 1: 6·1, 62.

By reading preceding verses we learn that the
So far these citations show a separation of the time was 350 A. D. when the land was thus divided
records, a part deposited in a stated location and the between the Nephites and Lamanites, the narrow
other not so definitely stated, and that Ramah and ' neck being the dividing line or the day and half jourCumorah are the same hill.
ney for a N ephite from sea to sea.
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And they built ,a great city by the narrow neck of land,
by the place where the sea divides the land.-Ether 4: 68.

These quotations show that the J aredites, N ephites
and Lamanites all agreed on the narrow neck. I
suppose there ar.e none now who do not believe that
the narrow neck is the Isthmus of Panama. This
gives us a definite starting point and the first stop
on our journey will he in the land of Moron and city
of Moron where the J ar.edite king dwelt.
And when he had gathered together an army, he came up
into the land of Moron, where the king dwe1lt. . . . Now the
land of Moron where the king dwelt, was ,near the land which
is caUed Desolation by the N ephites.-Ether 3: 42, 43.

And the land called Desolation by the Nephites
bordered on the narrow neck up to the line of a day
and half journey for a Nephite from sea to sea, as
has already been quoted.
,Passing on to Ether 4: 3, 4, 14 we learn that King
Orner being warned in a dream, departed out of the
land (of Moron where the king dwelt), passed by
the hill Shim, and came over by the place where
the Nephites were destroyed (Cumorah) and thence
to Ablom by the seashore, where he dwells for a time,
and "Orner was restored to the land of his inheritance" and was king again in the land of Moron. Lib
succeeded to the throne and "Coriantumr came up
to the land of Moron, and gave battle unto Lib."
(Ether 6: 39, 40, 45.) And by reading the balance
of the book of Ether we discover that the fighting
was in and round about the land Moron, where the
king dwelt, and the land Moron where the king dwelt
was near the land Desolation of the N ephites and
the land Desolation bordered on the narrow neck
even to the line of a day and half journey for a Nephite from sea to sea.
TWO KINGDOMS

After locating the land and city Moron we find
the following:
And the country was divided; and there were two kingdoms, the kingdom of Shule and the kingdom of Cohr.-Ether'
3: 58.

When I listened to the lecture on archreology by
Edgar L. Hewett, field worker of the Society of
Archreology, under the auspices of the United States
Government, and heard him say that Gopan and
Quirigue in Central America were the two oldest
ruins yet unearthed and explored, and that they
could not tell which was the capital city as they both
had kingly palaces, I then thought of the two kingdoms of Copan and Quirigua as described by
Stephenson and Catherwood are the ancient capital
cities of the Jar.edites, then I wonder where the Jaredites were when they had their last battle at Ramah.
Then when we go into archreology and find down
in southern Mexico, Yucatan and Central America

such ruins as Mitla, Copan, Chichen-Itza, Quirigua,
Palenque, and many others named and yet unex··
plor.ed I wonder where else would a people war only
in their own country. They could not war among
themselves as there were none others, and all the
magnificent ruins show that the first people on this
land had their first and center civilization in the land
where they left their ruins.
It has already been shown and admitted by all
Book of Mormon students, that Ramah and Cumorah
are the same. Also, the wat.ers of Cumorah being
near the hill, is also the same as that called Ripliancum near Ramah.
And it came to pass that he [Coriantumr] came to the
waters of Ripliancum, which by interpretation is large, or
to exceed alL-Ether 6: 80.

According to this reading, wherever we locate,
Ramah-Cumorah there will be found waters, "which
by intrepretation, is large or to exceed all." It is
true that the plates of Mormon were found in a
hill in New York. It is also true that there are·
some lakes in that region, but they are not "large
to exceed all," for only a few miles to the north is
Lake Ontario, which is not "large to exceed all," for
farther west is Lake Superior which is the largest
body of water between the oceans. Does anyone locate Cumorah near Lake Superior?
Beginning with Mormon 1 : 1, is the history of
Mormon, and reading along we find him carried into
the land southward, and that war between Nephites
and Lamanites began about 321 A. D. (Mormon
1 : 8), "in the borders of Zarahemla, by the waters ·
of Sidon." (Mormon 1: 10.) Intermittent war fol- .
loW1ed, until in chapter 2: 8-21, in the year 375 A. D.,
the city of Desolation was taken by the Lamanites.
Desolation was on the "narrow neck." Notice they
were moving northward, and in verse 32 the city of
Jordan was.taken by Lamanites, 380 A. D., and still
they ar.e down in Central America five years fighting
from Desolation to Jordan. In chapter 3 is the account of gathering to Cumorah for the final conflict
in the ;vear 385 A. D., five years from Desolation to
Jordan and five years more to Cumorah. Desolation
is loc~ted, approximately, by the Book of Mormon,
but Jordan ahd Cumorah are not. The book, however, does locate the place of the home ot the leaders
and the principal cities and the countries near the
"narrow neck.." And it is very strange indeed for
two armies to march out of their own land to have a
fight. It is true that one army may leave its homeland to make war on some other people, but it is a
matter of history that one army or the other rem2oins
and fights in its own land. Why should the Nephites
and Lamanites be an exception? If they are in this
case it is the only one in the book.
Moroni says, "I do finish the record of my father,
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Mormon. : . and . . after the battle at Cumorah,
the Nephites who had escaped into the country south-·
ward, were hunted by the Lamanites, until theiwere
all destroy.ed, and my father also was killed by them;
and I, even remain to write the sad tale of the destruction of my people," and he says "400 years have
passed." (Mormon 4: 1, 2, 7.) Here, Moroni within
fifteen years after the battle at Cumorah is telling of
what has happened, and I w<;mder how he got his information unless he was on the ground and saw.
How did he know as to who escaped into the south
country, and how did Mormon know the same, soon
after the battle, as found in chapter 3: 16, if they
were not near the land southward? I have not yet
read in the book as to how they got their informa- .
tion.
Again, ·Moroni writes: "I wander whithersoever
I can, for the safety of mine own life." (Moroni
1: 3.) I always did wonder if a man would stay in
his enemies' country for the safety of his life. No!
Moroni wandered for the space of thirty-five years
for the safety of his life and then hid up the plates,
etc., but does not say where.
Moroni says, "More than four hundred and twenty
years have passed away since the sign was given of
the coming of Christ." (Moroni 10: 1.) 385 A. D.
for the batHe at Cumorah and more than 420 A. D.
make atleast 35 years for Moroni wandering around
carrying the plates, giving him ample time to travel
from the seat of war in the south to the place where
he deposited the records outside of his enemy's coun.try.
WHEN?

The word of the Lord came to Ether, that he should go and
prophesy unto Coriantumr, that if he would repent, and all
his household, the Lord would give 111nto him his kingdom,
and spare the people, otherwise, they should be destroyed,
and all his household, save it were himself, and he should
only live to see the fulfilling of the prophecies which had been
spoken concerning another people receiving the land for their
inheritance; and Coriantm;nr should receive a burial by them.
~Ether '6: 2•1-23.
And Coriantumr was discovered by the people of Zarahemla; and he dwelt with them for the space of nine moons.
~Omni 1: 37.

Before proceeding further I quote from Ether to
show about how old the average J aredite lived to be.
It may be above the average but it is th~ only statement of the kind in the book of Ether.
And it came to pass that his ·wife died being an hundred
and two years old, and it came to pass that Coriantum took
a wife in .his old age, a young maid, and begat sons and
daughters; wherefore he liv:ed until he was an hundred and
forty and two years old.-Ether 4: 27, 28.

Turning to Omni we learn that Mosiah departed
from thP land Nephi and fomid the land of Zarahern1a. The people of the land were ruled by a l\ing
called Zarahemla who was alive when Mosiah found

them. A careful study of chronology places the time
about 200 B. C. for the uniting of the people under
Mosiah with the people of Zarahemla. Now don't
forget this date: about 200 B. C.
And it came to pass that 1afterr they were taught ~n the
1anguage of Mosiah, Zarahemla gave a genealogy of his
fathers according to his memory. . . . In the .days of
Mosiah, there was: a large stone brought unto him, with
engravings on it, and he did interpret the engravings, by the
gift 'and power of God, and they gave an account of one
Coriantumr, and the slai1n of his people, and Co.riantum.r was
discovered by the people of Zarahemla; and he dwelt with
them for the space of nine moons.-Omni 1: 33-37.

Please note carefully that after Mosiah was made
king, about 200 B. C., there was a stone brought tJ
him. The engravings were interpreted by the power
of God, presumably by use of the Urim and Thummim. (See Mosiah 13: 1, 2.) Also Coriantumr
dwelt with the people of Zarahemla during the time
of Mosiah and Zarahemla, or after the people were
called the people of Zarahemla in honor of their
good king by that name, who was alive at the time
Mosiah discovered and united with them about 200
B. C. Following Mosiah is his son, Benjamin, possibly 160 B. C., followed by his son Mosiah II, who
was made king, 124 B. C. See Mosiah 4: 6 wher·~
Mosiah begins to reign instead of Benjamin, 476
years since Lehi left Jerusalem.
Amaleki was born in the days of ~Mosiah and he
saw the days of King Benjamin (Omni 1: 40) and in
Amaleki's days there were some people went from
Zarahemla to the land of Nephi (Omni 1: 48-52),
which account will be found in the "Record of Zeniff"
(!Alma 6), and the people under Limhi will be considered later. Don't forget that these events happened about 200 B. C. when Mosiah united with
Zarahemla.
BONES

Amaleki says concerning Coriantumr and the slain
of his people, "And their bones lay scattered in the
land northward." (Omni 39.) Notice the word
lay, present tense. In the days of Amaleki, the
bones of the Jaredites "lay scattered in the land
northward" between 124 B. C. and 200 B. C.
In the third or fourth year of Mosiah II, or 121
B. C. (see Mosiah 5), some men started out to find
those people who left Zarahemla, of whom Amaleki spoke in Omni 1 : 48-52. These men were taken
captive by the guards of King Limhi. Previous to this
time (Mosiah 9: 166) King Limhi had sent out some
men in search of the land of Zarahemla. Thes<~
men returned to the land of Nephi a few days before
those men from Zarahemla were taken captive by
the king's guards. In their searching for Zarahemla,
this is what they found.
Having discovered a land which was cov;ered with bones
of men, and of beasts, ·etc., and was also covered with ruins of
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buildings of every kind.. Having discovered a land which
had been peopled with a people who were as numerous as
the hosts of Israel. [About 3,000,000 when they came out
of E;gypt.---J. F. G.] ~nd for a testimony that the th:ngs
that they have said are true, they have brought twenty-four
plates which are filled with engravings; and they are of
pure gold: ... and again, they have brought swords the hilts
thereof have perished, and the blades thereof are cankered
with rust; and there is no one in the land that is able to interpret the language or the engravings that are on the plates.
--Mosiah 5: 62-67.

The time of the finding the twenty-four gold plates
is fixed by associating the return of Limhi's men at
the time· of ·Mosiah's men being taken captive by
Limhi's guards. Mosiah's men started out after
Mosiah had had three years of peaceful reign. He
began to reign 476 years from the time Lehi left
Jerusalem (Mosiah 4: 6) or 124 B. C., and three
years peaceful reign (5: 1) would make 121 B. C.
for the time his men started in search of Limhi's
people in the land of Nephi. This :fixes 121 B. C. for
the finding of the twenty-four gold plates, the first
mention of them in the Book of Mormon. How could
King Benjamin have had the plates when they were
not heard of in Zarahemla until Limhi's people with
Aminon and his brethren returned with them about
the same year Benjamin di,ed? "Therefore, I said
unto thee, canst thou translate?"-Mosiah 5 : 68.
· Ammon proceeds to inform Limhi that the king of
Zarahemla, Mosiah II, has that wherewith he can
translate and it is a gift from God. "And the things
are called interpreters"-the Urim and Thummim, if
you please-in possession of iMosiah II, also in possession of Mosiah I (Omni 1: 35), possibly eighty
years before the twenty-four plates were known of
by the people of Zarahemla. (See Mosiah 13: 1, 2.)
This last quotation concerning bones, swords cankered with rust, etc., places the time as late as 121
B. C. and still the bones of the J aredites are bleaching on the ground. Before I forget, I call your at··
tention to the faCt that Coriantumr was discovered
by the people of Zarahemla sometime later than
about 200 B. C. The quotation from Ether concerning the age of the Jaredites was 102 for the wife and
142 for the husband and admitting that Coriantumr
lived so old, and that he was past middle age at the
battle of Ramah would bring the time of the battle
of Ramah near 200 B. C. Further mention of bones
is made in Mosiah 9: 167; also Alma 13: 74 and
Ether 4: 96.
An article in the HERALD has the following:
Agai.n, these dry bones had lain bleaching in the arid
mountains of Central America for four hundred and eighty
years . . . . henc·e this land of bones could not hav•e extended
farther north than Central America or at farthest, souther,n
Mexico. December 20, 191q, p. 1242. [Quotations omitted.
..:..J. F. G.]
The first quotation above 11efers to Coriantumr just afte.r ·
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he had smote off the head of Shiz, his last enemy, at the
great and final battle at the Hill Ramah, which hill we claim
was in the western part of New York State.-Ibid., December 27, 1916, p. 1264.

If the bones were in Central America or southern
Mexico, and if Hill Ramah is in New York, where the
last great and :final battle was fought, how did thosP
bones get so far south? If the final battle was
fought 600 B. C. and the bones were on the ground
121 B. C. when found by the forty-three men of
Limhi, then Coriantumr and Ether being the two re ·
maining, must have carried them there. Admission
is made that they did make the journey carrying the
plates and depositing them where the men of Limhi
found them.
They had ample time, and a big job, if these statements be true. If 600 B. C. is correct for the final
battle, and Coriantumr being discovered by the people of Zarahemla, which the reading of Omni would
indicate the time to be about 200 B. C. or later, then
Coriantumr and Ether had at }.east 400 years in
which to transport thos~ bones from Ramah in New
York to Central America where the men of Limhi
found them. Did they do it?
If not, and those were Jaredite bones, and the battle was round about Ramah, and this land of bones
not extending beyond southern Mexico, then Ramah
must be somewhere in the land of bones.
If the battle at Ramah was 600 B. C. and Coriantumr was discovered by the people of Zarahemla a.s
late as 200 ·B. C. then Coriantumr was more than
400 years old. He did not live to a greater age than
any other men of his time. The J aredites came from
Babylon at the confusion of tongues-time about
2200 B. C. The days of Peleg were from about 2212
to 1973 B. C. or 239 years. Reu 2182 to 1943 or 239
years. Serug 230 years. Nahor 148 years. Terah
205 years. Abraham 175 years. Isaac 180 years.
Jacob 147 years. And so on down to Moses at 120, a
shortening of the age of ma'n, so that at 600 B. C.
man's average age of life could not be placed at more
that 100 years.
Coriantumr, the s,eventh from the time Of the confusion at Babel, was only 142 years old. These figures are on record so the 600 date must be changed
in order to make harmony out of the books.
About the strongest point against Ramah being
in New York is the case of Ether. A recent article
on the subject, in the HERALD, admitted that the
:fighting began in the south and finished in New York.
If this be true, then Ether was the most remarkable •
man that ever lived. How he could dwell in the cavity of a rock by day, and go with the army from Central America to New York is a feat, to be sure. How
did he transport the cavity of the Rock that long
distance and not be discovered by anyone is a mys-
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tery. Some one please explain. But see Ether 6: 14,
1~, 19 which I quote:
And I was about to write more, but am :forbidden; but
great and marvelous were the prophecies of gther, but they
esteexned him <as naught, and cast him out, and he hid himself i1n the ca.vity of a rock by day, and by night he went forth
viewing the things which should come upon the people. And
as he dwelt in the cavity .of a rock, he made~ the remainder
of this record, viewing the destructions which came upon
the people by night. . . . Wherefore it came to pass that in
the first year that Ethecr dwelt in the cavity o:f a rock, there
was many people who were slain by the sword of those secret
com'binations fighting against Coriantumr, that they might
obtain the kingdom.

Again I quote concerning the land Moron where
the king dwelt: "And he came forth to the Iand of
Moron, and placed himself upon the throne of Coriantumr." (Ether 6: 40.)
.
These quotations with many not quoted show that
in the land of Moron where the king dwelt, was the
seat of war. Goriantumr was on thethrone. Ether
was in the land hiding in "a cavity of a rock," all the
time the war was waging.
And it came to pass that Coriantumr fell to the earth,
and became as if he had no life. And the Lord spake unto
Ether, and said unto him, Go forth, and he went forth, and
-beheld that the words of the Lord had all been fulfilled and
he finished his record; ... and he hid them in a manner that
the people of Limhi did find them.~ Ether 6: 106-108.

Moroni says he did not write a hundredth part,
but what he did write does not intimate that the
J aredites left their own cities, but on the contrary
they fought around the throne of the king in the land
of Moron. During this last war Ether dwelt in the
cavity of a rock and by day and by night viewed the
destruction that had been done in the day, but when
all had· been slain but Coriantumr, the Lord told
Ether to "go forth." He did not now need to wait
till night but went forth from the cavity of the rock
and beheld that the word of the Lord spoken by him
to the people had all been fulfilled.
Other references can be cited. The book itself
shows that the warring began not far from the "narrow neck." Archreology proves that the center and
power of all the ancient people was not far either
way north or south of the "narrow neck." All history,
sacred or profane, proves that war is always at home
for one side or the other.
Moroni in writing the brief history of the J ar,edites says that near by the hill Ramah is the waters
of Ripliancum which by interpretation means large
to. exceed all. In writing about Cumorah, Mormon
says "by the waters of Cumorah." So at least 600
years after the battle of Ramah we find there is 110
change in the hill or the water, as Moroni says they
are the same. So it matters not where you find
Ramah-Cumorah, you will find near by a body of
water which is "large, to exceed all."
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One brother said the Lord indicated to him that
the hill Cumorah where Mormon hid the records was
southern Mexico. Another brother went on a trip
to Mexico in the study of archreology. Some say he
went to find Cumorah, but he did not find it. No one .
on ~earth, that we know of, knew the plates were in
New York until the time carrie, and then it was revealed in God's way and time to whom he chose?
Why not the same in regard to those records hidden
by Mormon? When the time comes, God will reveal
to whom he will. Then, and not until then, will we;
know the exact location. We can only consider
what is revealed and so long as there is a difference
of opinion, it only shows that some one does not
know. One does not know, possibly neither party
knows, both cannot be right so long as there is a difference, and both may be wrong and still differ. Let
us not be in a hurry to drive stakes because we may
have to pull them up, and when the time comes and
the records come forth then opinions will be set
aside.
In regard to Copan and Quirigua I quote from
Stevenson and Catherwood:
"All these circumstances lead to. a belief that then~
must have been some intercourse between the inhabitants of the old and new world at very remote period."
"Two immense Ceiba trees over six feet in diameter with roots spreading from fifty to one hundred
feet, are found on the summit of the lofty pyramid."
Stone carving "equal to the finest Egyptian sculpture."
"Copan is, however, generally considered the oldest of American cities."
Quirigua, fifty miles northeast from Copan, "Indeed it seems altogether probable that they owe their
existence to the same er~a and same people."
Much more might be said, but lest this is too much
already, I refrain.
J. F. GUNSOLLEY.
1

The preacher who substitutes the authority of antiquity for a divine call, may preach something or
other, but not the acceptable word of the Lord.
Stereotyped sermons are lik!e stale butter or limburger cheese; they may sustain life, but are hard
to take.·
Three ounces of simplicity in a plain, honest man
is of more real value in the. pulpit, than a hundred
and thirty pounds of conceived profundity parading in clerical cloth.
Success in preaching is not correctly measured by
the number of converts, nor by the applause of man;
Paul failed to convert Felix, but the sermon was
the effectual word of God, and in the gr,eat judgment
day will stand as such.-James E. Yates.
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AHEAD OF BILLY SUNDAY

Newspaper writers are fond of comparing the
organization of the Reverend William A. Sunday's
"campaigns against Satan" to a military or political
campaign.
When Billy Sunday (the name under which everyone knows him) begins to consider making war in
a certain city against "the intrenched forces of sin"
(he likes martial phmses), he first sends to that city
his scouts. It is the duty of these followers to "feel
out" the strength of the enemy, to learn what support and what natural allies can be found among the
natives of the chosen theater of war. The report is
then laid before Commander in Chief Billy Sunday
and his general staff.
It is hard to say who deserves to be called the ~chlef
of this general staff; but it is either Mrs. Sunday,
better known as "Ma" Sunday, or George Sunday,
the twenty-five-year-old son of the commander.
"Ma" Sunday is an all-around executive officer of
much ability. But George Sunday comes nearer to
filling the technical position of a chief of staff.. He
is the treasurer and business head of the central
Sunday party-that is, the general staff. There are
about twenty members of this general staff, including
Bible class directors, church workers, press agents,
and musicians; but Homer A. Rodheaver, the musical director, deserves mention by name.
· When the report of the scouts has been deemed to
warrant an attack on a city, the scouts are sent back
to that town accompanied by more experienced and
more heavily armed organizers. Then the battle begins in earnest, for much of the fighting against
"General Satan" in the cities which Sunday attacks
is done before the commander in chief gets into action at all. He is the smashing, tearing attack of the
infantry which drives the enemy from his strons-hold after the enemy's courage and strength have
been reduced by a preliminary bombardment of unintermitting prayers accompanied by a withering
fire from artillery posted in local pulpits.
As an e:x<ample of how the Sunday army works,
consider what is doing now. Billy Sunday is now
on the firing line in Buffalo, and is not scheduled to
open his personal assault on New York City until
April 1; but for several weeks already his scouts,
sappers, engineers, artillerymen, and sharpshooters
hav-e been hard at work in the metropolis. The ranks
of these classes are largely filled from local allies.
Of course the first important thing to do in any
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campaign is to get together' the sinews of war. This
is being done in New York by a committee of New
Yorkers under the chairmanship of Mr. Arthur M.
Harris. This committee has estimated that the Sunday campaign in New York will cost $150,000. From
this sum $25,000 will be reserved for the work of
conservation after Billy Sunday has left New York
-that is, the work of holding whatever ground he
may gain. The cost of building the tabernacle for
Mr. Sunday, renting a site for it, caring for the
grounds, etc., will be $65,000. "The remaining $60,000," says the finance committee "will cover the co.3t
of the preparatory work of the campaign, the running expenses of the tabernacle itself, the living expenses while in New York of Mr. Sunday and his
staff of some twenty assistants, also two thirds of
the salaries of these assistants during their stay in
New York (the other third of these salaries as usuai
being borne by Mr. Sunday).
,
The estimated expenditure of $150,000 will be met
first by' a preliminary contribution of about $75,000
by persons interested in the evangelization .of New
York City. Second, by collections taken at the tabernacle meetings. After the required amount fo<·
current and conserV!ation expenses has been thus
raised, no further collections will be taken at the
services unless for some special charitable or benevolent purpose duly authorized by the finance committee.
"No financial guarantee or promise whatsoever has
been made to Mr. Sunday himself; the matter of
compensation for his services will be taken care of
through. offerings at the close of the campaign in
such manner as the finance committee may determine when the time comes."
One important item of the campaign is the securing of a headquarters for the commander i'n chief
and his staff. The entire Sunday household, including staff and servants who trav.el with the evangelist are usually housed together, so that the members of the Sunday team may be kep~in the best of
condition and their wounds well cared for.
The tabernacle which Billy Sunday will use in
New York, and which will hold about twenty thousand" persons, is being specially built for him under
the direction of Mr. Joe Spiece, who builds all of Mr.
Sunday's tabernacles. A forc-e of five hundred trained
ushers and two thousand trained singers for the
choir, with four thousand more in reserve, will be
ready when the commander comes to New York
The means through which the Sunday workers get ·
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into touch with the masses of the people is the local
cooperating church.· All of Greater N,ew York h.a3
been divided into twenty districts, these being subdivided into sections, and the section in turn being
divided into "blocks" or groups of sixty families.
Through the city some three hundred families are
cooperating with the Sunday campaign.
It is hardly an exaggeration to say that when Billy
Sunday faceshis first New York audience on April
1 he will find half of his work already done.~The
Outlook; February 28, 1917.

"I Was Sick, and Y e Visited Me"
Because of the lesson of mercy and loV1e which Jesus sought
to imp11ess upon his folloWiers by use of the above thought
picture, many hav'e misconstrued our duty to the sick. We
have heard zealous church members-those who practiced,
too, what they pr1e1a.ch .~n this rega:rd-assetrt strongly that
this is one of the strict requirements of our Christian duty,
to visit the sick often. They even go futrthe.r, some of them,
and imply that those who fail to do this hiave not the true1
religion of ,Christ in their hearts.
Let us consider a moment. Christ's ministry was ever an
unselfish one. He always had a,t heatrt the best· good and
the best interests of others. When he ministered to a1n y, it.
was with the intent of service and assistance to that one.
Did he go with the thought of duty? Did he go just be- _
cause he thought by so going he would be fulfilling law and
religious obligation totally regardless of the effect of his visit
upon the object? But do we not see evidences of this about us?
Do we not see people who visit the sick as a perfunctory duty,
who sit about and condone with the affi.icted ones., with long
face and mournful mein, as if lif~ were just too great a
burden to be put up with much longer? After the visit of
such an one a 1nervous patient is apt to be almost franctic
w~th the distributing influence which has been "visited"
upon him! Is this what Christ meant? Wie think not.
In many, many instances, when nerves, or nature are very ,
much exhausted, the truest love, the truest sympathy will
be express.ed · ~n othe1r ways than viSiiting the afflicted one.
Many a person, suffering from nervous breakdown, has been
kept in that ·Condition much longer by this mistaken "kindness''' of friends, who would better have selllt.a book, a poem,
a nosegay, or song, of a nature to cheer a,nd uplift, that
could be •enjoyed and apprecia,ted at .such moments as
stnength permitted. When a patient has a nervous chill as
a result of a visit from some well-meaning friend, who has
chatted too long or unwisely, who annoys by repeated visits
of unmeaning character, who leaves no impression, uplift,
or strength behind him, we are prone to exclaim, "How
long, oh, Lord, how long? will it be, before we succeed in
striking off from us, the manacles of tradition, and Iearn
to interpret thee with spiritual intent, a 1nd see thy meaning in
every utterance?"
The nurse in the holllei often has, as her most uncomfortable duty, that of standing between her patient and the misdirected ,efforts of well-me3<ning friends. One told us, not
long ago, of having in charge an uncruly child of .only two ocr
three years, which she could have managed very well indeed,
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if it had not been for the "sympathy" of the grandmother,
who, w;bieneVIelt' the ·child obdected to taking his medicine or
to submitting to some treatment, would say, "Oh, the de:ar littie fellow! DQn't bother him! He will be all right!" and
in other ways hindered the work of both thre nurse and the
mother.
The nurse often has to inter·cept, too, the many, many unwise dishes of food which are sent through mistaken kindIJieiSS
to conva.1escents.
Rich, pastry "effects," desserts,
which would! often tax by their complications the digestion of
a healthy m~n in active physical labor, a,re sent to "tempt"
the appetite of a weakened mortal whos:e normal functions
earn be restored only by wise and careful means. If these
same friends could see how often the fluffy, elaborate concoction sent to the sick fi1nds its way to the garbage pail, or
into the stomach of some convenient and :erver hungry boy
whose digestion rivals that of the proverbial goat or ostrich,
that friend would be dismayed, and let us hope, shocked into
a bit of real sensible thought upon the subject. A bit of intellic
gently made beef broth with all fat extracted, a simple cup
custard, some arrmvroot jelly, or some dainty fruit-all of
which is to be used at the discretion of the nurse;-might be
sent to an invalid to express one's interest without danger
of retarding his recov•ery. In the case of illness, coupled
with poverty or privation, one could consult with the nurse
or doctor, and show~ 01ne's sympathy by supplying the food
and nourishment needed-a much more practical and Christlike form of service than haphazard visiting.
Let us learn to do the sensible thing. In a branch of
two or three hunidred pe10ple, should each consider he was
not fulfimng the Christian law unless he visited the sick,
what would be the state of the sick, providing each one of
the several hundred did his "duty"? Verily, there would
soon be no sick among us-they would all be dead!
AUDENTIA ANDERSON.

Social Service---Chapter 4
CONVALESCENCE

Human 'beings have mor:e points .of likeness than of dif- •
:Derence. Our instincts and our passio1ns, our impelling desilr:e for self-preservation, our love of family and friends,
our l'everelllce of God or for an ideal, form a heritage which
human beings the world over hold in common. It is profoundly modified, to be sure; by varying inherited traits,
traditio1n s and standards of living, ranging from those of
the begga,r to those of the multimillionaire. w.e may, by
occasional periods of re1st, be able to patch up the victims of
unwholesome living, but we must not deceive ourselves by
thinking that we have been striking at the deeper causes,
some of which ·are beyond the control of the individual
patient.
R:ecuperation of the debilitated body is depende,nt upon
several factors, among which are rest, nourishing food, fresh
air and a contented mind. In communities where ther.tl are
no resorts for convalescents, social workers have, in several
instances, arra1nged to board paHents in private families in
the country, or, with others, who ar:e especially fitt,ed to help.
debilitated patients regain their strength.
We are beginning to see the po;ssibilities and the problems
of proper convalescence. Social workers daily facing the
1n eeds of debilitated pa,tients, should, in time, contribute much
to the solution' of the questions involved in suitable recuperation :Do:r weakened human bodies, as well as to an understanding of the me:ntal and physicaJ handicap of fat'igue.
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MENTAL HYGIENE
Washington, District of Columbia, and get the bulletins they
There are a great many variations of mental co1nditions. send free of ~charge. These will help you plan your eduI ask your most earnest attention, a,nd your most sympathetic cational prog<rams for haby week. Note that the movement
is extended to take in all children at home with their parents.
interest in this great problem, because it is a crying need.
The opportunities for betterment, indeed for the highest We w:ill he glad. to help you. Let us be up and doing. It is
order of development, are ours if we but look about us and not too early to plan it now and get your committe,es to work.
LYDIA THOMAS WIGHT.
grasp. The nec~ssity for good social service workers 1needs
no ,emphasis here, and that getting a sufficient number of
, United :States Department of Labor
well-qualified women is merely a matter of proper superCHILDREN'S BUR,EAU
vision and training.
Washington
Among patients with mental and nervous disorders, are Press Service released for Morning Papers, January 1,
many who 'are c~nfronted with difficulties of getting along
with other people, which they, unaided, cannot overcome; 1917. 19'16 was "baby year." That was settled once for
also many whose presence in the community is dangerous, all by the two thousa.nd and more communities scattered over
not alone for the community but fo:r the persons themselves. every State in the Union which observed the first nationA psychoneurotic person may be very like a normal wide baby week. Forty-sevcen of the 50 cities with more
person ~except that he is a little more self-centered, more than 100;000 population, and 700 villages and rural comsensitive, more fearful, a,nd mo1~e swayoeid by emotions. Yet, munities with less than 2,500 populat~~n had baby weeks.
The 1917 baby week bids :f!air to he an eVIen bigger, more
th)e sum of these little differences may make that person a
life long suffere:r from physical and mental pain, a burden worth while celebmting than last ye1ar's, but 1916 will keep
to himself and to the world. We think much can be done· to · the distinction of being the yea:r when each community's
reeducate them through sympathetic interest, by explanation provisiOJn for the welfare of its babies wa,s generally recogof the mental causes of their trouble, by encouraging them nized as a serious civic responsibility.·
to believe in the possibilities of cure and to act upon this
The Children's Bureau at Washington has already received numerous inquiries c~ncerning the 1917 baby week,
belief.
We think that social workers, acting under constant di- and the bureau is making the following sugges-tions:
rection of the doctor, can .aid in such reeducation, and can
Have your baby week from the 1st to the 6th of May, if
supplement his efforts to find out the cause of the bl1eak- possible. This d:ate has been agreed upon by the bureau
down. Visits to the home and to acquaintances of the pa- and the general federation of women's clubs as the time best
tient are v:aluable, in understanding environment to which adapted to the vcarying conditions of different S.tates.
he so sensitively reacts, a,nd also makes possible the veri,fiRemember the older babies. As one woman stat-ed it:
cation of the patient's statements. Patients haunted by
"It requires only twelve months for a baby to become one
phobias can be treated intelligently when it is determined by year old and no longer subject to the hazards of infant morthe doctor that their fears al'e not "real."
tality, but there are still many risks for him to encoUjnter; he
One who is ignorant of mental processes and who is lack- is still absolutely helpless, although increasingly charm~ng,
ing in sympathy and insight and almost limitless patience, and his parents are as eager to keep him well and happy,
may undo all the doctor is striving to accomplish. The steps as desirous of sound advice, as they were htst year. Open
by which men and women reach the pitiable state of attempt- out the 1917 baby week to include all children still at horne
ing to and taking the:ir lives, are the accumulative agonies of with the~r mothers."
human souls. The extent to which this morbid condition
Remember .the mothers, Well-cared for, healthy mothers
finds expl'ession is shocking indeed. Shall we not be open are necessary for the health and happiness of their babies.
to save the life that seeks its own death?
Find out what your community is doing to insure to every
The successful tTiea,tment of the mind depends largely mother skilled advice and adequate care before her baby is
upon three factorsc___,discipline, utilization of physical meas- born and during her confinement, and give the importance
ures that are known to influence constructhne metabolism, of protect~ng the mother a prominent place in the educational
and the point of view, or learning to see straight. Some work of the campaign.
one cares for each patient, and sorrows for his pain.
And one word to 'communi'ties where infantile paralysis
Our probfems are many, but I know they are surmount- has been epidemic: Mothers should be urged to leave the
able. The future is pregnant with possibilities great enough baby at home during baby week. Any feature of the camto brighten many discouraging aspects.
paign involving the bringing together of numbers of babies
H. BERE:NICE RUSSELL.
must of course be omitted, but such features are not essential
to the interest and success of a campaign. And baby week
will afford a,n 'excellent opportunity for giving information
Important Notice
as to the proper physical training of children with paralyzed
As superintendent for mothers' and teachers' problems muscles.
The Children's Bureau has a bulletin of suggestions for
we ar'e anxious to get before all the women of the church thle
material sent us by the ~Children's Bureau at Washington, baby week campaigns which may be had upon request, and
urging communities to take up the national movement for a is now pl'eparing a revis-ed edition describing the interesting
1917 baby week. The article explains itself. We urge that new features reported from the 1916 campaign.

all classes in mothers' and teachers' problems arranwe for a,
baby week in their community. District superintendents c1t~n
make a week of this k~nd so inte'l'esting to mothers that
they would be able readily to organize permanent classes for
the Women's Auxma,ry. Often it take:s something of this
kind to arouse mothers to their need for help and gives them
1Emthusiasm enougl), to effect an organizatiqn. Write to the
United S.tates Department of Labo'l', Children's Bureau,

If one will use good judgment in buying and preparing
£ood, both as to quantity and quality, one need not have leftovers to dispose of. Many cooks in an attempt to use some
trifling leftover will put with it expensive articles, such as
eggs, butter, mushrooms, dainties out of season, etc., which
make the dish not only dear, but after all not palatable.
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[==L=E=T=T~E=R=D==E=P=A=R=T=M==E=N=T=]
The Gospel Ladder
The following cut is made from a drawing by Elder 'w. D.
McKnight of 255 North M1ain Street, Wichita, Kansas. He
has had a number of them printed on post card size at this
office, and on the back of the ca:rd briefly sets out some of
the scriptural reasons for our belief in the six principles of
the gospel mentioned on the ladder. He also plans to use
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James H. Yager has just finished a series at Courtright,
Ontario. Much prejudice exists ther,e at the present time;
looking for good results in the future.
"Your Here and Ther'e column is the most sensible feature
]) ever saw anywheLre. It is newsy, to the point, and it
doesn't take lo,ng to read the items."-Nellie MaLrtin, Pe!'ry,
Iowa.
We lear1n !'rom L. G. Holloway that the Nauvoo District
has raised the nec,essary amount foil:' the purchase of an auto
and the machine has been purchased. They are already planning the advertising for their reunion at Montrose.
The proposition to purchase the Coliseum in Lamoni for a
community building was voted down at the election on the
27th. There were 439 votes cast and 4 thrown out, leaving
378 votes against the proposition, and 57 for. On the 2d
Bishop Carmichael and J. F. Garver, accompanied by Bishop
E. L. Kelley, the latter having been in Lamoni a few days
on business, went to Independence, to attend a conference of
stake officials. Heman C. 1Smith is to conclude his series of
Sunday evening sermons on the 4th with a stereopticon lecture on the coming forth of the Book of Mormon, showing
historic church scenes and: some archreological featu;res.
Everyone thinking of and planning for the General Conference.
Elder W. E. Haden concluded a series of meetings at
NeoLa, Iowa, on the 24th, resulting in the baptism of eight
men ,and bo,ys, four being heads of families. A splendid feeling was present at the confirmation and the light a,nd liberty
of the 1Spirit was enjoyed. Brother H. H. Gold in charge of
school work in Neola, preached to a good sized co,ngregation
at Underwood Sunday morning. His effort was much aippreciatled 1and enjoyoed, by all. Brethren H. N. and J. A.
Hansen were in atte~~ndance and furnished us the above items.
We are pleased to note that the Eastern Michigan District
Sunday school convention held at Flint on the 24th and 25th
voted to have ,all printed matter done at the church publishing houses when possible. A "sacrifice day" was appointed,
a,nd the funds raised thereby will be sent to the bishop or
his agent. They are going to deal drastically with the district officer who will not report quarterly. The district normal superintendent is offering priz;e,s for examinations and
graduations next year. It was the largest convention ever
held in the district.

is
this cut as one page in a six-page folder for distributio.n
among those who are investigating.
He suggests that some plan like this makes a very effective
chart and he uses one made on the back of a slated cloth
blackboard 4 by 6 feet in size, 3,Jnd by using black mimeograph ink and one and one half inch rubber type it makes
a very presentable chart. It is his belief that by using
the chart and then following it up by handing out the cards
with the explanation on it, it will be of permanent value ~n
1
explaining our beliefs.

From Here and There
The Saints of the Niagara Falls, New York, Branch are
announcing the dedication of their church on Sunday, March
18, and invite the attendance of any Saints who can come.
The church is located at the corner of Willow Avenue ailld
Seventeenth Street.

Baker-Black Debate
This debate at Dell, Arkansas, is a matter of history in
the minds of all those that heard it, and evidently will be on
the minds of honest-hearted men and women as long as they
live. I have moderated for a few debates, and heard several ·
on diffe.rent subjects, but I believe this was as good a debate
as I ever heard. The church propositions were on trial, ours
first.
·
',Elder Black did ,not abuse the church by confusing us with
the Brighamite church, but claimed that they were two
churches, and he made a plain distinction between them.
He denied the call of the ministry by revelation, saying it
was by the gosp,el. (Golossi,ans 2: 14.) He said that many
claim to be called, and yet preach different doctrines. Some
claim to be called in different ways, as for instance one ma,n
went out to pray and said, "0 Lord, if thou hast called me to
preach, give this tree a mighty shaking up," and it was so.
He 1told the congregation, but one o.f the brethren asked him
what it sounded like. He said it sounded like a woman mak-
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ing brown gravy. They gave him license to preach on his
call, and he preached for fifty-:nine years thinking he was
called of the Lord. Brother Baker said that Elder Black did
not even have so much as a brown gravy call.
:Brother A. M. Baker very beautifully presented the doctrine of the church in origin, organ~zation, f'aith, doc,trine,
and practice from a Bible standpoint. I think most of the
people who attended the debate could see that the church het
was a representative of was the church of the J3ible. There
Were many other interesting things that could be given, but
I think this is ,enough for this time.
H. V. BRAUN.
GLENN, MISSOURI.

Independence Stake
Services throughout the stake on Sunday the 25th conducted with wonted interest. Brethren H. ,o. Smith and B.
Whiting at the Second Branch, Brethren Je:nkins and Wood
at Walnut P1ark, the two brothers, Frank Shirk and Daniel
Shirk at Enoch Hill, and the North Liberty ,Saints held
Sunday school and attended the services at the ,stone Church
in the evening.
Brother Walter W. Smith was in charge at the evening
service and introduced ,as the speaker Doctor R. M. Stewart,
who has been giving his whole attention to the service of
education, being con:nec,ted with the State University of Iowa,
also was president of Graceland College for a time.
He spoke on the de,velopment of man's higher nature from
babyhood up, and quoted many texts from the Scriptures.
E:xcellC~nt attention was given, and there were numbers by
the men's chorus and Brother Turner's band of musicians.
,The main features of the joint Sunday school and Religio conventions held there on the 24th and 25th were a discourse at the morning service by Bishop Eeir on the duties
and responsibilities of parents, and the lecture ~n the afternoon on teacher training by Brother Walter W. Smith. Both
arms of the service showed stl'ength and efficiency.
Brother George N. Briggs, president of Graceland Colleg'e,
"'"as in attendance at the National Education Association in
K~nsas City. There were 2,700 members enrolled, and 3,300
educators were among the 4,000 in attend~nce:.
''Reconciliation the work of the church," the, euitorial in
last week's issue of the HERALD bears to the Saints a
message of peace. May the Spirit that illumines the page
be the Spirit we pray for, and in this time of trouble and
affliction be the "single, solitary power," upon which the
IS:aints rely, and which has thus far been their staff and stay,
be 'their safeguard and defense to the e,nd.
ABBIE A. HoRTON.

"However, l Keep Plodding"
[The following extracts fpom a personal letter express
sentiments that are typical of our people when they are imc
lbued with a yearning for advancement in all proper lines.
We are glad to note these expressio:ns of introspection, for
they will surely be productive of good. While we are not
permitted to publish it, the name of the writer of this letter
is prominent as a most energetic worker in district and
other work through which it is well known to the church.-EDITORS]
We had a delightful convention last week and the glow of
it is still with me. When one hears so much of the ideal to De
attained, it has also a depressing side. Realizing how fa;·
from the standard I am has brought a feeling of u,nrest and
dissatisfaction that I have not been able to do some one thing

well. Instead, I dab at this and that because necessity forces
me. Ghosts of youthful ambitions confront me and look
askance at the mediocrity they see. However, I keep ploddtng.
Workers in the btanch are few and need encourageme)Ut,
and that means attendance at all church and auxiliary
meetings. If I stay away it certainly isn't counted unto me
for righteousness.
I certainly ought not to unload my griecvances against fate
upQn you. The trouble is my days and nights (ah, there's
the rub) Jare Cl'owded so full that I haven't time. to do anything I want to. There are some courses offered this
winter: College English, S:panish, domestic science and one in
public speaking, but ¥,Tith four nights a week out, a steady
job on Saturday and trying to get shorthand into my brain
and fiJnger tips, "culture" has to go by the board.

MOBILE, ALABAMA, February 16, .1917.
Editm·s Herald: Acting under wh:a.t I i,nterpreted as the
promptings of the Spirit, I located my family in this city
June last. During the summer months I was in other parts
of the 'district and mission, but since Nov,ember I have made
this my objective by force of circ~mstance1s. Our veteran
labo11e:r, Brorthe!r F. P. Scarciiff being called to the beyond in
October, the work' here was without an elder to look after
church inter:ests.
The Mobile B11anch is about one yea.r old, qeing organized
last winter by Brethren R. C. Russell and F. M. Slover. We
haV1e a live :Sunday school, Religio, and Woman's Auxiliary.
W1e have purchased a lot and erected a small church building
in which we held our first service Sunday,. Ja,nuary 28. Several families ha;ve settled here from other parts of the district and now that we have a nucleus we hope to make more
effective efforts here. Some excellent people are interested
in our message, and I believe I see an "open door." Two
men should be located in this city to answer the demands of
the work.
W1e have recently become acquainted with Cha,rles Mason
who w1as an 'elder of the Brighamite church for six years.
Two years ago he learned of the Reorga)Uization and, being
honest and de,siring truth, he began an investiga.tion which
resulted in his baptism at our hands on the 8th inst. He
is satis,fied now .as to where the authority is lodged. I expect
to baptize two mo.re to-day, making in all forty I have been
privileged to baptize this conference year.
Altogether we belie;ve the work is onward. We feel the
thrill of added spiritual power incident to the especial work
of the "haste:ning time,," and hope with added strength from
time ·to time that we shall be able to keep pace with the
great forwal'd movement everywhere discernible in the church.
No doubt the S:aints will he tried, probably severely, a "time
of trouble" must come, but "joy cometh in the morning."
God speed the right,
A. E. WARR.

SHELLBROOK, SASKATCHEWAN, February 17, 1917.
EdiJto'fs He'14ald: I wollider how ma:ny S1aints are reading
the serial "Why stand ye idle?'' that is running now in the
Stepping Stones, and applying it to their own lives. It so
vividly portrays the state of mind I was in less than a year
a,go that I will draw a brief sk·etch for the benefit of those
who may see it.
I often wondered if the Lord did have 'anything to do with
the people in thes:e parts whel'e there seemed to be so much
confusion, backbiting, envying, strife and jealousy among
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the rSaints, and. outsiders so indifferent. It seemed :niy life was conducted into 'the kingdom of heaven by T. W. Smith; the
being wasted. There seemed nothing to do and I ofte!ll-thought 14th day I was ordained a priest. At Little Kennebec, Maine,
how nice it would ib:e to go to Zion or the regions round about September 3, 1869, I was ordained an 'e~der; .at Jonesport,
and liwl in a nice branch Q;f the. church where everything Maine, September 13, 1873, I was o11dained a seventy. Each
moved along harm~niously, whe11e the11e were men and w_omen ordination by Elde:r T. W. Smith. April 14, 1888, I was orof 'talent and education to carry on the work whe11e I could dained one of the presidents of seventy by Elders Ale:x:a,nder
go to church and live in a good atmosphere with my hands H. Smith and Duncan Campbell. In April, 1905, I wrth
.idly folded and enjoy it all.
'
eleven .others was put on the superannuated list, very much
Ah! how nice these dreams of ours are, but how rude the against my feeliil.gs--~n £act, I did not know that my name
awakening. I awakened from my dl'eams with a revulsion was in the pot until I heard it read to G6!neral Conference.
of feeling and began to wonder if ~n this obscure corner of Yet, I've kept up my old-time vim, trying to enlist some poor
the world the Lord did have a people if there wasn't work soul on the Lord's side. God has blessed me beyond my exhe:re to do. With such thoughts the ranimosity began to die pectation.
For the forty-eight years that I have p1:esented the claims
and i,n its ·place came better feelings and a strong desire to
stay here and show the people I could be somebody and help of the Reorganiz·ed Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day
<larry on his work. How well I have succeeded time alone Saints I have tma\"eled over a goodly portion of the United
States and Canada. I have baptized 583-I hope to meet the
wm te1l.
The desire to go to Zion is still uppmmost in my mind, major part of them safe in the fold on the other side; have
but I am c~ntent to await the proper time when all things ordained 69 to help spread the gospe~ news to others; blerssed
are accomplished and I feel He no longer needs my servicers 308 children; preached 149 funeral sermo1ns; organized 14
here. It i§l with different feelings I look upon the people here branches, administered to thousands, and I, as a living witness, testify to the blessed power of God to man, in this day
a~1d the desire is to serve and willingly do whatever is my
duty and I can truthfully say I have nothing but love for and age of the world, as much so as you read in the good old
J. 0. Foss.
Bible. I am on the Lord's side.
all, either in the church or out of it.
iHow many have read in the Ensign of Jarnuary 25, in
Brother W. W. Smith's sermon "The sea,rch for the Holy
Grail''' how a young knight started 1 out to find the Holy
PHOENIX, ARIZONA, February 20, 1917.
Grail? The first person he met was a beggar, crippled, sick
Editors Herald: Our aged sister, Mrs. Mary Dorothy re:and poor, who asked the knight to bring him a drink of water. lates the follow1ng story concerning the famous falsehood
The knight could not stop for so Il.ttle a thing as that, so about Joseph Smith attempting to walk upon the water. I
he told the beggar he would have to .ask some one else, for am reminded to send in this account by the request that a
he was in search of the Holy Grail. From one cotmtry to colleCltion of the various yarns which have been told :about
another he traveled, always searching rnever finding, until old those things be gathered for comparison of their absurdities.
and ready to die he returned home. ht his gates he met the I have been out in the Salt River Valley near Phrenix to visit
same beggar who again asked him for a cup of water. He !Sister Dorothy, and it was interesti ng to hear her relate her
had plenty of time now, so he got a cup of water and when •early experi~nces in the church, as she remembers so much
he turned the beggar had disappeared, but in his place stood of the trouble and persecution of those early days.
the Savior with a look of pity and love, and the poor k.night
rSome may be intere:sted to know that Aunt Katherine
looll!ed at what he had. in his hand, and lo! it was the Holy Salisbury's son, Alvin, married this Sister Dorothy's sister.
Gmil. "If ye do it unto the least of these, my brethren, ye Her narrative follows:
have done it unto me:." How many Saints are in search of
"Fifty-eight years ago, one David Alton, a neighbor of
the Holy Grail? You will find it at your doors if you look ours, said that when hEl was a young man he lived eighteen
for it.
Sincerely,
miles from Nauvoo, and was visitirng .friends near the town,
EFFIE J. DENTON.
when one Saturday, he and some other boys went out to
fish and hunt.
"They concluded to take a plunge in the river, and in
INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI, February 19, 1917.
swimming around they came against a bench made of slabs
Editors :Heralrlj: It has been a long time sinc'e Uncle John with legs fastened ~n the bottom of the rivelt', and that the
wrote to you. But I do enjoy reading the glorious news walk extended. quite a distance out into the river.
you bear. There is so much fighting going on nowadays,
"The boys told him what was to be done the next day
(Sunday), and that it was :adv;e:rtised that Joseph Smith
you're not read so much as you ought to be.
War is a terrible brake to our world. I served two terms was to walk on the water of the Mississippi. For fun, they
in the Civil War. I know what it means: death and destruc- took one plank out and hid it below there in the brush.
"Sunday mo,rn~ng came. A large crowd assembled on the
tion to life and property. It brings on hard times for the
poor and turns out to be a rich man's war. While in the serv- banks to see the great miracle. "Joseph walked out with his
ice I united with the Methodist Episcopal Church, but I had head up till he came to the missing plank, and down he went.
little time to bother .with 11eligion, yet I kept my promise in His friends had hard work to save him, as he could not swim."
The foregoing is ,Sister Mary Dorothy's narrative. She
mind. 'After I came out of ~the service, I commenced to
study for the ministry. The more I read from the old family is reighty-three years of age and has been a member of this
Bible that lay on the stand, the more I was convinced that church for fifty years, and sa,ys she could doubt her existence
Methodism could not take Uncle Joh!ll through the golden as easily as to doubt this latter-day work.
I will add, that ra few years ago in the State of Oklahoma,
garte. But who was right I did not know until the spring of
1869, on the Isle of Grandmanan, New Brunswick. I lis- a man told Elder D. S. Crawley, my husband, that he was
tened to but three sermons preached by Elder T. W. Smith. an eyewitne,ss of Joseph Smith trying to walk a wire fastened
He gave me to understand that I could get through the golden to posts under the water in the river just below Nauvoo.
gate only on the old Jerusalem gospel, and we read of no Joseph walked rabout halfway across the riv;er and the wire
ch~nge in order from heaven's King. March 11, 1.869, I was
brolm. I think he said that Joseph swam this time, How
1
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wonderlul, that such notorious things should happen and
1none of his friends eve,r hear of the feat till many yea,rs
·after his death.
It is no wonder that we are admonished to hold fast to the
truth, for its price is above the most precious jewels.
MRS. H. A. CRAWLEY.

CENTRALIA, WASHINGTON, February 19, 1917.
Editors Herrald: The recent articles appearing in the
HERALD called "In the beginning God," by H. A. Stebbins,
are the best and most comprehensive on tha,t subject I have
ever seen. I have often wished some one would write on these
topics who wa.s not either antagonistic or indifferent to the
Bible, but rather its able champion. Brother Stebbins seems
to be the man. This idea that there were several creative
periods was entirely hew to me, but seems to ajllswer many
puzzling questions. This explanation of the flood and the
rainbow is satisfactory and reasonable.
For one I would be pleased to see Brother Stebbins's articles
published in tract form, or better still, hav·e him write fior
publication a small book on the subject like some of our Book
of Mormon archreological works.
Yours fraternally,
1005 South Tower Avenue.
LEONARD S. RHODES.

could make me understand what their idea was. . But they
were faithful in their teachings and,. surely they will not
lose their reward.
Elder Davis pre1ached the first serm~n that I took much
interest in. It almost converted me. You Saints up here in
Marchants Grove, I think you remember my coming up to
fight with you on the Scriptures-' I thank you all for your
p:altience. It did me a lot of good.
About two or three years ago 'a thr.ee-day meeting was
held in charge of Elders Jordan and Davis, and let me say
if I ever felt the Lord had a people on earth is was right
there. Quite a. crowd was presrent and o,ne sermon was carried o,n three hours. Time passed away so fast the people
still wanted more. Meetings continued on the next morning.
This drew me nearer to the church than ever. :So it passed
along until last summer when. I finally had found what I
was seeking for, and I accepted the gospel with a willing
heart. So I can now freely sing that old song:
"Oh happy day that fixed my choice,
On thee my Savior and my God."

Neve,r befor~ did I feel that I could sing this song-it appealed to me, it belonged to some ~one else. But now I am
thankful I feel it belongs to me too, and I know the Lord has
heard 1and answered my prayers.
<May we now all as Latter Da.y Sa1nts be workers for the
Lord; if we cannot do much let us do what we can and the
Lord will surely bless us. Let us try our best to help each
SHELLBROOK, SASKATCHEWAN, February 20, 1917.
other
in this great work. · ·You know the Lord has said, "The
Editors Herald: I wish to ask for a little space in the
HERALD for a few lines, as I've been a reader of both the night cometh when no man can work," so let us do our duty
HERALD and the Ensign for the last few months a 1n d feel while it is ca.Hed to-day. Let us not say to-mor!'ow we will
thankful to say that they are the only papers that I ever en- !begin, begin to-day; tomorrow might be too late, and it will
joyed reading. The sermOi!lS in the HERALD bring me light surely he too late if we do not begin to-day.
We may not all be able to do much, but let us be willing
and joy, proving to me that the Reormanized Church of
Jesus Christ is the true church founded on the rock that can- • to do all we c~n-meet together at Sunday school when possible. Let us show we are willing; it will keep the Sunday
not fail.
Dear rSaints, haven't we something to be thankful for school in better order afid it makes us feel happy together.
tha;t we may know this gospel to be true? I've been a member Lert us do something for the Lord who has done so much
of this church only si,nce July, 1916, when I was baptized for us, who has promised us a home in heaven if we only
by E•lder Thomas J. Jordan, and since that day till this "I've would obey his commandments.
He has said, "He that cometh unto me him will I in no wise
found a friend in J.esus" whom I was seeking in the ye1ars
cast out." His promises are true. ! If we only do our duty
gone by.
I might write a few lines of my early eocperience in regard he will be with us ,an the way even unto the end of ther world.
"May we, who know the joyful soUind, still practice what
to this church. A number of years · ago I was told of a
we
know-not hearers of the word alone,, but doers of it, too."
church by the name of Latter Day Saints, and thei.r gospel. I
Le,t us step forward and fight the battle with a willing
·was told that they did not teach what was found in the Bible.
A. J. FILBY.
but had a new Bible of their own which the.y would not heart. Remember me in your prayers.
show if anyone was around who did not belong to that church,
and many other serious things. I made up my m~nd if I was
going to find out what they were teaching I had to hear them
for myself, for one man told me one thing and another another thing.
·
tS'o away I W€int for the first time up to a dwelling house Conference Minutes
out on a fa.rm where the meetings were held. No meeting
CHATHAM.-Sunday school at Kimball, Ontario, F·ebruary
was held this time but I spent the evening with those who 3 and 4. Routine bus~ness with splendid entertainment on
were there:. I can never forget this first time I came in l~aturoa~ e':'eni1ng. _T~e Woi_Uan's Auxiliar;v was organized
.conversation with this people. They wel'e so willing to show rnto a d1stnct assocmtwn, with Mrs .. Maggie Badder, presiden~. The Sunday scho.ol work in the district is progressing,
me what their teaching was, and it was told in earnest, an mcrrease, of 77 for the past year. Office:rs for Sunday
that I felt sorry for them (and no doubt they did the same school elected as follows: Superintendent, John W. Badder;
for me). But I could not agree with them; it seemed ·so ·first assistant superintendent, Richard H. Jones· second asstrange to me. They told me to pray and .ask the Lord to sistant, ?ohn Gaw.; secretary, Lena T·edfo!'d; tre'asurer, Ben
H. Hew1tt; supermtendent home dep~artment, Maggie Bad~
show me what was right. This I was willing to do and did. der; superint€1ndent cradle roll, Mayme Hewitt; superint•endI got home again, but soon went again.
ent normal department, Ben H. Hewitt; member library
·I noticed this people had something among them that I !board, George Elgie. Deil1e1gates to GeneiraJ Convention :
was not aecustomed to, and that was love-lo;v•e for each Cornel_ius Cliffo:rrd, Wilbert Wood, J. H. Tyrrell, J. H. Yager,
Francis Shaw, J. W. Badder, Sister M. Badder, W. L. Ross,
other-and I knew love was of God. I became interested iSist~r
W. L. Ross, Delma~ Hewit,t, David Snoblen, George
in the gospel but it took me three y•ears or more before they E'lg1e, L. D. Campbell, DaVId Johnston, John C. Dent, Wilber
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C. Hewitt,,. R. D. Weaver, Sister R. D. Wea.ver, William rendered Friday night. Offic.ers elected: Superintendent,
Beacom, Ben H. He:witt, Sist~r Nellie Hunter, William Lively, Ernest Bush; assistant superintendent, John Lewis; secretary•Sister William Lively, Thomas McCrae, Sister Thomas Mc- treasurer, Pearl Gintz; home department superint~ndent,
Crae. They were giv~n power to cast majority and mi- Mary Romig; cradle roll superintendent, Susie Benbow; nornority vo:te in case of divis1on. .Aidjourned to me1et at Steven- mal superintendent, Dennis Benbow; member of library
son on February 2 and 3, 1918. Lena Tedford, secretary.
board, John Topping; chorister, Charles Romig; delegates to
Convention; J. A. Becker, J. G. McColljnaughy, WilPIT'fSBURGH.-Wellsburg, West Virginia, February 24 and General
liam
Anderg.on,
Anderson, L. F. P. Curry, A. R. Man25. Offieers elected: President, J. E. Bishop; vice pres'ide'Qt, chester. Pearl Sister
Gi1ntz,
s'ecretary.
0. J. Tary; secretary, Emma Lockard; treasurer, L. D. Ullom; member library board, J. E. Bishop. Delegates to
General Gonfemnce: J. E. Bishop, Leon Burdi'ck, Alma Church Secretary
Booker, Jonn F. Martin, Lily Bishop, Emma Lockard, Ida
RAILROAD RATES· TO GENERAL CONFERENCE
T. Thomas, alternates: G. T. Griffiths, J. A. Becker, J. C.
The Burlingtqn Route~Burlington lines only-will make
M<JConnaughy. Delegates present instructed to cast full vote, a rate of two cents ·p.er mile to Lamoni, Iowa, and return,
and in case of .divisio1n a majority and minority vote. J. E. General Conference and Conventions, Lamoni, Iowa, March
Bishop was recommended as historian for this district. 31~April 21, 1917. Take notioe that the l'ate refers to inBishop's report: Receipts, $1,900.66, balance $771.66. The fol- terstate traffic, that is, from one State into another, and is
lowing bvanches reported: Wheeling 248, Pittsburgh 211, nood only from the States and stations named: Missouri:
Steulbe;nville 70, Fayett1e City 136, Fairview 91, Wellsburg 28. 1Sraint Joseph, Kansas City, 1Saint Louis; Illinois: Chicago,
Time and place of next conference left to presidency and Peoria, Quincy, East Saint Louis; Nebraska: Alliance, Oxminister in cha,rge. Emma Lockard, secretary, 622 Sickles ford, Grand Island, Lincoln, Omaha.. The State rate in Iowa
St11eet, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
· is two cents per mile. To obtain the two-crent mte in the
GALLANDS GROVE.-At Dow Gity, Iowa, February 10 and 11, th11e1e rStates named it may be necessary either to buy round
in charge of the district presidency, J. L. Butterworth, J. B. trip tickets, or to secu1:1e certificate with goi,ng ticket to enBarrett and Carl W. Winey. Branches reporting: Deloit, tit1e to return ticket at two cents. Will advise as to this
Coalville, Cherokee, Mallard, GaHands Grove and Dow City. later.
Eastern and Canadian ministers and laymen.-The Dele>Eleven elders and several priests r.eported. J. B. Barrett,
C. E. Harpe, Carl W. Winey, J. C. Crabb, J. L. Butterworth, ware, Lackawanna & W·estern Railroad, the E•rie Railroad,
James Pearsall, F. Dewey Anderson, Frederick F. Jackson, Philadelphia & Reading, Lehigh Valle~, Grand Trll!nk and
Pearl Jackson and Lillian Marks werr1e appointed delegates to connections, Baltimore a1nd Ohio, and Pennsylvania lines
•Gene11al Conference, with instructions to cast minority and will make a clergy rate of one half fiare between New York
majority vote in case of division. 'Summary report of C. E. and Chicago, or $9.55 one way, $19.10 round trip, also a
Ande1rson, bishop's agent: On ha,nd October 12, $212.56, re- proportionat1e rate from Philadelphia and other eastern po1nts.
ceipts $3,554.97, on hand February 10, $H5.80. The reunion Present credentials on application. L1ay delegates will pay
committ.ee are favorably impressed with present prospects regular fare, excrept that parties of ten or more may secure
and urg1e all to continue to work for a big district reunion, reduction each way. The half fare to ministers is good on
time· and locatio,n not yet decided upon. Adjourned to meet at the lines 1named from all points e1ast of Buffalo and PittsCherokee, date left to missionary in charge, district president burgh, except with some local reguiations on the Philadelphia
and president of the Cherokee Branch. -, Wa,ve Gross, secre~ & Reading, to be learned on inquiry. Those preferring may
secure the clergy ra,te to Saint· Louis. No ministerial rate
tary, Dow City, Iowa.
wiest of Chicago.
CLINTON.-At Nevada, Missouri, February 17, 19H, at 9.45
All coming from New England should consult Brother
a. m. W. rS. Macrae and Merle Quick chosen to preside, with ·M. C. Fisher, 7 Miner Street, Winter Hill, Boston, Massa,
John Davis and A. C. Silvers assisting. •Secretary chosen chusetts; from New York and contiguous territory consult
chairman of press committee with power to choose assistantg.. Brother W. L. Christy, 1312 Park Place, Brooklyn, NeiW
Reports from all officers, includ~ng that of the bishop's agent, York; from Philadelphia and vicinity, J. A. Koehier, 112
we11e read. Statistical 11eports: from 9 branches, reports from West Ontario !Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; from Cleve1 high priest, 2 seVJenties, 7 elders, 2 priests, 1 deacon. Dele- land, Ohio, and adjacent territory, including Canada, and
gates to General Co.nference: A C. rSliv.ers, John Davis, R. T. that portion of the Middle West,.J. A. Beckler, Route 2, WilWalters, T. C. Kelley, W. 8. Mracrae, Lee Quick, Emma Keck, loughby, Ohio; those from Chicago and adjacent territory
J. A. Marsteller, A. I. Rohe1rts, Sistrerr A. I. Roberts, L. A. consult David E. Dowker, 6549 South Lincoln Street, Chicago.
Lyon, Carrie N afus; alterna,tes: Mable Braden, Ha:liel Noyes,
It ought to be possible to gather large parties at the points
W. A. Lovell, Fern Reynolds. Presid~nt and secretary au- 1named; Canadian Saints are asked to cooperate in their own
thorized to grant lretters from Wheatland Branch to those territory in arranging p1arties and with the brethren named.
requesting letter. A difficult case pending in the district was Special train, car, chair car, tourist sleeper, Pullman, and
referred to the high council with W. S. M:acrae to represent other service, with checking of bagmage through to destinathe district. Auxiliary work in charge of Mina Kearne~. tiqn, and other advantages may be secured by a.cting through
Bishop B. R. McGuire w:as present and preached. Ad- those named, who are in touch with various lines. It is imj·ourned to meert at Coal Hill Branch, June 2 and 3. Zora possible to gather people together from this distant point.
Lowe, secretary; W. S. Macrae, president.
By act~ng with the brethren named and by traveling together
we obtain grea,ter benefits and incl'easing recognition.
Convention Minutes
Brother D. E. Dowker, Chicago, will take charge of a
WESTERN COLORADO.-S'undlay school, at Durango, Febru- party that is expected to leave Chicago on Sunday, April 1,
ary 16. Officers elected: M. L. Schmid, superintendent; John on train No. 5 at 6.15 p. m., Burlington Route. Said train
F. Scammel, 'assistant sup,erintende,nt; Minnie Akers, secre- will make stops on notice. Should enough he secured to
tary; H. L. Thorp, troasurer; gvanelia Farley, member of ch:arter a special train the leaving time may be changed to
libm.ry commission; David S. Boyd, home .department su- about 9.30 p. m. For twe1nty people standard Pullman will
perintendent. Delega,tes to General Convention: Benjamin be provided, lower berth $2.50, upper $2.00; tourist sleeper
Bunten; Amos T. Higdon, J. F. Petre. Voted to send five for same number, lower $1.25, upper $1.00; for fifty people
dollars to apply on church debt. Meet in August at Bay- special chair car; forty, day coach for party; for one hundred, special train. He suggests that those in charge of
field. M1nnie Akers, secretary.
from the east consult him and arrange to have their
KIRTLAND.-Religio, at Clev•eland, Ohio, February 16. !In- parties
special cars attached to this Burlington train; that those
stitute work, intermingled with routine business. Program who
to repurchase tickets at Chica.gu, in case of derlay,
Friday night. Officers elected; President, Louis Gintz; vice makenered
up their joint fares and have one buy at Chicago for
president, Alma Curry; secretary-treasul'eT, Pearl Gintz; the party.
travelers, consult the brethren at
home department superint·endent, Robert Smith; temperance points ,named;Individual
those in charge of parties from the east will
superintendent, J. C. McNeil; chorister, Chades Romig; dele- advise with B11other
Dowker.
·
gates to General Convention: J. A. Becker, J. C. McConIn figuring connections a,t Chicago 1and at Chariton, Iowa,
naughy, William Anderson, Sister ~nderson, L. F. P. Curry, bea.r
in mind that trains No. 111 and No. 112 running between
A. R. Manchester. Pearl Gintz, HecTietary.
Chariton and Kansas City will run direct to Lamo1ni from
KIRTLANn ....-Sunday school, Clevel!and, Ohio, February 16. Monday, April 2 to, and including, Satu11day, April 7; also
Institute work, intermingled with routine business. Program that said trains will run to Lamoni on days to be designated
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on closing conf,e,renoo days. Sunday and other regular trains
to Lamoni will be provided with extra car service.
Pacific coast rates.-Regular rates may ,not be proclaimed
in time fo,r this mee,ting. However, the regular nine-months'
excursion rates approximating two cents per mile in each
direction are in effect from Padfic coast common points to
Kansas City, Saint Joseph, Omaha, and •other easte.rn gateways. These nine-months' excursion tick,ets are sold 01nly
from the 1States of California, Nevada, Oregon, Washington,
and the Province of British Columbia.
R. S. SC<\LYARDS, Church Secretary.
LAMONI, IOWA, March 3, 1917.

Woman's Auxiliary
The proposed constitution and by-l,aws for the gover:nment
of the general organization of the Woman's Auxiliary of the
R·eorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints.
Article 1, name.-The name of the organization shall be,
·"The Woman's. Auxilia.ry of the Reorganized Church of Latter Day Saints."
Article 2, object.-Its obj,ect shall be to study the welfare
of the home, child, community, school, and church; to encourage the organization of women into dasses, etc., that
they may better prepare themselves to cooperate in all work
tending toward the building up of Zion.
Article 3, membership.-~ny club, circle, class, etc., organized with the above object in vi•ew, or any woman so in1

This advertising talk by the manage1· of the Board of Publication is one of a se1>i,es appea'Ying simultaneously in the
SAINTS' HERALD and "Zion's Ensign," written with the hope of
1·eaching as 1nany as possible of the church membership.
This is the first of eight "ta.lks" that will appear.

THE CHILDREN OF THIS GENERATION
Surely the members of this church should be as wise
as the "children of this generation." We quote fr'om
the catalogue of one of the large church publishing
houses of the United 1States:

BUY FROM YOUR. OWN HOUSE
This catalogue will come into many hands. . . . Most of
these will be - - - hands, hence the above captio,n. Our
business is not conducted for personal profit. We have two
great aims: First, to make the best possible Sunday school
helps and lesson periodicals; and second, to be able to transfer to the misswnary department of the - - - Publication
!Society a large donation of net profits each year. Thus,
1every purchase you make becomes a fe,eder to the great
- - - enterprise.

The Boarrl of Publication of this church offers the
Saints a splendid opportunity to engage in fraternal
cooperation. The publishing houses of the church are:
The Herald Publishing House, Lamoni, Iowa; the Ensign Publishing House, Independence, Missouri; and
the Standard Publishing House, Rozelle, Sydney, New
South Wales, Australia. At aU of these places the
church books and supplies may be han. Not only in
supplying these things are we seeking to serve the
church, but we suggest in the series of advertising talks
to follow this one, some of the ways in which the puolishing inte,rests of the church may serve the church.
With the organization and equipment available, we
are in & position to greatly extend our work, with intelligent woperation, which should be profitable to the
entire church,
THE BOARD OF PUBLICATION
A. Carmichael, Manage,r

t,erested, may become members by paying the sum hereinafter
pro:vided.
· Article 4, organization.-·The officers of this or~anization
shall be: President, vice president, secretary, tDeasur,er, and
historian, to be elected! annually at a meeting of this association at such time ,and place a,s shall be decided upon. The
ma,nner of election shall be dete,rmined by vote of the general assembly.
In case of death or resignation the vacancy shall be filled
by appointment agreed upon by a majority of the executive
connni ttee.
:Article 5, finance.-There shall be an annual assessment
of ten cents per member, due and payable to the general
t11easurer at 'the first of each year.
Article 6, amendm€jnts.__;The constitution may be amended
by two thi11ds vote at any ~eneral convention, provided
that not less than three months' notice of the propos,ed
changes shall have beffil published in the p11ess columns of the
association.
·
BY-LAWS o·F GENERAL ASSOCIATION

Section J, Bureaus and superviso1·s.-In order to carry out
the object of this association, the following bur'e'aus shall be
established': Educational, home and child welfare, r•elief and
service, a,nd young woman's. Supervisors shall be appointed
by the pre,sident after consulting with the other members
of the executive committee, and such general church officers as
are interested in the particular phase of work under consideration.
Section 2, District and stake organizers.-The president
shall appoint a distrlict or stake organizer to take charge of
the wo.rk in each orgal!lized district or stake within the church,
such appointment to be made after consulting with the other
members of the executive committee, and the missionary in
·charge of the district or stake in question.
Se'ction 3, duties of otficers.-The. p.11esident, in addition to
the duties generally pertaining to this office, shall have gen1eral supervision over ,all bureaus. She shall send such report
to the First Presidency of the church 1as sha;ll he required.
The vice president shall be the associate of the president
in her work, and shall in the absence of the preside;nt, perform the duties of that office.
The secretary shall keep the minutes of the general meetings, and of any action taken by the 'executive committee.
She shall k,eep a directory of all clubs, classes, circles, .etc.,
with their officers, which 1are affiliated with the general association, sending out such notices as shall be required by the
general officers.
The treasurer shall collect all dues atnnually, notifying districts or stakes the first of Deoe:mber of each yetar, and if nQt
collected! by February 1, another notice shall be sent; if payment is delayed, she shall report to the executive-committee.
!She· shall be custodian of all funds, which shall be payed out
only upon warrants signed by the president and countersigned
by the secretary. She shall keep an itemized account of all
receipts and expenditures, a,nd present a report at stwterd
meetings, and make a written report at g,ene:ral convention
after her reports have been audirted.
The Historian shall keep an interest~ng history of all activiities of the general association, which history shall be the
permanent record of the association. She shall require from
the generral officers, supervisors, and organizers such reports
as shall be neC'essary to make her history complete.
''rhe executive committee shall consist of the geneml eiective officers., and supervdsors of bureaus. In addition to the
matters as are usually presided over by such :a committee, it
shall appoint the1 ~editor in chief of the press columns of the
association and the Year Book committee. It shall COiiJ.Sider
the general outljnes of programs for reunions, conventions,
institutes, 'etc., making such suggestioills to the district organizers as they deem wise.
Secti,on 4, duties of appointive otficers.-The supervisors
shall have charge of the work of their bureaus, keeping
vitally in touch with such phases of woman's work as will
be of particular value to her buDeau. She shall make a general outline of her plans for the year's work andi submit same
to the president, and through her, such general church officers
as are interested in that particular phase of the wo·rk. She
shall sugge!st ways of working to the organizers who have
been appointed over eaeh chureh district or stake, and
through each organizer, reach ·eaeh club, society., etc., interested in her phase of woman's work.
The organizers shall have g€Jneral charge over all phases
of auxiliary work in such districts or stakces over which
1
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they ar:e appoi11ted, keeping a directory of each club, etc., with
their officers, within the district or stake, and presenting to
them such outlines of work as shall be sent her by the supervisors of bureaus as are adapted to the locality in which
:the classes or clubs are found. She shall encour:age the organization of women for the purposes outlii!led in Article 2,
and render assistance i1n such organizations when called
upon. ~She shall have power to choose a program committee,
of which she shall be chairman, to prepare programs for
woman's meetings to be he1ld at reunions, conventions, etc.,
within he:r district. She shall send to each club, circle, etc.,
within her district or stake, such notices· as come to her from
the general o:fficers, and collect from each club, circle, etc.,
the dues provided for in Article 5, submitting same to general treasurer. She shall keep a history of her work a,nd
the work of clubs, circles, etc., within her district, and should
report to general historian such matters as are called for by
them. :She shall send to the editor in chief all items of interest for publication. She shall keep in touch with the missiona:ry in charge of her particular field, that a closer coope:mtion between the auxiliary and the church may be
fostered.
The edito1· in chi.ef shall edit and arrange all matters for
publiC'ation in co1nnec1tion with the press column of the general association, and through the medium of the press extend systematically a knowledge of its aim and activities.
Section 5, records.-The officers, superviwrs, and organizers shall keep records of the work of their departments,
which shall be given to the historian, who shall incorporate
them in the geneml history of the association.
Section 6, Yeaer Book.-'-The Year Book.shall b€1 a guidebook
:£or clubs, circles, classes, or societies. It shall contain the
aims, purposes, and reasons for the work; :a general review
of the activity and work accomplished; suggestions for future work; a list of books, literature, prices, and where they
may be purchased; the qualifications of those composing committees, etc.
Section 7, Year Book committee.-The executive committee
shall appoint the Year Book committee. This committee
shall consist of three members, of which the president shall
be chairman, one member to be appointed each year. This
committee- shall confer with the president of the church
and he1ads of departments and institutions of the church who
foster such lines of work as outlined in the ge:neral by-laws,
and with the e!Xecutive committee of the Woman's Auxiliary.
Section 8, representation.-All women who are interested
in woman's work, are entitled to voice and vote in the g'ener~l
convention.
Section 9, amenclments.-The by-laws may be amended at
any annual meeting of the general association without previous majority vote.

Section ,10, suggestions for organization of local clubs,
classes, et!c.-Any group of women meeting together for
social betterment purposes of any character, may belong to
this association, by adopting Articles 2 and 7. They are them
entitled! to vote and voice in any district or stake or gene,ral
assembly on all ques1tions being considered.
It is thelir privilege to elect whatever o:fficers the:y fi:nd advisable, choose their own line of work, pass such by-laws as
meet the local conditions. It is their privilege to receive suggestions from the district or stake organizer, and the supervisors of the various phases of the work covered in the general constitution.
In places where there are two or more clubs, circles, etc.,
they may meet together and organize a council of women,
to bette:r conse:rve the object of the association, so that there
may be no wasted energy due to overlapping of activities;
and phila:nthropic work ma.y be better directed, etc., and the
needs of the community as a whole considered.
Each club, society, etc., meeting toge1ther for the sake of
study, should have a leader whose duty it should be to direct
the study of the class, 'e:ither conducting the work of the
class herself or appointing a teacher; to solicit members for
the class, and try to ar'ouse intere18t in the subject being
studied. These leaders should k'eep in touch with the supervisors of the bureau under which her class is enrolled, re~
Beiving advice and council whenever necessary.

Married
IROTH-HARGER.-On the evening of March 1, Elder J. S.
Roth was united in marriage to :Sister Mary Harger of Lamoni. Elder J. F. GarvN performed the ceremony. Brother
and Sister Roth will reside in Lamoni a;nd have the best
wishes of a host of admiring friends.
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Conference Notices
Far West, Missouri, with First :Saint Joseph Bra,nch,
March 10, 10. a. m. in the S:aints' chapel, corner of Faraon
and Seventeenth Street. Warm welcome extendBd to visiting
Saints. Charles P. Faul, secretary, Stewartsville, Missouri.

Two-Day Meetings
Pittsburgh District, Lock 4, Pennsylvania, March 24 and
25. Samuel Winship and John Edwards. Wheeling, West
Virginia, April 28 and 2,9, William Richards and A. H. D.
Edwards; l!'ayette City, Pennsylvania, May 26, and 27, J. A.
Jaques and Samuel Gaskil. James E. Bishop, district president.
··

Orchestra Work at Coming General Conference
The orchestral devartment of the general choir movement
desires to have S'ome orchestral work at the coming annual
confel'ence. All who pla,y upon orche:str1al instruments with
a fair degl'ee of skill are therefor~e urged to atte:nd this conference~, if possible, bringing their instruments and prepared
to serV1e on the conference, when same is formed.
All brass or wind instruments must be of international,
or low, pitch. Should a gr,eater number of brass or wind
instrume,nts pres1ent themselves, in excess of the number required to proportion with the strings, it may be found pr:acticable to use them in some conf,erence band, or other work.
The L:amoni orchestra, under the leadership of Brother
Joseph Anthony, will doubtliess form the nucleus of the proposed confel'ence orchestra, and visiting players will sit with
them on the occasions whelll the work of the combi,ned orchestra is being pr:esent~ed.
The undersigned is desirous of having those who expect
to he present write him, stating instrume:nt played. As the
possibilitie1s of this orchestra is not yet known, it is not definit,ely decided regarding the selections to be used. Visiting
players will be a.ccommodated with the various parts after arrival. These sellections will be of such easily mastered by the
combined orchestra in its rehearsals.
ARTHUR H. ·MILLS,

General Director·, Orchestral Depar't1nent, GeneYal ChoiY
Movement.
INDEPENDENCE, Mo., 1514 West 'Short St.
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Food Specialist

DOCTRINE AND COVENANTS.-A book of
the revelations given for the guidance of
the church. One of the three standard
books of t:Qe church which no member
can afford to disregard. In four bindings: No. 21, cloth, 65c; No. 22, full
leather $1; No. 23, imitation morocco,
gilt edges, $2.05; No. 24, morocco, gilt
edges, flexible ------------------------------------$3.25

For General Study
THE TRUTH DEFENDED.-In this answer to Davis H. , Bays' "Doctrines
and Dogmas of Mormonism," Heman C.
Smith provides the reader with something more than intellectual entertainment-he not only excites but inspires
the faculties. "The Truth" is so "defended" thaf the impartial critic is
roused to unavoidable participation in
the discussion greatly to his enlightenment. No. 304, paper, 50c; No. 305,
cloth ------------------------------------------------------$ .75
TRUE SUCCESSION IN CHURCH PRESlDENCY.-The church historian, Heman C.
Smith, took full advantage of the splendid opportunity his special calling afforded him for obtaining material with
which to answer Brigham H. Roberts,
the Utah champion of Br.ighamism; and
this answer is not only convincing, but
complete.
It deposes Young forever
from the high position he assumed. No.
306, paper, 50c; No. 307, cloth --------$ .75
VISIONS OF JOSEPH SMITH THE SEER.A businesslike little work, scientifically
written, showing forth the truth of the
Book of Mormon and establishing the
divinity of Joseph Smith's mission. Contains pointed and signi,ficant statements
of Doctor Lederer, converted Jew, and
others bearing upon the question, No.
311, paper --------------------------------------------$ .15
WHAT IS MAN?--J. R. Lambert at his
best. This is saying a good deal. Brother
Lambert knows where to go for evidence
and how to clinch it when he, gets it.
This book forever disproves the dogmas
of soul sleeping and kindred illusions.
A powerful work. No. 316 cloth.... $ .75

Dr. Klar's Good Health Flour cures
constip1ation---,e1nds
stomach
trouble.
Stronger than meat, better and cheaper
to eat. The life taken from the Mini!lesota
No. 1 spri-ng wheat. Tastes good, makes
you feel good. True !o name. SJ?ecial
inducements to the Smnts. Free hterature. Thousands of testimonials from
Doctors, hospitals, sanitariums, lawyers,
elders, and students. The Porridge, Pan
Book of Mormon
Cakes, Muffins, Do-nuts, Cookies, and
BOOK OF MoRMON.-We sell this book
Bread will help a1ny Saint to live the
Word of Wisdom. Dr. A. B. Klar, Food in various bindings, listed in our price
Specialist, Canal Dover, 0.
list. The most popular editions are, No.
11, cloth, 90c; No. 12, full leather $1.30
BRADEN- KELLEY
DEBATE.--Probably
the most exhaustive and most exciting
THE HAPPIEST CHRISTMAS AND THE
debate ever held in the Reorganization. S'ILVER THIMBLES.-Two excellent child
Both sides of the controversy are given
in full, the manuscripts being signed by stories by Callie B. Stebbins, who has
both participants. The Christian Church had an extraordinarily wide experience
claims its representative, the late Clark with children. One of the birth-offering
Braden, defeated Bishop E. L. Kelley in
this discussion--but we are doing the -ser1es. No. 364, cloth ------------------------$.40
selling. The attacks upon us in this volBOOK OF MORMON TALKS. H. 0. S'mitili,
ume are so numerous and characteristic "Orion," understands the minds of boys
every preacher and would-be preacher of
ours should acquaint himself with them. and girls. In this interesting book he
The book is a mental and spiritual stim- has told the whole Book of Mormon
ulant. No. 152, cloth --------------------------$2.00 story, briefly and simply, around the
family circle; making the father of two
APOSTASY OF THE CHURCH.--A charac- inquisiti've, thoughtful boys and girls
teristic sermon booklet by J. W. Wight,
"showing both the former and latter- the chief conversationalist. There is a
day apostasy." Goes straight to the delightful simplicity about these talks,
point and accomplishes its purpose. No. and a homeliness that will perpetuate
E141, paper ------------------------------------------$.05 their popularity among Latter Day
Saints. No. 365, cloth ________________________ 60c
THE INDIAN MAIDEN. (Object lessons
on Temperance.) By Frances. Unique~=================~=================
as a story and as a temperance propaganda. Indian life, the old story, and
the evils of civilization, furnish the author with material of which she take~
full advantage.
Quaintly appealing;
anti-barbaric and anti-alcoholic.
No.
363, cloth ---------------------~------------------·------- fiOc

GET

DIVINITY OF THE BOOK OF MORMON
PROVEN BY ARCHlEOLOGY.--Student, here
is a mass of startling data for your consideration. Nothing "sentimental" about
this work. It adheres to reality, and yet
it is full of the romance which clusters
about the ruins of a depar.ted civilization.
Louise Palfrey Sheldon accomplished a
notable work in writing this book. It is
a bulwark against the guesswork of un.informed antagonists to Latter Day
Saintism. No. 176, cloth --------------------$.60
Tonsils and Adenoids completely removed.

Dr. Joseph Mather, Specialist
in diseases of the eye, ear, nose, and
throat.
Elders and family on ministerial allowance, work done free of charge.
Ga taracts removed.
Work done in Independence Sanitarium, Independence, Missouri.
THE GOSPEL STORY AND FOOTSTEPS OF
JEsus. By Frances. Charming child
stories, of the birth-offering series.
Adapted to the baby mind. Tales of
truth that will register and remain. No.
366, cloth ------------------------------------------------60c

THIS

Pack your grip, tell the folks good-by, go down to the depot, buy
a ticket for California-that great Out-o'-doors land, which rests the
weary and refreshes the weak-via the Burlington Route (the moving picture way through scenic Colorado and Salt Lake in daylight).
Climb aboard, lean back, relax and watch America roll past your window.
Getting away from the cold, bad weather, business and household
responsibilities, care and worry, and out into the glorious sunshine and
semitropical atmosphere of California where you can rest, change and
rejuvenate, will do you a world of good.
You'll be surprised when you compare the cost with the cost of
remaining at home. Think what this will mean to .you, when you,
remember that a life which isn't pleasantly spent isn't well spent.
Before completing your plans let me explain how you may join
a Burlington Personally Conducted Excursion (cOISts no more-just a
part of Burlington Service) and send you a folder telling all about
the trip-worth reading even if you don't go.
L. F.

SILT~,

Ticket Agent.
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Entered as secondNGlass matter at La~oni. Iowa, post ~ffice
04
If ye continue in my word, then are ye my d.iscip.les
indeed; and ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall
make you free."-John 8: 31.32.

"'There shaU not any man among you have save jt
be on.e wife; and concubines he ·shaH have none."Book of Mormon, Jacob 2: 36.

Holy
Scriptures

Book of
Mormon

Vplume 64

Doctrine
and Covenants

Number 11

Lamoni, Iowa, March 14, 1917
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SHALL I OFFER MY SERVICES?
Probably most young men of the church ask themselves this question at one time or another. It is a
matter that requires deep and prayerful consideration.
·
In this issue we publish an interesting article,
which was originally sent in as a letter last fall,
from a man who entered the missionary field last
conference. He relates his experiences for the first
few months in a very intevesting way.
In a week the Quorum of the Twelve will meet. It
is a time for decision. The church needs more missionaries in practically every field to meet the calls
we are receiving for service. Our experience and
observation this past year has made us feel keenly
the needs of the missionary department of work.
The problem ai'ld sacrifices of those who are going
forth, striving to fulfill thjs need and by personal denial to carry this gospel of the kingdom to the honest
in heart must appeal to all of us.
Boston is but the· oenter of a number of cities,
each of which would be considered a metropolis in
the West. There are several cities, within a few
miles of that city, with a population of around a hundred thousand, and within fifty miles there are three
cities decidedly over that figure. In one of these
cities there is already a mission open, but it needs an
active man on the ground. In another large city
readily reached from Boston, there was an urgent
call, whi.ch it was not possible to fill. There are in
fact many places throughout New England where a
missionary could be used to great advantage, and
some in which there is a real need.
In New York and Brooklyn Elder Ward L. Christy
would like twelve young men to work under his direction.
Saint Louis had no missionary the past year. A
sister from the great Northwest writes that they
have not heard a sermon since August last, and do
not know when they will have another opportunity.

But why multiply instances? The harvest is ripe
and the laborers few.
Also there is a growing need for presiding officers,
experienced men to take care of the branches already
organized and the present membership, and more
men to take care of the honest in heart who shall be
brought into the kingdom.
Experienced men are needed both for the mission
field and for pastoral work; but experience must first
be gained. Hence the call is for young men, especially for those who can go out self-supporting or
with a minimum expense to the church. And there is
a present need for the services of those young men,
as well as a need for mo:re experienced men. All are
needed.
For those men who are not free to devote all their
time to the ministry and preach, men who are engaged in the affairs of business and who are assisting
greatly in that way; especially those who have been
called to the priesthood and placed in charge of local
work, they, too, have a great work to do. To them
we would say: Examine yourselves. ·Are you doing
what lies in your power to fulfill your office and calling, that there may be a place prepared and a people
prepared to welcome the honest in heart when they
are brought into the kingdom, to· feed them with
the pure milk of the word, then the meat, that they
may grow towards the stature of a man in Christ
Jesus?
There is plenty of work for all to do. The fact
that there are one or two missionaries near you, does
not mean that you should take a vacation. There
must be an earnest, consecrated and concentrated
effort all along the line.
The work may not always'be pleasant, for you are
called to minister and be the servant of all. The
ministry is not a bed of roses, but on the other hand,
there is a sustaining power of the Spirit of God to . ·
give us the peace that passes all understanding and
make the hard places easy.
"Shall I offer my services?" That depends upon
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the call of God and the ordination to an office in the
priesthood. This should precede. Also there should
be a personal call to the man; or if he is married, it
should be a matter of family conference, as her sacrifice will often be as great or greater than his. It is
not a work to be conveniently selected. It can only
be based upon a divine call.
But some young men have been called to office, and
know that they are called, yet they try to put it off
or avoid it. Like Jonah, they go astray, trying to
evade the divine call, and some of them· find themselves, in the end, in as bad a fix as him, in a moral
and spiritual way.
WHAT SHALL I OFFER?

We have heard of young men who when asked to
take up a course of serious reading have demurred;
when the matter was pressed to find out their particular interest, they still demurred. Finally they
expressed the thought "I don't think I need take up
any of that study, because you see I expect to become
an elder," evidently meaning by this a missionary.
Such an idea is evidently a mistake. If we· understand the word of God aright, the Bible, we are not
justified, neither in baptism nor in preparation, in
leaving it all to the Master to perform. Efficient
service requires careful and prayerful study on our
part. Doctrine and Covenants 85 : 21 specifically
designates that this study is so we may be prepared
to fulfill our mission and calling.
After a man has made the utmost possible preparation within his power, even if he has secured all
the degrees that the universities of this world can
give him, before the great problems confronting us,
he will still feel his weakness and need of divine help.
To stand as the representative of our heavenly
Father, to minister in the sacred desk and in the
home of the people, is not a light thing.
Still by education we do not mean of necessity
attendance at any particular university, or in fact
attendance at any college or university. Education
means literally to lead out; it means to develop our
natural capacity as a man, so that we may offer the
best that we have. Personally we do not think that
any one method applies to all. We should individually make what preparation we can, and then rest
assured that our effort in righteousness will be respected both by God and by God-fearing men.
Polish is well, vocabulary is a good thing to possess, training in public address is excellent, but the
great question is, Have you a message to deliver? If
you have, then you will feel courage, power and also
the need of presenting that message in a way to be
acceptable, to achieve results, to win others to that,
which is to you the way of righteousness and of
truth.
But after all our preparation, there still rests that

deep necessity of humble prayer for divine inspiration and direction. After we have done our best,
still must we seek the sacred throne for that power
which comes from above. And it is this that makes
it possible to endure the slights, the trials and the
sacrifices of missionary life. Because with that experience there comes such peace that n~ other course
is possible, but to obey the divine call and with our
might thrust in our sickles and reap. Or in other
words, seek how we may serve and save others-the
spirit of the missionary-to help others· to better
things.
To-day is the accepted time. To-day the question
confronts you, young men of the church. To-day
should you retire to your secret closets with earnest
petition for divine guidance, that you may answer
aright this question, Shall I offer my services now?
S. A. BURGESS.

THE FACTS ABOUT BROTHER ELBERT
Occasionally there appear indications that in some
quarters there is grave concern as to the condition
of Brother Elbert. His illness seems to have given
rise to many rumors, some of which are calculated
to arouse the anxiety mentioned.
We appreciate the deep sympathy and interest of
the Saints exercised in his behalf, but feel that some
positive statements are. needed to set at rest these
ungrounded rumors.
We have made a most careful investigation of the
facts, have gathered the expressions of the physicians concerned, and there does not appear to be one
iota of evidence that Brother Elbert has at any time
suffered from anything else than a serious physical
and nervous strain.
There is absolutely nothing about his condition
but what should be corrected loy a reasonable rest
and freedom from responsibility. This we havepresented several times. We look confidently, hopefully and certainly for his early restoration to health,
provided he is not overburdened with letters and
communications that disturb him. If this should
occur the effect would naturally he to delay somewhat his recovery, but not to prevent it. This latter
we think is provided agaiust.
This statement is made with the concurrence and
approval of·President Frederick M. Smith, and we
trust it will have the effect, throughout the church
and elsewhere, of settling once for all these mysterious rumors, suspicions. and surmises by a clear statement of the facts and the truth of the case. The
trouble has never been anything more than the results of overwork, which means a. nervous strain.
The further facts are as set forth in the letter of
T. W. Williams, that Brother Elbert is making
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steady improvement and is showing a return to
health. The latest word is under date of March 2
from Sister E. A. Smith, and reports that Brother
Elbert is gaining decidedly in strength and is feeling
much more comfortable and encouraged. While this
is expected, yet it is a just cause for thanksgiving.
S. A. BURGESS.
NOTICE TO SECRET ARIES---AND OTHERS

The editors of the HERALD request that all those
who keep quorum or other records of meetings during the coming sessions of the General Conference
will plan to give us a copy of all reports to conference and other matter that might be used in reporting for the DAILY HERALD and the regular issues.
We are sure all the organizations, including the
Woman's Auxiliary, choir, orchestra, etc., will be
glad to have their activities reported and we are
sure our readers will appreciate it.
To make it more convenient, we will furnish the
paper and carbon paper when requested, so we may
get a copy of each official report submitted to the
conventions. or conference. Get in touch with the
HERALD Editors early and let us all work together.
The church wants to know what is going on, and
your help will be appreciated.
HERALD EDITORS.
BISHOP EVANS IS COMING

243

wife's family, returned last Friday. Sister McGuire
remains in the East, but the pressure of work in
the Bishop's office required the return of Bishop
.McGuire at the earliest possible moment. John A.
McGuire, a brother of the Bishop, returned with him.
He is a business man and farmer and is president
of the board of education.
Merchant Ships Will Be Armed
Pl'esident Wilson has given the Navy Department
orders to arm American merchant ships and will
ask Congress in its extra session to begin April 16
to vote the necessary hundred million dollars to provide for this. It is expected that ships so armed
will fir,e upon any submarine that appears and in
turn will expect to be sunk without warning. Government officrals believe that this step will lead to
war conditions at least, if not an open declaration.
British Take Bagdad
Following the surrender by the Turks of Kut-etAmara the British expedition pressed northward and
have captured this famous city of Mesopotamia.
Details are lacking at this wrriting as to amount of
material taken. Ramadan, two hundred and forty
miles to the northwest, has been captured by the
Russians. Bad weather has prevented important
operations in other war theaters. A British transport was sunk in a collision and six hundred and
twenty-five persons lost their lives.
'

Those who expect to attend General Conference · Gain in Christmas Offering
will be pleased to learn that Bishop R. C. Evans
The total reported for printing in the Blue. Stepof Canada will be present, and will speak each night ping Stones is $12,997.02. This is a gain of $2,at the Coliseum.
092.78 over last year, the total then being $10,904.24.
'!Bishop Evans will close his services at the Majes- 'The previous report was $10,072.78, and the year
tic Theater, in Toronto, Canada, just in time to meet before that it was $9,060.55. This is a very gratifyhis appointment hel'e. For thirteen years he has ing increase and we are confident that the total next
successfully held forth each winter in this and other year will be far beyond all these added together.
large theaters in Toronto. He is a speaker of With forty-five thousand people all working to raise
unusual effectiveness. Under these circumstances the sum of two dollars each, we are sure the result
few men can equal him; but he has the advantage will be surprising.
of presenting the gospel of the Lord Jesus Christ as
restored in these latter days.
Report from Germany
Those who heard. him two years ago will be glad
Brother Alexander Kippe reports to the church
to renew their acquaintance and will remember with recorder that there has been a total increase of mempleasure the very successful efforl made at that time. bership in Germany by baptism of about twenty
Those who have not heard him for several years will persons. Others have been 1~eported as ready for
be pleased \Vith the opportunity to renew his ac- baptism but were not reached on account of the disS. A. BURGESS.
quaintance.
organized condition of the ministerial work. Nearly
all the brethren are at the front, and at the time of
reporting about five of them had been killed. At
NOTES AND COMMENTS
the time of writing, Brother Kippe was working
Bishop McGuire is Back
for eighty cents a day, which he says is hardly
By wireless we are informed that Bishop McGuire, enough to defray expenses on account of the dearth
who was unexpectedly called east by a death in his of provisions and necessities of life.
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"Te Orometua"
We are sure the Saints throughout the Society
Islands Mission must be pleased with the November, December number, a copy of which recently reached
us. Brother Clyde F. Ellis is the "imprimeur," or
editor printer and it is a very presentable little
paper, all in Tahitian. Brother Hubert Case tells
us something of its contents in a letter in this number. Under the picture of our president we read:
"Teperetiteni ra o Ferederika M. Semita," for President Frederick M. Smith. Brother McGuire is
designated as "Te Episekopo Rahi ra o Beniamina
R. McGuire,'' their way of saying that he is the presiding bishop of the church. Brother Ellis says they
plan to have another illustrated number sometime
the coming year.
Elder John R. Evans Passes
We chronicle the death of another veteran of the
cause. Brother Evans was for a number of years
a general missionary. He was a member of the
church in Wales before the "dark and cloudy day,''
came to America in 1863, locating in Idaho. He
was ordained an elder the same year. Disappointed
in finding conditions as they were in the West, he
went out and cenergetically sought to reclaim the
people there from the errors of their ways. He was
a member of the Lamoni Stake high council from the
organization of the stake till his resignation on account of age and infirmity less than a year ago.
He died on the 8th, and on account of the large
attendance, services were held in two churches
simultaneously in Lucas, Iowa, Elders F. M. Weld
and J. F. Garver preaching the sermons. Other
details will appear in his obituary later.

From the Church Recorder's Report
Brother C. I. Carpenter has completed his report
of the past year's numerical changes and from his
complete statement we extract the following: At the
first of the year we had a membership of 78,326,
while during the year we have made a net gain of
4,638, making the membership at the close of the
year 1916 a total of 82,964. There have been 426
ordinations, 640 marriages, and 1,703 children
blessed. There were 4,631 baptisms during the
year; of this number 1,667 or 36 per cent, were
under fifteen years of age. The net gain of
4,638 means an increase of 5.92 per cent. Michigan leads with the largest number of baptisms,
reporting 745, representing 10 per cent of their membership at the beginning of the year. Canada is second, with 648, also ten per cent of their membership;
in their order follow Iowa, Missouri, Illinois, Ohio,
Oklahoma, Kansas, Colorado, and Nebraska. Thirtyfive new branches have bee11 added to the records,
while others have been organized but not reported.
The report will be published in full for presentation
to the conference and will appear in later issues of
the HERALD.

Magazine Number of "Gospel Standard"
"In view of the r.ecent attacks upon the church,
and with the view to affording the public a better
opportunity of becoming acquainted with our teaching, we have decided to publish a special magazine
number. As this will be something altogether outside of ordinary subscription arrangements, copies
will not be sent to subscribers unless arrangements
are made to have them sent. The price of a single
copy will be three pence [about 6 cents, with postage
extra to the. United States] and we especially request
The March "Autumn Leaves"
all
readers of the ordinary Standard to subscribe for
An experience in missionary life under the title
this
special number so that all may receive the bene"Perils at sea,'' is contributed by Frederick A.
of
this publication, and that it may be made a
fit
Smith, showing how God was with him and prefinancial
success." Thus reads the beginning of an
served him from harm. • The first of three articles
announcement
in the January number of the Gospel
by Henry A. Stebbins on "Abraham Lincoln and ·
Standard,
printed
by our church publishing house
his work,'' appears, being the result of much serious
at
65
Nelson
Street,
Rozelle, Sidney, New South
study by Brother Stebbins. ~Many books have been
Wales.
We
have
noted
in the last two numbers of
consulted in the writing of these articles and they
the
Standard
that
a
number
of attacks have been
should be very valuable to the youth of the church.
"A vineyard story,'' by Estella Wight, continues with made upon the Latter Day Saints, and particularly
unabated interest. There is some interesting poetry upon Joseph Smith by the Coopernook and Carnden
by our church writers, and an article by H. N. Haven Pc&rish Notes, and while these have been reHansen on "The young people in Scandinavia." In plied to at length in the Standard, we suppose it is
addition to these are several other worth while arti- intended to use longer and more complete articles
cles and the usual valuable departments. The to refute the false claims set forth by the enemies of
R,eJigio's Arena has some proposed amendments to the latter-day work.
the constitution to be acted on at the coming convenThe preacher whos.e aim is to make a "hit" gets
tion. The Sunday school department under the
editorship of G. R. Wells, the general superintendent, hit sooner or later-and sometimes it is quite a
is the official organ of the Sunday school association. jolt.-James E. Yates.
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0 R I G I N A L, A R T l
SHALL I OFFER MY SERVICES?

[The following from a young missionary should. be especially encouraging to those of our readers, young or old, who
are ofttimes required to answer this question.-EDITORS.]

This is a question that arises in the mind of every
true Labter Day Saint when he comes to manhood
or womanhood, as the case may be, and is a question
that rpust be decided between God and the individuaL This question came to the mind of the writer
and had to be solved only a short time ago, as this
happens to be my first year of missionary life.
.My mind goes back to just a year ago when my
wife and I were on a ranch in Colorado, and there
was a district conference at Wray. We were located
twenty miles from there and decided to attend. We
had a warm reception and met many of the Saints in
that part of God's vineyard. The following Sunday
was sacrament and Brother Ammon White was in
charge, and we all had a spiritual feast and what is
considered a pleasure and a joy to isolated Saints.
While this meeting was under way, Brother White
had the spirit of prophecy, but did not deliver all of
the prophecy. The Spirit rested on me in greater
power than I had ever experienced up to this time,
and I was also given the spirit of discernment and
felt that Brother White had some evidence concerning me, but as he did not mention any names, and the
meeting closed, I made up my mind that I was mistaken, and had the wrong impression.
I again felt free to entangle myself with the affairs
of this world, as to making a livelihood, when
Brother White called me off to one side and told me
the Lord had a great work for me to do, and if I
proved faithful he would bless my weak efforts, and
I shoulg be a minuteman in his service and in defending this gospel that we all love so much. I have
seen this fulfilled.
Brother Charles May and J. R. Sutton were in
attendance and had the evidence also of my calling.
This is a day long to be remembered by the writer.
I had promised God to follow him wherever he
called and to whatever line of work he chose, if he
would make it clear unto me. But no one knew my
thoughts; God had made it plain unto me and I could
not doubt.
There was one statement Brother White made to
me that seemed to impress my mind more than any
other, and that was that God never asked an impossibility of any of his children. Believing this to be
true, there was left small hopes for me.
vVe .at last found ourselves back on the ranch, tak-
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ing up the toils of this life that devolve upon all mankind.
As time rolled on, my mind began to ponder on
the possibilities of God and his work in these latter
days, and the possibilities of man if we live the gospel and offer ourselves living sacrifices to the cause.
My mind went back to the time when I attended
college in Des Moines, Iowa. While there I attended
the Latter Day Saint church, that being the first
privilege to attend our church I had ever had. One
morning in a prayer service Brother Salisbury spoke
under the influence of the Spirit, but did not mention
any names. Again I was given the spirit of discernment to know it was to me, and as soon as the meeting closed, I made up my mind to escape without
talking to Brother Salisbury, but when I got to the
door he was the first man I met, and he told me that
the Lord had a work for me to do if I were faithful.
Also my patriarchal blessing told me my duty I owed
to God and man, and whether isolated or among the
gathered, the Lord knew his wheat and would gather
it ou,t in his own due time.
I also thought of the good times I had with the
Saints at Omaha, more especially the young people's
prayer meetings where they met together once a
week, and all seemed to take part-and we know that
always makes a good live meeting. There I met
Brother Paul N. Craig, and during my stay in that
place my spiritual zeal was roused and from that
time on I began to think of the great future of this
latter-day work, and of the building up of Zion and
establishing a place of peace and safety, if both old
:;md young would labor together. I knew that the
Lord had made the statement long ago that he was
ready to redeem Zion, but we as a people had lacked
on our part. I have often wondered if the Lord will
have the same to say about us, or will we be permitted to bring about his work. I am sure if we can
all be united and of one heart and mind the task will
be easy and the victory won. The Lord wants obedience, humbleness, and self-denial to accomplish the
work that he has outlined in these latter days.
I have often heard the statement made by rny
young associates that we have to sow our wild oats,
but' I believe they have lost sight of the harvest, for
the Lord has said that whatsoever a man sows that
must he also reap, and I am sure that this is a sad
mistake that so many boys and girls make and many
never find their way back to the path of righteousness. The Lord also has said to seek him in the days
of our. youth.
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We often hear the statement made that the young
boys and girls are the men and women of to-morrow.
Certainly this holds good in th€ church, for we have
seen so many who have had to take up the work of
their fathers, who have b€en faithful to the cause,
and have passed over to the other side to reap the
reward of the faithful. As the Apostle Paul tells
us, that he had fought a good fight, and had finished
his course, and had kept the faith. Henceforth there
was laid up for him a crown of righteousness which
the Lord, the righteous Judge, would give him at
that day and not only him, but all those who love his
appearing.
I have known young men to stay away from prayer
meeting because of fear that the Lord might call
them to do a special work in the church. But this is
a sad mistake, for I do not believe the Lord wants
this kind of workers, but that he wants willing workers, those who are~ willing to make the sacrifice and
offer their services unto him, or in other words, he
wants a consecrated life to the cause. We have been
made to realize this, and the woi:-ld knows that a man
or woman that consecrates his or her life to a work
will do far more than the paid life, for the last have
their eyes set on their income and not on their work.
Brother White made the statement that nothing
was impossible with God, and about four months
found wife, son, and myself at Independence ready
for a mission that spring, if God saw fit to choose,
for he has said he will never forsake his children if
they will obey his will.
Up until this time I had not been ordained, but
had moved out in faith, for God has said that all that
come unto him must believe that he is, and that he is
a rewarder of all those who diligently seek him.
At times there would be something say to me, "Put
it off for two or three years, and then you can go,"
but when I would be thinking of putting it off something would say, "Is that what you promised God?
that you would go in a year or so; or did you promise him to obey and follow his instructions?" And
still there would come. that assurance that
if I would
.
do my part that I need not fear, and on the first of
March I was ordained a priest and preached my first
sermon the following Sunday. No doubt I had the
same trial that many have had when making their
first effort, and I do not intend to say much about
that, only about all I could think of was the coming
Sunday. The Evil One would whisper in my ear and
tell me I could not preach, and all I could do was to
answer I didn't know, but I was going to try, but at
times he had me nearly persuaded to not even as
much as try, and then I thought of the many promises our Master has made to those who would try.
The following Sunday I appeared on the scene and
all the while I had been trying· to fix my mind on a

certain subject, but there seemed to be too many subjects presented, each staying only a short time, giving way to a new one. At last I made up my mind
not to take a text, as I might not be able to do it
justice, so I jotted a few thoughts down on a card.
But when I arose to speak I thought of a few things
I wished to say before touching upon that which I
had jotted down, and I talked for over an hour and
never got near them.
I have learned since that time that God blessed
me with a wonderful outpouring of his Holy Spirit,
for I have seen the time sin,ce when I didn't do nearly
so well, but I also realize if we were to receive all
blessings we would forget from what .source they
come. Such blessings. come only by faith and prayer.
The next Sunday Brother C. E. Guinand asked me
to speak at a little mission not far from the Stone
Church at Independence. All 1 wish to say about
this is the lesson I learned which should be remembered by all the young of the church. 'About eighteen months prior to this time I had sat in this same
mission and heard my father preach, who has now
also passed to the other side, but at that time if I
had been told that in that short space of time I would
occupy behind that same desk and warn this generation of things that must come to pass, it would have
seemed impossible to me. But all things are possible
with God. During this time General Conference was
drawing near.
During the conference I had another remarkable
evidence. I had not been feeling well for a few days
and while attending one of the nine o'clock prayer
meetings, which was a spiritual meeting, I began to
feel that I should be administeryd to, so I asked
Brother Shower to attend to the ordinance, and we
retired to the administration room where we knelt
in prayer. God heard our prayers and I was told
that my voice would be heard among many people
and I should speak the words with boldness. Of
course this was a comfort to me, although at times
I must confess I would doubt.
I waited for the appointments to be read, and
wondered if my name would appear among those
who were chosen. My name appeared and I was sent
to the Kewanee District, or northwestern Illinois.
I soon made my arrangements in accord, and on May
14 I landed in my district with Brother J. F. Curtis,
leaving my wife and babe to follow later, where I
have been laboring ever since.
I have baptized ten, and others are interested.
I baptized one brother who is ninety-two years old,
he being my first to baptize in the Father of Waters,
but he is rejoicing in the gospel and I was made to
rejoice to think that God had permitted. me to assist
one to find eternal life so many years older than myself. He was born in Ireland, 1824, was six years
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old when our church was organized. He came to
Rock Island 1 Illinois, 1845 one year after the death
of Joseph Smith the Martyr.
I wish to relate an instance when I was called upon
to baptize my first three, who were little Sunday
school girls. As the time drew near for baptizing
them, something seemed to say, Why do they need
baptism? I knew the Lord had said in latter-day
revelation the child should be baptized at eight years
old, and 'if not, the sin would be upon the head of
the parents, but still came the thought that baptism
was for the remission of sins, and they were as pure
as the lilies. I had not mentioned my thoughts to a
living soul but plead with the Master that I might
have some assurance, and when we sang the song
just before going into the water, the Spirit rested
upon me and I was given the assurance and evidence
sought for. God is true to his promises when he
said, "Knock and it shall be opened unto you."
The Saints have been good to us here and I have
found them zealous in good works and striving to
achieve the victory that awaits us at the end.
Since coming here I have, been ordained to the
Mekhisedec priesthood, but it has been my only desire to work wherever my heavenly Master would
have me, and where I can accomplish the most good.
I have written these few lines, not to bring any
honor whatever to myself, but I feel that my experience has been similar to many others, and many
have failed to offer their services because of the lack
of confidence in self, and not in God.
I just feel to drop a word here to those who are
older in years. They should encourage the yoJ.lng, as
they need it, and give them the support of their
prayers.
I was pleased to read the article of Brother Elbert
Smith's in the HERALD some time back, as to the support of the young by those who were willing to push,
if they could not pull. We should all be willing to
push and do our part in the upbuilding of Zion in
these latter days, and to do faithfully whatever falls
to our lot, for we are told that, Zion is the pure in
heart.
My desire is that we may all be more united and
be ready to help the good work along, and that the
young may realize the importance Of the work we are
engaged in and be willing to offer their services, that
when Ghrist shall come we shall be in the world, but
not of the world. We should remember the statement made by the Apostle Paul "that ye present your
bodies a living sacrifice, holy and acceptable unto
God which is your reasonable service."
Ever praying for the work we are engaged in, I
am,
Your humble servant,
E. A. CURTIS.

ELECTING OFFICERS---WHO'S TO BLAME?
The prophets prophesy falsely, and the priests bear rule
by their means; and my people love to have it so; and what
will ye do in the end thereof?~J,eremiah 5: 31.

There seems to be something of agitation or a fear
concerning the possibility of mistakes upon the part
of leaders in the church, and which might endanger
its interests manifesting itself; perhaps more than
formerly, and that while necessity for readjustment
of conditions may be conceded, it may be true that
the changes themselves may be also fraught with
danger to the body.
In Jeremiah's day the cause of trouble seems not
to have been laid at the door of leaders alone by any
means, and it would seem that it has been one of the
cardinal weaknesses of human nature to place the
responsibility for our misfortunes upon the shoulders
or at the door of our neighbors.
Unwillingness to assume responsibility, and
squarely face the result of our own action-the legitimate offspring of our own ignorance; perversity
or fear to meet the legitimate fruit of our own lives,
and the results of our free agency, will in a large
measure at least, in the light of history, account for
the war and strife between individuals, the family,
the neighborhood, the society, the church or the
State, the Nation or group of nations.
If "nothing is settled, until it is settled right," then
the question of "who's to blame?" is a tremendously
fundamental one, and if not settled by us here after
a righteous manner, will have to be finally met at
the judgment seat of God, or when "He shall come
whose right it is to reign" and "to give to every man,
according as his work shall be."
This then being "the end to which the whole creation moves," it forms the solemn procession in which
we are all moving toward a just conclusion and sentence from which none may hope to escape.
These thoughts were impelled by the memory of a
late business meeting of the first church at Independence, and in reflection upon the discussion and action
of the membership upon the proposition or motion to
annul former procedure in election of branch officers
other than the president by substitution of election
by open nomination and acclamation rather than by
the secret ballot.
Quite a strong opposition also to the motion that
the presiding officer or president of the branch
should have equal privilege with any, or all of the
members to nominate as to who should be his associate officers, was developed in the discussion which
·followed, the basis of which seemed to be the fear
that if he be allowed his inherent right and interest
as an individual in common with the rest of us, that
the exercise of such right, because of his position as
presi,dent of the branch, that the influence of a false
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education and mistaken idea of prerogative, or
power, or "the divinity that doth hedge a king"
would place him at such a tremendous advantage
over others as to make it a foregone conclusion that
any nomination made by him would be equivalent to
an election, and thus, (by some strange process of
reasoning) the rights of the people might become
subverted or destroyed.
The folly of such reasoning and its injustice we
shall try to demonstrate in a brief examination of
the law of causation, or of "Who's to blame?."
In the first place; Who made him president? Did
he elect himself? Of course not! but we did; or the
majority, by the rule of the law of God governing,
as God himself is thus committed to that rule.
God wanted the privilege of nominating in the days
of Samuel the prophet; but the people nominated
and elected Saul. Did God interfere? No! He only
reserved the privilege of telling them what would
happen; but he never did then, and never has, or
will, seek to destroy the agency of man, or his privilege with obligation to assume the responsibility
for its use.
When thus the people by voice or vote, or silence!
-let us emphasize that-elect a branch presiding
officer, did they do it with the understanding that
he was to be a "boss," or dictator? or did they elect
him to be their servant? In giving him the privilege
of nomination as a member of the body, what rights
do we surrender, or what dangers need we invoke?
Our answer to this would be self-evident, in my
opmwn. The only possible dangers are those for
which we ourselves are responsible.
We are not living under the rule of an absolute
monarchy or without recourse in the rights of selfprotection, but under a government "of the people,
by the people, for the people."
If we say its form is theocratic, it is only in the
sense that God, who alone is perfect, is to be the
final and complete judge and where alone, all appeals
have a final ending; but in our relation to men it is
a democracy of rule that we should attain, and maintain.
It is true that there may be found a great many
people who are neither intelligently nor morally fit
to govern themselves, as we may look at matters, and
there are also almost, if not quite, an equal number
of us' who believe that w:e could well regulate their
affairs and conduct and not a few who would be
willing to assume the task of regulating the lives of
our neighbors; yet what really sensible man wants
the job especially if it is understood that he will have
to be dead. a long time before he gets his pay? But
the gospel idea is, self-government in the individual,
and in the beginning of things, choice was necessary
to man's self-development toward.a capacity for self-

government and that should prove his intelligent
willingness to cooperate in the establishment of a
perfect order of government whenever' its outlines
were made sufficiently clear to him.
Exercise of "freedom of the will" may bring trial
and disaster, may develop strife and hatred and provoke w1ar, but attempts at its suppression will never
permanently succeed, for the simple reason that the
forces of men, and not of God are as yet back of
them all; and God was not unaware of the possible resu~ts when he committed to man the use of
this terrible engine of power, with concomitant result, for good or evil as seen in the titanic .wars ~111d
strife that have deluged the earth with blood, and
wasted energies, and where vice and virtue contend
for supremacy and turn out their finished product so
clearly and unmistakably exposed in character as to
tend to make the lesson permanent and lasting.
We say, then, that "the kingdom of God" is with
us, or among us as a people; citizens of the commonwealth of the Most High. Do we sense our privileges and our obligations we again inquire? We are
again met by the repetition that the people are afraid
of the consequences of opposition to "superior officers," of encountering the forces of a majority, the
dangers that attach to a courageous action of a minority, and the failure that may follow, or that; we
may be misunderstood, and personal animosities be
engendered, etc., and so, a large amount of time and
labor is consumed in constructing a bulwark and
a fortress behind which we may be able to shield
our personality or identity, and fire our bullet
(ballot) into the man we do not want to serve us or
occupy, and thus the man who was killed, or defeated
will never know who hit him.
Jt is true, without any doubt, that nearly always
a freer expression of choice, and of consequence a
much larger vote, through a concealed expression of
opinion is had by the use of the secret ballot, and the
will of the people in this way is obtained, and it is
also true, that upon occasion, in tim~s past, the
writer, in order to avoid postponement or delay of
needed reforms that were only possible through a
change of officers, has voiced no protest against such
an arrangement; but with his present view, it is of
doubtful ethical or spiritual value, and a ~ustom
"more honored in the breach, than in the observance:"
The secret ballot, in the church of God, will never
develop, but will always tend on the contrary to suppress a safe leadership who might invite a courageous following. "A man may make mistakes; but
mistakes, if .made honestly and openly are less dangerous than those of concealment.
.
. In this "our country," "the land of the brave and
the home of the free," a man has the glorious privi-
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lege under the "Stars and Stripes" to make a donkey
of himself every day in the week. Should he be prevented, or hindered? No! and why? Well, in the
first place, there is a chance that time may prove
that.his critic, and not himself was the "donkey."
Or suppose the critic to have been right. Who shall
destroy his agency so long as he does not intrude
upon another's rights?
Again we believe that if the presiding, officer of a
branch, for instance, does not logically possess an
advantage of intelligence or capability or fitness for
the position because of his knowledge of the requirements or needs of the branch or church, over that of
the single common voter, he is by every kind of reasoning, unfit to preside or to hold the office, and we
only are to blame for putting him there, or of giving
consent by either vote or ,silence to his occupancy.
So we repeat he is placed there as our servant and
not as our master, and if we find chains around our
necks, let us no more place the blame upon one, or
a few, but upon our own ignorance or cowardice, or
both, for, "he who would himself be free himself
must strike the blow," and to "get right with God"
is the only lasting and permanent way out of difficulty.
"The glory of God, is intelligence," and the greatest "intelligence" is the acquirement of knowledge
of him, and this "knowledge of God" constitutes, or
insures us "life" in its highest terms of expression.
A study of "the word," obedience to the law and
rule of the "spirit of life in Christ Jesus" will tend
to render us immune from dangers which ignorance
and indifference to spiritual duties always provoke.
Our agency, then, the greatest gift of God to any
of his creatures, and without which life in intellectual or moral terms is undefinable. Shall we, for
fear of consequences to ourselves refuse or neglect
the use of our heavenly right of franchise, or for
fear we may make some mistake, or for the dread of
political, social, or ecclesiastical "superiors" and
their power to punish or withhold favors cheaply
disposed, destroy or transfer our "agency" to another
for his use?
·
Anyone is likely to be mistaken at times, but nobody has a monopoly of right or privilege to be foolish, wrong, or wicked. Brave men, they say, die but
once; a coward may die a thousand deaths through
fear, and anything less than "the fear of God" may
prove in the end, largely imaginary.
The man who substitutes for "the fight of faith,"
the fear of loss of a local character or temporal advantage, can never hope for final association and
communion with those who "endured as seeing him
who is invisible," or who have "walked by faith and
not by sight" for the vision limited by the horizon of
carnal desire and earthly hopes.
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If then, things go wrong, who's to blame? Leaders may mislead-if w!e let them, but let us remember that a leader without followers is a misnomer or
an impossibility.
M. H. BOND.

ENDOWMENT OF THE CHURCH

Get thy spindle and thy distaff ready ahd the Lord
will send thee ftax.-Old Maxim.
All are called according to the gifts of God unto
them; and to the intent that they may labor together, let him that laboreth in the ministry. and
him that toileth in the affairs of the men of busmess
and of work labor together with God for the accomplishment of the work intrusted to alL-Doctrine and Covenants 119: 8.
And faith, hope, charity, and love, with an .eye
single to the glory of God, qualifies him for the
work._jibid., 4: 1.
And no one can assist in this work, except he shall
be humble and full of love, having faith, hope, and
charity, being temperate in all things whatsoever
shall be intrusted to his care.-Ibid., 11: 4.
NEED OF THIS ENDOWMENT
I know of nothing that the church has more
keenly £elt the need of nor for which there has be.en
more earnest prayers offered-in private and in
public-than this spiritual equipment for our work.
If it has not been given (and I think all will agree
that there is much to be desired and soaght after
in this line) · it is certainly not for lack of verbal
petitions. Since it is written, "Ask and ye shall receive," may it not be a good thing for us, like the
rich young rul.er to inquire, "What lack I yet?"
FAILURE TO BALANCE
In a revelation to the church in 1832, the Lord
declares, "I the L()rd, am bound when ye do what I
say, but when ye do not what I say, ye have no promise."
Since the failure is not altogether in prayer, it
must be in our labor, for we are to be "laborers together with God," in ev,ery perfect organization
(and we read that Christ also loved the church and
gave his life for it "that he might present it unto
himself a glorious church, not having spot, or wrinkle or any such thing; but that it should be holy and
without bl.emish."-Ephesians 5: 27), there must
be a balance of every 'part; a failure in this line
spoils the operation of the body; a failure to so balance mak;es for an erratic or ill-developed work,
lacking the symmetry of a perfect whole.
THE BODY OF CHRIST
The church as the body of Christ, is engaged in
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a work that has been intrusted to all-not simply to
the ministry, but to all, and logically calls for the
aid of the divine Spirit equally in the cas,e of the
man or woman who "toileth in the affairs of the
men of business and work," with those who "laboreth in the ministry."
HINDERING CAUSES

In our search for the hindering causes it may be
WJell to take a .glance at the requirement for those
who would "assist in this work," for surely the
promise of the Holy Ghost is just as vital and as
sur,e of fulfillment for those whose call may be for
manual, professional, or business labors as for "him
that laboreth in the ministry."
One of the texts used at the beginning of this
article declares that"no one.can assist in this work,
.except he shall be humble and full of love, having
faith, hope, charity, being temperate in all things
whatsoever shall be intrusted to his care," and while
we have all recognized the application of this scripture to the ministry, have we realized the fact that it
is equally applicable to the "body"-to the nonofficial members of this church; and until these conditions are met by the body at large, we can never
hope for the Lord to tak,e up his abode in this habi. tation. (See Ephesians 2: 19, 22.)
THE DIGNITY OF OUR CALLING

Have we not failed to sense the wonderful condescens1on of God who has called us into this "marvelous work"? Have we not failed to r,ealize that
when the 'Master says "the elders and men of the
church" that he speaks to all, even as he told his
disciples of old, "I give unto you to be the light of
the world"? Hiave we thought that the requirement
to "be of cheerful heart and countenance among
themselves and in their intercourses with the world;
yet without blame in word and deed," is equally
binding upon all? Are our "men of the church" as
careful of their conversation, 11epressing all "loud
and boisterous speech," and refraining . from the
"relating of coarse and vulgar stories, or those in
which the names of their God and Redeemer are
blasphemed," as they expect the elders to be?
BEARING THE VESSELS OF THE LORD

If Paul was not mistaken when he declared that
"your body is the temple of the Holy Ghost" (1 Corinthians 6:19), that we are the temple of God (Ibid.,
3: 16), then the closing part of this paragraph, ad-

dressed to the "men of God, who bear the vessels of
your Lord," should come to all with equal force and
all must, if they would enjoy the communion of the
Holy Ghost and assist in bringing the endowment
to the church, "be clean in your bodies and in your
clothing," and avoid "excess of ornamentation and

avoid the use of tobacco and of strong drink in any
form," that the counsel of the church may be effective.
THE HOLY GHOST IS KNOCKING

The Master has said, "Behold, I stand at the door
and knock: if any man hear my voice and open the
door, I will come in to him, and will sup with him,
and he with me." (Revelations 3 :20.) And the
call to "Come ·up higher" is to the church and only
as the church makes answer may she hope for the
fulfillment of the promise.
WILL WE HAVE THE BLESSING

In 1841 the Lord declared that ".the set time to
favor Zion has cornle," and in 1834 we were told that,
"Were it not for the transgressions of my people ...
they might have been redeemed even now."
Will we com:e to him that we may have light?
Surely the time for Zion to arise and put on her
beautiful garments has come. The Master waits,
angels are waiting. Shall we not hear? Can we
afford to turn a deaf ear to the call?
'liRE ONLY WAY

The communion of the Spirit is enjoyed by the
mini,stry, usually in proportion to their diligence
and singleness of purpose, and we are persuaded
that the same blessing will come to ev;eryone who
will "labor together with God for the accomplishment of the work intrusted to all."
Do we pray over our business and labor even as
we expect the ministry to pray over their work?
If not, why not?
Are the fruits of our labor consecrated to the
"building up of Zion" and comparatively as ·small
a proportion of our time and talents and the returns
therefrom appropriated to our own use for t;he
gratification of our desire for pleasure as we expect
the ministry to do with their labors? If not, can
we hope to be made the recipient of that blessing
which we are seeking for the body?
I am persuaded, and I feel by the Spirit that we
may all equally enjoy this divine unction if we will
prepare ourselv,es by recognition of our· call.
(All the italics are mine.)
A.M. CHASE.
Have a care lest the wrinkles of the face extend
to the heart.-Marguerite de Lavois.
"The knowledge that a man can use is the only
real knowledge; the only knowledge that has life and
growth in it and converts itself into practical power.
The rest hangs like dust about his brain, or dries like
raindrops off the stones."-Froud e.
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ENERAL INTEREST]
A CLERGYMAN CHALLENGES THE CHURCH

It is only forty years since the great Bishop of
Natal was tried and excommunicated by his church
for saying publicly that he did not believe that the
count of the Israelites and their cattle as given in
the book of Exodus was true.
For many generations the church had been living
within a ring fence of dogma. One of its panels was
the doctrine of the inspiration and infallibility of the
Bible. It believed that if a single rail of the fence
should be loosened the whole interior would be exposed and threatened. Dean Burgon and Canon Liddon, the two foremost ecclesiastics in England, declared that "if the Bible is not infallible in every
chapter, verse and syllable, then is our faith vain
and Christ died in vain." The presiding bishop of
the American church agreed with them and urged
the prosecution, and so did the pope, and the general
assembly, and all the rest. And this was only forty
years ago.
Since then that particular panel of the ring fence
has been removed bodily. The matter now concerns
the central dogmas which the fence inclosed. Can
the churches insist upon these, and at the same time
win and retain the allegiance of intelligent men? It
is noteworthy that there is now an almost complete
absence of open antagonism to religious dogma or
church order. No Huxley is to-day firing hot .shot
into the theological camp; and no Gladstone is discharging heavy and ill-directed artillery in its defense. We who are not old can remember when the
issue of the latter's book, The Impregnable Rock of
Holy Scripture, was regarded as an international
event. Who cares about such things now? Apologists and the religious press accept the situation with
much satisfaction. The warfare of science and religion is over, they say; thank God for the victory!
They are mistaken. Religious dogmas were in infinitely less danger while men cared enough about
them to attack them than when they have ceased to
regard them at all. That is the situation to-day. A
great and increasing multitude of the best and most
intelligent men silently turn away from the churches
and go their own way. They are not irreligious. On
the contrary, judged by any fair test of life, they
include the best among us. We can count them by
the dozen among our acquaintances. They used to go
to church; they do not now. They are silent upon
the subject. If pressed they are likely to adopt Disraeli's answer. When asked what his religion was
he answered, "That of all sensible men." When

asked farther what that was, he replied, "Sensible
men never say."
For many centuries the church has been organized
around dogmas. Let us admit in passing that it was
not so at the beginning. During the first and second
generation of Christians few of the dogmas since
held to l::le vital had been formulated. But it is so
now, and has been so for many centuries. It is often
asserted by those who solicit good men to join their
churches that subscription to doctrines is not essential. This is not true. In most cases a declaration of
belief is either positively required, or it is so plainly
implied that an honorable man must feel himself so
bound. Probably the minimum demand is that for
membership in the Episcopal Church-"Do you believe all the articles of the Christian faith as contained in the apostles' creed?" If he becomes a member he must either join with the congregation in
reciting that creed, or become conspicuous by his
silence. If he join another Protestant church he
must listen with tacit assent to hymns, prayers and
sermons, the very stuff of which he does not believe
to be true. If he goes to Rome he must assent in
advance and in bulk to whatever the church has in
the past or may in the future declare to be true.
Let us ask plainly, What are these beliefs? and
what attitude toward them the churches can take in
order to secure the allegiance of the class of men
we are considering?
The beliefs of ·the church arrange themselves
within concentric circles. Occupying the center is
the "Incarnation," i. e., the belief that on a certain
date A. U. C., in a remote district of Asia, God took
upon himself the form of a man, that that man lived
as a man for thirty years or more, was put to death
as a malefactor, rose again from the dead three days
later, and returned to heaven.
But this belief cannot stand alone. It is meaningless until its purpose and intention are interpreted.
Thus we pass into the second and wider circle, when
we learn, in rough outlines, something like this: All
mankind are descended from a common ancestor generally known by the name Adam ; this man sinned ;
all his posterity are sinners either by inheritance of
his nature or transmission of his guilt; without shedding of blood there is no remission of sins. Thereupon the "Second Adam" offered himself and was
accepted by God as a "Sacrifice" sufficiently valuable
to placate the anger of God, and to make possible the
"safety" of any who will make the proper terms ~ith
the Redeemer. As to just what these terms are there
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is much difference of opinion among the various confessions, but in substance, all mean that, apart from

say that your ceaseless grind will be less irksome and you
will become more valuable to the world in general and your
employer in particular.
a. belief in the things stated above, there is 110 forThe message of the restoration of the gospel in 1830 could
giveness or eternal safety for any human soul.
never ha,ve been so securely planted had it not been for the
These are the fundamental tenets officially an- intense enthusiasm of those early eocponents. The work of
nounced, held, and' defended by ninety-nine hun- org~nization, translation and proselyting is indeed a wonderful history of achievement. I rejoice to-day over the spirit
dredths of the churches, in confessions, articles and of optimism that is pervading the church. Heaven knows we
creeds, and promulgated in hymns, prayers, sermons have needed it. We are but beginning to learn the wonderful
and press.
power that lie1s in the smiling, radiant countenance, the warm,
\iV e are not unappreciative of the solicitude of the friendly handclasp, the care free, hearty laugh. While the
religious world of to-day is gl'oan~ng under its tremendous
churches toward us. It would be a pleasure for us burden, the Saints are beginning to smile, and learning to
to join with them in their good works. Nor are we sing, for our propaganda is now being more faithfully studied
indifferent to the obligations of religion. We face -Wie are gaining in momentum, we are getting the recognithe deep mysteries of existence and destiny seriously. ti~n we richly deserve. Our faith is strengthened by the fulWe endeavor to conform our lives to duty. We do fillment of Bible and latter-day revelation-we are keeping
what we can to help our fellow men. We believe in in tune with the Infinite. Our countenances, however, are not
radiant because of the downfall of the nations, but because
God. And in this connection, we bow with unfeigned of the nearness of Zion's redemptiQn and of Christ's coming
reverence before the incomparable. person of Jesus to claim his own.
Christ. But we cannot join any church.-Reverend "~ Music plays her part in this great gathering and in his
S. D. McConnell, D. D., in The North American Re- blessed return, and as the General Chorister of the church
view.
I urge a closer walk with God, with complete consecration
of all your talents. Bend with unflagging zeal to the cultivatioln of your gift of song and enter into your work enthusiastically. Be glad that you are not only alive, but make
others glad also. Mr. Chorister, singers of Israel, put a little
warmth into your smile-a ton of enthusiasm behind your
work. Hear and study good music; enthuse about the good
points, and "soft pedal" the adverse criticism! I:f you are
"Enthusiasm"
coming to Conference, come to boost, participate in our gatherings, bring a message of good cheer! You will have a misIt was only yesterday my attention was attraded by a
erable exp,erie1nce if you just look in and don't get in! And
team of two energetic newslboys who moved down the street
after
all is said and done, we find that the happy ones-the
on either side. They were creating more excitement than a
enthusiastic-are those who come prepared, ready :for servsubway cave-in. X---tree!---Ah--·-President Wilic1e. And so it will be in that great day when we go out to
son---all about the 'sasinatioh---ship sunk! Just a
meet the Bridegroom. Music will play an important part,
junk heap of carefully arranged monosyllabies which portended dire disaster. Our office boy joined the •eager buyers and. that is the reason so many of us love this sacred cause
and keep enthusiastically at it.
Yours faithfully,
and dashed into my office with a precious sheet. We unfolded
<ALBERT N. HOXIE.
the paper prepared :for the ve,ry worst-and the usual news
greeted our ,eyes, no more startling than the customary headlines of every daily. What di·d I do about it? Mad? Well,
Well Begun
hardly, even though that paper cost me five cents. It was
worth the price just to obs,erve two boys make over 500 per
It has been said, "Well begun is half done," but it is just
cent on their investment, which only goes to show the far- the first few words we wish to borrow from this max.im for
reaching effects of enthusiasm. I noticed another thing, too, "it was well begun" and I just must tell you all about it.
that day. These boys enjoyed their work. 'So does Thomas
Like all good, live organizations, our Saint LouiE choir
Edison-som,e,times to the extent of thirty-six hours at a wants to grow, 1and we have begun something which we feel
stretch. Right now in this critical pe,riod of our Nation's sure will supply us with the necessary food especially <tdapted
welfare, Edison is striving, almost to the breaki,ng point, to to just such nourishment as we ,need.
produce something for this Nation's defense, the nature of
On the ervening of February 27 our members met at the
which we do not know, but it is of sufficient importance that home of our chorister, Brother E. C. Bell. It was with enhis new workshop on Eagle Rock is surrounded by an armed thusiasm we gathered as we I'ealized it was an epoch in the
guard to pi'event intrusion upon his concentration.
life of our choir.
No ~ndividual can ent:er his private sanctum except the
!Shortly after .eight, when all but a few' had :arrived, the
chosen few who are working just as enthusiastically as he work began.
is to accomplish ·certain purposes.
The evening was to be de;voted to a study of the life and
Have you an occupation that you can enthuse over thirty- works of· Handel. the composer. He was chosen because of
six hours at a stretch or do you belong to that body of weary our 11ecent interest in "The Messiah" which has immortalized
plodders who find ,nothing whatsoever to enthuse about?· If him. The first number on our program which was a biographyot{ belong by force of circumstance to this latter unfortu- ical sketch of Georg Friedrich Ha,ndel, by Brother E. C.
nate class, then rest not until you have found something to Bell, introduced us through his graphic description to the
interest you. If you camwt change your daily occupation, large Saxon possessed of such wondell'ful musical aibility. He
find a hobby, and ride it so hard that ,a,t least one third of gaV1e accounts of his various compositions, of the great
your exist,ence is stimulated to the firi,ng stage. I venture to mpidity with which he wrote and incidentally mentioned his
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eccentricities and uncontrollable temper. Oft have we wondered why so many me,n of genius who enjoy the beautiful
talent of music, that which is quoted. as "having po·wer to
.soothe the savage," allow themse:lves to be almost savages,
just because some o:ne may not see as they do or because
their own pet ideas are crossed by some one. All of the unhappy part in the composer's makeup was overlooked, however, when Sister Florence Burgess played in her especially
lovely way the "Aria from Rinaldo" and the· "Dead March"
from Saul of which she told us some very interesting items.
Following this the very difficult solo from Joshua, "Oh, had
I Jubal's lyre/' was well rende:red by Sister E. C. Bell.
Mr. B. .Loevy next gave us a read~ng on the "Immortal
Messiah." Much of benefit was gathered from it. It caused
us to understand better why the cello, viola, or other instruments should be heard with this section and hushed with
that. We also learned how Mozart's rearrangement ·effected
the original.
This was followed by the touchingly beautiful solo from
the "Messiah," "He Wlas despised," sung by :Sister Maude
Parrish. Brother Bell played on his violin with muted strings
the sweet soothing selection, "Come U!nto· me."
Then all standing we sang the hallelujah chorus from the
"Messiah."
Refreshments were then served, after which we all sang
hymn number 187 in our hymnal which is a composition of
Handel's.
After this profitable evening we decided to meet o,ne month
from that night to take up the study of Gunod in :a like manner.
ANNA DEJONG SMITH.
\SAINT Lours, MISSOURI, 2903 Sullivan Avenue.

Important Announcements
The tentative dates of the "Messiah" performances .are
Sunday, ApTil 15, and Mo;nday, April 16, subject to the approval of the Presidency. Solo:ists to be announced later.
It is customa,ry for the ladies of the chorus to wear white

ha.ve things in shape. And we mustn't forget the orchestra.
The:y are going to have something interesting, too.
]jn addition to the regular conference music the college glee
clubs are working up a very pleasing musical comedy ("Pinafore") to b:e given at the Coliseum. But this is not all, either,
there being more good things in store for you, so we woul:d
suggest and urge that you all come to confe:t~ence and join us,
for it is easier to show y·ou than tell you.
H. C. BURGESS, Reporte1', Lamoni Choi1'.

Sacrifice
(Tune 199, Saint's Hymnal.)
·Jesus Christ our he:lp and shield
Unto you our will we yield,
Bowing at. the sacred cross,
Coll!nting all the world 1as dross,
Lifting up our hearts to"thee,
Humbly here on hended knee.
Honors cheap and worldly pride,
Vanity we cast aside;
All that earthly minds hold dearWould we feel thy presence nearFully lay we at thy feet,
Make the sacrifice complete~
Poor, forsaken, yet how g11eat
Is the wealth of our estate.
iStripped of all that earth can give.
Richer far, in thee we live,
Hear us the,n on bende:d knee,
Take us, Lord, we come to thee.
ERMINA PERKINS KEARNEY.

WOMAN'S AUXILIARY

on special occasions; gentleman dark suits and white ties.
Music to be used-1917 conference series, as announced in
the last two issues of The Staff; and Handel's oratorio,
"The Messiah."

Social Service Series---Chapter 5

The first rehearsal of the combi;ned choirs on the· conference
series is generally held April 5, the night before conference
convenes. First rehearsal of the oratorio Sunday afternoon,
April 8-time and place to be announced later.

;She was just in the bloom of life's morning;
1She was happy and free and fair,
iAnd a glance in her bright eyes would tell you
Of nothing but innocence there.

Visiting singers, district and local choir leaders kindly
register with the General Chorister :as soon as possible after
arrivi 1ng at the conference, Let us remember that pr·ayer is
a part of our pneparation. We will stick to our original
slogan "All in Favor-Hurry Up!"
A. N. HoxiE.

She was waiting for some one to tell her,
As she stood with reluctant feet
On the banks 9f the wonderful river
Where childhood a;nd womanhood meet.

Lamoni "On the lob"
Just becaus'e Lamoni very seldom appears in the Staff is
1no sign· that we are not active and doing our share to help
along the good work of the genNal choir movement. We are
believers in the idea that "actions speak louder than words"
and if you will come to General Confere:qce next month we
will endeavor to show you tha.t we ar'e very much alive and
up to the minute.
Brother Craig is of course more than busy working with
the s~ngers on the "Mesf.iah" choruses and also the regular
conference anthems, having two practices a week, and ne'edless to say, all are quite enthusiastic and working hard. to

NO ONE HAD TOLD HER

She waited, but still no one told her
The secret of life so sublime;
And she held not the safeguard of knowledge
In life's beautiful morning time.
The flower so sweetly unfolding
Was crushed by a rough hand one day;
A1nd the jewel, so sacred, so precious,
Was stolen and taken away.
~Selected.

THE UNMARRIED MOTHER
One of the most appealing problems of the social worker
is the pathetic plight of young, unmarried girls facing
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maternity; and the utter need of the girl make1s the problem
dependent upon a big, human Uinderstanding, in order to
recognize before us the shrinking and frightened, or defiant and hardened, or spiritless and unresisting girl.
Whatever theories one may evolve as to the justice or injustice of the present organization of society, one must grant
that the unmarried mother of to-day must and does suffer
piteously for breaking its laws. Any joy the experience ma.y
bring will be the gift of nature to whose laws she has submitted. Since nature's laws are much more fundamental
than society's laws, it is to the action of nature's laws that
the social worker must look for constructive efforts with the
illegitimate mother. If we can arouse ~n the young mother
those unselfish elements, which mothmhood at its best so
marvelously reveals, then we may some time interpret to the
girl the laws of society which she has broken, by showing
her what obligation to fellow citizens involves.
In undertaking the oversight of the unmarried mothers,
one must face the nec~ssity not merely of carrying them
through the period of confinement, but often of keeping in
close touch with them for many years. The physical pain
that these mothers must endure is trifling in comparison with
the\ mental suffering the world metes out to them, no matter
how bravely they may faee their responsibilities. A smypathetic and helpful friendship must last out a lifetime in
order adequately to share the mother's tragedy.
There are several adva,ntag·els to the worker who undertakes the task of befriending pregnant girls in its initial
stages. First of all she has opportunity to talk with the
patie1nt at the psychological moment, when the diagnosis
she has fea11ed through many anxious weeks has been confirmed. The serious loneliness of the girl makes her pecuHarly responsivce to a frien<;l.ly interest. While not much
may be accomplished. during .the first interview, it offers an
opportunity for establishing the relationship on which any
future plan must rest.
Another advantage which the social worker may have,
is the detection of those patients who are not mentally normal. An 'early recognition of the irresponsibility of an illegitimate mother may save years of painstaking efforts
toward building a character that can never stand alone. Complete protection from moral dangeil' is the o;nly safe plan for
such girls, for if attracthne, they are easy prey of unscrupulous 'men.
'
Constructive effort for the unma,rried mother must he
based on characteristics in the girl's nature, that will help
her to withstand the emotional appeal of the temptations she
will surely meet. We know too little of the nature of the
emotional life, whetherr it be that of sex or il'eligion, to be
sure that the religious appeal will always call forth religious
strength to he.lp through the hours of trial.
Much more difficult is the proc•ess of. dealing with the girl
according to her i1n dividual needs. Her nature and her background must be studied to find out what there is to build
upon; the helpful cooperation of heir family, her church or
her friends must be obtained. She must be made to feerl the
responsibility of motherhood, either through the personal ca.re
of her baby in some place where she can herself support
her child, or by arranging to board the haby where she can
see it often. The human ties of motherhood, of family, of
church, must be strengthened through a l01ng period of understanding and friendship, so that she will be led to see what
a life of service to others may mean".
The social worker must recognize that the marriage ceremony is no magic by which evil is corrected, or moral cha.racters constructed. A marriage, unless it is founded on a love
that will give some promise of happiness, is hard to justify.

Nevertheless, the social worker must feel the obligation that
fatherhood should carry, and makle an effort to br~ng a sense
of obligation to the illegitimate father, as well as to theJ illegitimate mother.
There is conviction in the minds of, many social workers,
that this problem of the unma.rried mother is not so much the
problem of the motheil', as it is the problem of the illegitimate
child. Coming into the world 'vithout the safeguard of a
home, without the protection of a father, and sometimes
without that of a mother, the infant is sorely handicapped.
"And in like manner, what the woma1n is to be within her
gates; the center of order, the balm of distress, and the
mirror of beauty, that she is also to be without her gates,
where order is more difficult, distress more imminent, and
1oveliness more rare." Within the human heart there is always set an instinct for all its r'eal duties-an instinct which
can1not be quenched, but is only warp,ed and corrupted if it
is withdni,wn from its true purpose.
Deep-rooted in the immanent life of the heart of women is
always the instinct of motherhood, which, rightly directed
maintains all the majesty of law and life; and, misdirected,
wrecks them. ''God set it there, and God keeps it there."
H. BERENICE RUSSELL.

Parent-Teacher Associations
Most mothe,rs know something about parent-teacher associations or have read ,about them in the magazines by this
time. Ma1ny of our mothe•rs are affiliated with their nearest
p,arent-teacher association and have found much that has
been helpful to them by attending the meetings of this organization. We want to urge all mothers to take up this
work, attend the meetings, take part in the discussions becaus.e it is an excellent way to let your light shine and to put
our work and our gospel befOl'e the people, a little at a time.
If ther~e is no organization in your neighboring school,
makle yourself a committee of one to visit the principal and
teachers of Y10ur school and urge them to can the mothers of
your district together and organize an association. If a
district organizer can be invited t() the meeting, she will
explain the aims and objects of the association and a better understanding will be had of the work. If not, orga,nize
yourselves, keeping in mind that such an association is a
child welfare body, with its chief aim the bettering of conditions for the child. Its ohj.ect first is to give to the fathers
and mothers the opportunity to educate themselves for the
best home making <and child nurture.
:Second, learn what the school is doing and by the knowledge to cooperate with the teacher, thus greatly helping both
the teacher a,nd the child.
Third, learn the conditions affecting the welfare of the
children outside of the home and by united effort to arouse
the community to a sense of its responsibility for t:he children.
If you ha~e a parent-teacher association in your neighborhood its power for good will increase by uniting with the
S:tate and national congress of mothers and parent-teacher
associations,' the greatest child w:elfare organization in the
world and the motheil' of the parent-teacher association,movement;
This child welfare work and instruction is very much
needed at this time, for you not only need this orga1n ization
for. cha,r:acter building in your community, but you need to
cooperate with your teachers for good discipline, to work
together in the community for better conditions, you need to
get the spirit of helpfulness among your neighbors, in order
to have your community a good one in which to live.
If you are a suceessful motheil' you owe it to the commu,nity
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to attend the parent-teacher association, jo~n in the discussions and tell the mothers who are not so successful how you
get res~lts. The schoolhouse is the place to meet on common
grounds. It is your school, and your cooperation is essential
for the good of all.
..
·
[n the beginning, it is best to ha:vce an objective basis for
the first meetings, that is, something for the mothers to see,
to hear, or to ha,ndle as soon as they enter the room, thrus
avoiding an awkward silence. There may be an exhibition of
children's work, or singing by the school glee club. There
may be a social cup of tea presented as each guest arrives
after the manner of other afternoon gatherings. The scenes
drawn on the wall, or possibly the plants may later be the
objective basis of conversation.
Helpful programs should be arranged each m~nth, with the
best speakers the neighborhood affords. Papers or talks by
the mother'S themselves on such topics as these: "The. food
needs of school children and how to supply them," "Dress and
its relati~ns to school," "How the home fails from the viewpoint of the teacher" (by .a teacher), "How the school fails
from the vi·ewpoin:t of the home" (by a mother), "Regular
habits as an aid to school work," etc.
Open discussions on "The story hour," "The holidays of the
year and how to spend them with the children," "How to do
an err~nd well," "Home occupations," "Obedience," "Methods
of teaching self-control," "Effective methods of home and
school discipline," "Outside amusements," and "The daily
school nickel in its effect on hone1sty, health, and thrift, etc."
should be had occasioiiJ!ally where all mothers may feel
free to express themselves.
Music by the young people of the community. Class work
by some one room of the school is very e:ffiective and helps
to bring the mothers out. A roll call to which all may respond is also beneficial. "Your favorite quotation," "A
proverb," ":Some helpful book you have r·ead," "A good lunch
dish for child11en," "Some regular duty a small child may have
in the home," '.'A good house game for children," etc.
Any other suggestions as to organizing, plans, programs,
that I am able to offer you I do so gladly, and will be glad
to answel' all inquiries along these lines.
Let me hear from you if you need help and together we
will work for the good of ·our children.
.
(MRs.) LuLA M. SANDY,

Superintendent Child Welfare Department.
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI, 343 East Sixtieth Street.

Among Our Auxiliaries
BAY CITY, MICHIGAN
It is ·with pleasure I write this letter to terll of the organi-

zation of a Woman's Auxma,ry in our city. On February 15
the Ladies' Aid met at the home· of Sister 0. J. Ha"ibn to
disband, and reorganize under the auxiliary of the church.
Sister P1ato of Port Huron was with us, and helped to do
this. 'Officers elected were as follows: Sister E. S. White,
president; Sister 0. J. Hawn, vice president; Sister Jennie
Mamerow, secretary; Sister Charles Bell€1nger, treasurer;
and Sister Mamerow, press chairman. It was decided to take
up three departments, and superintendents were chosen as
follows: Educational, Fannie Roese; home and child welfare,
1Sister Ch'a,rles Bellenger; relief and service, Sister E. S.
White!. We then adopted the "prayer hour," and decided to
hold our auxiliary meetings r·egularly, the first Thursday in
each month. The relief and service departm€1nt, however, is
to meet every week. We have thirteen charter members,
which some say is unlucky, but we hope to prov:e the opposite
in our case. We are very eage·T in the work, and want to
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be of gPeat service,, doing all we can for .the upbuilding of
Zion.
JENNIE MAMEROW, P1"ess Chairman.
SHELLBROOK, SASKATCHEWAN
Perhaps some would like to hear from a "mite society" in
this fa,r-away north land, where Jack Frost reigns supreme
six months of the year, .a,nd .rain, mud, and mosquitoes the
other six!
Three years ago we organiZJed a "mite society," which did
not prove a very great success. It was conducted in a haphazard sort of way; we had meetings, more or less regula,rly,
or sometimes not at all. We usually met about three o'clock,
hurried through our business part, did a little fancywork,
gossiped a great deal, ate a lunch, and went home to relate
more or less accurately 'to our husbands and neighbors wha,t
we had seen and heard, good or bad (especially the bad) ,
airing our virtues 1and others' faults! Then we wondered
why we could not get more people interested in our church
affairs, our Sunday school, etc.! Even the missionaries that
wel'e SE1nt among us came in for their shaTe of our criticism
and discussion, until they almost ceased to come to lis at all!
One elderr, while here last summer, referred to us as
"guinea hens''' and said we "scared the hawks all away"!
·whether he intended it so or not, this remark has had a beneficial effiect upon some of us, and we determined to reconstruct
our methods, and show the brotheoc< and others, what the
[Shel1hrook sisters really are at. heart, and what we can do
when we set about it right. So with the "coming to life,"
a,nd the arrival of the new year we decided to mak!e a
change. We met, and united with the main "Woman's Auxiliary" of the church, and we feel strengthened and encouraged very much by that action. We have new ideals, and
see new oppor'tunities for better service. We meet from
house to house,. taking our members alphabetically, thus
giving all a chance to entertain. We decided that n01ne of
us needed to "piece between meals," and so we cut out the
lunch idea, which has helped materially to keep our minds on
spiritual things and we have noted an increasing desire foT
serious study because of this, an interest in the spiritual
rather than the temporal. Besides, this pla,n gives the·
hostess a chance to really enjoy our visit rather than feeling
it a burden. We read wo·rth while articles, and a.re thereby
gaining much useful knowledge. We have twelve member·s,
and we voted to heed Bishop McGui11e's appeal, and will send
two dollars for each member, to be applied on the church
debt. We have intel'ested some outsiders all\eady, and hope
by the beginning of another year, to have doubled our enrollm€1nt. So, sisters all over the land, get busy, and help
pay off the church debt, or any oth,er task you set yourselves
to do. Do it willingly and cheerfully. A little poem I learned
at school has helped me:
"Whenever a task is set for you,
Don't idly sit and view it;
Nor be content to wish it doneBegin at once, and do it!"
In this hastening time none of us can 1afford to be idle, for
if we are, some one else is sure to wear our crown-a1nd, besides, none of us want to be called "guinea hens"!
EFFIE ;J. DENTON.
Do not stop dreaming. Encourage your visions and believe
in them. Cherish your dreams and try to make them real.
This thing in us that aspires, that bids us to look up, that
beckons us higher, is God given. Aspiration is the hand that
points us to the road that runs heavenward. As your vision
is, so will your life be. Your better dream is the prophecy
of what your life may be, ought to be.
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LETTER DEPARTMENT

J

From Here mid There
Brother Mark J. Chapm:lln tells us we misread his signature in a recren:t item in these columns and made it that of
his daughter Mary. We are sorry it happened. Try again,
Brother Chapman.
Brother Hubert Case repo'rts ten baptisms at Omaha, on
Sunday, February 18, among the number being four fine
yoU!ng men. Elder J. A. Gillen was therre over Sunday and
his sermons were much appreciated.
A brother in Indiana wrote E. E. Long for a thousand
copies of his poem recently printed in the Herald, to be used
for missionary purposes. Brother Long ~ntends to add a
verse ,and have a number printed for general distribution in
his work.

quinements of a Saint of God. They ask the prayers of the
Saints tha,t they may not be unduly hindered from their resolution.

From the Niagara Falls, Canada, correspondent, J. M.
McAninch, we learn that Patriarch A. D. Angus has recently
paid them a much appreciated visirt. His sermon on divine
authority was very timely tinder the circumstances, with
''Billy" Sunday ,not far away and: the work of the Saints in
tracting the city so fresh in 'their minds. Elder W. Place
wa,s called to Port Dalhousie to preach, there being three
families of ~Saints at that place and the outlook good.
All secretaries of Sunday schools especially district seCI~e
taries are requested by .E. D. Moore to bring their record
books along with them for comparison at the co,nfer'ence of
secretaries during the coming ·General ConV"entions. Some
who cannot come could send in their sugge1stions of various
items they have found worth while in their work.
Other
secretaries might find it worth while to come prepared to
have a part in the meeting, as manry gerneral phases will be
considered.

When the \Saints at Denver built their church they thought
it was la·rg,e enough for 'all time, but the recent district confenence filled it to ovoerflowing. The weather was nne during
the confer1ence but has been cold and stormy since. Brother
E. F. 1Shupe :tieports that it has been the coldest winter he
has known in Colorado, being there twenty-eight years. The
· bishop's agent reported over $2,400 paid in during the past
' We learn that Brothe1r H. W. Savage has recently baptized six months. It is reported that a brother who was baptized
two in Dunedin, New Zealand, "both g1ood as gold," he says. during the conference gav•e his check for $1,000 during the
He says they co1n tinue to have great times at the fountain, sessions ras a beginning of tithing.
the place where the people gather to hear str~eet preraching.
Writing us that the Nauvoo· District has arranged to purIt is a gre:a,t place for drunkenness, and many of their servchase
an auto for missionaTy purposes, W. H. Gunn, district
ices are interrupted by those in such condition. The police
seeretary, of Fort Madison, sa.ys: "This will enable the mis1e:t them alone so long as passers-by are not molested.
sionary to r1e:ach numbers of places otherwise impossible.
Old and almost blind, sreventy-two years of age and iso- He will be rable to use rthe organized branches as bases to
lated, Sister Martha Jane Miller, of New Cambria, Missouri, :work from, and also utilize local talent to a great extent.
is compelled to let her HERALD lapse, teven thought she would We believe this will increase the efficiency of our missionary
do without sufficient clothi,ng and food to have it. It makes greatly. The cost is being defrayed by subscriptions. We
us wish we were able to supply every such person in the are very anxious to see our same missionary (L. G. Hollochurch with a free subscription, but because so many do not way) returned to 'this district, as the 1abovoe is his plan for
subscribe who could and shou1d, it is impossible.
spreading "the gospel in this district.''

Mrs. Etta Miller, of Clyde, Colorado, would like to have
the minister in charge of Eastern Colorrado write he~r, for
there are ra few families of Saints thel'e and she believes some
good could be done. She desires that her afflicted mother
may he administered to and desires the prayers of the Saints
in her behalf. rShe says they ar,er in a newly settled country.

We have a few lines from Brother Andrew Jensen, of
Conception Junction, Missouri: "The conference of the
Nodaway District is over tand we had a voery spi,ritual time.
We were favored with hav~ng our apostle, F. M. Sheehy,
with us. His brotherly advice and counsel were excellent.
I never listened to ,a, deeper ~reasoner. Our missionary,
Brother 0. W. Okerlind, was also with us~a man whom we
haVie learned to love."
The train that was oarrying eight Saints to the district
conference at Davoenprort, Iowa, was wrecked and a number
of fl'e'ight cars (it being an accommodation train) badly
demolished. The coach that carried them left the rails and
tipped somewhat, but no one was hurt. Tliey feel to thank
God for spraring their liV"es. Brother John Heide tells us the,
Spirit that prevailed at the conference was excellent, with
preaching by Brethr,en Turner, Davis :lind Sparling.
Faye Wood, aged ten, writes fmm Waverly, Ohio, of her
experiences, wherein some I'elativres sought to prevent herself and sister, two years older, from joining the church.
One of them who was the most prominent in her opposition
rep,~nrtled on her deathbed of her stJand and desired that
others might seek to undo what she had done. !<'aye andher
sister hope to be baptized when they have learned the re-

Bnother. Benjamin Bean tells us that the Northern California District conference was marked by unity of spirit and
confidence. He feels that the church is coming to realize that
i,t is indeed the body of Christ. The repr1esrentation from
the bn;tnch~s was good, and he names the following as pres"
ent: .J. W. Rushton and C. J. Cady of the missionary force,
F. G. Pitt of the evangelical order; Holmes J. Davison,
G. J. W,ane,r •and C. W. Hawkins of the located ministry.
Branch and district records are being straightened up, and
a re§olution was adopted rapprov~ng a suggestion -of the dis~
trict recorder that all branch clerks come to the next reunion
and bring the' records with them for the purpose of comparing with the district recmds. A number of ordinations were
provided for after due investigation.
·

From Ohio
Since last writi;ng I have held meetings in Cleveland,
Kirtland, and Akron, working out from the last-named place
in a schoolhouse some miles out, whe11e we had good 'attendance and intevest: Our stay at Kirtland was especially enjoyed as we never had hoped for such a privilege. The
~Saints responded well by attendance, and we had a very fi 1ne
sedes there, directed entirely to them.
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Vlfe were pleased to have the opportunity to visit and conV'erse, as well as give a few talks to the old folks in the
home the,re. w,e felt thankful that such provision had been
made for the aged of the church where they· could! have the
association of those of like precious faith. We wiH ever
remember with pleasure our visit to Kirtland.
In Akron we had good attendance in the main. The last
few nights wer~e very cold and the people were afraid to get
out, so our attendance> was small( We we1re well pleased
with the treatment received, and as we 1ooked i,nto the faces
of the young of tha't branch we thought it had a bright future ahead; of it if 1all were faithful. Several young men
not of thE? faith were regular attendants at the services and
we hope to hear of them obeying the gospel ere long.
From Akron we came to this place (Alliance) where we
have been holding forth to small audiences. This is a new
place for our work. I understand that there never have
bee!ll any of our preachers here. We find tha,t his Satanic
maj,esty is at work and the old; old cry has been raised"Mormon," and some have stopped coming for fear they
would get "roped in," as they expressed it.
Sunday afternoon we went to the Presbyterian church,
where we listened to an expose of Mormonism by Miss
Frances Bate's Patterson of Chicago. ,She was ve-,:y plain in
her denunciations of the dominant church in Utah. We
were waiting for her 1to say something of the Reorganization
and just before she closed. we were privileged to hear her
opinion of us. She s~aid the Reorganization did not believe
in ;polygamy, and that they took no oath against the Nation,
and that they were good citiz,ens. The worst she could say
was that we believed that our gospel, as she expressed it,
was lost for eighteen celllturie:s. Resolutions were read that
they wished to be signed and sent 'to the officials at Washington. A president and ,a secretary were elected. A motion
was asked for that the president and secretary be authorized
to sign the resolutions. I made the motion, and when the
meeting was dismissed I wended my way to the front and
the "reverend" who was i,n cha,rge, shook hands and asked
my name. He then introduced me to Miss Patterson. I told
her I was an elder in the Reorganized Church, and you should
have seen that preacher's face; it surely was a study. I
asked the speaker if it was not 'a fact that the Reorganized
Church had taken a prominent part in the opposition to the
seating of Smoot, and she said it was true. Some other
questions were asked and ~~nswered to our satisfaction, and
there were a number that heard the conversation. I am
sure our work did not suffer, but rather profited by the talk
of Miss Patterson.
There seems to be prospects for doing something hm'e. We
ha,ve the offer of a lot on which to set a tent this coming
summer, and think it would be worth a try. I expect to leave
for home the first of next week, afte~' an absence of nine
months.
Yours i,n the conflict,
WILLIAM ANDEHSON.

"Te Orometua"
This is the1 name of the litHe paper published in the Society Islands by Brother Clyde F. Ellis. It was started oy
Brother J. F. Bur,ton, whiJ,e the writer of this article was in
that far distant and difficult mission.
The little paper has assumed a more attractive appearance,
the present edition giving some splendid pictures of Brethre1n
Frederick M. Smith, Bishop McGuiDe, and _some of the church
iristitutio,ns, the Saint"s Home, the Stone Church at Independence, Missouri, the Sanitarium, and the college. The
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write-up on each of these subjects is very dearly given, setting forth from the Doctrine and Covenants the calling of
the men, also the confetrence re1solutions and inspirational direction 'regarding the institutions, 1all of which I am sure
will be highly appreciated by the natives of the South Seas.
The writer has wa,tched for e~erything that has ev~er ap'apea,red in 'print regarding the island mission, and read it
with interest. Those childlike, earnest people have been
nurtured by the church, and we are glad to note in a personal
1ertter fr,om Brother ~llis, also from Brother A. H. Christensen, that they are making progress.
Translating a few thoughts from the article on the college,
I glean the followimg from the little island pap:er:
"Gn the 11th of April, 18,90, there was a committee appoi1nted to find a location for a house of learning for. the
church. The matter was carefully c-onsidered, ~and the work
begun during said conference, and the bishop was authorized
to proceed with the work.
This church school has been a gr,eat help to the young people of the church in general and especially to many who reside in that vicinity. There being a large branch at Lamoni,
its influence has been a great help to the coUege; the prayer
meeti1ngs, as well as the other services have been a strong
arm of protection to the young people of the church while
obtaining an education. So they have been educated in
spiritual things, as well as in worldly wisdom. This institution has been under the supervision of high priests of the
church, 1and is now-good men. The college is now being well
sustained a 1n d controlled for the good of the whole church,
and the young people of the church have been kept from the
'errors and dangerous things taught, to lead the young away
from the true teachings in spiritual things.
"This year the ,state ·of Iowa schools, the university and
others, are recognizing the work done in Graceland and giving due credits for said work, so that when our yollJng go
from our school to the 1State or other schools they a,re recognized with the good work done in our school, so this house
of learn~ng is k:Je<eping the young with clean hearts and minds
in right teachings."
HUBERT CASE.
Los ANGELES, CALIFORNIA, February 26, 1917.
Editors He1'ald: The Southern California District conference held in Los Angeles, Februa,ry 23, 24, and 25 is certainly
a mile,stone in the history of church work in the great Southwest. It ,excelled any conference held in this district in point
of .attendance, intense intel'e,st, harmony, spirituality and
general good will.
There was not a jarring word, not one discordant note,
each vied with the other in an endeavor to convey good will
and fellowship. Among the ministry the attitude of preferring one another was so apparent that one could not help
but ask, "Are they all Frei!lchmen?" With one acclaim
men1Jbers and visitors exclaimed, "This is the best ~ever."
The Sunday school association held forth Friday morning;
the Religio Friday afternoon. In the evening an impromptu
prog11am was rendered at w;hich time Brethren Rushton,
Harrington, Garrett and Williams gave short addresses.
Saturday morning at eight o'clock a priesthood meeting
was held attended by all members of the Melchisedec priesthood in attendance at the conference.
The conference opened.at ten-thirty with John W. Rushton,
George Harrington and Thomas W. Williams chosen to preside.
There was one matter outside of the ordinary which elicited
keen interest and anima,ted discussion. It was a motion to
petition the General Co,nference to consider the proposition
of amending the name of the church by dropping the prefix
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"Reorganiz;ed" and the affix "of Latter Day Siaints" making
the name "The Church of Jesus Christ." The resolution
carried, and the delegates to the General Conference were
instructed to bring this hefor1e that body.
The preaching was by George H. Wixom, who addressed
the assembly Saturday night. Thomas W. Williams was the
speaker 1Sunday morn~ng and John W. Rushton, Sunday
evceni:hg. Each sermon dovetailed into the other, making a
symmetrical whole. On 1Sunday afternoon the service was
varied, taking the' form of a symposium, Brethren Goodrich,
Leach, Carmichael, Wixom, Garrett, Williams, Cooper, Harrington and Rushton being the speakers.
The church was crowded to ovcerfiowing at eve:ry meeting.
There were delegations from all parts of the district, Beaumont, Redlands, San Bernardino, Ontario, Pomona, Altadena,
Long Beach, Garde)n Grove, Santa Ana, :San Diego, Sunland, RamQna, and other points.
During the noon hour on 1Saturday Br1ethren Rushton, Garrett, Harrington, Williams, Wixom, Backer and Badham took
a run out to see Brother Elbert. The weather for a couple
of weeks has been very disagreeable, necessitating one keeping indoors much of the time, which is not conducive to convalescence but, in spite of this, we found our brother much
improved. Brother Rushton and Wixom administered with
ibenelficial results.
In parting with Elbert this time I said to him, "Don't be
discouraged:, Elbert. Remember the old adage, 'The good
di€1 young.' " He came back quickly. "Yes, you and I will
live to a good old age, won't we Tommie?" I hadn't any answer which seemed to fit in 1at that time. He scored as usual.
!Southern California is coming into its own. A 1n umher of
years ago s,everal prophecies were given through prominent
men in the church that we would pass through severe and
testing conditions, but tha,t the work would 'emerge and move
,forward to heights never attained hitherto. The Lord is
making prophecy history now.
Ten delegates were elected to represent the district at
General Conference.
Your brother in Christ,
THOMAS W. WILLIAMS.

PORT ARTHUR, ONTARIO, February 17, 1917.
Editors Herald: I wish to let the Saints know that I am
still serving my Redeemer and always will, for I have for
life ,enlisted in this great latter-da,y work. There are five
!Saints in our city. w,e do not know of any others nearer than
three hundred miles, but I believe there will be before long.
We did not complete our S'unda,y school that Brothe'r Samuel
Tomlinson organized, because when I was going to send for
supplies the sisters said they could not attend in the winter
months with their babies in the terrible cold weather we have
here. I am toJd that the ice is four feet thick. It may have
been wisdom to wait until warm weather. w,e expect to
reorganize our school in the spring, and to have other members by that time.
I wish to tha,nk my brothers and sisters in the East for
their kindness and willingness to. help us start this Sunday
· school. I am thankful to Brother Curtis for sending Brother
Tomlinson here Iast fall and the same thanks to him in making sacrifice in coming here. The amount of good will be
seen in the future.
I hav,e 'b:een busy talk~ng this work ever since my ordination. I have a good helper in Mr. Ray Banstell, who travels
witru me in my visiting from house to house. He has made
a covenant to be baptized and Mr. McLain and his wife are
ready to be baptized as soon as the weather permits. There
are others very favorable towards us, and I expect to con-

tinue my labor from house to house until I can: get out on
the street to do some talking ther,e.
iif any of the elders are passing through our city we would
pleased to have them call o,n us. I live on the hill and can
look over our city and the city of Fort William. In the two
cities there is said to be sixty thousand people; surely there
is room for us to grow and become a large branch of the
true vine. May we have the prayers of the Saints to assist
us in our isolated mission.
Your brother,
19 Olive Road.
ABRAHAM MILLER.

be

PERRY, IowA, February 21, 1917.
Editors Herald: Perry Branch has rejoiced 1ately in havi,ng had Brother W. A. McDowell with us for t8Jn days. Aside
from the giving of blessings, the office of patriarch was
rather vague to many of us, but Brother McDowell's fatherly
advice and counsel was truly 'edifying and inspiring. The
round table meetings we11e especially instructive and the
1S:aints here will cherish for many a day the memories of
Brother McDowell's visits with them in their homes, as well
as the grand good sermons they heard each even~ng during
his stay. To the encourag.ement and admonitiQn we received
from his visit we attribute much of the renewed energy that
we are enjoying at this time:.
Another treat was a series of meetings held in January.
Brother Henry Castings, of Runnels, and Brother Roy
Cheville, of Rhodes, w~r:e with us two days, and both left
much spiritual food.
Directly following these services,
Brother 0. Salisbury, of Des Moines, assisted by Brother
Gerrit Juergens, of Glidden, Iowa, soloist, began a week''s
series of meetings. Brother Salisbury w,a:s truly filled with
the Spirit throughout the meeting, and his sermons were
forceful and convincing, but the outside interest was poor.
Nevertheless, the Saints felt the power of the Spirit at each
service a1n d will endeavor to heed the admonition to "Go
forward." Brother Juergens's splendid help with the choir,
and his beautiful solos weDe certainly thoroughly enjoyed
and appreciated.
The different departments of the work he:re are progressing
favorably, those in charge seeming to sense the responsibility
of this latter-day work, as they never have before.
'Sunday, March 4, will be the anniversary of the organization of the! Perry Branch, as well as the anniversary of
Brother H. H. Hand's ordination, and preparations ar:e being
made for appropriat,e observance of the day. A special
program will be rendered at the Religio, in the evening, in
commemoration of the event.
·
Those who have just returned from the district conferenc,e
at D!es Moines, bring us the pleasing news that Perry is to
entertain the June confere;nce. We feel to congratulate ourselves and hope for a big crowd.
Altogether we feel and know that the Lord is working
with us, and the burden of our prayers is that we may be
faithful and humbie, with an ,eye single to his glory, so that
we may be useful instruments in his hands for the upbuildin,g of his kingdom on earth.
ESTELLE F. TAYLOR.
SPERRY, OKLAHOMA, February 25, 1917.
Editors HeTald: Dear Saints, as I have just finished reading in the HERALD and cannot attend prayer meeting this eveni,ng; I was wondering what to do next when the thought came
to me to write a few lines to the HERALD, as I have never tri:ed
to before. I always feel lil"e there are so many good writers
and that I could not say anything that would be of any interest and would just keep silent.
We have a good branch here at Sperry; some good faithful
Saints. We have a good Sunday school and have just begun
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our Religio wliich ·we all ~ntend to make a success by the
help of our heavenly 'Father. We had a grand prayer meeting last 1Sunday evening, with only a few present. What a
grand thing to know our Fathe'r will recognize .a few just
the same as he will a large number.
:Many of the ·Saints w.ill be made sad to know our dear
brother James H. Bussell has gone on to a better home. Yes,
we are made sad a,nd our home seems so vacant, yet we rejoice to know he is out of his suffering. As many of you
know, he has suffered untold misery for years, sometimes
would feel weak and diseoumged to see him suffer as he did,
yet when he would express himself he always had a bright
hope, and . his last words were a grand testimony to me.
When he looked up and said "S'ome one up there is playing
the band, the band of the gospel, gr-eat day, great day,"
!Saints, this was a grand testimQny to me. I only hope and
pray that I may live so when the death angel comes I can
say "Great day."
Your sister in the faith,
MYRTLE BUSSELL.
RIDGETOWN, ONTARIO, February 27, 1917.
Editon He1·ald: I always look forwa,rd for this paper, because of its splendid spiritual food, ailld the many grand
Ie:tters of the 1Saints whieh are always very encouraging.
Also the paper is of g11eat educational value. We get much
enlightenm6!nt upon the many doctrinal points. I always scan
the Letter Department the first thing to see if there is any
news fl,om some one I know. Ofttimes there is, and how
I do enjoy readi,ng it. :So I thought there might be others
like myself, who would be glad to hear from these parts.
As each day passes away I realize the great need of our
being more obedient and keeping ourseiv·e:s prepared for the
last day, for the day is fast approaching when this work must
be accomplished. Shall we be found unprepared? I feel my
unworthiness and my weakness because of the little I have
done for Christ, who has done so much for me.
Our branch is pr~gre,ssing quite favorably. Always enjoying the Spirit i1n 'our Sunday morning prayer meeting.
Our leaders are more united and are trying to keep the work
moving along. So far this year we have been greatly blessed.
Our branch pl'esident, Eider. Alex Ellis, although residing
nine miles away, is ever at his post and never lets· many opportunities pass without being here as a shepherd to lead his
flock, especially on sacrament services.
Brother Philip
Green is pne:siding priest and Brother Abner St. John is presiding deacon. Both are .earnest workiers in their calling.
We greatly miss our absent teacher, Brother John Schrader,
who is now in Pontiac, Michigan·, but trusting his absence
from our midst will be the means of putting the gospel before othe·rs' eyes. Brothe r Vickers is our branch secr1etary
and I am branch solicitor and assistant superintendent of
the Sunday school.
My testimony to you and the world is that I know this
work is true and am ever thankful to God for his watchful
care over us as a family and branch. I trust this letter will
pe comforting to some lonely and weak Saint.
I rema~n your brother in gospel bonds,
NoAH S'HAW.
1

MAGNOLIA, IOWA, February 28, 1917.
Edito1·s Herald: I am an old old man, n~nety years old the
18th of last February, and have been long afflicted with a
crippled body. I was born in .Sweden and in 1852 I first
heard the preaching of the angel's message. Following this
I began a study of the Bible and soon became convinced tha,t
the Lord had indeed se,nt an angel to the earth to restore the
everiasting gospel after so many years. I was baptized
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February 19, 1857, and Brother Magnus A. Fyrando preached
that evening, though he was but a boy.
This ·same month orders came from Salt Lake City that
all were to be rebaptized and .acknowledge Brigham Young
as a prophet of the Lord.
Now, .I was a missionary for Brigham Young for eleven
years, and in 1860 a missionary came from the Utah "Zion"
by the name of P. Beckstrom, and gave us wol'd that Zion's
redemption was near at hand; he· even set the time as inside of five years. So I began to prepare. I talked with
the president of the Scandinavia:n Mission and it was arranged that I should be in Malmo on June 10, 1868, from
where eighty-four <Swedish, six hund11ed Danish and two
hundred English emigrants sailed for the West. In ten
weeks we were in Omaha. At this place I noticed my old
fri-end Magnus Fyra,ndo, who had returned from the Rocky
Mountain Zion, now an apostate from the teachings of
Brigham Young.
As a result of this, I stopped in Omaha and on September
17, 1871, we went to hear preaching by Joseph Smith the
president of the Reorganized Church. It made us rejoice to
see and hear the chosen seed of the Martyr and I was baptized October 24 of that year and my wife o,n April 22, the
following spring. I was ordained an ~elder in May, 1872.
I hav~e known such men of the church as Avondet, Broadbent, Ballinger, Hart, Medlock, Rumel, Edwards, Meller, also
R. C. Elvin and his so:n 'Robert M., and M. H. Forscutt.
I received a spiritual manifestation in 1875 that Joseph
S'mith would soon go to Utah and let Brigham Young know
that he was not the man to lead the Saints to Zion. This
was fulfilled about nine months later. Brother Joseph and
Brother James Caffall came to Omaha and stayed with us
and preached. On the 25th of July Brother Joseph left for
California and pn his return visited Brigham Young.
·
To God I give thanks for the wonderful way he has preserved my life and that he has aUowed me to he acquai1nted
with the everlasting gospel and associate with God•s servants: Joseph, Alexander and David and their sons and daughters, and Elbert 1A. Smith. I have known William W. Blair
and his son Frederick and many mo11e of the Saints of the
church in the past sixty years.
May God spe:ed the work of the church and allow us to
meet on the other side.
Your brother,
ANDREW JOHNSON.
DECATUR, NEBRASKA, Fe\Jruary 27, 1917.
Edito?'S Herald: It has been a long time since I have contributed an'ything to your fair pages. I haVle spent most of
my time during the past two years laboring among. the
Lani.anites of the Omaha tribe. At times it is rather discouraging but at other times I have greatly 6!njoyed my work
among them. Since October 1 when a branch was organized
among them at Macy with a membership of a little over fifty,
I have acted as president of the branch. We have had our
meetings in a private house and our .work has gone along
as well as could be expected under such circumstances. We
hope to have ·a new church building there before another
season passes.
During the past two weeks I have bee,n looking up and
visiting with many scattered members of the north part of
the district. I find a great many scattered over the distriet
who have isolated themselves from church privileges, and
many of them not taking the church papers, and as a cons-equence are falling behind in the work.
We need fellowship, we need association, if we are to develop. If we cannot have it by persQnal contact we can to
an extent, by taking the church papers. I enjoy, so much,
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reading the pages of the church papers and I have urged
the members to take them and keep in touch with the work,
some have done so, others say they are going to do so.
Without fellowship or association/we are very apt to shrivel
and die .. Truly did Jesus say "I am the, vine." We are as a
great vine, and we are depe:ndent, to an extent, upo,n each
other but especially upon the "true vine."
I rejoice to see the upward trend that this work seems to
be taking; the desire that there s-eems to be manifest for
greater knowledge and greater efficiency. KJnowledge is
power, hence the gr:ea:ter the knowledge the greater the
power.
I have enjoyed studying and reading more during the past
year than ev.er before in my life, and I feel that it is but a
touch of the same spirit that is pervading the whole church.
Shall we not call it an end!owment?
Jesus a,t one time said, "If ye continue in my word ye shall
know the truth, and the truth shall make you free." Truth,
we are told in Doctrine and Cove1nants· 90: 4, is a knowledge
of things as they are, and as they were, and as they are to
come. If truth is knowledge, and knowledge is power and by
it we shall be made free; that we may arise, awake, from
our long silent slumbers, shake off the fette:rs that have
bound us so long, who shall forbid that we shall lay hold of
that which shall make us fr,ee? Chains of opp~ession we will
break asunder, and join with the ransomed in victory's so,ng.
Who then shall say that we shall not seek to bring into our
possession that which will ·enable us to arise in the name of
Israel's God and say to the world, "We have that which you
are looking for"; that we may show to them that we have
what we ha.ve claimed, lo these many years, to have been in
possession of, "light and truth"? God has asked us to do it.
'The world is demanding it of us.
But in our search for knowledge (truth) let us not forget
the fountain head, the source of all truth; he, around whom
clusters all truth and by whom were all things made that
are made; he who said, "I am the way, the truth and the
life·." If we will but remember this we shall be made f11ee
indeed, for he hath said, "If the 8on therefore shall make
you free, ye shall be free indeed."
"A little philosophy" says Francis Bacon, "inclineth man's
mind to atheism, but depth in philosophy bringeth me,n's
minds about to religion." Let us, therefore, who are the
children of the light proce.ed along the lines of true philosophy seek, first to build up the kingdom of God and to
establish his righteousness, and we shaH need have no fear.
God's law is perfect and if we follow it closely we shall need
have no fear. God's law is per'fect and if we follow it ciosely
we shall not go far astray, but will come steadily and surely
towards perfection. We shall i1nde:ed know the truth and be
made free. Our latent powers will unfold and we shall have
strength and power to accomplish the work set before usthe redemption of Zion. Israel shall be free.
Ever praying for the success of the work,
W. E. SHAKESPEARE.
Home address: INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI, 416 North Eubank A venue.

HoT SPRINGS, ARKANSAS, February 28, 1917.
EditoTs Herald: There are a few Sai1nts in this P'art of the
field, isolated from church privile.ges, but striving to do the
Master's bidding. Brother E. A. Erwin paid us a visit and
held a week''s meetings, with good attendance. He closed on
the 25th, with an excellent interest and some near the kingdom. The Saints are built up and the prospects for the advancement of the work in this part are very good. We hope

the elders will not forget us when passing through. vV e are located sev€!n miles west of Hot Springs.
We pray for the l:'edemption of Zion and ask an interest in
the prayers of the Saints.
T. A. DoNATHAN.
DES MOINES, IOWA, March 1, 1917.
Editors Herald: I am glad I mn a Latter Day Saint. I
have had many trials, including the loss of my dear companion, who was the best fr1end I ever had. Many times
when on the dow;nward path, her words of comfort would
cheer and strengthen me. We held memorial service in
the church on F'ebruary 25 for her, with preaching by Elder
E. B. Morgan, of Lucas, Iowa. ,She di,ed a year ago, and is
greatly missed.
I want to press onward so I may be worthy to meet her in
the world to come. Our late conference was surely a success.
The Spirit was made manifest and we had a time of rejoicing.
Our afternoon meeti;ng was a spiritual feast.
Knowing this work is of God, I want to do all I can for
it. I have received many testimonies, including the healing
of my children and companion.
Though I am not much of a reader, I take the HERALD,
Ensign, and Autumn Leaves to help the church as well as
myself. I read them amd then pass them along to others.
I hope to continue on in this work to the end.
Your brother in the one faith,
JOSEPH LILLY.
DENVER, COLORADO, March 3, 1917.
Herald: A season of beautiful weather and excellent roads 'eC~J~abled about a hundred Saints from all parts
of the Eastern District of Colomdo to attend the late con:Derence in Denver, February 24 and 25, 19l7. Nearly all
came in autos, some as fa.r as tw.o hu:ndred and twenty-five
miles.
Apostle J. E. KeHey arrived from Arizona in time to take
part and to preside with J. R. Sutton and A. E. Tabor ove>r
the c.onference.
The reports were encouraging, showing in the main a
good condition and an increase in membership and 1n funds
collected. The F,aJcon B'r,anch was disorganized, there being but two families left in that vicinity. Fort Collins
branch had been organized with Elder Wilber Savage in
charge. Two were baptized during the confer€jnce. Two ordained to the eldership, two to priest, one to teacher, one,
r-ecommended from Second Denver Branch to office of teacher,
referred to missionary in charge and the district presidency,
for consideration and action.
'l'h,e preaching was by Elders Sutton, Tabor, May and
:S:aide, the fi-rst two occupying in one service on the subject
of tithing, following which a generous o~ering by a new
member enriched the treasury considerably.
· The social servic·e. with sacrament was a busy one and full
of spiritual food. The conference was marked with a spirit
of earnestness, zeal and peace.
. The Religio and Sunday school conventions which preceded
the co1n:Derence, were very well attended, and under the le,adership of Brother .Coral Willis and Sister L. Fishburn were
conducted in such a manner as to give ,much instruction and
entertaim;nent, profitable to all.
The Saints and friends of Denver were complimented for
their hospitality and the efficient man;ner in feeding and
housing the many ·welcome visitors which rel:}llY taxed the
capacity of the local branch and church.
Four hundred and sixty meals were served in the church
dining room -under the management of. Sisters Adkins, Branan
and Lewis. If there wel'e any who did ,not enjoy themselves
Ed~to1·s
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we did not meet them. Between services many used their agent, reported receipts of $1,169.90, balance, $139.90. Requests from Fanning and Atchison Bl'a,nches for ordination
autos in seeing this beautiful city of the West.
of .Roy L. Tilden, William E. Twombly, and Cecil E. Schmid
The testimony of the Spirit was that after darkness, there to office of priest approved. Report of reunion committee rewould be light. Truly our hearts have been tried and made to ceived and vacancies filled by W. E. Peak and Charles
mourn over conditions in some places, but the volume of good
E.theridge.
Delegates: to General Conference: Samuel
in other places came in like a flood to drown for a time our Twombly, F. G. Hedrick, B. F. Jackson, Sarah Blouser, Sister
S. McNichols, Ethel Dittemore,Emma Hedrick. Alternates:
sorrows. We trust that the adjustments now tn process will E'William Twombly, W. E. Peak, A. C. Ingles, John Cair;ns,
set in order the work and those who truly love the work of James Bailey, Sister Pitzenberger, Gilbert Hedrick. FanGod above self will be found supporting the church stand- ning chosen as next place for conference: August 4 and 5,
ards and its legal representatives in honor before God and . 1917. Officers elected: Samuel Twombly, president; F. G.
Hedrick, vice president; William Twombly, secretary-treasthe world.
urer; William Bolinger member library board. Brethr.en
Many obstacles have been brushed aside in our year's Twombly, Tilden, and Schmid ordained priests. A profitable
work, till we can say the light is slowly winning the fight, conference. William E. Twombly, secretary.
and scattered through the r3<nks there are a number who are
WESTERN COLORADO.-With Durango Branch, Durango,
studying intelligently the present needs of the church, and
Colorado, February 17 and 18. Missionary in charge, J. E.
Kelley, was too ill to make the journey to be with us. Distrying to solve for themselves the questions which must be
answered before all Saints can be gathered into places of trict President Amos T. Higdon, with William B. F'arley,
safety and enjoy the cooperation of each other, thus freeing vice president, presided over the conference sessions. Ther'e
wel'e present of the ministry 1 seventy, 3 e.lders, 2 priests,
them from the disintegrating fear and worry which 1now binds There were 14 ministerial reports read by the clerk,
itself on all our minds, caused by the str~nuous condition 4 branch reports (being all in the district) also spiritual reports by all branch pre~sidents. Harmony prevailed through
under which we live.
I remain yours in faith,
all the sessions and at the prayer service after sac:mment
445 Clarkson 'Stre·et.
AMMON WHITE.
Sunday afternoon the .Spirit was present and the Saints
were commended for the,ir efforts and a promise if faithful
that many would be gathered into the fold. The Sai1nts rejoiced that they were permitted to assist in the latter~
.day work, this being the first confere:rwe for many prese1nt.
Our district president, vice president and clerk and treasUl'ect: were elected to succe:ed themselves for the ensuing year.
The next conference will be held with the Bayfield Branch,
Conference Minutes
Bayfield, Colorado. The conference and Sunday School AslDAHo.-At Minidoka, February 24 and 25, District Presi- sociation raised $20.10 on the church debt. Good attendance
dent George Winegar chosen chairman, with power to choose considering the scattered condition, the mountainous country
assistants. He chose P.eter Anderson and William Glauner. and winte,rtime, some having to cross the Continental Divide~
Reports from .five of the ministry read. Branch reports;
over :as many as three passes taking two days to make the
Hagerman 102, Filer, 21, Boise 84, Weiser 66, Teton 48. jouriJ1ey, consuming one whole week's time in order to attend
Delegates to General Confer~nce: Peter Anderson and the Sl],nday school conventions and conference. The work is
Brother Odie. P.eter Anderson authorized to select any in a good healthy condition but requires constant work of all
others that he may find in attendance from southern Idaho. the ministeri-al force to hold our own. We are gaining slowly
George Winegar presented his r·esigna,tion as bishop's agent in numbers but our percentage is up to or better tlran the
and asked the conference to provide his successor. J. L. general average of the church. Delegates to General ConBenson was recommended by vote to the Presidtng Bishop ference: Amos T. Higdon, J. F. Petre. Bishop's agent's refor appointment as bishop's agent of the district. Missionary port audited found correct, balance on hand $133.63. M. L.
in charge authorized to organize a branch at this place to be Schmid, secr·etary, 326 Main Street, Delta, Color-ado.
known as the Minidoka Branch. . This was done, and Robert
Chambers elected president, J. L. Benson acting priest, B. F. Convention Minutes
Benson teacher. J. L. Benson was ordained elder. Adjourned
CLINTON.-R,e!ligio, at Nevada, Missouri, February 16, 2.30
to meet at call of. district president and ministe1r ip charge.
p. m. Talks wel'e given by representatives of the different
J. L. Benson, secretary.
locals. All district officers reported in writing. Eight locals
SOUTHERN MISSOURI.-February 3, 1917, in Saints' church
Delegates to General Convention: R. T. Walters,
on Dale Street, Springfield, Missouri, with Henry Sparling, reported.
IS. MacraH, Orv1al Andes, Le·El. Quick, Emma Keck, A. C.
district president, presiding.
Following petition was W.
Silvers, J. A. Marsteller, Hazel Noyes, T. C. Kelley, John
adopted: We petition the leading quorums of the church or Davis, Lucy Silvers, Gertie Bailey, Zora Lowe, Bertha W alGCJneral Conference to define what action shall he taken with ters, Mabel Braden, Dollie Brunson, Ollie Keck. The last
inactive membe:rs of the priesthood. District president re- part of the session was spent in Institute work. Subjects
ported that the branches at West Plains, Cooter, Macomb presented, no.rmal work, home class work, and library work.
and Grove Spring were in an unorrganized condition, and on A well-rendered program was given. Adri:an Lowe, secreseparate motions the three first named were decla,red disor- tary; Mabel Braden, president.
ganized, action on Grove Spring deferred U!Util next conferNORTHEASTERN KANSAS.-At Atchison, February 3, with
ence. Officers elected: Henry .Sparling, president; J. F. Cunningham, vice president; Benj.amin Pearson, secreta:ry- District Superintendent FlorCJnce McNichols in charge. Offitreasurer; delega,tes to Ge1neral Conference: L. M. McFadden, cers eiected: R. L. Tilden, superintendent; Frank G. Hedrick,
Emma Hedrick, secretary-treasurer; Betty
Henry Sparling, A. T. Gray and wife, C. E. Bootman, R. J. assistant;
Mendall, Francis Bishop and Luke Bishop. Next conference Twombly, superintendent of home department; Ethel Sprague,
at Springfield, June 2 and 3, unless advisable to change date cradle roll superintendent; member library board, ll'lrs. A. E.
to have minister in charge present. Decided to hold re- Sprague. Delegates to General Conv~ntion: Roy L. Tilden,
union i:n Springfield this year, date to he published later. Samue:l Twombly, Frank G. Hedrick, Emma Hedrick, WilG. A. Davis, bishop's agent, reported: Receipts: $319.82; liam Twombly, William Bollinger, Gilbert H~edrick, Florence
balance $2.92. Francis Bishop ordained teacher. Benjamin Lentz, Florence McNichols, Betty Twombly, Ethel Dittemore, Sarah Blauser, A. C. Ingalls, Brother Jackson. AdPearson, secretary.
·
journed to meet in Fanning in August. Emma Hedrick,
NoRTHEASTERN KANSAS.--At Atchison, Februa.ry 3. Dis- Fanning Kansas.
trict president Samuel Twombly in cha;rge, and by motion district presidency chosen to preside. Mass conference formed.
Reports from Atchison, Fan:ning, Blue Rapids, Topeka and The Bishopric
Northern Idaho District.-Up0;n the recommendation of
Scmn'ton Branches. Those failing to report were: Gentralia, Idylewild, and Netavvaka. Reports from 7 elders, 6 the district conference, owing to the resignation of Brother
priests, 4 teachers, I deacon. Tent committee reported re- G. W. Winegar as bishop's agent, we have appointed Brother
eeipts of $192.50, balance, $7.15.
John Cairns, bishop's J. L. Benson of Minidoka, Idaho, to serve in this capacity.
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During the past year the work of this department in this
district under the care of Brother Winegar ha,s shown good
results 1and I trust the Saints will give Brother BE\nson the
same support that has been accorded Bl'other Winegar.
BENJAMIN R. McGUIRE, Presiding Bishop.

Church Secretary
RAILROAD RATES TO GENERAL CONFERENCE
Additional ~nformation; take sp:ecial notice: To get the
benefit of the two-cent rate granted by the Burlington system buy round trip tick~e~ts-to Lamoni and return. It is not
necessary to secu're C'eJrtificates with ticket. This rate refers
only to interstate traffic. Notice also that going tickets may
be purchased 'March 31, good to return leaving Lamoni April
20, and not April 21 as formerly stated.
"Fares herein apply o.nly via S ame route in both directions.
Routes below are r,eferred to in fare paragraph:
"Route 1, via Bethany; route 2, via Grant City; route 3,
via Osceola; route 4, via Burlington and Chariton;
voute 5, via Keokuk :and Van Wert; route 6, via Saint
Joseph and Bethany; route 7, via Saint Joseph and Grant
City; route 8, via Saint Louis, thence route 4; route 9, via
Saint Louis, thence route 5; route 10, via Saint Louis, theifnce
route 6.
"Fares from points of origin not shown in this tariff will
:be made by adding the fares shown in this tariff to douMe,
the one way fares shown in other tariffs as lawfully on file
with the Interstate Commerce Commission, provided that if
the fal:'e so made exceeds the fare fl'om a point beyond on the
1

This advertising talk by the manager of the Board of Publication is one of a series appearing simultaneously in the
:SAINTS' HERALD and "Zion's Ensign," written with the hope of
reaching as many as possible of the chunh membership.
This is the second of eight "talks" that will appear.·

FREE CATALOGUES

same through line as shown ~n this tariff, the latter fare
will apply. Fares so made will apply via all routes authorized u,nder this tariff from contiguous points of origin.
"The following fares will apply from stations named to
Lamoni, Iowa, and return:
"Alliance, Nebraska, route 3, $24.50; 6, $25.25; 7, $25.80.
"East Saint Louis, Illinois, route 8, $18.15; 9, $14.85; 10,
$17.50.
"Chicago, Illinois, route 4, $15.50.
"Galesburg, Illinois, route 4, $9.
"Grand Island, Nebraska, route 3, $13.65; 6, $14.50; 7,
$15.05.
"Kansas City, Missouri, route 1, $6.50; 2, $7 .15.
"Lincoln, Nebraska, route 3, $9.85; 6, $10.65; 7, $11.20.
"Omaha, Nebraska, route 3, $7.65.
"Oxford, Nebraska, route 3, $16.85; 6, $16.70; 7, $17.30.
"Peoria, Illinois, route 4, $11.10.
"Quincy, Illinois, route 4, $10.85; 5, $9.10.
"Saint Joseph, Missouri, route 1, $3.95; 2, $4.60.
">Saint Louis, Missouri, route 4, $17.65; 5, $14.35; 6, $17.
From the forego~ng it will be understood! that the two-cent
rate applies only from stations above-named on the Burlington system; also that those coming from po:ints beyond the
specific points named will receive the benefit of this Burlington reduction in computation of their through fares. Read
previous notice, last week's issue.
Eastern delegates take special notice: 'Further advices
from Brother D. E. Dowker, Chicago, advise that the Chicago
special party will leave Chicago on Saturday, March 31, i,nstead of April 1 as formerly announced, a,n:d on train No. 5,
at 6.15 p. m., Burlington Route. This is done to reach Lamoni for the Reiligio session of the 1st. We suggest that
eastern travelers connect with this tr1ain if possible.
R. S. SALYARDS, Church Secretary.
LAMONI, IowA, March 12, 1917.
.

Reunion Notices
Northeastern Missouri, Stewartsville, ten days, beginning
August 17, on old camp g1,ound, one fourth mile east of
1Stewartsville. Prepare now to make this gather1ng a success. Let us count on help from all who can do so, in song
and music. May we hear from you? B. J. Dice, president
committee.

Selling principally by mail as we <lo, it is necessar.r
for our customers to make most of their selections from
ca,talogues. We mention the fo1llowing as available and Address
from the list the reader of this advertisement shoulrl
A. E:. Warr, Florida Street, 2 East Ross, Mobile, Alabama,
select the ones in which he is most interested and have instead of 3 as reported to us and pr1nted recently.
them sent for future reference.
Correction
On account of the rising prices in paper and other
In my a:rt;icle ~n the HERALD of March 7, on page 226 and
printing materials, our plans for printing a complete 6th line from bottom of first column inse>rt after the word
of ":Shule and Corihor, and if the ancient ruins of."
descriptive catalogue .of all supplies which we had
Page 225, 3d column, last word in line 16, read Mormon
rearly, was deferrerl, with the hope that the prices might instead of Moroni.
Page 228, 2d column, near bottom, read Coriantum ~nlower and allow a permanent Est to be issued. For the stead of Cori:a,ntumr.
J. F. GuNSOLLEY.
present, we issu:e a temporary price list of all church
Requests for Prayers
bo~oks, tracts, requisites, such as blanks, cards, etc.
Brother George and Sis1Je1r 'Mattie Howell of Malin, Oregon,
This includes prices on all Sunilay school and Religio are badly afflicted and desire the prayers of the Saints.
supplies.
Our Departed Ones
Bible catalogues, illustrating· a complete line from
FRY.-Joel Fry, aged 71 years, 5 months, 10 days. Lived
which your personal preference may be supplied.
for many J7'ears at Council Bluffs. Baptized November 24,
Descriptive lists of books on socio,logy, nature, for 1915. Died February 19 at the Mercy Hospital, Council
Bluffs, Iowa,, Funeral 1at the Woodring's undertaki1ng rooms,
the traveler, and for boys and girls, are also gladly sent. 1Sermon by ,B, S. Lambkin, intelrment in the Walnut Hill
Send to the Herald Publishing House for an illus- Cemetery, Council Bluffs, Iowla,
HAwKINS.-Ellen Hawkins, wife of Moroni W. Hawkins,
trated price Jist of leather goods, mane here and solil ,
born :September 28, 1878, died February 19, 1917, at Botts,
reasonably.
Florida. Funeral sermon by E. Rannie. Her little bahe
Branches interested in installing the inilividual com- had been l:aid away two days previously. She was well known
to the missionaries of the Sioutheastern Mission, who had enmunion service should senil to the Herald Publishing joyed the hospitality of her home\.
House for illustrated price lists of the Thomas service,
WALTERS.-Mary Winnifred Wynne, born October 25, 1875,
which has proven itself a very satisfactory equipment. at Angolia, Indiana. Married Andrew Isaiah Walters, Febru-

THE BOARD OF PUBLICATION
A. Carmichael, Manager

ary 22, 1894, at Toledo, Ohio. Baptized September 18, 1895,
After suffering terribly for some time she.
died v;ery easily w:ith heart failure, January 27, 1917, leaving to mourn, 6 sons and 5 daughters, one son having pre-

by J. J. Cornish.
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ceded her in death. Funeral at Fork Church; senno:n by
A. M. Boomer of Ma,rion.
HARRINGTON.-At Lamoni, Iowa, February 9, 1917, Brother
Frank M. Harr~ngton, aged 70 years, 5 months and 21 days.
He was born in Gheming County, New York, in 1846. Married
Sister Clara Foreman at Lawrence, Michiga,n, in 1871; and
came to Decatur County, Iowa, in 1878. His wife and 4 sons
and 2 daughters survive him. He w;as baptized Janua,ry,
1862, at Galien, Michigan, by John Shippy. Funeral sermon
by H. A. Stebbins at the residence.
HARTSHORN.--Anna Gilman was born JUine 8, 1854, in New
Jersey. Manried Frede>rick G. Hartshorn, September 9, 1882,
and to this union 2 children were born: Leroy F., of Dickens,
Iowa, and Charlotte Jane ('Mrs. G. S. Daniel), of Came,I'on,
Missouri. . Baptized about 30 years ago and her faith was
strong to the last. Died at her home nea;r Dickens, Iowa,
January 25; 1917. Leaves to mour:n, husband, 1 son, 1 daughter, 2 grandsons, 3 brothe1rs and 1 sister. Funeral sermon
by J. B. Barrett; i:nterme~t at Marathon, Iowa.
REED.-Mildred Bliack Reed, born 8eptember 27, 1884,
in Grove Township, .Shelby County, Iowa. Married Jame>s
Reed, December 24, 1903. To this union 6 children were born,
.5 ,of whom are now living. Baptized ~n ea'!'ly life, and r.emained steadfast until death. Besides her husband and
children she leaves 5 sisters, 4 brothers and a host of other
relatives and fri,ends to mourn her loss. Funeral from
Gallands Grove Church; sermon by F. E. Cohrt, assisted by
George Hansen.
WILKINSON.-Phoebe A. Chase Wilkinson was born June
18, 1847. Married Thomas Wilkinson, who still survives
her, almost fifty years ago. To this union were born 15 children, 3 of whom are living: Thomas, Charles and Mrs. Carrie
Cross. Baptized April 13, 1876, at Fall River, Massachusetts,
by William Cottam. Di>ed at the home of her' son Thomas,
o:n February 7, 1917. She was a Saint that practiced what
she preached, and was belov>ed by all that knew her. Funeral services in the Fall River, Massachusetts,, church; sermon by' E. B. Hull.
PoULSON.-,-Lars Poulson was born near Helsingborg,
Sweden, May 31, 1821. Baptized by~ E. Curtis February 12,
1888. Died at the home of his daughter, Sister A. T. Roberts,·
near Rockvilie:, Missouri, February 15, 19,17. Leaves to
mourn, 1 son, Peter Larson, of Ra,nkin, Illinois, 3 daughters,
Sister Swen Swenson, of Cameron, Missouri, Mrs. Paul Anderson, of Broadlands, Illinois, and Sister A. I. Roberts, of Rockville, Missouri, 16 grandchildnen and 25 great-grandchildren,
his wife and 4 children having preceded him ~n death. Funeral from the home of his daughter, Sister Roberts, by A. C.
Silvers; interment in Rockville Cemetery.
HoxrE.-Albert Nickerson Hoxie was born in Provincetown, Massachusetts, December 3, 1846. He was one of a
family of eleve1n children. Two brothers and 2 sisters surviv;e. Ma>rried Miss AribeUa Follett 45 years ago. To this
union there wel'e born 7 children, 5 boys and 2 girls; all survive but one 'daughter. Baptized nearly forty years ago,
and ordained an elder. Was a zealous defender of the faith
and blessed with the gifts of faith and of healing, being well
known throughout the eastern country by the Saints. Died
J1anuary 22, 1917, at Foxboro, Massachusetts. Fu:neral conducted by U. W. Greene; interment at East Sandwich, Massachusetts.
WrLLMAN.--:-Mrs. G. E. Willman, born in Moline, Illinois,
April 18, 1878. Baptized by Joseph Smith when nineteen
years of age at Bluff Park, Montrose, Iowa. Died a,t her
home October 14, 1916, after an illness of eighteen months.
'Strong ~n the faith and was resigned to go to the better
world. 'She leaves to mourn, her husband, two children,
Virginia ',Fern, Vern J.,. one stepson, HoWJard, her mother
and £ather, Mr. and Mtrs. Samuel 1Suman, two brothers,
Walter and Paul, all of Moline, and one siste'l:, Mrs. C. E.
Irwin of Lamoni, Iowa. Funeral sermo,n preached by Elder
Willetts of Rock Island,. Illinois. Interment in Fair View
Cemetery.
"
WHITEAKER.-Emily J. Whiteaker, born December 5, 1850,
at Sinco, Yorfork County, Ontario. Baptiz,ed at Blair, Wisconsin, June 14, 1891, by W. A. McDowell. Married A. L.
Whiteaker October 6, 1893, at Valley Junction, Wisconsin.
Leaves to mourn a good, loving husband, a large family of
children and many relatives, and friends. She was a good
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fraction thereof. Deaths, 100 words free; above that number, 50 cents
per 100 words or fraction thereof. Births, 40 cents per 76 words or fraction thereof. To insure prompt Insertion, make remittance with notice.
For advertising rates apply to the business department.
Entered at post office, Lamoni, Iowa, as second .. class mail matter.
Subscriptions received for "Zion's Ensign," also orders for all "Ensign" publications.
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woman,, loved and respected by those who k,new her. She
died strong in the faith, looking forwtard with hope to the
r'esurrection of the just. Died at Blair, Wisconsin, February
21, 1917. Sermon by W. A. McDowell at Blair, Wisconsin.
SCARCLIFF.-Elizabeth Woodstock, was born February 22,
1830, at Bolton, New York. L>ived successively at Kirtland,
Ohio, Nauvoo, Illinois, and Janesville, Wisconsin. On February 18, 1850, married Henry Scarcliff. To them 9 children were ·born, 6 of whom preceded her in death. Her husbiaind> died in 1892. iShe died February 3, 1917 at the home
of her so:n, C. F. Scarcliff. Thus close1s an earthly careerr of
one whose entire life was touched by the latter-day work,
her parents being among the first to unite with the church.
In heY childhood days while living at Kirtland, she with other
childl'en lient her aid in the erection of the Lord's temple by
gathering glass and crockery to be broke1n and used with
morrtar which formed the outside finish of the building. At
the age of twenty she united with the church. Loca,ted at
Holden, Missouri, in 1870, where she in connection with her
hJusband was untiring in the effort to estab1ish the work, giving of their time and means. Much credit is due to these
early ,efforts for the present prosperity of the work there.
She had a large acquaintance of friends, and was held in high
esteem in the community. She leaves 2 sons and 1 daughter,
William B., of 'Monrovita, Kansas, C. F., of Holden, Missouri,
and Mrs. Mary E. Goldwater of 'Saint Louis, Missouri. Servicels at Saints' church >at .Holden, Frederick A .. MeW ethy in
charge, J. VI. Layton assisting, se>rmon by D. J. Krahl.
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Royal Baking Powder makes it possible to produce appetizL'1g and wholesome cakes, muffins,
cornbread, etc., with fewer eggs than are usually
required.
In -many recipes the number of eggs may be reciL""~d and excellent results obtained by adding
ar>. additional quantity of Royal Baking Powder,
about a teaspoon, for each egg omitted. The
following tested recipe is a practical illustration:
SPONGECAKE
1 cup sugar

}6 cup water
3 eggs
2 teaspoons Royal Baking Powder
1 cup flour
1 teaspoon salt
~cup cold water

1 tCaspoon~flavoring

DlRECTlONS:-Boil sugar and water
until syrup spins a thread and add to the
stiffly beaten whites of eggs, beating until
the mixture is cold. Sift together three
titnes the flour, salt and baking powder;
beat yolks of eggs until thick; add a little

at a time flour mixture and egg< yolks
alternately to white of egg mixture, stirring after ea.ch addition. Add }-R cup cold
vJater and flavoring. Mix lightly and
bake in moderate oven one hour.

The old method called for 6 eggs
and no baking poVi!der

Made from Cream of Tartar, derived from grapes,
adds none but healthful qualities to the food.

No Alum

THE INDIAN MAIDEN. (Object lessons
on Temperance.) By Frances. Unique
as a story and as a temperance propa" ganda. Indian life, the old story, and
the evils of civilization, furnish the author with material of which she take~
full advantage.
Quaintly appealing;
anti-barbaric and anti-alcoholic.
No.
363, cloth ---------------·-----------------------····--·- flOc
Tonsils and Adenoids completely re-moved.

Dr. Joseph Mather, Specialist
in diseases of the eye, ear, nose, and
throat:
ELders and family on ministerial allowance, work done free of charge.
Cataracts removed.
Work done in Independence Sanitarium, Independence, Missouri.
WHA'l' IS MAN?-J. R. Lambert at his
best. This is saying a good deal. Brother
Lambert knows where to go for evidence
and how to clinch it when he gets it.
This book forever disproves the dogmas
of soul sleeping and kindred illusions.
A powerful work. No. 316 cloth .... $ .75

No

Any Saints who are considering taking
a General Agency and have not yet sent
in their application, should do so at o1nce!
We soon start advertising in various
magazines and papers for agents. Read
our ads in Jan. 3'1 HERALD and last week's
Ensign. We have a money maker. A
leiJtm· with 25c for sample will prove it
to you.
Giant Manufacturing Co.,
By A. R. Lawn
717-19 Monadnock Bldg.,
S'an Francisco, Cal.
BoOK OF MORMON.-We sell this book
in various bindings, listed in our price
list. The most popular editions are, No.
11, cloth, 90c; No. 12, full leather $1.30
THE HAPPIEST CHRISTMAS AND THE
S'ILVER THIMBLES.-Two excellent child
stories by Callie B. Stebbins, who has
had an extraordinarily wide experience
with children. One of the birth-offering
series. No. 364, cloth --·------·---·----------$.40
BOOK OF MORMON TALKS. H. 0. S'mibh,
"Orion," understands the minds of boys
and girls. In this interesting book he
has told the whole Book of Mormon
story, . briefly and simply, around the
family circle; making uhe father of two
inquisitive, thoughtful boys and girls
the chief conversationalist. There is a
delightful simplicity about uhese talks,
and a homeliness that will perpetuate
their popularity among Latter Day
Saints. No. 365, cloth ·--·----··---···-·------60c
DIVINITY OF THE BOOK OF MORMON
PROVEN BY ARCHJEOLOGY.-Student, here
is a mass of startling data for your consideration. Nothing "sentimental" about
this work. It adheres to reality, and yet
it is full of the romance which clusters
about the ruins of a departed civilization.
Louise Palfrey Sheldon accomplished a
notable work in writing this book. It is
a bulwark against the guesswork of uninformed antagonists to Latter Day
Saintism. No. 176, cloth --------------------$:60

'
®

Pack your grip, tell the folks good-by, go down to the depot, buy
a ticket for California-th&t great Out-o'-doors land, which rests the
weary and refreshes the weak-via the Burlington Route (the moving picture way through scenic Colorado and S_alt Lake in dayligh~).
Climb aboard, lean back, relax and watch Amenca roll past your wmdow.
Getting away from the cold, bad weather, business and household
responsibilities, care and worry, and out into the glorious sunshine. and
semitropical atmosphere of California where you can rest, change and
rejuvenate, win do you a world of good.
Y ou'H be srn:_prised when you compare the cost with the cost of
remaining at home. Think what this will mean.to you, when you,
remember that a life which isn't pleasantly spent isn't well spent.
Before completing your plans let me explain how you may join
a Burlington Personally Conducted Excursion (costs no more-just a
part of Burlington Service) and send you a folder telling an about
the trip-worth reading even if you don't g·o.
·
L. F. SILTZ, Ticket Agent.
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OFFICIAL PUBLICATION OF THE REORGANIZED CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST . - - - , . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
OF LAITER DAY SAINTS
Entered as second-class matter at Lamoni, Iowa, post office

uThere sbaU not any man among you have save it
be one wife; and concubines he ahal1 have none."Book of Mormon, Jacob 2: 36.

uu ye continue in my word, then are ye my disciples
indeed; and ye shall know the truth, and the. truth shall
make you free."-John 8: 31-32.
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GENERAL CONFERENCE
The officers and delegates of the General Conference of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter Day Saints will assemble on April 6, next,
at Lamoni, Iowa, in the Brick Church, at ten
o'clock a. m. The order of seating usually observed
will obtain at the first session. This order is as it
w:as in 1915: The Presidency of the conference, the
Quorum of Twelve, the Order of Evangelists, the
bishops, and the secretaries on the rostrum. To the
left of the rostrum, the general high council and the
quorum of high priests; the quorums of seventy in
the .center section. of seats. The elders in the rear
of the high priests in the north section. The delegates in the south section of seats.· Remaining seats
on the main floor and those in the gallery are to be
occupied by visitors.
Table space on the platform ·will be reserved for
representatives of the church publications and otheT
church interests, while legitimate representatives of
the press will be provided spa,ce other than the rostrum.
At eight o'clock a. m., April 6, the priesthood of
the conference, including those entitled to exofficio
rights, will assemble in the lower auditorium of the
church to listen to a lecture to the priesthood. Each
morning of the conference it is expected that the
priesthood will thus assemble for the same purpose.
The lectures will be given by Brethren W. W. Smith,
M. H. Siegfried, the undersigned, and perhaps one
or two others of the brethren. It is desired that fue
brethren of the ministry will make special effort to
attend these meetings. As has been the case in recent years, many of the reports to conference will be
printed and bound in pamphlet form, and the conference members are expected to carefully read these
reports as a preparation for the expeditious handling
of the conference business.
Requests have reached the Presidency that a general fast day be observed Sunday, April 1, and that

special petitions be offered that divine guidance be
tendered the conference and the church that the
work of the Lord may be facilitated and strengthened. It is well that all Saints who desire so to do
observe that day in fasting and special prayer.
We urge the various quorums to make careful effort to expedite their w'ork so that the business of
the conference may be reached early and time and
money saved by shortening the time of conference,
not failing, however, to give ample time to the consideration of important matters demanding attention.
\Let the Saints and conference members assemble
devoutly and consecrated to the Lord's work.
Your servant,
FREDERICK M. SMITH,
President.
INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI, March 17, 1917.
PREPARA TJON FOR GENERAL CONFERENCE
In a few days the conventions of the general
auxiliaries will have assembled. In two weeks the
sixty-fourth General Conference of the Reorganized
Church will be called to order.
The year has been one of notable advancement.
The new stakes have proven a success, and the stake
officers, by repeated conferences with each other and
the First Presidency are trying to perfect themselves in their arduous and particular duties. There
has been a new outpouring of the Spirit throughout
the church.
From east and from west and from the central
places there comes report of the blessings and gifts
of God, in prophecy, the gift of tongues, healing of
the sick and an awakening of a new interest. There
is a feeling that we are preparing for a great advance move and an effort is being made in many
places to get ready. While some few fear lest we
move too rapidly and a few are out of touch with
the great movements, there appears throughout the
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church a general renewal of confidence both in the
work of the church and in the men who have been
oalled to occupy in positions of great responsibility.
Now, we, in person or by our representatives, are
about to assemble for the General Conference. What
preparation have we made; what preparation are we
making?
In Lamoni the town has announced a clean-up day
just before conference, so that all the winter rubbish may be removed. Some are wanting the house
or store painted, inside or outside, or both. Some
are trying to secure new furniture for the entertainment of the coming guests. A few years ago beds
on the floor were arranged for conference visitors,
often the length of the room; one room for men and
one for w!omen, and they were glad to secur-e this
accommodation. But to-day this is not considered
sufficient, and many a Martha is busy with extra
preparation foi' those expected.
In the past every housewife was confined at home
to prepare the meals for the hungry hosts in attendance. The hardship of this has been perceived,
so that it has norw become customary to provide
meals at a common dining hall. But the committee
having this in charge find their hands so full that
there is little time for other things. The people of
Lamoni are making due preparation for the bodily
comfort of the expected visitors.
Those from far and near who expect to attend are
much concerned with business affairs, to leave matters in such shape as to permit two or three weeks'
absence. With some it is an exceptionally busy
time of the year, and it means a hope long deferred,
now about to be realized. Then soon there will be
packing of suit cases, securing of tickets and the
hurry of departure.
Is this to be all of our preparation? We are
reminded of the Sunday school superintendent, who
at the close of a session announced, "I was going to
ask you to sing 'Take time to be holy,' but we haven't
got time." How is it with us? Have we the time to
be holy, to go down in earnest, humble prayer to
our heavenly Father, that he will prepare our heart
and mind for the work before the conference? that
he will bless with his Holy Spirit and direct the quorums on whom rest the most arduous duties of the
conference?
!Already the First Presidency and the Twelve are
busy with the necessary work of preparation, and
have assembled to do that which belongs to the conference. These men are men and may make mistakes if left to their human wisdom. Is there going
up from the church a great prayer that divine wisdom and divine direction may be theirs in the work
of preparation, in the work of the conference, and

in the appointing of the fields of labor for our devoted force of missionaries?
From many quarters we learn that this great need
is keenly felt. Some have written during the months
that are past, asking that we urge upon the church
a season of prayer that divine direction may be with
the church, and especially with those on whom rests
the duty of being spokesmen, that the leading quorums of the church may be completed and fully organized for the great work lying before them. We
have hesitated to present this because we have felt
sure that these men on whom' rests the duty have al. ready, for a long time past, been in earnest prayer
for such divine direction, and that they appreciate
the needs of the work in their care as keenly and
more keenly than anyone else.
Yet it is proper that we should join them in humble prayer, that if it is the divine will--and the
time is now opportune-our heavenly Father will
indicate those whom he has chosen, not of man but
of his divine will and wisdom; so that we as a church
·may be fully organized and prepared, and may do
all that lies in our power for the carrying out of the
great work intrusted to all.
To-night, March 21, the Saints of Lamoni meet,
fasting in a union prayer meeting for the coming
conference. No general call has been issued. But
it is proper, individually and collectively, that we
should assemble at the house of prayer to offer our
oblations to God, so that our hearts may be prepared,
our intelligence quickened for the work before us.
Nor ·does this mean alone those who attend the
conference. The blessing of what is there accomplished will be felt by all. The mistakes, if any
should be made, will be felt eventually by all. We are
one body and those who cannot attend should still
offer up sincere prayers that those who are present
at the conference may have the Spirit of God in
quorum sessions and on the floor of the conference.
But above all, that our hearts may be prepared and
our intelligence quickened, so that we may be ready
not only for the conference, but for the future work
for which the conference itself is the preparation.
Are you ready, not only with physical preparation,
but ready heart, mind and soul for the work before
us? If not, now is the time to ask for divine help
to get ready.
S. A. BURGESS.

THE AUTHENTICITY OF THE BIBLE
A CORRECTION

In the editorial on March 7 there occurs the statement: "It is now nearly seventy-three years, and except for the Manifesto there has been nothing pub-.
lished by them as a revelation during that period."
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This is an error. Our worthy Brother John A.
· Teeters has called our attention to section 136 in the
Utah Doctrine .and Covenants iwhich is ·,headed:
"The Word and Will of the Lord, given thrQugh
President Brigham Young ... January 14, 1847."
We .take pleasure in making this correction. It
was an oversight, as the sentence should have read:
"It is now seventy years, and except for the Manifesto there has been nothing published by them as
a revelation during that period."
S. A. BURGESS.

THE CONFERENCE DAILY _
The editors are laying plans to include not only
the usual items in the CONFERENCE DAILY, the various reports to the conference, the motions and business of the afternoon sessions, and special editorials
concerning different departments of our work, but
in addition to this, we plan to secure a resume of
the principal discussions. Instead of giving merely
a list of names of speakers, the principal arguments
made will be outlined, so that the readers of the
daily should be as fully in touch with what is going
on as those who attend the conference, and more
completely so than is possible by personal letter.
The principal arguments, pro and con, will also
be set forth concerning the matters before the Re~
ligio and Sunday school conventions, and, if we can
secure it, those of the Woman's Auxiliary.
In addition to this, some years ago each man reported his individual labors to the conference. Now
it is summarized in the report of the missionary in
charge. Of course it would be impossible to publish
more than a small part of such reports, but we want
from the missionaries interesting and significant figures of their labors, together with incidents which
may be of more than local interest.
· Reports will also be made of the morning and evening services, and of the R. C. Evans sermons. We
expect to make a special effort to secure interesting
anecdotes of ministerial experiences, and would like
the cooperation and help of those in attendance. We
want to make the DAILY HERALD as newsy and interesting as possible, and to do so will require your
help, and especially that of the secretaries of the
quorums.
Only about half of this material can be put in the
weekly edition. In addition to this the DAILY will be
mailed with the news of the afternoon session each
evening, while the forms for the weekly will be
closed the Saturday preceding publication on the fol~
lowing Wednesday. Only under unusual .circumstances would anything be inserted as late as Monday in the weekly HERALD.
S. A. BURGESS.
E. D. MOORE.
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APPEALS FOR MONEY
We are confident that if the originators of a certain chain letter which is beinm circulated among
the Saints to raise money for enlarging a local
church building had known some of the following
facts it would never have been started.
All such general appeals should have the indorsement of the Presiding Bishopric. :Many such letters
to the Saints are sent us for publication, and we invariably send them back with an explanation that
the brethren having charge of the financial work
of the church should give their indorsement to such
matters before they are sent to the Saints in general. Possibly they might suggest better methods.
If such appeals come to us with that indorsement,
we have no objections to giving them space, but since
we are not in a position to pass upon such matters
and our financial officers are, we are glad to observe
the rule, believing it a satisfactory one.
Of course this does not affect bishops or bishop's
agents or even district officers making proper calls
to their respective constituents. We simply wish to
avoid the confusion that would result from printing
promiscuous calls for money.
Upon the above basis, we are confident that the
chain letter referred to, a copy of which has come
into our hands, should not be circulated. The cause
is no doubt a worthy one, but the method is wrong.
HERALD EDITORS.

NOTES AND COMMENTS
Russian Czar Abdicates
A new Government prevails in Russia, following
a popular revolution of three days, during which
there was comparatively·little bloodshed. A brother
of the deposed Nicholas, Grand Duke Michael Alexandrovitch, is made regent and the Government is in
the hands of a self-appointed committee of the Duma.
Army officials together with the rank and file, and
the Navy as well as some of the great fortresses have
joined the movcement, which seem's practically unanimous.
Many War Activities
British and French have advanced as much as ten
miles at various points in northern France and have
taken sixty villages, including the important positions at Bapaume and Perrone. The British coutinue to pursue the fleeing Turkish army to the north
of Bagdad, while Russians are pushing down
through Persia. The Russians report a continued advance over a considerable portion of the Caucasian
front. London was recently raided by Zeppelins but
details are withheld· except a report from Paris that
French gunners had brought down one of the craft at
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Compeigne. Reports are at hand that three American
vessels have been sunk by submarines, with many
of the crews· unaccounted for. China has severed
diplomatic relations with Germany and seized German shipping in the harbors. British statistics
show loss of ships by submarine to be two per cent
of the total.

than a right; it is a responsibility not to be easily
escaped.

Concerning Our Obituary Notices
iWe realize that there is a valuable element of interest in the items concerning those of our number
who pass beyond, but since our membership has
increased there is a relatively increasing number of
deaths reported for insertion in our columns. We
have printed each one sent in as promptly as pos.sible, but from the nature of things we are occasionally compelled to hold some over for later issues. While the announcement appears above the
contents in each number, we fear that many of our
contributors do not know that we print one hundred wJords free, but over that number a charge is
made of fifty cents for each hundred words or fraction. Ordinarily we must abbreviate many notices
that are sent in, but this can be done much better
by those who write them. Remittances should
accompany the items when over one hundred words
. in length.

And now, verily I say unto you, concerning the laws of
the land, It is my will that my people should observe to do
all things whatsoev:er I command them, and that law of the
land, which is constitutional, supporting that principle of
freedom, in maintaining rights and privileges belongs to all
mankind and is justifiable before me; therefore, I, the Lord,
justifieth you, and your brethren of my church, in befriending that law which is the constitutional law of the land; and
as pertaining to law of man, whatsoever is more or less
than these, cometh of evil. I, the Lord God, maketh you free;
therefore, ye are free indeed: and the law also maketh you
free; nervertheless when the wicked rule the people mourn;
wherefore honest men and wise men should be sought for,
diligently, and good men and wise men, ye should observe
to uphold; otherwise whatsoever is less than these, cometh
of eviL-Doctrine and Covenants 95: 2.

.That the Saints might have due respect for this
phase of their duties the Lord spoke as early as 1833
to the church, saying that "honest men and wise
men" should be upheld. It is worth while to reproduce the paragraph:

Catholic Prayers
[The following is an advertisement sent to us by
a Catholic publishing house and we print it for the
information it contains and not that we suppose our
readers will have U:se for the books mentioned.EDITORS.]

Railroad Strike Threatened
(Have .you ever used a real mass book, one that
'The national organization of trainmen served no""
· "~ontains the prayers of the mass just as the priest
tice that at seven o'clock Saturday evening, the 17th,
reads them at the altar, and one that you can easily
a progressive· strike would begin with some of the
follow?
railroads in the East and continue till every railroad
Do .you know what it is to feel the inspiration of
in the United States would be crippled. A truce
was a.rranged three hours before the expiration of praying in the words that have been repeated for
the time limit, and as we write this the mediation century after century by countless millions of souls,
board of three appointed by the President, are to con- united in pmis.e and petition?
fer with the representatives of the trainmen and
Just try the prayers of the mass in the latest
railroad officials in an effort to effect a compromise. ;mass books, either The Mass, Every Day in theY ear,
It is thought the Supreme Court may render its de- or The 'Mass, Sundays and Holy Days, described in
cision as to the constitutionality of the Adamson the inclosed circular.
Law before the negotiations are concluded. If deIt is fast becoming the rule, instead of the excepclared constitutional, the railroads have agreed to
for Catholics to use these prayers in preference
tion,
put the provisions into immediate effect, but if not,
to
all
others, not only at mass, but on other occasions
the mediators will seek to bring about some agreealso.
ment that will avert a national strike. The compromise so far effected allows the eight-hour day with
The reason it has not been the rule hitherto is that
pro rata for OViertime in freight and yard service.
in no book were these prayers so arranged that all
could follow them with the priest. In these books
Many Fail to Cast fjallot
they are so arranged, and with The Mass, Every
It is asserted by Jonathan Bourne, jr., president
Day in the Year there is a calendar specifying the
of the Republican Publicity Association, that of the
very pages for every part of the mass of each day in
25,000,000 voters in the United States, only 15,000,000 are sufficiently interested to go to the polls and the .year.
vote. It seems strange indeed that forty per cent
of our voters value the privilege of citizenship sa
lightly that they rduse to exercise their right. More

You will find these mass books at every Catholic
bookseller's. You may examine them conveniently
at our own salesroom.
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They were scattered because they would not believE!
in him.

The Jew is an important character in history,
A!nd it shall come to pass that the Jews which are scattered,
and this is true whether we are looking at him in also shall begin to believe in Christ: and they shall begin to
ancient or modern times. In this article it will be gather in upon the face 'of the land.-2 Nephi 12:85.
our purpose to consider him in the light of prophecy
It is plainly stated here by Nephi that those. that
in relatioi1 to his past and future.
are scattered shall believe in Christ, and so there
!We learn by reading Matthew 23: 37 that it had need not be a mistake made. He says it is the
often been our Lord's purpose to gather his people, "Jews." The "also" in the quotation connects the
at that time the Jews, but they were not willing, so events with the restoration of the Lamanites to a
it was reserved for some future time when they knowledge of Jesus Christ. They are not only going
would be willing to believe on him.
to believe on Christ, but as many as shall, "shall beIn Doctrine and Covenants 45: 2 it represents come a delightsome people," indicating that they
Christ as answering the discip1es who had asked would make great development along lines that
concerning his coming. In paragraph three he in- make for what is pure, good and lovely.
forms them that the Jews would be scattered and
Jesus when among the Nephites talked very exgathered again before his coming.
tensively about the restoration of Israel, and said:
But verily I say unto you that desolation shall come upon
this generation as a thief in the night, and this people shall
be destroyed and scattered aniong all nations.

As indicating their gathering we have as follows
in the latter part of the paragraph:
And this I havce told you concerning' Jerusalem, and when
that day shall come, shall a remnant be scattered amQng all
nations, but they shall he gather,ed again; but they shall
remain until the times of the Gentiles be fulfilled.

In Jeremiah 16: 14-16 and Ezekiel87: 21-23, assurance is given that Israel will be gathered again
back to their own land. Both of these prophecies
were given at a time when the last of the two Israelitish kingdoms was disappearing, from B. C. 600 to
587; the northern kingdom had ceased to exist B. C.
721, and now Judah had gone into Babylonish captivity;
FROM THE BOOK OF MORMON

The Book of Mormon contains some very plain
and interesting prophecies on this very interesting
question, and in my quotations from it I will use
the authorized version. In its preface we are informed of one of its purposes, which is as follows,
"And also to the convincing of the Jew arid Gentile
that Jesus is the Christ," also Book of Mormon
2: 41, 42. Where italics and emphasis is found, the
writer has placed them there to call the reader's attention in a special manner to some important point.
But behold, thus saith the Lord God: when the day cometh
that they shall believe on me, that I am Christ, then have
I covenanted with their fathers that they shall he restored
in the flesh, upon the earth, unto the lands of their inheritance.~2 Nephi 7:12.

Their gathering depends on their belief in Christ.

And it shall co~e to pass that the time cometh, when the
fullness of my gospel shall be preached unto them and they
shall believe in nte, that I am Jesus Christ, the Son of God,
and shall pray unto the Father in my name. Then shall
their watchmen lift up their voice; and with the voice together shall they sing; for they shall see eye to eye. Then
will the Father gatner them together again and give unto
them J,erusalem for the land of their inheritance.-3 Nephi
9: 69, 70, 71.
HOW THE WORK IS TO BE DONE

In the Doctrine and Covenants 42 : 5 we are told
the fullness of the gospel is found in the Bible and
Book of Mormon, so it will be presented to the Jews
from those two books, and Paul says their deliverer
is to come out of Zion. (Romans 11: 26.) Their
going into bondage was because they rejected the
gospel. Their deliverance will come because of their
acceptance of it. In the Book of Doctrine and Covenants w:e are informed how the work will be done.
(87: 3.) First will be the organization of the school
of the prophets, for the preparation of the ministry.
Second. The gospel to be preached to the Gentiles
fii~st; that is going on now.
Third. To the Jews,
"and then cometh the day when the arm of the Lord
shall be revealed in power in convincing the na, tions, the heathen nations, the house. of Joseph, of
the gospel of their salvation." That is a program
that takes in the whole field of missionary work,
when that is done the gospel will have been. preached
"in all the world for a witness," and we will be ready
for the end of the world and the coming of our Lord.
TIME OF THE GENTILES FULFILLED

The time of the expiration of the Gentiles to be
specially favored with the gospel is marked in proph-
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ecy so exact that it is difficult for a student of scripture and history to make a mistake. Jesus said "and
Jerusalem shall be trodden down of the Gentiles,
until the times of the Gentiles be fulfilled." (Luke
21 ;,24.) Paul said, "Blindness in part is happened
to Israel, until the fullness of the Gentiles be come
in." (Romans 11: 25.) And then the deliverer
would come out of Zion.
From the time Jesus made that statement until
now Jerusalem has been trodden down of the Gentiles. At" present it is under the rule of one of the
most despotic governments "of the world, that of
Turkey.
The present great war in Europe is a very important event in the unfolding of prophecy in relation to the Jews, and to it we will turn for some light.
And it came to pass that I beheld the wrath of God was
poured out upon the great and abominable church, insomuch
that there were wars and rumors of wars among all the
nations and kindreds of the earth. And as there began to
be wars and rumors of wars among all the nations which
belonged to the mother of abominations, the angel spake
unt9 me saying, Behold the wrath of God is upon the mother
of liarlots; and behold, thou seest all these things; and when
the day cometh that the wrath of God is poured out upon
the mother of harlots, which is the great and abominable
church of all the earth, whose foundation is the Devil, then
at that day, the work of the Father shall commence, in pre, paring the way for the fulfilling of his covenants which he
hath made to his people, who are of the house of Israel.1 Nephi 3:232-236.
RELIGION OF WARRING NATIONS

The nations are grouped as follows, religiously,
who are now engaged in the great war. I may be
in error in regard to some of the smaller nations, as
I am writing from memory, not having access to
my own or any other library while I write.
Catholic: Italy, Austria-Hungary, France, Belgium, Portugal, and Rumania.
Greek Catholic: Russia, Serbia, Bulgaria, Greece
and Montenegro.
Protestant and Catholic: England, and Germany.
Mohammedanism: Turkey.
All nations engaged in the great war now going
on, except Turkey, are Catholic or were at one time.
They are children of the great church that at one
time held sway in all Europe. There is such an exact agreement between the prophecy and the present war that it does not seem it is possible to be a
mistake to apply it to that great event.
ONLY BEGINNING OF RESTORATION OF ISRAEL

A very important thoug1ht in connection with its
fulfillment is that at that time the work of the
Father would commence in restoring Israel to their
promised land. Why some writers and preachers
interpret these momentous events as the climax of
God's great work, when he says it is the time for

the greatest events in the world's history to commence, is beyond my comprehension.
When the time of the Gentiles is fulfilled, then the
time for Ismel will commence, and she must work
out her destiny, which cannot be done in a few years,
it is to exceed in power and glory her coming out of
Egypt. (Jeremiah 16: 14-16.)
Before the coming of our Lord, Israel is to become
very great, as we learn from what follows:
"But before the great day of the Lord shall come,
Jacob shall flourish in the w11derness."-Doctrine
and Covenants 49 : 5.
Jacob here means Israel, as we can learn by reading Genesis 32: 28, and the Jews are the people who
are to be important in the restoration of Israel in
the latter days.
The term wilderness means. the world at large, it
is to be in spiritual darkness, that is its present condition, and while in that condition Israel is to be
scattered among the people and "flourish," they will
be prosperous and successful in all the walks of life.
The long night of gloom because of the many years
of bitter persecution will have largely passed away
and her day of glory wilL be coming in.
Within the past year I have read several very inter·esting books about the Jews, their past and present conditions, and for the benefit of the reader I
will quote or give 'summary of the information contained in one, the title is The Conquering Jew, by
John Foster Fraser, and published by Funk and
Wagnalls Company of Ne:w York, price one dollar
and fifty cents. It is new, having been published in
1915. It can be obtained through the Herald Publishing House at the same price.
The special cause given as Mr. Fraser's reason
for writing the book is given in the first chapter.
He is a literary man, and has traveled extensively
in foreign lands, seeking information in regard to
the economic conditions in the countries traveled in,
and in doing so he said, "I began to make casual
inquiry how far the Jew was really getting hold of
everything. I soon found I was .delving in a field
of startling facts. And when I accumulated my
facts I was led, very naturally, into an, inquiry of
the why." To the student interested in the Jewish
people they will find this book a very interesting
and valuable one.
THE JEW'S FAULTS

The Jew is a gambler, he loves the excitement of
ch-ance, and in business his shrewdness makes him
successful on the stock markets. He prefers sure
small gains to uncertain big risks. He will oppress
his poor brethren to gain wealth and the oppressed
will bear it patiently, waiting for his: time to repeat
what has been heaped on him. He is not a Christian,
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so does not observe the Golden Rule. He is seldom
found in a labor union. He would not have a chance
to underbid his brother. He will resort to many
dishonest tricks to cheat his customers and he is
just as hard on his friends as others. · The oppression that they have been under for many centuries
has greatly developed this trait of character.
HIS MORALS AND RELIGION

There is no drunkenness among the Jews.
Mothe.rs are well cared for during their childbearing
period. "There are not nearly as many Jewish
women in proportion to Christian women that work.
"They are virtuous, frugal, temperate; they love
their homes and are the best of parents."
"The Jew is frugal and temperate. The American Jew sells whisky to the Gentile, but he does not
drink it himself."
"Wherever the Jews are admitted to the freedom
of nations the inclination is to break from the faith."
"The secession.of the modern Jew from the traditions and pious habits and customs of his forefathers
is deplored by his coreligionists of more spiritual
tern perament."
HIS PERSECUTIONS

It is not necessary to go into any detailed account
of his persecutions, the numerous books that record
those sad events tell tales of horror that sicken the
reader. All the nations of Europe have at some
time been guilty of the most abominable crimes
against them. Of late years Russia has been the
most cruel in her treatment of them. In Austria,
Rumania and Spain they are not openly persecuted,
but the laws against them are very severe. In all
nations there is in some. measure social ostracism,
depending on the degr·ee of enlightenment among
the people, and because of this they often change
their names to endeavor to hide from the public the
race to which they belong. They are found in practically all nations, the greatest number being in Russia, six million, and the United States, two million,
and of the latter number one million are in New
York, most of them in the city of that name.
MARRIAGE

Mixed marriages are on the increase both in this
country and EurOpE), as he breaks away from the
religion of his fathers it is more common to marry .
Christians. It is more common for Christian men
to marry Jewish women than for Jewish men to
marry Christian women. In Europe the mixed marriage will vary in the different countries from one
third to one half.
MUSIC AND DRAMA

In music and· the drama the Jew is the leader.
Sarah Bernhardt. is a J ewess. "Three of the best

known English playwriters-Sir Arthur Pinero,
Israel z,angwill, and Alfred Sutro-are Jews.
"It is almost inconceivable the debt which the
world owes the Jews in music."
LITERATURE

In America and Europe many of the great newspapers are owned by Jews, or have them on the
editorial staff·, the Jewish Encyclopedia was projected by Doctor Isadore Singer, a Jew, and is considered the greatest work of reference in any language.
CHARITIES·

In America the benevolent work of the Jew is
great. It is seldo.m that the poor among them receive outside help. There are six hundred institutions in the United States to care for their unfortunate and needy ones. A great amount of
money is given to aid the Jewish people of Jerusalem, although he is a poor farmer, much is being
done to try to make him a good one.
IN PUBLIC LIFE

He is prominent in public life everywhere in the
world, especially in England and America. Benjamin Disraeli rose to the dignity of prime minister
in England. The present lord chief justice of England is a Jew. There are J·ews in the House of
Lords and in the House of Commons. There have
been five Jews who held the office of lord mayor of
London. In the British possessions of South Africa,
Canada and. Australia, many of the important civil
offices are held by Jews. One half of the percentage
of the population of Great Britain are Jews, and of
the men who achieve distinction six per cent are
Jews. Two of the greatest Socialists of continental
Europe are Jews, Karl Marx and Ferdinand Lassalle. In France three Jews have held the important
office of minister in the cabinet of the President, and
many of the generals, colonels, and majors are
Jews. The office of medical director in the Austrian
army has been held by a Jew.. Columbus was part
Jew from his mother'i side. Louis de Santangel
who advanced the money to fit out Columbus's
expedition was a Jew, the story of Queen Isabelle
selling her jewels was a later invention. "And there
is good ground for believing it was a Jew, Louis de
Torres, who was the first European to set foot on
American soil."
In the several States and the National Government
there are many of the important offices held by Jews.
There are twenty-four who are members of Congress, and one an associate justice in the Supreme
Court of the United States, Louis Brandeis. Under both Democratic and Republican administra-
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tions Jews are in the diplomatic and consular service.
BUSINESS

"Remember that all modern commercial enterprise, represented by joint stock banks, trusts, syndicates, stock speculation, even the great department stores, were originated by Jews." "It may be
news, but investigation provides the truth, that the
astounding rise of the United States is largely due
to the Jews."
"I know of no country-;-and I have roamed the
world much-where the unfettered Jew, with his
wits in contest with the wits of other people, does
not get ahead."
1I read some time ago an example of Jewish
shrewdness in business and will give it in substance:
Nathan Rothschild was a banker in London at the
time Great Britain. was engaged in war with Napoleon and while the battle of Waterloo was being
fought, Mf. Rothschild was in a stone building safe
from harm, and his horse with him, where he could.
see the battle going on, and in the evening when he
saw Napoleon was defeated he mounted his horse
and rode to the English Channel and on arriving
there he paid a good sum of money to the boatmen
to take him over, and then he hastened to London.
:ije fo:und the I)eople in a gloomy condition, fearing
that Napoleon might win, and all business was in a
deplorable condition. Stock on the exchange had
gone very low. He said nothing about the battle,
but proceeded to buy all the s·tock that was for sale
and when the courier from Wellington arrived on
the 21st or 22d with the news of victory, stock went
back; to its normal condition, and Mr. Rothschild
had made ten million dollars.
"Indeed, I could make a grand tour of .the United
States, and it is doubtful if there would be a single
place where the Jews were not making good." The
clothing business of the United States for the male
population is in the hands of the Jews and it
amounts to six hundred million dollars per year.
The wheat trade of Argentina, South America, is
controlled by four Jews. Among the men who control the beef markets we have the following names
who are Jews, Sulzberger, Nelson Morris, and
Schwarzchild. And what is true of the United
States is largely so of Europe, where he does not
control he is a prominent factor.
1

BANKING

The precious metals, silver and gold, are controlled by the Jews. They are the great bankers of
the world, business men, the great railroad companies, the nations of all the world must go to him
if they want money. The great banking company
of New York, Kuhn, Loeb and Company, are Jews,

and Paul Warburg, of that firm, was selected to
head the committee of five appointed by President
Wilson to put in operation our' present system of
banking.
EDUCATION

The following paragraphs are taken verbatim
from .the book :
The Jewish workman will starve himself so that his children will be well-fed, be well-clad, :and have a superior education, and in my investigation in schools I have never ceased
to be surprised at the quickness of Jewish compared with
their Gentile companions.
. Joseph Wertheimer, who devised the kindergarten as a
definite system of education, was a Jew. It was ·a Russian
Jew, Doctor Zamenhof, who invented Esperanto. The Jews
have endowed universities, and left vast sums for the advance
of education.
A Jewish woman, Miss Lillian Wald, started one of the
most i,mportant developments of the modern educatioD;al
system-the work done by nurses in tl;e public schools. In
19!02 she obtained the consent of the boards of health to
begin the experiment with one of her settlement nurses. Today there are o:ne hundred and forty school nurses in New
York, in what is called the department of child hygiene, and
the movement has spread to many American cities.
Remember alw:ays that the young Jew is ravenous for
knowledge. The proportionate attendance of Jewish children
at school is far ahead of that of their GentHe little friends.
One half of the students ~n Columbia University and three
quarters of the under-graduates in the .College of the City
of New York are Jews.
The Jews in Germany form only one per cent of the total
population, though they furnish more than six per cent of
the professors and private teachers, both in the faculties
of law and philosophy, and ten per cent of those in the
faculty of medicine.
MEDICINE

In America, France, Germany, Austria-Hungary,
and Russia many of the most eminent physicians,
anatomists, pathologists and bacteriologists are
Jews.
LAW

"In the whole range of the arts, as well as in law
and literature, the number of Jews is out of proportion to their number in the general population."
",Many of the King's counsel in England are Jews.
The greatest international lawyers of modern times
- J ellinck in Germany, Lyon-Caen in France, and
Asser in Holland-are Jew's."
In America we have Leventritt and Hirschberg,
of the Supreme Court of New York, and Sulzberger,
of Philadelphia, and Louis Brandeis of the Supreme
Court of the United States.
IN EVERYTHING

"Everywhere the Jew wins." Thus wherever the
Jew goes though the contest be long; he wins.
~'In all the history of his race the Jew never oc-
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decides that he will be content to face the world
without the best education possible for him.
IN CONCLUSION
\Bulletin No. 6 of the United States Bureau of
Education,
1916, shows the amount that the variiThe above. are only a few of the many interesting
things contained in the book about God's dispersed ous States are expending in order that their young
but chosen people. Standing alone they m~y seem men and women may have the best of training. The
to have but little value, but associated with the various States of the ·Middle West pay each year
Lord's promises to them it reveals a wonderful fu- for the cost of instruction per. student at state eduture for them, and perhaps some of the events are cational institutions from $350 to $524. With all
very near. When we associate what the above· re- of the bulletins and advertisements and letters sent
veals hini to be, while he is a disbeliever in Jesus out, can you not be made to feel that your State
Christ, what will he be when he believes in him, and wants to do for you what it is doing for thousands
becomes "a delightsome people." (2 Nephi 12: 86.) of others? Why not take advantage of its generous
In receiving the gospel he will become pure in offer?
Why do we have the idea that the university is
heart, covetousness, and selfishness will be elimifar beyond the reach of most of us, or that it is
so
nated from his life, and being filled with love for
an
institution only for the young of well-to-do
his Redeemer and his brethren, and with the
wealth of the world i.n his possession ; and being at families, or that it requires a different social life
the head in all the learned professions, the future is from . what we would lead at home? The college
a glorious one for him after the long night of dark- town is a center for intellectual broadening and afness. Being a child of God, through obedience to fords many valuable lectures and concerts which
the gospE:l) he will not only build up Jerusalem, would not be accessible to most of us at any other
but will be among the faithful ones that will help place. It also offers a wider acquaintanceship in
the world of people. In these respects the social
build up Zion.
EDWARD RANNIE.
life is different. But university circles are open
to all people, without regard to wealth, who are
AFTER GRACELAND, WHAT?
earnest enough in their desire for an education to
Why do not more of the young people of our work for it. You will be surprised to know that
church take advantage of the opportunity offered by sixty-six per cent of the men at the State University
their State for a higher education and attend a State of Iowa this year are furnishing part or all of their
university, State college, or normal school after support. It is for this type of student that Iowa
completing their junior college work at Graceland? and other States are spending so many dollars.
From childhood the value of an education has been The claim 1s often made that the school work of
"impressed upon their minds by their parents. The the self-supporting students is better than that of
precept and example of our leaders strongly en- students who rely upon the support of their parents.
courage higher education. The church is proud to 'An enthusiastic, energetic student finds it possible to
ha.ve many intellectual and college bred men and earn enough money during the summers and winters
to enable him to carry through a four-year course.
women among its members.
The securing of an education requires sacrifice If he does encounter difficulty in the attempt, there
and labor on the part of !the parents and par- is available the scholarship fund for deserving
ticularly on the part of the students themselves. students. At least four boys of our church have al- ,
Yet it is no exaggeration to say that a university ready earned these scolarships to help them out.
As a church are we going to be able to meet the
education is within the reach of every boy and girl
of our church. More than that, it is urged upon conditions and problems of a progressive world, if
them as a valuable preparation for efficient service we do not progress with it? The advantages of the
on broad lines and as one of the greatest means of educated man and the extent of his influence bestrengthening the influence and work of the church. yond that of an uneducated man are recognized by
The matter of education lies with. the young people all. And it is not only because we have to cope with
themselves. It is simply a question of whether they an intelligent wide-awake world that we advocate
are willing to devote enough of their youth to work education, but because we need this education for
and study to prepare themselves to fully appreciate our own advancement. We are not efficient stewand meet the problems of later life. The demands ards if we do not make use of the opportunities to
are ever and increasingly for the best and the fittest. tit ourselves for the broadest influence and greatest
The education of the last generation will not do for service.
What does this higher education · offer to the
to-day. It is a serious mistake when a young person
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church directly? The colleges with their thousands
of young enthusiasts . are the best places in the
world for religious organization and study. The
other churches are recognizing this, and each year
brings added efforts for religious work among the
students of the various denominations. In many of
the colleges this work is organized under the leadership of a "student pastor." This pastor is appointed
and supported by the synod or conference of his
church to look after the social and religious life of
the students of that particular denomination at the
university. The value to the students and to the
church of having such a live young leader to keep in
touch with them during the critical years when they
are getting their information and forming their
opinions on so many of the important problems of
life cannot be overestimated. Where among all the
educational institutions of our country is there a
Latter Day Saint student pastor? With a group
of the young people of the church to support him,
the right sort of a student pastor might find a very
profitable field for missionary work. At the same
time he could be doing an invaluable service to the
young people of church families, and be securing for
himself the benefits of advanced study. The need
for the leadership of such a student pastor is felt
this year at the University of Iowa where there is a
group of twenty-six members of the church. The
university is trying to meet the needs of religious
workers, and offers many courses for students wishing this line of work. It is only right that in such
a community the gospel as our church teaches it
should be made accessible to the groups of questioning young people in the right way.
In conclusion !then,. why can we, not unite in
doubling our efforts for our own Graceland College
in the good work it is doing for our young people,
and why cannot every student now attending Graceland continue until he earns the university education due him? The final results would certainly be
broader and better educated young people, more
efficient workers for our church, the spreading of
our influence, and progress individually and as an
organization.
RUTH A. KELLEY.
If there is anything that makes you know something about a subject it is to try to teach it.-William Howard Taft.
Many of our readers find it a very good custom to
order a copy of the DAILY HERALD sent to relatives
or friends who would appreciate getting in touch
with one of the biggest events in the church-the
General Conference. The twenty-five cents will not
be missed and the gift is sure to be appreciated.

THE DEATH OF THE APOSTLES
The thought in the mind of the writer is not to
show the conclusiveness of the caption but the rather
to call attention to the danger of making statements
not borne out by the facts of history. For instance:
If we have no other evidence than "It is said," it is,
to say the least, very inconclusive and should never
be used as a statement of fact. Having made some
research relating to the death of the apostles it is
here presented for what it is worth, both in the way
of public discussion and personal benefit.
Taking these apostles in ~he order named by
Matthew, we learn as follows:
PETER
Kitto in his Illustrated History of the Bible, pages
()18, 619, says with reference to both Peter and Paul:
When the two apostles had been in confinement several
months, the cruel Nero returned from Greec.e, and entered
his palace at Rome in great triumph. Soon after his return
it was ultimately resolved that the two apostles should be
put to death. Peter, as a J,ew and foreigner, was sentenced
to be crucified; allld Paul, as a Roman citizen, to be beheaded.
On the 29th of June (as it is generally supposed) these sentences were put in ·execution. .Peter, after being first
who came down from heaven to ransom mankind from
the prison, and led to the top of the Vatican mount, near
the Tiber, where he was sentenced to surrender up his life
on the cross. On his arrival at the place of execution, he
begged the favor of the officers that he might not be crucified
in the common manner, but with his head downward, think~ng himself unworthy to suffer in the same posture in which
his Lord and Master had suffiered before him. This request
was accordingly complied with; and in this manner did the
great Apostle Peter resign his soul into the hands of him
who came down from heaven to ransom mankind from
destruction, and open for them the gates of the heavenly
Ca!llaan.

Though Doctor Kitto is thus positive that Peter
was at Rome and there suffered martyrdom, Faussett in his Bible Cyclopedia, page 562, says: "All
the authority of Acts and epistle to the Romans and
1 and 2 Peter is against Peter having been at Rome
previous to Paul's first imprisonment, or during the
two years' duration." After citing other epistles of
Paul to disprove such thought, he cites 2 'fimothy
to show that Peter was not in Rome during Paul's
second imprisonment, hence the statement of Eusebius, (Chronicon, iii.) "that Peter went to Rome A.
D. 42 and stayed twenty years is impossible, as those
scriptures never mention him." Faussett then quotes
from Jerome (Script. Eccl., i.,) who claims that
Peter went to Rome and resided there for twentyfive years as bishop and was finally crucified with
his head downward. "He may have been at the
very end of his life," says Faussett, "at Rome after
Paul's death, and been imprisoned in the Mamertine
dungeon, crucified on the Janiculum on the height
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of Saint Pietro in Montorio, and buried where the
altar of Saint Peter's now is. But all is conjecture."
"The whole tradition" he says, "of Peter's and Paul's
association in death is probably due to their cm:~nec
tion in life as the main founders. of the Christian
church." So it would seem from this author that at
best we have but tradition!
In his Cyclopedia of Religious Knowledge, page
732, Sanford says of Peter:
He figures conspicuously, indeed, in ecclesiastical tradition
and legend, but from this source little that is trustworthy
can be gathered beyond the fact, perhaps, that he finished his
career by martyrdom in the city of Rome.

Smith, in his Dictionary of the Bjble, page 728,
has this· to say : ·
The time and manner of the .apostle's martyrdom are less
certain. The early writers imply, or distinctly state, that
he suffiered at or about the same time with "Paul, and in the
N eronian persecutio1n. All agree that he was crucified.
Origen says that at his .own request he was crucified with
his head downwards. Thus closes the apostle's life.

The United Editors' Encyclopedia and Dictionary, volume 28, calls to notice the fact that the last
incident of Peter's life as shown by the Scriptures
(Acts 15) was his presence in the Jerusalem council,
and then says:· "Of his subsequent career, our only
knowledge is derived from tradition." Then after
citing numerous authors, both Protestant and Catholic, says, "The evidence on both sides seems nearly
evenly balanced," and concludes with this: "His
martyrdom is fixed, with much probability, in 66,
and is supposed to have '•been at the same time and
place with that of the Apostle Paul." The tradition
as "(preserved by Eusebius from Origen)" is then
cited as to the manner of Peter's death-with the
head downward.
•
The New Standard Dictionary says, "According
to tradition he was bishop first at Antioch and then
at Rome, where he was crucified about A. D. 46:"
It is thus clearly established that there is a striking
divergence of conclusion. If the New Standard is
right as to the time of his death then it is positively certain that he could not have been in Rome
long, if at· all, for the "Council of Jerusalem" was
in 46 A. D., and the New Testament is clear in statement that he was present and made a talk in his
own defense in that council.
ANDREW
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is November 30, supposed to be the day of his death.
All seem to be agreed that he died on an X-shaped
cross, and tradition has it that he rejoiced in the
opportunity of dying on the cross, made sacred to
him by his Master having been thus martyred.
JAMES, THE BROTHER OF JOHN

Of this apostle, Smith, in his Bible Dictionary,
says: "This is the only one of the apostles of whose
life and death we can write with certainty." All
Bible students are well aware that his death was by
the sword as commanded by Herod (Acts 12: 1, 2).
Smith says it occurred in 44 A. D. It is related by
Kitto that the officer who guarded him becoming
converted by him was beheaded with him. The
authorities already quoted agree as to the time of
his death, the statement of the encyclopedia being
worthy of note :
~
As this was the first of the apostles to suffer martyrdom,
so is he the only one of them the manner of whose death. is
historically certain. All that is commonly believed concerning the others rests on tradition-some of it trustworthy,
but much of it uncertain and vague;
JOHN "THE BELOVED"

Of the death of this apostle the Editors' Encyclopedia says:
The dates assigned to this event range from A. D. 89 to
120, and in any case he must have long survived his brother

apostles. It is believed that he was the only one of the
Lord's apostles who died a natural death.

Faussett's Bible Cyclopedia, page 385; "Tertullian's story of his being cast into boiling oil at Rome
and coming forth unhurt is improbable; none else
records it; the punishment was one unheard of at
Rome."
Sanford's Cyclopedia of Religious Knowledge,
page 485, says that he occupied as bishop of Ephesus
"till his death, which is vaguely coujectured to have
taken place somewhel'e between 89 and 120 A. D."
Smith, in his Dictionary of the Bible, page 423,
says; "The very time of his death lies within the
region of conjecture rather than of history," and
that "the result of all tbis accumulation of apocry-,
phal material is, from one point of view, disappointing enough."
Kitto's History of the Bible, page 627, is more
definite as to his death: "His remains were deposited
·in the city of Ephesus." "Being nearly a hundred
yi:!ars of age at the time of his death."

As to the death of this apostle we are again face
PHILIP
to face with tradition. But the above authorities
seem quite agreed that such tradition fixes his death
Of his death Kitto's History of the Bible, page
as having occurred at a date unknown, with the ex- 629, says:
ception of the Editors' Encyclopedia, volume 2,
They accordingly ordered him to be seized, and thrown into
whi~h places it A. D. 62 or 70. This apostle is the. prison, whence, after being severely scourged, ai!ld put to
patron saint of Scotland and his day in the calendar death, the manner of which, according to some, was by being
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ha:nged against a pillar, and, according to others, by crucifixion . . . . The martyrdom of Saint Philip happened about
eight years after that of S1aint James the Great.

In Smith's Dictionary of the Bible there is no account of his death, while Sanford's Cyclopedia of
Religious Knowledge, page 735, merely says: "According to tradition he preached in Phrygia, and
died at Hierapolis." Faussett is silent as to his death.
The Editors' Encyclopedia says: "The traditions of
the after life of the apostle at Hierapolis in Phrygia
and his burial there, remain unconfirmed."
BARTHOLOMEW

The authors quoted from thus far seem to agree
that this man was also called Nathaniel, but only
Kitto and Smith have anything to say with reference to his death. The former, page 630, says:
"The magistrates were so incensed against him,
that they prevailed on the governor to order him to
be put to death, which was accordingly done with
the most distinguished cruelty." Smith, page 99,
says: "Some allot Armenia to him as his mission
field, and report him to have been there flayed alive
and then crucified with his head downwards .. "
· THOMAS, CALLED DIDYMUS

According to Kitto's Illustrated History of the
Bible, page 631, this apostle did agreat work in the
·city of Malipur, near the mouth of the Ganges,
arousing the ire of the Brahmins to the extent that
as "he was at prayer, they first threw at him a
shower of darts, after which one of the priests ran
him through the body with a lance. His corpse was
taken up by his disciples, and buried in the church
he had caused to be erected."
Faussett makes no mention of his death, while
Smith in his Dictionary of the Bible, page 947, tells
us:
The earlier traditions, as believed in the fourth ce;ntury,
represent him as p11eaching in Parthia or Persia, and as
finally buried at Edessa. The later traditions carry him
farther east. His martyrdom (whether in Persia or India.)
is said to have been occasioned by a lance, and is commemorated by the Latin church on December 21, by the Greek
Church on October 6, and by the Indians Qn July 1.

Sanford's Cyclopedia of Religious Knowledge,
page 907, says :
"Gregory Nazianzen speaks of his preaching in
India where, according to a later tradition, he suffered death at the king's command, by being pierced
with lances." If the statement in Smith's Dictiqnary is true, that he converted the prince of Malipur,
his death might have been the result of the king's
command. The Editors' Encyclopedia \says that
tradition has it that he suffered martyrdom in India.

finally in Ethiopia, India and Parthia, "In which last
country he is said to have suffered martyrdom for
the faith." Kitto in his Illustrated History of the
Bible says: "He suffered martyrdom in a city called
Nadabar in Ethiopia; but the particular manner of
his death is not certainly known, though it is the
generally conceived opinion that he was slain with
a halberd. His martyrdom is commemorated by the
church on the 21st of September." Smith, in his Dictionary of the Bible, page 531, in speaking of his
missionary work has it about right when he says,
"Nothing whatever is really known." Of his death
he says, "Heracleon; the disciple of Valentinus,
which Clement, Origen, and Tertullian seem to accept: the tradition that he died a martyr, be it true
or false, came in afterwards." Faussett is silent in
the matter.
JAMES THE SON OF ALPHEUS

Historically known as "James the Less." But
whether he and "James the brother of the Lord" are
one is the question not likely to be settled. The New
Standard Dictionary says theve were three James's
but on this point neither Smith, Faussett, Kitto nor
Sanford agree with the N~w Standard, but rather
hold the opinion that there was but the one James,
though the two designations, and all these agree
that his death was ordered by the Sanhedrin to be
thrown headlong from the battlements of the te~Dple.
This not killing him, he was stoned to death while
in the act of prayin$' for their forgiveness. This
occurred about 69 A. D.
JUDAS OR JUDE, LEBBAEUS ·OR THADDAEUS

Though called Thaddaeus by Matthew he seems
to have been fortunate or unfortunate, as the case
may be, enough to have hlad al,l these names, but of
either his life or death but little seems to be known.
Sanford in his Cyclopedia of, Religious Knowledge,
page 495, says: "Tradition is contradictory. Ac- ·
cording to Abdias he preached in Persia, and was
martyred there, while Nicephorus says he died a
natural death at Edessa." Faussett makes no mention of his death, while Kitto agrees with Sanford,
using these significant words; "He died· in peace."
Smith says nothing of his death.
SIMON THE CANAANITE

Smith is silent as to his death, while Faussett in
his Bible Cyclopedia, page 6(53, says "He was martyred in his one hundred and twentieth year, under
Trajan, A. D. 107." According to Kitto the word
Canaanite is derived from the "Syriac word Kcmnean, by which the Jewish sect or 'faction of 'the
MATTHEW
ze,alots' was designated . . . . The G:r:eek equivalent
Sanford's Cyclopedia of Religious Knowledge, is Zelotes, and this 6: 15; Acts 1: 13 has correctly
page 580, says that tradition has it that he preached ' preserved." This author, after telling of Simon
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converting g-reat multitudes in Britain, where he
sustained "the greatest hardships and persecutions,"
says: he was at last crucified, and buried in some
part of the island, but the exact place where is unknown."
Sanford makes no mention of his death, neither
does the encyclopedia already quoted.
JUDAS ISCARIOT

For an account of the manner of his death we do
not need to go beyond the New Testament. Sanford in his Cy<clopedia of Religious Knowledge, page
495, contents himself by quoting from Encyclopedia
Britannica, the closing part of which is here quoted:
"In ecclesiastical legends and in sacred art Judas
Iscariot has taken a prominent place, being generally
treated as the very incarnation of treachery, ingratitude, and impiety."
MATTHIAS

Kitto's Illustrated History of the Bible, page 633,
has this to say :
From Judea he traveled into other countries, and, proceeding eastward, came at length to Ethiopia. Here he likewise
made many converts; but the inhabitants in generat being
of a fi.erce and untractable temper, resolved to take away
his life, which they effected by stoning him, ~nd then severing his head from his body.

Neither Faussett, Sanford nor Smith mentions
either the time or manner of his death.
PAUL

This narrative would hardly be complete without
mentioning this apostle. And shall there be desire
on the part of any to learn from these authors as
to the other apostles, such as Barnabas, Timothy,
etc., Iwill be but p•leased to furnish such for HERALD
readers. Kitto, page 619, says:
Paul was conducted to a place on the road to Ostia, about
thre€ miles from Rome, in order to undergo the punishment
pronounced against him by the cruel Nero. In his way he
converted three of the soldiers who were sent to guard him
to his execution, and who, within a few days after, died
martyrs themselves. As soon as Paul arrived at the place
of execution, he l'lnelt down, and after praying for some time
with great fervency, che·erfully gave up his neck to the fatal
stroke; quitting this vale of misery in hopes of passing into
the blissful regio1ns of immortality, to the kingdom of his
beloved Master, the great Redeemer of the human race.

Smith, in his Dictionary of the Bible says, page
713, "Eusebius himself entirely adopts the tradition
that Paul was beheaded under Nero at Rome." Sanford does not mention his death. Faussett merely
say's "His death was in 67 (Eusebius) or 68 (Jerome)."
Shall these accounts be of any value to the ministry or others the writer will be well repaid for tp_e
effort made in the research.
J. W. WIGHT.

WOMAN'S AUXILIARY
Read the Proposed Amendments
We desire to call the attention of the sisters to the proposed ,r'evision of the constitution and by-laws of the a)l)(iliary. It is rather to be re.gr.etted that it was co,nsidered
necessary to revis1e so soon after adopting the one of last
year, but its inadequacies have been forced upon the attention of the executive officers this year, and it was thought
best to correct, as soon as possible, that which has been found
faulty or ltaeking. Please examine it V'ery, very .carefully,
comparing it with the one found in the Year Book, and be
prepared to vote i1ntelligently upon it, when it shall come up
for action at the General Convention in April.
It will be seen that the whole thing has been simplifi.ed, and
the constitutions and by-laws for distvict (or stake) and
local socieHe1s d:o,ne away with. This leaves more freedom
for locals to act in accordance with the peculiar needs of
their own communities, although none who have lately reorganized under the rules adopted last spring as found in
the Year Book, will find it at all necessary to organize again,
if they have found those rules adequate, and adaptable to
their needs. Please see if it meets your idea of the: needs
of the associatio1n.
AUDENTIA ANDERSON.

Social Service Se;ies---Chapter 6
WHAT INTOXICATING LIQUORS DO FOR A COMMUNITY
The Two Glasses
There sat two glasses filled to the brim,
On a rich man's tabie, rim to rim;
One was ruddy, and red as blood,
And one as clear as the crystal flood.
Said the glass of wine to his paler brother,
"Let us tell tales of the past to each other;
I can t<ell of banquet, and revel, and mirth,
Where I was king or I ruled in might,
And the proudest and grande,st souls on earth
Fell under my touch as though struck with blight!
From the heads of kings I have tor,n the crown;
From the heights of fame I have hurled men down.
I have blasted many an honored name;
I have taken virtue and given shame;
I have tempted the youth with a taste,
That has made his future ·a barren waste,
Far greater than any king am I,
Or, than any army beneath the sky.
I hav.e ·made the arms of the ruler flee,
And the shrieks of the lost were sweet to me.
Fame, strength, wealth, genius before me fall,
And my height and power are over all!
Ho, ho--pale brother," said the wine;
"Can you boast of deeds as great as mine?"
!Said the water glass, "I cannot boast
Of a king dethvoned, or a murdered host;
But I can tell of hearts that were sad,
By my crystal drops made bright and glad;
Of hands I have cooled and souls I have saved;
Of thirst I have quenched and brows I have laved;
I havce leaped through the valley; dashed down the
mountain,
.Slept in the sunshine and dripped from the fountain;
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I have burst my cloud fetters and dropp,ed from the sky,
And ev,erywhere gladdened the prospect and eye.
I have eased the hot forehead of fever and pain,
I have made the parched meadows grow fertile with
grain;
I can tell of the powerful wheel of the mill
That ground out the flour, and turned at my will.
I can tell of manhood debased by you
That I have uplifted and crownes]. ane:w.
I cheer, I help, I strengthen, and aid:
I gladden the heart of man and of maid;
I set the wine-chained and captive free,
And all are better for knowing me."
These are the tales they told each otherThe glass of wine and its paler brotherAs they sat together, filled to the brim,
On a rich man's table, rim to rim.
-Ella Wheeler Wilcox.
Whereas, the use of intoxicating liquors as a beverage is
productive of pauperism, degradation, crime and .disease, it
is the duty of the social service worker to discourage it, producing as it does, more :evil than good.
It has been prov~n that the sober soldier is the efficient
soldier. Further it has been found, through investigation,
that intoxicating liquor does the following for the community:

"It fills men's stomachs with poison;
"It fills jails with drunkards;

"It fills p~nitentiaries with criminals;
"It fills poorhouses with paupers;
"It fills hospitals with sick and injured;
"It
"It
"It
"It
"It
"It
"It
"It

fills
fills
fills
fills
fills
fills
fills
fills

the asylums with insane;
our streets with loafe,rs;
homes with sorrow;
husbands, wives, and children with want;
court calendars with cases;
property records with mortgages;
politicians with fear;
graves with the dead."

Y:e:s, it is quite true that intoxicating drink will do all of
these things and the pitiful condition of disease can often be
traced back to the first drink, from which the mind became
highly stimulated, resulting in immoral acts, the seat of infection.
It is my personal experience, that the medical professiQn
does not call for liquor to any amount or great advantage.
Alcohol has some use as a drug, but like many other drugs,
is so powerful in its action as to render its use extremely
dangerous. It has, therefo11e, no appreciable place in the
armentarium of the modern physician.
"His last c~ent being spent for a drink of liquor, a laborer
fell into the river as he was looking for a warm place to sleep.
He was fished out of the icy waters, and sent to the county
hospital." Not an uncommon news item!
In rega11d to the suffering due to intoxicants, we have thre'e
degrees, all more or less preventable: "That which is due to
the individual, solely and di11ectly caused by his own acts;
that which is caused by the wrongdoing of other individuals;
and that which is caused by the wrongdoings of society."
Thousands of innocent victims of this drink folly of humanity's, are massed into pitiful conditions of poverty, sickness, woe and want. The social worker cannot stop the sale
of intoxicants, but it :is her duty and her privilege to do what
she can to educate the ~ndividual against their use.
H. BERENICE RUSSELL.

A Very Active Department
A report reaches us of the educational work undertaken in
the Council Bluffs auxiliary, together with a poem by Sister
Dempsey, read at one of their successful meetings, the rea;ding of which may arouse others to a sense of the importance
of this branch of the work. Shortly after reunion last fall,
they organized two study classes, one for Bible study, and
the othe:r a class in mothers' and teachers' problems. The
former has been well attended, and is led by Sister Rachel
1Self, in a very thorough and efficient manner. The latter class
has had harder pulling, but sev,eral new members have now
come in, a;nd more interest is aroused. They are using as a
textbook, Child Study and Child Training, by William B. Forbush, as recommended in the Year Book, which is a text considered among the best on the subject.
Recently they were favored with a lecture by Doctor Rose
Rice, 'a practicing physician of their city, who talked on
"Heredity and environment." They advertised this lecture
in the city papers, a1nd quite a 1.umber of strangers attended,
who commented very favombly on the good program and the
grand work they are trying to do. They had musical numbers
and readings, and an explanation of the work and aims of
the class by the leader, :Sister Grace Prouty, who brought out
in a pleasing and convincing ma1nner many r:easons why all
should be interested in child study. The poem by Sister·
Dempsey was:also read, and serv,ed to impress the importance
of this work. There are seV1eral mothers' clubs in the city,
but they are .more in the nature of activity clubs, and do not
take up the fundamental and systematic study of child life
and its guidanc~. Our workers hope to combi:ne the two lines
some day. The reporter, Sister Olive McLean, superintendent eduoational department, closes with a poem from which
she has received much strength and encouragement.
"Nothing at all)s easy in life,
Nothing worth while can be done with ease;
A stern, bl"ave battle is that of strife,
On the hills of blue, or the conquering seas!
"Nothing is easy ,to do Jhat's great
With lofty purpose and art supreme,
Toil and struggle, and grief and careNothing in life is a moment's dream!
"Nothing one does, if he does it well,
Is easy and simple and quick and light;
The task of li:tle is a difficult task
To do it well, and to do it right l
"Nothing comes easy; the strife is hard,
But the thing worth doing-ah! that repays
For, the ache and grief, the dust and the. grime,
And the infinite pain of toiling days!"

Notice of the Proposed Amendments to the Constitution and By-Laws of the Woman's Auxiliary
To be considered at the convention in Lamoni, Iowa, April,
191,7~

According to constitutional provision the required notice
has been given in the HERALD of March 7, 1917.
The proposed amendments to the present constitution a;nd
by-laws for the government of the general organization of
the Woman's Auxiliary are as follows:
·
To. amend. by striking out article 2 and inserting in lieu
thereof, the following-
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ARTICLE 2--GBJECT
Its object shall be to study the welfare of th~ home, child,
community, school and church; to encourage the org~nization
of women into classes, •etc., that they may better prepare
themselves to cooperate in all work tending toward the building up of Zion.
·
To amend by striking out article 3 and inse!rling in lieu
thereof the followingARTICLE 3-MEMBERSHIP
Any club, circle, class, etc., organized with the above object
ir\. view, or a,ny woman so intereflted, may become members
by paying the sum hereinafter provided.
To amend by striking out article 4 and inserting in lieiU
thereof, the followingARTICLE 4-0RGANIZATION
The officers of this organization shall be: president, vice
president, secretary, treasurer and historian, to be elected
annually at a meeting of this association at such time ~nd
' place as shall be decided upon. The manner of election shall
be determined by the vote of the general assembly.
In C'ase of death or resignation the vacancy shall be filled
·by appointment agreed upon by a majority of the ex,ecutive
committee.
To amend by striking out article 5 and ~nserting in lieu
. thereof, the followingARTICLE 5-FINANCE
There shall be an annual assessment of ten cents per member, due and payable to the general treasurer at the first of
each year.
To amend article 6, section 1, by striking out the word's
"General" and "districts or stakes and locals," making the
section read as follows:
The church book of rules shall be authority o,n all questions of parliamentary usage in the assodation.
To further 'amend article 6 by striking out of section 2
the word "one" and inserting the word "three" making the
section read as followsThis constitution may be amended by a two thirds vote at
any general conventio1n, pl'ovided not less than three months'
notice of the proposed changes shall have been published in
the press columns of the association.
To further amend the constitution by striking out and eliminating the entire provision for cQnstitution and by-laws gov"erning districts, or stakes, and 1ocals as contained in the
present constitution and by-laws as printed in the Year Book.
The proposed amendments to the by-laws of the general
association have been printed in the HERALD of March 7,
1917. The by-laws may be amended at any annual meeting
of the geneml association without previous notice, by two
thirds majority vote.
MRS. HELEN SILSBEE SMITH,
MRS. W. W. SMITH,
MRS. M. A. ETZENHOUSER,

Committee.
A little patience, and the fog is past,
After the sorrow of the ebbing tide,
The singing floods return in joy at last.
For darkness passes; storms shall not abide.
The night is long and the pain weighs heavily,
But God will hold his world above despair.
Look to the east, where up the lurid sky
The morning climbs! The day shall yet be fair.
-Celia Thaxter.
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LETTER DEPAR:fMENTJ

Experiences With the Mormons in the Society Islands
I must write you of my experience'S with the Mormons at
this place. I left Papeete, Tahiti, July 6, bound for the island of Hikueru, which is a pearl diving island, the season
set apart for that work being from August 1, to December 1.
This being one of the best divi,ng islands, a big attendance
was expected. About eight hundred came. It is 'also a Mormon stronghold, if it may be said that they hawJ any stronghold. It is my. ~e;xperience that their hold may easily be
broken, or at least considerably weakened in any respectable
community. About two hundred native Mormons and nine
foreign missioi!laries put in their appearance, as against
about forty of our people and one foreign missionary. It
was evident to me that their policy and the manner of their
campaign was previously mapped out and from it they did
not intend to deviate. It is ·evident they have profited by
obsel"VIance of the Catholic policy. They had built a number
of mis.sionary houses conveniently situated amQng the people.
Their own people's houses were in clusters with a missionary
house in the midst, which missiona,ry was a constant guard;
also if there was a likely spot among any other class of people there was he also to be found.
With all their missionaries they did not make much effort
to reach the people through preaching, preferring rather to
depend on the house to house canvass. The natives often
ask,ed me what was the work of so many missionaries; they
said they could scarcely look out on the street but they could
see .a Mormon missionary. Neither are those missionaries
slow to misrep11esent us, saying that the Reorganization is
leaving li!ldependence: that all our houses are going to l.'ack
and ruin: that there are more Mormons in Independence
than Josephites, etc. Thus they debase us and exalt themselves; immortalizing Brigham Young, etc., and at last leaving the native with the impression that if he wants salvation he should climb into the Mormon band wago,n. They
do not hesitate to slander Joseph S:mith the martyr, saying
that he practiced polygamy, celestial ma.rriage•, etc. Christ
the master as Joseph the servant is similarly charged by
them. Their president of the mission is said to speak by the
Holy Ghost. The natives say he tr,embles when he does so.
·H~ called me into his house one day and plied me with
questions so fast that I had no chance to answer. As we
were on the subject of plurality of gods, I told him that he
should beware how he taught contrary to that which was
written, for God is no re,specter of persons and that under
similar conditions God would answer him as he did Zeezrom;
wherreupon he delivered a prophecy, stating that the Reorganization was soon to go to pieces, 'and that the greater portion of the members would go to the Mormons, and that
meant in the<whole world. He aJso said that of all the people in the world we, the Reorganization, were the meanest,
the Catholics being far ahead of us.
As a land force 'I was. no match for them, as it was impossible for me to visit all the houses illl a day that they had, to
straighten up their misrepresentations, so I proposed to drag
them out before the people. This I found quite difficult. I
began, not with attack, but with diplomacy, inviting them
out to our meetings, when topics wer,e placed on the blackboard and all were invited to talk to the question. This is
an old custom and met wi,th the approval of the native Mormons but not the foreign missionaries. The ,natives were
soon stopped from attending or taking part in our meetings.
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Thus those missionaries would neither enter nor permit
those that wer1a entering to enter. Thus every chance to
preach the gospel to them was closed. I then concluded to
carry the war into Africa, as it were, a.nd accordingly typed
a number of copies of the proposition below and carried it
among them and distributed them.
"THE PLURALITY OF GODS AND THE"'PLURALITY OF vyOMEN
''My Mormon friends, I write these propositions to you because your books and your missionaries teach the propositions
written above: and it is not only thr,ee gods that they teach,
but they teach that there are many true gods. You apply
the propositions below to the propositions above.
"Proposition 1. 2 Nephi 29: 8, 9.
(Lamoni Edition 2
Nephi 12: 60.) Verse 8 says, 'Wherefore I speak the same
words unto one nation lik,e unto 'another.' Verse 9 says, 'And
I do this that ,I ma,y prove that I am the same yesterday, today, and forever.' You apply this to Jacob 2: 27. (Lamoni
Edition 2: 36.)
"Proposition 2. 1 Nephi 15: 14. (Lamoni Edition 1 Nephi
4: 19.) QuestiQn on the verse: What gospel should show
therm how to come to him and be saved? The answer is in
the verse, (18) : 'The gospel that was ministered to their
fathers by him.' What was that gospel? It is found in
Jacob 2.: 27. (LamoNi Edition, verse 3'6.)
"Proposition 3. 2 Nephi 3: 12. (Lamoni Edition 2 Nephi
2: 21.) You teach polygamy; I teach monogamy: whose is
the mistake? Can he who is mistaken permit the writing of
the seed of Joseph (of Egypt) to correct him? Here is that
conection: Jacob 2: 27. (Lamoni Edition, verse 36.)
"Proposition 4. Nephi 3:19. (LamQni Edition 2: 38.)
The verse says: 'A.nd the words which he shall write, shall
be the words which are expedient in my wisdom should go
forth unto the fruit of thy loins.' Now I ask: Are the words
of J1acob 2: 27 expedient foi· you?
"Proposition 5. Alma 11: 26-29. (Lamoni Edition 8: 7982.) f,ask: Was Amulek's answer correct? Also read, Alma
13: 20.
(Lamoni Edition 10: 17.)
"These things are written that you do not ,always look
'upon man but that you look to the stone from whence ye are
hewn.
"ALAVINA."
I took copi,e,s of this bill to the city of the Mormons, and
to the house of o,ne of their leaders who is favorable to us,
and with whom I had had many pleasant chats. I there distributed them. 'Some evenings later I was again there to distribute some on anothe,r topic, and as I was talking to a
crowd in front of a native's house, I was discovered by the
Mormon president. Whereupon the following i~ substance
occurred (in Tahitian tQngue): "Alva, what is the reason
you come into our city telling lies about us?''
"I was not aware I had lied about you.''
"Yes, you did.''
"In what?"
"Why, in those papers you have been distributing."
"In what point?"
"In 11egard to plurality of gods. You say we worship a
plurality of gods." ·
"To whom did I say that?"
"Why in those papers you have been distributing.''
"It is not so stated in the paper, but it says that you teach
there are a great many true gods, and if you deny it I will
read it from your own books.''
"Read it!"
"All right, here it is:" (reading from Chase's little book).
"Oh, you don't need to read from that, that is some more lies
that you people have printed.''
''All right (putting it back in my pocket). Please give me

that little red book that you let me r:ead the other day,
called 'The teachings of Joseph .Smith, and near the back I
will read those teachings, and they are printed by yourselves.
You also made other misrepresentations. . . . Oh, don't
change the subject, come on, hand it to me," etc.
He then commanded me not to come awain to their village
teach~ng those lies, whereupon I replied that God sent me
and that when I wanted to come I would not ask him. He
tlien turned on his heel and fled. I then turned to the audience and said: "My dear friends, God made you 'and gave
you an intellect and .freedom; and if you want some more
reading matter, I have some here on another topic, and you
may have it; if you don't want it I will return with the
Word of God." A chorus C'alled out: "Give me one.'' I did
not have a tenth enough.
At this writing the diving season has closed; many native
. Mormons have denounced their p11esident of the mission fo,r
his ,effrontery, and Qne of their leade,rs, an elder, asked for
baptism, but wants to return to his isla,nd and bring his
wife in also. I think there 1are otheTs to follow. I have
found! this method successful, for every typewritten article
is immediately carried to their missionaries, and he being
unable to give satisfactory answer, 'a. bwd impression is left·
which reacts in our favor. I believe the day is not far distant when we will make great inroads upon them here. We
cannot be too plain with them as long as it is evident that
love is our ruling spirit; but mocking, unjust criticism and
persecution will only defeat our own purpose. I am rel:'ejoicing in the work.
Your brother,
ALVA H. CHRISTENSEN.
PAPEETE, TAHITI, February 1, 1917.

In Dixie Land
I ha,ve been in "Dixie Land" for nearly nine months and
I will try to tell your many readers what I think of the
country, and people, a.nd of religious conditions. It has been
the busiest year of my life in missio~ary work. I have
p11eached more sermons, and had more calls than I have had
in any previous field of labor.
I have labored in three States-Alabama, Mississippi, and
Florida. The country is very poor compared with the great
prairies of the M:idd1e West. It will cost about ten dollars
an acre for commercial fertilizer to put on the ground to
produce a fair crop. Cotton and corn are the principal ~rops:
I ha,ve not seen any timothy, clover or alfalfa hay.
The farmers are the poor people and work hard and long
hours and g'et small returns for their labor, and this year
has been an extremely bad one on account of the great
tropical storm on July 5 when many millions worth of property was destroyed. The wealth of this country has. been in
its great pill!e forests, which are rapidly disappearing.
The peopJ,e i1n some things. are different from northern and
w1estern people; I find more to commend and praise than to
condemn. Whatever deficiency may ,exist on account of education, or of p:mgressive ideas in farming, or of business, is
not from desil'e but becauS<e of conditions over which they
hav,e had only partial control. Before the Civil War the old
English !)ystem of educatio1n prevailed to a very large extent;
the ~hildren of the wealthy went to private schools and the
poor people went to the public schools, and to attend the latter was looked on as such a disgrace and a sure badge of
poverty that many grew up in ignorance rather than to acknowledge their poverty in a public way. When th: war
was over the country was 1in a conditio1n of" desolation, the
soldi,ers of both armies had traveled over practically all the
country and destl'oy,ed most of the property, then followed
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carpet bag and negro rule with all of its train of evils, and
during that p<eriod there was pmctically no school system and
the boys and girls of that time had but very little opportunity
for an education, and to-day the whole South feels the results
of those dark and cloudy days, and as a church we are feeli:ng its burdens now.
An era of good feeling set in during the presidency of William McKinley and in all conditions of public and private life
things took on a more hopeful feeling, and it still continues.
In every condition of life the South is mov~ng up, and in a
very few years it will stand among the most progressive
communities of our now reunited country. And .in our church
work will we measure up to the new conditions and get a firm
foothold among the intelligent and progressive people that
will be the leaders of the new South iill all human endeavor
that makes for the betterment of mankind?
The common people of the South are more willing to accept
the gospel than the same people in the North. It is easier
to get them to listen to our message. In the midst of their
poV1erty I have been sometimes amazed at their generosity
to the missionary, because I know it is just as easy for a
farmer in the North to give five dollars as it is for one here
to give a dollar, and most of our people in this country are
farmers. If our missionaries lack for ai!lything it is because
of an empty pocketbook and not a hard-hearted people to
deal with.
Wherever I have been among the people, by conversation
and l"eading of the best literature I have tried to find out the
past and the present of the southern people, and I had unusually favorable opportunities in the public libraries at
Mobile, Alabama, and . Gulfport, Mississippi. I read with
keen 1nterest all that I could find time to. The South in the
Making of the Nation, a wocrk of twelve volumes, was of
unusual interest. It is the product of the best minds of the
South. As a result of my observations and reading of their
. best literature I am well convinced that the av~erage man
from the North has but a meager knowledge of the true conditions of the past and present of this cou,ntry and its people,
and as a church we will be losers in the great struggle for a
place in the front ranks, unless we can get the proper vision
of the great field of gospel work that lies before us in this
virgin fie1d of gospel opportunitiles. The task in this field
is a very difficult one because the men who come down are
not acquainted with cOJnditions, ~and in many ways are at a
disadvantage. The best me:ri and women for work will be
those who have their homes here and are in touch with the
people and the conditions that surround them. The great
cry, the pr~essing need, is for consecrated men and women,
efficient in their chos~n field of service, full of love, faith and
patience, to feed the sheep and lambs whom the missionaries
have brought into the fo1d, who are spiritually dying every
day within sight of their own home, their father's house,
the church of God.
Whatever difficulties the people in the North ha¥e they are
found in an aggravated form in the South in missionary work.
The care of the branches, the Sunday school and· Religio, and
wom~n's work-ther:e are many difficulties to meet. The high
cost of living means mor<e to the South than in the North because whatever the prices may be for the common necessities
of life they are still higher down here, and in most classes of
labor the wages are lower.
I will tell of a £ew things that are strange to people from
the North and some that are only different-and in doing so
it is not with any intention of l'eflecting on the people, but
because we are· interested in knowing how people in different
parts of the world live and do things and we will often find
the ways, customs and manners are better adapted to condi-
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tions where they live than ours would be. Everyone who
comes from north of the Mason and Dixon's line is a
"Yankee," so if the Southern people form a poor opinion
of what a r:e>al "Yankee" from New England is by taking
us from the West as a sample, do not be harsh with us
because we have done our best to get such an idea out of
their heads.
The white people look on it as a mark of ill. manners and
igJnorance to address a negro as mister, and it is not looked
on as ~a compliment by the colored people.
There are separate schools for white and colored children,
also separate waiting rooms in the railroad stations. There
is always. a car for colored people on every railroad train.
A lady may take a colored servant with her in the white
waiting room or in the passenger car.
It is quite common to have a general merchandise store
in the country where ·the farmers do their trading. '£:he
wom6Jn ar~e .more r-eserved than women in the North. They
·usually sit on one side ~of the church, during services, and
the men on the other. Girls usually marry much younger
here than in the North, education and other conditions are
having a tendency to make it later in life than it has been
in the past.
Southelin people's fee>lings a.re more intense, if they like
you it is like the little boy said, "they just lik!e you all over,"
if they do not like you, you can feel their resentment. There
is no hypocritical soft soap about them.
In their home, financial and educational conditions 'the
gulf is wider between the country people and city people
than it is in the North. They aile generous hearted and
given to hospitality aif.ld it often causes them to be imposed
o,n by selfish neighbors. The story is told <>f Robe:~;t Toombs
of Georgia that when some of the citizens of his 'town talked
about building :a hotel he opposed it, saying that all decent
people coming to town could stay with him; any other kind
should not be allowed in the town .
Because of education, closer business relations and social
intercourse the feeli,ng engendered! by the war is rapidly
dying out. It is only kept up, if done at all, by politicians
to help them get into office. In talking with the probate
judge of Baldwin County, Alabama, he remarked that if
the railroads had run north and south instead of east and
west there would not have been any war. The isolation of
the two sections had. much to do with bri,nging on the war.
The business a,t that time was almost entirely carried on
with England. The two secticms were in a large sense
strangers to .:e>ach other. :Some of the S'tates were ready to
abolish slavery but how to do it without causing a catastrophe
in the social structure of society was the important and
dangerous thing. If the extremists in both sections could
have been held in check for a few years the good S6Jnse of
the intelligent people would have found a way to solve it
without war. The saloon has been a greater menace than
'slavery, because it has been national, and yet without war
we are gradually accomplishi;ng its elimination from the
entire country. The greatest regr,et I have in leaving is
that I did not possess more ability so that I could have served
them better.
"Au revoir."
EDWARD RANNIE.
McKENZIE, ALABAMA.
If ~nyone knows the address' of Theodore Grabsky, who
formerly lived! in Kansas City, Missouri, pl'ease write Brother
E. Dickey, Vale, 1S'outh Dakota. The latter includes with his
request this commendation: "I have been a reader of the
HERALD for ma,ny years and love it more and more as the
years roll by."
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Spring River District
The cause of Christ is ,moving onward in the gpring River
District. Our late conference at Joplin was an inspiration
and uplift to all who attended, being also the large'St ever
held here. The business was disposed of with good feeling,
and . the preaching and prayer meetings were good. The
elders and priests quorums held sessions which were of benefit
to the members and to the g1eneral work.
Brother Henry Smart is doing a good work as president ~f
the e1ders, as also is Brother Albert V. Karlstrom as presi·
dent of the priests. The district appointees were all present
-Brethr,en Lee Quick and A. C. Silvers who have labored
for some years in this field. Brother Roy Budd who has
been but two years here but who with the others has the
confidence and support of the Saints. · Brother William Bath
also who is one of our own boys, who took up the missionary
work during the year, is making good. Nor do we forget
our vice p11esident, Brother 0. P. Sutherland, who has long
been a pilla.r in the church and whose life has been of great
influe1nce for good far and wide, also the long list of local
brethren who have wrought faithfully and well in the work,
with all the S'aints. A gathering of such souls could not be
otherwise than joyous, inviting the presence of the divine
·Spirit, bringing peace to all.
One of the important ,events of the conference period was
the e.ffecti1ng of a district organization of the Woman's
Auxiliary with Sister 1Mollie Davis, president. She has
associated with her 1a strong corps of assistants. There
is certainly an open field for service by this department and
the opportunities are great and important.
The membership of our district is over two thousand two
.hundred, having had a gain of about four hundred during
the last five years. The growth has been steady. The Sunday school with S:ister Molie Davis as superintendent and
the Religio with Brother Emmet Lancaster as president have
also had a steady growth.
Brother Lee Quick has been preaching at his home town,
Mapleton, while assisting in building a new church. After
the conference he visited Pure:ell wher:e he held two meetings
and baptized six-the fruitage of past sowing at that place
a,nd at Webb City. He made his way to Cherryvale and into
Oklahoma where he will labor till he leaves for General
Conferenc•e. Elder Silvers has recently visited various points
in Oklahoma, and held a profitable meeting at Coffeyville,
Kansas, where the work was established in more: permanent
form. He spent a week after the conference at Joplin,
expecting to visit also Weir and Chanute.
Elders Roy Budd and William Bath held a1n extended meeting at Gross where a deep inte11est was aroused and thirtythree were baptized and left rejoicing in the knowledge of
of the true gospel. This is a new point, though an opening
was made here many years ago by J. A. Davis and R. T.
Walters. Brother J. A. Brown 1and family a11e the faithful
Saints who made it possible for these brethren to accomplish
what they haV1e here. The district president with Elder Bath
spent a week here building up the new Saints, the latter
remaining to continue the work.
·
The Saints at Carthage, Missouri, have secured a lot and
are planning the erection of a bungalow chapel to meet their
needs for a meeting place. The Joplin Branch has its new
church in process of erection and the basement will soOjn
be ready for occupancy. The building is of concrete and
will have kitchen, furnace room, baptismal font, class rooms,
etc. The old church hail become altogether inade,quate for
Sunday school and other services. Pittsburg and Arma each

have a lot and are looking toward the erection of a building
as soon as the way is clear.
The district preside1nt has visited the branches and scattered Saints, giving instruction and encouragement in the
work so far as possible. The time for General COJnference
is approaching, ma.rking the end of another year's work.
W.e are still hopeful in the work and see much in the church
and in the progress of world eve;nts to encourage us and to
strengthen faith. The way is clearing for the gospel work
to move faster than ever before.
CHARLES FRY.

Independence Stake
1Spring is here and the Saints will take a new departure
this y,ear in a more expansive cultivation of nature's bounties
and they have already begun the work of planning a1nd plowing on the east lawn of the church lot. Hereafter they will
be more self-reliant. As was said of Brother T. J. Sheldon
after his discourse on the .evening of March 4, they are having a "grasp of the situation." The text was in Revelation
18:4: "Come out of her my people, that ye be not partakers
of her sins, and that ye 11eceive 1not of her plagues." His
theme embraced the serious conditions throughout the world,
of covetousness, overproduction and inequality. "The lesson
of thrift," our brother said, "will not be entirely on money
saving. The ~Saints should he able to solve the pl'oblems that
confront them by carrying out the law of surplus and consecratio.n, ,and there is a real and important work to do after
being born again."'
As· usual, there are many meetings going on. The stake
conference convened March 10, the business was well done
and delegates to General Conference elected. On the afternoon of Miarch 10, two import31nt sessions were held, the
vVoman's Auxiliary of the stake in convention and Professor
George Melcher delivered a very interesting lecture. There
were also some excellent musical numbers. Ther'e were wellreceived short talks by our garden superintendent, Brother
J. J. Teeters and by Sister A. L. Yingling on vegetable a,nd
flower culture and the management of the work.
Mr. Melcher's lecture 'on "Thrift and good management
in the home a remedy for the high cost of living" was full
of broad and convincing suggestions on the uses and fertility
of the soil, o.n the coal, ~as and other resources of this choice
land, and also our enormous water power, all of which are
in the hands of monopolies instead of the people.
The sermons on March 11 were by Brethren Edward
Rannie and J. F. Curtis.
ABBIE A. HORTON.
(The following held over from last week.)
At the convention of the Woman's Auxiliary Bishop James
Keir referl'ed to woman's work already entered upo.n and
highly commended the ,efforts already put forth,· mentioning
the names of S'isters Sturges and Esgar of the Mutual Helpers, who have for some time been aiding those who desired
to be more efficient in the arts of millinery and dressmaking.
He pointed out in detail the unnecessary expenditure' for
costly articles of cloth~ng and gave ad'Vice concerning cutting
down of electric light, ~as and grocery bills. He suggested
that the 'Saints call in the aid of their supervisor Brother
J. ~· Teeters to counsel in reference to raising vegetables
and beautifying premises.
The National Education Association convention school
gardeners gave some excellent reports of their work. The
school gardens of some of our island possessiQns, especially
the Philippines, were said to be of a superior "grade. Brother
Keir's effort was . well received.
The meeting was supplemented by a lecture on the Book
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-of Mormon by Elder F. M. Sheehy. Among other things
he called our attention to an extensive advertisement in a
Kansas City daily, put there by Doctor James Talmage, one
of the Utah twelve apostles. It is a very comprehensive
description of the Book of Mormon a,nd one cannot fail ..to g,et
a clear idea of the book from reading it. It says: "The
Book of Mormon is before the world. It has been distributed
by the millions of copies in English and other modern tongues.
The claims made as to its ~enuineness at the time of the first
publication have never been altered in the least particular."
ABBIE A. HoRToN.

From H~re and There
The Sa,¥its at Levering, Michigan have 11ecently enjoyed
a visit from Brother Starks and the work is moving along
nicely.
C. M. Foulks writes fDom San Antonio, Texas that he is
working hq,rd at tract distribution. Weather very dry but
indications of rain.
Brother S. M. Plumb, of ArdmoDe, South Dakota, wants to
know the name of the nearest branch and if any Saints live.
near Ardmore. If so, please write him.
Does anyone know Mrs. John Story, of Chalk River,
Ontario? A nonmember friend of hers writes fro~ that
place to say that her husband has died and she believes
he belonged to this church but is not sure.
"I wish some one would preach a sermon on 'authority'
and have it reported in the HERALD," writes Mrs. Ella Baird,
of Bangor, Michigan. All right, sister, Brother E. E. Long
is to preach a sermon on that subject in Lamoni before long,
a1nd if vve can do so, we will have it reported for the HERALD.
Alliance, Ohio, is a new opening, with nine members, R. A.
Smith being a priest. Elder William Anderson was recently
at that place and held meetings for a week. Three have
been baptized and others are interested. TheDe is said to
be a splendid opportUjnity for tent work there. The ·S'unday
school organized in December is growing and they hope to
have a branch soon.
A brother at Ames, Iowa, sent to the Bureau of Publicity
for some information on a special line of our work and was
so pleased with the tracts and the letter that he sent in
five dollars to help others likewise situated. Numerous ~n
telligent inquiries come to the Herald Office that are turned
over to the Bureau of Publicity who carefully answer them
and usually follow them up with encouraging letters.
Writing from Liberty, South Carolina, Brother A. G. Miller
says he has just closed a very good meeting at Greenville.
Some are to be baptized. In distributing literature he visited
the Salvation Army Home for Fallen Girls. There were
twenty-eight young girls not over fifte~n y,ears of age residing
there. and twenty babies. He says: "It made me feel sad to
see the sight, but it was good to know that there are those in
the world who will give these unfortunate girls an opportunity to reform their lives.'''
The press committee report a joint conv;ention of Sunday
school and Religio work at Flint, Michigan, February 24 and
25, which was of a very high order. Efficiency seems to be
the watchword and the district secretary reports a banner
year for the SU!nday school. Reports came in better than
ever, and there is more money in the treasury. The various
features of the program are recorded as excellent, including
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the musical. w,e lil;;e to hear of such conventio11s and wish
there were many more as good.
Writing about some details concerning his meetings to
be held at Lamoni during the conference, Bishop R. C. Evans
tells us the large church building in Toro,nto is now too small
to seat the people if they all come out to the meetings and
that they think of building another building. Great crowds
attend all the meetings in the theater, and he had baptized
ten the past week and more ready. At present there is a
published letter debate in progress between himself and a
Presbyterian preacher who lectured against our church.
The co,nference sermons are to begin the evening of April 6
and continue till the close of the sessions.
Lamoni church is being papered and pai1nted, new toilets
put in, and other improvements ma.de, in preparation for the
coming General Conference. Indications are that a large,
attendance will be had. The children's meetings are proving
a great success and the interest grows. A business meeting
of the Sunday school recently developed considerable enthusiasm over the raising of the two dollars each for the
Christmas offering. A numbEJor of plans were suggested and
you can count on Lamoni for doing her part-she always
does. A goodly sum has 'already been gathered, but every
energy will be put forth toward the earning of the balance.
A sister in the East says that we who are inland do not
realize the pressure of the times as they on the coast do.
They scan the bulletin boards, hear of industdal plants be~ng
guarded, the harbor patrolled to p11event suspects from getting views of the forts, etc., as they have been found doing.
They are constantly reminded that something is pending and
forced to 11ealize that troublous times are here. Yet she says
that in spite of the food riots, there are more "help wanted"
advertisements than ever before and fewer calls for charitable
aid. She says they in the East regretted very much the loss
of Brother Burgess and wife, but are glad their loss is the
gain of others.

Another Stereopticon Slide Stunt
That was a very ingenious method suggested by Brother
Moore to Brother Headding for making lant,ern slides, as published i1n HERALD of February 7. It is the most simple method
I have ever heard of for making text slides, but I imagine
it would be very difficult to get them straight and free from
pin holes, which would be greatly exaggerated on the screen.
But it certainly is a simple method and I shall try it.
Here is ·the way I have been making text slides for years.
Clean off the kodak film so it is perfectly clear, or better yet,
pliy twenty-five cents a dozen for celluloid thin plates two
and one half by four inches. But if the film is used, cut to
Lantern plate size. 'Set up the type, lock ~n press in usual
way, have a good book paper on tympan. Now print on
tympan, set guides so printing will be in center of film, then
feed in film same as in regular printing, and take an impression. Now you have the printing on both sides of the film.
Dust both sides with gold or silver bronze, and you have a
perfectly opaque slide which shows up black on the screen.
I prefer white letters, surrounded with a black background,
so I use the printed film as a negativ,e and make a positive in
the usual way by exposing on the lantern slide plate as is
done with any, negative, and then developing. If the black
letters a11e preferred, after the superfluous bronze has been
carefully dusted off, place the film between two thin cover
.glasses and birid in usual way. Dry before dusting.
When any word or line is to be emphasized, buy a twenty-
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five cent book of Ve;looc water colors, and in the white letter
slide brush over the word! with red or any color pretferred and
you have the emphasis ~n beautiful contrast. For writing on
glass use "David's Announcing Glass Slide Ink."
When photographing a map or type from books, the regular
plates or films will not do. Use "proc,ess plates" or the regular thin lantern plate's make perfectly clear negatives and
can be used as the slide.
· Hope the camera club will have some good eochibitions at
the conference. Don't know whether I .shall have any p~nts
there or not, but hope there will be many who do send samples of their skill.
C. EDWARD MILLER.
' BURLINGTON JUNCTION, MISSOURI, March 5, 1917 ..
Editors Herald: While I am sending twenty-five cents for
the. DAILY HERALD, I will say that I take the HERALD and
think it is a fine paper. We could not do without it. I get
much good from it. I also take the Enst'gn and the Stepping
Stones and the Autumn Leaves,. We enjoy reading all of
them. We are isolated Saints and have joined the home department in the Su,nday school work. We ge,t a great deal of
good from it, and think it is a fine thing for isolated 'Saints.
Brother Oscar Okerlin:d was with us over Sunday, February 18. He helped us study our Sunday school lesson and
gave us a nice talk after Sunday school. We e1n joyed the
visit very much.
I think every Saint who can do so should pay tithing; if
he will the Lord will bless. I know from eocperience, for
since I began paying tithing the Lord has blessed us in many
ways. He has blessed us so much that we will have more
to pay this year.
. Wife and I and our oldest daughter belong to the church
and we hope to see the other children join us. I am glad
we can say that this is the true church of Christ. It has
only been about four years last fall since we joined the
church. I ask an interest· in the prayers of the Saints that
we may be faithful.
Your brother in Christ,
BERT HoYT.
RUTLAND, SASKATCHEWAN, March 4, 1917.
Edito1·s Herald: Saskatchewan may be a cold country but
it's not cold enough to pre,vent an honest soul that seeks
salvation from being immersed out in the open in midwinter
even though we ge;t it sixty below z,ero at times. Just closed
a stirring campaign of three weeks nightly pounding at this
place, with the result of nine dead, buried, and resurrected,
while many are wounded as to their former faith. Never
struck a place where the folks demanded as much preachi1n g.
Unsatisfied with an hou:r, they called for more, and so they
kept us at it night after night in sermons ranging from ninety
to one hundr.ed twenty minut,es.
Our work hitherto at this place was but feebly represented
by two families, the Ambroses from Maine, and the Newcombes from Boston, a,nd for three years they have hung on,
scatt~ring gospel seed by the way until after many days
their efforts have been rewarded. We leave, them 11egoicing
in the restored gospel while we carry with us many reminiscences of God's power marvelously wrought among the devoted band we leave behind. Nearly all of those baptized
are heads of families and among them are two school teachers
and two music teachers. :8urely there is sufficient in this
gospel of the kingdom to satisfy the most exacting.
Duties at Lamoni compel us to depart and we have just
this to observe: Western Canada is a splendid field of
opportunities-all we need is to take advantage of the golden
opportunities all around us. Conservativeness is not so staid

nor strong 1as :in eastern Canada or other parts of long
established settlemeifits: The people, owing to the general
good fellowship, ,ever a feature of a new settlement, are open
to the molding influence of truth. It would be well to push
an aggressive campaign while such conditions prevail. More
calls for preaching than I can fill.
Happy and hopeful,
DANIEL MACGREGOR.
SOUTH SIDE STATION, OMAHA, NEBRASKA,
March 5, 1917.
Edito1·s Hemld: We are getting along as well as any new
bmnch. It is uphill work though, as the weather has been
very severe, 1an:d a :number of members ill. But we are looking forward to better interest among members as soon as
the weather is mo11e settled. We have ceased cottage prayer
meetings and will'Ury having our prayer service in the church.
We are not discouraged, as the church of Christ was never
meant to be popular.
We 'have a large Sunday school and usually well attended.
Brother James Huff, our president and "knowledge box" is
still chaplain of the Nebraska State Senate and we miss him
at our prayer meet~gs.
I think :S'aints should, wherev:er there are a few, whether a
branch or not, unite in prayer me,etings, as there is where
much str.ength is gained even when they cannot attend the
Sunday prea,ching service. Make a special effort to go to
prayer meeting.
Your duty to your God and Maker is many times of more
importance than some household duties which c'a,n sometimes
be left undone, at least once a week or even once a month.
1Dear 'Saints everywhere, make the effort. You will be
rewarded tenfold. Come and he humble before God. We are
living in precarious times and we must come up higher so
we can 'escape. Look in Doctrine and Covenants 63: 9:
We ,a,re starting a buildi;ng fund.
MRS. GEORGE W. SIJ'EEtE.
4733 1S'outh Fourteenth Street.

~ISCELLANEOUS DEPARTMENT
Convention Minutes
MOBILE.-Religio, 1at Bay Minette,, Alabama, February 2,
A. E. Warr in charge. Locals reporting: Bay Minette. .Offi"
cers elected: Earl 'S'cott, presi!CJient; Oscar Tillman, vice president; Missouri Booker, secretary-treasurer; Nora Wa,rr,
home department sup,eriritendent; Irene Kelley, member
library board; H. M. Aebli, temjperance supe!rintendent.
Delegates to General Convention: F. M. S~over, Edward Rannie, A. E. Warr, R. G. Russell. M:eet on Friday p:rior to and
at same plac,e of 1neoct conference. Missouri V. Booker,
secretary.
FLORIDA.-At Local, Alabama, February 2. I;nstructive
talk by District Sup·erintendent Bessie Cla,rk. Several district officers absent. T.eacher-training, grading, library work
taken up. Office1rs elected: Bes,sie Clark, superintendent;
J. S. McCall, superintendent, Helon Jernigan, secretary and
tl'easurer; 1C.. J. Clark, member library board, Sister R. V.
Bass home department superintendent; ,sisterr J. W. Robinson sup,erintendent cradle roll. Delegates to General Convention: A. E. Warr, F. M. :Slover, A. G. Miller, R. C. Russell, Edward Rannie. Helon Jernigan, secretary.
CLINTON._JSunday school Februa,ry 16, 10. 'a. m., Nevada,
Missouri, In charge of district officers. Delegates to General Convention: R. T. Walters, W. S. MacrM, W. A. Lovell,
L:ee Quick, Emma K·eck, A. C. Silvers, J. A. Marsteller, Hazel
Noyes, T. G. Kelley, John Davis, Lucy Silvers, Gertie !!ailey,
Zora Lowe, Bertha Walters, Mabie Braden., Dollie Brunson,
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Orval Andes, Ollie RJeck. District officers elected: !Supermtendent, Lucy Silvers; assistant sup'elrintendent, Be,rtha Walters; secretary, ZoDa Lowe; treasurer, Mabel Davidson; home
department superintendent, Dollie Brunson; normal supe,rintendent, Gertie Bailey; cradle roll superintendent, Mary
Burch; library board member, OrV'al Andes. Marvil Marsteller eLected as 'committee on student help fund. 'The superintendency was authorized to provide lesson topics on the
Doctrine and Covenants for class study in the Sunday schools.
Zol'a Lowe, secretary; Lucy Silvers, superintendent.
GALLANDS GROVE.-Religio and SU!nday school, February 9.
All acthne locals reported, also district officers. Religio officers for new year: President, Lillie A. Marks; vice president,
M. 0. Myers; secretary, Floy Holcomb; treasurer, Edith
Messenbrink; member of library board, Bessie Myers; temperance superintendent, Millard Turner; home department
superintendent, Grace Ke1airn:es; superintendent gospel literature, Emma Miller. Religio delegates to General Co,nvention:
J. L. Butterworth, May Rudd, J. B. Barrett, Lillie A. Marks,
D. A. Holcomb, Floy Holcomb, M. 0. Myers, Bessie Myers,
A. R. Crippen, Belle Crippen, William Truog, Mrs. William
Truog, Lizzie Fish, Robert Fish, Mrs. Joseph 'True, Lulu
Crandall, C. E. Anderson, Gerrit Juergens, John Jordison,
Vinnie Hatch, L. 0. Myers, Myrtle Myers, C. E. Harpe, Frank
Orandall. 1Sunday school in charg"e of Superintendent J. L.
·Butterworth. Reports from all schools read. Following oiticers
elected: ,Supt. J. L. Butterworth; assist. supt. F~red Jackson;
secretary, Floy Holcomb; treasurer, Vinnie Hatch; member of library board, May Rudd; home class superintendent, Lulu Crandall; cradle roll super~ntendent, Pearl
Jackson. Delegates appointed: J. L. Butterworth, J. B.
Barrett, C. E. Harpe, Lillie A. Marks, James Pearsall, Loyal
'\Vinans, Fred Jackson, Eea,rl Jackson, Samuel Dixon, M. 0.
Myers, Bessie My;ers, William Truog, Mrs. William Truog,
Frank .Sheldo,n, Mrs. Frank 1Sheldon, W. W. Reeder, Mrs.
W. W. Reeder. Following each business session an interesting
round table was held. Entertainment in evenings by various
locals and district temperance superintendent demo,nstrated
biis work by several numbers from the young people. Floy
Holcomb, seeretary, Dunlap, Iowa.
·

Conference Minutes
EASTERN IowA.-At Davenport, March 3 and 4, in charge
of district presidency, .William Sparling and John Heide.
Branches reporting were Anomosa, Baldwin, Cedar Rapids,
Clinton, Davenport, Fulton, Muscatine and Oelwein. The following delegates elected to General Conference: E. R. Davis,
C. G. Dykes, John Heide, Warren Tur,rn:e1r and Anna Lowe.
Alternates: Sister John Heide, Sister C. G. Dykes, Sister
Ralph Motejl. Instructed in case of division to cast majority and minority vote. A good portion of the Spirit was
present. A large attendance. Osterdock Branch disorgani:?Jed. Adjourned to meet in June, time and place left to the
district pr'e1sidency. Mrs. Cora Hart, secretary, 1416 Harrison Street, Davenport, Iowa.
FLORIDA.-With Local Bra1nch, at Local, Alabama, February
3, D. M. Rudd and R. C. Russell presiding, E. N. McCall, secretary. ~Branches reporting: Alaflora 194, Local 42. Eight
of the ministry reported. Bishop's agent reported receipts
of $160, balance of $1. It was ordered that a reunion he, held
in district at Alafiora church near Brewton, Alabama, October
27, B. L. Jernigan, J. D. McArthur, C. E. Garrett, and minister in charge of S'outheastern Mission to be reunio1n committee. Motion prevailed asking the branches to change
names to conform to names of post offices or town near. R. C.
Russell, F. M. Slover, Edward Rannie, A. E. Warr, and A. G.
Miller delegates to General Conference,, Empowered to adjust boundary Hne of district. Next conference at Alafiora
church, ~Sunday forenoon, October 27. E. N. McCall, secretary.
ALABAMA.-At Pleasa,nt Hill, March 3 and 4, F. M. Slover,
J. R. Harp~er, and A. 'A. Weaver presiding. Reports from
Pleasant Hill and Lone Star. Bishop's agent reported, also
nine. ministerial reports sent in. The work is progressing.
Time and place of next confe,rence left to district presidency.
Election of officers resulted: J. R. Harper, president; A. A.
Weaver, vice president; G. W. M~niard, secretary; D. E.
Sellers, treasurer; D. E. Sellers l'ecommended to general
chorister for appointment as district chorister.
Delegates to General Conference:: F, M. Slover, Edward Ra,nnie, A. G. Miller, Brother and Sist~er Harper, Sister J. A.
Vickery. Authorized to cast majority and minority vote
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in case of division. By request of the missionary in
charge, Doctrine and Covenants 59 was read and each branch
requested to comply with the law. This matter was referred
to president of district to insist that each branch hold public
meetings as de'Signated therein. District president authorized to request each branch to change name to conform with
post office. G. W. Miniard, secretary, McKenzie, Alabama.
NODAWAY.-With Bedison Branch, Februa,ry 24, district
pDesidency, associated with J. F. Sheehy, presiding. Four
of the ministry reported. Branches reporting: Guilford, 108;
Bedison, 68; Swe:et Home, 42. Bishop's agent; W. B. Torrance, reported: balance on hand February 24, $47.26.
District secretary reported having on hand 250 copies of ministerial r:eport blanks. District treasuver, Alec Jensen reported balance on hand $6.55, received from J. W. Powell
$27.65; paid P. Anderson $5; 0. W. Okerlind $15; W. B.
'Torrance $4; balanc'e now on hand $10.20. W. B. Torrance,
of district library board reported that blanks had been sent
out to local boards but only one returned. Time of holding
F'ebruary and October conferences changed in by-laws, rule
2, to conform to the light of the moon. Recommendations of
previous conference to Guilford Branch that W. B. Torrance
and W. T. Ross be orda~ned elders and S .. E ..Jobe priest were
reported by that branch as considered and that decision was
to let matter stand as it is at present. By motion of conference, the matter was left to a committee of three, composed of missio,na,ry in charge, president and vice president of
disrt.rict. They reported: "We your committee recommend
that the matter rest as it is." Report adopted. Alma Froyd
and Lehman Hansen recomm8inded for ordination to office of
teacher and deacon respectiv,ely by Bedison Branch and so
ordained. J. W. Powell and Ras Lorensen were chosen dele~
gates to General Conference, with W. B. Torrance and 0. W.
O~erlind as altel1llates.
Empowered to cast majority and
minority vote. Next conference at Guilford, October 27, and
28. W. B. Torrance.
•
HOLDEN STAKE.-At Holden, Missouri, March 3 and 4, stake
presidency, D. J. Krahl and F. A. McWethy, presiding. Reports received from stake officers, high council, priests, deacons, first quorum elders, and first quorum teachers. Statistical reports from 6 branches sl;low the following membership:
Holden 460, Knobnoster 281, Warrensburg 180, Post Oak
128, Lees Summit 96, Lexington 78, total 1,223. One new
branch organized since last conference, at Sedalia, Missouri.
Bishop C. J. Hunt reported collections to the amount of
$1,820.20 from July 1, 1916, to March 1, 1917. A resolution
was passed providing for the location of a rest room and
bureau of informatio,n at the Sitwte fair to be held at Sedalia,
Missouri, which place is in the Holden Stake. The afternoon
of the 3d was occupied principally by the Woman's Auxiliary.
The 7.30 p. m. discourse was by Walter W. Smith of Independenee. Sunday at 11 a. m. J. W. A. Bailey occupied the
pulpit. At 2 p. m. was conducted the funeral service of
Cynthia Cornelison, one of the early members of the Holden
Branch. Discourse by Walter W. Smith. There were three
ordinatio,ns: Herman Bausell to office of elder; W. L. Liley,
to office of deacon; Roy T. Howard to office of counselor to
president first quorum priests. The reunion committee reported having selected Holden as the place for holding the
reunion August 10 to 26. Time and place for holding next
conferenee referred to stake presidency. Delegates to General Conference: D. J. Krahl, :S:ister D. J. Krahl, Mary Lovell,
Sister D. N. Da,nielson, Andy Johnson, E. E. Petre, John
Lovell, Floyd Danielson, Sister Floyd Danielson, Sister Myrtle
Bugby, Wilbur Kirkpatrick, Frank E. Ford. Alternates: F.
A. McWethy, J. W. Paxton, H. E. Moier, J. F. Petre, Heman
p,etre, G. W. Hancock, R. E. Burgess, J. E. Johnson, E. E.
Fender, Anna M. Fender, Sister L. A. Johnson, and Lyman
Fikce. Mrs. A. M. Fender, s~creta.ry.
KANSAS GITY .STAKE.-At Central Church, Kansas City,
February 17 and 18, st~ake presidency, J. A. Tanner and S. S.
Sandy, and J. F. Keir presiding; W. S;Brown and T. B. Dunn
secretaries. All branches reported, with a membership of
1,848, a net gain of 73 for year. Bishop Keir reported receipts
of $1,763.97, balance, $225.12. Reports from stake presidency,
stake high council, Sunday school, Religio, Woman''s Auxiliary, library boa.rd, and First Kansas City Quorum of Elders,
all encouraging; W. S. Brown as president and T. C. Lentell
counselor, had been ordained to those offices respectively on
concurrence of high council. C. Elmer St. John and Joseph
W. Stobaugh were ratified for ordinatio,n to office of eldf>ir
and so ordained. James W. Stobaugh was ordained deacon
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and Frank Hawkins prie,st. Conference indorsed Charles
Fre1en for office of elder. On recommendation of high council of the church, John J. Schimmel was indorsed for member
of stake high council and high priest. J. H. Paxto,n ordained
president and A. L. Lightfoot and H. L. Rushfelt counselors
in Seventh Quorum of Priests. Delegates to General Conferlence: J. A. Tanner, Mrs. D. H. Blair, May Fouche, Sarah
Hawkins, Alam Warren, John Tucker, James W. Stobaugh,
Seth K Sandy, J. W. Gunsolley, Mrs. Thomas Lentell, Amy
Wells, Laura Harringto,n, Lulu Sandy, John Ely, Ellen S.
·Smith,"Sister L. A. Fowler, Robert Winning, John Zahnd;
alternates: J. F. Keir, Belle James, D. H. Blair, Vida Hull,
Harvey Sandy, Pea1rl Dawe, Martha Brose, Fanny Lighter.
Authorized to cast majority and minority vote. Resolution
presented at last conference regarding mass ~conference laid
on the table. Matter of divisiQn of library books owned by
the old Independence Stake was disposed uf by authorizatioi1
of stake president and bishop to confeT with president and
bishop of the Independence •Stake and the president and
bishop of the Holden Sta~e. These men to agree on disposition of books so each stake could share ~n them, the Kansas
City Stake library board to he custodians of those allotted to
this stake. Meet again at call of presidency. W. S. Brown,
secretary, 1447 South Thirty-fifth Street, Kansas City, Kansas.
FAR WEST.-With First Saint Joseph Branch, Saint Joseph,
Missouri, March 10, 1917, F. M. Sheehy, J. T. Ford, B. J.
Scott, and D. E·. Powell, presid~ng, Charles P. Faul and S. J.
Hines secretanies. Branch statistics: Oakdale 82, Alma 102,
Dekalh 5·1, Kingston 92, Pleasant Grmre 71, Delano 70, Stewartsville 220, Edgerton Junction 47, F'ar West 53, German
S'tewartsville 97, Cameron 168, First Saint Joseph 573, Second Saint Joseph 211, Third Saint Joseph 146, Trenton 26.
Bishop Richard Bullard 1:1eported his account for four mo,nths,
which was audited and found correct. D. C. Wilk, treasurer,
reported. Reports from F:ar West quorum of elders and district Religio. A motion prevailed that members formerly of
the Mount Hope Branch which was disorganized, apply to secretary for Ietters of removal to nearest branch. Notice filed
that at our next conference a resolution will be offered to
change district by-laws. Delegates to GeneDal Conference;
instructed to cast majority a,nd minority vote: Ruby Jackson
Hitch, William Hamann, Jessie Seely, Sister W. P. P[ckering,
G. W. Mauz,ey, Ruth Lewis, Thomas A. Ivie, Coleman S'nid::::,
John Piepergerdes, Sister J. D. Proffitt, B. R. Constance, G.
R. Gist, Charles P. Faul, Lydia Peters, Samuel H. Simmons,
B. J. Scott, J. L. Bear, T. T. Hinderks, Sister E. E. McCormack; alternates: Mary H. Hinderks, Levi Fisher, Minnie Blackman, J. W. Roberts, Alma Constance, Thos. Fiddick,
A. E. McCol'd, W. W. 1Scott, Sister L. Rulman, E. E. McCormack. A. E. McCord prese,nted a bill to pay for the balance
of the debt on a district tent which was purchased by him in
1916, to be the property of the district. A. E. McCord and
R. Bullard appointed a committee to solicit funds to pay
balance of debt. District officers were l'equested to look after
the matter of the Sixte,enth Quorum of Priests, which was
organized but now defunct. Petition presented asking for a
branch to be organized which shall be known as the South
Part Branch of Sai,nt Joseph, Missouri, referred to missionary
in charge and district president, with power to act. Officers
elected: J. F. Ford, president; B. J. Dice and Thomas A. Ivie,
vice presidents; Charles P. Faul, secretary; D. C. Wilk, treasurer; C. P. Faul, recorder. Ne'Xt conference with Cameron
Branch, October 13 and 14. Following brethren recommended
for ordination: John Nixon priest: W. 0. Webb, elder, Guy
Hawley and Brother Oskar, teachers; Alber Nelson and John
Bullard, deacons.

The Presidency

<~<

To the Saints of Southwestern Texas District: The Presidency and missionary in charge of Texas have issued instructions to the district president of the Southwestern Texas District to formally declare the Medina Branch disorganized and
to issue letters of removal to those now on r1ecord of the old
Medina Branch. Those concerned please take notic,e.
FREDERICK M. SMITH, President.
INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI, March 14, 1917.

The Bishopric
To the Saints of Northern California: In 1913 this district
was assigned the obligation of paying our portion of the
church debt, which was twenty-two hundred dollars. That
was in 1913. That year $494.50 was paid. In 1914 $53.50

was paid; in 1915 $12 was paid, while ~n 1916 it was $7.30,
making in all $567.30 and leaving a balance of $1,632.70.
What are we going to do about it? If all the members would
pay two dollars each and those who have children who are
members ·of the church would also pay two dollars for each
child for three years, the debt would be paid. Shall we' do it?
Don't you think we should?
This is one thing the church needs-money. Are you not
willing to do your part? Let us rally to the need! "Be not
weary in well-doi,ng," Paul says. Is this not doing well, to
help lif.t the load? Are we good Saints if we fail to do our
part? What thinkest thou? Oh, yes, we will have obligations
while we are in this world, and in the other, too. "Unless
ye are one, ye are not mine," says Jesus.. Let us get right
to work-all together. "We want no cowards in our ranks."
What can the Presiding .Bishop do without our help? We
are expected to make sacrifices. "Gather together my Saints
unto me, those who have made a cov.ena,nt with me by sacrifice."-Psalm 50: 5. A word to the wise is sufficient.
CHARLES A. PARKIN,
Bishop of Northern California.
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA, 579 Fifth A venue.

Church Secretary
TRAIN SERVICE TO LAMONI
Take notice that because of holding the first convention on
Sunday, April 1, trains numbers 111 and 112 run,ning between Chariton, Iowa, and Kansas City will run direct to
Lamoni from Saturday, March 31, to and including Saturday,
April 7. Other trains running into Lamoni, will be equipped
with facilities to ha,ndle the extra traffic.
R. S. SALYARDS, Church Secretary.
LAMONI, IOWA, March 17, 1917.

Quorum Notices
The Second Seventy will meet at 7.30 p. m. April 5, at
Lamoni, Iowa. H. E. Moler, secretary.

The Conference Daily
If you haven't already sent in your subscription for the
daily, it should! be done immediately, so there will be ample
time to hav.e the list made up. We 1are hardly equipped for
such fast wo:r:k as daily newspapers are, but by bending every
energy we can mail the editions promptly. If your 25 cents
gets in early enough you will receive your 1n umbers promptly.
The office cannot guarantee to supply back• numbers. 'rhe
first issue will be April 2.

This advertising talk by the manager of the Board of Publication is one of a .series appearing simultaneously in the
SAINT~' HERALD and "Zion's Ensign," wriltten with the hope of
1·each~ng as 11oany as possible of the church membm·ship.
This is the third of eight "talks" that will appear.

Subscription Department
At both the Herald Office at Lamoni and the Ensign
Office at Independence, we have established subscription agencies that shoulrl be a constant source of profit
to the church and a real. service to our church members.
For the same price that you pay anywhere else you
can secure your magazines and periodicals, and just as
promptly. When sending in rem,ittances to either hou~>e
just include in your order the amount necessary to pay
ror the magazines you want, either new or renewal,
singly or in clubs, and it will all he attended to for you
without any more trouble.
T-he money thus saved for the church is as valuable
as though it were saved by other methods, and if this
department were patronized as it might be, the amount
in a year would be considerable.

THE BOARD OF PUBLICATION
A. Carmichael, Manager
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Our Departed_ Ones
WARNICUTT.-Joseph Harry, son of Joseph and Fanny
Warnicutt, died at Valley Junction, Iowa, aged 2 years, 3
months and 11 days, of inile1stinal troulbles. Services at the
home of the grandmother ~n Valley Junction, conducted by
J. F. Mintun.
·
WILLIAMS.--Thomas D. Williams, jr., was born at Cleveland, Iowa, February 11, 1885; married Ola Truby, by whom
he 'had two children, the youngest, about a month old, died
the same day he did, and they were both buried in the same
casket. Baptized J a,nuary 19, 1907; died at Higbee, ,Misll,ouri,
January 7, 1917, afterr an illness of about a week with abscess. 'Se·rvice at Higbee, in charge of F,rrank Lofty, sermon by A. M. Chase.
TEEPLE.-,-Milton C. Teeple was born Decrember 29, 1847,
in Jackson County, Iowa. Married Cora B. Lowe November
7, 1886. To this union 2 childven were born: Myrtle B.
and Ernest E., who have gone befove. He united with-the
church 25 years ago. Survived by wife, 2 sisters and 2
brothers, Mrs. Cor,nelia Dyer, Maquoketa, Iowa:, Mrs. Cynthia
Belknap, Mount Vernon, Iowa; Hyland, Waterloo, Iowa; Wil.liam, Bristow, Iowa. Died F.ebruary 14, 1917.
JACKSON-Eldeit" J. H. Jackson was born 'at New Boston, Iowa, and depa,rted this life at his home in Meadow
Grove, Nebraska, on February 23, 1917, at the age of 71 years,
2 months. Brother Jackson was a faithful ~a~nd stalwart defender of this l1atter-day work and a man highly respected for
his honesty and ~ntegrity, and also for ministering of his
substance to the poor. Funeral at the Meadow Grove church,
and the building held only about half who wished to pay
respect: to the nobl<e character of the man. Sermon by F. S'.
Gatenby, assisted by J. W. Smith and T. 8. Rutledge.
TURNBULL.-Andy M. Turnbull, born April 30, 1858, in
Des Moines, Iowa; baptized February 25, 1899 at Algoma,
Idaho, by Hiram L. Holt; ordained a teacher January 8,
1904, at Sagle, Idaho, by D. L. Allen an:d Gomerr T. Griffiths.
Came to Lamoni in 1906. He served here for several years
as counselor to president of teachers' quorum. Married
May 16, 1906, to Sister Ma.rgaret Baguley. His widow, 3
brothers, 2 sisters and a daughter by a former marriage sur~
vive him. He died February 26 a,nd was buried from the
Latter Day S'aint church, John Smith in charge of the service, the sermon was preached by Heman C. Smith.
DAVJS.-Asa Davis was born June 25, 1859, in Alvarado,
Alameda, County, California. Died January. 30, 1917, at the
home of his daughter, Mrs. E. T. Kerr. Marri•ed June 10,
1888, to Miss Ma:ry A. Carmichael. To them 4 children were
born, which ar1e living: Edna Wallace, Elizabeth Kerr, Louise,
and Mamie. The wife and mother died about 20 years ago.
Besides his children he lBaves to mourn their loss, 2 brothe.rs
a,nd 2 sisters: R. C. Davis of Independence, Missouri, H. E.
Davis of Salinas, California, Mrs. Millie Cook of Irvington,
Californ1a, and Mrs. Oepha TuUey of Bitterwate'r, California.
Was a membm· of the church about 41 years.
JACOBSON.___,Mary 'Christena Kruse was born December 10,
1840; married Andrew Jacobson in 1859 at V·eile, Denmark,
coming with her husb~a~nd to the United States in 1862, and
settled in Utah. After three years, moved to Missouri and
se£tled in Nodaway County, where she remained continuously
till her death, February 25, 1917. The last ten years were
spent in Guilford. Leaves husband, one daughter, S'tena
Baldwin, of Okmulgee, Oklahoma, also seven grandchildren
•and 5 great-grandchildren. Baptized September 18, 1869.
Funeral· in 1Saints' church in Guilfovd, Mis,souri, conducted
iby E. S. Fannon. Interment in old Guilford cemetery.
BARE.-Eliza Jane Davison, horn at Pleasantville, Marion
County, Iowa, May 19, 1850. Married to Robert W. Bare,
'Decembe'I' 3, 1871, at Pleasantville. To them were born one
son, Burt, and one dau,ghter, Etta (deceased). She was religiously disposed, being baptized i,n 1896 by W. H. Kephart.
Was faithful to the end. Died Flebruary 5, 1917. She leaves
to· mourn, husband, son and wife, 2 sist,ers, Mrs. Julia E.
Young, Motor, Iowa.; and Mrs. M. Agard, Des Moines, Iowa;
and 4 brothers, Moses, New Virginia, Iowa; James, Strawn,
Kansas; William, Milo, Iowa; and Robert, Pleasantville,
Iowa. Funeral in Christian Union church, Milo. Sermo,n
by IC. ·Scott, assisted by the pastor of the church. Interment
at Milo, Iowa.
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BENEDICT.-Brothier Andrew Betnedict was born in Canada,
January 21, 1832, came to Michigan in 1852; married Miss
Phoebe J. Blakely of Kent County, Ontario, in 1858, lived
on a farm near Applegate Michigan, from 1859 U!ntil . September, 1914, then moved to Applegate, whe1re he died Februa,ry 24, W17, through injuries received by falling on the ice.
Was a member of the Methodist Church 40 years. In March,
1890, united with the Latter Day S:aint church. Le,aves a
sorrowing wife, 5 sons and four daughters to mourn the!ir
loss. He was respected by all. Funer1al services conducted
by A. Leverton, to a large congregation of sympathizing
friends:
FENN.-Ann Fountain was born April 16, 1831, i,n Bedfordshire, England. Married Charles Fenn in 1847. La.ter
1came to America, living in Saint Louis several years. To
this union were born 10 children; 5 having pve.ceded her to
the beyond; 3 in i:nfancy, Mrs. Katherine Hathaway, January 18, 1900, and ;s:ar1ah Hotze, December 2, 1907. Three
sons and 2 daughters mourn, the loss of an ever loving mother;
32 grandchildren and 2'2 gre,at-grandchildren and many
friends also mourn her departure. She united with the
church in 1866 1at Wheelers Grove, Iowa. Died January 24,
1917. Funeral services in the Saints' chapel at Carson, sermon by D. R. Chambe•rs.
MusSER.-At Davis City, Iowa, March 7, 1917; Sister Barbara Musser. She was born October 20, 1843; her maiden
name being Dayton. Married Henry H. Musser August 24,
1865, in Oaldwell County, Missouri, and removed to Harrison
Gou,nty. In 1895 removed to Davis City. Baptized in May,
1894. Services at the reside'nce in Davis City and at Lone
Rock, Missouri, in charge of L•. G. Holloway, Heman C. Smith
preaching the sermon. She was buried at Lone Rock. She
leaves one son, and one daughter; husba,nd and two children
preceded her. Eleven grandchildren and one great-grandchild also surviv·e her.
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The following recipe shows how an appetizing,
wholesome cake can be made without expensive
ingredients.
In many other recipes the number of eggs may
be reduced one-half or more by using an additional quantity of ROYAL Baking Powder,
about a teaspoon, in place of each egg omitted.
EGGLESS, MILKLESS, BUTI'ERLESS C.'\KE
1 cup brown sugar

Hi cups water
1 cup seeded raisins
2 ounces citron
73 cup shortening

1 teaspoon nutmeg
1 teaspoon cinnamon
Yz teaspoon salt
2 cups flour
5 teaspoons Royal Baking Powder

The old method (fruit cake) called. for 2 eggs
DIRECTIONS-Put the first eight ingredients into saucepan and boil
three minutes. When cool, add the flour and baking powder which have been
sifted together; mix well. Bake 'in xnoderate oven in loaf pan (round tin with
hole in center is best) for 35 or 40 minutes. lee with white icing.
Booklet of recipes which economize in eggs and other
expensive ingredients, mailed free.
Address Royal
Baking Powder Co., 135 William Street, New York.

Made from Cream of Tartar, derived from grapes,
adds none but healthful qualities to the food.

No Alum

No Phosphate

GENERAL CONFERENCE RESOLUTIONS.Containing all the important resolutions
passed in the church since 1852. This
I makes not only educational but highly
interesting reading. Many of the elders
are in doubt about matters that have
been settled and are recorded in this collection of conference enactments. No.
206, paper, 40c; No. 207, cloth .... $.60
VISIONS OF JOSEPH SMITH THE SEER.A businesslike little work, scientifically
written, showing forth the truth of the
Book of Mormon and establishing the
divinity of Joseph Smith's mission. Contains pointed and significant statements
of Doctor Lederer, converted Jew, and
others bearing upon the question. No.
311, paper ............................................ $ .15
DOCTRINE AND COVENANTS.-A book of
the revelations given for the guidance of
the church. One of the three standard
books of the church which no member
oan afford to disregard. In four bindings: No. 21, cloth, 65c; No. 22, full
leather $1; No. 23, imitation morocco,
gilt edges, $2.05; No. 24, morocco, gilt
edges, flexible .................................... $3.25
A.UTOBIOGRAPHY OF BISHOP R. C.
EVANS.-A volume showing what the
gospel, when applied, .will do for a man.
Bishop Evans has had a remin·kable career. In this story of his life, written
by himself, he relates incidents and
events of a thrilling nature, draws conclusions and enunciates truths that will
appeal to the hearts of most readers.
No. 143, cloth .................................... $1.00
THE FALL OF BABYLON.-The Australian, W. J. Haworth, has written into
this doctrinal book many original ideas
and elaborated upon carefully garnered
evidences of the truth of Christ's gospel.
The charts in the book are nuclei of
well-worked-out arguments. Altogether
it is an elaborate defense of the truth as
a very earnest disciple understands it.
The proceeds of the sale of this book
go to help the financial interests of the
Standard Publishing House in Australia.
No. 197, cloth .................................... $1.25

THE INDIAN MAIDEN. (Object lessons
on Temperance.) By Frances. Unique
as a story and as a temperance propaganda. Indian life, the old story, and
the evils of civilization, furnish the author with material of which she takew
full advantage.
Quaintly appealing;
anti-barbaric and anti-alcoholic.
No.
363, cloth ............................................... fiOc
Tonsils and Adenoids completely re"
moved.

Dr. Joseph Mather, Specialist
in diseases of the eye, ear, nose, and
throat.
E1ders and family on n1inisterial allowance, work done free of charge.
Cataracts removed.
Work done in Independence Sanitarium, Independence, Missouri.
WHAT IS MAN?-J. R. Lambert at his
best. This is saying a good deal. Brother
Lambert knows where to go for evidence
and how to clinch it when he gets it.
This book forever disproves the dogmas
of soul sleeping and kindred illusions.
A powerful work. No. 316 cloth .... $ .75

Pack your grip, tell the folks good-by, go down .to the depot, buy
a ticket for California-that great Out-o'-doors land, which rests the
weary and refreshes the weak-via the Burlington Route (the moving picture way through scenic Colorado and Salt Lake in daylight).
Climb aboard, lean back, relax and watch America roll past your window.
Getting away from the cold, bad weather, business and household
responsibilities, care and worry, and out into the glorious sunshine and
semitropical atmosphere of California where you can rest, change and
rejuvenate, will do you a world of good.
You'll be surprised when you compare the cost with the cost of
remaining at home. Think what this will mean to you, when: you,
remember that a life which isn't pleasantly spent isn't well spent.
Before completing your plans let me explain how you may join
a Burlington Personally Conducted Excursion (coots no more-just a
part of Burlington Service) and send you a folder telling aU about
the trip-worth reading even if you don't go.
·
L. F. SILTZ, Ticket Agent.
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uThere shall not any man among you have save it
be one wife; and concubines he ahall have none.''-

"If :ve continue in my word, then are ye my disciples
indeed; and ye shall know the truth, ~nd the truth shall
make you free."-John 8: 31-32.
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A DAY OF REST AND WORSHIP
Remember the sabbath day, to keep it holy. Six days shalt
thou labor, and do all thy work: But the seventh day is the
"Sabbath. of the Lord thy God: in it thou shalt not do any
work, thou; ;nor thy son, nor thy daughter, thy manservant,
nor thy maidservant, nor thy cattle, nor thy stranger that is
within thy gates.-Exodus 20: 8-10:·
Thus saith the Lord; Take heed to yourselv•es, and bear no
burden on the sabbath day, nor bring it in by the gates of
Jerusalem; Neither carry forth a burden out of your houses
on the sabbath day, neither do ye any work, but hallow ye
the sabbath day, as I commanded your fathers.-Jeremiah
17: 21, 22.
And he said u~to them, The sabbath was made for ma,n,
and not man for the sabbath: therefore the Son of man is
Lord also of the sabbath.-Mark 2: 27, 28.
One man esteemeth one day above another: another ·esteemeth every day alike. Let .every man be fully persuaded
in his own mind. He that regardeth the day, rega.rdeth it
unto the Lord; and he that regardeth not the day, to the
Lord he doth not regard it. He that eateth, eateth to the
Lord, for he giveth God thanks; and he that eateth not, to
the Lord he eateth nO't, and giveth God thanks.-Romans
14: 5, 6.

In the early Christian church we note that the disciples were called together on the resurrection day,
which apparently was the first day of the week;
that they were likewise assembled a )Veek later when
Thomas was with them; that they were assembled on
pentecost which was the first day of the week; that
Paul preached to the saints on the first day of the
week (Acts 20) ; and that from the first century, the
day of resurrection, the first day of the week, was
referred to as the Lord's day, and appears to have
been observed as a day of worship and of rest.

L
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followers of the various religions, though different
days were so selected.
We have appreciated for a long time the importance of this day as a day of worship, a day in
which we should pay our oblations and services to
the Lord. But we note in the Jewish law it was
made very strictly also a day of rest. So much, so,
that not only the preparation of meals, but even
ordinary travel was limited.
The Master declared, however, that the S;:tbbath
was made for man, not man for the Sabbath. So
we find in the Doctrine 'and Covenants a continuation of this thought that it should also be a day of·
rest, and that our food should be prepared with
singleness of heart:
And that thou mayest more fully keep thyself unspotted
from the world, thou shalt go to the house of pray•er and
offer up thy sacraments upon my holy day; for verily this is
a day appointed unto you to rest from your labors, and to
pay thy devotions unto the Most High; nevertheless thy vows
shall he offered up in righteousness on all days, and at all
times; but remember that on this, the Lord's day, thou shalt
offer th~ne obiations, and thy sacraments unto the Most High,
confessing thy sins unto thy brethren, and hefore the Lord.
And on this day thou shalt do none other. thing, only let thy
food be prepared with singleness of heart, that thy fasting
may be perfect; or in other words, that thy joy may be full.
-Doctrine and Covenants 59: 2, 3.

The great importance of this day as a day of rest
was brought home to us. In the lecture on psychiatry at Clark University a chart was hung up showing
a man Monday morning at 100 per cent. By evening h~ was down to 95 per cent. Tuesday morning
he was back to 99 p~r cent. Tuesday night was down
to 94 per cent, and so on through the week, until
But the purpose of this editorial is not a contro- Saturday night found him at 90 per cent and Sunversy over the day of the week This will be found day morning at 94 per cent. But Sunday being a
sufficiently discussed in other publications of the day of rest, by Monday morning he has returned
Herald Publishing House. The emphasis we wish to 100 per cent. Other men show a wider variation
to lay is that both the Jews and the early Christian under a greater stress, so that Monday night finds
church observed one day of rest and worship. We them nearer 90 per cent. The recuperation is only
find this observance practically universal among the 97 or 98 per cent by Tuesday morning, still Sunday
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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as a day of rest marks the return to 100 per cent.
Then it was shown with Sunday not a day of rest,
and the curve of decline continued. Instead of returning to 100 per cent, the end of the second week
found him still lower in the scale of efficiency.
Now when, from lack of rest on the seventh day
or when from overstrain in the six days of the
week, a man declines in energy to 80 per cent, he becomes nervous, and the more he drops below 80 per
cent the more neurasthenic does he become. If he
so lives that much of his time he is below 80 per cent,
he becomes chronically or acutely affected with
nervous disorder, and we may soon find him touching occasionally 60 per cent. These occasional dips
to 60 per cent are marked by melancholia, by de-:spondency, by a feeling of unworthiness and sometimes by strange fears. Partially it may be expressed in the word Minclerwertigkeit (a favorite
of Doctor G. Stanley Hall), which means that a man
feels his littleness, his unimportance, and he feels
himself shrinking down to less and less.
Thel'e is nothing of grave fear in this condition
unless it is permitted to continue'. .But a continued
decline is serious. The discussion might be continued. down to zero, but with proper rest and care,
recuperation is practically a certainty.
The problem is presented in another way in that
a man is sometimes forced to labor extra hours i:r).
time of stress, when grave issues must be met within
a limited time under our modern conditions of work.
But when this time of stress is over and he returns
to the office, the sight of the desk, or the chairs, or
of papers arranged in their regular order, the consideration of like problems or the appearance of the ·
same words, causes a conditional reflex, and creates
at once a condition of worriment and of strain. The
abuse for a time of this necessity for rest should
be at once met and relaxation and complete relief
from\ the usual strain secured for a brief season.
If this is not done and the strain is permitted to
continue into a neurasthenic condition, then it becomes a necessity'that the mind and nerves should
be relieved from the usual problems for a time.
But it comes back again to the law given of old
and renewed to... day, a day of rest, a day of worship.
It is and should be a day devoted to the wmship of
God and to his service.
For most of us it is a day of rest and even for the
man who labors throughout the week at some other
employment and preaches on Sunday, it still is a
change of vocation and so a rest. But for the man
whose time is given entirely to ministerial services
of preaching and writing, we have sometimes wondered if there should not be provision for some other
day as a day of rest.

iBilly sun:da.y is an athlete, keeps himself in the
pink of condition, carries a man with him to look
after his physical health, yet he takes one day in
the week, Monday, as a day of rest. He also takes
one or two weeks between his campaigns as well as
his summer vacations.
As we have studied the various provisions of the
gospel we have been surprised at times to note how
reasonable and how rational they are, man being
what he is. Whether these ordinances are a necessity to our heavenly Father, we are not prepared to
say. But we are prepared to affirm that they are
remarkably adapted to man and are for his betterment.
The promise for the healing of the sick is not only
a divine promise but a declaration of a divine law.
The commandment of baptism, we are now led to
believe, is given not so much as a necessity of the
divine nature, as it is a need of the human nature.
So we find the Sabbath Day a day for worship, a
day for the assembling of ourselves together,
splendidly adapted to assist in the spiritual revival
and spiritual growth of humanity. For religion is
essential to the complete man.
But w1e also find this day wonderfully prepared
fo:J: the physical man, as a day of rest. It is not that
God needs it so far as we know; but it is a need of
man, for his greater efficiency and happiness.
Truly "the Sabbath was made for man."
S. A. BURGESS.

TO THE "APOSTOLIC REVIEW"
In your issue of January 23, 1917, you publish an
attack and· challenge. The party signing the article,
some years ago -published an article filled with a
number of incorrect statements. Some of these were
pointed out and he issued a threat demanding a retraction under penalty of a lawsuit. Of course the
truth could not be retracted. But no suit followed. ·
Now he makes a demand for a republication with a
new threat of suit with some very vituperative terms
if we do not accommodate him.
1A man and gentleman may and will defend. virtue
and right against unjust attack. But after the defense is completed, if the other party picks up a chip
and says, "Knock it off my shoulder again, I dare you
and double dare you," a gentleman simply walks off
and lets him rant. This is neither cowardice nor the
baby act. A reprinting would be a personal matter,
not vital to the defense of truth.
In the issue of February 6, 1917, on page three,
you have another insertion, which is as follows:
Wllen God sets up a system of salvation, he sets up a
iSYrSTE>M QJF GOVERNMENT. When I speak of a gove:t;n-
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ment I mean what I say-! mean a government that shall
rule OVER TEMPORAL and SPIRITUAL AFFAIRS.
Every man is a government of himself, and infringes on
no government. A man is not an honorable man if he is not
ABOVE ALL LAW AND ABOVE GOVERNMENT.
THE LAWS OF GOD ARE FAR ABOVE THE LAWS
OF MAN
There it is, readers, pimples and all, as it fell from the lips
of its REAL FOUNDER, Sidney Rigdon, at Nauvoo, April 6,
1844, before the largest audience ever assembled, before or
since, to hear the teachings of the Latter-Day-Saints church.
This statement was not challenged by Joseph Smith, Hyrum
Smith or any of the "apostles" present on that great and
notable day.
The whole system, from start to finish, is T·RmASON to
the U. S'!

If you have any evidence of treason or even facts
that justify a suspicion affecting any living man or
men, it is your duty to lay it before the proper authorities of the United States Government.
To assume that those who hear an assertion delivered in a lecture or sermon are bound by it is an
evident error. Men do not ordinarily get up in a
public assembly and voice their protest. The speaker
is supposed to speak for himself.
But further than this, this item, not only by capitals, perverts the use of the words used, but the extracts are taken in such a way as to constitute actual
misrepresentation. In Times and Seqsons, volume 5,
page 529 we find these words off.er.ed by Sidney Rigdon on the date cited, and are probably what is referred to:
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The "temporal law," as everyone knows who is at
all familiar with the teachings of this church, refers
to the paying of tithing, which is voluntary, the giving of voluntary offerings for the help of the poor.
It means a cooperative effort of mutual helpfulness.
It int~rferes in no way with the law of the land.
Even were this sermon otherwise than it is, it still
would be but a sermon, not doctrine, or approved by
the vote of the people nor binding upon them. The
law governing the church and adopted by the church
is very plain :
Let no man break the laws of the land, for he that keepe:th
the laws of God hath no need to break the law;; of the land;
wherefore be subject to the powers that be, until He reigns
whose right it h; to re•ign, and subdues all enemies under his
feet.

"He whose right it is to reign" is Christ, as is
readily es.tabli.shed. Do you really wish to affirm
that the law of God is not more righteous than the
laws of the land and far above the laws of the land?
If so it would evidently involve a denial of the word
of God.
For my thoqghts are not your thoughts, neither are your
ways my ways, saith the Lord. For as the heavens are
higher than the earth, so are my ways higher than your ways,
and my thoughts than your thoughts.-Isaiah 55: 8, 9.

However, the whole passage showis that it involves
in no possible or reasonable construction, a denial of
or.attack on the laws of the land.
Now in the issues dated February 27, and since
there are a number of other assertions, which asapplied to the church that has its headquarters in Lamoni and its membership, are utterly without foundation, as you may satisfy yourself if you desire.
That is the real question now,-Does the Apostolic
Review w:ant the truth? or does it prefer to try to
make a case? Is it to be fair play and justice or
sensationalism?
S. A. BURGESS.

When God sets up a system of salvation, he sets up a
system of government; when I speak of a government I mean
what I say; I mean a government that shall rule over temporal and spiritual affairs. Every man is a government of
himself, and infringes upon no government. A man is not
an honorable man if he is not above all law, and above government. I see in our town we have need of government, some
study law, only for the purpose of seeing how many £euds,
how many broils they can kick up, how much they can disturb
the peace of the public, without breaking the law, and then
say: "I know my rights and will have them"; "I did not know
it was the marshal, or I would not have done it." He is no
gentleman, gentlemen would not insult a pooT man in the
street, but would bow to him, as much as those who appear
more respectable. No marshal, or anyone else should pull me
up; we ought to live a great way within the circle of the laws
of the land. I wouldl live far above all law. The law of God
is far mor1e righteous than the laws of the land; the laws of
God are far above the laws of the land. The kingdom of God
does not interfere with the laws of the land, but keeps itself
by its own laws.

Churches Favor Universal Military Service
On March 11, the New York Federation of
Churches indorsed universal military service and declared President Wilson justified in recommending
the most extreme measures to Congress. The vote
was 158 for and 52 against, with eighteen church organization~ rep·resented.

Read it for yourself. Call upon the man who furnished you this item for proof. Do you know a single book on earth or a single man living or dead,
against whom you could not make a case, if such
methods are permissible?
The above statement you will note is merely urging that a man should live so clean a life as not to
come anywhere near infringing the law of the land.

Railroad Difficulty Adjusted
A few hours before the Adamson eight-hour law
was declared constitutional on the 19th, an agreement had been reached by the representatives of the
brotherhoods of trainmen and the railroad officials.
This agreement concedes the eight-hour day and pro
rata pay for overtime as does the Adamson statute.
The increase goes back to January 1.

NOTES AND COMMENTS
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Of Interest to Reunion Committees
We learn that during the Religio convention, soon
to meet, there will be a "conference" on reunion
work, in charge of Mrs. M.A. Etzenhouser, who has
done much field work at reunions. This will be for
auxiliary officers and field workers, but will be of
special interest to reunion committees. It will be
held on Tuesday, April 3, at 4 p. m.
To Aid Russian Jews
Saying that the Russian revolution affords the
Jews an opportunity for which they have waited
for centuries, Mr. Julius Rosenwald of Chicago has
pledged a million dollars for the relief of Jewish war
sufferers. The gift will take the form of one-hundred-thousand-dollar donations for each million contributed by others to the American Jewish relief
committee which is seeking to raise a fund of ten million dollars for this purpose. The indications are
that the amount will be raised.
The European Conflict
'The German retreat in northern France continues
and is claimed as a victory by the entente allies,
while the Teutons explain it as a strategical movement. A new closed zone has been announced by
. Germany, which includes that part of the Arctic
Ocean used to reach northern Russia. German
troops are massing on the Russian front, menacing
the Russian. capital. The British are pushing on
north of Bagdad and the Russians in the Caucasus
are advancing into Mesopotamia.

delivered at this place by carrier at about 9 a. m.
and 3 p: m. The committee is announcing elsewhere
a quick jitney service.
Meeting Places for Quorums
The following tentative arrangement for meeting
places of quorums during the General Conference
sessions at Lamoni has been made by the First Presidency in consultation with the proper local authorities: First Presidency, editorial rooms, Herald Building; Quorum of Twelve, Recorder's office, Herald
Building; Presiding Bishopric, Business Manager's
office, Herald Building; Patriarchs, First Presidency's room, Herald Building; High Priests, Methodist Church; Order of Bishops, Mite Society Build.,.
ing; First Seventy, Coliseum; Second Seventy,
no11thwest room basement of church; Third Seventy,
Barrows' Parlors; Presidents of Seventy, northwest
room basement of church; Elders, Odd Fellows Hall.
A National Emergency
An extraordinary session of Congress has been
called to meet April 2 instead of on the 16th as had
been planned for. Congress will consider a message
from President Wilson proposing steps to cope with .
the state of war now existing following the sinking
of American ships and consequent loss of American
lives. Seven American ships have been sunk, and
thirty-six lives" lost. Our ambassador to Belgium
has been ordered to France, and our relief workers
are to be replaced by Dutch officials. The President
has authorized the expenditure of $115,000,000 in
construction of warships, and purchase of war craft.
Numerous other war preparations, extending to all
parts of the country, are chronicled each day. Truly
there are "wars and rumors of war."

Joint Council in Session
By wireless from President Frederick M. Smith,
we learn that all of the Twelve, except James E. Kelley, Paul M. Hanson and C. E. Butterworth, were in Russia Extending Freedom to Jews
session the morning of the 20th, together with the
The new Russian Government has removed all eduPresidency and Presiding Bishopric. The joint coun- . c31tional restrictions as to schools and colleges, which
cil expects to meet each forenoon, and the Quorum of is looked upon by officials in Washington as the first
Twelve each afternoon. They expect to continue in step toward complete freedom for the Jews. . We
session at Independence until April 4, and then come quote an editorial paragraph from The American
to Lamoni.. Those having business with them or de- Hebrew:
siring to present names for appointment, please take
Freedom for the Russian people must lead to. the emancinotice.
pation of the J·ews. The Jewish question is intimately interConference Conveniences
A bureau of information will be conducted in connection with a Graceland College booth and Herald
Office bookstand in a temporary building on the
church grounds during the conventions and conference at Lamoni. A telephone will be installed having
direct communication with the wireless station at
Graceland College a mile away. A representative
each of the reception committee and the credentials
committee will be on hand.between sessions, and no
doubt arrangements will be made to have all city mail

woven with all phases of the political, social, and industrial
life of the Russian people, and without the emancipation of
the Jews the rejuvenatio,n of Russia is inconceivable.

Many American Jews are seeking passage to Russia now that the old regime has passed. Prisons are
be!ng emptied of political prisoners, and Siberia is a
region of rejoicing rather than poignant grief.
Women are to have place on the council of Petrograd.
The nations are giving official recognition to the new
Government, ruled by a committee from the Duma,
the Czar's brother ha.ving abdicated after reigning
twenty-four hours.
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THE PRIVILEGE OF HELPING
We should count it a great privilege indeed to be
permitted to help in the work which God and the
angels are doing: a work of greater importance than
any of the undertakings of man.
We count it an honor, and it surely is, to be permitted to hold the holy priesthood which authorizes
a man to officiate for and in the name of God and his
Christ, but is it not just as important to have the
other departments of the Lord's work properly carried on? And is it not just as honorable?
The Lord loves a cheerful giver, the great apostle
said, and Moses told only those who could "giv,e with
a willing heart" to assist in furnishing the mat~rial
for the tabernacle. ·
"WHOSOEVER WILL

may come," is the broad-as-eternity offer. They may
partake of the waters of. life freely, but there is no
suggestion of compulsion, it is left entirely to those
who are willing to do the corning in the Lord's way,
those who count it a privilege to do his command;ments that they may "have a right to the tree of
life."
We are given power to think and reason, and the
true use of these powers will bring us to see what a
great blessing it is to be permitted to do some of the
same kind of work that God and the angels are doing. And if those reasoning powers are properly
used they will bring us to the knowledge of the great
fact that it will not only be a biessing to others, and
make the angels rejoice, when we are willing to do
the little we can as members of God's kingdom, but
it will bring us more joy and satisfaction than that
we spend on what we term ourselves.
OUR TIME, OUR TALENTS, AND OUR MEANS

should all be dedicated to the service of God and his
church, to be used whenever and wherever opportunity may be off.ered. Tl:).e minister is expected to
have only time to wait on his ministering, those who
have special talents in music or any other line should
use them first of all where they will be a help to the
church, but all are privileged to give of their means,
and sometimes like the widow who cast her mite into
the treasury, those who have the least will give the
most, because they are willing to make the greater
sacrifice.
'
WILLINGNESS TO SACRIFICE

is the factor that malfes up the real value of what
we give of our 'means. Those who have abundance

may give an amount greater than anot)ler had altogether mid do so without sacrificing a single want,
so we are really expected to give in proportion to
ability; him to whom much is giv.en from him much
is expect.ed is the rule we should apply, that those
who labor in spiritual things and those who labor in
temporal things may be equal.
IT IS NECESSARY THAT MEANS SHALL BE GIVEN

but that does not mean that it is necessary for the
church to have our help .for the work to be
accomplished, for if we do not desire to do our part
the Lord is able to raise up some one else who will.
We cannot really hinder the advancement of God's
great work, but if somebody else does ou1· work they
will surely. receive the glory that could have been
ours. In reality, then, we are the losers and not t~e
Lord or his work, if we fail to give of our time, talents-and our. means.
JEROME E. WILDERMUTH.

EXPERIENCES' OF THE REFORMERS
We read in Doctrine and Covenants 90 : 6, "The
glory of God is intelligence." True, and where it is
not there can be no progress. It requires that intelligence come from our heavenly Father before we
can make even a start to progress. When we look
back into the Dark Ages we find in the thirteenth
century little or no advancement or progress had
been reached in many fields of knowledge. They
barred their minds by an exclusive habit of thought,
and when that power~ul free thinking man, Roger
Bacon, did break the scholastic fetters and found his
way to the school of nature for study in her own
books. with his eyes opened, then it w:as silenced and
sealed up in the prison of the church.
At that time professors and disciples had to be
satisfied with their empty dialectics. Then men discovered that they had given their time for the promise of wisdom but had been cheated in their bargain.
Then John of Salisbury observed that they had not
advanced or progressed one step for three or four
hundred years.
But when the Reformation began there was a great
sacrifice to be made. In the fifteenth century in Spain
there were eighteen hundred went to the scaffold in
less than three months, and William of Orange, farseeing in wisdom, warned his friends of the danger
and implored them to save themselves. But they
were blinded and lured with flatteries, and King
Philip of Spain entered into a contract to assassina:te
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William of Orange, and signed the contract with his
own blood. He failed at that time, but afterwards
it was accomplished.
Then in England, when Charles II came into rule,
he ordered Cromwell's body, with many· of the reformers, to, be lifted from their graves after their
bodies had been at rest and their spirits returned to
the God who gave them. Cromwell's body was
hanged on the scaffold. The others were cast into
pits that were prepared for them. All this to get
revenge on those that loved religious liberty! Yes,
everyone who would. not consent to every word of
the prayer book in the established church of England
was put to death if they said they did not believe it.
In China there were over three hundred churches
destroyed in 1775.
In Scotland there was a leader named John Howie,
and a band of Scotch worthies, who were subjected
twelve different times to loss of property, and their
cattle were driven to the market cross of Kilmarnock, Scotland, and exposed for sale be-cause they
were declared rebels to the Government. Their
names were inserted in the fugitives' roll, and many
of them were compelled to conceal th.emselves in the
mountains and valleys of Ayrshire.
The great struggle for religious freedom was on,
. to worship as they wished to in God's own way, with
the martyrdom of Patrick Hamilton in 1528. · He
brought the first Bible to Scotland from Germany,
and said it was the right and duty of every man for
himself to hear the Lord's own voice in answer to
prayer, and every inquiry as. to what man is to believe concerning God and the duty God requires of
him. For his testimony he died a martyr at twentyfour years of age.
·
Then we hav'e a man of God, George Wishart.
When preaching at Dundee a priest named Sir John
Wightman sat at the foot of his pulpit with a dagger
concealed in his loose gown to plunge into Wishart's
breast as he came down, but Mr. Wishart knew something was wrong and looked steadfastly on him and
approached him demanding what he intended to do,
and then seized his hand which grasped the murderous weapon.
Again, when at Montrose dispensing the sacrament, he received a letter to come with all diligence
to administer to the sick, but as he started to go, and
a party was going with him just as we go sometimes
when an elder is called to administer to the sick, just
as he got started on his way he said to his brother,
"I am forbidden by the Lord to go on this journey.
Will some of you go yonder, as I apprehend there is
a plot against my life." Then he returned to Montrose, but his brethl'en went on: to the place directed
by Mr. Wishart, and there were found sixty men on
horseback waiting for him to come so they could take
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his life. Was that not a revelation from our heavenly Father? Surely it was.
In 1551 Adam Wallace said it was every man's
duty to examine for himself the standard an<f doctrines of every Christian society, and to unite himself to that which conceives the most spiritual and
purest doctrine. But it is not his duty to remain in
a society which can be proved to have departed from
its original practice. He died a martyr for this testimony.
Walter Smith said, "Dear friends, I desire while
in the bq;dy to sympathize with you, lamenting your
various causes and the cause of the church whereof
we are sons and daughters. So I must leave this request with you all, that you take some of your time
and set it apart particularly to blessing and magnifying your God and my God. And now I set a seal to
all his truths revealed to us, yet we are under the
obligation of the whole law, which is the perfect
rule of righteousness." He died a martyr July 27,
1681.
James Guthrie should be held dear to all the Scottish progressives. He went through many trials and
was a faithful watchman upon Zion's walls, showing
Israel their iniquities. He w:as imprisoned in Edinburgh castle and afterwards hanged at the cross of
Edinburgh. His last sermon was preached in Stirling, entitled "A cry from the dead." He said on the
scaffold, "Let my death grieve none of you, as I forgive all men of their guilt. Pray for your enemies.
Pray for them that persecute you. Bless them that
curse you." His last words were "Remember me, oh
Lord; with thy favored children."
John Knox said, "The day now approaches and is
at the door for which I have frequently thirsted,
when I shall be released from my great labors and
innumerable sorrows, and I shall be with Christ.
And now God is my witness whom I have served in
spirit in the gospel of his son. I have taught nothing but the true and solid doctrine of the gospel of
the Son of God. I have had it for my only object to
instruct the ignorant, to comfort the weak, the fearful, and the distressed, by the promise 9f God our
father to his children. My desire to remain here is
not great, knorwing so long as I am in this house of
clay I ~m absent from the Lord. Why should I
think it strange to be removed from this place to that
'wherein is my hope, my joy, my cr~·wn, my elder
Brother and my Father, and all the glorified saints
singing the songs of Moses and the Lamb forever.''
it is said of Robert Bruce that he did preach as
.one having great. power, for he knocketh down the
Spirit upon us all. There was none in his time who
preached with such power of the Spirit of God. His
prayers were short when in public, but every word
or sentence he spoke was like a bolt or shot from
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heaven. He -spent much of his time in private
prayer. But his sermons seemed to be like a bolt
shot down from heaven. H~ died in August, 1631,
telling his daughter, "My Master calls me."
Robert Baillie, of Jerviswood, is justly entitled to
remembrance of his posterity on account of his distinguished talents and virtues. He was born of an
ancient and honorable family, long known as the
supporters of civil and religious liberty. The testimony of his most illustrious contemporaries proves
him to have been one of the best and greatest statesmen of his time. He suffered great persecution and
afterwards was condemned to be hanged on December 24, 1684, at the market cross of Edinburgh, Scotland. · His body was to be quartered and one of the
quarters
be put on the tolbooth of Jetburgh, another at Lanark, a third at Ayr, and a fourth in GlasgQw. When sentenced to death he said, 1'My lords,
the time is short. The sentence is sharp. But I
thank God who hath made me as fit to die as you are
fit to live." So he was another of the martyrs.
Alexander Penden, known as the Scotch prophet,
met with a remarkable deliverance when the enemy
was close upon him at the Shotts Hills. He called
his followers to stand still and pray, and in that
prayer he said) "Lord it is the enemy's day, hour and
power. Give us strength to flee for our strength is
gone. Twine them around yonder hill, Lord, and cast
a cloak around Old Sandy, and save us this one time."
At the end of his prayer there was a thick mist arose
like a very heavy cloud between them, so that their
enemy lost sight of them and truly went around the
other side of the hill which was a small mountain.
I have looked upon the spot myself. He said on one
occasion, "Bury me where you like, I will be lifted
again." But he said the' man that put hands on his
corpse four things would befall him. First he would
get a great fall from a house. Second, he would fall
into adultery. Third, he would get into theft, and
for that he would have to leave the land. Fourth, he
would make a' melancholy end for murder. All of
which came to pass. This man's name was Murdock,
a mason by trade. But he was then in the military
service. He was banished to West Virginia for theft,
then afterwards was hanged for murder.
In this last sermon he said that a stone would be
cut out of the mountains without hands, and God
would be avenged on the great ones of this earth and
the inhabitants of the land for their wickedness. But
that the church would come forth in beauty and in
glory as a bride adorned for her husband.
Now brethren, this,is written with a prayer to God
that you may have learned to know some more of
the cost that was paid for liberty-for religious liberty. !And we might more and more thank God for
such men as God did call from the condition of· the
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Dark Ages to be reformers and become martyrs for
the Christ's sake, that the fetters of bondage might
be broken and did prepare a way for the everlasting
gospel in its fullness to be established for the last
time.
May we all be more faithful and appreciate more
fully the great sacrifice that has been made by those
many martyrs that gave their all and their lives for
the sake of truth.
May God bless his people in Jesus' name.
JAMES BAILLIE.

LAUGHTER
"There is heaven in a laugh" is a saying not without its .truthful significance, for it certainly does
many times what we hope heaven and its anticipation will do for mankind. It brings happy results.
A hearty, spontaneous laugh is a blessing to man.
It r~laxes the nerve tension, it assists digestion, it
expands the lungs, it quickens sluggish blood circulation, it brightens the eye, and gives the lines of the
face the upward curve of beauty.
It softens our griefs, dispels despair, drives away
imagining calamities, mollifies our hatred, soothes
our fiery tempers, heal:S broken hearts, minimizes our
actual pains, cements friendship, and prevents crime.
:Laugh, brother, laugh! and thank the Lord that
you can; for there are times and places when one
cannot, and these are not heavenly places: at a·
drunJmrd's grave, at the hanging of a murderer, at
the bedside of our suffering dear ones, at the commission of a crime, in hell.
And there are other times that it is not only bad
form, but actually sinful, because contrary to God's
expressed will. The same can be said of prayer, that
great wellspring of' life.
What! is there a time when prayer can be displeasing to God? . I think so-many times. One I
might mention is when the elders are leading a large
prayer and testimony meeting according to the direction of the Spirit and admonish the members to be
brief and not intrude upon their brothers' rights.
Then, after giving a long testimony, engage in a
lonm-drawn-out prayer. What does it do? Tires
the audience, discourages those who perhaps have
been waiting weeks for an opportunity. It wounds "
the leaders and drives away the Spirit, and perhaps
all unconsciously by the prayer.
The Scriptures say there is a time for all things.
"There is a time to laugh." Modern revelation says
also that there is a time to refrain from it. (Doctrine and Covenants 59: 3, 4.) Upon the Lord's
day, when offering up your prayers and sacraments
and confessing your sin. Much laughter is called a
sin. (See also 85: 19.) In calling a solemn as-
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sembly excess of laughter is forbidden, and in paragraphs 36 and 37, in organizing the solemn assembly
into a school of the prophets in the house prepared
for it, we are commanded to put away all laughter.
The Lord is not unreasonable in his demands
upon us, simply wants us to be reasonable. I no more
think that God would take laughter out of life than
he would take the songs from the birds, or the playfulness from the lambs in the field.

tThe perpetual giggle, the forced he! he! and the
metallic rattle of the fool and the half-fool do not be~
long to what we are writing about. And I presume
the Lord thinks there is no need of a revelation on
these things.
Beware of the person who does not or will not
laugh, in the proper time. And pity the poor, unfortunate one who cannot laugh at all.
H. J. DAVISON.

GENERAL INTEREST]
IF GREAT BRITAIN HOLDS JERUSALEM

\..

Since the year 637 A. D. the Turks have been overlords in Palestine, masters of Jerusalem, Bethlehem
and Nazareth. Moslem misrule and oppression have
been able to stamp this stigma on the noblest of
world religions, not through lack of strength but
through lack of union among the Christian nations.
Will the stigma be removed? Will this one bright
light shine forth from the darkness of the present
storm?
Already the British troops are firmly entrenched
in the ancient city of Bagdad. Already the British
guns are within twenty miles of Jerusalem. How the
map of the Near East will be redrawn we do not
know. But one result we can confidently count upon.
Mesopotamia, the Ga.rden of Eden, Bagdad and all
the rich country that cradled our present civilization
will never be allowed to lapse to the misrule that
turned those once bounteous plains into stony deserts. The Turk will be swept away from the sacred
soil of Palestine.
And what then?
Two benefits will follow. Palestine''will be civilized. Jerusalem will become a Christian city. These
two blessings have so intimate an appeal for the
hearts of all Christian worshipers that national sympathies or antipathies sink into nothingness beside
them. Probably the British will administer the civil
affairs of Palestine and Syria as they now control.
the destinies of Egypt----c-to the undoubted good of
that country. Or the future of the Holy Land may
be guaranteed by the joint action of all Christian
people. The details are unimportant. The glorious
fact is this-Jerusalem after nearly two thousand
years of Moslem domination, will at last become a
Christian city.
Previous to the year 1914 a visit to the Holy Land
was an adventure. Jerusalem was as inaccessible to
the ordinary tourist as Senegambia. Thousands of
Americans have visited Rome and Athens and Cairo

and Calcutta and Capetown to every one who has set
eyes on Jerusalem, Bethlehem or Nazareth, cities
whose names are so closely woven into the religion of
his own country. The misrule of th:e Turk, the dirt,
disease and difficulty attending travel in the Holy
Land, haye sealed it up to the rank and file of Christendom. ·
The victory of the British, through that rapid and
silent advance from Suez to Jerusalem, may bring
our chi~dren a chance to enter more completely into
their Christian heritage. Jerusalem to the body of
Christian worshipers rhay no longer be a picture in
a book or a name on the atlas, but a real experience;
a place no more off the beaten track than Los Angeles
is to the present globe trotter.
For if the British retain possession of Palestine,
its development is assured. Nathan Straus, the New
York Philanthropist, talking to friends in Pasadena
at the time Turkey had just entered the war, expressed the hope that one outcome of the struggle
would be the passing of the Turk forever from the
land of Palestine. In that case, he said, under British rule-which he even then anticipated-he saw
great chances for American investments. He would
like to build two tourists' emporiums, a "Hotel Virginia" at Joppa and a "Huntington" in the suburbs
of Jerusalem, a commercial venture though prompted
by religious sentiment. He believed that ,Jew and
Christian working together under a decent governmi:mt could restore to Canaan its ancient renown, "a
land flowing with milk and honey."
:Lloyd George, speaking at the same time to a very
different audience in London and in a very different
tone, said, "The hour has struck on the great clock
of destiny for settling accounts with the Turk. He .
..comes to plenteous lands and the tread of his bloodstained sandal scorches and withers life and fertility.
His downfall will bring gladness, security and peace
to a land long oppressed by his grim presence."
When we hear two men from two such opposite
reasons predict the resurrection of the Holy Land
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to the place it has long occupied in our imaginations,
and ought to occupy in law and fact, we can underWOMAN·s AUXILIARY
stand how much this news item-"the British troop~
Edited b:i'AUDEN'I'JA ANDERSON, 2009 Locust St., Omaha, Nebr.
are within twenty miles of Jerusalem"-portends for
Child Training
the adherents to all and every Christian creed and
ideal.
(Read at an open meeting of Mother's Problems Class
rt portends something more vital than a brave of the Council Bluffs Auxiliary.)
- ·vaunt that the cross has a.t last dislodged the cresHow great, how wonderful the power
cent from the sacred hills about Jerusalem. It porOf a helpless baby small!
tends peace and security for all who wish to visit the
That like a fragrant, folded flower
Within a bud of sweetest dower;
old historical scenes of the Bible, to tread the same
Right from heaven. se·ems to fall.
soil trodden by the Redeemer of mankind . It means
'
safe investment of American capital in the rich val.,
Its first weak cry ha:s wondrous power
leys of Mesopotamia and opening new avenues for
To at once dispel the fears
American commerce in a region that once supporte9,
Of many a waiting, anxious hour,
And ,gratitude and love to shower
cities as populous as Chicago, the granary of the
Where had been distress and tears.
ancient world.
·
If it may bring this good to Asia Minor generally,
Its form, so helpless, can awaken
what may it not effect for Jerusalem itself? PerWoman's purest, truest love,
That from her heart can ne'er be taken,
haps the founding there of a great modern interna.So strong it never can be shakentional university, or the erection of a universal temGod-implanted mother love.
ple of worship to recall the glories of Solomon where
Christians can be called from all parts of the world
A babe, God given power possessing,
as easily as convocations are arranged to-day in New
With its pure presen,ce sweet,
Can claim protection and cal'essing
York or Saint Louis or Los Angeles. Under a stable
To father, mother, prove a blessing,
government the possibilities of Palestine for travel,
Making joys 'of home complete.
for commerce, for agricultural devcelopment will be a
leading feature in our after-the-war period.
By turning ancient history's pages,
So in the twentieth century is repeated the riddle
Love for children. we will see
Was strongly felt by wiv·es and sages;
of Samson, "Out of the eater came forth meat .and
And Christ's words come from bygone ages,
out of the strong came forth sweetness," and the
· "Let the children come to me."
nations may find the answer in the long delayed restoration of the beautiful city of Zion.
·
A child has rights-the first of many
It matters not what the motives were that sent out
Is the right to be well born;
To start earth life with few, if any,
that expeditionary force from Suez to Jerusalem.
Inherited drawbacks, and man.y
What matters to all true Christians is the probable
Noble traits and gifts inborn.
results to follow the military operations. And if
those results establish a Christian government in the
And parents should make an endeavor
In themselves to ·cultivate,
land hallowed to us in church service and Sunday
As from selfishn,ess they sever,
school, in hymn and sermon and ritual, endeared 'to
Desired traits in offspring, never
us by a hundred Bible stories, cherished as the home
1
Putting off until too late.
of the King and servant of humanity, one lasting
A right environment and training
good unsuspected by any of the makers of the great
May do more for little ones,
world war, will have risen from the ashes of its
The~r
inborn evil traits restraining,
destruction.
Their good desires all retain,ing, .
The approach of that expeditionary force to the
Than heredity has done.
gates of Jerusalem may in the years to come lift up
Did some one say no preparation
the Holy City of Zion to be the religious center of
Need be made for this great work?
a united Christendom.---'An editorial in the Los AnAnd yet they made great preparation,
geles Times, ·March 4, 1917,
O'ercoming man,y a sore vexation,
Having not one wish to shirk,

Instead of letting the children clog their stomachs
with cheap candy, keep in the pantry a supply of
dried fruits-prunes, figs, dates, raisins, peaches,
pears; and keep them soft and eatable.-The M edical World.

When unto honor they aspired,
Or a salary would qhtain,
Well knowing if they'd he admired,
Or if distinction they desired,
They efficiency must gain.
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What work to mortals has been, given
Needing more efficiency
Than that important--yea, God given
Child training work? Yet who has striven
To .attain, efficiency?
One argues, "Laws for children's training
In a book we'll neveT find,"
Wise ones have lived-there are some remaining,
Who learned and still ar~ knowledge gaining,
Of child nature and the mind.
We can recall when retrospecting,
Incidents of long ago,
Which prove to us as now reflecting,
We oft forget, or are neglecting
Childhood's inmost thoughts to know.
A knowledge of child mind and training,
And a wish to justice see,
Create desire for an obtaining
Of thoughts an,d motives-they explaining,
Acts which wrong might seem to be.
We learn from study on child training,
Not alone of traits and mind,
But food and clothing and all pertaining
To health and comfort, or restraining
Prom the harmful we will find.
It tells of games a11d habit forming,
Work and reading for the child;
And warns against temptations swarming
About their pathway, oft transforming
Porm the moral to the wild.

"No time" says one, "for this children training,"
Yet they spend much time and thought
In less important knowledge gaining
And precious eyesight often straining
That .adornment might be wrought.
"No time," an,d yet they spend the hours
In befrilling dainty clothes;
Use physical and mental powers
In needless work, and waste long hours
In social life and shows.
Oh, mothers, teachers, all endeavor
To prepare for this great work.
The most important work that ever
Was placed in mortal care, an,d nevet
Any duty must we shirk.
'Twill be a work for our whole beingPar the hands, the mind, the heart;
For we must be alert, and seeing
The many needs of their dual being
If performing well our part.
Reward will come when strong, efficient
Youths an,d maidens we will see
In arts and sciences proficient,
To fellow men and God omniscient
Giving service cheerfully.
COUNCIL BLUFFS, IowA.
SISTER A. E. DEMPSEY.

The High Cost of Living
"This kn,ow also, that in the last days perilous times shall
come. For men shall be lovers of their own selves; covetous,
etc."-2 T'imothy 3.
I think that we can all agree that perilous times are at
hand. The reason is that men love their own selves and are
so covetous that they disregard the burdens that by their acts
and attitude are being placed upon their fellow men. This
condition of heart and mind leads to oppression of the poor,
and poverty follows in its wake.
We who are fairly well supplied with the necessities of
life- can scarcely realize the extent to which poverty prevails
in our own lan,d of inexhaustible natural resources and wonderful mechanical achievements.
In the statistics compiled by the Industrial Relations Commission in their report to Congress we learn that in the city
of New York one out of every twelve who die is buried at
the expense of the city.
It has been found that in order for a family of five to he
housed under sanitary conditions, receive proper food, raiment, and education, that an income of seven hundred dollars is necessary, and yet 64 per cent of the wage earners
live below this standard; 31 per cent receive less than $500
a year, while only 5 per cent live above"the poverty line.
These conditions affect almost every phase of our existence
and are very noticeable in, the effect upon the health, for
where poverty ,exists there is lacking proper nourishment and
medical attention.
In the survey at Johnstown, Pennsylvania, made by the
Pederal Children's Bureau, it was found that the death rate
of children under one year of age greatly increased as the
wages decreased. In families where the wags were $10 a
week or less there were 256 deaths out of every 1,000 babies
born, while in families where the wage was $25 a week, the
rate was only 84 per 1,000.
A contributing factor to our present economic condition
is the con,centration of the wealth of the Nation, which places
the power to control our necessities in the hands of a few.
This statement can be better appreciated by the following
figures: 2 per cent of the people control 60 p·er cent of the
wealth; 33 per cent of the people control 35 per cent; 65 per
cent (the poor) control only 5 per cent.
Philan.thropy has done much to hold things in better
balance, and when asked before the Industrial Relations
Commission concerning the effect of philanthropic work, Mr.
Guggenheim said that had it not been for this kind of work
th# there would have been, a revolt.
I have outlined briefly some of the causes leading to pov. erty and which has its bearing upon the present high cost of
living. I have been asked to suggest ways to lessen the cost of
living. This can be accomplished in some homes by proper
management. I have known of homes where the children,
although working, contributed nothing to the operation of
. the home. This is false education and will pro¥e detrimental
in after years to the child. Just recently a young married
lady told me that a fatal mistake .had been made in her
training. She said, "When I worked I was permitted to
spend all I earned, was never ·taught econ,omy, developed
extravagant habits which were hard for me to overcome and
control when I became a housewife."
Every wage earner should contribute toward the expenses
of the home and be taught to repress unnecessary wants and
to always save. some, no matter what theiJ;" wage might be.
A:, very practical way .tlhat women may economize is to
make their own clothes and trim their hats. Each week
there is a class in dressmaking, conducted by Sister Sturges,
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and in millin,ery·by Sister Esgar; these sisters a-re consecrating their services that you may have opportunity to develop
your talents which now lie dormant and which will prove
helpful in overcoming the high cost of living. Why pay ftve,
six or seven dollars for a new hat when by a little thrift
an,d ingenuity you can work over an old one for two or three
dollars ? Mothers with growing families can make many garments that are seldom seen, from flour sacks or sugar sacks.
These can also be used for towels. Many doubtless do this,
but some may not.
The supplies for the table represent one of our largest
sources of outlay, and the buyer will save much by keeping
away from package goods as far as possible. The same pound
of crackers which in bulk cost ten cen,ts a pound will cost
eighteen cents in ,packages. I know that there is an argument in faver of sanitary condition of package goods, but
most things which are put up in packages can, be found just as
clean and sanitary in bulk-clothespins, for example. There
is always an advantage in buying in quantities.. Have your
neighbors join, you and buy in large quantities instead of
five-cent purchases.
The credi~ business and the .telephone is a curse to the
comm:on people. Learn to run your house on a cash basis.
Set your stakes and drive to them. If you cannot afford to
spend more than five dollars a week for food, live on, that
amount, even if you have to eat bread and milk at the end of
the week. You won't starve and you may have better health
by reason of your self-denial, and you'll feel more like a man
when you meet your grocer; it won't be n,ecessary for you 'to
cross the street to avoid meeting their creditors.
Gardening will prove a pleasant diversion and also profitable. If more of our land were put under cultivation,
food products would be more plentiful, hence cheaper. At the
present time only 18 per cent of all farm lands held in tracts
of 1,000 acres or more is under cultivation, with from 60 to 70
per cent of the small farms. Aside from the revenue that
will be derived from the garden, our children can be taught
to be industrious-. No child should grow up in idleness as so
many do who are raised in the cities. Work has 0. K. in it.
JAMES F. KEm.

Our Busy Auxiliary Workers
HAILEYVILLE, OKLAHOMA

Sister J. S. White, of Hartshorne, Oklahoma, writes of the
active work of the relief and service department we have at
Haileyville, one mile from her home. While the numbers
in this branch are few, they have remodeled their church, the
sisters undertaking to furnish the organ and the pews. They
have the former paid for, and owe but fifty-five dollars on
the pews purchased a year ago, at a cost of three hundred
dollars. Besides, they have bought a set of rostrum chairs,
which showing we think splendid, for the auxiliary local
with a membership of only twenty-four enrolled.
BROOKLYN, .NEW YORK

From Brooklyn,, through Sister Ward L. Christy, press
chairiT\an, we learn that the Brooklyn local, while not old in
organization nor large in numbers, is gradually extending
its arms of usefulness through the untiring and faithful work
of the members. Until last October, it con~isted of only the aid
departmen,t, but now they have a live Oriole circle, under the
able leadership of Miss Mable Harris, and one class under the
educational department. The majority of the latter class,
feeling that they wished more fully to understand the doctrines of the church, and how best to present it to others,
· decided to take up that line of study and research, an,d their
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pastor, Brother Ward L. Christy, was chosen as instructor.
Their first lesson on the subject, "The genesis of the church,"
prov·ed very interesting, and promises well for the future development of the class. They hope' to be able to respond to
the call for helpers witfu many willing and qualifield who
will say, "Here am I; send'me!"

Independence Stake
By invitation of Mrs. McNichols, the stake president, all
the officers of stake and local executive committees of the
Woman,'s Auxiliary, met at her home February 23 to get acquainted with one another and discuss matters of importance
concerning the work of the auxiliary. A resolution was carried that we have a big "get acquainted" meeting in the near
future, and such com;mittees he appointed that a personal invitation be given to every woman in the stake. Plans and
arrangements were left to the executive committee.
After the formal work was finished, the hostess introduced
a pleasant feature by . serving refreshments. In, the" serving,
the colors red, white and blue were used in .commemoration
of Washington's birthday. A pleasant social hour followed
and an adjournment was taken subject to call of the presiden,t.
The first convention of the Woman's Auxiliary, under the
new regime, was held on March 10, 1917. The feature that
was of interest to all was the lecture by Mr. George Melcher,
superintendent of bureau of research and efficiency of Kansas
City schools. His lecture was on, thrift and good management
in the home as a remedy for the high cost of living. Here are
extracts from his lecture:,
"The spirit of thrift and economy is not in the air. The
base of expenditure is on what the child's playmate has!
"There is a difference between thrift and stinginess. No
one likes the stin,gy person.
"Get the idea of thrift into our chidren, but first get it ourselves.
"There must be a saving for the future. In renting a home
there is no temptation to save money and when a man is
without work, :nothing has been saved for that time. Let the
children save their pennies.
"In Kansas City the school children have accumulated $500,000 in, fifteen years by putting their pennies and small
amounts into a savings bank. At present there are about
$50;000 or $60,000 there on deposit.
"Get an ideal of purpose for saving. Let the children earn
money. Do not wish them to becom,e wage earne,rs, but my
boy of ten mows the lawn and we pay him for it. When he
was nine years old he mowed the lawn for a ne•ighbor and
they gave him twenty-five cents for it. It was a problem to
teach him to save that money.
,·,If one has an income of $250 he should save $2.5 of it, and
that becomes a reserve fund. If the income is larger, save
more of it. One ought to organize and so provide for the future. Saving or thrift is fundamental.
"Years ago we were willing to walk, now we ride in automobiles. We would be m,uch better off by taking strenuous
hikes and laying up a reserve fund for strength.
"Home makers should make a study of balanced rations.
Some years ago I was teaching at a fair salary and a colored
man was also a teacher in, the same place. We bought supplies at the same store. I avoided eggs at twen,ty-seven cents
a dozen as too high, hut the colored man bought them when
they were as high as thirty-five cents. Upon inquiry it was
found that he spent his entire income before he received his
salary.
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"Rice an,d mush are good foods. Cornmeal nwsh is nutritious. It pays to buy in large quantities. Some people will
telephone for ten cents worth of things and have them delivered.
"Farmers' wives are the most extravagant.
"Foods cooked and left over can be cooked over again by
the secrets of domestic science. Excess of food should be
thrown on the market to reduce prices. The gigantic waste
in cost must be paid and levied as a tribute on every individual.
"Boys and p-irls should learn the divisions of human life,
head, heart and hand. The church has been looking after the
heart, the public schools the head, but who has been, looking
after the hands ?
"Farmers specialize. At one time the farm produced all
things needed and the children were educated. Great men
were educated on the farm.
"The garden proposition that you are talking of, for the
training of the boy and girl, is of value as an, educational
force in the life of that boy and girl.
"Many divorce cases may be traced to the fact that the
home makers have not been educated properly and are not
contributing to happy homes."
The first Sun,day in the month is devoted to the Woman's
Auxiliary under the auspices of the general officers and
this month Bishop Keir gave us a good lecture on the
high cost of living that one does not know' ;just where to
make extracts from it, and, as it is so practical, we send it
en,tire, believing that it will benefit all the homes of the
church.
ALTHA DEAM, Press Chai1·man.
INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI, March 14, 1916.

[

LETTE.R DEPARTMENT

J

Scott.-Turney Debate
Thinking that the readers of the Herald will be interested
in hearin,g of the public discussion held at Allenton, Michigan,
between Elder S. W. L. Scott of our church and Elder D. B.
Turney of the Methodist Protestant Church, I offer the following:
The discussion began February 20 and closed March 9, one
session a day, Saturday and Sunday nights excepted.
Elder Moore acted as moderator for Elder Turney part of
the time, an,d when not present, Elder S. B. Waite filled his
place. I acted as moderator for Elder Scott. Mr. W. H.
Bristol of Almont, Michigan, was selected as the third man
to act as chairman of the discussion. Two propositions were
discussed.
First proposition: Resolved, That the Reorganized Church
of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints is at variance with the
Scriptures in origin, faith, organization, doctrin,e, and practice. D. B. Turney affirmed, S. W. L. Scott denied.
:Second proposition: Resolved that the Methodist Protestant ·Church is at variance with the Scriptures in origin, faith,
organization, doctrin,e, and practice. S. W. L. Scott affirmed,
D. B. Turney denied.
Seven session of two hours each were given to each proposition. The speakers alternating every thirty minutes. The
debate was held in the Methodist Protestant Church near
Alle11,ton.
Elder Thomas L. Clark a Latter Day Saint missionary had
held some meetin,gs at Allenton and some had been baptized
into the church. This did not suit the pastor of the Methodist
Protestant Church so he sent for Elder D. B. Turney to lecture against the Saints. Elder Turn:ey arrived, and for sev-

eral nights he abused and slandered the Saints in a shameful
manner. Elders R. H. Huston and J. R. Grice were present
and finally arrangements were made for the <).iscussion.
The attendance was quite good considering the cold weather.
Some came for thirty miles to attend.
Elder Turney's stock in trade was to attack the characi;er
of Joseph Smith, and by Utah witnesses he tried to prove
that Smith was a polygamist. Brother Scott met this by
showing that saints of God in other ages had been, slandered
and misrepresented, and that the evidence from Utah had
failed before the western division of the circuit court at
Kansas City, Missouri, when the temple lot suit was had before Judge Philips.
Elder Turney claimed that the Spalding Romance was the
foun 1dation for the Book of Mormon. He tried to show that
Mr. Spalding had written a clifferen,t manuscript than the one
D. P. Hulbut got from Mrs. Spalding, but when Elder Scott
traced the very manuscript that was testified to by Mrs.
Spalding as being the one her husband had written, an,cl the
one claimed to be the origin of the Book of Mormon, from Mrs.
Spalding to Mr. Hulbut and from Hulbut to E. D. Howe and
from Howe to L. L. Rice, who purchased the printing press
and library of Howe, an,d from Mr. Rice to Oberlin College
where a copy was secured and published by Bishop E. L.
Kelley, the Spalding story went down in the eyes of many,
but no doubt there will be some who will still hold the Spalding story in preference to the truth of the Book of Mormon.
No debater, nor minister has ever yet been found that was
able to convince all his hearers. Christ did not accomplish
this, but many who heard were made friends to the cause.
Infant baptism was held out as a Bible doctrine by Elder
Turney but when Elder• Sco,tt, showed that Christ's gospel
must first be taught, then believers only were fit subjects for
baptism, it looked different. Elder Turney asserted that John
the Baptist sprinkled water on Christ and that this was the
way John baptized Christ, but when Elder Scott demanded
the proof for this assertion, it was not furnished by Elder
Turney. We do not blame him for not furnishing the proof, as
such proof does not exist, but we do think a debater should
furnish more to the audience than his assertion of a thing if
he expects them to believe what he says.
The Methodist Protestant Church was organized in 1830
at Baltimore, Maryland, by members of the Methodist Episcopal Church who had become dissatisfied in the Methodist
Episcopal Church. Elder Turney claimed that these persons
held a two-day prayer meeting before they organized the
Methodist Protestant Church and then another prayer meeting
after they had finished the organization. Elder Scott showed
that while they prayed they did not believe that God would
speak or give revelation in our 'day. No revelation was claimed,
so that what was clone was without dir·ection from God and did
not receive his approval. That it was man made, differing
in doctrin,e and practice from the Bible doctrine.
A· strong contrast was shown, by Elder Scott between how
men were called of God to preach in Bible times, and how
some men assume to preach without a divine call now. Elder
Turney claimed that as Christ gave a commission to preach,
that that co:mp:nissioned an,yone to preach. Elder Scott called
attention to the commission and showed that it was to the
el.even apostles, and that when Paul and Barnabas were selected to be •apostles that they did not dep.end on the commission given' to others but were called by revelation in the thirteen,th chapter of Acts. "The Holy Ghost said, Separate me
Barnabas and Saul for the work whereunto I have called
them." Notwithstanding Elder Turney deni!"d present-day
revelation, yet.he asserted that he was called by revelation to
Pl'each as much as Paul was.
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The Saints at .Allenton cared for the visiting Saints during
the debate. The Methodists stood by Elder Turney and the
Saints stood by Elder Scott. We think that much good was
done by the discussion. Many heard our position. who had
not heard it before. Mr. W. H. Bristol proved to be a good
chairman. At the close of the discussion, the Saints presented
him with a copy of the Book of Mormon. In gospel bonds.
INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI.
J. F. CURTIS.

Fall River Massach-qsetts
At the Massachusetts district conference in ·Providence, '
Rhode lsland, February 4, the Lord spoke to the Saints regardi)lg their sick; he sait;J. that some were sick unto death,
that they were in. his hands and would soon ·be removed.
Fall River Branch has suff·ered a loss of three of its best
since that date, namely, Phoebe Wilkinson, WilHam Wylie and
Martha Cockcroft.
These are times of trial. It pays to be prepared for every
emergency, we know not the day nor the hour when we may
hear the summons, "Come home." The question with us is,
'"Have we our lamps trimmed and burning?" if not, we may
be among the foolish virgins.
Fall River has lost a number of members in the last few
years in various ways. This loss has discouraged the Saints
somewhat, but there still remain man;y that are trying to
keep the "old ship" afloat, by attending to church duties and
studying to make thems·elves better able to givce a reason for
the hope they have in Christ Jesus.
This branch is blessed with a splendid Woman's Auxiliary,
which at present time comprises a r:elief and service department, an educational club and two Oriole circles, which are
under the care of Sisters J. W. Hull and Ella Gilbert. There
is also a class of ladies meeting weekly, who study the Book
of Mormon, two normal classes, and a young men,'s club.
Bishop JVL C. Fisher was with us on March 18, and gave us
some instruction that was food for the soul. The Lord is using our brother as a mquthpiece to impart some special information to the Saints,· that is needed at this very time to help
build them up in the faith, an,d bring us all to a more perfect
understanding of our duties and privileges. May we all give
heed to the cou11sel of the Lord, speaking through his authorized representatives. The bishop told us regarding some
prophecies that were delivered at three of our 'late district
conferences and con,ventions; he said he had. been praying to
the Lord to give this particular information to his people,
and his prayers weDe answered in a most marvelous way on
the three different occasions.
·
How of.ten we keep struggling along single-handed, forgetting that the Lord is a copartner in this work, and .that he
should have a chance to say something as to how this work
should be carried on.
The city of Fall River is constantly undergoing a changethe English-speaking people are gradually moving out and
foreigners are moving in. This is caused by a demand for
skilled labor in, other sections, and they are willing to pay a
higher wage scale than the mills of this city. Fall River has
a population of 128,000. There are 111 cotton mills, containing approximately 4,000,000 spindles, and employing 37,000
operatives, weaving over 2,000 miles of cotton cloth a day.
This represen,ts an investment exceeding $50,000,000 and distributing $305,000 weekly in wages. There are two calico
print works, having 43 printing machines with a capacity of
7,000,000 yards per week, besides various other kinds of industries.
Fall River is a great Catholic city, about eighty per cent of
the population are of this faith, made up p.rincipally of French
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Canadians, Portuguese and Italians. Our church is in the
French Catholic section, making it hard to do much proselyting in this n,eighborhood. Many discouragements have come
to this little band of Saints in time past (both exter~al and
internal) but through it all there still remain many n,oble
representatives of the faith; probably this is the result of the
refining process that we all have to go through sooner or
later. Trials are sometimes the very things that are needed
for our spiritual development, if we can,not learn any other
way. Robert Browning Hamilton says:
"I walked a mile with pleasure;
She chatted all the way,
But left me none the wiser
For all she had to say.
"I walked a mile with sorrow
And ne'er a word said she;
But oh, the things I learned from her
When sorrow walked with ine."
E. B. HuLL.

The Signs of the Times
Upon one occasion Jesus asked. the Pharisees and Sadducees, Oan ye not discern the sign,s of the times? (Matthew
16: 3.) If he w.ere here to-day, he would ask this wicked generation if they could discern the signs of the times. I think
they could tell him about the weather as they did in those
days, bu~ they could not tell him anything about the signs of
the times an,d what is coming on this generation because they
have rejected the counsel of God and killed the prophets. We
are living in a great day and that wonderful time spoken of
by God's prophets and apostles. The coming of our Savior
back to earth to execute righteous judgment is near at hand.
Jesus Christ said just before he return,ed to the earth there
would be distress of nations with perplexity, and the .sea and
the waves roaring. (Luke 21: 25.) I wonder if the natipns
ar·e distressed to-day. If they are not, I don't care to be here
when they are. I wonder if the sea is roaring with German
submarines. The Lord gave Joseph Smith a revelation in
August, 1831, that there were many dangers and many destructions coming upon the waters. (Doctrin,e and Covenants
61: 1.) In paragraph three the Lord said to Joseph Smith
that the day would come that no flesh should be safe upon
the waters. Friends, don't you think that time has come?
Yes, a thousand times, yes. They are trying to build against
those destruction,s, but it is all in vain, for the Lord told the
prophet of this age it would be as it now is. When they built
the great Titanic that cost ten million dollars it was but man's
latest challenge to the great deep. Mighty and majestic she
was, the grandest of all ships that plowed the mighty deep.
She was the monarch of all she surveyed, but while sailing
along under the silvery veil of, a starlit night with her
thousands of brilliant lights flashing out on the surrounding
air she met a monster in her pathway-a mountain of ice
journeying southward, which claimed the right of way and
disputed with the gallant ship. The art of man and the power
of nature crossed swords. Man's scepter fell and he must
bow to God and acknowledge that he holds the balance of
power.
The Lord revealed to Joseph Smith in January, 1831,
(Doctrine and Coven,ants 108: 6) that he would smite the
rocks, the ice would flow down from the north country and
ancient Israel would come from the north country to the land
that God had given their father, Abraham, for an everlasting
possession-to him and his seed. They will come singing
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songs of everlasting joy. I wonder if the people cannot see
that the ice is flowing down, yes, the Atlantic Ocean was full
of ice when the Titanic was destroyed.
Another statement our Savior made was that just before
he returned to earth men's hearts would fail them for fear
and for looking after those things which are coming on the
earth. Luke 21: 26 says the powers of heaven shall be shaken.
The present condition of things should convince any thinking
person that we are living in the last days of this dispensation. "Wherefore, seeing we also are encompassed about with
so great a cloud of witnesses, let us lay aside every weight
of sin which doth so easily beset us and let us run with patience the race that is set before us." Let us liye the law of
God as it is found in Doctrine and Covenants 42, and if we
will do this, Saints, Zion will be built up right now. We must
have Zion, a place of safety for the Saints of God.
I ask an interest in, the prayers of the Saints that I may
do all the Lord requires at my hands. Yours for the building
up of Zion.
E. A. ERWIN.
NASHVILLE, ARKANSAS, Ma.rch 7, 1917.

From Here and There
Sister Maggie Horner of Pensboro, West Virginia, has been
sick for a long time and also isolated. She desires the prayers
of the Saints.
All isolated Saints in the Western Nebraska District should
get in touch with the home department superintendent of
Sunday school work. She wants to get them all to studying
the Quarterlies, feeling sure that much gpod may be done if
all will ,. enlist. Write Mrs. Katie Hale, Ringgold, Nebraska.
The Des Moines Saints are much 'pleased with the results
of Brother Augustine Dwyer's lectures at that place an,d plan
to have him return. He lectured at the church several times
and twice before the east side high school where fourteen
hundred students were privileged to hear him.
On,e of our western brethren says he enjoys the articles
on preaching that appear in the Herald, but complains that
they nearly all fail to interpret Doctrine and Covenants 83: 14,
last sentence. He inquires: "Would it not be profitable for
some capable writer to include an aJ:J,alysis' of that text in their
writings on this subject?"
We have from an isolated sister a letter and poem that we
cannot use till we learn her name, whether we print the name
or not. All contributions must be signed, even though a npm
de plume is used. If attacks are made on any custom prevalent in the church, or supposedly existing evils are pointed
out, don't be afraid to sign your name to what you want to
say.
"I just closed Sunday night a two weeks' meeting here at
Joy, Illinois. Had a full house the last night. Just fair attendance the rest of the time in. spite of. the weather. I had
out one Roman Catholic who has lived among our people
several years but never has heard any of our pr·eaching. The
Saints here in general seem to feel encouraged."-E. A.
Curtis.
The Niagara Falls Saints reJOice in the possession of a
dedicated church building, 28 by 60 feet, with good basement.
The dedication was on the 18th, in charge of Elders A. E.
Stone and A. D. Angus, the dedicatory prayer by Elder
James Pycock. The newspapers are very liberal with their
spac~ arid commendations. The secretary of the evangelistic
society in Buffalo where "Billy" Sunday is carrying on a

campaign twenty miles distant, wrote Elder W. J. Landes, the
pastor in Niagara Falls that one of the converts had expressed a preference for our church and that he should se·e
that he was taken care of.

Independence Stake
Elder Stanley Clark passed suddenly away March 17, and.
his funeral took place here March 20. Brethren Krahl and
Hunt were in charge and Apostle Russel delivered a comfortin,g and inspiring discourse. Our brother, formerly of Saskatchewan, had been of late' in charge of the branch at
Grandview, distant about twenty miles. Since dedicating his
life to the ministry he had striven to magnify his calling, and
so en,deared himself to the Saints by a diligent service for
the Master.
Among the many Saints locating here recently are Brethren
Haskins and Fisher with their families from Los Angeles and
Canada.
The weather begins to be somewhat favorable for spring
work and the local ministry continue their labors in the
spiritlial fields. Last accounts tell us of Brethren, Peter Anderson and J. F. Curtis holding good audiences. At Walnut
Park at the Second Branch was Patriarch F. A. Smith; at
Enoch Hill W. D. Bullard and J. E. Vanderwood preached; an,d
at the North Liberty Mission Brethren W arnky and Shepherd
interested . the people in good gospel instruction. At the
Stone Church the meetings as General Con;f'erence approaches,
seem to take on added interest, for we hear the testimonies
of some of the brethren from abroad, which give to us new
courage and faith in the work.
On March 18 the Saints rejoiced to listen to Brethren. William Aylor and J. F. Garver; also in prayer services they
have heard short talks by Brethren E. Rannie, J. W. Metcalf,
M. Arber, and Marcus Cook from Oregon; and others are active here also. In discoursing on the signs of the times
l1a.st Sunday morning, Brother Aylor referred to Matthew
24: 35. "Verily, I say unto you this generation in: which
these things shall be shown forth, shall not pass away until
all I have told you shall be fulfilled."
Brother Garver preached a very forceful sermon, at night,
his theme extending far and wide into the realm of personal
purity and righteousness. Psalm 24 was his text.
The great events occurring in the world of commotion and
turmoil, with the frightful tornadoes and floods and fires, and
added to these the ruthless cruelties between warring nations
going on in distant lands--all cannot but fill the human heart
with awe and pity. Men's hearts surely are looking forward
with fear, and only those whose trust is in the Lord can
stand.
May the Saints continue to receive the manifestations of
our heavenly Father's approval as they have in the past,
speaking to the~ as he did last Sunday by hi~ Holy Spirit,
comforting them from time to time through visions and the
ministering of ange-ls, and giving to them the blessed a'ssurance that comes to his children by obedience, of his love
and watchcare here, and a peaceful entrance hereafter into
his celestial kingdom.
ABBIE A. HORTON.

Hide and Go Seek
"Hide and go seek"-with emphasis on "go." I once e;ntered a large depa.rtment store where I saw many mottos
which said-"grow or go!" I copied it and followed it up
with: "Go and grow.''' We fail, ailld go from. Vve go to,
and grow. To which class do you belong?
I think .of the talent parable (Matthew 25). Two of
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them doubled their talent, but the third hid his, which l'e~
suited in loss, decay, death. If you have a speculative mind,
speculate
you please on this text, but this I get-If you
allow the~ other fellow to do your wo·rk he will get the reward
resulting, and you will die spiritually!
Refuse to use the a,rm and it withers away. Bandage the·
'eyes and you become blind. Turn a deaf ear to conscience
and your doom is sounded.
Charles Darwin, said, "Up to the a.ge of thirty or beyond
it, poetry of many kinds gave me great pleasure; and even
as a .school boy I took intense delight in Shakespeare, especially in the historical plays. I have also said that pictures
forme,rly gave me considerable, and music very great delight.
But now for marny years I 0annot endure to read a line of
poetry.. I have tried lately to read Shakespeare, and found
it so intole,rably dull that it nauseated me. I have also almost
lost my taste for pictures or music .... My minid seems to
hiave become a kind of machine for. grinding general laws
.out of large collections of facts; but why this should have
caused the atrophy of that part of the brain alone,, on which
the higher tastes depend, I cannot conceive.... If I had to
live my life again, I would have made Ia rule to read some
poetry a.nd listen to some music at least once every week;
for perhaps the parts of my brain now atrophied would thus
have been kept alive through use. The loss of these tastes is a
loss of happiness, and may possibly be injurious to the intellect, and more probably to the moral character, by enfeebling
the emotional part of our 1nature."-Life and Letters, volume
1, page Wl.
You do not need to believe Darwin's "monkey story" in
order to get much good from the above prolific field of
thought. If you dQ not enjoy religious services as you once
did, your case needs immediate attention. You may be
contracting spiritual consumption. The only cure is to get
the .churchgoing habit. Y Oll, th~nk you are not "getting"
anything? Then go and give, give, give. "Cast your bread
'upon the waters." "Let your light shine." Use your talent.
Mainify your calling. Then your work will become a pleasure. You will begin to enter the "more abundant life, and
even though your work should call you to the slums or ~nto
the bed of hell, "there his right hand will hold you."
Our lack of enjoyment, many times, veflects on our incapability. The student read his carefully prepared essay.
The professor said, "That did very well, but I again admonish
you to he more explicit. Prep1ar·e as if you were to deliver it before the very illiterate." The student wittingly
replied, "What part did you fail to understand, professor?"
You say he is not fri.endly? Maybe you have not given
him a chance to be friendly with you. No doubt Jesus loved
John more because he was more lovable. "Reap as we sow,"
"Rewards according to works," are well-known scriptural
texts. If you love righteousness, you love Jesus. "I love you
because you love the things that I love" is the foundation
stone of harmony in home, church, 'State and Nation.
l opine WleJ will enjoy all we are capable of, in this life!
an:d the life which is to come. "The glory of God is intellilgence." And "we shall be changed from glory to glory."
"There is a glory of the sun." Shall we hide or go seek?
0. R. MILLER.

all

A One-Minute Talk
Ma,n is an herbivorous animal. His han:ds, teeth, stomach,
glands, bowels, kidneys and liver all are positive proof that
he is not carnivorous. God created wheat for man. Bread
should be the staff of life and we a11e told to pray for our
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daily bread. Where dqes it say we are to pray for beefsteak
or ham?
Did God connnand Adam to kill and eat? Did he not tell
him to eat of the fruits and herbs? Why try to be a
carnivorous being? Why can't you eat first-handed protein
instead of second-handed? Why rob the vegetables of too
brain 1and brawn and feed it to the hog and then we eat the
filthy scavenger? Meat compels the stomach, liV1er and kidneys to do fifteen times their normal work. How would you
like to do work 'fift1een times harder to-day: than you did
y.estlirday? S'eldom do I find any of the following diseases
where meat is discarded: Cancer, co1nsumption, tumors,
gout, pneumonia, or rheumatism. Ha1ng your grease pot,
flesh pot and frying pan on the hook, and place this inscription
over the pantry door "Plant Life." Great will be your reward.
Great will be your saving. No one will suffer but that unnatural appetite.
Yours for health,
DOCTOR A. B. KLAR .

Where Are the Lost Tribes?
For some time I have thought of requesting that some one
well informed on the matter write up an articLe on Doctrine
and Covenants 108: 6, setting forth the exact teaching of
the church in· regard to these peop1e who are to come from
the north. I am new in the work myself, having been baptized
July 4, 1915, 1and heard the restored gospel o1nly a few times
befove baptism. I was soon called to be an elder and have
done a little work in the vineyard of the Lord. I have studied
all my spare time since I came into the church, and used
time for study that I could ill afford to spare; and yet I don't
know much.
I have put together the te,achings of Bible, Book of Mormon and Doctrine and Covenants o,n thi.s point (the people
from the rnorth) the best I could, and I can't prove that these
people are to come from a land that has not yet been discovered by the rest of the world. It is true that one might
infer from the reading of Doctrine and Covenants 108: 6
that the land is ,now unknown to us, but it does not say so.
The Book of Mormon says of the lost tribes, that: "The
Lord knoweth whither he hath taken them," and some construe this to mean that they have beern taken to a land knoWII
only to the Lord and themselves. I don't see that we can
prove that, either. They were'carried away captive to Babylon and from there they have become mixed with all the
world. No man knows now, except it be revealed by Almighty God, whether the prevail~ng :blood in his veins is
that of Israel or not. When we are blessed by the patriarchs
we are sometimes given our lineage, it is sometimes that of
one of the lost tribes. If the blessing is inspired, then we
who are of the lost tribes 'are some of those whom "the Lord
knoweth whither he hath taken them." We are not lost, but
our lineage is lost.
Doctrine and Cov.enants 108: 5 says in part: "He shall
command the g1:1eat deep and it shall be driven back i1nto the
north countries, and th€1 islands shall become one land, and
the land of, Jerusalem and the land of Zion shall be turned
back into the1r own place, and the earth shall be like as it
was in the days before it was divided." This effectually
affords the "highway" spoken of ~n prophecy in various places
by which the elect can travel overland to Jerusalem and to
Zion. The lands are now all united and the elect may gather
from the "four winds." The people from the "north country"
may meali people in the north of Europe and Asia as well as
any other part of the world, as there will be a highway
when the lands are all united' aga~n.
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•Some are offended at me because I do not admit that they
have proved the existence of an unknown country which is
inhabited by saints. One man (a priest) went so far as to
say that our whole church and teaching were -a farce and
humbug if there is no such U!nknown land.
Now I don't want to be one of those "who do pervert the
gospel," neither do I want to see anyone else pervert it. I
have ideas 1about things and if I am wrong I want to find i,t
out. If the other fellow is wrong and professes to be a Saint
and a teacher of the gospel, I want to see him find out the
truth. I have had some discussion over this with other elders :lind I seem to be in the minority in this locality. Would
not this be a good subj.ect for some able man of our church
to write up for the benefit of some of us lesse1r lights who
seek the truth? Can't you secure the right man and then
publish his writing? Of course, we want more than his views
on the subject: we want it backed up by scripture.
Hoping to hear from some one through the HERALD on this
matter, I remain,
Yours in bonds,
w. S. BEEBE.
[In the SAINTS' HERALD for May 6, 1908, there is a sermon
o;n this subject by W. A. 'Sinclair. Perhaps some reader can
supply the brother with a copy.-EDITORS.]
[The followin,g letter was written by Elder James Kemp
some time before his recent demise, and was sent in recently
by his daughter, Mrs. Nellie McQueary.-EDITORS.]
CoNIFER, COLORADO, February 2, 1917.
Editors Herald: It has been a lo;ng time since I have written
anything to your valuable pages, and as I now live at Conifer
where I spent so many years of my life, raised a large family of children, and labored in, the Colorado mission, and growing old and unable to go about any more, I want to, through
your pages, say farewell to all the dear friends and Saints
whom I have labored among, and hope you will all remain
faithful to the end of your lives, so that we may meet on, the
other shore', if no more on this one. And, dear HERALD, I want
to say that I have been a subscriber of your paper since the
first copy, and how I still love to scan every page as soon as
it arrives.
May your work prosper daily, is the prayer of your aged
brother in the gospel- of Christ.
JAMES KEMP.
STKILDA, DUNEDIN, NEw ZEALAND, February 16, 1917.
Editors He1·ald: Brother Moore has reminded us that the
Saints are interested in what is going on 1n church work in
New Zealand. There is plent.y of room here for work. The
census of this town taken this year shows about twenty thousand males and upwards of thirty thousand females. The
Utah Mormons have just lately started JlP here again after
an absence of their elders for some years. We are not able
to tell why they started up work here again. The new census
must be of interest from their point of view, or they may be
alarmed over our getting· a little foothold here and .taking
some of their members.
We have talked on the street a good deal since comin,g here,
too much for the good of my throat, which was not built for
outdoor work. We are often asked, "Are you a Mormon?" or
"What is the difference between you and the Mormons?" We
were explaining the difference one evening, in answer to such
a que1stion, when the Mormon .elders present objected to our
statements, that they still believed in polygamy, etc., and that
their president still had five wives, while we stood for the one
wife system and always had done so. The objections raised
lead to a discussi.on of differences right there on the fountain

steps. The first night of it pro¥ed bad for me as I had taken
a severe cold and my throat was so bad my voice gave out.
I wanted to give way and let Brother Hall take it up, but the
Mormon, seeing the advantage, objected. I got him to permit
Brother Hall to read for me, and soon made him admit that
they still believed in polygamy, that it was a command fmm
God, an,d he even introduced argument in defense of same.
He also admitted they still believed in blood atonement when
pressure was brought to hear on him, and he introduced arguments in, favor of it, confounding the execution of criminals
under the Mosaic law with the atonement which Christ made
on the cross, also mixing in some argument on the "sin unto
death" (1 John 5: 16) which is the sin against the Holy Ghost,
though the Brighamites try to make that appear to mean
that some sins are unto death, i. e., that we should be put
to death as an aton,ement for them. This they do in a vain
effort to sustain their "prophet," Brigham, in his teaching
the doctrine of salvation to man through the shedding of his
blood as an atonement. See Journal of Discourses, vol. 4, p.
220; and Deseret News, vol. 6, p. 397.
"This is loving our neighbor as ourselves; if he needs help,
help him; and if he wants salvation, and it is necessary to
spill his blood upon the ground in order that he may be saved,
spill it." We read the above quotation on that first night of
the discussion so that the people may see for themselves why
we mentioned "blood-atonement" as a doctrine of Brighamism in contradistinction to our doctrines. The Brighamites
said we had. garbled the statement. He took his Bible and
read something about a murder in, one place and turned over
to another place in another book and r1ead, "Go thou and do
likewiHe," and. said that was the way we quoted from their
books.
My throat was in a very bad condition and so I took the
stand and announced that as it was getting late we would
adjourn till the next Sunday n,ight when we would give the
quotations more fully. I took the opportunity to call attention that we had won the points we started out on, to prove
that the Utah Mormon Church was different from ours in
that they stood for polygamy, blood atonemen,t, etc., and we
opposed those doctrines. The people got the point and many
called out, "That's right," "That's true,"' "That's so." It was
agreed that blood ~tonement should be the topic for the next
week and we parted.
That week my condition grew steadily worse.and Thursday
evening found me confined to my bed. Friday I was the
same, and that evening Brother Hall came over and administered to me. I felt better Saturday, and was up all day.
But when Sunday night came I was not fit to shout on the
street and so withdrew fr.om the discussion. and let Brother
Hall take it up for me. The Brighamites feeling that they had
scored on the previous occasion were on hand. The battle
was soon on, but not before I had submitted written propositions for a discussion in a public building where people could
be comfortably seated an,d we would not have to shout loud
enough to drown the din of passing cars, which propositions
they said they would refer to their presidency.
. I stood o'ack .of Brothe,r Hall .and looked up refe11ences for
him while he fired the balls. The Mormons began to shout
about short quotations spoiling the context, etc., but when
J. D. Stead's book with its more len,gthy quotations came into
play we heard less noise from the Mormons about ;short and
garbled quotations; for the more you read of it the stronger
the evidence against them. The argument went from blood
atonement to polygamy after the Manifesto, etc., and the
battle grew more exciting. We had the. advantage of the
truth on our side and the books to back us up, while they did
not have anything to stand on. So they grew frantic and
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boisterous but it did no good. While Brother Hall and the
Mormons were conten,ding over Joseph F. Smith's testimony
before the Senate committee, as to whether he had admitted
that he was living in violation of the law of God, Brother Hall
contending that he had admitted to violation of both the "law
of God and the law of the land, Elder Romney declaring that
the law of God was not mentioned. This contention was
loud and furious, when I opened J. D. Stead's book to the
page where the testimony was quoted, put my finger on the
words "Law and God" and held it in front of Brother ,Hall's
nose. He took the book and read the question an,d answer in
a loud voice and drove the point home in his characteristic
manner and the Brjghamite wilted. He gavce up entirely.
Though he took the stand and said, "This has been all
threshed out, in America and everywhere else, and you don't
get anywhere by arguing." Though he had invited the discussion to begin with, he was satisfied now to give it up and
say, "There is nothing 'gained in reHgious discussions." He
said he would wait for the decision of the presidency, regarding the further discussion of these points, as he believed
they should be discussed in a hall in ,a properly organized debate. It would be no doubt educational. He had
learned something from this experience. Though he did
not tell what he had learned, we think he heard a lot of things
he did not kn,ow were in their books. And he no doubt learned
that it is very damaging to their influence with the people
to have these things aired in public.
Brother Hall is deserving of the Victoria Cross for his part
in the work. We were very glad to have the Mormons come
out in public and admit their present belief and practice of
r polygamy to-day, for they have be,en and are now distributing
tracts in this town wherein they are telling the people that
polygamy "has not been preached nor practiced since 1890."
We think the only consistent thin,g they can do now is to go
and gather up those tracts again and apologize to the people
for trying to mislead them.
We have baptized two since coming here. Some others
are interested. Have organized a Sunday school and expect
to have a ban,ner school, if we work hard enough. During
my first two months here in Dunedin I preached forty-nine
sermons. But the outdoor preaching is too much for my
throat and I have had to give it up. I devote more time to
visiting and boosting for our Sunday school, which I want to
see well on, its feet before leaving this town.
Your brother in gospel bonds;
132 Bay View Road.
H. W. SAVAGE.
MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA, March 7, 1917.
EditoTs Hemld: The last time we were permitted to write
to your pages we were isolated in Carrington, North Dakota,
, but we are glad to be able to say th~t we are located in the
Minneapolis Branch again.
When we look about us and see what is transpiri,ng, we
are forced to the conclusion that surely the hastening time
is near,, perhaps more so than many of us suspect. Surely
the time has come when we as Saints must begin, if we have
not already, to devote more of our time to the advancement
of the Master's cause and do the building up of that Zionic
conditiQn
that we hear and read SO' much about. Often we
\
hear in pray,er and testimony meeting, "Oh, how I wish that
God would hasten the time when we could gather to Zion and
enjoy that peace of mind that we know must be enjoyed by
the pure in heart." rSaints, let us stop and consider the
words, "Zion is the pur'e in heart." If this be true-as we
know it is'----the,n the pure in heart are the ones who will be
gathered. Lret us remember that the heart cannot be changed
in a day, week or month but it takes a constant effort on
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our part all the time we have to purify our hearts. So if
we have not begun, but are just waiting for God to gather
us, I am of the opinion that the gathering so far as we are
concerned will- not he very soon ai!ld that our chance to be
gathered will be lost.
When we see the attitude of some of our members as
regards to srerrvice for the Master, we ,feel that if he were
here he would show a different attitude altogether, as he
came to do his Father's will and we as his Saints should be
willing to do the same, occupying where he desires us to
occupy. Unless we are willing to do this, our service to
him will not be accepted.
Let us remember that we cannot all occupy in the same
place, but as is illustrated in that beautiful building, each
stone i,n its proper place. 'Should we undertake to put some
of the stones from the foundation into the roof we would
find that they were of the wrong type and would not serve
the purpose as well as the stone that was cut out for that
particular place. S'o in the church let us be satisfied to do
the part that is assigned to us and be willing to assist our
brother or sister who is making progress, instead of envying
him. Remember Jesus said, "As my Father has sent me
even so send I you."' He came with neither malice, envy,
hatred, or strife but came to do his Father's will. Are we
doing the same?
Our beloved brother. and fonner bra:p.ch president, Elder
Charles Lundeen, has recently met with an accident in which
one of his lower limbs was severed from his body above the
knee and also. two toes from the other foot. The accident
happened while he was at work for a railroad company.
He is getting along very nicely, for which we are tha,nkful
to the Master. While visiting him the other day he said,
"Brethren, I tell you when we are called upon to pass through.
such trials as this it is a good thing to have a God to lean
upo~." · This is evidence to us that his faith and confidence
in God is still unshaken. All who are acquainted with the,
brother know him to be a servant of God i,n word and in
deed and we feel that surely the Master will care for him
in his great affliction. We ask that our brother may have
an interest in your prayers that sufficient strength, spiritual
a,nd physical may be given him to pass through this trial.
W·e never know what we shall be called upon to pass
through, so let us begin, if we have ~ot already, to prep~re
for whatever we are called upon to endure. "Perilous times
shall be in the last days."
Your brother in Christ,
R. J. WILDEY.
·SHELLBROOK, SASKATCHEWAN, March 8, 1917.
Edito1'S Herald: If there are any ~mung people of the
musical world living in or near Utica, New York, will they
please visit Miss Elizabeth Humphry of 1122 Linwood Place
of that city.
Miss Humphry is a fine young woman. of rare ability. She
taught our school here two seasons and there is no one more·
thought of in these parts than she. rShe has assisted us in our
meetings here, being a fine singN· as well as an organist.
She is at present in New York, for one year, studying music,
and being a stranger ther'e, with the exception of a brother, I
am sure she will welcome anyone interested in. music. While
I cannot say that our church· has her especial favor, yet she
has no p11ejudic'e toward it. She has read With the Church in
an Early Day, and ,Pronounced it fine.
My husband has two sisters, nonmembers but both reading .
our papers, who are quite interested. We wish any Saints
who live near them would look them up and also send them
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some reading matter. I believe if one of our missionaries
would visit each of them a good work would be accomplished.
They are both living in, homestead countries far from ,any
relatives. Their addresses are Mrs. John Krie, East End,
Saskatchewan, and Mrs. S. L. Henderson, Natanga, South
Dakota.
··
EFFIE J. DENTON.
TINGLEY, IOWA, March 8, 1917.
Editors Herald: The little band of Saints here :are still trying to let their light shine, although things seem very lonely
and discouraging so far as church privileges are concerrned.
There are four families of Saints living here, fourteen members in all. We meet from house to house to hold Sunday
school each rSUJnday, and have sacr:ament service the first
Sunday in each month. When things seem favorable wre have
an elder come the second rSunday in each month and pmach
to us, notwithstanding the fact we have an elder, Brother
J. J. Christianson, living here whom we appreciate very much.
We are always glad to hear him pneach to us. We hope the
day may soon come when other rS'airnts may move in or ther
honest ones of this vicinity have courage to come forth and
obey, that we might have a branch raised up in this place.
Though a branch be far from here,
We know our God is always near;
He sees and knows our every tear,
He's there to bless when we qraw near.
So in his word new courage take,
Our God will never us forsake,
And in our life obedience choose
That our reward we cannot lose.
We as the grass here for a day,
Then to the dust must go the way
To answer to our God on high,
Which shall it be, "Live on or die"?
In gospel bonds,
MARY E. LENT.
BROOKLYN, NEW YORK, March 9, 1917.
Editors Herald: We so fully appreciate the opportunity afforded by the HERALD, to read of the progression of the work
in the various places, that we take pleasure in enlightening
the Saints elsewhere as to the advancement of the work in
our city.
·
Brother Wardell Christy's untir~ng eff~rts are. accomplishing results. The attendance at all the services has increase;d.
The midweek prayer service is gradually increasing in spirituality and attendance. The Religio has increased its attendance fourfold, by changing the hour of meeting from
Thursday evening at eight o'clock to Sunday evening at six.
The programs are instructive and entertaining. The monthly
paper, The Talent Finder, edited by Sister Christy, is not only
exceedingly interesting, but has been instrumental in bri1n ging
to light some latent talent among our young folks. The ladies
of our branch, desirous of becoming more efficient as defenders of the church, and of acquiring the knowledge necessary
to convey to others the gospel truths so dear to them, have
or~a;nized a class, under the inspiring direction of our pastor,
to study the history of the church. Those that dread discussion, and therefore avoid it, are those that fear some weakness. Realizing that "knowledge is power," the demand for
this class arose.
On February 18, five precious souls rendered obedience to
the gospel. The following Sunday, three more were baptized.

Last Sunday, four refugees from the war zone,' who were to
have been baptized by Brother Greene in Europe, but were
prevented by circumstances, obeyed the call of Christ. The
mother was born in Belgium, the f~ther ~n Holland, and the
younger boy in Germany. After suffering many hardships
and deprivations, they appreciate the privilege of living in the
land of peace and freedom.
Brother Christy is in Philadelphia this week, conducting a
series of meetings at the Second Philadelphia Branch.
Brother Hale rSmith is in Brookly1n. To-morrow night Brother
Smith will give to the officers and teachers of the Sunday
school the benefit of some of his experiences as a normal student.
In the past ·month, we have passed through two very sad
experiences: the death of our young brother, Earl Jack, and
the young wife of Brother John Potts. We are all one family,
and when one suffers, all suffer. Our hearts go out in sympathy for the bereaved ones. The rapidity with which prophecy is he~ng fulfilled seems to indicate that the separation will
not be a long one. Our hope in the gospel gives so much consolation in these hours of trial and bereavement.
MABEL HARRIS, Correspondent.
DEER LoDGE, MONTANA, March 9, 1917.
Editors Herald: The papers of the church are certainly
welcomed in our home and are sources of instruction. I see
many good letters of ,encouragement that have been written
regarding the work of the HERALD and we can plainly see
God is with you in your worthy efforts to place his work
before his children. I watch the articles that a11e cQntinued
from week to week, studying closely the writer's object in
writing, watching inspiration as it comes from educated minds
and causes the pen to move that we with fewer ,privileges
might be brought to a higher standard.
What a systematic form of government the·Woman's Auxiliary is developing, which will surely accomplish great good
if continued.
The army of musicians in their efforts to cultivate with
God's household the talent that brings from the hearts of
weary souls a new zeal and quickens the spirit, plants there an
inspiration of the great celestial kingdom.
Much good is accomplished in each locality where debates
are held and many times souls are brought to a knowledge of
the truth.
I have been associated with the Reorganized Church for
nearly four years. Sometimes my spiritual condition has
rebbed low from lack of obedi~nce, but at no time would I have
exchanged my new found joy for the pleasure Lucifer has to
ofl:1er. I ask your prayers in my behalf.
In gospel bonds,
M. G. PERRIN.
SCOTTSVILLE, MICHIGAN, Mai-ch 9, 1917.
Editors Herald: We thought to drop you a few lines of our
work in Ludington. This is a historic spot of gospel work
of J. J. Cornish, George Washburn, R. E. Grant and others,
but which seemed to have almost completely lost out, yet
some seed remained, as a Brother Pollard clung on and fitted
up a hall over his plumbing shop with about seventy-five or
eighty chairs, organ, electric lights, stove and fuel, where
we occupied for four weeks with good interest, some attending that had long been discouraged with religion, others that
had never read the Bible began, to study it for light, even
some Catholics. We enjoyed good liberty.
On February 22 the Saints and friends had a surprise party
for me art 1Pollard's !Iall, by having a supper in the evening
before preaching service. They had arranged for Mrs. Hatha-
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way to keep me ·at her home that afternoon,. Well, she did
her best to do so, but I had too much to look after, as we expected to baptize some and were trying to get the Baptist font
for it. We got through with it about half past three p.m. and
returned to Pollard's shop and some one was sawing boards
up in the hall where we held our meetings, so up we went
.and there stood Adam with handsaw in, hand and a broad
smile on his face, as much as to say, We are caught. He had
.a long table almost completed, right where the preacher
stood to preach.
Well, to a certain extent their scheme was revealed. They
came to the feast from every quarter and the hall was supplied with guests. All seemed to enjoy the fine supper that
t•he good sisters and friends had prepared. They made haste
to clear the table, as we were to preach. Brother Charles
Barron opened the meeting, an,d with a few fitting remarks ·
he handed the writer a purse with ten one-dollar bills in it.
This was the climax of our surprise. I do not know if we
will ever forgive Brother Roy Barron for Wlhat he did as he
arranged for this in Sunday school in our presen,ce and we did
not know it.
We must tell you about the font-how nice it was. Brother
Pollard and I saw the committee of the Baptist Church, three
in number, they readily gave their consent. I said to Brother
Pollard, "things seem to go smoothly here." When their
pastor found what was going on there was a veto placed on
it, and a phone to us was, "you cannot have it."
We determined to find out why we could not use it, so went
and saw the merchan,t, Frank Nordeen, as he seemed to be
the pillar of the committee. He said he did not know anything about the proposition, as he did not have the time to
study it, but their minister had and he advised them not to
let us have it; and he (the minister) said if we wanted to
know why we could not have it to come to him. You can be
sure >Ve took the number of his residence and called to see
him. We give you a synopsis of our visit. His name is
Broome, late of Calumet, Michigan.
He asked us if we were Baptists. We informed him who
• we were. He gave us to understand he was well posted on
Latter Day Saints, as he had been around Nauvoo an,d
Carthage; also that we were virtually the same as the Utah
people.
When we turned some such evidence as Governor Ford's
message t,o the legislature, it put a quietus on his knowledge
concerning those places.
He said the Baptist Church was the church; we said no, it
is a church-from Rome. The church had apostles and·
prophets in it, yours has none. He said the church was in succession, not the apostles. We said if the church was in succession the apostolic office would remain in it; that because a
postmaster died it did not do away with the post office, but
simply another would be appointed to fill the vacancy.
Next we got on the subject of baptism, he contended that
John 3: 5 meant word an,d spirit.
On acts 2: 38 he tried to turn Greek on me by saying it did
not read that way in the original Greek. We told him we had
no objection to his display of ability in Greek, but we had
more confidence in, the Greek scholars who translated the
Bible than any man who posed as such; especially when he
was trying to score a point; and further there is no original
manuscript in existence. We told him that our experience
with most men who posed as Greek scholars· was that they
did not know any more Greek than we did. Well, suffice it
to say we got no Greek rendering on the scripture.
Then he said, "If I believed as you do, .that baptism would
save people, I would make a good tank and put it on wheels,
then get about four good stout men and go through the
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streets and grab everyone that came along and baptize them."
We said, "We do not doubt your wold, as it is the nature of
man to devis,e some scheme other than. God ordained, but God's
way was first to believe, then repent and be baptized, and that
willingly, not by force."
We asked him about the laying on of hands. He said he
did it. We said, "what for?" !Said he, "For ordination; also
when I go to pmy for the sick." We said, "You people did
not used to."-"Well, we do now," said he. We remarked with
a smile, "Well, you people keep grabbing a little wool off the
sheep and sticking it on yourselves, but you' are very spotted
yet." We asked, "How about it for .confirmation?" He said
the Bible did not teach that. We kindly asked him to turn to
Acts 8 while we quoted it to him.
He had to 0. K. it and said Paul taught it, too. We said,
"Why did you people drop it? for you used to practice it; also
you had three apostles but never got the other nine." He
could not tell, so we gave him the solution to the problem,
ibecause they were not the church of Christ,
He said they came all the way down from John the Baptist,
we told. him we could disprove that with Baptist history
alone, and we lifted the curtain of the apostasy a little so he
eould see we knew of the skeleton in the closet as revealed by
history and that we were on the inside of Baptist history as
much or more than he was.
This was the straw that broke the camel's back. Finally
we landed the real cause why we could not have the font;
because we believed in the Book of Mormon. We were glad
to hav.e a talk with him, as we understood him better. He
said he had to act on his honest convictions, and he would
not let anyone use it that preached error; said he would let
us have it before he would the Methodist or Congregationalists.
On February 23 we were called to ·the bedside of Marie
Riley who was sick with appendicitis, whom the doctor said
should be operated on. She was to be taken to the hospital
that day, and they wished me t.o pray for her, so we did by
way of anointing and prayer. Later, they took her to the
hospital, but when they came to make an examination they
found nothing wrong, they could not even find a sore spot,
so sent her home. I saw her a couple of days after run.ning
around as smart as a cricket. To God we give thanks.
On the 25th we baptized one; many more seem near the
kingdom. We hope to return there some time in June, if the
powers that be will allow us to. We came to this phice today, so close this, as it is getting so long it will be in danger
of the wastebasket. '
Ever yours in the conflict.
F. S. BRACKENBURY.
PERRY, IOWA, March 14, 1917.
Editors Herald: March 4 was an eventful day with the
Perry, Iowa, Branch, it being the fourth anniversary of the
organization of the branch, and the calling of our beloved
brother, H. H. Hand, to the office of elder and president of
the bra,nch.
The sacrament yras administered at the morning prayer
service, Brother 0. Salisbury p11esiding. In the number partaking of the emblems, it was the largest regular prayer service ever held with us. A number of outsiders we.re present,
also, one being a Salt L1ake City lady, who informed us that
she was a true "Mormon," and rather boasted that she was
a polygamous child.
In further confirmation that the Lo11d has guided and
directed his work ,ttt the place from the few scattering s~a~nts
who came here twenty-two or twenty-three years ago, down
to the present, a propheey was giv,en admonishing and encouraging the membership, also calling Brother L. W. Maley
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to the offiee of teacher. J..nother prophecy was also given confirming this and calling Brother J. 0. Salisbury to the office
of priest, and Brother E. C. Kibby to that of deacon. This
makes i:t possible for us to complete the bra,nch organization
with the full quorum of officers.
At the Religio hour in the evening a special program in
observance of the anniV'eirsary was given. Sister Lucy Doss
pr1epared and read an interesting historical sketch, and Sister
Nellie Martin composed and read an original poem, depicting
the gospel struggle here for the last twenty-three yea,rs.
These two siste-rs did much to nourish a,nd keep aliV'e the
gospel seed as planted from time to time1 by the missionaries
who came this way during that lortg time.
Altogether the day was one of thanksgiving and rejoicing
for the many privileges that we enjoy and with renewed courage we feel to press on in this glorious work.
ESTELLE F. TAYLOR,
Branch Correspondent.
VERNON, COLORADO, March 10, 1917.
Editors Herald: During the past wi,nter I have been laboring mainly near the eastern border of Colorado, between Kit
Carson and Wray. Most of the time has been spent effecting
new openings. Much prejudice 1and indifferenc'e' has been
manifest, but amid the storm of prejudice and waves of oppositio,n, the gospel boat has been sailing steadily and successfully onwa.rd. "No man ever worked his passage anywhe1re
in a dead calm. Kites rise against, not with, the wind." Our
antagonists are our helpers in many cases.
Since June of this conference year the writer has led fiftyfive souls into the waters of baptism in the eastern part of
this district. In our weakness we have be~n endeavoring to
impress upon those tossed to and fro in spiritual Babylon
that"If we would seek for unity
In this the latter day,
'Our creed all truth,' 's the motto;
'Tis God's appointed way."
The honest in heart are hungering and thirsting for the
message we bear, and we have found more openings by far
than we have beQn able to care for. January 1, the writer
had fourteen places to hold meetings, and time to care for
but three up to the present. I have spent·about two years in
American fields since returning from the 1South Sea Island
Mission, but I believe firmly tha:t this district is o,ne of the
best fields for missionary work and future prospects are
bright.
.
"
The above is in harmony with the beautiful promises given
to the ministry through God''s servants at the late Eastern
Colorado District conference at Denver. The spirit of u,nity
and peace felt at ~the Denv,er conference has been a boon to
all and to the attending isolated Saints in particular. The
kindness and brotherly love of the Denv.er Saints in caring
for the visitors will ever be remembered by those privileged
to enjoy the same.
The district needs more missionaries. May the Lord of the
harvest send more laborers into this part of his vineyard.
I am now laboring southwest of Vernon, Colorado, where
Elder J. R. Sutton baptized several , during the past year.
These were valuable additions indeed, and it is a pleasure
to be associated with them, also Elder William Kester in our
efforts here. I may visit with the Saints of Idalia 31nd1 Burlington for a few days before leaving for conference. Several
were left near the kingdom at the close of our series of meetings at these places. The isolated 1Saints in particular should
remember that "example is mo11e forcible than precept," and
that "you can preach a better sermon with your life than with

your lips,'' and in so doing when the missionary comes to your
neighborhood you will have assisted him in effecting a new
opening. This has been proven so i1n several localities during
the past year.
M1ay we be patient and persevering. God speed the right.
J. ·CHARLES MAY.
JOHNSON CITY, NEW YoRK, March 15, 1917.
Editors Herald: I enjoy the church papers from time to
time, in fact bef:ore I subscribed for them I could feel myself
on the downward path, but I feel to thank my heavenly
Father that since I received the Herald I am coming upward
and enjoy readin,g the letters and editorials every week.
I came to Johnson City last June and since being here I
have found a family of Saints here and visit them often, although they livce four miles from me. We enjoy ourselves and
feel the presen,ce of God's Holy Spirit when we meet and
sing the hymns and praises and talk of starting the work
here. I have corresponded with the home department superintendent of the Scranton B:r1anch and expect Quctrterlies
from him soon, so we can start a Sunday school class.
1Since coming here my father and mother and four children
have moved here and together with Brother Updyke'~ family
we number nine Saints. I beli,eve that if some elder: would come
this way he could find some who would be glad to hear the
gospel and would accept of it. If you would ask some of the
traveling ministry or an.y elder to stop off and visit us we
would be greatly pleased to receive him, and there need be
no wo.rry as far as sustaining is concerned, because my heart
and soul are in the work and I will do anything to help the
caus•e. If an,y elder comes this way I will take care of him
both lodging and meals.
I hope to hear or see some of the ministry before long,
and am as ever in the work and for the work.
Your brother in Christ,
9 Beverly Place.
CHARLES ENGLE.

ARTMEN~

GlscELLANEOUS DEP

GENERAL CONVENTION PROGRAM
Religio and Sunday School
SUNDAY AFT.ERNOON, APRIL 1
2.00 Special music.
Lecture, "A study of the four evangelists,'' by Augus-tine Dwyer.
7.00 Address, "Music in the auxiliaries,'' by A. I-I. Mills.
7.30 Special music.
.
·
7.40 Address, "Home department, extension circle," by William F. Sage.
·
8.10 Special music.
.
8.15 Address, "'Social r\urity problems,'' by R. W. Farrell.
8.45 Special music.
8.50 Address, "The treasury departme,nt," by R. A. Lloyd.
9.20 Closing e:x;ercises. ·

Religio
8.00
9.15
10.20
10.30
11.00
12.00

MONDAY MORNING, APRIL 2
Prayer service.
Business s1ession.
'Special music.
Address, "Sodal department work in the Religio,'' by
T. J. Ellio,tt.
Busines'S session continued.
Adjournment.
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2.00
2.45
2.50
3.20
4.00

AFTERNOON
Business session.
Special music.
Address, "The training of our teachers," by A. E. Warr.
Business session continued.
Adjournment for departmental conferences.
Conferences: Presidents, Main Auditorium, in charge of
A. W. ,Smith. Vice Presidents, Lower Auditorium,
in charge T. J. Emott. Secretaries, Beginner
Room, in chiarge A. E. McKim. Treasurer, Prima.ry Room, in charg1e R. A. Lloyd.

EVENING
7.00 Addr.ess, "Field work and reunion work,"' by' Mrs. M. A.
Etzenhouser.
7.35 Special music.
7.45 Address, "Educational aim of the Religio," by Mrs. S.
A. Burgess.
8.15 Special music.
8.20 Address, "The necessity of the temperance department,"
by B. J. S'cott.
8.50 Address, "The org,~nized class mov,ement," by Miss
Louise Evans.
9.30 Adjournment.
8.00
9.15
1.0;20
10.30
11.00
12.00
2.00
2.45
3.00
3.20
4.00
4.00

TUE,SDA Y MORNING, APRIL 3
Prayer service.
Business session.
Special music.
Address, "The Relil?,'io prospective," by G. S. Trowbridge.
Business session continued. (Time limit for new business.)
Adjournment.
AFTE,RNOON
Business session (Election of officers).
Special music.
Address, "Mission of gospel literature bureau and goal
for 1917-18," by Harvey 'Sandy.
Bus~ness session concluded.
Adjournment for conf·erences.
Conferenc,es:
Organized class, rostrum main auditorium, in charge
· Miss Louise Evans.
Temperance department, upper gallery, in charge James
Bunt, J. W. GunsoHey.
Reunion work, lower auditorium, in charge Mrs. M. A.
Etzenhous•er.
Home departm~nt, beginner room, in charge F. F. Wipper.
Gospel literature bureau, primary room, in charge
Harvey Sandy.

E•VENING
7.00 Lecture, "Helps for. young platform workers," Augus:
tine Dwyer.
9.00 Adjournment of Religio convention.

Sunday School
WEDNEiSDA Y MORNING, APRIL 4
NoTE.-There will be no preliminary exercises. Choose the
conference in which you are most interested and go direct to
the room indicated. Each section will start exactly on time.
The introduction will be necessary to proper understanding.
Don't be late.
8.00 Workers' confel'ences.
Superintendents (district and local), in south side of
lower auditorium, general superintendency in
charge.
·
Secretaries (district a,nd local), north side of lower
auditorium, E. D. Moore in charge.
Home department, beginner's room, Mrs. E. S. McNichols
in charge.
Cradle roll, primary room, Mrs. H. B. Roberts in charge.
Normal department, rostrum upper auditorium, A. E.
Warr in charge; Subject: "Trained teachers; (1)
their place; (2) the teacher's knowledge; (3) elements of teaching; (4) ·results of trained teachers'
work."
Sunday school music, in gallery, A. H. Mills in charge.
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T~easur.ers, beneath gallery, John Smith ~n charge.
9.15 Conferences close.
9.25 "Story-telling for teachers," by Mrs: W. W. Smith.
10.45 Business session. Credentials; appointment of committees; reports, etc.

AFTERNOON AND E-VENING
2.00 Business session.
7.00 Concert by Lamoni Sunday school orche,stra.
7.30 "The graded system."
"Its ·educational value," by L. F. P. Curry.
"The problem of administration," by G. R. Wells.
THUR1S.DA Y MORNING, APRIL 5
8.00 Workers' conferences.
Normal department, rostrum upper auditorium, L. F. P.
Curry in charge. Subject: "Trained officers; (1)
the point of view; (2) elements of training."
Libmry interests, in gallery, E. D. Moore, Mrs. Vida
Smith in charge.
Senior teachers, primary room, Mrs. Christiana 'Salyards in charge. Subjects: "Handling the long
lessons; necessity of board and maps in senior
teaching."
Beginner and primary teachers, beginner room, Mrs.
W. W. Smith in charge. Subject: "Varying the
lesson for little childr.en."
Intermediate teachers, south side lower auditorium,
Charles F. Davis in charge; theme: "How to J.ead,
direct and teach boys and girls in the intermediate
departm~nt."

Junior teachers, north side lower auditorium, Mrs. William Madison in charge. Theme: "Things every
junior teacher should know."
9.15 Conferences close.
9.25 "Teacher training plans for the coming year," L. F. P.
Curry.
10.30 Business session.
AFTE-RNOON AND EVENING
Business session; election of officers, etc.
Time limit for 1new business.
Unfinished business.
Ev;erybody's conference.
Recital by the vocal, instrumental and oratory departments of Graceland College.
9.15 Final adjournment.
SPECIAL.-There will be a "story feast" for the children at
the high school building, Saturday, 9 a. m., April 7, in charge
of Mrs. W. W. 1Smith, using the best talent pres€1llt at convention to assist. This is practical story-telling, the actual work.
Come and see how it is done and watch the effect on the children.
2.00
2.15
7.00
7.30
8.00

Conference Minutes
EASTERN COLORADO.-With First Denver Branch, February
24. District Pl'es.ident J. R. Sutton presided, assisted by
James E. Kelley, missionary in charge. Ministerial reports
show 462 sermons preached in last six months and 63 baptisms. Reports from 8 branches: Wiley, Wray, First Denver,
Second Denver, Tr'inidad, North La Junta, Fort Collins,
Holyoke. Total membership of district, 971.. The following
ordinations were ordained: George F. Bullard, Freeman E.
Bullard and Benton Travis to the office of elder; Frank Cotterell and Coral E. Willis to office of priest; Arthur L.
Parsons to office of teacher. Delegates to General Conference: Ammon White, J. Charles May, A. A. Buschow, Mrs.
A. A. Buschow, J. R. Sutton, Mrs. J. R. Sutton, A. E. Tabor,
Mrs. A. E. Tabor, John Fietcher; alte1rnates: Mrs. Cordelia
McCormick, H. B. •Coon, Mrs. John Fletcher. The conference
was one of the best attended and best enjoy.ed because of the
peace and harmony that pi'evailed. E. J. Williams, secretary,
1210 South High Street, Denver, Colorado.

The Camera Club
This organization will meet in the office of Brother Heman
C. 1Smith, Church Historian, at the Herald Building, during
the sessions of the coming Gen,eral Confer~nce. The date of
the first meeting will be announc.ed during the conference.
Brother 1S'mith will preside at the opening session and arrange for other meetings of the club during the conference.
Bring your pictures for exhibHion. Leave your camera
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supplies in Brother Smith's office during the conference.
Everyone ~nterested in camera or projector machine work
invited to attend. Get interested with a view of becoming a
member.
ALBERT KNOWLTON, Secreta1·y.
INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI, 1419 Kensington Str.eet.

·To the Scattered Members of Holden Stake
At our late conference held March 3 and 4, the matter of
issuing transfers for the absent members of our various
branches was presented, the object being to remind you of
the General Conference Resolutions in this regard.· It has
been stated that some are unwilling to have their membership
placed elsewhere because they expect to, sometime, return to
their branch; If you are so located as to be able to attend
any branch meetings or the conference of the district in
which you reside, please apply at once to your branch president or secretary for transfer to the nearest branch, giving
the address of either the president )or s,ecretary of that
branch. Transfers for our scattered members will be issued
as fast as practicable. We trust you will not become offended nor think we are anxious to get rid of you. Should
you at any time return for permanent residence you will ba
gladly received again in accord with the law. Brother D. J.
Krahl and F. A. McWethy preside over the Holden Branch.
R. E. Burgess at Knobnoster; G. W. Hancock, Warrensburg;
James Duffey, Post Oak; C. DePuy, Lees :Summit and Charles
Gaither, L·exington.
MRs. A. M. FENDER,
· Stake Secretary and Recorder.

Addresses
.T. R. McClain, Paris, Tennessee, R. F. D.

5.

Auto Service, Conventions and Conference
There will be a five-cent fare automobile service from all
trains during these meetings, also from the general services
at the church. Those desiring transportation to these services can arrange with 0. E. Prall for the same, but special isolated calls will be charg1ed extra. To secure the special rate of five cents these arr3<ngements should be made
and passengers ready at time specified. A. M. Chase, chairman enterta~nment committee.

Architects
The practicing architects, architectural engineers, designers
and draughtsmen, and the professionals in all the allied arts
who are in attendance at the General Co!llference will be
called together. Profitable meetings are assured for there
are a numbe1r of things to do when we are well organized.
All those who ar.e unable to attend but are willing to enter
this field of Bervice are requested to address Henry C. Smith,
Y. M. C. A., Somerville, Massachusetts.

Our Departed Ones
CROUCH.-Sarah Crouch was born March 20, 1834, in Lan~
cashire, E,ngland. Baptized in 1880 by 0. B. Thomas; died
February 25, 1917, at Palouse, Washington. Leaves to mourn,
1 son, 2 sisters, 1 brothecr. Funeral in Eden Valley church,
Palouse. Interment in Eden Valley Cemetecry; sermon by 0.
D. Shirk.
RuSSELL.-At Lamoni, Iowa, March 11,1917, of pneumonia,
Vera Maude, daughte•T of George and Leota Russell, aged 1
year, 10 months, 26 days. She was a sweet child and the
parents find it hard to be comforted, even though a baby boy
remains with them. Funeral services by H. A. Stebbins and
L. G. Holloway.
WYLIE.-William Wylie was born in Quarelton, Scotland,
Apllil 2:5, 1860. He heard the gospel in Fall River, Massachusetts, and was baptized January 5, 189•6, by John Smith.
On October 13, 1907, he was ordained to the office of teacher,
and was serving as the first teacher of the Fall River Branch
at the time of his death, which occur11ed on March 10, 1917.
The brother was stricken at the mill where he was employed,
and died before medical aid could be summoned. Funeral
services were held in the Fall River church, sermon by E. B.
·
Hull.
WILLIAMS.-Catherine Williams, wife of Ptriest D. T. Williams, was born July 21, 1857, at Johnstown, Pennsylvania, a
daughter of D. W. and C. Thow,as. Married Brother Williams
June 15, 1903. Baptized June 3, 1905, at Fort Madison, Iowa,
by James McKiernan. The elders always found a welcome
at her home. She will be greatly mourned~ in the Ottumwa
Branch. Died ,Januwry 20, 1917. Funerral services in Saints'

chapel, Ottumwa, Iowa, January 24, in charge of L. G. Holloway, sermon by James McKiernan. I,nterment in Ottumwa
Cemetery.
FRANKLIN.-At Dunc,an, Oklahoma, March 8, 1917, Brothe,r
John A. Franklin, formerly of Davis City, Iowa, died in his
eightieth year. He was born August 26, 1836, at Spencer,
Owen County, Indiana; came to Davis City in 1855; was
baptized by H. A. Stebbins. Married Minerva Caroline White
in 1860. Went to Oklahoi:na two years ago and was brought
to his former home for. burial by his request. He leaves 2
sons, Joh;n A., of Duncan, Oklahoma, and Willard E., of
Okaton, South Dakota. Funerral from S:aints' church, Davis
City, Iowa; sermon by R. S. Salyards.
PATTERSON.-William P:atterson born at Norwood, Mercer
County, Illinois, September 15, 1853. Died at Lucas, Iowa,
March 3, 1917. Marr}ed Miss Florence FeUows who preceded
him :about three years. Baptized October 10, 1895, by E. B.
Morgan at Lucas, Iowa. He 1eaves 3 brothe,rs: John, Chariton, Iowa, Joseph, Chicago, Illinois,- and Edie, Hymore, South
Dakota, 6 sons: William, Joh;n, George, Russell, Leonard and
Robert. Three daughters: Lizzie, Lucy and Anna. Also 11
grandchildren. Funeral1at Lucas, Iowa, March 5, 1917. Sermon by C. Scott., assisted by Thomas Hopkins.
McKIERNAN.-Sister Abigal Watson McKiernan was born
November 29, 1825, at Elrod, Ripley County, Indiana. Married Patrick McKiernan there August 8, 1844. Located same
year at Charleston, Iowa,, from here they saw the blaze of
the iburni:ng temple at Nauvoo. She was the mothecr of 4
sons and 2 daughters, James McKiernan, the eldest. Baptized
by Robert Warnock in 1870. ·She has been a faithful member.
Died at Farmington, Iowa, March 11, 1917. Funeral service
held in 1Sa.ints' church at Farmington, Iowa, March 12, 1917,
Reverend Nelson of the Baptist church offering prayecr.
D. T. Williams of Burlington preached the sermon. Interment in Croton cemetery by the side of her husband.
KEMP.-James. Kemp was born in S'teepl:eashton, Wiltshire,
England, October 1, 1834. Married Miss Frances Goodsell,
September 15, 1858, in England. Accepted of the gospel as
taught by the Latter Day Sa~nts early in life and came to
America about 1860 and went with a handC!art train across
the plains to Utah, but soon tired of them and sought for
the Reorganization. Was a resident of Conifer, Colorado
for forty years and an elder of the Reorganized Church· for
many years. Died of apoplexy F:ebruary 18, 1917. There
we're 14 children, 10 of whom are still living, 7 were present
at the funeral. His wife died 14 months before and on the
same day of the month. Funeral held 'at Conifer and his
many friends came for miles around, showing the respect
in .which he was held. 1Sermon by Ammon White, prayer by
J. E. Williams, interment in conifer cemetery beside his wife.
IMORGAN.-ISister Elizabeth Morgan was born August 14,
in Y stalfera, South Wales; married Thomas Morgan in
Wales. To this union wewe born 11 children. She was baptized in 1879, in Wales, by John R. Giblbs. Later came to
America :and located at Martins Ferry, Ohio, in 1899
Placed her membership in Wheeling Branch. Was afflicted
with asthma and bronchitis for many years and endured her
suffering patiently, continuing in the faith. Died February
2, 1917; survived by husband and eleven childrEl!n: Morgan
and Mrs. Mary Bodycombe, and William, of South Wales,
and Sister Marga,ret Richards of S'teubenville, Ohio; Mrs.
1S1arah Davies of Martins Flecrry, Ohio, and Samuel of Martins
Ferry; Walter of Clarksburg, West Virginia; Deborah and
Davi,d, and Sister Jeanette at home. Funeral services at the
home, se,rmon lby Adolphus Edwards, also Reverend J El!nkins
pl"eached in Welsh.
~846,

iCONYERS,___;Amelia Townly was born April 15, 1858, at
Glasgowshire, England. She was the adopted daughter of
William Townly, sr., and came with the family to America
in 1865 and to Iowa in 1870, uniting with the church that year,
and remained true to the faith to the end. Married John J.
Conyers at Moorhead, Iowa, in 1880; to this union 4 children
were born, two of whom died in infancy. The two surviving
are: Mrs. Rasmus Knudsen, of Moorhead; Fred Conyers of
Pisgah. Mrs. J. Nelson, of Moorhead, whom she raised, also
survives. Died February 25, ,at her home in Pisgah. Services
conducted by Joseph Lane, from Saints' church at Pisgah, and
a large number of relatives and f•riends were present. Buried
by the side of her husband in the Preparation Cemetery, he
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having preceded her on December 22, 1911. Thus· passed a
true Saint who was highly respected, loved and admired. Her
friends were 1n umerous. "Precious in the sight of the Lord
is the death of his Saints."
·
NYSWONGER.-Hyrum Nyswonger was born at Jefferson,
Ohio, August 6, 1838. Died at Lacona, Iowa, March 8, 1917.
Married Miss Elizabeth Pitsenberger in Ohio, :September -18,
1862. To them were born 6 sons and 2 daughters. Two of
the sons, Clyde E'. and Charles N., died in infancy, Al~red C.,
Hartline, Washington, William H., Hanford Cal., James C.,
Liberty Cente!r, Iowa, Tyler, Indianola, Iowa, Sa.rah Frances,
wife of William Stemm, near Lacona, and Cara Belle Barger,
Denver, Colorado. He removed to Iowa in 1865 where he re~
sided, save one year in Kansas, until his death. He with his
wife were baptized at RunneHs, Iowa, October 11, 1897, by
J. S. Roth. He leaves to mourn his aged wife, 4 sons and
wives, 2 daughters and husbll!nds and 25 grandchildren. Funeral at Graceland Church, near Lacona, March 10, 19'17.···
:Sermon by C. Scott assisted by E. B. Morgan. Music furnished by the Saints from Lucas, Iowa.
CHASE.-Elisha Wells Chase was born April 21, 1839, in
Spa,rta, Livingston County, New York. Removed to Nauvoo,
Illinois, with his parents in 1838 where the,y resided until
the spring of 1846 when they left there and went to Winter
Quarters, remaining there and on the Pottawattamie Reservation until the spring of 1848, when they went to Ogden,
Utah, remaining eighteen months, then went to California
in 1850, returning to Ogden in 1852. Went again to California with a drove of cattle in 1853, sold them and then returned to Ogden, and married Miss Jane McGary in the fall
of the same year. To this union were born 16 children, 11 of
whom survive. His wife pi'eceded him to the beyond nine
years ago. Baptized at Nauvoo in 1843 by his father, Ezra
Chase, and was admitted into the Reorganization on his
original baptism about 1871, remaining true to the work until his death which occurred March 7, 19'17. Funeral from
;Methodist church, iQ:gden, Utah;· N. L. Booker in charge,
J. W. Rushton preaching the sermon.
llil'MART.-Sister Ma'rgaret Smart, whose maiden name was
Davis, was born in Glamorg;anshire, Wales, January 3, 1838.
Moved to America in.1856, settling for a short time in Ohio,
where she mar.ried Jame1s Smart, November 4, 1857, moving
from there to Utah. !She became disgusted with Utah Mormonism, and in the autumn of 1866 bec'ame a member of the
Reorganization, being baptiz,ed iby Elder J. W. Gillen. Then
went to Montana, where most of her life was spent. Moved
with her husband to Independence, Mis.souri, in 190·1, her husband dying the following year on January 2. One child, a
daughter, came to bless hecr married life, but only lived a .short
time, dying in infiancy. Sister Smart died February 7, 1917,
leaving one brother and one si.ster still living, with other more
distant relatives. Laid to rest in the Indep~ndence city
cemetery February 10, the funeral service at the Stone
Church being in charge of Elder Earl Corthell, the sermon
by Elder Hy•rum 0. imith. Sister Smart lived a consistent
Gh11istian life. Her home was the home of the elders of the
Reorganization in the early days of work in Montana, and
doubtless many can testify to her ki;ndness and hospitality.
E•VANs.-John R. Evans was born in Wales, December 11,
1836. Married Miss Lucy Williams at Aberdaire, Wales, in
1855. To this u;nion were born 5 sons and 4 daughters. Of
these, one son, John, was killed in a mine near Cha:riton, Iowa,
and 2 daughters who died in infancy preceded him to the
other side. The 4 sons living are David T., of Lucas, William
E., Richard E., :and Gomer H., of Chariton. The daughters
~are Sister Jane Griffiths and .Sister Elizabeth, wife of Brother
John T. Evans. They both also live: in CharitQn. There are
50 grandchildren and 34 great-grandchildren, and 1 greatgreat-grandchild. He brought his family to the United States
in 1863, settling at Malad, Idaho. From Malad they located
in several places, temporarily, among them Saint Joseph, Missouri, and Des Moines, Iowa. In August, 1876, they located
at Lucas, Iowa. He was baptized by William Jones, at Malad,
Idaho, ,September 24, 1866. Ordai;ned elder February, 1867,
at Malad, a seventy at Independence, April 14, 1892, a high
priest at Keb, Iowa, June 5, 18,98. At the organization of
the Lamoni Stake High Council he· was chosen a member and
continued till released at his own request in 1916. Died at
Lucas, Iowa, March 5, 1917. He was a kind and loving man
of God, a very faithful worker in his Master's service. Funeral service at Saints' church, Lucas, sermon by Frank M.
Weld, assisted by Columbus Scott. J. F. Ga,rver preached to
an overflow congregation in the Presbyterian church.
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STEVENSON.-Thomas Marlow Stevenson was born in Rock
Creek Township, Hancock County, Illinois, January 18, 1858,
where he was educated in the public school and grerw to manhood. Marcried Agnes H. Lambert of Adrian, Illinois, March
29, 1880. Both raised on a farm, naturally chose this vocar
tion, beginning near the parental home with little of this
world's goods and much of those qualities that bring success
in any vocation. Through prudence, honesty and industry,
he accumulated wealth rapidly and purchased the farm on
which he lived, and surrounded himself with the conveniences
of a modern farm home. He was the father of three childr,en:
Mabel A. and Estella M., now deceased, and Florence J. at
home. His wife departed this life May ·2, 1904. Married
Miss Cha,rlotte Tripp September 30, 19M. Has since made
his home in Adrian, Illinois, where he conducted a general
store. He departed this life March 1, 1917, meeting his death
in an automobile accident. Besides his wife, he leaves an
aged mother, 1 daughter, four stepdaughters, 3 stepsons, 1
granddaughter, 2 brothers, and 2 siste:rs, besides many other
l'elatives and friends. For the past 19 y.ears he has been a
member of Camp 3068, Modern Woodman of America, in
which he has held the highest offices &nd at the time of his
death was worthy adviser of his camp. He was also a memiber and officer in the Hancock County Mutual Union No. 7.
For a number of years he vvas director and vice president of
the First National Bank of Nauvoo. He has held various
township offices and other positions of honor and trust and
was always found in the front rank of every enterprise or
movement for the uplifting and betterment of his fellorw
men. And because of his sound judgment and unquestioned
integrity his advice and counsel was frequently sought by
others, who with one accord proclaim-there was never a
truer, kinder, manlier man. The fune;ral at the Rock Creek
church was very largely attended, and in charge of Vv. T.
Lambert, se1rmon by C.· E. Harpe.
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GENERAL CONFERENCE RESOLUTIONS.Containing all the important resolutions
passed in the church since 1852. . This
makes :hot only educational but highly
interesting reading. Many of the elders
are in doubt about matters that have
been settled and are recorded in this collection of conference enactments. No.
206, paper, 40c; No. 207, cloth .... $.60
VISIONS OF JOSEPH SMITH THE SEER.A businesslike little work, scientifically
written, showing forth the truth of the
Book of Mormon and establishing the
divinity of Joseph Smith's mission. Contains pointed and significant statements
of Doctor Lederer, converted Jew, and
others bearing upon the question. No.
311, paper ............................................ $ .15
DOCTRINE AND COVENANTS.-A book of
the revelations given for the guidance of
the church. One of the three standard
books of the church which no member
oan afford to disregard. In four bindings: No. 21, cloth, 65c; No. 22, full
leather $1; No. 23, imitation "morocco,
gilt edges, $2.05; No. 24, morocco, gilt
edges, flexible ; ................................... $3.25
AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF BISHOP R. C.
EVANS.-A volume showing what the
gospel, when applied, will do for a man.
Bishop Evans has had a remarkable career. In this story of his life, written
by himself, he relates incidents and
events of a thrilling nature, draws conclusions and enunciates truths that will
appeal to the hearts of most readers.
No. 143, cloth .................................... $1.00
THE FALL OF BABYLON.-The Australian, W. J. Haworth, has written into
this doctrinal book many original ideas
and elaborated upon carefull:y garnered
evidences of the truth of Christ's gospel.
The charts in the book are nuclei of
well-worked"out arguments. Altogether
it is an elaborate defense of the truth as
a very earnest disciple understands it.
The proceeds of the sale of this book
go to help the financial interests. of the
Standard Publishing House in Australia.
No. 197, cloth .................................... $1.25

You
wi
Just use an additional quantity of Royal Baking
Powder, about a teaspoon, in place of each egg
omitted.
This applies equally well to nearly all baked
foods. Try the following recipe according to the
new way:
CREAM LAYER CAKE

Old Way
1 cup sugar

%cup milk
2 cups flour
2 teaspoons Royal Baking Powder

3 eggs

~

New Way
1 cup sugar

cup shortening

1 cup milk
2 cups flour
4 teaspoons Royal Baking Powder

legg

2 tablespoons Shortening

1 teaspoon flavoring

1 teaspoon fiavo'ring

Makes ,l Large 2-Layer Cake
DIRECTIONS-Cream the sugar and shortening together, then'mlx In the egg.
After sifting the flour and Royal Baking Powder together two or three times,
add it all to the mixture. Gradually add the milk and beat with spoon until
you have a smooth pour batter. Add the flavoring. Pour into greased layer cake
tins and bake in a moderately hot oven for twenty minutes. This cake is best
baked in two layers. Put together with cream filling and spread with white icing

I GPO

D

made from Cream of Tartar, derived from grapes.

No Alum

.For Sale
Lot 111x268. Sewer, water and light
all ready to connect. 'See and buy it
while at conference.
Mrs. L. B. Moore.
13-2tp
THE INDIAN MAIDEN. (Object lessons
on Temperance.) By France's. Unique
as a story and as a temperance propaganda. Indian life, the old story, and
the evils of civilization, furnish the author with material of which she takes
full advantage.
Quaintly appealing;
anti-barbaric and anti-alcoholic.
No.
363, ·cloth ................................................ 60c
Tonsils and AdEmoids completely removed.

Dr. Joseph Mather, Specialist
in diseases of the eye, ear, nose, and
throat.
Elders and family on ministerial allowance, work done free of charge.
Cataracts removed.
Work done in Independence Sanitarium, Independence, Missouri.

No Phosphate

ETA

THIS

y
TER!

Pack your grip, tell the folks good-by, go· down to the depot, buy
a ticket for California-that great Out-o'-doors land, which rests the
weary and refreshes the weak-via the Burlington Route (the moving picture way through scenic Colorado and S.alt Lake in dayligh!).
Climb aboard, lean back, relax and watch America roll past your wmdow. ·
Getting away from the cold, bad weather, business and household
responsibilities, care and worry, and out into the glorious sunshine and
semitropical atmosphere of California where you can rest, change and
rejuvenate, will do you a world of good.
You'll be surprised when you compare the cost with the cost of
remaining at home. Think what this will mean to you, when1 you
remember that a life which isn't pleasantly spent isn't well spent.
Before completing your plans let me explain how you may join
a Burlington Personally Conducted Excursion (costs no more-just a
part of Burlington Service) and send you a folder telling all about
the trip-worth reading even if you don't go.
·
L. F. SILTZ, Ticket Agent.
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.. There shaU not any man _among :vou have save it
be one wife; and concubines he shall have none."Book of Mormon, Jacob 2: 36.

ulf ye continue in my word, then are ye my disciples
indeed; and ye shall know the t•uth, and the . truth shall
make you free."-John 8: 31-32.
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"HELPS THAT HINDER"
We believe to a reasonable extent our columns
should be open to views both pro and con. An attacll.:,
even upon a settled position, may be of value in causing us to examine the reasons for our faith. The
article under this title in another department perhaps makes as strong a case as can be made against
the Sunday school and other auxiliaries.
Analogy is always a weak form of argument; it i~;
especially so in this case. Piling all the load on one
wagon in fact tends to break the axletree or some
other part of the wagon or harness. Men can surely
move two hundred tons more
in srnall lots.
A heavy load makes the wheels cut more deeply into
the earth, and so it is harder to move than several
light ones. When a great load of many tons can be
divided conveniently, as a rule this is done. But we
do not attempt to apply this simile to church organizations. To handle it in one load would be to do
away with branches and districts and meet in one
large town service.
But the real vital fallacy is the one based upon the
truism: God is perfect, his works are perfect, that
which is perfect needs no help. This is true as it
stands; but his purpose is so much larger than merely
the doing of the work that he has called us to be laborers together with him. The work is intrusted to
our hands. We are not infallible or perfect in the
complete sense of intelligence and life that God is.
The helps and governments are for us, not for him,
who is perfect. They are .to aid us in dealing with
mankind. Men, women, young people, boys and girls
as they are in an effort to bring them to the stature
of a man in Christ Jesus.
The second fallacy is based on the theory of force.
We are. not dealing with .dead forces of so many
pounds, but with living forces which may assert
more or less of a pull and which may increase in
power.

On the practical side attention is called to the
twenty-four thousand dollars for Sunday school
work, the inference being that this money was diverted from the general church use. Such is not the
case. Twelve . thousand dollars was paid into the
church as Christmas offering. Experience and observation have shown that without the Sunday school
the church would not only have lost this twelve thousand dollars, but in addition would not have received
the twenty-four thousand, and would have lost much
more of cash that was actually paid in.
We have had occasion to follow closely the history
of a branch for over fifty years. Part of the time
they had a Sunday school and part of the time they
had not. When they had the Sunday school the meetings were good and well atte1ided and the branch was
prospering and growing. When they did not have
the Sunday school, this branch went down. This
branch for over twenty years was one of the largest
in the church, yet being such, on one occasion when
they had had no Sunday school for a couple of years,
the vote was a tie to disorganize. This was only prevented by the vote of the presiding officer. Now we
do not need to affirm that a good Sunday school is a
condition precedent to a live branch; but when the
branch is alive it has a good Sunday school and these
other auxiliaries.
A third fallacy is, the writer claims that help implies imbecility, the w~akness of old age, or some
other great inefficiency. In fact, many an able-bodied farmer regularly uses hired help. Certainly, he
would resent the suggestion that he is a weakling.
Business men use help quite liberally though in the
fullness of their power. It is true in the case of
many a farmer's wife, this argument has been t~citly
carried into effect, that she needs no help except in
times of sickness or great weakness, with the result
of an unnecessary mortality in that position. Though
the farmer himself does not live nor act on that assumption for his own work.
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It may be said that of all these cases, the one individual is not strong enough to perform all of the
work. Without undue reflection, the same might be
said in the pr~sent, case. Even men· called to the
priesthood are not thereby endowed with every function or every ability but are called according to their
several abilities. But in the case of the church we
have "helps and governments." Though our heavenly Father does not need our help, he still desires
and requires it. "No one can assist in this work except he is humble and full of love." (Doctrine and
Covenants 11 : 4.) This does not infer weakness or
incapacity in any particular. We might multiply the
instances in which these terms are used in the sacred
writing in connection with the work of God. All of
which goes to show the logic unsound.
1Again, it is assumed, that money taken for other
purposes is taken directly from the church, but experience has shown that in many cases where the
most is being given for such work ·and to pay a
church debt, the efforts of the people are concentrated in these purposes of church help and more
is given in than ever before as tithes and offerings.
Of course if everyone were living as cheaply as possible, using only what is absolutely necessary and
turning all the rest in to the church, this could not
be the case, but in very few instances is this being
done, and we are dealing with humanity as we find it.
But even with this question answered, we have to
consider the number the Sunday school, Religio and
other organizations have saved to the church in an
effective way. The number that they have brought
into the church. Figure it out for any one year anrl
you will find here the cheapest, easiest converts the
church has had. Often this is with the further advantage that they are children of church members,
have been brought up in the faith and have a preparation from early childhood for service which has
been preserved and helped through the work of the
Sunday school and Religio.
It may be said that some of these would have
joined the church anyway. But the very heavy loss
of such children in the past shows that in general
this assumption is not safe except for a small part.
When we turn to the law and the testimony we find
that the Jews are reported to have been foremost in
antiquity in the education of their children. The
teaching was primarily religious. This movement
to teach the word of God in organized classes may be
considered a forerunner of the Sunday school. We
note also that the !Apostle Paul praised the work of
the women (the ladies' aid society of his time), he
did not bring railing accusations against them.
When this work came forth the Sunday school
was making steady. progress in America. But lest
there be any doubt, in June, 1831, we find Oliver

Cowdery directed to prepare books for little children, for use in schools. (Doctrine and Covenants
55: 2~) The following month William W. Phelps was
associated with him. (Doctrine and Covenants 57:
5.) In that they failed the church suffered and suffered seriously. The excuse given was that they
were busy with more important work. To-day we
may reasonably question if there is a more important work for the church than the care of its cliildren
and young people. In 1833, each member of the First
Presidency and the Presiding Bishop was reproved
for neglecting the instruction of his children.
We do not decry the splendid work done by our
missionary force and seventies, nor their spirit of
sacrifice; but we respectfully submit that here is a
work vital to our success, the care of our own children.
In the Reorganized Church a Sunday school was
organized in February, 1864, in Saint Louis. But
our late president, Joseph Smith, informed us that
prior to that they had a regular Sunday school meeting in Nauvoo. This movement has grown with the
approval of those whom God has set in the church,
as helps and governments to direct the work and
preside over the whole church.
As early as 1869, young men were meeting in societies for study and self-improvement, with ·the
idea of future service to the church. Societies of
this kind met for short periods from time to time
until in 1893 it became strong enough to form a general organization, the Religio, but such organizations
were meeting in the early days of the church.
They also had ladies aid societies so that the sisters might aid in paying church debts and the erection of church buildings, in the care of the missionaries and other good works. In many, many cases
these organizations did splendid service in providing
for the wants of the missionary, when the church or
the bishop were not able to do so. They also helped
to look after the poor and visit the sick.
Now in 1873 (Doctrine and Covenants 117: 12) a
revelation was given in which the following occurs:
Behold, if my servants and my handmaidens, of the different organizations for good among my people,· shall continue in righteousn,ess, they shall be blessed, even as they
bless others of· the household of faith .•
1

What w ere these organizations for good? We cannot say the quorums of the church, for there were
no handmaidens among the priesthood. It must have
been such organizations as we have indicated. And
if it is right that these organizations should labor
locally, it certainly is not wrong that they should
meet in district and in general conventions, in order
that they may devise means by which th~ir work may
be performed more acceptably. "That which· enticeth to do good is of God."
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We have been in close touch with the church, but
we have never heard of a proposition to spend twenty-one hundred dollars to train teachers in the art
of story-telling. But some of the missionary Jorce
are of the opinion that for some of our brethren,
who try to make story-telling a feature of their sermons, the money might be very well expended with
marked profit to the cause.
Finally, we cannot agree with· the author of this
article in his assumption that the field is oversown.
We have seen the auxiliary work conducted in a way
to hinder and not to help. We have seen institutes
which meant unnecessary duplication and a multiplication of departments.
But we have also seen the work hindered by the
action of a missiona,ry or local officer. But we have
seen it hindered a great deal more by criticism,
which was not based on a knowledge of the exact
facts.
In this case, as we stated in the first paragraph,
it is well for us to examine our efforts closely at
times to be sure that not only as a whole, but individually, we have a sound reason for our faith and
action.
S. A. BURGESS.

CHOOSE YOUR PUBLISHER WITH CARE

315

dealing with reputable concerns and save yourself
the humiliation of such an outcome as suggested
above.
It is their plan to read the religious and other such
journals and write to people whose names appear
with important articles, offering att:mctive .terms,
mixed with compliments to the writer's skill. The
proposition would be good but for one thing-you
must pay and they don't deliver the goods. Other
periodicals have been sending out similar warnings,
indicating that the practice is quite general. We
do not claim to know how to discriminate between
all the good and the bad, but would suggest that at
least satisfactory references be required.
E. D. MOORE.

NOTES AND COMMENTS
Daylight Saving Beginning Earlier
Great Britain will set all her clocks ahead one
hour, beginning April 8 and continuing till September 17. Considerable sentiment in favor of this plan
has been created in the United States.
Presidency and Twelve
A number of the Twelve will arrive at Lamoni on
Monday the 2d, while some of them will remain in
Independence over Tuesday pn account of an important city election on that date. President Smith will
arrive on Wednesday or Thursday.

Very recently we were asked as to the reliability
of a publishing company in New York City and were
glad we could give definite information which may
have been the means of saving the b~other from fi- The Eastern War
nancialloss and much disappointment.
The most interesting items of the week are those
There seem to be several concerns in New York concerning the advance of the British from the south
City organized to fleece unsuspecting authors of a toward Jerusalem. A large army of Turkish solgreat deal of money-and succeeding. If the victims diers have been defeated and it seems as though
make too much stir about it, a new name is assumed Jerusalem would fall into British hands. The allies
and in some way they seem to continue, possibly be- continue to take villages in France, the Germans
cause those who are thus victimized dislike to say slowly retreating.
anything about it and their very silence aids in the
Quakers Opposed to War
perpetuation of the practice.
The Religious Society of Friends (Quakers) in
It was this same company that got hold of the
America
have been sending out circulars protesting
manuscript for a book written by one of our memagainst
war
as a method of settling difficulties. They
bers and because of their attractive offers he consay
that
"true
patriotism at this time calls not for
sented to have it published on their tern'ls. He was
a
resort
to·
the
futile methods of war, but for the
to pay a trifle of fifty dollars for getting out prepubinvention
and
practice
on a gigantic scale of new
lication circulars. He paid the money and actually
received some of the circulars, but soon thereafter methods of conciliation and altruistic service."
found they were a fraudulent concern, dropped the "A Signal from the Pastor"
matter, and they retained the money. Another
We are in receipt of an excellent though simple
scheme of theirs is to ask for a small payment of two announcement card sent ·out by Elder Leonard S.
or three hundred dollars to pay for the setting up Rhodes, of Centralia, Washington. It is printed on
and printing. Something al~ays happens between the back of a Government postal card and, although
the time the remittance arrives and the publication it is addressed to the Saints, contains much of inof the manuscript, so it is never printed.
/ terest to others. iA special service is planned, includIf you cannot make satisfactory terms with your ing a sermon by the pastor on "The church best fitted
church publishing houses, at least be sure you are to save." The service is to be considered a signal to
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the Saints to move forward unitedly in spiritual development.

The Conference Dining Hall
Brother Amos Berve is in charge of the dining
hall, the meals being served in the basement of the
Coliseum. He had charge of it two years ago and
for some time managed the purchasing end of the
college boarding house. Dinners are served at 30
cents each, suppers at 25 cents and breakfasts on
the club plan-order what you want.
]~

A. Koehler Replies
The Philadelphia Evening Ledger for March 13
contains a reply to a Mrs. J. H. Scribner, who has
been lecturing against the church in that city. It
sets out briefly but emphatically the facts connected
with our church in contrast with the church in the
West with which Mrs. Scribner, in common with
many others not well informed, confuses the public
mind.
Presidents of Seventy in Session
The council of seven presidents of seventy are
meeting daily, beginning with the 28th. Their meeting place is the northwest room in the basement of
the church at Lamoni. They have considerable routine work to attend to before the convening of the
conference. The members of this council are T. C.
Kelley, J. F. ,Mintun, W. E. Peak, A. B. Phillips, J. A.
Davies, J. T. Riley, E. E. Long.
The War Situation
Thirty-five regiments of National Guard troops
have been called into Federal service to protect property. The Army and Navy are to be increased very
much, the maximum number of marines to be secured. Argentina has declared an embargo on foodstuffs and neutral nations have been asked by our
Government as to their stand on receiving armed
merchant ships. It is announced that if war is declared, all private wireless stations must be dismantled. A limited censorship of war news· now
prevails.
National Baby Week
The Children's Bureau of the United States Department of Labor is urging a national baby day or
baby week during 1917, suggesting that at least a day
may be observed. They state that since approximately one in ten of all the babies born in the United
States dies before completing twelve months of life,
every effort should be made to remove the conditions
which destroy so many of the youngest lives of the
community and result in crippling and maiming
many others. Lamoni is planning on a baby week
some time in May.

4, 1917

Another Chorus at Kansas City
1The choir of the Independence Branch have again
been invited to participate in the rendition of "The
Messiah" at Convention Hall at Kansas City in May.
This will be under the auspices of the Kans::t" City
Symphony Chorus directed by Earl Rosenberger.
The success of the "Christmas. Gift" program at the
same place in December was so marked that this perhaps will be even greater. Mrs. George H. Hulmes
is in charge of the rehearsals. We hope to see a large
number of this choir associated with the general
church singers in the rendition of "The Messiah" at
the coming General Conference.

ICHYM~ s~~P-,P?EMS
There Shall We Rejoice Together
As I sit in thought and wonder,
My mind goes back to. boyhood days,
How my heart ofttimes would ponder
As I would kneel to offer praise.
How my boyisk heart would tremble
As thoughts would go out o'er the land,
And think of coming trouble;
I would wo,nder if I could stand.
And while thinking .of these disasters .
And the war talk all over the land,
I sometime'S would find myself thinking
If I really wante.d to be a man.
But, day 'by day, time has gone onward,
And I think how little I've done
To help the work of our Savior! t seems to me like none.
Now I read of the earth in gmat commotion,
And wars. on la1nd and the sea.
Then our mind goes back to the prophets,
For they have said this time must be.
And while our hearts are filled with sorrow,
And in our eye there is a .tear,
We think of the words of our SaviorThat the end of time is near.
He said then to lift up our heads ·and rejoice,
Not because that strife is hereBut our troubles will soon be over,
And in Zion we will equally share.
And! now as we view the cost of living,
And think of the toilers of the day,
We can o,nly look ahead to Zion,
For them there will be a change in the way.

1

Then let us join hearts together,
And sing Zion's sweetest praise;
For there we shall rejoice togetherYes, there we will spend our happiest days.
SPERRY, OKLAHOMA.
.JAMES H. BUSSELL.
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ARTICLES..,]
uncrushed, uncramped individuality of endeavor, and
yet brings the energies of all to a focus where they
Any great load is a unit. It cannot be divided and take effect on the work as one volume of power.
taken piecemeal, but must be moved, if at all, as a And force that comes in contact with its load by such
whole. Otherwise it escapes the need of mention .iri means results, not in agitation, but in safe advance.
a consideration of great things and may be disposed
With attention to these and other qualities essenof by the rules which govern little things.
tial in an instrument for the unifying of living
As a great load is a unit, incapable of reduction, forces, we have looked upon the church organization
so the force that moves it must be a great force, and as an article of God's own creation, and admired its
must operate as a unit. To reduce such a force perfectness. Our attitude to the world has always
to lesser units for application to features of the load, affirmed that nothing can be taken from it; and our
would be the same grade of folly as for one who position should also manifest our acceptance of that
pursueth big game to reduce his bullets to birdshot other principle, "Nothing can be put to it."
so as to blind the eyes, deafen the ears, and break
For that which is perfect may be spoiled in two
the legs of the bear as well as to stop his heart.
ways : by taking something from it and by adding
But although a great load may not be broken in
something to it. And though one interference mars
bits to the measure of small forces, yet it may neveras much as the other, and forgetting that our load
theless, be moved entire, by a great body of these
must be moved as a whole,. we have divided our force
lesser forces accumulated in one by some proper
for attacks on the features by means of the bodies
means to unity, which means will vary with the naor organizations we have formed and have added.
ture of the forces unified. Some, like birdshot, may
But some will say, ''Wherein have we added to the
be melted. But living units, that cannot melt, must
--church organization?"
be organized.
"In Woman's Auxiliaries, Sunday schools, Religio,
An organization or instrument for the unifying
Scouts, Orioles-and I know not if there be any
Boy
of living forces has some beautiful and interesting
other."
qualities to show which I can think of no illustration
These draw off our energies at the rate of twentyso apt as the common three-horse evener.
four
thousand dollars for one year by the Sunday
While it preserves to each his own individuality of
school-and
I do not know the rate of the others,
endeavor it operates so that whatever pull is made
save
I
heard
of a proposition to spend two thousand
by any one member of the team brings the weight of
one
hundred
dollars
per year in this "age of fables"
the burden to bear in equal degree against the
to
train
teachers
in
the art of story-telling, etc., to
shoulders of every other. And however their ex-be
employed
by
these
auxiliary bodies, these helpers
ertions may vary, it brings the energies of all to a
which
we
have
created
to help, to prop, to stay the
focus where they take effect as one volume of power.
The movement that results from the application of body of Chris.t.
force by such means will not be the kind that regThen they will answer, "Why these are not new
isters in features, as by the hoisting of one wheel, · nor added bodies at all, but they are parts of that
nor agitation that merely vexes the burden while it original, perfect body, the church."
But I ask, "What part?"
remains at the same point in the way, but an even,
And they answer, "Why, these are the helps and
balanced, right-side~up advance.
We are commanded to build up the kingdom of- governments Paul mentions in 1 Corinthians 12: 28."
But again I ask, "Are you sure?"
God. That is the load assigned us-a great underAnd they answer, "Surely. Why, certainly. Why
taking. And that kingdom, "the body of Christ,"
cannot live in a divided state, nor be established by of course. What could, the helps and governments
features. We shall have to take it as one load, and be if they 0-re not our auxiliaries?"
establish it as a whole or not at all.
"Well, in Doctrine and Covenants 107: 37, the Lo.rd
Because our forces exist, essentially, in insignifi- says: "Verily I say unto you I now give unto you
cantly small v6lumes, and living volumes, the church the officers belonging to my priesthood." Then in
organization, capable of indefinite extension (other succeeding paragraphs he designates Hyrum for preseventy), is given us as a means,- not to the unity siding patriarch, Joseph for first president, president
found in a slug, but to organized and living unity of Twelve, the president of high priests, presidents
that carefully preserves to each and every one his of seventy, presiding bishops, presiding priests,
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teachers, deacons, and then, irnrnediately after naming all the officers of the priesthood he says :
The above offices I have given un,to you and the keys thereof
for helps and for governments, for the work of the ministry
and the ·perfecting of my Saints ... and that ye should prepare rooms for all these offices in my house when ye build it
unto my name.-Doctrine and Covenants, 107: 46.
,

So the helps and governments which Paul mentions, most probably are not our auxiliaries, nor anything like unto them. Our auxiliaries a1'e not parts
of the church organization or body of Christ, no part
of the kingdom or government of God. And by the
reference above we see that no roorns are appointed
for these things in his house when it is builded to his
name.
"Nevertheless," one will say, "whether the auxiliaries are part of the church organization or not,
they do help."
"Of course they do. The trouble with them is
they overdo. It's a case where 'the zeal of mine
house hath eaten me up.' "
That we may do too much, even in a good cause,
may be seen by a parable of a sower who went forth
to sow, and scattered the wheat in his field and went
his way. Then, wishing to be of some help, and that
they might reap an abundant harvest, his wife and
daughters sowed the field again; and next day sowed
it yet again,-and on. But when the harvest came,
the plants were green, confused, and matted, and
not a single head of grain matured.
Again a sower went forth and sowed wheat in his
field, and went his way. And then, thinking their
house should be provided with more than one kind
of food, the women ~owed tomatoes in the field, and
beans and cabbages.
The plants all grew and prospered. But when the
harvest came they could not take it all with one machine, nor at one time; and reaping one would tread
the others down. So they took the wheat resolved to
get these other things from those that cropped such
lines.
Help is a work of doubtful virtue in many cases,
perhaps in most. In some it is a very detriment.
There may be occasions where help is proper. But
the very demand for it presumes incapacity, feebleness, or some imperfection which gives rise to that
demand.
A cripple may be helped a bit with crutches; but
they would be an awful hindrance to a perfect man.
Help belongs to the defective, the impotent. There
is no call to help a perfect man stand up, nor a perfect instrument perform its work, nor a perfect organization accomplish its purpose. And whatever
help is imposed upon that which is perfect impedes
progress, increases the burden, and hinders success.
And now we conclude that, as the church is a per-

feet organization, and as its work is all one undertaking; like a perfect harvester that cannot cut
without binding nor bind without cutting, the church
must do all of its work without help. And our procedure should no longer advance the notion that the
kingdom of God, the body of Christ is a defective,
crippled, feeble thing that must be propped and
stayed at half a dozen points.
E. G. HAMMOND.

"FEED MY LAMBS"
That the above words of the Master addressed to
Peter were timely and appropriate, perhaps all will
agree. The same unity of thought should exist concerning the urgent need of similar work being done
at the present time. Upon whom then,, does theresponsibility rest? The inclination to leave this important work for the Sunday-school teacher, the
pastor or branch officers, may suffice in the mind of
those who do not give the subject the deep thought
that its importance demands. Each of the above
may and should render valuable assistance in nurturing the young in helping to give such spiritual
food as the young mind is capable of assimilating;
also provide as much as possible for the proper environment of the young.
There is yet a more important factor in the proper
training of the youth for service in the church, the
part to be done by godly parents. The consecrated
parents, more especially the mother, will succeed in
many cases without other helps. But the indifference
of such parents, and failure to teach the children
the important truths of the gospel is too often the
rock that is responsible for the spiritual shipwreck
of the child. Who can estimate the loss to the church
of talented young men and women that failed to walk
in the work and become consecrated to it, simply because their parents failed to make clear to their
minds in youth, the important truths that differentiate the gospel of Christ from the creeds and traditions of men? Perhaps one of the hardest difficulties
in this direction is encountered when the child begins to go to ·school. Here children of various
churches, and nonmembers of all churches must become the associates of the Latter Day Saint children who are almost everywhere in the minority. It
sometimes happens that parents make the sad mistake of t:rying to keep the school or community in
ignorance of their religion, out of what they vainly
s11ppose is for the good of their children. It cannot
be for the benefit of the children, neither is pleasing
to" the Lord.
He who said, "Feed my lambs" also said, "Let
your light so shine before men that they may see
your good works and glorify your Father which is
in heaven." To undertake to attract attention to
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good works and at the same time be ashamed to give
credit to Christ and the church established by him
is not the part of a true disciple of the Master. Even
though the school children may not be old enough to
defend themselves against the misrepresentations
that they have to meet, it is the only safe way to
instill in their young minds such an understanding
of the church that their ambition will be to live to
defend its truths, and the unpleasant experiences
that they may have to pass through in youth, will
with the proper help and sympathy of the parents,
develop such noble workers for Christ that the parents and church as well will rejoice in the triumph
of those who met the opposition and overcame .it in
righteousness.
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the church needs to augment her forces, but she
especially should take care of the lambs within the
fold as they grow up, that they do not stray from the
path of duty and usefulness. Let everyone be careful not to evade his or her share of the injunction,
"Feed my lambs."
0. J. TARY.

OF GENERAL INTEREST
THE LAST GHETTO

The Russian revolution marks the end of the martyrdom of a race.
The futul'e historian is going to be no more concerned with the downfall of the Romanoff dynasty
It is a mistaken idea to protect the child from than with the passing of the Bourbons or the Stuarts.
having to hear any unkind things said about the The incident of the great change that will bulk bigchurch until he is old enough to meet such remarks. gest in the books is that early in 1917 the last nation
This kind of supposed p..rotection usually results in to proscribe a people because of creed fell in step
a failure to develop either an understanding of or with the march of civilization and humanity andrean interest in the church. The Father's love for ligious persecution faded from the earth. There will
Jesus was greater than that of any human parent for be no more pogroms, no more Kichenev massacres,
the child, yet he did not spare Jesus from the powers no more Pale and no more ghettos in Russia. The
of darkness in Gethsemane. It is not possible for centuries long nightmare of the Jews is over.
The edicts of Pobledonatstsev have faded into hisus to reach the joys which Jesus is offering through
tory
with the Spanish Inquisition, and the law that
the gospel, if we are ashamed or afraid to combat
a
Jew
without a beard was subject to death at the
the forces of sin now in the world. It is impossible
hands
of the first citizen who caught him shaved.
to keep the children away from the environments of
The
slaughter
of men and women on the charge that
sin. Do not evade the responsibility of a true folthey
used
Christian
blood in the making of Passover
lower of Christ; teach the young intrusted to your
b11ead-a
charge,
by
the way, that was originated by
care a love for the right, and an understanding 0f
the
Romans
as
an
excuse
for killing Christians-will
the church as fast as the mind develops to comprenever
again
be
countenanced
by a government.
hend, and then you can claim the promised assistance
Future historians will record as a curiosity of tb.e
from the Lord to overcome obstacles when encountwentieth century that a Jew was put on trial for
tered.
A most important factor for the success of the his life on the accusation that he slew a child on the
church is, to retain and utilize the talent that de- altar, as part of his religious observance, at the very
velops in the church and her auxiliaries. A fatal mis- time that Nathan Straus was saving the lives of
take sometimes occurs when a fond parent permits thousands of babies by his pasteurized milk stations
a desire to have a child that manifests marked ability and that Simon Flexner was developing hi's serum to
in some useful direction, such as music, singing or check the ravages of a disease that used to carry off
other attainments, display these where greater at- ninety out of every hundred children that caught it.
Neither Straus nor Flexner would ha.ve been pertention will be given than in the church. Overtures,
mingled with praise from other churches, choirs or mitted to set foot in Russia-before the czar was topsocieties are made the excuse to turn the one who pled from his throne. That strange survival among
gives promise of us·efulness entirely away from the governments let its commercial treaty with this
channel in which the Lord would be pleased and the country be abrogated rather than to have the soil of
church benefited. If God has blessed your loved one holy Russia profaned by the tread of an American
with marked ability in any line of accomplishment, of Jewish descent, and yet no country on the globe
you owe it to the Lord to direct that one in the serv- stood in such dire need of the business enterprise of
ice of God so that the world may be' made to feel the the scouts of commerce it barred.
power in the church for blessing humanity. The
The revolution means much to the Russian Jews,
young should be so nurtured in the truth of the gos- but it means more to Russia than to the people it sets
pel, that they will subordinate every attainment, or free. The brains and genius that have been penned
natural talent to the service of God. The Lord has in the ghettos-locked out of the professions, banned
given direction for utilizing the talents of all, and from the farms-will now be loosed to contribute to
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the progress of the nation. The splendid empire of
Siberia, another Mississippi Valley in potential agricultural richness, will not long remain the range of
half savage nomadic tribes when the eager, land
hungry prisoners of the Pale realize that their bars
are down, for the Jew's soul is a pastoral one in its
essence. It is only the grim necessity of having his
possessions in concealable and portable form, taught
him by eighty generations of raids and expulsions,
that has made the Jew the shrewdest trader in the
world.
What the Jew has done for England, Germany,
France and the United States he will do for Russia.
It will take time. You cannot expect a people to come
from the night of oppression into the day of opportunity without being bewildered for a space. But
the enterprise of the Russian Jew will assert itself
more and more. Generation after generation his
clannishness will melt before the warmth of tolerance, and he will repay free Russia a thousandfold
for taking off his chains.---<An editorial in the Chicago Herald, March 26, 1917.

of living. He will see the advantages of a suburban
home, contrasted with the crowded and unwholesome tenement."
The bureau's bulletin points out the possibilities
of gardening from the point of view of democracy
in education; its usefulness in developing thrift and
industry; its value as a substitute for illegal child
labor; and its justification in inculcating the joy of
living. The bulletin also analyzes the methods of
introducing gardening into the schools; describes
the different types of g-a~dens ; shows the kinds of
instruction and superviiion that have proved useful;
and it goes somewhat into detail in planning garden
plots and the disposal of the garden crop.-Deseret
Evening News.

READING THE BIBLE IN THE SCHOOLS

Glasgow and Edinburgh-The Bible is read daily.
Austria-Two hours per week are devoted to religious instruction.
1Belgium-Two hours are given to moral instruction per week.
Germany___,Banished the Bible from her schools,
HOME GARDENING
but has now restored it.
That home gardening, directed by the school, is
France-1Moral instruction is given for two hours
the m~st effective way for bringing boys and girls per week.
Cape Colony-The Bible is read daily.
into closer relationship with the affairs of life is asrOrange River-Bible history is taught.
serted by C. D. Jarvis in a bulletin on "Gardening in
Canada-In Ontario the Bible is read daily, the
elementary city schools" issued by the Bureau of
Education of the Department of the Interior, Wash- Ten Commandments to be repeated once a week.
ington, District of Columbia, 1Mr Jarvis declares: In Saskatchewan the board may permit religious in"In or about almost any city there may be found an struction in schools. In New Brunswick the Bible
abundance of land that may be used for productive is read in schools.
New South Wales-The Irish National Board
gardening by school children. Within the limits of
Scripture
Lesson books are used.
many cities there is sufficient land, if intensively
Tasmania-Instruction
in sacred history is imcultivated, to supply the people with all the vegeparted.
tables and a large proportion of the fruits and flowWest Australia-Scripture lessons are given orally
ers needed. This unused land should be brought unto impress the value of the' Scriptures as a basis of
der cultivation." ·
In order that the best use may be made of this moral instruction.
South America-Religious instruction is optional.
land for educational and productive purposes, it is
England--:The
Bible is read.-Oklahoma Sunday
suggested that trained and experienced teachers of
Worker.
School
gardening should be employed in every city, "Such
teachers would instruct the children directly and the
The Babylonian plain, into which the British are
parents indirectly," declares Mr. Jarvis, "with the
making
notable advances, is one of the most fertile
result that in a few years a generation of capable
regions
in the world, but irrigation is req'Uired.
gardeners would be developed. But the developNearly
thirty
thousand Jews reside in this region.
ment of strong bodied, efficient, and contented citizens is the real purpose and the main result of this
(According to E. B. Stark, special agent for the
work. With a common knowledge of the principles Ottawa, Chippewa, and Pottawattomie Indians of
and possibilities of crop production, the wage earner Michigan, there are three thousand Indians of these
of the future will not need to measure his income tribes who are plaintiffs in a civil suit in the district
solely by the size of his pay envelope. He will con- court of Chicago which would establish the claims
sider, also, the productive capabilities of his garden of the Indians to much of the land ·upon which
plat and the extent to which it will reduce the cost Chicago is built.
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THE OLD AND THE NEW VIEW OF ALCOHOL

At last the doctors are coming to agreement with
reference to alcohol, says the American Issue .. Several years ago many of them regarded alcohol as a
stimulant, with some food value. To-day they practically all agree that it is not a stimulant, but a poison. This change of view is convincingly illustrated
by a comparison of "Hare's Practical Therapeutics,"
a textbook on every physician's book shelves, by Doc:tor "Hobart A. Hare, professor of therapeutics in
Jefferson Medical College, Philadelphia:
EDITION OF 1895
Alcohol first acts as a powerful excitant, and afterwards,
when giV1€1n in very full dose, as a most active depressant and
paralyzant of the nervous system.
By the primary stimulation of the brain, it increases the
rapidity but not the depth of thought.
In large doses it produces a 1ack of. coordination by depression of the brain. This often makes a drunken man fail
to recognize :angles and surfaces ,of obstruction.
Wh€in alcohol is ingest:ed, ~either by man or the lower animals, it stimulates the heart muscles and increases the rapidity as well as the force of its beat.
EDITION OF 1916
Alcohol never acts as a stimulant to the brain, the spinal
cord or the nerves. The increased activity of thought and
speech is not due to stimulation but to depression of the inhibitory nervous apparatus. The' activity is, therefore, that
caused by lack of control and is not a real increase of energy.
The :effect of moderate doses differs from the effect of large
ones ~n degree and not in kind.
Careful scienti!fic research has proved that alcohol is in no
sense a true stimulant to the circulation in healthy persQns.

AN ATTEMPT TO REBUILD NAUVOO TEMPLE

[From a series of articles in The Nauvoo Rustler,
concerning the Icarians, a French communistic set' tlement which operated for a time in Nauvoo, we extract the following.-EDITORS.]
Early in spring of 1850 on Cabet's proposition
[ Cabet was the leader] they decided to rebuild the
Mormon Temple. The stonework only was standing,
walls sixty feet high. The upper stories and tower
were constructe,d ofwood and had been destroyed by
fire. They sent an agent north to purchase the necessary timber and in the month of June the masons began to lay the foundation' to rest the columns or
pilasters to support the floors. The 27th of June
eleven men were at work on the interior of the building. I was one of them. At 3 o'clock p. m. a distant
report of thunder announced the approach of a
storm. At their request I stepped out to ascertain
whether it was a severe storm or not. ,Seeing only
an insignificant cloud, I reported no danger. We continued to work. The basement of said temple was
divided into small rooms on either side. Two of
these rooms had been covered with boards. One on
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the north side to store green hides. The other on
the south side to store tools. Suddenly a furious
wind began to blow; four of the masons fearing the
nonsolidity of the walls, left to seek shelter elsewhere.
Seven of us remained, taking refuge in the tool room
on the south side. If there is a, Providence it~ was on
our side, for hardly had we taken our position than
the tornado began to tear small rocks from the top
of the walls and flew in every direction. We became
frightened. Some proposed to run away, others opposed it on the ground that it was dangerous as those
loose rocks could fall on our heads and kill us. Before we had decided whether we should stay or run,
one of us who was watching exclaimed : "Friends, we
are lost, the north wall is cavjng in!" And so it was.
A wall sixty feet high was coming on us, having only
forty feet to expand. We fled to the southwest corner, deafened with terror. I for one heard nothing.
The fall of that wall was heard three miles away in
the country. We looked at one another. All alive,
but as white as sheets. The wind was terrific, the
rain was ,blinding us. The cloud was touching the
ground. The most severe storm I ever witnessed in
Nauvoo. We were mostly paralyzed. We expected
eyery minute the other w1alls to come down. Some
of the top rocks had fallen within three feet of us.
The east wall was three feet out of plumb. "Forward march!" shouted one and on we ran over the
heaped up rocks more dead than alive. When out,
it was so dark that we could not find any~ gates and
jumped over fences. I met my father coming to the
rescue, all alone. Cabet tried to prevent him but did
not succeed. The storm lasted three hours. Several
houses had been blown down. They had built their
laundry in a creek a half mile north of town; twelve
women were at work. Cabet sent a man to find out
what had become of them. The man came back saying that the women were drowned and the house carried away. The water was running twelve feet high
in the creek. Only the next morning did we receive
the good news that the women were all safe, but had
hardly time to escape through the windows. So
sudden was the rise of the water and in rain and
storm ran to a farmhouse, a quarter of a mile away.
A Swiss family had just time to leave a brick house
that blew down. The loss of crops and property was
great but no lives were lost.
The fall of that wall ended the rebuilding of the
temple.
Cruel taunts come naturally from coward minds.
Surely they might have left the mourner alone. It
cut the good man to the bone to have the faithfulness of his God impugned. They had better have
thrust needles into his eyes than have darted insinuations against his God.-Spurgeon.
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Shall We Study?

(Written for and read before the first meeting of the Zion's
Yo-mar-co Class of the Omaha Branch.)
"The proper study of mankind is man." We are not sure
whether this quotation is from Shakespeare, or from the
Bible, but we will not hesitate to use it at the present time
as it is admirably adapted to our question,.
,
We are met to-night, united by the bonds of a similar faith
and hope, and more especially by the wonderful bonds created
by mutual desires for study and self-improvement, such
desires being prompted, let us hope, by equally ardent desires
to use that study and that impro¥ement for the benefit and the
uplift of those about us. To desire thin,gs, even spiritual
growth, for the sake of the good or the advantages we
imagine they will bring to ourselves, is to use good things
in a wrong way, just as when the burglar uses precious gifts,
such as physical strength, skill, courage, daring, cleverness,
etc., for the wrong and pernicious purpose of outwitting and
robbing his fellow men.
We must be careful, then, to eliminate from our thoughts
and intentions at all times the elements-alas, too familiar in
the modern life-of selfish purpose, self-elevation, honor, or
gain. This is not so easy a task as it may seem, but please
know that we must do this befo~e we can sta,nd in an altogether clean and wholly acceptable relation to our God, and
his purposes in our creation. We must study ourselves in the
light of our possible assistance to our fellow men; we must
seek to qualify and understand-not for the purpose of selfexaltaton, or honor, or to occupy positions considered high
in the church or els·ewhere, but purely that we may render
better and more intelligent service to mankind-service such
as Christ rendered, and su·ch as he has said he will recognize
as having been performed unto him.
Thus we approach this study with humility, and with yearnings that in the heart of each one present there may be found
earnestness of purpose, purity of motive, sincerity of desire,
that we may seek advancement for the sake of the good we
may do.
Do we recognize the real solemnity of a gathering of this
kin,d? Have we not that word of promise, "where two or
three are met together in my name, there I will be also, and
that to bless"? A glance backward over history reveals many
such gatherings in the days of Joseph the Seer, when the
earnest seekers after truth met to study and "search out the
mysteries of the kingdom." The Doctrine and Covenan,ts tells
us plainly· that these things, these "mysteries" are for us,
if we truly desire them and will work to obtain them. What
is there, then, to hinder us? Nothing, but our own selvesour own attitudes of mind! We can, be listless, half-hearted,
critical, indifferent--many ways there are by which the Spirit
of truth and investigation may be thwarted, its gentle guiding and leading misunderstood an,d ignored. Or we may be
eager, alert, attentive, con,centrated-really "hungering and
thirsting" after these things of eternal value! This latter we
believe, is the attitude of the members of this class; your
attendance here to-night may be taken as a token of your
yearning, your groping after light!
'
Now, where shall we begin? That is the great question.
For our part we have learned, as the years pass, that all
roads worth travelin,g in this life, lead directly to one place,
and that is God. We cannot escape him. He is "in, and

through, and round all things" says the Doctrine and Covenants, and the more we study and contemplate. life the more
we sense the truth of this statement. Even in our sins, one
writer insists, God is a present factor, for did not the very
power to sin come as a gift from him? In the light of this
great fact, then, can we do better in our study than to begin
with the great Center of reality, and work outward to its
wondrous and manifold expressions? And, since Christ declared, "Ye who have seen, me, have seen the father," and
also, "as ye do it unto the least of these my brethren, ye do
it unto me," do we not find that we ourselves, are inextric~bly
woven into this problem? If we would understand God, we
must s-eek to understand ourselves in our eternal relation, to
him, the center of our life. This is why we started out with
the statement that the greatest study of mankind is man,
How shall we go about to discover who and what we are,
and whither we are tending? Does our life here determine
our future one? Or is there a future at all? Why were we
placed here? What is the goal we are striving to reach?
Did the Power that placed us here have any designs concerning us,? If so, how may we discover them, and assist
towards their successful culmination,? Is life, as lived today in the world about us, conducive to an understanding
of eternal and vital principles? Does it tend to uplift? -Does
the plan of life as laid down by Christ seek to accomplish
spiritual purposes? Is it practicable, and is it applicable to
daily, modern life? Will it correct existing evils, sol¥e existing modern problems, and establish right doing in the world?
If so, should we lose one moment of time in acknowledged
follies, which might otherwise be spent in trying . to grasp
these guiding principles of etern,al life, and in putting them
into immediate practice?
W-e feel sure that every soul here to-night is reaching out,
vaguely perhaps, after those verities. Each one is yearning
to understand clearly-to know just what there is for him to
do, to help purify the world-his corner of it, at least; in
each heart is a great desire to be qualified and, perhaps, to
be worthy to be intrusted with some special service or commission in this great task, for which the Christ came and
offered his perfected, consecrated life!
Look within; examine yourselves; know that that within you,
which is groping upward and stirring with desires almost
inexpressible, is a portion of the one divine life which permeates every atom of God's creation! It is striving for
recognition an,d expression, and shall we not then, all of us,
united as we are in this sympathy and study and comradeship, decide to give that holy impulse free rein hereafter,
to follow where it leads, to drink at its fountains of knowledge
and inspiration, to bask in, the sunlight of its vitalizing and
energizing power, and thus really re-create our own selves,
eJ,;iminating that which would check, or thwart, or tear down,
and yielding only to that which guides upward? We are
Masters of our own destiny, shaping and molding· our tomorrows by our deeds of to-day-our eternity, by our present!
If ever a church undertook a most stupendous task, it sur-ely
is that one to which most of us have expressed our allegiance.
Assuming that the word of God to man is un,changeable, and
that his methods do not change, an,d that he expressed his
will in the person and activities of Christ, and that that will is
applicable to the here and now-not only applicable, but
sufficient, wholly adequate, wholly practicable, wholly workable, as a basis for human thought and action, we have come,
as a church to the point where assuming, announcing, and
asserting, can ni:> longer carry our message with conviction!
We must prove it! We must demonstrate the. proposition!
The chalk is thrust. into our hands and we are face to face
with the blacffiboard, and the class is looking on! Can we do it?
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Are we sure of our principles? Have we raised our hands in
eager confidence and then were unable to "get away with it"?
Have the things hammered at us from pulpit and pen been
put away, hazily indiscriminatingly, into obscure corners of
our brains, haphazard, lacking system, analysis; classification,
so that when we are put to the test we are bewildered, confused, unprepared, irritated, and we ;;tre compelled to put
the chalk down and take our seats in crimson shame for our
own inadequacy and lack of kn,owledge?
Can we "give a reason for the hope that is within us"?
Do we know our own religion? Do we have comprehensive
ideas about our own church tenets? Can we defend them
logically? Can we give in,telligent, scientific or even scriptural proofs for our statements? Most of all, can we point
to our own lives and say to all the world, "I am living my
religion"? Are we, warned, warn,ing our neighbors? Are
men, seeing our good works, being brought to praise and
glorify God, the Creator and· Father of· us all?
Let us wake up-shake up! Let us get our books, our
"shovels" and dig! "Study it out," says the Good Spirit!
The hidden treasures of eternity are there, waiting for our
going in, possessing, and occupying!
AUDENTIA ANDERSON.
OMAHA, NEBRASKA, March 5, 1917.

News from Busy Spots
MACGREGOR, MICHIGAN
The year 1916 has passed into history, and as we look back
over the work accomplished, we see that we have not been
idle, but have been trying to do what we could to advance the
caus·e here. We see some advancement, and a great seeming
desire on the part of all, to "come up higher." Our home
and child welfare department has done much to help us
make better homes, ')lnd that means better wives and better
mothers, better qualified for our work in life in every way.
We are made to realiz,e that we have' an important part to
play in molding the character of the coming generation, the
teaching and trainin,g of our young being so vital in the
gathering and redemption of Zion. Every mother should be
interested in thus qualifying herself for better service along
this line. Our superintendent, Sister Thomas McCullough,
did her work well and Sister Farley in charge of the youn,g
woman's department, also accomplished much. Elder John
Grice, of Detroit, met with us once, last fall, and gave us good
suggestions, and a helpful talk along the line of social purity,
which education is so much needed in the church to-day,
especially among the young and in,experienced. May God
speed the right! Sister H. G. Campbell, superintendent of
the aid has done much to promote interest in her department.
In January we met and elected officers, and had with us a
goodly portion of the Spirit which prompts to do good, an,d
we feel like doing all we can the comin,g year. Six new
members were enrolled, making twenty-four in all. May the
auxiliary work prosper ~ntil it reaches the heights intended
for it, an active influence for good in, every branch of the
church.
MRs. W. J. CAMPBELL, Press Chairman.
OMAHA, NEBRASKA
At the last meeting of our local auxiliary, there was stimulated an active in'.erest in study, several new classes being
formed. One will be composed of mothers of young children,
and will study the child mind and training, dealing with the
earlier years of life. Another was composed of mothers of
children in,, or approaching, the adolescent period, that period
of storm and stress, which is alike trying and critical to both
parent and child. A circle for the study of story-telling
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was also formed, and provision made for enlarging the one
in sociology. A relief and service department is also a recen,t addition to our interests, and the activities in that work
are very marked already, enough work in quilting being on
hand to occupy the members all summer. A lecture from
Doctor Stoft on the care of children's teeth, together with
papers on child study, and some music, and refreshments,
combined to make the aftern,oon both pleasant and profitable.
AuDENTIA ANDERSON.
SAGINAW, MICHIGAN
We have the pleasure of announcing the organization of a
Woman's Auxiliary .at ,Saginaw, Michigan, February 21, with
the following officers chosen: President, Mattie Wells; vice
president, Blanche Northrup; secretary, Hen;rietta Forbes;
treasurer, Blanche Northrup; superintendent relief an,d service department, Mattie Wells; superintendent educational
department, Henrietta Forbes; superintendent home and
child welfare department, Edith Rippberger; press correspondent, Cora Ladensack.
Ever praying for the welfare a,nd usefulness of the society
I am
Your sister,
CORA LADENSACK, P1"ess Chairman.

Why 1 am Happy
(A, recitation given by a little six-year-old at the convention of the Des Moines District in Februa~y, 1917.)
Why I'm so happy, you never could guess,
My head's just all in a whirl.
You may think it funny, but nevertheless
I'm happy because I'm a girl.
It may seem strange why this simple fact

·,Should fill my small heart with delight,
But when I have told you the neason for this
I'm quite sure you will say I am right.
We girls after while will he women, you know,
But boys can be i110thing but men.
To the Wom:w's Auxiliary we ladies can go,
Just think how we can help then.
Before I'm so v.e:ry much larger grown,
It makes me just glad in my soul,
That with beautiful colors of both black and gold,
ii can be ,a bright Oriole.
Then for years I can sing their wonderful song,
As I to a woman shall grow,
And learn ,many good things as I go along,
That just boys can never know.
The Oriole work is just the first part
Of the Woman's Auxiliary, you see.
Big ladies undexstand it all, you know,
But it's still pretty deep for me.
But as I grow older I'm going to learn
All about this wonderful work
And do my part, as it comes my turn,
For it is not right to shirk. .
_!S:ent in by Sister Williams of Des Moines.
[This little recitation breathes the right idea; the girls of
to-day are the women of to-morrow; and faithful Oriole
girls ·are apt to carry their ~enthusiasm and oonsecrated se,rvice with them into the ranks of the auxiliary workers.EDITOR.]
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LETTER DEPARTMENT ]
The Power of Prayer

Holy 1Spirit in prayer until we get all this out of our hearts;
and be assured, beloved Saints, that when we get right down
to busine1ss in cleansing our own house (heart), God will see
that we are in earnest, and before we get off of our knees
the Holy Spirit will be felt :flowing into the wounded feeling
we have toward a brother or sister, and the hot sun of the
love of God will melt away all our differences and the tears
will start, and we will love our brother or sister, weak as
they may be, and our heart will go out and r·eclaim them.
Oh, for the lov'e of God to be. shed abroad in our hearts
as never before. We want to see Zion redeemed. This love
will soon redeem her if we pay heed to these things. How
the tears run down my cheeks as I write und"er this blessed
spirit of love.
.Beloved I8aints, who is the:r,e among us but loves our foot
or hand so much that we do not want to lose them or part
with any one of the members of our body? because the same
blood giveth life to all. Oh, that we could SeJJ.Se and fully
r~ealize the full meaning of the comparison that Paul has
made of the c~urch of Christ to the human body, that we
might fully realize our brotherly relationship one toward
another, for as the same blood connects every member. of the
human body with the body, .and mafues them parts of the
body, ev·en so doth the one and selfsame spirit of life flowing
through Jesus Christ, the true vine, into the branches, form
the body of Christ, connecting ,every member by the same
Spirit!, so that as P'aul says, we are by one Spirit all baptized
into one body.
.
.
Let us sense and become conscious 'of this glorious truth,
and then we will love every member of Christ's body as we
love Christ, and as we love ourselves, realizing that we are
all one, Christ the head, we the body and members in particular, and that we cannot lov;e the one without the other. If
we say we love So and 1So, and we do not like this one or that
one, and that we have the love of God in us, we are deceiving
ourselves, or rather !Satan or the spirit of darkness is deceiving us, and it is time that we should be awakened out of
such a deception. For such love is deceptive,. and will not
stand the close analysis of the 'pure and undefiled Spirit of
God.
.
What sweet communion ·is there" awaiting those who will
open the door in holy prayer as we in our weakness have
tried to point out. And again Jesus says, "He that loveth me,
and keepeth my commandments, I will love him, and he shall
be loved of my Father, and I and my father will come and
take up our abode with him." (John 14.) This is through
the Holy Spirit that is to dwell in us, Paul says, which is not
to cmne and go, but dwell in us, make their abode with us,
so that when we want to commune with them and have to
ascend into heaven, to bring Christ down, or descend into the
deep to bring Christ up, but by the word of faith which we
preach he will abide with us.
And now dear S'aints, do not forge1t to pray.
ELIAS B. PORTER.
·SAN BERNARDINO, CALIFORNIA.
1

Without prayer man cannot be saved, for it is the key
to the gate of heaven, and the Holy Spirit is the keeper of the
key. Prayer without the Spirit is a dead form, and brings
no results, and without the Spirit we will get down on our
kne~s and go through a form of wo11ds, get up and go about
our business without any strength to combat the temptations
of life. Thus we obey the form, like we obey the form of
baptism, and yet we have not prayed at all. We have only
drawn near to the Lord with our lips, while our hearts are
far from him, as shown by the prophet Isaiah.
Such prayers have no power. A great many teach that as
God knoweth all things, therefore he knows just what we
need, and that prayer is a foolishness and waste of time; that
we will get what God sees fit to give us without bothering
him about ie. Such teachers also do not know what prayer
is, or what it is ordained for.
'The writer di'd not realize the value and power of prayer
until he read Sister Florence Wright's article, "Pray ,always,"
in the HERALD for May 24, 19·16. Then, as I cast, my mind
back over the last twenty years of my life, I saw the force
of her appeal, and realized that before ,S,atan led me out of
the church, a sister who had never seen the writer before
told him he ought to pmy more. But not knowing the blessed
privilege of pray·er, our prayers were few and far between,
until they stopped altoge,ther, as we never prayed only when
we felt like praying and Satan took good care to see that we
seldom felt like it, by getting us to commit sin, and then
saying, "Now you a11e not fit to p11ay;"
1Thus the years w~nt hy, till he almost destroyed my mind
as he did the poor woman's whom Sister Wright wrote about
in the article referred to above. But thank God, our Father
has delivered me from the tempter's power and helped me
to realize that prayer is not ,,a duty we ~owe him so much as
we owe it to ourselves, and has ordained it as the blessed
privilege of communing with him through the blessed Holy
!Spirit which he has sent to his people to comfort their
hearts, and assure us of his Jove and watchcare for us.
Thus I have established the altar of prayer in my room,
to observe night ·and morning, wheth·~r I feel like it or not.
I will kneel down and stay there till my heart gets in tune
with God, and I have made the blessed discovery that the
Holy IS'pirit that searches the hearts and tri<eth us begins its
intercession for us, and soon we feel its blessed loving influence filling our heart and melting us to tears.
Brother, sister, is it hard for you to pray? Are there
som€1 you do not like because they do not do as you think
they should, or possibly have done you a personal wrong,
and when you get on y;our knees: Satan brings it up and obstructs the av~nue of prayer for you? If so, just stay on
your knees and .fight it out of your heart. Just realize
that we all have sinned and come short of the glory of God,
and that the mission of Jesus Christ thr~ough the Holy Spirit
is to bring us back into communion with the Father and loving brotherly fellowship with one another. And while the
one we do not like has done something that has caused this
feeling in us, we may ~also do things that cause some one
not to like us, and thus we have need to cultivate charity
one toward another, and forgive one another, or our Father
cannot forgive us. ('See Matthew 6: 7.) He cannot allow
enmity .among his children, for such is carnal and not divine
and thus we cannot enjoy the blessed communion of th~

Preach a Constructive Mes~age
.
"Preach the word."-2 Timothy 4:2.
Having for years observed certain methods, and what has
com,e of them, I am now prepared to offer a few suggestions
that I trust may assist those who read them, to arrive at
more correct conclusions, in their search for Christian truth.
After years of careful and matur·e deliberation, I have, with
others who have gon,e before me, concluded that a little learning is sometimes a very dangerous thing, because it has a
tendency to narrow the views and contract the judgment of
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men, so that they permit themselves to think only along certain. narrow,· conventional, and stereotyped lines, and hence
they are disqualified for the best in life. It is quite generally
individuals of this type who are const:J,ntly proclaiming to
the world a negative message, i. e., they persistently negative
everything that they do not themselves understand, an;d make
no hesitancy in branding as dangerous or false all that does
not agree with their narrow views an,d peculiar notions.
When a man of this kind tries to preach, he invariably begins and ends with a tirade of some kind, upon the faith or
belief of some one else. He does n.ot scruple to charge others
with all kinds of insincere motives, because they do not see
as he does, and he does not see nor un,derstand their basic
principle:
Now, what is the matter with this method? Simply this:
such a one lacks every essential of true education. I say true
education because Christ is the master teacher; he bade his
disciples learn of him; and he who has truly learned of Christ,
may be said to be. truly educated. Such a one will preach a
constructive message always. Saint Paul, who was ·a master in
learning in, a dual sense; viz., in the arts and sciences of men,
and in the following and learning of Christ, is the author of
our text, which admonishes us to "preach the word." Mark
you, not to preach the peculiar beliefs and errors of other
people. To me it seems that time is too precious, and truth is
too sa~red for ministers for Christ to in4ulge in such diversions.
The injunction to preach the word, may not always be understood by :rn,ankind, but it occurs to the writer that men
who have learned of Christ ought to be able to understand it.
We read in, the first chapter of the gospel as recorded by
Saint John, these words: "In the beginning was the Word,
and the Word was with God, and the Word was God .. , . And
the Word was made flesh, an,d dwelt among us."-John 1: 1-14.
If I were to paraphrase our text, in the light of the foregoing scripture, it would read: "Preach the Christ." That
is to say: go to the world with a message of "glad tidings of
great joy," tell them of the life of the a;nointed One; cause
them to see the grandeur and beauty of that life; let them
see that all are invited to partake of, and participate in, such
a life, and tJien they will of their own free will part company with their erron,eous ideas. You need not storm their
castles, you n,eed not assault their heroes; you need not become
an iconoclast and destroy their idols; but in meekness and
gentleness you may portray to them the beauty an,d sublimity
of that message of the Christ; and every intelligent mind
will make its own· comparison~and as a result thereof all will
come to an understanding of the truth.
.Suppose for example, I should come to a man. who is mistaken in his conclusions, and I begin to point out to him his
mistakes one by one until at last I convince him he is in error; what have I don,e? If he is a thinking man he will say
to me, "Well, you have proven my position false, but you have
given me nothing in place of it." What then is the condition
of that man'? Quite likely he is left in a worse condition
than he was foun,d in by me. What, therefore, is my duty'?
Simply this, that !first, last, and all the time I should endeavor to teach m~n the truth, in place of simply trying to
convince them they are in error. If I teach them the truth
they will soon dis0over their own errors, but if I simply
teach them that they are in error they will hardly discover
the truth thereby.
Can ·r, thin,k you, cause men to believe that I have learned
of Christ, the meek and lowly One, by throwing stones at
them? Theological stones, I mean. Is it possible for me to
win their souls f·or Christ, if I by my actions misrepresent,
in place of represent him? Can I make friends of my fellow
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men, by dealing harshly or unkindly with them? I aver not.
I must make friends by kindness, and teach them the truth
of Christ in meekness. My life, my method, and my demeanor. must agree with my precept, if I would succeed in
teaching my fellow men the ways of Christ.
"Well," says one, "that man has misrepresented and abused
me." What of that? Can his misrepresentation or abuse
hurt you, unless you are willing to be hurt by it? That
which is false is false, and quite generally we would do much
better to ignore it entirely than to give it publicity and iife
by reason of our passionate resistance. The philosophy of
this matter is simply this: when I am so ov~rcareful to refute and answer ·every charge, I tacitly admit that there is
some truth in them. If when I am permitted to speak I retaliate and assail the other man's philosophy, I tacitly admit
that I am. conscious of defeat. But, if when I am: heard in
the matter, I ignore entirely his abuse and misrepresentation
and meekly and gently present the message of Christ to the
people, and at the same tim;e treat my opponent as a brothe;·,
all will be 1able to s,ee that I am "preaching the word," and
that he who is venomous in, his attacks is an alien to the
household of God. In a word, I can much better maintain
the caus·e of Christ by meekly "preaching the word," than I
can by loudly decrying the inconsisten,cies and failures of
others. Thinking people will not believe the misrepresentations of my_ opposers if I adhere always to the Spirit of the
Master. What better r'efutation can we make of the false
stories that may he circulated concerning us than by living
the Christ life and reflecting the Christ character? The
crowning virtue of the Christ consisted in the fact that "when
he was reviled he reviled not."
Of course, any person can proclaim a negative message, hecause anyone can tear down-but it requires a master to
build. It ,might he wen .to here observe, that Saint Pau~
warn,s men to take heed how they build, for every man's work
will be tried as by fire, and if his works be burned he will
suffer loss. Let me, therefore, build as my Master built; let
me go out, and in his Spirit proclaim, This is truth, and not
simply say that is error. Let me go forth as one who is
capable of leading the way, and then let me unfurl the banner of King Emman,uel, which is the word of truth; let me
hold it aloft, that all may see it; and then in gentle words and
loving tones, invite all to join the procession, enlarge the
army and in,crease the multitude who are willing and ready
to rally under the banner of eternal truth. Thus may the
minister for Christ becorn:~ a master builder, a guide to the
erring_ones, a strength to thos·e who are weak, and a benediction to all with whom he may come in touch in life.
There is npthing but good can come of good, and nothing
but evil can come of evil, therefore, let us do good continually
and deal kindly with all men, all ways, and we shall have
praise of the same.
J. E. VANDERWOOD.

Can We Justly Shirk Our Duty?
While pondering over cond_itions this morning, I wa's impressed to write, and the following is the result: The importance of everyone taking part in business meeting is greater
than many of us realize. Not on,ly branch business meeting
but all of the business of the auxiliaries of the church. We
often go to the business meeting and sit back and do not vote
or take any part in the meeting. Again, we let our minds
wander upon. some other thought and maybe when it comes
time to vote we don't know what the matter is we are voting
on but raise our hand whenever such and such a person does.
After business meeting is over we wonder why such and such
a thing was not don,e. We are ofttimes afraid of offending
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some one and rather than do that we won't say anything upon
a matter concerning him.
No one ought to become offended because he is put out of
an office n,or if criticized when not doing his duty, provided it
is done in the right spirit. Did you ever stop and think that
if a motion is before the house and it is not in accord with
your idea, if you expressed your opinion concerning it you
might change some on,e else into your way of thinking? By
. so doing, that person might change some one else, and so on
until you win your side. You never can do it by sitting still
and not taking any part. Pay attention to e¥ery word that is
spoken in a business meeting, because if you don't you may
miss the very point you have been thinking on the past two
or three months. By so missing it you may ·loHe something
you thought would benefit the work.
If after you express your opinion at meeting and then you
lose out, what are you going to do? Sit back and sulk because your method was not used? There never should be a
motion made that is not made for the progress of the work.
Then if you sit back an,d let your brother and sister do the
work the motion calls for, who is the loser? Again, you a:t;e
working for the Lord and n.ot for those who carried the motion.
It does not hurt them by your not doing your duty but only
makes them do your share of the work and reap your share
of the reward. Better get out and help to fulfill the mission
of the motion, and next time try and persuade them to adopt
your method of the work.
On the other side of the business meeting is electing officers. When you nominate a person for office, use your judgment and name some one who is capable of fulfilling the office.
If you see any good reason why a certain, person should not
occupy, tell the people why and perhaps they will agree with
you. · Don't wait until he is elected and then go to this
person and tell him you don't think he should be in that office
because so and so. He had the least to do with his being
elected of .anyon,e. Did you ever stop and think that he was
elected by the body? I have seen certain people vote for a
person and then tell him they didn't think he ought to hold
such an office. Every person who holds an office has a work
to do if he does his duty, whether a great office or a lesser
one. They have their trials you perhaps know nothing about.
Do you wan,t to make his trials heavier by finding fault, or
do you want to help him by expressing your opinion at business meeting and" keeping still afterward? There is a work
for everyone, even in a business meeting, and let us awake
and think on the business side of the church work. Here is
a poem I believe will fit in here very nicely, by Paul Lawrence
Dunbar.
·
·
"The Lord had a job for me,
But I had so much to do,
I said, 'You get somebody else~
Or wait till I get through.'
I don't know how the Lord came out,
But he seemed to get alongBut I felt kinda sneaking like,
'Cause I know'd I done him wrong.
"One day I n:eeded the Lord,
Needed him right awayAnd he never answered me at all,
But I could hear him say
Down in my accusing heart'Nigger, I'se got too much to do,
You get somebody else or wait till I get through.'
"Now when the Lord he have. a job for me,
I never tries to shirk;

I drops what I have on hand
And does the good Lord's work;
And my affairs can run along
Or wait till I get through,
Nobody else can do the job
That God's marked out for you.''
Let us practice what the negro did in the latter part of the
poem.
MRS. D. C. MORGAN.
TOLEDO, OHIO, 903 Woodstock Avenue.

What is Graceland?
(The following from the pen of a Graceland alumnus fairly
represents the spirit which actuates the great body of Graceland's former students and its friends who are un~ting their
support in a determined effort to let the college come fairly
into its own. Graceland, as a junior college, is well prepared
to offer the first two years of college or university training,
and special training in music, voice, stenography, typewriting,
bookkeeping, Bible study, and public speaking as well as regular preparatory or high school work. Through the budget
system adopted by General Conference the finances of the college are placed on a safe basis. The College Day collection
and other gifts of money or property by will and otherwise
add greatly to the regular tuition receipts and reduces the
amount necessarily drawn from the church treasury. Graceland's greatest need, however, is mor·e students. The college
cannot fulfill its mission in the church until every young. person who should leave home for educational training comes
to Graceland. Crowd its walls with students and its financial
problem will be automatically assurred. Our young people
need Graceland! Graceland needs our young people. Bring
the two together an,d another important step in making Graceland more efficient will ha¥e been taken. We commend the
following to the •readers of the HERALD.
CHARLES B. WOODSTOCK,
President Greater Graceland Association.
"Graceland is such a terrible expense to the church.''
"Graceland's mission is as important and as far-reaching as
any missionary force.'' "She is my Alma Mater which I love,
an,d shall always respect.'' These three answe~s, or their
equivalents, have come from as many distinct classes of people within the church.
The first is from the uneducated and nonprogressive class
who know but little of Graceland except Jhrough hearsay.
The second is from those earnest people who have sacrificed
and worked with her and ha¥e come to know her value. The
last reply comes almost in,variahly when the question is asked
of an alumnus.
Why is there such a difference of opinion? Do some form
wrong opinions from hearsay and then place that opinion as
final judgment of her value to the church, or is it some unaccoun,ted for prejudice which has not been overcome? We
do not know. But we do feel certain th:at if everyone were in
clos•er touch with the real good accomplished there would be
less "knocking" and more loyal "boosting" for Graceland than
there is now.
Some think that Graceland should take the place of the
home, and iri many instances expect her to accomplish what
the home .. has failed to accomplish. This is not her purpose.
She is beyond that. Graceland stands as an opportunity for
development of character for the young man or young ,woman
who has reached the time in his or her life when he or she
must leave the home influence and meet the world. Not only
does Graceland offer a place for development hut offers the in:
fiuences which will aid in a proper development.
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As an institution of learning Graceland now occupies a
leading place among the denominational schools of the Middle
West, being fully accredited and standardized in all her de.partments. This removes that which has been such a tremendous obstacle to so many, for so long, the fact that "Graceland is not accredited."
One of the leading educators of world renown, in a recent
lecture remarked very forcibly, "No young man or. young
woman has any right to enter any university until his or her
junior year. These .first two years belong to the smaller colleges, especially to each person's own, denominationai school."
Why then has not Graceland the foremost place in the mind
of every ·young man or young woman in the church who is
contemplating further education?
If Graceland does n,ot have .a definite place in the work of
the church, why do so many broad-minded men and women
sacrifice, year after year, that her work may go on? Why do
the students who have finished and have gone on to larger
schools, almost without exception urge the young people of
the church to consider their own, school before enrolling in
any college?
There is an answer to all these questions. There is a rea-'
son why all this takes place. It is because of her two outstanding qualities, "proper environment" and "opportunity."
It is not possible for one to realize the full significance of
those two qualities unless personally acquainted with her
everyday life. No one realizes the full development and the
full benefit obtain,able as well as the old student or alumnus.
The opportunity to become a student is gone forever for
many, but very few are so qualified that they may work in
personal touch with the institution, yet is the way open to all,
and especially to those who hold anything hut the best conception of Gracelan,d and her work, to become better acquainted with the real Graceland, the moral Graceland, the
spiritual Graceland toward which, when an alumnus turns
again, will lift his eyes and say, "My Alma Mater, may God
bless het."
WARD A. HOUGAS.

General Conference Pugilism
Some people say "Saints are peculiar," and I am quite ready
to agree, a most peculiar experience was once shared by Ben.
and me.
You see, throughout the conference year we had consumed
brain cells and ink, ·each trying to convince the other he was
on the very brink of rank apostasy! that if his views should
gain, foothold, the church would take a downfall as did Lucifer
of old.
General Conference time arrived; I got there in the night.
The committee that assigned us rooms were in a disconcerting
plight. Said they, "We've not another bed; we don't know
where to put you brother, unless," I smiled at their chagrin,
"You'll occupy one with another."
Before day had begun to tint the eastern sky with rose I
heard my roommate groping in the darkness for his clothes.
Thought I, He is surely kind of heart, of thoughtful sympathy,
dressing in this darkness lest a light might waken me. But
he shall not make the sacrifice, it is too great to think aboutgoing forth to meet our hostess mayhap with clothes on inside out!" Now it was not unselfishness alone that was in my
heart unclosing. I was sort of curious to know with whom
I had been reposing. So I spoke a plain "Good morning!" It
was n,ot time for needless frills, and his hearty greeting gave
me a variety of thrills. He might have Jacob's body with
Esau's neck and hands-in the darkness I was blind-but the
voice I knew was Ben's!
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That day in conference I spoke in tones that shook the earth,
cocksure that my opinion was the only one of worth.
And when I had finished, Ben would rise and calmly make
reply, with firm determination in gesture, voice and eye.
A week went by. There side by side each night we'd lie and
snore and the next day we'd "fight" harder than we had the
day before.
I wondered how a man of Ben's brain power could be so
dense. I suppose he was pondering daily o'er my woeful lack
of sense.
The newspaper reporters wore their pencils out in glee. It
was surprising how much "copy" could be made from Ben
and me. In, pugilistic attitudes they caricatured us and wrote
columns with such headlines as "Saints wax obstreperous."
They never guessed that we who through the day had had such
"tilts," at night would calmly lie and snooze beneath the
self-same quilts.
Days passed. The conference had achieved a state of mild
hostility. Some felt that Ben was in ·the right, and some
agreed with me.
One n,ight Ben's quorum busy sat when all the rest had
gone. My mind was filled with thoughts of him as I strolled
home alone. In retrospect I lived again the year's experience,
our strenuous correspondence and the recent weeks' events.
At last my feelings would have vent, in tones Shakespearean,
I cried aloud, "Oh, Stubbornness! thy name should have been
Ben!"
(It is queer how grossly stubborn and near infidelity, is the
brother or the sister who with us cannot agree.)
I think I must havce dreamed that night a dream of sweet
con,tent, of crowded congregations thrilled with my convincing argument, for I heard Ben's voice call jokingly, th~ugh I
caught a note of sorrow, "You'd better save your eloquence,
you will need it all to-morrow, besides, and this concerns me
more, when your triumph is complete, I wish you would preach
by deeds a while for you've taken all the sheet!"
"You've lost the sheet? Well take it!" said I, "Your argument's so thin you will need it for to-morrow to wrap yourself up in,!"
Ben's voice broke then-his words came next in reverent
metaphor, "God grant that neither one of us may lose the
Comforter!" I f'elt a tightening of the throat a trembling
of the lips; the quick tears started from my eyes and wet the
pillowslip. I somehow knew that while in dreams I had
roamed, no on,e knows where, poor Ben had not once closed
his eyes but had spent the hours in prayer.
Then as one man we felt an influence whose sweet power
would not be stayed. We got up and side by side we knelt
and fervently prayed.
And it seemed n,ext day at conference that God's Spirit
filled the room. Doubt, distrust, fears,-all had vanished;
light was now where had been gloom. And our President
arising-on his dear face a joyous light-gave to us the
needed message which in an instant set things right.
Tears of joy stood on the faces of that eager listen,ing
throng-and Ben and I had both been right and both been
partly wrong.
Oh I thank God for the gospel with its blessings manifold!
I'm so thankful that he speaks to-day as he did in days of old!
I am thankful for that conference with its final gift of lightand I thank him that dear Ben and I were bedfellows each
night!
BROTHER KRIT E. S'IZE.
Note: The theme of this effort was suggested by an observation made by one of our missionaries to the effect that often
the brethren opposing each other with seeming bitterness in
the conference· discussions are close friends, perhaps roommates.
BROTHER K. E. :S.
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"The Saints' Herald"

and it is by the exercise of these powers that we become able
to understand. In the New Year greetings from our beloved
President, he said: "Let true devotion and consecration to
God's service characterize your every act and thought, that
spirituality may be enhanced, righteous refinement be had,
an,d God's will be done to his glory and praise." We should
not fail to grasp the deep significance of this utterance.
Brother J. R. Lambert said: "Our work specially demands
carefulness, diligence, faith, with a wise and godly example."
Words like these fall upon the listening ear like music from
above, when coming from a character like Bl'other Lambert
whose words were every one mated to his deeds.
He who conquers himself is the world's greatest ben1efactor.
Love is the key that unlocks the treasure house of wisdom and
virtue. To fill our mission in life with honor depends upon
our measure of diligence in study. Jesus said, "Occupy till
I come." There is as much harm in wasting our time as our
means. The following presents a good thought:

The Saints' Herald. is to the Saints of God what sunshine
and rain is to the earth~life and growth. There are three
things valuable in life: labor, love and thought. If we would
have strong muscles we must labor; if we would have faithful
hearts we must love; if we would have powerful minds we
must think. The problem of life is not to make life easier,
but to make men stronger.
There are two things essential in order to get the good of
what we read. First, we must be in the proper frame of
mind; second, we must have our minds on the subject before
us. A bl'other said to me once: "I like to read these short
articles in the HERALD." P•eople in our da.y are very busy and
haven't much time to read.
The first spirituaL manifestation to this branch when first
organized was: Take time to serve the Lord. I have never
forgotten that and never want to. If we desire to have growing faith and a proper understanding of the work of God we
"Did you waste the day or lose it, _
must read the church literature. Hardly any other habit will
Was it well or poorly spen,t?
stand men or women, young or old, in better stead all through
Did you leave a trail of kindness
their lives than the reading habit. It is of value not only
Or a scar of discontent?
for what it includes, but for what it excludes. It not only
As you close your eyes in slumber
brings to him much that is worth while, but it keeps him away
Do you think that God would say
from much that is not worth while. Good reading is the most
You have earned one more to-morrow
pleasant, the cheapest, and the most dependable.
By the work you did to-day?"
Since read~ng the editorial in the HERALD of October
It takes all we can do to learn the alphabet of life's great
25, eilltitled "How we get our Quarterlies," I have thought
more of what work it takes to get the material for our church problem. Every truth we gain is a key to another. In readpublication and put it together ready for its mission than ing our church literature we get in closer touch with the work
ever before. The HERALD is the capstone~the paper of pa- of God in, general. We are reminded of those who are unpers. It should be in every Latter Day Sain,t home. Its 'fortunate in life in divers ways: it helps us to appreciate
mission is great. Though its readers are scattered far and more God's dealings with us; helps us to be made partakers
of that love our heavenly Father has for his children; helps
wide its food is sweet to all.
As Saints of God having the same object in view we should us to build that spiritual house we are commanded to build.
not forget that we differ in our way of expression and in cer- Paul said: "As a wise master builder, I have laid the foundatain lines of work, and for that reason we may as individuals tion, and another buildeth thereon. But let every man tak~
not find all that is written of the same interest. But I be- heed how he buildeth thereupon."~1 Corinthians 3: 10.
lieve when the HERALD has been canvassed by all its readers
Peter tells us what material it takes to build that kind of
every line has been of some interest all used up and a hunger a house: Faith, virtue, knowledge, temperance, patience, godfor mor-e.
liness, brotherly kindness, charity. (2 Peter 1: 5, 8.) These
Articles are not interesting because of the men who wrote excellencies are the crowning glory of all intelligent beings
them or the words they use. They are interesting in propor- an,d are within the reach of all. They are needful in whattion as the people who read them believe what they say. He ever may be our position, in life; without them life will be a
who develops capacity to think correctly aiJ;d to act for the failure. But money cannot buy them. No power can adorn
general good is training himself. Apostle Caffall said: "Those us with them only as we seek for them as for a hidden treaswho think the gospel promises something for nothing may ure and cultivate them in our hearts.
find themselves disappointed. God has crowned humanity
It is said good thoughts are like the stars in the firmament
with faculties to acquire knowledge and understanding." The ~a light shining in, the dark. We are never higher up nor
Prophet Elihu said: "There is a spirit in man, and the il).spira- lower down than our thoughts al'e, for as a man thinketh so
tion of the Almighty giveth them understanding."~Job 32: 8. he is.
In the early rise -of the church the Lord commanded the elders
A careful reading of the HERALD will help us to fill our
to study. (Doctrine and Covenants 9: 3; 10: 10; 21: 1.) Walter W. Smith said: "There is no conflict between education mind with good thoughts. It is a silent teacher; it is a loved
an,d religion; they are handmaidens of the Lord." God has and welcome visitor; it comes each week to many homes laden
given us the power to think, but we, individually, must do with cheering news to strengthen, and encourage us; it is
the thinking. Our parents cannot do our thinking, neither soul-inspiring; it furnishes spiritual food; it is one of the
.Saints' comforters; it is a boon and a blessing to cheer our
can our teachers: they can only direct us,
God cann,ot help his people as he would until they learn drooping hearts. The HERALD has been and is an inv;aluto hearken to his voice. The spirit of truth will guide but able source of strength to me, and I hope to many others.
A. JENSEN.
we must follow. He will teach but we must study. Brother
Joseph said: "Let us study out in our minds the things of
the Spirit and ponder them in our hearts." We owe that man
Christmas Cards
a grateful memory.
It is our duty to develop every faculty of our minds. We
In an article which I read recently in one of the magazines
are not born with our minds well stored with knowledge and of the day, I read as follows: "Christmas cards and their uses
wisdom, but we are born, with faculties to acquire these things have passed into almost as complete oblivion as any knowl-
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edge of their origin which had its inception in motives of the
kindest philanthropy."
A woman of high social standing, seeing the sorrow and
heartaches of those who could not give elaborate or .. costly
presents, ann,ounced to her friends she would not receive any-·
thing except cards at the coming Christmas, and also persuaded many others to do likewise. I for one am very glad
the custom has not been entirely relegated to the past, for
at the coming of the beautiful Christmastide not. so long
passed, how many sweet memories were stirred within my
heart by the coming of the Christmas cards. Since the autumn I have left my home but few times, and many days
have been spent lying upon ~he bed. But there comes a certain pleasure which one must feel to describe 'when each mail
brings "just a line to let you know I think of you often," "in
memory of the happy days spent at reunion," "I wish you
were her!iJ to share our Christmas treat." Quite a number
came from dear young friends, but several came from the
dear old folks at the home. And it certainly was a pleasure
to know I was not forgotten,, although eight years have intervened since I visited them the last time.
One dear sister writes: "I am boarding at the home. I was
so lonely after my husband was gone. I am quite content
here." What a blessing to the aged ones that they may spend
their declining years in peace and quiet contentment, and when
the glad Christmas comes they may say, "I am quite happy."
For there are so many aged ones to-day who really have the
painful knowledge that they are unwelcome guests in the
homes wherein they abide,. And the holidays only serve as a
sad reminder of days when youth and joy seemed to walk
hand in han,d with love and duty.
As I look over my cards I find that each has expressed a
wish for my happiness, and some have asked me to write
again for the church papers. Those who knew me personally
some years ago, remember me as a mother with happy,
healthy, romping girls and boys about me. But Time, the relentless 'one, has robbed our home of much of its joyous laughter and song. One by on,e they went until five had gone from
us into homes of their own making. And one had gone over,
"safe upon the other side." Yet two remain strong, sturdy,
happy school boy and girl, whom had they lived where the
others were brought up would no doubt have considered themselves grown.-ups. But glad to say, although no offense is
meant, that where there is not so much for children to attend each night and many days of their time there is less
thought given to the mingling of the sexes. Although I consider the young whom I have known here as a very intelligen,t lot of young people.
If you will permit me to digress for a moment, I will give
you an example. I cannot recall a single girl about us who
cannot cook, churn, milk cows, wash, iron, dust, crochet (many
are experts at this), harness and drive· from two to six horses
pr mules, as the case may be. It's a very usual sight to see
girls or women going eighteen to twenty miles to the railroad,
driving four horses, hauling wheat to the elevators. And yet
at a birthday party last fall where sixteen young ladies had
met, when talking of their plans for the future, it was found
that four of the number were studying with a determination
to become school-teachers; two were to be nurses; one was
taking music, intending thereby to better assist her father
in his ministerial work by being both able to sing and play.
And n,ot least but last, one bright, rosy-cheeked girl said she
expected some day to· be admitted to the bar to practice law.
Different ones played while others sang, and they agreed to
having had a very merry time, although no male person, little
or big, was present.
Many thanks to one and ..all who have made my Christmas

for the year an unusually bright and happy one, despite ill
health. May choicest blessings be yours.
ARNETT, OKLAHOMA.
E-LLEN S. ADAIR.

An Open Vision
It is with considerable trepidation that I attempt to write
for publication, as this is the first. I am urged to proceed at
once to the subject.
My connection with the church dates from about 1897. My
natural bent towards commercialism and a love for business
pursuits, with the aid of the Spirit, has caused me to think
of, understand and realize the importance of the temporal
law. Hence I have at different times had a strong desire to
live it. As proof of this statement I will quote later from a
short note from me to Brother E. L. Kelley about a year ago.
My husband is not a member of the church, and it seemed
hard for me to begin, so the law of tithing was seldom mentioned. In my early connection with the church something
seemed to say at various times, "Why do you pray and urge
the Lord to do thus and so? Don't you know he un,derstands
his business? I think it insolence on 'your part to do it." I
confess it had its influen,ce for many years.
About three years ago it became necessary for my husband and me to deal with, and adjust, if possible, a problem
of great delicacy. For two years the struggle was on. We
were sorely vexed, and apparently made no progress whatever toward adjustment. I thought on the matter almost continually, and wept often. when suddenly one morning I was
impressed to cry unto the Lord for help, which I at once did,
and in great humility sought forgiveness, promising faithfully that by the help of God I would do his will at all times,
including the law of tithing; and lo, within thirty-six hours
the adjustment was made to our entire satisfaction.
Mr. Lewis marveled and when I told him how it had come
about, he remarked, "Why, it has. come about twice over,"
which was true. About this time Mr. Lewis had occasion to
write to Bishop E. L. Kelley. I inclosed a short note which
ran about as follows: "I read in Doctrine and Covenants, 'He
that is tithed shall not be burned.' I have a strong desire to
live the temporal law, and hope soon to consider it seriously.
I think it a good sign. You may publish this if you like. It
may do some good." At that time I saw indistinctly an element of publicity. Brother Kelley answered with the usual
"God bless you," and referred m:e to the bishop's agent,
Brother Tabor.
Being furn,ished with a blank Mr. Lewis made an inventory
of all our material possessions, and handing it to me said,
"Half belongs to you, which I think you should tithe."
I had not a penny, and began to wonder just how I would
manage. Within a few days our son gave me a bill which
I was to use as I chose. I immediately thought of the promise I had made, and accordingly gave it to the bishop's agent
the following Sunday. Soon after, there was an opportunity
offered, and I earned fifty dollars, which I turn,ed over to the
same fund. A little later I gave ten dollars an,d would have
given ten dollars more by the 15th of this December, but the
Lord ruled otherwise.
On the. evening of December 1, as we sat chatting, we discussed se¥eral items of finance, one of which involved the
payment of' one hundred dollars on. December 15. Mr. Lewis
said, "Shall we pay it?" "Certainly," I answered. Whereupon he ·explained that it could easily go over another month
and that I might pay quite a sum on, the tithing account,
and have money for Christmas. But I said "No·. I will give
ten. dollars and that will be enough for this year." I then left
Mr. Lewis reading and retired.
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I slept well until two a. m. when I was suddenly awakened,
having dreamed that I, with a few members of the branch,
were waiting at a fine harbor for a ship which was to take us
to a beautiful land. I saw the land very plainly. Fruit was
in great abundance. Flowers bloomed the year round. There
was continual sunshine, not glaring, but a soft balmy atmosphere where we.· might develop in a wonderful manner.
The whole environment was incomparable.
I was now fully awake and felt the presence of a personality. I was impressed with the term "personality" though it
may have been an angel, whose position seemed to be standing on the floor within three ·Or four feet of me. I understood that I was to be directed in temporal and spiritual
matters.
Here I recall a portion of my patriarchal blessing. It follows: "The Father, who hath looked over your life hath seen
in thee that of which he could make use; and he hath sought
thee in thy pathway; and as the revelation of his Spirit outlines to you the steps in which you should go thou art admonished to follow the direction, of that Spirit whether it
should be given through his servants to thee from public
platform or whether it should be given in thy home in thy
secret prayers, or in the visitations of the angels in dream
or in vision."
I slept no more until the vision en,ded.
The scene now began to enlarge and the boat, which was a
plain, old-fashioned affair, appeared, and quietly drew up in
the harbor. I had a good view of the captain, who seemed to
be a man of about thirty years of age, and very good and
kind. Without knowing just how I got there I was now out
in the harbor, about a hundred yards from shore, standing
on a tiny island about two feet across and perfectly round. I
was very much alarmed, as the water was very deep and my
position seemed so dangerous, but I stood erect, looking toward
the harbor where the boat was anchored, and again saw the
captain whose attitude was one of patient waiting, and who
seemed willing and anxious to take all on board who wished
to go to the beautiful lan,d which I had seen.
Several groups of good-looking, well-dressed people were
standing near the harbor and directly in front of the boat,
who had expected to take passage for the beautiful land. But
as I watched them from the tiny island on which I stood, and
observed their attitude, I saw a few lips curl. Others said,
"It is a very plain looking affair," and in.stantly they all vanished. I thought, "How strange they did not go aboard this
boat even if it is plain, for I am sure the captain would have
carried them safely to the land of sunshine and flowers."
The scene changed somewhat, but I was still out in the bay
surrounded by a few Saints of our branch, most of whom
were young. My position, though apparently dangerous, was
firm, while those around me were clinging to different objects,
such as pieces of flagging, large, tumbling weeds, etc., which
had blown into the sea. These young Saints showed a spirit of
daring and a tendency to move from their slender means of
safety. A boy of about fourteen fairly leaped from that to
which he had been clinging toward a post which stood ten or
more feet away, but missed his hold, and as he fell I heard
him say, "Oh, I am gone," and with a hideous groan, was
swallowed up in the sea.
I now spoke to the personality whose presence I was conscious of, addressing him as Lord. I asked him if this was
to be the fate of this young Saint. The answer came, "Not
necessarily, but it is an example of what may happen if my
people leave their places of safety." ,I then said, "Lord, this
is such a dreadful place, the depths of sea no one can survive.
The sharks and other dangers are so terrible. Why did you
choose this setting for the scene of this instruction?" The

answer was, "This and the world are much alike. I chose this
setting to show the dangers of the world and how necessary
it is for parents and guardians to care for the young, yea, to
watch them continually, knowing always where they are and
what they are about." The thought came to me: "Are these
lambs our victims as a result of neglect?"
I then referred to the small piece of ground on which I
stood which seemed to typify firmness. I said, "It is so small,
you would not have us to stand still, would you?" The answer came, "You are on holy ground, move about but take this
holy ground with you; or rather make the ground on which
you stand holy, wherever you may be, so that as my servants
go forth to teach my gospel they may not be ashamed to own
those who are called to be Saints. Stand on the rock of my
salvation."
The subject was now changed to that of the temporal. The
personage said: "This phase of my law must be observed to
the letter, or who shall abide? The masses are dull. They
seek not to understand my law as set forth in my word.
Nephi, whose soul delighted in plainn;ess, when speaking to
the people of things they did not understand, almost exhausted
the realm of explanation. My people as a whole have not
seriously considered this department of the work according
to law." I said: "Lord, I have ~ade an inventory of all I
have, and have paid a goodly sum this year. What more would
you have me do?" The an,swer came: "He that is tithed shall
not be burned. What did your companion suggest to you last
evening and what was your answer? Verily my house is empty.
My servants are discouraged. They are consumed with a
desire for greater activity, but for lack of means their hands
are tied. The cause suffers, and when they see your purse
strings so tightly drawn they weep and mourn." Here I beheld a group of men known as the Bishopric, and a center of
activity (undoubtedly Independence).
I next saw' myself standing in the congregation of the
Saints, saying: "I will refrain from giving the vision in full,
as it will appear in print." I related how I had been chastised
for refusing to use the money which had been so generously
placed at my disposal for the purpose of tithing; how the personage had said: "My house is empty, my servants are discouraged, their hands are tied. They are consumed with a
desire for greater activity that they might work with their
full strength and might; but your purse strings are tightly
drawn and they do weep and mou:nn. Verily the time is at
hand when everyone within the sound of my voice, r~ch and
poo1', great and small, shall heed this rebuke or they cannot
abide, for know ye not that this is the sifting time? Loosen
you1' purse strings, pour into my house your treasures and
you shall rejoice."
I then turned to the personality who seemed to be at my
side, saying: "Lord, you have bishops, elders, priests, teachers, and deacons to teach the law in regard to temporalities.
Why do you ask me to stand among the Saints and attempt
to instruct them?" The answer came: "You are qualified.
Did I not withhold from you many blessings, even a desire for
a patriarchal blessing until you had humbled yourself and put
into operation my laws as you had clearly seen them; and
when you were ready for the Father's blessing, did I not
through my servan,t pour it out upon you in great abundance?
Many are living the temporal law, but I have chosen you as
an example. You have a wonderful testimony, and in this
sense you are qualified.
"I have watched over you, warned you of impending danger
and led you in pleasan.t paths. Do as I bid you with a cheerful countenance. Be faithful and you shall be saved in the
kingdom of God."
Thus the vision ended and I fell asleep. You discover that
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I was not tithed, although I had made a good beginning. Being warned in dream and vision of my true condition, I hastened to pay cup in full and thus be protected ~0 that in case
of death I would be in good standing. Dear Saints, are you
in good standing in this regard? If not ask you;· bishop's
agent· for· an inventory blank. Fill it out properly and the
Lord will surely open the way and you will meet the obligations easily. The Lord has said, "Prove me and see." I sometimes wonder if it is within the range of human intelligence
to understand the love, mercy, and justice of God toward his
. children.
Yours in the Master's cause,
EMMA B. LEWIS.
DENVER, COLORADO,c1739 Pearl •Street.

From Here and There
Sister Mary J. Kennell, of Montour, Iowa, is sorely afflicted
and desires the prayers of the Saints.
Sister Bessie Hitchings, of Fernwald, Iowa, box 7, writes
for her father ·and mother and self that they ·enjoy the HERALD and Ensign very much and do not 11egret the step they
took in associating themselves with the chl!rch in 1915.
If there are any Saints living in, or near Platteville, Wiscousin, they should call on Miss Lillian Alcock and her mother,
who live in the north part of the town. They are not members but are reading the Ensign an.d think it a fine paper.
If there are any Saints in or near Charleston, West Virginia, they are requested to write to. or see Mrs. H. E. Curry,
a sister residing at 1504";2 W~shington Street, of that city.

Our stenographers "took" the sermon of Brother E. E.
Long, preached at Lamoni on the 25th, to which reference
has been made in this column. We shall be glad to give it
place in our columns at a later date. The subject was "Authority," and while it is too big a subject to cover thoroughly
in one sermon, the phases touched on are very well treated
and comprehen,sively presented.

Independence Stake
The education,al classes ar·e pursuing their studies during
the week and on Sunday afternoons, as usual, and also the
societies and auxiliaries are busily engaged in their important work. On March 23 the Religians with an attendance
of 234 met in regular session, the seniors and adults only
assembling in the lower auditorium, thus giving the juniors
an,d special classes more room for their work. At the close
of the study period they rendered a literary and musical p;ogram and enjoyed the· treat of listening to speeches made
by Brethren Russell, Curtis and Macgregor, whom they seldom hear.
The brethren engaged in work on the walks and retaining
wall in front, also in setting out trees on the west lawn of
the church lot, have completed their task and greatly improved the premises.
The Twelve are very busy just now, an.d quite a number of
visitors are here, probably on the way to conference. The
following named are among the number: Brethren A. G. Miller, Greenville, South Carolina; A. E. W arr, from Bay Minette, Alabama; also Brother and Sister F. G. Pitt are with us.
We are glad to meet in church fellowship so man,y from
abroad.
Brethren W. J. Fisher and Lewis Anderson from Saskatchewan, also Brother Haskins of Los Angeles, with their families, are at present making this their home. Some of the
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Canadian Saints, also others, talk of settling on. farms in
Missouri and "regions round about."
At a meeting of farmers, held in a city of Missouri, March
23, a good talk was made by the president of the Missouri
Agricultural Association, in which he said: "The development
of agricultural resources is as important an object in the
plan of national defense as the development of an army and
navy, for the food supply problems in this crisis are important,, and must be solved by us all." The seed merchants of
the center place n,ever have known such a large demand for
garden seed as at present. The Saints are doing their share
of the buying.
The early prayer meeting of March 25 was in charge of
Brother Israel Smith, and he was full of enthusiasm while
speaking of the big patriotic meeting at Convention Hall the
night previous. The speech of James A. Reed was great,
but to the mind of our brother, after all "the salvation of
souls was greater than that of the Nation."
The eight o'clock meeting was also great, and the testimonies of Brethren Russell,. Warr, Miller, and many others,
concerning the goodness and long-suffering of our heavenly
Father in the cases of marvelous healings cited, and especially
in the remarkable message to the Saints, given by the Spirit,
all send a thrill of gratitude to every heart in divine presence. The services throughout the day and evening were
full of life and interest. An unusual number greeted each
other at Sunday school, there having been 971 present. The
address to the children by Apostle Russell, the inspiring anthem with the glorious refrain by Sister Corrine Haines, and
the excellent instruction that was based on the text, 1 Timothy 3: 16, "Great is the mystery of godlin,ess," as defined by
Apostle Peter Anderson, all made the Saints to rejoice at
the morning hour.
The other branches of the stake had fine services and good
attendance also, with Patriarch F. A. Smith and Elder Adkins
at the Second Branch, T. C. Kelley an,d D. Macgregor at
Walnut Park, Amos Higdon and A. E. Warr at Enoch Hill,
Elders McFadden and Teeters at Liberty Mission, and Elder
E. T. Atwell who ministered to the Saints at the East Independen,ce Mission. At the Stone Church at evening hour a
full house greeted Brother Gomer Griffiths with his chart, and
a finely illustrated sermon on th~ text found in Matthew 26,
"Watch and pray ye, that ye enter not into temptation," was
well appreciated because it appealed to the understanding of
both old and young.
ABBIE A. HORTON.
DAVENPORT, IOWA, March 16, 1917.
Edito1's Herald: After our excellent conference Elders William Sparling and E. R. Davis held services for a week, which
were greatly appreciated by all who attended, and we feel
much good will result from their labors in our district. We
are sorry to see them leave, but know the han,d of God is directing his work and will do what is for the 'best interests
of his work. We hope to see them in our district ·again after
the coming conference and feel that greater advancement
will be made than in this year that is n.ow closing.
How great must be the love for the work, for the servants
of God to give up all and go into the field, but their reward
will be in proportion to their work and the sacrifices their
loved ones are making in staying at home while these men are
out in the field.
I have been, in the church nearly sixteen years and it grows
dearer to me all the time. I want to fill some little place in
the Master's vineyard, doing what little· I can for him. We
can all pray, if nothing. more, for. the success of this work.
We hope and pray for the direction of God in the coming
conference at Lamoni and that all who attend may feel the
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influence of his spirit. My constant prayer is•,for the success
of his work and for the faithfulness of all his people.
Your sister in the gospel,
MRS. C. B. HART.
LOCK No. 4, PENNSYLVANIA, March 18, 1917.
Ed~'tors He?"ald: I thought some o1ne might be thinking
of us here and at Fayette City, Pennsylvania, and as my
subscription was due I would send it to pay my honest debts.
I am like all others who say the HERALD is my Friday evening
spiritual feast. So I want to tell a few more happenings.
You know at our last writing we had baptized fifty. There
have been several sin.ce and many more seem to be near the
kingdom, so we want the world of Saints to know we are
trying to be busy and keep in the conflict.
Well, they say where there is union there is strength, but
we have been divided for strength as we have on February
21 organized a branch at Lock No. 4, with about fifty members. Expect to have more soon. Before we left Fayette
City, we helped our brother pay. the debt of our church which
leaves him free of debt. Eleven months ago we owed six
hundred and eighty dollars and in all we raised seven hundred
and fifty dollars, so we will have enough to paint and repair
the church. In June we expect to dedicate the church to the
Lord's work and the whole church ought to rejoice with us.
The angels will rejoice also. Why? Because it looks like
progress. The Lord doesn't want any drones, so the writer
would like for all who labored through the cloudy days at
Fayette City to have a home-coming with us when we dedicate our church.
·
I believe we have some live wires in our new organization
at Lock No. 4, which consists of L. Coven as deacon and A.
Bahioma, teacher, John Wise, priest, and Samuel Gaskill ·as
elder. We hope to try soon to get another church to build
as it doesn't pay to rent.
We have with us Brother McConnaughy and Brother John
Carlile, and are given some good spiritual food, both to those
outside and inside of the church. It looks' as though good
will result. We are having a two-day meeting at our branch
the 24th and 25th, and we look for a good turnout and much
good to be done, because there are quite a few who are much
interested in our work. So there is much to be thankful for,
which will enlarge us if we are living our religion now.
We have asked Brother G. T. Griffiths to try to arrange,
to have Brother Frederick M . .Smith, our prophet, to be with
us when we dedicate our church at Fayette City, as he was
present wlien we opened the church about twelve years ago.
So we hope he will see these few lines and arrange to be
present. Our church is worth about two thousand five hundred
or three thousand dollars, so we feel this is quite an asset to
the church. I will close and try some time again to write a
few lines.
Ever in the conflict,
SAMUEL GASKILL.
FREDRIC, IowA, March 19, 1917.
Editors Herald: Though I cannot come to the ~onference,
I am sending my twenty-five cents for the Daily. I appre~
ciate the Herald very much and am sorry I can,not attend the
sessions of the coming conference. If nothing prevents, I
will attend the reunion.
Though we are alone in this place we are not discouraged.
Brethren, Roth and Scott were here in November and preached
the true gospel. Good seed was sown and will take root, for
it was sown on good soil. Brother George A very and family
reside at Avery, three miles from here and we often visit
each other.
We are looking forward to the time when Brother Roth

can be with us again. There are some here who have told me
they wish to obey the g·ospel call.
In gospel bonds,
E. N. REEVES.
ONAWAY, MICHIGAN, March 15, 1917.
Editors Herald: I just finished reading Sister Audentia
Anderson's article in the HERALD of March 7 in her department, the Woman's Auxiliary. It was entitled, "I was sick
and ye visited me," and I could not help but pray that all who
read might see the wisdom in it and follow her advice.
Then, another thought came to me and I felt prompted to
pass it along, I believe that the quotation of J·esus which
Sister Audentia uses will apply likewise to the Saint who is
spiritually sick. How many, oh, how many, there are who are
weak and need a helping hand, and are neglected because ou:t' minds' are filled with other things and we prefer
to occupy what little spare time we have in the company of
the "faithful few" or studying alone. Might we not receive
greater spiritual blessings if we would visit the spiritually
sick and administer to their needs? I can' bear this testimony,
that when putting this thought into practice I, too, have been
!blessed and built up spiritually. Try it, dear Saints, and see
how good it will make you feel.
Ever praying for the :advancement of God's people, I am
Your sister,
CAROLINE J. LAFAYETTE.
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS, March 19, 1917.
Editors HM"ald: The West Pullman Branch is still alive
and holding meetings at 648 West One hundred and nineteenth
Street.
Our missionary, Brother Dowker, was with us last Sunday
morning and gave us some good and timely advice.
The Ladies Aid have started a building fun.d with the end
in view of having a church building of our own at West
Pullman. We wish them success and hope that plans will
mature.
The long and hard winter has told upon some .of our members and has been the J;Ileans of their remaining away from
some of the services. Some are also on the sick list. We
are hopeful, however, that with the opening of spring new
life will be enthused and our regular attendance again maintained.
We find the work very discouraging at times in this great
city, owing to amusements and other conditions which all
have a tendency to .draw the mind of man away from his
Creator.
If any 0f the missionaries on their way to or from General
Conference are expecting to stop in Chicago a hearty welcome
will be given them at West Pullman..
·
NANCY •SMITH, Correspondent.
!SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA, March 15, 1917.
Editors Herald: Upon the streets of our city we meet with
many strangers, people who have come .from many countries
to enjoy the beautiful climate of southern California, and seek
pleasures to be found in the great southland. The gospel is
offering greater. pleasur·e and can be secured without money
and without price. The experiences of nearly forty years in
the church and thirty years in the priesthood has convinced
me that pe.rpetual summer is found only in the true gospel.
When the chill o.f winter brings the frosts that blight and
kill, the essence of the gospel extracted from our lives brings
the sunshine that bids us live.
With the great pen of life we are writing our destiny, and
the years as they come and go are the pages of life's wonder-
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ful history. Tlie world is like a great factory, and every man,
woman and child that has ever been born into the world has
had his place in this factory. The product turned out by the
millions of workers is history. What kind of history are we
m,aki:n,g tq-day? What man is there who, if he were called
upon to read from the pages of his life, would find no blush
of ,shame or pangs of remorse?
For months I lay at death's door, passed over forty-two
days without partaking food, subsisting on one pint of milk a
day, suffering from rheumatic conditions which has left me
a cripple, one limb becoming stiff at the knee joint. During
my days of suffering the Autumn Leaves, HERALD and Ensign
all found their way regularly to my bedside, bringing their
sheaves of golden grain fresh from the harvcest field and the
food gathered from the pages and its effect; growth has been
the result.
April 1, 1917, will en,d my first year on crutches, yet what
a wonderful year it has been. There has been much time for
meditation and study. Great rivers find their sources in the
small streams of the lonely hills, so man's greatest work finds
its source in silent meditation.
Go into the mountain glens in some of those canyons where
the ·sun ne·ver shines, and growing in the shadows are many
kinds of vegetable life. They are failures; so is man without
the sunlight of God. But when the gospel light shines in
upon, us, penetrating every dark nook and corner, all mental
shadows will become lost in its unclouded splendor.
Such, I believe, is the condition of the work in the San
Diego Branch. We are still holding services in the Music
Academy, 1156, near B Street on Seventy. It is a beautiful
piace on the ground fioor, reached by street car on B
Street. The Saints quite recently welcomed the arrival of
Brother Taylor and family from Missouri. Brother Taylor
is a priest and very earnest in the work. A movement has
been set on foot by the Saints which we hope will soon result
in a church building of our own. I regret that I have not been
able to do more, but feel that a brighter day is dawning. Already we sense the awakening, and from the lessons learned
from the past are looking into the future with gr·eater hope.
I have made a few new openings-am now holding preaching services at Thirty-third and Imperial Avenue every two
weeks. I have formed a class of boys from homes where
the Bible is not known and am pleased with the result. Good
has been accomplished. I give them little jobs around the
stor\) and have their confidence. They may n,ever join the
church. Who can tell? One of them, sixteen years old, has
expressed a desire to become a m:ember on his birthday.
While not able to do much, yet even a cripple can accomplish something if he will use the talent that God has given
him. I find pleasure in this work and hope to be useful until the end.
L. HEMENWAY.

Pay the Church Debt
For some time past I have felt to submit a thought or plan
whereby we might assist in lifting the debt from the church
an,d college: Paul addressing the Corinthian saints said, "We
are laborers together with God." (1 Corinthians 3: 9; see also
2 Corinthians 6: 1.) And our Lord speaking to the church in
1887, said, "All are called according to the gift of God unto
them, and to the intent that all may labor together, let him
that laboreth in the ministry and him that toileth in the
affairs of men of business and work labor together with God
for the accomplishment of the work intrusted to all."-Doctrine and Covenants 119: 8. The Apostle Paul puts it this
way, "All things are of God, who hath reconciled us to himself by Jesus Christ and hath given, us the ministry of
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reconciliation."-2 Corinthians 5: 18. This includes all. All
should work to that end for the redemption of the world,
and wh~n we stop and think of being coworkers with God,
it should inspire us to activity. The church is in debt an,d the
college is in debt, and the Lord has counseled us to pay the
debt, and gave a mild rebuke to all that would discourage the
same.
(See Doctrine and Covenants 125: 16.)
So come,
brothers and sisters, let us move forward and put our
shoulders to the wheel and see if we cannot lift the debt from .
both the church an,d college this year. Will the farmers donate the portion from one acre of 1917 crops? Which would.
be highly commendable, though the crop from one acre is not
a great sacrifice to those who have large farms. And let
those having small farms donate in proportion to the land
they till, and the merchant give the profit from one day's
sales each month, and the employee give one day's pay each
month, beginning April 1, making nine months, ending December 31, 1917. This would be a very small thing to do in
proportion to the great blessing that would come to the church
and the giver. Please read Malachi 3; Proverbs 3: 9, 10;
Luke 6: 38; Deuteronomy 16: 17; 2 Corinthians 9:9, 10.
Let us all read this article and wish to comply with the plan,
notify their bishop in their district, and they will arrange
with their solicitors to collect from each donor, givin,g them
receipts for all money received, and the solicitors forward the
same to their bishop in each and every month. This would
save confusion as the bishops and their solicitors would have
the names and addresses of all donors.
Trusting my feeble effort will hav;~ its desired effect, and
ever praying for the welfare of Zion, with blessings of peace
to all ·mankind, but especially to the household of faith,
Yours fraternally,
NIAGARA FALLS, ONTARIO.
THE LONE NEPHITE. ·
OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA, March 19, 1917.
EditoTs Hemld: Situated within the golden gateway to the
setting sun, in full and easy range of the guns of our ocean
dreadnaught, surrounded by the blooming harbingers of a
propitious springtime and record-breaking crop, summer is
still carving out its destiny according to the combined regulations of divine appointment and supervision with human
disappointment and struggle.
· We have been favored with a variety of speakers beside
our local force since the series of meetings in which Brother
Rushton was the speaker. While Brother Pitt and coevangelist were here California indulged in some of her unusual
exhibitions of climatic variations-night sweats, etc., nevertheless some good meetings were held and under the auspices
of the Oriole girls a very successful, enjoyable, personally conducted trip to the Holy Land was projected (on the canvas).
We have also had a visit from the poetic, architectural missionary and pastor, Arthur Allen,, who had escaped from
Stockton for a day or two-a case of mutual enjoyment: Oakland and Allen, not Stockton.
Later we had a two-course banquet furnished by a robust
missionary from Washington, en route to General Conference,
all home cooked, of' the H. R. brand. He only played one of
his violins at the Religio-perha.ps because he was not called
upon for a duet.
Still later we have had our district president, C. W. Hawkins,
who has just left us with a gilt-edged smile all over his genial
face, all because the district conference unan,imously voted
"yes" and subsequent activities proved that they meant it.
Ask him about it when he gets there-General Conference, I
mean. If you see "San Jose" given as his home town or
branch, don't take it literally when you come to pronounce it.
.Just think of something that sounds the least like it and you
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will be liable to strike it pretty nearly right. This, of course,
is intended for the uninitiated who do n:ot indulge in languages
more or less dead.
Among what we term our local force is Brotherc'William
Collin,s of Flint, Michigan. Sounds like a hard place to come
from hut you cannot judge anything by the name. I once
knew a man they called Mr. Black. .He had a red face and
white hair and acted green. But this is not Brother Collins
in an,y sense.
We have also an elderly elder from the East who is with us
this winter. He does not look like such a very big man but
when speaking of great fat, mister, he is fuller in the face,
fuller in the body, fuller in arms and limbs, in fact fuller all
over, I believe they called him Bobbie when he went to school.
We have a nice Sunday school, Religio, Oriole Girls, Ladies'
Aid, and Woman's Auxiliary, all trying for higher lines, even
now better than some and whole lot better than none at all.
The Woman's Auxiliary is taking right hold of psychology and
sociology and such terms as Soci-Morms, solidarity, heterogenosity, etc. Yes, and they can prove it, for they have
the charts. But don't, let everybody thin,k because of all this
that Oakland is the apex of culminating excellency. No, not
that. We are just an ordinary branch with a very ordinary
pastor trying to fill the place of a more efficient and successful
man,, and like other branches and other people we let our best
oranges go east.
We are having our joys and our sorrows-our vigor and our
sicknesses-our encouragements and our heartaches, striving
for the more excellent way until the daisies shall whisper,
Sincerely,
"It is all over."
NOSIVAD.
LYLE, WASHINGTON, March 23, 1917.
Editors Herald: Since my last communication I have
completed a series of forty-three services at Hood River, Oregon. The attendance and interest for so long a protracted
meeting were very good. Some were present at every service.
Quite a number of nonmembers took considerable interest
which will, we trust, result in gospel obedience in time. From
there we went to Portland to attend the district conference,
which was remarkably good. Brother Rushton was with us.
After conference we went. to Oregon City where thirtyfive meetings were held. Very bad weather hindered but good
was done. We left the Saints in a state of encouragement
while several "outsiders" were near the kingdom. On was
baptized. ,Several of the children of the Saints and some nonmembers desired baptism, but it was thought better to postpone the ordinance un;til better weather. · We also held several
services -in Portland of late. Arrived here very recently, of
which place you will hear later.
In gospel bonds,
ALMA C. BARMORE.

[MisCELLANEOUS DEPARTMEN~
Conference Minutes
WESTERN WALES.-At the Anchor Coffee Tavern, Queen
!Street, Neath, Wales, Februa,ry 24 and 25. W. H. Greenwood
presided. Reponts from district president, vice president,
secretary and treasurer.
Branches reporting: Gilfach,
Aberaman, PontDhydyfen Mission; Neath Mission be,ing
closed for the time being. Seven of the ministry reported.
U. W. Greene authorized to act as delegate to General Conference. N arne of Aberaman Branch changed to Abercromboi. RecommendatiQn of missionary in cha,rge that Thomas
Jones, high pdest, be elected as presid~nt of district, acceded
to. J. G. Jenkins elected vice president. Church authorities sustained by our faith and prayers. Next conference at

Llanelly on Whitsuntide. The conference was a very enjoyable one and the gifts were manifested in the prayer meetings. D. ,J. Picton, secretary, 64 BritQn Ferry Road, Neath,
Wales.

Information Wanted
Will anyone knowing the whel'e:abouts of the following
members of the :Sandwich Branch pleas:e notify the secretary,
Eliza R. Wright, box 299, 'Sandwich, Illinois: Anna White,
Emma Dunn, Ida M. Webster, Mary J. Atkinson, David
'Simpson, Sarah 'Simpson, Arabella Simpson, Ida M. Robinsoln, Philo Rogers, Mary E: De Page, Nora L. Mills, James
Seaton, George Dyche.

Correction
Notice of appointment of Brothe,r J. L. Benson as bishop's
agent to the Northern Idaho District, in our issue of March
14, should have read Idaho District.

Married
NORTON-LAKEMAN.-On the 18th of March, E:rnest M. Norton was united in marriage to Vida E. Lakeman by Frederick W. Blanchard. Both parties were citizens of L~nn,
Massachusetts. Mrs. Norton is a member of the church.
Both parties have the best wishes of their friends.

Requests for Prayers
Sister T. F. Clark of Pho~nix, Arizona, desires the prayers
of the Saints in her behalf, she being sorely afflicted.

Branch Disorganization
The Medina Branch of the Southwestern T.exas District
has been disorganized. Letters of removal will be issued by
the president of the district, countersigned by the secr·etary
of district. All persons concerned who wish to make any
inquiry or requests, may address E. L. Henson, president of
district, 120 PleasantQn Road, S:an Antonio, Texas.
,

Resolution of Condolence and Respect
The following r'esolution was adopted by the confe,rence of
the Eastern Colorado District held in Denver, February 24,
1917:
Whereas, the Lord did, on February 18, 1917, call to rest
our brother and fellow laborer, Elder James ~emp,
We, the Saints of the Easteirn Colorado District of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, do
respectfully express our feelings of deep sorrow and sympathy at the separation from one who has been for forty
years a standard bearer ~n our midst.
We do not forget the fatherly service whicli he did render
us in our days of sorrow or blessing.
By him our children were blessed, our sons and daughters

. Th_is cuJ-vertising talk ~y the man'fger of the Board of Publwatwn w one of a ser~es appearnng simultaneously in the
SAINT~' HERALD and "Zion's _Ensign," written with the hope of
reach~ng as many as posstble of the church membership.
This is the fourth of eight "talks" that wVll appe(JJ}·.

Your Job

Printi~g

It :is generally agreed that it pays tv use much good
printing in these il.ays of keen competition. The business men of the world will judge us by our letterheads
and the character of our ail.vertising.
Our church publishing houses are equipped to do firstclass job work in addition to publishing the periodicals,
hooks, tracts, etc., of the church. They can do your
job work satisfactorily and as reasonably as it can be
done locally ani!. the profits will go directly into the
funds for the work of the church.
i
Why not cooperate with your church publishin(!
houses ani!. thus add to your efficiency directly ani!. indirectly?
THE BOARD OF PUBLICATION
A. Ca:t:michael, Manager
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were joined irr marriage, he ministered to our sick, he spoke
the consoling words when our loved ones were laid to rest',
comforted and admonished with words of wisdom at our
firesides, and was often the mouthpi,ece of our God in delivedng message·s of cheer to many, and ever held aloft the
royal banne,r of King Emmanuel, pointing us continually to
the Lamb of God as our perfect patt1ern.
At our conventions and conferences we shall miss him.
The vacant room and chair in our homes which he has enjoyed so long will be a co1nstant reminder to us of the life of
the Master, whom· he constantly emulated, thus spurring us
on to action in the .rugged walks of life.
May the loving peace of the Master of men ev.ermore abide
with those who sorrow, and :faithfully keep them in the way
of life, till the reunion of the just, when parting shall be
no more.

Our Departed Ones
EIDMUNDS.-David Edmund,s of Gilfach Goch, Wales, passed
away after 1a lo,ng illness on February 17, 1<917.

THE

Mary Jane Morris, L<lanelry, Wales, died
February 7, 19'17. Interment in Llanelly Cemetery, funeral
services conducted by Thomas J. Picton.
McKINZIE.-At New Philadelphia, Ohio, March 7, 1917,
Brother V. S. McKinzie, after an illness of over a year,
aged 63 years. Brother McKinzie was best known as "Doc."
F~neral in charge of James Carlile, sermon by L. W. PowelL
CURTIS.-George Curtis was born Februa,ry 14, 1848, in
Serubgrass, Venango County, Pennsylvani~. Married Hannah ·Cunningham 39 years ago. Baptized 1'year ago last fall,
by Leon Burdick. Died March 8, 1917, at Du Bois, P~nnsyl
vania. His wife, 2 sons and 3 .daughters survive him. f .Sermon by James Raisbeck; interment in Rumberger Cemetery.
:f>ERRY.-.Uarrison V'{. Perry departed this life at Baxter,
Iowa, January 31, at the age of 67 years, 11 mo,nths, and 4
days. He became a member of the church about eighteen
years ago, being baptized by Elder George Smimel. He
leaves a wife and 5 children, all matured. Funeral at the
Congregational church at Baxter, February 6, sermon by J. F.
Mintun, ~assisted by Reverend B. J. Rhodes, pastor.
SEAVERs.~Grace May Seavers died February 6, 1917 of tuberculosis in Arizona., where she had gone for her health.
She was 35 years, 2 months, and 21 days old, being the youngest child of John H. a 1nd Elizabeth <8. Sheeler. ,she was baptized- by J. S. Roth when she was a child. Her husband
Frank F. Seavers survives her. Funeral at Des Moines, Iowa,
February 11, in charge of D. T. Williams, sermon by J. F.
Min tun.

RALSGROVE.-David L. Palsgrove was born September 5,
1838, in Belker County, Pennsylvania; baptized August 6,
1883, at Clinton, Iowa, by H. C. Bronson. He was a faithful
Christian to the end. Died January 22, 1917, at Clinton. He
was a Civil War vetera,n and had resided in Clinton since
1868. Survived by an adopted daughter, M1rs. Truman Smith
of Clinton, 1 sister, Mrs. Mary Beeler of Louisa, Virginia,
and 1 brother, Andrew J. of Clinton. Funeral sermon by
Warren Tu:rner. Interment in Springdale Cemetery.
REED.--<Brother George R. Reed was born in Grove Township, Shelby County, Iowa, June 11, 1851, and died at the
Saint Joseph Hospital, Omaha, Nebraska, lVlarch 19, 1917.
Married Miss Sarah Ann Frazier November 27, 1872. To
this union 12 children were borlll, 8 of whom with their
mother are still living. The children's names a:re: James
A., F'rank W., George H., Mrs. Clara Hartwig, Mrs. M. W.
Skinner, Mrs. Joseph Gr,egg, W. D. Reed, and C. A. Reed.
Funeral services were conducted at the Methodist church,
Manteno, Iowa, by Charles E. Butterworth.
DOBIE.-Brother Frank T. Dobie was born in Indiana, September 22, 1840, and died a,t the home of his son Arthur,
North Platte, Nebraska, March 14, 1917. Married Sister
Naoma Reed, May 20, 1888. To this union 7 children were
born: William W., Ar,thur F., Albert A., Dors Sterrett,
Martha Henry, and James J. and Rosie who died in early
childhood, but the~ other children and Sister Dobie are still
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living. Funeral at the home, North Platte, Nebraska, conducted by Charles E. Butterworth. Members of the Grand
Army concluded the services at the grave.

Book Reviews
SELECTIONS FROM AMERICAN POETRY.-One of the Macmillan Pocke,t Classics: The M1acmillan Company, New York, 25
cents, 373 pages. A very convenient and well edited 16mo,
cloth bound book, uniform with the serie·s of E;nglish texts
this company is having edited for use in elementary and secondary schools, wit'h critical introductions, notes, etc. A good
book at a ve·ry low price. Order from this office.
REPRESENTATIVE SHORT STORIES.-A new member of the
Macmillan Pocket Classic family: The Macmillan Company,
New York, 304 pages, 16mo, 25 cents. ExceHent for schools
but valuable for anyone; The stories are clean a,nd wholesome and from well-known authors. Carefully edited. Order
from this office.
LETTERS FROM MANY PENS.-By Margaret Coult, published
by Macmillan Company, New York City, 16 mo., 374 pages,
25 cents. This is a neat little book containing 144 letters
which are presented as models in letter writing. These lett,ers are classified and indexed so that easy reference is posflible. They include letters from young men and women to
those older in years, and from those of older years to young
persons. They contain witty letters, as well as notice of invitations, replies and r·equests. These letters are by "masters
of style and are presented as a study in literature.
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MANUAL OF THE PRIESTHOOD.-A book
of instruction to the priesthood, based
on the law and upon church usage, prepared by Charles Derry, one of the
vetemn ministers of the Reorganization.
The first fruits of an extraordinarily fecund mind, noted for its wisdom and
judgment. No. 232, cloth ·----------··---$.35

ewer gs are
requir_ed wit

THE INSTRUC'l'OR.-A compilation of
scriptural and other citations . by the
veteran apostle, G. T. Griffiths, gleaned
from the Word and his own wide experience as a thinker and preacher; not
only handy but necessary. Ammunition
every defender of Latter Day Saintism
needs.
No. 216, cloth, $1; No. 217,
leather, $1.25; No. 218, flexible ........ $2.00

In many recipes the number of eggs may be reduced
with excellent results by using an additional quantity
of Royal Baking Powder, about a teaspoon, for each egg
omitted. The following recipe is a practical example:

Chocolate Sponge Roll
174 cups flour
X teaspoon salt
1 cup sugar

2 eggs
2 squares melted chocolate

2 tablespoons melted shortening
74 cup hot water
·
1 teaspoon vanilla
2 teaspoons Royal Baking
Pow4er

The old method called for 4 eggs and no baking powder
DIRECTIONS~Sift

flour, baking powder and salt together three
times. Beat whole eggs. Add slowly sugar, then boiling water
slowly; add next vanilla, melted chocolate and melted shortening,
without beating. Sift in dry ingredients, and fold in as lightly as
possible. Pour into large baking pan lined with oiled paper, and
bake-in slow oven twenty minutes. When done, turn out on a
damp, hot cloth, spread with white icing and roll.
Booklet ot recipes which economize in eggs and other
expensive ingredients mailed free.

Address ROYAL BAKING POWDER CO.

1917

135 William St., New York

DoCTRINAL REFERENCES.~Alvin Knisley, being a compilation of references on
all subjects connected with the gospel,
taken from the Bible, Book of Mormon,
and Doctrine and Covenants. No. E185,
paper, 10c; No. E186, cloth, 15c; No.
E187, leather ----···--------·--··-----·-··--·-·······-.$.30
THE OPINIONS OF SIXTY-FIVE LEADING
MINISTERS ON ISAIAH 29 AND EZEKIEL 37.
-These views of sixty-five leading ministers upon scriptural passages believed by
Latter Day Saints to bear directly upon
the latter-day work, are valuable as·
showing, by contrast, the plausibility and
plainness of Joseph Smith's claims with
reference to the same prophecies. No.
256 ------------------·· ---------------···· ----------------.$.15
THE BOOKS AND UTAH MORMONISM IN
CONTRAST.-Rudolph Etzenhouser, the
author of this book is noted for his fearless utterances. Here he takes the Utah
church 'to task, measuring it by the law
of the original Latter Day church, and
the result is most convincing to lovers of
truth and purity.
No. E301, paper
----------··-----------· -·· ·----------·-- ---·------------- ---$ .10

MY HOME FOR SALE
Seven rooms, six large, one medium.
. Extra inside finish; large cellar; electric
lighted: City, well a 1nd cistern water.
Sewer connections. 718 W. Main St., 3
blocks from church. Lot about 100x200;
cement walks front and rear; lot tiled.
Abundance of fruit:
south front.
Choice location. R. S. Salyards, Lamoni,
Iowa.
14-2t

For Sale
Lot lllx268. Sewer, water and light
all ready to connect. See and buy it
while at conference.
Mrs. L. B. Moore.
13-2tp
Tonsils and Adenoids completely re•
moved.

Dr. Joseph Mather, Specialist
in diseases of the eye, ear, nose, and
throat.
Elders and family on ministerial allowiJ.nce, work done free" of charge.
Cataracts removed.
Work done in Independence Sanitarium, Independence, Missouri.
BOOK GF MORMON.-We sell this book
in various bindings, listed in our price
list. The most popular editions are, No.
11, cloth, 90c; No. 12, full leather $1.30

LET US ORDER YOUR BOOKS

A
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THIS WIN
. Pack your ~rip, .tell the folks good-by, go down to the depot, buy
a hcket for Cahforma-that great Out-o'-doors land, which rests the
weary and refreshes the weak-via the Burlington Route (the movin?' picture way through scenic Colorado and Salt Lake in daylight).
Chmb aboard, lean back, relax and watch America roll past your window.
Getting away from the cold, bad weather business and household
responsi~ilities, care and worry, and out into the glorious sunshine and
se~nitrop1cal 3;tmosphere of California where you can rest, change and
reJuvenate, w11l do you a world of good.
You'll be surprised when you compare the cost with the cost of
remaining at home. Think what this will mean to you when you
remember that a lif~ which isn't pleasantly spent isn't weil spent.
·
B~fore completmg your plans let me explain how you may join
a Burlmg-ton. Personally _Conducted Excursion (costs no more--just a
part f:!f Burlmgton ~erv1ce) ~nd send you a folder telling all about
the tnp-worth readmg even 1f you don't go.
L. F. SILTZ, Ticket Agent.
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OFFICIAL PUBLICATION OF THE REORGANIZED CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST r - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS
Entered as second~class matter at Lamoni, Iowa, post office

"If ye continue in my word, then are ye my disciples
indeed; and ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall
make you free,"-John 8: 31-32.
.
Book of
Mormon

"There ahaU not any man among you have save it
be one wife; and concubines he shall have none/'-

Book of Mormon, Jacob 2: 36.
Holy

Doctrine
and Covenants

Scriptures

Volurne 64

w

Lanwni, Iowa, Ap-ril 11, 1917

Nurnber 15

PRESIDENT FREDERICK M. SMITH

his thoughts; and when he arose before giving his
text he said :
"I have been much interested in listening to what
On :tApril 6, at ten o'clock, the sixty-fourth General Conference of the Reorganized Church was Bro.-- has just said. Many times I have sat in the
opened by President Frederick M. Smith in the Brick conference, and have noted the old gray haired men,
who have stood by my father and upheld his hands
Church at Lamoni.
President Frederick M. Smith is already well in time of trouble, have counseled him when he
known to the church, either by personal contact or needed counsel, a·:nd have helped him in carrying
by his work and published likeness. His assuming that great burden; then I have looked around and
the grave responsibilities of his office has marked in wondered where are the men who will stand by my
some ways the opening of a new· era. He has for side, uphold my hands in time of trouble, help me
years been making special preparation for his re- to bear the burden of the work, counsel with me
sponsible position, and is able when necessary, to and share with me the responsibility. I do not know
meet educated men everywhere on a plane of who they are nor where they are, but I have this
equality. His intellectual power is well known and consolation, they are known to my heavenly Father
has been a subject for favorable comment for many and will be made known by him in due time}'
,we might cite many personal conversations bearyears.
ing
impress, and showing also a growing
But his deep spiritual power is not as yet so weF sensetheofsame
the
rP,sponsibility
and the need of divine
known; though it will be when people become better direction.
·
acquainted with him and realize that he is not only
His
wife,
Sister
Ruth
Cobb
Smith,
has
told
us
president of the high priesthood, but also prophet, that his faith is so great that it makes her feel like
seer and revelator to the chtirch. We have been a child compared to him. He prays simply and diwell acquainted with him for the past twenty to rectly, without repetitwn, with the confidence that
twenty-five years and realize how against objection, God hears and wil! answer.
criticism and misunderstanding, he has still perHis knowledge is great. It is true that he does
sisted in his work of study and preparation.
not pray to learn how to spell or how to read. J3ut
But he has done so from no sense of vainglory, through his humility, on that knowledge there is
but from a deep appreciation of the responsibility f~mnded a transcending faith, greater, far greater
of his position, and because of an impulsion so strong than would be possible to a man without a similar
that it has been to him divine direction, leaving no intellectual grasp.
other choice. We are confident of this both from
He strongly favors education, but he is not carried
personal conversation and because, against criticism, away with it. A year ago we were present in an
which has been less it is true, the writer has also assembly of students and scientists. It was an asfelt that impulsion as a divine command, which left sembly, every one of whom was a. doctor of philosno other choice than the continuation of school and ophy, or a master of art, or expected within a month
college work.
·
to be such.
We have watched with great interest the Spirit
The discussion was running rather strongly with
of God working with him, preparing him for his the theory of evolution, for with many. it was aspresent position. It has not been a matter of a day, sumed almost as. a fundamental dogma. The parbut years of steady, spiritual growth, until his spirit- ticular theme was college boys and religion, and
uality is so deep that some of his brethren, failing much stress was laid on the fact that many college.
to fathom it, have not realized its power.
boys became disaffected towards the church, .:md
In May, 1906, we were present at a series of meet- this period of "storm and stress" was made coinciings conducted by him and Bishop Kelley. On the dent with collegiate work, with the idba that growing
evening in question, the brother who introduced knowledge showed the old doctrines to be untenable.
In fact, this period of storm and stress comes
President Smith, paused to give some of his own
spiritual experiences. He had been a former mis- sooner or later to every growing man whether a
sionary to that place so felt justified in giving a few college student or not, as a period of revaluation.
One of the men, himself a minister, said that no
personal details.
1Brother Fred M., as we like to call him, looked theologian of reputation ever preaches these old
over his glasses, as if to say, "Well, I wonder what fogy ideas of creation, and more along the same
he thinks he is handing them anyway." But on line. Fred M. at the first pause remarked, "I do not
this occasion instead of remaining silent, he spoke believe that is fair to bring in the idea of reputation,
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Men are doing it all over the countrv. Whether
they have the reputation is not the question."
Anotner minister then took up the gauntlet to urge
that the churches are progressive now, that not a
man is admitted to the ministry who is not a graduate of a theological seminary. Fred M. replied,
~'Might that not be taken as an evidence of their
narrowness. I dare say they are keeping many a
good man out of the pulpit, who would get mighty
close to the people, if given a chance."
This shows his deep conviction. Education is not
an end, but only a means to an end. Nor is collegiate or university work a prerequisite to righteous
service. Every man and woman should secure all
the training, preparation, or you may call it education, that he can for better service. But we may
rest assured that no test will be applied which will
keep out the fit man, because he has not been through
some college, or through a college or university.
This is not a tithe of what could be said on this
topic.
President Smith has been many times presented as
an intellectual giant. We would set him forth in
this short sketch as a spiritual giant among men.
but a humble son of our heavenly Father.
S. A. B.

THE "JOURNAL OF HISTORY" FOR APRIL
The April issue of the Journal will contain an
article on "Lamoni," showing that the place where
it is located was disputed territory between Missouri
and Iowa at the time of the church troubles in Missouri, hence it was territory from which Governor
Boggs desired to eject the Saints, and also a part
of the territory to which Governor Lucas of Iowa
welcomed them. Incidentally the border line difficulty is treated upon.
"Dreams and visions of the yesterdays" is an article by Vida E. Smith, descriptive of a research trip
in 1914 and treating interestingly historic features
of places visited. Both these articles are highly illustrated.
A third article is a sketch of the experiences of
Mary Helen Grant, portraying vividly the life of
women under the rule in Utah, and her deliverance
under the ministry of the Reorganized Church.
The serial on Presidents of Seventy contains the
autobiography of James F. Mintun, one of the active
and zealous missionaries of the Reorganized Church,
and the close of the biography of Isaac N. White
whose record forms a part of the history of the
church.
Another chapter in the history of Lamoni Stake by
Duncan Campbell is of special interest.
These with Current Events and the Necrology of
A sa S. Cochran, James Anderson and John R. Evans,
make this number one of vital interest to the Saints.

NOTES AND COMMENTS
We Are Sorry
All the copies of the first issue are gone and the
subscriptions continue to come in. On Wednesday
about a hundred and fifty arrived and each mail
brings more in spite of the fact that we urged for
w:eeks that orders be sent in early. The number
printed for.the third issue was 2,400.
To Our Readers
In order to give our DAILY subscribers some new
matter, we include two summaries from the conventions. "The educat.ional aim of the Religio," by 1Mrs.
Alice M. Burgess and "Story-telling for teachers,"
by Sister Eunice W. Smith, These are printed in
connection with the convention minutes.
Are You Willing?
As a favor to those who have to do with such matters in the future, and in behalf of the thousands who
try to follow the proceedings of the annual sessions,
we suggest this :
Let every paragraph of the official reports be numbered from one to the end. If there is a need, some
paragraphs in groups could be additionally subnumbered by a, b, c_ etc. When referring to these, either
in debate or
the publications, this would greatly
aid all concerned. Why not? We couldn't get along
without such a method in the three standard books,
could we?
The President's Report
.
Special attention should be given to the report of
President Frederick M. Smith in the present issue of
the HERALD. We have thought to publish a summary,
but the report should be read in full by every member
of the church. It is epoch making and lays the basis
not only for the coming year, but for several years
to come. Practical features wili, no doubt, receive
special discussion later.
In this trying hour and time of advancement,
every church family should have the HERALD to keep
in touch with what is being done and planned by the
First Presidency, Twelve and Presiding Bishopric.
Special Concert for the Red Cross
Sister Marie Riggs will give a concert on Tuesday
night, April17, at 8.30, in Saint Francis Room, Hotel
Baltimore, the entire proceeds for the benefit of the
Foundation Fund for the nurses in the New Christian Church Hospital Unit. Mrs. Allan Taylor will
sing, and Mr. Henry Rittmeister, Concert Meister of
the Kansas City Symphony Orchestra will render a
solo. Mr. Wallace N. Robinson has graciously donated the Saint Francis Room for this hour.
The purpose of the above concert is for the benefit of the nurses of the Red Cross. Every nurse who
enlists in a unit becomes a member of the Red Cross.
The fund is used for their benefit and has nothing to·
do with church or hospital. The concert is free from
expense, as everything has been- donated-Sister
Riggs and her assistants donating their services.
We are informed that William Bushnell is handling
the sale of tickets at Independence.

in

In. the article on "The Jews," by Edward Rannie,
appearing in the HERALD of March 21, a mistake
occurs on page 271 second column, 28th line. "One.
half of the percentage," should read, "one half of
The poorest education that teaches self-control is
one per cent."
better than the best that negleds it.-Sterling.
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THE GENERAL CONFERENCE
The day began with a meeting of the priesthood
at 8 a.m. in the lower room of the church. Promptly
on the hour President Frederick M. Smith called the
assembly to order and Apostle F. M. Sheehy offered
prayer;
Every seat was filled and a number were standing
in the rear.
Walter W. Smith was presented as the speaker of
the hour and occupied thirty-five minutes. President
Smith offered the opening and closing remarks. The
topic was Zion and the gathering, and definite emphasis was laid on the fact that gathering is not
sufficient-personal preparation and work are essential. A resume of the remarks will appear.
The benediction at 9 a. m. was by S. A. Burgess.
Immediately at the close of the 8 a. m. meeting a
meeting of the high priests' quorum was held in the
room at which they organized and transacted incidental business. All the quorums have now organized for work and report matters in good shape for
the work of the conference.
BUSINESS SESSION
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were referred to the Joint Council or adopted at the
time.
Those simply. spread on the minutes were:
Bishop's annual report, Board of Publication, General Sunday School Association, Inspired Translation
__.teacher's edition, Library Commission, ministerial
reports, order of evangelists, recorder, revision of
church history, Saints' homes, (of Lamoni, Iowa),
secretary, social purity board, Zion's Religio-Literary
Society, Order of Enoch, committee on Young People's History, Children's Home.
The report of the auditing committee on the accounts of the bishopric and church institutions was
adopted.
A letter "From somewhere in California" was read
to a responsive audience, which instructed the secretary to wire its recognition, sympathy and love to the
writer.
·
The letter is as follows :
"FROM

SOMEWHERE IN -cALIFORNIA"

To the General Conference; Greeting: Just a few words by
way of report and grHeting: Up to November last I continued
my usual church work. But at that time my little world in
which I was very busy and very happy fell to pieces sudd~nly. Since then I have be,en resting,-so. I am told.
.
Let no one envy me, for it has been the hardeBt work that
I have ever done. Longfellow says:

At 10 a. m. the conference began its deliberative
assemblies.
The opening prayer was by Patriarch Frederick
"Human hearts, like mill stones,
Are driven round and round;
A. Smith.
If they have nothing else to grind,
President was by motion and vote chosen to pre·They must themselves be ground."
side and empowered to choose associate presidents.
As usual he was authorized to further complete the
I have ground and eaten a liberal grist; but feel that a
better day is dawni1ng. I hope to emerge from the "Slough
organization.
Despond" stronger and wiser and with a clearer me,ssage.
R. S. Salyards, the church secretary, was chosen of At
present I am gaining in strength and health daily.
as secretary of the conference, and R. S. Salyards,
My prayer is fo1· the progl'ess of Zion and that you, my
jr., as his assistant.
!brethren, may. enjoy a splendid conference. I thought to-day
The church chorister, Albert N. Hoxie, was chosen of the hundreds of loved colaborers soon to pour ~nto my own
home town of Lamoni, and it gave me a wrench in my left
chorister, to arrange for assistants, both vocal and side
where a fool's heart is proverlbially located. Lest I fall
instrumental, as necessary.
into that category I will do well to close and try to forget
The ushers appointed by local officers were to act the conference for the time being.
Faithfully yours,
for the conference.
March 30, 1917.
ELBERT A. SMITH.
A feature of our present conferences is a wireless
department. How strange it would have seemed to
The conference ratified the appointment of Richour grandparents ! Yet we suppose that if Congress ard Salyards, jr., as assistant secretary of the church
declares that war exists, the wireless stations of La- and in a few brief words he expressed his willingness
moni and Independence must be dismantled accord- to enter into the work and seek to master all its deing to Government action.
tails.
A new and much appreciated feature of this conWhile we expect to reproduce the reports in full
ference was an address to the body in the form of a as we have space, we cannot do so at once, so will
written report, which was read by the president. give a summary of what was done with them at this
It was voted to send a copy of that part of the re- time.
port referring to the war by wire to President WilThe report of ~the church recorder was emphasized
son, a rising vote being taken, practically unanimous. by the chairman as having some statistics of excepEarly adjournment was taken to allow delegahs tional interest to those willing to look for them.
t1me to organize.
It was noted that the Woman's Auxiliary is now
known
simply by that name, they having dropped
FRIDAY AFTERNOON.
last year the "for social service" part of their title.
In the report of Graceland College there is an exThe session at 2 p. m. on the 6th was opened with
a prayer by President Frederick M. Smith after the· pression of their needs in the form of a budget. In
congregation had soulfully sung "My times are in the Sanitarium report is a similar budget. Both
were referred to the appropriations committee of
thy hands."
The printed reports of the various officers, auxil- the order of bishops for recommendation.
In the President's report he refers to the statement
iaries and committees were distributed at the morning session and now taken up. Some required only of the manager of the board of publication that the
spreading on the minutes, subject to further actio!)., Journal of History is being published at a loss and
while the recommendations and requests in others recommends that it be referred to the Presidency,
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Twelve, Presiding Bishopric and Board of PublicaR.
tion for investigation and action. This was done.
The same'applies to the committee on a biographical dictionary and the recommendation indorsed by
abolishing. the committee.
The committee on Book of Mormon concordance
reports "the greater part of the work done" but suggests that special care will be required in the completion. The report was adopted and the committee
continued.
Some errors were noted in the, reports, which will
be corrected before the issuance of the official minutes of the conference, which includes them.
The committee on a memorial to the martyrs reported that their work had been hampered by a lack
. of funds. On the suggestion of the president, this
matter was referred to the joint council of Presidency, Twelve and Presiding Bishopric.
The request of the social purity board for an· appropriation of fifty dollars was referred to the appropriations committee of the order of bishops.
The report of the committee on American Archreology was briefly discussed. A motion prevailed to
abolish the committee and allow the Joint Council
to appoint such men as are necessary to carry on archreological investigation.
The appointment by the chair of the following
committee on boundary lines was approved: R. S.
Salyards, C. I. Carpenter, 0. W. Newton.
A communication from the Far West District asking that the district be made a stake, was referred
to the joint council.
There W!as a communication from the Northern
California District, asking for the establishment of
an institution in the West such as the Saints' homes
now maintained by the church. It was referred to
Presidency, Twelve and Presiding Bishopric.
tThe Mobile, Alabama, District asked that the First
Presidency, Presiding Bishopric and minister in
charge of mission be appointed a committee, with
power to act to carry out provisions for a church exhibit in their district. There is to be a Mississippi
Centennial Exposition at Gulfport, Mississippi, the
present year. The usual features of such an exhibit
are contemplated. The request was complied with.
On inquiry the President staetd that it was not
necessary to take· such action to provide a church
exhibit.
A request from Toronto, Ontario, that the church
be allowed to incorporate in Canada was referred to
the joint council and bishop of Canada.
Attention was called to the articles of incorporation in which the authorities provided for by the
statutes of Iowa may "further incorporate whenever
and wherever the interests of the church may require." On motion the matter was so referred.
The San Francisco Convention League sent in an
invitation to the conference to meet in their city
next year. London, Ontario, did likewise.
Last year the conference referred the question of
mixed bathing to the First Presidency. Their report
recommended no legislation and that it be referred
back to the Victoria District. It was urged that local
church authorities could offer such suggestions on
improprieties in this matter as they could on any
other procedure.
:Much argument followed and eloquent arguments
1

were presented. A substitute was offered as follows:
"Moved that the Reorganized Church in conference assembled direct that mixed bathing generally
carried on in the world and usually bad, be advised
against by all of our people.''
The l'ecommendations of the presidency were
adopted after the substitute was denied.
After announcements the benediction was offered
by J. 'S. Roth.
FRIDAY EVENING

The speaker at the Coliseum at 7.45 was Bishop
R. C. Evans, he to deliver a series of sermons at that
place during the time when conference is in session.
His subject w,as "The Godhead.'' His subject to
follow is "What shall I do with Jesus?"
There are to be three sermons on Sunday-10.45,
2.30 and 7.45. His Sunday subjects are: "Come unto
me," "Resurrection," "Deathbed repentance."
Before the bishop arose to tell the audience that he
had preferred to remain in Toronto and conclude his
series in the theater at that place, people were being
turned away because the house was full. Some remained standing during the entire time.
There was a fair attendance at the church where
Hubert Case was the speaker. "In the building up
of Zion we must lay a foundation that is strong and
unassailable," seemed to be the theme of his effort.
There was a large choir.
We went around and took a look at the orchestra,
where A. H. Mills had gathered about fifteen musicians with their instruments. Some were compelled
to transpose the music as they played and other difficulties were found, but we are confident that if
there is a way to unite the efforts of the players thus
gathered, it will be done.
We note a disposition to slack up- a little now that
the strenuous times of the conventions are over.
Each evening meeting during the five days of the
convention began at seven and lasted till quite late
and while they were all appreciated, there is manifest a disposition to try to recuperate.
SATURDAY FORENOON

The day began with copious rains. The eight
o'clock meeting of the Melchisedec priesthood in the
basement of the church was well attended. After
adjournment the seventies held a joint meeting of
the three quorums. Peter Anderson of the Twelve
was present representing that quorum. "The priesthood and its uses," w~as the subject matter under
discussion.
The high priests met at the Methodist church
this morning and we are informed that the elders
will meet next Monday forenoon. We expect to furnish some details of the work done at these meetings.
The prayer meeting at the church was in charge
of W. S. Macrae and Ammon White. The speaker
at the ..church at 10.45 was John J. Cornish.
During the forenoon the heavy rain turned into
a driving snow that developed into the worst snowstorm of the year.
A "story feast" was held at the high school building during the forenoon. Mrs. Walter w. Smith was
in charge and an extensive program of stories for
(Continued on page 357.)
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PRESIDENT'S ADDRESS TO THE CONFERENCE
The following was read by President Smith to the
General Conference at its opening session, the forenoon of April 6 :
To the General Conference: The past confe•r:ence year the
members of the First P11esidency have acted in their office according to the circumsta,nces existing. The two members of
the Presidency have worked together without frictio:n; but not
having office room together they have nec·essarily worked at
some disadva:ntage. However, we have kept in quite close touch
with each other by wireless communication, telegraph, letter,
and personal conference. Brother Elbert A. Smith, counselor,
up to about the first of the year kept up his work as editor
of the THE SAINTS' HERALD and Autumn Leaves, and in addition has accomplished a great amount of literary work
in connection with tl?.e Publicity Bureau, in writing tracts,
special articles, books, etc. He rather over-worked with the
not unusual result that he suffered a breakdown, and for
the past three months has been recuperating in California,
though he chaf.es under the €!nforced restraint from work.
I am glad to say reports from him are encouraging though
he has been advised' to rest sufficiently long to guarantee the
necessary reserve of ·energy and vital force.
As for the undersigned, with the exception of a trip east in
May, to Canada in the fall, to Oklahoma in December, a:nd to
California i:n January, he has remained at home most of the
year giving attention: to office work, routine executive work,
and such ·special work as was made necessary by the legislation of last General Conference. The changes in the Presiding Blishopric entailed extra work in the Presidency's
office as well as that in the Bishopric. I am pleased to say
that in this work of readjustment there was display.ed on the:
part of the retiring Bishop and that of the incoming one a
fraternal cooperation and uniform courtesy which contributed
much towards' lightening the arduousness of the work.
It can scarcely he a·miss here to obsecrve that in my
many years of official association with Bishop E. L.
Kelley he has always shown himself to be a ge,ntle and
courteous colaborer, a wise counselor, and a stalwart defender of the faith; an almost tireless worker,. his first efforts have always been in the church's interest, and to him
the church owes a debt of gratitude for long and faithful
service in an office which is one of the most difficult to fill.
Bishop McGuire and his colleague, Bishop Keir, are working
hard at mastering the details of the office, and the way they
are conducting the affairs of that office cannot but win the
confidence of the church membership and officials. They deserve, and we beseech for them, the hearty support of the
Saints. Since assuming the responsibilities of the office
Bishop McGuire has kept in close touch with the Presidency,
consulting with us on all important matte:nf. The details
of his work are set out :in his report, and we suggest a careful reading thereof, for it is desired that there shall be general information regacrding the workings of the financial department. With the steady growth of the church membership
there is a widening of the scope of its activ:ities, as a concomitant there are necessarily changes in the methods of
various departments. As the work of Zion's redemption
with its various ramifications goes on apace·, the work of the
Bishopr:ic as a whoJ.e will expand, while the corps of officers
therein increases. Hence in this department there will come
soo,n many changes to meet new conditions, and on these
changes the live church member should be informed.
Of the work of the members of the Quorum of Twelve the
past year, not much can be said out of the usual. Their work
has been carried on much as in past years. Statistically you
may see· somewhat of their work reflected in the reports submitted to Conference. In a more detailed way each member
has reported r:egularly to the Presidency as to the work of
each conference appointee, and the work of their fields, while
by correspondence and persQnal contact wher.e possible we
have kept in touch with them on special development in their
respective fie,lds.
To the work of the Twelve and the relation of that Quorum to the Presidency, I ha,ve gh,en much thought. Out of
respect to custom I have been slow to make changes in their
work; but with the gradual change of conditions the system
of the past has in many respects failed ~n accomplishing all
that could be desired. This fact alone might justify the inauguration of some changes. In ·addition thereto is the further fact rapidly becoming :apparent to all, viz., that we are
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entering upon an era which points clearly towards Zionic
conditions. This admonishes that we must seek the safety
folljnd in a multitude of counsel and in cooperation. I have,
therefore, made bold to suggest to the Quorum of Twelve a
change of policy which materially :affects their appointment
and work, and necessitates a r.earrangement of our l'nissionary forc·e. I am pleased to say that after some discussion of
the matter the Quorum of Twelve unanimously voted to sup.port the move and put themselves in position to carry out
their part o( the work. In brief the change is to do away
with the plan of appoint~ng the individual members of the
Twelve as missionaries in charge of specific fields, thus leaving them free to labor more directly under the Presidency.
E 1ntering, as we believ.e we are, upon a p·eriod of greater
and more intensive efforts both in missionary and in local
work, this regulating quorum must be left free to functionize,
as contemplated in the law, in carrying into .effect the :executive policies of the Presidency upon whom is cast the responsibility of the work in all the world. By proper consultation and fraternal cooperation, the Presidency, working
with the Twelv·e and Bishopric, hopes thus to expedite the
work of organizi,ng Zion, building up the Saints, and warning our neighbors.
Along with this change affecting the work of the Twelve
will go a change affecting the entire list of conference appointees, for the mission field boundaries will be changed, and
the line of demarcation between missionary and local work
will be more sharply drawn. It means specialization of effort and qualification. The standard of efficiency will be
raised. This win probably mean the reduction (for the
present at' least) of our list of appointments; but the vacancies created will, it is hoped, be· filled in due time by selections
made among the members of the priesthood ,not now under
General Conference appointment. Of this we shall probably
have more to say before the assemblage of those holding the
priesthood. This change will enforce ·a more compact organization of the work of the general 0 tlicers of the church,
and emphasizes the necessity of soon securing adequate offi.ce quarters. For the work of the various department heads
in church work to be properly inter-related, their activities
must be clustered around those of the Presidt~ncy's office.
Our office has endeavored to keep closely. in touch with the
various quorums of the church; and while some progress is
made i,n this direction, it is far from satisfactory. It is
hoped that the change indicated above will improve conditions in this direction.
From the presidents of the various districts we have endeavored to secure regular reports reflecting the conditions
existing·. The degree of information conveyed by these reports varies much from report to report. A district president who knows little about his district is not likely to im-·
part much knowledge to us. We have observed that a district preside:nt's observation on the spirituality of the district
is quite ·as likely to reflect his own condition as that of the
district. A district president of high ideals, clean life; and
refined spirituality is disposed to report the spiritual condition of the district poor, when as a matter of fact it is much
bette1r than that of another district the indifferent president
of which reports the spirituality good. A church officer
measures his flock by his own ideals; and the lower his standards the more easily are they reached. So we are not always discouraged by a poor report on spirituality :nor elated
by a good one. But there are two things ,strongly brought
out by our district reports, viz., indifference and inactivity
on the part of many of those hol:ding the priesthood, and an
average attendance at meetings of less than thirty per cent
of the enrolled membership. Where lies the remedy?
Just here we may we:ll speak briefly of an event which may
hold promise of the remedy. It will be remembered that last
.conference a movement was launched looking to a division of
the Indep.endence Stake. Though strongly opposed from some
quarters the recommendations of the Presidency and Twelve
prevailed, and in June and July arrangements were made and
completed for the organizations authorized. Within a very
short time after the organization of the new Independence
Stake, of Holden and Kansas City :Stakes, and the reorganization of the Lamo,ni S'take, the wisdom of the recommendations of the Council and the action of the conference was made
apparent. The work has gathered 'an impetus, spirituality has
been enhanced, and members and officers have become awak·ened to a sense of duty and to activities quite gratifying.
The promise is bright for. still bet.ter things. The great
,thing emphasized is that progress is promoted by specialization of effort, limitation but intensification of activity. A
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small piece of ground intensively, intelligently, vigorously
cultivated yields better results to a ma,n than a larger field
poorly attended. The fruitage from a larger acreage is s,ecured by an increase of the labors. And in this may lie the
suggested r•emedy above mentioned. Limitation of range,
but increase of intensity of activity, together with specialization of effort and talent, This can be brought about by
compactness of organization with increase of labors, if
there is cQnsecration of talent and energy with the coordination of effort found in unity of purpose. And this means
that somewhere there shall be a well-recognized directional
force. On the whole, however, our ,reports reflect a general
awaiening among the membership. This is far-reaching.
From the president of the South Sea Islands, even, there
comes the report of a remarkable spiritual awakening.
Everywhere' the ,eyes of the Saints are tunning Zionward
and they see there the indealized spirituality. A native
Hawaiian sister recently wrote a letter to the Presidency in
which she said that besides paying her tithing, contributing
to the branch treasury and assisting the missionaries, she
had saved and deposited in the bank one h111ndred dollars
to assist in the redemption of Zion. She found pleasure in
'being able to make the contribution, and asked where to send
it. If in far-away Hawaii there is thus so strongly impressed
the desire 'to consecrate towards Zion's l'edemption, what
can we 1not say of the possibilities before us under the influences of the spirit of consecration developed by the presence of God's ~Spirit.
Of the foreign missions we cannot say much further than
that under the direction of Brethren Butterworth and Hanson
of the Twelve, the work in Australia is forging steadily
ahead. Last Christmas their first mission conference was
held. It proved beneficial and gave a forward impetus to
the work. In Germany, Palestine, and Scandinavia the
work has been greatly hindered by the present European
Wa,r. From our repl'esentatives in Germany and Palestine
we have not heard for months. In England the work has
been hi1n dered, and will be more so by the recent law that
no longer are clergymen and men of holy orders under sixty
years of age exempt from military duty. Many of our officei·s will be called to the colors. It may he necessary to
send from here m::j,ny men to care for our work there.
It is to be hoped, too, that we may now begin preparations
which will put us in position to vigorously prosecute foreign
missionary work when the prese,nt war has run its bloody
course, for in the readjustment r,eligion is destined to play an
important part.
In the recent past there seems to have been a renewed agitation of the question of the gathering. As we entm· more
largely upon the activities of Zion, this question is of growing importa,nce and it is likely to hold the attention of some
of our speakers ,ev,en mol'e than it should. Much good advice
on this has been given in the past not necessary to repeat
here further than to iterate and emphasize the admonition
that our gathering be without undue haste and that it be
well prepared. Ministers, especially those sent out by the
church, should not in their advice o:n this question run counter
to that of the leading church officials, and in sermons and conversations our ministers should avoid exciting the Saints
to unwise movements. In some places. branches have been, left
helpless by Sai,nts and particularly officers of branches moving away ill-advisedly. Our people seem at times afflicted
by a nomadism which engenders instability. This nomadic
tendency has at times been the chief factor determining the
"gathering" to Zion. Let us be wise on the subject of the
gathering and abide the instructions given in the law and
await with patience the call of the proper officials.
Along with the general awakening throughout the church
there has appeared in the auxiliaries of the church an increased activity and interest, 'and a desire to more closely
adapt their efforts to those. of the general church. In their
1•eports to this conference some of the results of their work
are to be seen; perhaps of the three the most remarkable
has been the development of the Woman's Auxiliary. That
society is doing much in uniting the various women's organizations in the church, a work needed, and promising of good
results to the church .. In the report of the president of this
society will be seen a recommendation or suggestion touching the Purity Board or committee. The suggestion that the
committee be enlarged and the additional member be elected
by· the Woman's Auxiliary is good, and should be approved.
To an item in the Recorder's report we wish to call attention. He reports a total of 32,319 absent from branches. In
many of the reports from district presidents this item is em-

phasized, and the Re.~order's suggestion is good wherein he
asks for the assistance of mission,aries and local priesthood
in reducing this number. Let me suggest, further, that the
statistics presented by the Recorder should be carefully
studi,ed by the priesthood, particularly those under conference appointment. Of these and statistics allied to them we
will likely have occasion to speak before the priesthood meetings.
Iri. the report of the Board of Publication will be found
some comments which ought to be of considerable interest
as they affect the gene,ral question of dissemination of church
literature. I refer to that part of the report touching circulation of church papers, cost of ma,terials, etc. The report also calls attention to the fact that the Journal of History is being issued at a loss. The question of its continuance
is raised, and inasmuch as the issuing of the Journal was
first authorized as a result of a suggestion from the Presidency, we now recommend that this question raised by the
board in its report be referred to the Presidency, Twelve,
Presiding Bishopric, a1nd Board of Publication for investigation' and action. The Church Historian in his report has
expl'essed his opinion of this matter, at least so far as the
Journal is concerned.
.
In this connection we call attention to another matter mentioned in the Historian's report, viz., the 'request for in,crease
of ,office force. On this matter we recommend that for the
present at least no attempt be made to do so.'. With a readjustment of our office forces, we feel sure much of the work
done at the Historian's office can be done' by other departments.
There is in several directions unnecessary duplication of work
in various departments, which we hope to avoid by closer
organization.
Among the committees reporting to this conference is one
on a biographical dictionary. This committee reports nothing accomplished. The Presidency does not think that for a
work of this kind there is sufficient demand to justify the
effort. We there£ore recommend that the committee be discharged.
It will also be observed that for some years past there has
been a committee on Monument to the Martyrs. If this committee is to be co:ntinued, a change should ·be made. The
present committee was selected largely by reason of offices
they held, and as several changes have occurred we suggest
that the present committee be discharged; and that inasmuch
as this matter will of necessity involve the raising of funds
we further suggest that the whole matter be referred to the
011der of Bishops to formulate and report plans for the accomplishment of the purpose, and that they nominate a committee of three to further carry on the work if they decide
that a committee is necessary.
The report of the college trustees will be of interest to the
delegates. We feel that Preside,nt Briggs is to be congratulated on his success in securing credits and recognition.
And he well raises the question why should not the church
be as ready to utilize Graceland equipment for the furthering
of our work, as is the State. It is a question worthy of careful attention.
At last conference a question arose concerning the division of the Toronto District. It will be remembered that this
was referred to the Presidency and the missionary in charge
of that field. After consultation it was decided by those
to whom the question was referred, to recommend to the next
district conference that the division be had. This recommendatioln was approved; and ,as a result Owen Sound District is now organized in what. was formerly a part of the
Toronto District. The new district seems to be fairly well
org-anized and in working order.
Several matters are likely to come before this conference
involving the question of district boundary lines, and we suggest that all such matters be referred to a committee for
i1nvestigation. We hav,e appointed as such committee on
district boundary lines the following brethren: R. S. Salyards,
church secretary; C. I. Carpenter, church r,ecorder; 0. W.
Newton, secretary to the President. We ask for your appreval of this appointment.
Ameng other matters which may come to this conference
from the Australian mission confer{mce is one involving the
question of determ1ning the ex officio membership of the
mission conference, as they ask if priests should be granted
ex officio rights. I would suggest that this question be re:Dened to the joint council of Presidency, Twelve, and Presiding Bishopric for answer.
At various times in the past the question of biennial conference has be1en discussed, and tried <mce. I see no serious
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reason why we should not establish the custom at some time,
and it may lie now is the time. With the change in the work
of the Twelve as outlined :briefly in another part of this report, it will be quite feasible to make by joint council action
of Presidency, Twelve, and Presiding Bishopric, such changtes
in appointment as contingencie.s may make necessary. In
fact, it is not at all unlikely that the new order will result in·
several interim confeDences, appointments or changes. The
money saved by this change can, of course, he used to good
advantage. We quite fully appreciate the educational advantages of the General ConferEljnces, and this feature must
not be neglected. But in the more compact organization of
stakes and districts which we hope to promote, the more
frequent stake and district conferences made feasible thereby,
offer educational advantages to the membership in much the
same way as do the General ConfeNnces, (and it is to be
hoped this feature will be more and more emphasized) while
improved quorum work and local priesthood meetings offer
similar facilities to the ministry. We are therefore of the
opinion that at this conference serious consideration should
be given to the question of making the General Conf·erence
biennial rather tha1n annual.
Alpng with this question goes another of importance, viz.,
adequate quarters for the General Gonfevence. A building
suitable in arrangement, appointment, and space should be
built, and the conf•erences held therein. It can be so constructed
and situated that it will be of constant service other than
for these annual or biennial gatherings. We suggest therefore the consideration of this question also.
· <Shortly after the organization of the new IndependEl!nce
Stake, in order to meet what appeared to us a demand, the
Presidency appointed an educational commission whose functio,n would be to organize and conduct classe•s in such subjects a,s might be desirable ~nd for which there would be demand. As chairman of the commission we appointed Brother
Walter W. Smith. In September regular class work began, and
has since been conducted, the classes meeting largely in the
evenings, and at the church. The commission has rep0rted ·
to the Presidency, the report showing that up to February
1, there was a total enrollment of pupils of 315, a net enrollment of 230 who attended 70 per cent or more class
periods. Classes are conducted in twenty-one subjects, under
eleven different instructors. One hundred and thirty-nine
dollars has been collected and $133.00 expended. This showing
is remarkably good, •and it is earnestly hoped this school work
will steadily increase in scope and efficiency.
As per action of last conference, changes were made in the
Standing High, Council, and we are pleased to say that the
council thus organized has been able to fun,ctionize as the
advisory council to the Bishopric, and also in the selection of
high priests, and this in addition to other work.
It will be remembered that last conference a movement was
inaugurated looking to some organ,ization among the boys of
the church. A committe,e was appoi1nted and by report we
probably shall learn of the progress made. The boys of the
Second Independence Branch, feeling the ne,ed of some organization, have acted on their own initiative, and through thedr
officers have reported to the Presidency.
We this year meet under conditions never hefore co1nfronted
by the church. Despite consistent effort prolonged in patience,
the Un,ited States has finally been· drawn into the. terrible
world war. What it will finally mean to us as a church no one
can foresee. Our strong belief that this Government was
guided in its formation by divine power and wisdom c·arries
with it an abiding faith that our destinies are still being
guided by· the Omnipotent Hand. The gospel'of the Christ is
one of peace, as his followers we cannot but preach peace;
and whatever shall eventually be the attitude we assume in
this crisis, we cannot but remember that at times the people
of God have been, compelled to wage sanguinary battle.
Though as we believe the United States was founded by Divinity for this purpos.e, yet its establishment was sanctified
by sacrifices made in war, while later its unity was fixed by
the fraternal conflict .which placed on the altar the best manhood of North and South. Since its inception as a n,ation
the United 1States has pursued a steady course as the champion of liberty, and much of the progress made in the development of international law has been due to her ·ever ready defense of the principle of freedom.
On its first appearance I read with deep interest and concern the recent address of President Wilson to Congress and
was profoundly impressed with its keen statesmanship and
its deep pathos. Not since Litncoln's day has its equal appeared
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among American State papers. We deplore war; but if this
coun,try must enter the conflict as now appears inevitable,
may we not thank God that we do so· under the leadership of
one with a clear envisagement of the great principles at issue,
and who will wage war not against a people, but against
corrupt government and in the interests of democratic freedom.
As a church our work is onward. The signs of the times
point to imminence of momentous events. Everywhere there
are evidences of an awakening among our people which indi.:;ate that God's Spirit is moving mightily among us. The
hour has struck for Zion's redemption. May we under God's
guidance be equal to the difficult tasks that hour brings and
have grace and strength for the responsibilities confronting
us.
LAMONI, IOWA, April 6, 1917.
FREDERICK M. SMITH.

THE EDUCATIONAL AIM OF THE RELIGIO
There is a period in the life of man-lying between childhood and manhood-which has inspired
poets, philosophers, romancers and musicians from
time immemorial. In fact it would be safe to say
that a large per cent of the world's literab're deals
with this age. In modern times it has furnished soil
for exhaustive psychological research.
·
Poets and romancers call it youth, psychologists
have named it adolescence.
This golden period abounds in great stirring impulses, in half aw:akening, incoherent instincts and
desires.
i}t is the time of spiritual R\"rakening, when the soul
gives birth to altruistic, social, and religious asp·irations; the time of the awakening of the higher powers of the soul.
This, tlie greatest problem of modern psychologists, the problem of the adolescent, is the educational task of the Religio.
It is a vast task and a weighty problem, but I
know of no other institution so fitted, by its very plan
and organization, to cope with it. And I know of
no other church so well equipped for the solution as
is this church where we may receive direct guidance from our Lord.
I shall discuss very little methods by which we
may attain our educational aim. I have little faith
in stereotyped methods, for in order to succeed in
this work we must be ready to meet each new problem with a different method-we must be resourceful and fit our method to the case in hand.
I have attempted, however, to analyze briefly the
educational aims of the Religio, trying to fit them to
the nature of the adolescent, as psychologists have
read it.
One big ideal of the Religio is the mental training
of our youth. Everywhere in the church and.in the
world there is a crying need for straight thinkers,
men and women who when given a problem can think
through clearly and honestly to its solution, who can
look a difficulty in the face and think through and
around it till it is turned into an advantage. Mental
self-confidence and resourcefulness are at a premium
everywhere.
In the Religio we have the very finest opportunity
to develop these mental attitudes; especially so in
our extemporaneous programs. A speech, discussion
or song delivered on the notice of a moment brings
to the successful young orator or singer a sense of
mental independence and self-confidence which a like
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event prepared for weeks in advance would never
bring.
We do not have enough serious debating in our
Religios. There is much that the program committee can do to make a debate successful. The
subject should be carefully chosen-a subject which
is of vital and personal interest to the young people,
not some great world question which our greatest
statesmen have never been able to settle.
By. a series of preliminary debates the local can
choose a champion team of debaters, who in turn
could debate with other locals and the district convention could be entertained with a contest among
the two or three most able teams.
Youth is the time of self-discovery. Talents before dormant and unguessed, awake and demand
recognition. The Religio is by its very organization
and plan fitted to aid our boys and girls in this task.
... But to be able to help them the president or his committee must know sympathetically and personally
each young person.
! have been in Religios where one fourth of. the
people furnished the most of the program the year
round. This means that those already expert exercise their talents-and sometimes it means that the
most of the program is given by older people with
years of experience and training. Where such is
the case I am of the opinion that the Religio fails
;;adly in its mission.
.
Then we must give youth a chance for self-expression. There is room for more original work on the
Religio programs; original short stories, essays,
poems, songs, or one act plays or pantomimes, to
give vent to the dramatic instinct. Youth loves to
express its own thoughts and fancies and to find
them of value and interest to others. The Religio
program work is a splendid preparatory school for
the training of church workers. Let us arrange
and use it scientifically.
·
An elderly man had missed the privilege of a college education. He had started at the bottom of the
ladder-in his twelfth year, and had worked up to
the top. He had then traveled, read much, had heard
good music and had seen the masterpieces of art.
In fact he was a cultured gentleman and had acquired more than a college education-without the
aid of schools. Yet he felt that he had missed something.
One day in course of a conversation with a Yale
junior he asked him what in his college life seemed
dearest to him.
The splendid young m~an, who had won laurels in
the scholastic field as well as in football and at the
oar thought very seriously, then replied, "It isn't
the books, and it isn't the football-it's the togetherness of it. It's the long talks with the fellows after
the game, and the great discussions held in some
fellow's room at the end of the 'term about life, it's
the delicious exchange of confidences, the telling of
your ideals to one another. It's just the achieving
and idealizing together."
Doctor William Burnham, one of the finest pedagogues of our day,, declares, after an exhaustive consideration of the many ideals of education in past
and present-that the great general aim of education
should be, not the development of the individual into
a physical or mental giant, not the mere acquirement

of knowledge, but the development of the individual
as a social being. He says furthe.r that every subject in the curriculum of our schools should afford
chance for social training. This is surely true of
us Americans.
!The great wise Man said: "A new commandment
I give unto you that ye love one another.
"Whatsoever ye would that men should do unto
you; do ye also unto them.?'
·
Is there any greater contradiction of this precept
than the average American millionaire wi'th gross
individualism?
The Religio gives a wonderful opportunity for the
right kind of social training. Surely we all realize
that after Brother Elliott's speech this morning. We
must make the young people feel the "togeth~rness"
spirit in the Religio. Youth is hungry for social experience, yet needs a very careful guidance .
The adolescent is tingling with desires for companionship, and social approval, yet the very strength
of these instincts makes for crudity and awkwardness in their expression, and if the boy cannot find
social approval and comradeship at school or church
he will be apt to seek it on the street or in the loafing
place where he may be "hail fellow, well met!"
;Never in life is there a greater desire to be and
do the proper thing; and to be not like others-to be
a social outcast-is utmost misery and anguish.
The adolescent is anxious to appear.at ease among
people, eager to be able to meet his fellows on the
right basis and overwhelmingly desirous of comradeship with those of his own age.
The question may arise, What is the value of this
social experience and training?
Is there anybody who has not met the girl who has
missed such training. She is marked by a morbid
supersensitiveness. Every word or act which might
imply disapproval of her .sears her soul. Having had
· so little experience with her fellow beings she meets
them vv'ith suspicion which distrusts even the kind1iness of others. She has lived within herself so
much that even when she exerts herself to social
affability her efforts are so crude as to repel others.
She is incapable of seeing the viewpoint of others
and is left with a baffled, helpless feeling when she
tries to deal with others.
This is not only very unwholesome psychologically
and hygienically, but the boy or girl who cannot meet
his fellows in easy social intercourse is handicapped
in the great battle of life.
,
. Bringing it down as concretely as possible : Social
training develops poise and self-control, engenders
.the attitude of tolerance and fair play towards others, inspires the feeling of good fellowship and democracy, furnishes favorable soil for the growth of
executive ability, and gives our young people a pre, paratory course in the age old art of statesmanship.
The great psychologist, G. Stanley Hall, after discussing the various known methods of moral instruction, concluded that all such pedagogical schemes
are petty and utterly inadequate, that religion was
the greatest method.
He says, "To try to educate a child without reli,gion is a hollow thing, an empty sham."
And again, A young man never comes to the fullest
and highest development of his powers until he has
been converted.
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This is the most important task of the Religiobut I dare not enter into so great a subject in the
time at my disposal.· 1Merely a few suggestions of
some phases of it.
First to provide an opportunity for:" expres&ion of
their spiritual impulses. In small bra·nches this is
left to the Religio entirely-no young people's prayer
meetings. The atmosphere of the ordinary mixed
prayer service is not conducive to the growth of the
young. By this self-expression they are led to seek
ever deeper and richer spiritual experience.
Training in gospel principles of conduct, spotless
ideals of morality should be held before them. The
good old virtues of honesty, integrity, moral courage, thrift and the ideals of service will find instant
respon;3e with the adolescent who longs to do big. and
noble things.
The Religio should be the high school for the study
of God's word. Surely we who have the greatest
light and truth cannot afford to leave our. youth ignorant or half taught.
The Religio is a society for the young people distinctly. Its big task is to establish before the young
people the worth and dignity of the Religio so
strongly that they will feel the same need. for it and
the same loyalty toward it that they feel for and
toward their alma mater.
·
The objection is made that young people too much
taken up with school and college activities have no
time for Religio. The reason is, public schools and
colleges have studied scientifically the needs of youth,
making a business of meeting those needs.
Whenever the Religio offers such vital and valuable curriculum the young people will have time for
it.
It is not merely a question of making the sessions
attractive, of sugar coating. everything. The problem is to offer something worth while, that the young
will appreciate as worth while. Most of our youth
have ambitions for education. Let them see that
they are getting good, serious development and training in the Religio and they will come.
ALICE M. BURGESS.

SUMMARY OF RELlGIO BUSINESS
In the president's report the fourth recommendation was adopted which provides that we suggest
the advisability of meeting the inroads of moving
picture theaters, in the interests of our young people
by supplying this need through a moving picture
machine purchased by the district Religio and an occasional program giving high grade pictures. In the
larger branches the local might to advantage secure
such a machine, but when purchased, their use to be
supplementary to the regular programs and regular
work, and not to be used to displace them.
The first recommendation in regard to the field
worker, was referred to the executive committee in
consultation with the First Presidency, Twelve and
Presiding Bishopric. This recommendation provides
for a general field worker, who shall receive support
to the extent of $50 a month from the General Religio, and who shall act under tne direction of the
general executive in visiting conventions and reunions, where such services are desired. The expense
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of transportation is to be met in due proportion by
the locals and districts benefited.
Section 2 of the recommendation of the president
was adopted, and a committee of three provided for.
This committee will be named by the executive com-'
mittee. The purpose of this recommendation was to
provide for a lecture board, through which one or
more lecturers will be secured, who will visit such
localities as desire their services. The lecturers would
act without remuneration, but their expenses be paid
by the localities receiving the benefit. . It is intended
that those desiring their services should write in advance and a regular route provided for the winter.
Section 3 of the president's recommendation was
also adopted. This provided for district lecturers.
Those who were qualified and willing to do so,
would prepare short lectures on topics suggested
in the Senior Quarterly. The local presidents making recommendation to the district president, and he
providing who should give the lecture in each case.
These lectures can be sent out to be used in other
locals, but preferably the one giving the lecture will
go and deliver it, and thus the good may be realized
by several instead of one.
Section 5, providing for a gospel literature commission of three was also approved, and the amendments to the constitution requisite to carrying it into
effect in the general organization, districts and locals
were also adopted. This recommendation included
a proposal, that som~ one person be placed in active
charge and made responsible.
A similar recommendation in Section 6 was referred to the library commission for their consideration and report.
Section 6, providing for a coordination of the home
department of the Sunday school and Religio, was
adopted. These two members will elect a third, who
will take care of the scattered membership.
Paragraph 7 of the president's report was referred
to the social purity board.
It was resolved that in the month of July of each
year the secretary should cause to be published in the
HERALD, Ensign, and Autumn Leaves a notice stating the number of Graceland College scholarships
which are available from this association and where
to apply for information.
,
Questions 1, 2, 3 in the report of the editor of. the
Senior Quarterly were referred to the executive committee and lessons committee with power to act.
These questions were, whether one program each
quarter be utilized for work of the temperance department for parliamentary program and for prayer
meeting under existing conditions. In the Senior
Quarterly for the second quarter of this year one
evening is devoted to each of these topics.
Provision was made for the appointment by the
president of the association of committees of three
each to act as a credentials committee and as an
auditing committee, their appointment being made
early enough to allow a completion of their work before the meeting of the convention.
The committee on amalgamation with the Sunday
school upon its own recommendation was discharged.
But carrying out the spirit of their report and having in view the present needs of the auxiliaries, a
resolution was adopted providing for a committee
of five, o~e each to be appointed by the Religio, Sun-
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day school, Woman's Auxiliary, and General Con- hundred, has appointed a committee to raise two
ference, and these four to select a fifth member. This hundred dollars; Independence, with an attendance
.committee to be known as a coordination committee, of from eight hundred to nine hundred, will work for
and to take into. consideration how the work of the two thousand dollars.
A sister in .Minnesota is earning her Christmas
Religio may be better coordinated with the work in
the other auxiliaries and with the work of the offering by furnishing the news from her town to
church especially, so as to secure the greatest pos- other near-by town newspapers.
sible efficiency in our work. The president of the
See what methodical and persistent saving will do.
general association, Granville S. Trowbridge, was 'One cent saved daily by fifty thousand Saints would
named as the Religio member of this committee.
amount to $182,500 in one year.
BENJAMIN R. McGUIRE,' Presiding Bishop ..
Fifty dollars was appropriated for the use of each
general officer of the Religio, with the exception of
The Christmas offering, like other things, does not
the superintendent of gospel literature, such sum to grow wild. We have to cultivate it, and should culbe used for general routine expenses. The executive tivate it through the year. To do so means work.
committee was authorized to employ stenographic In the past boys have found work cutting some one's
help, and a fund of not more than $500 was provided lawn; driving a delivery wagon on Saturdays, makfor this purpose. An additional $75 was appropri- ing and selling candy, doing chores at home or for
ated by separate motion for the home department. some neighbor. We know of a boy who made an
An appropriation of $50 was made for the gospel average of eighteen dollars for seve:ml successive
· literature work in case a commission is organized. years selling candy.
If no change is made, an appropriation of $75 was
Some are young but others should be strong
provided. An appropriation of $300 was made for
Graceland College scholarships. For translation of enough to more than make up the loss. We do not
tracts into French, an appropriation of $150 was want simply a few parents making up the difference.
made, or of $300 if found advisable, the matter being As members of the Sunday school they may properly
referred to the· First Presidency, the Quorum of do their share. But there is a deeper principle involved than simply giving money. For a child to go
Twelve and the Presiding Bishopric.
and
beg a dollar or two to give at the last minute is
An amendment was made to the constitution, pro- · not what
want and need. Children should be enviding for organized home class. Said department couraged we
in habits of thrift. Many parents who are
to be conducted jointly by Zion's,.Religio-Literary So- able
to do so give them a spending account, or what
ciety and the General Sunday School Association, the is better,
pay them for services rendered, so it is
superintendent to be appointed by the joint executive really earned.
can be done and still leave it a
committee and to have power to appoint district labor of love forThis
mother
and father. Some parents,
workers.
who
are
able,
unfortunately
do not recognize even
The president was also authorized to appoint a very hard work done by a child
of theirs regardless
resolutions committee of five annually, to whom
age. The children thus learn habits of judicious
should be referred not less than one month before of
For their sake we should make more of the
the meeting of the convention all proposed amend- giving.
opportunity
to give ·for the birthday of the great
ments to the constitution of the society.
King.
It
is
Jesus'
birthday and we should rightfully
The following officers were elected: president, G. celebrate it. But especially
should this be done for
S. Trowbridge (reelected) ; vice-president, T. J. El- the sake of the children. Children
are not little men
liott ('reelected) ; secretary, J. W. Stobaugh; treasand
women;
they
are
different.
We
take their
urer, R. A. Lloyd; member of library commission, nature into consideration and plan should
our work so as
Vernon A. Reese; temperance committee, J. W. Gun- to
help them. We urge the Christmas offering as
salley; home department, William F. Sage ; gospel much
for their sake as for the sake of the bishop and
literature commission, Harvey Sandy (reelected) ; the amount
collected .. There is a pleasure and a joy
social purity board, C. B. Woodstock (reelected.)
in making Christ's birthday a day of celebration, not
simply the giving of things to one another, but also
CHRISTMAS OFFERING
of giving to him. For is it not his birthday?
Yet there is also a value in the work and planning
With little effort see how the Christmas offering through the year to be able to give worthily. One
has grown in six years :
boy washed dishes all through the summer vacation
to earn his Christmas ,offering. Do you not think
it meant more to him spiritually and morally than if
he had simply begged it at the last moment, or it
1912 ---·---------------------------------------------- 8,220.18
1913 _____________________________________________ , ____ 9,060.55
had been ignored by his Sunday school and a general
collection taken up, or the collections of the year di1914 --------------------------------------------------10,072.78
1915 __________________________________________________ 10,904.24
vided? We know of some places where this is done,
but surely it must be from lack of understanding of
1916 --------------------------------------------------12,997.02
the
needs of our children.
With every Sunday school working at top notch
Many young men and women have found that this
speed, this can be multiplied several times by Decemearning and giving of Christmas offering is proving
ber 31, 1917.
Watch for the Blue Stepping Stones-see if your a splendid preparation for the payment of tithes and
school is among the workers and doers, and if not, consecrations in later life.
put a little leaven in your measure of meal.
The bishop has set our standard high; is it too
First Chicago, with an attendance of less than one high? We think not if we set our plans at once to
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meet it. Many Sunday schools are doing so. Many fitting that the resting place of a leader who served
children are already planning andsaving. Are you? ·this church for more than half a century should be
If not, why not? . .
S. A. B. · marked appropriately, not only for the sake of the
church but in the interest of history. It would not
SARCOPHAGUS FOR OUR LATE PRESIDENT
have been done without some one or ones taking the
It is well known to the readers of the HERALD that initiative and burden of the work.
Too long have the graves of the Martyrs, the
a monument has been erected in Mound Grove Cemeformer
President and his brother, lain unmarked by
tery, Independence, Missouri, to the memory of the
proper
monument.
Two granite sarcophagi, simple
late President Joseph Smith.· The Saints will be in·but
substantial,
would
appropriately mark these
terested in the accompanying cut of the monument.
are
not,
however,
urging that any wom·graves.
We
It is a :sarcophagus, and the body of the beloved
an's
society
should
undertake
to
solicit funds for this
leader lies in a copper casket in the die or
enterprise.
A
monument
fund
has
long been estabmiddle piece, the capstone covering the stone '
lished
for
this
purpose.
When
will
the graves be
coffin. The sarcophagus is of the finest Barre
granite from Vermont, is finely tooled and of marked?
The accompanying cut is from a photograph which
special design. Although simple in outline, yet the
gives
a fairly good view of the monument when first
sarcophagus is massive and substantial and stands
placed.
The opposite side of the die bears the name
as a fitting monument for the resting place of our
"Joseph
Smith," while on the ends are the inscripformer leader. At the unveiling of the monument
tions:
"Born
at Kirtland, Ohio, N ov:ember 6, 1832 ;
the speaker commented on the appropriateness of
died at Independence ,Missouri, December 10, 1914"
and "President of the Reorganized Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints from April 6, 1860, to
December 10, 1914.
We feel that all who see the monument cannot but
admire its exquisite beauty and its appropriateness.
MRS. FREDERICK M. SMITH,

1

President Woman's A uxilictry.
REPORTS OF THE RELIGIO OFFICERS

THE RESTING PLACE OF OUR LATE PRESIDENT.

the simple but substantial sto'ne as a marker for the
resting place of a leader whose simplicity of life,
wisdom and foresight made him the strong and
deeply beloved leader of his people.
The Laurel Club of Independence, one of the societies of the Woman's Auxiliary, raised the money
for the erection of this sarcophagus. Mrs. Joseph
Sturges is president of the club, Mrs. J. Mather, vice
president, -Mrs. T. J. Watkins, secretary and treasurer. The Laurel Club generously contributed something over seven hundred dollars themselves and
raised the balance of the two thousand one hundred
dollars which it cost approximately. The women of
which this club is composed worked hard but quietly,
and are to be congratulated on their achievement.
It is true that these sisters have been subjected to
rather severe criticism from some quarters, but they
were not deterred. From their viewpoint it was only

PRES,ID!ENT
To the General Convention of 11917: As may readily be
imagined it was- not found a very easy task to take up the
work of president of a society which had been presided over
for such a long period by our worthy predecessor, particularly in view of the fact that I had never been associated
with the genel'al executive committee and therefore knew but
little of the workings of the general staff. I felt this difficulty keenly and so immediately sent out a general lettel'
inclosing an improvised report blank for report from all district presidents and presidents of locals in unorganized territory; however, as these presidents had not been accustomed
to reporting it took some time and several tracers in some·
. cases befo11e we succeeded in getting in touch with the conditioi!1S in the districts and locals.
REPORTS

This suggested to us that the matter of reports from the
district presidents to the general president and also from the
local presidents to the district pr~esidents ought to be arranged. With this in mind we asked for suggestions from
the district presidents as to just wh!at information they would
like to have· from the local presidents and from the replies
we drew up blanks and 'established a system of quarterly reports which we feel are essential to ,successful conduct of the
work as the chief executive of the locals and the districts will
get much benefit from the making of quarterly reports which
will bring forcibly to their attention the work which has been
done 1and which lies before. them to be done. This, in addition to the benefit the one receiving the report gets from it. ·I
am glad to say that all of the pres1dents are now falling in
line i!1icely on this scove and I look for good results.
·
COMMITTEE WORK

I also discovered that the committee work, which I believe
to be one of the very essential features of Religio work was
being sadly neglected in some districts, in fact in mo'st of
them, and so I took up a campaign for improvement through ·
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the district presidents in the shape of periodical letters run
off on a duplicator in which the benefits were pointed out and
they were urged to pass the word :alo,ng to the local presidents and endeavor to get them to awaken their committees.
This has shown some fruit but it is slow work and will show
up in greater degree next year I am sure if followed up.
VISITING BY DISTRICT OFFICERS

In the circular letters mentioned above we also advocated
as strongly as we thought we dared that the district officers
should make a special effort to get around the district and
visit the sessions of the locals, making their presence know:n
as district officers and talking to the local, also to the executive committee in the way of counsel. Some response has
been noted to this appeal but in many districts the treasury
is too low to permit any help in this work so where the district officers do not feel able to afford the expense themselvs,
the work has suffered. We hope that this condition may be
rectified a,nd that the district treasury of each district may
be supplied with sufficient funds to enable the district officers
to draw on it for help in carrying out this work when needed.
I am sure that the investment will prove profitable, uarticularly if we can prevail upon the district conventions to get
officets who are willing to learn what is to be done and prepare themselves to do it. This work ca.n be carried on to
some extent through correspondence but therre is nothing
which 'awakens the interest like a personal appeal to the
workers.
PROGRAM WORK

The program work has also been given attention in these
circular letters and also in our numerous personal individual
letters to the district workers as we feel that this department
of the work should be made more appealing and of mol'e value
in developing our workers than it has be~en or is at present.
We think there is a wonderful oppol'tunity to reach nonmembers through this channel if it can be ptoperly carried out
and trust that it may be given greater attention in the coming years.
OFFICE AND FIELD WORK

During the year we have written more than 600 personal
or individual letters and have sent out nine circular !'etters to
all presidents of districts and locals in unorg1anized territory
and two circular letters to all locals whether in districts or
not. We have attended two reunions, one for two days at
Logan, Iowa, and one for a werek at Saint Louis, have also
visited twelve district conventions, making in all twenty-two
addresses besides sending articles to be read at five other
district conventions. Have 'also written five articles for publication. In all of these we have tried to further the interests
of the Religio society as we have seen it, striving to further
the departmental work assigned to the president but not overlooking the fact that, as a general officer, we were expected
to further the interre,sts of all departments. Succ~ess has
'crowned our efforts 1n many instances and we have felt the
approving influence of the Master's ~Spirit though we have
wished that these efforts might have been more worthy.
REPORTS BY GENERAL OFFICERS

We have encouraged the other general officers to move out
in their various departments pointing out that each one had a
responsibility and that permanent and complete success could
only come to a united and cooperative effort. Have .also requested rtha,t the president be kept advised monthly of the
work of the various departments 1and in some cases this has
met with rea.dy response though some felt tha,t the reports
were useless and consequently disregarded the requests. Each
general officer is reporting direct to the convention so that
special mention of the work separately by departments is not
necessary in this report.
NEW GENERAL TREASURER

On account of the press of other church work our general
treasurer, Bro. J. A. Becker, asked to be relieved of the R~e
ligio work and wi,th the approval of the executive committee
Bro. R. A. Lloyd wiaS appointed to fill out the term, he taking
the office in December. This is a department which should
have some careful attention as we find that many of the locals
and most of the districts are in poor financial conditio,n and
we beHeve that the general treasurer should make i,t a part
of his work to devise ways and means of overcoming this
condition. Bro. Lloyd has given the matter some thought
and made some recommendations to the district treasurer
which we trust will be followed out and given a fair ,trial.
'These societies should be in better fina.ncial condition in

order that the work may be pushed more vigorously by the
officers.
ORGANIZED CLASS WORK

As authorized by the last General Convention the executive
committee appointed a superintendent to push the organized
class work in the Religio and rSr. Louise Evans was selected
for that work. She has been very active and her efforts have
met with success as will be indic1ated by her report to the conventiqn. We ,think that this department should be continued
and made joint with the Sunday school.
NEW CLASSES

We have also suggested to the various district presidents
that additional interest might be promoted in the locals if,
where it is found that some have lost interest in the lessons
on account of the fad that they have been through the Book
of Mormon once or twice before, dasses in other lines of education be introduced, particularly along the lines which the
church is taking up such as psychology, sociology, eugenics,
•economics, etc., where an 'interest can be developed in these
topics. In order that this work could be carried on profitably
I believe it would he well for the normal department to give
some thought to the providing of textbooks which will be reliable and suitable to this handling..
''QUARTERLIES"

Our Quarterlies have been issued regularly during the year,
the Senior Qua1·terly being edited by Bro. J. A. Gt~nsolley and
the Junior Qua1·terly by Bro. C. B. WoodstocK and we feel
t:hat both have merited and received the approval of the Religians. It was found necessary commencing with the first
quarter of 1917 to change the size and typ.e of the Qucwterlies
in the inte,rests of economy and owing to ,the rising cost of
paper and pr~nting the price of each Quartevrly was slightly
increased, i. e., two cents per quarter or five cents per year.
We would like to recommend to 1all that they send in the subscriptions by the year rather ,than by the ,.quarter both for
economical reasons and also as a matter of convenience to
the publishers and to enabie us to estimate more accura,tely
the number which should he printed. I,n this connection I am
glad to report an increase in our subscription list of 2,000
Seniors and 400 Juniors. This indica,tes tha,t the lessons department of the society is not being overlooked.
RECOMMENDATIONS

w,e have several recommendations ,to make to ,the conven-.
tion which we feel would serve to improve the society and
make its work more effective:
Field Workers
(1) Ln my visiting of district conventions it has been impressed upon me that we are ibadly in need of some one who
can go into the various districts and counsel with 1and advise
the officers and lend more renthusiasm to the work. Personal
work always tells and ·I am sure that it would he foUJnd profitable in this case. Based on this I would recomm€!nd that the
Religio convention authorize the general executive committee
to appoint a general field worker who will spend his whole
time in the field, the Religio to assume his family expenses, if
one should be selected who has a family, the maximum expense to be $50 a mon,th. Our idea of the wray this work
should be conducted would be briefly as follows: The field
workers to secure from the various districts a list of their
conventio,n dates and from these arrange a route so that he
or she could attend the convention and the1n remain iri the dis-trict for a week or two as the case might justify, visiting
the locals and encouraging and instructing them and organizi,ng new ones whel'e conditions warranrted. While it is
true that most of the Religio meetings would fall on the same
night I am sure that all of the locals would be very glad to
al'range a special meeting on some other night for the benefit· of the fireld worker and ,the good he might ddr them so that
every night in the week could he used to advantage rather
than just a visit to the convention and then :a week of inacc
tivity-j;hese special meeti,ngs could he arranged in advance
of the conv~ention and announcement made of them at that
time. The expense of travel to be borne by the districts and
locals benefited, each local or disrtrict standing one half of
the expense to and one half the eocpense from thek meeti1n g
place which would serv,e to equalize the amounts. I believe
that our financial condition at the present time will justify
this expense on the general society treasury and I am sure
that the good which would be done in the locals 1and districts
would prove to be a profitable invesrtment for them.
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Library Work
Lecture Course .
b.
We
would
recommend
that steps be taken to have like
(2) I also wish to recommend that a lectur<e board be established to provide a lecture course for the Religio, that is, to action recommended on the part of the library commission,
solicit the services of a number of our talented lecturers to i. e., that they be requested to appoi1nt some one person to
deliver a ~o~rse of lectures on topics of particular interest have general charge of the execution of the work of that
to the RehgiO and the church which would be of an- educa- ocommission.
Home Department
tional as well as e:ntertaining nature. Tj:lis board could cir(6) We would recommend that action be· taken at this concularize the various districts as soo,n as they found what lectures they could provide and find out what districts would vention with a view to consummating the action proposed at
like to have these lectures and then from this information our last convention with 11egard to the home department. We
outline a route for the lecturers and dates at the various hav·e reaehed the conclusion that this department should be
places so that car fare might be conser¥ed as well as the time made a jo~nt one with the Sunday school in the interests of
of the lect.urers. The expense of travel to be borne by the economy of efforts and finances.
ones b,enefited on the basis of each paying one half of the
Social Purity Board
expense to and one half of the expense from their meeting
(7) We should also like to see similar action taken with replace. As the distances would not be likely to be great between stbps this would make the expense of these lectures gard to the work of the social purity board. Let us have a
small as the fee usually paid to the Iecturers in other lecture board compos,ed of members of the.three organizations but let
courses would. be eliminated through the generosity of our them select some one person to push the work and be relecturers. This should place this profitable .enjoyment within sponsible for the accomplishment of the plans of the boa1:1d or
the reach of all our districts and as we would have several a definite report as to the reason for failure.
The aboye does not, of ~ourse, include any traveling exlecturers •a course could be arranged through the winter
months which would, I am sure, help to keep a. greater inter- penses whiCh have been paid personally or by contributions
from the various districts visited as we did not understand
est in the work all during the winter.
that the society should be charged with this expense, nor do
we now think so.
District Lectul'es
~It is our firm conviction that the society is becoming more
( 3) In co(llnection with the course outlined in the previous ahve to the opportunities which lie before them in the field
recommendation ·I wish also to recommend the adoption in the whic~ is thei~s and I trust that the convention will use great
various districts of what might be called a miniature lecture care m ~electmg the ones who are to guide its destiny during
course or a district lecture course. The plan for this is to the commg y·e1ar. There is much to be done and it will rehave various ones in the locals, who are willing and qualified quire the united efforts of the whole executive force in their
t? do so, prepare short lectures or addresses on the topics out- various
departments, as it will be impossible for the president
lmed for program use in the front of the ,senior Quarterlies
whoeve.r he may J:>e! to handle the entire matter successfully;
the assignment of these topics being made o,n recommenda~ a.nd this same sp1r1t should be carried into the district ele.ction of the local presidents to the district presidents so as to ti:ons as well. Officers who are willing to put forth the effort
avoi~ duplication. When thes~ h~ve bee~ :prepared they can
and who have the time to devoteo to the work al'e the ones
be t;Irculated throughout the distnct by visits of the one pre- vyho s:'wuld be ~eLected giving due consider:a:tion to qualificaparmg_ them and thus the good can be ut~lized by many tiOns m connectiOn with the two requisites just named. May
locals mstead of only o,ne. I know that in some districts this the ~ord b1e_ss the efforts of each one and help each one to
would not be practicable on account of the scattered condition do his part m the accomplishment or the work entrusted· to
of the locals, but in many districts I am sure it would prove all.
.:>moerely,
successful and promote a fee.Jing of cooperation and sociability
SAINT LOUIS, MISSOURI.
G. S. TROWBRIDGE.
among the. locals. This matter may be handled by the general
and_ district presi~ent~ during th~ ~ext ye!lr but it is thought
We note that the total receipts and expenditures
advisable to mentiOn It here as, If 1t receives the sa nction of of the president ar:e: Receipts, $41.62; expenditures,
the General Convention, it will be much easier to promote it.
1

Picture Machines
( 4) We have also suggested to the various districts the
advisability to meeting the inroads of the moving picture
theat~rs on the interests o~ our young fol];:s by supplying this
appetite through the medmm of a movmg pictul'e machine
purchased by the district ReUgio (or the larger branches
wher·e they feel able), such district machine to be passed
a~ound_ t~e district and ~e used in showing moving and single
VIeW pictures of ·educatiOnal nature. The importance of the
eye as a means of education is already appreciated «in most
places and I do not feel that we should lose the adva,ntage of
this prolific source of increasing the intere.st and p11ofit of our
program work. Our idea has not been to let the pictures
crowd o~t the platform work to the members altogether in
any locahty, but merely to supplement these individual efforts
and to add interest. We have been making some investigation and are prepared to give informatio:n 'as to the exp.ense
of purchasing and maintaining these machines if desired by
the convention. This matter is also simply called to your
a.ttention as a plan w_hich may be worked out by the executives unless some actiOn he taken by the conventio n.
Gospel Literature Work
( 5) At the last General Conference action was taken with
a view to unifying the efforts of the Religio, Sunday school
and church along the lines of gospel literature, and amendments are proposed with this end in view, which will come
before this convention. vVe feel that this is a move in the
right direction but if it be deCided to have this department
handled by a board composed of a member from each society I feel that we should take such action as will require
the board, or at least that we suggest to the board tha,t it be
our recommendation that they appoint some one person to be
the superintendent of the department to carry out the plans
of the board as we have not found that boards and cimmissions operating 'as a whole are productive of the best results.
1

$47.80. We submit this instead of the itemized account.

SECRETARY
To the Convention: As secretary of the general association
my work has been largely routine. During the summer I sent
out a series of letters to ~he district secretaries, outlining
plans for a clean-up campaign throughout the whole society.
I urged that 'every lookout committee get busy and go over
the local.records, l~bor with ·the nonattending members as the
law provides, and, If there was no other way, drop their names
from the reco.rd. Tile purpose was to clear the record so that
reports would show a true condition. I think that this work
of the lookout comm~ttees will account for a decrease in enrollment in some districts.
.. During th_e _year I i_ssl!ed 35 charters, this bringing directly
mto the RehgiO assocmhon 697 members. Four new districts
were formed and two were divided. Northern District, New
!South Wales, Idaho, W es:te,rn N eb:t1aska and Central Teocas
are the new districts, and the Independence Stake was divided
into Independence, Kansas City and Holden .Stakes. The1
Toronto District was divided to make Toronto and Owen
Sound Districts.
. T~e statistical reporrt as printed is not nearly complete and
1t will be necessary for me to bring an additional report befo.re the convention. My financial report is separate and
will be submitted from the auditing committee.
Owing. to other work I will ,not be able to let my name be
sub~~tted a;sain as a nominee for a general officer of the
~ehgw.
With earne1st good wishes for the Religio associatiOn.
Since1:1ely,
ARTHUR E. McKIM.
INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI, March 15, 1917.

The summary of the report of the secretary of the
General Zion's Religio-Literary Society should read
as follows: Number of locals ;345, gain 32; total en-
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rollment 13,125, gain 529; average attendance 6,349,
loss 629 ; home department 1,832, gain 157; total
gains 1,749; total losses 919.
HOME DE'P ARTlVIENT SUPERINTENDENT
To the Gene1·al Convention Assembled; Greeting: You
gave us a task to perform, and we tried to do it. The follow~ng is our report:
Total number of organized districts in the society, 61.
Districts having home department superintendents, 53.
Districts reporting results, 51.
'Superintendents in charge of unorganized territory, 23.
Appointees reporting results, 17.
.
Total number of district, stake, aiiJ,d unorganized superintendents (not local officers), 76.
Enrollment in organized territory, 2,381.
Enrollment in unorganized tel'ritory, 2·98.
Total enrollment, 2,679.
Number of new locals organized (this reduces our enrollm~nt, as many of the home students are transferl'ed), 35.
EXTENSION CIRCLE
This department of our work was turned over to Bro.
Wm. F. Sage, of Detroit, Michigan. He was appointed assistant general home department superintendent last October.
His report will appear under a separate heading.
IN GENERAL
My wprk in the mission field has prev;ented me from devoting as much time as should have been appHed to this kind
of work.
The 'amount we have spent for postage will give you an
approximate idea of the number of Ietters which hav;e been
written by this office. Personal letters, circular letters, and
literature have kept us quite busy.
FRANK F. WIPPER.
$.

ORGANIZED GLASS SUPE:RINTENDENT
To the General Convention of Zion's Religio-Literary Society: It will be remembered that last year the organi:?Jed
class work was provided for as an experiment and I was given
charge of it. First I wish to say that my whole time could
not be devoted to it, owing to the fact that I had a great deal
of work to do as a member of the library commission and as
a district secretary.
· My first effort was to ascertain how many organized classes
there were and what the attitude of the officiary and membership was towards it. I found about as many foes as
friends to the movement, but it might he worse, still there is
a great deal of indifference. I learned that 'there were a f~w
organized classes but through lack of understanding upon
the part of some of them they were not succe-eding and
naturally were meeting with opposition. As nearly as I can
learn they have made changes in their methods this year and
are me.et~ng with more favor 1and success. There have been
but few new organizations effected, but the many letters of
inquiry give me reason to be hopeful that the work will
succeed. There is an apparent overlap]:l,ing of the work of
organized classes and local Religio committees. I have how- ever to as large an •extent as I could sought to find new work
and methods for the classes and have r1ecommended such as
these: furnishing a:n evening's program for the local
helping the Literature Committee distribute literature,
purchasing books .for the library,, advertising preaching
and other branch meetings, furnishing supplies for the Sanitarium, clothing and food for the Children's Home, books and
other things for the homes of the aged, helping the deacons
look after the .poor, raising funds for gene:t'al or local church
debts, helping branch president in any way he directs, getting
up picnics, garden parties and educational trips or hikes.
I sent blanks on which the class'e'S could report to me, believing that a·class is morB -likely to be active when it knows
that it is expected to give an account of its activities. The
work has 1not reached that stage y;et that a tabulated report
could be made upon what has been done.
I prepared a leafte,t of instruction which has been appro:ved
by the president, but as I look over it now, am very much dissatisfied with it. It was evolved in haste and without experience. The next one can be very much improved. I sent
it to all district secl'etari:es with a circular letter urging that
they give l.t their attention and aski1ng them to urge locals
to push the class work.
I followed this up later with another circular, aiming to
arouse their enthusiasm and strongly urging that effort be

made to get the smaller children interested in Re1igio work,
by placing little responsibilities upon them and making them
feel that there is something for them to do that will not be
do1ne if they do not do it.
_
r also sent the organized class pamphlet and a personal
letter to a number of missionaries and others of the ministry
and was very much pleased to rece,ive replie's from all except
one, all of whom heartily 'approved of the work and promised
to help.
·
I attended one convention and one institute a,nd furnished
a paper on organized class work for two institutes.
This work as we have stated, began as an experiment. I
feel now that it can be heartily recommended to the General
Convention for a perma,nent place in its organization.
LOUISE EVANS.
GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN, February 22, 1917.

SUMMARY OF SUNDAY SCHOOL LEGISLA TlON

Gomer R. Wells, Walter W. Smith and J. A. Tanner were appointed a committee on behalf of the association to confer with a committee of the joint
council of the First Presidency, Quorum of Twelve
and Presiding Bishopric concerning the question,
Has the Sunday school a stewardship? If so, what?
Has it a .surplus? If so, what? And what provision
should be made for the current expenses of the association?
This joint committee recommended that the Sunday school is an auxiliary and help to the church, by
article 3 of the constitution, page 3 ; that it has a
stewardship in the publishing of the Sunday school
Quarterlies, and that as such it should report on the
1st of March its financial status to the Presiding
Bishopric together with budget for the ensuing year;
that December 31, 1917, and each year thereafter, all
moneys on hand in excess of $600, after paying the
current expenses of the association then due, should
be turned over to the Presiding Bishopric as a consecration to be used as are other funds in his hands.
That the Sunday school moneys be retained in the
hands of the bishopric, and if at any time the Sunday
school finds itself lacking the necessary means for
the carrying on of its work, it shall lay its special
wants and needs before the Presiding Bishopric to
be provided for under the law of stewardships. This
recommendation, which is set forth verbatim in the
daily and weekly HERALD received the unanimous
approval of the body and, as we are informed, the
approval of the joint council.
Provision was made for cooperation with the Religio in the home class work, organized class work
and gospel literature. The organized class superintendent to be appointed by the joint executives. The
home class and gospel literature work to be handled
by a joint board of three. The third member for the
home class being selected by the two superintendents, and the gospel literature commission by the
General Conference.
The resolution from Southern California concerning library work was referred to the library commission.
A petition from New Zealand for help, was answered by an appropriation of $100, subject to the
approval of the First Presidency, Presiding Bishopric and missiDnary in charge of that field.
A new class book including absentee visiting report, book of instruction and equipment for system
of visiting, compiled by R. B. Trowbridge of Independence, was referred to a committee to be exam-
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ined and reported upon. They reported in favor of
visiting absentees and urged this, but did not consider the plan advisable just now for the numerous
schools of the general association.
The amendments to the constitution affecting gospel literature commission were adopted.
Paragraph 2 in the revising committee's report,
providing for number of teachers acting under: the
direction of a supervising editor as editor in chief,
was referred to the executive council.
Section 3 of the revising committee's report, providing for the preparation of a series of lessons to
be properly graded and placed in permanent form,
so· as to avoid the continual republication of old matter, was referred to a committee of five, consisting of
the five editors of the present Quarterly.
In answer to a question, it was ruled that this be
referred to the editors for the coming year.
The constitution was amended, page 14, article 2,
section 1, by striking out all after the word "and" in
the fourth line, and adding "send a report of the
school to the district president ten days before each
regular meeting of the association." This section as
amended would read: "The superintendent shall preside at each session of the Sunday school, direct its
general interests, see that teachers follow methods
advised by the superintendent of the associa~ion, appoint committees, and send a report of the school to
the district president ten days before the regular
meeting of the association."
·
Page 10, article 4, section 1, insert after the word
"district" at the cl01se of the first paragraph of this
sedion, "and present a summary of the local president's report at each regular meeting of the association."
Page 17, article 7, section 1, insert the word "beginners" between the words "the" and "primary" in
the second line; and after the word "primary" insert the word "junior" in the third line, so that the
first sentence of the said section shall read: "The
superintendent and assistant shall select teachers for ·
the beginners, primary, junior and intermediate
classes."
Page 18, article 7, section 5, strike out "and" in
the third line and add at the end of the.section "and
problems of class work," so that said section shall
read : "The superintendent, assistants, and teachers
shall meet once a week for the study of the lesson,
methods of teaching and problems of class work."
Upon recommendation of the resolutions committee, it was resolved, that the first assistant superintendent, in addition to· the duties already provided
for, shall make a special effort to provide for institute
work in the stakes and districts, and through them
in local organizations.
·
Also that the executives make a special effort in
the direction of the Christmas offering fund, and
work in conjunction with the Presiding Bishopric to
encourage a substantial offering.
The following officers were~<elected: general superintendent, G. R. Wells (reelected) ; first assistant,
Daniel Macgregor (reelected) ; second assistant, A.
W. Smith; secretary, E. D. Moore (reelected) ; treasurer, Bishop Mark Siegfried; home department superintendent, F. F. Wipper; cradle ron superintendent, Anna Roberts (reelected) ; library board, S. A ..
Burgess; gospel literature commission, R. W. Far-
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rell; social purity board, R. W. Farrell (reelected) ;
member of lessons committee, J. F. Garver; revising
committee, A. Carmichael, J. W. Wight, George N.
Briggs.
Resolved that an outline of the lessons be made accessible for the teachers' plans.
Fifty dollars was appropriated for the use of the
social purity board and a like amount for the use of
the library commission, "for intensive work in the
stakes, districts and locals."
Daniel Macgregor was elected a member of the
coordinating committee-to consist of one each from
the church, Sunday school, Religio and Woman's
Auxiliary-these four to select a fifth and the committee to consider how the work of the auxiliaries
can be better conducted with each other and with
the general church.

SUNDAY SCHOOL REPORTS
SUPERINTENDENCY
To the General Convention:. Our first assistant suggested
this year when asked for the customary separate report that
all three might sign the same report, which depended on
whether they could approve of all the superintendent had decided to place before the body. Upon hearing his proposals
they unhesitatingly approved of them, and hence we come
with one instead of three reports.
·
Both assistants ,have responded to every call for advice
or help, which had to be done by mail owing to distance. At
times the superintendent has wished he might assign more of
his many duties to them; but it was seen that the time to be
consumed in correspondenc·e to place them in touch with it
was about equal to the labor of doing it himself. The association might with profit give our assistants some more specific·
functions than those so briefly mentioned in the constitution,
article five, which seems to aim at having their labors in the
absence of the superintendent, which can only be at convention time, and between times "as occasion demands." Within
the last few months we have discerned in some districts a desire to give something more to the local assistant superintendents. We think we can see service in the school that
might be delegated to those officers, since they work under
the same roof and are in daily touch with each oth-er. But
we have not seen it so clear for assistant district superintendents, and still less possible for the general assistants, working apart, sometimes at great distance. Any light the convention could thr{}W on this would be opportune.
The superintendent at present tries to care for important
phases of the work which are rapidly growing more important and in the near future should be given to separate officers. But whethe·r these functions might be given to first,
second and third assistants to enlarge their sphere of action,
or be placed in the category of other departments such as
cradle roll and home department is a question to be considered. This work now included in the functions of general
superintendent may be mentioned. They are: 1. Primary or
elementary superintendent, handling all the special problems
of cradle roll, beginner, primary and junior grades, advising
and directing concerning equipment, promotion standards,
expressional work, handwork, department programs and special conditions. This has to db with pupils under the adolescent period.
2. Senior or secondary superintendent, handling the very
difficult and perplexing problems of early and middle adolescence covered by intermediate and senior grades, including supervision of Sabbath afternoon and week day activities,
organized class failures and problems.
3. Adult superintendent, taking care of the advanced work
of later adoleseence beyond senior grade. This is at present
the most disorganized and unsystematized part of our Sunday
school work. It contains all sorts of classes for which we
provide no specific lesson material, such as church history,
Hook of ·Mormon, Doctrine and Covenants, sociology and
others not yet reported. Something definite must soon be
provided so that uniformity of purpose and coordination of
study shall result.
4. Grading and promotion superintendent. These are be-
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coming live questions in some of the districts and we are
thankful to see it.
·
LESSONS COMMITTEE

As chairman of this committee the superintendent reports
no meetings held during the year. This committee appears
to be too cumbersome for practical work and it might be remodeled to fewer members composed of expert talent more
easily and economically called together. At present it is
composed of three elective members, the general superintendent and the editors of the five •Quarte1·lies, making six members occupying ex officio.
"QUARTERLIES''

determined and turned in as, a conse~ration, but report to be
made at this convention that action may be had. As teachers of the law, we ought to keep it. In this respe.ct our association stands before the law of the Lord as any individual,
as long as we continue the business aspect of our Quarterlies,
deriving profit in a business way.
There is in hand a request from the missionary in New
Zealand asking the convention to donate $10'0 to start a "Maori
tract translation fund,"-a very worthy proposition, but
clearly church work. Let us pay our surplus and allow the
church to do its own work, which should apply to all similar
requests for donations which we have for years been entertaining.

The editors are following the course marked out by the
HAVE WE A STEWARDSHIP?
lessons committee and all lessons are written up to and inIt might not be amiss also to inquire if, under the revecluding the third quarter of 1917. All have worked faith- lations di11ecting the printing and sale of gospel literature,
fully and at times under great strain. Nearly all have cov- the association has ever received a stewardship of that kind.
el:'ed the entire course but they have had to work apart, with If we have, it will set all doubts at rest and confirm us in
no opportunity for compar:i,sons or of fitting the last year's our stewardship. If not, the sooner we find it out the better.
matter of each grade into the first year of the grade above. We shall have a more definite recommendation to offer the
This has resulted in some unnecessary duplications of sub- body at the proper time.
jects and also gaps and overlapping as grade jo~ns onto
LIBRARY WORK
grade. Under the circumstances this was unavoidable. Most
In nearly three fourths of the districts the report on this
of the lesson material has now reached the stage of revision
and reshaping, leading to a more permanent text; but this department is, mothing doing. Notwithstanding one or two
should not be attempted until a comprehensive comparison ·leading church representatives have publicly advocated its
has been .made of the whole five g-rades, eliminating duplica- abandonment, we believe library work from a church standtions, gaps or ove.rlapping. This must be done this year and point is worth while. Admitting that public libraries are
will be carried out as a necessary routine matter in comple- found in nearly every city, ours is a chu!'ch proposition with
a denominational aspect that no other institution is capable
tion of the work in hand.
Most of the editors report that the rule passed by a spe- of supplying. It is not merely a literary matter-books to
cial committee last convention binding e:dito•rs to the King read and a case to hold them. Library work in the church
James v,ersion debars matter of great value to the children's has not had a fa,ir chance; it needs the concentration of some
education in the faith of the church. We believe this rule is one who can visi,oil1 its purpose and possibilities and then innot in harmony with the dil'ection of the Lord given· to the fuse this into every district. We have to report that this
church col:nmanding that the Inspired Translation be taught demand is not being met.
freely. We therefore urge that action be taken to modify
CRADLE ROLL
this rule. Let us teach "the books" without stint.
This department is making excellent advancement, as the
report of that superintendent will show. We expect later to
SABBATH KEEPING BY THE YOUNG
For many years Americans have talked about a "Conti- see all birth-offerings in the association collected through
nental Sabbath" as a co:n,dition existing across the ocean; this department. That is the only offering that the school
but we fear we must admit that we have it boldly stalking has been asked to forgo, as it has for years gone to Herald
through our own land. It affects our boys and girls .. In ad-· Publishing House to help in printing a new book for children.
clition to this, they seem to regard it as irksome to attend all It rests upon custom, we believe, and unless the convention
the Sabbath serv•ices of the church and auxiliaries, which in wishes to change it we shall continue to administer it in that
ma,nner. The enrollment includes many children of nonmany branches includes Sunday school (Religio, also in some)
morning ~nd everning sermons and afternoon prayer meeting. members, which indicates the missionary opportunity lying
Many, both children and adults, are inclined to spend the af- before the workers of this department, requiring love for
ternoon in recreation, which, if recognized, should be directed children and exercise of tact, taste and talent. It is worthy
on this day above all others. Shall we advise parents to re- of the time and talents of any good woman.
quii!re their children to attend ev.ery service? If not, how is
HOME DEPARTMENT
the time to be sp•ent? The association and the church should
Even with eleven districts not heard from this department
speak with one voice on this question. We urge the conv,en- · shows fine results for the small outlay reported by the treas~
tion to take preliminary action towards meeting this condi- urer. But this has not been done without heroic sacrifice by
tion-not puritanically, but in the spirit of him who said, the superintendent. The possibilities are almost limitless,
"The sabbath was made for man, and not man for the sab- while it is also of great importance to the church, since its
bath." We want our Sunda.y school members to "call the scattered and ofttimes discouraged members may be nurtured
sabbath a delight, the holy of the Lord, honorable." (Isaiah and made live assets to the cause. Since it is uncertain that
58; 13.)
.
present incumbent will be able to serve again, we urge that
CHRISTMAS OFFERING
g-reat care be exercised in selecting a superintendent this
·There has been an almost simultaneous response through- year. She has served faithfully and maintained a steady adout the association to the Presiding Bishop's suggestion that vance in the department through years of hard toil. We
the church debt be liquidated through the Christmas offer~ngs. would like to see the standard maintained in the future.
E1astern Michigan leads out in convention by a resolution
NORMAL WORK
providing a district "sacrifice day" once a quarter, amounts
This department really presents a home study course and
thus saved to be sent in for the church debt. We have asdoes not in itself supply complete, teacher training. There
.sured the church that our association will do its part.
are ,two phases: training of officers ·and training of teachers.
PAYING OUR SURPLUS
That the association should assume the duty of training its
On account of the sudden rise in cost of print paper we .officers is very clear. But when we consider that over one
sold the entire issue of one quarter's lessons at about cost, third, 36 per cent, of the church's increase last year by bapwhich compelled us to raise the ·price. But the yea.r closes tism was of persons under the age of fifteen years,. w.e think
with a balance of $2,922.51. Of this amount $1,800 has for the church is vitally concerned, not only in the kind of lesyears been deposited with the Presiding Bishop which con- sons provided but also in the training of those who are to
tributes that much to the church debt. Our treasurer has · plant the living seed in the .hearts of her children, those who
$1,112.51. We might remark that the bulk of our income are to. become the future builders of Zion. The association
reaches us in December when the greatest number renew is dependent on volunteer service of amateurs, who, as a rule,
their subscriptions for the year; hence we do not expect so know little enough of the matter to be imparted, less of the
much from the other three quarters' sales. Our present bal- laws of mind growth, and still less of the proper method of
a:nce should be larger on that account.
teaching.
We believe the association should no longer hoard funds.
Our normal superintendent reports a deepfilr interest .in
We, therefore, l'ecommend that a committee be appointed . teacher and officer training. We commend his new "standard
to ascertain. our just needs and wants as an association for course," covering two years of study and which compares
the coming ·year in consultation with the bishop, our surplus favorably with. that put out by similar bodies. The inter-
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national association cannot offer us anything better. We
would that every parent in the church and every teacher
might read and digest one book of this course in the childhood section: A Study of Child NatuDe, by Elizabeth Harrison. We predict that 'enrollments for the full course would
come in faster than one superintendent could take care of
them. They do not realize what they are missing.
REPORTING

We still find it hard to get reports from some. Three out
of eighty-three district superintendents ignored our letters,
but recent ,eJections have removed two of them and we hope
the third will, follow soon, for we are in touch with the new
officers. Some otherwise good Saints, local and district superintendents, fail to see that 'executives must have executive
reports. They give us reports grudgingly, believing that reports of their secretaries ought to be sufficient. No executive
officer can fully serve the association with statistic;:tl reports
only. Some have been converted on this point and we predict the good work will go on.
FIELD AND OFFICE W:ORK

The field labors of the superintendent this year were curtailed some by increasing office work, uncertainty of finances
during the last quarter, and also by bodily indisposition due
to an operation in the Sanitarium, which was successful but
required several months to regain former strength. He labored in Gallands Grove and Far West Districts, all expenses paid, ancl helped organize the new stake's of Holden
and Independence in July. The assistants also labored, each
in his own field or district as general conference appointment
or other work permitted. The second assistant also acted.
as vice president of the Religio, which office has its specific
duties.
Our office work has continued to get heavier owing to more
system and time being devoted to it. Fi,eld work and office
work cannot both be carried on at the same time. One or
the other must be neglected. We were authorized by executive council to secure such stenographic help as needed, but
we hm;;e been a creature of circumstances, not being able in
a small town to get help at the time it was needed. We purchased a course in expert typewriting, hoping to realize their
guarantee that my spe1ed would he mo·re than doubled, but the
press of correspondence has, so far, prevented the necessary
practice. At this moment a large pile of unanswered inquiries lie on the desk, sidetracked by the necessary work of
providing convention program and editing and supervising
the printing of pamphlet containing this report.
Most of our time has been consumed at the typewriter,
leaving little for reading, for constructive executive work, or
for planni:(J.g, thinking and praying over the many problems
confronting an organization with 83 districts, 40,000 enrollment and nearly 800 schools, operating under varied and
even contradictory conditions. Thus the Sunday school work
presents some problems and difficulties with which it will
take years to cope.
We feel very grateful· for the many expressions of confidence, loyalty and appreciation that have come to us in the
course of our correspondence with officers and teachers. But
our ideals are far from being attained. The· superintendent
will be glad to have some one better qualified take up the
work and carry it on to greater usefulness and power.
Your servants for the work's sake,
GOMER R. WELLS, Superintendent.
DANIEL MACGREGOR, First Assistant.
THOMAS J. ELLIOTT, Second Assistant.
SECRE'TARY
The work of the Sunday school continues onward. Progress
is to be noted alo,ng many line1s, and we are confident this will
continue. As with other organizations,, however, the items
reported do not cover the entire amount of work done. Many
secretaries are indifre:rent to the Iie:quirements of reporting
and consequently many activities go unrecorded.
We have sought to keep 1n touch with the work throughout
the association the past year and have had many pleasant
experiences. There seems to be a prevalent desire to handle
efficiently the work of the Sunday school, and basing our
efforts on this fact, we have secured some interesting information. In other cases we have been compelled to sit at a
distance ~nd watch the Sunday school wither and die from
lack of attention by district officers. Some districts will not
respond, while others are always so late their reports cannot
be included in the statistics reported to the convention. Delegates to this converntion should carefully study the statistical
report and if the items do not properly reflect conditions in
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the district they should upon their return home make due investigation as to the causes.
In a number of instances we are com:peHed to use figures
of one or two yea,rs f-go be.cause the' district secreta,ry will not
report, eve111 though all blanks are furnished. In some instances reports are made but have very little intelligent information on them, and coming in so late it is impossible to
secure corrections. One district sent in very defident reports
this year 1and we immediately sent them back for correction.
They have not returned. A,nother secretary says the membership of the district last year was about 750, while as a matter of
fact the,number reported last year was 1,060. If every delegate
present and eV<erySunday school worker who reads this would
appoint himself a committee of one to see1 that copies of reports
are made a part of the official minutes of the district, it would
g11eatly he1lp. Half of the secretaries who repo1·t made erroneous reports on the membership of last report. Copies
kept' of th~ previous annual report to the geneml secreta.ry
would eliminate this. One reports that the copy of the previous report was misplaced and not with the minutes. Make
it a pa1·t of the minutes O?' record is a good rule not only in
this department but all secreta;rial work.
NOTES FROM THE DISTRICTS

From the reports from conventions we gle,an the following:
Southe'l"n Calif01rnia recorrimends to the General Convention
"that in v:iew of the excellent public libraries through the
country that the duties of the office of district librarian be so
amended as to Dequire only work of an advisory character and
the collection and preservation of all archreological evidences
and other books that would be beneficial to the church."
Mobile (Alabama) has adopted a sta,ndard of exeellence
with greatea- requirements than the one adopted by the General Association for districts. Some districts are changing
the standards for schools and adopting new ones. Local conditions should be, considered iill the adoption of a standard for
schools, and a1n effort made to emphasize such points as will
bring up the standa,rd of the district. Normal work is still
the great barrier to first grade and one district wants it
eljminated, but we surely cannot do without trained teachers.
Northern New South Wales wants "a missionary Sunday
school worker." Little Sioux (Iowa) has rescinded all former
motions concerning programs for conventions and hereafter
executive heads <of the two societies will confer with local officers in formulating convention programs.
Massachusetts has appointed an educational committee to
superv:ise the educational interests of the district, institute
"promotion day," prepare examination questions for the
various grades, arrange for awarding of diplomas and promulgate the religious ~educational interests of the district.
Eastern Michigan voted to have all printing done at church
printing houses when poss.ihle. A sacrifice day has been appointed, the proceeds to be sent to the bishop. District officers fail~ng to report each quarter to be removed from office.
The superintendent of the normal depa,rtment is offering
prizes for examinations and graduations next year.
Far West' (Missouri) has amended district by-laws to conform to those of the General Association. A resolution to
hav'e all local elections of officers annually will come up at
the July cQnvention.
Kansas City 1Stake has a· new and original standa,rd of
excellence for schools. Among the Degular requirements, sixty
per cent of those present must be on time; half of the teachers and officers must be graduates or pupils of a training
class; one third of ,all teachers and office:rs must be present
at the stake annual ~nstitute1; schools are to be represented
at all conventions. They are compactly located and can expect more along some lines, but we are sure they will make
some great stl1ides.
Western Nebraska .has dropped the Black Hills from their
district. Western Oklahoma now gives the collection of the
last Sunday ,in each quarte,r to the district Sundl:\Y school
fund.
Lamoni Stake contributes liberally each year to library work,
and like a ,number of other districts, are enthusiastic over the
separate auxiliary con¥entions in the summer.
Portland (Oregon) is asking the General Convention to
amend the standaDd of excellence so the district will not be
required to have a library boa,rd to reach first' grade. Southwestern Oregon has iillstructed her delegates to vote in favor
of the chair of r·eligious education, if it comes up.
It will be noted tha1t the line-up of first grade districts has
changed somewhat during the yea,r. The names printed in
black-faced type are now first grade. W.e congratulate Inde-
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pendence on her steadfast mainten:l!nce of her rank, and also
one of her daughters, the Kansas City Stake. We haven't
heard .from Holden.
w.e now have 83 distric'ts and our :total memhe,rship reported shows a nice gain, though we were compel1ed to secure
some of the figures from the superintendent's reports. We
now have 40,024 members reported, a gain of 1,086.
E. D. MOORE.
RE:VISING COMMITTEE

To the General Sunday School Association; Greeting: Your
committee appointed to revise the matter for the lessons of
the ,Sunday school Quwrterlies report that we hav'e given attention to all lesson matter submitted to date. Following a
series of years devoted to the work of revision of lessons, under your appointment, we .r:eport the following conclusions:
We believe that the lesson Quarterlies should be edited by
a committee or board of 'editors acting under dirpction of a
supervising editor in chief, such editors being so located that
they may work in cooperation, in consultation, and by concurrence of action; also that in due time all lesson material
should be. issued under direction of the general board of
publication of the church.
·
we further advise that upon due issue of a comprehensive
system od' lessons adapted to the various departments or
grades, such lessons should be carefully reedited or revised
and put into approximately permanent form for regular lesson materi,al. By such a system much expense caused by
constant publication of new matter, as under the, present system, could be avoided, with decided benefit to the course of
study for all the grades.
We call attention to another matter of importance in connection with the issue of the Sunday school lessons: At the
General Convention of 1916 a committee was appointed to
take into consideration petitions asking for Quarterlies, making no refere'!lce to the three standard books of the church;
this with a. view to meet a so-called demand for lessons suitable to those not of our faith who attend the various schools.
The committee was given power to act and adopted the following resolution:
· · "Resolved, that the editors of all grades of Quarterlies be
instructed to base their lessons upon the King James Version,
and that all other translations and books of reference be
used only as corroborative authority."'
·•
.
This action binds the editors of the Qua1·terlies to the King
James Version of the Bible as the basis of all Sunday school
lesson matter; and under this rule the editors are prohibited
from introducing matter from the Inspired Translation, the
Book of Mormon, and the Book of Doctrine and Covenants,
unless such matter is specially referred to in the King James
Version. In our opinion this action is contrary to the commands of God given to the church in this dispensation. The
church has three standard books and it is di!'ectly commanded
to teach the principles contained in those books. The Book of
,Mormon refers to the "plain and precious things which have
been taken away from them [the Scriptures]"; and states
that the teachings of the Book of Mormon and the Bible
"shall grow together unto the confounding of false doctrines,
. . . and bringeth them to the knowledge of their fathers,"
etc. In the revelation of God given to Moses we are told
that in a day when men shall esteem the words of the Lord as
naught, "and take many of them from the book which thou
shalt write, behold I will raise up another like unto thee, and
they shall be had again among the children of men; among
as many as shall believe." In Doctrine and Covenants 42: 15
we are instructed: "Thou shalt ask and my scriptures shall be
given as I have appointed, and they shall be preserved in
safety; and it is expedient that thou shouldst hold thy peace
concerning them, and not teach them until ye have recei¥ed
them in full. And I give unto you a commandment, that then
ye shall teach them unto all men; for they shall be taught
unto all nations, kindreds, tongues, and people."
The Lord thus indicated what shall be taught to confirm the
truth to the world. We c.annot omit the things prescribed by
him and meet the demands laid upon us as the church of
Jesus Christ. The leading purpose of the lesson matter is to
teach our own children. In fact, the children of Latter Day
Saints comprise the great body of our. ~unday school. me;mbership, the attendance of others co;mpnsi":lg a smal~ mmo:r:Ity
of those forming the schools. Besides this, there Is nothmg
in the three standard books but what should be taught to
those whom we are seeking to convcert. It is also true that
in the lesson matter such confirmatory teaching from the
three books contained in the Quarterli,es may be wisely pre-

{,

sented, and must in due time be presented, to those not of
the church.
For these reasons we consider the action stated in the re·solution given above to be serious!~ ou~ of harmonY: ~vith the
commands of God and in direct vwlatwn of the spint of the
latter-day work.
.
..
We are credibly informed that while the committee which
passed the resolution was supposed to be compose~ of representatives of the twelve, the seventy, and the high pnests
and elders some of the leading representath'es named wel'e
not presen't at all at the sessions of the committee; _that the
action was hasty and in the natul'e of a compromise. We
therefore recommend that the l'esolution be repealed, that
the church may have lesson matter issued in harmony with
the standard books, under direction of those in charge of
such lesson matter and in accordance with the purpose of the
gl'eat latter-day work.
JoHN SMITH,
R. S. SALYARDS,
A. CARMICHAEL,
LAMONI, IowA, March 20, 1917.
Revising Committee.
MEIMBER OF LIBRARY COM,MISISION

To the General Sunday Schoql Association; Gre!3ting: One·

year ago you ;appointed me as your. representa~lVe on the
library commission, and I beg to submit the followmg report:
The librp,ry departments throughout the coun~ry are _showing a more lively intenest in th<: work, coiJJfirmi":lg us. m the
belief that the How-Book for hbrary worke,rs IS faithfully
serving wherever it is giv€!n an opportunity.
The first ,i:Jdition of this booklet was issued in April, 1916,
and free copies of the same were sent to the library work~rs
in every district and stake throughout the country, and qmte
a lively response calling for additional copies was the result.
Your secretary heliieves that this library helper answers
practically every question arising among library workers. It
was the intention of the commissio1n to make this department
of the work as nearly as possible self-sustaining, and a sma;Il
purchase price was plac,ed on the boo!'let when order~d. m
quantities. It is not, however, the desire of the comnnsswn
to keep this booklet away from anyone on acc?unt. of a lack
of funds. A free copy is always sent to e'!ery mqmrer and 1t
is desired th;:.tt 'every library worker should hav.e at le~st o~e
copy of this little helper at hand. In order to accomplish this
the secretary of the commission solicits the aid of the traveling ministry and ev.ery person interested in library work, and
asks that they send for information and supplies of the booklet sufficient to fill the rieeds ~n their particular location.
The commission this year was fortunate in securing the
servic,es of 1Sr. Louise Evans of Grand Rapids, Michigan,
(the commission member chosen by the General Religio Association). Sister Evans has spent considerable time in the
districts and locals of Michigan a1nd has lately completed a
Viery important addition to the small pamphlet published by
the commission during 1916.. This pamphlet will now supply
the library workers with a splendid list of books such as may
be needed in all parts of the country. This work of Sister
Evans not only gives the hame and price of the book, but also
the name of the publisher. Copies of this pamphlet may be
secured ,either from the Herald Office or from the secretary
of the commission.
'
The library commission was 1never in better cond_it!on to
serve the interests of the workers everywhere, and sohcits the
aid of ail persons throughout the church in disseminating the
literature of the commission and in putting into active use
every resource of the department.
Sister Estella Wight has faithfully serv·ed the commission
during the past year as genera'! librarian, and a report of her
work in part may be see1n below. Following is also the report
of Bishop J. F. Keir, treasurer ,of the commission, and also
·that of Heman C. Smith, our church historian, who is the
church member of the commission.
.
The general .secre.tary beHeves t~at durin.g tJ:e comin!S year
practically every hbrary hoard m the distncts or m the
branches will have assimilated the work of this department'
and will have f,allen ~n line with the original intentions of the
library commission, wl;lich is to lessen the labor of the locals
and districts by pla.cing all of the libm.ry interests of the
three societies under one head, allowing each society to choose
its. own repl'esentative on the local and distri~t boards.
The library work when taken up system:;tically and carefully studied is easily understood. The mam ·trouble heretofore has be~n in a lack of knowledge,, prjncipally by not having sufficient printed literature in the hands of the local' and
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district WQrk(!rs. This difficulty should now be almost wholely
if not entirely !'emoved since complete information can be
secured by all who desire, either from the commission or the
Herald Office.
If library board members desiring information will send
their questions a,nd suggestions to the geneiral secretary or
any member of the commission, they will receive a ready response, and should the first or second letter not clear matters
up perfectly, feel at liberty to continue correspondence. It is
only by this cooperation that the best results may be had.
E. H. FISHER.

TRAINING THE TEACHER
[A few summarized ideas from the speech of Elder A. E.
Warr at the Religio Convent_ion, Monda,y afternoon,. April 1.
-EDITORS.]
The teacher training problem is the greatest problem of
the Sunday school, yet there is antagonism to teacher training and sentiment must be created for it.
There are different stages in the developm~nt of the child
mind. We must take the infinite truths of the gospel and
even adapt them to the child mind. There is 1n eed of pr:eparation, though it has been said that th~ only thing some people will attempt to do without preparation is to teach a class
in Religio or Sunday school.
One of the best littlle books for begin1ners in the study of
mind growth is Common Sense, by E. W. Thornton. He says
that adaptability is common sense. Common sense is the
sixth sense given by the Creator to prevent the other five
from making fools of themselves.
This idea of adaptability is illustrated by the boy who rode,
horseback to the mill with his bag of wheat. At first he put a
stone in one end to balance the wheat in the othe.r, but later his
common sense brought an adaptability to the need and he put
half of the whe•at in one end and half in the other, thus
eliminating the stone.
"The only responsibility gr,eater than tak~ng a class is not
taking one."-W,esley.
"What you do speaks so loud that what you sa,y cannot be·
heard."-P·roverb.
We must be well informed; Some high school students in a
certain school· were ghnen a list of questions to answer.
While we may laugh at their answers, we should .beware
that we do not fall into as grievous errors.
:Some of the answers i:ncluded the following: Moses was a
son of David. He was one of Jesus' disciples. Jonah was
the man swallowed by a whale; he was let out by Solomon.

AN IMPORTANT DOCUMENT
The. following is the text of one of the most important pieces of legislation ever adopted by the
Sunday School Association:
'
LAMONI, IOWA, April 5, 1917.
To t'lw"Convention: We, your committee appointed to' confer with a committee from the joint council of the Presidency,
Twelve and PDesiding Bishopric to inquire into the matter of
stewardship, surplus, etc., of the association, hereby report
the action of the joiitlt committee, which, we are duly informed, was presented to the said joint council and appro¥ed
by that body:
"Whereas, The General Sunday School Association is· an
auxiliary to the church, as outlined in Article II and III of
the Constitution- and By-Laws as follows:
"II. 'The object of the association shall be to consolidate:
and unify the forces ~ngaged in the Sunday school work; to
devise :and put in operation methods and means for its promotion, for the purpose of teaching God's word according to
the best method's suggested by experience and the Spirit of
truth.'
"HI. 'The relatio1nship which this as~:>ociation shall sustain
to the church shall be that of an auxiliary, a 'help.' In its
government a,nd direction it shall be subject to its own rules
and regulations. Its purpose being to aid the church by actively prosecuting the work of a V1ery necessary department of
its spiritual labor, it invites the foster,ing c,are of the church.'
Whereas, the fulfilling of this purpose requires the editing,
publishing and sale of Sunday school Quarterlies and other
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helps from which revenue is derived, thus creating a temporal
as well as a spi.ritual stewardship; therefore
Be it resolved:
1. That in order to put into active operation this stewardship, the executive council is heDeby authorized and directed
to file with the Presiding Bishop a copy of the financial report of the association and prepare ·,and submit on March
1, of each year, for the approval of the Presiding ·Bishopric,
a statem€illt of the probable receipts and disbursements necessary to pr•operly carry on the work for which the stewardship was created;
2. That all moneys received by the Association be deposited
with the Presiding Bishop, to be paid out upon proper requisition as provided by Article V, Section 6, of the Constitution
and By-Laws;
3. That all funds on hand over and above six hundred
($600.00) dollars on December 31, 191'7, and alljnually thereafter, having first supplied all the just needs of the association, shall be paid to the Presiding Bishop to be disbursed by
him as the law directs;
4. That should the11e at any time be insufficient funds to
satisfy thebudg1et requiDements, the needs of the associatio:n
may be laid before the Presiding B"shopric, as the law provides.
G. R. WELLS.
W. W. SMITH.
J. A. TANNER.

THE NEW RELIGIO OFFICERS
JAMES W. STOBAUGH
The new secDe:tary of the Religio is a you,ng Irishman from
the Kansas City Stake. He has been living at Mount Washington, Missouri until the last few weeks, and has now
moved to Englewood, the next suburb e1ast, which is nextdoor ne,ighbor to Independence. He is twe1nty-one years of
age and resides at home with his par·ents.
He is well and favorably known locally, having put into
operation one of the most model s.ecretary record systems and
given the secretarial work in that district a dignity, such as
we wish it might have everywhere. At their orga,nization
the Kansas City Stake Sunday .School Association elected
him secretary, .and at the recent election of office,rs honored
him in the superintendency of the stake, though he preferred the secretarial work. He was ordained a deacon the
past year.
He holds the position of head wire chief, while on his shift,
being in charge of all the mechanical 'equipment of the Western Union Telegraph Company's lines in Kansas City territory. His shift is a convenient one, from one at night till
eight in the morni,ng-seven hours. This allows him to attend any services he desire's during the day and eveni,ng, in
the stake where every school is on the car line. Being an indefatigable worker, we predict the districts will hear from
him and he impeHed to respond.
VERNON A. REESE
Verno,n A. Reese is a young man near his thirtieth year,
tall, slender, dark and serious. He is a citizen of Chicago.
Has been very active in the church work and in that of the,
auxiliaries for several years. H:e ·is a gr1andson of the late
Bishop of the Lamoni 1Stake, William Anderson, and should
p11ove a valuable acquisition to the library commission. We.
look for active revival of interest i1n this department. Brother
Reese is presiding teacher •and clerk of the First Chicago
Branch; pre1sident of the Northeastern Illinois District Religiio. He is also chairman of the district library board and
has practical experience for his new work.
R. A. LLOYD
Robert A. Lloyd, who was recently elected treasurer of the
General Zion's ReHgio-Literary Society, is a young man in
his early tHirties, fair complexioned, medium height, good
looki,ng and a live wire. (This, so you won''t be shocked
when you see him.) He is a resident of Saint Louis, and has
he1en for several years, and still is the superintendent of the
1Sunday school there. UndeT his able direction the Sunday
school probably has a larger pe•rcep.tage of organized classes
than any other Sunday school ~n the association. He is an
active priest !in the branch and has he1ld v:arious' offices in
both of the auxilitaries, as we!ll as being deacon of the branch
for a number of years. He is a brother-in-law of vice president T. J. Elliott, since they mar6ed sisters several years
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ago. He is a traveling sale1sman for a Saint Louis millinery
house.
WILLIAM F. SAGE
William F. Sage was born in Syracuse, New York, September 14, 1892. Baptized on December 9, 1907, at Detroit, Michigan. Formerly a member of the Disciple Church. In 1908
was elected to office of librarian Of the Detroit Religio and
from then on occupied various positions in the First Detroit
local, including that of president. In 1915 while occupying as
president of the Detroit Religio the local by means of special
work won the District Trophy which consisted of a beautiful
silver loving cup valued around fifty dollars, given to them for
the highest grade. And a special pin was given the president.
Also served in various positions in the Sunday school.
Occupied as preside,nt of Eastern Michigan District Religio
for three years till business compelled resignation from active work for several months. Is a charter member of the
Second Detroit Branch and auxiliaries. Appointed assistant
general Home Department Superintendent in .October, 1916.

NORMAL DEPARTMENT
To the Joint Executive .Committee of the Sunday school and
Religio Society: For the Religio-Sunday school normal department, I wish to report for the period from March 16, 19'16,
to date.
· ·
The year's work was planned so that two things might be
accomplished: first, the completion of the details connected
with the offering of the standa11d course; second, formation of
classes in this course.
The course, accordingly, with respect to minor helps, examinatiQns, etc., has been made ready for use, and to further
strengthen it, a handbook for teachers of training classes is
being plcepared. In order to form classes more readily, a
campaign for the enrollment of one thousand students in the
standard course was undertaken i;n the late fall and winter.
In checking the results, the cumulative effect of over eight
years' work for the Hutlbut text became evident; for while
a total of 671 students were enrolled, 372 chose short course.
No. 1, using the Hurlbut text; 122 chose short course No. 2,
using the Religio text; while 177 began the study of the standard course. The course in story-telling at present comprises
the first two sections of the standard course, and e;nrollments
are included with the Iatter. The cradle roll superintendents
now being canvassed are responding splendidly and a course
in story-telling, separate from the above, will be ready for
them soon. The enrollme,nt campaign was conducted by Edward F. Yerrington, Providence, Rhode Island, appointed
especially for this purpose, and while he pressed the campaign
energetically, replies to his repeated letters to the district superintendents and presidents we11e received from just about
ten per cent. The 'extreme difficulty in securing response from
the supposed district workers, and their cooperation in t:~ain
ing the teachers in the schools and locals, constitutes our most
annoying problem. However, a by-product of the campaign
of great value is the publicity given the standard course, and
this will be capitalized i;n our efforts for further enrollments
during the coming year.
Including the new .enrollments there are now about 1,800
students of the various courses of the department. Progress
·with many is very slow, and others must be constantly exhorted in order to prevent lapsing entirely. Thus, the history
of the departm€!nt indicates that examinations have never
been in satisfactory proportion to the total enrollment. This
year is no exception, as the following record of examinations
shows:
Short course No. 1 (Hurlbut text): Examination No. 1,
109; No.2; 41; No.3, 46, making 196.
Short course No.2 (Religio text): Examination No.1, 20;
No.2, 16; No. 3, 6, makng 42.
Standa!'d course: Examination No. 1 (a) , 6; No. 1 (b) , 3;
No.2 (a), 1; No.4 (b), 2, making 12. Total, including 52
graduates, 250.
It should be borne in mind that the examinations in the
standard course represent only those of three small classes
organized last summer. Later enrollments are not yet ready
for the first exam~nation.
Personally the work for reunion and district institutes increased considerably over the previous year; department correspondence almost doubled; and ·special work incident to the
courses was heavy. Grateful acknowledgement is made of the

active cooperation of the Religio and Sunday school executives,
a;nd of the department heads whose work touches that of the
local teachers and officers.
Reports of the receipts and expenditures of the department,
with amounts equally apportioned, have been made in detail
to the respective treasul'ers of the General Sunday. School
Association, and Zion's Religio-Literary Society. Summarized,
these show receipts, including a balance of $12.74 at the beginni1ng of the year, of $89.25; expenditures, $99.98, leaving a
balance due me of $10.74.
L. F. P. CURRY, Supe1·intendent.
PITTSBURGH, PENNSYLVANIA, March 17 1917.

STORY TELLING FOR TEACHERS
From her tenth year, when she began to understand what her teachers in the day school were trying to do, she was more or less bored in the Sunday
school; not because the Sunday-school teachers
lacked the best material.
The greatest teaching factor at the disposal of the
Sunday school is the art and science of story-telling.
Because every normal child has a thirst for stories,
"all the world loves a story," because the story satisfies the quest for knowledge. The child· must learn
through the story of other's experience, since he cannot learn through ·his own meager experience the
effect of certain conduct. Fairy stories are especially fine for this, since in them the right always
prevails and the w:rong brings disaster.
If we give our children the proper kind of stories,
when the time comes that they want to learn through
their. own experience (this time comes generally in
adolescence) , they will go out with the spirit of quest,
not ·of experiment.
Another value of stories is, that they develop sustained attention which later becomes concentration.
Children like stories which have action, and especially those which have the element of suspense.
One of the things we must try to cultivate is the
habit of sympathetic interest and listening. Also in
this age, it is very necessary to develop constructive
imagination. We in the United States are too apt
to judge things entirely by their value in dollars and
cents.
Every great business, every great painting, every
great composition, every great building or achievement was first built up in the mind. People who object to children's imagination because they're afraid
the child will tell lies, do not understand how truly
all right and fine the child is. It is only through
contact with grown-ups that the child becomes bad.
The story exercises the memory and assists it by
surrounding the truth w:ith pleasant things. Jesus
knew that, and when he wanted· to emphasize that we
should be wise and careful in building our characters, he told the story of the house built in the rock
and the house built on the sand.
The story stimulates the emotions. The child's
nature is largely emotional. We must arouse the
feelings of the child in order to impress upon him
any lesson or truth. In every service we have music
to touch the feelings of the people.
Educators of all ages, when they wanted to stir
the people, have written in story form, e. g., Pestalozzi-"Leonard and Gertrude"; Rousseau's "Emile"; Froebel's "Mother play," etc.
In preparation for telling a story we must read
our story over and over till we know it thoroughly
I
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Whereas, the district has grown to such large proportion,
as it is told in the Bible; then read other books, J oand covers a large territory making ~t inCionveni,ent for so
sephus, Farrar, etc. When you begin to tell your many
of the Saints to attend the district conferences, by reastories try to retain some of the words of the original son of the expenses attaching thereto, a1nd whereas, we f~eel
story-not just the bare facts. Then arrange the confident that a division of ~the above district is necessary, and
material; then fix the material in mind, but db not in the interest of the membership within said district and the
general church,
memorize it, so you are bound and cannot"'vary.
Therefore, be it resolved that we petition the General ConWe need not go outside the Bible to find stories ference
to divide the district as follows: The four counties,
for the Sunday school. The stories of the Bible are namely, Brooks, Hancock, Ohio and Marshall, in West Vir~
folk stories, handed down by the people. Folk sto- gi,nia, and Belmont and J.efferson counties in the State of
Ohio, the six coulllties named above to be known as the
ries indicate the character of a people; the oriental WheeUng
district. The remaining territory of the original
stories emhpasize the inexorableness of fate; the Pittsburgh
District to be known as the Pittsburgh District.
Arabian stories are wishing stories ; the Chinese
Albert Carmichael and Floyd McDowell were
have stories of ancestor Worship; Greece had the elected trustees of the Children's Home for a threegreat stories of heroes; in Roman stories the indi- year and two-year term respectively.
vidual was merged in the exhaltation of the race.
The request of the gospel literature commission
The Hebrew story is the story of Jehovah, the one for fifty dollars was referred to the appropriations
true God. These stories should be given to the chil- committee of the order of bishops.
dren very much as they are, because they are told
The following referred to the order of bishops,
simply, by a people who havenot yet reached the president of Graceland College and Quorum of
adult stage of development.
Twelve for further report and recommendation:
Children have the quality of God's consciousness.
Resolved, That hereafter all money collected throughout
They think of God as near. Her seven-year-old boy the church on the first Sunday of October of each year,
asked, when fasting for the church last Sunday, known as "College Day," is to be available as a scolarship
"Mamma, will Brother Fred go to God and ask him fund to pay for scholarships at Graceland College, for
wol'thy and 1needy young men and women, and that the First
what to do for the church, and will God fell him?"
Presidency and Presiding Bishopric is hel"eby authorized to
Adapt the story to the children, then tell it in sim-. devise a method, and put in operation, to carry out the purple, dignified language. Remember you're speaking pose of this resolution.
for God.
·
The question that came in from Australia conMRS. W. W. SMITH.
cerning the rights of priests as ex-officio and members of conferences was referred to the joint council.
On recommendation of the members elected on the
THE GENERAL CONFERENCE
gospel literature commission E. D. Moore was chosen
as the third member of the commission.
(Continued from page 340.)
Proposals to change the description of the seal of
children was carried out, a goodly number of chilthe
church (Conference Resolution No. 163) was by
dren being in attendance, in spite of the inclement
weather. Eight different sisters took. part in the motion referred to the Presidency and Presiding
meeting and musical selections and songs filled out Bishopric with power to act. The description is to
be made to agree with the seal as used.
the time to the delight of the children.
The following brethren were recommended by the
SATURDAY AFTERNOON
Presidency for ordination to the office of high priest:
The 2 p. m. session opened with singing "Hail to E. 0. Clark, A. W. Craig, Eaward Ingham, H. N.
the brightness of Zion's glad morning," No. 156 in Hansen, Edward Ingham. Brethren Rannie and
Hansen were present and expressed a willingness to
the Hymnal.
serve. By motion and vote, the recommendations
J. W. Wight offered the opening prayer.
The minutes of the previous session were as usual were indorsed.
Upon recommendation of the Presidency the folread and approved.
Independence Stake conference asked for the 1918 lowing were indorsed by the conference for ordinameeting but no action was taken on it at this time. tion to office of bishop: E. 0. Clark, H. A. Scott, A.
A report from the Religio Society was read, eorn- W. Craig, Edward Ingham. None ofthese brethren
were present.
cerning their recent convention.
Joseph A. Tanner was appointed as the church's
The conference adopted the coordinating committee idea which had resulted in the appointment of one member of the coordinating committee.
The 'part of the President's report suggesting seeach by the Religio and Sunday school. The Presidency was authorized to appoint the member of the rious consideration of the question of biennial con. ferences (near top of page 39 of DAILY HERALD for
committee.
Minnesota District sent in a communication ask- April 6) was brought up.
ing that dancing and card playing be made a test of
A motion to adopt the suggestion was offered. Following the proposal of a substitute to refer to the
fellowship. It was laid on the table.
The matter of incorporation of the church in Can- Presidency, Twelve and quorums of seventies conada was on recommendation of joint council referred siderable discussion on the merits and demerits of
to Presidency and Presiding Bishopric with author- the case followed and was not concluded as we elose
ity to take such steps as are in their judgment our part for the day.
thought necessary.
SATURDAY AFTERNOON--CONCLUDED
A resolution to have all conferences held at IndeAs
we
went to press there was a motion before the
pendence was laid on the table by vote of 164 to 87.
A petition from the Pittsburgh District granted body to adopt the suggestion in the President's ·report for biennial conferences (top of page 39 in the
the following :
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DAILY HERALD). There was also a substitute before
the body to refer to the Presidency, Twelve and Quorums of Seventy, for consideration and report. After a long discussion the previous question was ordered. The substitute lost and the original motion
.carried.
The matter of the time and place of the next conference was then raised, and it was moved that when
this conference adjourned, it does so to meet at the
call of the First Presidency. A substitute was offered that when this conference adjourns it does so
to meet at Independence, April 6, 1918. An amendment to the substitute wras offered by striking out
1918 and inserting 1919.
This continued the discussion of biennial conferences. Special stress was laid upon the work of the
seventy and their rights, but the chair called attention to the discussion between legislative and administrative powers. It was also strongly urged in
the terms of the last paragraph of the President's
report, that many new matters were soon to be
brought forward, and it was urged under these circumstances that we should have an early conference
to consider new legislative propositions. Great
stress w:as also laid upon the educational value of
the conference. Finally, in the late afternoon, the
amendment was defeated but the substitute carri~d
by a vote of 148 to 125. So the next conference Will
meet in Independence, April 6, 1918.
It is "clear that while the body was ready to approve of the suggestion for biennial conferences, they
felt that :how there is a need for another meeting in
the near future. It also occurs to the HERALD editors
that a biennial conference would require the amendment of certain of our articles of incorporation since
members ·of the board of trustees of the college, Children's Home, and Sanitarium are elected annually.
This will not prevent the biennial conference plans,
but it will make necessary careful consideration and
readjustment befor·e it is carried. into effect.
The benediction was offered by W. A. McDowell.

sas City and Independence Stakes, respectively, were
in charge of the eight o'clock meeting in the upper
auditorium of the church.
Joy and gratitude for the resurrection and its
resultant conditions, were the dominant themes. The
requests eoming from the sick and afflicted for the
prayers of the Saints in their behalf were reverently
considered in the many humble prayers offered.
Meetings like this give one a vision of what may
prevail in the future state when all that is ~vii and
undesirable will be repressed and eliminated while
all that is good and pure will be accentuated.
A prayer ascends to God from the heart of one
of his servants from another stake of Zion. Another
from one whose home is in a distant province of
Canada, then a brother from Calif(>rrnia, one from
the South and one from the East are heard. The
final reunion of all the pure in heart to unitedly
glorify his name appears before one's vision almost
like a reality with such an experience as an inspira· tion.
"Glorious things are sung of Zion" melodiously
rolls forth and we think of the Zion to be as well as
"Enoch's city seen of old." Truly-"then we'll
surely be united, and we'll all see eye to eye."
So long as we are in our present condition we are
limited by time. What is a mere hour or more to such
an audience, half of whom could easily use all the
time, were it granted! "Be brief," is the caution
that must be urged, yet it continues to be irksome to
most of us. Even the big clock pendulum on the
wall seems to tick out: "On~on ;-time~goes
march-ing-on."
As the testimonies are uttered by one and another,
experiences teeming with interest are heard : some
of healings, some of preservation in time of danger,
others of God's abiding presence by his Holy Spirit,
and they all stir the heart.
Youth. and age, member and priesthood, experienced and inexperienced, those who testify all put
themselves squarely on record that all may know
where they stand. Truly a spiritual prayer meeting
EVENING
is a wonderful occasion. No one can portray the
The speaker at the church at 7.30 was Richard spirit of such gatherings. They are not a mere asBaldwin and on account of the awful weather the semblage of God's people. The calm yet powerful
attendance was only fair. As usual Bishop Evans presence of God's Spirit pervading the air at such
preached at the Coliseum, with the building two times must be felt to be understood. Now the time has
thirds full.
flown and the meeting is over, but its influence re,.
The seventies held a joint session in the evening mains and will throughout. the day, tlJ_e week, and
and discussed business which had been pending.
we may hope, much longer,
At nine the joint quorums of seventy met at the
SUNDAY
invitation of the Twelve with the latter in a prayer
The brightness of the sun in a clear sky on this meeting at the high school building. They were out
Easter morning compensated somewhat for his neg- in time to attend the sermons at eleven.
lect on yesterday. His warm greeting is certainly
Instead of the usual session of the Sunday school
appreciated.
at 9.30, an easter program was rendered in both the
Every evergreen bent in humble submission to upper and lower auditoriums.
Winter's will carries great loads of heavy snow.
All the seats in the upper room were filled and an
The dairyman reports having been stuck in a snow- excellent attendance of mostly children was had bedrift and being compelled to turn back, the first time low. One feature in the latter program not adverthis year and the worst time he ever had. People tised;was a short address on the Christmas offering
pick their way single file along out-of-the~way side- by Bishop James F. Keir. He told us he was inwalks that have not been cleared.
curably afflicted with the Christmas offering fever
Yet more than a mere caprice of Nature is re- and wanted everyone else to catch it.
quired to deter God's people from assembling at his
He told a story of a traveling man wlio visited an
house to worship him on occasions like this. J. A. old-fashioned hotel in an out-of-the-way place. An
Tanner and Walter W. Smith, presidents of the Kan- old grandfather clock stood in the hall, its ponderous
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pendulum seeming to say: "Take-your-time.In the lower room at 2.30 U. W. Greene was the
Take...:._your-time." The next day he took the train speaker. While the. audience was not large, he held
to a great city where a red-capped attendant hustled the interest of those present in a relation of his exhim and his grips up through the station and out periences in Palestine and more recently in his trip
into a throbbing auto to be whirled away through . to England. To God he gave the praise for comnoisy streets, where all was haste and speed to a forting reassurances and exceptional freedom from
seasickness on the latter trip.
great hotel.
Bishop R. C. Evans spoke on the resurrection to
Up to a register, a hastily written name, and up
went an elevator to leave him at his room where a a full house, with the missionary chorus of about a
little mantle clock was busily ticking away: "Get dozen singers rendering the special music.
At the church at 7.45 J. A. Gillen addressed a full
there! Get there! Get there!" just as we are going
to about raising the money we have set out to, for house. The missionary chorus gave the music. The
lesson was the prayer of Christ in the seventeenth
our Christmas offering.
Bishop McGuire was greeted with a full house in ~hapte:: of John. He believed God would be unjust
the upper auditorium at eleven, assisted by F. G. If he did not give to us the same power to overcome
Pitt. If there. was an empty seat we couldn't find it. the world as he gave Christ. If we have faith in
Not only repression of unnecessary wants was urged, God he will give us power to overcome the world was
but a better use of that which comes into our hands. the belief of the speaker and he has a faculty of
The action of the Sunday school association in imparting faith to his hearers.
.With "Deathbed repentance" for his subject
voting to turn over to the church all those funds over.
and above its needs was commended as a move in the B1shop R. C. Evans disposed of some of the fallacies
right direction. For years a considerable sum has regarding that situation in his characteristic manbeen deposited with the Presiding Bishop but the ner at his meeting. The conference choir of about
recent action will release the entire amount to the sixty members sang, and a vocal solo was included.
There could be ·no doubt left in the minds of his
church funds.
We noticed a competent stenographer busily plying hearers that when Christ uttered the words "I have
a pencil and we hope to publish for the entire church finished the work thou gavest me to do" there was
still something left for us to likewis~ finish. To
his words on this memorable occasion.
merely
believe it not necessarily to be saved for the
A full choir sang the songs of Zion with a solo
'
rendition of "The Lord is my shepherd," by Sister very devils believe and tremble.
R.
C.
Russell
was
the
speaker
in
the
lower
room
W. N. Robinson.
of
the
church
at
this
hour.
We
may
get
echoes
of
Brother Ammon White addressed a smaller audience in the lower reJom the same hour, assisted by the meeting later.
The speaker at Liberty Home was W. W. Scott and
M. H. Bond. "Have faith in God," was the text. The
speaker urged that we must have faith to move out Thomas Leach at the Saints' Home.
whether others do or not. Each man in his field
MONDAY FORENOON
must have faith in God and in the work that the work
'l'he
prayer
meeting
at nine at the church was
will be done. He very nicely wove the experiences
excellently
attended.
The
preaching service followof Gideon's three hundred. No church is organized
for efficiency as ours is, therefore we have something ing was by Joseph Arber. He insisted that there is
a need for more manifestations of our love for God
qn which to base our faith.
The service in the main auditorium Sunday after- as well as to testify in prayer meetings. He told
noon was opened by the singing of the resurrection of one sister who could not give money, but by her
hymn 180. A beautiful anthem by the conference efforts she made up one hundred and thirty-two
choir, and a very appealing solo by Sister Cordie garments for the Children's Home when it was ·
McCormick were introductory features. J. W. Rush- opened.
As the big crowd poured out of the Woman's Auxton delighted the large congregation with one of his
iliary,
a sister greeted us: "I never wa,s so glad."
eloquent sermons. The text was: "To me, to live is
"What's
the cause?" We inquired. "Oh, we had
Christ, to die is gain." To that was added a quotaa
most
excellent
talk by Brother McGuire."
tion from Boscom, "It cannot be gain to die until it
No
doubt
the
press
chairman of the meeting will
is Christ to live." He lamented the tendency to take
a "short cut," instead of developing through steady report some details of the address.
The seventies were in joint session 1 from 9.15 till
application, declaring that faith should be established
on an intellectual basis, we should develop a philos- . noon.
MONDAY AFTERNOON
ophy of our doing and being. The gospel of Christ
The opening prayer was by I. N. White, following
· is a science and a reasonable process. The very fall
that we deplore grew out of . this desire to take a the usual congregational singing. No. 35 was the
song chosen and A.. N. Hoxie, the church chorister,
short cut.
·
,
Doctor G. Stanley Hall, the greatest psychologist acted as chorister.
After the reading of the minutes to refresh our
in America, was quoted as saying, "There can be no
moral progress unless we believe that the eternal memories and receive any corrections if need ,be,
powers are always on the side of right." Also, the J. W. Rushton arose and desired the indulgence of the
startling statement was made that religion has been audience while he made a few remarks. He was
the opponent of morals, ethics and right, because it given the privilege and in a few fitting remarks pre~
has made its appeal primarily to the emotions-has sented resolutions of appreciation which had been
drafted and engrossed by order of the General Contaken the short cut.
ference in favor of Bishop E. L. Kelley.
Later we expect to publish this sermon in full.
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A similar set of resolutions was presented to the
family of W. H. Kelley, coming from the Quorum
of Twelve.
The secretary read these resolutions for the benefit
of those assembled. They are ori a beautiful white
paper, hand lettered in black, illuminated in gold,
and bound in rich black morocco.
The order of bishops sent in a communication
recommending that General Conference resolution
No. 225 be reaffirmed. By vote, this was done. The
effect of this resolution is that the Presiding Bishop
be a member of the Board of Publication.
Six brethren were recommended to be ordained
high priests. The recommendation came from the
Presidency and quorum of high priests. The names
are: H. P. w. Keir, R. N. Burwell, W. R. Adams,
D. J. Williams, D. T. Williams, H. E. Moler. Brethren Burwell, Adams, D. J. and D. T. Williams and
Moler were present and expressed willingness to
serve.
Spring River District asked that a uniform system of reporting for the priesthood be provided. It
was suggested that such a system already prevailed,
having been wor.ked out by the First Presidency.
By vote the resolution was laid on the table.
B. J. Scott was recommended for ordination to
office of bishop. The brother signified his willingness
to accept.
·
The Presidency, Twelve and Presiding Bishopric
brought in a recommendation that the Nodaway and
Far West Districts in Missouri be organized into a

stake to be known as the Far West Stake, with headquarters at Saint Joseph, Missouri. They further
recommended that R. S. Salyards be chosen president and B. J. Scott as bishop.
A motion to adopt brought out some statements
that some had for a long time believed that such a
step would some time be t.aken. R. S. Salyards
stated his willingness to serve, as also did B. J. Scott.
The recommendation was adopted.
The paragraph following the ,one on biennial conferences in the President's report, touching on the
building suitable quarters for conference gatherings
was brought up.
·
It was moved to refer to the order of bishops for
investigation and report.
A substitute was offe'red, to approve and
refer to Presidency and Presiding Bishopric to carry
out at their discretion. A substitute prevailed which
added the Twelve to the above.
·
The substitute as amended was adopted.
It was announced that J. J. Cornish would again
preach at the church at 7.45 by request. Other announcements were, prayer meeting at 9 in charge
of F. G. Hedrick and F. G. Pitt, preaching at 10.45
by J. A. Koehler, assisted by H. W. Smith. Bishop
Evans at the Coliseum. The doxology was sung and
the meeting closed with benediction by U. W. Greene.
An early adjournment was taken to allow the quorums to handle matters ih their hands.
It is hoped the conference will adjourn by Friday.
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"If ye continue in my word, then are ye my disciples
indeed; and :ve shall know the truth, and the truth shall
make you free."-John 8: 31-32.
Book of
Mormon

"There sha11 not any man among you have save it
be one wife; and concubines he shall have none.''Book of Mormon, Jacob 2: 36.

Holy
Scriptures

Volume 64

Doctrine
and Covenants

Lamoni, Iowa, April 18r, 1917

THE GENERAL CONFERENCE
The conference which has just adjourned, is one
of the shortest for many years. At ten o'clock
Friday morning, rApril 6, 1the gav;el Jell for its
opening. At 10.30 o'clock April 13, the ordination
meeting was adjourned and the conference formally
closed, but the final business session was completed
by four o'clock the previous afternoon.
Throughout the conference one man stands forth
as dominating the situation. Frederick M. Smith,
who presided at all the business sessions, stood forth
better and stronger than ever before, physically,
mentally, as a parliamentarian and as a leader. But
it was in the meetings of the priesthood that he appeared at his best and greatest.
He spoke four mornings, outlining the work and
what would be expected of the missionary fprce and
of the local men. He explained, also, in part what he
was planning to do with the Quorum of the Twelve.
He emphasized very clearly the necessity of education in a very broad way, and also the necessity of
spirituality. We shall have further comments later
and possibly a resume of his remarks for the HERALD
readers, with further discussion. What he said then
had much to do with quorum action and with the action of the conference. In fact, he. showed himself
more the leader in the meetings of the l,VIelchisedec
priesthood than he did even on the floor of the con~
ference, and we have heard only praise of what he
there presented.
The conference itself is signi1ficant as setting forth
a higher standard for service of the men in the
field--the missionary force sent out by appointment
of General Conference; also of the new requirements
to be made of district presidents. Mote efficient
work is to be required of both the local workers and
of the general church authorities. This means
preparation as well as service.
The Quorum of Twelve are to assist more particularly in the general work of the church. This change
in the work of the Twelve alone is epoch making,
but in addition to this we have the higher standard.
being set and the stronger line drawn between local
and missionary work. Much was attempted to
strengthen the rank and file of the priesthood.
The matter of a meeting place for General Conference was referred to the joint council.
The idea of a biennial conference was approved,
but provision made for a meeting next year.'
A new provision was made concerning silencing
men in the field, and that power placed upon the
authorities of the priesthood, the duty being recognized to protect the interests of the church.

Number 16

A significant feature is the provision by the conference in connection with the Sunday school, Religio and Woman's Auxiliary. for Ia coordinating
committee. This is also ·of large significance, and
we trust will result in the elimination of unnecessary
duplication.
Upon the whole the conference business was that
arising directly from reports, and especially from
the recommendation of the joint council, or in matters which were referred to the joint council with
power to act. It is because of this fact and the large
amount of work which was done by the council before the conference met, that the meeting was so
greatly shortened. We hope to take up special features of the conference in succeeding issues of the
HERALD.
The conference is noteworthy for its continual
expressions of its confidence and trust in Frederick
M. Smith.
S. A. B.

"THE MESSIAH"
"The Messiah" was rendered by the conference
choir on April 12 and 13, the first rendition being
for the visitors, as. many left on the 13th .for their
homes.
The wonderful music, solos and choruses, of this
oratorio is already too well known to require a special description here. The church choirs have been
practicin!!." it the past two years, and it was rendered
at the conference at Independence a year ago.
We have given a hint of the devotion and consecration of the general church chorister, Albert N.
Hoxie, and yet we have told only a small part. The
choir in Philadelphia under his direction has been a
powerful instrument in interesting outsiders in our
church work. He has supported the work there,
both the orchestra and choir, with his private purse,
as well as assisting worthy young people to get a
musical education.
rwe well remember four years ago, that he was
considering resigning his work, so as to do more by
way of personal preparation, as well as the direction
of the musical interests of the church. Fortunately,
he did not do this, and the way opened speedily so
that he has not only been able to secure the studies
he wished, but also to sec~re ample means for helping others; which he has done. Last fall he advertised for singers to give a rendition of "The Messiah"
in th~ Philadelphia church at Christmas. Nearly
two hundred responded, of whom some thirty-five
remained with him and the choir.
Choir prayer meeting is the other great theme,
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coequal with the choral music, and not a bit third is
1President Frederick 'M. Smith was in charge of
the subject of consecration.
the meeting and. as a prelude to the service arranged
When we consider how fully he gives himself to the men on the platform. Brethren Philip Davenhis work, we need not be surprised to see his dream port and T. W. Curtis were ratified by their district
come true, when he will direct one thousand voices. conference for ordination to office of elder and since
One splendid feature of this movement is that it de- they had been put under conference appointment
velops the talent of our young people in this special they were included in the ordinations at this time.
line, and then retains their services for the church.
"Nearer, my God, to thee" was sung, and J. W.
IThe recital at Lamoni was a marvelous spectacle . Rushton offered the invocation.
as well as an auditory treat. Mrs. Nelle Atkinson
The responsibilities of ordination, it being the
Kelley, who sang the soprano has been doing splen- gateway to a large field of usefulness, were pointed
did work all winter in Omaha. Mrs. Frances Norris out by President Smith. It was pictured as a process
rendered the contralto part in a very effective man- to liberate latent talent. It presupposes a willingner. The spirit of devotion was manifest. Paul N. ness on the part of the recipient to recognize the
Craig, director of the Lamoni choir, teacher of vocal opening of the gate to service; a disposition to be
music at Graceland College (also counselor in the studious. It should bring to them a realization of
Lamoni Stake Presidency) is well known to all of · their weaknesses and a desire to overcome them.
the musical interests in the church. When we say
One predominating characteristic of a man of
that he rendered the bass solos, it should be sufficient
to intimate the high character of their rendition. God should be cleanliness of thought and action.
He has been long devoted to the musical interests of To keep oneself continually above reproach is one of
the church as well as the spiritual, combining the the permanent responsibilities of the priesthood.
"These men are in a public way attesting to us
two in his work of teaching, and especially in his
that they are willing to accept th~se responsibilities.
own rendition.
"Until we have a band of men who are more conThese singers were already known to us. We do
not reflect on their work when we say that R. C. secrated, more devoted, more energetic than those
Smith who sang tenor, was the revelation of the ora- whom they are expected to lead ~e shall be falling
torio. He showed not only great natural ability, well far short of our mark.
trained, but he showed a conception of the role that
"We have looked forward to an endowment, but
is rarely found until the thirties or forties. He did it means a consecration of mind, body and spirit,
things that he had not been taught, but which gave an expansion of soul. For the richness of that enexpression and reality to the difficult, but beautiful dowment let us pray, let us hope, let us work." '
parts he had to sing. He showed a grasp of the role
B. J. Scott was ordained a bishop by Frederick M.
and sang with a feeling and spirituality that was Smith and B. R. McGuire.
quite unexpected. As he develops we iook for great
Edward Rannie was ordained a high priest by
work from him.
G. T. Griffiths and F. M. Sheehy.
One hears much of artistic temperament, so we feel
H. N. Hansen a high priest by F. M. Sheehy and
that much credit is also due Mrs. W. N. Robinson, G. T. Griffiths.
who assisted three of the soloists (all except Mrs.
A verse of No. 172 in the Hymnal was sung-"Be
Kelley) in their rehearsal and then herself sang in with me, Lord, where'er I go; teach me wl).at thou
the chorus. When a woman of her social standing wouldst have me do."
and musical standing and ability is not only willing
R. N. Burwell was ordained a high priest by U.
to stand back and let others do the stellar parts, but W. Greene and J. W. Rushton.
to assist them in their preparation, and then herself
W. R. :Adams to office of high priest, by J. W.
sing in the chorus, we have no fear of the ultimate Rushton and U. W. Greene.
triumph of the choral work of the church.
The second verse of the song was sung, A. N.
Nor was she alone in this: there were other sing- Hoxie leading.
·
.
ers, who with a little training, could have handled
D. J. Williams was ordained a high priest by J. A.
the solo parts, to be noted here and there, in many Gillen arid Peter Anderson.
places in the chorus. Many of these, in the opinion
D. T. Williams was ordained.a high priest by Peter
of their friends, might have assumed the stellar role Anderson and J. A. Gillen.
with equal success with the principals. But all will"I need thy Spirit every passing hour," began the
ingly devoted their talent to the general result, which third verse of song, so expressive of the sentiments
was remarkably fine and smooth in the 13th chorus. of the hour.
This may sound like high praise, but when the
H. E ..Moler was ordained a high priest by W. M.
glorious strains of the "Hallelujah" brought the Aylor and J. F. Curtis.
audience to its feet in silent homage to the "Lord of
J. F. IMintun was ordained a high priest by J. F.
lords and King of kings," even the deaf heard ,and Curtis and W. M. Aylor.
worshiped.
S. A. B.
Warren E. Peak was ordained a high priest by T.
W. Williams and R. C. Russell.
James E. Bishop a high priest by R. C. Russell and
THE ORDINATION MEETING
T. W. ,Williams.
One verse of No. 187 was sung.
To carry out the recommendations of the various
E. :A. Curtis was ordained a seventy by T. C.
councils and quorums, all ratified by the General
·
Conference an ordination meeting w:as held in the Kelley and E. E. Long.
B. J. Doty was ordained a seventy by E. E. Long
upper auditorium of the church at Lamoni on Friday
and T. C. Kelley.
morning at 9.30.
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T. W. Curtis to the office of elder by J. F. Mintun
and H. E. Moler.
Philip Davenport was ordained an elder by H. E.
Moler and J. F. Mintun.
In the absence of the usual pastoral the missionaries are expected to begin work where left off, or
in their new fields until such time as detailed information can be given.
After a motion had prevailed to adjourn, the President declared the conference officially adJourned.
No. 111 was reverently sung as a closing number
and F. M. Smith offered the. final benediction and
blessing upon the conference.
The sixty-fourth General Conference of the church
is now history.

NOTES AND COMMENTS
Bishop Ordained High Priest
A query is going the rounds, Should a man be ordained a high priest before being ordained a bishop,
or may a bishop be ordained a high priest? At the
late conference the latter procedure was adopted.
(James E. Bishop was ordained a high priest.)
And Still They Came
Peoplf01 continued to arrive as late as Thursday
evening, and called up the committee to be assigned
stopping places, although the co:qference had already
adjourned the final business sessiOn. T. W. Williams
arrived from California in time to attend the final
business session. He said he had heard that the
hastening time was at hand, but now he knew it.
A Correction
'tin "Meeting Place for General Conference" in the
DAILY HERALD of Aprilll, there occurs a ridiculous
error. Doctrine and Covenants, 130: 7 is under discussion: As printed, it reads, "Naturally we 'impotently expect these men to set an example in the
observance of that law." It should read, "Naturally
we confidently expect these men to set an example,"
etc.
An Untimely Anthem
A few weeks ago while the rehearsals for the conference were in order, the Lamoni choir, instead of
marching up and taking their seats in regular order at the opening of the meeting, remained standing
and surprised everyone by calling out, "All we like
sheep have gone astray." The repetition of this
theme was almost fatal to the gravity of their audience, time and place being taken into consideration.
Architects and Allied Trades
iOn Thursday, April 12, after the business session
a meeting was held, of architects and others interested in trades connected with the building up and
development of the material properties of the church,
such as church buildings, office buildings and other
buildings controlled by the church. About a dozen
met and organized with H. C. Smith, 101 Highland
avenue, Sumerville, Massachusetts, as chairman,
and Charles F. Church, Lamoni, as secretary. No
name was adopted, as it was decided to enroll during the year all who are willing to serve in the so-
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lution of the problems connected with better buildings. The matter wa's discussed ·till 5.30 p. m.
Encouraging letters have already been received from
many during the past year. They want all who are
engaged in constructive arts to affiliate with them,
and request that such write the chairman, H. C.
Smith, at the address given above. They will meet
during the next conference.

Our Letter Department
On account of devoting our entire time and space
to reporting the news and observations on the recent
General Conference, we have been compelled to omit
the publication of the usual letters until it was out of
the way. However, we shall be able to print a large
number of them ·in, the succeeding issues and will
soon be back to normal. We desire the indulgence of
our readers while we try to get "out of the wilderness."
The Conference Daily
Those of our readers who did not subscribe for the
daily HERALD have missed a number of special conference items which lack of space will prevent us
from using in the weekly edition. We gave over last
week's number to this and most of this week's, but
still it is impossible to crowd eighty pages of matter
into forty-eight allowed us for the two numbers of
the weekly. Some of the back numbers of the DAILY
are not obtainable at this office.
Those Omitted Names
Great stress was laid at the past conference upon
the fact that efficiency will be the requirement in
General Conference appointees, and that many would
be dropped. We have not yet completed our comparison of the whole list, but among the high priests
and seventies we note the following omitted this year
who were appointed last year, or the year before:
Walter W. Smith, Joseph A. Tanner, S. A. Burgess,
and Frank Russell. Some of these men have the
nerve to suggest that they are placed in the same
category as the Quorum of Twelve.
The Boys' Organization
The result of the 'meeting held during the sessions
of the conference to discuss the possibilities in the
organization of the boys of the church in a somewhat similar manner to the Boy Scouts, Oriole Girls,
etc., was the appointment of a committee of three to
work out and formulate plans for a more permanent
basis later. R. W. Farrell, of 14 Kenwood Street,
Providence, Rhode Island, will act as chairman of
the committee while D. T. Williams of Des Moines
and Audentia Anderson of Omaha, will each do all
he can in the way of securing information and
studying local needs. The latter will attend more
especially to the publicity end of the matter. We
hope to hear more of this important matter during
the year and that something can be done to extend
the work throughout the church and fully organize
at next conference time.
Numerous Meetings
Thursday evening, the 12th, a number of meetings
were held of special interest. We noticed in one corner the association of architects and engineers who
remained in constant session until 5.30. In another
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session the Graceland Extension Institute met and
discussed problerlls. The same officers were .reelected for another year : Frederick M. Smith, · director; George N. Briggs, associate director; C. B.
Woodstock, registrar. They were also empowered
to use what·funds were necessary .and to do what is
necessary to carry on the work energetically. At
the same time the members of the Zion's ReligioLiterary Society lecture board were attempting to
meet. George N. Briggs, Vernon A. Reese and Mrs.
M. A. Etzenhouser were appointed by the Religio
executive committee to be that board. At five
o'clock all meetings took a recess while Elder R. C.
Evans led two candidates into the waters of baptism.
On Wednesday evening after the oratorial contest
the Greater Graceland Association: held its meeting
in the basement.

THE CAMERA CLUB
The work of the Camera Club promises to be of
much interest to the church when it develops into
more general lines. During the conference at Independence last year the club was organized with
about fifteen members, but during the year this
number his been increased through the efforts of
Brother Albert Knowlton, the secretary, till they
now number about thirty-five members.
The members are constantly on the lookout· for
interesting pictures of historical interest especially
alqng church lines, such as church buildings and
gatherings likely to be of general interest. These
are made and collected by the members all over the
country, from the Atlantic coast to the Middle West
and to the Pacific. The organization is most complete in the East and Middle West, the people in the
far West being a little slow in coming to a realization
of the possibilities in this work. Those .interested
. in this work and who would like to become members
should correspond with the secretary at 1419 Kensington Street, Independence, Missouri. The president of the club is Elder C. Ed Miller, of Honolulu,
and since he cannot be present, he is urging that
all who can participate in the meetings and the work
of the club do so, for it is sure to be of great value
to the church.
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Keep Your Eyes Upon the Preacher
It has seemed to please the poets,

On occasions to advise
The poor, Christian on his journey
As to where to keep his eyes.
One compa.re,s life to a railway,
And that none of us may fail
Of a successful l'Ujn, he warns us
"Keep your eye upon the rail."
Another quotes a colored parson
Who, emboldened by grave fears
Lest his wrought-on congreg1ation,
Blinded by repentant tears

Shall omit their contribution,
•Reminds them in a voic.e sedate,
"Keep dry eye on de sasser!
Watch de contribution plate•!"
And there's scores o•f other places
To W:hich, if we would be wise
And •abound in Christia,n: graces,
w.e must give: attentiv·e .eyes.
Of these there's one suggests itself,
Surely an important feature,
When in attendanee •at church service,
K~ep your eye.s upon the preacher.
That fine new hat across the aisle.,-It certainly is painful,
To have to draw your gaze away,
Just when yov've most a brainful
Of plans how you can copy it
With things you have in store,
Lace, velvet, silk, a11d in that way
Save dollars ten •Or more.
To add unto your offeringBut how your mind is straying!
Your thoughts ar•e most commendable,
But what's the preacher s•aying?
That poor mother with the ba;by
Who can't approve of church a bit,
Let's not •annoy her more by staring
Whiie she tries to quiet it. .
Neither vow weld not have brought it,
Perhaps we'd lack the fortitude
To ever reach God's house at all
If we had ·to bring a brood.
Which of course is speculation,
Thei'e's but one thing we ca;n declare,
Without fear of contradiction,
All will agree the child is the1·e .
And 'twill be the mother's verdict,
That we're most angelic creatures,
If, instead of baby's efforts,
We will calmly watch the preache,r's.
Our minds ai'e with such ease diverted;
Now a fly proceeds to roam
.F'rom gray head to thatch of auburn,
Then strolls awhile on hairless dome;
Or a brown ibkd out the window,
O'er the sill his head will poke;
But see the congreg"ation's smiling!
And you didnct get the jok.~.
The question's really psychologic,
Thou.gh understood by everyone,
That the obj.ect holds our interest best
Which we place our eyes upon;
/So to learn: the lesso,ns from God's word,
How to please Christ, the great Teacher,
And acquire mind concentration,
Keep your ey·es upon the preacher.
"KRIT E. SIZE."
"Don't complain about the high cost of living until you've
taken time to study your budget. Remember it's not the
food eaten that costs so much as that wasted by poor economy."
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THE GENERAL CONFERENCE
MONDAY EVENING

The church was packed long before meeting time
to hear "Johnnie" Cornish. A number remained
standing throughout the meeting.
On occasions like this, about all one can do is to
sit like a sardine, and look and listen. The choir
meets in the basement before marching to their
place on the platform, and always have prayer before
beginning their work. We weren't there this time,
but we have been.
The director observed that the front aisle was full
-too full to allow comfortable passage.
"Would the ladies and gentlemen please refrain
from obstructing the majestic march of the choir
as they ascend from the lower regions to the heights
of glory?" he suavely requested. They did.
The sermon was on-"if any man preach any other
gospel than I have preached, let him be accursed."
The audience was very responsive and seemingly
much edified.
At. the Coliseum, Bishop Evans, backed up by the
missionary chorus, talked on "Divine faith versus
human reason."
The seventies met in their various quorum meeting places.
The local members of the Woman's Auxiliary held
a reception to visiting members in the lower room
at the church during the evening.
'
Most excellent weather prevailed throughout the
day and evening.
TUESDAY FORENOON

The first meeting of the morning was a choir
·prayer meeting from 7 to 8.45, in charge of Albert
N. Hoxie and Arthur H. Mills. It was held in one
of the smaller rooms in the basement and the attendance was good. One member who has been
raised in prayer meetings reports: "It was the best
prayer meeting I was ever in." They will be continued.
The eight o'clock lecture to the priesthood was by
President F. M. Smith. These meetings begin
promptly at eight and are spoken of as the most educational and worth-while of any the church has had.
There is the utmost frankness and a spade is designated by its proper name. Mark H. Siegfried will
be the speaker to-morrow.
The prayer meeting at nine was in charge of F. G.
Hedrick and F. G. Pitt.
The nine o'clock prayer service opened with the
song, "Lord, we come before thee now." Brother Pitt
exhorted that we remember the sick in our prayers
and use wisdom in our testimonies.
After six prayers and two testimonies "A song of
entreaty," copies of which had been distributed, was
sung.
Brother Hoxie arose and urged all to take enough
copies of this song home for their branches and paste
them in their hymn books. He expressed the hope
that some day we might have a songbook full of such
songs as this which would express the peculiar spirit
of our gospel. He also offered. a few words of heartfelt thanksgiving and testimony.
'There were in all twenty testimonies and six
prayers, interspersed by "Let us pray for one an-

other," "Blest be the tie that binds," and "Rejoice ye
Saints of latter days."
At ten Heman C. Smith addressed the high priests
and the elders adjourned to attend. The subject
was: "The Utah Mormon hierarchy." The meeting
was held at the high school and some went away because there were not enough seats.
At 10.45 J. A. Koehler was the speaker at the
church, with good interest and attendance. The sermon was reported and will no doubt be published.
The joint council of Presidency, Twelve and Presiding Bishopric meet each forenoon to consider matters referred to them and the routine of appointments. They hold forth in the church recorder's
office.
The order of bishops hold sessions each morning. at
9.15 in the library, closing before the joint council
convenes.
TUESDAY AFTERNOON

The session at 2 p. m. was begun with singing
"Hail to the brightness of Zion's glad morning," and
prayer by James F. Keir.
The minutes were read and approved.
The order of bishops recommended that th(~ new
gospel literature commission be granted fifty dollars
to prosecute their work. This was adopted.
The same body brought in the following and by
·
motion it was adopted.
The Order of Bishops has carefully considered the matter
of memorial to the martyrs, referred to them. A committee
of three was appointed to make a preliminary investigation.
Their report, which was submitted and adopted is as follows:
We believe immediate action should be taken looking toward permanent protection of the grounds at Nauvoo and
to the preservatio,n of the house still standing and known
as the homestead of Joseph, the martyr.
To thfs end we recommend that a permanent committee be
appointed from this order looking toward the fencing of the
grounds, caring for tl].e house, locating some one there to act
as caretaker a:pd who shall also handle church literature, and
continue the work of arrang~ng for a suitable monument to
paid for from the geneml funds of the church or by special
contributions in response to the call of the Presiding Bishop.
The committee appointed consists of Bishops B. R. McGuire, James F. Keir, and M. H. Siegfried.

An amendment prevailed to add George P. Lambert to those suggested.
The joint council brought in the following and it
was adopted without debate. The quorums had gone
over the matter thoroughly.
We are instructed by the Joint Council of Presidency,
Twelve, and Presid~ng Bishopric to present the following
action by that body:
"The Joint Council, apprecia.ting the difficulties arising
from a misunderstanding or misrepresentation of Conference
Resolution No. 604, recommend that it be rescinded, and the
following substituted ther-efor:
"When any ordained officer or minister is believed to be
guilty of immoml or unchristianlike conduct, the usual court
procedure of the church adequately protects his -interests.
However, ministerial or official influence involves also such
factors as reputation, ability, etc. Upon the 'authorities of
the priesthood and church officers rests the duty of protecting the interests of the church when necessary by withdrawing representative or ministerial rights, these rights or interests of the individual concer1ned being s>afeguarded by appeal through the administrative line."

The order. of bishops presented the following,
which was adopted without debate:
We are instructed by the Joint Council of PrE!sidency
Twelve ·and Presiding Bishopric to present the following
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resolution unanimously passed by the Order of Bishops and
endorsed by the Joint Cou1ncil:
That it is the opi1nion of the Order of Bishops that every
branch should comply with the law by !'eceiving oblations at
sacrament service, 'as found in ,S~ction 59: 2, 1and that the
amount so received should be placed with the Bishopric in
harmony with Section 42: 8.

women be on board of trustees of the Sanitarium was
brought up and rescinded.
The committee on Book of Rules have completed
most of the work and were continued with the suggestion of one of the members that they speed up.
J. F. Garver was continued as a member of the
. social purity board.
L. E. Hills said he had prepared a copyrighted
Book of Mormon map and had two zinc etchings
made of it. He offered them to the church. It was
received and referred to a committee of three to be
appointed by the chair, the committee to report a
year hence.
It was moved to rescind the action of last year,
referring matter of atonement to the First Presidency, Twelve and Seventy, and that it be referred to
the Presidency. The motion was laid on the table.
The Presidency, Twelve and Quorum of High
Priests nominated the following for ordination to office of high priest: J. F. Mintun, W. E. Peak, R. T.
Cooper, A. E. Stark.., These were by vote indorsed.
Brother Mintun and Peak were present and signified willingness to accept.
The meeting adjourned at 4 p. m.

The Presiding Bishop recommended the following
as members of the Board of Publication. The recently reaffirmed conference resolution makes the
bishop a member: A. Carmichael, Frederick B. Blair,
James F. Keir, E. A. Blakeslee, B. F. McGuire.
These were by vote indorsed.
As committee on Saints' homes, the names of A.
Carmichael, R. J. Lambert, and A. J. Yarrington
were named and indorsed by vote. The recommendation that one of the membership of the committee
be appointed business manager of the homes, and
that the superintendent of the home farm at Lamoni
be also superintendent of the farm at the Children's
Home and College Farm, was included in the indorsement of conference.
The time set for introduction of new business was
2 p.m. on the 11th.
The roll call of the ex-officios of the conference was
TUESDAY EVENING
called.
The
Woman's
Auxiliary
occupied the time at the
The committee on: Bible normal was continued.
church
with
an
interesting
program. In this case,
The joint council are continued as committee on
as
in
a
number
of
others,
we
publish details of the
church offices.
meeting under separate heading.
The committee on appointment for vacancies on
The Coliseum attendance was very large to hear
board of auditors was continued as at present con- Bishop Evans.
stituted.
iA number of quorums held meetings in the eveThe term of M. A. McConley as member of the ning, while a number of committee meetings are alboard of auditors having expired, and he being lo- ways to be found here and there between and even
cated in the Hawaiian Mission, F. F. Wipper and during every general session.
Charles Fry were nominated and Brother Fry
Some jokes are always passing around among the
elected.
missionary force about being brought "on the carpet"
The President and Historian were authorized to before the joint council. Here and there they may
appoint the committee on revision of church history. be seen awaiting their turn to appear before that
The fifth volume is practically completed by the his- body.
torian.
One wag intimated that they kept a tape measure
A new committee to confer with the Church ,,of on hand to ascertain whether everyone measured up
Christ at Independence now stands as follows: F. M. to the physical standard, while questions were put
Smith, E. L. Kelley, W. W. Smith, Mark il. Siegfried to each to ascertain his mental capacity.
and B. R. 1McGuire.
Of course we know this is only one of a number of
By motion and substitute, the committee on Book jokes which serve to lighten the real situation. It i~
of Mormon concordance were instructed to turn com- common knowledge that men are called in to talk
pleted manuscript over to Board of Publication and
president and that its publication be hastened so far over their financial needs, their special desires, etc.,
that so far as possible all appointments may be satisas possible. The manager of the Board of Publica- factory.
tion desired that all vote yes on the latter proposition
The choir held a reception at the high school build--and they did.
ing during the evening.
·
The committee on Young People's History -vvas conWEDNESDAY
FORENOON
tinued as it stands.
Albert Carmichael and G. R. Wells weTe reelected
The first meetings on th~ 11th were simultaneous
inembers of the Graceland College board of trustees. prayer meeting·s of the choir and the young people
S. A. Burgess was nominated to succeed G. R. Wells at seven a. m.
and the vote was: Wells, 196, Burgess 59.
The eight o'clock priesthood meeting was as usual
The members elected on the general library com-, well attended. Bishop Siegfried of Independence
mission now are: Elbert A. Smith for the Presidency, Stake. told in a most direct way of the problems inciJames F. Keir, for the Bishopric (both ex-officio dent to the gathering. He did not attempt to give a
members of the board) and E. D. Moore for the solution for all the difficulties, but suggested some of
church, Heman C. Smith suggesting the latter be the ways in which the general ministry could help.
elected instead of himself.
He will continue to-morrow. President _Smith sugNo changes were made on the Sanitarium board gested that there were a number of things "up his
of trustees.
sleeve" which he wanted to present, even if it beThe action of last year which suggested that two came necessary for the priesthood to remain a half
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day after conference to hear a number of speeches
bunched up.
The prayer meeting at nine was in charge of 0.
Salisbury and William Grice. Excellently attended
and most interesting.
,
At 9.15 the elders met. We got in late, qut in time
to note the customary intense interest and hear some
most excellent comments. At 10.30, like a lot of colts
that want to get into the pasture lot they went in a
body to the church to hear the "Indomitable Dan"
Macgregor. In addition the appointment of Elder
Macgregor to speak at 10.45 was supplemented by a
number. of requests sent in from the audience.
The great world conflict in its relation to prophecy
was the subject. Quoting liberally from a min~
iature library he presented the opinions of men of
the past and present on the· present situation, with
his own interpretations thereon.
WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON

The 2 p. m. meeting was called to order by President F. M. Smith arid after singing No. 120 in the
Hymnal, Frederick A. Smith offered prayer.
W. 0. Hands sent in a message asking that the
boy movement be kept alive. The President stated
that those interested should arrange a meeting soon.
The appointment of the. following as members of
the committee bn revision of church history, was indorsed. by conference action: E. L. Kelley, Mark H.
Siegfried and Charles Fry.
A recommendation from the Presidency, Twelve,
order of bishops and president of Graceland College
was to the effect that they looked with favor on the
adoption of the scholarship plan for Graceland. They
further favored setting apart such part of the college collections as are necessary for this purpose.
The committee on boundary lines suggested granting request of Mobile District in defining boundaries;
that the com1ties of Rogers and Washington in Oklahoma be transferred from Spring River District to
Central Oklahoma District; that territory in British
Columbia east of 120th meridian be taken from Seattle and British Columbia and placed in the Spokane
District; Dallas County, Texas, from Central Oklahoma District to Central Texas District. These recommendations were adopted.
The Woman's Auxiliary nominated Mrs. Jennie
M. Studley as member of the social purity board, and
she was so indorsed.
As the nominee for member of the Children's
Home board of trustees, Mrs. L. L. Resseguie was
suggested. She was elected.
They asked that a member of the auxiliary be
given a place on the library commission. No action
was taken.
The auxiliary had chosen Mrs. Frederick M. Smith
as their member of the coordinating committee provided for by action of the church, Sunday schooi and
Religio.
The high priests sent in a statistical report which
was read and spread on the minutes.
The Sunday School Association work was reported
by its superintendent and secretary. That part of
it which referred to the stewardship (already reported) was adopted as the sentiments of the conference.
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A· communication from the library commission
told' of the appropriation of fifty dollars each for
library e:¥:tension work and asked that the conference
vote one hundred and fifty dollars to the fund. The
request was referred to the appropriation committee
of the order of bishops for consideration and report.
The gospel literature commission reported that
they had organized and appointed R. W. Farrell as
superintendent of the active work.
It was moved to look with disfavor upon the action
of the Sunday School Association in adopting the
King James Version of the Bible as the basis in
Quarterly lessons.
It was urged by the mover and supporters of the
motion that the conference should take action so the
next Sunday school convention could base its action
on the sentiments of the church as expressed by the
conference.
Much interesting debate was brought out. This
question always does. Some urge that we should not ·
fear to more fully use all three standard books. Others were as positive that Sunday schools in .smaller
places are handicapped by the opposition of nonmembers to the lessons which are based on the Inspired Translation and Book of Mormon.
The motion to lay on the table prevailed by a big
majority. This matter persists in coming up, but
every effort to change it fails.
The meeting adjourned at 3.30 with a clear table.
The quorums have several important matters on hand
and they were urg~d to dispose of them.
Immediately following the service a conference
picture was taken in ftont of the church.
WEDNESDAY EVEN,JNG

The successful contestant in the Graceland College
oratorical contest was Charles Hield, with an oration on "Patriotism." Ralph Travis had second
place, Richard J. Sweetman third, David Hopkins
fourth.
At the Coliseum Bishop Evans continued with unabated interest. It is planned to continue the meetings over Sunday as announced.
THURSDAY FORENOON

The eight o'clock meeting for the pries~hood was
held as usual with President F. M. Sm1th as the
speaker. Som'e most excellent advice was given, with
instruction on reporting, etc.
The prayer meeting at nine was in charge of L.
W. Fike and R. E. Burgess. The attendance was
unusually large, though all these meetings have been
popular and much interest manifested.
At 10.45 L. E. Hills told of his new map on Book
of Mormon geography. Some of the brother's conclusions are out of the ordinary and will receive due
consideration by the committee to be appointed to
consider the matter.
THURSDAY AFTERNOON

The meeting at 2 p. m. was opened by singing
"My times are in thy hands" and prayer by J. F.
Curtis.
The minutes of yesterday were read, and we note
we omitted to report that a telegram expressing continued fealty to the church was received from the
London, Ontario, Branch.
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The credentials committee brought in an additional report, saying among other interesting items
that there were 276 ex-officios and 143 delegates enrolled.
Some interesting matter was reported by the order·
budget of the Sanitarium and the request of the library commission for $100. The report was adopted.
They had considered a number of very important
matters, including a proper interpretation of the
temporal law. Eleven sessions had been held.
The newly organized Latter Day Saint Traveling
Salesmen's Association reported that they had
adopted as a motto: "Push." Their object is to coordinate and unify the church forces engaged in this
occupation by increasing their "efficiency in the commercial world and in the promotion of church interests."
"No person shall be. allowed to remain a member
of the association who is found guilty of immoral
conduct, or who is unwilling to do his part in making effective the object of this organization." They
meet each year at conference time. 0. Salisbury is
president, A. N. Hoxie and B. M. Anderson associates, Clarence Skinner, secretary.
The conference voted to look with favor on the
movewent and give it hearty support.
The Woman's Auxiliary made a comprehensive
report of their work.
The First Seventy reported their work. F. C.
Smith, W. R. Smith, S. 0. Foss and B. F. Renfro had
been released. J. F~ Mintun, W. E. Peak, H. N. Hansen and Edward Rannie were to be ordained high
priests, leaving sixty members in the quorum. They
report 8,240 sermons and 505 baptisms among other
items.·
The council of seven presidents of seventy reported
as follows:
1

Up to the present date the Presidents of the \Seventy have
held twenty l'egular sessions since the 27th of March, when we
held our first sess1o,n, one joint sess.ion with the Tw,elve, one
joint session with the Twelve and Seventy, and seven sessions
with the quorums of the Seventy, in joint session.
The Council hav,e recommended for release the following
named brethren with the understanding that this action on our
part is without any reflection on the personal honor or integrity of the brother whom we recommend for release: F. C.
Smith, W. R. 'Smith, S:. 0. Foss, M. F. Gowell, T. J. Sheldon,
F. J. Chatburn, C. H. Porter, C. G. Lewis, B. F. Renfroe, C. E.
Crumley.
The last four !brethren have been r•eleased at therir own
llequest. We have also recommended to be dropped fr(Hn the
office of seventy Brother E. J. Goodenough: ...
We have selected the following brethren to be ordained to
the office of seventy: Robert T. Brown and E. A. Curtis.
Respectfully,
J. F. MINTUN,
Secretary Presidents of Seventy.

The report was adopted, with recommendations.
The matter of dropping the name of a certain
member of the. seventy was referred to the Presidency and Twelve with power to act.
The third quorum of seventy reported. They
turned over ten dollars to the Bishopric for Christmas offering, with request that it be applied on the
church debt. They had preached 3,090 sermons and
285 baptisms.
The second quorum of seventy reported 5,733 sermons and 369 baptisms. A. C. Silvers succeeds H.
E. Moler as secretary.
A program committee will provide for work at the

elders' meeting next year their report said. They
had held four meetings, including a joint session.
The average attendance has been 56.
The order of evangelists reported having held one
meeting, with eleven members present.
The usual sustaining of church officers and organizations was gone through with, meaning much,
though seemingly gone through with perfunctorily. ·
A number of the seventies voted to sustain themselves~we hope they will.
The appointments were read, but issuing of certificates deferred till to-morrow.
It is planned to hold an ordination meeting in the
morning at nine, following the eight o'clock meeting.
All those who have been indorsed for ordination will
be set apart at this meeting.
The "Messiah" is to be rendered to-night and tomorrow night at the church.
·
Most of the conference visitors will be leaving tomorrow and Lamoni will take up its usual local activities with renewed determination, seeking to hold
its place in the onward march of events.
"Onward Christian soldi(jrs" was the closing song
and Frederick A. Smith offered the benediction.
POINTS OF INTEREST FROM THE REPORTS
It is rather surprising to notice from the report of
the credentials committee that in the order of membership their various stakes and districts would be
classified as follows:
First, Independence Stake, 3,600; second, Lamoni
Stake, 3,276; third, Eastern Michigan, 2,770; fourth,
Little Sioux, 2,231; fifth, Spring River district, Missouri and Kansas, 2,221; sixth, Far West District,
2,028; seventh, Toronto, 1,935; eighth, Central Michigan, 1,850; ninth, Kansas City Stake, 1,848; tenth,
Northern California, 1,668; eleventh, Owen Sound,
Canada, 1,367; twelfth, Des Moines, Iowa, 1,340;
thirteenth, London, Canada, 1,328; fourteenth,
Chatham, Canada, 1,324; fifteenth, Saint Louis, Missouri, 1,243; sixteenth, Holden Stake, 1,225; seventeenth, Southern Ohio, 1,152; eighteenth, Southeastern Illinois, 1,144 ; nineteenth, Western Michigan,
1)20; twentieth, Pottawattamie District, 1,112;
twenty-first, Southern Michigan and Northern Indiana, 1,088; tw1enty-second, Southern California,
1,066; twenty-third, New York and Philadelphia,
1,060; twenty-fourth, Callands Grove, 1,054; twenty-fifth, Massachusetts, 1,052; twenty-sixth, Northeastern Illinois 1,034. Other districts so far as reported have less than 1,000 members, though some
have close to that figure.
·
It may be surprising to some, as it was to the
editors, to notice the rank of the Kansas City and
Holden Stakes but location has much to do with it,
and they have the advantage of close association
with the general church officers and with the manv
workers of Independence Stake.
"
It is also of interest to note that if the Toronto
Distriet had not· been divided it would have been
second in rank, with 3,302 members. Also that the
new Far West Stake with 2,319 members .will be
fourth in order.
.

People who mind their own business usually sue- ,
ceed. They have so little competition.-Selected.
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THE PRESS
From the very beginning, this church has appreciated the value of the press. The Book of Mormon
was in print before the church was organized: The
Evening and the Morning Star was printed in Independence almost as soon as the Saints began to settle
there in any considerable number. The Times and
Seasons was published at Commerce before the
place was renamed Nauvoo. Even the SAINTS'
HERALD came out in January before the reorganization in April of 1860.
:To-day the church issues seven pei:'iodicals regularly, and numerous books and tracts, the latter being added to constantly, one ih process of printing
now, being a brief history of the church by Elbert
A. Smith.
· There are several private publications and a mis·
sion paper each in the Swedish and Tahitian language.
Zion's Ensign began the publication of a conference daily and in 1915 the HERALD made its first
attempt in this line. ·The effort was so well received
that it was decided to try it again.
Consultation on plans to improve it resulted in a
decision to print all reports to conventions and confer(:mce the regular width of the HERALD column,
thus allowing its use in these columns without resetting. Also it is set solid-no space between lineswhich gives us more in the same space.
It was decided that subscribers to the DAILY
wanted most of all, convention and conference news.
Something else might be appreciated, but first and
paramount, the reports of ·the general gatherings
and interesting personal sidelights and comments.
Our readers are to be congratulated that they
can receive practically all of every official report,
beginning with the Religio and ending with the
appointments of missionaries. Of course, excepting
the credential lists, they being of little interest. Religio and Sunday school workers should preserve
ev.ery copy, for these official reports will be generally
available in no other way.
Church members in general will have occasion to
refer to the general church reports and action thereon, at least until the issuance of the official minutes
later.
Paper is high, and only the usual print grade will
ordinarily be used, so the use of cuts will be restricted if any at all are used.
Those who cannot attend the meetings may be
interested in the methods employed in getting the
DAILY to them promptly. Will tell you a few of
them so you may he charitably inclined to overlook
some of the faults and the better appreciate the
general result.
When the presiding officer raps for order and an~
nounces the hymn the editorial pencils begin to
scratch. The songs ilhat are sung, the prayers that
are offered, the preliminaries, may be incidental.
but also they may not.
'The organization is completed or the minutes read.
A report is presented, a motion is made, seconded
and stated, discussion may follow, an amendment
to the motion made, some one wants to amend the
amendment and so moves, a substitute is offered,
a question arises, the chair decides, an appeal is
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taken, the chair sustained, the previous question
is ordered, carries.· Back, step by step, it goes and
the report is adopted. Two pencils have been worn
out and we suspect somebody may be lost in the
tangle, possibly the editors.
The above is not an exception--it's rather ordinary. It must be taken at top speed, written legibly
for the linotype operators and all kept in order.
Then comes a breathing spell, things go smoothly
but not so smoothly as they did in other days. Then
some one would say: "What's on for this morning?"
"Oh, nothing but reading reports." Few went and
some slept in meeting while the secretaries took
turns reading yard after yard of reports. Now they
are printed-except belated ones, and everyone is
supposed to ha:ve read and digested them before the
second session at least.
The meeting has proceeded. Reason, logic, horse
sense, humor, seriousness, wit and veiled sarcasm
with all their relatives may have been there.
A boy scout who acts as page, is given a roll
of crumpled paper, he speeds to the purring type
machines a half mile away that they may begin to
tingle and thump. The summary of the meeting as
ye editors have seen it soon gets into type, to be
followed by more when the meeting closes. Forms
are made up, type already set is lifted, a hasty reading given it, the worst errors marked, a quick makeup by sweating workmen, aided in the windup by one
of the editors to get in the right material. A rumble
of the elevator takes the form to the press, a fast
run through, the folder machine grabs it and pastes
it as it folds. Mailing girls quickly wrap each one
in a wrapper, throw them into the right mail bag
of the fifty open, and go to supper, while the editors
are looking up something for the morrow.
How can we do it for a quarter? Only by having
a good subscription list. You have broken the record in that, so we are confident there will be no
financial loss at least-maybe a slight profit for th~
church.
During the conference the editors sleep with one
eye open and both ears working. Sometimes they
learn something worth while outside the sessions,
but usually they feel they miss about everything.
But after all, no mere words can express the spirit
of these gatherings-that must be felt to be understood. Yet much may be imagined.
Be patient with the poor pencil pushers.
E. D. MOORE.

THE PRIESTHOOD LECTURES
At 8 a. m. on Tuesday as usual the Melchisedec
priesthood assembled promptly at the chureh to listen to the fourth of the series of lectures.
As we sit waiting for the opening exercises to take
place one is struck by the evident earnestness of the
assembly. These men mean well; they have been
tried and proven; they are disciplined; they know
what service means and they are ready for service.
rOne is also struck with the great earnestness of the
speakers. Their very zeal makes them at times emphatic to the point of dogmatism. They are sincere men talking to sincere men-to none other
could their appeal be made. The redemption of
Zion must be by workers and those specialists.
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While the rearrangement of the work of the Quorum of Twelve has not yet been discussed, one still
considers it one of the things that had to be and
which were surely coming. Clearly it should avoid
many difficulties of the past. The disadvantages. of
the separate appointments will be obviated, but one
hopes and expects that it will be without losing the
advantage of personal appointments. Again it is
apparent, that there should be much gain, in that it
permits the members of the Quorum of Twelve to be
· used in those places and those cases and circumstances, where each man can ·work to the best advantage; that is, in those places for which he possesses special qualifications.
Yet deep down one sees that it is but one more
step, though a necessary one and in the right direction. Much more yet must be done. And one feels
like taking off his coat and pitching in earnestly to
help to make it succeed and move forward. It is a
big thing and it means big things.
Instead of considering the priesthood a ladder up
which a man should climb, it becomes the problem to
seek that place which each man can fill best, .then
place and honor him there. Business men for deacons, who become associates· of the bishopric. Tactful men with great discretion and love for humanity
for teachers; tireless men with tact and wisdom to
visit and teach the law and be with those Saints under their care, to educate and bring them nearer the
divine standard-for priests. So for each office the
fit man. ~Men of judgment are needed as much in
the Aaronic priesthood as in the Melchisedec. Men
are needed who can interest; men who can engage
and seize the moment for decision and bring people
to God and his Christ. But men are also needed to
care for these babes in Christ, feed them, nourish
them and strengthen them, that they may grow in
knowledge and understanding.
Executives are
needed and also clerks, and none can say, "we have
no need of thee." All are needed, but each in his own
place, according to the gifts of God unto him.
SAINT LOUIS TO LAMONI

I wonder if those who travel often do not miss
some of the thrills that may be had by others. It
may seem paradoxical, but surely there can't be that
sense of adventure that there is when a trip into the
next State is like a journey into another world. I
really didn't need the rainy weather, though, to add
to the excitement, nor did I need the train to help
out that sense of adventure by trying to go off and
leave me. Not that I was not there in time, for I
was waiting at the little station near our home, the
rest of our party having boarded the train at the
Saint Louis Union Station. But I must have been the
last one to get on there, and somehow the signal was
given and the cars began to move, with me still standing there. From those with me I heard futile cries
of "Wait a minute," and urgent cries of "Get on,
Florence," so I desperately grabbed both handles
and stepped up.
A conductor followed somehow with my suit case,
and directed me forward to the right car. I was
laboriously making my way through the next car, a
sleeper, with berths made up and the narrow aisle
full of people, when whom should I meet but the

gallant A. W. Smith, and after that it was smooth
sailing. He possessed himself of my luggage and
piloted me till we saw the genial faces of the rest of
our party, Brother and Sister G. S. Trowbridge and
Brother T. J. Elliott.
Of course I soon had to assail their sympathetic
ears with the story of my troubles with the railroad
and my athletic performance at the start. Brother
Elliott had something to tell too-a story of hail and
rain in such torrents, as it drew near the time for
him to leave home, that even he, veteran conference
goer that he is, was almost daunted. He told how,
after it abated a little, he sallied forth, balancing
himself on a board and propelling another board into
position, in order to get out of the back gate. He
said the board was not floating, but it seemed quite
a gondola-like performance, for all that.
One of our number soon deserted us for the sleeping car, and after a while Sister Trowbridge and I
tried to settle ourselves to repose, and the two men
settled themselves to a steady murmur of conversation, about "the power of music" and "organized
classes."
We arrived at Darlington in the cold and semidarkness of early morning, a,nd sat in the little station which we had practically to ourselves. When
it grew light, we might well have wished for darkness again, for Brother Trowbridge pulled out a book
by one John Quincy Adams (not the famous one) ,
full of fierce opposition to our church, and insisted on
reading it to us. It was quite entertaining, though,
be it said in defense of Brother Trowbridge.
Ordinarily we should have waited there till eleven
o'clock, but some of the enterprising men of our
party arranged for an auto 'to take us to Albany
Junction, there to catch a train that would get us
into Lamoni soon after twelve, in time to hear the
afternoon lecture by Brother Dwyer. Then they
started out bravely to walk, fearing there would not
be room for all of us with the luggage. And now
supposing the auto had not come, after all! Ah, but
we were not left to grapple with such a possibility,
for Brother Elliott gallantly refused to desert the
ladies.
.
"Albany Junction!" Sounds imposing enough,
doesn't it? But it stands for a tiny red telephone
shed, to which we scrambled up the hillside with our
luggage, finding .even that locked! The signboard
with the name on it lay on the ground near, upside
down. Again our thoughtful guides had planned
well, though, arranging to stay at Darlington till
nearly the last minute, so the wait in the cold wind
was not long. Soon came the dramatic moment when
the white smoke appeared in the distance, like it
does on post cards, and we boarded the train for the
final run.
Our experiences were not yet over, though, for
the genial conductor seemed to take a liking to us,
and told us we might have the last car to ourselves
after the next stop, if we wanted it. So we marched
on to our "private car," and he locked us in to prevent interruption, coming in now and then himself
to talk to us. Now were we right to fee~ pleased, or
do you suppose he thought we looked suspicious? In
other words, was it exclusiveness or incarceration?
It may be, indeed, that Brother Trowbridge was in
league with the conductor, for we had not long been
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caged thus, when out came the book again! After
due patience, however, we passed the familiar names
of "Kellerton" and ":Mount Ayr," finally the conductor boomed "Lamoni," we walked gladly out,
were received into the arms and the delightful home
of Brother H. C. Burgess; and that is only the be- ·
ginning of the story.
FLORENCE BURGESS.
THE NEW FAR WEST STAKE
The Far West Stake will start with a membership
in excess of twenty-three hundred. It includes practically all of northwestern Missouri.
It forms the connecting link between the Lamoni
Stake and the three stakes of Kansas City, Independenbe and Holden. Its organization at this time is
the logical step and expected. For the intensive, constructive work now needed; to care for the work of
the immediate future this recent action and the
action of a year ago, providing for the division of the
old Independence Stake, shows both wisdom and inspiration.
R. S. Salyards, nominated for president of this
new stake, is already so well known as scarcely to
need introduction to the church at large or his new
field of labor. Yet we shall doubtless publish later
a resume of his church history. B. J. Scott acted for
years as a counselor to the bishop of the Independence Stake; he has labored the past few years in
Saint Joseph and has the love and confidence of the.
Saints there. We 'congratulate the new stake on
these nominations and extend to these brethren a
hearty godspeed.
S. A. B.

SONG OF ENTREATY
(Given by the Spirit through Elder Joseph Luff,
at the prayer meeting in the Stone Church, Independence, Missouri, Sunday afternoop, Aprill, 1917,
sung to the tune, "I will sing of my Redeemer.")
0, my people! 0 my people!
Is to you my counsel vain?
Why call me your God and Father
While unhonored I remain?
Are my utterances but language
To be m~ngled in your song?
Do the lips that call me Master
Unto aliens belong?
.Think ye I have joy or honor
In the sounds that laud my name,
Where my voice is held to silence
And. my ordinance to shame?
What to me your loud hosannas?
What your gifts or zeal's pretense?
Righteousness hath voice in serviceMusic in obedience.
Y·e have said "God is suffici6!ntHe alone our str:ength shall be;
His the glory of achievementHis the sword of victory :"
'\Vhat, then, means this quest of armor?
What this lust for equipage?
That your energies consume and
Cumber in the war you wage?
Who is wise shall learn my secret;
Whoso trusts shall undeystand:
Wisdom with obedience walkethFaith with victory-hand in hand.
Ishmael shall not Isaac fetter,

Nor my temple David build;
Uzzah's hand, my ark approaching,
Will be with disaster filled.
My WJays are not yours, but, k.now ye,
I am God, nor speak in vain:
Be not slow my call to answerFew the moments that remain.
Not by skill or wisdom humanNot by wealth of carnal lore;
But with panoply from heaven
Seek ye conquest evermore.
:See ye not the clouds portentous?
Note ye not the world's alarmNations to the·ir ruin hast'ni:ngSelf their interest-flesh their arm?
Is this desolation voiceless?
.Speaks this carnage not to you?
Echoing my anci·ent warningWitnessing my word is true?
Would you teach my finge:rs cunning?
Doth my thought no shrewdness mnow?
Who hath at my bidding ventured
And been smitten by my foe?
Ages offer you the storyCenturies my record bearTribute to my prudence paying
In full measure everywhere.
By my skill worlds have their being;
Would you teach my soul to plan?
Y·ears eternal greet my vision:
Think ye yours outstr:etch the span?
!Scent ye dangers I discern ,not?
Catch ye sounds that 'scape my ear?
Needs the sword my hand hath sharpened
To be whetted by your fear?
Heav.en lingers for your answer·Angel's wait your faith's appeal:
Zion's course must clearer impress
Of my '8pirit hence reveal.
If by these be pledged your triumph
. Favor waits you from on high;
Whoso finds not here contentment
:Soon must c•ea.se to occupy.

THE MISSION OF THE GOSPEL LITERATURE
BUREAU AND THE GOAL OF 1917
[The ·following was written with the intention of being
presented at the Religio cQnvention by Harvey Sandy, but on
his motion, it was withheld to allow more time for the conferences.-EDITORS.]
In a broad sense, the mission of the gospel literature bureau
is ~the same as that of the church, i. e. to assist in the redemption of man, and this is done through the dissemination
of the printed word, and with that distribution, goes an urgent appeal for a careful study of the same. ·
The obj,ect of the missionary as he goes out to proclaim
the glad tidings, is to attract sinners to the banner of Jesus
Christ; to show them a better path in which to walk; one
more pleasant and easy, one less d~ngerous from the pitfalls
of life; to walk in the "narrow" way.
The main cause for the unfavorable condition of mankind,
physically, mentally, ~nd spiritually, is a lack of information,
or ignorance. While it is doubtless true. there never was a
time when plenty of information could ·not be had, yet a
p1:1oper presentation had not been made so as to render the
knowledge or information of any material benefit. They
so1:1t 'o know about thii!lgs, but it has never lbeen made clear
enough to them so they might realize the importance of it.
The mission of the gospel literature bureau is not only
to proclaim or vend news, but as stated previously, to
induce the one to whom the news comes, to study as well, for
without study, it is worse than useless.
To make a long story short, and to express it in a nutshell, our mission is to disseminate gospe:l information
amo:ngst the people first; and second, to make students of
them, for without the latter, our mission is largely, if not altogether, a failure.
No one ever became a real live Latter Day Saint in every
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sense of the word without being a student. There are too '
many people who have their names on the books but have
nev.er taken an advance step. The reward of such as these
will scarcely ec{ceed that of the heathen. The fact about
the matter is they could not appreciate anything better, any
more tha;n the pupil in the first grade could be promoted to
high school without covering the courses in the ward school.
The gospel literature bureau is trying to help to obviate
just such conditions as l!eferred to; that is, to make real live
students and Latter Day S~ints.
,
AS stated in the beginning, the lack of information causes
unfavorable conditions with the people, and we believe that
as a rule, they do not do wrong because they wa,nt to, but
because they do not know any better. They usually ,want to
do what is best, but the importance of it has never been presented to them in such a manner as to create within them a
desire to i;nvestigate and find out how.
In the ea.rly history of this church the Lord called the attenrtion of its members to the importanc·e of the study of
books on various subjects.
Emphasize study:
Definition: To apply the mind to with a view to learn or
learn. about; examine, search into, as to study philosophy; to
study the rocks.
2. Specific. To learn words or ideas of. Bolingbroke, letters on History, says, 1Some (histories) are to be read, some
to be studied.
!So it is in the world, some people just read, read, read, but
seldom if ever, do they study.
More definitions on "study." "To fix the gaze on attentively
and thoughtfully." Were this the universal practice of Latter Day rSaints there would be more, who knew they were
Latter Day ~Saints aside from the fact that they have their
names on the books.
Still more: Any systematic effort to learn, as by observing,
reflecting and memorizing; as study broadens the mind! I
have often WQnder,ed why there were so many narrow minded
Latter Day ~Saints. Hel'e's the reason. Study broadens the
mind, etc.
Ever since the organization of the gospellitera:ture bureau,
we have been pleading with the membership to heed the admonition referred to. As proof of this, you are referred to
the first page of our leaflet of instl'11!ction.
The people are slowly coming to a r:ealization of the importance of this revelation, and during the past year especially we are seei,ng the fruits of our efforts, in the orgalllization of study classes in different parts of the country and
other movements looking toward a more careful investigation
of the matters referred to in said revel'ation.
Of course, we do not claim all the credit for the gospel
literature bureau, but just 1nvite your attention to where we
stand and have stood for years and leave it to you as to
credits, as we are not especially interested in this· phaser of
the subject, •except to impress upon you the importance of our
mission.
NOW AS TO THE GOAL OF 1917
Definition of "Goal"-the objective point, or terminus that
one is striving for.
The goal in this particular instance, consists in attaining
to a number of points. Here are three sub-goals we might
call them, which we hope to reach this year, which will enable us to more quickly reach the final goal, that of salvatia;n
.to man.
1. A coalition of all the forces of the church, Sunday school
and Religio as outlined in the proposed amendments to the
constitutions of the above referred to organizations. There
ought to be no opposition to this idea; it's the only sensible
thing to do. There may be a better plan and we are ready to
adopt it, if we ca,n be shown. When this is accomplished,
there will be harmonious action in all departments. There
will be no excuse fo.r failure to select a gospel literature superintendent in a district or local, as we sometimes have, because the local is dead, or other similar .excuses. The available supply of timber will be gr.eatly increased.
.
2. A gospel literature bur.eau or representative in each locality, where there is a local Religio, Sunday school or branch,
and isolated member of the church.
Just to show how this would work in case of the isolated
member: Here is a newly bapti:oed member, say 100 miles
from any branch. Many such have died spiritually or at
least failed to make U~nY progress, because they had nothing
to do. This will provide a way out.
3. The distribution of 500,000 pieces of literature. Please
remember this, and listen to the reading of the report next

April at Independence. Of course, this will require some tall
hustling, but it can be done very easily if only a few more
people will do a little more work. Australia and Canada
combined' last year, reported mor,e than two fifths of this
amount, and two thirds of what was reported this year. The
workers in the United States should move up, a,nd they just
as weU prepare to be jogged up, if they do not move up.
When 13 districts in the United States report less than 1,300
pieces of literature distributed, and having a membership
of over 2,000, as comparred with Australia and Canada with
a membership of less than 1,600, (according to reports) reporting two thirds of all distributions in the whole organization, you will doubtless agree with me that some one deserves be~ng jogged.
Of course, we are not without our difficulties. We are confronted with the high cost of living, I was going to say. I
mean the high cost of printed matter. The price of tracts has
gone up, and one of the papers used quite extensively in our
work, has increased the rate ~to nonmembers which makes it
somewhat harder along this line.
"
However, we believe this seeming hardship should work to
our advantage in this way: It will 11esult ~n more real personal work, which is very necessary, and the loaning of literature, which will ibring bettrer and more lasting results than
promiscuous distributions, which we do not recommend as a
rule.
Now it would sre,em that this is enough to set out to acoomplish in one season, and after a careful conside,ration of
the same, we believe you will consider same justifiable reasons
for the ,continuation of the bureau, and the united support
of every member of the church.
In concluding, we wish to say we feel assured that our
cause is just ~and entitled to the car,eful consideration of every
member of the church; and if there are no other reasons why
the Religio should be continued as an organization, the fact
that the gospel literature bureau is conducted under its fostering ca.r'e, should he enough.

THE GOSPEL LITERATURE COMMISSION
ORGANIZED
The new commission created this year to handle
the united interests of the church along distribution
of church and other literature has organized by electing R. W. Farrell superintendent. His address is
14 Kenwood Street, Providence, Rhode Island, and
he will conduct a campaign of education and explanation as well as be responsible for the continuance of
the work already done.
During the year instruction booklets and other literature will be written and distributed and everything done that can be done to make the work more
than a Religio activity. In the meantime, all Religio
workers on ·good literature committees should con~
tinue as energetically as before. Branches and districts as well as local Sunday schools and distri'ct
organizations will be asked to elect a member each
to cooperate with the Religio members and thus give
a great impetus to the work.
Harvey Sandy and E. D. Moore will assist in a
number of ways, but Brother Farrell will be directly
responsible. You will hear from them often during
the year and we predict good results will be reported
at the end of the year.
The following is. a report of gospel literature conference held during the sessions of the Religio:
A very enthusiastic conference of gospel literature workers
was he11d Tuesday evening, April 3, in charge of Harvey
!Sandy assisted by A. L. Keen. The following points were considered:
l. Difficulties €jncountered by gospel literature workers and
how to surmount them.
2. How to distribute literature.
3. Different phases of gospel work.
4. The plan to ask the cooperation of the Sunday school
and church, is it practicabie and advisable.
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The importance of this department and its wide field of
operations seemed to be keenly felt by all present, and its
many phases provided avenues for service for practically
every member of the church.
It was decided that the11e was no one set method of distributing literature, but that one had to be guided by the
c0;nditions surrounding, as sometimes it might be distributed
promiscuously" and do much good, while othe1rs not.
Also the question of raising funds seemed to he an important one in the minds of some, but it was decided that much
literature work might be done with little or no funds, hy the
collecting of used papecrs ·and books and loaning same to
those not able to purchase, or that did not have them. It was
also suggested that fu;nds might be obtained by buying literature in large lots and selling to the Saints at retail with the
distinct understanding that they first read the tract and then
pass on to some one that had not the privileg.e•.

MINISTERIAL REPORTS TO CONFERENCE
~nnual ministerial report of James A. Gillen, minister in
charge of Mission No. 1, comprising Iowa, Nebraska, Minnesota, North Dakota, South Dakota, 'Saskatchewan, Alberta
and Manitoba. The following minis.ters, unde.r General Conference appointment, have labored in the mission: SevE1nti1es:
W. P. Bootman, Hubert Case, D. R. Chambers, F. M. Cooper,
J. J. Cornish, J. A. Dowker, R. E.tzenhouser, Levi Gamet,
Fred Gregory, J. F. Grimes, W. E. Haden, Hans N. Hansen,
Charles E. Harp·e, L. G. Holloway, Alvin Knisley, E. E.
Long, Daniel Macgregor, James McKiernan, Peter Muceus,
J. 1L. Park.er, J. W. p,eterso)1, ·E. F. Robertson, Columbus
Scott, W. M. Self, W. E. Shakespeare, Joseph W. Smith,
Birch Whiting, J. B. Wildermuth, J. E. Wildermuth, David
J. Williams. Patriarchs: C. E. Butterworth, Joshua. Carlile,
John 'Smith.
High Priests: Amos Berve, J. M. Baker,
Thomas J. Jordan, B. S. Lambkin, William Sparling, M. M.
Turpen. Elders: J. B. Barrett, Horace Darby, E. R. Davis,
Thomas Leitch, Warren McElwain, William Osler, C. W.
Prettyman, Charles J. Smith, D. T. Williams, Nelson Wilson.
Priests: T. E. Bartorn. The total reports for the year show
the following: Sermons preached, 5,167; baptisms, 356; patriarchal blessings, 96; new openings, 53; debates, 6; organ·ized branches, 3; Sunday schools, 5. One of the features of
the work this year throughout the mission has been to bring
about greater cooperation between the missionary force and
the local workers, in order that the interests of the church
in g(lneral might be better conserved, through organized procedure. Some of the 11esults have been indeed pleasing. We
are pleased to note that in many instances the nonmembers
have given liberal support financi:ally, as well as lending their
influence toward maki1ng our work a success, particuia.rly reunions. We desire .to call special attention to the efforts put
forth by the Saints at Burlington, Iowa, and the sacl:'ifices
n1ade, in order that we might appear in our true light in
that city; not forgetting the support received by friends, who
were· not members. We must rnot forget to mention the
serious disability under which C. E.. Butterworth labored for
so long, which deprivedl us of his service. Glad to note his
convalescence. F. M. Cooper, because of sickness, was under the necessity of withdrawing from the active field. for a
time. The prospects for the mission in the coming year arer
indeed bright.
,
Annual ministerial report of· F. M. She'ehy, minister i1n
charge of Mission No. 2. The following named ministers
under general appointment have labored in said field for the
year ending March 1, 1917: ·Seventies:: A. M. Chase, R. L.
Fulk, J. F. Mintun, George Jenkins, 0. W. Okerli1n d, A. M.
Bak.er, R. T. Walters, H. Sparling, J. W. Roberts, L. E. Hills,
A. C. Silvers, F~ L. :Sawley, Lee Quick, J. A. Davis, D. E.
Tucker, John Davis, T. C. Kelley, W. A. Smith, J. W. Paxton.
High Priest~: Charles Fry, B. 'J. Scott, R. Bullard, 8.
Twombly, J. A. Tanner, W. IS'. Macrae, M. H. Bond, C. J.
Hunt, M. H. Siegfried. Patriarchs: William Lewis, I. N.
White. Elders: William Bath, R. H. Henson, John Ely, W. P.
Pickering, Roy 8. Budd, J. D. Showers, A. E.. McCord, A. C.
Martin. S. H. Fields, P. R. Bu11ton, J. W. A. Bai,ley. Priests:
T. W. Curtis. Total reports: Sermons preached, 5,409; baptiZJed, 338; patriarchal blessings, 2'46; new openings, 54;
deha tes, 6. Org~nized: branches, 6; Sunday schools, 8; Religios, 5. The organization of the three new stakes, Independence, Kansas City, and Holden, has been productive of increased activities, which bids fair to be more in evidence as
we move along the lines already irndicated and under way.
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The mission in the main has nothing to complain of, onward
is the motto.
Annual ministerial report of Ulysses W. Gl:'eene, minister
in chavge of Mission No. 3, eastern States. The following
named mini·sters lJinder general appointment have labored in
said field 1for the year ending March 1, 1917: Seventies:
A. B. Phillips, H. A. Koehler, J. F. Sheehy, James Pycock,
W. L. Christy. High Priests: A. E. Stone, J. A. Koehler,
R. W. Farrell, F. J. Ebeling, E. B. Hull, S. A. Burgess. Patriarchs: A. D. Angus, I. M. Smith. Elders: H. W. Smith,
J. R. Lenten, G. W. Knowlton, George Morris. Priests:
m. J. Gleazer. Total reports: Sermons preached, 1,619; baptized, 78; patriarchal blessings, 89; new openings, 10; dehates, 2. Organized Sunday schools, 2. Condition of field:
the past year has been qne of unusual activity by the local
officers who were organized for missionary work. A number
of new openings were made by them and several baptisms
have resulted. Those doing this kind of work have been
richly blessed of God. I believe this line of work should extend to ev:e:ry part of the church. It being necessary for me
to visit that part of my field known as the European Mission;
I placed Elder A. B. Phillips as associate minister in charge
of this field and he performed h:is work with ability and success. There have been no difficulties to adjust of serious moment, so that all could •en~age in the work of preaching the
gospel and building up the local churches. This has resulted
in a gr.eat outpouring of God's Spirit upon the Saints and
they ha¥e been strengthened in faith and rejoice in .the gospel of our blessed Lord and Savior, Jesus Christ. The work
is extending and the calls for preaching come from every
side. We are greatly encouraged at the outlook :and hope
for final success.
Annual ministerial report of Gomer T. Griffiths, minister
in charge of Mission No. 4, western Pennsylvania and Ohio.
The following named ministers under ~eneral appointment
have labored in said field for the year ,ending April 6, 1917:
Seventies: J. C. McConnaughy, J. G. Halb, W. Anderson, Leon
Burdick, Alma Bookecr, Richard Baldwin. High Priests: T.
U. Thomas. Elders: J. E. Bishop, J. D. Carlisle, M. W.
Liston, T. D. Harnish, C. E. Bozarth, W. H. KeHey. Priests:
E. D. Finken. Total reports: Sermons preached, 2,452;, baptized, 93; patriarchal blessings, 61; new openings, 20; debates, 2. Organized hra1n ches, 3. Condition of field: The
mission is in fair cond[tion, and some of the branches have
made considerable growth in spirituality, and some others
have been disorganized. Many of the local officers could do
more than they are doing, to build up the work in their respective localities. A great many people have been baptized
by the local ministers. Quite a number of the missio,na.ries
were late getting to their mission, and some of them were
hinde;red by sickness and other causes. Brother C. E. Bozarth quit the gener:al ministry in February. Brother W. H.
Kelley left the mission before Christmas. Brother Liston was
kept home some of the time through his wife's illness, and
Brother McConnaughy's wife was sick for a time. The severe winter weather has also been against the missio,naries
in many plac.e:s. Three branches have been organized in the
Pittsburgh District, namely at Du .Bois, Punxsutawney and
Lock No. 4, Pennsylvania. The prospects for the future of
the work in the mission are much brigh!ter than one year
ago. There are quite a ,number of Saints located at Dayton,
Ohio. L. F. P. Curry has charge of the little mission. Ther•e
are two or three other places where they are re,ady for organization. The Pi:ttsburgh District conference has petitioned
the Gener:al Conference to divide said district into two districts, and in my opinion there is a great necessity for such
a division. Praying that our coming together in confere;nce
capacity will be a great blessing to. the whole church, I remain your fellow laboreT in Christ.
Annual ministerial report of John W. Rushton, minister
in charge of Pacific :Slope Mission (No. 5). The following
named ministers under general appointment have labored in
said fi:eld for the year: Seventies: A. Allen, Alma C. Barmore, N. L. Booker, M. A. McConley, G. E. Shippy, High
Priests: M. H. Cook, A. V. Closson, H. J. Davison,
W. H. 'Garrett, V. M. Goodrich, G. E. Harrington, Charles
W. Hawkins, Charles A. Parkin (bishop), C. Ed Miller. Patriarchs: F. G. Pitt. Elders: W. A. Brooner, C. E. Jones,
B. L. McKim, R. F. IS1ye, H. m. Winegar, N. c. Heading.
Total r'eports: Sermons preached, 2,156; baptized, 92; patriarchal blessings, 65; new openi;ngs, 20: debates, 1; organized branches, 3; Sunday schools, 3; Religios, 3. Condition
of field: One appointee did not take the field at all. Bro.
Heading retired in August. Bro. Garrett came into the field
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about three months ago. The branches organized were in
the following places: !San Diego and Lo,ng Beach of southern
California, and Hilo, Hawaii Territory, where Bro. McConley
has done ,excellent work since arriving there last September.
The condition of our work in Utah is not encouraging though
in some parts the opportunities are inviting, especially ~n
the northern end of the district. Throughout the whole of
the mission opportunities are good and the need for consecrated service never more urgent than to-day. Speaking of
the 'field as a whole, we feel justified in saying that the condition is good.
Annual ministerial report of James E. Kelley, minister in
charge of Mission No. 6, comprising Colorado, Arizona, New
Mexico and Mexico. There have been ten men lahoring under
Ge:ne1;al Conferelllce appointment: Seventies: J. Charles May,
J. F. Petre, James E. Yates, W. H. Mannering, S. D. Condit,
A. J. Layland, and 0. E. Sade. High P'riests: James R.
Sutton. Patriarchs: Ammon White. Elders: Amos T. Higdon. The local ministry have done some good work during
the year. Some are able and very active and are to be commended, others are able but seemingly loath to reach out and
assume r'e'sponsibility. We have some good p,<rospects for local
workmen in the future, in several places. ,Conditions: In
general our work is in good growing and encouraging shape,
with a distressing demand for more laborers. Much of the
field is indeed ,ripe for our missio,nar1es. Here and there are
things that hurt and hinder, but we hope for wisdom and
power to eliminate these in the future. In the Republic of
Mexico conditions are much as reported to you last conf,erence. Arizona is in better shape than last year but the
work has not been accomplished here for the yea; that we
had hoped for. N€1W Mexico is improving as a field to work
and we have gained the,re during the year. Colorado
is a good field 'and prospects such that we must have more
appointees. Finances: In the matter of money the mission
has heen a success, I believe, and fine prospects for increase
the coming year. !Spiritually the district conferences letters
and statements of the ministry and reports from the membership show a marked ~ncrease and a forward movement.
Tha"':lk God for it! Be!cause of physical aHment my personal
serviCes to the church have been O'roken and irregular
though I have been in the field and in touch with my work
all the year; and while 'I have had and expect burdens and
cares, let me say to the church that God has so blessed me
when the rea~ hour of need. came, so freely given the light
needed a,nd With no uncertamty, and taken me in such close
touch with him that I have never f,elt to complain, but to be
grateful that I am counted worthy to be a laborer. God is incr,easing his power and goodness to his church.
Annual ministe,rial report of Peter Anderson, minister in
charge of Mission No. 7. The following named ministers
under general 'appointment have labored in sai'd field for the
year end~ng March 1, 1917: 1S,eventies: J. W. Thorburn, J. M.
Stubbart,,S. Swenson, J. C. ~age,~· A. Bronson, R. D. Davis,
J. T. Davis, J. H. Hanson. High Priests: J. M. Terry, William
Johnso1n, A. J. Moore. Elders: G. W. Winegar, R. Newby, L.
vy. !Bronson. Tota~ reports: Sermons preached, 1,616; baptized, 85; new opemngs, 28; debates, 1. Organized branches
1; ISunday schools, 2. ConditiQn of field: Owing to the fact
th~t, Jlt present writing, March 14, several of the mission-.
aries I~ my field haV'e. no't yet sent in thei~ annual report, this
:t~eport IS only approximately correct. W1th a few exceptions
conditions in my field are quite good, and the prospects for
f?ture work are very encouraging. Demands for Iaibor ~n
~Ifl'erent I!arts a:t~e .constm;tly increasing.
Generally speakmg there IS a groWing desire on the part of' the Saints for a
greater spiritual dev,elopment, ~nd a manifest willingness to
aid in the fina,ncial work of the church. The conferences of
the seye,ral distr:ic.ts during the ye!lr have been quite represe:ntati_ve and splTitual, and the Samts seem very desirous of
attendmg and profiting by those gatherings. Owing to the
~i:Ze of the districts territorially, we can hardly carry on auxIhary work after the manner of the smaller districts but we
strive to adapt this work to our conditio ns, and to do 'the best
we can under the circumstanc,es.
Annual m~nisterial r1eport of Ulysses W. Greene, minister in
charge of European Mission (No, 8). The following named
ministers under general appointment have labored ~n said
fieild for the year ending March 1, 1917: 'Seventies: W. H.
Groonwood, Peter Muceus, C. A. Swenson. High Priests:
Thomas Jones, ,J. W. Taylor, G. W. Leggott, John Schofield
William Ecclestone·, W. R. Arms.trong. Patri~rchs: Jame~
Baty, H. Greenwood. Elders: James ~Schofield, John Bailey
Able Hall, Albert Hall, J. E. Meredith, John Judd, A. Kend~
1

rick, J. Rughsley, T. J. PictQn, Joseph Holmes, John Holmes,
W. H. Chandier, J. G. Jenkens, Earnest Wragg.' Total re,ports: Sermons preached, 1,218; baptized, 38; patriarchal
blessings, 5; new openings, 6; debates, 4. Organizecl Sunday
schools. 1; Religios, 2. Condition of fieild: This mission is
passing through the terrible scourge of war, and because of
universal conscription, brother is fighti,ng against brother.
This emphasizes the need of Zion as a city of refuge and the
necessity of instructing those in foreign lands to flee to Zion
as the Lord has commanded. I have not received word
from Palestine for over six months. Rees Jenkins had been
seriously ill and our native Saints we11e suffering for the necessities of life. It has been impossible to send them supplies and have them delivered. They were stolen. We have
no assurance that the funds cabled through the State Department have reachre,d them, but· ,efl'orts have been made along
these U,nes. I have received no word from the ,Saints in Germany since last spring and then my heart was saddened to
learn of the number that we,re ·killed, wounded, and captured.
The brethren who labored in Scandinavia felt it advisable to
return to this country and did so in the fall, leaving that
territory without a missionary. A number of people in
Switzerland desired to unite with the church and I tried to
reach thellll, but the French authorities refused to allow me
to cross their country, on learning that I expected to return
lbefor'e the war ended.. Our brethren in England hav;e labored
under great difficulties.. Every available man is enrolled undier the "Defence of the Realm Act," a,nd they were not recognizing our ministers, who w:erre entitled to e",mmption under
the said act. This question O'f "nonr,ecognition of the church"
was finally p,resented to the 1S tate Department by the Presi6 dency, and they promptly called the attention of the British
Govel"'llment to the standing of the church. After that we
had but little trouble. 'S:uch a large number of brrethren are
in the service tha,t the work has been greatly crippled, a:nd
will be more so unless the war soon terminate1s. W. H. Greenwood has been acting as associate minister in charge, and has
performed his work acceptably. My association with the
Saints of Great Britain was pleasant, and their k~ndness will
ever he treasured in memory's casket by me. We must try to
hold our work together as best we can, until the dawn of
peace will enable us to prosecute it with vigor once more.
Annual ministerial report of W. M. Aylor, ministe,r in
charge of Mission No. 9, Oklahoma, 'l'exas, Arkansas, and
Louisiana. The following named ministers under g,eneral appointment have labored in said field for the year ending
March 1, 1917: Seventies: J. Arber, J. E. Vanderwood, S:. W.
1Simmons, J. M. Smith, ~D. S. Palmer, J. T. Riley, E. A. Erwin,
J. Harp, W. P. Robinson, B. F. Renfroe, J. M. Simmons, H. N.
Pierce, S. N. Gray. High Priests: E. L. Henson, J. C.
Chr,estensen. P:;ttriarchs: H. 0. 1Smith. Elders: G. R. Kuy'kendall, W. W. Ch:t~estensen, J. H. Baker, P. Cook. Local appointment: J. ,:w. Jackson, R F. Spic.er. Total rreports:
Sermons preached, 3,502; baptized, 191; patriarchal blessings,
77; new openings, 54; debates, 4; ordained 23; organized
branches, 4; Sunday schools, 2; Religios, 2; child:t~en blessed
124. Condition of field: We aJ:'Ie growing in the .South, th~
field becomi,ng more interesting all the time. 'Oklahoma a few
years ago was a new field, to-day we hav;e about 25 branches
and prospects for many more soon. T1eiXas and Arkansas
are coming to the front fast, not so many openings in Louisiana. Most of the missionaries have done well. 'Some have
stayed too close to the old trails and home to make much
headway for the church. J. E. Va,nderwood preached 286
sermons, baptized 5, made 8 new ope,nings; Joseph Arbor,
preached 221 sermons, baptized 24, made 7 new openings.;
J. T. Riley preached 201 sermons, baptized: 27, made 3 new
openings; W. W. Ch:r:estensen p.reached 218 sermons, baptized
22. These are the h1ghesir-othe.rs are near this mark. The
loc1al men have done well this y,ear allld the branches are in
a much better condition. Our reunions and conferences have
been very spiritual. The Indian work is about as it was
last year. A. W. Sanders has done a good work among them.
Altogether. we feel we have advanced and are still desiring
to p.ress Olll and 'do more.
Annual ministerial report of Paul M. Hanson and C. A.
Butterworth, miniswrs in charge of Australian Mission
(No. 10). The following named ministeirs under general
appoi,ntment have labor'ed in said field for the year endinoDecember 31,.1916: 1Seventies: W. J. Haworth, H. W. Sav~
age. High Priests: J. H. N. Jones, George Lewis. Patriarchs: John Jones, J. T. Gresty. Elders: W. ,J. Burrows,
Edwin H. Davies, William H. Gammidge, William Patterson
Harold I. Velt, Herman Peisker. Priests: W. J. Vaughan:
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A. L. Loving, J. M. Argent. Total reports: Sermons condition, but we are sure that it could be better. We think
preached, 1,039; baptized, 63; patriarchal blessings, 16; new that we are making progress along several lines. Several
openings, 15. Condition of ,field: We have visited nearly all new churches have been built this conference year, a:nd 14
parts of the mission whe,re we have church interests. Of new branches, 1 new district, 13 Sunday schools, and 8
the m~nistTy appointed, J. M. Argent was released the latter Religios having been organized in .the mission with 625 bappaTt of the year owing to ill health, after diligent service tisms by the missionary force, show. that we are making
performed in West Australia. Elder J. T. Gre!sty because advancement. Many of the local ministry are do~ng excellent
of hindering .causes did not fulfill his appointment. The work in the branches. Six reunions have been held with
ministry, general :and local, have labored in unison; the year results fair to good. Secveral of the larger branches need
has been one of harmony in all departments. Elder Savage pastors stationed in these several branches so that the memwho is in New Zeala,nd intends to devote a part of his labors bership can be properly cared for. Most of the missionaries
among the Maoris; a tract is be:ing prepared for translation have done good work, but some have been hindered so that
into the Maori language. A mission conference was held they could only give a part of their time to the work. The
in Sydney at the close of the year, the first of the kind in membership of the church i:n this mission is increasing so
the mission; the educatio.nal and spiritual phases of which that more attention must be given to the membership of the
fulfilled the eocpeC'tations of all. Notwithstanding the war church. :Several attacks have been made on the church by
a:nd it;; effects, the outlook of the church work is encourag- our opponents, but whereever we have had the chance to deing. We would be pleased to have one of the Presidency fend ourselves we have made friends and the work has
visit Australia..
advanced. The local ministry have been more thoroughly
Annual ministerial report of Clyde F. Ellis, minister in , organized into quorums where there has been a sufficient
charge of :South Sea Islands Mission (No. H). The follow- number to justify such organizatio,ns. The spiritual side.
ing named ministers under general appointment have labored of the work is still good and improving, but it has room for
in said field for the year ending November 30, 1916: S:eve)n- improvement. With faith in God we are still ready to conties: Clyde F. Ellis, Alvin H. Christensen. Elders: Araiaiti, tinue to make progress as the way may open for us.
Annual ministerial report of R. C. Russell, minister in
Horahitu, Marerenui a Marerenui, Pori Bellais, Paia a Metua. aro, Tuteirihia, Tenati, Taihiava Paite:, Tetaku a Moeava, charge of Southeastern Mission (No. 13). The following named
Tapu a Moana, 'Tane a Temai, Tetuarere; Tai, Tam~ a Pou ministers under general appointment have labored in said
and Taia a Piritua did not report. The 11eport as stated field for the year: Seventies: J. W. Metcalf, F. M. Slover,
below does not include Brother Christensen's and mine, there- E. Rannie, :S. S. Smith, L. C. Moore. High Pri:ests: J. R.
fore I give our reports' sepa11ately, as they cover a different McClain. Elders: F. A. Rowe, A. E. Warr, Thomas Newperiod of time. From ·March 1, 1916, to February 1, 1917: ton, A. G. Miller, F. Moser*" jr., W. R. Ka.pnick. Priests:
SeTrno:ns pr·eached, 144; baptized, 36; organized Sunda.y C; A. Nolan. Total reports: Sermons preached, 2,516; bapschools, 1; Religios, 1. Native reports only: Total Teports: tized, 171; new openings, 39; debates, 2; organiz·e:d bra1nches,
Sermons preached, 324; baptized 6. Condition of field: The 6; Sunday schools, 5. Condition of field: There was a
work has apparently taken on new activity during the year marked departure, by the missionary. force this year from
that is past, and we have hopes of greater success during former years, in their earnest efforts to open up new :fields
the year that is before us. As reported Last year, the work and thus the gospel was taken to many new localities in all
in the lower districts nea1~ Tahiti is in much better condition Staters of the mission. There is a pressing need of bishops
than the districts in the upp:e1r division. However, through a:nd high priests as well as eKTangelists., for it is not good
the labors of A. H. Christense:n and two of the native brethren policy to le:ave the lambs arnd sheep on poor pastul'e at the
in the upper districts, th:e work in that section has taken on mercy of hoards of wolves while the shepherd who enrolled
new life, and through our continuing the work with vigor them has to go look for others equally precious to the Master.
in those districts, we hope to oVieii'come the worldly condi- · I am quite anxious to see the day dawn when the shepherd
tions, and spiritual carelessness into which they hav.e become and his flock will alike live in accordance with section 86 of
engulfed. That, howeye~·, cannot be accomplished without Doctrine and Covenants and meet as provided: in section 5:9.
added help. We must have a strong'er for:eign missionary There is a growing tendency to prepare for a home in
force, so as to be able to coveir the territory, strengthening, Zion, but the Saints are aware that the proper places to
and broadening our influence. The native himself will not make the necessary preparation are in .their home branches
contend and strive for the moral standard that must he and therefore increased efforts to proper development are
raised; he must be directed by a stronger force. We have manifest. Several of my mis.sionary force have been unamany isolated members, where, if we had a larger missionary voidably detained from spending all their time in the missio1n,
force from America., we could make efforts in opening the but what time has been is certainly to their credit and not
work, thereby ext~nding our borders, establishing a mis- a complaint has come to me of misconduct on the part of
sionary and enthusiastic spirit among the present member- any of them. The strenuous times now prevailing at home
ship. I have spent the greater portion of my time in Tahiti, and abroad are causing many of the Saints considerable
printing
Te Orometua,
a twelve-page mission paper, a.nxiety for their friends and relativres who are not within
also Sunday school and! Religio Quarterlies, Deport blanks the arch of safety, while on the other hand they look up and
and tracts. It is too much for one man to handle properly, rejoice that the time of redemption of the faithful is nearing.
and at t4e same time give the needed support to the outlyi1ng May we ~all fully prepal'e for that momentous day.
islands. However, notwithstanding the above I have spent
nearly three months in the Tuamotuan group. All in all,
THE APPOINTMENTS
the work is in a better condition, new ideals have been imbided
by many, which gives us encouragement.
LAMONI, IOWA, April 12, 1917.
~nnual ministerial report of J. F. Curtis minister in charge
To the Genm"al Conference; Greetings: The First Presiof Great Lakes Mission (No. 12). The following named
ministers under general appointment have labored in said dency and the Quorum of Twelve herewith present to you for
field for the year ending March 1, .1917: Seventies: E. N. consideration and approval the appointments made for the
Bitn:t., D. E.. Dowker, J. W. Davis, William Davis, J. 0. Dut- ensuing conferenc:e yerar.
It will be noticed several have been referred to the post
ton, A. R. Ellis, W. D. Ellis, Otto Fetting, E. J. Goodenough,
J. R. rGrice, 0. J. Hawn, L. Houghton, 0. R. Miller, J. L. confer~nce council. This doe:s not imply suspicion against
Mortimer, S. T. Pendleton, W. E. Peak, J. D. Stead, R. D. such minister, but is in order to givce better opportunity to
Weaver, L. 0. Wildermuth, A. L:. Whiteaker, C. E. Willey, consult with a view to meeting conditions in the field and also
G. C. Tomlinso,n, S. W. L. Scott. High Priests: G. W. Burt, to arrange as nerarly as possible to meet the conditions and
W. M. Grice. Patriarchs: James Davis, John Shields. circumstances of the brethren.
Seveml havce heen released this year whose days of active
Elders: G. E. Burt, F. S. Brackenbury, A. E. Burr, R. T.
Brown, B. H. Doty, B. C. Flint, L. W. Fike, C .. N. Burtch, service fn the missionary department obviously are over and
E. J. Lenox, J. C. Goodman, J. W. McKnight, P. Pement, they have ben referred to local authorities with a view to
Henry Ribhel, S. G. St. John, A. E. Starks, F. F. Wipper, spending their time and talents in this way and our list will
Roy M. Young, E. A. Curtis, J. B. Scott, Philip Davenport, rbe made more representative of the missionary work we beJ. H. Yager, James A. Wilson. Priests: K. H. Green, F. A. lieve should be characteristic.
If in making these releases there should be need for conPement. Total reports: Se;rmons preached, 7,079; baptized,
625; patriarchal blessings, 281; new openi:ngs, 55; debates, 7; tinuing support to the families .either fully or in part, the
organized districts, 1; branches, 14; Sunday schools, 13; P.residing Bishopric will take steps to meet such needs until
Religios, 8. Condirtion of fi,eid: The fi~ld is in :fairly good such time as the ones affected may be able to meet their own
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demands, so that none will be made to suffer because of the
change.
Several of our well-known brethren whose declining health
because of advancing years makes it impossible for them to
continue in active se:rvice any longer have be~n superannuated.
On the behalf of the Presidency and Twelve,
F. M. SMITH.
J. W. RusHTON.
Secretaries.
APPOINTMENTS' BY THE FIRST PRE!SIDENCY,
TWELVE AND PREISIDING BISHOPRIC

32. Thomas, T. U., Youngstown and Sharon District, Youngstown objective, (Local).
·
33. Turp,en, M. M., Lamoni Stake, (Local).
34. Twombly tSamuel, Northeastern K111nsas District, (Local).
BISHOPS

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Becker, J. A., Pittsburgh and Kirtland Districts.
Bullard, Richard, Kansas City Stake.
·Hunt, Charles, J., Holden Stake.
Lewis, George, Australia.
Parkin, Charles A., Superan;nuated.
May, Roderick, British Mission.
Scott, Buford J., Far West Stake.

PATRIARCHS

1. AJngus, Archibald D., Nerw York and Philadelphia and
New York Districts.
2. Baty, James, British Mission. ·
3. Butterworth, C. E., Gallands Grove District.
4. Carlisle, Joshua, Central Nebraska District.
5. Davis, James, Western, Central and Eastern Michigan
Districts.
6. Greenwood, Henry, Superannuated.
7. Gresty, J. T., Southern New South Wales District, Australia.
8. Jones, John, Northern New South Wales District, Australia.
9. Lewis, William, Far West Stak,e.
10. McDowell, W. A., Northern Illinois and Wisco1n sin.
11. Pitt, Fred G., Northeastern Illinois District.
12. Shields, John, Ontario, Capada.
13. :Smith, John, R:eleased for local work.
14..Smith, Hyrum 0., Fremont District.
15. Smith, Isaac M., Holden :Stake.
16. White, I. N., Independence 1Stake.
17. White, Amm~m, Eastern Colorado District.
HIGH PRIESTS

1. Armstrong, William R., British Mission, (Local).
2. Berve, Amos, Little Sioux District. Sioux Oity objective,
· (local).
3. Burt, G. W., Central Michigan District, (Local).
4. Christensen, J. C., Eastern Oklahoma District, (Local).
5. Closson, A. V., Virginias (Local).
.
6. Cook, M. H., Southwestern Or·e:gon District, (Local).
7. Davison, H. J., Northern California District, (Local).
IS'tockton, objectiv·e.
8. Ebeling, F. J., Eastern Maine District, (Local):
9. Farr:ell, Ralph W., Massachusetts District, Providence
objective, (local).
10. Fry, Charles, Spring River District, (Local).
11. Garrett, W. H., Southern California District, Long Beach
objective, (Local).
12. Goodrich, V. M., ·Southern California District, :Santa Ana
objective, (Local).
13. Grice, W. M., Eastern Michigan District, (Local).
14. Harrington, G. W., .Southern California, :San Diego objective, (Local).
15. Hawkins, Charles W., Northern California District,
(Local).
16. Henso,n, N. L., Southwestern Texas District, (Local).
17. Jones, J. H. N., Victoria District, Australia, Melbourne
objective.
18. Jones, Thomas, Wales and Southwestern England,
(Local).
19. Jordan, Thomas J., 'Saskatchewan District, (Local).
20. Koehler, J. A., New York and Philadelphia District,
Philadelphia First Church, (Local).
21. Lambkin, B. S., Council Bluffs, Iowa, (Local).
2'2. McClain, J. R., Kentucky and Tennessee, (Local).
23. Macra,e, W. '8., Hold~n Stake, (Local).
24. Miller, C. Ed, Hawaii Territory, (Local), Honolulu.
25 . .Mintun, J. F., Northwestern Ohio District, Toledo objective, (Local).
26. :Schofi:eld, John, Birmingham District, British Mission,
(Local).
27. Sparling William, Eastern Iowa District, (Local).
28. Stone, A. E., New York District, and Connecticut
(Local).
29. 1Sutton, J. R., Eastern Colorado District, (Local).
30. Taylor, John W., Manchester District British Mission,
(Local).
31. Terry, John M., Seattle a,nd British Columbia District,
Seattle objective, (Local).

SEVENTIES

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Allen, Arthur, Southern Ohio District, (Local).
Anderson, William, Kirtland District, (Missionary).
Arber, Joseph, Central Oklahoma District. M.
Baker, A. M., Central llli!nois District. M.
Baldwin, Richard, Kirtland District. M.
Barmore, Alma C., New South Wales District, Australia. M.
7. Booker, Alma, Pittsburgh District. M.
8. Booker, N. L., Mississippi. M.
9. Bootman, William P., Alberta District, Canada. M.
10. Bronson, Jott, Eastern Montana District. M.
11. Burdick, Leon, Pittsburgh District. M.
12. Burt, Ernest N., Western Michigan District. M.
13. Case,
Hubert,
Northeastei'!n
Nebraska
District,
Omaha. M.
14. Chambers, D. R., Little ,sioux and Northeastern Nebraska Districts. .~.d
·
15. Chase, Amos M., Northeastern Missouri District. M.
16. Christy, Ward L., New York and Philadelphia District,
BrooklJ"n. L.
17. Chrest~nsen,. Alva H., Society Islands. M.
18. Condit, S. D., Arizona. M.
19. Cooper, F. M., Superannuated.
20. Cornish, John J., Saskatchewan District, Canada. M.
21. Davis, J, Arthur, Southwestern Kansas. M.
22. Davis, John, Clinton District. M.
23. Davis, James W., Hamilton, Ontario, L.
24. Davis, R. D., Northern Michigan District, Boyne City
objective. L.
25. Davis. William, Western, Michigan District. M.
26. Dowker, D. E., N orth~astern Illinois District, Chicago. M.
27. Dowker, John A., Southern Nebraska District. M.
28. Dutton, Jasper 0., Northeastern Illinois District. L.
29. Ellis, A. R., Northern Michigan District. M.
·
30. Ellis, Clyde F., :Society Js,lands, (In charge).
31. Ellis, W. D., Toronto and Owen Sound Districts. M.
32. Erwin, E. A., Arkansas and Louisiana. M.
33. Etzenhouser, R., R,eferred to Post Coi!lference Council.
34. Fulk, R. L., Central Illinois District. M.
35. Gamet, Levi, Central Nebraska District. M.
36. Greenwood, William H., Manchester and Sheffield Districts. M.
37. Gregory, Fred, Alberta District, Canada. M.
38. Grice, J. R., Detroit, Michigan. M.
39. Grimes, J. F., Arkansas and Louisiana. M.
40. Haden, W. E., Fr,emont District and Lamoni Stake. M.
41. Halb, J. G., Southern Ohio District. M.
42. Hanson, H. N., Pottawattamie. District, L.
43. Henson, J. H., Northwestern Oregon and Southwestern
Washington. M.
·
44 .. Harp, John, Referred to Post Conference Council.
45. Harp, Charles E., Gall:ands Grove District. M.
46. Hawn, 0. J., Central Michigan District. M.
47. Haworth, W. J., Australia.
48. Hills, L. E., Holden S'take. M.
49. Holloway, L. G., Utah District. M.
50. Houghton, Leonard, Northern Wisconsin District. M. ·
51. Jenki ns, George, Kansas City Stake. M.
52. Kelley, Thomas C., Southeastern Illinois District. M.
5:3. K:1:1is1ey, Alvin, Eastern Wyoming and Western Nebraska.
';)4, Koehler, H. A., Maine. M.
55. Layland, A. J., New Mexico. M.
56. Long, E:hner E., Northwestern Ohio District. M.
57. McConley, Myron A., Hawaii Territory, Hi1o. L.
58. McConnaughy, J. C., Pittsburgh District. M.
59. Macgregor, Dan, Spokane and Alberta Districts. M.
60. McKiernan, James, Superannuated,
1
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61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.
83.
84.
85.
86.
'37.
88.
89.
90.
9'1.
9'2.
93.
94.
95.

96.
97.
98.
99.
100.
101.
102.
103.
104.
105.
106.
107.
108.
109.
110.
111.
112.
113.

114.
115.
116.
117.
118.
119.
120.
121.
122.

Mannering, W. H., Arizona. M.
May, J. Charles, Eastern Colorado District. M.
Metcalf, J. W., Northeastern Kansas District. M
Miller, 0. R., Boston, Massachusetts. M. ·
Moler, H. E., ClintQn District. L.
Moore, L. C., Southern Indiana District. M.
Mortimer, J. L.,, Toronto District. M.
Muceus, Peter, Utah District. M.
Okerlind, 0. W., Far West Stake. M.
Pa,g1e, J. C., Eastern Montana District. M.
Palmer, D. S., Centl,al Texas District. M.
Parl~er, J. L., Central and Southern Nebraska Districts, M.
Paxton, Jesse W., Saint Louis District. M.
Peak, Werren E., Kewanee District, Illinois. L.
Pement, P., Toronto District, Ca,nada. M.
P•endleton, S. T., Central Michigan District. M.
P.eterson, J. W., ReferDed to Post Conference Council.
Petre, J. F., Weste•rn Colorado District. M.
Phillips, A. B., New York and Massachusetts Districts. M.
Pierce, H. N., South Dakota. M.
Pycock, James, New York District. M.
Quick, Lee, S .W., Kansas (unorgap.ized Territory). M.
Rannie, Edward, Central Oklahoma District. L.
Reiste, iS. M., Ne'Vada State. M.
Riley, J. T., Arkansas and Louisi~na. M.
Roberts, J. W., Far West Stake. M.
Robertson, E. F., Winnipeg District, Winnipeg objective. L.
Robinson, W. P., Referred to Post Conference Council.
Sade, 0. E., Eastern Coiorado District. M.
1S•avage, H. W., New Zealand. M.
Sawley, F. L.., Southeastern Illinois Dis,trict. M.
Scott, Columbus, Lamoni Stake. M.
Scott, S. W. L., Northwestern Ohio. District. M.
Self, W. M., Central Nebraska District. M.
Shakespeare, W. E., North Dakota and Minnesota District. M.
Sheehy, John F., Maine. M.
Shippy, G. M., Portland District, Oregon. M.
Silvers, A. C., Spring River District. M.
1Simmons, J. M., New Mexico. M.
Simmons, S. W., Northwestern Texas. M.
Slover, F. M., North and South Caroli1n a. M.
Smith, James M., Central Oklahoma District. M.
Smith, Joseph W., Western Nebraska and Black Hills. M.
Smith, S. S., Spokane District. L.
Smith, William A., Saint Louis District. M.
Sparling, Henry, Southern Missouri District. L.
Stead, J. D., Southern Michigan and Northern Indiana
District. M.
,stubbart, J. M., Wyoming for five months.
!Swenson, Swen, :Seattle and British Columbia District. M.
Thorburn, G. W., Western Montana District. M.
Tomlinson, G. C., Chatham District, Canada. M.
Tuck·er, D. E., Far West Stake. M.
Vanderwood, J. E., W,estern Oklahoma District and
and Panhandle of Texas. M.
Walters, R. T., Missouri. M.
Weaver, R. D. Chatham District, 'Canada. M.
Whiting, Birch, Min,nesota District. M.
Whitaker, A. L., Northem Winsconsin District. M.
Wildermuth, J. B., Fremont District. -M.
Wildermuth, J. E., North Dakota District. M.
Wildermuth, L. 0., Southern Wisconsin District. M.
Williams, ,D. J., Nauvoo District, Burlington objective. L.
Yates, James E., Arizona. M.
ELDERS

1. Bailey, John, Manchester District, Stockport objective. L.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Bailey, J. W. A., Holden Stake. L.
Barrett, J. B., Gallands Grove District. M.
Bishop, James E., Pittsburgh District. L.
Brackenbury, F. S., Eastern Michigan District. M.
Brooner, W. A., Northern Oalifornia District. M.
Brown, R. T., Society Islands. M.
Budd, Roy S., Spring River District. M.
Burr, A. E., Northern Michigan District. M.
Burtch, C. N., Northern Michigan District. M.
Burt, G. E., Southern Ohio District. M.
Burton, P. R., Central Illinois District. M.
Carlisle, J. D., Pittsburgh District. M.;
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14. Chapman, N. T., Southern California Dlis'trict. M.
1·5. Cady, Charles, Norther1n California District. M.
16. Chandier, W. H., Manchester District and Southwestern
Lancashire. M.
17. Christensen, Walter W., Western Oklahoma District. M.
18. 'Cook, Philip, Western Oklahoma District. M.
19. Curtis, Ed. A., Kewanee District, Illinois. M.
20. Curtis, T. W., Northwestern Kansas District. M.
21. Davi·es, E. H., ·South Australia.
22. Davis, E. R., Eastern Iowa District. M.
23. Darby, Horace, Minnesota District. M.
24. Doty, B. H., London District Ontario, Canada. M.
25. Ely, John, Northeastern Missouri District. M.
26. Fields, S. H., Florida. M.
27. Fike, L. W., Northern Wisconsin District. M.
28. Flint, B. C., Southern Wisconsin District. L.
29. Gammidge, W. H., Southern New South Wales District,
Australia.
30. Gleazer, Edward, New York and Philadelphia District. M.
31. Goodman, J. C., Southern Michigan and Northern Indiana District. M.
32. Gray, Sydney N., Eastern Oklahoma District. M.
33. Hall, Abel, Leeds and Bradford, British Mission. M.
34. Hall, Albert, Manchester District; British Mission. M.
35. Headding, N. C., Referred to Pr.esident, Twelve and Presiding Bishopric.
36. Higdon, A. T ., Western Colorado District. L.
37. Hol:tnes, John, Sheffield Dstrict. L.
38. Hull, E. B., Massachusetts District, Fall River, L.
39. Jones, Charles E., Portland District. L.
40. Judd, John, London District, British Mission. L.
41. KeUey, W. H., Southeastern Illinois District. Springerton. L.
42. Knowlton, G. w,, VVestern Maine. L.
43. Kuykendall, G. R., New York and Philadelphia District.
Second Phidadelphia Church. (Local).
44. Lentell, J. R., New York and Philadeiphia District, Scranton. L. (!Should be under seventys.)
45. Lennox, E. J., Southern Wisconsin District. M.
46. Liston, Matt W., Youngstown and Sharon District. M.
47. McCord, A. E., Far West Stake. M.
48. McFadden, L. M., Kentucky and Tennessee. M.
49. McKim, Burt L., Referred to Post Conference Council.
50. McKnight, J. W., Florida. L.
~
51. Martin, A. C., Southweste:t'[n Kansas, M.
52. Meredith, J. E., Birmingham District. M.
53. Miller, A. G., North and South Carolina. M.
54. Morris, George, New York and Philadelphia District. M.
55. Newby, Robert, Spokane District. M:
56. Newton, Thomas, Virginias. M.
57. Nunley, J. M.. , Virginia. M.
58. Osler, William, Alberta District, Canada. L.
59. Paia a Metuaaro, Upper Division of Society Islands.
60. Patterson WilHam, Northern New South Wales District,
Australia.
61. Peisker, Herman, Queensland District, Australia.
62. Pickering, W. P., Supera,nnuated.
63. Prettyman, C. W., Western Nebraska and Black Hills. M.
64. Ribble, Henry, Toronto District, Ontario. M.
6'5. Rowe, F. A., Alabama. M.
66. St. John, S. G., Owen Sound District, Canada. M.
67. Scott, J. B., Western Michigan District. M.
68. Schofield, James, Manchester District. M.
69. Shower, J. D., Northwestern Kansas District. M.
70. Slye, Roy F., Southwestern Oregon District. M.
71. Smith, Hale W., Massachusetts District. M.
72. Stark, A .. E., N orthertn Michigan District. L.
73. Tane a Temai, Society Islands, Kaukura District.
74. Tapu a Moan:a, Tubuai District. Society Islands.
'75. Taia a Piritua, Pairoa District, Society Islands.
76. 'l'aruiarii a, Society Islands.
77. Tenaii, Hao and Raroia Districts, Soci,ety Islands.
78. Teriinohorai, Tahiti District, Society Islands.
79. Tetaku a Moeava, Society Islands.
80. Tetuarere, Tahiti District., Society Islands.
81. Velt, H. I., Victoria District, Austmlia.
82. Wa:~;r, A. E., Alabama. L.
83. Williams, D. T., Des Moines District, Des Moines objective. L.
84. Wilson, J. A., Toronto District, Canada, M.
8'5. Wilson, J. A., Toronto District, Canada, M.
86. Winegar, H. E., W,estern Montana District. M.
87. Wipper, F. F., Northeastern Illinois District. M.
88. Ya,ger, J. H:, London District, Ontario, Canada. M.
1
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89. Young, Roy, Southern Michigan and Northern Indiana
District, Battle Creek, objecth'ie. L.
90. Smith, Charles J., Nauvoo District. M.
PRIESTS

1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

Dav~nport,

P., Southern Wisconsin District. M.
Finken, E. D., Northwestern Ohio District. M.
Loving, A. L., Ref,e,rr,ed to Post Conference Council.
Punochua, James, Hawaiian Territory. M.
Vaughn, W. J., Referred to Post Conference Council.

CONFERENCE REPORTS
BOARD OF TRUSTE<EIS, OH[LDREN'S HOME
Since the General Gonferen~e of 1916, the Board of Trustees of the 1Saints' Children's Home Association has held
twenty-one r1egular and specially called meetings for the
transaction of bus~ness, besides 'the vast amount of committee
work which has been done by less than the full board. The
attendance of these meetings has been remarkablef-it rarely
happening tha,t there were absences of even one member.
At the present time the trustees are; Heman C. Smith,
chairman; Sisters Callie B. Stebbins, Lucy L. Resseguie, and
Minnie B. Nicholsqn; Brethren A. J. Yarrington and Floyd
M. McDowell, and R. J. Lambert, secretary and treasurer,
the changes for the year being the election of A. J. Yarrington to succeed :Oscar Anderson, and the appointment of
F. M. McDowell to succeed Joseph Roberts.
On July 14, Joseph Roberts, then treasurer of the board
and a useful member, deceased, and R. J. Lambert was
chos,en to act as treasurer until the close of the conference
year. Floyd M. McDowell was chosen· to act in the place
of Joseph Roberts as trustee of the Children's Home until
the end of the conference year.
The terms of election as trustees of Heman C.· Smith and
Lucy L. Resseguie expire at this conference, and Floyd M.
McDowell was selected to act until the conference of 1917,
which will make it necessary for the confer~nce to elect two
trustees for the term of three years, and one trustee for the
term of two years.
At our last report E. D. Briggs was acting as superin"
tendent of the home, and Sr. E. D. Briggs as matron. They
continued their work till November 1, when they resigned
their positions. Since that date, the trustees hav;e secured
the service1s of Joseph and Carrie Goode,, as super~ntendent
and matron, and who came at the earnest solicitation of the
trustees fD.r the term from November 1, 1916, to May 1, 1917,
when they feel they must retive to protect their individual
interests.
The year 1916 has been a very activ<e one in the matter
of putting children into private homes, and the number thus
placed has reached nine1teen. Ma,ny of these have been
adopted, and more will be in the near future. There has
also been a larg.e number of admissions to the home, the number re,aching twenty-sev~en, including ten who have not yet
arrived in Lamoni.
There has been 1no death at the home for the year, and the
general' health has been very good wi'th the exception of the
spring months of 1916, when diphtheria had a reign of
several weeks, during which time the home was under quarantine;
The efforts of a limited number of faithful members of
the church to see the home out of debt have been rewarded
by the accomplishment of that purpose, and at the present
time we owe nothing to anyo,ne which we do not have the
money to pay. The trustees feel grateful for this support,
and if the coming year shall prov'e favorable, marked improvements will undoubtedly be made at the home,. We
should not forget to mention the fact that members have not
forgotten to donate livestock, musical instruments, fruit,
cloth1ng, etc., :as they had opportunity, and Christmas was
made a time of rejoicing to the children because of the ample
provision made for them at that time.
We are appending a copy of the treasurer's report to the
Presiding Bishop.
REPORT OF TREASURER

For Year Ending December 31, 1916
Rec,eipts
Balance, cash, January 1, 1916 -------·--·------------·--.......... $ 674.95
Donations, running expense --------------·---.. ····---------------· 5,025.73
Donations, home debt -------------------------·······---..................... 1,082.60
Board -----------·------.. -------------------·-------·---------·-------------·---------· 218.14
Groceries and provisions ................................................
35.88

135.85
33.75
90.07
15.25
120.00
250.00
4.00
10.00
1.25
5.77

Farm products ···--------------·- .. ·------···----------·-.................... .
Improvements a1nd furnishings .......................... -~ ......... .
Traveling expense ........ ---------------·----..................... __________ .
F'uel -----------·---- .. ······---------------------------··--·------------·-------....... .
Bills receivable --------·····---------------.. ----··-·--·-------·----·------·--· ..
Bills payable ·----------------------·-------.. ·-----------------·-----·-·-------·
Interest
-----------------···---------------------··--------------------------------·
Loan returned --------------·-------------------.. ·-·--··---------··········--·Freight ---------------------------------------·---------·------·-----------------------·
Miscellaneous .. ----------------------------------.. ·------------------·--····-·--

Total ______________________ -------·-·--- .......... ______________ .$7, 70 3.24
Expendituves
Board ----·------·--·-----.. ····--·----------------·-··· .. ·---------·----------------20.00
Groceries and provisions ·----------------------------.. ·-----------·-·-· ,1,437. 70
Farm products ·-----------------·------------·----.. ··------------·---·---·----- 131.67
Improvements and furnishings .......... ·---···-----------------·76.67
Medicines and medical service -------------------·---------------· 235.28
Labor ··-·····--·-----------.. ·-·-·-----------------·--------------------···-.. ·-------- 1,207.03
Traveling ·expense -------.. ·---------------·-·-------------------------------- 135.50
Electricity and water ------------·-------------·-··· .. ···------------------ 244.24
Bills receivable ------.. ··-··------------·-----·--··------·-----··········-------· 865.00

f~~~~e~t~~~l:~. . ::::::::~::_·_·:::::_·:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::_ 'i~N~
2

I,nsurance ------------'--------------···---------·-----------------------·········---Fuel ------------,·------------------------------------------·-·------------------------·
Live stock .............. -----------------------------------------------·--·-······---Office supplies -----------·--·---------------·--.. ·--·---------------.. ·--------F,reight ........................ ·------·------------------.. ·---·-·--·----------···· .. ·Miscellaneous -··------------------------····--·---------------------------------Balance, cash on hand December 31, 1916 ________________

40.00
6. 7'0
16.9·4
53.90
41.21
44.98
552.. 99

Total ···----·--------·-·------------·-···------------------------$7,703.24
LIBRJARY COMMISSION
GENERAL

SElCRETARY

The library departm~nts thvoughout the country are showing a more lively interest in the work, confirming us in the
belief that the How-Book for library workers is faithfully
serving whe:rever it is given an opportunity. '
The first ed~tion of this ·booklet was issued in April, 1916,
and free copies of the same were sent to the library workers
in every district and stake throughout the country, and quite
a lively response calling for additio,na1 copies was the result.
Your secretary believes that this library helper answers
practically every, question arising among library workers ..
It was the intention of the commission to make this department of the work as nearly as possible self-sustaining, and
a small purchase price was .placed on the booklet when
ordered in quantiti<es. It is not, however, the desire of the
commissio,n to keep this booklet away from anyone on account
of a lack of funds. A free copy is ,always sent to every inquirer and it is desired that every library worker should
have at least one copy of this little helper at hand, .and
in order to accomplish this the secretary of the commission
solicits the aid of the traveling ministry and every person
interested. in library work, and asks that they send for information and supplies of the booklet sufficient to fill the
needs in their particular location.
ThEl commission this year was fortunate in securing the
services of Louise Evans of Grand Rapids, Michigan, (the
commission member chosen by the Gene:r:al Religio Association). :Sister Evans has spent considerable time in the districts a;nd locals of Michigan and has lately completed a very
important addition to .the small pamphlet published by the
commission during 1916. This pamphlet will now supply
the library workers with 1a splendid list of boo]j:s such as
may be needed in all parts of the country. This work of
Sister Evans not only gives the 1name and the pr-~ce of the
book, but also the name of the publisher. Copies of this
pamphlet may be secured either from the Herald Office or
from the secretary of the commission.
The commission was never in better condition to serve the
interests of the workers everywhere, and solicits the aid
of all-persons throughout the church in disseminating the
literature of the commission and in putting into active use
every resource of the department.
E•stella Wight has faithfully served the commission during
the past yea.r as general librarian, and a report of her work
in part, may be seen below. Following is also the report
of Bishop J. F. Keir, treasurer of the commissio1n , and also
that of Heman C. Smith, our church historian, wh::> is the
church member of the commission.
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The general secretary believes that duri,ng the coming
year practically every library board in the districts or in
the branches will have assimilated the work of. this department and will have fallen in line with the original intentions
of the library commission, which is to less,en the labor of'
the locals and districts by placing all of the libniry -interests
Of the three societies under qne head, allowing each society
to choose its own repres,entativ,e on the local and district
boards.
The library work when taken up systematically· and carefully studied is easily understood. The main trouble heretofore has been in a lack of knowledge, principally by not
having sufficient printed literature in the ha1nds of the local
and district workers. This difficulty should now be almost
wholly if not entirely removed since compiete information
can be secured by all who desire, either from the commission
or the Herald Office.
If library board members desiring information will send
their questions a1nd suggestions to the general secretary or
any member of the . commission, they will receive a ready
response, and should the first or second letter no;; dear
matters up perfectly, feel at liberty to contin'jle correspo1ndence. It is only by this operation that the best results
may be had.
E. H. FISHER, General Se~r<ltaTy.
REPORT OF ,JAMES F. KEIR
Treasurer of Library Commission, Ending February 28, 1917
Balance on hand March 1, 1916 -------------·------------------------$164.36
Less library bureau bill of February 28 paid by E ..A.
Blakeslee ---------------------------------------------------------------------'---- . 80.00
May 5, cash received from E. A. Blakeslee --------------------$ 79.36
November 14, cash received from Gen'l Religio Ass'n.... 50.00
November 14, cash received from B. R. McGuire ________ 100.00
Total

--------------------------------------------·---------------$229.36

Paid Out
August 8, 1916, In. hands of E. H. Fisher, secretary
for general exp,ens,es -----------------------------·----------------------$
September 23, Herald Publishing House, library cards __
October 26, printing 2 M How Books -------------------------------November 14, Herald Publishing House, binding ______ __
January 6, 1917, Estella Wight, libraria,n _________________ __
January 9, Heman C. Smith _______________________ ·__________________ __
Balance on hand ----------------------------------------------------------------

20.00
2.35
33.75
61.25

54.25
50.00
7.76

Total ----------.--------------------------------------- ---------$229.36
REPORT OF HEMAN C. SMITH
Member of the Commission
Receipts
On hand last report
67.28
January 9, 1917, received of J. F. Keir ------------------------- 50.00
January 25, from National Geographic Magcfzine re2.00
turned --------------------------------------------------------------------------Total

------------------------------------------------------- --" )p 119.28

Expenditures
In hands of E. A. Smith, chairman ___ ---------------------- -----$ 13.00
February 23, 1916, to History of Japan _______ __
3.75
March 24, National Geographic Magazine __________ _
2.00
March 24, drayage on book stack "-------------------- _____________ _
.50
March 24, freight on book stack
___________________ _ 5.93
March 13, material and labor on shelves __________ __
3.55
May 13; Clark and Co. for Thl'ough America, by Mar1.98
shaH -----------------------------------------------------·-----------------------------May 13, Clark and Co. for Indian Tribes, by Blair _______ _ 9.00
July 3, balance on book account, to Libbey ___________________ _
.29
.Tuly 3, Washington in the West, to Libbey ____________ _
1.80
2.74
.July 3, Archreology of Baptism ---------------------------------------,July 17, to A. N. Marquis for Who's Who __________________ __
4.50
.Tuly 17, to Funk & Wagnalls. for LiteraTy Diqest ___ _ 3.00
.July 11. Funk & Wagnalls, f01· Makers of History __ __
4.95
July 17, express on abo:Ve _____________________________________________ __
.89
October 8. C1.m"1"ent Opinion ________________________________________ __
3.00
October 0 1, Year Book _________________________________________________ _
.80
October 25, book from Libbie on Lynn __________ __
.50
October 25, exuress on above ____________ ------------------------------.31
November 9. Clark & Co. on book account ______ _
3.00
.32
November 14, express -------------'---------------------------------------4.50
November 14, .renewal of magazines -------------------------------.January 18, 1917, renewal of Nationcil.Geographic
Magazine --------------------- ______ ,____________________________________________ __
2.00
.15
January 18, drayage on books --------------------------------------------
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F'ebruary 17, Herald Office on book account________________
4.00
February 19, Clark & Co. for books ____________________________'' 15.30
February· 19, On hand ---------------------------------------------------- 27.52
, Total

------------------------------------------------------------$119.28
REPORT OF LIBRARIAN
To the GenM<al Library Commission: I hereby make the
following report c~ncerning the general library and my work
in it during the y,ear: Since my .report made one year ago,
March 4, 1916, to the present date, the following books have
been acquired by purchase or donation; and have been accessioned: History of Education in Iowa, by Clarence Roy
Auner; History of the Japanese People, by Brinkley; Ramb1es in Yucata1n , by B. M. Norman; Lights and Shadows of
Mormonism, by Josiah Gibbs; Rambles in Northwestern
Amerrica, by John M. Murphy; The Founding of a Nation
(2 vols.), Frank M. Gregg; ·Women under Polygamy, by
Walter M. Gallichan; 'My Day and Generation, by Clark E.
Carr; Iowa Documents for 1915 (7 vols.); Litem1·y D~gest
(11 volumes bounq); Review of Reviews (16 volumes bound);
Sienior Qua?·teTly (bound vol.) ; Primary Quarterly (bound
volume); Medfo·rd Past and Present; History of Education
in Iowa; vol. 3, by Auner; Washington and the West, Archer
B. Hulbert; Indian T.ribes of Upper Mississippi and Great
Lakes, by E. H. Blair (2 vols.); Holy Bible: in Italian language; Senate Journal for 1915; House Journal for 1915;
Saifrds' Herald (6 bou1nd volumes); House Journal for 19'15;
Thomas B. Macaule~ (5 volumes); Oliver Twist, by Charles
Dickens; Selection from Robert Browning; United States
Coast and· Geodetic Survey; Census of Iowa,. 1915; Railway
Library for 1915; Autn1nn Leaves (3 bound volumes);
Prison Problems, by Fred High; Civil Government (Illinois)
by Edwin C. Crawford;, Through America, by W. G. Marshall; Young Folk's Natural History, by T. Bilby; Pilgrim's
Le,Uers, Bits of Current History, by Joseph E. Roy; Life
in Brazil, by Thomas Eubank.
This makes a total of about 77 volumes added and accessio1ne,d this year, total number accessioned being 2,187. Also
a number of books coming in recently which have not as
yet been accessioned, about 30 in numher. The names of
these will appear on next report. Nothing new in the· way
of furniture has be1en added ·this year. A goodly number
of books have be1etn loaned out duri1ng the year, while our
·reference books have been of service to a number.
Very l'1espectfully,
ESTELLA WIGHT, General LibraTian.
LAMONI, IOWA, March 3, 1917.

SAINTS' HOMES, LAMONI, IOWA
To the General Confm·ence: During the year the Saints'
Homes at Lamoni hav.e been filled to their c1apacity, with
applicants waiting who could not be accommodated.
One death has occurred at Liberty Home and two at the
Saints' Home, making a death list of three for the year.
There are at present in the two Homes twenty-four men ~and
thirty-five women as inmates. The general health, c~nsider
ing the advanced age of the inmates, has been all that could
be expected.
·
The Board of Manage,rs at the beginning of the year was
compoS<ed of A. J. Yarrington, president; Joseph Roberts,
treasurer; and R. J. Lambert, secretary. The death of
Joesph Roberts created a vacancy in the board and also
left the office of treasuJ;'er vacant. By action of the remai1ning members, R. J. Lambert was chosen to act as treasurer
the remainder of the year. A. J-. Ya<rrington has occupied
as superintendent of the Homes and farm. Sr. Alice P.
Dancer ·continues as matron of the Saints' Home and Sr.
Sarah J. Moore has occupied as matron at Liberty Home .
The change in the live stock referred to i1n our report last
year, i. <e., from scrub cratUe to a high-class dairy herd, has
proven very satisfactory. The permanent improvements of
the year consist of the completion of the woven wire fence
inclosing the entire home fa:rm, <except the railroad right
of way, which we expect the railroad company to build during the coming year, and a new building for :housing machi1nery.
Recommendations for the coming yea,r: We are still in
need of better laundry equipment, <as mentioned in previous
reports. The equipment for canning fruits and vegetables
in large quantities for home consumption is still a need
which we have be8!n unable to me,et for lack of funds, but
for which we shall continue to hope, :as a considerable saving could: be ma;de on our food expen'se. It is the ambition
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uf the present board to still further improve the equipment
of the farm, so that it shall pay better dividends toward the
support of the ag;ed ones resident in the homes. In order
to properly care for those applying for places in the homes
for aged, and who are worthy of admission, it will be neces~
sary to enlarge the capacity of the homes very materially.
The follow~ng is the report of the treasurer of the board
of managers for the year ending December 31, 1916.
RECEIPTS

Cash on hand, January 1, 1916 -----------------------------------·$
Board -------------------------------------------------------·--------------------------Groceries and provisions -----------------------------------------------Farm products ---------------------------------------------------------------Improvements and farm furnishings -----------------------Live stock -----------------------------------------------------------------------Fuel _______ .. _____ . __________________________________________ ------------------------Labor . ______ ------------ ______ , __________ , __________________________________ .. _______
Funreral expense -----------------------------------------------------------Offerings --------------------------------------------------------------------------Presiding Bishopric ------------------------------------------'------------Lamoni Stake Bishopric -----------------------------------------------Bills payable -------------------------------------------------------------------Miscellaneous -----------------------------------------------------------------Error ______________ .. ____________________ .. ____ ___________ ______ _______ __ ____ ____ ____

1,397.80
2,417.50
104.02
401.58
88.99
514.67
43.79
74.3-6
40.00
5-99.80
1,125.00
450.00
3,009.49
21.45
3. 77

$10,292.22
EXPENDITURES

Groceries 31nd provisions ------------------------------------------------$
Improvements •and farm furnishings -----------------------Farm products ---------------------------------------------------------------Fuel ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------Live stock -----------------------------------------------------------------------' Labor -------------------------------------------------------------------------------Electricity and telephone________________________________________________
Expense, personal arnd traveling ---------------------------------E-xpense-, funeral -----------------------------------------------------------Medical service and drugs -------------------------------------------Insurance -------------------------------------------------------------------------Freight -----------------------------------------------------------------------------Bills payable -------------------------------------------------------------------Interest ---------------------------------------------------------------------------Miscellaneous -----------------------------------------------------------------Balance, cash on hand December 31, 1916 _______________,

1,441.47
1,002.20
73-1.80
132.23
469.70
3,338.85
39'7.64
102.07
36.90
123.35
12.00
478.30
1, 764.16
96.04
26.70
138.81

$10,292.22
Respectfully submitted,
R. J. LAMBERT, Secr·etary.

WOMAN·s AUXILIARY
Edited by AUDENTJA ANDERSON, 2009 Locust St., Omaha, Nebr.

The Woman's Auxiliary fills a peculiar place in
our economy. Much question has been raised in regard to the woman's proper sphere. A recent article in the HERALD attempts to point out three different conditions; the first being the fallen condition
and another her redeemed condition. Perhaps it
might be better to define the first, as the condition
which has existed for some time in the world, the
failure to recognize woman as the compaJ:lion and
coworker. This W'e are quite willing to consider as
a fallen condition.
Eve was given as a helpmeet and companion to
Adam. The prophecy after the fall has been literally
and at times brutally fulfilled: "thy husband shall
rule over thee." But we think we are safe in considering this as a prophecy, that has been fulfilled
rather than a declaration of divine law.
Paul has been often quoted, and somewhat er~
roneously considered a woman hater. A more
careful reading of the Bible would correct this apprehension. It is true, he gives his opinion, as an apostle, that the women should keep silent in the church,
they should ask their husbands at home;, but consid-

ering the time in which he lived, it would have created somewhat of a useless scandal to have declared
otherwise.
·
On the other hand he praises repeatedly the work
of different sisters by name. He urges that as Christ
loved the church, so should the husband love his wife.
And after emphasizing this for common conduct, the
passivity of the wife, he concludes, "Nevertheless ...
so is the man also by the woman." (1 Corinthians
11: 11, 12.) 1Again he declares that we are called to
be sons and daughters of God.
As we read these passages he was making a declaration of the custom of his time, and it was wise
that it should be followed then. Nevertheless in
Christ they are called sons and daughters ..
So in modern times we find a resolution of the
church in 1835: "It is not right to persuade a woman
to be baptized contrary to the will of her husband,
neither is it lawful to influence her to leave her husband."-Doctririe and Covenants 111: 4.
We find a similar provision in the next section regarding bondservants or slaves. Yet it is well recognized that the church individually and collectively
did not approve of slavery, and were driven out of
Missouri for this belief. So this evidently had the
reoognition of the law as it existed at that time, f01~
we find in this same section of the Doctrine and Covenants:
"Do you both mutually agree to be each other's
companion, husband and wife, observing the legal
rights belonging to this condition ; that is, keeping
yourselves wholly for each other, and from all others,
during your lives."
:Here we see that she is referred to again as a
companion. "You mutually agree." This should establish a woman's position in the law of God, in marriage or qut of it. It is a condition of redemption, if
you wish to call it so. But it is a condition to be
applied 110'\V.
Certainly no people should be so much concerned
as we in securing justice and freedom for womankind. No people should be more concerned with the
work for which the Woman's Auxiliary is organized.
It is after all fundamentally right that our sisters be
indeed our associates and companions, walking side
by side in the great work intrusted to us. This organization is an effort on their part to prepare themselves for better service to the church, to the home,
to the family, and eventually to the state.
:For some of them are coming to recognize the obligations, which it is their duty to assume. To assist as they have special talents and means in the
problems of the State, and especially those which
most nearly concern the home, the care of children,
the protection of the virtue of women, sanitation and
the prevention of food monopoly. Women have been
found especially capable on the boards of children's
homes, hospitals and schools.
But our more fortunate sisters wish also to secure
better protection for the woman who must leave her
home day by day, and contend for a livelihood in the
marts of trade. Our sisters are becoming interested
in this phase, and justly so. It is an obligation, that
confronts us to help them to that end.
S. A. BURGESS.
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The Late Convention
We have not time this morning to transcribe for you .any
detailed or comprehensive account of the various meetings of
the women during our recent conference and its attendant
conventions.
Permission to use the lower auditorium each morning from
10.30 to noon, had kindly been granted by the conference
authorities and the wome.n availed :themselves of this p:rivilege to a greate'r or less extent.
One would he inclined to think that the women of our
church who are suffidently progressive to wish to attend a
General Conference would by that same token be very, very
eager to gr.asp ev.ery opportunity offered by which they
could more clearly understa,nd the definite work they have
to do in the church as well as in :their own homes. Yet it
was amazing and, to a degree disheartening,. to see the great
number of women who chose to attend a pr.eaching service
in the main auditorium whHe thei1r own peculiar problems
of life were being helpfully discussed and considered in the
room below.
Why any Latter Day Saint mother should prefer to liste,n,
for instance to an illustrated •explanation of the exact location
of certain cities and deserts mentioned in ,the Book of Mormon in prefer.ence to having wide-awake consecrrat:ed specialists in the subjects tell of the da,ngers and mistakes in
parental training, bringing to their attention definite ways
in which these mis:takes can be avoided or counteracted, is
hard to ·understand. Archreology is interesting, intensely
so-as are all matt,ers of general ~nformation and culturebut will archreology save your heart one single ache or pain,
your soul one agonizing cry, when your boy or girl, perhaps
through your ignorance and indifference to his' real needs, has
gone down into the :terrible depth of sin, a vortex from
which your •earnest study to U!Uderstand your mission as parents, might have saved him?
Not many of us have a divine commission to be archreology
experts for the benefit of the church-some aTier, we feel sure
-but most of us sooner or la:ter do receive a commission
direct from the hands of the Most High,-the giv;er of life and
lightr-and that commission is parenthood-more precious and
important than any bestow.ed upon any earthly embassador
by any earthly king or potentate! ~nd! yet how terribly
lightly do many of us hold that sac11ed trust! Our children
just grow up, or tumblE) up, as best they may and if they turn
out well, we beam in :fond pride, and if ill, we moan and ask,
"Why, oh why, did God place this burden upon me?"
Foolish hearts! God who is ever entreating us to come to
him and learn! Who tells us it were better a millstone were
about our necks than that we should offend (or injure or neglect) a little child! The crime of neglect~ng a child, one in
whom divine tendencies have been undirected or misdirected
or who has been at the mercy ,of suggested evil, is one which
no Latter Day Saint who is really worthy of the name should
be guilty of committi,ng.
And yet simply because we willfully shut our ey.es to the
golden opportunities all about us of acquainting ourselves
with facts concern~ng the mental and physical natures of our
children, we grope blindly in the matter of their training,
and f,rankly confess ourselv,es at times unable to cope with
the situation.
The address of Brother Charles E. Irwin, superintendent
of Lamoni public schools, upon "The story of life," in which
he painted out the ,necessi.ty for parent,s to understand their
children at every point of their development, and the practical way in which we may fortify our children against the
period of "storm and stress," we are happy rto say, will be to
the r:eaders of this ·column in the near future.
Brother McDowell's address on "The psychology of the adoI.escent age," was so animated, so full of vigor and suggesr
tion, so replete with real concrete helps and sidelights in the
problem all parents have to solve when dealing with children
at, this vital period of their lives, that every parent at the
conference who was not present-and thek name is legionhas, however unconsciousiy to himself, suffe~ed a d~stinct
loss!
It was said of Christ "A light shined in darkness, but the
darkness comprehended it not." We feel just tha,t way about
much of the good that was offered at these auxiliary programs~the light and the food were therie·, free for .the taking, but ma,ny comprehended it not, and perhaps are still in
a degree of darkness concerning their children that might
1

hav<e been dispelled-hungry still, when they might have fed
on living vital present truths.
We long for the day when parents, and the fathers' need
is as great if not gr:erater in these lines tha,n the mothers', to
whom God h:as in some measure, through instinct often partially supplied where preparation and equipment has been
lacking-will sense more keenly the need for intelligent
parrecnthood and will be more eager to humbly but persistently
prepare themsehces for that sacred commissio1n and the efficient accomplishment of its purposes.
AUDENTIA ANDERSON.

The Adolescent Age
(Impressions gleaned from Professor McDowell's lecture
o,n "The psychology of the adolescent age," given Thursday
morning, Ap.ril 12.)
In his plea for parents to equip themselves for intelli21ent
training of their children, Professor McDowell placed v;alue
.upon experience but argued that if the lesso,ns gained through
experience by othe·rs, can be gleaned directly by us, without
,going through the circuitous route of these same experiences
we are the gainers, by so much.
Thus if parents can g,et the knowledge of the peculiar
conditions surrounding the physical and mental chang.es of
their children at the adolescent period without the risk
which would attend an experience covering years, it will be
of gveat value to them.
. If children cannot find what they want at home they will
go where they can find :i:t. It is a period of storm and st1:1ess,
of variableness and change constantly. They are moody,
spasmodic, go to extreme,s; parents should recog,nize all
these symptoms, and deal with them patiently.
There ar.e no inherent evils in the nature of a child, what
seems so is often just a flash of these many instincts in a
nature in turmoil and unacquainted with itself. Our modern
school studies are not adapted to the child of adolescent age.
They should not be burdened with abstractiJon, in literature
or music, w,e often take the soul out of the subject and teach
hut the technicalities. A boy should be asked "How does this
poem make you feel? What does it mean to you?" The
poorest grammarian in the school can sometimes get the best
grade in 'English and the worst boy write the best essay on
morals! We should get back to fundamentals, and teach the
child instead of subjects,-put the soul back into the information. T~emp,erance in our thoughts, purity in life, respect
and reverence from heart, self-control, not by repression
but by di:redion, should be in mind. ov,ercome evil with
good should be the mother's sloga,n!
The home has shif,ted to the community the work that
should be done there. Pl:revention should be the watchword.
Repnession is a dangerous thing. Use fewer don'ts, and
fill the child's. life with so many wholesome do's that unconsciously he will pass unscathed through the ,evils of the world
and be a shining light of purity and strength in the world.
A.A.

[

LETTER DEPARTMENT ]
Testimony of John J. Cornish

I am indeed glad of 'this privilege of meeting with you.
About forty-five years ago for the first time I heard this
beautiful gospel of Jesus Christ as restored in latter days.
After hearing eight or ten discourses, I became very much
interested, and believing the minister who said if anyone who
had a desire to do right would go before God in earnest and
humble praye,r, asking the Almighty for light, that he would
make it known unto him. That saying rang in my ears for
days, and I began to pray. And one Sunday morning I
slipped away along on the mad leading into the woods where
they were drawing out wood, and so far from the hearing of
any person, I there bowed in humble prayer, and from my
heart I 'prayed to my heave!llly Father to give me a knowledge of this gospel. I went further and asked him to do it
in this way, that I would go to the morning preaching service,
then to their evening prayer meeting, and in that praye.r
meeting I asked that he speak through the elder to me in
the gift of ton~ues, a1nd in the inte.rpretation, telling me
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that it was true, •and at the same time to giv.e me a manifestation of the Hoiy Spirit by which I might know it was true.
(In later years it seemed presumptuous upon my part to ask
God' to do it in that manner, but I did! not know any better
then.)
iGoncerni:ng this matter I was determined that no soul on
earth should know of what I hwd done. I went to the morning
meeting and that elder was not there. I also went to the
eVIening meeting wher.e many were gathered together, among
them the elder that I had asked God to speak through. The
meeting was opened in the usual way, and one or two had
prayed and te•stifi,ed and sung; then the 1elder arose as I had
felt sure in my m~nd he would when I had prayed that morning, and he began to talk, but I did not know a word he said.
After saying something apparently to the congregation, he
turned toward me and raised his hand, and pointed to me,
talking as before, but I did not understa,nd. But while he
was talking, some power came upon me whi:ch caus:ed my
body to tremble, and a powerful sensation passed through
it from my head to my feet, •remaining in power while he was
speaking, causing the tears to flow down my cheeks, unbidden
by me. They were not tears of sorrow; I felt glad and happy
in my soul. As the elder tur1ned back to his seat and in the
act of sitting down, but instead he walked back :and began
to talk to the people to the understanding of all, then, pointi\!lg again to me, said: "Thou son of man, inasmuch as thou
hast inquired of me this day to know of the truthfulness of
my gospel, I 1now ~eveal it unto thee, and give thee a manife;station of my Spirit by which you will know this work is'
true." (This is the import; I quote from memory.) While
the elder was thus speaking, that same power came but
somewhat in greater powe.r than when he was speaking in the
unknown tongue. The thrilling sensation was also g~eater,
to my satisfactioill that he was directed by the poweit' of
God, so to speak. And while that Spirit seemed to linger
'but not so powerful as while he was speaking, I felt as ,
though my body was changed. I felt so glad and happy,'
"Oh," thought I, "I can nev:e:r sin again!"
I asked my cousin who had talked so much to me about this
gospel, not to ride home with the others but to walk· with
me. She gladly consented. We walked :about halfway home
before either said a woTid to the other; I could not break the
silence; by and by she spoke and said, "Pleasant evening,
isn't it?" 1So to speak, that broke the ice. I replied, "Yes,
Mary. Was that the Holy Spirit I received when the elder
spoke?" "Yes," she replied. Then she felt free to explain,
and she talked so nice to me about it :and asked me if I had
p·ray.ed to know if the gospel was true, as stated. I answered
"Yes," then toldi her all about it. A few days passed, and
this was on m,y mind continually. F~nally, at another
prayer meeting, I longed to have some one say something
to me about getting baptized, but I did not know what move
to make and did not have the courage to ask, but before they
Sieparated that evening, Sister Arthur Leverton put her hand
on my shoulder and said, "Now, Joh!nny, you know your duty."
I then asked, "Do they baptize any time?" She repUed in
the affi:rmative. The next :day I was baptized-February
22, 1872. In )the · confirmation Brother Arthur Leverton
prophesied that I would be healed of my affliction and made
whole, and that if I were faithful before the Lord I would
be clothed with authority to preach the gospel to the nations
of the .etarth, and become a polished shaft in Isr&el, and be
the means of bringi1ng many into the church and kingdom of
God.
At the time of my confirmatiorn I did not receive any evidence of the Holy Spirit that I could disc:e.rn, and after three<
days had passed: away I began to feel serious over the matter. I had tried to live right, p11a.yed every morning and eVIe•
ning, and at other times. Not at all time,s did I kneel down
to do this .praying, except at night as I retired to r.est, and
morning when I arose-but at any time when I might be
walking around. But when the fourth day came and I had not
received any light or :Spirit of God, and began to feel so
downcast, while standing on a log in deep meditation, I felt
to co1n clude that I had been doing my duty in serving my
Master, and that he would send me the comforter whenever
he saw fit. At the same time I was in the act of starting
off, when suddenly I heard a sound up at a distance coming
toward me. It sounded like the rumbling of a heavy train in
the distance, louder and louder until it reached me, and at
that moment the power, about as it was four days previously,
came in 3:1nswer to my pTiayer, thrilling through my body
as sensibly as the water was a.round my body. ·I then said,
"Lord, is this the Holy Ghost?"
It thrilled throu~h my
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body again. I then said, "Lord, if this is the power of the
Holy Ghost, by which I may testify that I know this work is
true, let it thrill through my body again." That moment
it thrilled through my being to my entire satisfaction, until
I was filled with lov;e towa.rd God and my fellow men, and I
cried, "Lord, it is ·enough; I am Batisfied," and have been
ever since.
J. J. CORNISH.

From Here and There
A sister desires that we all especially pray that God will
spare us from the cruelties of this war, suggesting that
Wednesdays and Sundays be obBerved.
We have a request for the history of where the worms were
blown from the trees when the people paid their tithing.
P.erhaps this and even more remarkable things have happened,
but we do not recall the incident.
If ther•e are a:ny Saints living in or near Carter County,
[Missouri, will they kindly drop a card to L. E. Danforth,
1560 Willow Avenue, Niagara Falls, New York, as he wishes
to get in touch with some one in that locality.

In a late iss-ue of the HERALD we neglected
dedicatory sermon at the opening of the
Niagaria Falls, New York, was by Elder
/Sherrill, the former pastor. It .was merely
our part.

to note that the
new church at
F11ed Mesle, of
an oversight on

Desiring to let the :Saints know th:J:t he is still serving his
Redeemer, and tha,t he :enjoys very much the reading of the
1etters. and testimonies of the 1Saints, Brother John M. Long,
of Pittsburgh,· Pennsylva.nia, writes us. He requests the
p1ray•ers of the Saints in behalf of his daughter, Amelia.
The following ordinations are reported from the Oakland
Branch at Hamilton, Missouri: James Dawson, elder; Guy
Hawley a,nd Oscar Ford, teachers; Albert Nelson and John
Bullard, deacons. These young men are reported as proving
themselves worthy of the call. The prayer meetings aTie referred to as being very spiritual. J. T. Ford is continuing as
president of -the Far West District until its organization into
a stake. Much interest is manifest in the Christmas offering.
James Winslow has moved into the community..

This advertising talk by the manager of the Board of Publication is one of a series appearing simultaneously in the
:SAINTS' HERALD and "Zion's Ensign," written with the hope of
reaching as many as possible of the church membership.
This is the fifth of eight "talks" that will appear.

BOOK SERVICE DEPARTMENT
One of the ways in which the publishing interests of
the church can greatly assist the church is through the
Book Service Department. At both the Herald Office
and the Ensign Office much information has been collated and filed by which our readers may profit without
cost to themselves.
If there are certain books that you need, order them
through the nearest house. If you want books on a certain subject, ask them to tell you what is available and
worth while.
Along many special lines recommendations have been
secured on various books from those in the church who
have made use of them in their work.
By making use of the service thus offered, many dollars may be saved to the church which would be lost in
the purchase of unsatisfacta:ry books. Just address
Book Service Department, in care of eithe1r house.

THE BOARD OF PUBLICAT-ION
A. Carmichael, Manager
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MISCELLANEOUS DEPARTMEN~~
Information Wanted
In order to clear up our branch Decords we would like to
know the whereabouts of the following who ta·re members of
the Rhodes, Iowa, Branch: Isaac Atkinson, Joseph T. Atkinson, Emma Wileman, Jane Nelson, Charlotte S. McWhartetr,
Minnie Crockard, Dora B. Hadley, WilsOtn L. Webster, Ulysses
S. Love, Jonathan DunhaM, Julia B. Gifford, Mona 0. HUsabeck, Maggie L. McLain, Belva L. Hilsabeck, Edna E. Freet,
Edith M. !Smith, Eva Freet, Ella A. Graves. E. G. Beye,
clerk, Rl}odeis, Iowa.
·

Requests for Prayers
Prayers are requested for Brother John Tinker of the Des
Moines Branch. He is isolated from the brll!nch and is sick
and suffers much.
·

Our Departed Ones
ALLEN.-William Roy, ~nfant son of Lee Roy and Myrtle
,Allen, died March 26, 1917, at Macklin, Saskatchewan,
Canada, aged 8 days, of hemorrhage. Services in charge of
William J. Cornish.
HANDLE:Y.-Arthur C. Handley died March 24, 1917, after
a brief illness of pneumonia, at the age of 47 years. Leaves
wife, 4 children, father, brothers and sisters to mourn his
departure. Funeral from Butterworth and Sons undertaking chapel, rSeattle, Washington, 'on the 27th. Music furnished by· Brother E. E. Inslee and 'Sister ·Sarah Barney;
serrrio,n by J. M. Terry.
JOHNSON.-Bernha,rd Johnson was born Fe!bruary 1, 1875,
at Danville, Iowa. Baptized November 13, 1892. Ma;rried
Bertha Johnson February 26, 1902. Two children wer·e born,
Gertrude and Benjamin Orville. Died March 15, 19.17.
Leaves a wife, 2 children, mother, 4 sisters, 3 brothe1rs, and
a large number of relatives and friends. Funeral at German S:aints' church at Stewartsville, in charge of T. T.
Hinderks; sermOtn by William Lewis.
JACK.-Earl C., son of Brother and Sister J. A. Jack, was
born June 25, 1897, at Byron, Illinois, an.d moved with his
parents to Brooklyn, New York, March, 1912. Died of typhoid pneumonia after a sickness of ten days. A faithful
and stalwart defender of the work, and highly respected.
Funeral service conducted by Ward L. Christy to a church
· full of Saints a;nd friends, then in PI'oton, Canada,, where
James McLean conducted another service.
L,ITTLE.-Sister Margerath Little died suddenly at her
h01111e in San Diego~ California, Ap:t;il 1, 1917. Married twice',
the first husband having passed away some years prior to
her second marriage. Both husbands were soldiers in the
same regiment in t:l}e Union Army. She was an aunt to
Sister Lydia King of S'eattle, a;nd was a member of the
Eastern Star Masonic order. Funeral was held at Johnson's
Undertaking Parlors, April 4, 1917, G. E. Harrington officiating.
SMITH.-Frances Sabina Smith was born nea,r Great Yarmith, England, July 15, 1849. She came with her parents to
America in 1855 and lived on Long Island 7 years, thence
went to ,Salt Lake City, Utah, where she was married to
John Cross, Decemberr 9, 1864, and to this union 13 children
were borill, 7 of whom are still living. Came to Iowa in 1867
and was baptized into the Reorganized Church October 15,
1868. Died at her home in Dow City, Iowa, March 24, 1917.
Funeral in charge of J. B. Wildermuth.
BooTMAN.-Brother C. E. Bootman, Springfi,eld, Missouri,
who was a switchman for the Frisco Railway, was killed
while at work. Sunday morning, March 25. The funeral
services at the Saints' church, se,rmon by Henry Sparling.
The church was altogether too small to hold the large number
attending. The Frisco laid off two switching crews and
everything stopped for thirty mLnutes to allow as many who
desired to to attend. Baptiz.ed at Lamoni, Iowa, thicrty
years ago. He was a good, kind, and honest Latter Day
!Saint, very highly respected by all who knew him. He leaves
a wif,e and daughter, both members of the church, also another boy whom they have raised, the son of W. P. Hootman.
He was laid to rest in Green Lawn Oemetry.
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THOMPSON.-At Virgil, Oklahoma, March 3, 1917, Brother
Jasper Newton Thompson, died in his fifty-second year. Born
June 22, 1864. United with the church May 25, 1910; died
as he had lived, honest :and honora!b,le i1n his dealings and
firm in the faith, leaving wife, childrren and .a number of
near relatives to mourn his departure. Funeral in the
Doaksville .Schoolhouse. S'ermon hy Elder J. C. Chrestensen,
interment in the Doaksville Cemetery at or ~near Fort Towson, Oklahoma.
LoTT.-Sister Clara Lott, born in Glamorganshire, England, 185,9. Baptized December 18, 1878, by R. B. Howlett.
Died March 22, 1917. She leaves to mourn her loss her husband, George, 1 daughter, Sister L. Burnard, 2 sons, Harry
and Wesley, and 9 grandchildren. She was faithful to duty
and earnest in se.rvice. Her sufferings brought increased
trust in God and a bright hopefulness of that resurrection
morn when she wpuld ever be with the Lord. Funeral at the
home in cha.rge of George Henley; sermon by William Flig-g.
KINNAIRD.-At Aylmer, Ontario, Canada, January 23,
W17. Melson Kinnaird, passed peacefully away after bear-··
ing testimony that he knew the latter-day message to be
the doctrine of Christ, the gospel restored. He was bor1n at
Sherbrooke, Haldmand County, Ontario, December 26, 1844.
Twenty-four years ago, after hearing part of one sermon,
he, wife and he.r sister prepared 1Stromness town hall for
Elder Shields to preach in, remarking that they knew Hiram
McDonald before he we:nt to Lilhary to live, that they had
mnown his life for two years since his return and a r,eJigion
that could make as much difference on a man's life they weloomed it to their neighborhood. He was baptized at Selkirk,
Ontario, June 28, 1963, 'by Elder M. F. Deirby. Confirmed by
M.. F. Derby and Nathan Overholt. Funeral sermon at his
home, Aylmer, Ontario, by John Shields, in charge of J. L.
Burger and C. C. Raison. He leaves aged wife also strong
in the faith.
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SMITH-PELOUBET'S BIBLE DICTIONARY.
-By William Smith, LL. D., Revised by
F. N. and M.A. Peloubet. An invaluable
book for students of the Bible. More
than 800 pages of concise information,
covering all phases of scriptural study;
excellent colored maps, and 440 appropriate illustrations. The volume is described as "teach~r's edition"; and, since
all active Christians are Bible teachers,
is therefore a universal necessity. No.
291, cloth, net ---------------------------·········$1.60
BOOK OF MORMON LECTURES.-Are you
a student? Here is something for your
faculties to wrestle with. The author,
H. A. Stebbins, has, with comprehensive
outlook, embodied in these lectures a
wealth of archreological facts corroborative of the Book of Mormon narrative, dug
from works unknown to the public prior
to its publication, and from others published since that time. The statements
in these lectures are made in such unaffected plainness and simplicity of language as to carry conviction to any normally unprejudiced mind.
No. 51,
cloth ··············------------------------------------··--·$ .75
BRADEN - KELLEY
DEBATE.-Probably
the most exhaustive and most exciting
debate ever held in the Reorganization.
Both sides of the controversy are given
in full, the manuscripts being signed by
both participants. The Christian Church
claims its representative, the late Clark
Braden, defeated Bishop E. L. Kelley in
this discussion-but we are doing the
selling. The attacks upon us in this volume are so numerous and characteristic
every preacher and would-be preacher of
ours should acquaint himself with them.
The book is a mental and spiritual stimulant. No. 152, cloth -'------------------------$2.00.
GENERAL CONFERENCE RESOLUTIONS.Containing all the important resolutions
passed in the church since. 1852. This
makes not only educational but highly
interesting reading. Many of the elders
are in doubt about matters that have
been settled and are recorded in this collection of conference enactments. No.
206, paper, 40c; No. 207, cloth .... $.60
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Just use an additional quantity of Roya1 Baking
Powder, about a teaspoon, in place of each egg
omitted.
This applies equally well to _nearly all baked
foods. Try the following recipe according to the
new way:
CREAM LAYER CAKE

Old Way
1 cup-sugar

l6

cup milk
2 cups flour
2 teaspoons Royal Baking Powder

3 eggs

~

cup shortening

New Way
1 cup sugar
1 cup milk
2 cups flour
4 teaspoons Royal Baking Powder

1egg

2 tablespoons shortening

1 teaspoon flavoring

1 teaspoon flavoring

Makes 1 Large 2-Layer Cake '
DIRECTIONS-Cream the sugar and shortening together, then mix in the egg.
After sifting the flour and Royal Baking Powder together two or three times,
add it all to the mixture. Gradually add the milk and beat with spoon until
you have a smooth pour batter. Add the;flavoring. Pour into greased layer .cake
tins and bake in a moderately hot oven for twenty minutes. This cake is best
baked in two layers. Put together with cream filling and spread with white icing

0
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made from Cream of Tartar, derived from grapes.

No Alum

No Phosphate

Tonsils and Adenoids completely removed.

Dr. Joseph Mather, Specialist'
in diseases of the eye, ear, nose, and
throat.
·
,
Elders and family on ministerial allowance, work done free of charge.
Cataracts removed.
1 Work done in Independence Sanitarium, Independence, Missouri.
'

THE CHRISTIAN SABBATH.-Columbus
Scott, in this work, adduces much Scripture to prove that the first day of the
week is the Sabbath Christ observed, and
that its observance is in harmony with
the gospel as taught in every dispensation. Contains much valuable information on this mooted question. No. 161,
paper, 25c; No. 162, cloth .................... $.40
ARCHJEOLOGICAL COMMITTEE REPORT.By the joint efforts of leading minds in
the church this work was compiled. It
gets down to rock bottom in archreological investigation bearing upon the claims
made by the Book of Mormon. Data that
will fortify Book of Mormon students
against arguments of "science." Interesting reading in itself.
No. 142,
cloth -----------------------------·-------------------·-····-$.75
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Pack your grip, tell the folks good-by, go down to the depot, buy
a ticket for California-that great Out-o'-doors land, which rests· the
weary and refreshes the weak-via the Burlington Route (the moving picture way through scenic Colorado and S_alt Lake in dayligh_t).
Climb aboard, lean back, relax and watch Amenca roll past your wm. dow.
Getting away from the cold, bad weather, business and household
responsibilities, care and worry, and out into the glorious sunshine and
semitropical atmosphere of California where you can rest, change and
rejuvenate, will do you a world of good.
' You'll be surprised when you compare the cost with the cost of
remaining at home.-- Think what this will mean to you, when you,
remember that a life which isn't pleasantly spent isn't well spent.
Before completing your plans let me explain how you may join
a Burlington Personally Conducted Excursion (costs no more-just a
part of Burlington Service) and send you a folder telling all about
the trip-worth reading even if you don't go.
L. F. SILTZ, Ticket Agent.
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"If
coD.tinu.e in my word, then are ye my disciples
indeed;· ano:l ye ""1!1all know the truth, and the truth shall
make you free:"-John 8: 31-32.

.. There shall not any man among you have save it
be one wife; and concubines he shall have none."Book of Mormon, Jacob 2: 36.
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ROBERT M. ELVIN PASSES
The hearts of many were made sad at the death of
Robert M. Elvin on April. 20 at the Independence
Sanitarium. He had a fatal stroke in January, and
while no hopes were entertained for his recovery, he
was removed to the Sanitarium early in February so

was ordained a high priest and high councilor. Only
three men were senior to him as members of the high
priests quorum. He was also chosen as secretary of
the high council, holding that office until his release
when the high council was reorganized in April,
1916. He had been secretary of the quorum of high
priests since April, 1903. His years of service have
been many and well filled. His reward is sure.

THE ORDER OF BISHOPS

ROBERT. M. ELVIN

as to make his last days as easy as possible. He was
baptized April 15, 1866, so had celebrated his fifty~
first spiritual birthday the Sunday preceding his
death. He was ordained an elder six months later
and had spent over forty years in the mission field in
various parts of the country. On Apri115, 1890, he

The order of bishops report an unusually successful session. Eleven sessions were held, and one in
joint conference with the Presidency and Twelve.
They considered a number of very important matters, including a proper interpretation of the temporal law, on many points of which they reaehed an
agreement. Especial attention was given to the law
of stewardships. Their reports have been referred,
however, to the joint council for consideration.
Thirteen bishops were i:n attendance at their sessions and .s~ven bishops' counselors. Of these seven
bishops attended every session, three missed only one, ·
and two missed two sessions. Apparently only one
bishop missed more than two sessions and none
missed a session except from necessity. This gave
an unusually high average attendance, and showed
their keen sense of responsibility for their impor-·
tant duties.
They passed upon the special appropriations
needed, and approved the budget of Graceland College and the. Sanitarium, besides appointing the
various committees referred to them. The Presid~
ing Bishopric recommended that the superintendent
of the home farms at Lamoni be also superintendent
of the Children's Home and college farms. ·
The action of the Sunday school association in declaring a stewardship and agreeing to turn over the
surplus to the ehurch, and also in appointing the seeond assistant superintendent to boost the Christmas
offering and in this particular to cooperate with the
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bishopric, was and is strongly approved. The only
objection we have heard to this plan is that we ought
not to make the children pay, that we should pay it
ourselves. But the children will, if we do not do it
quickly.
We are informed that the order of bishops voted
to avoid the erection of buildings this year, including
church edifices, office buildings and meeting place
for General Conference, and concentrate their efforts
on paying the debt of the church.
One very favorable aspect is that the Presiding
Bishop not only did not have to borrow money for
elders' expenses and transportation home, but that
he actually had more money in the bank, when the
conference adjourned, and the .expenses of the conference had been met, than he had at its opening. A
substantial bank balance makes an excellent start for
the work of reducing and paying off much of the
church debt this year, if each one helps. We can
pay it all if we will.
'Many are moving forward earnestly to obey the
law and assist iii this great purpose. We have been
"informed that one man gave a farm valued at $7,000;
another gave $6,000, in addition to $1,000 given
earlier in the present year shortly after his baptism.
This does not mean superabundance. It has cost
more the past year than ever before to care for the
missionary work. That will probably be the case the
coming year. Prices are high and apparently going
higher, as usually occurs in time of war. Yet if we
will, we should be able to care for the missionary
affairs, our ordinary expense~, and pay tlie debt.
Will we?

THE EVANS MEETINGS
Last week's HERALD was practically closed up the
13th, so that it was not possible to put in all of the
items. One feature of importance has been the meetin,gs of Bishop R. C. Evans at the Coliseum. Those
who know him will not be surprised to know that
the Coliseum was filled at every service and many
standing up, except on the 7th, when a heavy snowstorm kept nearly everyone indoors. But even then
those in charge were surprised to find the building
two thirds full.
These meetings of Bishop Evans's are apparently
becoming one of the features of the General Conference. This necessitates his closing his special
winter meetings in Toronto earlier than he otherwise would. We are informed that he baptized thirteen the day before he left Toronto, and twenty-six
the last week before coming to conference. He has
baptized a few here but not as many as no doubt
would have resulted if the meetings had been continued for several weeks, though a number were in~

terested. In fact many who would like to have heard
him remained away simply to give opportunity to
others who had not yet heard the gospel of Jesus
Christ to conversion. Bishop Evans reaches many
who are reached in :n:o other way. And such was the
effect of his meetings during conference.
We were surprised many times to notice the large
number of old and even very old people who walked
a half a mile or more of an evening to hear him.
These meetings allowed an opportunity for nine

RICHARD C. EVAN.S

thousand auditors in the fourteen meetings. This
gave an opportunity for each one in Lamoni to hear
him several times, and many took advantage of this
opportunity.
An additional point of interest about these D1eetings is that the owners of the Coliseum let the church
have the use-of the basement and its service free for
a dining hall, and of the auditorium also without cost
for the use during these special services of Bishop
Evans. The only charge that was made is for light
and heat actually used.
How the Canadians look upon Bishop Evans will
be shown by the extract from Jack Canuck, received
during the conference.

THE BISHOPRIC
We should like to call particular attention to the
report of the Presiding Bishop for the past year.
It appears to show the results of earnest work on
the part of the Presiding Bishopric and the local
bishops and agents. It also shows a decided growth ·
of interest in the keeping of the law on the part of
the membership.
_
The receipts for the year show a decided and
healthy increase, totaling around $275,000 for the
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year ending January 10, and possibly close to $300,000 for the conference year, :April 1. This includes
all moneys paid in to the Presiding Bishop, bishop's
agents, or to the various members of the boards of
trustees for the churdh institutions. It includes
tithes, offerings, consecration and surplus.
These means have been used principally for the
elders' families, elders' expenses and for aid to the
'poor. These three items total close to $175,000 for
the year ending January 10, of which $126,500 is
for elders' families, $27,000 elders' expenses, and
$19,500 for aid to the poor. The church institutions,
the college, sanitarium, Children's home and various
homes for the aged, require a total receipt of donations of between $32,000 and $33,000. The bishop's
report states a loss for the year of $45,000, but the
amount of bills and· accounts receivable charged off
were close to 87,000, which shows a real gain for
the year of $42,000 to $43,000. This is also indicated
in the decrease in bills payable, as set forth in the
bishop's report. Interest, office expenses and gen,..
eral expenses account for the balance.
It may be noted that the decrease 0f present worth
is figured ·from April 29, 1916. At that date it
showed a decrease of $8,807.23. This is not unexpected, as the return of our missionaries to their
home or field marks the low ebb in the General Conference year. This amount should be deducted in
figuring the net actual gain for the year as set forth
above. (That is, it would be $33,000 to $34,000
apparently.)
One matter of particular interest is to note that
Graceland College summary is to June 30, 1916. It
indicates an increased indebtedness from .the report,
to last conference of over $2,000. (We are using
round numbers.) Five times "on~ fifth of the debt"
as reported to last conference, gives an amount of
$2,154.52 less than the liabilities shown in the bishop's summary.
This is quite natural as tuition is generally collected the first part of the school year, and the last
three or four months show the smallest relative receipts. June 30 usually shows the college finances
at their lowest point for the whole year. A more fair
comparison would be to take from the report of the
treasurer the statement, that $8,302.95 has been paid
on the indebtedness and that since making that summary a $4,000 note bearing 6 per cent interest has
also been paid by the bishop. As the interest is payable semiannually, it would amount to $120. But
the decrease of indebtedness would appear to be over
$12,000 over a year ago. This is on the most conservative estimate and place, the present indebtedness of the college lower than it has been for many
years and over $14,000 less than in the .summary for
June 30, 1916.
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Also in tl).e Independence Sanitarium, we notice
a slight discrepancy in the amount due the church.
But in making a summary of the total indebtedness
of the ehurch and total assets, it would seem that
.each should be decreased by this amount, even
though it is properly carried as an asset of the general church and a liability of the Sanitarium. That
is, in the general summary these items cancel, thus
decreasing the percentage of liabilities as compared
with the assets. Especial attention should also be
called to the change in the character of the liabilities,
as the amount due banks has been greatly decreased,
if not entirely wiped out.
Bishop B. R. McGuire is a lawyer with many years
practice behind him. He has given especial attention
to the department of real estate and finance, and is
especially qualified to act on these questions as
affecting church interests. He has also made special
preparation for several years for this particular
work, giving particular attention to the laws of Missouri.
Bishop James F. Keir is specially prepared to
take care of the accounting department. So between
them they have a splendid record for their first yea,r.
In brief the church is to be congratulated on having Benjamin R. :McGuire as Presiding Bishop and
James F. Keir as his counselor.

BIOGRAPHICAL
BISHOP M'GUIRE

Eastern people cannot say too much about "Our
Ben/' especially those around Brooklyn. Not only
has he been actively engaged in the branch and district work, but his professional work has been ruled
by the strictest principles of honor and the insistence
that both the letter and the spirit of the law shall be
obeyed.
It is related that once a particular friend of many
years standing called him up to have an acknowledgment to some minor document taken over the
phone, but "Our Ben" refused. "Oh, Ben, you know
me, and it is all right." "I don't care how well I know
you. My certificate says 'personally appeared before me,' and I would not take an acknowledgment
for the President of the United States unless he personally appeared before me." This story illustrates
in part his disposition. He is the very model of
courtesy, and lenient in all points that do not matt~r
and in which no principle is involved. He has shown
with his private means that he has a large heart. As
one Brooklynite expressed it, "Ben has the biggest
heart of any man on earth." He has always been
ready to help and care for those in need and to do it
generally in a way not to give offense.
But when a principle is involved he
still be

will
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courteous, still lenient, but inflexible. A few thought
that almost anyone could run over him and dominate
him and force him to do as they would. A few we
hear have tried it the past year only to find out that
they were mistaken. He has a mind and will of his
own though he will keep that fact to himself if you
will let him.
In addition to the items in the editorial from severa! friends of Bishop McGuir·e we glean the following items:
He was left in early youth without the help and
counsel of his mother, as she passed away in his boyhood. While still a boy he built up an extensive news
business in his home town, Long Branch, New
Jersey. His father was a veteran of the Civil War,
and survived until two years since. Both parents
were members of the church. ·
After studying law in New York City, and being
admitted to the bar, he was employed for several
years, and until he resigned t0 take up his present
duties, in the legal department of the Lawyers' Title
arid Trust Company of New York City.
He became head of the legal department, a position of great trust, as at times the whole wealth of
that institution were left in his charge.
He has been president of the Brooklyn Branch
. several different years, as well as superintendent of
the Brooklyn Sunday school; and he has been a
counselor to Bishop Zimmermann from the organization of the bishopric of the New York and Philadelphia District, until his call to the Presiding Bishopric..
"You may talk of hospitality, but hospitalit~ is
Ben's middle name. He has brought many people
into the church in Brooklyn by this virtue. He and
his wi:!Ce are first in hospitality."
"There is not a more spiritual man in the church
than Ben. His spirituality is high, and no man will
depend more on spiritual insight."
We think it may be of general interest to know
what his friends think of him. He is too modest to
let us print this, if he knew.
s. A. B.
JAMES F. KEIR

At an early age he was thrown upon his own resources in the large city of Chicago, amid bad infiuences, but the prayers of a faithful and devoted
mother and personal spiritual aggressiveness prevailed, and the work in Chicago and elsewhere has
been benefited by one whom God has prepared for
a special work.
His office and legal training was received in a Chicago firm, with which he was connected for many·
years. His employers were loath to part with him
when the call came to serve the church, for they
recognized in him one who had served them long,
faithfully .and efficiently, performing service of unusual tact and skill when a crisis was at hand.
He received his religious training with the First
Chicago Branch of this church. Many still recall his
first five-minute sermon. It surely was a trial for
him to undergo. But since that time "efficiency" has
been his motto. "Get there-get there!" was his
byword. On four-mile hikes from office to home, after work in the evening, the writer was often tortured, sometimes edified, by lengthy poetry and
phrases used for practicing. public speaking. Not
mentioning anything about the exercise for proper
breathing, etc. His mind was always alert to every
opportunity for'development. We attended the publie night school together for awhile to study grammar. Always it was "Get there, get there, get
there!" Even the washing machine in his home,
worked by his vigorous arm reechoed this cry.
Church committee work was no exception to the rule,
notably a certain committee on which was appointed
a modest young lady whom Brother Keir introduced
to the writer, and then he was ever at it again: "Get
there, get there," etc. I did, to my great pleasure. ·
For a number of years, James F. Keir acted as
PJ::esident of the First Chicago Branch, and his pure
· life, kindness, charity and cheerfulness endeared him
to all of the Chicago Saints. They miss him very
much. He always championed the cause of the downtrodden, and a better friend the young man of Chicago, who were trying to develop, will never find.
His home was graced with the presence of a lovely
companion, a wife whom all have learned to admire
About ten years ago the writer came in contact for her cheerfulness, virtue and helpfulness.
with a young man in the city of Chicago in the person of James F. Keir, then an instrument in the makWhen the church asked him for chis services, he
ing, now counselor to the Presiding Bishop of the responded quickly, willingly and cheerfully, notwithstanding the fact that it meant quite a sacrifice.
church. His life then, and ever since, was of that
character, that it gave one a desire to remain in
F. F. WIPPER.
close touch with him. It was no surprise, therefore,
NOTES AND COMMENTS
to learn from his own testimonies, and from that of
others, that much of his success was due to the in- The Bishop's Report
fluence of his good mother.
A summary of the bishop's financial report was
James F. Keir was reared in an atmosphere of printed in the reports to the General Conference.
sacrifice and trained in the college of "Hard Knocks."
(Continued on page 405)
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WILL WE DO OUR PART?
(Sermon by Bishop B. R. McGuire, Sunday, April 8, 1917,
at General Conference, Lamoni, Iowa.. Reported by Belle
Robinso,n James.)

occasion the A-postle Peter would have swerved him
from his course, would have had him sit, as he supposed, upon the earthly throne of David, he said unto
him: "Thou savorest not of the things that be of
God, but of man: get thee behind me, Satan."
To the young man, he said: "Go, sell that thou
hast, and give to the poor; come, follow me, for what
is a man profited, if he gain the whole world and
lose his soul?" We alS'o believe that "Surely the
Lord God will do nothing save he revealeth his secret
unto his servants, the prophets." Through our latter-day prophet we have received these words from
the ·Lord, found in the first paragraph of the first
section of the Doctrine and Covenants :

I am sure I should be pleased to speak to you this
morning under such favorable conditions; with the
sunshine streaming in through the windows and the
influence of God's Spirit brought into our midst
through the harmony of the chorus and solo.
I presume that we have all at some time in our life,
witnessed the little boy or the little girl standing in
in the parlor in the midst of the company, reciting
his first piece; we have noticed how nervous the
mother was; how she was ready to prompt her little
Hearken, 0 ye people of my church, saith the voice of him
one. We have noticed the composure of the father w:ho dwells on high, and whose eyes are upon all men; yea,
as he tried to strengthen his child by not evidencing verily I say, Hearken ye people from afar, and ye that are
an air of excitement. We have probably taken part upon the islands of the sea, listen together; for verily t!1e
in chorus work or have been present at times when voice of the Lord is unto all men, a,nd there is none to escape, and there is no eye that shall not see, neither ear that
the chorus has rendered some masterpiece and in the shall not hear, neither heart that shall not be penetrated;
few bars have noticed the tremolo in the voice of and the rebellious shall be pierced with much sorrow, for
the singers.
cheir iniquities shall be spoken upon the housetops,, and their
To-day we are approaching a great world crisis, secret acts shall be revealed; and the voice of warning shall.
unto all people, by the mouths of my disciples, whom I
and have felt the tremor as we read in the news- be
have chosen in these last days, a,nd they shall go forth and
paper:s that war had been declared. We, as members . none shall stay them, for I the Lord have commanded them.
of the Church of Jesus Christ, believe in God, the
In the 6th paragraph of that same section, we
Father and Jesus Christ, his Son. We have shown
read:
our belief in the doctrine of repentance, submitted
And again, verily I say unto you, 0 inhabitants of the
to the ordinance of baptism and the laying on of 2arth,
I the Lord am willing to make these things known unto
hands for the gift of the Holy Ghost. We have de- all flesh, for I am no respecter of persons, a,nd willeth that all
sired to be new creatures in Christ and believe that men shall know that the day speedily cometh, the hour is riot
having to be born. again as new creatures in Christ yet, but is nigh at hand, when peace shall be taken from the
we should approximate to the standard set before earth, and the Devil shallllave power over his own dominion;
us by Jesus Christ, our Lord, the great exemplar., and also the Lord shall have power over his Saints, and shall
reign in thei'r midst, and shall come down in judgment upon
We believe "that as many as have received him, to Idumea, or the world.
them he gave pqwer to become the sons of God, even
"Surely the Lord God will do nothing except he
them that believe on his name which were born, not
revealeth his secret unto his servants, the prophets."
of blood, nor of the will of the flesh nor of man, but
Can we believe this morning-are we justified in
of God."
believing~that that part of this prophecy has been
Then "let this mind be in you, which was also in fulfilled, when peace shall be taken from the earth?
Christ Jesus," for it is God which worketh in you, Continuing, reading the nexlt. paragraph, I find:
both to will and do his good pleasure. We believe: "Search these commandments, for they are true and
"That every good and perfect gift cometh down from faithful, and the prophecies and the promises which
the father of lights, in whom there is no variableness are in them shall all be fulfilled."
neither shadow of turning."
Turning to section 129, paragraph 8, I read:
The mind that was in Christ Jesus, our Lord, apThe word which has been given at a late period should
praised all the kingdoms of this world; having done not have been so soon forgotten and disregarded by the
so, he did not, as some in this world, put his trust church or 1any of its members. "I am God; I chan~e not."
in chariots and in horses, but remembered the name
The last sentence of that paragraph reads:
of the Lord our God and to his tempter said: "Get
Therefore, hearken once again unto the voice of inspirathee behind me, Satan," anti when upon another tion, in warning and instruction, and conform to that which
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is given and receive what is awaiting the upright and the
pure in heart.

Turning to section 130, paragraph 7, I read:
The Spirit saith further unto the church assembled and at
large: In order that the temporal affairs of the church may
be successfully carried on and the aceumula,ted debt of the
church in its respective departments where debts have been
accumulated may be properly met and in due time discharged,
the church is instructed, both as members and as the body at
large, to avoid the unnecessary building of houses of worship or places of entertainment or otherwise expending the
tithes and offerings of the church in that which may not be
essential unto the continued onward progress of the general
work; and both in private and in public expenditure carry
into active exercise the principl'l, of sacrifice and repression
of unnec.essary wants; and thus permit the accumulation of
tithes and offerings in such amounts as may be needful to
properly discharge the exist~ng indebtedness of the church
as a body. And the Spirit COUjnseleth the church in this regard.

This instruction is to both members and the church
at large-and when I think of .the instruction as to
members, I recall the question contained in Malachi,
"Will a man rob God?" then inquiring, Wherein have
we robbed him? The answer is, "In tithes and offer..
ings."
The language of the Lord to us in this day is just
as forcible, but possibly we may think it is just a
little more kindly spoken. He says, "Both in public
and in private expenditure, carry into active exercise the principle of sacrifice and repre~sion of unnecessary wants."
There is not any of us this morning but believes
that if we are found in good health with a strong
mind and a vigorous body; if in the contest with our
fellows in the commercial world we have been able to
accumulate this world's goods, especially measured
in dollars and cents to the amount of hundreds and
thousands, that we have not the right to spend that
without first paying our debt to the Lord; but it
seems to me that ofttimes our vision is obscured and
our judgment is affected by the display of others.
Or, as is stated in the language of those who wrote
in olden times, we see the glitter of the chariots, we
see the horses. Now we see the automobiles, and
the automobile is a very useful instrument, but because we can now go ten miles with an auto in the
same time that it took us to go one mile years ago
with the horse and carriage, is it necessary that we
should waste the time saved?
I noticed upon a shelf in a home in which I have
recently been in Lamoni, five lamps. They were not
using them. They were using electric lights. I
thought, Well, that is a saving to the housewife;
she doesn't now have to see that the lamp is filled;
she doesn't have to see that the chimneys are
kept clean; and when visitors come to the door,
instead of the wind blowing out the light as

soon as the door is opened, and utter darkness following, all she now has to do is to press the button
and there is light on the porch. . But because all we
have to do to have light is to press the button, you
would not say that the housewife's time that· used
to be used in the cleaning and filling of the lamps,
etc., should be wasted. Why not? Why can't
I use that time as I please? The time that was
taken by the housewife in filling the lamps and cleaning the chimney, that same time is being spent now
by some man at the electric plant, by some man putting up the wires, by some man installing the fixtures. Time is spent, man's time, in making the
light, but that does not give to those who formerly
used more time in supplying an inferior means of
illumination the right to waste the time .thus saved.
That same principle holds good thro~ghout all our
experience. Do not think we should not have modern conveniences in our homes, but if we have modern conveniences in our homes, the electric light and
those things that go to make home more sanitary
and more livable, it is no good reason why we should
take the time that was formerly spent in keeping
the home, and waste it in something that is of no
consequence-that is not necessary to the onward
progress of the general work of the church.
We are told in this revelation that we should be
careful to see that our funds are not spent in the
unnecessary building of houses of worship. The
books of the office will show that during the past
year 'there have been sold and the returns have been
received from the sale of several church buildings
owned by the church. If in the past we may have
in the different places built houses of worship that
cannot be utilized, if we are not careful may we not
do so to-day?
I was very much pleased at the action taken by
1 the Sunday school convention the other day because
I believe in spirit it is in harmony with section 42
of the Doctrine and Covenants, paragraph 9. It
seemed to me that when the association was willing
to give that which was over and above the amount
necessary to properly discharge its work, it was fulfilling the spirit of this revelation.
You will recall the statement of this section of the
Book of Covenants (130: 7) that the word of the
Lord to us in this day is that we should repress our
unnecessary wants-those things which may not be
essential to the continued onward progress of the
work.
We might raise the question: What are the contributing factors 'to the onward progress? What is
the relative importance of each? There is the general church, the,missionary and the loc.al divisions:
the auxiliaries, the Sunday school, the Religio and
the Woman's Auxiliary; there are the institutions:
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the College, the Sanitarium, the Old Folks' and the
Children's Homes. Each of these departments, each
of these institutions are contributing factors, either
for the continued onward progress of the work, or
else they are doing that which is hindering the
progress of the general work. When they are each
fulfilling their mission in their day and time and to
the degree that it was intended they should, in the
economy of God, then they are ~ontributing to the
onward progress of the general work; but when a
department or any institution of the .church becomes
abnormal in its growth, abnormal in its energy, abnormal as. a factor in receiving the contributions
of the Saints, then instead of being one in harmony
with the other departments and institutions of. the
church in making for the onward progress of the
church, it. is hindering that progress.
What amount of consideration, what amount of
energy, what amount of money. should be spent in
each? This is a problem that requires not only consideration, but it requires a great deal of investigation, and examination, to obtain the necessary infor'
1nation from which we can make the correct, right,
and just deductions and conclusions.
We are counseled in this revelation, which I have
read, to repress both in public and in private unnecessary wants. Does it not seem that our atten. tion has been drawn to the need of ascertaining what
are essential or necessary wants? Such wants as
we would have if the mind of Christ Jesus was in
us? Such wants as would make for the continuednot temporary-onward progress of the work?
Such wants as would develop us as children of God
to bring about Zionic conditions? And as we think
of the fulfillment of the word of' the Lord through
our latter-day prophet that peace shall be taken,. from
the earth, and of the word of the prophet, seer and
revelator to the church last year that we were living
in the hastening time, do you think that we can give
too much consideration to the searching of these
commandments, to find what is the will of God concerning us?
To-day the professing Christian world commemorates the victory of our Lord over the grave. The
Apostle Paul has said: "0 death! Where is thy
sting? 0 grave! [Where is thy victory?" The
sting of death is sin-the strength of sin is the law,
but thanks be to God which giveth us the victory
through our Lord Jesus Christ. Therefore, my beloved brethren, be ye steadfast, unmovable, always
abounding in the work of the Lord, forasmuch as
you know your labor-your labor in the Lord-is
not in vain.
He said to his disciple that doubted: "I am the
way, the truth and the light." He also said: "My
father gave a commandment what · I should say
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and what I should speak and I know that his commandment is. life everlasting." To-day we commemorate his victory over the grave.
There is before us the opportunity to have part
in the redemption of Zion. There is given to us
the opportunity of being children of the Highest.
There is offered to us the privilege of being sons of
God, and if we desire to be considered as brethr:en
of Jesus Christ our Lord, it seems to me that in all
we shall do, in the doing, we should resemble our
Lord and Savior, our elder brother who said, "Even
as the Father said unto me, so I speak." There
come to me the words of a hymn that possibly you
have heard sung: "In loving kindness, Jesus came."
Is that the spirit, my brothers and sisters, that buoys
us up? Is that the spirit that strengthens us? Is
that the spirit that fortifies us? Is the spirit with
which we are going forward to discharge our several
duties that of loving-kindness? We, as ambassadors
for Christ, in going forward in the discharge of our
duty should carry with us the spirit of the lovingkindness of our Master, reaching us, not by telling
us that .awful result that should follow if we did not.
do as he would have us to do, but rather in a spirit
of love he has asked us to be children of God, to
bring about on this earth peace and good will to
mankind.
And at this period of the world's history when we
are upon the verge of this awful world conflict, when
it seems that even in our fair land peace shall be
taken from us, is there not borne home to our souls
the necessity of trying to live by every word that
proceedeth from the mouth of God.?
Do not, then, the words of our Lord come_ to us?
Not commanding us, but counseling us, entreating
us, pleading with us to do our part, and though we
· may tremble as a little child who does his part before
the co~pany for the first time; though we may hesitate, can we not feel that we have the support of
our heavenly Father just as much as the little one
has the support of its anxious parents?
iHe wants· us, brethren and sisters, to demonstrate
to this cruel world; he wants us to demonstrate in
spirit and in deed the message of peace. The opportunity is ours. Let us then, . embrace the opportunity to the glory of God, to the salvation of mankind;
and as a secondp.ry consideration, for our own good.
This is my prayer, in Christ's name. Amen.
LECTURES TO THE PRIESTHOOD
[During the recent General Conference President Frederick
M. 'Smith delivered four lectures to 'the priesthood, from
the first two of which we herewith submit the following extracts. This summary is by no mean's complete as he spoke
for forty-five minutes on each occasion. A number of diverse notes weJ1e used ·as well as our own, so the result is
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indeed a summary ~n which we attempt to preserve as much
as possible the spirit of the occasion and the principal points
emphasized. It was in these meetings that President Smith
stood forth so plainly as a leader, more so than e<Ver before
both spiritually and intellectually. We expect to give a
resume of the third and fourth lectures· next weekEDITORS.]

The great advantage of tp.ese meetings is that
they permit a plain presentation of our problems.
These meetings are not round tables, but any question ,pertaining to the topic will be answered later.
We should be willing to trust our superior officers.
If w'e cannot do so, then we should remove them,
and place those in office whom we are willing to
trust. Effective work requires more than a formal
vote to sustain him.
(In law, a man who is even a criminal is presumed
innocent until proven guilty. Sometimes a disposition appears to be manifest to presume our brethren
and even our superior officers guilty, unti~ prowen
innocent. This is wrong both ill1 theory and in
practice. We should assume that a man's intentions are right until the contrary is shown. Especially is this true of our brethren of the priesthood,
and most especially with those who have been called
and ordained to assume the heaviest responsibility
among us, and are called of God, and placed by us
. in position of chief. and heaviest responsibility. Effective work cannot be done without confidence.)
There is, of course, a possibility of the Presidency
using their power unrighteously. But that power
exists because God placed it there. We cannot progress until we give the Presidency our confidence
and include in this also the Twelve and the Seventies. If you cannot trust your President, silence
him. You can do it without filing charges, and he
has no recourse. Every other officer of the church
has a recourse or appeal. You have the right to
silence your President peremptorily by voting to re.,.
fuse to sustain him. Wherein, then, lies the charge
of the infringement of personal rights, if he has also
the power to silence a man in the same way?
The questions of entering the church and entering
the ministry are essentially different. Regardless
of a ma,n's previous morality he may through repentance be received, There may be a nice question as to where we should draw the line on a man
who is so immoral that the church cannot receive
him. But morality is an essential. A man presents himself and asks baptism. 'Entering the
priesthood is logically different. A man does not
enter the priesthood of his own volition, though there
may be exceptions where he has attempted to do so.
Entering the ministry requires all toe qualifications for entering the church plus something. Then
you must recognize that a man may violate his right
to hold the priesthood, yet not touch his right to
1

membership, for priesthood requires everything that
membership does, plus something. Some of this
plus may be designated ability, ,wisdom, loyalty.
Yes, he must be loyal. For effective work the Presidency must have your confidence and support.
The right to sustain or not to sustain rests with
the body. H not sustained by the body, where can
the President go for recourse? Where under God
lies appeal?
It is your privilege and your duty not to sustain
them, if you think the interests of the work are
jeopardized. But so long as they remain in office,
the supreme rights of the executive arm of the
church lie il~ the Presidency. But do not forget to
draw the line between the legislative and the administrative or executive. arm of the church.
Next to the Presidency in authority ~tand the
Twelve. Who may silence a member of the Twelve?
The Presidency, and the appeal is limited. Under
the Twelve in an administrative way stand the
Seventy. A member of the Twelve may silence a
member of the Seventy in a peremptory way. If
he does so, an appeal lies to the Presidency. . . .
We hope under the new regime that when the missionary arm comes in contact with the local,· there
will be no conflict. We have the missionary line,
we have the local line of authority, and they should
run parallel, so as not to cross and conflict. An
elder laboring under the seventy in charge may be
silenced for two causes: immorality followed by
proper action; also for unwise or careless conduct.
An appeal lies, if there is a member of the Twelve
in the vicinity or district in charge or the 'work in
that place, to the Twelve, and if not, to the First
Presidency.
Loc~JJly, any local minister may be silenced by
the branch president or by the district president.
If he is silenced by the branch' president, an appeal
lies to the district president and then to the .First
Presidency. If a member of the Twelve is laboring
in this field, an appeal niay be to this member of the
Twelve. If satisfactory consideration is . not secured, the appeal goes to 'the First Presidency.
A seventy (or elder under church appointment)
becomes to a degree a general church officer. To
every seventy is the right to demand the license of
a local man, if an emergency exists. The appeal
then lies in due course upward to the Presidency.
Again, prov1ding for contingency, if there is a mem. ber of the Twelve in that field, the appeal lies to him.
-To what local court is a ma,;n-a seventy-amenable when traveling for the church, when tried for
immorality? There is some basis for asserting only
before the High Council.
Of the local officers, what are tlie duties of the
deacon? To fill the coal hod and sweep ,out? That
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only a sma]l part of his duties. He should be
among the best business men of the church, assisting
the bishop and the brethren. Yet you have ordained such men elders and they have been on the
shelf, their real work prevented. If you have a
deacon who can only fill the coal bucket, you had
better let us silence him.
We have been just as erratic and foolish in selecting teachers. In most branches he is held as a detective. This is a mistake. No office calls for more
tact, good sense and discretion than the office of the
the teacher. Many indifferent elders mightmake
good teachers. But too often w'e consider the office
of deacon and teacher a step on the way to "higher"
office. This is. logically and fundamentally wrong.
Their work is as important as any work in the
church. A deacon or teacher who does his duty is
higher than a president of the church not doing his
duty. ·We should select and sustain men who are
especially qualified for these offices. If we. honor our
office and calling, God and the. church
will honor us.
'
(This calls to mind the story of a young man
who was ordained a deacon: He dreamed that he
went out with a double-barreled shotgun, and some
one interpreted this to mean that he would receive
the Aaronic priesthood and the Melchisedec priesthood, as a double-barrel shotgun, and finally would
go out as a minuteman (seventy) to represent the
church. So he got the idea he would be something
"big." It was beneath his dignity to be a deacon.
He did nothing and there he has stuck. Many of
our young men are actually hindered by dreams of
those who wish them well but who persistently. call
them to "higher office." Even if their intentions
are good, it tends to hinder rather than to help.)
We wish to emphasize again the validity and importance of the work of tl).e Aaronic priesthood, and
that a priest who does his duty has as much right for
divine inspiration in doing so, as has any minister
in the church.
The teacher who hunts another one to uncover
his sin, rather than to so minister to the member
that the sin be removed and not come to light, should
himself be removed. His work is not that of the
detective or police. His duty is to save souls as
much as it is the duty of an elder or seventy.
The same is true of the priest. The priest who
works as he should, will be intimately acquainted
with all his members: not a mere formality but a
real interest, in a spirit of helpfulness. He will be
clean and careful in his appearance and deportment,
not careless and indifferent.
We want to say to every man of the priesthood,
that you should exhibit just a little more spirituality
than the average member. Should we not expect
the priesthood always to be clean and tidy? Slov-
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enliness frequently causes immorality. We have a
right to demand a high standard of living from these
men.
As to grammar, the priesthood have no right to
be ungrammatical. Often it is a matter of inertia,
or should we call it pure laziness? There is no
reason why our message should not be presented in
the very finest language. Yet, if the life behind the
message is fine, we may forget the crudities of
tongue. But if behind it is that which is not pure,
then he should be removed. We are jealous of our
standard. We want to place it high and yet higher.
We want to get some of these things off all our books,
and present ourselves a holy priesthood before our
heavenly Father.
Many instances were cited of men who were not
properly representing the church, and some actuqJly
attacking it, and yet were sent out year after year
as church representatives. This is not proper. A
man has his individual privilege, and should have it,
to say what he likes, but he ought not to go out as
a representative of the church and attack the
church's position.
Personal deportment to avoid the appearance of ·
evil and personal appearance are also urged, and
an appeal made against set sermons~ It is proper
that we shall have an outline-a skeleton-of our
discourse. Think it out and plan it beforehand.·
But we should then leave it for the Spirit to give
it flesh, blood and life. We ought not to preach the
same sermon over and over. There are some men,
who, as soon as they start to preach, those who have
heard them a few times can tell from the first text
or two everything that will be said. They follow
the same line year after year. This is wrong; we
ought to grow. !We ought to adapt ourselves to
circumstances, locality and the congregation; -vve
should build. we should choose each text as an
integral part of many sermons and make it over,
fresh and living-reedit it-reclothe it.
In our personal deportment we must consider the
effect of what we say. It seems humorous to crack
a. joke, but if you will notice, many a time it is directed against some one else in such a way as to
give offense. Watch yourself to see that you do not.
If you must joke, let it be at your own expense.
Sometimes an issue comes between the·· interests
of the church and the individual man. If it comes
to an issue, there can be no question where our choice
must lie. I have urged, and still urge upon these
men who go out representing the church generally,
that where they find its interests jeopardized, act and
let the matter take its course. Do not hesitate to act
when the interests of the church are in danger.
(This is a very brief presentation and only parts
of the many exce11ent points made. These lectures
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proved highly beneficial and their effect is seen in
quorum action as well as on the floor of the confer.ence. We want ideals high and men to maintain
them.)

if we cannot do a thing to-day, or begin to do it,
lay the foundation of it, we will never do it .
To-day is our surest possession: there really is
no to-morrow, it is only another to-day; and the last
day lies hid, therefore we should watch every day;
just
as the Master has enjoined: "Be ye therefore
NOW
ready,, for in such an hour as ye think not, the Son
of Man cometh."
Ah, but my computations, people say,
Reduced the y.ear to better reck<lJning?-Nay,
In thus dedicating ourselves to the present we are
'Twas only striking from the calendar
not in anywise minimizing the value of vision-using
Unborn to-morrow and dead yesterday.
this term in its broadest sense. "Where there is
-Omar Khayyam.
no vision," says the prophet, "the people perish."
Behold, now is the accepted time; behold, now is the day No great enterprise was ever accomplished by an
of salvation.-Paul.
individual who had no vision, who could not visualIt is not living in the world of yesterday, nor in ize and plan. The men of dreams and visions are
the world of to-morrow, but in to-day's world that the men who are always well in the van in the march
coqnts. The past is properly used only when it is of the world's progress. Not that a dream or vision
employed in the service of the present and the future. is per se a thing of any great moment or value. 1ts
We must not only look backward and learn our les- worth may be determined only by the extent to which
son but we must look around and apply it; then we it is susceptible of being transmuted from the abare true to our time and to its demands. It is not stract into the concrete. As the poet has so aptly
what we have done, what we intend to do nor what said,
we can do, but what we do do that counts.
Those love truth best who to thems~lves are true,
And what they dare to dream of, dare to do.
The biggest word in our language is the word Today. !Time is but a measure of duration and all our
There are plenty of important duties however,
life is just one "to-day!' iAs Tennyson says, it is that do not require a vision or dream to disclose,
"one eternal now;" for time really stands still.
that give ample opportunity for service every day
We poor, weak, human beings naturally procrasti- of our lives. As Carlyle has stated, "Our grand
nate. We like to follow the line of least resistance business undoubtedly is not to see what lies dimly
and salve our conscience with the prospect of a "more at a distance, but to do what lies clearly at hand.''
convenient season." But there never will be a more But the following quotation from one of Professor
convenient season. The accepted time is now; the Dresser's notable works is more comprehensive as
well as thoroughly germane to the subject:
day of salvation is now.
If we would only permit the Word to become flesh in its
Emerson, in his essay on "Experience" deals with
own
way, all would run smoothly, but here is where we are
this question in his customary unique, but convincapt to forget, to grow impatient and doubtful.
ing style. He says: .
Instead of reaching out in strained, >ascetic fervor, we
To finish the moment, to find the journey's end in every
step of the road, to live the greatest number of good hours,
is wisdom. It is not the part of men but of fanatics, or of
mathematicians, if you will, to say, that, the shortness of
life co1nsidered, it is not worth caring whether for so short .a
duration we were sprawling in want or sitting high. ' Since
our office is with moments, let us husband them. Five
minutes of to-day are worth as much to me as five minutes
in the next millennium. Let us be poised, and wise and our
own to-day.

And again he says :
It is said all martyrdoms looked mean when they were
sufl'ered. E.very ship is a romantic object, except that we
sail in. Embark, and the romance quits our vessel, and
hangs on ervery other sail on the horizon. 'Tis the trick of
nature thus to degrade to-day.

Of course, this kind of an argument does not contemplate such an extreme view as might be suggested
to certain minds ; as for instance, the crowding of
a prodigious amount of work into every twelve hours
of daylight. What it does imply, nowever, is, that

should regard the eternal vision as a picture of what may
be. The prophetic forecast shows what may come to me if
every day of my journey I am faithful to the guidance of
that day.
I do illOt attain salvation once .for all; I work it out daily.
I must keep in constant touch with the Spirit, if I would always live by the Spirit. The working out of the eternal
vision is in the world of time.
The vital. question is,
'Granted the vision of myself as I may be, what shall I do
with myself as I am?

Then how about the redemption of Zion? Have
notthe eyes of our church been fastened upon this
glorious vision for nearly a century? Its prophetic
forecast has been with the children of God almost
since the inception of time upon our planet. We
certainly are not lacking in vision, but there must
be something lacking, somewhere; else there would
not have been any necessity for the Lord to utter
the following arraingment agp,inst ·his people:
There is even now already in store a sufficient, yea, even
abundance to re,deem Zion, [tnd establish her waste places,
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no more to be thrown dow,n, were the churches, who call
themselves after my name, willing to hearken to my voice.Doctrine and Covenants 98: 10.

So far then, as the subject of Zion is conce:rcned,
now is the accepted time; now is the day of redemption.
How long, then, before we realize ~he vital importance of this fact? When shall we get a proper
evaluation of the things of worth?
Truly, when the time shall. come that we ~hall
fully recognize that the sphere of Zion embraces
the things which are present as· well as things which
are to come: That the little happenings of our daily
lives a~e as much the agencies of God as the Apocelyptic ecstasies of the heavenly places; it will assuredly be the precursor of the brightest day that
has ever shone for us upon this planet.
EDWARD INGHAM.

c:::::::::=O=F=G=EN=E=R=A=L=IN=T=E=R=ES=T=)
YUCATAN
iWASHINGTON, DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA._:_"To industrial American Yucatan;' says a bulletin of.the National Geographic Society issued recently, "is chiefly
interesting as the home of the henequen, or sisal
, fiber, used in the manufacture of 'binding twine, the
price control of which is now being passed upon by
.our Federal courts.. But by the archreologist this
coral-ribbed peninsula has been appropriately named
the "American Egypt," and it was here that Central
American civilization reached its apogee. We quote
the following from the bulletin:
The origin of the •Mayan builders has caused much
debate. Arnold and Frost, who made extensive investigations on the peninsula and the near-by island
of Cozumel were convinced that they came direct
from Asia, by sea, probably not earlier than the
sixth century, and the similarity which these students found in the buildings and ornamentations of
,Yucatan and Java and portions of India lend credence to this theory.
R. Spence Hardy, in his Eastern Monarchism, said
that the ancient· edifices of Chichen in Central 'America "bear a striking resemblance to the topes of
India," and a writer in the Edinburgh Review, 1867,
remarked that "the great temple at Palenque so
closely corresponds in its principle details with that
of Boro Budor in the province of Kedu (Java) as
to place beyond all reasonable debate the common
purpose and the origin of both."
With few exceptions the archais building of Yucatan stand on truncated pyramids, a peculiarity of
construction wherever Buddhism anciently prevailed,
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and the Mayan arch is found in ancient Buddhist
structures and nowhere else in the world. The bril-'
liant wall colors are like those found in Buddhist
edifices, and one characteristic design, called the "red
hand" was observed by General Grant's party when
they visited the Maharajah of Jeypoor in 1879, and
passed through the temples there.
On the friezes of the Stupa of Bharahat in India,
found by Sir Alexander Cunnigham in 1873, are
rows of carved hands precisely similar in shape
to those on the ruins of Conzumel, and the "water
lily" decoration at Palenque, Central Americl:1-, is
believed by some to be the Buddhist lotus.
Whatever may be the finally accepted theory of
their origin, the student of Central American archre~
ology will find at Uxmel, Kabah, Sayil, Labna, and
in the Chichen-Itza, the Taj Mahal of Central America, marvelous ruins testifying to the great architecturai ability of the May~ns.
Columbus in 1502 concluded that Yucatan was
an island, and it was known to the early Spaniards
as "Isla Rica." In 1517 Francisco Hernandez de
Cordova came to Yucatan from Cuba and Europeans
for the first time saw stone houses in America.
During the first half of the sixteenth century various attempts were made by the Spaniards to conquer this territory, and the names of Solis, Pinzon,
Valdivia, Cordova, Grijalva, Montejo and Davila, figure in the Yucatecan history, and occasionally in
the Yucatecan diet of that period, the Mayan being
partial to broiled Europeans. In 1535 not a Spaniard remained in Yucatan, but in 1549 Montejo the
younger had succeeded in establishing Spanish rule
over about one half of the peninsula, and the city
of Merida was founded, built from stones on the
ruined site of Tahoo.
The Merida of to-day is a Paris in miniature, having achieved enormous prosperity through the sale
of henequen, "the green gold of Yucatan." :Merida
is a city of windmills, about 6,000 being used to pump
water from the limestone. The streets are excellently paved and very cleanly.
In 1824 Yucatan became a federal state of Mexico,
but excessive taxation brought on an· armed revolt
in 1840, the federal forces were driven out, and the
state declared its independence, being forced back
into the federation by Santa Ana. Another revolt
of the Indians took place in 1847 and they maintained their independence down ·to Diaz's administration. In 1910 they once more revolted, after
which they retired to the unknown territory of
Quintana Roo.
Though nature has treated Yucatan in niggardly
fashion in the matter of soil, the fortunes which the
Yucatecans have reaped from sisal have more than
compensated them. The henequen raisers are posi-
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tively so rich that they do not know what to do with
their money. When Senor Molina was governor he
taxed every bale of henequen loaded at Progreso,
the chief port, in orer to raise money with which
to pave Merida. Within three years $15,000,000 was
raised in this manner and to-day from north to south
and from east to west, side streets and main streets
for the full three miles width of the city, the surface
is as smooth as glass and as spotless as a Dutch
kitchen.
Progreso has no harbor, the shallows stretching
far seaward. It sprawls on a semicircle of pale
sand fringed with weathered warehouses and a thin
belt of palm trees. Yet out of this port in 1916 went
$40,000,000 w.orth of sisal, a large amount of which
came to the United States. It may be truly said
that the interest of the American wheat grower is
. bound up in the crop success of Yucatan.

VALUE OF TIME SPENT IN SCHOOL
[The following is the text in full of one of the charts used
in the Gracel:and booth at the church during the 11ecent General Conference. It is from the United States Bureau of
Education Exhibit, of the Panama-Pacific Exposition. Much
inte1o~:st was ma,nifested in the statements set forth and a
number of requests have been made for its publication.
-EDITORS.]

·EVERY DAY SPENT IN SCHOOL PAYS THE CHILD NINE
DOLLARS
Her-e is the Pr-oof: Uneducated laborers earn on
the average $500 per year for forty years, a total of
$20,000.
Educated laborers earn on the average $1,000 per
year for forty years, a total of $40,000. ·
This education required 12 years of schooling of
180 days each, a total of 2,160 days in school.
If 2,160 days at school add $20,000 to the income
for life, then each day at school adds $9.02.
The ch1:ld that stays out of school to earn less than
$9 a day is losing money, not making money.

FINIS?
It is a sobered world. Engulfed in war, facing
death and starvation, nation after nation has been
swept by the terrible tide of destruction.
Neither hemisphere has escaped. Armies march
in Europe, Asia and Africa. No seas are without
their mines, their battleships and submarines. All
skies are speckled with armored aircraft.
The few neutral nations across the Atlantic tremble in fear that their time will come next as the
tramp of hostile armies echoes aeross their borders.
Our own country, serene and satisfied in its fancied isolation and independence, has trusted to these
to save it from being whirled into the maelstrom of
war. But this may not be.

If not, we shall see the whole world ablaze. Neutrality will be extinguished-Mexico and South
America and all the Orient involved, the Monroe doctrine endangered and militarism 'supreme.
Is it surprising that some are inquiring if the end
of all things is not approaching? The world may
well be sobered by the thought.-Los Angeles Times,
March 31, 1917.

AN ABORIGINES ASSOCIATION
· The aborigines of the States of Mexico, Tlaxcala,
Puebla and Morelos have organized an association
under the name of the United Society of th:e Indigenous Races, and already have half a million members enrolled, according to the Mexico City Universal.
Colonel Miguel de la Trinidad Regalado, himself an
Indian, has been chosen president by a convention
recently held in the capital city, at which were present two hundred and fifty delegates, representing the
half million members.
This association has been in process of formation
for the P;ast five years and has grown steadily until
it has attained its present encouraging proportions.
The leading object of the organization is the acquirement by each member of a small tract of land, upon
w~ich he may labor for the support of his family.
This means to him all that is best in life, giving him,
in addition to a comfortable subsistence, an oppor~
tunity for education and for association with his fellows for the uplifting of the entire body of aborig.:.
ines. The establishment of schools in even the
smallest and most remote hamlet is one of the prime
objects of the organization, and its efforts in this and
all other directions are being ably seconded by the
authorities. They have pledged their firm support
to the Government that. has made possible the ad:..
vancement already noted and are enthusiastic in
their alleg·iance to the Constitutionalist leaders.
,A VERY CLEVER LA WYER.-A Londoner who was
staying in Scotland for a little while recently had
need of legal assistance. Titbits tells that he went up
to a sensible looking man in the street and began:
"Pardon me, sir; but are you a resident of this
town?"
"Weel," was the cautiGus reply, "I've leeved here a
matter o' fifty year."
"Ah! then, perhaps, you can''help me," went on
th~ visitor.
"I'm looking for a criminal lawyer.
Have you one in this town?''
The. Scotsman dropped his voice to a confidential
whisper as he answered:
·'
"We hiv, but we hinna been. able to prove it against
him yf't. He's ower sharp."-Curr-ent Opinion.
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THE STAFF
• Edited by AUDENTIA ANDERSON, 2009 Locust St., Omaha, Nebr. •

Music at General Conference
The first meeting of the singers of the conferenc:e occurred· Thursday evening, April 5, at which rehearsal
ninety-seven appear·ed, which was a fi1ne showing. The first
anthem was rendered Friday evening, followed by a fine servof a similar nature at many succeeding meetings.
The first rehearsal of the oratorio, "The Messiah," took
place Sunday afternoon, and so satisfactory was it, that all
fears of its ultimate success vanished from the m~nd of· our
chorister, and his enthusiam from then on was contagious.
He had chosen Sister NelLe Atkinson Kelley to sing the
soprano, 1Sister Frances White Norris, the contralto solos,
Brother Paul
Craig for the bass solos, and Brother R. C.
Smith for the ~enor solos. The latter ,is the eldest of the
the three sons of the late president of the church, who were
left motherless at the death, a year ago last fall, of our
Sister Ada. The lad is but eighteen, but is the fortunate
possessor of a full, rich tenor voice, of excellent timbre and
resonance, which he uses with. wonderful ease and vitality.
Under the guidance of Brother Paul Craig, while in a,ttendance at Graceland this year, the young man visioned to
some extent the~shall we call it "stew1ardship"?~of such
a gift, and will without d'oubt, in harmony with the spirit
and the essence of our beautiful faith, co1nsecrate his musical talents to the service of Him whose gifts they ar·e, in
a way both humble and: :appreciative. The splendid response our young people are making to the demands by
the church upon their gifts and attainments of 'whatever
nature they may be, speaks well for the consecration of our
coming defenders of the truth, a 1n d .offers us great encourag.ement as to the achievements of the future.
Thursday and Friday evenings, to audiences which filled
to overflowing the large auditorium of the church, the confel'ence choir sang the wonderful music of Handel's masterpiec:e, the appreciation of the listeners being attested by
their perfect att,ention a,nd interest to lthe close of the
unavoidably long program. .Sister Kelley interpreted the
solos intrusted to her care with delicacy anq clearness, her
pure tones ringing out with assurance in the triumphant
words of "I know that my Redeemer li~eth!" Sister Norris,
w:ith beautiful sympathy declared "He shall feed his flock
like a _shepherd," as well "He was despised, and rejected of
men." Brother Oraig, with vigor and skill, warned of the
com~ng of Him who shall be as a r·efiner's fire, and asked,
i:n rich, deep tones, "Who shall abide t:hie day of his coming?"
while Brother R. C.'s voice reached the. climax of feeling in
his plaint, "Thy rebuke ha.th broken his heart; he looked to
see if there was anyone to comfo•rt him, but there was: no
man!"
The choruses chanting in joy of the "Glory of the Lord,"
or in full tide of happiness over "Unto us a. child is born,"
or the prophetic an.nouncement "Behold, the Lamb of God,
who hath taken away the sins of the world," through the
triumph of "Lift up your heads, 0, ye gates," to·the grand
climax of multitudes acclaiming, "Worthy is the Lamb that
was slain," and in "Hallelujahs" proclaiming him "Lord
of lords, and King over all," felt, through the inspirational
leading of their director, Brother Hoxie, and their ow,n consecrated preparation through prayer and devotion, for their
part of the message, a thrill something akin to what must
be in store for those who partakle in the songs of everlasting
praise around the throne of God~those, whose garments

ice.
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are washed clean, and who have gained the victory over
wrong and darl.qness!
These are experiences which bring us close, close to the
giv·er of music who has counseled us to study that we may
sing with joy and understanding, and who is asking for
servi.ce at our hands.

The Conference Choir Prayer Meetings
Three mornings at seven o'dock found a number of the
singers assembled for prayer and testimony in one of the
primary rooms. These meetings proved to be a source of
comfort and uplift of soul to those who attended, and they
expressed themselves as getting thereby a clearer vision
of the service of music in the church through what they
heard and felt. Brother Hoxie led, being assisted at times
by Brother Mills, Brother Bullard or others, and the sing.ers
assembled gained a more definite idea, through these meeti1ngs, of the aims and the hopes of the 1eaders of the choir
movement in ilhe church. Experiences of many kinds were
related, and served to suggest ways •and means, remedies
and preventions, plans and defenses, along the "rough and
thorny" path of the hard-laboring chorister~either of local
or district endeavor! Sist,ers Plato a,nd Evans, of Michigan, esp·ecially, proved sources of much profitable information and suggestions, for they are among our most successful district choir workers.
One young"man declared that he had found a new path,
since confer:ence opened, for never before had he experienced .the fact that one could feel a baptism of the Spirit
while s~nging. He said it meant a new service for him,
and he would not have missed being present for a grea,t
deal.
Another spoke of the encouragement which had come his
way from some of the leaders, and that he had gone on in
the pursuit of music in spite of difficulties, and was determined that his services should some day be of value to
the church in this direction.
A young woman told of the direct infiu6Jnce for good
which she had felt come into her life through the devotion
of a chorister under whom she had studied, and felt that
she owed very much to that one. Another told of how
music. had lifted her from despair and gloom, and had
opened fo·r her doors of opportunity as well as rejoicing,
a,nd that she could not praise God enough for the gift and
appreciation of music which had enriched her life.

The Choir Reception
As has been customary for a number of ye1ars, the local
choir entertained the visiting singers. This time it was on
Tuesday evening, following the program of the Woman's
Auxiliary at which service t:he choir had render-ed two
magnificent numbers. The place was the high school building, in the fine assembly room in which a short program
was given, the quality of the offering not being diminished.
by its br•evity. Brother Harold Burgess presided over proceedings, with inimitable humor :and the happy result of
making ·everyone present feel at peace with himself and all
his neighbors.
Then the scene of •activities shifted to the gymnasium,
where gay decoratio;ns added to the festivity. ·Stunts of
various kinds, calculated to make everyone well acquainted
with everyone else, with iced punch and wafers on the side,
a medley of songs as a diversion, and a wind-up of chorus
singing under the direction of our church chorister, who,
as usual, skillfully guided the selections into quieter and
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more subdued challjnels, finishing with the usual tender "God
be with you till we meet again," and prayer for protection
and watchcare by Apostle Russell, combined to make the
bright lights of another one of those pictures which Memory used as mural decoration in her famous halls! As the
laughing, or singing, or challenging voices vanished in varying directions ~n the darkness of the night, we could but
thank God for the "tie that binds :our hearts in Christian
lov,e!"

The Missionary Chorus
We should sadly miss something very delightful and very
much appreciated by the entire conference congregation,
were anything to deprive us of the privilege of hearing at
various times, the spirited singing . of our young missiqnaries. Each spring, the joy of their reuniting seems to
permeate their music with a subtle quality of t,enderness,
and unity of purpose, and as we listen to their harmonies,
we are touched with the beauty of their life's services, their
humility, recognition of high· ideals, and their pure heartconsecration to God and his church. Bless them--collectively
and individually, these music loving minutemen of our orga1nization

Our Orchestra
The history of our music at conference would hardly be
complete without a mention of our new feature-the national orchestra. U ndecr general ,SiUpervision of Brother
Hoxie, but chierfly due to the active and efficient labors of
his lieutenant, Brother Arthur Mills, the infant was brought
out for inspection and hearing at the Coliseum, one evening, in connection with Brother R. C. Evans's series of sermons there. While it had not grown much in the year that
has passed s~nce we first saw it and heard its efforts, we
feel that it is nourishing upon the propetr -k~nd of food, that
which will build substantially and firmly. Brother Mills
is no dreamer that is content with dreaming; he sees a
future for this organization of our orchestral forces, and
he is forming and fostering many quiet plans looking towards the fulfillment of what he sees. We have every
reason to feel encouraged. The difficulties are many but
there are those who are qualifying and soon these difficulties
will melt away befOT<e the fire of enthusiasm and real preparation to "p'raise God with the instruments of strings and of
reed and of brass!" Speed the day!

The Farewell
After the pleasing strai1ns of the oratorio, Friday
evening, arid the ·eloquent words of praise and benedictio1n
from the lips of Brother Rusht01n, Brother Hoxie announced a general invitation to the choir to go with him
to the "Fern," the well-known little restaurant doWiil town,
conducted by Brother Foreman. Seventy .responded to the
call, and the capacity of the pla.ce was taxed to accommodate
the happy throng. It wasn't a question of "What will you
ha,ve?" it was "Take what is offer,ed, and be thankful!"
The tables were put together in long banquet fashion, seats
were secured for the ladies, and the gentlemen transformed
themselves, into waiters and entertainers! Such lusty songs
as issue'd from lusty throatS'---glad for very gladness's sake.
Then the tables were turned, not again literally, but this
time figuratively, and the ladies were entertainers, while
the gentlemen disposed of various sweets. Rounds, glees,

melodies old and new, patriotic songs, and original thrusts
set to music, filled the hour with just pure fun and nonsense,
and the participants with a better Uinderstanding of the.
hospitality and generosity of the church chorister, who "paid
the piper" when the fun was over! The enthusiastic Graceland boys who happened to be present, voiced the sentiments of all, when they gave "three and a tiger", for "Hoxie
-he's all right!"
.
One hundred and twenty-five was the :number singing at
the first rendition of the oratorio, we understand, while the
second night there were but one hundred and two, which
we consider a very fine showing considering the fact that
cqnference had adjourned in the morning. Our chorister
tells us all to get busy and "dig" on the "E-lijah," which he
hopes to conduct at the conference of 1918, in Independence.
Everybody take notice, and "All in favor, hurry up!"

Special Numbers
The "special" music heard at the confecrence and conThere
were choruses by the college glee club, by the high school
girls glee club, by the Graceland male quartet, and instrumental music of an orchestral nature under Brother Anthony's direction as well as Brother Mills's. Piano numbers
were given by Graceland students, some being solos, some
duets, and o1ne for eight hands.
Vocal solos were furnished at many of the preaching
services, :Sister Robinson, of Kansas City, 'Sister Kelly, of
Omaha, 1Sister McCormack, of Denver, ,sr. Craig, of Lamoni,
Sister Brown, of Chariton, Brother Elliott, of Saint Louis,
Brother Craig, Brother Smith, Brother Fry and many
others appearing at different times. A program was given
by the Lamoni orchestra and 'a1nother by the Graceland
school of music. It is a delight to see the willingness and
the efficiency which these young people manifest in this part
of the worship, and we would that many, many more of
God's people would see· the wisdom and the desirability of
obeying this good command in regard to cultivating the>
gifts of music and of song. Surely we· must be a gladsome
people a1nd we must have wherewith to praise the Father, in
the days of rejoicing which are opening before us!

ve~tions this spring was of a wide and· varied nature.

"The Elijah"
PHILADELPHIA, 1917
In keeping with what has come to be a "custom," the
choir of the Philadelphia 'Branch, under the leadership of
Brother Albert N. Hoxie, held Its annual festivity o,n Tues~
day evening, April 2. '
This performance is no doubt the greatest achievement •
of our local choir movement to date. Not .only is "The
Elijah" the most difficult work thus far undertaken, but
the success was achieved under great difficulty and in a
comparatively short period of time.
The rendition was sublime. These functions always tax
the seating capacity of the church; and while this itseU is
a tribute to the choir work, we have further evidences of
appreciation in such expressions as "Don't you ever allow
me to miss anything lik!e this." One, person, of the number who stood on the sidewalk and listened, said: "It
made the roots of my hair Hngle." This may 1)-elp you to
form an idea of how really wonderfully this work was accomplished.
We had in attendance some of the' "critics" of Philadelphia. These expressed surprise at hearing such a per- _
formance in a church choir. Three factors enter into
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these s'hccesses: First, very capable le;,dership. Second,
devotion to the service of song on the. part of the chorister
and members of the chorus. Third, the inspiration which
attends the erfforts of those who give themselves over to such
worthy undertakings.
We are exceed~ngly fortunate in having such a capable
accompanist as Sister Clara . Hoxie, whose help is no small
factor in the success of these difficult oratorios.
We solicited the master's aid in this work, and we are
sure that the divine presence was felt in the soul of both
s~nger and hearer.
THE ORCHESTRAL CONCERTS
in the month of March will long be remembered by our
members and friends. Forty-five members, under the leadership of Brother Hoxie, rende:~;ed a most inspimtional program.
This is a new feature here, and prospects are that it will
grow to such proportions that the whole community will feel a
deep interest in its development. It is now talked of as the
"Community" orchestro, and it is patronized very largely
by the friends in the community.
We look forward with happy anticipations to our musieal
functions. The social gatherings of the choir members have
much to do with developing a, fraternal feeling among the
members. We cannot measure the good that our choir work
does for the Saints and friends of the church.
J. AUGUST KOEHLER.

WOMAN'S AUXILIARY
Edited

by~AUDENT.IA

ANDERSON, 2009 Locust St., Omaha, Nebr.

Woman's Auxiliary Convention
We feel sure the readers of this departm€!nt of the HERALD are eagerly awaiting ·news from tl:J,e general convention of our auxiliary held in connection with the recent
conference. We feel equally sure they will be glad to hear
that the sessions held were of a gratifying high order, and
that their influence cannot but be felt most widely for good
and uplift. A brief history of our activities may be i.n
order, prior to the offic~al report which our secretary will
soon be sWiding to us.
Printed programs of all the scheduied meetings, together
with reports from officers, and the proposed changes in
constitution and by-laws, were placld on the stand at the
beginning of the conference, and frequent attention was
called to their existence, and all interested were urged to
obtain one, and to attend the various meetings outl~ned. The
officers of the conference had kindly allowed us the use of
the lower auditorium of the church each morn~g, from
10.30 to noon-a decided advantage over two years ago,
when we were compelled to go to a building down town to
hold our sessions.
On Saturday forenoon was held the opening meeting,
under the auspices of the superintendent of the Young
Woman's department, Sister J. A. Gardner, of Indepe;ndence, "The need of education for girls, as a preparation
for life's work," was the subject of an 'earnest appeal
from !Sister William Madison, of Independence. She feels
that a well-rounded education for girls consists in an intelligent conception of her duties to God, to her body, and
to' her mind. She puts them in that order. Spirituality
first, physical perfection second, and lastly mentally, through
which woman should be well equipped to understand clearly
her duties in every direction.
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"Need of personal culture for girls? was dwelt upon by
Sister Ruby Short of Independence, instructor in art in
Kansas City m.anual training school. Sister Short has had
years· of experience with girls, ~nd herself one, in true sym.pathy and understanding of their nature; she pointed out
!in well-illustrated paragraphs, some of the underlying principles of real culture for girls. She feels that they have
their foundation in that word, so descriptive of the Christian
doctrine-unselfishness, and she thinks that our girls have a
definite missio:n to the world, expressed in the words of a
teacher in the Independence school, who said, "We have
grown to look for better things from Latter Day Saint children than from others ; we expect them to show a higher
grade, both of mentality and morality than other chHdren."
Sister Earlita Smith Inslee, of Seattle, daughter of Brother
and Sister Heman C. Smith, talked of "The Oriole girls ~n
civic work," and pointed out many ways in which such organizations can be utilized for pommunity uplift. She made
a strong plea for mothers-and this means those with the
real mother instinct, whether it has had a natural outlet or
not-who are living in large cities, to open their homes to
our church girls, where they may feel at liberty to bring their
f·ri€!nds, to spend an evening in music, games, or reading, or
just in expre.ssion of the God-giv•en privilige of youth-a
"good time." Only women or girls who have lived within
the limiting space of a tiny city bedroom, with no place in
which to receive their friends, or to go of an evening, can
realize how such a home can be appreciated, and what a
tremendous factor it may be in the life of such girls, who,
good as they may desire to be, too often succumb, sooner or
later, to the appeal of the world, and go the easy and downward way.
Sister John Lentell, Of Scranton, Pennsylvania, told of the
many ways in which "Home training for the Oriole girls"
has proven of great benefit, and help in the homes. Sister
Lenten has perhaps as wide an experience as any worker
among the young in this regard, as she has organized, stimulated and directed many clubs of young girls. She does not
restrict her influence, either, to those of our own church, for
she believes that these Oriole circles appeal to others, as
well, and are a distinct means of interesting them in our
church and doctrines. 0 1ne of her circles is composed entirely
of Catholic girls, and is one of her most enthusiastic groups.
Mond;y fore1noon, Professor Geo;rg.e N. Briggs, President of
Graceland College, made an address on "The c~mmunity social and 'recreational center, and its crelation to the home"
which abounded in spl€Jndid facts and suggestions. A survey
of Lamoni last year, disclosed many conditions whicll are typical of those prevailing evecywher'e; imagine a home where
six children live, in which there is not one game, not one
book, or magazine, no provision for wholesome amug,ement or
the direction of a child's activity of any sort! Other homes
had a few books, ll!lld perhaps a game of "jacks"! And
these people are the very ones who most strongly opposed the
idea of establishing a social center, whet~e games and reading, and opportunities for good, innocent recreation could be
at hand! The children from such homes are not found in
them very much of the time, and the neighbors could vote
differently from the parents 0:n the advantages to be gained
from a community center for recreation.
Bishop McGuire followed Professor Briggs, on the subject, "What women can do in the church," and gave a very
clear idea of his conception of the highest duty and privilege
of our sex. He feels that a woman's ·first duty is to her home
and its in;mates; her second to her neighborhood and church
insofar as it does not interfere with an efficient discharge of
the first.
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Bishop McGuire w'in have an article soon for our columns
giving us his idea concerning the raising of money by our
women.
Owing to the bereavement in the family of our pr·esident,
referred to elsewhere, the reception given by the Lamoni
auxiliary to visit~ng members was postponed from Saturday
loW.ening to that of Monday. Sister Lydia Thomas Wight was
in charge of this, at which ev·ery effort was made to make the
women mingle, and get acquainted with each other and with
the officers of the organization as well as the superintendents .
of di:fflerent departments.
!Short talks, questions asked and answered, a few musical
and literary 1numbers, al)d general good will made the evening pleasant, and one to be remembered, although the attraction of a very popular speaker in the upper auditorium
pl'evented as large an attendanoe of the women at this reoeption as had been anticipated and desired.
Tuesday morning was held the first business meeting, details
of which will doubtless appear in these columns shortly. That
ev•ening, in the upper auditorium of the chu;rch, occurred out
annual "open program."' This one was considered unusually
attractive. Sister Fr·ederick M. Smith presided, with grace
and dignity, and the great conference choir furnished two
special numbers for the occasion. Sister Lula M. Sandy, of
Kansas City, spoke of "History of woman's progress," followed by "The cause demands the woman," by Apostle J. W.
Rushton, of Los Angeles. Both these addres9es were timely
and breathed a 1'ecog1nition of the valuable place women
should take in helping to solve the problems of to-day.
•Brother Rushton declared that Zion could not be redeemed
without the cooperation and consecration of our women.
Sister Blanche Allen Needham, of Toronto, Canada, sang a
much appreciated solo, with spirit and beauty, her full, rich
voice showing to good advantage in the song selected.
Business o,n ·Wednesday ·engrossed the attention of the
auxiliary workers but, owing to the feeling that conference
would adjourn sooner than customary some of the programs
planned were shoved forward. Thus the one scheduled for
Thursday, or at least a portion of it, was run in between the
·business of the day, Miss iJ arvis, Lamoni kindergarten
teacher, giving an illustrated address on "The value of play
to the child." She had a group of little folks who demonstrated some of the play-work which a mother can carry out
with her little 'ones at home, and the meaning or development
sought £or in the games.
Thursday forenoon Brother Cha•rles Irwin, superintendent
of the Lamoni public schools, gave a very valuable add11ess on
"The story of ·life," mention of which, as well as the one on
"psychology of the adolescent age" by Professor Floyd Me~
Dowell, of Graceland, which followed, was made last week ~n
these columns. Both of these b11ethren feel that it is very important for the parents to underst,and the problems which
confront them in the training of children, that they may deal
with these responsibilities in an intelligent and successful
way, to the saving of our childr~n to God and his church.
AUDENTIA ANDERSON.

Our New Officers
For president we have now, Sister Lula M. S'a(lldy, of
Kansas City, Missouri. ,Sister Sandy was formerly superintendent of our child welfare department, and also pdesident of
the Kansas City Stake auxiliary organization, and the effident way in which she )las ma,naged the work in both these
:fields of activity gives fair promise of what she may do for
•us, as our chief officer this year.

We have now, two vice presidents. The first is Sr~ Eunice
Winn Smith, wife of our Indep~ndence Stake president, and,
for several years, editor of one' of our -S'unday school Quarterlies. Our second vice president is Sister William Madison,
df Inqependenoe, a woman well educated ·and experienced
in many lines of work, peculia.rly the mission 'of women.
Sister John A. Gardner, who practically performed the
work. of the secretary last year, because of handicaps the
elected secretary could not remove, was made our auxiliary
secretary. !She is peculiarly well qualified for the position,
both by natural equipment, ait1d b'y experience, and the .locals
will have the benefit of her conBecrated efforts in this line.
Our new treasurer is Sister· Emma Beebe Sheehy, wife of
Apostle F. M. Sheehy. Having had a wide education in a
commercial way in the past, •and having a well-defined and
deep-seated interest in the advancement of women in our
church, she is a decided ·addition. to the organization, both in
a business way, and as a member of the -executive board.
Sister B. C. Smith, who reported this year such progress
in the work of compiling our history, was reelected historian,
and she: would be greatly helped in her work were the locals
to respond a bit more enthusiastically in her requests 'for
items of historical interest.
The foHowing supervisors of bureaus as our new constitution puts it, were appointed: Educational, Christiana Salyards; relief and s'ervice, Helen Silsbee Smith; home and
child welfare, Lydia Thomas Wight; 3:1nd young woman's,
Alice Mae Burgess. Audentia Anderson was reappointed
editor in chief.

In Sympathy
The opening days of conference were saddened beyond
measure by the bereavement which came to the family of our
auxiliary president, Sister F11ederick M. Smith, when the
loved elder son of her sister, Sister Fred H. Johnson; of
Chicago, died from an injury to the spine received in a
gymnasium i1n that city on Thursday, April 5. The body of
the young man, Lyman, only eighteen years of age, was
bro1,1ght to Lamoni for burial the services being held at the
home of his aunt, 1S'ister Fred Blair, Sunday afternoon, in
charge of Apostle Griffiths, the brief sermon being by Brother
David E .. Dowker of Chicago, who deeply loved the lad, and
spoke in warm praise of his cleanliness of life and thought.
Rather frail in his .early. childhood, Brother Ly~an had
be~n the center of affe~tionate love and care from his entire
family, his parents sparing nothing for his good. As he approached manhood, strength of body came to him in fuller
measure, and his fine mind took on the rich equipment of
education and culture desired by those who loved him best.
The innate nobility and refinement of the lad, kept him from··
many foolish paths too often fou1nd by heedless or ignorant
feet, and his friends rejoiced in the Pl'Omises he embodied of
a life rich in good influences and consecrated to God .and
humanity. But it is not always for us to see the purposes
of God, nor the ways in which he 'feels that he may best be
served; 'and thus it is, that to-day, heartstrings are bleeding
with the cruelty of sepa:mtion from the object around which
had twined the t~ndrils of affecUon and hopes!
He who takes away can comfort, and we pray the "peace
that passeth understanding" may enter into the hearts of
Brother and Sister Johnson:, and their remaining son, as well
as those of the others who held this youth dear, a1n d that in
full measure they may fee.J the presence of God in this hour
of grief, recognize his love and care, and abide in his promises to confidence and trust.
A. A. ·
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Organize Your Boys
With the echoes of .the good-bys at the close of conference
still ringing in our ears, comes the insistent note of the last
imp!'ession made upon our minds~that of plans for a gei1eral
org.anization for our boys. The meeting at which this topic
was discussed, was 1not well advertised, nor. very well att·ended, and the utmost that seemed possible to the interested
ones, was the appointment of a new committee to formulate
plans to present next. year. This was a distinct disappointment to many parents who had hop~d to see things gotten
into workable shape this spring; bu.t it often happens that
that which grows most slowly, is most perma1nent, and we
are. hopeful that that which shall be presented next year,
will prove to· be exactly wha.t we want.
The committee appointed consists of Ralph W. Farrell of
Boston, David T. Williams of Des Moines, and "ye editor."
By informal consultation this committee decided upon .a definite procedure for the year, something as follows: They shall
each investigate the various boys'' organizations with which
they can come in touch, with the object of selecting from such
rules as govern them, those which may be considered practicabLe and desimble for our own boys-,----a basis upon which
to form a constitution for a church organization.
Connected with this investigation ·and study, the committee
desir.es to stimulate the org1ani:zation, NOW, of as many boys'
clubs as we have groups of boys which need them, a;nd is not
the number legion? Every branch of the church where there
ane boys, should have them banded together, for the great
benefit of personal uplift to the boy, and of concerted allegiance and cooperation with! church interests. Boys need
each other; and we need them! The "gang spirit" which
controls at a certain age, should be utilized; their activities
~n their leisur.e hours should be directed into channels both
ennobling to themselves and useful to others. Boys are not
naturally outlaws; on the contrary, mo·st boys have a finer
.sense of loy;alty and respect for authority than they are
given credit for. The difficulty mariy parents have found
is in recognizing and diverting this allegiance' to "gang"
law and rule into paths of safety to morals and spirituality.
Now, we desire to make special and personal appeal,
through this column, to every parent, male or female, to
every teacher and trainer of .boys, to every missionary or
pastor, upon whom rests the burden of saving souls to
Christ, to rally to the support of this movement to cement
the interests of our boys to those of our homes, our church,
a;nd our God. It is wo;rth more to save one of'uur own, than
to proselyte a stranger to the kingdom, for the reason that
it is nearer to our hearts, and is one of the responsibilities
we are bearing befor.e him who said: "I have commanded you
to bring up your children in light and truth." Good old
King Benjamin told his people, "Ye will not suffer your
children to go hungry or naked; neither will ye suffer that
they. transgress the laws of God, a1nd fight and quarrel one
with another, and serve the Devil, who is the master of
sin .... But ye will teach them to walk in the ways of truth
and soberness; ye will t,each them to love one another, and
to serve <me another." That is tj:le spirit of this organization
for boys-love for truth and sobriety, love for each other, and
service to all. Is it not worthy of our ·very best efforts, now?
Then, let us stimulate these bo·ys banding together, their
work and pleasure to a large exte1nt being under the loving
and intelligent guidance of a consecrated man of God, who
findis he can serve his chuch and his Maker well, by thus
devoting his time and attention to the welfare of the youth
of his locality. Organize .under any good rules which are
available and suitable to the circumstanc'~s, with a view of
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merging into the general orga1nization when it shall be perfected.
AUDENTIA ANDERSON.

In Lamoni Stake
Siste1· Anderson: I was present with the Saints at Greenville, March 18, and succeeded in organizing a local with
Sister T. J. Bell, president, Sister Ethel Sprague, vice president; :Sister Birdie Chandler, secretary; and Sister Harbert
Bell, treasurer. While we were atte,nding to the election of
officers the men had gathered a little collection that the
women might start with something in their treasury. They
expect to hold their first meeting at the home of the president the first Thursday afternoon after the close· of the
General Donf.erence.
:Sincerely,
SUSAN L. HAYER, P1•ess Chairman.
LAMONI, IOWA, April 11, 1917.

[

LETTER.DEPARTMENT

J

Briti.sh Isles Mission
I am afraid, Mr. Editor, that you will think that I ha.ve
forsaken the columns o·f the Saints' messenger (The SAINTS'
HERALD), bu~ if so, let me assure you that it is not with design, for I feei that you llways appreciate news from a faraway missio1n such as ours, especially in these perilous times
of war and famine.
It is not my purpose' to write war news, for I know that
you have and are supplied with the' details of the same
through the daily press, possibly more so than we are here.
Therefor:e, it would be useless for me to repeat the same, but
of the condition of the work I know that you will be interested to learn of the circumstances under which we J.abor
during this terrible struggle .
While our country is under this dark cloud, and our
brethren both old and young are being taken from us, we
are doing our best to keep up the spirits of the Saints who are:
called to sacrifice their loved ones in the interest of their
country and its righteous cause.
Our branches, Sunday schools, and Religio societies have
lost some of the brethren upon whom we had looked with
pride, and upon whom the success of these org1anizations de- '
penderd in the future. These losses are most keenly felt by
us, and our work has suffered much i:n consequence thereof.
It is, therefore, taking all our energy to keep the work moving, and since· the advent of this year the changes have been
most rapid, while the clouds seem to gather more thickly
than ev.er.
Financially we are feeling the stl'e.ss more keenly than ever
before, while our food is taxed almost beyond our reach, and
our poor people suffer almost beyond ,endurance, while there
is a famine of potatoes a,nd sugar. Yet with it all our people are trying their best to be as cheerful as possible, and in
some instances are manifesting great faith in the work, and
seeking to stand in holy places, fully realizing by the signs
of the times that the gathering is nigh at hand, when the
command may be given to the Sai,nts, and the great witness
(The gospel) shall be proclaimed to all nations. During
the past year we had the pleasure of the association of
Pre:sident U. W. Greene, who spent five months in England
and Wales. The labors of the brother were very much appreciated by the Saints throughout the mission. We were
sorry when the time came to say good-by but the conditions
under which he labored were perplexing ~nd in some in-
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stances annoying, he having to register his movements in
every town and city throughout his travels; however he got
· along fairly well, all things and conditions considered. But
missionary labor is extreme1ly difficult and trying, even to our
native brethren, while Brother Greene being regarded as ~n
alien; of course in his case it was even more so.
We did our best to make our brother as comfortable as
possible, but you will no doubt quite understand that
com!ort of mind and body are entirely out of the question
during these perilous times of war, when everything is in a
state of confusion ~and tumult.
In fact the perilous times spoken of by the Apostle Paul
are upon us. "Men •are lovers of their ow1n selves" first, last
and ever. "All these things are the beginning of sorrows,"'
so spake the Master. "And because iniquity shall abound,
the lorve of many shall wax cold," lose faith. It is only
through these experiences that we can prove our fidelity to
our cause. The time has fully come to prove ourselves, "in
affliction and in death" and the trial of our faith is being
thoroughly put to the test. It is better to live faithfully in
life, though it is a great th~ng to prove faithful in death.
Well, I can only say that we are doing our best to ke!ep
our work moving; many of our noble young men are now no
more. They fell in a noble cause, and they will no doubt
receive their reward, •and still more are wanted to take their
place while we have branches and schools fl'om which all our
men have been taken, .~d thel'e are none but the old brethren
and the sisters to carry on the work, while our country is still
calling for more men, and some of the old brethren will ere
long have to buckle on the armor and engage in the work of
national service.
It is the hardest task that I have had for a long time to
write thes·e lines, I hope that they may reach you in safety.
Be assured that we will do the best that we can for our cause:
at all times, while we may have our liberty. We take it for
gra1nted that we have your prayers and sympathy always?
·
Your brother,
W. H. GREENWOOD.
MANCHESTER, ENGLAND, Ma.rch 22, 1917.

Independence Stake
[During the conference sessions we were compelled to hold
out our letters from Independence as well as elsewhere.
The following is our summary of Sister Abbie Horton't letters during that period.-EDITORS.]
At the sacrameiJ.t service of April 1, President Frederick
M. Smith had charge, and wonderful testimonies we11e borne
of the goodness of God and direction of the Spirit. It was
at the afternoon service that "A sQng of entreaty" was given
by the Spirit through Brother Joseph Luff. In the evening,
Elder U. W. Greene spoke on the signs of the times, presenting many statistics concerning the terrible world war.
Many Independence p·eople attended the General Confer€!nce.
The Religio has ap'propriated fifty dollars toward the purchase of a piano.
A heavy fall of snow wa.s had for Easter Sunday, but it
soon passed away. The attendance at Sunday school was
over 600, with 186 at' Religio, while there was a house full
in the morning, afternoon and evening services.
The •Battery C boys of Independence have not as yet been
called to service, but four high school students have enlisted
in the Navy.
RECEIVED THIS WEEK
The usual interest has been kept up in church services
dul:'ing the past week in the several branches, Brethren Met-

calf, Elder Wheaton of the Church of Christ, Francis Smith,
Hale W. Smith, W. D. Bullard, Elder Cochran, W. A. Smith
and .E. T. Atwell attending to the preaching services, also
W. ;L. Christie and T. W. Williams holding· forth at the•
•Stone Church April 15 and 17, and at the church on the
Temple Lot on April 16. An excellent spirit of fellowship
was manifest among the brethren of the two churches, on
the occasions mentioned, Monday and Tuesday evenings.
Our .Sunday school was fairly well attended by the local
membership and brethren and sisters from abroad, there being eight hundred and sixty-nine present.
During the time of the General Conference the Sai,nts of
the Religio and home d~partment classes continued •as usual
in their work, and the never-failing Aid Society sisters were
busy toiling in the interest of the Master's service.
The DAILY HERALD with its bright, newsy columns afforded considerable satisfaction with its fu,nd of information
and spicy contributions.
So we are moving along; and the latest mov.ement set on
foot by the gardeners, and especially the bl'ethren interested
in cooperation, is occupying the m~nds of the Saints here, and
seems to portend excellent resul~s both in regard to temporal
and spiritual interests.
j\lso church and home improvements are going on, and the
Saints rejoiced on last Sunday to witness added indications
of spiritual progre~s ~n our midst. Brethren A. McKim and
E-. Moore were, at the 8 o'clock meeting, ordained under the
hands of E-lders W. W. Smith and I. A. Smith, as priests;
'and in the afternoon we .again receivedi communication
through the spirit of prophecy, with an entreaty to be faithful.
Brother Walter's efforts with the young people are being
upheld by ithe faith and pray.ers ,of the older ones, and the
1Saints are looking forward with thankfulness to God to
glorious consummation, because of this forward step taken
in the interest of the young people-the lambs of his flock.
The Saints were .edified and strengthened by the sermons
on "Prep1aredness for the conflict of. life," by Brother Christie,
and on "Consecration of life a,nd interests," by Brother T. W.
Williams. Many of our 'musical folks repaired to Hotel
Baltimore on Tuesday, April 17, to help along the Red Cross
movement, and to hear again the beautiful piano renditions
of .Sister Marie Riggs.
There wasa large 1audience out the same evening to hear
Brother Williams on the subject of "Love to God and to our
feHow men." Many of the brethren and sisters from across
the way were f>resent, and all were built up and rejoiced in
the spirit of love and Christian fellowship.
ABBIE A. HORTON.

a

The Evans-McKenzie Controversy
[A letter from Brother H. A. Martin of Herschel, Saskatchewan, contains the following. We have a copy of the
Evans booklet, which is being widely circulated to meet McKenzie's attacks on our faith.-EmTORs.]
We are pleased to note the following in Jack Ganuck under date of March 31, 1917:
"Isn't the Reverend J. A. McKenzie, of Pope Avenue
Presbyteria;n Church, a pretty sick man since he started that
unfortunate controversy between himself and Bishop R. C.
Evans?
"If there is a spark of manliness or Christianity in the
above named Presbyterian minister, won't· he apologize to
the Bishop?
"How long will i't be before the Reverend J. A. McKenzie
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launches a1nother attack on a God-fearing Christian of the
type of Bishop Evans? • . .
"Also commenc~ng in the above named issue is a report of
the contl'oversy, under heading of "Reverend J. A. McKenzie
starts something he can't finish."

Cleveland, Ohio, Branch
Cleve,land is a little city on the1 shore of Lake Erie that is
wondering whether it comes fourth or fifth of the big cities
{)f the United States. Having passed Cincinnati in 1910, it
just got used to name of Sixth City in time to find it had also
passed that mark! The local Saints hav,e not grown in any
like proportions in that time, but have succeeded in firmly
establish~ng themselves in a good part of the city, and have
bought and improved property from which good work may
be carried on. At the last business meeting a good showing
of ·increase by baptisms was report,ed and future prospects
are good. The vocal and instrumental features of service will
be strengthened by the whole-souled cooperation of our new
Brother and Sister Quale, the Campbell families and others.
The branch celebrated the E<aster time sacrament by using
a new individual comm111nion cup service which seemed to
be received with unanimous approval by all participating.
We have enjoyed visits and sermons by Apostles Griffiths
and U. W. Greene since the first of the year; balance of the
time has been divided between the local ministry and an
occasional visit from Bishop J. A. Becker.
We must also record the visit of "the beautiful angel of
death" to our suffering sister Lizzie Delorme who passed
away with the closing of the mQnth of March, leaving a
record for gentle patience and saintly character among
many neighbors a1nd friends, some of whom are inquiring
concerning the latter-day hope.
Religio society is holding successful meetings, varying
the program with special "national" evenings--'Manx, Scotch,
w,elsh, etc., but, of course, the best wiU be that provided by
the citizens of ,''Joseph's land" at a la,ter date.'
CORRESPONDENT.
NEW CAMBRIA, MISSOURI, March 4, 1917.
Editors Herald: I am happy to tell you that I am still rejoicing in this blessed work, tfor I know it is of our God. I
have a hand glass that I can read and write through, and I
am getting a HERALD from a dear unknown sister in Uecatur, Michigan. Her name is Mary Hooper. The HERALD
is all this world to me. Pray for me and my husband,
that the light may shine so bright before him that he will see
it; and for me, pray that I may not fall but cling fast to that
solid rock that will not break.
MARTHA JANE MILLER.
R. F. D. 2.
NORTHCOTE, VICTORIA, AUSTRALIA,
March 13, 1917.
Editors Herald: It is some time s~nce I wrote you a few
lines, and I feel like mentioning, for the benefit of others,
some of the benefits reoeived from the SAINTS' HERALD. It
has been a source of comfort and pleasure to me to read the
many solid and interesting items it co,ntains, and mor,e especially the original articles and the many and varied experiences of those who contribute to its pages which have
been food for my soul, and many times I have had cause to
rejoice when reading of the <experiences ,of others and have
felt' like saying, "Bless the Lord, 0 my soul, and forget ;not
all his benefits."
The sentiments expressed by others have urged me on to
greater diligence in the Master's caus:e, 31nd I long to be able

to take my plact;! in the ranks of the workers for God and
the cause of mankind. I appreciate also, the items from
the pen of Brother Hoxie and others who have written in
regard to the soul inspiring theme of music, and feel that in
this line in the church there are great benefits to be received.
I deeply appreciate also the home and child welfar,e departm8]nt, and feel if the suggestions and wishes contained
in these many articles we11e taken to heart and put into general practice, a betterment of conditions would surely result to all if we could but realize our responsibilities along
these lines. How much good could be accomplished! Have
been a number of years in the church :and at the present
time the work of God is dearer to me than ever, a1nd the
mol'e I look on its beauty and grandeur, the more I feel its
vastness and my insignificance.
That I may be faithful so as to have a part in Zion's final
redemption, is the prayer of yo~r brother in the gospel,
ALBERT H. FORD.
"Cumorah," 47 Beaconsfield Place.
MANCHESTER, ENGLAND, March 16, 1917.
EdiJto1·s Herald: This is the first time I have written to
"the HERALD. Many years I have been in France and other
countries where I never saw a church paper or met a Saint.
It was like a :fieast to me to hear Brother U. W. Greene
speak while he was in London, and a strong feeli]ng of homesickness, a longing to be back in Pittsburgh, and possibly a
visit to conference. I wish to be kindly remembered, to all
God's peopLe in Pittsburgh, and to ask their prayers that I
may remain truly humMe and faithful to the end, 'a,nd that
God will open up the way for me to get to Independence with
my three children.
God has been very merciful to me and given me a personal
testimony of the truth of this work-a testimony stronger
than I had ever hoped for in this life. I cannot express the
joy I find in the Spirit; it truly is a comforter and will do all
that is promised in the word, if we do nothing to hinder its
working.
The Saints in London have two small bmnches. \It seems
strange that Londo1n should have so few Saints. The work
he,re is now alive and in a few years there will be a church
to be proud of. I have learned to love the people here and
admire the true Christlike spirit which so many. possess.
One hears the wisdom of God from the lips of the ministers,
and you feel at each cottage meeting, surely it is good to be
here! They al:'e humble and meek of he,art, and it is by
their very willing sacrifice that the work here is carried on.
I have a strong feeling that a ma,n or woman can save more
souls in London than anywhere else. The help of an eV1angelist would start us in open-air meetings. Bishop May will
surely have a blessing for his eff.orts here. I have a great
longing to hear Brother Rees Jenkins who is now ~n the Holy
Landi, back in London. We all enjoyed his words when he
was with us. God is working with and for his people in
London, and we are looking forward to a,n opening out of
the work here in all directions. We need a Sunday school
for our children, and classes where we can study the church
books and help each other to a better understanding of
them. Pray for us and help us if you can.
These few lines have come to my m~nd and may be a good
ending to this letter. If we do not understand our fellow
creatures, we shall never love them; and it is equally true if'
we do not love them we shall never understand them. Want
of charity, want of sympathy, want of good feeling, fellow
feeling, what 1does it-what can it brieed but 8]ndless mistakes and ignorances both of men's characters and men's
circumstances.
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"When thou didst call me to resign all that made life,
It ne'er was mine: I gave up only what :Was Thine."
Thy will be done.
Your sister in Christ,
VIVIAN VIOLA SIHORT.
38 Lissende.n Mansions, Highgate Road, ,Northwest.

ing satisfied, and really desiring to know the truth, God
brought me here, where, through his servcant, Brother Waller,
I was baptized into the church of Jesus Christ for the remission oct' sins, having hands laid on for the. gift of th~
Holy Spirit. Never was so happy in all my life. In June
will be sixty-nine years old.
THOMAS CLANCY.

POTTER VALLEY, CALIFORNIA, March 2{), 1917.
Editors Hm·ald: Our son, Leonard Joseph Lea, who is taking advantage of an opportunity to attend Graceland, writes
in glowing terms of the many advantages to be had and of
the good work of its faithful faculty, and that none will be
disappointed if they will dilig.ently apply themselves. Besides, there al'e the best and most spiritual speaker's on earth
to be heard frequently. He also writes that Brother Dwyer
inay extend his priceless lectures to other parts of our land.
Scientists and men of research al'e making every effort to
unlock the mysteries of earth and ether's space and present
it to us in an open book, and: every truth they discover is a
buoyant testimony to the first, last cause. W,ithin the Mind
Maze, by E. L. Larkin should be ai:cessible1 to every thinking member of the church, and especially the eldership.
Bro.ther Elbert published an edi'torial in the HERALD a few
y.e,ars ago that was very gratifying; we would like to see it
in print again, or better still if Br·other Burgess would
kindly favor us with ,a review of the same.
We have be£ore us The Historical Bible, by Professor C. F.
Kent of Yale. That portion of the book dealing with Egyptian and Babylonic discoveries is profitable to read, but the
historic part with the author's deductions is valueless, for
the reason that the ,e,rrors of the King James Version are us1ed
as a basis from which the author arrives at faulty conclusions. As evidence of the composite character of Genesis, he
says on page 22, "In the first passage the Deity is presented as
a God of spirit, majestic, omnipotent, issuing his decree
from afar; in the second and third chapters he is presented
as living and talking with the first man and woman; and as
walking in the cool of theJ day to avoid the hot midday sun."
Without giving Tom Paine credit, he uses the same argument from Genesis 36: 31, but far surpasses The age of
Reason in proof to point out the heathen or Babylonian
origin of Genesis. .Surely our Bible receives the worst
wounds "i;n the house of its friends" ( ?) .
The local Methodist Episcopal pastor called on us recently
and among many other things denied that the sacrament
was for the remission of sins. We wished to know what
Jesus meant when he said in Matthew 26: 28: "For this is
my blood of the New Testament, which is shed for many
for the remission of sins." Also Hebrews 5: 1-4 and Rev,ebtion 1: 5.
Your brother,
Box 93.
J. W. LEA.

ORION, MICHIGAN, March 27, 1917.
Editors H,erald: I thought perhaps a few lines from this
place might be of interest to the ma1ny readers of the HERAI,D.
We were organized into a branch on August 15, 1916, by
Brother J. F. Curti's, missionary for Eastern Michigan District, ahd Br1ethren William Grice and William Davis, president and vice president of said district, with thirteen charter
members. We had rented :a small hall <tbout thr1ee years before,
and hadl been holding regular meetings, and as the majority
!belonged to the First Detroit Branch, we had been furnished
with speakers from there.
At the time of organizing we had but one officer, Brother
D. 'M. Taylor, a priest. Brother Taylor was ordained to the
office of elder, and Brother Frank Davis to the office of
priest. We have twenty members 'at the present time, with
several mor'e very near the kingdom. Brother Taylor has
been preaching in a schoolhouse about five miles from here,
~nd many are interested.
·We are buying an organ for our hall, and we held a supper
and sold thDee quilts last Friday evening, which netted us
the nice sum ·of twenty dollars. We have never charged
for our suppers, neither have we ever taken a collection at
our preaching services. All funds are raised by freewill offerings, and we have never 1acked fu,nds to pay for our hall
rent or other expenses. Many outside of the branch have
given us much financial aid, and we hope to form into a large
branch.
·Ever praying for the advancement of God's work everywhere, I remain,
Your sister,
Mrs. JULIA HAMMOND, Branch Secretary.

HONOLULU, HAWAII, March 27, 1917.
Editors Herald: We have a few faithful Saints in these
islands, poor in this world's goods, but rich in faith. and
good works. The Hawaiians are a fine class of people when
they are co,nverted to this latter-day work, being living examples of the glory and transforming power of the gospel of
Jesus Christ.
We have a splendid Ieader in Brother Miller, a live wire
in the work of the branch, always ready to be of service to
the Saint~ in any way he can. His wife also is quite a
worker, so far ··as her 'strength will permit. Altogether we
ar.e greatly blessed in having Brother Miller and family
with us.
I am new in this message, brought in through Brother
Gilbert J. Waller. Was a Seventh-day Adve;ntist. Not be-

SHELLBROOK, SASKATCHEWAN, CANADA,
March 31, 1917.
Editors Hm·ald: As I have been reading the HERALD and
Ensi,gn for some time I would like to say a few words in
regard to this northwest. We have had a fine winter all
through. It has been quite cold at times, but we enjoy
good sleighing and do not stay i;n on account of cold weather.
But the snow will soon be gone and spring will be here, when
everyone will be looking :Dorward to sowing grain and garden.
We raise many nice vegetables and small .tame fruit, and
also ha.ve many wild berries, such as raspberries, gooseberries, currants, two kinds of cranberries and blueberries.
Vl e have fine timber and good water, so God in his goodness
has given us many blessings, temporal as well as spiritual.
we •have had the gospel preached here, and have been
blessed with elders who came from time to time. In
all, there have been eleven elders here and some hav:e
been her1e several times. Six· years ago we were the only
f1amily of .Sai1nts her·e, and now there are quit'e a number.
Twenty-two have been added by baptism, and some have
moved in, and we have a good interest from outsid~rs, and a
number of children hav;e been blessed. Elder Dobson has
just been here and held a series of meetings. He had good
interest and good meetings. We all enjoy having the elders
come; whe1n w•e hear one is coming, the cry goes out, "Good."
We also have Sunday school and' have it regularly since
the cold weather is over. We organized a mite society and
are getting along fine. We meet from house to house and
have our business, and prayer, and sometimes we have had
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testimony; the ~est of the time is sp,ent in sewi~g. We make
quilts, dresses, fancywork of various kinds, and have had
good sale for them. We sell them pri¥ately a;nd the money
is to g10 to help pay the church debt. We have a lunch and
each one puts in ten cents at the meeting. When some "walk
so far they get so hungry where the afte,rnoon is spent, and
especially the children. The Lord has told us to use wisdom ~n
all things. We have a good sociable time, and with a sisterly
love we depart to our homes, 'and are anxious for the time
to come whe,n we can meet again. We thank our heavenly
Father for his love to. u's all, and for his Holy Spirit to
guide us upward to a higher calling.
We ask all the Saints .to pray for us that we may be
faithful. Our prayers are for all God's people.
Your siste:r in Christ,
MRS. A. SIMS.

NOTES AND COMMENTS
(Continued from page 388)

Since the detailed items will be presented in these
columns later, we have omitted this summary for the
present. In the Miscellaneous Department of this
number we are printing a part of the conference
report.

The Prize Oration
The oration by Charles R. Hield, that was awarded
the prize in the recent Graceland Oratorical Contest
will be published in the A uturnn Leaves for June.
Joint Council in Session
The joint council are again in session, the first
regular postconference session being held the 19th
in Independence. It is expected they will remain in
session for two or three weeks, until the many matters referred to them have been worked out.
Clinton District Seventeenth
Our attention has been called to an error in
"Points of interest from the reports," in issue of
April 18. The Clinton, Mis~ouri, District should be
seventeenth, with 1,206 members, right after Holden
Stake.
Campaign to Increase Food Supply
The press of the country are supplementing the
appeal of President Wilson that every possible effort
be made to increase the production of food this 'year.
Every foot of ground should be made to yield something to fill the Nation's depleted pantry. The great
wheat shortage of the year demands that the maximum of other foods be raised. We are confident
our people will do their part, whether it be in planting and tending the back-yard garden or managing
a great ranch.
Parting Incidents
At the close of the conference as usual the visitors
poured out of town in great numbers and many of
the trains carried an extra chair car for their accom-
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modation. Friday, a sleeper and chair car were
waiting on the side track for the eastern delegation
who occupied them en route to Chicago. Saturday
noon many of the visiting singers together with the
general chorister took the train south for Independence. The sign which has hung across the st'reet
during the week, "'Messiah this week, April 12 and
13 at the Saints' Church," was taken down by anumber of the young men and tacked securely along the
side of the chair car.

Conference Sessions
The business sessions this year adjourned on the
afternoon of April 12, and the appointments were
read. The conference did not adjourn until 10.30
a. m. the 13th. We find upon examining the conference minutes for the past twenty years, that since
1897 there have been twenty sessions of General
Conference. There was none in 1899. The average
date of adjournment was April 18. Once, in 1903,
the conference adjourned on the 14th. But that is
the only year besides the late conference, which adjourned before the 16th, while four conferences held
over as late as the 21st. We have not yet made comparison prior to 1897, but this year a new record is
clearly established, in this particular as well as in
many others ways. A short session means economy.
A Missing Face
:In the meeting one tall and slender figure of poetic
and spiritual mien was greatly missed. Two years
ago he was the strong man of the hour, and bore the
burdens of the conference. This year he was taking
needed rest in California. Having been separated
from the conference a year ago ourselves, we can
sympathize keenly with him in his deprivation.
Continued letters advise of his steady gain in
strength and courage. Would that the many silent
prayers in deep, sincere love could waft themselves
from the conference to him in his temporary isolation. Many eyes are now turned to next year, when
they expect to be made glad by the sight of his countenance, standing shoulder to shoulder in the work
of the Presidency with ·our leader and President,
Frederick M. Smith.
The World Conflict
The part this country is taking in the world's turmoil is principally preparation to provide food and
money. The British minister for foreign affairs,
Arthur J. Balfour, and other members of the British commission have arrived at Washington for a
war council. France and other of the entente allies
are sending representatives. Indications are that
national prohibition may be forced as a war measure
to save for food the millions of bushels of grain used
to make liquors. The British report of vessels lost
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shows a slight decrease during the week. Nothing
in the war zone is spared, even hospital ships being
sunk. Further progress is reported by the French
and British in France. Considerable territorial
gains with about twenty thousand men and many
guns are listed in the captures.

r~ISCELLANEOUS DEPARTMENT
From the Presiding Bishop's Report
To 'the General Conference: It has been thought to supplement the usual financial report with a statement concerning
the tmnsaction of the business of this office and make a
few deductions to show the actual state of the church fina;nces
and point out the most p11essing needs.
By agreement with Bishop E. L. Kelley, April 29 was
fixed as the date when his administration of the business
of the office should formally end and that of his successor
conunence. Notice to this effect was published in the Saints'
He,rald and Zion's Ensign, and the local bishops and agents
were required to submit reports accordingly. This made
nec,essary the two reports, as published, one covering the
period, from January 10, 1916, to April 29, 1916, and the
other from April 29, 1916, to December 31, 1916.
Except for a few weeks spent in arranging our personal
affa,irs and responding to urgent official calls elsewhere, our
entil'e time has been spent at the office in Independence,
Missouri.
•Checking up the church real estate holdings proved to
be a work of serverai months. In this I was greatly assisted
by Brother D. J. Krahl. Bishop Kelley has willingly executed deeds where it was considered necessary. As you may
probably know, we are at the present time carrying out a
plan to check up the real estate holdings of the local congregations throughout the world. There are ove,r three hundred
of these houses of worship, aggregating in value hundreds of
thous,ands of dollars which are not included in the statement
of the availabie assets of the general church.
By the action of the last General Conference in adopting
the recommendation of the joint council, to whom was referred the auditors' minority .report, the matters there~n
mentioned were referred to the First Presidency and Presiding Bishopric for adjustment. These have been given
attention and the disposition of them approved by the Standing . High Council. ·
rSince !April 2;9, 1916, the preselillt worth is reduced by
$45,088.32. This is occasioned by the large amount charged
ag1ainst Loss and Gain. These accounts and bills receivable
of uncertain value have been transfer.red to a special ledger.
Against some of them the Statute of Limitation has run aard
there a11e otheTs which we have no reasonable assurance
of collecting. These accounts will be followed up periodically
and returns therefrom credited to Loss and Gain.
The r.eport apparently shows that some funds have been
invested in real estate. This arises from some paying "their
tithing by transferring title to real estate, which we have
not beelill able to sell. In other cas,es members who were indebted to the church for money loaned and not in position
to repay the same have transferred their property to the
church in payment, or as security for the funds borrowed.
Qn May "1, 1916, the amount of Bills Payable was $·204,
583.11; on December 31, 1916, the amount was $192,4612.98.
To-day, March 17, 19'17, it is $187,564.17. To Bills Payable
of May 1, 1916, we add $14,600;00 secured by deeds of trust
on real estate (the equity only having been heretofore carried
on the books-these properties now are entered at full
valne.s) making total Bills Payable May 1, 1916, $2119,183.11,
or a reduction of $81,618.94
On May 1, 1916, $20,300.00 was secured by deeds of trust
on particular parcels of real estate. To-day the total amount
of notes secured by mortgages on :t~eal estate is $11,950.00.
The present ave1rage rate of interest on the $187,564.17
Bills Payable is 5.6 per cent. This means that duri;ng the
year 1917 the church will probably pay albout $11,000.00 for
interest, as against $13,161.06 paid during 1916, or a reduction of $2,161.06.

The total reduction of liabilities from Ma.~', 1, 1916, to
December 31, 1916, is $21,157.10.
During the year the elders' family allowances have be~n
promptly paid. Where from lack ·of sufficient funds any
age;nt has been unable to care for the allowanc.es on his list,
the necessary funds have been forwarded immediately upon
receipt of notice. Besides this we have been called upon to
pay some heavy local improvement assessments on real estate,
paid the Supply 1Store the accumulated accounts owing by the
Homes· and College, and have takeill care of the college budget
a;nd met the added expenses of the missionaries' families
occasioned by the increased cos1t of food stuffs and the many
transf,ers ordered by the 1916 Confer,ence.
In the light of these facts, which reveal th~ confidence of
the Saints in the church and its officers, w'e have reason to
pmise God and press forward to greater achie,vement during
1917.
Duri1ng the year the ma,tron of Kensington Home resigned.
After consultation with President Smith, and with a view to
later consolidating all of our old folks' homes, it was deemed
best to care for the inmates of Kensington at Boriheim.
Besides caring for the poor and needy, meeting the elders'
and their families' expense a1nd paying our financial obliga- .
tions this conference year, we must be prepared to assist the
homes, IS1anitarium 1and college as the needs demand and
provide funds for Kirtland Temple and other needed property
improvement. The provisions for the erection of G~netal
Office Building should receive immediate attention.
'Miethods will he devised as authorized and directed by the
Lord to meet the increasing desire for gathering and settle~
ment in tne regions round about. In this the Saints must
observe the comma1ndment to have all things prepared before'
them and: consult with those who have he1en appointed for this
purpose, in harmony with the law, before removing into those
!legions. A great responsibility rests upon the members of the
Aaronjc Priesthood, standing officers to the church. The full
performance of duty 01n their part will go far toward molding
the attitude! of mind and heart necessary to the development
of Zionic conditions.
We shall endeavor to armnge the affairs of the Presiding
Bishopric so as to perform eveTy duty, discharge every obligation, and adequately meet every situatio1n and contingency.
For the success of this department during the conference
year now closing we acknowledge the gen.erous help of the
office force and here wish to thank Bishop Kelley for the
deference which he has shown us and the kindly manner in
which he has so willingly assisted us to discharge the o;nerous
duties which he performed for so many years.
Attention should be called to the harmonious relations existing between this office and the local bishops and a.gents
and with the leading quorums of the church, and also the
generous support extended. We have had frequerut consultations with P:t~esident F. M. Smith which have greatly aided
us ~n our work.
For the loyal support of the Saints and the sharing of his
full part of the load, and more, by Bishop James F. Keir,
whom our heavenly Fathffi' in his wisdom and lmce has associated with us in this work, we are deeply grateful. I recognize our indebtedness to him for every good and perfect gift
and have determined to live by every word that proceedeth
out of the mouth of God. With the sustaining g:r:ace and
illuminating and guidi1ng influenc;e of his Holy Spirit, I feel
assured the infinite purposes of Jehovah will be accomplished
in us to our blessing and to his honor and glory.
Respectfully submitted,
BENJ. R. McGUIRE.
INDEPENDENCE, M~SSOURI, March 17, 1917.
SUMMARY OF ASSETS AND LIABILITiES OF PRESIDING BISHOP'S
OFFICE AND GENERAL CHURCH INSTITUTIONS
PRESIDING BISHOP'S OFFICE'
(For detail see report No. 1.)
Ass,ets
Cash ................................................................................ $ 2,924.79
BiHs and accounts receivable ................................ .. 75,126.85
In hands of bishops and agents ................................. . 35,169.64
Libraries ....................................................................... .
4,003.44
Independence and L1amorni Stake assets ................ .. 13,944.75
R,eal estate and contracts ...................................... .. 223,599.96
Homes and fixtures ..................................................... .. 76,667.78
Sanitarium due church .............................................. .. 12,467.13
Supply iS'tore, net worth .......................................... .. 14,989.05
Miscellaneous ............................................................... .
1,006.5·9
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Liabilities
Bills and accounts payable ........................................ $219,847.59
Special funds ................................................................
4,878.58
Due agents ....................................................................
18.42
INDEPENDENCE SANITARIUM
(For detail see report No. 8.)
Assets
Gash .............................................................................. $
467.06
Real estate and fixtures ........................................... . 62,961.22
Accounts and bills receivable ................... ,............. .
5,033.32
Misoellaneous ............................................................... .
4,031.77
Liabilities
Accounts and bills payable ...................................... $ 2,615.02
Due General Church ................................................... . 12,372.36
HERALD OFFICE
(For detail see report No. 9 in Saints' Herald.)
Assets
Cash Februa,ry 1, 1917 .............................................. $ 2,336.42
Real estate and fixtures ............................................. . 69,470.67
Merchandise · and supplies ............................. ~ ......... . 44,917.97
Bills !'eceivable and accounts recehnahle ................. . 84,437.78
Graceland College bonds ......................................... .
1,600.00
Liabilities
Bills and accounts payabie .......................................... $ 32,128.93
Bond's ............................................................................... . 40,300.00
Depreciation fund ....................................................... . 16,446.50
GRACELAND COLLEGE
Assets
(1See itemized report.) .
128.92
Cash June 30, 1916 .................................................... $
942.71
Accounts and bills receivable ............................... .
Real estate, buildings and equipm~nt ................... . 82,420.90
Liabilities
..;\.ccounts and bills payable ...................................... $ 34,067.67
Bonds ..............................................................................
8,900.00
Total Assets ..... :.................................. $818,648. 72
Total Liabilities .................................... $371,575.07
Present worth .................................... $447,07·3·.65

Our Departed Ones
HowARD.~S'errena Howard died at Bayou La Batre, Alabama, November 21, 1916, at the age of 79 years, 7 months
and 25 days, leaving 3 so1ns and a host of friends to mourn
her untimely demise. Funeral se<rmon by R. M. King,
CRANDELL.-Mary Ellen Harding was born October 3,
1849, in Indiana. Married David C. Crandell April 12, 1865.
Ten children were born, 7 girls and 3 boys. Seven children
survive, 33 grandchildren, 2 great-grandchildren, also 3 sisters. .Baptized at Gallands Grove,, Iowa, August 12, .1877.
Died March 25, 1917. Funeral at Gallan:ds Grove, sermon
by J. ·B. Wildermuth.
BosWELL.-Rhoda Boswell, born March 21, 1844, at Parkersburg, Wood County, West Virginia. Married W. H. Bos"
1vell July 6, 1865. To this union were born 4 children, 3 girls
and 1 boy. Died March 19, at Independence, Missouri. She
leaves to mourn, 1 son, J. J. BosweH, and 1 daughter, Aurilla
1Scott of Holton, Indiana, 2 girls having died i1n infancy.
Funeral service in charge of A. H. Mills, sermon by George
Jenkins; intelrment in Mound Grove Cemetery, Independence,
'Missouri.
FLANDERS.-J asper Delana Flanders was born in Hardin
Colljnty, Kentucky, February 7, 1832. Married Lucinda E.
Douglas March 25, 1860, to which union 6 children were hom.
Baptized November 11, 1872, ordained elde.r February 12,
1876. Diedi at Stewartsville, Missouri, April 7, 1917. He
was a true and faithful adherent to the cause, and to do good
to his fellow men was his aim in the well-rounded life he
has lived. Funeral sermon by T. A. Ivie, assisted by D. E.
Powel.
·
CARTER.-John H. Carter was born August 17, 1846, at
Pisgah, Iowa. Emigrated to Utah with his parents in 1850.
Married Sarah Jane Clark September 8, 1869, who with 10
children survive him. Died April 4, 1917, at Provo, Utah.
He has been a faithful metmber of the Reorganized church
for 17 years, having previously belonged to the Utah Mormon
church. Funeral services were heJd in the· Mormon church
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at P!'ovo, in charge of Bishop Taylor of that church; sermon
by James C. Page.
KEMMISH.-Sister Susan Lidgett Kemmish was born in
Landshire England, Ju:ne 14, 1846. Married P. C. Kemmish, November 20, 1865; became a member of the church
in 1872. Moved to Woodbine in 1890, of which branch she
w:as a faithful member. Died March 14, 1917. She leaves
to mourn 1 brother, 1 sister, 5 sons, 1 daughter, 18 grandchildren, 6 great-grandchildren. Funeral services at the
Saints' church in Persra, March 20; sermon by D. R. Cham~ers, assisted by Fred Hanso1n.
Interment in Valley View
Cemetery.
MEDVIG.-Hans Erickson Medvig was born at Aafjord,
Norway, March 6, 1865. In 1870 he came to America and
lived with the :family 1near Owatonna, Minnesota, until 1880,
when the family moved to Becke'r County and located in Cormorant Township, where he has since resided. Baptized in
1894 by Swen Swenson; married Miss Ragnild Olson in 1908.
Di,ed April 13, 1917. Besides the widow there are left to
mourn, the aged mother, 2 brothers, and 2 sisters. Funeral
services by Penn Marti1n. A large gathering of neighbors
attested the esteem in which our brother was he1ld.
KRUCKER.-Rose Avalee Bunker, was born April 17, 1884,
near Ellsto1n, Iowa, and died April 9, 19•17, at Lewiston, Idaho,
of acute Bright's disease. Her early life was spent in Ellston, becoming a member of the Christian Church. In the
fall of 1904 she came to Lamoni where she was later married
to Ether C. Krucker, February 25, 1910. Her life was
made happy through her deeds of kindness to others. .She
leaves to mourn her husband, mother, four sisters, and many
other near re~atives and friends. Funeral service from the
Saints' church at Lamo1ni, in charge of John Garver, sermon
by F. A. S'mith, interment in Rose Hill Cemetery.
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Pack your grip, tell the folks good-by, 'go down to the depot, buy
a ticket for California--that great Out-o'-doors land, which· rests the
weary and refreshes the weak-via the Burlington Route (the moving picture way through scenic Colorado and Salt Lake in daylight).
Climb aboard, lean back, relax and watch America roll past your window.
·Getting away from the cold, bad weather, business and household
responsibilities, care and worry, and out into the glorious sunshine and
semitropical atmosphere of California where you can rest, change and
rejuvenate, will do you a world of good.
You'll be surprised when you compare the cost with the cost of
remaining at home. Think what this will mean to you, when: you
remember that a life which isn't pleasantly spent isn't well spent.
Before completing , your plans let me explain how you may join
a Burlington Personally Conducted Excursion (cos,ts no more-just a
part of Burlington Service) and send you a folder telling all about
the trip-worth reading even if you don't go.
L. F. SILTZ, Ticket Agent.
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.. If ye continue in my word~ then are ye my disciples
indeed; and ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall
make you free."-John 8: 31-32.

.. There shall not any man among you have save it
be one wife; and concubines he shaiJ have none."Book of Mormon, Jacob 2: 36.
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SEEKING DIVINE DIRECTION

Excellent as was the recent conference, some returned to their homes disappointed because "we did
not receive a revelation." Just before the conference we received quite a number of requests that
the HERALD call for a general fast. Some of these
requests were almost hysterical, lest we should permit the conference to meet without such a request.
They overlooked the obvious fact that this call rests
rightly elsewhere than with the editors of the HERALD. As individuals we may fast when we so desire.
In fact, we are instructed to meet together frequently
in fasting and prayer.
And on this day thou shalt do none other thing, only let
thy food be prepared with si ngleness of heart, that thy fasting may be perfect; qr in other words, that thy joy may ha
full. Verily this is fasting and prayoer; or in other words,
rejoicing and prayer.-Doctrine and Covenants 59: 3.
1

In other words, the singleness of purpose, the
devotion of heart, is of more vital importance than
the refraining from food.
'
Some urged that a fast be called in order that the
· vacancies in the First Presidency and Presiding
Bishopric be filled. !It is natural that the members
of the church should take an interest in these important quorums. It is natural that they should
desire to see them completed, since such very important duties are laid upon them in an administrative way. But again, we would suggest that the
primary duty of seeking divine direction in order
that these vacancies may be filled lies elsewhere
thi:m with us, and we have no doubt that those having in charge this very important work appreciate
the needs of their work as much or more than anyone else.
On the other hand it is urged by still others
that many oome to a conference with a feeling of
curiosity and regard a revelation almost as a fetish.
Our opponents think this is the general case, while
those who have carefully followed our history know
that it is not.

Still there are a few like the eldei· we once heard
of who, when some were suggesting not understanding a certain revelation, replied, "There are some
,here who talk about not understanding this revelation. Why, Mr. President, I do not begin to understand it. I do not understand the first word of it.
I do not even expect to understand it, but I expect
to grow and grow and grow up to it through all the
ages yet to come. I do not expect to understand it
a hundred years from now!"
We respectfully submit that while the Presidency
may have received a revelation, that brother had not.
A revelation is not something mysteriously received
by the· prophet, then presented to us without the
hope of understanding. What we cannot understand, we cannot carry out.
The glory of God is intelligence; when he speaks
light and truth should prevail, and we should as a
result knqw better how to solve the problems that
lie before us: ,
In this sense we did have inspiration, if not a reve~
lation at the recent conference. We had a close approach and a good beginning towards the establishment of the school of the prophets. The early
morning meetings made for better understanding
and more intelligence, and should put us more nearly
in position to carry out the work before us. In this
sense it was inspired and the result of inspiration
to him who is our leader, even though it was not
presented to the quorums fQr adoption.
1Many have urged that the vacancies in the two
quorums indicated should be filled. Considering the
important duties resting upon the joint council it
is not surprising that the people take a very deep
interest in their work, and that some even go so far
as to urge a reorganization. ·
There are many possible reasons why these quorums have not been filled. • First, it may be that the
men who should occupy are not yet ready. Second, it
may be thak the body is not ready to move forward
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·as they will be called upon to do when these quorums
are fully organized. lA decided effort was made this
conference to strengthen the work of the high
priests and to get the seventy· into better trim for
aggr·essive work.
Third, it may be in some other way, that the time
is not ripe. There is a possibility that those seeing
the great vision before us would move forward too
rapidly with eighteen men. really endowed with the
Spirit urging on the work; that there might be too
much engine pull for the load they would have to
carry. We do not assert that this is the case. It
might be.
There is a tendency of the . human mind to
try to look over the horizon for something interesting and tell some other man how he should do his
work (aptly called the fallacy of the elsewhere).
Those who have never been in the mission field have
mu~h good advice to offer to the missionaries. Those
who spend much of their time away from the branch,
are quite ready to tell how a branch should be conducted. So sometimes those whose work it is not,
may become overly anxious. [n this instance those
whose problem it is,· we believe, are more keenly
alive to the needs of their special work than anyone
else. But they prefer wisely to go slow, realizing
the gravity of the responsibility and the importance
of. their work.
Thus we may note that in charge of the four
stakes as now organized, there are but two men in
the stake presidency in each instance, and we venture to suggest tha•t the president of the new Far
West Stake will also be very cautious in choosing
his counselors.
We should rejoice in the great advance movement
at the late conference in drawing a clear line between local and missionary work, the strengthening
of both of these departments and in the closer association of the Presidency and Twelve.
We are inclined st.rongly to favor the idea of
fasting and prayer before a General Conference,
remembering always that the main purpose is to
prepare our mind and heart for the deliberation
and work of the conference, the laying aside of
worldly affairs for a sea~on, and a devotion of purpose and a prayer that the Spirit of God may be ·
with us in all our assembling, and in our work in the
quorums and in the conference business especially.
We recognize the fact that our heavenly Father
knows our needs and is ready to help and ready to
reveal his will. The history of the world shows
that the hindrance lies in the slowness of men to
obey. Still we must wait.his time. It is not a matter of the will of individuals, nor of our time. (2
Peter 1: 20, 21.)
As individuals we need divine 'revelation. That

revealment is limited only by our ability to receive.
Human intelligence unaided can never equal the
heights possible to the man of God. The church
as a whole need keenly to keep the commandments,
so we may be worthy and ready for further divine
,direction. To accomplish our work, it is a prerequisite. Yet not all inspiration from on high is presented as revelation.
We need to be careful with all diligence to receive
the truth and prove it regardless of the form, and
to reject error, whatever may be its mode of approach.
If, then, there comes a revelation, it becomes both
our privilege and our duty to give it careful, thoughtful and prayerful consideration. It is the duty of
the quorums to do this, and their responsibility is
as clear as is that of the Presidency, in the giving·
of revelation, that righteousness and truth may prevail.
We should endeavor not only to secure the spiritual
assurance that it is of God, but also that growth of
intelligence tliat we may make it part of our lives
and understanding. If there is no understanding,
there is no revelation.
It is true that many in the world look upon spiritual phenomena as a 'thing to be accepted with
open mouth and closed eyes without a question. But
such has never been the requirement of the law.
Always it has been that we should seek to understand so that we may learn to obey. Blind obedience is not required by our Father.
So therein lies our present great duty: youth,
service, but greater than either, obedience to the
law of God. There is need then for deep, earnest
prayers that we may understand the law of God and
understanding; we may have the courage to keep it.
lf we will do this, weneed not fear but that in his
own time, those whom the Lord has called will be
chosen, and His work move onward to the blessing
of his people and of those who love truth.
s. A: B.
I

THE COORDINA TlNG COMMITTEE
At the late General Conference a committee was
formed to take into consideration what could best
be done to simplify the work of the auxiliaries and
to coordinate their work with each other and with
the general church for the purpose of securing more
effective service. On this committee, Joseph A.
Tanner was appointed by the Presidency for the
church, Mrs. Frederick M. Smith for the Woman's
Auxiliary, Granville S. Trowbridge for the Religio,
Daniel Macgregor for the Sunday school, while these
four will appoint a fifth.
Some have suggested that the First Presidency
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are the coordinating committee. Naturally this is
true, but we take one step at a time. This committee was named in or<,ler that we might discharge
the amalgamation committee, and also that these
auxiliaries might be consulted: in this work "and
take into consideration how their work may be better carried on.
Ten years ago the library commission was organized. One of its great purposes was to adjust and
bring about a closer relation between the church and
the auxiliaries, to bring about a closer cooperation.
So far splendid progress has been made.
A..t that time it is doubtful if the Sunday school
, and Religio would have been willing to have turned
over their books to a church officer or committee,
and unfortunately in some cases with good reason.
That time is past and there is now a much better
understanding. It may be that the time is approaching and is now here, when the library commission may be reduced in numbers to three and the
library boards in some instances at least to one
effective member. It is better to have one worker
than three drones. We hope the time is here for
a muchcloser affiliation with the church, as d~part- .
ments of work.
The Religio has provided for a lecture board. Yet
this is one matter that has been under serious consideration for and by the college and also for and
by the church officials. It is also being undertaken
in some degree by the Worrtan~s Auxiliary, and
partly in institute work by the Sunday school. It
is probable that in many ways the work will overlap,
because the Religio is for adolescence, though it has
attempted to establish as well an infant department, a.ttempted to imitate the Sunday school.
The Woman's Auxiliary naturally feels a deep
interest in the adolescent girl. There comes here
an overlap. It may be questioned if the social purity
board should not be reduced to three members, one
of whom should be a woman.
In the humble judgment of the writer, we. should
have women on the board of trustees of the Sanitarium as well as on the social purity board and
Children's Home. But they should go in on their
merits and ability, not as members of the Woman's
Auxiliary.
The gospel literature commission, home class work,
the normal department, and educational work in
general give not only points of contact but duplication. That a readjus·tment is needed has been very
plain for several years and is more so now than
ever before, to the one end that we may do more
and a better work as a church.
S. A. B.
"Many a man is so constituted that nothing short
of an earthquake would shake his confidence."
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REAFFIRMATION OF BELIEF IN POLYGAMY
The Liahona of April17, 1917, contains a synopsis
of the opening conference address by Joseph F.
Smith of Salt Lake City. We notice many statements wi·th which we quite agree. For example,
"It is abominable that men who are entrusted with
protecting the country's honor and borders are not
in every instance virtuous." But wle also read :
"As members of the church," said President 1Smith, "do
1n ot ,ferget those ordiances of the gospel from which accurs
blessings. Teach the children the pri,nciples of the eternity
of the marriage covenant, teach them to be worthy to he
married in the temple." "Do not forget these things," said
Pl:\esident ,smith, "they are essential to the welfare and happiness of the saints."
President 'Smith said he desired to bear his testimony. He
has served in various church capacities since the days of
Pr,esident Brigham Young. He named early church authoriti.es and dowi!l to the present. He sa1d he has been associated
intimately with them 1and he hears testimony they were true,
virtuous, pure men; men of God; men above reproach, 'except that wick•ed men saw a pra,ctice which in itself was
as pure and true as any principle of the gospeL
It was a crime in the eyes of lecherous men that' Brigham
Young should have more than one wife. But they were his
Wiv,es and his children. He cared for them. He suffered pm:secution a;nd others have suffered. But that is a thing of the
past.
"To-day some of us," said President Smith, "are condemned
because we do not abandon the wives we had before the
church capitulated to the laws of the land and gave up polyg'amy.'' He said he should like to say to all the world that if
any man deserves to be damned it is the man who would
abandon his wives he had before the Manifesto.

This would appear rather clearly to include a reaffirmation of the doctrine of polygamy. In fact,
they claim that it is a practice "as pure and true as
any principle of the gospel." We regret to note
this repeated affirmation of that which is against
the law both of God and of the land, by their own
admission. . (Reed Smoot Case, vol. 1, pp. 334, 430.)

NOTES AND COMMENTS
The "Herald" Free, to Missionaries
Continuing the usual policy, THE SAINTS' HERALD
is sent free to all ministers under general church
appointment, simply by making request of this office.
Zion's Ensign is sent on the same terms by applying ·to the Ensign Publishing Hlouse, Independence,
Missouri. Give your new address as well as the old
one.
Funeral of R. M. Elvin
The funeral of Robert M. Elvin, for many years
a missionary and for twenty-six years a member of
the general (hig'h council, was conducted Sunday
afternoon, April 22. The services were in charge
of Stake President J. F. Garver, assisted by John
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Smith. Joseph A. Tanner, president of the high
priests quorum and of Kansas City Stake, a lifelong
friend of Brother Elvin, preached the funeral sermon.

Library Commission Organized
The new secretary of the General Library Commission is Vernon A. Reese, of 3833 West Park Avenue, Chicago, Illinois. It will be his special work to
help the districts to organize more fully and carry
out the cooperative plan of the library commission.
The blanks have already been revised and plans
formulated to carry on a rather extensive educational
campaign the coming year.
Allied Drive Continues
Some of the most sanguinary battles of the war
have been fought recently as a result of the continued drive of the British and French on positions
held by the Germans. The latter have gradually
retired from a number of important trench systems,
while the losses reported have been enormous. Air
fighting has been furious, and many planes lost by
both sides. The weekly report of shipping losses
by the British shows the greatest of any week since
the unrestricted campaign was inaugurated in February.
Answering Misrepresentation
Elder 0. J. Tary has a rather extensive answer
to the misrepresentations of Doctor J. ·S. Martin, of
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, in The Wheeling Register
of April 17. He corrects inferences to the effect that
the church from the beginning has been polygamic in
its teachings. He places the blame where it belongs
in saying that "the system against which Doctor
Martin urges such a vigorous protest was not in
existence until set up under the regime of Brigham
Young, .commencing in the latter part of the year
1844, after Joseph and Hyrum Smith had been
killed."
An Apostle Thirty Years
The joint council recently suspended operations
long enough ·to celebrate the thirtieth anniversary
of his membership in the Quorum of Twelve of
Gomer T. Griffiths. lA gold pen, suitably inscribed,
was presented to him.by President F. M. Smith, as
a token of the sentiments of the quorums in session.
On Aprilll, the DAILY HERALD contained this i.tem:
"Thirty years ago to-day Gomer T. Griffiths was
called to the Quorum of Twelve. !All of the
quorum of that date have passed away except him
and Joseph R. Lambert." Becoming reminiscent,
told us some interesting things of those days. We
asked him to write some of them for our readers.
When he gets time he will, he intimated.

Employing the Children
The National Child Labor Committee is sending
out a letter and leaflet outlining a workable plan
to use the young people in the national e:ffo:l.·t to
increase the food supply. They suggest that all over
fourteen might be hired to farmers or sent from
home in groups to work in farm districts. Those
under that age could be supervised at home and
trained in local agricultural work by competent
teachers from the schools and other organized bodies,
"those who will appreciate the limits of a child's
strength and not allow him to be overworked." All
interested in the matter should send for the free
leaflet by addressing The National Child Labor Committee, 105 East Twenty-second Street, New York
City.
The War
The House of Representatives in session as a committee of the whole on April 28 voted by 279 to 98
in favor of selective conscription as opposed to the
volunteer plan for raising an army. There is every
indication that the Senate will concur in this action,
though a conference may change the age limit. The
House favors 21 to 40 as .the limits, while the Senate
plan seemed to favor 19 to 25. It is planned to have
a national registration day within thirty days, and
from the. names thus secured the army of 500,000
desired immediately will be drawn by the jury wheel
system. It is announced th'at these men will be
called to service about September 1, perhaps many
of them to foreign lands. ·Prices on all grains,
meats, and including many staple necessities, are
constantly rising, breaking all records. Government
officials are investigating, the public press, and other
methods are being employed to see that the utmost
is done to increase the food supply. China is expected to declare war on Germany within a short
time, Guatemala has broken off relations, and Brazil
is on the verge of war. Of tp.e $7,000,000,000 to be·
raised for war purposes in this country by the sale
of bonds and taxation, much will be loaned to the
allied European powers. Great Britain has already
received $200,000,000 and France and Italy will receive as much soon, while arrangements are to be
made to loan Russia as much as she can use.
And again: what shall be said concerning the
traces of iron implements which have been discovered from time to time in the mounds, but more
frequently at great depths below the surface of the
soil. Though accounts of such discoveries are generally from reliable sources, they have latterly received no attention, and always have been considered
as so much perilous ware which no one cared to
handle.-Foot-Prints of Vanished Races, pp. 108,
109.
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IGINAL
LECTURES TO THE PRIESTHOOD
The following is a very brief summary of the
third and fourth address,es of President Frederick
M. Smith to the Melchisedec priesthood, April 12 ·
and 13, 1917.
We have· heard of several requests, How can we
learn to preach a correct sermon? Some have
urged that we run a series of articles in the HERALD
for the benefit of those who have not had an opportunity for even a grammar school education. It
is urged with much truth that a large part of the
educational work is beyond many of our vvorkers.
Still we recognize that a course in grammar, rhetoric, public speaking and homiletics, in the HERALD
would appeal to only a small number of our readers.
Provision has been made to meet this condition in
the Graceland Extension Institute. Frederick M.
Smith is director, George N. Briggs, assistant director, and C. B. Woodstock, registrar. The plan of the
institute is to ascertain, first, the amount of schooling, the amount of general reading, the amount of
experience, and then just what practical work each
individual requires and why, and to adapt the instruction to his personal need.
F01oty or more young people with the advantage
of a good education have vol~nteered their services
to help. The fee for a course for one year is $2.50,
with a special rate of $1 to missionaries. This is
merely to cover the actual cost of postage and preparation of lessons, as no one receives remuneration .
for services. At present the classes in English,
grammar, rhetoric and logic are the largest.
We want to use all the facilities at our command.
These m~m are ready to assist you in taking advantage of these facilities. By all of our facilities
we do not mean exclusively church organization,
but also public library, university extension courses
and any accessible means of help.
If you want to improve yourself so as to render
better service and do not know how to begin, write
to Professor C. B. Woodstock, Lamoni, Iowa.EDITORS.

We have a letter here from a sister who writes
to deplore the apparent carelessness of some of our·
ministers in regard to the use of English. She points
out several examples, such as "I taken" for "I took,"
"Had went" for "had gone," etc., all of which might
have been corrected by a little study of a simple
grammar and a pocket dictionary. We are all
guilty of some errors in speech, and meetings such

as this are good places to talk such things over. It is
important that we seek to correct our faults in this,
as in all other things. Included in the equipment of
almost all of us should be a grammar and dictionary.
It has been my custom in the past to carry around
cards, on which I would write dowh the spelling
and definition of a word which appealed to me and
about which I should know more. The habit has
been a great help.
There should be no criticism of the men who exert
themselves to become better educated. Some of the
finest men in the church and the world have been
educated men.
We have here a resolution from a district which
wants to know what it can do with men who are
ordained to the priesthood and will not occupy in
their offices. We have maintained that those who
refuse to work after due labor has been performed
with them, should be asked to give up their licenses.
It is wrong to permit a man to act as a dog in the
manger.
Then the question comes up this year as it has
often before: "Shall we accept the labors of those
of the local priesthood who use tobacco?" While
I may not have the sanction of ;all my associates in
it, I emphatically say No.. A man cannot keep both
his filthy habits and the holy priesthood which God
has intrusted to him, and this would apply to the
Aaronic priesthood, also.
While some of these things may sound harsh, it
is well to come to an understanding about them.
There need be less haggling and disagreements over
some of these· matters if we discuss them on such
occasions as this.
It is not wise to go out from here and teach such
things as tithing in such a way as to make it difficcult
for the general officers of the church to carry out
the law. Some one may ask, "Is it not proper to
teach according to the books?" It is, but at the
same time it is not wise to run counter to the accepted interpretations of the law.
We advise our men to let the Menace proposition
alone. If we are in such imminent danger as it is
suggested we are, I have all faith that God will warn
us in time to allow our escape, if that be necessary ..
The missionary appointment list will be read before long and there will be those who will feel badly
because certain names do not appear. Some believe
it a terrible thing to drop men who cannot do anything else. God pity us if we must carry men for
the sake of charity. [t seems to us that the most
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kindly thing that can be done for such men if there
be any, is to drop their names from the active missionary list and put them into other departments
of the work for which they are better fitted. We
honor those who have worn themselves out in the
work and they are worthy of all praise, but it is
unjust to them to expect that they can continue
indefinitely to do acceptable work for the church.
Many men have been appointed who could have
been first-class workers but they quit growing.
They are not all on the missionary list, either.
Many simply fill places, and it is not the inspiration
of the call that gave them the priesthood that is at
fault, but simply that they have not forged ahead
as they should have done.
Criticism has been offered because we have gotten
away very largely from the custom of sending out
missionaries two by two. tWe truly have lost since
we got away from that plan. We have saved time
and men in a way, but have also lost men whom we
might have otherwise saved. Just how soon we can
get back we cannot say, but we are working to that
end.
There have been some very poor selections made
in regard to our church buildings in some places.
They are ofttimes a little old hut of a building in
the poorest, meanest end of the town, and quite inaccessible. We ought to establish the custom of having the location and plans of the public buildings
of the church indorsed by the general church officers.
There is a movement already started among the
architects to help in this. Then why not some day
adopt a style of architecture peculiar to our faith,
having variety yet distinctiveness? We hope it can
be done. \[Some one suggested here that we a~ready
had a distinctive style-distinctively ugly.]
This year will be marked as an epoch-making time.
There will be a departure from several old customs,
and among them that of reporting. We want a
personal report once a week from each man under
appointment, direct to the Presidency. Set some
time of the week that suits you best and regularly
observe that day as one on which your report of the
past week's efforts is sent in. Make your report
a lesson in English; free from error, brief, yet suf·ficiently long to tell conditions as you have seen
them.
As the list of appointments is read, you will note
that some are marked with an L and some with M.
This means local and missionary, respectively. Let
the. work be divided. The missionary is not to concern himself with the local work, neither should the
local man seek to regulate the missiouary's efforts.
There should be cooperation without conflict. Missionaries should seek to imbue local forces everywhere with the possibilities of the work and fire with

zeal those who have not been fully employed in the
service of the Lord.
Those intrusted with local work should first feed
the flock, waking lazy ones and make a perfect working branch.
Several years ago I was talking with Dean Wilcox
of the Iowa University on the question of credits
for Graceland. At that time we were not fully accredited as we are now. He said: "I dislike to take
a stand against Graceland College because every one
but one of your students has made good. I think
it is because everybody is thought to be against you,
and your people learn to fight for their rights and
to stand alone. You should be thankful it is so,
for when that condition ends, they will drop into the
ordinary channels and cease to excel."
When we run out of religious opposition to fight,
we must replace it with something else, such as the
indifference and carelessness that so often creeps
in among us. We need discouragement to wake us
up.
Some ,one asks again about reporting. No, we
don't want such uniformity that we can tell by a
glance at the signature just what is going to be said,
neither will we expect you to be on the qui vive, not
knowing what to expect next. A little advice we
received from our preceptor in English while at
school might be good for us. He said whenever we
discovered what seemed to us an exceptionally witty
or smart passage, to eliminate it without fail, for
unless we did it would spoil the entire effort.
:A brother in the rear is asking us to tell of some
of the good things, something to please us more and
worry us less. \We have already reported to the
conference that a distinct upward movement is noted
throughout the church. We heard yesterday of
some of the conditions resulting from unwise gathering to Independence, and some want to know about
moving to the center places for the educational
advantages for their children. We cannot discuss
that at length at this time, but the suggestion of the
brother over here is that by proper encouragement
the branches here and there can develop as much
talent in musical and other lines as is found proportionately in the larger places.
,
The Religio has its place among us if it can find
it. Let us suggest that it should be, to paraphrase
the words of Lincoln, an organization of the young
people, by the young people, and for the young peopJe. Adolescence has its special problems which
should, receive our special attention.
The conference which we have just enjoyed has
reiterated a keen desire for intensive and extensive
,;;vork in the stakes. I am disappointed in not having a larger representation in the stake missionary
list, but the postconference council may attend to
«$
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that. Sometimes I ,think we could accomplish more
if every missionary on our list were placed in the
five stakes and went to work. That would not mean
a cessation of labor on the part of the local men,
either. If we are to have success in this worl~, we
must talk it, think it, sleep it, and even snore it.
Some ask about the school of the prophets. We
haye made an excellent start in that direction in the
meetings in this room. There are tremendous possibilities in getting the priesthood together and as
a result working together. It is necessary that we
have loyalty on the part of the missionaries, and
that does not necessarily mean that we are not to
think for ourselves. Principles should be discussed
and agreed upon if possible, but at any rate have
lo:valty to the organization and to each other. Do
not follow Brother Jones into a community where
he has been working and agree that "he is a fine man,
but-" Tell of his good qualities, and if he have
failings tha:t are necessary to notice, tell him. If
you think the Presidency, for instance, are wrong,
do not tell everybody else, but write them direct and
point out their errors.
The work of the Twelve will now be different, but
the missionaries will not be out of their jurisdiction.
You may get two in your territory instead of one.
They will be able to acquaint themselves with the
work and its needs as never before. Hitherto they
have often had to be content with seeing these conditions and needs reflected in the HERALD or otherwise. Next year we should find a different condition confronting us.
District presidents should also report and instructions will be issued to that effect. Some of them
have compiled figures to show how many sermons
were required to each convert made, and the average
is about twenty to each baptism. Just how many of
these are adults and other information should be
more easily available if the reporting is done well.
There seems right now to be a need for more pastoral work than missionary. Both are" importaiit,
but we must not let what we have gained die from
our neglect.
All these things will require education-study to
meet modern conditions intelligently-and education
means not only training in schools and colleges, but
it is the fullest and richest re;ponse to the stimuli
of our environment. There are a number of men
here who have not had many advantages, yet we
believe they are educated. The presid~nt of the
Independence Stake, for instance, has had only one
year of high school and the president of the Lamoni
Stake even less. A canvass of the situation might
reveal a similar situation all about us. Yet these
men have not stopped growing; they .have gone on,
as we can all go on. All can be educated.

Neither should there be the least jealousy of those
who thus tak!e advantage of their opportunity. Education but enhances spirituality if possessed by the
proper individual.
The Graceland Extension Institute can and will
help all who desire it and the expense is very little.
We cannot stand ar~und rooted in our places and
receive the endowment. We must move out and pre- .
pare ourselves.
BETTER RESULTS IN THE BRANCHES
(How may we OTganize and motivate the official forces in
local churches to get the ibest results. Pap·e·r read before the
High Priests' Quorum by Ralph W. Farrell, April 9, 1917.)
ORGANIZATION

:Effective relation among men is !secured only
through organization. Without it, effort is spasmodic and satisfactory results are not had. Energy
is wasted when promiscuously applied. 'Through
organization a leader multiplies himself, and the
division of labor is made possible. There are many
other reasons why men should organize; not the
least God's command, and he gives no idle counsel.
But when to organize and how must sometimes be
determined by the spirit of wisdom.
IN LOCAL BRANCHES

Organization should never weaken individual
power, f,~.r this increased to its biggest extent is
really the only source of organization strength.
· Working on this principle, I requested the branch "
in Providence to discontinue electing presiding
priests, presiding teachers, presiding deacons. (For
which old custom there is no law.) The reason for
this change was twofold : To stop the inconsistency
of electing one priest, or one teacher, or one deacon,
to preside over another officer of equal rank (to use
a. convenient term) ; to enable the pastor to receive
proper recognition as the chief directing and counseling authority, entitled to full acquaintance with
every matter of local importance. It is necessary
to hold group meetings. Have the pri~sts meet
in council with the pastor; likewise the teachers,
and the deacons. These different committees may
elect of their number permanent chairmen to preside only when in session, and this for the convenience of the pastor; but be it borne in mind that the
branch president has the eiective right to preside
over the entire membership of the branch. Often (if
not always) he prefers to act as a counseling and advising member of each group body when it is in
session. Between sessions there is no presiding officer save the branch president. At these council
meetings collective and individual work is arranged,
parts assigned and, if necessary, votes taken to settle
such matters that require the voice of the majority.
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These council meetings are wheels within wheels,
and it devolves upon the pastor to see that the great
machine runs smoothly, is supplied with necessary
inspection, and repaired when out of order. The
priests are _given their lists of names and mutually
agree on such other lines of work that form parts
of their spiritual stewardship. The teachers likewise arrange their common work. The deacons are
members of a financial board, choosing one of their
number as branch treasurer and also agreeing on
proper division of labor. Whenever any serious
problem comes up for solution, that group of officers
wlhich it concerns meets in council and settles it.
General workings of the br~nch are discussed in
general priesthood meetings, when such discussion
is necessary. In the pastor's absense, the highest
in authority (to use another convenient term) presides. All things being equal, the seniority of priesthood should be recognized; but a clear understanding
may be obtained by careful arrangement of this
matter in general priesthood meetings, or, and possibly more properly, by the pastor. (It would be
in place to state that the provision for presiding
exigency, as given in chapter fourteen of the Book
of Rules, refers only to business meetings.) At
times when branch officers are elected, simply elect
a presiding officer, and sustain all other branch officers, by show of hands. Arrange work in group
meetings.
MOTIVATING THE GROUP INDIVIDUAL

In the gospel economy there is no law which forces
a man to work. His moral agency will hever be
taken from him. Unwilling service (if there be
such) is not what God desires. Our efforts to move
men, therefore, must be along lines of encouragement, stimulation, instruction and assistance.
The control of men is a problem which every pastor must master if he is to do effective work. Systematic soldiering is the menace of industry, and the
need for executive ability is fundamental in all or. ganized effort. Live leadership makes for effective
I
group action.
We should not ignore the fact (and I hardly think
anyone desires to do so) that all acts, all effects, are
governed by laws, whether they be things spiritual
or things material. If we can discover the laws that
relate to our problems and work in harmony with
such laws, the solution of these mysteries will be
ours.
I am not exaggerating a disagreeable truth, when
I state that a large percentage of our local officers
are idlers, comparatively speaking. Some perform
a small amount of work, others do nothing. (I
speak, of course, from the vantage point of my observation of the branches in the Atlantic States.
And I by no means reflect disparagingly on faithful

men.) Many of these idle men are not d·ead spiritually, but they have allowed the plow handles to
rot away and the shares to turn to rust. And this
violation of law has resulted in a condition of death
and dying among many of the Saints. I mention
this fact to voice a conviction that is blood-streaked
by experience; I mention this matter to call attention
to this condition which menaces the very existence
of our present-age church; and startling it is that
the initial attempt to solve this most serious problem, must be made by the pastors of the branches.
I believe that this attempt is being made, and that
success ~ill attend the efforts, and that the church
will yet shine brighter than the sun in midheaven.
Men act because they are impelled by three
things-reason (or intellect) emo:tion, conscience.
These three words, when properly analyzed, reveal
the secret we desire to learn. The intelligent pastor
will direct his effort at one or all of these parts of
man, and in so doing labor face to face, brain to
brain, and heart to heart wi~h the person that needs
help.
Seeing that inactivity has gripped the members
of the priesthood of the branch, the president calls
them together and exhorts them in soul-stirring
fashion. The effect which often follows is resolution by the men to "get busy." And they are sincere in the main. Thirty days pass. :Those same
men assemble with empty reports-nothing accomplished. Another soul-stirring exhortation is given.
Another renewal of resolutions follows, only to fail
in bringing forth the actual fruit of service. What
is the trouble? Why this failure? Three things
may be detected as responsible for the whole failure.
They are: (1) Each officer was given too much or
too little to do. (2) Practical help was needed.
(3) Unwillingness to work. Rest assured that one
or all of these difficulties spragged the wheel of progress. To consider, understand and remove, if possible, these obstructions, is the work of the executive.
Let us consider them separately.
,GIVEN TOO MUCH OR TOO LITTLE TO DO

A goal is reached step by step; great buildings
erected stone on stone; type is set letter by letter.
Too much work imposed upon a man confuses and
paralyzes him. Det.ail the work of your assistants.
If you give a long list of names, specify those which
require first attention. A group of workers must
be given piecework. This consideration is essential-vital-to promote big results. Those last
meetings were failures because, though the men had
their enthusiasm stirred, they did not know what
to do first, and inactivity resulted, as it always does,
in the cooling of desire to serve. I cannot emphasize too strongly the necessity of laying upon the
hearts of the men specific tasks to perform in a
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limited time and with the understanding that reports
will be required at the expiration of that time limit.
Here is opportunity to be firm but kind. The advantage of council meetings is observed here, for
you will be able to go into details of work more Iully
with the individual groups. 'The priests, being sort
of local patriarchs, or evangelists, should not be burdened with the ofttime evils that teachers have to
consider, and teachers should be freed from considering specific tasks of deacons.

change this attitude of mind? The remedy is stimulation, and the following are some of the ways to
apply it:

NOT WILLING TO WORK

There is still another element in his element which
might be stimulated-it is his fear. Have we completely lost sight of this principle? Jesus used it
when necessary. The latter-day angel brought to
earth the cry: "Fear God!" Asked a penitent suf-

APPEAL TO HIS CONSCIENCE

Visit him at the earliest and most convenient
opportunity. Let the interview be private. (Be~
ware of the public-criticising habit.) Pray with
this man. Lay before him the case, frankly and
calmly stated. Tell .him that Saints are becoming
indifferent to duty; iniquity is creeping into the fold,
THE NEED OF HELP
and wolves are destroying the flock for which the
How can you help the man in need? Is his in- Lamb of God gave his life; seats are vacant. Where
activity the result of youth· and inexperience? If are the watchmen? iAre they asleep at the post of
so, he should be associated with some one who can duty? Did not the priests and teachers of the Book
help him. It might be well for the pastor to visit . of Mormon days pledge to take upon themselves
with this brother. I find that more work is done by the sins of the people if these officers neglected to
men who are coupled in service than by men who do their duty? Tell him that children, perhaps his
work separately; in fact, in actual experience few children, are drifting away because not cared for
local officers do much visiting alone. Further, it is by those officers whom God has called to feed the
the Lord's plan that men go "two by two." The lambs. Plead for him and the people. And if this
deacon should be called upon often to assist the does not move himteachers, that the former may receive experience
. APPEAL TO HIS LOYALTY
other than common attention to externals. Surely
Loyalty is a real force among men. Is he loyal
"occasion requires" when large branches have lan- to the cause, to his fellow officers? Is he leaving
guished man:y years because of teachers' inactivity, the burden to a few men? His very manhood is at
and when teachers are assisted by deacons the work stake. Men hate to be called quitters. Of course
may be performed twice as rapidly as when teachers in your kindness you barely hint that he is a quitgo together. Priests should not be assisted by teach- ter-let the Spirit burn that fact home. The least
ers when priest work is being done.
wrong word, and in many cases the proper word,
Do your officers lack understanding of duties'? is criticized by the man inactive.
Then instruct them. Give private talks and public
APPEAL TO HIS SENSE OF JUSTICE
lectures on the duties of local officers. Domestic
If he is a business man, he will see the need of
troubles are often the cause of inactivtiy by members
of the priesthood. This is a serious matter, made working the system. He will sense the value of comore so because little can be done by the pastor to operation, and admit the justice of your claim for
remedy the trouble. Incompatibility of temper, assistance. And he will realize in time (if he be
lack of sympathetic support from the wife, willful not totally dead) that there can be but one end for
disregard of God's laws, are some of the things the persistently inactive man-and that end diswhich sap spiritual power, which lack, we admit, aster! !Transgression of law is sin, and the wages
is at the bottom of all spiritual inactivity. Sunday- of sin is death. The pendulum of God's clock swings
school teachers should take special interest in the as far towards justice as it does towards mercy.
children of homes thus afflicted. Spiritual-minded There can be no doubt of this in the mind of the man
sisters should visit the wife and encourage her. I who is not insane. In dealing with men do not
pity much these women who are victims of this un- neglect the power of suggestion, as a means of helpfortunate state of mind, but I pity more the men, ing him. He needs faith, a bigger view of life,
for one of the most difficult phases of priesthood more love for humanity, power to eliminate selfish- ·
work must be the attempt to save others when one's ness. Suggest ways and means. Cannot he come
own home is crumbling to decay. Establish prayer to prayer meeting? Would he like to accompany
meetings for the members of the priesthood, and let you on a visit to the needy? Prayer will help him.
one officer encourage another. They all need the The family altar is a means of grace, et cetera.
warm hand of the brotherhood.
THE APPEAL TO FEAR
This is the third difficulty, and it requires much
the same treatment as the seoond. However, you
are now dealing with men who have no· seeming desire to "play the game fair." What can be done to
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ferer to his companion on the cross: "Dost thou not
fear God?" The persistently defiant officer must
be dealt with-and this for the good of the body.
When other attempts fail, there remains the lastthe appeal to fear. That man who will not observe
the "rule of the road," must step aside and allow
another to take his place. He is a menace to the
body politic. :He that is not faithful shall not be
accounted worthy to stand. The Lord has spoken on
this. We need not speculate. The elders shall see
that the law is kept, and if he does not do well his
part he is likewise a lawbreaker. Law is not law
if it has no penalty for its transgression. Until a
pastor can say to the persistent idler, "Brother, yon
move on or let another take your place"-until a
pastor can say this with power to act, the advance
of the church will be neither great nor fast. The
army of the Lord is sorely weakened by possessing
men who have forgotten or are trying to forget their
unspoken vow to God when they were ordained and
expected to work in the vineyard. It has been my
experience; and no doubt that of others, that simply
a hint at requiring the surrender of licenses has
worked well in the interests of God's kingdom. Men
who have a spark of the spirit of self respect would
as soon surrender their membership as their license.
Say w:hat we will against the :fact, fear is the great
inhibitor of action. At heart the transgressor respects the man who honors and enforces the law.
SUMMARY

To sum up briefly: Organize the various groups
of workers, but in no wise allow organization to
diminish the strength. of individual efficiency. Let
the presiding officer, the pastor, preside over the
entire membership of the branch, and this includes
the members of the priesthood as such. Study carefully the laws governing control (laws at which I
have only hinted), and having learned them, use
them. The time is upon us when we should work
with all our might. Remember that the inactivity
of officers is caused (in the general sense) by their
having too much or nothing definite to do; by their
need of help; by their unwillingness to serve. To
overcome these difficulties, we must perfect details
for the confused, assist the needy, enlighten the ignorant, appeal to the loyalty, sense of justice, fear,
conscience, of the unwilling. And first, last, all the
time, instruct the entire body of Saints, holding before their quickening vision. the soul-stirring doctrine of idealism.
The Autumn Leaves :lj.]ls a place in the ehurch
which no other publication can. The youth among
us are especially kept in mind and those who do not
keep in touch with it are missing some important
phases of development.

EXTRACTS FROM A WORK OF 1842
(Mormonism in all Ages, or the Rise, Progress, and Causes
of Mormonism. By Professor J. B. Turner, Illinois College,
Jacksonville, Illinois, Copyright by Platt and Peters, New
York, 1842.)

The professor shows graphically the work of the
Missouri mobs; early tolerance of the people of Illinois; vigorous efforts of the intelligent, industrious
Saints, even establishing at once a university.
He also shows his opposition, but nowhere in the
book published in 1842 does a hint of the existence
of polygamy appear. Had it existed he ·would have
noted it.
Of the Missouri troubles Professor Turner writes:
"Who began the quarrel? Was it the Mormons?
Is it not notorious on the contrary, that they were
hunted, like wild beasts, from county to county, before they made any desperate resistance? Did they
ever, as a body, refuse obedience to the laws, when
called upon to do .so, until driven to desp'eration
by repeated threats and assaults on the part of the
mob? Did the State ever make one decent effort
to defend them as fellow citizens in their rights, or
to redress their wrongs? ltet the conduct of its
governors, attorneys, and the fate of their final petitions answer. Have any who plundered and openly
massacred the Mormons ever been brought to the
punishment due their crimes? Let the boasting
murderers of begging, helpless infancy answer.
Has the State ever remunerated, even those known
to be innocent, for the loss of either their property
or their arms? Did either the pulpit or the press
through the State raise a note of remonstrance or
alarm? Let the clergymen who abetted, and the
editors who encouraged the mob, answer. We know
that there were many noble exceptions; but alas,
that they were so few! We hate the Mormon imposture; it is from beginning to end utterly detestable, both in its principles and its effects. Mormonism is a monstrous evil ; and the only place
where it ever did or ever could shine, this side of
the world of despair, is by the side of a Missouri
mob. In that position it really shines not inherently, but f,rom the contrast, and it is indeed to be
hoped that the citizens of Illinois, where the Mormons are now located, whatever may or may not
come, will never disgrace their State, their Nation,
and their age, or degrade themselves and shame their
posterity by resorting to mob law, either against
the NJ;ormons or anybody else."-pages 57, 58.
"After the Mormons were thus infamously and
cruelly driven from their lands and their homes, and
robbed of their arms, corn, cattle, horses, swine,
utensils, clothes, and indeed all that renders life
tolerable, they wandered in the dead of winter
through the State of Missouri, toward the Missis-
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sippi. A large number arrived opposite Quincy,
during the months of February and March, 1839,
where they found the ice running so fast that they
were obliged to encamp in the open woods, without
clothing or shelter, on the opposite bank of the river.
Among this miserable and destitute multitude, were
not only naked children, and famished infants, ·and
married Wlomen in delicate and critical circumstances, but also about twenty females, whom the
savage ferocity qf mob law had deprived not only
of their living, but also of their husbands and
friends, who had either been butchered before their
eyes, as narrated above, or had sunk beneath the
lingering torments of hunger, cold, despair, and
want. The citizens of Quincy, to the honor of themselves, of civilization and humanity, immediately
called a public meeting, passed appropriate resolves
expressive of their abhorrence and detestation of the
principles of the authors of their calamity, and entered upon a course of vigorous and systematic efforts to relieve their necessities and provide for their
future wants. A similar course of conduct towards
the refugees, has in part wiped off the disgrace which
the mobs of Missouri had inflicted upon human nature and the American name.
"After casting about them for a time to retrieve
their misfortunes, the prophet and his comrades
selected the town of Commerce, on the Mississippi,
in Hancock County, Illinois, to be the future center
of their operations, under the name of the 'Stake of
Nauvoo' of the beautiful city."-Pages 58, 59.
"Their ·leaders are now launching out again, to
procure the handling of a little more cash. Accordingly, at the last session of the legislature of Illinois,
they obtained six charters; one incorporating their
city with peculiar privileges; another incorporating
a standing army under the name of the 'Nauvoo
Legion' ; another incorporating a company for the
building of a temple, worth some one hundred
thousand dollars; another for building a tavernhouse worth one hundred thousand dollars more; another for incorporating a · school for the prophets
under the name of the Nauvoo University, and another for incorporating a manufacturing company."
-Page61.
'Much else for and against could be gleaned from
this work. Since it nowhere mentions polygamy it
is evident it did not exist in 1842. The good character of the Mormons stands out above the denunciations the professor chooses to treat them to.
Intelligent, industrious procedure stands out in their
activities as he narrates them.
R. ETZENHOUSER.
Good habits make sound links, and the chain cannot be crowded.-Common Sense.
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A MESSAGE TO THE PRESIDENT
[The following communications were recently exchanged

as indicated in the letters which Wie reproduce here.EmTORS.]

LAMONI, IOWA, April 6, 1917.
HIS EXCELLENCY HONORABLE WOODROW WILSON,
President of the United States,
Washington, District of Columbia.
~At the opening session of the annual General Conference of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ
of Latter Day S.,.aints, held at Lamoni, Iowa, April
6, 1917, the following statement from the opening
address of President Frederick M. Smith was indorsed by vote and a copy ordered transmitted to
you by wire:
"We this year meet under conditions never before
confronted by this church. Despite consistent effort
prolonged in patience, the United States has finally
been drawn into the terrible world war. What it
will finally mean to us as a church no one can foresee. Our, strong belief that this Govern~ent was
guided in its formation by divine power and wisdom
carries with it an abiding faith that our destinies
are still being guided by the Omnipotent Hand. The
gospel of the Christ is one of peace, and as his followers we cannot but preach peace; and whatever shall
eventually be the attitude we assume in this crisis,
we cannot but remember that at times the people
of God have been compelled to wage sanguinary battle. Though, as we believe, the United States was
founded by divinity for his purpose, yet its establishment was sanctified by sacrifices made in war,
while later its unity was fixed by the fraternal conflict which placed on the altar the best manhood of
North and South. Since its inception as a nation
the United States has pursued a steady course as
the champion of liberty, and much of the progress
made in the development of international law has
been due to her ever ready defense of the principle
of freedom.
. "On its first appearance I read with deep interest
and concern the recent address of President Wilson
to Congress and was profoundly impressed with its
keen statesmanship and its deep pathos. Not since
Lincoln's day has its equal appeared among American state papers. We deplore war; but if this country must enter the conflict as now appears inevitable, may we not thank God that we do so under the
leadership of one with a clear envisagement of the
great principles at issue, and who will wage war
not against a people, but against corrupt government and in the interests of democratic. freedom!'
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I take pleasure in thus transmitting to you report
of the foregoing action. ·
RICHARDS. SALYARDS,
General Church Secretary.
'fHE WHITE HOUSE, WASHINGTON, Apri112, 1917.
MR. RICHARDS. SALYARDS,
General Church Secretary,
Lamoni, Iowa.
The President thanks you cordially for the good
will which prompted your kind message, which has
helped to reassure him and keep him in heart.

WOULD GIVE PALESTINE TO THE JEWS
1LONDON, April 18.-Sir Archibald Murray, commander of the British forces now advancing into
Palestine, favors the establishment of a Jewish state
in the H~ly Land. In a semiofficial report issued
by him to the army he says:
The Palestine plateau, once we have occupied it, will he
easy to defend. It is flanked on one side by the sea .and on·
the other by the desert, the latter untraversable by troops
a,nd the former our nautral domain and highway. From
coast to desert this long, narrow and secure corridor has an
.average of only some forty or fifty miles. It could be held
with ease by a comparatively small force, which could be
reinforced at leisure.
What should we do with Palestine, thus liberated from the
centuries-old Turkish grip? There can be little doubt that
we should revive the Jewish Palestine of old and allow the
Jews to realize their dreams of Zion in their homeland.
All the J erws will not return to Palestine, but many will
do so. The 1new Jewish state, under the British or French
A::gis, would become the spiritual and cultural cente1r of
Jewry throughout the world. The Jews would at least have
a homeland and a nationality of their own. The national
dream that has sustained them for a score of centuries or
more will have then been fulfilled.

-Los Angeles Times, April 19, 1917.
According to Morse, the geographer: "In digging
a well in Cincinnati, the stump of a tree was found
in a sound state, ninety feet· below the surface;
and in digging another well, at the same place, another stump was found at ninety-four feet below
the surface, which had evident marks of the axe;
and on its top there appeared as if some iron to~l
had been consumed by rust."
Says Priest: "We have examined the blade of a
sword found in Philadelphia, now at Peale's Museum, in New York, which was taken out of the
ground something more than sixty feet below the
surface. The blade is about twenty inches in length,
is sharp on one edge, with a thick back, a little
turned up at the point, with a shank drawn out three
or four inches long, which was doubtless inserted
in the handle, and clinched at the end." -FootPrints of Vanished Races; p, 110.

WOMAN'S AUXILIARY
Are We Remiss?
Sister Russell's latest article in her social service series,
is one which all parents should carefully ponder. If desirous of real, specific knowledge concerning the character
and the prevalence of this danger to our youth, go to some
reputable physician, who will tell you the truth,, •and get
i1n formation at first hand. Then look your duty squarely
in the face, and never let .a . . ruined,. suffering, crippled or
disfigured son or daughter be able to truthfully reproach
you in. the future with, "You knew the dangers which beset
my path; why, oh why, fo.r the love of me and of God,
did you not warn me and ·save me?"
The path of sin is an easy one, and swiftly trod. Most
of the men afflicted with this terrible social disease, contract
it before they have reached the age of twenty! Mothers,
fathers, where have you bee1n? During the early years,
when it was your privilege to instill habits of purity, when
it was your duty to warn and to guide, when it should have
been your joy to counsel, and lovingly instruct in the mysteries of life, did you shirk? Did you' leave to others the
guiding of little feet-the training of little habits of selfcontrol? Did you think it "immodest" to inform your· child
about the great gulf of sin and self-i1ndulgence which yawns
before everyone who passes from childhood to manhood?
Again we say, read, think, ponder, arouse, do! Let not
another sin of omission he counted against you, hut faithfully discharge, with prayers for guidance and wisdom,
this most vitally important duty you owe the lif.e you have
brought into being!
We are glad to present in co1nnection with Sister Russell's
article, the closely associated one which Professor Charles
Irwin, superintendent of the Lamoni public schools, pre~
sented in the form of an address to the women of our general
association in their recent convention. Brother Irwin ,em, phasizes the 1necessity for early fortifying oltlr children
against the onslaughts of the .enemy of souls, by giving
them the armor •of truth, a. definite and clearly outlined
knowledge of the fundamentals of life, which shall be their
very shield and buckler in later years of conflict. Witl;out
this knowledge children are very much like sh1ps at sea
without charts or rudde.rs! Nature herself is in a turmoil;
new thoughts and new impulses are surging through their
beings, the real meaning of which they do not understand,
and they are, thus, hople.ssly at the mercy of any p·erson
or any influence, which shall seek to interpret f,or them.
Fortunate £or them, if at such a time, when. their pare1n ts
have failed them, they shall find a real fr1end in a teacher,
leadie:~, or companion more blessed than they have been, who
shall impart to them the correct vi?w of their own potentialities; but oh, woe indeed is their lot, should they fall
~nto the hands of the evil-minded, who shall distort ~nd discolor, draw false pictures of glittering pleasure and sensual
delight, unaccompanied by a knowledge of the inevitable
disease and disaster which will follow! ·
·As latter-day parents, let us not be guilty of such gross
neglect in the equipment of our children for the battles
they shall have to wage!. Let us, humbly seeking aid from
the Giver of life hims:elf, implant in the innocent, unfolding minds of our childr.en, that concepti'on of life and its
great meanings, which ;;hall forever keep before them true
ideals of attainment, of deportment, of thought and imagi-
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nation! Then they will be ~ncapable of dragging in the
mire their rich endowments of nature, or of bowing their
heads before the altar of any false god of lust or pleasure,
whose only reward is suffering and death.
AUDENTIA ANDERSON.

Civilization, Syphilization, and Their Relationship to
Race Betterment
Many of the conditi.ons found in society to~day demand
means for a general uplift of humanity which shall make itself definitely and permanently felt throughout the race. A
knowledge of the conditions, coupled with a knowledge of the:
means for uplift, .should he possessed by eve·ry human being
v,rith philanthropic desires, for without this knowledge and its
general dissemination, many are doomed to mental, physical,
and moral unbalance and dependency.
How this knowledge may best be disseminated is the
question before us. We recognize in looking over the social
service field that the worker therein may have a very large
and important part ~n solving this pr.oblem, and in instituting one of the greatest reform movements the world has ever
known. The professional nurse or physician not only becomes, by study and observation, acquainted with the facts
as they exist in regard to this great menace called the "social evil," but when this knowledge is coupled with a great
desire to uplift and benefit he becomes an agent for untold
good, in the way of warning, explaining, and counseling
those who come under his care.
Medical history traces this specific disease, syphilis, back
to ancient Biblical times; ~n the days of Moses and King
Pharaoh. It was then called "King's Evil." What ha,ve the
years of "civilization" done for us in this regard, since that
far-away time? Alas, with all our "progress~" we are still
"livi\ng in an unclean genetration" compared to which, the
primitive wild man was indeed a child of innocence and
purity! Is the world, then, "better"? Sad as it may seem, dil'ectly in the wake of civilization, this awful malady (syphilization) has made steady-yes, steadier-progress! Something is fearfully wro;ng, that this masquerader of ·human
suffiering, appearing in most gorgeous multiplicity of forms,
can go on in polite and impolite society, show~ng itself, indeed, more often and more vir:ulent in well-kept society, than
in the more primitive!"
It would seem, then, that civilization and our present
methods of education, social, ethical, and spiritual, have yet
a space or department which has been sadly overlooked and
neglected. A knowledge first of the situation as it is, th®
an analysis of the law of cause and effect, with a preparation
and propaganda for the prevention of the causes, sums the
only logical solution.
We must have some new thought in the guidance of society,
,to protect it from the dangers of this fea,rsome enemy of
mank~nd, which gets a victim in its clutches, and holds on
for generations, spreading paralysis, insanity, and all manner
of evil and suffering in its wake. Medical history, in its
progress, is doing much to discover the causes and phases of
syphilis, and to establish a .truer conception of its sources
and work~ngs in general. There seems to have been some
misconception regarding the moral standing of some unfortunate sufferers from this disease, for the fact has been
established that it can, and does, ~ttack a perfectly innocent
individual, and often its worst effects are there evidenced.
The virus finds its way ~nto the human system through accidental contamination as well as a result of immorality. We
see and sense this more closely each year, al).d thus we feel

the great need for warning and educating the young and
th,e innocent.
By raising, through education and enlightenment, the in~elligence and character of th~ individual, a higher type of
civilization may be reached, the members of which may escape the ·ravages of the disea,se that so destructively reigns
to-day. The family life must serve to fortify its members
against the danger, prevent crime, .and free humanity from
its carnal lust. A knowledge of self, physically and spirit'ualy, will do much to safeguard our children from falling
into .error. The cerebra spinal nervous system may be regarded as the father of the bodily household, while the sympathetic !s the mother; it is through these systems bei1ng
under complete control of the will, that one is able to make
success or failure within oneself.
Crime is violation of law, and crimes against the laws of
the body form the greatest probiems o>f pathology to-day.
Physical .and mental irregularities are traceable to ir.regular
or unlawful physical and social conditions or environments.
Demoralized homes contribute a large proportio1n of our
criminals, and a still greate.r percentage of delinquent children come from disrupted and dishonor.ed homes. Illegitimate children are most frequel!1tly victims of the social diseases, and they drift quite surely into the criminal classes.
Parents, then, together with pulpit, school, government,
ai!ld law, have before them the task of reorganizing society,
and making the world a safe place for their children. Without education from the early and tender years, little can be·
a~complished: the individual must be prepared to rightfully
view and carry on social life, before he wrongly participates
in it. Human nature will exercise its social activities, but the
viewpoint should be safe and wholesome before those steps be
taken.
Thus, the social service worker may do much to meet the
imperative demand for a higher socialized educati<l!n. Such a
worker may teach individuals to be good fathe.rs, mothers,
neighbors, and members of society, and to recognize the debt
we all owe to humanity in living life wisely.
History, government, ·economics, ethics, sociology, should
be diligently studied, that knowledge of the true social· conditions about us may help us to correctly solve the problems
presented. We need .educated a1nd qualified leaders in this
trem®dous movement towa,rds freeing our people from this
curse of evil, upon which "neither the sword nor the fear
of punishment, here or hereafter, has ever had the slightest
influence. Education and refinemeillt have produced the only
results."
As a ,new life comes into the world, its parents should prepare for it an environment of truth and purity, and, through
knowledge, insure its happiest preservation. "Forewa.rned
is forearrh1eid."
.
"To education, then, we must look for the prevention of
syphilis: not education simply by knowledge of the horrors
of the dis.ease, but by building decent, moral standards, that
will prevent the chain of infection that includes many who
are helpless and innocent."
"How it comes to us, in the silent hours, that truth is our
only armor in all passages of life and death."
H. B. RusSELL.

The Story of Life
A prominent merchant in one of our enterprising cities of
the Middle West, when asked what, in his estimation, was
the chief business of any man or woman, replied thai, "From
an economical standpoint, no business can be more productive
than the business of maki,ng respectable citizens of boys and
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girls." The acquisition of stocks and bonds, the collection
of rare pieces of art, the possession of lands and the achievement of social superiority all pale into insignificance wh~n
compared to the satisfaction of having a boy or girl properly
qualified for citizenship. This man spoke in terms of economics but he also implied the proper requisites for citizenship
in the great kingdom which is not of this world.
Desirable citizens are those who are qualified by train~ng
to live fully and completely. Aside from the fact that the
two most important blocks in the foundation of the boy or
girl are courtesy and obedience, both of which must be well
laid and cemented together, it is imperative that there shall
be intelligent recognition of the presence of mental a,nd physical propensities and possibilities. The full development of
these latent powers is dependent upon the conservational
energies arising co;ncomitantly with sex nature. The strenuous life of the twentieth century emphasizes this fact as it
has nerver been emphasized before. Nerver has the world seen
such poignant misery nor experienced such ,intense and
wholesale suffering as :at this time. This is largely true because of the false conception of what co,nstitutes the foundation for physical and mental vigor.
The child at birth exhibits certain fundamental instincts
the most common od' which are the instincts to nurse and to
1emit cries of pain and 'liJnger. Following these the child
reacts upon pleasant stimuli, responds to the sublime and
the beautiful, exhibits his volition and choice, fear, love,
industry, kindness and courage. The foregoing types of human 'experience are characteristic though not confined to the
preadolescent period. With the opening of the adolescent
period, however, there is considerable change in the :attitude
of the boy or girl toward life and toward his individual relation to society. During this period he is distinctly a social
being; he crave1s companionship and this he will have. It
is at the close of the period of adolescence that qustionable
pleasures are especially alluring, hence the explanation as to
why so m'a!ny fall before the onslaught of temptation.
The normal development of all of these instincts and emotions is the goal in training. In conjunction with normal
sex development they inevitably have normal expression and
reaction; but ~n case of sex perversity or of sex abrogation
they are curtailed and the i;ndividual is stripped of individuality and is ~automatically excluded from legitimate social
intercourse and becomes a creature despised of men and
women of principle and ideal. '
This sex perversity of which we have just spoken, frequently is not carried far 'enough to affect, noticeably, the
vigor of the individual, but instead is respo;nsible for existence of the class which frequent our large cities and become
expert traffickers in shame. From this class is recruited
those bearing the stamp of vicious diseace. The public has
been sufficiently informed with referenc~e to this matter so
it is needless to attempt further explanation.
The cause for this long list of social ailments may be
summed up, for the most part, in the one word ignorance.
It seems that O)ne would of necessity, ~require an unusual
amount of credulity to believe that the child is inherently
had. Christ ,seemed to be of the same opinion else he would
not have said, "For of such is the kingdom of heaven." This
being our promise, then, the valid conclusion, therefore, is,
solve by education. This particular type of education cannot be delegated to the church, nor the school, nor the press,
and c~rtainly not to the maladjusted environment of the
streets and alleys. This is Qne of the many functions which
can only be performed successfully in the homes. Parents,
of course, have many and varied problems, all of which call
for special training of a particular kind. The kind of train1

ing required for the instructioi!l in matters of sex must be
such as to enable the parent to recognize and to deal sympathetically with the many sides of the child.
Professor William McKeever suggests that in teaching the
story of life, two methods should be used; one for the preadolescent and one for the adolescent. These two methods
are briefly outlined as follows:
THE STORY FOR PREADOLESCENTS

1. It will be remembered that the boys and girls of this period have almost no native interest in sex matters. The seed
is sow1n upon virgin soil. This fact at once suggests that the
work may be entirely constructiv;e since no .erroneous conceptions need to be removed.
2. At this point the question naturally arises as to~ the use
of the fairy story. It has long been the custom to resort to
the stork story, to provide the child with fundamental explanations. It is not our intention to attempt to justify the use
of these stories. Neither may we say that they should be entirely discarded. We would, however, sound this word of warning; do not expect the story of this type to do duty overtime.
There al'e but few of us who do not remember the time in
our childhood experience, when we came to the realization
that the sto:ry about 1Santa Claus was all a farce. Yet there
wer1e those who, even in spite of our awakening, persisted in
their demands that we accept this falsehood as truth and
that we be permanently satisfied with it. Do not expect that
your child will be permli)nently satisfied, therefore, with this
flimsy explanation of lif:e's mystery.
3. The next step in the story logically utilizes nature as
the great source of information. Use the examples O'f the
development of plant and animal life to lead the child to sane
conception of the sex matters. This is the point at which
parent training should be concentrated. It is imperative
that the fU;ndamentals of nature study be mastered. Perhaps one of the most impo,rtant sources of information is
found in the little book written by Doctor Winfield S. Hall,
of Northwestern University. This book is published by the
Association Press, New York.
4. The physical Hfe of the child should be carefully supervised and guarded. Much· attention should be given to the
personal hygenic conditions. Insist up<l)n regularity of habits
of living.
5. Play upon the romantic spirit of the age to instill in
the mind a wholesome' respect for womanhood. It will be
observed that the two foundation stones previously laid, now
become the chief support of the superstructure, character.
If courtesy :and obedience have been made a part of the childr
life the remain~ng part will he comparatively simple.
THE STORY FOR ADOLESCENTS

1. Be sure to take a new inv~ntory of the dominant characteristics of the child. The stock will be found to have been
greatly augmented. The problem becomes more complex.
Ther1e is· an ever increasing number of mental and physical
experiences which must be understood by the parents.
2. Rapid sex changes are now in evidence. The mistake
is commonly made in entering upon an era of repression both
on the part of the pa1•ents and on the part of the child. On
the contrary it is wise to provide healthy seoc stimuli in the
form of proper social i;ntercourse. This intercourse should
be, by all means, subjected to supervision by an intelligent
authority. The child demands this socialization and it should
be pDovided for. It is unwise to allow the adolescent to
participate too frequently in social gatherings, even though
they may be properly supervised, lest they constitute too
much of a strain upon the child, physically speaking.
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S'orme of the common mean;;, of socialization are, the school,
the little club party, the attendance at church services, and
the gang mee,tings. We are not slow to realize the advisability of superstition of gangs and clubs, but we seldom
realize the dl!<nger of allowing children to go to church unaccompanied by parents. Many a child has acquired filthy
habits within the benefici€!nt shadow of the church spir'e,
while unsuspecting parents within listened to the preaching
of the gospel of Jesus Christ and wondered at the generous
provision for the salvation of man. There is one feature of
the old-time religion, which modern ideals could well indorse
and that is the custom of having the family sit together i,n
the family pew.
3. Full confidence should exist between parent and child.
Tf this confidence exists ther'e is little chance for the child
becoming polluted by the advice of coarse-minded people.
4. Toward the end of the adolescent period there are numberless whirlpools of temptation. This is the time to ente'r
upon a more or less technical explanatio,n of the social dis~eases.
Explain how they originate, how they may be transmitted and the terrible consequences of their having been
contracted. If there has been no omission of the pl'eceding
steps in the story the young man or young woma1n will recoil in horror from taking fatal steps which inevitably mean
destruction of both body and mind.
5. Finally hold up before the mind of the boy and girl the
ideal family. Impress upon them the fact that the 'fundamental institution of the race is the family. Magnify the
call~ng of parenthood.
We can hardly fail to appreciate the tremendous conser
quences of the proper solution of this pDoblem. It is veritably a problem of life or death; life of the most brilliant
prospects and possibilities, or death of the most ignominious
character. "'The glory of God is intelligence," and his salvation is full and complete.
CHARLES E. IRWIN.
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LETTER DEPARTMENT ]
Bootman-Borden Debate

The first of April closed the first debate ever held by our
people in Western Montana District. A Jllear ago last March,
E. M. Borden (member of the nonprogressive wing of the
Christian Church), from L·ittle Rock, Arkansas, came to
Woodside, Monta,na, and began a series of meetings in the
club house. Brother Johnson and some other Saints attended and towards the close he attacked the Book of Mormon. The Saints would not stand for that, so Brother
Johnson asked him if he would debate with our people. He
said, he would.
Brother Peter Anderson (our missionary in charge) soon
got in correspondence with him. After an exchange of a
few letters he turned our part over to Brother W. P. Bootman. In prooess of time they agreed to debate what is commonly known as church propositions. The debate to continue for ten nights, five nights on each proposition.
Proposition No. i read as follows:· Resolved that the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, of
which ,I, W. P. Bootman, am a member, is ~n harmony in
faith, doctrine, practioe, organization, and teaching, with
the church of the New Testament organized by Christ about
nineteten hundred years ago. W. P. Bootman to affirm, E. M.
Borden to deny.
Proposition No. 2: Resolved that the Church of Christ, of
which I, E. M. Borden, am a member, is scriptural in faith,
doctrine, practice, organization, and teaching, and ''is the ·
church of the New Testament organized by Christ about nineteen hundred years ago. E. M. Borden to affirm, W. P. Bootman to deny.
You will Decog:hize the two propositions are not worded
alike. His argument was that Bootman's proposition did not
Kirtland District
claim that the church he was representing was the church'
org3<nized by Christ, but one like it. But his proposition
The sisters of the Kirtland District held their annual states that the church he is representing is the church of the
business meeting at our district cOtnference, March 17, at New Testament.
CleV'eland, and the following officers were sustained: Sister
He tried to make quite a play on the wording' of the
W. C. George, president, :Sister E. M. Green, vice president,
two propositions. He said in order for Bootman (he would
iSister Alma 0. Curry, secretary-treasury.
not call him Mr. Bootman or W. P. Bootman or Brother
From reports we have received from our differ~ent locals, we Bootman, just bawled out "Bootman"-our man called him
indeed fee'l encouraged in the good work. One relief and "worthy opponent" or "Brother Borden") to maintain his
service department which has just been organized a very proposition he must prove that the church Christ organized
short time, and with just twelve sisters, has raised $114.72 died as dead· as a doornail.
a 1nd $92.49, of this was turned over for local branch expenses,
On the apostasy Brother .Bootman made a good, strong
to help pay for a ne,w church. So see what the sisters can argument, using many scriptural references in connection
do in helping to carry on this gDand work, if they will work with history, proving a complete falling away after Christ's
faithfully together. Other reports as well were very en- time. To offset the argument Bord€!n's main scriptu1:1es were
couraging.
D3<niel 3: 44, Matthew 16: 18, also Revela,tion 12: 6, 14. He
The Oriole girls are making a wonderful stride forward, claimed this last text proved the church did not die for it
and w1e find every mother who thoroughly understands this was "fed" and "nourished." Our man showed that the augrand work for our girls, are very anxious for their girls thority or the right to represent God among men was taken
to be Orioles. We are glad to report that a circle of Orioles from the earth. The prophets and apostles were killed, hence
. is now in every branch ~n our district, with the exception of the church was disorganized. No gifts, no revelations,
one-nd they want it there now, we understand. These stripped of all her beauty and power, and had become deare some of the many good reports we hear from the mothers filed with the "K~ngs of the earth,'' (Revelation 17: 2).
whose daughters are Orioles: "Why, I nev.er have any moDe
On Matthew 16: 18 Mr. Borden took the position that the
trouble seeing- that our girls beds are made, for they are win- word church was the antecedent of the pronoun it and the
ning points by. doing so," and "Isn't this a grand work for pronoun correctly translated is feminine gender, therefore
the rock or revelation cannot be the antecedent of the proour girl,s ?" etc.
We are glad also to report other departments are doing nou.n it. Brother Bootman took the position that the word
1·ock (which meant the l'evealed Christ) was the antecedent
ALMA 0. CURRY, Secretary.
splejndidly as .well.
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Mr. Borden said if Al~xander. Campbell organized a church
of the pronoun it and that in the transLation of the Bible
forty-seven of the best scholars we11e employed and they he never joined it. He said all there was to it was one day
translated it neuter gender, not feminine. Also, the gates of he heard a whistle blow-it sounded good to him; he heard
hell or powers of earth prevailed :against the church (Mat- a bell ring-ij had the right jingle; then he saw a train
thew 11: 12), but the gates of hell never prevailed aga~nst come along •11Jnd ,he got on :and he found Campbellism on the
the rock (the revealed Christ) . Proof: Psalm 24: 7, 8; same train. Of course he tried to establish Pentecost as the
starting point for that train, but every time he tried it he
Ephesians 4: 9, 10; 1 P:eter 3: 18; Revelation 1: 18.
On Danie~ 2: 44 Mr. Borden said that was the kingdom set ran the train, crew and all square into the Babylonian station,
up in Christ's time. Brother Bootman showed it could not so by and by Brother Bootman located its starting point :fio,r
he, for the image was not :developed. These "kings" were · him away down in the State of Ohio, A. D. 1837, a,nd Alexnot in existence; the Romans had full power (Luke 2: 1) and ander Campbell the spiritual head of the whole cQncern.
the full image did not appear all at one time till 1830, when Pentecost is surely a treasured spot with those fellows. He
the ki1ngdom th11t was never to be given to another people, tramped around there so much until, as brother :Simons says,
"he, tramped all the grass down."
but stand forever, was set up by command of God.
Mr. Borden took the position that the gathering of Israel
Brother Bootman affirmed his proposition the first five
nights under trying conditions. The power and goodness of is spiritual and Chri~t is reig1Iling now as king on the throne
God was the only thing that kept him up. The first night of David. Brother Bootman showed that as Israel's scatterhe and I preferred to walk to the club house, about two mile:s. ing was literal, so shall the gathering be. Ezeki·el 37 and
When we got there we were very warm. From that Brother Jeremiah 31 were two of his strong texts. He showed that
Bootman took cold; the next day he was burning up with Christ was not crowned king yet but is a prince (Acts 5:
a feve:r a,nd in bed nearly all day. We were very much 31)-the son of a king. God was "King of the Saints" (Re:vealarmed about his condition, but just before time to go to lation 15: 3). Je:sus was not reigning tnow but a mediator
the debate we all gathered in the room and had prayer and between God and man (Timothy 2: 5)-an advocate with the,
I administered to him. The good Spirit was given to the Father ( 1 John 2: 2). F.or him to reign on his own throne
healing of our brothe1r and the comforting of our drooping was yet future (Revelation 3: 31; M.atthew 25: 31).
souls. The third night just as we were about to start meetWe had a good hearing throughout all the debate-the last
ing a dispatch was handed Brother Bootman, bringing the night between three and four hll!ndred. Brother Bootman
sad news that his brother Charles, of Springfield, Missouri, made a good impression on the minds of the people in his
was killed that morn~ng.
closing speech. Every one parted feeling good. As a whole
Brother Bootman, in summing up, clearly showed that the• we were well satisfied with our first debate in the Western
church which was organized in eighteen hundred and thirty !Montana District. May God bless these good seed sowers, is
, by command of God was in every respect in harmony with the prayer of your brother in Christ,
GEORGE W. THORBURN.
the church that Christ organized about nineteen hundred
years ago.
RACE TRACK, MONTANA, April 19, 1917.
Mr. Borden, i1n opening up his affirmation, said the issue
was between our church and the one he represented. He
concluded to talk about our church instead of affirming his
"Just a Little Cloud"
proposition. Some of his pet phrases were '~Old Joe," "Rotten Book of Mormon," Mormon dope." He did not use one
For sev•eml days before Easter I had been discouragedof our church books in the debate; his Book of Doctrine and almost sick and nervous-and with losing sleep on Saturday
Covena,nts, Book of Mormon, :and Pearl of Gr:eat Price he got night I was not in a very good condition spiritually on ·Sunfrom Utah. Next came Shook, Bays, and R. B. Neal. Every day morning. I did not want to go to Sunday school and as
book Brother Bootman used, but one, were therir own publi- my baby was not well I thought I surely had a good excuse
cations, and this point was made plain to the people: That for remaining home.
if a man had a desil'e to be fair he would not use the enemy's
At the d~nner table in an unguarded moment I remarked
books but would be willing to use our own publications.
to my husband that I had heard him say so many times there
Mr. Borden in: regard to church organization, gifts and
was nothing to religLon that I had almost come to the conhlessings, took the old beaten course: death does not destroy
clusion there wasn't. He said, "Yes, but you have told me
the apostles-apostles never had any succession, no gifts,
many times you knew there was.'' In another moment I was
no Holy Ghost, no revelation. Brothecr Bootman used vecy
sorry for what I had said, but still I di:d not want to go to
effectually against his argument Amos 3: 7; 1 Thessalonians
:Sunday school, and said so, stating my reasQn that the baby
1 : 5; 1 Corinthi11JnS 12: 3; Hebrews 5: 4. The agreement was
wasn't well. My husband told me he did not think it would
that each man was to come indorsed by his church as sound
hurt the baby, and I had better go. 'So I decided I would
in the faith and a Christian gentleman. When I asked Mr.
go, although I didn't feel like it would benefit me any.
Borden for his indorsement he said he did not have any but
All the way of one and one half miles I felt bad and said
he was :always indorsed. Brother Bootman pressed him so
ha11d for an ~ndorsement and to tell the people where he got I wished I had staY'ed home. We were late, which did not
the authority to act in the name of Christ, about the second improve matters, ·and all through Sunday school I felt as if
night on his proposition he had his moderator, Reverend there were 1nothing in it-just a form. But it being the SunJames (a minister of the progressive faction), read an in- day General Conferenc.e opened, one of the,,sisters, seeing the
dorsement Borden got in 1902 while he was in Texas, nearly poem in the Stepping Stones "The lad in overalls blue," and
thinking it an appropriate time to read it, did so, making
fifteen years ago.
In answer to where he got his' call he read 2 Timothy 2: 2, the request that the Sunday school join in :a,t the close a:nd
"And the things that thou hast heard of me among many wit- sing, "We thank thee, 0, God, for a prophet."
With the reading' of the poem such an. influence of the
nesses, the same commit thou to faithful men, who shall be
able to teach others also." He classed himself as among Spirit came over me that I had not known for many a day,
and when the singing commenced I could ,not stay the tears,
the "faithful men," so it applied to him.
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for it was made· so plain to me that there was something in
our religion and we did indeed have a true prophet to guide
us in these latter days.
· Sinceni•ly,
'

E.FFIE

J.

DENTON.

Independence Stake
Class studie's which had been postpo1n ed .during General
'Conference are again being taken up at First Branch, also at
the 1Second ·Branch and Walnut Park. Enoch Hill has a
flourishing Religio under Brother Gard's supervision, and the·
.Sunday school, with Brother L. B. Winslow, is doing excellent work.
'
Now that the Quorum of the Twelve are still i,n council
work here, and several of the missionary force still linger
at home, being busy with their spring duties at ga,rdening,
etc., the Saints have their help also in spiritual ways, and
hear many testimonies that give light and comfort. The
midweek prayer meetings are always well attended and interesting. On April 18 two sisters and a brother were COinfirmed. On April 20 at the Religio Brother L. E. Hills, with
the aid of a Book of Morman map, erxplained to an audience
of fifty eager listeners, the migrations and events of Jaredite and Nephite history, and from ,a viewpoint not altogether generally taken by the Saints.
The present greatest war in history, with its haza.rds and
horrors, is awakening the minds of some to the predictions
of the ancient prophets, and is spoken of by noted men of
'our time as "a great uprising of the conscienc.e .of mankind
to put an end to the rule of Satan on earth."
Mr. Hutchinson, a coal merchant here, has offered his
thl'ee hundred and twenty acres .of land to help alo,ng great!ir
food production at this crisis. A meeting will be held in the
woman's building April 26, to discuss with President Frederick M. and President Walter W. subjects pertaining to the
attitude of Latter Day Saint women in the war. Also it is
al1jnounced that Gov·ernor F. D. Gardner will speak at the
flag raising to be held April 28 on the courthouse lawn.
ABBIE A. HORTON.

Around Des Moines, Iowa
At the quarterly business meeting on April 2 twenty-two
letters of removal were received 1and twelv·e granted, bringing the branch membership up to about five hundred and
twe,nty-five. Also Brother Orman Salisbury was appointed
as campaign manager for a series of big meetings planned
for next fall. We hope to turn the city upside down.
Our church building which was dedicated little more than
a year ago, is already frequently taxed to its full capacity,
especially at Su,nday school. Continued growth will force
the consideration of means to fill the demand for more room,
possibly fby the erection of a new building of larger dimensions or the organization of a new branch on the west of the
Des Moines River, where there is already a membership of
over one hundred.
The branch me:rhbership covers a rather extensive territory. Though the majority of the members a,re located in
the city's area of sixty-six square miles, y;et we have members in fourteen different localities, ranging from ru:ml
communities to large towns, within ten miie's of Des Moines;
and further, Des Moines Branch is represented in twentytwo other Iowa towns. This condition affords an excellent
opportunity for the local offic,ers to build up the wol'k in the
regions round about .if they will but move out and occupy.
The Saints .at Clive and Valley Junction meet quite regu-

larly for prayer meetings under the leadership of some of
the branch officers.
We feel that Des Moines has been specially favored in that
the recent Conference has approved the call and ordination
of three of our number to the office of high priest; namely:
D. T. Williams, J. F. Mihtun, and E. 0. Clark, the latter also
to he ordained a bishop.
Death claimed the child of Sister Everett and the funeral
sermon was preached by Elder J. F. Mintun on Monday,
April 16.
Returning from General Conference, E•lder J. J. Cornish
preached in the church on Saturday evening and Sunday afternoon and evening. Elder H. 0. Smith was the speaker
Sunday morning and continues for a series of services for
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday evenings.

Insignificant
It was Lincoln who said, "God must love common folks,
since he made so many of them." To what observer of life
has not the same thought come? We note that the smallest
faction of our race attains to distinction. The great remainder is made up of humble, unknown folks expecting no
"heraldry and pomp and power" a,nd looking for no praise of
anything they are to do. One time in midocean the. engines
of the ship stopped for only a few minutes their steady
pounding. There was a ibrief service on deck and then a
heavy shotted hammock shroud dropped into its vast and
wa;ndering grave. Inquiry as to this death on shipboard
•elicited the information that the man was "only a stoker,"
and as the great ship plowed on, his fellow passengers could
not even learn his name.
Of what a host is this poor workman, unwept, unhonored··
and unsung, the repres~ntative! Think of the forgotten
millions who do the work of the world and make our civilization. possible. Think of the thousands forgotten who make
our church life possible. Like the sands of the seashore for
multitude, they receive no praise of men :nor stand for a
minute's time under the calcium ray of fame. They are the
sons of M1artha laboring all the days of their lives that others
may eat the fruit of their labors.
The sense of insignifica,nce that settles down on all of us
at times has its peril. It may become a fruitful source of
discontent. Anyone with a spark of ambition longs for some
light of his own in the hall of fame, yearning for some performance a little better than that of the common. He resigns himself at last to silence o;nly with a pang. The sense
of personal insignificance, moreover, may be a source of
temptation, for one may try to hide behind it. The man with
one talent, or with half a talent, decides that since nothing
much is 1e'Xpected of him, he refuses to make his humble
contribution to life.
The truth is that i,nsignificant people are of more importance than they have dared to believe. When the final record
is written it may appear that hewers of wood' and drawers
of water are on a par with kings and poets. Some time,
somewhere, the recognition due to common, faithful lives
will be accorded them.
A biography of the famous Earl of Shaftesbury would
be sadly incomplete without the story of a faithful old servant at Blenheim, Maria Millis. This good woman awakened
the first music of the :noble ma;n's spiritual life. In her will
she Ie.ft her watch to her young master and to the day of his
death he never wore another, declaring, as he displayed it,
"This was given me by the best friend I ·ev·er had."
Though one is bound down day after day to a commonplace
task, it is plain that he needs not to live a commonplace life.
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He may be a workman need~ng not to be ashamed. The life
is not insignificant but .gloriously significant that cares less
for the reputation than for worth and is willing to do chores
for God.
JoHN ZAHND.
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI.

"Take No Thought for the Morrow"
In reading the HERALD of M1arch 28, I note one of our
weste11n brethern says the sermon writers all fail to interpret Doctrine 31nd Covenants 83: 14. I have a file of the
Religio Quarterlies bound in book form :and copy from lesson 5, April 26-May 2, 1914, some comments on 83: 16-20:
" 'Take no thought for the morrow, for what ye shall eat,'
etc. Infidelity is hard pressed when it uses this text to show
that Christianity is not practical. Psychology (one of the
deepest science's) must admit that this teaching of Jesus
is one of the most important credited to him. It teaches the
conservation of energy in the man of the world, and the
retention of faith in the minister of spiritual things. Of
course we must give the word thought its proper meaning;
namely, worry, ,anxiety, overcarfulness. It was so understood in the days of K~ng James, when the Bible was
translated, for we read of a queen who 'died of too much
thought,' meaning worry. A modern translation is 'Be not
theDefore anxious for the morrow.' (A. V.) However, the
language was directed to the ministry, or disciples, whose
each day is a complete circle of time, beginning and ending
with prayer."
'
F. M. FREEMAN.
MIMICO, ONTARIO.

From Here and There
In S. W. Tomlinson's letter of April 4 there seems to have
bee,n an omission on page 333, the 35th line. It should read:
"Let all those that read this article and wish to comply with
the plan, notify their bishop."
Mrs. J81nn~e Crabb, home department· superintendent of
the Spokane District Sunday school, suggests . that home
department pupils should not forget the effort to raise the
amount of our Christmas offering this year. She admonishes
not only those in her district but all isolated members everywhere to work with the schools in this commendable effort.
We have the following from Mrs. J. H. Amend, of Wichita:
1Saints at Hugoton, Kansas, •are hoping for the return of
A. C. Martin to that place. ·During a four-week meeting
he baptized' seventeen and orga,nized a ,Sunday school with
an attendance of approximately forty. No branch organization has lbeen made yet, but all are hoping and praying that
in due time a branch may be organized. Eight persons have
taken up Religio home department work, thus helping to
make "Every Saint a home studen:t."
Good interest
is reported .at Rolla and Moscaro, near Hugoton, where
Brother Martin has also been pre,aching. The Sa~nts at
Hutchinson, Kansas, where, as y~et, there is no branch, have
organized a S'unday school with good attendance:. They are
able to have pl'eaching nearly every Sunday, and meet for
prayer meeting every Sunday at 2.30 p. m. Elder T. C.
Turpen, who liv·e:s at Wherry, is in charge.
Like so many other brilliant Russians, the late savant,
Elie Metchnikoff, was the child of an orthodox aristocrat and
an intellectUJal Jewess. The "peculiar people" are a valuable
asset wherever they are encouraged to settle and develop
mentally.-The Medical World.

Remarkable Result from Paying Tithes
[In pursuance to a request published ~n the HERALD of
the 18th the following extract from Zion's Ensign has been
sent to us for publication. We would especially call attention to the fifth paragraph, that they were urg.ed to pay
their tithing not with the expectation of the Lord's blessing
them, but for duty's sake. w,e should do right because of
our love of God and of the work, not because we hope for
an immediate reward, even though blessings do and will
follow right doing.-EDITORS.]
A very small insect, almost invisible, was imported from
France [to the Society Islands] a few years ago in house
plants. In this warm climate they have multiplied so abundantly, because of no winter, that they have threatEl!ned the
destruction of ·every coconut tree on the islands. This means
mon:;, perhaps, than many a:t first will imagine; but when
it is considered that the coconut is really the tree of life here,
furnishing food, water and houses, and bei:ng the only food
grown on the islands, it will be seen what a great loss they
are about to realize. Some islands are not yet affected, but
vv'here the Saints dwell the insects are especially bad.
This year they began to make their appearance on this
island, Arutua. The Saints, becoming alarmed, thought it
time to repent and if possible obtain :f1rom the Lord the reason for the pl:J.gue, so the officers of the branch appointed
three days of fasting and prayer. In the. evening of the'
third day all gathered in the church for prayer. During this
meeting ten open visions were given and two prophecies.
The first vision seen was a ma,n in midair with a fan in
his hand, fanning as if driving something away. This vision
they failed to understand perfectly, but the president informed them it indicated favor from the Lord 'and for them
to persevere.
The next vision was a trunk, such as is here used for
mQney. It was filled, and more, with money. After reasoning and praying, a second box was seen without a dollar in
it which they were told was the Bishop's box, which at this
time at this mission ·did not have a dollar in it. This explained what the other box was, namely, their ·own, and
though filled with money they had not paid one dollar tithing,. _

They speedily, 1and very faithfully repented-everyo1ne,
children a~d all, prayed for forgiveness, covenanting with
the Lord to pay their tithing in the future. Every soul in
the house old enough to talk prayed for forgiveness, even
Catholics and outsiders doing the same. The president urged
them to pay their tithing, not with the expectation of the
Lord blessing them but for duty's sake.
Other visions were seen, and one brother in prophecy told
them the cause of the plague, or insects, was that they had
not given the Lord his tenth, but if they would do their duty
as they had promised God would cause a strong wind to
blow and drive the insects into the sea, and that was the
me31ning of the man with a fan seen in the vision.
That day many of the Saints paid their tithing, and up to
the present about five hundred dolla,rs has been paid into the
hands of the bishop's agent in less than three months by the
membership of fifty-nine.
-Shortly after the prophecy above refer:ved to by one of
the natives, Moe by ,name, a very strong wind, and quite
cold, blew for nearly a week, nea.rly putting an end to the
insects, so much so that .when we came here I remarkied to
the Saints: "How green the trees look," ·and they told me
the 'reason.-J. W. Peterson, in ZiJon's Ensign, February,
1901.
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Concerning the Sacrament
Edit01·s Herald: By request I submit the following letter
written to a brother in reply to questions touching the, sacrament.
INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI, March 2,6, 1917.
Elder------,
Dem· Brothm·: In your communication of March 17 you
say that you "have taken the position that a branch officer
has no right to refuse the sacrament to a member sitting in
the meeting, when there has been no visiting or labor per-.
··formed or in any way the member been advised that such
treatment would be accorded," and that you "interpr,et the
statement 'to see that none partake unworthily' to mean to
do so by putting the law in operation-the prope.r officers at
work, a,nd not to 'sit as judg,e and jury' and curtail a member's rights without warning."
You wish to know if you are in accord with me in this
matter. I read your letter to the joint council of Presidency,
Twelve and Bishopric, and the consensus of opinion seemed
to be that it was scarcely pi·oper for a church officer to arbitrarily (and esp,ecially publicly) refuse to administe,r the
sacrament to an individual. It is generally understood that
a member is in "good standing" until charges have been formulated and entertained by the proper official calling in
question the member's standing. So generally the question
of partaking of the sacrament is one to be left to the member.
But when it is known to an officer that a memb~r is in transgression, it is quite within his rights for the branch president
or a subordinate officer by instruction or with the knowledge
of the branch president to quietly and privately visit the said
member and advise him to refrain .from partaking until
proper procedur·e has removed the objection; and when such
advice is given a member he should cheerfully comply, knowing that the right of appeal to the tribunals of the church
will protect his interests.
With these modifications I think the attitude expressed in
your letter quite agrees with the general opinion held by the
members of the Joint Council mentioned . . . .
Fraternally yours,
FREDERICK l\II. S'MITH.
MuscATINE, IowA, March 31, 1917.
Editors HeTald: I have just closed quite a successful series
of meetings here, lllnd feel encouraged over the outlook.
Most of. the members of the branch have been aro"used to
a sense of duty, and a marked interest has been shown among
a few outsiders insomuch that we expect four or five baptisms as soon 1as Brother Dykes, the branch president, returns from Genera] Oo,nference.
One man who has bee,n searching for the truth fo:r the last
ten years, and not being able to find among the different religious bodies of the world that which would agree with his
understanding of the word of God, feels now fully convinced
that he has found the people he has been lookinJ;r for all
these years in his search for the truth. He has walked all
around Latter Day Saintism, thinking it not worth while to
consider their teachings until he happ.ened to drop ~nto our
meeting one ev;ening Jast week, and now he is rejoicing that
he has found the truth at last and we e~pect he and .his
wife, alo;ng with others, to be b~ptized at the fir~t opportunity.
On the whole I feel that our feeble efforts here are not
in vain, a;nd will result in good to the work.
Ever praying for the welfare of Zion and the spread of the
gospel I remain as ever,
E. R. DAVIS.
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GLASGOW, MONTANA, April 1, 1917.
Editors Herald: We have to be tried in all things, so we
are finding out what it is to be isolated. Time will prove
whether we are to be overcome by reason of that condition
or not.
The church publications are doubly dear to us now, when
we can g.et them. We live twenty-five miles north (thirty
by w~nter road) from Glasgow, Montana, on my youngest
son's homestead. He is Robert E. Anderson. Ernest and
daughter Thelma, and Omar Le Nunn (my son-in-law) and
family are with us a.t present. Our nearest neighbors are
three and one half miles away-Brother W. J. Hovey and
family. We have been talk~ng of organizing a Sunday school,
but some parties tell us we have no authority to organize
one. How is that Mr. Editor? I supposed everyone, or any
number of peopie1, had authority to pray, or to organize a
Sunday school, if they desired to, though the school might
not belong to the General Sunday School Association until
they were adopted by vote.
This is April 1, and we tried to comply with the request
in the HERALD to fast and pray for God's S'pirit to be with
his people all ov.er the world, 'a!nd especially at our coming
General Conference.
We were glad to Dead the testimony of God's power to
save, in "The perils of the sea," in, our 1March Autumn
Le(]fl)es. People will surely need our heavenly Father's protection in many perils on the sea nowadays. How vividly it
brings to our minds the prophetical statements of the seer
of latter days, one of which is: "Mine indig,nation is soon to
be poured out without measure upon all nations, and this
will I do when the cup of their iniquity is full."-Doctrine
and Go!V1enants 98: 4. Also in section 61: 3: "Wherefore the
days will come that no flesh shall be safe upon the waters,
and it shall be said in days to come, that none is able to go ~P
to the l1and of Zion, upon the waters, but he that is upright
in heart." Surely this is being fulfilled in our day. I pray
that we may all become upright in heart. Many will desire
to come to this land, "Joseph's land," wherein Zion is situated. •Some appear to think there will only be one place for
the gathering of his people, Independence. But does not
section 98 intimate tha.t there will be more than one place
appointed? and they shall be called stakes, and surely other
stakes are now established. Section 91 shows that Kirtland
was to be a stake; another revelatio11 says, "The Lord will
build 'Up Kirtland in its time.''
Box 217.
MRS. EMMA. L. ANDERSON.
[Anyone can organize a Su,nday school. It is better to do
so with the concurrence of the superintendent of the district
Sunday School Association. It may become a member of the
district association (or general, if out of organized territory)
by adopting the constitution and by-laws· and l'eporting the
org'a!nization, with list of 'officers and their addresses.EmTORS.]
STANDISH, MICHIGAN, April 2, 1917.
Editors He1·ald: Myself and companion are the only S1aints
living in Standish, but we are trying each day to get nearer
the blessed Savior. When we stop to think how much he has
done for us, it seems that we will never be able to pay the
debt of love we owe him.
We have our little home Sunday school, our own familyfour in number-but God said where two or three have met
together I will be one i1n their midst, to own and to bless. I
truly felt that he was with us Sunday, April 1, and I felt the
influenoe of his Holy Spirit resting upon us in great power,
and I thank God that I am a Latter Day Saint and we are
serving a true and living God, trying to come up higher.
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My companion underwent an operation in January. People said she would never come home alive, but I was shown
that she would. What joy and comfort I derived from that
revelation, words cannot express.
We love to read the letters from our brothers and sisters,
as we are iso1ated from church privileges. The letters cheer
us up ';:tnd we hope the. time will speedily come when we can
mingle our voices in prayer and thanksgiving with the Saints
of God. Pray for us, and our prayers will always be for the
upbuilding of this great and glorious cause we love so
well.
Your brother i,n the faith,
Box 94.
WILLIAM GILLILAND.
FORTRESS MONROE, VIRGINIA, April 2, 1917.
Editors Herald: It has been some time since I last wrote
to you through the HERALD. I hope you will be pleased to
hear from me once more. · I want to thank the Saints who
were so kind to write me, for they have cheered me up and
made life worth while. I am always pleased to hear from
them.
I love to read the HERALD and pass it on to some one else
who will read it also. I noticed while looking over the annual report of the church recorder for 1915-1916, that this
State, Virginia, had thirty-four members in 1915 and no
~ncrease for 1916, that there are two ministers appointed us.
I would ·love very much to know who and where these two
ministers are located. I have a few folks who are willing
to read the Book of Mormon and the Church History, volume
1. I ask an interest in your prayers, dear Saints, that I may
not fall by the way. The more I am absent from you, the
more I feel you my friends, or brothers and sisters, and I
am made to see that I must strive and put forth an effort
to serve my Lord.
Your brother in Christ,
Fourth Company C. A. C.
CHARLES L. GORE.
MUSKOGEE, OKLAHOMA, April 3, 1917.
E eli ton H m'ald: If some of the elders can arrange to stop
in Muskogee over Sunday on their way from conference to
their mission field, they will find an open door and welcome
at the home of a family by the name of Kline,. 618 South
Twentieth Street. Take E>lgin Avenue car; get off at Fifthteenth and Fremont, walk one block south to Mr. Kli,ne's, or
one block east to where I live.
I have been with my sister and family since last· June.
My brother-in-law is county judge of Muskogee County, and
the Mr. Kline whom I speak of is an attorney-at-la.w. He
and his wife were formerly members of the Baptist Church
here. They are fine people and, I believe,, looki1n g for the
true church of Christ. I have given them some of our church
literature and told them of the latter-day work. I hope some
of the elders can stop here, and th'at good may be accomplished. I have found no 1Saints since coming here, and feel
deeply the loss of church privileges, but have felt the peaceful influence of God's Spirit when trying to do my duty.
In gospel Love,
SISTER M. D. HIMMELGARN.
1403 Fremont Avenue.
GUELPH, ONTARIO, April 11, 1917.
Editors He1·ald: Inclosed find postal order for $1.50 for
renewal of my subscription to your paper. I fail to see any
improvement in the paper. As it is a church paper I cannot
understand why so much space is \llloted to tempoml· affairs,
for we can read all about the war a,nd its hideousness in the
daily papers which have oorrespondents on the field.
I am awa!'e that we are admonished to read good books.
I noticed in one issue an advertisement for a book of short

stories tha,t would be very handy for missionaries a,nd
preachers. (This written by a minister of another church.)
It seems strange that this appears, for I have heard it stated
that the ministers of other churches get their sensational
stories from books in many instances and it behooves us as
a church to look to our God for instruction and not pa.rrot
other churches.
Yours truly,
C. W. SHARPE.
SIBELY, MISSOURI, April 25, 1917.
EditoTs Herald: On last Friday afternoon C. J. Hunt
called the writer by phone, asking him to come to Sibley for
·Su1n day and look after the interests of the church here. He
advised me that a man by the name of McCormick was to
lecture against the Book of Mormon. This man McCormick
is filling the pulpit of the Christian (commonly called Campbellite church i1n this place. On Saturday ·Brother Hunt
again called me, saying that information had reached him
that the aforesaid McCormick was to lecture on Saturday
night also, and that it would be advisable for me to go that
evening, which I did.
Reachi1n g Sibley just a few moments before the lecture
began, I called Mr. McCormick aside and told him I was
representing the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter Day Saints and handed him a written request as follows:
"Mr. McConnick-Dear Si1·: I have come down from the
city of Independence to hear your lectures and take notes for
:reply, if such is necessary. Will you piease be kind enough
to give volume and page or chapte1· .and verse, also state what
work you are readi,ng from and who is the publisher? I will
do this in 'my reply, and am asking you to 'be kind enough
to extend to me the favor I am ready to give to all. Yours
respectfully," and signed it. The reply he made to it was,
"Y.es, yes."
His first lecture worried him considerably. He turned
pale seve,ral timeiS and seemed to chafe under the fact that
I was present. I challenged him to produce proof of some of
his assertions, which, of course, he failed to giv,e. His stock
in trade was the works of Mr. 'Shook. He, however, carefully. avoided telling what he read from, and if I secured a
reference I had to force it out of him by persistent request.
By S:111nday evening he had gained a little more courage by
reason of the fact that the ,e,lders of. his church denied me
the privilege to ask him a question. He spread himself considerably on Sunday evening, and made himself very conspicuous by reason of the crudeness and vulgarity of his
speech. He seeks to imitate R. B. Neal Ol" Mr. Shook.
On 'Saturday evening I asked him if he would bring a
recommendation from the mayor of his home toWil1, indorsing him as
Christian gentleman. He said he would, but
the next morning he had repented of that and told his people
he wouldn't bother about anything like that. However,
their curiosity is aroused by reason of my candor, and I have
!been i 1n formed from a very credible source that the Christian
people are now writing to Holden, his home town, to asce,rtain his standing.
On Sunday evening I spoke on the street corner and made
a strong appeal to the people, touching the ethics of Jesus.
The next morning I made arrangements for the skating rink,
and"then had three h~ndred handbills printed, a sample of
which I am e~closing. Two of the lectures therein announce<;! have already been delivered, and the attendance
and interest has be~n good. I have entir·ely ignored his
"filth" and have confined myself to a constructive message,
but as one person remarked on ye;;terday, that I had by my
kindness and Christlike manner "taken the hide off of Mr.

a
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McCormick." [':fhe subjects listed are: "The true Christian
spiri:t," "The ethics of Latter Day Saints," "The purpose
and place of the Book of Mormon," "Was Joseph a prophet
of God."]
The people ar,e very much displeased with his method a1nd
many have said they will ne,ither go to that church nor assist with funds while he is here. They are quite favorably
impressed with our messawe, and especially so because I
have dealt so mildly with a man who has made himself so
contemptible.
We can't afford to retaliate and throw out harsh state"
ments; we should: enable people to see that we are Christlik!e
in spirit and in meek)ness, and this contrast will do far more
to bring them to the truth than a harsh dEl)nunciation of
false methods will.
I am hopeful in the final triumph of right over wrong.
Yours truly,
J. E. VANDERWOOD.
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And now, most pleasant springtime,
We welcome you anew;
For we are optimistic
And expect the best of you.
STEPHiJN RoBINSON.

God's Great Love
0, the height of God's gneat love,
Higher than the sky above,
Higher than the stars that shineShine in my soul, 0 love divine.
High and deep, so broad and wide,
Flows God's love from Jesus' side.
Send its fullness from above,
Give unto us thy saving love.
Deep in God's great love to. me,
Deeper tha,n the deepest sea;
Drop the line still more and more,
>Such love was never known before.

1!1•

Springtide
Daydawn, sunrise, balmy breeze,
And a robin song;
Murmuring brooks 'and whispering leaves;
And the wild bees' hum.
Tinkling bells in meadows greEl)n;
1Smell of flowers and forest sheen;
So the mornings come.
'Sunlight, noontide-quiet o'er aH;
The far, deep blue
Of May-day skies, with white cloud-ships
Slow drifting through.
1Chatter of wrens and a swallow's cry1Swift whirring of wings as passing by;
A catbird's mew.
1Shadows which lengthen, and lowing herds;
A sunset sky;
Answering notes of part~ng birds
As they westward fly;
Twilight ·steals o'er the forest dim;
Earth sinks to rest with a sl)lmber hymn;
Nighttime is nigh.

Spring
A long last look at winterAnd then comes thoughts of spring:
Our hearts rejoice together
To hear the robi:ns sing.
Oh, joyful, joyful spring
With skies of deepest blue
The blessings of Mother Nature
Are all bestowed on you.
The gveen grass of the meadows,
The wild flower sweet and fair,
The running streams and brooklets,
Make our spring days most rare.

Long is God's great love, so vast,
Reaching far back in the past,
Mine to-day, to-morrow sure,
God's love forever will endure.
Broad is God's great love, so wide,
S'ee, if flows a mighty tide.
0, the joy, so gDeat, so sweet,
I seek it now at his dear feet.
CHARLES ENGLE, JR.

MISCELLANEOUS DEPARTMENT
The Presidency
To the Saints of Few West and Nodaway Districts: The
move having been authorized by General >Conference, the
Presidency has decided to call a conference of the proposed
Far West Stake organizatio1n for June 2 and 3 '3:t the Saint
Joseph First Church. The conference will asse mble at ten
o'clock on the morning of June 2.. Let the various branches
of Far West District and Nodaway District send delegates
to this confer.ence.
FREDERICK M. SMITH,
President of the Church.
1

Conference Minutes
LONDON, ENGLAND.-At 58 Ickburg Road, Uppe.r Clapton,
London, Nov,ember 18, 19·16 (instead of December 2), at the
reque.st of U. W. Greene, president of the British Isles Mission. U. W. Greene elected president of conference in
association with district presiden::t, and usual confe!I'ence
appointments made. The president explained that he wished
to meet with the members of the London District, hence the
necessity for calling same a little eadier, as he expected to
leave immediately for another part of the mission. The reports included the ord~nation of Priest Dover E. Judd to the
office of elder, and Deacon Richard Nash to that of teacher;
both of the Enfi,eld Branch. The ~e~ection of district officers
for the coming year was proceeded with. Eider Greene
stated that for some time the district president had been
Bishop R. May. Since his absence (in America) Elder John
A. Judld had had charge of the work of the London District.
He regretted Bishop May's absence which was due to the
work of his office, and he had been Ujnavoidably delayed.
The bishop's duties was the looking after the temporalities
o:f the church-his duties were not within.any branch or district--and unless emerrgencies arose, the bishop should be free
to attend ·to his particular duties. He, the speaker, was
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quite satisfied that there were those in the district who were
quite competent to act as president and counselors, and he
recommended the release of the bishop forthwith (his term
of office did not otherwise officially expire until December 2,
the usual date of conference appointments) and the placing
of Elder John A. Judd in the office of the presidency. The
recommendation of the mission pre,sident carried unanimously, viz, that Bishop May he forthwith released from district appointment and that John A. Judd elected to the office,
of president of the district. The following were elected:
John W. Worth, first counselor; Drovcetr E. Judd, second
counselor; Dover E. Judd, secr:etary; S. Dennis, district recorder and treasurer; D. A. Oakman and James Worth,
standing auditing committee; P,earl Crick recommended to
general church chorister for appointmC~nt to the office' of
chorister; Florence Wright, historian. Adjourned to meet
June 2 and' 3 next, according to rule or at the call of the
presidency. Dover E. Judd, secr,etary, 22 Canonbury Road,
Enfield, Middlesex, England.

Conference Notices
Mobile, ~at Escatawpa, Mississippi, June 2 and 3.
1Southe11n Indiana District, at Indianoplis, May 19 and 20.
~Send reports not later than May 10, to Pearl F. Newton,
secretary, 1506 West Twenty-first Street, Indianapolis, Indiana.
Weste,rn Mai,ne, with Stonington Branch, May 26 and 27.
Business· s~ession 26th, 2 p. m. Election of officers. Send r'er
ports n.ot later than May 20, to George H. Knowlton, district
president, Stonington, Maine.
Kansas City Stake May 26, aJt Central Church. First
meeting will be the Woman's Auxiliary at 10.30 a. m. Election of Stake officers and other business of importance, followed hy luncheon in the parlors. Conference business session 2.30 p. m. Mass conferences and the right of the Stake
pl'esidency to make first nominations for branch pre1sidents
will be discussed. All quorums should report. Sunday
services: pr~eaching, 11 a. m., devotional service, 2.30 p. m.,
priesthood meeting 4.30 p. m., preaching, 8 p. m.
J. A.
1
Tanner, president.

Convention Notices
Mobile Sunday school at Escatawpa, Mississippi, June 1,
9 a.m.
Joint session Massachusetts Sunday school and Religio, at
Attleboro, iMassachusetts, S'aints,' chapel, Orang1e; Street,
May 12, cQntinuing over Sunday, May 13. Rebecca K. Carter, Sunday school secretary, 51 Heath tStreet, Wint~er Hill,
Massachusetts; Calvin C. Sears, Religio secretary, 40 Central Road, Somervil1e, Massachusetts.

Reunion Notices
Kirtland, Youngstown-Sharon, Northwestern 'Ohio, Pittsburgh, and West Virginia Districts, joint reunion, at Kirtland, Ohio, August 16 to 26, 19,17. Details later. James E.
Bishop, secretary, 226 Edgar Avenue, Steubenville, Ohio.
1

Notice to Missionaries
All. ministers under.;. General Conference appointment can
hav;e the Senior Qua1''te1·ly sent to ,their field address free,
by making application through the undersigned. Lta:st year's
list has been cancelled. It is neces,sary to renew 'each year.
LAMONI, IowA. · ·
G. R. WELLS, Superintendent.

To Sunday School. Secretaries
A copy of the reports to the recent GenBral Convention of
the Sunday School Association has been mailed to each district secretary, and loca~ secretary not in a district. If you
do not receive yours, write me and another will be se;nt.
E. D. MooRE, General Secreta;ry.

Information Wanted
We ;desire to learn ~the whereabouts of the following
members of De~ 'Moines Branch: 'Isa!bel Ash, Elizabeth
Gertrude Oarey, Ida May Carpenter, Madeline LaRue Castleman, Jennie BeU Daniel, Sarah A. Decker, Leonard Deuneen, Annie L. and John A. Dissinger, Williard Deuetl,
Mary Ellen Elder, 'Villiam N. Frazier, Amelia Garriso1n,
Georg,e W. and Johanna Gregory, Eva Irene Hall, Mary A.

Halway, Cora Hamilton, Chris:tena Harris, Eliza Haskins,
Tom Houghton, Ethel .Jolly, Mary Keller, Ernest Kramer,
Fanny Viola Kuyper, Myrtle M. Lair, Mary Emma Mack,
Sarah F. McGee, Minnie E. McGlynn, Helen L. McGrath,
Otto Edward Meisker, Winnie E. B. Mendenhall, Sarah
Catherine Merrritt, Milton C. and Mary E. Norton, Gertrude
M. 'Paris, tStella Parrish, ~nna Picton, Anna Powers, Earl
Wayne 'Reed, N eme M. Reeves, Ray grvin Robinson, Thomas
Roe, Lena Rosick, Herbert R. Shaver, Burt R. Smith, Albe,rt
D. Sweetman, William Sidney Von Trump, Anna M. Wagner,
J,essie C. Williams, Adam L. Wylie, Jacob B. and Mellessa
Elle1n Yost, Annie Young, Emma Young, Mary A. Young.
A>nyolne who can give ,information concerning the above
wnfer a Javor upon the officers of Des Moines Branch by
addressing a card to R. J. Farthing, 1453 Lyon StreBt, Des
Moines, Iowa.

will

Our Departed Ones
MoORE.-W. I. Moor'e was born April 13, 1853, at Bellefontaine, Choctaw County, Mississippi. Baptized September
13, 1894, at Ingleside, Arkansas, by J. D. Erw~n, and was
faithful until death. Died February 10, 1917. Leaves to
mourn, his wife and daughter, 3 brothers, and a host of
friends. Funeral sermon by E. A. Erwin, to a largCI gathering of reiative1s and friends. Interment in the Fanshawe
cemetery.
JS'ANDAGE.~Sister Harde,t :Sandage, in the Lone Rock
Branch, Harrison County, Missouri, April 15, 19'1 7, aged 62
years, 3 months and 15 days. Mtarde:d Jacob Sandage ~n 1871,
in Indiana,. who died May 9, 189'3. They were baptized in 1875
by Columbus tScott. Moved to Missouri in 1882. Of 10
children, 5 sons and 2 daughters survive their mother, and
all but. one were present at her funeral, two having come
from Montana. 'Services were held ~n lhe Lone Rock Chapel,
April 20, in charge of Columbus S'cott, sermon by H. A.
Stebbins.
'STRATTON.~Sister Margaret!; M. 'Stratton, wife of James
H. Shatton, was born May 18, 1861, Toronto, Canada, and
baptized October 7, 1876, in London, Canada, by J. J. Cornish. Died March 29, 1917, at their home ~n Ktansas City,
KJansas. There a1:1e left to mourn, her husband, 2 sons and
2 daughters, many relatives and a host of sympathizing
friends. !She was a true wife, a loving mother and faithful
Sain.t. Her life was a worthy example of goodness: and faith,
and she endu11ed with wonderful patience. Funeral at the
Armstrong Church, sermon by R. May, assisted by J. J.
Emmett. Burial in Mount Hope Cemetery.

FREE ADVERTISING SERVICE
On the srtaffs of the Herald Publishing House and th0
Ensign Publishing House are advertising experts whose
experience and training has been such that they can
very efficiently serve the church.
Through them the best that has been brought out in
the experience of men in the church and in the business world is free[y and comprehensively lain before
those in need of such service.
If you feeil that the money you spend for securing
publicity is not getting the maximum results, write
them. If you expect to arlvertise a series of serviceR
and want to get a good attenrlance, let them tell you
how others have solved the problem.
One missionary has written in regarding help of this
kind: "Y,our ideas on publicity are not only goodthey are grand." Others have as kindly commended
our workers in this department.
Why not nse the training of these men, so freely
offered~

THE BOARD OF PUBLICATION
A. Carmichael, Manager
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KNAPP.-Hattie Clarice Knapp was born in Columbus,
THE SAINTS' HERALD
Ohio, March 7, 1839, and died in Lamoni, Iowa, March 27,
Elbert A. Sn1ith, Editor: Samuel A. Burgess, Associate Editor,t; 'Ed.w
:~:;' .Y'<> :.v"'
1917. Her husband and two children preceded her to the ward D. 1\ioore, Assistant Editor.
Published every Wednesday. Subscription price $1.SO ver'.wea,~·:>nf:
other side. Four children remain: Philip of Caldwell, Idaho, advance.
,.:< ·;
.Richard of Baird, Nebraska, Mrs. Mary Reed of Sheridan,
When payment is made, the date on the margin always shows the
time
to
which
you
have
paid,
or
the
time
when
your
subscription
Wyoming, and Mrs. Margaret Kline of LamQni, Iowa. There
are also 28 grandchildrem and 10 great-grandchildren as well expires.
If not changed within a month after payment is made notify us.
as many friends to whom she has made herself dear by her
This paper w!ll be promptly discontinued at date of expiration.
All articles, letterS for publication, notices, etc., and communications
many acts of kindness. Baptized in 1860, remaining faithful
concerning
the same, should be addressed to "Editors Herald."' All
to the end., Inte1rment ~n Rose Hill ·Cemetery, sermon by business letters
should be addressed to Herald Publishing House, LaF. A. Smith.
moni, Iowa, and all remittances should be made payable to the same.
All errors in the !llllng of orders or rendering of aqcounts should be
CLARK.-At Omaha, Nebraska, March 22, 1917, Mr. Wilreported immediately as receipts for money received are sent within
liam H. Clark, aged 75 years, 5 months and 17 days. His two. days· a!ter reaching the office.
d Marriage, death, and birth notices: Marriages, $1 per 100 words or
father, John Clark and his brother James and himself were ' fraction
thereof. Deaths, 100 words free; above that number, 50 cents
among the founders and promoters of Davis" City, Iowa, from
per ~00 words or fraction thereof. Births, 40 cents per 75 words or fractlon~.~hereof.
To Insure prompt insertion, make remittance with notice.
1871 forward, building the mill in 1875, and the union church
Fot:.advert!sing rates,.apply to the business department.
in 1878, ,free for all denominatio,ns. They were kind to the
Entered at post office, Lamoni, Iowa, as second-class mail matter.
1Saints before Lamoni had its beginning, and always maniSubscriptions received for "Zion's Ensign," also orders for all "Enfested· good will toward us. James loaned the Graceland sign" publications.
Colleg.e fund six thousand dollars at the start. Mrs. Clark
and two sons came with the body to Davis City, and, according to her husband's request two y~ars ago, H. A. Stebbin~ '
was called to preach the sermon m the church that John
TENTS
Clark built. There was a large congregation, and an atEDITORIAL:
tentive hearing. Some came from Leon, Lamoni, and other
409
Re:ceiving Divine Direction
places, in honor of Mr. Clark.
410
Th0 Coordinating Commit1tee
411
The Reaffirmation of Belief in Polygamy
TUTTY.~Sister Elizabeth Tutty of Outlook, Montana, wife
411
Notes a,nd Comments
of Brother Walter Tutty, was born at Woolrich, England,
0RIG.INAL ARTICLES:
,
January 22, 1886. Married at Rumford, 1Saskatchewan,
413
L:ectures to the Priesthood
March 27, 1905, and moved to Outlook, )\!Iontana ~n 1910.
Better R,e,sults in the Branches
415
Died April 11, 1·917. Leaves to mourn, husband and 5 chilExtracts From a Work of 1842, by R. Etzendren. She was one of our faithful workers in the church;
houser
418
her sacrifice was exceptional, and she was always ready and
willing to offer her valuable assistance for the onward press OF GENERAL INTEREST:
of the glorious gospel. !She taught in the Sunday school, and
A messilge to the President
419
had the confidence a,nd the true love of the little ones; for,
Would Give P.alesti,ne to the Jews
420
even yet young, their sympathizing tears were shed from the WoMAN'S AUXILIARY
420
true, innocent little heart, which proves their true appreciaAudentia Anderson-H. B. RusseU.:__Charles E.
tion of their capable teacher. Her parting is deeply felt
Irwin,-Alma 0. Curry.
among the .Saints of this district, and also her kind and nuLETTER DEPARTMENT
423
merous friends. The community of Outlook surely acknowlGeorge W. Thorburn-Effie J. Denton--Abbie A.
edged their appreciation by the grand assistance, contribHorton- John Zahnd-F. M. Fl'eeman-Fred'Uting their ve.ry best of care and conveniences to orur
erick M. Smith~E. R. Davis-Mrs. Emma L.
departed sister unto the last of opportunities. Ma.y the Lord
Anderson-William Gilliland-Charles L. Gore
bring more pillars of her capability unto this great work.
-Sister M. D. Himmelgarn-C. W. SharpeFuner;:tl from the Methodist church, Rever:end Dutton of
J. E. Vanderwood.
Redstone in charge.
429
HYMNS AND' POEMS
ELVIN.-Robert M., born J1:11nuary 6, 1846, in Glasgow,
Stephen Robinson-Charles Engle, jr.
.Scotland. He was blessed at the same place April22, 1849, by MISCELLANEOUS DEPARTMENT
429
William M. Koachie:, D. Drummond and John Gray. Baptized April 15, 1866, at Nebraska City, Nebraska, by George
M. Rush. Ordained elder Octobe:r 21, 1866, at the same place
by William A. Litz. In 1887 he remov•ed to Lamoni and has
ters, and 156 pages, well indexed, bound in cloth, and sells
been a member of that branch since February 11, 1888. He for 75 cents. There are many excellent··features to the book,
went on his first mission in 1868 and continued as appointed one being that amateurs are afforded a convenient text at a
until 1<914, at which time he was honorably released on ac- low cost and may acquire a profitable side-line by a little
count of ~ncreasing bodily infirmity.
Ordained a high application. Automatic pens and water colar inks are not
priest April 15, 1890, by John H. Lake and Charles Derry. considered in this book, the more permanent work being given
At the same time he was made a member of the standing special attention.
high council under the hands of W .. W. Blair, which latter
position he held until April, 1916, when he was released on
account of failing physical powers. He married Miss Erna- General Church Directory
line A. Hartwell, February 13, 1870. Of their 6 cllildren
:First Presidency: Frederick M. Smith, president, Box 255, Independ3 were taken away ~n childhood. Sister Elvin was taken
ence, Missouri.
July 26, 1898, since which time he has lived with his daughter,·
Presiding Bishopric: Benjamin R. l\1cGuire, Independence, Missouri.
Sister Vida Morgan. Three children survive him: Reuben
Quorum of Twelve: All official quorum matters to John W. Rushton,
C., of Lamoni, Iowa; Sister Mamie Luff, of Independence, secretary, 951 West Thirty-fourth Street, Los Angeles, California.
Quorums of Seventy: Official joint quoru1n 1natter to J. F. Thiintun,
Missouri; and Sister Vida Morgan, of Lamoni, Iowa. There
1205 Filmore Street, Des Moines, Iowa.
were also 7 grandchildren living, and a brother, John Elvin,
Presi(Ung Evangelist: Send requests for copies of blessings, etc., to
of Minneapolis, Min1nesota. Brother Elvin was secretary F'rederick A. Smith, 421 South Linden Street, Lamoni, Iowa.
of· his quorum from April 7, 1903, to the present year. For
Church Historian: Heman C. Smith, historirm, Room 10, 202 North
'Valnut Street, Lamoni, Iowa.
a number of years he was secretary of the nigh council and
Church Recorder: Statistical reports of branches, ce·rtiflcates of bapfor several terms a trustee of Graceland College. He was
and blessings, all membership data, to C. I. Carp.enter, recorder,
also active as mayor and justiee of the peace in his home tisms
202 South ·walnut Street, Lamoni, Iowa.
town. He dJied at Inde,pendence, Missouri, April 20, 1917,
Chut·Ch Sem·etary: General Conference credential:?, clergy pern1its,
,aged 71 years, 3 months, and 14 days.
general licenses, correspondence, ete., to R. S. Salyards, secretary, 718

co·N

Book Reviews
TICKET-WRITING AND SIGN-PAINTING.-~n English book
distributed in the United States by Funk and Wag,nalls
Company, New York City. It has 154 illustra,tions, 18 chap-

West M'ain Street, Lamoni, Iowa.
Publishing llouses: :Herald Publishing HouSe, 202 North Walnut
Street, Lamoni, IOwa; Ensign Publishing House, Independence, 1\-Iissouri.
Order all chunch hooks of nearest house. Australian lVIission: Standard
Publishing Jiouse, 65 Nelson Street, Rozelle, New South Wales, Australia. Address all tnatter for publication in "Saints' Herald" to Editors
Hera.ld, Larnoni, 'Iowa.
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SAVE YOUR CHICKS---FREE

Fewer

gs are

required with

Send .two names to The Wight Co., 66
Main, Lamoni, Iowa, and they will send
you enough IOWITE Chick Tonic, absolutely free, to save 40 chicks from1
white Diarrhea. They will also tell you
how to get a full 50c box free. IOWITE
Chick Tonic is guaranteed to save 90%
of the little chicks. In writing, be sure
to ask for special agency proposition,
-Adv.
18-2t

WANTED
In many recipes the number of eggs may be reduced
with excellent results by using an additional quantity
of Royal Baking Powder, about a teaspoon, for each egg
omitted. The following recipe is a practical example:

Chocolate Sponge Roll
1~ cups flour
%teaspoon salt
1 cup sugar
2 eggs
2 square~ melted chocolate

2 tablespoons melted shortening
J4 cup hot water
1 teaspoon vanilla
2teaspoons Royal Baking
Powder

The old method called for 4 "eggs and no baking powder

DIRECTIONS-Sift flour, baking powder and salt together three
times. Beat whole eggs. Add slowly sugar, then boiling water
slowly;add next vanilla, melted choc()late and melted shortening,
without beating. Sift in dry ingredients, and fold in as lightly as
possible. Pour into large baking pan lined with oiled paper, and
bake in slow oven twenty minutes. When done, turn out on a
damp, hot cloth, spread with white idng and roll.
Booklet ot recipes which economize in eggs and other
expensive ingredients mailed free.
Address ROYAL BAKING POWDER CO.

135 William St., New York

An active, energetic, Merchant to rent
or buy my store building at ~ently,
Michigan. Fine building, good coun!tcy
around the town, strong branch of Saints
here. W. 'S. Beebe, Berntly, Mich. 18-1tp
IN THE SHELTER OF THE LITTLE BROWN
COTTAGE. The popular serial that ram in
Stepping Stones during 1915, by the
editor, Estella Wight. The leading character is not a Latter Day S'aint at first,
but eventually becomes so, and in the
proces>s a strong gospel story is told.
Several chal'acters in the book are shown
laboring toward the truth, making this .a
fine, readable missionary medium. Cloth,
DOCTRINES AND DOGMAS OF UTAH MORMONISM EXPOSED.-A strong arraignment
of Utah Mormonism by J. D. Stead.
Brighamism is judged by its own works,
teachings and admissions. All the quotations are legally sworn to, and no loophole has been left for the equivocator.· A
book that seizes the issue and adheres
to it with the strength and tenacity of
truth. Thorough and prolix. No. 177,
cloth ~. ~ ~~~ ~ .~ ~ -~ --~ ~ ~~- -~ ~ ~ ~----- -~~~ -~ .. --~----~ -~~--~~~~$1.25

Are you a subscriber to "Autumn Leaves"? Let us send a sample copy
Tonsils and Adenoids completely l'B>moved.

Dr. Joseph Mather, Specialist
in diseases of the eye, ear, nose, and
throat.
.
ELders and family on ministerial allowance, work done free of charge.
Ga taracts removed.
Work done in Independence Sanitarium, Independence, Missouri.
THE BOOKS AND UTAH MORMONISM IN
CoNTRAST.-Rudolph Etzenhouser, the
author of this book is noted for his fear"
less utterances. Here he takes the Utah
church to task, measuring it by the law
of the original Latter Day church, and
the result is most convincing to lovers of
truth and purity.
No. E301, paper
-~~~~~~~~~-~~~~~-~~~~~~~-~~- --~~~~~~~~ ~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~$ .10
THE CHRISTIAN SABBATH.-Columbus
Scott, in this work, adduces much Scripture to prove that the first day of the
week is the Sabbath Christ observed, and
that its observance is in harmony with
the gospel as taught in every dispensation. Contains much valuable information on this mooted question. No. 161,
paper, 25c; No. 162, cloth --~~~~~~~~~-~~~~~~~~$.40

Free Land For

dens

Why not grow your own foodstuffs in this time of crisis? Cut
down living expenses by accepting our offer of land on the railway
'right of way fl'ee of charge. While we give employees the preference,
we hope many others will avail themselves of the lan,d they do not use.
;Begin now and select your spot. Make application to the Station
Agent or Section Foreman.
As soon as your tract has been assigned, start preparing the
soil at once. Manure the land if possible, and plow or spade deeply.
Mak~ the seed beds fine an,d firm. Plant mostly vegetables that can ·
b~ kept for wil!ter use, s.uch as potatoes, beans, onions, carrots, parsmps and turmps. Cultivate and hoe thoroughly. Kill the weeds.
Keep the surface soil loose.
Assistance and advice regarding growing of gardens will be
gladly furnished by J. B. Lamson, Agriculturist,
',I Chicago, or 0. H. Liebers, Agricultural Agent,
Lines West, Railway Exchange Building, Denve:r,
'
Colorado.

E. A. Howard/Vice President
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OFFICIAL PUBLICATION OF THE REORGANIZED CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS
L
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___j
Entered as second~class matter at Lamoni. Iowa. post office

"'There .shall not any man among yoU have save it
be one wife; and concubines he shall have none."Book of Mormon, Jacob 2: 36.

ulf ye continue in my word, then are ye my disciples
indeed; and ye shall know the truth, and the truth ohall
make you free."-John 8: 31-32.

Holy
Doctrine
Scriplur"-~-,-==----====-c-~=---···- --~-----~--=-==~d Cove_na_nls

Book of

Mormon

Volurne 64

Larnoni, Iowa, May 9, 1917

A POSTCONFERENCE RESUME

Some men have been released by the recent conference, or rather they have not been appointed vto
a mission. We are not, therefore justified in laying
these men on the shelf unless they have been tried
and found guilty or officially silenced. There are
a variety of reasons why certain men have been
omitted from the conference appointments. Some
have been appointed to other work, as is the case
with the presidents of the stakes. Some have been
released because of advanced years, which makes it
inadvisable that they shOuld continue to travel, and
some for other work.
But that does not mean that the man cannot labor
locally. To the contrary, he is released from the
missionary service in most of these instances so
that he may assist in the work locally as his strength
permits. In every case it.becomes the duty of the
local officers to find a place for these men and try
to utilize their services; in fact, try to utilize the
services of every man in the priesthood. In many
instances the older men could assist greatly in caring
for the local services, while the younger men push
out to hold outside meetings, though the older men
may also assist here with advice, with service and
example. There are many people who not only
would like, but who even prefer to hear these older
men speak. Of course there are others who prefer
the younger men. All should be provided for.
Then 0omes the element of progressiveness and
education. In the broad definition given by President Smith, every man' is educated in some way;
i. e., real education is not so much schooling as the
"fullest and richest response to the stimuli of our
environment.''
Over the door of the college at Hampton Roads
there occurs these words: "The purpose of education is preparation for life; the test of life is capacity for service." These two may be connected
by Herbert Spencer's definition of life as a response
to environment.
It may be urged that much 6f the so-called educa··
tion has been of the dilettante sort. Some of the
work, it is true, has been so superficial and ama.-

Number 19

teurish as to be almost soul trying. But that does
not mean that we should not seek proper preparation.
It is ridiculous to assume that one can secure from
a. grammar school education and a year of weekly
lectures a profound knowledge of psychology, sociology and economics, or that one with very little
schooling can in three months secure a thorough
knowledge of English grammar and rhetoric. We
need to adapt our educational' work to hundreds of
· our people. There are very many who need grammar, rhetoric, the art of publlc speaking and homiletics (or how to prepare a sermon). But these
things should be taken and used as tools with which
we may work, not as dogmas which are setting forth
the final rt?sults of truth.
It has been urged that there are many who stand
in need of such work as this. If so, they should
write to the Extension Institute, of which George N.
Briggs is assistant director and is now handling
much of the work, and C. B. Woodstock is registrar.
Both of these men are residents of Lamoni. We
might run a series of articles in the HERALD, but
only a limited number of our subscribers would be
directly interested in such a course.
The work of the Extension Institute is individual.
It is not a matter of attending a certain set of lectures such as are offered in various places, but each
one receives just those suggestions and work, of
which he stands most in need.
We recognize the fact clearly that a young man,
let alone one with many years of experience, should
be able to take up this early work much more rapidly
than a school child, because his added years and experience should give him a broadened viewpoint of
life. iAlso it is significant that children who start
late will yet achieve the same amount of school work
before reaching their majority.
The first eight years of school work represents a
very limited amount of matter, less than the four
years of high school. !The college work for those
still older in years represents double the four years
of high school. While in some postgraduate work,
an able student may in one year do as much work
as in any previous three or four years of school life.
In part this may be due, and doubtless is, to trained
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habits of thought. So those who are older in years
should be able to make much more rapid progress
than a school child under our present regime.
But there is no royal road to learning. One cannot expect in tw9 or three years of amateur work
to gain the same intellectual grasp through schooling that has been secured by such men as President
Frederick M. Smith. So do not let this occasional
dilettantism too greatly discourage, and at the same
time let us not think that a little superficial learning
has made us wondrous wise over those who by experience of many years have learned much in a practical w:ay.
But above all, let us not lose sight of the :;;;piritual
needs, the vital things of life. Education should be
only a means to an end, better living in home and
society, better service in church and elsewhere.
S. A. B.

HOW MUCH DO WE WASTE?
:In this issue appears the second weekly letter sent
by Elder Edward Rannie to President F. M. Smith.
It contains many matters of marked interest.
We have seen various estimates of the amount
wasted in the United States. In the nations of
. Europe even before the war, economies were practiced which would seem strange in AmeriCa. We
have seen these estimates of wastes run as high as
one third, or arounP. ten billion dollars, the annual
income being estimated at thirty billion; but we have
seen no attempt at verification of such high figures.
PoSisibly the amount stated in the lecture, $700,000,000, referred principally to food waste, as is indicated in the Saturday Evening Post of May 5.
But even at this rate, since the membership of the
church in the United States last January was over
70,000, it would mean close to half a million dollars a
year wasted by members of the church in this way
alone. But, as Brother Rannie points out, we are
able to save in other ways; notably our consumption
of alcoholic beverages and tobacco should be none. ·
· We have sometimes thought what it w:ould mean
if every member of the church, including our business men and farmers, as well as the missionary
force from the First Presidency down, were to be
placed on a strictly ministerial allowance-the minimum on which we could live. What would it mean,
and especially if the amounts saved were turned in
to the bishop?
In one year the church debt would be paid, including that of all its institutions. The running expenses of the church would b~ met, and there would
be a truly astonishing surplus on hand.
It has been estimated that the average income·
per person in the United States is three hundred

for May 9, 1917
dollars per year. The missionary allowance is
twenty-five dollars a month for the wife, fifteen dollars additional for the husband, if his work requires
him to be at home, and from six to nine dollars per
child, according to age.
It was estimated two or three years ago that the
minimum. living wage for a family of five is fifteen
dollars a week. It will be noted that this minimum
amount is almost exactly the amount allowed for
a minister's family. Yet this represents only about
fiftyiper cent of the average income per family of five
estimated above. Assume that the average for the
members of the church is only two thirds as much
as for the United States as a. whole, yet if the excess
were turned in, it w'ould amount to forty-four dollars
per person. In other words, it would appear to be
about three million dollars for the whole church.
Yet that is a low average. If it equals the average
for the United States of three hundred dollars per
person it would go over ten million dollars in one
year.
That means, if each orie of us for one year would
deny himself everything except the necessities of
life, and turn all of his net income into the church,
the church income for that year would be in the
millions. We have few very wealthy men, but we
also have few of the submerged tenth.
We do not contend that everything we have should
be turned over to the bishop .. It is merely a question
of sacrifice for one year.
With some this would ·hardly be possible to the
full extent, because to do so would mean so much
lessened efficiency, that their income would decrease
more than in proporticm. But it would seem evident, that real care and sacrifice for one year would
:tnean an income of several millions, after making
allowance for such cases 'as the above and after making further allowance for the present increased cost
of living.
Our missionaries' families do sacrifice and put ' up
with privations many times, which are painful to
them. But if a whole people were making it for
one year, how differently the inconvenience would
be felt.
S. A. B.

THE GOSPEL LITERATURE COMMISSION

One of the actions taken by the recent conventions
and conference is indicative of the coordination that
may be effected between the church and her children.
From the beginning the church has been a great
proselytizing agency. A typical member of this
church rejoices so much in- the acquisition of the
gospel's enlightening influence that he wants to tell
everyone who will listen. It is the reputation of
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the Latter Day Saints that they are alLmissionaries,
in one way or another.
Thousands of tracts as well as books and papers,
have been distributed by our people in all w:alks .of
life, but it remained for the Religio Society to appoint certain members whose duty it was not only
to distribute, but follow up' and keep records of the
work done along this line. At first this was done
in connection with the library workers, but later was
separated, and eacll.local society appointed a chairman of a good literature committee, who chose
other members and they looked after this special
work. The districts elected superintendents to have
charge of the work of the local committees, and the
General Society elected a superintendent to care for
the interests of the entire organization along this
special line. Each year he has reported thousands
of pieces distributed, but no report" could contain
the complete record of the good done. Ofttimes one
plants what may seem to be but a trifling seed, but
it comes back an hundredfold in the harvest. Some
who feel that they can do no other wmthy serv:ice
can actively serve in this capacity, though there is
opportunity for the utmost wisdom and discretion
if one would secure the maximum results.
Brother Harvey Sandy, who has had charge of
the work for the Religio for a number of years, came
to believe that the church and Sunday school should
have an active part in the organized effort toward
distribution of church and other good literature.
Enlisting the efforts of a few others, the request
was made to these organizations last year, and resulted in the election of a commission of three, one
each from the three organizations, to unify and extend the work.
It is the hope of the commission to have a similar
organization effected in each district, similar in plan
to the library commission, and also in each local
church community. !Where there are all three organizations represented: Church, Sunday school,
and Religio, each should elect atthe first opportunity,
one member; and the three work unitedly to carry
out the work of literature distribution. Where there
are only two, let them work together-if only one,
let it be active. Brother R. W. Farrell, of 14 Kenwood Street, Providence, Rhode Island, will act as
superintendent of the commission, and hope's to
reach every district and as many of the locals
through them as possible, in an effort to place the
work on a sound and workable basis. He will be
glad to answer inquiries, either by personal letter
or. by sending circulars covering the points raised.
During the year a leaflet of instructions wi:ll be
issued, and sent to all interested. In the meantime
the procedure is simple and the need for active service imperative. Let every officer who has to do
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with elections in his district or local see that at th~
first opportunity some one is elected to represent
the organization. These officers should report to
Brother Farrell and begin work early. They should
have the support of the entire church membership.
E. D. MOORE . .

THINKERS
In The Outlook for January 3, 1917, J. Madison
Gathany, A. · M., of the history department of the
Providence, Rpode Island, high school, quotes the
surprise of a teacher of the eighth grade who found
out for the first time that her boys and girls could
think for themselves. . To this he adds the statement
of a high-school teacher of years' experience:
"High school p,upils are not able to think for themselves. I am satisfied if they give back to me what
the textbook says. That is all I expect."
And finally he quotes a college professor:
~'It is not right to expect or to ask students, evetn
in college, to give their own opinions. It is dangerous. Their knowledge is not adequate enough
to warrant asking their opinions."
Rightly he criticizes this tendency of education
in some quarters to become pol parrot. And as he
intimates, while thinking may be dangerous to a
monarchy or despotism, it is only so because it is ,
dangerous to the despot, not to the people. In a
democracy and we are democrats--using the term
in its broader sense and not simply as a member
of the democratic party-the larger the number of
thinking men and women, the greater is our safety.
. . .
S.A. B.

NOTES AND COMMENTS

Graceland President' Receives Medal
President G. N. Briggs has been awarded a silver
medal by the international jury of awards of the
Panama-Pacific Exposition held at San Francisco.
The award was for. excellence as collaborator in the
United States Bureau of Education.
A French Tract
There has come to our desk a copy of Ce Que Nous
Croyons, published by Elder Philemon Pement. 'It
is a French translation of What We Believe, for use
in his mission field in Canada. Some of the idioms
are of peculiar interest. We are glad to note this
extension of our services.
A Request Not Granted ·
.We often get letters with an accompanying request
that they be published in the Ensign also. We can:not do this, and do not have time to write all who
make this ;request. :Items for publication should
be sent direct to the address of the publishers, and
unless it is .very important, don't send duplicate
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copies to each. If it is desired to reach the readers
of both publications, send your letters or articles
at different times and treat your subjects o:r news
items in a different manner.

archenemy of mankind. It might be interesting to know that
the drink habit among Indian Service employee'S is now re- ·
garded as cause for removal.

The War
The world conflict has been extended so far ana
Opportunities for Two Men
In this issue of the HERALD, the Lamoni Order of so widely that its effects are becoming felt in pracEnoch and the stake bishopric both advertise for tically every home. The zone of activities in France
help. The former has purchased a nicely located, has witnessed sharp and decisive advances on the
roller mill at this place and desire to overhaul the part of the entente allies, with parts of the Hindenplant and make it of use to the community and burg line reported as captured and held. The Gerchurch. It is hoped to make this butthe beginning man losses are evidently great, not only in prisoners
of similar enterprises. The stake bishopric also but in dead and wounded, while not so much is known
wants a good man to put in charge of acreage belong- of the1 losses by the allies. German ships in our
ing to the church around Lamoni. This is a day of ports are being overhauled and rapidly put into
preparation for the church--have we not a goodly commission by our Government, following Senate
action confiscating them. An American ship, the
number ready for these calls?
Vacuum, has been sunk by submarine and some of
Deaf Children
the officers and crew missing. Every effort is being
The following notice has come to our desk and we made to replace the shipping being lost by subpublish it for the benefit of those who may be in- marines and mines, fifty-nine British vessels being
terested. We are informed that the Volta Bureau sunk in one week by this means. It seems to be
is headed by Alexander Graham Bell.
the consensus of opinion that American troops will
Dear Children: Anyone interested in a little deaf child be sent to French soil as soon as possible. 'Ifue
ca1n obtain free lite11ature explaining approved methods of
French party who came over for a war council with
training deaf children from infancy to school age by writing
to The Volta Bureau for the Increase and Diffusion of Knowl- our country are now in a tour in the Middlewest.
edge Relating to the Deaf, 1601 Thi11ty-fifth Street,, N. W., Japan is to send a commission to the United States
, Washington, District of Columbia. This literature :velates only in an effort to effect a closer cooperation between
to the training of little deaf children; not to medical treat- the two nations. Belgium will receive a liberal porment nor to be the deaf,ness that comes in later life. Age
tion of the war loan being raised by this Nation.
of child 1and other details are welcomed.
Some disorder prevailed in Petrograd on May 1, and
Suspend Payments on Account of Liquor
a prominent general was assassinated. Cuban
The following is from an interview in the Sioux
rebels have attacked American lives and property
City Journal with Cato Sells, Commissioner of Innot far from Santiago, and it is reported that the
dian Affairs :
desire of the attackers is for United States inter\For many years a,nd in many localities there was a reign
vention, hoping by this method to enforce it. The
of debauchery when payments were made. To· :vemedy this
condition Wle sought and fo11!nd a never before enforced Fed- Senate and House have included in the army approeral statute ,empowering the Commissioner of Indian Affairs priation bill a provision which raises the pay of ento suspend payment when it appeared to him tha,t liquor was listed men from fifteen to thirty dollars a month.
within the ready reach of Indians rece,iving the paymehts.
Rerhaps the greatest abuse Ln thvs respect existed among the
Osage Indians in Oklahoma. Nearly two years ago, when
about to mak,e a payment theTe, we notified the county a,nd
city officers, the head men of the tribe, and the business men:·
of the community tha,t not a dollar would be paid until we
had satisfactory assurance of the strict enforcement of this
statute. The immediate eff,ect was pandemonium, but when
it was d1scovered by all co1ncerned that there would be no
relenting or compr~mise every country and city officer, the
head men of the tribe, and fifteen hundred citizens, including
nearly every business man in Pawhus~a, the county S'eat of
Osage County, gave us their written promise and obligation
to ·61nforc~e the law aggressiv;ely if we would proceed with
the payment. With this assurance, the payment was made,
and Osage County has since been one of the driest localities
in the United States, with exceedingly gratifying results ·not
only to the Indians but to the business men and taxpaye.rs
of that vicinity. We have s1nce carried out this procedure
everywhere throughout the Indian country. . . '. Thexe is no
legitimate place in the world for whisky. Its sale and use is
indefensible. Among Indians it is vicious. L~iquor is the

Lamoni Sacrament Service
At the sacrament service of May 6 there was 'an
unusual outpouring of the Holy Spirit. Three spoke
in prophecy and two in tongues and gave the interpretations. Especial emphasis was laid upon the
revelation given in 1913 to deny all unnecessary
Since some have not done so, trouble will
wants.
come upon them. Not that the Lord had. sent it
but he will suffer it so that we may learn obedience.
The necessity of obedience to the revelation of God
was emphasized, but in a surprisingly mild tone, as
of a Father pleading gently with his children, that
they suffer not at all, but be faithful. Truly in the
"present time it becomes us to stand in holy plac~s.
Truly the outpouring of the Holy Spirit is noteworthy in the reports from many fields, but such
pleading brings condemnation unless accompanied
by obedience.
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THE PROMISED COMFORTER---PART 1
(Sermon by Frederick A. S'mith, Thursday eve~1ing, August
24, 191,6, at Lamoni Stake reunion. Reported by Winsome
L .. Smith.)

I do not expect to get you out on anything new
to-night, possibly I had better keep back on old
ground a little while longer.
'In the fourteenth chapter of John and the sixteenth and seventeenth verses we have the starting
point of what I wish to talk about to-night: ·
And I will pray the Father, and he shall give you another
Comforter, that he may abide with you for ever; eve,n the
Spirit of truth; whom the world cannot receive, because it
seeth him not, neither knoweth him: but ye know him; for
he dwelleth wi.th you, and shall be in you. I will not leave
you comfortless: I will come to you.
PROMISE TO DISCIPLES ONLY

. \Ve have here one of the promises of the Master.
I shall take the ground to-night, rig-ht on the start,
that this promise has not been made to all the world,
but to his disciples, those who have obeyed his com~
mandments, bi:Ocome citizens of his kingdom. I presume one of the most difficult things we have to do
in our' experience as missionaries is to convince
some people that they have not received the gift of
the Holy Ghost. You may think that is strange,
possibly, nevertheless it is true. They have ..received
something, there is no question about that. They
are conscious of the power that has moved and has
operated upon them, that they have been pleased to
· term the Holy Ghost.
SAME PROMISE MADE OF OLD

Now this promise is not a new one, it was not a
new one when Jesus made it to his disciples at this
·time, for we discover right in the first chapter of
this epistle of John, that John the Baptist manifested the 'fact that there would be one come after
him who would baptize them with the Holy Spirit
and with fire. So you discover he understood that
principle before this time of its introduction.
We go. back into the Old Testament Scriptures and
if you will read your Inspired Translation you will
discover that it was a part of the gospel of Jesus
Christ away back in the beginning. Turn back
to Genesis, the first few chapters, and read, and you
will find it there.
You will discover in Paul's declaration in one
or two places that he manifested the thought that
this was the medium, or the power, the means by and
through which the holy prophets of old had spoken.
So according to these thoughts, we discover it. is an

old principle, and is just as old as the gospel itself.
But while that may be true, we discover it is just as
new to some people as this gospel is, and to some this
gospel is a startling new thing.
I am not~ introducing then something different
from what we have, but I shall dwell upon this, and
its . office work somewhat to-night not only with the
idea of its application to those who may not have
understood it at all, but I shall hope to reach a point
and teach some few of the things that present themselves to us, with a view to a better understanding
of its ,ministration, if we can.
THE WORLD. CANNOT RECEIVE IT

Now in the first place I call your attention to the
thought expressed in this text. He says he is going
to send you another Comforter, even the spirit of
truth; whom the world cannot receive. And why?
Because it cannot see it.
I am not going to confine the thought o:f seeing
in this case entirely to the vision of the eye, but 1
shall apply it to the thought that that sight may
cover also the power of' comprehension, the mental
faculties of an individual that shall be able to grasp
and comprehend, for sometimes that is the keenest
sight we have.
I shall contemplate for a little while the thought
of the eye, at least along the idea that because we
cannot see it with the natural eye, with the physical
eye, that it is not practical for us to-day. In my
experiences in the past I have met several, but one
especially who took me to task very strongly because
I advocated the idea of the baptism of the Holy
Spirit. He ridiculed the idea, and one of the pe~u
liar arguments that he insisted upon making was
the fact that we could not tell when an individual
was baprtized by the Spirit, and it was impossible
for us to attain to anything of that kind, because we
could not see the Spirit, and as a consequence we
could not grasp the principle, and could not tell
that an individual had been baptized by the Spirit.
Now I tried several arguments to meet his posi- ,
tion, and finally I called his attention to some practical things, and I shall follow out that line a little
bit to-night.
I discovered that the vision of 'the eye is a very
uncertain thing. We could not always tell just how
a thing is done, because we are looking at it. You
may look .sometimes a long time before you may be
able to grasp the real principle of a thing and how
it is accomplished.
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LOOKING BUT NOT SEEING

I am going to illustrate this thought by a little
incident that happened out in Nebraska. One of
the brethren of the missionary force and myself
were holding tent meetings in a little village out in
that country, and a fast train of the Union Pacific
Railroad came through there, a fast mail. They had
a peculiar arrangement there at that time by which
they not only took the mail sack off the post, but
they hung another one on the post. The operation
of course was almost simultaneous, it was done so
1uickly that you could not see how it was done.
One of the brethren, a good, honest man, too, took
us to task, and became disturbed upon that question.
He said he was sure he could see how it was done .
•
So not long afterwards he was over there, and the
train was coming, the mail sack was hung on the
post. We told him to get out there now and see
and then tell us just how it was done. He got out
where he thought he had a good square view of the
thing ; the train came roaring down. A flash and
the train was gone, and the mail sack was hanging
on the post, and he was still looking, his eyes big
and his mouth partly open. And finally I asked:
"Brother Brown, did you see it?" His answer was
a peculiar one. It astonished me, and he answered
me in a way that possibly you would laug;h if I were.
to tell you. After he got over his astonishment a
little bit he looked around rather foolishly and said,
"\Yell, I guess the ice cream is on me."
"Oh," I said, "I thought you were going to tell
us how it was done."
"vVell," he said, "I stood there and looked with all
the might I had, but I hayen't the faintest idea yet
how it was dcme. It was gone so quickly I could
not see."
There are a good many things in the world of this
character, but there are a good many things, my
friends, that we cannot see that are real, tangible.
There are. th:ings that exist, and I w:ant to use an
illustration alopg that line to-night.
THE THIRD CHAPTER OF JOHN

In order to get the point and show you from the
Scriptures, I want to ask you to turn back to the
third chapter of John. "Well," some one says,
"there is the third chapter of John. A Latter Day
Saint minister would not be happy if he could not
use that." ~I do not know that he would. I will
concede that we love it. !It is fine, and it is a hard
mie to get around, too.
The Master in this declaration uses the expression, "Except ye are born again ye cannot see the
ki11gdom of God."
• you people, did he refer to the sight of the
I ask
eye, the vision of the eye here, or did he reach out in
this declaration until he reached a point where it

-----------------------

meant the comprehension, the mental, spiritual
vision that understood arid comprelwnded the great
Jaw of God? You answer, "He did not mean just
simply looking at something. He means more than
that."
He then proceeds with his argument, and in talking of the baptism of the water and of the Spirit
he goes on with this statement, "Marvel not that I
said unto thee, Ye must be born q,gain. The wind
bloweth where it listeth, and thou hearest the sound
thereof, but canst not tell whence it cometh, and
whither it goeth: so is every one that is born of the
Spirit."
Now I want to use this illustration, for the Master
has given us a very nice one. In the picture that
he has drawn for us he has indicated clearly th.e
situation, and has given to us something to think
about along this line.
"THE WIND BLOWETH WHERE IT LISTETH"

"So is everyone tha,t is born of the Spirit." The
wind bloweth where it listeth, and thou hearest the
sound thereof, but canst not tell whence it cometh,
and whither it goeth.
Now friends, what is the wind? Why, you say,
it is the air, the atmosphere, set in motion. Yes,
that is all right, but did any of you ever see it? Now
do not jump at the thought, and say yes, but stop
and think-did you ever see it? What color is it?
What is the shape of it? Can you describe it? And
you at once find yourself at sea. You cannot tell,
you do not know, you have never seen it in that
sense of"having looked at it with your natural eye,
but you did see something, you know you did. You
have heard the expression time and again, "See how
the wind blows!" '"'Vhy, sure," some one will say,
"see the wind blow," and yet you cannot see the
wind, but you do see something; there is no mistake
about that.
Now what did you see? Well, you say, we saw
the trees blowing, we saw the dust blowing down the
street, we saw the water dashing, if you happen to
be near it; and all of these things are what? The
manifestation unto our vision that the wind is blowing. And hence we use the expression, "See how
the wind blows."
Now let me ask you to stop. If you were blind
absolutely, and could not see a thing, and the wind
w;as blowing a nice gale, and your ears. were real
good and you could hear nicely, I wonder if you
·would not say: "Hear the wind blow." Why, yes, you
say, certainly you could hear the wind, just as the
Master .said. Do you know where it comes from? You
say, No, that is something we have not been able
to control yet. Where does it go?· Well, you do
not know that exactly; it apparently runs around in
a circle somewhere and stops for a while, but you
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cannot tell exactly. Nevertheless you know it is
there. You can see these evidences that pile up,
you can hear that peculiar roar and rush of the air
that demonstrates to you that it is there, and tD.en
if you were perfectly deaf, your eyes were blind,
and they took you out when it was· about twenty
below zero and rush you around the corner of the
house where it struck you full in the face, when you
could get your breath I am satisfied you would say,
"The wind is blowing," and you would know it and
would answer truly. Why? Because you feel it.
Certainly, and you would not have to stay out long
when it was down that low to find it out, either.
Now you have the sense of sight, the sense of
hearing, and the sense of feeling, and all three of
them are able to demonstrate to your understanding
. that the wind is blowing, but you may never be
able to tell what color it is nor whence it cometh,
nor whither it goeth, but there is a force there in
operation that is being manifest that you may witness. And yet so far as the vision of the eye is
concerned there is not anything you could add to
the description of the wind.
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They used to run a dynamo down at the mill where
I 'worked, and it was quite a common experience in
those days for people to come in and look at the
thing. We used to form a circle, the electrician on
one end, myself at the other, and we had a little
chain I led up by until it struck the dynamo, then
the electrician would touch a wire, barely a touch
with his finger,. and those people ! Well sometimes
the funny squeals that they got out wel'e so interesting that we did not get over them for a long time
afterwards. It went right through them every one,
and yet my friends, so quick they could not see it.
It was over, and they would bear witness the power
was there, but they did not see anything.
THE SPIRIT AS INEXPLICABLE, YET AS REAL

But we have things that are very evident in this
world, ministering to mankind and doing the required work, that we know is there, and yet we cannot see it. Shall we deny that it exists because we
cannot see it? ' No, you say, certainly not. And
immediately we wonder upon the question, What
is the peculiar office wmk of this Spirit? If it is
to be of intense value and benefit to the human
THE MYSTERY OF ELECTRICITY
family, we ought to understand it, have some comThere is another thing that teaches us along this prehension of the laws regulating and governing it,
line sometimes. We have before us to-night the just as we do with electricity, and as we have
electric light. There is a power there that gives us learned to do to a large extent with the wind. We
that light. Do you know what it is? "Oh, yes," drive windmills, and machinery with it, we drive
says some one, 1'it is ,electricity." "Well, what is vessels on the ocean with it, and we have learned to
electricity?" Ask the brother here who works with utilize this power in various ways. You would not
it nearly every day, and I wonder if he could tell us. want anybody to undertake to use electricity without
'rhey could tell you possibly that by a combination · some study of that work. To do so would be foolish
of metals and by friction under certain conditions, in the extreme. Then why not if we recognize law
and observing certain rules and laws, that they have under conditions of that kind, recognize the rightlearned they are able to gather that electricity, or eous principles of God, and in recognizing them
make it, or create it, or whatever you wish to term seek to make the application of them to our lives,
it. By observing these laws they get it.
and so consciously understand the workings of these
Now it is there, it will turn the machinery, it will things that we may intelligently use them. We may
give you light, it will cook your food, it will heat intelligently profit by that use, and accomplish what
your rooms, it will do all of these things. Let me God designed it should do, and what we should do
ask you friends, have you ever seen it? what is under its· peculiar influence.
it like? "Well," says one, "they call it juice." Yes,
I shall ~look briefly along the line as to what we
they call it juice at the power house, and the boys all may term the office work of this Spirit, and in doing
along the line talk about the juice being turned on, that 1I w:;tnt you people to follow briefly, for I am
but have you seen electricity? Does it go over the going to make the application of this a little later on,
wire, through the wire, under ·the wire, or how? we will be as brief as we can.
When you look at the wires you cannot see anything
AS A TEACHER AND A PROMPTER
there that would induce light, but if you touch those
Turning back to' this fourteenth chapter of John
wires just in the right way, if it did not everlastingly
finish you, you would be able to tell the people it we have a statement made in the twenty-sixth verse:
was there, and if it finished you they would know "But the Comforter, which is the Holy Ghost, whom
there was something there that had finished you. the Father will send in my name, he will teach you
There is a power there. We can feel it, and one of all things, and bring all things to your remembrance,
the peculiar features is that whether we can see it whatsoever I have said unto you." As we gather
or not, we can become intensely conscious of its the import of this thought we discover that this
presence.
Comforter is calculated to be a teacher, to teach
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us all things. He is to be a prompter, to bring to
our memory and enlighten our minds upon the things
that God has given unto us. And some of us who
have stood in the sacred desk and have labored under
the influence of that power, can bear witness not
only to the fact that it teaches, but to the fact that
it brings to our memory in the very hour when you
need it, some things that God has said, some statements that he has made, some commandment that
he has delivered, ~that you probably have not thought
of for months, or possibly never have seen its application nor understood its relationship to the subj~ct
in hand until that moment. And then it has come
with such clearness, such force, and has made itself
so practical and so apparent, that everyone has been
willing to recognize it. It has been the work of that
Spirit operating with the individual, and he can
bear witness to you that under its peculiar influence
he has been able to accomplish work that he could
not, and would not have done without it.
It has been a teacher, it has been a prompter to

those that have gone out as ministers for Christ,
to those who have been members of the kingdom of
God, that have been blessed with its influence as
individuals until others have stood by and looked
on in amazement, and been astonished at what they
have seen, and what they have heard. It has accomplished that work, it does accomplish that work,
and sometimes when people have listened to men
who have been sent out in this great gospel administration that has come to us, and the people have
listened to them, they have asked the question,
"Where did they get their wonderful understanding
of these things? What school have they gone to?"
And the answer comes back, "What school? Some
of them had little opportunity to have anything to
do with a school." What is it then? The Spirit.
A few years ago. they ordained two young men
to the office of elder and sent them on a mission to
the islands, without any experience of any kind as
m1sswnaries. They accomplished a work there, and
when they came back from the islands after years
of separation from the main body of the church,
and when they began to move around among the
people, and to talk to the people, they discovered
they were in perfect line with those who had remained here. Where had they received their instruction while they were away? Where did they
get instruction of that nature? The answer comes
back, "That wonderful teacher, that prompter, had
accomplished its work and brought them a knowledge of the truth, an understanding of the word
of God that had kept them in perfect line, and they,
without the experience or assistance of the main
body of the church, were able to maintain its doctrines, to hold aloft its truths, to present its work,

under the influence of that Spirit equal to those
here."
We could point out other instances along this line.
We can point you to members who have come into
this church with little or no experience ·whatever
so far as the reading of the Scriptures is concerned,
and yet after being inducted into the church, and
receiving the ordinance for the gift of the Holy
Ghost, they have gone out into the world, a:hd when
met by those who were opposed to them, they have
been able to stand up and defend themselves so consistently and so thoroughly as to astonish the people that they were with, and they have asked the
question, "Where did you find out anything about
the Bible." Some of these individuals may, after
an experience of this kind, have gone home and got
their Bibles and got right down to work to find out
whether it was there or not.
BRINGING TO MIND ESSENTIAL KNOWLEDGE

I had a little experience of that kind of my own,
away back when 1I first began to preach. I was only
a young man. I had lived in a missionary's family
all my life, nearly. I had associated with them.
I had heard them talk. I had read some things. not as much as I ought to have done perhaps-but
one day shortly after my ordination I suddenly
found that I had to meet a question that I had never
thought about, never had studied about, and never
had heard much about; and I was in what you might
call a corner. What was ~I going to do? I knew
that I did not have the power to meet the issue.
·I asked God to come to the rescue, and suddenly
I felt the illumination of that Spirit, my mind felt
absolutely free, and when they came at me with one
of their questions I began to quote, and to my astonishment I quoted a section from the Book of
Doctrine and Covenants. I did not know where it
was, but I quoted it just the same.
Well, after we got through and our argument was
over and I got outside, I· began to get anxious to ·
get home. :I wondered if there was anything of
the kind in the Doctrine and Covenants. I never
remembered having read it or seeing it, but I had
quoted it, it must be somewhere, and I told them it
was in the Doctrine and Covenants. iWell, I got
home just as quickly as I could, and I got my Doctrine and Covenants as soon as possible. It was
there, and no mistake about it.
This is one of the places' in which the Holy Ghost
comes to the rescue of the child of God.
Now let me ask you, friends, you could not see
the Holy Spirit you say, but I wonder if we could
not discover and feel the Holy Spirit in an occasion
of that kind. I wonder if there must not be a peculiar contact with God and Christ which lightens
the mind and understanding, and quickens the intel-
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lect, for we know that God said if we are faithful
and in line of our duty, God would not leave us alone;
that he would send his Spirit; he would bless his
~!children, his disciples, and they would receive. of
that wonderful power that should minister in the
interests of humanity.
TO TESTIFY OF CHRIST

Now the next thought that comes to us is found in
the fifteenth chapter of John, twenty-sixth verse.
In this paragraph he says: "But when the Comforter is come, whom I will send unto you from the
Father, even the Spirit of truth, which proceedeth
from the Father, he shall testify of me."
'
"Well," says one, "we believe that Jesus was the
Christ already." Yes, but my friends, th~re is a
different position here. lit is one thing to say, "I
believe that Jesus lives." It is another thing to
receive the witness and testimony to such a degree
that you will be able to say, "I know." You grasp
the situation and you see the difference.
One of the things that has struck some of our
religious friends as being exceedingly peculiar, when
they have come into one of our congregations and
listened to the testimonies in the testimony meetings,
has been what they term as a presumption on the
part oJ the people of God, to get up and say, "I
know that this is the work of God." Why; they
thought it was presumptuous. And why? Because
th<;y were not able to say that, they have said, "I
believe." But here was a class of people that were
able to get up and make that declaration "I know."
How? By the witness and testimony of this peculiar working of the Spirit, one of the functions of
that peculiar gift of the Holy Ghost that came to
humanity here to bear witness of the Christ, and of
his work. And this is the thing that presents to
us one of the evidences, just as that light indicates
to us that the power is working, that the dynamo
in the engine room is in operatioh, that the connection between us 'and them has been complete, and
that that current is operating and manifesting to us
that the power is there. We know it is there, don't
we? H that light suddenly went out we would be
conscious of the fact that there had been something
happen to that dynamo in the engine room, or else
the line had broken somewhere.
And one of the difficulties between us and the
religious world is that they never had any communication, they never got their line finished, and for
some reason they are not connected with the dynamo,
and there are not the evidences and manifestations
of power and of light and of understanding that
should exist. They have never had the administrations of the Holy Ghost.
(Concluded next week.)
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FOLLOWERS OF CHRIST---KEEP THE F AlTH!
"Darkness covereth the earth" !
"Gross darkness the minds of the people"!
"Peace taken from the earth" !
':Che forces of reaction fighting against humanity-equity-justice!
Prophecy fulfilled! God vindicated! Man condemned!
The call to Latter Day Saints: Be true, Keep
the faith. Hold the vision.
Never a greater opportunity :Dor service~never
the call more urgent. than now.
So-called orthodoxy has lost its opportunity. It
has been weighed in the balance.
Reform movements have proven impotent in the
face of the world's greatest tragedy.
Socialistic and communistic institutions have
shown inefficiency and inability to cope with the
tremendous world problems.
This. is the hour for action-mighty deeds for
truth-glorious privileges to spread the gospel message-to exemplify its teachings-to make prophecy-history.
The call is to service-not service for reward-not
service for self-not service for individual immunity. Service for others-service for Zion's weal
and the glory of God.
The gospel of Jesus is the only world solventthe angel's message our only panacea for human
ill.
We will not be cowards in the face of the world's
great need. We will not be laggards in this the
mightiest crusade the world has ever known. We
will keep the faith! We will hold the vision! We
will be true !
God has called us to be leaders of men. We have
treated our commission lightly. We have overestimated the powers of evil. We have hid our light
under a bushel.
We may command the respect of men. We must
do so. The spirit which animates us is of God. It
eannot know defeat.
,
Let those who would enlist eschew all selfish
interests.
Herewith the divine program.
"Be very faithful, and prayerful, and humble before me."
\'
"Talk not judgment, neither boast of faith, nor
of mighty works."
"Carefully gather together as much in one region
as can. be consistently with the feelings of the
people."
"Sue for peace, not only the people that have smitten y0u but also to all people."
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"Lift up an ensign of peace, and make a proclamation for peace unto the ends of the earth/'
Lift up your head and be glad my brother, my
sister, wherever you are that God hath called you
to service. Put away the transitory fleeting pleasures-the narrow ambitions-the struggle for pelf,
for place, for power. Divorce yourself from every
entangling alliance. Reenlist. Rededicate. Reconsecrate your life, your all to God's service.
God would have volunteers in his service. Do
not wait for conscription. Enlist in the army of
peace.
Be an optimist. Talk confidence. Think success. Pray for victory. To doubt is to be lost.
This is no time for mutiny. It is no place for
sedition. It is no occasion for negative action.
Ours is a constructive service. We are workers together with God. Get in line! Close up the ranks!
Keep step ! Trust the General in command! Obey
orders! :Unfurl the banner! Keep the faith! Hold
the vision!
THOMAS W. WILLIAMS.

c==O=F=G=E=N=E=RA=L=IN=T=E=R=E=ST=====)
OVERDOING WAR- TIME RELIGION
The religious emotionalism produced by war conditions in England has its dark side, says a writer
in The Christian Commonwealth (London). All
sorts of fads and fancies find adherents, while mediums, healers, and inventors of new faiths are
reaping a rich harvest. We read:
"Young officers dash round to know what is the
proper answer to ,Mrs. Besant. Bewildered mothers.
phone for tracts, and startled clerics dive into dictionaries of heretical sects. Over us all there is
this pressure of diseased beliefs, tainting, and unbalancing, and turning .aside silly souls. There are
sinister and evil agents at large doing their devilish
work.
"We are still moving in the same incredibly silly
atmosphere as that which the apostle describes to
his young disciples; there are the same stupid
patches of opinions as those against which Paul
utters his warning. Not a word need go. The dislike of sound doctrine; itching ears, and teachers
after the desires of our own hearts: fables, and
babblings, and tattlings: those who creep into mansions and take captive silly women ever learning
and never arriving at the truth. All this is amazingly true and up to date; it all stands. So, too,
the apostle's remarks on the vain talkers and frauds
overthrowing whole families and teaching evil things
for the sake of filthy lucre. Now, as then, the
mouths of such need to be stopped-for we are

back in the same ugly underworld of unhealthy influences. Anything odd, preposterous, novel, gains
its audience. Each one has a seance, a sophy, and
an ism of his own. The medium never had such
a harvest before. Black your face and dub yourself
'Messiah' and the crowds come in; paint an atheism
and it gets believed."-The Litemry Digest for May
5, 1917.

THE STAFF
• Edited by AUDENTIA ANDERSON, 2009 Locust St., Omaha, Nebr.

Does Music. Attract The Nonmember?
The answe[t' to the above question is so obvious ihat it
would seem that it needed no discussion. That the answer
should be "yes," I believe none will deny. But, however,
the discussion of this subject will encourage the building up
of that which is, ,and always has been, the means of attracting the "outsider." I presume that is the object in assig,ning this topic.
Music has come to be recognized as an essential to the enlivenment of any social gathering, as well as all religious
ass,e~.nblies, .';:tnd is, ioften eoctended to political meetil!lgs.
Music having character, language a;nd influence, therefore
that kind is sought that will be in keeping with the object
and promote the spirit of meeting or assembly.
Next to the author1tative preaching of the Word, there
is no more effective way of impressing the mind of the nonmember with the gospel message, than by the expression
of that message in song. The Spirit of God is so often made
manifest in our s~nging as to be felt and recognized by nonmembers--often visibly affecting them-and so acknowledged
by them.
·Everywhere, almos,t, where the gospel has gone, outsiders
are attracted by our songs and singing, and beg to hear cer.tain favorite songs ove;r and over again. And often we hear
remarks or such expressions as these: "Why, they sing just
like they preach, d~n't they?" "Tihey both preach it, a,nd
sing it." And, "The Latter Day Saints surely can sing."'
Even when songs particularly doctrinal, and especially
Latter Day 'Saint in character are sung, the outsider loves
to hear them. There is something in singing that which the
singer .really understands a,nd believes, that carries weight
and conviction to the heart of the hearer. It is something
that takes hold of the mind and fastens on to the recollection.
I
.
The impression thus made is hard to shake off.
I remember in the years long past, long befor·e we had
the printed notes to our songs, people sometimes came long
distances to hear the s~nging.
There has always been a;n attraction in such songs as "We
come witih joy the truth to teach you," "What was witnessed
in the heavens," "In the light," "Redeemer of Israel," "Isra·el
awake," etc.
The fact that our music attracts the nonmember, even
though our me,ssage is an unpopular one, is worthy of more
than passing comment. It should encourage us to put forth
our "best efforts to make this means of reachi1ng the people
even more eff,ective than it has be,en. The gospel of Jesus
Christ is worthy of the very best we have to giv,e in its defense and support.
Music has a wonderful influence upon the feelings of humanity. . Often very bitter enemies to our cause become softened in feel~ngs towards us through the influence of some
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song they have heard the Saints sing. It sometimes touches required. Ev.ery organization must have a hea:d or a le,ader.
a responsive chord in the heart of the unbeliever, or even of At drill as well as at the front the director is expected to be
there and in tune, while the individual member may crave
an opposer, when a sermon would fail to do so.
Our singing is recognized as being different from the sing- the liberty to say, "I can stay away 'a(nd may hardly be
of other religious denorninatio,ns; they discover it is"not missed." That idea creates the double standard-which is
the wild, emotional or hilarious singing heard in the re~ erroneous. Every membe1r of the body is needed. Individually
vivals of other churches. They hear the earnest, joyous ex- -you serve yourself in s'erving any re1sponsibility. Collect~
pression of the gospel in song, that is so distinctively cha.r- ively-if one member of the choir suffers itself to stay away
acteristic of th.e Saints, and they recognize it as being some~ -all suff,er because of it. Excuses are as numerous as the
sands on the seashore! As the "Biblical oxen excuse" is
thing different.
What has been said of vocal music is measu~ably true of out of date, why-one has bought a Ford, and begs to be exinstrumental music; although the sQng has the advantage of cused, in order to go and "prove" a joy ride! It is true-the
expressing the word of truth in words to the hearer, we, as humdrum in practice hecomes nauselati,ng at times, but "suca rule, understand this faT better than they can interpret the cess wears tho•rns and therefore is not for cowards.'' Y.l e
can learn to love our work. The poet has said "Life is just
instrumental production.
I feel that we as 1a church have made splemdid advancec- one long vacation to the man who loves his work." "If you
ment in music, and in ability to render it before .the world, are not satisfied, you are not satisfying." Too many of us
but there is room for improvement, I believe. It seems to me lik·e the gain-but despise the getting. Shun the cross, but
that we have rather fallen beh~nd our 11ecord in composing sigh fo·r the crown! Choir pmctice is so tame that some
songs for our services, comparing the present with past y.ears, can,not endure-but behold when the day dawns and the time
and taking into consideration thE! increase in our member- comes for exhibition-we are all there in full dress! Well,
ship, and development in various othe1r departments of the I'll take that back-for some are usually about half dressed.
work.
"Without practice, prpficiency and will finally disappear."
I have a desire to live to see the day when we can use our The spirit of the gospel prompts us to lose sight of self and
own productions, both in word and music, exclusively. If we selfishness and "seek to build up the Kingdom of God and
could do this, I believe that our music would breathe more establish righteous,ness"-and the proper amount of glory
of the spirit of the gospel th'a(n it does now-especially when and satisfaction will come spontaneously. "The habit of
we sing songs comP'osed by thos1e who do not know the gospel half-heartedness not only reduces the power of the whole
in its purity.
body, lbut also the prospects of the shirker." "Stifled facP·ersonally I have no desire to make a hobby of any one ulties ·eventually become unresponsive.''
thing; but being so positive of the power of attraction that
Now, as it is so easy to find excuses-but very difficult to
our music has to the nonmen1ber, I feel we will be justifi,ed in discover a reasonable one~there should be some way of judgputting forth any effort to make it more of an attraction- ing. The house of God is a house of order. Everything
. more of a speciality than we have even hithel'to done.
heavenly is governed by law. There should be a standing
May the time soon come when all our music will be more committee to examine into the excuses. Reason alone, should
distinctively representative of the gospel me,ssage we are excuse wi>thout a fine. We are not working for the director
endeavoring to bring to the people.
or any ·other human agent, but for God; yet God· uses men
iln our effort to obtain songs for use. in our Sunday schools and women in the eX!ecution of his laws. All are called of
we have drifted awa,y from the good old Latter Day Saint God to diffe1re;nt positions-and all alike are needed. Where
songs of the "Harp' and Harmony," out onto 'the sea of more is given-more is required. The dir.ector. carries resectarian production. ~nd many of these songs that are sponsibilities not required of the individual membe1r, but that
now found in Zion's Praises are used in our preaching and does not lessen the latter's work! No o1ne ever heaped the
' praye.r services in many places, :and are actually taking the measure of performance with his eye critically on another!
place of the Hymnal.. Beautiful songs they are, too, yet do When we begin to measure oursehnes by the standard of annot breathe of the gospel and latter-day spirit, as do so many other we usually begin to decrease in worth.
of our own production. True, there are a number of good
If slothfulness and other wrongs only injured the doer, it
Latter Day Sai1nt songs in the "Praises," but not enough for might not be so serious, but we do not live to ourselves. Our
the use of all our services when the book takes the place of slothfulness may impede the progress of all. Sins of omisthe Hymnal. When the outsider is present and hears these sion as well as commissio,n are injurious to more than the
sectarian songs sung in our services, they convey no message actor.
to him ofg the beautiful gospel we love so much~nothing more
Cooperation is the life of everything. "Am I my brother's
than would impress him when hearing the same song sung keeper" is worth considering. "Help, thou, thy brother's boat
in the sectarian congregatio,n. Is it not possible then, that across, and lo! thine own has touched the shore"
a wise
'I'Ve are misrep,resenting our work to the nonmember, leaving saying. Faith begets faith. Activity inspires activity. If
the impression on his mind, by singing the songs which he you are not at your post, others will.feel unobligated.
hears evcerywhere in other churches, that we are very similar
I was once speaking to large•, attentive crowds. The choir
to the otheil"SI?
had been doing splendid work. Arriving one eveni,ng a few
Yes, music does attract the nonmember. Shall we not, ·minutes before time to begin servic.es I soon discovered there
thel"erfor·e, endeavor to make it more attractive, and more was trouble brewing among the "sweet singers of Israel.''
representative of the truth that has bee,n revealed in these T,he house was packe·d-excepting the choir loft. It was
last days?
H. E. MOLER.
empty. Some one had spoken lightly of another's warbling.
The warbler balked, and then another said "I will not sing
unless she does.'' Before an offering could be made, thirteen '
A Difference in Consecration?
and one were affected by the plague! W ~ had no choir that
"Should the individual consecration of the choir member evening. The singing was not uttered "by the spirit.'' Conequal that of the director?" To consecra,te, . in this case, sequently the sermon was not the best. The audience
means "to give o;neself unreserv,edly." Reasonable service is took 1n otice, and a series of prospective meetings were "nipped
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in the bud"-and all on the account of a magnified nothing.
"Whatever the cause of justification, a sullen and balky attitude of mind reacts on character and capability." If we
were as contrary and careless in our employer's busines:sand some are in God's work-we would be "canned" so ofte,n
that the manufacturing of Fords would be stopped because
of the shortage of tin.
If you are a member of the choir, and it is to meet on a
g·iven night-your first business should be with the choir.
Every member of the choir during a series of meetings and
at practice should feel it not only an obligation to be on the
"job," but should learn to l'ealize that it is a pleasurable
p1•ivilege.
y,ou !-you ~ndividual member-the director needs your
presence-:-<every other! member ne,eds ~your presence, the
whole body of Christ values your presence, and God needs
you, therefore I'ally to the front! and he of service, and when
the time comes that you need ,a blessing from your heavenly
Father it will be forthcoming and the whole body will ;rejoice
with you.
Fenlon has said, "Whoev;er will labor to get rid of self, to
deny himself, according to the instructions of Christ, strikes
at 01nce at the root of every evil, and finds the germ of every
good." Therefore, crucify selfishness. Become efficient in
service, and magnify your calling-"For we ;J.re all called
according to God's gift unto us."
(Paper written, and read before the Southern Michigan
and Northern Indiana musical institute, October 23, by 0. R.
Mil1er.)

A Glimpse of Gounod

old couple, rejuvenated, but finally glad to return to their
former condition.
One thing that marred the evening was the absence of our
leader, Brother E. C. Bell, who had suddenly been called oq~~
of town. But .Sister Maude Parrish, his former assistant';ll
,now director of the new Southhampton choir, led out with
noble enthusiasm as we made the ceilings ring with "Unfold,
Ye portals!" from Gounod's "Redemptio.n." That was the
climax and the close of the program, then came refreshments,
and still we lingered, as if loath to leave "the scene of such
pleasant association. At last we parted, carrying away a better idea of what the name "Gounod" stands for.
F. BURGESS.

Some Musical Activities
SECOND PHILADELPHIA

A group of young women of this branch under the name
of "Laurel Club," and in charge of Sister Hale W. Smith,
gave a concert at their church, E and Clearfield Streets, on
the evening of March 30, which exc,eeded even their fondest
hopes of success. A' reading, a pi,ano solo, a cornet solo,
several vocal solos, duets, a,nd choruses made up a most
charming and varied program, and the silver offering amount~
ing to almost. twelve dollars, completed the payment of the
debt on the church piano, leaving a balance in the treasury.
This is a very creditable showing for the small band of loyal
Saints of this branch, which is doubtless handicapped somewhat in a musical way, by the close proximity of the large
and fiourishi,ng choir at First Branch ..
)

MARIE RIGGS CONCERT

On March 27, we, the Saint Louis choir, gathered at
the charming home of Sister Anna de Jong Smith for our second monthly musicale. This time the subject was the comparatively modern composer, Charles Francis Gounod, born about
a century ,ago, I believe, on June 17, 1818. It was our hostess,
Sister Anna herself, who introduced us to him, Shall I call
it a biography? No, you would imagine a series of announcements that on such a date he produced so-a1nd-so, and on
another date he produced something else. Instead, it was
an intensely interesting story, first of a musicai mother and
grandmother, an artist father, and two boys, ten years apart,
Charles being the younger; then the story, from the begin,ning, of the unfolding of a soul touched with the divine
spark of musical goenius. Much of it was gleaned from his
own letters. It was so interesting to hear of his visiting
Mendelssohn, especially as this was to be our next composer, and of his friendship with Mendelssohn's sister. It
seems she was very musical, is even said to have composed
some of the music attributed to her brother. Naturally one's
fancy leaped to the thought that the hero of the story :might
marry her, but it didn't happ6!n that way.
After we had followed the composer to a goodly age, and
there had to leave him, Brother S. R. Burgess dealt in an
excellent way with the opera "Faust," giving not only the
story co,ntained in the opera, but the history of the opera
itself, and passing around a portrait of Madame Melba as
the heroine and one of Gounod himself. This prepared the
way for the appearanc.e of "Marguerite," Miss Adell Peters,
in the "Jewel song." Those who heard this dramatic and
beautiful rendition ought to have realized something of the
stl,ong appeal which the casket of jewels would have for the
be:;mtiful young Marguerite. Sister Mary Bourgeret, in her
paper, told us something of his musical version of "Romeo
and Juliet." Also "Philemon and Bancis," from being mere
names, became in her hands, the musical story of a contented

At the Hotel Baltimore, assisted by Mrs. Allen Taylor, sopDano, Mr. Heinrich Rittmeister, violinist, and the Rittmeister String Quintette on the evening of April 17, Sister Marie
Riggs of Kansas City ga'"e a piano recital. The young artist
pleased everyone of the five hundred listeners, with the clearness and spirituality of her ~nt1erpretations, and does great
credit not only to her own high standards of musical taste
and perception hut to the instruction received from her teachers, Mrs. Carl Busch of Kansas City, and the German master,
Josef L'Hvinne with whom Sister Marie studied in Berlin.
The proceeds of the recital on the 17th, went to the establishment of a Red Cross Hospital 111nit, the use of the large audience Doom in the Hotel Baltimore being donated by its proprietor, Brother Wallace N. Robinson.

When the Lord Returns in Glory
When the Lord returns in glory
We shall see him face to face.
And we'll praise his name fol'ever
For his wondrous saving grace.
With the ransomed of all ages
In his sanctified domain,
We will honor and adore him.
As we sing the glad refrain:
Hallelujah, haHeluj,ah,
S.ound his fame from shore to shore!
Christ, our Lord, is king of kings and
,s"fts to reign forever more.
Pra1ise him, pl'aise him, all ye nations;
Praise him all ye hosts above:
Sound aloud the proclamation:
Jesus reigns, and rules with love.
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Oh, how great will be our rapture
When in grand reunion there,
Where there'll be no sepa,ration
Fraught with pain and anxious ca.re,
We may si,ng in loud hosannas
To our everlasting 'king,
As we crown him Lord of lords
And in triumph we shall singSee, the glorious day approaches,
Day of rest from sin and shame,
When we'll join the happy throngPraise ·an!f magnify his name.
Then tJhe poor will be remembered,
God will wipe away their tears,
When he dwells among his people
On the earth a thousand years.
ELMER E. LONG.

Our President's Salutatory
To All the Gi!rls and Women of This Great Church; Greeting: The stress of conference work safely over, we ente.r
upon the work of the coming year with a spirit of humility
and love for all mankind such as we have never known be•fore.
How far we may be alble to extend our influence we may
never know, but we would that we could reach every girl and
woman, and help her find her particular place in this church,
or if she has •already found it, cooperate with her, for the
good of all. And we pray that this spirit may remain with
us all through the year's work, le,ndihg to us its aid and inspiration, that aH the work undertaken may be well done.
And so to-day we are sending you a friendly greeting, no
,matter where you are, or how far you may be away from me.
Your lot may be an humble .one, your bur'den heavy, your life
seem to you useless and wasted, or you ·may be situated
among the more fortunate of our sisters, with fo,rtune smiling
kindly upon you, with educational advantages yours for the
ask~ng.
No matter where you are, or what your sta,tion in
life, our message is to you to-day. We need your help in
Woman's Auxiliary, we need your courage, your strength,
youv training, your effic,iency. We ne,ed your cooperation,
your support, y.our prayers, that we may carry on this work
aright, and guide the women of this church along the path
that will keep them si'tfe in the gospel fold. And when we
sa,y to you that we need you, we mean that we want you to
become one with us ~n this work, giving to us your best effort,
and the inspiration that comes from such fellowship.
We are wondering, this year, how far we may go in developing specialization among our women. We haV1e many
among us whose gift is music, inany who are born organizers,
some few who are true artists, some splendid teachers of
English, of Bible research, psychology, child welfare, and
otJhe1r subjects-to say nothing of those trained in home
economics, dressmaking, and the true art of home making.
With the educational work that is well started by this time,
we should be able to develop specialists in all of these and
·other line•::;, and at the close of the year be able to meet in
separate confer,ences for consultation in .each particular line
of work. What a wonderful thing it would be to be able to
consult all the child welfare workers of the church and discover the plans iby which they are having success. How our
teachers would love to meet in conference and discuss their
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problems, and tell how they hold their classes together and
make progress. And if our Engli&h teachers could perfect a
plan for teaching grammar .and literature so as to get a
spoken language, instead of a written one, it would be worth
years of training to the mothers who have but little time
for study.
'
Our church preside,nt made it clear to us in his message
this y:ear, that we need higher standards, a consecration of
our talents, and that progress· is promoted by specialization
of eiliort and taient, under a wei-recognized directional
force. And what he plans for his men, he expects of the
women. So we are hoping that we will have no trouble in
falling in Une and developing specialists in all lines of our
work. And the time may come that we will have organizations in every field of activity, ju:st as the musicians, the
the architects, and the traveling men of the church are forming themselves into groups. When we have found our particular pLace in the work it will not be difficult to find the group
in which we belong.
Another th~ng we would like to see brought about in our
large cities, and stakes, is a. uniting of effort or cooperation
of branches in their clas-s work. In cities where there are
two, three, or more b:runches, cooperative class work can be
done, and we shall be glad to give suggestions to the org:,tnizer where this is wanted.
Our supervisors of departments will be glad to render any
assistance in their powe1r, in their particular l~ne of work.
Write to them freely an:dJ state your ~eed. The eiducational
bu11eau is under the direction of Sister R. S. Salyards, Lamoni, Iowa; the home and child welfare bureau is under
Sister Lydia Wight, Lamoni, Iowa; the relief and service
bureau under Sister Helen !Silsbee Smith of 1111 E1ast
Eleventh Street, , Kansas Oity,. Missouri, and the young
woman's bureau under 1Sister Alice Mae Burgess.of Lamoni;
Iowa.
Something whisp•ers to-night that there are many mothers
who need the help that our work can give them, and that_
as we sen,d out this message of love to you, it is going to
reach into the furthermost corners of this globe, and touch
the hearts o.f those who need us most, adding many workers
to our ranks because of the happiness we can bring into 'their
lives, a:nd the good we may do together. Let us then be
workers together for God, and our part in the redeeming of
Zion will be sure.
Your sister in Christ,
LULU M. SANDY.
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI, 3431 East Sixtieth Street.

What Complete Parenthood Means
The functions of fatherhood and motherhood may differ,
the supreme influence of the mother being felt in the early
formative years; the special potency of the father, during
the P'eriod of adolescence-although neither should work
alone ,at any time:__yet there are certain fundamentals necessary to the complete functioning of both fathers and mothers.
Forbush says, "Complete parenthood involves three things,
prepa'Y'ation, responsib~lity and joys."
PREPARATION
Preparation means many things, for parenthood should
be the most skilled of all professions. It means physical fitnesB. E-very child has the right to be well born, born with
all the capacities of a normal child, with a healthy body
which 'is always the basis for a well-rounded intellectual and
spiritual life. Every child has a right to be born to parents
who are full of vigor, who have that poise which results from
a long practiced self-control-that poise which insures the
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child the minimum of friction in his home. In other words
every child has a right to hav.e pal'e,nts that are not nervous
and irritable! Young girls and young men who are dissipating their nervous energy in any way whatsoever, in late
hours, in cigarette smoking, in the pell:rpell of modern life,,·
are making themselves physically Uinfit for their future responsibility of parenthood. We do not urge that young people have no recreation but we do urge thi's, they and their
offspring must pay for any 'excesses. Mothers who indulge in
that habit of fre1tful worry must do something to g1ain selfcontrol. "Overworked" is a term that should apply to neitheT
father or mother. I 1n fact that wholesome, broad-minded
outlook upon life which should pel'meate the atmosphere of
every home is hardly secul'ed where physical fitne1ss does
not exist.
Preparation means intellectual fitness. Parents to be complete must have a knowledge of child life and child training.
It means untiring study of the best authorities on child life,
and not this alone, but technique as well, for theories without practice in adapting them can never make complete parents. When will we provide such training? Some schools
do now. Why not all? Young women are no longer ashamed
to enroll for the home economics cq:!uses ~n our universities
and, as one lecturer said to a class of university girls a few
weeks ago, the day must come when they will not be ashamed
to enroll for a course in mothercraft. Parents equipped with
the training such a course could afford plus a fund of general knowledge make intellectually fit fathers and mothers.
Prepar:ation means spi.ritual fitness. What, if not preparation for a babe, can· touch the spiritual nature of men and
women? Who can refrain from reverent feeling, from suppliance to God for help, from a sacred tenderness and joy,
. from spiritual uplift when he becomes a parent? If any, he
is spiritually Uinfit. Forbush puts it well when he says,
"Somehow into our religious education there must be brought
the viewpoint that shall communicate to young people the
sweet and chaste anticipation of parenthood." They must
be "ready re,verently and joyfully to accept their task."
1

RESPONSIBILITY

Since the home is the greatest factor in shaping the ideals
and habits of our children, how great is the responsibility of
parents that they make the home all it ought to be. Forbush
urges that parents have particular and reciprocal duties or
!'esponsibilities. God holds parents responsible or he would
1n ot have spoken as he dtid. Let us quote it once more "Power
is not given Satan to tempt little children, until they begin
to become accountable before me; for it is given unto them
even as I will, according to mine own pleasure, that great
things may I:Je required at the hands of their fathers." (Doctrine and Cov.enants 28: 13). Are we making the most of
that period? Do we sense our responsibility?
JOYS

What gives a man or woman more joy than to watch the
development of the child from the helpless, innocent babe to
the helpful, righteous young man or woma,n? Complete
pal'enthood reaps its rich reward in the joy that comes from
the fulfillment of its purpose-a life well established, well
controlled, capable of efficient service. Forbush puts the joy
the child brings in these assuring words. "The lovliness of
children themselves, even more than the miracle of their unfoldm~nt is a parental joy."
Also, "Children give parents
more than they take fvom them. Only ~n some sort of p·arenthood, natural or spiritual does man attain his highest social
and spiritual experience." It is this experience and the joy
of it that the child gives the parent!
LYDIA THOMAS WIGHT.

By the Western Sea
SAN FRANCISCO

Sometime ago we conceived the idea of having a "men's:
night" at our auxili<a.ry society, and thus let our husbands
know something of the work we are doing. A committee was
appointed who arranged a di;nner menu, program, etc. The
expense was divided evenly among the members who could
attend. We invited our pastor, Brother G. J. Waller, and his
daughter Christiana, who is our very efficient branch organist; ·also our ex-pastor, Brother G. S. Lincoln and wife.
The sisters came soon after lunch, that all might be in
readiness by six-thirty, the hour annou,nced for the dinner.
Sister G. L. Sykes had charge of the afternoon cooking, and
well she understands how that work should be done! Two
large tables were spread in the spacious dining room, a welcome sight to the hungry men who arrived to do justice to
the good things provided.
Afte·r 'the repast we listened to a program, in charge of
our vice president, Sister John Cun;ningham.
"Our society,'' by Sister C. A. Parkin.
"The Children's Home," Sist~r H. D. Simpson.
"The ladies," G. S. Lincoln.
"The mother-in-law," H. F. Ewing.
"Island experiences," G. J. Waller.
Song, "Dear old dad," by Lillian Ewing with guitar accompaniment. As encore she sang "The automobile."
Brother Parkin sang ,a sQng his mother taught him when
he was but nine years old.
A vote of appreciation was given by the visitors for the
very pleasant evening, and upon the suggestion of A. R.
Lawn, the auxiliary treasury was enriched by a neat little
sum from each .of the brother.s. When the closing prayer
was offered, all present felt that they had enjoyed an evening
long to be remembered.
CLARA N. SIMPSON,
President San Francisco Local.

From the "North Countree"
WINDSOR, ONTARIO

Auxiliary work is new to everyone in Windsor, but in spite
of this fact, we have made considerable progress. Officers
were elected on February 5: Sister Gray, president; Sister
Curtis, vice president; Sister Annie Dunlop, secretary; Sister
D. Gray, treasurer.
At the present time we are tak~ng up three different departments with Sister Gray in charge. of the relief and service work, which group meets every week with an enrollmeJllt
of twenty-three members, and an average attendance of nine ..
Sister E. Depew is superintendent of the educational department whrch has an enrollment of fifteen, and· has held one
meeting this quarter. 1Sister H. C. Bennett is in charge of
the home and child welfare department which also has held
one meeting but which has not yet enrolled members. The
auxiliary 1as a whole met one evening in p11ayer service, and
the Lord spoke to us in prophecy through Elder Brown, our
bra,nch president, and said that he was pleased with theeffiorts we had put forth, and if we would continue in faithfulness he would abundantly bless us. So you see we havea bright future before us. Ever hoping for the advancement
of the work.
REBA pARKER.
Gradually cut down your meat intake to one meal a day
and that not a heavy gorge; and note the brightness of intellect-that's what ails you;-The Medical World.
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·An Inland Local

needs every woman, and every woman needs the auxiliary
and what it embodies.
AUDENTIA ANDERSON.

OMAHA
Our local numbers about fifty who meet the fourth Wedne.sday afternoon of each month, at the home of some hospitable
member. The prog11am is varied, our last one consisting of
a detailed account of the late General C0)nvention at L1amoni,
a song by Sister Kelley, a reading by Sister Kirkpatrick, and
a report by Sister Wallace of Sister Eunice Smith's "Storytelling''' as a convention program. Our business usually
precedes the program, and is ably conducted by :our president,
:Sister Holdsworth. Refreshments and social chat follow,
and the treasury is enriched by a ten-cent d0)nation from each
' one present.
.
Our relief a.nd service department is t1nder the supervision
of 1Sister Winnifred Scott, wife of our branch president. The
sewing department numbers nine, and they meet every Thursday aftel'lnoon, for the quilting, piecing, and sewing of various kinds. All members of the local are considered members
of the relief and service department inasmuch as all unite
for the success of our annual bazaar, .and in other avenues
of service. An apparatus for heating the water in tbP. baptismal font in the church was xecently installed and''~ .10ne.y
has been raised in the hands of the branch officexs for new
seats in the main auditorium. ·Monthly "showers" by auxiliary members are now in orderr, the one for May being
aprons, each one bringing her gift of an apron for the
!bazaar.
The young women's department is in charge of Sister
Zadie Stearns, and has two Oriole circles, one with six members with Sister Win'nifred Scott as Monitor, and one of older
girls, fourteen in number with Sister Anderson 1as Monitor.
The educational department is under the supervision 'of
Sister Anderson and has at present four cLasses, viz, sociology, seven members, who meet every Wednesday except the
one devoted to the auxiliary, and who are studying Devine's
book, Misery, and its Causes; the story-"telling class, with
ten members, who are pursuing their study under the direction of an Omaha instructor in the art, and meet two Friday
afternoons a month; child psychology, with ·eight cha,rter
members, who meet the third Sunday afternoon in the month,
in connectiQn with the fourth study class, with nine charter
members which is studying the child of the Adolescent Age.
These two classes meet for a short address or paper ef interest to both sections, and then divide for the stuqy of their
special topics.
We consider this plan of conducting,,the work of women in
a branch is a very good one. It unifies their interests, makes
a close bQnd between them, identifies them with each other
and the branch, and yet gives them, individually, an opportunity to take up and pursue just those particular lines
of work and study which appeal most to them, and none need
feel either overworked or neglected, so far as opportunity is
concern,ed. There is no overlapping of interests; 1no hard
feelings of being "shoved out," or that ~one is "not needed,"
for all recognize that there is a place for each, that if every
woman does not join and cooperate, there is something lacking that no one else can supply. The work of our women ~n
every branch needs the special interest of every woman there;
there is distinct loss to the auxiliary and to the church if
,any withholds her full consecration and her hearty support
of what the women of the branch are trying to do. The
spiritual a~tmosphere of the church and the branch is determined by the spiritual atmosphere of the homes, and the attitudes of the women in those homes. There is room in the
plan for all; there is need for all; the woman's organization
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Lamoni, Iowa

The community has almost resumed its normal attitude
since the closing of the recent General Conference here.
The services are well att~nded and a close obseTver can as~
certain from the little sidelights that appear that there is
a firm dete,rmination to succeed. We are not a demonstrative
aggregation, but we like to believe that there is always l'U1n ning under the calm· exterior an accumulating power that
pr.esages good results.
The aeroplane prices on the necessities of life greatly
affect a place like ours, for the wages and salaries (if anyone heve receives the latter) are the same as they were ten
years ago, when prices were a hundl'ed per cent less. However, most everyone is carrying around a goodly supply of
calLouses .on the palms of their ha1nds and sometimes the smell
of battle (with the soil) on their clothes, so we'll do ourpart
in the production of food the coming season-if it ever stops
raining.
·
Steadily the gathering proceeds, sometimes almost imperceptibly but nevertheless persistently, and we welcome
those who come with the intention of doing their utmost to
make the community what it should be. Occasionally some
leave, for one reason a1nd another, but we are glad to note
that nearly all of them express their intention of returning
some day when they have bettered their circumstances.
We have our usual quota of local news: The old are dying,
the youth are marrying, a.nd homes are being brightened by
the arrival of promising babies. Local affairs assume problematical proportions at times and either are solved or allowed to bring about their own solution.
The church and its activities are dominant themes with us,
for the cl).urch is largely in the majority. The sacramental
meetings on the first SUinday of the month are a tax on the
capacity of the church building. A fast from the morning
meal is universally observed 1and the usual increased spirituality from such observance is noted.
The meetings for the children at 11 a. m. on each alternate
1S:unday are counted a success. There are over a hundred
children in attendance and subjects are discussed in sermonets, stories, and blackboard talks that bring to them information they would otherwise fail to get. Our problems of teaching the young are diff,erent from the average branch, for we
lack the religious opposition from the world that naturally
keeps us on our guard and compels us to be well-1nformed.
The incident related by President Frederick M. Smith at the
priesthood lectures during the rec€!nt conference presents
our case very nicely. The dean of the University of Iowa
told him that the young people of our church usually excelled,
for they believed that everyone was against them, and conse,quently were prepared to meet opp·osition. He further suggested that when that condition was removed, we would have
to substitute something else in the line of opposition to
arouse our young people and €!nlist their energies.
We learn that Walter W. Smith is to deliver the baccalaureate sermon for the graduating class of Graceland College
here on the 27th, while President F. M. Smith is to deliver
the commencement address on June 1.
DELBERT.
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Independence Stake
The meetings throughout the stake enjoy added interest
from time to time by the cooperation of the missionaries and
visitors from abroad. On April 29 the ministerial force active ~n the stake were: Brethren U. W. Greene, J. Arber,
J. J. Boswell, Bishop Keir, William Anderson, F. C. Warnky,
J. C. May, T. C. Kelley; and our Brother E. T. Atwell aided
in the song service at the Church of Christ, with Apostle
U. W. Greene as the preacher in the evening. The music
was selected from the Saints' Hymnal.
The midweek prayer meeting was attended by several of
the visiting brethren who took part and bore convincing
testimo,nies of divine direction; also the visions and dreams
of several, especially of Brethren Griffiths and Russell, were
prominent and imparted zest to the service. The following
afternoon was the occasion of the opening of the Woman's
building, with President Fred M. in charge, and Pastor
Walter W. assisting in the speech making. Bishop B. R. McGuire offered the dedicatory prayer. Interest~ng talks were
given on the subject of Latter Day Saint women's attitude
toward the war.
On Friday night the Laurels gave to the Twelve and .missiona.ries a reception. Closely connected with this is the food
question,, which is intensely interesting to all of us; and the
parent-teacher association has arra;nged for a course of instruction in canning as soon as garden vegeta:bles begin to
come in season. Sister Ada Koehler is the chairman of the
committee 'appointed to attend to preliminary work, and Miss
E. Brown, of the Missouri Agricultural College, has been appointed ~nstructor.
The spectacular side of the war is being presented to us,
just now, and we hear about flag raising, with the presence
of boy scouts, rCamp Fire girls, the sa.lutes of Battery C's
cannon firing twenty-one guns, and last though not least,
the reception and entertainm~nt in Kansas City by a committee (one of which is our Brother W. N. Robinson) of
envoys from France.
Judges and! reverends and mayors witnessed and superintended the flag raising on April 28, down on the courthouse
law,n; but •the chief personages at the reception spoken of
are no less than Premie,r Viviani, General Joffre, naval officers, and Chambrun, the descendant of Lafayette.
One more W1ar item is the meeting to be in the interests of
the conservation of food, on May 3 in the woman's building.
Sister T. J. Sheldon is the chairm111n of the committee.
On last Sunday, April 29, Brethren Aylor and Rushton
preached at the Stone Church. At the afternoon social service, with Brother Greene in charge, Brother May gave a
farewell talk previous to starting on an oversea ·trip for
London, England, where beloved wife and children 111nd dear
brethren and sisters of the faith are anxiously awaiting his
return. May his confidence in our heavenly F'ather to give
him safe passage increase, and, as wa,s promised .through the
Spirit that day, "if faithful and humble" may God protect
him and his family to "return agai,n to their home in safety."·
Brother May solicited the prayers of the Saints that the work
in England may prosper, and many of the honest in heart be
brought into the Master's fold.
ABBIE A. HoRTON.

What Shall the Harvest Be?
.To the Saints of the Lamoni Stake'.: For the fourth conference year we are appointed to the stake to labor therein as
a missionary. :Inasmuch as the men who labor in secular
affairs are divinely called to labor together with the ministry

to accomplish the work of God intrusted to all, the work is
mutual, and we must seek to have our heavenly Father aid
us. (:See Doctrine and Covenants 119: 8.)
Can you aid us by information as to where new openings
can be ,effected, and where labor can be bestowed to advantage? Try to help us along the,se lines. Labor >v:as never
more urgently needed by a united effort than at this, the
world's most momentous era since the days of Adam. (See
Jeremiah 3·0: 1-7.)
Unfathonied perplexity never reigned
so universally on earth as a't pl'esent. Shall we "endure to
the end?" (Matthew 24: 15). Let us lalbor together in harmony 1as hitherto; cultivate unity in incentive and achievement-even the salvation of p.riceless human souls.
The annual General Conference of 1917 has come, done its
work, and now gone, leaving its labors to follow. It was as
near the apostolic ideal ( 1 Corinthians 1: 10) in movement
and purpose and execution as has been attained by any Genel'al Conferences we have attended since 1878.
"Awake to union and be one; or saith the Lord, ye al'e not
mine. Yea, like the Father and the Son, ret all the Saints in
union join."
Pray for and help us for the salva,tion of souls' sakes.
Yours for the Lord's work,
LAMONI, IOWA, April 27, 1917.
C. SCOTT.

From Here and There
Pray.ers are requested by Mrs. Bertha Crook for her fouryear-old son Gerald who is sorely afflicted. They are isolated
and do not have church privileges, l'esiding at Bonesteel,
South Dakota.
A. E. Warr, district president, reports good meetings at
Mobile, Alabama. Baptized 11 on the 22d and others were
to follow. Good prospects for a year's work.
The name of R. J. Farthing should have appeared with
the Des Moines items last week. It was missed when we
clipped the last part of his letter and put it in the Miscella.neous Department.
A letter came into ·the office recently, asking how the resolution read that was passed by the .recent conference to the
effect that Sunday schools should not have program featur'es,
for they interfered with the Re:ligio. Does anyone 1,ecall
anything in the conventicms that even hinted a.t this? We
do,n't.
A letter from Joseph Thorpe at Andover, Missouri, says
the Saints are receiving a goodly share of God's blessings
'and striving to carry cin the good work. He believes that the
young and old should strive to counteract the influences of
evil in the world and fight 1a good fight. He desires the
prayers of the Saints that he may do his part.
We hop·e Brother Curry will get them. ' From a personal
letter we quote this: "I want to end this convention year with
five thousand students 'e1nr10Ued in all normal courses, the majority in ·the standard. It is not impossible. Our campaign
for one thousand during the winter and spring netted us
about nine hundred and twenty-five in the final count." With
a;n army of well-trained, spiritual teachers, what could we
not do?
" We have s·everal letters from various localities, which contain a number of news items of local interest only, for which
we al'e sorry we cannot give room. We are always glad to
receive items which seem to he of general interest, but cannot feel justified in giving space to anything else. A good
way to determine this is to ask yourself if you would he interested in similar items from a branch a thousand miles
away, 1not knowing the people nor the circumstances.
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EDGETTS, MICHIGAN, April 15, 1917.
We can see the proph~ci:es being ful-filled fast here in the
Edi,ton HeTald: As I have been reader of the HERALD last few years. It is like the song goes, Our times are in thy
since last December and have read in its valuable columns · hand. It seems like Satan tempts me more each day of my
testimonies and reports of this blessed gospel from all over life, and I want all the Saints to pray for me that I may win
the world, I feel led to send in our little mite.
victorious, tha•t I may be permitted to hold out faithful and
Last December we were organized as a branch and I am reig,n with Chris1t here on earth again. And then we won't
g1ad to say that our Lord and, Savior has bestowed upon us have the fear of wars and all these things that torment us
many blessings. We have strong opposition to the work here. now. It appeals to me the times of the Gentiles are near at
There have been ministers· and SUJnday school missionaries hand. I hope 1to see the day when we will all be united where
ar,ound here very often and it seems as though they try to we can be with Christ always.
see how much they can misrepresent the work which we most
Brother B. F. Spicer was up a short time ago. to visit the
since.rely represent. We are eighteen babes in Christ and 'Saints; :;tnd also Brother Glaude Kuykendall. We certainly
our old pioneer brother, H. W. Heath. But thank the Lord hav•e some fine sermons by the missionaries. Wish they
we are united in this great gospel as an ~ndividual. Owr would visit us more often.
opposition seems somewhat lil~e the old serpent-just prese,nt
I suppose I had better make my letter sho11t for fear of the
unto him the true weapon and he will bite himself.
waste:hasket. Aski,ng all the .Saints to pray for me that the
We are very poor financially and can only trust in the one light may shine more brightly, that I will prove faithful to
who said, "Blessed are they who lov•e and keep my command- the end, I am still,
Your sister in Christ,
ments." We have bought two villag.e lots and the hall which
2-017 Ce·diar .Springs Street.
LILLIE McALISTER.
was recently used for union Sunday school, and whe,n I came
to this country five years ago it was being used for dance
SPRINGFIELD, MISSOURI, April 20, 1917.
hall. Dance is something we nevcer hear of any more, and
Editors Hemld: Having a little leisure time just now I
there are about one hundred little children enjoying Sunday
send a few lines from the Queen City of the Ozarks to let
school, who, up to the last two years, hardly knew. what Sunthe world know we are still on the map. Our branch is still
day school was. Our school is goi,ng along nicely: average
doing business at the old stand, with war clouds hovering
attendance for the first quarter, 2.0; Easter Sunday, 52 presc
ov1er our beautiful city, and many of our bright young men
>ent; yeJSterday we had 38. We expect to move our hall up to
off to the tmini,ng camp. It brings to our minds the, words
the street this fall and make other improvements.
of him who spake as never man spake: "Think not I am come
Brother Archie Whi!t-ehead of Cadillac, Michigan, has been
to send peace on the earth; I come not to send peace but a
very faithful to us in proclaiming the gospel,-was with us
sword, for I am come to s-et a man at variance against his
Easter, preached four sermons. On Monday -evening after
father, and the daughter against her mother, and the daughEaster his last sermon was the most forceful, and, in fact, ter-in-law against her mother-in-law, and a man's foes will
the best serrnon I ever heard delivered, after which we had
be they of his own household."
· prayer meeting and Brother Whitehead was blessed with the
This might seem, str~a~nge language to some after reading
gif1t of to,ngue, and the officers of this branch received a
the wonderful message brought to the lonely shepherds while
most promising prophecy. I, as an individual, had investikeeping watch over their flocks by night. The angel said, .
gated this work before I accepted, and knew of its truthful"Fear 1not, for behold I bring good tidings of great joy which
ness, but this was more evidence. And I now stand as Paul
shall ibe to all people, for unto you is born this day in the
of old, only he said he had fought a good fight, and I stand
city of David a Savior, which is Christ the Lord." Then
ready to fight mine and do what the Lord has for me to do.
there came a multitude of the heavenly host, praising God
Pray for us, dear Saints.
Yours in bonds,
and saying, "Glory to God in the highest and on earth peace
SAMUEL LONG.
and good will to men."
We feel sure that all true S.ai1nts of the latter days have
DALLAS, TEXAS, April 16, 1917.
a true conception of the two statements made by the divine
Editors HeTald: As I scan your many pages and find so Master while the teachings of the Savio:r are broad, compremany interesting letters, I concluded to visit you once more, hensive and full of love. He knew also that they would
as it has been some time since I have written to your pages. bring division, bloodshed and utter ruin to men and nations.
It seems like the Saints are alive in the work and trying So I believe we as a people have a grander conception· of the
to do something for our Lord and Savior. It is always a prevailing conditio1n s than the Christian world in geneml,
grand pleasure· to me to see so many edifying letters. Some- but after all this I don't believe we realize the full import
times I feel as though 'the Lord had forgotten me, but he -of the awful carnage and bloodshed of the warring nations.
comes to me in my dreams at night, showing me I am still And to think that our peace-loving Nation has been dmwn
one of his children.
into the conflict! Present-day revelation tells us that God
1Since I wrote to your pages I have had to witness what so chose wise men to frame a constitution and to form a declamany others had to, and that was to giv;e up my' dea,r, ration of principles that doesn't have an equal in the annals
sweet mother who was so dear to us all, and one who always of history.
was faithful and ever looking 'to the Lord. She was a devoted
The declal'ation made by the Savior, "As you would that
mother and :Saint. I wish I might ex-ercise the faith she did. men do unto you do ye even so unto them," is the only prinThere has been so many changes sinc'e I last Wl'ote to you. ciple that will save men and nations. While the Lord ~new
We have a small branch here but it continues to grow, and present conditions would pr·evail in our day, he did not decree
what few Sai,nts there are seem to be alive in the work. We that it should be, but as we witness the closing scenes of the
have Sunday school at 10 o'clock >a. m., preaching at 11 world's history we can look back over past history and see
o'clock, Religio at 6.30 p. m., prraching that night at 8 why the Savior made the statement, "I come not to send peace
o'clock. I look forward to the time when we will have a large on the earth, but a sword." \Vhile our bins and warehouses
branch. ·Some of the members have moved away to different are almost bursting with plenty, strong armed men and
bmnches and we hated to part with them very much, as they women and their God.given offspring are walking the earth
were 1a stay to the rest of us.
and going to bed hungry. May the time speedily come when
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universal peace will hover over all the earth and man will
be his brother's keeper.
Now let us look a't the bright side of the future, for surely
the sun shines just 'as brightly behind the darker cloud as at
the brighter noontide, but looking through a gl1ass darkly
we don't see it. Let me say to all the hasten~ng time is on
and if we are ready we will soon hear the glad message on
earth-peace, good will to men.
As God did raise up a prophet in our genemtion and told
him to herald to the world that the time had come that he
would set his hand for the last time to gather his people
Israel, and told him to pr·e:ach repentance to fallen man and
to build up his church a,nd kingdom on earth again, when
the honest-hearted began to rally around the standard of
revealed truth, the church was so in order and the lit!tle
stone that was cut ·OUt of the mountain began to roll, then the
prophet was told to go to the land of Missouri and to the
place called Independence, in the land bordering between
Jew and Gentile, and there he was told to purchase and dediaate a certain spot of ground west of the courthouse, and it
was to be used to build a temple on, which temple should be
built in this genemtion. And the Lord further said his people should purchase the land and l'edeem Zion. If latter-day
Israel had heeded the admonition what might have been the
result? But we need not look backward now, our hope is in
the future.
The Lord 1told us his people would return and build up the
waste places. They have returned and so surely as Joseph
Smith was a prophet of God Zion will be redeemed, the temple
will be built, and the Lord will overshadow it with a cloud
and his elders will be ~endowed with great power, and many
demonstrations of God's power will be displayed. If we
should be living then will we be able to rejoice, or will we be
sifted out and be gathered with the tares? The first prophet
came and did his work under the most trying ordeal that
could fall .to the lot of man; he, under all these trials,
ushered in the great l'estoration, established the church with
all of its andent gifts and b1ess~ngs.
"When earth in bondage long had lai;n, and darkness o'er
the nations reigned, 1and all man's precepts proved in vain a
perfect system to obtain," God as in former ages sent an angel to his prophet and the priesthood long since lost was restored. Tha;t prophet sealed his testimony with his life's
blood and is ,not, for God took him. The second prophet rallied the scattered fo;rces, and, according to promise, returned
to build up Zion. He began to build on the foundation that
his father had laid, did a great and grand work, and is not,
for God took him. And now we have the third prophet at
the helm, and, no doubt, we will see a great awakening under his rule, 1and k,nowing what we d!o and believing what we
do, it would be wise in us to lay aside useless pleasures and
be true to the covenant we have made and put forth a great
effort to perfect our lives, that God may fill our vessels with
oil so when the midnight cry goes forth, "Behold the bridegroom cometh," we will be ready to enter in before the door is
shut.
I will give some of my personal experience. My lot has
been in a good measure a hard one. I was forty-eight y.ears
old before I heard the angel's message. After a time I accepted it, and was soon called and ordained, a,nd £or seventeen
years have been trying to warn the world a,nd labor for a
living. Most of my time has been sp·ent in the little city
where I first heard the message, have never met pe.rsonally
many of the representative men of the church, have heard
complaints pro and con about 1the cQnditions that exist in
Zion, but all this has ,not shaken my faith in ·the gospel,
but in some men. I have a knowledge that men nor angels

nor the archfiend of darkness can sha~e, but many times I
have felt grieved over what I heard, but that is all. cleared
away.
Recently I had to ma~e a hurried trip to Kansas City,
a,nd while there I was permitted to visit Independence. With
my limited time I think I saw as much as the average man
would. On ,account of General Conference I failed to see
many of the officials that I have wanted to see. I visited the
bishop's office and the Ensign Office and then the beautiful
temple lot and had a good view of it and the surroundings.
While there I was made to f,ool the solemnity of the occasion and my mind went back to the time when the latter-day
prophet stood there and dedicated that beautiful spot for its
future use. Night coming on, I took shelter under the
friendly roof of the Order of Enoch house. Not yet having
met one that I had ever seen before,· I was made to feel that
I was at home and among God's people. War and politics
had no place there-the gospe!l was the theme. After supper we attended prayer meeting in the basement of the ~Stone
Church, and, to my surprise I met the largest body of people
I had ever seen in a prayer service. A good spiritual prayer
meeting was the result. After a good night's rest we . had
bn!akfast and all gathered in the office and the good young
sister with coat and apron on was called in and was requested to read part of a chapter, after which the writer
was called to offer pr1ayer. At my age and in all my travels
I have never seen this in a public house before. In the language of one of old, ·~Surely the Lord was there." The sister in charge is surely the right one in the right place. We paid
our bill and went to the Sanitarium and was shown through
it by a polite young sister and was glad to know of the work
being done. Finally we were permitted to inspect the Saints'
home and found everything the very best, and the sister in
charge is surely a patient, faithful s,ai,nt. We were called
on to administer to one good old sister, and hope and pray
that she, was blessed.
I feel to say like the queen of old, "Lo! the half has not
been told." May the blessings of heaven rest and abide with
the church institutions and those i,n charge. I have seen for
myself and am satisfied the be,st is being d:one that can be
under the prevailing conditions. If we had kept the laws as
given, what a different state of affairs would prevail. The
redemption of Zion should be 1a burden on the mind of every
one of God's people. Former Israel lost by failing to do.
Will we do likewise?
Ln conclusion, my testimony is that this gospelis true. It
is with our best efforts to live it and build up a character
that will stand the test. Our branch aims to put forth a
greater effort to evangelize the city this year than ever before, at least, that is the sentiment now. The sisters' aid
is doing a good work and by their good work the branch is
not in debt. They have paid for our street paving and have
installed el-ectric lights in the church house. We have a
beautiful city and a good all-round healthy cou nty and are
glad to welcome good live Saints to join us in our effort to
build up the work here in regions round about Zion. We
are handicapped with the high cost of living, but look for
better times.
8till in the conflict,
306lh East Commercial Street.
J. W. QUINLY.
1

DES MOINES, IOWA, April 25, 1917.
Editors Herdd: From the holiday time till February 21
I was at home. My wife contracted a severe cold while
caring for the fires previous to my return, ;md this resulted
in her illness. I was not idle while caring for her, but did
local work as called up<m, some reading and wrote several
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:articles. A young brother remained at my home while I was
away and relieved my wife of some of the heavier work.
Till March 4 I labored with Brother John Ely at Higbee,
where I found improvement in a spiritual way, and left the
Sai;nts encourag·ed.
Held my first week of services at Bevier fl'om' March 6
to 11. Much blessed in ministering. Began a week's meetings in the Menefee Schoolhouse the 13th, continuing till the
19th. Closed with a crowded house, but felt that my work
there was concluded. Many requests for my return at each
:place where I ministered.
Returned home the 20th to pn~pare for .the work of the
:presidents of the seventy. The first session of their meetings
:preparing their woJ;"k for the confer~nce, w:as held on the 27th,
and from that time till the close of conference I attended
from two to six meetings a day. This was one of the busiest
sessions of the council and of conference that I ever attended,
and was indicative of a hastening time. Sev·eral items were
Teferred to committees and some that had been deferred from
former confere,nces were not considered.
On the 13th I w:as ordained to the office of high priest, it
being thought by the conference and the Lord that my work
was from hence to be in the local instead of the missionarYdepartment. After qccupying as a seventy since 1879 and
never in all that time have I accepted the position of either
branch or district presidency, but have assisted in a local
way when called upon, even to doing the work of janitor.
For the last seventeen years the work that I have done in
a clerical. way for the quorums and conventio;ns and councils
has been very heavy, and became more so as time advanced,
so that I felt a degree of relief to occupy more in a local
way than hitherto, in fact it had become almost a necessity,
as the Lord well knew. I do not expect to cease my activities,
which are well known to those who know me best, till I have
finished my course, and the welcome is accorded me to accept the crown of life.
Previous to my going to the Menef,ee Branch there had
ibeen some opposition by the Christi:an Church membership,
of which I was not well informed. I write this history of
the opposition by request.
While holding services at the Menefee 'Schoolhouse and
lodgiif!g with Elder C. W. Miller, the president of the branch
in that part, Mr. C. E. White, one of the church hoard of the
Christian Church came to have a talk on religious subjects
with me. In the course of the conversation he expl'essed an
earnest desire, and as I thought an honest desire, that the
difference between the two churches in that neighborhood
might bl; settled. I told him I did not know of any other way
to settle these differences tha;n that each church would secure a qualifie_(l representative to defend the church which
he represented . That was agreed to, and I wrote out the
usual church propositions. These were submitted to Elder
T. R. Glidwell, the pastor, and the decision was that these
church propositions would not be considered by them till it
was determined what would be done with those they had
:presented to our people some time previous, of which neither
I nor the president of the branch ~new anything, On December 14 Mr. White gave to Brother Miller a copy of what he
said Elder Glidwell had presented some weeks previous from
the pulpit, which were neither signed no·r dated· when sent
to me. I immediately wrote underneath them:
"December 14, 1916. No signature to the above. No one
stands responsible for them. This is the first time it has
been known that such propositions existed by either of us.
C. W. M~ller, J. F. Mintun."
I then returned them to Mr. White.
These propositions were:

Proposition 1. W.as Joseph 1Smith, jr. a prophet of God?
Proposition 2. Do the Holy S'criptures teach that the Book
of Mormon is wholly of human origin?
·Proposition 3. Is the church of which I am a membe1r in
harmony with the church described in the New Testament in
respect to doctrine, organization, faith and practice?
Proposition 4. Is the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ
of Latter Day Saints of which - - - - - - - - - is a
member in harmony with the New Testament in respect to
doctrine, organization, faith and practice?
I then wrote out propositions covering all the principles
contained in the above and sent a copy to the church board
and to the pastor, Elder Glidwell, properly signed, and giving reasons why we could not co,nsider undated and unsigned
propositions. ·Some one of the church board reported that
they had done all they could to get me to debate, but that I
would not. I then wrote to the church board and Elder Glidwell, urging a favorable consideration of the propositions
sent, so that on January 20 I receh'1ed the same propositions
they had previously sent, as quoted above, signed by the president and secre,tary of the church board, not even designating
which of them they would affirm and which deny. I wrote a
lengthy reply to their letter and the reason that such was
not a proper signature to propositions, and sent another. copy
of propositions pr.operly signed, urging them that if they
wished the differ~nces between the two churches settled to sign
one of the copies and reta~n the other and notify me when
complete arangement.s could he made.
The propositions that I then sent covered the prophetic
calling of Joseph Smith and the divine origin of the Book of
Mormon in the one proposition, they to affirm as the second
proposition"Does the Bible, consisting of the sixty-six books of the ,
Old and New Testam(!jnts, contain all that God has ever revealed or eve.r will reveal to man ~essential to his salvation,"
the third proposition being the affirmation of the church they
claimed to represent, and the fourth their church proposition
so worded as to explain what church they repre·sented.
Nothing was heard further from them till after Bl'other
C. W. Miller notified them on March 9 that I would be in the
neighborhood March 13, and would be at his house ready to
sign up propositions a,nd rules to govern the debate they
seemed desirous should be held.
On the 12th, the same propositions they had pl>eviously, ·
sent, and in the same order were signed by the president and
secretary of the church board "of the Church of Christ at
Lagonda," designating which they would affirm and which
deny, which they had not previously done, but reque·sting
them to be signed by "the board of the Reorganized Church
of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Sa~nts a·t the Menefe:e."
I then signed propositions 1 and 2 .as sent by the board
previously, a copy of which I have already given, then changed
the order or proposition 3 and 4 so that our cl:mrch proposition would app.ear as proposition 3, and their church proposition 4. I also inserted in its proper place the name of
their church as "the Church of Christ at Lagonda," which
they in their last letter said they were the board .of in signing the propositions.
On the ,back of one of the leaves of my letter to them was
written, and the entire letter with propositions returned to
me, the following:
"Dear Sirs and Brethren: Not authorized to call a board
meeting except on rec~ipt of the signed propositions sent you
as stated in letter of the Board of the 12th. H. ,s. Corey."
(Mr. H. S. Corey is presid(!jnt of the board.)
They claimed, so one of the board said, that because I
inseded the name of the church, "the Ghurch of Christ at
1
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Lagonda," they hav~ng previously refused,to insert the name
of the church they were to affirm, but which church the
board claimed to represent when they signed the propositions
the last time, and because I changed· the order of the third
and fourt)'l propostions, the ones I signed and sent to them
were ;not the same propositions. But I insert them here j)lst
as I signed them so the reader will see whether their claim
is a correct one or not:
Proposi·tion 1. Was Joseph Smith, jr. a prophet of God?
J. F. Mintun affirms.
Proposition. 2. Do the Holy Scriptures teach that the Book
of Mormon is wholly of human origin? J. F. Mintun denies.
Proposition 3. Is the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ
of Latter Dlay Saints, of which I am a member, in harmony
with the church described in ·the New. TestamB~nt in respect
to doctrine, organization, faith, and practice? J. F. Mintun
affirms.
,
Proposition 4. Is the Church of Christ at Lag;onda, of
which I am a member, in harmony with the church described
in the New Testament in respect to doctrine, organization,
faith, and practice? J. F. Mi;ntun denies.
I then s-ent to each of the board a letter notifying him
that on the 19th I would publicly present at the Menefee
Schoolhouse the status ·of the deba.te, and show who was not
willing to debate. These copies were delivered so that all
were received on Saturday, the 17th. On the 19th the
schoolhouse was filled, but only one of the board present, Mr.
Whit,e. I had indicated in my letter that anyQne whom they
might designate would· be permitted to ask questions at the
close of my service.
At the close of the ser;vice I presented the following:
LAGONDA, MISSOURI, March 19, 1917.
To Whom it May ConceTn: For the relitsons herein presented, I present the attached propositions:
1. There has been much agitation of the differences in belief betwee,n the two churches represented by local organizations in the vicinity of Lagonda, Missouri, and several attacks have been made against the Latter Day Saints by literature and lectures, with replies thereto.
2. Every time a person, by reason of his choice, makes
a request to become a member with the LaUer Day Sai;nts
that agitation makes itself apparent.
3. There is an honest desire expressed by a few to have the
differ.ences between the two churches, above referred to settled, which can;not be done except by a thorough examination
of the evidences on both sides, which is best done by a public
debate conducted by thoroughly qualified representatives of
each church.
4. That it cannot be said truthfully that the Latter Day
Saints will not defend their faith by a ,debate upon fair
propositions.
5. Believing that to prove many churches wrong does not
prove any right, we believe that each church should be willing to defe;nd some item of their beli·ef.
6. Tha·t the people may be given the opportunity to make
a fair examination of what the Bible teaches in regard to
doctrine., organization, faith, and practice.
Pr.opositions informally presented:
Proposition 1. Was Joseph Smith a prophet of God? Latter Day Saints affirm orProposition 1. Is the Book of Mormon of divine origin 'a)nd
worthy the belief of the followers of Christ? Latter Day
Saints affirm.
Proposition 2. Does the Bible, consisting of the sixty-six
books of the Old and New Testaments, contain all that God
has ever revealed or ever will reveal to man essential to his
salvation? Christian Church affirms.

Proposition 3. Is the church of which I am a member,
known as ·the Reorganized Church of Jesus .Christ of Latter
Day Saints, in harmony with the Bible in respect to doctrine, ,
organization, faith, and practice? La.tter Day :Sa:ints affirm.
Proposition 4. Is the church of which I am a member,
known as the Church of Christ or Christian Church, in harmony with the church described in the New Testament ~n
respect to doctrine, organization, faith, and practice?
Christians affirm.
Conditions: 1. Each disputant to have satisfactory indorsement from his respective churches.
2. At least six sessions of two hours each, consisting of
two half-hour speeches by each disputant ·on each proposition.
Respectfully,
J. F. lVIINTUN.

General Representative of the ReoTganized Church of Jesus
Christ of Latte?" Day Saints.
I am in hearty accord with all the above.
C. W. lVIILLEa,
P1"esident of the Branch of Latte1" Day Saints in the vici~
ity of Lagonda, Missouri.
On the 8th instant the Christian Church tried to set themselves aright in the estimation of their neighbors, but in
this they largely failed. They tried to repre1sent that we
were the aggressors, when the facts were then presB~nted that
<the first private challenge was made by one of the members
of the Christian Church to one of our members, and the first
public challenge was made by E-lder T. R. Glidwell from his
pulpit.
Fvom expressions made this will be the last effort the
Christians of that place will. ma~e to secure a debate.
With a love for the truth, and a desire to be at peace with
all men, I am
Yours in Christ,
J. F. MINTUN.
[Propositions for a debate should be fair. Each side should
defend a .li~e number of propositions, otherwise the effect
on the audience is 1no-t equitable, and arguments are sometimes used which are not tenable, as thery prove too much.
As •to the propositions signed above, there appears no reason
why the insertion of the name of the church and the changing of the orde,r should prove objectionable. Nevertheless,
the propostions are obj,ectionable because the second proposition is not cle~:dy stated. If it is intended to affirm the
proposition that the Bible contains all of the Word of God,
that should be clea,rly stated. But if this means that the real
point at issue will be, Is the Book of Mormon of divine origin?
then it is U;nfairly stated,. for that proposition, and is again
not fair since it would place on Elder Mintun the obligation
to defend three out of four propositions, giving him an unequa.l share of the burden, and on one propositio,n-the second-placing him at a disadvantage by stating the proposition inversely. We are willing to defend any doctrine or
teachings of the church; it is only fair that those taking the
opposite side i;n the debate should assume an equal burden of
affirmative argument.-EDITORS.]
FANSHAWE, OKLAHOMA, April 27, 1917.
Editors Hm"ald: I wish to communicate' through your
oolumns as to the work of the church at this place. We have
sfruggled long here agai;nst much discouragement, but the
work is taking on new life which makes us all rejoice.
Brother E. A. Erwin has been with us two S:undays in
succession, baptizing nine. The house was crowded to overflowing with each service. Many souls stood up to reality of
the great latter-day work. Several to be baptiz·ed ~ext Sunday, the 29th. Look for a great ingathering. This branch
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is presided over by B. E. Goss, a faithful servant of the Lord.
I hope he will conti;nue faithful· until a fhpl victory is had
over Satan and his powers.
I will say in conclusion, I love this latter-day work for I
know that it is the work of God. I ask the prayers of .all
the brethren and sisters throughout the church for us that
we may be able to meet the condition that is surely coming
on the world with exceptance of the Lord, and be prepared
to gather home to Zion.
lVIay the blessing of God rest upon all his servants everywhere, is my prayer.
W. 0. BRANNON.
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Brighamite apostasy wherein many are caused to feel a disgust for anything pertaining to the Latter Day Saint Church
and its faith, the truth being "evilly spoken of" by reason of
some "privily bringing in damnable heresies," the work of
the missionary force is against awful odds and we should all
feel a desire to sustain them, the missionaries, not only with
our prayers but with our tithes and offerings, that their
families may be fed and clothed in their absence, and that
we all may be laborers together for the promulgation of the
gospel in this the last and greatest battle for God''s truth.
Let me summarize: We have Satan as the dragon with
power to COl.linterfeit the spiritual gifts as witness the claims
of many of the churches, and Mohammedanism in the east
with its millions of followers, and the beast in the: west,
Catholicism, with its mi.llions of followers, with the daughters of Babylon, the Protestants, the second beast with its
milliorl.s of followers, interspersed and woven in, each and all
at peace with each ~other, having agreed to not discuss doctrine 1and claiming that all is right, anyway, and that it is
not necessa,ry even to belong to any church or to be baptized
at all if your heart is right-this and these all combine to
make a solid phalanx or bulwark of opposition to the truth.
Oh! may we all see eye to ,eye and strive while it is yet day
when man can work, consoling ,ourselves with the thought
that the straight a.nd narrow way is to be found by the few
while the many go in the Jbroad way. May God help us.
Your colaborer,
S.D. ALLEN.

MUNSON, FLORIDA, April 25, 1917.
Editors Herald: We were pleased to receive the DAILY
HERALD during conference, and we thereby got the appointments and closing sessions arbout one week sooner tha·n by
the weekly HERALD.
We were pleased, in the main, excepting, of course, tha:t
the conference sent us only two missionaries, and the strangers, and sent our old and tried missionaries to other fie,Jds.
However, what is our loss is others' gain, and we hope our
two new men will do us good.
I am inclosing a clipping from the Pensacola Jour·nal of
recent date, showing the itinerary of· a Catholic priest of
that place, and showing unmistakable signs ,that the wounds
inflicted upon the Catholic Church in Europe are healed in
free America.
In Revelation 13:16 we are told: "And he causeth all, both
small and gre1a t, rich and poor, free and bond, to receive a
mark i;n their right hand, or in their foreheads. And that
,SPEARFISH, SOUTH DAKOTA, April, 26, 1917.
no man might buy or sell, save he that had the mark, or the
Edit~rs Herald: Spearfish is one of the last, and perhaps
name of the beast, or the number of his name." This must least, of the many secluded spots into which you wend your
refer to the time when Pepin and Charlemagne gave such way to carry the message of truth, but you are no less apprestige and power to the papacy. Meyers, the great his- predated because of that fact. While we would enjoy sitting
torian, tells us of the birth of Mohammed in A. D. 570, and of at one of the central tables and partaking of the spiritual
the conquest of Italy by the Lombards the same year. f,ood as it comes direct from the heavenly provider, yet we
Brother Macgregor's Marvelous Work and a Wonder gives are happy in receiving the fragments that fall to us through
this as the true date· of the beginning of the papacy, or the the medium of your pages.
beast of Revelation. Revelation 13: 12 speaks of "another
While we are beset by human weaknesses and plenty of
beast which exerciseth all the power of the first beast.'' Reve~ them, and while there are discou11aging features that frelatio;n 15: 13 speaks of the dragon, the beast, and the false . quently enter into our work and seem to scatter our forces,
prophet.
there are other occasions when a spirit of unity and good
Now it seems we have four powers to deceive and do harm, fellowship takes possession of us and we iare happy. It is
to-wit: Satan, the papacy, the false prophet, and Protestant- one of these occasions of which I , especially wish to write.
ism, the daughters of Babylon, the s~cond beast. Revelation
On Saturday, April 21, while sitting in our office mentally
13: 3 teUs us of the beast receiving a wound, and it was figuring the weeks., profit and loss, we were interrupted by a
healed. The wounds and knocks the Catholics received from gentleman coming in who had every appearance of having
the time Wycliffe translated the Bible into the English Ian- been well kept, avd our mental conclusion was that he was a
• guage, and through the shifting scenes of the Reformation newspaper solicitor, as he was carrying a daily issue, but'
down to 1871 when Victor Emmanuel despoiled the popes of who proved to be Brother J. B. Jordan of Watertown, South
the last vestige of temporal power, must constitute the Dakota, traveling representative for a cutlery comp:11<ny of
wounding of the beast.
Kiansas City, Missouri.
Now, for the time of the healing. When i·t was written in
In the course of our conversation we learned that Brother
the Constitution of the United States that all men could wor- Jordan would be with us over Sunday, that he carried a violin
ship God according to the dictates of his own conscience, with him as well as a good voice and that he was willing to
then it was that Catholicism got a new and broader field of assist us in our Sunday evening literary program, after the
enterprise and growth, and to-day she is waxing great, with Reiigio service. Sunday ,afternoon was spent at the home of.
no chance of any ruler's placing a ban on her or hindering in the writer where most. of the Saints and some friends asany way.
sembled, and a pleas1ant and profitable afternoon was spent.
Now w,e see the dragon, which is the Devil, with his three In the evening at the little church we were greeted by a concolleagues, :the beast, Catholicism, the s,econd beast, Protest- g,regation not large but apprecjative; with a goodly number
antism, and Mohammedism, the false prophet, all arrayed of nonmembers, and the program was nicely complimented
and firmly pitted against the work of Christ, the true church, by those who were present. Full advantage was taken of
for the fi~al conflict in this the last dispensation of God's Brother 'Jordan's willingness to be used 'and he was worked
providence to mankind.
in a male quartet, a violin solo, duet, and obligato, all of
Oh, how sore is 'the conflict. What odds for the truth to which were duly appreciated.
As Brother Jordan could gain no time by leaving Monday
battle against! With the true faith besmirched by the
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evening, he decided to stay over until Tuesday morning. As
I have been spending my time at home and in the public
soon as this was lmown Brother D. D. Plumb got busy and library reading the current 'magazines and good books. I
arranged for another musical evening at his home. The have found a special interest in one book, Home Life in
Saints were invited as well as a numbe,r of friends, and a Colonial Days. It removes from my m~nd some of the tradimost enjoyable evening was spent together, which we believe tions that have been handed down. I find that while they
will result in good as ,the spirit of unity seemed complete.
had many commendable virtues worthy of our imitation, that
As "variety is the spice of life" we got ours on the way the shortcoming~ common to humanity were found among
home. About nine o'clock a heavy rain set ~n which caused them; such as vanity, pride, selfishne1ss, extravagance, and
us to anticipate fun ahead, as four of "Henry's Ramblers" oppression, and drunke'!nness. I perceive that the best are
stood out in front of Brother Plumb's with only three chains better than they were one hundred years ago and the bad
to supply the four cars. About eleven oclock the rain had are worse.
Your brother,
somewhat a: bated and we decided to take to the mud. We
, EDWARD RANNIE.
had some pretty stiff grades to make on the way home, and
as we were the last car to leave we were not surprised when
DENVER, CoLORADO, April 30, 1917.
we reached the worst grade to find the other three> cars .seEdjtors Herald: 'Tis said "Silence makes the best noise"
curely anchored whiie most of the lady passengers were
backed up agai,nst a wire fence absorbing the rain. It was but ,not so with the members of the Second Denver Branch,
up to the men folks to put their shoulders to the wheels and for we are all awake to the fact that God is calling us to
push. While the process was rather slow it was effective and come up higher, and while we remain silent it may place us
in due time we were all at the top, wet and muddy, but good in such a dormant condition that we may forget our duty, so
natured. Brother Jordan jumped into the mud and pushed we are all up and doing. Our members are all rejoicing in
with the same degree of enthusiasm that had characterized this !blessed work and with God's divine help we are all
his "fiddling." With the exception of this little "dampener" striving.
God is the pilot of our ship, the captain of our crew, our
it was, an evening well spent, and we feel that much benefit
was received from our association together during Brother , aim in life the port. If we make a mistal"e, forget it, but
Jord111n's stay; not only were the members stimulated to let us profit by it; if some one unjustly hurts us, forget it by
gr,eater activity along these lines, but a very friendly feeling remembering to return a kindness. The Spirit moves us a1nd
was created among our friends not of the faith that we be- we want to press onward.
We want to throw off the present daily routine that believe will develop into a closer relationship.
Our best wishes a're for you and the message you carry, come monotonous. We want to be up 111nd doing the Master's
and we trust that in. the final summing up when the blessings work.
are being awarded there may be enough for all, and someIf men would cease to worry
thing left for 'Spearfish.
Yours in the faith,
And women cease to sigh,
GEORGE W. NEWTON.
And all be glad to bury
Whatever has to die;
[The following letter is one submitted as a second weekly
letter by Elder Rannie. It contains points of such marked
interest that President Smith has sent it to us with the privilege of publication.-EDITORS.]
LAWRENCE, KANSAS, April 27, 1917.
Elde1· F. M. Smith: On Sunday night I attended a mass
meeting o,n "the hill" in the Robinson Gymnasium in the interest of food production and its conservation. The city
churches were all closed. The pr~ncipal syeaker was the president· of the Kansas Agricultural College; the others were
prominent men of the city of Lawrence.
Some of the things said enter into the building up of Zion,
which is now the chief concern of the Nation qn account of
the war. It was stated that $700,000,000 ~as wasted every
year by the American people, and that of that amount $20,000,000 was ,for chewing gum.
Allowing 'our membership to be 70,000 in the.United States,
our share of the $700,000,000 would be $490,000, which is
quite an item, and as the S tandard set by our heavenly
Father is higher than that of the world, it is quite likely that
if we could add the cost of what the Lord advises against, it
.would greatly increase that amount.
,
About one hundred a,nd fifty of the university students
have quit to enter the army. The Daily Kans,an said a great
pe"l·centage of them were "slackers" in their studies and they
were glad of an opportunity 'to hide their deficiency. The
president of the college advised against hasty enlistment,
saying that the service of educat,ed and trained m:en would
be needed when the war was over. And through the Daily
Kansan the information was given out that they did not want
the medical students to enlist, that their service would be in
great demand during and after. the war.
1

If neighbor spoke to neighibor

As love demands of all,
The rust would eat the saber- ·
The spear stay on the wall.
Then every day would glisten
And every eye would shine,
~nd God would pause to listen
And life. would be divine.
OLIVE L. BULLARD.

Jj

MISCELLANEOUS

DEPARTMEN~

The Presidency
To the Saints of the Southern Ohio District; Greeting:
Brother H. E. Moler having been appointed to the Clinton
District, has tendered to the Presidency his resignation as
president of the Southern Ohio District. Brother Al'\thur
Alle'Jn having ibeen appoinned to the Southern Ohio District,
we have asked him to assume the responsibility of the presidency of the district Uilltil the convening of the district conFREDERICK M. SMITH, presidernt.
ference.

Pastoral
:I'o the Saints of Southern Ohio District; Greetings.: Having been· appointed to take Brother H. E. Moler's place as
district· president, and in consultation wi1th Apostle G. T.
Griffiths, we have set the time for the reunio1n from August
3 to 11, to be held in Wellston (the location in Wellston will
'be given later). Conference will convene l].t 10 a .. m. on the
10th. We hope that all who can will make preparation to
atte:p,d and make this reunion a success. Arthur Allen, district president as per appo~ntment of First Presidency, 1432
West W al'nut Srtreet, Independence, Missouri.
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To the Saints a}'Ld Friends of the Owen Sound and Toronto
Districts; G1·eeting: It is decreed by the appointing powers
that I shall return again to the above-named mission, and,
also, that I have charge of the missio1nary arm of the work.
I do hereby invite the hearty cooperation of all those that
love the work of God.
.
I trust, as servants of the good Maste•r, that we can labor
together in unit,y and: love, and thus be a power for good,
teaching both by precept and example.
We will be pleased to hear from those who desire preaching in their respective vicinities, especially where new openings can be eff•ected.
I will be in the mission between May 15 a,nd June 1.
My home address is South Boardman, Michigan, box 45;
mission address, Clavering, Ontario. I would be pleased to
hear from the brethren of the missionary force at least once
a month.
Trusting that the Lord will bless us with a goodly degree
of his Holy •Spirit in our labors for him the ensuing·year, I
remain,'
·Your colaborer for Christ,
'
W. D. ELLIS.
SOUTH BOARDMAN, MICHIGAN, April 29, 19•17. .

Conference Notices
Lamoni Stake, at E•vergreen, June 9. First sessio,n pra.yer
meeting •at 9.30 a. m., followed by business meeting. C. I.
Carpenter, secretary.
Nauvoo District, at Fort Madison, Iowa, June 16 and 17.
Have branch reports in hands of secretary by June 1. W. H.
Gunn, secretary, 30·14 Seneca S:treet, Fort Madison, Iowa.
F.remont District at Thurii.1an, Iowa, June 2, 11. a. m. Auxiliary co1n ventions begin with evening session Friday, June
1, concluding at the morning session Saturday. T. A. Hougas,
district president.
·
New York District, with Niagara Falls, in their recently
dedicated. church, corner of Willow Avenue and Seventeenth
1Street, Niagara Falls, June 9 and 10. Business session at
2.30 p. m. of the 9th. Every member urged to be present.
Send reporlts before the 5th to,. Miss An,na Brothers, secretary, 36 Tremont Avenue, Buffalo, New York. A. E. Stone,
pvesident, Willoughby, Ohio, R. F. D. 2.

Convention Notices
Nauvoo Distric't Sunday school and Religi? at' Fort Madison, Iowa, June 15.
Gallands Grove Religio and Sunday school, at Cherokee,
Iowa, June 7, at 8 p. m. and continue the following day.
Floy Holcomb, secretary.
Southern Indiana Religio and Sunday school with India,napolis local, May 18, 1.3-0 p.m. Goldie V. Brook, secretary Religio; Jessie B. Mast, secretary •Sunday schoql.
Northwestern Ohio Sunda.y s.chool,. Toledo, June 2 and 3.
Woman's Auxiliary meet all forenoon on Saturday. All
Sunday school and Woman's Auxiliary workers are requested
co be present. All requested to bring lunch baskets. Take
Dorr Car, get off at Waverly Ave;nue. Olive Ulrich, secretary.
·
S:unday school and Religio at Frazee, Minnesota, June 15,
1917. Election of officers for the Religio. Come prepared
to discuss the following topics: Spiritual preparation of
teachers and officers, organized classes for boys and girls,·
library and 1normal work, committee work and the boy problem. Ralph Murdock, president.

Addresses
Gomer T. Griffiths, Willoughby, Ohio, R. F. 'D. 2.

A Miller Wanted
The Lamoni Order of Enoch would like to correspond with
some brother in the church who is a pmctical miller. We
have a proposition for a mrun who is thoroughly qualified for
the milling business. Address A. Carmichael; President,
Lamoni, Iowa.

Dairyman, Agriculturist and Horticulturist Wanted
"

The Lamoni Stake Bishopric would like to correspond.-with
some brother in the church who is a practical man in the
above lines. We have a proposition for a man thoroughly
qualified for the wo'rk who would like to locate here. Address
A. Carmichael, stake bishop, Lamoni, Iowa.
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Our Departed Ones
CoNEY.-Lyle Coney, son of Brother Frank and Minnie
Coney, was bom May 19, 1906. Baptized last July by War-.
ren McElwain. Died April 18, 1917, at Poplar, Mou.tana, of
croupous diphtheria. On account of the nature of the disease
rio services could be held. He was sick only a very short
time without any suffering, and peacefully feU asleep in his
mother's arn1s.
LAw.-Brother Samuel Law, of New Bedford, Massachusetts, Branch, was born at Lodmorden, England, February
26, 1852. Baptized at New Bedford by John Smith, June 29,
18o99. Died April 11, 1917. Always loyal, he lived in the
one hope; was highly esteemed and respected. Funeral
services by John E. Rogerson to a large attendance of relatives and friends.
HATFIELD.-Juliel Clark was born June 8, 1837, in Ross
County, Ohio. Married Benjamin Clark in 18-54. Married
Charles Hatfield in 1913. She became a member of the
Christian Church in her youth; for a number of years she
has been favorable to the latter-day work, and two of her
sons have been baptized. Died April 22, 1917. Funeral
services conducted by D. T. Williams from the home.
ISHOTTON.~William Henry Shotton was born July 31,
1903. Baptized by J. W. Paxton, July 21, 1912. He was a
faithful member of the church; considerate of others, patient
in suffering, and his Jaith was always centered in God. Died
April 12, 1917. Survived by his parents, 4 sisters a,nd 1
brother. Funeral sermon by Frank Izatt; interment in Oak
Hill Cemetery at Taylorville, Illinois.
McCoRMACK.-Miss Jennie McCormack was born at Goreville, Illinois, August 11, 1901. Died April 24, 1917, at her
home in Independence, Missouri, after a. severe and lingering
cold 3<nd fever of ten months. Leaves to mourn, father and
mother, Brother John H. and Mary J. McCormack, also 5
sisters. Funeral f11om the Saints' church, interment in Mound
Grove Cemetery. E. L. Kelley and J. Metcalf conducting
services at the church, and James J. Teeter at cemetery.
KENNELL.-Mary Jane Pearson was born August 23, 1851,
lt Hill, New Hampshire. Married Edward Woodman, December 31, 1870. To this union were born two children.
Baptized May 19, 1879. Mr. Woodman having died, she later
married Valentine Kennell, December 4, 1882, and they always made the missio,nary welcome. She died April 22, 1917,
at her home. The funeral was conducted by D. T. Williams,
from the Methodist church in Montour, Iowa. She was loved
and appreciated by many frie:r-ds.
ScHWEERS.-Little Kenneth Edward Schweers, son of G. E.
lnd S.ena Schweers, born July 29, 1911, at Burlington, Iowa,
Though a child, he had faith in the promises o.f God ~hrough
the ordinances of the gospel, upon one occasion takmg the
oil to the pastor, asking for administra,tion and receiving a
blessing. On April 6, 1917, typhoid fever laid its grasp
UJ?On him, later p1neumonia set in, and after being unconscious
for several days, died April 27. Services at the home. Sermon by D. J. Williams to a crowded house of relatives and
friends.
HERRICK.-At Lamoni, Iowa, April 25, 19>17, Sister
Catherine Herrick, aged 91 years, 11 months and 3 days.
Born May 22, 1825, in Manchester, England. She and her
parents were baptized there in 1839; came to America
in 1842 and located at Keokuk, Iowa. She united with the
Reorganized Church i,n 1866, baptized by J. W. Lake, and remained steadfast all the seventy-eight years of gospel faith.
In January 1850, her mothe-r and one sister were drowned
while crossing the Mississippi on the ice. Funeral service
by H. A. 1S1tebbins and H. N. Snively. Body taken to Center. ville for burial by the side of her daughter.

Book Reviews
SAINT PAUL THE HERO.-By Rufus M. Jones, New York,
Macmillan Company, 1917, 172 pages. This book is one written primarily for boys. Many volumes have been prepared
concerning Saint Paul, more, probably, than concerming any
other New Testament character, with the exception of Jesus.
But these texts have been mostly for adult students. This
book is to make its appeal to the boy and girl. The form is
a semifictional narrative, but still attempts to portray accurately his life and time. This is a book worthy of careful
attention by our library boards.
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A report from the United States department of labor reports that the following discriminate against employees who
drink: 90 per cent of the railways, 79 per cent of the manufacturers, 88 per ce'llt of the trades, a~d 72 per cent of the
agriculturists.
y

APOSTASY OF THE CHURCH.-A characteristic sermon booklet by J. W. Wight,
"showing both the former and latterday apostasy." Goes straight to the
point and accomplishes its purpose. No.
E141, paper ......... _.......................... _..... $.05
THE BooKS AND UTAH MoRMONISM IN
CoNTRAST.-R'udolph Etzenhouser, the
author of this book is noted for his fearless utterances. Here he takes the Utah
church' to task, measuring it by the law
of the original Latter Day church, and
the result is most convincing to lovers of
truth and purity.
No. 'E301, paper
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . c .................................. $ ,10

EDITORIAL:
A Post Co,nference Resume
How Much Do We Waste
The Gospel Literature Commission
Thinkers
Notes and Comments
ORIGINAL ARTICLES:
The Promised Comforter-Part 1, by Frederick
A. Smith
Followers of Christ-Keep the Faith, by Thomas
W. Williams
OF GENERAL INTEREST:
Overdoing War-time Religion
THE STAFF
H. E. Moler-0. R. Miller--F. Burgess--Elmer
E. Long.
WoMAN'S AUXILIARY
Lula M. 'Sandy-Lydia Thomas Wight-Clara
N. ,Simpson-Reba Parker.
LETTER DE,PARTMENT
Abbie A. Horton-C. 1 Scott-From Here and
There-Samuel Long--Lillie McAlister-J. W.
-Quinly-J. F. Mintun-W. 0. Brannon. S.
D. Allen-George W. Newton-Edward Rannie-'Olive L. Bullard.
MISCELLANEOUS DEPAI<TMENT

THE GOSPEL .STORY AND FOOTSTEPS OF
JEsus. By Frances. Charming child
stories, of the birth-offering series.
Adapted to the baby mind. Tales of
truth that will register. and remain. No.
366, cloth ..................... :.......................... 60c
VISIONS OF JOSEPH SMITH THE SEER.A businesslike little work, scientifically
written, showing forth the truth of the
Book of Mormon and establishing the
divinity of Joseph Smith's mission. Contains pointed and significant statements
of Doctor Lederer, converted Jew, and
others bearing upon the question. No.
311, paper ............................................ $ .15

Tonsils and Ade'lloids completely removed.

Dr. Joseph Mather, Specialist
in disea.ses of the eye, ear, nose, and
throat.
Elders and family on ministerial allowance, work done free of charge.
Cataracts removed.
Work done in Independence Sanitarium, Independence, Missouri.
DOCTRINAL REFERENCES.-Alvin Knisley, being a compilation of references on
all subjects connected with the gospel,
taken from the Bible, Book of Mormon,
and Doctrine and Covenants. No. E185,
paper, 10c; No. E186, cloth, 15c; No.
E187, leather ...........................,............... $.30
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442
442
445
447

454

WHAT IS MAN?-J. R. Lambert at his
best. This is saying a good deal. Brother
Lambert knows where to go for evidence
and how to clinch it when he gets it.
This book forever disproves the dogmas
of soul sleeping and kindred· illusions.
A powerful work. No. 316 cloth .... $ .75
MANUAL OF THE PRIESTHOOD.-A book
of instruction to the priesthood, based
on the law and upon church usage, prepared by Charles Derry, one of the
vete:mn ministers of the Reorganization.
The first fruits of an extraordinarily fecund mind, noted for its wisdom and
judgment. No. 232, cloth ................ $.35

SAVE YOUR CHICKS---FREE
Send two names to The Wight Co., 66
Main, Lamoni, Iowa, and they will send
you enough IOWITE Chick Tonic, absolutely free, to save 40 chicks from:
white Diarrhea. They will also tell you
how to get a full 50c box free. IOWITE
Chick Tonic is guaranteed to save 90%
of the little chicks. In writing, be sure
to , ask for special ,. agency proposition,.
-Adv.
·
18-2t

433
434
434
435
435
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ardens

Why not grow your own foodstuffs, in this time of crisis? Cut
down living expenses by accepting our offer of land on the railway
right of way free of charge. While 'we give employees the preference,
· we hope many others will avail themselves .of the land they do not use.
Begin now and select your spot. Make application to the Station
Agent or Section Foreman.
As soon as your tract has been assigned, start .preparing the
soil at once; Manure the land if possible, and plow or f!pade deeply.
Make the seed beds fine an,d firm. Plant mostly vegetables that can
be kept for winter use, such as potatoes, beans, onions, carrots, parsnips and turnips. Cultivate and hoe thoroughly. Kill the weeds.
Keep the surface soil loose.
Assistance and advice regarding growing of gardens will be
gladly furnished by J. B. Lamson, Agriculturist,
Chicago, or 0. H. Liebers, Agricultural Agent,
Lines· West, Railway Exchang,e Building, Denver,
Colorado.

E. A. Howa:rd, 1 Vice President
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If ye continue in my word~ then are ye my disciples
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INNOCENT OR GUILTY
In the criminal law the principle is emphasized
that every man is presumed to be innocent until
proven guilty. Sometimes we have thought a few
may be a little too much inclined to take the opposite
view and assume that a man is guilty until proven innocent.
As a possible instance there may be cited, that
in the past three months the editors have run some
personal notices affecting nien who are still living.
It should be unnecessary to add, that in no instance
was the party affected informed of our intentions,
and in no instance did he supply any data therefor.
Yet in each instance this question has been raised
by some one.
The associate editor alone is responsible, though
with the best of intentions, as he was and still is of
the opinion that we ought not to wait until a man is
dead to recognize that he has done or is doing good
work, and is at least trying to uphold the cause of
truth. There should be no inference involved that
those who have not been named, as yet, are placed
in any subordinate class, or that those who have
been named are to be unduly exalted.
.We are reminded of what was once said by the
wife of Joseph Smith the Martyr. It was to the
effect that when he was moved upon by the Spirit
of God he was a prophet of Go'd ; at other times he
was a man, though a good man.
This thought of guilt or innocence has often been
brought to mind in branch and district work, as well
as at times on the floor of General Conference, by
the trend of some of the arguments, which seemed
to go upon the assumption that some man or quorum
were to be assumed to have a wrong intention, until
the contrary was shown.
'I'his would seem to be scarcely good logic, and
certainly is not Christianity. It is different when
we have discovered action of such a character as

rightly to lead us to believe that our brother possesses such bad qualities.
But as a rule after· considering the possible constructions which may be placed upon a motion, as
is proper; considering it in its various aspects and
possibilities, as is proper; an assumption is made
and an argument based upon that assumption of
apparently the worst possible. construction. This
is wrong.
If men are to do the best work of which they are
capable, they must have sufficient responsibility
placed upon them. This means an opportunity to
do wrong. But this is necessary, if they are to be
given sufficient opportunity to do what is right.
It is right that we should watch carefully lest our
democracy be impaired. It is right that we should
scrutinize carefully every proposition presented to
the body. It is right that we all study and pray,
that we watch closely what is given by way of revelation to the church. We have the duty of giving
individual consideration to our problems.
But we do not want to lean so far that way that
we become unduly skeptical of the good motives of
our brethren, or become so extremely critical that,
unless we are shown plainly by some personal evidense, we will act adversely. . But again we should
respect the reasonable doubt of our brethren, appreciate their sincerity and earnestness, and the great
amount of good they do and are doing.
We know in the early church there were many
who took the position of too great skepticism, as will
be seen by the Fishing River revelation (Dortrine
and Covenants 102: 3). It seems that they held
back from the redemption of Zion, and Zion was not
redeemed, because so many held back, and waited
to see that it was redeemed, before they would help.
An illustration of a horticulturist was used by
Elder Walter W. Smith before the priesthood meeting at the recent conference. When we have an
horticulturist to direct our tree planting, we ought ·
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not to say we will set out just one tree and wait and
see how it develops, and after it is grown to a good
height we will set out another. If we have a good
man, who knows his business, we ought to set out
sufficient for the purpose in hand.
·
Some criticism was made that we ought to oe sure
that he is an horticulturist: that is true, though we
should also take reasonable steps to satisfy ourselves
in this regard, looking up his credentials and considering earnestly his qualifications. We may be
too easy and acquiescent. But there is also the
serious possible loss, if we should do what they did
eighty-three years ago-hold back so hard that we
stop altogether.
Now this is no plea for blind obedience. The Lord .
has never asked from his people blind obedience,
but intelligent service. Nor is it a plea for one
man or set of men. Men of God under his direction
and inspiration will always prefer intelligent support rather than ignorant obedience. A man who
thinks and then acts is worth much more even though
occa~ionally mistaken, than one who always votes
"right," but does not think. The vote is only the
beginning of right support, not the end. Right support is only possible when guided by intelligence
and understanding, spiritual and mental.
But it is a plea for the church that individually
and collectively we give to one another that spiritual
and moral support which is right.
S. A. B.
THE LIBRARY COMMISSION'
There apparently has been much misunderstanding of the work of the library commission. Its first
purpose was a closer working arrangement of the
Sunday school and Religio with the church. ·This
work has shown much progress.
Its second great purpose is a better organization
of our reading, We have tried many times to avoid
stereotyped instructions, because we realize that conditions are different in each field. Yet, in all too
many instances the member of the library board is
elected the last of all, and some one put on the board
who knows next to nothing about books-what to
read and how to read them. Clearly it were far
better to have one efficient worker than three or five
inefficient.
The need of the library board and commission is,
that with all of our reading the amount of really
good reading actually done is small. Children,
young people, and even those older in years need
advice and suggestions on what to read and how to
read. The library board member should arrange
at reasonable intervals for talks upon good literature
and do everything possible to encourage the reading
of good literature, including the church books, and

especially the three standard books of the church.
Organization is secondary to this great purpose;
a building is secondary. What is important is to
increase the reading of good books. Even the buying of books is secondary to this purpose.
In some places there is an excellent public library.
In
some places a local br0nch of the public library may
be established in the church reading room. There
is a marked tendency, especially in some of the large
cities, to givespecial attention to children's reading,
providing a separate room and separate persons in
charge of this department. In some instances lectures are given to parents and :Sunday school
teachers on reading matter for the young. Every
facility should be utilized.
In most o~ the States there is now a traveling
library, which may be used to advantage in the rural
districts ; but in some cases the diS<trict board may
prefer to buy their own books, and, as the branches
are close together, circulation is readily provided
for. The whole field should be studied and those
placed upon the board who are most fit in a practical,
rational way to assist and improve the quality of
our reading.
Results are what count, more than merely forming.
another board or Organization. But experience has
shown that organization-some one or more persons
placed in charge of the practical work-is the most
efficient way of carrying it on; for what is everyone's business too often is no one's business, and so
is neglect(;)d. These principles have been emphasized time and time again in addresses at the General
Convention, in round table discussion for librarians
in letters, and in certain of the church publications.'
But it was made plain at the recent conference that
many still do not understand that we prefer, results
to form.
The members of the library commission are more
than glad to assist ·with suggestions and advice.
But the purpose of the district library board, regardless of the number of its members, is to encourage
throughout the district the reading of good literature and to try to systematize the work in the various localities, encouraging each one to use every
available facility, but at the same time giving consideration r. to the small, scattered branch which is
unable, without help, to secure necessary reading.
Consideration should be given, also, to the needs
or the branch and the general church. The spending of money is a very third-rate consideration.
Real counsel and help and the establishment of such
local library as the condition of the branch, Sunday
school and Religio warrant, is essential. In very
many instances the local library of the branch, SunIf so, it should be utilized so far as possible.
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day school and Religio may be used to advantage.
Especially is this true so far as it affects church
publications and books for young children. But the
value of the book is not to be measured by the length
of time it lasts and the amount of dust it gathers
on the shelf. So we say that buying a book, even
. church books, is not of the greatest importance, but
i·ather the reading of good literature.
The library commission respectfully submits that
there exists in every locality of which they have any
information a need for such encouragement and help.
If any one knows of a locality where it is not needed,
we shall be pleased to receive the information direct,
and give it consideration.
S. A. B.
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proposition on a stewardship basis. The matter
is of much local importance, for which reason they
intend to call upon the business men of the town
to assist. iBut it is also of general interest. It is
but one of many instances of the establishment of
stewardships recently, and it is of interest that the
Order of Enoch is doing aggressive work, as well
as thinking and praying. . Another feature that they
will take up is the pickle works, which has been
found to be of local benefit in recent years. The
order has not great tracts of property, but still owns
considerable property which they have received by
donation. They are trying conscientiously to put
into effect the law of stewardships under the immediate direction of the stake bishopric.
S.A.B.

BROTHER ELBERT AT CHURCH

The very pleasing news comes from Los Angeles
NOTES AND COMMENTS
that President Elbert A. S~ith and wife attended
the sacrament service there on ·May 6. It is something of a trip as Brother Elbert is stopping about Enlistments
We hear of many of our boys enlisting as privates
twenty-:ffve miles from the city of Los Angeles. It
or
at the officers' camps. The State University of
was indeed a joyful occasion for those who were
Iowa
calls attention to the fact that many of their
permitted to meet him, as it is the first time he has
students
have been called to the colors in the officers'
been able to attend church since the middle of last
camps,
and
this includes from Lamoni, Carl Judson,
December, when he attended the funeral of his
H.
M.
Dancer,
and David Dancer.
father-in-law, Elder ut~a S. Cochran. As the evening shadows fell Brother Elbert was heard to reJews Threatened With Massacre
mark, "This has been a happy day" ; and is indeed
A recent news dispatch credits the Jewish Chronisuch not only for him and his family, but for the
cle with the statement that the Turkish governor of
whole church.
Paiestine has publicly proclaimed the intention of
. We have heard many regrets over the loss of his the authorities mercilessly to destroy the Jewish
very able pen in the editorial columns of the HERALD. population, applying the same policy adopted in ArOur present hopes are that he will be able to return menia. The same publication states ·that many
in the fall and at least occasionally honor the HERALD thousands of Jews in Palestine are starving and
by appearing on its editorial page.
S. A. B.
homeless.
Religio President Honored
We are very much pleased to note by announceThe trustees of the Lamoni Order of Enoch met ment recently received that Brother Granville S.
again on May 5. The regular meetings are held Trowbridge, general president of the Zion's Religiomonthly and of late they have had a full attendance,· Literary Society, has been appointed ·Assistant Genor very nearly so, at each meeting. Of late, how- eral Freight Agent by the St. Louis Southwestern
ever, there have been many called meetings, as they Railw:ay (Cotton Belt). This is a recognition of
are undertaking more aggressive work. It is of able and faithful services long performed. We are
interest to note, for the benefit of those who believe pleased to set it forth as distinctly a reward of merit.
that the order should be entirely in the hands of the
bishopric, that Bishop Carmichael is chairman; From Attleboro
Richard Lambert, his counselor, secretary; and A. J~
We are in receipt of an extract from the Attleboro
Yarrington, also his counselor, is treasurer. These Sun, May 5, 1917. It includes a good summary of
three constitute the executive committee and all ad- a sermon by Elder George Wellington Robley as a
ministrative matters are referred to them with Saturday sermonet. A good cut of Elder Robley is
power to act. They have purchased recently a mill also published. His work is b~ing well received
property in Lamoni with the intention of improving there and the ministers of the leading churches have
it and putting it in firstclass shape for local work. been very cordial in their recognition. Elder Robley
J. W. Barr has been employed to take hold of the has been appointed to the New York District and
LAMONI ORDER OF ENOCH
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expects to be in his field by the 20th. We are pleased An Appreciation
to note his return to active work in the mission fi·eld,.
It is interesting to note from unexpected quarters
though he has been active for recent years locally, a recognition of the fact that better organization
as is indicated above.
will mean more efficient work. The following letter
was received from a 'remote part of the country;
University Meetings
with a request that the name be omitted. It is cerIt is of interest to know that our young people at tainly a cause of joy to note the increased confidence·
Iowa City have been held together the past winter in many quarters; and it is more pleasing that such
by the efforts of Richard c.· Kelley and his wife, for- confidence is fully justified.
merly !Miss Anna Zimmerman of Philadelphia. They
"I am pleased to note the change in the reporting
feel the need there of a resident pastor to look after
of the men under appointment. It is a move in the
the interests of the young people, answer questions
right direction. I feel sure there will be much more
and do other pastoral work. There are some twenty
labor done than under the old custom. I have said
to thirty young people of our church at the State
many times in the past two years that no business
University of Iowa, and there are a dozen or so at
house would send out agents to do their business
Ames. These latter are holding regular Sunday
for them and be satisfied with a quarterly report
school meetings with all whom they can find in the
-from them. And so it has seemed to me that if we
college and town belonging to our church. They
are to be successful we must proceed along business
have been blessed in their efforts to meet and study
lines on business principles.
the word of God.
"I feel more encouraged to pay tithing when I feel
that my money is going to be tnade better use of
"Light" Makes a Distinction
We are pleased to note in Light for April 16, 1917, than possibly it has been in the past. And I am not
an article covering nearly two pages pointing out the alone in this. I don't want to find fault; I only want
differences between the Utah Mormons and the Re- to see things done in a way that will bring success."
organized Church. This article was prepared by
Elder Heman C. Smith at .their request. Light is Thrilling Story of Belgium's Heroic Women
The following is printed by request. It is of in. an organ of the Masonic Fraternity, published at
Louisville, Kentucky.
The editorial note reads: terest and also offers an opportunity to do good.
"Light requested President Joseph Smith of theReThe only Ame.rican woman member or the commission for
organized Mormon church to answer specifically the relief in Belgium has written a book that should be read
charge that his branch of the Mormon church prac- everywhere in this country. •It is ,eJJ.titled "Women of Belgticed polygamy. He had his church historian pre- ium Turni!ng Tragedy to Triumph," and was written out of
pare the following article, which will come as a Mrs. Charlotte Kellogg's own l?ersonal observations and experience in that smitten country. The introduction is by
surprise to. many who do not know. there are two Herbert Hoover that great American through whose tireless
Mormon communities in· existence." No opportu- efforts as chairman of the relief commission, the deplorable
nity to point out the difference should be permitted condition of 1the Belgian people is being alleviated. Mrs.'
Kellogg's husband had charge of, Belgian relief ~at the Brusto go by.
sels headquarters of the commission, and her opportunities

for eight months we1:1e such as no other woman has known.
Good Prayer Meetings
1She has given to the world, therefo,re, a most intimate view
The following from a personal letter shou.Id prove of women's work, and courage, and sacrifice, made necessary
of general interest' as showing that the spirit of con- by the desolation of war.
. secration and blessing is by no means local.
This unique volume is not a "war-book" in the sense that
"Have you heard of the wonderful meetings at it details horrors of battle, !but rather it covers a period, a
Providence? Of the branch turnout to Wednesday tragic history, a marvelous philanthropy, never before known.
It recites the .splerndid courage and the noble service of true
evening prayer service? Some have been two and ·human
brotherhood and sisterhood. To read it is an inspithree hours long with all the time occupied. !The ra!tJion and a delight, even if many of its pages are brimming
Spirit has been there in power, resting upon the with pathos. You can help the hungry and homeless Belgians
children so they spoke under its influence. Isn't by ordering a copy, for not a cent of the profits from its
that beautiful? Long ago those blessings were pU!blication goes to author or publisher or any one else expromised that branch, yet it went down, down until cepJ the commission for relief .in Belgium. It has 230 pages,
is well pr~nt,ed and 'illustrated, is bound in cloth, and will be
its dissolution seemed probable; yet, under the faith- seln!t to any addr,ess, postpaid, on receipt of $1.10, by Funk
ful fostering of a consecrated man, it has come up. and ·wagnalls Company, 354-360 Fourth Avenue, New York
Each Wednesday n,oon the Saints offer a prayer for City.
that evening service and they all (majority) go to
The hypocrite likes to hear praise for the way he
church fasting. That has been going on many
months. Is it any wonder the Lord blesses them?" prays.-Christian Herald.
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UTAH AND HER MONARCHY
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own problems that causes you to develop, and it is
upon this theory th.at the correctness of the judg(1Synopsis of an addl'ess delivered before the High Priests' ment that provides that every man shall be judged
Quorum April 10, 1917, and before the, Joint quorums of
according to his own works, is based.
seventy, April 12, 1917, at Lamoni, Iowa, by Heman C.
Of course there are certain prerogatives belongSmith.)
ing to those in authority which should be recognized,
I apprehend that a mistake has been made which
but the true leader is not he who orders or demands,
may result in some disappointment. Some time ago
but he who has power and ability to lead others to
Graceland College secured a set of slides on this subsee and unde1~stand the right. This work the true
ject .and invited me to address the college on the
leader under God will have divine assistance in acsubject, which I attempted to do. It got into print
complishing: Gabriel was not instructed to make
that I had spoken upon the subject which, doubtless,
this man obey the vision, but "make this man to
resulted in this invitation; probably under the imunderstand the vision." (Daniel 8: 16.) This is
pression that I had a set lecture on the subject. I
always the work of God and those whom he sends.
have not ' nor are the slides I used available. I
.
The act of obedience is left optional with the individhardly know therefore, what is expected of me.
ual. The man who has not the power to work this
In speaking of the Utah hierarchy, dynasty, or
way has not secured the cooperation of God, and
monarchy, or any name by which you may call it,
shbuld exercise himself in getting nearer to God inI apprehend that to arraign that people for their
stead of making the fatal mistake of trying to gov~
mistakes, errors, or criminality, would not profit us.
ern by dictation. This is the principle involw~d in
We might make some points that would be damaging
the ministration of the Master as disclosed in the
to them along these lines but our interests would
statement: "Then opened he their understanding,
not be served thereby. If the results of their policy
that they might understand the scriptures."
has in any way been undesirable and we can, by exA kingdom is the ideal government when we have
posing such policies, avoid evil results, it will be
a king like' this who will not only teach true policies
profitable to give the subject consideration. That
but can and will enable men to understand. Then
such conditions exist wilrneed no proof, we may then
there will be no blind obedience,. but men will act
properly ask, How, or why, do they exist? The
with intelligence and understanding, and by developquestions of how did men who enjoyed the favor of
ing the individual develop the organization. This
God descend to the plane which they occupy? and
may not be fully practical or possible under present
how designing or erring men could lead a once enconditions, hence the nearer we can keep to a democ~
lightened and God-favored people from their steadracy the safer we are, and the quicker. will the elefastness, have long been questions of serious thought.
ments necessary to the inauguration of a kingdom
One point I have not fully satisfied myself upon.
be prepared.
It is this: Did these leaders calmly and with evil
The people under Brigham Young made, if not
intent plan the leading of the people into paths of
the first, an important step along the line of monerror and doubtful morality, or were they blindly
archal government when, on August 8, 1844, Brigled by a power not their own, without seeing the end ham Young, either by his own ability and mimicry
from the beginning?
or by some powerful control not his own, i;l,Ssumed
The foundation for the evil practices of that peo- to be what he was not. The meeting was called by
ple was laid in their recognizing a one-man power Sidney Rigdon with the advice and consent of Wiland clothing one man, or a few men, with absolute liam Marks, president of Nauvoo Stake, but Brigham
power to control by dictation. This is always a Young and his associates 1iot only attended but asmistake and always dangerous. This power in the sumed control. Then a very peculiar phenomenqn
hands of a bad or ambitious man must end in dis- occurred, according to eye and ear witnesses. Mr.
aster. . If placed in the hands of a good man the B. H. Roberts in his Succession in the Presidency
results may riot be so bad to morals, but it is of the Church introduces these witnesses as follows
neveJ;theless dangerous, for you are thus committed on pages 5 to 7 :
to the results of his mistakes though honestly made,
George Q. Can1non, who was present on that occasion, says:
and whei1 you resign into his hands the prerogative "If Joseph had risen
from the dead and again spoken in their
to think for you, your development stops. It is the hearing, the effect could not have been more startling than
meeting of responsibility and the solving of your it was to many present at that meeting; it was the voice of
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Joseph himself; and not only was it the voice of Joseph
which was heard, but it seemed in the ,eyes of the people as if
it were the very person of Joseph which stood before them.
A more wonderful and miraculous ev€!rrt than was wrought
that day in the presence of that congregation we never
heard of.

In the journal of Elder William C. Staines, of that
date, the following statement is recorded:
Brigham Young said-"I will tell you who your leaders 'or
guardi,ans will be. The Twelve-! at their head!" This was
with a voice like the voice of the prophet Joseph. I thought
it was he, and so did thousands who heard it. This was very
satisfactory to the people, and a vote was" taken to sustain
the Twelve in their office, which, with a few dissenting voices,
passed.

r'resident Wilford Woodruff, describing the event,
says:
When Brigham Young a"ros'e and commenced speaking, as
has been said, if I had not seen him with my own eyes, there
is no one that could have convinced me that it was not Joseph
Smith; and anyone can testify to this who was acquainted
with these two men.

We will not say anything about the discrepancy
disclosed in the fact that Cannon says Young looked
like Joseph, but Woodruff detected by his looks that
it was not Joseph. The power that controlled in
this peculiar manifestation took advantage of the
confidence the people had in Joseph Smith to impose
Young upon them as a leader and they readily
adopted the idea that the mantle of Joseph had fallen
upon him. iHe was then in a position to make such
changes and inaugurate such policies as he chose,
but the source of this movement was not ckter:ted.
There is no evidence on record that God ever assumed or directed such deception. Satan has, however, played that game on several occasions. In a
revelation given in June, 1830, published in connection with the Inspired Translation, Satan is represented as trying that trick on Moses:
And now, whe,n Moses had said these words, Satan cried
with a loud voice, and went upon the ea,rth, and commanded,
saying, I am the Only Begotten, worship me.

Paul says:
For such are false apostles, deceitful workers, transforming themselves into the apostles of Christ. And no marvel;
for Satan himself is tTansformed into 1an angel of light.
Therefore it is no great thi1ng if his ministers also be transformed as the ministers of righteousness; whose end shall be
according to their works.-2 Corinthians 11: 13-15.

Changes were made frequently from this very
time in the organization, and it is very peculiar that
those who did not sympathize with the prevailing
policies were invited to vacate to those who were
more subordinate. These are some of the changes :
First, Sidney Rigdon, of the first presidency, was
disposed of; then William Smith, John E. Page,
and Lyman Wight, of the twelve, were either expelled ,or placed under censure to destroy their influence.

To supply their places Amasa Lyman was presented, together with Sidney Rigdon, as a coultsellor
in the' presidency, and offered the same position to
the twelve. (Times and Seasons, vol. 5, p. 638.)
Lyman accepted; Rigdon objected. Rigdon was expelled; Lyman was received as one of the twelve.
(Ibid., p. 692.)
Later (July 6, 1846), Ezra T. Benson was received
into the twelve, but just how he was designated for
the position we have not learned.
George Miller, who was called of God to succeed
Edward Partridge as presiding bishop (Doctrine
and Covenants 107: 8), was relegated to second place
and N. K. Whitney placed over him. (Times and
Seasons, vol. 5, p. 6~3.)
a
The only charge we have heard against Bishop
Miller was that he was "hard to control." This may
have been true, but this charge would not lie against
Whitney.
Other changes were as follows :
William Marks was removed from his position
as president of the Stake of Nauvoo, and John Smith
installed in his place. (Ibid., p. 692.) !Elder Marks
was also removed as president of the high council,
and succeeded by Samuel Bent. (Times nnd Seasons, vol. 6, p. 8'70.)
Josiah Butterfield, of the presidents of seventy,
was cut off the church (no reason stated for the act)
and J edediah M. Grant chosen to succeed him.
(Times nnd Seasons, vol. 5, p. 693.)
Lyman Wight and John Snider were removed
from the Nauvoo House building committee, and
Amasa Lyman and George A. Smith put in their
places. (Millennial Star, vol. 6, p. 91.)
Several changes were made in the high council.
Nine extra quorums of seventy were created; a
part of them at least were the nominees of Brigham
Young.
Several were expelled from the church without
trial, and without a statement of the cause being
given. (Times and Seasons, vol. 5, p. 587.) Some
were suspended without labor or trial for voting
for Elder Rigdon, and some even suspended on anticipated acts of displeasure. (Ibid., p. 686.)
These and other changes too numerous to mention
reveal that the tendency was to place men in positions of trust who could be relied upon to obey counsel, regardless of the teaching of the law.
Thus were the affairs of the church manipulated,
untp a subservient body was the product of the
seed sown on that memorable eighth day of August,
1844. Such a policy will always repel strong, independent men who would be a strength and support,
and supplant them by hypocrites and sycophants.
It is interesting to consider the gradual steps by
which this Utah movement approached the desired
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condition of supreme authority as though conscious
that too long a step at one time would meet with
rebellion.
At the meeting of August 8, 1844, the record shows
that a vote was taken to support the "Twelve in
their calling." This according to the published minutes in Times and Seasons, volume 5, page 638, yet
on page 632 of the same publication this action is
represented as follows:
Great excitement prevails throughout the world to know
"who shall be the successor of Joseph Smith?"
In r<eply, we say, be patient, be patient a little, till the
proper time comes, and we will tell you all. "Great wheels
move slow." At present, we can say that a special conference
of the church wars held in Nauvoo on the 9th ult., and it was
ca~ried without a dissenting voice, that the "Twelve" should
preside over the whole church, and when any alteration in
the presidency shall be required, seasonable notice will be
given; and the elders abroad, will best exhibit their wisdom
to all men, by remaining silent on those things they are ignorant of. Bishops Whitney and Miller have been' appointed
tx·ustees, to manage the financial concerns of the church, and
will soon enter on the duties of their calling,

in the October conference of the same year they
made the point of the twelve presiding stronger
than before. They sustained the twelve individually and in the case of Brigham Young he was sustained as the president of the Quorum of Twelve, as
one of the twelve and first presidency of the. church."
(Times and Seasons, vol. 5, p. 692.) At the April
conference of 1845 the twelve were sustained as
the first presidency and leaders of the church.
(Ibid., vol. 6, p. 869.) At the October conference
of 1845 the twelve were sustained as the presidents
of the whole church. Thus step by step they
strengthened their position until their government
of the church by arbitrary means was consummated.
After the body led by these men had reached
Winter Quarters on the 'Missouri River, the pioneer
company, including most of the twelve, went on to
Salt Lake Valley. Here, in August, 1847, they rebaptized each other and confirmed or sealed· the
apostleship upon each other, thus throwing discredit
upon former baptisms and ordinations, and virtually
making a new organization unto which their affiliation was pledged.
Returning to Winter Quarters they consummated
this organization by elevating three of their number, viz: Brigham Young, Heber C. Kimball and
Willard Richards, to the presidency. As William
Smith, John E. Page and Lyman Wight had previously refused to act with the twelve, the removal
of these three left the Quorum of Twelve without
a majority and hence, disqualified, under the law,
to render decisions. To meet this they claimed that
Amasa Lyman had been ordained an apostle in 1842.
Of this no satisfactory proof has been presented.
Thus the thin edge of the wedge was entered on
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August 8, 1844, when Young and his associates assumed dictatorial power, and the people made a
fatal mistake by accepting the theory. Out of this
grew the theory of "Obey counsel and follow your
file leaders," and resulted in what is known as the
Utah monarchy. Our greatest safety lies in a pure
democracy, until He reigns whose right it is to reign.
THE PROMISED COMFORTER---PART 2
(1Sermon by Frederick A. Smith, Thursday e:vening, August
24, 1916, a;t the Lramoni Stake reunion. Reported by Winsome
L. Smith.)
TO PRE<PARE THE MIND FOR DEEPER MATTERS.

The next thought we find in the sixteenth chapter
of John, and here we have one I want you to think
about, for it conveys a couple of interesting thoughts
to us. He is talking to his disciples, beginning with
the twelfth verse, and he presents a thought well
worth looking .at a little bit.
"I have yet many things to say unto you, but ye
cannot hear them now."
I want you to get the import of that, for it is
Christ that is talking, and he is talking to his disciples. They had bj:len with him for three years.
They had wandered up and down the length of the
land. They had seen his wonderful power, they.
had witnessed his wonderful miracles, they had
understood his wonderful teachings and he had explained and explained to them. They had sat at
his feet and listened to the wonderful words that
fell from his lips, and yet he says to them, Ye cannot bear all that I have to give you yet." If after
three years of experience, in company with the Master himself, those individuals were not able to grasp,
to comprehend, to see, to bear all that God had to
say to them, I wonder if it is not true that we ought
to have a teacher that shall instruct us .and lead us
gradually higher and higher until we reach a position of strength, until our errors of carelessness
have been reduced to such an extent that we can
comprehend the wonderful things of God. I believe
with all my soul it is possible for us to turn the
flood of light on, to the hundreds of individuals who
have not been accustomed to anything of the kind,
until it will blind them, and they cannot grasp it.
It is too great for them. It is true with us. There
could be turned upon us such a flood of things that
come from God,·· that it would have its peculiar influence to blind us, to hinder us. We would not
be able to grasp it all. In fact we have not done it
yet, friends.
I look back to the old church, as we call it, and
I discover that one of the features that· seem to be
most prominent in that, is the f~ct that there was
so much of new light turned on, so many things
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great deal, and one day he met me on the street,
and he said, "Brother Smith, if you have a little
time I wish you would come up with me. I want to
show you a book in the Y. M. C. A. library." I
told him all right, and we went up. He handed me
a book and pointed out the feature he wanted me
to read. I sat there and read it through two or
three times carefully, then I turned over the leaves
and read some other places in it, two or three of
them, and after a while I marked a place, and then
I turned over and read again and, discovered three
flat contradictions. It was impossible to harmonize them. After a little I turned back to the front
of the book and looked for the author's name and
the picture of the author was there in the front,
and I sat looking at it. The gentleman came around
and discovered me looking at the picture, and he
says, "Tut, tut, I do not care anything about the
picture. I want you to read the statement. What
do you tllink of it?"
I opened the book to one of the other places and
read, and when I had finished, he said, "Well, well."
I opened the book to another place, and read that.
"Now," I said, "brother, harmonize them with the
. statement you asked me to read." He looked at me;
he read them over, folded up the book, got up and
stuck it on the shelf, and said, "Let us go." He did
not answer me aga.in. After we got outside he said,
"Say, tell me how it is you fellows just as soon as
y;ou get a hold of anything, and I ask you to read
it, if there is anything of that description in it you
seem to find it.'' I laughed and said·, "Well, I suppose, brother, because we have always been accustomed to look for some comparison somewhere, for
some error, and see whether it harmonizes, if it
would agree with truth. If it does not agree with
itself it would not agree with truth."
"Well," he says, "I cannot understand it altogether. There is just one thing that lets me out.
You people believe the Holy Ghost is a gift and think··
it is going to guide you into truth, and if it does
that it is going to show you error."
I said, "Brother, you have struck the keynote.
That is exactly the case, and it is because of that
wonderful intuition, as we sometimes hear it called,
or rather the working of that illuminating influence
of God, that he has given to this people, this power
ADDING THE POWER OF DISCRIMINATION
that enables them to see the peculiar conditions
I will bring a little illustration to bear on this
which the world cannot see." ·
case. We had a brother come into the church out
"SHOW YOU THINGS TO COME"
in western Iowa a few years ago. Some of you
know him very well, and he was from one of the
Now if it is going to guide us into all truth; if it
other denominations, a Methodist minister, had been is going to manifest itself in a way of that kind,
for twenty-five or thirty years. He made a thorough right there we have another distinction from the
investigation of this work for a number of years world. They cannot see, they cannot" recognize the
before he came into it. After he came in, I had wonderful working of something which is right
considerable to do with him. I read with him a there. It is in the baptism of the Spirit but they

given to them, that they did not grasp all of it, and
in some cases I believe they had a distorted, idea,
even of many of the things that God gave, and that
was one of the things that contributed to their downfall when that leader, who had been appointed of
God and held under his power, was taken from them.
I am satisfied I make no mistake to,..night when I
make the declaration that one of the greatest constructive works that was ever done was accomplished
by the late President Joseph Smith, and the fact
that stands out most strikingly as the years go by
and we look back over his work has been the fact
that he has educated his people little by little, step
by step, higher and higher, to that point where they
could grasp the higher things. He has sought to
make plain and simple those things that God has
given, that they may grasp them, and grasping
them, reach out for more and more, as they grow
stronger, that that church which he was then the
president of, should not get into the same position
as it was when he stepped into it as president. And
as the work lives on,. and we get a little further and
further away from him, and look back at it with a
clearer vision we may see clearer and clearer the
wonderful work that he accomplished, and the education that he gave to this people, that will stand
·out in the strength of this body as nothing else could
have done.
Now Jesus explains this thought, while these men
had had three years under the Master's training
and yet he says they were not able to bear all those
things, but when the Spirit of truth has come whom
he will send from the Father, he shall guide you
into all truth. "He shall guide you into all truth."
"He will show you things to come, he will take the
things of the Father and show it unto you."
.I believe if we stopped for a few moments and
thought over this it will unfold to us the development and peculiar work of that great power of God
that shall illuminate the human mind, illuminate
his very soul until he will be able to reach out after
these things, and that guiding influence of the
Spirit will bring to him the peculiar recognition of
the truth, and the truth will stand out, and he will
be able to reject the error and comprehend the truth.
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cannot receive it; it is in repentence, in faith, in
laying on of hands, but they cannot receive it.
Why? Because they deny the office work of that
Spirit. The Lord says very positively, "It will show
you things to come," and the minute you present
that proposition to the religious world around you,
you are met with the objection, "Why, that would
be prophecy. We do not believe in it. We cannot
expect it." Answer you people. Stop and think.
If you were to answer that statement with a denial
of the wonderful power of God that shall show you
things to come, how can you expect to have the Holy
It could not accomplish its ·purpose, you
Ghost?
would not let it accomplish its _purpose, you would
shut it out, hence you cannot lay claim to the gift
of the Holy Ghost. But if you believe you will not
only allow it to accomplish its work, but there shall
be the evidences and manifestations of the working
of that power, showing itself in the various ways
that God has said.
·
Turn to the first Corinthian letter and the second
chapter, ninth verse. What is the Apostle Paul
talking about? Talking along this line he presents
us the thought that man by wisdom of man is· unable to find out God, and that has been proven over
and over again. It is manifested to you every day
of the world. All you have to do is to take up the
writings of those that are deeply read and study
them, and you will discover that does not reveal
God to you. You must get that some other way.
It cannot come that way. It does not come that·
way. If it had been that way my friends, there
would not be the peculiar conditions that are abounding in our ministrations in the religious world today. There would not be the skepticism and the
infidelity that presents itself among those that are
educators in our great institutions of learning. It
would have had the effect to have led them closer
to God.
There must be some existing power. There must
be some working force, some communication between God and man, some means of coming in close
touch with the great Redeemer of mankind in order
that that revelation and knowledge of God may come
to us. It must be there.
But the Apostle Pau} goes on and says, "Eye hath
not seen nor ear heard, neither have entered into the
heart of man, the things which God hath prepared
for them that love him, and keep his commandments."
Now look at that and discover at once that the
statement· of the Master was probably correct, for
he makes the statement that you cannot see it, and
because the world ~".annot see it, reject it. You
discover at once in this declaration that he carries
the idea clearly outlined, that not only do we have
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to recognize the thought that there is more than
the seeing of the eye, and hearing of the ear, and
the entering of the heart of man. There must come
that direct communication with God from some
source that will enable us to see, to understand, to
hear, to comprehend in the true sense of the terms.
What does he say shall do it? He makes the
declaration that the Spirit of God searcheth the
deep things of God, and reve9.leth them unto us.
Here is the communication; here is the source of
light, the source of information. It presents to us
the thought that this 'power, this current, this peculiar influence within you which is to work wonders, is the Spirit of God, the Holy Ghost, which
becomes the medium through which God comes in
contact with man, and is the current of information,
of light, of knowledge, of comprehension, and as we
begin to w:ake up with a newness that we had not
known before, a comprehension that never had been
ours before, and we say we see, we feel, we hear,
we know. 1t is the means of communication between us and God that quickens our powers and
enlightens our understanding.
CONCERNING SPIRITUAL GIFTS

And now I turn to the twelfth chapter. I will
have to be brief with this, but I want to touch it
just a little. Here he tells us something of the
manifestations, and says, "Now concerning spiritual
gifts, brethren, I would not have you ignorant."
Why not be ignorant? Why, because he wanted
us to be able to comprehend intelligently. And
here, my friends, we have the manifestations. You
have no doubt heard this so often I shall not read
it, but I want to call your attention to the statement commencing with the seventh verse, "But the
manifestation of the Spirit is given to every man
to profit withal." What is the idea? That we may
profit by it. That is the idea. These manifestations are not given for the gratification of our curiosity; they are not given to satisfy our desire, to
have something sensational; they are not given just
simply to satisfy God in the manifestation of his
power alone. He has another object there. yYhat
is it? That we may profit qy them. Unless we
shall be able to comprehend intelligently, how can
we profit by them? Unless we shall use them in
wisdom and with consideration, how can we aecomplish the purpose designed of God? Now I ask
you to notice some of them.
GIFTS GIVEN .FOR OUR PROFIT

"For to one is given by the Spirit the word' of
wisdom." The word 'of wisdom. Now this may
come to certain ones, and some have said, "Why
that individual has no very great amount of spirituality about him." Well, what is the matter? He
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never speaks in tongues, he never prophesies, and
so of course he has not been possessed of the Holy
Ghost, and there is not much spirituality there;
and yet he may be able to give you the finest manifestation of wisdom in the world. He may understand this great gospel of God so correctly as to
conduct his life in such a form that you can point
to no great error or mistake in it. He may be able
to give words of counsel ana advice and encouragement to those around him, that are wise, and \1\Till
be for your good. And yet people say he has no
spirituality.
Is it not possible, my friends, that we are making mistakes, that we are failing in our judgment,
our comprehension of the work of God? failing to
grasp this thing, to see it, to understand it, and comprehend the peculiar working of the Spirit of God,
known as the gift of the Holy Ghost which may
work in some individuals through the gift of wisdom, and then they say he has not the Spirit.
I may state that if you people can ever wake up
to this fact and become conscious that it may be
robbed of its mystery, it may be brought down to
the simple, practical, ordinary features of everyday
life, we may reach a point where we can grasp
that thing which is one of the greatest manifestations of the Spirit of God that the individual can
hope for. It is not a gift that makes its presence
glaring, or anything of that kind, it is one that
brings that individual into a position where consistency and carefulness make themselves manifest.
It is one of the evidences, my friends, that come to us
of the workings of the Spirit of God, that indicate
that he has come under the divine influence, and been
visited of the Spirit.
The next one is the gift of knowledge. And this
one was represented to you, my friends, in the
·thought of those ministers that went out without
an education, and by virtue of the operation of that
Spirit, they have been taught until they have become acquainted with the things of God, thoroughly
conversant with them, and through this means they
have become aroused, and come to that condition
where it is surprising the amount of knowledge
they have accumulated. So we may say from these
wond(:)rful evidences that they have been visited by
the Holy Spirit.
You may wonder why it presents itself quite
clearly to some and not to others, but if we are
looking for it we will discover it, and in that discovery there may come to us one of the peculiar
realizations that we have neglected or failed to account for some of the manifestations of God to his
people, that we have failed to appreciate, simply
because we have not understood the workings of

that great power, that great gift, that God said he
would give to his disciples.
Let us look at the rest of them now. "To another
faith by the same Spirit; to another the gift of
healing by the same Spirit." When we touch this
question of faith, it is one of the peculiar features
that I want you to see. "Why," you say, "I did not
know that was a manifestation of the gift of the
Holy Ghost." In that is the difficulty. We are not
always looking, and yet I have found in my travels,
and in my experiences some individuals in this
church whose peculiar gift of faith has borne witness more than onge that they are children of God ;
that they are endowed with that wonderful gift
from on high. It is a gift that we might all have
a desire to have. It is a splendid thing. It is an
anchor to the soul under every circumstance, that
would carry us through. it is a gift to have faith
in such a degree, and under such peculiar circumstances .that no matter what comes still we can
cling to that rod of iron and recognize that God
is with us. But yet how often do we neglect to
discover that?
Probably you will see the wind blowing and the
trees waving, but yet wouLd never think about the
connection with the wind. You would see the water
dashing, but you would never think of its connec':.
tion with the wind, that it ever had anything to
do with it. You see your electric light, your street
cars, but how often do you stop and think of the
connection with the power house down yonder where
the engines are in. operation to bring about your
light and your power?
'
That is the situation, and it is the thing that we
want to wake up within you, that we must see these
things.
·
The gift of healing. Why, we can recognize
that, for it is an outward manifestation. We are
not all blessed with the gift of healing, either.
There is that peculiar feature of it that sometimes
makes itself manifest by which a minister may be
endowed with that peculiar gift. I know of some
instances along this line in my experiences and life,
and J know some of them, where possibly the elder
could not get up and deliver a sermon that would
suit you people at all, and yet when we called on
him to administer the ordinance of his holy calling,
we discovered that a power was working, and the
essential features were there. We have witnessed
that.
'
Again let me ask you to notice this thought-the
power to be healed. I ·can give you the names 'Of
a few people that have that peculiar gift, and I have
seen them under the most trying circumstances, and
yet it has not failed them. They have obtained a
blessing, and much consolation has come to them
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IMMERSED IN THE SPIRIT
without great difficulty, either. It seems to be one
of the outward evidences of the working of the Holy
Now I know something of what it means to be
Ghost, making itself manifest in that way.
immersed in the Spirit. I relate this little circumThen there is the discerning of spirits; ther.e is stance because it so effectually covers the ground,
the gift of tongues; and the interpretation of tongues and then I am going to leave it with you.
A few years ago I was laboring in the city of
and prophecy; all of them witnessing to us the ol:ltward manifestation, and I have thought in the last Omaha. We had a little brother out there who was
morning or two when ,I had attended a portion of a French:..Italian. He could not talk the English
these meetings, that you have been so wonderfully language so we could understand-unless we
blessed, there has been such an abundant outpouring watched him very closely. He was an exceedingly
of the Spirit, while it borders on the mysterious, humble man, a clean living man. That man had the
still it seems to come to you as some of the features gift of healing, the power of healing, and he was
that you have looked forward to, and yet how many such· a friend of all the people that they called him
of you have stopped to think seriously, how many Uncle John. We used to call on him often, and even
of you have thought of the many evidences bearing the little children of the branch would call for him,
witness to the fact that the Spirit of God was in our so universally were his ministrations successful.
midst?
Now I had three appointments, two in the city,
I want to say to you to-night, that in listening to one six miles out. I had to walk the distance of six
those peculiar manifestations of the Spirit, one of miles from the street car alone. These three appointthem the' spirit of encouragement, the other of en- ments had to be met on Sunday. On Satudray eve.couragement with a little of the gentle exhortation, ning I found myself unable tp go. The doctor told
and yet we had also the spirit of rebuke, I wondered me I had pneumonia. I was in terrible distress. I
how many failed to see and recognize the entire could not lay down or sit up in any comfort, and so
feature. There comes to you time after time the spirit I finally sent for Uncle J.ohn. He came into the room
of rebuke; while the spirit of prophecy contains and looked at me. I was sitting in a chair when he
promises, yet it is a manifestation given of God came in, I told him my condition as best I could.
through the Spirit and we have not always thought He simply knelt down beside me on the floor and beof that feature. We have recognized the fact that gan to pray. Now I have heard little children pray,
it was a gift of the wonderful power of God come to and pray with all the earnestness of their souls, and
us, and we have enjoyed that without making any have expected to get what they asked for. And when
that brother began to pray it was like the prayer of
effort to profit and b~nefit by these things.
You think of it now, to-night, and as you think of a little child, and he prayed just exactly as though
these things to-morrow morning when you come into he was talking to God face to face. I could not help
the prayer service, come with the spirit of prayer, but feel that, sick as I was, there was that peculiar
and come asking for the power of God that you may sense of feeling and realization that that' man was
not only see these outward manifestations, may not talking right to God. He arose from his knees,
only rejoice in the ministrations of the marvelous anointed my head with the oil, and then laid his
power, but that you may be able to have the Spirit hands upon my head and began to pray. In the
of God given to you until you shall be able to grasp midst of that prayer I could feel the Spirit move
the connection between the gift and you, between you down over me, and just as perceptibly as ever I went
and God, between the influence of it and your appli- into the water and felt that water come up and envelop me, I felt that Spirit, as it moved down over
cation to your life.
When we look at these things we become conscious my body until every vestige of pain began to move
that there is a working force, a working power that before it, and every distressing feature, until I was
touches our hearts, while it opens our understand- completely enveloped in it.
I know what it means; I can comprehend the situing, quickens our thought until if we let it have its
ation,
understand how it feels. And when that old
full influence it has accomplished its purposes, and
gentleman
said "Amen" he turned to me with tears
borne witness of God, lead us in the ways of truth,
streaming
down
his face, and said, "Brother Fred,
developed us along the lines of virtue and mortality,
you
fill
all
your
appointments to-morrow without
increased our powers for good in this world, inany
difficulty.
Go
to bed," and he went out.
creased our ability to increase in every way, until in
the accomplishment of its work it does just what
I sat there for some time, almost afraid to move,
God said it would do. It teaches us all things, it feeling so pleasant, so comfortable, that I dreaded to
prompts us, it helps us, it qualifies us for the work disturb it. But after a little I arose and went to bed.
In the morning I got up as well as I ever was. I
here and the eternal life to come.
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preached my three sermons, walked my six miles
without any difficulty, and had no more trouble.
I know that the Holy Spirit of God does abide
with us. I know that the manifestation of that
Spirit is for our profit if we let it do its work.
May God give you wisdom, may he bless you with
carefulness, may you enjoy the wonderful blessing·
of his Spirit that you have enjoyed here. May God
give you wisdom to appreciate what it means, that
you may go from this reunion and profit by these
experiences, as you have never done, that you may
awake to the thought that there is communication
between this wonderful sympathizer and you, and
that connection brings you into touch with divinity
and opens an avenue between you and God.
May his Spirit bless you in abundance, that you
may grow in grace and a knowledge of God, and
fi'nally accomplish the work of the Master and enter
into his glorious power and kingdom, is my prayer.
(Concluded.)

A BETTER USE OF ART IN THE CHURCH---No. 4
[The following is one of a series of brief articles on this
subject, written by some of our members who ate especially
interested in this phase of our work. Other articles will appear from time to time.-EDITORS.]

Very few people realize just what we ow~ to art
for our faith, or what our Christian religion owes
to art, because perhaps very few people comparatively are interested in art for art's .sake or in religion for religion's sake! Yet the two are. more
closely identified than would appear to the casual
'thinker.
I am strongly of the opinion that art in its truest
sense is the outcome of man's earnest desire to record his most spiritual impressions, to give them
some material form for remembrance in future
times, just as Job yearned for the "iron pen" of the
engraver to inscribe the knowledge he felt would
flow. out with his life's passing. Hence we have
man through all ages, all nations, giving vent to
their conceptions of deity, or beautifying and embellishing the place of their devotions, to exalt their
ideals of sp1ritual atmosphere, to create a different
environment, a meeting threshold with the higher
forces intuitively recognized by almost all races of
men.
As this practice has been developed so we see advancement in art; it is indeed difficult to see just
where the spirit of man's self-pride and vanity comes
in and heaps riches and pomp about his own history
rather than offering such to his especial deity, or
where the law of contrast finds operation in the tendency to record the things that make for awe and
fear, to play upon the timidity and superstition of
people and bind them in terror's chains. Such sys-

tems are still extant in our modern life, only in a
more refined degree. All religion is ruled by fear
or governed by love.
So when we examine into art we see the same inherent influences-whether it be in pictures, in music, in architecture, in poesy, or letters, there is that
which draws us out and cheers us or' inspires us
to good and exalted aspirations, and there is that
which lures our minds into channels of unrest, of
depression, of irritability and puts fear and distrust
into our hearts, or awakens desires that are not easily satisfied because they crave not that which is
pure, peaceful and of good report because it is not
"from above."
I-Iere is the principal objection to the popular
"movie" habit. People of respectability who would
feel ashamed to have a yellow-backed novel in their
home will sit by the hour absorbing the pictured "lie"
which portrays "impossible moral lessons." The only
saving grace is the picture composition and action,
and while there are those that are really good from
any point of view these are not the most popular.
The producer plays to the weakest tendencies in his
clients ..
The "movie" is to-day the greatest competition of
the church; it has done a good work undeniably in
forming a cheap form of entertainment for the common family circle, the head of which was wont to
spend his times and dimes in the corner cafe. Now
as likely as not, he takes his family to the brilliant
little movie theater on the busy main street and to
the music of a player piano they exercise their jaws
on peanuts and gum while the film runs on through
all the thrills imaginable-till you see those the next
night!
Many of these folks would just as soon sit in your
Sunday school room and see any of the really educational films that are provided by good makers and
advocated by responsible societies. A little social
meeting after would make friends, for all the world
is looking for kindness, not cold "religion." This is
where our churchgoing fails often and in that there
is so much stiff formality doing service for reverence
and decorum! Did you ever note how accessible a
saloon is made to the thirsty? Almost a mere breath
upon the door will cause it to swing open and the
crowd is there to welcome the pilgrim with open
arms. It is the same inviting entrance that draws
the movie devotees !
-But what of the church? Set it away back, make
it tower solemnly and mightily from a distance as if
it were holding you off at arm's length, make the pilgrim climb a flight or so of stony steps and pass on
behind the studded and wicketed doors {nto unknown,
·yawning recesses from which some one selected from
the worshipers within as the most undertakerlike of
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their body will issue forth, take the victim in custody and march him down the aisles and right under
the waving, threatening arms of the officiating minister! Does he come again? ~sk of the empty
benches!
What is the relation of art to the church? what is
its proper use? These things come only as a process
of education, and from the crude, homemade charts
of the minister or lecturer with a ''hobby," to the
reproductions of truly great artists there is an immense gradation of "values." I have been repelled,
on going into our beautiful Temple at Kirtland to see
a great barrier spread across its classic columns and
windows portraying the joints of a human body
spread around like the choice cuts of a slaughtered
animal in a butcher shop. There was a symbolical
lesson that went with it free, but the question is, Who
is to pass on these displays without giving offense
to the well intentioned?
The answer is that we must learn to discern what
is good, bad, or only indifferent, and how shall we
. learn unless there is a recognized sanction from our
spiritual heads to encourage good forms of art in
association with our services and to enliven and
beautify our places of meeting; learning that not
much decoration but simplicity should govern both
as to subject and setting. Do you ask whether this
applies to interior treatment of a. meeting place, or
the paraphernalia a speaker may attempt to charm
his audience with? I will say this will apply anywhere that the church would enlist art.
, There is a saying, "the height of art is to hide
art," that is in the naturalne_ss of it we are lost to
the proficiency of it? How often have you heard
some one play; it seemed you could sit down and
play so yourself! or watch an artist painting, so
that it looked "easy"-that is true art, not the kind
that makes you feel displeased with your own abilities and ashamed to use them-that flaunts its cleverness into your discouraged face!
I once saw a magician at work who admitted his
whole repertoire was illusion of the spectator, hence
he could not hope to deceive but would explain just
exactly how every trick was done. He did! but
strange to say none of his audience was ever grad, uated, although he impressed everyone as the most
obliging, painstaking, and considerate tutor we could
have wished for! You see that was true art of its
kind, he said it was deception and it was.
Now, if "art is to hide art" it means our artistic
desires are not to be dominant in our use of it. Our
embellishments of wall, of window, of furniture will
be of subdued type. Our eyes will follow lines of
simplicity. 'The subjects we choose for decoration
will suggest single, fervent, deep thoughts, rather
~han race our imagination through a tangled web

of action. How appropriate in a room of prayer
would be a photo enlargement of the great Rock of
Ages, of Niagara, a sheep pasture, the head of the
boy Jesus, or a sweet Madonna and child. So one
can select from good authorities pictures illustrating many scenes in the Christ life, a goodly few at
least can be found beyond our criticism.
Uur carpeting, benches and pulpit furniture should
be minus ornateness-the carpet pattern quiet, the
wall paper soothing, t~e benches comfortable, and
the pulpit and rostrum without "gingerbread" effects.
And then a word as to the exterior, when we are
building. Why do building committees allow construction of towers and turrets on the roof and cut
out rest rooms and conveniences inside? No one
knows, any more than why deacons wear squeaky
shoes ! In looking over pictures of even Saints'
churches one is reminded that we have a lot of money
tied up in utterly useless church "towers" some of
which of themselves represent a value that would
construct a comfortable mission hall in another part
of their city !
I would recommend a cheerful, welcoming doorway, easy of access to every meeting place of the
Saints. Comfortable seating for all, and the rear
seats reserved for visitors who may prefer them
(dear Saints, do move up fr:ont when the minister
has the nice pictures to show). Then every building should have a room where the visiting elder
may take his baggage and have a few minutes to
himself before service, a "vestry room" if you please,
and your class or social rooms having a few good
pictures in preference to the old discarded "gifts"
from former members.
A few comfortable chairs and bright rugs in a
quiet corner kept private for the mothers and babes
and an occasional treat of pictured views of the
great world's doings and the wonderful workings of
nature, or domestic science demonstrations, all of
these are legitimate uses of art in the church. I
have drunk from communal cups of massive metal
that slopped the wine to one's lips and back, where
a thin chaste glass would have been far better, and
I have thought well of the immaculate linen and
beautiful work of the altar set, Then I have seen
a whole setvice at a standstill while several brethren ran around hunting up the oil for administration, usually a greasy, cheap-looking affair of rancid
matter! Why not, brethren, do things right-a
simple, wholesome vessel kept clean and renewed
and always at hand in the pulpit or administration
room? The housewife takes pride in her home
china, glass, silver and linen-should we not be as
comfortable, as clean, as artistic in "the house of the
Lord?"
EARNEST A. WEBBE.
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THE MAN OF SCIENCE

An educated man must be struck by the ignorance
which apparently exists regarding the very nature
of sdence, observes the Scientific American. The
practical utility of science is admitted, but the facts
that utility is not the aim of scientific investigation,
and that scientific men have not lived laborious days
in order to increase the dividends of the stockholders in certain manufacturing enterprises ,do not
seem to be generally recognized. Yet, our contemporary says, the history of any science makes
these facts sufficiently obvious. On any theory but
one the scientific, man is a mystery. If his aim is
to make money he has shown the oddest way of going about it. If his object is contemporary renown,
he has been on the whole unsuccessful. Renown
which consists in a few members of a scientific society thanking Professor So-and-So for his paper,
and in footnote references in a few treatises which
not one in half a million has ever heard of, cannot
satisfy any but an anemic longing for fame.
The objective of the man of science, protests the
organ from which we extract this protest, will show
us what he really is, and in doing so will get rid
of much controversy.
His aim is to obta~n a wideniqg and deepening vision of
the universe; that is, he is an 1arlist, and science is an art.
The scientific man differs from the politician, lawyer, or
business man in just the same way a· musical or lite:r:ary
artist does. His medium is different, but his aim is the same.
And his incentive is the same. The governing passion in the
lif•e of a man of science is his passion for beauty. The soul
of science, for the extension and embellishment of which
scientific men live their lives, is the scientific theory. They
do not live to invent aeroplanes, to discover wireless telegraphy, to build Zepp·elins and concoct poison gases, but to
· see the universe as a more comprehensive and more harmonious whole, and their reward is. the acute resthetic pleasure which the discovery of such harmony entails.
It is impossible to read the history of any great scientific
theory without seeing that we are here co,ncerned with an
artistic achievement; but apart from this, the very way in
which scientific men refer to their work shows that their
point of view is that of the artist. They are forever talking about "this beautiful theorem," "this elegant proof"it is always obvious tha,t their emotions are strongly concerned. . . .

A scientific theory is distinguished from a law of
nature by the fact that there is purely imaginative
element in it, a conception that cannot be expressed
in terms of sense perceptions.· The Newtonian
theory of gravitation, for instance, often improperly
called a law, supposes ultimate attracting particles
which are not objects of sense perception. The

whole vast theory of the ether, too, is purely imaginative-none of our senses can give us any impression of it.
Theories to correlate known phenomena may be evolved by
the dozen, but the true theory, the theory which will predict,
is of an altogether different ordeT of imagination, and is as
peTsonal as the music of a g:t~eat composer. There is no attempt to be paradoxic.al here. Insight, imagination, ar,td even
styLe are as apparent in scientific as is literary work. It is
even poss,ible for those sufficiently familiar with the subject to "spot" the scientific, man by his style.

-Current Opinion for March.

Our Honorary President
So r:eiluctant were the members o.f the auxiliary convention
to lose the active interest and service of Sister Frederick M.
Smith, to whose broad vision of the work of the women in
the church much of the progress of the past year has been
due, that she w~s prevailed upon to accept a position as
honorary president of the general auxiliary. This will give
the executive committee :the great benefit of her wise counsel,:
helpful suggestion and progressive attitude in general.
Sister :S'mith's years of study and research a!Qng the lines
of woman's development, and the place she is gradually assuming and is destined to occupy in the world's arena of
activity, have peculiarly fitted her for the position of leade·r
of our organized women's forces; it is deeply to be regretted
that her health is not such as to make the heavy responsibility which must attach to such a position possible for her
to !bear, aJt the present time. However, we rejoice that she
will be with us in counsel, and trust she may find ready
support in those measures which she may propose which
will tend to a steady advancement of our efforts towards
helpful coopera,tion with Zionic movements. She will, we
trust, continue to improve in health and strength, and find
joy in the service the year brings.
W:e omitted, in the pressure under which some of our work
is done, to make this mention of our honorary president, in
connection with the paragraph about our newly elected officers which appeared a couple of weeks ago-the propw
time and place for it. We desire to apologize for the omission, and trust that we may generously be forgiven for it.
AUDENTIA ANDERSON.

The President's Report to Convention
To the Convention of the Woman's Auxiliary; Greeting:
There is no excuse for the existence of an auxmary which
has not a distinct mission. I believe that the particular aim
of the, Woman's Auxilia.ry Ito the church is, as set forth in my·
foreword to the Year Book: "We :t~ecognize that actual service is demanded of every woman in· her home, in her church,
and in the community of which she is a member, but we believe also that the preparation for more efficient service is
always an essential of our work. An auxiliary to fill its mission to the church must, besides contributing its quota of ac-·
tual work, faithfully carry on its propaganda of better qualification of its members for their respective positions in life."
Realizing as we do tha.t the training for efficient service for
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church a,nd community life is largely effected in the home,
our attempt has been to emphasize, this year as always, first
intelligent parenthood. w,e have urged through the year
Book the study of the subjects which would help directly to
raise the standard of the home:,-Par·entsl" and teachers'
problems, home economics, sex hygiene, etc. At the same
time we have suggested such work, recreation and study as
will tend to broa,den the vision of all the women of the
church and prepare them for greater usefulness in whatever
capacity they may desire to occupy or in which they may be
called upon to serve.
Besides organiz~ng ne:w locals and districts 'and helping
those societies already organized to adapt themselves to -the
Year Book and its use, we have made an especial effort to
c11eate an interest among all of the women by personal contact, by correspondence, through the church publications, and
by the distribution of the Year Book.
YEAR BOOK
The Year Book committee for which you made provision
last convention, consisting of your president, Sister M.. A.
Etzenhouser and Siste1r J. A. Gardner, after much labor,
consultation and correspondence succeedled in bringing out
the Year Book in June. We were determined that our policies
be in harmony with thooo of the church, and we are therefol1e indebted to President Frederick M. Smith, Bishop R.
McGuire, and others for counsel and encouragement. These
brethren and many other fri€111ds assisted us in introducing
the Y1ear Book, which has been welcomed and accepted by
the locals and throughout the church to a far greater extent
than we had anticipated. Oertain amendments ha;ve been
published for your action, and in time the book will become
of even greater assistance to the auxilhtry movement.
CHURCH PUBLICATIONS
At the close of last confe:rence, a committee, consisting of
your president, Sister Audentia Anderson and Sister J. A.
Gardner, was appointed to meet with Albert Carmichael,
F. B. Blair and E. Blake:sl<ee for the Board of Publication to
consider press space for the Woma,n's Auxiliary. At the suggestion of those who represented the Board of Publication,
the colunm in the Ensign was discontinued, and two pages in
eVIElry HERALD devoted to our use. The department in the
Autumn Leaves has remained as before.
EXECUTIVE MEETINGS
The meetings of the executive committee have been heild
every m01nth during the year with the exception of December.
Most of the members have been present at the greater number of these sessions. Your president has presided over the
majority of the executive meetings, but when illness has
made this impossibl:e, the vice president has taken charge of
the meetings. I have personally urged many Saints throughout the country whom I ha,ve believed to be interested and
competent, to expr1ess themselves in the way of criticism and
sugg1estion in regard to the work of the auxiliary. These,
and the suggestions received through the correspo,ndence of
other 'executive members, have been ca11efully considered in
our meetings. Many hours have been spent in executive sessions and special committee work. Each member has taken a
keen interest and has given conscientious service.
CORRESPONDENCE
My correspondence this year has been very heavy, due
parti-ally to the many inquiries which came concerning the'
work. The majority of these lertters were not only of a personal nature, but did not pertain sufficiently to any particular
department to be referred to a superintendent, while they
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often requimd consultation and careful considei!:'ation. The
society, as well as myself, is indebted to my young daughter,
Alice, who has contributed much time in assisting me with
auxili•ary work, particularly 1the correspondence, taking dictation and making copies by hand, since both she and I w;eil:'e
sufficiently interested i.n the young woman's department to
prefer that the typewriter belonging to the general organization be left with Sisterr J. A Gardner. We ail:'e intensely
gratified that Sister Gardner has succeeded in enlisting the
services of so many of our young girls and women.
F'or a few weeks afte·r the first of the year, I was unable
to ,art;tetnd to my correspondence on account of an attack of
la grippe and complications. The correspondence of a purely
official nature was refeil:'r,ed to Mrs. M. A. Etzenhouser, our
vice president, and was given her usual prompt and conscientious attention. From copies of the answers to those of
a more personal nature, I found that my daughter had answelled both tactfully and graciously, having consulted with
the general officers when nece,ssary.
I have contributed le'ttle!rs to the HERALD column, and have
responded to such requests as have come to me for papers to
be read 'at the reunion programs, and messages for special
occasions when desired; the last request coming from Sister
Clyde Ellis for a message to the sisters in Papeete, for u.~e in
Te Orometua.
PERSONAL FIELD WORK
I have spent much time in conversation with the Saints of
Independence and elsewhere, endeavoring to help them to
grasp the broad and progressive policies of our Woman's Auxiliary, and to impr•ess upon them the relation of our work to
Zionic conditions. I have addressed mixed audiences in
Holden, Kansas City and Independence Stakes, at Logan,
Iowa, and Calumet, Oklahoma. In these talks and before
gatherings of the sisters, I have urged an intelligent study
of the Y,ear Book, and organization.
I had the pleasure of meeting with the Lamanite Saints,
and of attending their Christmas tree at Kingfisher, Oklahoma, where my talk on the program was interpreted by
Brother Philip Cook. We were pleased to bring to the bishop
their first Christmas offering, which was contributed by a
woman's lodge and other Lamanite friends.
By correspondence and in conversation on a number of
visits and at various times with the sisters who represente:d
the several women's societies of Lamoni, I trust that I was
instrumental in helping them to recognize the value to themselves and to the Auxiliary of an affiliation with our general
organization. Previous to the reunion in August, I wrote
Brother Garver, the Stake President, urging him to lend his
influence toward local and stake organization among -the
women. Special efforts were, therefore, put forth, and both
the Lamoni local and the Lamoni Stake were organized at
the reunion.
Borne of the most essential as well as progressive work
has been carried on in the Lamoni Stake. Our sisters are
alert and conscientious, and the officers of· the church in that
place are in full sympathy with their efforts.
SPECIAL SUNDAY MEETINGS
The 'president of the church and the president of the Independence 1Stake offered one Sunday afternoon of each mopth
for the purpose'S of the women under the direction of your
president. These hours have been devoted to addresses by
the general church officers and out-of-town men and women
who have spoken on subjects of interest and value to women.
There aile always specialists to be secured for the asking,
who are pleased to address interested audiences. Our sisters
should not forget thi',s,, In rural districts the school teachers
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are often available for addr.esses or talks on most helpful
subjects.
OTHER ACTIVITIES

The women of Independence and other locals have not confined themselves to study alo,ne, but have formed class,es in
millinery, dressmaking, sewing, kindergarten work, etc. Ef±iorts have been made to beautify or garden vacant ground
under a competent supervisor where possible. Standardized
dress, particularly for school girls, has been emphasized and
many other phases of woman's work as outlined in the Year
Book have been taken up by the sisters. The Independence
Stake has been districtedl 1and local visits are being made.
Larger social activities are to follow. We hear from the
majority of places where women are at work that they are
pleased to cooperate with the officers of the branch. Tact,
courtesy and wisdom would indioate such cooperation.
SARCOPHAGUS

Much credit is due the Laurel Club of the Independence
local for the splendid work they did in connection with raising the money for the sarcophagus of our late President
Joseph Smith. . The monument is of specia,l design, artistic
in appearance, of finest Vermont Granite, and of the best
workmanship. Besides generously contributing ove•r seven
hundred dollars, the Laurel Club has rais,ed the balance of
the little over two thousand dollars which it cost. We mention this one society because .its activity for the year is of
genel;'al interest to •the a,uxiliary and the church.
WOMAN'S BUILDING

More tha;n a year ago a local committ·ee of women, of
whom your president was chairman, was appointed to receive contributions for a woman's building-one much needed
in Independence, .although many now fail to appreciate the
advantages of such a buildiing. Last fall the committee approached the presidency and bishopric of the general church
o1n the subject; and as a consequence the church has generously turned over to the auxiliary the building on the co;rner
of Walnut Street and River Boulev:ard, near the temple lot.
Although this committee was locally appointed, we attach
much significanc.e to this movement, because of the . widespread general influenc-e which is bound to accompany the
activiti.es centering in a woman's 'buildi,ng at the center place.
We hope that it may be, in addition to its local use, kept open
for the entertainment of the visiting sisters during the year
and at an conferences.
FIELD WORK

Sister M. A. E1tzenhouser, the vice president, has fulfilled
the usual duties of that office, and has acted as the gene.ral
field worketr. Although she was also representi,ng the Sunday
scho.ol and Religio and her expenses wer.e being paid by those
auxiliaries instead of ours, she . has succeeded in doing excellently in bringing our woman's work to the attention of
the peopl•e a;.t the reunions which she attended. Besides
Sister Etzenhouser's activities as general field worker, Sister
J. A. Gardner, Sister Helen Silsbee Smith, Sister Lula Sandy
and Sister Frederick M. Smith of the general .executive committee have done field work. Practically every woman's associatioi!l in the country whiCh has been successful in organi7!a:tion, has sent efficient women throughout the country to
especially represent their work and effeet organization. This
is frequently done by the appointment and use of a number
of vice p.l'esidents. We have women who are compe'tent, and
some who have railroad passes, which would save expense to
the auxiliary; who would take up this special field work
giadly if the general convention or the executive committee

would so arrange and authorize. The society has reached
such proportions and importance as would justify the app.ointment of :a corps of field workers who could, besides doing
such work as the officials have done this year, make a,n e'Special effort to organize locals. I respectfully recommend,
therefore, tha:t the matter of general fie1d workers be considered either by this convention or by the next general executive committee. The constitution provides for but one:
vice p;resident, but this could be revised if so desired.
SECRETARIAL

!Sister Wal-ter W. Smith was appointed general secretary
~at the last convention, but previous to her taking up the work
after mov~ng to Independence, Sister J. A. Gardner, the former secretary, .acted. On account of other pressing duties,
1Sister Smi:th was obliged to resign on February 1, and
Sister Gardner was appointed to act as secretary until the
1end of the year.
Due to the changes in the constitution and by-laws,
whereby two or more departments of the work :are necessary
for the organization of a local, this year's statistics C'an
hardly be compared with previous figures. There have been,
however, thirty-three itew locals and seven new district and
stake organizatidns effected during the past year.
FOREIGN MISSIONS

A letter to your president from Sister Clyde Ellis in the
South Sea Islands asked for authority to organize a local at
Papeete, which is no doubt established by now. She says that
she and ,sister Christianson are conducting meetings for
mothers a,nd the sisters throughout the Islands. She states
that our Year Book has given her many ideas, and has recomTnended to her one book in particular which she has found
very valuable. They have continued' the "sister's column" in
the mission paper, Te 01·ometua, and feel that good comes
from all their work with the sisters in that difficult mission.
Correspondence with Brother Paul Hanson, the misstonary
i,n charg.e of Australia, and with some of the sisters in cha.rge
of loc•al societies the•re, seems to indicate their anxiety to
join the Woman's Auxiliary. One of the proposed amendments to our constitution and by-laws, if pass!jd, will admit
them as members,. and still allow them to c~ntitme their
work as now conducted. One of the Australian sist·ers sent
in quite a large order for books from the Herald Office as
suggested in the Y.ear Book. ~n order from another sister
is in my hands at pr:esent. At the last combined program of
the New South Wales District and Australian Mission conference in Sydney, Sister F. M. Shea spoke at one of the
evening programs on "The Woma.n's Auxiliary."
FINANCIAL

WhateV"er traveling expenses I have incurred i,n the interest
of the auxiliary during the year have not been paid from the
auxiliary treasury. The president of the church has considered my work with the women of sufficient irr{portance that
my expenses be met by the general church. My expenses,
however, at the Logan Reunion were pa,id by the ladies' aid
of that place. Owing to the fact that I have not paid for
secretarial work, and because I have bee,n happy to make some
personal sacrifices to further the c;aus,e, I present a bill of
only five doHars, as the treasurer teports. I am indebted to
Brother and S'ister 0. W. Newton for typewriter work for
publication gra.tuitously done.
. Sister .J. A. Gardner reports as treasurer the contribution
through the auxiliary of over six hundred dollars to the
Children's Home, six dolla:r:s to the 'Sanitarium and thirty-one
dollars to the Old Folk's Home. The publication of fifteen
hundred Year Books in Jlline necessitated our giving our
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note for one hundred and twenty dollars. By February 1, a
sufficient number of Year Books had been sold to cancel the
debt, with nineteen· dollars to our credit. There are still
two hundred copies on hand, wh~ch we hope to dispose of
during General C,onference. Havi1n g recently paid the .. last
of the leaflet debt to the Herald Office, the Woman's Auxiliary
is entirely free from debt with one hundred and eighty-five
dollars on hand in geneml treasury.

our earnest prayers have been answered, and that the sacrifices and labors of the loyal workers have been rewarded.
I wish to ask that I be 1not nominated for your next president. I have many pressing duties to my family and to the
church which render it impracticable for me to attend to the
details of the office of president, and I should not wish to
serve even if so desired. The fact that I have for years made
a study of women's problems, associated with women's clubs,
with
the motive to assist in adapting the best part of the
EDITORIAL
progress of the world to the women of our church, and that
We are fortunate in having our publicity department in
I have served on the advisory board of our auxiliary for a
the hands of such an •efficient editor as Sister Audentia Anterm of years, may assure you of my interest and of my
derson. There is no doubt that the HERALD column under
cpnstant prayers for your success.
Sister Anderson has assisted materially in giving impetus to .
Respectfully submitted,
our cause. Our department for young women:in the Autumn
MRs. FREDERICK M. SMITH, President.
Leaves has appeared regularly, chiefly owi,ng to the valued
services of the contributing editor, Sister Anna de Jong
Smith.
Our Convention Business Meetings
HISTORICAL
The convention will be pleased to note the progress of our
historian whose devoted service to the women of the church
is so well known.

From the secretary's minutes we glean a few items which
may interest our readers, in addition to the program features
which have been mentioned in a recent issue of our colunm.
Sister Frederick M. Smith Was unable to be present at
DEPARTMENTAL
many of the program meeti,ngs, but attended most of the busiSince the report of the superintendents of departments are ness sessions. The first one was taken up with reports from
to be printed in full it is un:necessary for me to comment officers (attention 'being called to the recommendations conupon them except to ask your careful COi!lsideration• of the tained in them), and the work of revising the constitution
various recommendations contail).ed therein. Through their and by-laws, 1Sister Helen Silsbee Smith, upon request, giving
consecrated efforts we have kept our work before our women, a brief statement of the reasons why such revision was deemed
which we believe has resulted in .a better understanding of . necessary. These reasons were founded upon the difficulty
the work of the Woman's Auxiliary.
which many local and district organizations had encounter.ed
in attempting to follow the rules laid down for them in the
CHILDREN'S HOME
constitution adopted a year ago, and the effort of the present
The report of the Children's Home committee will be read
revision was towards simplifying the regulations, and make
with interest by all. A recent letter from Galifor1n ia, where
them more flexiMe and adaptable to local conditions.
a young mother has left five little children, stated that the
The second business meeting was taken up with continuing
Woman's Auxiliary in that place would do all it could to keep
the children from the influence of the other churches; and as the consideration of the changes in the constitution, and the
I referred this letter to the Children's Home, I was grateful choosing as the auxiliary member of the social purity board
that we have our own institution for these and other Sister Jennie M. Studley; as member of the coordinating·
bereaved children. I trust tha.t the women of the auxiliary committee, !Sister Frederick M. ·Smith; and as member of the
Childl'en's Ho~e board, Sister L. L. Ressiguie.
will not forget this institution in the!r 'dQnations.
Below, we give the items of the ,next day's business, as
SOCIAL PURITY BOARD
puJblished in the DAILY HERALD, over the signature of the
I wish to call your attention to the recommendation, in my se~retary.
AUD,ENTIA ANDERSON.
report to the presidency and conference, which is no doubt
The Woman's Auxiliary met in business session as per
in your hands, that the •Social Purity Board of the church,
which is at present composed of men, he enlarged to include printed program on Wednesday morning. Mrs. Frederick
a member appointed !by the Woman's Auxiliary. If this M. Smith opened the meeting, ~Sister D. J. Krahl of Holden,
should be favorably acted upon, I trust that the Woman's Missouri, offering prayer.
A demonstration of kindergarten work was given by Miss
Auxiliary will select a woman who is in sympathy with and
Jarvis,
kindergarten teacher in Lamoni schools.
capable of promoting our ideas concerning sex hygi.ene, or
The election of officers .was then taken up as adverUsed in
social purity, as expressed in the Year Book.
the outline of business. Mrs. Frede:Tick M. Smith was nomi"IN FINE"
nated for president, but declined. By urgent request of the
I can report from my personal knowledge that many convention, Sister Smith consented to be eiected as honorary
friends have be•en made to the cause during this year. Num- president. The election resulted as follows: Mrs. Lula M.
bers of the missionaries and other brethre[ll in correspondence Sandy, of Ka,nsas City, Missouri, president; Mrs. W. W.
or reporting to President F. M. Smith have sent through Smith, of Independence, Missouri, and Mrs. William Madihim personal messages of congratulation and encourage- son, also of Independence, as first and second vice president;
ment in regard to our work. This, besides my own corres- •Mrs. J. A. Gardner, of Independence, sec11etary; Mrs. F. lVL
pondence and that of the other auxiliary officers and heads Sheehy of Independence, treasurer; Mrs. B. C. Smith, of
of departments, shows a really remarkable increase in 1nter- Independe1n ce, historian.
The morning meeting adjourned until after the afternoon
est. Our growth in numbers, too, has been as great, or
greater than we had expected during this year of readjust- !business session. 'Dismissed by Mrs. B. M. Anderkon.
ment.
At .3.45 the auxiliary met, with Mrs. M. A. Etzenhouser in
As your president, I have made an effort to keep in close: charge, Mrs. Amy Wells offering prayer.
touch with all phases of the auxiliary work, and I feel tha!t
Further consideration of the proposed amendments was
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the. order of business. These will be published ~n leaflet form
in a short time.
The report of the notification committee was read, and the
communication from the president of the church read and ordered spread upon the minutes. It was moved and carried to
refer the matter of our library interests to the executive committee, looking to. the placing in local church libraries, of
books of special interest to our women.
The gavel belong~ng to the association was formally
presented to the incoming president, M;rs. Lula M. Sandy, by
Mrs. M. A. Etzenhouser.
MRS. J. A. GARDNER, Secretary.

A Course in Mothercraft for Our Girls
At a recent meeting of the executive committee of the
Woman's Auxiliary the following resolution was adopted:
"Moved that as the executive committee of the Woman's
Auxiliary we look with favor upon the installing of a course
in mothercraft, as well as domestic science, in Graceland
College this year."
MRS. LULA SANDY, P1·esident.
MRs. J. A. GARDNER, Secretary.

Reunion Work for the Auxiliary
All who are interested i1n securing auxiliary work for the
reun{ons this year should writ·e at once to Mrs. William Madison, 1313 Van Horn Road, Independence, Missouri.
Mrs. Madison has been appointed by the executive committee to have charge of this work and is very anxious to
communicate with anyone who wishes suggestions as to reunion work.
MRs. J. A. GARDNER, Secretary.

[

LETTER

DEPARTM~

Independence Stake
Orn Sunday May 6, 1aH the branches of the stake observed
the sacrament at the morning hour and at night the following brethren held forth: Stone Church, H. 0. Smith;
:Second Branch, their new pastor, E. Davis, with a musicale in
the afte•rnoon under ~he auspices of the good literature committee; Walnut Park, Bishop E. L. Kelley; Enoch Hill, W. D.
Bullard, who through the Spirit gave a most encoumging
message to a full house; at the North Liberty Mission, Joseph
S'mith, who is a missionary, preached before a large 1number
of Saints.
At the temple lot church, E. T. Atwell occasionally lends
excellent aid to the choir, and there is being a joint effort
set on foot for tent meetings to be held during the summer,
which no doubt will prove to be a work beneficial to all concerned.
A progmm dedicated to Mother's Day will be given on
next Sunday, May 13, both at Walnut Park a,nd at the first
church, and: it will also be a sacrifice day for the benefit of
the <Christmas fund in our Sunday schools.
The singers, under the direction of Sister G. H. Hulmes,
have for some time been busy preparing for the Convention
Hall concerts of May 2, 3 and 4, and on .Sunday mo11ning all
arose early in order to attend the one great event in K~nsas
City, when midst waving of flags of two republics, a great

and wonderful alliance was effected. It was an •alliance between the two democracies: America and France, 3ill.d tears
of gmtefulness to God welled up from many a loving hea•rt
at the sight of the repre·sentatives of two nations at one time
estmnged, embracing each other in filial affection; and may
we hope that after the cruel cannon's roar shall cease to be
heard, that there will be the promised peace· over land and
sea, with victory glorious and perm~nent.
Some very important meetings besides those connected
with church services have been held of late. Baby lectures
have been given to large audiences with their slogan sounding
forth: "Give the baby his rights-not a pacifier." Then, on
the afternoon of May 3 'the,re was an audience of over two
hundred gathered in the basement to hear about "C~nserva
tion of foods" and the. speakers were Mr. E. A. Ikenberry,
Brother J. J. Teeters, and Sister M. A. Etzenhouser. Sister
T. J. Sheldon presided and made an excellent talk, giving an
outline of work to be done.
Mr. Ikenberry is the Jackson County agricultu11al agent
and he explai1n ed how to plant crops that can be kept with
little trouble, those that can be canned easily, the drying of
vegetables and rruits, how corn fields and fence corners can
be utilized, rotation of crops and when to plant. Also he
spoke of. the varieties of crops, of encouraging the boys and
girls to go to gardening, and very courteously offered his
assista1nce in this line· of work.
On Sunday afternoon, May 6, at the same hour of the
prayer meeting in the basement, tlJ.ere were exercises going
on in the upper Toom under the auspices of the Woman's
Auxiliary and President F. M. was invited to address the
sisters on the subject of their special line of work; also Sisters Sheldon and Gardner spoke, the latter giving ~n idea
of the progress of the Oriole and young women's work.
Sister F. M. Smith, honorary president, also gave an informal talk. Mrs. William Madison, president, was in charge
and addr~ssed the sisters on the· subj.ect of efficiency and the
necessity of edueational pursuits.
ABBIE A. HoRTON.

The Power of the Spirit
I have been made to rejoice tiine and again when I have
:Dead the spiritual sermons and spiritual letters in the
HERALD. It has prompted me to write, thinking that I might
benefit some one by my letter.
,
In the first Corinthian letter, chapter 12, it says, "For to
one is given by the Spirit the word of wisdom; to another
the word of k,nowiedge by the same Spirit; to another fai:th
by the same Spirit; to another the gifts of healing by the
'same ·Spirit; to another the working of miracles; to another
prophecy; to another discerning of spirits; to another divers
kinds of tongues; to another the interpretation of tongues:
but all these worketh that one :a,nd the selfsame Spirit, dividing to every man severally as he will. For as the body is
one, and hath many members, and all the members of that
~ne body, being many, are one body: so also is Christ.
For
by one Spirit are we all baptized into one body, whether we
lbe Jews.or Gentiles, whether we be bond or free; and have
been aU made to drink into one Spirit." (Verses 8-13.)
In .2 Timothy 1: 7, it says, "For God hath not given us the
spirit of fe:ar; but of power, and of love, and of a sound
mind."
Oh, when the Spirit of Christ inspires our hearts, how it
fills our souls with unspeakable joy! His Spirit casts out all
fear, a,nd we glorify God, which is our rea;,mable service.
What a comfort it is to have the. Spirit of Christ ever abiding within us from day to day, inspiring our hearts through
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all the trials of .life, inspiring us to get nearer to Ghrist, so
that he can :;;:ay to those who endure to the end, Enter into
the joys of thy Lord; and as thou hast been faithfu] over a
few things, 'enter thou into the home of the blessed.
Again we read in the Inspir-ed Tra,nslation, Genesis 6~ 67,
"'And it came to pass, when the Lord had spoken with Adam
our Father, that Adam cried unto the Lord, and he was
:Caught away by the Spirit of the Lord, and was carried down
into the water, and was laid under the water, and was
brought forth out of the water; and thus he was baptized.
And the Spirit of God descended upon him, ;and thus he was
·born of the Spirit, a;nd became quickened in the inner man.
And he hea.rd a voice out of heaven, saying, Thou art baptized with fire and with the Holy Ghost."
We see how Adam was made a child of God, how he became
a spiritual man, how he received eterna,I life, the abiding
Comforter to enlighten the inner man by the Spirit, to guide
into all truth, which is needed to inspire our spirits so that
we can sp-eak with the tongues of angels and praise our great
Redeemer in the spirit of holiness. They that worship the
Lord must worship him in spirit and in truth, for the Lord
has chosen such to worship hi:p1. Let us put on the whole
armor of God, and the breastplate of righteousness and the
sword of the Spirit, and stand as bold soldiers of Christ for
the faith of Christ, and never allow the word of Christ to
lbe evilly spoken of. As he laid down his life for us, we
ought to be willing to lay down our lives for Christ and the
gospel. Let nothing k!eep us from standing for the truth.
Let us grow in grace, that we become moDe spiritual ev-ery
day, and get nearer the faith of Christ, that it may take a
deeper ~root, and that we may become more spiritual every
day, that we may drink deeper out of the fountain of Christ.
Let us set our hearts upon the work of Christ, that our
spiritual understanding may be more enlightened to the
glory of God.
ISAAC TRUE.
CANTON, OHIO.

Taking Thought for the Morrow
I;n examining Christ's words about not taking thought 'for
the temporal things of to-morrow, we find that they are addressed particularly to the ministry of the church, whose
business is to minister in spiritual things. I have often
thought that this fact should be emphasized more than it is
by writers on this subject. In Doctrine and Covenants we
read as follows:
"Behold, I send you out to prove the world, and the laborer
is worthy of his hire. And any man that shall go and preach
this gospel of the ki1ng<dom, and fail not to continue faithful
in all things, shall not be weary in mind, neither darkened,
neither in body, limb or joint; and an hair of his head shall
not fall to the ground unnoticed. And they shall not go
hungry, neither athirst. Therefore, take no thought for
the morrow, for what ye shall eat, or what ye shall drink,
or wherewithal' ye shall be clothed; for considea: the lilies of
the field, how they grow, they toil not, neither do they spin;
and the kingdoms of the world, in all their glory, are not
arrayed like one of these; for your Father who art in heaven
knoweth that you have n,eed of all these thLngs. Therefore,
let the morrow take thought for the things of itself .... Therefore, let no man among you (for this commandment is unto
all the faithful who are called of God in the church, unto the
ministry, from this hour, take purse or scrip, that goeth
forth to proclaim this gospel of the kingdom."-Doctrine and
Covenants 83: 13, 14, 15.

All this is addressed to the ministry. It is the business
and duty of those in the church who are not in the ministry,
to labor to provide for the present and future maintenance
of thems-elves and their wives and childre;n, and also by their
tithing to provide the bishop with means for the maintenance
of the families of the active ministry. To the common laboring man, or to the farmer who must plow and sow and plant
his fields, that by the crop he hopes to raise he may he provided with bread for the morrow, and the coming winter-to
these, I say, it would not do to apply the words about "the
lilies of the field," that "toil,not, neither do they spin." Such
will ;not be provided for, if through shiftlessness they "let
the morrow take thought for the things of itself.'' If a;ble,
they must labor for the necessaries of life. For "an idle
soul shall suffer hunger.'' (Proverbs 19: 15.) And Paul
says: "This we commanded you, if any would not work,
neither should he ~eat.'' (2 Thessalonians 3: 10.)
And the Book of Mormon is very plain, showing that Christ
is addressing the ministry-the twelve whom he had chosen,
when, in preaching to the people of Nephi Qn this land, he
sp,eaks of not taking thought for the morrow:
"And now it came to pass that when Jesus had spok-en
these words [to the multitude-C. W. L.], he looked upon
the 'twelvce whom he had chosen, and sai:d unto them, Remember the words which I have spoken. For behold, ye are
they whom I have chosen to minister unto this p~eople. Therefore I say unto you, Take no thought for your life, what
ye shall eat, or what ye shall drink; nor yet for your body,
what ye shall put on. Is ,not the life more than meat, and
the body than raiment? Behold the fowls of the air, for
they sow not, neither do they reap, nor gather into barns;
yet your heavenly Father feedeth them. Are ye not much
better than they? which of you by taking thought can add ·
one cubit unto his stature? And why take ye thought for
raiment? consider the lilies of the field how the.y grow;
they toil not, neither do they spin; and yet I say unto you,
that e.ven Solomon, in all his glory, was not arrayed like·
one of these. ·wherefore, if God so clothe the grass of the
field, which to-day is, and to-morrow is cast into the oven,
· even so will he clothe you, if ye are not of little faith. Therefore take no thought, saying, What shall we eat? or,What shall
we drink? or, Wherewithal shall we be clothed? For your
heavenly Father knoweth that ye have need of all these
things. But seek ye first the ki,ngdom of God, and! his righteousness, and all these things shall be added unto you. Take,
therefor:e, no thought for the morrow, for the morrow shall
take thought for the things of itself. Sufficient is the day
unto the •evil thereof. And now it came to pass that when
Jesus had spoken these words, he turned again to the multitude, and did open his mouth unto them again.''~Book of
Nephi 6: 1-13. All these words were addressed to "the
twelve whom he had chosen," or to the mi1nistry, as in the
Book of Covenants.
C. W. LAMB.
MONDAMIN, IOWA, R. F. D. 2.

Boston Items
At our recent business meeting held April 27 it was voted,
upon recommendation of the former missionary 'in charge
and our district president, to ordain Brother E. L. Traver
to the office of elder, after which he was elected to serve as
pastor for the succeeding term.
Brother George Sinclair was elected as priest with his associates, Brother Galvin Sears as teacher with his associates,
and Brother W. R. Carter as deacon with his associates.
We learned from the r.eport that we have been impmving
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in financial matters though, considerably behind a satisfactory condition yet.
Action was taken (somewha't tardily) to purchase Americ:im flags to adorn our church, and make more obvious our
patriotism.
Two spiendid sermons were enjoyed Sunda,y from our good
warrior and brother, Isaac M. Smith. Though many, many,
years in the se!rvice he preached with all his old-time vigor
and his sermons were much appreciated.
Brother Rich preached ,afternoon and evening at Lynn, to
good audiences. This mission is keeping bravely alive, and
great things are expected when our new missionary, Brother
0. R. Miller, arrives.
Brother William Frost is largely instrumental in keeping
alive two openings each week. One at North Saugus Friday
evenings, and 'at Cambridge on Monday evenings.
Our Sunday school is thriving under the abie care of
Broth6r A. L. Sanford. The new departure of meeting at
9.3'0 Sunday morning is working well and bids fair to 'be a
permanent feature.
The Religio, under the wise and capable leadership of
Sister·A1berta Lake, shows animation. We regretted to hear
of the opinion expressed by the president of the church this
spring that the condition of the Religio was decidedly unsatisfactory. Howeve,r, our local is splendidly alive and doing
good work.
Sister Steele, one of our faithful ~embers, is very ill at
Cranberry Isle, Maine, and desires the prayers of the Saints.
Listen for the wedding bells May 19. Brother Calvin Sears
and Sister Laura Pierson are the happy ones.
We forbear to use more space this time, but, Mr. Editor,
there are many interesting things happening in the world's
Hub.
VoLUNTEER.

As Others See Us
[The following is an extract of a letter from a man who, it
is evident, does not belong to our church. He was once a
minister in a Protestant church. It has been mailed to us
with the privilege of publishing if we desire. It contains
so many good points that we have, decided to publish it. It is
true that we do not ordinarily make our argument by .attack;
upon others, but rather in presenting the truth as we see it.
That necessarily is opposed to error. The history of this
church verifies his assertion of the attack of the clergy on
the prophet. Certainly nature is not agnostic, but to the saeingJ eye presents God. If the writer wants a church that
believes in free spee,ch, free discussion, and independent
thought, barring o~1t nothing that can be proven to be true,
he should, following his own advice, "Prove all things, hold
fast that which is good," which would involve a critical examination of our daims. Naturally we are surprised to
· learn that we are ignorant, especially as we have for many
years pursued most earnestly the. study of science, religion,
including, of course, the Bible and its lit-erature in an earnest
effort to learn the truth. But, upon the whole, it is very refresh~ng.-EDITORS.]

The SAINTS' HERALD I read with great interest. The men
who write for it are not only sinc,ere and have a high purpose;
but it is, to me, so pitiful to see how ignorant they are-"Zeal
without knowledge," The;ir great need, and it's common to all
sects, and the real cause why there are sects, why there''s
"Babylon'' and confusio;n, disunion, instead of unity in Protestantism, is that they don't understand, comprehend, app·reciate
or sympathize with the words ,o.f Jesus, "Ye shall know the
truth, and the truth shall make you free." They hedge them-

se'rves around with creeds, fortify themselv.es with close communion church organizations, tie themselves up in a manmade theology, a,nd if any one of their numbe'l' goes out of
their index expurgatorium and discovers that they are clinging to some idol that "the great whore" the Roman Catholic
Church has set up during the Dark Ages, or some half pagan
and Constantine-made doctrine of 300-325 A. D., they either
dare not ten the truth, or, if they have the courage to tell it,
the rest "stop their ears and run upon him with one accord
and cast him out." They can't stone him nowadays-thank
God, we've got beyond that-or crucify him, or burn him at
the stake, or thumbscrew as the Romans did in Mexico in
1896 to' eight men, women, ll!nd little children; but they are
slicker and more adroit now, so they ostracize him, invent
lies about him, and boycott him.
I speak from experience. They are now more spiteful and
hypocritical than the Pharasees, for, like Richard HI who
said, "I can smile, and murder while I smile." But one
thing sure, they will raise heaven and earth, and even hell,
to stop his mouth and prevent him from being heard. The .
HERALD people, I'll admit, are further out of the woods of
Rome th>an any sect I know, and that's why I like the Latter
Day Saints-they are on the way out of the "sorceries" (i. e.,
lying arts, is the meaning of the Greek word) of Romanism,
a;nd they 'really want to understand the man of Nazareth;
but old tradition still holds them strongly, only they haven't
yet learned what it really is, but we have the sure promise of
the angel of God to John on Patmos that Babylon is to be
cast down and out. God grant I may live to see it. To put it
in another way, the g.reat and outstanding fact taught in
the Bible is that the priest and theology ever fought the
prophets of God. When they see and appreciate that, the'y
will come farther out of the woods.
Abraham Li;ncoln was asked by 1a friend, "Mr. Lincoln, I
know you to be a man of deep religious nature. Why have
you nevetr joined any church?"' "Well," replied Lincoln, "I
cannot understand or believe their complicated systems of
theology, but when I find a church, whose only creed is the
words tof Christ, 'Ye shall 'love the Lord thy God with all thy
heart, with all thy mind, and with all thy strength, and thy
neighbor a.s thyself,' then that church I will join with all my
heart." He never found that church, and so never joined
any. !So much for that.
When I find that church, I'll join it. When I find a church
that believes in free speech, :Dree discussion, the barring of
nothing that can be proV1ed to be true, that is a church imbued with "The Spirit of truth," that is not afraid to say,
"Give us the truth, though the heavens fall,'' has such a
:tiaith ~n the God of truth that they do not fear to know all
the truth, will "examine all things and hold fast to that which
is good,'' recognize that God is truth and there is no need to
:fiear the truth, that church will be mine.
There is more faith in theology, church, creed, and idolsthe work of men's hands-than there is in the living God
that is smiling and beckoning to them from the flowers of
the field, tand all the facts of nature. There is more fear
of scie;nce, simply because materialists have controlled it (and
it's the fault o:f the church and of the priests and theology
that the materialists have controlled science), for science is
a study of the visible acts of God, and to doubt, distrust and
antagonize true science is to do tha~ 'same to God himself.
The time is drawing close when the blind will cease to lead
the blind, and when the veil that priests have woven for the
minds and souls of men will be rent in twain from top to
bottom, and then they will begin to understand God ju-st a
little.
Well, you see I got back on the same subject again, for I
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can't help it. What made the prophets the men they were?
It was that God revealed himself to them; his lig-ht shone
into their souls and mind, and they had the courag-e to face
stoning- and death from the ha,nds of the people, .rather than
to be untrue to the charge that God put upon them. · Remember Isaiah's words of the charg-e God g-ave him. (See Isaiah
53: 1.) "Cry aloud. Spare not. Lift up thy voice as a
trumpet, and tell my people their ,sins, and the house of
Jacob their transg-ressions." People never· like to be told
that. What stamped John Wesley as a man whom God had
commissioned, was, among other incidents, when told a certain man was a great preacher, Wesley asked, "Do they
mob him? Does his preaching- make them mad? Do they get
a1ng-ry at him?" He was told, "Oh, no, nothing like that, for
he's very popular." "Then he is not much of a preacher,"
replied ,Wesley. "No thief e'er felt the halter draw, with
g-ood opinion of the law," and no transgressor, man in error
and da,rkness, but is angered to be told that he is in darkness
and is a transgressor, etc.
I hope to make myself plain. Jesus told Nicodemus, "And
this is the condemnation that light is come ~nto the world,
and men loved darkness rather .than light." Light in the
Greek and in the Bible is synonymous with truth. "I am
come into the worid to give light." When Jesus was before
Pilate, he said, "To this end W<as I born, and for this cause
came I into the world, that I should bear witness unto the
truth. E·veryone that is of the truth heareth my voice."
The face of the earth is dotted with churches, so they claim,
o1n the philisophy and teachings of a man \vho held that material possessions were a curse and that total self-abnegation
is the only firm step toward eternal life. On Sundays the
bells ring and the people throng the streets going to worship
the man whose best advice they tread under foot. He asked
them, "Why call ye me Lord, Lord, and do not the things
which I say? Ye cannot serve God and Mammon."
NELIGH, NEBRASKA, May 3, 1917.
Editors Herald: We wish to have a confidential talk with
the members of the Central Nebraska District. We would
like to hear from all the members that feel the need of
an elder in their vicinity, and would like to know the opportunities for preaching, and the time most favorable; then
we could make arrangements to meet the same.
We would admonish· the presidents of br,anches to concentrate their eJl'orts around the branch, and its vicinity, to
make the branch the center of attraction, by visiting and
giving out cordial invitati01ns· and preaching, to keep your
branch up to as high a standard of spirituality as. possible.
The Lord requires this at our hands. Let the priest visit the
houses of all members, to giV1e counsel and cheer, calling
them to duty as becometh Saints of the Most High.
The teacher should visit and pout the oil of p·eace on the
troubled waters, and try to smooth out the rough places and
trials of life, of the members of his branch, inviting them to
all the meetings.
The deacon should be a business man, looking after the
comforts of the membe·rs, protecting the properties of the
church, rand in a kind business way Iook after the poor of his
branch.
The Sunday school officers should inject new life into their
schools and try to bring them up to the standard of excellence.
Religio members should remember that it is required of
-them to raise to a high standard of music, song, elocution
and oratory. The :atta~nments would prove a great help to
the work of the Lord in all the meetings of the Saints.
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The last, but not least, the Woman's Auxiliary. Their work
is very needful in a social and moral way. The moral standing of the future church depends upon their present efforts.
They also throw an arm of p.rotection around the branch in
a financial way,"'which they might well be p11oud of. May
God speed their good work.
Now, dear Sa~nts, let us all respond to the call to come up
higher. The order of the day is work, work, work, with a
long pull and a 'strong pull all together, then the work of the
Lorrd will move as never before.
Your brother in the conflict,
W. M. SELF, District President.
COUNCIL BLUFFS, IOWA, 227 McGee Avenue.
TRYON, NEBRASKA, May 6, 1917.
Editors Herald: Our branch has grown in number and
spirituality. To-day we held an ail-day meeting, with sixtyfive present, eight of the number being nonmembers. Reading the letter, "Just a little cloud," b the HERALD for May 2,
from Sister Effie J. Denton, I felt sad in the beginning, but
the closing words cheered me somewhat. If we are not continually ·on our guard, Satan will rule our minds and then
how dark and gloomy everything appears. I have read all the
letters Sister Denton has written to the HERALD. She is my
sister 11nd wa.s baptized here some years ago by Brother
Grimes. She would be surprised to return and note the
growth of the little 'branch.
LILLIE M. RENAU.

From Here and There
"I am a lonely, isolated Sai1nt, sick and in need of the help
of the Lord. I request the Saints to pray for me, for I am
suffering with nervous prostration and have little control of
my mind. Pray that the Lord may remove the terrible darkness that has come over me and that I may be spared to my
children; also that I may be forgiven for any wrong I may
have done to bring this upon me."-1\tlrs. Cora Webb, Laker
view, Texas.
Elder J; W. Metcalf writes from Fanning, Kansas, to say
that his field address for the comtng year will be that place
and for those who wish his service anywhere in the Northeastern Kansas District to write him.
At the sacrament meeting of the Belvidere, Illinois, Branch,
held recently, Sister David Brand, of Marengo, Illinois, was
present, and gave a dollar to the temple fund. She is ninetysix years of age. The Spirit indicated through the district
president, J. 0. Dutton, several changes in the prl:e1sthood personnel of the branch: William Da•rmon to be ordained elder,
Ernest Vowels priest, Edward Darmon teacher, J,esse l\tl.
Jacobs deacon. The first mentioned has been referred to the
district conference for approval, while the others have been
ordained. These brethren have the love, confidence, and respect of the members 1a1nd the branch has a good outlook. ,
C. Bell McElroy is branch clerk and reports the items.
We have word from Brother E. R. Davis, 1237 South
Fourth Str,eet, Cedar Rapids, Iowa, as :Dollows: "To the
Saints of the Eastern Iowa District: I have just arrived 'in
this field to which the late G,eneral Conference has appointed
me to 1abor, and I earnestly invite the cooperation of all the
Saints throughout the district as to the opportunities for missionary work in their localities, and the assistance they are
willing to render in getting the gospel before the people.
Home address, 312 South Fuller Avenue, Independence Missouri."
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[MISCELLANEOUS DEPARTMENf
The Presidency
To the Saints of the Clinton District: Elder W. S. Macrae
having tendered to the First Presidency his resignation as
president of the Clinton District, the presidency has appointed
Elder H. E. Moler to act as prsident protem until the convening of the next district co,nference.
FREDERICK M. SMITH, P1·esident.
INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI, May 9, 19,17.

Pastoral

where I have go,ne, and the short conference and the missionaries getting back so early has had a good effect on the
Saints. Hope we can do it again. In Rockford last week
:flour was $4.40 and potatoes $4.00, and everything going up!
Do you wonder that we begin to think? And especially the
missionary's family even with the slight increase that the
church was able to grant will have to figure some. But I
know that the Lord is able to provide for his people, if we do
our part and do not try to follow the world.
Your servant and brother,
BELVIDERE, ILLINOIS, May 10.
JASPER 0. DUTTON.

To the Saints and Friends of the Eastern Oklahoma District; Greeting: Having again been appointed to labor with
and among you another year, I crave the hearty cooperation
of the Saints thr,oughout the field, and chiefly the branch
officers. Local elders and priests, who are able to give all
or part of their time outside or ,near their respective branches
without neglecting their local duty, will please do so. If
help is needed, 'l will respond or send some one, if at all possible. In looking over the conference appointments I am
saddened to notice that but one lone missionary besides myself has been sent into this large field, namely, Elder Sidney
N. Gray. I trust that the scattered membership will keep in
close touch with him, that the work may be opened up in new
places, as my labors will be among and with the branches
principally. All differences and difficulties that local officers
may not be able to cope with or settle should be reported to
me. From the branch presidents I shall expect quarterly
reports promptly, as follows: June 25, September 25, December 25, and March 2·5, so as to enable me to make out my
reports on the first of the mo,nth of each quarter. Acting as
agent for the bishop, I hope that every tithe-paying member
of the. district (scatte1red ones included)will serid me his tithes
and freewill offerings by draft or express money order; and I
will forthwith forward receipt for same. We have been
called into the service of God, and by him; we are workers ·
together in his kingdom and must put forth our very best
efforts. So clet us move along hand in hand and be very careful as to our deportment amo1ng the Saints and. the world.
Our example should be worthy of imitation. We must be
clean in body, mind, and conversation; kind, loving, and
affectionate to one and all. Let our watchword be success.
My home address will be Independence, Missouri, Corner
Maple and South Park A venues. All communications and
reports should be sent to my field address, Haileyville, Okla. homa.
Yours in gospel bonds,
J. C. Chrestensen.

To the Members of the Northeastern Illinois District; Greeting: It was with feelings of satisfaction and gratitude that
I heard my name r'ead as one to labor in your district for
another year. I certainly hope this may be a season of
prosperity for the church, and in order that this may be, I
k!now that there must be a united effort on our part. This
ever has been the case, but with the conditions ripening so
fast all about us, we must be alert to think and to improve
every opportunity tha,t we can see for the a dyancement of
the cause of Christ. Thi's brings to mind the saying of
Christ viz, "Pray ye therefore the Lord of the harvest, that
he would send forth laborers into his harv,est." We need
more laborers, and as the missionary force is not increased
this year, the only way this can be brought about is for each
local man in the district not actually elected to branch responsibility, to be anxious to move out into the "harvest"
and thrust in his sickle and reap. Again in the branches
where there is a full set of officers, it is possible by proper
understanding, for one or two of them to move out and occupy
in new places that are in reach a1n d thus by a united effort
keep well kindled the missionary fir,e, which e¥er has and ever
must be the active principle of the church of Christ. I wish
to call the attention of the Saints to a subject which has been
on my mind for some time,, and which I want every branch
and every Saint to be thinking about prior to the district
conference, which will meet at Mission Branch June 2 and 3,
so that we may he able to act unitedly-reumion! This word
has become very dea,r to Latter Day Saints and we are all
glad that it has; but what about the one for 1917? We
voted at the last one that we would meet August 24 to
September 2, but since then great changes have taken place
and it now becomes a question to many of us what we had
The Bishopric
better do. One thing sure tha<t we will have to change the
prke of meals, from fif,teen oe!nts by the ticket, to twentyTo the Saints in Oklahoma and Spring River, also the Unfive cents and then there may be a question as to how we
organized Territory of Southern Kansas; Greeting: It is
would come out. Now to me it would be a sacrifice for us with unhesitating confidence i,n God and his Saints that I apnot to have the reunion, but this is a day of sacrifice, we peal to you as we enter upon the thre,shold of this, the conhave been told so many times; and the question is, should this
ference year. Past experiences have demonstrated to me your
sacrifice be made? How many are willing to make it, and
true devotion and,,genuine loyalty to God and his work. And
still keep just as interested in the work throughout the year?
now as our army of sacrificing ministry go .forth from home
How many of our young will feel just a little discouraged?
and loved ones ~o present to humanity the greatest system of
Or are our young people made of just that sort of material,
truths known to mankind, I feel to urge affiliation and cooperation.
·
1
that they will gladly make the sacrifice and never falter?
I believe they will•fall in line with whatever the majority
Never in the history of the church has the need for the
decide, and so we can bank on them for whatever is best. I
paying of tithes and offerings been greater than now. We
have always been in favor of reunions, as you k now, but ad- ' ar'e living in troublous times, and no man knoweth what
mit that there is a great question when I am made to feel
may happen on the morrow. What will be the outcome of
the true conditions that many of our people are in right
present conditions we know not. One thing we do know, and
now! To run a reunion succesSfully these times we must
that is that the high cost of food and necessities make them
have a good turnout and not the last five days but from the
almost prohihitive, and if you have a hard time making a
start. But many are saying that they see little show of goliving, think of the ,elders' families who have to live on much
ing as they are having all they can do now to live and keep the
less. Let me urge upon you to make a special effort with the
local church going. On the other hand I have been watching,
tithes and offerings this year, in order that the church may
and wondering if we got dow,n to the full spiri1t of sacrifice as
be in a position to meet all incoming demands.
we might, if we could not have the largest reunion that the disThe keeping of the law insures to us blessings of heaven
trict has ever had and the richest bless~ngs? What think
promised to the faithful.
you? I hope that you will all be thinking, ask yourselves
Please remember that there are in all branches, solicitors
the questions: Could I not get along without one of those who-will receipt for all tithes and offerings. Also the foldresses that I planned to have? Could I not get along withlowing named missio1naries, viz, J. E. Vanderwood, western
out that new suit that I planned to have? And then, now
Oklahoma, Joseph A<rber, centr.al Oklahoma; E<lam Erwin,
and then the ca,ndy, gum, peanuts, ice cream, etc., And some J. T. RHey and J. C. Chrestensen, easterrn Oklahoma; John
people once in a while a show, a movie or a circus? I hope
Arthur Davis, southern Kansas, and at large, Apostle Wil- '
that every representative of the branch attending the June
liam Aylor and. counselor, Earl D. Bailey. ·
conference will come ready to act, and then do with our
Your brother and colaborer,
might whatever is best. I am pleased to say that si,nce the
ELLIS SHORT,
General Conference that I find the •Saints alive and active
Bi8hop of abo11e district.
1
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Conference Notices
Southern Missouri, at Springfield, June 2 and 3, Benjamin
Pearson, Tigris, Missouri.
Gallands Grove, at Cherokee, Iowa, June 9 and 10. Wave
Cross, seci'eitary, Dow City, Iowa.
Clinton District, at Coal Hill, Missouri, June 2 and 3. Election of officerrs. Send reports before May 26 to Zora Lowe,
gldorado Springs, Missouri.
Special conference at Wheeling, West Virginia, June 9 and
10 at which time the tnew Wheeling District will be organiz~d. James E. Bishop concurs. Gomer T. Griffiths.
Des Moines District at Perry, Iowa, Junj'.l 9 and 10. First
meeting Friday at 8.30 a. m., which \vill be a p;riesthood
meeting. Business session 10.45 on 9th. J. A. G1lle{ll aJ:?.d
William Aylor will be present. Printed programs a;re available and will be sent to branches. 0. S'alisbury, 1209 Fremont
Street, Des Moines, Iowa.
Spring River District, at reunion grounds, Joplin, Missouri,
· August 4, 10 a. m., instead of at Pittsburg, Kansas, Jun~ 2
as previously noted. Pittsburg, Ka:nsas, Branch to p:r:ovide
for conference since the assembly hall at the courthouse IS unavailable, and for otherr sufficient reasons. Charles. Fry,
district President, 1225 West Hayward Avenue, Independence,
Missouri.
·
Southeastern Illinois; with Tunnel Hill Branch, June 2 and
3. Send all reports to W. E. Presnell, secretary, Xenia, Illinois. The following resolution that was tabled at the last
conference will he taken up : "Resolved thsJ; inasmuch as
dissatisfaction prevails concernii!lg the enforce~en~ of. ru~es
and regula.tions adopted by the Southeastern Illmo1~ District
conference· at Springerton, February, 1914, that It be the
sense of this conference that said rules be placed before next
annual conference for considetration that said rules be
, amended as thought best by said conference, or that they be
discontinued entirely."
Conference of Northeastern Illinois District will meet wit?
Mission Branch June 2 and 3, at 10 a. m. All branch preside1nts pleas:e see that statistical reports a:re. in on time. All
grades of the priesthood! please have ~·eport of y~mr labor:s
for past five months in-use the blank Issued by First Presidency. Branch presidents, will you please state on your l'e~
port to conference, under head of "remarks" the av~rage .at-,
:ten dance of . your branch for past five months, mcludmg
members and nonmembers. Those attending conference please
give timely notice to Brot~er 0. T. H~yer, wh~re and ~h~n
you W1ant to be met. H1s address IS Marseilles, Illmms,
R. F. D. 58. Thos1e wishing to address me at conference use
above address. Those wddressing district secretary, F. E.
Bone address 4339 Jackson Street, Chicago, Illinois. J. 0.
Dutt~n, District President, Frederick E. Botne, District Secretary.

Convention Notices
Clinton District Sunday school, Coal Hill, Missouri, June 1,
10 a. m. Send reports before May 2t6 to Zora Lowe, Eldorado :Springs, Missouri.
Des Moines District at Perry, Iowa, June: 8. Interesting
program in addition to usual business sessions. Mary Sheets,
secretary, Perry, Iowa.
:Clinton Religio, at Coal Hill, Missouri, Ju,ne 1. El~ection of
officers. Send reports before May 26 to Adrain Lowe, Eldorado Springs, Missouri, R. F. D. 1.
Western Montana, at Bozeman, June 1. Prayer meeting
10.30 a. m. Business session and round table in afternoon.
Program in evening. Mrs. G. W. Thorbu11n, district superintendent; Catherine Murray, district secretary.

Reunion Notices
Reunion of Little Sioux District, August 17 to 26, at Logan,
Iowa. W. R. Adams, secretary, Logan, Iowa.
Oklahoma District reunion and co:nference, Fort Towson,
Oklahoma, he:ginning August 10. Look for reunion notice
later on. J. C. Chrestenson, district president.
Minnesota, at Frazee, June 15 to 24. Includes convention
June 15, also o,ne day for conference. Present indications
point to a profitable reunion. Tent sites available for those
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wishing to camp. Board $4 per week. Parties desiring lodging or meals, or both, please send a card to M. L. Jepson, secretary of committee, Frazee, Minnesota.

Notice
Any one knowing the whereabouts of J. F. Newton, born
in New York State on April 26, 1849, will confer a favor by
reporting .to Helen Nancy Smith, secretary of the West
Pullman Branch, 12140 Wallace Street, Chicago, Illinois.

Our Departed Ones
PALMATIER.-Francis Palmatier was born November 216,
1837. Baptized April 13, 1884, by Joseph Shippy. Died at
Bay City, Michigan, May 4, 1917. Funeral in charge of 0.
J. Hawn. Sermon by"E. S. White. Interment in Oakridge
Cemetery.
HAIN.-Estella, wife of Brother Phillip Hain, bo11n March
26, 1871 at Grant, Calhoun County, Iowa. Baptized April
29, 1889,' at Auburn, Iowa, by David M. Rudd. Died February
12, 1917, at Clayton, Union County, Ne:w Mexico. Leaves to
mourn, a husband and 2 daughters.
BARTON.--'Sarah Barton was bor;n April 4, 1832, at Shade
·River, Ohio. Died March 31, 1917, at the home of her daughter, Mrs. William Cummings, in Rutlege, Iowa. Married
twice, .and was the mother of 8 children, all of whom were
present at the funeral. She was a member of the Winehernarian Church. Services from the house in charge of
C. E. Willey.
~ HENDRA.-John Hendra was born at Givinyard, Cornwell,
England, December 13, 1853. Came to Lucas; Iowa, 40 years
ago, at which place he married S'ister Mary Jane Rees. To
this union was born 1 daughter, Mrs. S. S. Styre, of Ottumwa,
iowa. lJied at his home in Ottumka, Iowa, April 26, 191'1.
Leaves to mourn, his wife, 1 daughter, so:n-in-law, 3 gvandchildren and a host of fri:etnds. Funeral services at the home
April 29; sermon by E. B. Morgan, to a large congregation.
Brother Thomas Hopkins and party did the singing.
TERRY.-Ja~es W. Temy, born in Chester County, PennsylVIania, February 6, 1840: died March 24, 1917. Married
Nancy R. Boyle January 19, 1860; to this union were born
eight children, five preceding him to the other shore. Those
left to mourn are his ,vife and 3 childre{ll, Edith Miller and
William M. Terry of Nebraska, and James H., Joy, Illinois;
1 brothe:r and 2 sisters, 21 grandchildren and 15 greatgrandchildren. He enlisted in the services of his country in
1861, joined the church in 1868. Services held at the Saints'
chapel, Joy, Illinois, in charge of J. W. Bean; sermQn by E.
A. Cur~is.
'SCARCLIFF.-Frank P. Scarcliff ·was horn at Janesville,
Rock County, Wisconsin, Augus1t 10, 18S2. Baptized when
14 years old by David H. S:mith. Ordained ~lder at Plano,
Illi1n ois April 12, 1870, by W. W. Blair. Zenos H. Gurley, and
Josiah 'Ells. He came south in 1880, and since that time has
served the church as a missionary and in a local way. Became a member of the United Order of Enoch in 1911. Died
at his home in Mobile, October 26, after a brief illness. He
leaves mother, two brothers, one sister, wife, five boys and
two girls. A:t the time of his death he was serving as pre~i
dent of the Mobile Branch and other offices. Interment J;n
Magnolia Cemetery, Mobile. Funeral sermon by A. E. Warr.
COCKROFT.-Sister Martha E. Cockroft was born at Rlawtenstall, Erngland, February 2, 1865, baptized June 26, 1886;
died March 11, 1917. A de¥oted hus!band, 2 daughters and 1
son survive her. The integ<rity, benevolence and kindness
manifested by our sister in daily life won he:r many fri:ends,
she rendered valuable service to the church and auxiliaries.
She was a true mother, rearing her family to manhood and
woma;nhood jn the fear of the Lord. She loved the beautiful
in all the works of divinity and for years during summer
sent flowers from her ga.rden to admn the pulpit and cheer
the lives of others. Her kindness was remembered by a rich
profusion of :exquisite and fragrant floral tributes sent by
loved ones and sympathizing friends. Funeral services in
charg-e of pastor E. B. Hull, sermo,n by Elder H .W. Howlett.
The Saints' church was filled to its capacity. Two delegations
of women from the Odd Fellows and Saint George Societi-e1s
occupying the platform. By sp:ecial request of our sister who
made complete :arrangements for her funeral services, a
quartet sang "The old, old path," "The Lord knows why"
and "Sleep on, beloved," interment' at Oak Grove Cemetery.
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A.UTOBIOGRAPHY OF B1SHOP R. c.
EVANS.-A volume showing what the
gospel, when applied, will do for a man.
Bishop Evans has had a remarkable .career. In this story of his life, written
by himself, he relates incidents and
events of a thrilling nature, draws conWHAT IS MAN?-J. R. Lambert at his clusions and enunciates truths that will
best. This is saying a good deal. Brother appeal to the hearts of most readers.
Lambert knows where to go for evidence No. 143, cloth -·-···-·-··--········-···--··-··-·-·$1.00
and how to clinch it when he gets it.
IN THE SHELTER OF THE LITTLE BROWN
This book forever disproves the dogmas
of soul sleeping and kindred illusions. COTTAGE. The popular serial that ran in
A powerful work. ·No. 316 cloth .... $ .75 Stepping Stones during 1915, by the
editor, Estella Wight. The leading charTHE GOSPEL STORY AND FOOTSTEPS OF' acter is not a Latter Day S'aint at first,
Jesus. By Frances. Charming child but eventually becomes so, and in the
stories, of the birth-offering series. proces-s a strong gospel story is told.
Adapted to the baby mind. Tales of Several chal'acters in the book are shown
truth that will register and remain. No. faboring toward 1Jhe truth, making this a
366, cloth ·----····-···--·---·---·-·-·-----------···-----·60c fine, readable missionary medium. Cloth,

APOSTASY OF THE CHURCH.-A characteristic sermon booklet by J. W. Wight,
"showing both the former and latterday apostasy." Goes straight to the
point and accomplishes its· purpose. No.
E141, paper ·····-··-·-·--··-··········---··--······-·$.05
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THE BOOKS AND UTAH MORMONISM IN
CoNTRAST.-Rudolph Etzenhouser, the
author of this book is noted for his fearless utterances. Here he takes the Utah
church to task, measuring it by the law
of the original Latter Day church, and
the result is most convincing to lovers of
truth and purity.
No. E301, paper
------·---· -··---·------·-----··----·$ .10
OBJECTIONS TO DOCTRINE AND COVENANTS ANSWERED AND REFUTED.-J. R.
Lambert has a way of economizing
words. In this work he answers objections to the Doctrine and Covenants with
characteristic brevity and lucidity. ~His
mind grips the question like a vice, and
his arguments are so intensely logical the
reader seldom finds himself in doubt. A
missionary's ally. No. 251, paper, 30c;
No. 252, cloth -·-··········---··-··--·-·--····-···-···$.50

Tonsils and Adenoids completely vemoved.

Dr. Joseph· Mather, Specialist
in diseases of· the eye, ear, nose, and
throat.
Elders and family on minister.ial allowance, work done free of charge.
Cataracts removed.
Work done in Independence Sanitarium, Independence, Missouri.
DOCTRINAL REFERENCES.-Alvin Knisley, being a compilation of references on
all subjects connected with the gospel,
taken from the Bible, Book of Mormon,
and Doctrine arid Covenants. No. E185,
paper, 10c; No. E186, cloth, 15c; No.
E187, leather -------·---·------···------·----···-·-·:.. $.30
DOCTRINES AND DOGMAS OF U'fAH MoRMONISM EXPOSED.-A strong arraignment
of Utah Mormonism bv J. D. Stead.
Brighamism is judged by its own works,
teachings and admissions. All the quotations are legally sworn to, and no loophole has been left for the equivocator. A
book that seizes the issue and adheres
to it with the strength and tenacity of
truth. Thorough and prolix. No. 177,
cloth ------------·--·-···-----·----··----·----·-·---····-··$1.25

ree
Why not grow your own foodstuffs in this time of crisis? Cut
down living expenses by accepting our offer of land on- the railway
right of way free of charge. \Vhile we give employees the preference,
we hope many others will avail themselves of the land they do not use.
Begin now and select your spot. Make application to the Station
Agent or Section Foreman.
As soon as your .tract has been assigned, start preparing the
soil at once. Manure the land if poss,ible, and plow or spade deeply.
Make the seed beds fine an.d firm. Plant mostly vegetables that can
be kept for winter use, such as potatoes, beans, onions, carrots, parsnips and turnips. Cultivate and hoe thoroughly. Kill the weeds.
Keep the surface soil loose.
Assistance and advice regarding growing of gardens will be
gladly furnished by J. B. Lamson, Agriculturist,
Chicago, or 0. H. Liebers, Agricultural Agent,
-Lines West, Railway Exchangce Building, Denver,
Colorado.

E. A. Howard, Vice

Presi~ent':-"::
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"If ye continue in my word~ then. are ye mY disciples
indeed; and ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall
make you free."-John 8: 31-32.

"There shall not any man. among :you have save it
be one wife; and concubines he shall have none!'Book of Mormon, Jacnb 2: 36.
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A LETTER OF INSTRUCTIONS
To Conference Appointees, District and Branch
Officers; Greeting: The recent General Conference
held at Lamoni, Iowa, was remarkable for some
changes which have made new policies regarding
field work necessary. Instead of the field of missionary work being split up into segments presided
over by individual members of the Quorum of
. Twelve, the entire field has been consolidated, to be
watched over by the Twelve acting more directly
as representatives of the Presidency; not . as mission
presidents, but going where their work is needed
in regulating, organizing, and ,solidifying. Hence,
these brethren going as the representil,tives of the
Presidency, it shO-etld be understoocl"that they exercise the prerdga{ives of supervision over the missionary work ig' particJllftr, and over. the organized
work in districts and Q.ra'nches in general.
We submit the following suggestions in which is
contained the instructions fci1: the general field
which heretofore have b~n presented in the individual pastoral letters of the apostles in charge of
the different fields. We suggest that they be carefully read by all concerned. In case of doubt or
misunderstanding please address the Presidency's
office, so as to insure uniformity of action.
(a) The sharp distinction between the "local" and
"missionary" appointments of this year's list of appointees· must be observed. It is intended to meet
the demand for proselytizing and propaganda work,
and making new openings by those who have been
designated "missionary." We emphasize the need
of systematic tracting, and personal conversations,
as well as the usual preaching services; and we
would urge that all missionaries send in to the Presidency's office for a series of tracts which can be used,
and these will be supplied so far as practicable.
Regarding the men who are listed as "local," it
is the understanding that such brethren confine
themselves chiefly or primarily to developing and
.

t

building up our work in the branches or districts
to which they are appointed. We should like to see
these men work with the local priesthood, educating them in their duties and assisting them to carry
out the functions of their offices so as to bring up the
branches and districts to a more efficient standard.
We suggest ,also that such 'men might very easily
find points where local missions might be opened
under the care of local ministers within branch or
district boundaries, either supplementing the work
of or preparing for the missionaries, thus developing solidarity in our work.
While we mark the line between the two groups
of workers, it must not be interpreted to mean this
is a hard and fast line or a mechanical separation.
Let it be borne in mind that "missionaries" work
in their calling as pioneers and the men to open up
and develop new fields; and the local ministers to
concentrate upon the work of building up and consolidating .. In practice there will be times when
the work will overlap and both will need to work together.
(b) We would encourage a close cooperation between the missionaries in their work and the district
and branch presidents. If there should be need for
special services in any branch, we would like all such
matters to be referred by the branch president to
the district president, the latter to take it up with
the missionary or missionaries assigned to that district, or with the Presidency who may assign a
missionary to the work. As much as possible, let
all cultivate ministerial courtesy and so conserve
each other's interest as church officers.
1
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(d) In the matter dealing with difficulties aris- studies will be provided in due course. In the meaning in branches which may be outside of the usual time we shall be glad to advise as to these meetings
routine affairs, we request that missionaries keep with any who may desire. Such requests should be
in touch with the Presidency's office, so as to secure forwarded to the Presidency's office.
advice which will reduce the danger of misunderThis pastoral is not intended to be complete or
standing in such important work.
exhaustive but tentative and suggestive. It may
(e) Reportihg. This matter is one that is not be that the experiences of the year will develop mattreated as seriously as should be; there is neglect ters in which general principles are involved. We
and delay in forwarding reports to the office. We shall thefefore issue such instructions as from time
ask all to report as promptly as desired. All Gen- to time may be considered advisable.
eral Cemference appointees are requested to write a
We. earnestly hope that our work together shall
weekly letter to the Presidency, and once each month produce splendid results and so bring honor to our
send in a statistical official report. The district heavenly Father in the increasing success of the
presidents are expected to report to the First Presi- cause.
dency as in the past, and any necessary deviation
For the Joint Council of Presidency and Twelve,
therefrom will be called for by the Presidency.
FREDERICK M. SMITH,
The weekly letter is intended to be a personal
President.
survey. We invite suggestions and criticisms of
INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI, May 15, 1917.
conditions, methods, or policies, and shall esteem it
highly to have all feel that the work and its success
A RUN ON THE BANK
is a personal matter. We hope to cultivate by the
weekly letter a personal knowledge of each· other
Several yearS' ago in Saint Louis a rumor was
and of the conditions of the work in a more than suddenly spread, that certain banks were in danger
· merely official sense. The spirit and genius of our of closing their doors. The result was a run on
work is friendship and we can only succeed as this those banks. Afterwards it developed that one
friendship is made the basis of our official relations. bank had made an unsafe investment, but not such
.Please keep in mind that the first of every month as seriously to impair its ·credit.
the official report to the Presidency's office is due.
But the vital point is that a run on their banks
Failure to report is delinquency.
would produce the very effect of which the people
(f) Regarding invitations for ministers not in the stood in fear. Many came to our law offices at the
district or local field to attend reunions or confer- time to ask what they should do. Some of them
ences, we request all such be forwarded to the Pres- were poor and the money meant much to them, as
idency's office for consideration, and arrangements it was thei_r little all of savings.
will be made for such being supplied.
While some others gave the advice, "You had
(g) The question of the patriarchs and their re- better get your money out while you can." We held
lationship to local work has been brought up in sev- steadfast against withdrawals with the certainty
eral ways and we call attention to the following that any other advice would mean ruin: Even if
, conclusions agreed upon in Joint Council of Presi- those who acted first were saved, they would be
dency, Twelve, and Presiding Patriarch:
bringing serious loss upon others.
The special work of such ministers is to conduct
To-day we are threatened by a national run on
revival services in connection with branch and dis- our wheat bank. We are told that we should purtrict officers. Patriarchs should not take charge of chase flour for three months or a year, as it is going
branch or district work, as their work is exclusively up. Three months ago we were of this opinion,
spiritual not executive. Their wrork is distinctly but now the price is already up and there is a
local and not missionary, thereby obviating itinerant threatened run by many laying up sufficient flour
work. If any branch or district where no patriarch for a large part of the year.
It is self-evident that if a number of people begin
has been appointed needs patriarchal services, such
needs and requests will be provided by the Presi- to buy several sacks of flour, the price will go up
dency's office on application.
even beyond what it is now, for a time at least. But
that
will also mean that the supply will be exhausted,
(h) We should like each branch to arrange for
a priesthood meeting at least once a month, and some or -the condition will soon arise, where many will
systematic program of study should be outlined. To be unable to secure flour at all. This will deprive
meet this need we call attention to the paper which our citizens, and also other peoples who stand in
has been issued in the ·Independence Stake entitled .need.
Unity. This paper will now be published as a genConservative management would intimate that,
eral church periodical, and outlines of lessons and while the supply is low, with care and cutting out
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of waste we should see our way clear for the succeeding year. At least we should not, by our own
acts, work the ruin of others and make the shortage
greater than it already is. It is a time to keep
cool and carefully consider our actions, else we shall
bring about the very catastrophe that we fear.
WE ARE GOING TO DOUBLE IT THIS YEAR
Yes, we are going to double it and more. We shall
not be satisfied unless we do. What? Why, have
you not heard about it? If you have not we
will take you into our confidence and tell you all
about it, for unless you know about it we can hardly
expect your cooperation. What is the use of trying
to do something for the general good of the church
and our people if these people do not know about it.
We want every one of you to talk it, read, it, pnctch
it, eat it if you can. (You know we are generally
on hand if there is something. to eat.)
We would like to keep from mentioning just what
we are writing about until the very last, but if we
happen to let you know right here what we are writing about will you promise to read this to the endthen jump right into the collar and give us a pull?
All right, that's a go. We will do our part, you see
that you do yours-remember you promised.
We have selected the first Sunday of July 1917,
for our CHRISTMAS OFFERING RALLY DAY. We shall
be very pleased to have every Sunday school post
a notice to this effect in a prominent place in your
Sunday school room.
·
,
Our aim is to have each school, each scholar, each
member of our good church start right now-today-to save for a contribution to be given on this
date to be known as OUR CHRISTMAS OFFERING NEST
EGG.
i
Will each Sunday school superintendent place in
a conspicuous position in the Sunday school room,
in large, bold type, the following:
rrOTAL AMOUNT OF OUR NINETEEN
SIXTEIEN CHRISTMAS OFFERING$-,-LET US MORE THAN DOUBLE THIS
IN NINETEEN SEVENTEEN
$•-If you have not already started your Christmas
offer·ing account-start right now-TO-DAY-and
have a nice large amount to add to the offering on
Sunday, July 1. Each class may keep a separate
collection account if they desire but let us try to
have an amount at least equal to last year's ·offering
to start our "NEST EGG." Yes, you can do this very
easily, for you have almost two months to devote
to this work, as many schools in the past waited
until the last two months of the year before they
started their Christmas offering fund.
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We want every schola:r to enter into the spirit
of this movement, and the very date that your school
has secured the amount of last year's offering we
want the superintendent to advise us so we may
make announcement in the church papers.
We want every school to at least double their
last year's offering before the close of this yearwhat school will be the first to announce this? We
want you to keep a close record and advise us; we
want you to have mention in the church papers.
You wonder what all this is for? Well, we shall
tell you. To-day we have a church debt larger than
we think it should be. We want to clear up this
debt. If every member will give two dollars each
year to the Christmas offering fund we can clear
up this debt in three years-remember each niember
must average not less than two dollars to accomplish
this. If your school can give more than .this average-;-do it, for you may be helping out some school
that cannot average two dollars per member.
What Sunday school will be the first to announce
an offering equal to last year's offering? What Sunday school will be the first to announce an amount
equal to double last year's offering?
Mr. Superintendent, if you have not the time to
give this special attention, appoint a committee to
look after this special feature, or give the assistant
superintendent charge of it and see that things.
move.
We want good suggestions that will help the boys
and girls earn their offerings. If you have any that
you feel will help them let us have your ideas so
we can give them to the schools wanting them. If
you want suggestions from us let us know and we
will assist you all we can.
Now, Mr. or Mrs. Reader-you have read this,
take this paper with you to the Sunday school next
Sunday morning and if your superintendent. does
not bring this matter before the school, please see
that he does so by calling attention to the article
and saying that you feel your school should get right
in line.
'A. W. SMITH.
·SAINT LOUIS, MISSOURI, 2903 Sullivan Avenue.
(Brother Smith, our second assistant, has been
appointed by the executive council to work with the
Presiding Bishopric to make the next Christmas
offering the biggest ever. You may expect to hear
from him often. Help him boost.-GENERAL SUPERINTENDENT.)
Some orte asks how to mark manuscripts for printing to indicate italic, SMALL CAPITALS and CAPITALS. One line underscored will indicate' italic,
two for small capitals, and three for capitals. Be
economical with the first two and seldom try to use
the latter.
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NOTES AND COMMENTS
Graceland Play Pleases
The vocal students of Graceland College rendered
"H. M. S. Pinafore" as their 'operetta this year.
The first rendition at Lamoni was so popular that
it was given the second time. They went to L~on
orie evening and to Mount Ayr another, receiving
very pleasing commendation for the excellent talent
displayed.
A Correction
Our many readers will be glad to learn that President Elbert A. Smith has sufficiently recovered to
leave Hermosa Beach and is now living in one of
the cities of California where there is a good branch
of the c:mrch. This correction should be noted in
connection with the editorial comment last week.
He .is able to get out and take a walk of several
blocks every day.
The Joint Council
In this issue will be found the postconference
appointments of the Joint Council. . Several changes
have been made and additional men appointed to
the field. Very careful consideration has been given
to this matter as the council remained in sessi(m for
over two weeks after the adjourning· of the General
Conference. Other important business was discussed and some of it epo~h making. In due course
of time the results of their deliberation will, no
doubt, be manifest in the confere~ce action.

experience that it's not easy to withstand the frigidity, the aloofness, that sometimes follows. We
suggest that in some instances the bureau of publicity of the church might be valuable with follow-up
correspondence and material. We are confident
that there. are dozens of good literature committees
ready to cooperate. We expect to hear some interesting developments from this movement. They
have an announcement in this issue.

Keeping Business Normal
Many items have been sent to the editors upon
the importance of economy and of keeping business
normal. It is clearly recognized that business is
a great chain; if one part is injured, the othe1~
parts will suffer. · It is of interest to note also the
inclination to pay much of the cost of the war as we
go along, by a tax upon excess profits. It is evidently necessary that economy be practiced and each
one will have to contribute, directly or indirectly,
his share. This is a reaffirmation of what was given
to the church to repress unnecessary wants, but continue normal business.

The War, Here and Abroad
The British and French continue to press forward
in spite of fierce opposition by the Germans in
France and some important points have been occupied recently. General Petain now commands the
French armies, having succeeded General Nivelle.
In Macedonia the British have made some notable
gains of trenches, while in the sector north of
Graceland College Commencement
Trieste the Italians have renewed activities which
An· interesting program has been arranged for have resulted in important victories for them.
the closing days of the college year. This has been Trieste is in imminent danger of capture. Three
an unusually successful year as· it has shown the food ships bound for Sweden were recently sunk
largest enrollment in the collegiate department of by German submarines, causing much resentment
any year since the college was organized. New in that country. It is announced that the Germans
departments of work have been undertaken and will have invented a silent submarine which renders
be pushed more energetically next year, to the end the location of their whereabouts most difficult.
that the college may be more serviceable to the Following the signing of the war measure recently
church in supplying the needs of our young people passed by Congress by President Wilson, he issued
in particular. Announcement has been made that a proclamation setting June 5 as the day for regisWalter W. Smith, president of the Independence tration of all men between the ages of 21 and 30,
Stake, will deliver the baccalaureate sermon May inclusive, from which an army of 500,000 will be
27, and that Frederick M. Smith of the First Presi- drawn by the selective method. It is claimed that
dency, will deliver the commencement address there are 11,000,000 men in the United States of
June 1.
that age. Major General John J. Pershing has been
assigned the command of 28,000 United States troops
Traveling Salesmen Extend Their Work
We are interested in the effort of our brethren to embark for France as soon as possible. All volunwhose occupation takes them into many places and teer units have been denied the privilege of ·service
among many people. An alert and aggressive Saint at the front in that capacity, which includes the
working in this line certainly can exert a great moral Roosevelt division. Food control is being' ;>trenuinfluence. A u~able stock of information, a small ously urged and will likely be instituted under Hersupply of literature, a commensurate degree of tact bert C. Hoover, internationally known for his· serand wisdom-what a combination! It almost makes vices in Belgium, being in charge of the food
us envy them the opportunity. Yet we know from commission there.
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'The early discoveries by this expedition at Machu
Picchu proved so increasingly valuable that when
Doctor Bingham submitted plans for continuing exBY WILLIAM
WOODHEAD
plorations in Peru in 1914 and 1915 the research
The megalithic people were an unknown race who committee of the National Geographic Society subdeveloped a wonderful civilization in the highlands scribed for this purpose twelve thousand dollars from
of Peru, and after a long occupation and develop- its research fund of 1914, and twenty thousand from
ment disappeared as a civilized race, but left no its research fund of l915 for the Peruvian w0rk.
This research expedition first made its headquarknown record, modern writers not knowing their
proper name, or who' they were, or what became of ters at Cuzco, the old megalithic capital. In 1915,
them, so writers now call them "the megalithic peo- however, its headquarters were at Ollantaytambo,
ple," which means "big-stone people" because this a bird's-eye view of which was given in some of our
is the unknown people who built the Cuzoo fortress leading papers a short time ago. The discoveries,
in Peru, and other buildings of that same type where and reports of this expedition are of great value
many large stones were used, some weighing five, to students of prehistoric America, and especially
ten, fifteen, and as much as twenty tons l This un- lovers of the Book of Mormon, part of which refers
known people were expert stonecutters and fitters, to the early colonization of this Cuzco region, and
placing them in w'alls with such perfect fitting joints thus the reports made by this expedition are in the
that they are. compared to ground glass stoppers in nature of a cross~examination of its statements, and
bottles. And these people had no better ,tools we this research work for three years were in the region
are told, than stone hammers and fiber ropes, "and of Cuzoo, thought to be the "Nephi" of the Book of
understpod no more advanced mechanical principles Mormon. (See Book of Mormon map.)
The reports of this expedition for 1913, 1914, and
than the lever and the inclined plane."
1915
are b~fore me, which indicate the location of
:Machu Picchu, or the "lost city of the Inca," is
many
ruins in the Machu Picchu region. (See map,
the ruins of a Peruvian city. An American expedipage
434,
in said report for 1915, in the National
tion under the direction of Professor Bingham of
Geographic
Magazine for May, 1916.)
Yale University has done research work in the highThere
is
little arable land near Machu Picchu.
lands of Peru in the Cuzco region since 1911. These
research reports are published, including work at What was cultivated was terraced, as also it is near
many other mountain cities, and for this reason
Mach u Piech u.
Peruvian farms are sometimes called "staircase
Machu Picchu is thought to have been an ancient farms," because the farms look like steps. Peruvian
Inca capital built probably two thousand years ago, agriculture in pre-Columbian times, however,
and was discovered by Professor Bingham and his reached a stage of reclamation projects long before
party in 1911, and uncovered and excavated· under America was discovered by Europeans that "our
his direction in 1912, under the auspices of the Na- undertaking sinks into insignificance in the face of
tional Geographic Society and Yale University, and what this 'vanished race' accomplished." (Ibid.,
may prove to be the most important group of ruins p. 476.)
discovered in South America since the conquest of
At a time when our ancestors in northern Europe were
Peru. This city is thought by its explorers to have still utter savages, clothed only in skins, and living by huntbeen a university of idolatry. It is situated on a ing rand fishi1ng, se:ttled agricultural communities must have
narrow, precipitous ridge in a wild and unexplorerd existed in these Peruvian regions, perhaps in the same valleys
country two thousand feet above the river, and seven that contain the marvelous remnants of prehistoric art.thousand feet above the sea, in the grand canyon Ibid., p. 474.
In the valleys where the ancient Peruvian agriculture was '
of the Urnbanba, in one of the most inaccessible centered, most of the agricultural land is not natural soil,
parts of the Andes, about sixty miles northwest of but has been assembled and put ~n place artificially. (Ibid.,
Cuzco, Peru. It contains about two hundred edi- p. 475.)
The entire region that represents the chief center of the
fices built of white granite, and inciuding palaces,
Inca
empire and its megalithic predecessors affords very littemples, shrines, baths, fountains, and many stairtle of the level or gently sloping natural soil that we would
Wiays, the city· does not appear to have been known consider well suited to agriculture.-Ibid., p. 475.
to the Spaniards, but was known to a few of the
The hanging gardens of Babylon have long been reckoned
natives.
as one of the wQnders of the oriental world; and yet they

MACHU PICCHU AND THE MEGALITHIC PEO.
PLE---PART I
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were a mere transient toy and for three thousand years have
been only a tradition. The hanging gardens of Peru, though
of unknown antiquity, are still in existenee, and doubtless
•as worthy of our admiration as were those of Babylon in
the days of Herodotus and Strabo.-Ibid., p. 476.
The building of terraces was developed into a fine art in
Peru. The skilled labor that was lavished in ancient Egypt
on •the tombs of the sovereigns appears to have been applied
in Peru to the construction of gardens of special workmanship for raising the food of the royal family.-Ibid., p. 493.
It was fortunate for the rest of the worid that the ai!lcient
Peruvians practiced agriculture under so wide a range of
natural conditions, since this led to the domestication of a
large series of crop plants. More plants appear to have
been domesticated in the Peruvian region than in a,ny other
part of America. A large proportion of the cultivated species were limited to this part of the world.-Ibid., p. 507.
The cQnstruction of the irrigation channels was an •enormous undertaking, perhaps not equaled in any other part of
the world.-Ibid., p. 498.
Where the soil was loose the. chaiJ;nels were paved ·with
stones for many miles. On rocky slopes or precipices channels were cut into the cliffs, and in some cases tumiels of considerable le,ngth are said to have been drilled.-Ibid., p . .498.

One channel is four hundred and fifty miles long
"across Sierras and over rivers, from south to
north." (Ancient America, p. 243.)
The great fortress of Sacsahuamaan near Cuzco, Peru, is
the most stupendous example in rAmerica af what prehistoric
men could accomplish, its builders had no other tools than
stone hammers and fiber ropes, and understood no more advanced mechanical principles than the 1ever and the inclined
plane. Many centuries ago', long before the days of the
Incas, a primitive people .c<mstructed these walls. Like the
inhabitants of amcient Greece, they were aware of ther
strategic value of salients and reentrant angles, a knowledge
which had been lost in Europe before the era of the first
crusade. The ancient builders constructed three lines of
salients extending on terraces, one above another, for a third
of a mile across the back of the hill which ovrershadows the
city of Cuzco. The terraces are faced with colossal bowlders,
some of which weigh over twenty tons and most of which
were brought from quarries in the mountains a mile or two
aw.a:y. Several stones in the lower tierr, at the points of the
salient, are over twenty feet in height. An idea of the enor- .
mous size of the units of CQnstruction may be formed by
noticing the height of· those members of the expeddtion and
their mules which may be seen standing in front of the
lower wall. Notwithstanding the difficulty of handling and
· placing in positiron such enormous and extraordinary irregular blocks, they were fitted 'together with great precisiQn.
No cement wa:s used in the construction, the strength of the
walls being due to the very irregularity of the blocks and
the method in which they wel'e locked together. It is almost
incredible that a primitive people should have had the courage and the patience to carry out such an enormous undertaking. In the words of the Inca Garcilasso de la Vega, "It
passes the power of the imagination to conceive how so
many 31nd so great stones could be so accurately fitted together as scarcely to admit the insertion: of the point of a
knif,Ei between them." S.acsahuamaan is, indeed, one of the
"wonders of the world."-Frontisrpiece of May, 1916, National Geographic Magazine.

The natives when asked who built this fortress
answered that it was never built. When asked how

it got there, answered that it was the work of enchantment, or the Devil! And the Peruvian historian, Garcilasso, had no knowledge how it was
·built, its work and skill were entirely beyond that
of the natives, which indicates that its builders were
a far superior race in the mechanical arts, and had
tools unknown to them, but were forgotten. A gulf
of decadence lay between its builders and modern
historians which they cannot cross, only in the language of N adaillac, that "South America presents
vestiges of a vanished race, of a culture now lost."
Many of the Indians were armed with lances headed with
copper tempered almost to the hardness of steel, and with
huge maces and battle-axes of the same metal.---Conquest of
Peru, vol. 2, p. 27.

That is said of the Inca troops who engaged the
invaders at the battle of Yucay at the time of the
conquest. And Father Velasco says they also used
copper swords. (Ibid., p. 27, note 4.)
This battle in which tempered copper was used
is thirteen hundred years after the destruction of
the megalithic civilization, the builders of this fortress. I am aware that this art of tempering copper
is in dispute, it cannot be done now, we are told. !So
we may put it in the same class as the Cuzco fortress.
The m'ain argument raised against this tempered
copper theory is that others know nothing about
the process, but that (to the writer) seems a poor
argument to make against the statements of the
Spaniards who were there and did the fighting.
They ought to know.
But in order to catch some glimpses of the stream
of the old megalithic culture, if not at its source
which is now impossible for the want of records,
"the destruction of which is a calamity to mankind,"
we should in fairness to them not look at the native
tools, and draw conclusions from them, but rather
at their works. Their works speak for themselves.
All agree that between the Incas of the conquest,
and the people who did this fine stonework there
were about thirteen hundred years, the first five
hundred of which were anarchy and chaos, and the!].
five hundred more of decadence, and then about
three. hundred years of restoration. During this
five hundred years of anarchy, or from about 200
A. D. to 700 A. D., many of the fine arts of that
old culture "were lost."
Our fault seems to be that we look at that "vanished race" and what they did, from the native point
of view, with regard to tools to work with, and at
fhe same time admit that they excelled th.e natives
in everything else but tools to work with. If the
art of making steel and machinery was lost, as we
are told some of the fine arts were, and as reason
and their works. bear witness, the tools of that old
race would disappear long before the conquest.
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The fact is no one yet has explained how that fine
stonework of the megalithic people could be done
without steel tools and machinery, but we don't see
the steel tools, so the conclusion is: they never had
any. However, we see the fine work which cannot
be done with a stone hammer and a lev~r, so reason
bears witness to machinery and tempered tools, more
than it does to a stone hammer and handspikes.
With some of the finest work, at Ollantaytambo, 'the joints
are in many places too fine to be seen by the naked eye. A
lens becomes necessary to make sure that there is really a
seam and not merely a superficial groove, or false joint.
Professor Bingham compare:s the fitting of the stones to the
grinding of glass stoppers into bottles, which is the best
analogy thus far suggested.-National Geographic Magazine, May, 1916, p. 493.

Some writers speak of a cement used in certain
buildings "made in part of liquid gold." (See Prescott's Conquest of Peru, vol. 1, p. 18, note 44.)
Professor Humboldt took back to Europe from
Peru a metallic chisel, "found in a silver mi:q_e opened
by the Incas not far from Cuzco. On an analysis,
it was found to contain ninety-four per cent of copper, and six per cent of tin." (Ibid., vol. 1, p. 93,
note 19.)
Of their stonework we are told "we are filled with
astonishment, when we consider, that these enormous masses were hewn from their native bed and
fashioned into shape by a people ignorant of iron;
that they were brought from quarries, from four
to fifteen leagues distant." (Ibid., p. 10.) "The
Spaniards, puzzled by the execution of so great a
work with such apparently inadequate means, referred it all, in their summary way, to the Devil."
(Ibid., vol. 1, p. 11, note 25.)
De Leon says :
It surprised me to see these enormous gateways, made of
great masses of stone, some of which were thirty feet long,
fifteen high, and six thick.-Atlantis, p. 39·2.
The gateway to Ingenuity Group at Machu Picchu had
lock holes diffe,ring from those of other groups. In that they
were cut out of single blocks of stone, and had the stone ·
cylinder no.t set into, but forming part of the whole blockNational Geogra.phic Magazine, April, 1913, p. 470.
The people who did the finest of the ancient work are not
only gone and forgotten, but lack even the distinction of a
name . . . . Some writers Defer to the builders as Megalithic,
or Big-Stone people.-National Geographic Magazine, May,
1916, p. 474.

Of Machu Piechu, Professor Bingham says:
Their metal articles were easily preserv.ed, and so we have
been able to learn that the people of Machu Picchu were ex. tremely skillful makers of bronze.-Ibid., p. 455.
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one of them as fifty-five leagues and another one hundred and
twenty leagues, with a depth of twelve feet.-Ibid., p. 498.

Thus we read of the great works of these unknown
people, a forgotten race, and Professor Bingham
exclaims:
The ruins of the Peruvian highlands from the temples to
the terraced mountains proclaim a race, the destruction of
whose annals wa.s a calamity to mankind.-Ibid., p. 450.
They had no machinery and did not use iro,n or steel. They
used levers ·and incline planes. They also made hu~e fiber
ropes, out of which they cQnstructed long suspension bridges.
They thought nothing of handling blocks of stone that
weighed five tons and upward. Indeed, the,re are :numerous
stones that weigh over fifteen tons which were fitted together
with a skill that has amazed all beholders:-National Geographic Magazine, May, 1916, pp. 455-459.

They must have had giants in those days with
steel fingers, so did not need machinery or tempered
tools:
Bear in mind that 1the ancient builders had no "T" squares
nor right lines, and could approach stmight lines only by the
skill of a trained: eye.-National Geographic Magazine,
.April, 1913, p. 487.
He had neither cranes nor puUeys, but only levers and inclined planes, it must have required a prodigious amount of
patient effort.-Ibid., p. 477.

The work of the megalithic successors show them
to be much inferior in skill as may be seen in the
rep~ir work at Machu Picchu.
This city is thought
to have been the capital of that region, which was
once densely populated. In its ruins some relics
were found, viz, bronze knife, silver rings, bronze
disks, terra cot~a flute, dice, ear plug, bronze mirror, bronze tweezers, bronze earrings, bronze knife
and spoons, a bone needle, shawl pins, bronze crowbar, bronze needles, bronze ax, and bells, plumb, silver, plumb bob, one hundred and fifty stone disks,
recotd stones, stone figures, brazer, hundreds of
stone hammers, jugs, saucers, water jar, trepanned
skulls and other articles, but perhaps the most important find of all was a piece of pure tin. Professor
Bingham says:
It has been generally supposed •that the ancient people of
Peru did not know how to make bi'onze, but that their bronze
were accide,ntal. This picture shows a piece of pure tin,
which apparently had been rolled up by the Incas or their
predecessors like a sandwich. From it, it is supposed, slices
wer"l cut when the artisan to whom it belonged needed tin in
the making of bronze. It is a strong indication that the
inhabitants of Machu Picchu knew how to make bronze. Most
of the bronze utensils found in the city contain from five to
nine per cent of tin, and about 1ninety per cent of copper.National Geogr:aphic Magazine, February, 1915, p. 216.

:But the professor wonders why the megalithic
people failed to discover the art of making iron,
when iron ore lay in abundance all around them.

Squire says, "At Tiagnanco we find the walls kept
in position by bronze clamps." (Prehistoric America, p. 410.)
In Machu Picchu

If the accounts of early Spanish writers are to be accepted,
some of their aqueducts were very lotng. Garcilasso wrote of

In addition to the evidence of the pottery, we have the
evidence of the buildings, which clearly appear to have been
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built in two distinct periods. .S'ome of the photographs in
my previous article (April, 1913) give abundant e:videtnce to
even the most casual observoer of the fact that the lower
portion is of finer con11truction than the upper.-NationG!l
GeogTaphic Magazine, February, 1915.

Mr. Squire says, "All modern masonry whether
executed in Europe or America, is inferior when
compared with the ancient capital of the Inca," (see
Prehistoric America, p. 411) which shows again
that the expert masons appeared in South America
in the first era and were succeeded by a decadent
race, as the Book of Mormon says.
'
·"At every turn," says Nadalar, "South America
presents vestiges of a vanished race, of a culture
now lost; and we are always compelled to one conclusion as to our abs()lute powerlessness to. decide
on the origin or cause of the decadence of these
races, now tepresented by a few miserable savages,
without a past, as without a future." (Ibid., p. 465.)
But at one time no people ever had a more efficient
system of industry than the Peruvians, and "some
of the Peruvian tongues had names for paper; the
people knew that a kind of paper or parchment could
be made of plantain lea~es, and, according to Montesinos, writing and books were common in the older
times, that is to say, in ages long previous to the
Incas. He explains how the art was lost." (Ancient
America, p. 255.)
"Next came Huainaevi-Pishua, and during 'his
reign was known the use of letters," (Ibid., p. 265)
which agrees with the Nephite record again.

wars of lOJllg duration. During these· wars the ancient or
"megalithic" civilization that had existed up to that til:ne
was destroyed.-National Geographic Magazine, February,
1915, p. 173.

Thus races or nations have arisen like waves and
disappeared again, leaving no trace of themselves
but ruins and tradition. Those whom we call aborigines are perhaps but the conquerors ·of former
civilized races that preceded them; conquerors and
conquered are forgotten in a common oblivion, and
the names of both have passed from the memory of
man. The megalithic ""era in Peru then must have
passed away in the early centuries of the Christian
era and left men to wonder who they were. Butthe uniform and constant report of Peruvian tradition places
the beginning of this .old civilization in the valley of Cuzco,
near Lake Titicaca there appeared the first civilizers and the
first civilized communities.-Ancient America, p. 236.
Montesinos give.s a Iist of sixty-four sovereigns who 11eigned
in the first period. The first was Puhua Manco, or AyarUchu-Topa, the youngest of the four brothers.... Next came
Huainaevi-Pishua, and "during his reign was known the use
of lettecrs."-Ibid., pp. 264, 265.

Here we see that the old megalithic or first civilized people of Peru, had the use of letters, which is
in harmony with the Nephite record again.
Balboa gives the names of the four Peruvian
brothers as Manco, Caha, Auca, and Ucha. (Myths
of the New World, p. 212.)
\Rivero and Tochudi in Peruvian Antiquities tell
us Peru was populated about five hundred y·ears after
the deluge. Its first inhabitants flowed in abundance toward the valley of Cuzco, conducted by
According to Montes~nos, there were three distinct periods four brothers, Ayar-Manco-Topa, Ayar-Pichu-Topa,
in the history of Peru. First, there wats a period which began
Ayar-Ancha-Topa, Ayar-Caha-Topa, who were acwith the origin of civilization and lasted until the first or
second century of the Christian ella. Second, there was a companied by their wives, named Mama-Cora, Hipap•eriod of disintegration, decline, and disorder,. introduced Hancum, 1Mama-Huacum, and Pilca-Huacum, the
by successful invasions from the east and southeast, durii!lg younger of the brothers according to tradition, was
which the country was broken up into small states, and many at the same time skillful and handy.-Ibid., p. 52.
of the arts of civilization were lost; this period lasted more
(Ayar means chief, and :Mama 'mother.)
than a thousand yearts. Third and last, came the period of
In South America we also find accounts which atthe Incas, who revived civilization and restored the empire.tribute
the origin of the people, or at least that of
Ancient America, p. 2'64.
It is now agreed that •the Peruvian antiquities 11epresetnt their civilization, to strangers. The Peruvians attwo distinct periods in the ancient history of the country, one tribute their progress to Manco-Capac, and to the
being much older than the other. . . . Cuzco of the Incas ap- beautiful Mama Oello, his sister and his wife, who
pears to hav'e occupied the site of a ruined city of the older
had crossed the sea to their country. (Prehistoric
period.-Ibid., p. 226.
Montesinos supposes the name of Cuzco was derived from America, p. 527.)

Cosca, a Peruvian word signifying to level, or from heaps
of earth called coscos, which abounded theTe. I n his account
of the previous times there is mention that an old city built
there was in ruins. Perhaps the first Inca found on its site
tnothing but coscos, or heaps of ruines.-Ibid, p. 227.
Manco-Capac III, the sixteenth sov·ereign of the line, is
supposed to have reigned at the beginning of the Christia,n
era, and in hi!s time "Peru had reached her greatest elevation
and axtension."-Ibid., p. 266.
Montesinos tells us that in the reign of Pachacuti VI, the
sixty-second Peruvian Amauta, who reigned about the time
of Christ, there came from the Andes, as well as from Brazil
and the no;rth, large hordes of fierce people, who waged
1

The sun, the great luminary and parent of mankind, taking compassion on their degraded conditiqn, sent two of his
children, Manco Oapac, and Mama Oello Huaco, to gather the
natives into communities, and teach them the arts of civilized life. The celestial pair, brother and sister, husband and
wife, advanced along the high plain in the neighborhood of
Lake Titicaca to about the sixteenth degree south. They
bore with them a golden wedge, and were directed to take
up their residence on the spot where the sacred emblem'
should without effort •s.ink into the ground. They proceeded
accordingly but a short distance, .as far as the .valley of Cuzco,
·the spot indicated by the performance of the miracle, since
thel'e the wedge speedily sank into the earth and disappeared
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forever. Here ·the children of the Sun established their residence, and soon entered upon their beneficent mission among
the rude inhabitants of the country; Manco Capac teaching
the men the arts of agriculture, and Mama Oello initiating
her own sex in the mysteries of weaving and spinn~ng.- The
simple people lent a willing ear to the messengers of heaven,
and, gathering together in considerable numbers, laid the
foundations of the city of Cuzco.-Conquest of P·eru, vol. 1,
p. 31.

Legends relate that when Manco Capac and Mama
Oello left the island of Titicaca the sun gave to them
a golden . branch and instructed them to walk on
until the branch should sink into the earth. It w,as
at Cuzco that the miracle took place, and the Incas,
full of gratitude to their father, made it the capital
of their dominions. (Prehistoric America, p. 410.)
He [M~ntesinos] discards the wQnder stories told of MancoCapac and Mama Oello, and gives the Peruvian nation a beginning which is, at least, not incredible. It was originated,
he says, by a people lerd. by four brothers, who settled in the
valley of Cuzco, and developed civilization there in a' very
human way. The youngerst of the!se brothers assumed supreme authority, and became the first of a long Une of
sovereigns.-Ancient America, p. 264.
Very ancient ruins showing remains of large and remarkable edifices, were se,en near Huamanga and· described by
Cieca de Leon. The native traditions said this city was
built by "bearded white men, who came there long before the
time of the Incas, and •established a settlement."-Atlantis,
p. 393, and Ancient America, p. 243.

And it is said th;:tt the great Peruvian roads were
built by "white, auburn haired, bearded men."
(Atlantis, p. 394.)
"
.
Another legend speaks gf certain white and bearded men,
who, advancing from the shores of Lake Titicaca, established
an ascende:ncy over the natives, and imparted to them the
rblessings of civilization.-Conquest of Peru, p. 32, vol. 1.
The story of the bearded white men finds its place ~n most
of their Iegends.-Ibid., p. 5, note 11.
Hardly a nation on the continent but seems to have had
some vague tradition of an origin from four brothers, to
have at some time been led by four leaders or princes, or in
some manner to have connected the appearance a.nd action
of four important personages with its eaTliest tra:ditional
history.-Myths of the New World, p. 94.
The ancient Peruvians appear, from numerous examples
of hair found in their tombs, to have been an auburn-haired
race.-North Americans of Antiquity, p. 187.
The Quichuas [of Peru]-this invading people-were origirnally a fair-skinned race, with blue eyes and light and even
auburn hair.-Atlantis, p. 391.
The megalithic people were the ancestors of the modern
Quichuas, or at least of the same stock.-National Geogmphic Magazime for May, 1916, p. 475.

Originally then, the Peruvians were of the white
race. The uniform and constant report of Peruvian tradition places the beginning of the old, or .
first civilization in the valley of Cuzco, and with
this primitive civilization is always connected four
brothers, the youngest of which became the first of
a long line of kings. Montesinos gives a list of sixty. four kings of the old empire leading back to Manco.
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This Manco was the youngest of four brothers, and
tradition says his colony crossed the sea, and in
their journey going northward they passed lake
Titicaca, and were directed by a sacred emblem.
They were a white and bearded people advancing
from the shores of Titicaca, and became the founders
of the first city of Cuzco. The megalithic people
we are told were the ancestors of the modern Quichuas (Peruvians), or of the same stock, and both
races then must be descendents of this :Eourth
brother, Manco's colony.
Strange too, but the Book of Mormon purports
to give an abridged account of a primitive colony
called Nephites and Lamanites who before Christ
developed a civilization in that southern land, which
account covers part of the era and regions outlined
in the above concise statements. Can its people
be the megalithic people? Are they the people who ·
built the hanging gardens in upper Peru, in comparison of which Babylon's gardens built for, and
to please a homesick wife and Babylonian queen,
are but a "transient toy?" Did they build that
Cuzco fortress which the Inca people credit to Satan,
and before which men now take off their hats and
exclaim "superhuman"? Were its people the builders of Ollantaytambo, where men now "put on their
lens" and "look very carefully, to be sure," that
there are' joints in its structures, and thus decide
whether these buildings grew up in one piece without joints, or were made by human hands? Did
its people have a way of grinding those large eight
ton blocks of stone so as to make perfect beveled
joints like men do now in grinding little stoppers
to fit into our bottles? Are they the folks who
thought nothing of handling blocks of stone that
weigh over fifteen tons without machinery, cranes
or pulleys? Did its people drill those tunnels
through mountains, miles long, in which they took
water to irrigate land at a distance, and if so, what
did they drill with, stone hammers, or their finger
nails?
Did their masons put together those stones in
the temple at Cuzco of which work it is said "all
modern masonry whether executed in Europe or
America is inferior when compared with the ancient
capital of the Inca"? Are they the people who had
"no equals" in stonecutting and fitting, though
"knowing nothing of right angles, or a square," and
without pulleys, or cranes, but did adjust in the
walls and make perfect fits using single blocks of
stones weighing from five, ten, fifteen, and some as
much as twenty tons each, and they did it by that
well-trained eye, and a stone hammer? Are they
the builders of Machu Picchu? Did they do the fine
work there with a "niggerhead" hammer? Or do
those stone hammers represent that loose, poor fit-
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ting repair work which snows decadence? Did they
succeed in doing what is the hardest to do in mechanical science, without tempered tools or machinery
to do with.? Is that abridgment a foretaste of the
annals and doings of that megalithic people? Will
it supply in part the desired information and give
that race a name?
(To be continued.)

FAlTH AND BELIEF
Some seem to be uneasy about the strong position
maintained in HERALD for May 17, 1911, page 462,
under subheading: Evolution of Faith, which position is concurred in and frequently voiced by others.
Two writers h;we recently entered complaint and
demand that such "principles be renounced, or the
scriptural evidence relied upon: for proof be· adduced." "If it can be supported by evidence that
amounts to proof, let it be shown." Again they say,
"It will be noticed that these good brethren make no
attempt to sustain their· position by a single quotation from any one of the three standard books of
the church! And this is the way and' only way the
topic has been treated, so far as I know, since I came
into the church in November, 1863." :The~e good
.critics assume that we teach ·"that faith and belief
are two distinct principles of the gospel," but so far
they have quoted nothing that even infers that faith
and belief are two distinct principles. We hold. that
a belief in the truth is the embryo, or undeveloped beginning of saving faith: simply this and nothing
more.
If they will study the extracts they quote more
carefully, and read anew the article referred to, without a doubt they will discover this error, and also
discover that ample scriptural evidence has been
adduced. But in the proper spirit, the spirit of love,
they are still asking for "scriptural evidence."
All right. The books abound with proof that belief and faith are not always convertible terms.
(James 2: 19, Matthew 8: 29, Mark 1: 24, 5: 7. Luke
4: 34, Acts 16: 17, 19: 15.) All these passages affirm
that devils believe the truth, believe in God, believe
in the sonship of Christ, believe in the divine commission of the apostles, believe that the gospel was
the way of life. But nowhere in the word do we find
an intimation of their saving faith.
As ministers of great experience our good critics
· must know it is no rare thing for people to be convinced against their wills. By force of argument
under the power of the Spirit they are compelled to
believe the gospel, but like the devils who believe,
they have no saving faith. It may be urged that
their belief is faith, but a dead faith, "like the body
without the spirit." Very well. A dried-up mummy

'

lacks .more than half of being a man. Their inert
belief lacks as much of being a saving faith as a
dried-up fountain does of being a river. Faith is a
living, vital, evolving force. Faith must be developed
by adding to it all the Christian graces. (2 Peter
1: 5). Faith is composed of belief to which is added
the Christian graces. Wicked men and devils may
believe the gospel, or have a dead faith, just as you
like, but there being no development it is a simple
abortion.
Latent belief frequently exists in soil too poor to
support Christian graces. Therefore latent belief
may exist where faith can never be developed. But
faith cannot be developed without the germ of belief
to start from.
Virtue, knowledge, temperance, patience, godliness, brotherly kindness, and charity-this is the
family of Christian graces who reside in the beautiful mansion of belief or faith. This is the home
called faith. This is faith. No demon soul was ever
big enough to possess such wealth. But wicked men
or devils may possess the empty shell of belief where
no such saintly occupants reside.
THE GIFT OF FAITH

It is true, modern dictionaries make no distinction
between the terms faith and belief. It is probably
true, also, that these authors never enjoyed the gift
of faith which others have through obedience. To
illustrate: Brother William Lewis tells of being
called to administer to a child who was at the point
of death. On his way he covenanted with God that
if the child was healed he would do one certain thing.
As he entered .the room there rested upon him that
assurance by which he knew that God had ratified
the covenant, and that the child would be made whole.
This w:as the gift of .faith that supersedes belief.
This was the added knowledge that made faith the
instrument of power by which the child was healed.
This was superior to belief. The term belie;' can
give no .intelligent expression of this and numeronE:
other experiences of the same sort, because they
have passed the limit of belief into "the assurance
of things hoped for."
THERE IS A DIFFERENCE

Latter Day Saints prefer Paul's definition of faith
rather than Webster's. "Now faith is the assurance
of things hoped for, the evidence of things not
seen."-Hebrews 11: 1. We are asked for "scriptural evidence" that belief and faith are not always
exehangeable terms. Here you have it again, good
and strong. "Faith is the assurance of things
hoped for." Hope is a compound word composed
of belief to which has been added desire. We
believe some things that we do not desire, in which
cases belief does not amount to hope.
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The following should help make this clear to all :
BELIEF

Wicked men and devils believe the gospel, but do
not desire to obey it. They have no hope. T-hey
have no faith.
BELIEF-DESIRE: HOPE

Some believe the gospel and desire to opey it.
They have hope. Faith is being developed.
FAITH, ASSURANCE, BELIEF-DESIRE: HOPE

Saints obey the gospel and secure the assurance
of hope. "Faith is the assurance· of things hoped
for, the evidence of things not seen."
D. R. BALDWIN.
CITY MISSIONARY WORK
The problems that confront a city missionary are
somewhat the same in all cities, except the large
ones. J find that the work here is different than
in the last place we were, which was a city of about
forty thousand population. iThe city o:5 Chicago
is one of great di:stances. It covers over two hun.dred square miles of territory and our work takes.
us outside of that.
I want to tell you of the help that we have had by
using a duplicator. Last summer we bought . a
Shapirigraph Duplicator for ten dollars... This
machine was in the care of the missionary with
the understanding that it was at the disposal of
any of the branches, Sunday ~chools; Religios, W oman's Auxiliaries or quorum officers. Our purpose
was to get our announcements of any special feature
in any service or of special services. Vv e were not
disappointed in this, for at the first union sacrament
service we had eleven out that w:ere there because
we had notified them. It took only a short time to
, run off the notices. on the duplicator. We used
postcards. For this work to be carried out with
the greatest degree of success the most essential
thing is to have your mailing list just as complete
as possible. This list should be in three parts at
least: One that will contain the names of all the
members who are in active touch with the branch.
One with all the names of those that are not in active
touch with the branch; and the other that of the
nonmembers. Care should be taken that there is
some information on the last list in connection with
each name as to who is the personal friend that got
them interested in the work or as to how much interest they may have taken.
Some might ask as to the need of having more
than one list. It is this: there are many notices
that would be for the Saints alone as it would be of ·
special interest to them and of no interest to the
outsider.
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At the present we are rev1smg our mailing list
so that it will be just as complete as it is possible
to make it. I might mention that when President
F. M. Smith and Bishop B. R. McGuire were to make
'us a visit that we had only a very short time to notify
the Saints. In fact it was only the afternoon bef9re
they were to come that we received a message telling
us thatthey would be here for a few hours Thursday
evening. On Wednesday evening we mailed out
nearly one hundred postcards and the result was
very gratifying, as we had a comfortably filled house
to greet them. It is true that some did not get them
in time, but think of the number that did.
The greatest help, I think, will be in keeping the
branch in closer touch with its members. Many of
the indifferent ones will feel that the church is interested in them, and by such repeated efforts and
the good news that they get through this means
they will want to avail themselves of the church
benefits.
When the New Year came it was possible for the
branch presidents to send a personal greeting to
each one, inviting them to come out, and asked if
the officers might call and be of service to them .
The secretary of the elders' quorum in this district
was able to send out a statement to all members,
together with a report of the president. As is
known it is impossible for all the members of the
quorum to be present at all the meetings, so in this
way they will ~et a· report as to what is going on.
I believe that ·if the great business concerns can
use a duplicator of some kind with success, that a
representative of the church can. We find that it
saves time and that it is effective for much good.
Many the time we hear some Saint remark, "Oh,
I wish that I had known of such and such a special
service." Now, this is just the way to keep the
whole branch as well as the outsiders in touch with
the important doings at the church. It means persistent effort.
We have an organization of all the priesthood in
Chicago. They meet once a month. At these meetings we have papers on special subjects. An example of what we are doing will help. At present
we are making a study along the line of comparative
religion. There is much research work on the part
of the one who writes the paper. If this paper was
.iust read, no doubt we would get good out of it
but how much of it could we remember? This is
our plan. Each member has a cheap loose-leaf
binder. Then we make enough copies of the paper
on the duplicator so each member has one to keep
and study and it is also a guide as to where he can
get valuable information on the subject. There may
be a number that will become missionaries, and
our purpose is that they will go out equipped. We
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secured a very good binder at a special sale at eighteen cents. This plan we believe would be good for
any branch, whether in the city or not. There are
many ways that a duplicator can be used. If there
are any that want to know more about them we shall
be glad to help in any way we can.
DAVID E. DOWKER.

PRAYER MEETINGS

of mourning ("weep o'er the erring one") ; or of rejoicing if we are to rejoice with those who rejoice;
of the exact truth if we are to rejoice in the truth.
Not that any one should parade or exhibit trial and
sorrow, but there is room for an overflow. There
is room for a psalm, a hymn, or a spiritual song, i.
e., one inspired by the Spirit. There is room for a
doctrine. (Ephesians 5: 19; 1 Corinthians 14: 6,
26.)

Our experiences are varied and distinctive, each
from the other, or should be, as no two personalities
are alike. Each individual has his own individuality,
and who would have it otherwise? In the,new birth,
or new creation, this individuality is retained, and
finaJly, each overcomer is to receive "a white stone
and in the white stone, a new name written, which
no one knoweth saving he that receiveth it." (Revelation 2: 17.) It will be applicable no doubt to the
·individuality and experiences of the one receiving.
No one else can fully comprehend these, save he who
is our Head and knoweth all his children. We are
very likely to want to measure each other's corn in
our half but3hel , or judge others' lives or experiences
from the standpoint of our own, but we do not know
all the constituents of even one person's life other
·than our owri. We know in a general way, or may
know the physical or spiritual needs of men and the
provisions for them, but just what is meat in due
season in a spiritual sense to each person, no one
but God, who knows not only all pertaining to the
environment of each individual, but the exact condition of the heart and mind, of the body and spirit,
can tell.
We can be successful as ministers for. him only
in being directed by him. It matters not what part
or office of the ministry we have. In Christ we have
a great high priest, and our appeal must sometimes
be past every other authority and name that is
named, whether in heaven or on earth, direct to him.
"'Tis high to be a judge," but some are ready to assume it on the least provocation, in season or 011t of
season.
If others' thoughts, experiences, testimonies, etc.,
written or oral, growing out of individual thought
and experience, are not in our groove, we should
not think it strange. It would to the mind of the
writer be a strangely unnatural, or unspiritual thing
if there were no distinctiveness in experiences, expressions, or testimonies of different individmJs.
There is great variety i.n the natural world. T'h~re
is room for it in the spiritual realm, even in our
testimonies, prayers, etc. They should fit or expresR
the needs. They should not be stereotyped or imitative. There are a variety of gifts, and in these gifts
there is room for the expression of experiences even

No one has rejoiced more than the writer when
some good point of doctrine in connection with experience has been stated from either the rostrum
or the body of the spiritual assembly; the prayer and
testimony service. We have many members in one
body, and all members have not the same office. So,
we being many, are one body in Christ, and all members one of another.
Having then gifts differing according to the favor
that is given us (Romans 12: 4-6) , let us act accordingly. There is room for exhortation (Romans 12: 8;
Hebrews 3 : 13) ; there is not room for an excess of
anything. Long prayers or testimonies should not be
the rule of anyone. One line of a hymn may contain a
sermon to one who is attuned, but a long sermon as
such, would be out of place in a Saints' meeting; the
more so in a large meeting. A "tongue" by everyone at every meeting would be out of the question,
or by the same person or persons weekly or semiweekly without a break, would be an abnormality.
Yet a long unknown tongue or prophecy, or exhortation, or testimony might be admissible at times,
and the presiding officer should judge as to whether
the one giving expression needs calling down or correction at the time. Others may judge within themselves only. The presiding officer of the meeting
should be the judge of the government of the meeting, no matter how many judges or jurors are present in the body.
The Spirit of criticism may easily be too prevalent, and sensitive souls and the meeting be made to
suffer.
Encouragement to individuality within
proper limits, including time limits, should be given.
No one should make accusation or personal grievance his theme; it is evident, but the presiding officer knows this, and if he does not have sense or
backbone to see it and act accordingly, either publicly at the time, or privately afterward, no one else
has any right with the matter. What is everybody's
bu~iness is nobody's business.
The care of a meeting should not be intrusted to
those unable to handle it. If it is, the consequences
should be suffered. We need more preventives all
along the line, less of cure, or attempt ·at cure. Suppression of evil or false spirits is necessary at the
time. Suppression of an individual in his individual-
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ity, ought not to be aimed at anywhere. But there
are proper and responsible judges, and proper ways
of dealing with any who are or may be out of order
in God's house, which is a house of order, and n<;> one
of the priesthood need get out of order to keep order,
or exceed his rights to keep others within their
rights.
We have observed those in the body who in a way
took it upon themselves to criticize one criticism by
another. Then another would 'riSie ·and · perhaps
rebuke the rebuker. Now a presiding officer who
does not see these things, or allows a debating spirit
to operate in a meeting, is not recognizing his responsibility or opportunity. · He should attend the
rebuking or criticising part himself, and run all the
risk necessary for anyone to run along this line. I
would much rather have my judges and critics before me than behind me and around me, and I believe others would. And by all means let the rebuking of a wrong Spirit be at the time, as the law
provides and necessity would require. The presiding
officers of any meeting should be carefully chosen
and well sustained. The government of the meeting
is in their hands, and should be so conceded, in the
interest of all.
Affirmative expressions along doctrinal lines, in
connection with, or based upon experience, should
be in order. They are not necessarily out of order.
Exhortation is not necessarily out of order, whether
it is by a "thus saith the Spirit," or otherwise. There
is room for it, but not in excess. "Let your moderation be known of all men," is and should be the rule.
Experience, office,· etc., should count something in
the latitude given for expression. Anyone may receive a revelation or prophecy, but the government
of officers must be by themselves, or those of higher
authority, not those of lesser. It is a delight-or
should be-to be subject to law and order. Those
who attempt to set others in order should first be
sure that they are in order. This is a safe rule to
follow. The disciplining of members should as a
rule be done under the direction of the presiding
officer of the branch, but the government of a meeting belongs to those into whose hands it is given, and
they have all authority over the meeting, to rule and
regulate it.
The rule of oae meeting as to length of testimony,
need not be the rule of another. Attendance varies
in the same branch. If all who are in attendance at
any given meeting, seek earnestly to be led by the
Spirit under the direction of the presiding officers,
giving heed to them, no one will go far wrong in
matter or manner, in time consumed or otherwise.
In large branches there is a greater need for carefulness as to the use of time than in small ones. The
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expressions should be, and savor of, the individuality
and experience of the individual, that he may be
known as he is for what he is worth, or may. be
worth by his contributions from out of his depths of
experience, in trial or suffering, or whatever it may
be; of much prayer, study, etc., that nothing good
may be lost by unwise suppression, or ruts and
grooves of testimony only. There is room for variety
in expression, and it is needed for the welding together of that which would otherwise fail to be incorporated into the life of the body and assimilated
by it. U people will get out of the ruts of life, especiallY! natural, worldly, selfish or self-centered
life, they will not remain in ruts of expression.
There will or should be something distinctive in the
expressions even in testimo:p_y or Saints' meetings.
Freedom should be encouraged. License should
not be. No one should feel bound by unreasonable
or unjust restrictions or criticisms. "Where the
spirit of the Lord is, there is liberty."
These are thoughts growing out of experience
and reflection, and the writer will have to acknowledge to them by signing his name and holding himself accountable. He is aware that every thought
that is expressed has to run a gauntlet and be subject to the fire of criticism, kindly or unkindly. The
just and properly authorized critic will criticize
constructively and kindly and do good, but more often by forewarning than by after rebuking or tearing to pieces. Correction is good in its place and
when needful, but not all are qualified or authorized
to administer it. Much must be left to God and the
individual, in the operation of the perfect law.
.Those who have the Spirit to teach, may "teach, reprove, rebuke, exhort; be instant in season; who are
out of season" (1 Timothy 4: 3, I. T.). To teach or
rebuke without the Spirit is to be more anxious
about God's work than God is about his own work. ,
Affirmative expression is the main channel in Saints'
meetings. The presiding officer should know how
to take care of the negative, or attend to it when
necessary. The veto power of the meeting is vested
in him. This is aimed more at unwise suppression
than unwise expression. Suppression of false spirits
is called for, and is the right of those governing
meetings. The proper ones can hardly be too wise
in suppressing individuals and individuality. It is
more likely to be those who are not the proper ones,
who get out of place in this regard.
M. F. GOWELL.

From the voiceless lips of the unreplying dead
there comes no word; but in the night of death Hope
sees a star, and listening Love can hear the rustle
of a wing.-In~ersoll.
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police came and covered the window-to remain
so until after the war.
Nearly a million women and girls in England are
A journey across the Atlantic is perilous these doing the work ordinarily done by the men. It is said
days. Even the sea is more angry than is usual that five thousand of the seven thousand motor omfor the time of year, so the sailors say. American nibuses in London have women conductors. I did
ships are the safest, but even on these there is much not ride on a train in England that did not have a
anxiety. On the sides of the ship are large-sized woman ticket-taker. Hardly was a journey made
American flags painted, and at night great reflectors that the train was not sidetracked at some place
throw the light upon them. Then, on the mast at to let a Red Cross train pass. Wounded soldiers
the stern is a large flag, and the light thrown upon are everywhere. Oxford University is almost as siit at night makes it very beautiful.
lent as a cemetery, and one will see more wounded
In crossing the Atlantic nearly a dozen times be- men on the ·street in a block than he will see of men
fore, I hardly saw a life-preserver. But. the first in the university itself. Instead .of nearly four
thing you now see in the stateroom is a life-preserver thousand students, as in 1914, there are but few
all ready for use. Then, the crew is instructed and more than three hundred, and most of these are
drilled.- ;Every man knows the boat he is to help Rhodes Scholarship men.
,lower, the rope he must pull, and all about it. In
In spite of all this pall of gloom that overshadows
dangerous areas the lifeboats are kept swung out almost every home, people are hopeful, optimistic
all ready for use. :Besides the submarine dangers and prosperous. Everyone has work at good wages.
are hundreds of floating mines off the coast of Eng- and many spend their money hilariously. Theaters
land. One almost dreads the place where the Lusita- are crowded, as are various shops and cafes. I
nJ,a went down. Most any place in the sea seems never heard a single one express a doubt as to the
safer than that particular spot.
" final outcome of the war. All know .that they are
The English Channel has to be swept as a woman in a life and death struggle, and people differ as.
sweeps her house. Twai trawlers, pulling a net, much there as here in regard to how long the war
generally go ahead of a ship, and then torpedo-boats will last.
and trawlers accompany on each side. At the
But what about the church these days? Many in
mouth of the Thames it is said that a net reaches this country are pointing the finger of scorn at the
entirely across from shore to shore, and in the morn- church, and saying. that it has failed in the most
ing a gate is opened which is closed at night as a critical time of the world's history, and that Chrisgate to a field on a farm.
tianity has fallen, never to rise again. But is this
On reaching England one sees many radical true? It was to see with my own eyes, and learn
changes. No foreigner can land unless he has busi- from church workers and others the real conditioli
ness that is unobjectionable, and, on landing, he must of the church, that I spent the money necessary, and
register at once with the police. No hotel will keep braved the perils of an ocean voyage, at this para man overnight without permission, and should ticular time.
one go to another location or town or city, he must
It is nqt an idle thing to say that it is really worth
get permission from the police. There is also much a journey across the sea in these perilous times just
prohibited territory (where munition factories are to see and know to what heights the church, and the
located, etc.), and if a man is caught in said territory institutions it fosters, have risen in this time of
without an "Identity Book" (this contains his photo- world calamity and world need. Nearly every ingraph and a fairly good history of his family for stitution not fostered by the church is simply power-·
two generations, his' business, etc.) he is liable to a less in a time like this.
fine of $125 and six months in prison.
The writer of these lines is no enemy of fraternal
In the cities the streets are darkened at night, organizations. Many of them are doing a world
and it means a fine for a householder to turn on of good in many ways, and it is an honor to belong
light at night before curtains· are drawn. A friend to some of them, yet the church is doing more in
told me of a house in Liverpool where, in some man- one week than they are doing in a y~ar, if reports
ner, the light from the window was seen by a man are true.
on a boat on the river, and early next morning the
Visiting the magnificent temple of one of these

WAR-STRICKEN ENGLAND AND THE
CHURCH
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orders, to which I myself belong, I asked the secretary what they are doing for the soldiers at home
and at the front. He said: "We are excluding every
German, and giving our members an identification
card to 'carry with them." Just how this card will
help them he did not say. Thi:;; is not said to in any
way belittle the fraternity, but to give the church
the place it really deserves in this critical time.
But what about the church? you ask. :What is it
doing? Better ask what it is not doing. Like a
great rock in a weary land, it is shielding and protecting thousands of stricken homes and ministering
to the wants and needs of multiplied thousands of
widows and orphans. Then, its work in the hospitals
and for thousands of wounded soldie:rs is sublime. In
the tremendous moral problems it, almost alone as
yet, is grappling with and rescuing other thousands.
Its ministries are legion.
I will take, for an illustration, a congregation
whose minister is a personal friend, and to whose
congregation it was my privilege to speak on three
different occasions while in London. This congregation numbers four hundred fifty resident members,
nearly every one of whom is a day laborer. But few
even own their own homes. At present sixty of the
men are at the front. Twenty-five others from the
Bible school, but not members of the church have
gone. In this case eighty-five of the men con~ected
with this congregation, either directly or indirectly,
are on the battle fields of France. It is needless to say
that this takes practically all of the' men from eighteen to forty-one years of age, which is the military
service age limit in England at present.
One would think they would almost be compelled
to shut up the church and go out of business; but not
so. They are supporting a good-sized orphanage
at home, and endeavor to take care of their own
sick and wounded, fl,nd often strangers as welL
Then they have provided a "hut:' (a temporary,
movable,- homelike building) at the front, where
their own members, and others as well, can lounge
and read,· and, practically live, when not on duty.
This "hut" serves as a center where the boys can
get little delicacies to eat, and where they can smoke,
as nearly all men in England smoke. It can be
moved from place to place. Here the soldiers have
religious services, and such entertainments as can
be provided at times. Here letters are received
from the home folk and read. This whole thing
is supported entirely by the congregation at home,
and last year it cost about $100 per month. This is
typical of hundreds and thousands of congregations,
and some more well-to-do churches are doing even
more.
Then, the hundreds of chaplains are as busy as
human beings can possibly be. They are almost
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like ministering angels, and the boys love them.
I understand the Church of England alone has more
thi;m sixteen hundred of these chaplains. I was talking to a young soldier Jew, and he said : "We all
like the chaplains." iMany are the messages of the
dying poured into their ears, and many times the
only word of comfort to the old father and mother
at home comes through the chaplain.
But the above is only a glimpse of the many activities of the church, both at home and at the front.
Were it not for the church this war would be a hundred times more sad. At the front the boys have a
real fellowship, and at home the bereaved mingle
ing to a young soldier Jew, and he said: "We all
these days of sadness and woe.
If reports are true, in all the warring countries
the church is being reborn. The stiff formalism is
giving way to real activity and life. The church
seems to realize for the first time-at least for generations-that its purpose is to serve.
Even· the very atmosphere of church life has
changed from that of a dozen years ago. One no. tices it on entering the church. There is a warmth
of feeling that is noticeable. Fifteen years ago the
people of England were as distinctly divided into
two classes as it was possible for them to be. It was
noticeable in the shops and stores. Now that is
nearly all gone. The people are one people. They
are being welded together through suffering and
serving. Instead of Christianity failing, it is being
reborn. The church will never be the same again.
This war bids fair to be the salvation of Christianity.
Instead of failing, the church is becoming a li:ving
reality.
In this land the church is the most powerful institution in existence. It is time this organiaztion
were rising up as one man and asserting itself
against war. The greatest calamity that can befall
a nation is war. It is the most dishonorable and
monstrous crime :;:tgainst mankind. It covers the
land with the graves of men, it pauperizes and makes
homeless and desolate women and children. It
feeds the wildest passions, sows the seeds of bitterness and hate, and eats away the very foundation
of true civilization. 1The church is the only institution that can abolish war and enthrone the Prince
of peace. America has entered the great world war
to help abolish war.-James T. Nichols, in Christian
Standard, May 19, 1917.
At the Independence Sanitarium in the treatment
of wounds is the same antiseptic solution in use,
which has been found to be the best known in the
war in Europe. It is called Daki~'s Solution and
is a mixture of baking soda and chloride of lime.The Jackson Examiner.
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THE CAMPAIGN IN THE HOLY LAND
The great war is not far from Jerusalem. The
British expeditionary force which captured El Arish
and was reported as advancing in southel'n Palestine
has not recently been mentioned in the announcements of the British war office, but it may safely
be assumed that the army is within seventy-five
miles of the Palestinian capital. The general direction of the advance leads to the belief that Jerusalem
is the prime objective of the undertaking.
The capture of Jerusalem by the soldiers of Great
Britain would be one of the most striking and memorable events of the war. It would be a visible
indication of the end of the Ottoman empil'e, scarcely
less impressive than the fall of Stamboul itself. It
would mean the final restoration to Christendom of
the holy city of Christianity.
The Turk has already lost Mecca and rMedina, the
two holiest cities ,of Islam. It is just and fitting
that these places have passed into the keeping of the
Arabs, for Mohammed was an Arab, the first Moslems were Arabs, and the great Mohammedan soldiers, scholars and statesmen of later centuries were
mostly Arabs. Though professing Mohammedanism the Turks have been unsympathetic interlopers
in Mecca as they have been in Jerusalem.
With the Hedjaz probably permanently freed from
Turkish misrule the next step of logic and justice is
the redemption of Palestine. In this work Great
Britain is the agent of Christendom. The cradle
of the Christain faith has too long been the property
of a race that has earned the execration of the world.
Under Turkish rule the city of Jerusalem, despite
the fact that it is held sacred by Mohammedans,
Christians and Jews, has been a place of vileness.
Filth, beggary and corruption are the memories
retained by visitors from occidental lands.
Yet it is far from likely that sentimental or devotional reasons would move the British Government
to undertake a twentieth century crusade. 'fhe motives behind the invasion of Pq.lestine are practical.
In the first place, a movement against Jerusalem is
certain to harass the Ottomans, who would gladly
give their entire attention to the ever growing RussoBritish menace in Armenia, Persia and Mesopotamia. Certain parts of Palestine produce large
food supplies which are of value to Turkey and her
allies. Jerusalem is a military headquarters of importance. Lastly, the conquest of Palestine would
permanently remove from Egypt the danger of
Turkish invasion, and would free the British troops
now held in Egypt for service elsewhere.
A battle beneath the gates of Jerusalem is, therefore, one of the possibilities of the not far distant
future. lAnd while the world will watch such a com-

bat with .an interest measured by its sentimental
rather than by its practical value, it may be that
the result will go far toward fixing the destiny of
the Ottoman.-Cleveland Plain Dealer.

A Word of Greeting from Our Honorary President
Dear Sisters of the Auxilary: It was with some degree
of diffidence that I consented to accept an office which is the
outgrowth of an innovation in the customs of the Woman's
Auxiliary. I was about to say "assumed the respo,nsibility
of the office," and it may be that some consider the office to be
without any responsibility. If I had so considered it I should
not have accepted it, for it is only because of my keen interest in the welfare of the women of our church that I have
ever accepted office.
However, as one connnected for years with the society and
one who has seem it grow from a very modest position in the
church to Qne of recognized importance, I have quite naturally formed some well-defined ideas of its work and its ideals. •
As I have said before, if the Woman's Auxiliary has not a
distinct mission, theii'e is no reason for its existence as an
auxilary to the church. In my judgment, the ideal which
should constantly be held before the women of the church,
(rand the auxiHary should include all the women) is the elevation of the home-all homes, other homes as well as our
own. It has 1never been my thought that in order to be a
most desirable helpmeet to one's husband, or mother to one's
family, a woman' should limit her activities entirely to those
within "the four walls" of her own home, as some have said;
·and I have always urged the dangers of deviating from the
ideal of which I have spoken-the elevation of the home.
What is demanded is thoughtful, intelligent discrimination
in a woman's activities. In the case of sisters who engage
in work outside the home, let me once more urge that they
never lose sight of the central fact that the home is the great
unit of society, and fundamental ,to the social growth and
betterment for which our church stands and must work. And
we should carefully avoid any movement tending to disrupt
the 'home1, whether it be the subtle and dangerous doctrine of
free love as advocated 'by some of the militant feminists, or
the fact that women in their attempt to become more efficient
home makers renter activities which in reality cause neglect
of home rand home duties.
iL>et me assu11e you, as I have done in the past, of my confidence in the women of the church. May they because of intelligent, prayerful service contribute in large measure toward the upbuilding of Zion. The condition of the world at
the present tim:e makes this imperative.
MRS. FREDERICK M. SMITH.
INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI, May 9, 1917.

Vice President's Report to Convention
To the General Convention of the Woman's Auxiliary Assembled; Greett'ng: As your vice pr-esident I have tried to
fulfill the duties of that office as outlined in the constitution,
acting as "associate of the president" ta!nd "in the absence of
the president, perform the duties of that office" this last was
made necessary because of the illness of the -president for
about two months.
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I have attended all executive meetings and presided over
two. Have acted on Year Book committee, program committee, and amendment committee. By vote of the executive
committee have represented the association at the .follow-ing reunions: •Saint Louis, Missouri; Boone, Iowa; Council
Bluffs, Iowa.; and Logan, Iowa. In this capacity I repre~
sented the General Sunday school and Religio by their appointment. All expenses were met by reunion committees.
It was upon the invitation of the diffeD€111t reunion committeel:l
that I attended the respective reunions as field worker.
Besides regular Sunday school and Religio work I arrang.ed
for work of particular interest to women in their capacity of
home makers and mothers. The following is a brief outline
of work prese;uted, either ~n class work or lecture, education
as a p.reparation for life; choosing a vocation; taking advantage of opportunities; home economics; classes for
women wherein treatment of children's diseases, caring for
fractures, preparing a sick room and the handling of the
patient were demonstrated by r.egistered nurses.
Classes were conducted for young girls and subjects of par..
ticular interest to them· were presented, such as care of
clothes; sewing; deportment; respect to parents and selfishness. . Classes for par.ents of adolescent boys and girls were·
conducted, handling problems of that age and showing how
they may be met.
We are indebted to the following firethren and sisters for
the. success of our reunion work: Bishop Albert Carmicl1ael,
Patriarch F. A. Smith, Elders Williams and Parke•r, Sister
Sarah M. Rodger, superintendent of nurses of the Independence :Sanitarium, Miss Hunt registered nurs.e, Miss Charlotte Dryden, teacher of home economics in Ames University,
Mrs. Vida E. !Smith, Mrs. Esther Kennedy; Mrs. A;nna de
Jong rSmith, Miss Nora Parks, Mrs. Blanche Andrews, and
others whose names I cannot recall but whose good work I
shall not forget. I wish to publicly express my thanks for
their cooperation which ;esulted in an exceptional interest in
their work and an excellent attendance.
We found the women of the church anxious and more than
willing to take up the new phases of women's work outlined
in our Year Book. The classes presided over by those mentioned who were specialists in the particula.r line were
crowded, many times, showing the v.ital inteii'est women take
in such subjects as effect the home, and how anxious our
sisters are to become more efficient home makers and mothers.
By action of the executive committee I was given general
charge of field work and was appoint.ed with our g~neral
president and secretary in the appointing of district field
worke~s, who were over the following districts: 1Spring River,
Missouri; Minnesota; 1Southern Michigan and Northern
Indiana; Northeastern Kansas; Wisconsin; Moline, Illinois;
Nebraska; Alabama; North Western Kansas; Indiana;
Florida; Uttle Sioux, Iowa; London, Canada; Chatham,
Canada; Gentral Oklahoma and Nevada, Missouri. Many of
those appointed have done excellent work; a few have not
reported. We are pleased to inform you that through the
efforts of our district field workers the following districts
have boon organized. Miss Louise Evans, organized the
Southern Michigan and Northern Indiana District; Mrs.
Letha Tilton organized the Central Oklahoma District; and
Mrs. Maggie Badder the Chatham, Canada, District. We feel
that this good work 'is indeed comm~ndable.
The past year has shown a general awakening among our
sisters. I feel that this is but a forerunner of the good things
to be accomplished by concerted effort on our part.
Your sister in the work,
MRS. M. A.· ETZENHOUSER.
INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI, March 24, 1917.
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Opening of Our First Woman's Building
The formal opening of our woman's building in Independence took place April 26, 1917, and although the "rains fell
and the floods descended," they failed to damp·en the ardor of
about one hundred and fifty men and women, and standing
room was a premium. The rooms were decorated, quite
appropriately, with flags, for the addresses by President
Frederick M. Smith and Walter Wayne Smith, president of
the stake, were on "Women's attitude toward the present
war." President Smith talked along the line of the "spiritual
aspect" and Brother Walter on the "economic aspect."
Mrs. Frederick M. Smith, chairman of the building committee, presided, the grand hymn of thanksgiving-"Praise
God from whom all blessings flow"-opened the meeting, followed by prayer by Bishop McGuire. At the close of President Smith's remarks a trio of lad~es sang "Forget-me-not,"
and at the close of the speech by our stake president questions were asked by those in the assembly and answered by
the speakers of the day.
The first question was, "Should our young men volunteer
or wait to be drafted?" President Smith answered, "It is a
question every man must answer for himself. Shall I serve
my country, and how best can I do it?''
Question: "Would it not be wise for us to take steps to forward the movement inaugurated by our president's wife,
lMrs. Wilson' and other foremost women of the country, looking to the conservation of the Nation's time and resources?"
··Answer: "By all means; and Mrs. Wilson's list of economies might be improv.ed upon by our women."
Question: "Shall we interest ourselves in the work of the1
Red Cross chapter in Independence, in making utilities for
the war?"
President •Smith answered "yes," and said further that
the manager of the •Sanitarium had come before the Presidency and joint council, asking their opinion on offering the
use of the Sanitarium as a post hospital if needed in the war,
and the j.oint council had approved the suggestion.
Question: "'Should we be associated with the movement for
conservation of food, and in raising and canning garden
produce?"
Thrs was answered in the affirmative by both of the
brethren. Brother Walter W. Smith suggested that we should
plant that which would fill the greatest need, and that without canning as much as possible. Announcement was made
that the parent-teacher association would soon have a demonstration: on economics of which the women might take advantagle.
,
Question: "Should we join the classes conducted by the
parent-teacher association, or take up similar work as an
a uxiiiary ?"
President Smith thought we should lead in all such matters, and educate our women on all questions of vital interest
at the present time.
A motion was carried by the assembly that the local board
of the Woman's Auxiliary be requested to appoint a food
conservation committee to take up matters pertaining to
economy.
Question: "Should we encourage our young men to enlist
in the army when through our religious training we are opposed to the shedding of blood?"
President 'Smith replied that he knew of no body of people
whose training would ·prev.ent their taking arms in defense
of our country except the Quakers and Mennonites. As a
church we have taken no action on the ma.tter and it is a
question each must answer for himself. ·Walter W. Smith
1
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made some pertinent remarks about the duty of a good red/blooded young man toward his country, and the loyalty of
all to the Nation.. The chairman introduced Mrs. Lula Sandy,
our new general auxiliary president. Mrs. s:andy responding
vyith a few well-chosen words.
Benediction was given by Bishop Siegfried.
As a result of the appointment of the food conservation
committee, at the above meeting a most enthusiastic gathering met in the Stone Church last Thursday. Mrs. Louise
Sheldon, chairman of the committee was presiding officer.
Mr. E. A. Ikenberry, county agricultural agent, was the
principal speaker. He talked im the characteristics of the
soil and what the a,verage garden needs as regards fertilizing. He told what vegetables to plant that would keep with
little trouble and expense, such as potatoes, navy and lima
beans, sweet potatoes, onions, carrots, parsnips, turnips,
pumpki1ns, squash and cabbage, mentioning also the canned
food that is most desirable in winter, such as corn, tomatoes,
beans, peas, and gr.eens, which have medicinal value. Drying of fruit and vegetables should be remembered. Thorough
cultivation of all crops is of great importance.
The committee have arranged for a demonstration of food
canning next Thursday at the church, by Miss Brown, who
is a member of the high school faculty, and very competent
along these lines. The work of the committee certainly shows
efficiency. Captains have been 'appointed over the territory
which is districted, and these appoint visitors, who call at
every house, asking for cooperation in land, seeds or labor,
to the end that every available foot of ground may be used
to the best advantage.
Many of our women can take advantage of the offer of
the Kansas City Star, which has arranged to give demonstrations on economical cooking, to avoid the high cost of
living. These are held in the .Star building.
Each local auxiliary in the stake plans to send three repl"esentatives, who will take notes and report back to the local
everytrung of importance, so all may be benefited by the
lectures.
Following is the substance of the pledge taken by the leading women of the Nation: "Mrs. Wilson, wife of the president, Mrs. Marshall, wife of vice president, and the wives
of the members of the cabinet, have agreed to reduce their
.scale of living to the simplef=l,t possibl<e form, in order to set
an example to the women of· the country to do their part in
the movement for the conservation of the Nation's time and
resources. The women of the highest official families have
decided to omit the usual formal entertainment and calling,
and to reduce to the minimum their social activities, so that
they will be able to give more time and 'money to constructive preparedness and relief work. They hav·e agreed to
pledge themselves to buy inexpensive clothing, to serve
simple food, and to watch a~d prevent all kinds of waste."
On April 12, 1917, they informally appealed to the women
of the country to join them, not only as individuals but by
organizing, that poss~ble suffering later on may be prevented.
ALTHA DEAM, Press Chairman.

A Health Conference
The following article sent out by the children's bureau at
Washington will be of especial interest to those of our people who are in the rural communities. A health conference!
How good that sounds! An expert in child hygiene, a conscientious physician, an educator who knows the subject, all

these are usually easily available. Men in such professions
are eager to giv.e their services to neighborhoods that are interested in raising the health standard of their children.
Let our women organize. Don't wait until a district sup·erint~ndent is placed in your district. Organize yourselves
into a working body. Tell us what your community is, if
you have competent health advisors and let us help you plan
a health conference. Do it in connection with the school
in your neighborhood. Almost any teacher is glad to cooperate in such work. The rural mother needs .especial
help. Too often she is overworked. You must begin to create
a sentiment against overwork, drudgery, and create a desire
for healthy children and healthy mothers.
. LYDIA THOMAS WIGHT.

Better Care for Rural Children
Why are there so many deaths among country babies and
country mothers? . And what should the Federal Government
do about it? Miss Julia C. Lathrop in her fourth annual
report as chief of the children's bureau describes its new
rural studies of child and maternal welfare which combine a .
scientific inquiry witli work of immediately practical value
to the children of the neighborhoodr; visited, and suggests a
constructive plan for the future.
The report gives many reasons for extending this rural
work. First, the census bureau's figures show average infant mortality rates in the rural districts higher than the
mortality rates found by the children's bureau in the more
prosperous sections of the cities which it has studied.
Again, the census figures show a mark•edly high death
rate among country women of child-bear~ng age for which a
large number of preventable deaths from maternal causes
appears to be. responsible. It is estimated that more than
15,000 women die year by year in the United States from conditions incident to maternity, while the 'extent of unnecessary ill health is at present u,nknown. "The sickness or death
of a mother inevitably lessens the chances of her baby for
life and health, and it is plain that the question of maternal
care in rural districts is of genuine public interest."
An argument for better care of rural childhood is based
on the high percentage of physical defects among children
in rural schools giv€!n in reports of State boards of health.
Miss Lathrop concludes: "These comparisons are a strong
indication that there is room for great permanent improvement in maternal and child welfare in rural districts. The
day when all chi1dren shall be well born and well cared for is
far ahead, but surely. that day should dawn first for the
country."
In cQnnection with the bur,eau's rural studies a child hygi•e:ne expert holds a children's health conference to which
parents bring their children for ·examination and advice about
diaily ca11e (but not for medical diagnosis or treatment). Parents have shown great eagerness for this kind of help in the
counties already visited, bringing their children oft€in long
distances, over bad roads, and even sacrificing farm work
for their journey.
'S:tate and other local officials are urging the bureau to
cooperate with them in similar studies and demonstrations
in many States, and 1a number of rural units to extend this
work are among the items for which the bureau asks a larger
staff and appropriatiQn. Miss Lathrop believes that such
Fedeml studies, making plain the necessity and suggesting
a method, a11e bourid to lead toward adequate local provision
for maternal and child welfare.
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[LETTER DEPARTMENT

]

Independence Stake
Active in the pulpits of the stake outside of the center
place last Sunday were Elders E:van Davis, F. M. Sheehy,
A. H. Parsons, J. 'D. Shower, W. D. Bullard, E. T. Atwell
and Joseph Luff. Brother Atwell and Brother George Adkins held forth at the same date, May 13, before an audience
of about fifty eager list€iners, in the East Bottoms. In that
locality there has been, within the last few weeks, quite an
awakening; seven or eight have been baptized lately and
others are investigating.
At the Church of Christ the Saints have adopted the Saints'
Hymnal. At the 1Stone Church the usually good interest is
kept up in the young people's prayer meeting and the Sunday
school, and last S'Uinday the total attendance was 824. In
the beginner department there were 64; ~assembled in the
basement, of primaries and juniors, were 223; seniors and
intermediates in the upper! room numbered 175; normal stu~
dents, 45 ;. adults, 157; •teachers, 94; officers, 30; and visitors,
91.
The services throughout the day and evening were full of
good instructio,n to both old and young, and the attendance
was excellent, as usual.
At· night the 'Saints were gl>ad to hear once again our beloved Brother J. W. Rushton as he. expounded the scriptures
in his wonted manner of foreeful diction and strong, logical
argument. His words were based on the text in Hebrews
2 : 3 : "For if the word spoken by angels was steadfast, and
every transgression and disobedienc·e received a just recompense of reward, how shall we escape if we neglect so great
salvation?"
Pastor W. W. Smith's discourse in the morning was full
of the spiritually awakening influence and power of the
gospel. Besides refraining from evil-speaking, Sabbathbreaki,ng, and criticisms unfavorable and harmful, we should,
as Saints, be proficient in learning, devoted in soul, and given
to st1;1dying all good books.
·
We notice by reading, the Saints are not the only units
advocating study as an aid to efficiency. On May 14, at Fort
Riley, in order to make the .best soldiers possible, a great war
measure was adopted, a,nd three months of training with a
study period was enforced. "Am I a soldier of the cross, a
follower of the Lamb?"-we will sing to the end.
ABBIE A. HORTON.

A Branch Surprise
[The following are extracts from a personal letter to the
associate editor, from W. A. Sinclair, of the Boston Branch.
The Saints will be interested in his statements.-EDITORS.]
Last Thursday night we held a surprise party at the
church. It was a surprise in the sense that nobody had any
idea what was going to happ€Jn, except the priesthood, and
they remained mum on the question.
There was a good houseful of members and nonmembers.
A few items of business were transacted and then Brother
Rich made quite a long speech, apparently aiming at nothing in particular and everyth~ng in general, but, like an
eagle looking for its p11ey, when the psychological moment
arrived he explained that there was a debt on the branch
aside from the church debt ·and it was the desire of the
priesthood to have this specified debt cleared up before our
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new missiona,ry should arrive. Well, to make a long story
short, ·they subscribed sufficient to clear up the debt and give
us a little to continue the work on. There were a great many
who were absent from the meeting who might like to assist
in the movements, so we are sending out a letter to all me:inbers who were absent, asking them to assist. I think probably the scheme will give us enough ready money to move
out more strenuously ~n the prosecution of the work.
We held the Sunday school and Religio conV'ention at Attleboro, Massachusetts, 1S'aturday and Sunday. It was a good
convention, many good papers were read and enthusiasm engendered. The Attleboro church was ta:xced to its utmost to
accommodate the visitors, and this, too, amid the downpour
of rain which would ordinarily chill the ardor of less devoted
worshipers. Many excellent papers were presented which
should find place in our church papers for the edification of all.
Whether this happens or not, we are going to try to get them,
to file with the library board that they might be preserved
for future reference.
·
Brother Edward L. M. Traver was ordained to the office of
elder at the morning meeting under the hands of U. W.
Greene, J. D. Suttill, and George W. Robley. We elected
him president of the branch and I believe he feels the importance of the position and will enlist his efforts to make
his official labor a success. We are 'all behind him to give
him the boost necessary to make him succeed.
Our ministerial conference is :fiast approaching. I wish
you were here to take part. We hope to keep them alive to
the issues and make competent workmen of all.
We expect our new missionary next Sunday and then
preparation must he made for the summer campaign. This
war has somewhat upset the even tenor of things. Many of
our young men may be called to arms and this has somewhat upset their minds for the time being. We do not know
just who the seiective draft will reach, but hope that it will
pass them by.
NORTHCOTE, VICTORIA, AUSTRALIA,
March 27, 1917.
Editors Herald: I wrote you early this month when sending for my HERALDS, and do not want to encroach on your
valuable space again so soon, but feel like sending you the
inclosed cutting from Saturday, March 24, issue of the
Argus, Melbour:ne's leading daily paper. This informa,tion
evidently portrays the condition of the religious world as it
exists at present and undoubtedly has ec'Cisted for a long
time past, and, coming from the pen of our leading commercial men, evidently has a deep meaning.
You can take it for what it is worth, 'and it may be interesting to many. The italics are mine. To me, it has Qnly
made the work we are engaged in shine clearer and more
bright than ever, and we can sense to the fullest extent the
words of the Master to the woman of S'amaria and 11ecorded in
John 4: 25 : "The hour cometh, and now is, when the true
worshipers shall worship the Father in spirit and ~n truth;
for the Father seeketh such to worship him."
With best wishes for the succ•ess of the HERALD, I remain,
· Your brother iri the gospel,
ALBERT H. FORD.
"CUMORAH," 47 Beaconsfield Parade.
One of the striking features in model'ln life is the way in
which clergymen are coming forward to give voice to oracular
utterances on controversial public questions. The ordina,ry
preacher does not pu~·sue this line, but each of the leading
denominations has •a few men who do so. Audiences hang
upon their words; cheers and stamp~ng, laughter and ap-
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plause, greet their efforts. On every important public ques- politician who has failed to get into parliament? The audition they must give their oracle, and the crowd especially ences who hang on his words are not :really worshiping God;
women-flow to hear them, and find inspiration in their they are only a crowd, having a crowd-sensation-the pleaswords. This new phase of public life is, we believe, quite ure of a packed mass round a popular speaker. ~d besides
common in America, and is becomi1n g common in Aus- pleasing the many, he may inadvertently anger the few. In
tralia. Yet a clergyman is one of the last men one would iboth cases, whether with the many or the f,ew, his priestly
expect to hear giving forth oracles of wisdom on vexed influence with them is gone. He is no longer the wise man
questions of the day. He is usually trained in a seminary. whose touch can help or heal or check in the great troubles
His reading on economics, on sociology, on history or politics,, of the private life. He has ceased to be a priest, and has
is generally meager and onesided. He knows as little of these. become a mere "spell-binder." And undoubtedly it is vanity,
things as he knows of science. His read1ng of history has the microbe of the "caput tumescens" that leads preachers
often a twist in it, because it has been •ar:ranged to suit his thus astr:ay. Vanity is the besetting sin of some preachers.
denominational bias. In fact, nothing more shocks the ordi- It is this love of hearing their own voices that makes the:m
nary secular historian than the way in which High church- feel that no important question can be settled unless they
men and Low churchmen manipulate history to suit them- say something. If they were humbler men they would stick
selves. It is the same with sci61nce or economics. A pastor more to their own business, and be content to leave others
is not as a rule fitted by his training for dea)ing with these to do other work. In fact, had they a higher sense of dignity
questions, and he is wise thel'efore if he leaves them to men of their office, they would feel, like judges of the Supreme
who are more conversant than lie is with all their difficulties Court or other high officials, that they must not leave their
and more at home among all their problems.
great trust i1n order to wrangle in the forum.
A preacher also genemlly speaks unde,r peculia.r limitations.
It is hardly fair to blame the preachers only for this aJberIt is very difficult for him to speak "the truth and nothing ration from the path of duty. The people afso are to blame.
but the truth"; while it is almost impossible for him to Were the preacher to confine himself to spiritual, 1·eligious,
speak "the whole truth" as he himself sees it. He has to be and ethical questions, t1·ying to convince and convert sinners,
in touch with what his denominatio1n expects, and more es- tryimg to show the people God and God's salvation, the crowd
pecially with what his congregation demands~ He must give would avoid him,. For the crowd do not want ?'eligion; they
back to his hearers the echo of their own thoughts; or, if want excitement, they want controversy, they want somehe does not do so, some at least of his audience will try to thing to make them stamp and cheer and laugh, or to make
make it warm for him. This is especially so of a "popul.ar" them indignant and shout out "Shamel" When this kind of
preacher. His hear•ers, gathered from the four winds, are thing is coming they pack to hear it; when they know it will
there to lwa~· him say a certain kind of thing--and say it he be absent they stay away. What is the poor preacher to do?
must. Their coming, their pleasure, their applause, their He can get his crowd by selling his spiritua.l trust for "the
afterglow--all depend upon his responding to their demand. mess of poUage"; and if he refuses to do this, he must do
In such circumsta;nces he can hardly be a prophet or servant without his crowd and his "pottage." If the people were
of t1·uth, because he m1tst please the crowd, who a1·e 1•eally more loyal to their church amd their ministry, to their servhis masters. The prophets of Israel were all unpopular men, ices and their religion, then undoubtedly the preachers would
but the mode1•n pulpit prophet must satisfy the m.en who be more loyal to their trust. It is to a great extent the un"fill his hand." Samuel Taylor Coleridge was once asked faithfulness of the pe:ople that leadis to the meretricious deabout some teaching he was giving forth. His reply was that vices on the part of certain preachers. People and parson
he was expressing the belief held by the· Holy Catholic and a11e so bound together that they must either progress or decay
Apostolic Church, of which church he claimed to be the only together. The church can move onward in spiritual things,
living member. Few preachers can be so daring as that. ibut it always takes two to do it-people and priest. Or it
They feel that others besides themselves must be taken into can move. back-and here again it takes two to do it. Soaccount; and so, instinctively and sometimes almost uncon- called popular preachers, with their stamping audi~nces and
sciously, they defer to the people they are supposed to lead. controversial public utterances, are a part of the decay of
It may be ,;;aid that all public men must do the same. The
religion. But the blame is for the people as much as much
member of Parliament is under the thumb of his constituency as for the priest.
and his party, just as the pastor is under the thumb of his
congregation and his church. But not quite so much so,
HoPEWELL, VIRGINIA, May 6, 1917.
we imagine. The preacher, because his c9nstituency is much
Editors Herald: If an elder or any one capable of a debate
smaller, is probably under a more irritating and a more will come here, I will provide a sleeping place and furnish
drastic constraint than is the politician. If that be so-"and my automobile to carry him or them; as I think in a. territory
most preachers will confess that it is so, a,nd will complain like this there ought to be two go together. There has been
that this petty tyranny is hindering the better class of young a Union tent or two tents here now two or three weeks, and
men from. entering the ranks .of the Christian ministry- they have been preaching on the signs of the times, but
then that is also a reason why it is inappropriate for a pastor havEin't touched on the establishment of the true church as
to give utterances on public controversial questions. He has one of the signs of the second coming Of Christ. One of
not been ordai1ned to do that work, and any attempt to do it their preachers said there was no difference between us and
is made only the more difficult and the more futile by the them. I told him· if he didn't know any more than that he
peculiar relations involved in his ministerial position.
wasn't fit to preach. ~ would give a good deal to have a deAnother reason why he should Ie1ave public questions alone bate nere and I believe it's the only way that this place will
ever do any good, as I believe it is about as bad as any place
is that meddling i,n such questions does interfere with his
priesthood. He is primarily a priest. His duty is mediatorial. can be-they even dance ~n the church. I don't know what to
He must approach God on behalf of men, and approach men do as I have lost one half I had a year ago. I am now in
Qn behalf of God. In the really serious things of life his my sixty-first year but have quite good health.·
In gospel bonds,
help is indispensable. Why should he mar this work, and in'WILLIAM C. CUMMINGS.
terfere with his influence, by trying to pose as a kind of
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Des Moines, Iowa
The angel of death has made his caU at the homes of a
number of the Des Mo~nes Saints during the ea,rly days of
this month. Brother W. D. Hall died on May 2, the remains
being "taken to 'Shenandoah, Iowa, for interment. Brother
John Tinker died at Malcolm, Iowa, on May 3. Elder D. T.
Williams was c~lled to attend the funeral of his sister in
Illinois. Brother R. L. Brand died on May 10, after an illness of about seve:n months.
On April 18 Brother W. H. Wahl and Sisters Jessie Smith
and Glendora Leach were baptized by Elder J. F. Mintun.
On May 6 Sisters Glee and Margaret Goreham were baptized by Elder F., T. Mussell.
During the past month thirty letters of removal 'have
reached us, sixteen of the,se from the RunneHs Branch, and
are 1oeady for presentation at the next business session.
Two of our members-both sisters-have :e1nlisted in the
matrimonial ranks. Sister Mable, Lane became Mrs. John
Gresdal on Eiaster Sunday and Sister Orpha Emslie married
Brother Ed 'rhomas qf Independence, Missouri, on May 5.
We look for the young brethren of Des Moines to even up the
score in the' near future.
An effort is being made to increase the circulation of the
HERALD in this branch. We hope that those who are receiving sample copies will each immediately send in $1.50 for a
year's subscription, as the reading of 'the church papers
wiH increase the interest of the Sa~nts in the work , of the
church, and incidentally make their attainment of celestial
salvation more certain.
R. J. FARTHING, Correspondent.
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MARION, ILLINOIS, May 7, 1917.
Edito1·s HeTald: The postman has just arrived w:ith this
good and long-wished-for paper. After looking through its
pages and seeing so ma,ny good letters from the dear Latter
Day Saints, I feel that I owe a few words to the SAINTS'
HERALD.
Sometime's I feel that I am very weak in the faith, and
when I pause to think a moment of the many, many blessings that God has bestowed upon me, I quickly res.ist evil
thoughts and earnestly pray that I may neve1r grow weak in
the one latter-day faith. I have never regretted the step that I
have taken. I realize more and more every day that it is the
true and o:nly path that leads to eternal li~e. I earnestly
ask the inte:t~est of the prayers of the Saints that I may be
blessed and so live to raise my two little girls up in the one
faith, to love God and to be a shining light before the
world.
Your sister in the faith,
DAISY CASEY.

FLAT TOP, COLORADO, May 7, 1917.
EditoTs H emld: Thrqugh: the kindne-ss of Brother and Sister Buschow of Denver, <Colorado, who made the trip to
General Conference in their auto, my husband and myself
were permittred to attend. Brother Ammon White also accompanied them, and to say it was an enjoyable trip states it
mildly.
We saw beautiful country in Neb11aska, Iowa, Missouri, and
Kansas, 'and piuts of Kansas were very inviting-looking,
crops being well advanced and all natuDe looking beautiful.
Sur.ely those are favored regions. Westerrn Ka1nsas had just
had wonderful rains which promised much for future crops,
CHAMPAIGN, ILLINOIS, May 4, 1917.
but certai1nly did not improve motoring-a driver nearly
EditoTs Hentld: A year ago last December my husband,
needing •a pair of oars at times.. Had we been blessed only ·
small daughter and I moved to Champaign. There are no
with an ordinary car, or oi'dinary driver at the wheel, we
1Saints here nor within miles of here that we can find, al- should certainly hvae been in western Kansas until now.
though we have advertised. No one seems to have heard of But the car, an eighty-horse power, seemed to be able to go
us except the Dunkard minister 1nea,r he,re, and he is certainly
ori almost any kind of rol}ds or through them; and with
making it sufficiently trying s1ince, while he ani! a visiting
Brother Buschow's careful drivi1ng the car traveled ail the
evangelist called upon me in regard to some topics I had distime right side up, even though it side-stepped occasionaily.
cussed with several ,of his members and prospective members.
Altogether, the whole trip was a beautiful .expe,rience. So
I think at the time I made it perfectly plain that we were
s.eldom does a missionary~s wife get to attend Genefal Connot Brighamites, but since then I have noticed a decide,d
ference, at least from such a distance, that the kindness of
chan~e in the atmosphere when I e:ncounter one of the Dunk-.
these dear ·Saints to me seems 'a wonderful thing, and will
ards.
never lbe forgotten.
We do, indeed, appreciate the value of the church meetings
· We were glad to get our old· missionary force back this
since we have left Flint, Michigan, where the branch has alyear, but would have been grateful for a few more. The
,;:ays been blessed so much by the Spirit, where my baby girl work in all the district, with the exception of one or two
was blessed, my husband and myself baptized, and where he
places, is in good condition. Brother James Kelley's labors
was ordained a teacher. We hav'e been sorry so many times here have been much appreciated a,nd have done much good.
that we left there, for, while his position is a much better one,
We sincerely hope God will bless him with improved health.
we realize that postion and mone,y are so much les's tha,n in- , Many are writing for preaching where the gospel never has
tercourse with the Saints and the privilege of hearing their
been preached-so many more calls than can be filled-calls
testimonies and prayers.
for activity on the part of all laborers in the district, whether
The HERALD is a boon, indeed, in our isolation, and so oflocal or ~eneral.
ten I am blessed wonderfully by God's Spirit in reading it,
Much anxiety qn account of war conditions acts as an inespecially the letters. No one can know how anxiously we
ducement for all to farm all the land they can. Heavy snows
look for word from Flint, nor how disappointed we are to
~May 4 give us moisture enough for the present.
find nothing, unles-s one is similarly situated.
Ever pra.ying for Zion,
We have a baby boy to be blessed now, and as soon as he
MRs. J. R. SUTTON.
is old enough we are going to Chicago to have him blessed
·by Brother David Dowker. He baptized me and, of course,
Once upon a time Queen Victoria called a young girl, whose
ho1ds an especial place in our hearts.
Any time a brother or missionary can reach Champaig,n he beautiful voice had charmed her, to the queen's box, saying, "I
understand that you are half American and half English."
will find a warm welcome waiting him here; and a card a
"Thank you for the compliment you pay me," said the girl,
day or two before will find some o1ne waiting at the station.
"but the truth is I am all American,."
Wishing you a Godspeed, I am,
That's the stu:!f!
118 East Garwood.
MRS. L. E. DOLLINGER.
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MISCELLANEOUS DEPARTMEN~
First Presidency---Appointments
The postconference council afte'r due consideration found it
necessary to make some cha,ng;es in _the appointmen~s, a~d a!so
appointed some new men on the hst. The followmg hst mcludes the new appoi,ntments and transfers.
FREUERICK M. SMITH,
For Joint Council Presidency and Twelve.
INDEPENUENCE, MISSOURI, May 11, 1917.
APPOINTMENTS BY POSTCONFERENCE COUNCIL
John Martin; Pittsburgh District, M.
E-. C. Shelley, North and South Carolina, M.
Isaac S. McMullen, Seattle and British Columbia District, M.
. .
George W. Robley, New York D1stnct and Eastern Connecticut, M.
·
William Bath, Spring River District, M.
Wilbert Wood, Chatham District, Ontario, M.
Willard M. Parks, Utah District, M.
E. 1\1. Orten, Owen Sound District, M.
.
Thomas L. Clark, Eastern Michigan District, M.
W. H. Deam, Independence 'Stake, Enoch Hill Branch, L.
M. A. Etzenhouser, Independence Stake, Walnut Park
Brnm~L
·
•C. E. Willey, Nauvoo District, M.
J. A. Koehie:r, Transf·erred from Philadelphia First Church
to Independence Stake, L.
A. B. Phillips, Transferred from New York and Massachusetts District to Philadelphia First Church, L.
R. T. Walters, •Southern Missouri District, M.
A. E. Warr, Transferred from Alabama to Mobile District, L.
N. L. Booker, Idaho, M.
A. L. Loving, Victoria District, Australia, M.
W. J. Vaughan, Northern Ne:w South W~les! Australia, M:
P. Muceus, Transferred from Utah D1stnct to Lamom
Stake, M.
J. W. Peterson, Saskatchewan, M.
R. Etzenhouser, Southwestern Oregon District, M.
B. L. McKim, Des Moines District, M.
F. M. Slover, Transfer,red from North and South Carolina
to Georgia., Florida and Alabama, M.
F. J. Ebeling, Transferred from Eastern Maine District
to Eastern Maine District and Nova S'cotia, L.
Evan A. Davis, Independence Stake, South Side Church, L.
·A. G. Miner, Transferred from South Carolina to North
and South Carolina, M ..

The Bishopric

Missouri. Mollie Davis, secretary, 115 West Jefferson Avenue, Pittsburg, Kansas.
Little· Sioux District, at Pisgah, Iowa, June 9 and 10.
P,riesthood of district is especial'ly urged to be present.
Amos Berve, district pr'e'sident, Sioux City, Iowa.
Des Moines, at Perry, June 9 and 10. J. A. Gillen, W. M.
Aylor expected. Election of· officers. Send statistical reports
by June 1 to Bessy LaughUn, secretary, Rhodes, Iowa.
Massachusetts District ministerial conference, under auspices of the easteTn quorum of elders, at Fall River, Massachusetts, June 16 and 17. Everybody invit,ed, but esp,ecially,
the priesthood.
1Southern Wisconsin District, June 16 and 17, with Buckwheat Ridge Branch, near Lancaster, Wi;?consin. F'ull reports of branch and priesthood desired. B. C. Flint, district
president, Ey;ansville, Wisconsin.
Kentucky an:d Tenness.>ee DistriCt, with Foundry Hill
Branch, June 4. Prayer service 9.45 a. m.; business se:ssi®
10.45. Election of officers. Please S•end full reports of
branches and locals to J. R. McClain, district president,
Paris, T,ennesse,e, R. F. D. 5.
. Kewanee District, at Dahinda, Illinois, June 9 and 10. Date
has been changed to accommodate J. F. Curtis who expects to
be 'present. Annual election of district officers. Send statisti~
cal reports early to Mary E. Gillin, district secretary, 115
Clarke Avenue, Peoria, Illinois ..
Pottawattami.e District, at Hazel Dell, May 2•7 and 28.
Sunday school 9.30 a. m.; preaching, 10.45 a. m., 2.30 p. m.,
and 8 p. m. Monday 9.30 a. m. prayer meeting; 10.45 a ... m.
business meeting. J. A. Gillen and B. S. Lambkin expected
to be there. P. H. Heuermann, secne.tary, Council Bluffs,
Iowa.
Southern Michigan and Northern Indiana, with Clear Lake
(Ray, Indiana,) Brancl¥, June 8, 9 and 10. Religio convention on the 8th, followed by the confere,rtce proper on the
9th. A good attendance is hoped for at both of the1se gathell"ings. The missionaries of the district with J. D. Ste1ad (submissionary in charge of district) are expected to be, present.
Woman's Auxiliary. work will be taken up at some time during the conferem.ce, as well as the work of the district choris"
ter and the Southern Michigan Quorum of Elders. Full reports of bra,nches and ministry should be sent to the district
secr,etary not later than June 4. Branch presidents will see
that their bl'anch officers ma~e report to them and·then sum- .
marize this report with tlia:t of the branch president to the
district. Also please do not fo,rget the branch collection for
secretary and district expenses which kindly send with your
report. All trains wiH be met at Ray, Indiana. W. P. Buckley, secretary-treasurer, '737 Loomis Street, Jackson, Michi·gan.

APPOINTMENT BISHOP'S AGENT, SOUTHWESTERN TE,XAS niSTRICT Convention Notices
Owing to the transfer of Brothe'r D. S. Palmer to another
Alabama District, at Lone Star, June i, 3.30 p. m. for sofield it becomes necessary to appoint anothe:r agent to succeed
cial hour. A. C. Cook, secr,eltary, W. H. Drake, superintendhim. Brother H. H. Dav,enport, of 'San Antonio, Texas, will
act in this capacity. We since,rely trust the Saints of the· ent.
southwe1stern Texas District will honor. Brother Davenport
Northeastern Illinoris District Religio, at Mission Branch,
in his newly appointed labors and as the Lord has biessed
June 1, 1.30 p. m. J. Glenn Fairbanks, 4337 Congress Street,
them that they will feel to impm;'t of their substanc.e for the
Chicago Illinois.
onward progress of his work.
Northeastern Illinois 'Sunday school, at Mission Branch,
We are living in the hastening time, and if there ever was
June 1, 3. p.m. A progmm with Religio at 7.45 p.m. Please
a time when we should give serious consideration to our oblihav'e credentials in on time. La June Howard, 12055 Pargations to God along temporal lines, it is now.
We appreciate the labor which has been performed by · nell A venue, West Pullman, Chicago, Illinois.
Brother Palmer during his term of office and wish him abunSpecial ·Convention. To the Sunday schools of Far West
dant success in his new fie,ld of endeavor.
and Nodaway Districts: ·Some time during the days of June
BEN J. R. McGUIRE, P1"esidi!ng Bishop.
2 or 3 (li~e1ly the 2d) the're will be a special convention for
the purpose of organizing the new Far We,st Stake Sunday
Conference Notices
school association. The meeting will be in First Church,
Minnesota District, at Frazee, Minnesota, June 16. Lestel' >Saint Joseph, Missouri. It will be a short convention, but
al]. important one, as officers must be chosen •to serve a
Whiting, s·ecretary.
large stak,e comprising sixteen cou,nties. Please send deleNortheastern Nebraska District, a,t Decatur, Nebraska; gates. G. R. Wells, General Superintendent.
June 9 and 10. Odessa Carter Jensen, secretary, Blair, NeThe 'Sunday schools and Religios of Lamoni Stak,e together
braska.
with the Woman's Auxiliary will meet in joint con¥ention at
Alabama District, with Lone Star Branch, June 2. and· 3.
Evergreen, Iowa, Thursday evening June !] and Frid,ay ev.eBranches requested to report. J. R. Harpe1r, McKenzie, Alaning June 8. No day sessions will be held, but all anel urged
bama. 1
to attend these evening sessions for which interesting programs are being arranged. While this is primarily an instiSpring River District, postponed to August 4, at Joplin,
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tute convention, all locals and schools should be represented
by properly elected delegat~s so that in case any business
should need attention we will be prepared to handle it. S'end
ali delegate c:r1edentials for both iS:und'ay schools and Religios to the undersigned, who has been appointed chairman
of the crede1n tial committee. Mrs. Blanche rCarpenter, secretary Religio, Lamoni, Iowa.
"
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lowing day to make their home in Oregon, not a great disfrom Myrtle Point.

t~ance

Our Departed Ones

8IMPSON.-James Simpson was born Janu;uy 12, 1843, in
Maine. 'Married Miss Lovina Boren in 1867. Baptized in
Minnesota in 1901 by A. V. Closson. Died at Fremont,
Nebraska, May 4, 1917, leaving his wife, the o,nly relative,
to mourn. Fun,eral sermon by Hubert Case.
Reunion Notices
Easrt·ern Reunion Association, July 21 to August 5 inBLUM.-John Blum was bor1n at Begingin, Switzerland;
clusive, at their private grounds, Onset, Massachusetts.
baptized in 1903. He lived a faithfu!, consistent Christian
>About four acre1s have been cleared 'of timber for the athlife. Died suddenly at Oakland, Caiifornia, May 4, 1917, aged
letic field, and every young person in the district requeste:d
68 years. Leaves tq mourn, his wife and quite a large family
to plan his v;acation for the above date. Notice for tents,
and many friends. Funeral at East Oakland; sermon by
board and other accommodations will be given later. M. C.
H. J. Davison.
Fisher, 7 Miner Street, Winter Hill, Massachusetts.
BONINE.-Elizabeth J. Bonine was born March 14, 1846, in
Minnesota District, June 16 to 24, at Frazee, Minnesota.
Kentucky. Baptized February 27, 1880, at Richmo;nd, Ray
Those wishing accommodations write P. W. Martin or M. L.
County, Missouri, by J. W. Sykes. Died December 22, 1916,
Jepson, Fraz,ee, Minnesota.
the Alma Branch. She was always faithful to her trust,
valiant in testimony, and always ready to do her part. Died
Addresses
at the home of her son-in-law, near Richmond, May 6, 1917.
Funeral at the Saints' church in cha•rge of W. G. Haman.
R. D. Weaver, Lock Box 196, Chatham, Ontario, Canada.
Sermon by L. F. Ferguson to a large congrergation.
James A. Gillen, 2.0' Oak Street, Council Bluffs, Iowa. W. E.
Peak, mission address, Ma,therville, Illino,is.
LAYLAND.---'Susan Emmons was born December 28, 1831, at
Coshocton, Coshocton County, Ohio. Married Jordan LayOf Interest to Traveling Salesmen
Iand in 1853. To thi's u,nion were born 5 sons and 3 daughters, of whom 3 sons are living: Elder A. J. Layland, of
The Latter Day Saint Travelling Sale:Smen's Association
Cokeville, Wyoming, C. A. and J. E. Layland, of Independence,
is a new organization formed at the late General Confe11ence.
Missouri. Baptized April 16, 1882, at Little Blue, .Jackson
Our object is to coordinate and unify the church forces .enCounty, Missouri, by J. W. Sykes. Died December 22, 1916,
gaged as traveling salesme,n, and make ourseJlves mor,e efat Independence, Missouri. Funeral sermon by J. T. Curtis,
ficient in the commercial world and in the promotion of .church
assisted by Hosea Sterrett;
interests. We shall be very glad to have evelry membeir of
the church so engaged to be one wi:th us; for we believe that
!SKINNER-Mrs. Rosamond J. Skinner was born i,n KenthEj possibilities for doing a good work ar·e unlimited. ~ny ·tucky April 10, 1841. Married John M. Skinner March' 19,
one interested in this movement write Clarence Skinner,
18'68. They removed to Missouri the same yea.r, and in 1900
secretary, Lamoni, Iowa.
located near Lone Rock Branch. She was a member of the
Baptist Church from her youth. Died May 5, 1917, at LaTo the Camera Club
moni, Iowa. Survived by a son and a daughter, the latter
As the ama.teur photographers of the church have been of 'being ·Sister Frank P. Hitchcock, of Kansas City. Funeral.
real service to the church publica:ti~ons, I think· the HERALD
sermon by H. A. Stebbins, assisted by R. S. Salyards; prayer
is inclined to giv'e us a little space occasionally.
.
at the grave by L. G. Holloway. Burial i.n cemetery near
Do you know what action hydroquinone has ~n the del- >Lone Rock.
veloper? And what doels metol do? Why are H. and lVI..
PEARSON.-Neme A. Pearson was born March 24, 1881,
combined? Do you· know how to get black or warm tones in
near Joy, Illinois. Married Dale S. Holmes, Ma,rch 30, 1902,
your prints and lantern slides?
Do you know how to get
and to this ·union were born 3 children. Died April 19, 1917.
either detail or contrast'? Do you know in what order photoLeaves to mourn her departure, 3 children, husband, father,
gmphic chemicals should be mbce:d?
mother, 3 brothers, and a host of fri,ends, not as tho·se who
I think we should work intenige:ntly. All the above and
many other questions a:t1e answere:d in the Photo Miniature;· have no hope, but because of sepa:mtio·n. The sacred ties
which bind husband and wife, mother and child, and friends,
No. 149, which treats on "photogr~phic chemistry." So1d
1
are parted for a season. She was a faithful Christian, active
at supply houses, 25 cents.
in the se1rvice of the Master. Funeral f·I1om Buffalo Prairie
If you are not a member of the club, join-doesn't cost
Branch, of which she was a member, in charge of J. W. Bean.
anything, there are nor dues.
Sermon by C. E. Willey.
I don't know who will have charge of the club this year
but I shall take an interest in it, as I think it has its work
LOCKLING.-Cynthia Lockling, daughter of Artemus and
to do i1n the church.
Thursa Lockling, was born January 27, 1830, at Lyndon,
Albert Knowlton, 1419 Kensington Street, Independence,
Missouri, is the sec·retary and he will enroll you. Give make
and size of camera, lens, etc. Inclose stamp for reply.
C. EDWARD MILLER.
INDlVIDl)AL COMMUNION SERVICE
1

Married
SNIVELY-WRIGHT,_:On Sunday afternoon at 2.30, May 13,
at Burlingt(1n, Iowa, Elder H. N. Snively, of Lamoni, and
Sister M. 1S. Wright, of Burlington, were united in marriage
iby Elder D. J. Williams. The home was nicely arrangeid ·
for the occasion and several relatives and friends were pres"
ent, enjoying a three-cour'se dinnretr after the ceremony.
Brother .Snively has been a successful farmer near Lamoni
a1nd Sister Wright was a practical nurse at Burlington, where
they exp'e'ct to make their home. Their many friends, no
doubt, will be surprised, but wish them success and happiness.
Roor-RoWE.-At the home of Brother and Sister H. B.
Root, of Fallbrook, California, parrents of the bridegroom,
Brot.her Ralph W. Root and Miss Henrietta B. Rowe were
runited in marriage, May 6, 1917, Ehier G. E. Harrington
officia:ting. Pretty floral decorations of California's lovely
flowers adorned the room in which the marriage took place.
T-he bride loolce:d sweet and becomingly attired; the groom
very happy. The yoU~ng couple took their departure the .fol1

The Genera1l Conference has taken action favoring Lhe
use of the individual communion service, ann to supply
the demands of those branches which desire to install iL
the Herald Publishing House, Lamoni, Iowa, has secured the agency for the famous Thomas Individual
Communion Service. Over thil'ty thousand churches
are using ann indorsing this company's produet and we
can cheerfully commend it to our people.
Correspond with the I-Ieralil Office if in need of any·
thing in equipment for communion service, and illu::::trat~d priee lists will be promptly ,supplied.

THE BOARD OF PUBLICATION
A. Carmichael, Manager
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Vermont. Came to Harrison County, Iowa, in 1851. Mardeid Riley Shupe May 20, 1852. No children came to bless
this union, but five mothelrless children were given home a,nd
loving cal'e. She was a faithful member of the church since
early girlhood. Died April 22, 1917. Leaves to mourn, one
brother, Orson Lockling, and many relatives. 'Services at
the homei; sermon by D. R. Chambers, assisted by Charles
Putf1am. Burial in Magnolia Cemetery.

year to Walter A. Miller. Came to Nebraska in 1886, where
she has lived since that time. Di,ed at Bloomington, Franklin County, Nebraska, May 13, 1917. Leaves to mourn,
mother, husband, and 4 children, 1 so,n having preceded her
in death. Funeral services in Me:thodist church at Bloomington in char~e of the pastor, Reverend McDonald. Sermon by E. F. Robertson. Interment in Greenwood Cemetery,
near Frankli,n, Nebraska.
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CHAPMAN.-Sarah Ann Green Chapman, a resident of
Cou1ncil Bluffs for the past 52 years, was born in Lancashire,
England, January 31, 1839. Died May 1, 1917. She was the
mother of 7 children, 6 survivi,ng her: Mrs. Lizzie Chapman,
of p,elrsia, Iowa; N eHie Denney, of Pasco, Washington; Mrs.
Bert :Sheehy, Henry and George Green, of Council Bluffs;
,J. W. Green, of S'outh Omaha, who with 16 grandchildren and
14 great-grandchildren mourn her depal'ture. s:ervices at
the Sai1nts' church in Council Bluffs. Sermon by D. R.
Chambers, a.ssisted by B. S. Lambkin.
MILLER.-Edith E. Terry was born at Millersburg, Illinois,
January 11, 1864. Baptized in 1885 and married the same

Dr.. Joseph Mather, Specialist

DOCTRINAL REFERENCES.-Alvin Knisley, being a :compilation of references on
all subjects connected with the gospel,
taken from the Bible, Book of Mormon,
and Doctrine and Covenants. No. E185,
paper, 10c; No. E186, cloth, 15c; No.
E187, leather .......................................... $.30
DOCTRINES AND DOGMAS OF UTAH MoRMONISM EXPOSED.-A strong arraignment
of Utah Mormonism by J. D. Stead.
Brighamism is judged by its own works,
teachings and admissions. All the quotations are legally sworn to, and no loophole has been left for the equivocator. A
book that seizes the issue and adheres
to it with the strength and tenacity of
truth. Thorough and prolix. No. 177,
cloth ...................................................... $1.2'5
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Book Reviews
OUR FLAG AND ITS MESSAGE.-" A bugle call to our people,
a call to action with an ideal in view. President Wilson's
appeal for unity precedes the history of our flag, told by
:a:rmy men who have had its honor in their keeping for many
years. The're are added 'Ame'l'ica' and the 'Star-Spangled
Banner,' the entire bou,nd in a dainty red cloth binding with
a glorious American flag printed in four colors on a white
!label." A bright little book of 32 pages, published by J. B.
Lippincott Company, Philadelphi!a, and the profits of sale to
go to the American Red Cross. Price 25 cernts.

Tonsils and AdEIDoids completely !'e.moved.
in diseases of the eye, ear, nose, and
throat.
ELders and family on ministerrial allowance, work done free of charge.
Cataracts removed.
Work done in Independence Sanitarium, Indep,endence, Missouri.
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483
484
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Why not grow your own foodstuffs in this time of crisis? Cut
down living expenses by accepting our offer of land on the railway
right of way fr·ee of charge. While we give employees the. preference,
we hope many others will avail themselves of the land they do not use.
Begin now and select your spot. Make applicatioJl to the Station
Agent or Section Foreman.
As soon as your tract has been assigned, start preparing the
soil at once. Manure the land if possible, and plow or spade deeply.
Make the seed beds fine and firm. Plant mostly vegetables that can
kept for wi~ter use, s_uch as potatoes, beans, onions, carrots, parsmps and turmps. Cultivate and hoe thoroughly. Kill the weeds.
Keep the surface soil loose.
Assistance and advice regarding growing of gardens will be
gladly furnished by· J. B. Lamson, Agriculturist,
Chicago, or 0. H. Liebers, Agricultural Agent,
Lines West, Railway Exchan~e Building, Denve,r,
Colorado.

b:

E. A. Howard, Vice President
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if 7e continue in my word, then are ye my disciples
indeed; and ye •hall know the truth, and the truth ohall
make you free."-John 8: 31-32.
~ook

"There shall not any man among you. have save it
be one wife; and concvibines he shall have r.J.one."Book of Mormon, Jacnb 2: 36.
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COMPULSORY CONSECRATION
A decided effort is being made to 1secure the
Liberty Loan. In most of the advertisements the
call is for two biilion dollars, though the total authorized was seven billion. An effort is being made
to have it subscribed as widely as possible, so as not
to upset ordinary business · conditions. Governor
Harding, of Iowa, has prodaimed the week of May
27 to June 2 as Liberty Loan week. Other agencies
are also pushing this matter energetically.
Another sign of the times is indicated by a referendum ballot sent by Equity to the members of the
various economic and so~io1ogical societies of the
United States. This ballot raises directly the question, Should the special taxes for the war be met now
or deferred through a bond issue? Second, If met
now, should they be paid by special taxes on business or by excess profit and income tax? If the latter, should it be practically to the exclusion of stamp
taxes? Also, should the net income be limited in
amount so that all above a certain amount, as fifty
or one hundred thousand dollars a year, should be
appropriated?
The ballot and the discussion of the question recognized that a married man should have a larger exemption than a single man, unless his consort is independent. An allowance should also be made for
dependent children. This being considered, should
not the exemption be placed comparatively low?
Young men are conscripted as most fit and able to
bear the physical burdens of the war. Should not
large ihcomes be likewise conscripted and for like
reasons?
Congress probably will not now take so radical a
step but undoubtedly there is a strong tendency, extending through the last ten or fifteen years, to
recognize the responsibility of every man to society
to a greater extent than heretofore, so that we become workers together, cooperatorsrather than competitors. The duty of society is recognized in the

many laws, like mothers' pensions, employers' liability, sanitation, industrial commission, public
utility .commission, bureaus of labor, factory regulations, sick and old age benefits, children's playgrounds, and many other like communal activities,
recognizing that the Gover:1ment, as Tepresenting
the community, has both an interest and a duty.
Honesty is emphasized not as the best policy, but
as the only intelligent business policy. Cooperative
organizations have increased, with a frank discussion of business problems and business needs, and
there is a growing recognition of the fact that the
middleman has a social duty to perform to supply ·
the needs of th~ community, not simply to run a
store, large or small for his personal benefit. This
idea is being emphasized to the end that the individual may receive the largest possible development,
but that development to be used socially.
There is much more that can be said concerning
this general tendency. It is by no means as yet universal or general. But there is a growing recognition of what we have been pleased to call the principles of equality and cooperative service.
The call for registration day is coupled with the
request to make it a kind of consecration. One of
the leading psychologists of the country emphasizes
the necessity of this aspect of the problem. There
can be no victory until there comes a deep religious
revival, a real devoted purpose for righteousness.
Consecration is essential, if we are to win the victory over wrong, the evils in our social system and.
in ourselyes. Consecration is essential to the accomplishment of any great work, including the im-·
portant problem now confronting much of the world.
Many years ago the law was laid down governing
surplus property or excess profits. The rich were
directed to consecrate 0f their means. This has not
been carried out.. But in recent years it may be observed more and more in the principle of the income
tax in this country and abroad. It is urged, and
doubtless with much truth, that the taking of ex-
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cess profits, the prevention of anyone's making a
profit from war, will be a very powerful incentive
against and towards peace.
But deeper than that is the recognition that the
man of ability should work for the upbuilding of the
social life and not simply for personal gain. If this
is not done voluntarily, it appearsa time is approaching when it will be done by law. Nor is there disclosed in this any desire or ambition to deprive the
well-to-do of their property, or to reduce their income to a very small maximum ...There is rather a
tendency to allow liberal provision.
Experience is showing that in the hour of need
these men, many of them at least, willingly give of
time and talent. Experience has shown that these
men of ability will work for the common cause for
much less than they will work for private profit. This
has been seen in many cases in the ministry of the
church. It is also to be noted in very many instances
in the political world, that men will work for less
for the common good than for a private corporation
or partnership. Though it is not as general as it
shoald be.
Yet it is interesting to note that no minimum yet
suggested has been placed so low in this country as
to prevent an actual carrying out of the law upon our
part. We are part of the Government, we are citizens of the country, and naturally take part in its
life. Yet the tax, even the most drastic proposed,
leaves a sufficient leeway to do our duty. The maximum income has not been placed so low, either by
law or suggestion, to prevent, as yet, a liberal margin for personal activity and personal action in obedience to the law of God, so often declared.
We are placed in a position where economy is becoming compulsory, the cutting out of unnecessary
wants. Yet it is still in that stage that many of us
can, if we will, meet our necessary expenses, and
still, by the practice of the elimination of waste and
the spirit of sacrifice and devotion, do much as a
body towards the payment of the church debt and
expenses.
We have, as citizens, also our duty to the Government. This is one way, at least, in which we may
assist, and it is a method to which there can be. no
possible objection-simple and right living.
What shall be our personal contribution is a personal question, but it is of the deepest significance,
how that which has been declared as revelation to
the church is, step by step, being carried out in principle by the passage of time.
We have heard of many attempts by various organizations of the Woman's Auxiliary meeting to
discuss and consider household economy, which may
include not only food, but also clothing, heat and
light. We have not yet heard of very many organizations of the men having a like purpose in view.

Though it is evidently an obligation resting upon all
of us, and it is an obligation to prepare for what will
confront us when the war is over.
The real answer, so far as we are concerned as a
church, is, after all, spiritual-our attitude towards
our fellow men and .society in general. It involves,
also, our attitude towards God and our concept of
service and of duty. If we move forward and do
our duty in this, if we read ,the books of the church
rightly, the promise is sure that in the hour of deeper
trouble He will be with us and protect us as a people.
We should be prepared, not only to bear our share
of the burden, but also prepared for the more aggressive work that will be possible during the period of
reconstruction. While in the meantime we may
make every evident progress toward the establishment of Zion.
S. A. B.

THE MISSIONARY LIST---NOT A CHARITY LIST
Those who attended the late General Conference
will appreciate at once the emphasis laid upon this
feature. Men should not be carried among the General Conference appointees for the sake of charity.
If they need care, they should be taken care of otherwise. The men we send out should be prepared to
represent the work successfully. This is merely
common sense and· reason. We have provision
rightly made to take care of those in need', who are
unable to work.
The releasing of a man from the missionary list
may be a means for adjustment. It should prov<J
so. He should try,· and those associated with him
should try, to help him to find his real work. A man
may be a poor missionary, yet a good local officer.
He may even be a poor elder. He may be a poor
preacher, yet a good business man. He should find
his work and do it.
The missionary list is for men who are well
qualified to represent the church. We need more
capable young men and the means to send them out.
We need also the experience which years can bring.
But in another sense it should not be a charity list.
1
The church wants every man on the list to be worth
much more than the amount allowed. A man who js
not worth more is not worth anything as a missionary. We have suggested once that the allowance
made is no fair criterion. The man who gives his
best should be respected by all.
It is really a disgrace to the church the way the
missionary has been expected at times to beg for
means. Some have done it; many, we are glad to
say, have not. And there has been another unfortunate aspect of this charity basis. People feel that
they are doing charity in helping the missiona.ry,
and if it is helping the poor, this is all too often the
case.
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But many ex-pect something in return for the gift.
FAITH AND BELIEF
It has been our duty at times to sit upon an elders'
In this issue of the HERALD there is a reply by
court with one or more missionaries and to hear the
Brother
J. R. Lambert to an article upon this topic.
remark made concerning the defendant: "Oh, what
We
have
a few other articles bearing upon this same
do they want to bring him up for? He's all right.
topic,
but
unless some good reason arises, the discusWhy he gave me $10 last week." The real issues
sion
will
end
with this issue, as both sides have had
of the case were beclouded by tliat fact. It is a pity.
abundant
opportunity
to present their views.
We were also present at reunions where the misIt
should
be
quite
evident
to anyone that no two
sionaries were expected to beg from children as well
words
are
exactly
identical.
So
each of these words
as from adults, for a small pittance, and it was made
may
be
used
in
circumstances
in
which the other
a matter of humor. We do not question but what
would
not
be
a
fair
substitute.
But
the immediate
the intention was good and yet it seemed to the ediquestion
before
us
is
in
regard
to
the
principles of
tor to bring an unnecessary reflection upon, their
the
gospel.
It
is
more
than
merely
a
verbal
discuswork in the minds of the children and others. There
sion.
should be a dignity in our work which should be
Words from their derivation, which is often senmaintained at all times.
The missionary list is not ch~rity. These are the sory, are but poorly adapted to express exactly all
effective working men of the firing line. They are abstract thoughts. So an approximation is atexpected to be worth much more than they. receive, tempted so far as language or words can express
directly and indirectly. Their families receive a thought. In the present case it would seem to be
clear that there are different degrees of faith or beminimum. They receive no salary.
When the local pastor asks them to speak, they are lief, but that there is only the one principle of the
made prac{tically dependent upon your gifts, which gospel to be understood by these terms.
The confusion with some arises from a failure to
should not be considered or treated as charity.
Many of our local men go out for years and willingly distinguish between the etymological question inpay their own car fare. 1Many of our missionaries . volved, and what is quite different, the ideas or
S. A. B.
would willingly do so, but cannot. And it means a principles we are trying to express.
strain if the expense is thrown back upon the family
exchequer. Sometimes we need to be reminded of
NOTES AND COMMENTS
this, for while our love goes out to the brethren and
we are enjoying so much his discourse, we forget Experience Number of the "Ensign"
his physical necessity.
The Zion's Ensign is asking for the written exWe have seen times when our missionaries have periences of Saints who have come into the church
been expected to get up and beg for money in a half under peculiar circumstances. "One hundred words
humorous way, not simply neglect, but that people is better than a thousand," is one of the ways they
wanted some fun for their money. We have seen have of asking for condensed statements. The nummoney thrown at a missionary with the evident ex- mer is announced for early issue.
pectat,ion that he would grab it like a hungry dog
would a bone. Yet these men are worthy of honor Graceland Commencement Address
The commencement address to the Graceland
or should be released.
graduating class this year will be delivered by our
We should be workers together with God and with
Associate Editor, S. A. Burgess. His subject, will be
each other. The man who contributed of his means
"War a test of character." President Smith has
is assisting in the onward progress of the work as
been advertised to speak, but he is detained in the
well as the man engaged in the mission field, in pasWest.
toral work, or in the institutional work of the church.
Therefore let every man learn his duty. The work Mormon Temple in Hawaii
is intrusted to all. Its success depends upon all of·
The HERALD is in receipt of a copy of the Pacific
us. May then the Father of all give us wisdom to Commercial Advertiser containing two cuts of the
use wisely the means placed in our hands as indi- Mormon temple at Laie. It appears from this to folviduals and as a church, and to employ with discre- low the Aztec style of architecture. An attempt has
tion the talents and the men who have consecrated been made to adapt its exterior and interior to the
and are consecrating their services to the body.
conditions and scenery of the Islands.· The decorations should prove of some interest when the public
S. A. B.
is permitted to inspect the temple just before its
The easiest thing of all is to deceive one's self; for dedication. The actual ceremonies, however, so far
what a man wishes, he generally believes to be true. as indicated, remind one of the Pagan mysteries and
-Demosthenes.
the Eleusinian rites.
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An Attractive Handbill
Elders R. L. Fulk and P. R. Burton have had a
halftone cut made of their "Two Ways" chart and it
is featured on handbills which advertise their meetings. It is possible to read most of the ins~riptions
· shown on the chart and the pictures are fairly good.
We advise our people to have pictures taken for such
work by experts in this busine$S, for they only can
bring out the detail so necessary to effectiveness.
A National Disgrace
It is a national disgrace, the way in which our
splendid forests have been sacrificed, while Europe
has preserved many of its great forests for ages. It
is an equal, if not a greater shame to note how many
shade trees through the cities have been. damaged,
deliberately wounded on one side. Small saplings
just set out will be cut with a pen knife and bear this
wound through life. It is a disg-race to civilization,
for paganism took ' better care of its trees.
\

"Unity" for the Priesthood
Lest it has been overlooked by some of our
readers, we again call attention to this journal for
the priesthood under the joint editorship of President F~ M. Smith and Bishop B.. R. McGuire. All
ordained men should have this publication, which
will be issued monthly from Independence, Missouri.
The price is .twenty-five cents a year and remittances
should be sent to the Ensign Publishing House or'
to this office if more convenient.
Registration and Exemption
We note according to the Chicago Hemld that
every young man of twenty-one to thirty years of
age inclusive, must register, except those already in
the military or naval service of the United States.
No rules have yet been made in regard to exemption,
and such will not be announced until after September
1. Even convicts and alien enemies are advised to
register. Provision will later be made for boards
to pass upon proper exemption. This is stated on
the authority of Provost Marshal General E. H.
Crowder, for the Secretary of War.
New York Emerges
We are glad to chronicle the recent action of the
New York Legislatu:r:e whereby the people of the
State outside of New York City are given the privilege of voting for prohibition. Under the newly enacted law one fourth of the voters of any city in the
State may vote on propositions at a special election
which will establish real prohibition. It is suggested
by those in touch with the situation that as many as
twenty-five of the larger cities will more than likely
take such action within a year. The principal credit
is due the Anti-Saloon League of New York, through
its officers and generous supporters.

"A Modern Laodicea"
Under this head we find the following in the ·•
Apostolic Review, which we quote entire:
The church at Covington has no fuss on hand, not even
a preacher, colle,ge or paper fuss.-T. S. Hutson in Ch1'istian
Leader.
",So ·then because thou art lukewarm, and ne1ither cold nor
hot I will spew thee out of my mouth." (Rervelation 3: 16.)

From Here and There
We shall be glad to get frequent short items of
news from missionaries and any others, telling of
special situations, new openings, church dedications,
strong opposition, lectures against our faith, debate
situations, and dozens of like situations. They
should be very brief and to the point, without trimmings. This will not preclude the usual letters which
we always welcome. We want to make and keep the
HERALD a vast mirror which will reflect the activities of the church, that all may know what is being
done.

Branch Oblations
In many places, if not with most branches of the
church, an oblation is taken up at each sacrament
service and turned over to the bishopric. In accordance with this the following resolution is among
those adopted by the Order of Bishops during the
late General Conference: "Resolved: That it is the
opinion of the Order of Bishops that every bra~ch
should comply with the law by receiving oblations
at sacrament service as found in Section 59: 2, and
that the amount so received should be placed with .
the bishopric in harmony with Section 42 : 8." In
accordance with this section several branches are
giving it immediate attention and will now comply
with the plan. All should do so.
A Summary of War News
The allies in France have hammered and broken
the Hindenburg line in several places during the
weBk, inflicting severe losses on the Teutons. In two
days the German losses were fifteen thousand· in
dead, and wounded. The Italians, aided by the
British, are pushing down toward Trieste. The
Italian mission to the United States has arrived and
will confer with Government officials as to cooperation in carrying on the war. The Chinese pres~dent
has dismissed the premier and appointed in his stead
Wu Ting Fang, former ambassador to the United
States, who is empowered to appoint a new cadinet. Brazil has practically accepted the present conditions as a state of war against the central powers.
United States destroyers are with the Bri~ish fleet
off the English coast waging war on the submarines.
The House has passed the war revenue bill but it will
no doubt be changed before concurrence by •the
Senate.
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ART I
found farther along in the article : "But faith cannot
be developed without the germ of belief to start
WHY MAKE A DISTINCTION WHERE THERE IS NO
from."
DIFFERENCE?
We now understand what is meant by the "emUnder the above caption was printed an article, bryo, or beginning of saving faith." It is "the germ
over my name, in the SAINTS' HERALD for February of belief." Now a germ, though usually small is
4, 1914. Reference is made to this article in my very important and indispensable in both birth and
late note published in the HERALD for January 31, . development. But is it not a fact, that a germ de1917. We now have a reply to my note of statement velops a product after its own kind, and of which
and invitation, to which I am permitted access, in it really becomes a part? If so, then belief, not faith,
order that my reply may succeed the publication of will be the product. An acorn will never produce
his, without unnecessary delay.
an apple tree, nor will an apple seed produce an
I am glad the brother has given such full expres- oak tree. It is very clear that tl)is belief, which
sion to his views, and that he speaks as a represen- leads up to faith, is very fundamental. It does its
tative of the class who belit)ve that there is a clear work right at the beginning. But if this belief is
distinction between faith and belief. I find upon not faith, just as much as it is belief, what shall we
procuring the HERALD and reading it over again, do with the following scriptures?
that every position taken by the brother: in his late
But without faith it is impossible1 to please' him: for he
article, is covered, and in my judgment, refuted in that cometh to God must believe tha,t he is, and that he is :a
rewarder of them that diligently seek him.-Paul in Hethe article of 1914.
The brother refers to an article published in the brews 11: 6.
Here Paul not only uses faith and belief interHERALD for May 17, 1911, about which he says,
"Some seem to be uneasy," etc. If I ever saw the changeably,· but he positively affirms that without
article I know nothing about it now; that is, I can- faith or belief, we can neither come unto him, nor
not recall it. I made no quotation from it, or any please him. What about that period of time, from
other article, except two brief extracts from articles when we first believe until we receive the assurance
published in this year's HERALD and Ensign. This of faith? "Whatsoever is not of faith is sin."
·disposes of all reference to the brother's former (Paul in Romans 14: 23.)
Again. Does not the least degree of active belief
article. When the latter one is published it will be
prtper to read out all that pertains to the former.· involve the necessity of the operation of belief as a
My statement, as quoted by the brother in the first principle? If belief is not a principle, what is it?
pai't of his letter, is perfectly correct. "So far as The short definition for "embryo" is "first rudiments
I know," or knew when I wrote the note, no published of animal or plant." (Of course I understand the
article .or statement attempted to define their position brother uses this word in a figurative sense, but these
and support it by scriptural evidence. It is true, definitions will apply just the same.) Here is a
however, that I have read a number of brief state- short and partial definition of rudiment, "first prinments which were nothing more than an expression ciple; element." This settles it; even from the
of opinion as to the difference between faith and be- brother's own point of view, belief is a principle.
This is just what I supposed, when I ignorantly mislief.
It is claimed that we misrepresent their position. represented what I have since learned to be their
''These good critics assume that we teach that faith own stated position.
The reader will please notice that it is admitted
and belief are two distinct principles of the gospel,"
etc. I do not know how others may have repre- that belief is necessary until we come into the possented their position, but as for me, I plead guilty. session of "The assurance of things hoped for."
In the light of the brother's sta.tement I did mis- But we will see presently that this statement is in
represent their position. I am sorry it occurred, conflict with the statements and promises of Holy
and beg pardon, though I supposed I was represent- Writ. The brother's statements on tl;lis point, when
. ing their actual belief. Here is their faith as now taken together, plainly show that, according to their
defined: "We hold that belief in the truth is the position, belief begins the good work of conversion,
embryo, or undeveloped beginning of saving faith; but ends its mission when the subject has "passed
simply this and nothing more."
the limit of belief into the 'assurance of things
With this important statement we couple another hoped for.' "

FAITH AND BELIEF SYNONYMOUS
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------~------------------~------

PROPOSITIONS WITH COMMENTS
Before adducing scriptural evidence, we will lay
down the following propositions.:
Proposition 1: There are different degrees and
kinds of BELIEF, just as there are different degrees
and kinds of FAITH.
.
This proposition is too self-evident to need proof.
In the investigation of this question it should not be
ignored. There is a false belief, just as there is
a false faith. There is a true belief, just as there
is a true faith. There is a weak and a strong belief,
just as there is a weak and strong faith. It is manifestly unfair and unprofitable, in the investigation
of this question, to compare a strong and perfect
faith with a weak and imperfect belief.
Proposition 2: The only true c~nd proper way, so
far- as comparison is concerned, is to compare the
results or products of a true, active FAITH with the
results or products of a true active BELIEF.
PROOF TEXTS CONSIDERED
Right here is a good place to dispose of seven
proof texts submitted for our consideration. The
first is James 2: 19, which reads as follows:
Thou believest there is one God; thou doest well: the
devils also believe, and tremble.

What does this mean to us, as careful and intelligent readers of the Scriptures? The writer was
James, one of the apostles. His letter is addressed
to "the twelve tribes of Israel." His very apparent
purpose was to show the difference between a false
and a true faith. This is what called forth themessage. There is not a particle of evidence which goes
to show that he even thought of trying to show the
difference between faith and belief, and what is true
of him in this respect is also true of gil the New
Testament writers and speakers, likewise those of
the Book of Mormon, and the statements of the revelations in the Doctrine and Covenants. We will look
in vain for any attempt, or even an admission that
there is any difference between faith and belief.
Notice what James says:
What doth it profit my brethren, though a man say he hath
faith, and have not works? Can faith [without works] save
him?-Vers,e 14.
Even so faith, if it ha;th not works, is dead, being aione.Verse 17.
·

WHY DO DEVILS BELIEVE AND TREMBLE?
"But wilt thou know, 0 vain man, thatfaith without works is dead?"-Verse 20, the first one following the one referred to in the brother's article.
These quotat~ons clearly show the purpose James
had in view, namely, to establish the great difference
between a true and false faith; and when he said
"devils believe and tremble," it was just the same
as if he had said "devils have faith and tremble."
Why? Because the devils have a false belief, which

is just the same as a false faith. Does anyone believe that these devils, referred to in the six succeeding texts, were in possession of true belief, but are
not saved because they are without faith? If not,
then their belief was false, and, therefore, constituted no true argument or proof that there is a difference between faith and belief. James places them
in precisely the same predicament, so far as their
salvation is concerned, as those disciples who claimed
to have faith but utterly failed to do the work required by the gospel.
What James says a little farther along, on the
same point, when he introduces Abraham as a fitting example of true faith, clinches the point just
made:
See,st thou how faith wrought with his works and bv
works was faith made perfect? And the scripture' was fulfilled which saith, Abraham BELIEVED God, and. it was imputed
unto him for righteousness: and he was called the Friend of
God."-V,erses 22, 23. (Did Abraham have the assurance
of things hoped for?)

This shows, unmistakably plain, first, that James's
whole object was to show the difference between
true and false faith; and, second, that what he has
been calling faith the greater part of the time, he
now calls belief. Did Abraham's belief cause him
to tremble'? If not, why not'? Because his belief
was a true, active faith.
This disposes of the supposed fact that devils believe but are not saved, because they have no faith.
While this fairly covers the whole point, we wiB
briefly notice the last two passages cited, that is
Acts 16: 17; 19:15. Was this damsel who followed
Paul and Silas in possession of true belief'? If not,
she and the false spirit within her must be releg/~ed
to the same region of darkness and despair with
all other persons and demons who believe, but will
not obey. A short time after Paul had cast out the
evil spirit, he and Silas were called upon to answer
a very important question, propounded by the jailor:
"Sirs, what must I do to be saved'?" What was the
answer? "BELIEVE on the Lord Jesus Christ, and
thou shalt be saved, and all thy house."-Verses
30,,31.
The last passage cited reads as follows: "And
the evil spirit answered and said, Jesus I know, and
Paul I know: but who are ye ?"
It seems from this reply, also the replies of other
demons, that they more than believed-they actually
knew, and knowledge is greater than faith. But
eve1_1 knowledge will avail us nothing unless rightly
used, for it is not the true knowledge of God. But
here, again, in this same chapter we have Paul showing the saving efficacy of true belief. Paul came to
Ephesus and finding certain good, honest disciples,
who had not been properly instructed, he asked them
if they had received the Holy Ghost since they be-
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lieved. They ·had heard nothing about the Holy
Ghost, but thought they had been baptized with
"John's baptism." Paul corrects their mistake by
saying, "John verily baptized with the baptism _of
repentance, saying unto the people that they should
believe on him who should come after him, that is,
on Christ Jesus." They were "baptized" (not "rebaptized"), Paul laid his hands on them, they received the Holy Ghost (that which gives the best
assurance), "spake with tongues and prophesied."
All this through belief; faith is not mentioned. So
it is very plain indeed, that neither James nor Paul
were advocates of a distinction between faith and
belief.
Proposition 3: All the rich blessings which come
to the children of God, through FAITH, for th·is world
and the world to come, ca,n a,lso be secured through
BELIEF.

Under this proposition it is only necessary for us
to read, in a simple and common sense way, first the
promises of God made to all who truly believe; and
second, the fulfillment of these promises to all true
believers.
For God so loved the world, that he gave his only begotten
Son, that whosoever believeth in him, should not perish, but
hav•e everlasting life. For God sent not his Son into the
world to condemn the world; but that the world through him
might be saved. He that believeth on him is not condemned:
but he that believeth not is co,ndemned al11eady, because he
hath not believed in the name of the only begotten Son of
God.-John 3: 16-18.

The declared purpose for which God sent his
Spn into the world is that all people in every land
. and every age, might secure eternal life. The condition is belief and, like· the promise, stretches down
over all the ages, and includes within its grasp all
the other conditions belonging to the divine plan,
just like fa,ith. "Everlasting life" presupposes that
we will receive, from God, all other blessings needed
while we are securing it. Can fa,ith do more and
better than this?
Verily, verily, I say unto you, he thaJt heareth my word,
and believeth on him that sent me, hath everlasting life, and
shall not come into condemnation; but is passed from death
unto life.

If any one statement of the great Teacher needs
to be confirmed by another, we have it here. If a
sound and complete conversion, which will place
us in possession of eternal life, is one of the glorious
triumphs of the gospel, here we have it, secured
through belief, just as Paul says in Romans i: 16.
"For I am not ashamed of the gospel of Christ: for
it is the power of God unto salvation to every one
that believeth."
Is the gospel more than "the power of God unto
salvation" to those who have faith?
He that cometh to me shall never hu,nger; and he that
b>elieveth on me shall never thirst. And this is the will of
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Him that sent me, that every one which seeth the Son, and
be·lieveth on him, may have everlasting life: and I will raise
him up at the last day. Verily, verily, I say unto you, he
that believeth on me hath everlasting life.-t-John 6: 35, 40,
47.

So every one who has true belief in Christ will
secure eternal life and come forth in the resurrection of the just. What more is promised to him who
has fa,ith in God?
Jesus sa,id unto her [Ma11tha], I am the r·esurrection, and
the life: he that heliev•eth iill me, though he were dead yet
shall he liVIe: and whosoever liveth and: believeth in me shall
ne\Ter die. Believest thou this?-John 11: 25, 26.

, Do we believe it?
Read verse forty and you will see that the only
condition enjoined upon Martha was that she believe: "Said I not. unto thee, that if th9u wouldest
believe, thou shouldest see the glory of God?" Lazarus was raised, after being dead four days, the
name of God was glorified, and yet fa,ith, without
which "it is impossible to please" God, is not so much
as mentioned. How can we explain this, and at
the same time defend the integrity of the word,
without conceding that fa,ith and belief are two terms
which represent but one principle?
And whoso belie've·th in me, and is baptized, the same shall
be saved; and the,y are •they who sihall inherit the kingdom of
God. AIJJd whoso believeth not in me, and is not baptized,
be damne<!. v,erily, v:erily, I say unto you, that this is my
doctrine; and I bear record of it from the Father; and.
whoso believeth ~n me, believe<th in the Fatheir also.-Book
of Mormon, Nephi 5: 34-36.

These are the words of Christ to the ancient Nephites, and they cover the entire ground. "How
readest thou?"
"And it is I that granteth unto him that believeth,
in the end, a place at my right hand."-Mosiah
11: 131.
This is the voice of God to Alma in answer to
earnest prayer. I.t plainly shows what will be the
final result of a true and Hving belief. It is, however, precisely the same as the result of a true and
living faith.
THE GREAT GOSPEL COMMISSION
'
And he said unto them, Go ye into all the world, and preach
the gospel unto e!very cl'leature. He that believeth and is baptized shall he sa,ved; but he that bel?Jeveth not shall be
tda.mned. And these signs shall follow them that believe;
in my name they shall cast out devils; they shall speak with
new tongues; they shall take up serp.ents.; and if they drink
any deadrly thing it shall not hurt them; they shall lay hands
on the sick and they shall recover.-Mark 16: 15-18.

This commission was given to the eleven apostles
about A. D. 33. Latter Day Saints are familiar
with this scripture. How many soul-stirring sermons have been preached from this text, to show
that the same believing which secures full salvation,
also secures gifts and powers of the gospel for this
life, in every age and in every clime. Can fa,ith
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do more than this? Does it not require the best
work that faith can possibly do, to secure all the
blessings herein vouchsafed to all true believers?
For behold, thus ,saith Jesus Christ, the Son of God, unto
his disciples who should tarry; y;e>a, and also to all his disci pies, in the hearing of the multi>tude, go ye into all the
world, 'and preach the gospel to every creature; and he that
believeth and is baptized, shall be saved, but he' that believeth not shall be damned. And these signs shall follow
them that believe: in my name shall they cast out devils;
they shall speak with new t~ngue.s; they shall take up serpemts; and if they drink any deadly thing, it shall not hurt
them; >they shall lay hands >On the sick and they shall l1ecover; and whosoever shall heliev'e in my name, doubting
nothing, unto him will I confirm all my words, even unto the
ends of the 'earth."~MormQn 4: 85-88.

This commission is the same as the one given a
little while before to the eleven apostles on the eastern continent. It positively states, in the plainest
of terms, in the last verse, what the other just as
plainly implies; that is, that all true believers, without regard to their location, are entitled to any and
all gospel blessings, as their needs shall require.
About two thousand years later, under the authority
of the restored gospel, the same message, with the
same promises, is committed unto men who had
been chosen and ordained by the same authority:
Therefore, go ye into all the world, and whatsoe;ver place
'ye cannot go into, ye shall send, that the testimony may go
from you into all the wor1d, unto 'every creature. And as I
said unto mine apostles, ,even so I say unto you; for ye are
mine apostle1s, even God's high priests: ye are they whom
my Fa,ther hath given me; y;e a11e my friends; the,refore, as I
said unto mine apostles, I say u1nto you again, that every
soul who believeth on my words, and is baptized by water for
the remission of sins, shall receive the Holy Ghost; and
these s1igns shall follow them that believe: in my name they
shall do many wonderful works: in my name they shall cast
out devils: in my name they shall heal the sick: in my lllame
they shall open the eyes of the blind, and unstop the ears
of the deaf: and the tongue of the dumb shall speak: and if
any man shall administer poison unto them it shall not hurt
them: and the poison of a serpent shall not have 'power to
harm them.-Doctrine and Covenants 83: 10, 11.

In these three quotations, taken from the standard books of the church, is contained a record of the
greatest ·commission that has ever been delivered
to mortal man. The conditions and the promises
are coextensive, having no limit by time or location.
We might safely rest the whole case here, for it
does seem that Latter Day Saints ought not to require evidence that God will fulfill his promises.

First, belief was all Jesus required. Second, he
calls this belief faith. How many times will the
great Teacher need to repeat this before it becomes
true?
And J,esus said unto the centurion, Go thy way; and as
thou hast bel~eved so shall it be done unto thee. And his
servant was healed the selfsame hour.-Mauthew 8: 13.

In verse 10, we have the following statement:
"Verily I say unto you, I have not found so great
faith, no, not in Israel."
Here again Jesus first calls it "great faith," and
second belief. The reader will notice that I have
two purposes in view in calling attention to these
texts. First, to prove these gospel blessings, according to promise, are secured through belief. Second, that faith and belief are identical. Those who
deny the correctness of our position must face these
scriptures, and either change their position or admit that the sick are healed, the blind made to see,
the dead raised to life, and so forth, without faith.
EFFICACIOUS IN PRAYER

"And all things, whatsoever ye shall ask in prayer,
believing, ye shall receive.''~Matthew 21: 22.
In verse 21 this belief is called faith. "Have
faith in God" (Mark 11: 22) is a favorite text with
me, but it is no better and not quite so explic'it as
John 14: 1: "Let not your heart be troubled; ye
believe in God, believe also in me."
Thered'ore I say UilltO you, what things soever ye desire,
when y~e pray, b!elieve that ye receive them, and ye shall have
them.-Mark 11: 24.

These te,xts are sufficient to prove very plainly
that what is indicated by the word believe, is all
the qualification needed to make our prayers efficacious. When Jesus raised the daughter of Jairus
to life, he said unto her father, "Be not afraid, only
believe." (Mark 5: 36.)
On another occasion when a notable miracle was
about to be performed ·on a poor boy who had been
sorely vexed by a "dumb and deaf spirit," Jesus
said to the father, "If thou canst believe, all things
are possible to him that believeth.'' (Mark 9: 23.)
Can faith vouchsafe to us more than this? If so,
what is it?
A CORRECTION

PROMISES REALIZED

Before proceeding further, I wish to correct a
strong statement found in the first part of the
brother's article. Here it is:

In Mark 16: 20, we read: "And the~ went forth and
preached everywhere, the Lord working. -with them and confirming the word with signs following."

The writers hav'e recently entered a complaint and demand
rthat such "principles" should be renounced, or scriptural evidence relied upon for proof be adduc,ed.

Before giving sight to the hlind men, Jesus said
unto them:
Believe ye that I am able to do this? Thery said unto him,
Yea, Lord. Then touched he their eyes, sarying, according to
your faith be it unto you." (Read Matthew 9: 27-29.)

This statement (partly quoted) is so connected
with other words as to make me say what I did
not say. Here is my statement as it stands in its
proper connections.
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"We think it is time, high time, that this doctrine,
that fa.ith and belief are two distinct principles,
should be renounced, or the scriptural evidence relied upon for proof be adduced."
The original statement is a plain but decent expression of opinion; the representation of the original, makes me somewhat of an autocrat, demanding what should be done. Moreover I am repre. sented as "demanding that such principles should
be renounced," whereas I only express my opinion
that the time has come when the claim that faith
and belief are two distinct principles should be renounced, or the scriptural evidence relied upon for
proof be adduced. It is right and fair that everyone be held accountable for what he says. and does,
but this is enough. Hence it is too much to make
one accountable for words he did not use, and which
have a very different meaning from the words he
did use. Demanding, and simply expressing an
opinion that a certain thing ought to be done, are
quite different. Renouncing "such principles" and
renouncing the sole contention that there is a marked
and important difference between faifh and belief,
are two different things. So while I am not in favor
of making a distinction where there is no difference,
I am in favor of making a distinction where there
is a marked difference, plainly stated.
IS THERE A DIFFERENCE?

Under the subheading "There is a difference,"
our attention is called to Hebrews 11 : 1, with the
remark, "Here you have it again, good and strong."
We have nothing to fear from this text, or any other,
so far as I know, unless we are compelled to indorse
the comparison made by reciting the grand possibilities of faith (all of which we gladly concede),
with the stated limitations of belief. All we have
to do is to substitute belief for faith, and call attention to the fact that Paul, the author of the text
cited, shows, in the same chapter, that he believed
the two terms to be identical. Let us try the first:
"Now belief is the assurance of things. hoped for,
the evidence of things not seen." -Hebrews 11: 1.
Now the second: "But without faith it is impossible to please him: for he that cometh to God must
believe that he is, and that he is a rewarder of them
that diligently seek him."-Verse 6.
Here is the position that will agree with Webster,
and with any and all of the texts found in the three
standard books, relating to faith and belief. As a
fuller and further expression of Paul's views on belief, the reader is invited to read carefully, Romans
1: 16; 4: 3; 10: 10, 11. When the advocates of a
difference can find no support for their contentions
in the teaching of Paul, James or Jesus, where will
they go?
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DOES THIS PROVE IT?

By other parties my attention has been called to
Doctrine and Covenants 42 : 12, 13 :
And whosoever among you are sick, and have. not faith 1to
be healed [that is, have not th(l gift to be heal<ed, Doctrine
and Covenants 46: 7], but believe, shall be 1nourished with all
tenderness with herbs ,and mild food, and that not by the hand
of an enemy. And the elders of the church, two or more1,
shall be called, and shall pray for and lay their hands upon
them in my name; and if they die they shall die unto me, and
if they live, they shall live u.nto me.-Part of paragraph 12.
And a,gain, it shall come to pass, that he that hath faith
in me to he healed, and! is not appoin:ted unto death, shall be
healed; he who hath farith to se,e shall see; hel who hath faith
to hear shall hear; the lame who hath faith to leap shall
leap; and they who have not faith to do these things [that
is sufficieilit faith], but believe in me, have power to become
my sons; and inasmuch as they break not my laws, thou
shalt bear the,ir infirmities.-Paragraph 13.

Notice, these believers in Christ were not destitute
of faith, else they would not have been instructed to
trust in the ordinance whose special purpose is for
the healing of the sick. Moreover, they are to become the sons of God, if they break not his laws.
Evidently the same class of believers is referred to
in section 46: 5, who, while they are not favored
with the gift of knowledge, to know by the Holy
Ghost, "that Jesus Christ is the Son of God, and
that he was crucified for the sins of the world," are
nevertheless favored with the gift of the Spirit
which is akin to it. That is, "To others is given to ·
believe on their words, that they also might have
eternal life, if they continue faithful." ·Surely none
will claim that these believers can become the Sons
of God and have eternal life without faith. If they
do, then they must (for there is no escape) concede
that so;me-indeed a large proportion of the church
-are saved by belief alone, and the balance by belief
and faith! This, of course, would establish two distinct principles 'of the divine plan.
~
This is evidently the correct position. The class
described in paragraph twelve; have not faith or
belief sufficient to bring to them the healing power
of God, without outside help, hence they are instructed to secure the benefits of the ordinance of
administration by two or more elders of the church.
In this way they place themselves in the hands of
God, with the blessed assurance that if they die,
they die unto God, and if they live, they live unto
God. But the class described in paragraph thirteen,
can, because of their strong faith (the gift of faith),
and the gift to be healed, secure the blessings mentioned in this paragraph, with and without the administration of the elders.
If there is any proof for those who claim a distinction, then they must concede that these believers
secure sonship with God, and eternal life, through
belief alone. Second, what will we do with the historical and doctrinal statements of the New Testa-
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ment, which show so plainly that all these blessings MACHU PICCHU AND THE MEGALITHIC PEOwere promised and enjoyed by true believers. Jesus
PLE---PART 2
said, "They shall lay hands on the sick -and they
BY WILLIAM
WOODHEAD
shall recover." In the face of this shall we say,
these believers were not healed because they only
The Book of Mormon gives a very short, and not
believed!
full account of a four-brother colony who migrated
TWO TERMS-ONE PRINCIPLE
from Jerusalem to South America about 600 B. C.,
which
looks very much like the Manco colony, the
It is a characteristic of the English language to
founders
of the wonderful megalithic empire of
frequently employ two or more terms to represent
Peru.
In
the Book of Mormon colony were nine
one principle, while the orthography and pronunmen,
viz,
Lehi,
Ishmael, Zoram, two sons of Ishmael,
ciation of these two terms are, as a rule, very different. So, it is not at all strange that faith and and the four sons of Lehi. These four sons' names
belief should represent but one principle. Some- were, beginning with the eldest, Laman, Lemuel,
times, speakers and writers (who are left to choose) Sam, and Nephi. (See page 1.)
use one of the words, sometimes a different one.
The early history of this colony for nearly half a
Why is it? Evidently the leading reason is, that on century clusters around these four brothers, for the
account of the relation of these terms to other words, reason that the youngest one of the four, whose
it is more euphonious (agreeable to the ear) to use name was Nephi, became the Moses for the colony,
one term, and sometimes when the relation is dif- and became its leader in the .wilderness, and also its
ferent, another.
..first king in the promised land. Laman and Lemuel,
Charity and love mean the same' thing, but our the elder brothers, became contentious about Nephi's
translators, or part of them, have used the two leadership, and rebelled against him, claiming the
English words to represent the one Greek word, the right to lead and rule belonged to the elder brother,
liberal meaning of which is love.
and not the youngest, and disputes arose from time
In the German language, as I learn from Elder to time as to leadership, the elder brothers even
J. S. Roth, who is a German, there is but one word threatening the life of Nephi, and finally the colony
to represent what we have so plainly and fully rep- divided, part. following the leadership of Laman,
resented by the words faith and belief, and when the eldest of the four, and part following the leaderthis one word is translated into English, it is belief. ship of Nephi, the youngest of the four brothers.
And as I understand, it is the same in the Danish
And Laman said unto Lemu~l, and also unto the sons of
and Norwegian languages. So with no word for Ishmael, behold, 1ert us slay our father, and also our bro1ther
faith in their Bibles in Germany, Norway, Sweden, Nephi, who has takern it upon him to be our ruler and our
and Denmark, and with some of our zealous advo- teacher, who are his elde.r brethren. Now, he says that the
cates of a distinction between the superiority of Lord has talkield with him, and also that angels have minisfaith and the inferiority of belief, sent to preach tered unto him! But behold, we know that he lies unto us;
and he 'tells us these thing~s, and he worketh many things b.y
the gospel to them, they would be (as one of the his cunning arts, that he ma.y deceive our eyes, thinking,
German elders once said when relating some experi- p:erhaps, that he ma.y lead us away into some strange wilderences) "in a fix."
J. R. LAMBERT.
ll!elss; and after he has led us away, he has thought to make
(NOTE.-I have taken the liberty to italicize quite
freely, for the sole purpose of emphasizing certain
terms, phrases and propositions.-J. R. L.)
The Department of :Agriculture at Washington
is urging that careful attention be given to our
leather goods. One thing they strongly urge is the
free use of oil on both shoes and harness. Contrary
to the usual idea, they say that wet leather absorbs
oil better than the dry. Castor oil is recommended
for shoes that are to be polished, while for plainer
footgear neat's-foot oil, fish oil or oleine may be
substituted. Beef tallow added to any of these
makes the leather more waterproof.
lA neglect of careful meditation, and of fervent
prayer for the people to be· preached to, is a cordial
invitation to sermon failure.-James E. Yates.

hhnself a k~ng and a ruler over us, that he ma.y do with us
according to his
and pleasure. And after this manner
did m.y brother Laman stir up their hearts to anger.-Book
of Mormon, 1 Nephi 5: 48-52.

will

This trouble about leadership took place soon after this colony left Jerusalem, and while they were
in the wilderness traveling towards the promised
land.
An'Cll it came to pass that I did make tools of the ore which
I did molten out of rock. And when m.y brethren saw that I
was about to build a ship, they began to mul'lll,ur against
me, saying, ·our brother :is a fool, for he thinkerth that he can
!build a ship; .yea, and he also thinketh that he can cros.s
these great waters.-1 Nerphi 5: 84-87.
'
A.nd the Lordi did show me from time to time after what
manner I should work the timbers of the ship.-1 Nephi 5:
169.
And it came to pass that I, Nephi, sai!l unto them, that
they should murmur no more against their father, neither
should they withhold their labor from me, for God had commanded me th:a,t I should !build a ship.-1 Nephi 5: 156.
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And I, Nephi, began to fe,ar exceedingly, lest the Lord
should be angry with us, and smite us, because of our iniquity,
th~rt; we should be swallowed up in the depths of the ,sea;
... but behold, they were angry with me, saying, we will not
that our younger brother shall be a ,ruler over us.-1 Nephi
5: 185-187.
And I, [Lehi to his sons} exceed~ngly fear and tremble ber
cause of you, least he [Nephi] shall suffer again; for behold,
ye hav€( accused him that he sought power and authority over
you; but I know that he haJth not sought for power nor authority over you; hut he hath sought the glory of God, and
your own, et,ernal welfare.-2 Nephi 1 : 43-45.
Rebel no more against your brother, whose views have been
glorious, and who hath kept the commandments from the
time tha,t we left J erusalem.-2 Nephi 1: 40.

Lehi made this talk to his sons after the colony
had landed in the new world.
Behold, it came to pass that I, Nephi, did cry much unto
the Lord my God, because oflthe anger of my brethren. But
behold, their anger did increase agaLnst me; insomuch that
they didJ seek to take away my Jif,e. ' Yea, they did murmur
against me, ~saying: Our younger brother thinks to rule over
us; and we have had much trial because of him, wherefore,
now 1ert us slay him, that we may not be afflicted more because of his words. For behold, we will not have him to be
our ruler: .for it belongs unto us, who ~are the elde:r brethren,
to rule over this people. Now I do ·not write upon . these
plates, all the wovds which they murmured against me. But
it sufficeth me to say, that they did seek to take away my life.
And it came to pass that the Lord did warn me, that I, Nephi,
should depart from them, and flee into the wilderness, a1nd
all those who would go with me. Wherefore, it came to pass
that I, Nephi, did take my family, and also Zoram and his
family, and Sam, mine eldeCt· brother, and his family, and
Jacob and Joseph my younger brethren, and also my sisters,
and all those who would go with me. . . . were those who believed in the. warnings and revelations of God; wherefore, they
did hearken unto my words. And we did take, our tents and
wha:tsoever things were possible for us, and did journey in
the Virilderness for the space of many days. And after we1
had journeyed for the space of .many days, we did pitch our
tents. And my people would that we should call the name
of the place Nephi; wheTefore we did caH it Nephi. . . . And
I, Nephi, had also brought the recmds which were engraven
upon pla,tes of brass; and also the ball, or compass which
was .prepared for my father, by the hand of the Lord, according to that which is written.-2 Nephi 4: 1-17.

These records engraven upon plates of brass were
their copy of the Bible down to Jeremiah. The
Book of Mormon was engraven, it is said, on plates
of gold, and Mr. Squire relates having seen such gold
plates in various houses in Cuzco, sheets of gold
preserved as relics which came from the temple of
the Sun. These "plaques" he tells us, were scarcely
as thick as a sheet of .paper. · (Prehistoric America,
p. 413.) The Hittic treaty of peace made with the
Egyptians negotiated after the battle of Kadesh
were engraven on a silver plate. (See Hutson's Beginning of Civilization, p. · 60.) And the Romans
copied Greek laws and "engraved them on plates of
brass." (See Ancient History of Bloss, p. 333.)
And they also published decrees engraven on brass,
placing them in public places defining the legal
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rights of the Jews in various cities of the empire.
At Alexandria, "engraven on pillars of brass." (See
Josephus's Antiquities, book 14, chapter 10, paragraph 1.) Also on a "table of brass," placed in the
temple at Jerusalem, and also a copy at "Sidon"
also at "Tyre" and "Askelon," engraven in Roman
and Greek letters, decrees defining Jewish privileges "were engraven" on "tables of brass at Antioch." (See ibid., Book of Wars, book 7, paragraph 2.) And these very historical documents
Joseph cites in his reply to Apion. (See book 2,
paragraph 4.)
Eusebius says that the imperial decrees of the
Romans against the Christians, and "the decrees of
the cities against us, and copies of the imperial
edicts appended to these, were engraven and erected
on brazen tablets, a course never before adopted
against us anywhere." (Ibid., p. 367.)
The roads leading to Jerusalem were like finger
boards pointing to the city. But the city was sacked
by the Romans and laid in ruins for forty-seven
years, and they changed its name to Aelia. Later
its old name was restored, then later the Mohammedans changed it again, this time to El-Kondes. It
has been run over for eighteen centuries by its successive masters, by the Romans, Grecians, Persians,
Saracens, Mamelukes, Turks, Christians, and again
by the Turks, but all these long years and changes.
the public roads pointed to the same place-to Jerusalem, Aelia, and later to El-Kondes.
The city of Nephi was the "chief city" of that
upper country. It is pointed out in an upland region. Like Jerusalem, it may have been sacked by
invaders, laid in waste, and may have been renamed
,bY its conquerors which is the rule to do, but the
public roads would still be faithful to the place, and
point the same way, to the city of Nephi, or its successor, to the same center of civilization, as the
great roads do now to Cuzco. (See Prescott's Conquest of Peru, pp. 52, 66, 71, vol. 1.)
And it came to pass that I, Nephi, did cause my people
to be industrious, and to labor with their hands. And it
came to pass that they would that I should be their king.2 Nephi 4:26,27.
Now Nephi began to be old, and he saw that he must soon
di1e; wherefore, he anointed a man to be a king and a ruler
over his people now, according to the reigns, of the kings.
The people having loved Nephi exceedingly, he hav~ng been
a great protector for them, having wielded the sword of Laban
in their 'defense, and having labored in all his day;s for their
welfare; whe·refore, the people were desirous to l'etain in remembrance his ·,name. ~And whoso should reign in his
stead, were called by the peopie:, second Nephi, third Nephi,
:etc., according to the reigns of the kings; and thus they were
called by the people, let them be of whatever name they
would.-Jacob 1: 9-11.

Thus Nephi's name, with the Nephites, now became a royal or kingly name. "And it came to pass
that Nephi died." (Jacob 1: 12.)
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Nearly five hundred years after this four-brother
colony left Jerusalem their disputes are rehearsed
by people from Lamanite. country as follows :
Now, 1the L'amanites knew nothing concerning the Lord,
nor the strength of the Lord; the1refore they depended upon
their own s,trength. Yet t4ey were a strong people, as to
the strength of men; they were a wild, and ferocious, and
bloodthirSity peopLe, believing in the ti~adition of their fathers
which is this: believing that they were driv,en out of the l:and
of Jerusalem, because of the iniquities of thei·r fathers, and
tha,t they we11e wronged in the wilderness by their brethren;
and ·they were also wronged, while crossing the sea. And
again: that they were wronged while ~n the land of their
first inhel'iiJance:, after they had crossed the sea; and all this,
because that Nephi was more faithful in keeping the commandments of the Lord; therefoDe he was favored of the Lord,
for the Lord heard his. prayers and answered them, and he
took the lead of the:ir journey in the wildernes,s. And his
brethren wel'e wroth wi·th him, because they understood not
the dealings of the Lord; they were also wroth with him upon
the waters, becaus'e they hardened their hearts against the
Lord. And again: they wer.e wroth with him when they had
,arriv;ed to the promised land, because •they said that he had
taken the ruling of the people out of their hands; and they
· sought to kill him. And again: they were wroth with him, because he departed into the wilderne,ss as the Lord had commanded him, and took the records which were engrav.en on the
pla·t·es of brass; for they said that he robbed them. And thus
they have taught their children, that they should hate them,
and that they should murder them, and that they should rob
(lnd plunder them, and do all they could to destroy them;
therefore, they have an eternal hatred towards the children of
Nephi.-Mosiah 6: 44-53.

In the correspondence between Ammoron the
Lamanite general and Moroni the Nephite general,
we see the spleen of racial hatred as handed down
by those people for generations, this racial dispute
for leadership, first between the four brothers, and
later their descendants became a national dispute,·
and a part of their national ambition was to conquer them. Ammoron said:
For behold, your fathers [Nephites] did wrong their
b11ethren, [Lai:nanites] insomuch that they did rob them of
their right to the government, when it rightly belonged
unto them. And now behold, if ye will lay down your arms,
(l)nd subject yourselves to be governed by thos:e to whom the
government doth .rightly be1long, then will I cause that my
people shall lay down their weapons, and shall be at war no
more.... We will wage .a wwr which shaH be eternal, either
to the subjecting the Nephites to our authority, or to their
·eternal extinction. . . . Behold, this war hath been waged,
to avenge their wrotngs, and to maintain and to obtain their
Tights to the government; and I close my epistle to Moroni.Alma 25: 18-26.
r

.

These people are now scattered far from their
west coast landing place, and spread over· a large
part of South America, along the west coast and
upland of Peru, Ecuador, Colombia, and the northern
part of Chile, along the coast and northward to the
Isthmus. The memory of the four brothers and
their disputed rights to leadership we see are interwoven into their national life, and this is nearly

five hundred years after the actors in that early
drama had passed away; and General Zoram now
proposes to settle forever this old dispute of leadership by the Nephites becoming subject to Lamanite
rule, or a fight to the finish. And the Lamanites
and Nephites were the ancestors of the American
red races.
And now comes Professor Brinton after long investigations of the red race, and says that hardly
any of the Indian nations but what seems to have
had some vague tradition of an origin, or having
been led by four brothers. (See Brinton's Myths
of the New World, p. 94.)
So that the red Indian races of America are nearly
unanimous in pointing the finger of tradition tq four
brothers or four leaders who were connected with
their earliest traditional history.
From the Book of Mormon point of view, these
personal and national disputes, first among the four
brothers, then· later by their descendants in their
national policy and ambition for leadership, became
their paramount issue. The Lamanite children were
taught we see, to hate the Nephites, to rob; plunder
and murder them, or exterminate them, and as migrations later spread abroad from their centers of
civilization, these colonies took with them the memory of four brothers, or four leaders, and notwithstanding their decadence, remnants of their past
history are now picked up and published and are
found to harmonize with .the story of prehistoric
America as found in that book, that book stating its
case first, then such men as Lund and Brinton came
later on, and confirmed it.
The names of the four brothers are variously
given by different tribes, and in Brazil their disputes are still referred to. Balboa and Montesinos
give their names as Manco, Cacha, Auca, and Uchu,
the meaning of 'Manco is unknown, the others signify in their order, "messenger," "enemy or traitor,"
and "the little one." (See Myths of the New World,
p. 212, note 2.) We see these were second names,
because one of the four had become an enemy. But
in this widespread and wonderful concurrent tradition among all the American Indian races of their
four brothers, we have a remarkable corroboration
of the Nephite history, .and from its point of view
it is but what might be expected, but on no other
ground than that indicated in that book can we
credibly account for them, because they ~on't fit
into the history of any other nation or race. Evidently they had their origin in one and the same
events, and the same men. These races remember
the four brothers, or their four leaders, or that in
some manner they connected the appearance and
action of four important personages· with their
earliest traditional history.
Manco's colony we are told:
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Advanced along the high plains in the neighborhood of
Lake Titicaca to about the sixteenth degree south. They
bore with them a golden wedge, and were directed to take
up their residence on the spot where the sacred ,emblem should
without effort sink into the ground. They PJ:;OCeeded accordingly but a short distance, as far as the valley of Cuzco, the
spot indicated by the performanc'e~ of the miracle, since there
the wedge speedily sank into the earth and disappeared foreve,r.-Conquest of Peru, vol. 1, p. 28.

And Nadallac relates this story:
Leg1ends relate that when M.anca-Capac and Mama Oello
left the island of Titicaca the sun [or God] gave to them a
golden branch and instructe(l them to walk on U!ntil the
:branch should sink into the earth. It was at Cuzco that the
ma,rvel took place.-Prehistoric America, p. 410.

From the foregoing we understand that the Manco
colony was under divine guidance, but we may like
Montesinos discard the wonder stories about them,
and take God out of the legend altogether, but then
we still have the four brothers left, the youngest of
which he says became the first of a long line of
kings, succeeded by sixty-three other kings, before
the breaking up of the old :Manco, or megalithic
empire, which went to pieces he says in the first
or second century of the Christian era.
Nephi says:
And it came to pass that the voice of the Lord spake unto
my father, by night, and commanded him, that on the morrow, he should take his journey into the wilderness. And it
came to pass that as my f~ather arose in the moming, and
went forth to the tent door, to his great astonishment he
behek~ upon the ground a round ball, of curious workmanship; and )t was of :fine brass. And within the ball were
two spindles; and the one pointed the way whither we should
go into the wilderness..-! Nephi 5: 10-12.

This took place not far from Jerusalem. .
A1nd it came to pass that we did travel for the space of
many days, slaying food by the vvay, with our bows and our
arrows, and our stones and our slings; and we did follow
the directions of the ball, which led us in the more fertile
:pillrts of the wilde:rnes,s.-1 Nephi 5: 19, 20.
And it came to pass that I, Nephi, did go forth up into the
top of the mountain, according to the directions which were
given upQn the ball.-1 Nephi 5: 37.
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(:::::::::=O=F=G=EN=E=R=A=L=IN=T=E=R=E=ST=:::::::)
ZION AWAKENING

Dreams occasionally come true. One of these may
be the Zionist dream of a self-governing Jewish
state in Palestine. The work of years against apparently insurmountable obstacles has brought
within range of probability realization of the vision.
"The cruel rod of war" may once again "blossom
into righteous law," bringing democracy to Russia,
home rule to Ireland, independence to Poland, and
self-government in some form to Palestine.
But it must not be assumed that, should self-government come, the credit will be solely due to the
overthrow of the Turk. For many years preparations in Palestine have been going on. Since the
early SO's the country has been colonized. Before
that time there had been considerable Jewish immigration, but this consisted principally of zealots
with no other object than to spend and end their
existence in Jerusalem in a religious but nonpro. ductive way. Years of residence failed to make
them aught but strangers in the land.
The immigration of the past thirty-five years has
been of a different type. Persecution in Russia and
Roumania and discontent in Galicia, the Balkan
nations and elsewhere, brought in industrious people determined to secure a stake in the country and
become a part of its economic life. Many of these
had to be assisted, through a fund created by Jewish
organizations in western 'Europe and the United
States. Almost destitute and in debt they began
resettlement of. a land, the condition of which was
described
forty-eight years ago by Mark Twain in
·
Innocents Abroad, as follows :

Of all 'the lands there are for dismal sc1:1nery, I think
Palestine must be the prince. The hill·s are barren, they are
dull of oolor, they are unpicturesque in shape. The vaUeys
•
'are unsightly deserts fringed with a feeble vegetation that
Over five hundred years later we read:
And now my son [Alma to his son Helaman] I have some- has an exp!'lession about it of being sorrowful and despondent.
... It is. a hop,eless, dreary, heart-broken lan:d .... Palestine
what to say oonoerning the thing which our fa.thers call a
ball, or director: or our fathers call it Liahona which is, be- ' is desolate and unlovely. A!nd why should ~t be otherwise?
·ing interpreted, a compass; and the Lord prepared it .... And Can the curse of the De•ity beautify a l:and?
behold, it was prepared to show unto our fathers the course
To succeed in such a place must require extrawhich they should travel in the wilderness.-Alma 17: 71-73.
ordinary energy, enthusiasm, intelligence and faith.
(To be continued.)

A rather pompous-looking deacon was endeavoring to impress upon the young minds Of a class of
boys the importance of living a Christian life.
"Why do people <;all me a Christian, children?" the
worthy dignitary asked, standing very erect and
smiling down upon them. A moment's pause; then
a shrill little voice was heard to say, "Because they
don't know you."-The' Ladies' Home Journal.

And yet the new settlers succeeded. If Mark Twain
could have revisited the country at the outbreak of
the European.war, he would have revised his opinion. He would have found no less than forty-four
flourishing agricultgral colonies, with a population
of 15,000, cultivating more than 94,000 acres. He
would have found flourishing city settlements
achieving commerciaJ importance. The total Jewish
population is ).00,000, which, though it may seem
small, occupies a dominant position, and enjoys the
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respect and confidence of other elements. The colonists have developed business for the seaports of
Jaffa and Haifa, and have exercised a regenerating
influence in J eru,salem, a place which Mark Twain
described as abounding in "rags, wretchedness, poverty and dirt." They have had great success in producing for export oranges and other fruits, cereals,
cotton and wine. The exports of oranges from
Jaffa in 1913 were valued at $1,630,000. The Arab
method of cultivation of cereals had yielded a crop
valued at about $5 per acre. The Jewish colonists
have increased this yield to a point where it varies
between $11 and $17 per acre. The Arab production of oranges averaged 350 boxes per acre. The
colonists increased this to 757 boxes.
At their own expense the colonists have constructed good roads and introduced badly needed
sanitary improvements. With outside help hospitals
have been established. Before their coming the
country was a breeding place of malaria and trachoma. The colonists planted millions of eucalyptus
trees whose unusual power of absorption and evapo. ration makes them a useful factor in draining the
marshes. The Jewish Health Bureau, established
in Jerusalem by Nathan Straus, of New York City,
has directed the fight against trachoma and other
diseases. Formerly sixty per cent of the inhabitants of Jaffa were afflicted with trachoma. Only
one per cent are now sufferers from that disease.
An adequate school system has been established in
all of the villages and a high school maintained in
each of the three cities of Jaffa, Haifa and J erusalem.
'
The colonies enjoy a measur8 of self-rule. The
Turkish Government concerns itself about them no
further than to collect its taxes. So· they have developed into a group of little autonomous democracies. Each colony elects through universal suffrage,
regardless of sex qualifications, a committee known
as th~ "Va'ad." This exercises both administrative and judicial functions. It keeps a register of
land holdings, which is the only record on which
individual tenure is based. It has charge of the
schools, roads and the water supply. It carries on
routine work of administration in accordance with
certain fixed rules. When important questions
arise it calls a meeting of citizens and the matter
is submitted to a referendum. Thus in the midst
of Turkish despotism and misrule, an institution
has been established similar to the New England
town meeting.
Crime among the colonists is practically unknown.
None has occurred during the existence of the colonies. But a police force is considered necessary to
guard against nightly visits of predatory Arabs,
and so the :Va'ad maintain one. Another function
of the Va'ad is to act as a court in cases of dispute

between colonists. Its judgment is usually accepted,
though occasionally an appeal is taken to a central
body of all the colonists at .J'al Aviv near Jaffa. Its
decision is final. Authority of central and local
bodies rests on voluntary acceptance alone. Philo'sophic individualists may find here much to up•
hold their ideas.
The colonists were confronted at the outset with a
language difficulty. Coming from different countries, the only common tongue consisted of a smattering of Hebrew acquired from the prayer book.
Hebrew has consequently become the intermediary
language and,. in a form suited to modern conditions, is getting to be the national tongue. It is
taught to the children in the schools, who are encouraged to use it in preference to other languages.
It has been taken up by non-Jewish elements.
Signs in Hebrew are to be found over their business
houses. · For sentimental reasons this must be pleasing to many. · Yet one cannot help but wonder
whether it would not have been more practical to
have adopted one of the leading European languages
or to have aided the growing Esperanto movement
by taking up that easily-learned and rapidly spreading lingo.
The inevitable effect which prosperity and good
government have on land values is not absent.
Palestine, the organ of the British Palestine Committee, reports as follows :
In 1890 an acre of irrigab1e Iand in the '!Olony of PetachTikwah cost about £3-12s; to-day such land could not be bought
for le1ss than £36 per acre. In 1880 the lands which form
this colony were uncultivated and brought only a small a,nd
iil)sig,nificant revenue to the State; in 1912 the value of the
annual p1roducUon of the colony was £36;000 from which the
Government obtained £3,400 in the form of taxation. In 1880
the value of the colony was less than £1,200; to-day it represents a value of at least £600,000, and its population numbers
3,000 souls.

These figures portend danger. Should private individuals be allowed to appropriate this unearned
increment land speculation will be encouraged, land
monoply will exact heavy tolls from labor, willing
workers will be denied employment, and there will
arise poverty and distress in older civilizations.
The war, however, has ended prosperity. It cut
off the export trade at once. Then in 1915 came a
plague of locusts which devoured the crops. Great
distress resulted, and it was necessary to call upon
America for relief. This was granted in generous
measure. Peace, whenever it may come, must bring
a renewal of ante-bellum prosperity, in spite of the .
reported attack on the colonies at Jaffa, and outrages
committed there.
Zionist organizations to help the country secure
political autonomy exist in all leading countries.
They number prominent non-.Jews as well as Jews
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among their membership. In Great Brit~in the
movement has taken the form of agitation for the
conversion of Palestine into a self-governing member of the British Empire. The advance of General
Murray into the country and of General Maude's
expedition into .Mesopotamia makes this perhaps
the most practical suggestion under existing circumstances.
A writer in The New Europe, published at London, dwells on this subject, and after showing the
strategical advantage to the British Empire of the
country, makes ,clear one point which may have been
evident before to the general reader. He says:
Bllit though Palestine will be the national ce,nte:r of the
Jewish people and the seat <l'f its national civilization, it will
not be the' home of all the Jews. The majority will remain
llicattered throughout the world . . . . The Russian revolution
opens out a prospect that the age of political persecution will
soon end. With that the world importance of a Jewish Palestine grows mightily. The Jew outside Palestine will owe
no political allegi>ance to a Jewish Pales,t~ne. , His political
allegiance will be due and will go, as always, to the sta,te of
which he :is a citizen. But the spiritual center of his race
w~re the Jewish genius will blossom in full freedom will
receive from more Jews a volunta,ry respect and veneration.
. . . The British Empire which will haVie created that home
will be assured of the spontaneous affection and gra;titude of
all conscious Jews throughout the world. What England
can gai1n in that way we may measure by what she has lost
through the failure to satisfy Irish national sentiment.

In the United States the Zionist movement is
widespread, active and enthusiastic. It is not merely
the reestablishment of a Jewish nation which many
of these workers have in view. They realize that
their labor would be worth little, if it accomplished
no more than creation of a state offering no other
advantages to its citizens than what may be enjoyed
in the United States, Switzerland or other existing
democratic nations. They hope to establish a commonwealth where social justice shall prevail, and
they know that the first thing needful for that is to
insure the land to the people. Thus Justice Louis
D. Brandeis, who heads the American movement,
said in The Outlook of January 5, 1916:
Notable among the Zionist institutions is the Jewish N ationa! Fund, formed to purchase land as the inalienable
property of the Jewish people in Pale1stine. A large part of
the settlers own individual property, but the Zionist organizatio1n determined tha;t the land, if acquired, should be the
property of the Jewi.sh peopie, remaining natiQnal domain and
leased to the settlers at a rent which would not allow of un,ea;med increment.

With proper economic knowledge thus displayed
the idealism of the Zionists must make of the new
state, when born, a model for all civilization, a land
in which "they shall sit every man , under his
vine and under his fig tree ; and none shall make
them afraid."-Samuel Danziger, in The Public,
May 18, 1917.
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BARBERRY BUSH SPREADS BLACK RUST
In an official bulletin the Iowa Agricultural Experimental Station of Ames, Iowa, warns its readers
that the European or common barberry (Berberis
vulgaris) is responsible to a very large degree in
the spread of black rust which so disastrously affected the wheat crop of 1916. The spores from
which the disease spreads find a congenial home in
the stalks of this common ornamental shrub and
from them spread to fields of grain, to produce almost total loss of the latter. They tell us that North
Dakota has passed a law for the eradication of the
shrub before July 1 of this year, while similar laws
are being agitated in Minnesota and Canada. The
bulletin, entitled Circular No. 35, will be sent free
to those asking for it.

WOMAN·s AUXILIARY
Edited b:v-AUDENT.IA ANDERSON, 2009 Locust St., Omaha, Nebr.

The Woman Movement---An Interpretation
"You know, I thought the woman movement simply meant
that some women wanted to vote. It means much more than
that!" exclaimed one sister alfter listening to a lecture on the
woman movement.
It does mean much more than that! The whole question
of the unrest of moderrn woman and her "movement" has suf~
fered the grossest and sometimes the most stupid misunderstanding. Florenc•e Tuttle writes: "It is hardly an exaggeration to say that no other question of modern times has been
so much discussed, and so much befogged and obscured in the
dicussion, as the omnipresent woman question."
The woman movement is in our very midst and it is
always difficult to see a big thing cloS>e up. It is the old,
old, story of the blind men and the elephant. Some think
the fight for woman suffrage is the woman movement,
others the struggie for higher education of women others
!the advent of women into the busine1ss world. E~ch one
feels only that part of the enormorns, many-sided movem~nt
which happens to impinge on his little personal world.
Wha-t is the ,real meaning of the so-cal1eid woman movement? In the fi,rS>t plac,e it is a spiritual thing rather than
materi1al; ilt is simply one hig fork of the great struggle for
democmcy, begun centuries ago by our forefathers. In 1787
when the air was ringing with such words as "equality,"
"human rights," "liberty," "freedom," "equality of man,"
"inalienable rights," the P:rench Condorcet plead ably for
the rights of women in his 1essay on "Admiss:ion of women to
citizenship." Five years larter Mary W ollenscraft in England wrote her vindication of the Rights of Women. This
book came as a thunderclap. Everybody had be~n talking
about human rights, human equality, and fl'eedom of the
people, but nobody 1ever thought of including woman in human,ity. These "inherent rights.," this "sovereignty of the
people," of course meant man; nobody had ever thought of
rights for woman; duties wel'e their concern. Roussleau
voiced the popul1ar sentim~nts when he wrote of woman, her
natural and God-ordained inferiority, her duties and her
sphere.
"For this re;ason the e1ducation of woman should always, be
relative to man; to please>, to be useful to us; to make us
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love and esteem them; to educate us when young; and take which she is fitted to understand as man can never undercar.e of us when grown up, to advise, to console us, to render stand them: problems of pure food, of civil as well as home
our lives easy and agreeable; these are the duties of women cleanliness and sanitation, educational and vocatiQnal probat all times, a1nd what they should be taught in their inf,ancy." lems, child labor and conditions of women in labor, as well
I1n America the first woman's rights confeJJence was or- as the professions. · In cities she is peculiarly interested in
ganized by two women who had been 11ecf1used recognition as the grea1t plagues of white slavery and the social evil since
delegate1s to the great world!'s convention for antislavery held
she is the innocent :lind helpless victim of both these evils.
in, London. They had been regulady appointed and had
These vital problems of modern life lie in woman's natural
tJJaveled across the Atlantic to take part in the convention, nealm; the home, its wholesomeness, its efficiency, its sancbut their cr:edentials were ,not accepted-because they were tity, indeed its v,ery li£e, is dependent upon the right solution
women! SuJJely the women of tha,t day had much to con- of these problems.
tend for. All ovte,r America the old common law of England
vVe agree thwt woman's greatest and noblest work is home
prevailed. Woman had no property rights. If her husband
making :and the !'earing of children, thatdied the mother had no right of guardianship over her own
''As in the be'ginning the child's first need is a woman's
children, the nearest male relativ:e bec,ame the guardian, and care, so i1n the end there is no other place for. a man to bring
he could 11emove them entirely from her, al'!d administer their the result of all his labor but home, to the sheltering love
~nterest, without consulting her and according to his own
of a woman's heart."
sweet will. The law forbade a man to beat his wife with a
But we say (a1nd a host of women say with us) we need a
stick any thicker than his thumb; of course the larger the voic1e in the Government and a chance to represent and
man, the larger the stick! Woman was not responsible be- bring ,to the fore the great moml issues which involve the
fol'e the law for her misdeeds; she was not recognized as a
saf,e,ty of our home's and the health and happiness of our
moral creature, but s,imply unmoral. When women first tried ~hildren. The woman who uses the water all day long in
to speak in public conc.erning such an issue as slavery they preparing food for her husband and children, can Dealize
were mobbed and subj·ected to untold humiliation and ridi- more kee,nly the necessity of its purity 1than men; yet where
cule. Not u,ntil after the Civil War, did the struggle for do we find a woman on the water commission?
equal educational opportunities, which began with the first
In a recent survey in Detroit it was found that "The city
of the century, gain headway. Many of these rights we con- pays its educators less than a janitor, less than a pea:imt
sider a matter of course to-day-but they were secul1ed only stand tendeir, less than a varnish spreader, less than a sewer
by the untiring efforts of the pioneers of the woman move- digger, less than a washwoman, less than a corn husker, l e.ss
ment.
tha1n a horse." We consult highly paid experts conc,erning
These women fought for the right to right wrongs-not the welfare and health of our hogs and cattle; but our chilonly wrongs against their own sex but wrongs against hu- dren we trust to women to whom we pay Iess than a living
·ma,nity. We find many of these early women beginning as wage. w,e believe that the mothers of the Nation can underantislav,ery workers, but in the end compelled to contend · stand and appreciate more thoroughly the urgency of these
for the privilege of speaking publicly on 1any subjec:t. Susan issue:s than men ever can. It is: a fact 'that, as one writer has
B. Anthony, the Napoleon of the woman movement, began as said, "whe11e women vote a new 'element, domestic a,nd educaa temperance Iedurer, but, finding herself handicapped at tional, appears in the government of the people."
ev,ery turn because she was a woman, she soo n became irWe are not pleiading this as the fundamental reason why
resistably drawn into the "woma1n's war." The· woman of woman should vote, for that is merely a part of the larger
America had felt the impetus of the great spiritual or int,el- question of human equality and freedom. Woman should
lectual "awakening," or enlightenment, of the early nine- have a voice in her own goverlllment because she is a citizen
teenth century and she started upon the long, weary road and a responsible human being. That is mere fundamental
to equaiity a,nd freedom.
justice. These are some of the immediate problems, however,
To-day, although many victories have been won, in many which impress upon us the neceSisity of an equal franchise.
States she is ·still contending for the ·right of equal suff!'age. To the cry, "Keep the woman in the home!" we are respondWhy should this serious matter of common justice be ing that in our present complex state of society woman must
treated so lightly, talked of as a mere feminine whim, a new go outside the four walls of the home i1n order to protect and
-toy that women want to play with? SuDely woman has preserve the sanctity of those walls.
proven herself worthy of mor,e consideration than that. The
To ~supplement our thought we quote:
old superstition of ma1n's mental superiority has long ago
" . . . The gre1at functilons of soc.ial service for which hubeen demonstrated false. Woman hasentered the int.ellectual man beings of the mother sex have belen held chiefly refields and has he[d her own with man; there has been little
sponsible since society beg'an ar1e: the ca11e1 of the sick, aged,
question of woman's moml equaHty wi,th man: then why and inferior; relief of the unfortunate, arid protection and
should this great multitude of citizens he denied, for no other care of the def,ective. . . . The,se .three functions, the moderlll
l1Ela,son than sex, the right to vote?
stwte has taken over from the home a,nd from the church.
The oft-quoted fear that the vote will take woman from These the modern state cannot pedorm without the direct
the home is best met by NelUe McClung's humorous picture of and vari ed aid of women."
the situatiQn:
The inte!'e:st in government and desire to vote, however, is
"Father comes home, til'e:d, weary, footsore, toenails in- but one phase of the woman movement; it is merely an eocgrovving, caused by undarneid stockings, and finds the fire
pression of the higher ll!lld broader ideals of womanly s'e;rvice
out, house cold and empty, save for his half dozfiln children, which are J.e,avening our womanhood. The "new" woman is
aU crying. 'Where is your mother?' the poor man asks in
striving to rise above the superficiality of mind! and character
broken tones. For a moment the sobs are hushed while lit- that has heen so often called feminine. She is reaching up
tle Ellie r.eplies: 'Out voting!'
for truer, broader standards of womanhood, yet she is try"Father buirsts into tears."
ing to retain ,and amplify the beauty ailld charm that have alOn the other hand, the mod:er:n woman is finding the ballot ways been hers. She is asking man for that truer, broader
necessary for the protection of her home, her children and companionship of mind and soul, and f·or a regard such as
her fellow women. There are vital problems of social life there exists between men, i. e., based upon power and beauty
1

1
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of character. O'ur new woman is deV1e,loping a loyalty to her
sex, a sex solidarity, hitherto sadly lacking amo,ng women:,
which has been called the "great new ass'et of human fellowship."- She is trying to meet her fellow women with frankness and honesty, s1oughing off the tim~-honored traditions
of "cattishness" and feminine intrigue and deceit.
To quote ag'ain from Nelli,e McClung:
"The woman movement, which has been scoffed and jeered
at and misunderstood most of all by the people whom it is
destined to help, is a spiritual revival of the best instincts of
wo~anhood-the instinct to serV'e and sa,ve the race.
"Too long have the gentle ladies S'at in their boudoirs
looking at life in a mirror like the lady of Shallot, while
down be:low, in the street; the fight rages, :andi other women,
and defense,less children are getting the worse of it. But
the cry is going up to the boudoir ladies to come down and
help us, for the battle goes sorely; and many there are who
are throwing aside the mirror and coming out whe11e the
real things are. The world needs the work and help of the
women, andi the women must work if, the race is to survive."
1

ALICE MAE BURGESS.
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Kill Flies and Save Lives
Kill at once every fly you can find and burn his body.
Observers say that there are many reasons to believe there
will be more flies this season than for a number of years.
The kill~g of just one fly now means there will be billions
ancll trillions les,s next summer.
C1ean up your own premises; see and insist that your
neighbors do likewise.
Especially clean "out-of-the-way places," and every nook
a,nd cranny.
Flies will not go where there is nothing to eat, and their
principal diet is too filthy to mention.
THE FLY IS THE TIE THAT BINDS THE UNHEALTHY TO THE
HEALTHY!

The fly has no equal as a g1erm "carrier"; as many as
five hundred million germs have been found in and on the
body of a single fly.
It is definitely known that the fly is the "carrier" of the
germs of typhoid fever; it is widely he<Heved that it is also the
"carrier" of other diseases, including possibly infantile
paralysis.
The ve.ry presence of a fly is a signal ltfnd notification that
a housekeeper is uncleanly and inefficient.
Do not wait until the insects begin to pestecr; anticipate
the annoyance.
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April, May and June are the best months to conduct an
a.nti-fly campaign.
The farming and suburban districts provide ideal bl'eeding
places, and the 1new born flies do not 11emain at their birthplace but migrate, using railcroads and other means of
transportation, to towns and cities.
Kill flies and save lives,!
RECIPES FOR KILLING FLIES

The United State's Gov,ernment makes the followi,ng suggestion for the :destruction of house flies: Formaldehyde and
sodium salicylate are the two best fly poisons. Both are superior to arsenic. They have their advantages for household use. They a:r1e not a poison to children; they are convenient to handle, their dilutions are simple and they 'attract
the fii>e,s.
PREPARATION OF SOLUTIONS

A formaldehyde solution of approximately the correct
strength may be made by adding 3 teaspoonfuls of the concentr:a,ted formaldehy;de solution, commercially known as
formalin, 1to a pint of water. Simharly, the proper concentration of sodium S'alicylate may be obtained by dissolving 3
teaspoo,nfuls of the pure chemical (a powder) to 'a pint of
water.
,
A container has been found conveni8!nt for automatically
keeping the solution .always available for flies to drink. An
ordinary, thin-walled drinking glass is filled or partially
filled with the solution. A saucer, or small plate, in which is
placed a piece of white blotting paper cut the size of the dish,
is put bottom up over the glass. The whole is then quickly
inverted, a ni.atch placed Uinder the edge of the g1ass, and
the container is ready for use. As the solution dries out of
, the saucer the liquid seal at the edge of the glass is broken
and mol'e liquid flows into the lower receptacle. Thus the
paper is always kept moist.
OTHER SIMPLE PREVENTIVES

Any odor p1easing to man is ofl1ensive to the fly and vice
'Oe?"sa, and will driv'e them away.
Take ·five cents' worth of oil of ravender, mix it with the
same quantity of water, put it in a common glass atomil'leT
and spray it around the room where flies aTe. In the dining
l'Oom spray it lavishly 'even on the table linen. The odor is
very disagr~able to flies but refreshing. to most people.
Geranium, mignonette,, heliotrope and white clover are offensiV'e to flies. They ,especially dislike the odor of hone~~
suckle and hop blossoms.
According to a French scientist flies have intense hatred
fm the color blue. Rooms decorated in blue will help to keep
out the flies.
'
Mix together one tablespoo,nful of cream, one of ground
black pepper and one of brown sugar. This mixture~ is poisonous to flies. Put in a saucer, darken the room except one
window and ,in that set the saucer.
To clear the house of flies, burn pyrethum powde~r. This
stupefi,es the flies, but the~ must be swept up and burned.
RECIPES FOR STABLES, BARNS AND OUT OF DOORS

Borax is especially valuable around farms and out of doors.
One pound of borax to twe,lve bushels of manure will be
found desirable as a poiso,n without injuring its manurial
qualities or farm stock. Scatter the borrax over the manure
and sprinkLe with water.
Lye, chloride of lime, or copperas (sulphate of iron) dissolved in water, crude carbolic acid, or any kind of disinfect~ant may be used in vaults.-The Merchants'' Association of '
New York.
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A Little Kindness, a Little Money, a Few Tracts, and
What Came of Them
[It surely pays to be ali¥!1 to one's opportunities. The following heart-gripping account of a real incident is so typical
that we are glad to give it space, heliev~ng it ought to be an
inspiration to hundreds of others to do as much and mol'e.
We have had some corDespondence with 'Sister Nellie Martin,
of Perry, Iowa, conceming distribution 'of tracts, she devoting
a great deal of time to this and similar work. Just recently
she wrote us a very interesting personal letter about some of
her experiences and methods. A few da,ys afterward a letter came ~n from one she had befriended. We take the liberty
of P'rinting a v'ery brief extract from Sister Martin's letter
and foiiow it with one from Mr. KohL-EDITORS.]

I feed a tramp, or at lea,st a stranger now and then, and
they often ask: "What can I do for you?"
"Where are you g,oing?" I usually ask. It may be to
Madrid, Omaha, the Bluffs, or some other place, and I say:
"Well, here, brother, I hav,en't done much for you, and here
is a Httle money to help you on your way, and will you give
these tracts to. some Qne on your way? To some one you
think would like to do right and know right."
"Yes,, indeed, madam, I'll do so," is the usual response.
I know they will read them, too, and read them aloud to a
dozen or so of their companions, perhaps making fun of
them, but there have been from one to thl'ee in such a group
·that have appreciated the sacred words and have written
me rt.o that effect.
MRS. NELLIE MARTIN.
GRAND ISLAND, NEBRASKA, May 1, 1917.
Mr. A. Carmichael, Manager,
THE SAINTS' HERALD, Lamoni, Iowa.
Denr s~'r: Having s1ee:n your name and business connection
with the .SAINTS' HERALD, which was given me by a member
of the church in Perry, Iowa, for which you print tracts,
and send it, or at least did five years ago, to Mrs. Nellie
Martin. I take great pleasuDe in writing in order to show
my appreciation to the church and the good people who belong ~to it. If Mrs. Martin still takes the HERALD she can
· see for herself that although it is five years ago, I can use
this method in showing her that I have lived to do as I
promised her I would. As you will rerud in the following, I
have do1ne a certain amount of good work, in I'eturn for the
good she did for me at that time. If this is, published it will
also show 'that I have not yet finished :repaying the debt I
owe.
Mrs. Marm1n was the proprietor of 'a restaurant and lodging house at Perry when I stopped thel'e July 10, 1912. It
was on 'account of the death of a relative that I left my home
in Allentown, Pennsylvania, to attend 'the funeral in LincoLn,
Nebraska. I left there, working my way East as best I
could, to continue in the news business. When I arrived in
Perry I haJd no money, having spent the last I had the day
before for food. I was hungry and dirty, while my trousers
we11e badly torn, from an accident.
On arrival there I se1t out to secure some work to earn
some mone~. I found the Martin restaurant and lodging
house, stepped inside, and asked for the proprietor. Mrs.
Martin said, "I'm the proprietor."
I told her of my situation, and :asked for some thread and
a needle that I might make neces,sary repairs. I explained
thwt I wanted to find some work so I might earn enough to

proceed on my journey. She needed no help, but said she
would do what she could for me. Thereupon she set before
me a big warm meal, just as she would before a regular customer. As I ate, she came and ·talked with me, and asked if
I would like to have a lunch to take along. She put up an
excellent lU!nch, handed it to me, with some money saying:
"The lunch y.ou can eat if you get hungry before you leave
rthe train, and the money you can use to buy more to eat
when you like."
I well remembecr that day in June, 1912. A member of
your church gave with a free heart to one in need, and that
one writes now to thank her, desiring that her church may
know of it.
With a feeling of deep ~appreciation I asked her if there was
anything I could do to pay her for what she had done for
me. I fe1t that appreciation w:a.s not sufficient; I wanted to
do something to show it. She told me she would ask me to
perform a slight favor, which if I would 'do, would much
more than repay it :all. She gave me some tracts, .also a
copy of the SAINTS' HERALD, and told me to distribute them
to those I thought would be most benefited, then to ask those
people to kindly pass them on to other friends, continuing
the good wo.rk as long as possible.
I did as she requested, gladly, but ,not until I was back at
my home in Pennsylvania and again among my newsboys.
To them I distributed the tracts until 'each boy had read
them all, and some of them twice.
·
I haV1e been in the news business since I was a lad seven
years of age and am now twenty-three. In 1909 I was giv~n
cha,rge of all the newsboys in Allentown, Pennsylvania, and
hav·e had exclusive agency for thirty-six dailies and fourteen
Sunday publications. Thus you will see my relation to the
newsboys. They took a great interest in their work and we
got along nicely with each other. When the tracts were
handed them, together with the copy of the HERALD, they
were glad to read and study them.
Now if anyone weDe to happen into the libra.ry of the Newsboys' Home in Allentown, he would see. the same tracts and
also others, on one wall of the room, draped with the American colors. The other three walls are decorated with the
colors, one ca1trying a picture of the Presid~nt, but this one
is reserved for the tracts.
Although I am a High Episcopali!an, I have done this to
show my appr,eciation toward her, for the kindness she has
shown toward me. Perhaps Mrs. Martin will read this, also
'many others w:ho will learn to do likewise to the stranger,
regrul'dless of his belief. The tracts are seen and read daily
by not only the newsboys of the city, but also by those whO
visit the home. The boys have taken such interest in tl1e
tracts given me by Mrs. Martin that they are now publishing some themselves; each Wednesday, which are composed
lby a minister of the Church of the Medi1ator, set up in type
by themselves and printed on a small hand press in tl'acts
of ~eight pages· each. These al'e not only read by the boys but
distributed among their friends at an average of one hundred
and fifty a week. We have Iea11ned to like your kind people
to such 1an extent that when people ask why those tracts. are
on the wall, draped: with the American flag, we show them :>.
small, framed inscription, reading:
"These tracts nre to the memory of one who showed kinifr
ness to n strwng.evr, wnd nre he.re for those' to rend who will,
OJnd to show ,nppreciation for n kindness done to one of vnr
newsboys."
I lqnow 1and won't forget what it is to be hungry, and to be
fed by an entire stranger, and what results may be obtained
for such a kind act. "Kindness is. to do and say, the kindest
thing i"n the kindest way."·
There are too many people whose religion and disposition
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will allow them to turn a man down, a,nd never give him a
kind word. Let us never forget that all mouths must be fed,
whether they be criminals, shrinkers, drunkards, or followers
of ·Christ. It is never too Iate to ·mend, and: we are told,
"the most criminal of criminals car. or may some day reform and: be one of the best ·citizens."
I have sold out my buisiness and now work for the Unio1n
Pacific Railway Company in Grand Island, Nebraska. My
mother died and I thought best to come here. If there is
anything I can do for you and your church, I will be glad
to do it, only for the asking. I desire a copy of your publication if you print this letter.
I shall ever remain, gratefully yours,
RoYAL

L. KOHL.

Care Robert A. Kohl, 407 West Ninth Street.
[We have written the brother and sent him some tracts
and will try to .help him continue the good work. We are
also sending a fresh consignment to the Newsboys' Home,
at Allentown, Pennsylvania. Some copies of this paper will
go to each place and Sister Martin's name is on our list.EDITORS.]

Lamoni Branch
· A new bank buildi1ng and an auto salesroom and garage
are in process of erection, together ,;;.ith ·a number of new
residences, all of which we need. May the good work go on.
Almost all of us are aff,ected by the numerous school picnics, high school and college baccalaureate sermons,, class
days, alumni banquets, commencement addresses, etc., in
progress now. The fact that we are a school town is emphasired during these weeks a,s perhaps at ·;no other time.
Graceland College graduates in sociology and political
·economy were given a taste of university procedure this
year. Each graduate was required to elucidate his thesis
before his class and a committee of three local citizens.
These latter were giv.en a half hour'in which to question the
speaker along the lines touched on and together discuss the
subject. It gave a very professional aspect to the ev,ent.
The Religio contes't between the Reds and the Blues is
provi,ng very successful in incre1asing attendance, interes.t
and offerings. The rivalry is intense but pleasant and should
result in a much better future for the Religio. We recall
one collection that was over eight dollars and the attendance runs up around three and four hundred.
The quorum of the priesthood are giving some very intelligent discussion to the subject of repr,esentatio,n at the
General Conference, the r·esuits of which will be submitted
to the stake presidency who were ;made the nominating committee for next General Conference delegation from this
stake. Some most practical and interesting suggestions are
made by President Garver in the general priesthood meetings
which precede the s;p·ecial quorum sessions each first Sunday
afternoon.
The Lamoni Order of Enoch hav,e secured the services of
Brother J. W. Barr of this place to manage the local flour
mill which they so recently purchased. The building is
being renovated and repaired and every ,effort will be put
forth ~to produce wholesome flour an~ other cereal products
in ,a manner 1that will be profitable to both producer and
consumer. This ~nitial •effort of the order should meet with
the heartiest cooperation from the community and church,
for in it is an .opportuni•ty to make the church independent
of the wrong commercial conditions in the world. Zionic
conditions can be established only through cooperation and
we ~now of no better line upon which to begin than this
concerning the staff of life.
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It is of more than passing interest to note that the brother
who will manage the concern is doing so on a stewardship
basis. H is a principle which we have believed for years and
for which we have worked and prayed. Now that it has been
inaugurated in this manner and ~n a venture so vital to all
our interests, we shall follow i!t with mor'e than usual interes.t.
And thi•s is only the beginning. Two of the faculty of
Graceland College for next year's work are young brethren
whose needs, along with those of their families, will be pro..
vided for on the stewardship basis. Gradually the work is
extendi1ng and! we are confident that the servants of God
will: mee,t with a loyal support in carrying out these belautiful 'provisions in the laws of the church that God has given.
Zion will shine in her glory when these laws are better
understood and more liberally obs,erved.
We beg space to tell of a reeent prayer meeting of the
young people at the high school, since it portrays conditions
of such gene,ral interest. This is the parting time of our .
year. College 3illd school students and teachers, who have
come to know and respect not only each other but the community and individuals that compose it, now separate, some
of them till the end of time, and i1t means much. ·Some go
to isolated places,· far from church privileges, while others
enter the busy marts of trade, to cope with the difficulties
pl'e~ented.
One of the participants was a young brothe1r who has been
attending college here the past year. He has not long he8in
a member of the church and after his baptism he was practically ostracized because of the step. From a home of
plenty and surrounded by congenial friends, he has been
satisfied in his new wssociations. y,et the going back to meet
the strong arguments of opposition brought doubts and fears
as to his own ability ·to meet them. A- sister, also 1new in
the work and from a distant State desired the praye:rs of
the Saints that she might ha:v·e courage to face the problems
before her and consistently live the life of a Saint as she
now knew it could be lived. Another sister, residing here,
must leave for summer school in a distant city. These
earnest young people led out in a line of thought which reveals a bond of sympathy which only such a meeting ca,n
develop.
The young brother was cheered by a message given
through the influence of God's Spirit by one of the brethren.
The sisters mentioned shared in 'a "word of consolation and
blessing" given through the ins,trumentality of another
brother, from whose words we quote, they being addressed
to those soon to depart: "I [the Lord] hav.e determined in
my mind to watch over you and care for you, shall you
p1rove fa.ithful and humble; and in harmony with the humility tha,t you manifest toward me, I w,ill manifest the
power of my presence to you, not alone in protecting and
caring for you, but imparting unto you understanding, wisdom, knowledge, ~nd as you shall increase in that wisdom,
knowledge and understanding, and will lend the power of
your intellect, your being entire, more fully and completely
_unto my service, so shall you be blessed as never before.
But remember this: Not alone thos-e thus. dep,arting, but
all. assembled, that it is to require the presence and power
of my Spirit to save them in the hour of peril now upon the"
world, a,nd being visited upon 'the inhabitants ·thereof. Many,
many of the inhabitants of the earth shall fall before the
end s.hall come of the present scourge and trial. Many,
many will be humbled as never befOI\e, and under the spirit
of that humiliation will come unto me in the spirit of worship, ·truer, better than they have ever known before."
This is a part of one of the messa,ge;; and a fleeting glance
i,nto a meeting which is perhaps typical of many held through-
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out the church. We rejoice tha·t the bonds of love unite us
in one common brotherhood. The meetings of the young
people at the coUege throughout the school year have been
excellent, the gifts being manifest in abundance. We are1
confident that ·these young people can but be an influence
for righteouS~ness as they become assimilated into their home
lives again, many of them as never before.
DELBERT.

of the Saints abroad in behalf of our sick and afflicted and
the beloved brethren and sisters whose names have recently
been mentioned.
ABBIE A. HORTON.

HONOLULU, HAWAII.
I am sending The Adve1"tiser containing pictuDe of the
Mormon Temple nearing completion. As they are going to
permit the u,m'Sgenerated to inspect the interior before it is
dedicated, I shall have the privilege of entering into the
Church Opening at Mapleton, Kansas
"holy of holies" but I doubt if I shall have received any
pa·rticular endowment on account of the privilege.
On December 4 the Saints commenced the building of a ·
C. E. MILLER.
church edi,fice at Mapleton and Brothe1r James Faulk, of
Independence, was employed to take cha.rge of the building.
RADVILLE, SASKATCHEWAN, May 2, 1917.
All worked and some days as many as fif·teen hammers and
Editors
Herald:
As I have heard arguments both for and
saws could be heard all at the same time. All seemed happy
in the thought of having a new church. The building is 30 against gathering to Zion, I decided to visit Lamoni and
by 40 feet wide, with an L 22 by 24, with six folding doors adjoining branches this wi,nter; and must sa'y I did expeand a vestibule 10 by 10. There are circle pews for the rience a growing interest, a new impetus, a greater spirituality than ever in the past, and I have been somewhat in touch
main part.
April 29 was set for the Qpe:hing and Brother Frederick with these branches for the past fourteen years. I thought
A. Smith came down on· the Saturday before. ThN·e was to find a more Godlike people there than of yore, and can
bad weather, yet a large crowd attended the se,rvices. say my hopes were fully realized. Just to behold how they
Brothecr ·Smith preached one of his grand sermons and both love ·one another a,nd try to work harmoniously together for'
members and nonmembers were highly pleased. He again Christ will say positively they are his; for is not the Bible
preached in the aft·ernoon to the Saints.. It rained i,n the proof? The communi9n and fri-endship I enjoyed there will
e¥ening and we did not have meeting. All were sorry, too. /he an oasis in my life. I left there several years ago for
He had to leave the next morning but promised he would Canada, and can say I have been busy in the work of the
Lord and rejoice in the fruits thereof.
return 1this fall and hold meetings for us.
We have many live wires in our district; have enjoyed
The building is complete, at a cost of three thousand
dollars. We ha¥e it all paid for excep•t six hundred dollars ma,ny great blessings from the Lord's hands~blessings of
and we hope to pay that off this fall and hav·e Presid~nt healing of both self and loved ones; even to beholding an angel
F. M. Smith here for the dedication.- The branch is in fine setting the broken bone of our beloved son, and many other
condition under the leadership of H. C. Hughes and the, great manifestations of his great love to his children. I
Sunda.y schq,ol attendance averages one hundred and twenty- pray the time may soon come that we may be privileged to
five. Brother Carl Gamet is the superintendent and we have be numbered among the ·Saints ~n Zion and receive of the
greater spiritual adv•antages I percei¥e to be there for the
a noble band of young people.
pure in heart. Yet, God's vvill be done; if he still has a
L. E. QUICK.
work for us to do outside Zion to be instrumental in bringing more home with us, I still am co1ntelllt. Some have gathIndependence Stake
ered there from here, and more contemplate going soon. Don't
listen to fault finders about Zio,n; Zion is, and always was,
Notwithstanding SecDeta.ry VroomMl says it will be a
and always will be just what God's people make it. So pregigantic task to conquer the menace of terror that now
pare
yourselves to be of Zion and you will find good~much
stalks through the world in the form of
famine, our
gardens and fields have a splendid sta:r;t and Nature is doing good in Zion. Let this be our slogan. Each one see to it
her part in the Nation's food drive. He is the man who that he goes to make Zion even better by helping and being
Hopefully,
says "Fight, farm or conserve1," and is preaching the war helped.
FLORENCE ToOVEY.
doctrine to the women's organizations in the United States.

a

We have had fine rainfalls lately.
,
At the "foQd'' gathering i,n the lower room of the Stone
Church on May 17, and also at the Woman's Auxiliary
meeting following, there were presented by Sisters Sheldon,
Etzenhouser, and those in charge, various matters of much
importance. The gardening and conservation propositiQns
were discussed, much valuable information in dietetics and
food values we:re given.
The county has voted to provide free te-xtbooks in the
schools.
The•re have been a few baptisms at the church lately.
We are gratified to learn of the safe arrival of Bishop
R. May at his home in London.
The midweek prayer meeting, also Sunday morning and
afternoon meetings continue, with fairly good att~ndance and
occasional ne-w arrivals of brethren and sisters. The Saints
redoice in i;he testimonies of the gift of healing and in the
grand me•ssages of instruction that come in the spoken and
writteill word. We of the center place desire thE: prayers

WASHINGTON, OKLAHOMA, May 7, 1917.
Editors He'rald: As I have been reading the HERALD for
five years and find so much spiritual food in it and never
have any way to bear my testimony, I thought a few lines
from this part of God's vineyard would not be out of place.
I love the gospel; it brings much comfort to me to know I
hav·e been adopted into God's kingdom, and now I know that
I should grow in the gospel, but how much we need help! I
know wa have to work out our own salvation, but cannot we
have help? Yes, I believe we can. If our loved ones were
in the church with us and we could all work together, I can't
help but think the struggle would be lighter. When a home
is divided as mine is, I know the one who is trying to live
right, has many dark clouds, and when the sunshine comes,
you think how nice it would be if all could work together
and drive the evil spirit out and never open the door to the
Devil.
But no, we must fight. We must be tried. We must go on
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to perfection if possible:. Try to earn life eternal, so whe,n the
Devil is bound we can then rejoice.· But ah, what about our
loved ones? We want to give them a chanc•e.
There are only eight down her·e in my condition. Sister
mtta Wilkerson is my nearest neighbor. We certainly do
enjoy each other's company. Like all Latter Day Saints we
are as one family and love one another dearly.
Her mother, 1Sister Mollie Jarvis, Elder E. A. Erwin's sister-in-law, of Dibble, Oklahoma; Sister Maze, of Naples,
Oklahoma; Sister Garlin Hucherson, of Blanchard, Oklahoma;
Brother G. W. Simmons' daughter, Sister Rosie Lawsoi-1,
Sister Bulah Marcum, and my sister all belong to the church
and are all home makers. Ou,r husbands are nonmembers.
Besides this my father and mother, J. S. and Fannie Reed,
Brothe:r Bledsoe and family, nearly all live close enough to
have prayer meeting. And why don't we? We need some
one to lead. We need a shepherd. We want to hear some
preaching.. No one but isolated Saints can imagine how
much life comes to us when we can have one of God's servants
come a1nd feed our souls on the bread of life. But I can't sit
down and write for an elder to come when I can't pay his
way--can't pay my tithing, can't help the church in any way
unless it would bring divi~ion in the home. And I do love
peace and try to be a peacemaker and try to maim my home
a fit dwelling place for God's Spirit, but when that spirit
goes out and the evil spirit comes in, I am sure G;od's Spirit
does ,not dwell in unholy temples.
But, dear Saints, if you can live the temporal law you
ought to live it now if never before. I would.if. I could, and
never will I be satisfied until I can pay the Lord his part.
But God knows our heart's desire and maybe some day I
can come under the whole law. I said to mys.elf six years
ago that if I couldn't pay the Lord his part I would try to
spend what I spent in the right way. I don't believe in so
much fine dressing. Why don't we make our dress plai,n and
not spend money that ought to help redeem Zion for something to make some poor Saint feel bad because she hasn't
as good. What does man's judgment amount to? We should
not put so much work on our dress, but work on our heart.
Is our heart pure? Remember God judges from the heart.
Are we going to be able to stand when we meet our Lord?
1
These are the questions that bother me much. I want to be
amo;ng the Saints who will not be ashamed to meet their record at the judgment bar of God, and I want my heart to be
pur•e before God so the destroying angel will pass me by.
Now, Saints, I want you to pray for me, and especially my
mother. What gets next to my heart are the trials and afflictions that she has to go through when all seems to have
turned against her in her awful condition. The Lord still
stands by and speaks words of comfort and cheer. Oh, but
what a friend we have ~n Jesus-one that will be with us in
life and death.
Now, Saints, let us fight; let all th11t can, help pay the
church debt. I hope I can by fall. Yes, I hope we can have
some good meetings this summer that will help us make our
homes better. I think about warning our neighbors, but the
biggest thing we should think about is setting our own selves
in order. I long for the time when I can be with the Saints
more, for the world is a cold frie,nd. So let us aU come
up higher, is the prayer of
Your sister who feels her faults,
MOLLIE CROSS.
WILLOUGHBY, OHIO, May 10, 1917.
Edito1"S Herald: Tell it from Dan to Beersheba that Gomer
T. Griffiths is at last a grandfather. His daughter, Martha
Lucretia Beck presented her husband Professor Edwin Long
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Beck a bouncing boy on the 12th, instant. Mother and scm are
doing fi,nely. Judging from the tone and the emphasis that
he gives his voice he will make a first-class preache·r. There
is great rejoicing on both sides of the house •as he is the first
grandson.
Our reliable friend, the eminent Doctor Tanner,· who -so
nobly stood by my wife during her severe illness was again
in ·evidence as he had charge of our daughter's case. Doctor··
Tanner is a cousin to Brother MeW ethy o.ne of the Holden
'Stake offioers; is VJery friendly to the church and has prov-en
to be a friend inde-ed in the time of gr·eat need to very many
of our church people.
The weather has been very wet and cold for some time,
howev·e•r, it is considerably warmer yesterday and to-day,
and consequently the Temple visitors have been turning out
like bees out of the bee hives. 'fo-day I had the pleasure of
cqnducting seventy-five young ladies from the Lake Erie
>Seminary.
Most of them were daughters of rich people
from all over the country. They were very inquisitive and
asked many questions which gave me the grand opportunity
to explain to them the difDerence between the Utah church
and -ours. I ·also assembled them in the lower auditorium,
and pr~ached them a short sermon on the position we occupied as a religious body in the world. They seemed
greatly interested and thanked me for the ~nformation that
I had imparted unto them. The Saints in general have no
idea as to the amount of good that is accomplished by having a 1ninister looking after the Temple during the summer
months. Hundreds of people visit the old historic building,
yes, people of every r•eligious persuasion, and politicians
galore.
We hereby request the Saints who are interested that our
com~ng reunion will start on August 16, and continue over
the 2:6th, to make amp1e preparation for the same. We are
expecting a grand time.
With best wishes to all of the Lord's people, I remain your
brother in Christ,
GOMER T. GRIFFITHS.
PONTIAC, MICHIGAN, May 13, 1917.'
Edito1"S Herald: It has been a number of years since I
contributed to your pages, although at time·s I have thought
I should do so, as I have loved to read letters from other
brothers and sisters and have felt encouraged in the gospel
work by the testimonies which are given.
Truly the work in which we are engaged is divine, and as
the years roll by the gospel only shines brighter before me.
As a child I e;ntered the work of the Maste.r and have never
regretted the step. Many blessings have come to me in early
life, my life being spared on different occasions. And in all
I can see the hand of a heavenly Father which has protected·
me. In my home the blessings of the. gospel have been made
manife'st. My little ones have been raised in sick;ness, and I
thUJnkfully say, "Praise God from whom all blessings flow."
Having been engaged in the district Sunday school and
Religio work of Eastern Michigan District, as secretary,
before my marriage, some of my friends will remember or
recognize me better as Emma H. Whitford. Sinc·e our marriage we have resided a great deal of our time at Marlette.
At the present we are residing at Pontiac and are members
of a branch here. We have no church edifice, but through
the kindness of Brother and Sister Edward Schell services
have been held at their residence. We are endeavoring to secure a place for. our services.
Trusting that the work of the Master may prosper and
flourish in every land until we can all meet in that bright
and shining Zion promised to those who faithfully endure,
252 State 1Street.
EMMA MEAD.
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ALKALI, MON'l'ANA, l\i[ay 13, 1917.
Editors Herald: This is Mothers' Day, and as a mother I
write. We are isolated from church privileges, although we
have just organized a small Sunday school. We have but a
few, as there are only a handful of Sa~nts her.e and as yet
not many outsiders have found their way in. But we are
living in hopes that some may soon be drawn into it.
w,e had a union Sunday school at our house nearly a year
and I was superintendent of the same, but some seemed to
think they were getting too much gospel, so they cha1nged it
to the schoolhouse and now they have dropped off one at a
time until they ha.ve been unable to have Sunday school for
the past month; which shows, as GamaUe,l said, it must have
been of man as it could ,not stand. It must be classed as were
the ones he spoke of in Acts 5: 36, 37, which came to naught.
And we feel in h.opes and are praying that when the disappointment wears off they may gradually come into our ·Sunday school.
We feel with so m31ny children in this community our Sunday school ought to be large. We have been told that even
among the S'aints there are many whose children do not attend Sunday school and church, neither do the parents.
Now, dear brothers and sisters who have church privileges,
if you were only isolated for a while, I'm sure you would
·enjoy the privilege of communion with Saints, and what
blessing it is to gather together. My husband 31nd I have
been in the work six yea•rs, or I have, and he four, and our
little boy was baptized last June. We hav·e been privileged
to partake of the sacrament but once since coming into the
church, and, oh, I think it is so strengthen~ng. I'm sure if
any of you were isolated for two or three years and then
· placed back where you had the privilege again, you would
never miss a meeting when you had the chance.
W·e all dearly love this work and know it is of God. We
have received many blessings since coming into it 'that we
could never have recei¥ed in the world. Amd we mothers
ought to so live be1fore our childr·en so that when they are
grown up, as they stand by our last resting place or wander
in .the ways of the world, they may say as did Abr•aham
Lincoln: "All I am or ·ever expect to be I owe to my ange·l
mother." We hav·e but one little boy, but, thank God, I am
proud of him. He is in the work heart and soul and can be
among worldly children and does 1not seem to want to partake
of worldly ways. He is not afraid to own his Lord or blush
to speak his name.
And let us, as mothers, unite our prayers in behalf of the
children that they may be and remain pure in their habits and
in their piay, and above all let us place those books and
games before them that may elevate and enlighten their
minds ~nsomuch that they may help to raise those who are
even older than they and those who are not in the fold. If
mothers make companions of thElir children and gain their
confidence, they will come to us and tell us of their little
troubles and we may often advise them when fathers are
too busy to listen. Mother was made for that reason and
was given the greater or a more te1nder love because God
saw she, in rearing her children right, would need it, and
a child naturally looks to mother for love and sympathy.
Therefore, we should pray the more earnestly for that love
th11t brings us and our children closer together.
We all love our child11en but lack patience. Wheill we become tired with the toils of the day we often want to get
them off to bed and sometimes do not even se,e that the little prayer -is offered, and as mothe·r is ,not near, the tired
little ones-for they are often as tired as we-c·reep into
bed without a prayer or good-night kiss, and are soon fast
asleep.

See that the children attend family worship. It is often
the means whel'eby thew are brought into the fold. with us.
Teach them to lead in prayer; though their prayer is sometimes short and poorly worded, God knows the little heart
and will strengthen it. Teach them to take their turn at
the table. Teach them that they as well as the older ones, are
to thank God for the food he has so carefully provided. Th~n,
and in this way, thew are made to know they are on an equal
with us and God cares for them.
Let us all unite in this prayer for the children. I also
ask the S'aints to pray for my husband whose health is very
poor this spring. Pray that he may be able to perform the
work placed in his hands to do, and I'm sure with your
united pray·ers he may he healed.
Your sister in one true faith, and ever praying for the
church 31nd its leaders, I am,
CATHERINE BUNDY.

PEORIA, ILLINOIS, May 14, 1917.
Editors Herald: Your efforts to fill "Elbert's" place are
appreciated. But don't you think that you are rather overemphas.izi1ng the. "educated ministry" proposition?
Certainly, we are in sympathy with the idea that every
Saint should seek learning by study and by faith, and believe
that every representativ·e of the Church of Jesus Christ
should seek to qualify, but the something between the lines
and in 'the lines .31nd all through the editorial sections of all
the church papers and the Autumn Leaves, especially the
DAILY HERALD, leaves us with the feeling that "undue stress"
is being laid upon the form, the outward appearance, so to
speak, and we miss something.
:Some of the best sermons that I have ever heard preached
in my life have been by men who were not "learned." One
especially was given through Brother C. E. Willey, who does
1not always speak "cor·rect" English and who would no doubt
mortify the sister who. is quoted in HERALD of May 2, as he
very probably might say, "I had went," but Brother Editor,
if those present at that meeting were not edified and built
up, then their words, their looks. were no indication of what
they fe!t. And the result was, in our mind at least: "Surely
God has spoken." This experience has not been the ·exception; it has more nearly been the rule.
But ,no need to multiply words. Others are saying better
than I can, that it has been so often the plan of God to work
in ways that are not after man's wisdom and man's learning,
that we only felt to call attention to impression that is left
upon us away off here from the center, as we 11ead. And we say
in all meekness a1nd with a desire to understand and estimate
correctly, that we cannot help feel-ing that too much stress
is being laid upon the mechanical part of the message and
there is too much e~logy of men.
The church has many, many able men, some college bred
and many learned in life's school and Spirit-taught, and our
~exp·eirience has be€!n that the vital thing is the message, not
the men nor the manner.
Working and praying for Zion's weal,
115 Clark Av·enue.
MARY E. GILLIN.

From Here and There
Brethren J. Arthur Davis and Lee Quick are at Plains,
Kansas, having gone the,re on the 18th from Pnatt. The,y
expect to begin me·etings in the tent as soon as they can
get it set up.
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OMAHA, NEBRASKA, May 19, 1917.
Editors Herald: The work in the Northeastern Nebraska
District is taking on new life. Prospects seem good for the
year. It always take1s adversity in the world to cause people' to
rely upon God, so the world crisis is causing people to think
more. Our local m~n are waking up to duty as I never saw
them before.

MISCELLANEOUS DEPARTMENT
Conference Notices
Eastern Maine District, with K~nnebec Branch, June ~23
and 24. Send all branch reports to Newman Wilson, Jonesport, Mraine. F. J. Ebeling, district pr esidetnt, Jonesport,
Maine.
·
1

Omaha 'alone is a great fie1ld for labor. Our prayer meettugs have lately been a feast at the tal:J.le of the Lord.
Your coworker,
HUBERT CASE..

Convention Notices
rSouthern Wiscons~n Sunday school, at Oak Ridge, June
15. Ervin J. Lenox, secretary, Readstown, Wisconsin.

Two-day Meetings
WEST BROOK, ILLINOIS, May 21, 1917.
Editors Herald: We a11e of the isolated ones, Plano being our branch homel, fifty miles ddstant. we have never
faltered in the faith and obtain much enjoyment from the
church literature.
I would like to hear from some tSaints in northern 1\J:ichigan in a good branch where one can have a ,climate that will
allow ·relief from hay fever-some one who would be willtng to take a boarder for five or six weeks from about
August 8. I will be willing to pay a fair price for board
and care for only the plainest. I do not care to go to a
summer resort and cannot a:ffiord it, but in this climate
suffer t,e,rribfy every day and must escap,e this year if p0 SIsible. Will some Saint ple1ase write, stating pric.e of board
and railroad· accommodation? I can give good references
both in and out of the church and will try not to cause
extra work.Your sister in the one faith,
MRS. HIEL BRUNSON.
1

FORT SMITH, ARKANSAS, May 21, 1917.
Edito1'S Herald: A few lines from the land of flowers. I
hav·e begun another year's missionary work. I have just
had a fine meeting at Fanshawe, Oklahoma; baptized sixteen, blessed ·eight children. The Saints were built up in
the gospel; the sinners were made to see that the judgments of God were on them and if they did not repent they
would be destroyed. Our crowds were fine. We turned
away many that could not get in the house in which I baptiz,ed the first people at this place fourteen years ago. Since'
tha,t time a branch has been organized and .a nice little
church built. Brother Ben Goss and Brothe,r Baxter Hooks
and Abe and W. 0. Brannon are doing all they can to·promote the gospel there.
I stopped off a few days i,n Potena; found SiSiter Milner
there running a nice hotel, and indeed she knows how to
take care of the missionary and place the necessary means
in his hands to help him on his way. Brothe,r Davis and
wife live there. They al'e fine Saints, indeed, and ai'e doing
all they can for the gospel. we administered the sacrament
to the few Saints, had a fine prayer meeting. On Sunday
evening we met our worthy Brother S. N. Gray. We left
him there, hoping to get the people of that town interested
in the gospeL Our next stop will be in Johnson County, on
Mulberry Mountain, Arkansas.
'S'o may the Lord bless his work this year everywhere a,n
effort is put forth, and may we be able to flash out to the' people the light of inspiration amid the dark clouds of war so
they can see the silver lining.
Your brother,
E. A. ERWIN.

Coleman, Michigan, June 16 and 17. All are invited.
Good speakers in attendance. George W. Burt, di'strict
president, Beaverton, Michigan.

Addresses

J. L. Park.er·;~ 2914 North Twenty-fifth Street;' Omaha,
N ebl'ask!a.

Notice to Sunday Schools
Owing to the increased expe,nses of the1 General Association for the coming Jllear, the ~eocecutive council at the close
of the last General Convention decided that it would be
nec,essary to raise the prices of the Quarterlies. In v iew of
thiis action and beginning with the July-September issue,
1917, the prices will be as follows, payabie1 in advance:
Senior grade, 10 c,ents a quarter; 30 c~ent:s a ye1ar.
Lntermediate grade, 7 cents a quarter; 20 c~ents. a year,
Junior grade, 7 cents a quarter; 20 cents a year.
Primary grade, 7 ce,nts a quarter; 20 cents 'a yea·r.
Beginner grade, 8 cents a quarter; 25 cents a ye,ar.
G. R. WELLS, Superintendent.
M. H. SIEGFRIE-D, T1•easure1·.
1

Pastoral
To the Spokane Dist1·iet: Will the Saints and outsiders
in1Je1:1ested in missionary work, whe:ther living in vVa.shington or British Columbia, within the limits of Spokane District kindly advise ~the undersigned of opportunities to reach
·the people in their 11espective localiti!es. We wish to push
right out and meet the issue with the world with our world
message.
S'incerely,
DANIEL MACGREGOR.

Field Work at Reunions
Will all districts contemplating a reunion and who may
he interested in having the Sunday school and other auxiliaries repr,esented by one of our fi·eld workers kindly communicate with the undersigned at as early a date as possible?
Daniel Macgregor, Oyen, Alberta, Canada.

Gospel Literature Commission
Every live Latter Day Saint is interested in the distribution of gospel literature, but everyone does not know how
this work can be done most effectively. We agree that organil'!ation is necessary, and organization i,nvolv,es the selection of certain deeply interested men and women to form
committees with power :to act for the entire bodies such
committees represent. Th'e chief gospel literature workers
of the past have decided that a very good plan is to have
organized in every district and bmnch a gospel liter1ature
coinmissio,n authm•ized to haudle in a systematic manner the
distribution of church Iiteratu1•e in the jurisdiction of each
commission. To start the good work forward under the
new scheme j,t will be necessary for these commissions to
be organized at once.
The general gospel literature commission, which was organiz,ed this year by the General Comnentions and Conference,
does not hope to accomplish .its full work by simply i,nserting this brief communication in the church papers, but the
notice may catch some interested eye and start them on
the road to victory. To this ·eind it is urgently requested
of you, Brother Branch President, Brother Sunday School·
Superintendent, Brother Religio Pre>Sident, to c:all a special
business meeting of your r1espective society and el:ect a
n1ember to form a local gospel li:ter,ature commissio,n, to
·enter at once upon this important work of distributing all
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the church liter1ature which can be gathered. Let a ca,reful
Deco:rd be kept and the rules (which will be furnished later)
caDefully observed.
It is requested that the chairman of each organization
forward his address to the general superintendent of the comRALPH W. FARRELL.
mission.
PROVIDENCE, RHODE ISLAND, 14 Kenwood 1Street.

Our Departed Ones
JoHNSON.-Brother Knute Johns·on was born ·in Denmark,
July 29, 1836. Came to Amenica in 1860; baptized in 1861.
Married Miss Elizabeth Anderson, August 7, 1883. Located
·on a farm near Independence thirty-three years ago, moved
to IndependEl!nce March 19, 1917. He has been a faithful
Saint and an industrious citizen. Died May 23, 1917. Funeml from Saints' -church, James F. Keir and E.· L. Kelley
conducting the cel'emonies. Burial in Mound G,rove Gemetetry.
WrsE.____,Sister Anna Fink Wise, of Scranto.n, Kansas, was
born in Germany, Novemhetr 2:2, 1820. Married John Wise
in Germany in 1842. To this union wetre born 9 children.
Baptized by Frank Lofty at Scranton, ~ansas, May 28, 1882.

Tonsils and Adenoids completely
moved.

EDITORIAL:
Compulsory Consecratio,n
The Missionary List-Not a Charity List Faith and Belief
Notes and' Comments
ORIGINAL ARTICLES:
Faith and Belief ,synonymous, by J. R. Lambert
Machu Picchu and the Megalithic People-Part 2,
by William Wo:odheiad
OF' GENERAL INTEREST:
Zion A wakening
Barberry Bush Spreads Black Rust
WOMAN'S -AUXILIARY
Alice Mae Burgess.
LETTER DEPARTMENT
Mrs. Neme Martin-Royal L. Kohl-DelbertL. E. Quick-Abbie A. Horton-C. E. Miller'Florence Toovey-Mollie Cross....:_Gomer T.
Griffiths-Emma Me,ad-Gatherine BundyMary E. Gillin-Hubert Case-Mrs. Hiel Brunson-E. A. Erwin
MISCELLANEOUS DEPARTMENT

Dr. Joseph Mather, Specialist

APOSTASY OF THE CHURCH.--A characteristic sermon booklet by J. W. Wight,
"showing both the former and latterday apostasy." Goes straight to the
point and accomplishes its purpose. No.
E141, paper ······-····-····-···-···········-······---$.05
THE PLEASURES OF THE WORLD. A
three-act drama by John Preston, showing the effect of unwise discipline in a
home. There are 12 characters, 6 male
and 6 female. The play takes 2 hours
to enact. A strong vein of comedy runs
through the piece.
Everywhere this
play has been produced it has proved a
success. Easy to present on any platform, as there is only one simple stage
setting. Interesting as reading matter.
68 pages, paper binding, No. 381 ____ 25c
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Died May 15, 1917. Leaves to mourn, 4 children, 26 gra,ndchildr,en, 30 gT,eat-grandchildren and 1 great-grel3itrgrandchild. Funeral services in charge of James Baillie.
1BROWN.~Martin R. Brown was born in Bond County, Illinois, March 4, 1840. Married to Ard'ena Ga.tes October 9,
1859, and to this union 3 children were bor!Il, t}VO of whom
hav;e preceded him in -death. After the death of his wife
in 1905 he married Mrs. Mary J. Gillespey. He has heen
a member of the church since his youth, first having joined
the Missionary Baptist Church and Iatier the Reorganized
Church in which he was ordained •an elder. Died April 9,
1917. Leave.s to mourn, his wife, 1 daughter, Martha A. ·
Shreeve, 9 grandchildren and 15 great-grandchildr€1!1 and
a host of friends.
HIGGINSON.-Mrs. Mary Higginson was born at Trenonin,
Devonshire, Wales. Died April 14, 1917, at the home of her
daughter, Mrs. Matt Atkins.on, near Kewanee, Illinois, a.t
the age of nearly 81 years. She was a member of the church
since July 21, 1866. Survived by her three daughters: Mrs.
.Mary Sumption, Mrs. Matt Atkinson, and Mrs. S'. A. Whitehouse, and a number of gra,ndchildren and :a host of friends.
Funeral sermon by "David E. Dowker.

l'e-

in diseases of the eye, ear, nose, and
throat.
Elders and family on ministerial allowance, work done free of charge.
Cataracts removed.
Work done in Independence Sanitarium, Independence, Missouri.
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ree Land
Why not grow your own foodstuffs in this time of crisis? Cut
down living expenses by accepting our offer of land on the railway
right of way free of charge. While we give employees the preference,
we hope many others will avail themselves of the lan.d they do not use.
Begin now and select your spot. Make application to the Station
Agent or Section Foreman.
As soon as your tract has been assigned, start preparing the
soil at once. Manure the land if possible, and plow or spade deeply.
Make the seed beds fine an,d firm. Plant mostly vegetables that can
be kept for winter use, such as potatoes, beans, onions, carrots, parsnips and turnips. Cultivate and hoe thoroughly. Kill the weeds.
Keep the surface soil loose.
Assistance and advice regarding growing of gardens will be
gladly furnished by J. B. Lamson, Agriculturist,
Chicago, or 0. H. Liebets, Agricultural Agent,
- Lines West, Railway Exchang,e Building, Denver,
Colorado.

E. A. Howard, Vice

Pre~ident
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.. There ahall not au:v maD among you have save it
be one wife; and concubines he shall have none."Book of Mormon, Jaenh 2: 36.

"If ye continue in my word, then are :ve my disciples
indeed; and ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall
make you free."-'-Jolu• 8: 31-32.
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ORGANIZATION OF FAR WEST STAKE
In answer to call by President Frederick M. Smith,
Saints of Far West and Nodaway Districts met in
mass conference at the First Saint Joseph church
Saturday·morning, June 2, to participate ip the organization of these districts into a stake, carrying
out the order of the late General Conference.
This occasion was one auspicious not only for the
people of this territory but also for the church at
large, since it marked the coupling up of the territory
heretofore included under stake organization, by the
addition of a large and fertile field, all to come under
the intensive cultivation made possible through the
fuller organization of stake work.
The weather had been of a nature to discourage
attendance, excessive rains having been the order
for some days, culminating in a terrific bombardment the night before. The morning broke bright
and fair, however, and at the hour of 9 a. m. the
2d the church was comfortably filled. The ardor
of. the Saints from Saint Joseph and from various
parts of the territory was rewarded by the presence
of the good Spirit in abundance and in light. .An
excellent meeting was enjoyed under the direction of
J. A. Gillen.
Following this preparatory service, at 10.15 the
assembly was called to order by F. M. Sheehy. Supporting. him in the presidency of the conference at
his suggestion and after he was by motion chosen
to preside, were Peter Anderson, W. M. Aylor and
J. A. Gillen, also of the Quorum of Twelve.
The Saints were somewhat disappointed in that
President Frederick M. Smith, detained on important work, could not be present. Giving their
united support to those directing the conference,
however, they moved in as a united band, and .on
every action had the Viote was unanimous.
The chairman having stated the nature and purpose of the meeting, the conference by formal
motion concurred in the action of the joint council

of First Presidency and Quorum of Twelve and cf
the General Conference, providing that .-:t stake to
be known as the Far West Stake be organized. wi':h
Saint Joseph as the nucleus or central place.
The action of the council and conferenee placing
before the assembly Elder R. S. Salyards for president of the new stake, and Elder B. J. Scott for
bishop was in each instance unanimously apvrcved
by rising· vote.
R. S. Salyards not having received. light on this
important matter, was not prepared to nominate
coueselors. Following a statement that he had received divine direction so indicating, B. J. Scott pre-·
sented for counselors in the bishopric of the stake,
E. E. McCormick and Austin M. Dobson. These
nominations were approved.
To constitute the standing high council of the
Stake, to be presided over by the stake presidency,
the following men were presented and by separate
motion unanimously approved: •C. Archibald, H. D.
Ennis, G. W. Best, D. C. Wilke, Paul Pugsley, L.A.
Keck, T. 'I'. Hinderks, B. R. Constance, C. Snider,
Z. J. Lewis, S. E. Job, J. Hovenga.
For secretary and recorder of the stake Minnie E.
Scott was chosen on nomination by R. S. Saly::ards,
he having by motion been requested to nominate.
For stake chorister on nomination by A. N. Hoxie,
general church chorister, Sister Dana Scott was
chosen. For member of the library board, E. J.
Armstrong was selected. For stake historian Sister
R. E. Fisher was recommended for. ratification by
Heman C. Smith. general historian.
Recommendations for ordination were referred to
the stake president and high council for consideration and .report to next conference.
A motion. prevailed ordering that when the conference adjourn it do so to meet at the call of stake
presidency.
At this juncture .J. F. Garver, president of Lamoni
Stake, arose and in fitting language on behalf of the
Lamoni Stake presented to R. S. Salyards a gavel
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made from the office chair of John Smith, former
president of Lamoni Stake, and with whom Brethren
Garver and Salyards had for a number of years
been associated as his counselors. It was suggested
in the presentation by Elder Garver arid in the reply
of Elder Salyards that this gavel symbolized the ad~
ministrative authority that must be exercised by
the president of the Far West Stake, and the trust
the people must place in him as a man of God if
the work was to move forward as it should under
its fuller organization. The gavel also symbolized
the fellowship and Christian love that had existed
between the men who had occupied in the presidency
of Lamoni Stake, and which exists between the present presidents of Lamoni and Far West Stakes, and
which is to cement the people of these territories
and the Saints of all the stakes in the developments
before the stakes in their important work in connection with the redemption of Zion.
,At 2 p. m. the church was filled for the organization of the auxiliaries of the stake. An excellent
interest and feeling were manifest, forecasting the
good work before these organizations.
Sister Lulu Sandy of Kansas City, Missouri, representing the general Woman's Auxiliary being
present, presided in the Woman's Auxiliary convention. For officers of the Far West Stake 'Yorrian's
· Auxiliary the following were selected, after proper
rules and regulations had been adopted to govern
the association as part of the general society: president, Sister R. S. Salyards; vice president, Sister
E. E. 1McCo:rmick; secretary, Zaide Salyards; treasurer, Sister Scott Dani~ls.
R. S. Salyards on motion presided over the assembly of the Sunday school association for the organization of the stake Sunday school. For officers the
following were selected: superintendent, John L.
Bear; first assistant superintendent, E. J. Armstrong; second assistant superintendent, Alexander
Jensel1; secretary, Geoffrey Bear; treasurer, Evan
Hopkins; normal superintendent, R. P. Ross; home
department superintendent, ,Fay Gates; member
library board, Scott Daniels; gospel literature bureau, William Ramen; cradle roll superintendent,
Mary Hinderks.
R. S. Salyards also presided over the Religio con. vention, which organized for work in the stake by
selecting the following: John Hovenga, president;
F. L. Hinderks, vice president; ~Mary Wells, secretary; B. J. Scott, treasurer;. Mary Dice, superintendent home department; Jeanette Pugsley, member
good literature committee; Sister L. M. Wilson, su:perintendent temperance department.
The conventions adjourned to meet at time and
place designated by the stake auxiliary officers.
A large audience greeted Elder J. A. Gillen at the

eight o'clock service Saturday evening, to listen to
an excellent sermon, and to participate in the closing exercises of a day of far-reaching significance
for the Far West and Nodaway territory and the
church at large.
The excellent spirit of the opening day of the
conference together with the interest and zeal of
the people promised well for Sunday, and the Saints
came together with faces radiant with expectancy
and turned toward God and the altar; nor was their
preparation in vain. The building was taxed to the
limit at each service, and God met the Saints and
blessed abmidantly in all the exercises of the day.
Bishop B. R. McGuire was the speaker of the
morning. Elder Gillen had on the evening before
emphasized the beauty of the organization just
,effected. Bishop ~McGuire at this hour brought
forth logically .and forcefully the importance of the
work to be done, and the strength to come to the
individual in the performance of .the same. Elder
J. F. Garver in a twenty-minute address in "'the evening, preceding the rendition of a cantata, raised the
question as put by the Psalmist, "Who shall ascend
into the hill of the Lord? Or 'who shall stand in his
holy place?" Who shall advance in the upward scale
of development within Far West Stake, and the
church? Who is to have part under this more com- ·
plete organization and in this important work?
And the Psalmist made answer, "He that hath clean
hands and a pure heart."
· It was in the afternoon ordination and prayer
service that the Saints realized to the fullest the
occasion and Spirit of God. The Lord in this meeting came near to the people in fervent prayer and
feeling testimony as well as in the gift of prophecy,
accepting of their work of organization, acknowledging their desires under the same, and promising support and development on condition of faithfulness.
The cantata "The light everlasting," beautifully
·.,rendered by the combined choir of Far West District,
under the able direction of E. C. Bell of Saint Louis,
was a fitting climax to the exeellent services of a
momentous day and conference. And with the bene-·
diction the Saints parted in serious mood and pledged
to do all in their power to make the work of this new
stake a success .
This organization, as already suggested, links up
the work of the stakes of the church by j<'ining Holden, Kansas City and Independence Stakes on the
south and Lamoni on the north, thus bringing a
large block of territory, and that, too, in the very
heart of Joseph's land, under this higher organization for intensified cultivation and the further development necessary at this time if the church is to
move forward in its work and mission.
May God prosper Zion and her stakes and all his
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work, and deliver it and the Saints from the trying
scenes .of these times, which he will do if his people
be alert and loyal.
A PARTICIPANT.
NOTES AND COMMENTS
Favorable News
Several recent letters have been received from
California concerning President Elbert A. Smith.
All, we are glad to say, are favorable. He is able
to attend services every Sunday now and is locateq
among church people with whom he ~s' well acquainted and who are glad of the opportunity
to help him.
· ·
·
Patriotism
It will be noted that this week there appears .a
number of patriotic items. -It seems scarcely avoidable in the present conditions confronting us. As
a world organization and as. a general publication
our sympathy" goes out to all the people of the world
and very much so to the Central Powers. · :As ~ndi
viduals we owe an obligation to the country in which
we find our home; and above all to stand forth for
the principles of righteousness, personal and national
righteousness, for freedom and democracy.
The European War
After a lull in aggressive activities, the British
have resumed a violent offensive on the Arras front,
the entire week being marked by intense aerial
activity. The Italians continue to surge forward
in the rough country north of Trieste, and report
eighty-five thousand prisoners in the past fifteen
days. Brazil has voted to ally: herself with the
United States in resisting the Central Powers and
the Spanish situation seems. to become more grave
each day. The party of nine United States commissioners ·have safely arrived at a Russian port,
and it is expected they will do much to strengthen
the hands of the new Russian Government.
President Smith
Since the joint council adjourned, President Frederick M. Smith has spent most of the time in the
field. We have no direct advice, but from such information as has been received it appears he left
Independence about May 17 to attend to important
· matters in the Rocky Mountain mission, visiting
Elder James E. Kelley at Denver. 'Returning to
Independence he left at once for Chicago and from
there has proceeded to the extreme East to attend
to vital matters for the church. The editors hope
he may able to attend the National Conference of
Charities and Corrections on his return trip, as he
is especially interested in this work, and the program.
this year is of more than usual importance.

Library Workers Notice
Detailed information for getting your library interests on a proper working basis. may be secured
'from the secretary of the general commission,
Vernon A. Reese, 3833 West Park Avenue, Chicago,
Illinois. The commission is now conferring with
the new gospel literature commission as to the feasibility of establishing a number of circulating sets
of church books and tracts for loaning to nonmembers. This is a matter of vital interest to all of us.
Has anyone had .experience in this phase of the work
which they are willing. to tell the HERALD readers?
Much Storm Damage
On the evening of May 26 three tornadoes swept
through the southern part of Missouri, Illinois and
a part of Tennessee, resulting in the destruction of
several hundred lives, many injured and property
damage amounting to millions. On the 30th another .
struck southern Missouri and southern Illinois and
killed about twenty-five, injuring scores. Then on
June 2 a destructive storm was reported from eastern
Kansas, southern Missouri and parts of Oklahoma
and Arkansas, with one dead and twenty injured.
On the same date a big circus tent in Uniontown,
Pennsylvania was blown down and one killed, with
a number injured. Heavy rains; and destructive
floods are reported from a number of quarters.
Food Speculation May Stop
·In England food speculation has been prohibited
by the ministry of food. In this country considerable agitation has been noted of late which is now
assuming tangible form. The Senate has passed a
bill making it a felony to hoard food supplies .or
destroy it for the purpose of raising prices. Federal
indictments have been returned of late in Chicago
against a number of egg speculators, while some time
ago about as many onion dealers were indicted in
the Ea~t. The inflated prices on coal· and other
necessities are to be the subject of immediate inqmnes. The ultimate consumer, being ground between the upper' and· lower millstones, hopes there
may be an adjustment somewhere.
Change in "Ensign" Management
We note that in accordance with the appointment
by the joint council, Brother W. H. Deam who has
so long acted as business manager of the Ensign
Publishing House, has resigned his. position and
taken charge of one of the branches in Independence
Stake. He has been succeeded by Bishop Mark H.
Siegfried who· has acted as editor of the Ensign in
the past and at present is bishop of the Independence
Stake. Brother Deam was employed by the Herald
Publishing House for twenty-two years and has been
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connected with the Ensign for about fourteen years.
His name is well-known throughout the church as
he has during these years contributed much in a lit-.
. erary way as well as mechanical, and the HERALD·
joins in wishing him continued success in his new
work as a pastor.

Memorial Day in Lamoni
The day's events began with the fiagraising ceremonies at the Herald Publishing House. The management have recently had erected on the lot north
of the building a large pole that towers above the
buildings and trees. On this a large flag was
raised-though the new one eight by sixteen feet,
had not arriv~d--:-while .our community-fostered
junior band effectively rendered the "Star-Spangled
Banner." The address was by Elder Heman C.
Smith, who. among other things said the publishing
house standing near should in the same manner as
the flag, stand for the extension of the principles
of truth in all the world-both emblems of Godrecognized in.stitutions back of them which should
be a mighty factor in the maintenance of the-rights
of ·man. The usual march to the cemetery was concluded by the services under the auspices of the
veterans of the Civil War, of which we have only
a very few left, and some of them too feeble to be
with their comrades. It seemed that more than
usual took part in the exercises of the day, which
means too much under the present circumstances.

Flag Raising at Graceland
On May 31 Graceland College observed class day.
An extensive program had been arranged for, including·a parade of decorated floats, for which the local
commercial club had offered prizes, a basket dinner.
The weather was so unfavorable these were called
off. In the. after,noon Elder J. F. Garver was the
speaker on the occasion of the raising of a large
flag, nine by ~ighteen feet iri size, on the tower that
before the declaration of hostilities carried one end
of the wireless antennae at the college statiml. This
makes the largest flag in this region and it
can be seen for many miles in all directions.
The speech by the stake .president was fearlessly
expressed and favorably received. He urged that
this Nation had observed the example theLord had
established for all people, as recorded in the latter
p~rt of Doctrine and Covenants .95 : 6, and therefore was justified in proceeding by force to maintain
the principles of democracy not only on this land
but as a world condition, that the gospel might go
to th~ nations. Other features of the day were
tennis games by the students, and "broncho busting"
by one of the western students. He successfully
rode the worst outlaw horse and the most dangerous
mule the community could bring forth, to the delight
of a large crowd.

National Conference of Charities and Corrections
On June 6 to 13 the National Conference of Charities and Corrections will meet at Pittsburgh. The
abolition of poverty was expected to be the topic for
Graceland Baccalaureate and Commencement
special consideration, but the intervention of the
Owing to an injury to Elder Walter W. Smith, war has caused a change in the original plan which
president of the Independep.ce Stake, he was not now will consider the social problems of the war, the
able to be present to deliver the baccalaureate ser- special relief needed at home and abroad, the care
mon to the Graceland College students as had been. of families of disabled soldiers, economy of food
announced. Elder John F. Garver substituted in and the maintenance of standard of living, prohibia very able manner, giving a most creditable discus- tion, the protection of women and children in insion of our present duty in the world crisis. . We dustry will be presented by authority on these subhave not learned the nature of Brother Walter's jects. After-the~war problems will likewise come up
. injuries, but are pleased to be advised that they are for consideration. Among the speakers announced
not serious, only such as prevented his attendance. we note Herbert C. Hoover, Willia;m H. Taft, SamThe evening of June 1 was very rainy and disagree- uel Gompers, and Miss Helen R. Y. Reid, director
able, so much so that the attendance at the com- and convener~of the ladies auxiliary of the Canadian
mencement exercises was very small, even some of patriotic fund, and Doctor Stewa:r:d Paton of Princethe graduates residing in town as well as members ton University. It is the need of consultation that
of the faculty being prevented from coming. Elder causes this large gathering to be assembled at this
S. A. Burgess delivered the address of the evening, time. Rural problems, public health, food and drug
and since the stenographer was unable to come, he control, mobifization of the brain power of the Namay be prevailed on to at least incorporate his ideas ti9U, are other special round table topics for conon the war as a test of character into some of his sideration.,_ Many of these problems will, no doubt,
future productions, that many more may be bene- be discussed in department meetings, while the origifited. A goodly number graduated from the various nal theme will still be preserved in the presidential
departments, as follows: Junior college, 7; academy, address "The conquest of poverty." The great and
8; commercial, 4; shorthand and typewriting, 8; growing interest in these topics should be of interest
to all of our readers.
piano, 1; oratory, 2; preparatory, 7.
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who have had only a common school education or
less should begin with grammar. Others who have
Editorial comment in l'ecent issues of the HERALD had advanced work may profit by a short review of
called attention to courses of instruction for the grammar and then add composition and rhetoric.
priesthood, calculated to improve their efficiency. For the priesthood special emphasis is laid upon orThis has prompted many to write us in a ver,v gen- ganization of material, the proper use of words,
eral way, ~sking for advice pr help. The only pur- the correction of faulty expression, etc.
pose of the institute is to serve those who desire to
Men who have had a fair education in English
study. The following information may indicate may gain great good from a splendid course offered
something of the nature and scope of the courses in expression, or public speaking. As further trainoffered.
ing in the line of the priesthood, a· strong course
· The institute differs from a regular correspond- in homiletics, or the science of sermonizing, may be
ence school in that no large enrollment fee is charged, undertaken.
and the student is left more on his' own responsiProspective students who enjoy profound study
bility. The courses are designed primarily for self-·
in the more abstract sciences may take psychology
improvement. The institute serves to bring toor logic. But these subjects should not be undergether those who wish to study and those who are
taken
by those unused to study.
qualified to give helpful outlines and suggestions
Courses
in law; economics, and sociology are esfor study. The great burden of responsibility for
the success of the effort must test with the one de- pecially profitable to men interested in the work of
the bishopric and in the financial and social problems
siring the improvement.
confronting the church.
WHO SHOULD ENROLL
For Book of Mormon students a splendid course .
The courses of the institute are open to all grades is given in archreology. This offers an exceptional
of students everywhere, provided they have had suf_- opportunity to study the most recent works under
ficient preliminary study to handle the subject se- the direction of competent instructors.
lected ina satisfactory manner. Every young or midStrong courses are offered in history. A variety
dle-aged person in the church should be seeking to
of
other subjects have been provided as there was
qualify for most efficient service in, his particular
... Still others are in prospect. New courses
demand
field. Neither the church nor the world has place for
will
be
given in any field or subject where both a
the careless and indifferent worker. Especially does
student
and an instructor can be located.
it seem desirable that young men designated for the
priesthood should be studying to prepare for the
ENROLLMENT
work before them. We are commanded to seek
The present active student membership in the inlearning, both by study and by faith.
stitute numbers about one hundred. The fee for any
Those who have been denied an early education subject is two dollars and fifty cents. Missionari~s
must expect to ta~e elementary work until prepared and· others upon an allowance basis may enroll m
to advance to higher subjects. We should try to any subject for one dollar.
concentrate our efforts rather than to scatter them.
A complete catalogue of courses and an enrollment
Settle upon one or two subjects and master them blank may be had for the asking. For full particbefore going on. ~ Choose the subjects most directly ulars address the registrar, the undersigned.
in line with your particular calling in life~
CHARLES B. WOODSTOCK.
OUR INSTRUCTORS
LAMONI, IoWA.
The faculty of the institute numbers forty-five
men and women who have had the advantage of
The universal laws of mind in contact with mind,
exceptional training. They gladly volunteer their or communicating therewith, make it as necessary
services in the interests of the church, realizing that that the Lord's preachers know how to unfold the
our common good depends upon the preparation of gospel story, as it is that they know what to unfold;
all for better service.
and by the way, it isn't a bad idea to exercise some
THE COURSES
judgrruent as to what things to leave folded up.Courses in English prove most popular. Those James E. Yates.
GRACELAND EXTENSION INSTITUTE
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MACHU PICCHU AND THE MEGALITHIC PEOPLE---PART 3

itive people whose annals Professor Bii.ngham says
were lost, which loss he thinks is a "calamity to
BY WILLIAM
WOODHEAD
mankind."
. Nephi says that they took "seed of every kind
ONE OR TWO SETS OF FOUR BROTHERS
with them into the wilderness," (1 Nephi 5) and
1. Manco was the youngest of four brothers.
that in the promised land they "began to till the
1. Nephi was the youngest of four brothers.
· earth and we began to plant seeds; yea, we did put
all our seeds into the earth, which we had brought
·2. Manco had a brother enemy or traitor.
2. Nephi had a broth~r enemy who wanted to from the land of Jerusalem, and it came to pass
that they did grow exceedingly; wherefore, we were
. kill him.
3. Manco became the first king of his people at blessed in abundance." (1 Nephi 5: 214, 215~)
As they journeyed in the wilderness, they found
Cuzco.
"beasts
in the forests of every kind, both the cow,
3. Nephi became the first king of his people at
and
the
ox,
and the ass, and the horse~ and the goat,
Nephi.
and all manner of wild animals, which were for the
4. Manco was most skillful and handy.
use of men, and we did find all manner of ore, both
4. Nephi was most skillful and handy.
of gold, and of silver, and of copper." (1 Nephi
5. Manco was provided with a divine emblem.
5:216, 217.)
5. Nephi was provided with a divine emblem.
And the Lord was with us; and we did prosper exceed~
6. Manco's divine emblem pointed· the way for i.ngly; for we did sow seed, and we did reap again in abunthem to travel.
dance, and we began to raise flocks, and herds, and animals
6. Nephi's spindle pointed the way for them to of every kind. . . . And I did teach my people to build buildings, and to work in all manner of wood, and of iron, and of
travel.
copper, and of brass, and of ·steel, and of gold, and of sil7. 'Manco's divine emblem or compass led them to ver and of precious ores.-2 Nephi 4: 15-21.
Cuzco.
And we multiplied exceedingly and spread upon the face
of the la,nd, and bec~me exceeding rich in gold, and in sil7. Nephi's revelations led him to Nephi.
ver, and in precious things, and in fine workmanship of wood
8. ·Manco's people were given a divine start.
in buildings, and in machinery, and in iron and copper, and
8. Nephi's people were given a divine start.
bras's and steel, making all manner of tools of every kind
9. 1Manco's name became an official Peruvian title. to till the ground. and weapons of war.-Ibid., p. 137.
"
9. Nephi's name became an official title among · And behold, there was all manner of gold in both these
la,nds, and. of silver, and of precious ores of every'kind; and
the N ephites.
there we11e curious workmen, who did work all kinds of ore,
10. Manco taught the megalithic people the arts and did refine it; and thus they did become rich.-Helaman
2: 130.
of agriculture.
They [Peruvians] had great skill in. the art of working
10. Nephi taught his people to be industrious and
metals., especially gold and silv·er. Bes.ides these ,precious
work in metals.
metals, they had copper, tin, lead, and quicksilver.-Ancient
11. Manco's colony were white, bearded men.
America, p. 248.
Some of the languages of the country, and perhaps all, had·
11. Nephi's colony·were of the white race.
names for iro1n.-Ibid., p. 248.
12. Manco's colony crossed the sea.
.Professor Bingham and his colleague, 0. F. Cook,
12. Nephi's colony crossed the sea.
no dpubt would smile at the Nephite story of steel
13. Manco's people had books and letters.
tools and machinery. But which is the most reason13. Nephi's people had books and letters.
able story. to believe, the lever and stone hammer
14. Manco seems to have been a good all-around story, or the steel tools and machinery story? Their
man.
work is superior to anything of the kind in Europe
14. Nephi seems to have been a good all-purpose or America! Is it not reasonable to believe that
man.
they had some kind of machinery to ·move those
The names of the four brothers are variously large blocks of stone out of their native bed? And
given by different tribes, so also Noah's name is va- also some kind of cranes to handle and place them·
riously given by primitive races. In China he is in the walls? This steel tool story and machinery
Fohi, in India, Mann, and with the Aztecs, Nata. of the Book of Mormon takes the Devil out of the
The writer concludes that there is in these stories Spanish tales of "superhuman" work, and makes
but one set of four brothers, that Manco the :f'ounder all look reasonable.
of the megalithic civilization in South America is
Mr. Cook says, "They thought nothing of handling
the Book of Mormon N ~phi, the' founder of the blocks of stone that weigh over fifteen tons with a
Nephite-Lamanite civilization in the land of Nephi, skill that has amazed all beholders."
and that the Nephites and Lamanites were the prim"I, Nephi," tells some big ones, but not quite a.s
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big as some writers do in reviewing Peruvian antiquities, their work by these writers is made to
appear "superhuman," but quite reasonable when
seen with men using tempered tools and machinery.
It is said that the Peruvians worked iron mines
near Lake Titicaca. (See Atlantis, pp. 140, 451.)
We noticed that :Mr. Priest says, "All modern
masonry, whether executed in Europe or America
is inferior when compared with that of the anci·ent
capital of the Incas." (Prehistoric America, p.
41l.)
Professor Bingham of Yale University, and 0. F.
Cook, his colleague, and others, too, say the ancient
Peruvians neither had tempered tools nor machinery,
cranes, pulleys, nor squares; that they knew nothing
of such· mechanical contrivances. That being the
case, the Peruvians did better and finer mason work
without such tools than Europeans or Americans
can do with all their modern contrivances and improvements! Does that sound reasonable? The
Book of :Mormon comes and says the Nephites of that
country (who the writer thinks were the megalrithic
people) had steel tools and machinery. Which is
the most reasonable story of all? This Nephite
theory of steel tools and machinery dismisses the
Devil story as in the building of the Cuzco fortress,
and eliminates that "amazement in all beholders" .
at the fine work in fitting those fifteen-ton blocks
of stone in the buildings of Olantaytambo, because
the N ephite theory puts men to work there, not with
a stone hammer and a hand Sl)ike, but with steel
tools and machinery.
But bear in mind that great changes came to these
people soon afterwards. That "barbarian invasion"
about A.' D. 200, when the megalithic king was slain
and his army defeated, then several state leaders
"rebelled against the young heir,"''and the old empire
was thus divided and destroyed; then followed five
hundred years of "anarchy" and "chaos," or about
a thousand years of decadence, during which many
of the "arts were lost." Then about 1200 A. D.,
Manco-Capac, a local king of Machu Picchu, and
other Incas later on, conquered rival states and revived civilization and made Peru what it was when
Pizarro arrived there. (See National Geo(Jraphic
Magazine for February, 1915.)
A CHRISTIAN NATION
And it came to pass in the thirty arid sixth year, the people were all converted unto the Lord, upon all the face of the
land, both Nephites and Lamanites., and there were no contentions and disputations among them, a:nd every man did
deal justly one with another; and they had all things common
among them, therefore there were not rich and poor, bond
and free, but they we11e all made free, and partakers of the
heavenly gift.-4 Nephi l: 3, 4.

Jesus had soon after his resurrection established
his church among these people, and this was A. D.
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36. Before this conversion they had for hundreds
of years had racial wars, such as is indicated in
the disputes with the four brothers.
And it came to pass that there was no contention in the
land, because of the love of God which did dwell in the hearts
of the people. And there were no envyings., nor strifes, nor
tumults, nor whoredoms, nor lyings, nor murders, nor any
manner. of lasciviousness; and surely there could not be a
happier people among all the people who had be~n created
by the hand of God; ther~ were no robbers, nor murderers,
neither were there Lamanites, nor any manner of ites; but
they· ~ere in one, the children of Christ, and heirs to the
kingdom of God; and how blessed were they, for the Lord
did bless them in all their doings; yea, even they were blessed
and prospered, until a1n hundred and ten years had passed
away; . . . and there was no contention in all the land.4 Nephi l: 17-21.

This is the golden age of the Book of l\'Iormon
people. "No manner bf ites" indicates that by
agreement the old racial names were dropped.
And it came to pass that Nephi, he that kept this last record, (and he kept it upon the plates of Nephi) died, and his
son Amos kept it in his stead; and he kept it upon the plates
of Nephi also; and he kept it eighty and four years, and there
was still peace in the la.nd, save it were a small part of the
people who had revolted from the church, and took upon them
the name of Lamanites; therefore there began to be Lamanites again in the land.-4 Nephi 1: 22, 23.

The old racial name Lamanites appears again
among these people, and likely with it that old intense racial hatred. But the new iqea of a Christian·
church in South America with such a high standard
of life, without selfish greed at a time when the
ancestors of many of our readers were living in
tents, clothed not in silks as now, but in the skins
of animals, living by the chase and fishing, and were
numbered among that "barbarian horde" who were
beginning to push in the Roman outposts, and were
pouring over its frontiers into the realms of the
Cresars,. such a Christian era in South America, at
that time pictured as one of the happiest people in
the history of the race, with a continued Christian
prosperity for about one hundred and s.ixty years,
is certainly taking us into the land of doubt. We
look at South America later and see there many aboriginal races, sullen, and worshiping idols, or the
sun, but they are without a past, and without a
future, and we wonder, was it their ancestors who
destroyed that highly civilized race? Our ancestors,
those barbarian hordes who sorely troubled Rome, ·
are ,said to be now the most scientific people in the
wo~ld, but the South Americans have retrograded.
This converted government we see abolished slavery without bloodshed, and abolished poverty without force, they were not rich and poor, bond and
free now. They. were before this Christian era.
But no strife now, nor tumults, nor lyings, nor
whoredoms, nor murders, nor any manner of lasciviousness, nor robbers, nor Lainanites, nor any man-
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ner of ites. That old racial hatred, hatched out of ice of that feeling of reserve among strangers,
the four brother dispute, ,had not passed through whether of our own faith or another, and no surer
the melting pot -of God's love, and they were reborn, way of making one want to come back than a hearty
and made new creatures in Christ. The church handclasp, ·one you may "feel" and a few sincere
prospered, and the arts of civilized life cultivated, words of interest kindly spoken.
and the art of war done away by the love of man,
Yet there are reasons why the young people of our
and the love of God! But about A. D. 190 a cloud church should associate with one another, and perappeared in that southern land, the church or state haps the Lord had this in view as well as that of
began to have trouble. "A small part of the people studying the church books when he inspired the
had revolted, from the church, and took upon them organization of the Sunday school and Religio.
the name of Lamanites, therefore there began to be Here the meeting is with one common aim-that
Lamanites again in the land."
of the study of God's word with a view to underThose few people who "revolted" from the church · standing it more thoroughly and thereby becoming
seem to have done more than withdraw their fellow- better citizens and laborers in his kingdom, both here
ship from the church communion. We do not know and hereafter. Here the talents of all may be exerhow close the church and state were allied at the cised, especially in the Religio, by music and song,
time of this revolt. The act of revolting is "particu- readings, papers, talks, debates and so on, and while
larly a renunciation of allegiance or fealty to one's the subjects need not always be so, they may be made
sovereign, state or government; insurrection; re- to bear upon the problems and beliefs of the church
bellion; mutiny; sedition; as the revolt of the N eth- in particular, with the assurance that they will be
erlands against the Spanish yoke."
understood and appreciated and if need be, discussed
ARd now in this two hundred and first year, there began to by all alike. Here also is felt the Spirit of the Masbe among them thos.e who were lifted up in pride, such as ter, for truly has he said, "Where two or three are
the wearing of .costly apparel, and all malJiner of fine pearls, gathered together in my name there am I in the midst
and the fine things of the world. And from that time forth
of them."
they did have their goods and their substance no more common among them, and they began to be ;divided into classes,
and they began to build up churches unto themselves, to get
gain, and began to deny the t.rue church of Christ. And it
came to pas'S that when two hundr•ed a,nd ten years had passed
away, there were many churches in the iand; yea, there were
many churches which professed to know the Christ, and yet
they did deny the more part of his gosp_el. . . . And again,
there was another church which .denied the Christ, and they
did persecute the true church of Christ.-4 Nephi 1: 27-31.
And now it came to pass in thtis year, yea, in the two hundren and thirty-first year, there was a great divisiQn among
the people. And it came to pass that in this year there arose
a P'eopl<e who were called the Nephites, and they were true
believers in Christ; and among the111 there were those who
were called by the Lamanites, Jacobites, and Josephites, and
Zoramites . . . And i.t came to pass that they who rejected
the gospel, were called Lariianites, and Lemuel:ites, and Ishmaelites.-4 Nephi 1 : 39-42.
(To be continued.)

THE ASSOCIATES OF THE YOUNG---NO. 3
[This article is one of a series by various writ,e:rs on this
subject. Other numbers will appear occasionally.-EDITORS.]
A COMMON AIM

It is not my purpose to take the ground that the
young people of the church should be "clannish"
among themselves nor that they should not have
many and good friends outside the bounds of church
membership. Surely the "stranger within the
gates"-the church and any function pertaining to
it--should be received w:ith a genuine good-fellowship, for we are all brethren in the broad sense of
the word, and there is nQthing that will break the

THE YOUNG PEOPLE'S PRAYER MEETINGS

The truth of this promise has been proven both
with young and with old, more especially with the
latter I believe, since the institution of young people's
prayer meetings in recent years. I remember attending one reunion where, in order to avoid a clash
in time with the other services a six o'clock prayer
meeting was announced. It was a frosty morning,'
as reunion mornings are apt to be, but the earnest
faces of the goodly number gathered there, the heartfelt prayers and testimonies given, sometimes with
tears and stammering lips but just as acceptable to
the One above and perhaps just as strengthening to
those listening as the less emotional and more polished phraseology of more mature years, testified
that there was a consecration among the future burdeli-bearers of the church and a desire to bear well
those burdens. And the rising sun Game up and
touched the bowed heads softly as if with the promise of guidance and peace and success in years to
come.
THE VALUE OF UNITY

iit is generally conceded, I think, that the youth
of the church wish to do right, in spite of the slips
'they sometimes make and the grave headshakings of
some of those who have fought wisely and well (and
I say it with the greatest of reverence for those pioneers) with their o:wn weapons and who look with
some doubt on modern methods of warfare; but the
modern methods must be used to cope with the new
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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forms of temptation, which come not only as absolute
wrongdoing but in the way of indifference and catering to worldly things. So the gathering of the young
should not all be of a religious nature but socially
sometimes, for relaxation and a general "good time"
within the bounds .of legitimate pleasure. And
right here let me say that in the gatherings of the
young people with whom my lot has been cast the
amusements did not include "kissing games," dancing, nor the so-called "party games" which are nextdoor neighbors to the dance; and in the few cases
where they were proposed (by nonmembers in most
if not all cases) they died a violent death after a very
brief existence or perished naturally from lack of
support. "In unity there is strength" and it is much
easier to stand for the right with a few compatriots
at your back than alone, even though we do admire
the one who is able to stand without backing.
I do not mean to say that there are not young people OtJ.tside the church whose ideals of moral conduct
are as high as our own, nor who. do not live up to
those ideals ; but I do know that the other class is
everywhere present and that strength is needed always, from human association as well as divinethat in the social gatherings of those of our own faith
there is less danger of those pastimes of the world
creeping in and a greater possibility of keeping an
undertone of reverence running through all our joys
and pleasures.

the great reunion, .yet almost every one of those
present gave expression to that feeling of reverence
and gratitude to the Creator and manifested a common interest in the work that each must share.
And each returned, I am sure, stronger and better
for the experience, with one more pleasant memory.
in the past and one step upward toward the heights.
THE CHOOSING OF LIFE COMPANIONS

There is another reason, one in which the effects
of the association of our young people are more
far-reaching than. in ariy other, perhaps-that of
the choosing of a companion for life. That is made,
in most cases, among those in the society of whom
one is most constantly thrown. And while I do
not say nor believe that everyone is worthy of that
choice whose name is on the church record, nor
that there have not been many happy marriages
where one of the contracting parties was not member, yet again "in unity there is strength" and those
whose aims are not the same in 11eligious matters
lack just that much of reaching unity.
There have been many instances where the one
·outside the church has eventually joined, heart,
hand, and soul in the work, and made a member· to
be proud of; yet there are many, too, where opposition or indifference on the part of the one has hindered the other spiritually, as well as in the com- ·
pliance with the temporal law, and the church has
suffered both in the loss of consecrated workers
A REVERENTIAL UNDERTONE
and in a financial way, to say nothing of the lo~s to
I think this was brought more forcibly to my mind
the individuals themselves. Surely, if help comes
than ever before during General Conference last
from the association of those of our own faith who
spring. A "hikce" was planned (and, by the way,
are but friends it must be needed in the daily living
these "hikes" are b~coming more and more popular
with one with whom the bond is as sacred and enat conferences and reunions, thanks to those wise
durin.g as life itself, not only for the spiritual benefit
ones who know how to keep young in heart, rememof each, but that botb. may join hands in helping
ber the exuberance of youthful spirits and help to dithe work along in a financial way.
rect them away from doubtful forms of amusement
The principle of choos1ng from among those in
between services) and those who wished to go,
the
faith was set forth by the Loi·d when he forbade
about thirty in number, met early one morning on the
the
intermarriage of the Israelites with their heathen
lawn of the Stone Church. It was a beautiful mornneighbors.
It was recognized by Abraham when he
. ing and everyone was happy-so happy in fact, and·
with such eff·ervescent ways of showing it, that some sent his servant in search of a wife for Isaac among
of the farmer folk and the automobilists along the his ·own people and again by Isaac when he, in
country road smiled in symp·athy as we passed by. compliance with the desire of Rebekah, his wife,
But when the party turned into a secluded by-road charged his son J ?-cob not to choose a companion
and gathered jn a little grove on the banks of the from among the Canaanites, but to journey to the
Missouri for a prayer meeting, every tra,ce of light- home of Laban for his daughter. In section 111 of
ness of speech and manner was laid aside and a the Book of Doctrine and Covenants instruction is
spirit of r·everence that matched the solemn sweep given to latter-day Israel intimating that God's will
of the river at our feet and the wide arch of the has not changed, and we are led to believe, by the
blue heavens above our heads pervaded the assembly. accounts of his dealings with mankind in the past,
And although there were young people there from tha~ he will guide his children in this most important
far-away Canada, from the sunny South, from East step the same as in any other.
Let us 'therefore choose our associates with wisand West, who had never seen each other's faces
before and who perhaps will never meet again until dom, striving to be as a "city set on a hill" to those

a
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outside the church and a friend worth having to
those who are true and pure within.
GRACE BAUGHMAN.

A PARALLELISM
THE LAWS OF A TWOFOLD LIFE

For in Christ Jesus I have begotten you through
the gospel.-Paul.
The soul process whereby the word begets sons
and daughters into the kingdom of God is a mystery,
but no less a fact.
Who would deny the facts pertaining to the law
of physical life merely because those facts abound
in mystery?
Silently within the soul and unseen to the eye the
wonderful processes of the word of truth are effectuated and a soul is made ready for its new birth.
Mystery of mysteries, but the first bi:vth of man
upon the earth is veiled in as much wonderment ..
Man's natural life being generated according to
the law of life, must also be regenerated by similar
law unto everlasting life, by means of the word of
God;
The similarity of the spiritual conception and birth
with that of the physical demonstrates their close
·relationship, and furnishes a key to the understanding of both.
The possibilities of the spiritual life, by birth and
growth unto a measure of perfection supplies the
only reason for there ever having been a physical
creation of any kind.
All created things are, that it might be made
· possible for man in completeness of spiritual and
physical life; to attain unto the fullness of joy;
which fullness is the complement of a perfect life
and of that perfection only.
Pursuing the great plan unto such exaltation, and
following step by step the law of life, the word of
God being the seed of regeneration, we now come
to the next requirement: "Ye must be born again."
But bodies of flesh have been "stillborn" and consequently lifeless. The same is true of the spiritual birth-or at least that , which was supposed
to have been spiritual birth.
The natural law of cause and effect applies as
touching principles governing an' entrance into the
kingdom of God, as elsewhere; and persons being
"born of water" by baptism and not vitalized by
the Spirit are of the "stillborn" class. They cannot
respond to life-nourishing agencies, nor transmit
life to others nor make any growth-they are without life.
"Ye must be born of water and of the spirit"
in order to even so much as see the kingdom. The
· laying on of hands for the gift of the Holy Spirit,

regularly and lawfully done is as necessary as that
the unfathomable power of God must touch and
vitalize the fleshly body of the infant born into this
world if that body, though wonderfully and even
perfectly made, is to be endued with life.
The next essential in the law of life is that there .
be a constant stimulant drawn from the air through
. the process of breathing. Without this, the birth
into life, and the miracle of first vitality is of no
avail for death seizes the child.
Corresponding with this, those born into the kingdom need a constant stimulant to susta~n their spiritual life, such as has been provided in the "abiding
comforter, whom the world cannot receive."
The stimulus of the Holy Spirit may be had by
the child of God for/ as constant use as the free air
of heaven, but such a breath is not possible for those
still in the chaos of unregenerate carnality, and who
are not born into a renewal of life in Christ Jesus.
As the natural breath of air which is taken into
the lungs will not cease altogether, and leave man in
silent death, so long as all the other functions of life
perform their part, even so the wonderfully stimulating potwer of the Holy Spirit will never abandon
unto death so long as all other functions of spiritual
existence are in working order.
Next in the law of existence upon the earth,
after birth, vitalization, and the stimulating breath
of ruir, comes the requirement for food. If alLothe:r
things be supplied and the nourishment contained
in food properties be withheld, or rejected when
food is served, death, we all know, must ensue.
Certain regularity in partaking of meals
also
of some consequence relating to life and good health.
A meal to-day and nothing for a month will not
suffice. Surfeiting to-day and famishing in hunger
through a succession of to-morrows is not the best
·adjustment.
So alsoin the spiritual law of life, food other than
the .stimulus of the ·"still small voice" of the Abid- ,
ing Comforter is needed, and that regularly.
In addition to the (sometimes) subconscious spirit
of man which may be stimulated by Spirit, as compared to the air of the lungs in this parallelism, man
also possesses a conscious mind.
Thiis mind requires mental food in order that
through mental digestion the spirit of man may receive the essel').ce of intellectual vitality; and this
in itself forms a rivulet of li£e which is no small
tributary to the mighty stream of immortaHty which,
singing the song of songs, flows 'twixt the banks
of glory and honor and empties into the sea of
eternity.
The best food supply for mental digestion is furnished through the preaching of the gospel-the
term, gospel, taken in its true and most beautiful
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sense to mean:· all truth, whether· pertaining to the
highest heaven, the most remote star, the commonest
pa11ticle of the earth, the smallest protoplasm, or
the truth conferring the lowest depths of evil dominions.
These are all proper gospel themes and when
treated upon by the kind of preaching which God
has designed shall save them that believe, will furnish wholesome and digestible food for the best
brain that ever sought sustenance at the table of
intellectuality furnished by the Almighty God.
To obtain such food, the children of the kingdom
must first possess an appeti>te for it; and this will
be as instinctive to those who are born of water and
of the Spirit, as it is for the infant child to refuse
to be comforted until supplied by nature's provision.
at its mother's breast.
For sustenance: "Blessed are they that hunger
and thirst after righteousness, for they shall be
filled." -Jesus.
For regularity: "Neglect not to assemble yourselves together, as the manner or some is."-Paul.
For inspiration: "Teach ye diligently the things
pertaining to the kingdom, and my grace shall attend
you."-The Lord.
EXERCISE

After the necessity of a food supply comes the
requirement · for exercise. Without activity the
body, though cared for in every other respect~ could
not long survive.
Also in spiritual life, without activity in such
service as the commandments of God require, no
person's spirituality can long endure. He may have
been born well, powerfully vitalized, constantly stimulated by the abiding Comforter for years, fed upon
the best spiritual, mental and intellectual food that
man by the cooperation of God can supply; ai).d yet
if such a well-favored person should persist in idleness and inactivity, doing nothing in the interest of
the kingdom of God, failing to transmit of the life
which was so graciously given-such a person is
drifting toward the cataract of spiritual death.
"Whosoever hath, to him shall be given and he
shall have in greater abundance; but whosoever continueth not to receive, from him shall be taken even
that which he hath."-Jesus.·
Two more points remain to complete the outline
of this parallelism. Along with the consideration
of the need for food and .exercise co:mes the require.,.
ment for

animal life. Sunshine puts the tints of color upon
every blossom, sets the magic bow in the fairy mists
of theelouds, draws vapor from the oceans to stream
the silver sparkle through the rivers, and awakens
the songs of the forest.
Sunshine is indispensable in the sick room, invigorating to every condition of health, and is the source
.·of constant revelation to every creature having eyes
to see the world of nature's wonders revealed by the
sunlight.
Parallel with these facts runs the truth that the
children of the kingdom of God, if their souls are to
be enlightened by beholding the glories of that kingdom, are to enjoy the sunlight of direct and recurring revelation· from God.

is

Divine revelation
to the kingdom of God what
the sun is to the world. "And God hath set .some in
the church, first apo~tles, secondarily prophets."
(Paul.) What blind folly for any church to teach·
and try to believe that the day of revelation is past.
What are the eyes in the body for? Answer: To
receive knowledge of things revealed in the light
of the sun. 'tWhat are the prophets set in the church
for? Answer: As eyes to receive the light of revelation unto the church according to the measure of
their several responsibilities. Who set the prophets .
in the church? Answer: God did. Who took them
out? Answer: ~Men, working in cooperation with
the power of evil. What is the condition of any
church not having prophets divinely appointed to
its ministry, and which denies that prophets may
still speak by inspiration in the name of the Lord?
Answer: It is a condition of blindness.
What unpleasantness lies unrevealed to such blind,
and directly before him? Answer: The diitc(h.
What is in the ditch? 'Answer: :Mud and broken
glass, ignorance and spiritual · microbes, charged
with malignant contagion. [What will cleanse the
unfortunate ditch pilgrim and purge the ignorant
vagabond of all uncleanness? Answer: The washing
of regeneration and renewal of life by being born
again, of an incorruptible seed, and the drawing from
the breasts of truth the "sincere milk of the word
which is able to save your souls."

LIGHT AND WARMTH

In former days it was not flesh and blood that
revealed to Peter that Jesus is the Christ, but it was
divine revelation. It was not flesh and bloo<;l that
called Paul from the ditch as a persecutor, but divine
revelation; .. so also the present-day man· needs present-day r·evel~ation to keep him from falling in the
present-day ditch.
·

iW ere it not for the light of the sun no life could
exist upon the earth. Sunshine performs a major
part in the production of vegetable as well as

Concluding this comparison of the laws of physical
and spiritualli£e, let it be observed that in addition
to all the points named· herein, the condition of
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WARMTH OF BODY AND OF HEART

is as vital an issue as any other.
Few things will kill quicker than cold and exposure
to the merciless elements that are even chill.
In worldliness the chill of indifference to all that
is holy, and the freezing cold of hatred for righteousness may be easily observed. But in the kingdom of God, love is the fire which gives out warmth,
good will, and blessings, and is in ,itself the glowing
hearthstone of the world, never ceas,ing to invite
the weary traveler away from the cold of worldliness unto the radiant glow of peace and love, light
and life, with the fellowship of Saints in a home of
undying glory.
Love of man toward his Maker, love of God toward
man, and of man for his fellow man forms a mighty
triangle the strength of which, 'not worlds, nor time,
nor eternity may ever weaken.
Love is the keystone in the arch of the most magnificent building which God has ever designed; the
lode magnet of attraction of every good thing between the poles of eternity; while its glory illuminates the very gates of the kingdom of heaven, and
gleams with warm and radiant power to the depths
of every soul that is born therein anew.
"Let love be without dissimulation."
JAMES E. YATES.

·=O=F=G=EN=E=R=A=L=IN=T=E=R=ES=T=)
LIBERTY LOAN BONDS
[The United States Government is sending out to editors
throughout the country, statements on behalf of the liberty
loan. We are publishiing herewith the latest copy received,
as it should be of interest to our readers. This is one way
in which thos1e able to do so may help.-EDITORS.]

"There is not a sin,gle selfish element in the cause
we are fighting for . . . . The supreme test of the
Nation has come. We must all speak, act, and serve
together."-Woodrow Wilson, President of the
United States.
They also serve their countryWho buy a Liberty Loan Bond.
THE FRENCH BOND BUYERS

The French people are the greatest investors in
Government bonds in the world. At the close of the
Franco-Prussian War in 1870 Germany demanded
and collected from France $1,000,000~000 indemnity.
The French people, who were as loyal then in · responding to their country's need as their soldiers
are to-day, hastened to loan this tremendous sum to
their country.
Their patriotism turned a great misfortune into
a great benefit. Their thrift in thus saving their

money and investing it in Government bonds not
only brought great prosperity to France but the
bonds rose in value all over the world and made the
French national credit good wherever civilization
existed. · Ten years af(ter the bonds were ~ssued
they commanded a premium of 25 per cent.
What the American Nation is called upon to do
in lending the American Government $5,000,000,000
and taking its bonds therefor is little compared with
the loan of $1,000,000,000 to Fmnce after the
Franco-Prussian War by the F!lench people. Called
upon to do much less than their ;present allies, the
French, the American people will demonstrate that
they are second to no people in the world in patriotic
support of their Government.
THE TERMS OF THE LIBERTY LOAN

The act authorizing the Liberty Loan Bonds of
1917 was passed April24, 1917. It provides for the
issuance of $5,000,000,000 of 3lh per cent bonds, the
interest payable semiannually on December 15 and
June 15 of each year. The principal is repayable
on or after the 15th day of June, 1932, at the option
of the Government, and if this option is not exercised the bonds will run full 30 years and become due
June 15, 1947.
.
·
The bpnds ar~e exempt both as to principal and interest from all taxation, national, State, county, or
municipal, except the inheritance tax, which is really
not a tax on the property, but on the transfer of
property by will or inher.itance.
The bonds are to be sold at par; that is, dollar for
dollar, no premium and no discount. They are to
be sold by the Treasurer of the United States and
by all Fede~al Reserve banks. But all . banks,
national and State, post offices, and express com,.
panies have been designated as agents of the Government to receive applications for these bonds. It
is almost as easy to purchase one of these bonds as
it is to get a post-office money order.
It is not necessary to pay cash in full for a bond.
One can pay down 2 per cent of the purchase price
on application-that is, $1 for a $50 bond, $2 for
a $100 bond, etc.-18 per cent on July 2·5, 1917; 20
per cent July 30, 1917; 30 per cent 1August 15, 1917;
and the balance, 30 per cent, August 3~ 1917. ,
WHAT A GOVERNMENT BOND IS

The Government of the United States has two
methods of raising money. One is by taxation.
T_he other is .bY the sale of bonds, which is a method
of borrowing money.
The Government bond ,is the printed promise of
the Government -to pay back the borrowed sum of
money at a certain time, and to. pay interest on it
at regular intervals until it is repaid.
The Government borrows money in this way only
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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after it has· been given the right to do so by act of
Congress approved by the President, and the terms
of the loan are set out in the act.
Back of the promise of the Government stands
the honor of the Government and all its taxing resources. Really the, whole wealth of the Nation
stands behind this solemn promise of the Government to pay.
This makes a United States Government bond the
safest investment in the world. If the bond of the
United States Government is not safe, no property
in the United States is safe. If the United States
cannot pay its bonds, it is hardly probable that it
will be able to protect the citizens in their other
rights.
The Liberty Loan Bonds of 1917 are especially
attractive investments. Not only have they this absolute safety characteristic of all United States bonds
but they are tax free not only from all existing
taxes but from any war tax that may subsequently
be levied. No State, city, nor county may tax them.
The inheritance tax of the United States and of
some States may affect them, or, rather, affect their
transfer after death of the owner by will or by inheritance.
Another advantage these Liberty Loan Bonds possess is that if the Government issues bonds later on
during this war at a higher rate of interest the
holders of Liberty Loan Bonds will be allowed to
exchange at par their bonds for. bonds bearing the
higher rate of interest.
WAR LOANS

.Great Britain's estimated wealth is $85,000,000,000 ; she has made three great loans since the commencement of the war, aggregating $10,000,000,000.
Her last loan was the greatest single loan ever
floated in the history of the wodd. It was taken
up in 30 days, 5,289,000 individuals subscribing to
the loan. One person in every 11 inhabitant's of
the United Kingdom subscribed to this loan, and
the average subscription was $950, though a great
many subscribers took only £1, or about $5. !The
great number of subscribers to this loan is pointed
out as evidence of the patriotism of the British
people.
Germany's wealth is estimated at $80,000,000,000.
Germany has put out five loans since the commencement of the war, aggregating $11,750,000,000. In
Germany's latest loan 1 person in 13 of the population is reported to have subscribed, and the average
amount taken by each subscriber was $700.
Taking into consideration these figures, the $5,000,000,000 loan of the United States with an estimated wealth of $220,000,000,000 and a population
of over 100,000,000 seems almost small. With a
wealth nearly three times as great as that of Great
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Britain it. is trying to borrow less than one-half of
what Great Britain has borrowed. With a population one and one-half times as large as that of Germany our loan is much less than half of the amount
Germany has borrowed.
America's Liberty Loan is less than one-sixth of
the bank deposits in our country. An ordinary
borrower does not think he is ruining himself when
he borrows 40 per cent of the value of his property.
The United States is bo"rrowing less than 3 per
cent of its wealth.
THRIFT AND LIBERTY LOAN BONDS

There is a great campaign for thrift being conducted all over the United States~thrift in production by the farmer and other producers, thrift
in economy in use and consumption by all persons,
and thrift in saving. This thrift campaign is
nation-wide. Not only have business, manufacturing, agricultural, and other associations and individuals @taken up this campaign, but it has been
carried ilito universities, colleges, and schools.
In connection with the last aspect of this thrift
campaign, that of saving, the Liberty. Loan :Bonds
of 1917 offer an ideal investment of savings for
small investors. No other small investment, or
large one either for that matter, has quite the ad-.
vantages that the Liberty Loan Bond has. Savings
invested in a Liberty Loan Bond are just as safe
as it is possible to mak;e them and will constantly
draw interest. While the interest is only 31;2 per
cent, the bonds being nontaxable makes the investment the equivalent of .a 5 or 6 per cent interestdrawing investment in ordinary securities .
Not only is the investment absolutely safe but it
.is practically as readily converted into money as a
United States Treasury note. To dispose of one of
these Liberty Loan Bonds may require the owner
to go to a bank instead of passing it over a counter.
Yet this is an advantage. The trouble and time required to oonvert the bond into cash will give the
owner time for thought and reconsideration, and
it is not improbable that in many ip.stance,s the
result will be that the savings invested in a Liberty
Loan Bond will be preserved intact where savings
in money would be spent, in part if not in whole.
There is one other incident to be considered in
regard to the purchase of a Liberty Loan Bond.
The investment has a nature which should appeal
to every American citizen. It is backing our Government, helping the winning .of a victory for
America in war. This has no money value, but it
has a value not to be measured in dollars and cents.
LIBER'fY LOAN BONDS-7 PATRIOTIC AND SAFE

The patriotic nature of an investment in the Liberty Loan Bonds of 1917 is something that all Amer-
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icans will consider. The fact that in purchasing
such a bond the investor is lending his money to his
Government-to his country-to prosecute a great
war, gives the investment a dignity that the ordinary investment does not possess. The uses to which
the money is to be put, the noble purposes to which it
is to be devoted, all are things which appeal more or
less to the American heart.
But let no one be led by jhese considerati:ons to look
on buying a Liberty Loan Bond as a piece of benevolence or merely a contribution to a worthy cause.
The Liberty Loan Bond is as good an investment as
aii American citizen can well make. The rate of
interest it bears may seem small, but when its absolute safety is considered and the fact that it is nontaxable, and the further fact that it is to be immune
from any taxes which later on may be levied by reason of this war, and still another fact that in case
the United States Government should later during
this war have to borrow more money and pay a
higher rate of interest, that the holders of these
bonds can secure bonds bearing that higher ratewhen all these things are considered, an investment
in Liberty Loan Bond~ possesses advantages ·that
no other investment in the world possesses.
There is al):other point which wise and thoughtful
people will .give due consideration to and that is an
investment in Liberty Loan Bonds is an investment
in the defense and preservation of all their other
property and all they hold dear-the preservation
of their liberties. We would be in danger, if all
our citizens refused to lend their money to the Government, of losing all that we have-our property,.
our liberties, and our national honor. It has come
to this, that we must fight for these things, and to ,
wage war in this day and time requires not only
men and arms but great sums of money.
Subscribers· to Liberty Loan Bonds ,a.re charter
members of a society to maintain 'American honor
and to maintain democracy here and in other parts
of the world. Honor and interest, patriotism and
business judgment all argue the wisdom of an investment in Liberty Loan Bonds.
There are certain facts which have been noted
from time to time, which fit into none of the popular
theories concerning the state of the arts of the
mound builders. It has been stated, and often repeated, that they had no knowledge of smelting or
casting metals, yet the recent discoveries in Wisconsin of implements of copper cast in molds-as
well as the molds themselves, of various patterns,
and wrought with much skill-prove that the age
of metallurgical arts had dawned in that region at
least.~Foot-Prints of Vanished Races; p. 108.

DARK HOUR AHEAD FOR AMERICANS
[The following appeared under this head~ng in The Evening Index, of San Bel'nardino, California, for May 28.EnrToRs.]

The people are facing the darkest hour in the
history of the world, according to the view of Reverend Thomas W. Williams of Los Angeles, who
delivered two lectures in San Bernardino, Sunday.
Mr. Williams, who is known throughout the United
States as the friend and helper of the humbler
classes, was the guest of former Mayor George H.
Wixom, and spoke at the Reorganized Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints.
"This is the darkest hour in the history of the
world:' said ·Mr. Williams. "No other has been
fraught with such frightful consequences. Civilization is trembling in the balance. We are at the
crest of a seething volcano which, at any moment,
may break forth and engulf us all.
"Shall we go forward ·or backward? Shall we
rise to greater heights of civilization and culture,
or resort to savagery and barbarism? Are we to
permit the baser passions, hate, lust, murder to triumph?"
HORRORS OF WAR FACED

"There can be no standing still. We cannot defer
our decision. We must not sidestep. Europe to~
day is a great charnal house. All the imps of hell
have been let loose': It is all and more than Sherman said of war.
"As Americans we have been onlookers-disinterested spectators. All this is changed now. War
is not knocking at our door. It has ruthlessly broken
in, and it threatens our entire structure.
":Millions and millions of our young men-the
very flower of our manhood-must go down in
battle. Millions will come back home, crippled and
maimed for life. This is the price of war. Famine
will stalk abroad at midday in the devastated old
world countries. The wolf of hunger will do battle
in our own beloved land.
"What is the solution? So long as men's interests
clash, just so long will we have,war. When men's
interests are made identical they will no longer
fight.
"We are brothers, all of us, whether we be Germans, English, French, Italians, Americans, or what
not. Let us not hold the thought of hatred and revenge. The war solvent is love, not hate; service,
not greed. iWe must see the other man's interests
as well as our own."
LET THE PEOPLE DECIDE

"We cannot-we must not-climb to glory over
the crushed bodies and the blasted hopes of unsuc-
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cessful riva.Is. Let us throw eurselves into the
world's service.
"In a republic like ours, th,e people are the Government. Theirs is the last word. I believe that
this question of conscription should go to the people,
and if the majority of the people of America place
the stamp of approval thereon, all of us should be
in accord.
"The young men who shoulder the gun should be
taken into the confidence of the Nation. They
should know why they fight. We cannot send them
forth as dumb oxen to fight for the mere act of
fighting."
.CONQUEST WAR UNWORTHY

"There is not a man in America but who would
give his last drop of blood for democracy and civilization. We'should not demand service for less.
"Let the allied powers follow the lead of Russia
and disavow conquest and :territorial acquisition.
Then revolution .in Germany yvill make our American
army abroad unnecessary.
"A war for commercial supremacy-a war for conquest-is unworthy our passion and our patriotism.
"May the people of America rise to the demands
of the hour and set the pace that other nations may
follow!"

THE DOCTRINE OF FAT AUSM
[The following extracts are taken from a synopsis of a
sermon by Elder Samuel Wood printed in the W este.rn World
of Bandon, Oregon, May 17, 1917. 'fhese children lost
their lives because a motor boat collided with a submerged
pile about fifty feet from shore. While all may not agree
that man is the sole dictator of his own course, yet it •is
doubtless true that we blame God or the laws of nature for
many things for which we or other men are ourselves at
fault.-EDITORS.]

We have assembled here this afternoon for the
purpose of paying our last feeble tribute to the mem. ory of these little girls, to express our sympathy
and offer words of encouragement, consolation and
comfort to the bereaved. As your spokesman, I feel
deeply the delicacy of the position and trust that
what I shall say may at lear;:;t cheer and encourage
all those who have been made to mourn as a result
of this fatal accident.
We are aware of the fact that many good people
believe in the doctrine of fatalism, and lay this pathetic tragedy to the direct action of the gods of
fate. But with all due respect for the ·religious
convictions of others I wish to place especial accent
upon the word accident, and say that fate had nothing to do with it. Nay, there is no such thing as
fatalism or predestination for the fndividual.
Man-the race-is the architect of his own destiny. :But incidental to our existence (our compli-
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cated commercial and industrial pursuits as Wiell
as our pleasure-seeking) we are subject to accidents.
But no accident ever happened that could not have
been prevented. In our mastery over nature we
become overconfident in pur magnificent achievements~a sense orf too great security and even carelessness brings destruction and death that shocks
the world. The mighty Titanic, "unsinkable though
she were cut in two," encountered an iceberg in the
north Atlantic and went to the bottom with her
thousand passengers from the "best families" of the
earth. In our opinion God had absolutely nothing
to do with it, yet God, by his law, is the supreme
and absolute ruler of the universe. By his law,
mountains of ice were floating in the water through
which the Titanic was speeding.
In this particular c~se piling have been left in the
Coquille River, which for years have been a constant
menace to navigation during the high water periods.
·No human being, without the eyes of a seer, could
have discerned from the pilot house the neglected
piling that· sent these innocent children to a premature grave. It were necessary for God to constantly perform miracles unsolicited and unappreciated, in order to prevent disaster in the face of
such neglect.
Man, having been .created in the likeness of Goda free agent, endowed with intelligence and creative
genius-was placed on this beautiful earth which
is supplied with an abundance of the raw materials
necessary :for his life and happiness. But the law
is absolutely fixed and he must learn to apply his
energies harmoniously. This is Nature's school.
Her textbooks are found in the laboratory of the universe. Her methods are hard and ri~orous. Her·
law, which is absolute justice, knows no mercy.
The Great Teacher grants no excuses, tolerates no
truancy, shows no partiality. The just and the unjust alike must learn this lesson or the lash is not
spared. This is the law and however hard it may
seem for the imperfect man to keep the perfect
law, therP is no other law for him! What is true
of the material world i,s equally true of the spiritual-but one right course is open to man and he
must walk therein or suffer the consequences.
The fall of an imperfect wall crushes the workmen beneath its ruins. But accidents can, and are
being prevented; though it may seem necessary to
burn women and children in a Chicago theater in
order to arouse public sentiment to the elimination
of fire traps- in the shape of pleasure resorts, yet
such terrible destruction of life and property is uncalled for and inexcusable. But man, aside from
being greedy and selfish, is headstJ:~ong and stubborn,
many times to his own utter destruction. He is
slow to profit by the experience of others and only
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learns wisdom by the things that he suffers. He
seeks to excuse his own blunders by "the interference of fate or the imperfections of nature. But
the gods of fate flee with the enlightenment of the
man and the eradication of superstition; and ·the
imperfections of nature when viewed from the
proper angle reveal her greatest beauty and finest
workmanship.·
As a race we have paid a terrible price for what
we have achieved. The story of man's private life
as well as his glorious annals is written in blood.
At the present time thousands.are sacrificed annually
to our industries and pleasure. Indeed, so great
has been the toll that "safety first" is a modern
phrase.
To the heartbroken we would say: There is no
such thing as fatalism. Your life is just as free
as that of any other man in the world. ·You are
the absolute dictator of your own course. There
is but one thing that is fixed or predestined, and that
is the law of the universe-the law of God-nnd
you are accountable to him only for keeping that law.
You have one beautiful little gem left that is fully
worth your effort. Remember, that right living and
right thoughts are the law of liberty of action, and
liberty of conscience, which will bring the reunion
of souls in eternity. To all who mourn this sad
accident, I would say: Bury deep in the secret re,_
cesses of your heart the trials of this day. Although
the heavens may be overcast, behold there is a rift
in the clouds, and though you "walk in the valley
and shadow of death" the sun will shine through,
to bright your footsteps in paths of peace and happiness.

WOMAN'S AUXILIARY
Edited by AUDENTIA ANDERSON, 2009 Locust St., Omaha, Nebr.

The Need of Personal Culture in Our Girls
(A1n address delivered before a me eting· of the General
Woman's Auxiliary Convention at L,amoni last April. Sister Short is supervisor of art in the manual training high
school of Kansas City, Missouri.)
1

Because a nation rises no higher than its mothers, and
:because the women of to-morrow are the girls of to-day, it
assuredly behooves us to consider the girl as worthy of our
best love and consideration. "As the twig is bent, so the
bough is inclined," but "old heads do not belqng on young
shoulders"-then what? Shall we bend them? I say no.
They are past the twig age. We are looking at the budding
bough of spring, already inclined. I suppose there was never
a girl in the world who d'id not tire of good advice. P·eople
ar.e continually telling girls what to do or not.to do. I heard
a girl impatiently remark that her mother could give advice
by the yard, gallon, bushel or acre! It is a joy to be left
sometimes to do as we .Please. But what do we please? I
shall always remember my big brother for temng me, after
father died, "Little sister, I want you to have whatever you

want, but for godness' sak·e be careful what you make up
your mind to want."
Right there came one of the big lessons of life to the girl.
She could have what she desired. The things she loved to do
could be done, but there was a dignified .responsibility backa trust that was also incentive-and the girl will live up to
what is expected of her.
Then let us expect the refined girl, take her as much for
granted as we can. without being absolutely blind. Almost
always she will live up. Why, s~ince the Literary Digest
started their las.t advertising campaign t~elling what kind of
people read the Digest, I felt that my self-r,espect could not
be maintained without reading their paper.
·
rSo it seems to me the task is half finished when a girl gets
to the reaEzation of her own standing and value. Why,
the kind of woman I am going to be when I'm thirty, thirtyfive, forty, is being determ~ned right now, by the habits I'm
forming to-day. I must always be in the company of myself,
never :a vacation or afternoon off. Do I want to be an interes-ting companion, a keen observer, a happy enthusiast for
-' the me of to-day?
What p-et>ple can dream, they can grow to be; inspiration
leads to achievement. If a girl's vis:on is directed toward a
noble, gracious womanhood, the kind that realizes true values
in the scale of what is worth while, that woman she may
grow to be. If some que.en of the movi-es embodies all she
knows of desirable attainment, her bough is inclined toward
false standards, and the artifices which attract by an outward
instead of an inward lov.eliness. Hero worship plays a
lead part in forming the ideals, hence the finished product,
if there be a finished product, of girlhood. How we admire
the cultured woman! the woman who has the i1nnate charm
of knowing what to do during all circumstances. The woman
who says the pleasing thing-who has the mark of birth and
ibl'eeding shown by the fitness of her every act. Why, take
her voice, its quaEty and appeal. She is charm~ng in that
her speech is well modulated ·in tone, more charming in that
the words. are correct and well chosen, and most charming in
that they bear the stamp of root culture-consideration for
others. One of the most glaring rudenesses in which we indulge is the way we let self enter i1nto our conversation. It
is a sort of hobby of mine to preach this particular kind: of
cultul'e expression no. matter what else I am supposed to be
teaching. I have plead ,jn behalf of the reply that shows interest in another; and against the trade last form of compliment; you know, the kind that says, "if you can tell me a
bit of flattery, I shall be pleasant in retum." Th~n there is
this common form of conversation:
"Oh, say, I got val lace for three ccntR a yard at Emery's
to-day."
"I paid four for mine."
"I got a whole bushel of potatoes, too, thought I might as
well."
"I've- been buying mine by the peck, seems about as cheap."
"Ted likes his with the skins on, then meat and gravy."
"Henry must have his mashed and then I make croquettes
for breakfast."
"I usually cook oatmeal for breakfast, it's 'good for the
·childDen."
"Well, we must have eggs a1nd ham or bacon."
"!_get so sick of eggs, George has to be careful what he
eats."
"Henry could thrive on hard-tack," and so on; I, and possibly George; I, !lnd possibly Henry. Two separate monologues with no point of connection.
There is undoubtedly a need for culture· right here. I
have my five high school classes on the lookout right now
for chances to reply with interes.t to remarks. If one
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says, "I have. a headache this morning," the other is not to
reply, "I had one, let's see, Wednesday I ·reckon it was," but
"Oh, that's too bad, do you suppose your eyes are· causing
it?" or something of that sort.
It seems, too, there is a very de·finite reason why Latter
Day Saint girls should be the sweetest and most cultured of
all girls in the world. The l,e,ason for these "I and I" conversations is appare1nt. Each is thinking only of self, and is
rude ·enough not to care who knows. it. Our girls are expected to. have higher standards. In the Independence high
school we have had more to do with forming the town's attitude toward the Saints than any other one factor. There is a
grave responsibility o,n the girl; it is hard to ov.erestimate the
chance an attractive, cultured girl has i,n raising our standards high. Some of the older establ'ished teachers in the
Independence high school told me that if one of our girls did
unwise, undignified 'things~not just jolly girl pranks of
course-but illbr·ed things, the shock was much greater, and
their criticisms were apt to be harsh because so much more
was expected. We of the church nearly burst with pride
when Brother F. M. or John Rushton came up for a,n assembly talk. Surely it helps to spread the gospel when they
can feeil sure of our g1:rls, that they know and can do the nice
and correct thing. Much harm is done by well-meaning
blunderers, as much or more than actually ill-intentioned
meddlers do.
There was a little girl who came to school last year, whose
father ow1ned a greenhouse. I knew that Marion was fond of
me because I could detect it, deep. at the roots of certain actions. Nev.er by any direct look or act could !··have reached
such a conclusion. She brought flowers to me instead of
the othe·r teachers, but her crisp sweetpeas of early spring
were blighted in the giving. "Do you want these things?'·'
"I'm sick of carting these old flowers around" or "We have
so many flowers that I sure get tired· of them." How ungracious it is to giv.e, like Marion, the gift without Its garnish of joy in givi1ng !
Then there· are· the little things, the signs and •earmarks of
culture. Many of them have unselfishness again at root. A
girl whose hands and feet se.em always out of place is apt
to be thinking more about their placing than of other's conversation or ease. A girl who helps herself first, or to the
most choice thi1ngs is thinking to gratify self, and therreby
commits crudeness. When we embarrass Qthers, the awkward
situation is based on selfishness, or thoughtle•ssness, which
after all is a branch of the same.
I would say, not by much advice and legislation, not by
adding rules and regulations, but by precept, by placing responsibility in the girl, place her own value high to her, a1nd
the kind of culture which will build Zion will be 'the outgrowth. I remember one day, after my little nephew had
'been particularly unfortunate in the. turns his mischief had
taken, his mother said at the pra.yeJ:" time tha·t evening,
"hadn't you better ask the Good Man to make you a better boy
to-morrow?" He puckered his little forehead, shook his curly
head and said, "No mother, I do n't think that would do
much good unless I get the ide'-if I get the ide' to not slide
down grandmother's terrac·e, I can do it without bother'n
anybody."
Let us then get the "ide'"!
True culture does not come from between the covers of
Chesterfield's · Letter·s or Good Manners for All Occasions
nor yet by observation, though much of the genteel technique
may be studi·ed and lea.r1ned. It is marked by a certain openness of mind to learn the daily lessons in life's school; a certain willingness of heart, to give and to receive; a certain
gentleness of speech and act:on which puts at ease, both
others and ourself.
RUBY I. SHORT.
1
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A New Local
DECATUR, NEBRASKA

We have word of the organizing of a Jocal auxiliary at
Decatur, Nebraska. Sister Ira Lewis is president, and we u:nderstand they hav·e an active relief and service department,
as well as one "or two study.circles. These sisters should feel
greatly encouraged, and determine to go steadily forward,
for while often,t.imes things occur to dishearten the workers :in any line of good endeavor, ·the results are surely
great.er than one can estimate, if there is no giv~ng way to
the obstacles. The powers of evil are always alert, and seek
to overthrow and discourage those who struggle to lift the
banner of God higher, but as Saints we should recognize
these assaults for what they are, and determine to Iet
"neither death, nor life, nor angels, nor principalities, nor
powers, 1nor things present, nor things to come, nor height,
nor depth, nor any other creature," "separate us from the
love of God, which· is in Christ Jesus our Lord." So these
local societies should k-eep going, keep studying to improve,
keep unity in their midst, resist the power's which assail, and
thus be able to point to a definite work well performed in that
cor;ner of the Lord's vineyard in which they are called to
labor.

Slumber Song
Why are you smiling, baby mine,
As you rest in my arms while the shadows creep?
Are the angel childre1n hovering near,
And crooning softly into your ear
Tales of the Land of Sleep?
Why do your tr:embling eyelid·s rest,
So fitfully over your eyes so blue?
Do the happy visions of Dreamland bright
Flit before you with coming night,
As softly as falls heaven's dew?
Ah, if only the mother-love
·Could guard you ever, my little one;
Could it but keep that baby face
Pure and glad through the passing days,
My mother4ask would be done!
CHARLOTTE DRYDEN.

Report of Secretary to Late Convention
The total enrollment of the Woma1n's Auxiliary for the
year 19'16 in districts and unorganized territory, is 2,955.
Number of districts reporting, 11.
Number of locals reporting, including those enrolled in
d,istricts., and all clubs, classes, societies, etc., 66.
DE;lpartments repres•ented are as follows: Home and child
welfare, in 13 locals; educational, in 48 locals; relief a,nd
service, in 100 locals; young women's, in 29 locals.
New stake organizations: Independence Stake had been
organized in September, :1>915, but in July, 1916, was reorganized into three stakes, namely, I,ndependence, Kansas City,
and Holden. Lamoni Stake was orga1nized with a full
corps of officers in August, 1916. Chatham, Ontario, in
February, 1917. Southern Michigan and Northern Indiana
in 1916.
New local organizations: 'fhere are 33 ,new organizations
reported in: branches of the church in .the following states:
Missouri 15, Kansas 1, Ohio 4, Iowa 2, Ontario 1, Michigan
3, California 1, Pennsylvania 1.
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The departments are repreHented in these new locals as
follows: Educational 7, relief a1nd servic-e 23, ·home and
child welfare 9, young woman's 10.
The above statistical report is only an estimate based on
reports received this year and reports of 1915 from loc·als or
organizations not reporting in 1916, which we know are acti've, having been ·in communication with ti\em dur~ng the:
year.
Field workers: One general field worker and eleven district
field workeTs were appointed following the General Convention of 1916. The general field worker, Mrs. M. A.
Etzenhouser, reports in full to the convention and eight of the
district field workers report organizations and activities in
the auxiliary work.
MRS. J. A. GARDNER, General Secretary.
INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI, March 10, 1917.

Financial Report of Treasurer
BALANCE ON HAND, JANUARY 20, 1916
General fund, per capita tax ...................................... $
Children's Home ............................................................. .

Overdraft in leaflet fund

77.69
85.79

$ 163.48
.20

$ 163.28
RECEIVED TO DATE, FEBRUARY 13, 1917
General fund .................................................................... $ 260.88
Children's Home fund ..................................................... . 538.61
Old Folk's Home ............................................. :.............. ..
31.00
6.00
Sanitarium ------------------------------------................................... .
1.00
Sarcophagus --------------------------.---------------------------------------.. --Leaflet fund .................. , ..................................... :............. ..
38.79
Year Book fUind ............... :.............................................. ..
40.95

December 15. C. W. Brady, stamped envelopes .......... .. 10.54
January 14. C. W. Brady large stamped envelopes .. .. 1.10
1917 January 14. Mrs. F. M. Smith, for Mrs. Helen
1Smith, superintend€!nt expenses ...................................... 2.46
C. W. Brady, stamped envelopes .................................... · 10.54
January 15. Mrs. J. A. Gardner, stamps, books,
statione1ry, etc. .. ............................................................ ..
6.77
January 20. Mrs. A. Morgan, stenography work ........ .. 1.00
February 6. Mrs. F. M. Smith, president expenses ... . 5.00
February 6. Mrs. J. A. Gardner, gene:ral treasurer
Erxpenses ----------------------------------~----.: ..................... \ ............ $ 1.4J.

Paid to the Year ,Book fund, July 6, 1916 ---------------------March 6. Leaflet fund, Mrs. D. J. Krahl, stamps ....
February 6. Herald Publishing House ........................

$ 38.00
CONTRIBUTED TO OTHER FUNDS
February 25. qhildren's Home ...................................... $100.00
November 6. Children's Home -------------------------------------- 150.00
1917 January 9. Children's Home ____________ , _________________ 150.00
January 15. Children's Home ...................................... 100.00
Februa.ry 6. Children's Home -----------------'---------------------- 100.00
$600.00
January 15. Old Folks'· Home -----------------------------------·-- 31.00
January 15. Sanitarium -------------------------------------------------6.00
July 10. Sarcophagus ........................................................
1.00
$934.38
Balance on hand .................................... $146.13
Balance in general fund ..................................... :.......... $124.59
Balance in Le-aflet fund ....... :.... -------------------------------.59
Balance in Children's Home fund .................................... 24.40
$149.58

$917.23

Total receipts to. date .............................. $1,080.51
PAID OUT TO DATE-GENERAL FUND
1916 From January to July, Underwood Typewriter
Co. ---------------------------------------------·-----.. ---------------·-------------------$38.25
February 15. Bryant & Douglas Stationary Co. ........ 1.15
March 17. Carrie Maitland, Typewriter Rent ............ 5.00
April 20. C. W. Brady, stamped enve,lopes .................. 31.50
April 20. Mrs. J. A. Gardner material, stamps, etc.,
used in the work on the Year Book and Constitution 7.21
May 17. H. R. Mills, secretary supplies ...................... ..
.75
May 17. Ensign Publishing House, programs printi1ng, etc. .. ............................................................................ 2·4.83
June 13. Mrs. H. o.· Smith, on account of work done
by secretary ............................................... "...................... 5.00
July 6. Mrs. H. 0. Smith, on account of work done
by secretary ...................................................................... 6.00
July 5. Mrs. J. A. Gardner, railroad fare to Lamoni
and incidental expenses on Year Book work .......... .. 9.49
Augwst L Mrs. W. W. Smith, stamps ...................... ..
1.00
August 2. Mrs. B. M. Anderson, stamps ................... . 2.00
August 2. Mrs. F. M. Smith, stamps ............................ .. 2.00
August 31. C. W. Brady, stamped envelopes ............. . 10.54
October 10. Mrs. Lydia T. Wight, stamps .................... .. 2.00
October 14. Mrs. Lulu Sandy, superintendent exp ... ..
1.20
October 14. Mrs. J. ·A. Gardner, expense on committee work, etc. ................................ .... ...................... 7.26
November 6. Ensign Publishing House, stationery
and printing ...................................................................... 15.62
December 12. Mrs. Edith Cochran railway fare .......... 4.36

$213.98
44.40
2.00
36.00

Overdraft in Year Book fund

3.45
$146.13

Balance in bank, February 12, 1917 .......................... $136.46
Cash on hand ........................................................................
6.00
iStamps on hand ................................................................
3.67
$146.13
MRs. J. A. GARDNER, General Tt·easwre?·.
Audited and found correct, and cash verified.
DELLA BRAllpWOOD,
ZADIE M. RODGER,
LOUISE GEISCH,
Auditing Cotrirnittee.
February 12, 1917.

Tuberculosis in W a:r Time
(Department of tuberculosis warns against forgetfulness.
Tuberculosis may increase as a result .of war.)
The people of the United States should in no wise relax
their vigilance in the campaign against tuberculosis. Because there has been an apparent decrease in the mortality
and incidence of this disease is no reaso1n why we citizens
should lose interest in the winning fight. There are at present very grave reasons why increased watchfulness should
take possession of every man and woman and child throughout the .States. The experience with tuberculo,;;is of the
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was holding the wheel. One of the sailors, still enraged,
was sitting near the wheel, and after some exchan~?;e of
wrathful words, the captain ordered the sailor forward to
the hatch. The sailor obeyed but slothfully, resenting the
orders at •every step, which e1nra.ged to the highest tension
the captairi who at once let loose the wheel (another sailor
grabbing it quickly) and chased the sailor to the hatch. The
drunken sailor reached for the iron handle of the: pump as a
weapon, but fortunately it was fastened, which prohibited
him in getting it raised in time to strike the captain. They
clutched and fell,· then began to choke each other with angered fierceness.
We realized that somethi,ng must. be done at once or we
would meet peril at sea as the darkness had nearly covered
us with its canopy. We called to one of the young sailors
who was not so drunk, and together with his help we persuaded, puHed at legs, arms and hair until the two enraged
men were separated. We jnfluenced the captain to return
to the wheel and made the ·sailor go to sleep on the hatch,
thereby sleeping off his stupor. No more was said, but you
may rest assured that the writer would have returned to
Papeete had it been possible. We co,ntinued to trust the
Strong for strength, knowing that he had protected us upon
former trips, and firmly realizing that he: would not forsake
us that night at. sea with storm· clouds hovering around us,
and a drunken crew as our ship's temporal protection.
The Mormon elders had previous.ly been to Rairoa and
arranged for· the building of a small, cheap assembly house,
the president of their mission having left there some time
before this for Papeete for the purpose of purchasing the
South Sea
Island Mission
lumber. Upon the natives seeing me on the schooner, they
'
\
at once thought that it w&s the M.o·rmon pre1s:ident, whereAnother year. has rolled around and we are met face to upon we received a cool reception until we had made our~
f,ace with the activities of the opE;ining of another conference selves known. The Mormons had previously circulated a
year. 'Scarcely had we commenced the work of the year just story that they were about to baptize sixty pe!ople on the ispast when we were brought face to face with this: "Time land. Upon our arrival- we learned that up to date they had
and tide wait for no man." The writer left Papeete on the not baptized a single soul. To the co,ntrary we immersed
afternoon of March 9 on a small schooner for Tikahau, where two beneath the ocean wa;e prior to our departure from the
the mission conference was to be held, by way of the island island on the morning of the 29th.
of Rairoa. We reached our destination on the afternoon of
While we remained in this island we experienced the inthe 11th.
tervention of divine powe'r in our ministrations. In adminisVaried are the experiences of the missionary in these isles, teri1ng to the sick as well as in the dispensing of the word
as we have written to you before; but our experiences upon the power of the One who called us to labor was manifested
pulling anchor in Papeete on .this trip climaxed all for ex- to the recognition of the Saints and ma1ny without. We gathcitemEmt and suspense. We did not have to wait unreason- ered the Saints and many nonmembers together and on the
ably long for the departure of this schooner, but shortly morning of the 20th six small cutters left for the island of
before the time for pulling anchor the sailors left for the Tikahau. There were one hundred and forty-sevcen, large
market place, for the purpose as they stated of purchas~ng and smaU, on board including many young people in and out
a selection of vegetables, water and muskmelons. The hour of the church. It being very calm at sea we were not able
arrived and 'no sailors were to be seen. The captain was seen to reach the city of the Saints in Tikahau that evening; we
coming down the street storming at every pace, and upon therefore anchored at the pass for the night. We went ashore
his appl'Oach we learned that he had imbibed one too many. to sleep ( ?) as sleeping s.pace was at a premium on the deck
Upon inquiry he stated that the sailors were in the grog of our s.mall cutter. There being no kind of inclosure on
shop and refused to come1. The police was summoned and shore we took a native mat after drinking a cup of warm
sent for th~ drunken crew. Upon their al'rival the storm tea, and by the side of our native brethreill slept on the sandy
began in dead earnest, the captain pouring forth a volley of shores of the grea.t Pacific with no covering but the moonlit
blasphemous chastisement, while the sailors w:th angered heavens. During the night another cutter arrived and upon
resentment returned. the charge.
awaking the morning following we found' that it was from the
It was with trouble that we managed with the owner of island of Amann, an island to the extreme eastern end of
the vessel who runs a mercantile store in Papeete to get the the mis,sion, also the island where rests the body of beloved
crew in the scow, by wh'·ch we were co,nveyed to the schooner Brother C. H. Lake. After grouping the boats and having
which had been pulled away from the wharf for departure. our morning prayer we again set sail for the city. We wecre
The a1nchor was pulled but not through unity of mind and not long, however, in reaching this place, and were soon
conversation, for the captain and sailors were still vil- exchanging ha,ndshakes and words of gladness with Brother
lainously charging each other with all manner of devil- and Sister A. H. 'Christensen, who had previously reached
try. Upon the pullin,g of the anchor the pilot boat the island, and the native Saints from Ta.ernga, Fakarava,
snatched our rope, and we were off for the grand pass, the thos.e of Tikahau and others who had assembled.
crew still raging. As the pilot let loose our rope the captain
The first part of the first week of April the conventions

nations at war i1n Europe ought not to be lost on the citizens
of Iowa. It is known that tuberculosis among the troops
on European battlefields exists to an alarming extent. This
.is to be expected, As a l'esult of exposure and depressiv·e
influences of war, the tubercule bacillus becomes m9st potential. Recently Doctor Herman Biggs returned from
France, having been called there by the French Govel'lllment
to battle against tuberculosis. He found tuberculosis most
prevalent in the French hospitals. His experience and observation should inspire the leaders in the antituberculosis
campaign to redouble their efforts. A great percentage of
soldiers returning from the front to the Canadia1n hospitals
are found to be ,afflicted with tuberculosis. The mobilization
of large bodies of men in our states will increase appreciably,
whether these men go to the front or not, the incidence .of
tuberculosis. When, however, our men are transported to
European battle l.iines, we. shall find great need of a most
·efficient organization to handle the tuberculosis situation. It
is important that everywhere should now begin the construction of a Une of hospitals es.pecially equipped for the treatment of tuberculosis. The counties with the larger centers
of population should at once begin the planning of adequate
hospital facilities, not only for tuberculosis but for medical
and surgical disease·s as well.

I
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were held with nothing of an extraordinary. nature transpiring, a~nd upon the 5th the long looked for day arrived.
The natives of the island had completed a neat little chapel
at a cost of a little over two thousand dollars (French dollars). The crowd assembled at the hour of nine and well,
you may know that the native was in full costume. The sisters were to be seen with large figured Japanese s'ilk. dresses
made mother-hubbard fashion; others were adorned with
vari-colored and styled silks. The brethren came out in their
white starched duck suits, others with the long Prince Albert
black, U!nd together with the unaccustomed shoe, and stiff
collar ear high, we assure you we had a spectacular crowd.
The branch president read a statement on the porch to the
effect that the church was clear of indebtedness, at the close of
which thE;) key was given into our hands. A rousing and
appropriate song was· sung by Rairoa and at the appointed
phrase we unlocked and opened the door, the crowd following excitedly clamoring for seats. Being sea,ted the bell
was rUing, and the writer dispensed the worci. Scarcely had
we commenced the discourse when the governor's bell was
rung calling all workers together, for the roasted pigs must
be unearthed and carried to a suitable place for their presentation to the assembled Saints. Well, of course, tha,t took
part of the audience, but after their leaving, the audience was
quieted and we proceeded. We had not talked long when the
l'oasted pork was carried in front of the church and laid on
coco1nut leaves to one side of the building. The sight of
roasted pig was too much for the native, the only thing
wo11th notice to them being their anticipated feast. It was
distributed among the branches and all did justice, perhaps
better stated, they all did injustice to themselves..
1

We forgot to m91ntion that on the morning of April 2 the
Tahiti Saints, together with our companion, reached the
island on a small power.• boat. They experienced a rough
sea, but all lived through.
The morning of the 6th the mission conference was commenced after the .following program: 8 a. m. prayer service,
10 a. m. quorum meetings, also children and women's meetings under the direction of Sisters Ellis and Christernsen,
2 p. m. conference proper, 7 p. m. programs and some evenings preaching services. This program W;lS followed ·as
closely as possible during the conference.
We endeavored to make this conference a place of instruction and profit to the native Saints a1nd ministry. We believe
we succeeded to a small degree, and hope for better conditions to be manifested this coming conference. It is an utter
impossibility to transform the primitive mind as quickly as
the one in Zio1n. However, we see. a better condition exist. ing. This is not U!n ignoring of the labor of former missionaries, but rather a recognition, as their labors are now bearing fruit, and we hope that we may be ahle to ass,ist as they
have assisted.
The conference passed a resolution that the church in
America be requested to send two new missionaries as an
addition to our present force. The Saints want more help,
we need more help, a1nd we continue to trust for it. The field
is large and broad for active laborers.
Our books are not entirely straightened out, but from
what we can get a.t, we believe we have a membership of
about one thousand. We hope to be able to state definitely
this coming conference.
The conference continued until the 11th, when we adjourned to meet with the Heberona BrU!nch, in Tahiti, for
the conference of 1918.
We returned to Papeete by way of Makatea, reaching
Papeete April 19, and are now busily engaged in our work,

very anxiously waiting for news from the General Conference.
We hope and pray that all is well in the la1nd of Zion.
Still in the conflict,
CLYDE F. ELLIS.
0SCURO, NEW MEXICO, May 19, 1917.
Edito1"S Herald: We are (wife and I) on a tour through this
country and. while: at this place read the book from which I
send you an extract for publication, provided you consider
it of sufficient interest to the cause.
Yours in bonds,
C. M: SALTER.
OLD SPANISH FORT

(Extract from Rangers and Sovere:ciglllt.y, by Captain Dan
W. Roberts.)
In the northern portio1n of Texas are the plain evidences
of prehistoric settlement.
About twenty-five miles below Fort McKavett, which is
situated at the head springs of San Saba River, stands an
old Fort called the Old Spanish Fort. The!re is no history
of it, as to who built or where it was built. It was well
constructed. for defense, being built immediately on the bank
of the >San Saba River, and on the east ba1nk, having a
large body of water on the west si<:te, probably a mile long,
seventy-five to one hundred yards wide, with considerable
depth. There was an approach to the Fort under the banks
of the river. To the east, through there, there is an open
space of land covering probably a half mile, and perfectly
leve1l. They have some kind of cannon and two diamonds, well
built, ·at each end of the fort wall, upon which their pieces
were mounted. Curiosity led some people to dig dow1n at
those diamonds where they found hundreds of round iron
balls, something like the size of oranges, that they had used
in the field pieces. The waJl of the fort was twelve feet high,
and the inner buildings were joined to the main wall and facing· in front of it. The fort would accomodate two hundred
people. It was all built of stone.
'rhe people that occupied the fort were an agricultural people, as the plain marks of <Litches were to be seen within a
half mile of the fort, which they used for irrigating. We
say they were Spaniards, but other evidence doesn't prove it.
When the Spaniards occupied Santa Fe, New Mexico, they
found seven old towns, extending south from Santa Fe in
the directio,n of Texas. And the his,tory of the people that
bw:Jt them was never heard of and is not known to-day.
The structure of the old forts i1n New Mexico is almost exacJtly the same as that in Texas. The peopl-e of Texas were
accustomed to say and think that the northwestern portion
of Texas was a neMT country, but the facts stand out that
it was the oldest settled part of North America. The fact
of their having cannons doef\n't prove them Spaniards. There
were great pirates who superseded General Labitte by centuries. They could have had this island home which was
secluded from all nations.
·
But our imagination has no right to denominate them
pirates. If it was our task to find out who they were, we
would sear~h Ridpath's History of the World and look for
missing people of all nations, when and how they disappeared. There are legends telling of the people, but 1not a
word in authentic history.

Independence Stake
The classes of study at the church will soon be closed for
the present term. Some very interesting class work i_s being
made available for our young people in Kansas City, we hear.
For instance: Qne class for children's nurses, under Red Cross
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auspices, where. are taught the principles of baby-te,nding achave of late been taki:ng up the first principles of the gospel
cording to modern hygienic standards; then there are the in short, illustrated sermons. The interest taken in these
knitting circles where excellent work is being done for the meetings is very gr.atify::ng. The sermon or talk occupies
sold~ers; and there is a dass in art work which is very usenot over twenty-five minutes, usually less, while there are
selections of music by the children and s.imilar special feaful also.
The ceramic club's twenty-first annual exhibit lately •elm- tures to give them a rest from what might be too prolonged
bodied the most recent attai:nments of a few women, ·among efforts at co1ncentration.
theni being sisters from the Stone Church. In the decorating
The memorial sermon on the evening of May 27 was by
of pottery, also in painting, Sist•e:rs R. G. Smith and K. E.
Elder Henry A. Stebbins.
The Book of Mormon classes continue every other M~nday
Ward showed proficiency. On June 5 will be the graduating
evening and are considering the advisab'lity of meeting e'l"ery
exercises of the nurses from the Sanitarium.
Everybody seems 'to be busy doing his bit in these critical week. The Book of Mormon normal book is the hasis of the
times. Church work continues and fine reports come from study at present, but when it is finished the Book of Mormon
will be taken up from a more special standpoint~
the bra.nches.
On Sunday we had a soaking rain all day which affected
The editors say they intend to give space in this department
the attendance at all the meetings. About one hundred were to ,news of the flag raising events on Memor:al Day and the
present at the morning prayer meeting, and at Sunday school day following, so we are glad to leave it to their superior
pens-or typewriters.
DELBERT.
only 683.
.
Bishop Keir, in his usually cheerful manner, gave counsel ooncer,ning the keeping the perfect law, and pointed out
From Here and There
some of the irregularities of •everyday life, quest:onable ·
methods in business, pride, anger, hatred, covetousness, envy
Omaha reports excellent attendance and interest following
and selfishness. But our brother's good advice was seasoned
the
recent series of lectures by Augustine Dwyer. Elder
with good cheer and encouragement to press on in the glorious
Hubert Case just concluded an interesting .,series of sermons
work.
ABBIE A. HORTON.
during the week at Decatur.

Lamoni, Iowa
One of cur thoughtful Sunday school classes--they call
themselves "The Weatherproof Class"-recently secured sufficient subscriptions to purchase a flag and pole to support
it, and had it ·erected on the premises of our pastor, J. F.
Garver. He thinks deeply on the subject. of patriotism and
hesitates ,not to declare his loyalty and devotion to the
principles ·of right and honor for which our national colors
stand.
·
The community is planning on an elaborate program for
the evening of June 5, registration day. Those of our boys
who are called on to bear arms for our country will do so
with the united support of the community back of them.
Three Lamo:ni lads are at Fort Snelling, tra,:ning for officers'
duties, while four CT five have enlist·ed as privates in the
various branches of service.
On the evening of May 31 a local organization was effected to cooperate with the labor and seed bureau of the
Burlington Railway. One of the twenty representatives at
work in the Middle West was wi:th us and ascerta:ned our
local conditions and told us how we might cooperate with
the ma,ny other plac~s situated as we are. The work is
gratis and appears to be on a very comprehensiv:"e basis.
One of the items report·ed to him was that the Lamoni
school board has rented three acres of' the college plat and
has placed it in charge of a competent man. for the summer.
He has enrolled forty-five boys, who are very industriously
planting and tending i-t, the entire crop to be their pr.operty.
The usual garden crops are being pla1n ted and a little later
on navy beans will be included, s.ince the early planting of
these is often affected with weevils. On another lot down
town_:_the old Central school grounds-the girls are to garden. About twenty have enrolled to date and it is expected
that others will follow. The Order of E1noch are going to
put~in a sorghum mill this fall and a number of our people
are planting cane. Lamoni ::s ·naturally a place of home
gardens. At the rate we are now prooe:eding we will do
our part to supply the necessary surplus in food supply.
The "junior meetings" as they are called, at which about a
hundred childfren and young people assemble every two weeks,

Sister Marie Riggs, well known throughout the church as
a pianist of unusual ability, was married on May 24 to John
Emmert Ehrke and will be at home at the Lucrest Apartments, 1618 Linwood, Kansas City, Missouri, after June 10.
"We assembled in conference on April 6 this year at Geelong, Victoria, and had a very good time. It is good to be
lifted out of the things of the world for a while and have
one's th'oughts solely on the things of God."-Addie Cuthbert;
Murruni.heena, Victoria, Australia.
Henry Fo;d, of Detroit Michigan, publishes a booklet of
seventy-five pages entitled, The Case Against the Little
White Slaver, which can be Jmd free, except the postage which
is four cents. Any person interested in knowing the evil of
the cigarette habit and wanting_ to teach others of its ·terrible effect on mind and body should read the book.
Elder A. C. Barmore addresses the Sa1:nts and friends of
central and easterrn Ore1gon as follows: "Having been request,ed by President F. M. Smith to spend the summer
months with you, I send this notice requesting you to write
me regarding opportuniti.es for missionary labor in your
localities.· If I should not be able to respond to all ca.!ls now,
the information will be furnished President Smith for future use."-,-Condon, Oregon.
We learn that the Mount Washington Sunday School (in
Kansas City Stake) had complied with the call recently made
to double last year's Christmas offering by reaching that
mark on February 11 of this year. Last yea.r's offering was
their largest, too. They have now more than doubled ·last
year'fl toll, though they are a little behind their schedule
which is three dollars a week for fifty weeks, and the school
qnly has an enrollment qf sixty-eight, not counting the home
department. May we hear from others doing as well.
Clippings sent us from the Western World, published at
Bandon, Oregon, tell of the tragic death of Mrs. ChaUincey
Carpenter, not far from Myrtle Point. The launch carrying
the party, which also included their two-mQnths-old child,
capsized and while the father swam to. the shore· with the
latter the others were all drowned. The bodies of the girls,
Cla.ra, aged twelve, and Ruth, aged five, daughters of Mr.
and Mrs. W. D. Carpenter, were recovered, but the mother's
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was not. The funera) sermon by Elder Samuel, Wood created
much comment, both favorable and unfavorable, and the attendance at the regular church services of- the Saints has
been materially increased as a result.
A brief item from 0. R. Miller tells us that he is at Winter
Hill, Massachus,etts, and likes the people well. He sends us
a clipping from a Boston Post which tells of the laying of
the corner stone for a new "Church ,of All Nations." We
quote: "Th~ church, remarkable in many respects, will be
one in wh'ch people of any nationality or creed mal{ worship
with their own services a,nd ministers. The services may be
in English or
their native tongue. Already many denominations, including a group of Mohammedans, have asked
the privilege of us:ng the church." Brother Miller is confident that this will include our denomination, a;nd will work
to that end.

i:

STOCKPORT, ENGLAND, April 13, 1917.
Editors He1·ald: The annual conference of the Manchester
(England) Dishict was held in Manchester April 7, 8 and 9.
The district presidemcy, High Priests J. W. Taylor and G. W.
Legott, and Elder J. Bailey were in charge.
Saturday evening was ,occupied in reading the reports from
the officials of district, the spiritual reports of all the
branches, also the re~ports of the m~nistry. The associate
missionary in charge, W. H. Greenwood, also reported, but he
was absent, being in attendance at the Birmingham district
conference.
There seems to he a revival in the hearts of brethren who
have been standing aside, and they are requesting that they
lbe permitted to take up their labor again. For this we are
most thankful.
The S'Uinday services were inspirational; the speakers for
the morning and evening meetings ber:ng Elder Abel Hall, of
the missionary staff, and High Priest J. W. Taylor, the district president. A baptismal service was con<iucted at the
close of the morning service by Elders Abel Hal and William
Worth, when three members of the Stockport Branch and one
from the North 'Branch were inducted into the waters of
baptism.
The afternoon testimony. meeting was in charge of Patriarch Jamers Baty. We greatly missed the face of Patriarch
Henry Greenwood, both he and his wife being very ill. We
trust they may still be spared to us to add to their lifelong
sphere of usefulness.
Miss Annie Taylor was the soloist at the evening service.
The catering committee, under the direction of Elder James
Schofield, provided lunch and tea at a most reasonable charge,
which greatly added to the success of conference.
'At the Monday's sessions, at the suggestion o:li the a.ssociate missiornary in charge (Elder W. H. Greenwood) and the
hearty approval of all the members, the whole of the office~rs
for the year 1916 were reeieded for the coming year. The
other business ,aff,ecting the Manchester District was also
attended to.
_The secretary reported twenty-two baptisms for the past
year, nine deaths, four of which were of young men killed
in action in France. Many of our brethren and ministers are
serving in their country's cause, 111nd we are looking forward
to the time when they will be safely restored to us. We
passed a vote of confidence in the general, mission and local
authorities.
While in s,ession we were thinking of -the General Conference at Lamon!i, from which we are eagerly anticipating
gl'eat events towards the redempti~n of Zion.
JOHN W. TAYLOR, District President.
WILLIAM WORTH, Secretary.
28 Horace Grove.

Conference Minutes
KANSAS :CITY STAKE.-At Central Church, Ninth and Lydia
Avenue, Kansas City, Missouri, Ma,y 2'6 and 27, 2.30 p. m.
The stake pmsidency, J. A. Tanner and· S'. S. Sandy, wer:e
elected pr:esidency of the conference. W. S. Brown, secretary. Bishop James F. Keir tendered his resignation as
bishop, which was accepted. Bishop R. Bullard appointed by
General Conference as bishop of Ka,nsas City Stake was by
motion ratified. George Jenkins, appointed by General Conference as missionary to Kansas City Stake, was concurred in
by vote by the co,nf,erence. Bishop Bullard requested all b:r:anch
solicitors to .report -to Bishop Keir for the balance of the
current month. The gerneral 1church chorist:er appointed
Earl Aud'et as chorister for Kansas City Stake, which was
approved. A ·recommendation that min:is:try and quorum
reports be made twice a year at the August and .February
conferences and to be in the hands of the secl'etary the first
of each month mentioned was adopte-d. A rec.ommendation
, :that all calls to the ministry requiring the actio:n of the
stake high council before ordination. be submitted in writ:i;ng with such evidence in the casre as may be at hand, which
may be submitted oraUy or in writing; if orally, should be
,represented by branch or branch president, which recommendation was adopted. In the matter of the division of the
books of -the old Irndependence Stake library so that the
Kansas City, Independence and Holden Slakes: could each
share in them the investigating committee recommended that
the library remain intact :a,t Independenc:e, ·their present location, which w,as adopted. Bishop Keir reported in regard
to the t1ent fund that he had received ornly $99.50 from eight
branches and that $150 additional would be necessary before
the tent could be purchased, was received and- spread upon
the minutes and the committete continued. Bishop Keir's financial I'ieport was read: Balance on hand January 1, $22:1.62;
tithing 111nd stake collect::ons received, $2,288.20. Paid for aid,
$177.50; elders' families, $582.00; s:take expenses, $5.60; to
B. R. McGuire, $1,700.00; balance, $44.72. Sanitarium account: On hand last report, $3.50; turned over to B. R.
McGuire. Order of Enoch; collected: $2.50, turned over to
M. H. Siegfried. Report was ,adopted. Robert Winning
was ·elected stake member of Gospel Literature Board. A
recommendation that the stake presidency be empowered to
place the first nom~nation in all branches in the election of
bra,nch presidents was adopted. A resolution.that all confer•Onces hereafter be . mass confemnces was adopted. James
W. •Stobaugh was recommended as counselor to president of
First Quorum _of Elders and his ordination was provided for
and was ordained at the 2.30 p. m. prayer meeting the 27th.
As the presid€!nt of the deacon's quorum has resigned the
stake presidency were 'empowered to provide a president for
the deacon's quorum.

Pastoral
To the Sar:nts and Friends of Central Oklahoma District;
Greeting: The appointing powers having returned us to the
above-nam"d district for another year, we wish to solicit the
hearty cooperation of all the Saints, :and the scattered ones
in particular, writing us of the prospects for missionary work
in your vidnirty,. a,nd we will do our best in' responding to
all such calls, as far as time and opportunity will permit.
Also, as bishop's agent, we shall be pleased to continue to
rerceipt for all moneys sent in for tithing, consecration and
freewill :o·fferings. Amounts large or small gladly received.
The Saints of the Central Oklahoma District have in the
past done remarkably well, and ~n proportion has the Lord
bless:e'<l: his people. Let us make this a banner year. Should
not our slogan be, "Duty first."
Mail sent to my home address, 1517 West Maple Avenue,
Independence, Mis_tlouri, will always reach me.
Hopefully in the conflict,
JOSEPH ARBER.

Conference Notices
S'pokane, at Palouse, Washington, June 30 and July 1.
F. D. Omans, president, W. W. Fordham, secretary.
Eastecrn Montana,, at Andes, June 23 and 24. W. H. Hillman, president; Mark C. Hutchinson, secretary, Andes, Montana.
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Northeastern. Missouri, at Bevier, June 23 a;nd 24. Election of officers and other business of importance. William
C. Chapman, secretary.
· ·
E:astern Iowa, at Muscatine, June 23 and 24. Send all
veports before 'the 15th to Cora B. Hart, secretary, 1416
Harrison Street, Davenport, Iowa.
Central Texas confei·ence and reunion, 1near Hearne, Texa,s.,
July 21, 1917, at 10 a. m. Sunday school convention erve!lling
of June 20. Many are expecting to camp. All come and make
itt a good reunion. Remember the date. C. M. M·itchell, secretary, ·Cookes Point, Texas.
Hold~n Stake, with Warrensburg Branch June 16 and 17,
at 2 p. m. on the 16th. Sunday school and Religio w:ill convene at 10 a. m. The Woman's Auxiliary will hold their session in the afternoon of the 18th. D. J. Krahl and F. A.
McWethy, stake presidency.
Saskatchewan, wt Viceroy, July 4, continuing to the morning of July 9. We are ·expecting a large gathering of our
people at these conventions and conference, including Pr,esident F. M. Smith; we are assured of Apostles Gillen and
Aylor, also Bishop B. R.. McGuire. We have completed arrai!lgements with the railroad companies for De,duced rates.
Buy a single ticket from your home depot to Viceroy and be
sure to obtain a standard certificate when buying your ticket.
If one hundred holding these certificates are present we r1e1turn home free. If fifty are present we rerturn for one
third; and if U!nder fifty we return .for two third fare; lit
will equal your ticket at the return rate. An ·effort is being
ma.de to furnish as many as possible wiJth sleeping accommodations free. Arrangements are being made with restaurants for reduced rates for meals. We hope to see a
large attendance. All will be made welcome. . For furthe:r
information consult the unde·rsigned. T. J. Jordan, .presid~nt; J. Dobson, first vice president; W. J. Cornish, second
vice president; Bertha Cornish, secretary.

Convention Notices
Eastern Montana Sunday school, at Andes, Montana, June
22. Mrs. Mark C. Hutchinson, secrre:tary, Andes, Montana.
Southern Missouri Sunday school, ~t Springfieid, J~ne 1,
2.30 p. m. E. T. Kemp, superintendent; 'Mrs. J. A. Lytle,
secretary.
Southern Wisconsin Religio, at Oak Ridge, June 15.
Irvin Le:nox, president; 'Sylva Dennis, secretary, 822 Willard
Avenue, Madison, Wisconsin.
Kewanee Sunday school and Religio, at Dahinda, June 8,
2 p. m. Election of officers. Marjorie B. Holmes, Heiligi.o
secretary, Joy, Illinois.
Northeastern Nebraska Religio and Sunday· school, at
Decatur, June 8, 9 a. m. Mrs. M. A. Peters<l!n, 2708 North
Twentieth •Street, Omaha, Nebraska.
Kirtland Sunday school a,nd Relig:o, at Akron, Ohfo, Saturday 'e'Vening and Sunday, June 9 and 10. All officers and
teachers and all who are ::nterested in the Sunday school
and Religio are urged to be present. Mrs. Louis Gintz, secretary, Akron, Ohio.
&

Reunion Notices
Alabama, at McKe'nzie, July 27,_ continuing 10 days. E. C.
Shelley, secretary, Greenville, South Carolina.
Onset, Mass'achusetts, opens July 21 a;nd holds over two
weeks. Further announcements will be made regarding tents
and eating accommodations. Start making your plans now
to att.end.· M. C. FCsher, 7 Miner ,street, Somerville, Massar
chusetts.
North Dakota, at Logan, June 29 to July 8 inclusive.
Apostles James A .. Gillen and William Aylor expected to be
there. Meals will be served o,n the g.rounds. 'Let all who
possibly can make an effort to come. We extend an invi,tation to the Saints of Eastern Montana. Warren McElwain,
Lansford, North Dakota, for the committee.

A Correction
In last week's HERALD we pubLshed a let,ter from Sister
Hiel Brunson with the name of the place misspelled. It
should! have been West BrooklYi!l instead of West Brook,
Illinois.
,
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Requests for Prayers
John McBain and wife, of 575 Clay Street, Dubuque, Iowa,
ask an interest ii!l the prayers of the Saints, as they are isolat,ed from the Saints there and feel very lonely.
Brother John Winslow writes from Falkla,nd, British
Columbia, saying there is a man there who has been in bed
four years wi,th a broken back, and though not a member of
the church believes in the restored gosp,ell, :and has no doubt
the whole family will obey in time. He believes in the laying on of hands and .that he can be healed, therefore desires
the .prayers of the Saints.

Our Departed Ones
LiEIGH.-Evelyn Lillie, the nine-year-old daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Harry Leigh of Omaha, Nebraska, was borri August
15, 1908; died March 15, 1917. The Lord knows why the
little ones are called home so young, we know not. His will
he done. Funeral sermon by Hubert Case.
EVANS.-Rachel Evans was born in Saint Louis County,
Mis1souri, in 185<8. Di·ed March 11, 1917. Since the death of
her mother i,n 1904 she has kept house for her father on a
farm in 'Sullivan, and! was his constant companion, even
he1lping him with 1the work on the farm. She was in poor
health when her father passed away, and only survived him
by five da,ys. Funeral services conducted by 0. R. Miller.
ATTEBERRY.~Sister Martha Rohe1
r tson Attebeny was born
near Waco, Missouri, December 21, 1861. Married William
Frank Atteberry in 1880. She was baptized 1n her youth
and !heed a noble life, honored and respected , by all and
dearly beloved by her own family. Died at her home in
Webb City, Missouri, May 20, 1917, afte1r several months'
illness. Funeral serv:1ces at the church conducted by Charles
Fry, bef.o.re a large gathering.
·CARPENTER.-Clara Evalina Carpent,er was born December 1, 1904, the daughter of Brother and Sister D. W. Carpe!llter, and died from drowning on M_ay 7, 1917, near M.yrtle
Point, Ore:gon, following the capsizing of a boat containing
her sister and sister-in-law, the three lostng their lives,
The fa,ther saved
baby but the others were drowned be,.,
fore he could return to them. Baptize;d F1ebruary 11, 1915.
Furreml services in cha,rge of :Samuel Wood, assisted by F. J.
Chatburn, before a very large audience.
CARPENTER.-Ruth Edwina Carpenter was born April 28,
1912, and died from accidental drowning with her sister and
s::!Ster-in-law, near Myrtle Point, Oregon, on May 7, 1917.
Her body and tha,t of her sister were recovered, but a,t the
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SA TJSFACTORY LEATHER GOODS
As an outgrowth,of our book binilery at the Herald
Publishing House, Lamoni, Iowa, we have established
in a modest way a leather goods department which can
supply the demands of the church in this line. We have
hopes that when it becom,es more generally known that
we can supply these articlesthe work may be extended
and employment giveu to a number of worthy college
students.
The qurulity of the workmanship is good, and the
various articles manufactured are sent postpaid at the
·price listed in our illustrated catalogue~
·
Senil for the catalogue and when you or your friends
need. anything in this line, order it from your church
publishing house and the profit will help extend the
gospel work through our publishing department.
Purses, hand bags, music ro~ls, and similar leather
necessities are in stock for immediate shipment, making
most useful .presents.

THE BOARD OF I'UBLICATION
A. Carmichael, Manager
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time of the funeral tha:t of Mrs. Chauncey Edward Car-penter had not been found. The funeral sermon was by
Samuel Wood, assisted by F. J. Chatburn. A very large
attendanc·e evidenced the ·esteem with which the family was
held.
TAGERT.-Eliza P. Tagert was born July 31, 1839. Married Samuel C. Lucas May 21, 1860, at Highland, Ohio, and
to this union were born 5 childDen, only one of whom (E. T.
Lucas) surviVle's her. Her husband was killed by lightning
and she later married Doctor E. C. Tagert, of Lilly Chapel,
Ohio, who died some years ago. Baptized in 1908 by Samuel Twombly. :Shie was a loving and kind mother, a worthy
Saint, and loved and respected by all who kne,w her. Died
'May 20, 1917. Leaves to mourn, 1 son, 1 brother, and a host
of friends. Funeral services from her home i1n Tulsa; Oklahoma, in charge of Peter A,damson, jr.; sermon by Joseph
Arber.
ALLDRIDGE.-Sarah E. Williams Alldrid~e was born March
29, 1855, and died May 17, 1917, at her home near Leon,
Iowa, surrounded hy her husband and children, and many
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Organization of F-ar W:est· Stake
N ot,es and Comments
ORIGINAL ARTICLES:
Graceland Extension Institute, by Charles B.
Woodstock
Machu Pic~hu and the Megalithic People-Part
3, by William Woodhead
The Associates of the Young-No. 3, by Grace
Baughman
A·Para.Ilelism, by James E. Ya:tes
0~, GENERAL INTEREST:
Uberty Loan Bon.ds
Dark Hour Ahead for Americans
The Doctrine of Fatalism
WoMAN's AuxiLIARY
Ruby I. 1Short-Charlotte Dryden-Mrs. J. A:
- Gardner.
LETTER DEPARTMENT
Clyde F. Ellis-C. M. SaJ.ter-Abbi'e A. Horton-From Hem and There-J. W. Taylor and William Worth.
MISCELLANEOUS DEPARTMENT

Dr.. Joseph Mather, Specialist

ORDER YOUR BOOKS OF US
BOOK OF MORMON.~We sell this book
iri various bindings, listed in our price
list. The most popular editions are, No.
11, cloth, 90c; No. 12, full leather $1.30
JOAN OF ARC.-"Frances" here tells
the story of Joan of Arc in a most human way. The French heroine is here
brought down to the present and is seen
as a living being, rather than a remote
historical character. The social revolution she helped bring about, the service
she rendered her country, make the story
of her life interesting to. al1 generations.
Joan is an inspiration.
No. 370,
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friends. 'She was the wiif1e of B. D. Alldridge, and they
were unit:ed in marri:age at CI'escent City, Iowa, the place
of her birth, in the year 1871. They were the parents of
ten children, eight of whom still live, and were pl'es:ent at
her funeral, which Wlas held at her home May 18, in charg1e
of John F. G;trver. The 'remains wel'e shipped to her forme:r
home near ·Sloan, Iowa, where her body was int:erred by
the ha,nds of a large number of h:er friends who met at the
depot unde1r the leadership of Elder Amos Berve.
CRUM.-Samuel Crum was porn at HarVlerstraw, Rockland
County, New York, Decembm·-8, 1844. Served in the Army
three and one half years during the Civil War. Afterward
married Miss :Sarah Willard, and to them 3 children wer'eJ
born. After her death he married Miss Rebecca Jane ,Curtis,
in 1888, and to this union were born 3 childre1n. Has been
a member of the 'church about forty years. Ordained soon
after uniting with the church. 'ln 1889 he moved to Oi"egon,
and later to Castle Rock, Washington, then to Centralia,
Washington, where he has resided for the past eleven years.
Died April19, 1917. :Services at the Saints' chapel, Centralia,
W ashi1ngton, in charge of the Grand Army of the Republic,
sermo11 by C. N. Headding.
·

Tonsils and Adenoids completely removed.
in diseases of the eye, ear,. nose, and
throat.
E1ders and family on ministerial allowance, work done free of charge.
Cataracts removed.
Work done in Independence Sanitarium, Independence, Missouri.
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or
Why" not grow yortr own foodstuffs in this time of crisis? Cut
down living expenses by accepting our offer of land on the railway
right of way free of charge. While we give employees the preference,
we hope many others will avail themselves of the land they do not use.
Begin now and select your spot. Make application to the Station
Agent or Section Foreman.
,
As soon as your tract has been assigned, start preparin-g the
soil at once, Manure the land if possible, and plow or ·spade deeply .
. Make the see~ beds fine an,d firm. Plant mostly vegetables that. can
b~ kept for WI~ter use, s_uch as potatoes, beans, onions, carrots, parsmps and turmps. Cultivate and hoe thoroughly. Kill the weeds.·
Keep the surface soil loose.
Assistance and advic~ re_garding growing of gm·dens will be
gla_dly furmshed by J: B. Lamson, Agriculturist,
C~1cago, or 0 .. H. L1ebers, Agricultural Agent,
Lmes West, Railway Exchange Building, Denver,
Colorado.

E. A. Howard, Vice President
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.. There shall nOt any man among you have save it
be one wife; and concubines he shall have none."-

ulf ye continue in my word, then are ye my disCiples
indeed; and ye •hall know the t•uth, and the truth ohall
m_ake you free."-Jolm 8: 31-32.

Book of Mormon, Jacnb 2: 36.

Doctrine

Holy

Book of
Mormon

Scriptures

and Covenant

Larnoni, loWia, June 13, 1917

Volurne 64

Nurnber 24
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JAMES E. KELLEY

Many throughout the church are made sad by the
news of the death of James E. Kelley of the Quorum
of Twelve, on Monday; June 4.
Elder Kefley was born June 11, 1879 at Madison,
Indiana, and baptized April 13~ 1896, at Kirtland,
Ohio, by his uncle, Bishop E. L. Kelley, who was
also spokesman in confirming him. He was thus
the youngest member of his quorum.
He came to attend Graceland College shortly after
his baptism, and remained as a student there for
two years or over, until the outbreak of the SpanishAmerican War. At the outbreak of the war, he
enlisted in the fifty-first Iowa Volunteers, which saw
service in the Philippines. There he suffered from
malaria and later pneumonia, which undermined
his health.
During his absence in the islands his family moved
to Lamoni, where they have 1~esided ever since.
Brother Kelley was ordained an elder July 7, 1901
and the following conference volunteered for missionary service and was appointed to labor in Maine.
In 190? he was appointed to Ohio and 1904 to the
Rocky Mountain Mission.
But he was desirous of further education so was
.released in order to attend the State University of
Iowa for about eighteen months, where he studied
law. There an illness developed into tuberculosis,
so he was compelled to leave and go to Arizona for
treatment.
A year or two later he was pro:g.ounced cured,
and returned to Lamoni where he was married· on
October 25, 1907, to Audentia M. Hayer and left
with her the same day to take up missionary work
in western Nebraska and the Black Hills.
The following conference, April 16, 1908, he was
ordained a seventy by John W. Rushton and his
father, William H. Kelley, and enrolled in the third
quorum of seventy. As a seventy he labored in
western Nebraska, Manitoba, and in 1912 m Ari-

zona and New Mexico. His .appointment to the latt~r place being on account of declining health.
In April, 1913, he was called to the Quorum of
Twelve to take the place of his father, William H.
Kelley, who had been a member of that quorum for
forty years, and president of the quorum for sixteen
years. On April 19 he was ordained to that office
under the hands of Gomer T. Griffiths, F. A. Smith,
and J. W. Rushton. Since then his work has been

JAM·ES E. KELLEY.

in the Rocky Mountain region, Nevada, Arizona,
New Mexico, Colorado and Mexico, though in 1913
he was appointed with F. M. Sheehy in: charge of
the Pacific Slope Mission, in addition to the· States
cited before.
Brother Kelley was unable to attend the late conference on account of ill health, still despite this
fac~ he had almost worn himself out trying to meet
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the demands of his office. While in Colorado Presi- action has been based on insufficient information,
dent F. M. Smith and F. M. Sheehy and John W. the matter may not be discussed and opinion given
Rushton, of the Quorum of Twelve, made immedi- during the year.
ate provisions for his removal and ·treatment and
When the joint council acts, members of that
his wife and sister, a trained nurse, Sister Ethel council should place their arguments there and not
Kelley, were sent for. It was hoped by this method in the field. There are some men who cannot permit
and his removal to New !Mexico his life might be pro- 'SOme one else to be praised without making a dislonged for many weeks and months at least, but the paraging remark. This should not be. Our work
strain of passing over the Continental Divide proved should be made constructive, not destructive.
too much for him, so his days of usefulness have
Unless a man is very careful, he will find that
been cut short, while his best years of life should there are some people towards whom our reaction
still have been before him.
is unfavorable. It may be unconscious. In such
Upon the return from Las Vegas the body lay cases, unless there is care, there may be not only
in state Tuesday evening at Kansas City and a short criticisms, but personal dislike may affect official
service was held by relatives and friends. Owing action.
to high w!ater the trip to Lamoni was delayed
We have heard this suggestion made several times
until Thursday, at which time the train from Saint without an attempt to make it personal. We have
Joseph backed in with the funeral party.
heard men give the inference that they have been
The service was held at the Saints' church in silenced in fact without any action being taken, by
Lamoni, Friday afternoon. Bishop R R. McGuire the simple expedient of not appointing them to speak
was the spokesman, the services being in charge of or do other work.
·
Bishop Albert Carmichael, while Apostle Frank M.
Sheehy offered prayer. The music for the sad ocFrom observation we are inclined to think in many
cases
that this conclusion is founded on insufficient
casion was furnished by 'Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Wight, ,
Mrs. Bertha Burgess and Arthur Church, while Miss premises. We have ourselves e:Ji:perienced such a
Amy Vredenburgh pres.ided at the organ. Many manner from others, as to lead us to· believe that the
of the family attended from out of town, including other party thought us beneath his notice, only to
Bishop E. L. Kelley and a brother, Cassius Kelley. find later that his opinion to the contrary was very
Elder Columbus Scott, for many years senior presi- high. ,Other matters have intervened, is often the
.dent of the seventies, offered a few remarks and real explanation.
prayer at the cemetery. Elder Kelley leaves a wife
.Certainly on the basis of efficiency we want no
and three small children to mourn, together with idle men who are able to work. In this conn~c
the whole church.
tion we may refer to another point made by President Smith, that the missionary should inspire the
local men to service and so arouse them that they
LOYALTY
will feel the vitality of the missionary. There are
too many members of the priesthood who are not
We note in the address of President Frederick M. active, and therein the cause suffers loss. It is not
Smith to the priesthood, the emphasis laid upon loy- enough to ask, Have we put forth new men, who
alty. This does not mean loyalty to the joint coun- are more able and more active? It is not .enough
cil alone. It means loyalty to the church and to each to find a man who is inefficient as a missionary or
·other. It is a part of Christianity, that we should in local capacity. The essential thing is to discover
not by innuendo attempt to weaken the respect of wherein he is efficient, and employ him therein.
others fo~. a brother. Yet it has been in the past
We have noticed in many places young. men disa very common occurrence.
placing those older in years and b:t:inging marlmd
The men on whom has been placed responsibility energy to the work, and therein there has been gain.
feel under the imperative necessity of carrying that But if the older men are practically laid on the shelf
responsibility and trying to do their duty. If we we are still fa;r below the plaoe we should be. The
think such a man is failing or going wrong, the fair highest efficiency requires the service of eyeryone.
thing is to take the matter up between you and him The highest efficiency requires the ability to put
alone, either in person or by correspondence, and aside personal likes and dislikes, discover the ability
for the work's sake help him to get right. But in of each man and utilize him.
talking to others let us emphasize first and always
It should al~o be evident that those in charge of
his good qualities.
·
the work in various fields, local, district, branch,
When the conference has acted, none should at- stake or missionary, should not r~ceive too readily
tempt directly to impeach that action, or to treat the statement§\ of the talebearer. If a man is reit unfairly. This does not mean that where the ported to have preached heresy, give him an oppor-
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tunity to explain himself. Not many months ago
we heard a criticism concerning a certain man's
preaching, whom many felt had for this reason been
silenced, not ofiJcially, but by the simple expedient
of not asking him to speak. He was alleged to ha~e
made certain statements in a public address. After
six months we had occasion to see him and we
brought the matter up, calling his attention to this
'report, which he at once denied.
Are some of our young men who are coming forward strong enough for the situation? Utilize the
services of those who have had years of experience
and utilize the services of the many young men
who are coming to the front, so that with wisdom
the work may be carried on more energetically to
a successful conclusion. We believe with the help
of our Father these young men are and will be strong
enough; and that we are merely going through a
S. A. B.
period of transition.
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time they rea~ized that God is our Father, and that we are
all brothers and ·that our love for God is measured ~n terms
of human kindness.

Elder Wixom also delivered the address at the
exercises in the city of San Bernardino on memorial
day. His address is also set forth in the San Bernardino Daily Sun.

THE BOARD OF PUBLICATION

Bishops B. R. McGuire and James F. Keir were
in Lamoni three days the past week on business for
the Board of Publication and the general bishopric.
Among things that the Board of Publication does
which should be taken into consideration in assuming its benefit to the church are: The HERALD and
Ensign are sent to any general missionary free upon request ; many tracts are sent out ·free by the
Bureau of Publicity. ("Free" means that they are
sent at the expense of the Board of Publication.)
In addition to this, tracts and other work are furNEARER TO GOD THROUGH WAR'S TRAGEDY nished the general church at cost for use in the misA letter from San Bernardino reports the work sion field and elsewhere. Several general church
moving along in good order. Elder T. W. Williams offices, as, historian, recorder, secretary, patriarch
was expected for May 27. Elder George H. Wixom, and general library are cared for and furnished
for several years mayor of that city, de.clined election either at bare cost, or without expense to the church.
Much incidental service is also done for the church
and so is devoting his time more to the work of the
officers,
and stenographers and stationery fur- ,
church, not only in San Bernardino, but also in other
nished
without
charge. The editors are asked to
points of southern California. The Evening Index
answer
a
great
many questions of general church
publishes a short sermonet by Elder Wixom, the
interest,
which
are not available for the church
first of a series which are printed on the same page
with the church. announcements. The editorial publications. Yet no calculation is made of this
work. iln addition to this, tracts and books are preh,eading reads :
New Featur e for our Church Page. A new feature for pared''when the interests of the church require it
the church news column is s.tarted to-day by the Evening without regard to immediate profit, in the interest
Index. A little seirmon will be presented each Sunday by a of the missionary work. It is one of the strongest
minister of one of the S'llin Bernardino churche,s. To~da.y missionary instrumentalities in the church, and esthoughts on the war tragedy are expressed by Elder George
pecially in this age when so much learning is gained
H. Wix·om, pastor of the Reorganized Church of J;elsus Christ
through
the eye rather than through the ear.
of Latter Day Saints.
·
S. A. B.
Elder Wixom's article is entitled," 'War's tragedy
should bring us nearer to God' --Minister," and reads
NOTES AND COMMENTS
in part as follows:
1

We are living in a day of grea.t events, and as a people and
a nation, we are called upon to take an inventory of our
patriotism, and to determine in our own minds, whether we
a1:1e willi1ng to defend the principles upon which our Nation
is founded with the same devotio1n and love that moved our
forefathers to lay their all upon the altar, that their children
should enjoy religious and political liberty. The red tragedy
of Europ,e should bring us nea,re•r to God.
As we meditate upon these questions we are reminded that
our Pilgrim Fathers wei'e religious men who we.re prompted
to seek this new, undeVJeloped country, that they might be
abie to worship God without interferenc,e, a privilege never
enjoyed by them i1n their home land.
Unde•r the enlightening influence of liberty and the spirit
of freedom, a thing unknown to the oider world, the American patriots were given a new vision of God, and the sacred
Book, the Bible, became a new book to them; for the first

Frederick M. Smith
Favorable reports are reaching us of the work of
President F. M. Smith in the field. Two of the
brethren ranking high in the councils of the church
refer to him as the best preacher in the chyrch.
"Others may rely more upon tricks of rhetoric and
spectacular presentittion, but from the standpoint
of analysis, application, logic and diction, but especially; because of the inflyence accompanying his
·efforts," they place him in the front ranks.

G. J. Waller Returns to Honolulu
The Pacific ,Cornrnercial Advertiser of recent date
tells of the return of Brother Waller to his former
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home a£ter an absence ·of about a year. An extensive program was rendered, expressing the heartfelt welcome the local Saints felt over the return
of the man who has been chiefly responsible for the
progress of the work in that island mission. The
Saints at Hilo sent over the floral decorations.

men have arrived at the front and a Red Cross
commission has been reported as on the way.

1

The Draft
The war department has declared its intention
to draft from 900,000 to 1,500,000 men from the
number registered on June 5. · The first plan was
to use 500,000 immediately, but this has been raised
to 625,000. The Government does not contemplate
any class exemptions, but will make them all on a
personal basis. Farmers, factory operatives, and
other special classes are not to be exempted as such;
nor territorially, but all exemptions made individually. · It is expected that all drafted men will be
in the training camps by September 1.

The Boy Movement
.
Sister Audentia Anderson is making a strong appeal in the Auxjliary Department of this issue concerning the proposed movement to organize lOur
boys in a similar manner to the Oriole circles for
the girls. We have the material, we have the need,
let us realize that we have also the opp~rtunity and
responsibility. ·Read her appeal, think seriously
about it, and do something, quick.

Lamoni Red Cross
On ,Monday, June 4, a large number of the women
of Lamoni met at the high school building to form
a Red Cross unit. Sister Wood who has recently
come from Canada, where she was president of a
similar unit, was elected president. Sister· Nunn,
also from Canada where she has had experience in
this line of work, was elected vice president, and
to represent the local women Sister 0. E. Green·
was elected second vice president. Sister Cyril E.
Wight was chosen for secretary and Mrs. 0. E.
Teale for· treasurer. .It is their intention to make
necessary linen and garments for our soldiers.

Reunion T enls
Already we are hearing of some of our reunions
being called off because the Government needs all
tents. Some districts own their tents, but it would
be well for other districts before continuing their
announcements to be sure themselves, that they will
be able to secure the necessary dwelling places.
There appears at present a shortage of duck and
tents, so the Government in many quarters is purchasing all those that are in the market.
6

'Unity"
We are very much pleased to note the first issue
of Unity under its present editors. The priesthood
are urged in the first issue not only to subscribe,
but also to keep a file of all numbers, as they will
be valuable for future reference. The intention is
expressed to take up a course of study in the near
future. This publication is issued especially for the
instruction of the priesthood by Frederick M.
Smith, president of the Melchisedec priesthood and
Benjamin R. McGuire, president of the Aaronic
priesthood.
The European War
A violent and successful offensive has taken place
south of Ypres, in which the British forces made
a three-mile gain, took five villages, and captured
6,400 prisoners in addition to inflicting enormous
losses on the Germans. Austria.claims to have taken
27,000 prisoners from Italian forces since May 12,
whilethe latter have reported the taking of a large
number in their advance toward 'l'rieste. The Russian situation is little better. A considerable number are demanding a trial for the Romanoffs who
have been in power. The Spanish cabinet, formed
on April 19, has resigned. The first contingent of
the American war party to arrive in London was
a group of officers, headed by General Pershing.
They will soon proceed to France. One hundred air-

I

A Commendable Economy
Last year it took seventy-three pages in the Blue
Stepping Stones to itemize the amounts paid for the
Christmas offering. This year it was reduced to
forty-nine pages. A request was sent out the latter
part of the year by the presiding bishopric, asking
that so far as possible the names of individual donors
be omitted, and we are glad to see so liberal.a response this year. This applies especially to schools,
for of course it only takes a line for an individual
name outside of schools and it could not be recorded
in any less. A number of schools merelY.. give the
name of the school and the amount, which surely
seems sufficient. The Lamoni school uses only .nine
lines and reports $568.24, which might· easily have
extended to a thousand, including the names of the
classes. The same applies in like proportion to a
number of other schools, the Mount Zion school in
Independence cutting it down to five lines. Of
course this is a minor matter but the saving this
year alone nets a total gain of several hundred dollars, which amount remains in the treasury of the
church. Every saving of this kind is as important
as the earning of the same amount. By the ·mere
cutting down of the margins of the HERALD this year,
just a little, a saving of two hundred dollars was
saved to the church.
.
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The Gospel Standard
light. By the bones of our ancestors we swear that
Recently there have come to hand from Australia we have never met a masterpiece like it. If we pubthree copies of Gospel Standard. The magazine . Hsh it his majesty, the emperor, will command us to
number contains, among other excellent features, take it as a criterion and to print nothing that does
two articles of President Elbert A. Smith: one, a not equal it. Since that could never be possible in
brief summary "Do you know?" the other, an article ten thousand years, we return your manuscript,
of several pages on "The great religious ideas ad- trembling, and asking your mercy seventeen thouvocated by Joseph Smith." It contains much other sand times."
excellent matter from Elder P'. N. Hanson, W. J.
Armenian and Syrian Relief
Haworth and others, making an issue of twentyThe American Committee for Armenian and Syreight pages. The regular numbers are issued
ian Relief is making every effort to raise funds to
monthly with eight pages each and contain usual
relieve the terrible suffering in the countries indiannouncements and articles.
cated by their title. They have recently received
through the United States consular service the folRestrictions on Traveling Preachers
The railway fares in Great Britain were raised lowing cablegrams: "Relief funds finished. Need
Require $100,000 this month"
fifty per cent at the beginning of the year with the unprecedented.
(!May)
.
"Request
committee to assume responavowed object of discouraging unnecessary travelsibility
for
ten
thousand
fatherless children at rate
ing and enabling the railways to send over to France
of
two
dollars
per
month
per child." Another rea large quantity of locomotives and rolling stock for
port
estimates
forty
thousand
orphans. Syria remilitary purposes, says Arthur Page Grubb in The
ports
:
"Poor
people
dying
of
starvation
at alarming
Christian Advocate. Freight rates have also risen
rate."
The
committee
sees
that
all
funds
contriconsiderably and delays are numerous and extended.
buted
are
sent
without
deduction
for
expenses.
One of the results noted is that the six or seven hundred Wesleyan ministers who are ordinarily moved Their address is One Madison Avenue, New York
every year from one circuit to another remain where City.
they are, except in cases where there is urgent .need
A FINANCIAL NOTE
for change. It is suggested that when the war closes
the number of removals will be doubled.
A letter from Elder Edward Rannie calls attenAnother Alaskan Exploration Expedition
tion to the fact that five cents a day from each memThe National Geographic Society announce that ber of the church in the United States would amount
arrangements have been completed to send a second to $1,277,500 a year; yet many of us say Zion canparty into the Katmai region in Alaska, for a more not be redeemed by purchase. The amount given in
complete survey of the effects of the volcanic erup- the lecture, of $700,000,000 a year waste, was for
tion which occurred in June, 1912. It is said to be food alone, while if to this is added the waste of
among the twelve most violent explosions of the kind clothing and the amount spent for worldly pleasures
in history. It is said that if Vesuvius should ever which do not enrich the soul, it would be considererupt with the violence of Katmai, Naples would be ably increased.
buried under fifteen feet of ashes, Rome would be
\~T e note in the countries at war and even in places
covered a foot deep, the sound would be h,eard in
in this country old clothes too good to throw away
Paris, and ashes would fall in Brussels and Berlin.
and not quite good enough to wear are being reNo imagination can picture the destruction to life
paired and worn.
and property which would have followed tl;lis erupIt is indeed significant that, in the thirties revetion had it occurred in a thickly populated section of
lations
were being given concerning the redemption
the United States instead of in a remote section of
of
Zion.
They were even told it could be done then,
Alaska, twenty-five miles inland. Reports with
but
it
was
not done. Now the world is moving formany photographs will be published in the Naward
and
much of wha't was then taught is now
tional Geographic Magazine as have others in the
coming
to
·be
recognized as good business.
past, concerning the former explorations.
Cooperative work for the community is coming
Manuscript Rejected
to be recognized as the right business criterion rather
Chinese editors are polite. An author who had than cutthroat methods. It may be true that all
submitted a manuscript received it back, but not do not see it this way, but that is the tendency.
with an ordinary "rejected with thanks" note, but It has taken over eighty years, but the world is
with this characteristically polite letter:
coming to that position without our leadership.
"Illustrious Brother of the Sun and of the Moon: .
Four years ago a revelation was given to eliminate
We have perused your manuscript with celestial de- unnecessary expenses, which naturally would include
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Some have suggested that we should call in our
all waste. !Already we are reaching the point in
four short years when we shall be compelled to ob- missionaries and put them to work on farms. Many
of them would be glad of the change. But if there
serve that law.
Bishop Carmichael recently suggested that the in- is a time when man finds his heart turned to the
come tax law and its general tendency of taking aU powers above, it is in times of national calamity
in excess of a certain amount is causing a compul~ and stress, which includes war times and the times
sory observance of the law, that a ma:n should re- immediately succeeding. There is a need, a deep
ceive his just and reasonable wants and needs and need, of devoted, consecrated ministers now, men
that the surplus should be used for community'in- who will. work and make every hour count in their
terest.
work of laboring for the cause of Christ. There
A tax on tea, coffee, tobacco and alcoholic bever- is a need for the warning voice to be raised, for the
ages has been in force the past few weeks, though perilous times coming upon the earth. There is a
not yet adopted by Congress. Keepers of the Word need for trained men ready to go forth to the nations
of Wisdom are not affected.
of the earth when there comes a lull at least through
Certainly this is one thing there remains for us peace, declaring far and near the gospel of the kingto do: cut out unnecessary waste and expenses in dom. These men must be made ready;
our personal expenditures, and to study and prepar~
Our best preparation for present duty, our best
to observe the law of consecration. This is now preparation for that which will confront us, our best
our duty not only as citizens of the kingdom of God, preparation for the life to come is to do our present
but also as citizens of the United States and of the . duty as well as we possibly can. It is time that we
world. What we can save in food value will help should consider carefully the word of God and its
to feed much of the world, and at the conclusion prophecies concerning those things which are coming
of the war for humanitarian reasons, we should upon the earth. It is a time we should urgently
be prepared to help as far as is possible the necessity
move forward to teach the commandments of God.
of all.
and a time when we should seek to keep them and
There is danger that in the early months after the
build up Zion, the pure in heart. It is a time when
war, there will exist a greater deficiency than has
from a business standpoint we should do what we
· yet occurred. But he who keepeth the law of God
are now doing better. It is a t.ime when for the sake
is safe.
S. A. R
of the kingdom of God we should try to do the right
thing we have been doing better than ever before:
LET US MOVE FORWARD
Let us move forward (
S. A. B.
In this time of stress many families feel upset.
JEWS MAY LEAVE JERUSALEM
Young men feel loath to undertake any great business for fear that they will not be able to complete
The following press dispatch coming- from Copenit. The cry of economy is made so strongly that it
hagen
via London, May 30, was printed in the Chibecomes almost parsimony. Yet it is a time above
Herald
for May 31:
cago
all when we should with patience seek the law of
According to information received in Zionist cirGod to keep his commandments.
It is a time when, as citizens, we should if any- cles from Palestine, the Turks have twice given
thing put a little more force in our efforts in order orders for the evacuation of the Jews from Jerusato accomplish the work before us. It is not a time lem, but the orders each time were suspended owing
for drawing within our shell. iBusiness mwilt be to representations from the German Government,
carried on, not only farm work, but all departments which feared for the safety of the shrines and other
of business. Already we note the criticism that the holy places, and still more the effect upon the world's
emphasis laid upon such staples as wheat and pota- public opinion. The order of expulsion, however,
toes has caused a decided decrease in sweet corn is still hanging over the heads of the residents of
Jerusalem.
and other crops suitable for canning.
It is planned to call out five hundred thousand men
The expulsion of the Jews from Jaffa, according
in the fall. This is probably less than five per cent to the same source of information, was due to the
of the registration. Some may be exempted for chicanery of the Turkish officials who, when t};le
various reasons, but certainly there appears but little ; .Jews in Galilee sent horses and carts to aid their
reason why ninety-five per cent should cease aggres- coreligionists in their exodus, requisitioned all the
sive work because of that which will evidently affect horses and then provided for their transportation
five per cent. When these five per cent go, it is in vermin-infested railroad coaches, which caused
even more necessary that the rest of us move for- an immediate outbreak of spotted typhus among the
ward to fill their places.
wanderers,
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[oRIGINAL
THE HASTENING TIME---Part 1
BY

ALVIN

KNISLEY

Watchman on the walls of Zion,
What, 0 tell us, of the night?
Is the day-star now arising?
Will the morn·soon greet our sight?
O'er your vision
Shine the'l'!e now some rays of light?
W'at<lhman, tell
Of fair Zion's
Have the signs
Yet upon thy

me, does the morning
glory dawn?
that mark its coming
pathway sh<me?

Pilgrim, yes! arise, look round thee;
Light is breaking in the skies;
Gird thy hr~dal robes a11ound thee,
Morning dawns, arise! arise!

Rebellion against God, the secession from his government, from his sovereign right to rule, and the
setting up of rival institutions is the rightful father,
the logically traceable cause of the social chaos, the
physical deterioration, the "distress of nations," the
"time of trouble" now so generally diffused. God,
as one writer very aptly observes, having made man,
had the supreme right to govern him by laws of
his own make and by officers of his own appointment. Having also made the earth he had the right
not only to decide who should inhahit it, but how it
should be inhabited. Man, having lost the Spirit
by transgression, rapidly acquired a seared conscience and was soon to usurp the reins of posi,tion
and authority. He decided that he could make his
own laws and rule himself; that he could get along
very well without God in the world. One of them
in mbre recent times, in fact in our day, was known
to confirm their declaration of independence of God
in words af1ter this manner: "I don't say there is
no God-I don't know. In that infinite vast there
may be one somewhere, and I may get paid for sowing the tares of doubt. Nevertheless I am not going
to miss the good time I am having for one I know
not of. I believe in marrying the best girl you can
find, of deoorating your home and of doing every
act, every indulgence that will bring comfort, felicity
and pleasure to the fireside-and let the gods run
heaven to suit themselves."
Very recently an intelligent and evidently wellmeaning individual lodged with me the complaint
that our people as a church pay too much attention
to temporal affairs; that aside from tithing and possibly some freewill offerings we have no business to

show concern; that while they bowed to our teaching for the most paDt, was miraculously healed and
so forth, they did not believe that God required us
to buy a part of Missouri and then be individually
directed as to our obligations.
This is tantamount to denying that God will direct
us to-day in our economic and financial relations.
For, to grant that he will, is to yield the point.
If we have even a reason to expect that the Lord will
thus direct us, and, if then he does not, we admit we
·are in apostasy. Certainly God in Bible times took
cognizance of his people physically and temporally
as well as spiritually. Be~ore man fell he not only
was without sin, but he was without bodily sickness,
and he had a home with plenty to eat. If the gospel is a redemptive system in the true sense of the
term, we have a reason to look for a panacea therein
for the ills and irregularities of man in the said
three capacities-that he will not only be pardoned
of his sins, but he will be healed of his bodily ailments and that provision will be made for him in
regard to his needs as to clothing and food. After
man fell, God not only pardoned him upon his repentance, but he made him a suit of clothes. (Genesis 3: 27, I. T.) And no sooner did his bodily disorders begin to assert themselves than the Lord
began to take care of them and to recover him as
he exercis·ed faith and was in subjection to His commandments.
And therein, we submit, is one of the great mistakes of modern religionists. They have offered us a
place in the heavenly mansions, forgiveness in this
life, a bit of Holy Ghost and a Merry Christmas hereafter. They have ever been anxious to "swap treasures in heaven for cash down." And their interest
in cash has been measured by the extent by which
they were getting it. But as to the concern of themselves as to how we were to get it, how we were
to surmount the 'seemingly insuperable obstacles
between hunger arid plenty, between nakedness and
drygoods, between homelessness and the luxuriant
landlords-a deathful, sepulchral silence. Else we
are told that those benefits God withholds till the
next life.
MR. GOMPERS ON THE SITUATION

No wonder Mr. Samuel Gompers, president of the
Ame:rican Federation of Labor answered as he did
When a c~rtain clergyman wrote to him and asked
him to give his opinion as to why so many intelligent workingmen did not attend church.
In reply Mr. Gompers said that one reason is that the
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churches are no longer in touch with the hopes 1and aspirations of worki1ngmen, and ar,e. out of sympathy with their
miseries and burdens. The pastors either do not kno~v, he
said, or have not the coum.ge to declare from their pulpits,
the rights and wrongs of the toiling millions. The organizations found most eftective in securiln.g improved conditions
have been fl'!owned upon by the church. Laborers have had
their attention divected to "the sweet by and by," to the utter
neglect of the conditions arising from "the bitter now and
now." The church and the ministty have been the "apologis•ts
and defenders of the wrongs committed against the interests
of the peopie,, simply because the p·erpetl'!ators are the possessors of wealth." Asked as to· the means he would suggest
for a reconcilila.tion of the church and the masses, Mr. Gompers recommends a "compLete reversal of the present attitude." He closes with these words: "He who fails to sympathize with the movement of labor, he who complacently or
ind'ifferei!ltly contemplates the awful :results of present economic and social conditions, is not only the opponent of the
best interests of the human family, but is particeps criminis
to all wrongs •inflicted upon the me,n and women of our time,
the ch:ild11en of to-day, the manhood and womanhood of the
future.-The Litera?1J Digest.

THE SOCIAL PROBLEM

The present upheaval, the strife between labor and
capital, the strikes and internal insurrections, and
the inequality so generally prevalent have led many
minds who were not strictly religious to reflect the
situation in connection with prophecy.
And theJXl shall be signs in the sun, and in the moon, and
in the stars; and upo1n the earth distress of nations, with
perplexity; the sea and the waves roa,ring; men's hea11ts
failing them for fe1ar, and for looking after those things
which al'e coming on the earth: for the powers of heaven shall
be shaken.-Luke 21: 25, 26.

About the time of the end, about the time that
Michael the great prince should stand up, and
shortly previous to the resurrection of the dead,
Daniel says :
And there shall be a time of trouble, such as there never
was since ther•e was a na,tion even •to that same time: and at
that time thy people shaH be delivered, every one that shall
be found written in the book-Chapter 12: 1.

Indeed the nations are distressed, and there is
a time of trouble in the widespread disquietude and
'unrest such as has no parallel in the history of the
world. "Thy people," the Saints, will only be delivered by an observance of the laws of righteousness and a flight to Zion for safety. The European
war is simply an outburst of pent-up pressure~a
Vesuvius in eruption. It is but the prelude to Armageddon.
Fifty years ago there was plenty of work. Thel'e
were few unemployed. Of to-day I find in the Practical American Encyclopedia, volume 2:
In the period extending from 1881 to 1900 there were 22,793 strikes in the United States, of which 14,457 were ordered by organizations and 8,~26 took place by geneml agreement of the laborers. Fifty-thl'ee per cent of those ordered
succeeded, while 14 per ~ent were partly successful, and the
remaining 33 per cent failed. On the other hand, of those not
ordered, 36 per cent succeeded, 9 per cent partly succeeded,

a1nd ·55 per cent failed. The experience of the past twenty
years has shown uniformly that the success of a strike depends almost 'entirely upon close organization of the laborecrs
directly interested..

The anthracite ooal strike of 1902 cost the country
$142,500,000. In 1908 Great Britain and Ireland
had 485 industrial disputes, mostly involving shipyards, metal workers and textile factories, whereas
Germany in the same year had 3,2;15 strikes. "Time
of trouble," "distress of nations."
Notwithstanding the wonderful advancement in
science and art, the increase of civilization in the
world throughout, poverty and beggary are stalking
through the land. The rich are becorning richer,
the poor poorer. And both classes are organized
and organizing against each other. In the same
cemetery are sarcophagi, huge monoliths, on one
hand, and mere "markers" on the other. The paper
a couple of days ago said over half a million are now
starving in Syria. The San Francisco Examiner
said some time ago:
When ·the country ha.s enough foo,d, clothing, fuel and shelter
for everybody, why are times hard? Evidently nature is·
not to blame. Who, or what, then, is? The proMem of the
unemployed is one of the most serious that face the United
States.

There is only one solution and that is not the one
which men are seeking for. ·Mr. Macaulay, the
English historian wrote to an American friend in
1857:
1t is clear as daylight that your Government will ,never be
able to hold under control a suffering and angry ma.jority,
because in your country the Government is in the hands of
•the masse1s, and the rich who are in the minority, are abso-·
lutely at their mercy. A day will come in the State of New
York when the multitude, between half a breakfast and the
hope of half a dilliner, will elect your legislature. Is it possible to have any doubt as to the kind of legislators they will
elect? You will be obliged to do those things which render
prosperity impossible. Then some Cresar or Napoleon 'will
take the reins of Government in hand. Your Republic will be
pillaged and ra,vaged in the twenti:eth century, just as the
Roman Empire was by the barbarians of the fifth century,
with this difference, that the devastators of the Roman Empire, the Huns and Vandals, came from abroad, while· your
barbari'ans will be the natives of your own country.

The above is strongly predictive, but absolutely
suggestionless, unless he means that we should withhold the ballot. But his country and Gerniany and
oth~rs have obtained the ballot on demand since he
wrote, which ballot France had taken by force three
fourths of a century previous to his writing, and
the outbreak which he forecasts has not come yet
in any of them as a result, whatever may be on the
· way. But the learned author knew human nature,
and he knew the portent of things and what the selfishness of the human heart was destined to lead to
if left to its natural course unobstructed by any
causes which the author did not foresee.
Doubtless Mr. Macaulay's prediction would have
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been fulfilled long ere this save as it has been held·
back by the many laws that have been wisely enacted
in favor of the poor and the laboring classes. Some
of said laws enacted in this country within the pa~t
fifty years are:
Abolition of imprisonment for debt.
Exemption of homesteads and considerable personal property f11om execution against debtors.
An eight-hour law lately enacted to protect laborers.
Laws reducing the rate of interest.
Liens have been allowed mechanics and laborers
on that on which they bestowed their labor.
Railroads are required to £enoe their roads or pay
doubfe damages.
Passenger and freigh«; charges have })een regulated.
Postage has been reduced to the loss of $8,000,000
annually to the Government.
Scores of other laws have been adopted which
have served to hold back the onrushing tide, and to
:restrain the abuse of their power' by the trusts and
capitalistic classes.
HEAPING OF TREASURES

Go to now, ye rich men, weep and howl for your misecries
that shall come upon you. Your riches are corrup:ted and
your garments are motheaten. Your gol:d and silver is
"canmered, and the rust of them shall· be a witness against
you, and shall eat your flesh as it were fire. Ye have heaped
treasure together for [in-R. V.] the last days. Behold, the
hire of the laborer£ who have reaped down your fields, which
is of you kept back by fraud, crieth; a,nd the cries of them
which have reaped are e;ntered into the ears of the Lord of
sabaoth. Y e have lived in pleasure on the earth and been
wanton; ye have nourished your hearts as in a ,day of slaughter.--J ames 5: 1-5.
In an article in the Forum M!r. Thomas G. Sherman, the
New York statistician, gives the names of sev~mty Americ:ans
whose aggregate wealth is $2,700,000,000, an average of
$38,500,000, each; an:d ~nother list of one hundred persons
whose wealth would average $25,000,000 each; and that "the:
average ann~l incorne of the richest hundred Americans
cannot he less (each) than $1,200,000, and probably exceeds
$1,500,000."-S'tudie:s in the Scriptums, vol. 4, p. 281.

I have a clipping which I took from a paper some
time ago containing the comment of Reverend Josiah
Strong on Mr. Sherman's statement which l present:
On this subject Doc'tor Josiah Strong, one of our best known
students of social problems, is quoted in The Chautauquan
for May, 19:12 as foUows:
"If one hU!ndi"ed workingmen could earn $1,000 a year, they
would have to work 1,200 or 1,500 years to earn as much :as
the annual income of these one hundred richest Americans.
And if a workingman could earn $1,000 a day he would have
to work until he was 547 years old, and never take a day
off, before he could earn as much as some Americans are
wo1·th. . . . The wealth . of Crcesus was estimated at only
$8,000,000 while there are seventy American estates, according to Mr. Sherma;n, which a.v,erage $35,000,000 each. The
nabobs of the later Roman republic became famous for their
immense fortunes, but the entire pos.~essions of the richest

were not equal to the annual income of at least one AmeTicamY-The New Era.

The Lord said in 1831 (Doctrine and Covenants
49: 3) that "it i.s not given that one man should
possess that which is above another; wherefore the
world lieth in sin."
(To be continued.)

MACHU PICCHU AND THE MEGALITHIC PEOPLE---Part 4
BY WILL£AM

WOODHEAD

Two hundred and sixty years have passed away
and we read:
And it came to pass that the wicked part of the people began again to build up the s:ecret oaths and ~ombinations of
Gadianton. And also the people who were called the people
of Nephi [Christians] began to be p,roud in their hearts, because of their exceeding riches, and become vain, like unto
the~r brethren, the Lamanites.-4 Nephi 1: 5-0-, 51.
And it came to pass that when three hundred years had
passed la'\'!1ay, both the p'eople of Nephi and the Lama,nites
had become exceeding wicked one Iil>!e unto another. And it
came to pass that the robbers of Gadianton did spread over
all the faces of the land; and there were none that were
righteous, save it were the [three] disciples of Je~sus. And
gold and silver did they lay up in store in abundance, •and
did traffic in all man:ner of traffic.-4 Nephi 1: 53-55.
Now the Lamanite,s, and the Lemuelites,, ~nd the Ishmaelites were the Lamanites., and the two parties were Nephites
and Lama:taites. And it came to pruS•S that the war began to
be among them in the border's of Zarahemla [Colombia] by
the waters of Sidon.-Book of Mormon 1: 9, 10.
But behold, the land was filled with robbers and with
Lamanites; and notwithstanding the great destruction which
hung over my people [the Neph:ites] they did not vepent of
their evil doings; theved'ore there was blood and ca.rnage
spread throughout all the face of the land, both on the part
of the N ephites, and also on the part of the Lamanites: and
it was one complete revo,lution throughout all the .face of the
land.-Mormon 1: 29, 30.

And here the curtain drops over South America
and there is chaos. The empire of Peru, at the time
of the Spanish invasion stretched along the Pacific
from the second degree no:rth to the thirty-seventh
degree south latitude; a line which describes the
western boundaries of the modern republics of Ecuador, Peru, Bolivia, and Chile. Professor Bingham and. his colleagues give in their reports two
very short picture sketches of Peru and its people
and some of their deeds which cover about two
thousand years, commencing with the origin of the
megalithic civili:oation down to the Spanish invasion.
The Book of Mormon also gives us two very short
picture sketches of the land of Nephi (Peru) and
the land of Zarahemla (Colombia) and its people
for about nine hundred years; in Zarahemla, however, the country for only about five or six hundred
years, commencing with the origin of the NephiteLamanite civilization in the land of Nephi (Peru).
1
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The pictures of the racial people, civilization, wars,
anarchy, and revolutions look very much the same
in both the native story and in the Book of Mormon.
And like the four-brother story, one seems but the
echo of the other.
This golden Christian era of about one hundred
and sixty years w:as out of the ordinary even among
Christians ; no such high standards of li£e without
greed are seen in the New Testament church, but
the Nephite-Lamanite government were converted;
church :and state may have been closely allied, the
"all things 0ommon" was a government measure
with church approval. It was born two years after
the church was established, and was abolished by
the government years before the church w~s entirely
ov~e'rthrown. This converted government closed its
doors against slavery and monopoly. "They were
not rich and poor," while Rome had its doors open_
to slavery and poverty. ~In the New Testament
church were slaves, slav~ owners, and poverty, but
in the Book of Mormon church neither slaves nor
poverty, the differences were not in the .churches
of Christ, but in the governments of men under
which these churches live. And the Peruvians at
the time of the conquest had also, like these Book
of Mormon people, abolished poverty. "No man
could be rich, no man be poor, in Peru; but all might
enjoy and did enjoy, a competence." (See Conrquest of Peru, vol. 1, p. 37.) · The Peruvian Government owned all the land and sheep, and the
government allotted each man his apportionment of
land each year, based on the number of dependents,
and this model may have been copied from the old
government measure of the Christian era.
Another remarkable statement is: "No whoredoms, nor any manner of lasciviousness."
Professor Bingham gives the statement of one of
the repentant conquerors, "The said Incas governed
in such a way that in all the land neither a thief, nor
a vicious man, nor a bad dishonest woman was
known. No lawsuits." (Page 521, May number
National Geographic Magazine for 1916.)
Quoting from the same document, Mr. Prescott
says:
'In the pJJeambLe to his testame;nt, made, as he states, to
relieve his conscience, at the time of his death, he declares
that the whole population, under the Incas, was distinguished
lby sobriety and industry; that such as robbery and theft
were unknown; that, far from licentiousness, :there wa,s not
even a prostiltute in that country; and that everything was
cQnducted with the greatest order, and entiJJe submission to
authority.-Conquest of Peru, vol. 1, p. 104.
·

Thus we see conditions in Peru at the time of the
conquest, so far as sobriety, industry and the absence
of poverty and crime were concerned, were about
as stated of their forefathers during the Christian
era, according to the Book of Mormon. (See Nephi

1: 4 where we are also told there were no poor, no

rich, no prostitutes in th,e country. Is this accidental agreement?)
After two hundred and ten years had passed away
there were many churches in the land, which professed to know the Christ, but denied the greater
parts of his gospel, and there are legions of Christians like that now. And again, there was another
church which denied the Christ, and they persecuted
the true church of Christ, unbelievers did smite the
Christian. When three hundred years had passed
away the Nephites and Lamanites had become exceeding wicked one like unto another, and there were
none that were righteous. Thus the church of
Christ passed away into unbelief or rebellion against
Christianity. The government, too, at this time of
departure from Christianity was having its troubles.
Its golden age we see began to depart. The change
of policy from "all things common" to personal liberty in acquiring property without legal restraint
about 200 A. D. was a political storm, a revolution,
the change came, and then every man for himself;
but a thousand years later, according to Professor
Bingham's redaing, a "Manco-Capac" who was born
at Machu Picchu, a local king of that region, who
began to conquer rival states and to revive the old
civilization and empire, which we see controlled all
the property in the state, and so fixed it' by law that
"no man could be rich and no man could be poor in
Peru." And Machu Picchu became a deserted city.
And now it came to pass in this year, yea in the two hundren and thirty and first year, there was a g:ooat division
among the people.-4 Nephi 1: 39.

Division, "the act of dividing or separating into
parts."
·
After two hundred and sixty years had passed
away, the people began again to build up the secret
oaths and combinations of Gadianton. And when
300 A.' D. had passed away these organized bands
.of outlaws had "spread over all the land." And on
account of these outlaws the people had to "hide
UP their treasures in the earth." After 326 A. D.
we read, "there w1as blood and carnage spread
throughout the land." Then later we see racial
wars and invasions, and so passed away that peaceful government into a complete "revolution throughout the land." The Christian church, and a Christian state in South America both torn to pieces by
dissentions, the state by political reformers, invasions, bandits, robbers, anarchy, plunder, revolutions and chaos, "blood and carnage" in racial wars.
The golden age of this people, as we noticed before,
closed with the second century, leaving us gazing
at that once happy land and people who had had a
·
glorious past.
Of the megalithic people, "·that .vanished race"
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whom the writer is trying to identify with the southern people of the Book of Mormon, it is said, thatfirst, there was a period which began with the origin of
civilization, and lasted until the first or second century-of
the Christian ~era. Second, there was a pe11iod of disintegratiQn, decline, and disorder, introduced by successful invasions
from the 'east and southeast, during which the country was
broken up into small states, and many of the arts of civilization were lost; this period lasted more than a thousand years.
Third and last came the p1eriod of the Incas, who revhned
civiliZation and l,es,tored the empire.-Ancient America, p.
264.

Of its kings we read :
Manco-Capac III, the sioctieth sove11eign of this line, is
supposed to hav·e reigned at the beginning of the Christian
era, and in his time "Peru had T'eached her greatest elevatiJon and extension." The next three reigns covered thirtytwo years,, it is said. Then came Titu-Yupanqui-Pachacuti,
the sixty-fourth and last sovereign of the old kingdom, who
was killed in battle with a horde of invaders who came from
the east and southeast across the Andes. His death threw
the kingdom into confusion. There was rebellion as well as
inV1a.sion, by which it was brokelll up into small states. . . .
"Many ambitious ones, taking advantage of the new king''s
youth, denied him obedience, drew away from him the people,
and usurped seVieral provinces. Those who remained faith~
ful to the heir of Titu-Yupanqui conducted· him to Tambotoco, whose inhabitants offered him obedience. From this it
happened that this monarch took the title of KLng of Tam'botoco."
,

And so the old empire passed away about A. D.
200.
During the next twenty-six reigns the sway of the old
royal house was co,nfined to this little state. These tw'entysix successors of the old sovereigns .were merely kings of
Tambotoco. The country, overrun by rude invaders, torn by
civil war, and harried by "many simultanequs' tyrants," became semibarbarous; "all wa,s found in great confusion; life
and personal safety were ·endanger,ed, and civil disturbances
caused an ~ntire loss of the· use of letters. The art of writing seems to have been m~ed up with issues of a religious
controversy in the time of the old kingdom. It was proscribed
now even in the little State of Tambotoco, for we read that
the fourteenth of its twenty-six rulers "prohibited, under
the amauta who sought to restore the art of wri:ting was put
forbade, also, the invention of letters. Quellca was a kind
of parchment made from plantain 1eaves.." It is added that
the amauta who sought to restore the ar't of writing was put
to death.-Ib:d., pp. 266, 267.

So we see that writing was understood in the
olden times and its use was mixed up in a religious
controversy and was not outlawed by the death penalty, so that art, also paper making, were lost, and
the Peruvians had neither of those arts at the time
of the conquest.
Professor Bingham says these racial migrations
appear to have continued for some time. Montesinos tells us that· in the reign of Pachacuti VI, the
sixty-second Peruvian Amanta, there came from
the Andes, as well as from Brazil, and the north,
large hordes of fierce people, who waged wars of
long duration. During these wars the ancient or
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megalithic civilization was destroyed.
The governors of the districts through which they passed
were not able to resist them: the king assembled
the larger part of his army near La Raya Pass,
between the basin of Lake Titicaca and the Urubamba Valley, and aw~ited the approach of the
enemy. As soon as Pachacuti VI received word
that they were near, he went out to battle and was
• carried about on a golden stretcher. Unfortunately
he was killed by an arrow and his army was destroyed.
Montesinos quotes his authorities as stating that
there were only 500 of the army left; leaving behind
many sick, they retired to the mountains,. going to
Tambotoco (~Machu Picchu) which was a healthy
place, where they hid the body of their king in a cave.
The different provinces of the kingdom, upon learning of t4e death of Pachacuti VI, rose in rebellion
and the people of Tambotoco had many disputes in
respect to electing a new king. At this time, says
Montesinos, the power of the Peruvian monarchy
was destroyed and did not return to its former ,
state for over 500 years. All record of it is lost.
in each of the provinces the people chose their own
king. Those loyal to the old monarch were very
few in number and could not successfully oppose
·the rest of the people. They made their capital at
Tambotoco and elected a king, Titi-Truaman-Quicho. ·
On account of the general anarchy all over the kingdom, no one could live in Cuzco, and little by little
men began to come to Tambotoco to live under the
protection of the king, where they would be safe
from the general chaos and disorder. (Natiornal
Geographic Magazine, February, 1915.)
Incidentally we are told that "the art of writing
seems to have been mixed up with the issues of a
religious controversy iri. the time of the old kingdom."
(Ancient America, p. 267.)
The megalithic people could write then, as the
Nephite record says, and the Book of Mormon comes
to our assistance again. It says, "And again there
were another church which denied the Christ, and
they did persecute the true church of Christ. . . .
And they did smrte upon the people of Jesus; but the
people of Jesus did not smite again." (Page 494.)
We see here now an impotent government which
at A. D. 36 was all pow~rful, which could and did
protect the oppressed, did abolish slavery, did abolish
monopoly, could and did abolish greed, and make all
things common. So, "they were not rich and poor,
bond and free." But now this government is too
week to protect '\the people of Jesus," its humble
citizens, and the anti-Christians which denied the
Christ are persecuting "the believers in Jesus."
Religion was the bone of political contention, and
the antis were fighting the Christians, and the writ-
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ings which contained its doctrines ar.d writing were
later, as we have seen, outlawed by the death penalty.
Thus passed that "old megalithic empire." And
Professor Bingham says, "All record of it is lost."
And it, like the Christian government noticed above,
was broken up by religio-political rebellion, mcial
wars, invasions, dissentions, persecutions, anarchy
and chaos, a "complete revolution," a turbulent era,
as the Nephite record says, and a "great division,"
into parts, as Professor Bingham says, "divided
into several small states." So that the young heir
to the old megalithic throne at Cuzco fled to Machu
Picchu, an out-of-the-way place on a mountain i
while Cuzco the capital was "sacked" by barbarians, the inhabitants of the city fled for safety,
except the ministers of the temple. And so it appears from both these stories, that both governments went to pieces at the same time, for the same
cause, each people had its golden age, each at the
beginning of the Christian era, then immediately
followed with each people its darkest or turbulent
age.
The Peruvian story says there were five hundred
years of chaos. The Book of ~Mormon leaves the
South American people in the dark era of mcial
wars, invasion, blood, carnage, bandits, robbers,
anarchy, chaos, and as it says, a complete "revolution," at about A. D. 330.
And after comparing both stories, and the points
of agreement in both of them, I conclude that the
Book 'Of Mormon people of South .America were the
megalithic people, because the story told by either
one of them will fit the other one, their pedigrees
according to their own words are the same, both
colonies crossed the sea, both started from four
brothers, both were of the white race, both were
given a divine start, both had a golden era, or an
era of its greatest elevation, both at the beginning
of the Christian era, both had a dark age, both at
the same time, both commencing about 200 A. D.,
and both in the same way,. viz, a "general anarchy,"
over all the land, a "general chaos and disorder."
This is the testimony of Peruvian antiquity, and ·
this is also the testimony of the Book of Mormon.
And with the truth all things that exist are in
harmony.
The Government is now issuing a news publication. each day, which is sent free to public officials,
newspapers and agencies of a semipublic character
which will aid in the distribution of the information it contains. Those who may desire it, may obtain regular daily copies for less than the price of a
daily newspaper. Its news is all of an official character, such as proclamations, official bulletins, etc.,
all issued under the supervision of the national committee of publicity.

(

OF GENERAL INTEREST.

)

THE DUTY OF THE CHURCH
[The Federal Council of the Churches of Ghrist in America
adopted the following and send it out to be nead from the
pulpits one or more Sundays. Since it is such a representatiNe document, w.e publish it in full.-EDITORS.]

I.

OUR SPIRIT AND PURPOSE

After long patience, and with a solemn sense of
responsibility, the Government of the Untted States
has been forced to recognize that a state of war
exists between this country and Germany, and the
president ha~ called upon all the people for their
loyal support and their whole-hearted allegiance.
As American citizens, members of Christian
churches gathered in federal council, we are here
to pledge both support arid allegiance in unstinted
measure.
We are Christians as well as citizens. Upon us
therefore rests ·a double responsibility. We owB it
to our country to maintain intact and to transmit
unimpaired to our descendants our heritage of freedom and democracy. Above and beyond this, ;we
must be loyal to our divine Lord, who gave his life
that the world might be redeemed, and whose loving
purpose embraces every man and every nation.
As citizens of a peace-loving Nation, we abhor war.
We have long striven to secure the judicial settlement of all international disputes. But since, in
spite of every effort, war has come, we are grateful
that the ends to which we are committed are such
as we can approve. To vindicate the principles of
righteousness and the inviolability of faith ~as between nation and nation; to safegu~rd the right
of all the peoples, great and small alike, to live their
life in freedom and peace; to resist and overcome
the forces that would prevent the union of the nations in a commonwealth of free peoples conscious
of unity in the pursuit of ideal ends-these are aims
for which every one of us may lay down our all, even
life itself.
we enter the war without haste or passion, not
for private or national gain, with no hatred no•r
bitterness against those with whom we contend.
No man can foresee the issue of the struggle. It
will call for all the strength and heroism of which
the Nation is capable. What now is the mission
of ·the church in this hour of crisis and danger?
It is to bring all that is done or planned in the Nation;s name to the test of the mind of Christ.
That mind upon one point we do not all interpret
alike. With sincere conviction some of us believe
tha.t it is forbidden the disciple of Christ to engage
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in war under any circumstances. Most of us believe that the love of all men which Christ enjoins,
demands that we defend with ,au the power given
us the sacred rights of humanity. But we are all
at one in loyalty to our country, and in steadfast
and whole-hearted devotion to her service.
As members of the church of Christ, the hour
lays upon us special duties:
To purge our own hearts clean of arrogance and
selfishness ;
To steady and inspire the Nation;
To keep ever before the eyes of ourselves and of
our allies the ends for which we fight;
,
· To hold our own Nation true to its professed aims
of justice, liberty and brotherhood;
To testify to our fellow Christians. in every land,
most of all to those from whom for the time we are
estranged, our consciousness of unbroken unity in
Christ;
To unite in the fellowship of service multitudes
who love their enemies and are ready to join with
them in rebuilding the waste places as soon as peace
shall come;
·To be diligent in works of relief and mercy, not
forgetting those ministries to the spirit to which,
as Christians, we are especially committed ;
To keep alive the spirit of prayer, that in these
. times of strain and sorrow men may be sustained
by the consciousness of the presence and power of
God;
To hearten those who go to the front, and to
comfort their loved ones at home;
To care for the welfare of our young men in the
Army and Navy, that they may be fortified in character and made strong to resist temptation;
To be vigilant against every attempt to arouse
the spirit of vengeance and unjust suspicion toward
those of foreign birth or sympathies;
To protect rthe rights of conscience against every
attempt to invade them;
To maintain our Christian institutions and activities unimpaired, the observ,ance of the Lord's Day
and the study of the Holy Scriptures, that the soul
of our Nation may be nourished and renewed
through the worship and service of almighty God;
To guard the aims of education, and of social pllogress and economic freedom, won at so great a cost,
and to make full· use of the occasion to set them
still further forward, even by ,and through the war;
To keep the open mind and the forward look,
that the lessons learned in war may not be forgotten when comes that just and sacred peace for
which we pray;
'Above all, to call men everywhere to new obedience to the will of our Father, God,. who in Christ
has given himself in supreme self-sacrifice for the
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redemption of the world, and who invites us to share
with him his ministry of reconciliation.
To such service we would summon our fellow
Christians of every name. In this spirit we would
dedicate ourselves and all that we have to the N ation's cause. With this hope we would join hands
with all men of good will of every land and race,
to rebuild on this war-ridden and desolated earth
the commonwe"alth of mankind, and to make of the
kingdoms of the world the kingdom of Christ.
II.

OUR PRACTICAL DUTIES
ARMY AND NAVY

For the moral and spiritual welfare of the Army
and Navy the churches are in chief measure responsible. ,They should therefore cultivate a close relationship to the Army and Navy chaplains who are
the accredited ministers of the churches and should
dignify and strengthen their service. They should
cordially sustain and reinforc~ the work of the
Young Men's Christian Association, which is an
especially equipped and well-tried arm of the
church for ministering to men in the camp. They
should also sympathetically support the plans of the
American Bible Society to make the Scriptures available for every soldier and sailor of the Army and
Navy.
THE LIQUOR TRAFFIC

In this time of crisis the federal council urges
the churches to use their utmost endeavors to secure national prohibition as a war measure, demanded alike by economic, moral and religious
considerations. The liquor traffic consumed last
year foodstuffs sufficient to feed 7,000,000 men for
a year, required the toil of 75,000 farmers for six
months to furnish these foodstuffs, engaged 62,920
wage earners needed in legitimate industry, and
exacted a heavy toll of life. The Nation cannot
afford this economic and moral waste.
THE SOCIAL EVIL

War increases lust and its deadly consequences.
The efforts of the Government, of the federal council
and of the Young Men's Christian Association to
prevent its development in mobilization camps will
not fully succeed unless the near-by churches and
allied organizations see that vice and liquor are
repressed in their communities and unless they assist
in providing wholesome social and recreational activities for the men. tAll the churches will need to
watch lest the excitement and strain of the hour
lower the sex standards of the community.
RELIEF WORK

The increased suffering of war time demands increased gifts and service. The churches should
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organize themselves to strengthen the American Red
Cross by membership and the preparation of sup~
plies, to care in friendship for all the needs of the
families of men in national service, to increase their
gifts to foreign war relief and to those European
religious bodies which the federal council is already
assisting.
CHILD WELFARE

To meet the depletion of war the vitality of the
rising generation needs to be conserved and developed. . It is more important than e:ver for the
churches to aid in removing the community conditions that make for defective lives, and in securing
sound measures of health and sanitation, of housing
and nourishment, of recreation and education. The
mobilization pf youth for increased food production affords a starting point for permanent community provision for the recreational and vocational
needs of young people.

THE COST OF WAR

The burden of war cost must be evenly distributed.
The principle of universal service has been applied
to life in the raising of troops. It should therefore be applied in the same manner to wealth and
ability.
SAFEGUARDING DEMOCRACY

If we are to advance democracy throughout the
earth we must first exemplify it in the Nation. It
must not be denied, either in industry or in government. Even in the strain of war, the abuse of free
speech is not so dangerous as its suppression, and
nothing should be permitted to destroy the dearly
bought right of freedom of conscience. One of the
patriotic duties of the Christian pulpit is continuously to develop in the people the determination
that this war shall end in nothing less than such
a constructive peace as shall be the beginning of a
world democracy.

INCREASED PRODUCT'ION OF FOOD

The world is short of food. The safety of the
Nation and the outcome of the war depend largely
upon our ability to increase the crops. This is an
urgent national duty. The suburban and rural
churches may well call the people together to consider community plans to this end.

WHY BOYS GO WRONG

The importance of guarding the period of childhood from impurity of thought and aCt cannot be
overestimated ; yet how many parents are taking
advantage of their wonderful privilege to lay the
foundation for a life of purity and self-control?
PREVENTION OF WASTE
Only four parents out of every .one hundred.
In face of the world need, extravagance and luxury
This is not a guess; it is a statement of fact.
are criminal, but productive business should be
It is one of the many valuable facts gathered by
maintained at its fullest possible capacity. The Doctor M. J. Exner, of the Young Men's Christian
simple life, which is a permanent obligation for the . Association, through a series of questions sent out
followers of Jesus, becomes in this emergency an to nine hundred forty-eight college students. From
imperative necessity. The women of the churches their answers we now know what formerly we could
may well get together to consider and recommend only surmise.
sound economies in food and clothing.
Of all the residents of a .community, the parents
who
send their boys to college are naturally looked
INDUSTRIAL STANDARDS
upon
as the most enlightened. We would therefore
The labor power of the Nation must be conserved
expect
that they would be most awake to their son's
or the needed increase in production cannot be seneed
of
special instruction in matters pertaining
cured, as England has discovered. The industrial
to
sex.
Yet
from this study we learn that ninetystandard set up by the federal council and its consix
per
cent
of these wide-awake opersons shirked
stituent bodies must be maintained. All cases of
seven-day work, of lengthened working day, of the their great responsibility and failed to protect their
employment of children and young people under sons through right instruction given in time.
Not that they w:ere entirely oblivious to their
sixteen, or of women in the new hazardous indussons'
needs in this direction. Twenty-two per cent
tries, should at once be reported to local authorities
of
them
gave their sons some teaching, and the lads
or to the national council of defense.
also received help fro~ literature and lectures, and
JUSTICE IN DISTRIBUTION
in high school and college. All but four per cent ;f
'The churches should stimulate the community con- the wholesome teaching, however, came after they
science to demand that all speculation in the neces- had reached the age of puberty.
sities of life be eliminated, that all attempts: to
And what had they been doing all this time? Sitsecure unjust profits be checked and that the hoard- ting around in glass cases waiting to. be enlightened?
ing of foodstuffs be prevented. Government action
Ah, no! Boys don't grow up in that way,. nor will
to this end should be heartily supported.
the ·forces of evil show that consideration of their
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youth and innocence which has acted as such a check interests of the choir moveme,nt. We trust that all choristers
of the Middle Weslt will cooperate with him in building up
upon the activities of the parents.
the great inter.ests which the choir movement has aWlakened.
Ninety-one per' cent of these boys received their
Brother Mills is planning a summer of activity at reunions
first striking impressions about sex from unworthy . and con£erences within a reasonable radius of Kansas City.
sources, and in all but four per cent of these cases, Choristers will find it to their advantage to SeK!Ure the aiSfbefore the age of puberty. Sixty~three per cent of sistance of Brother Mills in their work.
Brother E. C. Bell of Satnt Louis i1s also sustained as one of
them received their first knowledge before their
the national directors, and we commend him to you as a
eleventh year, while the average age at which the f•arithful and efficient ser'Vant. His activi'ti1es will no doubt
first permanent impressions were received was nine be confined to Saint Louis and vicinity and the new Far West
and a half years.
8tJake·, owing to the important and serious work in anticiThink of that, you parents who consider your boys pation of the next General ConfeTence.
The editorial department will still 'be under the direction
too young and too innocent for you even to answer
of Sister Audentia Anderson for thie present. Her natural
the questions they ask you! Your false modesty is talent for this work is augmented by a long career of earholding you back and turning your boys over to nest musical experience, and many have been the helpful mesinfluences ·that will mar their thought and life for sages appearing in the STAFF,
We have reason to expect even more from our childr·e1ns'
all time.-From "How can boys go right?" by a
former member of the committee of twelve of New chorus department this year. Mrs. E. S. McNichols is planning to spend the greater part of her busy existence in diYork City in June :physical Culture.
l'ecting this important department. The possibilities of this
1
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work are unlimited. If then:l is any doubt in your mind about
this write her. Her address is 806 Electric Street, Independence, Missouri. A full published list of state and district
choristerrs and their addressers will he published dill the next
issue of the Staff.
ALBERT N. HoXIE.

"You are Invited"
These coming summer months afford excellent opportunity
to correspond: with your g1eneral chorister. He is not taking
a vacation this year, and ·is a,nxious to' hear of your experiences the past .fiew montbis, and also of your plans for the
coming fall rand winter. Incidentally he has outlined work of
great momelnt for the choir movement, in which ey,ery musician of the church should be actively interested and engaged.
He does not expect to solv,e evrery perplexing problem that
comes up ~n thie average choristerr's work, but his long and
growing experience will enable him to counsel and in many
instances help a chorister to a bettecr understanding of his
work. He is keenly interrested in 11eceiving prorgrams of
special events, concerts, aanta.tas, and oratorios. These are to
be inserted ~n a g11eat big scrapbook, and will serve us in
many ways, and especially to keep us in touch. with youl'l activitie~s. What choir will be the first to respond? Programs,
press notices, and note·s of interest-good-thank yoru.
And by the vv~a.y it was good to receive a litt1e souvenir of
the S1an Frrancisco ;activities and of the chorister's visit to
Sa~nt Joseph-both in the form of snapshots.
Se,nd along
some more my friends. Our job is ,not nearly so lonely W1hen
you are around. Remember the address is 173 Madison Avenue, New York City.
A. N, HOXIE.

Yearly Appointments
Upon the recommendation of the general chorister, the
joint council has appointed Brother Arthur Mills to serve ·in
the capacity of an a.s:sistant diTector in the geneml choir
movement. The aCtivities of Brother Mills will for the time
!being be confined to the Middle West. His duties will be in
the 1nature of an organizer of choir, orchestra and band interests, and in a national way will serve as gene11al secretary of the general choir movem~nt, with headquarters ·in the
church offices at Independence. Brother Mills has long been
a defvoted servant to the uplifting cause of mus.ic and has
been quite succes.sful in missionary efforts as well, and we
feel he is peculiarly qualified to carry on a good work in the:

Musical News Over the Clmrch
'Since close of conference, there are ample signs of incr.eased musical activity rand interest. Many choirs, orchestra
and organizations are planning for the coming year, determined that it shall be more successful than the last. Evidence is at hand •that the p1e,ople of the church are thinking
more seriously negarding the sphere of music in the church
than ever before.
The I 1ndependence (·Stone Churcl1) choir is prospering and
is feeling the imp·etus for a year's advancemelllt and work.
•Sister Hulmes., who is also chorister of the stake, is planning
their work for the year and intends to make it comprehen- ·
sive as Wlell as progressive. rShe contemplates getting a cooperation of all the sing'errs of the other choirs of the stake,
who desi~ to take up the work, in a large chorus choir, to
take up the serious study and mastery of the oratorio,
"Elidah," which is the masrter work selected for rendition at
next sessrio,n of conference. This, with other work planned,
makes for a full year as well as a successful one.
Work in the Kansas City 1Stake is in process of preparation. Brother Earl Audet, who at thie last stake conference
was chosen and recommended as stake chorister, is planning
the work of the year, part of which will he the study of the
oratorio, "Elijah," contemporaneously with the choir at Independence.
tS~ster Lola J ohnso,n, chorister of the Holden Stake, was in
Independence •Monday morning, the 21st inst., ll:nd had a
pl1easant" interview with the g'eneral secretary regarding the
coming year's work in her stake.
We hear fine reports from the orchestra of the Saint
Joseph, Firs't Branch, Sunday school. Brother Harry W.
Tilden, the superintendent of thie school, is personally pushing
thiis orchestra, which is steadi~y advancing in excellence and
·efficiency. A year ago ~they dtd not eocis.t. It now numbers
nearly twenty players. They have engaged. the services of a
profeSrsional orch~tra man at Saint Joseph to aid them in
their work, twice each month. This is the spirit that wins.
Although remote from the advantages of the large musi-
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cal center, the young ptevp1e of the 'Sunday school at Fanning,
Kansas, are alert and ,enterprising in things musical. The
work of the choir is progressing, and the orchestra, which
was organ:,zed not very many months ago, is developing in
a "\nery noticeable way. Their work, in conjunction with the
services of the choir, is resulting ~n increased attendance
and interest in all the services.
ARTHUR H~ MILLS.
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is the mainspring of his success in this line of truth expression. The new stake undoubtedly feels the inspiration of
this musical beginning, and it will open for them encouraging aVIenues of achievement in the future. All success to
the "United Choi~" of our Fa,r West Stake!

INDEPENDENCE
Indeptendence singers still ,remember with warm fee~irng
their experienc'e on May 2, 3, and 4, when they joined forces
To the Choristers of the Northern California District with the Kansas City Symphony Chorus u,nder the direction
of Mr. Eiarl Rosenberg, in the "Spring Music Festival,'' as
Dertr Saints: Now that I have U;ndertaken a new line of the program giv:es it. The names of one hundred and sixty
mus:c work, I thought it might interest some of you to of our sing1ers app~ear, and Mr. Rosenberg has been very
know what my plans and hopes are for an increase in musi- king and enthusia,stic in his appreciation of the work of their
le31der, Sister George H. Hulmes. The programs for the three
cal development in this pa.rt.
Having been appoi~nted choristetr of this district, I f,eel it evenings were var!ed, soloists of natiOJnal fame in both vocal
is my duty to do all I can to increase the enthusiasm and zeal and instrumental lines assi;sting. The closing night Handel's
of those already interested in music to better service by "Messiah" was giV1en, Mr. Carl Busch's Symphony Orchestra
working more devotedly, loy:aHy, and e~arnestly together. accompanying the chorus.
The Sunday following this week of music, was the one on
We find that loyalty to plan and purpose becomes one of
the great vital principles 9f efficient liv~ng and doing. We which Kansas City paid respect to the French ambassadors
need loyalty, to be happy, therefore we need 1t to do our best whioise late visit to this country was so interesting. Our Indework. All that we do must be done with our best effort and pendence choir was invited to assist the Kansas City Chorus
in the pa,triotic demonstra,tion at Convention Hall, and a
enthusiasm.
Most of the !branches in this district have responded en- section of seats was rese,rved for them. !'t being sacrament
Sunday, the pastor of the Independ~mee Branch arranged
thusiastically so this promises success to our undertaking.
We are planning to haV1e seV'etral ~nthems and a 'Cantata for a special service for the choir members ~n the afte,rnoon,
rendered at conference which will be held in August at Irv- that they might not miss either the musical or the spi:ritual
feasts of the day.
ington.
Through Mr. Ros,enberg's kindness, many complimentary
The following selections have already been chos1en: "Softly
tickets
we11e distributed among music lovers in Independence
now the light of aay," by Schilling. "Praise the Lord," by
F. C. Maker. "The light everlasting," by James R. Gineltte. who might not otherwise have been privileged to attend the
In response to the invitation of Brother Hoxie, the Sa.n feast of harmony of the week.
To the faithful services of the 1eader and officers of our
Francisco choir while realizing the difficulty of the underchoir
is due much of ~the credit· which has been given the
,taking, have decided to study Mendelssohn's "Elijah.'' I
shall be glad if other choirs of this district will join in the efforts it has put forth. Consec11ation a1nd devotion to duty
effort. One thing abov:e! all else which should be instilled and high principles, seeking to sing and to s1erve, with the
into the minds of those assisting in a musical way is that lovely spirit of the Master, scattering the good and uplift
we must have before our imaginatio1n the importance of the , as widely as we may-these are the keynotes of our successes.
work we wish to do, a:hd its end. In rendering a masterpiece May our ideals ever rise higher, become grander and nob1e:r,
we should aim to put the ideal into expression ~through our and may the future witness greater and greater joy in this
wonderful gift of musk off:er1ed to the Most High.
rendition, expressed by beauty of tone and feeling.
As the rendition of a mastelrpiece affords opportunity for
CHANGE IN ORGANIZATION
our highest service, bringing joy, peace and happiness to the
We learn that by motion, discussio,n, and vote, the Indelisteners, we should feel it a pleasu11e to exp,end our time', pendence choir has dissolV1ed its former organization, abolthought, and energy for so noble a purpose. And with the ~shed: the constitution and by-laws, and decided simply to
Lord's mighty hand to aid us our work must be a success.
stand by,. support 'to the best of their ability, and assist in
'l'rus'ting that all in this district will do their very best every possible way, the chorister, who is placed, by branch
for the prog11e.ss of the work in a musical way,
vote and action, in charge of the music. This action, we
Yours sincerely,
understand, is ~n line with the policies of the ~ene:ral chorisr
CHRISTIANA WALLER.
ter, who wishes to stimulate and encourage the interest in
music, and extend its privile~es to aH "who desire to sing."
iMay the experienees of the immediate future show the wisVibrations
dom of the move, and may we witne.s,s a host of consecrated
musicians offering with pure purpose, with charity and love,
SAINT JOSEPH, MISSOURI
that praise to the Father of Lights which is "sweetest and
At the ,0rganization of the Far West Stake, at Saint
meetest!''
A. A.
Joseph, Sunday, June 3; the musical interests were splendidly
represented by a chorus of sixty voices, under the direction
of assistant general chorister, E. C. Bell, of 1Saint Louis, givSaint Louis Echoes
ing the cantata, "The light everlasting.'' The soloists were
Miss Nelle Heikes, soprano; Miss Athena S'cott, mezzo soMusic has charms and so hav;e the true musicians, for our
prano; Mrs. Alonzo Woodside, contralto; and Mr. Paul H. musical programs are proving it. Duri1n g April we spent a
Pugslrey, bass. Miss Edna Christiansen was organist.
deiightful evening at the home of Sister Adele Pe<bers,, devotThe entire event was a grand success, the chorus singing ing it to the study of Felix Mendelssohn Bartholdy.
with g11eat spirit and enthusiasm, combined with delicacy of
Brother C. J. Remington acquainted us with the life hisshading and expression. Brothe~r Bell is a director much tory and notable character of this great man who, though
loved by 'those with whom he. works, and his untiring zeal having heen permitted to live but a comparatively short time,
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1eft many works v.;hich have caused his name to live after
him and wh1ch brings great joy to his many admirers.
Brother Herman Gillespie followed this ~ntroduction with an
especially fine solo, "Hear ye Israel," from "Elijah." His
rendition denoted much of patient practice and study. ··As
our next appointee was unabl,e to attend, Brother E. C. Bell
very kindly subsMtuted by playing two piano selectiqns, one
from the oratorio of "Saint Paul" and the:n a melody from
,;The s~ng without words."
This served to impress us with the marvelous ha,rmonic
power of Mendelssohn. Next Sister B. Loevy read a pape,r
on "The important composition of Mendelssohn." She caused
us to understand the better how he so wonderfully combined
story and song ~n his "tone picture." As the paper was so
good some one remarked that it was not long enough and
we would like to know more, .so Brother Loevy then added
same valuable remarks. Our next and last number was a
beautiful piano solo by Sister Kate Walrond. She gave us
the charming selection from the orig~nal arrangement of
"The midsummer night's dream." It was wonderful indeed
and almost br,EJathlessly did we listen as our hearts grew
sometimes gay, then more serious as she so skillfully played
for us the story. Then came dainty refreshments and in departing to our various homes 'each voted the evening a success i:ndeed.
At our second regular choir meeting in May the following officers were cho,sen: Sister B. Loevy, j:J,resident; Sister
, Anna de Jong Smith, vice president; Brother C. J. Remmington, secretary and treasu11eT; Brother H. Gillespie, librarian;
the correspondent was reelected, a;nd crf course our regular
chorister,·Brother E. C. Bell, was assured by all he was our
choice.
On May 22, the doors of the Loevy home opened .wide to
receive us. Our e-v;ening was given over to the study of
Gioacchino Rossini. Siste.r Alice Bourgeret through ca,reful
study had gathered many facts concerning him and his works
which she presented to us. :She told us of how he had been
ho11n of a father wiho was town trumpeter, and a mother who
had some operatic skill and naturally his fi.rl;lt work was
vocal, but at the age of fif:teei1 his power was lost; then of
course the music of his soul was pom,ed forth in composition.
We then had some impromptu talks on "The Barber of
Seville," "Othello," and "Moses in Egypt." After this
Brother Loevy played a selection from The Barber of Seville
on his player piano. We were d'elig1hted with this as our
brother is really an artist in ope,rating the player. He gives
sympathetic and expres1sive renditio,ns because he studies
his selections so carefully. Next Sister Nina Lloyd gave a
rev1ew of "William Tell" and "The lady of the lake."
Between her and Brother Loevy we we11e all pressed into
service and there was no age limit in their conscription. We
were called upon to r;ead various cantos from Sir Walter
:Scott's "Lady of the lake" so a:.s to note the poet's music as
well as the compose.r's.
Once again our host e:ntertained us with "Trhe overture
from William T.ell" after which he gave us a resume of our
past meeti:ngs.
If I were to tell you how long we stayed even after the ice
cream and cake had been served you might estimate how
thoroughly we enjoyed ourselves.
ANNA DE JONG SMITH.
SAINT Lours, MISSOURI, 21903 'Sullivan Avenue.
Forget what others think. The thing that mrutters is what
you think yourself, and what you believe in yourself.-Nicho·
las Beffel.
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"Use Them, or Lose Them"
We refer to the slogan Brother Trowbridge is leaving in
his wake, concerning, the boys of the "teen" ages! We can:not escape t1he facts1; let us look them square,ly in the face.
A,l,e we keeping the boys in our S'unday schools, in our. Religios? Do they attend our preaching services, or the prayer
meetings? Is their allegiance se.cured for the church to any
definite and appreciable extent? Is this failure to keep and
hold them unavoidable? Does the fault lie with them, or
with us? What are we doing to intere,st t:hem? What a,re
we doing to secure their cooperation alo:ng church lines? Are
we recognizing the "points of contact"? Are we using the in·
fiuences which count most ,effectively with boys? Are we presenting the side of right to them, in the light which most attracts? Are we campa:i:gning or lobbying for the interests of
our boys? Are we working for thei,r souls as we do for their
bodies? A;re we "putting ourselves out" to understand their
natures at this critical pe,riod? Ar.e we inconveniencing ourselves to provide wholesome outlets for their activities, which
will "out"-if not in the right direction, then in wrong? Are
we trying to understand conditions, and take adva,ntage of
every Iegitimate avenue to conserve these boys to God and
his work on earth? Let us "stop, look and listen," and then
proceed wisely and with definite purpose!
The esse)lltial quality of a Christlike life is love. It is
basic; it is of primal importance. Without it no one succeeds
i:n adv:ancing any appreciable distance on the upwa~d path of
spiritual p1rogression. It was the mainspring of Christ's life·
of service; it is to-day, the supreme test of the life patterned
after his: His last counsel, his culminating gift of divine
direction, i's couched in language so simple we almost fail to
grasp its bound.less application: "This is my commandment,
that ye1lov'e one another, as I have loved .you," or, as expressed
in the closi:ng words of the prayer of agony before his crucifixion: "And I have declared unto them thy name, and will
declare it; that the love wherewith thou hast loved me may be
in them, and I in them!"
How then may we apply this wonderful, most mysterious
of principles, to our task of dealing with these careless, ca·refree, hairum-sca.rum boys, whosi~ inattention, indifference,
and app,arent lack of •religious interest disheartens us so
greatly? Let UIS see if we can, by concrete thoughts, arrive at
any solution of the problem confronting all the churches of
to-day, seeking to apply the principle of love to our work
more definitely, and: taking advantage of the same principle,
-the lovce which dwells in every boyish breast, unconscious
as he, or we, may ha,ve been of its exist€!nce.
First of all, we who teach or train should be governed absolutely by love. No policy of impati€!nce, of harshness, of cold
criticism, or ·of, ruthless punishment will ever penetrate to
those hidden recesses .of a boy's heart and quick€!n him into
religious life. An all-embracing, all-enduring, all-compre·
hensive love for these young souls whose whole bei1ngs are
in turmoil, should motivate ev,ery action, word or thought
of oum as we seek to assist these young struggling atoms
of humanity to sense the divine in their own natures, and to
rightly interpret those impuls,es and yearnings which to
them are so mystifying, amd which alas, in so many ~nstances,
through ignorance lead them into disaster and utter ruin.
Sympathy with the lad; an ability to view things f.rom
the boy's point of view; a willingness to estimate many
things according to boy ~standards; concession where principle
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is 1not at stake; disr~gard of previous rigid convictions, and a
· facility to reconstruct one's ideas in the light of modern en-·
vironments; a J71earning ·determination to erect ideals before
the young mind, which will a,ppeal directly to his interests;
a constructive planting of worthy seed in the fertile soil of
a lad's heart-seeds of chivalry, honor, truth, purity and selfresprect; an rever-alert, 1ne\"er~sleeping watchfulness and carre
that his energy is rli.ghtly directed; and aibove all, a close
·companionship which can only be purchased with many a sacrifice of personal pleasure, personal tastes, and personal comfort-all these are necessary attitudes of mind on the part
of one who seeks to lead a boy into all truth!
One must believe in the boy. He is not perverse oy nature;
he is ~n offspring of God the same as other human beings.
The good impulses are there, covered deeply perhaps by the
neglect of years, by lack of guidance, and by weeds of habit,
the growth of which might have been prevented by intelligent
observation and wise correction. But it is never too late to
mend! The bad boy of .every neighborhood has a heart that
will respond to the touch of loV1e. He may not know, himself,
the strength of his desire to be loved, and to have an object
upon which to lavish the r:ch abu1ndance of his boyish admiration and loV?e. Hierro-worship completely possesses the boy at
a certain age, and the wise parent or teacher will take advantage of this fact and place before the lad the highest
ideals of character, embodied in the persons and achievements
of great men.
Be frank with the boys. Understand that their eyes are
wide open to hypocrisy. They will see through any superfidalitires or insincerity with accurate perceptiotns and their
judgments in such a case are not temper~d with much mercy!
ThEii!r scorn for a prretender is quickly aroused; do not ·make
the mistake of posing before them. a.s a modJel of propdety
or conduct, unless you are positive your life can bear the
closest scrutiny. On the other hand, it is not well that young
lads should have the mistakes or misdeeds of thosre whom
they admire held up to view. !Some fathers love to tell of
the escapades of thelir youth-and then wonder why their
own boys a11e so lawless! Notne are perfect, and often the
mistakes of our past qua~ify · us to better counsel and
warn our children, but let not their idols be ruthlessly or
unnecessarily destroyed, or their standards needlessly lowered.
They cannot always discriminate between warning and license!
The boy of the adoiescent age is full of love. He loves
many things. We do well to utilize these loves in the very
best way. First, perhaps, >:s his lov:e of activity. In!'Jtead of
trying to repres·s this love, let us use it. Let us gi\"e the
boy something to do eV1el'Y minute of his life! If he i's not to
work, let him play! ·Surely idleness' is most prolific of evil!
If the boy is in Sunda,y school, let the teacher find something
for hi:im to do! If it is no more than looking up references,
or finding out how many kinds of spiders there are before
next Sunday, or engaging him to help dish out the ice cream
at the picnic, or helping the pastor distribute tracts next
Thursday after school, or hoeing one row of potatoes in the
class garden Saturday morning, or in getting the full score
of the ball game on the town diamond and reporting it to
the class!
He loves sociability. Feed that love constantly. Let the
weeks or months record ma,ny little gatherings of your boys..
!Jet them bring their friends into your home after school, and
you just slip into the kitchen and see that some hot chocolate, or cold lemonade is ready for them! Bother? Yes,
but isn't your boy worth it? And if you let him and h!is
gang whittle in your house, or dig a cave in your back yard,
or build a wonderful •automobile in your woodshed, or fix up
their butterfly cabinet in your attic, or convert one of your

closets into a dark room for kodak developing aren't you
helpC.ng to tide that precious bundle of actiwty over some
dangerous spots in life, as well as helping to purify the influences a:mund him? Do not feel that your boy should be
isolated in order to b~ kept pure; rather put the wholesome
leavren into the whole bunch, or "gang" as he likes to call it!
Be otne of them, in the character of some one or other of
the heroes they admire; do not be bossy or dictatorial, but
manag·e by "hook or crook," by invitati!on or scheming, by
·ingeniously planned surprises or unexpected p.leasure, to ge·t
a firm. hold upon the hearts and al1egiamce of those boys.
They are quick to appreciate kindness, and the trouble has·
been in the past, that mothers have shov.ed the boys out of
doors, because of their litter and ,noise, and fathexs have been
so busy working for bread and butter, they have remo\"ed
their minds far from the memories of thelr own past hunger
of soul, and they make no attempt to feed that same hunger
in the hearts of their sons. The bod'y fed and clothed, and
the heart and soul starving for "food convenient. for them,"
is the pathetic record of most of our boys at the trying period
of theh; liv:es!
Boys love the, out of doors! Better a,nd more impressive
and influential a lesson of pu11ity, kindness, or reverenc>e:
taught under the shade of a tree, the blue sky of heaven, by
falling water, or amidst the grandeur of hiJI and rock, than
one att>empted in a close or stuffy room, hampered by number:s, and nois1e, and rendered futile by the wander~ng and
inattention of the boy's mind, whose whole nature is calling
him out of doors! Take your class out to the woods occasionally and teach there, >in God's first te:mples, the myssteries of his love and providence! Take your boys on frequent hikes, or camping trips, teaching him to reverence
1nature and, through it learn to look 'up to, and adore, Nature's God! · Parents, nwke occasion :and opportunity to be
out of doors with your children. Haven't time? Let the
embroidery go, or the reading of the latest details of the
scandal case1! Pack your basket-plain bread and butter is
glorified out under the trees !-and stick in a copy of Tennyson, or Longfellow, or Treasure Island! A bit of wholesome
thought of that kind, will do much to rest you, a1nd raise your
own ideals of life, and afford a rare chance to stimulate the
"vision" of your children, w:thout which "vision" they will
suDely "perish."
The boy lovres "eats." The mother who remembers this,
has always before her one common ground of approa~h ta
any boy's heart. "Isn't Jimmy's mother a brick?" is an
encomium the sincerity of which can never be doubted, and
the heartiness of which ca,n never he even imitated by the
empty flatteries of the society fop who utte;rs his vapid
praiises over the plate of ice or cup of tea! A handful of
fresh cookies or doughnuts, a few apples or nuts win the boy
as nothing else can. Plan little occasions to please the lads
in this way. If. the "gang" is meeting in your back yard,
go out and visit the "fort" with sandwiches and cocoa, an'
offensive rammlljnition, and the garrison will capitulate--to
the last soldier!
And boys love play! Perhaps we older ones would r~tain
the wonderful spirit of youth much longer did we know how
to play better. We get so absorbed in the serious problems
of life, that we forget the joy that is al so there! Could we
relax, could we visit the mystic realm of the fanciful and the
imaginative more frequently, wandering at will and without
haste or rush or turmoil through its beautiful streets, listening to its music, its bubbling fountains, .see ·it.s won.derful
lights and colors, taste its magic fruits, touch hands with
kindred beings, and sense the atmosphere of hope and joy and
peace and achievement, would we not return with increased
power, enlarged patience, clearer vision, and more purposeful
1
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determination to the·ste·rner paths of reality? This power of
dwelling, momentarily, in the land of the unseen, in the world
of imagination, is strong in youth. Witness the throngs of
young people who nightly crowd the picture shows, where
for a brief hour or two, they may exchange the disappoint-ments of life, for its pJ,easures; where the harsh realities
of work, or poverty, or quenched desires, give place to beauty,
light, color, elegance, ease, or cultur.e1! When the hour is
over, the youth passes, with a sigh, from the palaee of dreams
to the barrenness of loneliness.
We say "loneliness" purpose1ly; how many of us who mingle daily with the boy of ten, fourteen, or eighteen, take the
pains to find the key to his heart, k.nock respectfully-rever®tly-at the door, and enter, with shoes removed, into that
sacred domain, to share ill the joys and the griefs which
have found lodgment there? Do we not rather say, "Now,
John Jones! Haven't I told you a thousand times not to come
into this house with dirty shoes! Go out this instant! I am
busy this morning, mlJd can't he bothered!" Or, from the
father, ~'Fifty cents for the ball game? No, indeed, sir! I
work too hard for my mo1ney to see it squandeDed on a fool
game of ball! Go out into the yard, and tackle that woodpile, young man!''' Or from big sister, "Now, John, I am
going to have company toc.night, and I don't want you to
come near the parlor-do you hear?" And the boy turns
moodily and sulkingly away from those who should understand him best, and aroU!nd the corner pours out his grievance's into the ears of sympathetic, if not wise counselors,
and with their aid, plans all sorts of things "to get even with
the folks!"
Play with the lad, parents! The book under the evening
lamp may be inviting, but it cannot give you half the warmth
about the heart when bedtime comes as will the "Dad, I
surely have had a glorious time to-night with you! You're
just the best kind of a father a boy can have! When can
we go to the gym again?" or the "Mother, that little picnic
lunch out under the old tree was scrumptious! And all the
boys think you're a jolly sort to stay and watch our ball
game! Didn't old Skinny1s home run just make your hair
stand on end!"
The boy loves sport and athletics. We hope to see the
time whe1n all our b:mnches will hav·e .facilities for encouraging proper attention to these things. Why should not every
church lot have its tennis court? .Su11ely God would approve
of the effort to provide healthful and legitimate outl.ets for
t.he muscular activity which is so prominent in the boys of
this soreJy tryi1ng and sorely ,tried age! (For the trials are not
all on the side of the adult, be sure!) Where no building is
available for the purpose elsewhere, could not the Smi.day
school rooms have some light gymnasium appara,tus plac•ed
where the boys could U$e it fr;eely? The telJinis court, or
c!1oquet ground, might affol'd hours of wholesome pleasure
which hours without such opportunity, might be spent in far
leSIS innocent or profitable directions. And what is to hinder having the moving pictures for our young p,eople? What
a wonderful vehicle -it is for conveying impressions! Ideals
of the highest kind can be pl'esented through this medium,
which might nev1e<r otherwise be brought into a boy's life.
Through his ·imaginatiQn, in this world of fancy, he may be
impreissed with visions of a noble and spiritual character
which the workaday world is powerless to present. Longings for high attainments, striving after better standards,
clearnes,s of preception, well-marked lines between :dght and
w11ong, the futility of folly, the power of love, the value of
purity, of conscientiousness, of integrity and honor-many,
many are the lessons possible through the pictured life into
which the youth ,enters so whole-heartedly. We older ones
have alas·, too many of us, largely 1ost our power to imagine;
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we cannot altogether forget that it is a drama we are bee.
holding; but the youth :ils not seeing a play, an imitation of
life, for him it is life itself! He is living and moving in the
world before his eyes! Oh, would that every child in this
CoU!ntry were privileged to thus •enter and dwell in worthy
places! Would that we could, in pity for the'Se innocent ones
wiJth their plastic minds, see that every picture upon which
they gazed wa.s one which would not lower their standards
of right living, and right thinking! If we had the moving
picture facilities in our own hands, placed in the charge of
•consecrated 8<nd clear-sighted men or women, could we not
utilize them as choice means for education, of correct values,
of right adjustment with the world about us, and thus set
the feet of our young upon paths which lead directly to the
summ~t?

Let us organize our boys in to little clubs under the leadership of competent men, who will at all times have the best
,spiritual welfarf! of their charge's at heart. Let us, in their
activity, their "gang" impulses, their athletics, their sports
and amusements, find God for them, leading them to his feet
hy patient sympathy, loving coU!nsel, kindly erffort, and direct
purpose, feeling that nothing is too hard, nothing is too
· bothersome, nothing is too good for these young souls!
They, are, indeed, at the parting of the ways, where
their liVIes are, by only slight ·imp;e!i;us, set drifti1ng towards saf,e havens or into sto~lY wate.rs! At this age
boys receive -their spiritual awakening-witness Joseph
Smith-or they receive theh· criminal bent; witness the p·rocession before the juvenile courts of the land! Can we do
too much? Can we work too hard? Can we sacrifice too
greatly? Are our boys worth while1? Are they of value to
the church? Are they 1among our assets? A11e we responsible? Are we remi1ss? Are we indiff,e'I'ent?
The season of reuniollls is just ahead of us. SoQn all over
the land will there be various ga!th.e!1ings of the Saints. They
will have their priesthood meetings, their auxiliary meetings,
their Sunday school sessions, their Religio exercises, their
study cla1sses, their (thank God!) Oriole circles', but where
do the boys come in? Le1t us arouse to this g!'eat lack! Let
us see to this need at once! Let us appoint the very best
man available for this important comm~s1sion: "F,eed my
lambs!" Let us get the man who sees in it his life's opportU!nilty; who understands that he is on holy ground when he
gets a group of 'young boys about him, looking Ul'J to him for
guidance; who realizes that when they say, "What shall we
do next?" he needs to send up to God a pr,auer for direction
and inspiration as truly needed as when he stands in the
pulpit! •a man who can look about him upon these young
souls and see Christ there; a mll!n who can feel the warmth of
their young hearts and understands that the crust ·of indifference is only protective armor, needed to insure a tender
heart against suffe,ring from negLect, f.rom aversion, from
:misunderstanding and injustice,-all of which the ave11age
young boy ·encounters in h:is everyday existenc1e! God·· send
such men to the rescue of our boys! God inspire such men
to plant the seeds of a good living in the fertile soil of a
boy's he1art, instead of seekiing only the conv,e'I'sion of the outs~der, the worldly adult!
To-day is a day of conservation;
why nolt sav'e our own?
AUDENTIA ANDERSON.

"Come Over into Macedonia, and Help Us!"
The committee which is striving to outline a plan under
which to organize the boys of our church, has "opened up
,shop," so to speak, and is ready for suggestions. The members would gladly welcome any ideas which seem to any
worker with boys, to be rich in possibilities for good. They
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•' invite such opmwns, and desire to get into communication
, with all those in the church who have had expe,rience with
boYJs, coHectively or :individually, which has given them an
insight into what policies they deem most ess~ntial and desimble in club plans for boys. E'specially do they desire
opinions concerning some of the already exis:tent and wellknown boys' organizations, chiefly, perhaps, the Boy Scout
movement. Has anyone found it lacking? Where~n? Is it
adequate to our needs? Is it advisable,? Are there points
against it, as an organization wiith which our boys should
identify themselves? WI1at has been your experience with it,
or other boys' clubs? What is your ideal for our boys'? How
largely should the material enter into such work, and how
largely the ideal or spiritual, in order to interest and best
i1nfluence our boys? Does the organized class-either of
Religio or Sunday school-meet .fully the demands? Could
it, if an outline were prepared for the leaders or teachers
of such classes? If so, what should such an outline embrace
or cover? What could you sugge!st for reunion activities for
tthe boys?
Please address your replies to anyone of the committee,
or send your ideas in the form of a short, pithy article to the
editor of this column.
·
The committee is Ralph W. Farrell, 14 Kenwood Street,
Providence, Rhode Island; Danieil T. Williams, 719 East
Twelfth Street, Des Moines, Iowa; Audentia Anderso,n, 2009
Locust Street, Omaha, N ebr1aska.

June 13, 1917
ha.ve the pews in the church yet but expect to have them :in
a few weeks, after which we wiH announce our formal opening.
We have already had a pretty wedding in it: that of
Brother Alma Booker and Sister Isabel McLean. Brother
U. W. Greel':\e vis:ited us and gave us a very intere'sting talk.
We were sorry his visit was so shorj;. We wish to thank the
hranche'S who have so kindly help,ed us in !building this little
church and .we can assure a hearty welcome to any who may
come and meet with us. We hope now to be more abie to
spread the work and build up the k1ngdom of God. We have
about. seven or eight who will be baptized on Sunday May 27.
Your brother in Christ,
1395 East Delavan Avenue.
AL~ERT WoUTERS.
ARDMORE, SOUTH DAKOTA, May 23, 1917.
Editors Hemld: Will some of the elders who were sent to
eastern Oklahoma go to Quinton, Oklahoma, and preach, as
my mother wants our gospel to come there. There are several families there that want to hear our people preach. My
mother is not a member of the church. Her nam~ is Mrs.
Leona Smedley, better known as the Widow Thompson.
She lives on the south side of the railroad. Anyone ca:n ten
you where "Widow Thompson" lives.
Your sister in the faith,
LAURA PLUMB.

J

WATERFORD, ONTARIO, May 23, 1917.
Editors Herald: It ha,s been some time since I wrote a letter to the HERA'LD, and as I love to hear from others perhaps
there are some who are wondering whe.re I am and what I
am doing. The appointi:ng powers saw fit to change our mission field this year and so we wrii:Je from London Dj.t>trict,
Oakland, California
Ontario.
·
Through
the
kindness
of the Saints of Chatham District
Thursday, May 24, was quite a memorable day with the
church at Oakland, California. A session of the \Voman's we wel'e able to attend General Conference, a trip that we
Auxiliary with the sister society of San Francisco as guests., enjoyed very much, and of course were enthused with a
took place at the home of Sister E¥a Young, ov;er forty being 6ftrongeT determination to do our share as we met with those
present. Our friend, or enemy H. C. L., seemed to have been of the leading m8Jn of th€l church; and were made to know
in a measure forgotten in the ample spread about noon, where the Lord was placing competent men at its head. It seems
physical satisfaction and sociability reignecj. supr,eme. In the that efficiency is the watch~ord among the priesthood, and
enJoyable ·exercises of the afternoon the question of the. we can see room in ourselves for great advancement.
Ba~k from conference we came as fast as steam could
church debt incidentally came up. It was decided, however,
!bring
us to oul' home (Coleman, Michigan) to see our parents
that some other method of economy should be adopted rather
than eliminating those interchanges of fraternal visits which and othe·r friends and relatives. A few days' wait at home
conduce so much toward 'the life and development of the so- and th€lln we boarded the train for Flint, Michigan, where
we spent many happy days before taking a mission, and
ciety and church in general.
there we met many friends and received the glad handshake
Quite a number remained to the evening meal,· after which
which is usually found among the Flint Saints. Now we
others joined, swelling the number to about sixty who spent
leave Flint and the powerful electric car hurries us over to
the evening in an enjoyable manner. In the program wa:s a
the Detroit Rivm• and soon we say good-by to U. S. A. and
presentation to 1t.he retiring pastor, H. J. Davison, of a token
are met at Windsor by our ever alert friend, the immigraof good wm and appreciation, with the usual speech and ret,:oln officer, who questioned us quite closely and then said
spQnse. Good cheer and encouragement for the future, in
(after we had shown our license): "All right; go ahead."
spi,te of war conditions in the world, seemed to be the order of
AU right, .we proceeded to board a city car which let us off at
the day.
Brother Robert Pa>rker's home where we usually stopped
The presiding care of the branch will be in the hands of while in Windsor, and th~nks to them for their cordiality.
E lder J. W. Presley who is acting priest of the branch for iAfter .a s.hort v!sit over Sunday in Windsor we go to
the present.
ONE PRE'SENT.
Blenheim and are received by Elder G. P. Coburn who has
always made us feel at home; and after a short vis1:t there
v:;e hurrited on to London, where ~e 'preached our first sermon
'BUFFALO, NEw YoRK, May 2·3, 1917.
Editors Herald: The Buffalo Saints are now me.erting in the 'in our new district and met a good ma1ny of the London
church they have talked of for so long, at Midway and Hutch- Saints. We were domiciled at the home of Brother John
inson A v~enues. For about ten years they have met in re,nted. Vasbinder while in London,
Brother B. H. Doty 'and I are now laboring together and
halls and under trying circumsta.nces, and it seems good to
meet in 'a building they can call .their own and can look to I find him a very good colaborer, with his saxaphone and his
with more respect and reverence than formerly. We do not talent for vocal music.

[
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I hope the peace. that God can give may be with the Saints
in Chatham Distrkt, UJnd that we may he S)lccessful in making friends in our new district.
Your colaborer,
JOSEPH H. YAGER..
Home address: Coleman, Michigan.

Christmas Offering---Roll of Honor
Read over 1this list-is your Sunday school listed? If not,
are we to believe that you are not with us in our effort for a
greater Christmas offering? No, we a:ne sure such is not the
case-we know you are all with us and working hard. Before the next issue see that your school is lis:ted among those
who have as much or more right now than you had in your
entir,e offiering last year. We want all schools to have at least
an amount equal to last year';" offering by the first Sunday in
July--we want all who ca,n to have double their last year's
offering, for the larger your "nest egg," the greater incentivet
/
you will ha,ve to add to it.~"
E'"ery school should keep their offer~ng in the bank where
it will draw intte:ne:st; for ,every dollar will help. If you have
not your offering in the bank now see that it is put there right
away. There is >a bank in almost eve~y city and town that
will pay at least three per eent on deposits; why not get it?
Read the following extnacts from our many enthusiastic
workers, See what they are doing, get in line with them, enthuse your schools. Keep afte,r your superint~ndent-that is
if he needs it. If not, offer your help; he will n,eed you; he
needs every enthusiastic worker.
Word has been received from schools in the following order. Extracts from these enthusiastic workers' letters are
given to show you what splendid records >are being made:
Moorhead, Iowa; Logan, Iowa; Mount Wa,shington, Missouri;
Saint Thomas, Ontario, Canada; Phoenix, Arizona; Spokane,
Washington; Detroit No. 2, Michigan; Plymouth, Massachusetts; >Sault Sainte M:arie, Ontario.
Moorhead.-"Here is our announcement: Offering for 1916,
$44.50; offe,ring up to May 20, 1917, $117.63. Yours, hoping
that the whole church debt might be paid this year, Mrs.
'
·
T. 0. Strand."
Logan.-"Our Christmas offering up to now, May 27, not
only exce,eds last year's, but we have more than doubled the
amount; $56 on hand. Your mark is not set high enoughlet's pay >all the debt this year; it can be done. We're boosters. Rose Adams, superintendent."
Mount Washington.-"On February 14, we had more than
equaled last yeax's offering. At present, M:a.y 25, last year's
offering is more than doubled; but we are disappointed that
we have not kept up to our schedule, which is $3 per week
for 50 weeks. We want $150 by December 15. Enrollment
is 85. J. W. Stobaugh, secretary."
Saint Thoraas.-"·Yes, we are go~ng to double it, and more.
A booster committee is busy and so are the children. Las>t
year's was $18.95, and we more than equaled it on May 27.
By July 1, our nest egg will hatch out double the amount or
more. Offerings of each class go on blackboard every Sunday. lVl1:1s. Albert ,Else, chairman committee."
Phoenix.-"We have a little school, but have now, May 27,
double last year's offering and $1.80 over. Some time ago
we began method of placing on blackboard general Sunday
school ,totals for las,t six years, together with our ever-~n
creasing sum. Amos Yates, superintendent.''
Spokane.-"Would Iike to tell you we have more than
doubled Iast yea.r's offering, which was a few eents over $40.
We have collected to date, May 28, $92.21. from average at~
tendance of 70. Our aim is $140, but if we do as well as in
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the past, that will be more than realized. Our money is depos1t.ed and drawing 3 per eent. Our ten classes are enthusiastic and would like suggestions as to ways for the little ones to ea11n their offering. Dana H. Crum, for commiMe:e."
Det1·oit.-"Detroit No.2 school gave $52.68 last year. Have .
coll>ected to date, June 3, $56. Hope we are firs,t. W. A.
Blair, superintendent."
We cannot all be first, can we? We can all he enthusiastic
workers, and that's what really counts. Had you been first,
you might suppose your school was the only one working.
Inspiration come:s from knowing. that so many are work~ng
hard! and showing such splendid r,esults, and ,that you are
among ~he first.
Plymouth.-"We have 39 scholars and hav,e set our mark
at $80. Last year it was $14.08; it is now, June 4, $28.37. A
committee is at work. We have put up our Christmas offering
thermometer, which shows on l<eft hand a degi,ee for each
Sunday during twelv:e months; on :the right of this anothm·
register show~ng degrees by dollars from 0 to $80, by December 23, 1917. Thermomeiter says we ought to have $40 by
July 1."
Sault Sainte Marie.-"In harmony with your letter we report that we have now, June 4, doubled the amount of our
offering for last year. Mrs. H. E.. Campbell, secretary."
· We shaH publish ,the roll of honor from time to time, as
spaee shall permit.
A. W. SMITH.
SiAINT LOUIS, MISSOURI, 2903 SuUiva:n A v~enue,

From Here and There
.Thirty thousand soldiers are to be quarte1'ed at Greenville, South Carolina, a city of seventy-five thousand where
Brethren F.··M. Slover and A. G. Miller opened the work last
year. Brother E.. :C. Shelley repor:t:s that it is his intention to
'use a tent and if possible open a hall ~n the central part of
the town. The Utah Mormons h:a,ve quite a stronghold ther,e.
Our Sunday school at New Bedford, Massachusetts is not
large, but they ha:V'e sent one lad, their sec:netary, to the
country1s serviee, :and another will likely go soon. The
Evening Standard of that place contains a favorable and
detailed account of a patriotic rally held by the school recently. A number of representative men of the locality
spoke, and Elder E. B. Hull, of Fall River, represented our
church and the duty of its individuals >to the country in its
hour of need.
A letter from W. E. Shakespeare says he left home in Independenee, Missouri on the 25th for Frazee, Minnesota,
where he preached for the Saints twice and renewed acqua~nt
ances. The North Dakota reunion is to be held a,t Logan,
beginning June 29 and they expect a big crowd. Two of the
Twelve expect to be in attendance. No new tents are to be
obtained, so those having them should com.e prepared.
Brother Shakespeare· is ready to answer as many calls for
preachi!llg ,a,s he can a1rrange for. His field address is 12
Fourteenth Street South, Fargo, No,rth Dakota.
The memorial service at Independence w:as postponed on
account of a bad storm which did considerable damage,
forty f,eet of the wall of the neMT high school building being
wrecked. At the children's prayer meeting Israel A. Smith
presided and told of his recent visit >to Nauvoo and Carthage,
Illinois. The res1dents in that territory spoke in most respectful terms of his grandfather, Joseph the M!artyr. War
measures Teceive their due cQnsideration and patriotic mass.
meetings are the order, while the Uiberty Loan is urged and
supported. A new batteJ'Y plan is being effected by the
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young men and a patriotic meeting was planned for the evening of June 5.
It is interesting to note that in awarding the hQnor scholarship in the college depa11tment this year at Graceland, there
was a tie and the faculty awarded it to two brothers,.Ralph
W. and Lee K Travis, of Champion, Nebraska. The academy
scholarship was awarded to mlbe,rt W. Lambert, of Ferris,
Illiinois, son of George P. Lambert. The annual oratoriCial scholarship· went to Charles R. Hield, ·of Lamoni,
his ol'artion at the a1nnual contest appear!hg in the June
Autumn Leaves. rState teachers certificates were awarded
for the first time this year to Miss Iva J. Knipschild, of Norborne, Missouri and the Travis brothers. These are good. in
:any State that accepts Iowa certifica,tes,.

MISCELLANEOUS DEPARTMENT
Pastoral
. To the Swints of the Northern California District; Greet-

my: The. G~ne1ral Conference of 1917 is, past; and I once

tithing, freewill offiering, or consecration that you may have
to give.
Sincerely yours, for service,
E. W. HAWKINS, District Presildent.
SAN J OSEr, CALIFORNIA, J unre 4, 1917.

Conference Minutes
NORTHEASTERN "ILLINOIS.-Statistical reports were: Dekalib 5~4, Plano 172, Mission 12r0, Rockford 13, First Gh!icago
1~7, Central Chicago 225, Deselm 76, Belvidere 41, SandWich. 69, nro reports from Piper City or West Pullman.
E~ghty-four men in the priesthqpd, reports from 36 of these.
Bishop's agent reports total collected $2,007.51, paid out
$155.79, cash on hand $451.72. $800 sent to Bishop McGuire.
District tveasurer reports cash on hand $8.35. Gra.celand
College student fund has $55 collected, amoUtnt to be collected $100. This fund tis in the hands of. R. N. Burwell,
F. F. Wipper and H. P. W. Keir. Election of offic,ers, present offieers were sustained in their office together with
-bishop's agent, excepting David Dowker who is recommended
as district chorister. Moti,on prevailed that we resci1nd motion ordering a reUtnion this y1e:aa:-.. There will he no reunion
this year. Communication from deacon's quorum read, also
from Young M.en's League, ,as well as library and good literatun) commission. F'red Baldwin was chosen as hea;d of
good literature commission and Jl!red Johnson head of library commission. ~Our district president urges that all
bl'anches keep a r'ecord of the total attendance of members
a,nd nonmembers. Next conference at First Chicago Branch
Decrember 1 and 2, 1917. William Darmon ordained to office
of ,elder and provision made to orda,in Fred H. ·Johnson to
the same office.
'
Provision made to hold special meetings in all the branches
this summer, the missionaries will have tent meetings at the
missions also. Frederick E. Bone, secretary.

more desire to thank the dear Saint:s of the district, for their
liberal donations, that made dt possible for me to a~ttend the
conference. It was an expr~rience for me that was truly
enjoyable and appreciated. It was very educative and instructive; ·and the instructions that I recreived there werre so
impressed upon my mind that I belieV1e that under normal
cQnditions,. they will never be obliterated.
,NORTHEASTERN lLLINOIS.-At M,ission Branch, Marseilles,
I can say without hesitation, that it was the best General
Conf,erence that I rever atrtended; (it was the firs,t one) and Illinois, June 1 and 2. J. 0. Dutton chosen chairman, asI come back to you a stronger man; better equipped for the sisted by R. N: Burwell. F. E. Bone acted as secretary.
re,ports showed a loss locally in some bra.nches
work that lies before me, in the cause of the Master; better IStatisbcal
.able to meet the obs,ilacles, and the hindering causes that lire through removal, but a gain in membership gene.rally. Offialong the path of life; better able to cope with the proB- cers' report show that all things are .moving smoothly in the
lems that are continually presenting themselves as we go for- wheels of progress. This is promising of good results in the
ward in the work the Masrtrer has called us to do; better able future. Letters from H. P. W. Keir anrd F. F. Wipper on
to give i,nstruction as one callred to rrepresent the Master and conditions in the Sandwkh and Central Chicago Branches
his church, and to feed rthe flock over which I have been were read. A lengthy discussion was carried o1n relative to
made OV1erseer. And I hope that ras I go forth among the names of sea tbered members which are carried on branch
!branches, thar1J I may be able to impart unto you some of the books, while 1the members were practically lost to them, as
know1edge and instruction, that I myself have received; far as their whereabouts are concerned. This finally rethat you may be benefited as far as possible by my expe- sulted in a . rersolution being made to be presented at next
rience, 'and as we begin another co,nference year, let each General Conference that an organization be fostered for
one, from the least unto the greatest; from those of tender the handling of these names to work co,njointly with the local
age, to those whose locks have grown gray ,in the service of authorirties in an endeavor tO loca:be these members. The
the Master: from those who have gathered together in !bishop's treasurer's and genel'al college -fund :reports were
branches to those who are scattrerred abroad ~to the uttermost read; reflecting conditions encouraging to the officers. The
parts of the district; put forth every ounce of energy thart l'eport of the Young Men's Progressive Association was
he can muster, rand thrust in his sickle and reap as he read. This is a club that has been organiz,ed ~in the Central
may: and do all that he can, spiritually, mentally, physically, Chicago Branch among the yoUtn!?: men for the s.rtudying of
and last but not least of all, temporally, to make this work the standard books and other good books the~reby p11eparing
of the Lord, a succress. Especially do I ask of the priest- them for future servic,es in the Lord's work. F. B. Barldwin
was chosen as chairman of gosprel literature commission for
hood: You who have beern called of the Master, to this high this
district, which is promising good results . . F. Johnson's
and holy calling of working with God, for the sa,lvation of
William Darmon's names were acted on that they be
mankind: from the deacon to the pres!iding elder of the and
branch; be ye diligent in your service: Iet there he no idlers ordained e1dre,rs. Officers releoted: J. 0. Dutto1n, president;
L. Cooper, vice president; F. E. Bone, secretary; R. N.
among you; but let ~everyone go to with all his might, and J.
Burwell, treasurer. The Saints in this district have decided
work while the da,y lasts. The harvest is white and the not
to hold a reunion this year. The l'eunion pr~eaching tent
laborers are few. ""We ha'lne only two missio1narires in our diswill be used to hold week meetings in some of the outlying
trict this year, and two local appointees; theTefore we ask towns.
Preaching at 8 p. m. by F. G. Pitt. Praye~r meeting
that every ~lder that is not presiding over a br~nch, do
Sunday at 8.30 a. m. followed by preaching by R. N. BurwelL
all the local work that he cran. Ge;t openings wherever Preaching
at 2.30 p. m. by F. F. Wipprer, arnd at 8 p. m. by
you ca!l: li~t up. your voices and cry. aloud and spare not; the W. A. McDowell.
hastenmg time IS upon us: the day IS far spent: the night is
fast approaching; shaH we have she,aves for the ha~vest?
KENTUCKY AND ~ENNESSEE:-With Foundry Hill Branch,
Anyone that has an opening for preaching, please let me J~ne. 2, 191~. Bu~ 1ness _sesswn.opened ~at 2.30 p. m. with
know, and I will see that e'\nery want is supplied just as
d1stnct president m chair. Owmg to heavy rains and sefast as I possibly can.
'
vere windstorms throughout the district, attendance was not
I wouldl like to hear from ev,erry scattered :Saint in the as·large as had been anticipated. Principal business· was
district; if you a,re discouraged, or disheartened, let us hear election of district officers. J. R. McClain reelected district
pl'esident. Bishop's, agent's report shows a great increase
from you; may be we can help you! we will try.
And nrow, dear S:aints, let me say ~n conclusion; this is in amoUtnt of tithing paid. We are pleas,ed to note that the
a "day of sacrifice, a day of consecration, a day for the ·Saints are getting awake to their duty in this regard. All
tithing of my people, and he that is tithed shall not be business sre,ss;ions passed off nicely without .any disputatirnns,.
The spirit of oneness seemed to prevail. We we1re pleased
!burned at his coming." (Doctrine anrd Covenants 64: 5.)
As solicitor for the bishop of the district I will carry a. to have our mis:sionary, L. M. McFadden, with us. He de~
reoeipt book with me, and will receipt for any amoUtnt of livered some splend1d discourses. Conference adjourned to
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meet with Eagle Creek Branch at call of district president.
The 1Saints of this 'district are looki,ng forward with anxiety to the time when our reunion shall convene, which will
be July 21, 1917, because we are expecting the best one we
have ever had. S. E. Dickson, L. M. McFadden, D. L. Ross,,
p·Dess committee.
SOUTHERN lNDIANA.-At Indianapolis, May 19 and 20, J.
E. Warne, C. A. Noland :and James B. Welch p_residin~.
Statistic1al Deports: Louisville 158, Derby 123, Indmnapohs
84, Byrneville 103, district membership 511. P~iesthood ~e
porting 19. Bishop's a.gent reported recmpts $690.53; disbursements $464.68. W. N. Hanner appointed pr,esident of
Wirt Bmnch. Officers eiected J. E. Warne, president; James
B. Welch, vic:e presi8)nt; Pearl F. Newton, secr,etary-treasurer;
Goldie V. Brook, member library board; Ada Mast, member
g1ospel l'iterature bureau.; J,ames B. !Welch. sus:tained :as
·bishop's ag1ent, 'and Goldie V. Brook as chonster; Bernice
Krishbaum, membre,r auditing. boa11d for third-year term.
'Motion adopted for each member of district to pay'five cents
a month for district expenses. Meet at Derby, Indiana,
September 8, 1917. P<earl F. Newton, secl'etary, 1506
West Twenty-First Stree.t, Indianapolis, Indiana. ·
FREMONT.-At Thurman, Iowa, Jun1e1 2, 1917, with district
presidency in charge. W. A. Hougas was chosen secretary
pro tem. Branch reports as follows: Bartlett 46, Glenwood
71, Shenandoah 111, Thurman 192, Hamburg 61, Tabor 71,
Henderson 78. Ministerial repo·rts were read. Report on
tent matter, $199 collected. Purchase of district tent left
in hands of district presidency and W. E. Had8)n, with
power to act. P<etitions for October confeirence received from
Tabor and Henderson. Vote resulted in favor of Henderson,
time lef:t to district presidency. Recommendation f11om Henderson Branch that Ward A. Hougas be ordained a prie,st
was approv<e.d arnd ordination orde:red provided for. Also
a recommendation from Tabor Branch that Wayne R. Richardson be ordained to the office of priest was approved and
ordination ordered provided for. T. A. Hougas was unanimously ,eJected as district president, and selected N. L. Mortimore as his associate. C. W. Forney elected secre,tary, and
also sustained as bishop's ag1ent. A. G. Hougas reel<ected
librarian. A motion that the committee have power to solicit subscriptions to t<eJnt fund carried. Preaching .at 8 p. m.
by J. B. Wildermuth. Ordination of Ward A. Hougas and
Wayne R. Richardson to office of priest on Sunday, .and two
_ children blessed. Thus closed one of the best conf,erences
_held at Thurman Branch for many years. Ward A. Hougas,
secretary p1:1o tem.

notices for particulars.
Bates, secretary.

A. B. 'f:aylor, president; Joseph

Two-day Meetings
Whittemore, Michigan, June 30 and July 1, also a;n ail-day
meeting at Hamilton ·Genter Branch, about 8 miles from
Harrison, July 4. All are invited and a spiritual time is •eiXpected. George W. Burt, district president., Brant, Michiga;n.

Mtnisterial Conference
Eastern Mission Quorum of Elders, at the .Saints' church,
Claflin Street, ne>a,r Pleasant 8treet, F'all River, Massachusetts, June 16, 7.30 p. m. and June 17. Past ministerial conferences have been a source of :hlessing and spiritual uplift.
An exceillent program has been p11epared and a cordial invitation is extended to all the ministry and membership. H.
W. Howlett, secre:ta.ry, Pottersville, Massachusetts.

Women's Auxiliary
District conventio1n of Woman's Auxiliary ·of Eastern
Michigan, at Por:t Hu11on, Michigan, June 23. R'ecent amendments of constitution and by-laws to be considered, also
election of officers; henc8j a good attendance is greatly desired. Mlt"s. 0. Engle, press chairinan, Port Huron, Michiga,n.

Addresses
Horace Darby, care of W. J. Henderson, Henning, Minnesota.
·

Our D~parted 'Ones
MATTHEWS.-M.ary Williams was born July 21, 1852. Married Monterville 0. Matthe:ws Augus,t 19, 1869, and to this
union were born 15 childpen, 12 of whom are living. Baptized August 16, 1870, by John Matthews. Died May 13,
1917, at Horse Heads, New York, while on a visit to her
daughter, Sister Lulu Shaj!le. She was <a Saint indeed, and
well known for her hospitality. Her home was always open
to the ministry of the church, and her genial smile and

THE REASONS WHY
You Should Go to Graceland

Conference Notices
North Dakota, at Logan, iuly 3, at 10 a.m. J. W. Darling,
secretary, Thorne, North Dakota.
Eastern Maine June 30 and July 1, i,nstead of June 23 and
24 as previousl.Y announced. E. J. Ebeling, ,district pr.esidentr,
Jone,sport, Mame.
Eastei)n Michigan, at Port Huron, June 23 and 24. Send
all :reports to William J. Rushton, Apple,gatJe, Michigan.
William M. Grice, pl1e,sident.
Southern Nebraska, at Nebraska City, July 14 and 15.
Send ministerial reports to H. A. Higgins, 1207 Third Corso,
Nebraska City, Nebraska, and staitistical reports to Mrs.
Blanche I. Andrews, Lincoln, Nebraska..

Convention Notices
Northeastern Missouri ,sunday school, at Higbee, June
2•2, 2.30 p. m. Thena Rogers, secretary, Bevier, Missouri.
!Saskatchewan Sunday school, at Viceroy, S:askatchewan,
July 6. Send reports to J. L. Neill, secretary, 2247 Mcintyre
!Street, Regina, Saska.tchewan.
North Dakota Sunday school, at Lo•gan, July 4, 1917.
Gladys Darling, secretary, Thorne, North Dakota.
Spoka;ne Sunday school and Religio, at Palouse City, at the
remiion grounds, June 29. S:e:nd •all repo11ts before the 25th
toW. W. Wood, secreta,ry, 127 South Regal Street, Spokane,
Washington.
North Dakota Religio, July 5, 3 p. m., 'at Logan, Bertha
Graham, secretary.
Saskatchewan Religio, at Viceroy, July 5. See confere;nc·e

I-CREDIT
In deciding the question of what college to enter,
the matter of credit should be a foremost consideration. No person desires to work for two to four
years, only to discoV1e:r that credit given for such
work is not recognized by other institutions.
The credit given by Graceland College is recognized by any college or university in the United
States, belonging to the A:merica,n Association of
CoUeges and Universi•t.ies. This means that y;ou can
spend two years at Graceland, graduate with a degree of A. A. (Associate in Arts), and enter any
college y~ou desire, with full junior or thi11d year
standing.
For more complete· information and catalogue: addi"e'ss

THE PRESIDENT, GRACELAND COLLEGE, LAMONI, lOWA
The above is the first of a series of reasons why you should attend Graceland College. They include the questions of: Credit,
Teacher Training, Junior Collf\ge, Spiritual
Environment, Low Expense, Special Depart7
ments, Equipment, Literary Work and
Faculty.
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Home is God's thought, childhood's refuge, maidenhood's dream and man's inspiration.-Anonymous.

cheerful disposiUon won for her many fri:ends in and out
of the church. Fune•ral services at her home at New Park,
p,ennsylvania. Sermon by Henry Carr, of Elkton, Maryland,
assisted by L. H. Lewis, of Hammondsport, New York. Her
12 children were in attendance at the funeral.
DEXTER.--Elder Joseph Dexter was born April 24, 1870,
at Williamston, Michigan. Baptized October 30, 1894, by
W. J. 'Smith. Married Miss Fan:rrie Shettle, October 30, 1893.
Died at his home in Lansing, Michigan, May 27, 1917, after
a long-continued sickness. He was a kind and loving husband and father, 1an affectionate friend and brother, and one
who was always ready to respond to the call of duty and do
what he could for the advancement of the work he loved
so well. Funeral se rvices i;n Saints' church at Lansing, in
charge o'f Elder Dudley. Sermon by S. Stroh.
·
1

NEEDHAM.--George W. Needham, born at Rushville, Indiana, •IS'ep,tember 25, 1847, departed this life at his home,
Lamoni, Iowa, May 20, 1917. Baptized at Wheeler, Iowa,

EDITORIAL:
James El. I<Cellety
Loyalty
Nearer to God Through World's Tragedy
The Board of Publication · Notes a.nd Comments
A Financial Note
Let us Move Forward
Jews May Leave Jerusalem
ORIGINAL ARTICLES:
The Hast,ening Time--Pa,rt 1, by Alvin Knisley
Machu Picchu and the Megalithic People-Part
4, by William Woodhead
OF GENERAL INTEREST:
The Duty of the Church
Why Boys Go Wrong
THE STAFF
LETTER DEPARTMENT
Albert N. Hoxie>-Arthur H. Mills--ChrisHana
•Walleri-A. A.~Anna de Jong :Smith,
WoMAN's AuxiLIARY
Audentia Anderson.
LETTER DEPARTMENT
Albert W out,ers.-Laura Plumb-J,oseph H.
Yager-A. W. Smith-From Here and There.
MISCELLANEOUS DEPARTMENT

Dr. Joseph Mather, Specialist

ORDER YOUR BOOKS OF US
BOOK OF MORMON.-We sell this book
in various bindings, listed in our price
list.. The most popular editions are, No.
11, cloth, 90c; No. 12, full leather $1.30
JOAN OF 'ARC.-"Frances" here tells
the story of Joan of Arc in a most human way. The French heroine is here
brought down to the present and is seen
as a living being, rather than a remote
historical character. The social revolution she helped bring about, the service
she rendered her country, make the story
of her life interesting to all generations.
Joan is an inspiratiol)..
No. 370,
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574

August 19, 1883. Soon after he was ordained a priest, and
on December 5, 1897, an elder. Married Marrietta Yaunce
early in life, who died the second year thereafter, followed
in six months by their son, Morton. December 20, 1896,
married A,nna Mcintyre. To them were born 5 sons, 2
daughters, who with his companion surviv.e. He served his
country in the Civil War. Services from Saints' church
Lamoni, in charge of John Smith, se.rmon by J. F. Garver;
the G. A. R. having charge at the grave. Interment in
Rose Hill Cemete.ry. Lamoni.

The Story of "The Sun"
Munsey's Magazine for May begins a most interesting article on the history of the New York Sun which has been
published since 1833. The history .jg, Pl'esented in a very readable form and with refreshing clarity tells of the growth of
the Nation as pictured in the daily press. The magazine
sells for a dollar a year and we consider it one of the best
at the pric·e.

Tonsils and Adenoids completely removed.
in disease's of the eye, ear, nose, and
throat.
E1ders and family on ministerial allowance, work done free of charge.
Cataracts removed.
Work done in Independence Sanitarium, Independence, Missouri.
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Why not grow your own foodstuffs in this time of crisis? Cut
down living expenses by accepting our offer of land on the railway
right of way free of charge. While we give employees the preference,
we hope many others will avail themselves of the land they do not use.
Begin now and select your spot. Make application to the Station
Agent or Section Foreman.
. As soon as your tract ha~ been. assigned, start preparing the
soil at once. Manure the land If poss1ble, and plow or spade deeply.
Make the see~ beds fine and firm. Plant mostly vegetables that can
b~ kept for WI~ter use, s_uch as potatoes, beans, onions, carrots, parsmps and turmps. Cultivate and hoe thoroughly. Kill the weeds.
·
Keep the surface soil loose.
Assistance and advice regarding growing of gardens will be
gladly furnished by J. B. Lamson, Agriculturist,
Chicago, or 0. H. Liebers, Agricultural Agent,
Lines West, Railway Exchang·e Building, Denvecr,
Colo1'ado.

E. A. Howard, Vice President
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OFFICIAL I'UBLICATION OF THE REORGANIZED CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF UTTER DAY SAINTS
Entered "" aecond-ci.., matter at Lamopi, Iowa,

=

ulf ye continue in my word, then are ye my disciples
indeed; and :re shall know the truth, and the tmth ohall
make you free."-John 8: 31-32.

-

post
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uTb.erre ahall not any mao among you have save it
be one wife; and concubines he shall have none."Book of Mormon, Jaenb 2: 36.
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Lamoni, Iowa, June 20, 1917
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THE FIRST TWO CHAPTERS OF GENESIS
We have been privileged to read some interesting
discussions of the first chapter of Genesis, showing
how closely it corresponds with geology. Of course
this can only be the case providing this chapter
is discussing the physical creation.
On the other hand, we have received several
articles, some of which deny geology, biology and
practically every other science upon the assumption
tha~ the first chapter is concemea with the spiritual
creation, and only the latter part of the second chapter is concerned with the physical creation.
Still others assume that the first chapter, being
concerned. with the spiritual creation, man is therefore .spiritually male and female. There are th~se
from whom we differ radically, who would assert
that spiritually men and women go on in the marriage relationship similar to the way on earth.
Some twelve years ago we heard this passage
in Genesis used and argument made that man is
~piritually male and female.
The inference: w:as
then made that, having a function, it should be exercised and would be. We raised the question of
Matthew 22: 30, that there would neither be marriage nor giving in marriage; only to be· met with
. the doctrine of "free love," "perfect ( ?) love"-a
most disgusting- proposition.
Prior to that we had noted how the doctrine of
spiritual creation had led on in the history of the
world to the doctrine of celestial marriage. Then
there follow•ed that here many are mismated, they
do not secure the divinely appointed companion. So
the unhappily married look around for their affinity.
(That beautiful word which has been so greatly
contaminated as to become almost useless for practical purposes.) Then there has followed in some
instances the sealing for eternity; then, "Why wait
for eternity? time is part of eternity." So adultery
and polygamy raise their slimy heads.
.But there is also John 3 : 2: "It do~h not yet
appear what we shall be: but we know that when

he shall appear, we shall be like him." Therefore
he shall be like us, so where is his wife? Then
even for the eternal Father they have selected a
companion, a queen of heaven, .a divine mother.
But for such a doctrine as this, repugnance is too
great for it to be tolerable. Still intellectually it
is a probh~m to be considered as .such. What does
the word of God teach?
According to the twenty-second chapter of Matthew th~ Sadducees came to Jesus and proposed a
case of seven brothers who, according to the law of
Moses, had the same wife and each died in turn,
"Therefore in the resurrection whos•e wife shall she
be of the seven? for they all had her." (Verse 28.)
·Likewise, Mark 12: 18, 25 relates th,e same incident.
Luke 20: 27, 36 also repeats the incident, adding
a little to the explanation, as verses 34 and 35 of the
twentieth chapter of Luke read: "<And Jesus answering said unto them, .the children of this world
marry, and are given in marria.ge: but they which
shall be accounted worthy to obtain that world, and
the resurrection from the dead, neither marry nor
are given in marriage."
There are numerous other passages emphasizing
the idea that a change will take place when we enter
the other world. Returning to the story; it appears
to have been presented as a suppositional case. His
answer is sweeping and decisive: "They neither
marry nor are given in marriage." To state that
there will be no marriage ceremony performed is to
beg the question, for this woman had already been
married to each one, whose companion, whose wife,
shall she be? None. We have there three witnesses
to this declaration of the Master. It would seem that
if the English langua..ge can mak.e anything- plain that
this is plain. She should not be a wife to the eldest
brother,, nor to the youngest., nor to any of them.
Now, turning to Genesis 1 and 2 : We note that
chapter one and verses one to three of chapter two,
set forth in a logical manner what normally appears
to be the physical creation of the world. It is set
1

.
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forth in seven great periods, which as it happens
The verse in any event should be interpreted in
correspond very. closely to what modern science, in harmony with other scriptures and with all the facts
both geology and biology, affirm. It is a remarkabiy we can bring to bear. Truth must be consistent
clear statement for its brevity, of the great geological with itself. We gain nothing by rejecting modern
times, down to and including the creation of man research.
on the earth, male and female.
Nor should the divine truth conrbained in the Bible
Chapt,er two, while containing especially in the be brought in question, because of the fact that the
latter part the discussion of the physical creation, Bible does not daim to be verbally inspired. Every
contains many verses which set forth plainly the word is not inspired, but, "Holy men of God spake
fact that all these were spiritually created before as they were moved by the Holy Ghost." (2 Peter
S. A. B.
they were physically on the earth. Probably no 1 : 21.)
one will deny this, that the Lord planned the
creation and created all things spiritually before
DEPENDABLE PEOPLE
they were on earth; especially that man was created
spiritually while there was not as yet a man to till
In the Gospel Hymns there is a song that we can
the ground. It is true 1Jha,t these verses may be
remember
quite w:ell from younger days, "Surely
read in such a way as to make all that goes before
the
captain
may depend on me, though but an armorto concern the spiritual creation, and some carry it
bearer
I
may
be." The song is based upon an indso far, as already indicated, to attempt to ridicule
dent
set
forth
in 1 Kings 14. Jonathan and his
everything ,that humanity has been able to discover
armor-bearer
went
out and disclosed themselves to
concerning this ear.th and its inhabitants. But they
the
Philistines.
They
had agreed that if the Philisdo not necessarily set forth events in chronological
tines
said,
"Come
up
hither,"
that it would be a sign
order. Often is matter earlier in time inserted in
that
the
Lord
had
delivered
the
Philistines into their
a description.
hands.
So,
upon
this
agreed
signal,
they went up
This occurs frequently in the Bible and a plain
and
started
to
battle.
Soon
there
was
the
utmost coninstance is given in the third chapter of Genesis, ·
the
Philistines
fighting
among
themselves.
fusion,
which evidently goes much further back than either
which
resulted
in
their
utter
rout.
chapter one or two, in discussing the fall of Satan
Think of the courage .and f1aith it took for two
after the rejection of his oilier.
It is well known that the division of the Bible men to go against an army, and one of them wns
into chapters and paragraphs was made in com- "only an armor-bearer." Not a prince of royal
paratively recent times. lit is worthy of note that blood, not .a captain of the host, not a warrior of
in the King James Version 'verse four is marked the ranks, but only an arrnor-be1arer. Yet if the
with a paragraph sign, and we respectfully submit ~.armor-bearer is not in his. place at the prince's right
that the marking in the King James Version is hand, to assist when need be, by handing him .a new
correct. It is a new paragraph. •,Verse four starts weapon, how fatal might be the result.
a new discussion. "These are the generations"
All too often we are inclined to think our work
refers to that which follows in the para.graph. So unimportant-only a teacher, only .a priest. But
also the first verse of the third chapter starts a because our duty is not well done, the whole church
new paragraph so 1as to bring in the character of su:fflers. H the church is not warm and properly
Satan.
ventillated (but alas how few de1acons know as much
as
they might about proper ventilation) the speaker
That will leave only one thing.to discuss. There remains the latter part of verse eight, chapter two. may present the word of God in vain, 0r nearly so.
It is possible with the tautology of the east that If the building is. not clean some visitor will notice
this is a repetition of the word flesh is used in the this fact more than the words which are uttered.
sense of human flesh, as the word has been so used.
But because iniquity, backbiting and evil-speak·
It emphasizes man is first and will so remain.
ing abound without check, some are offended ak the
Second it may r·efer to this order and preeminence. way of life and righteousness. Or it may be that
Third, Elder Stebbins suggested in a recent some are driven from the faith by zeal without wisarticle that he is first of a new order or age.
dom, earnestness wi,thout humility and prayer~ the
Fourth, there are some schools of religious wor- law without the Spirit of God.
shipers who assert that spiritual man was on the
· The basis of spiritual development should be in
earth for lorng ages before death entered. ~s long the home, at the family altar and with the family
as no man died there would be no bones; although prayer. Personal instruction by a properly ,authorit would seem that there would be tools, unless he ized officer will often remove some o.bstacle which is
lived as they represent him, above the needs of hindering development. Tih.is is the great privilege
fle,shly foods.
of the priest: to visit the horne and each member
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and encourage him, in compliance with the divine
law.
But this principle extends outside the church work,
aependable people whose word is as good as their
bond and better than some men's deed. "A message
to Garcia," by Elbert Hubbard, illustrates one
phase of this. But we can find it in any department
of business life. The man who is self-reliant, whose
word once given can always be reHed upon regardless of consequenoe or difficulties. These are the
men who go to the £ore.
We recently heard the description applied to a
man of considerable force and power, if you want
a thing left undone, refer it to
That
is hardly a reputation we should care to earn. It
is a standing joke that he cannot be depended upon,
to come home to supper. Even his wife cannot depend upon him. But this brings out the fact that
the issue of dependable people is by no means confined to rank and file of workers.
We have heard recently of a branch president
who very frequently w1ould go away, making no
arrangements for the Sunday services, not even
letting one know he would not be there. The time
for, services would ar~ive and the priest of the branch
was left in doubt what to do. This happened not
once but many times. But unfortunately he is not
alone in this.
Men of the missionary force have walked ten or
twenty-five miles or more to fill an appointment.
Men meeting ran appointment in the church have felt
so keenly their rersponsibility that they would not
permit the weather or inconvenience to prevent them
filling the appointment. But we have heard of
others who have allowed even trivial matters to turn
them aside.
A very prominent minister had accepted an appointment to deliver a series of sermons, continuing
for several weeks, in a certain city. He was met
forty miles away by the minister in charge who
urged upon him ti:uat there would be held in that
city a very interesting entertainment and urged him
to stay over.
"But, I have this appointment at
"
"Oh, well, they will get some one to take care of
that. This will give you a splendid chance to meet
the people, not only of this branch but of this
vicinity."
.
"Yes, but I have this appointment. I have agreed
to be there."
"Oh, well, that will be all right." But the first
man insisted upon filling his appointment. And the
minister in charge went away offended.
Again, on such an occasion, after a week or two
of services had been completed, a very urgent
request came for two sermons or lectures on Sunday
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at another city. The lecturer was loath to leave
until the minister in charge agreed that he would
personally fill the original appointment if the lecturer would accept this other invitation. It was
finally so arranged and the lecturer departed per
agreement. But the party of the second part failed
to carry out his agreement or to send any word whatever. When questioned about it he s~aid, "Oh, well,
they will get somebody." The place was packed,
the people waiting, and finally a local man, without
preparation, had to fill the apphintment. We would
not mention tbhis were it not that real injury has
been done, and not a few times. We have s~een so
very much of it in v~arying degrees. It has happened
more than once that men of prominence have sent
for young men, and have kept them wa.i~ting more
than a week for an appointment, and a missionary
may be kept waiting three weeks.
Dependable people. Truly their worth is above
silver, yea ·even above fine gold. The man who gives
his word, and then stands by it, the man who has
too much self-respect to violate hi·s appointment with
even the most humble. "Surely the captain may depend on me." C~m he?
S. A. B.

OUR AUXILIARIES
:In this issue will be found a conitinuation of an
article printed on April 4 on "Helps that hinder."
It deserves a very careful reading. Certainly the
auxiliaries should not be permitted to hinder the
work of the church, but they should be brought into
closer cooperation and 'should be utilized so far and
only so far as they may be a real aid and help to
the carrying 'On of the work of the church.
The Sunday school and other organiaztions al'e
to help the parents in pe!I'forming their :Damily duties
in giving proper instructions to 1the children. ;_As
all are not equally capable, this joint effort is made.
The Woman's Auxiliary is for the purpose of preparing our sisters to be better mothers, to the end
that right instruction may be given by the pa:t~ents.
We should note the emphasis given to the responsibility of parents and observe it. '.Most deep students. of ped2-gogy a.gree that there is no better
teaching than th~at of the home-where the parent
is prepared to give it.
From our own observation, however, we have
found the Spirit of God working in these auxiliaries,
the spirit of wisdom, the spirit of prophecy, the
spirit of knowledge and of faith. They do not attempt to do the work belonging peculiarly to the
priesthood, yet they are indeed personal helps. Doctrine and Covenants 117, to which we previously
referred, appears to give a sanction to these organizations for good. Section 128 provides for various
organizations by the bishopric. The whole genius
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of our work is cooperation and one of mutual helpfulness.
But this social aspect should not cause us to lose
sight of the individual needs. That system iiS' best
which develops each individual to the highest possible efficiency and then these individuals unite to
render a joint service for each other, th:e church
and. society.
We have seen the·se auxiliaries run at time's in a
way to hinder and overlap. This, of course, is a
misilake. But that Joes not mean that proper assembly and proper study is not beneficial.
It is well that we should consider that which is
good, and how best we may coordinate our work.
Distinctively it should be carried on as part of the
work of the church with that impetus to help and
not to hinder, and seeking divine instruction rather
than to rely alone upon human wisdom. We think
it is well that careful consideration be given to these
matters, and so commend the article to your earnest
thought and study.
S. A. B.

of a complete copy and sending it up for publication,
the final proof reading necessary by ~that office.
When this is added it looks as if the cost is over
six cents, if not nearly seven cents. a line. Some
names run over a line and so cost twice as much,
but any item of six cents or less on a line does not
pay for the cost of printing. That means that
Bishop !McGuire not only receives nothing for the
church burt has to pay from the church funds or
from the other Christmas offering for its publicat,ion.
There are some schools for which the cost of
printing the list of names runs as high as forty
per cent of the Christmas offering, which means
that the church only g·erts sixty per cent to help the
missionary work. Is this what we want, to see our
name in print, or is it really to make every penny
count in helping the church? llf it is the latter,
why not have our Christmas offering sent in in the
name of the school and not give each individual
name?
The effort is being made to place the schools on
the roll of honor. H is readily possible to check
up the indiv:idual names at home. Then everyone
BLUE "STEPPING STONES"
knows wihat is the school's Christmas offering, and
At this writing probably every Sunday school you can look in the blue Stepping Stones and see the
pupil has the blue Stepping Stones in hand. It is name of your school and your offering.
a good' record for the year that is past but we want
But we do not want to lose the incentive o.f this
to do better, very much better, this year. And while feature of personal publicity. Why not have in each
we are talking of doubling we ought to notice that Sunday school a personal roll of honor showing the
two schools had mor.e than one dollar per member departments, classes and individual names and keiep
last year: Henderson, Iowa, and Saint Louis, Mis- it before the school or department so that we can
souri. Omaha is reported to have averaged two see how well we are doing individually and collecdollars. Several schools had close to a dollar per tively?member and over seventy-five cents, at least as near
Nearly forty per cent of the schools (225) this
as we can determine, namely: Oaklanl'i, California, year omitted the names of individuals, and the
Lansdowne, Illinois; Lamoni, Iowa; Detroit and Gay- greater part .( 180) omitted the items of de:partlord, ·Michigan, and Independence, Missouri. There ments ,and classes and simply gave the name of the
may be others, and if they will send us their names school and amount. This is an excellent start.
on poskards we shall be pleased to take note of them. Why not make every penny count this year and
On the other hand it would seem that two hun- resolve now that we will sacrifice a little personal
dred Sunday schools failed rto send in Chris:tmas advertisement for the benefit of the church, and so
offering at all. .Do not let this occur the. coming make our own Sunday school Christmas offering
year, for we want to hear from every school. If count as much as possible? We can keep a pereach one does the best he can, we should secure the sonal record at home where everyone knows us and
·
results we are after. Some may not be able to aver- is interested.
age two dollars per member, so those who can want
We do not want to lose sight, however, of the perto do better than tha,t.
sonal element and the value of making each child
In reading the blue Stepping Stones the question feel that he or she is indeed making a gift to the
of cost of publication a.rose. Inquiry at the business Son of Man. So we urge again that this intensive
office disclosed that this issue of fifty pages will cost work he done in our local school.
· S. A. B.
the church about e'ight hundred dollars, or sixteen
dollars a page. This includes all of the printing
NOTES AND COMMENTS,
work and the cost of paper and ink. But it means
four dollars a column, or between five and six cents No Jewish Massacres in Palestine
a line. But this does not include the expense at
The Official Bulletin is authority for the statement
the Bishop',s office of receiving and checking up the from Ambassador Elkus that no massacr'es took
Christmas offering, the bookkeeping, the preparing
(Continued on page 598.)

.
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Side Lights on Scriptures
The HERALD editors are in receipt of the hook
with the above title written by Brother William
McLaughlin of Australia.· He attempts to open
some new ground with this text and assumes an
independent position on many of the points which
he sets forth.
A Pastor's Letter
We are in receipt of an excellent presentation of
a pastor's appeal to his flock, written and sent out
by Brother E. L. Traver, of Boston, Massachusetts.
.b.iach member of the branch receives a copy which
is mimeographed and fncludes an entire page of
typewriting. It is a very attractive message and
should be productive of good. We like to hear of
progressive methods of this kind being used by our
pastors everywhere.
"Quarterly" Prices Advanced
Not long ago the general superintendent of the
Sunday school association announced in the church
pape.rs that the prices of the Sunday school Qua-rterlies would be advanced with the beginning of the
next quarter. In other words, your next Quarterlies
will cost the new price. Lest some have missed the·
announcements, we quote the list again, as it is
important that all be informed:
Senior grade, 10 cents a quarter; 30 cents a year.
Intermediate grade, 7 cents a quarter; 20 ce1n ts a year.
Junior grade,, 7 cents a quarte.r; 20 cents a year.
Primary grade, 7 cents a quarter; 20 c.ents a year.
Beginner grade, 8 cents a quarter; 25 cents a year.

The Mound Builder and the Indian
An excellent article under this caption is contained in the April number of the Ohio Archmological and Historical Quarterly, published at Columbus, Ohio. If anyone desires oo Qbtain a copy of the
publication, the price is seventy-five cents. The
author of the article is Brother C. W. Clark and the
introduction names him as an official· of our church,
saying that the article is a treatise on the subject
according rto the teachings .of the Book of Mormon.
Several cuts, including two maps are used with the
whole occupying twenty-six pages. We sincerely
appreciate the open-mindedness of the editors in
publishing such an article in spite of the criticism
our opponent may raise. and commend the efforts
of the brother for the masterful manner in which
the subject is handled.
To Our Army and Navy Men
The editors of the Autumn Leaves hand us the
following communication to our readers, which opens
up an interesting proposition:
Editers Herald: Wouldn't it be an interesting collection if
we could have a number of letters from our men who will
soon be assigned to training camps throughout the country

and who may later~ enter active service to maintain our
country's rights?
Perhaps you wouldn't have room for all of them, and
neither will we, but if we get too many we can easiJy edit
a,nd arrange to the satisfacti.on of the write.rs and our readers.
No doubt many of our "boys" will have :t~emarkable expe>riences and will see many strange sights as well as hear some
strange things in this exper'ience. We would like to get many
letters from them, for then the interesting things they say
will reach thousands,, instead of just the folks at home.
W·e are not particular about style. A sharp pencil-not
indelible-and a piece of wrapping paper, will do if there is·
nothing handier. We will observe the necessary precaution to
avoid printing anything that might be of U8e to our enemie•s',
but let us not forget the desires of our friends. Don't you
think this should be a popular f•eature?
EDITORS OF AUTUMN LEAVES.

We surely do. It would be inrteresting if our men
would respond as they should. We almost envy you
the opporrtunity.

LAMONI HIGH PRIESTS
On Sunday, J nne 3, the high priests of the Lamoni
Stake met for reorganization. The question was
raised by what authority the organization was to
be made, who had suggested it. This was finally
answered by the reading from the minutes of April
16, 1910, of the following communication from the
First ·Presidency:
To the Quorum of High P1·iests: In regard to the matter
of organizing divisions of the quorum, which seems to have
been under discussion before you as a result of some suggestions which I have made in regard to this question, I will
say the suggestion came to me when I was considering the
fac,t that in our large districts, particularly the stakes, there
were a large 1number of high priests who have· the benefit of
quorum work only at conference time, or once a y·ear, when,
if some proper a.rrangements we1'e had, they could meet at
least four times a year, if not much oftener.
I have observ.ed that there ar'e organizations such as the
bankers' assoc:a.tions and it occurred. to me that by forming
divisions of the quorum of high priests the members who live
in the stakes 31nd large districts might meet often.
It would, of course, 1not be proper for the divisions to have
the power to bind the quorum by their actions, until such actions had been approved by the quorum, hence the divisions
should have no legislative power except as regards themselves.
I am furthe•r of the opinion that the officers of these divis:ons
should be appointed by the quorum and not be elective, so far
as the divisions are concerned. A chairman and a secretary
would, perha,ps, be all the officers 1needed for a division, the
~ecretary being authorized to act in case of the disability
of the chairman.
Respectfully yours,
FREDERICK M. S'MITH.
ELBERT A. SMITH.
JOSEPH SMITH.

Preceding. thi,s communication a committee had
reported to the quorum of high priests on April 12,
1910, as follows:
To the Quorum of High Priests: In a short conversation
with President F. M. Smith relat•:ve to the recommendation
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regarding the organization of high priests in large branches,
we learned tha,t he conceived it advisable to organize divisions within the quorum proper, such divisions to be under
the jurisdiction of this quorum.
The object of such organization is to mee1t from time to
t~me for personal improvement, a better understanding of
the duties and privileges of high priests, and giving an opportunity to those who have not the privilege of meeting
with the body proper at General CQnference some of the
benefits of qumum work.
We understand these divisions would not have legislative
authority but would be adv:sory and educational in their
' cha,racter and beneficial to the parent quorum.

In accordance with this John Smith was chosen
by the high priests quorum as chairman, and Albert
Carmichael as secretary in 1910. The minutes
show that occasional meetings were held during the
succeeding six years, however none appear to have
been held since March, 1916. It will be noted that
the· purpose of the organization is practical, to meet
for consultation and discussion of their work and
problems for the sake of mutual improvement. This
includes all high priests, regardless of their special
work as patriarchs, bishopric, high council, stake
presidency,· historian and others. There is no legislative authority for organizing a new quorum, nor
is there any claim of legislative action for the meeting of these divisions. It is a matter of convenience
that we may be better prepared in our work, and
·especially in those localities where a sufficient number of high priests reside to make this advisable.
When these selections were made by the high
priests quorum in 1910 the quorum voted that further organization be left to their presidency. In
pursuance of this Elder Frederick B. Blair was nominated by the presidency of the high priests quorum
for chairman, and Elder Roy V. Hopkins for secretary. Elder Blair was accordingly elected, but
Elder Hopkins declining, Elder R. J. Lambert of tho
stake bishopric was chosen subject to the approval
of the presidency of the high priests quorum.
These men intend to meet the first Sunday of each
month at the same time and place as the rest of the
priesthood for the. general priesthood meeting,
adjourning with the others for separatte session.
We sincerely trust that this will result in a better
understanding in carrying out of the work before
us.
S. A. B.
. Fvame your mind to mirth and merriment, which
bar a tho.usand harms and lengthen life.-Shakespeare.
"I never jump at conclusions," said the preacher.
"No," replied the elderly member of the congregation, who is very frank, "I have noticed that from
your sermons; you reach a conclusion very slowly."
-Christian Advocate.

"THE CHOSEN PEOPLE"
[The editors have been much interested to receive, the
past few months, copies of the above pubKcation. It is issued
on behalf of a mission to the Jews in an effort to convert
them to Ghrist:anity. The ~extracts below present a few
points of interest] :

The Jewish Passover celebration which began this
year on April 6, was the most joyous one since the
second temple was destroyed nearly tw10 thousand
years ago, because of the downfall of the Romanoff
dynasty, which put a full stop to the proscription
and religious persecution of many millions of Jews.
All during the Dispersion, through medieval times,
to the present year, the Passover holidays which
naturally should be the brightest occasion, in memory of the liberation from Egypt, have been the
darkest of all the holidays. Why? Simply because
somewhere Jewish men and women would be slaughtered on the charge that they had used Chri8tian
blood,for th~ Passover. But now that Russia has
set the Jews free, that there are no more edicts
against them, the long nightmare of the Jews has
passed into oblivion. Therefore, the joy of celebrating the deliverance from Egypt was now full
and complete.
Sir Archibald Murray, commander of the British
Army which has invaded Palestine, has issued the
following statement: "The Palestine plateau, once
we have occupied it, will be easy to defend. What
should we do with Palestine, thus liberated from the
~entury-old Turkish grip? There can be little doubt
that we should revive the Jewish Palestine of old,
and allow the Jews to realize their dreams of Zion
in their homeland."

Aim at the edification and spiritual uplift of the
people, and God is. with you; aim at nothing and
you'll hit the mark.-James E. Yates.
Two pastors' wives were visiting together. One
said: "I don't know what we will do-my husband is
so discouraged: 1Somehow his people do not care
to hear him preach, and our salary is far behind.
My husband feels so blue that he does not like t0
visit the people and pray with them. And so he
sits around at home nearly all the time." The other
sister said: "We are getting along fine. My husband spends much of his time visiting, and the people like to have him kneel and pray with them in
their homes. Our congregations are always good,
and our salary is paid up promptly." While the
two sisters were talking they were mending trousers.
One was mending her husband's trous~rs at the seat,
the other was mending her husband's trousers at
the knees!- Western Christian Union.
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[oRIGINAL ARTICLES]
MINIMUM COST OF LIVING
As a rule the grand total of our expense account
in providing for the needs of the family is determined by our own wants and desires, and not by
our just wants and needs. The man who purchases
an automobile because neighbor Brown has one will
find his expense account corre;;pondingly higher.
To fix the amount that we will spend for clothing,
.for food, or for recveation according to our income
is a fallacy. A safer plan is to so regulate our
desires that there may always be a surplus from our
earnings fo'r savings or investment. God has made
every man a steward over his own property (Doctrine and Covenants 42 : 9) and he will hold him
accountable for the manner in which these material
blessings are used or abused just, the same as for
our moral acts.
The control of appetite or desire for the things
of this world which appeal to the eye will develop
strength in other directions. To satisfy every
fleshly demand is to invite weakness; to repress it
brings strength.
The present world-wide economic conditions demand that nothing that can be made to serve a
human need should be wasted. What w~ waste
takes from our ability to assist in the Lord's work
or give to the poor. 'Every unnecessary want that
we supply lessens the surplus that the Lord has
directed should be turned into his storehouse.
Happiness and extravagance do not ~o hand in
hand. That man only is happy who is master of
himself, who can cheerfully deny himself. An increase in the pay envelope does not bring lasting
benefits .tmless used wisely. If we use the occasion
oJ;J.ly as an opportunity to put our expenditures a
notch higher, soon we shall find ourselves as discontented as before, and we shall be lusting after
other things, the ·possession of which can only be
had by another salary increase, and hence many
times our desires are made the basis of a request
for an increase in wages instead of the fact that
we have become so proficient in our work and are
so faithful and devoted in the performance thereof
as to merit it.
Every family should be properly housed under
sanitary conditions, receive a plenteous supply of
nourishing food, be clothed in a clean and tidy manner. To thus be p1.1ovided does not necessarily call
for a lavish outlay of money.
Last fall a survey was made in seventy-five fam-

ilies in New York City, which discloses the amount
expended by them in properly caring for the family.
Before beginning the survey a certain standard was
decided upon. The amount of food that each person in the family should receive in order to be properly nourished was determined. The amount and
variety was indicated by a food expert.
The object of the investigators was not to lower
the standard of living but by a well-defined plan
to get the best possible re,sults from the mvney
spent by each family. We have tabulated their
figures and indicated the amount that a missionary
fa,mily of the same siz'e and ages would receive:
Seventeen families out of the seventy-three we have
listed lived on less than the amount that the investigators allowed in the budget, and witl). rent ranging from eight to twelve dollars per month; fifteen
on less than the allowance granted missionaries,
and the others exceeded this amount · very little;
thirteen of the budgets are less than church allowance.
For years the missionary's wife has proven that
she can support the family upon this standard .
erected by these food experts and economists.
'There will come, of course, extra demands such
as sickness, accident or death that call for additional
outlay, but for the ordinary everyday demands and
necessities we might profit by endeavoring to keep
ourselves on a missionary basis for the Lord hath
said (Doctrine and Covenants 119: 8) : "Let him
that laboreth in the ministry and him that toileth
in the affairs of the men of business and of work
labor together with God for the accomplishment
of the work intrusted to all . . . . Be frugal."
In times like these we owe it to ourselves, our
Nation and our church to practice economy and the
repression of unnecessary wants. (Doctrine and
Covenants 130 : 7.)
JAMES F. KEIR.
BAPTISM OF THE SPIRIT
(Sermon by R.· M. Elvin, Sunday evening, October 15, 19,.6,
at Lamoni, Iowa. Reported by Winsome Smith;)
'

With pleasure I appear before you to-night to answer a request that has been made, and that is to present our faith and belief in the Spirit baptism, or
baptism of the Holy Spirit.
I invite your attention to a considemtion, without
reading, of the first few vel'ISes of the third chapter
of John. There we have a man by the name of
Nicodemus coming to the Savior one evening and
asking questions answered by the Lord.
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It is well when we 'tal\'e-up a conversation between
two individuals to consider their standing, their
opportunity, and their qualifications upon the subject matter that they are talking about. And this
man, when he came into the presence of the Savior,
made the statement : "We know thou art a teacher
sent from God." 1And he assigned as the reason of
'that knowledge, that no man could do the works
that Christ was doing except God be with him.·
And on the presentation of this thought the Master
answered that unless a man be born again he could
not see the kingdom of God.
Now let us stop long enough to think of the individual who had started this conversation. He was
one of the three presidents of the Jewish Sanhedrin;
that was the highest court in the Jewish nation.
And a man to reach that position had to be versed
in the first five books of the Old Testament, to which
they had definitions, that they had to be prepared
to ·answer to the number of six thousand, so we are
told in history. In addition to the five books and
these definitions, they had six thousand Rabbinical
traditions, and these also took part in the administration of the government of the Jewish people.
Now if you will stop to think you will re1alize that
this man had to be a'cquainted with the application
of this large accumulation of Jewish regulations;
he was supposed, therefore, to be one of the most
intellectual men in the Jewish nation. On the other
hand, the man whom he was talking to we recognize
to be the greatest teacher that God ever sent to the
children of men. His equal has never been upon the
face of the earth, no man has had the hardihood
to say that any other philosopher, scientist, or theologian has ever equaled the Son of Mary as a teacher
of divine truth.
And when he had given that answer, that a man
must be born again before he could see the kingdom
of God, thi1s Wise man was so honest and fair that
he commenced to ask in a very natural way concerning what was meant, for he did not understand.
He clearly showed by his talk that he did not understand what Christ was talking about.
Now the Savior makes it plain, and that will form
my text of the subject of the evening. In the fifth
verse of this third chapter we read: "Ve,rily, verily,
I say unto thee, Except a man be born of water and
of the Spirit, he cannot enter into the kingdom of
God."
In the series of meetings that have been held, the
water baptism has been carefully elucidated, and
abundant evidence to prove that baptism in water
is essential to salvation. Assigned to me is the duty
of presenting to you then, the baptism of the Holy
Spirit, and this verse furnishes the ground work

or the base upon which to build my talk to you tonight upon that topic.
You will note in Christ's answer to Nicodemus
that he defines this birth, and he tells us the elements
that constitute that new' birth, that· it is water and
the Spirit. Of the earth the individual is buried
in the water. That is just as far as man can go.
Man can immerse his fellow man in water, for that
immersion is acceptable to God, and the men who
perform the act must have divine aurthority.
Then comes in the work of God himself, and he
alone can give to men the baptism of the Holy
Spirit. And when these two are received, the individual is a new creature in Christ Jesus, ready for
a gospel life, and this is but the enlistment in the
great army of the Lord. We thus have what I consider a sure foundation. For Jesus himself, and no
one that I have ever read of, or any statement that
I have ever read is equal to this language defining
that which will constitute this new birth, that of
water and the Spirit.
And when an individual, in faith believing before
God, submits himself to that action, then he is entitled, continuing in the faith, not being a forgetful
hearer of what he has heard, to reap his reward
of a faithful follower of the Lord J·esus Christ, keeping the commandments of God. Be true to the church
as well as true to this one principle.
HOLY SPIRIT PROMISED

I turn to Luke 24: 49, reading as follows, (it is
Christ that is speaking) : "And, behold, I send the
promise of my Father upon you: but tarry ye in
the city of Jerusalem, until ye be endued with power
from on high."
There is the promise. Not only the promise, but
it tells the nature of the promise, the endowment
that will come from God. He tells these men where
to wait, and that was at the· city of Jerusalem, and
they were not to go from hence until they receive
the sign-manual of the eternal God affixed to their
commission to go out and preach the resurrection
of Christ.
We turn to the Book of Mormon, Nephi 5: 46,
for be it understood thai{ Christ not only preached the
gospel in Palestine, but he vi1sited America after
his resurrection, and there authorized the organization of his church, and in so organizing he gave
to them a promise like unto that which we have just
read by Luke. "And unto them I have given power,
that they may baptize you with water, and after
that ye are baptized with water, behold I will baptize you with fire and with the Holy Ghost."
We present this for the double purpose of presenting to those who may not be .of the faith the
evidence that these two books agree, and in the discernment of the Book of Mormon, and that they teach
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alike, and in that teaching that the gospel is identical, and what was taught to one people on one
continent wa,s taught to another people on another
continent, and the teaching is identical for th_eir
salvation; that is the object of this presentation.
I turn to. Acts 1: 1-4:
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lightenment, and the edification of the individual
to comprehend the things of God.
· This then is a confirmation of that which we find
by Luke in the Acts of the Apostles.
·THE MISSION OF THE HOLY SPIRIT

The Spirit has a work to do. We turn to John
The former treatise have I made, 0 Theophilus, of all that .· 16: 13, where the Master is speaking:

Jesus began both to do and teach~ until the day in which he
was taken up; after that he through the Holy Ghost had
given commandments unto the apostles whom he had chos,en:
to whom also he shewedi himself alive after his passion by
many infallibiEI proofs, being seen of thelm forty days, and
speaking of the things pertai1ning to the kingdom of God: and,
being assembled together with them, commanded them .that
'they should! not 'depart from Jerusa~elm, but wait for the
promise of the Father, which saith he, ye have heard of me.

There is the statement of the introduction of this
the promise that was made, and in the second chapter we read:
·And when the Day of P·entecost was fully come, they we11e1
all with one accord in one place. And suddenly there came
a sound from heaven as of rushing mighty wind, and it filled
all the house where they we11e sitting. And th~re appeared
Uinto them cloven tongues, like as of fire, and it sat upon each
of them. And •they were all filled with the Holy Ghost, and
began to sp·eak wi•th other. t?ngues, as the 8pinit gav'e them
utterance.

That is just what the Savior promised, and the
result .. And this man int11oducing his treatise to one
of the leading men of the world recites what took
place on the day of Pentecost. They were of one accord in one room, tarrying at Jerus,alem, agreeable to
the instruction of Christ, praying for the fulfillment
of the promise of endowment from on high, and as
they prayed, as it were a rushing of the mighty wind
and a power filled the whole room, they were surrounded, everyone that was in it. The whole room
was filled, and there were as tongues of fire sitting
upon the heads of those that were present, and they
were filled with the Holy Ghost. That is the Holy
Spirit.
·
Here then we have a literal fulfillment by the testimony that Luke bears, as we have just read, and we
have a like fulfillment to this other church as you
will find it in Nephi 9: 14: "And it came to pass
when they were all baptized, and had come up out
of the water, the Holy Ghost did fall .upon them,
and they were filled with the Holy Ghost, and with
fire."
No person can understand or comprehend the full
meaning of this statement if he has never been filled
with the Holy Ghost and with fire, for when that
power rests upon an individual he feels an effusion
and a heat that fills his entire being, and as I heard
one patriarch in Israel say, "I feel the Spirit of the
Lord God like fire in my bones." It is a consuming
of the evil that is within, the purging out of that
.which is wrong, and an illumination, and an en-

Howbeit when he, the Spirit of truth, is come, he will
guide you into all truth: for he shall not speak of himself;
but whatsoev.er he shaH hear, that shall he speak: and he
will shew you things to come.

There is the mission of this Holy Spirit that comes
to the baptized believer. The world has no promise
of it, they are not entitled to it. This is the inheritance of those who have faith, repent of their sins,
and are baptized for the remission of their sins,
and you discover in the statement that the Savior
made, that this Holy Spirit was not of himself, but
he shall speak that which he hears, and that which
he hears shall be that which he shall bring from on
high,. and that which he brings from on high he
will place in the minds of those who are entitled
to receive the Holy Spirit, and not only will it thus
give to them that blessing and that light, and that
gift of understanding, bwt it will show them things
to come. It will go before and bring to ligili.t the
things that will transpire hereafter. There is sufficient in that one thought for an hour's conversation.
,But I turn to this book again, and in 1 Nephi
3 : 30-32, I read as follows :
1

And the mys1teries of God shall be unfolded unto them by
the power of the Holy Ghost, as well in this time as in times
of old: and as well in times of old as in times to comet; wherefore, the course of the Lord is one eternal rouiiJ.d.

Thus you have a clear statement of an intelligible
· God, an intelligible manner of administering his
power upon his children. Those of the past, those
of the present, and thpse of the future are all entitled to the same light, the same gift of the Holy
Spirit, and the same hope of eternal life. Thus we
have a unity between these two books given.
1 have a book here, and in rthat we have a like
·promise. In Doctrine and Covenants 10: 7 we have:
"Verily, verily I say unto you, I will impart unto you
of my Spirit, which shall enlighten your mind, which
shall fill you:t;" soul with joy."
[ appeal to those of this congregation who were
permitted to attend the late reunion south of town;
as the Holy Spirit thrilled through that congregation did it not produce joy in your souls that the God
of heaven, by the power of his Holy Spirit, looked
do~ in mercy and compassion and spoke to the
congregation; and filled them with joy and gladness
that God was the same intelligible, immutable one
that did for one people as he did for another? I
appeal to those of this congregation that were pres-
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only hear that man preach! How happy I would
be." They came .and told me and· I visited him and
made arrangements to preach in his house. I
preached upon this promise, the seal of our adoption,
the knowledge that we are accepted of him; and he
lay there on ibis bed-on his dying bed-and wept
like a child. After the meeting I went and sat down
by him and took his hand, and talked to him and
he said, '~Brother Elvin, for thirty-four years I have
served in a church, and I am dying. I have no
A WITNESS FOR CHRIST
knowledge that I have ever found acceptance with
We need this witness. Men to-day may be able my God. I do not know whether my membership
to speak and work for Ghrist, but there is only one in the church to which I have belonged has ever
way in which God has provided that a man can be done me any good or not, and now," he said, "it
a witness for Christ.
is eternally too late." It was. The man passed
I turn to John 15: 26 for this proof: "But when away a day or too later, but oh, how my heart ached
the Comforter is come, whom I will ·send unto you · for that man on his deathbed who seemed so sincere,
from the Father, even the Spirit of trurth, which so earnest, and yet down to his dying hour he had
proceedeth from the Father, he shall testify of me." been denied the knowledge of the gospel that would
That is a part of the work of this Holy Spirit, give to him the knowledge to know that God was
to testify that Jesus is the Christ. And outside of God, Christ was his Redeemeh, anq that he had
the regular text that I have selected, are you not found acceptance with them.
·
aware that in John 17: 3 it is made positive that
The Holy Spirit, therefore, is given to us to give
the Holy Spirit is rthe means by which you are to that knowledge.
have .a knowledge that God is God and Jesus Christ
I turn to Romans 8: 14, 15 and read:
is Christ, and that the knowledge that they are just
For as many as are led by the Spirit of God, they are the
what we have presented, God being God, and Christ sons
of God. For ye haw~ not received the spirit of bondage
being our Redeemer, that will bring to us . eternal again to fear; but ye hav;e rec,eived the spirit of adopttion,
life, keeping the commandments?
whereby we cry, Abba, Father. The Spirit itself beareth
'Are you not aware that Paul in his testimony to witness with our spirit, that we are the children of God.
the Corinthian church, in the 12th chapter and third
You see how clear, how positive that makes it.
verse, of 1 Corinthians makes ·it positive that no That by reason of this baptism of the Holy Spirit
man can say that Jesus is the Christ, but by the that we receive after we have been immersed in
Holy Ghost?
water, that as many as are thus coming into Christ,
Thus you discover that in the Bible testimony they are the sons of God, because they are led by the
there can be no doubt of the necessity of the Holy Holy Spirit, and being led by that Holy Spirit, the
Spirit being a witness of Christ to humanity, and Spirit does not speak of itself, but tha;t which it
without that testimony we have no promise of eternal hears; that Spirit speaking as it is authorized to
life.
speak, it bears witness with our spirit that we are
I turn to Doctrine and Covenants 17 : 5, and read the children of God. What a comfort! What a
there: "The Holy Ghost, which beareth record of the peaceful satisfaction 1
Father, and of the Son, which Father, Son, and
I tell you, and I tell it to you without fear, there
Holy Ghost are one God, infinite and eternal, with- is nothing that equals this power of the Holy Spirit
out end."
to rest upon an individual when he faces that change
that for want of a better name we call death. To
A \fiTNESS OF OUR ADOPTION
know that through obedience to the gospel and that
You have here a knowledge of the Father, Son,
baptism of the Holy Spirit you are a child of God,
and Holy Ghost bearing witness to mankind through
and th~ transfer from this world of trial and tears
the ministration of this Holy Spirit, that brings a
and sorrows, that you are transplanted into that
baptism of that knowledge and that assurance that
kingdom and that condition where you shall enjoy
you have a right to eternal life. It is the witness
in the Elysian fields of eternal joy that he has proof our adoption.
vided for the redeemed ones, the companionship of
I stood by the bedside of a man in Plattsmouth,
the blood-washed throng of all ages of time.
Nebraska, many years ago. I was preaching in
THE LIFE LINK
,a school house not very far from this sick man, and
his folks were attending the meeting and telling
My last is the life link, that which unites us with
him of what they heard. He said, "Oh, if I could heaven, tha;t which will answer that yearning, achenrt at our prayer meeting yesterday morning and
this afternoon, as the power of God's Holy Spirit
by the presence of the .angels that administer in
power .and great glory and joy, that you felt the
comfort and gladsomeness of your soul, that you
.are worshiping .a God that did, by the power of his
Holy Spirit, fulfill the promises that he had made.
Thus the mission of the Holy Spirit is made plain
by a threefold cord that cannot easily be broken.
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ing void in the heart, to know ,fuat there i,s a sweet
by and by in which we may rest from our trials and
have acceptance with our God.
There is one thing that is harder than another
for me to comprehend, and that is wireless telegraphy. To me it is a grand s~cience; a grand achievement of sdence. And next to that is wireless
telephony. This I have studied a little; not very
niuch. I .studied carefully for a short time autotelegraphy. That is, I am in Lamoni. 'I have a
bank account in Chariton. I want to pay a check
to a man in Chariton, or Chicago. I sit down at
my desk with this auto-telegra.ph. I write out the
check, and at the other end, whether it be Chariton
or Chicago, there the check is written right out
facsimile, exactly as I wrote it here. Now if somebody had told me about that before I practiced it
I would not have dared say it to you, burt when I
sat down at the machine and took the pencil in my
hand and wrote out the statement, then I took that
statement in my hand and went to the other end of
the line and asked the man to show me. the copy,
and when he showed me the copy, had I been put
upon the witness stand in court and taken my oath
I would have sworn that the copy he handed to me
was my writing. It was my writing. I compared
the two and they were exact. I have that copy yet.
Men have wondered at the Latter Day Saints, the
amount of faith that 'they have exercised as to this
thought of God being so powerful as to give to the
human family a knowledge while they were still in
this life. So I turn now .to 1 John 5 and read there,
in the 7th and 8th verses :
For there are three that bear record in heaven, the Father,
the Word, a,nd.the Holy Ghost: and these three are one.
And there are three tha,t bear witness in earth, the Spirit;
and the water, and the blood: and these thDee agree in one.

)

If I had a blackboard here to-night I would draw
two straight marks down there, a:t;1d the first mark
I would call God, and the second one I would call
Christ, for the Word here is Christ, that you find
the proof of in the first chapter of John, 14th verse,
where the Word took upon him flesh and dwelt
among us.
Then in the 8th verse of 1 John 5, again, "And
there are three that bear witness in earth, the Spirit,
and the water, and the blood: and these three agree
in one."
Now I would draw two straight marks here, one
for the water, and one for the blood. I have read
of six, but I have only marked four. Ah, have you
discovered that in these two verses we have read,
that one plays a part in both verses, the Father and
the Son and the Holy Spirit, they three bear record
in heaven; the three on earth that agree in one,
the Spirit, the water and the blood. So I draw
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a line across here, and in it these four were one,
and we have the Holy Spirit not only working in
heaven, bwt on earth.
So when an individual becomes a believer, and
goes down into the waters of baptism, if he will keep
his commandments and walk in the footsteps of the
Lord Jesus Christ, the Holy Spirit is present, and
he takes that man's name and he carries it to heaven,
and he there has it placed upon the record. And
that man, in days to come, stands up in the congregations of the S1aints, and he bears witness that his
sins are forgiven, that he is an adopted son of God,
and that J·esus Christ is his Redeemer, and the Holy
Spirit has given him light, and he breaks out in
tongues and prophecy, and he sees heaven and 'earth
together by the power of the Holy Spirit.
Is it not the life link that unites earth with heaven,
and the re\relations come to earth by the Holy Spirit,
and the works of men are carried to heaven by the
Holy Spirit? Do you discover then that the work
of the baptism of the Holy Spirit is the most essential factor in our faith, and as Latter Day Saints,
as these three books agree, that we are entitled to
the work of the Holy Spirit by obedience?
THE HASTENING TIME---PART 2
BY

ALVIN

KNISLEY

Oh! sad is my heart for the storm that is coming;
Like etagleis the scud sweepeth in from rthe sea;
The gull seeketh ·shelter, the pine trees are sighing,
And all giveth note of th~ tempest to be.
A spell barth been whisP'er:ed from cave or from ocean,
The shepherds :arre slete:p~ng, the sentinels dumb,
The flocks are all scattered on moorland and mountain,
.And few who beHeve that the Master vdll come.
He will come, but whom will he find their wa,tch keeping
Oh! where--in his absence-is faith the world o'er?
The rich, e.very sense in soft luxury steeping;
The poor scarce 'repelling the wolf from the door.
)

0 man, and 0 maiden, drop trifling and pieasmoet
0 hark ! while I tell of the sorrows to he.
As well m:ght I plead ~n the path of yon glacier,
Or cry out a warning to wave of the sea!

There is much room to amplify on the concentration of wealth into the hands of such as the
Astors, Goulds, Rockefellers, Vanderbilts, Rothschilds, and Flagler, Blair, Russell Sage, Huntington,
Sheppard, Sioan, Webb, Brewster, Rogers, Payne,
Warden, Pratt estate, Stanford, Mrs. Green,
'Armour, Searles, J. Pierpont Morgan, Crocker estate, Mills, Carnegie, Higgins estate, the coach man
Pullman, John D. Archbold (recently deceased),
most of whom are Americans, to say nothing of the
magnates in other countries. The fortunes of these
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different men or estates range from ten million to
The dreadful torpedo, the cannon's missile, the
hundreds of milliqns.. So that when they take a seismic crash, the unmerciful tornado, the frightful
notion it is not hard for them to corner the wheat, tidal wave, the assassin's dagger, the consuming
the potatoes, the eggs, and the impoverished pur- flames-have been alike unsparing of the rich as of
chaser can pay the price they dictate, however ex- the poor. In case of famine they can, it is true,
orbitant, or do without. In the West where the buy their fare from want to plenty. :In the ocean
writer is at present-as everywhere else for that of high prices they can touch bottom while others
matter-eggs are such a price that we as missionary must swim or perish. But when the Titanic or
people only know them by memory, the hens at this Lusitania goes down Mr. Astor has to go with the
time· of the year (January) having gone largely out re·st.
of business. A few years. ago I was at Creston,
EXTRAVAGANCE AND WASTE ,,
Iowa, where they had been about three cents a
Think of a lady expending $5,000 in burying her
dozen-too cheap to lay-and one hardly cared for
poodle dog, of the millionaires of New York paying
them because they were so cheap. Flour and other
$800,000 for a single yacht, of an English duke
common necessities are correspondingly high to-day,
·paying $350,000 for a horse, of a Boston woman
but of course some of them go farther .and are not
burying her husband in a $50,000 coffin, of a Parisian
as easily di,spensable as eggs and some other things,
lady who wore $1,600,000 worth of diamonds, of
and therefore we face the demand w·ith less relucan American lady arrayed in $1,000,000 worth of
tance. But our people all ought to economize, bejewels and diamonds, of palaces for the rich costing
cause the Lord has commanded it so frequently in
from $50,000 to $1,500,000, of $10,000 paid for desformer and latter times. You have no more right
sert service, of dog soCials where the brutes are fed
to waste your own th~n another's-what you proon very expensive dainties with ·nurses to attend
duce than what you buy. It is wrong to be extravathem, of $50,000 paid for two vases and $6,000
gant with a thing because you have lots of it. "Be
for two flower jars. And when you have thought,
frugal," "learn to impart one to another·as the gosthen think of Ezekiel 16: 49, .50: ·
pel requires," is the Lord's mind on the subject in
Behold, this w:as the iniquity of ... Sodom-pride, fullness
our time. A man whom William E. Gladstone proof bread and abunda:(lce of idleness was in her; ... neither
nounced to be of "rare and enviable brilliancy" wrote did she strengthen the hand of the poor and needy.
in the Twentieth Century some year-s ago:
Also think of Matthew 24: 37, 38:
In the days of cannibalism the strong devoured the weak"But as the days of N oe were, so shall also the
acutally ate their flesh. In spit1e of all the laws that man
coming
of the Son of man be. For . . . they were
has made, in spite of all advances in science, the strong, the
eating
and
drinking, marrying and giving in marheartless, still live on the weak, the unfortuna:t•e, and the
foolish. When I tak,e into consideration the agony of civi- riage, until the day that Noe entered the ark" Inlized life-the failur·e•s, the anxieties, the tears., the withered deed they "have lived in pleasure on the earth and
hopes, the bitter l'ealiti,es, the hupger, the crime, the humilia- been wanton."
(James 5: 5.)
tion, the shame--',! am almost forced to say that cannibalism,
read
of
a
Syracuse
millionaire building a $700,I
after all, is the most merciful form in which man has ever
stable
for
his
horses,
and again of where000
lived upon his f,eillow man.
It is impossible for a man with a good hea,rt to be satisfiled with the world as it is. No man can truly enjoy 1even
, what he ea.rns~what he knows to be his own-klnowing that
millions of his f1eHow men are in misery and want. When we
think of the famished, we think that it is almost hearUess
to eat. To meet the ragged a:llld shivering makes one almost
ashamed· to be well dressed and warm-one feels as though
his heart were as cold ~as their l)odies.

The above is not only good composition, but good
sense. Henry Drummond in his Natural Law in
the Spiritual World says we are inclined to purchase
relief of obligation too easily sometimes by tossing
a mere penny to the needy.
The Prophet Ezekiel says:
They shall cast their silvter in the str.eets, ,and their gold
shall be removed: their silver and their gold shall not be able
to deliver them ·in the day of the wrath of the Lord: they
shall ,not satisfy their souls, neither fill their bowels: because
it is the stumblingblock .of their iniquity.-,--7: 19 (italics
mine).

One hundred and forty-four social autocrats, headed by an
aristocrat, he1ld a great ball. Royalty never eclipsed it. It
Wlas ~ntensely exclusive. Wine flowed like water. Beauty
lent her charms. Neither Mark Antony. nor Cleopatra everr
'l1olled in such gor1g eousness. It was a collection of millionaires. The wealth of the world was draine.d for pearls and
diamonds. Necklaces of gems costing $200,000 and downward
'emblazoned scores of necks. The· dance went on amid Aladdin sp1en,dors. Joy was u,nconfined. While it was .going on,
says a journal, 100!000 starving miners in Pennsylvania
were scouring the roads like cattle in search of forage, some
of them living on cats, and not a few committing s.uicid'e
in •order to •avoid, Sieeing their childr.en starve. Yet one neckIace from the metropolita,n hall would have rescued all tlwse
from hunger. It was one of the "great social ev1ents" of a
nation called Christian; but what a contrast! And thel'e is
no remedy for it. Thus it will he "till He come."

The Lord .says (Doctrine and Covenants 42: 12)
"he that i.s idle shall not eat the bread nor wear the
garments of the laborer."
To add to tlie vexatiousness of the social problem
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and the strife between capital and labor at the present time is the introduction ofMACHINERY AND FEMALE LABOR

which, especi9-lly the former, have thrown millions
of men out of employment. The writer was a printing employee about the time that inventive genius
was placing on the market one of the devices which
was destined to say to vast numbers of men: "We
have no longer any use for you in the printing business; go and make the best ·Of it. I have come to
take your place." One writer says:

.,

One man and two boys can do the work which it required
1,100 spinne:rs to do but a few years ago.
One man now does the work of fifty Wle~verrs at the time of
his gmndfather.
.
Cotton print~ng machines have displaced fifteen hundred
laborers to each one rretained.
One machine with one man as attendant manufactures as
many horseshoes in one day as it would take 500 men to make
in the same time.
Out of 500 men f1ormerly employed.' at the log sawing business, 499 have lost their jobs through the introduction of
mode111n machinery;
One nail machine tafues the place of 1,1<00 men.
In the manufactu11e of paper 95 per cent of hand labor has
been replaced.
One man can now make as much pottery ware in the same1
time as 1,000 c~uld do before machinery was applied.
By the use of ma.chinery in loadii!lg and unloading ships
c,ne man can perfo.rm the labor of 2,000 men.
An e:xpert watchmaker can turn out from 250 to 300 watches
each year with the aid of machinery, 85 per cent of former
hand labor being thus displaced.

It is estimated that 615,000 men can take care of·
the various departments of industry to supply
22,000,000 people. Which means that one man can
supply 35. And how plainly this depicts before us
the utter absurdity and disadvantage to which we
ar~ subject in that we have such a majority of our
population who live iii the cities. Some years ago the
majority of Americans occupied the rural districts;
were husbandmen, ranchers, tillers of the soil. But
a few years have revolutionized the social order of
things and there was a stampede to the cities. Men
wanted to get where they could wear fine clothes
all the time and do anything but be actual producers.
They wanted to be doctors, lawyers, bankers, merchants and even preachers,__anything but to fill the
place that nature had cut out for them. The result
has been that the cities and towns, therefore, have
a large majority where they should be far in the
minority. The consequences were not so dire until
the tidal wave of invention dashed them from their
moorings, and usurped their places, left them in
the perplexity and distress of-"What shall we do?
where shall we go?" This pitiful wail has ascended
from multitudinous voices far and near, and sometimes when employers and capitalists and their fellows whom they knew to have means were heedless
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of their plaint, the laborers· demanded imperatively:
"Give us work or give us bread."
Manufacturers meet and determine prices, even in
spite of the great law of supply and demand. Have
the laborers the same right to consult and combine?
The rich meet in the bank, clubhouse or parlor.
Workingmen, when they combine, gather in the
street. All the organized forces of society are
against them. Capital has the ·Army and the Navy,
the legislature, the judicial and executive departments. When the rich combine it is for the purpose
of "exchanging ideas." When the poor combine,
it is a "conspiracy." If they act in concert, if they
really do something, it is a "mob." If they defend
themselves, it is "treason."
The. modern city is a crime-an incubator of criminals. Look at the repletion of the daily press with
accounts of murders, stealings, embezzlements, and
other horrors only generically mentionable-nearly
all in the city, where one might expect that in their
close proximity to religious discourse and institutional learning it ought to improve them.
The Lord knew the end" from the beginning, and
if there ever was a time when he is needed to come
to the rescue of his people socially, economically,
financially and temporally it is too evidently in this
age of degeneracy when his own true regime and
system has been thrown down and buri~d under the
debris of ages, and when his own people in consequence if left unaided are subject to the liabilities
of the sinful and rebellious. But how can he do
it without giving specific directions to us as to where
and how we shall live in temporal matters in relation
to each other is unthinkable. We ought to both welcome and expect it.
Under the proper condition of things machinery
would not be the enemy of labor; nor would the
employment of women in their legitimate sphere
miiitate against the interests of men. If Henry
George ever said anything that was worth bottling
it w.as when he said that "poverty ought to be a disgrace, because in a condition of social justice, it
would, where unimposed by unavoidable misfortune,
imply recklessness of laziness."
Well, the cry went up from Mr. George and others:
"Back to the land." Some went. Others determined
to tough it out in the sweatshop. Free land has
been offered by the American Government and it
was but the other day that President Wilson signed
the act which entitles homeseekers to one section of
the nonirrigable land remaining iri the West. . irhis
has been an incentiv~ to disurbanization, which has
been going on to some perceptible extent, but not.
with the concert of response that ought to be in
evidence. Thousands will beg in the city ere they
will accept plenty away from it. They will yelp
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"hard times" when they have power to flee from
it. Yet you could not pull them out to where there
is more of an "equality of natural opportunity,"
and where they might employ themselves instead
· of demanding employment of others-no, not with
blocks and pulleys. The Lord, prescient of the mischief to be entailed by our people too generally unloading at Independence forewarned them many
years ago. And, lest they might still overconcentrarte on account- of his having advised them to occupy the regions round about, he came out and
informed them furthermore that even the regions
round about "must mean more than a small area
of country round about the central spot," etc. (Doctrine and Covenants 128 : 5.) He advises in the
same paragraph tha.t they shall group themselves,
but he says it does not need to be done within the
immediate environs of Independence. In the next
number it is our purpose to consider the attempts
that great minds have made to solve the problem
and the remedies they have offered.
(To be continued.)

HELPS THAT HINDER---CONCLUDED
Being invited of the Lord, as recorded somewhere
· in Doctrine and Covenants to take the posi,tion in
our publications to which our convictions impel, it
seems that we should be permitted to defend that
position .for one ~ound, at least, and not required
to retire the first time we are shot at.
Wherefore we crave the indulgence of the Editors
and readers of the HERALD to m.ake a brief examination of the editorial appearing in the issue of April
4, cri,ticizing the original article appearing in the
same issue under above caption.
It might not be wholly amiss to say, at the outset,
that we do not feel at all badly by reason of having
argued by analogy in the original article, weak as
that form of argument is; for we understand that
Jesus used the same form, or practically the same,
quite a bit. "He ta'ught them many things by parables," (Matthew 13: 3) and it feels rather good to
be a little weak and be found in his class, even
though it be only with respect to the form of one's
utterances\
But as "the law regards substance rather than
form" we proceed to the examination of the substance of what was said, feeling that the form,
though not unimportant, will be of minor importance if we· are found to agree with Him in the
substance of what we advocate.
The learned editor takes the pos:irtion that a great
load can, and usually should be divided. Perhaps
a closer consideration will convince him that when

it is divided it remains a great load no longer, but
that a number of little loads stand in its place.
The press gave account of a hospital building
being moved who_le, with the patients in their bedsand I think something was said of coffee boiling in
the kitchen that was not spilled.
Of course this building oould have been torn to
pieces and loaded in "small lots" on little wagons
that make little tracks in the earth. But this would
be hauling lumber, merely, and not moving a
building.
What a difference in the applfances and the class
of labor the two operations would employ!
'We do have a church organization, and all agree
to this. But what is it for? What is the purpose
of it?
Certainly the primary object and purpose of any
organization is the unifying of the forces composing
it. And why should we unify these forces? It is
certainly because they have some undertaking in
view which is too big for little force,s, and not wishing to tear it in bits to the measure·,of their powers.
they unify their powers to the measure of the load
and take it entire.
As before intimated, the church organization is
a perfect means to the unity of all our powers, and
works so that whatever effort is made by the missionary brings the undertaking to bear in equal degree on the man of business, the bishop, the patriarch, and all, so that all may occupy according to
their gifts. And the objection of the original article
is that after the powers and gifts of all are unified
in one endeavor by the church organization, we
formulate additional organizations for double unity,
and triple unity, and on ad infinitum pretending
that when we make more units we are helping unify.
Does the :editorial justify this kind of help, therefore?
' If the illustration the brother gives of the farmer
·who employs help be examined it will disclose that
an able-bodied man will not seek help, nor need any
to do one man's work; but by some improper limitation or resttiction of ''the right to be employed"
that farmer has cornered ten men's work, and seeks
assistance, not to perform his own proper labor,
but to do that which is not his own.
So wi1th the church. As long as it confines its
operations to the work for which it was created,
it will need no help. But if it is to dip in every
movement . thak finds current in the earth it will.
need parts additional to those God gave it.
Again the brother seeks to justify help with a
quotation from Doctrine and Covenants 11: 4, saying: "None can wssist in this wor~ unless he be
humble and full of love."
He wishes us ibo infer that they who are humble
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and full of 'love may assist, and this assistance is
help, and help is, therefore, right, and justified by
the word.
That seems like a long way round, and -hard
trudging, to find authority for help, and th~ course
is so devious he misses the issue. It will be rem~m
bered that the original article does not object to
the help of "individual forces accumulated in one by
means of proper organization." To accomplish the
work intrusted to all, God asks all to work together
in one body, under one head. And our objection
goes to the pouring out of our energies through
numerous man-made bodies, different from what he
gave us, under different heads from the one he has
ordained and authorized.
·
If it is asserted that by reason of reports and recommendations passing between the auxiliaries and
the First Presidency the authorized head of the
church is virtually the head of all the auxiliaries,
too, then we reply that one head with six bodies
is as monstrous as one body with six heads, and
some one is very apt to be overworked.
It cannot be said that branches and districts are
bodies in the sense of the objection made to the
maintenance of more than one body in the original
article, nor would it be needful to' the reasons it
gives to meet in "one large town service" and do
away with these branches and districts. For
branches and districts, stakes, etc., are, all of them,
proper divisions, subordinate parts of the one body,
the church. They are composed of the same "flesh
and bones," we may say, kept aiive by the same
Spirit which manifests itself in the nine different
forms mentioned in 1 Corinthians 12: 7, 11.
But the auxiliaries are of different composition,
and kept alive by some other spirit, which never
manifests itself in them in any of the ways above
mentioned.
Wherefore they are not parts of the body of
Christ, and the objection is to yoking the church
equally with baser organizations. As it is written,
"Ye shall not plow with an ox and an ass together.''
(Deurteronomy 22: 10.) Better read the ninth
verse, too. Same chapter.
Again, when the members of the Presidency, etc.,
were rebuked in 1833 "for neglecting the instruction
of their children," as the brother says, the Lord did
not complain of a failure to send them to the care
of auxiliaries, but to F. G. Williams he said: "You
shall set in order your house." To Rigqon he said:
"Set in order thy house." Then of Whitney he says:
"He hath need to be chastened and set in order his
family and see that they are more diligent and concerned at home." (Doctrine and Covenants 90: 6,
7, 9.)
In every case the command was for the parent
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Ito teach his own children~ at home, it would seem to
imply, as parents who have any home life and frame
their activities with reference to that institution
we call "home" may do; but as they who fill their
program from week's end to week's end with preparing .for and gadding to some community engagemenrt may never find time to do.
·
Just this is the pity of it. We organize, and
organize, and organize. We organize for work, and
we organize for play, and organize to walk over the
fields and to wade streams. Our whole life is consumed in clusters here, clusters there, crowds, herds,
groups, gangs. There are no individuals any more:
there is no individuality.
If we would assume the responsibility of their
creation and not try to palm them off as being instituted of God, it would be allowable to form such
organizations as reason justifies and we see to be
needed. But we greatly fear that many of these
organizations sprang, not from a deep realization
of their need, ·but from a pronounced tendency to
copy the world.
The world has ladies' aid societie,s, and the papers
record that they met on Wednesday afternoon at
the home of Mrs. Jones on Pike Street, and refreshments were served.
Well, we must have 'something like it.
The world has Boy Scouts, and our boys have
the "gang spirit"-we must duplicate them. The
world has Camp Fire Girls, and though the name
seems tolerably rowdy we must get our girls in uni- .
form that smacks of the military, so we organize
like the Camp Fire Girls, but we choose a softer
name.
You'd think these organizations were about
enough, but at once 1some one becomes sensible of
a great need and points out that the world has
numerous organizations for boys, and "we must do
something to hold our young.''
So we appoint a commission of those who are
the light of the world to study the plan the world
uses in this matter, so "the children of light" may
learn how to formulate and regulate an organization
for "our boys."
In answer· to what seemed to us the strongest
point in the editorial we would say that we suppose
that all those engaged in auxiliary work will be
rewarded for whatever good they do, as seems to
be indicated in Doctrine and Covenants 117: 12,
which the brother quoted. We understand that; whoever gives a cup of cold water to one of the household
of faith shall have his reward. But the fact that
God promises rewards fori this ,service does not
justify us in using all our time, or mosrt of it, in
passing around the water where there's need for
shelter, and raiment, and bread.
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In conclusion the writer'feels no ill at all towards
any that have been engaged in any of the auxiliaries.
It has been a pleasure and a benefit to him, away
here in the backwoods where elders seldom come,
~to teach a cla;ss of six children in the home department of the Sunday school. !Neither do we have
any great stress of desire for sudden radical action,
though it would seem to be a good policy to take
what is used to maintain auxiliaries and pay .off
the church debt.
But for one thing we do insist, and that, is that
the auxiliaries may cease to be advertised as the
helps and governments of 1 Corinthians 12: 28, or
any other part of the government of God.
I would not omit to acknowledge m)'lself sincerely
grateful for the consideration of the Editors which
afforded me the opportunity to make a more particular reply to the editorial than might otherwise
have been offered. And though we may differ, even
sharply in our views, we differ very respectfully.
E. G. HAMMOND.

from her. I do not mean that we should neglect the home
for the church work. We all have our work in the home
'a'llJd no others c;:1n do it for us, but I fear we are careful and
troubled about many things .that al'e not of vital importance..
The Father did not intend that the car1es of life should keep
us from the better things that He has given us.
Last, but not least, we need unity. The Fatherr has told us
that unles1s we are one w;(l are not his. All worldly organizations and institutions recog1nize the fact tha.t in unity ther,e
is s~trength, and they work accordingly. If the children of
the world are able to accomplish so much by uniting their
worldly wisdom, how much mor1e, then, ought the children
of God be able to ~dv, when they have not only His wisdom
to l,ean upon but also His promise that with him all
things are posls[ble. we must put away timidity and fear
of failure, and take God at his word whe;n he says that all
things work togethe;r for good to them that fear and serve
him. How can we verify his word to us if we never put
him to the >test! Nephi left this testimony, that he knew
that the Lord neVier commanded his childron to do anything
save he would prepar'e a way for them to accomplish it.
'Surely he is as ready to fulfill his promise unto us as unto
his childl'en in other ages.
Finally hit us heed' the admonition gi,vren ~n a late HERALD
to the auxtiliary workers, that whatever thing ye do, do it
all to the glory of God.

WOMAN'S AUXILIARY

Concerning Our Boys

Some Things We Had in the Auxiliary
(Paper writte:n: by Mrs. J. E. Flowers, of Clearwater,
Nebraska, a1nd I'~ad at the district convention of the Central
Nebraska District, at Inman, Nebraska, February 4, 1917.)
I think you will all agree w!th me when I say that the first
1thing we need is an interest in the work. No one will work
for a cause in which he is not interested. I think that it is
a conceded fact that the lack of interest is the most discouraging thing we have to meet in any line of church work. When
we arous1e an interest the battle is half won. We are always
ready to lalbor for that in which w,e are really interested.
Jesus said, "Where your ,treasure is, there will your heart
be also," 1and it seems J;o me that where our hearts are there
will we labor. If we show by our labor that our treasure is
elsewhere than in the Lol'd's work, who is. the loser? Not
the Lord; he is able to accomplish all that he 'desire:s without
our help. But he has intrusted much to our hands that we
may share the mward that he has laid up for the f,aithful,
those who have proven themselve:s wise stewards-, when the
Master comes.
The spirit of sacrifice is also greatly needed. I think w,e
cannot have a true love or interest in any p~erson or cause
and not be: w]ling to sacrifice for that person or that cause.
In my mind the wo,rds love and sa,crifice go toge1ther. We
have been told so often that this is a day of sacrifice. I
sometimes wonder, when I realized how little we sacrifice,
what our l'erward will be if we a:l'e judged according to our
sac6flces. Most of us cannot off,elr any great s:acrifice; most
of us· al'e not called to; but there are many little ways in
whicbi we can, a.nd must, sacrifice for the good of the auxiJiary work. We cannot affol'd to let the ca.ms of life crowd
out the duti~es that we owe to the Father and his work. .When
we sacrifice for an earthly cause, we gain an earthly reward;
and it perishes with earthly things. J,esus told Martha that
she was cal:'eful and 'troubled over many things but that Mary
had chosen the better part,-that which should n<?t be taken

Am with you heart and soul in the movement to organize
our boys. Yes, by all m~aris, organize their latent and .often
misspent energy into something that will give them something
to do. That's it, to do! My humble opinion is that this ca.n
be best wrought through the genel'al organization of the
Sunday school. Why not create a special department under
the name "Our Boys," giving them their OWl)., special superintendent, or "General," if you prefer it? Thus it will be incumbent on revery Sunday school to have an "O'ur Boys" army.
Think this would be better than to create another auxma.ry.
We might turn it over to one of the present auxiliaries to
care for while it is yet in its swaddling clothes."· In this way
it will grow to become one: o.f the family, and every local
school will fe,el under obligation to help and support and foster the movement. . . .
The merits of ~an organization for our boys should be constantly brought ,to the attention of our !Jeople through the
use of pl'ess 1and platform. Wre will be glad to have all our
general field· workers p~resent to the various reunions the
"boy question," especially those who have .felt the "fire" of
the subjre~t. In conclusion, I assure you o.f my heartiest support, and anything I can do to help will be cheerfully performed.
Sincerely,
0YEN, ALBERTA.

DANIEL MACGREGOR.

Report of Historian
To the Woman's Auxiliary Assembled in Convention;
Greeting: Perhaps the society has a right to expect mol'e o.f
mel, as historian, than I have accomplished in the past year,
since I have he1en relieved of almost all other work connected
with the society; but my circumstances have been very unfavorable for my work. Howev;er I have done what I could.
I have spent much time on this history, and have brought
some parts of it up almost to pl'esent date, while others are
not nearly completed.
The work seems to ,e:xpand before me as I get more deeply
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spiritual dervelopment to our members. The superintendents
of our various departments have done nobly this year in presenting their work through our columns, but we feel it is only
a beginning, and that the coming year will witness still
greater work, more definite outlines, clearer vision, and more
consecrat,ed services.
We f:eel that great progress has been made the past yea.r.
Our church women are :Deeling out after their sisters, seeking
guidance where they feel its need, and offer~ng help wherre
desired. They are finding their places in the great and mutual work of redeeming Zion, which can never be accomplished by our ministry or our men alone. They are learning
that upon them is resting an ·equal, if not, ~ndeed a greater
responsibility, since unto them are left thel guiding and the
moldilg of the character of the coming w:orkers. And, the
gratifying part of all this, is the fact that the sisters not
only begin to see more clearly the advantages to be gained
Report of Editor-in-Chief
by "reasoning together" co;ncerning the things which are
vital to them, but they are at the same time evincing a great,
To the General Executive Officers of the Woman's Auxili- a burning desir·e to take these opportunities to their breasts,
ary: As your editor-in-chief, appointed last April, we submit to qualify and perform, and· to develop to efficiency in their
the' following report for the ye{ar:
part of the work. Better women and better mothers,, will
From May 24, 1916, the Auxiliary column has appeared mean better men and betterr children; better children to-day
regularly in the JS:AINTS' HERALD, with the e:xception of two , will mean better servants !;Jf God to-morrow, thereby bringissues of a special magazine nature, when all departments ing the emancipation of humanity from evil nearer by so
were omitted.
much, and .the redemption of Zion hastened.
In the 35 issues of the column, betwee1n the date mentioned
OMAHA, NEBRASKA.
AUDENTIA ANDERSON.
and the issue of January 31, 1917, there have been published
five announcements, 5 letters, 14 11eprints from other papers,
6 original poems, 816 r·epo!'ts from officers and of activities
among various locals, and 73 original article's. These: orig:nal
contributions represent the thought and effort of 2,9 different
sisters which show~ng we consider very fine, indeed. The department being new, naturally requires a little time to beFrom Here and There
come establi:shed and i·ts possibiliti'es understood by the sisters, and we feel that the 11esponse the past year is promise
A new branch has recently been organized near Oyen, Alof still widell' fields and 'extended opportunities for the future. lherta, C~nada. W. H. Chandler has been chosen secretary,
Our department in the Autumn Leaves has appeared 11egu- while we do not have further details at pre,sent.
larly, owing chiefly to the valued se,rvices and management
Thomas Whitford writes from Whittemore, Michigan, as
of the contnibuting ~editor, Sister AI~Jna de Jong Smith, of follows: "The old branch at Whittemore had a visit from
Saint Louis. This yoUJng woman has the interests of the girls Brother Pendleton, of Beaverton. Eleven were baptized, so
of the church very much at heart, and is ever on the alert for lthe good work still goes 01n."
things of value to present to them, through the column in
Elders L. G. Holloway of Lamoni and Willard J. Parks, of
the Leaves·, which, by counsel and consent, has been dervo,ted'
to the interests of the young woman's departmC)llt of our Alpena, Michigan, left Lamoni in a new ·Ford auto on the
auxiliary work. Because of this latter fact, we would recom- 12th, for their field in Utah. It will be used as a mission
mend that this department in ·the Autumn Leaves be placed car. Many districts are using this most efficient method' of
·
under the direct charge and editorship of the superintendent transportation for the missionaries.
of the young woman's department, to avoid much of the comA suggestion comes from J. A. Upton, of Estacada, Oreplexity and delay experienced the past year.
gon. Hl::s daughter, one of our members,, resides at Lisbon,
We are of the opinion, too, that a very active and ~nterest New Hampshire, and may be addressed at that place, box
ing departmelllt could be maintained in the Stepping Stones 2'91. Her location can be ascertained from some grocery
and Zion's Hope by the ~superintendent of the child welfare store. She would appreciate a visit from some of our church
dep,artment, partafuing of the nature of suggestions for ac- members. The name is Mrs. Oscar Hornby.
tivities among the childr€)n-home work for the small ones,
We have a favorable report from the Second Antonio
nedghborhood plans for the older ones, ~etc. These, of course,
Branch
contained in a leltter from W. H. Davenport of that
should b~ of a natu~e to directly interest the children and not
place.
E<lder
T. J. Jett, jr., is president of the branch but
he of a study, or didactical nature', since the latter interests
sho~ld be cared for through the channels of the educational has bee;n among the sick for about two weeks but the other
officers and members have not been idle, but haV1E~ kept the
department.
work going quite well, all things cons~dered. Preaching,
We hope to see in the futuve a steady growth in the breadth
prayer meetings, ·Sunday school and sacrament attendance
and scope of our publication i;nterests. We hope to see in
is not large, but more or le,ss attentive.
our columns many, many messages of uplift and encouragement, of suggeSition ~and inspiration, of comradeship and unity
A card from Oscar W. Okerlind, who was at Fortescue,
of purpose, which a11e characteriz~ng the awakeri·ing activities 'Missouri, on the 11th, says there are a few Saints at that
of our women. We hope to see well-planned ~nd carefully place who are trying to show ·their faith by their works.
executed series of articles suitable for reading and discussion They built a neat little church last fall and their friends
in the locals of our society, whence may come mental and dona/ted liberally. He concludes: "Yesterday I baptiZled a
into it, and I see more and more that must be considered in
it. I am quite sure it is well tha,t the work has heen delayed.
Last summer I sent out 1notices two diffe·rent times, asking
the locals to appoint historians in the,ir societies, who would
keep a record of all important features of their work, which
they would report to the historian from time to time, that we
milght have a knowledge of the work as a whole. A iew
responded to the call, but when I learned that new regular
tions for the work of the historian were to be presented for
this convention to act upon, I thought be1st to await the
result, before making further effort in orde1r that future work
might be in harmony with the action of the cQnvention. ·
. Praying that the Spirit of God may direc1t in all the work
of the. convention, I ·am,
MRs. B. C. SMITH, Historian.

[LETTER DEPARTMENT ]
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young man and: his wife, who, if faithful, will be a good help
to the work in this place. I intend to go and open up a new
place north of here in a few days. Ever hopeful for the
triumph of Zion's cause."
I;nclosing a clipping from the local paper at Tonkawa,
Oklahoma, and a sampl>e of his ·advertising handbills, Brother
Joseph Al!ber says he has been conducting successful services
in the city park at that place. While the crowds have not
been large, he has succ.eeded in reaching a number of fine
people and making a number of friends. A professor of the
college at that place leads the singing, which is greatly appreciated, as the only Saints Desid~ng there are a Brother and
Sister Redfield. The wheat harvest iis on, which militates
somewhat against them. The editor has treated them with
the utmost kindness, which is much appl'eciated.
. The women of Independe~nc,e, including the Saints, are energetically taking up the work of the Red Gross. Stenographic
service, knitting, sewing, etc., are included. A series of foodcann:)ng demonstra,tions begins this week at the high school
under the auspices of the parent-teacher association. A concert will be given on June 12 for the benefit of the choir at
the church. At the Polytechnic Institute., Kansas City, a
course in teacher training, mechanic art and business training is g:ven without charge and ~ffers ample opportunity to
women to qualify in these lines. The course lasts six weeiks.
Diplomas were granted to three nurses Ln the commencement
exercis:Bs of the Sanitarium at the church on June 5. Misses
Thorpe, Wells, and Giles were the honored young ladies.
Elders R. Etzenhouser and L. E. Hills h:;tve recently been
giving lectures in the church hall on Book of Mormon map.

Lamoni, l owa
In a recent session of the local Religio, ten dollars was
voted for the Army Y. M. C. A. and it is likely a. similar
amount will be voted for the Red Cross.
Brethren Floyd M. McDowell and Charles E. Irwin ar.e
leaving to take up work at the University of Iowa duri,ng
the summer, and B:rotheT Charles B. Woodstock goes to the
University of W,i,sconsin.
The Sunday school officials have been urging that those
desiring ba,ptism iJ.rrange for it when ready and not wait
'till Children's Day, as has been the custom in the past. This
has been largely observed this year and since the first of the
year ther.el have been moi'e than thirty baptisms in our local
font. Some of these were adults, but the most of them we,re
near the age of eight.
Lamoni largely attended the stake conf,erence and cQnventions held at the Evergreen chapel, about five miles southwest. Both the church and the schoolhouse near were filled,
and yet all could not find seats. The presentation of a gavel
iby John Garver !the president of the stake, to John Smith,
the formeT president, was a touching feature. It was made
from the chair occup'i~di by Brother Smith at his office de1sk
a 1n d typified the seat of the stake presidency. One from the
same source was given R. S. iSalyards at the organization of
the Far w~est Stake, he being in the Lamoni S'take presidency
for a number of years. Most impr1essive spiritual manif,eiSrtati·ons characterized the prayer meetings.
Charles E. Irwi1n was ordained an elder. Estella Wight
was chosen a member of the stalm good literature board, the
Sunday school having chosen Leon Judlson, and the two to be
assodated with A. L. Keen from the Religio in the new stake
organi:zJation in this work.
The editors have chronicled the items concerning the pass-

ing of Apostle James E. Kelley, and ~n the passing of Elder
David D: Young another valiant and respected man of God
has gone to his reward.
The recent oblation a;t the~ Lamoni sacrament meeting
totaled almost fifty dollars. With all the branches doing as
well throughout the church this will materially augment the
church resources.
DELBERT.
LoNDON, ENGLAND, May :25, 1917..
EditoTs HeTald: Bishop R. May arrived safely in London
on May 15, after his long trip to America. It took only eight
days from New York to Liverpool. He reports the weather
was fine but it was an anxious passage.
Preach~ng service Sunday evening; Bishop May occupied
in London, Eilder John Judd at Enfi·eld.
London is astir over the arrival of Doctor J. Ford Newton
an Ame,rican minis,ter who is to take charge of the City Temple (Congregational) in place of the Reverend R. J. Camphell who has· united with the Church of England, was ordained a deacon and is now an assistant in the cathedral in
BiJrmingham.
According to official report, food p•rices here advanced from
July 1, 1914 to May 1, 1917, on eggs 83 per c.ernt, cheese 121
per cent, butter 70 per cent, milk 63 per cent, potatoes 162
per cent, and meat in proportion. No white bread or flour
to be found on sale. Ice cl!eam is a prohibitory article.
Railroad fares have increased 50 per cent and thel'e are no
excursio,ns or special rates and many trains have been taken
off. A stra:Uger is prohibi.ted under penalty to travel· from
town to town unless he has his identity pass signed by the
inspector of police.
It is expected that six to edght will he baptized into the1
church at our June 3 district conference.
BrotheT May goes to Gloucetster this we•ek end to attend
the Eastern Wales district conference.
The American colors were given a place of honor here on
Empire Day and saluted by all the scout boys, along with
the English flag.
PEARL MAY CRICK.
HONOLULU, HAWAII, May 29, 191:7.
Editors Herald: I love to read the ·Saints' letters in the
church papers, as from their perusal I receive much encouragement. So I thought they would like to hear from these
islands in the mid-Pacific Ocean. Slowly but surely the
leaven of gosp•ei truth is working on the hearts and lives of
this people for their spiritual uplift, also for their temporal
welfare. The meetings are much better attended, both the
church services, Sabbath school and Religio. The midwooik
p•rayer meeting also is much better attended. .
On Tuesday morning, May 22, 7.30 a. m., Brother Gilbert
J. Waller arri.ved her.e from San Francisco, and some of our
p1eople, the writer included, went down to the wharf to meet
him. As the ship drew near the wharf 3.1nd they spie(i him
leaning on the Dail of •the ship between the starboard f.ore
rig.ging and the bridge, a cry went up from them, "Oh,
there's Brother Waner; ther.e's Brother Waller, don't Y01l
see him? Brother ·Clancy, don't you 1S[ee him?" Well,
br.ethren, my eyes are not as young as they were some
years back and I did not see him quite as soon as they did,
but when I did see him I was glad in my hea1rt, for he loqked
much better than when he went away. When the ~3.1ngway
was put aboard and he stepped onto the wharf, 'they were
there to meet him with the gl31d light of love shining in the!ir
eyes, and, "0, Brother Waller, we are so glad you have come
back." "0, Brother Waller, how are you?" "0, Brother
Waller, we are so glad to see you." "Aloha, Aloha, Aloha,
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<Mii," the Hawaiian saluta;tion of lovce to those whom' they
really love. And as I witnessed this scene, dear Saints, my
hea11t was touched by divine love. And why should they not
love him? He is their spiritual father, counselor, and
friend. He has brought them out of darkness into light,
into the church of the living God, having baptized them "imd
laid his hands on them for the gift of the Holy Spirit. He has
married them and held their children in his arms and blessed
them; has gone to thei-r homes in sickness, day or night, administering to them, praying for their heaH;ng and comfort,
yes, for them, their childr€!n and children's childl'len, and
what he has done for them no one will .ev·er know but himself
and God.
On !Wednesday evening, thie: · 23d, the midweek prayer
meeting was held with a good attendance, Brother W,aller
presiding. Had a good pray•er, praise a,nd test:imony meeting, many telling of the goodness of God to them. On Friday evening we• held a reception at the church for Brother
Waller, the church being tastefully decorated with gr-eenery
and fiowe·rs, and over ·the platform a frame of green ferns
with the word welcome in yellow flowers, which told of the
,!;;lrud we:lcome in their hearts for the one whom they were
honoring.
·
Love is of God, for God so loved the world that he gave
his only Begotten Son that whosoever believeth in him should
not perish but have eternal life. (John 3: 16.)
Your brother in the faith,
THOMAS CLANCY.
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to Brother Johnson. Brother Bierline is also helping all he
can, as he uses his car to take a lo·ad of Saints to the meetings. Both brothers are doing all they can to make the meetings a success, and we :k)now they will gain their reward.
1Sistea: Jane Stanley is acting as organist and is always at
her post, so we hope and pray that some good may be done.
I remain,
Your sister in gospel bonds,
VIOLET THOMAS.
SANTA ANA, CALIFORNIA, May 28, 1917.
Herald: My address is now 1038 West Fourth
!Street. Please publish and have HERALD mailed thereto.
While we are riot turning the world upside down in converting the heathen round about in this part of the Lord's
vineyard, it is true that some are added to our number by
baptism occasionally.
We feel safe in saying that· there is an awaking a1nd a
manif•est desire showing on the part of many to be the Lora's
children in very deed among our membership.
My mind and effort seemed especially directed for the past
several months in poi1nting out the rapid· fulfillment of
prophecy, perils, unrest, fear, perplexiuies, and frightful
calamities pending on the wicked and disobedient.
Also the need of full consecration of heart and soul to the
service of God; that the Saints might he the light of the
world iri very deed, and not a "hiss and byword" in the
mouth of the heathen.
May God hasten the day when kings and queens with the
noble of the earth will be compelled to confess that the God
of truth is among us, and ask to become citizens of Zion
and partakers of her laws, which is God's revealed will and
intent that such shall be the case.
What a glorious upportu11ity and work God has given his
Saints to accomplish! When will we do ~it?
Your brother in gospeJ labor.
v. M. GoODRICH.
Ed~tors

LAMONI, IOWA, May 28, 1917.
Editors Herald: It has been a long time since I have written anything to your page:s. I don't know how we would get
along without the dear old HERALD, for its p.ages are brimful
of good spiritual food, and the letters are very enc9uraging
to me.
'In thes:e awful days of war and bloodshed I fully realize
the great :need of our being more. prayerful and obedient to
SELFRIDGE, NORTH DAKOTA, May 28, 1917.
our blessed Master. How we should strive t:o do our duty
8ditors Herald: Some days ago ~n a dream I found myself
and be more humble, and remoVJe pride fa,r from us,. that we' in the presence of two ladies in costly attire. I admired very
as God's people might go hand in hand, working with all much some ornaments that one lady possessed. One remarked
our strength to help carry the gospel to the ends of the earth. to me: "Why do you not purchase like it for yourself?" I
In these last days nearing_ the end of the world, when we -meditated for a moment then answered I could not wear it.
are looking for Christ to come and reign on the earth we Being press,e:d for an answer why, I said: "I am a Latter
should put forth every ·effort to prepare ourselves, also to keep Day Saint." The other lady had what seemed to be a large
ourselves unspotted from the world, that we may be found gold pin or ornament of some k:ind in her hair, which looked
worthy to live with Christ a thousand years, and, gain a very attractive. I remarked if all these treasures or the
crown of eternal life.
mea1ns of their purchase were put in the stor-ehouse of the
I feel my weakness a nd unworthiness now, more than I Lord the Savior was ready to come and would make his apha¥e done in the past. It seems I have done so little com- pe1arance.
pared with many of my brothers and sisters, but I am trying
From there I then found myself among an assembly of peoto do all the good I oan. As I have little ones to care for I ple, my attire be·ing very plain. Sitting across the aisle ,
cannot do as much work for the church as other sisters whose opposite a lady kept watching me very closely, noticing the
children are grown up. We always look over the letters first plain attl:re and saintly appearance. She then removed the•
to see if thel'e is a letter fmm Elder J. W. Peterson, also gold ornament from her hair as if to conceal it from sight.
Elder J. L. Mortimore. My husband would like to write to
Instead of thos·e or costly attire I hope I may soQn be able
to pay some offering to the -Lord. Some time ago I paid a
Brother Mortimore if he knew his addres.s.
We attend the Andover Branch in Mis:souri, as my parents little sum on the church debt, quite an amount for me I
live there. Ai!ldover Branch is certainly growing and the thought (five dollars), at the same time my little home depeople seem to be taking 'a greater interest than ever before. pending on my own earnings. Since then I haYc made sacOur prayer meetings are very spiritual and comforting. rifice to pay a little tithing; in so doing I know I have been
Sundays when the weather is fine our little church is filled. greatly blessed. I am not saying this boastingly or for
We always have g·ood speakers :!'rom Lamoni, as Lamoni is a1ny praise; far from it. I do not want to give alms to be
only six miles from Andover. I must say a word of appre- seen of men, but I do hope to encourage some siste·rs that we
ciation for our Brother Johnson who is so nobly trying to may lay aside unnecessary attire and worldly affairs, that we
carry on meetings 1at the Dow;ney Schoolhouse, which is ma.y be able to help fill the storehouse of the Lord. Well did
among the Gampbellites. Some of the Saints go to help with ·the sister see the storehouse empty, the purse strings drawn
the sing~ng, but not very many, so it p1ust be discouraging and the elders' hands tied.
1
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I care not for costly attire but to be clean and neat, and
I do want to be clothed in a white robe when my Savior appears. If this means pure in heart, I hope to be found so.
Let us lay aside every wedght that doth bes,et us ~nd run
with patience the race. What a blessed hope to be in the
presence of our dear Savior and peace on earth.
Praying for the redemption of Zion,
A sis,ter in faith,
MRS. L. C. YOUNG.
HAILEYVILLE, OKLAHOMA, May 23, 1917.
Editors Herald: Just a bit of ne:ws., and I am off. On tJw
above date, the fiftieth w1edding' anniversary of Brother
Joseph P. and Sister Lucinda Bowers, a number of the
/Saints and friends met at the home of their son-~n-law and
daughter, BrotheT and Sistecr Frank Johnson, about 8.30
p. m., after which the old couple were called ove~ (after
haVing gone. to bed) on some pretense, and given a .real genuine su:rorise. The writer made a short talk, and in the name
of the·· Hai1e:yville B~anch aid society presented Brother
Bowers with a pair of gold cu;ff buttQns with engmved initial
B, ·and to Sister Bowers, a gold breastpin, on it the word
Aid 3<nd HJ17 was engraved, so honored by reason of having
served as pcresident of the \lid s:ociety a number of years..
The Hartshorn bakery presented them with a fine cake with
this inscription: 1867-1917-May 23-50. After appcropriate
remarks in return by ibriill:!,groom and bride, and the singing of spiritual hyllljns, ice cream and cake was served. It
was indeed a joyful celebrati•Qll long to be remembe•red. The
pair have each a full head of hair which would denote fifty
years of peace and loving companionship. They returned to
their home happy to spend their second honeymoon.
May God bless the tie that binds,.
J. C. CHRESTENSEN.
GLASGOW, MONTANA, May 30, 1917.
Editors Herald: I de1sire this morning to record my ap~
precia:tion. of the good spiritual food found in the HERALD,
Ensign and other church publications. Especially a1re the
sermons enjoye:d by the isolated ones such as we are.
There was food' for thought :in a sermon by Brother Ha,s,s
in the Ensign. And I think the advice given the Saints
along the lines of economy is good and timely. And in
View of the present distress of nations, and cries of the poor
offered up to the Lord, I hope no one will be offended if I call
attention to one item which might, through our very love
for each other, in time become an added burden to church
members. It is right that we should love 'each other and
show due respect for each other, both in this· life and aftea:w~ be called away.
I hav.e a few fri,ends and rehtives in
the church and though they may not have reasons to ho1d
a very high regard for me, yet I am persuaded they think
just as much of me as I deserve; and for f,em• their ve1gard
might lead them to wish to pe1rpetuate my memory (or rather
their memories,) by a bronze cast, or a monument, or ra.
mausoleum, or sarcophagus, I wish to utter my protes1t while
I am still aliw1, and to give my reasons for it.
Now I can imagine how quick some of Y•OU will be to say,
"'0, Sister Anderson! such a course is entirely unnece:ssary.
There isn't as much danger of anything like that happening
to a mere mother in Israel as to one of 'the lords of creation'." That is no doubt true. But the priinciple remains
the same, that God's people are to be one, and one of God's
faithful servants is as dear to the CI'ela,tor as another, be
he president or member, high priest or deacon; are all to be
rewarded hereaftelr according to their works, and if it is
right and necessary to honor one after death in this way,
it is just as right and just as necessary to honoo:' al)-other in

the same way. And in view of the crying need fop help in
every direction-the poor, the hungry, the orphans, the aged,
the work of the ministry, etc.-with church indebtedne,ss, is
it right for Sa·i:nts to use means for such purposes? Where
in Holy Writ do we find anything to uphold such an ide'a?
Is it in Miatthe.w 23 where Jesus said: "Woe U!nto you ...
[because you build the tombs of the prophets, and garnish
the sepulcher.s of the ~ighteous"? Is it in 2 Nephi 12, speaking of people in our day: "Yea, and becaus,e of pride, and
wickedness, and abominations, and whoredoms, they have all
gone astray, save it be a f,ew, who are the humble followers
of Christ; Neverthe1e,ss, the,y are led, that in many .instances
they do err, bec,ause they are taught by the pl"BCepts of men"?
How can we tell what are the precepts of men? In book
of Moroni 7: 14, 15, we lre:ad: "For everything inviteth
to do good, and to persuade to believe in Christ, is sent forth
by the· .power and gift of Christ; ' Wherefore ye may know ,
with a perf,ect knowledge, it ·is of God." Mormon said the
pride of the N eph1tes had proven their destruction.
In Doctrine and Cuv;ena1nts 130, we read: "The Spirit saith
further unto the church assembled and at large: In ordeir that
the tletmporal affairs of the church may be successfully carried on and the accumulated debt of the church ... may be
properly met and in due time. discharged, the church is instruc·ted, both as members and as the body at large, to avoid
the unnecessary building of houses of worship or places of
entertainment or otherwise expending the tithes a,nd offerings
of the church in that which may not be essential unto the
continu€!d onward progress of the general work; and both
in private and in public expenditure carry into active exercise the princriple of sacrifice and repressi0:n of unnecessary
wants."
Is the :idea of using our private moons for the purpose of
decorating the graves of our friends in accordance with the
above ·adVice of the ·Spirit? Now I believe that I have respect
a,nd re1Verenc1e enough for the martyrs Joseph and Hyrum
.Smith to wish to make a sacrifice of means to help perpetuate
their memory by a monument of some kind, .if I could feel
that it wa,s right. But is it necessary? We are admonished
to avoid un111eces,sary expenditure. Is it anything to invite
or intic•e any to believe in Christ? Would <it be in accord with
the dying request of our la,te beloved president, Joseph S:mith,
that even no costly flowers be bought to decorate his bier?
I heard! one a,ged elder say that the greatest monument we
could rai,se to the memory of Joseph and Hyrum Smith would
lbEi to live in accord with the gospel precepts and be worthy
of God's protection and Holy 1Spirit 'in our hearts.
Is it the Holy !Spirit, or is it pride that leads us to cater
to the world's opinions in unnecessary display or adornment?
If it is the Holy Sp:i:rit, then God is no respecter of persons.
Many a good brother has died who has given his life for the
sp·Dead of the gospel. Is it not fitting that we garnish their
sepulchers ~n like mariner?
Again, if the coming of the Lord is so nigh, of what avail
'are the bronze cas,ts of us in our old age, or monuments to
show where our bGdies may have rested for a while, after
we .have been resurrected? If we are worthy of the fil'st
resurrection, won't the Lord know where to find us, whether
on land or in the bottom of the ocean? Is the11e not necessary
work waiting us at every hand, and calls upon our time, talents and means? Now I am reminded of words of a. hymn
· that I love:
"The pathway of the living is our ever present care,
Let us do our best to smooth it and to make it bright and
fair;
Let us travel it with kindness arnd be careful as. ·we tread;
Let us give unto the living what we'd offer to the d€ad.
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"The pathway of the living all our strength and courage
needs:
There we ought to show,er favors, there we ought to sow
our deeds.
There our smiles should be the brightest and our kindest
words be said,
For t_he angels have the keeping of the pathway of the dead."
Now if I am mistaken in my views I hope some one may
not be afm,id to show the mistakes.
A certain sister in the church was shown in a dream several year's ago that a goodly rnumber of the sisters were
gathered together in some kind of work. 'fhey weJJe anxious
and z,ealous, but their light was very dim. They hardly
realized what they were at work at. Finally light was
turned on, and she saw that they had been making numerous coHection boxes. Then the labor,errs bega,n to gather home,
Hred and worn with hard labor. As each one came a collection box was held out towards her by one ·a11d another till
such a look of discourageme1nt and de'Spair began to he
depicted on their countenances, they seemed ready to give up
in despair, because that no matter how hard they worked
there was 'a coUection box ready for every cent they could
earn. And the sisters began to think, Are wre doing just
what God would have us do, or is our zeal greater than our
knowledge?
And when we come to think of all the bazaars, auction
sakes, amusements and' unnecre;s:s'ary expenditu1'es we are called
upon 'to uphold by our time, talents, and means, we are Ied
to wonder if the Lord really does .require it. Truly, here we
ssre as through a glass darkly. I think everyone has meant
to do .that which is right; so do I in writing this letter.
May God bless his work everywhere.
Box 217.
MRS. ·EMMA L. ANDERSON.
BROOKLYN, NE·W YORK, May 31, 1917.
Edito1"S He1·ald: Words can express but a dim portJJayal
of the splendor of the effect and of the interest exhibited at
our "Mother's Day" ceiebration, held here on May 12, wherein
the highest tribute and horno:r was conferred upon mothe1rs,
and fitting descriptive papers were read and speeches made,
defining and outlining the joys, cares and responsibilities resultant therefrom.
Beautiful flowers, presented by the Woman's 'Auxiliary,
together with the Stars and Stripes, adorned the room for
the occasion. On the platfo1rm sat little Miss Dorothy Potts,
th~ picture of innocence, representing ideal childhood; Sister
Ethel Jack; representing ideaJ girlhood, with· its joys, grace,
and virtue; Sister L. Christy, T1epresenting ideal wifehood,
in all its strength; and "Grandma" Nichols, representing
motherhood, with its glorious mission. This s1e1tting, consisting of the most important classes of human life, presented a
most beautiful spectade to look upon.
A duet, "Prayirng mother," by Brother and Sister· Christy,
opened the program. During the rendition, the words of a
preache'r came to me, that many a boy is saved from the
wmth of God by the earnest prayers of a devoted old mother.
Sister Ethel Jack's paper followed, portray~ng the period of
girlhood, when care, anxiety and worry are banished. Sis.ter
Christy's speech on "Ideal wifehood," should be an inspiration
to all present, who had been summoned to ~his high calling,
to build for themselves an ide,al, just as be~autiful as the Qne
she so vividly, pictm~e,d. She emphasized the magnitude of
the responsibility; the necessity for earnest study, watchfulness and ppaye r; the true meaning of the word helpmate;
the nece,ssity for constant' activi,ty, working with the thought
ever in mind ,of being a blessing, not only to the loved ones of
1
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her ow1n household, but to all humanity. The following lines,
written in the ~early hours of the morning, might well be an
incentive to all who have accepted the title ,of wife, to study
the Book of books, so as to more fully appreciate the opportunities afforded:
A beautiful pictu11e of wifehood true,
I find in the Bihle for all to view;
And, to be a pattern throughout tile life,
Of those who have taken the name of wife.
It is needful, too, ere you cloSie the book,

That you give it more than a.passing look;
For the purpose is shown, Iil~ewise the pian,
Of how she may ho;nor and help the man.
And the Master a'rtist, who dwells on high,
Designed this our study, to labor by;
Some day our work will be placed by. its side,
Shall it be judged worthless or found to abide?
L. LENOR CHRISTY.
Sister Nichols, invariably called "Grandma," and dearly
loved by the whole branch, presented the noble mission of
ideal motherhood, with all its joys and sorrows, a 1nd the
gravity of its responsibHiUes. Then Brother Christy, our
pastor, launched forth on the glory of womanhood. He paid
a wonderful tribute to his wife, by frankly acknowiedging
that all c11erdit for his life's· work was due to his wife, on
account of her loving devotion, self-sacrifice and encourage~
ment in crucial times. The following quotation by William
Jennings Bryan, very aptly concluded his remarks: "For
years the child is the object of the mother's constant care.
She invests· in it her nervous force and energy, and endows
it w~th the wealth of her love; and she d11erams of what the
child is to he and do, a;nd if a mother's dream only came true,
what a different world , this would be! The most pathetic
struggle that this earth knows is the struggle of the mother
to save a child, when wicked me1n lay snrares for it and set
traps for it, and as long as you give the ballot to the man
who conspires to rob a home of a child, it isn't fair, and you
know it isn't fair, to tie a mother's hand while she is fighting
to p11otect :the home and her childr,en."
A solo, "'Tis Mother's Day," rerndered beautifully by Sister Dorothy, in all her childlike simplicity and innocen~e,
after which every mother in the congregation stepped forword to DeceiV1e a white fiowerr, as an emblem of her exalted
position, ended the service, which is probably indelibly impressed on the minds of all present.
MABEL HARRIS, Branch Correspondent.
BURLINGTON, IOWA, May 31, 1917.
Editors Herald: We have resumed work for the conference
year with renewed assurance and determination, and are especially glad to have our pasrtor, Brother David J. Williams,
returned to us, for his services have done much to strengthen
:lind enliven the branch.
We have had with us for some time past, Brother Truman
Ziegenhorn, from Joy, Illinois, whose se.rvices in the office of
deacon have augmented those of the local priesthood.
Brother D. T. Williams, at pl'esent pastor in Des Moines,
spent a day or two with us recently, speaking at the church
Wednesday evening, May 16. Brother Williams always finds
a welcome in Burlington, and our chief regret was that he
could not be with us longer.
Elder Nephi Snively of Lamoni, has taken up his abode in
Burlington, having been married May 13, to Sister M. S.
Wright of this place.
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Both Sunday school and Religio are active and progressing. and Presiding Bishopric-to 1appoint missionaries to for,eign
The Sunday school has reached a point where, for want of countrie1s, other tha,n those residing therein.
We regret that these conditions prevail abroad, but have
room, it can scarcely make extended effort toward increase !been lead to <expect times of trial and perplexity, with defor the present, and the Religio, with good attendll!nce and· struction of nations, because of the prophetic word of the
interest, is p;roving a vital factor in developing the young Lord. All that can be done this year will be to m:aintain our
branch 1and district organizations if we can, under the existpeople and adding to the life of the branch.
i1ng circumstances, and improve every opportunity to aid the
CORRESPONDENT.
·i,njured, comfort the mourning, and point out to them the
path which will lead to eternal life and! p<eace.
The joint council has made all appointments this year,
eitheD local or missionary, and W<e trust that the brethreln
NOTES AND COMMENTS
will seek to assist each other, and labor tog1ether in the spiri1t
of love, for the good of the cause.
(Co,nt1nued from page 580.)

place in Palestine. He says the Jews were compelled to leave Jaffa, but will be allowed to return,
and that the colonies in Palestine will not ·be evacuated.
Graceland College
In last week's HERALD will be found the first of
a series of advertisements for . Graceland College.
We would call the especial attention of those desiring further educational work to !these ,advertisements. Graceland is well prepared to meet our
needs and in going there we help her and the church
as well as ourselves. Her students are accepted
anywhere, and make good.
The Christmas Offering Roll of Honor
Last week a new department was opened up which
we will run occasionally this year, in the Christmas
offering roll of honor. This wiil be published from
time to time to show which schools are doubling or
trebling the l1ast year's offering and which ones
are first in reaching the one dollar or two dollars
per member offering. ;We are in it to make good
and we are pleased to notice that so many are concerned, not alone with being first but in winning
the race and helping the ohurch by united effort.
Returns From the East
The Jackson Examiner tells us that President
F. M. Smith returned from his trip to Washingtqn,
District of Columbia on Monday, June 11. According
to their version, "he is still wondering how the
officials at Washington get anything done. At least
their most definite knowledge imparted to an inquiry
is extremely vagl!e, and if they know as Httle as
they claim not to know the mystery of the Government deepens." In addition to his visit at the Capital, he ran over to Boston and also stopped off at
Philadelphia.
1

[MISCELLANEOUS DEPARTMEN~
Pastoral
To the Office~·s and Members of the European Mission;
Greeting: Owing to the terrible conditions which prevail
throughout the world, resulting from the war, it was not
thought advis1able by the joint council~Pre.sidency, Twelve

SCANDINAVIA

No missionaries will be sent from America this year.
GERMANY AND PALESTINE

No missiqnaries appointed.
BRITISH ISLES

We have decided to largely reduce the number of s~elf-sus
taining appointees, and trust tha1t thos'e who have so labol'eid
in· the past, will continue to do all they can to advanc'e the
Master's work.
BISHOPRIC

We are thankful that Bishop Ma,y has reached England in
sa:fiety, ready to 'actively engage in 1the duti1es of his calling.
So far as possible we des1ir•e that the members of the bishopric be free from local presiding responsibility. We, thereffore, recommend that Bl'other W. R. Armstrong, counselor
to the Bishop, resign branch official work, that he may labor
in any part of the country, in hamiony w~th his calling. For
the present, we advise that Elde•r J. W. Ta.ylor be sustained
as president of the Manchester District.
·
APPOINTMENTS

Bishop Roderick May, British Isles.
·Counselor W. R. Armstrong, British Isles.
DIS,TRICT PRESIDENTS

Elder
E1lder
Elder
Elder
Elder

John W. Taylor, Manchester Dis•trict.
J ohm Holmes, Sheffield District.
John .Schofield, Birmingham District.
John Judd, London District.
Thomas Jones, Western Wales District.
MISSIONARY APPOINTMENTS

In the absence of members of the twelve, Elder W. H.
Greenwood will act as associate m~nister in charge, directing
missionary work. The following brethren have been appointeid! as missionaries:
Elder W. H. Greenwood, Manchester District.
Elder James Schofield, Manchest,er DistriiCt.
Albert Hall, Manchester District.
_Ab~l H<all (Leeds and Bradford objective), Manchester
District.
·
Elder W. H. Chandler, Western England.
E·lder J. E. 'Mer<edith, Birmingham District.
PATRIARCHS

Owing to 'the increased age a:nd physical infirmity, Brother
Henry Gl'eenwood h::ts been superannuated. The church
appreciates the many years of faithful, consecl'ated labor on
the part of this brother, and trusts tha.t his declining years,
may be made happy by the consciousness of work Wlell done.
Brother Baty, is appointed as patriarch, and we trust he will
soon be provided with all things :necessary to the successful prosecution of his calling.
REPORTING

·.President F. M. Smith, has already published instructions
to church appointees, requesting a I.e1tter ea.ch week, se1tting
forth the condition of the work in their field of labor. The·
ministers in charge will expect to hear from the missionary
appointees at least once •each month.
MISSION CONFERENCE

By cqnsuitation with various officers before leaNing England, it was thought advisable to hold the-mission confei'ence
in Birmingham. We therefor1e so recommend, and advis,e
that so far as poss.ible it be an educational conference.
We will endeavor to· render assistance whe·rever needed,
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and trust that .God will bless each one under the diitJCult
circumstances confronting.
Your colaborers,
,
U. W. GREENE. ,
PETER ANDERSON.

To T'Vhom liJ May Concern: Brethren Gre:ene and Anderson
have been asked by the P'res.idency to direct the affairs o!the
European Mission, and the abov•e pastoral has our approval.
FREDERICK M. SMITH, ,
Por the Presidency.

The Bishopric
To the Saints of Toronto, Chatham., London, and Owen
Sound Districts; Greet:ing: Request of Bishop R. C. Evans to
be relieved as bishop of the oversight pf th(\ t1erritory comprised within the bou1ndaries of the Chatham, London, and
Owen Sound Districts has been granted by the First Presidency and Presiding Bishopric. He will, however, continue
to act as Bishop of the Toronto District. The followingnamed brethl'en, he•retofore acting as agents of and reporting
to Bishop Evans, have been selededl by the Presid~ng Bishop,
viz: J. H. Tyrrell as .agent for Chatham Dis.trict; J. L. Burger as agent for London Distriet; James L. Mo·rrison as agent
for Owen Sound District. F'rom June 1, 1917, these brethren
will .report direct to the Presiding Bishop. These bre:thl'en
have been faithful and zealous in the performanc•e of duty,
and al'e commended to, and should receive the support of all
the S'a~nts in their respectiVIe fields of labor.
R,esp,ectfully,
F. M. SMITH, President.
B. R. McGUIRE, Presiding Bishop.

Conference Notices
Northeastern Missouri, at Higbee, ~nstead of Be;vier as
previously announced. W. C. Chapman, secre:tary, Higbee,
Missouri.

Convention Notices
Spokane Religio, on reunion grounds at Pa.louse1, WashingV. L. Gunter, pl'e1sident,
Palouse, Wash~ngton.
London Sunday schoo•l and Religio rally, at Sa~nk Mays,
Ontario, June 30, July 1 and 2. Good programs; everybody
welcome. Mamie Duesling, secretary, 327 Rectory Street,
London, Ontario, Canada.
~
Alberta Sunday school, at North End, Saskatchewan, July
13. P1al'ties attending ar·e requested to come to Macklin,
Canadian Pacific Railway, or Chauvin, Alberta, Grand Trunk
P.adfic. All tmins will be met at these two places with
autos, as North End ~san inland town. Resident Saints. are
prepar•eid to el!ltertai[l1 all who come. W. J. Levitt, superintendent, North End, •Saskatchewan.
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David E. Dowker, 6549 South Lincoln Street, Chica.go, Illinois.

AdcJresses
J. F. Mintun, 1424 De.troit Avenue, Toledo, Ohio.

Requests for Prayers
Sis,t•e,r Cora Gieason of Muskegon, Michiga,n, Dequests the
prayers of the.Saints. 1She is in a very bad condi1tion. Her
nerV1es am very bad and there is a growth ·in her throat,,
which the doctor says is caused by her nerves. She was baptized May 23.
·

Our Departed Ones
MITCHELL.___JHugh Valier, son of Oran and Elvin Mitchell,
was born February 26, 1917; died March 14, 1917. Funeral
at Christian Church, Pawnee, Missouri; sermon by L. G.
Holloway. Interment at Lone Rock Cemetery.
DAWSON.-Joseph Rollie Dawson was born February 22,
1875, rnear Columbus, Cherokee County, Kansas. Baptized
January, 1909, a.t Dahinda, Illinois, and lh~ed a ,consistent
Christian lif<e. Reared near Dahinda, Illinois,, where he1
died May 18, 1917. Funeral services i:n charge of W. E.
Lorance, sermon by. Warren E. Peak.
BARNETTE.-Gertrude JY,[axine Barnette, daughter of James
and Eva Barnette, was born October 12, 1913, near Blythedale, Missouri. Died May 31, 19·17, at Independence, Missouri.
Leaves to mourn, father, mother, 3 sisters and 1 brother, also
grandfather and grandmother, together with sev.eral uncles
and aunts and other relatives. Funeral sermon by L. G.
Holloway, at the home near Blythedale, Missouri, Interment
in Ros1e Hill Oemetery.
EiVANs.-Daniel Evans was born in South Wales, September 14, 1831. Bapt.i•zed May 29, 1864, by John Philips, and
ordained :an elder October 23, 1864, by William Cook. Died
at Sullivan, Missouri, March 6, 19·17. Leaves to mou11n, 1
daughter, Rachael Evans, 4 grandsons and 1 granddaughter,

rton, Friday afternoon, June 29.

THE REASONS WHY
You Should Go to Graceland
ll-TEACHER TRAINING
For those who desire to fit themselves for work as.
teachers, Gr,aceland offers a most excellent opportunit~.

Reunion Notices
Clinton, Missouri, at Rich Hill, August·24 to September 2
inclusive. H. E. Moler, Rich Hill, Mis.souri.
Idaho, at Hagerman, August 24 to September 2 inclusive.
J. L. Benson, secr•etary, Minidoka, Idaho.
Chatham, Ont:a.rio, at Erie Beach, July 27 to August 6..
P:articulars Iater; also information can be had by writing
Stewart Lamont, 66 Ly.diican Avenue, Chatham, Ontario, or
John C. Dent, Bothwell, Ontario.
Spolmne, .at Palouse, Washington, the week immediately
following Spoka,ne district conference and conventions which
i:l!egin June 29. Cook tent will be run on groll!nds C'afe:teria
style., Those desiring to camp will find pl-enty of fuel and
water on grounds, also plenty good dry straw for bedding.
L. Gunter, Palouse,
Those desiring accommodations notify
Washington. Rates ov:er Northern Pacific Railway, provided
fifty tickets art) purchased, so all get certificates for l'ates.
V. L. Gll!nter, s'ecre•tary reunion committee, Palouse, Washington.

Because of the high standard of the work done
in the teacher training department, Grace}and has
been fully accredited by the State Board of Educational examiners. This means that State t·eacher's
certifi·cates are granted to those completing the
course. These certificates may be converted into
life . certificates by fulfilling the necessary requirements for renewal.
'In the .abov·e, Graceland is on a par with any other
tea~her t~airning school,in the State. It will pay you
to mvesbgate further. F:or more complete information and catalogue address

THE PRESIDENT, GRACELAND COLLEGE, LAMONI, lOWA

v:

Chicago Church Dedication
The dedica:t.ion of the churches of the First and Oentral
Chicago Branches will take place July 8, 1917. Services as
follows: First Church, 4416 Gladys Avenue, 11 a. m ..; Central
Church, Sixty-sixth and Honore •Streets, 3 p. m. Bishops
B. R. McGuire and J. F. Keir will be present. All invit,ed.

The above is the second of a series of reasons why you should attend Graceland College. They include the questions of: Credit,
Teacher Training, Junior College, Spiritual
Environment, Low Expense, Special Departments, Equipment, Literary Work and
Faculty,.
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also 6 great-grandchildren. He was ~nown and ~espe~ted
by ·a large concourse of friends ai!ld neighbors, havmg hved
on the farm at Sullivan for 45 years. Funeral sermon by
W. C. Carl.
MCKEOWN.-Annie Jane McKeokn, was born May 1, 1860, at
'Saint Antonos, Quebec, Canada. Baptized February 12,
1886, by Samuel Brown, at Tilbury, Onta.rio, Canada.. She
had weak health for about 2.5 years, but despite such she
sought to maintain a. cheerful faith in the gospel and remain
firm in faith :and hope. Died May 26, 1917, at Millet, Alberta,
after a severe attack of peritonitis. Five sisters and two
brothers survive her. Funeral se·rvic'e by William Osler,
·interment at Millet cemetery.
HALL.-William David Hall Wlas born in Lee Colljnty, Iowa,
Dec.ember 27, 1846, and has made Iowa his home, living at
Shenandoah and CT~eston before removing to Des Moines.
It is claimed that he was the first white child born in Iowa
after it became a State. Baptized in 1851 by John H. Lake,
and continued his membership to the end, hut becoming
more int•erested in church activities the last few years of
his life. Died a.t his home i1n Des Moines, at the age of 70
years, 4 months, and 5 days, after a brief illness of but ·a
few hours. Leaves devoted wife and 7 childr•en, 3 children

having preceded him in death. Funeral services at Des
Moines and Shenandoah, S·lilrmon at both places by J. F.
Mintun who accompanied the family to his last resting place
at Shenandoah by request.
RODGERS.-Eliza L. West, daughter of Francis R. a,nd
Sarah A. West, was born at East Portage, Jackson County,
Michigan. 'Married Leamon Rodgers April 2, 1883. Baptized by E. K. Evans a:t Gmnd Rapids, Michigan, September
2 9, 1898, and remained faithful. Died May 30, 1917. Leaves
to mourn, her husband, 1 brother and 2. sisters and other
relatives. Funeral sermon by Samuel Stroh at the home, at
Lowell, Michigan.
BAYSDORFER.-1\Hss Anna Amelia Peterson was born December 13, 1887, at Omaha, Nebraska. Ma.rried Gus Baysdorfe.T in 1904, and to this unio:n w1a,s born one son. Died
May 8, 1917, in South Omaha. Leaves to mourn, her husband, 1 eleven-year-old son, father, mother, 1 sister, 1 brother,
and other relatives and a host of friends. Funeral sermon
by Huhe,rt Gase, who had bap,1Jized her only two months
previous to her death. The singing was by Sister KeUey,
Brother and Sister H. A . .Scott and Brother Hill. The funeral
was so largely attrended that the home could 1not nearly
shelter the croWld.

Elbert A. Smith, Editor: Samuel A. Burgess, Associate Editor; Edward D. l\1oore, Assistant Editor.
Published every Wednesday. Subscription price $1.50 per year In
advance.
When payment I~ made, the date on the mar!l'ln always 01howm the
time to which you have paid, or the time when your subscription
e:o:plrmll.
If not changed wlthln a month after payment Is made notify '"'·

This paper w!ll be promptly discontinued at date of expiration.
All articles, letters for publication, notices, etc., and communication•
concerning the same, shQUld be addressed to ..Editors Herald."
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Tonsils and Adenoids complete.ly removed.

Dr. Joseph Mather, Specialist.
in disease'S of the eye, ear, nose, and
throat.
ELders and family on ministmiai allowance, work done free of charge.
Cataracts removed.
Work done in Independence Sanitarium, Indepen.dence, Missouri.
THE MORMON GIRL.-Paula Brown
Dykes, a member of the Reorganized
Church, who has lived in Utah for years,
writes a telling indictment of Brighamist
spiritual and carnal methods in this
novel. No one can Tesist the realism of
the story. It is so entirely different
from the usual anti-'~Mormon" work; so
sincere and straightforward in its style,
and natural in its plot. Founded on facts.
No. 371, cloth ----·--·---·----·--·--·-·----·-··------$1.00

Why not grow your own foodstuffs in this time of crisis? Cut
down living expenses by accepting our offei' of land on the railway
right of way free of charge. While we give employees the preference,
we hope many others will avail themselves of the land they do not use.
Begin now and select your spot. Make application to the Station
Agent or Section Foreman.
As soon as your tract has be;~n assigned, start preparing the
soil at once. Manure the land if possible, and plow or spade deeply.
Make the see4 beds fine and firm. Plant mostly vegetables that can
be kept for wmter use, such as potatoes, beans, onions, carrots, pars., nips and turnips. Cultivate and hoe thoroughly. Kill the weeds.
Keep the surface soil loose;
Assistance and· advice regarding growing of gardens will be
gladly furnished by J. B. Lamson, Agriculturist,
Chicago, or 0. H. Liebers, Agricultural Agent,
Lines West, Railway Exchang·e Building, Denverr,
Colorado.

E. A. Howard, Vice President
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Entered u second-dOSS< mallet at Lamoni, Iowa,
4
~lf ye continue in my word, then are ye my disciples
indeed; and ye ohail know the truth, and the truth ohall
make you free."-Jolm 8: ~1-32.

uThere .shall n.oi: any man. among you have u&ve it
be a:ne wife; and- concubines h.e shall have nonee"Book of Mormon, Jacob 2: 36.
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Recently the question was asked in regard topsychology, "Does it explain spiritual gifts?" We are
informed the answer has been made, "Yes, perfectly." This we can accept only in a qualified manner. We question if any course now offered in high
school or college attempts to discuss this question
or directly throw:s light upon it. It is true that men
who have made a study of;psychology,. the laws of
human thought, how the mind works, and also those
who have made a study of philosophy, approaching
the problem in a slightly different way have attempted to expla:in inspiration and the spiritual
gifts.
One very common explanation is along the line of
the use of mescal by the Indians. A variant of this
is the use of alcoholic beverages by tbe western
Europeans and Americans. Thus, some have
strongly urged that the genius of some poets, their
inspiration, rested on their getting slightly drunk.
Others have urged that in the ghost dance, and certa;in folk dances, whicll are continued for hours and
sometimes for a day or more, the savage participants
work themselves up to a point where they can see
red devils, or anything else. Still others would
explain all these phases, including inspiration, as
metabolism of the neuron, A variant of this may
be found in the mechanistic theory of existence.
And others explain it from the viewpoint of behaviorism.
Still others emphasize the di,stinction between
vivid imagination and imageless thought. Children
have more imagination than adults, Oriental races
than have the Occidentals, so they present Jesus as
an extremely imaginal type. Those' who have too
many images and who cannot distinguish them from
the world around them are put in an asylum. Others
not quite so badly affected become poets and so write
by inspiration. Still others become seers, see visions and dream dreams and found religious organi-

.
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zations. ,so we find a variant of this, in those who
consider all religious experience a :Dorm of epilepsy.
Still others, while accepting religion as based upon
the imaginal type of thought, still deny emphatically
its correlation in any way with epilepsis, psychosis
and neurosi,s, and consider .that that child who has
had no religious training has received an incomplete
education. !And that man and woman who has not
gone through a great conversion has not risen to the
heights that he or she should rise to and will not
be capable of doing tihe work he or she should do.
Great writers, great workers, have come in contact
with God (or the volk soul). And through and by
this means they have risen to a plane of greater
effectiveness and greater service. It were better
£or a child to belong then to any church on earth
than to no church. Conviction and deep conversion
go ,to the making of a rounded character and such
men as Jesus Christ really came in contact with a
reallity ,above us and greater than the individual,
whether we prefer to call it volk soul or God. .These
are a few of the variant theories of psycho,logists.
Again we are asked, "Is not psychology really
mechanical and connected with the evolutionary
theory that ·man is de,scended from a monkey?".
Certainly not. Psychology is a study of the human
mind and human soul. Of 0ourse the man who approaches it from the standpoint of evolution will
read evolution into it as part of his apperceptive
mass. What we have thought, what we are thinking and doing, affects our attitude· towards any new
theory or f1aet. A man who approaches it from a
biblical standpoint would not draw such a conclusion. So we find the same phenomena explained
in a variety of ways according to preceding ideas
or apperception.
.
For a thorough knowledge of psychology, one
.. should have a knowledge of physics, chemistry, biology, (and possibly also zoology and botany). A
knowledge of religion and of mathematics will ,pot
hurt.
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:It is true, that much of scientific thought of out an adequate ap·preciation of what they really
to-day is related in some way to some aspect of mean.
We recognize in the religious plane, that we should
the evolutionary theory. But we should remember
that this is a theory, not a dogma, some high school . know what we are talking about. We ought not
students to the contrary· noltwithstanding. From to attack another's position without first learning
a scientific viewpoint it is used merely as a basis for what that position is. Why should we be any more
further investigation not as a finished and com- ready to attack in regard to science? We have artipleted truth. If we keep this point in mind we may cles here on file that if we attached the author's
still follow the observations without necessarily ac- name thereto and published, as they are, it would
seem to be one of the unkindest acts we could poscepting all of the deductions.
It is unfortunate that too much is sometimes sibly perform.
There is a boast of a lack of schooling, in articles
cla;imed for sowe particular department of science.
yet this is doubtless fully matched and equaled by having serious errors of grammar and spelling on
the almost blind objection to a scientific· aspect. every page, and an attempt is made to answer s•ome
Psychology is to many almost a fetish, to others a involved theories of science in a way that indicates
bugaboo. The very name excites an extreme and almost abyssmal ignorance of what the writer is
ridiculous complex or reaction against it. Why can talking about.
It is almost as ridiculous to discuss scientific the,.
we not frankly recognize that science is merely a
human approximation to truth? It is the result of ories of twenty-five and fifty years ago as if they
human investigation but a theory is by no m~ans were the prevalent theories of to-day, as it would
accepted by intelligent people as a demonstrated be to preach against the inquisition of the Middle
truth or dogma nor is it to be lightly set aside as Ages. Do we then violate or lose the directions of
evil or folly. F:or it does represent an approxima- the Spirit by first informing ourselves of the accuracy of our concepts?
tion to truth, and as such is not to be shunned.
Psychology, like every other science, is largely . The church needs men prepared to carry on enerwhat we make it. The affirmative argument rests getically its work. It needs men who can go into
on the fact that it is better in child training to have the highways and byways and present the light of
studied the nature of the child than to go at it in a the gospel of our Lord Jesus Christ. · It needs men
hit-and-miss fashion. Mothers have tried the hit- to <;are for these newborn babes. It needs men to
and-n"iiss in a" physical way for years with the result prepare the meat for those older in years. It needs
of twenty-five per cent loss of infants, and sometimes men for constructive work, for the carrying on of
more. Yet the attitudes of i'lOme students and their its institutional work, and it needs men to direct,
theories for handling the intellectual development uphold and prepare Zion. It is not criticism that
a man cannot do all of this. It is not to be expected.
of the child have been just as foolish.
In correcting the evil there have arisen fads of But it is vital that the eye should not say to the
feeding. There have also arisen fads of teaching. foot, "I have no need of thee," or vice versa; and it
But neither mean that a real knowledge of our prob- is es·sential that, having the body of Christ in the
lem will not prove beneficial. Is it better when deal- church, with its varied members that it should be
ing with the despondent, the nervous person or those inspired by the Spirit of God and so be a living
S. A,.. B.
who have become insane to ignore their oondition, entity.
or to g:ive studious attention to their care and cure?
Would it be better to put a man in any pos.ition, hit
TITHING, SURPLUS AND CONSECRATION
or miss, or try to ascerta:in that work for which
Frequently we hear reference made to the early
he is fitted?
Psychology reaches into these and other realms years of the Reorganized church uponthis question.
of thought and of practical experience. In its prac- We know in 1867 the Quorum of Twelve passed the
tical aspect it is concerned with salesmanship. It following resolution.:
Resolved, That we regard the law of consecra·tion and tithmay enter into any and every relationship of life.
ing as a means of fully establishing equalitY, among the
For in what way should an understanding
the
'Saints· in ,the building up of Zion, as the kingdom of God, to
human mechanism prevent the reception of the gifts which we look for the coming of the Lord Jesus ·to reign a
of the Spirit?
.
thous,and years upon the earth. But the scattered condition
It is indeed a pity that some students appear to of fhe church precludes the carrying out of the law in its
place the whole stress upon intellectual tr;aining fullness. Yet the present necessities of the work do require
or upon some aspect of science. But it is equally a portion of tithing and consecrations, and we believe .that
the tithing now required is onre tenth of the prop'e'rties of all
unfortunate that some react so strongly against all who possess .a surplus; afterward; one tenth- of their annual
knowledge, especially if the word science is used, interest annually. Others not havi ng more than supplies
and then attempt to discuss scientific problems with- the ir necessities, are expected to bring their freewill offerings,
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as the w1dlow brought her mite.-Church History, vol. 3, p.
374.
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to be ripe for so doing. They do believe that the
principles of thB law still apply and should be carPrior to that the presidency together with some ried out as near as circumstances permit.
We individually may at times differ in regard to
of t:he general officers of the church on Ap·ril .16,
1866, adopted the following:
their discretion, how much of the law should now be
Resolved, Tha·t to carry out the principles of the law of put into effect? But certainly it is clear that the
decision of this important point is placed with them,
t~thing, it is the opinion of this council, tha:IJ the law should
be carried out in the scattered condition of the church, a,nd the Presidency, Twelve and Bishopric, and it certhat as far as we can approximate to that law, is upon the tainly should be clear that they have acted conservprinciple of freewill offering, for the practical purposes indiatively, as they believed the best interest of the
cated by thrut law. . . .
church and its membership required.
Resolved, That we do most •earnestly ent11eat all the Saints
In the meantime it behooves us to study carefully
to remember, that all their surplus property is the Lo.rd's,
and that it is needed for 1the .support of the poor of his people, the law in all of its parts so that we may be prea1nd the famdlies of the elders whose time is engaged in the pared to obey when the time does come for Zion
ministry.
.
to be more fully established. It is well that we
This was reaffirmed by the conference o{ April should think over and discuss the la:w but it is not
6, 1875. There has since that day been much dis:.- well that that discussion should be carried so far
cussion among individuals as to the real meaning as to involve a reflection upon the officers whose duty
o( the law. Usually some one passage of the Doc- it is to interpret and carry out the law, and thus
t:r:ine and Covenants is taken and emphasized at the directly or indirectly hinder in its administration.
We are in a condition of progress, how rapid that
expense of the rest. It WQuld .s.eem, however, to be
fundamentaJ, that if the bishop is requested to take progreij:s may be depends upon each one of us and
into consideration all that is written on the subject upon the church as a whole as made up of its indi(Doctrine and Covenants 126: 10) certainly a like vidual members. Our heavenly Father has been
responsibility rests upon all those who attempt to merciful to us, so should we be merciful with one
discuss that law. One passage is not conclusive. another. He has not demanded an advance beyond
The second point to be observed is that it is the our means of compliance, but at the same time he
duty of the bishopric to interpret the law and this has laid down his law as it will be when fully con- .
interpretation should be upheld, unless the liberties served. . We are working towards 1an end. Study
of the people are brought in jeopardy. In the con- should test and prove all things, that we may each
sideration of the J,aw there are several points of in- of us be ready when the time comes for further adterest. · It may be questioned if the word surplus vance. But our study should be constructive, not
is always used with exactly the same significance. destructive. It should assist in the carrying out of
In 1867, Church History volume 3, page 473, tith- the law as at present interpreted, that we may the
ing is referred to as a freewill offering. Certainly sooner be ready to move on to a more nearly comS. A. B.
it is such, in that, like baptism, it is the result of plete compliance.
the fr,ee will of the individual. There is· no compulsion. Of course, if one knows that the gospel isNAMES OR SCHOOLS?
true and does not accept and is not baptized, the .
In this issue there will be found a letter signed
consequences will be upon his own head. So when
anyone knows that the law of tithing is true, he is Paul ·parker. This is a nom de plume assumed by
at liberty to obey or not to obey. If he- does not one of our general mis:s.ionaries. It will be noted
do so, the consequences will be upon his own head that he raises a new question in regard to the cost
when he stands before the great white throne. If of publishing the blue Stepping Stones, and that is,
he desires to obey the law the path is made plain first, that the money goes to people employed by the
so that he may have the assistance of the bishopric publishing house; second, tha;t our children are enand of the Presiding Bishop, and if need be, of the titled to have their names set forth in blue and
white.
high council.
The latter objection 1a.ppeals to us in many ways.
Again, some will urge that they do not think the
law is being carried out and the Order of Enoch It is not a saving if we go so far that our children
established ~s it should be when Zion is fully re- lose interest. It may even pay in a business way
deemed. It is quite possible that many are of this to prini their names at a loss to the en~ that they
opinion. It is quite possible, and even probable, may be interested in assisting with the work and
that the Presiding Bishopric hold a like opinion. be better able to do so. But we raise the question,
It will be noted that in i867 the Twelve distinctly Will the children not voluntarily give up this publideclared that they are not carrying out the law cation of personal names for the sake of helping the
in full as they did not believe the time and conditions church and cannot this end be achieved by the pub-
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lication of the name of their Sunday school and so
gain the social idea of putting their school in the
front rank of efficiency? Cannot the personal element be met by lists published in the local schools,
rolls of honor given public display? There are
questions on which there may be a diversity of
opinion.
So far as the first objection i:s concerned it is a
different proposition. The money is in the bishop's
hands. tA possible return, or part, for tithing when
all of it is taken from the Christmas offering to
pay this added expense, is no gain. It is not paid
by the publishing house, but by the Presiding Bishop
and the request for economy is his. Part of the expense, it is true is represented by wages. Part is
simply represented by harder work and longer hours.
But a large part is represented by paper, ink and
postage, which does not help any one of us but rather
helps to make the price of paper and ink higher.
Again, we have here the fallacy that people should
spend money simply to keep some one else working,
hence i,t ha:s been argued that dinners costing a hundred dollars a plate should be given by the rich and
they deserve credit for doing so, because somebody
benefits thereby in wages or profit. It may be true
that to a certain extent this argument is justified
so far as normal business is concerned. But waste
is not justified. From a democratic, a social viewpoint, work for which there is no equal return of
product is waste, and these people could and should
be employed at other productive work. In other
words, by such an arrangement Zion will be less
poor, for there is plenty of work.
The further criticism is quite justified. It is one
of our great problems, what to do about the very
prolix letters that are sometimes sent in wi,thout a
corresponding amount of substance. The assistant·
editor recently called our attention to how much
would be saved by cutting out tile line or two of
"yours in bonds," etc., at the end of a personal letter
in the HERALD. On one letter the amount is small,
for many in a year it counts up.
The point is well taken, that we want general
news and that which is'of interest to the church at
large. But we also like a few personal items, especially on behalf of our missionaries. The whole
question resolves itself into this, Is the publication
of my name in the blue Stepping Stones a need or
an unnecessary want?
S. A. B.

A STOREHOUSE ESTABLlSHED
In accordance with the provisions in the law of
the church (Doctrine and Covenants 42: 14; 58: 7;
70: 2 3; 77: 1; 81: 4; 87: 6; 122: 6) the Presiding
Bishopric have begun the establishment of storehouses..· No doubt aetailed expl,anations of the plans

for working out the various features of this new
depar.tment will be given later but we are sure the
Saints everywhere will be vitally interested in the
news that a start has been made.
A coal and feed business in Independence has
been purchased and for the present will constitute
the location of the storehouse in that place. Another building and premises once occupied as a planing mill will be fitted out for use later it being easily
accessible for switching cars from the railway.
Brethren Bert Peterson and Lester Haas will conduct the business on a stew,a.rdship basis and for
the present will sell fuel, feed, flour, and building
material and later include other lines.
In Lamoni a storehouse on simHar lines will soon
be established, and already the stake bishopric is
getting ready for the running of a flour mill which
will be operated. Other necessary lines will be
added later. As has been previously announced
in these columns the manager of this is working· on
a stewardship basis.
With stewardships likely to be assigned to some
of the employees of the Herald Publishing House,
already to some of the college faculty and further extended as the people are ready for it, the dawning
of a brighter day appears.
E. D. M.

NOTES AND COMMENTS
Reunions Being Postponed
In this issue, under the reunion notices and also
under the conference minutes heading, are announcements that reunions are being called off. We are
sorry to note this for the reunions of the church
are a great source of spiritual strength, but it is
a condition over which we have no control, and we
must make the best of it.
Liberty Loan Oversubscribed
· The Government asked for two billion dollars as
'a three and half per cent loan. In response to this
call, known as the Liberty Loan, a total of $1,035,~
226,850 were subscribed, 93 per cent of the subscriptions being for small amounts. Those asking
for $10,000 or less will receive the full amount of
bonds, while those above that amount will be prorated. Judging from the Lamoni list, the Saints
did their full "bit" in common with other patriotic
citizens.
Food Saving Day
_ A letter from Herbert Hoover in regard to food
conservation states that he is requesting the pastors
all over the country to speak on Food Conservation
on Sunday, July 1, the day to be known as Food
Saving Day so that it may be made·the purpose and
motto of every household in America to save waste
(Continued on page 621.)
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ORIGINA=L.ARTicLEs=]
A GREAT MANUFACTURING PLANT
BONDS, STOCKS

AND DIVIDENDS

Can I at this particular time select a more interesting subject? Come, let me draw a large pen-picture of something really big-the greatest of all
manufacturing establishments. H is not a. dream.
It is an actual, substantial fact.
\The architect who stands at the head of the
highest order drafted the framework of the great
building in sections. The section on the one side
consists of "apostles, prophets, evangelists, pastors
and teachers." On another side stands a section
composed of faith, repentance, baptism, laying on of
hands, resurrection of the dead, and ·eternal judg:ni~nt. These with various other sections are all
roofed over with a framework of ethical glory; made
water tight· and storm proof with angelic ministration.
The great skylights, the dormer windows, in
fact the entire lighting arrangement for both day
and night is an intricate but perfect system of direct
revelation from God.
·The whole structure is strongly dovetailed into
the wonderful foundation of eternal truth.
Each and every worker in this great celestial establishment holds individual shares of capital stock,
and are entitled to liberal dividends consisting of the
finished product, as much more valuable than gold
and diamonds, as diamonds and gold are more precious than blue mud.
Oh, come back and let me tell you about it. Don't
get impatient and turn away, saying it's all a wild,
ethereal dream. Come back and see the wheels go
around, and let me tell you about the product. That
is the most interesting part of the story, and the
beauty of it all is· that it's true. . Not a bit of fiction
about this product. Not an atom of exaggeration
relative to its value. Come back and hear the case.
You shall be your own witnesses, you shall be the
court, the judge, and the jurors. Take the witness,
stand now and you shall prove the v,alue of this
product for yourselves.
Here are some passages of scripture. I present
'them to you as separate pieces of polished machinery.
Watch now and see for yourselves how nicely they
fit together, and that they were designed specially
for this great plant.
"I come that ye might have life, and that ye might
have it more abundantly."

"In him was life and the life was the light of the
world."
"Partake of the waters of life freely."
He ,that drinketh of this water shall never thirst.
You see now that the product of this celestial
machinery is more abundant life.
:My first question Ito these witnesses is, Would
you take all the diamonds and all the gold in exchange
for the little flickering, uncertain life you now have
in your bodies? Would you? Certainly not. · Well,
that proves my contention, that the finished product
is more valuable than all the minerals, and all the
metals of earth.
You ask what this more abundant life is? If
you will take the time to consider it closely you will
see that it is something that is to apply in a marked
degree in this life. It is to be enjoyed here and now,
in this probationary period, a lamp, a liglit to our
feet in this dark world. It is to give us a knowledge
of God, is to broaden and perfect our love for our
fellows. The light of life growing brighter and
brighter as the days pass along, an earnest or evidence of our inheritance in the eternal world.
!Of what does this more abundant life consist?
Can it be analyzed? In what respect does it differ
from the dimly flickering life that now quickens our
mortal bodies?
Look at this busy, buzzing little wheel here in the
corner. Can you interpret the song it f;lings? Here
it is. God says, "I have created him [man] for my
glory." And the language of that great fan over
yonder in the center is: "The glory of God is intelligence." The intelligence of man is the glory of
God. There w'e have it. And during the process of
this ma.chinery the more abundant life is so interwoven with intelligence that in the finished product
the two are one.
As stockholders and workers in this beautiful
celestial plant, we are each one entitled to a liberal
share of the finished product. Life so abundant, so
polished, and so glistening with intelligence, life so
fiUed with the knowledge of God, knowledge of things
as they are, as they have been, and as they are to be,
that neither wicked men nor devils, neither death,
hell, nor the grave, nor all combined, will be able
to hold us back from the first resurrection.
Let us examine some of the raw material that
enters into the warp and woof of this finished product, and 1earn a little about this wonderful industry,
the business of the workers, etc.
Listen to the heavy bass voice of that great trans-
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mission gear in front. "Study all good books."
"Study all good books." What a marvelous scope.
It covers all space. It sweeps the star-studded heavens. !It plunges to the geological centers of earth,
dissolves, analyzes, compounds, reaches u:p.numbered
branches of nature, art, science, philosophy, music,
history, politics, governments, laws, cohesion, attraction, electricity, and more wonderful still. the
science of mind, memory, instinct, thought, perception or inspiration, called psychology.
The vibrations of the busy buzz, the purr and
hum of the wheels as they go around in our center
stakes reach clear up here into the backwoods of
the Dominion. It speaks clearly of a lively appreciation of abundant life above the dead line.
The Spirit whispers of more abundant dividends
in the form of the finished product for the workers.
Nothing in raw material can be found around the
plant more precious than the auxiliary work. "As
ye do it unto the least of these."
PART TWO

On retiring last night the last words of my prayer
were'.:·
Backwa11d, turn backward,
0 time in thy flight,
~nd make me a child again,
Just for to-night.

It is strange, what fanciful figures of truth a
few moments of forgetfulness may cl'eate. But here
we are again in all of the rollicking joviality of
boisterous, buoyant childhood, mingling freely with
school children who are well mo,thered, well muffled,
well-clad hi flannels, having a softer, fluffier appearance than the homespun of yesterday.
The familiar bell again calls us to the old, scarred
desks. And again my mind refuses to be applied
to books, but ramifies into a thousand mischievous
channels. Again we race, wrestle, jump, and vie in
various ways. Armed with stout clubs in one hand,
a willow bush in the other we run the gauntlet,
savagely jarring the old hollow stump as we pa~s,
each receiving his quota of stings from the vicious
army of yellow jackets from within.
I chase an old pheasant with crippled wing and
broken leg as she flutters along just out of my reach
until a safe distance from her new hatch, when she
chuckles: "Block-headed blunderbus," and is gone.
. I steal up to a group of girls and play a rude prank,
when I am pinioned, my face washed with snow,
a liberal quantity crammed into my neck, and the
waistband of my pants, and I am left with the only
satisfaction of having stolen a few kisses during the
squabble.
·
We jump from a high bridge burrowing in a snow
drift, and squirm out as best we may. Coast the
hill, jumping the stone wall from a drift, and light

in the middle of the road with broken sleds and
bruise.d bones.
We have our chums, our sweethearts, sleigh rides,
moonlight strolls, confidential chats, etc. , But it is
all too brief.
Forgetfulness tides apace, and I am in another
world. Children rush out of ramshackle houses to
meet me, while I stand aghast. Then I mingle with
· them thoughtfully. Their bluish complexion, emaciated bodies, language, te·ar-stained faces., dirty
hands, cheap, shoddy, ragged, cotton garments, bare
feet, wan, wistful expression, showed them to be
undernourished, undereducated, children of the underworld. Bright and witty, but not one chance in
a thousand for them to ever climb above the dead
line.
Their pensive, melancholy, longing look at me as
I was wafted away riveted to my soul the fact that
in the broadest sense we are our brother's keeper.
Turning to ·our last census report I find that we
have in round numbers two million children working for the means of life, who should be in school.
An actual increase in both numbers and per cent
over previous report.
·
In several States over half of the boys from ten to
fifteen years of age, on account of ,economic pressure,
are robbed of schooling.
·
Mr. Draper, State Commissioner of Education in
New York, showed that there were in 1907-8 twice
as many elementary pupils registered in cities and
villages at the age of seven and eight as there were
at the age of twelve and thirteen. One half compelled to leave school before they were thirteen.
That means that less than half of the children ever
enter high school, and only one in three wiho do,
finish the third year.
The average daily attendance of the schools of our
country are only a trifle over half the school population. We have over five millions over the age of
ten without a knowledge of letters. Over three mil,.
lions of them native born.
The state board of charities of New York on examining over ten thousand school children found
eighty-rtwo per cent under fed, slowly starving,
hundreds of· them having no breakfast at all. In
explaining the cause of these frightful conditions,
our Industrial Relations Report of August 23; showed·
that w~ have given sixty per cent of our Nation's
wealth 1ruto the hands of two per cent of the population.
- Anyone who will study these matters may easily
see that one half of this two per cent by their absolute control of our government, practically manipulate and control the entire wealth of the same.
The hearts of the entire church reach out in sympathy toward these millions of innocent, suffering
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children. Oh, h_ow we wish to administer relief!
We would not like the priest and Levite "pass by
on the other side." Oh, how we wish to act the
part of the good Samaritan. We visit the sick, minister relief to the widows, feed the tramps, but when
we close our eyes and see millions of helpless inno- ·
cents starving for more abundant life above the
deadline, we yearn to act upon a larger scale, make
our influence felt on a broader plane.
Is our great celestial plant turning out much of
a surplus? Is it paying dividends to all the stockholders? Is it running as smoothly as we might
wish? Or is there a hitch in the machinery here
and there that perplex:es the very souls of the managers? Let us look carefully through the warehouses, maybe some bit of machinery has been left
out.
I have found something over in the house, Doctrine ·
and Covenants, marked number ninety-five, part .two.
There is too much of it to bring in here to-night,
but I will describe it as best I can, and I want each
one of you to go over there at your first opportunity
and examine it closely and see how it compares with
my description. It has six very prominent points
and maybe other small ones. The first point I notice is that we must uphold and befriend the constitution wherein it maintains the principle of freedom,
the rights and privileges belonging to aU mankind.
The second point is that we must take time to
study political matters "diligently."
Point number three, we must go to the polls and
vote for good men, wise men, honorable men, who
will defend and maintain the rights and privileges
of all mankind.
Fourth, if we do this and do it" diligently, God will
justify us, so that the machinery will run smoothly
and do good work.
Fifth. If we go farther than this, if we uphold
the two per cent · of the people who are grinding
the face of the poor and starving our babies, God
will not justify us, for "whatsoever is more than
this cometh of evil."
,
Sixth. If for any cause we fail to inform ourselves diligently, and cast our votes for wise men
who know how to maintain the rights of the masses,
and how to curb the greed of the few, God will not
justify us, for whatsoever is less than this cometh
of evil. And the machinery will keep on slipping
cogs.
Ah, here we hav·e found the thing we are praying
for, an opportunity to befriend the babies: an opportunity big with results. An opportunity that
God commands us to make use of, and to do it with
diligence.
D. R. BALDWIN.
Before throwing off a bad habit begin a good one.

607

THE MINISTERS OF CHRIST AND OTHER
CHURCHES
Behold, and lo,. I have much people in this place, in the regions round about, and an effectual door shall be opened in
the regi01ns round about in this eastern bnd.-Doctdne and
Covenants 97: 1.

Joseph Smith and Sidney Rigdon were in Perrysburgh, New York, in October, 1833, when this revelation was given. iThey were preaching the gospel
and trying to show the inhabitants of that country
the plan of salvation in its fullness. They were
meeting with some success.
That they might understand the situation better
the Lord spoke to them and encouraged them by
saying that "an effectual door shall be opened .in
this place." The reason that was assigned for this
"effectual door" being opened, was "I [the Lord]
have much people ~n this place." This is quite similar to Paul's experience as recorded in Acts 18:
9-11.
These men and women that the Lord calls his
"people" were not members of the church that God
had so recently directed to be organized by Joseph
and his associates, yet they were the Lord's "people."
They belonged to the different sectarian churches
in that community, and perhaps some did not belong to any church organization, but all these belonged to "the church of the Lamb of God" (1 Nephi
3: 22) in its unorganized form. These rnen and
women that the Lord calls his "people," were making
an effort to live according to the understanding they
had of God. They were trying to live righteously
according to the knowledge they had of righteousness. This enabled them to be recognized by the
Lord, and they were his people, and he had a special
interest in them and watchcare over them.
They. were his during life and they will be his
after death. They are the class that the Lord told
Joseph in a vision would be saved in the celestial
kingdom, although they had never been baptized for
the remission of sins. This vision is as follows : .
The heavens were opened upon us, and I beheld the celestial kingdom of God, and the glory thereof, whether in
the body or out I eannot tell. I saw the transcendent beauty
of the gate through whieh the hei;rs of that kingdom will
1enter, which was like unto circling flames of fire; also the
blazing throne of God, where~n was seated the Father and
the Son. I saw the beautiful streets of that !;:ingdom, which
had the app,earance of being paved with gold. I saw Falthers
Adlam a:nd Abraham, and my f~atlrer and mother, my brothelr
Alvin, that has long since slept, .and marveled how it was
that he had obtained an i!llheritance in that kingdom, seeing
1that he had departed this life before the Lord lrad set his
hajlld to gathJe,r Israel the second time, and had not been baptized for the remission of sins.
Thus came the voic1e of the Lord unto me, saying:
"All who have died without a knowledlge of this gospel, who
would have ·received it if they had been pe:rm1tted to tarry,
shall be heirs of the celestial kingdom of God; a:lso all that
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shall die henceforth without a knowledge of it, who would
have received it with all their hearts,, shall be heirs of that
kingdom, for I, the Lord, will judge all men according to
thied.r works, according to the de·sire of th~ir hearts."
And! I also beheld that all children who die before they arTive at the years of a,ccountability, are saved in the celestial
kingdom of heaven.~hurch History, vol. 2, p. 16.

These are the "sheep" that "hear the voice" of the
"good shepherd," (John 10: 1-27). "And I will
give unto them eternal life; and they shall never
perish, neither shall any man pluck ,them out of my
hand." (Verse 28.) These are the true Israel, "and
so ail Israel shall be saved." (Romans 10: 26.)
Storms may howl, difficulties may arise, but "all
mine Israel shall be saved." (Doctrineand Covenants
98: 4.) They "are the humble followers of Christ,"
and are so recognized by the Almighty, although,
"in many instances they do err, because they are
taught loy the precepts of men." ( 2 Nephi 12 : 17.)
They are the "elect," and have become such by
accepting and living according to the light they have
received, and are the ones that will be gathered to
Zion when the 'Lord causes "righteousness and truth
to sweep the earth as with a flood, to gather out
my own elect from the four quarters of the earth
into a place which I shall prepare; a holy city . . .
and it shall be called Zion, a New J erusaem."Doctrine and Covenants 36: 12.
They are "the good fish," (Matthew 13: 47). They
are now scattered "among the nations," both
Christian and heathen. The wicked men and women
in the Christian and heathen nations are the ones
that compose "Babylon," and constitute "the church
of the Devil." (1 Nephi 3: 219-223.) This church
exists also in an unorganized form.
The Lord's "people," that are now associating with
those that constitute Babylon (Revelation 18,: 4)
will be called upon by the servants of God to "Go
ye out from among the nations, even Babylon, from
the midst of wickedness, which is spiritual Babylon."
(Doctrine and Covenants 188: 4.) In this statement the Lord enables us to understand exactly
what is meant by Babylon. It is "wickedness,
·which is spiritual Babylon." "Spiritual Babylon"
and "the church of the Devil" are the same. The
terms are used synonymously. They simply mean
wickedness. The doctrine of "Babylon" or "the
church of the Devil," is wickedness in any form.
And those who do wickedly are members of "Babylon," or "the church of the Devil," and it makes no
difference where their names are recorded or with
what people or church organization they may associate. A wicked man is a child of the Devil and
belongs to his church, though his name is on the
church 11ecord. They become the children of the
Devil (John 8: 44, Acts 13: 10) by willingly choosing evil, whether they have heard the gospel or not.

When we find a community where there are many
wicked men, the Devil can say, "I have much people
there." In a community where many men and
women are living righteously as in Perrysburgh,
New York, the Lord can say, "I have much people in
this place." They become the Lord's. people in this
sense, by willingly choosing the good as they under-stand it. There is a time in the life of every man
when he must choose, deciding his fate for eternity,
even if he has never heard of the restored gospel.
These "humble follow·ers of Christ" "that err" in
doctrine as a result of wrong teaching, have decided
to serve God by following the light of the spirit in
them, according to John 1: 9, Doctrine and Covenants
90: 5. How should they be treated?
The ministers and members of the church in its
organized form should be patient and kind with
them. They should show by their talk and conduct
that they have truly received additional light; that
the revelations given to us have made known the
fullness of the gospel and brought the church in its .
organized form into existence as it was in the days
of Christ and the apostles, and it has also produced
a better effect on our lives than a partial understanding of. the religion of Christ could do.
To talk harshly to them or ridicule some things
that they believe, even if they were wrong, is not
doing to others as we would like to have others do to
us. It is not man}festing the pmper feeling for
them and it will always have a bad effect.
The Lord frequently works W!ith certain ones that
are his (Doctrine and Covenants 34: 2) and prepares
them to come into his church and do a good work,
but by the unwise aCts and extreme views of his
elders, they are driven away. This is quite evident
from the following: "The Spirit says 'come'; let
not the ministers for Christ prevent their coming."Doctrine and Covenants 119: 4. And some of these
that the Spirit was thus inviting to "come" were
"chosen vessels to do good."
This revelation was given thirty years ago next
April. It referred especially to those in the Utah
church. Have "the ministers for Christ" prevented
their coming? If not, it is about time for some of
them to come. If so, is it time for us to change' our
tactics? The principle that applies to the Utah
church holds good for all churches and people.
We are not benefited by sarcastic arguments that
dumbfound our opponents. 'Such arguments seldom
have more than a temporary effect for good. But
a display of the Christlike spirit to teach the principles of truth "in meekness," by recognizing the good
that is found everywhere among the "sheep," "the
Israel," ''the humble- followers of Christ," that are
not in the church, with the fact before our eyes that
they are the Lord's "people" also, as well as we; our
object is to teach them the way of the Lord more
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perfectly, and bring them into the church in its organized form. Thi.s will produce better results.
No one can advance in spirituality and morality
out of the church a:s he may in it.
rAn elder may be mistaken on some question towhich he has given but little attention, and should he
be ridiculed by another elder that has . a correct
understanding, he would feel that he had been unjustly and uncharitably treated. So will .the hon. est among other churches, when treated in a similar
manner. !Many men will love and admire a kind,
patient teacher, but they will despise a bigoted or
sarcastic one.
· When we comply with the instructions given by
the Lord, we shall succeed in winning "souls unto
Christ." To do this we must be-

believe just as we do in all things before he is prepared to be baptized and to beoome a child of God.
This is illustmted by the following:
That the work of resrtoration to which the people of my
church are looking forward may be hastened in its time, thre
elders must ceasre to be ovrercareful concerning the return of
those who werre once of the fairth but we:re overcome in the
dark and cloudy day, fearing lest they should bring in hidden he:r,esies to the overthrowing of the work; for verily,
there are some who al'e chosen v~sseJs to do good, who haV1e
been estranged hy the h~ndering snares which are in the
world and who will in dUie time return unto the Lord if they
he not hinde11ed by the men of the church. ·The Spirit says
"come"; let not the ministers for Christ prevent their coming.-Doctrine and Covenants 119: 4.

It is true the churches of the world have not succeeded in developing to that degree of moral and
spiritual purity in their devotees, that Christ denot o1nly kinrd of heart and of a lowly spirit ,. .. but we shall signed that his people should have. Neither have we
lay aside lightllless of speech and lightness of manner when yet sus;ceeded. !And if we have nothing better to esstanding to declare the word, and shall study to approve their
ministrartions to the people in c.a.ndor and oourtesy in de- tablish our cause than their failure, we. need a better
meanor, that as milliisters of the gospel they ma.y win souls record than we have for comparison. Even in the
unto Christ.-Doctrine and Covenants 119: 2.
great devastating war in Europe we have members
An elder may harshly criticize the teaching of on both sides, the same as many other churches, and
other churches and by so doing create an excitement can we say our members do not have the war spirit
and have a large congregation for a while, but the equal to the average Christian ,thus engaged? I
results are invariably injurious to the church. The hope so.
We must condemn ·evil and extol the good wherseeming success is ·.only temporary. The "baser
ever
found. "All good comes from God," and evil
sort" are pleased to hear the prevailing churches
ridiculed, because the,y have no love for the right- comes from Satan. May we all be able to assist any
eousness that these churches advocate. They were man or set of men in our church or out of it that
not moved to repentance, but in their own minds are doing that which will result in good, and conhave more reasons to justify themselves in their demn evil wherever found in our church or out
evil ways because of the defects, or supposed de- of it and assist any man or set of men that are working to prevent its success upon the yarlh.
fects, in the theology of the churches.
·
W. E. PEAK.
The better class is frequently disgusted, not by
the gospel the elders preach, for it is not uncommon
to hear them say, "The Saints preach the. Bible,"
THE HASTENING TIME---Part 3
but by the narrow view so often presented, claimBY ALVIN KNISLEY
ing that the converts in these churches "are twofold
more the children of hell than before." Many of
ATTEMPTS TO SOLVE
these converts have tried to serve the Lord and they
Great minds ·such as William J. Bryan, Lyman
know by experience that they have been benefited Abbott, Senator Ingalls, Chauncey M. Depew, Bishop
by so doing in these churches. When we compare Worthington, Bishop J .. P. Newman, Justice Henry
their lives with those who make no effort to serve B. Brown, Honorable J. L. Thomas, Edward Bellamy,
God w1e see they have been greatly helped. We and others have expressed themselves on the indusmust admit it. The religion of heaven is to improve trial and labor commotion. Some of them have been
the moral and spiritual condition of man. Every successful in locating some of the direct causes of
effort that does this is commendable and a part of what they all allow to be an appalling condition, but
the work of God.
they display marked feebleness when they come to
It is a mistalm to think that people cannot appre- approach the remedy. The cause is not the remedy,
ciate the excellency of our church without unjustly nor is a knowledge of the cause always a knowledge
condemning others. There is much good in all of the 11emedy. It is true as Wendell Phillips said:
churches. When we refuse to acknowledge the good
No reform, moral or intellectual, ever came from the upin them, we give our enemies an advantage over us per class of society. Each and rail came from the protest of
and they are not slow in accepting the opportunity the martyr and victim. The remancipation of the work~ng
people must he achieved by the WJorking people thems,elV1eS.
thus offered to injure us.
Chauncey M. Depew said, "That the problems are
It is a mistake to think that every person must
I
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difficult and the situation acute, we all admit. But it
is the province of education to solve problems and
remove acute conditions. Our period is the paradox
of civilization." Furthermore he sayrs:
The farmers of Europe .and America are jusrtly complaining of their condition~ The rural populartions are rushing to
the cities and infinitely increasing the difficulties of municipal
government. Capitalists a·re striving to form combimations
which .shall float with the tidie or stem it, and 1abor organiza,tions, with limited success, are endeavoring to create a
situation which they belieVle will be best for themselves. The
tremendous progress of the last fifrty years, the rev.olutions
which have been worked by steam, electricity and .invention,
the correlation of fmces working on one side of the glorbe
and producing instantaneous effects on the other, havre so
changed the relations (J'f peoples and industries thait the
world has not y;et ,adjusted it,self to t:fiem. The reliance of
the p11ersent and future must be upon educatiO;n.

Throughout the world seething unresrt, conflicting interests
and crorss currents l\)eep civilized mankind in a perpetual state
of excitement. The tension of nerve and mind becomes more
intensa week rby Wleek almost; at short intervals some startling event shakes the political a,nd commercial world with
seismic force, and men realize what accumulated relements of
disaster lurk beneath the surfac1e of society. Politicians,
while they strive to modify the course of these forces, frankly
, admit they cannot thoroughly control them or foretell their
results. (My italics.-A. K.)

Another learned jurist has this to say:
The diream of the centurie:s has at last been realized. From
the brutal and bloody tumult of history, man has at last
emerged as lord of himsre!lf; but thre 'perplexing enigmas of
faith rema:in. Men are equal, but rthere is no equality. Suff:rage is universal, but poHtical powrelr is exerted by few;
poverty has not been abolished. The burdens and privileges
of society are unequally borne. Some have wealth beyond
the capacity of rextravagance to squander, and others pray in
vain for daily bl'lead.

Mr. Depew was lecturing to a graduating class of
one of our four hundred or more universities m the
The same gentleman says that "the. muttered
United States and of course it was appropriate for thunder of sullen discontent grows nearer hour by
him to put great stress on education. Yet he allows hour"; that man will yet not only demand "equality
that the educated son "feels a discontent" which his of rights and with equality of opportunity, but that
father, some year.s ago, "never knew." He taught he will demand equality of ((Onditions as the law of
the students to believe and hope for the better even :the ideal state"; that notwithstanding the plenty of·.
though "precept and prophecy are of disaster," but money, food, fabrics, etc., "the paradox of civilizahe allowed that the young man going out into the tion remains." Not even the suggestion of a remedy.
world would be called upon to face "revolutionary
Reverend Lyman Abbott speaks of the distressful
conditions in the political, the financial and the in- situation as "a blind struggle toward a ,democracy
dustrial world which threaten the stability of the of wealth, in which the tool users· will be the tool
State, the position of the church, the foundations of owners, in which labor will hire capital, not capital
society and the safety of property." He gives a labor; in which men, not money, will control in instriking example of that bewilderment that will en- dustry, ars they now control in government." Insnare and envelope every man who risks the turbu- deed, the learned ecclesiastic can talk in endless conlent sea of national distress without the only reliable tinuation on the causes and effects of the blind strugDirector that ever was or ever will be. Mr. Depew gle, but let him propound a remedy. For what good
says that this discontent "all comes of education," does it do for this one and that one to come out every
and yet he says that "our only remaining enemy is now and then and merely add his name to the numignorance." He says:
berless list who little more than acknowledge the
existence
of that which every one knows and no one
The aspira,tion of all the centuries has been for lihe11ty, and
more liberrty. The expectation has been that when liberty was disputes.
gained theDe 'would be universal happiness and peace. The
Ever since man departed from his guideboard in
E,nglish speaking people hav;e secured liberty in its largest
the
early beginning he has been at sea. Even
aJJ.d: fullest srense; that liberty where the preople :are their own
·
without
and in the utter absence of any repentance
governors, legislators a,nd masters. The paradox rof it all is
that with the liberty which Wle all hold as our greatest bless- toward God-the natural way of returning-it
ing has come a disconternt gr0atm· than the world has ever would entail a superior industrial and economic reknown. (My italics.-A. K.)
lation to observe God's system. The same if a sinThe learned gentlemen by implication admits his ner observed the laws of health-he will have better
incapacity to solve the problem, but he has faith health. Not to the same extent, however, as if he at
that some one else will, "in some way or other" "by the same time that he observes the laws of health also
yields to the commandments bearing upon his spiritdestructive or constructive methods."
Bishop Worthington said that in the case of the ual wellbeing. But he will be better off than were
farmers the trouble was referable largely to their he heedless of both.
overeducation. Mr. Bryan denied the bishop's stateJustice H. B. Bmwn of the United States Supreme
ment and said that it was "one of the most cruel Court is on record as declaring in regard to Capital
things a man ever said."
and Labor:
From an English source comes this wail of confuThe conflict between them has been going on and increassion:
~ng in bitterness for thousands of y;ears, and a settlement
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seerns farther off than ever. Compulsory arbitration is a
misnomer-a cont11adiction in terms. One might as well
speak of an amicable murder or a friendly war. Lt is possible that a fri,endly compromise may be effected finally upon
the basis of cooperation or profit-sharing, under which every:
laiborer shall become, to a certain extent, a capitalist. Per~
haps, with sup:erior ed!ucation, wider experience and larger
intellige'jnce, the laboring man of tlue twentieth century may
attain the summit of h~s ambition in his ability to command
the entire profits of his toil. (My italics.)

lAnd so we might go on in endless multiplication
of the guesses and speculations of the able theorists,
statesmen and parliamentarians of our time. No
doubt they have been successful in locating many
causes of the trying times and the general disquietude, and it is equaJly undoubted that they have
recommended some changes which would very likely
act as palliatives to relax the tension of the situation,
but where is the remedy, where is the cure?
COMMUNISM

has had its apologists and defenders as the one and
only remedy for all industrial and economic ills. It
believes in oommunity of goods, the abolition of
all private property "and the transfer of everything
possessed by individuals to the state."
Expe'rience prov~e:s the failure of communistic methods in
the present time. There have been sev,eraJ such communities; and the result has always been failul'le'. The Oneida
community "of New York is one whose failu!'le has long been
recogmized, Another, the Harmony Society of Penns.ylvania,
soon disappointed the luorpes of its founders, for so much discord prevailed that it .divided. The branch known as Economists located near Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, withered; and
possession of its property is now being disputed in tluer society
and in the courts of the law.

Robert Owen of Great Britain who wrote and lectured extens~vely onthe subject in the fore part of
last ·century unsuccessfully attempted to found a
society after hi's plan on the banks of the Wabash
in 1825, but success never greeted the endeavors of
this enthusiast.
The Brook Farm was established, as another community, in Massachusetts in 1841, one of its members being the author Nathaniel Hawthorne. In
1847 the enterp6se was abandoned. In order that
such a scheme may be attended with success two
things must necessarily be in evidence without an
exception: First, its participants must be converts
from selfishness, absolutely·; must be regenerated,
born again, must be of that class who actually at
heart regard their brother's welfare as their own.
Second, the scheme in detail, as to every solitary
wheel in its vast mechanism must be there and not
missing. And :such a system is not Communism.

who will suggest it as the ultimate, complete and
utopian remedy for the evils arising from the present social conditions. First, last and all time are we
for prohibition, and as an individual I am too much
of a gentleman to say a, woman shall not vote if she
wants to. Some five or ten millions of her sex are
employers in this country, occupying places in former times exclusively controlled by men. Shali she
then be excluded from any say as to the laws by
which she is to be governed? "But," some one says,
"if she is to be equal with us men in her right of
franchise, let her train as a soldier and occupy beside us in the army." Replying with equal grace
his lady opponent might say, "Very well, and let
him take care of the baby, do the cooking, wash the
dishes, do the laundry work and make the beds."
For, if it follows that she should join him in the
work and service for which he is pecularily adapted
by his physical constitution, then it would follow
that he should likewise join her or assume those responsibilities which physical adaptation and custom
has placed upon her.
NATIONALISM

Nationalism ha>s been suggested as another
remedy. "It claims that all industries should be
conducted by the nation, on the basis of common obligation to work and a general guarantee of livelihood-all workers to do the same amount of wo:rk,
and to get the same wages." A number of colonies
which have been launched to carry out the nationalist idea have signally failed and fallen fiat. One notable instance is that known as the Altruria Colony,
of California, which shared the fate of its predecessors who started out without the necessary fundamental preparation. Many sacred monuments have
been lost to this world, economically as well as pertaining to church government. Honesty without
revelation would never in this world have rebuilt
Christ's church, and it is not farfetched to say that
God's financial and economic plan has been left so
far behind, buried so deeply, that revelation is most
indispensable in its disinterment and recovery.
THE SINGLE TAX SYSTEM

1In my library is contained the close and elaborate
reasonings of the giant apostle of this system, Henry
George. His ·remedy was free land, the restoration of all the land, as the property of the human
race, along with air and water. Under his order of
things each person would be a tenant or renter and
pay taxes in proportion to the value of the land he
FEMALE SUFFRAGE AND PROHIBITION
occupied;, that taxes would not apply to improvemight, like many other agencies devised by finite ments such as buildings or any form of wealth indemind, lessen the sumtotal of crime and debauchery in pendent of the land. Taxes thus raised by the
the country; it might help to make better times, but equitable levy upon the l~md should be applied to
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schools, streets, roads and other improvements for
the common good.
In a number of respects Mr. George's system was
the opposite of Socialism. Very truly Mr. George
says that when Christ chose his disciples "he did not
go to the land owners or other monopolists who live
on the labor of others, but to common laboring men."
His works are simply replete with st1ch utterances
into which we can assent with a hearty amen.
Drawing the line between himself and Socialists
he says:
W,e differ from the Socialists in ·our diagnosis of the evil,
and we differ f11om them as. to remedi1e!S. We have no fea,r
of capital, 11egal'ding it as the natural handmaiden of labor;
we look on interest of itself as natural and just; we would
set no limit to accumuiation, nor impose on the rich any
burden tha;t is not equally plac,ed on the poor; we see no
evil in competitiQn, but deem unpestricted competition to be
as necessa•ry to the health of the industria,! and social organism as the free circulation of the blood is to the health of the
bodily organism-to be the ag1ency whereby the fulles,t coop,eration is to be secured. We ;would simply take for the
community what belongs to the community; the value ,that
attaches to the land by the growth of the community; leav.e
sacredly to the individlua,l all tha,t belongs to the individual;
and treati,ng nec1e,ssary monopolies as functions of the stat,e,
,abolish all restrictions and prohibitions save those 11equired
for public. health, sa,:Dety, morals and convenience.
But the fundamental differenc,er-the difference I ask your
Holiness speci,ally to note is this: Socialism in all its phases
looks on the evils of our civilization as springing from the
~nadequacy or inharmony of natural relations, which must be
artificially organized or improved. In .its idea there devolves
on the sta,te the necessity of intelligently organizing the industri'al relations of men; the construction, as it were, of a
great machine whose complicated parts shall work together
under the direction of human inteHigence. This is the reason
why socialism tends toward atheism. Failing to see the order
and symmetry of natural la,w, if flails to recogni2le God.

.The above is an extract from Mr. George's letter
to the pope. Granting that his system puts everything else in the shade, would it supply new hearts
and would it work such a change upon the masses
effected by its inauguration as to wipe out all the
iniquities running parallel with our present system?
Of course it would not, and creation would still
groan under its sin-acquired burden. Capital would
still form trusts, combines and syndicates and control prices and supplies. Yet we cannot dispute the
contention so well and maturely thought out by Mr.
George that we have not the right to the earth to the
exclusion of others simply because we happened to
be born into the world first. The Lord took this
into consideration and made provision against that
.supreme danger into which man is wont to degenerate long ago when he placed Israel in Canaan by
the creation of the year of jubilee and the reversion
o:f land property.
SOCIALISM AS A REMEDY

Socialism neither advocates a community of goods

and property as does communism, nor does it propose to reward all individuals alike as does nationalism. It stands for "public collective ownership
of land and capital and the management of all industries by the public collectively." Notwithstanding Herber:t Spencer said:. "I believe the advent of
Socialism to be the greatest disaster the world has
ever known," it cannot be disputed that socialism
has on its side minds as philosophic as Mr. Spencer's,
and furthermore that it stands out to-day as the unfaltering foe of capitalism and monarchism. It is
true that they do not all talk alike who advocate
socialism, but the same is true of all political parties.
If we take ~the ground that we shall reject it because
of a manifest nonuniformity of theory and sentiment among its exponents, then, I suggest, we would
he at a loss to find anything acceptable and we would
be obliged by our own rule to turn down repuh1icanism and democracy in our mere start on this journey. 'In my library repose .the writings of Karl
Marx who sat on the banks of the Rhine and pointed
the finger of rebuke at every covetous capitalist,
every selfish and greedy tyrant in Europe. The one
hundred and fifty or more periodicals in United
States supporting socialism besides those in other
countries, the millions of pamphlets in dish·ibution,
have contributed materially to the! molding of modern political and economic thought. Politicians have
and do find it convenient to steal of thei!' planh:s to
put in their own platforms. A remarkable instance
~as Roosevelt's case in the 1912 election. SoCialism
claims that as slavery gave way to feudalism, and
feudalism to, capitalism, so capitalism will yet glve
way to socialism.
We cannot deny that since the advent, and clamors
of socialism ~bout seventy governments are the
OWners of their telegraph, lines, and over fifty governments own their railroads wholly or in part; that
in Germany under government ownership ,telegrams
of ten words "are sent to all parts of the country
for five cents," whereas under the private o~wnership
of the United States the average cost was stated
some time ago to be thirty-two and one half cents.
Of course'the country here is much larg~r, but that
is no excuse for such a difference.
I have read of a couple exclusively socialistic communities which were tried out, one in Paraguay,
South America; the other at Monthie,ux, Europe.
.The former was agricultural, the latter a mining
camp. Each was a success financiaily or industrially, but it is true that each, after it demonstrated
a fair degree of prosperity, forsook and apostatized
from the principles they had espoused and returned
to methods which rendered them scarcely different
from their neighbors. And why did they thus return? Simply because, as we have said time and
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again, they were seeking to create a condition which
must be preceded by faith, repentance and baptism,
and the baptism of the Holy Spirit. The germs of
selfishness remained in the hearts of those men 9-nd
when the trial came, when the winds blew and the
floods beat, their superstructure fell for it was not
founded upon the Rock of Christ.· Will take a glance
at anarchy and the Independent Workers of the
World in our next.
(To be continued.)

(=====O=F=G=E=N=E=R=A=L=I=N=T=E=R=ES=T=~}
CANNING AMERICA'S SURPLUS VEGETABLES
The gigantic possibilities ·of the home canning industry in the United States this summer, when it is
so eagerly hoped that the production of the vegetable
gardens everywhere will be vastly increased over
the normal output are set forth in a bulletin issued by
the National Geographical Society from its Washington headquarters. The bulletin is a part of a communication to the society from William Showalter. ·
"One fourth of our country's diet consists of vegetables~products of the truck garden, and yet, next
to Australians, Americans are the world's greatest
meat eaters. Our census l'eturns show that we produce, exclusive of potatoes and sweet potatoes, vegetables to a value of $216,000,000.
"The tomato takes first rank, with a $14,000,000
production to its credit; the onion contributes exactly half asmuch to the total.as the tomato, while
corn makes a successful bid for third place; watermelons get fourth place, with a production valued at
$5,000,000, and cantaloupes add $4,000,000 more to
the total. Green bean:S and green peas are $3,000,000 crops. These figures deal almost entirely with
the pl'oduction that gets to the city market and not
with the vegetables raised for consumption on the
farm.
"There is probably no farmhouse in all the land so
poor as to be without its vegetable garden· and its
truck patch, and between the dried beans, corn, peas,
etc., and the canned cucumbers, beets, tomatoes,
ketchup· and what not, the thrifty rural housewife
takes her family into the winter with the assurance
that there will be no dearth of vegetables.
"The food administration of the Government is
now pleading with the women everywhere to increase their output of canned. goods so that the
amount of vegetables which ordinarily goes to waste
may, this year as never befol'e, · be decreased to a
positively 'irreducible minimum.'
"If the products of the vegetable garden figure extensively in the world's diet, they play no greater
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role than the products of the orchard, the vineyard
and the berry patch. The total yield of these, according to the last census, is worth $222,000,000 a
year.
"Orchard fruits are produced in America to an annual value of $140,000,000. We produce a bushel of
apples per capita, a third of a bushel of peaches,
two quarts and a half of strawberries, and other
things in proportion. Grapevines and citrous trees
yield $22,000,000 worth of fruit a year, while our
berry crop is valued at $29,000,000.
"While most of our fruits and vegetables come to
us in their natural state or canned, the country annually· produces millions of dollars worth of dried
fruits-a production which figures more largely in
other parts of the world than in our own.
"It i's only a little more than a century since the
fruit jar came into use. Before that the only way
of keeping the fruits and vegetables that are now
camied was to dry them or put them away in sugar
or salt. The invention of the modern prqcess of canning is credited to Nicholas Appert, a Frenchman.
His method was to put the food to be preserved in
glass jars, set them in boiling w:ater, and when the
contents were thoroughly heated, seal the jar.
"Although Napoleon gave Appert twelve thousand
francs for his work, he simply had built on foundations well laid by Spallanzi nearly half a century
before. The apparatus used by Appert in his canning processes was very crude, but his discoveries
laid the foundation for one of the most important industries of modern times, one which has proved a
boon to the urban population of the earth, and one
which in the present emergency is being depended
upon, to a large extent, to prevent the world from
starving.
"While Napoleon Bonaparte paid for the discovery
of the canning process, England was quick to take
up the discovery and to utilize it for her own purposes. About 1815 Ezra Daggert brought to the
United Sta,tes a process for canning salmon and oysters. This process was gradually extended to pickles, jellies, and sauces.
"Only the first centennial has passed of William
Underwood's invention of a process of canning tomatoes, and it is only seventy-eight years since Isaac
Winslow learned how to can corn at Portland, Maine.
To-day the glass pars of Apperthave been succeeded,
except in the household canning art, by the tin can,
and many wonderful machines have been devised to
save labor in the canning industry.
"There are hulling machines which will take green
peas out of the pods at the rate of 1,000 bushels a
day; thel'e are separators which will grade the peas
according to size; there are corn cutters which remove the grain from the cob at the rate of 4,000 ears
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an hour, and silking machines which will work at
equal speed; and there are automatic machines which
will fill 12,000 cans a day."
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A Voice From the East---Concerning Our Boys
A request for advice in org1anizi1ng a iboys' club comes• today from California. Holden Stake has performed its first
task along this line. I hav;e arranged to take care of the
boys at our eastern reunion this year, and, if I can get away,
will also at~nd a few conferences. I fetel that now is the
time to start boys' organizations in the branches. Vacation
time is here, and the little fellows from eight to twe:lve will
not know wha,t to do with themselves. Proper Ieaders should'
intel'e•st themselves in this work.
Branch presidents
should take the matter more at heart. Often there is
a young man who, could: atiJelnd Ito this work in the
branch, perhaps through Sunday school class organization,
ext€!nding it to take jn all the boys obtainabLe. Many older
boys will hav;e to work this year, but they need direction and
guidance ~n spending their evenings, or the afternoon they
~re off duty. "Big Brothers'' can look out for the younger
ones. 1Sports, early rising, abstinence from tea, coffe,e, strong
dmink and tobacco, and a "clea1n mouth" 1and heart are habits
which should early become fixed in the lives of our boys. I
feel we should mahl big the powerful and wholly scientific
instruction given in the Word of Wisdom. Thus, beginning
with the boys we shall insure the cha.racteT of the future
men.
In our general organization, our boys should not be asked
to be satisfied with anything Iess important and extensive in
its scope than that possetssed by other boy organizations. This
subject of "boy-ology" has been studie'di caDe,fully by the men
who have organized! the vari.ous boy societies, and their conclusions may be fairly safe guides in many directions. AU
boys love to ~et in groups, to talk and plan; they delight in

twilight dlreams, hik!es through the woods, in stories and gymnastics. I:n fact, there is a time in the life of a boy when he
seems to care little for anything ,else than the deve:lopment
an:d use of his muscles! We must reach the boys through a
co!nee:ption of the la,w of thelir beings, as well as bring to
their attention the laws of the church.
Reunion work might l:J,e conducted after some such order
as this: Have a leader chosen for the ·boys. Allow him to
choose as.sistants. Divide the boys into groups, leaving the
smaller ones with the women and girls. Let there be lectures
for the adolescent boys which also may be divided into groups,
say, from thirteen to sixtteen in one, and seventeen to twentyodd in another. The leaders should study the boys, and their
needs, and seek to meet them a,t all points. Temporary organizations may be formed, rules discussed, parliaJmentary
pmctices a:rranged for, etc. They should be t:old helpful
stories, taught to swim, be tJaken on early morning walks,
engage in sunrise prayer meetings, given instructions in
personal hygiene, he taught necessary forms of etiquette, participate i:n athletic drills, competitive sports, encoumged in
studies, quickened in manLiness andi chivalry, etc. Confidence,
should be established in which the leadecr may },earn. the specilal needs of the individual boy, and the pa:rents of such be
advis.ed with in regard to the same. There is no end to the
line of act.ivi:t,ies of a helpful nature which will be suggested
to the mind of the ear:nest leade'r of boys, one who has their
spiritual welfare :a,t heart.
I admit the danger of having too much organization in this
movement but we must recognize the value of group lead~r~
ship; and in one sense group leadership is made possible
only through organization. If we hav.e but one leader with
no petty or subofficers, for each group of boys, we shall
avoid the common jealous.y or envy which arises when one
boy is elect:ed to "boss" others. I favor the simple organi,_
zatio:n, at the same time preserving all the necessary "trappings" which are dear to the heart of the boy.
Sincerely,
R. W. FARRELL.

The Value of Music in the Home
The following is an extract from a letter from Sister
Burgess of Saint Louis, which may help some mother to ·see
more clearly the help she can derive from a liberal use of
the art of music in the home. A recent writer of :note made the
very strong sttatement that of all the influences which can be
bl11ought into too life of the young hoy, he Degarded that of
music as being the most valuable, because of its refinement,
its idealism, its inspirational effect, and its close:ness to that
which is truest and best in life's €:Xperiences.
Perhap.s because of its very simplicity we sometimes seem
negligent of its 'value in the education of the child and the
efforts we are making to "bend" the "twig'' in the right
dil"ection. The value of a few songbooks in the home, from
which the members of the family may sing with hearts
aflame with divine influences, iwo:ne within reach of almost
every par,ent in the church to-day. Get a few copies of
Zion's Praises-get 'enough so that each child may have one
to itself___,and then use them! Let the service of happy song
become a part of your daily life, starting out the day with
thoughts lHted on high, and closing it with the prayer unto
God, which he has dedared the song of the righteous to be!
Here are Sr. Burgess's ideas upon this subject:
"We :need mor:e incentive to music in ifu<:J auxiliary, which
means in the home. Our two little grandchildren were very
cross one day, soon after coming here, and FloDe!nc'e began
playing on the piano a selection from one of the operas. I
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was surprised 1:ilt the quiet that at once prevailed, and looked
in to ascertain the cause. In each rocking chair sat a child,
look~ng supremely happy, one even tryim.g to sing! A change
almost magical! Often a tune on the pi1ano, or the phonograph, will quiet little squalls! Try it! It always succeeds!
Every mother knows the wonderful etfl'ect of singing to the
chiLd!ren! There is no one thing that cheers so much, uplifts
(physically, as well as spiritually) and gives the P'eaceful,
joyous sensation <as does mus~c!
~
"Good books, gO'od lectures, good athletics~all are fine in
their times and places, but from the cradile to the grave, befone even the child can read or understa;nd, music is at hand
to reach and impress the inner cons<;iousness! Opel'as, and
so-called 'classical' music, are not at all necessary, but have
the best music you e;an get, a music-box, harmonica, grandmother's ditties, or anything in the line of music of a worthy
nature should be encouraged in evetry home1! Mr. Ingersoll
once said, 'Every home should hav~e pictures, good o,nes if
you can afford them, but pictures, if only cheap prints!'
The same is true of music, only more so."
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back to acceptance of the ideas for which religio1n has stood
all these years, and notably, the ideas and beliefs of our own
church. ReJigion haB never yet come into its own in the history of the ·world, but a new day is dawning for it, and with
a creed of "all truth," we should r'e~oice in the good that is
lbeang wrought, almost before our V1elry eyes.
1In the ,afternoon, Brother McDowell talked to the. members of tl::ue child welfane study classes, with the additio1n of
all parents, ministers, ,sunday school and Religio teachers
and office1rs who cared to a,tt!:md-a goodly number indeed,
including some "live wir'es" from the Bluffs. The subjects
considered were those of vital interest to those whose duties
as pa,Demts or te:achers bring them in contact with the child
mind-especially that of the •adolescent age-the mind· mis~
understood! and uncomprehended by almost every one, ex,cept its Crelator! Ma1ny lively questions we:r:e asked and discussed, and all felt that a rare privcileg~ had been theirs, in
listening to the helpful ideas advanced. All agree that more
should be done to intere1st the young people, to provide for
them wh!a,t their na.tures demand in the way of 11ecreation
and sodal intercourse, and yet just who is to step forward
and do these things, s1eems to be the cause of the tardiness
A Bright Spot in Sacramento History
with which plans are be~ng formulat,ed and ca·rried out! Is
it the duty of the ReUgio? Is it the duty of the Sunday
Our local was o:rganizied in February, and with nineteen school? Should the branch president or other branch officers
members now, we .ha,ve good intereg,t and hope to enroll f'l€€ that such provis1ons are made? Is it for the Woman's
others. we decided to have an open evening meeting, once Auxiliary to step forwa.rd and attend to this? What is beevery" four months, invite the brethren and families, and ing done in our church centers? Is ther'e', in• Independence,
serve refreshments aft€1l" the program. Our first such meet- , a systematic effort m' plan being worked out, to provide
ing was held at the church May 10, and was so successful we const3.1nt, healthful, innocent, intetrersting entertainment and
want others to know about it. As we do not serve refresh- recreation for the young? Is there in L1amoni? S'aint
ments :a,t our regular meetings we ~appointed a special com- Joseph? Saint Louis? A11e we just saying, "Don't do this,"
·mittee for this feature, which foUowed a program consisting and never saying "Come, this do!" Are we stifling, represof s,peeches, anthems by choir, readings of an educational sing, in the way Brothe'r McDoweH pointed out as being so
nature from the HERALD and elsewhe11e, vocal solos ana duets dangerous to our influence with youth? Or a1'e we carefully
and piano music-all of whlch were greatly enjoyed.
and thoughtfully thinking out these pr.oblems, and wisely
The committee had kept thei~r arr'angements secr:et, and guiding and directing the forces of youthful nature into
we were all surprised and delighted when we wetre ushered channels which will not only conserve the physical, mei!ltal,
into the yard back of ·,the church, to fi.nd bright lanterns moral and spiritual health of our children but will also instrung gaily about and an abundanc"e of seats conveniently sure an expression of those forces and activities which will
placed. Assisted by a group of prospective Oriole Girls, the be of inestimabie value to the church and the community?
committee s1erved ice CJ:1eam, homeanade cake's and fruit E-xpression, instead of repre61sion; educating, a "drawing
punch, to the fifty people "present, who enjoyed the evening out," instead of 'a pour~ng in; training the child to do, inmost heartily.
stead of simply to be; "overcoming evil with good"-sU:bOur branch is moving forward; the weekly prayetr meetings stituting things they can do, for the things we wish they
are well attended, the last sacrament meet~ng seeing sixty would not do; these are some of the things that am "up to
present who enjoyed a goodly degre1e of the Spirit. Acbvity us," to do for our children! Are we doing them?
is stimulated in all meetings and we are feeling very happy
In the erven,ing Professor McDowell, following the train
and hopeful.
of thought brought out in the afternoon discussion, gave us
HAZEL BLOHM, Secretary Woman's Auxiliary.
ideas of the proper standards by which we could discriminate between the good and the evil in matters of recreation
and pastime. "Choos~e ye this day whom y,e will serve," ls
A Cup of Good Cheer·
not a challenge applicabie only to our decision in regard to
baptism, but it is one of daily and hourly recurrence! Every
The Saints of Omaha, and esP'ecially the members of the day, every one of us must decide, iri many ways, which master
auxiliary and their friends, had an inspirational and uplift- we will serve; we cannot indulge i1n wrong things, and at the
ing experience ~n the recent visit of Brother Fioyd McDowell l'ame time be serving him who ·needs our whole energy ento 1their City. Ar11tving on the afternoon of Saturd,ay, June listed on. the side of right things. If the results of any deed
16, he addressed an asBembly of the priesthood that evening, or thought a,rel harmful physically, mentally or morally,
trying to emphasize the importance of working whole- 1either t:o ourselves or those about us, we would do well to reheartedly at the "Father's business.". If men would put as frain from that thought or that deed.
much ~effort, 'thought, time, and dependability into their
Thank you, Brothe1r McDowell.
A. A.
church work as they give to thedr commercial interests, would
that work not feel a great and Irresistible impetus forward!?
An authority on home economics points out the folly of
Sunday morning Brother McDowell held out, indeed, a getting cheap cuts of meat which require long cooking, s.tat"cup of cheer," for he b:mught plainly rto view many, many ing that the cost of the gas or other fuel used often raises
ways in which modern science and the stands taken by men the food in question from the ranks of the cheap and ecoof thought and achlevement in the world to-day, are coming nomical to the realm of the extravagant and luxurious.
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receiv:ed a check for $50 from Oklahoma and an additional
donation of $75 has been sent to the Home.
Year Book F'und.-When the Year Books were issued a
Our Woman's building is becoming of practical benefit to
check
for $40 was given in part payment for the expenses of
us. Classes ar'e held in it from the various adiviti:es. Physical culture classes are given every hour o,n Thursday r•fter- publishing and a note for $80 at 8 per cent for the balance,
the entire charge being $120. A statement issued by the
noons from 1.30 to 5.30.
Herald Publishing House on February 10 shows the r1eceipts
Effiorts a11e being made to ,e,stablish a school in elocution.
for th:e Year Books sold by th:etm to be $19.65 aho'l'e the $80
All classes are free to those who wish to take advantage of
note a1nd interest with about 200 books on hand. There is a
them. The Laurels gave a shower at the building Friday
halanc•e due the auxiliary from the Herald Publishing House
afternoon to furnish the kitchen 'and dining room. Donations
of $19.65. When the entil'e lot of books is sold there will
weme rec,eived of dishes, all sorts of kitchen utensils, curtains,
be a small balance left wi,th which tp begin work on the new
table li!nen, •and some fur11iture and pictures.
Year Book.
The Young Mother's Club gave eight pairs of lace trimmed
Leaflet ·Fund.-After the report of the genecral treasurer to
curtains, the Lau11el club forty-eight chairs, others a bed, th:e convention concerning the debt at the Hmald Publishing
springs and pillows and rug. Through th:e kindness of a House for ·the issuing of the home and child welfare leaflets,
brother we have the use of his piano, dining room set and also the treasurer was ailthoriz,ed to make a special effort to col'a bedroom set. We still hav,e the two receiving rooms to lect f~nds to cover this debt, from the subscribers of the
fu;rnish further and are hopefully waiting to hear from some leaflets. Accordingly a lette,r was sent to each subscriber and
real philanthropist to remember us.
as a result $36 was ~ceived inCluding some subscriptions
Monday night, in response to the invi1tation of .Mi,;s Alice which were overdue. There still remains an indebtedness at
Smith in behalf of the Independ!ence girls, who wished to the He,rald Publishing House of $2,9 focr leaflets.
meelt with the girls who 'were living here but whos1e homes
As g1eneral tl'eiasurer I haV1e written, personally, two cirwere a,t a distance, a social was held at the Woman's Build- cular letters to the locals, one on the leaflet fund, and one for
ing and some thirty-five ·were in attendance 'and entertained assessment. In June, 1916, I w:a.s appointed by the eX!ecutive
about fifteen visito,rs.
committee to arrange for the publishing of the Year Bpok,
This was so successful thalt it was decided to ·make these and Wia•S sent to Lamoni for that purpose. Have also acted
meet~ngs p1ermanent. In the addresses which were made the · as seCl'etary of the board until the general secretary was
visiting girls were impressed with the thought that the home located in Indlependence, and ready to take up the work,
girls were willing to share their home comforts even to which was ~n July, 19,16.
thei,r mothers with them. A mutual bond of sympathy was
MRS. J. A. GARDNER, General Treasurer.
testablished that will encirde all the girls and draw ~hem
INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI, Februa!ry 12, 1917.
closer together.
Our numerous classes are 'taking a vaca,tion, and in appreciation of th:e arduous work of our instructors, Brother
Walter Smith and wife, the student body met at the home of
W. H. Deam on Thursday e¥ening and spent a most enjoy- [==·
able time with our beloved teachers. The Oriole Girls are
From Here and There
planning new activities for the summer vacation.
ALTHA DEAM.
A letter from Tampico says the farmers there are very
,JNDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI, June 15, 1917.
much worried over continued dry weather. Fifty miles 'east,
a terrible cyclone killed and destro.yed many people reoently.
Supplemental Report of the Treasurer
"We are certainly having perilous times," says Sister Lily
B. Stearns.
General Fund:.-The receipts in the general fund for 1916
From the Swrnia (Onta.rio) Canadian, we learn that Eldm
have been over $100 more than fo:r the pl'eV:ious year, the
G~
C. Tomlinson of Saint Marys was to hold services at that
actual receipts for last year being $2,60.88 and the 11eceipts
for the previous year $154. The above amount repres,ents place on JUine 17. Elder J. W. Phillips has recently located
the per capita tax only. Other donations were made for at Sarnia and will be in charge of the work. The meetings
are held at the home of A. Burley, ,at 206 Queen Street.
general church purposes (see financial 111eport.)

Our Woman's Building

=L=E=T=T=E=R=D=E=P=A=R=T=M=E=N=T===']

Our president, realizing the deml!<nds that would he made
upon the Treasury as our work grew and developed, and was
properly repl'esented at the various 11eunions and in districts,
etc., made a sp,ecial call forr donations early in the year. In
December I sent a letter to each local asking for the per
capita tax. The locals have responded quite liberally, but
we still urge that every club, class, or society affiliate themselves with the Auxiliary and send in ~their assessments annually. The general association has completed th:e payments
on a typ,ewriter, which is now used by the general superintendent of the young woman's department.
Child!'en's Home Fund.-It has been very gratifying to have
the l'ec,eipts for the Children's Home fund amount to over
$500 this year though no special call has he1en made through
the auxiliary. This with the balance on hand January 20,
1916, has 'enabled us to contribute $600 to the support of that
institution. Since making out our financial report we have

Elder D. E. Tucker is laboring in the Far West Stake and
desires the cooperation of the Saints that he may become acqua~nted with the needs of the field. Information as to
where new openings can be made will he thankfully received.
The Saints can be of much help 'along this line. Add!'ess hin1
:Dor the present at Henrietta, Ray County, Missouri, in care
of W. G. Hamann.
Anyone hav~ng HERALDS, Ensigns, Autumn Leaves or
'tmcts which they are willing to give away, should write a
postal card to Bmth:er Glenn H. McVicker, of Eagle: Grove,
Iowa. From those offered Brother Me Vicker can indicate
to those nearest to him which ones to send and he will not be
deluged with material from all sources, which happens so
many times. We hesitate to insert a general rrequest for literature, for .our people are so liberal that few ordinary
people can dispose of all that is sent. We suggest this method
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for disposing of the many pa,pers which should be distributed.
Are there any others desiring such material?, We ask that
the number of piece s of each be 11eported at the end of the
year to the district gospel literature board or R. W. Farrell,
14 Kenwood Street, Providence, Rhode Island. The p.,erson
making final distribution should do the reporting.
In his address to the 'Saints at the recent stake conference
a;t Independence, Bishop B. R. McGuire spoke of the proposed! establishment of a storehouse for the benefit of the poor
and in this way carrying into eff,ect a principle advanced in
the interest of all concerned. ''If the effort succeeds,," said
the brother, "it will mean work, and will multiply our responsibilities. I hope and pray we will all f,eel to support
the movement, and that it will be a; blessing to the community." The children's eight o'clock prayer meteting was full
of uplifting thought, writes !Sister Horton, and the Spirit
spokle through Brother R. Bullard, cheering 'and instructing
the young. '~Therefo're bear your testimda-de,s," staid the!
Spirit, "the day will come when these seats will be occupied
to the full, the light of truth shall shi,ne forth from your influe:nc,e in heav.enly rays. Be true and loyal to my cause and
you shall be blessed with the power of my Spirit." The message of :Brother Wa1ter W. Smith to the Saints at the evening
hour was important and fully appreciated.
1

Is It False Economy?
In a rectent issue of the HERALD I notice you refer to a
lesso,n of economy by omitting the publishing of 1the children's
names in the blue Stepping Stones. I am glad that ,you &re
not the Pope or the Kaiser. You might object to some one's
1expnessing a different opinion to what you hold. If there
were several hundred doHars saved, who wa,s the loser? Was
it 1not the persons to whom it would have been paid in wages?
Was not that the pr~ncipal item of expense? That saving of
1€1Xpense took from some one the opportunity to buy some
of ,the needed comforts .of li:fle; they would have less to help
the church in tithes and offerings, in Sunday, school and
bl"anch expenses.
TheTie are many ways that we might economiz~e, but it
would kill the goose that laid the golden egg. The Ensign
couiCU be p;dnted in Ltamoni and save the cost of the building
and printing presses. k, big newspa,p;er office in Topeka,
Kansas, in addition to its own paper, publishe!d a paper for
a firm in Nebraska arid one in Oklahoma. They have their
editorial offices in their respective Sta1tes. We could put plain
pine boards in our churches for seats and send the mone'y
sa,ved to the church. We could advise our people to manage
so that Dille could take the HERALD and the ,other the Ensign
and the!11 eocchange with each other. They could sav'e several
thousand ,dollars that way each year. We could get along
without sidewalks and walk i,n the mud and give tha,t amount
for a Christmas offering. So you see we could go on with a
long list of ways in which we could save money, but who
would be the loser? The wage earner, the man that makes
his living by daily toil. All wages go back to the public in
the various channels of tmde, and so the busy world keeps
mo~ng.

If a missionary can use the church papers to tell what he
is doing in his fi,eld of labor, and in addition the,re,to what
fine eating he has had an:d what a fine home he has been entertained in, what ,a fine musician one of the daughters is
and what a great help she is to the church, and a large
amount of social chat that is of 1no interest to the general
reader, why should a li1ttle boy or girl who has done his "bit"
'be denied the privilege onc,e each year to hav.e recorded wha,t
he has done in the Lord's work, and a missionary have a
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whole column to tell what could he told in three or four
lines? The childrten scan with ,eag,erness the blue Stepping
Stones to see what their d~vision of the Lord's a,rmy has done
to help on the great cause of righteousness on the earth.
It is false economy to de1ny that small privilege each year
to our children. If we want to economize, we should not
practice it on the innocent and confiding children, but commence where our hte avenly Father has commanded us to do
so to "carl'Y into active extN·cise the principle of sac11ifice and
repression of unnecessary wants." Let us not ask our children
to makie up for our selfishness.
PAUL PARKER.
1

WHITTgMoRE, MICHIGAN, May 24, 1917.
Editors Herald;: Just a word from Central Michigan .District. We have an ac1tive branch of about seventy members,
and at pr,esent 1all seem to be working in harmony and always
will, if we continue to do our duty to God and our :Dellow
m~n. He tha,t rules the heavens and earth has promised his
blessijngs to all who will live in obedience to his holy will.
Our Sabbath school is progressing nieely under the supervision of Brother Steven Barr. The Ladies' Mite Society, through their united efforts, have succeeded in getting
the church lighted up with gas lamps, which addo greatly to
the 'appeamnce of the church. We are greatly in need of a
shed to accommodate those who have teams. The Good
Book tells us thatt ,a righteous man is merciful to his beast,
and if the brethren, including the writer, had the same energy
and hearts as that of our sisters, there would soon be one
erected. Of course this, likle :all other branches, is just what
its members make it.
Elder Samuel Ptel!ldleton, of Beaverton, Michigan, has been
holding meetings here for 'fi'V1e weeks and preached some able
sermons which resulted in leading eleven precious souls into
the waters of baptism: three young people and 'eight adults.
Oth1e1rs seem quite interested in the gospel. Brother Pendleton has the goods and ~dlelivers them in a manner that not only
makes converts but leav.es him many friends in this community. The latchstring will always hang on the outside for him.
Truly our branch has grown both in number and spirituality.
Trusting and looking to Him who is the author and finisher
of our faith, I remain,
Your brother in Christ,
ADOLPH CATALINE.
HONOLULU, TERRITORY OF HAWA:II, May 29, 1917.
Dear Herald: Elder Waller, so many years pastor of this
branch, but now president of San Francisco Branch, returned
after an absence of nearly a yea;r. He w:as given a hearty
welcome at the church, which had been elaborately decorated
for ~the occasion.
A program was rendered which would have do,ne credit to
:any branch. The musical part of the work here is1 being well
looked after. We hav·e two choirs, the older choir singing in
the morning and the young people in the evening.
This branch has about two hundred and seventy-fiv;e of a
membership, but they are scattered to the other ista1nds and
even to the mainland, so the attendance is around 50.
We hav;~ a short sermon by one of the Ha,wa,iian brethren,
in the morning service, followed by an English 'sermon. The
evening service is in English.
N ea:rly all our members ca,n understand English very well,
but they p11efer to hear the s1ermon in their own ,tongue, when
it is possible to have it.
I baptized a Hawaiian-Japanese sister the other Sunday. I
have not a very large number of baptisms to my credit since
entering the ministry, but have immersed Tahitians, Aus.tralians, English, Tasmanians, citizens of India, Hawaiians,
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Japanese, Portuguese., and exp.ect poss~bly to baptize Chrinese
and Philippinos before leaving this island.
Thie Lord said the11e would be danger upon the waters in
these latter days, and prospective tourists believe such is the
case, and many have canc·e,led their bookings on the steamships, cons•equently there are few tourists here compared to
previous y'ears.
To-day the guns were practicing at the big forts. Shall we
hear the 14-inch monsters sending destruction out on the
peaceful P·aci:fic beforte the war is ov·er? There are over
9,000 soldiers permanently stationed here, and it is expected
the number will be increased to about 20,000 befo11e lo,ng.
As developments are taking place on earth, we see more
and more a real demand :flor Zion. May the Saints so live
that it may be speedily redeemed.
C. EDWARD MILLER.
Mission Hous1e, Miki Lane, Kalakaua Avenue.

RIVERSIDE, CALIFORNIA, May 31, 1917.
Editors Herald: I have found the most wonderful, soulcheering poem, and as all the 1SaintS may not have such a
blessed opportunity to read and gain the help and cheer that
it contains, I thought it would pTobably be well to send it in
£or publimtion as it might give comfort to some in this diistressing time. It is written by William Newell and ·is as
follows:
SERVE G()D AND BE CHEERFUL
"Serve God and be cheerful." The motto
Sh!all be mine, as the bishop's of old;
On my soul's coat-of~arms I will write it
In letters of azure and gold.
"Serve God and be cheerful," self-balanced,
Whether Fortune smiles sweetly or frowns.
Christ stood king before Pilate. Within me
I carry the scepter and crown.
"Sierve God and be cheerful." Make brighter
The brightness that fialls to your lot;
The rare or the daily-sent blessing,
Profane not with glo<;>m and· wi1th doubt.
"Sierve God and be cheerful." E1ach sorrow
Is--with your will in God's-for the best,
O'er the cloud hangs the rainbow. To-morrow
Will see the blue sky in the west.
"Serve God and be cheerful." The darkness
Only masks th!'l surprises of dawn;
And the deeper and grimmer the midnight,
The brighter and sweeter the mom.
"Serve God and be cheerful."' . The winter
Rolls roul'ld into the beautiful spring,
And in ·the green grave of the snowdrift
The nest-building robins will sing.
"Serve God and be chemful." Look upward!
God's countenance scatters the gloom;
And the soft summer light of his heaven
:Shines ov,er the cross and the tomb.
"1S1erve God and be cheerful." The wrinkles
Of age we may wear with a smile;
But the wrinkles of faithless foreboding
Are the crow's feet of Beelzebub's guile.

"Serve God and be cheerful." Religion
Looks all the more lovely in white;
And God is best served by his servant
When, smdling, he serves in the light.
And live out the glad tidings. of Jesus
In sunshine he came to impart,
For the fruit of his word and his Spirit
Is "love, joy and peace" in the heart.
"S'erve ·God 'a1nd be cheerful." Live nobly,
Do right and do good. Make the best
Of the gifts a11d the works put befor(J thee,
And to God, without fear, leave the rest.
Braying that the work may prosper as never before, and
many precious souls be gathered into the harvest fold,, and
that the Saints may be found fa,ithful and Ioyal to their
king, the Prince of peace,
INA MAYE WARREN.
B~x 589.
AMHERSTBURG, ONTARIO, June 1, 1917.
Editors Hemld: I W!ish to let all know what we are doing
in this part of the Lord's vineyard. W.e, the Wismer tamily,
moved into this locality two years ago last December and
settled on a farm in Anderton Township. My husband and
myself left here and went to Windsor forr the winter the
following year and when spring came we engaged a house
and decided to stay.
When one night as I lay awake I saw a great anchor
dropped slowly from the clouds in this direction and I said
to my husband, "Cecil, you are wanted at home; you are
needed." Th~n Brother ·Brown, president of Windsor Branch,
spoke to Cecil later and told him the Lord had a worrk for
him to do out he:ve. , He said he would have discouragements
but the Lord had a gTieat work to bre done. We returned
here on April 22, 1916, and had discouragements indeed
. many times. We have talk!ed it over together and wondered
what the Lord wanted us out here for, as evmything on the
farm was almost a failure.
Well, at the reunion Cecil asked Brother W·eaver to come
to our place., .and my father-in-law, Brother T. A. Wismer,
opened his house to our worthy missionary last November.
Brother Weav;er stayed here six weeks a:nd baptized fourteetn
into the fold and kingdom of God. He returned this sp·fing
and bap•ti21e;d seven more and now we have twenty-eight members in the vicinity and an enrollment of thirty-three in our
Sunday school, two on the honw class arid eight on the cradle
roll; two ordai,ned teachers. And we have a grand time out
here now and hope in the near future to have a c.hurch and
branch. I am anxious to have the Woman's Auxiliary, the
normal and Religio started here, but this is a b:usy time of
year for farmers.
vV.e would be very glad to have a,ny of the Saints come
and visit us and help us along in our gr·eat work here. We
have a phone and any one coming to Amherstburg can call u,s
up and we w!ill meet them.
Praying that God will bless our efforts and advance the
work in this place as well as elsewhere, I remain,
Your s.ister in honqs,
MINNIE WISMER.
HoPEWELL, VIRGINIA, June 3, 1917.
Editors Herald: I will give the reasons for joining the
church. I W1as invelstigating this work about a year before
I joined. When I joined the Baptist Church I expected to
receive some evidence of its divinity, but I lived about :five
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years in that church without any evidence that it was of
God or that there was a God. The reason I joined the church
of Christ was I see the gift~ of tongues, prophecy and healing
following the believer. Prophec,ies were given and I see them
fulfilled. I saw a tornado lift over the toW[li where I· was
and tear down the country and >towns with great destruction of
life and property. I received the gift of the Spirit by the laying on of the elders' hands and was healed of catarrh and
lung trouble when I went into the water of baptism, and thew
have not bother,ed me since.
I could almost write a book with what I have seen since.
Few mE:ln have suffered the persecutions and tr,ials I have
since I have joined this church, and if I hadn't received the
blessing and evidence I had, I surely wouldn't still he identified therewith.
Yours for the truth,
WILLIAM C. CUMMINGS.
WATERTOWN, SoUTH DAKOTA, June 4, 1917.
Editors He?·a,ld: It has often been said that absence makes
the heart grow foTIJder, and since our absence from the church
associations we believe this may be true in more ways than
the one in which it is usually applied. ~nd, although we may be
isolated, there is pleasure in the remembrances of past associations and joy in the hope of the future.
The writer happens· to be a commercial tmveler, thus being permitted to enjoy some pleasant experience's in
which the rest of the family are not privileged to participate.
Have you ever heand of Spearfish? Well, that is little· college town out ~n the Black Hills of South Dakota, one of the
beauty spots of God's c11ootion. I recently enjoyed the grand
privilege of meeting the Saints in that place, and I wish to
say they are a "royal bunch''' and are alive to the latter-day
work, and as social entertainers they ar,e par exooUence.
The musical entertainment at the home of Brother Donald
Plumb, which was mE:lntioned in a recent issue of the HERALD,
surely was a demonst:mtion that does not ha:\'le to visit the
music halls of the large cities to hear good music. There is
musiC and culture right out in the mountains of South Dakota, and it is surely playing a g11eat part 'in the upbuilding
of God's work in that pliace. It is truly a:n inspiration to
meet such live wires 'as these1 and it does one good to see
such noble souls being gathered into the family and fold of

a

G~

.

I will soon spend a Sunday with the Saints 1at Fargo,
North Dakota, with whom I have spent several ~Sundays, and
which p~rivilege I always appreciate.
Yours in the faith,
J. B. JORDAN.
SoUTH SIDE STATION,
OMAHA, NEBRASKA, June 7, 1917.
Editors Herald: We want to let you know we are awake.
Our Sunday school is betting alQng fine, although since
moving from the old quarters we lost a few and some have
dropped out on account of hard times. We still have .about
twenty-eight a;nd the promise of moDe soon. Preaching services am not very well attended\, although we are looking
forward to better attendance. Brothecr Hubert Case is going to start a series of meetings in a short while and it will
give us a little start.
The hastening time is certainly her,e, and very few hel'e
seem to realize it. We cannot see that we have done any good
he11e, but many have been war:ned. Brother Steele has a
large tea a;nd coffee route and has a chance of seeing and
conVierlsing with a great many more than can be reached
in the pulpit, and they seem to all ~agree with .him, still don't
corrve out to church. Blrother Eden of Omaha brought his
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class down. They are a fine bunch of young men. It makes
one more enthused to see the young folks take such active
part in church work. Dear Saints, let us pray for the young
of the church everywherre. They need our prayers more ,now
than ev,er before. There is so much to entice them awaymore than ther,e was :fior us, and we don't know what is before
them, so let us 11emember them and ~encourage them. We don't
see very many of the missionaries as it is a little out of their
way over here. If Brother T. H. Outhouse sees thts, I would
liroe to hear from him.
Your sister in Christ,
MRS. GEORGE W. STEELE.
4733 South Fourteenth Street.
WHITETAIL, MONTANA, June 7, 1917.
Editors H'erald: The result of a little effort is recently
shown in the branch a't Andes, Montana. EveryQne that
could was requested to come to the church on Saturday afternoon, April 28, for the purpose of sending them in everry
direct£on from the church within. a radius of six miles and
extend a personal invitation to every family to attend our
services. Elder J. A. BrQnson had arranged to preach some
special sermons during the Sundays of the month of May.
The people responded very well. Whe:re the aVie,mge attendance of the Sunday school had always be<en fifty or less, the
attendance May 6 was ,eighty-two; the 13th, eighty-nine:; the
20th, ninety-nine; and on May 27, one hundred and ten,
and this is a new country, twenty miles from the railroad.
The evening service had always been poorly attended on account of the distance most everyone lived f,Dom the church.
And, too, the habit we had gottE:ln into of excusing ourse,lves
from making 'the trip twice,, or being out after night on the
road. But :now at the evening services the church is packed,
and ,even Iarg;er crowds have been out at night than at the
morning services. It has brought an awakening to the members and much better feeling betwe~n all of us.
Fraternally,
JAMES C. PAGE.
KUTCH, COLORADO, June 9, 1917.
Editon Herald: I have much 'enjoyed the le<tters published
in the HERALD, although I do not .see it very often. I have
been a member of the church hardly a year, having been a
!Methodrist prior to August, 1916. I was much pl'ejudiced
against Latter Day Saints and It was only after much reading, talking and ca11eful thought that I became convinced of
the truth. I am glad it was made clear to me, a;nd hope I
may be the means of bringing others to the faith.
My people consider me almost a disgrace to the family;
first, because I mar,ried 'a "Mormon preache,r" as they call
him, and especially as I became a "MormQn" myself. They
will not 'read the literatul'e I send them and do not believe
what I tell them about our church. They are sorry I am so
deluded and mistaken, and my mother wrote to my sister
that I had broken her heart. All this is quite ,a cross for
me to bear, and I feel as though my faith and sincerity are
tested in this way.
The11e are no churches of any ktnd near here, and only two
families of Saints besides ourselves. We miss the church
privileg;es, and the opportunities to heJp the cause are few.
I read with intel'est, the article In the HERALD of January
17, 19,17, on "An educated ministry." I think all ministers
should be educated. Not that educ,ation is all that is necessary, but all public sp,eakers should use correct language.
Those who are in the ministry should constantly strive to improve themselves. An elder who has beE:ln preaching for
more than twenty-five years, used very poor grammar, and
this, in a measure turned me against the church, and delayed
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my conversion. I tried to be honest and not think of that,
!but jt naturally grates on educated ears, to hear a ministrerr
of the gospel make so many mistakes. You know a schoolteacher is inclined to 1notioa such things. Since joining ther
church, a worthy 'elder lessened the effect of a remarkably
good sermon, by several times reiterating, "Ye must be
BORNEn again!" To me, such an error seems inexcusable in
a man of middle age. I do not contend that lack of education should 'debar a man, (young or old) from preaching, if
God ealls him to p11each. I only say that if he remains
ignorant ~nd uneducat.ed, he is not worthy the honor conferred upon lY:m. As F .•T. Ebeling writes, an illi:terate
man may accomplish much, but how much more might he
accomplish with a good education?
Your siste1r in the faith,
DELPHINE BOZARTH.
BAY CITY, MICHIGAN, Jun:e 11, 19,17.
Editors Herald: There has been no word from Bay City
for some time, but we are at our post, having heard the call
to active service, if not for our country in a special way, at
l1east in the war of right against w:mng.
Brother 0. J. Haw1n has been returned to us and we realizer
moi1e than ever the necessity of being represented at the
General Conference and conventions. So much of good counsel and helpful suggestion is to be obtained that we are sure
the Saints in any branch will feel amply repaid for having
borne thei,r part of a,ny expense attached.
We a11e expecting to begin work at once on the 11epairing of
our church, which will include painting the basement, Sunday
school room, ·etc. Havi1ng the best thing in the world, w,e wish
to mak'e our meeting place as attractive as possible.
Our meetings arre: all good. Among the best are the
monthly meetings of the Woman's Auxiliary, held the first
Sunday in each mo1nth at six p. m. These are enjoyed not
only by us as women but find hearty support of the brethren,
esp:edally of the priesthood.
Services are held each night excep't Monday and Saturday.
The second in each month Brother Hawn addresses the
G. A. R. members in their hall, the 11esult of these services
being several real live: men and women uniting with the
church.
Though we realize that these are indeed perilous times,
yet we feel ~ncourag·e:d to go on and are glad we are living
in the church now and may, if faithful, help to prepai1e men
and women for Christ's r:eturn.
Altogether the work is advancing, and we are hopeful fo·r
Your coworker,
·better things to come.
706 North Linn.
E. A. SMITH.

anything undone thart the Lord has for us to do, we must
keep at work.
Dear 'Saints, let us pray more for one another, that we may
Jive more faithfully and be found at all times doing the LOJ:d's
will.
Your sister,
MEDA OWEN.

The Christmas Offering---Roll of Honor
As we send this in, 11Jhree more Nport their names for the,
roll of honor: Elk Mills, Maryland; First Chicago, Illinois;
Martinsburg, Nebraska; Coal Hill, Missouri. How m~ny
moDel may we hear from who have doubled ltheir offering of
last year? This mak,es thirteen.
Elk Mills. "We are not going to stop at $2,a member, but
shall continue on giving so as to make up any shortage that
may occur in ~ny other schools. Up to date we have not only
doubled la,st year's ofll,erring, but hav-e :three times as mue'h.
!Many of the children in the 'Sunday school ar,e working at
various things, doing gairden work, cutting grass, feeding
chickens, running errands, etc. They have become enthused
with the work. Our plan of keepii!lg the offering constantly
before rthe children and othe1~'S is that ,each month the name of
the child, in each department that has paid the most for that
month, is placed on the blackboard.-0. P. Humes."
First Chicago. "We have now raiSied more than three
times our last year's ,offering and are planning on making
at least $200 by 't:h,e end of the year.-Mrs. H. H. Va,nderflute."
Martinsburg. "Wre now have· more than double the amount
we had last year. The entire school is very much enthused
and each one is trying to help. We have decided to raise at
lieast $.50. This is not very much, but we have only a total
enrollment of sevente1en-five of these in the beginner class.Esther Butterworth."
Goa( Hill. "Oilll June 3 our Sunday school g1a,ve to our
bishop $9.75 to send to Brother McGuire. Our last year's
offering amounted to but $8.25. We hope to send in more by
the first of July. We hope our efforts will cause our Sunday
school to be among the first published in the church papers.Ge:rtie Budd, superintendent.''

Dear Saints: We are asking the Sunday schools to do a
very great work this yea,r-greater than ever before in this
particular respect. You may not be a Sunday school worker,
you may not take ~n active part in the Sunday s0hool
Christmas offering. If you do not you are missing one of
the greatest opportuni1ties of your life to further the work
of our Ma:ster. Have you been an enthusiastic worker in the
Lord''s cause? If not you possibly have missed much, and it
is not alone what you have missed personally, but what have
you kept from others by not being enthusi,astic? Have you
TOLEDO, OHIO, June 13, 1917.
ever
·watched the enthusiastic worker, how he has drawn
Edi·tors Herald: We are still on the map and trying to do
our duty. Brother J. F. Mintun, having been Siernt he11e from othe~s to him, how he has succeeded where you have thought
Des Moines, Iowa, a:r;rived on June 11. We are certainly glad . "there was 1no use?"
The little folks need your support-your enthusiasm-he
to have him in our midst, and know he will be of much help
to our branch. 'H has be,en rather discouraging to us, as s.o interested in 1them, encour1a,ge them in their efforts to make
many of the Saints haVIe ibeen moving away. Yet we have this Christmas offie1ririg one great big succes:s, and above all
tmuch to be thankful for. It is good to hav'e health and do your part-if you do not w'e will not succeed. You do
plenty .to do v/,ith, a1nd most of all to have God's Holy Spirit not wa,n:t to be one who would assist in the failure of a good
to be with us and direct in this time of need. We feel as cause? We are sure you do not--now, let us all work tothough complaining is wrong, when we look around and se'e gether-you and ·I.
A lette,r has been senti to 1eV1ery super~ntendent whose adrthe condition the world is in to-day. W1e are promised never
dress we have. When you hear him making an appeal to
to be left alone, so long as we do our part.
The Saints here at Toledo al'e awake to the fact now more' you and the Sunday school for cooperation in this offering
that ever that it is necessary for each one of us to put his movement, be the first to Ll:'.espond-do not wait a momentshoulders to the wheel and push. As we do 1not want to leave do not procrastinate. If you do not hear from your super-
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int:eltldent rega,rding this let.ter ask him rabout it, ask others
about it, ta.lk it, ~nd let us see what we can do this year, by
starting right now.

The Board of Publication
In their second ;meeting of the conference year,
held this time at Independence, the board have been
considering some important reorganization plans
CHRIST WANTS THE BEST
· affecting the publishing interests of the church.
Christ wants the best. Hre, in the far-off a.ges
Once claimed the firstling of the flock, the finest of the Some appointments have been ·made but the list is
incomplete and they prefer that we do not pubiish
wheat,
And still he asks his own in gentlest pleading,
them until they may be made in full. Recognizing
To lay their highest hopes and brightest ·talents ,at his feet. the fact of the increased cost of living and the inHe'll not forget the feeblest s,ervice, humblest love;
creased allowance to missionaries' families, together
He only asks that of our store, we give to him
with the fact that some of the employees are receivThe Best We Have.
ing less than just wants and needs, as well as that
some are receiving less than the missionary allowChrist gives the best, he tak<es the hearts we offer
And fills them with his glorious joy and peace,
ance, they have provided for an increase in some
And in his service as we're growing strQnger
cases where needed, but not to exceed ten per cent.
The calls to grand achievemte!nts still increase.
The manager has presented the matter of stewardThe richest gifts for us ·on e1arth or in the heaV1en above,
ship both at the Herald Publishing House and the
Are hid rin Christ. In Jesus we receive
Ensign Publishing House and some who had not
The Best We Have.
done so ha.ve now filed inventories and expressed
a full willingness to work on a stewardship basis,
And is our best too much? Our loving service
For his sake? Oh, f6endt, let us remember
under the direction of the bishopric. This fact was
How once. our Lord poumd out his soul £or us,
laid before the board prior to the above action on
And in the prime of his myste;ious 111anhood
wages.
All books and tracts are to be published at
Gave up his precious life upon the cross!
the
Herald
Publishing House.
The Lord of lords, by whom the world was made,
Through bitter grief and tears, gave us
President Smith in Col~rado
The Best He Had.

-Author Unl\inown.

'We are advised that President F. M. Smith expected to leave with his family Saturday, June 23,
for Colorado where he has secured a cottage for the
summer. This step is made necessary on account

He gave us "The best He had," how wonderful the thought!
Here we haV1e a beautiful examp1e of "S:ervice for others."
Wra now have the privilege of giving for him. Our Chrismas offerings will assist in kceeping his beautiful gospel be- of his wife's health. She was seriously ill shortly
fore the people that they may learn of .him-here we have before General Conferenc~. It is to be strongly
agarin "Service for others."
hoped that this will give her a full opportunity to
Our desire is to moDe than double last year's Christmas recuperate for her important duties in the church,
offering-this means work for every Sunday school, every her home and the Woman's Auxiliary. President
member of our great church.
.
· . Smith will take his office work with him and have
You who failed to give your portion in last year's offering, mail forwarded to him regularly. Doubtless he will
will you not give to him who gave so much to you? And you prefer that his mail as usual be directed to Indewho gave last year will you not double your efforts this
year?
pendence, as thus routine matters can receive immediate attention under his general directions. But
If you a!'e not a member of a SUinday school your offerings
will be gladly l'eceived and accounted for-send them to the he makes a point of reading and ranswering all letters
histhop-now-to-day. Do not wait-you may forget.
personally, letters requiring such answer, and keep.
·
ARTHUR W. SMITH,
ing in close touch with the weekly reports, most of
Second Assistant Sunday School Superintendent.
which he reads personally. Upon his return from
SAINT Lours, M[SSOURI, 2903 !Sullivan Avenue.
the East he found five hundred letters requiring
attention.

NOTES AND COMMENTS
(Continued from page 604.)
and win the war. Mr. Hoover states the letter is
being sent to pastors throughout the country. We
have no doubt that the day will be observed by our
people everywhere. It is not only a question of winning the war but provision will also need to be
made for feeding this country and the world after
the war, at least until the succeeding harvest can
be gathered.

Woman Suffrage
As one of the democmtic effects of war, woman
suffrage is making more rapid progress in all English speaking countries. The Associate Editor has
for many years considered woman suffrage as a logical outcome of democracy. The chief objection
twenty years ago was the lack of interest on the part
of women. But they are now awakening to the splen:did work lying before them, work for which they are
peculiarly adapted, and to a recognition of the fact
that woman is and should be a citizen as much as
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man and bear the duties of citizenship without neglect of the home and family. It is curious to note
that in the greater part of Canada and western
United States where frontier conditions exist and
woman has done her "bit" and is doing it, full suffrage is the result.· The extreme east and south,
Quebec and l\1r>x;co, are still black, so far as woman
suffrage is concerned. Michigan, Ohio, Indi1ana and
Illinois have presidential suffrage, Arkansas primary
suffrage, but Iowa and Missouri are still unconverted.
~-

MISCELLANEOUS DEPARTMENT
The Presidency
BRITISH MISSION
In additio1n to those named in the appointments for British
Mission in las,t week's HERALD, the name of John Bailey
should be listed, Local, Stockport objective, Manchester District.
FREDERICK M. SMITH, P1·esident.
FLORIDA DISTRICT
Elder D. M. Rudd has handed to the First Presidency his
resignation, as president of the Florida District, which resignation has bee,n accepted. The Presidency has asked Brother
J. W. McKnight to act as pre,sident pro tern of the district
until the convening of the next district conference. We
thoroughly reeommend Brother., J. W. McKnight to the
ISaints of the Florida District and bespeak for him your
hearty cooperation.
FREDERICK M. SMITH, P'liesident.
MICHIGAN DISTRICT
Elder Thomas Hartnell has presented his resignation as
president of the Western Michigan Distr1ict, and the Presidency has :accept:ed it. Acting upon his suggestion we appoi1nted Brother John Schreur, now vice pre,3!.dent, president
pro tern until the con'"ening of the next district conference.
We cheerfully commend Brothe:r Schreur to the Saints of
the W e:stern M1ichigan District, and ask for him your hearty
support.
Respectfully submitted,
,
FREDERICK M. SMITH, President. _.
NOTICE TO THE MINISTRY
The presidency has Deceived 'a large numiber of requests
from missionari:e:s for tracts. Many have applied without
specifying what particular tracts they desired or the number
of each. When applying 1to the Presidency for literature for
distributiOJn it will be necessary for the requisition to be specific. We ar,e pleaseld to note the interest taken in the matter, 'and advise tha,t the ministry study the methods of tract
distribution. They should not be distributed promiscuously
for this would entail much waste. In many instanc,es it will
he e'"en beUer to charge a nominal amount for tite literature
handed out.
FREDERICK M. SMITH, Presidmvt.

Conference Minutes
ALABAMA.-At Lone Star, June 2, with J. R.' Harpe in
charge, F. A. Rowe chosen to preside. Reports of minis·try
from elders: J. B. Harpe, A. A. Weaver, F. A. Rowe and
G. ,Q, ,S,ellers; priests': H. H. Wiggins, D. E. Sellers and A. G.
Booker; t'eacher: W. H. Drake, deacon: J. W. Baldwin.
Branches, Pleasant Hill, 331. Bishop's agent reported on
hand at last report, $247.25; recei'"e.d since, $277.37; paid out,
$364.; on hand, $160.62. W. J. Williamsqn ·elected member of
library hoard. G. 0. Sellers released of the tent and it was
turned over to the district presidency. Time and place of
next conferenc'e left in hands of presidency. W. H. Drake,
assistant secre,tary.
SOUTHERN, WISCONSIN.--Buckwheat Ridge:, June 16 and 17,
Dis,trict Preside:nt B. C. Flint and L. 0. Wildermuth in charge,
J. 0. Dutton, secretairy pro tern. Branch reports received
f,rom Buckwheat Ridge, Beloit, Flom Fountain,· East Delavan, Janesville and Soldiers Grove. Ministerial reports from
7 elders, 4 priests, 3 teachers. Report of C. C. Hoague,
bishop's agent, showed veceipts $592.40; paid! .out $521. Dis-

trict tl'easurer reported Deceif)ts $29.39, disbu!rsements $23.50.
Ordination of E. W. Dutton to the office of elder was provided for. Re,union appointed for Auguslt, 1917, was postponed one year. A 11esolution was passed ·authorizing the
district and branch clerks to 11evise the records by locating
scattered members andi granting letters of remov,al where
practicabie. Next confe·rence appointed to meet at Evans~
ville, Wisconsin, in Decembe-r, at the call of the district president. Audr,ey B. Dutton, district clerk.
GALLANDS GROVE.-At Cherokee, Iowa, June 9 and 10, in
cha,rge of District President J. L. Butterwo.rth. Bmnches
reporting: Deloit, 247; Mallard, 79; Cherokee, 117; Auburn,
47; .:rallands Grove, 25,2; Coalvil1e, 75; Dow City, 152. HarLan and Lanesboro did not report. Financial report of C. E.
Anderlson, bishop's agent: on hand ·February 11, $115.80;
receipts, $1,362.86; on hand June 9, $63.68. Officers chosen
for ensuing year: J. L. Butterworth, president; J. B. Bamett
·and Garl W. Winey, counselors; Wave Cross, secretary; C. E.
Anderson, bishop's agenlt; James Pearsall, chorister, with
power to choose assistants; Lillie Marks, me~ber library
board. Recommendation for ordination of Gerritt Juergens
to the office .of priest approved. By motion a committee was
appointed to 1draft letterheads and have the~ printed for use
of offic:e:rs of the district, Sunday school and Religio. Recomm(indation of l"eunion committee that no reunion be held in
this district in 1917 because of unfavorable conditions, but
lthat steps be taken to prepare for a reunion in summer of
1918, approved and accepted. Harold Reede't' and L1eland
Willard baptized by A. R. Crippen. Misisionaries present:
C. E. Butterworth, C. E. Harpe and J. B. Barrett. Pall
conference will meet at Malla;rd, Iowa, on Oc,tober 13 and 14.
Wave Cross, district sec11eta.ry, Dow City, Iowa.
MOBILE.-At Escatawpa, Mississippi, June 2 a:nd 3, 1917.
Prayer meeting at 9. a. m, business at 10. District presidency chosen to preside. Minutes of last conf,e.l'ence read
and approved. ·Officers 11e~JOrting: president, vic'e president,
secretary-treasurer, memb!er library board, and bishop's
agent. Branch reports: Theodore 87, loss 10; Escatawpa,
187, loss 12; Vancleave, 177; Mobile, 97, gain 25; Bay Minette, 361, gain 9. Twenty-que ministerial reports 1read, showing 127 se:rmons preached, 18 baptisms, 11 children blessed,
2,3 administrations to sick, :and 90 pastoral visits. Committee on purchase of typ,ewriter reported. District p;resident reported on colliection for expenses to General Confer-_
ence:. An expense budget of $25 allowed district officers.
Auditing committee reported both bishop's a.gent's a1nd treasurer's report correct. Agent's 11eport: collected since last
., report, $64.91; paid out, $64.91. T:r'easurer's report: on
hand last r1eport, $5.58; on handi, $1,53. Officers eleeted:
A. E. Warr, pres,ident; T. J. Booker, vice president; Edna
Cochran, secreltary-treasu11er; Nora Warr, member library
board. Meetings during conference included 1 prayer meeting, 1 sacrament service, 2 business sessiqns, 4 priesthood
meetings, 1 children's service, 4 preaching servic-es and 1 session of Sunday school. One baptism performed and 2 children hlessed. Adjourned to meet at MohHe at call of district
president.
·
WESTERN M!AINE.-At Stonington, May 26 and 27, with
U. W. Greene in charge, assisted by District President G. H.
Knowlton. ,statistical reports from 6 bra1nches read. Ministerial and treasurer's reports read.
Bishop's age,n:t's
report showed receipts $1,290.46, expenditures $822. Brother
G.. H. Knowlton was ordained to the office of high priest.
Louise J. Eaton, secretary.
CLINTON.-At Coal Hill, Missouri, June 2, 1917. H. E.
:Moler chosen to preside over the conference, with W. H. Lowe·
and John Dav::is associated. Five district officers reported.
Ministerial reports read: 1 high priest, 1 seventy, 6 elders,,
2 priests. Statistical reports from 10 branches: V:eve,
Walker, Coal Hill, Rich Hill, Fort Scott, Mapleton, Nevada,
Ta,herville, Eldbl'ado Spri:ngs, Butler. Election of officers:
H. E. Moler, president; W. H. Lowe, first vice president; S. C.
- Williams, second vice president; Zora Lowe, secretary and
treasurer; Lucy Silvers, recor-der and local historian; Mrs..
A. C. Dempsey, chorister. H. E. Moler was reeommended
to the general chorister to be appointed to assist Sister
Diempse'y in the choris:ter's work. Zora Lowe elected as a
member of an auditing committee on bishop's agent's report;
1Susie Brunson, member library commi.t,te,e; Brother Moler,
member of student help fUind committee. Voted to approve
holding reunion at Rich Hill in August, 1917. Adjourned to
meet in February, 1918, time and place to J:,e set by the dis-
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trict presidency. ·Seven servic1es were held Sunday, includ~
ing baptismal service in which 6 were baptized. H. E. Moler,
president; Zora Lowe, secretary.
SOUTHERN MICHIGAN AND NORTHERN lNDIANA.-At Ray,
Indiana, June 9 and 10, heiing called to order by District
President G. A. Smith. The district preside111cy, with Bisho;p
E. A. Blakeslee and J. D. ,S;'tead,_ were chosen to preside over
the conference, secreta·ry, W. P. Buckley, George Trescott
atssisting. The action taken at last conf,erence at Coldwater
regarding the addition of an extra. day for our conferences
was repealed. Reports r,e,ad from district officers and bishop's
agent, followed hY l'eports from Battle CDeek, Belding, Buchanan, Capital City, Cl>e~JJr Lake, Coldwater, Galien, Gra,nd
Rapids, Hartf?rd, Hibbard, Jacks~:m, Knox ;;nd Sparta
ibranches, showmg a total membership of 119, With Kalamazoo yet to hear from with a membei!:'ship of 23 at las,t report.
High P:r1ie1sts, 2; seventies 1; elders, 19; priests, 18; teachers,
18 · deacons,· 14 in district. Ministerial reports from 4, and
fr~m 'each branch pr:esident. Ralph Baker elected to fill vacancy on permanent auditing committee. Ordinatio,ns of
Ross Worthington, teacher, Cle'ar Lake Branch, and John
Watso1n, priest, Kalamazoo Branch, were ratified by conference. Pray,e1r serv·ices were fine, and the gift of prophecy
was given in which the Saints were .enjoined to pay their
tithes and offerings and thus prepare the way and hasten
the time of the coming of the people from the, nor,th country.
A collection of $16.9'2 was taken to help the branch -in the
.care of the conference. One service . was detvoted to the
Woman's Auxiliary work and o,ne to the, elders' quorum work
of thei Southern Michigan Quorum of Elders. Two baptisms
were performed. in beautiful Clear L,akel. A total of 769
meals was serv,ed in the b-asement of the church, ~side from
the breakfasts which were given in the homes of the Saints
and friends-. . Neild conference with Grand Rapids Branch.
Adjourned to meet at call of dis,trict presidency some time'
·ih October. W. P. Buckley, sec!'e,tary-trea,surer.

Convention Minutes
KEWANEE.-Sunday school· ,and Reiligio, joint convention a't
DahindJa, Illinois; June 8, 1'917, the Spirit being present in
ahundancte a,nd an 1etxceptionally good feeling prevamng
throughout the convention, and an unusually la~r~e attendance being present. The following officers for the- Sunday
school were ·elected· for the coming year. District suprintendent, W. V. Holmes, Joy, Illinois; as1sis,tant supe'rintendent, Ed Jones, Kewanee1, Illinois; secr,etary, R. F. Healy,
Kewaneet, Illinois; treasurer, E. C. Dillon, Joy, Illinois; home
department superintendent, Bertha Mahaffey, Joy, Illinois;
ci'adle roll superintendent, Emma I\4nott, Rock Island, Illinois; librar,ian, Florence Holmes, Joy, Illinois; normal department superintendent, R. F. Hetaly, J\jwanee, Illinois.
The following for the Religio: president, W. V. Holmes, Joy,
Illinois'; vice president, E. A. Curtis, Joy, IUinois; s~ecretary,
Marjorie B. Hi'Jlmes; treasure'r, Elbert Holmes; temperance
superi1n tendent, Alma Willetts, R,ock Island, Illinois; normal
department superintendent, R. F. Healy, K~ewanee, Illinois;
superintendent of home department, Bertha Mahaffey; librarian, Lora Dickey. R. F. Healy, secretary; W. V. Holmes,
superintendent.

Reunion Notices
Prices of wall tents for the Clinton District reunio1n at
Rich Hill, Missouri, August 24 to September 2: 8 by 10,
$2.75; 10 by 12, $3.50; 10 by 14, $4.50; cots GO cents each.
Please write the undersigned at Holden, Missouri, as to your
wants. 1Send remittance with order i,f possible. H. E. Moler.
The central Te:leas conference and reunion are called off
owing to the fact that the entire, 1State of Texas is unde,rgo·
i)1g one of the most seVJere drouths ever known in the State'.
This was done after careful thought and due consideration.
The district officers will remain as a,t present until the February conference and conventions. The place and date of
these will he announced later. B. F. Spicer, district president.
To the Saints of the Sou,thern Ohio District: Being unable
to secure a suitab-le· place to hold our reunion in WeUston,
and in consultation with Apos,tle G. T. Griffiths we have decided to call off the reunion for this y1ear and have a, fourday meeting at Wellston, from September 20 to 23. Conf:eDence will convene at 10 a. m. on the 22d. We hope to see
large gatherings at these meetings. Arthur Allen, district
president, WJeil!st~J~n, Ohio, box 922.
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A ci:ucular letter was written that there would be two reunio1ns in true Western Oklahoma Dis,trict this year, but owing to crop shortage, we have decided to have but one, which
will be held at the home of Elder A. W. Saunders, Calumet,
Oklahoma, July 27 to August 5. Sunday school convention
will be held August 2, and conference the 3d. All Saints
,that will need tents should write th:eir needs to A. W. Sanders at once, as tents are goi,ng to be hard to obtain this y1ear.
Those coming from a distanc'e will be met at trains, and other
accommodations :as usual will be had. Lemuel Dyke, district secretary, Eagle City, Oklahoma.

Notice for Beginner Teachers
Please note in Begi1nner Quarterly for July-September, Lessons twelve and thirteen , got transposed in printing, and
tllerefore appear in reve-rse order. Parents' att,ention should
he called to this.
G. R. WELLS, Superintendent.

Our Departed Ones
MITTS.-Louisa Jane Hill was born December 31 1839.
B:a,ptized by F. C. Keck. Died June 13, 1917, near Eidorado
Springs, Missouri. Funeral sermon by H. E. Mol>er ass-isted
by S. C. Williams. She was a true and earnest 'Saini:.
METCALF.--Brother Alexander Metcalf was born Dec~ember
23, 1858, near Glenhave,n, Grant County, Wiscon:sin. Died
sudde,nly at his home near Porcupine, Wisconsin, Ma,y 26,
1917, presumed to have been caused by heart failure. He
had been working on his farm during the day and was spend\ing a pieasant ev:ening with his family and a few young people who were visit~ng at the home. Leaves to mourn, his
wif·e and 4 children, 2 brothers and other l'elatives. Funeral
sermon by Leonard Houghton, to a very large attendance.
BAILEY.-Nannie I. Schiller, wife of Elder ·J. W. A. Bailey,
was born at Garrolton, Missouri, January 2~1, 1879. Died
June 2, 1917. She was the daughter of Adolph 31nd Sarah
Schiller. Was bereaved of her mo,ther in childhood. At. tile
age of seven years she was 'adopted by Mr. Daniel J. Beck
and wife, being a resident of Warrensburg since th"en, Shortly
after her marr1age she accepted the restored gospel. On

THE REASONS WHY
You Should Go to Graceland
Ill-JUNIOR COLLEGE
Graceland has the unique distinction of being the
first Junior College in Iowa. The Junior College
movement has come to ibe a recognized factor in the
development of the educational system of the country.
The fact that Graceland was the first Junior Colle:ge to secure recog111ition from the State University
of Iowa is ample evidence of the quality of work
being done at Gmceland.
Graduates from the Junior College rece:ve the degree of Associate 'in Arts (A. A.). Completion of
the course entitles you to enter without examinations
and with full third year standing any of the leading colleges or universities of the country.
For more complete inlorma.tion and catalogue
address
·

THE PRESIDENT, GRACELAND COLLEGE, LAMONI, lOWA
The above is the third of a series of reasons why you should attend Graceland College. They include the questions of: Credit,
Teacher Training, Junior CollPge, Spiritual
Environment, Low Expense, Special Departments, Equipment, Literary Work and
Faculty.
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August 18, 1896 married J. W. A. BaHey. Four son.s a~d
one daughter were born to them: James W., who d:ed m
childhood, John Elmer, Edith Pauline, Daniel Nels, and
Frederick Adolph. Husband, three sisters, amd her ag.ed
foster-mother survive. Sister Bailey will be greatly missed
in he~· home circle and in chUrch and community activities.
She was one of the pre'Side,nts of the stake Woman's Auxiliary,
serving with ability. Sermon by C. J. Hunt. Services in
charge of D. J. Krahl, assisted by E. A. McWethy.

Ontario, by J. F. Curtis, ~nd confirmed by J. F. Curtis and
J. R. Grice. Died June 3, 1917, at the home of her sister,
Mrs. Frazier, in Tilbury East, Eent County, Ontario, from
anemia. She was loved by all and had been a nurs1e for
many years. Overtaxation in her practice ..evidently shortened her days. Funeral services at the home of her sister,
'Mrs. Frazier, by R1everend Mr. Wells. Interment in Rosedale
Cemetery.

POWLES.--Thomas B. Powles was born in Monmouthshire,
England, August 9, 1841, and at the age of thi,ee years came
with his pare,nts to America. BaptiZJed August 29, 1890, by
Robert M. Elvin, and was a faithful member. Died at his
home near Bartlett, Iowa, June 6, 1917. Leaves to mourn,
an aged companion, 1 son, 6 grandchildren, 6 great-grandchildren 1 brother. Funeral services at Saints' church at Bartlett, 'Iowa, by W. E. Haden, assisted by John Huston.

WHITEAKER.-William A. Whiteaker was born September
4, 1886, near Cameron, Missouri. Baptized JUine 6, 1909.
Honest and industrious. and lov·ed by all. Ever ready to lend
a he,lping hand. Died at Thermopolis, Wyoming, May 27,
1917. Three brothers and 2 sisters are left to mourn his
early departure: Albert R. and Thomas L., of Cameron;
Wes1ey C., of Shoshoni, Wyoming; Mrs. Minnie 'Sherard, of
p,attonsburg, Missouri, and Mrs. Mary MckillJnis, of Kellog,
Idaho. He is a nephew of Mrs. Angie Dwyer of Came~ron,
and leaves a host o,f friends there to mourn his departure.
!Sermon at Saints' church, Cameron, Missouri, by William
Lewis.
,

HoRNICK.-Sister Ruth Isabel Hornick was born December
3, 1889, at Tilbury East, Kent C_ounty, Ontario, Canada.
Baptiz,ed August 13, 19'16, at Ene Beach, Kent County,
Tonsils and Adenoids completely removed.

Dr. Joseph Mather, Specialist
in diseases of the eye, ear, nose, and
throat.
Elders and family on ministerial allowance, work done free of charge.
Cataracts removed.
Work done in Independence Sanitarium, Independence, Missouri.
THE OLD JERUSALDM GosPEL.-A col
lection of twenty-nine very convincing
sermons by the eloquent Independence
OI'cttor, Joseph Luff. Written almost as
brilliantly as they have been spokenand with the additional value of being
imperishable. Clear, sparkling gospel
crystals. Gems of Latter Day Saint doctrinal literature. No. 253, cloth
$1.00
JOSEPH SMITH. WHo WAS HE?_:_A
book especially calculated for the investigator who prefers every-day language, and who wants to take a first
step in learning about the work Joseph
Smith was sent to help establish. Written by Willard J. Smith and calculated
for the every-day man. No. 288, cloth
·····-··············--··---·····-·'··-·····---------·······-·· .. $.75

ree
Why not grow your own foodstuffs in this time of crisis? Cut
down living expenses by· accepting our offer of land on the railway
right of way free of charge. While we give employees the preference,
we hope many others will avail themselves of the land they do not use.
Begin now and select your spot. Make application to the Station
Agent or Section Foreman.
As soon as your tract has been assigned, start preparing the
soil at once. Manure the land if possible, and plow or spade deeply.
Make the see~ beds fine and firm. Plant mostly vegetables that can
b~ kept for _w1~ter use, such as potatoes, beans, onions, carrots, parsmps and turmps. Cultivate and hoe thoroughly. Kill the weeds.
Keep the surface soil loose.
Assistance and advice regarding growing of gardens will be
•
gladly furnished by J. B. Lamson, Agriculturist,
Chicago, or 0. H. Liebers, Agricultural Agent,
.Lines West, Railway Exchange Building, Denverr,
Colorado.

E. A. Howard, Vice President'
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REPENTANCE
(Sy,nopsis of sermon preached by Elbert A. Smith, at Lamoni, Iowa, Sunday evening, September 10, 1916.)

_Scripture reading: Acts 2: 22-42:
My theme to-night is one that mighrt be considered
rather unpleasant or unpopular. It is naturally
associated with sackcloth and ashes. Jesus, said on
a certain occasion, "If the mighty works, which
were done in you, had been done in Tyre and Sidon,
they would have repented long ago in sackcloth and
ashes." (Matthew 11 : 21.)
In those days people were more emotional and
perhaps more demonstrative than they are to-day.
They sometimes feU their guilt and sorrow so keenly
that they clothed themselves in sackcloth and sprinkled ashes on their heads. We do not do that now.
It does not follow, however, that many people do
not feel just as keenly the sins of guilt. If you
could see some of th~ letters of confession that come
to the office of the First Presidency from time to
time you would admit this to be the fact. These
confessions oome unsolicited from men and women
who feel the keenest anguish because of their lost
integrity or purity.
HEART-WRUNG CONFESSION

Why do they ma}\:e such confessions? It is because they are wrung from them by anguish of heart
that does not allow them any rest either by day or
by night, until they have made oonfession to some
one whom they believe to be in authority.
It is my purpose to tell you how this sorrow may
be used as a means of salvation. ·we might be
asked. why we present this principle when it is of
such a painful nature. We answer that we do so
because it is one of the principles of the gospel.
I call your attention to the first three verses of
the sixth chapter of Hebrews:
.t

Therefore leaving the principles of the doctrine of Christ,
let us go on unto perfection; I1ot laying again the foundation
of rep€!ntance from dead works, and of faith toward God.

Of the doctrine of baptism's, and of laying on of hands, and
of resurrection of the dead, ailld of eternal judgment. And
this will we do, if God permit.

THE FOUNDATION

You will notice that Paul here names the fundamental principles of the doctrine of Christ, which
he terms the foundation. These passages are frequeptly quoted from our pulpits, but they have lost
none of their force and fidelity because of this fre,..
quent "use, and in order that you may apprehend
their true significance, I want to present you something about this man Paul, who is the aU!thor of this
declaration.
PAUL'S MESSAGE

It is said of him in Acts 9: 15: "He is a chosen
ve,ssel unto me, to bear my name before the Gentiles,
and kings, and the children of Israel."
We may not be kings, but o:he thing is sure, we
are either Jews or Gentiles, so Paul is a special messenger to us. '
It is said further concerning him, in Acts 22: 14 :
"The God of our fathers hath chosen thee, that thou
shouldest know his will, and see that Just One, and
shouldest hear the voice of his mouth."
Paul, then, is a special messenger to us, and orie
who knows the will of God. I have sometimes wondered how it happened that all the reformers and
creed makers passed by this sys,tem of fai~th so concisely set forth by the Apostle Paul, a confession of
faith that we might term the Pauline Creed. I cannot
understand why they did so _unless it is in harmony
with the statement made by Isaiah, that the wisdom
of their wise men shall perish. That imminent convocation of learned divines that met at Westminster
to dr:aft the Westminster Confession of F'aith, might
very well have adopted this confession of faith at
their first session and adjourned. All of their labor
and pains might thus have been spared, rand have
thus been more nearly in harmony with the word
of God.
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quR EPITOME OF FAITH

It remainBd for Joseph Smith and his associates
to adopt this confession of faith practically as it
stands, coming rto us as it &ees from one who has
a special mesSiage for us, and one who knows the
will of God. In our Epitome of Faith, published
as early as 1842, and still issued by the church, we
find the following statement:
We believe these ordinancres [the ordinances of the gospel]
are: Faith in God and in the Lord Jesus Christ. Repentance.
Baptism by immersion for the remissiQn of sins. Laying on
of hands for the gift of the Holy Ghost. We beHev:e in the
resurrection of the body; that the dea.d! in Christ will rise
firsrt, and the re:st of the dead will not live again until the
thousand years are expired. We believe in the doctrine of
et:ernal judgment, which provides that men shall be judged,
rewarded, or punished, according to the degree of good, or
evil, they shall have don€.

This is the only attempt that I call to mind that
the church has ever made to formulate in a sing·le
document a statement of faith that might be called
a creed, and you notice that it is exactly in harmony
in every particular with this statement made by Paul
in the sixth chapter of Hebrews. This statement of
faith is complete and all inclusive. It takes a man
from the first da:wtning of faith as it comes to him
at his mother's knee, or under the instruction of·
the preac:her, carries him through the necessary repentance, the 'waters of regeneration and baptism,
the reception of the Holy Spirit, as a guide through
this life and through the resurrection into the very
presence of God in the eternal judgment. It is complete and adequate. Northing need be added to it,
and we should owe an apology if. we take anything
from it.
We must remember, however, that it should be
accompanied by the further statement of Paul, that
having yielded obedience to the principles of the gospel so far as we can, we should go on to perfection.
An aged sister was lamenting the conduct of her
husband, during a prayer service at one of our reunions. She said she wished he would obey the gospel. . He rather resented her statement, and said,
"I don't see why she should say that she wished I
would obey the gospel when I have been baptized
thl'ee times." His idea of the· gospel seemed to be
that he should be baptized repeatedly.
Paul seems to have been addressing that class of
people, and he exhorted them, that having been baptized and yielded obedience to these principles, they
should go on to per£ection.
·
A DOCTRINE OF CHRIST

We present the doctrine of repentance then because it is one of the principles of the gospel, or
doctrine of Christ, and Paul says, in Romans 1: 16:
For I am not ashamed of the gospel of Christ for it is the
power of Gop unto salvation to ev,ery one that believeth; to
the Jew first, and also to the Greek.

Also Timothy 4 : 16 :
Trake heed unto thyself, and unto the doctrine; continue
in them: for in doing this thou ·shalt both save thyself, and
them that hear thee.

It is written in 2 John 9:
Whosoever transgress.eth, and abideth 1not in the doctrine
of Christ, hath not God. He thaf abideth in the doctrine of
Christ, he hath both the Fatherr and the Son.

It is the principle that Jesus himself preached.
Mark 1: 14 says:
Now after that John was put in prison, Jesus came into
Galilee, preaching the gospel of the kingdom .of God.
PENTECOST

Let tis wo back now to the situation set fortth in
our scriptum! lesson in the second chapter of Acts.
It was the day of Pentecost, and the disciples assembled in harmony with the instruction of the Master
that theyshould tarry at Jerusalem until they were
endowed with power from on high, received a wonderful baptism of the Holy Spirit. They had spoken
in tongues, and prophesied until the attention of
the multitude had been attracted. Peter said of
these manifestations, that t!ley were in fulfillment
of the statement of Joel,
The day shaH come to pass i:n, the last days, s.aith God, I
wi:ll pour out o:f ihy Spirit upon all flesh: and your sons and
y,our daughters shall prophes.y, and your young men shall
see visions, and your old men shall dream dream:s: And on
my servants .and on my handmaidens I will pour .out in those
days of my Spirit'; and they shall prophesy.

Peter did not say that this was the fulfillment of
the prediction of Joel as to what should occur in the
last days, but that is the same thing that should
come in the last days. We have seen some of these
manifestations at our recent reunion. Many of the
people on that occasion, however, alleged that the
disciples were drunken, just as they did when these
wonderful gifts were given to our people at the dedication of the Kirtland Temple. Lieutenant Gunnison, in his work, says that rthe Saints had spent tl}e
day drinking, and that these ~gifts were the result.
The charge was just as true in one instance as in
the other.
When Peter stood up to preach he knew that he
was facing the men who had been pa11ties to the
murder ,of Christ. ,He knew that they would not
hesitate to murder him if he should incur their enmity by any accusation. yet he did not hesitate
to declare to them the whole gospel of God, and
charge them with having crucified the Lord of glory.
After he had done rSO, the record states that they
were pricked in their hearts and cried out, "Men
and brethren, what shall we do?" Evidently the
Spirit of· God began to wmk in their hearts. This
w:as not the baptism of the Spirit that-came to them
later as a Comforter, but on this occasion the Spirit
was with them as an accuser, and it acts in thesf}
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two functions . of the Holy Ghost. The preaching
of Peter alone was not adequate to bring this change.
We frequently observe tha:t we may talk to people,
and preach to them, and argue with them until we
are discouraged and almost black in the face, as the
saying is, and we cannot seem to effect any change
in them. But then the Spirit of God comes into
their hearts as it did in the hearts of .some during
our Decent reunion, and they are given hearts of
flesh to take the place of hearts of stone rthat they
.have previously had. When we argue with men
they set
up
arguments to meet our argumentsI that
.
.
seem, at le1ast, to be adequate and even,_
If convinced against their will,
Th~y

are men of the same opinion still.
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THE CHURCH AND THE WAR
Many requests are coming in for a definition of
the position of the church in regard to war. It must
be clear to anyone who reads the church literature
that as 'a church and as Christians we are very
strongly opposed to war. In addition to the teachings of Jesus against violent resistance and in favor
of , peace we find in the Doctrine and Covenants
Zion is referred to as ~the New Jerusalem, a city
of peace, of refuge and of safety. ,(45: 12, 13.)
And it shall come to pass, among the wicked, that every
man that will not take his sword against his neighbor, must
1needs flee unto Zion for saf,ety. AmJJ there shall be gathered
unto it out of every nation under heaven; and i•t shall be the
only people that shall not be at war one with another. And
it shall be said among the wicked, let us not go up to battle
against Zion, for the inhabitants of Zion arie terrible, wherefore we cannot stand.-Doctr~ne and Covenants 45: 13.
Therefore, renounce war and proclaim peace, anp. seek diligently to turn the 'hearts of their children to their fathers,
and the h1e1arts of the fathers :to the children.-Doctrine and
Covenants 9·5: 3.

The Holy Spirit is spoken of in the Book of Covenantsas being sharper than a two-edged sword, even
to the dividing of the joints and marrow. It is
the still small voice that arouses the inner man to
activity. We must remember, how,ever, thart the experiences of these men came after Peter had deIn pursuance of this, on April 10, 1911, the Genclared the word to them. /And so in our experience. eral Conference passed the following resolution:
Wwar.e required to denounce wrong and proclaim in
Whereas, We look with favor upon the growing sentiment
favor of right, and after that is done in order that thr,oughout the civiiized world in favor of peace and against
it may be available, we may expeot the Spirit of war, and a resort to arbitration in both international a.nd
God to come in and convey the message to the hearts national disputes, and
Whereas, the Lord has commanded the church to "renounce
of the people. The preaching must be done, because
war and proclaim peace," also to "lift up an ensign of peace
Paul says that it pleases God to save the world by
and make a proclamation of peace unto the ends of the earth," .
the foolishness of preaching. But reason and logic, thertefore be it
however, in preaching, are not sufficient, but must
Resolved, That w,e, the: ministry and delegates. of the Rebe accompanied and followed by the Spirit of God,. organized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints in
that was able to touch the· hear,ts of the people on conference assembled at Lamoni, Iowa, this 11th day of
the day of Pentecost. We notice a statement made Ap·ril, 1911, unreser>eedly commit ourselves to the conservation of world peac·e.
on that occasion: "Then they that gladly received
Resolved, That a copy of this r,ets·olution be sent to the
his words were baptized, and the same day there President of :the United States, also the Senate and House of
Wie11e added. unto them about three thousand souls." Reprelsentatives.-Confe,rence Resolution No. 663.
Their example certainly is worthy of emulation.
FOR PEACE
Note the answer that Peter gave to an inquiry
The ch.urch as such is an advocate of peace and
on that occasion:
peaceful settlement of wrongs, whether of individThen Peter said unto •them, Repent, and he baptized every
one of you ~n the name ,of Jesus Christ for the remission of uals or of nations. The leading officials are likewise
sins, and ye shall ne:ceive the gift of the Holy Ghost. For adv<ocates of peace, of condliation and of judicial setthe promise is unto you, and to your children, and to all that tlement of difficulties, of individuals or of nations or
• position could well be taken by the
are afar off, even as many as the Lord our God shall call.- race,s. No· other
Acts 2: 38, 39.
church as a representative of the lowly Nazarene.
These people already believed; they had talmn one
Further than this, tke church is not a national
step. They were ,told to repent, which was the sec- church, but International. Its heart bleeds for the
ond step, and· to Abe baptized, which was the third. su'ffering of all people. It must stand for peace
So in this brief statement Peter included threB of the with righteousness. In the present great war it is
principles of the gospel, and so far as he went, it represented by, members upon both sides.
was exacrtly in harmony with Paul's statement of
GERMANY
the principles of the doctrine of Christ.
But as individuals and as a Nation we may fairly,
(Goncluded next week.)
justly and truly urge that America has no war
If mercy were not mingled with His power, this against the German people. The splendid' research
wretched world would not subsist one hour.-Sir which has fo].lnd its home in German universit,ies,
W. Davenant.
the critical analysis of many problems, the work ·
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in philosophy and in science, the German land ·as
· d

a home of poetry and of music is well recogmze
and appreciated. The steps that have been taken
for efficient city governments, for the protection of
the workingmen for old age and sickness and the
splendid qualities which are shown and appreciated
in its citizens who have settled in America, are all

tongue, or people should proclaim war against them, they
shouid first lift a standard of peace unto that peopie:, nation
or tongue, and if that people did not ac,oept the offering of
peace, neither the seco,nd nor the third time, they should
bring these testimonies before the Lord; then, I, the Lord,
would give unto them a commandment, and justify them in
going out to battle against that nation, tongue or people, and
I, the Lordi, would fight th~ir battles, and the,ir children's
battles and their children's children until they had ~aveJilged
themselves on all their enemies, to the third and fourth gen1eration; behold, this is an 1ensample unto all people, saith
the Lord, your God, for justification before me.

recognized.
There is no desire to take from them one particle
of land or drop of blood. But there is a war against
autocracy and that military despotism which has
This ·appears to justify war in some circumthreatened and still threatens the peace of the whole stances at lel:tst. Certainly the American Governworld and which has now involved it in war. The ment has lifted an ensign of peace for the third and
fight is on behalf of personal liberty and democracy fourth time, if not more, before decreeing that peace
in Germany as well as elsewhere, and ~to insure the was no longer possible. Now there are some of
future peace of the world. For this military domi- these passage's which state the Lord will fight our
nation has for many year~s, even before the outbreak battles. That is our hope, yet it appears that in
·of the present war, threatened not only Eu:mpe but times past, at least part of the burden has rested
also America. As a nation the 'question is not of upon the people. Zion has not yet been established
war or of peace, but it has come to the point where as the Lord has directed. The question is asked of
it is war at home in our own land or to end it quickly the necessity of the work of the ministry, Should we
in this war abroad. _
ask for exemption simply to avoid this conscription,
The church by its organization is opposed to autoc- or will it be with a deep determination to make a perracy and favors human rights and human liberty. sonal sacrifice and a devoted effort to establish Zion?
The church, in fact, if we analyze it correctly, is
As has already been pointed out in these columns,
the very quintessence of democracy, aristocracy and the economic plan for the establishment of Zion
monarchy, in that it becomes the kingdom of God was given over eighty years ago. We were told
yet possesses in the purest sense the principles of · that Zion might have been redeemed even now (in
democracy.
1834), but we would not. But now the world is
As a world church we cannot take a further posi- coming to that point, and the Government th:r:ough
tion except for peace against war, for democmcy income taxes is reaching out after surplus property.
against autocracy, and for right.eousness against Four years ago a law was given in regard to unnecessary wants, also to pa.y the church debts. \Already
evil.
The question becomes an individual one. Those we see the time is coming for its compulsory fulfillwho are citizens of the United States owe to her ment. While it is yet day what should we do?
the right of liberty of conscience and personal free- Should we obey God or continue as in the past?
dom. The fact that we are in the world and are That is the especial problem of the church.
a part of it is recognized at once by the Bible (John
SUPERRESISTANCE
17) 'and also by latter-day re,velation (Doctrine and
Covenants 128: 8).
Effective nonresistance is not a negative matter,
but
ra,ther the superlative power of spirit over matTHE LAW OF WAR
ter. It requires a change in the individual as is
As individuals we recognize that holy writ is full pointed out by our extracts fr,om "Superresistance,"
of prophecy of the evil and wars \thich are to be which will appear next week. Yet it seems plain,
poured out upon the nations of the earth when peace as citizens of the country, our young men are sub- .
shall be taken from the ea:vth (1: 6). "The wicked ject to draft the same as any others. And if they
shall slay the wicked, and fear shaH come upon go, they should go with courage and with strength,
every man, and the, saints also shall hardly es- ·not with fear and shrinking. ,surely our Father
cape."-Doctrine and Covenants 63: 9.
can protect them one place as well as another. It
As the law governing, we have the 95th section,. is not a matter of choice. Perhaps as has been
the fifth and sixth paragraphs. From the latter indicated some will claim exemption . while not
we quote as follows :
really entitled thereto. Yet should we stand for
Behold this is the law I ga,ve unto my servant, Nephi; and ,democracy. A real conscientious objector deserves
thy fath~r.Joseph, and Jacob, and Isaac, and Abraham, and
serious considemtion and treatment.
all my ancient prophets and ,apostles. And again, .this is the
We note that the "Federal Council of Churches of
law that I gave unto mine ancients, that they should not go
out unto battle against any nation, kindred, tongti,e, or peopLe, Christ in America stand ready to try to protect their
save. I, the Lord, commanded them.

'And if any nation,

·

·(Continued on page 645.)
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F AlTH AND ORIGIN OF CHURCHES---Part 1
BY J. F. MINT UN

[This begins a series of articles p.nder the above title by
Elder ,J. F. Mi1ntun. He assures us that he has V1erified and
reverified most carefully the quot,ations used. The series
should prove of interest to many of our readers; enabling
them to bette,r appreciate the r.eJigi·ous views of others. The
eoctracts are by ro means exhaustive, but they should at least
help us to value the religious efforts and l:ieHefs of others.
It is with this purpose in view that they are printed.~
EDITORS.]

INTRODUCTION

Many exposes have been written by those who have
pretended to be fair in the representation of the faith
of others, which are now in existence, nearly all of
which have been written with the especial object of
financially profiting the author; a few being written
because of a personal antipathy to the faith or church
about which they have written, and fewer still
with the better object of correctly presenting the
facts to the minds of the readers in a wav that would
be helpful to them in detenpining the tr~th, gathered
from the friends and acknowledged representatives
of the faith or church written about.
The latter object is the only one the author of this
work has in view. That this object may be fully
realized the writter has made copious extracts from
various authors who have wriUen as friends of the
various faiths represented 'with a desire to see how
many points of agreement exist between the so-called
Christian and the heathen religions, and between the
different so-called Christians; besides, to determine,
so far as possible in a work so brief as this of necessity must be, all the good in each and all of the
various phases of religion, and trace the origin of
all this good to the one common source: God. Then
leaving the differences that may exist in any of these
religious bodies to be expressed by those who claim
to be friends to that form of religion; and the differences between any one of these religions and the
religion of Jesus Christ to be largely determined
, by the reader, he to conclude which of all these is the
one most to be desired.
It should be the aim of every person to seek the
good, and to acknowledge it" when found. · Many lose
a large part of the enjoyment of this life, and largely
destroy their influence for the bettering of the human
race by l?eing too narrow in their estimation of where
good is to be £ound, thinking there is n9 good, noth~
ing of a Godlike character only with them. A beautiful thought is expressed, upon and in ·hannony with
this subject, by John H. Barrows D. D., president
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of the religious congress, held at Chicago, Illinois in
1876, when in his opening remarks he said:
It is perf·ectly evideJnt to all illuminated minds that we
should cherish loving thoughts of all pe.opie1, and humane
views of all the great and l1asting religions, and whoever
would advance the cause. ,of his OWill faith mus't first discover
and gratefully acknowledge the truths contained in all other
faiths.

The writer has also another object in mind, and
that is to prove himself a tru_e friend to those in
error, by placing in their hands a means-I· do not
claim for it the ablest nor the most perfect meansthat the ones ·in error may discover at least some of
their errors and to take advantage of such discovery
by making an exchange of their mistakes for that
which is correct and of God, or at least start the
readers on the road of investigation and in pursuit
of truth, for which in time they will be willing to
exchange all their errors as fast as discovered.
All religions, both so-called heathen and Christian
which do not correctly represent the truth of Him'
they all claim as the author, and they all claim to
spring from the revealments of God to the race at
some time in the history of the world cannot be what ·
they claim to be. These all had for their beginning
some gospel dispensation, the truths of which became changed and modified to suit the dispositions
of the peoples of different nations without any instruction from the Lord, hence ar0:se theSi(i)' contradictory faiths. No religion Claims to . go back
previous to man's contemplated existence. Different
peoples ascribe the beginning of man's existence
on earth to· different periods of time, and yet uncertainty as to the exact time, and the number of
years that are past of his existence is about the
only certainty tha't exists, and no people seem to have
possession of unmistakable evidence upon this
point. Nearly all religions claim to have had their
beginnings with man's existence, whether that be
thousands or tens of thousands of years in the past.
The heathen religionist claims to teach the same
~truths taught by Jesus Christ centuries before the
babe of Bethlehem was born, but none claim to have
had an existence before he claims to have had an
existence, for he was in the beginning with God,
and "without him was nothing made tll.at was made."
(John 1: 3.)
All religions had for their earthly author some
great and good personage, who at the time of his
existence .on the earth was not received by the majority, but suffered opposition and persecution, which
finally resulted in his death. Scriptural history
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l'eveals the fact that nearly all the great and good the Christ as relates to the salvation of mankind.
of all ages, and especially those prominent in the:; Some have concluded that Jesus Christ copied from
representation of God, have been sevj:lrely perse:- the religions which exi,sted before he was manicuted, many of whom have been put to death, from fested in the flesh, this being the legitimate outcome
righteous Abel to the last one prominent as a relig- of an erroneous opinion that the religion of Jesus
ious representative.
Christ, or the gospel of Jesus Christ was the result
Besides all this history, it is a prominent truth of the birth, life and death of Jes~s,. who was born
taught in all ages that one would come who should of the virgin Mary, and that this s.ystem of religious
give his life for the good of the race, and whenever principles never had been propagated previously
the gospel has been advocated, the atonement has upon the earth.
been the prominent theme. Hence the consistent
But much evidence is contained in the Bible of the
source from whence has sprung the agreement in all most positive character that the gospel work of J e•sus
religions relative to one good person being the author Christ, including the atonement, was from the beginof truth who was or should be crucified, and an agree- ning of time.
ment or similarity in many of the doctrines advoIn 1 Peter 1: 19, 20, we have this:
cated and principles indorsed.
But with the pr,ecious blood of Christ, as of a lamb withBecause of this similarity, andthe claim made by out blremish 'and without spot; who ve.rily was fore'ordained
many of the larger relig~ous organizations fhat claim before the foundation of the world.
to be Christian, that the gospel was not taught . In Re,;elation 13.: 8 we are informed ~hat Christ
previous to the birth of Jesus the Christ, the skeptic was a Lamb slam from the foundatiOn of the
has concluded that the Christian religion was largely world."
borrowed from the religions called heathen, for they
From these evidences we' can understand why
existed previous to the birth of Jesus of N!azareth; Abel's gift was accepted of God and Cain's was not,
and they taught many of the same truths he taught, and how it can be consistently said that "By faith
of which it is claimed he was the author. But it will Abel offered unto Goa a more excellent sacrifice than
have been noticed that the Bible presents' the fact Cain." (Hebrews 11: 4.)
that the gospel was from the beginning, and that as
It is evident that since "Faith oometh byhearing,
soon as man fell a subject to sin, and thus needed and hearing by the word of God," (Romans 10: 17)
salvation, there was revealed to him the atonement that God had instructed both Cain and Abel in regard
and the principles that shoul<;t govern him in securing to their duty in offering sacrifices, and the object
complete redemption from sin and all its conse- of such offerings., and Abel was moved by faith in
quences. This should be borne in mind all the way what the Lord had said.
through the examination of these differing faiths., in
Enoch walked with God (Genesis 5: 24), which
which are some of these similarities that indicate as could not be unless God had instructed him how to
the author the same intelligence.
walk.
Noah was· a preacher of righteousness (2 Peter
SO-CALLED HEATHEN RELIGIONS
2: 5), which righteousness was revealed in the gosIt will be noticed by the most casual observer that pel of Christ. (Romans 1; 16, 17.)
there are many· theories that form a part of the soMelchisedec was priest of the most high God, and
called heathen religions that are in harmony with or after the order of the Son of God (Genesis 14 : 18 ;
very similar to the theories of tl).e so-called Christian Hebrews 5: 6, 10), and "brought forth bread and
religions, but this condition should not be wondered wine," and blessed Abraham, the father of the faithat when it is known that from one blood all the na- ful, to whom was the gospel preached (Galatians
tions ,of the earth originated; that the one creator is 3: 8).
God to them all, and has from the very beginning reThen Moses preached the gospel ; so says the
vealed to his creature, man, the way of life and salva- writer of the letter to the Hebrews (4: 1, 2).
tion; and that all that relates to man's salvation has
When it is understood that the religion of Jesus
come through the Christ. For "there is no other Christ was revealed in the beginning to the first
name given under heaven or among men whereby sinner, and when obeyed brought the light of life
man shall be saved," was taught by one of his earthly to the obedient one, and that when through the carnal
. representatives. He taught that "no man can oome to ways of sinners this system was corrupted, there althe Father but by me." (John 14: 6.) He is the ways remain some of the prominent features of·the
"author of eternal salvation to .all them that obey original. In every dispensation in which the gospel
him," as another of his representatives declares. has been restored and represented, and then cor(Hebrews 5: 9.) Especially should there be no sur- rupted, there have remained features of the system in
prise at this by those who profess to believe that in common. So one can plainly see that these systems
the Bible is a correct representation of the work of · have had a common origin, a true revealment, and
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then have been corrupted by sinners. Then when the
true system is again revealed the conclusion is advocated that the author of it is but a copyist, instead
of a restorer of that which was lost, as was Jesus
in the meridian of time.
I can only present features of these so-called heathen religions, but, by the help of God, will present
those most prominent, and will show the true nature
of the religion being represented.

threefold aspect.... In the spiritual aspect all gods are one.
God, in 'the sens,e of a personal creator of the universe is
not known in the veda, and the highest effort of rationalistic
thought in I,ndia has been to see God in the totality of all
that is.

Upon this same subject of gods believed in, Swami
Abhedananda says,:

In no other scripture than the Vedas, in no other religion
than that of Vedanta,, is the personal God described as the
father and the mother, the efficient and material cause of the
universe. Nowadays liberal-minded Christians are •trying
EGYPTIAN RELIGION
to ,introduce the idea that God is both father and mother
Of the Egyptian religion, J. A. S. Grant, a Bey of the universe, but they do not realize that by so doi ng they.
are entimly upsetting the Christian conception of God, who
of Cairo, Egypt, says, of the human body:
The ancient Egyptians beliteved that the living human" dWiells outside of nature and of the universe. He describes
body consisted of three parts: First, ,Sahoo, the fleshy sub- the motherly aspect as follows:
She is the father and protector of us all; she is the. son
stantial body; S1econd, Ka, the double. It was the eocact
and
the creator; by her grace she saves from sin the souls of
counterpa,rt of the substantial body, only it was spiritual,
a,nd could not be seen. It was an intelligence that permeated , thos,e who woa:-ship her. She gives to her children ev,erything
a,U through the body and guided its different physical func- that is worth giving. She dwells in the forms of all devas,
tions, such as digestion, etc.; . . . Third, Ba. The Ba cor- or bri,ght spirits; she is all that is born and all that will he
responds to our soul, or rather, spirit.-Rieligious Gongress, bo:nn. She is all in all.
A Hindu woman thinks that she is a part of the divine
p. 148.
mother, nay, one with hea:-. She looks upon all men and
Of the worship of God:
women of the world as her own children. She thinks of herThe ancient Egyptians, however, although accused of ani- self as the blessed mother of the world.
mal worship, saw in these animals attributes of their one
Views of an Idol. Dvivedi says:
nll<meless God, and originally, their apparent adoration of
an animal was ~n reality adoration of the,ir God for one or
It may be said .without the least fear of contradiction that
other of his beneficent attributes.... The ancient Egyptians no Indian idolater as such believes the piec,e of &<tone, metal,
figured 'the attributes of their one God, and in due time each or wood before his ey,es to be his god in a1ny s,ense of the
of these figures was worshipped as a separate deity.-Ibid., word. He takes it only as a symbol of the all-pervading,,
149.
and uses it as
conveni,ent object for purposes of concenh~a,tion, which being accomplished he does not hes,itate to
Of the conditions in the beginning:
throw it away.
God dwelt with man till man l'ebelled aga,inst him. A GodVivekananda says:
man (Osiris) had to come to the earth to deliver and do good
to man. He, however, was sacrificed, having been killed by
Superstition is the enemy of man, but bigotry i& worse.
the evil principles, but only in as far as his huma,n body was Why does a 'Christian go to church? Why is the cross holy'/
concerned, for he afterwards appeared in the next world as Why is the face turned toward the' sky in prayer? Why aN
the judge of the dead, and his son, Horus, who came from his there so many images in the Catholic Church? Why are
father's dea,d body, manifested himself on the earth a,s the! thel'e so ma1nY ima,geis in the minds of Protestants when they
sun at sunrise to dispel darkness, and destroy the works of pray? My brethren, we can no more think about anything
the wicked one.-Ibid., pp. 150, 151.
without a material image than we ca:n live without breathThese statements of Mr. Grant sustain that which ing.
1

a

has previously been stated in reference to the similarity of the corrupted religions with the true religion of Jesus Christ as restored by him in the meridian of time.
HINDUISM

The religion of the Hindu, or Hinduism, had its origin with Brahma, but is somewhat modified to what
it originally existed. The Brahmins of to-day a:t~e
the firi?t of four castes of the Hindus. Brahma, Vishnu, and Siva were the three persons of the trinityBrahrna being the first person-of the gods of the
Hindus. He is considered as the author of the Vedas,
the sacred works of Hinduism. From the representatives of Hinduism we quote that which will
give an idea of the faith of Hinduism in general.
Of the Gods Believed In. Manila! N. Dvivedi says:
Agni, and Vishni, and Indta, 31nd Rudra are indeed so
many names of diffel'ent gods, but each of them had really a

The Vedas.

Swami Vivekananda says:

The Hindus haVle recehced their reUgion through the revelation of the Vedas. They hold that the Veda,s a,re without
beginning 'and without end.
By the Vedas no books are meant. They mea,n the accumuat~ed treasury of spiritual laws discovea:-ed by different persons in different times.

The Creation.

Dvivedi says:

So, then, physically the two nya,yas advocate the atomic
theory of the univ,erse. Ontologically they believe that these
atoms move in accordance with the will of an extra-cosmic
P'ersonal creature, called Isva,ra.

The Real Being, Man.

Vivekananda says:

The Vedas declare, "No. I am a spirit living in a body. I
am not the body. The body will die, but I will not die." So
then the Hindu believes 'that he is a spirit. . . . In its very
essence it is free, unbound, holy and pure and perfect. But
somehow or other it has got itself bound down by matter,
and thinks of itself as matter.

Dvivedi says :
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Every being has a soul called Jiva, whose attributes are
desire, intelligence, pleasure, pain, merit, diemell'it, etc.

Worship and Belief.

Dvivedi says:

The Purana,s have distinctively taught the unity of the
All, and sakisfactorily demonstrated that every c:t'e1ed and
worship is but one of the many ways to the realization of
the All. A Hindu would not condemn :lillY man for his religion, for he has well laid to heart the celebm,ted couplet
of the Bhagavati: "Worship, in whatever form, rendered to
whatever god, :t'eaches the Supreme, as rivers rising from
whatever source all flow into the ocean."
I would submit the following s,imple principles for your
consideration:
"First, Belief in the .existence of an ultramaterial principle
in nature and ~n the unity of the. All.
"'Second!, Belief in reincarnation and salvation by action."

Rites and Their Relation.

Dvivedi says:

I can, however, ,not pass over the well-known sub}ect of
the Samskaras, certain rites which under the Sutm ev'ery
Hindu · is bound to perform if he professes to be a Hindu.
... The incumb€)nt rites are such 'as every household is bound
to observe for securing immunity from sin. . . . The optional rites refer to certain cel'emonies in conneJCtion with
the dead, whose souls are supposed to rest with the lunar
Pitris for about a thousand years or more, before reinca,rnation . . . . By far the most important 'are the sixteen incidental S'amskaras.
·

Man's Final State.

Vivekananda says:

The Vedas teach that the soul is divine, Qnly held under
bondage of matter, and perf.ection will be reached when the
!bond shall burst. . . .
And they teach that this bondage can only fall off through
the mercy of God, and this mercy comes to the pure.
And what becomes of man when he becomes perfect? He
lhnes a life of bliss, infinite. He enjoys infinite and perfect
bliss, having obtai,ned the only thing in which man ought to
have pleasure-God-and enjoys the bliss with God.

Unity Comes from Contradictions.
Unity and variety is the plan of nature, and the Hindu has
recognized •it. Every other veligion lays down certain fi:x;ed
dogmas, and tries to force society to aclJopt them. . . . The
Hindus have discovered that the· absolute can only be realized or thought of or stated through the velative, and the
images, cross or cr,escent are simply so many centers,, so
many pegs •to hang the spiritual ide1as on. . . .
Why, then, are there so many contradictions? They ave
l()]lly' apparent, says the Hindu. The contradictions come
from the same truth adapting itself to the different circumstances of different natures.

[The next number of this series will take up
Buddhism and some of its subdivisions, also Jainism.
-'---'EDITORS.]

In looking over an old letter from one L. N. B.
Carpenter, we were interested in these statements:
"On the earth at the present time there are 1,500,000,000 of the human family. I find by calculation,
allowing two square feet to each individual that
they could all stand on a territory equal to less than
one half of one of the counties of Nebraska. There
would be room for all who have existed from the
days of Adam within the boundaries of the State
of Nebraska."

STUDENTS! ALUMNI! PARENTS!

I:t is generally reported that some colleges and
universities in this country will not reopen in September on account of the war. This rumor is baseless.
Graceland College, along with the other colleges and
universities of the country, will open at the usual
time and continue its regular work. To announce
this is enough to dispose of the rumor.
But a fallacious notion seems to lurk behind the
rumor, and a further word is needed to repudiate it.
That fallacy is that college and unversity work is
not so important, and that its continuance becomes
lesg imperative during war time.
This is a dangerous notion and should be disowned.
The very contrary is the truth.
One of the greatest and saddest calamities already
obvious as a lamentable result of the war, for Euro,.
pean nations, is that the intellectual flower of their
population is being destroyed. A great swath of
destruction has been cut through the ranks of eduGated young men who were to form the intellectual
leaders of the coming generation. They are gone.
The world has lost them. And those nations in the
coming years will be by so much the weaker and less
progressive, les,s ab1e to master the future's problems.
It is for us to take warning from this lamentable
example. We cannot afford to incur the same risk.
We must keep the ranks of our educated men wen
filled.
We do not know how deeply the fate of war will
ultimately spread death in our army. But w:e do
know that the cessation of one year's full quota of
educated men at our colleges and unversities would
be simply one whole year lost in the onward march
of progress during the next generation.
We cannot afford to contemplate this. The ranks
of the colleges and universities must be kept filled.
Science must receive its full annual share of nourishment, and must continue to contribute its full
annual share of results. Professors and students alike must not cease to assist in keeping alive the
body politic, for science is the breath of life to
the community. This war itself is a scientific war,
and before it ends we shall need, as the other nations
have already found, to continue unremittingly at
the task of research and preparation.
That task, though not so sensationally obvious,
is as indis.pensible and as honorable as the task of
agriculture and manufactures.
Let us, therefore, fully. understand that the rankf';
of the colleges and universities must be kept filled.
And let us carry this mes:sage to others. Let each
student who has decided to devote himself to military
service make every effort that his vacant place in
the army of science and learning shall be filled dur. ing the coming year by at least. one other enlistment
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the I. W. W. shot them down seemingly with as little
conscience as we slay chickens. In this circumstance
it is very evident that we are not out of the way in
concluding that their overt wickedness was simply
the effect by a few of a cause of the many. We can,
therefore, not look to the I. W. W. as a final remedy
for the situation complained of,. because the Lord
says, Vengeance is mine, I will repay, saith the
Lord. The L~rd told t~e L~tter ~ay Saints that th~y
were to acqmre land m Missoun by purchase, for 1f
1
by bloodshed :'Lo! your enemies a~~ upon y?u," "as
you are forbidden to shed b~ood, (Do~trm~e and
Covenants 63: 8.) That forcible extermmation of
t:Q.e wicked and wickedness, and forcible occupation of
the earth will eventu~lly obtain, we cannot in v~ew
of the :sacred word dispute, but that such forcible
extermination and forcible occupation must be resigned to God's omnipotence and not to be assumed
by man is equally indisputable.
ANARCHY AS A REMEDY
THE HASTENING T1ME~--Part 4
Anarchy
is
not
constructive, but destructive. It
BY ALVIN KNISLEY
aims at the abolition of government and the removal
of all restraints to that extent that each individual
INDUSTRIAL WORKERS OF THE WORLD
might be fr·ee to do as he pleases. They have defined
Many men throughout the country having become
their position as follows:
di,ssatisfied with the slower methods and milder
The !belief that there must he authority some~here, and
forms of dealing with the problem continuing to con- submission to authority, are at the root of all our mise·ry.
front us began, a few years ago, to form themselves As a remedy we advise a struggle for life or death against ·
into an organization with the above name. As it is all authority-physical authority, as embodied in the State,
unfair to judge or to decide against any society or or doctrinary authority, the result of ceinturies of ignorance
fraternity because of the misconduct of some of its and superstition, such. as religion, patriotism, obedience to
belief i:n the usefulness of government, submission to·
members it would not by any means follow that the laws,
the wealthy and to those in office-in short, a struggle against
violence with which some of the votaries of this novel all and e"\"e,:cy humbug designed to stupify and enslave the
organization have sought to propagate their senti- WIOrkingmjen. The worki)ngmen m:ust nec,essarily 'destroy
ments was the necessary fruitage of the organization authority: tho:;;e who are benefited by it certainly wiill not.
itself. The fact that Ingersoll was a Republican is Patriotism and religion 1are sanctuaries and bulwarks of
rascals; religion is the greatest curse of ,the human race1.
no argument that Republicanism is a system of Yet
there are to be· found men who prostitute the noble word
skepticism. 'fhe fact that the clever and not-to-be- "labo1·" by combining it with the nause,itting term "church"
fooled Tom Watson inveighs against Catholicism and :into "labor-church."
We do not share the views of tho,se who believe that the
also the foreign missions of the various churches as
they are conducted to-day does not by any means stat(l may be converted 1nto a beneficent institution. The
establish that the Populist system is to blame, or that change would be as difficult as to convert a wolf into a Iamb.
Nor do we believe in the C1en.tralil'iatio1n of all production and
such is a necessary ingredient of Populism.
consumption, as aimed at by ~the socialists. That would be
But, when we go to the founders, leadem,, or the nothing but the present state in a new form, with increased
representative assemblies of any society or organi- authority, a veritable monstrosity of tyranny and slavery.
What the anarchists want is equal liberty for all. The.
zation and they give us to understand that their
talents
and :inclinatio:n of all men differ from each other.
avowed purpose is one of force, of destruction, if
Everyone knows best what he C'an do and what he wants;
they fail of success in any other way, then we know laws and regulati,ons only hamper, and force d labor is never
right where to land them. Then we are scarcely out pleasant. In the state aimed ~at by the anarchisrts, every one
of the way in imputing their lawbreaking excesses will do the work that pleases him best, and will s1atisfy his
to central and federal contrivance and design; And wants out of the commqn store, as pleases him best.
Instead of this offering a remedy it seeks to desthat is just what the I. W. W. have avowed, and that
is just what they have done. Hence, when in Oregon troy every remedy proposed. It emanates from a
quite :recently there came a company of them, on monarchial country where the provocations to that
steamer from one point to another to make a demon- bent of thought are greater than in America. In the
stration, and they were impeded-rather when the first place an anarchist could hardly be anything but
United States officers attempted to impede them- an infidel, seeing that the Bible lays so much stress .
in college or professional school. There are enough
and to spare among the ambitious men of this
country to do this and more, without in the least detracting from the imperative needs of military service.
Let us make sure, then, that when the colleges and
universities of America open in the fall, the ranks
of sc1ence will not be depleted.
Unless the young people of the church, their parents and friends fully sense their responsibility in
the present world crisis and take full advantage of
the opportunity offered by the church college we
shall be found far behind the world's procession at
the close of the war in -place of in the front ra~ks as
we should be if we are to perform in an acceptable
manner the task Divine Providence has imnosed
upon us.
GEORGE N. BRIGGS President Graceland College.

1
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on government and our duty of submission.
Paul:

Said

Put them in mind to be subj>eot to principalities and powers,
to obey magistrates, to be ready to every good work.-Titus
3: 1.

And, said Peter:
1Submit yours1eilves to every ordinance of man for the
Lord's sake: whether it be to the king, as supreme; o'r unto
governors, as unto them that are sent by him for the punishment of evildoers, and for the praise of them tha:t do well.1 Peter 2: 13, 14.

The same principle has been enunciated in our
times, even in 1831 :
L'et no man break the laws of the land, for he that keepeth
the laws of God hath no :need to break th~ laws of the land;
wherefore be subject to the powers that be, until he reigns
whose right it is to r~eign, and subdues all enem1e,s under his
f:eet.-Doctrine and Covenants 58: 5.

whom they could hardly guess would be elected. The
nepotisms, the extravagances, the squanderings of
hard earned money, the jealousies, grafts, swindles,
l~egalized humbugs, the unnecessary offices created in
order to give jobs to political loafers-is enough to
set aflame the victims of their impositions. The
writer was in a barbershop some time ago where
there was a billiard, table. The barber complained
that he had to pay an extortionate license or levy on
account of an inspector who came around from time
to time to go through the monkeyshine of seeing
that everything was 0. K. in' regard to that billiard
table. Of course that would make a job for some
fellow who would rather pull off that stunt than be
a hangman. Still that is not as bad as feudalism or
shivery, nor is it as bad as when it took a good share
of the tithes to collect them in old Ireland.
There can he no question of the existence of respects in which the world is getting better and better,
while in other re~pects it is sinking lower and lower.
"Evil men and seducers shall wax worse and worse,
deceiving and being deceived." The majority sit
astride the white horse of passion and are foundered
from yielding to a voluptuous sensualism. Few are
they who practice righteous restraint. Greed and
avarice have unfurled their selfish flag and are bleed·
ing the unwary and unsuspicious. The arm of generosity is shortened with the wide majority. "When
the Son of man cometh shall he find (the) faith on
the earth."
And so it is, and so it goes. Seventy per cent of the
people of this country don~t own their homes-are
virtually homeless. One per cent of the people of
this country own seventy per cent of the wealth.
Is it not high time that God should have something
to say oh the .subject when a people are preparing
for his coming? Has he spoken? Hereafter we will
take that up.
(To be continued.)

Furthermore we 'could not· have any object in
pointing out the philosophy of government, its adv:antages, the right of society to organize, enact laws
for the well-being of the whole, and to 11equire even
by compulsion, if necessary, that the minority shall
yield. It is true that earthly governments and the
rulership of man by man exclusive of God is an abnormal condition of things, but the counsel of the
Lord through primitive apostleship, as well as in
modern times through his prophet, has been to yield
to this condition of things under existing circumstances; that we should seek out good men for
officers; that in his absence a government of ourselves by ourselves is better than no government at
all. Think of the world suddenly reduced to social
chaos, to absolute individual independence, each to
do as he pleases-no school system, no concert in
road construction, or the construction of any other
public works; and if a concert on the part of a given
number who voluntarily ally in some public benefit
such as a road, no constraint to be exercised upon
those who refuse to assist in that in which they are to
be alike benefited. Think of murder suspects either to
While I would not suggest to any man in this
go free or to be found guilty by a mob, the same country that wholesome and legitimate criticism of
person or parties to be judge, jury and executioner. public officials be prevented, I would suggest that
The idea is preposterous and we are th_us far un- we try to offer helpful and constructive criticism.
rewarded in our quest of a remedy except that we Let us not merely carp and find fault. I would not
have discovered that everything thus far projected, hold an office for one second if I felt that the ga,g
which we have examined is not remedial.
was put upon the people of the United States so
Yet we are not to be surprised that some enthusi- that they could not tell me when ·I was going wrong.
astic weaklings, in their vision of the governmental I want them to criticize. I never get a chance to
corruption to-day so widesp11ead would turn their read or hear anything else but criticism. I tell you,
faces from all governments, all man-rulership, and my friends, criticism, however unfair-and there
cast their hopes and ambitions toward the no-govern- isn't a country on earth where criticism is so unfair
ment plan. Our people in Nauvoo, when all of the as in America-is wholesome. I prefer any kind
office seekers and politicians refused their just wants, of crliticism to none, because it keeps a fellow's feet
when one of fame advised their removal to the Pacific on the g11ound, and if he has any tendency to "swell
slope, found it expedient to turn their backs to them up," it will prevent him from "busting" in short
and say, We will support none of you. But they did order.-W. G. McAdoo, in an address in Des Moines,
not turn to anarchy. They put up a man of their own Iowa, 1May 21, 1917.
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'
ESTABLISHMENT OF A JEWISH REPUBLIC
[When 'on:e of the brethren at the office here read the fol:
lowing article he began singing the old song which has ascended from many 1a joyous throat, No. 279 in the Hymnal,
which runs like this:
The Spirit of God like a fire is burning;The latter-day glocy begins to come forth;
The visions and blessings of old a,re returning;
Tihte angels are coming to visit the earth.
The Lord is extending the Saints' understandi:ngRestoring their judges and all as at first;
The knowledge and power of God are expandiing,
The veil o'er the earth is beg~nning to burst.
We call in our solemn assemblies, in Spirit,
To spl'ead forth the kingdom of heaven abroad,
That we through our faith may begin to ~nherit
The visions, and blessings, and glories of God.
Of course it's only a prediction based on the fact that
these men are to visit Egypt and Pale:stine, but John Callan
O'Laughlin's article 'in the Chicago HefJ'ald of June 23,
quoted as follows, excite1s much interest in the minds of all
'Saints who hav:e :thought seriously along these line.s;.EmTORS.]

President Wilson is giving serious consideration
to the Zionist recommendation that one of the war
aims of the United States shall be the establishment
of a Jewish republic, with Jerusalem as the capital.
lb
:Ostensibly the commission, consisting of Henry
Morgenthau, former ambassador to Turkey; Major
Felix Frankfurter, U} S. A., and E. W. Lewin-Epstein, oonnected with the Zionist movement, is en .
route to Egypt and Palestine for the purpose of aiding suffering Jews, and especially those, numbering
about one thousand, who are natural~~ed American
citizens.
SMALL PART OF DUTY

This, however, will be only a small part of the
duty of Mr. Morgenthau and his associates. As a
matter of fact, they have been instructed to make a
thorough investigation of the situation of the Jews
in Palestine and neighboring sections of Turk!ey, and
to follow carefully the campaign against the Turks
and Germans which the British are conducting.
The repor.ts the comission will make will be of the
utmost value to the president in guiding him as to
the character of terms he will fix as conditions for
the setUement of the war.
Every nation is concerned about the Jewish problem and is anxious, once and for all, to free Jerusalem
from Turkish misrule.

t~ 635

INTEREST]
DRIVE FROM TWO SIDES

A British military expedition now is ·operating
toward the city where Christ suffered, and it is expected that within a comparatively short time it will
be rescued from Turkish control.
Two British expeditions are moving against Turkey f11om rthe east, one passing througp. Mesopotamia
and the other from Egypt along the eastern shore of
the 'Mediterranean.
Eventually, if they compass it, these expeditions
will meet; but that is a long time in the future, in
view of the desperate resistance the Turks, aided by
the Germans, are making.
It is important, of course, that the military campaign which the· British from the south and the
Russians from the north are carrying on shall have
success, since that would have a tremendous bearing·upon the end of the war.
SEEK DESIRES OF JEWS

With this ultimate result, however, the Morgenthau oommission will have no concern. It will be
their business to aid the Jews in every way they can ;
~o see that those who are suffering shall get supplies·
which American men-of-war were forced to unload
at Alexandria, Egypt, and enjoy the benefit of the
$10,000,000 reUef fund which has been collected in
the United States, and, finally, to ascertain the de·sires of the Jewish people with reference to their
future political condition.
· It is apparent to the presidenit and others in
Washington that a Jewish state could not stand alone.
It will have to possess the moral and perhaps political
support of a strong nation or nations if it is to live.
UNITED STATES WOULD GIVE GUARANTEE

It was suggested recently from London that control
of Palestine, once it has been wrested from the Turks,
shall be turned over to the United States.
This Nation, it was pointed out, is free from any
entanglements in the near east, and it could be depended upon to pursue a thoroughly unselfish policy
in oonnection with the administration of the territory.
The president and his cabinet, from all ·reports,
have no intention of taking possession of territory
so far from the new world. In view of this determination the plan has been advanced that the Jews
be permitted to form a republic, the independence
and territorial integrity of which shall be guaranteed
by ·the United States and Great Britain, and if Russia, France, and Italy so desire, by them also.
It is a reflection upon the paucity of human ideas
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that this guarantee proposal should be advocated;
for Belgium enjoyed similar guarantees and they
were ruthlessly violated by Germany.
In this case, however, attention is drawn to the
fact that the signers 'of the agreement will be nations
who are fighting to uphold the principle oif !the'
sanctity of treaties and that there is no likelihood
that they would violate their pledged word, however
great might be the temptation.

parties to the new covenant disregard their pledges
as Roumania did in disregarding the conventions of
the Berlin congress as they affected the Jew?
Palestine under English suzerainty seems a possibility, and the Jew will be interested in the cultural
oppoi'Itunity aftiorded. But this does not mean the
triumph but the defeat of Zionism. The political
commonwealth on which its theory and eloquence
have been expended falls into desuetude with the
triumph of the cause of the Allies.

THE JEW AND THE WAR
[The following summary of an address by Rabbi Samuel
Koch appeaPed in The Seattle Daily Times for ·M:ay 7, It will
be noted tha,t he believes that Palestine under English suzerainty will me:an the defeat of Zionism.]

UTAH TEACHING ON MARRIAGE
[The following is from one of ·the journals published by the
dominant church i,n Utah, and cle:arly sets out some of their
present beliefs on the marriage ques.tion.-EDITORS.]

Rabbi Samuel Koch spoke on "The Jew and the
war" in his sermon delivered Friday evening at the
Temple de Hirsh. The war, he said, is indeed a world
war as far as the Jew is concerned. His sermon
follows in part : ·
There are more than 600,000 Jews at the front
according to Zangwill; 350,000 are in the R~ussian
armies, 170,000 in the Austrian, 50,000 in the German, 20,000 in the English, not oounting those in the ·
colonial contingents nor those in other camps such
3JS 'the Italian, Serbian and Turkish.
,
And though the Jew is giving his life, countries
for whom he gives it, England and Italy excepted,
have shown him scant courtesy. Russia with one
sixth of the globe in an unbroken section as its territory, has crowded the Jew in a pale smaller than it
was a .century ago when he was only one fifth as
numerous, although the pale could be drained of its
population by placing one Jew to the square mile in
the Siberian vastness and hundreds of thousands of
square miles of territory remain unoccupied. And
yet upon the declaration of war thousands of Jews in
procession marched forthwith to the palace in Petrograd to offer themselves to mother Russia. And similar incidents occurred in Warsaw and elsewhere.
Nor was the Jew eligible to the army before the
declaration of war. His was the only group from
whom only sons were conscripted.

All the works of God receive the impress'ion of
eternity. !We are told in Ecclesiastes, thei third
chapter and fourteenth ·verse, that whatsoever God
doeth, it shall be forever, nothing can be put to it,
nor anything taken from it. So marriage must be
forever. We believe that the first marriage was
not for time alone, but for all eternity. Marriage
is spoken of as the "New and Everlasting Covenant."
In the other churches the members are married for
time only; but in our church the members are married not only for this life, but for the life to come
also. The commandments of the Lord are that we
should be married by the law for time and by the
priesthood for all eternity.
To the Latter Day Saint salvation is not complete
without marriage, and that in the temple. The
union of man and wife m11st be sealed by the priesthood in the temple of the Lord. The marriage ceremony ·must be performed by some one who has
authority to act in God's stead. We are filled with
joy when we realize that if our marriage has been
properly attended to here upon earth, it will be
binding in the resurrection. The Lord has told us
that whatsoever is bound on earth shall be bound
in heaven.
The wife in connection with her husband holds
the priesthood. She shares with him the blessings,
rights, privileges, and promises of exaltation that
PROMISE IS REASSURING
are given under the priesrthood.-Young Woman's
The scene of the bitterest conflicts have been in Journal, May, 1917.
the territory that constitutes the pale. Two of the
despoHers of Polish nationality glare across the pale
·THE SUNDAY SCHOOL AND THE WAR
at the third; and whether the German makes for
Warsaw or the Russian for Austria, it is the Jew who
[The following questio,n was submitted to the superintendis trampled under foot. Three million Jews are ent of the Gemeral Sunday School Assodation, G. R. Wells.,
homeless and literally starving and the remaining and it was published with the accompanying answer in the
3,000,000 are economically ruined.
Sunday school departmemt of the Autumn Leaves for June·.The promise of the war seems reassuring for the EmTORS.]
Jew. How can peoples fight for liberty and win it,
Q. What should be the atti:tude of our Sunday
and not give the Jew fair play? How can they, that school toward the conflict .now going on between the
is, unless nations are again shamefacedly to let the United States and the Central Powers?
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A. As individual citizens our duty is clear-we to say that only a part of it can now be applied. Our
must be loyal and stand at all times against the coun- Master said, "Lo, I am with you always."
tries that are at "%ar with our own. If all Sunday
Referring to his great commis·sion to his apostles
school and church people are loyal, as citizen§, it Jesus said: "Go ye into all the world and teach this
follows that the church members of any country are gospel to every creature, and he thjitt believeth and
found standing by their country, whether in Ger- is baptized shall be saved; and he that believeth not
many, France, England, or America; but their al- shall be damned, and these signs shall follow them
legiance is not in the capacity of a church, but. a::J.' that believe; In my name they shall cast out devils,
citizens.· As members of God's church, we make war they shall speak with new tongues, and if they drink
against no country or church except it be that great any deadly thing it shall not hurt them. They shall
common enemy, the kingdom of the Devil, and in lay hands on the sick and they shall recover."
this warfare "there can be no furlough granted tiU
CONDITIONS IMPOSED
the summons home be heard." Ours is not a national
These promises are made upon condition that we
church-it is a world-wide church. "God so loved
obey the teachings of Jesus, and we are forced to the
the world"-not this nation or that nation, Germany
conclusion that God is willing to answer our prayers
or America, but the whole world-and loved it so
to-day, and if we do not receive a response as. a remuch that he gave his only begotton Son to die that
sult of our prayers, it is undoubtedly because we are
we might have the best plan of life and government
not keeping his commandments.
the world ever· saw. Let us confine our efforts in
To say that these things are not for us is to turn
Sunday school work to teaching and living that divine
hones,t men into the ranks of infidelity. If we affirm
plan. Ours is not a carnal warfare.
that God is true, and that he is an unchangeable being, and that if the gospel is obeyed the promises all
GOD ANSWERS PRAYERS TO-DAY
will be made good, we will hold our own people and
will convert the infidel to Christianity.
It should not be our purpose or desire to find fault
Study carefully the words and the messages of
with any man's religion. It is better to be wrong, Jesus. Then determine in your own mind what God
and desire the truth, than to have the truth and be requires of youto-day.-T. W. Williams, in Sunday
untrue to it. God did not call me to take is1sue with Morning Index, San Bernardino, California, June
the religion of my fellows. I would not be an icono- 17, 1917.
clast. If I understand my mission aright, it is to
bring a message which is constructive, which leads
THE USHER'S JOB
men into a better life.
If I bring you the truth, and what I say appeals
' [The following from the department on ''Church efficiency"
to you, it is easy to see how you will· make the' com- by Cecil J. Sha,rp, in the Christia,n Standard, is worthy of
parison between right and wrong, and you are bene- more than passing notice.-EDITORS.]
The general idea that an usher is merely one to
fited as a consequence. If I make this comparison for
show
people to vacant seats, is an idea that sadly
you, it wm not have the same effect. You may beneeds
to
be revised. The head usher should be an excome offended and driven from the truth.
pert in church work. He comes more personally in
AFFIRMATIVE GOSPEL
contact with each individual in the audience than the
Jesus taught an affirmative gospel. His words preacher. 'Many times the impression that a newwere il).spired by truth and love. Some of the great- comer gains of the church, and his attitude toward
est defenders of the Christian religion were big, the church, is dertermined, not by the .preacher, but by
honest-hearted men who opposed the truth with all the ushers. The head usher should know the people
their might when they first came into contact with personally. If there are any he does not know, he
it. Some have gone so far as to encourage mob law, should immediately come to know them by face and
while waging war on the disciples of Christ. They by name. He should be a representative man of the
were wrong, but they were honest, and when shown church whose life in the community commands rethe error of 1their way, they came over like manly spect. Less harm can be done by one poorly chosen
men, and gave their lives as a s1acrifice for their elder than by one poorly chosen head usher. The
ideals.
general populace may not know who the elders are
As representatives of the Christian church we but they know who )'lour head usher' is.
Next, the usher must not only usher, but he must
must be true to the teachings of Jesus, and not seek
to avoid the responsibility which rightly belongs to know and be entirely in sympa;thy with the plans
us. It is wrong to accept the gospel of Christ and its and methods of the preacher. He must not only seat
wonderful promises, and, when asked if
believe the people, but he must seat them wisely.
He must be tactful and pleasant, but a commander
in thisgospel and its application to the present day,

we
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who can get the people to do what he wants done.
He must be alert to everything that may add to the
people's comfort, and show them the church's thought
for their oomfort. He must be wide-awake to everything small and great that may arise to distract attention. He mu'st know what to do, do it, and do it
without making more disturbance than the disturber.
Is y;our head usher instructed to know what to do if
a baby cries, if some one faints in the audience, if a
fire should break out, if an intoxicated man should
show up inclined to talk, or if a fanatic should make
himself prominent? Do you have a nook or corner
with rocking chairs, to which a mother could be
shown with a persistently crying baby? Would your
head usher quietly be on the job with a glass of water
as first aid for a crying baby in a hot-weatjher
audience?

WOMAN'S AUXILIARY
The Power of the Mother in the Home
!Sometimes when a multitude of thoughts pTess into our
minds, some one of them will stand out clearly, de1manding
recognition and expression; and when we try to express it,
words come so fast we can scarcely write them down or keep
. pace with them-so strong is the power of the thought!
Some time ago·, it was my pleasure to attend a par~nt
teacher convention held in our city, and I carried away from
that meeting, one thought that has remained through all
the weeks and months that have intervened. Hundreds of
our school-teachers we11e in that audience, and at the opening of the meeting, one of our Ka,nsas1 City ministers was
called to the plaJtform to give. the invocation. Woven into
that prayer were the,se words: "We thank thee, 0 Lord, for
our place in the world's work! May we ·fill it wisely and
well!" I left that meeting, stir,red to the very soul, not only
by the expression in the prayer which I have me;ntioned, but
by the many splendid thoughts presented in the addresses
which followed it. There were me1n and women there who
had found their places in· the world's 'work, and who wished
to fill those places, wisely and well. As the days went on,
and I turned this thought over and over in my mind, I reflected upon the hundreds of people who have lived and died
and had no definite place in the world's work, no satisfaction from achievement, 1no pa.rticular task accomplished, and
my heart went out in sympathy to those whose talents had
never been discovered or used. Then I thought of those who
are living now, who are seeking to find their places in life,
in the universal scheme, in the work of the world, and are
wanting, as you and I are want~ng, to fill that place wisely
and well.
It is because I am hoping to be of help to some one who
may read this-help him to find ms place in the world's work,
in the line of march of the Lord's army, that I am trying to
express my thoughts here and now.
The Master spok•e of talents, but left the development of
them to us, knowing well, no doubt, that we would not all use
the same methods in work~ng out the conditions that govern
our liv·es and the live1s of those under our care. He seemed
to know, too, if we may judge from the rea'ding of the pareble,
that there would be some who would hide their talents and

fail to use them to better their oWn condition and that of
those around them.
I think we might safely divid~ the human race into three
great dtvisions whffil we spe•ak of talents. In the first we
would put those who are hiding their' tal~nts, have depended
upon othecrs to take the initiative in all things, have just
st1ood by and looked on, but taken no definite part in life's
work. Thes'e are not the burden-bearers., so for convenience
we might call them the "leaners."
In thE:J second divisiion we will put those who have grown
31nd developed from the first moment of life, who have not
ceased to study when their school days were over, but have
continued to 1acquire, to develop along educational, moral' and
spiritual line's. These sought their specialty-found their
tale;nts. In the business woTld we find these as the executive
heads of great moneyed concerns of the day, the specialists in
the medical woTld, in science, and in our church we find some
of rthem 1n the pulpits, some as executive heads of various
auxiliaries and committees, some in our music department, as
masters of the organ, vioiin or voice.. Thes.e are our specialists, our big men •and women, who are pushing the work on
and on~ never finding time to crest or look behind, but are
always found with eyes to the front, seeking with all their
powe1rs to ·!build up Zion. They are the lively stones-the
"doers."
The third Class is larger th31n either of the others, if I do
not mistake the conditions, and it is about these that I wish
particularly to tell y,ou. In it are found those who have been
started wrong, whose edueation has been along false .lines,
through ignorance on thed.r own part, or in an effort to please
their •e lders. These are the ones who grope about, retrace
their steps, and wh® finally are upon the right path, mount
slowly upwa11d, step by step. In this class we find the professional man who really has mechanical genius, and but
very littie professional ability; we find the woman "'ljho spffil.t
her girlhood days at the piano to please her mother, when
she much preferred a pen in her hand_,the girl who should
hav·e specialized ~n English and eomposition; we find, too,
those who have gotten a late start in life because they were
misunderstood. These are the "misfits," seen constantly
about us, struggling along aimlessly, because they have not
found their correct places in the world's work.
I wonder why parents continue to mafue mistakes of this
kind; I wonder why they do not seek to better understand
their childrelll, to study them, and determine,, if possible,
their particular gifts and talents, in ordecr to foster and develop them. I wondeir, but I cannot be satisfied. This mistake of starting a child out wr1ong is being done every day in
the homes of the thoughtless, trying to deVIelop talent which
is Iackiing, and shutting eyes to the talents which do exist,
crushing, thereby, the God-given right to be happily adjusted
to thEJ world! and its work. I have bee;n thinking a great deal
about these crushed talents, these stifled hopes and ambitions.
Can we find a method of reviving them, do you think? Can
we locate them, especially when the possessors have grown
to manhood and womanhood, and have been educated alo:ng
otherr lineSL-lines for which they have had but little or no
natural ability?
Sometimes we find peculiarly well-balanced person.s who
have learned to do certain things so well tha.t they plod along,
thinking they have found ·their work, just bec,ause they can
do it well. But iJs it their work? Do they fit the situations
exactly? Do they b11ing to their tasks, daily, that enthusiasm
which marks the performance of work which is dearly loved?
Or do they bring mechanical skill, only? If their work is
of the mechanical sort only, they are misfits and could
wisely retrace tiheir steps, discover just where they left the
1
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path of their real bent, return there and begin over again,
even if it take-s them back to the days of their childhood.
Somewhere I have read that the thing y.ou like best to do,
is the thing for which you have natural ability-your talent,
if you pleaoo, your one line of specialization. Notice, it is
the thing you like best to do, not the thing you have learned
to do best; i-t is the thing you would choose above all others,
were you given your choice in the world's work. This is the
secret of specialization; all of our great specialists are doing the thlJngs they like best to do. Our great artists would
not make good surg.oons, neither would our great musicians
make good ministers. Each one for his own specialty; betterr a good biacksmith than a poor lawyer.
There is an idea raltogether too broadcast in the world at
this time, that some work is delightful and lovable, and other
work not so. A certain great philosopher tells this amusing
ta1e about himself: As he sat in his. srtudy working Qne morning, he lookeld out of the window and saw a man breaking
up stones in the pavement. Hour after hour, a.s the philosopher set down words on his paper; the man in the street continued to ply his pickax. The philosopher felt so sorry for
the man that at last hre could stand it 1no longer and he hastened out rto him and said, "What do you think about all day,
as you keep on, hour after hour, breaking up those stones?"
Thre man stood up, leaned his pickax against his hip, spat on
his hands, rubbed them together, and said, with a grin,
"Breakin' stones!" and lifted his pick again! The philosopher withd11ew to his study, a happrier and wiser m'ajn, realizing thrart each man gravitates naturally to the work he enjoys thinking about. This little story seems to illustrate
the point I wish to make, that revery human being has ra definite place in the scheme of things. It may be a .tiny place
now, perhaps it is to be a tiny place a,lways, but at least it
is a place, one no one else ca,n fill so well, and the individual
who fits !into it exactly will bre as a strong link in the universal chain.
Oh, if all mothers could perceive the importance of ther
places they fill in the world's work, if all could realize "what
a holy cha,rge is theirs, with wha,t a kingly power their love
might rule the fountains of the newborn mind.'' I am sure
that there would not be so many pitiful "misfits."
Tennyson tells us .that "the bea.ring and training of a child
is woman'.s wisdom." Brilly Sunday puts it like this: "A
mother is a partner with God in the creating of a .soul." It
is when a woman feels the touch of a baby's fingers she most
senses her great responsibility, and, in too many cases, must
regret .the !inefficiency of her training and preparatiQn to
successfully meet· that responsibility of motherhood, of "copartnership." Then indeed, she understands that she has
put childish things behind her and can say with the poet:
"Life lies before me; but shut is the door
On all my childish days! No more, no more
Shut, then, the door, but leaV1e a little crack,
So be it, Lo11d; I know that all is right;
I would no't alter it, nor shirk the fight;
Shut, then, the door, but leave a little crack,
That when I meet a child, I may slip back!"
Could em,ything be more beautiful than that? For it is
our children that kelep open the door to our own childhood
days; and a,s those childDen grow and develop, memory carries us back through strange countries into the years that
have go1ne, and brings home to us again the lessons we learned
at our own mother's knee. As mothers, then, Iet us strive
harder to understand our chiLdren better; let us try to recognize the talent given to each, and assist in its best development, knowing that the church has need of it, eiach in his own
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place in the work of ZiQn. Instead of training for "misfits,," let us get a wider, cleare.r vision before us and train
for specialists. I like to think of the children ·o'f this church
as a grea.t army, bearing bannews of righteousness, with
h~ads up, shoulders back, eyes to the front, every foot kleeping time to the music, each one finding his definite piace in
the line of march, all mov~ng forward to victory! So may
they come, marching in the army of the Lord, ~eschewing all
eiVil, and finally be gathered safely into the fold, without the
loss of one soul!
LULA M. SANDY.
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI.

Our Religio President on the Boy Movement
I am indeed glad that something is going to be done about
this boy question. I wish I could have IJemained rat conference
rin order to he present at the meet~ng called to discuss this
proposition. I suggested last year that this matter be lookeid
rafter by the Religio society of the church, just as the
Woman's Auxiliary was looking after the Oriole movement.
This did not s1eem to meet with favor from all sides, but, be
that as it may, we want to help the movement alrong all we
can, for we feel the need of looking a,fte,r our young men.
The ReUgio is going to make a strong1e1r appeal to the boys
than heretofore, ''aind to try to be a real training school,
where we may teach our young men to be inteversted and efficient in church wo·rk.
I hav11 looked up different books on this subject in other
.churches, etc., and find thart there are many good books,
ideas, and organizations already in existence from which
we ought to gle'aln much valuable help. John Alexander, an.d
Fol'bush have spiendid books on this subject. We must •appeal to the boys by giving them something to do, as well as
teaching them what not to do. Action is one of the mainsprings of their natures, and we must learn to recognizre
this and provide the right kind of outlets for this surplus
,energy. If we do ,not do this we may expect to lose their
~nterest and eventually the boys themselves.
I am s1ending a copy of the constitution under which'the
boys club we had last summer worked. . . . Will certainly
he very glad to cooperate with the committee in any way
that we may be able, to further the interests of our hoys.
rShall be glad to know of the progvess you make, if it is convenient.
SinceDely,
iSAINT LOUIS, MISSOURI.
G. 8. TROWBRIDGE.

A Pleasant Voice from the South
Bay Minette, Alabama.-Your article in HERALD for June
13, "Use them, or lose them''' expve1sses my ~deas on the boy
question. I have sreen the need for orga,nized effort in this
direction for some time; the or:ganized classes or the teacher's
one, have failed to fill the bill so far.
The:re is much in the Boy Scout movement our boys
should know, as well as others. Why not take the best of
each one, and blend it so as to get an even balancre of material and spiritual good, making it a distinct Latter Day Saint
organization? The boys might be called "Ourr Minute Boys,"
or the "Evcer Readys,"-~omething to appeal to them, as the
name "Or1ole" appeals to the girls. As the Oriole circles
are Latter Day !Saint organizations, so I think the boys'
o:rganizra,tion should be our own. . . . If I can be of any help
.to you, considier me at your service.
"
Very sincerely yrours,
NoRA WARR.
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Report of Superintendent of Educational Department---1916-17

the Kansas City :Stafue., urging them to take up some sort of
study.
We sincerely hope that this department will make a much
more pronounced growth during the coming year, and tha.t at
next conference we may hear that at Ie:ast one ciass has been
organized in every branch of the church for the purpos1e of
study.
HELEN SILSBEE SMITH.
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI.

ThQ educational department work, as outlined in the Year
Book, has taken a decided step forw.ard during the last few
mqnths. The reas,on for the late deV1e'lopment lie>B in the fact
that the method of procedure, enti11eJy new to all locals
throughout the church, had to be worked .out in a delibe:mte
an:d systematic way by the superintendents, much time being
spent in explaining the aims and purposes of the department.
Twe,nty copies of a paper giving a ~eneral review and explanation of the work of this department were sent to Mrs.
Etzenhouser in July, 1916, to be used in presenting the work
Entering That Broader Sphere
at various reunions during the summer and fall of 1916.
Articles, at least six in number, have been furnished to
(Written in memory of Apostl:e James E. Kelley.)
Sister Audentia Anderson by Sister Bertha Mader, supe·rinSo
young to go, so richly qualifi,ed
te,ndent of the home economics departme1nt, for publication
To
serve the caus.e for which the S'avior died;
in the auxiliary columns of the HERALD during the year.
:So
brilliant
and so masterful of mind,
Sister Lydia Thomas Wight, sup,erintendent of mothers and··
So loVJable, so dauntless, y~et so kind;
teachers' problems., has sent four articles, and has four more
Why is it, Lord, that such 1a o:ne as he
ready to send for publication also. I ha.ve had published three
Is called from service, leaving such as me?
articles of a general nature ende1avoring to explain more fully
the real scope and bneadth of our work, and urging our sisSo many frieillJds he had who loved him here,
ters to become interested in some sort of study.
So many 11easons why we held him dear,
Sister Wigl:rt is a.t prese1nt preparing a form letter, to be
So
many hearts made .sad, so many tea,rs,
mailed to all district superintendents, urging ol.'ganization
So much reg11ert, so many unlived years;
of classes, and preparations to observe "baby week," in a
Why it is, Lord, with so much work to do,
profitable way. This letter also contains suggestions for
That such a man of men is called to you?
programs, and sources for obtaining information and material. She has sent books into one home, and a year's subscripMethinks we1:1e I ibut worthy now to hear
tion to one sister who wished to carry on work with nonmemThy gentle voice (for surely thou art near),
bers.
I'd! underrstand what seems so strange.Iy sad,
Sister Mader has prepared a form letter, describing in deAnd, Uinderstanding, be not grieved, but glad!
tail her work, and giving suggestions for organizing classes,
I'd. understand this friend is not recall:ed
but owing to a delay in getting it printed she has been unBut only to a greater service called.
able to s~e~nd it out.
I have sent two form letters to all pr.esident.s of locals of
which we have record, one of a general nature, the other givl',dl see him entering that broader sphere
ing specific direction in the m_g1anization of classes and in
Unhamp,ered by the ills that hinder here,
taking up some sort of study. Judging from the numerous
Where those rich talents may record their worth
responses received to these 1ert.ters, they have been producFar more .effectively than here 10n 1ea:rth.
tive of some little good, at least.
I'd see him happy in his home on high
marly in the spring of 1916 three classes were organized
And then,' dea.r Lord, no more would ask thee "why?"
in the Omaha Branch, under my personal direction, one in
GEORGE A. KELLEY.
socioliogy, one in literature, 1and one in child study. Since
then the s~ociology class has begun .the srbudy of their second
Shepherd of Tender Youth
textbook. A new study class has been recently organized
there.
(This beautiful hymn is taken from the third book of
'l'he Kansas City Stafue has a cultu1:1e ciass, ~n which eight
or nine classes ·taking various subjects are enrolled. The Clement 6f Alexandria, ~a,Jnd is said to be the earliest known
hymn of the PrimitiV1e Christian Church. From the Chrismembership numbers about eighty.
The educational work has been enthusia.stically carried on tiarn Herald of Mtay 1, 189·5.)
Shepherd of tender youth,
in Lamoni, classes under Graceltand ~nst;ructors 1and others
Gui'ding in Love and truth,
being well attended.
Through devious ways:
A remarkable interest is be~ng shown in the Independence
Christ our triumphant King,
and Holden Stakes,. in our work. ,classes studying sex hyJoin in thy name to sing,
giene, psychology, home economics, child study, and storyAnd our dear children bring
telling, have been reported.
Shouting thy praise.
At least one hundred letters have been re,ceived by the various superintendents of this department during the year,
Most High atnd Holy Lord,
asking fo•r ~nformation and help. These have all be€Jn
Glodous re¥ealing word
givB~n careful c.onsideration, and answered to the ¥ery best of
our ability.
Healer of strife:
I havecmade talks on the educational work and its aims in
Thou didst thyself abase;
Independence, at the Lamoni' CJ:1eunion, at the Kansas City·
That from sin's deep disgrace·
Stake convention in October, and the Holden Stake convenThou mightest save our race,
tiOtn in February. I have also met with various branches in
Giving us life.
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.Thou art our Great High Priest;
Thou hast prepared the f1east
Of holy love:
In all our sin and pain
None call on thee in vain ;
Help thou· didst not disdain,
Help from above.
Ever be near our side
Allwise and mighty <;uide,
Our staff and song;
Jesus thou Christ of God,
Taught by thy living Word,
Lead us where thou hast trod,
Make our faith sh·,ong.
Thus ,now and till we die,
Sound we thy praises high,
And joyful sing.
With all thy holy throng
Who to the church helong,
Join we to swell the song
To Christ our King.

Our Flag
Pray
As
As it
As

what do you see in Old Glory,
the banner· is flung to the breeze,
waves o'er the homes of your loved ones,
it proudly sails over the sea1s?

As its stars gleam ourt.~n the distance,
And i,ts folds of the Red, White and Blue
Are w~wing their greetings of welcome,
Pray what does it mean to you?
Does it mean 1a swe(et hope for the future,
A people from bondage set free,
As when at the dawn of the morning
Our fathers the banner could see.
Does it mean a sweet symbol of liberty,
That br,oothes of the soul of its God,
Tha,t proudly floats over a Nation,
The best that man's foot ever trod?
Does it give y,ou a thrill at your heartstrings
Wherever Old! Glory's unfurled,
· Do you wish that the banner was waving
The !length and the breadth of the world?
Are you proud of the name of Old Glory,
Are you p11oud of the Red, White and Blue,
Are you proud of its glorious emblem,
Pray what doe1s it mean to you?
MRS. OLIVER DEAM.

The Creeds of T o~day
The creeds of to-d!ay are now drifting away
From the gospel that Christ taught. of yore,
Tho' uncharnging and true, it will no longer do,
· Thus they're drifting from heaven's bright shore.
When we think of the creeds, and their conflicting deeds,
As compared with the old gospel way,
We oft' wonder when they'll I'eturn once again
To that gospel restored in our day.

The creeds of to-day oft' remind us. some way
Of the time when Mary was found
At dear Jesus' tomb with her heart full of gloom,
As weeping, she knelt to the ground.
Angels asked why she cried, then in haste she replied
"They've taken my dear Lord away";
Now measure the creeds, as the sacl'ed word reads,
P.ray, where have they laid him to-day?
The disciples of old, in the Bible we're told,
Turned away from the Lord in his day,
'Twas a most grievous task for the Savior to ask
Of the Twelve, "Will ye also go 'way?"
How happy then! our dear Lord must have been
'iVith the words, "Lord to whom shall we go?"
And to-day, pra,ise his name, we should answer the same,
Lord, thee will we only follow.
"All truth" is the creed that will now safely lead
To the church where Christ doth abound;
As the wise men of old, by the star, we are told,
Were led to where Jesus was found.
God's word is the star, which will guide from afar,
Till truly with Jesus we'll be,
And redeemed we shall stand, yea upon his right hand,
When we meet in etennity.
J. CHAS. MAY.

The Gospel
(Tune: "America.")
Blest gospel 1 'tis of theeHerald of libertyOf thee we sing.
Like to the heavenly dove
They message framed in love
Was sent by God above
Sweet peace to bring.
Through ages dark and drear
Thy light did not appear,;
It shone not forth
Until by God's command
It burst over Joseph's land,
Restored by angel hand
. Once more o,n earth.
Now with its message plain
Restored to earth again
God's servants rise;
Proclaim with liberty,
Its .saving quality,
Clothed with authority
Preach and baptize.
Again the holy dove,
1Sent by our God above,
Decends from heav'n.
Once more in all the lands,
By God's direct commands
Through laying on of hands
The Spirit's given.
ERMINA PERKINS KEARNEY.

Of all earthly music that which r{!aches farthest into
heaven is the beating of a truly loving heart.-H. W. Beecher.
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My Bit of Blue
To my snow-white bed, whence I cannot stir,
Comes a glimpse of the great, wide world,
And 'tis mine, 'all mine, to adm:i11e, to love,
SUinny hillsides, or grass., dew-pearled,
And a-top is my bit of blue.
There ~are wind-tos.se!d trees where the birdies dwell
So secure in thei::r p:Decious homes,
Happy households they, with their fledglings wee,
And their bursts of cheery tone,
And a-top is my bit of blue.
'Cross my bit of lblue, skim the chimney swifts;
And a great black crow fLaps by;
It is high, so high, sails the light-winged hawk!
Wond'rous a,irships of my sky;
Peace-plains of my bit of blue.
On my blue sky-sea sail the white cloud boats
Bear:ing angels, methinks1, away,
From this house of love where they minister
To the suffering ones each day,
Ah, ! bless my bit of blue.
Find your bit of blue in this wide, wide world,
It is yours; no,ne can say you nay.
'
Find refreshing v:al,es or the sun-kissed slopes,
That will che1er you along the way,
Find, oh, find your bit of blue.
(Writte'Il by Ethel I. Skank at the Independence! Sanitarium, June 21, 1917.)

r

LETTER DEPARTMENT ]

that, :'God moves in a mysterious way his wonders to perform" is just as true to-day as it 1ever was.
Nearly four years ago while located on one of the Society
Islands 'about five hundred miles from Papeete, in company
with Breth11en C. Edward Miller and Charles May, and surrounded with native Saints who had gathetred at this particular island to dive for shells and pearls, I had a dream Que
morning in which I was shown that the first break in the
Quorum of Twelve would be by death, and it was made known
:Unto me that our late Brother James E. KeUey would be the
one whom the Lord would take from us. I was given to understand that the Quorum of First Presidency would not he
fi11ed until after the death of Br01ther KeUe~. It was also
made very clear to my vision that many other changes would
tak,e place i,n the leading quorums of the church.
During our sojourn in Indetpendence last spring, I with
others of the brethren pray;ed earnestly to the Lord to fill
the vacancy in the First Pr,esidency; however, the dream
that I had on the island of the sea was hr'ought to my mind
very forcibly. Hetnce, I could not drive away the thought
that before the First Pre1sidency is filled there must be a
break in our quorum by death ere the Lord will fill the vacancy in the First Presidency. Well, thEJ>·break has come in
the Quorum of Twelve, and that by death. I feel to say from
my heart, "God's will be done." We should, theref,nrle, bow
with holy rev~rence to the will of him who doeth all things
well for those who put their 1entire trust in him. I can assure you, dear Saints, that many changes will tal"e place in
the church under the guiding hand of almighty God, and
many of us will be greatly surprised when that time comes.
Therefore, l:et us try ·and be pr'epared for the wonde,rful
changes which must take place in the due time of the Lord.
Very many trying and fiery trials await us in the near future, and only those who confide in our heavenly Fathell:' will
rem*ve of his comforting Spirit an:d his protection while passing through the unpleasant experiences that confront us.
I pray the Lord to comfort the hearts of the loved ones
of 'our late Brothe,r Kelley in their deep sorrow, a nd all others
who are passing through a similar ordeal.
With best wishes for all of God's people, I remain your
brother in the great conflict.
GoMER T. GRIFFITHS.
KIRTLAND, OHIO, June 20, 1917.
1

"God Moves in a Mysterious Way"
The announcement of the denth ,Qif Apostle J1ames E.
Kelley in the last issue of the HERALD wa,s not a surprise to
the writer as we have anticip:ated his demise for some months.
We were impressed with }he thought time and again last
spring during our quorum sessio:ns that 1our beloved brother
would ne:vecr again meet with thie, brethren of his quorum.
He will be greatly missed by his colleagues in their councils.
His many spiritual pmyecrs and eloquent sp1eeches will not
soon be forgotten by his associates. Hre was a wise councilocr,
and had the moral courage to stand for his honest convictions;
he also possessed the qualificatio(lls that eminently fitted him
for the office of 1an apostle.
We surely ad!mired the wonderful patience that he displayed in suffecring, and his willingness to crender assistance
to others, whether old or young. He has display,ed those
noble traits of character since I have known him. .I carried
him in my arms when he was but a few months old, thirtyseven years ago. His parents moved to Kirtland when he
wras a small child, hence he grew up to manhood hecre, and
was ba,pti2'ied almost under the eaves of the old historic
temple. He had very many friends here in the East who
mourn his departure. Our loss was his gain, as we feel
certain that his spirit is at r,e,st in the paradise of God.
Very many of the Saints think it ·strange that he wa:s taken
away from his family and the church while so young in
years. Dear rSaints, Brothe1r KeHey is 1not the first young
man that the Lord has taken unto himself. The saying

A Word from Honolulu
I am receiving letters from parents whose sons have enlisted and been sent over here. There are thousands of additiQnal soldiers expected, so possibly additional letters.
I will gladly hunt up boys who may come over here if
parents will give me the necess,ary direction. If possible inform me to what fort your son has bHen sent. If in the naval
service, send them my address, so arrangements for pass
may be mad€'.
The church is located on King .Street, near Thomas Square.
There :are a number of soldiers coming to our services, and
any additional visitors will he warmly welcomed. Preach~ng
service, 11 a. m. and 7.30 p. m., Sunday school 10.45, Religio
at 6.
C. EDWARD MILLER.
HONOLULU, TERRITORY OF HAWAII, Mission House, 'Miki
Lane, Kalakaua Avenue, T'eie;phone 4464.
A letter from Brother George W. Robley, who writes from
Malone, New York, says: "I shall be glad to hear from any
of the Saints or frie(llds living outside bmnch limit in the
New YOirk District who believe that opportunities for preaching may be possible in their vicinity. Addve·ss me at Malone,
New York, or Thornton, Rhode Island.''
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From Here and There
Brother Rdhe:d Fuller desi11es his friends to know that he
has come to Lamoni to reside and would be pleased tg hear
from any of his former friends.
The Eastern Iowa confexenoe at Muscatine Qn the 23d and
24th is reported as being a good spiritual confer'ence. Meetings are being held each evj!ning during the week following:
Church Recorder C. I. Carpenter woot to Magnolia, Iowa,
in the Little Sioux District, on the 2,6th,. to help them establish a new loose leaf di:strict reco11d system.
Any of the Saints a1n d friends in central Oklahoma who
would like to hear the Word should correspond with James
IM. Smith, of Holdenville, Oklahoma. He will he glad to
hear from them.
A line or two from C. Edward Miner says he is to take a
trip (perhaps has .by this time) over to Hilo, on the island
of Hawaii. He was glad to have the opportunity of seeing
the volcano there.
In a communication from James A. M\)rrison he addve!Sses
the Saints of the Owen Sound District as follows: "Owing
to certain change,s in my work it has been found necessary
for me to remoV1e to Kincardine. We trust that the Saints
will continue to give heed to the temporal law and thereby
receive the ble,ssings God has in sto11e for the faithful. My
address will be Kincardine, Ontario, until furthe1r advised~
James A. Morrison, bishop's agent for Owen S1ound District."
A circular letter is being sent out by Da.niel Macgvegor,
the first assistant superintendent of thE1 General Sunday
'Scho·ol Associa,tion, inquiring of ·all district superintendents
as to material for local field workers. We can only hope
there are many with the qual-ifications which are sought:
"1. On1e whose heart and soul is absorbed ~n Sunday school
work. 2. One who is sympathetically in touch with children
and who as per consequence will make ,a good recruiter.
3. One enlightened as to the working of the school and the
association in its various departments. 4. One who can and
will find the opportu,nity to move out into the district, organizing new schools and encouraging the est,ablished ones."
The preaching on the Temple Lot at Independence on June
19 was by Walter W. Smith, on the r,edemptio,n of Zion and
,by what means attained. Th~ text was: "Out of Zion, the
perfection ofbeauty, God hath shined." "At the same place,"
writes S:ister Abbie A. Horton, "were lectur,es given by William Clow, from the south side, Clarence Wheaton of the
Church of Christ, L. E. Hills and C. E. Guinand, and every
evening promoter's of the latter-day work are listened to by
small but attentive audiences." Sunday s:chool attendance
on the 24th was 878. A. W. Smith wa,s present and spoke in
a dle:finite manner concerning the Chris,tmas offering fund.
The establishment of a storehouse was dwelt upon by J. A.
Koehler in the morning address. Red CI'oss work is ga~ning
ground in Independence as elsewhere, 1all classe:s and societies
participating.
J,LANELLY, WALES, JunEk 4, 1917.
Editors Herald: Our W,est Wales .conference has just
passed. Attendance to the businelss session was small. The
services of .Su,nday, May 27, were of a spiritual character
and were enjoyed by all. We missed the presence of our
aged brother, John Harvey, of Lla;nelly, who had passed to
the other shore a couple of weeks prior to the conv·ening of
conference. He was an ,elder for many years and had .lived
to the age of :e~ghty one. Local papers made note of his

dea,th and gave a brief history of his career as a man who
had been active in the development •of the Gwendraeth
Valley in the mining circ1e;s in his you,nger days. The funeral was ,a large one, conducted by Brethren T. J. Picton and
Dennis Lewis; several other ministers spoke briefly as to
the chatracter, work and worth of the brother. w,e miss him
as he was a constant :Saint, the last of the old school in
Llanelly. There is no brother left there now to hold up the
work.
,
There are sig'ltls of progress a.t various points. Thel'e are
signs, too, that we need such a development in our brethren
and sisters, that the branches may not ov,ergrow the I'iOots.
We al'e conscious that we have a grand and ei!illobling cause
and that in these days of peril, judgment, commotion and
uncertainty much effort and skill is needed, to!Yetbetr with the
const,ant companionship of the directing Spirit.
Truly we need energizing; inactivity means death. If ws
think to do the Master's bidding, we must indeed have a
live reEgious fervor. 'So many tell that the.y know the work
is true. My brother and sister is that all? That great
knowledge brings with it re!Sponsibilities that we must study
to discharge among ourselves, as well ~as what it make's us,
debtors to the divine command', "He that is warned let him
warn his neighbor." The!re has been one active brother
added re~ently at Aberaman, two at Neath. We need more
to help us roll on the "littlie stone."
The war fiend is still spreading death, murde'r, pestHe111ce,
· crimes and vices such as are the common results of war.
Yes, it always has oarried the same results in its arms in
every land which it visits. But tp.e end is 1n ot yet. "This
gosp:ef of the kingdom must be· preached in all nations." I
am desirous to spread the truth and build up the kingdom.
We are glad to learn of· the I1e,turn of Bishop May to us.
I learn of his pr1e1sence at the Eastern Wales conference at ·
Gloucester, May 26 and 27. Our annual conf,e:rences in these
two districts hav1e their rneeti:ngs :a.t the same time. News
travels and we learn that there was a good crowd and an
exc,ellent week end spent in the servi.ce of the Mas.ter there.
Yours in Christ,
THOMAS JONES.
BELGRADE, MONTANA, June 15, 1917.
Edit01'S Hernld: I wish to write !1 few words for the
HERALD columns to express my gratitude to God for his goodness in blessing us in Mont3<na as weU ,as in other Sta,tes.
Our district confer'ence held ·at Bozem3<n, Montana, the second and third of June passed off so nicely with a peaceful
spirit attending every service. The Sunday school convellltion and pr'ogram rendered Friday night was enjoyed by all
present.
Preaching servic.e1s were very good.
Brother
'Winegar occupie1d the stand Sa.turdla:y night, the writer Su,nday at eleven, and Bnother Thorburn .Sunda.y night. He
must have had on his best suit, as he gave us a good spiritual
discourse.
~
We must say that .the praYJe:r meeting Sunday afternoon
was fine.. The low~ of God's 'Spirit was given to all in the
house, tha,t peace and joy which God 'alone can give, the love
that cas;t;eth out all fear, came to the hearts of the Saints.
We have many good Sai,nts in Montana. Ou!r Iittie branches
are still alive and the members a.re hopeful. One sister at
our confere111ce gave testimony of the great struggle she had
to leave the CathoLic Church on finding the gospel. Yes,, the
S>avior says, "My sheep hea.r my voice." She has heard the
V1oice of the good shepherd.
There is so much to do 'al!ld the work in ~Montana has to
be done; so many scattered Saints to visit that we cannot
atteind our district co,nference. Who will visit them and
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pr~ach for them?
No place to stop. Brother S. A. B. has
well said in la.te HERALD, "Let us move forwar:d." No place
to stop; we must endure to the end.
I wish to bel remembered by the Saints at Lamoni.
Your brother,
A. J. MooRE.

CHATHAM, ONTARIO, June 18, 1917.
Editors Herald: The members of the Chatham Branch
have workeld ha.rd and contributed libecrally this spring in
improying the church 'a1nd erecting a basement, and on the
2d and 3d of June held a two-day meeting. People came in
great numbers from various points to participate in the
meetings which were very successful. The principal speakers who took part wer1e Elders R. D. Weaver, John Grice
and R<obert Brown, ·1all giving <excellent sermons. The district' officers and many visiting priesthood were present.
The Detroit quartet, composed of Mrs. A. W. Davis, Mrs.
R. D. Bennett and 1the Missess Mildred McCallum and May
Hunter, assisted the choir and also gave a concert on Sunday
evening in the Griffen Theatetr, in aid of the Red Cross Fund.
The theater was crowded and the quartet numbers, duets
and solos, W<ere excellent and enjoyed, as well as a reading
by Elder Weaver.
Monday, JU!ne 4, a chicklen supper was held in the new
basement, provided by the sis1ters of the church, which was
sumptuous, andi many citizens were present and enjoyed it
as well as <the concert which followed, also the Detroit quartet. Elders Grke, Weaver, and local talent took part. Elder
Weaver he.Jd a two-week mission and his eloquent, masterly
and interesting sermons were enjoyed by many people. Dick
is a Michiga,n boy but we are proud <of him ovter here in
Canada, for he is zealous in his work and an texcellent spe11ker
in expounding the ·gospel truth.
'
The Chatham Branch, as a whole, is progressive, and as a
ibody of people we are thankful for, this glotrious latter-day
work, and our hearts' desire is to sete its progress. Chatham
DistriC't will hol:di the annual reunion from July 27 to August
6, at Erie Beach, a delightful lake'side resort, and all are
looking forward to an •enjoyable a1nd spiritual time.
Yours truly,
·
STEWART LAMONT.
ALBIN, WYOMING, June 19, 1917.
Editors Herald: I am a member of the Albin Branch. I
have been a Latter Day Saint only a short time, but am steadfast i1n the faith and enthusiastic in the work for Christ and
the incr,ease tand advancement of his k~ngdom. I believe
this kingdom on earth should mean more than what most
people gen'erally anticipta,te, and that only until we strive to
make our lives consistent with our ideals of what the kingdom of heaven is and in harmony with Godi's law, are we
~worthy of the name of his people.
<My past experience., not only with other churches but some
Latte·r\ Day Saints, has been tha,t the.y look forward to
Christ's kingdom as something diffe11e;nt or far off from
his institution here: something that can only be attained
after this life. I believe the institution hel'e known as the
church is a part of God's kingdom and is not a future anticipation but .a reality of the pDe:sent. Now whe1n people
believe anything afar off orr unattainable they soon cease
to strive for it. I believe that as 'children of God. we can
enjoy all of the blessings of the kingdom of heaven here .on
this e'a:rth, if we live and strive daily to be in consistent harmony with his will and fueep this thought ever in m~nd; that
we a<re a part ·of God's kingdom, a light and a testimony in
the world which lies in darkness about us.

If eve.ry Sa,int in the church lived from day to day with
these thoughts in mind and this <Object in view, their visible lives must C<ertainly he better testimony, and the world
would soon cease to look upon God's people aS' imposters of
the gospel of salvation and would .esteem them as the chosen
people of the Lord. And the church would then become a
:unit in the plan of salvation, each doing his part. in unselfish 'and humble submission to God's divine law.
Surely God does not ask too much of his people. His love
is exte1nded to us after continued disobedienc'e to his commands, after which he has made possible our salViation with
the bloodshed of his only S'o1n. Is it not right and just after
such loving sacrific:e. that we do something for the Master
who only asks us to live pure andl simp1e lives in ha11mony
with his will, which, when .abided by, will grant us more:
true ple,a,sures and peace to the soul than .all of the world
ha,s to offer besides? For the pleasures of sin are fals1e,
while· the joys of God are eternal.
<My prla,yers are with you for the good work.
LOUELLA •G. RUSSELL.

VILONIA, ARKANSAS, June 25, 1917.
Edito1·s Herald: Daniel the prophet said! in his twelfth letter, fourth versie<, that in the last days knowledge would increase. We al'e now in· the biaze of the fulfillment of that
statement. The increase of k nowledge in every direction
awakens a feeling of seilf-respect among men and a realization of the1ir natural and inalienable rights which they will
not longer permit to be ignored or despised. Rather they
will go to an opposite extreme.
Glance black along the ce1nturies and see how the nations
h1a<ve written the history of their d!scontent in, blood. The·
prophets dieclare that because of this increase of knowledge
a still mo11e general and widespread ddssatisfaction will
finally express itself in a world-wide revolution; in the overrthrow of 1a,U law and order that aruarchy and distress upon
a,U classes will be the r€iSUlt; but that in the midst of this
confusio1n the God of heaven will take care of his kingdom
in a way. that will sa,tisfy the desir1e< of all pe!ople and nations that desk·e a King of peace and a righteous government.
And thus the k~ngdom of God irf power and great glory will
shine out.
Then the revelation given in Doctrine and Covena1nts 45,
March 7, 1831, will have its fulfillment (paragraph 13):
"And i.t shall come to pass., among the wicked, that evecy
man that will not' take his sword against his neighbor, must
needs flee unto Zion for safety. And there shall be gathered
unto it out of every nation ll)nder heaven; and it shall be the
only people that shall not be a,t war one with another."
Dear !Saints, this condition of things is near at hand. So
men, wearied .and disheartened with their own failure, and
finding their last greatest efforts resulting in anarchy, will
come to the. light of the truth and righteousness. So, knowing this to be the purpose of God, neithe.r Jesus nor the apostles interfered with earthly rulers in any way. On the contrary, they taught the chuDch to submit to these powel's even
though they often suffer,e>d under their abuse of power. They
taught the church to obey the! laws and to respect thos<e in
authority because of their pffice, eve;n if they w.e:re not perso1nally worthy of esteem; to pay their taxes and to offer no
r'esistance to any established lta,w. (Romans 1·3: 1-7; Matthew
2:2: 21.)
The Lord Jesus and his apostles and the e1arly church were
all law-ab1d~ng, though they were separate from and took no
share in the government of this work. So let us not weary
over the prte'S€int conditions of the nations, but pray for right
to triumph, which will in the end, and go on steadily preach1
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do our. dutie~. The young men who are willing to
move forward actively in church work will probably
be exempted. We do not want it used for an excuse
for those who may or might assist, but do not.
The war is so terrible that it scarcely arouses a
thirst for blood. We have read that even private
feuds ire burned out in that fierce heat and a great
E. A. ERWIN.
hatred of war developed, so much so that it extends
to private offenses as well as public.
THE CHURCH AND THE WAR
Many of our able men of .recent years have taken
part in the armies of the United States. We recall
(Continued from page G28.)
at the moment Elder William H. Kelley for forty
members who are conscientious objectors. U is quite years a member of the Quorum of Tw~lve and for
probable that no effort will be made to compel the many years president of that quorum, and his son,
honest objector to go provided that the exemptio~s Jaines Kelley, so recently deceased. John Smith,
so claimed are not too numerous. It ought not to president for many years of the Lamoni Stake and
be used merely as a shield.
many others may be named. These men did not
The membership of the church has lived and prof- become bloodthirsty.
ited much in the world, and as such we necessarily
We should do our present duty to the church and
assume the obligation of the world and of society as citizens. That duty is a personal question which
so far as duties are concerned.
we should earnestly seek to answer rightly. It is
Again we are reminded that while the Lord a time to stand in holy places. Even the Saints
will fight our battles srtch references as section 102: 3 will hardly escape. (Doctrine and Covenants 63: 9.)
refer ,to the redemption of the land of Zion, the more It is a time to examine ourselves, a time to learn
immediate personal ques,tions, while section 95 : 6 our duty and to do it, a time to draw near to God,
seems to provide for definite measures for national that peace and righteousness may soon be estabwar· in some circumstances.
lished in the earth and the rights of the Son of Man
The decision of many of these questions must rest and of humanity recognized. .
S. A. B. •
with fue individual. Some of us ha:ve :very earnestly
considered how best we may help as citiz~ens, and
NOTES AND COMMENTS
where that service may best be rendered Lor democracy and righteousness. The, men in the mission
Dedication at Lansdowne, Illinois
field are needed for a very great duty to the church
On Sunday, J un~. 24, the church at Lansdowne
and our God ; more devoted and prepared men are
was dedicated, Bishops B. R. McGuire and James F.
needed. Therds a duty to be pedormed in the field
Keir being present and both taking part. We have
and in the factory. There is also the obligation
a historical sketch of the work in that place, going
of those who can, to assist in the liJJerty loan, the
back. to the sixties, which we will publish next week,
Red Cross and later loans.
wi,th the details of the dedicatory services.
ing the beautiful gospel, inviting the people to ohey the same
and receive the Comforter J·e sus promised to them that obey
him, that they may have peace iri these troublesome times.
The Lord is soon ~to build up Zion a:nd if we don't help
him he will call a set of people that will. For the time has
com~ that Zion must shine out in her beauty to offer a city
of roefuge to God's people. So may the Lord bless us to this
end.
Your brother,
1

THE AFTERMATH

Some fear the aftermath, lest we become ourselves
a military nation. · We are quite ready to echo th,e
language of McDonald of the Toronto Globe two
years ago, that we want no master on the land; we
need no mistress of the sea. It is significant, that
the wars of the.,last hundred years have made for
the greater rights and privileges of the people. It
has already meant that among the warring nations of
Europe. Why should we fear, then, an adverse reaction at home? Certainly if we oppose autocracy
abroad we do not wish as a substitute autocracy
and oppression at home.
Attention is called to the fact that the young men
of drafting age are the young men needed in. the
church to-day. This is true for the church, it is true
for the Nation. Those are called who are considered
most fit for that work. But we need not fear that
the war of God will be hindered if we are willing to

Stake Number of the "Herald"
We are planning to issue a profusely illustrated
magazine ~umber of the HERALD sonie time during
August if all the material can be assembled by that
time. It will include pictures of the official staffs
of the five stakes, interesting articles about each
stake, with some general contributions on such subjects as the stakes in the early days of the church,
the difference between a stake organization and a
district, with possibly some items of interest about
what the stakes are doing now. It should be a valuable cont!·ibution to the literature of the church,
teeming with historical interest.
New Tract Case
The Gospel Literature Commission has been conferring with th<~ manager of the Board of Publication concerning the feasibility of some plan to put
a tract case into every community where there are
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Saints to maintain them. A new wall case of excellent design has been worked out and ai'l soon as an
estimate ean b8 had as to the nuMbet· that might be
taken at a very reasonable price, definite ,announcements will be made. It is hoped to offer one free
with each order for a certain amount of tracts if
this can be worked out.

refer their names to committees who will be willing
to handle the matter.

A Program Suggestion
In making up reunion and convention programs
the General Library Commission would like to have
y;ou arrange to use a paper on library work, written
for such purposes by the _secretary of the commission. It is their desire to help put library work
on a permanent and satisfactory basis, and believe
that this method will be profitable to all. Just send
in your request to the secretary, Vernon A. Reese,
3833 West Park Avenue, Chicago, Illinois, and the
paper will be sent. It covers about four pages of
typewriting and requires about fifteen minutes in
the reading, but its suggestions should take a long
time to be forgotten.
A B
z Ch h
unga OW
urc
There have recently come to our desk some pic-.
tures of the ohurch edifice built by the Saint.s at
Fargo, Nor:bh Dakota. It is known all over the city
·
and referred to in the news columns as '.:The bungalow church." It has the usual wide cornice but
an additional touch of individuality in the Chinese
slope on the roof and belfry. It seems to us a
.
, l'k
t
pleasing ch ange f rom t h e ord1nary box 1 e struc ure
tl;t:at is so commonly built. While we are not architects aru:l consequently might overlook some important defects in the general idea, we see no reason
why this sort of structure should not find ,favor
with our organization of church architects as weH
as our church members everywhere. I.f anyone
wants to bor~ow our pictures, we will send them out
for th~ asking.

E'ASTERN IowA.-At Muscatine, June 23 and 24. While
there was not a large attendance, a good spiritual conference
was had and all attending were st11engthene:d a.nd blessed.
Following office,rs elected: president, William Sparling; secretary, Mrs. Cora Hart; treasurer, John Heide; librarian, I. A.
Chamberlain; vice president to be chosen by pr1e:sident. Mrs.
Cora Hart;· secretary, 1416 Harrison Street, Davenport, Iowa.

A Suggestion for Good Literature Committees
Many of our young men have .already enlisted in
the country's service and it is likely that many others
.ll yet go. We sugge":~t,h,a,.t ·OUr lo·cal good li'teraWl
~~
ture committees cooperate with relatives and friends
in seeing that each of these men is well supplied with
church literature. 'A pocket Bible should be in the
equipment of every man, while other literature·may
,
be included or sent to the training stations or cantonments at which they are stationed; . This is an important matter and should not be neglected. A
certain amount of time is ·at the disposition of each
man to employ a.s he pleases·, if the material for
reading and study i:s there, the temptations to waste·
time-or even worse~will be minimized. If you
know of any whose needs in this line oannot be suplied as suggested let us know, and perhaps we can
P

MISCELLANEOUS DEPARTMENT
Conference Minutes

NAuvoo.-At Fort Madison, Iowa, June 16 and 17. All
bmnches reported. District president's report 'was ordered
printed, with suitable resolutions thereto, and copi.es furnished all members of the district. Reunion dates noted
as August 24 to September 2, at Montrose. Election of
officers as follows: D. J. Williams, president; Jame•s Mckiernan and Orman Salisbury associates·; W. H. G~nn, secretary; George P. Lambert, treasurer. The latter sustained
as bishop, and D. J. Williams elected choriste1r, with H. S.
1Salisbury historian. Next conf•errence at Rock Creek Branch.
Adrian, Illinois, October 20 and 21. W. H. Gunn, secretary,
3014 Seneca Str•eet, Fort Madison, Iowa.
LONDON, ENGLAND.-At 58 Ickbvrg Road, Upper Clapton,
June 2 and 3, busines•s session at 6 'p.m. J~nel 2, and religious
session the following day at Enfield. District Presidency
(Elder J. A. Judd, president; Elders J. W. Worth and Dover
:b;, Judd associate presidents) associated with Bishop R. May
presided. Following ,district officers reported: president,
J. A. Judd; spiritual report of Enfi1e1ld Branch (Elder .J. A.
Judd, presrident) ; spiritual report of London Branch (Elder
J. W. Worth, president). Labor 11eports: Elders J. A. Judd,
J. W. Worth, Dover E. Judd, R. G6uUee, R. Clift. Resolution passed convening conferences in January and July, in
lieu of June and December. Usual district business. Motion
supporting gene:ral church, district and local authorities carriled. Ni,ne children w:me baptized and confirmed. Sacrament
service held, also a meeting· of the pri:esthood of the district,
which was organized to meet every three months. Dovecr E.
Judd, SE,lere.tary.
DEs MmNEs.-At Perry, Iowa, J~ne 9 and 10, 1917, pre>sided over by district presidency, associated with James A.
Gillen and William M. Aylor. Statistical reports showed
membership as follows: Packard 21, Clear Cree!k 28, Runnells 114, Oskaloosa 54, Knoxville 21, Boone 149, Ne'V'ada 89,
Rhodes 112, Perry 90, Des Moines 537 .. No report from
1Concord Brm1ch. Bishop's agent's report for four months
showed receipts: $2,401.03; expenditures, $2,324.81. The
following officers were elected: 0. Salisbury, president; H.
Castings and Charles Nirk, associates; Bessy L:aughlin, secretary; R. J. Farthing, treasurer; Roy Cheville, member
library commission; E. G. Beye, superintendlent gospel literature board. E. 0. Clarrk was sustained as bishop's agent and
J. 0. Salisbury chosen chorister. Nevada was selected as the
place of me1eting for October conference. Milo Burnett and
Mansel T. Williams were ordained to office of elder, John 0.
8alisbury, priest; Lt. W. Maley teacher, E. C. Kibbey deacon.
At request of Gallands Grove District, Gerritt Juergens was
ordained. a priest.
LITTLE Sroux.-At Pisgah; Iowa, June 9 and 10, with district presidency, Amos Berve, Joseph W. Lane a.nd W. R.
Adams in charge. Busin81SS session at 10.15 a. m. Sta:tistical reports from 10' branches showing present membership
2,145. Bishop's ag1ernt report showred a total received' of
tithes and offerings for five months $6,046.81, the lar'gest
amount recei'V'eid in this district in that length of time. Reports of district branch officers and summarized report of
district p·r:esident were read. Recommendations from Sioux
City Branch that Milo Hall be ordained deacon was approved
,by the conference, the ordination to be provided for. The
'reunion committee wer'le authorized to rent a sufficient amount
to erect a suitable eating house, 'for the ·comin·g reunion.
Amos Berve sustained as district president, Ada S. Putnam,
de1rk; Fred A. Fry; chorister; Alma M. Fyrando, bishop's
agent; Charles F. Putnam ele!Cted treasurer of the district
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and Raymond Smith member of library board. A resolution
was passed unanimously that the district look with favor on
the use of individual communion c.up, the matter being left
optional ;with the several branches. Invitations from Moorhead a 1n d Magnolia to enteTtain the. neoct conferetice res11lted
in favor of Moorhead, the time left with the district presidency. Brother Berve, district president, selected his assistants for coming y.ear: Joseph W. Lane and W. R. Adams.
The attendance was good throughout the conference and we
feel those present were benefited. Ada S. Putnam, clerk.

Convention Minutes
CLINTON.-Sunday school; at Coal Hill, Missouri, :at to a.
m., June 2. District officers in .charge. Reports from the
various ,o,fficers and committees read. Motion prevailed that
after 1the expense of the conVIention is paid, we turn the balance remaining in the treasury to the liquidation of the
church debt; carried. Sunday school Sunday at 9.45 a. m.
with an attendance of 118. Lucy Silve1rs, superintendent;
Zora Lowe, secretary.
NoRTHEASTERN ILLINOis.-Sunday school, at the Mission
Bmnch, June 1, 1917. Regular routine business transacted.
Brother Lou Williams ,e,lected member of the gospel literature commission. An appropriation made to assist State;
normal superintendent in expenses. 'A standard of excelhmce
adopted for schools. Adjou:nned to meet day prior to next
distrkt conference a't C'all of sup•erintendent. LaJune. Howard, secretary.

Conference Notices
Southwestern Texas, at Tuff, Texas, July 21, 1917. E. L.
Henson, 120 Pleasanto:n Road, San Antonio, Texas.
Toronto; Ontario, at Lowbanks, August 11 and 12, on 1~e~
union camp grounds, at close of T~oronto Deunion which begins July 28. Cordi,al invitation extended to all. Send ere~
dentials to ·Mrs. Floralice Miller, s,e!Cretary, box 340,
Dunnvilie, Ontario, before August 8. David Pycock, pre:sident.
Eastern Oklahoma, with Manchester Branch iill Red R,iver
County, Texas, July 28, 10 .a. m. following a sedes of meetings of a week. All reports and petitions should be in the
hands of the secretary 10 days before conference. J. C.
Chr.estensen, president; J. E. Kelsy, secretary, Wilburton,
Oklahoma.
Alberta, Michigan, Branch, at North End, Saskatchewa.n,
July 14 and 15. Trains on the Canadian Pacific Railway
will be met daily at Macklin, 'Saskatchewan, and gn the
Grand Trunk Pacific Railway, at Chauvin, Alberta. Apostles
Gillen and Aylor and Bishop B. R. McGuire will be in attendance. All visitors weilcome. William Osle·l', president,
Clyde C. Walrath, secl'e'tary, Edgerton, Alberta.
~

Convention Notices
E.astern Oklahoma Sunday school and Religio, with Manchester Bra.nch, Red RiVIer County, Texas, July 27;at the close
of a we,ek's meetings to begin .July 21.
Southern Nebrask~ Sunday school, at Nebraska City, Nebraska, July 13. S:ecret:ar'ies please hasten re'ports to Grace
Dowker, 644 •South Twenty-Sixth· St11eet, L~ncoln, Nebraska.
Far West Sunday school, Religio a 1n d Woman's Auxilia.ry,
at Oakdale, nea'r Hamilton, Missouri, July 21 and 22. Superintendents and secretaries take note and attend, as this is
to be the first convention of the far West Stake. Geoffrey,
Bear, secretary 'Sunday school.
Toronto, Ontario, Religio, at Lowbanks, on reunion camp
grounds, August 10, 2.30 p. m. Locals urgently requested to
send delegates to prepare for institute work and 'programs.
Send credentials to Mrs. Floralice Miller, secretary, box 340,
Dunnville, Ontario, before August 8. Ernest Rowett, president.

Reunion Notices
Southweste,l'll Texas, at Pipe Creek, Texas:, August 24 to
1September 2, 1917. E. L. Henson, 120 Pleasanton Road, San
A:rrtonio, T~exas.
On account of the scarcity of tents and the high price of
living, the Eastern Okla~homa reunion and conference, ad-
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v~ertised to be held at Fort Towson, Oklahoma, have been
called off. by agreement. J. C. Chl'estensen, L. Chappell,
B. F. Pollard, reunion committee.
··
First ai1!nual' reunion of the Holden Stake, at Holden, Mis~
souri, August 10 to 20, on the grounds· of the property recently purchased . for an ·old people's home. Meals will be
se,r':'e;d on grounds at c:;ost. Bishop. C. J. Hunt, of Holden,
will mform you reg;a.rdmg_ tents. Further information may
be had from D .. J. Krahl,. Holden, or W. S. Macrae, secretary
of committee, Knobnost:er, Missouri.
·
Tents for the Joplin reunion, August 3 to 12, may be ordered of S. G. ~Carrow, R. F'. D. 4, box 304, Joplin, Missouri.
Ten: by 12, $2.25; 12 by 14, $2.. 75; 12 by 14, 6-foot wall, $5.50,
canvas cots, 45 cents. Orders should be in by July 20. For
spe~ial information w.rite Brother Carrow.
Charles Fry,
charrman of the committee.

Week'~ Meetings
A week's me1etings will be held at the Fenneil Schoolhouse
four miles northwest of Fort Towson, Oklalioma, begiri!ning
July 14. J. C. Chres:tensen, president.

Addresses
H. J. Davison, 53S. South California Street, Stockton, California.

A New Convention Blank
In response to a general demand, a new blank has been
put in stock by this offi,c'e'-a cl'eidentials blank for delegates
to either Religio or Sunday school district ca:nventions. It
is very conv:enient and will be much appreciated by all district and local secretaries in listing and checking up delegate
lists. Order No. Jl33, 10 for 15 cents, postpaid, Herald
Publishing House,, Lamoni, Iowa:

Our Departed Ones
HASKELL.-Miss Louise E. Haskell, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Peter H. Haskell, jr., was born Dec•ember 12, 1892.
Baptized August 8, 1909, by J. J. Billings. Died October 13!

THE REASONS WHY
You Should Go to Graceland
IV-SPIRITUAL ENVIRONMENT
. If there is one thing above all others that has endeared Gracelanc;l College to those who have been
enrolled as her students, it is the spiritual environment that has surrounded them.
The college prayer meeting on Wednesday .evening
has become a feature that is regarded as an essential
part of student life. Scores of young people who
have come to Gracerland without realization of the
1need for spiritual development, ha.ve been reached
through this prayer meeting.
Regular· half-hour chapel services ar.e held daily,
consisting of devotional exercises and special programs.
For more complete informa,tion and catalogue
address

THE PRESIDENT; GRACELAND COLLEGE, LAMONI, lOWA

The above is the :fourth of a series of reasons why you should attend Graceland College. They include the questions of: Credit,
Teacher Training, Junior Colh~ge, Spiritual
Environment, Low Expense, Special Departments, Equipment, Literary Work and
Faculty.
·
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Since fried foods are not easily digested, why do housewives persist in preparing so many things according to the
'deep fat process? The grease so absorbed both, adds to the
cost of the food and to repair bill for the family health.
Lucky is the man who does not believe

~n

luck.

1916; .at Portland, Maine.
FUJneral services at Saints'
John J. Billings and George Smith.
WRANCHER.-Ernest Wrancher was born July 3, 1899.
Baptized July 21, 1907, by Elder B. St. John. Killed in action in France April 9, 1917. Memorial service in Bothwell
Town Hall, May 20, 1917, in charg,e of John C. Dent and W. R.
Leverton.
·
' WAYT.-Sist1er Sarah Ellen Wayt was born May 6, 1869.
Baptized by James Craig sixteen years ago and lived a de,, voted Christian life. Married Elder Joseph B. Wyatt, Feb: ruary 2, 1902, at Glen Easton, West Virginia. Leaves to
c' mourn, hus~and, 1 son a:t;d 1 da"!;lghter, fatJ:er, mother, 1
-. btot~:r:, 6 sisters, and .otne.r relatives. and fnends. Funeral
sermon iby James Cra~g; mte•rment m Nauvoo Cemetery,
Glens Eas:ton, West Vilrgirria.
-··· LoNGMORE.-Odessa J. Whitak,er ·was born February 24,
;~h~pel.'by
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1880, in Schuyler County, Missouri. Married George Longmore May 26, 1900, and to this unio}l were born 5 children.
She was baptized about fivre ye,ars ago at Wichita, Kansas,
by Elder Baircloth. Died June 14, 1917, at Lanagan, Missouri en route to Hot Springs, Arkansas. Funeral services
in Methodist Church at La,nagan, in charge of A. V. K:a:rlstrom. Sermon by F. L. English.
YOUNG.-At Lamoni, Iowa,, June 6, 1917, David D. Young,
aged 65 years, 10 months, and 18 days. His parents left
Nauvoo in 1846, and from CoUJncil Bluffs went to Utah in
1852, from theii'e in 1861 to California. The family, including David, united with the Reorganized Church in 1864;
came to Decatur County, Iowa, in 1874. Served as teracher,
priest and presiding elder, and was very faithful, devoted and
humble. Married Sr. Florence Gurley in 1879, who, with 7
children survive him. Funeral sermon by H. A. Stebbins;
Columbus Scott in charge, assisted by Leo,nard Hollo,way.

Tonsils and Adenoids completely removed.
in diseases of the eye, ear, nose, and
throat.
ELders and family on ministerial allowance, work done free of charge.
Cataracts removed.
Work done in Independence 'Sanitarium, Indep,endence, Missouri.
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Why not grow your own foodstuffs in this time of crisis? Cut
down living expenses by accepting our offer of land on the railway
right of way free of charge. While we give employees the preference,
we hope many others will avail themselves of the lan,d they do not use.
Begin now and select your spot. Make appli~ation to the Station
Agent or Section Foreman.
As soon as your tract has been assigned, start preparing the
soil at once. Manure the land if possible, and plow or spade deeply.
Make the seed beds fine and firm. Plant mostly vegetables that can
be kept for winter use, such as potatoes, beans, onions, carrots, parsnips· and turnips. Cultivate and hoe thoroughly.. Kill the weeds.
Keep the surface soil loose.
Assistance and advice regarding growing of gardens will be
gladly furnished by J. B. Lamson, Agriculturist,
Chicago, or 0. H. Liebers, Agricultural Agent,
Lines West, Railway Exchange Building, Denver,
Colomdo.

E. A. Howard, Vice President
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J::nter.d ao aecond-dl\f'l matter at Lamoni, Iowa, poet office
"If ye continue in my word, then are :ve m:v diocipleo
indeed; and ye ohall.know tho truth, ancl the truth shall
make you free."-John 8: 31-32.

•

uTb.ere shall not any man ameng you have aa.ve it
be one wife; and concubines he uhall have none!'Book of Mormon, Jacnb 2: 36.
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THE STRESS ON THE INTELLECTUAL
The question is sometimes raised by different ones
of our readers, if we do not think that too much..
stress is being placed upon the intellectual to the ·
neglect of the spirituaL Perhaps in somre cases this
is true. We fear that it may be, just .as in many
instances too much stres's is placed upon the emotion:al rather than upon the thoughtful. But an
empihasis of_ our v~ry evident needs for tmined men
and women m special department~ of work should be
b~ no means construed' as a reflectiOn upon the splend1d men who have ~one out so earnestly ye~r after
year for the decla:atwn of the gospel of th~ ~mgdom.
We are not surprised to hear that the Spirit of God
has been, and still is, with these men. That is a:s
it should be.
Lack of schooling should not be a bar to ,the Spirit,
except as the lack has been clearly avoidable. That
is, if we have done the best we could we should be
able to rely upon the divine guidance. If we haV:e
deliberately avoided our part, our claim for divine
help would 1a,ppear to be much less.
We have the declaration often made, and which
we quote with approval, that those wiho have not the
opportunity to hear the gospel but who would have
taken advantage of it if they had had that opportunity will be saved in the celestial glory. So men
who have not had the opportunity- for very much
of school work, but have taken advantage of such
opportunities as they have had, and would have
taken advantage of more if they could have done
so, will, no doubt, be recognized and fully blessed
as one who ha;s conseci'!ated to the service of God.
But we must remember always that education is
not synonymous with schooling, though schooling
is one of the most efficient methods yet discovered
for g:aining a definite amount of knowledge in a
definite limited time. But we are in serious need
of trained experts in practically every department
of service. Such men are needed for the farm to

and Covenamts
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test its· quality, to tell us what we should plant to
give us the better seed, to assist in its proper propagation. Still we do not fail to recognize the very
earnest work that has been done in the phlegmatic
work, still is done and must be done by men who
have de,voted their time to that service, even though
in ,an experimental way. It becomes a part of the
divine plan in "prove all things, hold fast that which
is good."
In the past we have heard questions concerning ·
the proper feeding of babies. Some will say, "I
have noted that most mothers m:anage to bring up
their children without the help of bachelor uncle or
university students." Burt we have also noted a
considerable loss of the human life in the hit-andmiss method the loss of mothers and the loss of
children, ~ntil one is almost led to suppose that most
childrren grow up, not because of, but in spite of the
well-meant but misdirected efforts of their: parents,.
Nor does this mean that the Associate Editor poses
as an expert. He does not, ne~ifuer: in practice norr
in ~theory, but we do urge the value of the practical
experiences of 1aunts, mother1s and grandmothers,
to say nothing of fathers and grandfa,thers, and also
of those experts who have studied the problem in a
critical way.
Nor does the Editor assume to be an expert in
farming. We would rather agree with a bishop we
lately heard speak, who could not tell a lilac from
a hyacinth, yet urged the value of trained exper,ts.
We need them for fadory direction, for shoe factories, for flour mills, for planing mills, for every
different kind of mill, many of which are provided
for in pa.rt at least. We need them:, as President
Walter Smith suggested at the recent conference,
f,or the upbuilding of Zion.
This preparation should not interfere with spiritual experience. It ,should rather tend to deepen and
increase. the spiritual comP,rehension and appreciation. Unless there is spiritual devotion the effort
will evidently fail.
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We have talked much of the upbuilding of Zion,
but Zion is not possible unless we have for the
future men better prepared to meet certain problems than we haV'e had in the pas.t.
But we should not ignore the value of practical
experience, for daily contact wi·th a problem should
prove of the gl'eatest practical importance. There
are in every busines:s many minor details that must
be learned by experience, until they become second
111ature. Pmctical experience is a recognized part
of preparation. lt should also be recognized that
the test of our preparation should be capacity for
a life of service. It is what we can deliv•er and
what we can do that reaily counts in a pragmatic
way.
But we ought not to get into a rut and cl:o things
always exactly the same way. Experience should
be able to give valuable advice to the young missionary, to the young farmer, to a boy or man citybred, for the care of live stock and farming. But
on the other hand, throughout life we see the need
for men who specialize on some small part of the
problem.
Unconsciously, the :attitucl!e of many of us would
be expressed in proportion by one wor.thy brother,
when they were discussing the proper height for a
man. He interpolated, "Well, 1 think that five feet
hm and a half is exactly the right height for a man.
That is my height."
.
·
The frequency with which this question has been
raised, not only generally but personally, has caused
us to make a very critical self-examin1ation if we
do not want to make the mi:stake of placing undue
importance on that whidh is secondary.
lOur position tersely stated is as we have so often
repeated: "The purpose of education is preparation
f:or life; the test of life is capacity for service."
This means th:at we should have physical development to carry our intellectual, spiritual and moral
load. This ,should not be neglected.
. Then, for the meeting of our problems there should
be moml education. There can be no las:ting intelligence without morality, nor, we believe, Ias:ting
mora]ity witihout intelligence. Third, a man cannot
know too much for righteous service in the church.
Our view is exactly as expressed by 2 Nephi 6: 61:
"But to be learned is good, if they hearken unto the
oouns,els of God." Undoubtedly men have been injured by their own self-conceit, but this has not
been because of their great learning, but rather
their ignorance of two vital principles. Of these
two most important things a man should know: The
first is to know God. lf a man knows God, there
is no danger of his thinking he knows too muah or
is too smart to assist in this work. The second
mos:t important thing he should know is how little
he knows and how much he does not know.

:Now it is quite true that as men grow in knowledge some things are removed from the realm. of
faith to that of knowledge. Alma has clearly:'r;'expressed it ~n l'egard to the gospel principles, but
it applies also to the whole field of knowledge. Nor
should it prove a detriment for a man to know what
his fellow men have been able to find out. It is
quite true that many scientific hypotheses are .speculative-the very term implies that; but they offer
a basis from which we may seek trutlh. Knowledge
should ra:bher help him to a right comprehension·
of that which is divine, utilizing an that humanity
has been able to ascertain of trutih, which is therefore called scientific.
Experience leads us to believe, as may be inferred
from !Alma 16: 149, 173, that on our knowledge may
be founded a greater and more far-reaching faith.
If there is .not such a faith, then is our law great
indeed.
W·e have known mE:m who could not read or write
when they entered the missionary field. The inspimtion of God helps them out. But the inspiration of the Spirit of God leads a man to ~study
his own work and the works of others, so that our
opponents are inclined to refer to our men as well
posted and learned. We hope tlhey are, for we prefer the truth to the mere condition of ignomnce.
When a man knows how to read and write, he will
need no inspiration for that. 8o it goes into other
departments of human knowledge. But no man
knows enoug1h to pl'each a sermon without divine
direction. No man knows enough to represe~t God
in any capacity without inspiration; and our observation is that those who are reputed to. be tlhe best
schooled or most learned among us still feel keenlyand very keenly-this need.
It were truly better tha,t a man sihould have less
learning, if .by having more he shuts himself out
from the ins.piration of Almighty God. Divine inspration is primary. All training is secondary lbo,
that he who stands to rep~resent God should not only
have been called by him:, but should have daily his
commission reaffirmed by the Spirit of God to him
personally, without the intervention of any other
man.
Marvelous, indeed, do then become the manit:estations of the Spirit in taking the reading of years
and explaining the meaning to him who has by study
prepared himself. :May it not have been partly
for this caus1e that· it was Moses who w1as taken up
and slhown the kingdoms of the world and received'
his great vision? May it not have been partly for
this reason that the Apostle Paul was carried to
the third heaven and there saw things he could not
believe? And Enoch is also reported to have been
one of the most learned men of his time.
Many times we note these criticisms of too gi·eat
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dependence on learning being made of others who
ha¥e given conside~able time to s1tudy. But in the
light of our own experience we desire to give them
the benefit of the doubt in the absence of definite
evidence. ·In several cases we know that this decision is abundantly justified--that the men do not
put the chief s:bress on the intellectual, but make
spiritual devotion pr'imary. This is, of course, as
it should be. Certainly there have occurred instances in which individuals !have become disaffected.
We ar·e frank to s:ay w:e are not yet convinced of
the advantage of a thorough college education to
everyone, but surely the assumption cannot be made
that college training is detrimental, any more than .
it can be madte prerequlisite to service.
Of first importance is tthet call and inspiration
of God to us: Scarcely second is brotherly love and
helpfulness. But with this should also go a sincere
effort as "workers together with God" to prepare
by faith and by study, recognizing it is not degrees
in schooling tlhat count, but about wha.t can we do 'and
hav.e we done of highest service to God and man.
S. A. B.

properties as a stewardship, the title to the property
being in his name and that of other individuals. But
the excess p:mfits go to society in the caring for the
widows and orphans and for help w1here actually
needed. The .strength of the plan does not depend
upon the health or strength of one man, but upon
that of the organization, as each man considers himself his brother'ts keeper. But the' assistance is
rendered in an organized way through the bishopric.
Under this plan there would be no excessive indulgence, no debauchery, but ev.ery man labors according to his talents for himself and his family and
for the social good. And each man owns as he earns
it, his home and inheritance and his steiWard~ship.
The organization helps a man to help himself. It is
becoming more and more evident that the world
is proceeding towards such a plan by which the
social interest is considered as paramount to that
of any one individual or smaU collection of in~
dividuals.
Provision is made to-day for the ca.r:e of children
in playgrounds, nurseries, child labor laws, free
schools and school laws; for women, in women labor
laws, motJhers' pension and many other provis.ions
which may be included as th6se of the laborer, such
THE .GREAT A WAKENING
as the employer's liability act, provisions for recreation, for corpomtion schools, insurance against
On account of the opportunities before him for death, sickness, accident and unemployment, pro~
· missionary work, Elde r Knisley is not able to comvisions by which many of these are carried as social
plete this series at this time. He hopes to add to and
liabilities, sanitary workjng places and dwelling
extend the theme next winter with additional data
places and limited hours of labor. More and more
upon the situation in the world and the economic
i:s this paternalistic idea of government being carsolution offered. Elder Baldwin's article throws adried out. There is much to be said both pro and con
ditional light upon this same theme.
to IS:ecure the rig;ht balance, which may be best for
The associate editor had the privilege of attend- society and the individual, for students a1:1e recoging a year ago some thirty or thirty-five lectures upon nizing that the social result is not all, but that we
social r·econstruction, presenting the views of the should have with it the incentive and the developleading sociologists, the conditions confronting the ment of the indhnidual to his utmost capacity and
world to.. day and the solution offered by so~i;alism power.
and anarchy, as well as that of the leading socioloThat old question asked in the beginning is about
gists.
to be answered with a strong affirmativ·e·. Tha~
It is very evident that at the time that the revela- question was asked by a murderer in the beginning.
tions were given to the church. in 1831 thene was no It has been asked with like intent ail the way down
realization in this country of this great need for the pathway of history, aJs.suming a negative aneconpmic justice. But that realization is very vivid swer. But as i·t was implied there, so must it be
to-day. In the midst of confusion there stands still answered now and men are coming to realize that
the divine plan of social reconstruction, coope·ration fact. The question is, Am I my brother's keeper?
and equality of opportunity.
·
The answer is and can only be an emphatic yes.
This involv~s a cO:nsecration of what a man is and
Be:Dore this great economic and social problem
has. It means an organized effort of the individual there appears to be but the one natural answer : I
on behalf of society. No man should be :supported in am my brother's keeper. In the difficulties presented
idleness, whether the so-called rich or poor. Every by Elder Kni:sley rthis answer remains-the divine
man should be expected to labor to the extent of his pl an of ind!ividual reconstruction, together with
abnirty and receive a just share at least of the fruits social reconstruction on a basis of cooperation,
of his labors. The surplus and excess 1ahove just equa.Iity and justice.
wants and needs are to be turned into a common fund.
,Doubtless this problem will receive further conS. A. B.
The able business man continues to handle large sideration during the year.
1
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PROCEEDINGS OF THE BOARD OF
PUBLICATION

Important sessions of the board were held on
June 7, 20, and 21, and from the items of business
transacted the following are presented as being of
general inite11est:
Bishop Benjamin IMcGuir'e was chosen president
and J. A. Gunsolley secretary of the board. Bishop
Albert Carmichael was chosen tre,asurer and business m~mager of the board, which body of men ha;s
chiarge of all the publishing interests of the church.
As e~ecutiv:e committee, th11ee were chosen: B. R.
McGuire, A. Carmichael and F. B. Blair.
The following editor's were appointed: SAINTS'
HERALD: Frederick M. Smith and Elbert A. Smith,
editors, with S. A. Burgess associate and E. D.
Moore assistant editor. Journal of History: Heman
. C. 'Smith, editor. Autumn Leaves: Elbert A. Smith,
editor; E. D. Moo11e, as,sociate editor. Stepping
Stones: Estellia Wight, editor. Zion's Hope: Ethel
I. Skank, editor; Estella Wight, managing editor.
Zion's Ensign: refe;rred to Bishops McGuire and
Keir to make arrangements. Arthur .E. McKim
has been appointed advertising manager for the
Board of Publication.
The business manag~er was authorized to provide
tracts in the R uss,ian language and in such other
foreign languages as may be found advisable.
Regarding the publication of 'tmcts and books,
the board decided that hereafter all books and tracts,
after being properly indo:rsed, be published by the
Herald Publishing House.
The debt of the church to the Herald Publishing
House was by vote of the boa:rd consecrated to the
Presiding Bishop of the church as a surplus.
The business manager was authorized to put into
effect the' stewardship pl1an among the employees
of the Herald Publishing House and the Ensign
Publishing House so far as practicable. He was
authorized to increase the present wage scale of the
employees of these publishing houses not to exceed
ten per cent to any individual in such cases as the
management deems advisable.
LANSDOWNE DEDICATION
On Sunday, June 24, the church at Lansdowne,
East Saint Louis, Illinois, was dedicated by Bishop
B. R. McGuire.
In the sixties an ,effort was made there and a
branCJh established for a short time, but the effort
soon laps.ed. The history of t'he present branch prepared by Elder G. W. Vandel, follows:
The Lansdowne Branch had its beginning in the highea:rt.ed, consecrated service of Brother George F. Barraclough, who, some twenty years ago-at that time the only

known member of the church in E1arst S:aint Louis-would,
when walking the streets of what was th€ill consideTed one of
the most sinful cities in the United States, pray to God to
open the way for him to ;establish the work of Jesus Christ
in E'ast Saint Louis. This desire was finally realized.
Along about 1904 Brothe·r Barraclough became' associated
in a business way with a. W. C. Carl of the Christian faith.
The subject of religion was fre;quently discussed between
them, Mr. Carl m1:1nifesting great interest. Later, when
Brother Barraclough went to the home of Mr. Carl to live,
he succeeded in converting him and later his brother, W. F.
Carl. Thes;e brethren from their baptism entered into the
.spirit of the work. Their homes were always open to the
!Saints, .and were the sc1enes of many pleasant times for the
young folks of the Saint Louis Branch. W. C. Oarl was soon
called to the 'eJldership and was able to assist Brother Barraclough in his pioneer~ng ,effort. W. F. Carl opened his home
for cottage meetings which weve conducted by District President J. A. Tanner.
.As the Carl brethl18ill were engaged in a· business that employed quite a number of men, they were .able to interest some
of the young men of the •Saint Louis Branch, namely, W. R.
Weidman, T. J. EHiott, 31nd George M. Vandel, who, in the
spring ·and summer of 1905, found employment with them,
and established themselves o,n this side of the river.
In the fall of 1906 a Sundlay school was organize!d, meeting
· in the one finished .room of the Hawthorne public school. This
move proved a success, and as there was now a representation 1arge ,enough to justify a branch orga,nization, arrangements wer.e :tlULde for this.
On Sunday, October 16, 1906, the organization was
1effected with 15 members, Apostle I. N. White in charge
assisted by District President J. A. Tanner, there was also
present Georg·e H. Hilliard of the bishopric and Elder .H. W.
rSpa,rling of the missionary force.
Since the organization numerous mis.siQnary efforts have
been made by various 11epresentatives of the missionary
force; 'all of these .efforts served to invigorate the Saints
spiritually, 1and some of them netted numerical strength.
The growth of this h11a:rich has been rather remarkable.
Brother Barraclough and the Carllhreth11en bega:n to interest
their friends, go~ng into their home1s and teaching them the
gospel, in many cases conve,rting the enrti11e famiJy. Later
Brother Louis L. Joerndt took up the s1ame line of work and
brought in 1a goodly number, until now we have a membership
of over two hundred, most of them converted through the
1efforts of our local force.
'
Brother I. N. White delivered a prophecy at rthe organiza.tion to the effect that if the Saints of the branch were faithful there would be b11anches dotteld around over the country
as the result of the work of her ministry.
The hreth:reill soon began to move out into new fields,, opening up missions in Troy, Alton, Sorento, O'Fallon and
Sawyersville in Illinois; Brentwood and Maryland Heights
1n Missouri. Through these openings branches have been
organized •a.t Troy, Alton, O'Fallon, rBr1entwood, and Maryland
Heights with the •Sawyersville organization pending. During
all the time the work was being carried on at these places,
not onc.e dlid the Lansdowne Branch fail to have some one of
the priresthood present to conduct its various meet~ngs. Thus
we f!'el that that part of Brother Whi,te's prophecy has been
fulfilled, and that while the 'hrranch is still young:
Since the organization of our branch, with one ,exc.eption,
we have entertaiood the Saint Louis District during its June
conference; also some of our members have h!lld and do hold
important offic,es ~n the district church work, the Sunday
school, Religio and Woman's Auxiliary.
(Continued on page 669.)
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-REPENTANCE---Pa.rt 2
(Synopsis of sermon preached by Elbert A. Smith, at Lamoni, Iowa, Sunday ·ev6!ning, S·eptember 10, 1916.)
REPENTANCE ALWAYS NECESSARY

Repentance, then, is one of the principles of the
gospel instituted by Peter on the day of Pentecost
under the power of the Holy Spirit, .endowed with
power from on high.
It may be asked, however, if there is any place
for repentance among those who have been baptized
and entered the church. We might assume that
the Saints had progressed to a point where such
pl'eaching is not necessary. However, in Doctrine
and Covenants 56 : 4, the stakement is made, "You
have many things to do and to repent of." We must
take things as they are, and not close our eyes to
reaHties, and imagine tha~t we are living in a world
that does not exist. So long as human nature continues as it is, and the Saints in reality are perversely
inclined to do wrong from time to time, it will be
necessary to preach repentance to them.
While those who are nonmembers should repent
and be baptized, those who are members of the
church and do wrong, find an avenue of reconciliation through repentance and confession. If there
is something between them and God they should
confess to him; if it is an open offense, they should
confess openly and receive forgiveness from the
church; if it is an offense against some individual
they should seek individuai reconciliation. It should
be remembered, however, that confession alone is
not adequate but the language of the law is that they
should repent with all their hearts.
GENUINE REPENTANCE

We have recently recei¥ed two inquiries from diff.erent parts of the country concerning cases that
are quite similar. An individual is addicted to the
habit of drunkenness. He gets drunk; the officers
labor with him; lie professes repentance and is. forgiven. A week 10r a month later he gets drunk again,
and the process is repeated. These officers wish to
inquire if they have any recourse, under the law,
or if they are bound to forgive the individual every
time he makes confession.
The answer is tha~t they are justified in demanding
some assurance that the confession has back of it .
I

•

•

genuine repentance, in other words, that the individual shall have repented with all his heart. These
repeated offenses indicate that he is not repentant
in that way. He should be cast out, or perhaps be
wi~thheld from church fellowship until he gives evidence of genuine repentance by bringing forth that
which John terms "fruit meet for repentance."
We believe also that restitution should follow repentance. In the 6th chapter of Leviticus, under ,the
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Mosaic law, i1t was provided that where one had
taken from another anything by force, he should
return the principal and add thereto one fifth part
more. This was under the Mosaic law, certainly
under the Christian law we could not do less than
return the principal.
Now Zacchams, who was a righteous man, stated
that if he had taken things from an:? man by deceit,
he would return fourfold.
We received an inquiry from a minister in charge
of a certain field, to whom a nonmember had sent
a confession. He had become interested in ~ur work
to the point where he thought 9f joiriing the church,
and desired to know what would be required of him.
It appeared that years ago he had insured his house
and later had burned it down by his own hand, and
collected the insurance money. Also he had induced
a friend to sign a note with him, and the friend
had been obliged to pay the note, ·and he had never
made restitution.
·
We replied that as m1 evidence of his repentance
he should make restitution so far as possible. He
should pay back to his friend the amount due .him,
or if not able to pay it all he should pay as much as
possible. He should search out this insurance company, if still in existence, and return the money
taken from them ; or if not able to return all of it
he should return as much of it as was possible fo;
him to do. Having done all within his power to ·
make restitution, we should justly then give to him
our forgiveness, and he would be a fit candidate for
baptism.
Too often people repent, when in fact they are
merely sorry tha~t they got caught. :Again, that oon- •
fession which. says, "If I have done wrong I am willing; to be forgiven," has been too often given.
I wish to give some statements on the subject
from men more or less great.
Luther says: "To do so no more is the truest repentance." This is an excellent statement, though
not so good perhaps as the one made by Isaiah:
Wash ye, make you clean; put away .the evil of your doings
from before mine eyes; cease to do evil: learn to do well;
seek judgment, relieve the oppressed, judge the fathe·rless,
plead for the widow.-1: 16, 17.

Taylor says: "True repentance hates the sin, and
not merely the penalty." The prodigal son found
himself in a very disagreeable position, but evidently
he reached a point where he hated the sin more
than the consequ~nces, and then he was in a condition to return to his father.
DEATHBED REPENTANCE

Here is a statement from Lorenzo Dow, the eccentric preacher round whom so many anecdotes
cluster. This is a statement about deathbed repentance:
"Deathbed repentance is burning the candle of
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life in the service of the Devil, and blowing the snuff
in the face of Heaven.''
The old song s1ays :
While the light holds out to burn,
The lost sinner may return.

But according to Lorenzo Dow, it is not very honorable to burn the candle of life in the service of
the Devil until it is exhausted, and then blow the
snuff in the face of Heaven. We have little confidence in deathbed reptmtance which is forced on an
individual, as in the 'case of a murderer who is condemned to be hanged, and who has exhausted every
possible means of escape by 1appeal, and finally at
the last moment accepts Jesus and is promised by
the preacher that he will enter into celestial glory.
The preachers may make such promises, but they
have no power to fulfill them.
However, we would not entirely disregard deathbed
:repentance. It is said that
is· better late than
never, and even in a ·case where one has postponed
repentance until the very last moment, it may possibly. he better to repent then than never to repent.

it

THE PRODIGAL SON

The classical sty1e of repentance is that of the
prodigal son related by the Master. You remember
·that this was the story of a father who had two sons.
One of th(im, early in life, demanded of his father his
portion of the inheritance, and receiv,ing it, went
into a far country and squandered it in riotous living.
As a result, when a famine followed, he was numbered as one of the natives of that country, and was
set to feeding hogs.
Jesus here works in a little fine point which must
have made a strong impression on the Jews. ?Ne
have a poor opinion of a hog, but nothing compared
with the opinion entertained by the Jews, which
would not tolerate a hog on the place. To be brought
to a level where a man would feed the hogs, would be
in the uttermost degradation from the standpoint of
a Jew.
Nathaniel Hawthorne went to work on a farm at
one time, but did not stay long. He quit work, saying that he posi,tively refused to be chambermaid for
a cow; and to become a personal servant of a hot;
must have been much worse in the eyes of a Jew.
Under these conditions, in the course of time, this
young man came to himself, as the statement is, and
repented, and went home to his father. His father
was rejoiced to see him, and then went out to meet
him, and fell on his neck and wept.
Now preceding this parable the Master said :
"There is joy among the angels of heaven over one
sinner that repenteth." So it mus~t be that he meant
this parable to portray the welcome that God would
give to the returning sinner. As the prodigal son

came to himself, fo~sook his wickedness and his
degradation, and returned to his father with repentance, and love, so should men forsake their sins and
their degradation, and return to God. And just as
the father received this young man with joy, even going out to meet him, and made him welcome, so will
God receive the repentant sinner. He is a God of
love then, as this man was a father filled with love
and compassion.
The young man had lost his inheritance, and there
is no statement that it w1as returned to him, he could
not recover it, but he was willing to make a new
start, and accumulate something on his own account
with the help of his father.
So though we ma.y have wasted mahy years, and
squandered our energies that we cannot hope to recover, yet we should be willing to make a new start,
and do the best we can with that which remains.
QUIT YOURSELVES LIKE MEN

Are y~ou ,a ma,n? Assert your manhood then.
Break off from evil ways benea,th a man.
They do not contribute to make you men.
Shame! Do not say, "I cannot"; say, "I can."
Are you a woman? There is the same need.
Behold the little ones are round your knee,
To all your words and actions they give heed,
And imitate with aptness what they see.
Are you a young man? Oh, then while the light
· And dew of life's sweet morn is round your path,
!Serve ye its Giver in your fresh young might.
Far lo, his word a thousand beauties hath.
Are you a maiden? Truly serve the, Lord
Before your friends and brothers; make them know
The power of purity in his great word:
Your influence is large, for weal or woe.
Do you love wisdom? Who so wise as he?
Or poetry? Come, you will be at home
With all ~things fair and beautiful and free.
·Do you love wickedne!ss? Th~n do not come.
· From Noah down all prophets cried repent;
And I of passages might find a score
To prow~ the doctrine. But my time is spent;
And all that I might say was said before.
-DAVID H. SMITH.

Positive, definite work in announcing gospel
truth overmasters and outranks the spineless variety. Keep out of the realm of speculative uncere
tainty.
Some men seem not to be aware that whatever
of divine commission they may ever have received,
expires by limitation when corroded by inactivity,
or-when they fail to observe the Lord's fixed stipulations of rectitude.
Preaching that flows not from the fountain of
heaven's holy and inspirational supply, tends toward
one of two great evils: dead formality, or vicious
heresy.-James E. Yates.
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ORIGIN~ARTICLf.sJ
GRACELAND COLLEGE AND THE WAR

"It is of the utmost importance that there shall be
no lowering in the efficiency of our systems of education," says Doctor P. P. Claxton, United States Commissioner of Education, discussing education and the
war.
"Schools and other agencies of education must be
maintained at whakever necessary cost and against
all hurtful interference with their I~egular wo:X.k except as may be necessary for the national defense,
which is of course our immediate task and must be
kept constantly in mind and have right of way everywhere and at all times. From the beginning of our
participation in the war we should avoid the mistakes
which some other countries have made to their hurt
and which they are now trying to correct.
"If the war should be long and severe there will
be great need in its later days for many young men
and wo:&nen of scientific knowledge, training, and
skill; and it may then be much more difficult than it
is now to support our schools, to spare our children
. and youth from other service and to permit them to
attend school. Therefore, no school should close its
doo11s now or shorten its tenn unnecessarily. All
young men and women in college should remain arid
use their time to the very best advantage, except such
as may find it necessary to leave for immediate profitable employment in some productive occupation or
for the acceptance of some position in some branch
of the military service, which posi·tion cannot be so
well filled by anyone else.
"When the war is over, whether within a few
months or after many y;ears, there will be such demands upon this country for men and women of scientific knowledge, technical skill, and general culture
as have never before come to any country. The
world must be rebuilt. This country must play a
far more important part than it has in the past in
agriculture, m!anufacturing and commerce, and also
in the things of cultural life-art, literature, music,
scientific discovery.
"Therefore, a right conception of patriotism should
induce all students who cannot render some immediate service of great value to remain in college, concentrate their energies on their college work, and
thus be all the more ready and fit when their services
may be needed for war or for the important work of
reconstruction and development in our own and other
countries w:hen the war shall have ended."
Graceland will open her doors on schedule time
September 6 to "do her .bit" to prepare thP. hundreds

of young men and women whose services will he so
greakly needed after the war. It is hoped that the
parents and friends of the young people of the church
who should be taking advantage of Graceland's opportunities will see to it that every sacrifice necessary is made that they may be fully prepared for the
great task before the church in the very near future.
GEORGE N. BRIGGS,
President Graceland College.

FAITH AND ORIGIN OF CHURCHES---Part 2
, BY J. F. MINT UN

Buddhi.sm is another form of the so-called heathen
veligion :Bounded by one Buddha, whose teachings in
some fonn or another form the basis of the religions
that largely prevail in Japan, China, Thibet and
some minor places at the present time, whose devotees number about two hundred ninety-five million.
The basic or fundamental doctrines of Buddhism
are self-purification, withouj which spiritual progre's's is i:rppossible; and human brotherhood. It had
for one of its objects the destroying of the castes
among the Brahmins, hence, one of its tenets is the
equality of all caSites. Another tenet in this religion is
the de~fioation of men, who when deified are called
Buddhas. In philosophy, they believe the universe
to be an illusion, only apparent. It enjoins great
tenderness £or animal life. It is attended by an extensive development of monasticism. There is some
similarity between Buddhism and Catholicism in
these respects~ Each has a monastery, celibacy, the
dress and cap of the priest, the incense, the bells, the
ros,ary of beads, the lighted candles at the altaJ.·, the
same ideas of purgatory, and praying in a tongue not
known to the communicants. It ha8 theories like the
Christian Scientists, so much so that it is thought
that the latter copied from the former, espedally is
this true of belief that the universe and all material
things are illusions, that we simply believe they exist,
but that in fact they do not.
A Supreme God and Evolution. H. Dharmapala
says:
In the sense of a supreme CDeato.r, Buddha says there .is
no such !being, accepting the doctrine of ervolution as the only
true one, with cor ollary, the liaw of caus•e and effect. He
eondieanns the idea of a CDeator, but the supreme God of the
Brahn;tins .and mi,nor gods are accepted. . . . This supreme
God is all locve, all merciful, all gentle, and looks upon all
beings with •eqUJanimity. Buddha teachels men to practice
thes•e four supreme cvirtues.
1

Why Opposed to Christianity. Kniza Ruige Harai
says:
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There are two causes why Christianity is not so corditally
Deceived; . . . In 1637 the Christian miss:1onaries combined
with the converts, . . . and it is understood that those missiona.ries inte,nded to subjugate Japan to their own mother
country. . . . To preV1ent such another insurrection and to
protect our independence we were obliged to prohibit the
promulgation of the gospel.
But admitting for the sake of argument that we are idolaters 'and heathen, it is Christian morality to trample upon
the rights and advantages of a, non-Christian nation, color~ng
all their natuml happiness with the dark stain of injustice.

The Important Things:

1917

The third noble truth is the extinction of sufferings,
which is brought ab~ut by the cessation of the three kinds
of lust, together with their accompanying evils, which all result directly from ignorance.
The fourth noble truth is the means of paths that lead to
the c•e.ssation ,of lusts and other evils. This noble truth is divided into the following eight paths: Right understanding,
right resolutions, right speech, right acts, right way of earning a livelihood, right effort, right meditation, right state
of mind.

A Savior. Banrieu Y atsubuehi says:
In Buddhism we have Buddha as our Sav,ior, the spirit
in~arnate of perfect self-sacri,fice and divine compassion, and
the embodiment of all that is pure and good.

Whether Chr1ist saves us or drives us into hell, whether
Guatana Bud!dha was ta De,al person or there never was such
a man, .it is not a matter of consideration to us, but the conWhy Different Sects of Buddhism.
sistency of doctrine and conduct is the po~nt on which we
Why; a11e there so many sects and preachings in Buddhism?
put the great,er importance. Though they [the. Japanese]
approve his IogicaJ argument, yJet they are very stubborn Simply because of the differences in human character....
There is ,no room fo.r censure because Buddhism has many
and will not join Christianity as long as they think it is a
western morality to p:reach one thing and practice another. . 'sects which were founded on Buddha's teachings, because
Buddha considered it best to preach 1a.ccording to the spiritual
One Religion. Zens'hori Nogushi says:
needs of his hearers, and leave to them. the choice of any
Then, is there a hope of decreas,ing the numhe·rs of re- partLcul;a.r sect. We are not allowed to censure; other sects,
ligions? Yes. How far? To one. Why? Because the truth !because the teachings of e1ach guides us all to the same place
is only one.
'
at last.

Man's Purification in Ten Commandments. Harm
Take says:

Judgment, Reward, and Punishment. H. Dharmapala says:

In other words it [Bud'dhism] teaches us that absolute
truth :is constantly acting to make a man on the surface of
the ,earth compltete his purity and goodness. Therefore,
should I speak from the Stide of goodness, I shall ·say that
Buddhism teaches ten commandments; such as, not to kill;
not to steal; not to commit adultery; not to tell a falsehood;
n:ot to joke; ,not to s,peak evil of others; not to use doub1e
t·ongue; not to be gre1ed'y; neitihe'r he stingy; not to be cruel.

As no evil 11e.mains without punishment ,and no good deed
without 11eward, it follows that neither priest nor God can
prevent each act bearing its own consequences. His [man's]
mer1i:t or diemerit~that is, his character-consists of the sum
total of his actions in all previous lives.
By <this gre1at law of Karma Buddha explained the inequalities and apparent injustice of men's estate in this world as
the consequence of acts in the pa,s,t, whilie Christianity compensates these inequalities by rewards in the fuhne.

What Exists in Every Being.
Chaudradrat says:

H. R. H. Prinee

The Dharma presents the three fol1owing phenomena, which
generally exists in every being :
"l. The accomplishment of eternal 'eiVolution. 2. Sorrow
and suffe1ring according to human ideas. 3. A separate
power uncontrolltable by the desire of man, and not belonging to man."
The Dharma is formed of two essences, ,one known as
matuer, the other known as spirit. These essences exist for
ete1l1llity.

We Are Nothing.
TJJ:e consciousness of self-bering is a ,d'elusion, so tha,t, until
we a;re convinced that we ourselves and whatever belongs to
ourselv.es ~is a me11e nothingness,, until we havce lost the idea
,or impression that we are men, until that idea be completely
annihilated a,nd we hawJ become united to Dharma we are
unable to reach spiritually the state of Niervana,, and tha.t
·i:s only obtaine!d when the bod!i:es dissolve both spiritua.lly
and physically. So that one should cease all petty 10 ngin,gs
for personal happiness, and !'emembe:r that one life is as hollow as the otliter, that all is transito:ry and unreal.

Suffering and Its Cause.
The first noble truth is suffering; it arises from birth, oLd
age, illness, sorrow, death, separation from what i:s loved, as..
sociation with what is hateful, and in short., the very idea
of self in spirit and matter that .constitute1s Dharma.
The second noble truth is the cause of sufferi1ng whi,ch results from ignorance, creating lust for objects of perishable
nature.

BRAHMA-SOMAJ RELIGION

Of this religion but little need be said only that irt
is a reformation of Buddhism and Brahmanism by an
acceptanee of the Bible as equal with the Hindu
scriptures a,s will be seen by the few extracts quoted,
Wlhieh quite clearly set forth this peculiar :reformation.
Its Origin. Protap Chunder Mizoomda:r says:
Amitd the din 3ind clash of this polytheism and so-called
evil, a 1nd amid all thei .darkness of the times, there a.rose a
man, a Brahman, pure-bred and pure-born, who•se name was
Raja Ram Dohan Roy. . . .
In 1830 this man founded a society ~nown as the BrahmaiSomaj .... Brahma means the worshiper of God, and Somaj
means society, ther,ed'ore, Brahma-1Somaj means the society
of the worshipers of the •One living God . . . . He cooperated
with the British Government to abolish the barbarous customs of tSutte1e, or the burning of widows with their dead
husba:nds.

It Is Monotheistic.
Tll!e Brahma-Somaj founded this monotheism .upon the inspiration of the Vedas and the Upanishads.

Accept the Bible as Inspired. ·
S.o twenty-one years after the foundation of the BrahmaStomaj the doctl'ine of the infallibiliity of t'he Hindu scriptul1e:s was given up. . . .
Recognizing, therefore, on the ?ne hand,, the great i,nspira-
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tion of the Hindu scriptures, we could not but on the other
hand recognize the inspimtion and the authority of the Bib1e.
And in 1861 we published a book in which extracts from all
scriptures were given as the book which was to be read in the
course of ou~ devotions.
·

One True God. B. Najarkar says:
The fundamental, spiritual ideal of the Brahma-Somaj is
belief in the existence of the one true God.

Unity of Truth.
The second spiritual ideal of the
of truth.

Brahma~8omaj

is the unity

Harmony of Prophets.
The third spiritual ideal of the Brahma-Somaj is the harmony ,c,f prophe,ts.

A Dispensation of the Age.
In the fourth place, we believe that the religion of the
Brahma-Somaj is a dispensation of this age; it is a message
of unity and harmony.

Communica,tion with God.
· And can we eve1n for a moment eVJer imagine that the
Spirit of God has ceased to work in our midst? No, we can,not. Even to-day God communicates his will to mankind
a;s really as he did in the days of Christ or Moses, Mohammed
or Buddha.

Motherhood of God.
The first ideal of the Brahma-Somaj is the idea of the
motherhood of God.
SHINTOISM

This is another sect of Buddhism existing principally in Japan. Concerning it, and in its defense the
Right Reverend Reuchi Shibata says :
The word Shinto or Kami-Nomichi oomes from the two
worrds, "Shin," or "Kami," 'each of which means Diety, and
"to" or "micl)i," (way), and designates the way transmitted
to us from our divine ancestors, and in which 'ecvery Japanese
is bound to walk.

Pluralities of Creators.
According to our ancient scriptures th&e were a generation of Kami or dei'ti,es in: the beginning who created the
heaveills ,and the earth together with all things, including
human beings, and became the ancestors of the Japan1ese.

Shintoism i,s divided into several sects of which I
make mention of only the most prominent, 1Jhe first
being the
THIKKO SECT
The Th!ikko [practical] sect, as the ,name indicates, does
not lay so much stress upon mere show and speculation as
upon the realization gf the teachings. Its doctrine1s are plain
and simple and teach man to do man's proper work.

One Absolute Deity.
They teach us that before heaven and earth came into existence there was one absolute deity called Amenominakamushi-no-kami. He has great V1irtue, a.nd power to create, to
reign over all things; he includes everything within himself,
and he will last forever without end.

Male and Female Deities.
In the beginning the one deity, self-originated, took the
embodiments of two deities-one with the male nature and
the other femaie. . . . TJ:lese two deities '.are nothing but

forms of the one substance and unite again in the absolute
deity. These three a1ne called the "Three Deities of Creation." They cause a generation of deities to appear.
THE MOUNTAIN FUGI, ANOTHER SECT OF SHINTOISM
According to the teachings of our sect we ought to rever!ence the famous mountain Fugi, assuming it to be the sacred
albode of t1he divine Lord; and a,s the bra,in of the whole1
globe. And as eVlery child of the heavenly Deity came into
the world with a soul separated from the one original soul
of deity, he ought to be just as the deity ordered a,nd make
Fugi the example and/ emblem of his thought and action.

Originated in 559 A. D.
The founder of the sect is Hasegawa Kakugyo who was born
in Nagasaki, of the Hizen province, in 1541. In the eighteenth
year of his age, Hasegawa, full of grief at the gloomy state
of things over the country, set out in a .pilgrimage to
various sanctuaries of famous mountains. and lakes, Shintoist,ic and Buddhistic templ,es. WhHe he was offiering fervent pr1ayers on saered Fugi, . . . he receiv-ed· inspiration
through the mir,aculous power of the mountain; and becoming convinced that this place is the holy 1abode of Amenomina-kamu-shi4no-kima, he founded a new sect, and propagated the Cl'eied all over the empire.

Love AU Things.
As our doctrines teach us, all anima1te and: inanimate
things wwe born from one he:a,ve:nly Deity, and ecvery one of
them has its particular mission, so we ought to love them all,
and also to resp-e.et the various forms of religion in the world.

All Religion Based on Truth.
They are all based, I believe, on the fundamental truth of
religion. The difference between them is only in the outward
f,olrm, influenced by vari,ety of history, the disposition of the
peopJ,e, and the physical conditio:ns of the places where they
originated.
THE JAINS

The Jains are another of the religions of the world
called heathen which clai:mlS our attention on account
of some of its doctrines, tth.el'e being a similarity between some of its doctrines and 1some of the doctrines
-of modern religious thought among those who claim
to be Christian. Of the doctrines of iJhis sect, Virchand A. Gandlhi has this to say in defense of their
history and ethics :
High Priests:
You will, therefore, look upon me as simply the mouthpiece
of Muni Almarimji, the learned high priest of the Jain community in India, who has devoted his whole life to the study
of that ancient faith.

Two Theories in One.
Fi:rst. Jainism has two ways of looking at things-one
called Dravyarthekaraya and the other Paryayartheka Noya .
. . . According to the Dravyartheikaraya view the universe is
without ibegin1ning and endi, but according to the Parryayartheka view we have cr,eation and destrucbon at every moment.

The Canon.
The Jain canon may be divided into two parts: First,
1Shrute Dharma, i.e., philosophy; and second, Chatra Dharma.,
i. e., ethics.

Soul, the Dim:ne Element.
Accord~ng

to the Jain view, soul is that element which
knows, thinks, and feels. It is, in fac;t, the divine el-ement in
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the living being.... The soul, so long as it is subj,e.ct to transmigration, is undergoing evolution and involution.

stimulus of achievement, a thousand times more
potent than the paralysis of poverty.

Nonsoul.

"NOTHING SUCCEEDS LIKE SUCCESS"

The second principle is nonsoul. It is not simply what we
understand by matter, but it is moi'e than that. Matter is a
, term contra,ry to soul. But nonsoul is its contradictory.
Whatever is not soul is nonsoul.

Want starves the stormich and weakens redress,
While he who succeeds is made strong for success.
Want weakCjns the will that strong men possess,
Whi1e naught in this wo~Id succeeds like success.

Four States of Man's Existence.

Blackness of darkness, disheartening mess,
Ever grows brighter in light of success.
The poor are all taught their chains to caress,
While the rich all know they succeed by success.

I shall now refer to the four states of €'Xist~nce. . . . That
of being a denizen of hell; . . . that of having an , earthly
body; . . . of being a man; . . . and that of being a denizen
of the celestial world. . . . The soul being severed from all
connection with matter regains its purest sta,te and becomes
divine.

Out upon this insult. Tear off its dress,
Life more abundant all comes with success.
Viewed from all angles we're boU!nd. to confess
That naught in this world succeeds like success.
D. R. BALDWIN.

Matter Eternal.
Matter and soul are ,e!ternal and cannot be created.

No Personal God.
The doctriJne of the transmigration of soul or the ,l"Bincarnati!)n, is another grand idea of the Jain philosophy. Once
the whole civilized world embraced this doctrine. . . . The
Bible and sacred literature of the East are full of it, and it
is to-day accepted by a majority of the world's inhabitants.

Misery.
The problem of injustice and misery which broods over our
world can only be explained by the doctrine of reincarnation
34nd karma.

Karma.
, The sanscrit of the word kanna means action. "With what
measure ye mete, it shall be measured to you again," and
"whatsoever a man sowelth, that shall he also reap" are but
the corollaries of that most ~ntricate law of 1\jarman.

Highest Happiness.
Jainism goes a step farther and says that the highest happiness is to be obtained by knowledge and religious observances.

Moral Laws.
The five Maharatas or great principles for Jain ascetic.': are,
1. Not to kill, i. e., to protect all life.
2. Not to lie.
3. Not to take that which is not given.
. 4. To absrtain from sexual intercourse.
5. To r1e:nounce all interest in worldily things, especially to
call nothing, one's own.
(To be continued.)

SUCCESS VERSUS WANT
It is written that "Want is the basic principle of
the evolution of man." Is this true? No. Irt is a
miserable insult to man's inherent greatness. ·It is
an outrage upon the character of God who made men
and pronounced them "very good."
Men do not need to be forced into action. Men
need only the inspiration of opportunity to develop
the best there is in them. God did not make men so
lazy as to need the prod-pole of poverty shoved into
their souls to spur them to action. Men have a nobler
incentive to work than the compulsion of want.
God implanted within hi's children the grand

(

OF GENERAL INTEREST

)

SUPERRESISTANCE
(Harold C. Goddard :in International Conciliation Bulle-tin No. 102, May, 1916.)

The origin of the term nonresis,tance is the English
Bible, and the English Bible is usually infallible in
things poetic. But this is the exception. For the
word nonresistance is negative while the thing itself
is the most positive thing iri the world. Fooled by
its appearance, friends and foes of the idea it is
supposed to embody vie with each other in diluting
a mighty reality into an excellent substitute for nothing. They persist, for instance, in setting nonresistance over against forc6----Jas if it were not itself the
most powerful of forces! They dwell on its passivity
-as if it were not activity incarnate! They insist
on its submissiv;eness (its enemies branding it as
servility, its friernds extolling it as a kind of high
patience that stands meekly aside while material
forces sweep to their destruction) -as if its one great
end were not the reduction of other forces, the bending of other wills, to its own! And so they continue
heaping up its negative qualities until we come to
conceiv;e it as a cowed, spiritless, anremic creature,
little fitted to inhabit this proud, pulsing, red-blooded
world. Indeed we are lucky if we do not come to
identify it with its exact opposite: cowardice. . . .
The test of superresistance is its success-not its
success in any vulgar sense but its success in turning
into its own direction the force which it resists. Passive nonobedience may often thwart the power that
commands, but it rarely oonv;erts it. Usually it
only infuriate,s and so intensifies it. The person,
man or child, who, when you ask him to do something,
sits still and says nothing, is vastly mo.re exaspemting than the one who says, "I won't," or otherwise
hits back. If your request was reasonable, his lack
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of consideration maddens you. If it was unreasonable, you feel your guilt and are inwardly perturbed:
In either case, if you imitate the noble example before you and hold your tongue, the nonresistanc~ on
both sides is complete. But the problem is not solved.
It is only aggravated. You know, both of you, in
your hearts, that you had better have come to
blows.
EXAMPLES OF SUPERRESISTANCE

If we could but free them from their midst of inherited associations, the supreme instances of this
power would still be found in the life of Christ.
Christ, with one glance, 1sending Peter out to weep
bitterly; Christ working in the heart of Judas ~ntil,
"he repented himself . . . and cast down the pieces
of silver in the temple and departed, and went and
hanged himself';" Christ disturbing the peace of Pilake· so that at last, if we may accept the spirit of
tradition, he, too, took his own life; Christ, after
death, overturning the Roman empire itself--these
are examples, not of a power that did not resist,
but of one that 11esisted miraculously and supremely.. ~ .
"I can see," says Captain Brassbound to one of
the most purely delightful of them, Lady Cicely, "I
can see that you have some clue to the world that
makes all its difficulties easy to you; but I'm not
clever enough to seize it. . . . I'm stupid. . . . Since
you saw me for the first time . . . I heard you say
nothing that didn't make me laugh, or ma).\:e me feel
friendly, as well as telling me what to think and what
to do." There is no .secret to Lady Cicely's clue to
the world. It is sim:ply her abounding love for
everybody. The secret is not what it was but how
to get it. II imagine the best first step toward getting it is to come in contact with a few Lady Cicelys.
SPURIOUS VERSUS GENUINE FORMS OF
SUPERRESISTANCE

For superresistance, as these examples show, does
not consist in the physical act but in the personal relationship between the actors. Slaves and heroes
often act in the same way. You can turn the other
cheek to all eternity without being a Christian, without being anything but a sniveling coward. Superresistance does not consist in letting the man who
took away your coat have your cloak also. It consists in a genuine desire that he may be warm. It
does not consist in going two miles with the man who
compelled you to go one. It consists in striking up
such an intimacy with him t!hat you both forget to
mark the milestones.
Now to do these things is exceedingly difficult. But
to do things that externally resemble them is relatively easy. It is easy, for instance, to return good
for evil for the sake of making your enemy feel mean
-if you are a hypocrite. It is easy to return good
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for evil out of a sense of "duty"-if you are a prig.
It is easy to make no return at all for evil-if you
are a dead man. (In this last case, all you have to
do is to close your eyes and fold your hands as if
you were in your coffin, locking the lid on the inside
if the strain becomes too great.) To practice any one
of these spurious forms of superresistance requires
no exceptional endowment. But to practice superresistance itself calls for angelic qualities. The result
is that he who attempts to practice it without the
power succeeds. only in producing a forgery-as, for
centuries, ordinary human beings have attempted to
be Christians and have succeeded too often only in
becoming slaves. Nonresistance, indeed, might be
defined as superre·sisuance that fails. Superresis:tance mirg1ht be defined as the true coin of which
no!llresistance is the counterfeit. Superro$istance
means mastery. Nonresistance means lying down,
falling under the J ugernaut, letting the powers
that possess the world trample their victim in the
mire. Perhaps the most tragic delus1on of Christian
. history has been the belief that nonresistance can
regenerate the evildoer. If it could, the slavedrivers
of the world would be its most regenerate class:
American capitalists would be angels, Prussian junkers and Russian bureaucrats archangels, and Oriental
priests and despots g10ds. It cannot do it. The
force that can regenerate the evildoer is superres,istance. . . .
·
SUPERRESISTANCE A FORM OF LIFE AND NOT A CREED

Superresistance is not to be had from any rule or
formula. None of the worth while things of life is,
though all of them are supposed to be, by little minds.
Such open-sesames, indeed, can be made to sound
very plausible. A sure formula for learning to swim,
for example, is to jump into deep water and feel
no fear. lA certain rule for walking a narrow path
on the edge .of a precipice is to walk it just as you
would a path of the same width across a pasture.
Both prescriptions are absolutely infallible. But the
average man will try them at his peril. The fact is,
of course, that they are not rules to be followed at all.
They are powers, skill, arts, to be achieved. The exceptional individual attains them at a leap; the ordinary man must make them his by determined and
laborious practice.
Nations, like men, have open to them rt!hree fundamental methods of meeting a force that menaces
them from without: resistance-the a;btempt to overwhelm that force by a greater force acting in the
opposite direction; nonresistance---lthe attempt to
frustrate that force by letting it exhaust itself
through encountering no obstacles; and superresistance-the attempt to convert that force by turning '
it into the opposite direction through the attraction
of an imaginative substitute. The advocates of the
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first method, in its pure form, are called militarists.
The advocates of the seoond and third methods are
called, indiscriminately, pacifists. But if the first
part of our discussion .has been of .any avail the identirty of name will not blind us to the fact that the advocates of national nonresistance and the advocates
of na,tional superresistance a1:1e diametrically opposed. Indeed, the abyss that divides them is far
profounder than .that which separates either of them
·from the militarist.
The average nonresistant pacifist prides himself on
the doctrine that national morality should differ in
no way from the best individual morality. It is true.
But it is precisely this type of pacifist who forgets
that truth most grievously in fashioning his own
philosophy. As in the sphere of personal morality,
he pins his faith to the belief that an end can be put
to conflict by certain acts or refus,als to act, forgetting that peace with honor and without clash of arms
can come to a nation, as the corresponding state c~m
crm1e to an indivicltu.l, only through a dear a:::cendancy in superforce over the nations that would attack
it.
And even if he escape the first error of the believer
in nonresistance, he generally falls into the second.
He pre,aches pacifism as if it were a truth that could
be had for the asking, a rule that could be followed,
a power that could come from rbhe mere act of subscribing to a creed. He talks about its "acceptance"
or "adoption," when, if he talk at all, he should talk
about its practice or attainment. He advocates a
dogma, when he should be creating a spirit. He attemprbs to turn into a principle what should remain a
form of .life. Let him look up his own name in the
dictionary and he will discover that it is his part to
make, not to preach, peace. Would we could always
keep that distinction clear-between the peacemakers
and the peace preachers ! As of old, it is the peacemakers that shall be called the children of God.
The peace preacher is fond of declaring that it is
righteousness that exalteth a na,tion-which is true
and admirable. But he gene,rally manages to imply
that if a nation will only scrap its navy, it will thereby be exalted~which does not follow at all. Righteousness is no such negative thing. The mistake is
exactly the mistake of supposing that the mere act
of throwing away his gun will endow even a coward
with a personal magnetism that can look down a wild
beast or charm the heart of a highwayman. It is a
delusion. These miraculous powers, national or individual, do no1t come at any such waving of a wand. ·
We have heard more than once since ~the outbreak
of the war that if the Belgians and the French instead of res.isting the invasion of the Germans had
offered no obstacles, but had welcomed them hospitably to their cities, all would have been well with
Belgium and Fmnce. Now such an observation is

arrant nonsense or profound wisdom according to
the interpretation placed upon it. If the statement
is purely hypothetical, if it means that two whole
nations meeting a third invading nation in a spirit
of complete human understanding and !brotherly
love wo'uld be sufficient to disarm it, the observation
is true, though it. is no more practically helpful than
the observation that if France and Belgium had
been inhabited solely by men of the type of Cihrist,
Saint Francis, and Shelley, there would have been no
war. If, however,· the statement is prac;tkal, if it
means that it was within the power of the Belgian
and French nations of August, 1914, to receive the
invaders in this hospitable spirit and that they should
have done so, the remark is the merest insanity. You
might as well say tha1t France should hav,e had an
army of 15,000,000 to meet the invader. The unanswerable retort in both oases, though in difflerelllt
senses, is the same: France d~dn't have the men.
All this is not rto imply for a moment that the pacifist who uses this argumelllt may not himself be a
man in this higher sense. I have the honor of knowing more than one Quake·r, who, if this country were
wholly unarmed; would, I am confident, stand up in
the face of a foreign invader and be shot, not like
a slave but like a hem, if the alte!rnative were to
spill human blood himself. (What he would do if he
saw his wife and children lined up to be shot, or
worse, I prefer not to ask.) All honor to the man
who can live up to such a creed, provided, always, as
I believe he would, he could unnerve the soul of his
enemy by his act. But surely such power of selfcontrol should constitute for that Quaker no excuse
to ask that this country should disarm itself, if he
has to confess to himself that, under circumstances
like those just imagined, all but a handful of his
countrymen would be transformed, not into heroes
lik!e himself, but, :at worst, into shrinking cowards
or clawing beasts, at best into creatures whose hearts
and hands would reach out instin.ctively for the most
bloodthirsty revenge. And even if he could conceivably justify casting his own vote toward disarmament, that would not justify his urging his weaker
fellow citiz~ns to vote as he does. Not till he has imparted to them the secret of acting as he can!
NONRESISTANCE AND MILITARISM EXTREMES
THAT MEET

The pacifist that counts on the fact of disarmament
does not perceive that he has gone clear around the
circle and clasped hands with the militarist who
counts on the fa'ct of armament. But it is so. The
militarist puts his faith in guns and powder. The
pacifist putis his faith in their absence. They are
equally deluded. To rely on the absence of armed
force is ju.st as materialistic as to rely on its presence.
The things to rely on are national good will, national
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irnagination,. national self-control. The things to
fear are . national g!'eed, national ignorance, and
national passion.
Why! it is intellectually paralyzing to hear extremists of either party talk on this subject. "An a:rilly is
insurance against war." "An army i1s a standing
provocative of w:ar." "A navy is a species of
polioe foroe." "A navy is a powder magazine
awaiting ignition from the first chance spark."
"Europe exploded because it was all so over-armed."
"Europe exploded because the rest of Europe was
not so well armed as Germany." "The lesson of the
war is that preparedness will not keep the peace."
"The lesson of the war is that the unprepa11ed nation
will be crushed." Such talk is nonsense. As if ships
sailed and guns went off of themselves ! Armaments,.
like pistols and the police, are dangerous or protections only in reference to the power's. behind them,
and the same navy might be insurance to one people
and a constant menace to another. . ..
NATIONAL SUPERFORCE AND ITS MOBILIZATION

But in what does national superforce consist?
The power of superresistance of a nation cannot
be defined any more than can that of the individual.
We might say it is the sum of the separate powers of
superresistance of its inhabirt:ants in so far as those
powers are nationally vocal and effective. We might
say it is measured by the degree of dedication of its
government to the growth and welfare of every
human being.within i1ts borders and thus of its dedication to the growth and welfare of humanity as a
whole. We might call it simply a nation's international good will. Such generalities would mean
little. But that does not alter the fact that national
super:t~esistance is a rea.lity as actual as is personal
magnetism of a strong and sympa·thetic individual.
Furthermore, it is only the presence of this force in
its fullness that can take the place of arms. It i~ only
the presence of this force in some measure that can
render arms safe to the nation that bears them.
Does anyone need to be told, for instance, that if
the United States really were the democracy, the refuge for the oppressed, the land of equal opportunity,
which in popular cant it is supposed to be, and which
in actual fact it feebly tries to be-does anyone need
to. be told that such a United States could stand in
absolute safety among the nations of the world, utterly unarmed? Does anyone need to be told, either,
that such a United SJtates could be armed to the
teeth quite witihout danger to herself or to her
neighbors?
Does anyone suppose that if Belgium had been a
little Utopia, a model society for the world, Germany
would have dared to trample her into the mire? Not
for a moment. Not if Germany were twice the
brute that her bitterest enemies would make her out.
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Remote as these extreme cases may be from present reality, they point out the only real road to
peace.
. No half measures will suffice at this
crisis of world history. The working relation that
the political part of that program should bear to the
question of milita:.ry preparedness is this : No increase in armament that is not coupled with some
social amelioration, some enhancement of genuine
democracy, is entitled to a moment's consideration
from the American people. That is the crux of the
whole matter. Only :as a nation's power of superresistance is increased can that nation with impunity
increase the size of the stick that it carries.
It is not enough to say: we will strengthen the
nation's right arm first; and afterward we will teach
the nation its,elf not to abuse its srtrength. The
second step rather should be the indispensable condition of the first-for on it depends the tremendous
question wherther the nation shall dominate or be
dominated by the instruments of war. We may well
tak!e a lesson here from the recent attitude of English
labor. English labor demianded as a condition of its
participation in the European war, a fuller recognition of its place and power. English labor was precisely and profoundly right in that demand. (Indeed, the rational sympathy for the 1allies in this
country is grounded on the belief that such things
can happen more readily in England and France than
in Germany.) Every work!er in America, be his
work manual, mental, or imaginative, should place
himself on a similar platform with regard to the
military future of this country. And there are, at
the outset, two very concr·ete openings for such demands-openings that fortunately can be made a
test and touchstone of the character of every representative of the people now in public life. In the first
place, hand in hand with new armaments must go
the taxation that is to pay for them. If it is decided
that new armaments are necessary to ward off dangers from without, let it be demanded at the very
least that the new taX'ation make for g11eater equality
and justice within. And a second oondition of addedl
armameDJt should be the abolition, or the beginning
of the abolition, of private profit in the manufacture
of the instruments of war. To win immunity from
foreign attack at the price of subjugation to Kruppism wou!ll Lr' fol' the American people a humiliation
far profounder than the most crilshing defeat at
the hands of Germany or J·apan that the nightmares
of the most panic-stricken militarist ever conjured
up.
'And so the end of the whole matter is a paradox;
the paradox that he who would seek peace must
seek something else first. For peace-like .those
other ultima,te things, beauty and happiness-must
be wooed indii'edly. It is written that he only shall
attain beauty who loves life more than he loves art.
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It is written that he only shall obtain happiness who
loves labor more than he loves pleasure. It is written that that nation only shall gain peace that loves
humanity more than it loves tihe absence of strife
and bloodshed.

the viola, but altogether too much neglected. It is a large
instrum€1nt, although not nearly so large as the contrabass,
and is held partly between the knees of the pe:rformer and
played with a bow of gr•eater size and str€1ngth than used in
pla.ying the violin. It sings in a compass embracing the richest of high tones of the tenor with the full sonorous ones of
the baritone, In tone quality it is altogether one of 'the most
!beautiful of the stringed instruments. It is almost indis~
pensahle in an orche,stra, and its great beauty and quality of
tone render it highly prized as a solo instrument.
• Edited by AUDENTIA ANDERSON, 2009 Locust St., Omaha, Nebr. •
The big double bass, contrabass, "big fiddle," or as it is
sometimes facetiously teTrned, the ''!;log house" is the largest
Some Neglected Musical Instruments
instrumen't of the viol family. Good players on this instrument are in great demand. It is the foundation of the enSome time in the life of almost ev;ery boy or girl there tire string section of the orchestra. It sings ~n a compass
comes a desire to master some musical instrument. Thi~ ranging from the ordinary tones of the bass voice to the
desire is but the manifestation of innate musical endowments qeepest tones of the or1chestra, comparable to the pedal tones
that exist, in a greater or less .deg;ree, 1n n.ea.rly every human of the pipe organ. It is not a solo instrument but its great
being. It is iboth ,natural and highly desirable that these ·usefulness in ;an orchestra make1s it in demand.
faculti·es voice themselves, for as a result we bring the pracThe clarinet is another orchestral instrument too seldom
tice of music into our lives.
mastere,d. If well played it has a rich, mellow, beautiful
Our musical a.spirant, yielding to these innate impulses, tone. It is a good instrument to have in the musical circle
begins to look around him and consider what musical instru- of the home, combining nicely with the piano, flute, or cornet.
ment he had better select. The pia,no !is most often chosen A good clarinetist can always be sure of having his services
because it is the most available,, being found in so many . in constant demand for both band and orchestra wo,rk. It
homes. The old-fashioned cabinet organ, the favorite of our is o,ne of the most valuable instruments in many ways. It
grandparents, uncles and aunts, comes in for some devotion. has been called the "dramatic sopr~no of the orchestra," and
But whether ei!ther of these instruments or some other is furnishes body, color and brilliancy in either band or o~
selected, how often is the choice made merely from avail- chestra. As a solo instrument i,t is very agreeable if well
ability, s,e•ntiment or pass!i,ng fancy. Our boy goes out and played and not "ov;erworked."
hears the village band and notes that the instrument heard
The soft sweet tones of the flute are too seldom heard. It
most prominently ·and which seems to be playing most of the is an instrument that is very valuable in both ensemble and
·pretty melodies is the cornet, and he S'tr·aightway decides solo work. The flute· has been handed down to us from the
tha.t the cornet is the proper instrument upon which his tal- classic ages, where it was the princip,al instrument of the
ents may find their best expression. The resu1t is that whe.n cultured. Its tones are limpid, pure and swee.t, and it haira locality desires to organize a band (an organization that monizes most ,excellently with almost every other instrumernt.
is an asset to any community) pJ.enty of cornetists, good, bad It is excellent for the family circle, comrut.ratively easy
or' indiffer•ent (mos•tly the two latter kinds) may be secured, to learn, and much in demand for orchestras and the
while players for the other instruments necessary to establish larger bands. It is very enjoyable as a so•lo instrument, if
balance, color and quantity, are woefully scarce. Or, our not played to excess, and in the orchestra or band it adds
girl, at an evening conc•ert or social gathering, hears the vio- color, :brightness and spa.rkle. Allied to it is the piccolo,
lin and forthwith conceives the determination to become p110- which is but ~ small flute, speaking an octa.ve highe.r.
ficient on that instrument, which is one of the mo•st difficult
The tuba is a very valuable instrument in both hand and
of all to master, and which, on account of its peculiar charac- orchestl'a work. It plays the lowes1t bass tones and sta,nds
ter, is 1n01t adaptable to everyone.
in the same positiro!lt to the brass family that the contrabass
Many of the failures to "anrive" on .musical instruments does to the strings. A good tuba player is a valuable asset
may be correctly ascribed to ill-advised selections. Boys and to a band or orchestra. It has very little value as a solo 1ngirls are not equally adapted to every mus.ical instrument strumept and those who desire that feature 'in a hmss inany more than they are to ervery trade or calling. Each strument might well consider the euphonium, a distinctly
instrument has its peculiar characteristics; which can best 'beautiful brass horn, singing in the baritone register, and on
fi,nd expression in the temperament properly adapted to it. account of its great range and possibilities, is of great Vla1ue
Also, the ,needs of band and orches1tra work over the world, in the band.
and especially ov;er the church, demand that all musical in- .
The oboe is a small double-reeded i,nstrument with a singustruments be mastered in a proper proportion. It is with the lar nasal quality of tone, weird and quaint in character. It
view of not only assisting in the proper selection of an in- is very useful in orchestras and the larger bands, where it is
strument but of contribution to this nece!Ssary balance' and used to depict quaint, weird, pastoral effects. It is the direct
proportio1n , that we now hrie.fly describe some of these too descendant of the shepherd's pipe of classic ages, and in a
oft-neglected instruments.
limited way, where it is employed in its proper uses, it is
In. orchestral instruments, the 'viola, a violin a full third entrancingly beautiful. As a solo instrument it is not of
larger than :the regular instrument, is seldom seen or heard great value, as its extreme tone colo•r qualities te1nd to wear
except in the larger orchestras. Yet it is a most beautiful upon sensitive ·ears if heard to excess. But it is a very
instrument, singing in a compass and quality not unlike a highly prized instrument in the work of the larg'eir orchestm
rich mezzo-sopr,ano voice. It is very useful in art orchestra or band, where it could not very well be dispensed with. It
and! can be readily mastered l>Y any who could master the sings ~n the soprano register, and allied to it is the bassoon,.
violin. It has a mellow, sonorous quality of tone, ,and in the or bass oboe, which s,ings in a much lower register. Its tones
ha,nds of one skilled in its use is an exceHelrpt solo instrument. are somber, weird, grotesque and in its higher regis,ter fre~·
The violoncello, or cello; as it is usually called, is another quently comical. It is caJl.ed the clown of the orchestra," beinstrument of the viol family, more frequently found than ing used frequently to depict the ridiculous in musical effects.
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Like the oboe it is very highly prized in both orchestra and
Hymns We Love
band work. Competent oboe and bassoon playeTs are in demand.
"ROCK OF AGES"
The intermediate horns of the band, such as the alto horn,
It is said that a religious magazine invited Hs readers to
the mellophone, a form .of French horn, the tenor horn; and send in lists of their favorite hymns, and that three thousand
the baritone, are all useful and valuable and of varying de- five hundred responded. Only two hundred and eighty-five
mand. They should recehne more attention.
name,d other than "Rock of Ages" as their first choice.
In the reed section of band work, an instrument ,that is
When i·ts author, Augustus Toplady, at the age of sixteen
coming into mor1e notice is the saxaphoni(J. Saxaphones are. visited a rural district in Ireland, he attended a small meetnow made i,n four sizes, and quartets and sextets of saxa- ~ng held in a barn, and conducted by James Morris an illiterphones ar,e frequently found in the largest concert bands. It is ate man. Of this meeting and its effiect upon young Toplady
a reed instrument made of meta,! ( whe1reas the clarinet is it is said, "This youth who had be,en carefully reared by a
madle of wood) w!th a heavier reed than in <the clarinet and widowed and cultured mother, listened with rapt attention
having a much more reedy characte~r of <tone body. The so- to an impassioned sermon from the text, "But now in Christ
prano saxaphone sings in about the same register as the oboe, Jesus, ye who sometime•S were far off, are made nigh by the
while the alto instrument corresponds to the cello in the blood of Christ."
strings and can be substit~ted for it very nicely. It has its
Toplady writing of this incident in his career says,
own beauty and individuality of tone, with a limited value "Strange that I who had so long sat under the means of grace
as a solo instrument. It is chiefly valuable in giving body in England, should be brought nigh unto God in an obscure
and tone color to the band. In time it will probably be a- part of Ireland, amidst a handful of God's people, met todopted in a limited way into some of the orche1stras that do gether ~~n a barn, and under the ministry of one who could
not adhere too dosely to the tradlitions of the old masters.
hardly spell his own name. Surely it is the Lord's doing and
Before Ieavi,ng the .realm of band instruments we must it is marvelous."
He was later graduated from Trinity College, Dublin, and
not omit mentioning the tro1nborie, although it is not so badly
slighted as some others .. It is a most useful instrument, giv- was made a priest at the age of twenty-two. He became
ing dignity and force as well as. body to ,either band or or- curate of Farle~gh, and later was appointed to a parish in
chestra. It has only a fa,ir value as a solo instrument, but De¥onshir;e. During this pastorate he wrote "Rock of Ages."
It is worthy of note that from Devonshire come two other
is compens1a1ted by its great u>;e in other fields. It is readily;
convertible to demands aside from its particula,r field. If of our world-famous hymns, "Just as I Am," and "Abide
possible, the aspiring trombone player should s;eek to master With Me."
Top}ad'y died in 1778 at the age of thirty-eight, but he had
the slide type, as its ra;nge, tone quality and fle,xibility mak!e
it to be preferred to the vaJve type. Modern orchestras are "lived lQng enough to giv.a to the world one of its most treasdemanding slide trombonists in preference to those who play ured heart songs."
Many a1:1e the stories told-and untold-of the influence of
the valve type.
,,,
this
hymn upon the hearts of humanity in times of stress,
The harp is a wondrously beautiful instrument, scarcely
ever found except in the largest musical centers. It is a di- for which it is eminently suited. "When the ship London
rect descendant of the stringed harps of classic ages. It is sank in the Bay of Biscay in 1866 th~ pass,engers o,n her deck
exquisitely beautiful, both as a solo and an orchestral in- sang 'Rock of Ages' as the waves swallow,ed them. When
strument. It is a very large, expensive instrument, not easily the Christian Armenians were butchered in Turkey they
sang 'Rock of Ages' even as the sword fell."
transported, rather difficult to master, and should not be esAn inte~resting story is told of a p.rosperous business man
sayed unless the opportU!nity to obtain good instruction is at
in New York, who failed and dra;nk himself into the gutter.
hand.
"Becoming utterly discouraged he walked toward the docks
Before leaving the subject we must not forget to mention one night to throw himself irito the harbor. As he went down
the family of p•e:rcussion instruments. It is true that there is an alley he passed a mission. His attention was arrested by
not VleirY much music in any one of them, but it is equally true the singing of what had been his mothe~r's favorite hymn,
£hat there is the maktng of music in their right use. The 'Rock of Ages.' He paused, went in, was conv.erted, a,nd
most generally known are the drums, snare and bass. These 'beat back' again to his old place in the business world."
are found in all orchestras and bands, and do not present
It is said that Toplady died with the words of this hymn
very great difficulties in their mastery. But ther~e is another · upon his lips.
family of drums, not so widely known but certa~nly as valu"When I rise to worlds unknown,
able. The tympani, or kettl!e drums, are drums made in the
form of old-fashioned brass kettles of our grandmother's days,
And behold Thee on Thy throne;
Rock of Ages, cleft for me,
having a head of tanned sheepskin stretched over them. By
·Let me hide myself in Thee."
varying the tensio,n of this skin, variations of tone a11e obtained. Tympani ar1e always found i,n pairs and in the larger
V. V. SHORT.
orchestras in groups of three. By tuning each to a different
pitch, the tone given at the stroke of the padded mallet used
Notes Afield
in beating them can be made to coincide with the' key note, or
tonic, and the dominant of the piece, thus giving a percussive
tone that has a definite pitch. They are very effectiv;e i1n
The writer is at present engaged in a tour of the Holden
well-conducted orchestras.
Stake in the interest of the music work of the church. This
It is sincerely hoped tha;t this will aid in many ways and stake has an abundance of good musical material available
that the young people of the church, upon whom is laid the for effiective development. Holden itself, the central pivot
injuncti·on to acquire proficiency in music, will adopt many of the stake, has an excellent chol'al organization under the
of the hitherto neglected instruments, so that in time the leadership of Sister Lola Johnson (who is also choriste'r of
church may occupy in the courts of Zion with a full comple- the stake) an efficie,nt orchestra in its Sunday school, and
me1nt of instruments of music.
ARTHUR H. MILLS.
a recently .organized band, composed of young people. The
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other bmnches of the stake haV1e choirs, in most cases, that
are productive of real good, and ther.e are two orchestras,
one at Knobnoster, the other at Postoak, that are in training
for future work. Altogether, HoLden Stafue offers ample opportunities for work and development, •and we predict that
if her people arise to these opportU!nities the stake will have
much l1EID.own, musically, in the near future.
The Sunday school orchestra of the Fanning, Kansas,
Branch are to be commended for real musical thrift. Realizing the need of advancement in their musical work, and of
creating a more extended musical atmosphe.re ~n general
musical appreciation, they gave a concert on the evening of
June 21, as~isted by the writer and Brother Orland Nace,
violin, of Independence, together with Iocal talent. This concert was greeted with a most unusual attehda;nce, people
coming in droves. The Saints' chapel was li·terally packed
and a large number patiently stood about the windows and
doors to listen. The program was keenly enjoyed and it is
believed that credit has been done the church work there because of it.
A pleasant eveni ng was spent with the orchestra of the
Second Saint Joseph Branch in their practice at the residencei
of Brother John L. Bear, Friday evening, June 2·2, and the
writer was privileged to witness the work of this interesting
group of young musical enthusiasts (this is the proper word)
who have been servi,ng the Sunday school of t}lis branch with
credit for several years. We trust their splendid enthusiasm
will never abate and they will always see the need of continued effort, service and development.
The combined choirs of Independence Stake have al11eady
taken up the work of the oratorio "Elijah," the piece de resistance selected for rendlition at next conferernce. The hot
weather is not to deter them from their pro;er scheme of
work and development.
One of thre important recent musical .events of Independence
was the conclusion of the contest for the Marcus H. Cook
prize violin. This excellent ~nstrument is a handmade violin
of Brrother Cook's workmanship, and was offered to the
violin student playing in the Independencre orchestra who
should make the greatest dlegree of improvement in the six
months ending June 24. Nine cQntestants were present to
take the final test before the three judges, and the one scoring the greatest number of p.oints was Adelbert Withee,
twelve years of age, playing in the ranks of the second violins
of the orchestm.
ARTHUR H. MILLS.
1

UnLess one has facilities for storing in a manner at least
nearly approaching a scientific way, it is not wisdom to buy
potatoes, apples, turnips, or many other vegetables or fruit
in large quantities. Indeed, in the cities to-day, there is little
economy in making heavy preserves, jellies, jams, etc. in the
home, for city prices on fruit, the prices of sugar, gas, and
other essentials, are conducive to the high cost of living even
on canned goods.
The childven in the larger cites of Canada have been indirectly benefited by the conditions and fact of war, according to the chief commissioner of hea!th of Montreal. Because
the men have been sent to the front, their families have in
very many instances, returned to the country, and the children have gained by the transfer. In spite of the unusual
heat of the past summer, statistics in the fall showed a decrease of mortality among the children of Canada.
The11e are two kinds of courage-the one displayed a mile
from danger and the other that is .exhibited at the scene of
action.
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The Constitution and By-Laws of the Woman's
A~xiliary

As AMENDED BY THE CONVENTION HELD AT LAMONI, IOWA,
APRIL, 1917
CONSTITUTION AND BY-LAWS
FOR THE
GOVERNMENT OF THE GENERAL ASSOCIATION OF THE
WOMAN'S AUXILIARY
OF THE
REORGANIZED CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF
LATTER DAY SAINTS
ARTICLE I.-NAME
The riame of the organization shall be, "The Woman's
Auxiliary ,of the Reorganized Church of J.esus Christ of Latter Day Sraints."
ARTICLE H.-OBJECT
The obj.ect of the organization shall be to study and promote the welfare of the home, child, community, school and
church; to encourage the organization of women into clas,ses,
etc., that they may better prepare themselves to cooperrate
in all work tending toward the building up of Zion.
ARTICLE IlL-ORGANIZATION
The officers of this organization shall be: President, first
and s_econd vice president, secretary,' treasurer, and historian,
to be elected at the regular meet.ing of this association at
such time and place as shall be decided upon. The marnner
of the ,eJection shall be determined by the vote of the geilleral
>assembly.
.
In case ,of death or resignation the vacancy shall be filled
by appointment agreed upon by a majority of the executive
committee.
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ARTICLE IV.-FINANCE

There shall be an annual assessment of ten cents· per member, due and payable to the' general tr.etasUJrer at the first of
each year.
ARTICLE

V.-PARLIAMENTARY

The church Book of Rules shall be authority on all questiO(ns. of parliamenta.ry usage in the .associa•tion.
This cons.titution may be amended by a two third,s vote at
any General Conv.ention, provided not less than three months'
notice of the proposed cltanges shall have been" published
in the press columns of the associa1tion.
BY-LAWS OF THE GENERAL ASSOCIATION

.Section 1, Bureaus and Supervisors.-In 'order to carry
out the object of this association the followi;ng bureaus shall
be established: educational, home and child welfare, relief
and: service and young woman's. Supervisors and the editor
in chief shall be appointed by the president after consulting
with the ·elective members of the executive committee and
such general church offic.ers as are inteDested in the particular
phase of work under consideration.
Section 2, Dishict and Stake Organizers.-The president
shall appoint a district or stake organiz·er to take charge of
the work in •each organized district or stake within the
church, such .appo1ntment to be made after consulting 'l'~ith
the other men1bers of the executive committee and the pr.esidency in charge of the district or stake in question.
Section 3, Dut.ieiS of Officers.-The president, in additlon to
the duties generally pertaining to this office, shall have general supervision over all bureaus. She shall send such report to the F.irst Presidency of the church as shall be loequired.
The vice presidents shall be the associates of the president
in her work, and shall, in their order, in the absence of the
president, perf•orm the duties of that office.
The secret:ary shall keep the minutes of the. general meetings ~nd of any ·action taken by the executive committee.
She shall keep a directory of all clubs, classes, circles, etc.,
wi'th their offioers, which are affiliated with the general 'association, sending out such notices as shall be required by
the general officers.
The treasurer shall collect .all dues annually, notifying
district or stake organizers the first of December of each
year, and if not collected by February 1, another notice shall
be sent. If payment is delayed, she shall report to the executive committee. She shall be custodia1n of all funds, which
shall be paid out o1nly upon warrants s,igned by the president
and countersigned by the secretary. She shall keep an itemized account o:f' all receipts and expenditures, present a re~
port at stated meetings, and make a written report at gen,eral convention after her accounts have been audited.
The historian shall keep an interesting history of all the
activities of the general association, which history shall be
the permanent record of the :association. She shall require
from the general •O•fficers, supervisors, and organizers such
reports as shall be necessary to make her history complete.
The executive committee shall consist of the general elective officers, supervisors of bureaus, and editor in chief. In
addition to the matters as are usually presided over by such
a committee, it shall appoint the Year Book committee. It
shall consider the general outlines of programs for reunions,
conv,entions, institutes, •etc., making such suggestions to the
district organizers as they deem wise.
Sec;tion 4, Duties of Appointhne Officers.-Th€1 supervisorE
shall have charge nf the work of their bureaus, keeping
vitally in touch with such phases of woman's work as will be
of particular value to their bureaus. They shall mak'3 a

general outline of their plans for the year's work and submit
same to the president, and through her, to such general
church officers as are ~nterested in that particular phase of
the work. Thety shall suggest ways. ·O·f working to the organizers who have been appointed over each church district
or stake, and through each organizer, reach each club, soci<ety, etc., interested in their phase of woman's work.
The organizers shall have general charge over all phases
of :auxiliary work in such districts or stakes .over which they
are appointed, keeping a directory of each club, etc., with
their 'officers, within the district or stake, and presenting to
them such outlines of work as shall be sent them by the supervisors of bureaus as are adapted to the locality in which
the classes or clubs are found. They shall encourage the
organization of women for the purpose outlined in article 2,
and render assistance in such organizations when C?-lled upon.
They shall have power to choose a program committee, to
prepare programs for woman's meetings to be held rut reunions, conventions, etc., within their districts. They shall
send to each club, circle, etc., within their districts or stakes,·
such notices as eome to •them from the general officers, and
shall instruct each club, circle, etc., to remit the dues provided
for in article 4 to the general treasurer. They shall keep
a history of their work and the work of clubs, circles, etc.,
within <their districts, and should report to the general historian such matters as are called for by he,r. They. shall
send to the editor in chief all items of interest for publication. They shall keep i,n touch with the missionary in charge
of that particular field, that a closer cooperation between the
auxiliary and the church may be fostered.
The editor in chief shall edit and :arrange all matters for
publication in connection with the press columns of the gen'eral association, and through the medium of the press extend
systematically a knowledge of its aims and rtctivities..
·
Section 5, Records.-The officers, supervisors •and organizers shall keep records of the work of their departments,
which shall be given to the historian, who shall incorporate
them in the general history of the association.
Section 6, Year Book.--The Year Book shall be a guidebook for clubs, circles, classes, or societies. It shall contaih
the aims, pu.rposes, and reasons for the work; a general review of the activity and work accomplished; suggestions f01
future work; a list of books, literature, prices, and where they
may be purchased; the qualifications of those composing committees, etc'.
,
Sect~on 7, Year Book Committ.ee.-The executive committee
shall appoint the Year Book committee. This committee shall
consist of three members; of which the preside1nt sha]l be
chairman, one member to be appointed each year. This committee shall confer with the president of the church, with
heads of departments and institutions of the church who foster such lines of work as are outlined i1n the general by-laws,
and with executive com1nittee of the .W•oman's Auxiliary.
Section 8, Representation.-All women who are interested
in woman's work, are entitled to voice, but only members are
entitled to voice and vote in the general conve.ntions.
Sec.tion 9, Amendments.-The by-laws may be amended at
any annual meeting of the general association without pre.vious majority vote.
Section 10, Suggestions for Organizing (J{ Local Club,
Classes, etc. Any group of women meeting together for social betterment purposes of any character, may helong to
this association, by adopting Articles 2 and 4. They are
then entitled to voice and vote in any district or stake or
general assembly 01n all ques'tions being considered.
It is their privilege to elect whatever officers they find
advisabLe, choose their own line of work, pass such by-laws

'
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as meet the local conditions. It is ,their privilege to receive
sugg,e'stions from the district or stake organizer, and the supervisors of the various phases of the work covered in the
general constitution.
In places where there are two or more clubs, circles, etc.,
they may meet together and organize a cou,ncil of women to
better conserve the object of the association, so that there\
may be no wasted ,energy due to overlapping of activities, so
that philanthropic work may be better directed, etc., and the'
needs of the community as a whole considered.
Each club, society, etc., meeting together for the sake of
study, should have a Ie,ader whose duty it should be to dil'ect
the study of the class, either conducting the wo1rk of the class
herself or appointing a teacher, to solicit members for the
class, and to try to arouse intere1st in the subject being
studied. The:se leaders should keep i,n touch with the supervisors of the bureau under which her class is enrolled, re,
ceiving advice and counsel whenever necessary.
THE. EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE OF THE WOMAN'q AUXILIARY.

Explanatory Letter

or soci.eti•e,s in the church. Our officers are earnest, consecrated workers and willing to giv;e whatever they have tha't.
can be given to help their sisters. They have asked repeatedly .for a list of names of women and girls with whom they
may corre,spond to introduce their work.
Ther'€1 is a Iarge number of scc{et.i,es, classes, etc., actively
engaged in some work in the church, such as aid society work
or young women's clubs, which ar,e not affiliated with the
auxili:a.ry. In or,der to make our directory complete we need
'the ,names of the officers of these societies whether they are
members of 'the auxiliary or not. You may or may not have
paid your annual assessment of ten cents per capita as r.equiDed by our constitution and by-laws but we urge you to
write to us, giving the information desired.
We need every woman in the church and, since the object
o·f the auxiliary is to inspire .and assist women to "better
prepare themselves to cooperate i1n all work tending toward
the building up of Zion" with special emphasis laid upon the
development of the home, surely every woman needs the
auxiliary.
Will you help us by answering the inquir1e,s below? It will
take only a few minutes of your time and a two-cent stamp
but will as,sist us greatly in our effort to get in touch with
the active societies and worfuers. We want to count you as
workers., interested in giving practical service to the church
or, commll!nity, or in preparation for future work. Please
answer the following and mail to the secretary.
HaV'e you an organized club, circle, class .or society of girls
or women in your branch? If so, how many and for what
purpose are they organized?
Are you affiliated with the general auxiliary, that is, have
you paid the required annual ass,essment of 'ten. cents per
capita?
If not, do you not wish to join the one big movement organized for the women of the church and under the supervision of the gene:ml church?
MRs.. J. A. GARDNER. General Secretary.
INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI, 711 South Fuller Avenue.

To Stake, District aJtd Local Organ·izations: You will observe that in the amended constitution and by-laws, all constitutions a,nd by-laws for st•akes, districts and locals are
eliminated.
We suggest that you continue your present organizations
(stake,, district and loc•al) until your next regular business
meeting, at which time you may decide whether you wish
to continue your organization as it is, or modify it to better
suit your needs. In this connection please refer to by-laws,
· sectiQn 10, paragraph 2, "It is their privilege to elect whatever officers they' find advisable, etc." The purpose of this
amendment is to relieve classes, circles, clubs, etc., ()f unneoe.ssary organization. In other words, we feel that we
should leaV'e you fre•e as to how you shall organize or what
officers you shall ha,ve. You will doubtless find it ne1cessary,
in order to carry out your course or work successfully, to
have at least a simple organization; and in some cases, especially as you grow •and develop, you may need a more complete organization. Let your needs govern your organization.
Your conn.ection with the general auxiliary will be through
your district organizer, who will transmit to you all communiThe Christmas Offering---Roll of Honor
cations, suggestions, and helps, issued by the general auxAt the time we report this, there are 28 schools and a di~
iliary. You will note the special duties of organizers set
trict home depa,rtment who have reported as alre,ady raising
forth under by-laws section 4, paragraph 2. O,ne officer in a
district, having the responsibility of gathering data and re- · as much or more than they gave for Christmas offering last
ports for the general •auxiliary;. and only one official with year. We wish we might print the interesting things they
whom it is necessary for you to consult for help and infor- say, but space forbids'--anyway, actions speak with ;emphasis, and the amounts indicated here mean much activity.
mation from the general ex,ecutiv·e officers, will greatly simThe Chicago First Bm.nch gave $18.86 last year. They
plify our work.
The district organizer appointed by the general executive :evidently think that wasn't very much, for they already
is our official representative in your district. You may see it have $60 raised and state their aim here so you can all reto your adva,ntage to use the organizer in whatever district memhelr it, as $200. The superintendent says: "We realie>:e
this means vmrk but we are on the job and expect to stay on
organization you may choose to have,.
The sisters are urgently ,invited to correspond with any 'of till the goal is re,ached." Good.
Considerable interest is reported in the Little Sioux Disthe officers whose addresses are given herein for any further
trict. The Moorhead, Iowa, school says: "1916-$44.50; 1917,
information desil'e'd.
THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.
to June 17-$146. They ha,ve more than trebied their offering of last year. Logan, in the same district, has four times
A Message From Our Secretary
as much as .last year. To June 17 they had $104.86, and expect to make it $200 by rally day, July 1.
TO THE LOCAL WOMEN AND GJRLS
Cherokee, Iowa, has $30.28, which is fine, compared to
In the effort to make our secretarial work of the greatest $10.95. They are expecting to raise $60.
Fisher, Arkansas, gave $4, and now have· $5.17.
value and assistance to the president, supervisors of bureaus,
Escatawpa, Mississippi, has $5.49, compared to $4.25 of
and other ,nfficers it will be necessary for us to have a complete directory of all women's and girl's clubs, circles, classes last year.

[
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Sandwich, Illinois, is doing things. They hav.e an enrollment of 29 and on June 17 had gathered $48.15 and expect to
raise $100.
From Sai,nt Joseph, Missouri, a wire comes that they lw.ve
:$34, which is more than they gave last year. This was the:
Zion's Star school.
Nevada, Missouri, have .a nest egg equal to last J71e:ar's offering. Five times the total of last year's is the mark they
hav·e set.
Valley Cent:e:r, Michigan, have $12, had $10.05 last year and
intend to raise the $2 apiece for the 25 membership they ha~e..
At New Liskeard, Ontario, they have a small school that
reported $12 last year, have $26 now, and still going.
Chilliwack, British Columbia, Tulare, California; and Vale1,
Oregon, hav.e more than d:oubled last year's offerings.
The Orion, Michigan, Sunday school have $16.83, comp:a,red to $12.87 of last year.
Breaki,ng the bank will be a feature of the Christmas en"
tertainment at Fresno, California. The boy or girl who holds
the best record for attendance will have the honor of wieiding the hammelt".
We know the schools everywhere are working hard, and
some of the best payers last year are going to surpass the:ir
record of last year. Na.turally we do not expect that everyone will doubie his offering :of last year, for some have done
so exceptionally well that it could hardly be expected, but
know they will not fall behind~
The. Spokane District home department turned in $30
last ye1ar for Christmas offering. This year they have set
·their mark. a.t $20·0. What do you think of that? and a home
department, too, who are ordinarily scatteTed here and there.
Here is a ;field of opportunity for home departments to cooperate with the main schools in the interest of the Christmas offe;ing. The bishop sa,ys he hopes many will take up
this movement in an effort to reach the sca.ttered members of
the districts.
Anothe:r suggestion he makes is that in each school where
exceptional results are he~ng recorded, that in the' spirit of
helpfulness, the officers correspond with the other superintendents and assistants, as to ho,v it was done.. You may'
have discovered s.ome simple little things that would be most
helpful to othe!t"s. Try it.
We surely appreciate the wonderful enthusiasm you are
manifesting.
Waiting for y.our report, which will !be appreciated even if
not ansvvered.
W. Sl\IHTH.
SAINT Lours, MISSOURI, 2903 Sullivan Avenue.

A:

From Here anc/ There
.The Listowel, Ontario, Branch he1ld an interesting annual
meeting on June 17. :Some of the Saints and nonmemheTS
ca:me as far as twenty miles. Ther1e were some of the latter
present who had ,never hea,r.d a Latter Day Saint sermon.
Several sermonets at the afternoon meeting we1oe highly, appreciated.
The letter from Elder Jose,ph Arber at Morrison, Oklahoma,
tells us of a successful series of meetings at that place, having baptized one, with others near, and many fri,ends made
for the cause. Some opposition was manifested but this was
largely overcome by the liberality of the editor of the Mo1'rison Transcri:pt. Brother Arber furnished a comprehensive
explanation of our pos.ition.
In view of the record of the pas,t w:e.ek, of war activities
on land and sea and in the air, race riots, labor strikes,
famines and food restrictions, suicide pacts, accidents and
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plots, in our own land as well as in foreign lands, the celebration of the Fourth of July by all the Saints i,n Inderp•endence Stake at Enoch Hill in a union picnic will stand for
much, says .Sis.ter Abbie A. Horton. The attendanc,e at the
S:unday school on the 1st was 871 and the amount · colIeded for Chris.tmas offering $724.45. The storehouse was
the theme at the 3.30 meeting, at which M. H. Siegfried ad"
dr:essed the .Saints. The vesper se:rvice ~n the temple lot was
the first of a series of meetings to continue during the summer. Elder Clal'ence Wheaton of the Church of Christ spoke
at l:ength (his sermon •appearing in the Ensign of JulY' 3) on
consecration, tithing, and the erection of the temple. The
Red Cross fll!nd ha.s reached the sum of $21,250, and the
Saints are willing and r,eady to do the:ir share in the time of
giving a helping hand.

Disposing of Liberty Bonds
In the Y. M. C. A. toc,day I picked up a,n idea which we
might use to advan1Jage. It is this: If any of the Saints
bought Liberty Bonds, why ,not turn them over to the Children's Home:, Order of Enoch, the Saints' Home or the bishop
for use of the church? Such bonds clearly repr•esent a surplus and as such they should be used.
I have not· found any of our people here. They evidently
do not use the privil:ege of church announcements in the
press if they have a branch.
Your brother,
DALLAS, TEXAS.
J. E. NICOLL.

A Good Plan to Raise Money
I have been a member of the church for 'a number of years
but have neve•r undertaken to write to 'our church papers before, but feeling like talking to my brothers and sisters in
regards to the church debt as I do not think it is to our credit
to have this debt hanging on us so long, a:nd having so much
money wasted in the way of interest. Just to think, twelve
thousand dollars a year interest that the church is paying!
Do you think, my dear brothers, that the Lord is pleased
with us as a church to allow this to go on? I think the
!bishop's plan is very good, that is, to have the children of
Sunday school pay the debt. .He: thinks they can pay it in
three years. Perhaps they can, but are we older S:ai,nts going to stand hack and let the children do what we should have
done?· Now, dear brothers, if we want to share the blessings
of our Father's house let us go to and be helpers with him
and pay this debt.
I have thought of a plan that I think would work to that
end. Let -each branch president set a day for the1 Saints to
bring their offer~ng to the Lord for the church debt. Let
each one of the Saints try to give a little. Then let it be sent
· to the bishop. Let it be little or much but 1et us do it now,
and after that is done let all the Saints that love the Lord
expect to :enjoy the blessings of our Fathet's hous.e. That is,
thos1e 'that are able to work covenant with God to giv:e him
one day's :earnings in the next six months. No'vv, dear
brothers and sisters, that isn't much, is it? Just thii!lk, only
one day's work out of one hundred and fifty-six days. Of
course, some would give more than others, but it would only
amount to one day's work, that is all. Then we might repea.t
it the ne:xt six mon.ths. No one of us would miss it. Just
think, two day's work out of three hundred and thirteen
working days. This littl:e offering to the Lord added to what
the children will give, I believe when the church will be called
together in conference in the next year the debt will be a
thing of the past. And it will bring down the sr.'ile of heaven
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upon us as a church, my dear brethren. I do not bcl:eve any
of us will have to sacrifice to do as I have tried in my weak
way to pen before you, believing as I de that it will only be
the giver that will reap the benefit.
Now, Saints, I would love to S•:e this plan carried o•1t and
let us try to have our first oll'ering not lateJ~ than the first
Sunday in May. Love to all the Saints..
NEWARK, DELAWARE.
D. C. CARTER.

Lamoni, Iowa
Much in1terest is manifested in the, newly established
storehouse in Lamon~. The 1Supply Store, the most popular
grocery in town, will change hands on the 9th and be run under the management of , Bishops McGuire, Keir and Carmichael, with C. E. Blair as local mana.ger. The matter was
fully exphined to a large a,nd interested ::J.Udience on the
evening of the 1st by Bishop Carmichael. It certainly should
have the support of all the Saints. We believe it will have.
In common with other communities, Lamoni has been
visited rec.ently by a capable demonstrator from the State
college, showing us how to can fruits and vegetables by the
cold pack method. One man watched the operation, and his
wife being away, can1ned a quart of aspar1agus. The next
day he wernt back to the demons.trati•on with it, and the lady
in charge said she would guarantee it to keep for ten years.
If ,a mere man can do it, what may we .expect from the•
women? Even the dandelions are. being canned for the winter appetites.
In a mee1ting with the .high pri.ests a1nd elders on last Sunday an impetus was given the extension of missionary work
by our local men. There are nine regular appointments kept
up now from here and several more contempl.a.ted. Any man
who seeks to qualify in the public presentation of the gospel
will find ample opport111nity. The demand is great and the
· cooperation of all will be required.
Sunday was moving day for many of the classes in Sunday
school, promotions being in order, which includes a rearrangement of the seating of all classes under s:enior age.
Copious rains and pleasant weather are nicely sandwiched
~n for us now, though the season is several weeks behind
schedule time.
July 5 was the sixtieth wedding anniversary of Brother
and Sister A. K. Anderson, long residents of this community.
A family reunion was held. Among the visitors were Brother
and :Sis:t.e:r B. M. Anderson and family from Omaha, and
Brother and Sister David Anderson came over from Urbana,
IIUnois, where they •aTe teaching during the summer.
The tragic death of Brother Charles F. Graham on the 3d
fell like a pall over the community. He met his death in an
auto accident. Apparently Iosing control of the car, he
smashed, head on, into a freight engine on a crossing, was
thrown under its wheels, l)eing kiUed instantly and fearfully
mangled. Ther'e wel'e three others with him, Arthur H.
Smith, a prominent citizen of the place, and two small boys,
Doris Rogers and Robert Lewis. The man was seriously
injured as was the Rogers lad, but the Lewis boy escap·e,d
practically unhurt. The funeral of Brother Graham was
attended by a large audience, while the business houses closed
and flags were flown at half ma.st. He was beloved by all
who love righteousness, and possibly hated by devotees of
sin, they having come to recognize in him a man who sought
to establish civic righteousness by an enfo·rcemC~nt of law, he
.being the mayor of the town the. past few months. The
stake high council has lost a valuable member, the community
mourns.
DELBERT.

Boston News Items
Brother 0. R. Miller, who is to conduct the missionary
work in and about Boston, has been with us for some .few
weeks. He has been actively engaged in our ne.w mission at
Lynn where r1egular services are held every Sunday morning. We look forwa;rd to a branch and :Sunday school organized in this city in the near. future. Sunday evenings
Brother Miller holds. forth in the Somerville chap.el to interested audiences.
W·e have made a departure from our custom in the Massachusetts District of holding the Religio session on Sunday
1ev,ening. A number of our prominC~nt workers have felt that
the object of the Religio would be more fully accomplished :if
held on a week-day evening. The time of meeting is now
Friday at 7.30 p. m.
In the last Boston items you wer1e told to listen for the
wedding bells. They rang out at 4 p. m. May 19, when Calvin Sears and Laura Pim•son were married by U. W. Greene.
Unfort111nateiy for us our brother has been transfermd to
New Haven, at which place they will make their home.
Our hearts were saddened recently by the dea.th of MargaTiet Moon, who had been a patient suffle:rer for over a year.
The branch gave over the entire day to the usual S'ervices
for the young on Children's Day. Seven children were baptized. All were made to realize how pleasing to the Master
it is that little children a:t the age of accountability should
enter into the waters of baptism.
The an1nual Sunday school picnic was held on June 18,
about one hundred and twenty-five going about thirty miles
to Asbury Grov•e. It was a pleasant event.
Herbert York, husband of Sister Jessie, one of our prominent Sunday school workers, was recently baptized.
ANOTHER VoLUNTEER.
WINLOCK, OREGON, June 25, 1917.
Editors Herald: I concluded a series of services at Condon, :Sunday, May 13. Average attetndance and interest
good. Total number of sermons forty-three. Preached' eleven
times at Mayville. Good c11owds, considering· the busy season.
£egan here, that is, in this pa,rt of the country, Saturday,
IMay 26. Up to date have .delive•red forty-one sermons an,d
lectures, and baptized three. Others are near the kingdom.
Wh~n they will obey we cannot say.
We have nineteen members in this locality and are contemplating the organization of a new branch. We have
splendid material for offic,ers.. There is a lar!;'er percentage
of men than we usually fi;nd among modern church people.
We. are also considering the erection of a new church:, of
which you will hear more ere long. It is a great pity that
no mission1ary was assigned to this portion of 011egon. .It
would not tak;e long, with vigorous, progr'essive work, for
a district to be orgai!lized in this part of the State. It :is
necessary, too, since the S'aints are so far from the main
portion of Portlll!nd District.
In gospel bonds.,
A. C. BARMORE.
SCOTTVILLE, MICHIGAN, June 25, 1917.
Editors Herald: As I am renewingmy subscription for the
HERALD I will drop a few lines and let you know how we are
in tnis part of God's vineya11d.
I am a member of the Freesoil Branch, and live about eight
miles out and do not have the privilege• of regular attendance
at •Sunday school. Four of my childr•en belong to the church.
My oldest son ll!nd husband hav•e not united with the church
yet, but I am looking forward with faith in God that the
time will not be long before they do take the step.
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I have been a memibell' of the church for seventeen years,
I feel that it is the duty of everyone to aid the officers by
and I must say that my heavenly Father has ce~tainly blessed their faith and pray:ers from the highest offices to the loweBt,
me in a great many ways, especially in the gift of healing; that Sra,tan will not lead them into wrongdoings and that tht>y
a great many time!S my child11en have been healed when the. may be able by the power of God's Spirit to do right at all
·
doctor said there was no hope for them. I have much to be times.
thankful for a.nd am trying in my weak way to serve my
Pray for me, dear 1Saints, that I may be faithful and come
heavenly father, that I may be worthy of his blessings in . up higher, that I may be worthy of God's blessings at all
the future.
times. My younges,t daughter has a break:i1n g out on her face,
W~ ha,ve had the pieasuve of having Brother William Davis
and I ask to have the prayers of f'aith in her behalf that she
with us in and around Free,soil, a,nd all enjoyed his sermons may be healed.
Your sister in gospel bonds,
very much. He held meetings in our schoolhouse in the
MRS. JANNETT KEITH.
Lincoln River District for a week or more, and also Brother
J. E. Bennett, of Fveesoil. They we1re hless.ed with a fairly
LANSDOWNE DEDICATION
good crowd most of· the time and, good interest.
Brother J. E. Bennett preached from his gospel chart and a
(Continued from page 652.)
fine interest prevailed and I feel sure that some good will he
The
move
that
brought about the e11ection of this building
done. Brotlwr Davis will be with us again next Sunda,y
which
we
are
about
to dedicate, was at first considered an act
night. He has been holding meetings at Ludington for the
past weeik and at prersent is holding meetings at Elem Flats of prejudiice, but later viewed in the light of a blessing in
Branch, three miles from here. We enjoyed having him with disguise. In the late fall of 1908 the school board in charge
us, and while here we had some talks along the gospel of the Hawthorne school notified us we would have to vacate
in thirty days, as the building would then be dosed to reline.
Dear Saints, I do try to be faithful, and when I hear of ligious services. We were obliged to act quickly. This site
those that are dear to me going to Europe, I cannot heip but was selected, purchased and construction work: started. We
think and pray. And one thing I always have asked my call!not bring to mind ,aJl of thosre who helped; to make this
heavenly F'ather for is tq give me wisdom and knowler:lge of building possible, but will mention those we remember; Mr.
things in ,the futul'le that would be for my good and the good Fred Harding sold us the lot at a much reduced price;
Brother Barraclough contributed money, Brethren W. C. and
of others to whom I should tell it.
bvethren,
together with Brethren Charles Smith, Clarence
I do earnestly pray tha1t our heavenly Father will see fit
to ~ns,pire the minds of our men at the head of the Govern- W. F. Carl and W. R. Weidman giving ma\terial. These
ment wifh wisdom and knowledge in the future, that they Hays, Arthur Sheets and others, donated labor. In about six
will be able to see what is for the good and safety of the we·eks the church was completed-in time for the Chrisrtmas
entertainment. So much had been contributed to meeting
Nation and the people in general.
the 1expense of the building that it was necessary to borrow
only sreiVen hundred :and fifty dollars, which debt has been
liquidated and the building now stands ready for dedication.

THE REASONS WHY
You Should Go to Graceland
V-LOW EXPENSE

Whether we wish to do so or not, we must consider
the matter of ,expense in obtaining an education.
In this, as in other features, Graceland will bear investigation.
.By a careful comprarison with scores of other
schools OVlell' the country it has been found that exp.ensres at Graceland a11e far below the average; in
many instances amounting to only one third of the
amount required by other schools.
And when we remember that Grace,land offers
the best of instructiOJn in spite of the low cost, the
opportunity ibecome's doubly attractive.
For' more complete informa,tion and catalogue
address

THE PRESIDENT, GRACELAND COLLEGE, LAMONI, lOWA
The above is the fifth of a series of reasons why you should attend Graceland College. They include the questions of: Credit,
Teacher Training, Junior College, Spiritual
Environment, Low Expense, Special Departments, Equipment, Literary Work and
Faculty.

'llhe services we:t~e very successful both the dedicatory prayer and service being by Bishop McGuire.
A basket dinner on the lawn was followed by a good
prayer service. Bishop Keir rspoke at night. The
usual floral decorations and choral program were
presented.
The Saint Louis church whE:Jre Bishop Keir spoke
in the morning and Bishop McGuire in the evening,
was also beautifully decorated. Large American
and French flags were draped to both sides of red
ones on white backg11ound and heavy silk drapings
we:t~e used along the ch01ir and pulpi1t railings. It
was a happy event on both sides of the river and a
hearty welcome was given the bishopric.
S.A.B.

NOTES AND COMMENTS'
Charles F. Graham Killed
On the afternoon of July 3, while out on a bridge
inspection tour 1as a part of hi's official duties as
mayor of the town of Lamoni, Bro:tJher Charles F.
GrGl)ham struck a freight engine and was killed instantly, being mangled and torn. The auto was
wrecked and some of the other occupants seriously
injured. He being a very car·eful man, it is generally supposed rthat some parrt of the mechanism
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of the car failed to work, £or it is unbelievable that
he would take unne·cessary chances. H'e was born
in 1872, spent his youthful days in Lamoni, later
moving to North Dakota, and during iJ;he past yea;r
or more has resided wirl:ih wife and child in thrs
pl1ace. He was ordained a high priest and member
of the Lamoni. Stake high council ~n Februa,ry ·4 of
this year. As a citizen and mayor of the town, as
well as a devoted church member he was universally
esteemed. The funeral was held a,t the church in
Lamoni, July 5, Elder J. F. Garver preaching the
sermon. The church as welt ~s the community has
lost a noble man.

· ·July "Autumn Leaves"

Convention last April. Among other things in the
Sunday school department, ~edited by G. R. Wells, is
a :statement :of the benefits of organized class work,
by Louise Evans, and an address on "Unsuspected
values in auxiliary work," by Mrs. E. S. McNichols.
'IIhe price of Autumn Leave'S is only one dollar
a yea.r, in advance, and has an indispensable pla.ce
in our church liter:a.ture.

MISCELLANEOUS DEPARTMENT
Pastoral
To the New York District: W:e requeiSt the officers, Saints
and friends, living in this district to advise the undersigned
· of the opportunities to ::reach the: people wherever there .is or
may he c·r'eated an intere:st in our work.
There is a district tent that may be used wherever the demand would .justlify.
For convenience, those: in west end of district write to James
Pycock, 15M Willow Avenue, Niagara F'alls, and those in
:east end and east:e:rn Connecticut write to George W. Robley,
Thornton, Rhode Island.
We solicit your cooperation and will re:ndeavor to meet
every re:quest.
·Sincerely,

The first article in this number is "From som&where in France," an interesting letter from one of
our own members who tells of his part in the taking
of Vimy Rid~e. You'll be interested in this :and all
that follows, clear throug1h Ito the advertisement from
Graceland, asking: "Are you going to fight?" The
Periscope is a new department that has just come
JAMES PYCOCK.
to the surface, conducted monthly 'by "Delbert."
GEORGE W. ROBLEY.
It is liable to bob up most anYWhere and see things.
The "Vineyard story" grows more interesting with Conference Notices
California, at Irvington, August 24, 2 p. m.,
each number. "The R·ed Cross movement," is ex- J. 'Northern
A. La.w1n, sec11e.tary.
plained by Marcella Schenck so any of us can comCentr1al Nebraska with Clearwater Branch, August 24 and
prehend its working basis. The new assoeiate editor, 25. All invited. Bring reports with you, or send them to
:Mary Sodersten, Cl:ea,rwater, Nebraska. W. M. Self,
E. D. Moore, takes the readers into his confidence 'Miss
district president.
and tells them what they may expect of him when
Seattle and British Columbia, Bellingham, Washington,
they write for publication. He disclaims the use August 4, 10 a. m., at reu1nion (see notic:e;). Ministry reto undersigned not later than July 15 for p·ast six months.
of a wastebasket, but admits having access to a fire- port
Branch c1erks will 11e:ceive blanks to report for six months
proof vault wherein repose some too-good-to-publish ending June 30. Frederick W. Holman, sec11etary, 3633 Whitmanuscripts. The prize story contest !announced man· Avenue, Seattle, Washington.
to close on August 1 should bring out some of our Convention Notices
latent talent. We are confident there a:re many
Northeastern Kansas, Fanning, August 3. Mrs. Emma
among us wiho could write if they would. If you are Hedrick.
Alberta Religio, with M~chigan Branch, July 13, 1917, at
not a subscriber, send £or this numbe:r 'and get
North End, IS:askatchewan. Mrs. Arthur Kilpatrick, secrestarted on the conte;st. Elbert A. Smith has an edi- tary.
torial on "The ~ears of corn that stood up and
preached." Alice M. Burgess introduce's hE}rself as Reunion Notices
N o11thwestei1TI Missouri, S:t:ewartsville, August 17 to 26.
the new editor of the young woman's department of
Good. speakers, good singing, good grounds. Come and have
the Woman's Auxiliary. She is associated with S. A. an
old-time feas:t of good things at this camp meeting. Prices
Burgess in editing the Religio's Aren,a, and from of tents, meals, etc., later. B. J. Dice, president; .Charles P.
"
that department, we extract the following from a Faul, secretary.
Northern California, August 16 to 26, at Irvington. Tent
letter written by a conference visitor:
prices: 8 by 10, $2.25; 1:0 by 12, $2·. 75; 12 by 14, $3. 75. Send
And this Brother Benjamin McGuire, the new bishop. Did
you think of him as a rather stern ma,n,. who never does a
thi1n g but meditate on stocks and bonds? Now you know you
dlid, if you ever thought about the subject at all. But he: is
a sweet, kind, rosy, fatherly sort of man, with a way of
casting his eyes down and then looking up almost· shyly whe:n
he speaks 1n public. In talking to the women that morning,
he disapproved the giving of bazaars or plays, as we, alas,
a,r:e prone to do. But he says •eiVerything in such a nice way
that you just coulidn't get provoked or hurt if you tried.

Then ther.e is the first half of the address of
President G. S. Trowbridge at the R·eligio General

all orders to C. W. Hawkins, 615 Spenc•e:r Avenue, San Jose,
as soon :as possible. Owing to high pricres, meals may he a
little higher tha,n last yeaw, hut we will do the best we can.
Brothel1 Rushton will be present. Cecil Hawley, s:ecretary
committee.
Littlre Sioux, at Logan, Iowa, August 17 to 27. Tent
prices: A few 8 by 10, 3 and 1-2-foot wall, for $2.60; 10 by
12, 4-f'oo·t wall, $2.90; 12 by 14, 4-foot wall, .$3.65; a few
14 by 16, 4-foot wall, $5.40. Fold~ng cots 7'5 cents e:ach.
Tents a1'e scarce; ord!e:r early. No orders can be filled after
AugUist 11. Cash must always accomp:any orders, which are
to be placed with tent manager, G. N. Derry, Logan, Iowa.
Alab:ama, July 27, 1astir11g 10 days. Meals served on a cooperativ;e plan. We will hire cooks :and ea.ch family is to
bring 1all the provisio:t;~s they can, have it divided into
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groups, having a group each day so everything will be fresh.
There will not be any public dinners on Sunday as here,tofore.
Wle will have to go back ~nd forth as we .have done, for
there are no tents .and we are unable to procure any now.
For further information write W. H. Drake, McK,enzie, Alafbama, R. F. D. 2.
Seattle and British •Columbia, at Bellingham, Washington,
opening with ia conf,e•renee at 10 a. m., August 4, lasting ten·
days. Re:ligio and Sunday school conV1entions on 3d at lO
a•. m. and 2 p. m., respectiv.ely. Tents, $3, which price includes o,ne mattress and one spring. D!ining tent with lowest
possible rates. Reception committee will me,et all boats and
trains, and wear badges on coa.t l1apels. All urged to come
Thursday. For further information apply . to George R.
Brundage, secretary reunion committee, 1252~6 E1lk Street.,
Bellingham, Washington.
Northern Wisconsin, Augus,t 17 to 27, in Saints' reunion
park, Chetek, Wiscons.in. Sleep1ing qua,rters, springs, tent
floo11s, cots, tent or rooms will all be furnished free to campers. Bring. bedd~ng as usual and either a 'tient or a room
will be ready :Dor you free of charge. MeaJs: Breakfast, 20
cents; dinner 30 cents; supper, 25 cents. Contributions from
branches of individuals solicited. A Iarge offiering is hoped
for to defray debt on ground and bui.ldings. Money or supplies for dining hall or stand accepted. J. F. Curtis will
provide speakers. A patriarch will be present to give blessings. Leroy Colbert, secretary.

Our Departed Ones
HODGES.---<Gentry Hodges was born April 6, 1880, at Pipe
C11e;ek, Texas. He was a faithful member of the church.
Died at S•an Antonio, Texas, June 18, 1917. Burial at Pipe
Oreek, Texas. Funeral sermon by E. L. H€)nson.
MILLS.----"Clara Lucy Williams was born March 22, 1875;
baptized by D. L. 'Shinn, December 3, 1893. Married Thomas
Mills on June 7, 1910. Die'd at Columbus, Ohio, May 26, 1917.
·She was the daughter of H. B. and Lucinda Wiiliams.
LeaVles husband, one child, mother, one sister and 5 brothers,
with a number of relatives and friends to mourn. Laid to
rest at Cabin Run, West Virginia. Services conducted hy
A. V. Glosson.
ATWOOD.-Lloyd Atwood, son of Brother and Sist,er Frank
Atwood, died M.\l·Y 23, 1917, at the age of 22 years., 7 months,
and 6 days at Conneautville, Pennsylvania. He was baptized
when 11 years of age, by Leonard S. Holman, and confirmed
by Leonard '8. Holman· a•nd Eil.deT Ga.rwood. Leaves to
mourn, father, mother, 2 brothers and 1 sister. F'uneral sermon by L. W. Powell.
MoCUMBER.-Clarenc'e McCumber was born January 20,
1903, near Nashville•, Iowa. Baptiz.e:d and confirmed by J. B.
Wildermuth. Died June 17, 1917, at Fulton, Iowa, after a
V1ery brief illness from water on .the brain. Leaves to mourn,
father, mdther and 2 sisters who have the sympathy of the
whole community over his sudden detath. He was loved by all
who knew him. Funeral sermon at Saints' church by J oh;~1
Heide to a large audience. Interment in the Buckhorn Cemetery.
AHLSTRAND.-Edwa.rd R. Ahlstrand was bO'rn October 2!,
1857, at Ledkopina, Skaraborg, Sweden. Baptized January
20, 1889, by EdWlard R·annie, and ordained a priest June 2,
1895, by J. F. ·Mintun. He remained faithful and left· his
telstimony to the truthfulness of the gospel. Died at the
!Methodist Hospital, Omaha, Nebraska, June 19, 1917, after
:brief illness. Leaves to mourn, devoted wife, 1 son, and aged
mothecr, also other relatives and ,numerous friends. · Fun1eral
sel'Vices at the! church in charge of H. A. Scott; sermon by
James M. Baker. Interment in Prospect Hill Cemetery.
'flMITH.-Eider Jacob Smith was born in Tupelo, Mississipi, January 9, 1849. Baptized. February 20, 1874, and Olr'ct:ained an e.lder 'September 17, 1893. Died at Santa Cruz,
'California, June 18, 1917. Everything WlaS done that loving
hl!inds· could do to ca11e for the brother in his sickness and
prolon1g his life. Especially did his true and loving wife
prove a true companion, untiring in .her devotions during his
!lingering illness. F:uneral services at S1anta Cruz, sermon
!by C. W. Hawkins. The body was t;tken to Long Valley,
California, for burial.
THORPE.-John W. Thorpe was born August 2·6, 1841, at
Wellingore, England, •and died at· Joplin, Missouri, June· 7,
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1917. He received the gosp,el unde·r the Brighamite mimstry in 1858 1and in 1865 came to the United ,s:tate•s, where he
accepted the Reorganizatio,n, being ordained an elder in 1894
in which officre he labored diligently. In 1877 he married Miss
Martha James, who survives, as also one son and 3 daughters.
Funer al at the home, sermon by F. L. English.
1

LOCKE.-Anna N. Forhia,n was born July 12, 1837, in New
Oastle, Ireland. Game to America when 14 years of age.
About fifty years ago married John Whitaker. Th11ee children Messed this ·reunion. Later she was l·eft a widow. She;
came 'to Michig1an in 1871 and was baptized, 'May 5, 1878. In
1882 married Dudley Locke, who di1ed October 14, 1906. Died
June 13, 19•17. Three children, six grandchildren a.nd many
friends survive.
CAMERON.-John M. Cameron was horn June 25, 1848, in
North Oa.rolina. Died at Dighton, Oklahoma, June 20, 1917.
F'uneral at the home of ,s,ister L. L. Goldsmith, his daughter,
at Nevada, Missouri. !Services in charge of F. M.. Burch,
sermon by H. E. Moler. Burial in Antioch Oeme,te,ry. Not
a member of any church. His second wif,e, deceased, was a
member of the church, also 'two daughters, S·ister Goldsmith
and Walker.
VAUGHAN.-<Sarah A. Vaughan was born at Milwaukee,
Wisconsin, July 21, 1844. Married Charles· R. Vaughan
February, 18165, to whom Wlere born 4 sons and 2 daughters:
Tramble, Jess, James, Joseph, Nettie and Mary, all of whom
live in Iowa, exc,ept James, who liv;es ne·ar Dazey. S'he lived
the greater pa.rt of her life in Iowa and until 1912 when she
came to North Dakota, her husband dying while in Iowa in
1900. Baptized in 1873, and remained an earnest and consistent memhecr to the end, deriving much comfort from her
faith in God. Died ,a,t the home of her sister, Mrs.. George
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Hartwell, May 23, 1917. Interment in the Dazey Cemetery.
Sermon by J. E. Wildermuth, of Fargo, North Dakota.
HENRY.-Samuel W. Henry, of Wellsburg, West Virginia,
Wlas born in Scioto County, Ohio, baptized a,t Crab'tl'ee, Ohio,
by E. E. Long ~~n December 16, 1908. Ordained a prie:st
F:ebruary 5, 1909, and an elder August 22, 1909. Gomer T.
Griffiths and E. E. Long officiated at both ordinations. A
faithful:and earn~st worker in the church and! greatly beloved
for his sterling worth. Died June 24, 1917. His companion,
5' daughters, 2 sons and ~ne grandchild remain to mourn. He
was fait,hful to his duties. Funeral sermon by L. A. Se.rig.

Book Reviews
CHURCH ADVERTISING.-This book from J. P. Lippincott
Company, Philade~lphia, >at $1 net sureiy meets a long-felt
want with us. There is no question as to whether the church
needs to make a stronger appeal to the people, a,nd the why
and how :a:ne well answered in this new book. Prominent men
from all over the country met in the twelfth annwal convention of the Assoda,ted Advertising Clubs. af the World and
we have as a result twenty addr1esses on twenty phases of
publicity. These are not dry-as-dust addresses, but are t<eeming with vi't;<al interest, the l'e~ult of experiences that have
proV1en worth whil>e. Every pa:stor among us should have
access to this book, for it covers the ground from raising the

FOR SALE

money to pr.eparing the copy and then making good what
you have advertised. Our copy will be used frequently and
we are confident yours will be. Order of this office if mo!'e
convenient.
THE OUTLOOK FOR RELIGION.-A new and important book
by W. E. Orchard, D. D., published by Funk & Wagnalls
Gompany, New York City, $1.50, net, sold by this office on the
same terms. We took g.reat pleasure in revie,wing this book,
reading it carefully and studiously. With a commendwble
1courage this man goes into the subject with his sleeves l'olled
'Up and says things. If they be complimentary, very well,
if not, he says them a,nyway. Recognizing the churches are
in the crucible on account of the world turmoil, he proceeds
to analyze the probable effect on ne[igion. As he s:ays:
"EV!e.rything is being tested by fire, :and not everything will
stand the test; the most' ancient institutions ave going into
th:e melting pot; they will 1not come out as the~ went in.
What will happen to the various church embodiments with
which we are familiar in this. land? Which of the denominations will survive?" Whethe.r you agvee with his deductions or not, you will have been taken through some most interesting thought procesBes conceMing the outlook for religion.
It is a valuable contribution to modern religious literature,
by a man who prof1esses an optimistic f:aith in the outcome,
and whose r~esearch has been most extensive.

MY HOME FOR SALE

FARMER WANTED

Seven rooms, six larg,e, one medium.
Eleven acres of land, 2 and 1-2 miles
I wish to coroe:spond with a man who is
from Leon, Decatur County, Iowa. A. F. Extr:a inside finish; large cellar; electric a pvactical farmer, who would like to
lighted: City, well and cistern water. come to Montana to work on :a ranch.
Henderson, Pipestone, Minnesota.
28-1t
28-lt Sewer coiJinections. 718 W. Main St., 3 M. B. Williams, Sollid, M01ntana.
blocks from church. Lo,t about 100x200;
cement walks front and rear; lot tile.d!.
Abundanc•e of· fruit: south front. Choice
ORDER YOUR BOOKS OF USI location. R. s. Salyards, Lamoni, Iowa. READ THE AUTUMN LEAVES

Position

anted

t] By a dean, young, do-itright farmer with managmg
ability. I can force an all-furnished farm of instrinsic value to
pay. Would buy or lease same
on crop payments.

In the oc

orrow!

Don't think of the Rocky ·Mounta,ins as "way-off theve." They're
as near as to-morrow.
Don't deprive yourself of that p·romised and needed vacation,
. even though your time is short. Let the Burli,ngton take you
right into the Rockies-Nature's own Vacationland-quickly.
Enjoy Denver, Rocky Mountain National Park, Colorado Springs,
the Pikes Peak region, Garden of the Gods. Fish-golf-climb. hreathe the mountain ozone. And why not take the family along?

Get Burlington's Special Rocky Mountain Vacation Plans

Address, Farmer,
care of this paper
Tonsils and Adenoids completely removed.

' Dr. Joseph Mather, Specialist
in diseases of the eye, ear, nose, and
throat.
Elders and family on ministerial allowance, work done free of charge.
Cataracts removed.
Work done in Independence Sanitarium, Independence, Missouri.

for short' vacation tours O'r lo1ng. You will find the Rockies have
new and diffevent glory at Yellowstone and Glacier Parks.
The Burlington's 3-in-1 Grand Circle Tour takes in all three
great National Parks-Rocky Mountain National-E<stes-Yellowstone National Park-Glade~r National Park-the biggest vacation value on the map. Burli:ngton trains run direct to all three
Parks.
·•
Low fare, round-trip excursion tickets now on
sale. Come in-letis talk it over today,

L. F. SILTZ
Ticket Agent- The Pleasant Way to Travel
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"There ahall not an:r man among you have oavo it
' be one wife; aad concu'biu.ea be ahaiJ have none.". Book of Mormon, Jaenb 2: 36.

"If ye eont!nue in my word, then are ye my dloeipleo
indeed; and ye shall know. the truth, and the truth shall
make l7.0U free."-John 8: 31-32•.
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THE WAR

Many questions concerning the war have come to
the Presidency's desk since April 6, touching various
phases of the subject from registration to conscription. Some of the questions are:
"Should I register?"
"Should I volunteer?"
"Does the church ~elieve in war?"
"Are church m~;mbers exempt from military service because of disbelief in war and bloodshed?"
"Are ail our churdh officers, local and general
exempt from military duty under the exemption
clause of the military act?"
In many instances we have answered these questions in personal letters, expecting, too, to issue some
notice or: article touching the issues; but for various
reasons which appeared good to us have refrained
from doing so. This has in some quarters subjected
us to severe adverse criticism. It is well, however,
that we at least briefly touch upon the various aspects of the question now.
As to 'l'egis,tration, the only course seemed so
obvious that public notice from us was unnecess1ary ..
To no male citizen of the United States between the
age limits specified was any course open other than
to register. We sincel'ely hope none of our people
we•l'e so misguided as to refuse to register. If so,
such should take advantage of the first possible
opportunity to rectify the mistake.
'
As for volunteering, that is quite an individual
matter. Freedom of religious belief reaches even
here. The church has not declared on it, and it is
well it has not. .Patriotism or loyalty to our country, has something to say on this, and its voice is an
individual appeal. In the German ranks as well as
in those of the ames, are Latter Day Saints ~hose
loyalty' to their own country sanctifies and hallows
their warlike attitude.
, In the case of the United States loyalty or patri-

o

cJl

otism becomes intensified to Latter Day Saints because of our belief that this great liberty-loving
Republic was founded by divine forces for the execution of divine purposes. This belief cannot but stir
warm active patriotism whenever our national ex~
istence or welfare are threatened, or as a nation we
enter the lists in behalf of the liberties of humanity.
Can we, then, either look askan~e at, or discourage
those whose stirred-up patriotism takes them to
the colors? Our firm belief is that in the 'ranks as
.
'
well as out, the guiding overruling power of the
Deity goes with the devout member of the church.
The church believes in peace. It has so declared
itself on various occasions. Nowhere and at no time
has it declared that its members shall not participate
in war. While it has not so declared, yet the.consensus of opinion is thart for the bloodshed of a, war, not
individuals but nations are held accountable. In
times pas,t erven the chosen people of God have been
compelled to take up the sword, and the power of
God has been manifest in their martial activities.
Since the organization of the church in 1830 the
United States has engaged in no less than four wrars.;
and while we can well believe that in those times
these questions were up for discussion, yet the church
has put on record no refusal to its members to
participate in war. The peace we believe in and
which we prea:cli is the peace resulta;ut from Christian principles. T.his peace we believe inevitable,
,and will come· with the universal establishment of
the Christian philosophy in ~the hearts of the people.
Until that time comes war, with other evils, must be
borne as best it can.
According to the foregoing, our church members
are not ·exempt from conscription because of their
religious belief. The church has not so declared and
should riot, in bur opinion.
'
·
Our members are also citizens, and their duty as
citizens, in whatever country they be, should be dis.cha;rged faithfully, even though their duty as citizens
.
~
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of countries at w~r may result in Latter Day Saints
fighting in opposing ranks.
There remains one other aspect to touch briefly;
viz, ministerial exemption. A section of the military
, act exempts from military duty any regular or ordained minister of religion. While in the East .recently we spent some days in washington trying to
get an offidal interpretation of this clause so that
we could know where to dmw the line so f1ar as our
own corps of officers is concerned. The final interpretation of this lies with the Judge Advocate General, who is now General Crowder. We tried to
·secure an interview with him, but because of the congestion of work in his department, could not. We
had an interview with one of his assistants, Mr. Warren, an attorney from Detroit, who was working on
the details of the exemptions.. We discussed the
situation with him, ,and learned that the bearings of
the ministerial exemptions had not be~n worked out.
Whether or not one is entitled to exemption under
this clause will in each case be determined by the
,local board. To say that all church officers who have
been ordained are or should be exempt would
scarcely be to comprehend the spirit of the law. It
is not at all unlikely that the local boards of registration and conscription will decide the cases en. titled to exemption about as follows: General church
officers. who are devoting all their time to church
work; missionaries under General Conference appointment; local men (district and branch presidents) under General Conference appointment; loc-al
men (district and branch) who are devoting all their
time to church work; pastors and assistant pastors
who, though not devoting all their time to church
work, are so situated that their services are quite
indispensable, and on whom the members depend
for spiritual ministrations, marriage ceremonies, funeral sermons, the sacrament, and other important
ministrations. Those of our ministers who care to
do so may plead exemption, letting the local boards
pass upon the merits of each case. ·
As above stated when in Washington, we tried to
secure some statement from the proper authority interpreting th~exemption clause so far as we are concerned. We were unsucces,sful, and a letter addressed to the Judge Advocate General's department
again asking for some authoritative statement remains to date unanswered. In the absenoe thereof
we are compelled to act on our own judgment, and it
is hoped that the foregoing will be o'f assistance to
our men in determining their courses.
FREDERICK M. SMITH, President.

There is nothing in the world so much admired as
a man who knows how to bear unhappiness with
courage.-Seneca.

18~

1917

MEETINGS ON THE TEMPLE LOT
We were privileged to meet with the Saints in
Independence on Sunday, July 8. A splendid spirt
was manifested in the young people's prayer meeting .at eight a. m. There was a good attendance
at the Sunday school .and at the morning service at
eleven o'clock a.m. The latter included an excellent
sermon by Elder Waiter W. Smith. In the oourse
of his discourse he emphasized very strongly that
it is nort alone what a man does, but what he longs
and yearns for, that counts. I!f our whole ambition
is getting, God pity us and the chur~h. But if our
only amb!ition is how can we serve? •and how much
can we give? "then I think I can see Zion with her
waving fields of grain, and her busy shops not run
for gain, but to give happine,ss to men, no poor, no
soul hunger."
As the sermon will doubtless be published ·in full
in the Ensign, we need not give further comment.
An earnest spirit is with the people in the establishment of Zion.
\Another indication is the nearer association and
beitter understanding with the Church of Christ,
sometimes called Hedrickites. Early in. the summer,
tent meetings were held on the Temple Lot, under
their auspice$, and the meetings were well attended
by members of the Reorganized Church, and some
of our elders were requested to speak, including
Elder: Walter W. Smith and Elder Mark Siegfried,
president and bishop of. the Independence Stake.
Last year vesper meetings were held on the lawn
near the Stone Cihurch. This year joint vesper
services are being held on the Temple Lot. We were
privileged on Sunday evening to attend the service
there and we fel.t a thrill in standing on that sacred
spot. Elder Wheaton, president of the Church of
Ghrist, delivered the evening discourse, which was
well attended by an attentive audience. There we:re
occasional sprinkles of rain, but very few left, umbrellas offering sufficient protection. Some, we suspect', would have been glad to have had a thorough
wetting for the sake of the numerous gardens in
that part of the State.
This closer association has caused discussion in
some quarters concerning the Temple Lot and its
possession. We are much interested, therefore, in
the statement made by one of the officials who is
himself a member of the 'committee for conferring
with the Church of Christ, that they had no ulterior
m_otives, but were only working for the mutual good
and better understanding.
We are very glad to hear this statement; for we
are convincedTheworks, and the designs, and the purpdses of God, cannot
be frustrated, neither can they come to naught, for God doth
not walk in crooked paths; neither doth he turn to the right
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hand nor to the left; neither doth he vary from that which
he hath said; therefore his paths are straight and his course
is one eternal round.-,Doctrine and Covenants 2: 1.

When the time eomes for the ei\ection of the
temple, that will be done by people prepa,red to do it.
The material for it will be but a lesser part of the
requirement; its foundations must be righteousness,
truth, humility and love.
'
Tihe possession of the Temple Lot means a grea't
responsibility; the building of the temple may mean
giving until it hurts. The giving not only of property but the giving up of wants and likes in the real
spirit of sacrifice. When the Kirtland Temple was
builit, time was allowed for its construction, as was
the case with the Nauvoo Temple.
Concerning the Kirtland Temple, we read :
At this time the br.e,thren were laboring night and da.y
building the house of the Lord. Our women were enga,ged in
spinning and knitting in order to clothe those who were
laboring a,t the building, and the. Lord only knows the scenes
of poverty, tribulation, and distress which we passed through
in order to accomplish this thing. My wife toUed all summer
in lending he'r aid towards its accomplishme!nt. She had a
hundred pounds of wool, which, with the assistance of a
girl, she spun in order to furnish clothing· :fior those engaged
in the building of the TempLe; a nd although she had the privilege of keeping half the quantity of wool for herself, as a. I'iecompense for her labor, she did not reserve even so much as
would make he,r. a pair of stockings, but gave it for those
who were laboring at the house of the Lo!d. 1She spun and
wove, and got the cloth dressed and cut and made up into garments, and gave them to those men who labored on the T~em
ple. Almost :an the sisters in Kirtland labored in knitting, sewing, spinning, etc., for the purpose of forwarding the work of
the L,ord, while we went up to Missouri to 'endeavor to reinstate our brethren on their lands, from which they had been
driven. E1der Rigdon when addressing the brethren upon
the importance of building this house, spake to this ,eff.ect:
that we should use every effort to accomplish this building
by the time appointed; and if we did; the Lord would accept
it at our hands; a,nd on it depends the salvation of the church
and also of the world. Looking at the sufferings and poverty
of the church, he frequently used to go upon the walls of the
building both by night and day and frequently wetting the
walls with his tears, crying aloud to the Almighty to send
means whereby we might accomplish the building. After
w'e returned from our journey to the West, the whole church
united in 'this undertaking, ~and every' man lent a he1ping
hand. Those who had no teams went to work in the stone
quarry and prepared the stones for drawing to the house.
President Jos,eph Smith, jr., being our f011eman in the quarry;
the Presidency, high priests, and elders all alike assisting.
Those who had teams ~sisted in drawing the stone to the
house. These all laboring o:rie day in the week; brought as
many stones to the house as /'upplied the masons through
the whole week. 'We continued in this manner until the
walls of the hous,e were reared. The committee who were
appointed by :vevelation to sup,erintend the buHding of the
house were, Hyrum Smith, Reynolds Cahoon, and Jared
Carter. These meJJ. us.ed ev,ery e~e~rtion in their power to
forward the work.--'Church ·History, vol. 1, pp. 518, 519.

and labor greatly increased in price, and that this
is to be the temple at the cent11al place. When the
time comes it will require real giving, yet if we are
fiaithful the same result may be found as at Kirtland, and it may well be that many now unknown to
us will be privileged to assist.
Great exertions were made to exp,edite ·the work of the
Lord's house; and notwithstanding it was comm€!nced, as it
were, with nothing, as to means, yet the way opened as we
proceeded, and the Sai~ts rejoiced.-Ghurch History, vol. 1,
pp. 523, 524.

The work that is now being done at Independence
must arouse the interest of the whole church. It has
and does appeal to us because it should mean better
understanding with our brethren of the Church of
Christ. We trust it is a beginning of a work which
shall be continued until the temple is erected and
tha:t work of preparation completed which shall
follow its dedication.
S. A. B.

MANDAMUS GRANTED IN THE LYNN.CASE

The Saints in the East are greatly rejoicing over
the outoomre of the Blanchard ease. Early in March
Fr·ederick W. Blanchard, a lifelong resident of Lynn,
Massachusetts, and a priest in the Reorganized
Church of J.esus Christ of Latter Day Saints was
called upon to perform a marriage ceremony, which
he did to ~the satisfaction of the parties concerned.
The city clerk of Lynn (which adjoins Boston),
however, refused to accept the return on the mar.:.
riage, and warned him that he would not recognize
any marriages by him or by his church. He forced
the parties concerned to go through another ceremony, which he, the cl~rk, performed.
The clerk refused to listen to any explanations or
to give any, but he proceeded to makethe whole mat..,
ter public in the newspftpers in a way to injure both
Brother Blanchard and the church. This made legal
proceedings necessary, and an able attorney was retained there and ,associated with Israel A.. Smith in
the presentation of the case.
The case came to a hearing on June 29. After
a small part of the evidence was in, the respondent
s~tated that they had no defense to make, and a decree of mandamus was issued to the city clerk, commanding him. to record the original return by
Brother Banchard.
The church has had organized branches in eastern
Massachusetts for over fifty years. There are eleven
branches in that part of the State and Rhode Island,
and hundreds of marriages have been performed by·
representatives of our church there. This is the
first time objection has been made.
Boston newspapers have printed favorable stateThat self-denial will be required for this temple is
clear when we consider that one million doUars.were ments of thE) decision. It may be that other papers
required for the N'auvoo Temple, that both material in the East and elsewhere have taken note of the
1
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original action of the clerk. If so, they should now the college, George N. Briggs, urging prompt applibe requested to print a correction. Anyone knowing cation by those unable to pay their way but desirous
of a publication which printed a reference to the of securing a better education. This action of the
original refusal of the clerk, will confer a favor by conference means that the money advanced by the
securing statement of the court action and s.eeing · church shall be used by and for the college, but it
that it is properly printed.
shall also be made available for scholarship uses by
Doubtless there existed a right for damages, but our young people, and so the good of Graceland may
the matter is not being handled in that spirit. We be increased. We have urged before that the college
want simple justice and the truth, which are secured wants to help our young people and that it can take .
by this action and recognition.
care of nearly as many more with practically no adIt will be :remembered that a sim,ilar case arose in ditional expense to the church. Here is the opporthe Toronto District several years ago and under the tunity we have lpng desired, so we hope for a liberal
direction of Bishop R. C. Evans a writ of mandamus response from our worthy young people. We hope ,to
in our favor was secured, as well as a deci'sion of see the usefulness of Graceland greatly increased
the appellate court, fully recognizing our right to by this action and that without additional expense to
perform marriages.
S. ·A. B.
the church. ·
S. A. B.
·

PSYCHOLOGY OF GERMAN SOLDIERS
In our General Interest department this week we
publish a short article on the psychology of the German soldiers. We trust it will prove of interest to all
of our readers. So far as we are concerned, there is
no bitterness toward the Germans, but only a determination against wrong conditions.
We have received some protests on war and may
publish one or two later. Undoubtedly the church
stands primarily and always for peace, and for the
establishment of righteousness. It is pointed out il);
the article referred to ,above that the German people,
many of them, at least, still believe and accept the
statements made by their military authorities at the
opening of the war. They have been educated to
do that.
>l
S. A. B.
UTAH TEACHING ON MARRIAGE
In the issue of July 4 there occurs an extract from
the Young Woman's Journal. This was not intended
for pqblication and had not been verified. We note
an error in the transcription, as this extract appears in the Young Woman's Journal of June, 1917,
volume 28, number 6, page 328, for the first' two
paragraphs, and the Ias,t paragraph is on page 320.
An elision should have been indicated between the
second and third paragraphs.
S. A. B.

GRACELAND COLLEGE SCHOLARSHIPS
The recent General Conference adopted a 'resolution making so much of the College Day collection
as is necessary a special scholarship fund. This
means that so much as may be needed will be .available "to pay for seholarships at Graceland College,
for worthy and ne,edy young men and women."
Herewith appears a notice from the president of

At the last General Conference the church made it possible
for every young man and woman who desire to take advantage of the v;arious courses at Graceland College to do so.
A sufficient number of scholarships to take care of all deserving students was provided so that 1no one who really desires
a college education need be deprived of it.
The scholarships f,or the coming year are now being
awarded and' anyone who desires to become a candidate for
one should write to the president of Graceland College, Lamoni, Iowa, at once so that full provision for all can be made.
Prompt ,acti>on is ess~ntial, as the col1ege year opehs September 6, 1917.

NOTES AND COMMENTS

San Bernardino is Dry
:A card from President Elbert A. Smith· reminds
us that San Bernardino banished Old King Booze
on July 1. This election was held during the mayoralty of Elder George Wixom, and under his leadership. Saturday night, June 30, a certain element
proceeded in the effort to consume the liquor supp'l_11
before midnight and gave a final decisive argummt
that the law should have been passed.
Marvelous Work and a Wonder
pn another pa:ge of this issue the office is advertising that a new edition of Elder Macgregor's Marvel-.
ous Work and a Wonder is ready for distribution.
The sales of this book have been very gratifying and
the result satisfa.ctory. It is a book for the studious,
deep-thinking Saint who realizes the value of wellcollated matter and consist~pt ttrgument. The price
is very low, in fact we hardfy see how it can be anything but a losing proposition, but Brother Macgregor is not d!stributing it for profit.
Locating the Saints
The Lamoni Stake Bishopric are carrying out
their part in the provisions of the law whereby there
shall be settlements of the Saints in Zion and her
stakes and the regions round about. Just recently
(Continued on page 693.)
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BIENNIAL. CONFERENCES
The late General Conference took action favorable
t<;ward holding biennial conferences, but did not express any time when they should begin. It now he~
comes a question of public discussion and the writer
will try to express a few thoughts for the consideration of the HERALD readers. We are entering into a
new epoch of church work.. The period during the
lifetime of the late President Joseph Smith was one
of interpreting and advocating the law; it was necessary to emphasize to the church and the world at
large tha:t the law of God was supreme and by it we
must stand, regardle,ss of the consequences.
It took mo:t~e courage to be a La1tter Day Saint
fomy or fifty years ago than it does now. We were
few in number and without influence in the social
and business world and insults and social ostraci,sm
were more common then than now.
The Jew;s of the dispersion felt their loneliness
where they .were scattered in the nations to which
they had been taken captive, and many thousands of
them journeyed each year to Jerusalem to attend
the feMt of Pentecost. On that special day when
~he disciples were there, an account of which we
find recorded in the second chapter of Acts, the
Jews were th.ere from six,teen nations, some of them
having come seven hundnd miie::;.
They felt th1at they were outcasts in the world and
it was a time of rejoicing for them t•J meet those of
like faith from the different nations. In latter-day
Israel we felt we w1ere outca1sts in society .and we
longed for the companionship of each other, and so
it was not an unusual thing for our people to travel
two or three days by team to get to the fall conference in western Iowa and eamp BJt night by the roadside or in the yard of some Latter Day Saint. Rain
and mud did not discourage them-they were going
to conference~ were going to see the prophet, and
little things did not hinder them. They stood around
the camp fires at night and S'ang the song1s of Zion.
When morning came they trudged on until they saw
.the white city made up of tents .and covered wagons.
'I1hen all their emotions gtave vent to expressions of
joy. The writer was .among such a happy crowd in
September, 1879, on their way to GaUands Grove.
What took .us there? Nearly two weeks in camp in
the campanionship of those of like precious faith,
in social enjoyment and hearing the prophet and
others of the prominent men expound the law was
food for another ye1ar. We returned to our homes
s.trong £or another yea.r of conflict.

Conditions 'in the world and church have changed,
our work is different beeause new problems confront
us. It is the same old gospel, but we are farther
down on the program. They have done their wm.·k;
we must now do ours as faithfully and well as they
have done theirs. In the social, business, and' professional world we are given recognition, by many
men of liberal minds we are looked upon as one of the
great churches seeking to fill our place of-usefulness
in the world. In the public press, current magazines, school histories and encyclopedias they are
trying to tell the truth about the church.
'lihe great problem before us as a church is to
demonstmte the altruism of Jesus, that his philosophy will elimin1ate ~selfislmess, covetousness and
. poverty, and in its place give happy homes, healthy
children, and remove fear of want from the widow,
orphan, helpless, and aged, and help bring an answer
to the prayer of Jesus: "Thy will be done on earth
as it is done in heaven." We must deliver the
"goods,," we must prove to the world that the "pearl
of great price" is in our possession and that we are
making the wm-ld better because of it.
We failed as a church in the early days and we
were east out of the land of Zion, and if we flail now
we will suffer the same :Date, for it is the "pure in
heart" that shall abide in Zion.
Who will the Lord hold responsible as leaders in
the great work intrusted to all? It most certainly
wlill be the ministry! How shall we be taught so
that we can come to a unity of understanding and
act together •as builders of the great spiritual house?
Surely not by keeping the ministry away from each
other and Q:epriving them of the good that comes
from association and collective teaching. I have
been absent from only one conference since 1902, and
my personal experience and observation teaches me
that the meetings of the priesthood at the last conference did more to bring us into a unity of understanding of our duties and responsibilities and make
us useful men than all the others combined. · It is in
the priesthood meetings, and not on the conference
floor, where we receive the greater light and become
prepared for greater usefulness.
It has been suggested that the reunions be substituted for the conference as a means of education and
the dissemination of knowledge. Who are the ones
that need to be taught? Is it not the ministry? How
can they teach to others what they do not know?
How oan they be taught at the reunions, the ministry,
when there is only a v:ery few there and· no teacher to
teach them? The ministry must be taught first and
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· then they can teach in the branches, conferences and
reunions. Wher·e is there a betJter place and a more
conven1ient time than at the General Conference?
The ma.tter of expense is urged as anorther argument,
that seems to rbhe wdter to be the most unreasonable.
of any excuse that could be offiered, for the following
reasons: The amount of money received now per
capita is greater than at some times in the pa~st and
the indications are tha,t it will continue to increase
from now on. The cost of living will be nearly as
great to stay at home as to live at the conference. It
cost the writer $5.60 for two weeks board, and I had
only one free meal. Then there was $2 for room
rent. How much less would it have been.at home?
or do we w:ant to be cheap men and live from our
family's meager allowance while we are at home?

in extravagant living and fooli:sh expenditures that
the world who know nort God would not be guilty
of; we would not hea~ the hue and cry aboutthe expense. a ttaehed to/ the running of the General Conferences.

our church become so stingy, covetous a1.1d selfish that
they will nort willingly contribute toward the expense
of the missionaries to attend the General Conference
they will be so low spiritually that they '\Vill not be
able to build up Zion. Instead of trying to cut down
expense by not holding conferences annually, we
should eliminate those thing1s that our heavenly
Father disapproves of. If we would make a reasonable effort to observe the "Word of Wisdom" we
would save enough eadh year to run a half dozen conferences "and we would run and not be we1ary," and
would have les·s sickness, better health, less doctor
bills to pay and stronger bodies to perform our daily
labors. In a recent revelation (Doctrine and Covenants 130: 7) the Lord said, "and both in private and
public expenditure carry into active exercise the
principle of sacrifice and repression of unnecessary
wants." If we make a:rt honest effort to pay heed
to wha.t the Lord has said and not waste our money

few dollars at one end of the road and lose hundreds
at the other end. A miser is just as much of a burden
on society as· a spendthrift and both are a dead
weight in the Lord's work. The church is a religious
democracy and all democracies depend on the intelligence of their members to carry out its purposes and
we cannot succeed in our great work with a few intelligent m'en at the head and an army of ignorant
Muzhiks as followerrs. The intelligence of all people
must be increased and the beginning must be made
with the ministry and our present priesthood meetin:gs are leading us up to the school of the prophets.,
God's appointed plan to qualify us for the important
wrork we have to do. When we have mor:e suitable
buildings to accommodate the people at our General
Conferences the opportunities to do good will constantly increase and not only will our •own be greatly
benefited but many of the good and· intelligent men
and women of the world will come to Zion to learn

The writer is in favor of the strictest kind of economy in the expenditure of public and private money,
but let us comm:ence our economy by eliminating
what God condemns. The minis,try shoyld devote
two weeks, or more, each year art the General Conference to the oonsider:ation of the vital and important problems that affect the welfare of the church.
We cannot evade them, w·e cannot run away from
them. They must be met and sol¥ed.

!Some of the great problems before us as a church
that we must solve, or confes:s failure; are tihe social,
Do we want a pauperized ministry, physically and economic, industrial, and largr'icultural. They are a
intellectually?
·
part of the building up of Zion. Every minister
The other item is railroad fare .. A large part of should be a student of sociology; it will help us solve
that expense will be incurred if we go not have con- our grea¢ problems. Jesus was the g11eartest sociolference, because the ministry will go home. It is the ogist that ever lived; he gave us in a concrete form
poorest time of the year to do missionary work in the principles that should govern society, and that
any part of the country, and the ·time when we are is the gist of sociology. The hope of our church for
most needed at home. A very large percentage of progress will be found in an intelligent, humble,
the ministry live in the places where the conferences faithful and loyal ministry, and we can aibtain to
are held, and in the territory contiguous thereto. that condition only by cooperation in such a way that
In the Independence Stake the missionaries who have we can develop our spiritual and mental powers, and
their homes there, and tihe First Presidency, the for that purpose the law makes provision for the
Pres.iding bishopric, the stake bishopric and stake school of the p11ophets, "that thereby they may be
pres,idency make a total of about fifty-two. By add- perfected in their ministry for the salvation of Zion,
ing the s<ame class of men of the other four stakes and of the nations of Israel, and of the Gentiles as
there is a total of nearly one hundred, and when we many as will belie1ve." (Doctrine and Covenants
add the number in the several districts that join onto 87: 3.)
the stakes we have nearly all the ministry within
' late conference the child of progress
During the
about two hundred miles of the places where we and hope was born in our priesthood meetings, and'
usually hold the General Conferences.
we must not strangle it~ to deatih whHe it is yet in
' the membership of its infancy, by our selfishness and anxiety to save a
If the time ever comes that
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of the ways of the Lord and help to sp11ead the glad
tidings and good news to all the world.
EDWARD RANNIE.

FAITH AND ORIGIN· OF CHURCHES---Part 3 .
BY J. F. MINTUN

THE SPIRITUALISTS

Spiritualism is a sy;stem of religion claiming for
the basis of itsr existence the possibility and probability of the spirits of the departed returning to
earth as the only messengers of heaven ; and. can,
by what is called by them media, make themselves
manifest to those still living, and communicate information in regard to the unseen world of spirits,
rthe mysteries of the past and present, and to fore~
cast the future. As defined by le,ading Spiritualists itunderlies and enzones all toot r,elates to the spiritual nature
of man in its organization a,nd dual r,elation-in its capaciti;es, purposes, duty and final destiny. It further embraces
all that is known, or may be d!iscovered of God, the infinite
'Spirit, of the 'world of spirits, and its inhabitants; of psychological and spiritual influ,ences, of whatever kind, and of
all the occult forces and relatio1ns that pertain to the realm
of spirit and matter.

Spiritualism is, without question a demonstrated
fact. There are too many unquestionable proof,s
of spirit manifestations to deny that marvelol.).s and
wonderful things have been performed in many different places, before thousands of the most intelligent
and truthful, to doubt or question the correctness of
these manifestations, but this does not determine the
source of this spirit power-,---the spiritualist claiming
it to be of the infinite God, while others claim it to be
from the opposite source.
These spirit manifestations are by raps on tables,
by messages through mediums, by moving material
objects, by prophecies, by writing and speaking in
l~nguages not known to the one by whom written or
spoken, by spiritual shocks, and by the visible appearance of spirits.
There are different kinds of media, the speaking
media, the seeing media, the discerning media, and
the normal media. Some are public and some are
only private, and they possess different degrees of
intelligence, and are either true or false as governed by the character of the· medium, and the spirit
communicating.
Many spiritualists,· while denying the inspiration
of tihe Bible, accept it as a truthful history in the
main, and cite to angelic ministrations as evidence
of spirit communications, claiming that these angels
are only the spirits of rthe departed. But their views
in regard to ,rthe Bible are of such a character as
· to make it quite inconsistent for them to use it as
proof, as will be seen later on.
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It w;ill be seen from the above that their claim
of authority is in the fact of spirit communication,
without proof relative to the source of these spirit
communications, or of what character the spirits
are.
Modern spiritualism claimts its origin in 1848, in
the wesrtern part of New York, !Viilh the Fox family,
first beginning with audible sounds and mysterious
rappin,g:s; these manifestations increasing in variety
rapidly. They came at first without solicitation,
and those to Wlhom rthey came were compelled to
admit of their existence, and those who doubted their
testimony were, by investigation compelled to admit
that their testimony was true, and many without
investigating the source or nature of these manifestations became avowed believers in this form of
religion.
· · Upon some of the principal subjects their faith is,
as presented by some of their representatives, whose
views are in print, as. :Dollows:
GOD

Edwin D. Babbitt says,
Knowing as we do, that all power is eXJe1rtoo in harmony
with a greater system of laws, in which spiritual and material for ces must 'ever work in correiation, we are driven to the
conclusion that the vivifying spirit of this all-embracing
c.entral power is God.-Religion, p. 10.
Spiritualism, which being intuit1onal has naturally a quick
perception of the finer laws of being, and building upon a
large 1array of phenomena, both obj;ective ,and subjective, is
led to a knowledge of spirits who have onoe been human he~
ings, and heiince very logicaHy infer that there must be an
Infinite Spirit as the sourc'e andl pa.rent p~inciple of ·the
boundless spidtual life of the univcerse.-Ibid., p. 15.
Teach 'a human being that there is a God all-loving and
perfect, whose quickening presence thrills through all being,
who smiles upon him in every noble work a.nd aspiration, who
had kindled an immortal na:tuDe in him which shall enable
him to mount fm~ever upward and onward in a divine life in
proportion as it seeks the good ,and the true here and elsewhere, 1an.d. you fill his soul with joy, with inspiration and aspiration.-Ibid., p: 20.
,
Is God a personal being? In other words, is he a kind.of
a v:ast p,e,rson? This supposition would involv:e us in more
or less difficulty; first. Becaus1e it would seem to make him
a being of limited parts. If so, in what constellation would
we find his 1feet, in what his head, or in what portion of him
should we ~nd the solar system?
Secondly. While we, being finite, cannot absolutely say
that he is not a person, still if he has a, definitely outlined form
like a person, how could his being interp~netrate every minute portion of the 1universe and become the life of the
whole.-Ibid., pp . .42, 43.
The spirits utterly disclaim all truth in the imagination
of individuals who bel~eve in the doctrine of evil spirits, and
would have it distinctly un,de,rstood that the divine Being
has no power to create that which is evil, and that the spirits
which he has crea,ted have been formed in his own likeness
and impressed with his divine image.-The Spiritual Teacher,
p. 116.
Ah! there is no God:, ther'e can be none . . . . What is the
use of telling them of a God when there is none? ... What a
horrible phantom, what a soul-crushing sup,erstition is this
1
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klJea of an overruling, omnipresent, all-~powerful God. . . . Belief in God is degrading, whatever the character ascribed to
him.~Age of Freedom, Berlin Heights, Ohio•.
JESUS CHRIST
Far back in the death of humanity's history, there lived individuals who were morally and spiritually advanced be,yond
the medium development of the age in which they lived.
These individuals, residing upon an elevated plane of thought,
we:r:e enabled to hold communion with the spiritual beings'
which in ail past time have been hovering in profotlind sympathy around the dwellers of this dark,ened planet.... By the
individuals who are here named, the spirits have reference
to the persons who are mentioned in the wri,t!ngs of the
Old and New Testaments, such for example as Isaiah, J,eremiah, Christ, Paul, John. The1se persons wer>e .seers and
prophets.-The •Spiritual Teacher, p. 45.
What are the doctrines of the church which form a prominent part of its r'eligi10n? They are the doctrines of woe and
terror, which represent the race 1as being unde>r the wrath
and condemnation of God-the doctr1ne of the.vicarious atone'ment, which is the sentiment that God commissioned an age,nt,
which agent was a part of himse1f, to inte·rposel between the
displeasure by which he was moyed, and the race which he
had pr>eviously deeMed to punish, . . '; the doctrine of the
torments of hell •and the S>alvation of the .11eldeemed, the doctrine of ,a personal Devil, and the divinity of ·Christ. In all
these doctrines there is pres6!nted to the view of spirits the
most lamelnta.bl>e ignorance, and the evidence of contracted
thought.-Ibid., pp. 90, 91.
Jesus was truly the divine, the God incarnate, because every
human soul is a part of the Deity incai'll'ated, on\y humanity
in general haVle far less of the divine than had Jesus, the
Christ. From childhood he was inspired, and though a,t
times tempted hy undeveloped spirits which in his age were
called devils, Y>elt he was .generally under the control of holy
influences which filled his soul with such a divine afflatus and
kindled! his magnetic power to such an extent that he felt
that he was under the divine guidance of God himself, that
God was inde!eld his Father, who had filled his being with love
to ma,n, wisdom to teach, power to heial and clairvoyance to
perceiVJe, thus clothing him with an almost unequaled share
of the divine lif•e until he felt his unity of aim and spirit
with God and remarked, "I and my Father are one."-Religion, p. 266.
Spiritualists generally speak lovingly ,.of the character of
tesus, "the divine medium," and feel tha:t he belongs to their
ranks far more properly than to the church.-Ibid., p. 270.

stricted all the free and noble facultiles of the soul, has had
its sway upon the earth for ages past, and it is now time' that
this should be remov·ed for the introduction of a principle
which is more worthy of the dignity of man, and more conso,nant with the design of God. It has been seen by the inhabitants of the spii'it world, that the authority of the Bible
has been the chief .and prominent source of .all bigotry and
superstition.-The Spiritual Teacher, p. 42.
The influence and ·effect which have flowed from the authority of the Bibie have been of the most del>eterious character, tending to degrade rather than elevate, to confine rather
than to :expand, >and. to crush Dather than to ennoble and
save.-Ibid., p. 44.
They do not go earnestly to ;nature, which is the infinite
volume that God himself has writtelll, but content thems>elves
with books that men have made, for :eV® the Bible, however
11igh some of its inspirations may be, has had to come through
imperf>ect human brains and be penned by human hands in
various languages, and these languages, like all other works
of man, a11e full of imperfections, so tha,t thousands of different rea,dings have occurred in the original manuscript of the
sacred writings themse:lv;es, thus taking infallibility out ·of
the question.-R,eligion, p. 65.
AUTHORITY TO SAVE
He that is wise, let him take heed. He who is unwise, let
him get wisdom. And let him get it where it is to be found.
L:et him not seek for it ~n the folly of fools, but in men of
understanding, in spirits commissi.oned by God to give light
to those who grope in darkness. . . . This is our mission.
This is our commission. This is our will, and the will of God.
Hence, we are messengers of God to work a work which will
ever redound to the glory of God.-Light from the Spirit
W odd, pp. 35,. 36.
The spirits he:sitate not to affirm tha:t the world is· now so
fa,r beneath their power, that it must inevitably obey the deCI'ees of alllgelic wisdom, and that the course which it takes
in the future must inevitably correspond with the primary
authority of a highe:r and diviner world.... There is no fear
now in the bosom of angels with regard to the welfar•e of
the world. The~ have now the authority and the power
vested in their own hands. They have the commission which
is their native right and most pr.ecious pri.vilege.-The Spiritual Teacher, pp. 104, 105.
SPIRITUALISM

1. Spirituality must be developed through spirit commUin-

ion.
2. Spirituality is >ennobling.
HOLY AND UNHOLY SPIRITS
3. Spiri.t communion is the basis of all religion.
There are some minds who wish counsel of spirits; but
4. Spiritualism is :£ounded upon facts, other religions more
when that counsel is giv>en, we see them neglecting it.... The· upon traditions.
person who des.ires a communication from spirits, not unfre5. Spiritualism is the only religion. which demonstrates
quently supposes that he is at liberty to consult us on sub- immortality.
j>ects which are beyond our means of information. Though
6. Spirit communion robs death of its te.rror.
we are spirits-spirits who have onc1e inhabited bodies Qn
·7. 'Spiritualism is the most joy-inspiring of all religions.
earth~yet we am not infinite in knowledge and wisdom.8. Spirit communion promotes civil and religious freedom.
Liglit froii1 the :Spirit World, p. 190. ·
9. Spiritualism leads off in human reforms.
1>0. Spiritualism perfects the physical system.
SIN AGAINST SPIRITS
11. 1Spirit communion prevents insanity.
The sin agains,t spirits is a sin against the good of man.
12. Enlightened spirit communion prevents superstition.
It is a sin unto death. It is a sin for which mind should not
_13. Spiritualism r·eveals a grander 1l!niv;erse.
pray. It is a sin which reveals the hat:e of the soul-a hate
14. Spiritualism leads to nobler living.
of th1ngs holy and divine.-Light from the Spirit World, p.
195.
MEDIUMS
BIBLE
M>ediums of writing with the aid of spirits are wise or unThe reverence for the Bible which has been the ruling wise. Mediums who write with the aid of circles, incompe,tent
sentiment of human hearts--which has cramped and re~ to instruct them, are unwise. Spirits differ in their degree
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of wisdom, as minds in the body differ. All are not equally
adv:anc.ed in the wisdom of God.-Light from the Spirit
World, p. 242.
It should always be kept in mind that although spirits can
often forsee the futul'le and weigh difficult subjects with
. much more .skill ,than a mortal, yet even they are not infallible, and cramped by imperfect conditio,ns of mediumship
must occasionally err, while some full of me:rrymaki:p.g, will
delight in playing of a joke on credulous earthly investigators, pretending to be Peter the Gr•eat, Washington, or other
f.amous name, and then, when their pret;ensions have been
swallowed who1e., will relat1e their exploits to their spirit assocrates in high glee, for spirits are translated moJ:tals.Religio,n; p. 346.
'
ORGANIZATION
Whatever disturbs the health of one member, disturbs the
enjoyment of the whol•e body. S'o intimate is the rela,tion,
that all the members must unite in one harmonious work, or
disease will prostrate the system. When disease attacks one
member, the other members suffer by it, or when one member
is benefited, all of the other members are rewa.rded. Spirits
are all members of one body. They all form one body. When
sin and sorrow o'l"ercome a weak membe.r, all of the other
members must suffer. What, then, is .fue duty of .each member? Is it the duty of •elach member to lacerate, bruise, and
cast off the diseased member? ... Who will cut off the member of wretchedne1ss, h~ause they are less honorabl!e than the
higher-the head? And! what is the head but the servant of
the body?-Light from the Spirit World, p, 150.
The great purpose of the spirit world then, is of a much
:broader nature, and a more :thoroughly practical spirit. It
aims, in short, at the establishment of a new social order in
the earth, ·through whose media,torial harmony aJone, the divine truth !lind its good can descend only upon .and into a
waiting •and responsive race. Another purpose of i(he movement is the establishment of a new system of government ...
It has already matuned its plans to quite an extent. All
thes.e grow out of a new church~a church of ·principlesnot dogmas. This church is to be both interior and exterior,
or individual and organic. It is to reconcile both the Catholic
and the Protestant phases of the religious ideas, not overlooking the three great religions, which dogmatic Christianity
does not recognize1, viz, Hinduism, Mohammedanism, and
Judahism.-Spiritual Telegraph.
SECOND COMING OF CHRIST
During· the latter half of the ninete.enth 0entury, a wave of
spirituality and knowledge has commenced spr.ead~ng over
the World, and the second! coming of ·Christ, or rather ·of the
•Christ principle, is taking place to such an extent that the
old formali.ty, sourness, fea,r, proclaiming God's wrath, in1erminabie prayers and inhumanity to both man and beast
is be.ing greatly modified, hum!l!n faces are becoming sweeter
a.nd human lives more joyous.-Religion, p. 70.
INSPIRATION AND REVELATION
Looking down from the serene heights of their sublime
abode, the spirits of the sixth circle desire to present to the
inhabitants of the earth a revealment of truth and principles
which •are a;dapted to the present state of human development . . . .
In the darkness and ·depravity of the human m~nd it has
not properly rapp:v~iated the reality of a. future .existence;
·it has not conceiVIed or realized the sublimity of an intercourse with ·spirits, and it has not been suitably informed
with relation to the tr~ths which are beheld and known in the
celestial world .... But in the present.ro-a the dawn is rapidly
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approaching. I,t is the niission of spirits to bring life and
immortality to light.-The Spiritual Teacher, pp. 1; 2.
But there is a revelation, of the divine mind.... The revelation to which the spirits here refer is the creation which
has been introduced into being through the 1action of the supreme intelligence-it is the universe which is the natural
and untranslated exp~essiOJP. of the infinite mind.-Ibid., p. 5.
The spirits have designed to show that the world has been
in a sta.t:e of darknesrs and materialism. , .. What they would
now state is, that the world is more immediately under the
period-that it is more directly and authoritatively inspired,
than even in the time of Christ and the. ap~o~stles-that it is
more ·deeply and powerfully impress.ed with the p:vese.nce and
influence of the spiritual realms, than when the gift· of the
Holy Ghost was given to the Christian believers on the day
of Pent,ecost.-I'bid., p. 104.
·Inspiration is, therefo~e, the ·work of a spirit acting
through ,a medium or upon a medium, to attain a desirable
result. In former ages, men spake and wrote as they were
moved by a Holy Spl.rit.-Light from the Spirit World, p. 15.
Inspiration is limi.ted more or less by the capacity and
character of .the brain into which it coi):leS, an imperfectly
developed brain being a:ble to receive only a small portion of
truth and that best which is in harmony with its own spedal
bias.-Religion, p. 23.
Th:e spirits of the second circle will not profess to furnish
instruction with regard to the more e1levated truths of the
celestial world when sedorusly questioned, and only do this
from a blind impulse of love which seeks the gratification of
those with whom they conVJerse....
The third circle are still the same in prejudices which
were fastened upo1n their minds as upon the earth.... From
this cause it has occurred that numerous inconsistencies have
heen witnessed by inwJstigating mil).ds, inasmuch as contra~
dictory communications have been received frorr. spirits in
this circle with relation to certain points of religious faith
and doctrine. . . .
,
In the fourth circle there is not a complete unfolding of tl;J.e
heavenly germ, there is not a complete deliverance from the
profound impressio,ns which were .produced by ea,rly education . . . .
The members of the fifth circle are unfQlded in wisdom,
that they ha,ve cultivated and cherished the immortai germ
that gives life and being to the spirit ... they are prepared,
authorized and commission~d to act as teachers and reformers of the human race.
The spirits of the sixth circle, which now write, ar·e moved
by a higher principle than that which is found in a sickly
delicacy and henere they have presented the,ir claims to be
heard by the :inhabitants of the earth with a bold unhesitating confidence.-The Spiritual Teacher, pp. 8'0-84.

In all this, one is l~ft without any rule or standard
by which to determine from which cirde the spirits
come, from whom communications are received. We
only have their own claim, and since some of them do
not tell the truth, but prretend to those with whom
they are conversing that they are what they ar~
not, all is uncertainty as to the truth or falsity of
what .is communicated, granting all rth at is cl.a.imed
for spirit communication, by spiritualists themselves. This leaves the question ~of inspiration very
unsatisfactory to minds who ave in search for truth.
1

MAN
Man is degraded by the p:e;rv.ersion of his mental powersthat he is turned aside from the course of justice and purity
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by the imperfections of his interior perception, and by the
absence of that wisdom which is divine and eternaL-The
Spiritual Teacher, pp. 16, 17.
The germ of the spirit is in its own nature pure, and that
it cannot be corrupted by any foreign influence or perverting·
circumstanc,es .... Man can neve:r, in any circumstance or by
any possibility, become totaHy d~raved, but that the soul
remains pure and u:r;tcorrupterd.-IBid., pp. 35, 36.
The truth, as demonstrated by a mountain lo,ad of facts is,
that man is immortaL-Religion, p. 21.
Man, then, is not a lost being, is not innately wicked, and
should not he call:e:d so unless we wish to slander the infinite
Father who made hin;t, and whose. works are all perfect.Ibid., p. 60.
'

SOUL
The natur,e of the soul is· light, ahdl purity, and bliss. It is
the light, and purity, and bliss of the Great Spirit, in a limited
and finite degree, for it is this, and this 'only, in all the wide
cveation which bears the reflection of the Divinity-it is this,
:and this only, among all other beings which pr.esents a likeness and image of the C:t~eator.-The Spiritual Teacher, p. 30.
SALVATION
Why should he [man] need a S:avior aside from God himself who lifts all things upward toward perfection through
divine law and his own blessed and all-pervading Spirit?Religi~n, p. 60.
Therefore, will it be apparent to those minds that can appreciate the beauty and veality of this initiatio1n, that the
spirits have discovered a means by which the world may be
truly and completely saved. . . . The spirits have taken the
:work of human redemption into their own hands.-The Spiritual Teach~r, p. 132.
·
If, :therefore, the world. will trust in the powe:r, wisdom,
and goodness of the celestial beings who ever hover lovingly
around it; ... it will be delivered from the ervils which have
weighed down the soul to dust, and it will be released from
all the entanglements of flesh and sense by which it has been
:bound and fettered; so that in the coming era which is beheld in the dim future, the race shall stand as the r:edleemed
and sanctified productlon of the Supreme Mind, and shall be
illuminated with the light that str.eams from the lofty heights
and deep:e:r derpths of the spiritual universe,.-Ibid., pp. 134,
135.
Jesus may be his [man's] Savior so fa.r as a beautiful example and precepts can help, and a loving magnetist may
bear his transgl'essions in part, just as Jesus did those of the
suffering and erring men of his dlay, by taking their diseased
magnetism upon himself and infusing a purer life-power, and
yet the salvation must be brought about through his own
forces of soul and body, which in themselves ar.e deific in
nature when fully de,veloped.-Ibid, t»'136.
ATONEMENT
Christendom directs us to a man who lived eighteen hundred y·ears ago, as having in himself a power to heal all the
wounds inflicted on the human soul by violation of the laws
under which it 'exists. . . . Natun'i points to God in our own
souls. The Bible says: Look to Jesus on the cross. Natul'e
says: Look to your own soul. The Bible says, ·Se:ek and find
eternal Iif.e in the blood of Christ. Nature says: s:eek and
find it in obedience to the laws of your 'own soul, that primeval rervelation of which eve:ry human being has a copy. Every
substance endowed wi·th life is endowed with ·an inherent
power of healing-a Savior, a Lamb of God to take away the
si:n of the world.-H. C. Wright, 'Spiritualism, pp. 12, 13.
All nature gives this doctrine [atonement] in the face, the

lie. The s.ins of the whole race forgiven-blotted out in the
blood of a murdered reformer! It is awful! Faith in a lying
and suicidal God! Who but a, demon can have faith in such an
insan:e a,nd demon God? What natural relation has the blood
of righteousness of Jesus to a man's sins actually committed?
Can ,that blood wash ·out those sins·? No!-S. J. Finney,
/Spiritualism, p. 13.
The ,demoralizing nature of the doctrine of a vicarious
a:tonement is well illus,trated by the example of Constantine.R,eligion, p. 137.
REPENTANCE
Rep,entance is reform. Re:Dorm is progress. Progress is
adva,ncement in wisdom. Wisdom is from 'God.-Light from
the Spirit World, p. 2:06.
Such reformers as are quarreling with ,each tJ,ther, need a
reform. The.y need a ·repentance which will save them from
their sins. They need a repentance that will destroy their
unholy warf<are ,against mind: and the good of mind. They
need~a repentance which will teach them a lesson of wisdom.
They need a repentance not to be repented of. When they
learn that lesson, their names will be written in the Lamb's
book of life.-Ibid., p. 207.
There is a will of wrong expressed, and· where ·a will of
wrong exists, Tepecntance is necessary. Neglect repentanc:e
and the wrong will continue. Repent or cast the wrong away,
and it will deceive no more. Repentance must prepare the
medium for the reception of truth.-Ibid., p. 225.
DEATH
But the freed and immortalized spirit which is dise:nthrall~d from the clogs of the earthly nature, has not the
faintness ~nd weariness of the earthly mind . . . The spirit
fe·els its freedom whe:n <released from the body, it feels the
power and energy which ,e;x:ists inherently in its nature; it
f.ells the sweetness of its inward life.-The Spiritual T·eacher,
p. 23.
Death, therefor,e, which has been the caus·e of sorrow and
mourning to the inhabitants of the .ea-rthly world, is not an
entire ext~nction of being as has been supposed, and as this
term indicates; but it is the gJ.orious birth of the spirit, a process of change by which it is 'reieased from the fading taberIJJacl:e of day, and is enabled to exercise its own exalted
powers In the light of a more expanded sphere.-Ibid., p. 148.
Death wills no wisdom-it wills nothing. It is a transition from one sphere to another.-Light from the Spirit
World, p. 103.
:S'piritualism takes away the fear of de:ath by p:r~ov~ng that
it is only the birth into :a better life-a transition f~equently
from pain, disease and darkness into peace a,nd marvelous
1'ight.-Religion, p. ,227.
RESURRECTION
Change is perpetual. Change is not confined to things
temporal. The spirit world is full of cha nge. All things
chang.e but God and his perfections.... But there is a change
and that change is glorious, that change is good, that change
is progress-and that progress is the resurr:ection. It is a
resurrection into victory-a victory subduing to ·selfishness,
subduing to i.gnorance of spirits, subdui1ng to pain and ·death,
subduing to worldly fame 'and honor, subduing to passion ~nd
revenge, subduing to all the evils which disgr:ace and degrade
the 1:ninds of men and the rudimental sphere. It is a l'esurrection, so called, because it elevates the m~nd from death and
works of darkness-., .. It is a resurr.ection because the same
spirit which einhabited the body, inhabits a body not of earth.
It is a '~~l'esurrection because the spiritual body is an exact
miniatur,e or identical likeness of the human body. It is a
resurrection because this change is so called. . . .
1
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But it is not insta1n taneous. It is not the work of a moment,
an hour, a day, a year, or an ,age-it is the wo·rk of eternity.
The resurrection is the progmss of the immortal mind in
. the knowledge of the truth. It can never end because eternal progress has no end.-Light from the Spirit World, pp.
81, 82.
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has no power to create that which is evil, an:d that the spirits
which he has cre1ated have been formed in his own likeness
and impressed with his divine image. . . . If mortals could
conceive. of the unutterable sympathy with which the spirits
look down upon all their sufferings, and could thery appreciate,
the regr,et which is ever felt when there exists a necessity
for producing pa~n, they would discard the unworthy sentiHEAVEN
ment which attribute,s this result to evil spirits, and would
The heaven of the spirit is the abode of the immortal being bless the saving power by w.hich they are exalted and rewhich is .enshrined within the human fl'ame.-The Spiritual deemed.... It is not pleasure for 'any spirit to produce pain,
Teacher, p. 54.
it is not joy for them to inflict suffering; it is not a gratifiHeaven, so far as regards the enjoyment which is received cation for them to c•ause deception, but all these effects are
by the spirit, is no place, and he,nce it can never be .enjoyed produced as the essential means by which alone these evils
by rising a certain distance above the plane on which.· the may be effectually eradicated-as the legitimate 1and ap- .
ea,rthly being gropes and grov•els.-Ibid., p. 56.
pointed method through which the graci,ous a,nd benevolent
It should be kno~vn that there is both a material and a
ends of 'divine wisdom m~y be attained.-The SpirJtual
spiritual atmosphere, which flows off constantly from the Teacher, pp. 116, 117.
surface of the e~rth; that the material 'atmosphere rises to
Our theologians admit the absolute perfection of God, and
the distance of fifty miles, at which point it ceases to as~ then declare. that this p·erfect being created a series of
cend, . . . but that the spiritual atmosphere still .continues abomin:able imperfections such as.a devil, or a spirit who was
to 'asce;nd from the force of the affinity which it has for the so imperfect that he fell and became ··a devil, and that vas1t
more refined regions of space-this, thel'efore, constituting numbers of other devils came in the same way from the dithe basis of the spirit-world, which extends above the com- vine hand.-Religion, pp. 55, 56.
mon atmosphere about fifty miles, or about one hundred
M8in are not innately depraved in the theological sense, but
miles aho:ve the earth. In this locality is presented the home rather unripe or undeveloped, and a malicious being called
of the spirit when it i~ reieased from the tenement of clay. Satan, or the Devil, oannot possibly have any existence un... This is the l'eal heaven of the spirit; this is the world of der the reign of divine perfection.-Ibid., p. 62.
light, and joy, 1and! rest; this is the home of the weary, the
Devils, as defined by our theologians, must be absolutely
refuge of the wandering, and the 'have,n of the storm-tossed . bad, ha,ving an aim only to curse, and destroy, 3,nd ·the existma,riner of life. . . . The inhabitants of the earth may be as- ence of such beings in God's divine universe is an absolute
sured that the heaven of this spirit is the fufilled prophecy impossibility. It is high time that our c}:lurches had laid
of all th(1 illuminated minds, whose thoughts 1and perceptions 'a:s,ide the superstitious ideas of devils and hobgoblins to
have been turned to the brightness and beauty of the celestial frighten men with, for such thoughts are ·treason to God.-"abode,.-Ibid., p. 58.
Ibid., p. 61.
It is the des'ire of the spirits to announce at the commenc.ePRAYER
m8jnt that there are in the spiritual world seven ~general
It is rash to say tha,t an infinitely tender Father may :not
spheres of redinement, and that these spheres contain sepaat times send a direct pulse of his loving. poWler to one of his
rately twelv1e circles, which circles' are simply the· gathering
earnestly pieading, children, however much his usual method
of those spirits' which feel an affinity for each other, being
may differ from this.~Religion, p. 73.
situated upon nearly the same piane of development.-Ibid.,
The recently discusSietd question of the efficacy of prayer
p. 6~
'
receives its perfect solution by spiritualism; Prayer may be
When the spirit becomes fully individU!alized, it has a peroften answered, though not directly by the Derity-nor does
ception of the beauties and glories which abound in the
the answer depend wholly on ·the morality or the religion
sphere of the soul, a,nd which are the shadow~ of the divine
of the petitioner; but as men who are both moral and re•
presence which 'expands through alL the courts of heaven.
ligious, and are firm believers in a divine response to pray,er,
But though the interior vision is unfolded, though the imwill pray mo.re frequently, more 'earnestly and more disinmortalized being is enabled to perceive the extel'lllal glories
teres.teaiy, they will attract towa11ds them a number of
which ,exist around him
all sur11ounding space, yet the apspiritual beings who sympathize with them, and who, when
preciation which he has of what he may be able .to' perceive,
the necessary mediumistic powe:r is present, will be 'able, as
will be always in precise accordanc'e with the state of interior
they are · oft8in willing to answer prayer.-F'rom Defense of
development to which he has arrived, 'and he will 1n ot be able
Modern Spiritualism, by Professor A. R. Wallace.-Ibid., p.
to enjoy any more of these glories than he can receive into
76.
the bosom of his inmost soul.-Ibid., p. 71.
Does prayer infiue:rl.Cie God'? . . . To this I would answer
God himself must work according to law, 'and when we lift up
HELL
our souls in earnest aspiration toward him we thereby op•en
Being in a universe where, 'as we have seen, all things pro- up a channel through which all celestial influence can flow
gDess upwa?"d, how unphilosophical .to 'talk of a hell where into our being with gre:ater freedom. Beside this the reactive
men are supposed to move forever downward into greater effect of prayer upon ourselves will have a:n exalting tenand greater ruin. Such a hell would be ~nnately bad, and a
dency.,-Ibid., p. 72.
perfect God would not have made it. . . . In the future life,
FORGIVENESS
as in this, violated law is the only hell, and this hell should
Nothing
can
contribute
so much to 11estore ha,rmony of
not be termed punishment, but rather 't"t:;medial suffering.minds as the forgiveness of offenders. . . . Who forgives hjs
Religio,n, pp. 60, 61.
brother, as he asks to be forgiven of God? Is not God more
DEVILS
willing to forgive him than he is to forgive his brother? Is it
The spirits utterly disclaim all truth in the ima~nations not mocke1ry to :ask God to forgive them their sins when they
of individuals who believe in the doctrine of evil spirits, and 'are unwilling to forgive the offenses of their brethr8in? Can
would have it distinctly understood that the divine Being God forgive a sin while the sinner continues in his sin? Can

in
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he forgiv:e a wrong while the doer harbors a,nd practices the
wrong? Spirits will answer. No sin or wrong can be forgiven of God while the s~n and wrong are pr1acticed by the
doer.-Light from the Spirit World, p. 236.
MARRIAGE

Condition of minds united· by affinities is what we mean by
marriag1e. Marriage is an abused custom. . . . Marriage is
honorable. Marriage is dishonorable. It is honorable when
:aJfinities wed minds, or minds are united by affinities which
never oppose each other. It is dishon<i>rablie when parties
wed upon any other principle.-Light from the Spirit World,
p. 181.
MIRACLES AND HEALINGS

Miracles are of two kinds. Miracles are wonders. Miracl.es
ane signs. Mimdes are work. Miracles were wrought in
many places by Christ and his apostles. Miracles will be
wl'ought by the apostlles of a spiritual philosophy. Miracles,
wonders, signs, and works will be wrought to confound the
wisdom of the caviling ,world, to establish the truth of communications made by spirits i,n the second sphere, and delivelr men and women from the yoke of ignoranc·e, in less than
one year. Miracles will be wrought to deliver men and
women from the power of intolemnce, priestly rule, infidel
skepticism, wrong and error of ev·ery form, as it no•w exists in
all classe1s, a:nd among :all societies and churches ... No one
c,3Jn withhold his convictions of a truth, established by mirades. ·Consequently, when miracles are Wl:'ought the truth
will be established. . . .
Miracles .a.re what we want. Miracles are what you and
men in the body requil'et to confirm the truth. Miracles will
. do what argument, reason and science cannot do. We know
what is w:anted, what is needed; 31nd knowing, we shall adapt
our mimcles to the consummati'on of our great object, the good
of man, individually and collectively. We shall touch the
sick, and wither disease; . . . nor shall we do this with a
medium whose will is not entirely passive, whose mind is ~n
harmony with our diesires, both to the intent and the me:;tns;
so tl}at the ratio of miracles, by different mediums, wilJ always correspond with the conditions that are indispensably
requisite.-Light from the Spirit World, pp. 9~12.
From 'among thousands of cases of healing by spiritual
and magnetic power, it may be well to state •tha,t as Jesus
often healed without touching the patient, and sometimes at a
distance, so i'n many cases have the magnetists of t:o-day,
working under the spirit power, accomplished more remarkable cul'es.-Religion, p. 115.
RELIGION OF JESUS
The religion which has been introduced i,n the name of
Jesus, is a religion which is founded upon the laws :andi institutions of Moses; it is a religion which has reference to
thoSie ancient forms ·and time-honored customs which mov'e
the 'elements of the outwa.rd man, but have no eff,ect with the
immortal soul. ... It is a religion which ha.s the good of the
world in its professio,ns, but which has the perversions of
thought and feelings in its tendency. It is a religion which
has the most flattering voice, but the most corrupt heart;
which is like the whited sepulcher, fair as to its external
appearance, but within,the home and sa,nctuary of death itsself.-The .Spiritual Teacher, pp. 86, 87.

determine true communications, yet have given in
its stead mediumistic communications which are as
liable to be wrong as' right ; have set aside the work
of the Holy Ghost as :the medium of communication
between God and man, and have given in its stead
spirits to communicate with man whose utterances '
are confessed to be as liable to be false as true; have
given us the free-love system instead of the sacred
ordinance of marriage; advocate that mi:mcles are
given to make believers, and are more powerful in
.this work than masoning upon the word of God, instead of that which assures one wlho already believes,
that what is believed is of God; have denied the personality ·of God ; the necessity of an ,a,tonement;
the existence of devils and hell; and have advocated
that death, or the separation of the body and spirit
is the resu~rection, instead of the body .and spirit
being again united and botih immortalized, or the
being that once was mortal becoming immortal, at
the resurrection of the dead which is yet to occur.
[The next installment will deal with Unitarianism.]
(To be continued.)

COGNITION OF

TH~

DIVINE

Oh! may my understanding ever read
This glorious ·volume which thy wisdom made!
May sea ~nd land, and ~earth and heaven be joined
To bring the eternal Author to my mind!
When·oceans roar, or awful thunders roll,
May thoughts of thy drflad vengeance shakle my soul!
When earth's in bloom, or planets proudly shine,
.&dore, my heart, the majesty divine.
Grant I may eve:r, at the morning r1ay,
Open with prayer the ·consecrated day;
Tune thy. gDeat praise, and bid my soul arise
~nd with the mounting sun ascend the skies:
As that •advances, 1et my zeal improve,
And glow with ardot of consummate love;
Nor cease at eve, but with the setting sun
My endless worship shall he still begun.
-A•<.:I'dress to the Deity.
That which may be known bf God is manifest in them; for
God hath showed it unto •them. For the Invisible things of
him from the creation of the wo1~ld are clearly seen, being
understood by the things that are made, even his eter,nal
power and Godhe1ad; so that ·they are without excuse:Romans 1: 19, 20.
·
He that beli!eveth on th~ Son of God hath the witness i n
himself.-1 John .6: 10.
1

CAN MERE MAN DISCERN RIGHT FROM WRONG?

Ce:r:tain philosopihers have ooncludeid that man
cannot know whart is true and right. It is argued
.By the foregoing we see rtihat spiritualists have that man as a sentient being is wholly incapable of
by their own representation of their faith repudi- forming a mental concept not based upon sense exated the religion of Jesus Christ, yet claim him to perienq.e ; that because all our know:ledge comeB by
be of the highest order of mediums; have repudiated way of perception and ideas we know only our own
the Bible as ·containing that standard by which to feelings and thoughts. Each one knowing merely
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his own perceptions is therefore limited to the appearance of things when,. and as, those tihings arise.
But those whose correspondences are limited to the
world of physical sensation are not warranted jn
making their .own knowledge and observ:ation the
exclusive standard of probablity.
,
,Referring to thi1s, type of philosophy which lays itschief em':J;jhasis· on the biological and physiological
basis of man's mental processes, Professor Hug1o
Munsterberg says:
Philosophically the outcome is a discouraging skepticism.
We find a world of passing individuals with fugitive interests
and desires and satisfactions, but there is no eternally valuable ideal good, no absolute· truth or moEality.. It is a
relativism which se,ems to .be indorsed by the anthropological·
and ethnological studies, which of course show that that
· which has be~n called. knowledge and beauty, law and morality and religion at any one time among any people have always been contradicted by other periods in other parts of
the world. The truth of one age is the error of the next, the
moral prescription of one part of the globe is antipodal to
the ,ethical ideas of other: COU!ntdets. That there is no truth
then appears to be the only certain dogma; ·and yet if we
think consis,t.ently, even that dogma cannot he true, as !t
would proclaim for itself at least that absolute characteT of
truth which it deniets by its own proclama.tion. But what
else does this skepticism which is skeptical of itself express,
if not that it is contradictory in itself? No skepticism and
no relativism can really be carried to a consistelllt ·end without demonstrating their own contradictioriness..
MORE. THAN SENSE PERCEPTION

, While irt is no doubt true that :all our knowledge
of phyS(ical or finite things is obtained diredly or indil'ectly through the senrse organs : that W'e recognize and identify the multitudinous things with
which we consrtantly come in conta.ct by their properties as revealed to us through the medium of our
senses; still, ,a,s Epicurus says:
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impresses the seal·ed ears of the hardly less unfortun·
ate deaf man. But no individual posses!s,ing his normal senses would be at all disturbed by the blind
man's denial to oibhers of the appreciation of light
or the deaf man's denial to others of the awareness
of sound solely on the ground that these things were
wholly wiJthout .the range of their respective sense
activities. Thus we see how untenJable is the position
taken by the individual who denies to others a knowledge of anything which is incomprehensible to himself.
And to s:ay tha,t things beyond the reach of sense
appreciation. are beyond the range of the knowable
should not necessarily imply that sense appr.eciaHon
is delimited by the stimuli of the finite world. If we
were in possession of additional sense organs, or if
those we possess were more highly developed our
knowledge would be proportiona,tely more complete
and comprehensive. In support of this thought the
statemenrt of Jesus is significant: ''Except a man
be born, .again he cannot see the kingdom of God."
It. is also significant that the .astute Paul when he
encountered th\'l A,thenian philosophers with their
negative conception of the Absolute and viewed the
altar that they had dedicated Ito the "Unknown God,"
was able to meet their skepticism with the bold asrsertion: "Whom thel'efore ye ignorantly worship,
him declare I unto you." And he supplemented this.
declaration by extending unto them the divine invitation to "Seek the Lord, if haply they might feel after
him, and find him, thougfu he be not far from every
one of us."
DEFINITION OF INTELLIGENCE

'Latter-day revelation informs us that the glory of
God is intelligence. Referring to the dictionary we
We must .indeed accept the ~estimony of our senses; but find intelligence defined as intellectual skill or knowlwe must also believe much which is not directly testified by edge; capacity for the higher functions of the intelsensation, if only it does not contrav81lle our sens1ations, a,nd lect; and information communicated. As applied to
serves to explain phenomena,.
the Deity it is not something intangible and transThere is no doubt that the things with which we cendental but something infinitely real and infinitely
constantly come in contact possess many properties . exalted, yet so far as its value to man is concerned, it
wholly unknown to us because our sense organs are must be infinitely near and infinitely communicable.
incapable of appreciating them. The world is doubt- Hence the peculiar relevancy of that form of its definless full of sounds which escape our attention because ition.: "information communicated." Assuming that
the sound. waves fail to impress the auditory appara- the.senses are the only medi~ of communication we
tus. Tihere may also be many light w:aves that have must bear in mind that sensation requires an appronever been s.een by the human eye, many odors tha1t pr,iate stimulus, a responsive sense organ and a cenhave never been sensed by the olfacto;ry nerves andl ter of cognition. In the instance of the blind man,
numerous substances which the tactile sense has there i's the appropriate stimulus of light and the
never appreciated.
cognizant brain center but no responsive sense organ.
We know positively that lar~te numbers of human The responsive sense organ is also lacking in the
beings have pas.sed through this world deprrived case of a deaf person. This is precisely what Christ
wholly of ,some, one or other of the senses which · said of certain men regarding spiritual things. They
attend all normal beings. Some, for instance, are htad .eyes but no vision and ear:s but no appreciation
born blind ; others completely devo[d of hearing. No of sound. The im~ortant fact, in reference to spiritlight wave ever penetrates the stygian darkness of ual things upon which we should fasten our attenthe unfortunate blind man and no sound wave ever tion is that thel'e runs the same principle through
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natural •and spiritual things: through the book of
nature and the pages of Scripture; so that the laws
obeyed by this earth and its phenomena may be
traced as pervading the appoin:tments of revelation.
DECAY OF FACULTY FROM DISUSE OF FUNCTION

famous living scientists, furnish a prominent example of this type of 'skepticism. He says:
·
According ·to monism, the human spirit, or mind, is the
same as the human soul. Or, to be more precise, it is regarded as an especial, highly developed part of the psychom's
activity. As such it is a function of the human brain and
must therefore suffe1r e:Xtinction at 'the moment of death.
No scientific proof has ever been o.ffer1ed. for the belief in
immortality. From the cradle 'to the gmve every human
being is a toy of chance, for chance is everything and ,e;v;erywhere. In using this term it is necessary to briefly explain
just what meaning science means to co,nv:ey in 1employing it.
According to the universal law of caus1a:tion everything in
life is due to some mechanical cause. But if two or more
things having individual causes and in no way interdependlent or related to each other cross each other's path, a new
result is achieved, a,nd this result is chance;.
The pretty phraseology of the ad'voc,ates of the idealistic
beliefs concerning the "higher guidance" of our destinies
through an 1all-wise Providence are cha.rming and exquisite,
but they are not in harmony with the teachings of science.
The 'entire process of evolution is purely mechanical, without any "s·agacious plan" or "universal goai."

Henry Drummond in his famous book Natural Law
in the Spiritual World draws an interesting lesson
from the analogy of the iittle crustacea which inhabit the lakes of the Mammotih Cave of Kentucky.
He points out that thelse strange little creatures
Wlhich dwell in the eternal night of the cave are apparently endowed with perfect eyes.; but examination
disclos,es the f,act that these eyes are only a mockery.
Externally they represent weU·-de.fined organs' of
vision, but behind there is only a shrunken, atrophied
and insensate thread. The optic nerve has completely
perished. These creatures having chosen to abide in
darkness have become fitted for. it. By refusing to
s~ee they have wa,i¥ed the right to see. This is an
illustration of the law that decay of faculty inevitThis isthe way in whiah evolutionary materialism
ably follows disuse of function; a law that is just scoffs at the f,aith of the Christian, which it regards
as effectual and infallible in its operation in spirit- as nothing more than pitiable superstition. But
ual things as it is in natural things.
science seems to forgeit that the student of natural
The fimt epistle of John furnishes us with the phenomena is required to give as much credence to
following striking illustration of the potency of this Wihat the textbooks of his scientific themes set forth
law in its spiritual aspect: "He that hateth his as the theologian does ,to the statements of Holy
bro1:Jher is in darkness, and walketh in darkness, and Writ.
knoweth,not whither he goeth, because that darkTURNING. TO THE LIGHT
ness hath b'linded his eyes." Thus we discover that
But to return to Plato's 'allegory we find what hapthe history of the blind crayfish of the cave has its pens if the cave dwellers are liberated and disabused
complete parallel in the s.pirituar'.experiences of man- of their error. As they walk toward the light its
kind. We might go still farther and examine the glare at first dazzles the ir eyes; but they gradually
following quotation from the Apostle Paul's Ephesian grow accus~0med to the light and then the real ,~;hings
letter:
are clearly revealed to their vision. But this process
This I say, therefore, 'that ye henCleiforth walk not as other of turning from shadows to realities is a slow one
Gentiles walk, in the vanity of their mind, having the unand requires patience and dilligent effort. Neverderstand1~tg darke'f!ed, being alienated f'rom the life of God
theless,
the only avenue of escape from the dark
th11ough the igno11anee that is in them because of the blindness of their hea,rt; who being past feeling have given them- ' cavern of spiritua,l ignoranee and error is toward the
selves over to lasciviousness, to work all uncieannes'S with light of truth, and this. fact is clearly .indicated by the
greediness.
eminent apostle in his Colossian letter as follows:
1

ALIENATION FROM GOD

'The principle cause of the deplorable condition of
these people wlas alienation from the life of God :
which meant that they had elected to live away from
the light of God, ISeeking an environment of darkness,
which in due course produced blindness.
Plato likened this earth to a dark cave and its inhabitants to c.ave..dwe1lers. With their ba.cks to the
light and their faces toward th.e wall they live in a
world of shadows and as a res;ult mistake the mere
shadow for the substanoe. In Pl-ato's cave-men we
find an answer to those a.gnostics. and atheists who refuse to believe anything that they themselves have
not seen or heard; and deny the ·exis,tence of an allwise God who exer:cises a benevolent rule over the
universe. The writings of Hreckt:J,l, one of the most

Giv~ng thiaillks to the Father, which hath made ·us meet to
be partakers of the inheritance of the Sa1rnts in light: who
ha,th delivered us from the power of darkness, and hath
translated us into the kingdom of his dear Son.

It is a delivemnce accomplished by the mimculous
influence of a changed environment. And w:ith this
new environro:ient there comes also the development
of sense organs adapted for correspondence :with the
stimuli of the same, and also a center of cognition.
POSSIBILITIES IN CHANGED ENVIRONMENT

What a. changed environment may mean is strikingly illustrated in the instance of the Monterey pine
tree. This tree, which is indigenous to California,
grows in very restricted regions, and. the comparatively few individual t11ees that are now in existence
are supposed to be the survivors' of a remote pre-
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historic flora, Its peculiar features hitherto have.
been its extreme rari,ty and the restricted area of its
growth. [n its native habitat it has no economic
value whatever; being considered more ornamental
than useful. ,Some years ago, however, some "one
transplanted the Monterey pine in New ZeaJ,and and
this change of environment has .apparently had a remarkable effect upon it and has proven it to have very
ext:mordinary qualities. In its new home as a pro·ducer of wood it is a veritable phenomenon and for
this reason it has received the title of "The Wonderful Tree." In its rapidity of growth and lumber
yielding propensities it surpasses all other trees in
New Zealand and has no equal even among the great
pine tree family of :America. 1
To what then must we attribute the wonderful improvement in the qualities of this tree, if not to a
changed environment? There is no doubt that its
capacities for growth and timber production mu~:~t
haV<e existed as potential qualities in the seed that
. was taken there from California.
In the spiritual world we find an analogy for this
in the word of God, the incorruptible seed, which is
the vital factor in the proce:s:s of regeneration, and
which contains potentially all the qualities of a Son
of God. Hence we find statements like these: "The
word was made flesh and dwelt among us."
"To as many as received him, to them gave he.
power to become the sons of God."
RESPONSE TO CHANGED ENVIRONMENT

What happened in the case of the transplantation
of the pine tree was thiat new soil and different clima,tic conditions;.-elements of the new environment
-played an important part in the development of the
hidden hereditary tendencies: the tree responding to
these influences. So also in th:e case of the translation of an individual into the kingdom of light: the
nurturing forces Will develop an output of goodness
in the life of one who is responsive to their stimulating porwers. Only those things grow in our nature
wlhich are fed. To cut off their nourishment or stimu..; ·
Ius is the quicke,st and surest way to kill them. Hence
· it is a good ~thing for those who have just entered
the. realm Qf the spiritual caus'ation to desire the sincere milk of the word that they may grow thereby.
Its use will stimulate the sense or'gans to functional
activity during the experiences of the kindergarten
period, which is characterized by unskillful use of the
word of righteousness; and when that period has
passed they should be able to partake of the strong
meat which belongeth to' them that are of full age,
even those who by reason of use have their senses exercised to discern both good and evil. For as in the
na,turai world so also in the spiritual world do we
find th1a:t development and training of the senses is
of great importance and greatly modifies our knowl-
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edge of things; so that if these are imperfectly dev,eloped or in any way abnormal, our inform"ation regarding,..things is proportionately incomplete and
defective; for decay of spirit~al faculty is bound to
follow disuse of spiritual function. While the way
has been opened for us to enter the larger spiritual
lif,e of the universe~the realm of spiritual knowledge-;~nd :the promise has been made to us that the
day shall come when we sihall comprehend even God
-being quickened .in him and by hh:n:-we must not
forget that our successful attainment will depend
upon whether or not we, with all diligence, add to
our faith those Chri:st-like qualities, the abundant .
possession of which will make us prolific in the ·
knowledge of our Lord Jesus Christ; but the lack of
which will certify to the fad that we are blind, and
cannot see afar off. The most positive way in wihich
to cognize the divine is1 by having it resident within
ourselves. We are told that when he (Jesus Christ)
comes we shall be like him, for we shall see him as he
is; but conversely, we shall not. see him as he is, if
we are not like him.
SELF-EXAMINATION :f:SSENTIAL

We should rea!dily understand then why we are exhorted to self-examination in the following words of
the apostle: "Examine yourselves, whether ye be
in :the faith; prove your own selves. Know ye 110t
your own selves, ho;vv that Jesus Christ is in you,
except ye be reprobates." This is the supreme test of
an empirical philosophy characterized by psycholog.ical positivism, such as we find couched in these clear
statements of the Master: "This i1s life eternal, that
they might know thee the only true God and Jesus
Christ, whom thou hast sentY "Blessed art thou!
for flesh and blood hath not revealed this unto thee,
but my father, which is in heaven." "If any man
will do his will he shall know of the doctrine, whether
it be of God or whether I speak of myself."
AN AGENCY ESSENTIAL

Men blindly strive after some t:mns1cendant thing
and seek to promote life by means as unnatural as
they are unsuccessful; forgetting that when God acts
he mo-ves upon and through that which is hel\e, alive,
existent. All power is resident, concrete, and all
changes occur in that which already exists. The
Spirit ,always acts through ,some agency; and God's
majesty and power are displayed amidst naturallaW!S
and forces. We should therefore regard the world
of nature as a manifestation of God. This does not
mean, however, that God is the same as the world of
his manifestation. H is not the creed of pantheism
(which mistake1s the mere shadow for the substance),
but it is the doctrine of divine immanence which recognizes God as the great Reality back of all phenomena. One eminent writer thus describes what is
implied by divine immanence:
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\Sometimes one seems to look far into the eyres rof a friend
and to see ~the soul gazing from unseen depths in retuTn; and
as the face softe111s into a smile, one draws still "nearer to
that elusive somewhat caU(;!d "the human spirit," as it lends
life and beauty to the features, i'tself invisible, yet so plainly
11evealred that one can almost locate its vanishing touch.
There are days in the country in summer-noticeably in June
a,nd rSeptember--when a divine stillness seems to rest over all
the world. We freel an U!nwo:n:ted and indescribable peace
which lifts us above our pertty selves to the larger self of
eternal restfulness which nature's calm suggests. Wre almost worship nature at such ra time, so near it brings us to
the spirit which imbues the very vib11ations of the atmosphere.
Again when standing nerar some grand mountain or when
looking far into the clouds at sunset, we seem to perceive ·
the stre,ngth and the vanishing glory of Him who is almost
revealed to our longing ey,es.; yet forevrelr remains beyond our
keenest physical vision.
RECOGNITION IN MANIFESTATION

heavens and try to conceive of the limitless forces of
the universe, we seem to be lifted above self as our
souls sweep spotle1ss realms beyond the touch of
grosser things. At such times, a. return to the re.ali-:.
ties of ordinary life is almost, painful to contemplate.
But when we consider that the sphere of God's influence embraces the things tihat are present as well
as the things that are to come: that there is a divine
order in mean things, in little things, in prosaic
things; that the drudgery of daily toil has something ·
to do with the interests of divine government; then
we must acknowledge tihat the little happenings of
our daily lives .are as much the agencies of God as
the ecstatic visions of the mount of beatitudes. For
the true F'ather is the God of experience, the God of
the concrete ; and the common things of everyday life
need only his divine touch to transfigure them. We
find this thought most beautifully expressed in the
poem by Horatius Bonar, entitled, "The M:aster's
touch." ·

If we push our .analysis still farther we discover
that .all that is best and dearest in human life; all
that is most useful in nature, is like thi,s retreating
beauty of a soft landscape:: the mechanism is visible,
In the still air the music lies unheard;
the beauty is of the mind. "I saw my friend," you
In the 1:1ough marble beauty hides unseen,
say. Yet you saw only his face, not his soul, as you
To make the music and the heauty needs
see the world, but not the life .wihich .animates it.
The Master's touch, the sculptor's chise~ keen.
You feel love, you use wi:sdom, you. reap the inner
Great Master; touch us with thy skillful hand;
benefits of goodnes~s: but all is intangible. No one
Let not the music that is in us die!
ever saw force: w~ see and make use of its effects.
Great sculptor, hew and polish us; nor let,
Yet no one doubts its existence. We know it through
Hidden and lost, thy form within us lie!
its manifestation. If the "ipse dixi!t'-' of rrervelation
Spate not the stroke! do with us as thou wilt!
is demanded in substantiation of this doctrine of
Let the1:1e be naugltt unfinished, broke:q, marred;
divine immanence it can be found in Doctrine .and
Complete thy purpose, that we may become
Covenants 85 : 12.
Thy. perfect image, thou our God and Lord!
Whoever with devout mind searches most dili·fhe learned apostle informs us that "the invisible
genltly into the beauties and mysteries of the visible
universe will be constantly met with those e:Jcilibitions things of God from the creation of the world are
Wihich seem to him the pages of scripture written in clearly: seen, being understood by ~the things rthat are
the stars and in the planets; and in the mountains made, even his eternal power and Godhead" ; neverand forests and wa:terrs of this creation: thus indicat- theless, it is strange yet true that the logical ideas of
ing the same authorship to both and proving that the God as contained in his revealed word have failed to
God of creation is also the God of revelration. When commend themselves to the wisdom and confidence
we gaze upon the vault of heaven with its glorious of some of the highest intelleets that havce ever lived.
inlay of stars, it is unto us as the breastplate of the . What a magical thing, after all, is the "Master's
Great High Priest, studded with oracular gems, from touch," which causes the scales of darkness to fall
which, a.s from the U rim and Thummim on the from our eyes · and enables us to see and underephod, come messages full of divinity.
stand, with wondrous clarity of spiritual vision, the
things that are true and right. What greater boon
LIFE A CONTINUOUS COMMUNICATION
could man ask than tJhe positive knowledge that God
Life, then, as Professor Dresser says:
is; the creator, the lawgiver, the life and force of all
Is a continuous, divine communication. There is no real
separation between our souls a:p.d the Fatherr in whom, in the things? That he has attributes that are surpassingly pure and attractive; and that as.a Father he
most literal sense, "we live and move and have our being."
But not only do we live with God, by virtue of his is always mindful of his children; caring for them
immanent presence, but God also lives in us; and he and-leading :them evcer onward by a great love unto a
is completing us, moving upon us through .all that great redemption.
OUR REFUGE
constitutes human experience to produce in us his
perfect image.
·
The Buddhist cries: "I take refuge. in Buddha!"
Sometimes, when we ascend a high mountain and But, compassed about as we .are by so great a cloud
gaze forth upon the world or look into the starry of witnesses, we may safely trurst ourselves in the
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hands of Him who speaks to us at every point and by
every splendor of this visible univerise-wihose voice
is uttered in the marchings of the planets, and the
rushing of wlhose melodies is in the wing1s of the daylight. There is no real separation between us and the
God, in whom, in a very literal sens·e, "we live and
move and have our being!' All the mysteries will be
cleared away and solved when we h:Fe finally been
brought into complete oneness with the Infinite;
when we have pnally reached the goal of omniscience
and freedom, towards which all men are striving.
EDWARD INGHAM.

C

OF GENERAL INTEREST

)

!::::========
ADVENTISTS AID IN CONSERVA TJON OF
FOODS

A movement, nation-wide in its scope, has just
been inaugurated at the convention of Seventh-day
Adventist physicians and food experts, which is
in se1s1s,ion at the College of Medical Evangelists at
Lorna Linda, California, which will cooperate with
the food conservation plans of :the United States
Government.
·
The medical superintendents and business managers of the sanitariums at Saint Helena, Glendale,
National City and Lorna Linda; the managers of the
food factories at Saint Helena and Lorna Linda; a
large number of physicians and surgeons,, nurses
and officials of the conference organizations., and
other delegates to the number of about two hundred
were in arttendance.
The utmost seriousness and enthusiasm characterized the sessions of the convention. It is not too
m!uch to say that definite and far-reaching results
will follow the educational campaign which will begin immediately. The following res61utions were
unanimously pas1sed and referred to the various conferences interested for further consideration and
action:
·
Whereas, There is at lthe present time sucih. a ·
tremendous agitation in the United States relative
to food reform and food conservation, and whereas
this movement is in direct line with the teaching
and practice considered fundamental in our denomination during the period of its existence, and one in
which we can most consistently and enthUisiastically
coope11ate; therefore,
RECOMMENDATIONS

· We recommend that the Pacific and North Pacific
Union conference committees appoint thoroughly
competent persons to devote their time to the study
of the great problem of food conservation, with the
view of bringing before our people tlhe necessity of
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definite cooperation in this nation-wide movement
as follows:
(a) We recommend that all our sisters immediately sign the pledge sent out by M.r. Hoover, relative to food conservation.
(b) We favor our people organizing societies or
joining local s:ocieties organized to promote the interesrt.s of the food conservation movement.
(c) We urge our people to become food producers
by planting and harvesting and preserving as large
crops as possible.
(d) That we study the problem of getting many
of our people out of the cities, into the country,
tha:t they may become producers.
(e) That we plan for operating our various
schools in such a manner as will enable students
to .russist in planting and harvesting crops. .
(f) That our physicians be asked to prepare
material for giving popular lectures on the subject
of foods and food conservation, and that they collaborate on these lectures with a view to producing
the best possible material and results.
(g) That competent women in our churches be
asked to secure approved, simple recipes for publi·
·
cation in local newspapers.
()1) That sufficient time be given at our various
camp meetings for the prersentation of these important subjects..
(i) That our people everywhere be urged to practice economy in the matter of clothing.
(j) That we increase our efforts in behalf of the
nation-wide tempe:mnce campaign as an important
element in the food conservation movement.
(k) We recommend that this body suggest to the
North American division con£erence the organization
of a departm:ent for promoting the interests of this
movement in the North American division field.San Bernardino Daily Sun, July 4, 1917.
PSYCHOLOGY OF THE GERMAN SOLDIER
Stanley Washburn, the war correspondent who is
at tlhe present time serving on the staff of the American Commission to Russia, headed by Elihu Root,
analyzes. the attitude of mind of the Germ'an soldier
and his idea of what he is fighting for, in a communication to the National Geographic 'Society, a prart
of which the society issues as the following' bulletin
of its war geography series:
"It is difficult for Americans to reralize the discipline and lack of intellectual initiative which exists
in the ·German Army and among the German people. ·
Ever since he became emperor, Wilhelm has been
instilling his extraordinary beliefs into his army
and into his people, until to-day we have a psychology in the Teuton empire which will probably make
it possible for the military autocracy to continue the
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war to a far greater length than would be conceivable
. in any other country of the world.
"In the early nineties the Kaiser sounded the keynote of his own character and point of view in a
speech he made to a regiment in northern Germany,
when he said to them: 'I would rather see my fortyfive million Prus.sians dead on the field of battle than
see one foot of the soil taken in 1870 given back
to France.'
"And s,everal years later, in ad'dressing· a body
of recruits in Potsdam, the Kiaiser i,g reported to
have said: 'Now that you have donned my uniform
it must be your pleasure and your duty to follow
my wishes, realizing that I rule Germany by the
direct will of God, and you must willingly obey my
commands, even though I require you to shoot down
your own fathers and brotherrs in response to my
dictates.'
"With such ideas as these being instilled into the
German Army and German 1people year by yerar,
we must nort believe that at the first sign of reverse
they will forget the teachings of forty years and demand consummation of immediate peace; and we
must likewise realize that a revolution in Germany
at this time has far less opportunity for succe!Ss, for
there is every probability that the German soldiers
would fire upon their own people with the same
subservience to their officers that they show in all
their military opera,tions.
"While the military operations in the west are
of vast importance to the situation and must unquestionably demoralize the Germans to a certain
extent, :r see no reason to believe that recent events
in France have c11eated a condition from which we
may expect any immediate results looking towrards
peace.
"When we read that the French and English took
33,000 prisoners and 330 guns in the month of April,
we m:ust, of coume, rejoice; but we must at the
same time guard against an optimi,sm which le~ds
to the belief that our only duty in this war is finan.
cial and economic.
"These losses of the Germans, while encouraging,
are in reality but a drop in the bucket. It might
be well to remember that Brusrilloff, in a little over
two months' operation on the southwestern front of
Russia during the summer of 1916, took 450,000
prisoners and 496 guns; and yet this far greater
loss to the enemy, as one now realizes, has exerted
but tnansitory influence on the world situation.
"In order fully to appreciate the Teuton strength,
it is necessary to give the Germans the credit which
is their due. One must, I think, consider broadly
their whoJe point of view and realize that the power
of the Central Empire, and no one at this time will
question its strength, is due to the German virtues
and not to the German vices.

"Now that the bitterness against the Germans is
so intense, it is difficult to wipe away the prejudices
one feels and give them the benefit of the extraordinary values which they have as a people; hut if we
underestimate these virtues, we fail to understand
the caus•es which have made it possible for the Germans to do what they have done.
"Much as I disapprove of the German point of
view and of. the spirit which has been manifested
by the Germans of nearly all dass E:)s in this war,
I still remain of the opinion that, taken from the
internal point of view, our enemies possess almost
every virtue which makes· for m:ilirtary strength.
"In the first place, no one who has seen and talked
with the German rt,roops can question the sincerity
of their belief in the righteousness of the German
cause. . I have talked with prisoner:s from the Baltic
to the Bukovina, and I have never yet met one who
did not believe implicitly in the statement of the
Kaiser, made at the beginning of the war, to the
~ffect that 'in the midst of perfect peace we have
been treacherously surprised by a ring of enemies
jealous of our genius and intent on our destruction."
1

WOMAN'S AUXILIARY
Edited b:v-AUDENTJA ANDERSON, 2009 Locust St., Omaha, Nebr.

Practical Ideas About Our Bo11s' Organization
I believe some such sys1:tem of credits and promotions as the
Oriole Girls have should be provided for the boys. The various kinds of work should be anang1ed into gmups, and a certain number of credits from each group in each grade should
be 11equired for promotion. A certa:inr'.leeway should be given,
i. e., suppose there are ·five groups of work and fifty credits
are required 'for promotion; instead of having e'l<actly ten
credits from each group, make it, say, five credits from teach
one, and 1enough ·extra, ·or over five, from some, to make up
the fifty.
\
In arranging the various classes of work (when I sa,y work,
I mean the .activities, or things to b:e done, whether it may
be commonly known as work or play) care should be exercised to make differing· provisions for the boys of the large
ci-ty, the small town, the farm, the wcll-to-do, and the poorer
onres, so that all may have ars nearly ·equal chances as possible, to make the required points, as well as to secuDe the
desired pleasure and training. Orne provision I consider quite
impi&rtant is that ,after a boy has accomplished a certain
work, and secured his promotion, he may continue to wet
points by continuing to do the work. For example: If I
am ·not mistake!);, in the ·Oriolre work, if a girl makes her
own bed every morning for a month, she obtains <Oille or more
points. After the month, she does not rec,eive any more
credit for it andi in some instances, the particular incentive
being missing, she does not make her bed any more! Thus
one-of the important dbgects sought is ,not obtained.
If you desire, I will fix up a list of some particular or individua,l tasks which shoukl be 'arranged for. I would suggest that there should be a libeml provision. for real work,
and not run it too much to athletics and sports. Provide
plenty of sport anfl r'ecreation, but intersperse such tasks as
cutting wood for the widow, spading or plowing the garden
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for the widow, the old, feeble, cripple or sick, making useful
articles, etc. 'Provide a chaperon for all outings, particularly of miXJed gDoups.
Wishing the mov,ement unqualified success.
SAINT LOUIS, MISSOURI,

J. J.

BILLINSKY.

From the Isles ofYiie Sea
As previousiy noted in the columns of the HERALD, the a,nnual conference of this mission was helld! in the island of
Tikahau in the month of April. The latter. part of March
the Tahiti Saints lied't for the above island and .after the usual
. troubles, we landed in Tikahau safe and sound. I will not
dwell upo,n the details of the events which transpired there,
as it has been reported; it is, howevrerr, concerning the sisters'
meetings that I wish to write.
Aft~r the dedication of the new church, conference business
began. Each morning befo11e ten o'clock was devoted to
quorum meetings for the priesthood, so we took advantage
of this hour and conducted: meetings for the sisters. Four
meetings were held and although the majority of the women
did· not attend, yet we 'believe that some were benefited.
Them were probably close to five hundred: natives present at
the conference. Estimating that half this number were
women, we felt rather discom:aged when our first meeting
only drew about fifty. At the three succeeding meetings
~ we never had mo11e than thirty. We felJ disheartened at the
time, but ~n considering it since, we feel that perhaps we
could! not expect more, as this work is new among them and
when we read Decently in the auxiliary columns that many
of our American sisters did not feel the necesflity of becom- .
ing better informed upon the all-important subject of parenthood through attendance at the auxiliary meetings at the
late General Co,nferencre, we cast away our discomuging
thoughts and: resolved to put for'th greater effiorts. However,
our native sisters did not :even have the ·excuse of an archreology lecture, as some were detained at the house,., making
new dresses for the evening sessions or confrerence, · while
others were busy trying out lard from the pigs remaining
tfrom the big dedication feast. We could not refrain from
rea:ding to them from Luke 10, co,ncerning Mary and Martha.
Our first meeting was in the nature of a "greeting meeting." At this time an inspiring and encouraging letter from
Sister Audentia Anderson to the sisters of the South S'eas,
was read. It was well received.· At the second meeting,
"Responsibility of parents in te·aching their children to :read
Tahitian" was Gliscussed. This subject was particularly applicable to the mothers from the Io.w islands, as in many of
thoSie islands there are no schools and unless th.e parent inteDests himself sufficiently :in his child to teach him to read,
the child grows up ·without . being able to read even the
Tahitian language. Many mothers, however, ,neglect to impart even this little knowledge. So an effort was made to
arouse their interest along that line.
The subjrect of the third meeting was, "Where are your
children when night comes and what can we do to intere~t
the children in the home that they will not go on the, streets
at night?" Marny good and practical thoughts were brought
out on this important subj:ect, and I think some awoke to
the fact that the paDents had a responsibility in the matter,
and simply saying, "He's a bad, evil child, there is no way for
him," the parent lying down to sleep in peace while the child
goes goodness knows wheDe, will not serve longer as a legitimate excuse..
At the fourth meeting, the subject of "Young girls a nd
their health" was under consideration, bringing in the old
native t:r~adition, which consigns all pu11e and virtuous ,girls
1
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to early death. Although the sistJe,rs •are never o¥erjoyed to
discuss this subject, yet when it is under consideration, every
sister s.its in attention as if she didn't wish to lose what is
heing said upon it. We dw1elt much upon what a mother
should teach her daughter conc1erning the care of her body
as she grows into womanhood. We had a fine letter to read
to them from the sisters in Honolulu. Sometime ago the
sisters of the auxiliary in Honolulu read in the HERALD concerning this tradition which is still exta,nt among the natives
of these islands. True to the ideals expressed in the constitution of the Woman's Auxiliary, they responded, feeling
that as they were of the srame race as these people, they might
be able to reach them in a way no one else could. · Hence,
they wrote a beautiful letter, full of lov·e .and good counsel to
the sist1e,rs of this mission. The letter was translated and
read at this meeting. We feel very grateful to the sisters
of the Honolulu local for thus showi,ng their interest in these
people. The letter was well received and I think will reach
the hearts of some.
This closed our meetings and as we review the situation we
a~e surely glad we made the effort andi trust that fruit will
!be borne in due time from the seed sown.
CLARA KELLOG ELLIS.

____.....,!lf:¢!lii:_A_t_._the General Convention
REPORT OF HOME DEPARTMENT
First, in any report I could make as home department superintendent :must say that thE:J benefit that has come to myself in coming in touch with the General Auxiliary work, arnd
'Catching a vision of the opportunities that li~ open to the
women of the church to be of Teal service in the church in a
united way, has been perhaps the chief good tha,t has b~en
accomplished by my efforts this year.
I ha¥e sought to study my department, and learn what I
could as to what its possibilities are. I have responded to
the he<St of my ability to the calls of the general officers in
the efforts that have bee;n made to increase .interest in the
work and make it of real benefit to the women of the church,
and. through them of hene,fit to all the members of the home,
which finally benefits all members of society.
I have writte!n occasionral articles for the HERALD columns,
seeking to 10utline and explain the home department work,
and have sent ru circular letter to all district officers whose
addresses we have, in J:'lespon,s,e to the request of the general
officers. Have received repUes from those ~nterested in the
work from many small locals, and one sister from England
writes of their interest and of ,their desire to respond to all
:liorward moV1ements. I have repli:ed to these inquiries as bes.t
I could.
I feel that one of the most efficient ways we have of reaching the women with this home department work is by means
of libmry work, or the wetting of the books and pamphlets
into the homes, randi foster~ng an interest in the reading and
study of same in the homes. The greatest good it seems to
me can be accomplished through individual study, if we can
11ecommend hooks and a:ssist the women to get them. The
library work as Deiferl"ed to is being carried out with quite
a bit of interest in Lamoni, where a library has been collected
by borrowing books from individual members of the auxili<ary
who are willing that the books be loaned, also borrowing
thre books from the state circulating library. If the textbooks recomme,nded in the Year Book, or any one of those
recommended on the given subj·e~ts couldi but be had and
read rand studied by every woman of the church, great adV1ancem!')nt could be made and much real educational work
accomplished. This is impossibie through the me:ans of the
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circulating libraries, and even if the general auxiliary could
arrange to have a circulating library of its own of the textbooks recommended, and be able to s~nd them throughout the1
church to the diffeDent locals to he loaned to those members
who find it impossible to purchase, it would be I feel sure, the
means of inte,Desting many in individual study, where class
work is not practicable and an assis.tanc~ to the class work
as well.
The home and child welfa1'e departments are so closely
rela·ted that it seems to me they should be included under one
departm~nt in the outline of the work.
While progr1ess seems slow, there is much to encourage us,
and we f,eel that the wa.y is open and the opportunity ours
to advance to a higher plane of living. It is des.ired that the
home department may cooperate with ev•ery other department
for the general advancement of the cause of the Woman's
Auxiliary.
Sincerely,
MRS. GEORGE N. BRIGGS.
LAMONI, l~WA, March 24, 1917.

K

NEWS ffiOM MISSIONS
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sp,eaker, Elder H. P. W. ~e:ir, branch president, in charge,
prayer by J. 0. Dutton, a history of the branch was Dead
by Elder D. E. Dowker. Dedicatory prayer by Bishop Keir,
special music, by the local choir, benediction by Patriarch
W. A. McDowell. Bishop McGuire was the speaker a.t the
west side at eight p. m. a,nd Bishop Keir at the south side a,t
the same hour. The day' was all that could be exp•e.cted and
thus ended ~ day that will long be remembered by the S'aints
of Chicago aH well as the district.
The attendance at both dedications was large, filling the
churches to overflowing. We 1ook upon these dedications as
placing these branches in a better condition for service, to the
great Slea of mankind found in this great city. The West
Pullma,n Branch, where the writer occupied at eight p. m., is
presided over by Elder R N. Burwell, and they are talking of
'building a church ther.e that has been so long needed. The
Deselm Bmn:ch, near ·Manteno, .is also expecting to build if all
goes well. •So we think that the 'work is onward, in most
respe:cts, 1and we hope to see this a year of blessing, notwithstanding the country is racked with war.

CHWAGO,

[

l>ili<Nm:,:::7::,: :,:::.·

J.

o.

DmON.

LETTER DE PA R T ~EN T ]

The11e are a few things tak~ng place in this district that we
From Here and There
feel that others may like to know about. Several have made
inquiry as to the reunion· for 1917, which was p.rovided for
Sister Audentia Anders,on has gone west for a few weeks to
by the action of the district, in r.eunion ass,embled, at Plano
in 1916. We answer that the J111ne conf•eTence that met a.t ' visit friends in various States and a.ttend the 'Southe11n GaliMission, Illinois, on June 2 and 3, passed a resolution to fornila reunion. 1She has made arrangements so the auxiliary
have 1no reunion in 1917. The chief reason was the high cost column will appear with its usual regularity.
of living, scarcity of t1ents, and high pric1es of the same.
If you have ma,ny back numbers of church papers and other
Then by a canvass of the district we~ found tha,t but ·f:ew, literature you can spare, send it to Brother J. L. Winter, 1927
comP'ar•atively, would be able to attend. To some, 1at least, we North Twenty-eighth IStreet, Kansas City, Kansas. He makes
think the first duty w~ owe is to maintain the family circle, a sp.ecialty 10f this kind. of work 1and has an unlimited fi,eld
second, the local church, 1and third, the missionary arm of for work.
the work. And not knowing what w1e would have to meet the
One of our members, Broth~r Paul Sandidge, whose parents
coming yea.r, we decided that the part of wisdom, would direside
at Glasgow, Montana, was shot .whHe on patrol duty
rect as we have done.
along
the
Great Northern Railway. It is not known who the
The district is making a noble e,ffort to make the Christ. mas offer~ng such that the church debt may soon be paid, assaila1nt was, but it was supposed to he the result of I. W. W .
thus obey the voice of the Lord thus to do, and then many are troubles in that region. He had exp•ected to return home for
looking to the time, that is not far away when the temple a short visit before being assigned to duty in Fmnce.
·The Saints at Springfield, Missouri, are making plans for
should be built and we want to be Deady for that day!
As dis.trict officers, together with the patriarchs, we have tent services the same as they hav1e been doing for a number
arranged to hold six-day meetings in all the b:mnches. In of years,. They a•re united in their desires for the progl'ess
some of the branches where desired, this may he repeated, of the work·. On the morning of July 1, they witnessed the
and even a longer series held. The missionaries of the dis- haptism of Mrs. Lula Palmer, Mrs. Mayme Shuler and Miss
trict are planning their work i1n new places also, and thus Lena Rowiew, Brethren Henry Spa.rling and Luke Bishop
we hope to see a year of growth that will be pleasing to our , performing the ordinance. They will be numbered· with the
iS:pringfi~ld Saints.
heavenly Father.
Y1esterday was a big day here in the 'city, as the First
It is with pleasure that we notice an extensive review in
1Chicago and the Central Chicago Branches he1d the dedica- the Columbus Sunday Dispatch of the contributio.n of our
tions of their respective churches. It has been a long a;nd Brother C. W. Clark appearing recently in the Ohio Archxhard! fight here in the city to reach this time when these ological and Historical QUl:urterly. Without the too frequent
buildings would he out of debt, and so the district at large aspeTity common to those who write of us, the article is given
was caused to rejoice with them. Bishop J. F. ~eir was the cou!'teous and inteUigent cQnsideration and a good cut of
speaker a:t elev·en a .. m. on the west side, Elder Harry Pass- Brother Clark appears. The date of the issue is July 1. We
man, hmnch pres.ide1nt in charge, prayer by District President appreciate it, Mr. Hooper.
J. 0. Dutton. A history ,of the branch was given by Sister
Grace Johnson, long years secretary of the branch. Dedicatory pray,er by Bishop McGuire, special music was· fur1SAVE THE FUEL.-Coal comes from a distance and our railnished by the local choir. Benediction by J. 0. Dutto;n.
ways are OV!er-burdened hauling war ma,te.rial. Help relieve
At three p. m. at the south s1ide Bishop McGuire was the then;t by burning fewer fires. Use wood when you can get it.
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of work: Now they have a church, a branch, and a large
congregation and the Lord blessed them.
Then came the time that I left them 'a!nd moved to Akron
with my companion. In seV"en years I have been home twice
to meet with them in their new church. Anything that is
done with a good will is pleasing to the Lord.
'
:SISTER L. H. HAYES.

The orchestral spirit of the branch is again renewing its
interest and (liligenc:e, and under its leader, Lewis Bender,
bids fa.vorable for great success.
The Religio·· :b€inefit social held at the home of Siste:r Hill
was considered a complete succ:e:ss:, in spite of the inclemency
of the weather. Thirty-eight dollars 'w,e:re netted and donated to the Pontiac Saints who are contemplating the conCALHOUN, LOUISIANA, July 1, 1917.
struction of a new church.
Editors Herald: I am Iiving in the only branch .of the
Many strangeTs are observed among us. Some are asking church in this State. We are striving to IDeep the banner of
for Qua;rterlie$, Book of MormQn and other litem,tul'e. We , ·Christ flying ih this part of the Lord's vineyard. "
are giv~ng them all they ask f,or.
We have a good Sunday school here, which is doing splenThe r'egular semiannuaJ branch hqsiness meeting resulted did work. We have about sixty in membership. The church
in the ~election of the following officers: Elde:r J. Grant, presi- work here has been in almost a dormant state until this
dent; Ray Bennett, priest; Frank Shippy, te:acher; Paul year Brother J. J. Hawkins, recently migrated from Alabama
Knapp, deacon.
and my brother J. A. Phillips came of late from Missouri
:S'acrament Sunday was a day long to be remember.ed by Valley, Iowa. They have done much to get the work in the
Saints orf this place, gifts of prophecy and words of :admo;ni- right condition here.
tion weDe given a;long the line of keeping the Word of WisThe people in this place a,ne very much w,orried over the
dom. New diseases which would baffle medical skill, would continued drought. We haven't had any rain for so long
arise. Comfort and cheer was given to those who might be' that our crops are almost burned up. But, howe.v:er, we are
called to the front in batt1e, and protection to those who were: putti:ng our trust in the Lord· to come to our rescue before
faithfuL One young brothieT discerned an angelic messenger it is too late.
standing 1near the brother while he was deliv:ering the mesI am a subscriber to the HERALD and I read and enJoy each
sage. Ang,eUc voices singing, w~s heard by a sister. Two issue of it. I am hoping and praying tha:t we c:an escape .the
were called to the priesthood. Six candida,tes offered them- war and famines of these the latter days.
selves for baptism· and one was ordained.
Your brother in the cause of Christ,.
J. E:. PHILLIPS.
NETTIE A. K. McCoLLUM.
FAIRVIEW, MONTANA, June 28, 1917.
Editors Herald: During the recent district conference the
weather was ide1al and Saint~;> and nonmembers were in attendance from various points.
An intel'e,st~ng patriotic p:rogram was rendered Friday
evening.
The usual business was done and interesting sermons delivered. The bishop's agent's receipts sinc~e November 1 were
$1;029.57.
An interesting priesthood meeting was held, those present
:expressing themselves as being in accord with Pre•sident F. M.
Smith's ~nstructions to the pr1esthood as outlined' in .Unity.
We feel a profitable time was spent and much good was acB. D. STRAT'TON.
complished in a spiritual way.
BARBE~TON,

OHIO, June 30, 1917.
Editors Herald: I read the HERALD each w.eek, and when
I read the letters from other branches it makes me l'e:joic:e to
know that the work• of the Lord is Sitill going on. Especially
do we like to r:ead letters from Canada and to hear of the
work that has bee:n done in Amherstburg, Ontario, and hope
they will soon ha-v<e an organized branch there.
When I look back to nine years ago there were a few
scattered Saints ~n Windsor, Ontario, who had no place to
meet only when the Saints would open their doors to the
:elders as they came along.
.
One day the s:isters were invited to meet at my home. They
all met on the day :appointed and the suggestion was- made to
organize a ladie!S' aid, that we might raise funds to have a
place to worship. My .sister said, "Whatever can we do to
haV"e a church?" I said if we had nothing else to start on we
could sew carp~et rags. She laughed at the idea of sew~ng
carpet rags to get a church.
·
Anyhow a ladies' aid was organized and the first work we
did was to sew carpet rags. And the children became so
arudous they would save all the bottles and old iron they could
find. This was our start and we soon got in a better class

NOTES AND COMMENTS
(Continued from page

6~76.)

they have effected the sale of several pieces of property in Lamoni and vicinity and are continually adding to their list of available homes to be had. Those
of the Saints who accept the advice and counsel of
these men who are on the ground and have no intere~t except to be of service in the building up of
Zion have a distinct advantage over those who do not.
We understand the bishopric of the other stakes are
working into this special line of work as fast as possible.
Far from Church Unity
The ChTistian Union Quarterly, edited by Peter
Ainslee, devotes its energies to bringing about a
uni:ty of the churches, The magazine is entering upon
its seventh year, with a notice;:tble enlargement and
pleasing improvem~nts. From the ·ordinary standpoint the various writers on the subject who contribute to the publication present plausibl·e solutions, but
so long as the sectarian world persists in. rejecting
essential doctrines of Christ as he left them in hi:s
church on earth, just so long will there be schisms
and isms. We agree with Mr. Ainslee on many
points, but as to the point at which unity may be effected, we are still at variance.
Demand for School Activity
Urging that there is a greater demand than ever
for well-trained teachers, Doctor P. P. Claxton,
United States Commissioner of Education says that
'
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parents should be encouraged to make every possible effort to keep their children in school. He
urges an increased aUendance at high schools, and
even for adults believes there should be maintained
evening classes. In the general demoralization of
national and individural plans for the future, it may
well be ,assumed that there will be a greater demand
for trained men and women in every line. The
world needs ~them; the church needs them. u Let no
one lower for a moment his educational ideals.

GISCELLANEOUS DEPARTMEN~I
Conference Minutes
NEW YoRK.-Niagara Falls, June 9 and 10. A. E. Stone
presiding, assisted by William Landes a,nd F·mnk C. Mesle.
Statistical reports from Niagam Falls, Sherrill and Buffalo,
also reports from the priesthood of the district, treasurer and
bishop's agent. Election of office:rs: A. E. Stone, president;
F. C. Mesle, vice president; William Landes, vice pmsident;
Anna Brothers, secr1e:tary; Frank Updyke, tveasurer; Ethel
Hageman, chorister; F. C. Mesle, member of library board.
Frank Updyke sustained as bishop's agent. William Landes
chosen as two~year member standirng auditing committee,
this committee, consisting of William Landes and P. L·. Wee~
gar. Adjourned to meet a,t Greenwood, New York, in October,
as per resolution. Anna Brothers, secreta.Yy, Buffalo, 36
Tremont Avenue.
·
HOLDEN STAKE.-At Warrensburg, Missouri, June 16 and
17. :Stake presidency chosen to preside:. Frances Moler and
I. M. Ross, secretaries. Reports from S'take President D. J.
Krahl, Bishop C. J. Hunt, stake high council, Fiirs.t Quorum
of Eiders, First Quorum of Teachers, four presiding deacons,
member library board and Woman's A1;1xiliary. Bishop's report shows coHec.tions of $1,379.51, .elXpenditures $1,208.52.
The presidency were ~nstructed .to appoint a member of .the
gospel litemture board from Holden Stake. Organization of
branches at Marshall, GrandVIiew and East Independence was
authorized. The conference adopted recommendation of H. E.
Mo~er for stake high councilor. The arranging for a series
of .two-day me:e:tings w:ithin the stake was referred to the
presidency •a<nd the branch president where each meeting is
to be held. Confierence adopted the Harvard plan for :entertaining co;nference visitors hereafter in this stake. Time and
place for next conferenc•e refer:red to stake presidency.- Mrs.
A. M. F'ender, s.ecretary.
KEWANEE.-'At Dahinda, Illinois, June 9, 10. W. E. Peak
and J. F. Curtis .in charge:. M. E. Gillin and Florence Holmes,
secretaries. Branch reports: Kewanee 140, Joy 111, Dahinda
85, Twin' City 78, Buffalo Pr:a.irie 71, Peoria 65, Matherville
58, Canton 54, Rock Island 45. Total in district, 786. Net
gain in past eight months, 10. Seventy 1, •eLders 18, priests
17, teachers, 15, deacons 12. Absent fvom b11anches 292.
H. C. Ziegenhor,n, bishop's agent reported for past eight
mo1n ths, total receipts $1,6·68.04; balanee 'May 31, $231.63.
District funds: R1eceipts $39.55, balance $10.65. Resolution
from Buffalo conference asking that John Constance be .ordained to the office of elder was ref:evred to Apostle J. F.
<Curtis and W. E. Peak. Thiey reported favorably and conference authorized the ordination to be provided for. Resolutio1n fvom same branch asked what to do with three people
who had been members of ,thie church but whose names had
been str~.cken from the books in 1864 at their own request
(without trial). Referred to a committee of which J. F.
Curtis was one and they reported that these partie:s could
only reenter church by baptism. Re,porlt approved by the
body. Election of officers: President, W. K Peak; vice president, Charles L. Holmes; secretary, Mary E. Gillin; treasurer, H. C. .Ziegenhorn; librarian, Carrie B. Holmes. By
unanimous vote H. C. Ziegenhmrn was sustained as bishop's
agent; Mary E. Gillin as local historian; Joseph G. Cole as
chorister. It was voted that the secretary should be the
chairman of the credential committee with power to
choose an assistant. Two members of the standing auditing

q

committee wetre chosen: Clifford Dillon for 3 years; W. V.
HoJmes for 2 years. Thes1e, with J. L. Terry, make the
auditing boal1d. 'I'he next conference will be held at Millersburg this fall at the date sel:ected by the district presidency,
a,nd J. F. Curtis. Meetings were 2 prayer mee.tings, bus:iness
2, pr1e:aching 4 and priesthood 1. All were good!. . Evangelist
F. G. Ri.tt and 1Sister Pitt were in attendance and busy in the
line of their work. They assisted much to make the conference a success, as well >as Apostle J. F. Curtis who in counsel
and instruction :encouraged and help:e:d. Attend~ng were,
apostles 1; high priests 1; patriarch 1; s1eventy 1; elde;rs
9; pri·ests 3; teachers 4; deacons 2, and! a number of delegates
from the various "branches. The preaching was unusually
good, we thought, the singing and music inspiring. Two were
.baptizeid and CQnfirmed. Mary E. .Gillin, secre:tary, Peoria,
Illinois, 115 Clarke Avenue.

Convention Minutes
MOBILE.-Sunday school at Escatawpa, Mississippi, June
1, 1917. Praye1r s:e:rvice at 9 a. m.; institute work at 10.
Business s1e'ssion at 2 p. m. Officers reporting: super~ntend
:en:t, secretary-treasurer, home department superintendent,
cradle roll supei!'intendent, and member library board. Schools
l1eporting: •Mobile, Theodove, Robertsdale, Bay Minetlte, and
Escatawpa. Nora Warr elected home work superintendent;
Edina Cochran, historia,n; W. L. Booker, Christmas offering
superintendent. Budget for $14 allowed to cover expense:s
till ne:xt conViention. iS'ession of institute work he,ld at 8
p. m., after which convention adjourned.
CLINTON.-Religi~, Ju,ne ,2, 1917, at 1.30 p. m. District
officers in charge. Reports from various officers read, then
reports from locals: Mapleton, Veve, Eldorado Springs, Nevada, Coal Hill, Rich Hill. Election .of office,rs as follows:
president, Mable Braden; vice preside,nt, T. L. McCormick;
secretary, Adrain Lowe; treasur1e~r, Zora Lowe; library com-

New Edition·

MARVELOUS WORK AND A WONDER

The third edition of this. booklet by Elder Daniell
Macgregor is just off the press. It is bigger and
better than ever. Many chapters have been absolutely newritten a,nd 'enriched by evidence hitherto
unpublished.
Presents in a logical and ,absorbing manner an
array of facts and figures garnered from the world's
greatest and J'a,r:est publications of all ages and
nations.
A convincing solution ·of the far-famed prophetic
periods solved wi,th the dawning of that illustrious
year, 1830.
An arsenal of facts and figu11es which no up-todlate Latter Day Saint can be without. Just the
thing for your neighbor.
1Sets forth in a captiva.ting manner all of the
prominent featur.es of the latter-day work and unlocks the treasury of Danh~l and the Revelation as
no other book does. Just the :thi,ng to meet Adventism in its distortion of the 1260, the 23.00>, and the
2520 days.
One ·of our antagonists has said: "It will deceive
the very elect," while Qne .of our missionaries avers
that it has brought int:o the church in his district
between fifty :and sixty people.
The price is 35 cents 'each; 4 for $1, postpaid.
Order of

THE HERALD PUBUSHING HOUSE
Lamoni, Iowa
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mittee, Virginia Budd; home' department superintendent,
Ruby Allen; normal .superintendent, Mrs. GerHe Bailey;
gospel literature superintendent, Dollie Brunson. A regular
sess~on of Religio given at 8 p. m.
After 'the~ lesson study
a program was r€1ndered. Total att•endance 120. Mable
Bmdlen, preside11t; Adrain Lowe, secrertary.

Conference Notices
Ge1ntral Texas will convene with the Texas Central Branch,
near Hearne, Texas, July 28 and 2H; first session 10 a. m.
Sunday school and Religio conventions on the 27th at 8 p. m.
B. F. Spicer, president and superintendent.

Convention Notices
Far West Religio July 21 and 22, at Oakdale Branch, near
Hamilton, Missouri. All trains on Friday evening and !Saturday morning only will be met. Notify J. A. D'awson, Route
5, box 30d, if you want the committee to meet you. Mary
Wells Pe1ters, secretary, Ste.wartsville, Missouri.
Central Michigan will hold ~n eight-day session of Sunday
school and Religio ~nstitute work :a1t .Sand Lake, Iosco County,
July 28 · to August 4. B:t:ing tents, those who have them,
to make sure of sleeping qu,arters, though several la.rge tents
are being provided. Tak.e Detroit and Mackinac Railroad
to· Mcivor, where there will be a means of transportation to
the l:;tke. It is an ideal spot for spiritual and physical up,buildi,ng. Bring tents and blankets and enjoy the best time
in your lif·e. Best of bathing, good' fishing, berry picking,
and above all, association with the people of God. Edith A.
!Smith, secretary, 1706 North Linn, Bay City, Michigan.

Reunion Notices
On account of the high cost of provisions of every characte•r, and also the impossibility of securing tients a,nd otheT
necessary equipment, the Frem01nt, Pottawattamie:, Eastern·
Nebraska, and S'outhern Nebraska reunion is cancelled for
1917. T. A. Hougas, president; H. A. Higgins, secre,tary;
J. A. Hansen, C. T. Se1lf, committee.
Lamoni Stake, Lamoni, Iowa, August 8 to 19 inclusive.
Tents may be ordered of R. J. Lambert, Lamoni, Iowa, and
to insure best service should be ordered now: Low-wall, 10
by 12, $3.50; 12 by 14, $4.50; high-wall, compartment, 12 by
12, $6.50; 14 by 14, $8.50. Meals on grounds with good service: TWiernty-one-meal ticket, $4; te,n-meal ticket, $2.50; single
meal, 30 cents. ExoeHernt grounds and well equipped. Recreation, auxiliary work, good speakers, spiritual prayer services. First meeting a p:myer service .at 9 a. m. the 8th. All
are encoura~d to be on the grounds and located for thi~
opening session. Let each family endeavor to comply with
this request, so as to benefit by the entire r.eunion, and so as
not to disturb the camp by the confusion of la,te coming. For
further information ·write J. F. Garver.
Southern California at Hermosa Beach, August 3, continuing 10 days. Business of conventions and confer1ence on
3d .and 4th. Religio conv€1ntion 10 a. m. on the 3d, Sunday
school 2.30 p. m. on same day. Conference 10 a. m. on Saturda,y. Branch and priesthood report should be in the hands
of the district secr•eltary and president befor•e conference conV1enes. The following are expected: John W. Rushton, Mrs.
Audentia AndersO(tl., Mrs. Dora Glines. President Elbert A.
'Smith may be in attendanC•€1. The church ideals and accomplishments in the 11ecent past will be treated by J. W. Rushton. Music and Woman's Auxiliary by Audentia Anderson.
Method in education by Dora Glines. Local workers present
some phases of church work. For further information o,n
tents, etc., write T. W. Williams, 1307 W,est F-orty-fifth
Street, Los Angeles, California.

Gospel Literature Commission
Brother Harvey Sandy, 527 Denver Avenue, Kansas City,
Missouri, one of the committeemen having g€1ner.a1 charge of
the gospel literature work, has agreed to take general oveTsight of the work in the five stakes of the church. Letters
of inquiry from members of the stakes, concerning the Gospel
Li,tera.tul'a Commission, should be sent direct to Brother
'Sandy; also forward all reports to him of lite.rature work
done in the stakes. This year, with all the rJch experience
of the past behind it, should be, and I trust will be, a bal1!ner
year. Literature workers a.s a body of enthu~iasts should
not he satisfied with the distribution of less .than a million
-pieces this year. Organize local commission at once•. Raise
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money. Collect church literature. Distribute 'every piece
colleded. Keep accurate report. R. W. Farrell, chairman
of commission.

Information Wanted
The office,rs of the Bay Port, Michigan, Branch, would like
any ~nformation possible about the following members whose
whereabouts are unknown to the branch: Henry C. Sylvester,
William J. Smith, Mary J. Hull Grant, Ma.ry Martyne, Aaron
Bechtel, Arthur J. Martyne, Celia Hull, Hattie M. Bradley,
Louis M. Livingston, Lucy Daniels, Della Burwell, Edward
Fabeli-, Eva 0. Ta,ylor, .A,nna Long, Mary Shultz, Charles W.
Burwell, Ida May Sly, John Taylor, Ida May Danks, Laum
Hodgins Ross, Emma May Ross, Shirley A. Powell, Thomas
W. l'owell, Matild'a Powell, Miles F. Poweill, Henry J. Rose,
Julia J. Rose, Elza Jane Ballard, All May •Stewart. Address
F. J. Miller, secretary of branch, Bay Port, Michigan.

Our Departed Ones

"' 1857, in Jackson
WHITE.-Jane Munyear was born May 11,
County, Ohio. She came to Nebraska with her parents· i n
July, 1871. Married Robert White at Wilbur, Nebrask.a.,
July 3, 1877. To this union 4 childr1en were born, 3 of whom
are still living. Mr. and Mrs. White were baptized November
3, 1878, by R. J. Anthony. She lived and diied in the faith.
Died July 7, 1917, at Wilber. Fune'l'al service at the Saints'
church, sermon by C. H. Porter.
Bmn.-George W. Bird was born at Elmira, New York,
October 13, 1823. Identified wi·th the church in his youth,
went from Nauvoo, Illinois; with Bishop George Miller and
Lyman Wight to Wisconsin to get lumber for Nauvoo House,
and T•emple. Thence to Texas with Lyman Wight, in 1845.
While enroute married Miss Eliza Curtiss S'eptembe1r 7, 1845
with whom he lived happily until her death in 1907. They
resided in Texas, Iowa, Mi,ssouri, Kansas and California,
He united with the Reorganized Church, October 7, 1860, at
Galland's Grove, low;a; ordained an elder March 14, 1864.
Died at Lamoni, July 1, 19·17. Funeral at Saints' Home
sermon by Heman C. Smith.
'
1

THE REASONS WHY
You Should Go to Graceland
VI-SPECIAL DEPARTMENTS

In addition to the r~gular work offered i,n the
Junior Col1ege and academic departments, Gr:a.ce~
lan(l offers many special courses.
In the business department thorough instruction
is presented in bookkeeping, shorthand, stenotypy
and typewr:iting.
In the studio department, voice, pi~no, oratory,
band and orchestra courses are given under competent instructorS!. The band and orchestra work
has Iately been added :n response to a long-felt need.
To meet the growing demands a course in home
ec.nnomics has be,en provided.
No matter what your needs, they will he tak€1n
c~re of at Graceland. For more complete informat.on and catalogue address

THE PRESIDENT, GRACELAND CODLEGE, LAMONI, lOWA
The above is the sixth of a series of rea, sons why you should attend Graceland College. They include the questions of: Credit,
Teacher Training, Junior CollPge, Spiritual
Environment, Low Expense, Special Departments, Equipment, Literary Work and
Faculty.
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USE THE PERISHABLE FoODS.---,Fruits and vegetables we
have in abund3<nce. As a nation ·we eat too little green stuffs.
Double their use and improve your health. Sto~e potatoes
and other roots properly and they will keep. Begin now to
can or dry all surplus garden products.
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Mandamus Granted i;n 'the Lynn Case
Psychology of German Soldiers
Utah Teaching on Marriage
-·
Graceland CoUe.ge Scholarships
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Biennial Conferences, by Edward Ranni,e
Faith and Origin of Churches-Part 3, by J. F.
Mintun ·~Cognition of the Divine, by Edward Ingham
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Adventists Aid in Co(llservation of Foods Psychoiogy of the German 'S'oldier
WoMAN's AuxiLIARY
J. J. Billinsky-C1ara Kellog Ellis-Mrs. George
N. Briggs.
NEWS FROM MISSIONS
. J. 0. Dutton.
LETTER DE:PARTMENT
9From Here and There-Nettie A. K. McCallumB. D. Stratto:ri_,SiJs,ter L. H. Hayes-J. E.
Phillips.
MISCELLANEOUS DEPARTMENT

Tonsils and Adenoids completely reDIVINITY OF THE BOOK OF MORMON
moved.
'
PROVEN BY ARCHJEOLOGY.-Student, here
is a mass of startling data for your consideration. Nothing "sentimental" about
this wbrk. It adheres to reality, and yet
in diseases of the eye, ear, nose, and it is full of the romance which clusters
about the ruins of a departed civilization.
throat.
Elders and family on ministe\rial al- Louise Palfrey Sheldon accomplished a
notable work in writing this book. It is
lowance, work done free of charge.
a bulwark against the guesswork of unCataracts removed.
Work done in Independence Sanitar- informed antagonists to Latter Day
Saintism. No. 176, cloth ....................$.60
ium, Independence, Missouri.

Dr. Joseph Mather, Specialist

By Elbert A. Smith
The !fir,st ;part' is an interesting
study of child life on the · western
'prairies, filled with the keenest of humor and naturally seasoned with the
pathos that comes in t,he fight with
adversity.

Illustrated
By Paul N. Craig
It includes the sequel to "Joe Pine"
entitled, "Galled. to be an apostle,"
which portrays the experiences of the
young man and his lifelong girl
friend both of whom you will feel you
have grown up with.
A strong story, well written.
A most popular book.
Nicely
printed in large type, on good paper,
and handsomely bound in cloth; $1.25
postpaid. Order now.
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THE TRUTH DEFENDED.-In this answer to Davis H. Bays' "Doctrines
and Dogmas of Mormonism," Heman C.
Smith provides the reader , with. something more than intellectual entertainment-he not only excites but inspires
the faculties. "The Truth" is so "defended" that the impartial critic is
roused to unavoidable participation in
the discussion greatly to his enlightenment. No. 304, paper, 50c; No. 305,
cloth ········;································ .. ·······-~--$ .75

A new book that glows with human
interest.
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RIGHT NEXT DOOR
Whether your vacation time is shorrt or long, spend it in
glorious Rocky Mountain Land. Tak.e the Burlington-the
logical ~ocky .Mountain Route. We'll plan a trip for you to
fit your time and purse.
Just a short, happy train ride-and you're there! Rocky
Mountain ,splendor all around you. See beautiful Denver,
Rocky Mountain National-Estes Park, the Pikes Peak region,
Garden of the Gods-unsurpassed for a w~ek or a ten days'
outing.
The Burlington's great 3-1n-1 Vacation Tour-all thre,e National
Parks-Rocky Mountain National-Estes,, Yellowsto1ne, Glacieron a single low-fare excursion ticket-1917's greatest travel
value! Burlington trains run direct to all thre'e Parks.
A vacation is not a luxury, it's a necessity! Make this the
Rocky Mountain Vaaation you long have hoped to enjoy.
Round-trip excursion tickets now on sale. Come
-in-1et's talk it over.

L.

F.rr~SILTZ

Ticket Agent- The Pleasant Way to Travel

Lamoni, l~wa.
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. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . OFFICIAL I'UBLICATION OF THE REORGANIZED CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF UTTER DAY SAINTS

r-----------'---,

Enleml u .....,nd-ciiiiiS matter •t Lamoni, Iowa, pool olliee
"If ya continue in my word, then "l"e ye my dlaciplea
indeed; "nd ye ohall know the truth, ""d the truth eh"ll
make you hee."-John 8: 31-32.
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Scriptures

Lamoni, Iowa, July 25; 1917
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"There sh"ll not any .....n among you have oavo it
he one wife; and concuhiaeo he shall have none."Book of Mormon, Jaenb 2: 36.
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ARE THERE THREE PRIESTHOODS?
Several times within the past year has this question been raised in some form or another, either in
oral discussion or in articles submirtted for publica.tion. The argument for a greater than the Melchisedec priesthood ·seems to be almost entirely based
upon the statement in regard to Enoch.
It should be noted, however, that Christ himself
is referred to as a priest after the order of Melchisedec (Hebrew;s 5: 6, 10); It may be noted that this
is an order and not simply an individual. An order
would reasonably be expected to include more than
one person.
We a11e told elsewhere (Doctrine and Covenants
104: 1) that this order was called after the mime of
Melchisedec to prev,ent the too frequent repetition
of the name of God, as the correct name is, the priesthood after the order of the Son of God. This, however, alone should be sufficient to intimate that the
priesthood of Enoch could not be greater, as' Enoch
would not hold a priesthood higher than that of the
Son of God. It is true there are passages referring
to the priesthood of Enoch, but we are told distinctly
that the pdesthood of the Son of God was that of
Melchisedec (Alma 10: 1-12). There is also reference to the priesthood of God, but this is covered as
it is shown clearly that the priesthood of God and
the priesthood of the Son of God is the ,Melchisedec
priesthood (Alma 9: 63, 69, 70; 10: 12).
Burt it does not, therefore, necessadly follow that
wre are individually holding to-day all of the powers
1fu:at belong to that priesthood; however, it is our
right to progress until we do s9. Not only do the
bookis of the church (Gene1sis 7: 1G-21; 14: 30-32,
Inspired T~anslation) set fort}l the power held by
Enoch, but trfl,dition also repeats a similar story,
and Jesus, when on earth, made similar declaration,
concerning the power of those who foFow him
(Matthew 17: 20; Mark 11: 25; Luke 17: 6; John
11: 44; John 14: 12).

llD
cJl

;Irt is significant that the blessings,, of the priesthood belong to the people. The minister is blessed
in being able to serve God and work with him. But
the blessing is given to others. This is the case with
baptism. f,t is not always a pleasant thing to go out
in the cold and in .some insrtances cut the ice for
water to baptize .. The candidate may haVle such an
experience once, but some of the ministry have had
to put on their frozen clothes before they were dry
again to enter the waters of baptism.
The laying on of hands for the reception of the
Holy Spirit is for the, blessing of the individual. The.
master at the table asked, "For whether is he
gr1earter, who sitteth at meat, or lhe who serveth?
· I am not as he who sittet'h at meat, but I am among
you as he who serveth." (Luke 22: 27.)
lit is so of all the ordinances of the church. The
purpose or the priest or teacih.er in visiting the family
is that the membership ma.y be blessed, th·at wrong
may be corrected, that the Spirit of God may abide
with one ahd all.
The elder in being called to administer may be
called out in the middle of the night or in a storm
for hi1s Master's service. It is always for the benefit
of others. So wre beiiev,e that these othe1r powers,
when the need arises and the people mee ready,
be given for the ,blessing of others, but especially
those of the household of faith.
But these privileges, these obligations and duties,
belong to the Melchisedec priesthood. Wonderful,
indeed, is the high calling of our ministry, and
grea1ter things yet lie in sto11e if we are faithful ; in
that we shall be bie~ssed to the fulfillment of the
promises of God, and that we shall be blessed in service to others, and shall be able to do more, or a
greater work, and feel our reward in working wi,th
our heavenly F'ather.
It is the duty of the Mekhis,edec priesrthood to
administer; so is it in like manner the duty and
privilege
qf fthe A,:fl,ronic to work with God in service
'::

will
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to mankind, and ,e]speci'ally to assist the family of High after the order of Meilchisedec, which .wa,s after the
order of Enoch, which was after the order of :the only heGod to right living her:e.
gott:em Son.-Doctr1ine and Covenants 76: 5.
Our duty ,and adv:a.noement lies not in the securing
S. A. B.
of some other priesthood, nor in the attaining of
other office or position, but rather lies in the magCHURCH TRIALS
nifying of that office and calling to which our Father
has appointed us and chosen us. So ·for the church ,
Man:y of our ministry .are evidently not aware of
the answer lies not in the securing of another priestthe
following action taken by General Conference,
hood, but in sus:baining and magnifying thrut priestApril
19, 1913.
hood already commi·tted to us. The means are
Special
attention should be given to three points.:
w1thin our reach, the priesthood and the divinely
1.
Confession
may be taken and witnes:sed and
chosen men, it behooves us to move forward and use
filed with the Presidency, without being made public,
them.
But since ·the issue has been sometimes raised of .and should be done quietly, when possible.
2. All records of church trials and all confessions
a third and higher priesthood, we submit the followshould
be filed with the First Presidency for safeing, which should show clearly, so far as the church
keeping.
is concerned, the priesthood of God, the priesthood
3. In case of, a serious charge or confession of
of the Son of God, the priesthood of Enoch and
serious
wrongdoing, before trial or acceptance of
priesthood of iMelchisedec are the same, and there
confession
as settling the. charge by repentance, the
ils no higher priesthood.
First Presidency should be first advised, so they may
Now Melchisede.c was a" man of faith, who wrought righteousness ... having been approved of God, he was ordained inform the local officers, whether it is a first offense
an high prilest after the order o:f the covenant which God or not.
made with Enoch, it bei1ng after the order of the Son of God;
We might urge also the duty of officers to see that
which order came, not by man, nor the will of man; ne'ither .a proper record is kept. Our grea't purpose is ·salby father nor mother; 1nei:ther by beginning :of days nor
vation, to help mankind to better living. It is not
end of years; but of God.--Genesis 14: 26-2:8, Inspired Trans~
nec~ssary to make these matters public, but it is
Jation.
'
The Lord said unto my Lord, Sit thou at my right hand, equally important that they be not ignored. . The
until I mak,e thine enemies thy footstool. ... The Lord ha·th parties should be labored with and helped, and if a
sworn an.d will not :repent, Thou art a priest forever after wrong is established the record quietly filed with the
the order of Melchisedec.-Psalm 110: 1, 4.
Pre,sidency.
iSo also Christ ·glorified not himself to be made a high
But in too many cases no record is made at all.
priest; but he thirut said unto him, Thou art my S'on, to-day
have I begotten thee. As he sa.ith also in another place·, Thou In some cases officers of the branch have claimed the
art :a priest forever afte:r the order of Melchisedec.-Hebrews offense before the court to be the second, third, or
5: 5, 6.
even fifth or sixth offense, and yet there was no eviWhither the forerunner is for us ente1:1ed, even Jesus, made
an high priest forever after :the order of Melchi,sedec.- dence whatever, oral . or written produced or that
.Hebrews 6: 20. (ISee also all of chapters 5, 6, and 7 o;f He- could be produced of guilt in any previous instance;
brews.)
no record of any labor, no confession. If their stateI would that ye should remember that the Lord God or- ment is true, the officers .are guilty of serious neglect
dained priests, aftier his holy order, which. waos :after the order
of duty to the church and the individual. They have
of his Son to teach these things Uinto the people ...:.....Alma 9: 63.
talked
about it, but have not made any effort to help
Thus being called by this holy calling, and ordained unto
the
man
get right.
the high pri:esthood of the holy ovde,r of God, to teach his
commandments unto the children of men, that they also mj,ght
I<n some branches one officer alone knows the facts,
etnter into his 11est, this high priesthood being after the order others in large number know of rumors. This one
of his Son.-Alma 9: 69, 70.
has a full record of delinquencies, but in memory
Melchisedec having exercised mighty faith, and received
the office of the high priesthood, according rto the holy order alone. The church records are clear. He raises his
of God, did preach repentance u1nto his people.-Alma 10: 12. objection to letters of removal, but opposes a trial
Why the! first is caJlied the Me,lchisedec priesthood, is he~ or record. Some day he will die and then the records
cause Melchisedec was such a great high priest: befo11e his of the branch will be clear.
day it was called !the holy priesthood, after the order of the
The resolution is as follows:
Son of God; bUJt out of respect or re:ve,rence to the name of
:Uhe Supreme Being, to avoid the too frequent repetition of
his name, they, the church, irt ancient days., C'alled that pri;esthood after Melchise:dec, :or the Melchisedec priesthood.Doctrine and Govenan:t.s 104: 1.
They 1are they who ar'e the church of the Firstborn . . .
They are they who are priests and kings, who have received
of his fullness, and of his glory, and are priests of the Most

That in cases of adultery wheLre the guilty member has repented, and the matmr is not publicly known, a written con:flession duly signed and witnessed by one or two officers 'of
the church shall be sufficient to establish the fact of the first
offense; said conf·ession, and associated statements by the
officer or ,officers, to be forwarded to the F'irst Presidency's
office to he filed in the archives, which are not open to any
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Paul N. Craig is a:t Chicago 1Musical College taking
work this summer with Osca,r 'Saenger, one of the
best vocal teachers in the United States. J. H. Anthony i,s at the State T·eacher's College taking work
in the department of orchestra and band music,
which he wilr conduct at the Graceland conservatory
the ce>ming year. This is another new department.
We note that nearly all of the regular faculty i,s
continued this coming year. The new members are
Oh:arie,s E. Irwin, B. A., University of Kansas, in
history; Waldemar Noli, B. A., State University of
Irowa, for science and mathema,tics; Alice M. Burges's, B. A., Cotnell University, New York, M. A.,
Cla,rk University, Massachusetts, English and Education.
A new feature will be speciaT lecturers, who will
be expected to deliver a series of five lectures at the
college,. and two or three in town for the general public. Each of the lecturers is expected to spend at
least a week at the college. It is to be hoped that
S. A. B.
ilhi s becomes, a permanent feature. Tho·se announced for the coming year are F.rederick M.
CHILD LABOR
Smith, B. S., M. :A., Ph. D., on the relation of the
One thing that should cause a serious pause art this church to society; Walter W. Smith, Ph. B., B. D., on
time of stress is the relaxing of the laws of certain psychology and education: Benjamin R. McGuire.
Sta,tes concerning child labor and hours for women. LL. B., LL. M., on the law of propert,y; Augustine
Similar action Wlas taken in England at rbhe opening Dwyer, B. A., M. A., on travel and literature; and
of the war, but it was soon found unwise and short- Samuel A. Burgess, B. A., LL. B., on philosophy.·
sighted. We may sacrifice, but there ·are some Mrs. Lydia Thomas Wight is also announced for the
prices too great to pay, and especially when ·they correspondence department.
Grtaee,land is now fully accredited. Her college
bring neither now nor herea:Dter a commensurate
return. It has been clearly demonstrated that men . gradUtates receive the degree of !Associate in Arts
gi.ve better and more service with short and reason- from the junior college, which admits to the third or
able hours than when continually overworked, and junior year of any college or univ;ersity belonging
the resulting product is of a higher grade. The to the American: 'Association of Colleges and Unisame is true of women's labor, but in addition to· versities; it also giv~es: the necessary preparation
that with women and childr;en the health of the race now required of two y;ears' college work for admisis involved.
S. A. B.
silon to professional schools. The graduates who
h'ave had. fifteen hours' work in education are
granted a stake teacher's certificate without eXJamiGRACELAND COLLEGE CATALOGUE
nation, possible r:enewals without examination make
The Graceland C&llege Bulletin with announce- this in practice a life State certifioa:te, for those who
ments for the coming year is before us and is r:eady continue in the teaching profession. These certififor mailing to prospective s:tudents and those inter- cates wlill be accepted in most of th:e States, so that
ested, on request.
Gmceland g:mduates, we are advised, will be rec:Miss Mabel Knipschild who has spent the past ognized to teaeh, practically wherever they may deyear in study at Columbia University, where· she slil~e within the United States.
received the degree of Master of Arts, will teach
The special scholarships by action of the late GenGerman and home economics the coming year. The eral Conference are not unlimited. It is estimated
latter represents the opening of a new but very im- that their number will be between thirty and folrty,
portant department at GI'aceland. The course in-: so early application should be IT}ade.
eludes the 1selecti:on, preparation and serving of food;
Copies of the buUetin may be secured by addressclothing problems and ordinary household care. ,
ing the president of Graceland College, Lamoni,
Floyd M. :McDowell and Charle1s E. Irwin are Iowa.
S. A. B.
spending the summer at theSta,te University of Iowa
in ~study for better preparation for the college work.
Faith never worries.~Selected.

other officers thah the Pres,idency. The offense should not be
made a matt,er of record in the home branch or district and
should not be published by these office'rs rece:iving the. confession ..
If, however, the person should later fall into delinquency,
then there should be some way to protect the inte.rest of the
church i,n the operation of the law which requires that the
second offense of adultetry shall not be forgiven, but there
would be no way for the first offense to be known unles,s there
was provision made whereby the officers could be acquainted
with the ·firs,t offense. This can be reached in thl) instance
above cited if the request recently made by the First Presidency will be compiled with by local officers; namely, that
whenever charges of a serious <;haracter are preferred agai,nst
a member, the Presidency shall be immediately notified of the
charges. This would 'enable the Presidency to notify the
officers in the case they 4ad record of a previous offense unknown to the officers who had formulated the later charges~
We think the filing of the confe,ssions with the Presidency
would be safer than having them filed with ,either branch or
district preside,nts, as there is less likelihood of them becoming public property if lodged there than if lodged with
a local authority.-Gene,ral Conference Resolution No. 713.

1
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NOTES AND COMMENTS

"Mormon Troubles in Missouri"
The Missouri State Historical Society ha1s recently
begun circukt,ting in booklet form a reprint of an
article which a.ppeare4 in the Missouri Historical
Review under the heading : "Mormon troubles in Missouri." This was written .at their request by Elder
Heman C. Smith, historian· of the CJhurch and editor
of ·the Journal of History. It is sold for fifty "erents
and may be obtained of the State Histo:t'!ical Society
at Columbia, iMissouri. It should be the means of
removing much p11ejudice, put out under the auspices of such a society.

Tracts in the Maori. Language
A request from Elder H. W. Savage was presented
to the late General Sunday School Convention asking
that one hundred dollars be ftppropria·ted to the purpose of publishing church tracts in the Maori language for the' natives of New Zealand .. This was indorsed, provided the joint council thought advisable.
Thi1s body have since reported that Brother P. M.
Hanson, n01w in Australia, 'has the matter well in
hand and that the tracts should be issued. On this
recommendation the Sunday schoo~ part of the ex. pense has been advanced.
"The Messenger"
This is a little four-page publication that Broth·er
R. W. Farrell puts out on a small hand press at
Providence, Rhode Island. It is supposed to be a
monthly, but it is delayed considerably because of
the press of olther work. Since last year he has gotten out over ten thousand pi·eces of churrch advertis. ing on this press, at the rate of about $2.50 for 1,500
pieces. He says the same work t~ere would cost at
least $10 for 1,500 pieces. He distributes many of
them at his street meetings. Others with a "bit" of
printing experience might profit by his experienoes.
In addition to this and otlher work, B11other Farrell
is preaching three times on Sunaay and three times
during the week.

learned or he may he unlearned, but he must be .
humble and full of love. Yet being so and possessing
the Spirit of God for a guide, his learning should
conduce to the glory of God and his work.

"Unity"
The July issue of Unity is now before us, and gives
additional reason why this publication should be in
rflhe hands of every member of the priesthood, mis,..
sionary or local. It is a means of communication
between P:t~esidenrt Frederick M. Smith and the
priesthood of the church. Later, no doubt, it will
also be utilized by Bishop Benjamin R. McGuire.
In the July issue an important distincl;ion is drarwn
between "dismembership" or cutting off from membership in the church and "excommunicartion,"
which is confined in this article .to withholding the
right .to commune, or pa.rtake of the sacrament and
participate in the rites of the church. Formerly'
the Catholic Church attempted rto draw this distinction between major and minor excommunication.
Concerning dismembership, Pre1s1ident Smith says;
"In its effect it is so extreme and severe that we are
beginning to question the propriety of its imposition except in rare cases .... We should in our opinion exercise Vhe penalty of dismembership only on
rare occasions, but use the penalty of excommunication more frequently as ..a means of hMtening repentance. The extreme penalty of dismembership
should be 11esorted to only when the viola.tion of law
ri:s so flagrant ;that rthe extreme penalty naturally
applies, or when hopes for repentance are gone~
which is rare." This emphasizes anew the purpos,e
of our work of redemption. Even an elders' court's
first purpos·e is reconciliation and salvation. Expulsi·on or dismembership is the last resort; This same
spirit should rule in dealing with indifterent members of rthe p;riesthood, according to this issue of
Unity:

What action should be taken against those of the priesthood, who, :after being notified, fail to · attend priesthood
meetings, or to send in reports to either branch or district
president?
They should be aroused to ac.tivity, and when ~ctive they
The Stress on the Intellectual
will want to repoJJt. The prriesthood meetings should he made
In the HERALD of July 11, there appears an edi- -so attmctive that all will want to come. Inactive members
torial on the above topic. At the end of page 650 of the pr~es.thood should be sought out by branch and district
officers in an effort to encourage and :to reawakien an interrest
there appe'ars a senternce wihicih should read, "May .in' the church and its work. The penalty of unfrocking
it not have been partly for this reason that the Apos- should only be appli.ed ra1s .a last resort. 1But those who. can
tle Paul was carried to the third heaven and ther·e work ,and will,not should make way for those who will.

saw things he could not repeat?" The reference is
to 2 Corinthians 12: 1-4. An error occurs in the use
of the word "believe~" for "repeat.".. We would emIt is significant that the headquarters of the Turkphasize again the thought of that editorial, that the ish Army is in Syria, the valley of Armageddon, and
spiritual is primary and essential. No man can that it is possible that one of the decisive battles,
rightly assist in this work, unless he possesses the if not the decisive battle of the war may be fought.
Spirit of God working with him. A man may be there.
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MORE ABOUT ADAM IN CELESTIAL GLORY
[The following article was prepared in persuance of one
printed June<, 1916. A reply was made and printed to that
article and the editor, Elbert A. 1Smith, offered Sister Macgregor an opportunity to answer not only the reply but also ·
questions which had bee)ll sent to her. Sister Macgregor
prepared the article and sent it ~n. sometime in November,
but owing to the illness of the editor, and then in January to
the associate editor, the matUe!I" was not taken up. In fact,
the associate editor was not aware until very r'ecently of the
circums,tance'S. This would account for the delay in its public;a.tion. It must. be 11e;membe11ed that the HERALD is, to a
considerable extent, an open forum, and the artic1e1s a;nd arguments presented are by no means to be taken as 11epresenting
the teachings and position of the church; but in many cas,es
it presents only the ideas of the writer, which may be V1e,ry
different, indeed, fvom th:at of the editorial staff.-EDITORS.]

Since the appearance of the article, "Did Adam
fall from celestial glory?" in H!ERALD for June 14, I
have received a number of queries, comments and
friendly criticisms from different parties; and while
I have endeavored to answer these privately, I have
thought it might be wise to write them for the
HERALD also, as the same questions may have arisen
in the minds of others who did , not take the trouble
to write.
NO JOY IN ED!EN
Question: How do you harmonize your position
with 2 Nephi 1: 111-114, where in speaking of the
condition of man before the fall it shows they had no
joy and were doing no good?
·
Answer: Adam was created innocent and pure,
and was placed in surroundings which were not only
good, but very good. He was an intelligent person,
capable of taking charge of a world and controlling
it. "He was to the manor .born." He seem's to have
had no difficulty in performing the great work given
him to do, WJhich proves that he was neither an ignoramus nor a learned incapable; and so long as he
submitted to the laws governing the kingdom in
Which he w:is placed he had all the necessary control,
intelligence, and ability.
No one will deny that it takes a great amount of
these qualities to hold dominion over the varied
brutal, winged and finny tribes, no matter how docile
they may be.
The caring for and pruning of Eden was in itself
a task for an intelligent, active man, for it must have
been quite an extensive garden.
Adam had plenty of experience with good things,
but never having come in contact with anything else,

he had no way of intelligently setting a value upon
fuem.
We know the value of things only by comparingthem with things of a different value, but Adam had
nothing of an opposite character wjth which to compare things ; everything around him was of the very
highest order. We designate things as good, better,
and best; bad, worse, and worst. Adam could not do
this, for he had only the best. He could not rejoice
over what .he had because he knew of nothing inferior to it: it was the common thing with him.
He was in celestial glory; was possessed of eternal
life; conversed freely face to face with his Maker
without fear, and he was perfectly at home and at
ease in his grand surroundings. But he did not
properly estimate the value, the riches and grandeur
of his condition, because he had never known any
other. It was just as Lehi said, they were "having
no joy for they knew no misery." It was not tho
place they were in that was at fault, but their own
lack of experience with. its oppQsites; as the prophet
further says, "For it must needs be, that there is an
opposition in all things." (2 Nephi 1: 81.)
HOW JOY WAS OBTAIN!ED
Our first parents fell and lost all this magnificent
glory. Misery and suffering, deprivation and darkness followed. But memory remained true to her
trust: they rememlbered their former glory, and
they could now estimate its value becau~e they, by
transgression, had become acquainted with its opposite.
Th? strange part of the argument that they were
not in celestial glory because they did not have a
knowledge of good and evil, is the fact that sin was
the thing that brought them that knowledge. They
did not have to be put out of Eden to get it, but immediately after they sinned their eyes were opened·
and they knew good from evil, for they had experienced both. This would make sin a necessity to
obtaining celestial glory, which cannot be true.
I believe that we who have enjoyed the good Spirit
,and have o:ffiended it so that it was withdrawn from
us for a time, leaving us to be harrassed by evil
spirits and the condemnation of our own consciences,
can understand to an extent how Adam and Eve
felt when they first obtained a knowledge of good
and evil.
Remember; they died 'sp,iritually when they transgressed. Before that they had been alive spiritually
from the day of their creation, and had never known
any other sensation than the glory of the full and
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free possession of the Spirit of God. They could
not have abode in the presence of God without this.
But when they partook of the forbidden fruit spiritual death ensued. Instantly the Spirit of God was
withdrawn and they were left alone with satanic
forces in control.
Then they knew the difference between good and
evil. They -suddenly realized how good was the
Spirit they had' formerly possessed. Hurled from
the heights of heaven to the depths of hell, so far as
condition was concerned, they knew good from evil,
for they had tested the extremes of both.
The experience of Martin Harris when he lost the
manuscript of the book of Lehi, seems to have been
a taste of spiritual death. God's words are, "of
which in the smallest, yea, even the least degree,
you have tasted at the time I withdrew my Spirit."
(Doctrine and Covenants 18: 2.)
The forepart of this paragraph describes the awful agony that our Savior endured when he passed
through spiritual death for all men in the Garden
of Gethsemane.
From these scriptures we learn what a .close acquaintanceship our first parents formed with misery
and suffering after falling from their glorious habi-.
tation. Nor was the plan of the redemption pro. claimed to them until mlany of their family had
grown to be men and women and had established
homes of their own. (Genesis 4: 1-4, 12, I. T.)
Then the glad tidings of gospel truth was committed to them, through obedience to which they
again received the Spirit of the Lord. And oh, what
joy it imparted to their souls. They now saw the
opportunity of regaining their lost position and place,
and they knew that this time they would fully realize
how good it is. Listen to their expressions of joy
and thanksgiving: Adam said, "Blessed be the
name of God, for, because of my transgression my
eyes are opened, and in this life I shall have joy, and
again, in the flesh I shall see God." (Genesis 4: 10,
I. T.) The joy came because of the opening of his
eyes. He was now able to appreciate good things,
because he WJaS acquainted with poor ones.
Notice that Adam did not expect anything more
' in the future than the regaining of what he had lost
-"again in the flesh I shall see God"-but he rejoiced that his eyes were opened; he could now enjoy the goodness of God here and hereafter, which
he was not able to do before.
Eve rejoiced also, saying, "were it not for our
transgression, we never should have had seed, and
never should have known good and evil, and the joy
of our redemption, and the eternal ltfe which God
giveth unto all the obedient." (Genesis 4: 11, I. T.) 1
In both cases their rejoicing hinges on the fact
that their eyes were opened. They possessed the

good before but could not enjoy it because they
knew of no other condition, but now their transgression had opened the1ir eyes to sin and misery and
they could understand how good the presence of
God is.
THE PRODIGAL SON .

"Prodigal : one who throws a,way from, him : a
waster: a spendthrift."-American Dictionary.
Adam and Eve were certainly prodigals. The
Father gave them a splendid inheritance. Eve
threw hers away for some nice looking fruit, and
Adam for:Beited his for association with his. wife.
Let us apply the parable of the prodigal son, found
in Luke 15, to Adam.
As a son in his F~ther's house he had all the privileges and liberties of his Father's home. But knowing nothing of any other home he nnderesUmated
his good surroundings and left the place. A ·few
Ylears of wandering in sin and folly did their work.
He w;as brought so low that he envied the beasts of
the sty. In this plight far away from his former
habitation, he awoke to the true value of his early
home.
What did it? Did an angel come and :reveal the
grandeur of it to him? Was it the Spirit of God
that overwhelmed him, sweeping away all the filth
and dross and giving him a glimpse of what he had
lost? Not at all. ~He learned by the things that he
suffered.
The prodigal comes back, being met afar off by
his father. The home is throwtn open to him. The
f,ather receives him with open arms and acknowledges him to be his son {though he said this son had
been dead but was now alive, had been lost but now
found).
The son is restored to his former place.' He is not
exalted above what he was before, neither is he degraded to the position of a servant. He is simply
welcomed back and l'estored to his former glory as a
son in his Father's home.
But there is a great change. This time he rejoices to be there. He enjoys all his surroundings ,as never befor~e. He is glad and thankful for
every little favor and attention. Indeed, on first returning he did not feel worthy to be there at all, as
a son, and ·is now ever anxious to show his Father
how grateful he is by endeavoring to do what will
please him in all things. He is now in a condition to
enjoy his home and rto do good. What wrought this
gr,eat change? The home is not different: it is exactly as it was when he left it. The father has not
changed. He was just as kind before as now, though
'the son did not notice it so much. It Gan scarcely be
said the prodigal was building a better character in that far country. In fact he spent all that he
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had and retu.rned to his father in poverty. What,
then, produced this great change?
The only difference is that he lived long enough
in a bad place to teach him to appreciate .a good one.
He had been out in the cold until he longed for" the
warmth of his father's love. He returned with a
proper estimate of his father's goodness as he learned
it from experience with its opposite, and is now able
to ·enjoy everything about his father's home. His
eyes had been opened.
OUR JOY IS MEASURED BY OUR SUFFERING
'
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and "Their angels do always behold the face of my
Fa.ther which is in heaven."
Innocenc~, purity, and righteousness are the terms
upon which admittance to eternal glory shall be
granted. . Adam and Eve possess.ed these without a
knowledge of their opposites in the beginning. Infants now possess them without a knowledge of
either them or their opposites, and if dying in infancy are welcomed into celestial regions.
Mormon assures us that the salvation accorded
infants is the same as that giv·e:n to those who,
through obedience to the gospel, win eternal life.

We enjoy the light of day because we have expeBehold I say unto you, tha,t this thing shaH ye teach, repenrienced the darkness of night; we appreciate health tance and baptism unto those who a.re accountable and capable
more· after having been afflicted and in pain. This of committing sin; yea, teach pa11ents that they must repent
and be baptized; and humble themseh'1es as their little chil- ·
seems to be the reason that sqffering of various kinds dren, and they shaU all be saved with their littoo children.
has so large a place in the lives of the Saints : we ~Moroni 8: 11.
are capable of enjoying glory only to the degree that
What has produced this condition in little chilwe develop the power to suffer and endure. When dren? Listen :
Zebedee's wife asked for a place at either hand of
Wherefore little children are whole, for they are not capathe Lord ~or her sons in the celestial kingdom, Jesus ble of committing sin; wherefore the. curse of Adam d's take~n
immediately asked the young men if they were able from them in me, that it hath no power over them.~Moroni
'
to drink of the cup that he should drink of and be 8: 10.
baptized with the baptism that he would be baptized
The curse of Adam being removed from little chilwith, re~erring to his suffering and death.
dren makes them heirs of celestial glory. What does
this
teach us? Simply this, that the curse that came
Peter., says, "But rejoice, inasmuch as ye are pariAdam took celestial glory from man, and the
upon
takers of Christ's sufferings; tliat when his glory
blood
of Christ paying that debt restores those who
shall be revealed ye may be glad also with exceeding
joy." (1 Peter 4: 13.) Here again our joy in the have no sins of their own back to that condition.
The work of the atonement is complete in the little
future is measured by our suffering here.
Paul says, "Heirs of God and joint heirs with child, and unconditional.
They are truly restored to the primitive condition
Christ: if so be that we suffer with him, that we may
also be glorified together. For I reckon that the of innocence, and "are alive in Christ, even from the
sufferings of this present time are not to be com- foundation of the world," (Moroni 8 : 13) and that
pared with the glory which shall be revealed iri us." which they lost in Adam is restored to them in
Clirist. What was it they lost? The same that they
(Romans 8: 17-18.)
regained-celestial
glory.
From these texts we see how necessary it is to
have the bitter that we may be able to enjoy the
WERE ADAM AND EVE HUSBAND AND WIFE BEFORE
sweet. We might, like Adam, possess, the sweet withTHE FALL?
out the bitter, but we n11ust. know its opposite. in
Yes; we ave told distinctly in Genesis 2: 25 that
(}rder to enjoy it.
A knowledge of the bitter was what Adam lacked she was his wife. It was while Adam was in his
in his former estate. He knew no joy because he :Eden"ic paradise that God said, "It is not good that
knew no misery. He did no good because he knew the man should be a.lone; I will make him an helpnothing" about sin and hence had no incentive to work meet for him." (Genesi~t2: 18.) The fall however,
changed their relationship towards each other to
against it.
some extent, as it did everything else on earth.
TERMS UPON WHICH CELESTIAL GLORY ARE GIVEN
Referring to their first earthly condition Eve said,
The terms upon which that superlative degree is "Were it not for our transgression, we never should
given do not necessarily include a knowledge of have had seed." (Genesis 4: 11, I. T.) Lehi, also,
good and evil; nor do they always require joy in the said, "they would have had no children." (2 Nephi
goodness of God nor the accomplishment of good . 1: 113.) I ac~ept these statements at full value; I
works. If they did, infants and those who have no believe them just as they are written.
Reproduction is for time, not for eternity. Beknowledge would be excluded. Yet Jesus placed the
highest estimate on infantile innocence and purity, fore the fall and after the :t~esurrection it is unknown.
declaring that "of such is the kingdom of heaven;" :6irth and death are conditions that reign together.
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When one is banished, the other will be. They commenced with the fall of man, they will end with his
.
redemption.
"Except a corn of wheat fall into the ground and
die, it remaineth alone," said the Savior of men.
(John 12: 24.) Paul corroborates. this, "That
which thou sowest is not quickened except it die."
(1 Corinthians 15: 36.)
True, they used this to prove the resurrection,
but what of the natuml law to which they referred?
It is while in the process of dying that the grain
reproduces its kind.
We read a poem some few years _ago regarding the
origin of the mumJmy wheat. It appears that a few
grains of wheat had been found closely locked in
the hand of a mummy two thousand years old.
The wheat was taken out and placed in the ground
and produced a crop. It had to fall in the ground
and die before it could multiply, just a's the Savior
said.
So in the animal kingdom, until death began to
have effect upon the body, generation was impossible. In the preexistent world the Lord spoke to
the spirits whom he had created, commanding them
to "be fruitful, and multiply, and 11eplenish the
earth." This was a command for a future time and
state, for at the time it was given they were untabernacled spirits. But God, looking forward to
the time when these spirits should dwell in bodies
of :flesh, gave the command. Now, in what kind of
bodies were the spirits thus addressed destined to
inhabit? The answer is clear, All except two of
them would be born into decaying bodies. These
two, the Almighty fo11eknew, would bring their
bodies into a condition of death. Therefor·e he. could
say to the whole host of spirits created to take tabernacle in earthly bodies, "Be faithful and multiply,"
for he knew tha,t in earth life t:hey would be in the
condition necessary to carry out the command.
THEY NEITHER MARRY NOR ARE GIVEN IN MARRIAGE
BUT ARE AS THE ANGELS OF GOD IN HEAVEN

This was the ans:wer given by Christ to the Sadducees when they asked him whose wife a certain
woman would be in the resur11ection who in this life
had been .married to seven different husbands successively.
To understand· this answer fully we would have to
know how the angels of heaven live with regard to
the social life.
OTHER OBJECTIONS ANSWERED

Was Adam immortal? Yes. Immortal means
"exempt from death," (American Dictionary).
Adam was exempt from death so long as he abode
the law under which he was placed.
"In the day thou eatest thereof thou shalt surely

die."-Genesis 2: 17. Until then he was exempt
from death, whether it was .one year or a million
years, and it may have been either so far as the record of time in Eden indicates.
DID ADAM ENJOY THE CONTINUAL PRESENCE OF GOD
AND CHRIST?

Yes. One does not need to be on the same planet
that God is on in order to be in his presence. He is
present eV~erywhere, and the only reason that we
do not sense his presence is because the veil that is
before our eyes shuts out his presence from us.
Prepa,r:e for the revelation which is to corrie when the veil
of the corvering of my temple, in my tabernacle,, which hideth
the earth shall be traken off, and !all flesh shall see me to~
g1either.-Doctrine and Covenants 98: 5.

Before man was driven out of the pr.esence of God
that veil did not exist. Since the presence of God
was taken from man many of the children of earth
have pierced the veil by their faith, and again conversed with their maker face to face. They did not
have to leave the earth to do so; neither was it
necessary for God to come to earth in o11der to show
himself to man. Stephen "looked up steadfastly
into h:eaven, and saw the glory of God, and Jesus
standing on the right hand of God." (Acts 7: 55.)
Enoch and his people walked with God {or three
hundred and sixty-five years before their translation,
which certainly was more than merely serving him ;
they must have reached that higher development
which enabled them to endure his presence.
Joseph the Seer said in one of his last sermons :
There al'!e two Comforte,rs spoken of. The first Comforter
is the Holy Gho;t, . . . Now what is this other Comforter?
It is the Lord Jesus Christ himself. When man obtains this
last Com:florter he will have the personage of J,e,sus Christ to
attend him, or appear Uinto him from time to time, and :even
hei will manifest the Father Ulllto him. They will take up
their abode with him, and the visions of the heavens will be
opened unto him, and the Lol'd will teach him face to face,
and he may have a perf'ect knowledge of the mysteries of the
kingdom of God; and this is 1the state and plac.e the ,ancient
Saints arrived at whien they had such glorious visi.ons:
Isaiah, E-zekiel, John upon the Isle of Patmos, Saint Paul in
the thre1e heavens, and all the s1a.ints who held communion
with the general assembly of the church of the first born.Life of Joseph tha Prophet, by Tullidge, p. 492.

From these quotations we see that man even in his
fa11en estate is capable of regaining the presence
of God during his earth life. There was nothing to
hinder man in his unfaUen condition possessing it,
though dwelling on the earth. Place counts for little, ~ondition for much. Jesus declared that he was
in heaven while on the earth. (John 3: 13.)
Was lAdam endowed with all the fullness of God,
. perfect intelligence, power, dominion, light, truth,
etc.? No. That was not man's first condition;
neither will it be his last. If so we would all be gods
,and as such have the right to be worshiped as God.
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Adam did partake of the fullness of God, he did. have remained forever." The millennium is not a
have intelligence, power, dominion, light and truth, lasting condition but is only a glorious sunset to the
but not to the extent that God possesses them. Of life of the earth.
our redeemed condition we read :
iMother Earth passes through about the same pro-"
All dominions shall serve and obey him.-Daniel 8: 27.
cess of redemption as does man: she was cursed
And when all things shall be subdued unto him, then shall through his sin; she was bapti,zed to cleanse her from
the Son also himself be subject unto him tha,t put all things
sin, and in doing so she passed through as great a
under him, that God ma:y be all in all.~1 Corinthians 15: 28.
change as man does. (2 Peter 3: 5, 6.)
The Saints shall have domjnion, but not as God
!When Christ comes she shall receive her baptism
possesses it. They shall havce pow;er, but hot the fullof fire and of the Holy Ghost, which will bring her
ness of the power exercised by God. He is the Cre-.
into closer touch with her Creator. But this does
ator, we the creatures, worlds without end.
not disannul the sentence of death under which she
labors. She will wax old as a garment, and, so far
CAN CELESTIAL BEINGS DIE?
as
her present conditron is concerned, she will fall
Yes, if they forfeit their right to that glory. Luciand
not rise again. But like man her redemption
fer was in celestial· glory. He was "an angel of God,
rests
in her resurrection •from the dead. She who
who was in authority in the presence of God."
has
partaklen
of a portion of celestial glory during
(Doctrine and Covenants 76: 3.) Yet he died the
tihe
millennia!
reign, which was but the earnest of
worst of all deakhs-spiritual death. Agency has
been vouchsa£ed to men and angels from the begin- what was in store for her, shall, at her resurrection,
ning. It will never be taken from them. The time receive ,a fullness of the same. Dearth or its equivawill never come that they who desire to do wrong lent reigns during the millennium, but in the Edenic
will be unable to do it. "The wages of sin is death." state there was no death.
If the millennium we:t~e the Edenic· condition we
Cre1ated man fell because he was unable to appreciate
would
read of the cu.rse being removed and the tree
the good he possessed. Redeemed man will not fall
of
life
be,ing planted. But no; there is not a 'hint of
becam;e he knows the. value of what he has regained.
the curse being taken away until after the thous·and
CAN EVIL ENTER CELESTIAL GLORY?
years is closed and the new earth appears. Then
It did enter into the very presence of God and pre- we read of there being no more curse, and of the tree
sented its claims to .him, and it remiained there until of life blossoming beside the waters of the river of
cast out by the righteousness of the inhabitants. life. (Rev·elation 22: 1-3.)
The agency of angels had to be tested as well as the
,The millennium at best is terrestrial glory, having
agency of man, and only two thirds of them stood the the presence of the Son only, but in its first and last
test.
condition the earth enjoys the presence of God the
Next came the trial of man's agency. He did not Father.
stand the test and therefore Sratan and evil reWAS ADAM MADE LOWER THAN THE ANGELS?
mained, and will remain until cast out, as they were
We think not. What are angels? Some of them
out of heaven, by the righteousness of the inhabi,tare
spirits of men who have not yet taken tabernacle.
ants.
The addition of a body in an unfallen state could not
WOULD ADAM HAVE ADVANCED AND DEVELOPED IN
lower the spirit.
1

EDEN

We will let Lehi answer :
And now, behold, if Adam had not trans.gressed, h~ would
not have fallen; but he,would have remained iin the Ga·rden
of Eden. And all things which were c11eated .must have remained in the same state< which they were, after they were
created; and they mus.t have rema.ined fo11ever, and had no
end. And they would have had 1no children; wher,efore, they
would have remained in a state of innoeence, having no joy,
for they knew no misery; doing no good for they knew no si1n.
-2 Nephi 1: 111-113.
WILL THE MILLENNIUM RESTORE THE EDENIC CONDITION?

No; the created condition of the earth was an
enduring one. As Lehi said, "All things which were
created must have remained in the sarne state which
they wer·e, after they were created; and they must

The ele:q1ents are eternal, and spirit and elem€Jnt, insepa,rably conne.cted, r,eceiveth a fullness of joy. The elements al'e
the tabernacle of God, even tempLes.-Doctrine and Covenants 90: 5.

When Paul said that man w:as made a little lower
than the angels he re£erred to man in his present
condition. .This is made plain by the language he
·uses referring to Christ :
For we se.e Jesus, who was made a little lower than the
angels for the suffering of death. Wherefore in all things it
behooved him to be made like unto his brethr€Jn.-Hebre.ws
2: 9, 17.

If it were by reason of the suffering of death that
Jesus was made a little lower than the angels, and
he was in all things made like unto his brethren,
then man became lower than the angels when he became subject to death, but not before.
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REDEMPTION AND RECONCILIATION

Th:e argument is m:ade that redemption and reconciliation do not place man in celestial glory, but only
place his feet on the road that leads to it. But what
do we re1ad?
And the resurrection from the dead is the redemption of
the soul; and the redemption of the soul is through him who
quickeneth all things, in whose·bosom it is decreed, that the
poor .and the meek of the! earth shall inherit it. . . . Ye who
are quickened by a portion of the c·el1Eistial glory, shall then
receive of the same, even a fullness.-Doctrine and Covenants
85:4, 6.

Redemption is not completed until the body i1s
raised from the dead, and those who here are of a
celestial .spirit shall, in the resurrection, receiv e a
fullness of that glory.
Redemption means, "To' buy back," hence, if redeemed man is in celestial glory, he was there before,
for he is siniply brought back to his former glory.
The gospel is called "the word of reconciliation,"
and a part of that word deals with the resurrection
from the dead and e.ternal judgment, therefore no
man has become fully reconciled to God until he has
complied with that part of the word as well as with
the other principles.
We are, the11efore, forced to conclude that reconciliation, restoration, and redemption are not only
the first steps to celestial glory but the last steps also.
,A man is nev·er fully reconciled, restored nor redeemed until he is in celestial glory. All else are but
stepping-stones to that exalted condition.
1

MAGGIE MACGREGOR.

FAITH AND ORIGIN OF CHURCHES---Part 4
BY J. F. MINT UN.

UNITARIANISM

While this religious theory claims to come under
the head of Christian, yet .a part of it, and one of
the fundamental. parts, is the denial that Jesus is
the Son of God, or has any claim to more than a
human parentage. It very emphatically advocates
·that there is but one God, and that Jesus Christ and
the Holy Ghost are no part of the Godhead. It
makes claim. to no aid from the divine principle of
the Holy Ghost, but that reason and right hold the
only authoritative influence over man's actions here,
and that there are no I~eligious dogmas that are
binding upon the consciences of men.
Punishment i1s considered only in the light of a
means of reformation, and that as soon as holiness
in one's life begins, blessedness follows as a legitimate reward, and it increases as holiness increases.
'It is claimed by the advocates of this theory that
it had its origin and began to be authoritatively advocated about one hundred years ago, although some,

it is claimed, have been partial believers in the theory
for centuries. It is not claimed that it is a church,
but simply a class of believers, who become associated
by a covenant, which may not always be the same.
!Morality is advocated as the means of salvation,
and not the atonement or the special gospel theory
advocated by Jesus Christ, neither is it necessary to
become a member of any particular church. With
this system death was ordained of God, and immortality begins at death, there being no resurrection of
the body. The principle of love, as understood by
them, is the only incentive to worship, which worship
is not comprehended in any particular doctrine or
creed. Jn ·this class of believers there are no ordinances or sacraments accepted as having their/origin
with God.
The highest hope of God's Fatherhood comes from
the creative act and not from an obedience to the
gospel of Jesus Christ by which men and women hecome adopted children of God.
The clearer rep!lesentation of what this system is
may be found in w:hat is contained in the following
extracts taken from books whose authors were Unitarians, which extracts we her'ewith append:
ORIGIN
Unita,rians in America use 1as the basi.s of their churches a
covenant, the declaration of a sp•iritual purpose, or a life
promise:. Their b.ond of union is not a cDeed-a set of beliefs
-but a sta:tement of religious mot,ives. In this they follow
the early Congregational polity, or melbhod of church organ~
zation which w'as formulated by Robert Brown, in England
. . . adopted by thte English I1ndependents, brought over to
this country by the Pilgrims, and used by the original church
in New England ....
In after years dogmatic and reactiona,ry le,i:vders in many
New England churches over!l,aid these covenants with elabor,a;te creeds•, but on the rise of Unitarianism nearly a century
ago those creeds were abandoned by these liberal churches
.and emphasis was laid once more·upon the original covenant.
-The Unitarian Church, by Crooker, D. D., pp. 15, 16, 1894.
The Unitarian gosp.e~ began with the discovery that we
live in a universe.. Its origi.naJ affirmation was the unity of
God.-Ibid., p. 5.
During the eighteenth century, there was a broadening of
religim.1s ·thought among certain Presbyterian churches in
England ... and by the middle of the C'erntury some of them
had come to be Unitarians ~n belief. . . .
1774, Reverend
The,ophilus Lindsey (formerly an Episcopal clergyman) established ·a Unitarian chapel in London (where the Uni:tarian
headquarile(J:'S are now located-Essex Hail) . . . .
The mov•ement now had a center and a name. The British
and Foreig,n Unitarian Association was organized .in 1825 ....
The s,eeds of Unitarianism were brought over to America ~n
the Jl(layfiower. They were planted wherever a church was
organized in l'J',e.w England with a covenant instead of a creed.
-Ibid., pp. 9, 10.
:Soon after the close of the Revolution many ministers .. of
the old first parishes (Oongregational churches) in eastel'ln ~
Massachul'letts had come by quiet growth to occupy Unita,rian
groll!nd. . . . Unitarianism was now in thte air, partly as a
result of the liberal thought imported from Englan'ld ·and

In
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France, partly llS the product of the culture of Harvard
College, but chiefly as the natural outcome of the principle
inherent in New England Purita,nism.
The first overt act was, however, the ordination of James
Freeman, a decided Unitarian, as the vector of King's Chapel,
Boston, (1787); ·the First Episcopal Church established in
New England.-1bid., p. 11.
During thes;e years a great teacher came forth,· Reve111end
William Ellery Channing (1780-1842), minister of the F·edeml Street Church (1n ow Arlington Street), Boston; and his
sermon at Baltimore in 18i9, at the ordination of Jared
Sparks, became the Unitarian Declaration of Independence.
In 1825: followed 1at Boston the organization of the American
Up;itarian Association.-Ibiid., p. 12.

his association with the logos philosophy of Alexa,ndria.Ibid., p. 35.
·No father of the church for three centude,s :after Christ,
lost sight of the su:ho,rdina.tion of Christ to God, or claimed
him to be othe:rwise than a repDe:sentative of the Father.Reverend T. R. Slicer, World's Congress of ReHgions, p. 1,098.

AUTHORITY

BIBLE

Re1ason and right as revealed in man's mental 1and moral
constitution is man's ultimate authority,-R,everend G. H.
Batchelor, in World's Congress of Religions, p. 1,100.
Their [Unitar·ians'] fundamental principle may be stated
to be the trustworthiness of the human faculties, and their
competency, when duly trained a1n d freed from pne(judice, to
receive moral and religious, no less than scientific truths.Religious Denomina,tions of the World, p. 168.
Reason has be,en the discoveDer and revealer from the
beginning,· as love has been the master motive power; and
these are progressive 1E!l.ements of an eV1er-unfoldi,ng human
na1ture. . . . Unitarians demand the right to reas.on freely in
Deiligion, and they gmnt all others the same privilege. . . .
Thery use reason and conscience as the supreme authorities
in religious matters.
The authority of tradition and text of apostle and council
is simply the authority of some other man . . . . The assumption that the apostles exercised final authority respecting
beUef and ceremonies is neith:e,r historically true nor spirituaJly helpful.-The Unitarian Church, pp. 28, _29.
Moreover, we are sure that God made our reason and our
hearts. We c1annot be so surte that he is the a,uthor of the
Hible. 1So that, if Wie ca,n find insoluble discord hetween the
two, there can be litHe question which must and ought to
yield.-Eternal PPJnishment, by T. S. King, p. 11.

We do not appeal to the New Testament as a· document of
final and infallible authority, and m:l do not claim that the
Unitarian gospel is merely an echo of apostolic Christianity.
But we do clraim to represeil):t its spirit and ideaL-The Unitarian Church, pp. 5, 6.
We accept and honor the Bible as the best of many similar
!Scriptures, but all were produced by the same causes and
under the same laws ....
The Bible co,ntains some errors and many noble truths;
numerous legends and. much inspiring history. No statement
:is true simply because it is in the Bible, while all its teacMngs
must he tested by •erx:perience and subjected to the a,uthority
of reason and conscience.-Ibid., p. 27.

GOD
Tillie Unitarian gosrpe[ began with the discovery that we
live in a universe. Its original affirmation wa,s tha unity of
God.-Unitarian Church, p. 5.
JESUS CHRIST
J,esus w:a.s undoubtedly born at Niaza1'.eth, the child of lawful wedlock, Joseph being his real father, as Mary herself
declared-Luke 2: 48.-The Unitarian Church, p. 38.
We beli:ev.e so fully in human nature tha,t we assert it was
capable of producing J•esus of Nazareth.-Ibid., p. 21.
TheDe :i:s something infinitely more important than the acceptance of God in Christ; it is to honor, love, obey, and
serve the divine life :e:v;e,rywheree present in human nature.Ibid., p. 30.
But with all our love and reverence for Jesus, we would
not as:sert that he alone is our teacher, or that he repDes,ents
the only type of li:t:e ·worthy of hQnor and emulation.-Ibid.,
p. 31.
w,e a,r:e not Unitaria,ns because we deny the deity of Jesus;
~e are Unitarians because we believe icn the unity of history
and the divinity of human nature.-Ibid., p. 22.
Unitarians have long contended that the deification of
Jesus has no warrant in Scripture or [n fact, but was due to

HOLY GHOST
The :Holy Ghos;t was not given a place :as the third person
of_ God until the eighth century.-Reverend T. R. Slicer,
World's Congress of Religions, p. 1,098.
,
Nev·err reason from the imag>ell'y of Jesus mechanically, but
from the principles of Jesus. These principles plainly 'are
that God is a,n Infin~te Spirit; 'etc.-Eternal Punishment, p. 7.

REVELATION
All discovery of truth is a revelation of God, and all progress of mankind is incarna,tion of God. And while some ·
writings become Scripture because of the precious truths
which they contain, they are neither supernatural nor infallc
ible.-Ibid., p. 27.
MAN
w,e affirm that man is a spiritual being, the ·outcome of
nature's highest cr,ea,tive impuls1e. A being, imp,erfect but
progressive\, with native capacity for the discovery of truth,
for mora,l development, for religious feeling, and for the, oulr
gr10rwth of sin.
Ma,n has been very imperfect, but he has stumbied on
through ignorance and waywardness, sorrow and superstition,
to higher civilization and nobier character. Theire is in him
more good than evil-otherwise his creation would be a horrible blunde,r, impeaching the wisdlom and goodness of Providence.-The Unitarian Church, p. 23.
The dis.tinctive faith of Unitarianism has never been its
thought of God, :although that g1ves us name:: it has been our
thought of man. It is our faith in ther dignity of human na,ture. When this faith in the dignity of huTillaill na,ture come:::
'full circle, it :is faith in the intellectual and moral unity of
God and man. It thus Dounds us again into a thought of God,
and gi'v,e!s us back the incarnation doctrine, in nobler form
than :ever-God incarnate in humanity, not merely in the one
man Jesus.-Incarnation, p. 16.
FALL OF MAN
If ma,n is what history declares him to be, there Wla.S no
fall of Adam, and all thie redemp:tive scheme rooted in that
fiction becomes unreal and needless.-The U nitarilan Church,
p. 43.
DEATH
Why should God shted'"tela.rs over the de1ath of any one of
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his children when he has ovdained death as the expeviltmce of
them1 :all?-Messiah's Pulpit, vol. 5, No. 12, p. 13.
IMMORTALITY
He [Jesus] clung to his conviction of the truth, ·to his
faithfulness :as a man, to his crown as a sup:veme martyrchl!ng to it, 'and swooned through death· into lif,e, the life immortal, on the other side and here equally.
This if he were a man. If he Wt)re a God!, the suffering
c'ould not hav:e been real. He kneM' that he was simply pass~
ing through the preorldained ga,teway, leaving aside his body,
for the throne of the universe.-Messiah's Pulpit, vol. 5, No.
12, p. 13.
RESURRECTION

it opens through rep,ellit,e:rlCie and righteousness. It runs not
through the blood shed on Calvary, but through the spirit of
love which Jesus sublimely illustrated on the cros.s. . . . The
way of salvation in the real universe is the way of spiritual
growth ll!nd beneficent service. Jesus is diviner helpfulness
to any soul and so far 1and only so far as he moves that soul
to live as he lived.-Ibid., p. 42.
CREED

W1e cannot for a moment admit that the blood of Jesus
made God propitious, or that faith in ·iit releases us instantly
from the punishment of our sins. This seems to us an immmn,l and irrational materialism. We prote1st against the
sacrificial interpretation of J:esus' death.
The cross is ,not the scene 10f a payment for our s.ins, but
the evid6!nce of what the s.oul can achieve, not a screen to hide
our sins from God, but :a source of inspiration helping us to
outgrow sins ....
The c:voss did [)JOt purchase God's lo\Ce for us. That is a
hateful and immoral doctrine.-The Unitarian Church, p. 39.

Unitarians ask no one to sign a creed, because ·they affirm
that dogmas are neithetr central in religion nor essential to
"Salvation; and also because .it is wrong to tie the mind to
finalities when pDogress is the ;true law of life.... U1nitarians
oppose creeds, not alone because they are wholly or largely
fia,lse:, but because the method is inadequate and injurious.The Unitarian Church, pp. 16, 17.
··
Jesus never set up any standard of doctrine for the guidance or go\"ernment of his disciples, whether organized or
'unorg'a1nized: and he never made any particular intellectual
beliefs the condition of entering any society, even the divine
kingl'lom of heaven.-Messiah's Pulp~t, vol. 5, No. 24, p. 7.
Count Tolstoi has said, "It is true I deny an incomprehen~
sihle Trinity and the fable re,gard~ng the fall of man, which
is 1absurd in our day. It is true I de,ny the sacrilegious sto·ry
of a God born of a virgin to redeem the race. But Godspirit, God-lo\"e., God. the sole principl:e of all things, I do not
deny. I believ~e in ete.rnal life, ·and I believe that man is
rewarded :according to his deeds here and everywhere, now
and fore\"ell'. I believe that the wiH of God was never so
clearly, so precr.isely explained as ~n the doctrine· of the man
Christ. Bu:t one cannot cr:egard Ghl'is.t a1s God, and offer
prayers to him, wi.th01:1t committing the greatest sacrilege."
This is really a summary of the Unitarian fiaith.-The Unitarian Church, pp. 14, 15.
No particular belief about baptism or communion, the
Bible, or .even the rank of Jesus, by itself mak1es any one
Unitarian.-Ibid., p. 18.
James F~releman Cl!ark briefly stated in the following
words the five: p:t~inciples of the Unitarian religion commended
by Doctor Channing: 1. The fatherhood of God. 2. The
brotherhood of man. 3. The leadership of Jesus. 4. Salva.tion by character. 5. Progress upward and onward forever.
-Ibid., p. 46.
The gospel in its subtlest ess.enc,e, is not ·a doctrine, nor a
set of rul:e:s or forms, not a church organizatio1n, but a unifying life-giving spirit, 11eady to permea,te all doctrines, all
rites, all churches, just as a human spirit does the human
body.-Need of Liberal Christianity, pp. 12, 13.

SALVATION

REPENTANCE

There are insuperabie obsta.cles in the way of believing in
the bodily resurrection of Jesus. The fir1st form of this
belielf was simply that Jesus was risen from th1e dead (not
the gra\"el) and alive at God's right hand (Acts 2: 22, 33;
3: 15; 4: 10). The sepulcher Legends greM' up later.-The
Unitarian Church, p. 39.
·
A friend tells me that awhile ago he dropped into a Liberal
Orthodox church, where the pastor was preaching a sermon
Qn the nature of the resurrection. It gave the whole of the·
oM idea of a bodily rising, and was as broad, philosophical,
and spiritual as the most advanced thinker cou1d wish·, a
credit alike to ·the p.reacher's heart and head. My friend
listened to it wi,th the utmos:t deiig1ht, and said to hims:elf,
"What 1now is the need :of Unitarianism, when orthodoxy is
preaching such sermons as this?;, Just then he happened to
glance from the preacher's lips to the church's creed written
out on uhe wall in the background, and ther1e his eye fell at
once on the words, "I believe in th:e resur11~tion of the
body." . . . The gentleman came away more impressed than
ever with the 1importanc:e of a church wher:e there is no danger of such resurrections.-Need of Lihe:ral Christianity, pp.
6, 7.
ATONEMENT

His [Professor David :Swing's] own words were just what
But so long as uhe principles: of Christ's religion are to be
are preached from every Unitari:an pulpit: "From such a dark trusted, God will be our best friend, a.nd will desire nothing
1estimat.e of God and Christ as this, old notion (of Calvinism)
so much, throughout eternity 1as the penitence, return, coninvolves, it is sweet to ~e~tu11n to the thought that the law of sec.~a,tion, ll!lld joy of the most ahandoned nature.-Eternal
salvation by moral:iity is not a lotte,ry, but, like the law of Punishment, p. 8.
industry, it lies open for all.-The Unitarian Church, p. 13.
We conternd, ind.eed, that, if the doctrine1 of no repentance,
If man's needs are what our daily experiences iHustra'be, no possibility of spiritua,l impro¥ement, among the degraded
his way of salvation lies through cultu11e, chamcter, repent- hereafter be true, Christ was not the incarnation or manifesance and sacrifice.-Ibid., p. 43.
ta,tion here of God's eternal lov,e,. The infinite is the same,
To assert that we can enter heaven only on his merits, is yeste11day, to-day, and forever'. If he can forgive your sin
to die!throne the doctrine of the diiv~ne Fatherhood which he to-day, he can forgive it ten thousand years from now.-Ibid.,
preached. . . .
·p. 13.
We affirm that J,esus helps to save us only as he inspires
CHURCH
us to fulfill the myal law of love in our da,ily liv·es.~Ihid., p.
32.
We find that Jes.us nev,er organized or established any
The way to heaven is aJways ope:rf'before the sinner. But church a,t all; and the,re is not a single authentic word of his
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ever uttered conce"rning the foU!nding or the organizing or arranging of any church whatever.
And again let me rempha,size, and over and overr, that the
church is the only institution on the face 10f the earth the
one definite aim and object of which is to make men and
women better, be;tterr, always better. . . . Bo, then, as this
church goes o,n in the futur1e, is it verry important what kind
of government it has, what kind of organization? I think
that of very little importance. . . . Organize in any way you
please, so you use the power of :that organization rto produce
the Christ-life in the world.-Messiah's Pulpit, vol. 5, No.
24, pp. 6, 16, 17.
No modern church reocactly reproduces the original Christian faith, polity or ritual (it is not necessary that they
should be reproduced); but whart we claim is, (1). That many
of the dogmas made prominent ~n the creeds of Christendom
have no warrant in the te1achings of Jesus. (2). That the
spiritual and etern:al elements of primitive Christianity are
affirmed by Unitarians.-The Unitariran Church, p. 7.
In joining the church (increasing remphasis is .rightly laid
upon the cerem01ny) the new member signs the bond of union,
or covenant, and receives from the minister the right hand
of fellowship. By the attendance of sympathizing witnesses
and by appropriatre remarks, this ceremony is made a.n impl'essive and helpful event in the life of the individual and
the church. The young people of the parish are prepared for
it by a confirmation class, i,n which (commonly during Lent)
they are taught the principles and trained in the sentiments
that constitute our religious movrement.-Ib1d., pp. 45, 46.
The Unitarian strives to represent and embody in personal
character and civic institution, the New Christianity which
.is rri1sing all about us, which is the simple but mighty gospel
of Jrersus, ernriched by science and democracy, enforced by the
philanthropic impulse, and operated through the educational
method.-Ibid., p. 59.
APOSTOLIC SUCCESSION
In the first place there is not one single pa,rticle of proof
on the face. of the ea,rth that is worth any honest and earn erst
man's rattention, tha,t any srrch thing has ev.er happened, that
there is any such thing as apostolic successiorn, to start with.
And in the second pla.ce therre is n:o proof that, if there were,
it would carry any validity or spiritual power or divine authority with it.-Messiah's PulrnYJ, vol. 5, No. 24, p. 4.
HEAVEN
We are in heaven so far as we live the hea,venly Jif,e. Our
spirituality is our salvation.-The Unitarian Church, p. 43.
HELL
An reter.nal he!ll is impossible in a universe that all belongs
to God. To belieV1e in it is so far to derny the Eternal Goodness. The Unitarian Church, p. 45.
LORD'S SUPPER
Unitarians do not cons.ider church ordinances ras sacraments
with superna,tuml saving power. . . . In many Unitarian
churches communion is observed, but always as a purely memorial service, 'free from sacrificial r:eference or symbolism.
The Unitarian Church, p. 45.
BAPTISM
Adult baptism is practically unknown, but the christening
of child11en felt by many to be both beautiful and help:ful,
emphasizing in an impDessive manner pa:rental joys and responsibility.-The Unitarian Church, p. 45.

PRAYER
It is clear, then, that praye:r is conscious approach to God.
It is an attitude of the soul in the presence of One with whom
there is the certainty of communion, :and it is an approach
with a purpose.-Logic of Pra,yer, p. 4.
Prayer has l!ifted many ar veil and lightened many a burden, healed many a wound, and comforted many a grief,
which human sympathy could not touch.-Ibid., pp. 6, 7.
It is true that \v1e cannot by our pra,yer turn the Allwise
from his wisdom or the Allgood from his goodness, but we
can and do lift ourselves into closer harmony with his wis~
dom and goodness,, and feel 'all through our wills the thrill of
his presence and the rapture of his love.... w,e do not pray
to br~ng down God, or to turn him round to our present
fancies and desires, but to find uplifting and turning round
ourselves in the dil'ection of his nature.-Ibid., p. 11.

REVELATION
In the conviction that God now abounds, and that his omdes are still open, W1e reverently watch the present heavens
and earnestly listen to living v·okes for the revelation of a
still more glorious gospel.-The Uni,tarian Church, p. 20.
'MIRACLES
There is no need of God working a miracle, or in anywise
interfering with the operation of his 10wn laws; but W1e must
1enlarge our conception of what law includes and remember
tha,t thel'e rare great moral and: spiritual methods by which
God answers prayer; and by subordinating one law to another or combining his laws he can and does meet the necessitires of mankind and control the current of human affairs.Logic of Prayrer, pp. 8, 9.
REWARDS AND PUNISHMENTS
The object of punishment is not v~ndictive, but disciplinary, not retributio,n but education.-The Unitarian Church,
p. 45.
We still insist that sorrow will last as long a,s sin lasts;
and though the door of heaven shall forever remain open, no
one can go in without love and purity.-Ibid., p. 44.
This doctrine of eternal punishment for the sins of this
life des·ec1~ates all sanctities, and sucks us down i,nto an atmosphe.re thick with inspirations of sacri:lege. It is a hidle,ous
dream. It was born in heathenism.-Eternral Punishment,,
p. 14.

It would be advisable for all who profess to be Unitarians to study carefully the above extracts, and the
works from ~hich they are tak:en, and ascertain
whether they are believ;ers in ·the theory thus advocated, or whether they are associated with this class
because there are some principles to which they are
favorable, while to many of the principles they are
not favorable.
To such there is one happy principle advocated by
this class of religionists, .and thart is that "we watch
the· present heavens and earnestly listen to living
voices for the revelation of a still more glorious gospel." Ther'e is no need for such a despair,· or to become agnostics in the more complete sense, but to
look to J·esus, the author and finisher of our faith.
(To be continued.)
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different from rthe latter, but the results are the same,
as the success of the ministry depends in a great
measure on the ,assistance of the membership wiho
[The following article is one of a short series on this subject, should aiways be as a sentinel on duty. A business
by members who hav,e had 'occasion to make practical observaor profes,sion ,that would require us to darken our
tions ·along this line.-EDITORS.]
gospel light in order to succeed, can never bring sucOur succes,s in gospe'l work is not dependent alone cess in the end. To talw a firm stand for tihe right,
on our knowledge of ,the divine law and obedience may seem to les,sen our chance of success at the
thereto. As Paul sta,tes it, we must work out our start, but by ,so doing a firm foundation is laid, and
salvation. Jesus gave expression to the fact that the life work built on it later on is in no danger of
his followers must of necessity do this in the world. be,ing los,t.
This implies worldly environment, the association
Wisdom is one qualifieation to be earnestly sought,
in business and everyday life with all classes of dis- and that wi,th the spirit of humble submission to the
believers in and opposers to the message we bear to divine will. A boastful, arrogant or aggressive attithe world.
·
tude must be studiously avoided. :A!ttend strictly to
Christ requires us to be witnesses for him. . To duty, and ofttimes it may be necessary to curb the
testify of our love for him and the gospel in the as- n1atural inclination to res·ent unkind statements or
sembly of his people is good, but it alone falls short ridicule directed against our faith, but patience along
of meeting the test of a true witness.
,this line will do much more to break down opposiIf we have taken hold of the gospel as we should, tion, than any outbreak of temper or repartee, which
the regenemting force accompanying it will so oper- doe:s not refleet the light of the gospel. The ·average
ate in our lives that though we must be thrown con- business man, though professedly religious, has taken
tinually with people who regard us as deluded, de- his place with those who consider the Christ ideal obceived and fanatical, yet they will behold in our solete and impractical in modern business.
attitude and deportment the reflection of the Christ
By reason of this, a great opportunity as wen as
ide,al, that they will get in no other way.
responsiblility come.s to those who have received the
It often occur's with the young in st.a.rting in some · light of the latter-da.y re,s,toration. . In order to prove
business enterprise, some professional work or public to the indifferent and disbeliever that the true gosposition, that rhlle·Y are made to feel that their religion pel is differ'ent from the creeds of men, it is absois a handicap, and Satan adroitly tries to convince lutely necessary for those making that claim to prove
them that it will be best to leave their religion in the ft in the higher ideals that can and must find expresbackground. Under such conditions the Saint may sion in dealing with our follower.
soliloquize thus:. "My daily companions care nothing
By adhering to this cou11se, their interest and
for my religion, and it willll be useless for me to let
attention
may later be obtained. If they are never
them know of it. I will get along better by keeping
won to gos;pel obedience, the Saint who has so lived
them ignorant of my church affiliation, and by honand let his light shine before them, has assisted maesty and integrity I will win and retain their good
terially in building up the Master's cause. Friendwill and .assistance." Satan always presents to .us
ship has been made that will often be far-reaching
that which on the face of it appem's plausible.
Be assu11ed that this is one of his cunningly de~ in its effects for good and the prestige that may
accrue to tihe church.
'
vised snare's in wh~ch he hopes to entangle you, and
I,n
any
business,
profession
or
occupation,
the
true
destroy your usefulness as a witness f:or Christ.
Now is the time for decii~ive action· before he gets Saint has no occasion to put the cause of Christ in
you in his power. Since your s,i,tuation may not be the background, but should hold it forth as the one
exactly like any othe·r one, no definite rule can be . thing worthy of notice to the gospel, and always put
givcen to meet the Tempter succe,ssfully, except in this self in second place, merely the instrument in God's
way: Jesus was given for our leader, and as he hand. By so doing we can build wisely, atrtain the
always Dertired in secret to commune with the Father success that in the end· will be of greatest value, and
before undertaking any important work, so may we, prove ourselves true witnesses for Christ in all that
0. J. TARX.
no matter ~ow peculiar our environments appear, the term implie,s.
follow the ex,ample our leader h~s set, and thus receive divine guidance that will, if followed, thwart
the purpose of Satan and bring victory to the child
Medical authorities assert that one out of every
of Chrilst.
one hundred people in the United States habitually
We mus,t let our light shine. This applies just as use opiates of some kind. Upon this basis they urge
much to the Saint in business or professional life as more and better narcotic legislation in the various ·
it does to the ministry. The work of the former is States.

THE ATTITUDE OF THE SAINT UNDER
WORLDLY ENVIRONMENT---No. 2
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OF GENERAL INTEREST

)

JOHN W. RUSHTON AT SAN BERNARDINO
Copies of the. Morning and Evening Index, of San
Bernardino, California,of July 8 and 9 have reached.
us. We note in both of them very favora~le notices
of Elder Rushton's sermons; first, the announcement of the services and second, the news items of
the two addresses. Both are mad~ a matter of news
of ·especial interest. In the Sundq,y morning Index
is a synopsis of one of the sermons, as follows:

711

crystalized into custom and law, meeting the, approval of the
greatest number. "Sociology as a whole rests primarily upon
psychology," says Professor Lester W1ard. Sodety has as its
foundation-mind; hence, whatever thie individual makes
the dominant factor of his ,real and. inward life, consciousness will inevitably work outw;a,rdly and react in others.
To make the rule •of God universal will realize the kingdom.
Each one must express his life and its concomitant activities
in terms of the divine will and inevitably the reaction will
follow. Persistent and constant "willing" of good will develop an appreciation of, and consequent desire for, that same
goodness in those to whom that goodness is revealed.
!'Whatsoever a man soweth that shall he also reap."

WOMAN'S AUXILIARY
Edited by-AUDENTJA ANDERSON, 2009 Locust St., Omaha, Nebr.

"Give and it shaH be given unto you."-Luke 6: 38. Jesus
Chrislt is not only a teacher, but he is the revealer of life.
Baby Week in Lamoni
Christianity is not only philosophy, but in its be.st and richest
activity it is the life of God interpreted in human terms.
The national baby w1eek was observed in L:amoni in June
Christ himself is the humanized expression of God. "How
instead of the 'appointed time in May, because that week was
grea,t 'the mystery of godliness," exclaimed Paul.
fiUed with other meetings. Under the auspices of the
In Chris.t and Christianity, to be SUl'e the:re are the "secret
Woman's Auxiliary, with the assistance of a committe,e of
things," and the ineffable "mysteries," apparently de~ying ~II
dtizens, Thursday, Friday and Saturday, JUine 14-16, were
attempts to visualize :and make concrete in our termmolog1es
devoted to the interests of child welfare, the health of the
and vocabularies. But it is equally true that in spite: of the
babies, as Uinderlying all othe'r development, being made the
:amaz~ng mystery and the bewildering secret, a vast provprime obje0t. The high school building was the scene of
ince of accessible simplicity is within the grasp of any and
these activities and here a p,rogram highly interesting and
all whose only qualification may be the innocence and trustinstruc:tive was carried out.
fulness of "a little child."
Lectures wer'e given in the audlitorium on two afternoons
In all sorts of unexpected ways our Lord reV1eals the point m1di eV!enings and baby health conferences were held in the
of contact between man, lost and weak as he may be, and his forenoo1ns•, when fifty babies were examined and scored, the·
God whose holiness and glory no man has or can approach. score cards being presented 1to the mothers at the close of
The sublimities may awe and ..even threaten us; but the sim- the meetings. Doctor 0. H. Peterson of Lamoni conducted
plicities are inviting and benign.
these health confer,ences with the assistanc'e of Doctors HorThe text, "Give and it shall be given unto you" (Luke 6: 38), ner and Greer and attending nurses.
taken from the V1etry heart of the Master's 8ermon on the
Doctor F. E. 1Sampson of Creston gave a lecture with sHdes
Mount, is one of the transfigurations of the commonplace in on "Young li~e stock '1l!nd its conservation," in w;hich he made
which we may see and understand the foundational principle it :apparen't that more intelligent care is given the live stock
of the Christian truth. It is Luke's phrasing of what we call
of the~ barnyard than :to the precious live stock of the home.
the "Golden Rule."
Two Le!Ctures by Doctor W. A. McKeever, of the University
Whether we are concerned about 'the saving of the soul or
of Kansas, andi the conferences wfth him which followed were
securing the favor of God here and now, or in heaven by and ·
most helpful and inspking. Doctor McKeever is in chia.rge
by, or in the 11ealization of the kingdom of God as the great
of the child welfare work thmughout his State and is so well
and splendid task to which the Christian stands committedknow1n as writer, lecturer and practical w.orker in the child
this injunction of Christ makes it clear that the future of
training field that it is needless to say we felt highly favored
myself, my fellows and God rests upon my initia,tive. These
are all within my Peach, at my hand. God and the future in receiving his counsel. Doctor McKeever commended the
plan followed by our committee in the scoring of babies, in
wait for me and not I for them.
1that no prize was offered. In this way, he said, there were
Give! not get!
And it, whatever I give, that, shall be given unto me. If no hurl feelings, 'and · in:de1ed it should not be a matter of
you give suspicion, can you expect confidence? Giv·e sar- rivarly, but of help to all, 'erven to the weakest. He approved
casm, can you ex;pect good will? Give hate and get back love? also of the method of cQnducting our mothers' meetings, conCan God answer my prayer in terms of love, sympathy and cle:rning which he ha:d inquired. He thought it better for us
g·en,e:rous forgiveness if I am "willing" my activities with mer- to c~onfer together OV1e'r our own problems, our ownmembers
cena.ry, callous and self-centered intent? Nay, the very taking part in the programs rather than that w.e should
prayer which our Lord gave as the ex,ample insists, "For- bdng others in to address us frequently.
Large :and impressiy!e posters lined the lower hall of 1the
give me my debts as I forgiv,e my debtors," clearly shows my
claim upon God's ability to bless is measured by my willing- high school building and from these alone many :a lesson in
ness to do to, and for, others what l would have God do for health pres-ervation could be Iea,rned. They were secured,
me. The divine influence of grace is limitedl by the outflow some from the Child Welfare Bureau at Washington and
some from Des Moine!s.
of that which is mine to others.
Booths were fitted up in the kindergarten room where talks
So also in realizing the ideal of Chris,t-the kingdom ·of
Go-d; this is the result of socializing the i1nward grace,, power were givcen in regard to proper care and feeding of ·the baby,
·and love which must be the Chris,tian's own possession. So- 111nd de:mon,strations were made. Samples of foods, classified
ciety governs its.elf according to those principles which are for the differelllt ages w;etre on display and a pleasing array
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of comfortable clothing, loaned by the merchai!ltS of the town,
wa,s to be seen. Many helpful ideas were glieaned by observing mothers. !Wading matter covering 'a wide 11ange of subjeclts pertaining to baby welfar1e was furnished free to all.

himself and we eannot have the bes.t for a few children until
we haVJe the best for all.
CALLIE B. STEBBINS,

One of 1the most striking object lessons was a booth, divided
to represent two kitchens. In each was a table and an oil
stove -with two bunners, _a k!ettle over one burner 1and a.n
oven over the other. Over one Doom a card boDe the inscription "Mrs. Don't Care," while ~the other read "Mrs. Do Care.''
In on~ the oven door stood open and a· dish of moldy food
could be seen within. The kettle was black with smoke and
flour had been spilled on the stove and on the floor. A pa,i,r
of old shoes stood carelessly near the 'table. On a line across
the room soiled garmE:~nrts were hung, in company with doubtful looking dishcloth and tea rtowels. On the grimy table was
another dish of moldy food and a bottle of sour milk.
With what relief 'one turned to the other lditchen-with
no be,tter furniture, but it was tidy and clean. The stove and
its .oven and kettle were shining. The floor was cliean and
the tabl,e sportless. On the table, with a doily u.nde1r it stood
a small blooming plant. And where was the baby's milk?
In a small, homemade ice box. This was so simple that anyone could make it and I am sur,e you would all like to get the
idea. One box is set inside of another which is large enough
to allow two or three inches on all sides of the smaller box.
First ·fill 1the extra space in the bottom with sawdust. Set
in the smaller box andi fill in ,around the s,ides with the sawdust. Cover the smaHer box, then place the eover on the
outside box. A double cover· with sa;wdust between would be
better, or one could lay newspapelt"s over the inside cover.
lf one could not gelf the Slawdust, newspapers might be substituted for all the filling. In one end of the box set a square
pan for the :ice. Of cours1e this must he lifted out to drain
off the water as the ice melts. Thre1e cents worth of ice
lasted .during the three days of the baby program.
We are •e.sp.ecially grateful to the doctors and nurses who
so kindly dlonated thei,r services for the work of the week a,nd
•by whom the success of rthe undertaking was assured. Miss
Gela Cook in nurse's uniform presided at the food booth and.
assisrted throughout, eomjiiJ:l.g from Independence .for •this
purpose.
Her demonstration under the announeement
"Watch me wash and dress the baby" was a very t&king
f,eatu:De of the program. With her were associated Miss
Ethel KeHery, Miss Estella Roberts and Mrs. Amy Hall.
A baby parade on Saturday afternoon preeeded the elosing
session which· was devoted to story-telling. Miss,es Ethel
Banta and Zilpha M.onroe entertained the large audience .of
childrei!1 wi1th their mothers and friends with stories suited
first to little children and then to older ones.
Doctor McKeever says it is a good thing to lin:e up your
ehildren in a parade, look them ove:r, see what you ha'V'e, be
proud of them and more ready· ·than ever to work for their
highest good. In harmony wl1th this sentiment we had our
baby parade. Mothers and babies rode in autos with colors
flying-blue and white for baby week, mingLed with the natio1nal colors. Other cars were similarly decorated, one of
J;herm, in which the nurses :Dode, be1aring also the Red Cross
decoration. The Lamoni band headed the parade •and next
came the boy scouts. Following 1the habies was a large auto
truek packed with small children standing-a happy and inspiring sight.
Doetor McKeever's advice is good. Get all your children
in 1a parade. Stir the community spirit of appreciation of its
ehief asset and then go to work, eaeh and all, for the good of
your own -ehildren and everybody else's. No man liveth unto

Reunion Suggestions

Press Chairman.

1. If possible have a tent for the women's use wher'e all
your meetings may be held and whecre all will feel welcome
to rest and investig1a.te thEJ auxiliary .work. The workers
should relieve one another in having charge.
2. Hold two g1eneral meetings in the 11eunion meetkng place,
one at the beginning, to start th:e interest and one near the
close ,of the reunion to be· sure that all ea,rry away an enthusiiastic inte11est of our work.
3. Organize your Oriole girls at onc.e that they may he
ready to care for the small childre1n while the mothe·rs and
fathers hold their morning meetings; to assist in caring for
strangers, to do their share in keeping the camp in order,·
etc. Gi.v.e them some de,finiue part to do and see how wonderfully ithey respond and justify your confidence.
4. Organize your boys; give them a camp mother and camp
father who will see that their hands, hearts, and m~nds are
kept bus.yin a happy helpful way; fir1e buildexs, water earrier•s, messenger boys, ushers, etc.
5. Provide an leJa·riy morning pmyer meeting (with fasting)
for divine help during your reunion and do not fail to inter1est
the young women in this.
6. WhHe the priesthood hold their meetings the mothers
can hold me,etings fo.r discussion of the diffeDent phases of
home and ehurch work, ehildtren's imagination (what some
call l;Ving), the lifE) story, the necessity of ·teaching our small
boys the pure and sacred use of their bodies, adolescence, at
what ,age should 'a ehil.d d~cide its own questions of eonduct,
how to connect the young girl's irl'terests with those of her
mother, how understand the boy from fifte.en to twen,ty-two
years, how ·our childr(ln can be taught to tithe their money,
their time, 1and thei,r ability, and many other questions that
will readily come to mind. This can be the story hour for
the small chi1dven out undeiJ< some shady tree unde,r the care
of the Orioles·:
Hold a mee;tin,g every day. There are so many questions
for discussion you will not then have time to accomplish all
the sisters will desire. I have pap.eirs from the d'ifferrent departments of the Woman'S! Auxmary work that I will be glad
to send to you if you will but write me.
MRS. WILLIAM MADISON,

In Charge of Reunion Work for the Woman's Auxiliary.
INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI, 1313 V,an Horn Road.

Canadian Interest in "Our Boys"
I am glad that the ehurch authoriti,ers starrued something
definite in the boy mov~ment. My earnest prayer is that wis~
dom and understanding may be giv~n the eommittee, with
lo1ts of "stick-to-it-i,w~nes,s," ,a,s well, until the deSiired €llld
shall have been accomplished. I have looked up some of the bylaws and !ruie•s governing some of the associations in this
town, including the "Boy Scouts of Oarnarda," and the "Life
IS.aving Scouts" of the !Salvation Army. I thi1n k the latter
has-a very good sert of .rules. They have, of eourse, rthe rmilita;ry a.speet, which appears in. everything e-onnected with
their work, but I think the military plan is a good foundation
upon which to build an organization for boys. Of course we
must avoid too much miHuarism, so as not to ererate a desire
forr war or bloodshed, but we should! have enough for diseipline.
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I feel incomP.etent to outline what we 1need in dealing with
!boys; they have such varied dispositions, lik:e1s, dislikes, tempenaments, and environments, but I am keenly inte,rested, and
if anything is decided' upo,n befor:e October 1, I should like to
have it to give to our district convention of that date. Wishing yougreat.success and enlightenment in your work. OWEN. SOUND, ONTARIO.
R. J. WILCOX.

At the Convention
SUPERINTENDENT OF CHILD WELFARE DEPARTMENT

Thnmghout the year I have had about twenty inquiries
from all over the United 1Smtes as, to chi1d welfare work;
have answe11ed them all, giving aH the help and instruction·
possible.
Have written in all about one hundrted letters about the
work.
Have writte)n articles flor publica1t,ion on the following
themes:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
· 7.
8.
9.

The church and the state! together for the home.
The power of the mother in the home.·
.
Med!cal inspection in the school.
Prepa,ring the schooldunch;
My message as child welfiare superintendent.
Building the home library.
The art of making home attractive.
The value of the story to the child.
Parent-teacher associations.

Contributed 1articles on, child welfare outline, which was
sent to each reunion to be read at our Woma,n's Auxilia:ry
program.
Have prepared a lette,r on same subj:ect to be sent ·out ~to
all locals and districts of the Woman's Auxiliary throughout
the wo:dd.
I have introduced the work in Greater Kansas City of
twelve bmnches, Holden, Missouri, and Independence, Missouri. Hav1e met wi1th ther general executive committee elev,en
or twelve times. Have worked on committee for arrangement
of General Conferenoe program.
By invitation of our general president, SiS'ter F. M. Smith,
have giv;en two talks on the following subjects, "Child welf!ar1e
work," and "Woman's build~ng," at :the monthly meetings
presided over by the general officers of auxiliia,ry at Indepe!lldence, Missouri. Also filled !appointment rat Holden conrference,
talking child welfare1 work, and special work :to Oriole girls.
Have organized two child welf,are circles, and had two othe,rs
reported to me as organized.
R1eports show interest awakening along lines of home and
of child welfa:re work. Besides :the work as child welfare
superintendent, have acted as pr,esident of the Woman's
Auxiliary in the new Ka:risas :City Stake, in which a great
deal of work has been do1ne, and a splendid inte,rest roused.
In closing I ·wish to recommend to the Convention that the
chHrd welfare,dejpartment be united with the home department
and so re1ease me from offiee, .as I am finding it difficult to
c1arry ,on so many lines of work and do them wen.
Praying that the Spirit of peace and unity inay be with you
in your co1nvention, I am your coworlmt,
LULA M. SANDY.
Our wheat harvest is far below normal. If each person
weekly saves o,ne pound of wheat flour that means 150 000000, more bushels of wheat for the allies to mix. in their
bread. This will help them to save democracy.
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LETTER DEPARTMENT
The Christmas Offering---Roll of Honor
Dear Coworkers: "Rally day" and "nest egg" Sunday have
pass•e:d, and the results that were obtained by thos:e1 schools
reporting a11e most interesting and encouraging indeed. We
a.11e very thankful for your cooperation, fo:r the splendid manner in which you have conducted your eampaign, that we have
not word's to express our feelings. We feel that God has indeed
worked with those who have shown a willingness anda desire
to help in this splendid cause. We 1take this means of expressing our g:mtitude and appreciation for your cooperation
and we most sincerely pray that God in his infinite wisdom
will continue to guide and direct us in this work, for we know
if he is with us tha:t we will succeed f·ar more th~n we can
possibly exp:eret without his directing hand.
Now that you have a "nest egg" we hope that you will
continue to place more eggs in the nest and that you will he
able to more than double it before the close of the year. Let
us not discontinue our efforts for a single moment, but keep
consbantly at work in our efforts to clear the church of debt.
There is much to do, so let us "be up and doing."
Watch these columns for notices ai!ld suggestions and please
follow the following sugge1stion in prayerful spirit: Will each
of the schools who are being successful in your ·efforts please
write to all the other loc1als ~n your district, telling them of
your off,ering endeavors and ask the coop,eration of the other
S'chools in this movement? Please do this, for we feel it wiU
do a very great 1amount of good. Do not stop with your own
.
effort but :try to enthuse other schools.
1Sincerely yours for a greater offiering.
A. w. SMITH.
Sai,nt LOUIS, MISSOURI, 2903 Sulli~an Avenue.
"Our offering on July 1 l'eached $74.14, a IittJ.e, over three
time!s the amount for 1916. All are trying for the $2 each,
if :we reach it, our offering will mo11e than double the amount
we now haV'el. We made a calendar like :the fac,e of a clock,
with one hand pointing to the 1916 offering and the other to
the one for this J71e1ar.-J. A. McGinnis, superin1tendent, Chetek, Wisco,nsin."
Scammon, Kansas, has over four times the amount of last
year-$53.67. The school has two lots planted to navy beans,
the p11oceeds to go to the school· offering. All help. Some of
the children are picking and destroying potato bugs. Some
of the young ladies are selling part of their crochet work,
while others are selling so~r milk. It is expected $100 will
be :raised.
·
At Loxley, Alabama, they have an enrollment of 27, 12 of
these in the home department. Lrast year they gave 60 cents
but have now raised $2.47. They hope to add to this.
Lamar, Colorado, is the address of the super~ntendent of
the Wiley school. They had on July 1 $7.53 more than last
year---fa total of $62.53. They ar:e working hard.
From Honeywood, Onta,rio, we have a 11eport of their selling
ice cream on Saturday 'evenings, which has increased their
offering more than they had dared hope.
·
The school at Philadelphia First Branch have exceeded last
year's .offiering by a comfortable margin and very ene,rgetically set their goa,l at $500. They now have $70.
Fort 1Scott, Kansas, increased from $15 l1ast yerar to $30
now. Two dollars each, more if possible, they say. Some
i1ndividual offerings haV'e not heen turned in.
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Inman, Nebraska; 1916-'-$6.25. This y1ear, to rally day$22.95.
Thurman, Iowa, gave $8.12 last y;ear. Now~ they have
$70.22.
•
Perry, Iowa, has more thian doubled their offering of last
year. .Jn fac-t they intend to send in four times as much.
Bemidji, Minnesota, has six times as much as last year and
intend to make it $100. They have an enrollment of 34.
P1easant Hope school at Maitland, Missouri: 1916-$13
collected to date-$54.18.
Rich Hill, Missouri: 1916-$11.35. They hav1e turned into
the Bishop's hand already $48.65.
Long Beach, GaJifornia, has sent in more than doubLe that
o>f last year.
Stockton, California, re,port $14.94, compared to $14.54 of
last year.
Mondamin, Iowa, reports mor1e than four times last year's
offering. They ask if it is better to send it in now or wait.
We would say thiat the bishopric will be glad to receive it and
issue a receipt; the,y can make good use of it. Be careful to
state each time the school irt is from. Send in Oinly considerable amounts to sav:e bookkeeping. Many ·are banking the
funds, getting interest. Put all together and you can usually
get at least 'three per cent.
Bay Minette, Alabama, has almost doubled last year's of~
fering.
B:t~ockton, Massaschusett;s, bias $45.50 now and sent in $36
last yea,r. ·With an enmllment of 65 including the home department, they are trying to raise $130.
Valley, Idaho, school: 1916-$8; now-$50.
Niagara Falls, Ontario, have now $30.50; last year it was
.$17.70.
Pontiac, Michigan., says: "Theis is our first attempt to
ga,ther Christmas offering; our school is very young and
small," but they send $26 to the P11esiding Bishopric.
Vinal Haven, Maine: 1916-$5, now have $15.
Denver, Colorado: 1916'-$35.70, now have $72.50.
W~nnipeg, Manitoba: 1916-$26.30, now have $72.02.
Seattle, Washington: 191>6-$40, now have $90.
The Zion Star Sunday school tells us we: have quite an error concerning 1the amount their school raised. We don't
know how it happened, but we printed it as $34 when it
should have r:ead $134. The exact amount now is $134.57,
compared with $105 last year. Glad to hear it.
Carson, Iowa, and a 1numbe11 of others, say that they are
working hard on the offering and have considerable raised,
but since many are wo.rking on farms and gardens, it will
mean that the most of the ofiiering will he turned in next
fall. Carson folks say they have $1.64 per capita now, which
is excellent.

Tulsa, Oklahoma
Eider Joseph Arber began a series of me:etings at the
Hickory Coal Mines, three and one half miles f11om here, two
weeks ago, with spiendid inbe1rest, resulting in four baptisms,
and others near. One other would have been baptized if
sickness had not interfered.
The city papers gave our brother very favol'able uotice of
~t:he services..
Sunday he was with the Saints of Tulsa, and
preached twic,e for us. At the morning service Brethren
,Jcames, Arbe1r and Etheridge sang a lovely trio.
Sister Belle James and daught1e1r Pauline are in Chicago
to remain for the summer. Sister Pauline will sp.end the
next two months stud'y~ng with Oscar cS'aeng1er, the celebrated

voice tutor of Ne-.v York. Their will~ng and efficient services
are gr1 atly m.·s~v!.
Brethren 0. L. J,ames, A. L. Rudd and Sister Fry have
been appointed a committee to raise money to enlarge the
church.
The city of Tulsa held their fourth of July celebration at
Ow'en's Park, but the Saints met at Central i-''lrk and spent
the day together. This park is an, ideal place because of the
shade and the amus,ements for the children. We were fortunate in ha.ving Brother Joseph Arber with us, and his presence was greatly appreciated by the Saitnts. In the afternoon
he gave 'a splendid talk.
Company C, First Oklahoma, came from Fort Sill to spend
th€1 Fourth. Among them was· Sergeant W. E. Ert,er, who
before going into his countryJs service was an a!Ctive membe,r
of our Sunday school. All were much pleased to see him.
CARA BAILEY BRAND.

General Food Rules
Buy less, serV"e smalle:r portions.
Preach the "Gospel of the Clean Plate."
Don't eat a fourth meal.
Don't limit the plain food of grow~ng children.
Wa.tch out for the wastes in the community.
Full garbage pails in America mean empty .dinner pails in
America and Europe.
>If the more fortunate of our people will avoid waste and
eat no more than they need, the high cost of living problem of
the 1ess fortunat~e will be solved.-Herbert Hoover.

A Surrender to God
Noting the request that the Saints give their exp·e'rience·s
in becoming associated with the church, I felt inclined to
write of mi1ne, and feel it so strongly I believe· it, a duty.
I went to Boone, Iowa, last August, more from a spirit of
curiosity to know what the doctrine of ;the church really is,
and what was the inte'r'est for so many of its members, for I
had seen ~enough of its effect to know there seemed to be some,
great power which held and guided its followers. I felt the
sinoerity and earnestness of every meeting influencing me.,
and a•t last a doctri1n al sermon by J. A. GiHen took away all
doubt of anything but that which l'epresented the gospel in
its fullness and power. Still I could not yield. I thought
of what my family and friends would say and feel at such a
step as my uniting with this work, but the Spirit gave me no
rest.
At two o'clock one night I wandered away from the tent
into the woods and p.rayed for God to show me what I should
do-still the way was tnot clear--something seemed to force
me back.
The next night I lay in my tent alone. !_had been awake
hours in tears and anguish. Thle .reunion had closed that
night; tents were to be taken down and. removed on the
morrow. Could it be I should leave and not acknow1edge my
faith ~n the work? Suddenly it seemed a cross came before'
my eyes on which hung our ~crudfied Savior, and the words
came to me: "Christ is not dead but risen." I felt it was
meant for me. "But," I argued, "you are already a member
of a church, and think what will be said if'you take this step,
e·ven though it seems so much more potent than your past
experietnce." But immedi,ate1ly came WiQirds: ''Blessed art thou
when men shall r'evile you and curse you," .etc.
With :that I cried out: "Oh, God, l surrender. Give me
thy blessing," 'and it came with such a flood it se,eme.d the
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whole tent glowed with it, and I could hardly wait for the
morning, when I was 'baptized. My prayer is _that I may
never "lose the vision."
CHARLOTTE DRYDEN.
AMES, IowA.
COLONY, KANSAS, July 1, 19,17.

Editors Herald: It is very warm and dry in Kansas. "No
rain for thre:e weeks.
I am writing you conce11ning some church literrature. I
was gl'eatly surprised when, 1one of my neighbors, a Catholic
lady, called me and asked for some of our literature, as they
wished e¥ery denomination to be represented in their public
library in 'Colony. I had previously handed her some Ensigns to l'ead. There were some Utah elders passing through
here and stayed overnight with them. They had their Book
,of Mormon with them and said some th~ngs about our book,
which I thought they mis1represented; so gave her the Ernsigns to read. I w:as sure they could explain it better than I.
There are f;rom two to •fi¥e churches in ev,ery little town
of from one hundred and twenty-five to five hundred and
thirty inhabitants. They are still gre,atly in need of hearing
the word of God preached. One lady told me she had :never
heard ,of the Latter Day Saints. I often think how much
good might be done if some of our elders could come and
preach for these poor people/here. I had Oinly a few Ensigns
'and Ay,tumn Leaves to present to the library.
If there is other literature that would be better for them
to !'ead I would he gladl to know about it. I am looking forward to the time when the1re :may be a branch.. established
here,.as thes1e people are greatly in need of hearing the gospel"in all its fullness.
Your sister in the one faith,
MRS. ROSE A. WILEY.
THAMESVILLE, ONTARIO, July 2, 1917.

Editors He1rald: As I love to 11e1ad the HERALD and am
sending for some books, I thought I would write a few liners
to Ie:t the Sai1n ts know I am still in the gosp.el and trying to
do my duty. We find that when we do our duty the Lord is
sure to bless us. ' ·We 1also note that almost every time the
Lord speaks to his people nowdays he admonishes the young
to perform the work that is bef,o.re us. He tens us to study,
,and at many times speaks to~diff,ecrent ones, telling them of
the work that is before them. 'Sometimes it mak·es us 'feel
if we were too weak to do the work the Lovd expects us
to perform.
I wish I could say something that would bring God's Holy
Spirit to the ones that may read this. I lo¥e to bear my
testimony to the truthfulness of this work; it brings much
strength to me. -Many times in the past the Evil One has
tried to take away my life but the k~nd Father in he'aven has
spared it to me and I desire to do all that he would hav:e me
to.
It will surely he a joy when Christ comes and restores
peaee to the earth. Wha1t a grand phce will it be when the
angels and the prophets and all the martyrs for Christ are
there and we need think of sin no more. I hop;e we each
will be privileg,ed to reach that happy place. Pra,y for me.
Yours in Christ,
JOHN A. TAYLOR.

as

SAVE THE WHEAT.~One wheatless meal1a day. Use corn,
oatmeal, rye or ba,rley bread, and nonwheat br,eakfast foods.
Order bread 24 hours in advance so your baker will not bake
beyond his ,needs. Cut the loaf on the table and •only as re~
quir1ed. Use stale bread for cooking, toast, etc. Eat less
cake and pastry.

BEMIDJI, MINNESOTA, July 2, 1917.

Editors Herald: As we seldlom see anything in your valuable pages from Minnesota, thought a line regarding our
reunion just closed would not be amiss. The reunion convened at Frazee, Friday June 15, with the~ largest attendance·
right from the start we have evrer had in this district.
Friday was convention day and excellent work was done.
Saturdary was dis,trict conference, all enjoying the good spirit
which prevailed. Those who did the pre,aching we11e J. A.
Gillen, W. M. ·Aylor, W. E. Shakespeare, Bi,rch Whit~ng,
Horace Darby and J. E. Wildermuth. The preaching was
of the highest order we have ev1er heard here. Never did
apostles stand forth with greater liberty in presenting the
gospel than did BDerthren Gillen a;nd Aylor.
Their preaching was different in its character. Brother
Aylor preached the doctrinal sermons, establishing his points,
clinching them, and then hammer1ng down the clinches until
it carried conviction to the souls of those who heard him.
And we would think surely there can he nothing more said
on that point; when Brother Gillen would come back at us
from a scientific. standpoint, (not the science falsely so called)
!but the genu~ne, coupled with the ,spirit of God, drawing out
the beauty and grandeur of the gospel; until as some expressed it, they seemed to be liif:ted right out of their seats.
The outside attendence was very good •and k;ept increasing
until the last night, June 24, there w:a.s two hundred outsiders present. :Six we1re baptized and ma1ny more were
convinced of the truthfulness of this great latter-day work.
We looked for them to follow soon. The Saints were built up
a;nd strengthened and the effect of the prayer services will
ible felt throughout the year.
The auxiliary work was from thl'e:e p. m. to five each day,
in charge of Sister Graham from North Dakota, and was
p11onounced the best ever held here. While all rejoiced and
felt they wer.e well rep1aid for the time spent I feel that we
can have a better reunion next ye1a,r if all will put their
shoulder to the wheel. It will be he,ld in the same place and
I find some even now are making plans to be there; will you?
D. A. WHITING.
STOCKTON, CALIFORNIA, July 5, 1917,,·

EditoTs Herald: Thl'ee years ago last March when I said
good-by to the Saints here 1at the vailroad sta.tion prior to
l:eaving for General Conference a 1n d the East, I little dreamed
of returning to Ga.Iifornia, much less of presiding over the
Stockton Branch again. But aga,in the unexpected got in
it, so work and business is being done 'at the oldi stand.
It seemed good to meet the former standbys and their
hearty welcome is appreciated. Some, however, have moved
to la;nds far distant and some have crossed the great divide.
Others, it is sad to say, have lost out a measure in church
work, rail of whom we miss.
We ne,ed, oh so much, two individiuals to come in ·our midst
and live and labor. A young woman, married or single, of
refined mind, quie't spirit, f~ll of earnest devotion and living
personality, adapt1ed and qualified to organize an "Oriole"
society, and mainta;i1n the Ie1adership ,o.f eight or ten girls
with a tendency churehward rather than from the church.
I think I speak advisedly upon this point, for it is possible
to dlervelop a disregard of the real and primary object and
intent of the church in providing the society. I say it is
possiblie to mak;e the society of the girls larger and more
important than the church itself in its appointments and
se1rvice; to educate them into a. sufficiency of fraternalism,
to the de1triment of church requirement, which works death
rather than life.
The Becond need and none the less important is that of a
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young man, simiHarly qualified for a similiar work among ic•e when our missionary, Brothe.r Holloway, spoke words of
about the same number of young men. These to work not comfort to us by the Spirit, and it was inde'ed a -time of rein opposition to each othe.r, but with a coordination, esp•ecially joicing •to those who w1ere the11e. We were told to prepare
adapted to the general social a.nd spiritual uplift of all the for a shaking up, after which the Lord would bless us greatly
young people.
and help us in our peculiar condition here, .for surely it 11e,.
Should the.re be either or both of such Saints, somewhere, quires all the patience a1nd unity we can produce to even hold
looking for an opportunity for such servic·e, I can tell them the banner waving, as a good many of our people, know who
there is 'a splendid opening for it right here in this busy have been here.
and wide-awake city of Stockton. I would be glad to hear
The writer surely feels thankful fo·r now having completed
from such. Surely here is a chance for a grand work. I say three years as a member ~n this church, and can truly say the
grand work, fo.r it is just as gr1e1at a work to make conv·er- _ Lord has blessed me with a portion of his Holy Spirit, so
sions and save people who are in the church as it is to save that I truly have enjoyed many of the peculiar blessings bethose who are out of it. It is just as important to keep longing to us ra.s a people. And my only desire is to do my
people from be~ng gathered out of the net by and by as it is li:ttle share while in this life, and do it in the right way.
to get them into it in the first place.
I would ,also like to state my appreciation of our church
This is not the season for storms in California, either rain, papers and I cannot see how the1 S:aints can possibly get along
hail, or snow. But California is becoming notorious for without them. I believe if we could get every member
doing unusual things along that line, right here in this city a
started to read them they might fee.l the nece,ssity of subfew days ago there was quite a heavy local shower. It d:d
scribing for them, at least some of them.
not cover much ground, in fact not over the si?d of one house.
Your brother,
The day was hot, there was no thunder nor lightning, not
SOREN S. HOLM.
even a. cloud to be seen, but the drops were large and heavy,
some of them me'asuring eight inche1s in. diameter. This
SYLVANIA, OHIO, July 10, 1917.
sounds like a little hyperbolic flexibility but the writer ought
Edito<rs Herald: Perhaps a line from this part of the Lord's
to know, for he carried them all home in his grip sack a.nd
V"tneyard would be of some interest to your many reader1s.
had to make mor'e than one trip.
So we a;re thanking the Lord and some of his p:eople for w.e have not seen anything from this part thr'ough the church
sunshine and showers. They are both to be app.reciated in papers as yet, although the work started here about two
an Eveiess paradise, i. e., bachelor parlors.
years ago. My family formed a part of the class of twentyH. J. DAVISON.
two members at Blisslfie;ld some seven years •ago. These members were brought into the church largely through the efforts
of Elder S. W. L. Scott. In 1911 seventeen of these Slaints
PAONIA, COLORADO, July 8, 1917.
moved away into va.rious parts of the country. My family
Editors Herald: It has beieiiJ. ove.r a year since I have
located in Mecos1u County, Michigan, with B11other and Siswritten anything for your pages. I indeed enjoy mad~ng the
ter Tong, and my sister and her husband, Brother and Sister
HERALD, :especially the Ie1tters •of other isolated Saints.
Fox. R,emaini1ng .in Mecos:ta County for four years, and
We have had until lately, only twelve that have attended
doing what we could for this glorious latter-day work, .we
Sunday school, but now we ha'"e an increase of seven more,
seem to ha.ve been led by the hand of the Lord to this town
of which three are Latter Day Saints, and the husband an
in the edge of Ohio. The gospel had never been proclaimed
eLder. Brother and Sister DuBois and child11en with us are
here.
tryi1ng to work together that there might be more numbered
We op.ened our home for services and Br'ethren Ulrich, Lis~·
with us. How thankful w1e are tha1t Brother DuBois. has
ton, and Hetrick from Toledo p11eached for us. Soon afte;r,
helen sent to us to be our shepherd and leader.
my. husband, now Eld.er George Yeager, and Brother Ulrich
As superintendent of the Sunday school I have decided to
secured a hall in the· c~ntral part of town. The attendance
do all I can for the building up of the cause in this place and
was not so larg1e, but baptisms followed; and at pre'sent we
redemption of Zion. We have mane than doubled our last
number twelnty-four. We were 'Organized into the Sylvania
yea-r1's Christmas o.ffering.
Branch on September 20, 19•15, with nineteen members by
We had the pleasure of meeting our missionary again,
Elder U .. W. Greene. Eldei'r George Yeager was elected presiBrother Hidgon, and liste1n ing to some of those interesting
dent; Enos Ritter, teacher; Albert Reed, deacon. Have been
sermons he has to deliver wherever he goes. As my husband
occupying a rented hall, but a ki,nd-hearted nonmember do~
is not •a member of the Latte11 Day Saint Church I feel my
nated us a fine lot on which to e,rect a church building, sevweakne.ss and get discourag1ed sometimes when things are
eral tons of crushed stone, and twenty-fiv·e dollars in cash.
said to k~ep me from doing those things I know a11e right.
The •auxiliary is working earnestly. We anticipa.ta a church
Dea.r Saints, p:my for me that I may be giv~n strength to
in which to worship at ,no distant day. We certainly d1ersire
endure to the end and to bring my children up i,n the way
this town to hear the restored gospel, but prejudice seems to
they should go, and some day rejoice to see my husband in
have gone to s1eed helle. ·Yet we keep battling away. The
the true gospel which he fights so much against, is my prayer.
o11t'hodox element through the service of the Methodist EpiscoYour sister in the true faith,
paiians, secured a lady lectm'e'r to air the question of "MorMRS. ISTELLA .SCHONEMAN.
monism" here .a little while ago but by the privilege •of asking
questions the distinction between the Reorganized Church,
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH, July 9, 1917.
and-the Utah faction was partially <kawn, yet it was plain to
Editors Herald: It might not be amiss to send a few words be seen that she was careless., and was not ovedy a1nxious to
to our most '"aluable paper, the HERALD, from S'alt Lake City. make the diff,erence manifest.
I cannat call to mind eveir l;leeing a line from our branch here.
We are endeavoring to move forwal'd in line of duty with
Erve:n if we are not in :the habit of maki;ng noise, we are sti.U our Sunday school work and church services.- Our aid society
alive, and will say, not entirely forgotten by our heavenly is earnestly engaged, having ahout eighty dollars in its tDeasFather. This was proven to us at our last sacrament serv- ury. Brother S'. W. L. Scott has be·en pr.eaching for us he.re
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of late, making. the second series he has conducted for us. He
organized a choir :l<nd it moV'es onwa.rd nicely. We are all
y,orung in the work, and appDeciate the instruction in all
th~se services, and desire :t:o grow in the gospel cause of the
latter days. My family are all members of the church, and
my husband ha!) baptized a number of his people at this
place. We wish to see the work grow, ,and :ask interest in the
prayers of the :Saints. Trusting ·for the r.edemption of Zion.
Your sister in rthe gospel,
MRS. ALMA YEAGER.

' From Here and There
A sister who is losing her hea,ring desires the prayers of
the iSa.ints. Herr trouble is of yrears' standing.
The Port Huron ,Times-Herald recently ran a cut of' Elder
Otto Fetting, with the.announcement that he would preach
at the Saints' church on prophecy :and universal peace.
A few places aDe having to postpone their rreunions, but we
are glad rtherre aDEl many which can get tents and other·
·eq'hipmen't to hold the usual annual gathering. Lamoni had
to change the1r da:t:e to August 8 to 19 in order.to g1et tents,
but by SIO doing will ha,ve plenty for all a,t an advance of
about a dollar each. In the West .we 1note the prices are a ~:lout
as last year. The Deunion is an important feature of .our
social lif,e.
From Sister Horton we learn that there are to be sunrise
meetings o1n the Temple Lot at six o'clock a. m. each Sabbath.
These promise rto 'he delightfully spiritual gatherrings. One
w:as held on the mmming of July 14, under the leadership
of W. W. Smith and was full of life and interest. About one
hundred and fifty were in .attendancrei. The eight o'clock
p:rlayer meeting on Sunday .. mprnings at the church are set
apart for the yoUJng, y.et because rthe older members take so
much part there were Q~nly four little ones who took part in a
recent meeting. However, the rS'pirit was pre'sent and
the meeting characterized by many testimonies of God's
healings. The Sunday school attendance was nine hundred
and four. W. W. rSmirth as,sist1ed Elder Wheaton in the Temple Lot Services Sundray eV'ening, 'the 15th, the latter speaking
!Jill ,repentance. The attendancre a,t all the meetings was large.

MISCELLANEOUS DEPARTMENT
Conference Minutes
WHEELING.-Sp,ecial confeDence of the six counties composing the western end of the Pii:itsburgh District, including
the Stubenvill~, Ohio; Wheel:ing, Wellsburg, and Glen Easton,
West Virginia, bmnches was held at Wheeling District June
9 and 10 for the organizati,on of' the~ Wheeling District a,s pe'r
action of the last GeneraJ. Confe:rence. G. T. Griffiths iin
charge, as1sisked by J. E .. Bishop, pDesidetnt of the Pi1ttshurgh
District. All the branches were reprresented, also the1 majority of the branches in the other 'end of the dis.trict. The1
fol1owing officers wer.e elected: pmsident, 0. J. Tary; vice
pl1e'sidents, 0. L. Martin and William Riichards; secre,ilary,
Jasper N. Dobbs; trearSUDerr, L. A. Serig; member library
boa11d, Willard Allen; member gospel literature board,
John D. Carlisle; the following were chosen for J1ecommendation to the proper general offidals for appointment:
\bishop's agent, William R.ichards; chorister, John F. Ma,rtin;
historian, 0. J. Tary. A oomplete set of rules for the government of rthe new district as adopted and :a resoluthn passed,
asking membership in the Kirtland l1Emnion association. At
the request of Brother Griffiths, the 10th was observed with
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frasting and prayer 'for the neiW distric,ij and the sick. J ohin
F. Ma,rtin was ordained to rthe office of ·elder. Adjourned
to meet early next spring. Samuel A. Martin, secretary,
3526 Woods ·S:treet, WheeHng, West Virg~nia,.

'Convention Minutes
WHEELING.-Sunday school workers of the new Wheeling 1
District assemblred at WheeJing, West Virginia, on June 9,7.30 p. m. in charge ,of J. A. J:a,quesr, superintendent of the
Pittsburgh Dii,strict, foQ" the purpose of organizing the dis- .
trict association. The following officers were el>ected: 0. L.
Martin, superintendent: James S. Stock, assistant suprelr~n
tencJient: Hyrum Bishop, Sle.cretary-treasuDer; Jasper N
Dobbs, member library boa:r1d:; Mae B. Martin, home department superintendent; Mrsr. Lily Bishop, cradle roll sup,e:r::ntendent; WiHiam A. rSchoenian, member gosp.el literature
hoard; and the appointment of James S. Stock as normal
sup,erinte,ndent warS approved. A plan for raising funds for
the work of the distriCt officers was adopted. Adjourned to
mes."t :a,t the call of the superintendency. S:amuel A. Martin,
acting srecreta;ry.

Conference Notices
Central Nebraska with Clearwater Branch, August 25, and
26. Bend all reports to Mary Sodersten, Clearwater, Nebraska. W. M. Self, president.
At Clarksburg, West Virginia, SeptermheQ" 8 and 9. R. G.
Russell and J. F. Curtis are to be in arttendaiJ£e. All invitre:d.
Sunday school conven1tiorn 10n the 7th.
NoDtheastern Kansas, :at Fanning, Kansas, August 4 and
5. Members of the priesthood should remermber .requirements
of the district to report at each conference. William
Twombly, secretary; iSramuel Twombly, president.
'

Convention Notices
Northern Californ1a Sllinday school on Augusrt 23 at 10 a.
m., at Irvington, :at thie reunion. -·Mrs. L. Day, sec:r1etary.

THE REASONS WHY
You Should Go to Graceland
VII-EQUIPMENT
Thel'e was a time when Grraeeland's equipment was
not adequate for her needs. That time has pass,ed.
Little by little new equipment has been added
in the various departments until it is now ample for
evcery requi.rement. E.fflective labom.tory work may
be carried on in chemistry, physics, biology, etc.
A library of over 9,000 volumes offers abunda1n t
opportunity for supplementary study and research.
The fact that the laboratory equipment and the
library have met the rigid requirements of the examining boards from the universities of Iowa and
Missouri, should be sufficient evidence .of their completeness.
For more complete information and catalogue
address
·

THE PRESIDENT, GRACELAND · COLLEGE, LAMONI, lOWA

The above is the seventh of a series of reasons why you should attend Graceland College. They include. the questions of: Credit,
Teacher Training, Junior College, Spiritual
Environment, Low Expense, Special Departments, Equipment, Literary Work and
Faculty.
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Northern Oalifornia Religio, Irvington, in conn~ection wi,th
the reunion on August 22, at 10 a. m. Mrs. L. Day, secretary. /
Central Nebraska, Cl1e1arwater, August 2,4. Phebe Outhouse, secretary.

Reunion Notices
!Southern Illino:s, 11erunion has been called off qn. account
of the scarcity of tents, continued! drought and the high cost
of living. W. E>. P1:1esnell, secreta,ry.
ISoutliwe1stern 011e1gon, at DiJGo!Ilsl Grove,, My;rtle Point,
August 24 to September 2. Sunday school convention on
the 28th and conf,e'rence on the 29th. Would like to see every
member in the district present. Expect J; W. Rushton, M.
H. Cook, Roy F. Slye aud otbJe,rs of the missionary force.
R. Maudie McCracken, district secretary.
Nauvoo, IUi,nois, at Montrose, Iowa, just opposite Nauvoo,
August 24 to ·S:ep:t:embe,r 2. Tents, 10 by 12, 3-foot wall,
$3.50; 10 by 14, 6-foot wall, $5. Camp furllli,ture at regular
priee. Meals served on grounds 1at dining hall. Auxiliary
work and recreati01n will be provided. Order tents early;
cash accompanying order. Charles J.,, :Smith, 210 North
Graves 'Street, Ottumwa, Iowa.
Quite a number of our1 corre1sp:ondents 1ask us to insert
their notices under 1this head twic1e or until the reunion is
held. We do not have time to write to each one, but will
say he11e that it is out of the question to do this for all and
consequ:e1ntly cannot for a f1ew. In a few 'instances we haw;
allowed a no,tice to appear twice on the payment of a dollar
for not over one hund11ed word!s and fifty cents for any
fraction over that amount.
The !Southern Kansas District reunion advertised for
August 10 to 23, has been postponed one ~ear on aceount of
the d1:1orught and anxiety caused by the w:a,r dmft. Elder
andl Sister J. H. Amend, sr., will visit the branches and
missions in the district during the summer and frill, as cireumsta1nces permit, in the intetrests of the church and Sunday
school and R,eligio home class work. Mrs. J. H. Amend,
secretary, ·
·
Seattle :and British Columbia, in Bellingham, Wash~ngton,
August 3 to 11 on beautiful grounds with run1ning stream
suitable for baptism. Tents: 10 by 12 $2.50; 12 by 14, $3.
Each tent furnished w~ith new spring and matt11ess. Able
exponents of the gospel :are expected, to be present. Auxiliary work will be represented. We have just traveled over
the COl.Jintry adjacent and found an anxious de1si11e with the
iSaints to attend. Those w,i1shi1ng tents please notify G. R.
Brundag,e, 1252 Elk rStrlelet, Bellingham, wt •OnCIEl. Confer(ence and conventions as per notice. S!acrifice a little in
temporal and receive abundantly in spiiritual. J. M. Terry,
chairman committee.
First reunion of Hol.dJen Stake, Holden, Missouri,· Au'gust
10 to 20, is an assu11edi success:. Tents 8 by_lO, $2.75; 10 by
12, $3.50; 12 by 14 $4.50. Gots 60 cents 'each. Please write
the undersigned at 'Holde;n, Missouri as to your wanrts. Se!Ild
remittance with order if possiblie. A lrimited number of cots
and double coil bed springs will be rented for 10 cents a
n;ight. Bring J'IOUr beddi:ng, including bed ticks; s1tl:1aw for
hedding free. The .r1eunrion will be1 held on the be1autiful
acadlemy grounds (eight blocks from depots) purchased by
the stake for a home for ,the! aged. A number of the rooms
in this large building will be r~nted during the meeting for
15 Cleiilts to 25 cents a night. Fre1e transportation .to and
from camp grounds, including haggage. Free pasture for
horrses. Good water, meals ra1t cost. Oome. C. J. Hunt,
Holden, Missouri.

New Cradle Roll Certificate
The Stepping Stones for July 17 contains a reproduction
of the new cradlie roll certifica,tes, illus1trated with some
pictures of childr:en of our church members. Seie if ~ou
recogni:lle any of them. They cost five cents each and should
be issued to each member of the cradle roll. Order of this,
office.

Married
CHASE-WALKER.-Two happy hearts were made to beat
as one on July 14 w!J.en Doctor Charles ,s. Chase of Laurel;

Monbana, son of our well-known Brother A. M. Chase, a,nd
Miss Lillian M. Walker, daughter of Georg1e1 W. and Lillian
WaJker of. BiHings:, Montana, w:e11:1e quietly united in the
holy bonds of matrimony at the parsonag1e of the, Saints'
church in Bozeman Montana. Elder W. J. Brewer officiJat~ng. The bride and groom wer1e accompanied on their trip
to Bozeman by Sister S'. A. Burgess, sister of the groom. The
happy coupl:e will live wt Laune'l, Montana.
THRAUS-SPAULDING.-On July 8, 1917, John A. Stowell performed the ceremony whi:ch united inr marriage Eimer H.
Thraus and Miss Adaline 1Spaulding, bo:th of Nashua, Mont:hra. The bride ii,s 1a daughter of Brother and Sister C. J.
Spaulding, of Dunseith, North Dakota, ,and a niecre of Brother
1Slowell. They autoed to Nashua, where they ar1e employed
and will make thwt their future home. Friends and relatives
wish them a happy life's journey.

Addresses
Arthur Allen, 289 East Tompkins St11eet, Columbus, Ohio.

Our Departed Ones
PATTERSON.~Chra·.rles, the tw.enty-month~old son of Brown
:and: MoUie Patllelrson, died April 21, 1917, at Commerce,
Oklahoma. Father, motl:er, one birothe.r and 2 sisters left
to mourn.

TRACY.-Jacob F. Tracy was born August 14, 1889, ca,t
Drain, Or'egon. Bapti21ed ISepiJe\mbler 15, 1897, by Elder
Joseph Luff. Ordained priest, March 12, 1917, at S:alt Lake
Oi:ty, by J. W; Rushton. Died at Salt Lake Oity, May 21,
1917. Leaves to mourn a widowed mother, 5 sisters, 2
brothers. He was a noble worke'r.
DuNCAN.-Frank Duncan was born ~n New York, moved
1Jo 'Michigan when quite young and from there to Topeka:,
Kansas and thelll. to Clarinda, Iowa.. Herr!e he married Lottie
Chan€1y, June 5, 1875. · Four years ago removed to Fo11t
Collins, Colorado. Baptizedi September 22, 1911, by W. E.
H:vden. Died June 25, 1917. Loved by all.
McDoNALD.-Alexander McDonald wa,s born June 22, 1889,
at Bothwell O;ntario. Married Siste'r Margar.ert Carpenter,
January 17; 1910; bapt,ized in 1912 by John Shields; dlield
June 24, 1917 at ·Wallaceburg, Ontario. .Leaves wi.fe, 2 small
children and other re>}a,tives. Death caused by tuberculosis:
!Services by Samuetl Brown in W alla~eburg .church.
AMES.---'-George W. Ames was born in Hancock County,
Maine, Ju1ne 30, 1838; baptized in 1883, at Fall River,
!Massachusetts. In the same year was orda~ned a deacon, a
teacher in 1886, and a priest in 1905. Died at Brockton,
Massachusetts, July 1, 1917. His aged wife and several
childr~n survive. Fune1ral service in charge of 0. R. Miller,
who preached the sermon. The G. A. R. officiated, also:
BLOOD.-James Monr~o~e Blood was born Augus,t 17, 1829,
at Oswell, Addison County, Vermont. He was baptized June
30, 1889, by G. E. M~Conley, continu~ng ~aithful to the end.
'Served in the army· during the Civil War •in Company A,
First Wisconsin Cavalry. Died June 25, 1917, at the Saints'
Home, Lamoni, Iowa. Funeral from Brick Church, sermon
by J.ohn 'Smith, assisted by J. S. Roth.
S:ANDIDGE.-Son of, Madison P. and Car1oline Sandage ~as
born July 5, 1888, at Boz:ellll.an, Montana. Baptized when
nine years of 'age by W. D. Kelley. In ·April, 1917, enHs'ted
in Comp~ny I, Second Montana Infantry, and met his death
)by accidental drowning on July 1, near Eureka, Montana.
Leaves a mother, 4 brothers, 2 ststers,, ~nd many f'riends. He
was reported a,s an ex~ellllplary soldier. Funera,l services at
Glas>gow, Montana, July 15 in the Baptist c:hrurch, in cha.rge
of James C. Pa.ge, assisted by Reverend Britten.
.WALTENBAUGH.-Elizabeth M. Waltenbaugh (lllee Williams)
was born Janu:a,ry 18, 1878, at Coalville, Iowa,. Died May 7,
1917, at Taylorville, Illinois,, afte·r 'a lingering illness. Baptized July 12, 1891, at Kebb, Iowa, by J. C. Crabb. Marl'lieid
David F. Waltenbaugh, September 22, 1896. Five children
werlei born to this unio;n, 2 having preceded her, in infancy;
2 daughte:rs and one son; husband, 2 half brothe,rs and others.
Died firm in the gospeL F'uneral sermon by P. R. Burton.
PEARSON.-Myrtle Evanelia Pearson was born October 2.7
1897, near Pipe1r Gtt:y,. Illinois. Blessed by J. H. Lake, whe:r:.
th11ee days old.:.' Bapti2led b.y her· father at Tigris, Missouri:,
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where most of her lif.e was spent, August 21, 1910. W:as
the first secr~eta:ry :of the Southern Missouri District Sunday
school associatiqn. Died of tuberculosis on June 13, 1917.
Loved by all and leaves a host of friends, with falther, mother,
and 2 brothers. S1e!J.'mon by Grant Burgin to a large congr,e'. gation.
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PHIPPs.-At Lamorl!i, Iowa, July 13, 1917, Sister Lyd~a r>.,
Phipps, aged 76 year~,, 7 m?n~hs and 17 days.. ShEi ~a;s born
in Ba,ters County, M1ssoun, m 1840. Marr1ed Wilham J.
Phipps, February 19, 1857. He survives her, as also does one1
daughter, Sister H. W. Loper of Lamoni, Iowa. 1Six other children died in theJir childhood. Brother and 'Sis1ter Phipps wer1e1
baptized in 1874 in Montgomery County, Iowa, by. J. ~· BaLdwin. Funeral sermon was preached by H. A. Stebbms, assisted by Roy M. Young.
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Child Labor .
Graceland College. Catalogue
Notes and Comments ORIGINAL ARTICLES:
More About Adam in Celestial Glory, by Maggie
Macgregor.
·
Faith 1and Origin of Churches-Part' 4, by J. F.
Min tun
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J,ohn W. Rushton at S'an Bernardino
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· Wilcox~Lula M. Sandy.
LETTER DEPARTMENT
A. W. Smith-Cara Bailey Brandi--Charlotte
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·
MISCELLANEOUS DEPARTMENT

Joseph Mather, Speda.li6t

in diseases of the eye, ear, nose, and
throat.
ELders and family on ministerial allowance, work done free of charge.
Cataracts removed.
Work done in Independence Sanitarium, Independence, Missouri.
IN THE SHELTER OF THE LITTLE BROWN
COTTAGE. The popular serial that ran in
Stepping St.ones during 1915, by the
editor, Estella Wight. The leading character is not a Latter Day 8aint at first,
but eventually becomes so, and in the
process a strong gospel story is told.
Several cha!'acters in the book are shown
laboring toward the truth, making this a
fine, readable missionary medium. Cloth,
THE F AlLURES OF CAMPBELLISM.-E. E.
Long is one of the most aggressive ministers in the church. He has a "punch"
proportionate to his physique, and. does
not hesitate to "apply" it. In this book
he attacks ,Alexander Campbell's theology and the workings out of the same,
with characteristic zest, but fairly withal.
Full of tense argument and virile reasoning. No. 196, paper ......................$.25
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POTTER.-Riebecca' Booth Potter, born NoV'ember 22, 1836,
Marriled Ghas. E. Potter Apvil 16, 1855; and to them were born
8 cnildren, 3 having passed over to rest beyond, 5 sons stillliv·
ing. Her husband died April14, 1907. Spent most of her lifq
in Decatur County, Iowa. Bap,tized April 30, 1863, by W. W.
Blair. D~ed at Saints' Home, Lamoni, Iowa, June 27, 1917
Funeral sermon by John Smi:th, intemnent in Rose Hill Cemetery.
STUDY.-Catherine Study was born May 31, 1870. Was
the youngest chfrld of Dav,id and Mary A. Study. Baptized
August 2,5, 1888, by Josep~ LuJ!. Married Henry Kemp, jr.,
D~cember 24, 1889. To th1s um~n foul'. daughters were born.
D1:e:4 July 12, 1~17, f;:-om 'anemia and tumor. Was always
a kmd and lov](ng Wlfle aJ!!d mother. Funeral services in
Saints' c~urch a:t Thurman, Iowa, many in attendance. Intennent m Thurman cemetery by W. E. Haden.

Tonsils and Adenoids completely :vemoved.

D~.
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be one of those who will help win the wa,r by tu11ning farmer and:
raising some'thing-to~eat to-sell-at-high-pric,e:s? Good! Then I
· hav·e a message for you! You can find no better pl'aoe to raise
grains, forage crops, cereals, sugar beets, potatoes, fruits, live
stock or poultry, than in the territory 'along the Burlington's
lines. You can homes.teadi a whole section of Government land ·
(640 1a,cves-th~nk of it) in Wyoming; or purchase improved land
in northeastern Colorado or southwestern Nebraska, where the
climate, transportatio;n and mark·ets are right, on mighty attmctive terms'-if you 1act before it is too late.
There's no time like the present, so let's get started today. Write
me about your plans and I'll give you the benefit of my experience. There is no charge for this--it's a part of Burlington S~r
vice. The comp·any pays me to help you fin~ what you want.

B. HOWARD, Immigration Agent
62 Q Building, Omaha, Neb.
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The Russian Soldiers Went Into Battle.
nly ne Gun o Every Five Men!
They fought bravely, but the honor is · theirs not their .
government's, ·which ··should have supplied
them, .... "'and failed!

What Of Our M·issionaries Who
·Without Weapons?

Fi~ht

We have a splendid force of missionaries, but they work under a
tremendous handicap. ·They have little money or literature and the
public press is practically dosed to them. The only publicity they
get is from neighbor to neighbor. Work as he will, a man's ~oice
will reach only so far; and his. strength is closely limited. It is' like.
soldiers fighting without weapons,~--heroic but disheartening~ ·Every
preacher's effort ought .to be supplemented by Printer's Ink. This is
the opportunity as well as the duty of the local saints. When a''ihis . .
sionary is coming to town, write the Herald or Ensign and they will
print you attractive posters. The cost will not be much, and if ·y6u
will display them, you will get great results. Have some bills printed
too, and distribute them all over your neighborhood. Just give J.IS the
facts and we will write them up so that they will pull. At the same time
order a good ~upply of tracts and have them on hand whe~ the meetings open. Let the preacher drive the wedge from the pulpit and then
you clinch it with your tracts. You say this is the·greatest workoneartk
·
Prove it!

Don't Begrudge Support to the 'Man who is Sacrificing Everything to
Fight Your Battles .
HELP HIM MAKE THE WORK COUNT
}
'

At Least Supply His Ammunition!
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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Entered ... IOeC<!nd-dass matter at Lamoni, towa, post Offi.,.,
"There abmll not "'"7 ,...,,. ame,.ll' :vou bmve save It
be one wife; ,.,.d co,.eubinem he oball have none."113ook of Mormon, Jacnb 2: 36.

u:lf ye continue in my word, then are ye my disciples
indeed; mnd ye ohall know the truth, and the truth shall'
make you free."-John 8: 31-32'
Holy
Scriptures

Book of
Mormon

Volume 64

Lamoni, Iowa, August 1, 1917

Doctrine
and Covenaals

Number 31
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WAR AS A TEST OF CHARACTER

sacrifice or payment of two or three dolla11s per member, in addition to the three or four dollars already
(S;Vnops~,s of the commencement address of Graceland Colpaid in for general church purposes. Y.et it drags
Iege, June 1, Wl7, by S:. A. Burgess.)
on; yea.r after year. We say we cannot pay this
The horrors of war do not need emphasis and debt; it is too much. We consider it a burden, yet
repetition. They are well known to all of us, in good we will pay our shar& without hesitancy of twenty
part at least. War is, barbarous. It is a reversion to seventy dollars per individual for war. This latto savagery and has been so in every case in the ter is as it should he, but why cannot this spirit of
history of the world; though it is a shock when we coope:ffition, of unity of purpose, of consecration and
see German culture, which is admired and honored devotion be applied after the Wla.r and now, in other
by all careful students, degenerated into kultur, fields than the field of blood?
which is a thing to be feared; if not despised.
It is proba:ble, if the question were put to vote
But the plea is made that war is an advanta,ge for to strike from our history aU record of the Civil·
the development of character. We all honor the War, scarcely a single affirmative vote would be
soldiers; we honor the man who steps forth to do his cast. We consider this part of our heritage to be
bit, over the one who shirks and remains at home. handed down to our children. The wars of recent
We honor the courage demonstrated by the man who years have made for democracy. The war of 1870
is willing to risk his life to defend his home, his fam- meant the establishment of the present French
ily and his country, and we inherently despise cow- Republic, although that was not considered during
ardice.
the actual fighting or tm;ms of peace. This present
WAR A COOPERATION
war ha:s meant already a recognition of women's
War means a unifying influence to a people. So rights ; it has meant a recognition of the status of
much is this so that nations .and governments have the laboring man; it has meant a spread of democbeen known to provoke a foreign war in order to racy in England and France; and it has meant tihe
prevent an insurrection at home. Seward is reported establishment of a democracy or republican form
to have so advised before the Civil War. It means of government in )Russia, and already are some
a community of interest, which means a bringing to rumors to he heard of a simHar tendency in Gerbear of all that the nation possesses and hopes for. many.
Though anger i~s individualis,tic, wav as national
War has been urged in the past as a means of
anger unites a people as one and makes for inter- developing and proving personal courage and moral
national cooperation.
fiber, tihe doing away with the soft virtues of civil
War taxes are the only ones that are always will- life by testing man through hardship and sacrifice
ingly paid. It is so now; the history of the world on the battle line. The necessity of a social coopershows that it has been so in all ages. A people will ative movement is made very apparent in war. It.
refuse to tax themselves four or five dollars apiece develops the hard virtues, not necessarily heartlessfor a community center, yet accept without murmur nes~s nor bloodthirstiness, but stl'ength of moral :fiber
an immediate tax of twenty dollars per individual as opposed to flabbiness of character.
for war purposes, and a secondary indebtedness or
THE MORAL SANCTION
tax of fifty dollars, even though they realize that it
War also has meant religious revival. It is so in
i,s but the beginning and not the end.
The debt of the church would require an extra this case, for no man can fight to his utmost unless
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he feels that/he is fighting for the right, to defend
his home and country, for the principles of truth,
and unless he feels, in a sense at least, that in his
hand is placed the sword of the Lord God Jehovah,
the God of battle, to uphold righteousness; he may
go through the motion, but there is not that final
push, that deep stamina that makes for victory unles's or until he feels that he is a part of a great
divine plan and is fighting for the sake of justice.
In ancient times it may have been different. Today the moral sanction is demanded. As William
James points out, the very horrors of war make its
fascination. So it is claimed that war is the strong
life in extremis. The poetries and histories of the
past are full of blood ; war redeems life from degeneration, it is said.
Steinmetz asserts that war "is an ordeal instituted
by God, to weigh the nations in its balance.... No
victory is possible save as the resultant of a totality
of virtues, ... fidelity, cohesiv.eness, tenacity, heroism
conscienae, education, inventiveness, economy,
wealth, physical health and vigor." Every moml and
intellectual point of superiority is cast in the balance
and counts in the final result.
~:While we do not agree fully with his assertion,
it nevertheless is true that we tend to admire the
·man who meets danger and meets his problems halfway, and treat with disgust the man who shrinks
from and avoids the test of life, avoid.s the hard
things and contents himself with satisfying physical desires. It is true that we have little use for
flabby mentality and flabby morals.
This war has probably shown more of tenacious
coumge and heroism than any other war. Part of
this is explained on the basis that m-:m are studied
for the work for which they are best fitted. Panics
are caused because one man, or perhaps a horse,
takes fright and runs; then another runs, and another, and another, until, without knowing why, a
whole mob is in retreat. By discovering and elim-"
inating the man who will run, panic possibilities
are greatly reduced, if not prevented.

broader in the middle. They have great lung capacity and so are erethic. They make splendid airmen,
cavalrymen, and generally do well on outpost duty.
They are not as easily led as the next dass, but. are
courageous and independent, as they soon gain
their second b11eath.
The third class is the athletic, with cubical shaped
head. They a're numerous, have large limb developmerit, and make excellent private soldiers. They
are the a,thletic type.
The fourth is the cerebral type, with the head
som:ewhat of the type of an inverted pear, larger at
the top. They are nervous and can work until they
'a11e all in. They will tire out everybody else, but
when once they go under they go all to pieces. They
need brain work, are :;;plendid on long marches and
for exigencies, and make good officers. This analysis has been carried even farther than i,g here indicated, to the end of adapting the man to the job.
EFFICIENCY

Another peculiar feature is that in times of peace
the military organization is the most peaceful of
our industries. lA man may come from the busy
turmoil of commercial life, but wh'en he steps on
the barracks grounds all is peaceful and quiet. The
men in the barmcks are not in danger of being ·
thrown out of ,employment because their services
are no longer needed, but they are trained for more
efficient service. Many of us live in the same houses
as were inhabited a hundred years ago, but a battleship or rifle of ten years ago is obsolete. Experts
are working on them and making needed improvements, and when they are cUscovered they are carried out, regardless of what instruments must be
carried to the scrap heap. Only a few of the largest
concerns attempt to carry such scientific departments, and very few indeed will scrap old machines
for new and more efficient, as readily a:s is done in
this department.
These we must concede as advantages. But why
should their use be confined to war and the military
departments-? Why should not this cooperative
principle be continued into civil life and somewhere
TYPES OF MAN
near a similar amount be expended for what will
It is .suggested that some of the basic lines of make better living conditions,? The €ivil War freed
division are founded upon the scientific analysis of those wlho were in a certain slavery, but. a like
the four types of man:.. First the digestive, who amount spent to free the children and women from
show a predominance in the abdominal section of excessive service in. mill and mine would have
the body, and a predominance in the lower third brought even a larger amount of freedom and
of the face. This type are slow, sure, intense lovers str.ength to the race.
of home. They are not strong on aggressive work,
SUBLIMATION
but they are mighty in defense, as they are most
tenacious against attack.
Now as a basic principle we discover that while
'Dhe second class is the somotological or respira- some treat man as if he were a machine, most scitory. They have a broad head in the region of the entific discussion divides his nature into, first,
nose and ears. Their head is shaped like a hexagon,. physico-chemical, which includes metaboHsm of all
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kinds, of nerye and somatic cells. It includes nourishment and it may also include the passing on of
the germ cell, since this is included in cell divis,ion.
This plane includes all life, even plant life. Second,
there are the motor functions or the motor plane,
which includes the animal creation. Third the
psychic functions which are peculiar to humani~y.
Now it has been discove1~ed that what is suppressed upon one plane is almost bound to appear
upon some other. There are many instincts which
arise and may be placed or function ordinarily on a
low plane, but if they are repressed they become
sublimated or forced upward to a higher plane.
Thus nutrition, one of the fundamental functions
of life, as life is impossible without it, may be
·abused into drunkenness and overeating. ~t may
thus appear as a purely physical element, mere vegeta~tion or worse, in a moral sense. Should it therefore be entirely suppressed because in some instances
it has led to crime? Or should it be rather controlled-utilized so far as is justifiable on its own
plane, restrained a;d sublimated for the rest, since
it may thus function on the psychic plane as hungerin:g and thirsting after righteousness?
In fact, we may.bejustified in adding a fourth and
spiritual plane and placing this highest function
thereon, though many scientists do not discriminate
and include all these higher manifestations under
psychic.
Again, there is that other' fundamental function
of affec1tion between man and woman. It has led to
stealing, to murder, to disease and many evils.
Therefor~ we find many men who have urged its
compiete suppression and who would present woman
as an unmitigated evil, an instrument of the Devil.
Is this justifiable, or should we not rather regulate,
restrain and direct that function, recognizing that
suppression on a lower plane, continence and selfcontrol mean sublimation into religion, art, poetry,
music and into the highest type of human affection
-love and affection in its purest and most ideal
form. Experience has shown that it may be so elevated.
On reflection, the just man then, as Aristotle explains, follows the natural rule of the golden mean
and denounces polygamy in every form and under
every name and title, whether within o:t;: without
the marrige relationship, and recognizes the function as one God-given, when rightly utilized and
sublimated.
So there is the question of money, the ·accumulation of property. This ihas led to violent crimes
against society in general and individuals in particular. So shall we then, as some urge, accumulate no property. but live and work to ga.in barely
sufficient for daily new?
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Should we take the vow of poverty and reduce
ourselves to that basis? Or should not this function rather be utilized and sublimated, so that we
accumulate wisely, .and use rightly for the benefit
of society as well as ourselves? Ilt is the selfish
abuse that should be condemned. Energy should be
exercised for the aecumulation of aU possible property, and then this property rightly used. This
raises the question of what is most wovth while and
what really profits a man.
ANGER SUBLIMATED

Likewise we ::ct!iscover iliat anger may be vio.lent and an attribute of nervous disease or even
insanity, causing the paranoiac to harbor secret
grievances of oppression and then suddenly burst··
out and kill the most convenient person at the moment of outbreak. In a national sense it shows itself. in the cruel forms of war. Yet anger is not
necessarily bad. We speak of godly anger, and the
wrath of the 1Most High. Jesus drove the money
changers from the temple.
The Bible speaks of the armor of righteousness,
the armor of light, and Timothy is advised to war a
good warfal'e. The sins of the Niooiaitans and all
i:qiquity a.re both hated. (Hebrews 1: 9; Revelation 2: 15.) But this cannot~ mean anger, hate or
wrath in any ordinary human sense.
Anger is a high expression of the will to live. It
is resistant to oppression, and sublimated, is directed
against wrong and injustice. Tlhere would be no
· justice had there been no anger, if all things were
''·pa1tiently endured.
It has been a ques.tion for discussion, if there are
any men not subject to anger. Some say there are.
But if there are any suoh, so phlegmatic thalt nothing
can stir them, we are assured that they can feel no
second breath, and none of the higher powers of man
can find in them expression.
Anger in its very term is erethic. It brings all
of his force and power, and seemingly more power
than a man has, to bear on the question before him.
Sublimatecl, it calls out the highest and best there
is in the man. We are told that when a weight of
stone has fa.Uen over a miner his companion has been
known, in erethism, to lift the sitone and permit him
to iescape, 1Jhough afterwards it was found that it
was all that two men could do to budge it.
Schopen:hauer declaJ;'eS that "energy is sublimated
anger." It is the moving power to action, causing
us to move out and meet the evils which confront us.
We have heard it stated in a semihumorous way
that a man is like a fine steel tool, he is no good unless he has a temper and he is no good if he loses it.
In the olden times warriors would break out in a
.berserker rage and at s.ight of an enemy force would
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throw away their arms and rush forth and take
their enemies in their bare hands and crush them.
That is a low crass instance. We have no appeal
to make for anger on such a plane, but we do believe
that this anger against autocracy, this an:ger against
wrong should be continued after this war to right
existent ~evils at home.
Some would offer as a vicariate for war the fight
a:gain:s.t poverty. But the difficulty rem:ains that
while many must labor without vacation day after
day and year.after year, a few are not required to do
anything, . but take an unmanly ease. lit has been
suggested that if every man were drafted and
required to labor in the fields, in the mills and in the
mines, to perform his regular duty for humanity,
the distaste would be removed and it could become
a ~eal vicariate and be as highly honored as the
draft of warfare. Then man would go forth to fight
against nature, against handicap, against the prob~
lems confronting him and his fellows.
POVERTY NOT A BLESSING

Some have urged that poverty is a blessing.
Others are almost ready to froth at the mouth at
the suggestion.. Poverty is a curse, and much strong
. language may be used by some against it.
The first man compares the poor boy who, fighting for :Dood, fighting against the evils of ·his surroundings, continues to fight until he fights his way
to the top and becomes a second Abraham Lincoln.
Against such a one is placed the millionaire's somwe will not call him a man~smoking, drinking, running a racing car around and doing other thingS'
that mean only the lowest kind of physical gr.atification. And so it is said that poverty has been a
blessing and riches a curse. But it isn't the hole that
he was in that is the blessing, though we sometimes
truly have our afflictions referred to as blessings in
disguise.
At the last General Conference President Frederick M. Smith cited a remark of Dean Wilcox of the
State University of Iowa that our church had been
persecuted so mudh that our young men had the
fighting attitude. Fighting against oppression they
fight their studies and so force their way to the top.
When this incentive is removed, it was said, they
will drop back into the common ranks, and do no
better. President Sm;ith urged that if this time
ever came that we fight indifference and continue to
tfight to maintain the right.
At the same conference Brother Dwyer offered
the suggestion that we· had been persecuted and so
were inclined to be oo.ckward, but that it was an evil,
that we did not sufficiently push forward our claims,
:stand out frankly for tihe right. Humility is a
splendid virtue, but we should stand forth for Christ

and for his gospel and defend that which we believe.
Tlhis p,resents the two sides of the problem. When
a difficulty confronfs us, how should we meet it?
One man goes out to fu:eet his trials and problems,
seeks for and enjoys the personal contact and
cla,sh. He loves to place his personality in opposition
to. that of others. If he has a problem to be solved,
he leaps forward to meet it. Every difficulty is but
an incentive. He .Jives upon that high erethic plane,
which is an energic form of anger in a way.
On the o<1Jher hand there are men, who shrink
:firom personal contact, Wiho will cross the street to
avoid the conflict of personality, who will retreat and
feel a :sense of shrinking from a great problem; who,
in other words, suffer from fear of life and its enviromnent and circumstance in a way that seems
to be an evil. Yet fear is n()t an unmitigated evil,
for fear represents the conservative side. Fear prote:ets us from rashly running into danger. It has
saved the race, and has led to .the development of
medicine, hygiene and sanitation.. The fear of nature
has led to t!he study of science. Fear is the basis
of rightful caution, ·of conservation, and of scholar,
ship.
Now poverty is not a good thing in itself. It is
an evil. Where there is one Abraham Lincoln there
are many men who meet that problem in fear and
shrink back. Persecution is also an evil. But a
greater evil is that namby-pambyism, that softness
of moral fiber, which has sometimes been compared
to a tub of butter in July. 1t will stand up against
nothing, but run at the first chance. No evil. is
good, but ·the overcoming of evil in purselves or in
the social nature is good.
We need, then, the hard virtues, which will stand
up to a problem and meet it halfway.. We need the
courage of continuity for our school problems, that
we shall move forward and stick it out until successful, and not sink back and let things slide. Therefore the need for a large part of organized school
work arises, to get us to our duty of preparation, as
many will notstudy, many will not continue serious
'reading, unless in some way compelled to do so.
We need trained specialists for civil life as well
as for. ch'urclht IW'Ork. i\1V eJ need fOOp!er!a;tion an·d
strength of purpose. We need consecration of all
our pow~ers and knowfedge to meet our civic problems.
Courage is needed for life, but it is demonstrated
by _the mother who goes down into the very valley and
trench of death for the one she loves. Courage is
exemplified by the nurse, and especially in the care
of contagious diseases. Courage and self-sacrifice
is shown by the young doctors who have permitted
themselves to be inoculated with the germs of yellow
fever or white plague in order that its progress may
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be studied. 1Many have died in the course of voluntary tests in order that others, men and women and
little chldren, may live.
There are many problems yet to be solved in medicine and surgery. iln sociology there are problems
of women's rights, of justice and proper training
for little children, that they shall not be compelled
or permitted to become stinted in growth in mill, in
factory, in mine or elsewhere.
·
FOR WHAT WILL YOU DIE?

Hegel suggested as the test of freedom or sla.very,
whether a man is willing to die for something or not.
And the more things he has for which he would die
the greater he is and the more free he is. With a
little thought we can see that this is so. The more
things there are that are greater to him than life itself, the more he has for which he will not only live,
but will stand, work, endure, and, if necessary, die,
the more fully does that man live. The worst of all
deaths is the fear of death. "The coward dies a
thousand deaths, the brave man dies but once."
How fundamental this is may be seen in one common event of life, though probably not one in a hundred realizes its significance. It has been made the·
subject of story and of jest, yet occrurs frequently
in ordinary life. A young man in love tells a ,girl
that he would die for her. If she tells him, "Please
don't die, I would sooner you would live for me," it
is well. But if· she says, "All right, go ahead and
die," then it is all wrong.
Howev;er, do not lose sight of the fad that he has
arisen to greater heights than ever before. Whether
his sacrifice becomes :real, whetl•er he has been appredated or not, he has1 found something that is
worth more to him than life itself, whether he recognizes that in the thought presented or not. So at
least, he is greater than ordinary, and is more truly
a m•an.
A few weeks ago a request was made for men who
were willing to die for their wives to stand up. One
· man afterwards suggested that he would like to
qua1ify it by, How many men will get up in the co.Jd
winter mornings and light the fire, put on the boiler,
get in the tubs, carry water and help with the washing on wash day? If it is a boy and other boys are
hanging around, it certainly would take a decided
degree of courage and would be of greater service
than dying.
OUR SPIRITUAL WAR

Some have suggested that our missionaries should
cO'me infrom the field and go to work on the farms.
Some of them would be glad of an opportunity, but
we should not permit it, for they are called for a
greater, a higher warfare. Not only is the Old
Testament full of physical warfare, but we find in
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many instances the New Testament uses the figurative language of conquest. As Saint Paul writes
Timothy, "I have fought a good fight, I have finished
:tny course." Again in the sixth chapter of Ephesians he gives us a splendid instance of our spiritual
life as a warfare. The Doctrine and Covenants
speaks of us as "the w~rriors of the Lord," and we
are told to be cheerful in our warfare, that we may
he joyous in our triumph. He should fight against
sin and injustice. After the war we shall need a
thousand men, if we have them, for the war-tormented people of Europe, to s:ay nothing of home
work, and they should be ready and trained.
War makes for religious revival. We should be
prepared to meet this need and opportunity, abroad
and at home. We shall need trained men, prepared
for that work, and we need these men now on the
batHe line of God for righteousness against iniquity.
We have no eulogy to offer for warfare, nor for
any other instinct on its lower or baser plane. War
is all that Sherman has called it. It seems an unmitigated evil. But we would urge that these instincts, hurtful when below, on the earthly plane,
may be, if we will, restrained on this lower plane,
and thus come up into the sunlight of God and bring
forth the rose and lily of virtue and of purity.
An:ger which is evil on the baser plane, may be sublima.ted against injustice and wrongdoing, especially·
wrong to others, against the evils that are in ourselv·es, ("greater is he who ruleth his own spirit than
he that taketh a city") against that which threatens
the life of society and of individuals, against autocracy everywhere, 1and 1stand strong on behalf of the
gospel of the Lord Jesus Christ and for the principles of righteousness, h'uman liberty and democracy.
CHRISTIANITY IS AFFIRMATIVE

We would present to you no new Christianity, but
would revivify the basic principles of the gospel of
the Lord Jesus Ghrist. Some may. reply that in the
Sermon on the Mount he said, "Resist not evil, yet
we find the very next clause to be "but overcome
evil with good." This shows the surrogate for which
we contend. This is also illustrated in Revelation
2: 11, 17, 26, 27; 3: 5, 12, 21. "To him that overcometh will I grant to sit with me in my throne,
even as I also overcame, and am set down with my
Father in his throne.''
He himself, because he hated iniquity, was thought
worthy to be called the Son of God. He himself, if
we read carefully his life, did not exemplify a passive nonresistance, so much as he typifies superresistance.
To use or not to use carnal weapons is alike to
place us, as it were, on a materialistic basis. !And
as he typifies in himself the highest moral freedom
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to die for humanity, so he typifies in the fullest ·"Boston Transcript" on Jewish Congress
sense that high spiritual resistanoe against wrong.
Much is being written concerning the Jews and
Our time now does not permit a full dis:cussion of the Holy Land throughout the press of late. Certhis theme. His superresistance might be illustrated tainly their rights as citizens in Europe and in the
in part by "International Conciliation," by Harold Holy Land are being given consideration as never
C. Goddard, which we cite in part:
before. Yet the people of that land are suffering
"Does anyone need to be told, for instance, that if greatly, and will appal'ently until the British Army
the United States really were the democracy, the ref- takes possession. The Boston Transcript of July 14
uge for the oppressed, the land of equal opportunity, gives an interesting item concerning a Jewish conwhich in popular cant it is supposed to be, and which gress to consider the Jewish needs and interHst in
in actual fact it feebly tries to be-does anyorie need the war and the subsequent peace. It also has much
to be told that such a United States could stand in to say concerning mysticism, as meaning the inner
absolute safety among the nations of the world, life Qf man, and the need of a deeper spiritual sense
utterly unarmed? Does anyone need to be told, among Christian workers.
either, that such a United States could be armed to The Conscientious Objector
the teeth quite without danger to herself or to her
"When the State compels men to military service,
neighbors?"
it raises the ancient religious question of fr.eedom of
Thus is conciliation placed deeper than a question
conscience. Churches who have furnished martyrs
of resistance or nonresistanee. Peace is placed along·
for this principle a1:1e under particular obligation to
with beauty and with happiness, :so that, "It is writsee that the conscientious objector is allowed such
ten that he only shall attain beauty who loves life
noncombatant service as does not violate his conmore than he loves art. It is written that he only
science. We, therefore, request the Administrative
shall obtain happiness who loves labor more than he
loves pleasure. It is written that that nation only Committee carefully to consider what pra.ctical steps
can be taken to secure this end."-The Federal Counshall gain peace that loves humanity more than it
cil of the Churches of Christ in America. Report
loves the absence of strife and bloodshed."
of Special Meeting, Washington, District of Colum-.
So to the class of 1917 we would deliver this mes- bia, May 7, 8, 9, 1917.
sage. Strive for the sturdy virtues, strive to direct
and sublimate your fundamental instincts. Poverty Comparative Cost of "Quarterlies"
is not good, yet it is better, if we fight our way out,
The superintendent of the General $unday School
than is mere physical ease. Our very trials and As·sociation, G. R. Wells, includes some pertinent inhardships may prove stepping-stones to better formation in a recent circular letter sent out to disthings. A surrender means lessened being and trict superintendents. From his letter we quote.
power, a conquest means greater energy and ac- We know that it is a s:ouroe of much annoyance to
complishment. The will to live is the great ames- find the prices on everything constantly rising, but
thesia of death and failure. Do not sit back and since it cannot be prevented, we must accept as cheerdrift, but move forward energetically to meet your fully as poss;iible. The paragraphs mentioned are:
problems. Cultivate a surrogate in erethic energy
It may interest you to re:ad comparisons in price between
against wrong, against injustice, against indiffer- our Gospel Quarterlies :and those •of one or two other denomience and strengthen that which makes for peace, nations. Taking one each of the five grades of the Baptist
graded le1ssons, they cost (for the five) for •one quarteT, thirtyfor righteousness and for justice.

NOTES AND COMMENTS
"Whence Camest Thou, Indian?"
Jos·eph Goode has handed us copy of the Tabor
(Iowa) Beacon, for July 12,1917, in which appears
an article under the above title. The article calls
attention to the offer of ten thousand Navaho Indians
to enlist, and similar offers from other "reservations." Reference is made to the evidence that they
came from Asia to this country long before the time
of Christ, and to their wonderful cities, the chief
stress is laid on the Book of Mormon story as a solution of the mystery of whence they came.

six cents; while our own come :at thirty-nine centS>--three
C•e:nts dearer. But they do not make any concession to the
yearly subscriber, 31nd here is where we beat them. Their
fiV1e grades for one year cost their people $1.44, while ours
ame furnished for $1.15. Most of our schools ·are finding it
more eeonomical to order by the year. Please call their
aUention to it.
The Presbyteria,ns publish only beg1inneT, primary, junior
and intermediate grades, which cost their schools (one each)
for a quarter, thirty-four and one half cents; for the year,
$1.38. The same grades of our quarterlies sell by the quarter
for-twenty-nine cents; by the year, eighty-five cents; which
is che,aper both wayS!, notwithstanding we are ·a small association. The larger the edition, the cheaper the cost of printing
per piece. We have only one Quarterly (Senior) printed
in fairly large edition; but the profits on that go to make1 up
for the smaller editions of other grades. On some of them
we do not make a· fair profit.
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FAITH AND ORIGIN OF CHURCHES---Part 5
BY J. F. MINT UN

THE ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH

The claims for the Roman Catholic Church by its
representatives are somewhat peculiar to itself. It
is claimed to be, 1. The sucoessor of the church
founded by Jesus Christ; 2. The only church which
advocates the true Christian religion, and that all
protestant churches are w:t~ong, having had their
origin too late in the his,tory of the world, and
through some one who apostatized from the truth
as they repres~nt it, and by so doing lost all authority
to represent God, or else by some one who has been
assoda:ted with one of these unauthorized churches,
and becoming satisfied that they did not correctly
represent the truth made a further protest and thus
originated a church of their own; and 3. The church
thart to-day represents all truif;h, while aH other
churches llepresent a belief which. consists mainly of
remnants of the Catholic faith, and that the protests
of the present time are made aga.inst that which has
no real existence, but is founded principally upon
"prejudioe, or misunderstanding."
It is advocated by this church that the religion of
Jesus Christ is an evolution, it growing out of the
previous religions advocated in the world previous
to his day by patriarchs and prophets, none of whom
advocated a perfect religion, but it wa,s left for J esu&,
Christ to introduce for rlJhe first time into the world
that form of religion which "satisfies the demands
of the intellect, as well as the needs of the soul."
Reverend George M. Seaile, a PauliSit, in his work
entitled, "Plain Facts for Fair Minds, from which
I shall quote quite extensively in this article, admits
that "there had to be some secrecy to our meetings
then [in the beginning] ; but now there is very little;
everyone is welcome to every l'eligious meeting of
the Catholics, except to that between priest and
penitent in the confessional." He advocated thart it
i·s a delusion to oonsider that "religion is a matter
of emotion or excitement" only, neither is it "simply
a set of mathemartical formulas," but tha,t "'the
emotion of true religion must r~st on a solid basis
of truth, fact and reason."
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ARTICLES..,]
1. That Jesus Christ has always a true church upon earih;
2. Thrut this church is always one, by th·e union of all her
members in one faith and communion;
3. That she is always pure and holy in her doctrine and
communion, a,nd consequently always free from pernicious
error;

Upon the question of what the church is, Jesuit
Gretser says, "When we speak of the church, we
mean the pope;" and from the Civilta, in an article
entitled, "The pope, the father of the. faithful," we
extract the following:
It is not enough for the p.eople only to know that the pope
is the head of the church and the bishops; they must 'also
undersrband that their own faith and Deligious life flow from
him; that lin him is the bond which unites Catholics to one
another, and the power which stDengthens a1nd the light
which guides them; that he is the dispenser of spiritual
gTaces, the giver of the henefits of religion, the upholder of
justice and the protector of the oppressed.-The Pope and
His Council, PP: 31, 32.

From other Catholic authorities we quote that
which seems to represent somewhat of an opposite
view, and we present this also that the reader will
have poss.ession of these differing views, as they
seem to be. Reverend George M. Searle says of the
cihurch:
Of course this great body, this parent stock of Chr1:stianity,
may have coDrupted or changed the faith which Christ gave
it in the heg~inning; may have introduced something false
or immoral, 10r at a,ny rate me~Deily human into that faith;
may have usurped powers which d!o not belong to it; may
have done something, in short, which it was .right to protest
against, and have ac1ted tin such a way that the only effectual
protest was to abandon. it, and start in a manner afresh.Plain Facts, p. 10.

The possibility of such a change being introduced
in the church as would make it necessary to "start
in a manner afresh is supported by a further admission that this same writer makes in this language, "the pope himself" confesses "fully as often
as, if not oftener than the average of the clergy."
And that "he chooses his confessor, as anyone else
would do," to whom his confessions are made, and
then concludes this subject by saying, "You see then
clearly that the pope himself ·does not believe that
he is sinless." (Ibid., p. 41.)
In another part of the work by Reverend Searle
I find this claim: "Catholics do believe the pope to be
able to make )infallible decisions wirth regard to
· THE TRUE FAITH UNCORRUPTED
morals a.s well as faith," and yet says, "we do not
J!n a work entitled, The Grounds of the Catholic hold that even at these times he is; properly speakDoctrine Contained in the Profession of Faith, pub- ing, inspired." (Ibid., pp. 42, 43.)
Somewhat in contrast with the idea of the infallilished by Pope Pius IV, p. u., this claim ~s made in
bility
of the pope in regard to "morals as well as
behalf of the Ronian Catholic
Church:
/
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fairth" is the statement made by this s'ame writer in
I'egard to the work of the Council of Tr'ent as follows:

finally rejected the doctrine of his predecessor as heretical,
and hostile to the Oathol:ic faith.-Ibid., p. 48.

The Council of Troot was called Qn account ·of the Protestant Reformation; ilt defined the dogmas of :Daith whieh were
impugned by the P;rotestants, and! ,effected various reforms
in the matter of church discipline; thei'e w;ere corruptions
and 'ervil practices which had crept in, and really needed
reformation.-Iblid., p. 187.

The profession or declar:ation of faith to be made
by converts to the Catholic Churdh when they are
received into it is:

This statement of fact places the council superior
to the pope, and in contradiction to what we have
quoted from the Civilta tlhat "the pope is the he,ad
of the church and the bishops," for here is the council of bishops called to reform some of the corruptions that popes had admitted to be practiced, and
thus undeniably admits that some of the popes and
the church with them had entered into some "corruptions and evil practices" which had to be corrected. Thi:s also presents to the reader that which
appears to be a conltradiction of the claim made that
the church continued as it was in the beginning "in
faith and morals" as well as in "its organization and
outward form," as claimed by this same writer in
another part of his work
The council of T:t'ent did not convene till, 15451563, and the Council of ~the Vatican which assembled December 8, 1869, was the first to declare
the infallibility of the pope. Up to that time the
question of the infallibility of the pope was a mooted
one among .the bishops, and the pope's themselves
were not agreed to it, as the following quotation from
tlhe pen of a Catholic writer will show:
Innocent I, and Gelasius I, the( former writing to the
Council of Milev.is, the latter in his 'epistle to the Bishops of
Picenum, dedared it to he so indispens1able for !infants to re·ceive communion that those who go without iJt go straight
to hell. (See S:. Aug. Opp. II, 640; and Concil, Coil. IV,
1178.) A thousand years later the Council .of Trent anathematized this doctrine.-The Pope and his Council, p. 42.
Popes and synodls decided in glaring contr adiction to one
another, now for,. now against, the validity of the ordinations [of Pope Formosus], and it was self-ev,ident that in
Rome all sure knowledge o,n the doctrine of ordination was
lost. A1t the end of his second work, Anxilius, speaking in
the name of those numerous priests and bishops whose ecclelsiastical status was called in question by ·the decisions
of Stephen VII, and 8ergius III, demanded the strict investigation of a General Cotljncil, as the only authority
capable of solving the complication introdluced by the Popes.
See Mabellion, Analecta (Paris, 1723), p. 39.-lbid., pp.
43, 44.
Stephen II [III] allow•ed ma.rriage with a slave girl to be
dissolved, 1and a new one contracted, whe11e:as all previous
. popes had pronounced such marriages 'indissoluble.-Ibid.,
p. 45.
NicoLas III and Clement V, in decl'etals, assig~ned, "the
prope11ty of Franciscans to the Roman Church, but John
XXII, :in a bull, dedared this ordinance of Nicholas III and
01ement V to be salutary, and of force.-Ibid., p. 47.
The 'Spir~tualis,ts in union with Louis of Bava.ria declared
the distinction between use 31nd possession impossible, neithe~r
service,able for the church nor for Christian perf•eetion, and
1

1

THE PROFESSION OF FAITH

I [the name is here given] having before my eyes. the holy
.gospels, which I touch with my hand, and knowing that no
one c31n 'be saved without that which the Holy Catholic
Apostolic Roman Church holds, believes and teaches, against
which I gr~eve that I have greatly erl'ed, inasmuch as I have
and! believed doctrines opposed to her teaching:
I now, with gri1ef and contrition for my p:ast errors·, prof,ess that I believe the Holy Catholic Apostolic Roman Church
to be the only :and true church established on earth by Jesus
Christ, to which I submdt myself with my whole heart. I
belileve all the articles that she proposes to my belief, and I
reject a,nd condemn, :all that she rejects and condemns, and
I am ready rto observe all that she commands me. And es·
pecially, I profess that I believe:
"One only God in three divine ,persons, distinct from, and
equal each othe'r-thiat is to say, the Father, the Son, 'and
the Holy Ghos1t;
"The Catholic doctrines of the incarnation, passion, death,
and resurrection of our Lord J es:us Christ; and the perso,nal
union of the two nature,s, the divine and the human; the
divine maternity of the most holy Mary; together with her
most spotless Virgintty.
"The true, real, and substantial presence of the body. and
blood together with the soul and divinity of our Lovd Jesus
Ghrist, in the most holy sacram~nt of the eucharist.
"The seV1e1n sacr·aments institute1d by J.esus Christ for
the salvation of mankind; that is to say, baptism, confirmation, echuarist, penance, extreme unction, order, matrimony;
"Purgatory, the resurrection of the dead, .everlasting life;
"The primacy, not only of honor, but 1also of jurisdicti01n,
of the Roman Pontiff, succ,essor of Saint Peter, prince of the
apostles, vicar of Jesus Christ;
"The veneration of the saints, and their imag1es;
"The authority of the 1apostolic and ecclesiastical tradit~ons, and of the Holy Shiptures, which we must interpret
1and understand only ~n the sensei which our holy mothe'r
the Catholic Church has held, and doe:s hold;
"And everything else that has been define:d, and declared ·
lby the sacred canons, and by the general councils, and par• ticularly by the holy Counoil of the Vatican, especially conCierning the primacy of the Roman pontiff, and his infallible
teaching ;author,ity;
"With a sincere heart, therefore, and with unfeigned faith,
I detest and abjure every error, heresy, and sect opposed to
the s1aid Holy Catholic and Apostolic Roman Church. So
help me God, and these his holy gospels, which I touch with·
my hand."
'

The profession of faith as published by Pope Pius
IV is:
I, ................ , with a firm faith, beJieve and profess all ~nd
e(Very one of those things 'which are continued in the c.reed
which the Holy Roman Church maketh us;e of; to-wit, I believe in one. God, the F:ather Almighty, maker of heaven·
and e~arth, of all things visihle .and invisible; and in one Lord
Jesus Christ, the only begotten Son of God, and born of the
Father before all ages; God of gnds; Lig:qt of light; true
God of true God; begotten, not made; consubstantial to the
Farther, by whom all things were made;. who for us men,
and for our salV'ation, came down from heaven, and was in-
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ca11nate by the· Holy Ghost of the Virgin Mary, and was
made man; was crucified also f•or us under Pontius Pilate;
he suffetred and was buried, and the third day he ros•e again
according to the scriptures; he ascended! into heaven; sits
at the right hand of the Father, and is to come again with
glory to judge the living and the dead; of whose kingdoms
there shall be no end; and in thel Holy Gho~t, the Lord and
Life-giver, who proceeds f1:1om the Father a1nd the Son, is
adored and glorified!; who spoke by the prophets.; •and (I
believe) Ollie•, Holy, Catholic, :and Apostolic Church; I confess one baptism for the remission of sins, and I look for
the resurrection of the dead, allld! the li£e of the, world to come.
I most steadfastly admit and ·embrace apostolical and
ecclesiastical traditions, and all other observances and constitutions of the same church.
I also admit the Holy Scripture according to that sense
which our Holy Mother, the church, has held, ~nd does hold,
to which it be1ongs to judge of the true sense and interpretation of the Sc.riptures; neither will I ever take and interpret them •otherwise than according to the Ui!W.Jlima-us
mnsent of the fathers.
I also profess, tha;t there are truly and properly seven
sacraments of the new law, ins•tituted by Je1sus Ghrist, our
Lord, and necessary for the salvatiqn of mankind; though
. not all for •eV"ery one; to-wit, baptism, confirmation, eucharist, penance, 'ext11eme unction, orders, and matrimony, and
that they confer g·mce; and that of these, baptism, confirmation and orders, cannot be reiterated without sacrilege. And
I also r-ec.eive ~nd admit the received and app1:1ocved ceremonies of the Catholic Church, used in the most solemn administration of all •the aforesaid sacraments.
I emhrac1e and receive all and every one of these things,
which have boon defined and declared in the Holy CoUjl'lcil of
Trent, concerning original sin and justification.
I profess, likewise, that in the mass there is offered to
God a true, prop•er, and propi•tiatory sacrifice for the licving
and the dead. And that in the most holy sacrament of thei
eucharist there a1:1e truly, really, and subs.tantially, the body
and blood, together with the soul and divinity of our Lord
Jesus Chris.t; •and that there is made a con:versi•on of the
whole substa;nce of the bread into the body, and of the whole
substance of the wine into the blood, which conv;e,rsion the
Oatholic Church calls transubst~ntiation. I also confess
that under elither kind alone Christ is received whole and
entire, and a true S1ac1,ament.
I constantly hold that ther•e is a purgatory, and that the
souls the:rein detained are helped by the suffrages of. the
faithful.'
Likewise, that the saints reigning together with Christ
are to be honored and invocated, and that they offer pmyers
to God for us, and that their relics are to be held in veneration.
I most fi•rmly assert that the images of Christ, of the
Mothea:- of God, ever virgii!l, and also of the other saints, may
be had and vetained, and that due honor and ~ene1ration are
to be given them.
I also affirm •that the power of ind!ulgences was left by
Christ in the church, and that the use of them is most wholesome to Christian people.
I acknowledge the Holy Catholic Apostolic Roman Church
for the mother and mistress of all churches.; and I promise
true obedience to the Bishop of Rome, successo:r to S'aint
Peter, prince of· the apostles, aiJ]Jd vicar of Jesus Christ.
I likewise undoubtedly receive and profess all other things
delivered, defined and declared by the sa•cred canons and
general councils, a!lld particularly by the Holy Qouncil of
T.rent, and I condemn, reject, •and anathematize all things
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cotntra.ry the1reto, and all heresie1s which the church has oondemned, rejected, and anathematized.
I, ................ , do at this present freely profess and sincerely
hold this true ·Catholic Faith, without which no one can be
saved; and I promise most constantly to retain and conf•ess
the same entire and incviolate, with God's assistance, to the
end of my life.-A Professioi!l of the CatilioHc Faith, 1847,
pp. 3-6.

Some of the principles of the Oatholic fa~th as ·
contained in the above I will notice in the light of
other facts. It is advocated that "Baptism, confirmrution, and orders cannot be reiter::tted without
s•acrilege ;" yet it is an historical fact that Leo X
annulled a number of ordinations of a Roman synod,
and ordered reordination, and tha,t many ordinations
had been declared null at Rome, and reordinations
performed during the eighth and ninth centuries.
It is advocwted that there is "one baptism for the
remission of sins;" yet the baptism of babes is
taught an:d practiced, claiming that it had its origin
with the apostles, but say of it, "Infant baptism, and
several Oltlher necessary arlicles, aile either not at all
contained in the scriptures or at least, are not plain
in Scripture, without the help of tradition." (Plain
Facts, p. 34.)
Infants are without sin, as is clearly evidenced
by the Christ when taking them in his arms and
ble,ssing them. He said, "for of such is the kingdom
of heaven." (Matthew 19: 15.) When he was giv.:
ing instruction to the di1sciples in answer to their
question, "Who is greatest in the kingdom of
heaven?" he used this very forceful language, "Verily, I say unto you, Except ye be converted, and become as little children, ye shall not enter into the
kingdom of heaven." (Matthew 18: 1-3.) From
these we are assured that infants have no sins to be
remitted.
Converts must confess that "I believe in the Holy
Scriptures according to that sense which our holy
mother, the church, has held, and does hold, to which
it belongs to judge the true sense and interpretation of the Scriptures;" yet it is claimed by the same
work in which the profession of faith is published,
,and in supporting it that, "It is to be received by
the Christian as the infallible word of God." (P.
24.) How an infallible thing can be interpreted
by fallible m:an without the aid of inspiration, and
through ·this means only the true sense is to be obtained, !s a query, especia.lly when it is admitted that
the churc!h or pope changed the "sabbath day," of
the ten commandment covenant to the Lord's day
of the gospel covenant, or in other words, changed
tihe "seventh day" of the infallible word of God, to
the "first day" without inspiration; and the sacrament of baptism to that of sprinkling; and the sacrament of confirmation by adding to what the word
of God says, this, "and imposition of the bishop's
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hands, with unction of the holy chrism." (See Confession of Faith, p. 26.)
A convert must also confess his belief in purgatory, yet say, "the word purgatory is not found in
the Bible, ... the strongest argument for the existence of purgatory and the practice for praying for
the dead is the universal and constant witness of ·divina tradition as 'voiced tin the writings of the
Fathers."-The Question Box, pp. 562, 563.
The Profession of Faith of Pius IV requires this
confession to be made: "I, ________________ , do at this present freely profess and sincerely hold this true Catholic faith, without which no one can be saved;" yet
in Plain Facts, pp. 101, 102, we a~e instructed that
Being necerssary to salvation really has nothing to
do wirth the essence of the sacrament. It is possrible1
to be saved without any sacrament at all; otherwise no one
could have been saved befor1e the sac•raments were instituted
by Christ. And ev·en now it is possible to he saved without
mJ.Y of the sacraments; even baptism itself is not absolutely
necerssary; focr one who knows nothing about it, or has no
one to baptize him, can be saved if he has peTfect sorrow
fur sin, and turns to God with his whole heart, desiring and
per:t:orming to do all things which he has commanded.

Besides the above statements of faith and arguments, some of which seem, at least, to be contradictory, there are other items in the hirstory and faith
of this church of interest and information, which we
present.
CANON OF SCRIPTURES
The first Christian synod which we find as Sll!nctioning a
special canon, or collection of books a,s properly belonging
to the Bible, was that of Hippo, in A:Drica, in the year 393.Plain F'acts, p. 53.

NO NEW REVELATIONS
We do not hold that the pope or any otherT authority in
the church receives from time to time new revelations, and
proposes them to the faithful, to be received implicitly by
them.-Ibid., p. 59.
BIBLE INSPIRED, BUT POPE NOT
In point of faith :the Bible for us, as well as for
Protestants, the higher authority of the two; for its teaching
is inspired by the Holy Ghost, whereas that of the pope or of
the church is merely preserved from error by him.-Ihid.,
p. 60.
Now a few remarks, more explicit than those previously
made, with regard to the way in which we suppose the infallibility to attach to the pope's s•olemn teaching of the
church with regard to faith and morals. In the first pLace,
it is clear, from what has been said, that he is not habitually
raised to any higher plane in these matters than other
Christi-ans; for it is only at the time of his formal' decisions
that he needs to be, and we do ,not suppose his prerogative
to rextend any farther than is needed for the good of the
church. Secondly, W1e do not hold that even at these times
he is, properly speaking, inspired.-Ibid., p. 43.
MOTHER OF GOD
The blessed virgin was the one who brought God into
the world; and that is all we mean by calling her the mother
of God.-Ibid., p. 76.

THE SUCCESSORS TO THE APOSTLES
The Catholic :Daith holds that those who have succeeded in
this respect to the office of the apostles are, the bishops and
priests of the church.~Ibid., p. 92.
To perform this rite has been always re1garded as the principal essential office of the priest. He p·eiTforms it in what
is manifestly the principal service of the Catholic Church;
what we eall the mass.-Ibid., p. 93.
BREAD AND WINE ADORED
The consecrated elements are elevated for a moment for
the adocration of the people.-Ibid., p. 93.
But ras the form does always rema~n unchanged for a considerable time, unless the e11ements are .received in communion, it is dear tha,t we cannot do otherwise tha,n recognize the >real presence of Christ in them by the same signs of
adoration which we should gi~e to Christ if he were visibly
present.-Ibid., p. 95.

A DAY OF JUDGMENT
With re.gard to this day of judgment it is a matter of
faith that the11e will be such a day, in which all mankind
will be judged together, and· the place or state qf every
human being de!liniterly assigned for all eternity.-Ibid., p.
132.
The soul, then, is believed to pass to what is called the
particular judgment (that is, the judgment for each one in
particular), immediately after death, and its eternal state
is them determined, according as it has lieft this world in
union with, or separation from God. Mos,t of those on whom
a favorabie sentence is p·ronounced, we have reason to believe,
remain a while in purgatory hefore they are fit to enter on
the joys of heaven; and they themseJves recognizing their
unfitness, w;ould desi·re nothing else. The rest go immediately to their permanent state, only to· be changed at the
las.t day by the resurrection and resumption of the body,
which shares in the punishment of sin, as it has shared ~n
the sin itself.-Ibid., p. 142.

HOW TO READ THE BIBLE
I have said above that the desire and effort of the church
is, and always has been, that Catholics should 11ead the
. Bible. But she desi11es that they should read it .reverently,
not twisting it to support their own fancies, but understanding its more difficult passages as they have been unde,rstood
by learned and enlightened Christian commentators.-Ibid.,
p. 153.
RELIGION TO BE FREE
We do not force our religion on others, we .do not want
others to forc.e theirs on us.-Ibid., p. 155.

IMAGES USED, AND WHY
If, when, one does this, is it best to look at a· blank wall,
or at some- other object? It seems naturally best to look
at something which in some. way suggests pious thoughts and
keeps the mind from wandering. If the mind has no picture presented to ·it, it will make one of its own, probably.
So if W1e are praying to our Lord Jesus Christ, which the
immense majority of Christians beilieving in his divinity,
consider perfectly lawful to do, is theire any harm in having
a representation of him before our eyes; a picture of him
such as even Protestants often have, as he appe1ared at some
time during his Ii:De here, or as we may imagine him to appear now ~n heaven?-Ibid., p. 167.

SUNDAY OBSERVANCE, AND WHY
We obs.erve Sunday as the day for worship and for rest,
not Saturday as in the old law. Evidently, also, the sacrifices
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enjoined by the old law are no longer offered. It is dear,
then, that unles-s some great and horrible mistake has been
made, which can be ha,rid!ly regarded as\ possihl>e', these
changes have been made in accordance with the will of
God, and by competent authority. This authority Catholics
believe to have be€in that of the church of Christ, and as
nothing is reco,rded in the Scriptures having been distinctly
arranged by our Lord himself, .we are ~really obli~ed to rest
our present observance practically on 'the word of the church,
as contained either in distinct documents or in ecclesiastical
traditions.-Ibid., p. 203. (See Christian Sabbath, p. 96.)
What is commanded by the third comma1ndment?
The third commandment commands us to sanctify Sunday
which is the Lord's Day.
Why must we sanctify Sunday instead of the Jewish sabbath?
We may sanctify Sunday instead of the Jewish sabbath
bec,ause the 'apostles ordered it sq, as · Christ rose from the
dead on Sunday, and sent down the Holy Ghost on ~Sunday.
From Gatechism of the Christian Doctr~ne, arranged for the
use of Catholic schools by priest of the dioces,e of Dubuque.
Published with the approval of the Right Revel'e:nd Bishop
C. Smith, D. D., Milwaukee•, p. 40. Chapter III. The Third
Commandment. Remember to sanctify the Sabbath Day.
1. This pr~ecept imposes two obliga,tions: the first is, to abs.tain from servile works on :Sundays and holidays, the second is, to hear mass on thEJse days. In the old law the
f,estival day was Saturday; but the apostles changed it to
1Sunday, a day sanctified by God over and ov,er again; as
Saint Leo has remarked. For it was on SUinday that the
world wras created; that Jesus Christ rose from the dead;
and that the Holy Ghost descended on the apostles.-Extract from Ins:tructions on the Commandme;nts of God, and
the Holy Sacraments, translated from the Italian of Saint
Alphonsus Loguori by the late Reve11end Nicholas Callan,
D. D., R~man Catholic Colle,ge, Maynooth.
ABSTINENCE
By "abstinence" is meant abstai1ning from flesh meat. All
the world knows that the l'egular practice of f5'00d Catholics
is to abstain from meat on every Friday. . . . This F1riday
abstinence is of course, in commemoration of the death of
Christ, which occurl:'ed on that day.-Plain Facts, p. 208,
209.
.PENALTIES AND INDULGENCES
In the >early days of the Christian Church severe penalties were appointed for those. who fell into grievous sins,,
1. If any shall do any servile work on a Sunday or holiday,
he shall do penance thl'ee days on bread a,nd water.
2. He who breaks the fast in Lent, for each day shall do
penance for seven. days.
3. He who curses his parents, shall be penitent forty
days on bread and water.
4. An usu11er, three yea,rs, one on b1:1e;ad and water.
. 5. An adulterer, five to twelve years, ~ccording to circumstances.
6. A mother guilty of inf'ant,icide, twelve years.
7. If anyone shall swear falsely through avardce, he shall
sell all his goods and give the price to the poor; and entering a monastery, do p1enance all his life.
Of course, these were diffiere')nt in different parts of the
church, and at diff·erent times.
As time went on, and the f'e1rvor of the faithful became
somewhat relaxed with the' greater prosp,e:rity of the church,
it was· found impossilb~e to get these severe penances performed, and it became evident that if they wer:e stiH insisted
on, the effect would be .to prevent rep•entance rather than to

insure its being thol:'ough and sincere; so, ,naturally, a true
zeal for the salvation of souls requil'ed a reduction of the
rigor, and that _for them some ~easier works of penance be
substituted. This substitution of the easier for the more
difficult was known by the name of an indulgence.-Ibid.,
pp. 222-224.
Tetzel had authority to collect money for Saint Peter's,
as one might hav~e nowadays for a,ny church, the building of
the church and the contributing to it being regarded, undoubtedly as a good work; and that to this good work the
Holy See attached an indulgence-that is, it substituted the
good work for the canonical penances, in the way that has
heen described.-Ibid., pp. 227, 228.
DISPENSATIONS
What is a. dispensation? It is a relaxation of a law made
by the church, for some reas<l)n not sufficient in itself to excuse one from i:t. . . . Dispensations are never given by the
church in matters of morality; but only those things which
of themselves are indifferent, like that of abstinence on
Friday, as mentioned above.-Ibid., p. 229.
ABSOLUTION
The Catholic he:lief about this matter is, that all who committed mortal sins, after baptism are bound by the law of
God to confess these sins to a priest; and that this COinfession, or rather the absolution which is usually given hy the
priest :after it is the ordinary way in which sins committed
after baptism are forgiven.-Ibid., p. 233.
In the texts above quoted (John 20: 22, 23; Matthew 18:
18), Christ has made the pastors of his church .his judges in
the court of conscience, with commission and authority to
bind or to loose, to forgive or to retain sins, according to
the merits of the cause and the dispensation of the penitents.
Now, as no judge can pass sentence without having a full
knowledge of the cause, which cannot be had in this kind
of caus:es, which regard men's conscie1nces, but by their own
confession, it clearly follows, that he who has made the
pastors of his church the judges of men's consciences, has
also laid an obligation upon the faithful to lay open the state
of their consciences to them, if they hope to have their sins
· remitted.-Grounds of the Oatholic Doctrine, p. 29.
CONFESSION NOT A HUMAN INVENTION
Hearing confessions is on 1na:tural grounds a burden to the
priest, and often quite a grievous one. This of itself would
suffice to show that it is not a human invention, for the:re
could be no possible inducement to the priesthood to institute a practice so full of labor, and putting such a strain
as this does on patie')nce, except the conviction that it was
requir:ed by the law of God.-Ibid., p. 236.
CELIBACY OF THE CLERGY
In the beginning I have represented the celibacy of 'the
clergy as if it were principally instituted for the sake of
greater ,efficiency and exterior application to the work of
the ministry, But really its principal reason is that the
priest by giving up special human l:'eJations of love, however
good in themselves, may love God more ardently, and be
Uinited more closely with him.-Ibid., p. 250.
MIRACLES
We believe there is an Omnipotent God, and it necessarily
follows from this, that he can change the laws of nature
if he chooses. What is· truly called a miracle is not necessarily a suspension or change of the laws of nature at all.Ibid., p. 256.
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HOLY WATER, BLESSED CANDLES, AND SCAPULARS
I do not deny that there are such things a,s holy ~water
blessed candles, mid scapulars, nor that the church approves
of them, and wishes us to use them.... Thes~e means are what
we call :the sacnimentals.-Ibid., pp. 268-270.
And they are believed to have a special efficacy, that by
heing se1t apart and blessed by the church for holy uses exclusiv:e~ly, they become especially helpful to all of us, as the
sacraments themselves are, though in a less degree.-Ibid.,
p. 272.
RELIGIOUS PERSECUTION
But in point of fact, most of the r1etligious per'secutions
which have been instituted, at least by Catholic states has
been for the open utterance of heretical opinions, generally
accompani~ed by the 'endeavor to persuade others 'also to
embrace them.-Ibid., p. 310.
But the principle holds good that a religious doctr~ne may
necessarily :and obviously lead to results not only immoral,
but such as shake the whole framework of society.
In some cas1es its effi~ts may be immediate, being directly
a;imed ait the social order itself. Such, for instance, is one'
of the propositions of Wickliffe to the e:fflect that no man can
have legitimate authority, either in the state or the church,
while he is ~n the sta,te of mortal sin. . . .
Now, :can any one say that a Catholic state, or any state
whatetver for the matter of that, can calmly tolerate the dissemination of propositions of this kind? If it cannot, the!
persecutions of history 1are not without some just warrant.Ibid., pp. 315, 316.
We probably all admit that indignation e:xiCited against the
per'secutions ,of former times on account of what C'ertali(llly
·seems to us, their needlessly cruel and barbarous character.
But we must remember that they did not seem so to the people of those times. What would be in our judgment most
cruel and atrodous punishments we11e constantly used then
for all grave crimes; and false beHef was then considered iby
both Catholics and Protestants to he< :the greatest and most
d~t!ngerous of all crimes.-Ibid., p. 319.
USE OF ALCOHOL
The Catholic church, then, does not condemn the drinking
of wine or other alcoholic liquors as bad or sinful in itself.... But the church has 'aJwa,ys condemned the excessive
or intempera,te use of such drinks, and always regarded
drunkenness as a mortal sin.-Ibid., pp. 352, 353.
GAMBLING
With 11egard to gambling, the state of the question is. as
has bee1n said, very similar. To ,risk money on events determined by w:hat we call chance, is no,t itself clearly condemneld either by reason or the law of God. There 1is. no
reason in the nature of things why a contract should not
be made with conditions determined iby chance, as well as
one with fixed conditions, if the chanees are fair all around,
and tlte stake not so Ja,rge that some one ol' more of the
parties cannot properly afford to take the risk.-Ibid., pp.
353, 354.

In .answer to the question, "What do you mean by
extreme unction?" the following answer is given:
You have both the full descrip,tion and proof of lit, James
5: 14, 15: "Is any man sick among you? Let him bring in
the uriests of the church, and let them pray over him, anointing -him with oil in the ,name of the Lord. And the prayer
of faith shaH save the sick man, 'and the Lord shall raise
him up, and, if he be in sins, they shall be forgiven him."'The G11ounds of the Catholic Doctrine, p. 31.
(To he continued.)

WOMAN'S AUXILIARY
Edited Ly:-AUDENT:IA ANDERSON, 2009 LocliSI St., Omaha, Nebr.

Advice to District and Stake Presidents
Many inquiries hav,e come to me of la,te about organiza.tion of districts, stakes and locals. I am hoping to r1each all
my district p,residents, stake presidents and organizers with
this message; that each may understand without my writing
a personal letter.
By this time you have a,Il s1een the HERALD of July 12, and
our own column, in which is printed the new ponstitutio1n .
and by-laws, and ~the explana1tory letter that accompanies it.
Be sure to read it carefully. In addition to this I want to
add some practical help gleaned from my own exper:ence as
a stake president.
All stakes and districts are not alike-the members of
some are very much sc~ttered; some are compact; some are
in educational ce,nters; while some are in veTy rural districts. The sa.me organization will not fit them all-some
need mor1e, some needi less; hence the chang1e in the old constitution at the ~ast conv,ention. If you prefer to elect distr,:~et officers, or stake officers, well and good; if you pDefer
to ha:ve your work entirely in cha,rge of the organizer appointed by the general executive commiUee, she to choos'e
her ow;n assistants, well and g1ood. 1A motion on the floor
of your distDict convention will settle that question. In
most instances the organizer and district pDesident will be
the same persoiJ1. Now suppose you have your district officers
elected, whichever way you have decided to do it, you have
a head to your work, and she shouid ar,range 'for the appointing of supeiJ:'v,isors of all four ibune'aus, u:nles's the body
wishes to do that itself. When these ar'e appointed they
should be the chief helpers of the district president, or
organizer. • It will be the president's duty to introduce the
work of the auxiliary all over her dis,t,rict o:r stake, find out
the. needs of each br:anch, what dep,artments of the work are
needed or wanted, seek out · leaders, train them fo'r their
work, link her work and her workers together iike a chain,
makie her ideas, cle'ar and interesting, recognize ambition
among her work~ers and gather around her sp@icialists of all
kinds to help her with her work. She should plan, plan, plan
tall the time for her workers andl then be able to give them
he'r ideas in an iitltelligent way.
·
It is the duty of the sup~e,rvisors of bureaus to follow up
the president's work, under her diiredion, and organize, build
up, and train those who wish to take up work in her particular 'department, thus relieving the p~r'es~ident of much worK,
and keeping the work of each department Utnder the control
of the supervisor of that bureau. When I hear a president
say that she _yvishes she had some one in her dishict to help
her with the· work; rtihen I know that she has not put her
supervisors of bureaus to work under he'r direction as she
should have done. It is an easy matter when you come in
from visiting a branch to call the supervisor needed there
and ~nstcruct .her to go and organize a circle or crass at a
certain place, or write her, as the case may be, telling her at
tha same time who is the best one to put in charge of the
work and some~thing ,of the condit,ions to be found there.
Each branch should have some e·ducational class ~as a part
of its Woman's Auxiliary work, and many branches should
hav:e more than one. The home' :and child Vl(1eilfare work may
be comNneld with the educational class or be in s:eparate
neighborhood ~circles. TheJ ,relief and service, or "aid" department, is also necessary in our work, :and each branch
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can support one or two Oriole circles. Each of these should
An 1owa Lover of Boys
have i·ts own officers, plan its own work and pay its own • - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - bills; a!Ild all should he under the g,eneral direction of the
I am V1ery :much pleased to note the movement looking to
organiz•er, or the 'district or stake presid6!Ilt. This officer the organizatJi,on of our church boys. In your investigation
should be able to work directly with the leadler of each of of the various clubs I certainly hope·you w:ill find something
these classes,, societies·, or circles and should feel free to better than I have been abie to devise myself, for my effort
call ~these leade,rs together for consultation at any time, 1amo,ng the boys has been far from satisfactory to· myself,
thus forming a council for the coordinating of their work.
at least.
If you wish to avoid oo:mplications in your work, do not
The problem of awak,en:ing ~n our boys 1an interest in the
have 'a local woman's auxilia,ry ov:e'r the other departments.
church seems to be one· of vital importance just now, slince
Al'so do not appoint local supervisors of bureaus,.
there 3Jr'e so many worldly organizations and clubs, the naThese. two unnecessary things are causing all of our ture of which is to detract rartherr than ~timulate a spiritual
trouble.
devcelopment 1among them.
For all large citi.es, <Or large brai!'lches we are planning coMy work ·among the boys consisted chiefly tn organizing
operative class work under the educat1ionaJ bureau, and hope a ball team for Saturday afternoons. After the game I would
to s·ee our leaders in these places study this plan of work give them a little •talk along line8 that I felt wornld be interand be ready to put it into practice by the first of next IC,sting and helpful to them. We had a few rules, but no
September all ove!r the church. .If you will re1ad our educa- conHtitution. .I trust you will remember me when your comtiona! supervisor's outline of her plans that will be published mittee has formuia.ted a s'atisfaetory set of .rules.
shOTtly in .our column you will get a good idea of, the pl an
Another matter that has occupi•ed much of my thought is
for cooperative class work, and I will be glad to give help that of the young people. We formed here a Sunda,y school
along this line in a p.e!r'sonal letter to all who wish it.
class club, consisting of the cla,sses of young people between
Come; let us work together, all who are intevested ~n the the ages of sixteen and twenty-fiVB•, including both boys and
development of our women and girls! Let us fit ourselves girls. The object of this elass club is to promote the interest
±1or the tasks before us, that we may do our work well and of the Sabbath school and church, assist both in a moral
be of service at this time.
LULA M. :SANDY.
and financial way, and to devise entertainment of a character
KANSAS ',CITY, MISSOURI, 343·1 'Sixtieth Street.
tha,t will hold the inteDe.st of the young people, keep them
together, and away from the ev:il association of the world.
Our success h!as been very much appreciated by those conNotice About Our Dues
nected with the club and affords a, wide field for work and
the improvement of gene.ral condiitions pf the S:unday school.
All Woman's Auxiliary dues should he sent direct to the
This of course is not what you want, as your object is, to
assistant treasurer until furthe'r notice--Mrs. B. C. Smith, deal •especially with boys. I regret I cannot ,offer you any214 .South Spring Street, Independence, Missour~.
thing more helpful, but feel confident that you will be l:m'By o•rder of the p,resident of General Auxilia,ry,
ahled to rise to the occasion, and soon set on foot a moVieLULA M. !SANDY.
ment in the church which will reach every good hones.t hoy
in it and cause him to feel that there is a place £or him
thell'e, a work for him to do, the success of which depends
"On This Ground We Stand"
uporn his coope:rat,ion and assistance. Wishing your complete
success and trusting I ma,y learn more of the work.
Alt a recent meeting of the •eooecutive committee of the genBooNE, IowA.
T. P. CooK.
eral auxiliary the following resolutions weDe adopted, after
consideration of the recent appe:al made by Herbert Hoover
in the intere,sts of food conservation.
Something for Mother
"Be it resolved that we, as an executiv•e body, look with
favor upon Mr. Hoove'r's plan for food consreirv:a,tion, and, inrO, mother, so weary, disco'ura~ed,
asmuch 'as we believe this GoveTnment established by diWorn out with the cares of the day!
vine interrve,nti.on, be it further reso.lV1ed· that we ask our
You often grow cross and impatient,
church women ot' this Nation, to strive to comply with Mr.
rCompia,in of the noise of the play.
Hoover''s suggestions for the support of this Government.
0, the day brings full many vexations,
· "Resolved, That we as an executive body, 11egret the atti•So many things going amiss,
tude our Government has taken in permitting the use of
But, mothBrs, whatever may vex you,
grains rand fruit in the manufactuve of beer and wine, which
•Send your children to bed with a kiss!
use we consider to be eiXtravagant and wasteful in this
crisis."
The dea.r little feet wander often,
1

OF HEU.' TO PARENTS
Parents who (]je,sire to imp.~rt knowledge concerning the
mysteries of life and sex to their childrten in order to protect them from the pitfalls lying all about, and into which
they stumble through ignorance of their own beings and
their responsibility to their creator, will be gi.ad to he reminded that from the Herald office may be obtained two
very helpful books along this line. They are Fireside Talks
with Girls, price 35 cents, and Our Boys, price 55 c.ents.
Do not sleep, or procrastinate, while the '•enemy of souls"
steals your childl1en from you.

Perhaps, from the pathways of r:ight,
The dear little hands find new mischief
To try you from morning to night;
But think of the desolate mother
Who'd giV1e all the world £or your bliss!
And, as •thanks for your infinite blessings,
·Send the children to bed with a kiss!
For some day their noise will not vex you,
The sHence will hurt you far mor:e:;
You will long £or their clear, happy voices,
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And their we<lcoming smiles at the door!
And, to press a child's face to Jl'OUr bosom,
You'd give all the world for just this!
1So, for comfort 'twill bring you in sorrow,
'Send the children to bed with 'a kiss!
OAK, INDIANA.
HESTER A. TAYLOR.

[LETTER DEPARTMENT

]

"The God of H. G. Wells"
In the issue of the illustrated Sunday Herald of NoV!ember
5, 1916, appeared an article by the Rerverend R. J. Gampbell
on the aboVIe subject, quoting Mr. Bernard Shaw's belief as
the possible idea of the new conviction of H. G. W~ens, and
adding to it his OWill views; 1and in all three we fail to find
anything but a frantic ,effort to create a God to suit thei'r
own fancy.
Surely, if we accept and believe the Bibie to be a record
of God's rela,tionship to man, we hav,e not a little God, but
the greatest ever possible for the mind of man to conceive.
He is big tenough to fit the facts of human expe:dence, seeing that he is author and creator of humanity; for which
reason he has ~ndeed a pu:rpose far beyond the grasp of mos1t
men," but revealed to John on the Isle of Patmos, to wit:
"His tabernacle is to be with men, and he will dwell with
them, and he will be their God, and they shall be his people,
and there shall be no more crying, no mo11e sorrow and no
more pain, and God shall wipe aw;ay tears from their
eyes." So that it seems by this he not ony matches but excels us in 'l'lympathy and kindness, and we read that for
nearly six thousand years he has been patient and longsufl'tering, sho~wing that he has been more than willing to suff,er and endure untold wrongs for what is right and true.
And to provte that he is not indi:ffiere,nt to the cry of human
agony, we shouLd remember his marvelous answer to the
cry of the children of Is,rael and their l'elea,se from the bondage of Egypt.
Why not tell the people thesre things instead ,of dwelling on
abstract theories and principles which they can neither
understand nor apptreciate? Instead of guardedly and partially agreeing with the views of the two authors in question, why. not tell the people honestly and straightforwardly
what the Scriptures clearly indicate God to be?
Do we not read; "And God sa~d I'et us make man in our
image?" w,e underlstand us and our to be personal pronouns.
Was he tnot speaking to the second person of the Godhead,
to whom he had given power to create all things? Who
also is 1:1ecorded as saying, "I and my Father are one [in
power]. I came not to do mine own will, but the will of him
that sent me,." Therefore we conclude God is a personal being. <Christ certainly was one, and the very reason he was
crucified was bercause hre beting man made himself out to be
God. Wte read in his deaUngs with Moses, Enoch, etc., that
he walked, talked and spake face to face with them. With
his ha,nd he put Moses into a cleft of the rock so that he
should not see his face as he passed by; afterwards he saw
his back parts, however.
All this gives us the idea that he is a person, or else thetse
records a11e merely myths. If they are, we haVIe been led
ast:my and the Bihle would be better burnt than in our
hands. Fancy comparing the author and source of all life
with something designated as it. To our mind it is an i,nert
substance and cannot possibly of itself seek to push, urge, or
driVIe, in order to utter or express itself.

To talk of the complexities of creation is as much as to
say that as it Ie:ft God's hands it was not perfect or harmonious, and that is to deny that he had the power to create all
things; and w'e read that everything he made was very ~ood,
which to our mind mea,ns perfect.
No, God has not been experimenting thus far, for we read,
"I am the Lord. I change not," and "Whatsoever the Lord
doeth, he doeth it forever." He has not blundered and
failed, each failu11e meaning that he must start ,afresh. I:f this were not so, God would not be true. We read again,
"Yea, let God be true, though every man a liar." Again,
"Who art thou, 0 man, that speakest against God? For can
the thing formed say o'f him who formed it? Why makest
thou me thus? Hath not the potter power over the same
lump of clay, to make one vessel unto honor and another' to
dishonor?"
It appears that two thousand years ago man exp,erienced
the same difficulties as the write:rs in quesUon. The same
conditions prevail now as then, viz: "No man knoweth the
thd1ngs of God, eoccept by the Spirit of God, for the natural
man is at enmity with God."
We must agree that man is his best work, for man was the
last of his creations, so far as this world is concerned, his
masterpiece, for he is the God of the spirits of all flesh, and
assuredly man is the grand finale of ~all his works. "What
is man tha-t thou art mindful of him? . Fior thou hast
made him a little lower than the angels," says the Psalmist.
"I am fearfully and wonderfully made; in thy book are all my
members written." We read that at the beginning ma,n was
pure and innocent, and to him God gave dominion over all the
beasts of the field, fowls of the air, and fishes of the sea."
From these quotations we gather the idea that man was more
sup,erman than he ever is likely to be in this di:spensation.
What, then, is the matter? Surely it is the fault of man
a,nd not God, that the disharmonies and maladjustments of
nature exist to-day. Are they not the direct exp11ession and
result of the curse placed upon the earth and mankind, iby
reason of the fall? Not until then did <enmity exist between
man and beast, and the whoJe of creation begin to groan and
traV'ail together in pai1n, as it has done until now.
It is quite true that we can cooperate with God in bringing
back to man his former greatness, but me cannot help him
to express himself, to produce something greater ~and better
than has yet seei!l the light of this world.· That savors too
much of the po~e,rs of a dictatorship; and also for the obvious reason that. he has already produced the greatest and
best thing possible, even his own prototype.
Our conception, the,refore, of the p~resent inequalities and
dist11e'SS 'and sufferi:qg, which we come in contact with, is not
that the life force has apparently taken a wrong turn and
run itself into a tangle (that is repugnant to one's idea of a
perfect creatorr, an almighty and omnipotent God and loving
Father of us all), but ratherr because his inexorwble word
had been issued, his word had gone forth and cannot return
unto him void. Hence, me believe the reason why these things
are as we see them to-day; also the weUer of anguish and
bloodshed through which we are passing are necessarily the
signs presag~ng a more glorious condition of things upon
1earth, such as those rev,ealed to John and the Old Testament
prophets,.
There is no room :lim· doubt on this point, for the Messiah
distinctly said, whien describing (these latter-day eV'ents:
"These things must come to pass before the end." (See Matthew 24 and 25; Luke 21.)
Surely we can show why it is that we have an impulse to
find and serve a higher tha.n our own immediate self-interest.
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At least to those who a11e willing to be led by the Spirit of
God. The reason is' becaus·e man is of a dual nature, composed of body and spirit, and the spirit is a portion of the
divine life its,elf. So we can see why we have the craving
called appetite for those thing's of the earth to satisf¥ the
needs of the body, and the elements that constitute the body
contain the same things that are produced from the •earth.
Likewise the spirit, soul or illjner man c:mves for those things
that are spiritual, the things of God, even God who is the
grea•test, highest and best of all. In agreement with the
reve11end gentleman we should say that God is not a mystery.
The attainment of the foregoing ideals is only possible to
those who observe the cqnditions :entailed, i. e., absolute
•obedience to the whole law of God. The doctrine of Christ
and his apoS'tles. I1n this lie:s the only way of becoming
workers \ogether with him. We cannot di•ctate or lay down
our own rule of life as a means of bringing about God's
eternal purpose. If we do this, we shall fail utterly. We
think this the reason why the churches have failed to reach
and influence the masses for good. The religiOJn, doctrine or
gospel of Christ has not failed. The conflicting creeds and
diverse opiniOJns of men have failed; and so long as these
prevail, so long will we have chaos and confusion.
Not only can we find the God we want ,a,t the cross of Cal·
vary, but we can also find the m·an we warit in the triumphal
vesurl'e.ction and ascension of Christ. He is our ielder
brother and the ideal· superman, who, by reason of the same
r1edeemed and made poss~ble this ultimate condition of man.
Christ rose from the dead with exactly the same body that
hung on the cross, but m~nus the corruptible matter of the
blood. That was drained from his body, the same in which
he appeared to his disciples, the one that was transfigured
before them, they likewise rece1iving at the time a portion of
his glory to· enable them to withstand his presence. It was
the same body, now glorified, immortal and spiritual with
which he ascended into heav·en. It was spiritual because it
was :animated only by the Spirit; the natural ele1llents were
absent.
"Ye men of Galilee, why stand ye here gazing into heaven?
This same Jesus which ye see 'asc,end, shall so come in like
manner as ye have seen him go," said ·the angel. Among
many other mig;hty expressi01ns used by the apostle, is this,
"For we know not what w'e shall be, but when he comes, we
shall be like him, for we shall see him as he is.."
That vefers to those who are obedient. Are these stater
ments true or false? If false, th€Jn away goes faith, hope,
love and everything worth living and dying f·or. If only in this
life we have hope, we are of all m€Jn most miserable. But
thanks be to God, we have this sure and certain hope of future perfection, ha,ppiness and peace,. through the stupendous
and mighty fact of the 11esurrection of the just, on whom
the s1econd death will have no power. The'Y shall reign with
Christ as kings and priests for a thousand years and the
rest of the dead (disobedient) will not live again until the
thousand years are ended. Therefore, thrice bltes.sed and holy
is he that hath part in the first resurrection.
This is why we worship and love a personal God, one who
is a jealous, just, almighty, merciful and loving God. He is
OJllie who loved the world, etc. The first and second commandments show us why he is jealous •and merciful, his creation is wonderful, and his Iaws unchangeable. And if it is
worth while writing at all about things pertaining to God,
why not wri:te and tell the people all about these things, and
tell them honestly, plainly and simply? Why try to captivate the ear and enthrall the heart and mind with high-flown
langU.age and eloquent theological discourses? or with the
9
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oppositions of science falsely so called which Paul warns
Timothy against? All science must be false unless it is in
full ,a,greement with God.
How soul sickening it is to read in the pape,rs of the prodigious ,efforts 1Jo bring about the so-caHed National Mission
of Re[>entance and Hope, and of some of the ways suggested
to give expression to the same. One div~ne, for instance,
re1commends 'earlier 1and more frequent celebrations of the
mass, another suggesting the erection of wayside shrines.
It cr•eminds one of God's' statement through the mouth of his
prophet: "Forasmuch as this people draw nigh unto me with
their mouths but ha.v'e removed their hearts far from me,
and their :Dear towards me is taug'ht by the precepts of men;
the11efore I "will proceed to do a marvelous work among this
people, ev,en a marvelous work a 1nd a wonder:"
Who will dare say, in face of all the foregoing, that he is
not 1even now bringing to pass his act, his strange act? Who
will say that his unalterable purpose, even his marvelous
work and a wonde;r, is not now be1ng consummated? Who
will dare say that power has not been giv€Jn to the beast, so
1tha:t they (mankind) shall kill one another with the sword.
and lay desolate the waste places of the earth? Who will
deny his very existence in the face of all the evidence around
!us? .Who will dar•e to warn the people and say unto them,
"Fear God! and give glory to him, for the hour of his judgm®t i:s come? Who hath made heaven and earth a,nd the
fountains of waters? Who will do this and help to comfort
the people, instead of making them infideas by the creeds and
ceremonies of men? Who?
WILLIAM MooRE.
H. M. S. Berwick, Care General Post Office, London, England, Nos. 340, 214.

A Word from Providence
I se.e no reason .why we should not rejoice as we see the
signs of Christ's second coming. To the world suddenly •and
unexpectedly, but to the children of light he comes with de~
Iiverance. There are some of his creaturres in this city who are
wal,ting and watching for their King. And the branch is
certainly trying to warn its neighbors by preaching to them
the word of God. The outdoor services are renewed for the
season. Not satisfied with simply preachi'ng on ev;€Jnings,
we opened a Wednesday noon servioo on the street in front
·of Brown and Sharpe's machine manufactory, the largest
plant of its kind in the world. The inte:rest at these services
lis good. From one to three hundred m€Jn listen attentively.
At 'the Onleyville ~quare Fridlay night service a mixed audience gathers. I notice some who attended last Y'ear. At the
corner of Broad and W eybosse,t streets, in the heart of the
OILty, a crowd passes every few minuttres. Here one reaches
mostly young men, well dressed 1and intellige,nt, but apparently not intere.sted ~n religion of any kind. The branch
has to its credit two exper!im:ents-the noonday service on
Wednesdays and a park service held on Sundays a,t 3.30
which is out of the way so far as pa.ssing is concerned:. All
these efforts are 'hig with possibilities and we know that
God is pleased. with them. For <anyone to oppose or spe'ak
dispa.ragingly of street work is to reveal ignor~nce of God's
plan. He has commanded the church to preach the gospel
to e.very creatm'e', and there aile only two vital things which
veally concern the missionary arm of the church, they are, to
search out "every creruture" and p.reach to them "·the gospel."
Of the distinctly standing work of the church here
much could be said;many names could be mentioned, but little need be said art this time. Our a,tt€Jndance at prayer
services is phenomenal when compared with the total number
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of members residing 'within .a five-cent car fal'e of the
c!hapel. One hundr.ed out of one hundred twenty-fiv:e a,ttend
p.rayer serV1ice. The pneaching services at!"e holding the~r
own against the pull of warm summer days. Str:angers or
n01nchurch members attend, and from time to time baptisms
tak1e pl,ace. On las1t Sunday a soldietr came up from the
State armory, only a few minute1s walk from .the church,
and was baptized into the church. It was the wisest step
he ever took.

At the July busline1ss meeting the officers wer.e sustained by
votEl of the body. They were willing to :nenew activities and
continue working tin the kingdom of God. There arte fa,ithful
memihers of the priesthood in the Providernce Branch. It
cannot be said by members in the branch that they have
not been visited by the priests for periods covering five, ten,
fifteen y.e,ars, as is often hea'rd stated. Taking out the lost,
dead, and scattered member"s of the branch,.! find tha:t ove•r
two hundred members hav.e heen visited from one to ten
time1s •i1n the. past two years, and the good work is moving
right along. We ha;ve added to the list two more faithful
men.
The Sunday school is performing its missiion faithfully.
T:he Religio is struggling to find its mission. Brother Wri.lliam Calvert is now at the hJelm .a,nd we trust that he will
either do wonders or else prove to hims,etlf tha:t confidence in
one's s·elf and enthusiasm and "pep" and feeling that 01ne
knows how things ought to be done are not suffide1nt 'always
to bring about those rema,rkabl'e things desi,red. L1eading
pe,ople is a big j.ob and inexperienced men, who underestimate the task and critiei;ze Ujnceas.ingly and feel that they
could do so much better, are fortunate indeed if they a,re
·brought bee to £ace with the biJtterne.ss of life's lessons, if
such experiencte would be of profit to them.
All in all we are much encourtaged. You W!ill hear from me
again.
R. W. FARRELL.

The Boys at the, Reunions
[The following letter was written by D. T. Williams, of
Des Moine,s, Iowa, to the presidents of the branches in that
district. Since the subject is of vital interest and Brother
Williams is a member of the church committee on the boy
movement, we reproduce the letter entire that others may
consider 1the suggestions.-EDITORS.]
No doubt, you are vitally interested .in your greatest as•
set-y.our boys. They are .full of vitality and "pep" which
should be used for the good of the boy himsetlf and the world
in g.e:neral. He has energy and enthusiasm oozing out at every
pore which can and shouM he utilized to the good of God's
wo.rk. We need only find the way. We want you to give us
your help and influence in this work.
Every boy w:ants to do something, if he does wrong it will
count against him here and hereafter; if he does ,right it will
count iill his favor. You can help him do right. Will you,?
He does not know how to apply this wonderful power. Men
of God! he needs you1• help, you will help him, I am sure.
Remember that the boy of to-·da,y may be tlhe pretacheT of
to-morrow, and then think of 'the great responsibility which
r.e>sts upon you and me. We must heJp keep him clean.
How? Listen! Be the boys' fri:end, and not only in wor'd
but in deed. Make him feel that you have :a deep and abid~
ing interest j;n him. He will be loyal, true, helpful, and
brav•e:, he will be for you. Take him .and his pals out for a
hike~
Be a boy with the boys.

"Oh, lbe .a boy with the hoy that is yours;
Play with him, stay with him, show him the way,
Wtalk with him, talk wi:th him, takie him outdoors;
Be his best friend, as you ought to to-day."
The only way we can accomplish our purpose at present
is by organ;izing boy's clubs in the branche:s of the church to
stir up an interest ,in this work among the boys.
What we need just now is to interest them at the R,eunions. Where we expect to make our first general introduction of the boy moV1ement, hav:e as many of our boys go as
possible. Let us show them ~and you how this may be used
for the good of the church in g;eneral and the boys in p:articular.
We would like to have you get in 'touch with the boys that
are coming to 1:1eunion, and thos€l who have c.roquet setts, balls,
gloV1e~s and other things for pleasu!'e.
Report to me the
names and addl'e:sses of those who have these, so that the
committee can di:rect this part of the work, otherwise there
may be unnecessary matetrial brought. Be sure to see to
this.
Suggest to the .committee some one in your branch who
will be good a:t this kind of work to place at the head of the
bay movement. We want some one that is alive. Send me
his name and address. We w:ant some one that will be a boy
w:i,th the boys.
Very sincerely,
.
D. T. WILLIAMS.

Houston Welcomes Illinois National Guard
W:e wish to take adv:antage of your columns to get in
touch! wiJth the boys of the chu.rch that belong to the Illinois
National Guard, which we understand has be'en appointed
to spend the next few months in training in Houston.
We expect, among the thirty thousand boys comprising
the Illinois Guard, to find quite a number belonging to the
church;' and we want to get in touch with them and to wtelcome them to Houston and extend to them the privileges
of the Houston Branch. The people of this city ·e:xpect to do
all they can for the boys in the way of providing entertainment, etc.; but we know that our lad!s do not want to get
'entirely away from the association ,of ouT people. Our
church is located at 516 East Te nth Street, Houston Heights,
and we will !be glad to welcome all the boys and their friends
at all times. We want them to makie themselves known when
they come to Houston.
Addlress me at the city hall, enginee:ring department,
Houston, Texas. Residence phone, Taylor 1836.
Yours for servic,e,
A. J. BANTA,
President Houston Branch.
1

Arizona
Accepting the kind inv:itation of Brother John W. Rushton,
June 15 found us on the way to Bisbee, Arizona.
Brother Rushton felt at home right away, stating that the
abrupt hills, winding streets and mines reminded him of
Wal:es, in fact the majority of the members there are We:lshmen from Brother Rushton's native land, andi if the hosplitalfty showered on us is a sample of the a,rticle across the
water the Englishmen cannot be criticized for their loyalty.
Among other things we had some genuine "Cornish pas:ties"
a la Sister Dingle.
The majority of members :art B:isbee are hew in the work
and all seem 'anxious to learn and progress 1and "~do their bit"
and good desir'es were mamifested by all in th!e,ir mutual en-
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deavors at composing differences and putting the church on a.
good foundation for progr,essive, constructive work which it
is hoped will continue: unabated.
By courte,sy of Brother John Lamb and his auto, D{)uglas
was visited the first Sunday but meetings were pTievEl!llted
by quaranrtine for smaJlpox. At the morning session' the
writer occupied, Brother Rushton in the evening.
The foHorwing :Sunday Brother Rushton spoJ;je a't the 'Sulphur Springs Valley Mission at the home of Brother Farley.
Here we learned that a, minister of the Bapt!ist Church was
to speak on "Mormonism" at the L,ee !Schoolhouse about nine
miles northeast of Douglas and the people were desirous
that reply might be made if possible. On our arrival the
preacher had not showed up and the time having more than
elapsed for his expose, and the people all be,ing on the ground
Brother Rushton delivered a suitable and pleasing di'scourse.
Little or no pr,ejudic,e exists against our church in Bisbee'
atnd it seems a remarkably promising field for tact:ive work
as soon as the miners' strike is settled. Brother James E.
Yates was chosen as president of the b11anch for the r,e,mainder of the year.
Through the kindness of D. W. Davis and D. W., his son,
we visited the Calumet and Arizona copper mine. We saw
the 1,840-foot level, 1,400 and 1,000-foort leveJs, were led
through the drifts, and new workings, saw the engines lifting
3,600 ga,llons of water a minute to the surfiace, and the
new 1,000-horsepower elect,ric ,e,ngine now being installed.
We were told that it costs $4,000 per day for the operation
of the pumps alone in this mine, it is claimed that ore
enough is blocked out to k!eep the mine r'Ujnning twenty years
without finding any new or1e bodi,es. The water is all us1ed
for irrigating. Rents and living costs are high but w,ag,es
are good; '~t is claimed that the wages; paid 'and co,nditions
of labor are better than in any other mines in the U ni;bed
States, new~rtheless ~the mo,rning following our visit a strike
was caHed by the I. W. W. leaders, as ha,s been generally
pubiished. Comparatively few of the men knew what the
strik,e was for and :to the credit of the stetady men, who have
families and homes at stake, be it said that they stood by
their homes and families and braved the censure they might
'encounter.
U,nder the leadership of T. R. Davis, we wish J. E. and
Amos Yates scaled the cliffs 'and dared the best the sun could
do in a tramp for the hieroglyphic mountains. Thes,e were
finally found, but after some hours s1earch for the right trail
we agreed that discr,etion was the! better pa,rrt of valor and
headed for town; the others pe:rseve,red and saw the Indian
writings, at least they said ,they :did, a,nd took some P''ctures.
Leaving Bisbee, we called at Naco and saw the United
S;1Ja,tes A,rmy poS't, bullet-perforated building, the hous,e
where 'Brother J. E. Kelley had made his home in Naco and
enj.oyed the1 home of Sister F,ike. where Brother K1eJley and
wife had. stayed and from where B:rotheir K1eUey made his
last trip on church duties. A trail of loVIe is bright through
that country for Brother Kelley for his universaJ good nature, cheery disposition and loJI'alty to his service1.
On the way home we visited Tucson and sp~nt Sunday with
the Saints in Phoenix, a fertile cbuntry "in a dreary land,"
attending 'Sunday school and fill:ing the morning appointment.
Brother Rushton lost ni,ne pounds, al1though we drank at
least ninet,een pounds of water each per day. We did not
measure, but am sure it wa.s that much anyway.
In addition to the ente,rtainment of many of the S'aints in
Bisbee and Phoenix We! were loya,Uy treated by the Young
Men's Christian Association, 'Dhey supplying a privat,e room
and typewriter for all our work, and the compl,imentary use
of their plu,pg1e1s in Bisbee, Tucson, and San Bernardino.
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Would it not pay our traveling ministry to belong to this
society?
At San Bernardino found Brother Elbert much improved,
stronger, hetalthier, a 1nd recovered !.much of his old-time
viv:acity and quite an elastic step, good firm grip, and his
feet do not look so much too large' for him as they did some
mOIIlths ago. Sister 'Smith evidences her slt,rain by an attack
of feve,r diagnosed as typhoid, but Brother Elbert thinks
it partly 'a recurrence of former trouble in which pie111risy
plays a prominent part. She is 1imp,roved somewhat and
hopes ar''\ entellta:ined she will yet be able to att.end reunio,n.
Sister Audentia Ande,rson is expected to be at the reunion
which convenes at He:rtmosa Beach August 3 to 13; orders
f.o1r tents, cots and mattresses should be sent to P1eter Kaufm!ln, Montehelo, immediately.
R. T. CoOPER.
BURLINGTON, IOWA, July 10, 1917.
Herald: A fair representation of Burlington people attended the convention and conference sessions Friday
and Saturday, June 15 and 16, at Fort Madison, and about
thil,ty wer'e in attendance Sunday from here.
The convention and conference sessions were encouraging
and intel'lesting throughout. The reunion . committee reorga1nized with Brother C. J. Smith, our new missiona;ry, occupying the pl!ace of Brother L,. G. Holloway. Date for. the
r'eRmion was set for August 24 to September 4, Montrose,
Iowa, dir1ectly across the river from Nauvoo.
The confe1r:ence prayer meetings were especially good, particularly the young people's meeting at 8.30 Sunday morning,
and the social and sacrament service in the afternoon. At
the latter meeting, two prophecies were given, giving, pers,otnal
encouragement and assurance to :two of our number, and
words of assurance and !'ecognition to the body, with the
promise that there we11'e yet many young men and maidens
whom the Lord would call to service in building up the work
in this t'etrritory. One hundred and twenty wer1e in attend~
anc'Ei at Sunday school, the younger cl~ss,es being held out of
doors, from which vantag;e point a number listened to the
sermons also. Brother G. S'. Trowbridge occupied the morning hour Sunday in the interests of the R,eligio, spoke to
\leal and district workers :Saturday evening after the sermon
hour, and attended a jo~nt meeting of Sunday school and
R1eUgio executive commit,t,ees and Dis1trict Presidency, Sunday
at 1 p.m.
Sunday, June 24, was Children's Day and Sacrifice Day in
Burlington. The child11en used the morning se1rvice hour to
good advantag1e:, and the belated flowers came quite opportunely. The sacrifice day had been provided for prior to the
general a1n nounc:ement of July 1. for Christmas Offering Rally
D:ay, and th_,e response was little short of astonishing----'-$167.58
that day with $6 since, in all $173.58. The classes had already coUe~ted a little oVJer $20, giving us a total to date of
over $190, as compared with a little over $47 for last year.
The Fourth of July was marked by :a picnic given by the'
'two aids who invited the Sunday school members and parents.
It is reported as the "best ev,er."
Sister Melva Ortleb was baptized Thursday evening, July
5, by Brother D. J. Williams.
Our recent s:acrarn1e:nt services hav~e been ,especially enjoyable. At the Ju,ne service one brother related :a vision had
during the service, and was closey followed by a tongue
and interpretation confirming the vision and encouraging and
,admonishing the body. At the July service two prophecies
were given in :encoul'ia,gement and admOJnition to two of our
number and to the body. Especially worthy of note was the
assurance to Brother D. J. Williams 'that in his new work
Ed~rtors
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in the district he should be an instrument in building up the
waste places of Zion. This, coupled with the word: given at
the conference,, gives us reason to beHeve that brighteT times
are ahead for the district.
Locally S'unday school and Religio work continues in good
condition, most of the departments in both being active and
showing re1sults. The boy movement has been launched and
gives promise of progress, and some of our girls are talking
of O:r;iole work.
CORRESPONDENT.
SARANAC LAKE, NEW YoRK, Juty 11, 1917.
Editors Herald: His a long time s~nce I have written' you,
but perhaps y.ou have not missed much. I know, however,
tha,t I have a number of friends in different parts of the
country who would: like to know where I am and what I am
doing.
For eighteen months I was pastor of the church in Attlebor'o, Massachus:eits, and enjoyed the work there, although
I could not do so much as I felt like doing, because of lack of
time·. When one labors at secular employment six da\}'"s he
is not as a rule in the best of condition to labor for ·the church
on the seventh. The priesthood and people :of Attleboro stood
by me nobly, and they are a faith!ful loving band of Saints..
Thery are indeed fortunate in having such an able man as
Brother John D. Suttill to lead them.
I left horne on June 1 for my fi1eld of labm, making the first
stop at New London, Connecticut. Brother Thomas Whipple
and family live in Waterford, a suburb of New London. I
held a number of services while ther:e and hope to rnak'e a
·more extended effo·rt in New London, and surrounding country during the year.
There seemed to be quite an urgent call from Ma.lone, New
York, where Brother Arthur Phillips had done considerable
work during the past year or two, so I left for Malone.
Do you know when I write .for the HERALD I always wish
I knew how much alik:e we were, I mean the editors, the people and myself. I always feel if I write anythi:qg but dry
statistics .and religion that the wrath of some, and the blue
pencil of the editors 'aDe hanging ov•er me. And yet there are
so many things I see and feel that show me the majesty and
low of God, that it is hard not to tell of them. The mountains,
the vales, the quiet beautiful villages; forming a picture of
rest, shut out fl'om the turmoil of the large citie·s-it is
glorious. Man made the city but God made the country.
Mr. Fred McDonald met the writer at the station and took
me to his horne, wher,e I was made welcome by his good wife.
We held services in a hall while there. We have just a few
members of the church at Malone, but they are struggling to
keep the banner of Christ unfurled, and while there is much
prejudice in the minds of the religious people in Malone
against us, we trust that time will wear it away.
On July 9 I carne to this plaoo, Sar,a;nac Lake, where
Brother and Sister Hoxi:e (Polly Kjelly of Cape Cod) have
lived for two years. Sister Hoxie got acquaill't.ed with some
people and started a Sunday school class and later a Religio.
The result has been two baptisms, Brother Hoxie officiating.
Monday night I had the honor of preaching the first sermon
ev:er preached by our people in the Adirondack Mounta.ins.
There are a nurnbe:r i1nterested here and we irus1t good results will follow our >efforts.
GEORGE W. ~OBLEY.

MuscATINE, IowA, July 13, 1917.
Editors Herald: I very much enjoy the reading of the letters in the HERALD. I have belonged to the church for over
ten years and every day that pass,es brings a gl'eater deter-

rnination to push forward .and upward till the end shall come,
when I hope to hear those glad and glorious words: "Well
done, thou good and faithful servant."
w.e have a very pleasing branch her:e and I hope it will continue to grow as the time g.oes so swiftly by. The conference
just held here was an enjoyable e\"ent. We had a fairly good
attendance, when we consider the condition the world is in
and that the late spring kept the farme:rs at their work.
I am superintendent of the S'unday school here and appreciate the help the :S,a,iJnts give. Though I am only eighteen
y;ears old, I know the Lord is willing to bless and ask the
pl'ayers of the •Saints to that end.
May the work prosper.
WILLIAM HARTER.
MouNT JoY, OHIO, July 15, 1917.
Editors Herald: Our branch was organized February 5,
1908, and since that 1time has had many trials. On June 24
we lost Elder S. W. Henry. We are left without a1n elder and
£eel lik:e we are a•S .sheep without a shepherd. Brother
Arthur Allen, our district president., has been with us, he
was a pDesent help in time of need. He baptized two noble
souls into the kingdom, and there are others near.
The writer has been president of the bmnch the past·
year in the absence of the elder who moved to Wellsburg,
West Virginia, whom the Lord called to his r.eward.
My mind goes back to 1904, to Elder F. J. Beaty the firs.t
elder that preached the restol'ed gospel in this country.
Brother Beaty baptized the writelr'-the first baptism performed in this coutry-and since thia1t time many have
followed. So the good work moves on. Our branch has
numbered more than one hundred, some have !been called
away to their reward.
Dear Saints; stand firm in the work, as we are living in
the perilous times that the apostJ.e spoke of that would be in
the last days. As it was in the days of Noah so will it be
Wihen Christ will come to claim his chosen few. May God
help us to be ready when the time comes. De>ar Saints pray
for me that I may live so that the Lo>rd can use me.
J. F. MITCHELL.
MERLIN, ONTARIO, July 14, 1917.
Editors Herald: On May 27 the R1idg1etown S:aints held
their alliniversary se:rvic,eiS, a pleasant time wa•s had; tongues,
interpr:etati.on, prophecy an:dJ the Spri.rit's presence we11e. enjoyed through the pray;er mee.ting.
Sunday, June 24, was observed by the Saints of Blenheim,
in. memory of their fortieth anniversa.ry since their church
was dedicated. Brethren W. W. Blai.r, J. J. Cornish, and
Joseph LU:ff conducted the services on that date, it being
fifty-five years last F:ebruary s~nce the branch was org1anized
in the days of Brethren John and Joseph Shippy and George
Cleveland, they being the 'early pioneers of the church. This
wa.s the first branch in Canada, known as the Buckhorn
Bl':,tnch at that time.
Bro:ther J. R. Tyr,eH ,and' .S'isters Hacklin and Coburn were
the only ones remaii!ling of those p.r1esent at the time of the
church dedicattion, and the only ones left to-day that I first
met with thirty-four years ago.
There was a goodly degree of the !Spiri,t present, hearing
w:itness to the te:stirnon:ies given, also offering encouragement
to the younger ones to p11e:ss on and do ail the good they
can for the upibuilding of the church and uplift focr huma;nity.
The day's services were 1all enjoyed.
Sunday, July 1, was rally d'ay with the S<a,ints of Wabash.
By r.equest I was present for the occas1ion. A goodly number
w:eDe present from Chatham, Bothwell and other branches,
despite the rain and bad roads. The means of conveyance
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DETROIT, MICHIGAN, July 6, 1917.
of to-day is ~omewhat different from what it was about
thirty years ago, when I first blew the gospeJ trumpet in
Editors Herald: The confer1ence of the district held at
Wabash. At that time there were f,ew Saints ~n that place. Port Huron on June 23 and 24 was the best ever. Reports
The branch had been organized some yea,rs before that, but showed marked ·advancement in ,nunl'bers and tithing rehad become disorganized and the only place avairabl~ for ceipts. There is no reason why we cannot exce,l, because
:preaching was at Brothe~r ~nthony Sharrows's house, and, in we have the material. A little more consecration and we
the summer, his orchard. I failed not to let my voice be will reach the· goal.
hea,rd pr.oclaiming the gospel of pea,c,e to the people of that
The failure of the local pri,esthood to ,repoDt is deplorable.
place, sometimes in the woods on Sundays :a basket dinnetr Perhaps a part of it is due to lack of knowledge on the pa,rt
and somertimes supper being arr34nged, and very large of some with regard to the resolutions on the books concerncrowd's came to hear. By this means some w:ere baptized, ing reporting. Wake up, y1e ministers of Chris't 34nd perform
we got 'the work starte:d again, that being the commence- your work.
ment of what. it is to-day. And while sitting on the pla,tform
The slogan of the Sunday school workers throughout the
of the br:ck edifice during the prayer service when old Sis- district ris "Pay the church debt by Christmas, 1918." We
··te:r Sharrows and Sister Kelley entered the door my mind hope to see them succ.e:ed.
ran back to thirty y.ears ag·o. I could not refrain shedding
All the meetings were of a high order and the Spirit of
tears of the vast change that had taklen place ~n that time. God was present ·in a marked degree,, both in the prayer and
Sister Sharrows is the only one left of aJI these that were preach;ing meetings. We were plea,sed to note that the
in the church at that time, and her time is drawing to a Saints did their "bit" in the Red Cross offering.
close.
J. R. GRICE,
The prayer service was good. The numhe~r of young peo~
WILLIAM F. SAGE,.
ple present was v;ery encou;r·,aging. Brother ,J. W. Badder
OTTO FETTING,
presides over the branch. Thinking over. the work of thirty
Press Committee.
years ago, little did I think such a work would be brought
about. It sur·ely is like the br,ead cast upon the wwters, after
MARSLAND, NEBRASKA, July 16, 1917.
many days it shall return. I1t pays well to be diligeiilt in the
Editors Herald: I am writing a few lines to 'ask if there
Master's cauSie whern in after years we see the fruits of our are any Saints living' in or 1around Belmont or Marsland,
labors. It is erncouragement for us to P'rre:ss on to do all ·Nebraska. If so will you p1ease wrirtle to me,? We have
we cam for the Master though wrei are we,ttirng nearer the end beern here only a short time and I feel very lonely at times
of the race.
and wish so much to be with some of the Saints.
I often think of the saying of J os.eph to the brethren as
My husband is not a member of' the church. I hav;e three
recorded in Doctrdne and Covenants UO: 22: "Brethren, shall little children that I am trying to teach that they may be
we not go on in so gr.eat a cauSie,? Go forward and ,not back- true followers o;f our Lord and Master. I have not had
ward. Courrage, br'ethren; 'and on, to the victory!" ,etc. And them bles.sed y,et but I hope to as soon as poss1hle.
as the hastening time has come it behooves every one of us
Words cannot ',teU how our paperr, the HERALD, has helped
to be up and do all we caiil for the advancement of this great me.
latter~day work.
I trust I may spend the balance of my
I am your sister in the Qne true faith and ever praying
days in proclariming the gospre:l, for there is no time that I for the church and its leaders.
MRs. CLAU:DE FLEMING.
enjoy life moDe than to be eng1aged in ;the Master's work.
I am your brother and colaborer in the g1ospel bonds.
DALLAS, TEXAS, July 16, 1917.
SAMUEL BROWN.
Editors HeTald: I had the pleasure of meeting with the
DlaUas Branch yesterday. Attended S:unday school, preaching
and Religio. The branch is small but whart they lack in
SPOKANE, WASHINGTON, July 16, 1917.
Editors Herald: The work here is making notliceable prog- number is offset by the earnestne,s!S and sociability. The:
ress under the ea1rnest efforts of our pastor, Brother S. S. Religians are wide-awake and progresSiiVe'. They have apSmith. The Saints greatly appreciate Brother Smith, and his parerntly imbued the "onwa'rd 1and' upward" move and make
strangers feel they :a,re welcome.
Your brother,
spLendid gospel! sermons are an incentive to all.
J. E. NICOLL.
District conference and reunion were at Palous.e, W•ashington, Ju~ne 29 to July 8. Although not so well attended
as forme,rly, yet the meetings wel'e uplifting, and the Saints
greatly strengthened.
Two mar::t1iages took place at 1the reul).ion. Brother Vernon
Gunter and Sister Laura Taylor were married Sunday at
noon, July 1; Brother Will H. Taylor 34nd Si'ster Maud Olney,
July 5.
Brother S. S. Smith was elected president of Spokane Di~
trict with Brother Lew F. Summecrs vice presid€fnt.
B:rother Danire,l Macgregor was ,in attendance at the reunion, and stopped off and occupied our pulpit morning and
evening of July 8, on his way home. The Saints greatly enjoyed Brother Macgregor's short visit and they are looking
forward to a longer visit this winter.
·
T,he ,epidemic of whoop1ing cough ha,s cripplred our Sunday
school quite materiaHy. However, the quarantine, res.t:ricting all the small children from meetings, has been raised and
we are looking for many of our little ones back. Seve!'al
children have been baptized recently.
CliLOE K. SHAW.

MANTENO, ILLINOIS, . July 16, 1917.
Editors Herald: Our branch at Deselm numbers sev·entyeight, but only about half that number are residing with us.
Two wel'e bap:tiized in June. Elder E. D. Rogers. is president of' the branch, and with Victor Eklof as priest, William
D. BBll teacher, and Abraham L. Rogers de::~con, they try to
magnify their calling and thus keep the woil"k of the branch
in good shape.
We me:et '4n a very good hall at Deselm Corners, but :there
is quite a desire on the part of the Saints to build a little
church building. We hope the Lord will direct in the matter.
The past week we have enjoy,e:d a series. of meetings extending over six days, with Distr!i,ct President J. 0. Dutton
and Pa1triarch W. A. McDowell as speakers. The Saints
feel encouraged to press on. As in many other places, there
are those who oppose the faith, but on the other hand, there
are those whom we sometimes call "leanerrs"-that is, they
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Ie:an in our directiotn. These people are sometimes, found
fighting our battles for us and we ask God's blessings on
th~m.
w,e hope the time will come when they will desire
to obey the call and unite with us.
The Sunday, school, R,eligio and Woman's Auxiliary are
doing what they can to help the church. We are all trying
to continue ~n the faith.
MILDRED ROGERS.

Brother Cha,rles Lundeen continues ·to improve rapidly,
the rtesult of the faith and prayers of the Saints. He is a
rlelgular attendant at cthurch and able to attend to his duties
a,,s branch president.
On ,sunday, July 1, Brethren B. R. McGuir:e and Keir of
the bishopric visited us and preached 1i:n the :afternoon and
evening.
The wriiJer was privileged to visit Lamoni for the first
time .1'1ecently and my impressions were of the best. I have
heard a numhe,r of people say ~they did not like Lamoni.
Perhaps not, neither would I if I were go;ing 1there to make
money, but I honets,tly believe that all who go there and are
willitng to do as the Master said, consecrate their all for the
servic1e of the Master, and do their part to redeem Zion,
will be able •tio say that Zion truly is the joy of the whole
'earth.
Brotheir Horace Darby, our Minnesota missionary, was
married recently. We wish him and his Godspeed, prosperity
and health.
~Sister Ruth SeneH of Minnetapolis haE' also taken to· herself a companion, Mr. Robert Lundeen, :a, son of our branch
president. They aDe residing in the city. We hope they may
ever find favor with the Master.
R. J. WILDEY.
180 Russell Ave:rme Nor'th.

TRYON, NEBRASKA, July 17, 1917.
Editors Herald: After reading the editorial in the HERALD
for July 11 on "The stress on ~the inteUeJCtual" I feel
p,rompted to wrHe. W£>J cannot place too much stress upon
the inteHectual. We are often mortifi,ed when nonmembers
attend our preaching services, by having one of our elders
use poor language.
We are told in Doctrtine and Coven1an:ts 87: 5 to study and
learn a.nd become acquainted with all good books, and with
languages, tongues andi peopie.
When I first came into the church, one of our elders who
has now passed to his reward would preach good sermons,
but used very poor language. One day after s,e,veral we11e
bap1tized we met at a private house for confirma,tion and
praye,r an:di testimony. This elder arose to bear his testimony.
After saying a few words the tSpirit ,of prophecy came upon
him. H~s countena1nce chang1ed 1and the wo11d:s that passed
through his lips were uttered in a perfect language. I
LANSFORD, NORTH DAKOTA, July 19, 1917.
noticed the contrast.
Editors Herald: The North Dakota reunion is now history
In trying to represent our Savior, thre very best is none · and a very profitable one it was; those who made the eff,o,rt
too good.
LILLIE M. RENEAU.
to attend were well repaid. The gathering Wlas the larg,est
we ever had and most of the campers were on the grounds
MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA, July 18, 1917.
at the beg'inlliing and remained until the close, which added
Editors Hera,ld: We have a membership of aibout one hun- much to the meetings.
dred and thirty, including two elders,, four priests, ~three
'The burden of the pr~eaching was done by J. A. Gillen,
teachers, and one deacon. I am glad to report that theDe is iW, M. Aylor ~nd J. W. Peterson and was of a very high
at Iast being some m:issiotna,ry work done here, however I do order. Such remarks by outs,idetrs _as, "If anybody is right
not wish the readers of the' HERALD to think thatt we have you are right," and "We cannot doubt y,our position," we,re
b:e!en shirking all these years for we haven't, but have merely heard. tSixteen in all wel'e baptized and! many more near
been handicapped, not having a sufficient number of the the door.
priesthood to carry out this part of the wo,rk. There are
Our oamp was saddened on the evening of July 3, by the
at the present time four of the brethren her1e working from news of the tragic death of our :esteemed b:rother, Charles
house to house with church literature and in that way spread- Graham of Lamoni. This of course took away his brother,
ing the gospel, not merely leav~ng a, tract or paper at the 'Morgan Grtaham, and J:li,s wife, Sister Bertha, who W1as
door, but actually visiting the home1Si of outsiders: and ex- conducting the institute wo~rk. W,e ca,nnot see through :all
plaining the angel messag:e 'to them. The re,sults are sur- things now-no wonder the Apostle Paul said "Now we se'e
pnsmg. The brtethren say that a great many of the homes through a glass darkly." Our departed brother was one of
are fr,eely opened to them and re'ally there is more work to the early piotneers herte and of the very best of men. May the_
do than we h!we lli,ern to do. I believe if this werte tried out ,good Lord succ,or and sustain the ber,eaved.
, in more plac'e's we would be surprised a!t the good we could
The district conference convened on the 3d. The bishop's
do. If we only had sufficient fai1th and confidence in God ag1ent, J. E. Wildermuth, reported receipts for the past six
a1nd his promises what a great work we would be able to moniJhs the largest for that amount of time. Why shouldn't
the "hastening time" be an awakening one to our 1e:very ilense ·
accomplish.
We also have a fully organized Sunday school and Religio, of duty?
as well as the Woman's, Auxiliary, all of wh~ch ar1e essential
The Fargo Ladies Aid had charge of the commisary, and I
to the making of a good live branch. We are working so that understand did nkely, as the expense w:a,s very heavy this
some day we oan say our auxiliaries: 1and branch :are filling time. The p:r1ofits were very small but this they gave to the
reunion and Christmas offering funds.
their miss'ion and accomplishing what God has designed.
The music ~a.s in charge of our district chorister, Fred
Brother Augustine DwYletr was here and gave us some fine
IeJCtures, each of which wer1e very educat:ional and itnstruc- Mollison, assisted by William Shakespeare, Whi',ch added to
the services.
'
tive.
The writer with Thomas Leitch 'a,nd: .C. A. Smith consrtiBtrot:her Leslie Delapp, one of our promising young men
who :attended General Confer<enoe this last year, has en- tuiJEJ the district presidency; Thomas Leitch and Ferd Hammel
listed and jointed! the hospit:al corps,. He says 1aH is well and head the Sunday. school 1and 'S'is1Je,r Bertha Graham the R&
his faith and confidence in God , and his promises as strong ligio for the coming yea~. L1e:t's one and all try to make
as -ever. We are glad to hear this and hope the Sa~nts will this the best year. If we do less do you thiink we will heed
,
remeimber him, together with all the res1t of our young men the oft-11ep,eta1ted admonition to. "come up highe,r"?
We expect to hold a reunion in 1918. So Jbe:gin to plan
that have been and will be summoned to the colors, that
attending now. Fall in line. Get the habit. The hegin,ners
they may ever be true to their God and their country.
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this year say they are coming back neild. May the good
Lol\d bless the work,etr>s e~e:rywhere-and all should be workers-that his kingdom may spread triumphant "in all the
world"-then peace our heritage, if faithful.
Your brother,
WARREN McELWAiN.
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chosen by Herbert C. Hoover as one of the five members of
the national hotel men's conservation commission. Details
of the work will require his presence in many dties of the
Nation to urge economy and con.servation in handling hotel
food requirements. He was lately elected pr,esident of the
American Hotel Protective Association.

MANITOWANING, MANITOULIN ISLAND, ONTARIO.
Editors Herald: The appointing powers saw fit to s,e;nd
me to Owen Sound District, Manitoulin IsJand, as my field
of labor, so on May 8, I lefib Flint, Michigan, and loved one~s
the,re for Owen Sound.
I passed through t:Qe tunnel at Port Huron and as usual Conference Minutes
met our busy fdend, the customs officer, whom I passred withNOVA SCOTIA.-..-:.At the home of K. Hyatt, preside,nt of
out a,ny trouble. At Owen Sound I found Elder Benson River
PhiHp Branch, July 14, 3 p.m. F. J. Ebeling presided.
Belrose and! :Saints, all earnes-t workers for the Master.
All officers of district repo1rted in writing. Bishop's agent,
A1t Hepwdhh w,e met with and talked to the Saints, meet- Boyd Johnson, reported $354 in ti-thes and offerings received
ing the1re Elder John Sru~elds whose words of encouragement "from 15 Saints, all of which was forwarded to the: Bishop.
Branches, Rover Philip 12, absent 6; South Rawdon 14, abgave st:rength to us all and ~a,VJe us greater courage to press sent
9; Williams.da1e 17, abs,ent 13. Time and place of next
our wa,y onward. Then we went to Clavering, meeting meeting left to president of district. It was voted to disorBrother D. Perkins, president of Owen Sound Dis,trict. On ganize Ri¥er Philip Branch and unite with Williamsdale, as
to Alleneford, where Brother Powell 'with his auto took us the11e were not enough in either to hold :a business meeting.
to his home, thein to Southampton wher'e meetings were Lois Johnson, secretary.
held for two nights.
S'ASKATCHEWAN.-Viceroy, July 7, with distric:t p'residency
Port Elgin was next for two nights and by request of in charge and J. A. Gillen chosen to preside. A condensed
report of the labors of the elders, priests,, teachers and
Saints returned to Southampton again for eight days.
deacons was read. Branches: Minnesota 83, Zion's Hill 29,
While there mert Elder Grant St. John, enjoying his ~oH'lSO Glenn Ellyn 40, Sunnyvale 62, Iowa 83, Weyburn 51, Rabbit
ciation whil:e theit'e. And while striving in our weakness to Foot Lake 30, Artla,nd 86, Disley 43, Senlac 24. Bishop's
tell the gospel story our laborers were blessed by bei,ng per- agent reported on hand last report $303.40, rece1ipts $10,426.35,
mitted to lead two more precious souls into the waters of \expenditures $10,508.65. , Officers reelected. New officers:
Ida Mae Bergerson member library board, W. F. Jordan
baptism. On the 25th we had to leave in company with member good literature board. Motion prevaHed to· petition
Elder St. John for Owen !Sound, where we s1tayed until the General Conference to divide Saskatchewan District into two
morning of the 30th, then left for the island, arriving there districts. Time and place of next conf®ence in July, 1918,
on June 1 to greert SaintSJ. , .The,re stayed the first night with left in hands of district presiden:cy. Bertha Co11nish, SJecJ:1e,
tary.
Brother and Sister Thomas Oh1arlton, she b~ing the first
8POKANE.-A:t Palouse, Washington, June 30. F. D.
" Latt:e1r Day Saint baptized. on the island. Then on out to
meet with Elder W. R. Smith who was the first elder to be Omans and L. P. 1Summers presided, W. W. Fordham, secretary, Oliver Turnbull, 'assistant. Branch reports: Spokane
ordained on the island, where we sta,yed for a week, talking 304, Gifford 72, Valley 43, 1Sagle 61, Palous.e 32, Leahy 31.
each night in the church. Then out to Sandfield preaching iReport of tent committere showed balance on ha,nd $20.95. ·
each night for a week, there finding a good live bran.ch of committee releas,ed and funds placed in hands of dist:rlict
Saints, Elder Arthur Gordon in charge!. Then we went t11easurer. Biooop's agent, W. W. Fordham, reported receipts
of $1.,654.74, expenditures $1,555. District treasurer $10.35,
back to Manitowani,ng to me1et wife and baby. Went out to paid out $5.15. Distriet rule 4 was rescinded. The words
The Slash for an all:day grove meeting, meeting Elder R. "Missionary in charge" were stricken from rule 2. Officers
T~ Bmwn and wife.
Stay:e:d there and held meeting each elected: iS. S. Smith, president; L. P. Summers, vice president;
night for a week ~and baptiz,eld five more honest souls, and W. W. Fordham, secretary. By 11equest, the name of the
Leahy Branch was changed to Mansfield. Next conference
left others interested.
in Spolmne. ,W. W. Fordham, secretary, South 238 Haven
The time of writing finds us at Sandfield. We find the Street, 1Spokane, Washington.
Saints whole hearted and very ki,nd to us. They have purchased us a horse :and buggy to better ·enable us ~to reach Convention Minutes
the different parts of the isiland. 'S'o the good work goes on
NORTH DAKOTA.-At Logan, July 5, 1917. ~S'chools reportand God is blessing us in our efforts for good. Ever praying ing were: Lansford, Dunseith, Logan, North Prairie, CottOJnfor the adv;ancrement of this great work.
E. M. ORTON.
wood Lake, Dunn Center, Fargo, .Sherwood, Br~mpton and
1StraubviUe. Officers elected: .Thomas L~eitch, superintendent;
Ferd Hammel, assistant superintoodent; Gladys Darling,
SJecreta:ry-treasurer; g1mer E~. WeddLe, home department
' From Here and There
superintendent; Mrs. Ferd Hammel, cradLe roll super1ntend'€illt; Thomas Leitch, member libTiary board. Next convention
Sis1t,er Jessie w~ells requests the prayers of the Saints that at Fargo, time left to district officers. Gladys Darling, sec:Tietary.
she may be healed and live to rais1e her children.

~ISCELLANEOUS DEPARTMENf

Sixty-nine ;tents have been ordered from the Lamoni reunion committee two weeks before the opening date. Many
are privately owned in the community and no doubt a goodly
numb~r will be ordered later. A record-breaking attendance
is looked for in spite of the higher prices for tents. A
number of permanent impro¥ements have been made on the
grounds, south of town.
Brother Wallace N. Robinson, own,er of Hotel Tulsa, Tulsa,
Oklahoma, and of Hotel Baltimore in Kansas City, has been

The Presidency
To the Saints of the Pittsburgh D-istrict: Inasmuch as the
formation of the Whe,eling District out of a part of the former Pittsburgh District has taken the vice president ~and
the trea,surer of the Pittsburgh District, ,J hereby give notice
of the appointment of Elder L. F. P. Curry, vice presid€1Ilt,
and Sister Emma Locka,rd as treasurer ·Of Pittsburgh Dis~
trict, to act till the convening of the next district .Conference.
FREDERICK M. SMITH,
July 20, 1917.
Prest'ldent of Church.
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The Bishopric
APPOINTMENT OF BISHOP'S AGENT, MINNESOTA DISTRICT
Brother L. A. Gould having indicated to the district conference his desire to be 11elievetd of this work, upon their
recommendation we here:by appoint Brother Lester Whit:ng,
of Battle Ltake, Minnesota, to act as bishop's agent. This.
district is large and Brother Whiting may not be able to
visit the branches very frequently but we trust that the
scattered Saints ailld those in branches will be faithful in
observing the Lord's financial law and will forward their
tithes and offerings as the Lord doth bless and prosper. Wet
appreciate the labors of our retiring agent.
·
BENJ. R. McGuiRE,

Prresiding Bishop.

Conference Notices
Far West at Guilford, Missour:i, October 13 'and 14. It
will not be ne'cessary for the branches to appoint delegates;
the people will meet en masse. A large att~ndance is de~
sired .. R. S. Salyards, president.

Reunion Notices
Western Nebraska at North Platte, September 15 to 24.
All invited. C. W. Prettyman, p•resident committee.

Religio Graceland Scholarship Fund
By acttion of its General Convention the Religio soci.ety
has a Graceland scholarship fund from which loans may be
made to worthy students to help defray the expense of their
education at Graceland. These loans are made in sums of
not to exceed $60 per y;etar on the studelllt's note, on recommendation of the president of Graceland College. The notes
do not bear interest a.n:d are payable a~ soon as possible according to arrangements made at the t;~me the loan is secuDed.
The Religio now has :available for such loans approximately $1,000 which they would be very glad to have worthy
students make use of. ApplicaJtions for loans· should be addressed to Brother George N. Briggs, presidEllllt of Graceland
Coll>e:ge., Lamoni, Iowa, and eithe!r he or Brother G. S.
Trowbr,idge, President o;f the Religio, 50321A Devonshire
Avenue, Saint Lou:;s, Missouri, will be glad to furnish any
additional information regarding the matter.
JAMES W. STOBAUGH,.
INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI.
Generwl Secretary.

Our Departed Ones
Through an oversight, the name of Sister Henry IGemp
appeared in this department last week after her maiden
name----'Study. If our corr•espondents would put the notices
up in the form they appear here ,;t would help us much and
prevent such mistakes.
PoRTER.-Samuel D. Porter was .born May 15, 1866, at
Claiborne, ·Alabama. Baptized June 18, 1911, by A. E. Vandeave.. Died May 13, 1917, at bi:s home. in Whistler, Ala.bama. Interment in Wolf Ridge Gemetery. !Sermon by
A. E. Warr.
·
CROWLEY.___:Octava Crowley was bo:nn at Jonesport, Maine,
Ju:ne 2, 1854; baptized June 30, 1897, by Joseph Lakeman.
Leaves 3 daughters and five sons, her husband departing this
life but a few y·ears ago. She lived a consistent Christian
life. Died June 16, 1917. :Services from the Sa.ints' church,
condudled by E. J. Ebeling. Interment in Greenwood Ceme:tery.
HATCHER.-Margaret C. OiNeil was born December 3
1842. Married John Hatcher April 18, 1858. Eleven chil~
dren were: born, 5 sons and 6 daughters, 7 of whom survive.
He,r husband passed away . in 1914. Died at Des Moines,
Iowa:, March 24, 1917. The body was brought to Lamoni
where she was buried from the residence of her daughter:
Mrs. J. P. Haas. Funeral sermon by Heman C. .Smith assisted by E. E. Long.
'
WILLEJTS.-Margaret Ann Willets was born February 25
1867, at ·Bath, California. Baptized August 14, 1881 at
Lucas, Iowa. Married William Willets October 16 1'884.
E·ight c~il~ren were borl! to t~i~ union, one girl and 7 boys,
all remammg to mourn, m addition to 6 grandchildren and a
host ·of friends. Died July 16, at MoHne, Illinois, following

an operation. Was an active church worker ·amd will be
greatly missed. Serv:ces at the home in Rock Island 1835
Thirty-seco~d Street, in <;hinge; o~ F; G. Pitt, assist'ed by
E. A. Curtis. Interment m Chippianock Gemeterv.
DANIELSON.-Christopher Danielson was born at Arsden;
Norway, January 4, 1835. Came to America with his pare.nts
when. two years. old: R:esided in La:Salle Gounty, Illinois, the
'remamder of h1s hfe exc:e'Pt three years a't Lamoni Iowa.
Married Miss Ann Thompson July 5, ·1856. She bo're him
9 ?hildren, all whom, with the.;r mother, survive. Was ordamed '!'l' teach~r !Y£•arch, 1867, by Z. H. Gurley, sr. Di,ed
at Sheridan, Illmors, March 25, 1917. Funeral service from
:Saints' church, L:amoni. Setrmon by Heman C. Smith assisted by John Smith.
'

American. Explains Germans' Methods of .Bagging
'Planes
The Germans have arranged thetir guns in batteries· and
when an enemy plane came wi:thin range, the first gun ~ould
throw three shells into the air in rapid succession. The:se
were so devis:ed that they would explode at different eJevations, liberating differ:ent coFors in a smoke cloud. Usually
one of these would be somewhere. near the plane. . Thus the
Germans had three fix.ed altitudes .in the air and from their
smoke t est they could insta:ntly determine the .altitude of the
plane.
. A second gun of the battery fires a hig high explosive sheH,
aimed as close to the aeroplane as possible. If i't explodes
close enough, it will wreck the machine; but the Germans do
:not really expect to get one even with the second she:ll. The
effect of this .eix:plosion .j,s to "dud" the air. It creates air
conditions which for a time make it impossible to move in
that vicinity.
.
·
It is a third gun which gets h::m. Ha.ving ascertained the
range with th~ fir~t, and killted the a!r with the second, a b:g
sharpnel shell IS directed from the third gun. If the machine
has been fairly caught by the high explosive shell, the six
~undr~d shrapnel balls reie:a;sed ~y the next generally finish
It.-LI,e.utenant G. T. Cummmgs m The AmJe ricarn Boy.
1

1

THE REASONS WHY
You Should Go to· Graceland
Vlll-LlTERARY WORK
To be able to make 'a creditable appearance in
public is an ambition that should be encouraged m
everyone.
The practice of reading, singing or
speaking in public develops an individual tremendously.
!n order to provide an opportunity for work of
this cha:ract•ecr, the Athenian Litera·ry Society was
formed m the early years of Graceland's existence.
From the beginning, .the first object of this society
· has been to develop 1ts members, the excellence of
the programs being a seconda-ry consideration. Yet
both of these objects have been attained.
The literary work off,e,red at Graceland is not excelled anywhere.
For more complete information and catalogue
address

THE PRESIDENT, GRACELAND CODLEGE, LAMONI, lOWA
The above is the eighth of a series of rea- sons why you should attend Graceland College. They include the questions of: Credit,
Teacher Training, Junior College, Spiritual
Environment, Low Expense, Special Departments, Equipment, Literary Work and
:Faculty.
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Helpful Books
HIS FIRST VENTURE AND THE SEQUEL,::_
A story by Estella Wight, editor· of
Stepping Stones and the "Religio's
Arena." It tells about a country boy who
. was led astray by the lure of the city,
but came back at last to loved ones-and
the realization that "homely goodness"
is the best thing after all. No. 369,
cloth ........................................................ "$.60
JOSEPH SMITH AND HIS PROGENITORS.The Martyr's mother, Lucy S'mith, wrote
t,his biography. For this reason alone,
if for no other, the book must always
be intensely interesting. But there are

~nd Adenoids completely reDr. Joseph Mather, Specialist

Tonsils
moved.

in diseases of the eye, ear, nose, and
throat.
ELders and family on ministeQ'ial allowance, work done free of charge.
Cataracts removed.
Work done in Independence Sanitarium, Independence, Missouri.
MEMOIRS OF W. W. BLAIR.-Every
Latter Day Saint has heard about W. W.
Blair.. The "Old Guard:' speaks reverently of him. He was universally loved.
The key to the life of such a man is a
possession worth having. These memoirs
by his son, F. B. Blair, are such a key.
No. 236, cloth ........................................ $.75
BEATRICE WITHERSPOON. An autobiography of a prominent church worker.
By Mrs. Emma Burton, including much
of the life ,experiences of her husband,
Elder Joseph Burton. Sea stories, pioneer
experiences, conversion in 'spite of deepset convictions-numerous features that
go to make 'an interesting, active, use-·
ful life. No. 360, cloth .................... $1.30
OUR MISSIONARIES IN BIBLE LANDS.
A compilation of interesting views of historic places in Palestine and Egypt, with
descriptions, from photographs taken by
Elder and Mrs. F. G. Pitt, instructive
and interesting. No. E361, handsome
heavy paper covers .................... :......... 50c
No. E362, cloth boards ........................ 75c
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EDITORIAL:
War as a Te'St of Character
No'tes and Comments
ORIGINAL ARTICLES:
Faith and Origin of Churches-Part 5, by J. F.
Mimun
WoMAN's AulxrLIARY
Lula M. 'Sandy-T. P. Cook-Hester. A. T1aylor.
LETTER DEPARTMENT
Wimam Moore--R. W. Farrell-D. T. Williams
-A. J. Banta~R. T. Cooper-Burlington Correspondent-George W. Rohley~William Harte:r:-J. F. Mitchell-Samuel Brown-Chloe
K. Shaw-.J. R. Grice~William F. 1Sage--Otto
F,etting-Mrs. Claude Fleming----J. E. NicollMildred Rogers-Lillie M. Renau-R. J. Wildey-Warren McElwain-E. M. Orton-From
Heve and There.
MISCELLANEOUS DEPARTMENT

many other elements entering into its
value: its condemnation of·· polygamy;
its true perspective on early history; its
sweet maternal intimacy. The church
gives it out to the world "for what it is
worth," and obviously it is worth a great
deal. No. 287, cloth ............................ $1.00
THE MORMON GIRL.-Paula Brown
Dykes, a member of the Reorganized
Church, who has lived in Utah for years,
writes a telling indictment of Brighamist
spiritual and carnal methods in this
novel. No one can resist the realism of
the story. It is so entirely different
from the usual anti-"Mormon" work; so
sincere and straightforward in its style,
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734
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and natural in its plot. Founded on facts.
No. 371, cloth ...................................... $1.00
PARSONS' TEXTBOOK.-An exhaustive
compendium of texts and quotations, covering the entire field of gospel doctrine,
collated by Alonzo H. Par.sons.
A
ready (and adequate) reference for
preachers, and also those who would accurately represent the angel's message
in conversion-a maker of efficients. No.
263, cloth .............................................. $1.00
BOOK OF MORMON.-We sell this book
in various bindings, listed in our price
list. The most popular editions are, No.
11, cloth, 90c; No. 12, full leather $1.30

~=============================
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In the ockies omorrow!
Don't think of the Rocky Mounta,ins as "way-off ther,e." They're
as near as to•morrow.
Don't depri;ve yourself of that P'romised and ne,eded vacation,
even though your time is short. Let the Burl~ngton take you
right into the Rockies~Naturels own Vacationland-quickly.
Enjoy Denver, Rocky Mountain National Park, Colorado' Springs,
the Pikes Peak region, Garden of the Gods. Fish-golf-climbbreathe the mountain ozone. And why not take the family along?

Get Burlington's Special Rocky Mountain Vacation Plans
for short vacation tours or 1o,ng. _You will find the Rockies have
new and different glory at Yellowstone and Glacier Piarks.
The Burlington's 3-in-1 Grand Circle Tour takes in all three
great National Parks-Rocky Mountain National-E<stes-Yellowstone National Park--'GladeT National Park-the :biggest vacation value on the map. Burli,ngton trains run direct to all three
Parks.
Low fare, round-trip excursion tickets now on
sale. Come in-let's talk it over today.

L. F. SILTZ
Ticket Agent- The Pleasant Way to Travel
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You
If you could have a half-hour conversation with
each of the following men?
Elbert A. Smith

R. C. Evans

Paul M. Hanson

Joseph Luff

John W. Rushton

T. W. Williams

Joseph R. Lambert

Wm. Lewis

H. 0. Smith

J. W. Peterson

A. B. Phillips

Alvin Knisley

I. M.· Smith

S. K. Sorenson

r would it be of interest to you if they would
answer any question- you cared to ask concern~
ing Church Doctrine, Practice or . istory?

Will furnish a very satisfactory appointment
If you are intere~ted, address
Advertising

Manager~

Box 237., Independence., Moe

Ask Him :for Details
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OFFICIAl. PUIII.ICATIOl'l OF THE REO~GANIZED ClHJRCH OF JESUS CHRIST . - - - - - - - - - - OF LATTER DAY SAINTS
Entered as second .. class --tnatter at Lamoni. iowa. post office
"'"There &ball net anY man among you have eave it
be one wife; and c::oncubinea he shall have none."-

111

1f ye continue in. my word, then are ye my disciples
indeed; and ye •hall know the truth, and the truth shall
make you free."-John 8: 31-32.

Book of

Volume 64

Book of Mormon, Jacnb 2: 36.

Holy

Doctrine
and Covenants

Scriptures

Mormon

Lamoni, Iowa,, August 8, 1917

Number 32
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FRUIT IN ITS SEASON
[Considerable anxiety is expressed from several widely
separated locali{ies as to the interpretation of the Word of
Wisdom on .the use of fruit in its se,ason. We have been
giving the matt1er serious consideration and may give the
views of a number of our church pe.ople at an early date.
However, the follow:ng f11om the pen of our late President
J,oseph S'mith should meet with approval and settle the
question. It is from the SAINTS' HERALD for May 23, 1894.EDITORS.]

We have sometimes been quite amused at being
questioned in regard to the lawfulness of eating
preserved fruits and vegetables, the questioners. contending that according to the Word of Wisdom, no
one was justified in eating of either fruit or vegetables that have been dried, preserved in either salt,
vinega;r, or sugar, as such preserved food would
be out of the season.
On this topic we offer:
1. The Word of Wisdom is not given by way of
commandment or constraint, anu hence any man
who may not keep it in accord with the strict letter
of it is not for that reason alone adjudged to l.Je
a sinner, and guilty of breaking a command "thou
shalt" or "thou shalt not."
2. All wholesome herbs, were designed of God
for the use of man ; and every fruit.
Under this rule every plant, the leaves, bark, or
root of which may be found beneficial to man, either
in health or in sickness, may be used by man law. fully. And those the qualities of which are preserved by drying are in their season while their
quality is not impaired by being kept too Jong.
Also under thlis rule, every fruit may be eaten in
its ripened condition from the vine, shrub, plant,
or tree, and so long after ·it is plucked as it may
be. kept in sound condition, whether the process of
keeping may be by saving the fruit in a su'itable
place until it mildews or molds or rots; or drying,
preserving in syrups, boiling in sugar, canning,
or in any other way preserving its original flavor
and consistency.
·
1

The fig of ancient commerce, the date, and other
biblical fruits were saved and used after drying.
The olive as a fruit, and the oil pressed from it
were articles of food and used the year round; and
it is perhaps significanlt that as a rule it is quite
difficult to keep fruits in good condition longer than
from crop to crop; but it ought to be a settled matter W:ith all Saints that divine economy has so
ordered the ways. of man that he may learn from the
provident bee, ant, bird, and beast all of them that
live in the quarters of the earth where there is a
succession of seed time and harvest, a season of
blooming and a season of ripening, and provide for
·the time when the ea:rfu rests and sleeps by storing
up wha~t has been grown in their season of labor.
· 3. All grain, and all that the vine above, or in
the ground bears, has God given to man for food
for himself and his beasts of burden and use. This
grain may he grown and stored for an indefinite
period; and it is just as logical to refuse to eat
bread made from grain more than one year old
because it is out of season, as it is to refuse to eat
the pear, peach,· plum, apricot, apple, st.rawberry,
blackberry, currant, gooseberry, or grape after the
fruit drops. :from the tree and is preserved, or
canned, upon the plea that it is out of its season.
The germ of life has been preserved in wheat'
garnered on Egypt's plains nearly two thousand
years ago, and placed where it was kept from damp~
ness and tlhe weevil; and who shall say that so long
as that wheat retained its qualities it should not
be eaten by man if his necessities required.
Meat has been dried and salted to preserve it
since man Hved on the earth, and corned beef and
pickled pork are as much out of season as preserved
or canned fruit, or kept grain. But all accept the
idea that the bean, the pea, the onion, the potato,
the carrot, the parsnip, and all other succulent vegetables, roots, or berries must be gathered, dried,
and hou,sed to be eaten in the winter; the fruits
both of the vine, shrub, or tree are as much the
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subjects of the provident care that provides for the current writers and numerous quoted paragraphs
season of cold, snow?. and ice as are vegetables, or appearing in church papers are copied."
the grains, and we see no good reason why Saints • He gives several instances. It is unfortunate that
should not be as sensible in the one as in the other; we have to wa,tch poetry and prose to catch quoted.
avoiding either extreme.
lines and may often fail even then. Even whole
We believe in the Word of Wisdom, and in the poems have been sent in W;ithout proper credit. The
conclusions of common sense a's well.
HERALD has made a rule of putting in quota,tion
·marks all extracts when we do not know the author.
When we do know the author, we give credit. We
;cOSTS IN CHURCH TRIAL
have known some speakers to deliver an address
'l'he following ext:mct from a letter raises a point of which scarcely any part was original, and at the .
of much interest. It should be noted that in the most only a few connecting words. Yelt it was
given and insi,sted upon as original.
suggestion it is left to the court to say who shall
On the other hand, we have learned from expay ,the costs, so that the person who is unable to
perience
some ideas have been worked out indepay may have, as he should, the fun· protection of
pendently. They may not be entirely new, though
the court. On the other hand, one ought not to .
some may be new ~to us, and not copied or quoted.
be protected in continued wrongdoing, and in forcing the church to a considerable expense, wihen he Many times it happens that two or more people
have the same ideas about the same time. We have
is able to bear a share or all of said expenses hima number of editorials that we have written upon
self. It is a poinjl; worthy of our consideration,
special topics, and then before they could be puband may be taken up by the special oommi~ttee on
the church part of the Rules 'of Order and Debate. lished, we have found them in some recent magazine or newspaper which has come to our hand
There is a point of general pl'ocedure which is involved ~n
after the writing of the ed!itorial. , There is nothing
the abov~e matter, and which I. have frequently considered
during the past year or longer. It is regarding the expense remarkable in this, as many students may come to
of church trials. In some cas,es the expense is small and can same conclusions from existing conditions. But
certainly every writer should be careful to give
be easily borne by the branch; in others it is heavy and may
· work an injustice to the branch or even district, if either due credit for quotations made, whether it is only
has to p~ay it. I am of the opinion that the difficulty in- a line of poetry or a part of a sentence.
vohned in meeting the expense has pr~e:vented many a· trial
Quotations should be exact. Too many of our
which ought to have been held. Ought not some pr'Ov:sion
contributors
are careless about them. It would
be made. by the General Conference to meet this defect? For
instance, give to the court the power :to determine how the seem self-evident that they should be exactly followed, yet al'ticles have been received with ten or
expenses shall be met, a,nd by whom.
In cases where members a11e proven transgressors and are more pages. of quotations and not one correct.
able to p:ay the costs they should by all that is just and right Many times we have not the originals for verificabe required to do so as an essential part of their repentance.
tion, and in any case it makes mucn extra and unIt is enough that transgressors should injure the church in
S. A. B.
its reputation and not that their transgress:~ms should cost necessary work.
the church financial loss in addition, and tl1en by confession
be forgiven forthwith. Of course where parties dd not repent but go out of the church there is .no recourse, and some
who do nepent are unable to pay and those m·ust be forgiven.
But I urge that our court procedure should be revised to
give the courts power to place the costs and the branches
power to make their payment one of the, evidences of repentance of those against whom the costs are charged.

DON'T PLAGIARIZE

A letter from Elder 0. R. Miller raises the above
point. He says, "Some of our men 'almost~ plagiarize in order to get something real a,ttractive
over their signatures." He gives an in.stance in a
recent HERALD and then adds: "The part underscored is copied word for word~and the fore· par'c
is changed to suit. Th:is is not serious of course.
and in fact we are all inclined at times to draw
thoughts from the writings of another, but I have
a large s.crapbook of pointed paragraphs,. taken from

CHICAGO DEDICATION

On July 8, Bishops B. R. McGuire and J. F. Keir
dedicated the two churches in Chicago, that on the
'Wes't Slide in the forenoon, and the church on the
south side at three o'clock in the afternoon. We
h~ve received only partial reports so far, but learn
that there was the usual musical program, presentation of the key and deed, and the return of the key
to the deacon. Also a testimonial was presented
to one of the neighbors, Mrs. Steers, for her help
and interest while the church was being built.
Bishop McGuire offered the dedica~tory prayer on
the west side, and Bishop Keir, by them well known
and much beloved, preached the rledicatory sermon.
As part of the program a brief history. of the
branch was prepared and read by Sl.ster Grace E.
Johnson, of which we present a summary:
Thirty-eight years ago Columbus :Scott, H. A. Stebbins and
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William H. Kelley came to Chicago and held cottage meetings..
Mark H. Forscutt was sent and a branch or~anized and
meet'iflgs held, a hall being rent.ed for this purpose. Uncle
Mark continued for seveml years, being succeeded by the
services of T. W. Smith and J. R. Lambert: The branch was
disorganiz·ed for a time, but again reorganized .in 1885, out
only one of those, who then belonged, is now living, Sister
EliZlabeth Cox. Meetings were held in various halls and
private homes. Elder F. G. Pitt 11endered valuable services
through the Columbian Exposition and afterwa.11d. Under
his adm~nisttation the work grew, and the young became
activce finan~ially as well as spiritually.
Services we1re held at first jn the heart of the city later
on the w.est side, then on the north side, and still later ~~n the
south and west side, where the two churches are at present
established. Brother J. M. Terry and wife, and Elder F. lVI.
Cooper and wife rendered valuable s,ervices from time to
time. F. M. Sheehy, M. H. Bqnd, and W. A. McDowell are
mentioned as doing valued missionary service.
At last a chapel was located •on Holman Street, during the
administration of Elder Arthur AHeri. This place was later
sold and the present edifice erected. It has meant a S>truggle on the part of the branch, but they rejoice in its completion. J. A. Tanne1r and David Dowker have .administered
iill late years.
This history, it will be noted, includes also the south side
branch in part. We have no special data on the south side,
ecx:cept that the services, were in charg1e of the Presiding
Bishopric.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
A number of questions are sent in for our consideration, raising some interesting points. Some
.. of them and the answers thereto have been copied
and will be published from time to time under the
above heading for such value as they ma,y have to
our readers.

Question. If a husband or wife becomes insane
and is placed in the asylum and there pronounced
incurable, and the spouse ha,s been granted a divorce
by the State courts, would the church approve of
a remarriage to another companion by the spouse,
who is sane?
Answer. The church has had no legislation on
this question in the General Conference, so far as we
are aware. The constitutional law of the church
would seem to be quite clear as stated in the Bible,
and only recognizes one cause as, j usltifying such a
·separation and remarriage, and that is marital infidelity. In some ways it might seem hard to forbid
.a mother WJith JJ:;lany small children to care for, but
we know several who have cared for their children
and raised them successfully and after many years
the husband was released from the asylum. Some
cases thought to be incurable will recover. In some
cases it may be justifiable to permit a remarriage.
The question must, however, be approached with
the utmost care, and a general rule other than the
above is. hardly possible.
Question. What is a seer?

747

Answer. Literally the word is related to "see."
T.b.e early Hebrew word appears to have had a similar significance. It has sometimes been used in
connection with prophet. We use it to-day in the
phrase prophet, seer and revelator. The one who
is the prophet to the church is also the seer of the
church. The Book of Mormon connects it with the
use of the Urim and Thummim, but it is not certain
that the possession of the Urim and Thummim is
prerequisite to a seer. He who possesses and uses
this instrument was called a seer in ancient times.
(Mosiah 5: 74; 12: 21.) From the Bible 1 Samuel
9: 9 is often quoted to show that a seer is the same
as a prophet: "Beforetime in Israel, when a, man
went to inquire, of God, thus he spake, Come, and
let us go to the seer: for he that is now called .a
prophet was beforetime called a seer." However,
there may be many prophets as there were in
ancient I'srael. (1 Samuel 10: 10; 19: 20; 2 Kings
2: 3, 5, 7; Numbers 11: 29.) There also were
prophets in the Christian church as shown in the
New Testament (Ephesians 4: 11; 1 Corinthians
12: 28; 14: 29). While he who is a seer to the
church is also the prophet to the church.
The fact appears to be that the actual knowledge
of the Urim and Thummim has been lost, so th rt
there are two or three different views in regard to
what the Urim and Thummim really is. Some have
held that it referred to the three rows of stones ·
on the breastplate and that these were marked with
Hebrew letters and the message signified by th8
shining of certain letters. Others have thought that
the message was delivered by an audible voice.
{;ertain passages of the Old Testament would seem
to contradict the above view in the minds of some
critics. (Leviticus 8: 8; Exodus 28: 30; 28: 17, 21;
39; 10.) Hence they take the position that there
were two stones that were carried in a pocket of
the breastpliate. And some have thought that these
stones were shaped like little images. The Book
of Mormon is quite clear on this point and so is
modern revelation, as they declare the Urim and
Thummim to be two stones in bows, and the seGr
looks through them and receives the message. It
may be noted here, that one may receive revelation
without the Urim and Thummim.
Question. What is the difference between a seer
and a prophet?
Answer. 1 Samuel 9: 9 has already been quoted.
Literally one means a man who sees things. The
other one who foretells the future. Perhaps it may
be safer for us to limit the first to the use of the
Urim and Thummim, though there appears to be
;no definite statement aside from those we have already given. In Israel only the high priest could
use the Urim and Thummim, while there were many
prophets. (Mosiah 5 : 74; 12: 21.)
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Question. Which is the higher in authority?
Answer. "And the king said that a seer is
greater than a prophet. And Ammon said that a
seer is a revelator, and a prophet also; and a gift
which is greater can rio man have, except he should
possess the power of God, which no man can; yet
a man may have great power given him from God.
But a seer can know of things which have pa.st, and
also of things which are to come."-Mosiah 5: 76,
77, 78.
Question. ,J,s the seer the only one permitted to
use the Urim and' Thummim?
Answer. !Evidently from the above statements
the one who uses the Urtim and Thummim is a seer.
Questio'(l,. Is a seer supposed to know thing,s in
general as well as spiritual, or was the instance of
Samuel telling Saul in reg1atd to his animals a special
occasion?
Answer. !A vision may give an answer or a
dream may give the answer as well as the use of
the Urim and Thummim. A seer or a prophet
knows wihat other men know, through what he may
have g1ained by study. He also know:s what the
Spirit of God reveals to him and the Spirit of God
may reveal matters of general importance, .as well
as the spiritual. The promise of the Spirit of God
goes beyond the man who may be called a prophet,
seer and revelator to the church. "Your yoQng men
shall see visions 'and your old me:n shall ~ream1
dreams." The promise of the Spirit of God is general, and minister's of God have at times this defini·te
direction for their work by which the secrets qf
the present life are revealed. In fact, if we are
striving to do our duty, the Spirit of God will inspire and direct, as is needed. But the gift of God
is not to be used for personal profit. Neither a
seer or prophet mak!es it his speeial business to
find lost articles.
Question. Is a seer always a prophet, but a
prophet not always a seer?
Answer. A prophet is not always a seer in the
sense at least of using the Urim and Thummim.
A seer is evidently a prophe)t. (Mosiah 5: 78.)
Bible commentators would refer to 1 Samuel 9: 9
and would emphasize that a· seer is a prophet and
vice versa. We have attempted to interpret it by
the light of all we can bring to bear upon the subject. This means that he who is the prophet of the
church is the seer, and those who were previously
called seer are now called the prophet. But there
may be many prophets who may not be seers. Both
are divine and it is indeed not possible that we
should limit the working of the Spirit of God if
we would, and we would not.
"When greatness is thrust upon a man he loses his
individuality."

THE LYNN CASE
When the city clerk of Lynn, Massachusetts, refused to record the marriage of Ernest M. Norton
and Miss Vida Lakeman, performed by Frederick
M. Blanchard, of our church, last March, he perhaps
little realized the effect his conduct would have. He
reported the matter to some of the newspapers, and
the news went out to the world that marriages by
representatives of our church were not legal.
Legal advice was sought and the case presented rto
·the supreme judicial court, Judge Loring pres'l.ding,
on June 29. Mr. Robert W. Nason had charge of our
case. After a brief hearing, and without argument
by the defendants, a writ of mandamus was issued,
by which the city clerk was ordered to record the
marriage as performed by Brother Blanchard. The
newspapers as freely referred to the favorable decision as they did to the initial incident and from a few
of the many we reproduce the following extracts:·
A grandson of Joseph Smith [Is,ra.e:l A. Smith], founder
of the Mormon faith, was in ·Supr.eme Court yesterday ready
to testify regarding poly~amy, for [one of] the apostles of
the Reorganized Church .of Jesus Ghrist of Latter Day Saints,
[was] p11esent to prove their church was against polygamous
marTI:,ages.
Mr. Smith was not called because Ulysses. W. Gre.ene, of
ISomerv.ille, one of 1the twelve apostles of the church, succeeded
in convinci:ng the court that marriages preformed by clergy-'
men of the faith were bonafide.
The matter came before the court on a petition of the
Reverend FDed W. Blanchard of Lynn, that a mandamus
U.s.sued to compel Joseph W. Attwill, city clerk of Lynn and
' brother of the attorney . general of the Commonwealth to
reeord a certificate of the marriage of Ernes•t M. Norton
and Vida E. Lakema,n.
Mr. Attwill after consulting with the office of the s.ecre-·
tary of the Commonwealth, refused to receive it on the
ground that Mr. Blanchard was not an ordained minister
of the gospel.
After hearing Apostle Greene, Judge Loring reached an
agreement between the attorneys in favor of the church.Boston Journal, June 6, 19 17.
The Reor·ganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latt.er Day
Saints is a recognized religious body in this Commonwealth, and, therefore, marriages p.errformed by its. ministers
must be recorded when certificates of marriage are pres.ented to city or town clerks for the official records.
This ques.tion was determined to-day by Judge Loring of.
the Supreme Judicial Court.
ReveDend Frederick W. Blanchard of· East Lynn rais·ed
the issue involved ~n a petition filed by him against Joseph
W. Attwill, city c1erk of Lynn, for a writ of mandamus to
c.ompel the respondent to record a marriage solemnized by
him. Mr. Blanchard. declared that the city clerk refused to
record the marriage .because he was not a minis.ter of the
gospel ordained according to the usages of his denomination
within the meaning of Section 32, Chapter 151, :R.evised Laws.
-Boston Transcrh~pt, Ju,ne 29, 1917.
The Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day
S:aints is a rec·ognized religious body .in this Commonwealth,
and, therefore, marriages performed by its min.isters. must
(Contrinued· on page 765.)
1
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lORIGINAL ARTICLEs""]
TO LIVE IS CHRIST
(Sermon by John \l\f. Rushton preached at the General
Confer,ence, Lamoni, Iowa, Easter Sunday, April 8, 1917.)

The lesson was from Paul's letter to the Romans,
chapter 1, verses 1 to 21. The text: "For me to
live is Christ, and to die is gain."-Philippians 1: 21.
It is, of course, a very great pleasure to be with
you this afternoon, and I should be ungrateful indeed if the privilege was not appreciated and also
the honor of this particular position. But I assure
you of the sense of inadequacy and unfitness for
the task which I assume, that is burdening me;
coming up as I do from the regions of what with
appropriateness I may call, ecclesiastical machinery,
to be for the moment a watchman on the tower.
You will believe me, that when I tried to snatch a
few minutes of quiet and relaxation to steady my
nerves and focus my vision, it seemed as though I
looked out upon the wild waste of th~ Atlantic
Ocean; and thoughts, ideas and passio;ns would loom
up and sweep in like restless billows. As they
surged against the granite limitations of my mind
and burst into clouds of spray I selected from out
of the inchoate mass both the lesson and the text,
as they have more or less impressed me for some
time.
In the lesson there is placed before us what we
might call the background of our particular religious
work, ethics and ideals. The text is suggestive of
the conditions as well as the day under which andl
on which we meet, as .well as the occasion of our
general gathering: "To me to live is Christ and to
die is gain," is distinctively Christian. There have
been philosophies and peoples who believed in
glorifying death by suicidal processes, and others
who have developed heroisms and crusades for the
establishment of principles and the exaltation of
persons; but in this Pauline phrase so characteristic
in its combination of the utmost extremes, there is
in a single sentence the union of humanity's worst
and most tragic sorrow with the highest and holiest
we have ever conceived of in life.
To me, li~e is Christ--not Paul, not, "me," and
therefore dearth is gain. Probably in Bascom's
phrasing of this text the innermost ,meaning is
made concrete: "It cannot be gain to die until it
is Christ to live." The obvious deduction is clear,
that whatever may be the passion, the ethic, the
ideal of a man in life, and his activities, in the
nature of things is the actual value of that man to
society, and the event of life or death is a mere

incident, the value of which is found in the soul's
passion, ethic and motivation of the act and the
ideal, all of wihich are the factors in the equation
of life. In the light of this we are at once lifted
above the noise of ecclesiastical machinery and lose
the smell of oil and waste with all the fretfulness
consequent thereto in the new atmosphere of soul
melody, fragrant with the heroism of love.
GOD IMMANENT AND PRESENT

It is under this feeling we are moving into a new
world of thought and achievement as a church,
and we see the new avenues of endeavor opening
before us and can realize the tapping of fountains
· of energy within ourselves. This is suggestive that
our Wiork is becoming more of grace and less of
mechanics. If I am not mistaken, these symptoms
are being discover:ed in the conference activities
already. Men and women are not seeking· seclusion
and isolation as necessary in their quest for God,
nor are they depending on the externalities of institutionalism and ritual for holiness, but we are being
directed more and more to the unsuspected possibilities which lie within our own hearts and nestle ·
within the secret chambers of our own consciousness. We appreciate the saying of the sage who
centuries ago advised us that if we cannot find God
within the confines of our own heart it is useless
to leave the place where we are in the hope of finding the God who is far away ·and abroad.
The book of Proverbs has a suggestive though
rather rude saying upon which I have been thinking
very much in the past. It is thiS: "A fool's eyes
are in the ends of the earth." And I wonder how
many Christian people are qualifying for such
classification because apparently they are insensible
to the provinces of the immediate and present, which
ate being woefully neglected, and they live in reverie,
contemplating the glories of the far-away horizon,
looking there for coming deliverance and glory.
"For me to live is Christ and to die is gain."
NO SHORT CUTS 'l'O RIGHT AND TRUTH

We have reached a condition to-day when most
of us feel the remarkable crisis which is upon us in
the church as well as in the world. The age in
which we live characterized by interchange, int.errelationships and interdependencies is developing a
transmutation of values. We begin to appreciate
not only the need o:f doing things or of being something ourselves, but we must develop the philosophy
of being and doing, in which there shall be defined
and related causes and purposes, and the thing that
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is done shall be justified not in the end hoped for grasp and application of the truth. This is the
alone, but also and indeed much more so, in the essence of the great economic sins, which warp our
1\eaction of others to our being and doing. In our commercial, indusrtrial and social life and develop
religion it is necessary that we supply an intellectual the moral obliquities deforming our modern civilifoundation to our fa1th. The time is here when we zation. This it is which generates the ambitions
cannot successfully develop the Christian ideals in and passions of rulers, making possible the dreadful
the realm of theological devices, and learn rthat there wars baptizing the lands with blood and plunging
are no short cuts to desired ends, and the philosophy generations, into the night of sorro'\v and debt. This
of Christ is not a sort of legerdemain by which rut- is the same sin which abemtes the vision of the
tractive results ca11 be reached without proper work modern so-called evangelical school, the offer of theoand expense. Id' religion is real it is a science, and logical short cuts to divine grace and the kingdom of
therefore, a reasonable process which correlates heaven. And is it not the same sin which lies lurkeffects and causes with all the unerring and even ing in the shadowy pla.ces of our own church life,
deadly accuracy of chemical phenomena. Therefore when the anxiety to secure the prophetic Zion is
the to-morrows are in the womb of. to-day, as the offered on any other than the fonndation of life,
to-day is the child of the preceding yesterdays. We which in motive, method and purpose is devoted to
must believe that the Bible. quotation is not only the glory of God in the highest and nobles,t service
a copy-book maxim, but a cardinal crystallization of · to man of which we are capable?
actual experience and history.
THE QUEST FOR TRUTH

"WHATSOEVER A MAN SOWS THAT SHALL HE REAP"

As a church if we shall lift our eyes from the
confines of immediacy and indulge in the dreams
and visions of the future, hoping for the city which
is to come down out of heaven, in which shall reside
the glory of God, we still must not forget that there
is more than bricks and mortar, stone and wood,
· and a temple with golden towers and glittering minarets. For the author of the Jesson and text in
rthis service insists, "Y e are the temple of God," and
the apocalyptic writer closes by announcing the climax: "Behold the tabernacle of God is with man."
The future is involved in the present and heaven is
in earth as God is in man.
It is interesting to note that the concrete lesson
suggested in our Bible whkh grows more and more
as the inspiration of God marches majestically along
the highway of human evolution is this-the very
foe attacking u.s constantly, which we deplore as
the root of the world's misery-sin-is the result
of this very thing-the desire to avail oneself of
the bscinating short cut to a desired end. The
traditional first sin was in the surrender of that
which alone is the key of knowledge and the foundation of the empire of mind, the will to obey constituted law by which only can results be legitimately
and therefore beneficially obtained. The long valley
of woe, grief and tragedy through wrhich their posterity has been doomed to travel is the result not
of the mechanical act of disobedience but rather
because we decline the "quest of truth," meaning
toil, sacrifice and death in order that we may snatch
greedily the inviting offer of the reward.
This is the sin which lies at the root of our devolutions and follies. How we are endangering the
manifest purpose of God by seeking to avoid the
road along which we must travel to appreciation,

There is an incident related in Grecian mythology
of a certain man who prayed the gods of his race
to grant him the truth. Surely a laudable desire.
A messenger from Zeus cam:e to him and said, "I
am sent to offer you two things and you may take
which you' please ; one is, you may have the truth,
the other is. you may have the quest for the truth.
Which will you choose? The suppliant pleaded for
time to think, and at the conclusion of his meditation
said, "I will take the quest for the truth."
May I not suggest to you without being charged
with heresy or theological delinquency, that making
the desire for a revelation at 'OUr annual conferences
and measqring the success of such gatherings by
what we may call spiritual novelties, we are in
danger of attemplting1 to secure the) desired end,
·w:hich is the truth, by short cuts and ecclesiastical
devices? Is not this also a fault which underlies
the many criticisms of the day among us, and unfo:rltunately being multiplied? "What did you think
of the sermon to-day?" "What did you think of the
prayer service this afternoon?" "Why, I don't know,
things do not seem to be right; there was not the
old-time Spirit, we had no tongues nor was there
any prophecy." Oh Lord, how degenerate we are.
SPIRITUAL GIFTS

Do we pause' in our spir.~tual exercises to inquire
what is the purpose and value of these phenomena?
Is it not true that unless we do understand the
purpose and value of them that they are useless and
may be harmful? If a man does not understand
wliat is the value of a dollar bill then a shower of
them would be a waste of munificence and generosity. The value of a thing is not altogether in
its intrinsic qualities but in the use. to which it is
put by the possessor. Our trouble in church life
to-day is not that the golden highway of divine ap-
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-----------------------------------------~-------~------------------------proach is being closed to the soul of man, but rather of the race from the low-lying plains of ignorance
in the barren wastes of our own spiritual and mental and superstition. to the heights of our present
indiffe!'ence and a,paJtJhy. Instead of waiting for possession and look forward into the promised land
God and relying upon the spiritual kindergarten .of immortality in the light of that past and present,
and the mechanistic interpretation of religion, we it is indisput:able that the law of the surviv:al of
should recognize that God waits for us to accept the fittest ha,s. and still is gradually but sure,ly obthe invitation extended through all the holy prophets literating those things which are untrue, and gloriand apostles to enter into communion witlt the su- fying with imperial mien. those things which in hupreme and controlling intelligence of the universe man experience have been proved true, even though
whose message of love is audible to all who ·listen once "despised and rejected of men."
with reverent and patient waiting.
ETERNAL POWERS ON T'HE SIDE . OF RIGHT
What is the Christian gospel? I mean what is
My dear :friends, is it not this faith in the reality
its essence and what the sources of its power?
What should be the distinctive qualities resulting of the unseen things, that God is on the side of
the right, that sustains us? At times the object of
from an application of the Christian ethic?
The SlJfficient answer to these questions I think is faith is vague, and many times inarticulate, a,s. some
found in Paul's letter to the Romans, chapter one of us are in our attempts to express that faith;
and ver;ses 16 and 17. The gospel or message of and to many it is abstract rather than concrete,
Christ analyzed is this: The pow8r of God can save. yet because it is true some leave home and become
Thalt power to save is allied with what is right. exiles in its advocacy, others decline the invitation
Any who will have faith in that right becomes allied to social repose or the alluring eclat of society's
pleasure and prefer the association of the sons of
with God and is therefore safe.
toil, believing in the work everywhere spoken evil
WHAT IS FAITH?
of because the righteousness of· God is enshrined
This faith which is the elementary principle of and ,therefore God with the eternal powers insures
religion and is the foundation of the dreams, visions, the triumph. in the vast to-morrow.
I,s, not this the reasonable inference from achopes and aspirations from which all progress
cepted
truth? And is not this same principle concomes.-how should this be interpreted? The letter
tained
in
the exalted language of the Old Testament:
to the Heb11ews gives us a useful answer and as
"Not
by
might
nor by power but by my Spirit, saith
translated by Doctor Weymouth in the M@dern
Testament it is this: "Faith is the well-grounded the Lord"? Whether it is the mailed fist of enassurance of that for which we hope, the conviction throned monarchs or the callous selfishness of the
privileged clas,ses taking advantage of their material
of that reality of things as yet unseen."
A closer observation will justify the phrasing of supremacy or the truculent brutality of ignorance
a modern philosopher in the following terminology: seeking to enforce irts stubborn wiil or acquire its
"Faith is that which may be reasonably inferred capricious deSiires, as God lives and as sure as to-morl1ow's sun will melt the snow of to-day, just so
from accepted truth."
No one could be justified in believing a contra- surely will these things fail. Blood and iron candiction of what we know is truth. That truth be- not be the foundation. of the kingdom of God, the
comes the foundation of his fa1th. The truth is dynamic force of which is love and has for its moral
the result of his own experience for truth is the principle righteousness. If we shaH be true to the
knowledge of the eternal reality of things, and this logic of history, inasmuch as histo:ry has shown us
knowledge is the result of experience. From this that the ways of God alone are right, then everysource faith flows and may be reinforced by the thing which is unlike God is d.oomed to eternal demajestic powers of the imagination and reason. feat. lin successive wa.ves we have seen the eloBut no matter how antiquated, imposing the vest- quence, art and splendid power of Babylon, Egypt,
ments or awe-inspiring the authority which contra- Greece and Home1 come and go; great and glorious as
dicts the truth, it cannot be indorsed by faith. In long as they were true to what was right and just,
one of Doctor G. Stanley Hall's volumes on Educa- but when the quest f:or ·truth was forsaken for the
tional Problems he says : "There can be no moral short cuts to ease and pleasure they went down in
progress unless we have faith that the eternal humiliation and now their names are only memories
powers are on the side of right." Another quota,.. on the pa.ges of history. So it is with churches,
tion from the same author extends this principle parties, and men-none may leave the quest for the
to the philosophy of history: "History is. the great right and become the victims of the anresthesia of
judge and vindicator of the ways of God to man." pleasure and indulgence without being damned alTo "vindicate" means "to authoritatively declare ready.
Looking again at the lesson: "I am not ashamed
to be righ~." As we watch the progressive march
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of the gospel of Christ ; it is the power of God unto l:ation of the eternal right and devote life to the
salvation"-both the Jew and the Greek. These two securing of justice and virtue there will always be
nations, the one representative of the highest and the menace of religion itself to the great fulfillment
most glorious culture which the pre~Christian world of Christ's work-the realization of the kingdom of
had known and the other representative of the best God.
which the monotheistic religion had given in ritual
As a distinctive sect we have realized the beauty
and morality; to these the apostle insists that God- of Paul's graduation which will characterize the
personified goodnes~must be the saving power. judgment of God beginning with the celestial glory
This is the first principle of Christ's message.
and coming down to the different glories typified
by the stars, "and as one star differs from another
SALVATION NOT IN LOCALITY BUT IN THE WILL
star in glory, so also is the rer;urrection of the
If I am not mistaken in my definition, salvation ·dead." This graduation can only be secured by
does not consist in geographical changes, nor en- God's regard to the moral worth and the identifivironmental conditioning, nor in chronological pro- cation of the life with what he declares is, right,
grams, but rather in the language of a Wesleyan and simply because he is omnipotent, everything
hymn:
which is not harmonious with himself is doomed to
Breathe on me, breath of lifre,
obliteration. The judgment will not be concerned
Fill me with life anew.
with what a man· can believe, because our capacity
That I may love what thou dos,t love
to believe 1s limited. We can only believe according
And do as thou wouldst do.
to the quantity and quality of the evidence marNo man, it matters not what his ecclesiastical shaled, and then again this is subject to the indistanding may be, nor how expert in his knowledge vidual cap~acity to evaluate and appreciate such
of causes and effects, and he may be moral and a evidence. The salvation for which we long as instrict observer of the laws of etiquette and good dividuals and as a church has an ethical foundation
breeding; but, unless he loves what God loves and and the three pre'liminaries are: first, to have the
hates what God hates he is unsaved. If a man's righteousness1 which is of God; secondly to be faith. acceptance of the gospel does, not involve this love ful to that even unto death; and thirdly the power
of what God loves and hatred of what God hates of God is always with the r:ight.
the gospel process of instruction has not been comTO LIVE IS CHRIST
pleted, if it has even begun. Ho'\liT identically Paul
As the echoes of the closing song from the adand the eminent psychologist of to-day seem to be
joining
congregation reminds us of the close of the
related in their ideas! ·The gospel is the power of
God to save, whicih, power is aHied ,with divine service, let us consider briefly the text in relation
righteousness and an increasing faith in the right to this ba.ckground. "For to me to live is Christ,
increases that salvation. This is the Pauline anal- and to die is gain." Jt can only be gain to that one
ysis. Our progress depends upon our faith .in the who ha1s made it his business to live Christ. Of
principle that the eternal powers are always on the course this does not merely mean the historic person
side of ,that which is right, is the conclusion of the called Jesus Christ, but rather the principle for
which he stands and of which he is the incarnation.
other.
As this vision becomes focused and defined, we It h:as been said that a woman's rf11igion is devotion
are led to see that while to religion we owe the to a person and a man's is devotion to principle.
unspeakable debt of gratitude for its mighty uplift Lecky's brilliant sarcasm in his famous work may
and strong urge towards better and higher rthing~s possibly. be lurking in this reference, but I do not
yet it is also true, paradoxical as it may appear, think so. It is generally true that woman loves the
that what we sometimes call religion has been the concrete rather than the abstract and she has estab. most unrelenting opponent to morality, righteous- lished her devotion to Christ and the chur~h in many
ness, and the passions which make for improvement remarka:ble ways. Be that as it may, it is true
in the history of the race. That is beeause a study that Christ is the personification of the divine prinof comparative religion shows that nearly always ciple, which includes love and truth.
and exclusively when the emotional has been apIt is not sufficient to believe in the person of
pealed to in the experience of man, he has been led Jesus and be able to say: I believe in God the
to surrender to his :5eelings without using his reason Father Almighty, maker of heaven and earth, and
· in analysis. Even now it is the common basis of in his Son Jesus Christ, born of the virgin Mary,
evangelical effort to build up a uew order here and who suffer.ed under Pontius Pilate, was crucified,
hereafter by the play upon emotions rather than dead and buried and on the third day. rose again. No,
the direct appeal to the reason and conscience. Un- faith besides being the inference from the accepted
til we shall make religion mean therefore the reve~ truth must be made the program of life. Religion
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is only a potential value until it becomes kinetic in
living activities. To me to live must be identification of my life with all that is involved therein
with Christ, the Christ of love and truth. It does
not matter whether you believe in the immaculate
conception, and that he was heralded into the world
by a cohort of ~ngels and all through his wonderful
life · was demonstrating the power of God in the
miraculous, and finally died upon Calvary. It may
be hard to believe thart on the first Easter Sunday
morning he was raised from the dead in power and
glory. These are "stage properties" compared with
the stupendous and essential facts of which for-·
evermore he is the world's only genuine symbol.
Christ the leader of men is the revealer of truth,
of the righteousness of God, and in the sacrificial
service of love lifted man up to intimacy with the
divine and filled all ea~th with heaven. These are
the essential facts of Christ. And while we may
be bewildered with the intricacies of Christology
we oan all appreciate Christ as the humanized expression of God in truth, love and redemption, and
as we identify ourselves with these facts and make
Christ the center of our lives, "behold the kingdom
of God is within you."

THE STAFF
• Edited by AUDENTIA ANDERSON, 2009 Locust St., Omaha, Nebr. •

Music and the Congregation
In August, 1862, th€1 great armies of the Nor,th .a,nd of the
South lay encamped on opposite banks of the Rappahannock
River. It was a Sunday after,noon, and in those days even
a<rmies could observe the good Sabbath of rest. The thousands
of men wer,e lying a:t~ound, quiet and glad for a day of peace
and rep·ose. And then a regimental band in 'the southern
camp began to play: "Maryland, my Maryland." The music
was heard on the other side of the rive1r and a northern band
took up the challenge. With the close of the last note they
played back,, "My country tis of thee" as an answer. Again
the southern band began to play; it was the. "Bonnie: blue
flag .of the southland." The band of the North echoed again:
"The sta'r spangled banner." Thousands of men in blue and
in gray werre listening. Next came the liveliest a,nd best
loved of all southern airs, "Dixi-e," and the no less typical
response of the North rin "Battle hymn of the republic."
Once more the southern band played, but this time it was not
a song of war. It was "Home, swete,t home."' There was· a
pause, and then from the northern bank of the Rrappahannock
came back the echo, "Home, sweet home."
There is a sern't.iment in the: human heart that is dearer
than party or race or cDeed, and music as nothing else can,
searches it out and makoes the heart right.
Music is the common language of the .race. It speaks the
human heart, and knows no naitionality, no class, no creed. It
asks only· sympathy and understarnding, and it will minist,er
to rich or poor. It is the highest, the truest, the mo·st
pleasurable form of all art, and so is best fitted for the service of the church.
Some one has said. that "within the path of duty, lie. all
1
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the good things of life." I like that. I like to. believe that
the things worth while, the thiiings beautiful, the things
pleasurable, are found in one group; and that to be good does
not mean to be narrow and ascetic, nor that to enjoy lifte
means an abandQnment to stin. I Iik,e to believe that within
the circle of our church are to be found every true and rich
gift, and that to be a Latter Day Saint is to be alirve!
That is the first message that is brought to me from the
choir loft: That the service of God is not a thing apaa:t
from Jif,e, but is life.itself: that eV'eey natural gift with which
we are endowred is qu~ckened by the 'rre!ligious impulse, and
by the magic trouch of faith, common things are made
sublime.
Mu.sic is the common language of the race. , It speaks the
human heart and knows no natiornaLilty, no cla,ss, no creed. ·
It asks only sympathy and understanding, and it will minister
to rich and poor. It is the highest, the: truest, the most
pieasurable form of all art, and so is best fitted for the service of the church.
In olden times men brought gifts of myrrh and i~cense
and fine stones and lai,dJ them on the altatr. Our ideal of
giving has changed now-we brring to the altar a trained
voice, a skilled hand, an a.rtistic eyer, and our incense is the
· sweet consciousness of service in making men happy; and
our fine gems the deeds of good we do.
That is the messa~e that music brings, indirectly, to a
waitJ1ng congregation. It links our church and our best ~n
dowmernts together, and teaches us that God is not only allgoad, but :that he is all-beautiful, .and that there is true
pleasu:t~e in following in his ways. Idealistic? Perhaps, but
the r~esults a're just the same.
The direct influence of special music on the congregation is
very marked. Nothing affects the emotions so profoundly .
as music. T.he moods are at its instant command, and to
make a man gay or meditative is but the change of k,ey and
time.
That is music's direct part ~n the s,ervice of the church.
The congr·egation, a thousand separate individuals, with a
thousand varying thoughts, a,re fused into one expectant
·body by the music of the organ and the chorir. The transition is quiet, but it shoul,d: he complete, and will be if the
members will only allow its magic spell to reach them.
The service is a ritual in itself, First the organ with its
deep, full tones-powerful, impr'e'ssiv,e, dign:ified, calling all
to quit thei:r thoughts of self, and join in worship of their
Maker. Then the hymn in which the congregation enters
with sober thoughts. It is asr a confessional in which they
sing to God their faults arnd thei:r so:t~rows. It is truly a
pouring forth of the heart, an expression of the pent-up
remotions of a week of stress and too often of sin.
With the hush of the last words, in the subdued quiet,
comes the prayer, as of a high priest who meditates for his
people. It is the translating of their ,emotions into words,
words that 'a.scend to God as from one soul irntensified one
thousand times ov,err! The p.rayer is herard, the answer .is
distilled like dew from heav,en into ecvery heart.
The hymn that swells forth now' is a hymn of praise, of
joyfulness, of thanks,giving to a God who is so gracious to
l'erceive and so gentle to forgive. It is sung with hearts full
tJo the overflowing, and with thoughts' subdued by the sacred
Presence.
As the congregation settles back to its place1, the choir or
soloist, it matters not so much, takes up the service1. It is
the answer to the p·rayer and to the praise. Whether it be
a glori!a to the F1ather sung with intense emotion or a quiet
. song of promise and of hope, i't come,s to the waiting people
as a gift and a seal to their blessing.
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We have no ritual we say; but this is ritual enough. It
is the world-old ritual of penitence, of acceptance, and of
pmise before the Father. Our music can me:ijn this and
more. We can sing into it wha>tever our hearts are capable
of feeling.
A. E. McKIM.
(Read at musical i1ns1titute, Independence, Missouri, Sunday
afternoon, April 9, 1916.)

Introducing the Chorus
(Addvess by Elder J. August Koehler, at the convention
chorus,, Philadelphia, Penns,ylvania., November 19.)
This as,semblage is one of the evidences that music plays
a big part in draw~ng men together into pleasant relations.
There 1is, perhaps, no factor that plays a la·rger par<t, in times
of warfa:re, in giving courage to the faint-hearted and resolution to the weak.
Music is indispensable to human happiness; and whether
consciously or otherwise this necessity has led the church
ev·erywhere to make music a regular part of its service.
Not only arre the functions of the church sweetened by the
service of song, but the natural thirst of the soul for music
has led us to ~nven:t ways1 of giving the best grades of music
a regula:r place in our homes.
We ar~e here to-night to enjoy the fruits of many hours of
persistent toil-of labor sweetened by the anticipation of
its natural and inevitable fruits. And we do not doubt that
the director of this event, Brother. Albert N. Hoxie, who,
with these soloists, and the members of this choir and orchestra, are to-night rende.ring such magni'ficr€jllt and appreciated
service, will rejoice with us whJi1e we eat the· fruit of their
·efforts.
We are glad that there ar.e in the world men who have
high ideals, men who have a vis,ion of what may he accomplished through the instrumentality of song; and I am sure
that this massing of talent in no small way tells us that
there is some one connected with .this fu,ntion who has a
visiorn, too.
Every real musician takes delight in acquiring a correct
technique. And it is necessary that musici:ans should become
skillful in the art of mus:ic; but the purpose of the efforts
that have been made in developing this chorus .and this
orchestr>a were not so much to develop a correct technique
as they were to inspire higher ideals ,in the lives of those
who perform and those who hear. The technique is the means;
the refined soul is the end. The service of music, like all
other service1, becomes effreCtive o,nly when it is the message
of a soul animated with a desire to do g1ood.
We see then, what refining pow•er there is in music. And
this influence manifests itseH not only <in the actual service of song, but its refining effects a11e seen in the activities
of every-day life.
"Musiic cheers the darkest .d\ay;
It brings the brightest morrow."
"What the dew is to the flower,
To the soul is sing~ng."
All have realized something oif this kind. And toor, we have
heard the conf,essions of those who havre been engaged in the
service of song in the house of the Lord; their testimony is
that their acquaintance with the masters has very much
modified their tastes. Ragtime has los't its cha.rms,. They
seek now fo:t< companions such as Handel, Mendelssohn,
Beet!:l:ov~n, and Hayden. Heve, too, a person is known by the
company he keeps.
Now, whate'Ver some may think of the efforts that are

being made in this pifioe; whatev,er the motive that may be
ascribed to this cho11al and orchestral work, we submit to
you that the personal sacrifices that are being made, the
sacrilfices in time, in money, and in pe,rsonal ambition and
liberty are proof of godly intentions, and must challenge
the admiration a,nd call forth the commendation of all who
know the character and extent of these sacviifices.
I need not tell you that the,se efforts are going to succeed:
They have already succeeded. We wait only for the greater
successes that the f:uture holds in store. And we want the
people of ~this community to have the benefits and the pleas~
ures and the satisfaction that this kind of service offers to
them.
It is on such groundis that we have asrned and have received
~the moral support of ma,ny who appreciate service.
You
probably will ,never know who thet indiVIiduals are who are
giving themselvte!S over in such rich measure for your good.
Only a few weeks have passed by since notices of an intention to organize an orchestra were s•ent out. Only a few
weeks have bee;n devoted to practice, and yet, we see thds
magnificent result, thi's vast ::irr!ray of talent.
If this limited .e,ffort has been so richly rewarded, what
must be the outcome of a persist~nt and united effort to promote such an enterprise.? The people in this part of Philadelphia have before them an opportunity to develop some
of the biggest things Philadelphia has seen.
You need not be. surpristed if you are appris,ed that in the
rendition of "The Elijah" this coming spring we will ha.ve
an assembla,ge of talent, compared to which what you see
to-night is but a nucleus. ,
This orches'tra has been just born. It is i,n its infancy.
In its manhood it is g1oing to "speak out" in a way that
thousands of people in this city are going to know about it.
It 'already has many friends; and under such fostering care
as it has been receiving and will reoeive, it must develop
until it attains unto the full vigor of an accomplished organization.
I need not tell you about this choir. You have already become intimately acquainted w:ith its work. All we need to say
is that its efforts will not bre relaX!ed; this, is ran assemblage of
enthusiasts, and of consecrated servants; and while some
of you may have thought that it has attained the zenith of
its power, we are sure that the productions of the near future
will g11eatly modify your co,nclusions. They are going on to
~higher altitudes.
One thing only we have to regret on this occasion; that
is that the real "Mr. Hoxie" is not in act1on. Mr. Hmdre:
sustains a temporary injury due to an accident that occurred
!in New York a short time ago. But irt will be only a little
while, we hope a1nd pray, before the 1·eal "Hoxie" will be
swinging the baton again.
A word about fina,nces. We have been severely criticized
:becausre we have refused to pass the hat on occasions of this
kind. People hav;e said that it is not right to deny them the
privilege of giving financial support to such laudable undertakings. But this refusal on our part has been prompted
only by a desire to preVIent any selfish motives from creeping into our effiorts. We are interested in the good we may
do, not in the money we can collect.
However, whoever ·£eels that he w:ants to express his appreciration of this .evening's service by making an offering,
may place his contribution in the brox on the wall by the door.
We are delight.ed to welcome you to this performance.
This is a church building, as you know, and rits use has been
freely given to functions of a kind that ·se:rve the higher
~nte11ests of society. Regular church seil'vices are held here,
and y:our presence is just as welcome at the l:'egular services
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of the church as at these special functions'. We take this
opportunity to 'extend any visiting friends an invitation to
shar.e with us the inestimable benefits that come Nbm church
associations.

Flint, Michigan; Choir
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WOf\1AN'S AUXILIARY
Edited by- AUDENUA ANDERSON. 2009 Locust St., Omaha, Nebr.

The Dress Problem

As a "silent member" of the W omai!l'S Auxiliary I am very
Just a few lines to let y,ou know we a,re alive to our oppo,r- much delighted with, and deeply inte:11ested in, every movetunities, and trying to do our "bit" ~n the general choir and ment for development among our women along all the: differorchestra mov,ement. Our choir of fifty members all work- ent lines of study or work they are taking up. I have
ing together for the advancement of the work, stand united thought, however, that one of the important problems we
in every effort along this line. This spirit of unity existing should take up, and which has been somewhat overlooked, is
is ~the veason for our success in 11endering the musical that of dress reform. I approach this subject, so dear to
numbers selected for our services.
feminine heart, w:ith fear and trembling, but, after all, why
On !Sunday eve;ning, July 1, we rendered 'the sa.cr,ed cantata hesitate to tul')n the microscopic lens of "hygiene" and "san"Esther," assisted by the ·orchestr1a . The church was too itation" upon it, and gaze without shrinking, upon the panorsmall to hold the appredative audience and at their request amic picture revealed?
it was repeated the following Sunda,y.
From long observation in both day school and Sunday
At 7: 45 the choir was in its pJa.c,e,. At the request of the school, we have noticed the superior strut or swagger of
writer the audience joined in singing "America.''
the overdressed child, and, as well, the timid approach of
The 'exercises were turned over to our able choir director, the Iess "favored" orie. Who has not seen the former call the
tMrs. Zelia Blasdell Harder, who had the program in charge. attention of the latter to her own fine apparel, with an air
The numbers rendlered before the cantata were: violin solo, of superiority and disdain, and noticed the open admiration
(a) Reveri,e, by Vienxtemps; (b) Rotndino by Krtetisler, by and longing in the eyes of the humMer one? In natul'e', these
Eugene E.verhart. Two readings by Beatrice McKinzie, fol- ilitt1e traits will de,velop into false and foolish pride in· the
lowed by a descriptive reading of the cantata by Mrs. Etta one, a,nd resentment and envy in the other.
Campbell Y,oungs.
As a result of such tm.ining and such ·thinking, we have1
The soloists were: Mr's. Myrtle Hutchins Holden, Esther; the "hydra-headed" idea so prevalent in the world to-day,
M. Glen Sager, king; Mr. 1Silas ,p. ·Robertson,. Haman; that the well-clothed or well-housed person ,is "it," or, in
!Mr. Arthur Du Rose, Mordecai; Mrs. Paul Belleisle, Zeresh; other words, if the outward appearance suits us, we take it
Mrs. Ruth Wilcox, prophetess; Mr. Fred Rauh, Hagai; D. S:. for granted that the good clothes cover everything good
McNamara, beggar; Miss Beth Burns,, pianist.
and noble and admirable! We appraise him, "truly refined
A silver off,ering was asked for at the close, which will be and cultured," no questions asked; he is just marked "ap- ·
used to buy music. W,e are plann~ng on getting the music prov;e,d" and passed on! The poorly-dressed or poorly-housed
along the line ,of the general movement, also the .cantata individual gets an insignificant or indifferent glance, and we
"Elijah." This being our first attempt at .anything likie pasis on!"
this, the :reeling of timidity and "st;ge fright" is very well
How will the Scr:ptures help us on this point? "Whose
worn off.
adorning let it not be that outward adorning of plaiting the
W:e are trying hard to hold high the standards of music in hair, and wearing of gold, or putting O;n of apparel," "but Ie,t
this c:ty. Judging from those not members of the church we it be the hidden man of the heart," etc. Because a man or
are close to the leading choir of the dty. At the musicals woman is handsomely dressed or housed is by no means a
re1ndlered in the city our people m'e often asked to assist.
reason why he or she is in any way superior to his or her
The orchestra leader, Mr. Eugene Everhart, is interesting less fortunate fellow. It is only an indication of better
many, who are taking up the :;tudy of difiier·ent instrument,; fortune in the ~nancial world; while true superiority in the
with the object of some day having a concert orchestra to human family comes through the blood-breeding, if you
assist in the church services. Already he has the foundation piease-natural :refinement, inherent and fostered carefully.
of ten pieces and more coming in from time to time.
Money can buy appearance and a "following," but it cannot
MATTHEW W. LISTON.
!buy that innate refinem€ijnt and culture which comes through
FLINT, MICHIGAN, 306 Eighth Avenue West.
hereditary channels.
As a church, we want and need the real article; not the
vulgar resemblance that money can acquire and assume. I
'SAVE THE FATS.-We are the world's greatest fat wasters. once was snubbed! by the w:irt''e of a circuit judge, just beFat is food. Butter is ess,ential for the growth and health 'cause I was brought up in the country; later on, when she
of children. Use butter on the tabl~' as usual, but not in cook- discovered that I was closely related to the Governor of our
ing. Other fats a11e as good. Reduce use of fried foods. /State, she came a,nd fawned over me! Country or no country,
:S~ap contains •fats. Do not waste it. Make your own wash- I was all right then! Her viewpoin'!; had twisted, you see!
ing soap at home out of the saved fats.
Now, dear sisters, let us take this dress problem right
Use o,ne-third ounc1e less per day of animal fat and 3>75,000 along with our other problems, and dig to the bottom, as we
tons will he sav.ed yearly.
do ii!l other directions when we undertake to find the truth.
How many of us are ,r;eady, and willing for inV1estigation?
SAVE THE SUGAR.-"Suga,r is scarcer. We use to-day three
Of late the church papers have been urging the necessity of
times as much P'er person 'as our allies. So there may be sacrifice upon the part of our members. How many of the sisenough for all at reasonable price, use 1e,ss candy and sweet ters arte willing to sacdfice a little worldly pride and vanity in
drinks. Do not stint sugar in putting up fruit and jams. the matter of clothes? Oh, no! I mean a great big chunk
They will save butter.
of pride! I believe when we, the women of this church,
If everyone in America sav,es one ounce of suga,r daily, it believers of this latter-day gospel, learn to discriminate bemean~ 1,100,000 tons for the YJear.
tween true, deserving, honest merit, coming from the inward
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graces of the heart, and the false, flashy display ~that money
Brother Walter Smith, in the sermons in the Ensign,
oan give, we have made a 1ong, long stride towards the tri<es to imbue in the minds of the people the idea that the
goal-"Zion"! The world dr,aws a sharp line between "riches Lord does" not requi.r,El the money so much as he. w.shes the
jn money" and "poverty," (meaning without money) but let spirit of sac·rifice and consecmtion in his people. We are
us think! Are all the people that are rich in money rich told: "Seek ye first the kingdom of God and to establish his
also .in grace, purity, re,finement, culture, honesty, nobility, righteousness, and all these things shall '6e added u,nto you."
w,e who devote so much time to sewing .and such work in
intelligence? Alas, it .dloes not follow! I,n many instances
we find worldly riches coupled with a pitiful lack in all these our societies for the purpose· of rais:ng money to carry on
true essentials to real riches! They often think their money the church work, would be doing the church, ourselves 'a;nd
opens a way for them, without their having to put forth any our famili.e1s, and the communities in which we liv;e, far
real manly efforts in life; and often, indeed it does-with greater service if we would devote more time to study and
some peopLe; but should we, the children of light, mistake to efforts to improve ourselves so <that we would be mor·e
here? ,It gives power ,and position 10f a certain k~nd, but in qualified to carry on the real spiritual work of the church.
the sight of God no value attaches to money, power or In this day and age of the worid we must have education if
position of the kind indicated. 'Some people have become so we wish to keep up with the times.
bl:nded to veal values that they worship money as a god,
We are told, too, that nQne may even assist in this work
and have let the things that count the real good go as naught of the Lord's 1e:xeept he be t'e:mperate and .. full of lov.e. Can
-not worthy of even passing notic·e· and attention. Surely, we sa.y that we are temperate when we e·at more· than is
"the love of mo1ney is ~the .root of all evil," as the Bible de- necessary for us? On the W ednesda,ys we mee.t in our socierty
I abstain from one meal and send the money to the bishop;
clares.
Come, then, let us put aside the f:alse estimates of the and I feel that money obtained and sent in that way, is far
world and reach out aft<er the "Pearl Qf great price." "The' mol'e aceeptable tha1n earned in other ways, as it r<epresents
inward graces of a pure heart" are more to be desired and personal sacrifice.
·
can he wttained by those in humb1e clothing and plain homes.
Why not change our methods, and g:ve our lives to the
If ,all reach eternal life the rich will be compelled to mingle world mo11e 1as Christ did? Why not educate ourselves and
with the poor there, and all will be clothed alike, Christ being dedicate that education to the church, giving our services
in the midst. Why not p,ractioe it a bit here and "get the fre1e to all who need our help? Why not sacrifice. something
habit"? If we must all "he of one heart and mind," why from our own lives and send the money to help carry on the
equali:ty, even on work? Then will the world see our good works, and be led to
1not try to come to some basis of friendly
<thi:s dress problem, and do away wlth the false and foolish glorify 0our Father which is in heaven.
pride so prevalent concerning it? Who is with us in this
I am glad to note that the auxiliary women are making
move, sisters? Hands up! Let's reform our dress system, chang1e:s and improvements, trying to heed the admonition to
·and pay the church debt!
You know when woman wills, "come up higher." Why should not the Siiste,rs who a•re
things move! Let us bring the w,orld to see us as we should good hands a.t sewing, go into the homes o.f people: who need
be---a people worth while, living up to their principles and such help, whether of our own faith or not, and give their
genuilllely superior b:ecause of them. Let us ,not reach out services there, instead of t:aking money for it, and then
after the world's false display and vanity; let us dress sim- send"1ng the money to the bishop for the express purpose of
ple and suitable and without extravagance either in expense helping these same needy .ones, or preaching to these same
neighbors? Why not, I wonder? Would he pleased to read
or S'tyle.
We cail do it, sisters! Let us "redeem Zion"-at least so . the ideas of others along thes'e lines.
far as <removing from its midst the pride and shams of dress
EFFIE J. DENTON.
'8HELLBROOK, SASKATCHEWAN.
are c1oncerned.
We must "move up," and not allow the brethren in their
whole-hearted co,nsec,ration mrd devotion, to get ahead of us.
Children's Play---A Patriotic Call
They need: us, .and the help we can give them. The world
needs us and our example. We ne:ed ourselves at our very
"Public provision for r•ecre:ation .is not a luxury to be cut
best estimate.
off but a necessity to be conserved." Miss Julia
Lathrop,
Who will volunteer? Let us have a series of helpful artichief of the Children's Bur~eau of the United States Departcles ~on dre,ss re.form, artistic dress, healthful and sanitary
ment of Labor, in discussing the repor-t on Facilitie.s "for
dress, elegant dress-suitable dve,ss, and how we may accomChildr~ein's play in the District of Columbia which has just
plish the '"ery desirable aims before us.
been issued by the bureau, said recently:
MRS. HELEN LOGAN THOMPSON.
"An English authority has lately po~nted out the demorali'SAPULPA, OKLAHOMA.
zation to boys and girls caused by the breaking down of clubs
and the withdriawal to the a.rmy of vec;reation leaders, and
he has traced much ,of the increase in juvenile delinquency jn
Anent Raising Money
England' to the chaos in recreatiQn activities which has pre~
I have often wondere:di if it is right for the women of the Viailed since the war.
"This is a good time to r·emind ours.e1¥es that the conchurch to organize societies for the purpose of raising mo,ney
with which to carry on church work. After reading Brother tinuance andl development of all types of innocent and
\<Valter Smith's sermon on "How to give" I am morel than healthful r.ecreation in every community offer a call to patri1ever convinced that it is not best, .e,specially for us women otic service for many who cannot go to the front. The
who have small children and homes to cave for, to spend so strain and anxiety which are oe1rtain .to grow in this country
much time and effort outside. ·As the wife is helpmeet to for an inde1finite period 1ahead of. us need to be counterbalthe husband, so should the Woman's Auxiliary he to the. anc,ed by grea,t,er community effort to provide opportunity
church; .and as we do not find that the church is authorized for wholesome play."
The report on -children's play in Washington describes the
to mak.e mo ney, neither should' we try to do so, as we have
various sections of the city and the extent of the playgrounds
been doing.
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and athletic field's provided by the district governme1nt, by walls, and the walls a little lighter in general effect than the
the public schools, and in connection with the Federal parks. floor. Backgrounds should be less intense in color than are'
It includes an analysis of distances and population in relation
the objects to be shown against them.
to play facilities and makes recommendations for the fur- '
The living room should, above all things, be provided with
ther devel,opment of recreation in Washington.
comf:ortable chairs, in wh:ch one can rest and relax. It is
the heart of the home, the spot where the family life centers,
and it should express a,n atmosphere of informal hospitality
Home and Interior Decoration
to all who enter. It should be peac,eful and calm, a veritable
haven from the stress and s~torms incident to life's voyage.
(Written for the Woman's Auxiliary, Manteno, Illinois.)
DAISY FAULKNER.
Man supplies the material, but to woman are we indebted
for the creation of the home. To woman we are indebted for
the kitchen, the dining room, the living room and sleeping
room, and for their atmosphere, not only of taste but of
spirituali,ty. A home is not necess1arily a house; neither
is a mere house a home. Many ·a woman, poor in this world's
Helpful to Gospel Literature Workers
goods, sits in the shelte,r of her humble abode, sewing, and
singing to her babies, as truly a home maker as she who
THE PLAN
may have every possible material c,onvenience.
There is a very old saying which decla11es that no one can
General Organization
live on bread alone. To all of us this is very familiar, but
Three
Membersdo we sense its full s~ignificance? To be sul'e, it is well to
One selected by g,eneral church.
pay the stric,test heed! to the De:lative qualities of foodstuffs,
One by General Sunday School Assodatilon.
and the fitness and durability of clothes, but the practicabilOne by General Religio Society.
ity of matedals out of which homes are built, that they withElected alljnually. The work is to formulate general policies
stand the w1ear and tear of life, is of fundamental importance if we would live happily. The: sorry spectacle of clothes and to carry them/out. To aid district organizations and adtotally unsuite.d to the individual or the occasion, of foods vise locals when necessary. To report annually, March 15,
served in ways too vulgar to bear description, houses used to the three gene11al societies appointing the commission.
to exhibit personal possessions, would gradually disappear
Stame and District Organizations
from our vision, if the important ,relation of beauty to life
Three Memberswe11e better unde):"stooc!J and accepted. , Sometimes a good way
One selected by district church conference.
to recognize this fact is to ocnsider its opposite.
.
O,ne by district Sunday school convention.
For some reason, we seem to have grown to believe that
One by district R1eligio con¥ention.
one material or thing, added to another material is a. decoraMembers of this committee are to be elected annually or
tion! Whether beautiful or not in its~lf, we think it will
become so, when so placed, even if we pay no attention to semian1nually and constitute a district gospel literature board.
the laws of harmony or acknowledged decorative treatment. It is the duty :of this board to see that every branch in its
This accounts for the bad placing 3<nd' hanging of pictures so district has a loc:al litera,ture board, and to advise and
commonly seen, when the relation of the 1Qbject to the things encourage such boards whenever necessary, by visits 1and coradjacent to irt is igno11ed, and its decorative fitness impaired. r,espondence. To assist locals in obtaining literature when
A picture of great beauty, or a piece of furniture of pro- possible. To report semiannually, September 1 and March
nounced charm, may become almost hideous when placed on 1, to the ·superintendent of the general commission, R. W.
an ill conceived background, or ~n close association with Farrell, 14 Kenwood 'street, Providence, Rhode Isiand.

r

other things entirely out of harmony with i~t.
.
In a shop things a~re armng,ed for display; in a home
things should be arranged for use. The most decorative wall
coverings, or curtain hangings, if used out of place, with
no consideration as to firf:1neg,s and' use,, or, if used in unseemly
qwantities, not only become ugly in themseives, but create
a tawdry and undecorativ,e ernsemble.
Show, or lavish display, often passes as decorative effect.
Because o,ne possesses cut glass, silver plate, or de:~orated
china, should that be a reason for a grotesque display of the
same? There is absolutely no 11e:asonable excuse for placing
quantities of art glass or ch1na on side board, plate rail, or·
serving taMe! Pantries and closed closets are proper places
for such things, bo,th from a decorative and hygienic standpoint! Only a few pieces, which have a :reason for being
ther,e, should be displayed.
There is always fundamentally, the idea of background,
and decorative color spot, to be co,nsidered in ev·ery article
in a room. The walls, the c1eHing and the floor are the primary background ideas. These should have a distinct relation to ,ea,ch other in value and intensity. Secondly, they
should have a distinct relation in both these qualities, to all
objects which are to appear against them as furnishings.
The ceiling in ge,neml, should be a littLe lighter than the

LETTER DEPARTMENT

J

Local Organization

Three MembersOne selected by the branch.
o,ne by the 'S'unday school.
One by the R'eligio.
Appointed at election time, to form a local gospel literature
board, having charg"e of the distribution of church literature
in its vicinity, appointing workers, collecting literature and
P'assing out the same, ~aising money f.or necessary expens.es,
etc., reporting to district board quarterly, May 1, August 1,
November 1, February 1.
HISTORY

At the General Confe11ence and General Conventions held
at Lamoni, Iowa, April, 1917, it was deemed prop,er and expedient to organize a' Gospel Literature Commission, that
the work of dist!'ibuting church literature might be carried
on more effectively. Harvey Sandy was selected by the Gen'eral R.eligio Society, Ralph W. Farrell by the General Sunday School Association, Edward D. Moore by the General
Church Conference to cons.titute this general commissio,n,
which thus has the sanction ·and confidenee of the entire
'ChUirch. R. W. Farrell was chosen by the commission to be
its chairman.
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OBJECT

"It is the obj<ect of this commission to take general oversight of literature distribution by :encouraging the organizati<on of district and bra1n ch gospel literature boards; by contributing pertinent articles to the church papers, directing,
suggesting, and in every possible way helping along the circulation of God's plrinted word.
HOW TO ORGANIZE

The me·thod is partially explained on page 2 under "the
p1an,"' preceding tlj,is._ In branches or districts where the:re
may not be three societies, let two form the committee, giving it power to select a third member. Aftex organization
meet immediately and appoint a chairman and secretary.
Divide the work, select other assistants if needed, agree on
plans, and in other ways P'erfect the or~anization.
BOARDS

It is the duty and privilege of district and stake boards to
encourag1e and assist ~the local boards by writing them letters,
advising of methods of furtherance of work, supplyi1n g literature when possibl<e1, rec,eiving quarterly r·eports from the:
several local boards, that reports may be forwarded promptly
to the G~neral Commis:sion, and in every other cooperative
way giving help. The local boards are really the working
units, and being many will he ablE) to accomplish much for
the cause. It is their duty and privilege to raise money, appoint workers, collect and distribute church Jiterature.
~Bear in mJndi that ev;ery big task is made up of little ones.
The gospel liteTature work is no .exception. Inasmuch as
every :Saint is supposed to warn his neighbor, this obligation
. calls him into the field of Uterature work, 1no member of the:
church being excusie:d. He is a steward which God will hold
accountable. And the memheTs of the commission realize
that by this mighty corps of helpers, a marvelous work will
he done. For the good of the cause :and the encouragement
of others, will :e("ery person who passes a piece of gos,pel
literature please give in r_eport to their local board.
MONEY

Money has been called the sinews of war, and it is well
put this way, for not even the church can he run without
material funds. One of the vitally importa,nt works of the
church is that of sending the printed word to those who walk
in da;rkness, therefore let no one withhold his offe:ring fDorrn
the appeal which comes to him from. the local boards. The
commission favors the monthly offering from the several societies of the branch :as a means of supplying the gospel
literature workers with neces:sary funds for their mission.
Howev:er, there a:re other ways to raise money. Individuals
might wish to donate certain sums direc~t to the :lJOard.
It is legitima.te and advisable under certain conditions to
purchase literature at the one hundred piece rate and se:ll
it at the single piec1e rate. And the commission advises that
a more careful effort be made to s:eU our church literature.
Yet, the1'e will be times when we should give it to those not
able to buy it, and inter:ested persons should be supplied
with all they need. We urge tha·t a considerable sum of
money be wisely invested in the literature work. The publish'!llg houses of our church will in time he able to supply
ervery need of gospel literature workers, and' ·every dollar
spent in this line will .enable the Board of Publication to
extend more fully its us:erfulne:ss to the Saints and the world.
LITERATURE

Church literature, clean literature, and :abundant literature.
Collect it from the Saints. Purchase it from the Herald
Publishing Hous:e, Lamoni, Iowa., or the Ensign Publishing

House, I1ndependence, Missouri, selecting the nearesrt in location. Encourage every family in the church to take the
S:AINTS' HERALD, Zilon's Ensign, Jowrnal of History, Autumn
Leaves, Stepping Stones, Zion's Hope, and purchase the many
books and tracts, which are printed for the salvation of the
world. If :either secular· reading or religious reading must
ibe s:acrificed, by all means let it be the s:ecula:r. Request
Saints to preserve their reading matter a 1n d keep it clean for
the collectors who will call for it once :e•very two weeks and
carry it to a common repository where it may be sorted,
stamped and allotted for distribution. Purchase standard
tracts andi be c:areful in selecting them. The advertising
mana~er of the Board of Publication has carefully selected
thirty-four splendid tracts which mal~€1 up "The dollar library
:of tra.cts" which is offered for one dollar. The li:terature
commission heartily r.ecommends this set of tracts and hopes
that every gospel litecratu:De local board will purchase many
of these sets.
DISTRIBUTION

Distributing literature is an art, and the work should be
studiled as such. Local boards may :appoint assistants if
1needed and instruct them. Ecvery helper should have .assigned to him or her a specific task. Ther1e ar·e homes to be
supplied: with literature, streets canvassed, boxes placed in
shops, hotels, :Dactories, stations, pos,t offic:es, etc., and kept
filled with papers. Personal wqrkers should call on strangecrs
and ~nterest them in the church Htemture, leaving lite11ature
where it will do the most good, lending church books., taking
suhsoriptions for papers, studying the need of the1 people and
supplying it. Each branch should distribute all its literature
~n its vicinity, but if the11e be more than is needed the district
board should see that the surplus is sent whe11e it cari he used.
Make th:e work intensive. More is accomplished by working
a small territory thoroughly than by sca:ttering promiscuously. It is urgently necessary to pre~ent waste, and the
mere throwing of literature about is wasting money and
energy. The work must be done in a proper manner if we are
to get big results. Make use of the service of boys and
girls: they are efficiB~nt and willing helpecrs in certain phases
of our work; such as, keeping boxes filled with p:apers, etc.
U s:e :rubber stamps. For a small sum can be obtained a stamp
containing the name and addres:s of pastor, time and place
of se:rvice:s. In stan;tping literature make every move tell the
story of nea,tness, business 1efi'ort and distinction.
Above all else remember that a true Saint is the best living
epistle of what the church can do for her sons a1n d daughters.
Let gospel literature workers be truly meek :and humble. If
doors are closed upon us we can fill our mission in no bett:e.r
manner than by turning meekly away with a prayer in our
heart for the one who shuts from his, life the light of heaven.
Howe~er, the,s:e unpleasant experiences are rare; as a rule if
we are courteous to the people they will be courteous to us.
TRACT CASES

EV1ery local should have a tract case. The general commission recommends a valuable case:, or compartment w;all
pocket, which can be purchased from the Herald Publishin.,.
House at a reasonable figure or given as a premium with
every purchase of a certain amount of literature. Make
arrangements with E. D. Moore who has charg1e of this
matter.
REPORTING

. If a thing is worth doing it is worth doing well. Let us
put our heal't and bJ,"ain in the task before us! It is God's
work and no greater honor can come to us "in this life nor iill
the life to come than of working with God. The local boards
use blank No. S129, reporting quarterly to the district boards.
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The district bo~rds send th~ •totals of these reports to the
chairman of the general commission, R. W. Farrell, using
blank No. S125. These blanks can be purchased from the
Herald Publishing House at fifteen cents for t~n. A copy of
.all reports should be preserved in a ruled book.
CIRCULATING LIBRARIES
In r.e.sponse to demands for church books to lend to invesMgating nonmembers, the general commission has arranged a
cooperativ<e plan with the General Library Commissi,on,
whereby a number of sets of books are available. Thene are
persons who enjoy read~ng religious stories, and such books
as With the Church in an Early Day, Two-Story Book, Joe
Pine, will catch and hold the interest of investigators when
other 11eading matter might fail.
These sets will he sent, in •the order of their call, without
charge for a period of three months to any district literature
'board, to be loaned to ,nonmembers only. The only cost will
be the transportation both ways, to be paid' by ·the board re-ceivii!lg the set. •Separate books can be sent to individual
readers.
Correspond with E. D. Moore for details of thi,s matter and
have your requests in for the books as soon a•s possible.
Further announcement will be made in the church papers.
But do not let this ofFer, which will be very limited in its
scope, cause you to 1negliect the purchase of the dollar library
of tracts, which should be in 1the home of every church memRALPH W. FARRELL,
ber.
Chairman.
PROVIDENCE, R. I., 14 Kenwood St.
HARVEY SANDY,
In Chan•ge of Stakes.
KANSAS CITY, Mo., 527 Denver Ave.
EDWARD D. MooRE,
In Charge Tract Cases and Circula,ting Library.
LAMONI, IOWA.
"

The Christmas Offering---Roll of Honor
W·e have received some of the most enthusiastic letters imaginable, letters that have caused us ·to wish that we could
visi1t the writers and talk with them and the schools they
represent for the good we could obtain from such a visit.
Wha't a wonderful organization we would have if all wer'e as
enthusiastic as those we refer to! There would be littl.e to
worry 1about if such was the conditiotn and the church debt
would melt away into the past in a very sho:vt time.
We have a further favor to ask of all the enthusiastic
wor~ers of every district, that is, will you not sit right down
and write to all the locals ~n your 'district and tell them of
your success and how you obtained your good results? .T•ell
these locals in just as enthusiastic letters as you can write,
of the way you have looked at this matter, how you have
planned, how you have enlisted the assistance of your workers, what plans you haVJe found most successful, and give
them a little statem€i!lt of your results. Will you db this right
now while you have the thought fresh 1in your mind. If you
feel that you must state a reason for writing them, tell them
it was our request. You need not ten them that you consider they need af1sistance or suggest anything of this kind,
but Iet them feel tha,t you have a deep interest in the work
and because of the success you have obtained and desiring to
have others try out the plan, you are telling them of it. Then
ask them to write to you and tell you of their plans for you
would like to have suggestions and new thoughts. You will
be able to create a little 'enthusiasm and possibly a little
comp.etition also, and this is not entirely undesired, for
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friendly competition is really a good thing-let us have a
great deal of it and we will find ourselVJes advancing at a
very ·r:apid rat,e, we: are sure.
E,ncourage all whom you come in o.ontact with to be boosters for this good work-encourage the various schools to
send in the results of their ·efforts,_the boys and girls, both
old and young, like to see their school mentioned in thes•e· reports.. Now, altogether, let us work as we have never work,ed
before-let us lift this debt, make it a thing of the past.
Our next "Roll of Honor" number of the HERALD will be
•September 19.
Malad, Idaho, raised $17.08 in the first six months of the
year, while their tota.l was $13.76 last year.
Ironton, Ohio, have $10.5·5 a.s a n1e>St egg.
Postoak, Missouri, have $9.20 and expect to make the two
dollars per member.
Springfield; Illinois, have almost double the·ir last year's
offering, it ·totaling $18.83.
Owendale, Michigan, i's the post office ,addr~ss of the
Pig1eon River school and tl1ey have dou,pled last year's offering. They a1'e fortunate in putti1ng out their money at seven
per cent interest.
Eldorado Springs, Missouri: Last year's o:ffiering $10, this
year's so far, $30.
Lees Summi,t, Missouri, sent in $13.45 last year and report
as much now.
Prince "of Peace school, at Porcupine, Wisconsin, send in
$2·1.50, while they gave $10.60 last y,ear.
'Sandyville, Iowa, has raised $7.15, compared to $3.85
last year.
Fairland, Oklahoma, last year $15.99; this year $33.15.
Denison, Iowa, last year $4.10; this year $18.
Cresto,n, Iowa, last year $6.30; this year $12.38.
Andover, Missouri, las1l yea.r $2'4.67; this year $52.42.
The latest from Moorhead, Iowa, is that they have remitted
$2,10 to the bishop, having $44.50 last year.
The supe:dntendent of the Milwa:uk.ee school s.a.ys they
are Germans and slow about g'etting started, but now that
they are •on the move Wle may look for real results. In fact
they have so many exceU.ent ideas on raising ftlinds that they
ask that any who want some of them write him-W. E.
Gittins, 647 Madison Street, Milwaukee, Wisconsin. They
haV1e a good start and a:ve not especially proud of their $6
of last year, and have $6.90 now.
From Minidoka, Idaho, word comes that they have $14.22,
and had had $10.2·2 last year. They are all working, old and
young.
Pho~niix, Arizona, raised comparatively little last year,
but have four times as much now.
Knox, India,na, creports $11.40 on July 8, and: $7 las·t year.
LouisviJle, Kentucky, say they didn't take much interest
last y.ear, but 'ar<el making up for it now. They ha;ve four
times as much alreadty".
Dekalb, Illinois, have a large school, but since most of
them are childnetn of nonmembers they hesitate to urge the
school offer:ing. Howeve!l:', they are going to ~ncrease their
present fund of $7 ¥e1ry much.
,stratford, Ontario, send in $16.30.
Tulare, California,, sent in last yea.r $34.42 while they·have
now raised $125.97 and are still busy.
B'iglers Grove, Iowa, have about $40 ~n cash and pledges
and wonder about disposing of it. See the Herald for July
25.
Paonia,, Colorado, say that on July 1 they had $19.49,
whiLe their last year's total was $7.25.
The Sa,n Francisco, >California, school have already turned
in to the bishop $85.70, which is not only more than double
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their offering of $42.31 last year, but more than the $2 per
enrolLed member. The,ir enrollment is 37.
Winnipeg, Manitoba, have over $72 now and las't year sent
in a littl,e ov.er $26. They beEeve the Bishopdc were right
when they enlisted the children ~n the cause in this manner.,
Andes, Montana, had $37 on July 1 and sent in $26 last
year. See our instructions in the rec.ent HERALD, Brother
Hutchinson, about sending it in.
Eldorado ,spr~ngs, Missour~, jsemt in $10.40 last year.
Though they started late, they now hav,e $35.01. They expect to mak1e it ten times last ye~r's offering. Surely there
are no drones there.
Magnolia, Iowa, have 44 enrollment and have at present
reached $74.80, compared with $24.55 of last year.
,Scammon, Kansas, have $54 and still going, though only
a small place.
Joplin, Missouri, is hending ev,ery eneTgy toWJard buHd~ng
a new chm;ch, but have almost $50 raised ..
ARTHUR W. S'MITH.
SAINT Lours, MISSOURI, 2903 Sullivan Avenue.

A Protest from a German Brother
[1We publish herewith a letter of !protest a~ainst two
recent editorials, "The church and war," and "The ps,ychology of the German soldier." The letter probably 1also includes
the artide, which we notice is ascribed to the National
Geographic Society. We did not verify, but published the
article in the hopes of giving a more favorabLe view of the
German position thart perhaps many of our people had received.
W'e have 'tried to mak1e it veTy plain that the church is
most emphatically for peace and against war. In the secqnd
place, that the church is international, and so cannot take
sides. Its sympathy is as ready for one side as the other:
The opinions express,ed! were p11esented as our personal
opinion, and only in reply to urgent requests. We do not
attempt to ~nswer the questions in this letter because to do
so would nec,essa,rily involve taking sides, the very thing to
which the brother objec,ts. In the mids1t of such stress it
is difficult to avoid all reference to the situa,tion confronting
us. The questions involved aTe :lndividual, but the church
stands frankly for peace, as we quoted in the first of .the
editorial, and also for liberty of conscience, as is shown ~n
the resolution of the assembly held in 1835:
."We believe that all men are bound to sustain and uphold
the 1Jes,plective governme,nts ~n 'Which they reside, while
protected in their inherent and inalienable rights by :the
laws of such governments, and that sedition and rebellion
are unbecoming every citizen thus protected, and should be
punished accordingly; and that all governments, have a right
~to enact such laws as in their own judgments are best calculated to secure the public interest, at the same time, however, holding sacred the· freedom of conscience." (Doctrine
and Covenants 112: 5.)-Editors.]
·
STEWARTSVILLE, MISSOURI, July 23, 1917.
Editors Herald!.: In a recent HERALD I find two articles,
"The chu:rch and war," and "The psychology of .the German
soldier."
The writer, born and raised to manhood in Germany, came
to this country over thirty years ago, became an American
citizen, loyal :a,s a man can be to his new country, and accepted the faith of the Latter Day Saint Church.
I want to protest against the above mentioned articles.
Does the church approve of this Government's acts throughout this war towards Germany? Have we as a nation, been
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neutral towards Germany? When England put the blockade
aroll!nd Germany, did our Government enforce its demand
on England? If it had, would we not be in the Wlar with
England to-day? Has not this blockade bmught the submarines on? Why didn't our Government enforce the rights
of international law to England when they put that blockade
aroll!nd GeTmany? Does the church uphold one wrong and
condemn another? When Germany put their submarine
warfare in fiorce, they put all international law aside, but
how about E~ngland? Germany claims she was foreed to it.
Did England as the mistress of the seta, violate tall international law? Wasn't she first to put that blockade there?
. If 'the church stands for righteouE\ness and sits in judgment, see that it renders a righteous judgment. The church
is mistaken about the German people, that they could be
educated to follow their leaders blindly. The German people'
,as a rule are a God-fearing people tha·t stand for truth and
r:ghteousness. They do t)ieir own thinking, and act accord~
· ingly with a dear conscience.
The writer has no sympathy for the Germ~n Kaiser, but
it looks as .if 1a, man of his standing would not make such a
speech as referred to in the HERALD. Does the chureh g1et
its information from his friends or enemies? The church
in the above article justifi,es our Go¥ernment to go to war
with Germany, and says, "Certa.inly the American Government has lifted an ensign of peace for the third or fourth .
time" (Doctrine and Covenants 63: 9). "I the Lord would
fight their battles."
It is a question with the writer where 1the righteousness
and the justice He's, for this church to uphold either side, and
I think the church has made a sad mistake: to uphold eithe1r
side. It ought to stay neutral. ,As a Latter Day s:aint for
over thirty years, loyal to my adopted country as a man can
be, I love to see truth and righteousness established here on
this earth. I could ,not see ~he justice in the course the
church is taking.
'!'he writer longs to see the day that all the warring counc
tries would be SWletpt of ttheitr kings, England included, and a
just government installed. But for the church to take the
course it is taking, it must shake a true Latter Day Saint.
·
Respectfully yours,
J. S. PETERS.

Western Nebraska and Black Hills
Be:ng assigned to my old field, Western Nebraska and
Black Hills, I left Lamoni on April 13 dir.ect for the field
and arrived i1n North Platte on the 14,th, where I was well
received by the Saints. I remained over Sunday and preached
Ia few sermons. went on to Angora and preached several
sermons in that vicinity. There are a few Saints there and
they manifested their zeal by their works,. I organized a
tSunday school while 'there and baptized a young man.
At Bridgeport I visited ~nd preached as weather and road
conditions permitted, baptizing four. Brother Meglimre and
family are standing supporters of the work there. The f~ew
othe,rs also manifested becoming interes,t.
Made a short stay a.t Minatare, baptizing another youth
from whom I :have reason to believe the church will hear in
the future. Preached a sermon or two at Gering and attended to the funeral of Br:other 0. 0. McHenry. Met with
the Albin Br~nch and was pleased indeed to find such pleasant conditions there. About three years ag1o Brothe'r 0. B.
Thomas and myself Wlene s~nt there to help Brother MeConley who was introducing- the work at tnat place. Four
were baptized at that t;me. The work ha,s grown steadily
till tb.ey have a flourishing branch now. Elder H. H. Robin-
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son of Kimball is at their head. He is a liVIe wire. Brother
J. Albil! Anderson is 1another live wire and solicits for tithes
in the brllJnch. Elder Alvin Knisley dropped in while I was
there ,and baptized a convert of his. H>e was full of cheer
and energy as usual.
We were glad to note that the Saints are ve,ry much alive
and interested in the progress of the work and know how
to make a missionary feel at home and enjoy the good Spirit
of the Master in presenting the angel message.
On to ,Spe,arfish, S:outh Dakota, where I observed another
great chllJnge. Several years ago I visited the place, preached
several sermons and baptized an old man. I suppose he has
crossed the river we call death, but there a.re others there
who have accepted the gospel and are surely alive to gos. pel interests. They are of the kind that wield an influenoe
that is felt i1n the town. They treat a missionary so that he
feels that it is a joy to be a missionary. I enjoyed my visit
there very much, baptizing one. I trust the time may soon
come when they can be organized ~nto a branch.
From ,there I went on to Belmont, where there are a few
Saints trying to keep "the lower lights, burning." I visited
, and preached a f·ew sermons, ministered to a young man of
the Catholic Church who was sorely afflicted.
Went on to Tryon. Here is a branch of the church that
1 assisted in orgmnizi,ng some yea,rs ago and baptized a large
percentage of their members. Glad to find them alive spiritually and striving to build up the work. While I notice a
little la.ck of wisdom along spiritual lines, I trust th1;tt through
prayerful diligence harmony may prevail. I enjoyed preaching the gospel there very much and had the privilege of
leading six precious souls into the wate,rs of baptism. In
their confirmation the Spirit attended in great po:wer a,nd
signi.fied that the Lord was well pleased with them in their
obedience to his will. I am satisfied that· one or more of
their number will be known . to the church as of more than
ordinary usefulness.
I am gliad 1to note there is so much of ·the sp:ritual life
among the 1Saints where I h~we visited. I have been kindly
,received and well tveated by them all, for which I am indeed
tha,nkful. May God bless them with all his children.
COMSTOCK, NEBitASKA.
C. W. PRETTYMAN.

Bringing Forth Fruits of a Life in Christ
"Herein is my Father glorified, that ye bear much fruit;
;o shall ye be my disciples."-J ohn 15: 8.
If we do not bear ·fruit, are, we his disciplres? Is not that
;:ll,e: ground upon which we are his disciples;? What think
ye?
The milroads say: "Safety first.'' Christ says: "Purity
tint." To liVIe a pure life must he followed to gain recognition of J,esus as his disciplets. Paul had a clear conception of true condi,tions of a life in Christ. "Christ in you
the hope of glory." Yes, and that by a divine process wh<:~n
you .are baptized in water you are born into Christ in part;
when you are confirmed you receiVIe the Holy 1Spirit; the
germ of new life ente'rs you. Now you are a citizen of the
kingdom of Christ and to be true to your citizenship you
must bring forth the fruits of this new life.
If you fail to hear fruit, will you have the "hope of
glory"'? Think about it. If you have the Holy Spirit will
it not be apparent? Has 1it changed? No, you say God cannot change. All right, then it will show its pr!1es.ence as of oid.
"The fruits of the spirit ar;e love, joy, peace, long-suffering,
gentleness, goodness, faith, meekness, temperance; against
such there is itlO law."
If you put sugar into aitlything will it not show its pre&-

ence? If you ha.ve the Holy Spirit will it not also? If you
have 110t the Spirit what does that show? "God is no respecter of prersons"-must be something wrong with you.
'What would vou think of a rosebush tl~at never ha.d any
roses on it? Or an apple tre1e that never had any apples on
it? What would you do with it? What will God do with us?
We are to be governed by law, the law of God.
Christ says: "If you bring forth much fruit, you glorify
my Father." Can we do it any other way? If we do not
glorify and honor God what are we doing? We will be like
the rosebush which never bore roses, or the apple tree without fruit.
God first in all things. "Thou shalt love the Lord thy God
with all thy heart, mind and soul." What else have you?
That shows that all the forces of the being, according to
the divi,ne desir.e, shall be concentrated upon God, to do his
will.
Wha·t kinds of fruit should we bear? . Must they not be
the fruits, of love to God and love to and for his cause to
advance its inter,ests? If you wanted to buy a piano or some
other thing, you would make a stl'enuous ·,effort to do so;
make sacrifiees to do so. Ave: you doing that?
Is not the promotion of the greatest thing in the universe
of more worth than a. piano or anything that will perish?
Will we fail in a fi,nancial way? The Lord says: "Prrove me
her.ewith." How? "Bring ye all the tithes into the storehouse, that there may be meat in mine house." What for?
To care for the missionaries' famili.es who are giving their
all to promote the work of Christ; can you think of any
:better effor1t in lif:e? As you make others happy your own
happiness will be increased. "Y e are bought with a price,
therefore glorify God in y.our body and in your spirit which
are his." Let us be wis.e unto salvation. Is not that what
we ar,e aiming at? If rnot what is your aim? Can you do
it your way? The Lord says: "It must be done in mine own
w,ay."
Do y;ou believe it? "Heaven and earth may pass away,
but my word shall not fail."-Jesus.
What hav,e you? Wha·t do you want? How are you going
to get it? It must be gotten in some definite way. Jesus
stays: "I ,am the way, >the truth and the life." Can you get
your sins remitted only the way Jesus says? Then can you
bear friut only as he says? Will some other kind do? Will
~ndiffie:rence do for effort as hie directs?
We are being tested now to prove our fidelity. The just
shall live by faith. Faith in what? In yourself? No, in
God and his means of salwlJtion. God waits for us; we do
not have to wait for him. His plans are perfected.
Let us awak,en these who are asleep. Let us bend every
effort to >advance the gosp,el work; better to do it now than
to wait until we get over on the other side and wish we had.
Let ·us not stand in our own light. If this gospel is worth
anything it· is worth every possibie effort we can make for
its advaneement. "Ye are the salt of the e1a!'th, but if the
salt has lost its savor wherewith will ye season it?" Have
s1alt in yourselves and have p.eace one with another, so that
when you are ready to go to your record of life you may
have peace, not feaJr.
CHARLES A. PARKIN,
Bishop of Northern 0(/)lifornia.
1

From Here and There
The officers of >the Alma Branch, at Alma, Michigan, desire informatioitl as to the whe~reahouts of Jason E. Ludy,
who left home last F1ehruary. Send information to L. A.
White, 110 North Grover Avenue.
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All parents in the Spokane District with children three
years of age or under, are asked to corre1spond with Miss
Oli!ve Gunter, with. a view to having them enrolled on the
cradle roll of the district. Address her at South 717 Ferrall
Street, 1Spokane, W1ashington.

mother always had great faith in the Lord, and that if it
was his will, she would recover, So the instruction given
in James, the ,fifth chapter, was 11esorted to, the elders he,ing
called in, they administer,ed by ·the anointing of oil in the
·name of the Lord. This was repeatedly done, and to-day
mother, though not real s,trong, is ~njoying her usual health,
"An Interes,ted Worker" writes: "Where can telegrams and rejoic,es that she has two sons and five daughters in the
be had at one, cent? Sunday school Christmas offering for church.
one half the year was so reported. Surely no school would
After many untiring effort,s by Elders C. A. Butterworth,
spend twenty-five cents w;hen a postal would ,report it as
J. Jones, E. F. Robertson and others to get the gospel before
well, saving twenty-four c1ents. One-ce,nt telegmms will acthe peopie, a bra<nch with forty-nine members was organized
commodate many of us. Where can they be had? Economy
by Apostle G. T. Griffiths and E~lder John J.ones in 1914. The.
leads to large Christmas and other offeTings."
following were the officers 1appointed: C. H. Ivers, preside,nt;
Brother G. McLaughlin, S<ecretary; J. T. McLaughlin and
W. A. Iv,ers, priesrts; C. Bignell, teacher; and the underJOHNS RIVER, NEW !SOUTH WALES, AUSTRALIA.
Editors Herald: In sending you my yearly subscription, srigned as deacon. And though the officers ·are all new in
the work, yet the bmnch has gradually forged ahead, and
which I am pleased to be able to renew, I ask for a l:ttle
within many months a very_ neat little church was erected,
space in the Letter Department of your valuable paper, in
which I am pleased to say has been dedicated to the Lord's
order that I may be able to try to write something concernservice, being free from debt.
ing the Lord's work in this part of his vineyard, also in reOur church is very co1ilveniently situated, being only about
turn for that which I enj,oy and app11eciarte reading.
It is now a good many years s~nce the "precious angel mes- three and a quarter miles from Johns River railway station,
sage" was firsrt proclaimed to the people on this river. The so visiting 'Saints haVIe no trouble in .finding us. Together
first missionary rto arrive here and >hold preaching services with other Saints from here as well as from Tuncurry
was Elder J. W. Wighrt, of America. At that time there were Branch, about a yea1r and ten months ago, I enjoyed the privivery few Saints on Johns River, the members numbering lege of attending some of the sessions of a debate held' in
abourt four, being of two families only. Later Elders John Taree, about twenty-two miles from here, betwe~n Evangelist
Kaler and Gomer R. Wells came to the locality, ,and with G. g, Burns of th,e Campbellite Church, and Brother P. M.
Brother Wight they held a number of meetings which were Hanson, who with Sister Hanson had just returned to Ausmostly conducted in private homes of the S'aints. After a tralia. Though this deba;te is that of history, yet we all renumber of years of fairthful servic,e by these brethren, an- joice in the manner i'n which BDo,ther Hanson defended the
other family of Saints c1ame from :the Upper Manning, and claims of the Reo:rganized Church. Much credit is also due to
took up their abode here. Soon after this, a Sunday school Elder W. J. Burrows and Brother G. A. Loving, for through
was organized by Brother Wight. But it was not until' their earnest toil this discuss,ion was brought about. And
Apostle P. M. Hanson, then a you~g missionary to Australia though 1n o converts Wlel1e made for our side, yet we believe
and New Zealand, was preaching one night about a mile much good: was d!Jne.
At present we haV'e Elder W. Patterson a'nd Brother W. J.
and a half from our home, that I first remembered hearing
this glorious gospel presented, being then scarcely in my Vaughan laboring together in this district. They ,are both
able and earnest workers for the cause, and are very popular
teens.
However, 1together with my pa1rents or some of my brothers with both members and nonmembers. Out' 1S unday school, of
or sisters, I enjoyed going to the meetings to hear Brother which our worthy Brother C. H. Iv,ers is superintendent, is
Hanson, who held many services here, as well as other parts superintendent, is still dmproving. Brother Vaugha1n who is
of this neighborhood. But, it happened that we were in- at p11esent presiding ·over our little, alive Religio, pro¥es
vited by some of the memhe·rs to come 1along to the Sunday himself to be a tower of strength to that auxiliary. He is
school which continUJed to move along. So some of us decided also president of the district Relig1io society. The total
to attend, and I really believe that this same school had much membership of the Johns River Branch is now fifty-four, five
to do with bringing others of our home as well as the writer, being added by baptism since its organization. The recent
into the true fold, in later years. Before this time, however, annual district reunion, which conv€!ned during Easter, at
Brother Hanson af,ter some years of hard and continuous Laurieton, was attended by a large gathering, of the Saints,
labor in this mission, in· which very few were converted here, all branches of the 'district being represented. A spiritual
left for his home in America, via Palestine and other places. ruplift as well as an enjoyable time together was enjoyed by
Brother C. Avery, who labored also her,e, Left the field also all. Laurieton :is a little town situated on the Gamdenha¥en
River, and ~n this place is the home of Brother and Sister
about that time.
Then some time had passed away without a preache,r, when Will Rodger. Brother Rodger is the nephew of the late
we were glad to hear of Elder A. C. Barmore, who then Brother Glaud Rodger, who with BDother Charles Wandell
very soon arrived and held a great many services here as were the first missionaries of the Reorganized Church to
w:eii as round 1about. Before Brother Barmo11e had preached 11each our shores.
many times our mother, who w;as the first o.f our home to do
Another nephew, Brother John Rodger, together With
so, decided to give her name in for baptism, thus uniting Srister Rodger and family reside in Wauchope; a few miles
with the church of God. 1Since giving obedienoe to the' gosp,e,l, :fiarther north in the· district among the visitors to reunion
as a trU!e Latter Day 1Saint, she has had many exp>e,riences were, Evangelist John Jones, Bishop LeWis and daughter
in life, one of which I will endeavor to relate he11e.
Lily. The two Latter came from Wallsend, Southern New
About two ~ears ago, she w;as taken seriously ill, and the <South Wales district.
doctor, on arriving and seeing her, afterwa,rd said to some
One precious soul in the person of Sister 1Smith, mother
who were there in the house, that she had oonsumption and of Sister John Rodger, was led into the waters of baptism
that he couldn't do a.nything for her. Talking to some after lby Brother Vaughan a few days following the termination leaving, he said she only had about four days to liV'e. But of the .cQnv,entions. Heretofore the Northern New South
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Wales annual district conferences were held during the
Christmas hol:idays. But, this year it was decided to hold
district co,nference and reunion combined, "in 1918, Easter
time, at Buladelah on account of the mission conference being
again held in iSy,dney, together with that of the S'outhern
District. This should be a change for the" better." The
1atter-day work in this district under our be1oved president,
Brother G. H. Parker, seems to now have a firm footing.
May it continue to grow.
We were pleased to hea:r of the result of General Confere,nce, when the HERALD came to hand. Especially did I
:enjoy reading the president's report.
As in other
!lmanches, we have been having our share of sickness." Among
the afflicted members of the branch ane Brother and Sister
John Barratt, who are at present in: Sydney, both seeking a
,Specialist's advice. Next Sunday, 2'4th instant, we are holdLng special pray,er services for the sick and sufLering of the
distr:c:t; especially on Brother J. Maybury's behalf. All have
been asked, who care to do so to abstain from the midday
meal. May they receive God's b1essing sufficient to be restored to health and strength.
Dear Saints, as the hastening time is fast approaching
may we all be as wise virgins and have our lamps trimmed
and burning when the Bridegroom shall come to gM;her up
those, ,his faithful ones who have endured unto the e,nd.
Your brother "and cowor~er with Christ,
CHARLES H. MADDALENA.
TOLEDO, OHIO, July 20, 1:917.
The change from active missionary
work to that of local work has be:en more than I anticipated,
and have as yet not become e:ntirely adjusted to it. I came
to To1edo about a month ago and have learned to love the
:Saints with brotherly lov~e, and while I find that mistakes
haVIe be€1n made, I find a humble spirit that ,assists to correct all mistake's and bring about a reconciliation: that is
commendable.
This is a city of activities. I have never been in any
place where the outlook for labor was as good, especially for
mechanics. The Government has let contracts for~ tents,
airplanes, and other army equipments to exceed $25,000 1000,
and the talk is that about $200,000,000 worth will be manufactured ,her:e, Many acres are to be covrered with buildings
especially for this purpose.
The branch hene is numbered only about :eighty, and only
a;bout half of them are' in the city, or if in the city are inactive. The :attendance on the part of these in the city is
good. We have from twelVIe to eighteen to every Wednesday
evening service, and from 'thirty to forty :at :the preaching
services. Street p11eaching has been held each Saturday
ruJ1ght si:nc:e I have been here, and the interest is increasing
up till the present. The meetings so. far mani:liest spiritual, ity beyond some of the larger branches,, and the spiritual
interest seems on the inc11ea.se. W:e find some of the Saints
have gone far away from God and 'his righteousness, and the
present effort is to S'eek and to save the lost, but the11e al'e
oome who do not mani:liest a desire to be saved. This is a
very wic~ed place, open saloo:ns :and a red light district,
neither of which ·exists in Des Moines, my home. A strenuous effort is being made to bring Ohio into the dry column
this fall, and I am ,dJoing my part in this effort.
There is a manife:st humility on the part of all, both
members and ministers, in this" branch, and my stay oo far
has heen very pleasant-the indicatio:ns are th;l.t it will become more so as I get better acquainted with the peopLe
and work. The burden of debt on the Saints because of
building a place of worship has caused some discourage-

Editm·s Herald:

ment, but there is :evidence of recovery from that, and all seem
more :encouraged to try to lift together the burden that rests
upon all. This is commendable.
Some mistakes in lett~'ng transgressors continue without
proper atte,ntion, and the church has suffiecve:dl some from this
and! is still suffering, but so far as I can ascertain the local
lbrethven hav·e done all they could, being engaged in daily
employment, and their time ne:arly all occupi:ed that way.
Some of these difficulties are being adjusted, and others
are in course of 'adjustment, and we hope to save all. When
a brother or sister gets :in a disposition that he does :not want
to be subject to law and authority, it is hard to save him.
rSometimes the spiritual :dlisease gets so bad that an oper,ation must he performed. This is the sad duty of those
intrusted with the pastoral care of the flock.
I am looking forward to the time when I can be located
with my ·family he~re, so that my mind may not be diVided
as much as it now is, and I can do more effectual wo·rk in
the intenests of the work to be done. I find much to be done,
:and but few to do :it, lbut those few seem will~ng to do so far
as they see it is their duty, and as they ha,ve time and ability.
To save the members of the church is the crying need of
the hour. To get the local churches so that when others a:re
gathe11erd in wjth fa;ith that this is the work of God, they will
find a place of spiritual supply, which has not always been
the ca,s:e heretofore, is most necessary. From what I Learn
this branch ha,s been in the enjoyment of the :Spirit at time:s,
but it did not last; but theve seems to be a longing for the
fo11mer experi€1nC'e'S and many ane making a consistent effort
to ~cure them.
If any of the Saints have friends in this city please' giVICI
me their names andl add11ess,es, and :as soon as possible I will
call. If 1any k;now of Saints who either may be here, or may
come in the future, please to write mel, so that we may call.·
Let such ones know of a branch here, and the location of the
,church building 1at 12'02 Waverly Avenue.
Trying to patiently labor under temporal conditions not
very encouraging, I am.
Y ourr bro:ther in Christ,
J. F. MINTUN.
GENOA, NEVADA, July 20, 1917.

Editors Hevrald: Possibly some of the experi:ences of the
JS:agebrush Parson would 1a,gain :illltere:st the readers of the
HERALD. I was summoned from home early in May by telegram to Lovelock, Nevada. Ar,riving there I found a young
man, Harry Pr:esby) suffering from the effiects of b:e1ing run
over by a fne1ight train, his right 'arm off at tihe elbow and
his skull crushed. He was then having periodical spells like
epileptic fits. Sister N:eelie Valley, his aunt, was there and
for :a long time 'tried to interest him in the gospel, but to no
avail. He had absolutely had no use ':lior Godi or religion, so
he thought. He had not yet sown enough "wild oats," although he had sown them thick and with a liberal hand for
ten years. These spells however, brought him to his senses,
and he began to c:aU upon God. Sister V:alley telegraphed
and wrote to different places for an e:lderr as Harry wanted
some one with authority from God to administer and baptize
him. kweek :or so before I came Sister Valley saw in vision
a man baptizing H:a,l1ry. The man had, :the front finger of
his left hand off and combed his hair up from his forehead.
On the morning of my a11rival, I wa.s talking to Harry's
sister, Mrs. Edna Curry, showing the necessity for church
organization. In doing so I raised my left h:l!nd and she
noticed the absence of my fing1er. Thiat convin~ed her that
I. was a man sent of God, and the nex:t day both of them
Wlel1e baptized. Two days thereaft.err, through Harry's i:t:tfluence and the Spirit's power, I had the pleasure of baptiz-
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ing into th~ fold his father, mother, aunt, and cousin. Wh~n
eve:r the spells c1ame on they- were rebuked by the Spirit's
power through ,administration. Brother Presby, sr., also
felt the power of the Spirit in administration and testified
to it, all in the 111oom f'e:eling the power of God within them.
In the cours:e of :a week or so Sister Pl'esby was talking
with a neighbo~r telling how the Lord had blessed them. The
women said, "Why, you must be a Latter Day Saint." Recei'v~ng an affirmativ,e a.nsW!er, she said her husband's people
were or had been members of tha:t c;hurch, and invited the
mim::ster to call. I did so and after a good deal of talking
and the gpirit's working, the father :and six childr,en fl'om
eight to ninete,etn years of age were :received into the faith.
Others in ~the place professed beHef but procrastinated the
time of their deliverance.
Sister Presby had always swid she was "sufficjrent unto
herself," and had no rneied of a Savior. In a letter since, after visiting 1at a hospital and .seeing a man hopelessly dying,
yet afraid to die, she said, "I am so glad I found God before
it was too late."
From there I went to Hualipi to the home of Brother J. L.
Detrick. He liveis thirty miles from G:ea:-l:ach, the nearest
railroad point. Brother Detrick has secured one hundred
1and twenty acres of land there :and a water right. To ,enable h:lill to improVle the rest, he wants to sell eight acres at
twenty dollars an acre, with ~a water righ( As Go,;ernment
rights cost as a rule twenty-five dollars an acre, this is very
low. The soil is fertile and covered with the usual sagebrush.
Brothe:r Detrick .is very desirous of having a family of Saints
there with two or mol'e children as they can hav,e a school.
If any of the brethren are interres:ted they will do well to
. write Brother Detrick.
From thel'e we visited S1:ster Doyle at Chilcoot, California,,
whom we baptized last summer. Her husband! is thinking
of obeying.
Coming on to Carson Valley on the fifth, we felt almost
like coming home. Have s~nc1e baptized Brother Frank Ballou, whose wife, daughtlilr and two sons were baptized l~ast
year.
, E>ver praying for the triumph •of Zion,
S. M. REISTE.
EDMONTON, ALBERTA, July 23, 1917.
Editovrs Herald: I am now traVIeling through this norrth
country with my congenial companion, J. A. Gillen. This is
a wonderful change f,or me, as my missionary work has :always been in the South. While I liked the south field work
I am enjoying the chang1e, getting acquainted with new people and conditions which I consider of great value to me.
At this time of year in the South we suffer so much with
the heat gene11ally, and here we need a light overcoat nearly
everry night, especially when we are riding. Some things are
so notic.eable: the days are so long, scarcely eveT need a
light in our night services commencing at eight or eightthirty. We can se•e to read at the close of the service by the
daylight. I like the country and the people fine. While they
have a short summer season it produces small grain and po-.
ta•toes the best of any country I hav,e seen, also great f,o,r
grass; cattle are now very fat. It also Steems to be ·a good
. country to produce Latter Day •Sa~nts, and I find them generally active workers and beJi,e;v:e in keeping the whole law.
They are keeping Brrother Gillen and me busy. They believe in working us while they have a chance. Vlf•e just re·
turned fnom Millett, thirty miles south of here w:herre we had
held a two-day meeting, and dedicated a church y•e,sterday.
We have five other points to make in this country, then we
go hack to the States.

We did some work in Iowa on our way north, helped in a
rreunion at Frazee, Minnesota, where we enjoyed
special liberty in preaching and administerring. Also a reunion at Logan, North Dakota, la.sting ten days, where much
good Wlas done.
Our camp was thrown into a gloom when Brother Morg-an
Graham received a telegram, his Brother Charles had been
killed by a train at Lamoni, Iowa. He and 'Sisterr 'Graham
and sister leftt immediately for Lamoni. This of course,
crippled our work as they were amqng our main standbys
and work'e•rs. We left before their return. I consider Sister
Graham one of our specialists in churrch worrk.
We ordained Bmther'William Osler of this city a. high
priest. He is president of this Alberta District. Brother
T. J. Jol'dan is presiding over the Saskatchew;an District
and is doing a good work. We ar,e so glad to come in contact with the's'e good men and to see the good work they are
doing. To know the men you must see them on the ground,
and to see them in ac•tion. And I am glad to say most of
them when tested out are, in my estimation, better than I
thought. I think you will find this the, case genel1ally with
all true men. I am sorry 'to say we also have some men
whose works we cannot feel are profitable, and liillely they
will not last long ,as representatives of the church. Of
course, we .expect some to fall away. I haven't mentio,ned
any names in commendation, but will say I beHeve most of
our representatives are good ~true men: I hope to see my old
field in the South Iat~e this faJl and winter.
Sineerely yours,
W. M. AYLOR.
t~n-day

HOLDEN, MISSOURI, July 23, 1917.
Edfrtors Herald: It is with considerable pleasure that we
announCie the organization of a branch a·t Grandview, J·a,ckson County, on Sunday, July 22, with thirty-three charter
members and a compl1erbe corps of officers. This place is
located twenty miles from Indepe1ndence, in the southwestern
pari of Jackson County in its most beautiful:and productive
tenitory, and is an ideal place for a gathering po:nt for
ISaints•who wish to moVle in haTmony with the direction in
the law and assi,st in the strengthening of Zion.
This disti~·c1t is adapted to ag1riculture a,nd stock raising
and some of the finest stock in the United States is raised
in this vicinity. W;e had the privilege ,of viewing some of
the imported Shorthorn he~fers owned by Mr. Forsythe, as
well as some of his native stock. They were certainly beautiful animals and one would wonderr why anyone in the live
stock business would give their time and feed tp the inferior
stock.
The ·Saints at Grandview hav•e been 1ooking forward for
some time toWlai-d this organization. They have been meeting in a stone building which they leased a:nd remodled, as
th~y are not able at the present time to build a church. on
the lots which they have purchased.
The following were selected! as ibrranch offioers: Elde:r C. V.
Hopkins, ·p!'lelsident; Elder Lewis E. AJnderson, presiding
priest; Gemge R. Wheeler, te11cher; William E. McLaughlin,
deacon; Maude P. Dyer, clerk; Dollie F. Taylor, chorister and
organist; James R. Dyke, memberr library boa.rd; ~SI:.s:ter
C. Y. Hopkins, corrrespondent. Bishop C. J. Hunt nominated
IC. V. Hopkins as bishop's agent, which was approved. The
branch starts out with splendid prospe1cts and united interests.
,
A Religio society was organized with Cornelius Edgerton,
president; Lewis F. A1~derson, vice presideU:t; Iva Edgerton,
secretary.
Anyone who desires to settle in Jackson County and en1
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gage ill. the farming or live stock business should certainly
inV!esti~gatre the Gran<).view territory.
SinceveJy,
D. J. KRAHL.
ANDES, MONTANA, July 24, 1917.
EdiiM"S Herald: We note with interest the zeal of the children and .some of the grownups in raising ra big Christmas
offeri;ng, and can say that our school has already doubled
their last years' offering: Yet it does not seem to me just
the right thing for the older ones to stand irdly by and wait
two or three years for the child11en to pay off the church
debt, and to help the thing along also ask them not to have
their names printed in the Blue Stepping Stones.
Now I think the grownups ought to "do their bit." So I
would like to make this suggestion: That every· family in the
church make a Tha,nksgiving offering of at least five dollars,
and as much more as they can rand make it a ~e1neral movement throughout the chqrch, even if we do haw; to cut down
some on our Thanksgiving dinner.
If this should meet with favor and the bishop should request it through the church papers S·O that everyone would
make a special effort with the idea that we are going to pay
off the church debt as the Lord has requested, we can do it
this year and not .wait three Ylears for the children to do it.
Then we won't ,need to blush when we read Luke 6: 46:
"Why call ye me Lord, Lord, and do not the things which
I say?"
Hoping that all who favor this will say, "I" on Thanksgiv. ing day, with f:t1om five dollars up, I am your brother in
hope of a f11ere church in ·every sense of the word.
J. W. VAIL.
PIPER CITY, ILLINOIS, July 24, 1917.
Hetrald: The Saints in this branch are still in the
faith and trying to live in thre light. The branch numbers
about th'rty-five, but OV1err twenty are absent from the b.ranch,
some of them living at quite ra distance.
The Sunday school is ,doing v·ery good work a,nd expects to
organize a normal class soon.
Elders J. 0. Dutton rand W. A. McDowell have recently
held a serire:s of meetings herre, ·e:xtend~ng over a period of six
days. Brother S'. D. Heavener is the only officer in the branch,
a priest. T~o of the Sunday school g:rls wer,e haptiz,e:d not
long ago. Later two more g:ave in therir names for baptism,
but when the ordinance was to be performed there were four
instead of two. · The Spirit was present in powe; at the
confirmation meeting and made it a day long to be l'ememlrered.
The work of Brother Heavener was commended and two
young men held in high esteem by the branch were told to
pl'epam themsel¥ers for work in the ministry.
Brother McDowell has given several blessings here and
his helpful counsel appreciated. We hope seVIeral other int,erested ones will unite with the church soon.
DORA E. HEAVENER.
Ed~t,ors

THE LYNN CASE
(Continued from page 748.)
be recorded when certificates of marriage al'e presented to
ci'ty or town clerks.
Th:s important ecclesiastical question was determined today by Judge Loring of the Supreme Judicial Court, and as
a l'esult of this decis.ion a cloud of confusion has been lifted,
as heretofore it was believed by ma,ny that the Reorganized
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Church was associated with the Utah Mormon Church and
its accompanying recognit:on of polygamous marriage,s.
' Reverend Frederick W. Blanchard of East Lynn rais.erd
the issues involved i~ a petition filed by him against Joseph
W. Attwill, city clerk of Lynn, for a writ of mandamus to
compel the respondent ,rto record a marriage soiemn:zed by
him.
The case came up for a he1a.ring on its merits before
Judge Loring to-da.y. Much interesting matter involving
the origin of the church was gone into a1n d dated from the
early 1800's when Joseph Smith founded the Mormon Church.
"We are in no way connected with them and do not beLireve in polygamous marriages," he said he told Mr. Attv,-ill.
-Boston Record, JUine 29, 1917.

NOTES AND COMMENTS
A Dollar Library of Tracts
The advertising manager, A. E. McKim, has prepared a list of tracts covering the diff:erenrt phases
of our work, which it is planned to have made up
into a s~et and sold for one dollar. This should
prove an excellent means ror missionary work, and
we trust thtat our people will secure several sets
for such use, especially should they be recommended
to our library boards and gospel literature bureau.
This list does not include all of the tracts published,
but
it does include a representative number.
I
Historian Visits Historic Places
Elder Heman C. Smith, church historian, and his
wife, left Lamoni on July 24 to locate the old Bogard
battle ground on Crooked River, Ray County, Mis- _
Houri. This was satisfactorily located, but the spot
· where the· victims of the cholera plague were buried
was not found. The result of this interesting trip
will be written of later, for publication in the Journal of History. Brother Smith teaches a class of
busines1s men in church history at Lamoni and they
are talking of making a trip through that country.
If this is done, the account may include this.
Can People Find Your Church?
Not long ago a young brother in training in Chicago looked in the telephone directories and- everywhere else he could think of and couldn't locate
anything except one that looked suspicious'. He
went there and found it, was the Utah people. Another lad hunted in vain for the address of our
church in San Francisco, while we have been hearing
of such things from a number of sources of late. :If
you have done all you can, well and good, but if there
are still avenues of publicity open or that may be
opened that are not used they should have immediate attention. It may be too late now for present
needs, but it's a good time to begin. For the benefit
of those who constantly write us about the location
of the church meeting places in various cities, we
would like to hear from all the city branches, :that
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we ma·y make up a card index. We wish to supply
this information promptly to those who ask us, and
if you will help it will be appreci.ated.
August "Autumn Leaves"
The August Autumn Leaves• is now before us in
a new and very attractive form, with further
changes coming. It is printed in two columns, making shorter lines and hence easier to read, as has
been proven after hundreds of tests. A rearmngement of the type and a little longer page give fifteen
per cent more reading matter to an issue, and this
filled with good things. First come two excellent
cuts of Kirtland temple with a poem; The Camp
Cricket gives reunion notes and suggestions; the
Editorial Chat consists· of many short paragraphs,
instead of one long sermonet ; the new depa11tment,
the Periscope, gives promise of spicy and. pointed
information, a fair sample of which is served. At
last we are told whom Janey will niarry in "A
vineyard story." The Y,oung Woman's Departh1ent,
Religio's Arena, and the Sunday School Department
remind us that this is the young people's magazine
of the church. The increased space permits matter
of great interest to be offered.

MISCELLANEOUS DEPARTMENT

Reunion Notices
Northwestern Kansas, 5 mil€s east, three-fourths mile
south of Osborne, Kansas, at the old reunion grounds. Those
des·ir:ng tents notify J. B. Ansley, Osborne,, K~nsas.
Kew:anee reunion has been cal1ed off. Added expense over
last yerar compelled this dec.ision. W. E. Peak, .district preosident, is holding one o.r 'two-day meet~ngs with fine success.
J. W. Bean, secnetary committee.

Two-Day Meetings
Eastern M.ichigan District: Sandusky, Augus't 18, 19; Carsonville, August 25, 26.; Shabbona, September 1, 2; Bay
Port, Septe:mher 8, 9; BLaine, 1September 15, 16; Brown City,
'September 22, 23. William Gric~, district president.
.

Requests for Prayers
Pr1llyers are desired for Harrison Daniels, a young soldier,
sick in the hospi,tal.

Our Departed Ones
WHITEHEAD.-Lena Gladys, eldest daughter of Brother and
Sister Robert Whitehead, was born February 3, 1897. Leaves
to mourn, 2 brothers and 2 siste.rs.
EVANs.-Irene Margaret, infant daughter of Brothe.r and
Sister E. F. Evans, was born July 17, 1917, near Dixon, Nebraska and departed thds life July 18. Services rut home by
D. R. Chamberrs, assisted by E. L. Butterworth.
HOPKINS.-S.arah A. Hopkins died July 21, art Homerstown, New Jersey. Funemi from Baptist church by A. B.
Phillips. She wa,s 64 years old and a member of the faith
from. an early period. A. J. Hopkins is her son. Died July
21, 1917.
•SMITH.-Priscilla McLain, the eighth child of William and
Ma.riah McLain, w:as born November 18, 1841, at Whitford
Monroe County, Michigan. Married Peter Smith, May, 1876;

Convention Minutes
SM;KATCHEWAN.-Religio, at Vieeroy, July 5·, 1917. A. B.
Taylor, president, pDesided. A recommendation for a field
worker was. included in the report of the district president.
It was resolved that the distric.t president visit each local
once a year and tha·t each looal pay their share of the ex-·
penses. Officers elected: A. B. Taylor, president; Bertha
Cornish, vice president; Joseph Bates., secrtetary; Mrs. T. J.
Jordan, treasul'er; Emma Beckman, librarian; Emma Dow,
home class superintendent; Mrs. 0. ,L. Newcomb, member
gospel literatur.e boa.rd; Siister M. L. Cornish, historian.
Joseph Bates., secretary.

Quorum Notices
Northern California Quo.rum of Priests meet at Irvi:ngton,
August 16-26. Bishopric instruct that quorum elect bishop
of district and his two counselors to pneside ove.r quorum.
First Pres.idency desires that all priests join some quorum.
All come or send in name of membership. Harley V. Bates,
president; E. S. Parks, secretary-treasurer.

Conference Notices
w.estern Colorado, at Bayfi1eld, Colorado. August 25, 26.
The priesthood please ~ave all ministerial reports in hands of
district clerk by the 15th of •the month. M. L. Schmid, clerk,
Amos T. Hi1gdon, president.
Eastern •Colorado, with Wray Bmnch, at Wray, September 1 a,nd 2. Prayer service at 9. All the priesthood of the
distr•ict send veports of labor done during past six months,
to E. J. Williams, 1210 South High Stlleet, Denver, not later
than August 20. James R. Sutton, president.
Kansas City Stake a,t Cent:r=al Church, Ninth and Lydia
Avenue, August 25 and 26, convening 2.30 on 25th. As this
will be a mass co,nferenee, <;to not ,eJect delegates. 8tatistical
repprts to close July 31 av.d mailed to T. B. Dunn, 12,16
South Thirty-eighth Street, Kansas City, Kansas. Ministr~
reports to close July 31 and report direct through quorum.
W. S. Brown, secretary, 1447 South Thirty-fifth rStJ:,eet,
Kansas City, Kansas.

THE REASONS WHY
You Should Go to Graceland
IX-FACULTY

No college can he stronger than its faculty. In
in'v·~stigating1 any institution for the purpose of allowmg credit, a boa.rd of examiners will lay special
stress OrJ?. the ,efficiency of the faculty.
In this nespect, Graceland meets the mos.t rigid
requirement. The instructors in the Junior College
ar~ fully .}IP to the standard required by the. American As,sociation of Colleges and Universities. In
• all other dep.artments, the members of the faculty
are well qualified.
.
·
The majority of the faculty members a.re thoroughly interested in. the development of the coUege
• a;nd the church. This naturally mak'e•s for a condition of p•ermanency-an absolute essential for real
stability.
For more complete information and catalogue
address

THE PRESIDENT, GRACELAND COLLEGE, LAMONI, lOWA
The above is the ninth of a series of rea- sons why you should attend Graceland College. They include the questions of: Credit,
Teacher Training, Junior College, Spiritual
Environment, Low Expense, SpeCial Departments, Equipment, Literary Work and
Faculty.
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The earth is our workshop, the universe is our e..'Cercise
ground,
·
Life is our opportunity. . Let us get busy.-Bruc'e Calvert.

at California, Mich:gan. Baptized by W. H. Kelley in June,
1877. Di:ed July 27, 1917. A true and devoted member of
the church. Samuel Stroh in charge of funeral service,
J. D; Stead p~eaching th,e sermon.
BoNNEY.-Catheri:ne M. Hardacker Bonney was born June
24, 1844, in Middleburg, New Ymk. Marri,ed John F. Hardacker in 1860; to this union 5 children were bor!ll; 4 dying

APOSTASY OF THE CHURCH.-A characteristic sermon booklet by J. W. Wight,
"showing both the former and latterday apostasy." Goes straight to the
point and accomplishes its purpose. No.
E141, paper ·------·--·---------------------------·---$.05
JOSEPH SMITH. WHO WAS HE?-A
book especially calculated for the investigator who prefers every-day language, and who wants to take a first
step in learning about the work Joseph
Smith was sent to help establish. Written by Willard J. Smith and calculated
for the every-day man. No. 288, cloth
----·-··-------··-----------··············-·-----------·-------- $.75
BOOK OF MORMON LECTURES.-,-Are you
a student,? Here is something for your
faculties to wrestle with. The author,
H. A. Stebbins, has, with comprehensive
outlook, embodied in these lectures a
wealth of archreological facts corroborative of the Book of Mormon narrative, dug
from works unknown to the public prior
to its publication, and from others published sinc'El that time. The statements
in these lectures are made in such unaffected plainness and simplicity of language as to carry conviction to any normally unprejudiced mind.
No. 51,
cloth ---·-·····-··--------·-----·-------------------------·$ .75
THE OLD JERUSALDM GoSPEL.-A col
lection of twenty-nine very convincing
sermons by the eloquent Independence
or""tor, .Joseph Luff. Written almost as
brilliantly as they have been spokenand with the additional value of being
imperishable. Clear, sparkling gospel
crystals. Gems of Latter Day Saint doctrinal literature. No. 253, cloth
$1.00
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in infancy. Sister Gertrude :Christy of 'Stewartsville is the
surviving child. 'She and husband were baptized in 1878.
In 187~ her companion died. In June, 1903, married Brother
Will>am S. Bon;ney; making their home shortJy afterward in
Perrin, Clinton County, Missouri, at which place she died
on .July.10. 1917. Service'S held at Saints' church in charge
of T. 'I'. Hinde.rks, sermon by William Lewis. Interment in
Pleasant Grove Cemetery.

A Rocky Mountain Vacation
RIGHT NEXT DOOR
Whether your vacation time· is short or long, spend it in
glorious Rocky Mountain Land~ Take the Burlington:-the
logical Rocky Mountain Route. We'll plan a trip for you to
fit your time and purse.
Just a short, happy train ride-and you're there! Rocky
Mountain 'splendor all around you. See beautiful Denver,
Rocky Mountain National-Estes Park, the Pikes Peak rl'}gion,
Garden of the Gods-unsurpassed for a week or a ten days'
outing.
The Burlington's great 3-in-1 Vacation Tour-all three National
Parks-Rocky Mountain National-Estes., Yellowsto,ne, Glacieron a single low-fare excursion ticket-1917's greatest travel
value! Burli.ngton trains run direct to all thre1e Parks.
A vacation is not a luxury, it's a necessity! Make this the
Rocky Mou11tain Vaoation you long have hoped to enjoy.
Round-trip excursion ticke!ts now on sale. Come
in-Iet's talk it over.

L. F. SILTZ
Ticket Agent- The Pleasant Way to Travel
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·Time,.
JOI-{N RUSKIN SAYS:

"A book that's worth reading once,
is worth reciding many times."

Our old books are the ones )we love best. We · have
formed attachment for them and they are like fan1iliar
friends. We hate to see them go to pieces like the best
books will through time and use.

Did you know that a rebound book will
last longer than a new one?
Look through your library; pick out· t~_e books that need care, and send
to the Herald office. They will be rebound, better than new. The
charge will be· fair, or estimate _will be submitted.
DO IT BEFORE YOU "FORGET
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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uu ye continue in my word, then are ye m.y disciple&

indeed; and ye ohall know the truth, and the truth shall
make you free."-John 8: 31-32.

uThere shall not any man amenif you have save it
be one wif~; and con.cubinea he shall have non.e."Book of Mormon, Jacnh 2: 36.
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SOME PROPHETIC ASPECTS OF THE WAR

We have had several requests. for a discussion of
prophecies concerning the war, the millenium and
the second coming of Christ. It is significant that
for the last hundred years nearly every great war
has made for greater liberty of the people and has
· rtended towards democracy, even though apparently
that was not the result or intention.
Since the establishment of the American Government great strides have been made by revolution,
either peaceful or warlike, towards a recognition
of the rights of the people. This has been the case
in the Far East, in China, where a republic has been
established and . in Japan where a constitution wa;;
grant~d by the Mikado in the seventies.
England has given greater liberHes to all her
colonies, including India, and is herself one of the
most democratic governments in fact. Siberia has
gained in libecly together with the rest of the Russian Empire as one of the greatest outcomes of the
present war. So quietly it was difficult to realize
autocracy was revoked in Russia and that democracy
had arisen. Persia and Turkey have als10 made
progress. 'In £act, it would be difficult to find ·a
nation which has not in either form or substance
drawn nearer a democratic ideal. Even the FrancoPrussian War resulted in the end of the empire of
Napoleon III and the establishment of the present
republic, which has continued for over forty-five
years and has prov·en the most stable government
in France, since the French Revolution..
·
!So many hope that the present war which already
has secured additional reeognition of women's rights
and of the rights and dignity of labor among the
entente, may produce a clear and broad recognition
of the principle of democracy, a government of the
people, for the people and by the people throughout
Europe, and so open the way for freedom of. speech
an¢! the preaching of the gospel of· the kingdom.
Much has b:een written in this line and the present

tendency appears to be very decidedly in that ,direction, provided the entente is victorious. We consider it safe to assert that the people of this country
have no antagonism against Germany or the German
people, but only against autocracy and militarism.
Much has been written concerning the possible liberation of the Jews in Russia. Many observers of the
present day consider it an accomplished fact. We
have seen some articles which have urged, pursuant
to Daniel 11, that Turkey will be driven out of Europe and will make her stronghold in the Holy Land.
This chapter does not appear to us to be sufficiently
clear to justify such an interpretation. Certainly
we should not attempt it in an offiCial way. The
dominant opinions from many sources are intimated
in the following extract from a daily paper (citation has been lost) and rather ten.d towards the
emancipation of the Holy Land:
A NEW JERUSALEM

The breaking of diplomatic relations w:irbh the United States
'by Turkey, following the exampl:e of Austria according to the
wish, if not the express direction, of Germany, increases
the probability that over no land will the :end of· the war
and the settlement of peac:e bri,ng a greater change than
over PaleSitine.
The Holy Land! Ironical. and par1adoxical that the tide
of wav should hav'a swept over it so often and that it has
been the scene of the bitterest animosities that ever divided
·men. Once more are its strongholds and the ancient Zion
fortifi,ed and a;n army of invasio,n has moved across its
southern border to pitch battle with the Turk, the modern
Philistine, at the gates of Ga:za.
~
Even if Turkey should not proceed to become a declared
bellig"err:ent against the United :States, the Ottoman government has gone so far that it may :expect no word from us on
its behalf in the settlement, and with a victory by the allies
and the U;nited States it is certain that Pale:stine., with all its
b,istoric plac,ers and sacred associations dear to the Christian
heart, will pass definitely into Chr,istian custody or award.
The Turk will be banished forever from the shrines he has
desecrated and polluted, the worst enemy the Cross has ever
had. I't will malce a gr:erat difference. It :will ·seem like a
reconquest of the promised land. The dream of the pious
and valiant Crusader will have been reali:zed, and the Chrris-
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tian pilgrim may visit the land with his imaginatio,n, his
recollections a1nd his meditations' undisturbed by the consciousness of the contamination of the Moslem Turk.
It would not be inconsistent with Chris,tian sentiment to
give over the redeemed land of the patriarchs, the p,rophets,
the apostles and the Christ to the descendants of its former
possessors, that na,tion without a country-the J,ews, for
Jewish history to the hour of Calvary is Christian history
and the Jewish scriptm,es' are a part of •the Christian Bible,
and Christi:a,n hearts would regard with complai;ance and
gratific1wtion the apparent fulfillment of prophecy in the
return of the Jews to the land of their fathers.
A sign of the a•rdent intensity of the hope raised by the
war in the minds of the Zionists is the fact . that Israel
Zangwill has again become an enthusiastic Zionist afte'r
having been alienated from the movement for twehne years.
He gave up hope, that it would b:e possible to create a Jewish
state in Palestine under Turkish rule, and went to looking
for some other region-Africa, Australia, Mexico, Central
Ameri;a-to which Jews dwelling in lands of persecution
and opp•ression could flee and establish themselves on an
autonomous basis,· but was unable to find a suitable location.
Now he is satisfied that Palestine is about to be wrested
from its ty,rants, and thinks it possible for the Je,ws as a
nation to regain possessioh of it under satisfactory conditions.
He will therefore do his utmost for this consummation.
It would be strange. The praye1r, uninterrupted for two
thousand years, at the wailing wall of Jerusalem would be
answered.

of the ·s:on of man in heaven: and then shall all the tribes
of the earth mou11n, and they shall see the .Son of man coming
in the clouds of heaven wi·th power and great glory. And he
shall send his an~e1Is with a great sound of a trumpet, and
they shall gather together his elect from the four winds,.
from one end of heaven to the other.
The whoie chapt:er may he read with profit, and also the
twenty-fifth chapter. Evidently these chapters are in answer
to the third question: When shall these things be which thou
hast said co1nc·erning the destruction of the temple, and the
Jews:; and what is the s.ign of thy coinmg; of the: end of the
world? (or the destruction of.the wicked, which is the end of
the wo<rld.) (Matthew 24: 4, I. V.) There are three distinct
periods here r'eferred to. Evidently the same P'eriod is referred to in Luk·e 21: 25-27; Inspired T,ranslation.

The whole chapter may be read with profit, and
also the twenty-fifth chapter. Evidently these chapters are in answer to the third question: When shall
these things be which thou hast said concerning
the destruction of the temple, and the Jews? and,
What is the sign of thy coming; and of the end of
the world? (or the destruction of the wicked, which
is the end of the world.) (Matthew 24: 4, I. V.)
There are three distinct periods here referred to.
Evidently the ·same period is referred to in Luke
21: 25-27, Inspired Translation.
And then his disciples asked him, saying, Master, tell us

Others urge the thirtieth chapter of Jeremiah concerning thy .coming? And he ~nswered them, and said,
(1-7), and especially the .seventh verse, which reads: In the generation in which the times of the Gentiles shall be
"Alas! for that day is great, so that none is like it: fulfilled, 1there shall be signs in the sun, and in the moon,
and in the stars; and upon the earth distress of nations with
it is even the time of Jacob's trouble; but he shall perpiexity, like the se,a and the waves rom·ing. The earth
be saved out of it." Certainly this day is very great, also shall be troubled, and the waters of th~ gr:ea.t deep; men's
so that none is like it; but the thou·ght of the chapter hearts failing them for fear, and for looking after those
seems to be the restoration of Israel m:}d this seems 'things which a're com:ing on the earth. For the powers: of
to be indicated by the extract above. This passage heaven shall be shaken. And when these things begin to
indeed seems to be near fulfillment, yet there have eome to pass, then look up a,nd lift up your heads, for the
day of your credemp,t,ion draweth nigh.
been other great and terrible days, and if the record
Surely if there ever was a day when men's hearts
is true there will yet be still others to come.
failed
them for fear, it is in the midst of the trials
Much has been written at various times concernby
sea,
the railroad wrecks and wars of the present
ing the signs of the times. :Among others are given
time.
It
may be noted in passing that Luke 12: 40tlle sea and the waves roaring (Luke 21: 25) and the
42
(Inspired
Version), in connection with the rest
sea heaving itself beyond its bounds, earthquakes
of
the
chapter,
indicate a second and a third coming
and tempests (Doctrine and.Covenants 85: 25). It
of
the
Master.
Other scriptures lead us to believe
is indeed strange that in the past seventy years
that
the
second
coming
is before the millennium; the
there have been more instances of the se'a beyond
third
coming
will
be
after
Satan has been loosed for
its bounds than in all the rest of history combined.
The same may be said of the frequency of earth- a little season (Revelation 20: 7), when Gog and
quakes, which is cited as another instance of the Magog come to battle and finally the earth is retimes. Disasters by sea is also given as a sign, and deemed and purified by fire.
Sometimes confusion is caused by referring to
in view of the Bible record they seem to point to
the approa'Ching of the end. Nebuchadnezzar's the second coming P'assages which concern the third
vision (Daniel 3) has many times been referred to coming. Many passages would seem to ~ndicate
that, though Satan is bound, there still will be unas already being in process of fulfillment.
But especial attention may be called to the twenty- righteousness upon the earth, "the child Of the
wicked shall be accursed" (Isaiah 65: 20-23; Doc-·
fourth chapter of !Matthew (29: 31) :
trine
and Covenants 63 : 13) , and the fact that Satan
Immediately after the tribulation of those days shall the
is
so
soon able to gather together Gog and Magog.
sun he darkened,.and the mo·on shall not give her light, and
But before that day there remains the great battle
th€1 stars shall fall from heaven, and the powers of the
of Armageddon. (Revelation 16: 14-16.) Before
heavens shall be shaken: And then shall appear the sign
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the coming of the Master it seems plain from these
and many other passages of .the Bible that peace
shall be taken from the earth, and that after the
millennium there will still be another great battle
against the Holy City and the camp of the Saints.
In moder1n revelation we find the distinct declamtion that
p.eace shaH be taken from the 'earth and the Devil shall have
power OVIer his own dominion; and ,also the Lord shall have
power over his saints, and shall reign in their midst, and
shall come down in judgment upon Iduniea, or the worid.Doctrine and Covenants 1 : 6.
A,nd in that day shall he heard of wars and -rumors of
wars, and· the whole earth shaH be in commotion, and men's
hearts shall fail them, and they shall say that Christ ,der
.Iay,eth his coming until the end of the earth.... and in that
gene,ration shall the times of the Gentiles, he fulfilled; and
there shall be men standing in that generatiqn that shall
not pass, until they shall see an overflowing scourge, for a
desolating sickness shall come over the land; but my discipies
shall stand in holy places, and shall not be moved; but
among the wicked, men shall lift up thei:r voices and curse
God, 1and die. _A,nd the:rre shall be ea,rthquake,s, also, in divers
places, and many desolations; yet men will harden the:ir
hearts against me, and they will take up the sword one
ag1ainst another, and they will kill one another.-Doctrine
and Covenants 45: 4.
·
I, the Lord, am angry with the wicked; I am holding my
Spirit f.rom the inhabitants of the earth. I h1),ve sworn in my
wrath and decreed wars upon the face of the 'earth, and the
wicked shall· slay the wicked, and fea,r shall come upon
1every man, and the sa,ints also shall hardly escape; neve1r~
theless, I_, the Lord;· am with them, and will come down in
heaven from the pres:ence of my Father, and consume the
wicked with unquenchabie fire. And, behold, this is not 'yet;
but hy and by.-Doc:trine ~and Covenants 63: 9.

It will be noted that the latter part of this paragraph urges a movement, a gathering of Zion, yet
the paragraph preceding admonishes that it should
not be in haste, lest there be confusion and pestilence. This should be done in justice, recognizing
our obligations, to the Government and to our neighbors, so that Zion may indeed become a place of
safety (Ibid., 45: 13) and a place where there may
be p_eace, for Zion has not yet been established.
.
Again, in section 108: 4 we are urged that our
"flight shall not be in haste, but let all things be
prepared before you." When we do and come in
humility and righteousness, then shall Zion be redeemed by power. If we will move forward in
righteousness to the es,tablishment of Zion, having
the things prepared before us, then it will be the
New Jerusalem (Ibid., 36: 12) and the abode of our
Lord (Jbid., 36: 13), wherein we shall prepare to
go forth to meet the bridegroom.
And now, behold, if Zion do these things, she shall prosper
and spread herself and become v,ery glorious, very great,
and very terrible; and the na,tions of the earth shall honor
her, and shall say, Surely Zion is the city of our God; and
surely Zion cannot fall, neither be moved out of her place:, for
God is there, and the hand of the. Lord is there, and he hath
sworrn by the power of his might to be her s~lvation, and her
high tower; therefore verily thus saith the Lord, Let Zion
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rejoice, for this is Zion, the pure in heart; ther>8fo,re let Zion
I'ejoice, while all the wicked shall mourn; for, behold, and lo,
vengeance cometh speedily upon the ungodly, as the whirlwind, 1and who shall escape it; the Lord's scourge shall pass
over by night and by day; and the report thereof shall vex
all people; y'e1t, it" sh~ll not be s,tayed until the Lord come;
for the indignation of the Lord is k~ndled against the[r
abominations, and all their wicked. works; neve!Tthele;ss Zion·
shall escape if she observe to do all things whatsoever I
haV'e commanded her, but if she obsetrve not to do whatsoever
I hawl commanded her, I will visit her according to all he1r
works, with sore affliction, with pestilence, with plague, with
sword, with vengeanc,~, with devou:dng fire; nev,ertheless, let
it be r1ead this once ~n thei'r ears, that I, the Lord, have accepted of theh1 offering; and if she sin -no more, ,n0ne of these
things shall come upon he~r, and I will bless her with blessings, and multiply a multiplicity of blessings upon her,
and upon her generations, forever and ever, saith the Lord
your God. Amen.-Doctrine and Covenants 94: 5.

This brings the new theme, and that is that Zion
will be visited with affliction unless she keeps the
commandments of God and that she must be chastened unless she obeys (Ibid., 98: 5). In fact, it is
declared that the scourge will go forth from Zion and
unless she hearkens, the scourge will go forth upon
her and over her (Ibid., 83: 8).
Thi$ emphasizes anew the situation in which we
find ourselves. The world is beginning to think and
talk of the coming of the millennium. Tolstoi wrote''
concerning it before the war, and many have expressed the hope that this war will lead to the intro.:.
duction of the millennium when righteousness and
justice will be done between man and man. We are
not prepared to say when, for the record is clear
that no man knows the day nor the hour (Luke 12:
40 seq. I. V.~ ; so it were useless to attempt to interpret the Scriptures, so as to say at the close of this
war the millennium will begin.
Nevertheless the Master himself is reported to
have declared, "When ye see these things ye may
know that his coming is nigh." (,Matthew 24: 42;
Luke 21: 31, I. V.) It behooves us then to stand in
holy places. Many other passages may. be brought
to bea.r on prophecies concerning the war, pestilence,
scourges and famine that will be poured out upon the
earth as a witness to the time of his coming. Yet, as
the coming of the leave's betoken that summer is
nigh, so we are bid to lift HP our heads and to rejoice
when we see these things come to pass, for we may
know that the coming of the Son of man is near.
(Luke 21: 27.) It behooves us, then, to seek earnestly to understand and to keep the commandments
of our God.
S. A. B.
Reckon the days in which you have not been
angry. I used to be angry every other day; then
every third or fourth day; and if you miss it so
long as thirty days, offer a sacrifice of thanksgiving
to God.-Epictetus.
'
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
THE SCAPEGOAT

daily service were also determined by lot. (1 Chronicles 24: 5.) It was used by Joshua to detect Achan
as a criminal. (Joshua 7: 14-16.) It was used also
in the times of Matthias. (iActs 1: 26.) Saul and
Jonathan employed it to determine who had offended
God, and it•was likewise used by Jonah. (1 Samuel
41; Jonah 1: 7.)
The exact method employed we do not know. An
effort was made to prevent preference. The whole
thought underlying is divine direction and divine
choice. It is meaningless unless it is so employed.
Proverbs 16: 33 makes the direct statement that God
does the choosing. In the case of Matthias the dis- ·
tinct declaration is mlade . that prayer was first
offered. This was doubtless a general rule, as it
was a sacred ceremony in which divine guidance
was expected, but we do not recall that a distinct
statement was made that prayer wa,s offered except
in this one instance of Matthias.

Question. In the sixteenth chapter of Leviticus
the sins of the people were put on the goat and it
was turned loose. Why?
·
Answer. IMost Bible critics consider this act as
being symbolic. The laying on of hands was for cursing. Some suggest that it was sent to the wilderness
where dwelt the evil power. Many claim that the'
two goats we:t~e to prove the one symbol. The one
goat is a sacrifice; by the shedding of blood it signified cleansing; the other, the literal bearing away
of the sins of the people. Both have been taken to be
a type of Christ. All atonement ceremonies are more
or less veiled illusions to that great sacrifice made
by Jesus.
We apparently have a parallel instance in the
fourteenth chapter of Leviticus where leprosy is to
be cleansed from the house. Two turtle doves or
pigeons are taken. One is ~lain and the premises is
NOTES AND COMMENTS
sprinkled with the blood mixed in water. The other
after having been employed as a sprinkler is set A Pleasant Vacation
free to carry away the evil.
.
We are informed in some of those mysterious ways
The Jewish Encyclopedia says that one goat· was
that
do not need· an official notice, that our genial
·for JHWH and was slain as 'a public sin offering;
new
advertising
manager of the Board of Publicathe other goat was for Azazel, the leader of the fallen
tion,
Brother
Arthur
E. McKim, is to take a little
angels, i. e., Satan, and on it the sins of 'the peo-ple were laid by the laying on of hands. Some say it vacation beginning on the 16th. We join with our
was a bribe to Azaze1 not to bring accusation against . readers in wishing him a happy honeymoon trip
the people and so. prevent the atonement. Others in company with Mrs. Ruby Short McKim, of Indesay that by it ·the sins of the people were sent back pendence.
to the spirit of desolation and ruin, the source of all The Lamoni Reunion
impurity. The goat was driven forth to the wilderThe attendance and interest at the Lamoni reunion
ness and down the cliff. When it was down a shout is most excellent. By changing the date and putting
of 11elief went up.
it one week earlier than was planned on, there were
The Talmud says: "Yearly on the Day of Atone- plenty of tents, though at a little higher cost than
ment a red cord was fastened to the temple door, last year. As we write, the meetings have only
and as soon as the scapegoat reached the wilderness
fairly begun and there are about one hundred and
the cord turned white." But the same book says
twenty residence tents on the grounds. At the first
that for forty years before the destruction of the sec- meeting-a social service-there was an attendance
ond temple the cord retained its original color ..
of about' three hundred, and the Lord graciously
commended the Saints for their preparation and
LOTS
Question. In what manner were lots cast in order efforts to make the reunion a success. He promised
to determine the will of God? Did they have prayer ·to grant unto the Saints the blessings they desired ·
in proportion to the efforts they were willing to
and the Spirit designate?
make.
The well-arranged programs indicate that
Answer. As far as can be gathered from history
much
of
interest will be had in all departments, conand tradition the casting of lots was often employed
tinuing
the
excellent start already made. Since this
by the ancient Israelites. Colored stones were used.
is
a
reunion
in one of the central places, and one in
They were thoroughly shaken up and one drawn
whic-h
all
our
readers will be vitally interested, we
forth, which signified the lot:· Lots were cast for
will
report
more
of it in our next issue.
the dividing of the inheritance of the children of
Israel in the land. (Numbers· 26: 55.) Lots were
cast to determine the scapegoat. (Leviticus 16: 33.)
The choice of land (Judges 1: 3; 20: 9) for the division of property. The order of the priests and the

Persons who can only be graceful and ornamental
-who can give the world nothing but flowersshould die young.-Anon.
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THE HOME OF A SAINT
[Miss Knipschild will teach home economics at Graceland
College the coming year. She has been taking ad:vanced
work at Golumbia Uni:vers,ity, New. York Oity, to this end.
Some of he1r studies there pro:ved truly ins.piring, she writes,.
and has C'aused her to write :this paper, setting forth some
d the great underlying principles of <esthetics or the beauty
belonging to a true home.-EDITORS.]

In these momentous times so fraug:ht with human
destiny, when nearly every nation is merged in this
the greatest and most atrocious war ever known in
the history of man, ther:e is not a phase of lif,e that
escapes the pressure brought to bear. On all sides
the cry is going out to produce, preserve, and conserve. One place where this should most e~phatic~
ally apply is the home. Not only because the present
crisis demands it, but also because we as Saints
should heed the admonitions of those in authority
and be deeply concerned about the financial condition
of the church. It is highly imperative that w.e conserve our means in order to help decrease the church
indebtedness and to promote this great gospel cause,
which will assuredly have an unparalleled opportunity as a solace to the masses of humanity while grim
' war and death spread their desolation and destniction. These will be the mighty levelers, break down
the barriers between ranks and classes, and man in
his extremity will seek to restore his shattered faith
,1, 'o fix his hope in a far better life.
This very essential reason would alone suffice that
we should not lavish vast expenditures on our homes,
thereby displaying our utter selfishness anfl leaving
;;he church and humanity to want. But there is
another reason which I wish particularly to discuss
in this paper and that is the conservation of our
means so as not to construct a house too large or
elaborate, but one that is an expression of our per~onality.

We have all known people who have spent a portion of their lives in homes with various imperfect
fittings and insufficiencies until they have amassed
a goodly income and then exhausted every re,sou:rce
in overbuilding and overdecorating. The result
may be a good looking mansion, consistent, graceful,
and well proportioned. It may J?e a blameless achiev. ment of architecture and decoration.
It would seem ungracious to find fault with such
a perfectly worthy construction, but how often have
we come away from our intimate friend's new home
chilled and uncomfortable, almost unhappy? We do
not feel that it is the same Mary or Ruth who so
completely l::>ervaded that old house of hers. Old-

fashioned, in some respects, inconvenient, yet it was
thoroughly delightful, for where the architect's
touches failed or the decorator's draperies faltered
Mary's personality somehow stepped in and eked
out all deficiencies, corrected aU errors. It was hers
entirely. Now her new home is too large with no insufficiencies to be eked out. Her personality seems
to slip and slide helplessly upon a kind of glacial surface which it cannot penetrate and make iits own.
And so, if we consider all the homes, large or small,
of our friends we shall see that there are fixed limits
to the amount of space in them that is truly and
pleasantly habitable. We cannot get that lovable
"lived-in look" in rooms where we do not actually
live and we cannot live all over a house that is larger
than our needs.
Houses are curious things. We take a portion of
illimitable space, wall it in and roof it over. Suddenly it ceases to be a part of God's out of doors and
becomes an entity with an atmosphere of its own.
As we live our way into the house, adapting it to our
need, the bricks and mortar, the paint and plaster,
cease to be inert matter and become alive. Like the .
plant, that organism which "slowly turns lifeless into
living matter," woman has transformed her place
of shel,ter from the beginning into something living.
In her home she thus achieves almost an organic extension of herself. And as Saints, whose lives we
feel should be the most exemplary to be found anywhere, we should seriously consider this thought before we build our homes, we, should estimate how far
our "self" will extend, how large a hous@ we can
humanize.
If we applied this thought to our whole Hfe, as we
most certainly should, we might have no trouble in
applying it to our homes. It is the tendency of our
era. to want more of everything than we can use.
When we get the Too-Much we demand we are
crushed by it. Just as the capacity of the human
stomach is limited to a certain quantity of food, so
also is the capacity of the human spirit limited for
appropriating and assimilating property in its different forms. Beyond this limit to what we can
effectively mak:e our own possession is a detriment.
This argument may seem to be upholding a moral
value of poverty. But I am no convert to asceticism .
I am simply emphasizing the ::esthetic and vital value
of "not too much." We should not be afraid of
enough but greatly afraid of too much.
The direct result of helping ourselves to too much
of anything is to coarsen and degrade. We know
this as regards food. Nature writes it in large
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letters all over the man or woman of gross appetites.
It is as plainly printed, although in smaller type on
the faces of those who want too much of other
things: houses, notoriety, money, power, etc.
In various respects the past has left us a noble .
heritage of moderation or not too much. This is
especially true with regard to houses. As Americans we are slowly learning to appreciate the charm
and delicacy of the old colonial types of homes which
in their very simplicity so readily lend to charging
them. with our personality:. Those early colonial
homes of New England were always the simplest
and most obvious expressions of that wholesome
Puritan spirit. Dignity and refinement pervaded
the very atmosphere of such simplicity.
This same simplicity and personal touch prevail
in our modern cottage. A vitalized spirit, the comforts of living, ease, convenience, are all suggested
by it. . One writer says that a world full of model
cottages might prove the happiest world. To her
the state drawing rooms or any rooms only used for
guests are a needless luxury and belong to the category of superfluous and pretentious, which should
be cut off for the sake of developing a finer and more
individual quality in our possessions.
More than one woman if she were . honest with
herself, would have to admit that she has too many
possessions. Sometimes she is veritably ridden to
exhaustion by the care of her "things." Besides
being too many for her to animate she is deplorably
hindered in caring for them from developing her
mind in the higher things of life. As Saints of Zion
under such conditions where would be our time to
"study of all good books"? For this reason if for no
other we should have need to remember the "simple
life" slogan.
Our home life should be somewhat like scientific
farming. The study of the soil as a science has
taught us that we must resort to intensive farming
which gives greater returns from reduced acreage.
The same is true of the returns life makes to our
spirits. We need a science of intensive living that
we may get the larger crop from the smaller field.
This doctrine of limitation and selection is beautifully bmught out in the words of a simple Norwegian
maid, who while ca.ring f~·r the rooms of a woman
said, "I like dis room. It looks like Norway. De'::'e
iss more moneys in America, but in Norway t'ings.
iss more pretty. Even the kitchen is good to see.
Dere iss shelves an' copper cooking dishes all shiny,
all so happy looking. I like dem way best. It is better not so much moneys to haf, but to be more happy
wit' one's t'ings."
It is the American woman "who has always had
everything" that is at the very certerof the tragic
tangle of modern living. All the rush speeding-up
of business is largely an outgrowth of her demands.

She often falls far short of the richest knowledge a
woman can possess, the priceless secret of being
"happy wit' one's t'ings." Her horr-e is to other material poss;essions what a soul is to the body-the
center from which life moves outward. If there is
no greed in the home there will surely be less in the
offices. If woman were to avowPdly undertake to
give quality to her belongings inst2ad of demanding
belongings which she hopes will c.onfer quality upon
her there would undoubtedly be hoth a lessening in
the stress of life and an improvement in its texture.
Aside from the points that we cannot vitalize a
lot ofs.enseless luxury, that comfort and all the beauty which we can successfully charge with our personality are essentially wholesome_ but that there
is profanation in having more wonderful things
than we are able to give the personal quality, there
is one more thought-the ultimate purpose of our
homes. A certain writer has so be:autifully developed this thought that I shall quote her own words.
They seem as if coming from the noble heart of a
true mother of Israel. If every home of a Saint
could breathe the lofty sentiment of her words Zion
would truly be the land of the bk~ssed where happiness and contentment reign supreme.
This ide;;tl ho:m.e of one so worthy of being called
a home-mother was a little cottage set upon a mighty
eminence, facing the sunset and the sea. Within
it were all the treasures of her eyes, her mind, her
heart. It was an abode composed of love, of aspira.tion, of desire. The ancient love of man for his
shelter had gone into it, and the love of woman for
the place of her appointed suffering. Desire for
beauty and hope of peace were in its making. Its
walls had heard the birth cries; her children had
played about its door; out from it had been borne her
dead. Inconsiderable speck on the 'Tast hill-shoulder
that it was, it could defy time and the elements, even
as she defied them, for she had given it her own immortality.
She writes as follows:
I belieVle that in the humble business of loving .the materi~l
things that are given to us to ow1n and love, in shaping our
homes around them, in making them vital and therefore
beautiful, we are not only making the mos't of our resources
in this life, but .1are do,ing mor,e than that. Somehow, I
cannot tell you how, I know that we are ge,tting them across
-into timeless places! In making them vital we are making them enduring.
Ghrist tells us to lay up for ourselv1es treasures in heaven.
What did that mean to you when you wer·e young? I had no
idea tha't when I loved somebody very much or pitied
somebody very much, when I shar·ed my heart or shared
my 1roof eagerly, that .I was doing the commanding thing.
1Still le,ss d!icl I realize, when I worked hard to make my
home more comfortable, or more be,a.utiful, that I was sending vibration from my <e'V~eryday world ·right into the
eternal one. But so sure as that our mortal sl;tall put on
immortality I now hold it that what we first find in the
1
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eternal world .will he the things into which we have. unstintingly flung our vitality, our feeling, while we are briefly
here.
Thus when I am making my house live I am putting
something into, the eternal world th:at fire cannot burn, i!10r
floods destroy, :nor moth a,nd •rust corrupt. No hea,ven
can be holy to me if I have not made this spot holy. I
shall not ask, even from the mercy of the Merciful, a heavenly mansion if I have failed to make this earthly dwelling
live. Etern::ty begins beside my heal"th, shaped by my will.

These are the facts which I feel are paramount 1n
the consideration of ou:r home building. Surely:
their simplicity is within the reach of every Saint,
rich or poor. :A. home in keeping with them is my
ideal home of a Saint.
MA.BEL KNIPSCHILD.

CHRISTIANITY AMONG THE NATIONS
IS IT A FAILURE?

Since the great war began August 1, 1914, until
now, when it is well along as its third y'ear, there
have been many writers and spe;:tkers questioning
whether this wickedness, all this unparalleled destruction of life and of the life force of the European natiQns, does not denote that the Christianity
of the so-called Christian nations is not only a failure but if it is not also a pretense or a sham, to claim
that they are really Christians and followers of
Christ.
Quite a variety of views have l;:een set forth by
leading men, ministers, educators; authors, scienti:sts, business men and political leaders. At least
one prominent man has said that to him there appears to be a "collapse of civilization," and an actual
"denial of religion, of the religion of Him whom
they professed to have followed," whose life principles they have in the past claimed to honor and
abide by.
But, notwithstanding the apparent failure in the
past and in the pr·esent. to live up to the Lord's
teaching and example, yet the same writer claims
to have hope that all will come right, and that at
the end will come "a just and lasting peace" among
.
and between ail nations, by mutual agreement, and
probably by mutual concessions. For he seems to
have no idea other than that the Christianity professed among the nations is the true doctrine of
Christ, except in their flying to arms so quickly
against each other.
·
Another writes that "the hope of the world lies in
the teaching of Jesus Christ, and in his spiritual
conquest of the nations." Of course he has no knowledge or understanding about Christ's coming material conquest, or of his actual government over the
nations, as spoken of by the prophets or by the
Lord himself, which is to be a worldwide government and protectorate.
~
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Yet another makes this reply: "You ask me how
I square the message of the lowly Nazarene, 'Peace
on earth good will to men,' with present facts.,
Europe a :Slaughterhouse. I do not attempt it."
One of America's great educators states as follows:
The foundeT of Christianity taught ~n conv.ersation and
in public speech, gentleness, mercy, righteousness, love, good
will, and service. This teaching was cast ·into the Greek
and Roman world, a world full of war and hational selfishness.

Then he said about Christ's teaching that it is a
marvel that so much of that teaching survived and
became "fixed in human memories." But he writes
an indictment against a perverted Christianity. He
says:
It was !inev:itaMe that Christianity, =bodied in priesthood, churches· and councils, should be s;oon co,rrupted. by
pag1a,nism, milita.rism, and imperialism, and tha.t the original
teachings should later be buried under creeds and dogmas.
The horrible war which is desolating Europe . . . proVJes
that the Christian churches, G11eek, Roman and Protestant,
have completely failed, after an existence of over eighteen
centuries, to control nat~onal pa,ssions and the hearts of
.rulers. . . . The rite:S, dogmas and cr;eeds which have' proV1e:d
usel;ess must he relegated to history with all their shocking
ideas about God and man . . . . That is what the great war
teaches concerning the shortcomings of organiz·ed Christlianity and the long road humanity must tmvel before the
\Messed teachings of Jesus can come to govern the: relations
of man to ma,n and natilon to nation.

Certainly by such admissions as the foregoing
we can see great proof that the word of the Lord
is nearing its. fulfillment, wherein Isaiah prophesied
'that the "covering cast ove'r all people, and the veil
that is spread over all nations" should be removed, or
destroyed, as stated in Isaiah 25: 7. The light of
the great dawning day is more plainly manifest be~
fore our eyes, and also we see that the eyes of other
people: are being opened to the important 1truth
declared at the beginning of the latter-day work,
namely that all had gone out of the way and departed
from the Lord's way when they created their own
"dogmas and creeds," as named by the last writer
above quoted. If all these have not yet "proved useless" the time is near when they will be so found,
when the people will say, "Surely our fathers inherited lies, vanity and things wherein there is no
profit."
A university pre~ident writes as follows:
The present time is the most awful time in human history.
Never before have •the; pr:mitive forc,es of ruin and rap,ill'l!e
been loosened on so gigantic 1a scale.. . . . God is not mocked
foreve,r.

. This makes us think of the word ·through Daniel
the prophet, saying:
There shall be a time of troubl.e;, such as ne:ver was sinoo
there was a nation even to that same time; and at that time
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thy people sha'll be delivered, 1eve~y o1ne that shall be found
written in the book.-Daniel 12: 1.

made an address to the students at one of the German universities in which he said as follows:

Yes, the day is near for the deliverance of the
Jews and for their restoration to their. own land, as
spoken by God's prophets.
Another writer declares :

God gave me my crown and I am accountable only to
him. . . . The king holds his power by the grace of God, to
W:hom al~ne he is responsible. He chooses his, own path, and
only decide1s his actions from this. point of vi,ew.... As I look
upon myself as an instrument of the Lord, I am indifferent
to the point of v!i,ew he,ld by others.

In nineteen c'e:nturies the Christian church has failed
to preach or even formulate to itself with any clearness a
gospel of international Christianity, and it has. idly hoped
and prayed for universal pe1ace without ~t.

Thus it is recognized by many thinkers of our
times that the nations ~and their people, both pagan
and Christian, have proven themselves unable to
practice a noble generosity towards each other, or
to have unselfish dealings with or to feel real love
for each other and for all men, such as Christ taught
and said was necessary in order that people might
become the children of God and obtain eternal life.
"Thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself."
All the foregoing extracts.are from the columns
of Collier's Weekly, and the following is from the
Review of Reviews, by Mr. Harold Begbie:

This strongly illustrates the "gross darkness" of
the world (Isaiah 60: 2), for all men, no matter what
their station, are continually accountable to their
fellows for the rightfulness or the wrongfulness of
their course in life, as Christ taught so plainly; in
brief, "Thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself."
Ruthless, heartless desolation, ru!n and bloodshed
by him "who choos,es his own path" as being divine,
must be brought to account along with the unrepented evils by men of less degree.

.

H. A.

STEBBINS.

SALT AND SERVICE

"Ye are the salt of the earth," said the Master to
his disciples. "Salt?" Yes, a seasoning power, a
preserving force of essential characteristics. Gould
the world do without us? Why, they scarcely tolerate Latter Day Saints; we go unnoticed and unThe last quoted writer believes that among the appreciated by the world at large.
warring nations multitudes of people at home are
Yet, as the little measure of leaven influences
learning the satisfaction there is in self-sacrifice the whole loaf, so has "Latter-Day-Saintism" modisuch as they never experienced before, that they are fied the whole loaf of religious !thought and doctrine
waking up to the joy of doing sometqing of value in the last eighty-five years. !Spiritual gifts are
for others, that they are learning that such "serv- being counterfeited; miracles of healing are adverice rendered to humanity is the highest expression" tising specialities for several denominations which
of life and they are thereby "losing their selfish- say "Behold I am Christ's." The sway of pulpit
ness." He claims that "in all kinds of ways men and power through fear of evil consequences, has waned
women of all classes are working for others,, giving before a surprising evangelism of omnipotent grace,
up for others, living for the first time lives of real. and divine impartiality, as applied to good work.
devotion.".
1Salt is a synonym for service. It is only as salt
Thus even while the war goeR on with terrible loses itself in the processes of usefulness that it
hatred between rulers and some of the people there has any value. The identity of selfishness must beare others being moved upon by sympathy, tender- come dissolved in a solution of service before we,
ness and love as never before, and I doubt not that as the "salt of the earth," will have a recognized
such as these will by and by be ready to receive the degree of merit.
true gospel and the coming kingdom of Christ and
"Let him deny hiri1self," says Christ of the
his peaceful and happy government.
would-be disciple. "I will gladly spend and be
The last writer quoted above is said to have "a spent," declares the great apostle to the Gentiles.
strong feeling that the world is on the eve of astonSeemingly we have this antithesis: behind each
ishing discoveries." Thus the lea~en of God's Spirit Saint there should be a force to elevate him above
is working to prepare the minds of people for the his fellow men in the world, with a character of
change in the government of the earth, and for a indomitable power; yet denying self, apparently unnevv order of things in general, whereby in the conscious of that strength; refusing the exercise
course of time "all the ends of the .earth shall see · of that function w;hich gives the force for fear that
the salvation of God." (Isaiah 52: 10.)
force become the master. It is 'keeping self under,
It was reported from Germany about a year before for having the strength of a giant we must "become
the great war began that the Emperor Wilhelm the least of all."

I am :inchned to think that the churches as w,e now know
them will cease to exist. I do not think thaif any form . of
ritual known at pres'ent will satisfy. . . . The day of formalism, of gr<eat national churches, with tremendous. machinery,
is almost over.
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If the reader can say from the heart, "Thy will,
not mine, be done 0 Lord, verily, I say, ye are the
salt of the earth."
C. B. HARTSHORN.

HIDING OUR BROTHER'S FAILINGS
THE CHRISTIAN SCIENCE WAY

Under the above heading in Christian Science
Sentinel, for October 21, 1916, Lucy E. Doe sets
forth the manner of hiding a brother's failings
before and after her connection with Christian
Science, thus:
At one of our Wednesday eV'eul'ing meetings the hymn was
sung in which occur these words (Hymnal, p. 60):
"Each can his brother's failings hide,
And show a brother's loV'e!"
A great song of glac!Jness went up fmm the writer's heart
for having been shown the right way to do this. Before knowing of Christian Science she thought that to, hi:dte our
brother's failings was to keep his e1rrors from others; to shut
our' own eyes to them; to conceal them' through either loV'e'
or pride, especially if the wrongdoer was some one near and
dear to us. The more love we had for anyone, the more ex"
cuses we would make for him, and try to keep his f,ailings
from the eyes and ears of others, although our own hea·rt
was be~ng torn through the belief that 'the error was real.
But now how different it all is! How g1adly we taNe up the
task! We have learned through the ~teachings of Christian 'Sdence that man is God's child, perfect; that evil is
unroCIJl, thJerefore no part of our brother:s real being. Then
we remember the scriptures, "As far as ·the east is from the
west, so far ha,th he ,remow:~d our transgr,e,ssions from us;"
also this: "I have blottted out, as a thick cloud, thy transgressions, and, as a cloud, thy sins." Since we undlcrstand that
God's ch~ld does not sin, it is our work to see our brothm·
as God's child; to blot out of our own consciousness the
beUe!f in his failings, CIJnd refuste to accept the material sense
testimony which would makJe us believe that he is a sinner.
When we have done our. part faithfully, the failures are
blotted' out through love. Furthermorte, we always have'
some P'r'Oof that a change has been brought about in our
Mother-'s thought. [Emphasis mine. K.]
,

From thits it is easy to see that the Christian
Science way to hide a brother's failings is to believe
that he has none, for we must "understand that
God's child does not sin." How is it possible for
one who does not sin to have failings to hide, or to
uncover? So, while a superficial thought may make
it seem an easy way, it is in reality so hard as to
be impossible.
We quote: "We have learned through the teachings of Christian ,Science that man is God's child,
perfect; thus evil is unreal, therefore no part of
our brother's real being."
Again we ask, How can we hide the failings of the
perfect? Why talk about hiding the failings of the
man of whose real being sin or evil forms no part
at all? Again, we are reminded that it is our duty
"to blot out of our own consciousness the belief in
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his failings, and refuse to accept the material sense
testimony which would make us believe that he is
a sinner."
That's the Christian Science way of hiding our
brother's failings. We must refuse to accept the
material sense testimony that would make us believe
he is a sinner. In other words, we must believe
that he has no failings, no sins, no evil, and must
believe he is perfect; that these things are unreal
and do not exist, and thus hide them. Well, it would
seem that what did not exist would be quite securely
hidden, at least from mortal eyes.
"When we have done our part ':f'la'~thfully, the
failures are blotted out through love. Furthermore,
we always have some proof that .a change has been
brought about in our brother's thought."
But, sister, if you blot out of your consciousness
the belief in his failings, how can you be conscious
that said failures are blotted out? Moreover, how
can you always have proof that your brother's
thoughts that were responsible for his failures
(failures that you refuse to believe in, yet were
blotted out in spite of your belief that they did not
exist) have undergone a change?
Still further: ·'Jjf our . brother is perfect, his
thoughts must be perfect also, and if so and a change
takes place in. his thoughts, will not that change
be for the worse and not for the better,? It would
seem so.
I wonder, too, if Chdstian Scientists ever think
how. inconsistent it is to contend ·that sin or evil
and error are unreal and existent only in mind, and
that their opposites, goodness and truth, do really
exist. If by blotting out of our own consciousness
the belief that our brother is a sinner, and lo! he
becomes righteous, why may we not blot out our
belief in his righteousness and he become a sinner?
Summed up, the matter stands about as follows:
First, we are to hide our brother's failings. Second,
we must refuse to believe that he has any failings,
but is perfect already.
Third, when we have done our part faithfully by
refusing to believe in his failings, or that he has
·any, then our brother's failures, which he does not
have (according to Christian Science) will be blotted
out.
Fourth, we will always have some proof that the
evil thoughts of our brother (which he does not
have) will undergo a change, and his failings or
sins, which are unreal and no part of him are securely hidden.
Fifth, if with our eyes we see drunkenness and
bloodshed, even unto murder, and with our ears we
hear cursing, profanity, or even plasphemy and
falsehood, we must refuse to accept the testimony
of the material senses and insist that the brother
who did it all is no sinner, and when our duty is
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thus faithfully performed in behalf of our brother,
lo! he is "God's child, perfect," and his "failures
are blotted out through love." All very strange,
very strange.
-I pass_ the drunkard's door. I see him reeling
and staggering and hear him using foul and blasphemous words. Vile oaths and hideous curses flow
in a torrent from his mouth and fall heavily and
without mercy upon a devoted, unhappy wife and
helpless children. Heavy blows fall on their bodies,
inflicted by his 'brutal hand. This, with intense
suffering caused by exposure and neglect, cause
sickness and premature death.
"Is there real evil here?" I ask. Christian Science
replies: "no, the drunkard is a man," "God's child,
perfect, that ·evil is unreal, therefore no part of our
brother's real being." But I see bitter tears falling
from the wife's •eyes, and blood flowing from the
bruised bodies of her outraged children.
Christian Science: "Forget it. It is our work
. . . to blot out of our own consciousness the belief
in his failings who' struck the cruel 'blows that
bruised the flesh of helpless ones and poured a volume of abuse on the devoted wife whom he had
promised to love and cherish."
"But I cannot forget. My consciousness refuses
to give up the memory of the cruel conduct that none
but a sinner would be guilty of. My consciousness
will not forget; my eyes saw, my ears heard, and
memory retains those horrid sights and hideous
sounds."
Christian Science: "Wha.t your eyes saw and ears
heard is 'material sense testimony,' you must 'refuse
to accept' such testimony, for it 'would make us
believe that he is a sinner.' "
"Well, is he not a sinner?"
Christian Science: "No. Sin is unreal and iio
part of our brother's real being. God's child does
not sin. Let us do our part faithfully and his failures will be biotted out through love."
Well, I must confess I do not understand how
all this can be. First you say my brother is perfect,
God's child, and that siiJ. or evil forms no part of
his being. Then I must hide his failings; that I
must refuse to believe he is a sinner, no matter if
I hear him blaspheme, or eve1;1 see him commit
murder, I must blot out of my consciousness all
belief that he has any :failings, and if I do that,
I'll have proof that my perfect brother and God's
perfect child has had a change of thought or
a change of heart, and all his failings which he,
being perfect--God'·s child-cannot have, will be
blotted out.
It is all as clear as a sounding brass or a tinkling
cymbal. It reminds us of the story of the building
of a new courthouse. The authorities met and after
due cons-ideration decirl.ed they needed a new court-
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house. Then -they resolved: First, to build a brand
new brick courthouse on the same site where the old
one then stood; second, that the bricks in the old
house should be used as far as they would go in
building the new; and third, .that the old courthouse
should not be torn down until the new one was
finished.
Christian Scientist1s resolve: F'irst, to make a
brand new man out of an old one; second, that they
will forget the old man, blot him out of their consciousness; third, that they have the proof that this
old man with his deeds of evil and whom they have
blotted from their consciousness has faced about
and is now a first-class new man.
If Christian Science can really educate· and enlighten people till they have a conscious .proof that
a brother has changed from an evil thought, and·
at the same time they have blotted out of their consciousness the evil thought from which the brother
has turned and in regard to which he has changed,
then is Christian Science a wonder of wonders.
How could one - be conscious of a change ill. a
brother's evil thought if he is unconscious of the
thought itself? How can he, be conscious of a
change in thought if the thought itself is blotted
out of his con1sciousness? Those who can perform
such a feat should find little or no difficulty in building a new house of the bricks in an old one, and
not tear the old one down until the new is complete.
T. C. KELLEY.

THE CALL TO SERVICE AND SACRIFICE
[About the middle of June a' letter was sent out over the
signature of H-etrbert· Hoover, asking all pastors to observer
July 1 as a food cons-ervation day, and to preach it on that
da:te from the pulpit. This letter states that at least fifteen
dollars a year is wasted ~n food by every family in Ame11ica.
Thlis is much more conservative than earlier •es-timates. Still,
it is s-ignificant. We haVIe already called attenti<:m to thii:s
letter wt the time, as a request was sent out asking various
publications of the countrry -to call attention to his special
date. PursUtant to this I'lerquest, a speciai organization was
formed in New York to se,e that it was carried into effect.
Elder Ward L. Christy delivered a sermon at the Brooklyn
church and, tur,ned over a copy to the committee in New York,
who forwarded it to Mr. Hoover. In acknowledgment of
this, Mr. Hoover again emphasizes the dangerous shortage
:apd need of food conservation, expr1es:sing his appreciation
for the effort, which we print herewith;-EDITORS.]

The Government through its representative, Herbert Hoover, is calling upon the citizens
America
to assist in the production and conservation of the
food supplies of the Nation. Let every man and
woman of our church answer to the call, "Here am
I, send me.'' The church of Jesus Christ should
be first to respond with zeal and zest for two
reasons:
First, because the Father whom we serve and the

of
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Christ whom· we love and follow, gave promise of
blessing, through frugality, obedience, service, and
temperarte living. The slothful and the waster have
no place in this time of the Nation's greatest crjsis,
and all such should be rejected in the building of the
church of Christ, which should be the embodiment
of assiduity directed by the power of divine love.
Second, as a people we have long been governed
by the following article stating our belief in regard
to earthly governments and laws:
·
We believ.e that all men are bound to sustain and uphold
the respective governments in which th!e~ reside, while pr<;>tected itn their inhe·rent and inalienable rights by the laws
of such governments, and that sedition and rebellion are unbecoming every citizen thus prot,ected, and should be punished accordingly; and that all governments have the right
to 'enact such laws as in their own judgments a.re but calculated to secure the public interest, at the same time, however, holditng sacred the freedom of conscience, We believe
that every man should be honmed in his station: rulers and
magi1strattes as such-being placed for the protection of the
i:nnoc.ent ;and the punishment of the guilty; and that to the
laws all men owe respect and defer.ence, as without them
peac·e and harmony would be supplanted by a,narchy and te:rcror: huma1n laws being instituted for •the express purpose
of regulating our interests as individuals and nations, between man and man, and divine laws, given of h:eaven, .p'rescr'~b~ng rul,es on spiritual conc·erns, for faith and worship,
both to be ,ansWTered by man to his Maker.
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man a 1nd of beast, to be the st.afJ of life, not only for man, but
for the beasts of the field, and the fowls of heaven, and all
wild animals that run or cr,e.ep on the earth; and these
hath God made for the use of man only in times of famine ·
and excess of hunger. All grain is good for the food of man,
as also the fru'i·t of the vine, that which yieldeth fruit,
whether in the g,round o·r a:bove the ground. Nevertheless,
·wheat for ma,n, and corn for ihe ox, and oats for the horse·,
and •rye for the fowls, and for swine, and for all beasts of
the field, and barley for all useful animals:, and for mild
drinks, as also other grain. And aU Saints who remembe.r
t,o keep and do 'thesle· sayings, walking in obedience to the
commandments, shall receiv,e health to their navel, and marrow to their bo1n es and shall find wi:srdom and great treasures
of knowledge, ev;en hidden treasures; and shall run and not
be weary, and shall walk and not fa'i,nt; and I, the Lord, give
unto you the promise 'that the destroying angel shall pass by
them, as the children of Israel, and not s.lay them.

Let every member of the church of Jesus Christ
recognize that the Lord has provided and instructed
tha.t herbs are to be the principal articles of food,
and while he has made these the things most conducive to good health. He has said that he will bless
them through the strength of the earth, if men will
honor his laws, and return unto him the portion that
is his, for his special work, the church, as stated by
Malachi in 3: 10-12.
Bring ye all th:e tithes into the storehouse., that there may
be meat i n mine house, and prov.e' me now herewith, saith
the Lord of hosrts, if I will not open you the windows of
heav•en, and pour y,oru out a Messing, tha.t there shall not be
room :enough to ·receive it. And I wiU rebuke the devourer
for your sakes, and he shall not destroy the fruits of your
ground; neither shall your vine cast her fruit before the time
in the field, saith the Lord ,of hosts. And ali nations, shall
call you :blessed: for ye shall he a delightsome land, saith
the Lord of hosts.
1

Being doubly bound to the service of God by serving our fellow men, let us answer to the call of the
men, who under God are directing the affairs of our
government and gladly labor and save, that we may
do our part to wipe out the existing annual waste
of a thousand million dollars, not only elimina·ting
waste, but actually putting into practice the prinIs this not a time when every man should honor
ciple of temperance by minimizing the consumption
God, that God may honor him? Let the heads of
of foods.
It is my <;andid opinion that at least fift,y per this Government and every subdect get on God's
cent of the people of the United rStates consume more side, and victory will come to us, and through us
food than is conducive to their best physical con- to all our neighboring nations who join us in the
dition, therefore this call to a more common and great conflict for political and religious liberty.
temperate living will bring us a double blessing. There is only one way to make our prayers available
Let every member of the church adhere strictly to and that is to honor God's · law:s, for, "He, that
the instructions of the Lord to the church as found · turneth away his ear from hearing the law, even
in section 86 of our edition of the Doctrine and his prayer shall be an abomination." (Proverbs
28: 8.)
Covenants which is as follows:
Let us honor the law and ,then we can pray with
tStrong drinks are not for the belly, but for the washing of
assurance
this beautiful prayer, "America Beyour bodies. And again, tobacco is not for the body, neither
friend,"
by
Henry Van Dyke:
for. the belly, and is not good fD'r man, but is an herb for
:b,ruises, and all S•ick cattle, to he us,erd with judgment and
skill. And again, hot drinks, are not for the' body or 'belly.
And ,a,gain, ver!iJly I say unto you, all wholesome herbs God
hath ordained for the constitution, nature, and use of man,
every herb in the season thereof, and every fruit in the season
thereof, all these to he used with prudence and thanksgiving.
Yea, fl,esh also, of bea,sts and of ,the fowls of the air, I, the Lord,
ha•th ordained for the use of man, with thankS!giving. Nevertheless, they are to be used sparingly; and it is pleasing unto
me that they should not be used only in times, of winter, or
of cold, or of famine. All grain is ordained. for the use of

0 Lord, our God, thy mighty hand
Hath made our country free;
From all her broad and. happy land
May Wlorship rise to thee;
Fulfill the promise of her youth,
He,r liberty defend;
By law and order, love and truth,
Ameriea befriend.
The strength of 'every state increase
In Union's golden chain;
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Her thousand cities fill with peace.
Her million fi·elds with grain:
The virtue of' her mingled blood
In o,ne new people biend;
By unity and brotherhood,
America befriend.
0, suffer not her f.eet to stray;
But guide her untaught might:,
That she may walk in peac•eful days
And lead the world in light.
Bri,ng down the proud, lift up the poor,
Unequaled ways amend;
By justice, nation-wide and SUJ:Ie
America befriend.
Through all the waiting la,nd pcroclaim
, The gospel of good will;
And may the joy of Jesus' name
In 'every bosom thrill.
O'er hill a 1nd vale, from sea to sea,
Thy holy reign extend;
By faith and hope and charity,
America befriend.

(,=O=F=G=E=N=E=R=A=L=IN=T=E=R=ES=T=)
SAVE FOOD BY PROHIBITION
"The Federal Council of the Churches of Christ
in America, officially representing thirty denominations, with a communicant membership of more than
eighteen million, in special session assembled, desires to record its conviction that the immediate prohibition of the liquor traffic as .a war measure is
essential to the conservation of the economic resource's and latent power of the Nation.
"Five eminent economists estimate, on the ba:Siis
of the latest positive figures available, that seven
billion pounds of food materials are annually used in
the production of fermented liquors and distilled
spirits.. Two university professors of physiology
estimate that, eliminating the amount nece,ssary for·
the productioi). of denatured alcohol, the fuel value
of ·the remainder would supply the energy requirement of seven million for .a year. The Brewers'
Year Book dedares that it requires the toil of
seventy-five thousand farmers for six months to furnish these foodstuffs. If the labor of these men
could be used for foo:d instead of liquor it would
measurably relieve the situation produced by the
present scarcity of food.
"There are employed in the manufacture of liquor
62,920 wruge earners. These men are needed in
tegitimate industry, and they should be transferred
to such occupations a.s will make their labor a blessing to the people, instead of a curse."-The Federal
Council of the Churches of Christ in America. Report of Special :Meeting, Washington, District of
Columbia, May 7, 8~ 9, 1917.

EXTRACTS ON CONSECRATION
"The country's coming to a place where it will
need disinterested men, and whole-hearted men, and
clean-hearted men, if it's going to pull through. It's
extraordinary how deficient we've been in leaders
who had any of these characteristics, to say nothing
of all three. . . .
"Moreover, it must find them among the young
men. The older men are all steeped and branded
and tarred and feathered with the materialism of
the nineteenth century. They're perfectly sodden.
They see no patriotism except in loyalty to a political machine; and no loyalty to a political machine
except for what they can get out of it. From our
presidents down most of them will sacrifice any
law of right to the good of the part,y. They don't
realize that nine times out of ten the good of a
pa.rty is the evil of the common weal; and our older
men will never learn the fact. If we can't wake the
younger men, we're done for . . . .
"No one is ever going to get away with this thing
who thinks of leadership. There are times in the
history of countries when men are called on to give
up everything and be true to an ideal. I believe that
time is approaching. It may come to Europe in
one way and to America in another; but it's coming
to us all. There'll be a call for-for-consecration.
"By consecration I su-ppose I mean knowing what
this country stands for, and being true to it oneself
through thick and thin. There'll be thin and there'll
be thick-plenty of them both:----but it will be a
question of the value of the indi~idual. If there had
been ten righteous men in Sodom .and Gomorrah,
they wouldn't have been destroyed. I take that as
a kind of figure. A handful of disinterested, wholehearted, clean-hearted, and perhaps I ought to add
stout-hearted, :Americans, who know what they believe and live by it, will hold the fort against all
efforts, within and without, to pull it down. I've
been thinking a good deal during the past few weeks
of your law of Right-with a capital. I laughed
at it when you first spoke of it-.
"We must stand by it, we younger men, just as
the younger men of the late fifties stood by the
principles represented by Lincoln. I believe in my
heart that the need is going to be greater for us
than it was for them, and if we don't respond to it,
then. may the Lord have mercy on our souls."Basil King in ScdurdcLy Evening Post, June 25,1917.

Don't put off starting your plans to make this
year's Christmas offering averag.e two dollars each
for every Quarte1·ly sold-just $90,000. You may
need to do a little more than that to make up for
those who cannot, but by starting now it will be easy.
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"CARRY YOUR OWN"
The Council of National Defense authorizes the
following:
Driving home the idea by means of a slogan,
"Carry your own," the commercial economy board
of the Council of National Defense is working up
a strong sentiment among both retail ·store merchants and the buying public, in favor of the "toting" of small parcels by the purchasers.
By the use of its slogan, flashed upon the screens
in thousands of motion-picture houses, and widely
published in the periodical press, the board aims
to overcome the prejudice of the American man and
woman against be~ng seen in company wi.th a parcel
of any kind.
If the plans of the board are successful, it is
certain that the net savings from a corrected and
amended delivery system will run far into the millions of dollars, and that "Carrying your own'' will
not. only become respectable, but actually a point of
honor.
·

PEELINGS OR STEALINGS?
Under the caption, "God bless the household that
boils potatoes. with the skins on," the American
Bankers Association published a half-page advertisement in the New York American on June 14.
The advertisement presents this query:
Suppose that a lot of selfish, careless, thoughtlless people
throughout the Nation so conduct themselves that you cannot get enough food for your family, so that your wife fails
and grows weak and shrunken before your 1eyes, so that
your children weaken, sicken and die. Suppose stannation
looks at you through the hollow ey·e:s, of all you lov•e hest in
the world. Wouldn't you be filled with loathing a.nd contempt
and bitt,er ha,tred for the careles:s, thoughtless people whose
fault it w;as?

This is probably the first time that a group of
prominent financiers has publicly admitted prevalence in the United States of undeserved poverty
and distress, during a period of so~called prosperity.
It is the first time that it has admitted justification
for bitter feeling by the victims against those responsible for their condition. It is the first time
that it has expressed itself in a way th"at has brought
arrest and prison sentence to many a curbstone
orator.
To be sure the American Bankers Association
does not agree with \the radicals concerning the
identity of the persons most responsible for involuntary starvation. It puts the blame on the individuals who peel potatoes before boiling even though
they have earnestly earned them, while the radical
blames those who, through legal methods, srteal the
potatoes or their equivalent from those who have
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earned them. Still the association's position marks
an advance from the orthodox stand which puts the
blame for poverty on voluntary idleness, shiftlessness, inJtemperance, or some other failing of the
sufferers. It is not strange that having raised a
blindfold long upon its eyes it should be confused
at first by suddenness of the light and fail to get a
proper view of what is clear enough to those who
have long kept their eyes open. But if the association will keep on looking and thinking, it will finally
get used to the light and get a better idea of the situation.
The' advertisement states further:
Thell'e is not enough food to g.o around. Entire nations
. abroad ,are starving-men, women and children are dying
Iikie flies to-day, in some countries, of plain, sheer starvation.
We must send them milliqns of tons of food, and we will.
Thel'e will be less f'or you. Wak·e up to it. You will have
to supply the difference. Stop it! Every time you have potatoes for dinner you waste enough in rthe p:e.elings to• keep
a starving ally alive for a day. Stop it! Don't p'eel new
potatoes. Buy a five-cent brush and brush the skin off, saving all the potato.

Further advice is of this nature:
Make b11ead pudding from your bread crust. It's good.
We liked it twenty yea.rs ago. . . . Don't run up bills. Pay
cash-you get morel and you save by it. . . . Eat corn bread
half the time . . . . Stop waste.

Instead of paying for publication of that advertisement, the American Bankers Association should
have sold it for cash to some humorous periodical.
It would have gone well with a cartoon showing
a typical plutocrat thus solemnly discoursing to the
producers of all the potatoes, bread, and other
wealth, of which he tells them they have too much
and must get along with less. The humor of the advice to "stop waste" could be made clearer could the
illustration show the present manner of living of the
bankers who liked bread pudding "twenty 'years
ago," and that of the average man whom he urges
to eart it now. It could be made sWI more ridiculous
by showing the advice against waste given by a
representative of the class which appropriates without return wealth in the form of ground rents, exorbitant railroad rates and other monopoly charges.
And it would be well to construe .the advice in a
way more rational than the American Bankers Association intended.
,
It is good advice to stop waste. But it should
be stopped at the bung hole before effort is misspent
at the spigot. Let there be an end to all the waste
in which special privilege compels us to indulge.
Let there be no more payments to public utility
corporations of rates in excess of fair Vialue of
services.-The Public, July 13, 1917.
The Christian on his knees sees more than the
philosopher on tiptoe.-~Moody.
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MOVEMENTS TOWARD PEACE
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There are many organizations for peace, but they
seem to be taking a united step with America, under
.the leadership of <the People's Council of America.
In that C<ouncil will he represent<ed various bra n ches of
the labor movement farmers' organizations, Socialist bodies,,
branches of the Socialist Labor Party, single taxers,, pacifists,
antimilitarists, advocates of the rep~e1al of conscription laws,
professional men''s organi2:ations-every radical and forward
looking force in the nation. A co,nference of 'radical unions,
the workmen's circle, Unit,ed Hebrew trades, Socialist and
similar organizations, will be he1d in New York June 30
and July 1 to bring about the affiliatio,n of hundreds of
thousands of workers with the new movement, which is to
be a dearing house, or congress, a,nd 'is not in any wa,y to
supersede any org1anization now existing. Arrangements
have been made to affiliate various branches of ~the farmers'
moV1emernt in the Middl:e West. Antimilitarists and peace
advocat,es of all shades are becoming affiliated either directly
as constituent members, or through the medium of their own
organizatio,n. Mothers' Anti-High Price! Leagues ha.ve joined
in bodies.
·
1

'Many of these are undoubtedly honest and sincere
in their intent. Particularly does this seem to be so
of some of ~the men having in charge this council,
but unfortunately we cannot but notice that some
organizations are ulterior in purpose. There are
undoubtedly in America many people conscientiously
opposed to this war. The principles laid down appear to be generally good.
No forcible annexations.
No punitive indemnities.
Free development for all natio,nalities.
To urge international organization for the maintenance
of world peace.
To induc e our Government to state concretely ·the terms
upon which it is willing to make peace.
To work for the repeal of the conscription law.
To sa'Deguard labor standards.
To preseTve and ~exte,nd liberty and democracy in the
United States.
1

"The people who indulge in honeyed phrases seldom have any fear of eating their own words."
For the first time since the white man came to
this country to dispossess the Red Man of his land,
the 1916 birth rate of the Indians in the United
States was greater than the death rate.
The Massachusetts Legislature recently passed an
act which sets a'side for the duration of the war the
laws of the State relative to farming and gardening
on Sunday. Under the new provisions one may
work in his garden or on his farm on this day and
nort break the laws of the commonwealth. In spite
of some opposition the governor signed the bill.
Connecticut did the same except that the governor
vetoed the bill.
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WOMAN'S AUXILIARY
"Home, the Greatest University in the World"
I have just been reading "I-Ie,lps that hinde1"" and "Our
auxiliaries" and heartily agree with bo,th writers. I firmly
believe that ;if parents were doing theh• full duty there would
he no need of clubs to hold the y;oung, no need of Sunday
schools or eve,n public schools.
One of rthe latest organizations .of the world is "The National League of T1eacher"Mothers/' which I blelieV1~1 we
would do well to duplimtte. .It is f1ounded by Ella Frances
Lynch of Byrn Mawr, Penns,ylvania. At the top of her letterhe1ads is a line which ,r'eads "The Home is the G!"eatest
University in the World.'' At the bottom, "The home is the
chief factor in human education. The school, at its hest,
builds upon the home instruction, · suppiement~ng and de>veloping :the t:eaching given by wise parents.''
In her letter to mothers she says: "Between the ages of
thre1e and seven is a period of human life that usually de;termines whether or not the child is to become a useful citizen.
It is the period in which correct physical and mental habits
mus't be de:veloped.
"The home, and the home only, ca,n properly. undertake
and carry through this training. For the mother to neglect
this responsibility, or to shift it to the school, is, perhaps,
the most destructively far-reaching phase of modern civilization. The school never was and nev,er can be the chief factor
::n human education. As the home is the true kinderga,rten,
so it is also the true preparatory school for the university,
for life. Unless the you,ng mind has been carefully prepared,
much of the instruction will be fuWe; the seeds will fall on
barren ground. No teacher can 11epair the damage wrought
by mal-education or neglect during the first serven years of
life. Undeniably, the home :is the proper community for the
young child; it is the environment to which he should first
learn to conform; it is theDe that he owes his first and best
allegiance. The home:, not the community, is the foundation
of the State.
"The period between the ages of three and seven ,;s more
important than the en'tire school course. The best school
could not teach the child in daily sessions ·of fiv,e hours ,a,s
many valuabl:e les,sons as can the mother in a short period
each day. Beginning at the age of three, every child should
he given a period of five minutes' instruction daily, to get him
in the habit of lear,ning, to teach him the s,implest .elements
Qf knowledge getting, to open his mind to a liking for good
literature, and to give h:m a vocabulary that cr,eates ideas.
"The very best t'eaching a Httle child can have is the teaching given by the busy mother while she is doing her house•
work. The very best les,sons for the child are" those dealing
with its home surroundings,, which may seem commonplace
to us, but in the eyes of a little child are ,new and wonderful;
as if newly created 'especially for his joy and use. The
mother who has had only primary schooling herself, may well
be ,a good teacher for her own children. At her work in her
hom€!' school she becomes clever as she never was clever before. She learns by teaching. Her instinct, her patii1ent and
understanding love as she watches his growth and development, guide her to find the right way to take her all-important part tn the 'education of her child. She-needs no rigid
system. She is not dealing w:ith a theoretical chlild, but with
the child as hQ really is. No ~other who can read is justified ~n saying thart she does not know how to teach her chil-
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dr,en. The mothe>r has the main requisite of successful teaching-a knowledge of child nature and a heartfelt 'intere~t in
the ch::ld's welfarte. The main thing we need insist upon for
the child of two is that it be a healthy little ~,nimal trained
to obey and be clocHe. Then comes the home· kindergarten
peuitod, two or three years in duration, during which thet
child is learn•:ng in every waking moment. There is not one
feature of the kindergarten, as planned by Fro•ebei, that is ·
not at hand and ready ~n :every simple, well-ordered home.
Along with the training of th:e sens,es must be training in
obedience, self-control and indu'1,try. The1 very beS>t means
of inst]ling these lessons is through· the litHe ta,sks about
the house, carefully chosen to fit the child's age and strength,
regul:arly and punctually fulfilled. 'Helping mother' is the
most profitable k[nd of primary teaching. Before the age
of seven must be instiHed 1rev,erence, respect f,o.r authority, a
liking for good books. These things are don~, if at all, with
gr:eat difficulty in the school. At home they may be done
simply and natumJly."
To the abov,e we can but add our own experience for we
have demonstrated ·the truth of these statements.
· Thr·e1e years ago we moV'eld to the country, and as we could
not always get to S:u,nda,y school the responsibility of teachp,ng our child:rien fell upon our shoulders for the first time.
Our oldest child had been attending Sunday school seven
years, but we were shocked to discoV'etr how little she knew
about the .Bible. We had made the mistaille of many other's
in th'nking~ that one hour each week was all the religious
training necessary. To ·remedy this we sent for Hurlbut's
Story of the Bible (whJich is fo,r saie at the Hemld Publishing House) a,nd, gathering the children aibout us, r~ead one
story ea·ch evening until we had finiS>hed the llook. Many
times because of weariness of body, or because of SIOme
special work of our own we wished to finish, we were tempted
to omit the reading but the children would plead so earne1stly
for the~r story that we could not resist ·them and as we read
the weariness left us and a peace filled our souls that no
pietasuDes of our own could poss,ibly bring.
Soo,n after finishing the book a set of Bible cards was
publ:shed by Brother C. H. Rich which made a srplemdid
means of reviewing our work. Now the children call for the
Bible cards and when they f,:xil on a Blilble character look
him up in 'the book of Bibl1e stories.
We th€m took up the Book of Mormon. Not having a
book of stories on that we took a chapter at a time and told
it to them as simply as poss:ble. We were astonished at the
w1ay they took to it and could repeat it after us almost
word £o.y word. We ,a,re looking forward to the: Stet of Book
of Mormon cards th&t Brother Rich is preparing and are
mea,nwhile taking up the1 church history the same way. With
our children these stories ,ecLpse all fairy tales, legends and
folk lore. We are also fortunate poss1essors of the Book of
Knowledge which giives us information on all subjec·ts and
makes profitable readings.
The first year we w;ere out here we sent the children to
the litHe country schoolhouse down the: road where a bright,
energetic y:oung woman handled three grades. Owing to the
lo;ng walk it was impossible to s1Emd them dur:ng stormy
weather and fearing they would get behind, I underrtook
their lessons at home: Then came another surprise. They
were backward ;1n everything and when their health hegan
to fail we determined to teach them at home altogether. The
sup•e,rintendent and teachers wer,e very kind in lending us
books ;and giving suggestions and tbe rapid improvement
in the childrten repaidi us a thousand fold for the extra responsibility.
We have a boy of five and girls eight and t1en and have

be1en made to marvel at what can he: accomplished by a busy
mother if systematic Sltudy is faithfully adhered to. Ella
Frances Lynch asks
mother to give a three-year-old child
five ~minutes a .day. Five minutes a day has taught our
little boy 'to re1ad. ·An average of five minutes a day has
taught the girls to play the piano. The chJdren are learning by practical experience how to cook, clean and sew and
we have neally enjoyed brushing up on fractions and reviewi,ng geography and history long since f0rgotten.
A nervous, delicate child should nevetr be subjected to the
rigid d:scipl'ine of a schoolroom. Five hours a, day is too
long a ·t,ime for any child to he: herded in a schoolroom. The,
National League of Teacher-Mothers hopes to r1evolutionize
teaching by e1ducating the mother to the idea of keeping he;r
childre1n under her own care during the most important period
of their lives, teaching them how to study, how to work and
how to concentrate, so that thety vvill be able to accomplish
~n half ,an hour ;:ts much of the essentials as are now mastered in the whole d:ay, and the elementary course shortened
by the equivalent of several years.
Let us not wait until the people of the world arouse us to
our duty concerning our children. Latter Day S.a1int childretn should be the bnightest and best behaved children in the
world, an example to the world of 'the light that has c,ome t:o
us.
A small boy returning f'rom school o,ne day said to his
mother, "Our teacher says every mother should have a children's hour," and she replied, "But how can I when I am
always getting ready to go some:where?" That is the trouble
nowada,ys, mothers ar.e rushing here and rushing there,
seeking their 'own pl<easure and development and missing
rt:ilJ!e joy of training their little .chiltlre1n to shine with intelligence.
We hear parents with grown sons and daughters regrettjiing that they did not spend mo11e tiine rea<Hng to the'.r children. Let UJ'~ heed :their warning and teach our children
now .while they are with us, tha·t we may have no regr·e,ts
in the years to come.
We would that all. childr.e,n might be brought up in the'
.country where parents would sense their responsiibiliti,es and
where lessons in ,}ndustry, a love for animals and all God's
creation is more ea,sily taught.
We believe in all organizations that are for good inasmuch
as they do not interfere with the dut:•es. of the home, and
until parents ar,ouse themselves, let us have boys' clubs and
girls' cl.ubs presided over by some wise person fitted to give
them the instruction that has. been neglected by their parents.
MABEL A. :SANFORD.

a

"Our Boys"
Herbert Moniger once said "Build a wall of men around
your boys and you'IJ have ,no boy problem." Re0ent agitation
of the question has led us to ask the qU;estion, "Why hav,e we
a boy problem"? Is it because we have failed to build the
wall? And if so oos our failure to build the wall been due
to a lack of building material?
The boy problem is I'eally a man problem. It is a question of leadership. We have men, good men, too, but have
we leaders? Some one has said a leader "must have the
magnetism of Moses, rthe pati.ence of Job, and the wisdom of
'Solomon," and, we might add, the love manifested by the
Lord Jesus Christ, a love translated into terms of se~ioe.
Why is it that after eighty-seven yea.rs, of practical exp~e~
rience ~n the workings of a religious democracy we haV'El
failed. to deVIelop adequate abilities of leadership? Is .jt a
lack of vision, inte·.rest, or industry?
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Talk is cheap, but it takes material and work to solve
problems, and in this, one of our greatest. problems, our young
people, be:ing our greatest asset, will be requi1:1ed to furnish
the very best we can muster in the line of material and effort.
The formation of an organ':Zation is compa·ratively an easy
matter, the writing ,of a co1n stitution with "ironclad" rules,
many of which will have 'to he made of India rubber, is not so
hard, but these will· die a na,tural death without the vitalizing
touch of efficient leadersh'p. Personality, not organization,
is the solution of the boy problem in the church.
A. E. WARR.

At the Convention
,REPORT OF RELIEF AND SERVICE DEPARTMENT FOR 1,916
In reporting the work of the relief and service department
of the Woman's AuxiHa,ry for the past year, I can say that
I be,lieve that it has moved along lines of active adva,ncement.
A number of new societies ·have come into existenee and
ident::fied themselves with the general movement; some of the
o1d ,r,eliable societies hitherto operating independently have
whe,eled into line, and the regular forces have worked steadily
on with co1n tinued dilig·ence and faithfulness.
We believe that we may be pardoned when we say that we
contemplat'e with pride the substant:1al results of the labor
performed by this department in the past. It h:as been the
principal factor in the purchase of many a plot of ground,
upon which it has been a financial aid in building, furnishing
and equipping with modern conveniences churches in which to
worship God. It has helped to pay the debts and bear the
·expense of many a struggling branch. It has contributed
liberally to the various worthy ins,titutions of the church.
Many of its societies have paid tithing and have helped the
missionaries. All these things br,eathe of the self-sa.crificing
work of the women of this department, and with it all they
hav.e found time to succor the needy, visit and minister to
the sick, sympathizewith the sorrowing, comfort the afflicted
and che,er the declining years of the aged. Some of our soc.ieEes have committees appointed esp.ecially for this purpose,
to work in conjunction with the local deacons.
Some have interest,ed themselves in some of the vital problems of the day, such as tempe!'a,nce, social and sanitary conditions, etc. Some have formed clubs for the study of various
phases of social life, and work.
, Our women are waking up to the realization of the work
lying r:ght at our doors and the necessity for being better
equippe.d for se,rvice in this direction.
We have been represented at the reunion~ of the dis.tricts
and stakes by some of our able workers, 1also our presidffi'lt
contributed one ,excellent pap,er in the ~nterest of our department, to be used in reunion work. This was also published in
the church papers. As superintendent o{ the department we
contributed one article on our work, to the HERALD columns.
w,e have also· sent 'out numerous circulars and personal letters. Have tried to give advice a,nd help whenever appeaJ.ed
to. Ha¥e met twice with the executive board, and have been
impr,essed by the importance of the work being planned for
the women of the church, which i.s yet in its incipiency. The
glorious vision of the future is unfolding to them; and the~
will go forW1ard with b!'ave hearts and willing hands to meet
the toil and sacrifice requisite to the splendid accomplishment
of its promises. ProgDe,ss'Qn is written upon the pages of
the history of to-day, and the women of the reli.ef and service:
corps will not be found in the rear guard in the onward
march.
EDITH COCHRAN.

News Items
Sister :Susan L. Hayer write's from Lamoni, Iowa, that a·
local has been org;anized at Pleasanton, Iowa, about twelve
or fifteen miles from that place. They have a rebef and
servic'e department, and a young ~oma,n's department.
A meeting was held with the Evergreen sist,ers but so
facr only a few are li;ntereste:d in this work, but it is expected
something can be done lat1er.
1Sis.ter L. Lenor Christy, of Brooklyn, New York, says the
society there has dis,continued meetings till cooler weathe1r.
We learn that the East, along with the Oentral West, has
been suffering from a,n extr,emely high temp1erature. Many
of the !Saints of Brooklyn leave the city for the summer but
mos1t of ·them carried some kind of work with them to do. ere
the.'irr mturn. Siste1r Chr,isty hopes they will not forget the:r
study hour, mentioning how greatly they enjoyed the ciass
work, with the approving presence of the Spirit.
Two delightful luncheons are reported, upon which the
Lord's blessings se1emed to be poured.

[

LETTER DEPARTMENT

J

From a Personal Letter
JBvother R. W. Farrell wrote a brother concerning the
work of the gospel literature commission and we extract
some items of general interest.--EDITORS.]
I haVJe mailed to-day to the other members of the general
commission matter to be put into print, and when it is out I
will send you a copy. It :is impossible to do more than write
to the brethren who ar'e so :liar away, but I want them to
know that ·everything they do in the gospel litera.ture campaign is of vital ,intereS!t to me and a million times more so
to the Infinite One.
If you Michigan Saints knew how much interest I take in
you and ho<w much I appreciate the :f1act that you are deadin-earneTst workers, you might be pieased. , I have often
wondered why the d'istricts in your State a,re so much alive
compared to the many districts in other States. Perhaps
you can answer.
The gospel literature work, as you say, is big, the fieJd, is
white and W1aiting for you to reap. We can do so no better
outs1:de of preaching the word than by sending it abroad in
its printed form. God. is behind it; he will bless our efforts;
and we shall see results ,that·will satisfy and thrill our souls.
The gosP'el literature work is an inspi11ed John the Baptist
p1:1eparing the way for the com:tng of God's messengers
with the full, spoken wor:dis of life. we should sow beside
all wa•ters; in the morning and evening we should not withhold our hand, for God will giv,e the increase'.
I advise that when litemture work is done in a Vl:cinity it
be under the charge of the board in that community. , If
there be an encampment of soldiers nelaT by, by all means
try to ge1t such interest,ed in gospel literature. Lowell said
that once to every man and nation comes the moment to de~
oide.

The main thing and the really 'important thing, is to start
out with the work-the unfoldment will come aiS needed.
R. W. FARRELL,
Superintendent Gospel Literature Commission.
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The ·Highest Calling One Can Have
"For God so loved the world th:a,t he gave his only begotten
s:oln, that whosoever believeth on him might not p<erish, but
have eV1erlasting life."
.Christ left his home in glory, came to earth, suffered and
died to redeem the world from Hin. While here on earth he
established his church and called men to represent it, and go
out ·into the world and preach tl).e gospel. We claim to have
the Testored gospel the same as Christ taug}J.t when he was
on earth and send men out the same as in olden times.
I read in a recent HERALD the ·article: "The missionary list
not a cha.rity list," neither should they be objects. of pity, for
they ave honored by the highest calling man could have.
Paul of old marvel·ed that he was coU!nted worthy to be caHed
to be ·an apostle. Our sympathy they should have for it
oertainly must not be no light thing to leave home and loved
ones and go out into the world. But Christ says: "He that
taketh not up his cross and followeth afte,r me is not worthy
of me," and if they he followers of Christ they must exhibit
the same meek and humble spirit Christ did.
In Doctrine and Covenants 83, we read the commandmejllt
given to men in latter days tha.t are sent out to preach the
gospel: "The11efore, tak•e po thought for the morrow, for
' what ye shall eat, or what ye shall drink, or wherewithal ye
Hhall be clothed; for consider the lilies of the field, how thely
grow, they toil not, neither do they spin; and ther kingdoms
of the world, in all their glory, are 1not ar•rayed like one of
these; for your Father who art in hea.ven, knoweth that you
have need of all theoo things. . . . Therlefore, let no man
among you (for this commandment is unto all the faithful
who are called of God in the church, unto the ministry) from
this hour, take purse or scrip, that goeth fo•rth to proclaim
this gospe•l of the kingdom .... Whoso receiveth you Deceiveth
me, and the same will feed you, and clothe you, and give you
money."
When our men sent out in these latter days exhibit the true
missionary spirit and go out as they are commanded, the same
spi.rit that prompts them to do so will work on the minds of
the people of their necessiti.es and it will no longer he necessary to take up collections or ask for money to defray their
expenses. I do not beli<erve I can expre•ss myself better tha,n
by using the poem, "Life's mission."
There ar•El loyal hearts, there are spirits brave,
There are souls that are tried and true,
Then give to the world the best you have
And the best will come back to you.
Give love and love. to your heart will flow
A stre,ngth in your utmost need;
Hav1e faith and a score of hearts will show
The•ir faith in your word and deed.
For life is the mirror of king and s.lave
'Tis just what you are and do
Then give to the world the best you have
A,nd the best will come back to ycou.
SHELLBROOK, SASKATCHEWAN.

EFFIE J. DENTON.

Religio Pins for Illinois Soldiers
The ladies' aid society of Beards1town, III::nois, has decided
to give Re]~gio pins to all soldiers in. our faith from thel
State of Illi,nois who are called to service or have volunteeneld ·
not .to those that may go, but if you are no'Y in trainin~
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somewhere, write us and we will see• that you get a Religio
pin. This pin does not necessarily me1a1J1 that you belong to
Rell~gio, but the purpose of it" is that when you are among
hundreds of strange soidiers, you could eas'ly se!e who are
Latter Day Saints .and pick them out as your companions.
Many of the boys have bad habits, but I trust our boys
will be upright a;nd true to their heavenly F1ather. When
you Ghoose a Latter Dla,y 1Saint for a compan:on or maybe
have five or six in your re1giment you can get together and
have a prayer mee•ting or talk over the gospel. Thus God
will always watch o¥er you.
I trus-t some aid sodiie,ty in every State will take the s-ame
step so all our boys may have opportunity to we•ar such a
pin and know each other when they meet. If any of them
want such a pin and cannot get it from their own State, Wle
will see that they are supplied. Be1 loy,al to your cou1ntry and
to your c'hurch for which the pins stand. As se1cretary of
the society, you may write to me.
Your sister,
Mus. W. C. NORMAN.
BEARDSTOWN, ILLINOIS, 1317 Jefferson •Street.

From Here and There
An !excellent reunion is repo11t.ed at McKenzie, Alabama.
Brother F. M. SJ.oVTm· reports twenty-three baptized.
Elders James C. Page and Jott A. Bronson are laboring at
Outlook, Montana, where they are having baptisms about
every Sunday. From the•re they go to Glasgow to hold tent
meetings.
The recent ministerial conferenee of the quorum of elders
of the Easte1;n Mis,sion is r1eported as one of the most important ever held. Papers were read on the duties of the
deacon, teacher, priest, and elde.r. The contlents of these
were said to be most excellent and mere comment on them
would mean so little· it is not indulged in.
Brother J. L. Willlter s1ays he has received a large numbe,r
of pap<ers and tracts in I'esp<mse t.o hi.s; call and is sending
and handing them out. He mentions Flori~a, Illinois, Kentucky, Texas, Colomdo, and California, adding: "and possibly
a dozen other 1StJatJes, sooner or later." Are there not many
more .who could dervote some'':time to this w~rk that is so
productiv•e of good? Literature distribution is on the increase a.nd we would like to s.ee it doubled this ye1ar.
BOWMAN, NORTH DAKOTA, July 22, 1917.
Edito1TS Herald: Wre seldom see. I.etters in the HERALD from
North Dakota and never from th:is part of the State. We
have no br;anch here nor near here, though I have heard that
there are S;ome sruimts not far from Bowman: If any such
re•ad this letter I wish they would commmuicate with me.
P·elrh~ps, working all ttogether, we might be able to get the
gospel before the peopl•e in this part of the country. Only
we who are or ha¥e been isolated know what it mea,ns to be1
month after month and finally yea:rs without hearing the
gospel preached. I know that 1this work is true and though
I think I realize more fully each day how weak I am, y,e,t
I am str'living to go forward. My husband is not a memhe:r
of .any church, though I have faith that some time in the
near future he will accept the tru•e failth. So just now my
struggle is a lone~ly one, though with God's help I shall remain steadfast in the truth. I am ready :to do a;nything in
my power to aid in gertting •the gospel here. I ask the pray:ers of the Saints that I may have more faith and more courage to move onward. ·
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Through this letter I send greetings to the Bemidji S1ai;nts
and those who have moved away to other b11anches sinc.e we
left that place. They am~ oft:~n in my thought:s, many times
with smile&--sometimes, I must confess, with tears. This
is a great and beautiful country but it lacks tha,t absolute
nece•ss:ity-the true gospeL
Your sister in the f,aith,
MRS. RoBERT LOVE, JR.
DETROIT, MICHIGAN, July 26, 191.7.
He11ald: About one: year ago the SecOtnd Detroit
Branch was organized, with a membership of thirty-five.
Now we have about .eighty. Our Sunday school is prospering and we are doing well with the Christmas offering.
Elder Bl!air has a good way of appealing to the pocketbook.
·Much good is being 'accomplished through str,e.et preachJ~ng.
We are to have a rally day and exp•ect·to have a gu·od time.
We hop·EI to continue fai•thful to the -end.
·
MARY BROWN.
Ed~t.ors

them by milldons in serr.ied r:ank to the trenches. Russia
wi:th h•e•r countless thousands batHing against the gray wall
of Teutonic steel. Naly concentrating her full force to the
prosecution of the war. No time for peaceful commercial
pursuits.
Servia dismantled at the feet of her .invade.r. Montenegro
is pl'ostrate. Bulgaria .is .e•xhausted, Greec·e is blockaded.
Hundreds of mer,chant vessels have heen sent to the bottom
with millions of tons of foodstuffs. Internat.ional commerce
has been stmng1ed and throttLed, in many ways.
The United S\tates, with the strongest industrial resources
of any ,na.ti;on •On Earth, must s:nk her billions in the common
vortex. All of this ·setback to ciivilization, this drenching of
eastern soil with the blood of man, •t:his war-mad condition,
indicates the "sharp sickle, being <thrust to gather the. ha•rViest of the earth" which seems "fully ripe." (Revelation
14: 14, 15.) "All things shall be' :in commotion"-,-confusion,
unr.est, unse-t•tled, unstable, the fixed stars faclfung from the:
sky. Strange shap•es have: come. E.stablished ways are lost.
Have we a,ny standard for food prices' in this dread hour?
All "commotion!"
''Distress of nations!" "Perplexity'''
rte:igns..
With this ;r·egime of terror ,it would be: w•onderful should
selfishness not grow, and Paul's prophecy of "perilous times,"
not apply. The miiiions of dollars div•erted into the Automobile channel, creating a "s.wim" into which thousands
must plunge if fa,rms and chattels are mortgaged to get
there. Even some who ''love the great work of the last days"
toss their coin into this "commo:n chasm," whHe at the same
time, some of the banner beal'ie,rs of the Angel's message
pl1aster mortgages on· their homes to meet the common obligations of ~i,£e. How is this? If conditions her'e in this world
are right, why does. the Almighty seek to change them? Why
teach the coming of the "Just Oue:" to adjust to millennia!
conditions;? Enough.
Saints here ar·e trying. God will help the effort.
Ever yours hopefully,
S. W. L. SCOTT.

OAK HARBOR, OHIO, July 2·7, 1917.
Editors Eemld: We have just concluded an interesting
s'er.ies of meetings he11e at Oak Harbor, Ohio, and hav·e: led
six perso:ns down into the "Loosang Riv.er," near its ent11ance:
11nto Lake Erie, and buried them in the waters bf baptismfour on .Sunday af:ternoon, :and two at the twilight hour
W-ednesday evening. We also organized a choir, and gaV1e1
introductory :instruction. This is the second we have• orga:nized in northweste•rn Ohio, the firs,t being in Sylvania.
It :appears that the Dist:rlkt has no cho·rister as yet, so I
se,eme•d to 11athe-r have things go my way at present. We:
ar·e all using "The New Church Choir," put out by the Fillmore House, for amateur choirs.
The country is ag,irtated over the great conflict, and the
•e;ntrance of our c<>untry as the fifteenth nation to "pre:s.ent
arms," and the -e:leventh against Ge:rma:ny. Three years of
the ugliest sca.rs that war has made on the face of civiliza:t,ion, make unanswerable and complete argument for the!
code taught by the Prdrnce of Peace, and the Babel din heralds
the glory that is coming by and by. The wo·rld is wearied
CAPE MAY, NEW JERSEY, July 30, 1917.
and exhausted with blood and i,ron, w:ith fine and sword,
Editors Herald: I am a young S:aint •in the s•e:rvic.e of the
with deadly explosives, and asphyxiating gases; with ag1ffilts.
of death ope:rati,ng in :air, on land, on sea and under the sea; Government and I thought p10•ssibly you would be glad to hear
with the destruction of the accumulation of its labor, and · from me. There is one •thl1ng I miss more than the separaindustry and the choicest trea'~ures of .i-ts art; by was.te of tion from all that is near :and dear, and that is the church.
I have seV'ecral times :attended servic•es elsewhere but the
money and property, grievous burdens of debt and taxes.
Its ruin, its s;qualo:r, its dead and wounded, its widows a;nd spirit of peace is lacking. It causes me to look back to •the:
orpha.ns, disast•er, and affliction, bow in anguish and in sor- times when we have met in prayer service with the swe:e,t
row, and plead for the coming of the King of kings to influence of the Spirit present'. I would appreciate any
"rebuke strong nat.ions from afar." Thousands of factories word from the ·Saints.
E!verytkng is very much diffe,rent, but I. hop•e to retur,n
have ei<ther been closed or destroyed,· and millions of men
strengthened·
spiritually as well as physically. I expe.ct to
from these, have been drawn and entered the armies of
go
abroad
within
.a month. Remember me in your prayers.
Europe.
WILLIAM M. SAUTER.
Unhappy Belgium, another "Niobe of natio:ns, childless and
Fourth
Naval
District.
almost crownles'S in he.r vo.ic.eJ.ess woe," thTee yea.rs ago a
busy s·cene of happi,ness, prosperity, and commercial indusSHELLBROOK, SASKATCHEWAN, July 30, 1917.
try, now ;ruined, blackened, and des:nlate. In sunny France
Editors Herald: The Shellbrook reunion has again come
the mvttl•e of the machine guns, "the busy Berthas," the 75
mi-llimeters, and heavy "K,rupps" have replaced the busy and gone, J.eaving us with pl>easant memori·es. From a worldly
hum of countless spindles. Whe:re once rolled the smoke of point of view ,it would no:t: be termed a success,, for we had
faC'tories, the air darkened with deadly hail of shot •and very _little intere.st from outsiders until the last Sunday,
when a numb:e:r came.
shell.
The Saints we:re at first greatly disappointed, for Brother
Imperial Germany, one of the greates,t export countries
of all. -Europe, is an armed camp, her expo•rts shut off by a:n T. J. Jordan, also J. A. Gillen, were to have been with us,
•amed fleet. Austria wli1th millions of men 'engaged in work- but were both caUe:d home. J. W. Peterson and W. M. Aylor
ing night a,nd day to turn out munitions of war, .and death took charge, of the reunion and conducted it in a creditable
dealing missiles of destructi:o;n. England, proud mistress of manne.r. This was Brother Aylor's first visit to this north
the seas, conscripting her men from factories, and sendi,ng land and we hope it will not be his l:ast, as we found in him
ffi
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a good loytal d~?fende'r of the f1a1ith. No baptisms were had,
but the Saints were strengthened and encouraged to pie,ss
onward and upward. We feel that great good has been done
and that a new em is dawning or{' the Saints of' Shellbrook
and vii:eini:ty. No doubt the day ;is not fa,r distant wh~n we
will not only be an equipped and orgarnized branch but will
also be able to s,end out from our midst many to represent
the cause in other places.
May 'the Lord speed the day when all in these p:arts will
fearlessly stand .for the 11ight and not only in word but in
deed be 1S<a,ints and an <exampl<e to their f,riends and ;ne.ighbors. There was a good Spirit at the meret:i;ngs and some
were heard whose voices are ordinarily silent.
This is one of the most beautiful places and were it not
for the lo1ng and severe winters and the mosquitoes in summer, w,ith the longing for Zion, it would be an ideal spot to
locate. C'11ops are better this year tha1n in many parts. of
Saskatchewan. One man from this country w'ent to the coast,
then back through Washington and Montana and Alberta.
He says he only saw ollie place besides, this where the crops
were very good.
The,re is a great work to be done: in this great Northwest,
preparing the people for the coming of the Lord. Many,
many people ar<e needed for the wo~"k.
Ever pray~ng for the advancement of the cause,
EFFIE J. DENTON.
MARLIN, TEXAS, August 1, 1917.
Herald: We had :a grand confeTenc1e at Hearne,
recerntly. A good spirit prevailed. We are suffering from
one of the worst droughts that central Texas ev·er had.
Don't know what the Saints are going to do, for all of them
are renters. We have no corn or hay. Oh, pray for us, that
w'e may. have bread at least.
The writer has baptized fourteen this year a,nd others are'
near the faith. This is a fine t<ime to 'ex,tend our work in
the district. I met, with many fr',ends :at the conference,
Brother John Ha·rp, D. S. Palmer, and many of the Houston
and Dallas Saints.
We had some grand htealings in our Marlin 'Branch in the
recernt years,, and as a band of S~aints are trying to do our
duty as best we can. w,e ha,ve another teacher in .our hranch
who will add to our welfare. Our meetings are held at the.
wy,i,t,er's home some of the time. As many as one hundred and
fifty people attend.
With your p,e,rlllfi,s.s:on I will relate a li:tt~e. experience in
regard to paying tithing. In 19'00 my brother-in-law and
myself had 1a crop in the same field. The grasshoppers began
to t1ake everything and we put out poison to kill'them, but
to no avail. I went to the Lord and told him I would pay
hl~m what I owed, regardless of the crop, if I could collect
a certain note. My cotton crop turned out twenty-two and
a half· bales on twenty-two a.cres, whHe my hrother-in-law
v:cked eight baJes from the same ta,rea, and the same kind
of land. I collect,ed the nove a,nd paid the Lord what he~
longed to him, and received the blessing. We will all receive blessings if w:e live forr them.
The Lord has told us to prove him and I have done so lin
regard to ·tithing. If you have never tried him, do so and
see what he will do.
Your brother,
B. F. SPICER.
Ed/~ovrs

WILBER, NEBRASKA, August 2, 1917.
Edito?"S Hemld: Be:ing detained at home on account of sickness, I have a little time, at least to; contribute· to your pages.
As I look out into the world and note its condition, I am
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made to excla[m: Sur.ely the inhabitants thereof are ripening for de.struction-dr<inking, dancing, Sabbath breaking,
gambl;ng, hall pla,ying, even women doing their washing on
!Sunday. If we had some of the blue, laws of Iowa e,nforced
here it would be a blessing, I beHeve.
I hope those in southern Ohio who ar,e: expecting a, letter
from me wliJI remembeT that I appreciate your kindness, and
sincerely hope you will hold ~onto the rod of iron. Do not
fail to give tithing into h:s storehouse for the furthering of
God's work.
In a }iream a few we.eks ago I was admonished to study the
Fjshing River 11e:velation (section 102). It surely contai,ns
much ·important instrudion and should be more generally
studied.
Your brother,
W. C. HIDY.
SALINA, UTAH, August 3, 1917.
Editors Hlerald: A few lines from tlie valleys of Utah may
be of interest to your readers, so will make< an att,empt to
tell how the gospel work is succeeding here.
In company with Elder Willard Parks, of Alpena, Michigan, we left Lamo1ni on June 12 in a little Ford. We stopp,ed
en route at Haigler, Nebraska, also at Denver and Colo.rado
Springs for a short time, reaching Salt Lake City on June
23. The entire distance travelred was 1,626 miles and it took
six and one half days to make the trip. From Haigler, we
had the plea.sur,er of the company of Bro·ther Cotterell and
family, who also drove a "tin Lizzi.e.'" From Colorado Springs
to Salt Lake we were accompani,ed by F. A. Russell and also
Brother Cotter,eJI. Because of s1now and high water in the
mountains, it became necessary for us to take an extreme
southern rout,e. The 'only accident was a blow-out, caused
by stone: bruis'e'
In crossing the Gunnison River we found three cars stuck
in the mud. The river was out of its banks and presented
an ugly appeara,nc<e:, but our little car was equal to the
emergency and went through it without any assistance.
The highest point reached by us was the Poncho Pass,
wh'kh is 9,995 feet above sea leV1el. The, mads wel'le generally
good a,nd while at times we could only travel at the rate of
s~x miles! an hour, at other times we could sp,eed up to the
full limit of thirty-fiV1e miles an hour.
F'or several miies we traveled over a road ·built by convict
!labor. This was ¥ery fine. and runs along the Arkansas
Riv,er. T,he sc,enery was simply grand and no one passing
along this route can help seertng the handwriting of the Infi,nite One.
The most unpleasant part of our journey was in the eastern part of Utah, wher1e we pa.ss.ed through one hundDed
and twenty-fiV1e miles of desert. As we entered this desert
the wind w:as blowing a gale. At times dust and sand wer'e
hurled into our faces so we werre nearly suffocated. As a
result of this wind it became necessary to fold our auto top.
For several hours the sun's Tays wei'e almost une.ndm1abl,e.
As it passed over the mountain tops we surely breathe·d a
sigh of relief. Our faces were :almost bl!iste<red, our lips
were parched, and in fact we were a sorry-looking par,ty.
For miles and miles all the .e:ye could see was a barren waste.
Occasionally we would find some indications of civilization,
as the people would erect along the railroad houses to pro. teet them ·while labor'i:ng on the railroad.
Finally we reached Salt L<ake City and were glad to know
our journey was at an end. We took a bath in the briny
waters of the great dead sea of America and enjoyed it immensely.
We found a few of the faithful Saints trying as best •they
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c-ould to keep the banner afioat,even though under discouraging conditions. Brother C. A. Smurthwaite is p11esident of
the branch and <tded to make our stay pleasant while in the
city. We called on a number of the Sa~nts not only in the
city, but also at Midvaie and other points, and all seemed
glad we weDe permitted to be with them and: did all they
could to help us ,in our work.
W,e are now on a tour of the southern part of the State,
but as our letter is already long, will l'e<serve the rest till
later.
In the conflict,
L. G. HOLLOWAY.
Mission address: Salt Lake City, Utah, 314 West Sixth
!South.

WARRENSBURG, MISSOURI, August 6, 1917.
EditoTs He-rald: After so long a time we are once more
l-ocated; and this time in our ow,n home, at WaTr-ensbur!S,
Missouri, 516 North Holden Stree( We hope that we are
now located for ·the remainder of our lives. This is my
thirty-first year under General Conf:erenc:e appointment, besides a number -of yewrs unde:r district appointment, and I
f,eel that I have had about all the moving from place to place
that is necessary for one short lif,e,, and that it is now time,
to settle down and work near my home. Oh, if it were necessary for me to change fields and move again, I should do so;
but I am hoping it may not be nec:essary.
Am preparing to attend the Holden Stake reunion, August
10 t:o 20, if nothing pre<vents, and get better acquainted with
the :Saints in the Holden :Stake, and also to add my mite to-wards making the reunion a success.
·Am well pleased with the reception given us by the Saints
here; like the town w:here we liv:e, like the country around i,t,
and lik:e the people whom I have met and with whom I have
gotten acquainted. Don't think I ever met a nicer se:t of
business men tha,n thoS<e: with whom I have had occasion
to deal,- he:re in ·warrensburg. The <Saints, as a rule, are: a
nic:e class of people and ar,e living honorable upright lives;
but we all understand that it 'takes S:ome:thing more than
- that to build up Zion. That is good, so far as it goes,
and is absolute·ly essential; but we read that the Lord called
his people "Zion," one time, because: they w•ere of o:ne heart
and one soul, and dwelt tog1ether in righteousness; and there
were no p<oor among them :at that time, ei,the'r; and, if Latter
Day Saints eve1r _become worthy of being cahed "Zion," it
will be when they attain to Zionic co:nditions of mind and
soul, as refmred to above. The work in 'the s1take s,eems to be
in good hands and seems to be progi'essing, but it is going to
take more zeal, more enthusiasm, 'and more of the spirit of
self-sacrifice than is now in sight, to build up Zion.
There is much, very miuch, to be done:, and it is not at
all pleasant to see so much :tl:rat needs to be: done, a1nd y-et
be abl-e to do so little-and that seems to be my condition at
the present time. Whether I shall recuperate and be able to
do someth~ng for the work, or whether I shall go completely
under, seems to be very uncerba'i-n just now; but I believe the
Lord has power to heal and that, if it is his will that I live
and labor in the interest of his work, he will ,enable me to do
so; and if i1t is ,not his will I am willing to pass over on the
other side. But I want to do what little I can while I am
here.
With love to all, especially those among whom I have
1abor:ed in the y•e:ars gone by, I am as ever,
Yours in gospel bonds,
5·16 North Holden Street.
ISAAC M. S'MITH.
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A Certain Man
I knew a man, who young in years
Began to serv.e the Lord;
And though he tried quite ea.rnestly
He found that service hard.
Illiterate he s:ta.rted outBut, sought each day to find
The pri<;eless gem of Chri~tian truth,
To illuminat-ehis mind.
This man is poor in this world's goods,
He has no lands nor gold;
But, rich in faith he forward moves
With courage, strong and bold
He trusts in Him whose voice hath called
Him to the ministry;
And as the days grow into years
He labors ha.rd to see, the truth
That Jesus brought to earth;
And ever prays, tha.t he might fill
The purpose of his birth.
T.his man has lear:rmd one lesson weU,
" 'Twas hard at first,'' he said,
But then, he learned to work and pray,
And follow on as led.
He saw the s~n of selfishness;
The havoc it had wrought;
And so he labors, that he might
Disp,ell it from his thought.
He lives a sacri-ficiaJ life;
He loves his fellow-men;
He thinks of their most sacred needs,
A.nd tries oft, and again
To lead their minds, ·to higher truth
Than simply se:lfish 'ends.
He seeks by deeds of love and truth
To make all men his friends.
I\ne seen him go with ragged sho()s,
His trousers oft he'll mend;
And with :all those who lbve the truth,
His seTvice he doth blend.
No candies, cream, or summer clrinks,
Does this man ever buy,
To satisfy his app,etite•,
A;nd now, you wonder whyBut listen just a moment, friends,
The truth you all shall hear;
He sacrificed his comforts oft,
That others he might cheer.
'Tis true he'll buy a book or two,
And day by day he'll readHe se,eks each day to find !'eiief
For every human need.
He often walks £rom town to town,
That he might sav'e1 thei fare
·
Which, to the Bishop he. doth send,
If he has ought to spare.
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He often goes without his meals
Because his funds are low;
He ask.s the Lord to give him str,ength,
Then on his way he'll go.
He's siept in depots once or twice;>Sometimes stayed out all night,
Because hie had no better plac,e,And yet, his hea,rt was light.
No labor seems too hard. for him;
No jou11ney seems too long;
He never falters by the way, .
Because his heart is strong.
He speaks in gJent:Ie tone's to all, ,
His spirit strong and pure,
Is likewise, a means to an end,
Which helps him to endure.
Each day he S'erves with greate,r ease,
"A pleasu11e 'tis," says he,
"To labor with my blessed Lord
To set His people free."
So year by year this man ,advanced,
In learning he eJwe,ls;
And though obshuctions fill his path,
All darkness he 'dispells.
He doesn't sigh o'er th~ngs that's past,
Nor long for things afar,He knows the Lord will be his strength,
And truth his guiding star.
To-day, this man is with the church,
His. labors some have known;
But none have heard him make cgmplaint,
Nor seek to claim his own.
To him, "tis life to, bless the :mce,
No labor now, s1eems hard;
The ~selfish spirit he has crushedHe does not seek reward.
February 22, 1917.
J .. E. VANDERWOOD.

Shall we grope in darkness
As wE! ofuern do to-day
When the ba1ttlte is against us
And we cannot find the way.
When we 11e,ach the height of glory
And all knowledge is our own
We shall walk in doubt no longer
As we sometimes now hav:e done.

w.

E. PEAK.

Three Little Words
Three little words, but full of ,tender~est meaning;
Three little words the heart oan scarcely hold;
Thnee little words but in their import dwelling,
What wealth of love· their syllabies unfold!
"For my sake" cheer the suffering, help the needy;
On earth this was my work; I give it thee,
If thou wouldst follow in thy Master's footsteps
TakJe up thy cross, and come and learn of me.
"F'or my sake" let the harsh word die unuttered,
That trembles on the swift impetuous tongue,;
"For my sake" check the quick Ilebellious feeling
That ris,es whetn thy brother does thee wrong.
"For my sak,el' pr,erss with steadfast patience onward,
Although the r1ace he hard, the battle long,
Within my F1ather's house are many mansions;
There thou shalt rest tand join the victor's song.
And if in coming ~days the wmld revile thee,
If "for my sake" ,thou suffietr pain and loss,
Bear on, faint heart; thy Master went before thee;
They only we,ar his crown who sha!le: his' cross.
-Hester M. Poole, in The Churchman.
<

Now and Then
May we love the truth, 0 Father,
With that Iov,e that comes from Thee;
Even if we must abandon
That which now seems dear to me,
May the fear and superstition
Of the ages passed and gQne
Be abandoned in the valley
As thE! higher heights a're ·won.
May we climb the heights of knowledge
By the power of spiritual growth,
Till we reach the glorious summit
That the gospel now holds forth.
With the light of heaven shining
On our brow in that bright day
We shall understand each otheT
And as clearly see the way.
Then tha1t dark and loathsome valley
Made by ignorance and s1n
Shall be lteft so far behind us
It shall not appear again.

MISCELLANEOUS DEPARTMENT
Conference Minutes
NORTH· DAKOTA.-Met ,at Logan, July 3, J. A. Gillen in
charge. Bnanches reporting: Dunseith, Fargo, Lansford,
·Minot, Dunn Center. Officers elected: Warren McElwain,
president; Thomas Leitch, and C. A. Smith, counselorls!;
J. W. Darling, srecretary; W. H. Lively, treasurer; Bertha
Gra:ham, membeil' lib1:1a;ry board; J. W. Wildermuth sustained as bishop's agent, who reported balance on hand
$165.13. Next conference at Fargo, time to be set by district officer1s. J. W. 'Darling, secretary, Thorne, North
Dnkota.
1
1 ,j
: i ~lj
EASTERN OKLAHOMA.-A1t Manchester, Texas, July 28, di&trict president in charge. ~Branches reporting: Grannis,
ArkanS'as; Jacks'o1nville, Arkansas; Manchester, Ttexas;
Shawnee, Texas; Winthrope, Arkansas; Fanshawe, Oklahoma; Wilburton, Oklahoma. Ten of the priesthood reported. J. C. Chrestensen of the tabernacle committee
reported that they did not buy a tabernacle because of lack
of funds and a scarcity of tents,. 1FoHowing resolution
adopted: "Resolv-ed, That no persorn shall be ordained to
any office in the Reorganized Church of Jesus Ghrist of
Latter Day Saints in this the E1astern Oklahoma District, who
is addicted to the use of tobacco or s:t1:1ong drinks (liquor)
or gross sinful habits; and that no person shall be ordained
only as the law of God may direct, as found in the Bible
and Doe,trme 1and Covenants; a.nd be it furtheiJ: resolved,
that we will not hono,r the calling or official labors. of anyone holding the priesthood who persists in continuing their
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sinful, unlawful habits afte1r being prop,erly labored with."
Officers elected: J. C. Chrestensen, p:reside1nt; J. E. Kelsey,
secretary-treasurer. Wilburtqn, Oklahoma, was selec:bed as
the plac:e for the next confe'rence, to he held some time in
February, exact date to be set by district president. J. E.
Kelsey, secretary.

Convention Minutes
EASTERN 0KLAHOMA.--Religio, at Manchester, Te:x;as, July
27. B. F. Pollard eiected president pro tern. A motion pre·
v,ailed that since there is not a live local in- the district wei
declare the district disorganized. The balance in the treasury
was given to the district Sunday school. 011a KeJs:ey, s.ecretary.

Conference Notices
Eastern Colorado, at Wray, September 1 and 2. E. J. Williams, s.ecreta~ry, 1210 South High Stree1t, Denver.
Southern Indiana, at Derby, September 8 and 9. Please
report for four months ending August 31. M1aH reports
promptly-after this da,te. P·earl F. Newton, seereta,ry, 1506
West Twenty-first 'Str1eet, Indianapolis, Indiana.
'C81ntral Oklahoma, !Skiatook, September 1 and 2. Branch
clerks please send in their reports 1at once to Mrs. T. L. McGeorge, Terlton, Oklahoma.

Convention Notices
Western Colorado, Sunday school at Ba,yfield, Colorado,
August 24, 2 p. m. P,rogram in evening at 7.45. All coming
.by 'railroad will be melt at Dum,ngo and transferred to Bayfield by auto. Minnie Akers, s,ecretary; M. L. Schmid, supeo:•
intende:nt.
Eastern Colorado, Sunday school at Wra,y, Augus.t 31.
Send credentials to Mrs. Agnes Massey, secretary, 1171 Kalamath Street, Denver, Colorado.
_

Reunion Notices
·Northwe'stern Kansas, changed to August 18 to 26, five
miles east and three fourths south ,of Osborne, Kansas. J. B.
Ansley, committee. Conference will conv€1ne during reunion
1and all reports should be sent to J. B. Ansley, sec11ertary,
!Osborne.
Those coming to the Clinton reunion, August 24, please
pl'ovide their own meals, as the committee have decided not
to maintain a dining tent. A lunch sta,nd will l-ikely be provided.
The reunion of 'the Portltand ·District has belen called off by
1a majority vot,e of the committee. The committee regret that
our members find themselves so situated that they are unable
to patronize either financitally or by their presence the proposed meeting. May the Lord abundantly prosper his
people so that 19,18 may find us. amply able to sustain such
useful gather~ngs. Also please note that this in no wa,y
affects the usual summe,r conf:er1ence, notice of which will be

0 MORE P

giv:en in due time. C. E. Jones, G. M. Appleman, L. B.
Shippy, of commilt,tee.

Two-Day Meetings
.AJt Brant, Michigan, August 25 and 2:6. Those coming by
tmin will be met at Chesaning, Friday afternoon. Also a
two-day me:eting 5 miles east of West Branch, on . Hemlock
:Road, September 1 and 2. All coming by tm,i1n will be met
at West Branch with autos. Those who can should bring
ibaske,ts. Two-day mee:ting at Glover, ·September 8 and 9.
Trains will be me:t at Bently. George' W. Burt, president.

Quorum Notices
Far West Quorum of Elders will meet each Sunday of the
Stewarts,v:ille 11eunion, August 19 to 26. R. S'. Salyards and
B. J. Scott will address these meetings on some: live topic
and an election of a quorum secretary will also be considered.
B. R. Const~nce, s:ecretary.

Our Departed Ones
HowE.-Violet May, infant daughter of John C. and Anna
Howe, la·t.e of Little Sioux, Iowa, was borrn October '25, 1915.
Died quite suddenly from some complication attending whoop~~ng cough, on Augus1t 6, at Ger:es, California.
Interment at
'Modesto. Sermon by H. J. Davison.
HILLYER.-Alica Orphe:lia Clites was born Janua,ry 5, 1855,
in Pennsylvani1a. Married Robert S. Hillyer, February 13,
1873. He died JUine 1,9, 1916. Six chilckel!l we1re born, 5 of
whom survive. She was a fa,ithful member of the church
for years1. Died at Imogene, Iowa, August 5. Funeral service!S in Methodi:st Episcopal church, at Strahan, Iowa, by
W. E. Haden.
PRUDEN.-Louis M. Pruden was born in Montrose, Iowa,
May 6, 1873. BaptiZ!ed when seventeen. Married in 1902 to
Miss Zulah E. Wells, of Moline, Illinois, who lives to mourn.
Leav;e1s one daught,er by a former mar,riag~e,, Mrs. Earl Draper, of Anna, Kansas. He died at_ the Saint Hele:na Sanitarium where he had bee,n taken from his home at Napa,
Caltiforni1a. 1Several sisters and brothers also· remain.
CRAWFORD.-Haro~d Ber:ve Crawford was born August 21,
1901, at Inland, Michigan, baptized M1ay 8, 1910, at Springfi,eld,· Oregon. Was youngest son <Of Robert T. and Flor·ence
C. Crawford. Killed June 21, at Skamania, Washington,
while at work in the woods, by a cable line~ breaking which
was drawing a tre1e over, killing him inst~ntly. Besides
parents, he lea.v•e'S 5 sis:ters and 2 brothers. Funeral sermon
by G. M. Shippy, assisted by John H. Hanson. Interment in
•Orchard Cemet,ery, 2 s,isters having preceded~ in death.
VAN FLEE.T.-Abagail M. Van Fleet w.as born in Knox
County, Illinois, Decemhe:r 23, 1843. She wa:S the daughter
of Elijah and Sarah Aust~n. Married to Nelson Van Fleet
at Amboy, Illinois, October 23, 1:861. Moved to Aurora and
lived there for seven years; moved to Plano in 1868, and lived
the11e until the fall of 1870. Moved to Kansas•, taking up a
homestead •a.t or near Abiline, where they lived for 12 years.
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They came to California in January, 1883, landing ~n Los
Angeles and from there went to Downey, where :they lived
for 24 years. From here they moved to Los Angeles where
they have resided for 8 years. She attended the first conferenc:e of the Reorganized Church and was p1:1esent when
Joseph Smith was orda~ned. Together with her husband
wa.s bapti:?Jed in 1864 at Ba1tavia, Illinois. She was the
mother of 11 children, 8 of whom are living, 3 boys and 5
girls. •She has had an eventful career in the church and has
been one of the. staunch pillars of the latter~day work in
southern California for a third of a century. Funeral sermo,n by Thomas W. Willilams.

MOREY.-George M. Morey was born near Pleasanton, Iowa,
to David B. and Deborah "Morey, January 8, 1860. Baptized
August 1, 1868. •Married Sanah J. Rossi,ter~ at Beatrice,
Nebraska, March 22, 1891, who survives him. Two children
were born to them, on:e dying in infancy. Brother Mo11ey's
death came from heart failure, July 28, 1917, and was very
sudden. The funeral servic:es were conducted at the church,
Pleasanton, Iowa, by R. J. !Lambert, who preached the
sermon. Interred in the Hamilton Cemetery, July 30. His
influence for the church was good and will be missed.
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Our gre1atest glory consists not in llleMer falling, but in
rising every time we fall.-Olhner Goldsmith.
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Is for Sale

If you can be inte11e1sted .in a well
!built home, thoroughly _modern, in a
beautiful residence district of Independence, Mo., write me and I will take
the n1atter up in detail wi•th you.
Respectfully,
John M. Lloyd.
619 N. River Blvd., Independence, Mo.

Printer.

anted

We want a. first class ad and job ma,n.
One capable of taking charge of county
weekly. Linotype in office.
Chronicle, Lamoni, Iowa.

I L

u

be one of those who will help win the war by tu1:1ning farmer and
raising something-to-eat to-sell-at-high-priee'S? Good! Then I
hav·e a message for you! You can find no better plac·e to raise
grains, forage crops, cereals, sugar he:ets, potatoes, fruits, live
stock or poultry, than in the territory :along the Burlington's
lines. You can homestead a whole section of Government land
(640 ac!les-th~nk of it) in Wyoming; or purchase improved land
in northeastern Colorado or southwestern Nebraska, where the
, climate, transportatioi!l and markets are right, on mighty attractive terms-i,f you :act before it is too late.
There's no time like the present, so let's get started today. Write
me about your plans and I'll give you the benefit of my experience. There is no charge for this-it's a part of Burlington Service. The c~mpany pays me to help you find what you want.

S. B. HOWARD, Immigration Agent
62 Q Building, Omaha, Neb.

LET US ORDER YOUR BOOKS
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It's an Encyclopedia of Church, Information
Twenty Authors
These are the Subjects:
An d~pen Letter to the Clergy
All Brighamite Roads Lread to Polygamy
An Examination of rCampbellism ·
The Apostasy and the Reformation
A Glimpse at the GoVJerrnment of God
Book of Mormon. Evidences of its Divinity
Corner Stones of the Utah Church
The Old Jerusalem Gospe l
La,tter Day Saints. Who Are They?
The Church of Jesus Christ
Why I Believe the Book of Mormon
~Seventy-one Theological Questions ·
What Did J erSUS Prreach ?.
Joseph Smith; Was He a Prophet of God?
Why I Became a Latter Day Saint
Joseph Smith in His Own Defense
1

Doctrinal Ref:erences

Faith in God
R,epentianc~e
Bap~ism of Water
Layd,ng on of Hands
Baptism of the Spirit
The Resurrection
The Eternal Judgment
The Temple Lot Case
The Kirtland Temple
The Plea for the Golden Rule
Our Defense
The Church in Court '
Creed Making
Who Was Joseph Smith?
Nature of Man
What We Belierve
The Atonement of Christ

Thirfy. .four Tracts
The "Dollar Library" Authors
are Men Known Through ..
out the Church
ELBERT A. SMITH
PAUL M. HANSON
JOHN W. RUSHTON
JOSEPH R. LA MHE,RT
1

R. C. EVANS

JOSEPH LUFrF
T. W. WILLIA!MS
WM. LE,WIS
A. B. BHILLIP:S
I. M. SMITH

J. W. PErTERSON
H. 0. SMITH
ALVIN KNI8LErY
S. K. SORENSON

T s library is of particular

valu~

to

Ministers, Members and Good Literature Committees

end your dollar for a set to-day
Herald Pub. House

Ensign Pub. House

lamoni, iowa

ln.deperiden.ce, Mo.
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, - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , OFFICIAL PUBLICATION OF THI! RI!ORGANIZI!D CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - _ ; _ _ . ,
01' LATII!!l DAY SAINTS
Entered .. ueeond-da!:' matter at lamoni, Iowa,

pool

office

"There ab.all not IUl)' man a.m~BDI!f you have save it
be one wife; and concubines he shall have none."Book of Mormon, Jacnb 2: 36.
·
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lf ye eontinue in m:v word, then are ye :my diaciple,s
indeed; "'"d :ve shall know the truth, and the truth shall
make you fr,ee."-John 8: 31-32.

Holy

Book of
Mormon

Doctrine
and Covenaats

Scriptures

Lamoni, Iowa, August 22, 1917
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COGITATIONS OF A CONVALESCENT
It is Sunday. To preach--"it is verboten." And
anyway I have no audience excepting trees and a
brook, and it is said that they r>reach their own
sermons. But who can "forbid meaitation? We
cannot even avoid it when we would.
Editorials are supposed to be impersonal. E'd. itors are as impersonal as Deity in the opening chapters of Genesis. But cogitations are prone to be
personal-and disconnected. So "we" may be pardoned if I become personal. .I am out of the way
of being an editor.
Lecturers on psychology are fond of telling people that they have va~t ;reservoir,s of energy of
which they are not aware, and that if they will but
tap these reservoirs they can perform prodigious
labors.
They do no~ tell what will happen after the reservoirs of reserve force are exhausted.. They should
do so, for it is most interesting. Orne. may find out,
however, by the simple process of working at mental
work each day until mentally exhausted and then at
physical work until physically exhausted, and then
at night reviewing the day's labor and planning for
the next day.
·
If this is kept up persis1tently one obtains a free
trip over "the road of a thousand wonders" known
as nervous prostration. He will come to learn that
the most terrible words in the English language
are, "Seeking rest and not finding it."
I am just getting back from such a trip and have
had what my friends refer to as a "vacation."
Watching a broken .winged sea gull limping down
a lonely strand in the melancholy shades of evening,
while his former companions flew gayly out to sea,
I soliloquized: "Well, old fellow, you too are having
a vacation."
Vacations are . fine when desired. Recently l
heard a motorman say : "T wish I could take six
months off. from work twice each year. for ten

years." He was a volunteer. With conscripts it
is different.
The overburdened should take their vacation
while they can enjoy it. I have become suspicious
of that old song which says : "There must be no
furlough granted in the army of the Lord."
After riding about in a wheel chair for a few
months I reached this conclusion. Much as I would
like to own an automobile or a Ford, anything that
I could refer to as "my cah," it is even more desirable to have two perfectly good legs Gapable of being
used for purposes of locomotion at a reasonable rate
of speed whenever needed. And on that question ·
of a reasonable rate of speed I am somewhat like
the gentleman that I met as he was coming down the
lower slopes of Pike's Peak. The climb up had been
very strenuous, and it wa·s even worse going downhill, as it usually· is. As I passed him he said to
me: "If the Lord will forgive me this time and let
me keep my legs I will take better care of them in
the future."
I am glad to report that I am able to walk again,
if not flO fast .and so far as of old, still it is walking,
and·I appreciate Adam's motor as never before.
At this writing we are for the time being domiciled
in a tent house on the banks of a cold mountain
stream in Lytle Creek Canyon, some twenty miles
from San Bernardino. A former tenant has named
it "Bubbling Brook Camp."
Some one left a horseshoe at our tent. I wonder
if it means good luck. The Smiths were said to
be superstitious a hundred years ago. That was an
awfu.l cha.rge until it was learned by actual inquiry
that seventy-five per cent of the professors and students at Harvard are superstitious now. Woodrow
Wilson says thirteen is a lucky number for him,
and Friday a lucky day. And we suspect that the
Kaiser carries a rabbit's foot. What a notable company Joseph Smith and Lucy Mack are come·among.
The California :Saints have been very kind to us,
as usual. But the weather has been most inhos-
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pitable. The winter was long ~nd cold. The summer has been the hottest on record'-the Government
thermometer at San Bernardino registered one hundred and sixteen and one half on one occasion-as
hot as one might wish to become in this or any other
world. Next year's oranges are burned up on the
trees-very nearly a total loss.
Now in conclusion, as the elder says in the middle
of his sermon: In many respects the year has been
dark and dreary, due to sickness, and the loss by
death of friends and rt:llatives, and inability to continue our service in the church.·
Y.et we realize that it is true,. as; Longfellow says:
"Into all lives some rain' must fall, some days he
dark and dreary."
And probably while we pity ourselves, our neighbor to the right or the left is w:orse off than we.
We never know when we are side by side with tragedy. :My s·eatmat~ in the stage coming up to this
camp was a young man in apparent good health.
If I thought of him at all it was to envy him, until
he confided in me that he had recently lost his wife.
She had burned to death. The horror of the tragedy and his consequent loneliness had weighed upon
his mind until he had become a nervous wreck and
was fleeing to the hills for refuge.
. In answer to the prayers of the Saints, my wife,
who was very ill with pleura-typhoid for a long
time is now recovering rapidly.
\And in answer to similar prayers,· despite many
hindrances, I am progressing toward recovery.
Our hearts turn homeward. Often we sing the
refrain:
"Home, home, shineth before us; when, w4en shall
we get there?"
We solicit a fm1ther interest in the prayers and
faith of the Saints. I want to get back to my work.
July 28, 1917.
Er~BERT A. SMITH.

PRAYER MEETINGS
Who may take charge of a prayer meeting or of
Must one of the
priesthood preside, or if none of the priesthood are
present may a member be chosen to take charge?
This question was brought up many times with
our late President Joseph Smith, and was answered
by him through the columns of the HERALD.· We
give herewith several extracts from these editorials:
A b1:1other writes and asks the following question; the
circumstances bei1ng that there are 1a :Dew living somewhat
near together, but no officer near them that they know of:
"Have we a 1right to meet and hold a pmyer meeting without an •elder present? Please ghne us some light on this subJect in your next 'issue."
W'e ;reply to the above question, that wherever the Saints
may he, "two, or three,''' or more, it is the privileg1e and right

a prayer and testimony meeting?

to hold seasons of pr.ayer, as they may agree, whether there
is an offic.e'l: of the church pres~nt or not. We know of no
reason why Saints may not meet and enjoy .the communion
of the !Spirit in prayer a,nd conv.erse tog1e:ther concerning the
kingdom of God, and ·his, mercy to the world and his loving
kindness to his people. So we answer 1the question-Yes.ISAINTs' HERALD, vol. 39, 1892.
PRAYER MEETINGS

In places wheDe prayel' meetings are held ;among the Saints
where a branch organization has not·be•en perfected, the rule
regarding who should preside would be, the one present holding the highes.t office in the prielsthood g;hould take charge.
In case no officer should be pres•ent the one to take charge
should! be appo~nte•dr by a motion and vote of those present.
If there should be an elder in the1 locality, he would be privileged to suggest some one of the lai-ty to tak,e charge fmm
time to time, if it was known •that neither he nor any other
officer would be present; b11t he would not be authorized to
.appoint anyone to take charge permanently without the. con, sent of ·the Saints authoritatively to put any,one ~n charge.
If a branch organization was effected, the presiding officer
could name another office•r to have temporary charge, he
could not prop•erly appoint a lay member; though he could
suggest who might he a suitable person to tafue charge when
no officer should he present. The •Saints who may at any time
be assembled for prayer ;and find that 1no officer is pDesent to
take charg.e•, may select one of their own numhe•r present to
le,ad, so tha-t their assembling may not be lost to them.-THE
SAINT'S' HERALD, vol. 51, 1904.
. This topic has been discussed by President J os.eph
Smith several times in the HERALD. l;n volume 48,
page 182, he answered that either a brother or sister
may open, conduct, or close a prayer meeting concluding as follows: "They should hold their meeting
by all means, if they can do it without a controversy,
or wrangle over who should take the lead."
Reference might also be made to volume 25, page
97, volume 46, page 81. The discus1sion is also taken
up in regard to prayer union· of the sisters which is
di1scussed in a favorable way. (SAINTS' HERALD,
vol. 36, p. 209; 39, pp. 390, 453; 52, p. 1138.) In
volume 55, page 507, another aspect is considered
still as affecting the prayer union as follows:
Our understand[ng of the matter is this: there were a
g11ea.t number of inquiries made in the HERALD from time"to
time, for prayers to be offered for those who were sick, afflicted in body, or distressed in spirit. This attracting the
attention of some of the sisters of the church suggested the
thought that it would not be improper, for some of the sisters ~n any ghren locality to meet by agreement on some
certain day of the week and at a given hour of the day, for
the purpose .of 1entreating in prayer o;n behalf of these
afflicted persons. We w:ere cons.ult•ed about this contemplated
prayer service, and readily gave the matter consideration
and approval .... Of l:a•t~e·, however, we have heard some complaint aris·ing out of the fact that in some places these praye.r
unions have assumed 'a cha.racter of the ordinary testimony
meetings held by the branch, and over which the officers of the
·church preside; this is 1a departure from the original intention and must be avoided; as advantage has been taken
and will be :taken of the c•onditions, and impositio,n by improper spirits will result, the sisters being off their guard.
We advise at once a rert.urn to the original intention and .understanlding upon which the•se pray.er unions were estab-
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lished. When this is do,ne we see no reason for the intervention of the church authority: in regand to them.
We may be wrong, but it se.ems to us sometimes thwt thJe
priesthood is a little too jealous of its pr,erogatives, and a
little too rest~ic1tive of others.-Fl1om an editorial on prayer
meetings, ,after giving a' simila,r answer to the above,
SAINTS' HERALD, April 6, 1881.

It seems clear from this that prayer meeting may
be held by men or women with or without a member
of the priesthood, but such meetings should not be
held in a spirit of contention, if there is contention
or grave objection we should refrain. ,But such
meetings are not to be conducted as ordi,nary testimony meeting. It belongs to the eldership to discern unclean spirits, and especially does it belong
. to the presiding elder ; but the priesthood should
not be too jealous of its pr·erogatives, but should
wo:r:k for the good of the cause.
But a prayer and testimony meeting should not be
held unless the officers of the branch, the priesthood,
are present and in regular charge.
It belongs to the eldership, and especially to the
presiding elder in each branch, to perceive and rebuke an evil spirit. (See. Doctrine and Covenants
50 : 7 ; 46 : 7-Ia,st sentenoe.) The elders are to
direct the meetings as directed by the Spirit. (Doctrine and Covenants 17: 9; 46: 1.)
Joseph Smith the :Martyr is quoted in Millennial
Star, volume 17, page 312 (published May 19; 1855),
as saying:
Every spirit, or vision, or singing, is not of God. The
Devil is an omtor; he is powerful; . . . The gift of discerning spirits will be given to the presid~ng ·elder. Pray for
him that he may ha¥e this gif,t. Speak not in tongues without understanding it, or without interpretation. The Devil
can speak in tongues; the Adversary will come with his
work; he can tempt all classes; can sp1eak in English or
Dutch. Let no mre speak ~n tongues unless he interpret, exC•ept by consent of the one who is pla.ced to preside; then he
may discern or interpret, or another may.
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ica, under "Tapeworm," states that there are three
kinds, from beef, pork and fish, of which the seoond
is the more common. In all cases it comes from
1
the eating of food, raw meat, or meat poorly cooked.
Much less of it is to be found in the United States
than in northern Europe. Careful inspection rtends
to eliminate the danger, but cooking, thorough cooking, is certain to destroy the lurking germs.
The same authority, under "Trichinosis," states
that in 6,329 cases of the dis.ease, 5,456 came from
eating raw pork. Swine are rthe main source of
infection, and careful inspectiolli ;under a microscope is only a partial protection, for thirty-two per
cent of the cases examined, were caused from meat
which had been passed by the Government. But
thorough cooking is an effective 'preventive,· and
after the mea.t is thoroughly cooked it is stated there
is no danger of infection.
Pork is li1sted regularly among . the ·recogniz·ed
foods in this country, and one which possesses a
high nutritive value, and is regularly considered in
most courses of dietetics.
In view of the data set forth above there is very
good reason offered for the declaration of this law
of saniJtation. Camping out as they did, and with
more or less imperfect methods of cooking (in fact
it is still considered ,the thing in the best restaurants,
and in the civilized oountries, to serve beef underdone) pprk is a serious source of infection.
So far as the divine law may be concerned, the
1Mosaic law has been done away with in Christ.
(Romans 10: 4; 8: 2; Galatians 3: 13; 24: 25;
4: 1-31; ,John 17: 7, ·etc.) The Christian nations
have not considered themselves bound by this prohibition. In plain fact, Wle still have reason to believe that there is strongly the natural reasons back
·Of these prohibitions of the Mosaic law. So far as
we are concerned, the New Testament lays down
no special restriction except to avoid giving offense
in .the eating of meat. That is, do not eat meat
sacrificed to idols, if it would offend. Also we have
the emphasis on temperance by the early Christians.
]n modern times we have the declaration of the
Word of Wisdom:

Our late president is quoted above from SAINTS'
HERALD, volume 55, page 507. 'President Frederick
M. Smith, so far as we are aware, has not expressed
himself dire.ctly on this question, but in the light of
the strong position taken by him in the July, 1917,
Unity, on the right and duty of ,the Melchisedec
priesthood to preside, there is every reason to pre- , Yea, flesh also, of beasts and of the fowls of the air, I, the
sume that his views are in accord, vyith those of his Lord, hath ordained :Eor the use of man, with thanksgiving.
Neverthel.e:ss, they are to be· used sparingly; and it is pleaspredecessors.
S. A. B.
ing unto me tha1t they should not be used only in times of wintsr, or of eo1d, or famine.__;Doctrine and Covenants 86: 2.

PORK

The .Mosaic law forbade the use of pork. The
Jewish liilncyclopedia, volume 11, page 609, contends.
that swine are most subject to disease, thart their
intestines· more nearly resemble that of man,. so that
the consumption of swine has been considered
dangerous to mankind. The Encyclopedia Brittan-

Yet we are rtold :
I

And whoso forbiddeth to absta~n £rom meats, that man
should 1riot eat the s1ame, is not ordained of God; for behold,
the beasts of the field, and the fowls of the air, and tha.t
which cometh of the earth, is ordained for the use of man,
for food, and for raiment, and that he might hav;e in abundanc,e, but it is not giv,en that one man should possess that,
which is above another; wherefore the world lieth in sin;
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and woe be unto man that sheddeth blood or that wasteth
flesh· and hath ,no need.-Ibid., 49: 3.

and the extremes are even greater. These cold
winters require different food and· treatment from
the
mild and more nearly uniform temperatures of
F11om this it would .appear that meat should be
Palestine.
used very sparingly indeed, except in cold weather,
So far as investigations have shown, these conor times of famine. In these rev;elations we must
remember· that under frontier conditions they we:re clusions appear to be confirmed. Pork is more a
not possess•ed of a variety of food, such as we have source of danger than· is beief and other meats,
to-day. Yet meat is not denied to us; we are aware but may be used saf·ely when it is thoroughly cooked,
tha;t many physicians as well as others, urge a and as safely as other flesh. In fact, pork is given
a very high place for its nutritive quality and es>greater change in diet.·
pecially
fats. It is a meat for winter, as it is heatAnd again, verily I say unto you, All wholesome herbs
ing,
and
hence is not a meat for summer when we
God hath ordained for rthe constitution, nature, 1and use of
man, every herb in the season thereof, and every f,ruit in the can :1\:eep hot without additional help.
season thereof.... All grain is ordained for the use of man
Other meats rna{ prove injurious, too, as we
and of beasts, to be the staff of life, not o,nly for man, but
have
known men to eat beef in such quantities and
for the beasts of the field, and earth; and rthese hath God
so
regularly
that they could 1not keep awake in
made for the use ·Of man only in times of famine and excess
church, but snored regularly through the sermon,
of hunger.-Ibid., B6: 2.
regardless
of the speaker or how loud he spoke.
On compliance with this we are promised health.
That
indicates
also one possible fault with pork,
. 1As we understand it, the Mosaic law is riot bindMany
people
may
be like the bishop who afrter eating upon us to-day. So far as the law of God declares, we should eat little or no meat during the ing of much pork, awoke in the night in great pain.
summer months of the year, yet we may use it with The family came to his rescue with all the available
wisdom in the colder months. This includes the }:lemedies, but still he groaned, and carried on so
ordinary kinds of flesh used for food. Grains and that the l~dy of the house said, "Why, bishop, surely
you are not afraid to die!"
fruits in their season are all good for food.
·"No, sister, not afraid, only ashamed."
Pork is ·not a meat for hot climates, because of
S.A.B.
the high percentage of :f!ats. Palestine is: semi~
t11opical, and the desert where they wandered for
forty years was to the south and hotter. The mean
THE .LAMONI REUNION
,temperature of Palestine to-day is giv;en as 70 degrees for the plain and 62 degrees for the mounThe stake reunion progresses with added forcetainous r·egion. Snow rarely falls, and then stays fulness and significance. It seems as though such
only a day or two in the mountainous regions, where an abundance of God's Spirit is prtesent in the meetthey dwelt. The temperature often x:ises to 1010 ings that it must surely purge the dross from the
and 102 degrees in the Sihade. There are greater finer metals. The consecrated workers are renewchanges east of the Jordan, but hardly so extreme ing their pledges upon occasions so solemn that it
as in the United States.
is as though they are standing before the judgment
In this country the temperatur·e in winter drops bar of God, calling on him to witness their pledge.
to sixty below in the northwest; and the winter To~gues and interpretations, communications of the
mean of the north interior is below freezing ..
Spirit to the people, testimonies inspired by a Spirit
In Missouri twenty to thirty below has occurred not of man, are frequent and deeply inspirational.
many winter,s, While the thr·ee winter months aver- The very early prayer meetings of the young are
age for mean temperature below freezing. In Iowa revealing new sources of help not hitherto brought
the temperature has been as low as 43 degrees below to the light. And in all the meetings- one in attune
zero, with a mean temperature for the year of 47.5. with the spirit of the occa,sion must recognize the
M·assachusetts has a mean summer temperature importance of this reunion.
The big camp of nearly five hundred people, over
of 70, the same as for the year in Palestine; but the
winter average at Williamstown is 23 degrees. The one hundred and twenty tents, involv;es considerable
springs .are lo;ng and cold.
administrative ability, but with the cooperation of
Thus we could continue through most of the the people ev;erything moves smoothly. Two afterStates. The essential point being, that except the noons and evenings after preaching services ~we
:Dew southern States and southern California, which given over eFl.tirely to recreation, which has been
sWl average lower than Palestine, the mean tem- largely participated in, and the ~ord . has been
peratures are decidedly lower.·· But in addition to pleased to commend the Saints in times past for the
this, there is greater range of change in temper- manner in which they have taken part in this as
ature, as in many places it is as high as 140 degrees well as in other features of the work.
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On Sunday .morning, the 12th, President Frederick M. Smith addressed the !Saints i:n a most
powerful plea for a recognition of the crisis in· both
the world and the church, pointing out the relation
of the two, and the importance of a wise and immediate solution, to the stake and the church at
large. The large audience was deeply moved as he
portrayed some of the problems of the church and
the part the central places must have in the estab.lishment of. Zionic conditions. Perhaps more fully
than ever before, he plainly pointed out to the people of God that it is a time in which men's souls
will be tried as by fire but that those who will prepare for the emergency will pass safely through and
be fit instruments in the hands of God for the working out of hi's plans.
The attendanoe from abroad is noticeable. Some
have driven three and four hundred miles to be in
attendance, while a conside:mble number have come
from points within a radius of a hundred miles or
more.
The reunion is certainly an important factor in
our church work, and it is a matter of sincere regret that so many of our districts were unable to
hold their meetings this year. Yet it was only by
changing the dates a:nd paying more for tents that
Lamoni could· secure acoommodations th~s year.
While the meetings . lllWe not closed as we write
this, yet sufficient ha,s been noted to indicate the
nature of meetings and the success being ruttained.
The grounds are the admiration of all who view
them, and the improvements, together with the naming of the streets this year after historic church
places, lend a deJightful permanency to the grounds,
which will long stand as a monument to the, church
and its activities. The report of the committee on
naming the streets is of general interest and will
appear in the Autumn Leaves as written by Vida E.
Smith.
".
E. D. M.
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alone. He intervenes many times for the protection of those who love him and seek to keep his
commandments, not by the setting aside of law, but
in accordance with law. He has promised to fight
our battles and if our faith is sufficient we may look
for protection.
Later we may ·have another article or editorial on
this theme, the nature of evil and why it is permitted
in the world, so far as we are able to determine with
our present limited knowledge.
HOPE OF MESSIAH OLDER THAN BIBLE
The following item may prove of much interest
to our readers :
Philade,lphia, Monday, May 7.-The doctrine of a Mesc
sianic hope of the expectation of deliveranc.e from sin and
suffering by a god-man in the shape of a king, goes back at
Least to 2500 B. C., when the 8ume1rian 'theologians and
priests evolved a theory which has been the basis of Jewish
and Christian 11eUgion over since, according to tablets in the
Nippur collection of the University Mus,eum just translated
by Doctor Stephen Langdon.
The new tablets are of interest because they show that
the Sumerians never lost hope that .the res,toration to a state
of .siniessness and happiness through the agency of the
gods would come, and their faith was pinned: on 'earthly
ki,ngs who were deified and worshiped in the hoj:>e that one
would be a deliverer.
Elaborate rituals were made for all of them but each failed.
Then came the Semite c.onquest of Sumer and the era of pes-·
simism s.et in as shown by the famous epic of Gilmaish, one
missing book of which has just he1en found in the Nippur
collection of the University Museum.
The., discovery is considered important because it shows
that the Sumerians who first gave an account of the creatiqn, flood and fall of man, which were adopted by the Jews
al;oo provided the firs,t theme of a god-man who should suffer
death ,and redeem the p,eople from the loss of paradise. All
of thes-e docmnents date from before the time of Abraham
and are apparently copies of those much older. The fundamentals of Jewish and Christian religion are shown in tablets
at least 4;500 y,ears old.

The Sumerians preceded the Chaldeans, Babylonians and Assyrians in settling the valley of the
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
Euphrates. Their language and characters :wlere!
used by the latter races very much as Latin has been
WAR
used in the Catholic Church, in medicine and in law.
Question. If God is all powerful, why does he not From non-Symitic and non,..Aryan people, Nimrod
stop the war?
is now ascribed to them. The discovery of their
Answer. A careful study of the biblical records ruins has done much to oppose the strong Aryan
should convince us that it has not been the plan of. view of civiliz[l)tion upheld in the end of the last
our heavenly Father to compel us to be saved. He century, as their civilization appears. to have exhas given us our free agency to the end that we may celled considerably that of their sucoessors in the
develop and become his sons and daughters. Accord- valley of the Euphrate,s. Their culture 0·~ceeded
ing to Genesis 3 (Inspi:ted Version) Lucifer fell be.. that of the historic nations of antiquity.
cause he would have compelled man to be saved.
From a Biblical viewpoint it is not at all surOur heavenly Father wishes us to learn and grow prising that .We should find the fundamentals of the
until we become strong in the truth and prefer Jewish and Christian religion on the tablets written
righteousness. Yet he does not leave us entirely forty-five hundred years ago, for the gospel was
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preached to Adam, to Mos.es, to Abraham, and to
Noah. We should not be at all surprised to find
that their -early religion was superior to that of the
Jews.
S. A. B.
NOTES AND COMMENTS
Sacrifices, Their Origin and Significance
"A short tract with the above title by B. A. M.
Shapiro has come to our desk. It ~s for use among
English-speaking Jews and is pro-Christian. It is
of interest as giving the Jewish view of sacrifices
of the Mosaic l1aw and their meaning and also on
their idea of the artonement under the law of Moses
and through Jesus Ghrist.
Chain Letter Prayers
Chain letter prayers may be effective, but we
believ·e that the same energy put into a personal
appeal to God would be far more efficacious. We
have seen a number of such prayers, some of whjch
contain objectionable features, and with all of them
there is a threat that those who dare to break the
chain will meet with some dire misfortune. The
sister who sends in the most recent one says "this
~?eems to me to be superstition." We agree that
it has that appearance and advise against ail kinds
of chain letters.

in which inspiration was manifest. These two
brethren traveled all Wednesday night to get the.re,
and all Thursday night to get back on account of
the Lamoni reunion. But they counted their sacrifice in loss of sleep well spent in the light and strength
recei¥ed in that meeting.
Extensive Advertisers
The Utah church believes in advertising. · Under
the name of Doctor James E. Talmage as a4tho:r they
use whole columns of paid-for newspaper space to
tell about the book of Mormon. Their advertisements have appeared recently in a number of the
metropolitan dailies and no doubt reach many people.
If their edition of the Book of Morm<on did not contain a footnote-among many others-referring
the reader to section 132 of their Doctrine and Covenants for a further explanation of the marriage
question, it might not be so misleading. Perhaps
most of our readers know that this section i's the one
which Brigham Young brought out in 1852, saying
it had been received by Joseph Smith in 1843 and
containing some most reprehensible teachings whkh
make the Lord to commend polygamy. The book
itself condemns polygamy and rthey themselves claim
the Manifesto brought an end to the practices set
out in section 132; why confuse the ~eader in this
manner? The suggestion that further information
may be received from their mission at 'Irndependence,
rMissouri, is perfectly legitimate but withal liable
to confuse many.

Continue to Prepare for Ministry
"Vorted : that tthie adm:inistrlative committee be
a1sked to express the conviction of the Federal council that students in our colleges and also students
Without courage there cannot be truth; and with~
in o.ur theological seminaries and candidates for out truth there can be no other virtue.-Walter
foreign miissionary service continue their prepara- Scott.
tion for the Christian ministry, at home and abroad,
The mental contortionist may attract some at~
until actually called forth by our government, inasmuch as there will be increasing need of their serv- . tention, but the proclamation of the gospel of the
ices during and after war in behalf of the kingdom Lord Jesus Christ is not ''compatible with theologi·
of God."-The Federal Council of the Churches of cal gymnastics.-J ames E. Yates.
Chri.st dn Ame:dca. Repo·:cl of Specia,l Meeting,
You may think you ar.e going to .read your back
Washington, District of Columbia, May 7, 8, 9, 1917.
numbers of the church papers and magazines, but do
yori? If not, why. not see that others who need them
Stake Officers' Meeting
have
the privilege of reading them also?
Elders John Garver and A. Carmichael were
called to Independence from the reunion to attend
A Philadelphia divine was entertaining a couple
a meeting of the stake presidents and bishops on
of
clergymen from New York at dinner. The
Thursday, August 9. An unusually good meeting
guests
spoke in praise of a sermon their host had
is reported, with a splendid spirit present. Presidelivered
the Sunday before.
dent Frederick M. Smith returned from Colorado
The
host's
son was at the table and one of the
to attend this :r:neeting, and as he presented these
New
York
clergymen
said to him :
men before the Lord and asked his blessings on their
"My
lad,
what
did
you think of your father's
labors for Zion and her stakes, to prepare and care
sermon?"
.
for those who love peace and who shall flee to Zion
"I
guess
it
was
very
good,"
said
the
boy,
"but there
for refuge from the results of war and suffering in
were
three
mighty
fine
places
where
he
could
have
the world, his whole body trembled and the divine
approval was manifest. It was a wonderful prayer, stopped." -Chicago Herald.
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ARTICLES]
THE ETERNAL JUDGMENT

like expressions are used in the word of God ; eternal
punishment, everlasting life. Now there are some
(Sermon preached by Heman C. Smith, Sunday ev,ening, in the world, and have been for a long ,time, that be. Octobe·r 22, 1916, at LamQni, Iowa. Reported by Winsome
lieve that these terms have something to do with a
Smith.)
term or length of time that we are to occupy in these
Sometimes one of the most difficult things for a different conditions. I do not believe that the words
public speaker is to determine on what subject he have any reference at all to that. I, beiieve that
will address an audience. I am spared that anxiety eternal judgment means the judgment of the Eterto-night, as to whether I shall make a right selection nal, the judgment of God; everlasting life means
or not, by the fact that the subject has been adver- the life of God, of which we are to partake ; evertised for me, and I- have been requested to speak on lasting punishment means the punishment that we
a particular subject, the subject as you know who are to receive from the Everlasting One, without rehave read the advertisement or heard it announced, gard to how long it shall be endur·ed. It is everis on the eternal judgment.
lasting punishment if administered by the EverlastI presume that this term which has grown to be ing One, whether we suffer it for a da.y or forever
quite oo:rilJ:Dion among us, is derived from· the state- and ever. These terms are no indication at all to
ment made: by the Apostle Paul, found in the sixth the length of time that these conditions are to obtain,
chapter of Hebrews, where p.e says,
they simply mean that they are of God. Eternal life
Therefore leaving the principle of the doctrine of Christ, means we are to pa.rtake of the life of God ; eternal
let us go unto pe;rfection; not laying again the foundation of repentance from dead works, and of faith toward misery means that we are to partake of the
G{)d, of the doctrine of baptisms, and of laying Qn of hands, misery that will be meted out to us for our acts.
and of :t;'esurr;ection of the dead, and of eternal judgment.- Everlasting has the same meaning.
Verses 1 and 2.
ETERNAL JUDGMENT FOR ALL

As I said before, I presume that the name of this
subject is deriv;ed from that. It has grown to be
very common, especially among our people, to speak
in connection with other things, of eternal judgment.
Nothing that I can s~ay to-night, nothing that you
m~y think in regard to it will change the principle
involved in it; it will remain the same thing no
matter w:hat we do, wha,t we say:, or what our
convictions are in regard to i,t, and I need not say
to this audience that it is something that we must
meet. None of us expect to avoid it. Other things
we may avoid, we may reject, or we may escape, but
as for the eternal judgment we are all convinced
that we must some time stand before the bar of
Christ and be judged.
Notwithstanding we cannot change .the principle
involved, we may by correct understanding of it get
a higher regard for our Lord and greater reverence
for his justice and mercy than we can possibly have
by a misconception of this subject, and so far as
we may become instructed in regard to the truth,
we are getting nearer and nearer to the divine life.
A great deal of what I believe to be false theology
arises from a misconception of the term used here,
and other like terms.
ITS MEANING

Eternal judgment.

What does it mean?

Other

I might reason upon that for some time, but I
.think it not necessary. You will at once grasp the
idea. I will simply say if judgment is eternal, meaning that it is the judgment of the Eternal One-it is
God's judgment-:ilt necessarily folloWIS that that
judgment will be a just one, for .God is just. It
necessarily follows that it will be administered in
love, for God is love. It necessarily follows that it is
to be a judgment from which we are to receive exactly what belongs to us. God is no respecter of
persons, and he would not defraud U8 of our rights,
nor would he grant to us that which was not our due.
It will be absolutely just. It will be eternal judgment.
And he being no respecter of persons, it will follow
that it does not matter what period of the world
a man shall have lived in, whether it is in the days
of the patriarchs and prophets, or the days of Christ
upon ea.rth, or whether in our own time, that justice meted out to man will be '.the same, and we are
entitled in that judgment to' just what men are
entitled to who lived before; just what men are
entitled to. who will live after. It is an eternal
judgment, a just judgment, and )every! lll\an and
woman shall share alike.
I have no sympathy, however, with the popular
doctrine that there are b1,1t two places in the hel}eafter into which mankind will be received. One is
called heaven, and one is called hell; and the popular
doctrine is that if you do not reach the heavenly
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portal you will go into the lake of fire and brimstone
that burneth forever and ever, without regard to
the grade of morals, the faith and righteousness
which you possess.

An:d you see the justice in it, too. . He that knoweth
his Master's will and prepareth himself not, and
doeth it not, ought to be beaten with more stripes
than the man who does a thing worthy of stripes
ignorantly. He that knows not his Master's will
A JUST JUDGMENT
and commits things worthy of stripes, he is to be
Now if God's judgment is a just judgment-and beaten with 'few stripes. If the Master was right,
it must be that, if it were not God's i.t would not. the principle involved is very plain. I ought not
be just-it wilralso be true. Our lawmakers know to have said "if the Master is right," it ought to be
better than to punish men equally for all ~rimes. taken for granted always that he is right.
If they were to enact a law by which every man who
There are degrees mentioned here, and it illuscommitted a transgression of the law, no matter trates rthe principle upon which this great question
how small that transgression might be, should share of eternal judgment is founded.
the fate of a murderer, there would not be gallows
WICKED CITIES
enough to hang us on, and we would s'ay ·at once
that it was unjust, that men were not deserving of
Again, right along the same principle, we have
such punishment :for small offenses and we would another statement we want to call your attention to.
be right.
I invite your attention to Matthew 11, ·commencing
That is not the doctrine of the Bible. Ithas been with the twenty-first verse, where J esu.s Christ lookpreached because of a misconception of what the ing upon the wicked cities of his time, said :
Bible teaches, and as I have said before, a misunderWoe unto thee, Chorazin! Woe unto thee, Bethsaida! for
Sitanding of the terms used. I do not blame men if the mighty works, which were done in you, had be1en done
for misunderstanding, doubtless we are all guilty in Tyre and Sidon, they would have repented long ago in
of misunderstanding. One cannot believe according sackcloth and ashes. But I say unto you, It shall be more
to justice, that there is to be just the two places, tolerable for Tyr1e ;and Sidon at the d!ay of judgment, than
for you.
and that men are to be separated along the line beTyre and Sidon were wicked cities, and according
tween hell and heaven. Of course I believe in a
to
the popular doctrine would go to hell, . but it
sense it is hell to be punished. WhEm the big fish
would
be more tolerable than for the cities of
swallowed Jonah, he says he cried from the belly of
Christ's
time, and I cannot conceive of one having
hell. He was suffering a punishment, and that was
a
more
tolerable
experience in hell than another,
called hell. It might not be as severe in some inaccording
to
the
popular doctrine that everybody
stances as in others, but 1still it is in a sense hell when
must
burn.
in
hell
that does not become sufficiently
you are suffering punishment. Upon the other hand,
virtuous
and
righteous
to enter into the pearly
you are partaking of the blessedness of heaven when
gates
of
heaven.
you are getting a reward, and whether we are all
And rthou, Ca:pernaum, which art exalted unto heaven, shalt
going to be relegated into the two classes, or the
be brought down to hell: for if the mighty works, which have
two places, is not a question with me;
NOT ALL REWARDED OR PUNISHED ALIKE

I want to call your attention to a few passages,
and I have time only for a few, for there are many
passages upon every point that I1 shall introduce
to-night, that prove ,to me that all me11 who are punished will not be punished alike, and all men who
are rewarded will not be rewarded alike.
I invite your attention to the twelfth chapter of
Luke, beginning with the 47th verse, which reads
as follows:
And that servant, which knew his lord's will, and prepared not himself, neither did according to his will, shall be
beaten with ma,ny stripes. But he that knew not, and did
commit things worthy of stripeS<, shall be beaten with few
stripes.

They are both to be punished. There cannot be
a possibility of its being equal when one gets a few
stripes and the other gets many. It appears to me
that the fewer the better for our comfort, and the
more'--'the more severe will be the punishment.

bee/Il done in the,el, had been done in Sodom, it would have remained until this day. But I say unto you, Thiat it shall be'
more tolerable for~the land of Sodom in the da,y of judgment,
.than for thee.
'
1

Now here are wicked cities, all wicked, yet godom
was to have a more tolerable punishment than the
others, and the reason is given. It makes the jus~tice of it appear plain. Though Tyre and Sidon
were wicked, the Master said that if the things that
had been done in the citi~es of his time had been
done there, Tyre and Sidon would have repented in
sackcloth and ashes. Sodom would have been there
to this day. It would not };lave taken the course
under the same circumstances that Capernaum did.
Capernaum knew the word and should have a severer punishment.
That is the doctrine of the Master, that is the
principle upon which he f:ounds his judgment, that
is eternal judgment. And in that connection I want
to invite your attention to a declaration made by
the Master in regard to the judgment when he shall
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come. I am moving slowly to-night because I want get a reward for that act, the same as he does for
you to grasp what I: have to l'aY in this regard. any other act; but thart it would place him upon
I am told these things. by an authority that I can a level with the man who had lived a righteous,
in no wise doubt, that these things are to be meted consecrated life in the service of God all his days,
out to men along these lines of justice and of right, I do not believe. I believe he will receive according
and that when a man is arraigned before the bar to justice, and the man who engages in the service
of God that he will receive just ·exactly what he of God and continues thevein wihile life lasts, is
entitled to more than rthe man who simply says,
deserves, no more, no less.
I invite you· now to turn with me to the sixteenth "Lord forgive me," in his dying hour. I will not
chapter of Matthew and the twenty-seventh verse: deny to him the reward for that act. He ought
"For the Son of man shall come in the glory of his to have it. He will get it ..
Somebody as~s me though if that is not out of
Father with his angels; and then he shall reward
hacrmony with some other things in the Scripture.
every man according to his works."
Ah, there are so many different types of charac- We will see as we go along. Though we won't exters, so much difference in men that they cannot amine all the Scripture, we will answer some of
receive according to their works without that pun- those things.
I find this same doctrine of a reward according
ishment and reward differing as men di:ffier. He shall
to
works ih Paul's epistle to the Romans. I read
receive according to hits works, whether they be good
from
Romans 2: 5-11 :
or they be evil, and inproportion to the good, and in
But,
after thy hardllless ;and impenitent heart, treasurest up
proportion to the evil, and I say right here that I
unto
thyself
wrath against the day of wrath and revelation
cannot conceive of the idea of the great God, the lovof·the righteous'judgment of God; who will render to every
ing Father, who is a character of justice, of love, of man according to his deeds: .to them who by patient continumercy, ever saying to men either in this life or in ance in well doing seek for glory ~nd honor and immortality,
the life to come, "So far shalt thou come and no eternal. life: but unto them that are contentious., and do not
farther," and as there is northing in the word of obey the truth, but obey unrighteousness, indignation and
God to my knowledge that sa~s that when once w:rath, tribulation and anguish, upon every soul of man that
doeth evil; of the J,ew first, a;nd also qf the Gentile; but glory,
eternal judgment is passed upon him it shall remain honor,
and peace, to every man that worketh good; to the
fixed I believe he may alway:s progress. · Justice ,Jew first, and also to ~the Gentile: for there is no respect of
says that a man ought to suffer a certain punishment, persons with God.
but if that man changes, justice would no longer
SHEEP AND GOATSconsign him to what it consigned him to before,
That is pl1a.in, you will receive according to justice,
because he is not what he was before. He should
according to your merit and your diligence in doing
have a different judgment passed upon him, or a
that which is right. Sometimes when we talk along
different degree in his behalf, if he is different.
this line people .say, "Didn't the .Lord say he was
Nothing else could ever satisfy justice but that.
going to divide the people in the judgment day, and
He receives according to his work, and if his work
put the sheep upon the right and the goats upon the
shows improvement, his judgment would he rthe
left?" Let us read that and see what it does say.
better. If he shall become worse, judgm·ent must
Sometimes we get a different idea from reading a
be worse.
thing than: we have had from our preconceived opinDEATHBED REPENTANCE
ion. Now we find that in the twenty-fifth chapter
Some one says, "Are_you not then a Universalist?" of Matthew, and read as follows, it tells us just
No, not necessarily so. I hope for the salvation when it shall be, commencing with the thirty-first
· of all mankind, but I believe that depends upon their verse of this chapter:
When the Son of man shall come in his glory, and ,an the
works. It depends upon their worthines~s to be
holy angels with him, then shall he s,it upon the throne of
saved, whether in time or in eternity. Of course I
his glory: and before him shall be gathered all nations: [from
believe in the doctrine of repentance and forgive- that I understa;nd the jUidgment would not be passed upon
ness, but that depends largely upon us, and if we nations but upon individuals-it will he an individual judgdo sincerely repent that is a part of our work, and ment] when the Son of man shall come ~in his glory, and all the
hence we must receive for· that reason . accocrding holy angels with him, then shall he sit upon the throne of his
to our work jus.t judgment for that repentance. I. glory: and before him shall be gathered all nations: a nd he.
shall separate them one from another, as a shepherd divideth
do not count so much on deathbed repentance as his sheep from the goats: And he shall set the sheep on his
some people do. I believe that if a man lives a right hand, but ;the goats on the left. Then shall the King
corrupt life all the days of the vigor of his manhood, say unto them on his right hand, Come, ye b1e'ssed of my
and death suddenly overtakes him, if he shall sin- Father.
cerely, honestly repent of those sins, as he looks back
I want you to nottce what they are getting a
over them, and asks God for forgiveness, he will reward for. There is not an intimation that they
1
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are to get this reward because of their obedience
to Jesus Christ. They seem to be the honorable
men of the earth who have been doing good. There
had been a resurrection before this general judgment in which the righteous were to receive according to the book, and they were to live and reign
with Christ 1a thousand years before this, and in the
nineteenth chapter of Acts the ·Master tells the disciples that when he shall sit upon the throne of his
glory they shall sit upon twelve thrones, judging
the twelve tribes of Israel. When the eternal judgment shall come they will be divided, the sheep upon
the right and the goats upon the left, and
Then shall the King say to them upon his right hand, Come,
ye bliessed of my Father, inherit the kingdom prepared for
you f1rom the foundation of the world: for I was an hungered,
and ye gav•e me meat: I was thirsty, and y,e gave me drink:
I was a S<tranger, and ye took me 1in: Naked, and ye> clothed
me: I was sick, .and ye visited me: I was in prison, and ye
came unto me.

Now mark all those were material acts, nothing
said about obedience .there. Yet these men were to
have a reW1ard, and when they ask the question:
"When did we do these things," they seemed to be
ignorant of i<t, but from the kindness of their heart
they did good, because they were honorable, upright,
and good morally, and had regard for their fellow
.men.
"And the King shall answer and say unto them,
Verily I say unto you, inasmuch as ye have done
it unto one of the least of these· my brethren, ye
have done it unto me."
AND "THESE MY BRETHREN"

There are .three parties here. Here are the goatsgood moral, generous, sympathetic people. About
the same was said to these fellows, only a "not" was
put in their way, and they ask the question, "When
saw we thee in those conditions and did not minister
unto thee?" And he said the same to them that he
had to the othe11s, "inasmuch as you have done it
not unto one of these, my brethren, you did it not
unto me." You notice the third party-my brethren. They are the ones who had been faithful .to·
the gospel of Jesus Christ and been true ; they were
the ones who had been with the Master before this
judgment took place; they were the ones to whom
he had promised that they were .to sit upon the
thrones of his glory; they should be with him.
Now when eternal judgment comes, he says to
those upon his right, "Ye did it to thes'e my breth, ren," to those upon the left, "Ye did it not unto these
my brethren." These, my brethren, are the ones
who represented Jesus Christ, and the acts of men
towards these brethren were considered ·the same
as if it were done unto the Master himself.· iAnd
there i,s abundant scripture to that effect outside
of what I have quoted. Where the Master told the

disciples when they went out into the world that
they "who receiveth you receiveth me, and he that
receiveth me receiveth him that sent me." . That is
the principle involved.
ETERNAL·JUDGMENT GOD'S JUDGMENT

Now on the judgment day the men who have
treated these ·servants, the brethren of Christ, with
consideration, should get a reward for it, and those
who did not were to be punished for it, <as though
it had been done to the ·Master himself. It is a
principle of the judgment a1s taught here, 'it is
eternal judgment. It is God's judgment. :It is a
just judgment, and must be just for it is God's. ]t
is eternal punishment because it is God's punishment. God is just; God is eternal. That punishment is God's. punishment if such offenses always
remain so that they are everlasting, but When men
shall relieve themselves from that situation, their
punishment must be relieved too, justice could not
demand anything else.
I am sometimes told that if we preach that a man
will not go to hell and be in torment and burn in the
lalm of fire and brimstone, and stay there always,
that men will not repent, they will take their
chances. They have the privilege of taking their
chances, but .I think that when you present God rus a
just Being who will do for you what belongs to you,
that you will inspire men to love him, and there will
be more repentance and a greater degree of love and
consecration to God and his servants than there will
if you present him as a tyrant who is going to burn
you for ever and ever for an offense that you may
have repented of; .that there is coming a time as
some sa.y, when repentance will no Ipnger be noticed,
when a man can cry from the flames. of hell throughout all eternity and God willnort hear. That is :riot
the way I have learned hirri. I ha~e believed, and I
choose to believe, that his ears will always be opened!
to the cries of those who desire to serve him and
change their conditions from worse to better. I call
that eternal judgment, because it is God's judgment,
and because it is just judgment.
EVIL BRINGS ITS PUNISHMENT

Let no one suppose that he is going to escape judgment for the evil he does. That would not be just,
.and the moment God excuses a man and says, "I will
not punish you for your· transgressions," that moment he makes an exception in the case of one
individual over another he becomes a respecter of
persons, and I would be ashamed to represent him.
I care not whether he respects him to his advantage
or disadvantage, it is contrary to the character of
God, and lie would then cease :to he God.
"Oh," some one s1ays; "I do not see where repen7'
tance comes in." I do, I see that repentance is a part '
· of the good works we do. We are going to get a
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reward for it- in the ratio of our sincere repentance.
I do not believe repe'ntance is going to do for men
what some people think it will, though, that a man
can with impunity sin and never suffer any loss.
A BLOCK OF MARBLE

Some people think that they can commit sins
all their life, and at the end they may ask the Lord
to forgive them; and then fare just as well. as the
man or woman that ha:s been sacrificing, has been
passing through tribulation, through trial, and resisted temptation and made a good record. For my
part I do not want a record like that. I do not
want to appear before ~he bar of God and
find no blots there-~1 remember some things t
would like to have blotted out. I want to find some
blots there, but I do not want that re.cord to be
turned over page by page and when we get right
back here~all blots until you get to the back-and
· then have it recorded that I said, "Lord, forgive me."
I do not want a record like that. I do not think you
do. I think you want when eternal judgment shall
come, to find occasionally a bright spot in your
record, something done that you wanted to remain,
that you want God :to see and want to meet when
you shall meet at the bar of God and eterna,l judgment shall sit.

I look ~at that sometimes in this way: Suppose that
this book were a block of marble, polished as finely as
the art of man can polish it, so fine perhaps that you
could not discover a flaw in it with a magnifying
glass. . Let me take the point of a pin or of a needle
and scratch the surface of that marble-it would
never be as it was before, worlds without end. You
cannot make it what it®.was before. "Why," you
, say, "you canxepolish it and polish the scratch out."
No, you don't. You polish the whole face of the
marbl·e down even with the scratch. You take it off
all over the whole block of marble so. that it is reduced in· si~e, and the repolishing of that marble is
at a loss of material-there is no doubt of that.
So we mar these characters of ours. So by evil
deeds, and evil desires, and lustful practices you
contaminate your fair character, and you may be re!'EVERY MAN IN HIS OWN ORDER"
polished through the doctrine of repentance and
Turning to the fifteenth chapter of Paul's first
remission of sins that will take them away, that is so
epistle
to the Corinthians, I read, commencing with
far as the outward appearance is concerned, but if
the
nineteenth
verse :
you are repolished it is with a loss of material, cerIf
in
this
lrife
only
we have hope in Christ, we are of all
tainly of lost time, you have more than lost the time
men
most
miserable.
But now is Christ ris~n from the dead,
in which you are committing the sin, and not only
,and become the firstfruits of them that slept. For as i:r't
put something upon your record that you want Adam all die, 'tWen. so in Christ shall all be made alive. But
blotted out-and it is :to your interest to have blotted every man in his own •order.
out-but you have lost the time you might have
That is the point we have been trying to urge
spent doing good.
here to~night, that when you are made alive in
BLOTTING OUT OUR SINS
Christ, every man will be in his own order, in the
We pray every night pretty near, if wepray at all, position that belongs to him by right of justice.
"But every man in his own order: Christ the
"Oh, Lord, blot out from the book of thy rememfirstfruits;
afterward they that are Chri,st's at his
brance 'all things that are against me." Oh, how
coming."
fondly we hope he will do that. What kind of a lookI will not stop .to comment on that, it is too
ing record are we going to have if it is done? Suppose our record is in this book. When it comes to plain to be mistaken~ Every man will arise in his
the bar of God and the books are opened, men are own order.
judged out of things written in the books, according
Further on in this chapter, and commencing with
to their works, before the great Judge we turn over the fortieth verse, I read this: "There are also ce~
the pages. What is there? A page of blots. You iestial bodies, and bodies terrestrial : but the glory
asked for it, repeatedly asked that there might be of the ~elestial is one, and the glory of the terrestrial
blots there. You put something on the face of your is another."
record you did not want, and you asked the Lord to
There is glory in both cases, but one glory is
blot it out. If, in mercy, he did it, you have got blots~ greater than the other. Justice demanded it, juswhen you get there. It is better, of course, to have tice would see that it is meted out. Then by way
blots than to have the evil record there. How much of illustration the Apostle Paul says: "There is one
better it would be if instead of putting .things there glory of the sun, :and another glory of the moon,
that you wanted God to blot out, you put something and another glory of the stars; for one star differeth
.
there that you wa:p.ted to remain, to shine through from another star in glory'."
eternity in living letters of life. You have lost time,
Note that there are three, the glory of the sun, the
I tell you, whenever you do an evil act; though you moon, and the stars, but they differ in glory. That
may through your works of repentance have it is what tb.e apostle says, I am not responsible for
blotted out you have lost something.
it, and he says, "So also is the' resurrection of the
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dead." You cannot mistake that. As there are
so many differences in the glories in the fir:rp.ament,
",so also is the resurrection of the dead. It is sown
in corruption, it is rai1sed in incorruption: it is sown
in dishonor, it is raised in glory: it is sown in weakness, it is raised in power."
The glory typified by the sun no doubt is the glory
of the children of light, the glory of those "my
brethren" to whom he referred in the judgment
time, and if you want the glory of the sun,--the
greatest glory on earth-the glory that is typified
by that greatest of all, the one which rises in the
east and courses its way through the heaven, and
all others sink into insignificance compared with it-then obey the truth and live it! If that is :riot sufficient inspiration to cause a man to repent of his
sins and serve God, then indeed there is no use trying to reach him.
But you notice what Paul 'says about the glory of
the stars-one star differs from another in glory.
Some of them a!'e so bright that even before the
light of the sun disappears you can see their position in the heavens and recognize their 'twinkling
light, but others are so dim that it takes the darkest
night for them to come in:to view. "So also is the
resurrection of the dead." I1t say,s so just as plain
as can be, there is no speculation about it, that there
· is a glory ,typified by the sun-a glory typified by
the moon-a glory typified by the stars, which differ
in magnitude. I do not think there is any necessity
of making that any plainer, the book makes it plain.
These old theories about this burning fire and brimstone and the other place where men play upon
harps throughout all eternity, walk on golden
streets, and all that sort of thing arises from a
misconception of the words we have talked about
to-night--eternal judgment-eternal life-and eternal punishment, such· words as that.
ABILITY TO ENJOY

These words simply express the source from
which judgment comes, or else I am mistaken. Of
course we need to he prepared for anything that we
might enjoy. Even in this life it takes preparation
to enjoy anything. You cari.not enjoy anything without preparation for it, without you are schooled
along the line of the thing you desire to enjoy. You
take a deaf man and perform in his presence the
sweetest strains of music that ever saluted mortal
ears. A'sk him if he enjoyed it. Ask him if it is not
grand, if it is not harmonious. He says, "I don't
know." What is the matter? It is not the place
where he is-it is a good place to enjoy it, it is the
man that is wrong. :And so in the eternal world, it
is not so much the place but the condition you are in.
Take a blind man. Let him stand before the pictures of the masters; let him stand where the beau-

ties of nature are spread out before him. Ask him if
it is not beautiful. He says, "I don't know." Why
doesn't he know? He is in a good place. The place
does not make any difference, it is the man that is
wrong. In the first place he lacks the sense of hearing, in the latter the sense of seeing, and being a
defective man he cannot fully enjoy himself.
Take a sick man, and lead a table with all that
would tempt the appetite of a normal man .. Let.him
take a seat at that table. The chances are he would
turn away. It has the opposite effect upon him, and
he goes back home. It is a good place. There is
something wrong with the,system of the man, that is
the trouble.
And so with you and I, if we just simply want to
get into some place we might be accommodated, and
still not be happy. If we could enter into the pearly
gates and see God upon his throne with Jesus Christ
1at his right hand, surrounded with angels ~nd archangels, che:rubims and seraphims, if we were not
prepared we would be miserable. It would not do
us any good to be ,there. It is a good place but we
would be wrong.
"He that knoweth his Master's will," said Jesus
Christ, "and prepareth not himself, shall be beaten
with many stripes;'' 1S o we need the preparation.
To enter into the glory of God and enjoy it without
it, we could not enjoy it if w~ were there. The pl:ace
won't make us happy.
THE SPIRIT TO TEACH US

I tell you what we need, just in conclusion. The
Master promised to his disciples the Spirit that
would teach the things of the Father so they could
enjoy them. Oh, if wecould have the Spirit to par:..
take of the things 'bf the Father, to show them unto
us, we then would know something about what is in
heaven above. We too could have that influence if
that Spirit could have shown to us things to come.
Then we would be educated along that line, that
when we shall go through the dark valley of death
and enter into the portals of eternal rest, we shall be
acquainted with the things to be enjoyed there, and
we can enjoy ourselves.
Eternal judgment has decreed that without it we
must suffer loss. May God in heaven bless us with
the disposition and the cou~age to do right. And let
me tell you now that if you have a desire to do right
you will be recognized. A man is not always to blame
for falling down, buthe is to blame if he doesn't try
to get up. So a man may be overtaken in sin, he
may walk in slippery paths and miss a step, but he
is wrong if he justifies. himself in it and stays there.
He should use all the powers that God has given him,
and if he does he will find that. God will come to his
rescue. Men .may err, but if they remain in that
error, justifying themselves, they pass over the line
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that separates. the man from the beast, and are lost.
But if they make an effort, no matter how futile that
effort may be, a sincere, hone:st .effort to overcome
themselves, the God of eternal judgment, of eternal
life, will not suffer them to be lost. Somehow, somewhere, sometime the hand of God will be placed heneath him, and the struggling soul will be saved.
There is no question about it in my mind.
Let us struggle.

ENDING THE WAR
The following clipping from a United States paper
concerning the uniting of the Socialists to bring
about peace with the nations at war is of interest.
I wonder what part they would play to ac£!omplish
this all-important matter.
WOULD .UNITE THEJ SOCIALISTS TO PUT END TO THE l'IIG WAR

Buenos Aires, February 12.-A definite movement was
.under way in Argentine to-day to solidify Socialists throughout the world, into a mov.ement to restore peace in Europe and
to reestablrish the nSJtiQns the:re 1as republics.
The plan received enormous impetus yesterday at a meeting under the auspices of the Socialista party, held, despite
a downpour of rain, in the Plaza . Congresso. Thousands
braved the inclement weather and adopted resolutions not
only for th.e peace .and the republic m~ve, but also bitterly
denouncing an.y steps by the government which would be
calculated to bring the war to Argentine.
One half :the adult population of this ~ity favors some one
or more of the principles of the socialista.-Charles P.
Stewart.

·It seems to me that for any class · of people or
nation to club together to force peace before proper
conditions wel'e obtained would be a grave mistake,
and doing an injustice to God, and to the world at
large. Not that I believe God to be the promoter
of this war, hut ·as the people had brought about
conditions that could not be rectified only through
tha.t means, God will allow it· to go on until these
conditions are rectified.
First, had the Jews accepted the Christ that came
to redeem them, they would nort have been driven
from their homeland, nor put under Turkish rule.
Second, had the world at large', including so-called
Christians, followed the simple teachings of the
great master builder, the son of God, there would
be no war; aU would be living above the law of the
l:and ; loving God and their fellow man.
Jesus said to Peter: "Put up thy sword for all
they that take the sword shall ·peri:sh with the
sword." (Matthew 26: 52.) lAs a prelude read
first and second chapters of Isaiah. I have full
confidence in the allies, believing as I do that the
divine hand is leading them to bring about the emancipation of his once chosen people, the Jews. Jerusalem, Palestine, will be freed of Moslem power,
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which is a menace to that country, and the way will
be opened for the Jews to gather back to their homeland, and become a nation upon the heights of Israel.
According to ancient prophecy and history, our
Lord, speaking of the Jews, said : "lAnd they shall
fall by the edge of the sword, rand shall be led away
captive into all nations: and \Jerusalem shall be
trodden doWn of the Gentiles, until the times of the
Gentiles be fulfilled." (Luke 21: 24.)
See Deuteronomy 28: 45, to the end of the chapter.
These scriptures need no comment by me, as all
Bible students and readers of prophetic history know
that the Jews have qeen scattered among all nations.
Thirty-eight years after they had led away our Lord
to crucify him, an avenging army led away captive
all who had cried against the Son of God. Their
houses were desolate, the scepter departed, the daily
sacrifice ceased. The day of vengeance came and
not one tittle of the prophecy of Moses and the Son
of God had failed.
Over a million persons had perished, ninety-seven
thousand were led as captives, multitudes were
sent to the Egyptian mines, and thousands were
reserved for the triumph of Titus at Rome. Since
then the Holy City has lain at the mercy of the
Gentiles.
Zebulon Bird Vance in his great platform.lecture
on· "The Scatte:t~ed Nation," said: "I believe that
there is a morning to open up yet for the Jews, i~
Heav:en's good time, and if the opening in any way
commensurates with the darknerss of night through
which they have passed it will be the brightest. that
ever dawned U:pon a cfai:thful people." We quite
agree with :JY.{r. Vance and believe that the tilr;e is
near at hand, just at our door.
The Prophet Jeremiah speaking of this time said :
I will oause the captivity of Judah and the captivity of
Isra,erl to return and will rbuild them as at the first.-Jeremiah 33: 7.
And I will gather the remnant of my flock out of all countries whither I have driven them and will bring them to
their folds ai!ld they shall be frmitful and increase.-Jeremiah 23:3.

God also speaking through his servant Ezekiel
said:
And I will bring them out from the people, and gather
them from the countries, and will bring them to their own
land, and feed them upon the mountains of Israel by the
riv•Etrs, and lin all the inhabited places of the country.Ezekiel 34: 13.
Behold, I will gather them out of all countries, whither I
have driven them in mirne anger, and in my fury, and in
great wrath; and I will bring them again unto his place,
and I will cause the:m to. dwell saf,ely: and they shall be my
preople, .and I will be their God.--J eremiah 32: 37, 38.
Surely I will no more give thy corn ~to be meat for thine ·
enemi,es; and the sons of the s:tranger shall not drink thy
wine, for the which .thou hast labored: But they that have
~thered it shall •eat it, and praise the Lord; a.nd they that
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have brought it togetheT shall drink it in the courts of my
holiness.-Isa:iah 62: 8, 9.

OF GENERAL INTEREST

Shall I venture to say the last two lines have
reference to the Jews accepting Christ and com:-_
A PERTINENT QUESTION
memorating his death by partaking of the bread
and wine? "And one shall say unto him, What are ·
. That this war and its heritage of burdens will
these wounds in thine hands? Then he shall ansbreak
down the dam is the hope of all democrats.
wer, Those with which I was wounded in the house
To
thwart
Prussian military domination of the
of my friends." (Zechariah 13: 6.)
world
is
our
immediate aim. But a generation in
And I will pour upon ,the house of David, and upon the
arms
for
demot:racy
will not stop there. The people
inhwbitants of Jerusalem, the spirit of grace and of supplications: an,d they shall look upon me whom they have are long-suffering and blinded by cust~m. Not so
pieroed, 1and they shall mourn for him, as one. mourneth for will be the returning soldiers of democracy. .Their
his only son, and .shall be in bitterness for him, as one that long days and nights in the, trenches must have
is in bitterness for his firstborn.-Zechariah 12: 10.
stirred them to the wondering and the' thinking that
Then there shall. be great mourning and lamen- end in conviction. Will they not recognize the
tations in Jerusalem, every Jewish family apart. autocracy and the slackerism .of those who eat their
Then and not until then will they know that their bread. in. the sweat of other men's faces, and demand
forefathers were partakers in crucifying their long- a new social order as the reward of their sacrilooked-for Messiah.
fices?-The Public, July 13, 1917.
Israel, the whole house of Jacob, has prophetic
promises of a return to their loved Canaan, their
holy land. Through their long age of oppression
WOMAN'S AUXILIARY
the promises may have been obscured in the minds
of many. A few may be aware of it or be looking
for its fulfillment, yet will the fulfillment surely
Home Training for the Oriole Girl
come, . for the mouth of the Lord has spoken it.
(1Adidress given before the Auxilhuy General CQnvention
. Then shall they sing:
Awake, awake, put on thy strength, O· Zion; put on thy
beautiful garments,, 0 Je,rusalem, the holy city:· for henceforth ·the're shall no mo11e come into thee the uncircumcised
and the unclean.-Isaiah 52: 1.

at Lamoni, Iowa,, last April.)

·

The obje~t of the Oriole work is to associate the love of
home with pleasure.
What a wonderful work it is to create within the girl the
Sir Moses Montiefar, an elder of the Jews, when·· desire for home work and .at thie same time makJe her fee1l it
questioned as to his hope of ~" restoration of Israel is .a real pleasure.
Some of our young girls have been told in their patriarchal
replied: ":L am quite certain of it, it has been my blessings to Sleiek to become skillful allld practical houseconstant dream that Palestine must belong to the wives. This is what the Oriole work will do for our girls.
Jews and Jerusalem is destined to become the seat . The young man who is fortll!nate enough to win an Oriole
. girl for' his wife will not have to suffer from indigestion and
of the Jewish empire."
To thi's end God has been working through a Sir other disagr.eeable e!ffects of poor housekJeeping provided she'
.taken adv;antage of the oppol'tunit1 offel'ed her in the
Oliver Cromwell of England, a Napoleon and Mira- has
Oriole work.
beau of France; ,a, Casimir, king of Poland; a Baron
W1e who have the opportunity of working with the girls
Lionel Rothschild; a Disraeli, Earl of Beaconsfield. in the church ·and also outside the' church should esteem it
The United States as early as 1872 protested against a great pleasure, for by our influence we can gently 1ead them
the oppression of the Jews, under the Turkish rule, along and create within them the desire f,or development
and i~s communication to its ambassadors in the w;hich is one object qf the Oripie work.
, The following poem expres,ses the influence we have on the
different nations in 1902, reconfirmed the Govern- girls by, our .constant association with them.

ment attitude regarding that oppressed people. It
seems to me that no term of peace should be accepted until Palestine is freed of Turkish rule; To
this end I believe God is working through the allies.
To· my mind it seems that anything short of this
would be a complete failure.
When this is accomplished and the nations humbled, this w:ar will cease, but we will not have perfect peace until the kingdoms. of this world will
become the kingdom of our Lord and Savior Jesus
Christ. (See Daniel 7: 27; Revelation 11: 15.)
S. W. TOMLINSON.

"I took a piec,e of plastic clay
Anid idly fashioned it one day;
And as my fingers pressed it still,
It moved ancli yielded to my will.
I came again, when days were past;
The bit of clay was hard at last.
The form I gaV!e it still it bo11e•
But I could change i<t nevermore.
"I met a piece of living clay
And lived with it from day t.o day.
And sought to mold with gentLe art,
The young child's soft and yielding heart.
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I call]Je again when years had gone,
It was a man I looked upon.
His life that early impress bol'let,
But I could change it nev,ermore.''
If we work with the young we ,a,re constantly instruments
of molding. ~n example set, a word sp,oken is taken very
readily by 'them.
This molding goes on little by little as we mee1t wi,th the
girls each week and come in personal contact with them.
The opportunity for molding 1and development has a very
broad field in the ·Oriole work. The girl, eleven, twelve and
on up in the teen age will not forget tthe advice and counsel
given her by one who is closely associated with her as every
monitor must he who takes a personal interest in the girls of
her circle.
I 'find it a grteat pieasure to be closely associated with the
girls. During rthe past year mos1t mrery afternoon several of
the girls would oome to my home after school and bring their
work ,and spend an hour or sp with me. It gave me ,an opportunity. to get very close to the girls and help them in many·
ways.
The keynote of our success in this wo1n de,rful work is love
and companionship. Show we hav:e love for the girls, make
their 1nterests ours, sham their joys, also their sorrows, with
them, aJ;J.d we then ,axe sure of success.
It is our duty to try to mak1e them feel they have some
home work to do. In doing this work they are helping mother
as well as themselves thus creating within them the prin~
cip1e of helpfulness towards others even though it be only in
littLe things.
Some girls scorn the idea of scrubbing, cook~ng, dusting,
ironing ,and such things that belong to the household duties.
This should not be, for every girl should know how to do
housework.
The girl who has a dream home in mind with servants and
maids may not creaJiz-e this dream. She may not get such a
dream husband. Then her housework will dep.end on hecr
own hll!nds.
It is a fact that every girl should develop her talents along
musical, literary and other lines but with this shoilld come
the dev,e1opment of the taste for home work and then we ha,ve
all-around girls. This is what we are working for in the
Oriole work. We want 1all-'around Oriole girls.
Carlyle said: "All true work is sacred in all true work,
were it but true hand labor, there is something of divineness
in it."
This is as true of home work as any other Une of work.
The home is indeed ,a sacred place and when it is conducted
as it should be it is a hea-\len on eal'th.
The gi:rls of to-day will be the wives and mothers ,of tomor-row.
We can, as the poem ·srays, look back when years have
passed and see the beautiful charaders our girls have developed and the home builders they have become and feel a
degree of satisfaction 'that we have had our part in helping
them 'to become what they are.
If the home work Steems mono-tonous and is a drudgery it
is because there is a lack o-f interest in it. This in!terest is
supplied in the Oriole work.·
Emerson says, "TheDe is nothi,ng great accomplished without enthusiasm.'' Grea,te the enthusiasm in the home work
and you then have the foundation to a certain extent for
SUCC•eiSS in this line of work.
We must fry :to impress the girls that they should try to
be just as successful in their home work as they try to h~ in
the busines-s world.

I have found the girls do try to do their very best ~n working for points in the home work. They want their cakes,,
pies, puddings and vegetable dishes to he just as good as
mother makes, in fact they want them just a little better,
for they are going to receive a point for their work.
The girl who works in the mill, office or store doe:s not care
to burden hewself with cooking, baking or sweeping when
she returns home in th~ evening. 'She thinks she has done
her work for the day 'and mothe·r c,an do the work at home
for that is all she has to do. The Oriole work has inspired
the girJs to higher ideals than this. It gives them a broader
vision of home lif,e.
If .a member of the family is sick the Oriole girl has
gained some knowl:edge in her work how 1to take care of the
patient. They know how to prepare the diet and arrange
the tray in an attractive way, also how to make the bed for
the pa,tient.
·
This is prac:tical knowledlge that evelrybody should k:now.
W,e would not say the home work co1n sists alone in cooking,
sweeping, dusting and such things. Every girl should know
how to sew and mend her own clothes,.
During the past year in Scranto~ w'e have had sewing
1etssons, also cooking lessons for the girls which were enjoyabl:e as w.eU as helpful. The girls all appreciate very much
the kno-wledge they_ ~ain of home work.
Two of our yoU!ng Oriole girls wrote a paper each, for one
of our programs on home work. They told of the different
ways in which they could help mother and of the diffietrent
things they ha;d learned to do in the line of home work. They
also spoke of the ,educational value of the Oriole work. It
makes us rejoice when we see our girls alive to the opportunities offered them and how anxious some are to take
1advantage of such opportuniUes.
One little girl 'eleven years old in one of our Scrll!nton
circles heoame 'a very good cake baker through her efforts to
gain points of merit.d Each week she bakes a cake for her
neighbor who pays her for it and the money she earns in
this way goes toward her Christmas offering.
The 'economical side is not forgotten in the Oriole work.
The girls gain points for p:rlepa,ring a din,ner at a ratio of
ten cents per person, also at fifte,€Jin and :twenty cents per
person.
'Several of the.girls in our circles took the abov;e for points
during the past year. Although it took some very careful
planning yet the girls seem to enjoy this feature of it. When
a girl has wo,n her points of me,rit she does hot let her home
work stop there. By this time it has become a pleasure for
her to help in the home and mother still has iher help.
The Oriole work tea,ches the girl to be unsel-fish. They
think of others beside:s themselves. It 'also teaches them to
have love for all mankind.
We indeed feci very grateful that we have such a work
for our girls. It is a work we can point to with pride, :fio·r
it will lead them onward and upward in the great cause we
all love so well. I like to associate the following verse on
"Perseverance''' with our Oriole work.
"The proudest motto for the young
And precious, more than gold,
Within thy heart and on thy mind
This stirring word enfold.
If in misfortune's dr,eary hour,
Or fortune''s p:rospte'rous gale,
Just 'go ahead' with all thy power,
The11e's no such wordl as fail."
MRS.

J. R.
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Babies Dying in Poor Homes
Low wages of fathers and the gainful employment of
mothers away from home accompany an excessive death rate
among babies in Manchester, New Hampshire, according to
the r.epom on infant mortality in that city which has recently
been issued by the Children's Bureau of the United States
Department of Labor.
The study was based primarily on interviews with the
babies' mothers. It was absolutely democratic in scope and
included all babies whose births Wlea:e registered during a
single year and whose families could be found. Of all the
.babies studied, 01ne in six-165 per 1,000-had: died during
the fi-rst yea:r of life. There were wide variations in rate ber
tween different groups of the population, according to the
:liathers' ·earnings, the employment of the mother, the conges.~
tion of ·the home, and the way in which the baby had been fed.
Nearly half of the 1,643 babies had fathers whose earnings
were less than $650 a year, and more than one-eighth of the
babies had fathers ear,ning less than $450 a year. Only one
in sixteen (6A per c-ent) had fathers earning as much 1as
$1,250. The dea.th rate among the babies in the poorest
families was more than four times as high as among thos-e
in the highes-t wage group.
Low •earnings on the pa11t of the father appear to be the
most potent reason for the mother's going to work. Whe·re
the fathers earned les-s than $450 a year almost three-fourths
of the mothers were gainfully employ:ed during some part
of the year after the baby's birth. As the fathers' earnings
rise the proportion of working mothers falls until the group
whe11e frathers earned $1,050 or over, less than one-te;nth of
the mothers worked.
Keerping lodgers wras the chief occupa;tion of those who
worked at home and w0rking in the textne mills was the
chief occupation of those who worked away from home. The
mothers of 267 babies went out to work during the first year
of the baby's life and these babies had a death rate consider.ably higher than those whose mothers worked at home, or
were not gainfully employed. The rate is especially high277.3 per 1,000-among the 119 babies whose mothers went
out to work before they we.re four months old.
The babies were grouped also accord~ng to the kind of
house in which the .family lived. The death rate for ba:hiers
whose homes were in one-:fiamily houses was 86.1 per 1,000;
in houses containing seven or more f·amilies 236.6 per 1,000.
Similarly the rate showed a s-teady increase according to the
number of persons per room. It was 123.3 per 1,000' where.
the family had more rooms than persons; and 245.9 where
-there were two or more prersons per room.
In each economic group -the babies who were artificially
fed had fewer chances of survival tha,n the babies whos.er
mothel'S nursed them. But the economic status of the family
modifies the influence of f-eeding, and the difterrence in the
death rat~~ for brerast-fed babies and a:rttificially fed babi.es
is least striking in the highest income group.
·
1

At the Convention
REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT OF THE YOUNG WOMAN'S
D&PARTMENT

To the Presii!Jent of the Auxiliary and to the General Cone
vention, Greet~'ng :-As superintendent of the young woman's
diep·a.I'ftment I have been very earnestly engaged in carrying
on the work of the Oriole girls which is only a phase of the·
work of this department. The growth of this movement has
been so great that there has been no time for the develop-

ment of other phases of the young woman's diep·arrtment. Although at the beginning of the year we had the'· work divided
and hoped to keep it so, in order that the Oriole work should
not engage our ·entim rtime and a.ttention ;and thus. prevent
us from -enlarging the scope of the work of the department.
However, for V1ery good reasons those assisting were compel1ed to 11elinquish their part of the work and the burden of
it rested with the suprer~ntendent.
We have contributed two articles to the HERALD representing the work of our department, also a, number of reports of
the various activities of our members all over the United
1Startes. In the summer we sent papers to each of the' ·reunions advertised in the church papers.. The above does 1not
represent, however, the·.l great amount of effort that has. been
necessary in order to explain the work to those who have inquired. I,n fact it is through. our correspondencer that we
have done the most effectual work. Wre fully appr:eciate our
·opportunity to meet th11ough the means of the mail those
women who are acting as monito·rs .and dividing the·i-r -time
and inte1rests with ·those of the young girls of the church and
in many insta.nce•s with those not members of the church.
And it is not only these sisters that we meet but numbers of
rea.rnrest, sincere young1ea: members.
In addition •to the vast amount of corr.erspondence necessary
to cavry on the work we have visited, by request, six branches
in the intevest of the general auxiliary work and the Oriole
girls, our expenses bering paid.
At the close of last yerar we had reports from 29 orga1Iiized
Oriole circles but we now hav•e 62 with an enrollment of 679.
With a memberrship of this number and constantly increasing
;t has been difficult to add new features to the work, trying
as we do to keep in personal touch with each circle. Our
enrollment does not include eight or ten circlres that have
been organized since February 1, as w.e haV1e not received
reports of their emollment.
In September, 1916, 1a new edition of 700 copies of the Oriole
Book was printed. This edition contai1n ed many new, inter<><:ting and helpful suggestions as WleH as a rearrangement o:f
the contents of .the 1915 edition. Sister Della. Braidwood
assisted in compiling the new edition, but later resigned as
assistant superintendent of the young woman's department
because of the great ramount of work entailed as superinten<i,
enrt of the same work in Independence. The Sanitarium
!hade a valuable contribution by giving us rthe Practical Helps
for Home Nurrsi,ng, which has been appreciated.
One new feature has been added this year, namely-the
.l:'orest Orioles of which Sister Irena rSt1:1atton of Kansas City
IS suprerintendent. This department provides for the en;oll,nent of those girls who are not associated. with other churcn
iris and owing to conditiQns may not organize a circle.
It rep,resents to the Oriole girls what the home department
does to the Sunday school.
In Independence the local superintendent of the young
woman''s departmernt has instituted a S'unday morning nursrery for the babies under seven whose mothers wish to attend
Slervices. In this she has the assistance of the. young girls
of the branch with one trained nurse each Su,nday. This
has been a very acceptable service to the mothers as Wlell ,as
to the pastor of the branch.
In Holden rStake the girls have !'ecently herld an exhibit
of- cakes, b11ead, cookies' and sala:ds, prizes being awarded to
the hest.
Lectures and practical lessons have been iiven to the girls
on domes-tic sdence, nursing, first aid, dressmaking and public speaking. These have beren given by speciali'sts.
In some branches a Sunday morning service has been
pla,nned and carri·ed out by the Oriole girls. Monitors have
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reported that this work has been the means of drawing the
yoUJng people of the church into. closer companionship and
association than 1ever before, as well as aUracting nonmembers of the church to our services.
One member of the missiona;ry force has been active in presenting and pushing the Oriol1e work which has resulteld. in
several new circles.
One branch president sent for six books, speaking very
ea1rnestly and appredatively of the work, hoping to inte11est
the girls of his branch.
The reunions have felt the benefit of :the service given by
the Oriole girls, r-est tents, nursedes, p11og11ams, ;etc., being
contributj:!d and supported by them. In city circles the hiking
is specially enjoyabLe, in some circles the physical culture
is a featu11e and in a number the spirit of service seems to
have manifested itself in wo1rk for the Children's Home,
Sa,nitarium and their own home branches.
·
As ,a· result of our two y1ears' experienc'e with the Oriole
work we 1recommend that a supenisor of the Oriole girls'
be appointed who may make its development her speci:al interest, to work under the di11ec1tion of the young woman's
department. We recommend this because of the phases of
the work that hav,e been left undeveloped this year which.
were recommended in our l:'ep·ort last year such as bulletins,
kodak club, nursing, etc. There is a wide field for the work
especially among the younger gi:i:·ls. . There is also opportUinity for 'the introduction of other and broader· phases of
young woman's work which will interest tho:se who may not
caDe to take up the Oriole work and for this reason the
superintendent of .the young woman's depa,rtment should
be reUeved from active work connected with the Orioie movement.
MRs. J. A ..GARDNER.

HYMNS

AND

Selected and Original

Give
See the rivers flowing
Forward .to the s1e1a,
Bearing all their treasures
Bountiful and free;
Yet to help thei-r giving
Hidden springs arise;
Or if need be, showers
Feed them from the skies.
Wa.tch the princely flowers
Their rich fragrance spread,
Load the air with perfumes
From their beauty spread;
Yet their lavish spending
Leaves them not in dearth,
Their fresh life replenished
By their Mother Earth.
Give thy heart's best treasures,
From fair Nature learn;
Give thy life, and ask not,
w,ait not a return.
And the more thou spendest
From thy little stor;e,
With a double bounty
God will giv,e thee more.
-ADELAIDE PROCTOR.

809

The Human Heart
The human heart! Ah, who can tell how much within its
portals dwell,
How much of good or ill is found within these mortals'
bosoms bound?
How far above the earth may soar its thoughts and feelings
more :andl more ,
Until they escale the heavens bright and fit us for that home!
of light.
How sweetly pure and purer still grows that warm heart
whose only wiil
•
Is to increase the store of good and stand where m~n of
honor stood.
What noble aims ;may fill the breast 111nd grandly rise witf.
strong unrest
To do, to be, to givce, to gain whate'er true worth maY. here
obtain.
What strength, what power, what courage grand may rest
behind a human hand,
How much of heaven and earth unite within a heart set to
do right.
There weaknes'S, sickness., sorrow, pain may in the best a
foothold gain;
And deep depressio;n lay her hand to cease its strivings for
the grand.

1

Thereyassions proud may surge and swell, and da,rk temptation's awful sp:ell
Be cast where holy prn·e desir,es are seeking strength to
quench their fires.
The1re ba,tt1es great are fought and won as e1re we·re fought·
beneath the sun.
Nay, all great battles theDe are fought, for thus is all true
courage wreught.
The human heart! To it is given the power to draw both
earth and heaven
Within its wake, to force its claims and bring to pass its
;noble aims.
For we can will that we shall be a pa.rt of God's great harmony,
And run the race and win the place, the best in all eternity.
0YEN, ALBERTA.
MAGGIE CAMPBELL MACGREGOR.

And on Earth Peace
Along a lone, secluded way,
Thel'e bloomed a flower the livelong day.
It filled the air with a p.e1':fume rare,
And all the da,rk of the dismal place
It lighted with a modest grace.
Its p11e1sence there transformed the gloom,
By its simpie elegance of bloom;
Its breath appeared a power tq..fill
With vernal warmth the air so chill.
And the souiUds of solitude were broken
By a language mute, swecet, though unspok,en.
The birds seemed charmed into its bowe:r,
To share its .radiating power;
Their songs appeared to dearer float,
A!lfd reach, near it, their sweetest note;
While all the world both fa;r and near,
Its influence seemed to feel and hear.
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A swarm of insects took their way,
Into its 1nook one sunny day.
They hovered 'round this priceless 'treasul'e,
To vieiW it with malicious pLe1asure.
Then from their mouths they poison drew
And each a little o'er it threw.
Then went their way as though content,
Yet still on furtive mischief bent.
I saw a change come o'€'1' the place
And watched the flower's lovely face;
The petals 'round harder grew,
Then~ turned a pale and sickly hue.
The flowe1r droop·ed, as though in sorrow,
And was not found upo,n the morrow.
How dark ~nd drea,ry seemed the day,
How sad and lonely now the way;
A ,dampened chill the warm air smote,
The bird songs lost their joyous note;
And all the world, through some mad folly,
Seemed wmpt in deepest melancholy.
I looked upon the prospect dreary,
!Still gazing till my eyes were weary,
While slumber tried to set me free,
I pondered still the mystery.
The insects turned and coming back,
Still wandered from the beat€Jn track,
Paused where the flower was wont to be
And seemed to laugh in impish~ giee;
And one of them sadd to me blandly,
"Where is the flower that bloomed• so grandly?"
I thought P'erhaps from him to learn
The· truth for which my heart did yearn.
"The flower," I asked, "what was its name?
Perchance I may have known the same."
"The name of the flower, my friend, is Love.
The name descended from above.''
·
"And whQ. are you?" I .asikced again.
He smiled, a smile both proud and vain.
"My name is Envy, and these my allies,
Are Jealousy and Hate and Malice;
With all our kind attendant train,
Who wait upon us might and main.
We scatter the ever fertile s1eed
Of Anger, Selfishness and Greed.
And carry with us, stronger, grande1r,
The weapons of Untruth and Slander.
With these we wage a deadly strife,
On the vital germ of happy life.
This flowerr of Love blooms here and there,
The power o1f all our force to dare;
'Twas planted by a master hand.
Through it a triumph he has planned.
When o'er the earth it vanquished lies,
'Men shall ·stand up with mighty cries
To ha.il our Master ,Lord and King,
And tribute unto him shall bring."
They buzzed away out of my sight,
I beheld the worl.d ~n an awful plight;
With gloom :P1d darkne'ss settling down,
The chill winds swe·eping on and on,
Brought to my ears the din of strife,
Drowning the sounds of happy life;
For these w1ere lost in the fearful roar,
That shook the whole world o'er and o'er.
Till the nations :in confusio,n thrown,
Did mourn ·and weep and wail and groan.
I lifted my eyes that I might not see

The depths olf human misery,
When a light broke through the l·e:aden skies,
A benignant beam from the Master's eyes.
It stole in pity to the spot,
Wherr.e the flower, withered, was blooming not.
I Wlatched this miracle of power,
As it 1nursed the plant through the long, dark hour
Of human misery and pain,
With twofold gmce to bloom again.
Then in the magic of its sway,
The gloom and darkn~ss passed away.
The warm wi1nds blew through the cold, damp air,
To carry the fine seed everywhere.
And as I g.a<Zed on this wonder new,
Another like :i!t spTang up and g11ew.
And others yet did spring likewise,
Till the worLd became a paradise,
W:h€'I'e~n the sons of earth now stood
For a universal brotherhood.
GERTRUDE W AL~ER.

[

LETTER DEPARTMENT ]
Are We at Peace,with Our Neighbors?

In writing on this subject I do not mean one who does good
to us, a-s in the caSI€1 of the good ·Samaritan, but' I mean those
living next-door neighbor ~n the common acceptation of the
term.
Do we get along with them? If not, why not? And who
is to blam(), myself or they, or both? As Slaints we are to
live peaceably with all men so fa:r as possibLe, whether .Saints
or others. Can we who live in Zion or her stakes bring
about her 'redemption and not be fTiendly with our neighbor?
If my chickens get ~nto their gardens., shall it caus'e a gr~dge
to exist between us? Or if my children use unbecoming words brefore my neighbor's children, shall we at once
become 1!:memies and make effort to bec.ome r•econciled to
each other?
A preventive is better than a c.ure. Wie musrt in the firrst
plaee try to set the proper example befo11e others that there
he no just cause foi troubl.e. If, however, trouble should
arise, we should keep the law, make the proper efforts at
1reconciliation. To live f,or weeks, months, or 1e'Ven years, by
peopJ,e to whom we scarcely will speak is simply tecrrible,
especially if we have made no effort at reco nciliation.
As Saints we should remember that we are not only our
·brother''s kleeper but our neighbor's also. W:e may make
a fine apprearance abroad,, but how do we .act at home among
our neighbo11s--those who know us best? We may try eV!erry
other method to 11edeem Zion, but if we fail to "loVIe our
neighbor as ourselves" it will not he accomplished. When
you sit up lia.te nights drumming on the organ or the piano,
did you ever think rto ask your 1neighbors if they were disturbed? Do we sp,eak a kind wo11d daily to our neighbors
when we see them or do we think, Oh, it is not worth while?
Let me ask if nine tenths of the Saints were as friendly and
a.;; helpful to each ·other and to others both in sickness •and in
health as they should be, wouldJ not Zion's redemptio,n be
accomplished? Surely we must "take time to be iholy," take
time to be friendly, sociable with others, especially with our
neighbors'; keeping the commandments of course, then will
Zion rise and shine. Should we die with a grudge in our
hearts against another, then we must go to the prison house
as saith the ·Savior, and ;remain therre till we shall have
1
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prayedi the Lord that he would show me if this was his gospel
and I would obey it at the first opportunity.
That night I had a strange dream that I was standing ,on
a porch of ,a strange house. I thought I had never seen the·
sun shine so beautifully a,nd I was just wondering over the
!beautiful sight. I saw Christ coming in his glory and the
sight was surely most inspiring. I felt so full of joy I
awok,e singing "S:afe in the arms of J,e,sus."
For OV1er twenty years I haw~ been in the church and have
received many blessings, finding all that the Lord has promised to his peopre if they are fai,thful and do his will.
The boy preacheir that placed the gospel within my reach
is kinown as R. C. Evans, and I thank my heav,enly Father
for such a messenger. I want always to be found ready to
do his will.
SISTER L. H. HAYES.

paid the utmost farthing. We should not, however, treat
our neighbor right simply to k!eep out of prison, but because
of our l,o,ve for them. "Love is the fulfilling .of the law."
INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI.
J. SPURLOCK.

c:

How I Received the Gospel
I desire to give my testimony of how I receiv,ed the gospel.
When I was thirteen years of ag·e, I was convtel1ted to the
teachings of the Methodist Church and trited to lhce the best
I knew how. In later years I ma1rried a man of the- Catholic
faith and went to live with liis people. They insisted that I
join their church.
Two years passed and my companion and myself we11e
taken very sick, then my baby was about four months old,
and I was persecuted on ~every hand li!lld far away fl,om my
parents. I plead with the Lord tto help me out of my
troubles, but my praJ7le1rs dli'd not seem to reach him. As I
was su:ffe.ring many things one night I lay in bed, with my
child and my thoughts. These thoughts came to me: Is
there 1a God? If so, why should I suffier so much when I am
trying to serve him, the best friend I know?
That night I had a dr,eam. I was standing ~n a place all
a1one with my baby in my arms. Great darkness came over
the earth tand I looked up in wonder, not knowing what it
meant. Then I saw Christ coming to the ,earth, with theJ
two thieves that wer1e crucifi,ed with him. Then the thought
came that the time was a1t hand and I was not ready to meet
him.. At this I was awak!e1ned and it worried me very much.
About a y~ear later I had another d!'eam. There came up
a· great storm so that the trees were falling all around me.
I started! to go to my father's house and there seemed to be
two great balls of fi11e going ahead of me, hindering me to
such an extent I had to tu:rn back. Then my sister came to
~e and I told her about it. She laughed and said the Bible
tells us that Sa1tan must be loosed for a season, and the
time is at hand.
Not undlerstandi,ng the meaning of this at the time it was
left as a vivid memory on my mind for some time.
A f,ew more years passed a:d:d my parents moved to Chatham. I lived 'there at the same time but was deprived of the,
privilege of going to church. All at once there arose gr.eat
excitememt. ·There was a· boy pr,eacher came to town, and
my f,ather .was one of those who went to. hear him. In the
meantime I had made a study of the Bible and many things
seemed incomprehe,nsib1e to me. My fa,ther became interested and in time was baptized into what was then supposed
to be the Mormon church. He would come to me and tell me
what those people taught. It all appeared to me like a scroll
rolled back from one corner, and everything bright and plain.
Time passed on and Qne Sunday evening some of my relatives c1ame to my home and persuaded me to go and hear
what those people had to say. I went, and to my surprise
the sermon was given the same subject that af,ter Satan
should be bound a thousand years then he would be loosed
for ,a little season. This sermon was pl'eached by Brother
Tyrrell. Then my sister who appeared in the dream came
into the church. After thatt she was in the habit of com~ng
to our house and talking of what those people taught. She repea t,ed the same words to me ta,s she did in the dreamthat Sattan wou1d be bound for a thousand years and then
loosed for a season. All this time I nevoer ceased praying for
the Lo11d's di,rection.
One aftern,oon in ~early spring I was alQne in the house. I
met with an experience that I shall never £orget. All the
afternoon I could see nothing but beautiful green fields. I

I

An Offer from South Carolina
To all Saints and friends of Tennessee;, New York, Virand of any other State who have boys or relatives, or
know of any church member belonging to the Army or N aJtional Guard who a,re sent to this city or Spartenburg, South
Ca11olina, pleas.e send me their names. I 1am a missionary
sent to this S<tate and live in this city. I could be of some
service to them.
A. G. MILLER.
GREENVILLE, SOUTH CAROLINA, 111 Markley Street.
g~nia

From Here and There
"I often feel that the contributors to the Herald" are inspired to write just that which we most need."-Clare Lily
Tatman, Ponders End, Enfield, Middlesex, England.
/ We note tha;t Brother Eben Miller has located his new
rubber til'e company at Wellington, Ohio, under v·ery favorable circumstances. About thirty people will be employed.
w41 wish him success.
All going well in Clinton District. Fair wheat ci'op, ,e,xcellent oats and splendid prospect fo,r corn that will exceed
any for a 1number of y;ears. Seasonable rains are making
tall glad. Saints seem encouraged.-H. E. Moi.er.
The Holden Stake reunion 'is in progress and a good att,endance is l'eported. AmQng those present the names of
J. A. Gillen, L. E. Hills, J. A. Tanner, A. H. Mills, Lula M.
Sa11dy, and G. S. Trowbridge, the la;tter representing the
musical interests, the Woman's Auxiliary, and the Reli~io,
respectiv,ely.

'

The church storehouse at Indepep.dence is reported as doing, a fiou!'ishing. business. Three tteams are kept busy with
deliveries, and the trade had is very satisfactory. The' Lamoni Roller Mill is putting out an exc~ellent graham and
co.rn nieal above the average in quality. Local wheat has
been scarc~e as yet, but it is hoped to greatly extend the
product of our own church mills. Industrial Zion is being
established and the slow but perma,nent growth necessary to
success is taking place.
A young brother whose name we need not publish, asks
the prayers of the Saints in behalf of his father, who is "an
enthusiastic follower of one of the excitable religions of
the day, and bears every ~vidence of being under the influence
of an unclean spirit. He is honest Ln heart and our desire
is that his spitrit may be rebuk!ed and that be may be permitted to use his reasoning faculties in investigating the
church, or, at least, that the Lord may show him the truth
of the matter alld the error of his ways."
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Sister J. H. Amend, the correspondent who keeps Wichita,
Kansas, on the map, sends in their church location and
adds: "Wichita has 'a population of eighty thousa,nd, is an
educational center, has tw,enty-eight public school buildings,
thl'ee coUeges, one university, three conservatories of music,
and ,is the oil center of ,the new oil fields of Kansas. Branch
numbers one hundred, advertises in the Eagle and the Beacon,
reports regula,rly to the Ensign and always gives a,ddress.
Please put us in your card index and we ;will welcome all you
send to us. E. L. Barraclough, 137 South Fern, is our pastor." 'Sister Amend is certainly loyal to her home city and
w;e don''t wonder.

they can, but there is much room for improvement. We are
doing fine with the Christmas offer.ing. I was so well pleased
with Brother W. H. Hearn's sermon on "Laborers together
with God," which I read in the Ensign, that I could not keep
still about it. It is certainly grand. I hope it will do everyone good who 'reads it, as it did me.
The longer I am in this work the sweeter and grander it
is to me. It makes me f,eel as if I would love to live, a thousand years and help, help, help. Let us strive earnestly to
Ie,t our lights shine so that our ,neighbors and friends as
well as Saints might be benefited by our having associa,ted
with them.
As eve,r your sister,
MRS. PAUL H. SCHMIDT.

INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI, August 10, 1917.
Editors H•erald: Wife and I !'e1turned from Black Walnut
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS, August 9, 1917.
Lake,, tw,enty-five miles northwest of Detroit, Michigan, on
Edito1·s Herald: Am back again in the city of sights and
Wednesday, the 8th, having been gone thir,ty-one days, and sounds and memories of scenes of forme,r years. ·The obduring this time tried to throw off some of the cares of life Bervation which through intervening years has wrought,
in order to strengthE\n the nerves and invigor,ate the body how,ever, has not by any ;means oblite1rated the recollections
to be better prepared to stand the church work that is in- attached to gospel fellowship and asiSOciati.on. ~nd we find
cumbent upon us.
here the fires Ylet burning upon the altar of devotion and
Wre were cared for by our son 0. C., and his good wife in Bacrifice and abiding love for the latter-day evangel. A fine
, their lovely summer home, where we were given, free access welcome is given to old~time ministers who ye1ars ago labored
to boats and fishing outfit, and for the first time in life did in their midst.
my wife "scoop" me in drawing out the l1a.rge wall-eyed pike
The welcome of friends, old and new, is but a repetition of
while I had, to content myseslf that it was real "tact" that my our royal treatment while in the city of Saint Louis, and
wife possessed! in the w,ay of "patience.'' I 1n ote in one trip, which may furnish the framework and setting for two more
she caught six to my nothing; but I had to paddle the boat pleasant pictures to hang upon memory's wall.
and bait the hook which gave her time to make the "catch.'' · The evening of July 13 found us in Union Station, Saint·
For the time, our. health is much improved, and we both feel LoUiis, when we were met by Brother Walter Barrett and
to than¥: our heavenly Father for his loving care, and that . - - - [we cannot read the ,name.-EDITORS.] to a hospitab~e
once in nearly fifty years of almost incessant church work, r,eception and welcome at the hands ,a,nd home of Brother
, we could feel fr,e'e to take one morr,;th's time from church care1 Walter and our old-time friend, Sister Mary Warnky BaraJnd yet not endanger our right to the "Well done," when we rett.
meet at the bar of God.
A detaiLed accou,nt of nice things that happened to us while
F~raternally yours,
in >Saint Louis and vicinity would nort interest, nor be' as long
't. N. WHITE.
remembered by HERALD readers 1as they would 'or will be by
the writecr.
·
.
GUILFORD, MISSOURI, August 4, 1917.
We were pa,rtakers of the hospitalities offered at the
Editors Herald: The HERALD is a welcome visitor at our homes of Brethren Barrett, Burgess, Arthur Smith and others
home as is also the, Ensign. I enjoy everything in the papers of old and new associartes in gosp1el work. The interest and
concer,ning church news and church progress.
devotion to the cause of Christ manif,ested by the younger
I 'am very much inter,ested in the progDeSiS of the church, people seemed to us a pleasant and Eln~ouraging feature·.
and am desirous of doing my mite to help the good work
W1e were invited to occupy the pulpit as preacherr in Saint
along. My desires are good and I want to live so that when Louis, assisting also in the work of the,ir :reunion,. and by inthe Master says, "my work is finished," I will be ready and vitation visited and spoke in their new chapel at Landswilling to go.
downe on the Illinois side of the river, and while heTe e;nI enjoyed the artide on class, or class distinction. I also joJ71ed the fine welcome ani visit at the home of Brother and
think there is too much of that in our church. How much Sister George VandeL
nicer if we could be as orw large family, which I th~nk is frthe
Leaving Landsdowne July 2,6 for Chica,go, arriving in
way we should be. How about the next wGrld? Saints, ar1e evening were met at station by my daughter and grandwe going to turn the cold shoulder on our brothel!:' or sister daughter, Mrs. Lothe :and Bessie Putnam 1now residenrt in this
ovoer there? No, I don't believ,e we will. I believe we will city, and at whose home this communication is written; havhe ,one large happy family. W:eU, why can't we be that way ing arrived this morning from West Pullman, where we
now, instead of turning the cold shoulder to some brother or spoke in ,the hall last evening, occupied by us during our
sister evoe,ry time they come to church? It's enough to ministry while living in Chicago fifteen years ago.
Si1n ce coming to Chicago we have spoken a:t west and south
frighten anyone away .. And still if you want to k)now what's
wrong between you, they'll say, "Oh, nothing that I know side, churches.. Sunday eV'ening la,st occupied at west side
of," and y;et at the same time it will occur again and aga,in. chapel and was pleasantly surpriBed to find old-time friends,
Oh! how. I do disHke to see anyone, especially Ia Lattelr Day Brother and Sister McGuire. After service was bundled, into
S'aint, think himself above anyone ,else. Let's he sociable. their car and rustled o¥e:r a thirty-mile drive to 1their home:
What of it if eve~y pers<m canndt sing, is it a disgr1aee? at Hammond, Indiana, where hospitality of the Latter Day
No, it is not. If you can't sing, you can pray; that was what 'Siaint brand was administered, with visits to the new ~nd
I heard one good preacher say. What of it if you don't hap- wonderful city of Gary and surrounding country for . two
days. Tuesday eV"ening I was the preacher·:at their meeting
pen to own an auto? W:tJ,y, drive a team, if you hav,e one.
We have a heautifullittle church building in Guilford, and place. at the home of Brother and Sister James Smilth, fora nice Httle band of ~Saints, mostly all trying to do what merly of A!rgentine, Kansas, to a roomful of Saints and
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strangers who attested to the fact that the original and only Pastoral
gospel has adhesive pow,er that no other religious cult posTo the Saints of the Spokane Distri!ct1: One of the duties.
sesses to attract ,and to ho1d. .The attention and loyal serv- of the bishops and agents is ·to assist members and friends
ice of honest and intelligent minds under discoumging and to who are interleS'ted in the Lord's work to fulfill the law"
the world, unattractive su11round~ngs, and furnish record £or relating . to temporal things, so they may be accep,table
stewards.
future reference of rep:etition of history of happe'llings in the
. We; 'especially urge upon everyone the great importance of
early centuries of the Christian era.
the work which br~ngs peace 'and good will to those who ful· From this place allid meeting we weN) taHm to the, pleas- fill the law which the Lord has: given his children in this life.
There has been ra, generous response by many to the finanant home of Brother and :Sister Burwell, whe11e nothing but
da.l needs of the church, all previous r~ecords of receipts have
pleasant things and good cheer were dispel:).sed by our royal been outdone the past six months. Those who are desirous
and faithful workeir in gospel service a,nd his companion. w,e of being among the willing and obedient ones have yet opwere also pleased to renew old-time acquaintance with Sis- portunity. Do ,not seek for excuse to avoid a duty that the
Lord maiDes as binding as the law of baptism, but rather be
ter Blakely of Plano, who was also guest at their home.
diligent to find opportunity to make a. sacrifice f·or the good
We are now exp~ecting to return to Independence early of the cause we an ought to love. The Lord recently said:
next W1eek. We believe our visit has been of a profi1table na- "Bring in your tithes a,nd offerings, that my work may inture to us. Have enjoy·ed a measure of physical strength crease." Let us heed this instruction that we may not be
and comfort w:e hardly expected wh€Jn leaving home, but what • found wanting when he comes. Do not :florgert the Christmas
offiering. Ev,ett'y 1Sunday school tn the district is enthusiastic
seems immeasu11ably hrger to us, and more important, has in the effort to pay off the church debt. The home departbeen the presence and aid and ,enjoyment of the favor and- ment expects to avera.ge up with the schoolsr-two dollars
help of God ~n our attempt to portray the love of Gocf and for each member. Isolated Saints are requested to~ do their
his condescension :in the lifting of the veil and 'furnishing a part.
Every member of the household of faith should take' pleasknowledge that he ,not only is, but is able and willing to fur- ure and intenest in helping the financial work along. The folnish substantial evidenee, that he is sure rewarder of them lowing Iocal solicitorS! will receipt for tithes and offerings:
that diligently seek him in the only way ~n which he is to Peter Klaus, Gifford; H. 0. Hower, Coeur d' AJ.e,ne<; Mattie
, Omans, .S:agie; L. E. Holmes, Mansfield; J. E. Tur,nbow, Pac
be :flound.
M. H. BOND.
louse; D. S. McDoJ,e, OIDanogan. British Columbia Saints livling east of the 121st meridian please remember this portion
of British Columbia has been added to the Spokane District.
Yours for the redemption of Zrion,
MACON, MISSOURI, August 13, 1·917.
W. W. FORDHAM, Bishop's Agent.
Editors Herald: We 1are busy here and with a prospect
SPOKANE, WASHINGTON, 8238 Haven Street.
for an ingathering, but whether the reaping occurs now or
later, the Master is abundantly biess~ng us in the ministra'c Conference Notices
tion of the Word.
Central Illinois ,at 'Sprin~field, September 1 and 2. Walte1r
Wife and I constitute the "we" of this epistle and .we are Daykin, secretary, Taylorville, Illinois.
·Certainly busy. There is much work for both and work for
Owen Sound, at Owetn Sound, Onta,rio, Septemhe1r 15 and
each that the other could not perform.
16. Send reports 1a,nd credentials to the s.ecJ:1e1tary before the
y,e,sterday was a good day with us here. Twenty of the .lOth. Apostles J. F. Curtis an.d R. C. Russ1eU are expeeted
Bevi•e1r Saints were with us ,at the afternoon service and we to be in attendance. D. B. P~erkins, president; H. Leeder,
secretary, R. F. D. A, North Bruce, Ontario.
had one pf the best social and sacrament services. All we·re
conscious of the Spirit's pr-esence a,nd nearly all participated. Convention Notices
There were ten mo11e dropped in on us for the evening
Idaho Religio, at Hagerman, Idaho, August 31. Charlotte'
serv:iee ,and with our Macon· friends the tent was full and the F. Condit, s:ecretary.
Master gaV1e us of his blessing in our labor.
Idaho Sunday school at Hagerman, Idaho, August 31, Mrs.
8incerely yours,
A. M. CHASE.
Jennie Condit, secr,etary.
Owen Sound Religio, 1S,eptember 14, 10 a. rh., at Owen
S'ound, Onta:rio. Send·'repbrts a:p!d credentials to S. M. Shute,
W1iarton, Onta:rio, before the 8th.
Southern Indiana Religio ,and Sunda,y school at Derby,
Indiana, September 7. Goldie V. Brook, Religio secretary;
J~ess1ie B. Mast, secr~ta·ry Sunday school.
Conference Minutes
Owen Sound 'Sunday school at Owen Sound, Ontario, Sep-.
NORTHEASTERN MISSOURI.-'-June 23 and-24 at Higbee, Mis- tember 14, 2 p. m. Reports and credentials should be sent at
souri. Peter Anderson 1and William B. Richards presided. an early date to Lillian Perkins, secretary, Claveri,ng, OnBevier, Higbee, and Menefee Branches reported._ Bishop's tario.
agent's report was 1read and approV1ed. William B. Richards
Two-Day J\t'leetings
was elected district president, Frank Lofty, vice president,
William C. Chapman, secr,etary. A. M. Chase was recomNear Burdickville, ~Michigan, S1eptember 8 and 9. Trains.
mended for appointment as district chorister. William C. will be met at Oedar Run 1and Cedar City. Those expecting
Chapman, secretary.
to attend notify J. P. Pric'e a.t Burdickville, or Otto Pollock,
·Maple Oity, 1a.t which station you expect to arrive. John
Convention Minutes
Schreur, district president.
·

MISCELLANEOUS DEPARTMENT

EASTERN 0KLAHOMA.--!S'unday school, at Manchester, Addresses
July 2'7, tn charge of B. F. PoUa.rd, superintendent.
E. R. Da,vis., 518 Thi11d AV1enue, Clinton, Iowa.
Offic•e'rS elected: B. F. Pollard, superintendent; ~Sister J. D.
White, assistantsuperintend.ent; Ora Dollins, secretary; Toka Home Department
Dollins., treasurer; Sister Erwin, superintendent home' deTo the Ext:ension Home De.;)Olttment Supe,rintendents: I
partment; SisterS. N. G11ay, member gospeJ literature, board.
ha¥~ a desire to get in touch with all Superintendents apIt W1as recommended that the latter he appointed field work:er.
A collection of five dollars was taken for district fund, and pointed in districts and sta~e·s, and would ask them to write·
a motioi!1 carried that 1each local school create a sinking fund me so we may arra1ng1e our work to the best advantage.
I would also like Ito hear from 1S1aints in foreign countries.
to be sent in prior to each conV1ention. Ora Dollins, secreThe extens.ion work is valuable to the local Sunday schools
ta.ry.
T~exas,
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and Religios i,n keeping the srcattecr,ed 8aints up in church
work.
Further .still, we many times get nonmembers ·on our home
department list and this may teach them rthe gospel.
I hope to get word from all soon, so we may do much good.
.
. MRS. J. ARTHUR D:AVIES.

FLAHER'l'Y.-Alpheus F. Flaherty was born in Richla,nd
.County, Ohio, March ~' 1835. Married Rebecca Cummings,
March 2.5, 1863. Five sons were born to this union, 2 of
them, with his wife, having preceded him across the da.rlc
vralley. He was baptized at Coldwater, Michigan, in June,
1873, by Henry ·C. rSmith, but later on, through some' misund.erstanding, was severed from the church. He might posSibly some Y'ears ago, have been reinstated in his membership
An Appeal for Books
if proper actio:p. had been taken. He died July 24, 1917, at
The Gospel Literature Commission has heren conferring with, the home of his son,· George. He died firm in the faiith. Inthe members of the General Library Commission concerning terment in Keeler Oemetery, at Hartford, Michigan. Se,rmon
certain fela,tul'es of thei·r work, and haV1el decided that a co- by F. J. D . .Earl.
ord~nati·on of their activities is entirely feasible, in the fol'
lowing project.
/
It is intended to make up about ten s-ets of church books Book Reviews
for distribution rto nonmemberrs only throughout the 'church.
BATTLE OF THE SOMME.-By John Buchan, published
These will be ra,vailable for borrowing by application of dis- byTHE
Geor1ge H. Doran Company, New York City, 1917, 264
trict gospel literature .. officers., who may. retain them for a prages. We are in receipt of a copy of :the above work with
p·e1riod of three months, or by renewal, for four months.
They will be numberted :and listed for loaning to <investigators the compliments O·f the author, and take this •means of expres.sing rappreciation. It appears to be an attempt merely
of our church doctr~nes, who will l'erturn therm to the cus- to
set forth the history of the ba~ttle as it appeared from
todians of the library while it is in the district.
While it is. expected to purchas-e some of the books from the the Britis.h lines, a,nd expresses an appreciation for the effort
funds aHotted to 1the two organizations, they are not financi- on both sides.
:ally able to get all of them, the initial cost for the books
EDUCATION AND LIVING.-By R:andolph Bourne, New York
alone being about seventy dollars.
We desir'e that the Saints who have any of these books City, Century Company, 19,17, 236 pages, $1.25 net. Mr.
w.hich they are not making good us,er of, will donate the same Bourne as one of the contributing staff, wrotre these articles
for The New Republic. He cons:iders our present educational
to thes'e collections for distribution ~n the manner indicated.
The sets Wlill be. under the cal'e of the undersigned, who is problem, and lays special stress on the work of John Dewey
a, member of both organizations and eentnaHy located. The and the Garry rSchooL He' points out the lost motio1n 'in the
only cost to the borrowers will be transportation both ways four YJears of the gramma:l' school, and in particular to the
and an ,a,greeme:nt to .replace lost books: or pay for se1rious character of the work which he insists should prepare for
life. He also takes up and diseusses the feature of governdamage.
These sets may be varied a little, but the following list ment in modern education, of the teachers hired in New
·comprises the one1s we have in mi,nd, made up with the idea York City. He is opposed to the· effort towards uniformity
that theiy have a special rappeal to various classes of investi- and mediocrity in our school work, but is strongly for practical education. This is a recent book, and should prove of
gating 11eaders.
It i~ hoped tha.t the local 3:nd ~istrict ,litrerature anrd library irnterest for those making a study of our .educational proborgamzations everywhere will further extend this work, o1n 1erms and difficulties.
. a similra.r plan, for untold good can be acc·omplished by an
organiz·ed effort toward supplying the needs of inquiring
friends. The restrictions that they be loaned to nonmembers
only are made with the idea that we are not yet in a position
to supply our own members wdth literature of this class
which they should have in their own librarie's. wherre they rna~
be l'ead much and often. The library boards will look a.fte:r
is to serw~. To serve you as a student so well that
the special needs of the members.
you in turn can better serv,er your church, your comIf you haVie any of the following you will part with, send
to me at Lamoni rand it will greatly help us in starting rthe
munity, your country.
movement, which we breliev-e has undreamed-of possibilities

Grace land's Only Ambition

.

~a

The books we want now are:
Joe Pine:, Voicer of Warning, Two-Story Book, In the Shelter of the Little Brown Cottage, With the Church in an
Early Day, Beatrice' Witherspoon, Book of MormQn Vindicated
Doctrinal Refre1rences, Bound set ·of Angel Message Tracts'
Three Bibles. Compared. It is not expected that the S'ai11t~
will supply all these books we need, but we ha,Vle reason to
believ·e ~om~ will be glard: to do so. After reading these books
there Will llkre-ly be a derma,nd for tracts on other subjects but
ordina,rily these can be srupplied by the members on' the
ground. When this. is impossible, Iet us. know and we will
try to supply those really needed.
E. D. MOORE.
LAMONI, IowA.
,
· ·
1

Our Departed Ones
BILLINGS.-:-Rhoda A. Billings, wife of Elder·''John. J., w~:~s
.horn March 11, 1842, at Little Deer Isle, Maine. She was
one of the first to accept the re:stored gospel ,in these parts
ha,ving been baptized 4H y;ears ago by George W. Eaton and
confirmed by John L3.1nders.. Died July 22, 19'17. Leaves
husband, one: bl'other, anid: sister, 10 children, 54 grandchild!'en, and 8 grea,t-grandchildren, and many fri:ends to mourn.
Sermon by George, H. Knowlton.
HEITHCOAT.-James M. Heithcoat was born at Fairfield
Te,nnessee, February 1, .1859; baptized October 1, 1893 b~
T. •C. Kelley, at South Pittsburg, Tennessee. Was a firm beliewr in the church and spent much of his timer reading the
ehurch books. Di~d ,July 16, 1917, at Chattanooga, Tennel':see. Leaves wife, one s.on, 2 daughters, one sister 4
grandchildren, besides other 11elatives. Funeral sermon 'by
L. R. Robinson of the Universalist ,Church a,nd burial in For.est Hills Cemetery, at Cha,ttanooga.

Grace land Fully Accredited
Graceland has the unique distinction of' being the first
Junior 'College in the 'S.tate of Iowa. Graduation from
this department now entitles you to a Lif·e !State
T:eache~·s Certificate--..,abundant evidence 1tha,t Graceland is fulfilling every obligation necessary to meet
the rigid requirements: of the 1State.
.
In addition to the Junior Col1e:ge department, Grace~
land omelrS you e!Xcellent i,nstruction in Academic,
Bus~ness., Shorthand, Stenogmphy, Typewriting, Voc.al, Piano, Oratory, Violin; Orchest11a, Bani'l, Domestic Science.

Graceland Is Your Scnool
with your help, with your cooperration, Graceland can
become more efficient-can more nearly a.tta.in her
ambition:
For Catalogue and further information, address

The President, Graceland College
Lamoni,

Iowa
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AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF BISHOP R. C.
EVANS.-A volume showing what the
gospel, when applied, will do for a man,
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----------A new book that glows with human
. -interest.

JOE PINE
By Elbert A. Smith
T'he first ,part, is an interesting
study of child life on the western
prairies, filled with the keenest of humor and naturally seasoned with the
pathos that comes in the fight with
adversity.

In the ockies

0
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Don't think of the Rocky Mounta,ins as "way-off the11e." They're
as near as to-morrow.
Don't deprive yourself of that promised and needed vacation,
even though 'your time is short. Let the Burli,ngton take you
right info the Rockies-Natul'els own Vacationland-quickly'.
Enjoy Denver, Rocky Mountain National Park, Colorado' Springs,
the Pikes Peak region, Garden of the Gods. Fish-golf-climbbreathe the mountain ozone. And why not t,ake the family along?

'

Illustrated
By Paul N. Craig
It includes the sequel to "Joe Pine"
entitled, "Galled to be an apostle,"
which portrays the experiences of the
young man and his lifelong girl
friend both of whom you will feel you
have grown up with.
A strong story, well written.
A mosi popular book.
Nicely
printed in large type, on good paper,
and handsomely bound in cloth; $1.25
·
postpaid.· Order now.

HERALD PUBLISHING HOUSE

Get Burlington's Special Rocky Mountain Vacation Plans
for short vacation tours or 1o1ng. You will find the Rockies have
new and different glory at Yellows-tone and Glacier Piarks.
The Burlington's 3-in-1 Grand Gircle Tour takes in all three
great National Parks--Rocky Mountain National-E-stes-Yellowstone National .Park-Glacie'r National Park-the biggest vacation value on the map. Burl1ngton traips run direct to all three
Parks.
Low fan;, round-trip excursion tickets now on
sale. Come in-let's talkoit over today.

S. B. HOWARD, Immigration Agent
62 Q Building, Omaha, Neb.

Lamoni, Iowa
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"If ye continue in my word, then are ye my diocipleo
indeed; end ye •hall know the troth, and the troth shall
malre :vou free."-John 8: 31-32.
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..There shall not are:y mao among you have save it
be one wife; aD.d concubines he shalJ have none."-

Book of Mormon, Jacnb 2: 36.
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THOSE WAR ARTICLES

distress in the aftermath; in the destruction of art,
landscape, homes and all that can be broken.

It is a source of regret that a few have evidently
One shot from a large cannon costs as much as a
not understood the various editorials in the SAINTS' workingman's wages for three years; a schoolHERALD on the subject of the war, and have read into teacher for five years; a workingman's dwelling
them something not 1n the mind of the writer, nor house or four years of college. One half the cost
in the text. It is not at all unusual, in fact it is the of this war spent for social betterment would have
common experienoe that one reads not what is writ- made of this a different world.'
ten alone, but reads into it his own previous ideas
Aside from personal opinions, the church of
and constructions. ·
Christ cannot approve of war, except that spiritual,
War is evil, barbaric and uneconomic. It de- sublimated warfare of righteousness against wrong
stroys, and does not create. I ts seeming prosperity and sin, of purity against undea~liness, physical
is misleading, £or enormous wealth is destroyed, and moral. This. is not included in our ordinary
hence prices mustrise and the world is poorer, much use of the term "war," and brings only good and
poorer. It tries_ to take, and often does, the cream peace, and saves life, instead of .destroying. The
of the nation in mankind and womankind, and then church is not inane, .weak and without energy. It
destroys much of it. It represents passion on a low stands forth strong and clear for right and peace,
plane.
mercy and love. The compassion and love of Christ
All· its assumed gains of heroism, coordination, would make war impossible, once humanity will
cooperation and erethism (that is, in an energetic permit it to h(l.ve sway in heart and soul.
arousal to the accomplishment of work) should be
The church is for tlie salvation of soul and body.
much better achieved by sublimation in peace and It is for international brotherhood and pea.ce.
peaceful means, and must be if Christianity is ever
But the immediate question discussed in previous
to be a fact in the world.
editorials is not the position of the church towards
That the military caste and makers of munitions war, as that position is uncompromisingly against
have incited wars in the past and present, is un- war. But the question was, What shall our young
doubtedly true. It is abhorrent that they be per- men do? Shall we say to them, The Government
mitted to do so and then ·profit from the flow of has called you to service, but the church says if you
blood. ~such war profits should be conscripted; even go, you are an apostate, we shall expel you or rethough that is not the reason of the United States move you from church fellowship? Or shall it rather
entering this war, but rather to prevent the mili- be sq.id, You must register. Whether you voluntary caste so inciting or forcing a war.
tarily enlist or not is a matter of individual con'This war has been made so terrible above other science, for each man is a citizen of the country as
wars, that we are informed men cannot enter the well as a member of the church. There is a question
battle at once, but must gradually work up and be- involved of individual liberty of conscience.
Again it is a question of church and state. How
come acclimated to the noise; and in withdrawing
must also move back in easy stages to become ac- far is the church justified in dictating after the
customed to quiet again. It is. and. must be wholly fact to the state? As individuals we have our
·abhorrent in its destruction of young manhood, in opinions, but are even the leading officers of the
widowed wives and mothers, in the poverty and church justified in an attempt, if they should have
1
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made such an attempt, to commit the church to a
It should be remembered that in these editorials,
position in opposition to the Government?
while the term the church is frequently used, that
In particular, the questions involved were tech- these are presented as individual answers of the
nical on which individual opinions were asked in editors. The church in organized capacity has not
such number as to make them· of general interest. attempted an interpretation of these laws.
One involved the exemption of ministers of religion.
But the church took no action in 1914 forbidding
Who is included and who exempt? The other the German, French and English members taking
relates to the :f'ollowing exemption clause in the Act . part in the war. To attempt now to adopt such a
of Congress :
, resolution would be distinctly unneutral and would
Individluals also may claim exemption under the following look suspidously like an )attempt \to hinder :one
heads . . . . As a person who was a member of a weill-recog- particular government, and that the one which more
nized 11eiligious sect or organization, organized a;nd existing than any other guarantees l'eligious liberty, the one
May 18, 1917, whose then existing creed or principles forbade
under which its organization was affected and
its membe,rs to participate in war in any form and whos,e
which
offers protection to a very large percentage
religious convictions are against war or pwrticipation therein,
of
its
members.
This means that if there is any
in accordance' with the Cl'eed or principles of sruid religious
government
which
it should striv~e to uphold in
organizatio,n.-Des Moines Register, July 25, 1917.
Is this organization included within that exemp- preference to others it would be this one.
But the substantial reason does not rest there.
tion? It is our opinion that it is not. No such creed
has been adopted. Reference is not made here to For the church is universal and international. The
the Sermon on the Mount, nor to the fundamental substantial reason is, the -church should not so act
principles of Christianity. It is not even a ques- as to give r€iasonable suspicion that it is acting
tion of what action we think the church should have against one particular government, and to estabtaken. It is not adopting a new position, but sim- lish an interference or control of the state by the
ply a refusal to attempt to change now what has church or a church.
The editors are individuaUy greatly opposed to
been the church position in the past.
The church stands for peace and against war. war. It is proable that a great majority of the
As members of the church, we hope and work ear- people of this country did not want war and do not
nestly for the day when peace shall be established want war. But it is a grave mistake to assume that
in the earth and there shall be no war. As indi- a majority are opposed to this war and so are not
viduals we have stood and still stand for arbitra- with President Wilson. A very small minority, intion and conciliation (though it takes two to arbi- deed, are or will seek directly or indirectly to hinder,
trate). The church stands for democracy and or have any sympathy with those trying to do so.
liberty of conscience, but this liberty of conscience
We all hope for an early termination, and then
has permitted individuals to serve their country in promptly an international agreement for arbitrathe past, and not be ostracised.
tion, disarmament and peace. And failing that,
Whatever be our opinion as to persons having democracy so far established, that a popular agreeconscientious scruples, that does not excuse, in an ment or association may be made against war and
effort to justify our scruples, an attack on the Gov- for peace; against autocracy, political or economic,
ernment, and the lending of aid and comfort to its .and for justice and righteousness. May the chureh
enemies.
lead for that day.
Our attention has been called to a certain orWe want· our boys who are called to service to
ganization, which has declared strongly against feel that their efforts and sacrifices are appreciated.
war and any participation therein. This organiza:.. As citizens we should appreciate the gravity· of the
tion prior to 1914 had taken such a position, for- situation before us and courageously do our part.
bidding its members to participate in war and in
As members of the church and as a church realizthe fall of 1914 was about to hold a conference to ing the crisis before the world and before the church
reaffirm and assure this end. But the war broke we want to move ~earnestly forward to the estabout and the conference was called off, and its mem- lishment of Zion, praying for divine direction and
bers were involved and took part and are still en- upholcling in righteousness those chosen to assume
gaged in the war. Now it denounces in unmeasured the responsibility. In Zion and her stakes lies
terms the entrance of the United States into the safety, if so be the law of God obtains and is fully
war, and again is trying to hold a conference for observed.
S. A. B.
peace.
We are willing to concede its difficulties in 1914,
I am in earnest. I will not equivocate. I will not
and its plea at that titne for not holding such a
excuse.
I will not retreat a single inch ; and .I will
conference, but why, having failed then, should it
be heard.-Garrison.
now make SlJCh an attempt?
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_TRIUNE IMMERSION
We are in receipt of four copies of The Theocrat
for February 3, 10, 17 and 24, published at Zion
City, Illinois, in which are printed a sermon -on
triune immersion. The papers have been sent to us
with a request for an answer.
The first one on triune immersion has been a matter of considerable discussion in the past few centuries. An article appeared in the SAINTS' HERALD
for October 6, 1915, and we have others in hand.
This sermon in The Theocrat covers a number of
other matters and collects several statements in favor of triune immersion. G;reat stress is laid on the
meaning of the word baptizo, since it is frequentive
in form. Bapto is said to mean immersion, and
baptizo to immerse repeatedly, and so the claims
indicate a repeated action of immersion. We find,
however, that Liddell and Scott and Pickering give
the following meanings :
LIDDELL AND SCOTT
Bapto (trans), To dip, to dip under (Lat~n-immergere).
To dip in dye, color or steep (to dye the hair), (intrans.)
Baptistis. One that dips, a dlver.
A .baptizer.
Baptisis. Dipping, bathing, wa,shing, drawing water, baptism. ( Eccl.)
Baptizo. To dip repeatedly; (of ships) to sink (them).
Passive, bathe.
Idioms: Ove•r'head and ears in debt; soaked in wine,, A
boy drowned with question.
To draw water.
To baptize. (N. T.)
JOHN PICKERING
Baptizo. To dip, immerse, submerge, plunge, Siillk, OV<elrwhe,lm, steep, soak, wet. In the N. T.--to cleanse by
washing; to perform ablution. (Mark 7: 4.)
("The verb is a frequentive in form but not in fact.")
-Robinson's Lexicon; N. T.
Baptisma. That which is dipped, steeped, immersed, dipping, plunging. In N. T., the rite of baptism.
;;w8. A washing, ablutiQn. In N. T., baptism.
Bapto. To dip, to dip unde1r, to plu,ng~e, steep, dye or color,
wash, draw up, fill by drawing up.
Midd.-To bathe oneself; passive, to sink, or be lost (as
a ship), to temper (steel by dipping in water).
JOHN GROVES
Bapto. Dip, plunge, immerse, wash, wet, moisten, sprinkle,
steep, imbue, dye,, stain, colo,r.
Baptizo. Dip, immerse, merge, plunge, w1ash, cleanse,
purify, baptize, depress, humble, overwhelm.
~

We see from this that baptizo, while frequentive
in form, is said by Robinson not to be so in fact. It
appears upon the whole to be used, however, with
the idea of submersion. Its primary meaning, according to Liddell and Scott, appears to be frequentive. But the main idea is not frequentive. In
fact, very few of the meanings are frequentive in
form or idiom. Some students carry their discussion so far that radically it would mean a freqw'ntive immersion in the name of the. Father, a fre-
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quentive immersion in the name of the Son, and a
frequentive immersion in the name of the Holy
Ghost, since they emphasize that the baptizo must
be in the name of each one, which would mean nine
times instead of three. They also ignore the many
passages in which they are baptized in the name
of the Lord and baptize into the Lord Jesus.
While we hold strongly for the view of immersion,
it will be noted that the· majority of the meanings
of bapto do not signify a submersion or immersion, but the majority for baptizo do. In fact if we
look closely over the definitions, none except the
very first given by Liddell and Scott are frequent,ive in form ih English.
The Encyclopedia of Religion and Ethics rather
clearly sets forth that in the apostolic age baptism
was by immersion, and that probably ol a single
immersion, but that in the second century it was
modified, and many changes were made. Not only
was triune immersion introduced, but the candidate was sometimes taken out into the water, and
standing there had water poured upon him three
times. Vicarious baptism also came to be used.
The verb, .while thus frequentive in form, is stated
by this encyclopedia to signify not the frequentive
action, but a ritualistic or authoritative cleansing.
(Article, Baptism.)
Tit would seem upon this authority that the ordi. nary baptism was probably in the name of Jesus
Christ with one immersion (Acts 2: 38; 19 : 5;
4: 12; 8: 12; 10: 18; 1 Corinthians 5: 14), but that
gradually not only triune immersion, but also a
I'itual including the renunciation of the Devil and
all of his works, and an oath to serve God. And
many other changes crept in gradually and changed
the ordinance so.as to incfude even infant baptism,
which is not to be found in the New Testament.
On page 387 we find, "It is still less safe to argue
from the meaning of baptizo as a frequentive of
bapto, for the meaning of words depends ultimately
on the use of them and not on etymologies." The
author continues to the effect that baptizo in fact
refers to the ceremonial use.
H would ·seem to be in contrast to this that in the
second and third centuries a triune form had crept
into the church, and as immersion, affusion, or
sprinkling, continued for several centuries, espe~
cially in the east, where it is still continued in the
Greek church. But there appears to be a total lack
of proof, that it was the form used in the apostolic
age, or prior to the middle ·of the second century
at the earliest, 'and the probability or presumption
is, that it was not used prior to that time, and especially not in New Testament times.
In the west, after the eighth century the single
baptism by sprinkling had been established. The
development, or changes from simple immersion in
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the name of the Lord were a. the triune name (Justinian, Hermans), b. using triune immersion (Justinian), c. the confession of faith (Irenaeus), d.
"Bnction" and further changes were gradually
added, as has already been indicated.
The types used in reference to baptism would appear to preclude the triune form of baptism, as
in the likeness of his burial. But Christ was not ·
buried three times, nor did he rise three times; he
was buried once and rose once. (Romans 6: 4; Collossians 2: 12.)
Some carry it so far as an illustration that they
use three glasses of different color, a~ red, blue and
yellow, and say in the red, and in the blue and in
the yellow means three clippings. They then draw
a parallel of the Father, and of the Son and of the
Holy Ghost. But as already pointed out their argument, baptizo, would mean then a frequentive in
each name, which would be at least nine times in all.
Again, the argument is carried so far as to assert a triune God, a triune faith and a triune baptism. For our part we are content to rest ·with
Ephesians 4: 4-6: "There is one body, and one
spirit, ~even as ye are called in one hope of your
calling; one Lord, one faith, one baptism, one God
and Father of all, who is above all, and through aU,
and in you all."
Finally Matthew 28 : 18 is easily understood bY
those who have studied ancient languages, as the ·
·genitive form would have to be used for each of the
· three words: of the Father, of the Son and of the
'Holy Ghost. (Patri, filii et san6ti spiritu.) It does
not imply separately of each name, but is the three
in one-the one God.
S. A. B.
NOTES AND COMMENTS
Conscientious Objectors
General Crowder has l);lade the announcement
that the desires of conscientious objectors will be
considered, but they are not sufficient for exemption. Those required to serve notwithstanding these
scruples will be provided non-combatant service, but
it is made clear that it will not relieve them from the
dangers of war.
Elder Harrington in San Bernardino
The Sunday ~Morning Index of San Bernardino,
California, of July 29 contains ov\')r half a column
synopsis of a sermon by Elder George E. Harrington. Editorial announoement is also made that he
will speak twice that day at the Reorganized Church
of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, Fifth and G
streets. Elder Harrington was for many. years
p1.1esident of the Independence Stake before its division, and is now president of the Southern California District.

Cruel to Separate Them
Separate the brewery and the distillery? No, it
would be cruel. They have been partners in crime
for a generation-they have been co-conspirators
against all that is high and holy. Let them die together and be buried in the same grave.-The
Commoner.
Our Stakes Number
We had planned and announced the publication
of a special magazine number of the stakes of the
church for August, but reunion time came on and we
were compelled to put it off till we could secure the
material we had expected. We are sorry it happened in this way, but will get the material as soon
as possible and then publish the special number.
Worth-While Advice
The Official Bulletin is publishing a series of thirty
lessons for the benefit of men selected for service in
the national army. They are "informal in tone and
do not attempt to give binding rules and regulations." One lesson is Pfinted each day and a careful
perusal of each should be of much value to our
young men who are to serve the oountry in this
manner.
No More Distilled Spirits
At eleven o'clock p. m. ·September 8, all manufac:..
ture of distilled spirits for beverage purposes in
the United States must stop for the period of the
war with Germany: The beer interests were much
elated over the discrimination in their favor, but
now Food Administrator Hoover is reported as
threatening to cut the alcoholic content of beer from
the three and a half to four per cent it now contains to at least two per cent. This is considered
necessa.ry to save the thirty-five million bushels of
grain necessary.
Lamoni Reunion on Prohibition
The closing business session of the Lamoni Stake
reunion unanimously adopted resolutions that the
voters belonging to the church be urged to exercise
the elective fran@hise on October 15 in the Iowa
election when the vote will be taken on the question ·
of the State constitutional amendment for prohibition. The church has been uniform in its attitude
on the temperance question and we trust that the
Saints everywhere will see to it that when opportunity is presented they vote to establish national
prohibition.
Bishop McGuire in the East
A card from Bishop B. R. McGuire tells us he
spent three days at the Massachusetts 'reunion anci
then took a trip with U. W. Greene through eastern and western Maine districts. Spoke at Jones( Continued on page 838.)
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to Ptolemy I (surna:rfled Soter, which meant Preserver), who ruled over Egypt, hence, literally, a
In view of the fact that some at least are seeking· king of the south. His SOl). who was surnamed
to interpret this chapter in the light of present war Philadelphus, became his successor two years beconditions, it may be well to examine it in the light fore his death by his abdicating in his favor, and
of history as well as to seek to harmonize it with the was truly the "one of his princes" who became
statement of the messenger who appeared unto "strong abov,e him" and reigned over a "great doDaniel whom he likened unto "a 'certain man clothed minion." "And in the end of years they shall join
· themselves together; for the king's daughter of the
in linen" (DaniellO: 5).
The chapter starts with the statement of the south shall come to the king of the north [Antioch us,
heavenly messenger that "In the first year of Da- king of Assyria] to make an agreement: [this
rius the Mede" (9: 1), he "stood to confirm and to "agreement" she accomplished by marrying him]
strengthen" this king. The second verse opens but she shall not retain the power of the arm: [she
prophetically, that is he is to show Daniel "the was killed at the instigation of Laodice, a former
truth" relating to the future. "There shall stand wife of Antiochus] . Neither shall he :s,tand, nor his
up yet three kings in Persia"-Cambyses, 529-521 arm." He was also killed at the same time.
Verses 7-9 were literally fulfilled by Ptolemy III,
B. C., Smerdis-Gaumata, 52i B. C., and Darius, 521485 B. C. "And the fourth shall be far richer than who, to avenge the' death of his sister Berenice,
they all: and by his strength through his riches he fought against and sufficiently subjugated Assyria
shall stir up all against the realm of Grecia." This as to be able to restore the Egyptian gods which
"fourth" king was Xer::l}es I, the eldest son of Darius had previously been carried away by Cambyses.
For this he received the title of Euergetes, meaning
and grandson of Cyrus, by his mother.
As so often happens in prophetic statement, the the Benefactor.
Then, in harmony with verse 10, the "sons" of
messenger in the following verse passes over many
years of history without even breaking the thread Antiochus, 8eleucus and Antiochus, were "stirr,ed
of narration and tells Daniel that "a mighty king up" and assembled "a multitude of great forces,"
shall stand up, that shall rule with great dominion, and Seleucus was.the "one" who did all that is here
and do according to his will. Thus in few words depicted.
It should be considered that the terms Antiochus
are the years of Alexander the Great covered, bo'th
and
Ptolemy were but titular and that when the mesas to his might, dominion and will, for it was he
senger
uses these terms, "king of th~ north" and
who was said to have wept because thel'e was naught
else to conquer, so· great was his "dominion"! ;But "king of the south" the statements are to be limited
the eternal fiat says, "when he shall stand up," to the rulers only and not to the individuals. And
seeming to imply he shall arise in his "might" by that in the period of history covered by the entire
doing "according to his will,'' "his kingdom shall prediction there were various rulers on these thrones.
be broken, and shall be divided toward the four It is al:so well to remember that to make the analywinds of heaven; and not to his posterity, nor ac- · sis complete and the interpretation certain that one
cording to his dominion which he ruled: for his must confine "the king of the north" to Assyria and
kingdom shall be plucked up, even for others be- "the king of the south" to Egypt.
side those," his posterity.
· Taking up the thread of the narrative, all that is
Two of his sons were appointed to succeed him necessary to say is that Ptolemy IV, known as
but were such imbeciles as to require a protector, Philopator, was moved to anger and came forth and
h~nce the government was "not to his posterity," fought Wiith the "king of the north," Antiochus the
but divided between four of his generals-Antigonus, Great, and "set forth a great multitude" which was
Antipater, Leonatus, and Ptolemy, who entered into literally "given into his hand" in the sense that
a combination against the regent of the above sons. though he had been a degenerate the multitude when
But the empire was so divided and subdivided as rto marshaled and panoplied for war was yet willing
fully literalize the figure-"four winds." And thus to give itself into his hand, that is to be led by him,
his kingdom was "plucked up, even for others be- when he showed the spirit of his predecessors, who
had been victorious in war. After taking the mulside those."
"And the king of the south shall be strong, and titude into battle his war success in casting "down
one of his princes." The "king of the south" refers his many ten thousands,'' he was yet not "strengthTHE ELEVENTH CHAPTER OF DANIEL
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ened by it," for turning aside to visit Jerusalem,
"After off.ering sacrifices in the temple, he attempted
to enter the sanctuary. A sudden paralysis hindered
his design.
Thus Smith in his Dictionary
of the Bible, de0
.
picts in few words the fulfillment of "he shall not be
strengthened by it." After an ·effort to wreak vengeance on the Alexandrine Jews "for his disappointment" in not being able to thus enter the sanctuary,
he died B. C., 205, leaving his .son but five years of
age to a doubtful regency. The "more sure word of
prophecy" here came to the relief of young Ptolemy
:Epiphanes. For the "king of the north" was not
to come against him till "after cerrtain years"thirteen or fourteen-"with a great army .and much
riches." The Jews as "the robbers of thy people"
aligned themselves with the Assyrians and in every
sense made true "the vision" of Daniel.
In the fulfillment of the next five verses, Antiochus the Great plays the leading role, for it was he
who as "the king of the north" that "cast up a
mount" and took "the most fenced cities" and
Ptolemy V could "not withstand" him. He did "according to his own will" and it was also true "none
shall stand before him." He stood in the "glorious
land," Palestine, "which by his hand" was "consumed." He "set his face," or determined in his
mind to take with him "the strength of his whole
kingdom" even to the "upright ones," or his compeers.· He gave his own daughter Cleopatra in marriage to Ptolemy, "corrupting her" or seeking to do
with the dowry of the Phoenician provinces. But
she did "not stand on his side" but with her husband.
He next turns "his 'face unto the isles" [Ionian] "but
a prince"-Scipio-[see Rollins] caused "the reproach offered by him to cease." He now turned
"his face toward the fort of his own land" but did
"stumble and fall" and was not ''found" because he
"attacked the rich temple of Belus in Elymais, and
was slain by the. people who arose in its defense."
The twentieth verse had its fulfillment in the life
and reign of Seleucus IV (Philopator), "king of
Asia." He was a "raiser of taxes," and was destroyed "within few days" but "neither in anger,
nor in battle." He was murdered by one of hfs
own courtiers, 1hence was "destroyed, neither in
anger, nor in battle" but with a desire on the part
of his murderer, Heliodorus, to attai.n the crown.
The entire rest portion of the chapter is but a
prophetical recital of what later proved the historical fact of the deeds of Antiochus IV, Epiphanes
(the Illustrious), not illustrious for good, but in
crime. He obtained "the kingdom by fiatte:ries ;"
he was a "vile person" ; he wrested the kingdom.
from "the prince of the covenant," his nephew and
son of art elder brother. After entering into "the
league" he worked "deceitfully;" he entered "peace-

.ably even upon the fattest places of the province;"
he "scattered among them the prey, and spoil, and
riches." The king of the south arrayed against him
a mighty army, but it did not "stand." "And both
these kings" told "lies at one table," but that which
they told did "not stand !" He returned to his own
land with "great riches; and his heart" was "against
the holy covenant." He sought to return to Egypt
as predicted, but it was nel.ther "as the former, or
as the latter," for he was restrained by the "ships of
Chittim" (Greece), and he had ''indignation against
the holy covenant." And he had "intelligence" or
an understanding with those who forsook that covenant. And it was he who became so "vile" that he
took "away the daily sacrifice" by placing upon the
altar erected for temple service an idol altar! (se2
.Mac.) Ten days later an offering was made upon it
to Jupiter Olympus! It is pos,sible that it was in
this act that he planted the "tabernacle of his
palace . . .. in the glorious holy mountain," yet this
matter is a little too indefinite to state surely, and
i<t does seem more clearly to imply that it was his
son and successor who fulfilled the closing verses of
this chapter though· it is generally attributed to
him. Personally, I incline to the thought that his
son came in for q, portion of the prophetic statement. Art any rate, however, there is no part of
the chapter that seems to have even the remotest
reference to our own times.
As to the twelfth chapter, that is quite another
proposition and the more I look at it the more the
conclusion is forced upon me that he who undertakes an intP"·-~--~"-~•·,-.-- ~" ··~ symbols had best wait
until he has at least the degree of inspiration
granted unto Daniel when he received the vision,
before attempting the interpretation.

J.

W. WIGHT.

IS IT NOT TIME TO HALT?
"Unto what were you ordained?" is a question
asked by the Lord less than one hundred years ago.
And I 'am wondering if some of the ministers have
ever attempted to consider the answer. The writer
of this brief criticism does not daim to be exempt
from imperfection, but he does claim to be a careful
observer and feels, presumptions as it may seem to
some, that he has a word of warning and even instruction to some of his brethren, if they who have
ears to hear will hear.
Ilf the first place-and there really seems to be no
beginning to what I have to say, so many things
crowd in my mind-let me notice a frequently-heard
expression made by men While in the pulpit: "Edu..:
cation is all right, but-." And I have wondered if
the speaker really und'erstood what he meant and.
what the word education means. An inspired Book
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of Mormon writer said: "To be learned [educa;ted]
is good if one [who is educated] hearkens unto the
counsel of God." Might we not extend this thought
by saying: To be strong physically is good if .one
does not use his strength to injure hi:s fellow men?
To be rich or in possession of a big business enterprise is giood if that steward turns his surplus
over to the Lord's church. It is really the use we
make of things which determines whether or not
those things are "good" or bad. This applies to
everything the human raoe possesses, for there is
nothing earthly w;hich oannot be perverted, Education is no exception, and if 'the possessor of such
uses it as a means to exalt himself, if he is made
proud and ov~erbearing by ·his "learning," if, in
brief, ht=l does not use his powers for the good of
!humanity, that man's education is vain and he is
worse off than the more limited steward, for where
much is given much shall be required.
Again, we hear a sarcastic thrust made at homiletics. And J, wonder if the brothers who do tJhis
really know what the w.ord means. Homiletics,
"the art of preaching"; and what does art mean,
in brief? "1. The employment of means to accomplish some desired end. 2. A system of principles
and rules for attaining a desired end; method of
doing well some special work. 3. Systematic application of knowledge or skill in effecting a desired
result," etc. And in tJhe face of this, the cry goes
up, "Away with it; throw the thing (homiletics) to
the uninspired!"
If we look about us everywhere may be seen the
workings of system, and especially is this so in nat:ure; and no imcention ever has been made that conformed not to law, so strict is nature. Why should
a La,tter Day Saint minister be a pet exception to
the great universal laws? There is no exception.
Every sermon worthy the name of sermon was delivered along the lines of logical construction.. Consider every one you have read or heard and you
will observe that eaoh h!ad a beginning (introduction) and .a body (premises, reasonings, conclusions)
and an ending (reviews, summings, etc.).. Every
intelligent preacher will construct his sermon homiletically, consciously or unconsciously, and if he is
not intelligent enough to abide by law, observe
proper ,system, follow the rules of clearness, make
known the message he is trying to present, he is not
worthy to hold the priesthood ; if called he has failed
to· magnify his calling and is classed among the
unfit. Admitting the foregoing, why is it not a
duty to qualify by studying the art of preaching that
we may become workmen of whom God will not be
ashamed because we have improved the talents he
has given us? If you are a good "natural preacher"
become a better instrument or agent by studying to
improve your powers of making others see.
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There is nothing gained by sneering and scoffing.
We might as well face the music and acknowledge
past mistakes and rebegin under the light of experiences. We are facing a crisis; the warning has
been sounded; the call is to us all to arise and put
on the beautiful garments of Zion that we may not
be found nak,ed in the day of God's revelation.
W.hen a man passes the age of learning his power
of usefulness is on the wane ; he is to be handled
gently. It is a glorious experience to meet old people who are interested in the meaning of words,
desirous of properly accenting syllables, hungry to
learn of current events, history in its making, and
able to ·tell the story of bygone days in a manner
tha.t enlightens and fascinates. But sad indeed it
is to meet a person who has ceased to learn; the
minist~r who seeks not to bring forth things both
new and old, who feels so satisfied with his accumulation of knowledge that to imbibe one more drop
from the spring of learning would, in his judgment,
burst' his capacity. Perhaps it would! But true
living means the continual enla.rgement of mental
capacity. He only half lives who half knows; eternal life can see.only its smallest beginning here.
And were I not burdened because of a "grosser
crime," this paper might not be written; it is the
crime of violating one of the most potent instructions given to preachers and those who would be
such:
There is a, great work to be done by mine elders, and that
they may be fitted to do this work and the accomplishment
theDeof be not prew~nted, it is Qnjoined upon them that they
shall not only ibl~ kind of heart and of a lowly spirit, that
their wisdom may be the wisdom of the Lord and their
strength the s'trength of the Spirit, but they shall lay aside
lightness of spee'ch ~andi lightness of manner when standing
to dedare the word, and! shall study to approVJe thei:r: ministrations to the people by ca1ndor in speech and courtesy in
demeanor, that as minislters of the: gospel they may win
souls to Christ.~Doctrine and Coverrants H9: 2.

No Latter Day Saint minister will question the
authority of the statement quoted above. It harmonizes ,sublimely with the instruction given by
James:
Who is a wise man and endued with knowledge among you?
let him show out of a good convers:ation his works with meekness of wisdom. But if you hav:e bitter envying and strife
in your hearts, glory ;not; and lie not against the truth. This
wisdom descendleth not from above, but is earthly, sensual,
devilish. For where envying and strife is, the!re is confusion
and eve'ry evil work. iBut the wisdom which is from aboVJe is
first pure, the:n peaceable, gentle, and easily 'entreated, full of
mercy and good fruits, withou't partiality, and without hypocrisy. And the fruit of righteousness is sown in peace of
them that make peace.-J1ames 3: 13-18.

To analyze fully the two quotations given, would
extend the compass of this article beyond its purpose; however, the reader should consider solemnly
and repentantly, if need be, the salient points, a
few only being referred to here.
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"Lay aside lightness of speech and lightness of
manner." It is your desire to become an artist in
your business as a preacher for God? Then obey
the instruction of your Master. You will find no
great speech or sermon blemished with hilarious
punctuations. Not a "light" word is found in the
epistles of Paul or the words of Jesus or the writings of the Nephites, and nearer home than ancient
writings are the revelations given through the latter-day prophet, not one of which contains a word
of lightness. Lightness of speech means studied
attempts to provoke laughter; irreverent statements
and the introduction of matter which is not in
harmony with the purpose of the address which
should be characterized with deep seriousness and
reverence. There is "a time to weep and a time to
laugh," but the time to laugh is not when the weight
of life is struggling to weigh down the weight of
death. No amount of sophistry can reason away
the statement: "Lay aside lightness of speech and
lightness of manner when standing to declare the
word."
"Courtesy in demeanor." What is the meaning
of this word courtesy? "Politeness; civility; urbanity; courtliness. An act of civility or respect. Refinement; good breeding." 1Must I be and express
all these when I stand to declare the word of life
to the people? Certainly. And more, you must
be such at all times for if you are not used to the
tools you cannot employ them on the spur of the
moment.
Now, is it an act of respect to ,refer to the place
where conscientious beings have bowed in reverence to God, as the "sniveling bench"? Some elders
were guilty of incivmty, and the word of revelation
was given both to correct a pr·esent wrong, or evil,
1and also to furnish important homiletic instruction
to the young minister who really thinks his work
worth while; for one of the fundamental things. to
observe before an audience is to incur its good will
by treating it with courtesy. You cannot teach an
angry man.
Let the young minister, for I am writing to such,
bear in mind that he is directing his message to the
sheep (the honest in heart, as we call them) who
are in his audience; no orther will receive his words.
The call is to God's people who are in Babylon; they
may not be driven out, insulted out, yanked out.
'Such treatment is what they receive in Babylon. H
is truth plus the Spirit of God which moves people.
But truth is truth only to us when we assimilate it.
Intelligent people move only when they have sufficient reason for making such move. We do not
expect or want any person to enter the church unless he does it intelligently. A man should not
leave his faith till he feels and believes that it is
wrong or that there is something better for him

to embrace. A Methodist should be immersed if
he feels that sprinkling :is not r:iight; a Baptist
should join the Catholic church if he thinks it is the
true church. Why not? In like manner, when one
or more persons believe that the Church of Christ
offers more light than any other institution such
persons are not loyal to the principle of right, of
truth, they are not ·real men and real women if
they do not advance toward or in the light.
Why then insult the very ones who are the prospective members of the church we represent? Every
year sees hundreds of men and women leave the sectarian churches and enter the fullness of light reflected by the church· of Chris,t. But these people
were honest before they entered our church. There
are hundreds of others like them, seekers after
light. Young man, show them the light, that is
Wlhat they want, nothing else will take its place.
Your: "funny stories" will not feed those hungry
souls. Applause and empty laughter do not come
from deep-thinking and famishing spirits. The rabble will gnash at Anthony to-day and kill Brutus
to-morrow. There is not one left to mark Yorick's
grinning, and his flashes of merriment are long
since forgotten, but the teachings which concern our
eternal destiny will live forever and be pondered by
millions of men when the little silly efforts simply
to amuse have been lost almost before they were
born.
Of course I do not cry out against humor-it is
a gift of God; and we should use our gifts. It is
·against the imitation, the striving after effect; the
feigned, fictitious, affected, inconsistent that I argue. And that is inconsistent which detracts from
the object of our effort.
Billy Sunday may be a moral reformer, but he is
by no means a gospel preacher ; like many other
enlighteners of the darkened mind, he shuns to
declare "all the counsel of God," and his message is
tinctured with the same delusion whiCJh characterizes "other gospels" that are offering full and complete salvation based on incomplete obedience to the
full plan of God. But in saying this of the man
and his message, I simply base my statement on my
belief in what I think is the teaching of the Bible;
I may be w11ong; it is for every man to satisfy his
own conscience and mind; we cannot force belief,
it is the result of evidence, and if the evidence is
correct then the acceptance of that evidence will
beget true belief., "Preach the gospeL" "Preach
the _word."
I ask, in conclusion, Is it not time to halt? Halt
is a German word for stop. Is it not time to conform more carefully to the teachings of the word of
God? The instruction from heaven comes freighted
with the wisdom of God. It is safe to follow it. We
may try other methods, follow colored lights for a
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season, burt in the end we will, if honest to our "For if through the offense of one many be dead,
highest ideals, come back only to begin over after much more the gra.ce of God and the gift by grace,
the regretful waste of precious time. Be wise to- which is by one man, Jesus Chris.t, hath abounded
day lest to-morrow find you foolish. For your first unto many." Also Ephesians 2: 8, 9, "For by grace
lesson in homiletics take Paul's writings to Timothy are ye saved through faith; and not of yourselves;
and Joseph Smith's teaching in section 119: 2, both it is the gift of God : not of works, lest any man
writers being instruments in God's hands, it is un- should boast." The law of the land ·offers relief
derstood!. For your second lesson, take up the study throug;h certain bankruptpy laws; our liabilities
of g11ammar and words.. For your third, learn the exceed our assets, and we are relieved of our burart of correct breathing and vocal expression. Then dens, and start business upon a new basis. This is
advance step by step along the path which I shall a parallel to the spiritual.
be glad to recommend in the HERALD from time to
AFTER BAPTISM, WHAT?
time, if there be sufficient, demand and interest to
Word pictures have been drawn illustrating the
justify.
RALPH W. FARRELL.
effects of sin in certain cases which cannot be adjus,ted and which must go to the eternal seat of arbiREMISSION OF SINS
tration, carrying with them the fatal result of
"whatsoever a man soweth, that shall he also reap"
DEFINITION
(Galatians 6: 7). The case of a son is presented who
From the New Imperial Dictionary we obtain
has through his bad conduct caused the health of his
the following: "Remission, (1) The act of remit- dear mother to fail ; the stooped shoulders, gray
ting, releasing, resigning, relinquishing, or surrenhair, etc., standing as a testimony against him of
dering. (2) Release, discharge, or velinquishment
that which he has robbed his mother of, which canof a claim or right; as, the remission of a tax, duty, not be replaced. It is a very striking picture and
debt, etc.; forgiveness; pavdon; :as, the remission of
challenges our attention. Another picture is presins."
sented to us of a young man who has deprived a
Forgiveness is treated as a synonym, and the defimaiden of her vi11tue, and in, the words of Shakesnition following verifies this fact: Forgiveness. (1) peare, "He who steals my purse steals trash, but he
The act of forgiving; the pardon of an offender, by
who filches from me my good name, robs me of that
which he is considered and treated as not guilty.
which not enriches him, but makes me poor indeed."
The scriptural use of these terms warrants us in Sin has also been illustrated by the driving of a nail
assuming that they are synonymous. Luke 24:47,
into a board, aJld that even though it has been for"And that repentance and rernission of sins should
given or pulled out, yet the hole or scar remains.
be preached in his name among all nations, beginCertain object lessons carry with them a lesson to
ning at Jerusalem." Also Acts 13 ': 38, "Be it known
a certain point, but no farther. For example the
unto you therefore men and brethren, that through
parables of Jesus with reference to the kingdom of
this man is preached unto you the forgiveness of
heaven: a grain of mustard seed, a net cast into the
sins."
sea, a little leaven, a treasure, etc. It will not do,
THE RESULT OF BAPTISM IN WATER
however, for us to use these illustrations too far.
Mark 1: 8, "I indeed have baptized you with
The illustrations of the mother, the maiden, and
water." Mark 1: 4, "John did baptize in the wilder- the board strikingly illustrate sin to a certain point.
ness, and preach the baptism of repentance for the In the case of the mother and the maiden there may
rem:ission of sins." Acts 2: 38, "Repent and be bap- may be different angles that exis·t in no tw0 cases.
tized every one of you in the name of Jesus Christ There may be a very big story behind the scenes.
for the remi,ssion of sins, and ye shall receive the We cannot deny the fact that sin produces just such
gift of the Holy Ghost." .
result~ as have been pictured, but has this trial been
This ordinance also serves as an act of entrance a loss and no gain to the mother or to the maiden;
into the kingdom (church) according to John 3: 5 in ·the light of that which Christ presents when he
and 10: 1.
said that "a man's life consisteth not in the abunAs to the remission of sins, however, the direct dance of the things which he possesseth" (Luke
result is a "rernission of sins that ar/3 past." Ro- 12: 15). An usual degree of long-suffering is evimans 3 : 25, "Whom God hath set forth to be a pro- dent in the statement of Paul, who admonishes, "In
pitiation through faith in his blood, to declare his meekness instructing those that oppose themselves;
righteousness for the remission of sins that are if God peradventure will give them repentance to
the acknowledging of the truth; and that they may
past."
This is a gift to us through Jesus Christ, and in recover themselves out of the snare of the Devil,
this .sense we are saved by grace. Romans 5: 15, who are taken captive at his will" (2 Timothy 2: 25,
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26) . There is wisdom in the statement that we were
to forgive all men, but that the Lord will forgiv~e
whom he will forgive. The Lord also says, "Vengeance is mine, I will repay." Let the Lord adjust
these cases for our bungling, biased hands and
minds may not work rig1ht. The wisdom, mercy,
long-suffering and. justice of God will truly do all
· things well.
So again we ask the question, After baptism,
what? What about our sins? "Though your sins
be as scarlet, they shall be as white as snow; though
they be red like crimson, they shall be as wool"
(~saiah 1: 18). Also, "All his transgressions that
he hath committed, they shall not be mentioned unto
him" (Ezekiel 18: 22). Also, "for I will forgive
their iniquity, and I will remember their sin no
more" (Jeremiah 31: 34).
Thus far the scripture surely warrants us in assuming that the sinner has a clear· start, so far as
the remission of sins that are past is concerned,
provided of course that genuine repentance has
taken place, which means to ·adjust so far as it is
possible to do so.
However, has anyone ever seen a. human being go
down into the water an imperfect being and arise
a perfect creature? Cite us to any such cases,
please.
Back of our remiss~ion of sins lies a remarkable
history, involving a wonderful pian, and the operation of a pecuHar law. Out of the w1aters of baptism
arises a creature with new desires, forgiven of past
transgressions. 'Dhere are in his n,ature, however,
certain tendencies, and impulses, the grooves and
paths of heredity or of pe:rsonal acts, which still
remain. A big task confronts him. John says about
. Jesus, and those whQ receive him, that he gave them
"power to become the sons of God." Are we not
s1afe in assuming, tha.t following baptism, there is
also involved the operation of a wonderful plan?
There is no justification now in making others
responsible for the weaknesses he may possess, no
matter how they got there. "But God is faithful,
who will not suffer you to be tempted above that ye
are able; but will wi.th the temptation also make a
way to escape, that ye may be able to bear it." This
means much more than the human mind can really
fathom. It undoubtedly involves the careful adjustment to the needs of every being under his care.
Finally, the judgment "according to their works."
BAPTISM BY FIRE AND THE HOLY GHOST

From the Book of Mormon we quote the following: "For the gate by which we should enter is
repentance and baptism by water: and then cometh
a remission of your sins by fire, and by the Holy
Ghost."~2 Nephi 13: 24.
A first reading of the above will undoubtedly

cause some to wonder. This does not mean that
there has been no remission of sins at baptism by
water. Remember that we are to rightly divide the
word of truth. The word clearly establishes the
fact that baptism in water is for the remission of
sins, and for sins that are past. Remember, too,
thiat the person that went down into the water an
imperfect being does not come out of the water a
perfect creature. Paul· clearly tens us all that we
are not perfect in the statement, "Therefore [not]
leaving the principles of the doctrine of Christ, let
us go on unto pe,rfection" (Hebrews 6: 1). The
church organization planned by the Flather is designed for the "perfecting of the saints." In addi-.
tion to this there are measures employed under the
direction of God, minis1terin:g to the individual needs
of every soul embmcing the terms of truth.
The aforementioned statement from the Book of
Mormon must be interpreted in the light of another
quotation following: "Now this is the commandment,
Repent, all ye ends of :the earth, and come unto me
and be baptized in my name, that ye may be sanctified by the reception of the Holy Ghost, that ye may
stand spotless before me at the last day."-Nephi
12: 33. No wonder then that Jesus said, "And they
that worship him must worship him in spirit and in
truth." Paul struck the keynote tq the matter when
he asked, "Have ye received the Holy Ghost since ·
ye believed?"
What we must do is partially realized in being baptized in water for the remission of sins that are past.
It is fully realized in the reception of the Holy
Ghost unto a comple.te remission of sins.
"If we say that we have no sin, we deceive ourselves, 1and the truth is not in us" (1 John 1: 8) .
Then the seventh verse reads, ''But if we walk in
the light, as he is in the light, we have fellowship
one with another, and the blood of Jesus Christ his
Son cleanseth us from all sin." Let us then interpret the foregoing in the light of the following:
I [John] indeed baptize you with water unto l:'erpentance
[or, upon your repentance] but he that cometh after me is
mightier than I, whose shlo,es I am not worthy to bear: he'
shall baptize you with the Holy Ghost, and. with fi,re: whose
fan is in his hand, and he: will thoroughly purge his floor, and
gather his wheat into the garner; ibut he will burn ·Up the
chaff with unquenchable fire.-Matthew 3: 11, 12.

What a s.plendid thing it is for us to avail ourselves of the privilege of being baptized in water for
the remission of sins. This gives us a clean start as
far as past sins are concerned. While it is true that
we- must exert ourselves some in carrying out the·
principles of faith and repentance, preceding baptism, so as to get the proper result, yet the effort
we make is practically nothing. It. is really the
stretching forth of the hand to receiv~ a gift. It is
· a,gift in the truest sense of the term. In this case
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we are largely acted upon. In the case of remission of sins following, through the Holy Ghost and
by fire, here it is that we are the actors in the drama
of life, and as we sow so shall we also reap.
THE WORK OF FIRE

The metaphorical language of the scriptures has
been used for a peculiar purpose in some instances.
When Jesus said, "Except ye eat the flesh of the
Son of man, 'and drink his blood, ye have no life in
you" many said "this is an hard saying." It was
a shaft of divine li~ht which at once severed the material amongst his followers from those who had a
true and a spiritual conception of his work. A
metaphor is a figure of speech founded on resemblance. For example, God as a "rock." The tongue,
as, a "fire."
Peter says: "Beloved [members of the church]
think it not strange concerning the fiery trial which
is to try you, as though some strange thing happened unto you" (1 Peter 4: 12). Jesus said: "For
they are not well pleased with the Lord's doings,
therefore I am come to send fire on the earth; and
what is it to you if I will that it be already kindled?" (Luke 12: 49, Inspired Translation).
Is it not quite. clear that the fire referred to is a
present action, and not a future event.
Associated with these let us consider the following quotations: "For the time is come that judgment
must begin at the house of God: [the members of
the church] and if it begin at us, what shall the
end be of them that obey not the gospel of God?"
(1 Peter 4: 17.) Also, "Some men's sins are open
beforehand to judgment; and some men they follow
after (1 Timothy 5: 24). A judgment takes place
with: the saints; their sins going before to judgment: before those of the world. Notice the following: "But when we are judged, we are chastened
of the Lord, that we should not be condemned with
the world" (1 Corinthians 11: 32). The judgment
consists of the nature of a chastening, and the chastening evidently results in a remission of sins, because these sins are open beforehand to judgment.
Let us now notice more clearly the purpose of
this chastening: "And every branch that beareth
fruit, he purgeth it, that it may bring forth more
fruit" (John 15: 2).
My son, d!espise not the cbia,s.tening of' the Lord; neitherr
he weary of his correction: for whom the Lo•rd loveth, he correcteth; eve111 as a father the son in whom he de~ighte•th.
P;ove,rbs 3: 11, 12.

The loving, long-suffering, wise, and just hand of
our almighty F1ather is tenderly leading us on and
on, and "nearer my God to thee." . The gospel plan
is evidently the law designed to accomplish this
result. "The law of the Lord is perfect, converting [transforming] the soul."
Those administering the law are spoken Qf as
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follows: ";And his ministers a flame of fire" (Hebrews 1: 7), and Jeremiah says, "Is not my word
like as a fire? saith the Lord; and like a hammer
that breaketh the rock in pieces?" , (Jeremiah
23: 29), and in· the twentieth chapter and ninth
verse we read, "But his word was in mine heart as a
burning fire shut up in my bones," and in Hebrews
12: 29 we read that, "For our, God is a consuming
fire." Not as a demon, but •as a Fa.ther of love who
delights in the workmanship of his hands, and whom
he has created for his pleasure.
Malachi, speaking of the work of the Christ at
his second coming says :
But who may abide the day of his coming? and who shall
stand when, he appeareth? for he is like a refiner's fir1e, and
like fuller's soap; and he shall sit as a refiner and purifier
of silver: and he: shall purify the sons of Levi, [and :t:l)any
others, too.-F. F. W.] :and purge them as gold and silver,
that they may offer unto the Lord an offe,ring in righteousness.-Mala~hi 3: 2, 3.

Not an offering according to the old law of
Moses, consisting of the blood of rams, sheep and
goats, but a new offering according to the terms of
the new covenant, the gospel, consisting of a living
sacrifice in the molding and shaping of the soul to
an expression of all that is pure and gentle, and
full of love. "Behold, I have refined thee, but not·
with silver; I have chosen thee in the furnace of
affliction" (I;saiah 48: 10).
Th,y.ough the furnace~, through the hea.t,
There beneath the hammer's beat;
Through temptations manifold,
Comes my soul like burnished gold.
FORGIVENESS

"Fbr there is one God, and one mediator between
God and men, the man Christ Jesus." ( 1 Timothy
2: 5.)
To explain our thought we must use an illustration. A child of the Father runs well for a season,
but relaxes on the reins of restraint, and gradually
degenerates in spiritual stature, manifesting selfishness, intolerance, exhibits a bad temper and indulges in such carnal habits entirely unbecoming a
child of God. This child awakens to its condition.
It appeals to the Father for forgiveness, and in
answer to its earnest, humble desire, it enjoys a
relief from the awful burden which has distressed
its mind. This child soon discovers, however, that
past indulgences have worn a deep groove in its nature. which make it very susceptible to its former
weaknesses. It struggles, and falls many times. It
appeals to the Father in the name of Jesus, for forgiveness, and receives relief, and even help to overcome. Personal exertion, accompanied with the
power of the gospel soon make a wonderful change
in this child.
When we compare the above with our personal ex-
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periences, we must admit that the illustration i.s a
HUMILITY
fact. The forgiveness of sins is a wonderful priviHumble souls that seek salvation
lege, but our appeal to the Father is a type of the
Through the Lamb's redeeming blood,
obedience we manifested at the time of baptism in . .
Hear the voice of revelation,
water, and this forgiveness of sins, is in rea.lity a ·
Tread the path that Jesus trod.
remission of sins which are past, and a gift of God,
These lines contain a precious, thought. Jesus
being saved by grace through the sacrifice of Jesus
said
unto his disciples: "Learn of ·me; for I am
Christ. But there is a personal work to be accommeek
and lowly in heart: and ye shall find rest unto
plished, a work which is moved by a living faith,
your
souls." (Matthew 11: 29.) Christ is our
accompanied with the refining process of the pergreat
and
perfect model of all excellence, purity,
fect law of liberty.
perfection,
truth, honor, justice, mercy, goodness
Now no chastening for the present seemeth to he joyous,
1and
love.
His
loving-kindness knows no end. He
but grievous: nevertheles:;> afterwal'd it yieldeth the peaceable
fruit of righteousness unto them which are exercised thereby. has bade his people to come up higher. "Humble
-Hebrews 12: 11.
yourselves in the sight of the Lord,. and he shall lift
A little bluing is a good thing; it whitens the you up." (James 4: 10.) We may all assist in this
clothes. A sailor wishes for a side wind as it fills latter-day work. (Doctrine and Covenants 119: 8.)
out all of the sails. A wind directly from the bacl~ No ·one can assist in this work except he shall be
would only fill up the back set of sails. It is the humble. (Doctrine and Covenants 11: 4.) Our destruggles which cause us to exert ourselves to our sires should be to live in harmony with what God
full capacity which strengthen us. A doctor once has revealed to us. The pleasure of doing good is
said to his patient, "John, do you know why we are the only one that never wears out.
sometimes sick?" "No," says John. "Because,"
Humility is the principle which will make the sons
said the doctor, "it brings us down on our backs, and daughters of men children of God. The only
so we can look upward." Through the power of way one can be benefited by the instruction he reChrist the mighty healer, the bird with a broken ceives is by a proper app1lication of the lesson taught.
piniori, "higher still shall fly again."
Wealth and education without humility is poverty
The points to be remembered are as follows :
with God. Man might attain to great wisdom and
1. That there is a remission of sins at baptism in understanding, which is commendable. But, when
water, but it is for the remission of sins that are we cast our eyes heavenward and view the starry
past.
worlds within its infinite space, we would then stand
2. That there is a remission of sins after bap- amazed at our own insignificance. The little we
tism, by fire and by the Holy Ghost.
know seems as naught compared with the vastness
3. That the scars and holes left by sin after for- of the unknown. There is a deep where all our
giveness remain there, if the subject fails to utilize thoughts are drowned. Man can only do a small
the healing and purifying proces:s of the gospel part of the work that is entrus,ted to his care. God
law. But a full, absolute, and complete remission can send down manna from heaven. Man can only
takes place through perfect obedience. This may plow and plant. God must give the increase. Man
be a very long process, extending even to the be- might attain to great wisdom and understanding,
yond, and it may take a shorter period of time, de- but it is like plowing and planting-God must give
pending wholly upon the action of the subject.
it life. Jesus said, "Without me you can do nothMay it be our aim to be "Nearer, my God, to ing." It is written, "Trust in the Lord with all
thee."·
FRANK F. WIPPER.
thine heart; and lean not unto thine own understanding." (Proverbs 3: 5.)
The Graceland wireless station will be· utilized
No one can live a true Christian life without
the coming year in training radio operators to meet others being benefited by it. Religion without huthe country's great need for skilled operators. In mility is like a body without the spirit-dead. Let
fact it is said that no trained operator need lack us measure our lives by the life of Jesus, holding
immediate employment. It is proposed now by before us the clear glass of gospel truth; seek to
prominent men in the wireless work to organize all know if we have indeed passed from death unto life.
the amateur operators in the country to account Th.e life of Jesus is in our mind a beautiful picture,
for every message sent from and received in the but let us not forget what it cost to make it so.
United States, thus assisting in the detection of Though he possessed all wisdom and knowledge, he
spies. Of course this would mean the restoration was meek and lowly. In all his work, his trials and
of all dismantled stations for receiving purposes. agony, he said: "1My yoke is easy and my burden is
If at all interested, drop a line to Graceland College light." The love he had for doing his father's will
made it so. He demonstrated to the world that in
for further information.
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human nature all opposition here below can be overcome. Humility is the foundation of true religion,
the mainspring of human action, the polar star.
I remember while a young boy in our home one
incident. It was customary in the old countri for
the poor to ' send their little ones out to beg for
bread. The custom was to give them a piece of
rye bread and pork. They had a little sack in which
they put it. One time two little children came to
my father!s home to ask for bread. Mother gave
them a piece of wheat bread with butter on it. They
didn't put that in their sack, but sat down and
ate it. Tears came to mother's eyes. I have thought
of that many times, and, like mother, not able to
keep the tears back.
Jesus said: "The poor always ye have with you."
When we in our prayers make mention of the poor
and ask God to bless them, do we really appreciate
when we sit down to a well-spread table and satisfy
ourselves with an abundance of good things? Our
heavenly Father has ordained that human beings
should bless each other.
The Son of God was born in a manger. He said:
"The foxes have holes, and the birds of the air have
nests; but the Son of man hath not where to lay
his head." (Matthew 8: 20.) The poor having the
gospel preached to them, many think but very little
of the value of simplicity. A humble salutation,
how small the cost, but how great the return. The
strength of the gospel is its righteousness and
purity.
The main reason for the condition that the world
is wrapped in to-day is the lack of humility. "Pride
goeth before destruction." The lesson that some
must learn cannot be learned without using the rod.
It is surprising to think what people can get along
without when they cannot get it. God is no respecter of persons; he never changes; his love for·
the world is still the same. War and famine is predicted. It is because of sin.
One writer says the statement is often heard that
the great war is proof that Christianity has failed.
A more logical view would be that Christianity has
never been tried. Had the great nations of Europe given heed to the Golden Rule and applied it
nationally in the same spirit that the Christ urged
humanity to apply it, "man to man," no such cataclysm would have been possible.
The same cause will produce the same effect. As
it was said in days of old, so we might say to-day:
"They have transgressed the laws, changed the ordinance, broken the everlasting covenant. Therefore
hath the curse devoured the earth."
(Isaiah
24:5, 6.)
The only means that will bring peace and joy to
the world is a compliance with the law of God. As
,
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Saints of God may we in humility of heart be like
the sun-a light to the world.
A. JENSEN.

(:::::.::=O=F=G=E=N=E=R=A=L=I=N=T=E=R=ES=T=)
THE WAR DUTY OF OUR BOYS

'

"Should I go back to school this fall? Shouldn't
I be doing something for my country in the war?"
These questions undoubtedly are in the minds of
thousands of American boys, was the conclusion of
the American Boy magazine. Therefore they conferred with a number of well-known Government
officials about it and the answer is : "Do both-go
back to school; that will be a service to your country-the greatest you can give."
These questions were put to a goodly number of
officials of the Government, of the Army and Navy,
as well as to p:t~esidents of universities and colleges,
and the answers are in perfect agreement. The
questions follow:
"1. What would you say to 500,000 boys, if they
were before you-;or to one individually-about the
importance of completing the high school course?
"2. Would the advice you would give in this year
of the war· be different from the advice you would
give at any other time?"
.
In the September number are the following answers, and many more:
THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES
While the President has made no public statement concerning the matter, it is his opinion that
men not available for military service should in no
way change their life plans. It would be a grea,t
mistake, he thinks, to neglect the school and college
courses.
(Signed)
JOSEPH P. TUMULTY,
Secretary to .the President.
THE SECRETARY OF WAR
The most useful thing a high school boy can do is
to finish his course, because the Nation in the next
years will need all the trained men it can find.
It follows that a boy should be training himself
for a productive career, at the same time keeping
his body especially fit for military service which he
may be .called upon to perform when he is old
enough.
He should certainly be preparing himself to understand the meaning of this great war and the
reasons why America is fighting, and the kind of
peace we and our allies mean to establish.
(Signed) NEWTON D. :SAKER,
Secretary of War.
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THE SECRETARY OF THE NAVY
The boys yrho have a good education have an immeasu:mble advantage over those who are so unfortunate as to be without it, and any boy who has the
opportunity to complete at Jeast a high school course
and fails to do so is making the greatest mistake of
his life. The present war conditions only emphasize
what has been said.
To boys who are ent,ering the senior year· of high
school this fall, I would say that they are finishing
their school days in what will be the most momentous year of the present age, for the United States
and for the world. I:t is a time to think seriously
and work earnestly. Boys too young for military
service now should be studying and training when
practicabl·e so that when they become of age they
will be better trained if called upon to serve. than
their elder brothers were. But let us not forget that
boys still need to play, and must not be allowed to
mature too fast, and let athletics and social activities be not overlooked this year, if our high .school
boys are to receive a normal well-rounded development, to fit them for the difficult years before them ..
(Signed)
JOSEPHUS DANIELS,
Secretwry of the Navy.
THE POSTMASTER GENERAL
It is of vital importance that there be no "slackers" in education. The completion of the high school
and college courses is well-nigh imperative at this
juncture of our entry into world affairs. Nothing
except the country's call in the defense of liberty
should prevent it.
Never before in all the world's history will there
have been, nor can we conceive that there ever will
be in the future, a period demanding as great scientific knowledge, technical skill and general culture
as at the close of this war. The entire viewpoint
of man will have been changed. Old ideas, customs,
and policies will crumble and new ones spring up
from the ruins. New leaders will be chosen for all
the activities of that period, and they must be taken
from the ranks of the graduates of our high schools
and colleges.
The high school boys of to-day will become the reconstructionists of to-morrow. The whole world
must be rebuilt physically, commercially, economically, politically, and spiritually. The future welfare
of our country in the coming great circle of democracies lies in the hands of our boys and they must
prepare for the great tasks before them.
(Signed)
A. S. BURLESON,
Postmaster General.
A WELL-KNOWN GENERAL
Every, boy should finish his school course. We
shall secure more inen under the draft than we can
arm at the present time.

The individual obligation on the part of each and
every citizen for service is manifest, but the boys
should remember that they are now serving in the
best possible way by preparing themselves to serve
more efficiently when the time comes. What we
want now is for the boy in school or college to finish
his education in order that we may have each year
a dependable output of well-educated and welltrained young men.
It is a great mistake for partly educated young
boys to rush to the colors now. We don't need them.
I(is very important they should finish their educaLEONARD WOOD,
tion.
Major General.
WEST POINT SUPERINTENDENT
The importance of completing the high school is
greater this year than ever before for the great majority of boys; only the most urgent conditions
should withdraw any boy from school. In jus·tice
to the Government as well as to themselves they
should finish their courses.
The public defense when necessary is the paramount duty of every citizen in the country; each
should be _prepared and ready to do his part and
the majority of high school boys can best make this
preparation under present circumstances by finishing their courses, while at the same time informing
themselves, as fully as possible, of current events,
and when possible learning some of the elementary
duties of the soldier.
S. E. TILLMAN,
Supt. U. S. Military Academy.

GREAT BRITAIN'S ENORMOUS GRAIN WASTE
.The Am,erican Issue for August 25 presents the
following article and with it two pictures, comparing the amount of grain used by the United Kingdom for distillation of liquor during the war: The
first pictm:e shows the great pyramid of Egypt,
measuring eighty million cubic feet, while the next
.sho:w1s two larger pyramids of grain totaling one
hundred and eighty millio~ cubic feet, which represent the food destroyed in making liquor since the
war began.
The article follows :
"Great Britain is face to face with the great liquor
traffic problem, the same as America, and earnest
publicists there as well as here are urging the extinction of the traffic as a war food conservation
measure. An effective illustration of the extent to
which food is being sacrificed in the United Kingdom in order that the manufacture of beer, ale and
hard liquors may be continued, wa_s put forth in a
pamphlet recently by Arthur Mee. The title of the
pamphlet was "The Fiddlers," and Mr. ,Mee's state-
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'ITHE WAR-WORK OF THE. FOOD DESTROYERS
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sugar from every soldier.
. "That is what drink is doing at this moment with
the shadow of famine creeping on.
"He that withholdeth the corn the people shall
curse him.-Proverbs."
Great Britain is calling upon the United States
for grain for food. Our Government is urging a
stricter economy in the interest of grain conservation. A special appeal to save has been made to the
housewives by the president. lAnd in the meantime
our own brewers continue to waste the precious
grain by the millions of bushels.
We are saving for them. Shall we also save for
the English brewer?
How lbng?

"There are hundreds of great food destructors in
the United Kingdom. The man-power at their service, spread over our breweries and distilleries, numbers hundreds of thousands of men; their capital
is hundreds of •millions. This is a summary' of the
work they did in the first 1,000 days of the war:
"They sacrificed 4,400,000 tons of grain and 340,000 tons Of sugar, enough to ration the whole United
Kingdom with bread for 43 weeks and sugar for 33
weeks.
"They took from every kitchen cupboard in the
land 600 pounds of bread and 76 pounds of sugar.
"They destroyed bread and sugar to last every
child under fifteen for every day of the war.
"RYE FOR SWINE"
"They took from the pockets of our people £500,The wisdom of the Word of Wisdom given by
000,000.
revelation
to the church in 1833 is being made more
"They used up labor and transport for lifting
and
more
apparent as time passes. Among other
over 50,000,000 tons. By sea they used up 60 ships
of 5,000 tons; by rail their raw materials would fill ,things the revelation tells to use "rye for the fowls,
950,000 wagons, and make a train 3,500 miles long; 1and for swine, and for all beasts of the field." In
and their barrels of beer alone would fill 4,500,000 The Holden Progress (published at Holden, Missouri), F. A. Gaugler, county agricultural agent,
wagons.
contributes this:
"THE FOOD BEING DESTROYED NOW
"The food shortage came in sight at the beginning of 1917; and in the first four months of the
year 400,000 tons of grain were destroyed for alcohol.
"There are in bond 156,000,000 gallons of spirits,
all of which could be used for munitions, but the
government allows it to be hoarded up for 1921, and
makes new alcohol by destroying food.
"The government has therefore been· destroying
fbod to save distillers' stocks, which it should cmnmandeer.
"The total destruction of food in brewing and
distilling is at least 1,800 tons of grain and over
100 tons of sugar a day.
"The total destruction of bread equals 6,000,000
quartern loaves a week.
"Brewers' sugar is good, pure sugar wherever
color does not matter, but we do not count distillers' sugar in this book, as it is very inferior. We
count barley at 60 per cent of value, and maize at 80
per cent. At that rate this year's food destruction
for alcohol will equal seven weeks' bread rations
and four weeks' sugar rations for the whole United
Kingdom.
"It would feed all London for over 40 weeks.
"We have seven critical weeks in this summer,
and this year's destruction of food would carry us
through.
"Beer alone is taking 10 pounds of sugar a year
from every kitchen cupboard, and an ounce of

"SHALL I FEED MY RYE?"

"The above question was asked the county agent
by a man who has considerable rye on hands and
was offered only $1.50 per bushel on the local market. Others may be tninking about this same question. Extensive trials at Copenhagen (Denma.rk)
experiment station showed that rye ranks a little
below corn and about equal to barley meal as a feed
for sWiine. At the Nebraska station it was found
that 8.6 per cent more soaked whole rye than whole
soaked wheat was required for 100 pounds gain.
Coburn recommends feeding ground rye as a thin
slop, as dry rye meal forms a sticky paste in the
pig's throat on which he is liable to choke. Unless
the price of rye increases there is no question but
rye is cheaper than corn at the present price."
While you stand deliberating which book your son
shall read firs~, another boy has read both.-Doctor
Johnson.
Be always displ,eased at what thou art, if thou
desire to attain to what thou art not; for where
thou hast pleoased 'thyself, there thou abidesi;.~
Quarles.
They that deny a God destroy man's nobility; for
certainly man is of kin to the beasts by his body;
and, if he be not of kin to God by his spirit, he is a
base and ignoble creature.-Bacon.
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The Price of the Wedding Garment
It is generally conceded that ~n Bi;b~e language the "wedd~ng
ga,nne,nt" r'erpre:s:ents the adornment of character necessary
for those who will be allowed a place at the marriage feast of
the S'on of God. All Christitans rte!gard this event as the culmina:tion of a life devoted to the Master''s sm':V'icet. There,fore, a consideration of the requisites necessary to acquire
this wedding garment-in'othe,r words, the price that must be
paid for it-is important.
·
We have anothe'r idea of the future bliss of the righteous
set forth in the request· made to the Maste1r by the two sons
of Zebedee, who asNed to sit, one on his right and the other on
his Iecft when he should come to his th:rqne. The reply of the
Lord is significant, and supplies us with material for serious
consideration, throwing light on this sUibject: "Ye know not
what yre ask." (Mark 10: 18; Matthew 21: 22.) Stopping a
moment here to analyze the reply thus far, may w:e not recognize that a like situation exists in Chi'ist's would-be followers
of to-day, when they pray "and at last, save me in thy kingdom"? Are they aware of what they are asking, or what the
request camies with it in the way of personal obligation on
thei:r parts? Are they as willing to undertake to pay the
·price of this "salvation" as they are to accept the: desired reward? In commercial relationships no honest man expects
to get something for nothing; when the price asked is legitimate and he gets full "value recehced," can he consistently
complain of the transaction? A complaint under such circumstanctes would indicate on his part an un:rreasonable rese1ntment of just conditions. Should we not be, as honorable
in this spiritual transa0tion?
Considering our Savior's further reply w;e: note he asks:
"Are ye able to drink of the cup tha,t I drink of', and to be
baptized with the baptism that I am baptized with?" Thery
replied, "We ar1e able." Do not Christians, nowadays, express
the same when they sing "Jesus, I my cross have taken, all to
leave, and follow thee"? And do they not as ofte:n, judging
from their murmurings, se01n to think they should only
suffer for their own personal transgressions? We read of the
Savior's "cup," "Though he were a son, yet learned he obedience by the things which he suffered." If He, the sinless
one, suffered, and tha't for the guilty, must not Saints also
suffer for thei'r guilty fterllow men?
The full sig,nificance of the reality of the "cup" and th:a
"baptism" which typify the suffering, the tr,ials, and the regeneration incidental to discipleship, can only come with
their actual experience, tragedy resulting only when the
"speech-disciple" chafes under, compla,ins of, or openly or
inwardJy resents thus paying a portion of the price of the
wedding garment, or sipping a little at the cup! By this
chafing, complaining or resentment, he d\splays his misconc,eption of this principle of Christianity, arguing, "What have
I done to merit sorrow or suffering?'' Rather should he learn
the lesson which James must have learned before• he could
write, "Brethren, count it all joy whern ye fall into divers
afflictions!"
While it can ha,rdly be expected that we will re1oice as
much in tribulatilon as in bliss, does it not appeal to you as
true that to munnur ·or complarin is either an evidence of unwillingness to pay the price of the wedding garmernt or a
very poor conception of the gospel plan? When we make thel
decision to follow Christ, and coven:a,nt to do so, should we
not crurefully consider the p:a,thway to be trodden? The way

he went was a:n upwal'di path in the devdopment of the principle of love until, since we have no record that he suffer.ed
physically, we understand the pain and sorrow he suffered
wel'el fol;' the sins of the world, his love being so greaf that it
caused him to weep over Jerus,alem, 3.1nd to sweat drops of
blood, his intense grief culminating, as many belieV<e, in his
death on the cross.
While suffering lik,e his may not be our "cup," it sUJrely
points us to the fact that in no other way but a great heart
concern for the welfare of our fellow crea,tures lies true development, and in no othetr channel caJn we claim real discipleship nor e!Xpect to work out our salva:tion. Three of
Christ's disciples on this continent reached a high plane of
development in this ptrinciple of love, so that they "tarry and
minister." Is it not possilbrle for us? Can we hope to "pay
the price" with only selfishness and self-interest in our
hearts? No, we must acquire this love, this interest in our
fellow men which makes their trials ours, their suffering
ours, their struggle:s ours; thus it becomes possible for us to
share the "cup" with Chtrist, to tread where he trod, to serve
where he ministelred. This deV1elopment hegins with our
being "baptized wi:thr Christ" our regeneration, if you please;
but we find the "path" leads up.ward through. deeds befitting
good Samaritans, teachers, shepheTds, s:erv:ants \),nd masters,
until ,that plane reached by Enoch and his city is attai:ned,
and can, having acquired the, wedding garments and paid
for it in full, both weep with the heavens and rejoice' at the
mal'ri,age of the: Lamb !
A third scene of retributiorn for our earthly lives is set
forth in Martthew 26: 31-46 and we. wonderr if the goats r,eferred to could possibly ibe tSaints of our day who may have
done mighty works and yet lost the. true spirit o( unselfish
service. Remember these 'were exp'ecting a "well done" but
is it possible they always kept this reward before them as an
incentive for the lives they had to live to g1et the power to
do these wonderful works of miracles, 1e,tc?
Sai,nts, let's hide the future crown from view and establish
the welfare of our brother as our real goa].
W. E. STOFT.

Feeding the Growing Child During the Second Year
(The first of a series of articles on the care of young children sent out by the Children's Bureau, United States De~
p:a.rtment of Labor, Washington.)
Much of the illness andi suffering among babies commonly
attributed to the "second summer" Or to te:ething is actually
due to errors in feeding. The baby's delica,te digestive mechanism, accustomed to dealing only with milk, cannot all at
once undertake: the task of adjustment to a varied diet of
solid foods, but must be strengthened by the gradual addition
of new foods until the organs are trained to more complicated
operations. The-safe rule for :£eeding the baby is to add but
one neMT f,ood at a, timei to his dieta,ry; to watch carefully the
effect of each one and to withdraw it and return to the
simple:r diet at the first sign of trouble. These rules are
particularly important in summer, when a haby is more
readily upset.
The follo!Wing list shows the day's, meals for a baby in his
second year.
· 7 a. m. Milk, zwieback, toast, or dried bread.
9 a. m. Orange juice.
10 a. m. Ce:t4eal, cup of milk.
2 p. m. Broth, mea,t, vegetable, stale bread, baked apple..
6 p. m. . Ge:real, milk, toast or bread. .
10 p. m. Milk (may be omitted).
Milk.-At this time: the baby shoul-d be taking about one
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quart in twenty-four hours; part of this may be poured over
the ce11~eal.
Ce11e,als.-Oatmeal should be cooked three hours, with a
little .salt in thel water. It should be s~rved without sugar,
or with a very little only. The lighter cereals should be
cooked at least a1n hour.
Breads.-Bread for young children must haVie bee:n thoroughly bqked and should be quite dry when used, that is at
least two days old. Tender toast is made by cutting thin
slices f·rom such a loaf and allowing them to dry still more,
then toasting them to a delicate brown over a quick fire.
Toast thus made is crisp all the way through and ma\Y' be
used in many wa\Y's. Ma1ny children will like to eat it broken
into bits in broth or milk. Hot breads and biscuits, griddlecakes, and muffins are not suitable for young children.
Fruit.-The child may .ha;v~e, a small portion of !baked applel
or prunes once a da\Y' in addition to his morning feeding of
orange juice. The appl:e1 should be baked very tender, and all
the skin, seeds, and hard parts should he removed. Ptrunes
should be carefully washed, soaked all itlight, then cooked
until very tender with v~erry little suga.r. A small portion of
the strained pulp may be given in.stead of appl<e1, and the
juice ma\Y' be used also.
Me,at.-The child may have a tablespoonful of scraped
meat, or a soft horileld or codd[ed egg onc'e a, da,y. Beef,
broiled, boiled, or roasted, the tender part of a lamb chop., or
the delicate meat of chicken Oir fish ma\Y' be used. All meat
should bel scraped or minced ve1r\Y' fine, as no child of this age
can be trusted to chew it properly.
Ve,getables."'-A small portion of some prope~ly cooked green
vegetable like spinach or tender string bea;ns may •be1 given.
Such vegetables should be fresh. They should be cooked,
then drained and mashed or strained through a colandetr.

At the Convention

soon it will be well filled again by a large number already admitted.
We trust that friends of the home will continue their generous support and many new ones be 421nlisted in the good
work. We acknowledg'e with gratitude the se1rvice of those
who have worked for the home in Lamoni and elsewhere:,
and are glad to note the increasing number of Auxiliary societies, including Oriole: circles, who are contributing money
and other aid to the home. May the time be not far distant
when its chief support shaH come from the auxiliary.
The memheir of the board of trustees nominated by your
body whose term expi1res this year is Sister L. L. Resseguie.
LUCY L. RESSEGUIE.
MINNIE B. NICHOLSON.
CALLIE B. STEBBINS.
FINANCIAL REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT OF THE
ORIOLE WORK

Total receipts .................................................. ,..................... $341.97
Total paid out ......................................................................$319.24

Due Woman's Auxilary on February 20, 1916 ..............

$ 22.73
9.45

Balance on ha1nd F.ebruary 12th, 1917 ............................ $ 13.28
Balance in Book Fund ........................................................ $ 19.86
Balance in Pin Fund ················································---------- 10.78
.37
Balance in Bead Fund -----------------------------------------------------Audited and found correct and! cash ve1rified. '
DELLA BRAIDWOOD,
ZAIDE M. RODGER,
LOUISE GEISCH,

AudiUng Committee.

[

LETTER DEPARTMENT ]

REPORT OF MEMBERS OF BOARD OF TRUSTEES FOR CHlLDREN'S
HOME

War Views

We, the membe1rs of the board of trustees for the Children's Home, nominated biV the Woman''s Auxil:iary beg leave!
to report as follows:
We have acted with the other trustees in the1 transaction
of all business coming before the board. In addition we have
served upon various committees.
The cioth~ng co~mitt,ee is composed of the three sisters,
M. B. Nicholson, chairman, L. L .. Resseguie, and C. B. Stebbins. The ·work of this committee includes the receiving and
disinfecting of all clothing sent to the home, the care of goods
lin the storehouS'e, the purchase of ne:w clothing when needed,
and the preparation of work for societies in Lamoni who sew
for the home. A large part of this latter work consists in
the making ove'r of clothing donated..
The education committee is compos1ed of F. M. McDowell,
Sister Resseguie and Siste1r Stebbins. The duties of this
committee a.re to look afte'r matters pertaining to the: attendance and standing of the1 children at school, the building
up of a library for the1 home and other matters aff,e,cting the
inteHectual development of the children.
·For a time the. committee known a;,s the admissio1n and dismission committee was dis'continued and the work of admitting and send~ng out children was attended to by the entire
board. Last fall a new .committee was appointed for this
purpose which is composed of Richard Lambert, Brother McDowell and Sister Stebbins.
F,ewer chik!ren have been cared for at the home during the
past winter than at any time since its open~ng, homes having
heen found for the maJority of those who had entered. But

Please allow me to express my views in regard to patriotism. I do not agree with our president in beilieving that we
should be loyal, or pa,triotic, to the: government in which we
reside:, regardless of whether that government is right or
wrong. If our forefathers had remained loyal to England,
had been believers in patriotism as rep!'esented to us to-day,
we would never have become a free a;nd independent Nation.
w,a should be loyal to the principles of liiberty, but not to government a,:r~rayed against libert\Y'.
Of course if we were absolutely forced to fight in support
of such a gover1nment, then I believe: the Lord would not hold
us responsible, but would hold that gove1rnment responsible.
Some of our people quote the Doctrine and Covenants
where it says: "He that keepeth the law of God hath no need
to break the laws of the land," in support of the p·rinciples
of loyal~:ty to our Government, -right or wrong.
Now Daniel broke certain laws as to whom he should worship. Our parents bmke the l:aws of the ki1ng of England;
both received the sanction of God in so doing. So breaking
the laws of the land must evidently meaR la,ws of the people,
not l1a,ws of kings such a~ Nebuchadnezzar, the Kaiser,
king of England; neither a corrupt Senate, that has passed
laws ,in reg~ard to this draft and S€!nding our State troops to
Europe, which are unconstitutional, hence a violation of the
laws of our land.
Now if Wei abide by the Constitution, or law of the land,
we cannot sanction some other laws that have been passed
from time to time.
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So I belieVle. we as a people should heed the word o>f God in
the Doctrine 31nd Covenants, where we are commanded to
denounce war, unless that war is in self-defense. We ar1e
told in Doctrine and Covena•nts to hoist the. white flag twice,
then if our enemies will fight us anyway we1 are: permitted
to defend ourselves, ibrut not until we have done all within
our power to avoid war. Are we permitted to participa1te ~n
war? Doing all within our power would me1an of course
without surrende1ring our liberty, etc.
One brother writing in iJhe Unity says: "We think we can
see by an eye of faith, that our liberti,es are in danger." Ref
quotes Nephi in the Book of Mormon, where the N ephites
were commanded •to defend themselv~s. I ask, have we been
comma1nded by the Lord. to defend ourselves against Germany?
When we only imagine we are in danger by an eye of faith.
Now we may be justified in entering this war. I a:m f•r:ank
to admit that I do not know. But one thing I am certain of
is, the Lord will not hallow or sanctify our service because
we fight through pa,triotism if we are in the wrong.
KNOBNOSTER; MISSOURI.

L. R.

SNOW.

Southern California
A very happy lot of JliOung people began gathering at Convention Park, He1rmosa Beach, about eighteen miles from Los
Angeles, California, Thursday, August 2, in Pl'eipa.ration for
the district conventions of the Religio and Sunday school,
and the confer8jnce, which are held semiannually. As early
as some of us reached! the ground we found others had preceded us, looking after our welfar·e, in ge;tting the camp in order. Amo•ng those who were conspicuous in this direction was
Brother J. W. Rushton, whom we first saw with a big tenpound sledge, driving tent pins; G. E. Harrington, setting up
tents, with others whom we do not now recall all working
under the direction of Brother Peter Kaufma,nn, who is always on deck when there is good hard work to he done. His
ear,nest zeal, good nature, and fitness otherwise' made him the
choice of his fellow workers in the Sunday school for district
supE?rintendent when the convention g,ot under way.
O,n other pa.rts of the ground we found Brother N. Carmichael, Nelson Van Fl,eet and C. M. Sla,ter ge'tting the seats
arranged in the big audienc1e tent, and by night of that dray
all was ready for the opening session of the Religio, which
was held at ten o'c~ock Fdday morning, August 3. Reports
were encourraging except on ,normal work, which ne.eds to be
revivified. Brother Balchen being unable to· serve further as
president, Brother Gimlet of Los _Ajngeles was chosen to succe'ed him.
The Sunday school convention met ;at 2 p. m. The work
of this department has been actively pushed, and reports were
satisfactory.
Saturday morning at ten o'clock the co1n fel'ence sessions
began. Reports showed p1rogress, and the outlook for the future hopeful. The officials of the district were sustained for
the ~msuing six months. Another session w,as held Monday
afternoon. At the close. of the business session Saturday
evening the reunio;n for 1917 was formally launched, the
conference officers beling placed in charge. A very enjoyabl1e
and profitable time was had in the days that foUowed to the
end of the reunion.
A re.ques~ was made by the young people for a prayer meeting to :be held Sunday morning at six o'clock, which w,as
JJeadily granted a,nd Brother T. W. Williams plll~Ced in charge.
Twenty-five were present, and there were twenty-five testimonies, the' Holy 1Spirit being present in a very marked degree, making it an inspiring expedenoe1 which all who were
present greatly enjoyed. Family pray;er f.onowed this meet-

ing, the Saints gathering there at 6.45. A hymn, scripture
and pr,ayer by the one in charge of the gathering
followed and was the order every morning durr1ng the reunion; it was a very consecrating opening for the day's
services. At seven o'clock breakfast was served in the cafeteria, at eight the study hour with Brother Rushton te1acher,
Mark's child training as the textbook, was larg1eQy attended,
and interesting discussions were held. At nine the prayer
meeting, and a:t 10.45· preaching or auxiliary work, and from
two to 3.30 auxiliary work in different departments usually
occupiJeJd the afternoons. On 1Sunday morning ll!t eight, prayer
se:r:vices, followed! by the Sunday school services. Communion
was observed the first Sunday morning.
·
The presence of Sisters Audentia Anderson, and Dora
Glines, field workle:r for the auxiliary, added much to the
pleasure and profit of the reunion, a,nd their work was very
hellpful; Sister Anderson being "d11afted"' int01 servic,e as
chorister in addition to her auxiliary work. The: "glad hand"
was also extended to -Sister Ruby Jackson-Hitch, of .Saint
Joseph, Missouri, ,especiaHy by the "Missourians" present, of
which there were several, and when later Brother and Sister
Joseph Mather from Independr~nce, came, we felt that the
"Central !State" was well T'e,presented.
.
Sunday afte;rnoon Bishop's Ag1ent R. T. Cooper had the hour
and a half, and we were reminded of Joshua's spies when they
came back from Canaan, wh•eln we saw him coming in the
tent with his big account book, which required two men to
ha,ndle it comfortably. A very interesting and instructive
discourse followed, at the end of which Brother Cooper opened
his question b01x which had been On the stand all Week, and
answered· the queri>els propoundied by various individuals.
Our Doctor William Gibson,. now ninety-six years old,
was on the ground for a few days, but he was :riot well, a~nd
went home after thre1e or four days association with old
friends. Sister Emma Burton was with us the whole time and
is quite active, and in good health, which we were all glad to
see. Dips in the: ocean began at five in the morning and ended
about sundown, Neptune seemed to resent the intrusion quite
often a,nd the way he tossed some of us about at times was
laughable to those on shore, but the victims thought he might
have been a bit more mode1rate. A very busy fish came in
collision with Brother Harrington one morning, a nd as a
consequence he was quite lame for a coup1e· of days; no one
knows how the fish felt.
Eight were baptized, one the wife of Brother Oliver C.
White, son of Brother D. C. White of Lamoni. There was
much rejoicing when she de~ided to come with us. A cousin
of Brothe!r G. H. Wixom, also decided to follow. the Lord and
was one of thos'el baptized. Brother T. W. Williams was the
administrator in all the baptisms. The ordination of Brothel!'
R. T. Cooper as high p~i:est was attended to Sundia.y evening,
Brothers Rushton, Harrington and Goodrich officiating.
The cafeteria under the ma,nageme1nt of Brother Backe!r
of Los Angeles and his ab1e assistants, was _a, .dJecided success.
Meals were wElll serveld, and the variety appetizing, at an
average price throughout of twenty-two cents each. There
were about 1,800 meals served. All together the reunion was a
grand success, and we all look forward to the reunion of
1918 at the same place.
Our next conference and conventions will meet with the
Sanj:;a Ana Saints.
The Saints were all pleased to have President Elbert A.
Smith with them for ·a few days, and to hear his voice in
testimony again. He is gruining, but less speedily than we all
could wish. He said he would hail the day when he could get
into the harness agai,n. Sister Smith was not able to come,
but we learn is convalescing favorably, and i't is hoped she
will· soon be active again. The absence of Brother N. T.
re~ding

1
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Chapman and family was much Degretted, he having been
called to Iowa on account of the illness and death of his
mother. He is a very efficient and much esteemed wo~ker in
this district.
W. H. GARRETT.
LONG BEACH, CALIFORNIA, 1061 EsP'eranza Avenue.

lndepenqence Stake
Our brethren Paul Tower •and Eugene Closson who have
been appointed to positions in the ambula1nce corps enjoyed!
a fine reception at the !'esidence of Bvother and Sister Brocaw,
on July 31.
The classes e~ngaged in educational studies will resume their
studies the l1a,tter part of September.
The· se,rvices are weH. attended, and the Woman's Auxiliary
and problems meeting;;§ which have been he1ld were of an unusually ~nstructive character.
The people from here wer·e comp.elled to !'each their places
of employmenrt in Kansas City by wuto service during the
strike, but sinoe the street car company and the men have
made an agreement service has been resumed.
At the r.e,c.ent mee•ting on the temple lot, Br.other W. vV.
Smith, though saddened because of the affiic1tion of his little
son, spoke consoling words to the two\thousand present on the
subject, "I am the resurr,ection and the life," and in the
deep shadows of twilight among the leafy trees and in the
:fla,ding yet golden glow of the setting sun, our belov.ed brother
expatiated on the glorious career of Christ. It was an impressive se'I'mon ,and at the close the Saints sang together in
thanksgiving.
ABBIE A. HORTON.

From Here and There
Elder Samuel Twombly ·recently visited Topeka, Kansas,
a correspo,nde,nt there tells us. An added interest is shown
in the midweek pi'ayer service in attendance and spirituality.
Elder A. C. Barmore tells us he is having good attendance
at his meetings at Richmond, Oregon. It is the first time our
f.aith has been presented t1here. The people a•re ¥ery friendly ..
Any of our lads in the Na;vy and on shipboard are asked
to correspond with Brother Bernard Hblland, on the South
Carolina. Address him in aare of the Postmaster, New York·
City.
Anonymous letters aDe surely most exasperating. W.eJ
blame the people for sending t;hem in and they blame us for
not printing what is sent nor writing about the matter, but
we refuse to prLnt letters which are not signed, or at least
an indicatio~ given as to whom they are from.
The. youngest son of Brother and Sister Walter W. Smith
of Independence f,eill ill on the 8th and is still in bed. Physicians have pronounced it infantile pa.ralysis. and they are
1n10W in quarantine. He is not suffering a grea1t deal and althou~h one Ieg cannot be moved, it is believed its action may
be restmed. Administrations have !been comforting. They
have much :l:ia,ith, yet ask the pra.yers of the Saints in their
behalf.
·
Brother J. L. Winter, of Kansas City, Kansas, said he could
dispose of considembJ,e church literature, and we put in a
request in these columns to get him some. He now writes
he v.cill have to hire a storeroom to take care of what he has
already receiv,ed. He has over fifteen h111ndred papers, pamphlets, and tracts. He has sent out over two hundved andi
will dispose of the rest, but he says please don't send any
·more.
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The ·Sunday school at Burlington, North Dakota, recently
held a pleasant and profitable open-air meeting in the g.rove
on the farm of Brother and 1Sister M. D. Graham.'' About two
hundred were in attendance. The North Prairie school at this
place has an enrollment of fifty-six, only nine of them be~ng
Latter Day ·Saints. The' sp•eakers were Elders William Sparling and Warren McElwain. Eider William Shakespeare was in
charge of the singing. The very fine program r·eflected much
cr.edit on the teachers who had charge' of the p 1reparation.
Three were ha,ptized. The usual picnic dinner was a much
appreciated f·eature. Lansford, Logan, and Mino•t were repr·e~
sen ted.
AMHERST, NOVA .SCOTIA, August 13, 1917.
Editors Herald: Nearly two years hav•e elaps'ed since I
have contributed to your columns, and! not wa,nting to play
the parasi1te any longer, will make a contributi·on. Have
been hoping others may report our work at Jonesport, but
like other places, the good Saints .there are of the extremely
willing kind-willing to have the preacher toot his own horn
and th6Jri teU about it. Howev;er, we love the Jonesporters
just the same, 1and my four years association with them has
been fraught wilth many rich and profitable experiences.
Going back to the opening of our new church in June, 1916,
will say it was a grand affair. With :remarkable energy and
willing service the·y compiE)!ted one of the finest churches. we
have in the East, most beautifully decorated by an expert
along his line. The building will accommodate about five hundred, and many times since .we have had it filled to its ear
pacity. It is sea.ted with beautiful hardwood pews, cos,ting
full value twelV!e hundred dollars, but thi'ough C. M. Roge.rs,
leading merchant of Bangor, great friend of the church, got
them at considerable less. He also saV!ed us several hu,ndr·ed.
dollars on the heating system. And with such handy men as
Brother Louis Hinkl,ey, W. C. 'Smith, Newman Wilson and
Sherman Woodward the installing of them did not cost much.
The tow1n band furnished some good music, also the cho-ir
under the energetic lea;dership of our leader, Herbert Rogers.
The writer had the privilege 9f pi'eaching the first sermon.
Brother I. M. Smi:th off,ered the consecration praye.r, which
will never be forgotten by those who heard. The building
an:d furnishings at prev;ailing prices would cost ten thousand
dollars, and we OWie less than Qne thousand dollars, most of
it met by rthe sisters who take advantage of every oppo.rtunity. We celebrated the Fourth of July, and served dinner and supper in the commodious basement. The last
two Fourths deared about four hundred dollars. The men's
Bible class haV!e co,ntribut,ed substantially. At a supper and
can op:ening we deared two hundred dolLars. The children, not the leas,t among us, by sales of candy, etc., purchased a most handsome pulpit set costing two hundred and
forty dcllars. They a1:1e now raising money for a fine
·piano· pl:aced in the vestry last fall. Sister Sophia Dobbi ns
has them in charge and they love to work for her. So by
coordinating all the forces of a branch, wonders can be
worked. Not least among our busy workers is Sister Eliza
Walke•r, who has seen the branch •raise from a few struggling
sisters to a bvanch of about three hundred members. She
is well known to the old elders. He·r earnest testimony is UJn
inspiration to :aU of us.
Jonesport opened a beautiful library in the center of town.
An 01111ament it is indeed. I ma•de the opening and closing
prayer and delivered a,n address. We have eleven volumes
of our church books gracing. its shelves. I also made the
dedicatory prayer.
Our preachers are in demand in this plac.e and vicinity o,n
all public occasions. It £ell to my lot to deliver a memorial
1
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address Decoration D9-y; also to make the address at the
flag raising the Fourth of July. A beautiful ceremony indeed. It '.{\-as in charge of the Congregational minister,
Reverend Ward. About two ,thouS~and attended.
For the first time the baccalaureate servic,es were held
in our church build~ng by vote of the graldua,ting class. A
sp,ecial musical program was arranged and from all ac.counts the preacher made a "hit." The most prominent people of the p1ace wer,e in attendance'.
I have been vice pr,esident of the parent-teacher association,
a,n organizaMon which every community should ha;ve. It has
done much good for us. I beliew~ it has been the principal
element in getting Jone,sport a ,new high school building. By
my connection with this association it has placed me next to
the best people of the place1. We had the last meeting in
our church and a v,e,ry pleasant time was had.
Brother
W. G11eene was with us. in March for two weeks.
He gave us ,three or four Iectures from his slides. Good interest was manifested all through. The big church was
.filled to its capacity. Eight were baptized, among them my
eldest son. Brothe'r Gre~ne was w;ith us <again in June a few
days and baptized one.
According to the postconference appointment I came to
NoV1a Scotia on July 14. I attended their confer.ence at River
Phillip. Held a few meetings and from there went to Williamsdale. Preached! ten times there. About all that remains of the branch theDe is Brother ,and Sister Leai!lder
,Johnson. We have a beautiful little chapel there, but not
used V1e1ry much. It is sad to see a Latter Day Saint church
where once a happy group of Saints met, and where God's
!Spirit once loved to linge•r, now still and silent.
From there I went to South Rawdon and held ten preaching services a1nd one sacrament meeting. Only six Saints
there, but they al\e true and fai,thful. When an elder leaves
them they do more than give you a glad but 'empty hand
and say success to you. They have something the1'e to help
make the work a success. I truly appreciate their ~enerosity.
U proved their appreciation of our work as well as the relief it gave the preacher. WhUe the~re I baptized Mr. Walter
Hawley, a fine man, who studied this work fo1r 'a long time.
It was this house, then his father''s, where Brother Burton
opened up the work in Nova Scotia nearly thirty-five years
ago. Seed sown 'then is still bear~ng fruit. W1alter has a
great support in Mattie, his devoted, wife. I made me a
home with Brothe1r William Wood and wife, who treated me
very kindly.
This is a hard field to interest people in the gosp,e1.
They seem to be thoroughly asleep in. spiritual things.
The Devil has sm,ely lulled them to sleep in ca,rnal security.
I recommend the sending of Brothe,r E. E. Long back here
again. I presume he has recovered! from his homesickness
iby this time.
I am here holdi1ng tent meetings to small but interested
congregations. A heavy windstorm just be£o,re meeting
Friday evening biew the tent down. The power of the
princ,e of the air seems to he against us. Brother Boyd
Johnson is standing by us nobly. He with his good wife are
surely doing the,ir part in trying to get the message before
their :neighbors. A few more like them in <Old Nova Scotia
would be a greak thing for the work.
We expect to close here next week and return to Jonesport. Back up and .return the family westward. Wife has
been unable to s~tand the heavy fogs along the coas,t of
Maine.·
During my absence Brother J. F. Sheehy has been holding
down the pulpit and from all reports will soo1n he able 'to
take care of a man's job.

u:

I intended to close tent meetings last night, but interest
seemed so good we will hold a few nights longer.
I am encouraged over the industriaL advancement Zion is
making. Long yea,rs of 'theory have at last turned to line:s
of practice. Surely we are :nea,ring the time indicated in
the Doctrine and Govenants: "He w:hQ will not take up his
sword against his neighbor must fLee to Zion for safety."
Better to go pr:epared than by flight .
Yours in 'the conflict,
F. J. EBELING.
SIALEM, MISSOURI, August 13, 1917.
EditoTs HemldJ: I want to write a few lines to let your
readers know of the good services of Brother Henry Sparling.
He came here l:ast month and his wel\e the first true gospel
sermons the pe:op1e here ever heard. A great many seemed
int,erested and want to hear more.
There has been some talkthat we we,re just Utah people,
but that we denied it mer,ely to deceive the people. Brother
Sparling preached eighteen sermons, with a good audience'
each time, consi,ooring that it rained several times. There
are some I think will be ready for baptism when they hear
a little more.
When I read last week's HERALD I was glad to see that
some of the sisters think as Saints we' should dress plainer
and sacrifice ,a great deal of pride for the good of the work.
I have been told that in some of the large branches the Saints
were almost. like: the people of the world in pride and indiffereince to the poorer Saints. As individuals we should
gua.rd against such and consecrate our surplus to the church.
Not all we c:an spare over the millions, but all oveT our just
needs. If we could all do this we would not need to worry
about th€1 church debt; it would take care of itself.
I so often think of Brother Hubert Case and family and
A. M. Chase and family, in fact all of the Saints that I have
known. I would love to see them again. I ask a,n inter:es't in
the prayers of all the :Saints t:hat I may have strength to do
the things that a;re pleasing to our heavenly Father.
Your sister,
MRS. G. M. ROUTH.
MUNSON, FLORIDA, August 14, 1917.
EditoTs Jlle1"ald: The HERALD comes regularly and is too
good to do without. For instance in the issue! of Augus't 8,
Sister EJfie J. Denton seems to favor the moral and purity
side to the detriment of the :temporal side, and Brothe1r
Charles A. Parkin so beautifully sets forth both the idea of
lhei:ng pure, and paying tithes also'. How broad and grand
a~e·the opportunities for the Saints to exemplify their faith
by living pur,e and clean lives, being good, and kind to all, assisting the poor, and then not forgetting t.o do all they can
to clear the church debt, pay tithing, make consecrations over
and above the:se tithes, aiUd stand ready to giv.e all when the
proper times arrive.
We are isolated from our church here at Munson, and have
ample opportuity to see many of the mistakes of our Protest,'ant friends. In their preaching they carry us back to the old!
scenes at Jerusalem, and rehe1a,rse the crucifixion. They tell
us that any church will do if we are pure and good at heart.
They claim no especial merit fo:r any of the principles of thel
"doctrine of Christ, ,not even baptism. They teach that the
world is going on in its present state for thousands of ye:ars,
and never dwell upon the second coming of Christ. The fact
is they have crucified Christ,. and resurrected him, but theiy
are not willing for him to come back. -They claim to have
the Holy Ghost while they do not claim to have any' of the
signs that we:re to follow.
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There is an enthusiasm born of a conviction of right that is
too often taken for the Holy Ghost. To illustrate: Two laborers are paid off at the same counter. One receiVies a, genuine
bill, the other a counterfeit. They trudge on towa,rd their
homes, each thinking of the good things his money will buy
for his family. Both are happy, both ~are enthusiastic. When
they arrive at the store, buy their goods and produce their
bills to pay for them, the counterfeit bill is detected and cQndemned. Thus will all counterfeit religions be condemned
at the judgment bar of God in the last and g11e1at day.
Brethren, the last scenes are being pliayed~ Ea.ch acto'r is
doing his part. Let us, as the citizens of the kingdom of God,
ce1ase to love our money so well that we can''t pay the Lordi his
part.
On the i!light of the first visit the ang;eJ made to Joseph
Smith he told him that in this generation peace would be
taken 'from the earth, or words to that effect, and in the first
revelation in Doctrine and Covenants we are told the same
th:ing.
In sectio1n one, we are t01ld the Lord is a:ngry with the people, and that his sword would soon fall upon the inhabitants
of the world.
In section four, we are told again the Lord is angry with
the people, and he would sendJ forth a desolating scourge
among them. This might be the scourge of war. Remember
faiith and works are what is ci:equired of us. Who among the
world believ.e? None. Who among the Latter Day Sa,~nts believe strong enough to do their whole duty and be saved? Let
us see.
Your colaborer,
s. D. ALLEN.
FREMONT, NEBRASKA, August 15, 1917.
Editors Herald: I have Iiv,ed in Fremont since I became
a member of the church, baptized November 2, 1909, and have
been isolated until last February, when we found a few
Saints.loc;:tted here and aft,elr getting a few mo11e: members
interested, ()rganized a SUinday school. On April 29, Brother
W. E. Stoft, district ,superintendent, came up from Omaha
and instructed us in the work, but on account of the de1a,th
of Brother J,ames <Simpson, who wa,s buried on May 6 we
did not hold Sunday school until the 13th and had twentyseven in attendance, but have incr~e,ased in number to fiftyfour since that time.
Our meetings are held in HU:b Hall, 332 North Main Street,
a.t 2.30 p. m., preaching at· 3.30 p. m., and have had Brothie:r
Huber1t Case, J. M. Baker, Roy Parker, Carl T. Self, W. E.
S1toft, M. A. Peterson and J. S. McDonald preach for us
while others from Omaha have assisted and Brother Roland
Scott, Sister Kelley and others have assisted us with splendid
solo a;nd quartet' singing.
On July 7, Sister James C. Johnson, who has been a coworker with us from the beginning, called us by phone, stating that Jennie Dvorak, her niece from Hierr~ick, South Da~
kota, who was visiting with her at that time wanted to be
baptized. S:o we on the followling day arranged after preaching services to go to the Platte River, one and a half miles
from town ~nd baptize, When all was in readiness we found
there were six that were rea,dJy for baptism.
We had a;rranged earlier in .the day with Brother Oarl
Self, district president of our Northeastern Nebraska District, to come up from Omaha to confirm (as we hold only
the lesser p.rie1sthood), and ~through a misunderstanding he.
came to the hall and waited how patiently you will have to
ask Carl himself, until 6.3'0 p.m., when we got back from the
river and got in touch with him, inform~ng him where h8i
·could find the candidates as it was time for us to ~take up our
daily vocation and he confirmed and left on the .8.20 p. m.
train for Omaha.
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On August 1 we held a Sunday school pic nic at Riverside
Park and there were fifty-six of us boys and girls ther.e and
we had some picnic too, and at the conclusion we led four
more precious souls ,into the waters of baptism. Brethren
Garl T. Self and W. E. Stoft came up from Omaiha and confirmed. Since thein we have !baptized four. So the woi:·k goes
on here, and there are ~others to follow. We ask that the
Saints 'bl'eathe a prayer that God may continue' to bless wi~th
his Spirit till all of our one hundred and six chairs in the
excellent ha,ll we have are filled.
Yours in gospel bonds,
251 Platte Avenue.
OTIS GARDNER.
1

DELAVAN LAKE, WISCONSIN, August 18, 1917.
Editon Hm·ald: Please accept of my heartfelt thanks for
the articles that are being published in the church papers, by
I. N. White, in Unity, and by BmtherBurgess in the! HERALD,
and now, not Iea,st but last, in the Ensign by Brother McKim,
in the issue for August 16. We need more of them on this
war question.
·If our people don't know where this church stands on this
war que1stion, let them learn, not singie1 out our noble President F. M. Smith and say he believes in war. It has made
my heart ache to hear it. It is bad enough to find fault with
the president of our country. But when those' that should1be
children of the light, woefully misrepresent the president of
our church they surely must be ~n the dark.
It was a grand article a few weeks back by Brother Koehler, in the Ensign on "LoYialty." May we as Saints show it
in our lives, and to our country. We feel to praise God fo~r
such a man as we hav~e aJt the head of the church. And
when this frightful war is over, maybe some of the critics in
reading the history of the barba,rous things committed by the
German autocracy, backed by Prussianism, will get their eyes
opened and praise the president of our Nation, and repent
and apologize to the preshl!ent of the church. God speed the
day.
Sinoerely your 'brother for justice, rights and fr,eiedom,
F. M. BALL.

--

GULLIVER, MICHIGAN, August 20, 1917.
Editors Herald: We are the only (branch in northern
Michigan, and have a membership of seventy. Of these,
twenty-seven are living close enough to attend the meetings,
while the others ar,e isolated in different places in this nocrth
country.
Our branch president is Elder Matthew Brearley. We hold
Sunday school, Sunday praye1r service!, preaching Sunda,y
evenings, and Religio on Friday eveni,ngs. w,~ .meet in a
little hall as we hav~e not felt able to build a church building.
Sister B,r,eJarley was the first Saint here; but in tw81nty years
the work has been built up. Her husband, Brother Matthew
Brearley, followed through her sincerity and the efforts of
some of the elde,rs, and some others joined also at that time.
A union 1Sunday school was organized ~nd later when Brother
BYirne S'. Lambkin was he,re with his family the' bmnch was
orga,nized and the Sunday school put under our own officers.
J. J. Cornish and others have visited us and we have seen
the work advance steadily, giving us hope for the future. We
are seeking to spread the gospel among our neighbors and
desire that we may have God's help. Our branch is isolated
from others but we send one or more deleg1a,tes each yearr to
the district conference and so keep in touch with the rest.
Some of our district missionaries visit us each year. Our
love is for the good of this work.
Your brother in bonds,
HARVEY VAN DUSEN.
Decision is the dash that makes Jack master of one trade.
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port, Corea, Little Deer Isle, :Jy.Iountainville, and
Stonington. He has been well received and is much
encouraged with the outlook. He will visit Wheeling, West Virginia, and Fayette City, Pennsylvania,
where he may dedicate church ·edifices. It is expected he will return to Independence about September 11.

On Their Way to the Islands
Brother Robert T. Brown and wife, ·of Merlin,
Ontario, stopped a few days at the Lamoni 'Stake
reunion, on their way to Papeete, Tahiti, headquarters of the South Sea Island Mission, in which mission they will labor. We are sure the American missionaries arid their wives will heartily welcome them
and that the native Saints will be well pleased
with theseyoung soldiers in the cause of Christ, It
is an important mission and those laboring in it
have been highly blessed of the Lord, yet it takes
considerable sacrifice to accept a mission to a for·eign land for three or four years, possibly longer.
1May God bless them as he has others who have thus
gone.

September "Autumn Leaves"
Every young person sihould read the Autumn
Leaves. Tin ·addition to the Young Women's .and
Sunday School Departments and the Religio's
Arena, an excellent article on "the violin," with a
brief history of the great violin makers appears in
the September Leaves. This is probably the beginning of articles of special interest to our musicians.
In this issue appears the first prize story, "A test
of melttle/'; a shoJrt life ·tstory--'"Defending the
cause"; "How editors write," as a feature of the
Periscope, but it is only one feature of that vital
department. The "Sailing of the Maui" gives a
brief word picture of the great steamer leaving
Hawaii, while many other good things are scattered
through its forty-eight closely printed pages, including an editorial by Elbert A. Smith.
Chief Three Fingers Passes
On August 12 a highly respected brother passed
to his reward, Chief Three Fingers, of the Cheyenne
tribe, who resided near Kingfisher, Oklahoma. He
was baptized by Elder Hubert Case at the same
time as Leonard Tyler. Both have now passed
away. He was ordained an elder and was a noble
man, characterized by Brother Case as "of the mild,
kind, loving type, a rare specimen of the older men
of the blanket Indians." He, with Philip Cook, Leah
Cook, and Lulu Bear Shield, were in attendance at
the General Conference at Lamoni in 1913. The
Oklahoma City Times speaks of him very highly,

saying that he always figured in the affairs of government between the United States and his tribe,
always trying to lead his people in the way of peace
and business pursuits. They say he was reputed
to be one of the weaithiest Indians of the tribe.
The funeral sermon was preached by Philip Cook,
one of his tribesmen, and he asks the prayers of the
Saints for the wife of the departed brother.

MISCELLANEOUS DEPARTMEN:!j
Conference Notices
Portland, at Portland, Oregon, Saints' church Septemoor
14, J. W. Rushton of Quorum of Twelve expected and will
likely hold services over Sunday. Saints earnestly requested
to attend. Priesthood please have r.eports ready. C. E. Jones,
p.r,e:sident; R. E. Chapman, secretary.

Convention Notices
Eastern Colorado R,eHgio at Wray, August 30 and 31.
Literary pvogram Thursday evening, praye'r service and business session Friday morning. Blanche1 Bampson, secretary,
321 East Eleventh Street, Denve.r, Colorado.
New York Sunday school and Religio at Buffalo, September
8 and 9. First session 2.30 on 8th. Eiection of officers and
,other business ~at this session. Entertainment Saturday
evening. I,nstitute, work Sunda,y in charge of distric:t officers.
Have all reports in the hands of district secretari:E)s by that
date. Agnes Batchelor, Religio secretary, 703 Northumberland Avenue,' Buffalo; William Westfield, Sunday school secretary, 1558 Willow Avenue, Niagara Falls, New York.

Graceland' s Only Ambition
is to serve. To serve you as a student so well that
you in turn can better se:rv·e your church, your community, your country.

Grace land Fully Accredited
Graceland has the unique distinction of being the first
Junior College in the eState of Iowa. Graduation from
this department now entitles you to a Lif·e State
T.eachers Cet;tijicate---tabundant evidence tha,t Graceland is fulfilling every obligation necessary to meet.
the rigid l'equirements: of the :State.
In addition to the Junior College department, Grace~
land off,ers you eJXcellent ~nst;ruction in Academic,
Bus~ness, Shorthand, Stenogmphy, Typewriting, Voc:al, Piano, Oratory, Violin, Orchestm, B:and, Domestic Science.

Graceland is Your School
With your help, with your cooperation, Graceland can
·become mo·re e.ffident-can more nearly attain her
ambition.
" For Gafalogue and further information, address

The President, Graceland College
Lamoni,

Iowa
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is life.-Young.
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The Eleventh Chapter of Daniel, by J. W. Wight
Is It Not Time to Halt? by Ralph W. F:arrell
Remission of :Sins, by Frank F. Wipp,er
Humility, iby A. Jensen

Four-Day Meetings
Those attending the four-day me>e·tings at Wellston,
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OF GENERAL INTEREST:

The War Duty ,o,f Our Boys
Great Britain's Enormous Grain Waste
"Rye1 for Swine"
WOMAN'S

AUXILIARY

W. E. Stoft.
LETTER
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L. R. Snow-W. H. Garrett-Abbie A. Ho.rton
-From Here and There--F. J. Ebeling-Mrs.
G. M. Routh-tS. D. Allen-Otis Gardner-F. M.
Ball-Harvey Van Dusen.
MISCELLANEOUS DEPARTMENT

We.stern Nebraska Sunday school and Religi()- at North
Platte in city park during reunion September 15 to 24. I
desire v•ery much to hear from all scattered Saints and friends
in district. I am try~ng to visit aU and get all interes<t;~d in
studying the word of God as well as enlisting as workers to
warn our neigl!bors. Lillie M. Richards, 1123 West Sixth
Street, Nor:th Platte, Neb.rask:a, pvesident Religio and organizer of gospel literature boards and normal classes.
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Ohio," September 20-23, who desire to be met ut trains, will
please notify the undersigned of the day of arrival and the
different roads by which they expect to come. G. W. Stephens,
W. E. Moler, Earl Bert, committee.

Two-Day Meetings
At BurdickviUe, Michigan, ,september 8 and 9; J oyfield,
September 15 and 16; Marion, S'ep<tember 22 and 23, and a
one-day meeting at Inland, September 30. District confer,e.nce at :South Boardman, October 27 and 28. H. A. Doty,
district secretary.

A new book that glows with human
interest.

JOE PINE
By Elbert A. Smith
T'he !fi.I'st }part is an interesting
study of child life on the western
prairies, filled with the keenest of humor and naturally seasoned with the
pathos that comes in the fight with
adversity.

Illustrated
By Paul N. Craig

It includes the sequel to "Joe Pine"
entitled, "Galled to be an apostle,"
·which portrays the experiences of the
young man and his lifelong girl
friend both of whom you will feel you
have grown up with.
A strong story, well written.
A mos.t popular book.
Nicely
printed in large type, on good paper,
and handsomely bound in cloth; $1.25
postpaid. Order now.

HERALD PUBLISHING HOUSE

A Rocky Mountain Vacation
RIGHT NEXT DOOR
Whether your vacation· time is short or long, spend it in
glorious Rocky Mountain Land. Take the Burlington-the
logical Rocky Mountain Route. We'll plan a trip for you to
fit your time and purse. ·
Just a short, ·happy train ride-and you're there ! Rocky
~Mountain splendor all around you.
See beautiful Denver,
Rocky Mountain National-Estes Park, the Pikes Peak region,
Garden of the Gods-unsurpassed for a week or a ten days'
outing.
The Burlington's great 3-in-1 Vacation Tour-all three National
Parks-Rocky Mountain National-Estes, Yellowsto:ne, Glacieron a single low-fave excursion ticket-1917's greatest travel
value! Burlington trains run direct to all three Parks.
A vacation is not a luxury, it's a necessity! Make this the
Rocky Mountain Vac1ation you long have hoped to enjoy.
Round-trip excursion tickets now on sale. Come
in-Let's talk it over.

L. F. SILTZ
Ticket Agent- The Pleasant Way to Travel

Lamoni, Iowa
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You would not have then1 hungry even if it n1eant
starving yourself; and if you could not keep them
well clad you would be very unhappy. As to .school,
of course that is a great concern and you would
have their education the best---·

But

I~

That Your Full Duty?

vVhat are you doing to tie them to the ·church?
Remember, they get th:eir religion at home. . . -IF
THEY GET IT. They cannot start reading too young.
The Hope is for the baby---and the Stepping Stones
is of constant interest to the growing boy or girl.
Do they have it? And is Autumn Leaves with its
clean stories and bright comment on your Library
table? Has your boy a Bible of his own with his
initials stamped on it, and have you started a set
for him which you can add to year by year? This
is not everything but

USE THIS SUGGESTION AT BIRTHDAY OR
CHRISTMAS, OR BETTER STILL---

--..TO~DAY--www.LatterDayTruth.org

I

'

, . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , OFFICIAL PUBLICATION OF THE REORGANIZED CHURCH 01' JESUS CHRIST . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
01' UTIIER DAY SAINTS

Entered .. eecond-cl""' matter at r...;moni,lowa, poe! olfico
"If ye continue In my word, thou an ye my dloeipleo
indeed; and ye shall know the. truth, and the tmth shall
make you free."-Jolm 8: 31-32.
Book of
Mormon

"There a:t>all not any man ameng you have save it
he one wife; and concubine• he shall bllve none."Book of Mormon, Jacnb 2: 36.
Holy
Scriptures

Volume 64

Lamoni, Iowa, September 5, 1917

PROPHECY AND LEARNING
If Joseph Smith the Martyr accomplished any
great work in his illiteracy, how did he educate himself, and to what extent? If what he did for the
Lord was done wholly by the Lord's direction,
compal'e his ability and education to the education
of his grandson, Frederick M. Smith. "Our position as a church on education ha$ been critjcized by
a minister of the so-called Church of Christ (non:progressive@wing) because he says that we claim
Joseph Smith !'eceived .the visitation of angels, organized the church, and then appears an article in
the HERALD by William Lewis in favor of education."

The answer to this should not be difficult to those
who want to see. Joseph Smith was an unlearned
boy When first the angel appeared to him. It has
been deClared, as we understand it, that he should
be unlearned (Isaiah 29: 22).
· 'The Lord has in the past used many educated or
learned men; Moses, Joseph and Paul among others.
Enoch is reported in some traditions to have been a
great teacher of his day. Abraham has a similar
reputation, even outside the biblical record. He had
the means and time for research and thought. Yet
the Lord has also called at times the unlearned and
weak things of the earth.
Whether a man is learned or unlearned, what he
does for the Lord must be done wholly at the Lord's
direction. This does not mean that he goes into a
trance and knows not what happens. It does mean
that holy men of God speak as they are moved upon
by the Spirit of God. (2 Peter 1: 21.) The Spirit of
God inspires a man to do the work. It does not destroy or remove his understanding. The workings
of the Spirit of God make for better preparation
through study and also through prayer.
Even the fishermen called of Jesus became suffi~
ciently learned, not only to preach and teach, but
also to write and hand down to us such works as
•

Doctrine
and Covenants

Number 36

the gospel and epistle of John, the epistles of Peter,
James and Jude. The Spirit of God enlightens the
mind and encourages a man to study and to seek to
understand the things of God with the intelligence
God has given, and also by His Holy Spirit.
So as with others, with Joseph Smith the effect
was ·that it caused him to study. We know
that very early in the history of the church he established schools; among others, the school of the
elders ' and that he
himself studied Hebrew includ.
ing grammar and rhetoric, and doubtless such other
studies as time would permit.
We do not claim ignorance as a prereqqjsite to
divine inspiration. We do claim that a man
must be humble, full of love and willing to assist.
We are not advised fully how far the education of
Joseph Smith proceeded. From his writings we
have every reason to believe that he became not onl~,s
versed in the common branches, including rhetoric,
but that he also studied Hebrew and all other subjects so far as time and strength permitted. He
was thirty-eight years and five months old at the
time of his decease. He had been for fourteen years
at the head of the church. He had opportunity, and
doubtless had utilized it for careful reading.
As we have indicated in the above, college work
is not a prerequisite for service in the kingdom of
God. 1A man may be learned in the knowledge of
humanity, or he may be unlearned and still assist.
President F!'ederick M. Smith has taken three college degrees. That fact alone does not mean that he
is a prophet of God, or especially qualified for that
office. The inspiration of God must determine that
question. Unless the Spirit of God directs him he
will fail in that work.
But the fact remains that he is not trusting in
the arm of flesh, nor in his own wisdom, but is earnestly seeking divine direction. Many, especially of
the young men of the priesthood, are coming to
realize this keenly. A recent instance was in the

c..
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meeting Of the stake presidents arid bishops at Independence on August 16.
On the other hand, his education does not prevent him, nor is it in any sense a detriment, but
rather an advantage in his special work, conceding
that he has and will have the inspiration of our
heavenly Father. Since the Spirit teaches all men
to study a11d to seek learning by faith and by study,
as well as by prayer, a man should not be discredited because he has made an effort to develop the
talents that our heavenly Father has given him for
service. The fact that he has sought to develop his
natural ability should be an advantage, when he is
willing to consecrate that preparation to the service
of God.
We, do not claim that his grandfather, Joseph
Smith, was continually inspired in all that he did
and said. When the Spirit of God directed him he
was a prophet of God. At other times, he was a
man, though we believe a good moral man at all
times. The Spirit of God does not direct a prophet
in everything tha't he says and does, for a man may
do much good of himself, and the purpose of the
gospel is to develop humanity, that he may become
like .Him, our divine Master, Jesus Christ, the Son
of God.
The article by William Lewis in the SAINTS'
HERALD of January 17, 1917:, accords with the above
thought. He urges that our main reliance should
not be placed upon education but upon inspiration,
but yet appreciates the value of education: He
states: "Paul knew there was danger in trusting .too
much in his own wisdom, notwithstanding he was
highly ·educated." This is to repeat what has all'leady been said ....
. "All of the educated do not fee~ the need of inspiration nor seek for it, but all inspired men reach
out for educatiqn, try to store the mind with knowledge, strive to become efficient in the service of the
Master."
S. A. B.
Christianity professes to hold the clew to all other
religions, because it sets forth, not as symbol, but as
the ultimate personal reality, one who is the Desire
of all nations.-W. E. Orchard, D. D., in the Outlook 1
for Religion.
Everybody ought to own books. A house without
books has been well called a literary Sahara; and
how many of them there are ! We are a "reading
people" ; but nothing is easier to find than homes in
which the furniture, the pictures, the ornaments__::_
everything, is an object of greater care and e:xpense
than the library. Is it any wonder that their inmates, whatever their so-called wealth or comfort,
are intellectual starvelings ?-The Choice of Books.

SPIRITUAL MANIFESTA TlONS
We have received a letter or two and have heard
some comment to the effect that spiritual manifestations are not acceptable by the church publications.
Some are even frank enough to infer that education
and the mental aspect are in danger of being exalted
over the spiritual. This is indeed unfortunate, for
the inspiration of the Spirit of God must be primary
in our work.
!As we have already suggested, a man may have
much schooling, he may have little schooling, but he
must be inspired of God if he is to work successfully
for God. A man may possess little in means, or
much in means, he may have received honors as men
esteem honor, or may be unknown to fame; but he
must be humble and full of love, else he cannot assist in this work. If fame, success, schooling, or
preparation in any form cause him to lose the common touch, sympathy with humanity, or cause him
to thinkmore of himself than he ought, or to depend
on education or training and not on God, then the
loss is his, and it may be also the loss is a serious
one to the church.
We must recognize clearly the workings of the
Spirit of God, the spiritual gifts which are so
plainly set forth in the law. The gift of wisdom, of
knowledge, faith, the gift of healing, miracles,
prophecies, tongues and the interpretation of
tongues, and the discernment of spirits have been
set in the church for a purpose. .We do not question
a manifestation on the basis of grammar, punctuation or spelling, nor on the basis of how well or
poorly a man may be known to the church, except
that we must recognize that those who are well
known and occupy positions of importance in the
priesthood of God not only carry more influence,
but are of more interest to our readers.
Also, we must clearly recognize that there is a
definite channel through which revelations to govern the church must come. And when these revelations come through the one whom God has appointed, it must pass, one by one, the quorums of
the church, be tested by the word of God in humble
prayer, and not having struck a snag in any quorum,
is then presented to the whole church for our acceptance in General Conference. Other men may have
the inspiration of our heavenly Father. Other
minds may be enlightened according to their several
offices and callings, concerning the work resting
upon them before the church. But this is not a
revelation to the church nor should it be placed with
the other rev~lations which have been accepted by
the church.
In directing the work in branch or district the
word of the Lord should come throu~h the recog-
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nized presiding officer. (Doctrine and Covenants
125: 14.) The branch and district should keep this
fact in mind. Prophecies may come trrough others.
The call and direction of the work of the church )n
that locality rests with those who have been appointed in stake, district or branch. When it is
presented by them we ·have the right to accept or
reject, to test it by the word of God as we have in
revelations given to the whole church.
The consideration of history, as well as. the word
of God, shows plainly that there are fictitious gifts.
For this reason )t belongs to the presiding elder,
those W,hom God has chosen, to have the discerning
of spirits. (Doctrine and Covenants 50: 7; 41: 7.)
So-ealled prophecies have.been given time and time
again, often by some member, which plainly contradicted the word of God, and hence can hardly be
considered to be inspired by the Spirit of God.
!Manifestations have been given, as we recall in
one instance, where a sister was speaking in prayer
meeting and said how much she loved this work,
more than her children, more than her husband,
more than life itself, and continued in that strain
for ten m:inutes. ' The meeting w:as adjourned
immedia,tely, the teacher approached her very
gently and asked when it would be conv;~nient for
her to meet with him and a certain sister, and at
once she flared up: "You can cut me off from the
church. I won't speak to her. Cut me off from the
church if youwant to, but I won't have anything to
do with her."
She actually proceeded to prefer charges before
the president of ,the branch against the teacher because he had dared to ask her to speak to Sister
. The president of the branch very kindly
inquired as to the manner of the request, and when
he had cleared it down to the fact that she had no
objection to the teacher except the mere fact that
she was asked to see and talk to the sister, he informed her that it was done at his request. It is a
little difficult to think that she was speaking by the
Spirit just ten minutes before she so contrarily refused. As to the message she submitted, it must
stand or fall for itself. '
We have known of speaking in tongues which
were plainly fictitous, though of this we are glad to
say we cannot recall any instance at present where
this has been (lone by a member of our church. The
Spirit of God works for enlightenment and future
understanding. When a man writes that the Spirit
is upon him and delivers a high-sounding message
to the church which contradicts the Bible, the Book
of ·Mormon and Doctrine and Covenants, and common sense, he may be possessed of some spirit, but.
it can hardly be the Spirit of God.
Mistakes have been made in the administration
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to the sick, in unwarranted prophecy over them.
(Doctrine and Covenants 125: 15.) iMistakes have
been made by elders talking afterwards in a way to
increase rather than decrease the complaint. For
instance, we once went to administer with an elder.
The Spirit of God was there in power. The man
was very seriously ill, but the elder sat down and
for ne:lrly an hour told him of other people who
wel'e sick just like he was, and practically every one
ended up with, "He died," or "she died."
Dreams are sometimes sent in with the request
for interpretation. All too often dreams are merely
the expression of individual experiences, and may
be explained by the ambitions,v hopes and actions
of the dreamer. Some students claim "tell me what
a man dreams and what he laughs at and I will teU
you wha;the is." Many dreams as given fall within
the above class, and so clearly have a purely human
interprEitation.
We know that some of our men have received so
many letters of such dreams that they have a distaste for all dreams. We do not, however, take that
position. There are dreams and visions which come
from our heavenly Father, and we would not shut
out anyone from any means of communication. But
W; W. Blair called attention to advice ascribed to
Joseph Smith the Martyr, "When you see a vision,
pray for the interpretation; if you g~t not this,
shut it up. There must be certainty in this matter."
It is, it is true, necessary that the editors possess
some degree at least of the Spirit of discernme:nt,
and we believe they do. As a general rule we are
open to present personal experiences as such, unless
they are palpably incorrect. When we presen:t a
prophecy it .must be remembered that it has not
passed the test required of revelations to the church.
This is one reason why comparatively few have been
printed, lest there be misunderstanding. We firmly
believe that the Spirit of God has spoken through
other men than. the prophe,t and in general matters,
but they cannot be considered equally binding on the
church.
The time is coming for a great endowment of the
Spirit, when the sons and daughters shall p_rophecy,
the old men dream dreams, and the young men see
visions. !It is right that this should b~ so. Irt is
right that we should have the benefit of one another's
experiences by way of testimony. It is right
that we should also have regard for the way of the
Lord, and recognize the channels that he hil<s appointed for his law to govern this church. The Lord
has provided that revelations to the church shall be
protected from error. We do not want to be unduly
upset concerning every voice that speaks. The way
of the law is clear. We should have respect for the
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experiences· one of another, and right experiences
confirm us.
We have been permitted from time :to time to
examine various documents presented as a direction
to the church from members within and without the
church, but with certain exceptions these documents
have shown on their face clearly that their source is
not from above. Were it otherwise, they would have
been printed in several instanees. One instance
occurring many years ago comes to my mind.
<A document was presented and read to some of
the leading men of the· church for the benefit and
direction of the church. As near as we can remember it now (it was repeated to us at second hand)
it ran something like this: "Son of man, what seest thou? Wheels, wheels, wheels, wheels, wheels.
Round' wheels, square wheels, flat wheels, wheels,
· wheels, wheels, wheels. Son of man, what seeest
thou? Wheels, wheels, wheels, wheels, wheels.
Straight wheels, crooked wheels, wagon wheels,
buggy wheels, watch wheels, wheels, wheels,
wheels, wheels. .Son of man, what seeest thou?
Wheels, wheels, wheels, wheels, wheels. Red wheels,
blue wheels, pink wheels, yellow wheels, white
wheels, black wheels, green wheels, wheels, wheels,
wheels, wheels. Son of Man, what seeest thou?
Wheels, wheels, wheels, wheels, wheels. Wheels
under wheels, wheels over wheels, wheels around
wheels, wheels, wheels, wheels, wheels. Son of man,
what seees~t thou? Wheels, wheels, wheels, wheels,
wheels, wheels within wheels, wheels within wheels,
within wheels, wheels within wheels within wheels
within wheels, wheels, wheels, wheels, wheels."
. And so it continued, but it was never completed,
as there were too many wheels for him ~to manage.
But what does it mean?
The splendid experiences that the church is enjoying, has ·enjoyed and will enjoy, is of interest to
many. We rejoice exceedingly that from east and
west, from north and south, as well as -in the central
stakes, we hear continued reports of the outpouring
of the Spirit of God, and of the manifestations of
the gifts of the Spirit in prophecy, in tongue, in
vision, in dreams, and in the hel:l:ling of the sick.
We rejoice greatly in this, and are pleased not only
to hear of others, but to make it known to our breth-.
ren, the readers of the HERALD. We can assure you
of careful consideration.
But there are certain fundamentaJ principles
which everyone of us may apply. Does it edify?
Have I the interpretation? Is it of general interest? Is i,t consistent with the word of God in the
Bible and the other books that we have, written under divine dir~ection? Is it within the realm of my
jurisdiction? There is considerable overlap in our
work. An apostle, a sev~enty, a high priest has a

right for divine direction in his special work. If it
be a warning to the church, or part of it, we should
see that it reaches the proper place before printing.
Warnings given in Maine for the church at Lamoni
need not to be published in either the HERALD or
Ensign. If at all, they belong to that branch. If it
is a criticism on either the general church or of a
part of the church we should be very sure our facts
are correct.
But let us move forward earnestly, faithfully and
humbly, seeking divine direction, and when we receive it, so far as wise, communicate to our brethren.
.
S.A.B.
THE BOONE REUNION
The Associate Editor was invited to accompany
his wife to the reunion of the Des Moines District at
Boone, :Iowa. Under the energetic leadership of
Elder 0. Salisbury, district president, a very successful gathering was held, including some fifty-five
tents on the grounds.
·The district had the use of the large, new steel
pavilion with a seating capacity of close to fifteen
hundred. The mornings from seven a. m. to noon
were given to services, the afternoon was devoted to
recreation, except on Sundays.
The f.eatures of special interest were the lectures
on philosophy, logic, ethics, sociology and chiropractic at seven a. m. The auxiliary hour, given to the
Sunday school and ·,Religio did not Gonsider the
usual topics of that work, but devoted their time to
lectures on . "public speaking" by Sister Charlotte
Dryden of the State College at Ames; "nursing," by
Sister Rodgers, head nurse at the Independence Sanitarium; 1 'child study and training, and adolescence,"
by Sister Alice M. Burgess, instructor this year at
Graceland College and supervisor of the young
woman's department of ,the Woman's Auxiliary, and
"music problems," by Arthur H. ·Mills, assistant
naUonal director.
The young women held a meeting each day at
1.30 to 2 p. m. Then at seven p. m. each evening
street meetings were held simultaneously in East
Boone and West Boone, the attendance running as
high as one and two hundred.
But the best single service of the reunion was the
young people's prayer service at 6A5. one morning
some five miles from camp. The service lasted till
8.30 a. m., but even then was short and not a minute
aragged. _There was· a spirit of unity, consecration
and devotion which was especially encouraging.
Every one was apparently united by the one Spirit.
The voice of the Spirit was given to several, not
only for the assembly but also to individuals. And
(Continued on pag<er 862.)
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(oRIGINAL
MENTAL ·POWERS AND THEIR LIMITA TJONS
[Read before the• Pacific Coast Quorum of Elders, at San
Francisco, California, by Elder' Edward Ingham.]

Paul was scientific when he said:. "Be ye transformed by the renewing of your minds"; for the
body follows the mind and is a reflection of habitual
thought. What we think and what we have thought
'make us, to a large extent, what we are. By forming the mental habit of continually aspiring for
something higher and better we are bringing an
influenc~ to bear upon our lives that is potent for
good and will enable us in time to reach sublimer
heights and to get rid of the lower tendencies of our
natures. Hence we can appreciate the force of the
injunction in one of the Pauline epistles:
Finally, brethren, whatsoever thi:ngs are true, whatsoeverr
things a1re honest, whatsoever things a11e1 lovely, whatsoev,er
things are of good report; if the1re he any virtue, a,nd if
there be any praise, think on these things.
·
TALENT IN SOLITUDE-CHARACTER IN STREAM OF LIFE

But the mere act of thinking will not serve to
bring about that perfect symmetry and poise of
character that is contemplated in the divine plan.
If we do nothing but think we shall become abnormal instead of attaining the perfection or completeness that comes as a result of walking in Christ
Jesus, the Lord, and being rooted and built up in
him. Goethe strikes at the root of the matter when
he says: "Talent is developed in .solitude, character
in the stream of life."
We might, like the student in the far east, enter
solitude and do nothing but sit upon our haunches
day after day and think, until perhaps, like him, we
might finally achieve the condition termed "Nirvana.'' But if in its achievement we have lost our
, touch with the great mass of humanity, we have
become abnormal creatures, fitted only for the kind
of existence that "Nirvana" represents. "Nirvana"
may be a sublime term, but translated into terms of
our common occidental parlance it merely means
"stagnation.''
il!t is not sufficient that we should think of high
and noble things: our thoughts must be supplemented by acts harmonious with them; and those
acts can only be executed where there are other beings besides ourselves. Just imagine a recluse exercising justice, honesty, love, and mercy in the
solitude of his cell. If history tells the truth the
chief virtue possible to exercise in that condition,
viz, cleanliness, was disvegarded, at least in its
physical application, for we are told that there ema-

nated from such personages of old what .became
known as the "odor of sanctity."
"SENT THEM INTO THE WORLD"

How different was this strange notion of sanctification through stagnation from the Christ idea expressed in his memorable prayer in behalf of his disciples:
I pray not tha1t •thou shouldest take them out of the world,
but that thou shouldest keep therm from the evil. They are not
of the, world, even as I am not otf the world. Sanctify them
through thy tmth: thy word is truth. As thou has sent me
into the world, even so have I a•lso sent them into the world.
And for thelil' sakes I sanctify myself, that they also might
be sanctHiedJ through the truth.

It is not, therefore, surprising to find the Aposth!
Paul adding as a sort of corollary to the injunction:
"Think Olll these :things," ,thE1 following': "Those
things, which ye have both learned, and received,
and heard, and seen in me, do: and the God of peace
shall be with you." What we need is not merely
the religion of the abstract, .but the religion of the
concrete also, for the former· without the latter is
nugatory. No more striking illustration of this is
given than that by James:
·
If a brother or sister be 1nak1€1d, and destitute of daily food,
and one of you say unto them, depart in peacrer, be ye warmed
and filled; notwithstanding ye giVIe them not those things
which are needful •to the body; what doth it profit?

This idea of simply wishing things on people does
not find much of a· welcome in the gospel economy,
for it is not a system of baseless metaphysics.
A PECULIAR PHILOSOPHY

One of the most prominent latter-day cults advocates too extremely the supremacy of mind. So extreme, indeed, are the views held by them on this
subject that in order to accept them it becomes
necessary for a person to disbelieve the testimony
of his own senseS!. !According Ito their peculiar
philosophy all the ills and ailments of humanity are
the result of mental error-in reality they do not
exist.
IDEALISM ONLY A STARTING POINT

It can be readily seen what an endless number of
fallacies follow this line of reasoning. Horatio W.
Dresser, in his book entitled The Power of Silence
points out in his masterly style the many inconsistencies of the doctrines of "mental science" or "Christian Science" as it is more popularly termed. He
says:
All through. the idealistic ages too much stress has been
put upon thl01ught. Hence ideali:sm has l<ed to fine-spun
theory, rather than to conduct. Hence the misunderstand-
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ings that havce arisen when idealism has been mentioned.
But ordinary idea.lism is only a starting point. It clears awa~
a c•ertain misconception in regard to substance and poWeii'.
The way o1nce dear, the question arises, What is power, and
to what end? Whwt am I, the rthinker in essence? To affirm
that "I th1nk, therefore I am," is to say Vlelry little. To dec1a,!1e that the world is understood through thought is not to
explain the world. The world is also misunderstood through
thought. Whether ol' not the thought be true is a questilon
which thought cannot answer without the aid of experience.
Let us put the statement, "All is mind," to the test by asking if this proposition is exhaustive. Is the term "mind"
comprehensive enough to inclu"de all that mode•rn sdernce tells
us :about matter? What is matter, as nearly as we c•an distinguish it from mind? In simple terms it is describable as
tangible, hard or soft, liquid or gaseous. It possesses certain
'exact chemical qualities, such as that two p.a11ts of hydrogen,
for example, unite with one p1a.rt of oxygen to produce water.
By placing the water ~n a certain atmospheric condition it
may be frozen; by applying heat the congealed wacter ma,y be
turned into a fluid again. This fluid may again be r 1educed
to hydrog1en 1a.ndi oxygen by means of an electric current, and
both of these gases may be ig~nited. In all these various
forms-solid, liquid, gaseous, combustible--the same particle1s
exist in different relations. What meaning have any of thes·e
terms if applied to mind? Mind is describable as intelligence,
awareness of sensation, volition. You cannot saw or chop
an idea, nor can you weigh an inspiration. Mi~d does not
occupy space; in a word, its characteristics are in many
•respects decidedly different from the qualities of water. You
may, for example, stand before a burning buikliing, wishing
that you could stop the work of destruction. You have a
vivid consciousness of what is. taki1ng place before you, but
the mental state is very diffe11ent from thet chemical change'
p•opularly known as fire. To stop the fire you must apply
certain liquids in Large quantities. If you do no1t discriminat~:~ you may incr~ase the work of des,truction; for example,
by throwing a keg of powder on the flames. "But this is a
v:ery absurd case," the advocate of the "all is mind" theory
1exclaims. Of course powder will cause an explosion. But
what a person puts into the hody p11oduces an effiect in accordance with his thought about it, or :at least the subconscious
thought of the race about it. No, I reply, the case is not extreme. If "All is mind" as the advocate of thempractic
sugg1e1stion uses the term, powder is as mental as food. If,
hoWJever, powder po•ssesses qualities of its own, w.e may with
equal truth decla1:1e that substances put into the body contain
powers which act ilndep.endently of human thought. The
fact that bread pills, for example, when given to a hypno~
tized subjec·t with the suggestion that they are a powerful
· dl'Ug, produce the effects of a d:r:ug, is a.nother affair. That
thE) mind influences the body is unquetstion:able, but that
neither proves that ma.tter is without inherent qualities, nor
that matter is mind; it simply proves the greater power of
mind. EV'€111 if a man could put out fire by "holding a
thought," that wou1cli be no evidence that fire is mental. To
prove that one thing is mo11e1 powerful than another is not
to prove that they are identical. That the world of matter is
known to man only through mind does not imply that this
world is merely an "apocalypse" within the human mind.
Obviously, matter did not come intlo existence, with too
first human :be~ng; the data of na.turaJ science al'le too
exact to permit of such a beHef. Evidenrtly this earth
eixisted many millions \of years prior to the existence of man.
Its qualities are therefore prehuman. In other words, they
1exist independently of the mind of man.
"But they exist in the mind! of God," our opponent declares. In what way? As thoughts in our minds exist forr

us? That would hardly account for the persistent substa,ntialiity of the eavth, the spatial grandeurs of the starrY
heav;ens, the vivid reality of' thet great cosmic fire•, the benefit of whose heat we daily enjoy. Evidently God's universe is
more real than the mental hypothesis implies. Moreover, if
we assume that mind and matter a1:1e identical in the mind
of God, we surrender all the distinctions which we have
found essential to a co·rrect understanding of either mind' or
matter.
Both mind and matter may be grounded in the activities of
spidt, but that is very diffieDent from the statement "All is
mind; £or if we regard ma,tter as a mode of manifestation of
spirit, we find thet basis of it in the larger spiritual life of
the unitVerse, the basis both of nature a.nd of human consciousness. Its law is then divine, spiritual, not mental; I
must adjust myself to its law; I ought to .study the great
world of nature a.s the embodiment of Gocli; a very different
attitude from that suggested by the start:1ement "All is mind."

This is admirable philosophy, and no person of
sane intellect can fail to see the sophistry of the
"All is mind" theory, so lucidly exposed by this emi-:nent writer; but of deeper interest and greater moment to us as a body of Christian worshipers, holding a belief in the stability of the revelations delivered to us through those who have been recognized as the prophetic heads of our institution, are
the conclusions he has reached relative to the basic
power of the universe. This he terms "the larger
spiritual life of the universe"; and of it he says:
"Its law is then divine, spiritual, not mental."
THE BASIC POWER OF THE UNIVERSE

Viewing these statements in the light of revelation we should certainly find much for which to congratulate ourselves; remembering that the Seer of
Palmyra, as long ago as 1832, gave a revelation to
the church which embodied these identical teachings.
The following is a quotation from that revelation:
And the light whiich now shinelth, which giv:elth you light,
is through him who enlighteneth your eyes, which is the same
light that quickeneth your Utndersta:ndings; which light pro~
ceed!elth forth from the presence of God to fill the immensity
of sptace. The light which is in all things; which giveth life
to all things; which is the law by which all things are governed; even the power of God who sitteth upon his throne,
who is in the bosom of eternity, who is in the midst of all
things.-Doctrine and Covenants 85: 3.

Mr. Dresser also says: "I ought to study the great
world of nature as the embodiment of God." Joseph
Smith in the revelation already quoted from, taught
the immanence of God in the following language:
The 1earth 1:1oJls upon her wings; and the sun giveth his
light by day, and the moon giveth her light by night; 3/Thd
the stars also give their light as they roll upon their wings
in their glory, in the midst of ·the power of God. Unto what
shall I liken these kingdoms, tha:.t ye may understand? Behold, all these ar:e kingdoms, and any man who hath seen
any or the least of these hath se~n God moving in his majesty
and power.-Doctrine and Covenants 85 : 12.

Mr. Dresser further discusses the subject as follows:
For centuries the discovery that all our knowledge comes
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by way of p-erception and ideas has led ce11tain phiilosopherrs
to conclude that therefore human knowledge is hopelessly
limited. It is but one step further to the conclusion that
man knows only his own feelings and thoughts. Hence the
:£amous and of1t-quoted saying of Pythagoras, "Man is.. the
measure of all things." Thwt is, each man knows his own
perceptions simply, he is limited to the appearance of things
when, and as, those appearanc,es arise. Man cannot then
:!(!now what is trU<e amd right. He is shut into the world of
his own relativi1ties. . . . Wluen the la,st word has been said
in- regard to human thought and the neat, cozy little worlds
it can build for itself, the only consideration of much con,sequence is ·the natui'e of things, the 11eal system whose magniiude utterly dwarfs man with his puerile schemes. It i~ well
to ascend a mountai,n and look forth upon the world, or ,gaze
into the sta,rry heavens and try to conCieive of the. extent of
the solar system. Then, by contrast, one may look back upon
the subj eCitive idealist, imprisoned in a little world of his own
making and be thankful that one has escaped. Re,trospec- tively, one sees that the re1a,tivity of co1nsciousne1ss is simply
one among many facts which characterize -tl:11e nature of
- things. The nature of <things viewed as universally as possible is the great considerati1on. Nature is not intelligible
alone. Human consciousness is not intelligilble by i,tself.
There are no "things-in-themselves." There a,re no minds
by themselves. We mus,t break ,away from the notion that a
/ "thing" can b:e handled or known apart from the. handling
and knowing of it. We must lift ourselves out of the subjective slough and stand upon the heights of universality.
The universe in ihis larger sense. is i1ntelligible only from the
point of view of its ultimate ground. The divine 0l'dier is
the real nature of things. In that ol'lde1r nature is but one of
the domains. In that order all souls are grounded."'
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Ga1n it be there is no be[ng or thing in nature that knows
more about these ma,tters than I do? . Do I, in my ignorance
represent the highest knowledge of these things existing in
the unive:rse? Ladies and g>entlemen, the man who puts tha,t
question to :himseJf; if he be not a shallow man, if he be a
man capable of being p~netrated by a profound thought will
never ia;nswer the question by professing the creed of atheism
which has been so lightly attributed to me.

Those who set down theology as the unknowable
and therefore the negligible, should stand rebuked
on considering such an acknowledgment as this
from so eminent a personage as Professor Tyndall,
regarded as one of the foremost apostles of agnostic!sm. Theology cannot satisfy the demands of those
who require a demonstration as clear as geometry
for all it sets up as truth; for there are some things
which flesh and blood cannot reveal; but if our understandings are quickened by the light whkh proceedeth forth from the presence of God, we shall be
able to comprehend them. And what more can we
ask than this?, For it is written: "He that believeth
on the Son of God hath the witness in himself" ; and
this witness I conceive to be the true light that is
within us~the resident power that shall so transform us by the renewing and quickening of our
minds that eventually we shall comprehend even
God. The method of reception and mode of operation of this enlightening influence has been clearly
indicated by revelation through the first prophet of
Now let us listen further to the language of the this dispensation, as follows:
revelation given through Joseph Smith:
The light shineth in darkness and the darkness compreheilldeth it not; nevertheless, the, day shall come when you
shall comprehffild even God; being quickened in him and by
him. Then shall ye know that ye have seen me, that I am,
and that I am the true light that is in you, ,and tha<ll you are
in me, otherwise you could not abound.-Doctrine and Cocvenants 85-: 12.

..

DO NOT REJECT ON GROUNDS OF IMPROBABILITY

Verily, I say unto you, he that is ordained of me and sent
forth to preach the word of truth by the comforterr, in the
spirit of truth, doth he p11each it by the spirit of truth, or
some other way? And if it bel by some other way it be not of
God. And again he1 that 11eceiveth the word of truth, doth he
receive it by the spirit of truth, or some other way? If it be
some other way, it be not of God': therefore, why is it ye can"
not understand 1and know that he that 11eceiveth the word by
the .spirit of truth, :receicveth it as it is preached by the
spirit of truth? Wherefore, he that preacheth and he
that rec1eiveth, U!nderstandeth one anothe1r, and both are edified andi rejoice together; and that which doth not-edify is not
of God and is darkness: that which is of God is light, and
he that receiveth light and continU<eth in God, receicveth more
light and that light groweth brighter. and brighter un:til the
perfect day.-Doctrine and Cocv€illants 50: 5, 6.

While it is true that our mental powers are limited
and we do not know things in the absolute sense of
the word, there is no reason why we should make
our knowledge and observation the exclusive standard of probability. In other words, we should not
MIND HAS ITS LIMITATIONS
reject the claims which others may make to a knowledge of facts that have not come within the range of
The human mind is a marvelous thing to conour experience, solely on the ground of their im- sider in all its varied phenomena, its reaches are
probability. We cannot draw any definite line be- nothing short of sublime; and in some instances
tween the knowable and the unknowable. For philosophy has been able to reach conclusions that
while we realize that the infinite is that which gives are in agreement with the ipse dixit of revelation.
thought its pause, we should also bear in mind that But the natural powers of the human mind have
this larger spiritual life of the universe is accessible their limita-tions. A divine decree has said, "Thus
through lavy-s which are divine-spiritual, not men- far shalt thou go and no farther,'' hence the Athetal. ·
nian altar with its inscription: "To the unknown
Professor Tynda1l in a lecture delivered at Man- God" ; hence the admission of Tyndall, previously
chester, England, after speaking of the wonders quoted, and the following admissions of Herbert
Spencer:
and mysteries surrounding us, said :
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The power which ·the universe manifests to us is utterly inscrutable. To say that we cannot know the abso~ute is by
implicati·on, to affirm that there is an absolute•.

IMr. Spencer (and his ;fellow skeptics, dike the
Athenian philosophers, have committed the folly of
making their own knowledge and observation the
exclusive standard ·of probability: that which was
inscrutable to them they declared no one else could
understand. Tyndall, however, was a commendable
exception in this respect. While admitting his own
. ignorance he does not conclude everybody else by
himself; evidently realizing the possibility of a
Paul stepping into the breach with the declaration :
"whom therefore ye ignorantly worship, him declare I unto you."
THE MIND MUST BE REGENERATED

The true philosopher is the one who has discovered that the mystery of the inner life is unapproachable by ordinary thought. Yet the dim
consciousness that there is hidden in the bosom of
eternity the light which can illuminate the obscure
chapters of bo:tJh the future and the past, haunts the
eager souls of men, and makes them yearn for a
vision of the unseen and a knowledge of the unknown. But this yearning no mode of thought or
.mental effort can appease, for it lies. beyond all hope
until the inner eyes are opened. The teachings of
the great Master along these lines have never been
successfully controverted: "Verily, verily, I say
unto you, except a man be born again, he can not
see the kingdom of God." ... "That which is born
of the flesh is fl·esh ; and th:;tt which is born of the
spirit is spirit. Marvel not that I said unto thee, ye
must be born again."
Truly what a marvelous thing to contemplate is
the statement that only through the power and mystery of regeneration can mortal man comprehend
the hidden things of God: those finer qualities of
spiritual trurth, which lie1 beyond the reaches of
ordinary thought and can only be spiritually discerned. All our knowledge of the natural world
comes to us through the medium of our physical
sense. Our natural life is a succession of sensations; therefore, to take away sensation, as we
receive it through the physical body, is to take away
all that is conducive to natural existence. Hence,
those who claim to be able to blot out the sense of
pain by therapractic suggestion and to render man
impervious to suffering and disagreeable sensation
are undertaking to destroy that which is essential
to man's physical existence; for they propose to
take away his sense of'feeling-the heritage of his
physical insensate consciousness.
Mr. Dresser sums up the matter as follows:·
The wise man neither forgets that he is living a life of
mind, wi·th laws of its own, nor that he is living a fleshly life,

with laws that are• no less stringent. He strives to live aibove
physical sensation, so far as matter is burdensome, and to
conquer the tempta.tions of the flesh by the power of mind.
But he does not try to use thought when he ought to• use
food and sunlight. Thus he rlecog!llizes the beauty of all
things in ·their place, an:d regards both matter and mind as
revelations of the love andi wisdom of God.

USE OF ART IN THE CHURCH---No. 5
I believe this is a question which has had very
little consideration in our church work in the past .
But conditions change. It is a vital question to-day.
In all our human achievements we have passed
from the ordinary to the wonderful, and art is no
longer a dream but a reality, a force to be harnessed
and used. Surely there never was a time when it
was more necessary to use every God-given means
in :preaching the gospel of peace and salvation,
than in this period of Satan's great: wrath. 'I:he
objection is made that there is power enough in the
gospel ; and to do this would mean to partake of the
world. If adjusting ourselves to meet the conditions of the day is partaking of the world, then let
us pray for more of this kind of worldliness.
We should not have a -narrow conception of a
broad gospel. The secret of our gospel perfection
lies in the fact that without change it can be ·adjusted to meet the conditions of every age. It is
the plan of salvation yesterday, to-day and forever.
If we would assist it to do its perfect work we must
adjust ourselves to the circumstances in which we
live. Put ourselyes in our brother's place and get
hold of the motives that would be most effective. in
creating an intere.st in the gospel.
In trying to soften the hearts of mankind and win
them to the gospel, we ought to exercise as much
common sense and inventive genius as we do in
carrying on the temporal affairs by which we get
our livelihood.
In these days art is no longer confined to painting and sculpturing. In this commercial age it is
applied to all the affairs of men. Applied art is an
important factor in bringing the interest of any
business to success. Frank Alvah Parsons, president of the New. York School of Fine and Applied
Art says, "L believe that harmony is the law of
life and is fundamental in the divine economy; that
man exp11esses this law of harmony which is beauty,
. in proportion to its possession of his consciousness,
and hi.s response to it in his daily living. I believe
thq,t the quality of harmonious relationship existing between colors and forms, or between the parts
and the whole, or between the worker and h~s material in any fi·eld of labor constitutes art." It is
the application of art in this broad ·sense that we
need in sowing the gospel seed.
The aim of the gospel is to save; and our aim is .
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to find those that need salvation. The story is told
of a half-witted boy who found a horse that everyone else failed to find, thouwh there had been a constant and diligent search made for the animal.
When ask;ed how he found the horse he said, "I just
went and sot down on that 'ar log, and I thought, if
I wuz a horse, where would I go, and what would I
do? · And I went right off and found himY
That is applied art in the· form of consecrated
horse sense and we need much of· it in pushing forward the work of the church, and bringing
the claims of the gospel in an attractive way home
to the heart of humanity. We need to ascertain
the mental attitude of those to whom we wish to
teach the gospel. Once that mental attitude is
reached, then we are in a position to present the
gospel to his attention in an attractive way.
The preacher has need of art in many forms, most
important of all, oratory, both in public speaking
and conv·ersation. Of course the objection is urged,
"we have an inspired ministry." We should be
proud of that, but we should hot expect to live on
easy street while God does for us that which he has
given us the ability to do for ourselves. God does
not want lazy workmen. We should not expect him
to do our thinking, and polish our speech. He has
· given us minds; he expects us to use them. God
wants sharp tools to work with. He has given us
speech. He wants trumpets that do not give forth
uncertain sounds. God· can and will inspire the one
who puts forth some effort along these line's as
readily as one who does not.
A certain missionary objected to being sent to a
certain field; his plea was, "I don't like this continual fight." The answer was, "We want mixers,
not fighters." .Nothing is. more evident. If we
would interest people we should not offend them.
We should enter into their life and be in harmony
with them as much a£ possible. · Make yourself
agreeable. To do this requires the art of conversation. It will help you interest people, hold their
attention, attract them to you naturally, make good
impressions, and maintain them. It will open effectual doors to the gospel and. soften the hearts of
your bitterest enemies.
The art of conversation should not be left alone
to the ministry. The church would be greatly benefited by the cultivation of this art on the part of
the membership. Good conversation does not mean
mere chattering or gossiping without any regard to
what is said, or how. Conversation should be seasoned with thought. We should know what to say
and how to say it, and be able to explain ourselves
with clearness, and conciseness. The quality o!f
conversation is everything. The light, frivolous
conversation so much indulged in is only a waste of
time and has no part in the gospel. We should
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remember our conversation as well as our actions
reflect what we really are. As a man thinketh so
doth he express himself.
The Saint who has cultivated the art of conversation and seeks the Spirit,,of God in the application of that art is a worthy and effectual laborer in
~the vineyard of the Lord. The church will be benefited by his efforts.
The effectiveness of J:V.any a sermon can be given
a lasting quality by the appiication of art in the
form of good charts (emphasis on the good.) The
effect of a good sermon might be destroyed by the
use of a poorly-arranged and badly-painted chart.
A chart does not mean merely a canvas, smeared
with paint in such a fashion as to resemble the
hieroglyphics of some forgotten age, wihich it will
take an hour to explain before an audience understands what it is supposed to illustrate. It should
contain that quality of harmonious relationship in
colors and subject material that will make it pleasing to look upon, and easy to understand. A chart
that does not possess these qualities should never be
used. It should be so simple that even children
can understand, and of such a nature as to impress
the mind with what is being said. Remember, with
the chart you reach the mind through the sense of
sight as the spoken word reaches the mind through
the sense of hearing. Tihe mind is much more.
susceptible to that which comes to it by the sense of
sight. rAnything of importance which is seen is
rarely forgotten. The sermons which I heard when
a small boy, that memory reveals to me now, are
those that were preached from charts. In harmony
with rthe law of association, when the chart recurs
to memory it instantly recalls that which was illustrated.
The stereopticon fills another important place in
this connection, in many ways it may be considered
more important than the chart. It is one of the
ways in which the wonderful art of photography
may be used for the benefit of 'the church. Photography is said to be the mirror of nature, and in
n51ture more than anywhere else, do we see the God
we love and serve.
By arranging a series of pictures illustrating any
part of God's work, we may impress the great importance of his ways. Here again the elements of
art must be considered. Art in its quality has two
elements, fitness and quality. We cannot ignore
either. The illustration must bear a strong association to the subject. In other words, it must fit. It
should not need to be explained. The idea of an
illustration is to impress, and make the subject more
easily comprehended.
As the messengers of Jesus Christ, we bear the
greatest message of all time, a message of untold
worth' to humanity. In the hustle and noise of this
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age of wonders, when there are so many things to
attract the attention, we wonder how to bring our
message to the attention or notice of the people in
such a way that they will realize its importance to
them. This can be sup:Qlied in one word, advertise.
Good advertising is second to nothing in its importance to us just now in our work of spreading the
gospel.
There are many ways of advertising that we may
use. We can discover the best methods in the school
of advertising that we study every day. It would
be impossible to give a fixed rule for all to follow.
The time, place, and means must be considered.
However time and money are both wasted on poor
methods. When I say good advertising I mean advel1tising that is effective. To be eff;ective it must
command the attention of the people. Ofttimes the
simplestthing is best. We should not always appeal
to the curiosity, we may stimulate publicc. imagination to our hurt. Remember that the elements of
art are fitness, and beauty. We are aQ..vertising the
gospel of Christ, not a circus. A piece of brown
wrapping paper with a few words written on it with
crayon may interest a child that is learning to write.
We have printing plants. Why not use them?
I do not need to use space in speaking of the art
·of printing. It has reached a high standard in the
church. But what use are we as a people making
of that art? Stop and consider, how many tracts
have you distributed the past year, or the past
month? Do you take the church paper? Don't
make excuses-you have none to make.
In one cirty branch of seventy-five members there
are only seven .subscribers to the HERALD. This is
no exception to the rule, it is the same throughout
the church. Go where you will and you will find the
tracts and literature of the Latter-day Saints of
Utah (Brigamit~s), Adventist and other distinctive
missionary denominations. ·But we seldom find our
literature even among the most intimate friends of
the Saints. Why? . Are we lacking the missionary
spirit? If the missionary work is the most impor~
tant part of all, our literature should go to ev·ery
niche and corner of the land. Let us try to make a
better use of this art through the coming year. It
may require a sacrifice and we may have to struggle
in the ditch of life, but service is the chief factor in
the scheme of the gospel. The men and women who
enrich the lives of others with beauty and sweeten
them with faith and inspiration will not be left to
struggle, but shall be lifted up until they reach the
high places of eternal life, and taste the beauties
prepared by the master of all art.
Doctor Forsythe says, "The principle of art is
God's eternal beauty; the principle of religion is
the incarnation of God's eternal human heart,

neither can do the other's work, yet their work is
complimentary, and I wish the divorce between them
was more nearly healed-! wish the religious felt
more of the need that art alone can fill." .The need
surely exists.
By bringing about closer relationship between
art and our work, we can widen our influence to the
elevating of spiritual and moral ideals.
C. M. HEADDING.

BIBLE HELPS
It is sometimes a matter of slight controversy as
to what extent a student and a preacher should use
notes as hel]1s in his work, and, as is usual in
matters where persons disagree, go to both extremes,
one having notes so elaborate that it overshadows
the original text and the other objecting( to the simplest marginal rf)ference by a line or character. The
writer will try to avoid both extremes, and perhaps
we can get some real help.
The original language in which the Bible was
written had it like this "andwhenhehadthusspokenheshewedthemhishandsandhisfeet" (Luke 24: 4).
Let the reader imagine himself reading the sixtysixth chapter of Isaiah, and then broaden his vision
to the whole Bible and he would be crying for help.
So the first was to separatethe letters and so form
words and punctuate them,· that made it easy to
read. It was then like this: "And when he had
thus spoken, he shewed them his hands and his
feet."
The next in the way of a "help" was in the middle
of ,the thirteenth century when Cardinal Hugo di-.
vided it into chapters and then followed the division
into verses, this was done by Rabbi Nathan and
first used by Robert Stevens in an edition of the
Vulgate published in France ..in 1555. The printers
of the Authorized Version in 1611 used the same
division of chapters and verses. The reader can
better realize than the writer describe, what a difficult task he would have in try:ing to read the entire
Bible without such divisions having been made.
In 1737 Alexande~ Cruden came to the help of
the student by giving us his very elaborate work
called "Cruden's Complete Concordance of the Holy
Scriptures of the Old and New Testaments." All
students know how difficult it is to pronounce the
proper names correctly ·and what measure of embarrassment he feels before an intelligent audience
w!lien he must pronounce them. In this dilemma
comes another "help." It is the dictionary and selfpronouncing Bible.
Another "help" is the reference eolumn where
sometimes another translation of a word is given
and reference made to another passage of similar
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import in anQther part of the Bible. In Genesis
49: 22 we have-"whose branches run over the
wall," in the marginal reference it reads· "whose
daughters run over the wall." The student of
prophecy knows that the latter translation · is
a great help in making the prophecy of Joseph's
decendants' migration much plainer. 1In Luke
4: 18 Christ reads a prophecy that has reference to himself, a:r.;.d the marginal reference refers
to Isaiah 61 : 1, where the original prophecy is
found.
In the chronological tables we find "helps" that
every student of the Scriptures greatly appreciates.
T:Q.e tables of weights and measures, of the measurement of time, and how the days and nights were
divided, also the months and years, and about birds
and animals. To these we add accounts of the customs and manners of the people of Bible lands and
we have many helps to help us save time and
give us a better understanding of the Bible.
and of the people who were the p·rincipal.
characters in those ancient times. Why should it be
thought strange or improper if every student of the
Bible should make notes on slips of paper and on the
margin of his Bible to help him save time by finding
something in a few minutes that otherwise it would
take hours and sometimes days? This is a busy
world and there is a great deal of work to be done;
those wlho are doing it cannot afford to waste much
time in mastering. details by memorizing chapter
and verse and charging their minds with a great
mass of details. A visit to a large public library
will help us to understand how eXJtensively we can
use help without burdening our minds with a lot of
details. Tell the librarian you would like to see a
· history of France. She turns to her card index"History," and the subdivision "French" and it is
found in section - . There are a number of French
histories and if you want ~ny special one it is picked
out and given to you. In 'this way hundreds of
persons are served each day. They could not afford
to burden their minds with a mass of details. They
are on the card and she knows where to find them.
A shepherd watching his flocks by night can find
time to commit to memory the names of many of the
stars, and an Indian can get down on the ground and
examine a·· foo1tprint to determine whether it was
made by· a white man or an Indian because he has
nothing else to do, but a busy man cannot afford to
waste time in that way.
Without helps-whether our own or some one
else's-in using the Bible, we would be in a simi. lar condition to the traveler who asked a countryman how far it was to a certain town and he
answered: "Two whoops and a holler." Let us hope
that some day for the Inspired Translation of the
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Holy Scriptures, Book of Mormon, and Doctrine and
Covenants we will have as good helps as we have for
the common version of the Bible.
EDWARD RANNIE.

CHEERFUL SERVICE
T!he voice of inspiration to the church in tl;tese
last days is that "Saints should be cheerful in their
warfare, that they might be joyous in their triumph." This admonition is worthy of more than a
passing notice. Have you given this thought proper
consideration? Have you carefully analyzed it and
drawn from it the real spirit and ethics it really
conveys? The adjectives cheerful and joyous are
the words of paramount importance in the foregoing text. Suppose we consider their significance.
First of all, let us observe the nature of the noun
warfare, for it suggests to us the idea of struggle,
conflict, exertion, effort, and determination. If we
were to act upon the suggestion of the noun in its
abstract sense we might be quite wide of the mark
set for us therein. But the adjective chee1·[ul limits
and modifies for us the noun warfare, so that we
are better enabled to understand what kind of warfare we are expected to engage in and how we are to
prepare ourselves for the conflict. It is very readily
observed that a cheerful warfare carries more with·
it than the mere idea of doing conquest. It was
Saint Paul who said that "the weapons of our warfare are not carnal, but mighty through God to the
pulling down of strongholds." Ethically speaking"
he is simply saying that carnal methods and carnal
desires can never bring to us 'the desired results.
That is to say, a mere strife for the sake of personal
gratification of personal reward is not sufficient, but
we should cheerfully go about our work-the task set
before us-for the sake of mastering it, and at the
same time bringing ourselves into subjection to the
principle of divine justice because we take a delight
in it.
This idea of a cheerful warfare at once does away
with the belief some people have about religion being
a sort of long-faced, sorrowing ceremonial formality.
We should look upon our religious privileges as a
pleasure, a blessing to us, and not a burden. We
should also remember that religion at best is only a
means to an end-the end is a fully developed life
"and character. True religion is the science of forces
by which the faculties of mankind are developed to
their highest possible state of efficiency. H it•·fails
to reach this. end it is religion in name only. He
who says, "It is hard to live my religion" is yet
destitute of the religion of Christ in its fullest sense.
Such a one has not yet associated the, idea of cheerful with the term warfare. It is a cheerful service
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that Christ would have us render. He has no pleasure in a forced service, for what honor it is for me
to do only thart which I am compelled to do? A
forced service is never a true service, and the thing
BEER'S EFFECT ON THE GERMANS
we consider hard or difficult will quite generally be
neglected or avoided by us. Tthe thing Wie do will(As printed in a ,newspaP'er friend of the brewers.)
ingly is the thing we do well. That which we do
One of the three aggressive newspaper enemies
cheerfully is the thing we take a delight in. If, of prohibition in this city long has been the New
therefore, we enter upon the warfare of self-con- York Times. It has made pretense of fairness, and
quest because we delight in subduing the baser and has occasionally printed a minor editorial or an
lower elements of our life, and developing and per- outside contribution which read as if sympathetic,
fecting the higher and nobler traits of character, but the burden of its talk about drink has been unare we achieving the thing that is required of us in friendly towards total abstinence and hostile to proi::he precepts of the Lord Jesus?
hibition. During the recent. war-time prohibition
A saint is a person who has become a partaker of campaign in Crongress it grew bitter to the extreme
the Christ nature, one who has developed the graces against Prohibitionists, declaring them traitors, and
that surrounded the life of the Master. Such a one using language of which it should have been forever
should be cheerful and .pf good coumge. Such a ashamed. In its Sunday issue of July 1, howone should always meet the problems of life cheer- ever, perhaps because of the day, in its magazine
fully, and with a determination for the right, i. e., section, it gave an article by Reginald Aldworth
that i::he principle of right should be maintained even Daly, Professor of Geology in Harvard University,
though it should seem to be to the disadvantage of which went far to justify the radicals whom it had
the one maintaining it. If I cheerfully go about my so bitterly condemned. In that article Professor
duty it will cease to be laborious and hard for me. Daly put upon beer the blame for German outrages;
If I follow Christ cheerfully, it will not be a diffi- and while The Advocate cannot spare space for its
cult matter for me to live my religion; but if I fol- entire reproduction, we are moved to quote some of
low simply because I think it a duty that is imposed its positive utterances. Charging bad temper to
upon me, it will be very laborious.
German officials and naming some of their acts
"Sa:nts should be cheerful in their warfare, that since the war began, Professor Daly suggested "that
they might be joyous in their triumph." There is a mild, eternal intoxication is a partial but very real
true joy in true service, and when a true victory has explanation of those unforgettable crimes." "
been achieved, a ·spirit of joyousness accompanies
"The researches of Krrepelin," he said, "perhaps
that victory. Above all, a Saint should be joyous the greatest authority on rthe effects of German beer,
in the fact that he has waged a warfare of right and of others have shown that there is no qualitaagainst wrong, until he has fully subdued and con- tive difference in the physiological effect of beer and
quered himself. E'thically speaking we are not tri- spirits, so far as the alcohol contents are concerned.
umphant until' we have subjected our own carnal, Persistent use of beer, a 4 per cent solution of
selfish, stubborn will to the will of God, and have, alcohol, like whisky, a 50 per cent solution, protherefore, become one with the stainless Christ in duces 'release of inhibitions,' a loss o:f self-control."
flhought and purpose.
And he went on to declare, what Advoca.te readers
We ought to learn, as followers of Jesus, to go generally know but what the Times editor and some
·about the world doing good. We should cheerfully Dther editors never seem to have learned, "that a
:and willingly minister to the needs and comforts of man who drinks beer even quite moderately, every
•others, not for the sake of some selfish, personal day is never quite sober."
end, but for the sake of making life less difficult for
"This mildly alcoholic srtate," said Professor Daly.
each other, and for the purpose of making the world "is usually not conspicuous by a very decided lack of
a fitter place in which to live. He who fully and efficiency or of social decorum in the poisoned man.
truly enters upon this kind of service must of neces- Hence the effects of steady beer drinking are not as
sity partake of the spirit of cheerfulness and true striking as in the case of persons poisoned with
joyousness. Let it therefore be remembered that whisky, rum, or absinthe. Yet I. venture the hy- ·
the joy comes as the result of true service rendered, pothesis that lifelong drinking of mild beer has
and not as the result of some personal favor be- been one of the more potent causes for the amazing
stowed upon us. He who delights in doing good brurtalities of official Germany. Those crimes have
must of necessity enjoy perpetual and abiding peace. been ordered by men who for deeades have been
Are you ready for this achievement?
poisoned by beer. In times of peace and quiet the
J. E. VANDERWOOD.
poisoning causes derangement of brain tissue, often
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expressed merely in some form of sentimentality,
plain or maudlin. If, however, the victim is put
under stress, his nervous disorder is likely to lead to
bad temper and bad judgment, with endless possibilities in the way of loss of dignity, poise, and the
sense of human fellowship. The final result here
considered is the development of true savagery."
Replying to the suggestion that "as much alcohol
per capita is drunk in England and France" as in
Germany, he noted important cont:msts between the
drinking of Germany and 'that of France or England, in these words :
"The Germanic peoples are the only group who
feed alcohol to the babies or very young children
of middle and upper classes. Just at the time of
life when the nervous system should be especially
protected against all poisons, vast numbers of Ger. man children are kept mildly charged with alcohol.
If the baby has not already been prenatally damaged because of the beer drunk by his mother, he
still runs the risk of poisoning from the alcoholbearing milk of a drinking mother or wet nurse.
The child grows to manhood, drinking alcohol and
continually handicapped in his development of cerebral, and therefore moral, control. On the other
hand, nearly all the alcohol drunk in France and
England is consumed after the formative years of
childhood are past, distinctly lessening the danger
of permanenrt cerebral degeneration.
"The drunkards of France and the British Isles
are, as elsewhere, brutal and mean when crossed or
provoked; but, fortunately for the good name of the
Governments of these two countries, many men of
the ruling classes, the men who issue orders, are not
addicted to the daily use of alcohol, either in youth
or maturity. Neither were their mothers, who bequeathed to them their steady nerves. The restraint and sporting fairness of the sober Englishman or Scot contrast with the selfishness and
unrestrained violence of the ale-poisoned Englishman of East London or the whisky-poisoned Scot
of Glasgow. The war policy of Fmnce or England
is being controlled by men who have not been at all
poisoned by alcohol, or at least have been less poisoned than many prominent German officials, who,
day in and day out, are kept irritable by the national drink."
·
Admitting that other factors than beer enter into
the fearful problem "as rto why the German high
command orders murder, rape and slavery §1-S essentials in the making of war," Professor Daly urged
that "some part of its solution may be found in the
relations of chronic alcoholism to the human soul,"
and closed his remarkable article by asking: "Was
the great von Moltke right when he said: 'Beer is
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a far more dangerous enemy to Germany than all
the armies of France'?''
And yet the Times and other journals day after
day pleaded for the recognition of beer as a necessity in this country's war with Germany, and held
up to public scorn and contempt the men and women
who were daring to oppose all drink that breeds
alcoholism.-The National Advocate.

..

n~fEN~ ~~2~~h.-. . .-.
The Social Needs of Our Boys and Girls
(Written for and read before a mother's mee.ti,ng in Lamoni, Iowa.. )
Many anxious p1a.rents ask whruu can be dom~ to provide
wholesome social activities for their iboys and girls. In general the answer is this: amange .for plain, simple gatherings
of the group, large or small, as condit,ions may warra.nt, not
a,llowing the boys to get into a "gang," or the girls into a
"clique" more than necessary; avoid as long as possible the
idea. of a "brilliant social career" for e1ither boy or girl; keep
out of their minds any idea of thie!i·r be~ng especially attractive; discourage their adorning themselves in striking or co,nspicuous fashion, that they may be e,nvied by the less "fortunate," and be careful rto encourage every pleasing trait,
showing them how each one has some strong poirnts or qualities which will makJe him appr,eciated by those with whom he
associates. If we can keep the minds of our youn,g people
pure, their actions unselfish, and their dress and appearance
modest and unostentatious, the wholesomeness of future "society" will be assured. Informal gatherings; properly chape·roned, with impromptu or prepared programs, sin,ging, performa,nce upon va,rious musical instruments, making fudge,
toasting marshmallows, popping corn, pulling taffy, playing
well supervised games, light-hearted, but kindly, jesting and
raillery,-such an occasion is indicative of a social life wellgrounded in momlity and kindness-a most wholesome one.
In attemp,t:ing to choose social companions for the yoUing,
we must keep in mind the need of cemphasizing and preserving our ideals of democracy. Most young persons are much
interested in rank, or title, and grea,tly impl'le.ssed by wealth
or fame. They are apt to be att.racted to such people th11ough
these impl'lessions, r1ather thaaJJ by percepti~ns of real worth
or cha11acter. Fine' appa.rel and plenty of money to spend for
youthful fancies are very a.pt to influence the fifteen-year-old
boy ·or girl unduly, who often make up their standards of social fitness and popularilty after these pat,teJ:inS. They should
he ta.ught eaJ;"lY to regard these things as merely superficial,
and not be compared with real worth and cha11acter. Many
promising young people h~nne been spoiled, and the lives of
not a few are wreckJed, because they haVle foolishly or' ignorantly attempted to follow in the footsteps of the children
of the''wealthy, trying to k'eep up with the fast p1ac'e set by
some seemingly brilliant member of the social "smart set."
Let us teach our children to weigh values much more ca.rEl!fully.
The11e should be some kind of a social justice wh~ch should
call to account the ow~rindulgent par,ents who permit their
children to parade their wealth, set foolish and eiX'travagant
examples of conduct to their companions, and thus perpetrate
a 11eal wrong upon the social democracy of this country. Too
often they are living too fast for the g1ood of thei:r own char~
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acters, and moral ru~n is frequently the coin with which such
'parents are paid for not giving to their children the counsel
and training so sortely needed. It would be far better for all
to i,nsist upon simplter and more wholesome pleasu1:1e1s for their
children-little gatherings without display of money or adornments, where all could me,et on equal pla,nes and carry on a
rea,sonable and kindly eocchange of courtesy and sodal inter- course.
Let us teach our children true v,alues, and early instill into
their minds the fact that they must not expect to take more
out of the world than they artel p11erpared and wining to put
into i,t; in other words, that they must give full value 'for
what they recetive, socially as well as commercially. The
you ng person who basks and disports hiimseH in the finery
and the Wlealth another has earned is a sort of social cheat,
after all. The parents who seek to get their childl'en itnto a
"select circle," through fair means or foul, in order that they
may create an impression of wealth and worldly p1:1estige, ar~
trying to g1ett something for i!lOthing---la very poor policy in
the end, especially for Latter Day Staints. Let us get our interests above such foolish and selfish ideas, and seek with
more zeal and earnestness to purify and ennoble our ideals,
rund those of our children. We need a new vision of social
worth i.n this country,, one more compatible, with our assertions of democracy.
I can think of few efforts more productivet of good than
thoste made by ,the parents o:f a community getting together
occasionally in a sort of neighborhood club, and talking over
the conditions around them, with a view of finding ways and
mea,ns to furnish (not to the select ferw, but to all their
womhy young members) wholesome ~amusement and entetr~
tainment that will interest, instruct llllld dire_ct. So long as
parents put on little affairs of a social nature solely for their
, own private interests an-d! advantage, ignoring the needs of
the young hoy or girl next door-lettting the outside world
l-ook out for itself so long as "me and mine" are safe, just so
long will dens of vice exist and allure, and enslave_ the innocent and unwary, and such paretnts go on, cheating sodetty at
large out of the help and cotoperation they might give, and
themselV'es of many rare opportunities of life. Such may
seek justification and comfort in ~the se[fish idea that they
have saved their own flesh and blood from evil contamination;
but what about their brothers tand sisters? Have they no respo,nsibility there?
As mothers ltet us get t6g1e1ther and help each other. There
are so many questions along these lines, which we could discuss with profit to ourselves and benefit to the children about
us. Here ai1et a few of thetm: How often should our young
people go away f·rom home in the eV'ening, and where? What
kind of social affairs are good for them, and what kind harmful? How can we make them Detspect plai.n work and industry? How can Wle help them to be satisfied with ordinary
clothes for eV'etryday wear, and reasonably good ones for
spedal occasions? How can we improve thelir taste in clothes
and adornments? How can we prevent: their forming habits
of gambling, drinking, smoking, and kitndred evils, including
rthe taste for cheap picture shows and vaudeville? How can
we cultivate a. taste for the best in art, music and literature?
How can we counteract the vulgar, counterfeit lovec-making
sometimes encouraged by thoughtltess parents in those of tender yea,rs? Ho,w can we best help them to form correct
estimates of life and its mea,nings?
rScores of similar problems confront ev.ery conscientious
p:a,ient, and ,a, g11oup of neighborhood parents, considering
these vital things with a v1ew to improving conditions around
them, could do a vast amount of good in that diirection, by
"reaso1ning together."
In this paper I am trying to keep in mind the sodal
1

problems of both the hoy and the girl, although I must say
that my experience has been mostly w:ith the boy, as I have•
three sons grown to manhood and only one little da,ughter,
but seven years of age. I have much to learn about: the girl
and herr social life, and I am still anxious to ltearn mo,re atbout
the boy a,nd his. I will s.a,y that it has been a great joy and
privilege for me to be companion and chum to my boys, to
me~et their friends, and ·to enter into t:heir social plans. It is
not an easy task that confDonts us pa:rents-thla,t of letting
out the reins of government over a growing boy so gradually
that he will never realiZJe just whe n he becomes free' from
parent.al11estraint, suggestion and authority, and a free agent
unto himself and God! There is grave danger of transfel'ring
the reins of government too soon or too completely into his
hands, and a youth thus suddenly becoming a law unto himself, before his power of correct judgment is well developed,,
or his character well grounded in right principles, is very apt
to make many social mistakes of a very serious nature.
1

W.e know young people who were held too long in restraint
at home, without opportunity to deV1elop their own mental and
moral strength, and who jumped heatdlo,ng into social excesses when they finally got away from those environments.
Some parents seem anxious that their young people should
not appear "green" when first they enter sodety! Better
far that your boy ol' girl appear somewhat gieen, than to
appear too bold :and forwal'ldl! He or she may not, at fifteen,
be always free atnd easy in social manners, but children taught
to resp,ect the real, and despise the false, cannot go far
wrong, even in manners and c'onventionalities, and they thus
escape the charge of an overripe or immature deV'e.lopment.
Bashfulness and timidity ar'e but outward expressions of
inward disturbai!lce natural to youth, which is best overcome
by wise counsel and. right guidance from parents. Little
need, then, for the large amount of effort seen in some places
whe11e1 parents try to push their children into "high society,"
where they f'ontd[y hope thery can acquire grace and sociaJ
improvement. T1rue culture is from within, founded lii!l
thoughts for the good of others; good ibcreeding follows na,turally when attention is focused on others, and away from
self.
Young P'eople are SEl.Jnsitive and -will go a long wa.y to
avoid the disapproval of their maters, or the risk of being
laughed at. 'Many young people quit school because of
·thoughtless and unfdendly cr,iticism; some are seldcm seen
at the parties' of young folks, simply because they have. been
the ta,rget for thoughtless jokes, indulged in for the purpose
of creating laughter. Thes'e- conditions could not occur if
all our young people were taught by their parents to think
and act kindly under all circumstances. The extreme sensitiveness from which young people suffer at a certain age
perhaps has its value; it emphasizes humility and has a certa,in work to perform. The wise pa.rent will recognize this
and use itt to illustrate a lesson o,n charity towards others who
may appear awkward.
Help the young b<;>y or girl to improve in every possible·
way; to make the most of good points, and to overcome what
defects may be eradicted. Explain the customs and u:::ages·
of polite society, and their foundation, itn every case, in
principles of consideration .:!lor others-an effort to make
others comfortable and happy. Help them to be properly
dressed, that they may not be objects of aversion or ridiculeon that account; teach the boy to be nea,t and clean about his
person and d1:1ess, and the girl to be modest and u,nenvious:
gently point out social errors, and encourage the use of cor~
rect English and the wide l'eading of good·books; show them
the vanity o.f much that the world calls good, and the real
worth of much that the world despises; teach them to be
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genuine, to scorn the false and base, and to be charitable to
all.
If you can do all this, a,nd more, for your children, or for
the young people about you, you have proven yourself a good
friend!, a wise counselor, a blessing not only to them biit to
soci,ety at large and, alboVIe ·all; a power for eternal righteousness.
It is worth WOQ'king for, studying for, and praying for!
MRS. EFFIE HIELn.

A Woman's Auxiliary Council
Thie stake organrnation of the Independence Stake of the
Woman's Auxiliary has been discontinued as a result of an
action taken at the last moot~ng. A motion as follows carried:
"Moved that we no longer ha.ve a stak·e organization of the
Woman's Auxiliary in Independence, Missouri, but that we
haV1e a Woman's Auxiliary Council, composed of the presidents of an woma,n's organizations within the st.ake, the
organizer rt<o be p11esident, and council to choose other officers
and work along lines similar to that of the Vvoman's Council
of Clubs in Kansas City and elsewhe·re. This council to take
over the unfinished work of the oLd organization and supervise standing committe•es, etc. l1t beLng understood that any
woman's club, circlie, orioles, or society may appoint those
whom the:y desire to !4epresent them at open meetings of the
council as well a.s their officers. Details to be worked out by
the council."
.
ALTHA DEAM.

Feeding the Child of Three
(The second of a seri<es of articles on the care of you,ng
children sent out by the• Children's Bureau of the1 United
States Department of Lalbor, Washington, District of Co~
lumbia.)
At the beginning of •tlhe third year the chUd's diet may be'
increa.sed by addin:g more solid food, esp,ecially meats and
vegetables. According to the United Sta,tes Department of
Agriculture every healthy child of three should have at least
one food a day from each of the following five groups:
1. ·Milk and dishes made chiefly of milk (most important of
this group in children's diet), meat, fish, poultry, and! eggs.
2. Bread ,and other cereal foods.
3. Butter and other wholesome fats.
4. VegetabJ.es and fr.uits.
5. Simple sweets.
The meats should be beef, boiled, bl'oiledl, or roasted; lamb
chops; the white' meat of chicken; or delicate fish. All meat
should be free from fat, gristle, or bone and finely minced
when given to the child.
Eggs should be V1e1ry soft boiled, coddled, or poached, or
soft scrambled. Fried eggs should neV1er be given to a child;
lbut the grated or mashed yoke· of 1a very ha,rd boiled egg may
sometimes be used.
Meat broths mad!e from mut,ton, beef, or chicken have little ,nutriment, but if these are thickened with arrowroo·t or
corn starch, and especially if milk is added, they become a
valuable,; food. Well-cooked vegetable1s, strained and added
to warm' milk, are not only good foods but servte to telach
the child to like vegetables.
Cereals should be thoroughly cooked and seT~eld with milk
or thin cream and a very small amount of sugar or none.
Bread for a child should be at least two days old. Toast,
zwieback, or hard crackers may be, given once or twiee a day.
Baked potatoes moisterrued witth a little butter, thin cream,
beef juice, or platter gravy 'IJ1ay be given.
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Asparagus tips, spi,nach, stew1ed ce•lery, squash, string
beans, carrots, young peas, well cooked and mashed, or p]lt
thrpugh a, puree s1e1Ve, are all good for a chiLd. A small portion of one of .these v~egertables may be a part o•f the chiLd's
dinner each day.
Fruits should be conrtiniUally used. At this age sweet
oranges, baked appie1s, or stewed prunes are most useful. The
juice or mashed pulp of fresh ripe pears or peaches may be
given in the third year, but there is much danger in using
overripe or green fruit, as well as in giving too much. It is
especially necessary to be careful in hot weather when fresh
fruit decays rapidly. Bananas should nerver be given to a
young child.
·
A child under four J"e:ars of age should never have dried
o:r salted mea.ts, sausage, pork, game, liver, kidney, g~oose,
or duck. Fried ,and raw vegetables, hot fr,etsh breads, cakes
and pastries, salads, candy, sirups, tea, coffee, beer, cider,
and soda water are all unsuitable foods for a child.

Milk as an Economy
A quart of milk costing 10 cents contains two and onethird times as many units of nourishment as the1re are in a
pound of chicken broiler, at· 45 cents; three times as many
as in a pound of fresh cod, at 18 eents; nearly as many again
as in a pound of lean beef shoulder and c1odl, costing 25 cents;
a third ·as many again as there are in a pound of beef liver
or of beef neck lean, each at 18 cents; mo.re than is conta,ined in a pound of beef ribs lean, costing 34 cents, or of
beef .round! lean, costing 30 cents.
It contai,ns as many food units a.s there are in eight or nine1
eggs of medium size, costing from 30 to 35 cents.
It contains nearly seven times as many units of noorishment as there a.re in a pound of fresh: asparagus, costing 15
to 25 cents; ne1arly five times a,s many as in ·a pou1n d of carrots, costing 15 c·ents, or of cauliflower costing the same; and
more than in a pound of cottage cheese, costing 20 cents.
Milk is, therefore, one of the most economical foods at the
pr,e.sent time.
It is not only eco,nontical to the pockeltbook, but economical
to the body processe:s.
The body building element in milk, protein, is the most
perfect pl'Oltein obtainable; it is more wholly digestible than
the protein of meat or of e1ggs or of peas and beans or of
wheat. Fmthermore, the protein of milk do1e1s not contain
substanctes which yield uric acid, as do the protein in some·
other foods, nor is the protein of milk so readily subjec't to
putre,faction as is that of meat or fish or .fowl. The pr'otein
is also particularly adapted for the use of young, growing
children, •and milk should therefore form a substantial part
of their d1et. F.o.r the adult milk alone is not sufficient and
should be taken wi.th other foods, such as bread, butte1r, potatoes, fruit, .eltc. The milk itself is more readily digested
when mixed with these other foods.
The hea.t and energy forming materials in milk (fat and
carbohydmtes-that is, starch ,and sugar) are also in highly
available form for human digestion. The fat is mo·re easily
digested than the fat of any of the othe1r common foods with
the1 exception of that in the yolk of eggs. The carbohydrate
is also more easily assimilable than that in other foods. It
is also not so susceptible to fermentation as some othe!r carbohydrates and is not, therefore, so irritating to the stomach.
Milk is also rich in mineral elements needed by the body,
and they are in a form re1adily available for digestion.
Milk when cooked lose1s some of i1ts be,st chemical character,
and therefore should be taken raw when it is known to be
produced undier circumstances of cleanline1ss. When there is
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doubt abo-at ,this it should be pasteurized or heated to 60 to
63 degrees centigJJade (140 to 145 deg:vees Fahre.nheit) and
held at this temperature for twenty to thirty minutes.
Raw milk and whole-wheat bread combined furnish nearly
eV'ery food requirement of the body.-Chicago Herald, in
"How to he Healthy" Dep:a1rtment.

[LETTER DEPARTMENT

]

No More Paid Advertisements After August 15 in the
"Herald" and "Ensign"

churches, beautiful in appearance, attrnctive, because of good
pr~nting, made possible by the use of good materials. We can
do the same if we had the money to spend, then why <?Ut off
one of the sources of supply? Many daily newspapers are
giv~ng away a thirty-six page paper f•or five cents, how do
thery do it? By the advertisements.
The Lord said, "The children of this wor1di are wiser in
their generation that the children of light." Probably the
Board of Publication will say "•they a:ve doing the best they
can under the circumstances, a.nd that there is always some
one that thinks he can run things ibetter than those tha,t are
in the business." We do not desire to "run things," although
we speak from aotual knowledge, having had over' twentyfiv,e years of experience along this particula·r li1n e of workbut we were only wondering why it was considered more to
the church's interest to refuse money from outsiders, especially that which might come into the coffers of the church
through legi1timate advertising in our chul'ICh publications.
. How much more good we might be able to do to the people
of the world if we were not "so peculiar."
E. B. HULL.

The above notice appear1ed in the HERALD of August 8.
I wonder what motive prompted such action. HaV'e we arrived at a point in which we think it a sin to receive money
from people who are not of our faith? The above notice, also
states that the space is worth mor'et to us to advertise our
own books and periodicals than to sell" it for other purposes.
That seems a very poor excuse, for a.ny publishing house
could find plenty of space to advertise their own productions
Prophets and Seers
if they could afford to add sufficient pages to their magazine.
This they can always afford to do if they have plenty of paid
advertisements. Remove this avenue of revenue and they
After reading in a late issue of the 1SALNTS' HERALD the
must fall back on their paid subscriptions to run their paper. question, What is a seer? and the answer fua,t you give it
Few papers anc1 magazines can live merely on the amou.nt occurred to me to contribute .a little "bit" upon the subjec•t
of money Tie,ceived through sulbscriptions. It is like running as to, how prophets and seers were constituted, or made. The
a college on the tuition fees received-Graceland would die above 'seems to be of pa11amount importance to those who are
if she hwd to depend on this for her existence.
interested, I will be very brief.
Our church papeTs do u great missionary work, much more
According to the Holy Scriptures all true prophets were
·than many of us realize, they do a particular k~ndi of work and are constituted direct by the Lord God. It is a gift from
that the missi,ona.ry ca.nnot do. Why retard this department God. No man was ever ordained by man or an angel to conof work by taking from them a source of revenue. that is stitute him a prophet. As you have said, "There have been
needed to help meet the necessary running expenses?
many prophe<ts that were not seers'''; while seers have the
We boast "that we a1re in the front line of advancement,'·' prophetic gift, yet all prophets ar.e not seers. I will sa.y, by
instituting new systems for the educating and developing of the way, that the prophetic gift does not of itself confer offiour peop1EJ, even adopting some of the W<orld's methods. This cial authority, or in other words, a man may be a prophet
is legitimate, if they have a sySitem of doing things that is and at the same time not possess any pri,EJstly authority, as it
better than anY'thing we have learne~ We claim to accept was in the case of Joseph Smith the seer before he was bap"truth" wherev,er we find it, on Christian or heathen ground; tized and ordained.
but, this last act of the Board of Publication seems most
We next notic1e how seers were constituted. We rea'Cli
peculiar.
of seers in the Bible and in the Book of Mormon :espePeter said "the Lord was to have a peculia?· people," I cially, and what great things they could lqnow of the
guess we are liv~ng in that ag.e now.
past, present and futul'e yet we do not find by what means
Our most successful magazines a.re made so by their many they were constituted. It s.eems it W<as left for Joseph
pages of advertisements. If this was not possible they could Smith to explain the matter for us. Hem is what he said
not produce the artidEJ at the small s'elling price they do. If an angel 'told him: "Also that the>re were two stones in silwe would like to place our papers in the hands of more people ver bows, and these stones faste1ned to a breastplate c.ons,tiit would pay us to add a few pages of legitimate adrvertising tute what is called the Urim and Thummim, deposited with
in our papers, the returns would enable the church to inc11ease plates, and the possession and use of the:s•e stones was what
the size of our papers and probably in time I'leduce the price constituted seers in ancient or former times, and that God
of subscription, also ·they could then give away hundreds of had prepared them for <the purpose of translating the ibook."
copies to strangers, thus help~ng to ,;extend our work in other _:_Church History, vo.J. 1, p. 13.
fields.
·
I believe the testimonry of Joseph Smith as to what he said
' the ,angel told him about the, matter. Here we :nave a plain,
We al'e often asked the qliestion, "Why do we not have
more illustrations in our ·papers?" the answer comes, "We straightforward explanation as to how seers were anciently
cannot a·fford it." Why not make i1t possible so we can a,fford constituted or made. I b:e:lieve it is the only way that they
it? We certainly could afford it if more money were avail- were or can be constitute1d according to the Bible and Book
able. Is it a crime to adv:ertise other p.eople's business in re- of Mormon. I hav~ been a close reader of said b8oks for
ligious papers? Do we not advertise our church in the news- many years, a1nd I have not be1en able to this good day to find
papers of the day, and sometimes 1beg for a colum1n or two a single instance where a s~eer w.a•S constituted oT made by
of free 1aJdiv·eirtising? If people al'lel in a legitimate business, the ordination of angels or men.
why not advel'tise it in our religious papers, and why not
In point I will now refer to Joseph <Smith, he was a prophet,
advertise it to our own people in our own church papers, es- seer, revelator, and translator befor•e he was ordained. Oliver
pecially when we can derive some benefit from the same?
Cowdery ordained him on April 6, 1830, as prophet, see.r/
Look at the many beautiful magazines printed by other "revel:i!tor, and! transliator to the church.
1,
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Irn .this connetrtion I will say that the Urim and Thummim
was not only to be used to translate languag.es with, but to
receive revelations. f-rom. God and greater revelations than
couM be received without them. Hence a seerr is greater
than a prophet, because he could receive greater revelations
than any prophet could who was not a s.erer.
E. W. NUNLEY.

Fargo Church Dedicated
According to announcement on July 21 ·and 22, Thea.r-by
a,nd loml Saints gathered at the! Bungalow Church for rally
and dedication services. E.Iderrs D. A. Whiting of Minnesota,
William Spa.rling from Eastern Iowa Mission, Thomas Leitch
and J. E. Wildennuth were in attendance as speakers.
S_aturday was .occupied with ther usual pmyer meeting,
preaching and auxiliary services.
S'unday at 9.30, sacrament services, with Sunday school and
.Children's Day exercises following. Dedicatory service at
2.3·0, praym• by D. A. Whiting allJd scripture read~ng by
William Shackow. S.errmon by· William Sparling, pioneer
missionary and president of North Dakota District.
Financial statement of tr,easurer of buHding committee,
J. E. Wildennuth, showed the building was erected on cash
d!own plan, all money being raised before be~ng expended.
Ther building had lbeen used a year and a half before being
entirely completed. Some inte11ersting data was noted in a
brief history read by >Sister Wildermuth. Special music was
rendered iby presiding eldierr, E. E. Weddilre, and wife. Bene~
diction offered: by Thomas Leitch. ·
Baptismal services followed in the fo nt in 1Jhe church.
Evening sermon by William Sparling and confirmation
servic'e closred a day which had long been looked forward to by
Saints of the State and of Minnesota, as well as those of the
local congregation. Saints of North Dakota and near-by
parts of M~nnesota had contributed rto the erection of the
building, beliieving it to ibre of general benefit to the work to
have a house of worship in thisr ther largest city of the
State, as a natural headqua,rters of the State.
MRS J. E. WILDERMUTH.
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puiblished ov,er their signatures was raised, but as pointed
paragraphing is menti.oned, and it is true that the undel·signedr has submitted some little p.aragraphi111g to our editors,
and also that they, upon their own initiative have culled many
such from the body of our a·rtides and published the srame
separately, it may be reasonably inferred that some of these,
along with others have been merasured with a. critical yardstick and thought to have been copied. If so, we plead (with
all kindness and respect to the· critical tempenament) that
'even though, some circumstantial evidence may be thought
to have bee111 discovered, yet an erroneous judgment has been
made. '
And .as to making an effort to be attractive, of course all
will agree that the truth whether written or spol{en should
be put in suffici:ently attrractive form that it may have just
claim upon the attention· of the reader·s or the hearers.
Neither will any reasonaible p'erso1n dispute the fact that
when a speraker or .a wrirt.er's· ambition to be attractive centers more in making self prominent than it does in emphasizing ther truth, that person becomes a very inferior exposit01r
of the truth; and the consistency which gives agreement to
these points must also agree that it is just a,nd right that
everyone should have due credit for h;s own work; and that
it is 001inently proper for every preacher, writer, or teacher
in the kingdom of God to try to make his or her work compellingly attractive in the intevest of the unveiEng of so
splendid a vision as the citadel of truth.
J. E. YATES.

Northwestern "Missouri Reunion

1

Writing Attractively

This reunio n is now in session, August 17 to 26, and being
held at Stewartsrville, Missouri. Brethren R. S. S.aly:ards;
J. W. Roberts and B. J. Dice are presiding. Of the missionaries we hav,er present A. E. McCord, D. E. Tuclmr, Bishops
B. J. Scott, Mark H. Siegfried and Richard Bullard. J. A.
Gunsolley is here to 11epresent the Religio and Graceland Co'lege. Th€1 Woman's Auxilirary is represented by Sisters Lula
Sandy and Christiana Salyards. Therre are nearly fifty tents
on the groU!nds. · The! preaching is inspiring, the prayer
meetings, both for the young people and the others, are very
spi,ritual. These meetings are held in 'two tents, at eight andi
nine a: m., then W1et have a musical institute with three sisters from Saint Joseph in charge.
T~w weatherr, with the exception of an afternoon, has beren
splendid. The large tent is filled e1ach evening with attentive
listeners. We feel the reunion will her a succerss throughout.
Children's Day Thursday, when the Sunday school rendered
appropriarte eX'eTcise,s. The p-rogram was enjoyed by eager
listeners. J. A. Gillen is expected.
CHARLES P. FAUL.
1

Taking note of a recently published sketch wherrein the
thought is expressed that some contributors to the church
papers use too many borrowed thoughts in order to "get
something real attractive over their signatures," may we
make the following observations?
If there are any contributors to· our church papers whose
ambition is merely t.o see something attractive over therir
signatul'es, rather than a real desire to present wholesome
and worth-while thought for thosre who read, the editors will
The Alabama Reunion
no doubt soon detect their selfish and unwovthy ambition
and give place in the columns to matter having a better purpose and having the11efore a better quality.
Alabama dlistriC't reunion was held at the usual place,
We regard any tendency in a writer toward plagiarism as Pleasant Hill, near McKenzire, Alabama, July 27-August 5.
rbei,ng a disreputable and vicious trait and believe that such F. M. Slo:v;er was chosen to preside, F. A. Rowe and the disshould be discouraged and condemned; but in virew of the trict p11esidency to be associated with him. A. E. Warr was
fact that minds having no direct connection by intercourse chosen secre1tary, and recognized as rep·resenting the auxiliary
or literarture, may think similar thoughts, and possibly art interests of the church as field worker.
times express the same in very similar language, it would ·
Daily program consisted of pnayer service at nine o'clock
ervidently be an easy matter for us to wrongfully accuse some a .. m., 11ound table at eleven, auxiliary work a-t two-thirty,'
of our brethren o-f dreHberate.Jy borrowi1ng thought without and preaching at seven forty-five. On Sundlays the children
giving proper credit to tlhe real author.
were ably cared! for by Sister Evie Sellers. On August
We have no knowledge as to what pavticula-r writeTs in the 3 we1 had as visitors Mr. P. B. Prepper, county sup,erri111tendent
church publications may haver been in mind when the point of education and! Miss Luther, principal of the Castleberry
as to some having an inordinate desire to see attractive things high 8chool. Both spoke in the interrests of education.
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The various meetings we1.1e profitable to all. The Saints
were more activ·e in the prayer services than in any reunion
in the past sew~ml years, and as a result, a spirit of uplift
Wlas felt. There al!'~ many evidences of intelLectual and
spiritual awak~nings among the Sai,nts, for which we feel
grateful and pray it may be perma~nent.
The 1917 committee reported thirty~one doUars on hand.
Committee for 1918 consists of the president of 'the district,
with his associate :and the president of the Pleasant Hill
Branch.
A. E. WARR.

The Faith and Origin of Churches
[We 'l'ery much regret that so many errors hav,e: crept into
the articles under the above ,title. They werre returned for the
purpose of verification, as we ha:cli not the books here by
which to make verification. It is only fair to the proof 1.1eade1:1s to aclid that we have made a c.areful e::Gamination of th-e
original m~nuscript and find o¥err eighty per cent of the
errors cited below occur in the manuscript, while a number
of errors in it were caught and corrected-by them and ourselves. We Degl'et that these inaccumcies have occur1.1eld,
especially in quotations, so give Elder Mintun's letters in
full, though some of the references are not correct.EDITORS.]
TOLEDO, 0Hto, July 26, 1917.
ELDER S. A. BURGESS,
Editor SIAINTS' HERALD.
Dear Brothor: Eithel" the p11oof readers are overtaxed,' or
are not effident, because: the work of copying [the proof
readers do not copy, and the original manuscript sent us was
used.-EDITORS] my manuscript has not been very efficiently
don1e. I did not get the copy of the manuscript that I have
till this week, and have reviewed all the a,rticles that have
appeared!, and find the foilowing mi,stakes:
On page 629 in the: third line of the second paragraph the
wo:r:d "writer" is spelled with two "t's." In second column
in the thirteenth line of the paragraph beginn~ng "All Deligions," etc., the wordJ "the''' is omitted between the words
"yet" and "uncerta~nrty." Such errors do not effect the reading to :any great extent. But on page 656 in the second line
of the second paragraph it should read "is it" instead of
"it is," :and a question mark should be placed at the end of the
paragraph, instea;d of a period. In the S·econd column in the
second pa:mgmph and in the last line of that paragraph the
word should! read "i:lffnrts" instead of "effort."
On page 657 in the paragmph referring to "Communication
with God" afterr the thirrd line should be inserted "as truly
and" so :that it would rread "his will to mankind as truly and
as reaHy as." In the second column in the third line from
the top of th~ page the, word shouLd be "caused" instead of
"cause." In the same colulllin the last line of the paragr'aph
introduced by "Love all ~things/' the word "religion" should
read "religions."
On page 679 in the first column and in the first line of
the fourth pa,ragraph the words "the writing media" should
be inserted: after the introductory statement, "There are different kinds of media, the writing media, the speaking media,
etc."
In the second column in ther thiJrd pa:ragmph of the quotation under the heading "God," and in the fourth line the word
"]+ad" should! be "has." On p:age eighty [680.-Editors] and in
the pail'agraph underr the heading "Holy ~nd Unholy Spirits"
and in :th~ sixth line the worrd "bodies" should rread "a body,"
to be as in the quotation, whethe;r it is grammatical or not,
on the same page and in the second column and: in the second
paragraph the words "and destroy'' should be inserted in

the fourth line rafter rthe word "crush," and before the word
"rather." In the last line of the next paragraph the word
"taking" should be "making."' In the same column afte.r the
last line of next to the last paragraph should be insrerted
the place where found. These 14 expressions of Spiritualisms,
al'e so many s:ubhead~ngs as found! in the pl:ace cited.-Rre~
ligion, pp. 213-256.
On page 681 in the sixth line of the second paragraph the
word "of" should he "off," and in the last line of the same
paragraph the word "but" should he ins:elcled between the
words "al'e" and "translated." In the same column and the
first pamgraph under the heading "Ovga,nization''' the word
"overcome" in the eighth line should her "overcomes," to be as
in the original. In the same paragraph in the fourth and
fifth line the W1o11d "member" should 'be "members." In the
same column and in the next to the last paragraph the word
"truth" in the third line 'should be "truths.'' In the last l~ne
of that column rthel!e should be commas after "but,''' and after
"era," to be' as in the book from which quoted. On the same
page, but in the second column and the fourth line from the
top of the page the words "S'upreme" and "Intrelligence"
should begin with capital letters to be as in the original. In
the third paragraph in the same column thei!'e is a line
omitted beginning after the words "under the" i:ri the third
line of th.is paragraph, and! should read, "under the direction
and control of spiritual beings th~n at any previous period."
In the next paragmph there should be a comma after the
word "medium" in the second line, and none aft:er the same
word :as it app:ears the second time in the same line. In the
sixth pamgraph in the same column the word "a"' in the
fourth li,ne should be "the:." In the ninth paragraph in
th~:J same· column there should .be a semicolon after the first
line, arud after the word "spirit" in -the third line, and a
comma after the word "authori:?Jed:" in the fourth line.
On page 683 in the fourth paragraph in the first c,olumn
and the sixteenth line from the top of the paragraph the
word~ "the" should be "this" and the word "this" should be
"the."'
. On page 684 ~n the first column and in the fourth paragraph the word "to" in the ninth line should be "in." In
the next paragraph hi fifth line the word "the" should! be
omitted, :and the word "still" inserted between the words "accomplished!" and "more" in the same line.
I hope that there will be less mistame:s creep in especially
in th~ quotati~ns. It will not matter so much if a few do
occur in what I may have to say about what is contained
in the quotations or about .the church being treated.
V:eJry respectfully,
J. F. MINTUN.
TOLEDO, OHIO, August 4, 1917.
E-LDER S. A. BURGESS,
Editor SAINTS' HERALD.
Dear Brother: I hav;e just compared the tiro last articles,
one on Unitarianism and the other on The Roman Catholic
Church, and find ra few mistakes in print~ng them, which I
call your attention to, not by way of criticism, but for the
purpose of correction, should you deem any of them worthy
of correction, :and I think a f'ew of them are.
On page 707 in the first column, and in the foul'th line. of
the fourth paragraph tljnder "Authority," the word should
ibe ~'beliefs" instead of "belief."
On page 708 and in the second! column, the word "human"
is omitted in the fourth line of the third pa1'agraph under
the heading "Creed,'' between the words "the" and "race."
In the next paragraph ther wordJ "a''' is 0p1itted after the
word "one" at the I€:Illd of the second l~ne. In the next paragraph and in the first line the word after the word "doctrine," should be "not'' instead of "nor."
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On page 709, in the first column and in the fourth line of
the second paragraph the word "better" should app1e1ar threel
times, thus "better, better, better, always better."
I also notice a few changes in p\linctuation, but l}One of
them chan~es the meaning.
On page 727 and in the first column, and in the nex;t to
the last line the letter "u'' appears where the figure "7"
sho],lld, that is "Pope Pius IV, p. 7."
page 728 and in the first column the• word! "clear" is
.omitted in the last line ~n the next to the last paragraph between the wo11d "salutary," and the word "and."
In the same column and the fi1rst line of the last paragraph
the word "Spiritualists" should he "spirituals." On the
same page and in the second paragraph the word "to'' is
omitted in the second line of the third pa·ragraph under the
beading "The Profession of Faith," betwe~n the words "equal"
.and "each." In the 1ast line of the' sixth paragraph the wo•rd
"eucharist" is misspelled, it being spelled "echaurist." In the
:eleventh paragraph the following is omitted between the
wo11ds "of" and "the" in the thiirrd line of that paragi1aph:
"T11ent, and delivered, defined and declared by thel Gene,ral
Council of;'' lJn the last pamgraph in that column and! in
the seventh line the. word "gods" should be "God," so that it
would read "God of God."
On page 730 in the1 first column and in the fourth paragraph, the word "the" should be "a," so that it would cread,
"has nothing .to do with a sacrament."
On page 731 and in the first column and first para,gr:aph
the wmds "in the matter" has been omitted between the word
"himself" a 1n d the• ",".
·
I have noticed. that in many places where the quotation
from the Catholic production they use a capital to begin
words, that a small letter is used, but possibly if they were
printing it now they would capitalize some of them, for they
think of those words in a different light than we do.
With respect,
J. F. MINTUN.

On

The Erie Beach Reunion for 1917
is histo1ry, and I may adld, "sacred history." The blessing::;
enjoyed ther·e will never be forgotten, and those who attended
will look forward to 1918 with fond hopes of being able to
meet once more and have another feast of heavenly blessings
from off the table of our God.
E.rie Beach is a beautiful summer resort on the shore of
Lake Erie, twelve miles south of Chatham, Ontario. There
is an electric railway which will talm you over from Chatham
in about an hour. 'Tis a lovely ride and the scenery along
the line will ~nterest you. Wheri you arrive at your journey's
end you will find an ideal spot f,or camping and here the
Saints of the Chatham District have held at least six reunions
and each one has been better than the last till this year all
felt that they had indeed tasted of the .divine.
Said reunion was held July 27 to August 6, a.nd the Father
in his great lov.e for his people favored us with most beauti~
ful weather. Every night whHe there the moon shone in all
its beauty and its soft mel1ow light caused us all to rejoice.
Its silvery beams shining upon the placid waters of Lake
Erie formed a pathway of light which was indeed beautiful
to behold. The days were bright with sunlight, and while
it was hot in the city, the gentle breez·e from the lake made
it very comfortable in the c,amp.
The reunion committee cQnsisting of Elder Stewart Lamont
of Chatham, president; Elder J. C. Dent of BothweH, secretary-treasurer;. David Snobelin, J. A. Hildreth a~dJ Ve:rnard
Pritchard, eXJecutive .committee, is to be commended for

their earnest efforts to make •the reunion a success. They
have worked hard, not only this year but every year, and
those who have attended the reunion have beetn made to realiz·e what men can do when they are humble and full of love
and zeal. God has blessed them greatly in their work and
the fame of Erie Beach reunion has spread far and wide
until this year we had people from many parts of Canada,
from Missouri, Illinois and Michigan.
The pra,y.er meetings were v;e1ry spiritual; the Lord speaking many times to his people! in commendation and imparting cheer and comfort.
The preaching by E.JcLe1rs J. F. Curtis, Robert Brown, J. R.
Grice, B. H. Doty, David Dowker, John Shields, Arthur
Leverton, Joseph Yager, G. C. Tomlinson, J. L. Burger, and
Bishop Keir was spl~ndid and endoy,ed by •the many who a.ttended .
On F1r,iday morning August 3, the young people met in the
large tent at seven o'clock. We formed into four lines with
E·lders J. R. Grice, R.ohert Brown, B. H. Doty and the writeu.in the leaid. We marched around the camp ground singing
"God is marshaling his army," a nd then down the lak·e shore
about three fourths of a, mile, formed ill!to a circle and all sat
down on the sand and! there we had the most wonderful
prayer meeting we have ever seen or attended!. There were
one hundred and thirty of us there and we stayed all tM
morning. Many of the yoll!ng people who had never bore
testimony before took part and the Spirit of God came in
power and all rej,oiced. Ere we left, the Lord spoke to us in
ten gifts of p1rophecy and truly they were wonderful.
Twenty-six were administe11ed to all!d the1 power of God was
made manif,est in healing. Oh! it was a glorious time! The
very heavens were opened. God gm1nt we may have. many
such services in the fUJture.
Elders J., F. Curtis and R. C. Russell of the Twelve were
much in evidence at the reun1orn, and their pl1e•sence was
deeply app11eciated. Brother RusseH did not feel strong
enough to preach,. but his counsel in the prrayer and priesthood meetings was splendid and well worthy of being observed. Brother Curtis gave us some splendid data on how
to meet the Utah people on polygamy and other points
wherein we diff,er from them. He is well posted in this matter as he has sp,elllt several years in Utah and has the facts
well in hand. We all enjoyed his talks.
Time was granted the different auxili!aries for their worrk,
which was enjoyed by all. S'pletndid: programs we11e1 arranged
and many good ideas were presented.
Elder J. H. Tyrnell was in cha.rge of the musical P'~,rt of
the progmm ea·ch dll!y and did much to make: this part of
the reunion a success.
And now why say more? Words fail me when I try to describe the wonde1rful time which was had. Suffice to say
that it was a foretaste of heaven.
All were made glad .to have Bishop Keir of Independenceand Da,vid Dowker of Chicago with us the last few days.
Bishop Keir gave us some splendid sermons while David
preached Qnce as only David can preach. Both of these men
were very conspicuous in the dining ternt, for after eating
enough to satisfy ,the appetite of a·ny commQn ostrich, they
donned aprons and washed di•shes am:JI sang till the tent rang
(if a ten can ring) with their voices.
MQnday, August 6, we brofue up camp. It made us sad
when we thought of parting, but just before we said
"Good~by" we had a little prayer service right out in the
open a~r in the shade of a wagon loaded with lumber, etc.,
fvom tbe g11orunds. The !Spirit came in power and the Lord
spoke to us in prophecy commending the committee for their
,efforts andl promising to be with us next year and even send
1
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the angels to meet with us if we will meet in a. pleasing way
before him.
May God grant that we may all be there.
In bonds,
CHATHAM, ONTARIO.
RICHARD D. WEAVER.
MINDEN CITY, MICHIGAN, August 10, 1917.
Editors Herald: Words cannot eocprtess how thankful I am
to my heavenly F'ather for· all he has done for me since I
came into the fold. I am now forty years of age, came in
the church when but elev;en yea<rs old, andl I truly have received many blessings. I have seen many wonderful manifestations of his Holy Spirit poured out upon his people since
I embraced it, even to the p11etsent time. I have never seen the
time I regretted the step, but sorry to say that I have many
thiTigs to regret in my life, wheve I left things undone that
I should have done. And in all those yewrs of ~triving in my
weak ways alw.a,ys to do the Master's will, under very try·ing conditions at times I'll assur•e you, I haVIe never ye.t come
to the condition in life I wa,nt to in spiritual things. My
whole aim and desire is to go on to p.erfection, though I never
expect to reach perfel'!tiorn i·n this life. I w;ant •to go on trying to get nearer that point.
I have never been bless,ed with riches or temporal blessings beJ71ondJ food and mime:nt. But this does not discoUirage
me in the I.east with the Lord or the gospel. My longing desires are to- lay up the treasures that will stand to my credit
when going to my reward. Many times in my experience, I
am sorry to say, I have seen that riches have hardened the
hearts of God's children to that extent that they opp:r1essed the
poor to get more of them. This :bruly is not what God intends. He says they should use it to f,eed a nd clothe the
poor, as it tells us in the Doctrine and Covenants: "Woe
unto you rich men that wiH not give your susbtance to the
poor, for your rriches will canker your souls, a1n d this shall be
your lamenta,tion in the dJay of visitation and of judgment."
So, dear Saints, if we are lb:ltessed wi·th .riches aiiJ.d do not
use them properly ·they are a curse to us instead of a blessing.
I desi<re to live by every word that proceeds from the
mouth of God and to apply all his teachings to my life, and
ever be a willing worker for the c1ause of Christ and to put
on the whole gospel a,rmor and not only a part of it. Some
of his children, I fear, are only willing to put on a part of
the armor, and dear Saints it truly is time for us to aro-use
out of our sleeping COindition, to realize more and more the
duties that are <enjoined upon us as his children. My experienc'e in the gosp<el has been, the deeper I get groumded and
rooted in the gospel, the more duties a,re made plain to me.
And I can assure you it will be the experi<ence of all who are
anxiJous <and earnest workers in his good cause. Atnd we truly
need to be watchful and prayerful a.t all times, and humble
and full of lov~ fotr one another, to become as one family in
Christ.
We must live near to God in these trying times or we'll
never be ab:Ie to stand, but must be cut off with the wicked.
I truly realize many will be cut off with the wicked. Oh,
dear Saints, how many of us a.re living in that way before
God each day in life, in word, deed or works so we haVIel the
assuranoo within us to know we can claim God's protection
at al1 times, whether in sto-rm, earthquake, famine or on the
battle f11ont, or wherever it may be? Are we keeping our fee•1J
<as tt were, or sta,nding on holy ground!, as he says we must
if we are his.
Dear brothers and sisters, let us examine ourselves, or
tak!e inventory of ourselves, as was explta.ined in Otne article
in the HERALD, to which I could say amen, as it was good,
1

and it is a, safe plan to apply to our lives. See how we stand
in spiritual things, y<ert too many are mo•re anxious to take
inventory of thei;r temporal things. to see whether or not
they are getting rich fast el!lough. Let us take the inventory
of our spiritual s1Jandin11g and see1 whether or not we have
enough good works to outrt credit, or our spiritual standings
be such, that we are ready and waiting for Jesus to come.
If the request were made, All those who f,elel and know they
are ready and waiting for Jesus to come, hold up y·o-ur hands;
could we do it truthfully with all our weaknesses staring us
~n the face, and shortcomings? I fie~r not. At least I would
not want to hold my hand up in answer to ·it, as I feel my
own weakness too much and .realize I fall far too short of
heing in that condition tand have too much to' learn and to
overcome yet in l,i,fe hefore I would feel safe in holding my
hand up to such a questiotn, if it was put to me.
MRS. A. GREUNISER.
OAK HARBOR, OHIO, August 20, 1917.
Editors Her.ald: We are trying to come up higher, marching st<eadily onward towacrd the perfect day. Many times
we feel di.scouraged when we know how some of the people
feel here, but then we stop and think if the; Lord is for us
who can be against us.
Oh, Saints, we truly are engaged in a wonderful work. If
the Slaints wou1d only realize ther.e is a work for each one.
No o1n e can do your work for you. Then let us strive to do
what we can for our Master--not sit down and let some one
else c;a,rry the load, but all he~p. We< are colaborers together
with God.
It seems sometimes we do not realize the duty and responsibility that rest upon us. Faith without works is dead. Let
us he <earnest workers for the Master. Can we expect a big
rewa;rd i<f we fail .to do our duty? Saints, it means something to be a true Staint. We cannot stop and rest, but we
must press onward if we wa,nt to dwell with Christ. Everyone has a corner to fill; Iet us fill ours as best we can.
Brother '8. W. L. <Scott was with us the last two weeks,
holding services and giving sweet words of comfort to· dtorwncast ones. We enjoyed hi<s stay among us. Although inter'e'st was poor, six were buried benea,th the wave: four Sunday
morning, July 22, and two Tuesday evening follow~ng. It
made our hearts rejoice to see these precious souls brought
into the kingdom.
·
Bro-ther Scott gave a musical 1ectuDe M:onday evening,
.July 16, after which a "choral society" was organil')ed.
We feel our weakness yet feel the nec<etssity of striving onwa~rd and upward. Thet Lord has p<romised to help us and
his promise never fail,eth.
My desire is to do the work the Lo11d has for me to the best
of my ability.
Your sister in Christ,
MYRTLE FLORO.
WASHINGTON, OKLAHOMA, August 2·3, 1917.
Editors Hevrald: After beiillg permitted to att<end the reunion at Calumet, Oklahoma, which wa,s a, feast to my soul
to meet so many Saints and learn to love them, and enj<oy
the sweet influence of God''s holy Spirit; and then come home
and find Brother J. M. Smith here holding meetings, it seiT'~
tainly did me much good. He preached two weeks, baptized
seVen, which was in atnswer to our prayers. We were all
made to rejoice when three of our homes were made happy
by our loved ones joining us in this latter-day work.
The Lord has truly heard ou:r prayers and· the dark clouds
have ,dJrifted back for a while. Bro-ther Smith is certainly a
fine man, we would have been glad if the crowds had been
l~rg1er, but we feel that he has done a grand wo-rk here as it
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is. We have some friends here ·and feel glad because of them.
Brother S. W. Simmons also made us a short visi,t. We
were glad to hear him tell aibout the angel meossage. We will
ever remember these times, a1ndi look f,<i'rward for the return
of them, when we can have some more good preaching.MOLLIE CROSS.

BARBERTON, OHIO.
Edit01·s Herald: In 1912 I mov,ed from Akr'on, Ohio, to
Bra1rberton. There Wlere poor church privileges, as it is
about seven miles from Akron and the carfare made it very
expensive to attend church. My companion was not a member
of the church and that made it .much harder for mer to meet
with the Saints. It was very trying not to be able to meet
with God''s peoplre. Many a night I lay in my bed and shed
te1ars and prayed that the Lord would open the way tha,t I
might be aMe to meet with the Saints to worship my heavenly
Father.
I invited the Sainf<s ,of Akron to come to my home and hold
servioe:s, which they did. Brother John McCoy, of Akron,
preached one rSunday and on€1 outsider came in to hearr the
gospel. Thre next Sunday was devoted to gospel talks by
Brother James McConnaughy. As there Wle!re no ;nonmembers
came to the me1etings · that ended the. trying fror some time,
but I did not ceasre praying for the people of Barberton. At
this time there was only one sister that I knew of thart belon~ed to the church. I prayed the Lo1d to di:t1e,'ct me wha,t
to do, and that his Spirrit might move upon my compani:on
that he might he pursuaded to move to Akron; that my delsire to worship with the Saints might be accomplished.
One night I had a dream that my neoct-door neighbor had
gone away and requested me to take care of her garde;n. I
thought I Wlent out into the garden a.nd was digging around
two tre,es that stood very cLose to~ether. It seemed I a1rose
and was pondering as to the need of bothering with those
trees, for they seemed to be dea,d and a,t this I heard some
one talki1ng behind me. I turned around to see who was
there and saw two men. They werre strangers to. me and were
holding the Bible between them. When I turned around again
to look at the rtrees, they were both in blossom, with beautiful
white fiowerrs, from the tops to the very ground.
I thought and prayed upon this experience very much that
the God of Israel might reveal the meaning of the dream.
One Saturday morning about the latter part1 of May I was
led by the Spirit to go out and locate this siste:r who had the
garde,n and not knowing whe1,e she lived, it seemed that the
Spirit led me to her home. !'''told her what I had come for,
tlla:t my desi11et was to work· for the Lord. :She told me shia
had an uncle and aunt in Barberto1n that belonged to the
church-Brother' and Sister Whitehouse.
I wirll never forget the: appearance of that sister's face ..
when I called upon her. I expre)ssed to her the desires of ·
my .heart and she told me she would be very glad if somethi,ng could be done. She told me to come again when tlhei
brother would he1 at home.
Well, on Sunday afternoon I went over again and had a.
talk with them. The brother said he was willing to help
out, but whei'e coulrdr we get a place? In the! meantime onet
of my netighbors. had moved out of rbhe neighborhood. One
day I Wlas led to call on her in her new home. When I came
to her door I discovered on the opposite side of the street
~a vaca,nt schoolhouse that was advertised for saJre> WhHe I
stood looking at it a voice said to me: "The Lord's people
shall worship in this pl:ace."
Well, I made my call Vlerry short and in the evening I went
to Brother and Sister Whitehouse1 and tolrd them what I hard
found. He said he would go to the school board and see what
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they could get it for. It was secu11ed, without cost by taking
care of the building. We opened! our meetings there and had
very little encou11a<gement. We would meiet with four or five
S:aints a,nd one outsider. F.inally Wle got the Sunday schoorl
started. Elders John McCoy, Jame1s McConnaughy and Herbert Rhodes, along with some others had charge of the meetings, and for ra time there was little to encourage. But the
Lord! blessed us and we held the schoolhouse for three: years,
then c1ame the time when they had to open the building for
school use. Then we wrent into a tent for a time. Now we
have a little church and a br.anch of o¥er sixty, with a large
Sunday school and Religio.
While Wle were laboring together some of ·!the 1Sailnts.
seemed to think the work was a failure. I was a,lmost discouraged myself. One night I had a dream. I was in a beautiful green field! and all around this green field was a wheat
field with-la fence around it. I was trying tn get into this
wheat field to cut it, but I went around a1nd around and could
not find a place to get in. I meit a man with at team of
horses and I asked him if he were going to cut the wheat.
"Not yet," he replied, "it is not ripre enough."
We can thank our heavenly F1a1ther tha,t since then the
grain has ripened and the sheaves are being gathered i,n.
We can see the fruits of our labors in ·Barberton and rejoic'e that the Lord has be;en with us. I may ibre better known
to many of the HERALD re1wders by the name of Sister Ebert,
as that was my name when I first accepted the gospel in
Canada, being baptized by Elde'r George Shippy.
Yours in. bo,nds,
MRS. L. H. HAYES.

CAPE MAY, NEW JERSEY, August 24, 1917.
Editors Herald: It WlarS a very short -time ago that I wrote
to you and expressed my desirres through the HERALD and to~
day an incident occurrred which brought the thought of life's
uncertainty Vlery close.
Here at camp there has been adopted a system of "setting
up" exercises followed by a. plunge in the surf. While we
were out to-day, one of our number was seized with cramps
and soon sank. After grappl~ng for :a great while we were
unable· to find him, andl now he is lost. Everyoner put up a
noble effort to save him, but to no avail.
The· thought that imprressed me was this: Everyone was
anxious for his tempo11a.l salvation, but no one here seems
to he very much interested in spiritual salva:tion. Now we
are all here with bowed heads and heavy hearts wo,ndering.
He is gone, but no one seems to think of the vast numlbe·r
who are spiritually being lost in ~the fioodJs of humanity. I
am happy in the thought that I am safely moored in the
faith thart holds through all storm and tempest.
While in this faith, I nrered all the prayers of the Saints to
hold me fast. I am now looking forward to next Sunday,
when I shall have liberty (shore lera,vre) to be able to' partake
of the sacrame;nrt, rand my heart is made to rejoicre at the
thought that I shall be able to praise Him to whom all praise
is due.
I need the prayers of the Saints from day to day and I will
implore the throne of grace from time to time that my faith
may not be weakened and that I may live my religion from
day to day and do the will of the Lord.
I would appreciate any word frrom the Sra.ints and would
ansWler it.
With love to all the S:aints from,
Your brother in Christ,
Naval Base.
W. M. SAUTER.
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THE BOONE REUNION
(Continued from pa.ge 844.)

it was found afterwards that some of these had been
praying for a word of encouragement, though no one
on earth suspec;ted their anxiety and difficulties. In
one instance the prayer had been that the answer be
given through a certain person, and it was so given.
We are glad to report that the same story of the
excellent spirit at the special prayer meetings of
. the young people comes from several reunions.
S. A. B.

in the educational world and the host of loyal supporters it has throughout the church. If her advantages could be presented to every member of the
church as they really exist, we are sure she would
be a much greater force for good. The opening address on the morning of the 7th will be Professor
S. A. Burgess, formerly president of the college~ The
subject will be: "War, education, and the church." It
is desired that all registrations be made on the 6th.

Have All Complied?
The General Conference and General Conventions
agreed last spring to operate the gospel literature
distribution: jointly, the church and Sunday school
NOTES AND COMMENTS
as organizations to unite their efforts with the Religio and in local, district anq,general organizations.
Chicago Dedication
seek to extend this importanfwork. :Iif your branch
An error occurred in the items about the dedica- or Sunday school have not done this, please see that
tion of the First Chicago Branch. It should have it is given attention at the first opportunity. Do not
stated that Sister Elizabeth Cox is the only charter wait for the annual elections, but do it right away.
member now living in ·Chicago.
The district conferences and conventions should also
attend to the election of members. Then begin activ~
Aid for American Prisoners in Germany
ities. Free leaflets of instruction may be had of
The American Red Cross has perfected plans R. W. Farrell, 14 Kenwood Street, Providence,
whereby the Americans held as prisoners . in Ger- 'Rhode Island, or from the Herald Office.
many are to be provided with food. Provisions for
the one hundred prisoners now held are to he sent Press Committees
via Swi1tzerland. Tinned goods cannot be sent, for
It is the custom of some of the districts to. apthe Germans use the tins as hand grenades.
point a press committee whenever a conference is
held, and these committees usually send in a joint
The Presiding Patriarch
repor;t of the conference proceedings for publication
Elder F. A. Smith, presiding patriarch of the
in the HERALD. We are always glad to hear of any
church, spent the first five days at the Lamoni respecial developments in the conferenoes of the dis~
union. He then planned to spend one week each at
tricts and stakes, but we caution these committees
the Boone, Logan and .Montrose, Iowa, reunions.
against duplicating the reports that should be sent
In each place he has been kept busy with the special
in for,publication in the Miscellaneous Depa:r1tment.
work of his office, in addition to doing his share of
There is a chanoe for a difference, if it is observ·ed.
the preaching.
For instance, we do not believe a press committee
would
need to give the details of organization, the
One of the Twelve
\-~'
.
.
branches
that reported, and other 1tems that logiElder William Aylor of the Twelve has been busy,
since the adjournment of the joint council, in the cally come under the heading "Conference Minutes."
northern States and in Canada. This is a new ex- We have often been at a loss to know what to do
perience for him, as heretofore his work has been with reports of press committees who had done
in the South and especially in Texas. He reports in their work in such a manner as to obviate the necesthe great Northwest places where there is ice all sity of printing an official report of the secretary of
year in the wells. In summer all that is needed is a the district. If it be necessary to have press comladder to secure ice for ice cream. We have not his mittees, they should report new items only and not
itinerary, but learn that after the Boone and Logan, the material that should come to us from the secreIowa, reunions, he expected to return to Independ- taries. See that an unde1~standing is had.
ence, and go south to his old fields for probably the
greater part of the balance of the conference year.
From Here and There
Graceland Opens September 6
Brother C. I. McConnell, of Halfway, Orego1n, expects to
The prospects for an exceUent attendance and a
tak:Je :a trip to the highlands dis1trict of Beauregard and
profitable year for Graceland are good. We con- Vernon .Parishes, Louis.i:ana, and would like' to hear from anygratulate the college on the standing it has attained one who happens to know of any Saints there.

.

',
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by way of Erie Railroad to Canis:teo, the:nce vi,a New York
A. E. Stone, prl'esident; A!nna
Brothers, secretary, 36 Tl'emont Avenue, Buffalo, New York.

& Prennsylv;ania to Greenwood.

Convention Notices
Conference Minutes

Mobile rSunday school at Mobile,· Alabama, September 28,
2 p.m. A. E. Warr, superint;erndent.
New York :Sunday school at Buffalo, Se'ptember 8 and 9.
William H. Westfield, 1560 Willow Avenue, Niagara Falls,
New York.
,

S'EATTLE AND BRITISH CoLUMBIA.-At Bellingham, Washington, August 4, 1917, dis•tfi.ct officers presiding. Treasurer's report: Beginning with a balance of $28.34, and closing with
$40.55, total receipts $72.35. Bishop's agent reported balanc'e of $65·5.95, and closring with $30·2.03, total rece:ipts
$1,163.94. Statistics showed Se'attle wi.th a membership of London Woman's Auxiliary Meeting
337, Roslyn 36, New Westminster 78, Chilliwack 46 and CenThe women of London District a•re requested to be present
tralia 145, total 692, with the enrollment of the three dis- at a meeting of thet Wom~n's Auxiliary, held in London, Seporg~nized branches added. Arrangements made for ordinatember 21, 7.30' p. m., for the purp.ose of effecting a district
tion of G. R. Brundage and G. F. Oliver, elders; Samuel org1anization of .the Woman''s Auxiliary. Sister Louise Ervans
:Stea,rns, teacher; and Glrant E. Towns,end, deacon. The will be present to aid and instruct the sisters in· the work.
F1ebruary conference will be held at Seattle at call of presi- Sister Rosa Tei.r, 427 Ridout Street, field worker for London
dent, and a l'eunion a.t Bellingham in August, 1918. A. W. District.
36-3t
Rihod·es elected to three-yea.r term as member of, auditing
,, board, George R. Brundage eie.cted member of 'gospel litera- · Church Dedication
ture board. John Hartnell, G. R. Brundage, I. S. McMullen,
The church at Bartlett, Iowa, will be dedicated Sunday
J. M. Ter:ry and Richard Ha.rtnell, elected reunion committee, morning
'September 9, 1917, a,t 11 a. m. Other meretings will
1and authorized to inv;estigate locations and purchase prices be held in
connection therewith beginning Saturday night
for a permanent rreunion ground. Those holding membership precvious and closing Sunday night. We hope to see as many
in Tacoma, Castle Rock or N anaimo Branches·, now disorgan- as can come from ther ne•ighbori ng branches and he,lp to
ized, al\e requested to apply to the u,ndiersigned for certi,fi- make this a general rally. Basket1 dinner at the church Suncates. of tr,~nsfer to their nearest branches. Frederick W. day. We expe'ct Brethren W. E. Haden and H. 0. Smith to
Holman, secl'etary.
be with us. Remember the day, September 9. T. A. Hougas,
KANSAS CITY S!I'AKE._JCentral Church, l{jansas City, Mis- district president.
souri, August 25, 26. :Stake Presidency, J. A. Tanner and January "Journal" Wanted
1S. S. S'andy, presided, yv. S. Brown, secretary. President
If anyone has a, January, 19·17, number of the Jow'nal of
and high council reported for ordination John Gross to the
office of elderr; P. J. Bmse counselor to First Quorum 6f History he will part with, please send it to us.-Editors
Teachers; Rober't Glow, presidernt of First Quorum of Dea- Herald.
cons, which was ratified! rby action of the conference and ordination provided for. Statistical reports of branches: First Our Departed Ones
Kansas City pres,ent membership 4•67; Second Kansas City
BooKER.-M,artha A. Booker wa.s born March 18, 1846, in
148, loss 3; Bennington 108, loss 2; 4th K•ansas City 97; Mt. Conecuh Gounty, ALabama; baptized May 5, 1867, by Thomas
Washingto1n 92; Englewood 38, gain, 4; Malvern Hill 69, gain Waddell. Died July 24, 1.917, in Cone.cuh County, Alabama.
4; Armstrong 324, gain 8; Glrrandview 122, gain 7; Quindaro Leaves four sons, 3 dauglltiers. Sre:rmon in Saints' church at
151, loss 2; ,Chelsa 161; Argentine 84, gain 5; total member- ,~kinnerton, Alabama,, by F. M. Slove[L'.
ship 1,871. Ministry reports were read from high priests,
YouNG.-Margarette Young died at C1erveland, Ohio, Auelders, prirests, teachers, deacons, missionary, showing 42
baptisms. A resolution carried that all books belonging to gust 8, 1917; interment in Ki·rtland Augus-t 12, aged 42
the1 various branches or such as are suitable for a circulat- years, 6 months, 2·2 days. Born in Washingtonville, Ohio;
ing library, be loaned to the stake board for .the estabiishi,ng baptized by G. T. Griffiths. Manded James B. Young at
of such a library and that any individuals who may have Kirtland, February 17, 1897. F·our children were born, husbooks, which they would loan orr' donate, conf,er with board. band and 3 children surcvive. Sermon by L. W. Powell.
All standing and appointive. officers were sustained for the
WHITE.-John Burton Whit,e, son of John B. and Eva Ta1ncoming year. W. rS. Bl'own was elected secret,ary, Thomas
B. Dunn, l'e.corder, and Emmet N. P1a.Imer' membe,r gospel ner White died at Joplin, Missouri August 3, 1917, of spinal
literature board. The matter of elrecting member of library meningitis, after three months' illness. He was thorn Nocvemboard was lefit to thet stake prresid8!ncy. By motion, Frederick bre:r 18, 1907, near Joplin. He had desired baptism but his
S. Anderson and C. D. Jellings were elected to succeed them- sickness prev•en:ted, though before his death he felt that the
selves as stake auditors. A moti,on by the priesthood that way was clearr and he was· ready to go. "Of such is the
of heaven."' Funeral services a,t the church by
the Generral Bishop seriously consider the proposition of or- ki,ngdom
ganizing a storehouse! in the Kansas City Stake was unani- Charles Fry.
BEAUDRY.-Myrtle Miamie Beaudry was born at Sagle, Idaho,
mously carried. Adjourned to meet at call of stake presiDecember 9, 1899. Died August 4, 1917, at Sacl\ed Heart
CLency.
Hospital, Spokane, as a result of an operation for appendicitis .. Other complications set in. Baptiz,ed July 21, 1911.
Conference Notices
Leaves husband, mother, stepfa.ther, 3 sisters, and 4 brothers.
Mobile, a't Mobile, Alabama, September 29 and 30. · A. E. Funeral fl'Om undertaking apartments by S. S. Smith. InWa.rr, president.
tennent a.t Spokaner, Washington.
Northeastern Nebraska, at Blair, October 13 and 14, Saints'
BATLEY.-Ellen E. Howell. of Ke,okuk, was born in Pen1nsylchurch, one block east of post office. AU cordially invited to v,ania August 18, 184L She was married to James Batley
attend. Carl T. Self, p.resident, 405 Bee building, Omaha, October 6, 1841. He dii,ed in 1882. In 1885 ma.rried William
Nebraska; Odessa Carter Jensren, secretary, Blair, Nebraska. Howell, who· died in 1902. Bapti:?Jed July 12, 1908, and con-'
Massachusetts, at. New Bedford, Massachusetts, 3.30 p. n1 firmed by A. C. Anderson at Keokuk, Iowa. Died ·August
Octoberr 6, continuing ocver 7th. Reports should be in clerk's 6, 1917, of srenile paralysis. James McKiernan, of Farminghands by September 26. Address communicuiions to W. A. ton, preache.d the sermon at the home of her daughte,r, Mrs.
Sinclair, M. D., 166 Pearl Street, Winter Hill Branch, Bos- Dora K'enoyer, 2205 Exchange Street.
ton, Massachusetts.
J:IIRD.-Charles Bird was born April 2, 1825, in S.hemung
:New York, educational conference with the Greenwood Oounty, New York. In 1845 ma,rried Bernice Monroe, who
Saints in ,their chapel at Greenwood, New York, October 6 died in 1875, leaving 6 children-Charles, Monroe, Richard
and 7. Only such business win be do,ne as is absolute~y neces- Arthur, George, Mrs. 0. P. 'Sutherland and Mrs. J. L. Hart.
sary. Let as many as ~an arrange to be preSrent. First ses- One son, Lester, and one daught.e,r, E>therl Hicks, of a later
sion 2.30 p. m., Saturday, October 6. Gre,enwood' is reached marriage, also surv-ive, besides 33 grandchildren and several
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No man is thoroughly accomplished unless he has the
ability to mind his OWl! business.

great-grandchildl'en. He joi1neld the church in early life and
followed Lyman Wight to Texas; removed to Cherokee
County, Kansas, in 1866, having united with the Reorganized
Church in which he remained steadfast. Died March 2:6,
1916, at Pittsburg, Kansas. Funeet1al sermon by \Jasper
Richards.
MANEE.-<Samantha Manee was born August 6, 1833, in
Randolph County, Nerw York. Married Henry Mane~ at
Hillsdale, Michig1an, in 1852. Died at her late home July 30,
1917, at which place the funeral was held, sermon by Francis
J. D. Earl. She was baptized May .19, 1878, at Lawrence,
Van Buren County, Michigan, by Columbus Scott. She lived
' a good life ,and passed a~ay firm in the gospel faith. We
will miss her in our meetings, but our loss is her gain.

GENERAL CONFERENCE RESOLUTIONS.Containing all the important resolutions
passed in the church since 1852. This
makes not only educational but highly
interesting reading. Many of the elders
are in doubt about matters that have
been settled and are recorded in this collection of conference enactments. No.
206, paper, 40c; No. 207, cloth .... $.60
COURT PROCEDURE.-The General Conference of 1908 adopted this manual of
court procedure. It greatly simplifies the
task of settling church difficulties according to law, and makes such procedure
"safe." The blank forms for the guidance of all parties having to . do with
church courts. They seem to say: "Be
legal, be regular." If anywhere the
"safety first" motto is apphcable to gospel work, it is in the settling of internal
difficulties. No. 167, paper ............... ,$.15
BRADEN - KELLEY DEBATE.-Probably
the most exhaustive and most exciting
debate ever held in the Reorganization.
Both sides of the controversy are given
in full, the manuscripts being signed by
both participants. The Christian Church
claims its representative, the late Clark
Braden, defeated Bishop E. L. Kelley in
this discussion-but we are doing the
selling. The attacks upon us in this volume are so numerous and characteristic
every preacher and would-be preacher of
ours should acquaint himself with them.
The book is a mental and spiritual stimulant. No. 152, cloth ·--·---·-................. $2.00
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Book Reviews
HOW TO STUDY EFFECTIVELY.-ln thir1ty-eight simple rules
G. M. Whipple tells us horw our efforts to study may produce
results. We only recently listened attentively with a hundred
or nwre interested people of all ages while Prof,e.ssor Floyd
M. McDo:well told us of the v,alue of an outline. He expects
to use it considerably in his class work at Graceland this
y:e:ar. Interesting to read, pro:fitable to follow, and costs
only 50 Ce'!nts. Published by the Public 'Schooi Publishing
Company, Bloomington, Illinois, and may be ordered through
this offic:e1. The many study clubs throughout the church
would do wen to investigate this. , Fo1r your benefit and ours
when ordering mention where you read the review.
'

L

be one of those who will help win the war by tur,ning farmer and
raising something-to~eat to-sell-at-high-pric,es? Good! Then I
haV'e a message for you t You can find no better pl'ac:e to raise
grains, forage crops,, cereals, sugar beets, potatoes, fruits, live
stock or poultry, than in the territory along the Burlington's
lines. You can homestead a whole section of Government land
(640 wmes-th1nk of it) in Wyoming; or purchase improved land
in northeastern Colorado or southweiStern Nebraska, where the
climate, transportatioi!l and markets are right, on mighty attmctive terms-if you 1act before it is too late.
The1re's no time like the present, so let's get started today. Write
me about your plans and I'll give you the benefit of my experience. There is no charge for this--it's a part of Burlington Service. The comp'any pays me to help you find what you want.

B. HOWARD, Immigration Agent
62 Q Building, Omaha, Neb.
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SPIRITUAL MANIFESTATIONS AT LAMONI
.
REUNION

provisions of the gospel a,nd have reserved to their own comfort not only 'their means but their time, and have closed
up the door of their opportunity.

At the recent reunion at Lamoni, Saints were in
attendance from all over the country. It was the
largest ever held in the stake, and for regular attendanee of those who camp on the grounds and
attend throughout the sessions, one of the largest,
if not the largest, ev·er held by the church. As reports have gone forth conce_rning the splendid spirit
manifest, we submit herewith some of the special
communications and extracts from others, which
may _prove of general interest. They were reported
by Sister C. I. Carpenter and Brother R. C. Scott.
Much of what was presented is of local interest and
direction to the Saints in that stake in their work..
This spirit of devotion was also shown in the sermons, studyh.ours, and numerous prayers and testimonies, .and in the unity shown by the young people in their special services.
The prayer services and sermons since have also
been of a very high character. The progress of the
young people has been steady the past five or six
years. They form a splendid band of devoted workers, who work and live with the consciousness of the
watchcare of our Father, .and who are trying therefore to keep his commandments.

Yet, I the Lord, ev,en as I have said, I chide not these this
morning. I only remind them that if they had remembered
mine admonitions 111nd sought to keep my law they might
have· been more fully pr·epar:ed for this troublous hour; and
they might haVJe sent their sons forth more fully prepared.
Be ye, however, comforted, saith the Spirit, for there is always
opportunity ·extended for ,those who will come unto me, and
I the Lord will yet receive such and of their faithful devotion and their faithful service and of the' fervency of their
desires in ,righteousness, if they will but return unto me.
I desire that all shall be redeemed'; I cannot promise that
all shall escape from the conditions of distress that shall
fall upon the 'earth; and •even already many of my serva1nts
in foreign parts have fa.Uen, and the hearts of my children
are stricken and sad. Yet I promise deliverance through
those spiritual forces which 1a1re extended unto thee and to
all of my people.

GIVEN THROUGH J. F. GARVER, AUGUST H, 1917
I have admonished thee, I have entrea.ted thee, I have
besought thee, to lift up and establish thine altars, and yet
many hav;e failed in this important piece of work. My name
is not heard in prayer in the homes of some of my Saints,
and even when they seat themseh11es to partake of the
boU;nties of this world, which are mine, they are not grateful
unto me. Then 1again, some have forgotte!n to wait upon
my house on that sac11e:d day which is called after my name.
Some have thought to find pleasure in the highways and the
!byways and the cool places beside the streams of the earth
which were meant for the ministration and comfort of the
people, but not to be. sought after qn the Lord's Day. Some
have even been- rebellious and have not been inclined to
hearken to those whom I the Lord have appointed to teach,
and some hav'e been unwilling to yield themselves unde<r the

My serv111nts, from time to time, have admonished that the
Saints of God should prepare in their hearts and in their
homes and in their S'ervices and in their communities against
the day when my people shaH flee up to Zion, and my Spirit
saith this morning, 'that they shall have 1need to flee, even
.as hath been foretold. Be ye charged, therefore, holding in
thy remembrance this thing, that for each the time is short.
Make therefore thy prepara.tion and remember thy devotion
before me. Gird up thy loins and stand 'each man 'and ·each
woma1n in his own or her own place, and be found of me.
S'et about that work necessary on the part of each for the
preparation of Zion to receive her own covenant children,
even those who may escape and yet endure.
GIVEN THROUGH HUBERT CASE, AUGUST 14, 1917
The Spirit of the Lord calls unto my p.eople to come closer.
Break dow,n the barriers which you have erected yourselVleS,
and make way for the presence of my Spirit to lift you.
You are drawing closer, you :are gaining ground, but 'thus
saith the Spirit unto you this morning, there is great adv:ancement to be made if you will but put away those things
that are now hindering the p-rogress a1nd development of my
work that Zion may arise. The time has come for my p:eop1e to put away those things and more freely enter into the
execution of putting into practice the temp011a1ities of my
law, that I may move among my pteople and ·that all may
find residence there, that these ma,nifestations of my Spirit
that have so long been withheld f11om my people may be
poured out in great abundanee, but the barriers that have
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been reared have kept me from being with you as I have
desired.
GIVEN THROUGH M. M. TURPEN, AUGUST 14, 1917
Y·ea, thus saith the 1S pirit unto you, my people, you have
listened to my voice many times. You have received encouragement, you have rec·eived b~nefit. Some of you, too many
of you, have he1en receiving and have not been willing to imp1art as you should to help others in this grea.t work. You
have sought too much after selfish attainments and selfish
int.erests to the injury of your spiritual development and
g1:1owth. You have not always list~ned as you ought to my
servant when he has prayed ea.rnestly and wh-en he has
sought from time to time and has lost many hours of sleep
in meditation and prayer that I might help him to do his
work as y-our servant· and my servant. Some of you have
said ha.rsh and uncouth th~ngs. about him; you have not
helped him by your prayers as you ought. May you be more
careful in yo:ur conduct and your speech, and when you see
tha,t my servants are not as strong as you would like to see
them, Temember they are God's servants; pray for them i,nstead of seeking to drag them down.
Remember, oh, remember; my people, that you can never
obtai,n eternal life in my c.elestial kingdom uniess you come
out of selfishness and seek to live to my glory. Labor not
for self and for selfish interests, but for the good of humanity, and be willing to die, if necessary, for sinners as
your S:avior who came •to this world to save those who were
lost. Do not think yourselves better than others but seek to
build up my work, seek to save the erring ones 1a1n d bring
them into my kingdom, and susta,in them by your faith and
prayers, and God with his Holy Spirit will bless you, and
Zion will be redeemed and you will become the pure in heart.
Then there is nothing that will stand ~n the way of your
spiritual ad'V1ancements and attainments, but you will hecome as bright and glorious and terribie as an army with
banners, not in the way that m~n look at terror but in this,
that you will be able to overcome sin in all its ·environments,
sa.ith 'the Spirit.
INTERPRETATION OF AN UNKNOWN. TONGUE GIVEN

THROUGH

16, 1917
Oh, ye my people, in song at the commencen1ent of this
service you plead with me to send urrt1o you a message that
might joy and peace ,afford, but the song and prayer that
should be uttered by my people when they plead with me
should be to send such message as might be in harmony
with my will, whether it be one of bless~ng or rebuke, and
when my peopie shall thus come to me in pra.yer, manifesting a contriteness of spirit and a desire that my will, not
theirs, shall be done, I will ever hearken to the pleadings of
my people.
But I know your hearts this morning, I know your desires.
Mai!ly of you a1:1e in the spirit of mourning because of conditions now 1e'Xisting, the great strife of wa•r and carnage;
but did I not long since in the centuries long agone speak
through my servants, the prophets, and promise that these
things should come to pass, tha:t by war, pestilence, sword,
fami,ne and earthquakes, I would bring to .pass my will with
reference to the grea.t fact of the redemption •Of my people?
And now is the time for my peopie. to stand still and see
the manHestations of my power, that is to say, that they
shall neither murmur nor complain, but undertake to undergo the sacrifi.ces incident the1:1eto and ev.er to Iook to me
as their God a1n d their Father.
This much I have to say to all who 1are called upon to part
wi·th loved ones to go into the midst of this awful strife,
that I will be their God and their Father, shall they look to
me in faith, and I will protect so far as seemeth good in
J. W. WIGHT, AUGUST

my sight, and whether in the midst of the awful carnage
they shall be slain or be returned unto you wi•thout harm,
I shall still have watchca1;e ovcer and care for, and such as
have gone to the awful strife a;nd! are slain as a result, I
will take unto myself, l'eceiving them unto myself in pe:o\ce.
:Such as shall be returned unto your keeping ~ will ever
watch over and care for.
Let my people remember that now is ·the time to exercise·
humility as the·y have never done before, to e'X.ercise the
spirit of brotherly love, of cha.rity one for the oth~r, holding
no·;ne either in high 10r low esteem beyond tha:t which is demanded in the law, and so occupying I will be in your midst
and that to bless and comfort, by the presence· of my Spirit,
the wounded heart and soul, and be unto you a Father and a
friend. Thus saith the ·Spirit. Amen.
GIVEN THROUGH J. F. GARVER, AUGUST 16, 1917
The voice of my Spirit, saith the Lordi, hath :been. hea1rd
In the congregations of my Saints in invitation and in
pleading, coming to those who have hesitated and to those
who have already purposed to do my will according to that
which I have set forth in my law. My Spirit hath before
stated in these meetings that further i,nstruction was in
reserve for my Saints, and this morning they are prepared
to 11eceive the same. Let thy confidence therefore e'Xtend toe
wards me, let thy hea:rts pe inclined to hear and thy wills
be inclined to do, that the Spirit of God may have liberty
to present that which it pleaseth thy heavenly Father to do
at this time.
My Sai,nts have for y.ears been taught by my servants with
reference to the law of consecration. They have erred in
many instances· in presuming that this referred 'only to
those things that were temporal. They have overlooked the
suggestions in my word which recite that I require those
who 1are willing. The promise ever hath been that he who is
willing and obedient shall eat of the good things of the land
of Z1on in these the last days. To be consecrated to the
service of Christ means first to be willing, to yield not only
thy means, but all that thou hast and all that thou art to
the end that, receiving these in my hands of power, I .may
be able to establish the Zion of promise, that ye might have
indeed safety here, that ma:ny of my righteous people might
be permitted! to gather to 'receive of my goodness and take
that deliverance which is promised in the gospel economy.
Be ye charged, therefore, and remember that I require not
only thy means, I requh'e first thy willingness to bestow, I
11equire thy readiness to give, and this is why-and there
a•re even some here who have withheld-this is why they have
withheld, 1n ot because they are np•t willing to part with their
means, but because they have not been willing to yield themselv·es an offering upon the altar of God,
''
Remember, therefore, that until ye shall be willing to come
to me in full purpose of heart and without reservation, seeking first to build up the kingdom ·of .God and to establish
his righteousness .upon the earth, thy money will not 'avail
for 'thee. in the salvatiqn of thy souls; for if J'e give all, as
was spoken by my servant, and are yet found before me
without charity, ye ar•e naked, and ashan1ed, and hungry,
and without power and without hope al}d without deliverance. But when thou yie1dest thyselves, whether thou hast
mopey or whether thou hast none, thou art entirely accepted: of me, and I will bless and, prosper thee and thou wilt
be ab!e. to produce and bring to my storehouse that which
is needful, and thou shalt rec·eive l'ewards in abundance.
I invite those who have means to come .unto me; I hold
before them the solemn promises of the gospel and the wit"
ness in their hearts of the presence of the good Spirit. ·r
would entice all such to come unto me and to lay themselves
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on the altar. If they have it within their hearts to withhold,
let them not conclude that I, the Lord, c-annot prosper my
work. My Son when among m8tn upon one occasion said
that if certain .. ones held their peace the very rocks would
cry out for joy; and if f:rom the stones of the earth, which
are crude and undeveloped, I, the Lord God, am aole to
bring forth peons of praise to my name, am I not able to
bring from the hands of a feeble few, if need be., to the
good of my cause?
Oh, y.e of little faith! Ye have WQndered from whence
cometh the means f·o·r this mission. Be comforted, therefore,
be admonished, cease to complain ,aJnd to distress thyse•lves
with :reference to whence cometh the means. I, the Lordi,
will provide, I am :even now providing in various parts of
this land a mighty people whose hearts are contrite, whose
spirits are full of purpose before me, and who shall come
ma.rchi1ng to Zion with banners of strength and energy and
power, and they shall lay what they possess with that which
thou shalt possess upon mine altar, and therewith shall my
cause be established..
l't gri.ev.eth my Spirit to say that some who first had
opportunity, unto whom now opportunity is afforded, who
·have occupied for 1a time on this .sacred soil, and who have
gathei'ied therefrom and from other activities that have
characterized them as they have emrcised themselves undler
thei•r opportunities, even some of these, I say, and it grie¥e:th
me to say, have been UJnwilling to yi.eld. They have said,
oh, I would bestow it upon the poor, but those who have
been placed in cresponsibility in the church are not bestowing it upon the poor, but rather upon those who have power
and from whom it should be withheld. Who appointed thee
to minis:ter my law? And in what portion of the Scriptures
hast thou read that thou art excused f~om thine offering,
when according to thy judgment the means of the church
are not wisely administered? I hold these men to account
in time, and I shall hold them to account in eternity. They
shall render un:to me, each who has be1en placed ~n so sacred
a position, that· account which shall determine his welfare
in the eternal world. Am I not the author of this faith?
Am I not able to deliver the:e out of the hands of that man
who would despoil thee? Let therefore thy service come up
unto me and I the Lord promise thee to-day that therewith
shall my cause be pr.ospered.
If ye will not hea.rken, the time is ,now at hand, the moment is here when ye shall be found outside the ministrations of the spirit of grace, because there cometh a time
which is the last time in the hearts of men, not because I,
the Lord, will not striv:e:, but because men reach a time when.
they will not hear.· Be charg1ed, therefore, and hearken to
the voice ·o·f the Spirit ~n this regard.
L:et the spirits of those who are willing be comforted.
Let them know that I, the Lord, am going on before to prepare the way. Let all be careful in their associations together lest they cast a suggestion of suspicion or distrust
upon those who have been charged with sacred responsibility. . . .
Thou art not ;asked to yield thy intelligence, as has been
spok.en by my s·erv~nt; but thou art asked •and charged from
this time forward to exercise care in what thou shalt say:
let thy conv·ersation :be yea and amen; let thy purpose be
the redemption of Zion. Put from thee that which is not
f•rom me; restrain thys:eives from this hour. · Give not thyselves over to idle gossip and to speculation and to medita:Uon on tales carried to thee which are ,not of truth. As
the children of light thou oughtest long ago to have: delivered thyse•lves, even without my ministrations, out of this
condition. If thou wilt take to thyselves from this hour the
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instruction which my Spirit breatheth in thy midst to-day,
thou wilt be counseled to heed, to hearken, to follow after
the instruction ~n my law which p:ersuadeth my people to be
full of charity and love and courage and hope, and I, the
Lord, will est.ablish ~nd redeem thee, and thou shalt hav.e
not only peace upon thine own part, but be abl<e to minister
peace to thos•e who come unto thee.
Thus saith my Spirit unto thee ~n persuasion this morning. Thou ,art invited to come forward and occupy each
in his own place for my glory, for thine own joy and for the
:establishment of my cause. Be ye faithful, faint not, and
a.s I live, saith the Spirit, ye shall he established, Zion shall
be redeemed! and in peace shalt thou occupy there~n as the
covenant children of God.

BLUE PENCIL NOTES
The editorial blue pencil is supposed to be an
iconoclast-considered by ,some .the hopeless modern repository of total depravity and original sin.
But we propose to redeem this incorrigible and set
him to work from time to time drafting random
notes, some wise, some otherwise,-this being the
first installment.
It seems now that the woman who saves crusts,
mends her dress, and carries a market basket is a
patriot. The man who raises potatoes and has his
shoes half-soled is suddenly become a gentleman.
It is as when "Adam delved and Eve span." Come
to think of it, were not these people always patriots
and gentlemen?

Food faddists who claim that most people eat too
much are lilmly soon to see their own ttheories
tested at their own tables-a most disagreeable
thing to contemplate.
Will our children presently join the sad ranks of
those dep:atu.ri\zed European ch:iJdr'en !Who1 would
rather eat than play?
The human trinity is now complete. The man
with wings, among the stars, dropping bombs on
sleeping .children; the man in the mire throwing
liquid flame on human ants that scorch and squirm;
the man in the submarine, down among the fishes,
biding his chance to strew old ocean's field with a
ghastly planting-these three are one.
The greatest present menace to constitutional
liberty in the United States is the spirit of anarchy
abroad in the land.
The folly, anarchy, and violence of the I. W. W.
are equaled only by the anarchy and insane folly
of those who seek to suppress the I. W. W. propaganda by illegal methods. Every man's life depends
upon the right of trial, with defense and appeal.
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Jesus said that in the last days it should be as in
the days of Noah. And the record says that in the
days of Noah the earth was filled with violence.
It took man many centuries to find his wings--and now how quickly he has become a bird of p:rey,
with thunderbolts in his talons to drop on sleeping
cities. Evidently the mere sprouting of wings does
not change human nature.
Death issued liberal invitations, and setting many
butchers to work, spread a feast in the fair valleys
of France and Flanders. But after three years he
lool\;ed up from his feeding with a frown and cried :
"Where is America? Why does she refuse my invitations? The board nears depletion! The program grows stale! Send for America!" Whereupon he sent such a summons by the unter-see-boten
(submarine messengers) that America ceased feeding the children of crucified Belgium and came herself to the feast. And now our fathers and mothers watch with dilated eyes and contracted hearts,
for they must furnish the costly viands from the
flesh of children born in their o-vvn beds, rocked in
their own cradles, nursed at their own breaststheir flesh, the bread ; their blood, the wine of this
latest covenant.
We have the utmost confidence that out of the
chaos of this world God will presently bring the
order of heaven.
ELBERT A. SMITH.

CONCERNING CHURCH BUILDINGS

purchase or sale of church property should be entered into without such approval having been first
obtained, especially where such house of worship
to be sold has been dedicated. The proposed deed
to be accepted should be submitted to the Presiding
Bishop for ex,amination and approval before final
payment is made upon the contract of purchase, and
in no case should such deed be recorded before being
examined by him.
In the light of section 130, paragraph 7, of the
Doctrine and Covenants, any enterprise undertaken
by the- members of the church for the prosecution
of the work which involves the purchase of real
estate, as the establishment of reunion grounds, etc.,
should be governed by the foregoing rule.
Needless and more or less vexatious and expensive
complications can be avoided by the membership
obs,erving these suggestions and our unity of purpose will find expression in unity of action and reflect glory to Him whom we seek to serve.
BENJ. R. MCGUIRE, Presiding Bishop.
FREDERICK M. SMITH, President.

NOTES AND COMMENTS
Railroads Urge Farmers to Save Feed
Recognizing the imminent meat shortage and that
feed is going to be very scarce this winter, the Burlington Railroad is urging that every farmer save
every available bit of corn fodder and save all straw.
They advocate the sowing of 'at least ten acres of
winter wheat. The latter will materially help in
solving the labor problem, which threatens to be
serious next spring.

Numerous inquiries relative to building, improving, purchasing, mortgaging, and sale of church
Brother Elbert Returns Soon
buildings or houses of worship reach the offices of
Our latest advice is that Brother Elbert Smith is
the First Presidency and Presiding Bishopric. To
9xpected
'about the middle of this month. He has
avoid misunderstandings, to guard against legal
been
gaining
slowly and should not be overburdened.
complications, and to provide a uniform rule of pro..
We
shall
be
more
than glad to see his pleasing councedure, we submit the following:
tenance
once
more.
We know the church will be
Whenever the purchase of real estate and the erecglad
to
know
that
he
is able to return to Lamoni.
tion of 1a house of worship, or purchase, sale, or
We will give further items upon his return.
mortgage of a church building is contemplated it '
should be fully considered at a regular or special Increased Interest in Church Literature
business meeting by the members of the branch
We are indeed pleased to note the increased inwhere the building is to be, or is situated-due terest manifest among the young men in the service
notice of such meeting having been previously of the Government in the reading and distribution
given, and the president and the bishop of the dis- of church literature. These are days that try men's
trict or stake should be notified and be present if souls and it is but natur1al that members of our
po~sible.
Where there is no branch organization church should devote some of their spare time to the
the matter should be treated in the same way by a perusal of the comprehensiye literature the church
district or stake conference.
has provided for those wiho would study her doc'The action of such business meeting should be trines. . It should not be limited to the men in the
filed with the First Presidency and Presiding Bish- military service.
opric for their approval, and no contract for the
(Continued on page 885.)
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COLLEGE DAY, OCTOBER 7

CONSECRATED CRUDITIES OF THE "CHURCH
OF CHRIST"

For several years the first Sunday in October has
been observed by the church throughout the world
as College Day.
Last year we wer·e pleased with the manner in
which the Saints contributed toward th ; running
expense of the college, but the amount diu not cover
the requirements and it was necessary for us to
meet the deficit from 'the general funds.
It is a well-recognized fact that the usefulness of
Graceland has g~eatly increased in the last few
years because of her growing efficiency.
)Irt; has been the constant aim of board and staff
to make it a college of merit.
The present world's conflict will call for the sacrifice of thousands of the leaders of business, politics and religion, and this should emphasize to all
the need of preparing the rising generation to serve
society and by proper equipment place their services
in demand.
When anv member of the church occupies a position of responsibility or trust, it increases his influence in getting the gospel message before his fellow man.
By action of General Conference a portion of the
College Day collection. is to be used in such a way
that young men or women who have the ambition
to obtain a college training, but who at the present
time are unable to pay for their tuition can now
arrange for a scholarship and pay for the same after
they have completed their course and have secured
a position.
For these and numerous other reasons every member of the church should rally to the support of
GI:aceland, and arrange to contribute to the college
offering October 7.
There are members who do not take the church
papers; tell them regarding College Day, that they
may have the privilege of assisting.
Those who are isolated from branches can send
their offerings direct to the undersigned.
Yours sincerely,
BENJ. R. McGUIRE,
Presiding Bishop.

The purpose of this article is to set forth a few of
the peculiarities of the "Church of Christ," sometimes known as the "Disciples of Christ," or "Christian Church," which was founded by Alexander
Campbell and his coadjutors.
Frequently this sect inflicts upon the public leafl·ets, pamphlets, and books caricaturing and attacking the faith of the Reorganized Church of Jesus
Chrisrt of Latter Day Saints. It seems to think it
can dispose of the claims and doctrine of the · Reorganized Church simply by vociferating in the ears
of the public that Joseph Smith was a polygamist.
The truth or falsity of a principle cannot be determined by an assault on character-"-why cannot the
"Church of Christ" learn this elementary lesson? ·
' The Man of Galilee was charged with being in
league with "Beelzebub," and it was said that he
"deceived the people," was a "gluttonous man," a
"winebiber," and "born of fornication." Those of
darkened mind resorted to an attack on character~
Well-informed persons do not charge Joseph
Smith, or the church over which he presided, with
the evil doctrines of polygamy, blood atonement,
Adam-god worship, etc., but properly associate
them with the polygamous regime founded by
Brigham Young many years later in Utah.
We possess the right of self-defense. If Latter
Day Saints admitted that Joseph Smith, just before
his death, secretly or openly violated the constitutional law of the church of which he was a member,
what would be gained by our opponents? No church
should be held responsible for what is done in violation of its teachings. Besides, such an infraction
of law would not invalidate any w·ork that had been
previously accomplished. Because Noah drank wine
and was drunken (Genesis 9) , after he and his family were saved in the ark, did he therefore have no
prior communication with God, and was the work
wrought through him a delusion? Because Lot was
guilty of one of the lowest of crimes, after being
delivered by an angel. from one of the cities of the
plaii1s (Genesis 19), did he, therefore, have no visit
from an angel? Because David, in his later years,
fell into awful sin, was he therefore never inspired,
"The man w,ith a definite object in view has got it and should the Psalms be excluded from the Bible?
The Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter
all over the fellow who has none."
Day Saints does not claim its origin in man, but
"Don't believe all you see. The tallest shaft in the with God; man is but the instrument. All men are
cemetery doesn't reach the nearest to heaven."
imperfect. But we do not admit the calumnious
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charges sometimes made against the Prophet of
Palmyra.
If the "Disciples' Church'~ is sincere in its effort
to dispose of principles by an assaulrt on character,
if it believes the Bible, and is "no respecter of persom;," why does it single out Joseph Smith-why
does it· not go on and attack the character of Noah,
Lot, David, Calvin, John Wesley, Alexander Campbell and others?
Not a single sentence can be produced from the
pen of Joseph Smith sanctioning polygamy. Monogamy was the law of the church founded under his
instrumentality, until and after his death. Decisions hav-e been arrived at impartially in courts of
'law, altogether in favor ,pf this position. Men who
have thoroughly investigated the subject, have declared their belief that polygamy was first promulgated and taught by Brigham Young.
One who attacks another should not object to his
own work being examined. We will now engage in
a brief review ot the origin, organization, faith, and
doctrines of the "Church of Christ," "Disciples of
Christ," or Christian Church. The disparities and
deficiencies of this institution will be disclosed bv a
contrast with the New Testament church. We shall
not attack character-we shall deal with principlei-i.
Let it be k-ept in mind that, in this article, we shall
quote from their own' books, listed in their eatalogues of publications. Herewith we submit twentvsix crudities of this religious denomination:
·1. Thomas Campbell arrived in America from
Scotland in 1807, followed by his son Alexander m
1809. Claiming Pr-esbyterian membership they
were at once received into that church. Trouble
soon arose through the father attempting to foist
his peculiar views on the people. The invasion wa'; ·
resisted. Both Campbells denounced the church,
and called a meeting to which all were invited who
were friendly to their viewpoint. At this meeting
an organization was formed, which was named,
"The Christian Association of Washington."-(Sketches of Our Pioneers, pp. 24-26.)
This association published a "Declaration and address" to the world in 1809, in which it is stated its
members had resolved :
I. That we form ourselves into a religiJous association under the denomin,ation of the Christian Association of Washington.
IV. That this society, by no means considers itself a
church, nor does at all assume to itself the powers peculiar
to such a society.-Page 4, articles 1, 4.

This "Christian Association of Washington,"
which formally announced to the world it did not
consider itself a chunk, was what evolved into the
"Church of Christ"! Note what follows.
2. Concerning their origin we read from their
history:

The Campbells were still connected with the Presbyterian
Church, but the Christian Association was exciting hostility
on all sides. In May, 1811, Brush Run Church was organized with twen:ty-nine members. It was called "The First
Church of the Christian, Association of Washington County,
Pennsylvania.. "
The principles taught by the Campbe:lls were now widespread, especially among the Baptists, and in 1827 the
Baptist Associations began to declare now-fellowship with
the brethren of "The Reformation." From this time we
may date the rise of the people known as "DisCiples of
Christ."
"The Christian Association of Washington" was formed
August 17, 1809, and the "Declaration. and address" issued
September 8, 1809. These marked the beginning of the
movement which to-day enrolls a following of millions.
_ "Where the Scriptures speak, we speak; where the Scriptures are silent, we• are silent." The formal and actual
commencement of the reformation plead by the Campbells
began with the declaration -of this sentiment.-Sketches of
Our Pioneers, pp. 25, 2·6, 31, 37, 43.

3. The following excerpt from a letter of introduction given by Henry Clay at Washington to Alexander Campbell before his departure for Great
Britain, points out definitely the "head" and "founder" of the movement:
Doctor Campbell is among the' most emin,ent citizens of
the United States . . . head and founder' of one of the most
important and respectable religious commrunities in the
United States.-Memoirs of A. Campbell, vol. 2, p. 548.

In carrying ·this document abroad, representing
himself as the "head" and "founder" of the church,
we are assured as to the real time and place of the
origin of the section under examination.
4. The "movement" was inaugurated without a
claim of any command or revelation from God,
Christ or the Holy Spirit. Alexander Campbeil
taught:
We want no new message from the skies-no ambassadors
from Christ. In short, there is no n,eed to have men among
us professing to be called and sent by God.-Christian Baptist, p. 21.

5. It will be seen from what. follows that Alexander Campbell first preached, then was ordcdned,
after which he was baptized:
July 15, 1810, he [Alexander Campbell] preached his first
sermon. Afterwards he spoke constantly in churches, at
the crossroads, in private houses wherever opportunities
offered. He was ordained to the ministry January 1, 1812,
and was baptized by Mathias Luce, June 14, 1812.-Sketche·s
of Our Pioneers, pp. 37, 38.

It is not strange that an institution conceived by
such a mind should entertain novel views and teach
eccentric doctrines.
6~ The "movement" is in the fog-does not know
whether its work is one of restoration, of sl!ccession, or of reformation in its effort to bless mankind. Elder B. B. Tyler says:
I am compelled 'to say that I do not kn,ow whether the
Christian Church, as a church, claims to be successors, reformers, or restorers.-Discipl~ism, p. 8.
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It is still true that "If the blind lead the blind,
both shall fall into the ditch."
7. The organization of the "Disciples' Church,"
"Church of Christ," "Christian Church," etc., .comprises only the offices of evangelist, elder, and dea~
con. There is no record in the Holy Scriptures of
a church having only three offices.
8. The ministry of the church of Jesus Christ of
New Testament times were inspired. All of the
. ministry of the "Church of Christ," founded in the
latter days by Alexander Campbell, are uninspired.
9. Apostles. personally directed the Church of
Jesus Christ, 1900 years ago. The "Church of
Christ" does not even believe in livirng apostlesyet it sometimes claims it has restored the apostolic
church!
10. If dead apostles and dead prophets fully meet
the requirements of the "Church of Christ" to-day,
why is there not also reliance placed upon dead
elders, dead deacons, and dead evangelists? Why
believe in living elders, liying deacons, and living
evangelists, and in dead prophets and dead apostles?
What right has the "Church of Christ" to say certain offices in the church of Jesus Christ should have
no living occupants? At no time in the whole history of the New Testament church was the superstition believed that certain offices in the church
should be occupied by dead men. There was a succession of apostles in the church (Read 1 Corinthians 12: 28; Ephesians 4: 11-16; Acts 1: 20-26;
2: 14; 14: 14; Romans 11: 13).
11. The church founded by Alexander Campbell
repudiates present revelation from God-what a
striking contrast to the New Testament church!
12. The "movement" maintained by the followers
of Alexander Campbell renders a valuable service
in warning the world against "false prophets"; but,
mark the fact there is no one in the "Church of
Christ" who can be referred to as a true prophet!
Itt believes in the existence of living false prophets,
but not in living true prophets! This institution
canonizes dead prophets, and cannonades living
ones ! This has not been the attitude of the church
of God in any age.
13. In the absence of revelation from God, how
do the clergy of the "Church of Christ" know their
calling is to represent God and officiate in his holy
ordinances? And how do they know whether they
should act in the office of an evangelist, elder, or
deacon? Is a gigantic guess by uninspired men
likely to set in order the affairs of the kingdom of
God?
14. The world is asked to believe that this "associwtion" which 11eceives no revelation from God,
and possesses but three offices occupied by uninspired men chosen by men, is in fact the church of
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Jesus Christ, the glorious pathway of which, according to the Scriptures, was illumined by revelation from God, and whose officers were apostles,
prophets, evangelists, bishops, etc., all of whom were
appointed of God and inspired-this is more than
inspir:ed men would ask the world to believe.
15. Christ said to his ministry who were divinely
appointed:
He that receiveth you receiveth me, and he that receiveth
me receiveth him that sent me.-Matthew 10: 40.

Whoeve,r receives the clergy of the "Church of
Christ" receives merely the congregation that sent
them. In selecting its ministry this sect ignores
God-claims no revelation. No proof can be produced of one of the ministry of the New Testament
church who did not possess delegated authority from
God. And yet the "Church of Christ" thinks at
times it is a restoration of the New Testament
church!
16. The teaching of the "Church of Christ" is
in the past tense. It says God did reveal himself ;
the spiritual gifts of prophecy, inspired visions, etc.
(1 Corinthians 12), were enjoyed in the first century by the people of God; the sick were healed;
apostles and prophets were in the church; men did
receive the baptism of the Holy Spirit; the laying
on of hands was observed for the reception of the
Holy Spirit, etc. This negative teaching comes ih
formidable conflict with the Scriptures wherein it
is stated that God "changes not," is "no respecter of
persons," and that Jesus Christ is the "same yesterday, to-day, and forever."
17. The Lord said :
Go ye into all the world, and preach the gospel to every
creature. He that believeth and is baptized shall be saved;
but he that believeth not shall be damned. And these signs
shall follow them that believe; in my name shall they cast
out devils; they shall speak with new tongues; they shall
take up serpents; and if they drink any deadly thing, it
shall n,ot hurt them; they shall lay hands on the sick, and
they shall recover.-Mark 16: 15-18.

The sect founded by Alexander Campbell says
the signs were to follow the apostles only. But Jesus in addressing his apostles, in making known
whom the signs would follow, uses the personal pronoun "them," which is of the third person, and undoubtedly includes all who would believe and obey
the gospel. The history of the New Testament
church bears out this interpretation-the "signs"
were not confined to the apostles.
18. The administration of baptism by women, in
the "Church of Christ," is a historical fact and by
them indorsed. (Sketches of Our Pioneers, p. 94.)
19. The "Church of Christ" worships a speechless God-one who spoke 1900 years ago, but is not
accessible by revelation to his church to-day. This
institution, in so worshiping, surreptitiously at-:-
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tacks the holy doctrine of God's unchangeability.
20. The "Church of Christ" claims to believe in
the "Bible and Bible alone;" yet has in addition to
the Bible a Discipline (found in the Christian Sys~
tern) to govern the people and an uninspired
Christian 1Ministers' Manual to guide the ministrations of its ministers. A casual contrast with the
Bible reveals serious shortcomings in the books.
Which shall we accept : the Bible, or the Discipline
and Manual?
21. The "Church of Christ" in receiving members
into its fold has substituted handshaking for the
ordinance of the laying on of hands as practiced by
the ministry of the church of Jesus .Christ (Acts
8: 12, 14-20; 9: 17; 19: 4-6; Hebrews 6: 1, 2). The
laying on or hands was also practiced by the New
Testament church for ordination (~AJCts 13: 1-3;
6: 5, 6; 1 Timothy 4: 14) ; for blessing of children
(Mark 10: 13-16) ; and healing of the sick (Luke
4: 40; 'Mark 6 : 5; Acts 28: 8; 9 : 17; James 5 : 14,
15). The "Church of Christ" practices laying on
of hands only for ordination. This institution
should revise its slogan to read: "We speak whe·re
the Bible is silent, and are silent where the Bible
speaks."
22. The church founded by Alexander Campbell
r·epresents a mere fragmentary part of the New
Testament church as the whole church of God!
Without the parts there cannot be the whole.
23. It teaches that bapti'sm is for the remission
of sins, yet it receives into full fellowship members
from other churches not baptized for the remission
of sins. For instance, Baptists do not baptize for
the "remission of sins," yet they are received into
full fellowship.
24. According to the theology of Alexander Campbell, which is the teaching of the "Church of
Christ," the New Testament church is made more
perfect by the elimination of the greater portion of
its organization, doctrine, gifts, etc. Such a claim,
it is scarcely necessary to say, attacks the divinity
of Jesus Christ, whose work is perfect. This institution should learn that what is of God cannot
be improved upon by man, neither by addition nor
. by subtraction.
25. Nowhere in the Bible can a record be found
of an institution like the "Church of Christ." Surely
it is not sound to argue that because the "Church of
Christ" worships a speechless God; receives no revelation; has no living apostles or prophets; no inspired ministry; no ministry called by revelation;
a ministry who are appointed by men, and preach
for so much a sermon, or by the week, month or
year; no angelic ministrations; no gifts of the Holy
Spirit; no healing of the sick; etc., 'therefore, it is
the Church of Jesus Christ whole and complete!

It may be seen from the foregoing that the
"Church of Christ" is immeasurably farther from
the New Testament order of the church than the
Southern Cross is from the Polar Star!
26. It is the policy of the "Church of Christ"
when weak, numerically or otherwis·e, to adopt a
conciliatory ~ttitude rtowards all religious !bodies
and one that will bring popularity; but when it
grows strong it attempts to demolish everything in
sight. The following from their "head" and "founder" is offered as proof:
The present popular exhibition of the Christian religion
is a compound of Judaism, heathen philosophy, and Christianity.-Christian Baptist, p. 9.
The worshiping establishments now in operation throughout Christendom, increased and cemented by their respective voluminous conf'ession,s of faith, and their ecclesiastical
constitutions, are not churches of Jesus Christ, hut the legitimate daughters of that mother of harlots, the Church of
Rome.-Millennial Harbinger, vol. 3, p. 362.

Surely the "Church of Christ" in its own books
does not misrepresent its attitude towards other
churches!
There is no need to extend the investigation.
"1Mene, Mene, Tekal," has been found written on
the forehead of the sect launched under the uninspired leadership of Alexander Campbell. The title
"Church of Christ" is a misnomer.
This institution has learned in debate with our
representatives that the claims· of the Reorganized
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints cannot
be set aside by an appeal to the Scriptures and
sound reasoning. Possibly this explains the frequent assaults on character, instead of dealing with
principles.
It is the policy of the 'Reorganized Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints to preach the
gospel of Christ as understood by the church, believing the same privilege should be enjoyed by
all other churches. But when attacked we are ready
to defend ourselves-this accounts for this brief
analysis of the claims of the "Church of Christ,"
founded by Alexander .Campbell.
PAUL M. HANSON.

Our modern churches have become the most irritating institutions on ea,rth, and they are doing nothing but breeding coteries of most undesirable
people, all of them narrow, especially those who boast
of their broad-mindedness, trained in partiality,
drilled to defend a parochial area of religion, with a
fixed and fanatical adherence to one element of
Christianity, and a bundle of prejudices concerning
all the others. Surely the madness of it all is now
visible and the hunger of man's religious nature
has grown too fierce to be· contented with the unwholesome dietaries the rival churches provide.W. E. Orchard, D. D., in The·Outlook for Religion.
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DREAMS
The Scriptures and profane history teach that in
aU ages and among all people men ha.ve drea~ed ;
some of these dreams were prophetic and were understood by those who received them. We shall not
attempt to explain the philosophy of dreams, but we
accept them as manifestations of the power of God,
as we accept the fa'ct that the grass grows and the
flowers bloom.
Centuries a,go, when the J aredite kingdom was
flourishing on this continent, Orner was the r~gn
ing king. His son, Jared, plotted to dethrone his
father and become king himself. He succeeded by
his cunning maneuvers to so manipulate affairs that
it was necessary for Orner, the king, to leave the
throne and flee for his Jife. That he might know
what was best for him to do "the Lord warned Orner
in a dream that {te should depart out of the land."
(Book of Mormon, p. 735.)
Orner followed the instructions he had received
in the dream and escaped the evil designs of his
unnatural son.
About six hundred years before Christ the Jews in
Jerusalem were very wicked. The prophets called
upon them to repent and warned them of the coming
judgments of Jehovah, unless they would change
their manner of living.
·
Among them were a few righteous souls. The
Lord selected from among these, two families and!
directed them to come to America and make their
homes upon this choice land. The leader of these
two families was named Lehi and he was instructed
at .first a~ the following describes: "And it came to
pass that the Lord commanded my father, even in a
dream, that he should take his family and depart
into the wilderness." (Book of Mormon, p. 4.)
The Lord has not confined this blessing to his
church, but even the Gentiles have received dreams
of prophetic significance. In Genesis 40: 5-19 we
find the record of two men who occupied responsible
positions in the household "of the king of Egypt."
They offended the king and were cast into prison.
While in this unfortunate condition "they dreamed
a dream both of them, each man his dream in one
night." These dreams were interpreted by Joseph,
the favor.ed son of Jlacob, and both dreams were fulfilled according to the interpretation. Both of these
men were heathens and idolators.
Some time after this, Pharaoh, the king of Egypt,
had prophetic dreams that were interpreted by J oseph also, and they were literally fulfilled. (Genesis
41: 1-37.)

The ·dreams were given to those men by the Lord,
although they had no connection whatever with the
church. They did not understand them and perhaps
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these d11eams would have been of no particular benefit to them if they had not been interpreted by J oseph. The Lord gave the dreams to these men and
the interpretation to Joseph to bring about the conditions he had designed.
Years after this, when the descendants of Jacob
had become very numerous and were living in the
promised land of Canaan, they "did evil in the sight
of the Lord and the Lord delivered them into the
hands of Midian seven years." (Judges 6: 1.)
The afflictions that were brought upon the Israelites by the Midianites caused. them to remember the
Lord and to repent of their sins; and "when the children of Iisrael cried unto the Lord because of the
Midianites" the Lord sent a prophet to instruct them
so they would know the course that was best foF
them to pursue. (Judges 6: 6-11.)
Then an angel appeared to Gideon and gave him
instructions how to proceed to deliver the Israelites
from the Midianite bond~ge. He collected and
equipped an army for battle. The soldiers were
few in number .but they were men prepared for such
a task. Gideon led this little army near the camp
of the Midianites whe11e they had an army of vast
numbers collected. Gideon slipped away from his
own men and came into the camp of the ·enemy. As
he drew near a tent he heard a man talking. He.
was relating a dream and his companion gave the
interpretation of it. ,.
·
He said, "Behold, I dreamed a dream and lo, a
cask of barley bread tumbled into the host of Midian, and came unto a tent and smote it that it fell,
and overturned it that it lay along. And his fellow
said, 'This is nothing else than the sword of Gideon.'" (Judges 7: 13, 14.) This dream was not
only given to one out of the church, but the interpretation was given also.
The history of the Turkish nation was outlined
to quite an extent from the'time it was ruled by a
petty chief to the present by a dream to Ottoman,
about 1290 A. D., who is regarded as the founder
of the Ottoman Empire.
Many noted men of the past have been guided and
encouraged by dreams, and the Lord has promised
that in the last days. of the world's history "your
young men shall see visions and your old men shall
dream dreams." (!Acts 2: 17.)
This promise is being realized and many of the
Saints have been instructed and encouraged by
them. I, too, have been blessed with a few dreams
that have been encouraging and instructive to me,.
although they may be of little value to anyone else.
I shall relate one that changed my opinion on a
mooted question and settled my mind on the future
work of the church.
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I received this dream shortly after the death of church. Nothing of this nature has happened in
our late president, Joseph Smith. In the dream I this dispensation and there are no indications at the
went to Brother Joseph's home. He was in the yard present that it will happen in the future.
caring for some plants. I w:as received cordially,
Conditions to-day are very similar as they were
but not intimately-just about as we had met and when I entered the ministry thirty years ago. We
talked during his lifetime. In the dream I was had to preach and explain the principles of the gossomewhat anxious to know about the work of pel then to make a convert, and we must do the
Brother Fred M., and the conditions that would pre- same now. We had to purchase every foot of land
vail during his administration. It is usual for us to at the selling price in the land of Zion then, to obexp~ct the unnatural and the marvelous, and I won- tain possession of it, and we must do the same now.
dered how much of it we would see in the near fu- Our differences on church policies were fought out
tur·e. I asked Joseph if Brother Fr.ed M. was the in quorums and councils and on the floor of the Gen"one mighty and strong" referred to by his father eral Conferences then, and so they are now. Our
in his letter to W. W. Phelps. (Church History, sick were sometimes healed by the power of God
vol. 1, p. 259.)
then and sometimes they were not, just as they are
His answer was shocl and direct. I asked a few now.
It was neoessary for the elders and others to
other questions that grew out of the answer he
gave to the first one. They were all clear and con- study in order to learn then just as it is now. Men
cise. I remember the scene distinctly, also his ap- were aided by the Spirit of the LQrd but those who
pearance and the substance of his answers, but can- failed •to study then never learned very much,
neither do they now. They said "have went" then
not repeat them word for word.
as
they do now.
But he 'gavej me to understand that the "one
And
Joseph presented the thought that similar
mighty and strong" spoken of by his father, referred
conditions
would continue to prevail during Brother
to the president of the church as such, instead of
Fred
M.'s
administration. I for one am willing to
any particular person. That every president of the
oontinue
the
fight even if no spectacular display of
churoh vy-as "mighty and strong," in the sense that
miracles
are
seen, and the odds continue to be
the ~term was used by the seer as a result of his offiagninst
us
as
they
have been in the past.
cial position; it Wias also his duty and calling "to
I
feel
sure
of
final
victory for the faithful and
set in order the house of God,;' and do the work outthat
our
p11esent
president
will do his work as well
lined in this letter when such work was necessary.
as
either
his
father
or
grandfather.
And he said his father understood this but as he
Our interest in the church, our desire for its sucwas then occupying the position which made him
cess,
and the importance of the office makes the
the "one mighty and strong" of his generation, he
president
of special interest to us, as an official, as
failed to make this thought clear through diffidence.
well
as
a
member
of the body of Christ. W:e desire
He told me Brother Fred M. would do his work as
to
see
him
succeed
for the good of the church and
the president of the church successfully as his father
·
also
for
his·
own
glory
and salvation. This is one
and grandfather had done their work. He gave me
to understand that the church would meet difficul- "'reason why we feel at liberty ~to refer to our presities and overcome them ·under Fred M.'s adminis- dent in public as well as private.
• done in the past. That
I am satisfied he will have the support and confitration as the church had
dence
of the church as much as his father or grandthere would be no wonderful display of miraculous
father
had, and that his policies will be dictated by
power, suoh as some were expecting; the Lord would
the
Spirit
as much as theirs were, and be as well
enable the Saints to redeem Zion but it would not
received
by
the church.
, W. E. PEAK.
be an easy victory. God would carry his work on
to success by aiding and assisting a.ccording to
natural law, about as in the past.
There is a great deal too much reading at random
The problems of life and those of the church of this book to-day, and of that to-morrow, with no
must be met and solved as our forefathers met and careful method governing the selection, and no high
solved them in their days. There was no promise purpose gathering up the results into a definite
of "sailing on flowery beds of ease," but success will good. One cannot read all the books that are pubcontinue to come to those who work and pray for it, lished ; one cannot even know by name the books
about as it has come in the past.
that have been written; the only possible achieveA few have expected something wonderful to hap- ment is to , adopt some eclectic system and abide
pen, like the feeding of the Israelites on manna or by it rigorously; to do a little reading upon a
the dividing of the Red Sea, to bring about the re- few choice topics and do it thoroughly and welLdemption of Zion and the final triumph of the Boston Literary World.
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GENERAL INTEREST]
SHALL WE CALL A CONSTITUENT ASSEMBLY
As Provided by the. United States Constitution?
BY BOUCK WHITE IN "THE OUTLOOK"

Social revolution may, without too great a stretch of
words, be called Mr. White's religion. His book, "The Call
of the Carpenter," presents Jesus as a leader of workingmen in a social revolution. It was the Church of the Social
Revolution of which Mr. White was pastor when he was
first sent to prison, because he had disturbed the peace of a
service in a church on Fifth Avenue, New York City. It
was because he participated in a c.eremonial burning of the
American flag, with those of other nations, in protest against
what he believed to be social wrongs tolerated under capitalistic governments and in symbolic representation of the
welding of all nations in internationalism, that he was sent
to prison for a third time in three years. Beside his doc-trines the views· of many Americans who call themselves
radicals are palely conservative. Whatever may be said of
his opinion.s, it cannot be said of him that he is overcautious.
His methods have at times been inconsistent with public
order and have no sanction in the right of free speech; but
they have provided him with an opportunity to. be heard· by
a public that would otherwise not have listened to him, and
for that opportunity he has paid the price of imprisonment.
What some regard as his escapades and others as his sufferings for righteousness' sake have not only afforded publicity for his views, but have attested his right to be classed
as· a radical. At this time, when many social revolutionaries
assuming to speak on behalf of the working people of the
world have shown a temiency to compromise with the most
powerful of military autocracies, the words which this radical social revolutionist addresses to his "fellow-malcontents"
are worth a wide hearing.-The Editors of The Outlook.

In asking my fellow-malcontents to support the
war shall not be accused of jingoism or faintheartedness. The war has been going three years,
and during it I _have served three prison sentences.
No;w, however, on release from my last imprisonment, I find that America has entered the conflict.
To anyone trained to think in the thought forms
of organized civilization this fact puts new and·
different face to affairs.
Whatever can be said of the rights of a minority
in time of peace cannot be affirmed with equal truth
for times of foreign war. It matters not by whose
fault the accident happened; when the .ship is off
a lee shore with the anchors dragging and the officers are laboring to inch her away into an offing,
mutiny by· the crew is illogical, unsagacious, indefensible. My readings in the book of history show
me not one instance of pacifist success after the
howitzers had begun their bellowings. When the
herd has once stampeded, there is nothing to do but
ride along with them and let them run it off; defiance would be usel.essly dangerous; and to withdraw
1

]

in a fit of the sulks--:;;-'twould stamp one king of
quitters. In time of war the word of the constituted authorities must be law. Nice distinctions
are lost in moments of blood and thunder. How
ideal soever be the motives of those Russians who
have been giving way on the German front, not all
the explainings through historic ages will rehabilitate them and their families in the estimation of the
normal-minded.
· But it's for a deeper reason I decry the pin-prick
policy that American radicalism is going off into.
'Tis the most wonderful moment, probably, since
time began for remaking the social map. To fritter away an hour such as this in a campaign of
splutter and nagging would be a crime against the
human raoe. Washington is going to make-is making-abundant mistakes. Our form of Government
is not adapted to military operations. Inexperienced and unadjusted, we find ourselves headfore~
most in titantic warrior business. History teaches
that the privations attendant upon .a state of war
are never borne cheerfully except the people are
kept in a groggy frame of mind by the careering
march of their conquering banners or else are terrorized by an enemy hammering at the gates. Both
of these ·stimuli Americans will lack We are going
to have the miseries of war without its compensating excitements.
A richer seed-plot for malcontentment to sprout
jn could scarcely be imagined. When the war taxes
crush downwards and the war prices mount upwards, a fertile crop of complainings is sure to germinate. To mobilize these murmurings into demolitionist bands harassing the Government would be
the easiest thing in the world. And already the
radical forces are yielding to it; fomenting strikes,
sabotage, flippant insurrections, food riots, race antagonisms. These tactics are eminently adapted to
cut furrows in the face of our President and put
bags under his eyes. But it will not stay his hand.
'Twill but add needlessly to the distracted counsels,
the darkness, the confused noise, the garments rolled
in blood. In time of war the Government holds all
the trump cards-and ought to. Anyone who clogs
the motion of the military arm invites terrible discomfiture. The mighty here in Ame:riea have staked
high in this war against Germany, and the industrial plant at their back is equipping them with an
armament beyond describing for powerfulness and
swift metallic onset. .The foe is likewise multipotent, and is building a colossal rampart. The
impact is like to be that of an irresistible force col-
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liding with an immovable obstruction. Whoso gets
in between these two while they are in their present
mood will resemble Alpine- daffodils in the path of
an avalanche.
But 'tis the pettines.s of the attempt spurs my
remonstrance. Radicalism, 'by its baptismal name,
means getting at the root of the poison-upas tree.
It pooh-poohs the reformer's notion that a snipping
off of a leaf here or a twig there will avail; it insists-New Testamentwise-in laying the ax at the
root. God knows, the world needs root work to-day
if it ever did. Never wa.s a moment when vaster
multitudes were ripe to take up a program of Thorough' in new-modeling our social edifice, provided
the designers of that program see life steadily and
see it whole; beholding man to be a human being
instead of ~erely a food-pipe. But if radicalism
fails to rise to the bigness of the hour and proves
herself naught but an aggregation of irresponsibles
firing on American .troop1s from behind, bushwhacker fashion, there will not be enough left of
her when the war is finished to hold a wake over.
I am not unmindful of the rejoinder that will
probably be made: "War prices require that the
working class strike, in order to protect their standard of living." I say, the present standard of liv. ing of the working class is not worth protecting.
And to barter away the present opportunity of social alteration in return for a mutton stew, would
purchase a mess of pottage at an appalling price.
Poor tacticians are they who haggle over pennies
when bank notes are theirs for the asking. Hunger, I know, is a sharp lash. But there have been
hungry men before now who refused to eat the calf
while it was yet inside the cow. If it be objected
that the workers cannot rise to this broader skyline because they have been suckled in a short and
trivial view of life, I answer that it is precisely in
order to widen their visual angle that we must begin to talk in terms of fundamental reconstruction.
Could destiny play us a more ~errific April-fool than
to bring us out of this cataclysmic era with nothing
but our "standard of living protected"? In war time
strikes have a t:t~easonable squint. It may be the
most justifiable strike ever pulled off. But 'twill
be cartooned as a paid-for move to give aid and
comfort to the enemy. America needs law-abiding
desperadoes; men and women who are haggard at
the stark materialism of the .time and give their days
and nights to a reshaping of Christendom's program; but who, just because of the gravity of the
situation, yield their loyalty to any go·vernment now
in existence until a better one can be set up.
The United States Constitution permits such a
course. It forsaw a convulsive era like the present
and provided for it. \Along with the ordinary patch-

work method of amending the Constitution it devised machinery for calling a constituent assembly
when the tides of change should sweep in with a
current too massive to be taken care of by the customary channeL A good many people are unaware
that this second device is provided for in that instrument. At a dinner party the other night where
were a college professor in sociology and the former
editor of a New York daily I broached the matter.
Both of them affirmed that this second method of
amendment did not exist. Indeed, the professor of
sociology-inclined like not a few of his clan, to
draw historical facts from his theories rather than
his theories from historical facts-explained how
such a provision could not possibly be in the instrument, because no Constitution could be expected to
provide for its own hari-kiri.
,
But it's there. Article V, after giving the ordinary formula of amendment, follows with a magnanimous Or: "Congress, on application of the Legislatures of two-thirds of the several States, shall
call a convention for proposing amendments, which
shall be valid when ratified by three-fourths of the
· several States."· That is to say, we have two legal
and detailed methods of altering the social scheme
of things : one, the reform method; the other, the
revolution method. The first is applicable to patch
up weather-beaten places in the edifice. The other
was intended to come into play when, because of
some far-going change in the environment, an alteration from turret to foundation is requisite, changing not this detail or that, but the ground plan itself and the very uses to which the building shall
be put.
This second method has nev·er yet been employed;
has remained a dead letter during all the years since
1787 because we have never before been in the swirl
of a convulsion. But the framers-able-headed men
-knew that such periods arrive. Literate in historic lore, they knew that there are epochs when
the new wine comes so foamingly from the press of
events that it'·s unsafe to pour it into the old bottle.
Therefore, to the end that the new dispensation
might be inaugurated soundly, in the majesty of a
deliberative assembly-the people supporting the
provisional government until the new can be established-they inserted the machinery I have quoted.
If we are to improve this moment in history--a
dear-purchased moment, bought with an infinite price
-to get our constituent a:.ss.embly, we have no time
to lose to get the thing under way, 'so that mere
guerrilla assaults on this method or that in the conduct of the war are a waste of golden moments. In
order to get our constituent assembly we have to
persuade the Legislatures in two-thirds of the States
to demand it. Then Congre•ss has got to call it.
Then the members of the constituent assembly have
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got to be chosen. Then they must meet and decide
upon the new form of government. Then their proposa:l must go to the several States and be ratified by
three-fourths of them. Here is a job big enough to
occupy all the energies of all of our social idealist~.
To talk constituent assembly will be in every way
wholesome. Each malcontent converted to it will
be that much fire drawn from under the boilers of
sabotage, strikes, disloyalty of every species. Negation is ever a graceless employment. An affirmative note is what the times call for with groanings
which cannot be uttered. At present we have only
tearers-down or pre·servers of the status quo. The
waging of the war will not of itself change anything;
nor will a mere policy of snarl and grouch.' If alteration is to come, there must organize itself a constructive band of idealists who will stop criticising
what is and begirt to put forward what ought to be.
Merely to acquaint the, people that "constituent assembly" is to be found in the United States Constitution would of it·s.elf be a work of wide-extending
import. At this' moment ultra-radicals are contesting the "constitutionality" of the Draft Law. To
win on such an issue, while a tactical victory, would
be strategically a defeat, leaving the social regeneration gold-bricked and sand-bagged. Some very good
sleuth-hounds have been known, under the stress of
an unusual distraction, to lose the scent and deviate
on a comparatively unimportant side trail. The
framers of the Constitution were more radical than
we. With liberal wisdom they inserted political machinery whereby we can call in question the consti. tutionality of the Constitution.
.
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been proposed on the floor of Congress. Those
nine,ty-nine proposals of change, bunched in so short
a time and with so weighty a sponsorship, are of
themselves enough to justify the calling of a constituent assembly. But thi's was before our entrance
into the war-one of the greatest events in the history of the world. The cyclonic calamity that has
burst is jostling multitudes out of their dormancy.
People are in a teachable mood as seldom they have
been before; and they will stand in, if a program is
unfurled to them concretely and intelligently. ErstWihile standpatters not a few are losing their bourbon hideboundness ; they are commencing to hang
their harps on the willows, as they see the Pandora
box of devilment that has been unsealed to plague
the world. People. are heart-broken over this war
that is dismembering Christendom. They are spiritually in a migratory mood; are willing to have
their understandings lit up. "Constituent assembly"
marshals these many and fine disquietudes which
the day is engendering. In thus legalizing revolution, the framers of the Constitution were statesmen. For therein they dug a mill-race for sluicing
off the flood waters, lest with the piled-up rebelliousness the dam bur,st, letting many torments
loose upon mankind.
The discontent of American radicalism is at present doing much to demoralize the .situation in Russia. The connections between thousands of radicals
here with that country is sending across to friends
~there a perpetual stream of disloyal incitements;
hampering those who are seeking in Petrograd a
sound procedure of social altera.tion. For American
radicalism to adopt the twofold program here outlined, ''constituent assembly" and loyalty to the Gov. ernment while the new is being ·engineered, would
set a beneficent example to the reoonstructors in
Russia. In truth, by focusing the discontent in all
of the allied countl;'ies into this safe and sane chan-·
nel, permitting fealty. to the establishment with at
the same time a dogged resolve to alter the establishment, it might become the determining factor
in the war.

To gospelize the city and the countryside with this
good news would acclimate the minds of the people
to the zone and temperature of fundamental change.
The mere noise that a constituent assembly was in
process of being called would start thousands of
thousands of people dreaming out a nobler scheme
of things. Further, it would weld the radicals together. In order to control the constituent assembly they would have to present a unified program.
In the constructing of such all schools from reddest
red to palest pink would need to collaborate. That
UTAH AND PLURAL MARRIAGE
discipline, that habitude of union, would work in
radicalism a poise of spirit. Brought forth from its
We have had several questions of late in regard
minings and underground routes into the sunlit day,
it would take on a tone and complexion of healthful- ,to the present position of the church in Utah on the
ness. It would face the world square-shouldered, 'sub,ject of plural marriage. A recent letter, under
its countenance winsome by reason of responsible date of August 25, 1917, from a young man who
sobriety, instead od' the haphazard, higgledy-plig- evidently belongs to that church reads as follows :
gledy spectacle it now presents.
Those who werit and suffered are now old and gray, living
There is a prodigious amount of unrest in this in easel, for Utah is built up by the Saints and many are
and enjoying the fruits of the gospe'l. You 8ay the
country. And among the great middle class even wealthy
prophet had only one wife, even though we we're to know that
more than the artisan workers. Within four years President Y.oung introduced polygamy, how wise it was at
ninety-nine amendments to the Constitution have that tim~ and age when the West was new and in order to
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people it, such a commandment was given. The day will yet
come when our grea.t Nation will practice this teachir,g again.
Let it be understood that our brethren who were1 in polygamy
Wias like a godhead, for he prayed for all in his care and out
of such families have I se,ern maillhood unequaled come. While
I myself would be unable to live such a life, I am only twenty,
but it is because I have not the testimony as they had nor
do I have such faith, for one must have faith and be ideal
before he can live this life, which is also agreeable to the
Lord as of old.
'

This, ho~ver, m:ight not be considered authoritative, but in the Deseret Evening News for August
20, 1917, page 8, we find the following extract from
a sermon by Colonel Willard Young. This extract
would seem to set forth clearly their. present position, since such doctrine is only to be found in the
. so-called revelation on polygamy.
MARRIAGE FOR ETERNITY

The Latter Day Saints believe in marriage for the life to
come, celie,stial marriage as it is called. Such a marriage can
be performed only by one who holds divine authority. Unless
married by this autho,rity men and womeill will appear in
the next world in an unmarried state. Exaltat1on in the ce~
lestial kingdom means that a man will Q'Uie over a kingdom,
and the subj,ects of this kingdom will be his own posterity.
If a man has no posterity how can he have a kingdom? This
church teaches that marriages should be performed ~n a temple, for time and all eternity; and that such a marriage is
a founda1tion for a kingdom and a,n exaltation in a future
.state. A ma;rriage by a civil n,1agi,strate ends with the death
of either party, and isnot recognized in the future state.

'• THE RED CROSS CALL
A call for help has come from the battle front in
France on behalf of American soldiers, the soldiers
of their Allies, and of the destitute civilians of devastaked Belgium and Northern France. Six million
warm, knitted woolen articles are needed to help
.them get through the winter. The appeal has come
to the American -R·ed Cross at Washington, and it
specifies 1,500,000 each of sweaters, mufflers, wristlets and socks.
The call is official. Major Grayson 'M.P. Murphy
of General Pershing's staff, the Red Cross Commissioner for Europe, who knows better perhaps than
any other man just how badly these things are
needed, has cabled for them. Here is part of his
message:
"Last winter broke the record for cold and misery
among the people here. We inexpressibly dread
the coming winter finding us without supplies to
meet the situation. We urge you, on behalf of our
soldiers and those of our Allies, who will suffer in
their frozen trenches, and also thousands of French
and Belgian refugees, to begin shipping at once
1,500,000 each of the warm, knitted, woolen articles
named. They must come before cold weather."
The entire people of the land are called upon to
render this service to the men in khaki and those

struggling with th~m. The hearts of the people
will be in the task because their own are among
those who need the service. Every county, every
village, every voting precinct, is sending' of its best:
to fight for the country, and the woman who knits
one of these garments feels, with every stitch, that
it may be her own son, her· own brother, or one of
her dearest friends, who may be kept more comfortable by her work.
From Director John J. O'Connor of the Central
Division of the Red Cross, with headquarters at
Chicago, the call went forth to 1,081 chapters in
the Central States, urging the member>s to answer
the cry. The chapters called on the Red Cross Supply Service for yarn, knitting needles, and full instructions for the knitting. In the meantime, knitting committees were formed in the chapters, and
volunteers called for.
The Supply Service was forced to ask some chapters to buy their yarn and needles in the local markets, or from whatever source they could most
quickly get them. The Supply Service had not on
hand enough goods to fill such an unprecedented
demand on such short notice. Washington could
not even supply, as rapidly as they were needed, the
printed instructions for the knitting, and the newspapers were called on to print the directions so that
every knitter might have a copy.
But the work must be hurried. "They must come
' before cold weather," cabled Major Murphy. That
means that the entire 6,000,000 articles must be completed in the shortest possible time, · and sent to
France. The chapters were urged to use every possible minute, and to call on every woman and girl
who can knit, whether or not she is a Red Cross
member, and ask her to help in the work.
We in America, who as yet can scarcely realize
that our country is at war, have no conception of
the terrible need of the millions of people in France
and Belgium whose lands are overrun by the Germans. Utterly penniless., with no possessions save
the ragged clothes on their backs, they suffered incredibly by tens of thousands last winter. Now
they face another winter, weakened by the trials
they have already undergone, and it is "up to the
Red Cross" to keep them from dying of cold. They ·
are enduring what military experts have pointed
out ,Americans will be called on to endure if the
Germans ever beat the Allied armies and navies,
and attack America on her own shores.
This call for knitted articles is but one phase of
the work of relief which the American Red Cross
must carry on. Washington has repe~tedly warned
the chapters that the knitting must not be permitted
to stop or delay the making of surg_ical supplies-.
wound dressings, splints, bandages, operating garments and the thousands of other things which sur-
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geons and narses must have when they wait on the
wounded. These must be kept flowing in a neverending str.eam, increasing in volume as our own men
near the front. The knitting is merely an "extra
rush order'': in addition to everything else the- Red
Cross has undertaken to do.
·The American soldiers are furnished with uniforms and overcoats and shoes and everything that
the army regulations call for. The knitted articles
are f6r their extra comfort-and in the case of the
refugee civilians, are absolute necessities.
Every reader of this article is urged to get a supply of yarn and needles, and knit-or have some one
else knit-as many of these articles as possible and
as quickly as possible. The knitted goods should
be sent by the knitters of the Central Division to the
nearest Red Cross chapter, which will send them
with all speed to the Red Cross Supply Service,
Wakem & 'McLaughlin Warehouse, 225 East Illinois
Street, Chicago. In case the knitter cannot get in
touch with a Red Cross chapter, she may send the
goods direct to the warehouse.

SUPPRESSION OF THE l. W. W.
It is hard to see why, if federalized troops can
be properly used to arrest I. W. W. leaders in Spokane· in advance of the commission of any offense
and to hold them as military prisoners, the War
Department cannot also arrest the mine owners and
managers and their agents who have trampled on
law and order and the sacred rights of hundreds of
citizens in Bisbee, Arizona. Detailed accounts of
what happened in Bisbee when 1,200 striking miners were deported are beginning to come in, and it
is clear to· the most skeptical and cautious reader
that the action of the Citizens Committee exceeded
anything that could have been remotely justified on
the ground of excitement or apprehension. The
miners had previously offered to work the mines if
the Federal Government would take charge of operations. Four hundred and thirty-two of the deported men are married. As many more had registered for the draft, 468 were citizens, 205 had
bought Liberty Bonds, 235 were property owners,
and 520 were contributors to the Red Cross. To-day
their families are being supported by public charity while they remain in a detention camp at Columbus, New Mexico, and the mine managers and
their flunkies bar entrance to Bisbee to all whose
appearance and testimony do not promise acquiescence in their arbitrary rule. Secretary Baker and
the other high officials of the War Department are
to-day the most ov.erworked men in America, with
problems of infinite intricacy and importance to
solve. But it would require a brief half hour for
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the- giving of an order that would return the deported men to Bisbee and keep them there under
federal protection so long as they act in a law-abiding manner.-Editorial in The Public, August 31,
1917.

PLAIN TALK ABOUT DEBT
To keep dirt, debt, and the Devil out of the home
is one of the biggest tasks of life. I am not going
to say 'here that all three have never been seen
around my premises, but I am going to say that I
hate the trio as David said he hated the wicked"with perfeot hatred." If everybody hated debts
as I do, the money-lenders would be obliged to hunt
a new job.
Itf you want to have bushels of anxiety and wagonloads of trouble, go in debt. If you want to know
care and have wrinkles furrowing your brow sooner
than na,ture intended, go in debt. Speculate a little;.
ride in another's automobile; wear other men's
clothes; run on the other fellow's money; and you
will see trouble enough. ·
Beware of running accounts. Oh, how fast they
increase when once they are started! Fleshly desires and cravings are a sharp whip that keeps the
biils running higher. At the end is bankruptcy; if
you do not want to see the end, you had better not
star,t any running account.
Beware of the man who wants you to go his security to get him out of a tight place. He may be
getting into a tighter place than ever; and if he
doesn't, you may. Help a man when he needs it,
but keep your eyes open. Never sign for more than
you are willing to lose. It is of no use to lock the
door after the horse is stolen. To be safe is better
than to be sorry. Faith is ·all right, but it takes
cash to pay bills.
·
Greeley's advice to boys is, "Never run into debt.
!Avoid pecuniary obligations as you would pestilence
and famine. If you have but fifty cents, and can
get no more £or a week, buy a peck of cor-n, parch
it, and live on it, rather than owe any man a dollar."
Now and then some one goes in d,ebt and pays easily.
This emboldens others, and they are caught. John
Randolph one time said, "I have found the philoso-pher's stone; it is, Pay as you go." Good advice
this. Poverty is hard, but pover.ty with debt is
harder. 1Many a man has gone deeper into debt to
get out of debt, but it was like jumping out of a
frying-pan into the fire.
A spirit of speculation pervades the times. High
finance takes the place of honest thrift. A man will
spend three days loafing around searching for a
chance to make an advantageous trade ; but maybe
he makes the trade and maybe he doesn'.t. He could
have made twice as much had he been working.
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John and Mary got along fine on the old homestead
that Mary's father gave them until they cov·eted that
land across the fence. So they bought it, and covered the whole place with debts. Times became
hard, crops were poor, and then John and Mary had
trouble a plenty. They had to sell to get out, and
now are looking for a cheap plaee. Truly, godliness
with contentment is great gain. Better be a success
on a small place than a failure on a large one.
A fable says that a toad tried to swell to the size
of an ·elephant-and burst. Do nqt be so foolish.
Go only to your capacity. Quit expanding when you
get to a reasonable limit. Small engines must pull
small loads or break down. Be what you are, and
be content. If some people had their debts paid,
they would have nothing; and y.et they "fly high"
among their fellows now.
Going in debt is a bad habit. It grows ; to borrow becomes easier and easier. I once knew a man
who did not fear debts, hence he had lots of them.
They gave him trouble even down to his grave, and
his bereaved ones were also troubled by them. Going
into debt without a reasonable certainty of being
able to pay, is one species of dishonesty.
Now that times are hard in some places, it will be
difficult to keep out of debt, but do so if you can.
It is not sin to borrow, but it will pay to go very
slow with this trouble-maker. Be just as economical as possible; toil and labor, but do not go in debt
if possible to keep out. In other places times are
good, and there, some will have to be careful lest
they give way to "inflation" and speculation. Be
safe and sure.
There are honest men in debt; do not be discouraged. Pay as soon as possible, and then stay out.
'I have heard of those who hav·e plenty, but who
buy more on time, and when a call comes for means
to help along God's cause, they excuse themselves
by saying they are in debt. Beware of deceiving
yourself! God is not mocked. Do not let such debts
cause you to act covetous. Sin lies in such subterfuges.
Let us live honestly in the sight of all men, avoiding debt as much as possible; let us meet our present obligation like men, live· contented, building by
economy and thrift and industry; Let others speculate. Let us live for God, souls, and. heaven, and
have time to pray, to go to meeting, to worship
God our Savior, and to do good to all men.-R. L. B.
in The Gospel Trumpet, June 28, 1917.
The number of members of the Red Cross on
August 1, 1916, was 206,077. On July 27, 1917,
there were 2,547,412 members. Over 3,000 pieces of
mail come into Red Cross headquarters each day,
and each must receive attention.-Official Bulle.tin.

WOMAN'S AUXILIARY
In Retrospect
Back at our desk again, after a most pleasant vacation in
the West! Refreshed, with spirit renewed and encouraged,
we feel grateful for the experiences of the summer, and
desirous of coining them into that which shall be of value
to others, also.
Of one thing we feel assured, and that is that the Spirit
of God in the latter days is at work among his people in all
parts of the land. We found the Saints on the western
c.oast imbued with the same :thoughts of service, of sacrifice,
of love towards each other and all men.; as those which have
animated our brethren and sisters in this and other more
central places. Everywhere we found the same open doors,
the same welcoming hands, and the same. faith and confidence. Among the sisters, especially, we found the same
awakening desires to more fully qualify for efficient service
in the .work of the church, and we must say that this has all
been . very encouraging to us, as well as filling us with a
sense of personal responsibility and inadequacy.
We met with the sisters of the Oakland Branch on Thurs- ·
day afternoon, July 19, many also being present from San
Francisco. This was at the home of Sister Jones, whose
mother is quite well known in Lamoni and Independence as
"Sister Betty Smith." We tried to explain the work of the
Auxiliary in general, and that of· the various departments
in particular. We found they have a "sewing and aid" department which. meets quite regularly, though supported
by a small percentage of the women in the branch. They
also have an Oriole circle, though they feel that as yet their
work is hardly well under way. There has also been one
study class, conducted in the past by former pastor, Brother
Holmes J. Davison, in which there has been much interest
and from which the members feel they have derived great
benefit. The sisters seemed enthused an.d animated by a
desire to more fully identify themselves with the general
forward movement of the church women.
In Los Angeles the auxiliary work is represented only
by a sewing department, so far. From comments heard at
the reunion, we feel quite sure the sisters will branch out,
and become active in other lines of the work, as soon, as
they are able to do so. Like in other cities, the distances
the Saints live from one another and from the church is a
grea·t handicap. The Saints in Lamoni, and in Independence
do· not realiz·e this; but we felt much impressed by this obstacle when talking over condftions with the sisters of the
large cities. However, they feel that there will be ways of
overcoming some of these difficulties, and we may safely
"leave it to" the California people to "find a way, or make
one."
The prese·nce of Sister Dora Glines, appointed to represent
the general executive a.t the Southern California reunion,
w:as a source of strength and stimulation to all attending.
She, fresh from her summer studi1es in Los Angeles,
passed Qn to us many very inspirational and suggestive ideas, more valuable becaus-e of their modern, "up-tothe-minute" educational character. Her plans for carrying
on the educational department of our auxiliary work ar.e very
complete, and no group of women, anywhere in. ~the church,
which is intending to take up any line of study whatever,
should waste one moment bef'ore communicating with her,
getting her help, and profiting by her splendid experience
.and preparation, for just such work.
'
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At the reunion in question, Thursday was the day upon
From Our Island Sisters
which the women's work was emphasized. In honor of the
occasion, the Oriole girls had decorated the tent in their
PAPEETE, TAHITI
well-known and beautiful colors, thereby expressing at the
For
some
time
we
have
felt that a local of the Auxiliary
same time their own enthusiasm, a~d their identification.. with
the auxiliary work in general. They also furnished some could be organized in the Papeete Branch with much profit.
Our hopes were realized the 7th of May, when the sisters
special singing for one of the services.
We occupied in the forenoon hour, attempting to trace met for such organization. It has really corne as an outthe beginnings and development of organized women.'s work growth of the mothers' classes which have been conducted
in the church, and explaining as best we could the present for some time. When the name of our organization is
very complete organization. Inv!ting discussion, we were translated in Tahitian, it becomes "Te Sotaiete Tauturu no
pleased to note the very active and intelligent interest dis- te mau Vahine." The word "Sotaiete" or society was a stumplayed by the women of the district. Upon the grounds of blingblock for a few minutes, beeause the native sisters had
common interest in our homes, . co~mon . loyalty to our known that word in connection with money corporations and
church and our Government, and a common desire to un- cooperative labor companies. After assuring them that our
ders"tand ;:tnd discharge acceptably our whole duty to God, "Sotaiete" was neither to be a money-making scheme nor a
our women may meet, study, discuss, counsel, and help each cooperative plan by which we would go f:mm house to house,
washin,g each others' dishes, as some had imagined, our orother.
. Sister Glines was in charge of the afternoon session, at ganization progressed and the following officers were
which many definite and vital plans were discussed and ex- elected:
Anne Bennett, president; Roo Vahine, vice president;
plained. She plainly showed the need for study, for improvement, for intelligent understanding of difficulties, and Tevaite Petis, secretary; Tekahu, treasurer; Tevaite Petis,
knowledge of proper and efficient ways in which these can organist; Tekahu, chorister.
be met and overcome. In a later session, the dis'trict was
Our president is a beautiful, young matron, five-eighths
organized, Sister Lois Mitchell, of Santa Ana, being chosen white. Inasmuch as she was one of the very, very few
for president, ari, account of which organization will prob- girls in this mission who have grown to maturity in, purity
ably come in greater detail from the organizer, herself. and virtue, it seems peculiarly fitting that she should beSister Glines also, by distributing various questions of a ·come the first officer of a society, which has for one of its
nature of interest to all women and mothers of the church, objects, the promoting of social purity. Our secretary is
brought out some very animated discussions, and some short also a young sister in whom we all rejoice. There were
pithy papers, which may be presented in the column some- twenty charter members.
time. These answers and discussions were of vast interest
We h,ave ·1organized wi~h two departments only, child
to us, as they disclosed, as littie else could have don.e, the welfare and educational. Sister A. H. Christensen has charge
spiritual status of the women of the district, and we were of the latter department, when she is in Papeete, and the
filled with admiration for what was disclosed.
writer has charge of the work in the child welfare departOur gratitude is very deep and genuine for the kindly ment.
way in which our poor efforts were .received, and we can
The sisters from the Hebrona Branch, three miles out from
only wish that we were more fully qualified to give what is Papeete, have attended regularly the auxiliary meetings
needed in many directions in the way of encouragement and from the seco1nd meeting. This had added zest to the sessuggestion. We thin,k that the time is not far distant, sions. The, work has started with a great deal of vigor and
judging from the way all straws are blowing, when ·there enthusiasm upon the part of the sisters and we trust that
will be at hand some one competent, ready, qualified, conse- their inter•est and desires to learn more, win contin;ue and
crated and willing, whenev•er a call comes from any quarter, grow, until they shall really become a fair and delightsome
for help of any kind! "Specialists," is the slogan; and people, physically, morally, and intellectually.
CLARA KELLOGG ELLIS.
the young will do well if they shall decide, even now, just
what line of service 'to the church they wish to render, and,
with that goal held ever in view, begin to direct all their
Reunion Echoes
study, all their efforts, and all their talents, towards becoming efficient and expert in that line of work. Girls, you
LAMONI STAKE
of the Oriole circles! we will need you in a very short time,
to go out as organizers, as encouragers, as expounders of
Sister Hayer, the live corres·ponden:t of this stake reports
what life shall mean to many; we need you qualified to give very interesting meetings of the women during their relectures in nursin,g, in domestic economy, in decorative art, union. "A message to the women of to-day," by Sister Lesin 'care for children, in hygiene, in the science of health, of lie Wight, portrayed clearly the responsibilities of all
purity, of culture! Are you getting ready for work of this women, especially mothers, at the presen,t national crisis.
kind? God grant that you may each and all see the beau- She called attention to the "!-know-how" mother, and made
tiful vision of service from loving hearts, offered in the a distinction between important and unimportant duties,
free abandon and love with which Christ offered his service, emphasizing the value of simplicity an:d the things really
and then, seeing this vision, bend every effort to bring it worth while. Sister G. N. Briggs exhorted all mothers to
about,-to make the beautiful dream come true!
take up some study, even though simple, in order to keep
We pray for the good of the cause of Zion, and are truly mentally apace with growing and developin,g children. Sisgrateful for what the immediate past has brought to us!
ter Hayer called attention to the fact that our church books
AUDENTIA ANDERSON.
-all of them-put an emphasis on study, and that all members of the church are included in the command "to study
A college bulletin asks housewives if they know how to . all good books and to make yourselves workers approved in
serve rice in fifty-seven varieties, stating that it can be the sight of God." It is possible for all of us to do this, else
served for •every meal so differently that "friend husband" the command would never have been given. The officers of
will not recognize .it.
the dishict feel encoura.ged by the approval expressed by the
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list,eners when these topics were u,nder consideration, and by
the fact that, since the program, invitations have come from
different sources to put this part of our work before the
people in different places. Their latest accession is a nice
lively drcle of Orioles, organized by Sister Emma Steck·el,
and having <their home in the Ev,ergreen Bnanch.

It is a wise precaution, therefore, if children are out of.
sorts, have decayed teeth, bad breath, or seem tired and disinclined to play, to have them examined by a good doctor,
and to take all the trouble necessary to get them into the
sound eating habits. The neglect of these early symptoms
may mean a lifetime of only partial health and efficiency.

Feeding the Child of Four

[==L=E=T=T=E=R=D=E=P=A=R=T==M=E=N=T=]

(The third of a series of articles on the care of young
children, sent out by the Children's Bureau of the United
States Department of Labor, Washington, District of CoCentral Nebraska District
lumbia.)
During the fourth year, milk still remains an important
Being requested by our district assistant president to
part of the child's food, but much of it may now be given write something for publication as to con,dition in this disin the form of br·ead and milk, milk soups, or milk puddings, trict, I now make the effort.
or it may be poured over the cereal. Some children object
First, I think I may safely say there is an upward trend
to drinking milk, and in such cases it is wise to offer it apparent in all the branches of the district, due at least in
under some such disguise. The cereal need no longer be part to the efforts of our district president, Walter M. Self,
strained but must be very thoroughly cooked.
who has since assuming the duties of his office adhered to
The diet at this time should include all the articles ad- the policy of building up the branches. Others have assisted
vised for the two earlier years, with the addition of more him in these efforts and there is a visible improvement in
meats, vegetables, and fruits. Baked potatoes, with a little all the bran,ches of the distr-ict.
butter, are a staple food at this period. Bread and butter
Baptisms have occurred in all of them except Inman and
or toast and butter, and plenty of hard crusts or zwieback we expect to baptize some here to-morrow. So in all the
are important. Eggs or meat, such as roasted, boiled, or district, in the branches and points outside, there have up
broiled beef, mutton, chicken or fish, should be given at to now been some thirty-six people baptized since the beleast once a day.
ginning of the conference year.
The child of four will probably thrive on three or four
In addition to this there have been, calls for preaching at
meals a day, the heaviest being taken in the middle of the a number of places outside the branches. Our district conday. If he appears to be hungry, a light lunch such as milk, ference and Sunday school convention held at Clearwa.ter,
'may be given, in the interval between breakfast and dinner August 24, 25, and 26, was a success in every way. Sister
or between dinner and supper, .but no nibbHng should be Blanche I. Andrews, of Lincoln, the Nebraska State Sunpermitted between meals. A child should be taught to come day school worker, was present and aided the Sunday school
to the table with that vigorous appetite for his food which work; also the Religio and Woman's Auxiliary.
leads to good digestion and assimilation.
The business features of the conference passed harmoniFood should be carefully prepared to fit it to a child's ously and the devotional exercises were of a high order.
powers and should be served in an appetizing fashion at Elder Joshua Carlile, of Underwood, Iowa, J. L. Parker, of
proper intervals. Young children should n,ot he offered Omaha, Nebraska, Walter M. Self, of Council Bluffs, Iowa,
"tastes" of the family meals, as this habit tends to destroy and Levi Gamet, of InmlO!n, Nebraska, were present, though
the appetite for the simple, rather restricted diet adapted to the latter was rather too feeble in' heal1Jh to take a large
their need.
'
part in the work of the conference. Amon,g the business
Children should have an abundance of p-ure, cool drinking features of general interest was the calling and ordaining
water. This is especially important in summer when they to the office of elder, Fred .S. Gatenby and Thomas S. Rutare perspiring freely. If there is any doubt about the purity ledge. These men have been doing good work as priests.
of the water it should be filtered or boiled, or both.
There was an urgent need for more elders in the district, and
Since it is always difficult for children to chew their food the calling of these men was unanimous. They enter upon
properly it should be finely min,ced, mashed, or softened for their work with the confidence and support of the entire
them throughout these early years.
district, or at least so far as could be seen by what was
Never under any circumstances should children be giv·en done in the conference.
coffee, tea, or strong cocoa. They should have no highly
Another measure discussed was the procuring of a suita.seasoned or spiced foods, rich pastries, raw vegetables, ble car for the use of the district officers and missionaries
onions, corn or cabbage. Bananas and all partly ripened in the district. There was quite a ·strong sentiment in
fruit are apt to make trouble.
favor of such a move and it took defin,ite form by the apIf children are inclined to be con,stipated they should have pointment of a committee to solicit means and make a replenty of laxative foods. These are cereals, particularly port. Of course if the measure succeeds it
be a Ford.
oatmeal; the coarser breads, such as graham and whole
The prayer· and testimony service Sunday afternoon, at
wheat; fruit or fruit juice, particularly oranges and prunes; which the ordinations took place was one of the very best,
and vegetables like string beans, asparagus, and spinach.
.some said the very best they ever experienced. We sat in
Many children suffer from malnutrition, that is, they fail ses~:~.ion from 2.15 till 5 p. m. and there was no dragging of
to secure the food materials they need for development an,d the time. Sweet peace pervaded the assembly an,d several
growth, and consequently they are undersized, pale, often spoke by the direct impulse of the Spirit.
slow and listless, and do not show the eager, alert habits of . The Sunday IP.;orning sermon was by Brother Carlile,
healthy children. Malnutrition may be due to lack of suf- the evening occupied by J. L. Parker. At this service some
ficient food of any kind, to improper food, bad cooking, or of the seats of the church were p~aced out in front of the
to some fault of digestion, or to illness which makes it im- church and the people drove their cars up close and sat in
possible for the child properly to utilize the food he eats.
them, thus we escaped 'the oppressive heat and had abundant

will
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room. There .were in attendance at the conference Sain,ts
and friends from Norfolk, Meadow Grove, Elgin, Neligh,
Royal, Clearwater, Albion, Inman, Venus, Creighton, Stuart,
and one sister from away out in Keyapaha County, Sister
Lena Parlet, who was a timely assistant to Brother Carlile
in, his patriarchal work.
I trust the spiritual uplift felt at the conference will continue to radiate until it shall be felt to the remotest corners of the district.
In gospel bonds,
INMAN, NEBRASKA.
LEVI GAMET.

Texas
It has been some time since I have tDoubled you with a
letter, so thought you might be able to tolerate a few
words from me. For the last two months I have been in
the State of Texas, and have tried to keep busy. In some
respects, Texas is a good field in which to work, but like
every other place, it has some disadvantages. One of the
most disagreeable things about it for m:e is the fleas; for
those pestiferous little fellows sometimes disturb me n~ght
and day. I have not found them so had this summer as I
have heretofore, for which I feel grateful.
I
The first month I was in this State this summer it was
very dry, but the last month we have had quite a goodly
supply of rain. It is reported, however, that farther south
and east it is still dry.
On the 22d instant I had the pleasure of hap"tizing Brother
H. A. Moriarty, his wife and two children; also Sister C. I.
Wiggins of Canyon, who is sister Moriarty's mother. The
Moriarty family live here at Amarillo. Let Brother S. W.
Simmons take notice.
Last mon.th I made a new opening for our work at Aspermont, Brother and Sister G. W. Mears reside there. I found
them very good people and more than that, they are wideawake Latter Day Saints.
At Olton, I preached two weeks, with a fair hearing: excepting the evenings when the rain hindered. Brother and
Sister Fred S'chreier and family, their son Fred M. and
wife, Brother and Sister William Graef, and Brother and
Sister Daugherty, are trying to keep alive religiously by w
helping all with whom they come in contact to. see that
religion is a thing to be lived rather than to be talked
,about. Brother Daugherty hasn'>t gotten to where he has
concluded to enter the waters of regeneration, but we have
hopes he will presently see his way clear to follow the
worthy example of his good wife. One thing commendable
with the Olton Saints is that they no·t only read the church
papers themselves, but they pass them along so that others
may get the good of them also.
·
A suitable man located somewhere in this Panhandle
country could do an excellent work along gospel lines. There
is a great need for missionary work in this field. The little time that I am permitted to devote to this part of my
field is not sufficient to accomplish what there is to be done
in this part of the country.
To-morrow I go to Jericho, Texas,-n,ot Jericho, Palestine,-to make a new opening. A family there to whom
Sister Daugherty of Olton has sent the Ensign for years
desires that our message be preached there.
I am encouraged in the work and trust the day will be
hastened when the nations will reach a standard of peace.
AMARILLO, TEXAS.
J. E. VANDERWOOD.
Some people who learned to cmwl when they were babies
seem to have never gotten over it.
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The Northern California Reunion
The reunion of this district, at Irvington, closed August
26. The proverbial "everybody" says it was an exceptionally fine reunion. Some say that it was the best they had
1ever atte;nded. And yet there is :worn for improvements,
some of which are being pl'ovided for against the reunion
next year, which was almost unanimously voted to be at the
same time. A very few votes were taken in any of the
business meetings, including the district conference and the
Sunday school and the Religio, with the other auxiliaries,
'that were not nearly or quite unanimous. The whole reun,ion was remarkable for the spirit of unanimity. Some
fine sermons and speeches, also papers, were presented, and
a whole lot of generous self-denyin"J5 energy was manifested
and utilized.
So many did so many good things that it would take too
much time and space to enumerate .all and publish names,
yet I .feel that none will object to special men.tion of our
untiring president of the district and "head pusher," C. W.
Hawkins. Also of our visitor, J. W. Rushton. Sister Dora
Glines, of the Woman's Auxiliary work; also Sister Ruby
Jackson Hitch of Saint Joseph, Missouri, and Sister Dorothy
Rushton, of Los Angeles, all of whom contributed to the
interest and pleasure of the gathering. The concert arranged by the Sunday school and Religio was spoken of as
very fine. Six were baptized during the reunion, and one
ordained.
PRESS COMMITTEE.

Eastern Iowa
The encouraging news from other districts cheers us in
our efforts to keep abreast of the times, and I wish we could
say more for the encouragement of others. As it is, however, we will not withhold a f'eebie effort of appreciation.
This is my second year ·in this old historic field of missionary effort, and I have been. long enough in the church
to know that my predecessors were noble and talented men,
but for some reason the Eastern Iowa District does not
come up to my expectations. Whether I expected too much
or fail to give due credit for what is being accomplished,
will perhaps have to remain unanswered, but such are my
conviCtions after a somewhat extended, careful observation.
I am asked for the underlying causes? Lethargy, pride,
worldliness, and above all, lack of church books and literature, including the two principal church papers. I am
amazed to go into so many Saints' homes and find stacks
of cheap novels, Sunday cairtoon and picture papers, but
neithe'r the HERALD nor Ensign.
As an: offset to the above, let me say I find an odd home
here and there reflecting :the true light, and a little bunch
of earnest workers in each branch, trying to keep up the
different organizations, but the average attendance is only
from one fourth to one third of the total membership. If
there are isolated ones tha·t would like to have us come and
make new openin,gs, Brother Davis or I, both of us if necessary, we would be pleased to respond.
At this place there was once a branch; now about twenty
members are left. Sunday school is kept up. Brother Duncan Campbell administecrs sacrament the first Sunda.y of
each month. Brother Ed Loper, of Cedar Falls, a teacher,
will assist when con.valescent, having undergone a severe
operation,.
I baptized three Sunday school pupils yesterday, one being a quarter-blood Indian, Blackhawk Allen, whose father
descended from a Canadian tribe and his mother's name was
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"Raven Wing." She is an educated woman, is religiously
disposed, has offered her name for baptism, but we deem
it prudent for her to receive more enlightenment, as opportun,ity offers. Another family are much interested. "I;'he
father said, "In a little while we shall be with you." Much
depends on the conduct and example of the, Saints. Let us
strive for a more perfect exemplification of Christian character.
WATERLOO, IOWA.

WILLIAM SPARLING.

The Kirtland Reunion
The~ following w1as printed on the church page' of the Cleveland Plarin Dealer of August 25:

MORMONS MEET AT CITY'S GATES; ONE WIFE EACH

"Cleveland is proving a mecca these days for some thousand Latter Day Saints from northern, Ohio, Pennsylvania,
Michigan and Canada.
"Out at historic Kirtland they are encamped; many quaint
little co"ttages being supplemented by tents and pavilions
in the groves that surround the old church built long before
Brigham Young moved to Utah and caused the break that
has n,ever been healed between the orthodox Saints and
those who followed the polygamous teachings of the Utah
church. Those who repudiated Young's leadership organized the church that was recognized as the legal branch in
1852.
"Each year the leaders of the Reorganized church gather
in Chagrin Valley for a conference, with lectures, literary
and welfare work, led by the chief apostles and those of
lesser rank.
"This year Gomer T. Griffiths, president of the church's
'twelve apostles,' and 150 minor apostles, are giving addresses.
"To-morrow the convention, will close wfth a reunion of all
the members of cthe sect."
This was the most successful reunion ever held at Kirtland-a :thoroughly good spirit prevailing through the ~n
tire session-early assembly and larger initial meetings
foretelling the temper of the cro,wd, resulting in a ha:rmonious 'and enthusiastic gathering, a minimum of complaints (if any) a,nd a maximum of expressions of satisfaction.
Visitors other than of our faith were impr,essed with the:
ring of genuinity of our work and serVices. Preparations
a.r:e being made already for even a better time next year,
and the many good-bys were amended with a hearty expression to that effect.
. E. A. WEBBE,
For Press Committee.

The Logan Reunion
Representing the publishing interests of :the church we
attended the reunion of the Little Sioux District, held this
year at Logan, Iowa.
Owing to very favorable weather conditions the reunion
was the largest held in this district sin,ce the days of the
"world reunions." On the last Sunday the crowd WlaS
estimated at six thousand people.
District President Amos Berve had the reuni~n forces
well organized and the large crowds were nicely cared for.
An abundance of water, electric light and a l:)oar:d kitchen
with a screen door were some of our camp comforts.
Our preaching services were of a very high order, our
brethren enjoying good liberty and the splendid attention
of very large audiences, a great number being outsiders.

It is very encouraging to notice that prejudice is grvm!;':
away and that the majority of people are willing to "strike
hands" with us for a fair inves~igation of our claims.
Among thos.e participating in the preaching services were,
Patriarch F. A. Smfth, Apostles Gillen and Aylor and Brethren, Bishop Kelley, B. S. Lambkin, Hubert Case, H. N. Hansen and Sidney Pitt, sr.
The auxiliary work was in charge of Sister Lula Sandy
of Kansas City, and the children's tent was presided over by
Sister G. J. Hansen, of Council Bluffs.
The demands of the "younger generation" of the camp
and district received respectful consideration by those in
charge. . Proper recreation, such as hikes, bonfires, baseball
and other games and, not least, early morning prayer services, were provided. We attended the last early morning
pray~r service that was held and counted sixty-two young
people who had assembled. It was a beautiful service, so
much so as to be the talk of the camp all day. The young
people were active in the meeting, earnest in their testimonies, joyful in their songs of praise and enjoyed the
gifts of the gosptel in that hour in a way that will help to
bring them to the reunion :a,nojjher year. · The gift of
prophecy was exercised by Bl'other Berve, calling one of
our young brothers, Chester Butterworth, to the priesthood,
also speaking comfort and promising aid to two young girls,
each having mentioned in their testimonies the lack that
was felt in their homes because their fathers were out of the
church.
It was probably the most representative district reunion
ever held in the church owing to the people utilizing the
combined good roads and automobile to the fullest extent,
,many driving thirty miles each morning and hack home
again in the evening.
The older men regarded the reunion very much of a success and we know that the people were. enjoying themselves
every day by the hearty greetings and warm handshakes
exchanged.
Old Brother Charles Derry. was vnable to be on the grounds
this year-probably the only reunion ever held in the district that he did not attend when at home;. so several auto
loads of the brethren· of the priesthood went to his home at
Woodbine where they Jheld a prayer meeting, in which
Brother Derry was able to take part.
We anticipate a bright future for this district and hope
to renew acquaintances there year by year.
In bonds,
. LAMONI, IOWA..

VAUGHN BAILEY.

Independence Stake
The east tower of the Stone Church has through the
. labors of the workmen 'acquired a finished appearance with
its added layers of stone and pointed corners, and to-day
they are finishing the. tower on the west. Improvements are
going on also in church building at Walnut Park by way
of erecting a chapel in tha:t beautiful suburb. The preaching services of late throughout the stake have been of a
highly instructive character and the attendance a1t the
churches and Sunday schools has been fairly good.
Th~re has been much sickness, but through the prayers of
the Saints many are now convalescent.
A very significant dream concerning conditions at the
central place was related by a brother in a meeting recently and Bishop Bullard, while speaking <:>f its interpretation instructed the Saints to come up higher and through
prayer strive more dilig~ntly to k!eep God's commandments
in all things.
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The frame hOJ,!Se near the church is vacated and will be
used as a libmry building and reading room in the place
of the tower rooms of the church.
The Independence Institute of Arts and Sciences will be
opened on September 24. The class work will emlrrace
kindergarten, religious education, social welfare, commercial and other studies.
ABBIE A. HORTON.

From Here and There
On the evening of August 31, the big general store owned
and run by Brethren Arthur and John Lane, of Pisgah,
Iowa, was burned to the ground, supposedly by I. W. W.
agitato,rs. There was but little insurance on the stock,
which' was unusually heavy.
Sister Mary Laukow, 349 South River Street, Aurora,
Illinois, wants old HERALDS and Ensigns for rni.ssionary
work. It has usually been the case that such calls result
in a deluge of such material-too much to make good use
of. We suggest that those having such material mail a card
to the sister and tell her about what she can have. She
can then reply to those nearest at hand and regulate somewhat the amount she receives. We are glad to note these
calls and hope they will continue and that the Saints will
willingly aid.
The Central Oklahoma conference passed into history as
one of the very best ever held. The business sessions were
harmonious and peaceful. Joseph Arber, Edward Rannie,
and F. W. Kueffer presided. In the sacrament and prayer
service Sunday afternoon the gift of prophec,y was given,
to the eom£ort of all the Saints. Preaching by Elders Edward Rannie, James M. Smith, and Joseph Arber was of a
high order. Elder Rannie was chosen district "president. The
Sunday school convention, too, was a success, in charge of
District Superintendent F. W. Kueffer, a live wire. Oklahoma City, Tulsa, Sperry, Yale, Ripley, were\ represented.

NOTES AND COMMENTS
(Continued from page 868.)

To Our Men in Camp Dodge
Our pastor in Des Moines, Iowa, would like to
have all those of our men in the military camp at
the ci>ty notify him concerning their location, that
the branch there may get in touch with them.
Friends of the lads should have them write, or do
so themselves. The address is Elder D. T. Williams,
719 East Twelfth Street, Des Moines, Iowa. Church
location: 717 East Twelfth Street.
San Bernardino
We are pleased to note in the Sunday Morning
Index of August 26, a column with the heading, "A
sermon by Elder T. W. Williams." It is a good
review and includes a discussion of the question of
God's interest in the world, a prayer for his children. and includes r,eference to American archreology, and the fact that there were white people on
this continent. This is a matter of particular in~
terest as it receives wide publicity in ,that city.
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Motion Pictures
It may be remembered that at the late Religio
Convention, its president, G. S. Trowbridge, recommended the us·e. of moving pictures as an entertainment feature in the Religio. Mr. A. W. Smith
has now been appointed as superintendent of that
department and has an interesting article in the
September Aut~~mn Leaves (out August 25). This
article has a special application to the Religio, which
should prove of interest to all. Prices of machines
and supplies are quoted, and other technical suggestions given.

'MISCELLANEOUS DEPARTMENT
Conference Notices
Northern Michigan, Boyne City, October 20 and 21, J. F.
Curtis and R. C. RusseH ar,e expected. C. N. Burtch, secretary.
Centml Michigan, at Beaverton, October 13 and 14. J. F.
Curtis and R. C. Russell will be there. w,e want reports
from all branches. . Sunday school convention afternoon of
13th. Els~e J ~nson, secretary.
Chatham, at Windsor, Ontario, September 29, 10 a. m. All
statistical reports to be in hands of secretary by September
.15, and delegate cr,edentials a,nd other reports by 20th. Anthony R. Hewitt, secPetary, Chatham, Ontario, 41 Lowe
Street.
·
Kewanee, at Millersburg, Illinois, October 6 and 7. Notify
William Wakeland, at Millersburg, of date of your arrival,
if you desire to be met. Send reports to undersig1ned iri
sufficient time. Mary E. Gillin, 115 Clark A venue, Peoria,
Illinois.
Londo:n, Ontario, at London, Seiptember 22 and 23. Owing
to illness of P. H. Philippin, district secretary, Frank Gray,
656 Dundas Street, London, has consented to act till conference. Send reports and cr,edentials to him. J. F. Curtis
and R. C. Russell are expected to be in attendance. John
L. Burger, presid8!nt.
Holden Stake, with Postoak Branch, September 15 and
16, Sunday school and Religio occupying on 14th,,Woman's
Auxiliary on Saturday afternoo:n. Conference convenes 10
a. m. 15th. Credentials should be sent in as soon as possi!bl:e. Would like statistical reports for six months ending
July 31, 1917. Ann-a M. Fender, secretary, Holden, Missouri.
F:I"emont, Iowa, with Henderson Branch, September 2,9, 10
a. m. Religio and Sunday ·school convention and institute
Thursday ev;ening. Note this is earlier than usual but the
auxiliary workers are making a special session this time.
Plan to come one day sooner a:nd help to make the institute:
a success. We hope for a large representation from all
places. T. A. Hougas, district president.
Southe:rn Michigan and Northern Indiana, at Grand Rapids, Michiga1n, Sep,t,ember 29 and 30. Ministe:rial and branch
reports should be sent to me :not later than the 24th. A
full .representation of the membership is request.ed, is election of district officers is to take place. When arriving in
Grand Rapids, call E. K. Evans, city phone 6011, and he1
will tell you wher'e to go. Branches will plea;se not forget
the collection for district and secretary expenses. W. P.
Buckley, secretary-treasurer, 737 Loomis Str:eet, Jackson,
Michigan.

Convention Notices
Northern Michigan, Religio and Sunday school, Boyne
City, Michigan, October 19. C. N. Burtch, secr.etary, Boy:ne
City.
Pottawattamie Sunday school and Religio, Boomer, Iowa,
Tuesday, October 2. First session 9 :a. m. prayer .service,
special program Monday evening. Ruth Timm, secretary
Sunday school, 914 East Pierce :Street, Council Bluffs, Iowa.
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Quorum Notices
The priesthood of the Kirtland District will meet at Akron, Ohio, 7.30 p. m. October 13, during the conference on
the 13th and 14th. All are expected to be present. A. R.
Manchest,eo:", district president.
The Northern Michigan Quorum of Elders will meet at
the two-day meeting at Marion, September 22 and 23. President E. S. White will be present and desires to me,et the
elders of the district. ANa,nge to he pr,esent.

Notice of Transfer
Elder A. M. Baker has been transferred from the Central
Illinois District to the Saint Louis District for ·the balance
of the conf,erence year. We heartily commend him to the
Saints of the 'Saint Louis District, and ask for him their
confidence and support.
FREDERICK M. SMITH, Pnsident.

Church Dedication
At Wheeling, West Virginia, October 7. G. T. Griffiths
will be pr·e·se:nt and there is a possibility that Bishop McGuire and others of the ministry will attend. · Members of
the branc~ ·everywhere are urged to come, and a hearty
welcome 1s extended to all others. Samuel A. Ma,rtm
?lerk, 3526 Woods Street, Louis A. ~erig, president, Wheel~
mg.

London Woman's Auxiliary Meeting

23, 1917, at Tilbury East, Ontario. !Services conducted at
home by Samuel Brown. Leaves husband, 2 sons and ·3
daughters. Interment in Stewart Cemetery.
RoBINSON.~At the hospital at Tacoma, Washington, on
,June 8, 1917, Mrs. Minnie A. Robinson,· daughter of Brother
and Sister William Scott, all formerly of Blue Rapids, Kansas. Her age was 47 y,ears, 2 months and 13 days. Dea:th
followed an operation. She is survived by her husband,
George Robinson, and 3 children, the latter all married. The
body was takl8!n to ]\l[orton, Washington, for burial, whe:re
her parents live.
·

CANNIFF.-Mary Jane Canniff was born November 26,
1857, at Chatham, Ontario; baptized August 28, 1895, by
rSamue·l Brown, at Lake Erie, Tilbury East, Kent County,
Ontario, and died July 29, 1917, at Chatham, O:nta:rio, from
paralytic stroke•. Servic:e:s at residence by Samuel Bmwn,
assisted by his son Robert and G. 0. Coburn. These were
largely attended. Interment in Louisville Cemetery, on the
banks of the Thame's Rivea:-. Leav•es a husband, two boys
and one daughter.
ABBOTT,_:_William N. Abbott was born at Lancaster, New
Hampshire, 1September 19, 1832. Married Ala P. Billings at
Bethel, V·ermont, July 24, 1853. To this union 5 children
were bor1n , two of whom died in infancy. He served near'lY
3 years in the War of the Rebellion, was wounded in the
battie of the Wilderness and discharged for disability May
17, 1865. Baptized February 14, 1865. . Died August 14,
1917. Funeral at late residence in Lamoni, Iowa, sermon
by John Smith, assisted by H. C. Smith.

The wo!lloo of London District a1re requested to be present
at a meetmg of the W oma,n's Auxiliary, held in London, S'eptember 21, 7.30· p. m., for the purp.nse of effecting a district
organization of the Woman's Auxiliary. Sister Louise Evans
will be present to aid and instruct the sisters in the work.
Sister Rosa Teir, 427 Ridout Street, field worker for London
District.
36-3t

CLARK.-Alice NaillCY, wife of George Clark, was born
October 19, 1850, at Alahumma, Genesee County, New York.
Baptized SeptembeT 9, 189·4, at Bloomer, Wisconsin, .by E. M.
Wildermuth. Died August 20, 1917, at Chetek, Wisconsin.
Funeml in the large auditorium at the Chetek reunion
grounds. Leaves husband, one son and 2 daughters, with
ma,ny friends, to mourn. Sermon by W. A. McDowell, assisted by A. L. Whi•teaker.

Married

BURNETT ..:_Heriry Frankl~n Burnett, was born at Perry,
Michigan, April 7, 1857. Married Miss Martha A. Lee, August 7, 1878. Th11ee boys and 3 girls were born, the. youngest
•son, Harold, is now doing service on the battlefields of
FI'ance. Family located in Kansas, about 1885, where
Brother Burnett obeyed the gospel. Orda~ned deacon later.
After twelve ye•ars returned to Michiga1n. Died August
25, from an accident. Funeral from late 'residence at ·Howlen, Michigan, by S. W. L. Scott.

JoWE'TT-McCoLLUM.-The marriage of Miss Mildred M.
McCollum, daughter of Doctor Georg1e D. and Nettie A. K.
McCollum, to Harry Jow,ett, son of William Jowett and
Hannah E. Jowett, took place SU!nday evening, August 19
at 8.30, in the 1Saints' church. Miss Eva Hill acted a~
bridesmaid, with Albert Jowett, brother of Harry, best man.
Ceremony performed by Elder John Grice', prayer by the
pastor, Elder John Grant. A small reception of the immediate relatives was held at the home of the bride. The
bridal pai•r Ieft for the Kirtland reunion for their honeymoon. On their return they will take up their abode in Detroit and cqntinue church work, where both have been active
church workers. A long, happy and prosperous life ls the
. wish of ·their many friends.

Our Departed Ones
SMITH.-Emma Smith was born in 183·2, at London' England; baptiz•ed October 30, 1893, by Samuel BroWjn.' Died
May 2, at Merlin, Ontario. Funeral se,rvic,es by Elde1r
Brown. Interment in Stewart Cemetery.
S'rGLER.7 Mary E.. Siglerr, was born July 23; 1845, at West
Fork, Indiana. Leaves husband and one sister, also a host
of friends and relatives. Baptized June 30, 1912. Married
Jacob Sigler September 5, 1867. Died March 16, 1917. Funeral sermon by L. C. Moore.
KEEN.-Marjorie Louise, infant daughter Of Brother and
·Sister A. L. Keen, near Lamoni, Iowa, was born August 31
1916; died Augu(lt 28, 1917, •after an illness of five week~
from whoopi,ng cough. Funeral sermon was preached at
the residence by Gomer R. Wells; interment at Rose Hill
Cemetery, Lamoni.
SMITH.-Thomas Smith was born Mal'ch 7, 1830, at UrchWlint, Wilkshire, England. Baptized October 30 1893 at
Lake Erie,. Tilbury E.ast, Kent County, Ontario, by Sa~uel
Brown. D11ed August 26, 1917, at Blenheim, Ontario. Services at home of his son Isaac, by Samuel Brown. Interment
in Stewart Cemetery. HASKELL.-Golly Adelaide, wife of Benjamin Haskell, was
born October 7, 1882, at Whea:tley, Essex County, Ontario;
married January 10, 1900, at Merlin, Ontario. Died August

S'HERMAN.-Mrs. Amy Isabelle Sherman was born in Hancock County, Illinois, March 26, 1884. :Married September
16, 1903, to Robert A. She,rman. Five children were born
to this union, of whom 2 a11e dead and one daugh:teT and two
sons remain. Three brothers, 2 sisters, husband and children r:emain to mourn. Baptized July 1, 1917, at Denver,
Colorado. Was sick but a short time and passed away ,September 2, 1917. Funeral from parlors of Olinger Mortuary,
and interment in. Crown Hill. 'Sermon by Ammon White.
KINDIG.-Deliia Elvira Kindig was born October 9, 1855,
at Metamora, Illinois. Moved to Iow:a,, about 1874, spending
the most of her life near Henderson, Montgomery County.
Baptize:d June 16, 1912. Moved to Lamoni, Iowa, in 1·913,
where she has resided since. Died at Lamoni, August 31,
1917. Leaves to mour;n, daughter, Ella. Stewart, of Lamoni,
and one sister, Mrs. Rohe·rt Stewart, of Henderson, Iowa.
Funeral servic•e1s from Saints' church, Lamoni, sermon hy
John !Smith, assisted by F. M. McDowell; interment in Rose
Hill Cemetery.
FET'TERS.-Gatherine, dlaughterr of Jacob and Catherine Allen, bo:rn nea1r ·Sabina, Clinton County, Ohio, November 3,
1830, died June 13, 1917. Married Henry F'etters about
1850. To them were born eight children. Moved to Warren
County, Iowa, in the early sixties. Husband and two children
p11eceded her death. Baptized by W. H. Kephart, near Milo,
Iowa, May 1, 1900. Funeral services near Milo, by C. Scott,
Leaves 6 children, 24 grandchildr•en, 26 grea,t-grandchild:ren,
2 great-great-gra ndchildil'e•n, and many friends to mourn. Interment in old Hammondsburg Cemetery. _
GRAHAM.-Charles F. Graham, bor:n in Ludlow Township,
WashingtQn County, Ohio, May 6, 1872; departed this life
July 3, 1917, as a result of an GIUtomobile and train collision
1
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L1ena J. Lambert, July 11, 1912. To them was born a SO(n,
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Brother Graham returned to Lamoni early in 1916. Was baptized July 22, 1883, by A. S. Cochran. Remaining faithful,
he was on FebrUiary 4, 1917, ordained a high priest and member of the high council of Lamoni Stake. A good man has
gone to a goodly teward.
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MANUAL OF THE PRIESTHOOD.-A book
of instruction to the priesthood, based
on the law and upon church usage, prepared by Charles Derry, one of the
vetemn ministers of the Reorganization.
The first fruits of an extraordinarily fecund mind, noted for its wisdom and
judgment. No. 232, cloth ................ $.35

In e ockies omo ow!

DOCTRINE AND COVENANTS.-A book of
the revelations given for the guidance of
the church. One of the three standard
books of the church which no member
can afford to disregard. In four bindings: No. 21, cloth, 65c; No. 22, full
leather $1; No. 23, imitation morocco,
gilt edges, $2.05; No. 24, morocco, gilt
edges, flexible .................................... $3.25

Don't think of the Rocky Mountains as "way-off ther,e." They're
as near as to-morrow.
Don't depriv.e yourself of that pn>mised and needed vacation,
even though your time is short. Let the Burlington take you
. right into the Rockies-Nature's own Vacationland-quickly.
Enjoy Denver, Rocky Mountain National Park, Colorado' Springs,
the Pikes Peak region, Garden of the Gods. Fish-golf-climbbreathe the mountain ozone. And why not take the family along?

ARCHJEOLOGICAL COMMITTEE REPORT.-·
By the joint efforts of leading minds in
the church this work was .compiled. It
gets down to rock bottom in archreological investigation bearing upon the claims
made by the Book of Mormon. Data that
will fortify Book of Mormon students
against arguments of "science." Interesting reading in itself.
No. 142,
cloth ........................................................ $.75
THE FALL OF BABYLON.,-The Australian, W. J. Haworth, has written into
this doctrinal book many original ideas
and elaborated upon carefully garnered
evidences of the truth of Christ's gospel.
The charts in the book are nuclei of
well-worked-out arguments. Altogether
it is an elaborate defense of the truth as
a very earnest disciple understands it.
The proceeds of the sale of this book
go to help the financial interests of the
Standard Publishing House in Australia.
No. 197, cloth ................................... $1.25

Get Burlington's Special Roc~y Mountain Vacation Plans
for short vacation tours or Io1ng. You will find the Rockies have
new and different glory at Yellows.tone and Glacier Parks.
The Burlington's 3-in-1 Grand Circle Tour takes in all three
great National Parks-Rocky Mountain National-Estes-Yellowstone National Park-Glacier National Park-the :biggest vacation value on the map. Burltngton trains run direct to all three
Parks. ·
Low fare, round-trip excursion tickets now on
sale. Come in-let's talk it over today.

L. F. SILTZ
Ticket Agent- The Pleasant Way to Travel
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If your subscription runs out---and we are forced to stop your paper.
THAT'S THE LAST THING WE WANT TO DO
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We want to keep all our subscribers
and get new ones. They are like a big
family to us and we will not give up a
single one until we have to. But the
Lord has commanded us to keep out of
debt, as a church and as Saints. The orders of the Board are strict: "Treat all alike;
send the church papers to paid subscribers
only." This is business . "'f\ND THIS
BUSINESS IS YOlJRS.
WOULD YOU HAVE US RUN IT
ANY OTFIER WAY?
Do

ot Let Your Subscription Run Out
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OFFICIAL PUBLICATION OF THil RllOI!.GANIZilD CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . .
01' LATTER DAY SAINTS
En!«ed "" secood-c;!oss matter at Lamoni, Iowa, IKlOI olfj..,

"If ye continue iu my word, then are ye m:v dlociplet
indeed; and ye ohall know the truth, and the truth ohall
make you &ee."-John 8: 31-32.

Book of
Mormon

Volume 64

"There shall not &lll.Y man ameng you. lva.ve 111ave it
be one~ wife; and concubines he shall have none."-

Book

O<

Mormon, Jac:nb 2: 36.

Holy
Scriptures
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Doctrine
and Covenaals

Lamoni, Iowa, September 19, 1917

Number 38
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LOCATION OF ZION AND THE GATHERING
"What is the position of the church as to what is
Zion? I know Independence is the center, but does
it include the whole of the Western Hemisphere?"
we are asked.
We should like to quote in full the many excellent
things that have been written on this topic, but space
forbids. The ter~ Zion has been sometimes applied
to the city of Jerusalem, the city of David, or some
parts of it. It referred to the city of Enoch. We
find it also used by some as a general rterm :for a
place of refuge. The present question is the interpretations given by us as a church, and especially
what the revelations state as given to the old church.
While it is a possibility that the Western Hemisphere might in some instance be referred to in a
general way as the land of Zion, there appears to be
a lack of definite evidence to that end. The land of
J·erusalem includes more than that city. In the Western Hemisphere perhaps even more lat~ude. might
have been used. But the positive evidlnce goes to .
the pointing out of a certain location for Zion, her
stakes and the regions, round about.
Late in 1830 certain of the· brethren proceeded to
the land of Missouri. Till January, 1831, they apparently located in western Missouri in Kaw Township, Zion. Apparently as early as December, 1830,
the following was given, setting forth the land of
Zion, or the idea of such a place :
And the Lord said unto Enoch, As I live, eve1n so will I
come in the last days-in the days of wickedness and ve,ngeanoe, to fulfill the oa:th which I made unto you, coiwerning
the childlren of Noah: and the day shall come that the earth
shall rest, but before .that day, shall the heavens be darkened, and ·a veil of dark,ness shall cover the earth; and the
heavens shall shake, and also the earth; and gTeat tribulations shall he among the children of men, but my people
will I preserve; and righteousness will I send down out of
heaven; and truth will I send forth out of the earth, to bear
testimony of my Only Begotte,n; his resurrection from the
dead; yea, and also the resurrection o{ all men, and right•eousness and truth will I cause to sweep the earth as with a

flood, to gather out my own elect from the four quarters of
the ·earth unto a place which I shall prepare; a holy city,
that my people may gird up their loins, and be looking for•th
for the time of my Cloming; for there shall be my tabernacle,
and it shall be called Zion, a New Jerusalem.-Doctrine and
Covenants 36: 12.

As early as July, 1831, we find the location of Zion
definitely set forth as is shown by the following:
Hearken, 0 ye elders of my church saith the Lord Your
God, who have assembled yourselves toge,ther, according to
my commandments, in this land which is the land of Missouri,
which is the land which I have appointed and consecrated
for the gathering ·of the saints; wher,efore this is the lai!ld
of promise, and the place for the city of Zion. And thus
saii1h the Lord your God, If you will receive wisdom here is
wisdom. Behold, the plac1e which is now called Independ!ence,
is th(\ center place, and the spot for the temple is iying. westward upon a lot which is not far from the courthouse;
wherefore it is wisdom that the. land should be purchased by
the saints; and also every tract lying westwa,rd, eve,n unto
the line running directly between Jew and Gentile. And
.also every tract bordering by the _prairies, i,nasmuch as my
d!isciples are enabled to buy lands. Behold, this is wisdom,
that they may obtain it for an everlas,ting i:nheritance.Doctrine and Covenants 57: 1.
And I give unto my servant Sidney Rigdon a commandment that he shall writ'e. a description of the land of Zion,
and a stateme.:nt of the will of God, as it shall be made known
by the Spirit, unto him.-Doctrine and Covenants 58: 11.
Behold, blessed, saith the Lord, a.re they who hav·e come up
unto this land with a·n eye single to my glory, according to
my commandments; :Dor them that live shall inherit the
earth, and them that di•e shall res.t from all their labors, and
their works shall follow them, and they shall receive a crow:n
in the mansions of my F1ather, which I have p11ep:ared for
them; yea, bless•ed are they 'whose feet stand upon the land
of Zion, who have obeyed my gospel, for they shall receive
for their reward the good things of the 'earth; and it shall
bring forth in its sti'ength; and they shall also be crowned
with blessings froi:n above; yea, and with comma1ndments
not a few, ,and with revelations in their time:; they that are
faithful and diligent before me.-Doctrine and Covenants
5·9: 1.

Pursuant to this direction in section 58, we find in
Church History, volume 1, pages 207 and 208, that
Joseph Smith described Zion as being in Missouri, in
the 39th degree of latitude, and between the 10th
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and 17th degrees of west longitude (from Washington). It is quoted from Times and Seasons, volume
5, page 450. It is noteworthy that in no case is Kirtland referred to as Zion. But time and again the
bishop of Zion and the bishop of Kirtland are mentioned· as distinct. This is indicated in the revelation as follows:
And let all those who have not families, who receive
moneys, send it up unto the bishop ~n Zion, or unto the bishop
in Ohio, that it may be consecrated for the bringing forth of
the revelations and the printing thereof, and for establishing
· Zion.-Doctrine and Covenants 83: 18.

Again we find Missouri referred to as Zion.

These various passages from the Doctrine and
Covenants appear to be entirely in accord with the
position taken by our late President Joseph Smith,
which is also confirmed by the following:
It is well to understand that the term regions round about
must mean more than a small area of country round about
the central spot, and that the necessities of the grea1t majority of the church in gathering together c1an only be provided
for by settling carefully toge1ther as many in one region as
may be pmcticable and profitable and in acc·ordance with the
feeHngs of. the peop~e under the laws existing in the pl1aces
where such sett'<eme1nts are to be made.-Doctrine and Covenants 128: 5.

Again an effort was made to locate in the regions
round about, as set forth in the SAINTS' HERALD for
January 21, 1893, at some considerable length. The
whole matter is discussed, quotations are given from
previous editorials, showing the development of the
location in Lamoni, Iowa, and incidentally defining
the regions round about.
We may also quote Millennial Star, volume 14,
page 327, and Times and Seasons, volume 5, page
707: "The people of the Lord have already started
gathering together to Zion which is in the land of
Lest there be any mistakes, twice·was it declared· Missouri." Let us also consider a statement from the
that Zion shall not be moved out of her place.
pen of Orson Pratt, as found in "A Series of PamBut verily I say unto you, that I, the Lord, will co,rrtend phlets," page 18, published after the death of Joseph
with Zion and pie1ad with her strong ones, and chasten her,
the Martyr, which reads as follows:
· until she overcomes 'and is clean before me; for she shall not
A1n d now continue your journey. Assemble yourselves upon
the land of Zion, and hold a me.eting and rejoice together,
and offer a sacrament unto the Most High; and then you
may return to' bear record!; yea, even all together, or 'two by
two, as seemeth you good; it mattereth not unto me, only
be f,aithful, and deda,re glad tidings unto the ~nhabitants of
the earth, or among the congregations of the wicked. Behold,
I, the Lord, have brought you together that the promise
might be fulfil1ed, that the faithful among you should be
preserv,ed and rejoice together in the land of Missouri. I,
the Lord, promised the faithful and cannot lie.-Doctrine
and Covenants 62 : 2.

be removed out of her place. I, the Lord, have spoken it.
Amen.-Doctrine and Covenants 87: 8.
~
Zion shall ,not be moved out of her place, notwithstanding
her childr•en are scattered, they that remain and ar·El' pure in
heart shall return and come to thek inhe,ritances; they and
their children, with songs of everlasting joy; to build up the
waste places of Zion. And all these thi1ngs, that the prophets
might be fulfilled. And, behold, there is none other place
appointed than that which I have appointed, neither shall
there be any other place appointed than tha't which I have
appointed for. the work of the gathering of my saints, until
the day cometh when there is found no moDe room for them;
a;nd then I have other places which I will appoint unto them,
and they shall be called stakes, for the curtains, or the
stre.ngth of Zion.~Ibid., 98: 4.
And let the name of that house be called the Nauvoo
House; and let it be a .delightful habit,ation for man, and .a
resting place for the weary traveler, that he may contemplate for glory of Zion, and the glory of this the corner stone
thei,eof; that he may receive also the COUinsel from those whom
I have set t.o be as plants of renown, and as watchmen upon
her walls.

This makes Nauvoo a corner of Zion. If Independence is the center and Nauvoo one of the corner
stones, it should not be difficult to locate it in its extreme extent, so far. as we are justified in naming
Zion and the regions round about.
In regard to the regions round about i.t is noteworthy that the western part of Missouri was divided into larg·e tracts in the early thirties and there
were less than thirty counties in Missouri in the
early days.

But where is the spot where the city of Zion or the Ne~w
.Jerusalem shall stand? We answer, in Jackso111 County,
Missouri, on the western frontier of the United •S.tates. It
is there that the city of Zion shall be built. All the other
cities tha't have been built by the gathering of the s·aints
are called, not Zion, but stakes of Zion.

Various speeches of our late President Joseph
Smith might be quoted to the same gen!3ral effect,
but it would seem from this that it should be very
plain that Zion is in Jackson County, Kaw Township, as it was previously described, that the eady
church considered it there and nowhere els'e. Stakes
of Zion have been established elsewhere, but Zion
itself is strictly limited and this includes the regions
round about Jackson County, as then laid out, and
not more remote than Nauvoo.
Some argument may be made in regard to Kansas,
but if Independence is the central place there would
,seem reason for extending it at least a short distance
into Kansas. At the time these revelations were
given it was a wild land entirely inhabited by Indians. But certainly eastern Kansas is the regions
round about Jackson County,. Missouri.
So far as locating is concerned,' the advice of those
in authority should always be taken as to when and
where we shall locate.
·
But the location of Zion would seem from this to
be very plain and definite, and those who would locate it in remote parts of the continent have indeed
a heavy burden of proof.
S. A. B.
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LONG SERVICES
As ·we look back over the past HERALDS we find
that this topic has been taken up many times. President Joseph Smith urged that those in charge "of a
meeting make their remarks very brief o.r omit them
altog.ether. Yet, we have attended social services
where the man in charge has taken forty-five minutes of time with opening prayer, opening remarks,
testimony, closing remarks and closing prayer. And
others have made a near approach to this record.
We are also inclined to question seriously the advisability of letting a meeting die out, with first one
here, then two or three there having to get up and
leave. Yet we have attended meetings this summer
two hours and a half long, and on one occasion, at
least, under such conditions of temperature as to
make one hour a matter of endurance and patience.
.The hours for service should be clea.rly understood
and clearly observed.
·
At the opening hour, a meeting should be called
to order promptly. If anything, the officers should
be in place a few minutes in advance. The size of
the a,ttendance will determine how long, as it
should be long enough ahead of time, that the assembly is in order before the opening hour. Then
the meeting should be promptly dismissed. It is
true that this may seem hard for a good meeting,
yet if it is not adhered to the result will probably be
that many who are present will not come back to the
next, or. the second, or the third meeting thereafter.
It means a decreased average attendance. The elders should conduct a meeting as· led by the Holy
Spirit, but the Holy Spirit directs in order.
we· have attended meetings at which those in
charge not only took up considerable time, but at
the end of an hour and a half and again at the end
of two hours, would sit and wait and urge, "Now
if the!·e is some one else, we still have some time
left." "Now isn't there some one else who wishes
to speak?" Waiting, waiting, waiting. And then
after two and one half hours, after the closing remarks had been given, "Now I guess we will have
to close the meeting ... unless some one has some. thing special to say, in which case we shall give
opportunity." And this under physical conditions
that were trying.
We have met in church assembly where the temperature must have been at least one hundred. We
have also met in prayer service with the temperature at fifteen or twenty degrees. Personally, we
are inclined to believe that if the conditions cannot
be made better before opening of the service, that
time should be conserved, and the meeting be cut
short in righteousness.
The purpose of church services is not conserved
by meeting at a time when but few will brave the
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heat and inconveniences, nor by conditions which
make it a matter of physical endurance if not punishment. We will have enough to endure without
creating additional trials.
S. A. B.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
Q. 1. What office did Philip hold when he baptized the people, at Samaria, when John and Peter
had to come down and lay hands on them that they
might receive the gift of the Holy Ghost, after Philip
had baptized them?
2. ·When Philip baptized the eunuch, is there any
record to show that he ever had the imposition of
hands for the reception of the Holy Ghost?
3. If baptism is for the remission of sins and we
do not holq a child responsible until eight years of
age, why are some children baptized on their eighth
birthday.
A. 1. As referred to in Acts 6: 5, some have considered him to be a deacon. But since he could baptize (see the 8th chapter of Acts), others think he
may have been a bishop, yet Acts 21 : 8 calls him an
evangelist. It is possible he may have had one
position after the other. It is generally considered
that he is the one who is called in the 21st chapter,
the evang·elist. The fact that the apostles came
down to confirm them is not necessarily proof that
he did not possess that authority. Having a general
supervision of the work in all the world required
that they many times go to points where there appeared to be a more than usual interest. And being
there they could very properly be called upon to con'firm. The only position he could have held that
might permit him to baptize and not confirm would
be priest, and this office does not of course have the
right of administration ordinarily in finances.
2. There is no defini,te record of the imposition
of hands upon the eunuch. Nor is there any record
of the baptism of Peter, his confirmation or ordination. The law having been laid down, the presumption is that it is followed unless the contrary is
shown. Many suppositions may be made, but there
is nothing we know. of decisive on this question,
when and where he was confirmed.
3. Baptism is for the remission of sins, it is riot
essential to salvation, for Jesus when baptized was
not a sinner. We are reminded of the story of the
little boy who when asked the question, What must
we do first before we can have our sins forgiv·en?
made answer, "Sin." This appeared logical, but
of course was not the answer desired. Sin is never a
· prerequisite to salvation, so it is not at all necessary
that a child should have committed sin. The vital
feature is adoption into the family of God. The
most vital is the spiritual reformation, the other is
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incidental. If they have been guilty of sin, the sin
should be remitted. But further than this, it is still
true that it is for the remission of sins. For if
after we have taken upon us the responsibility,
thereafter we sin in some degree, as is the lot of
mankind, we have an advocate with the Father and
we .can properly proceed to set ourselves right. So
in this even to a child eight years old, who has not
been guilty of sin, there yet is this one sense at
least for that purpose, remission of sins. However
the special feature is that sin is not a prerequisite
/ to baptism and salvation.
Q. 4. I would love to hand out the tracts to my
neighbors if it is my duty to do it. But I have been
told by one, that I was not called to preach the gos-.
pel and I was interfering where I had no right.
That it was the minister's duty to give the tracts.
I have a desir·e to do my whole duty but do not wish
to go beyond my rights.
A. 4. This question has been answered in many
forms in the HERALD. There is nothing distinctly
limiting the right of a lay member to assist. Espec1ally may they assist in any service at the request
of the proper presiding officer, those having the
work in charge. We are commanded to warn our
neighbors, Doctrine and Covenants 85: 22. This is
not limited in the interpretation of the church to
members of the priesthood. In fact a commission
has been formed for the distribution of gospel literature by the church, Sunday school and Religio.
This good literature committee should not be permitted to interfere with the work of the missionaries, in fact they should make every endeavor to
work in harmony with them and so as to assist or
build up the work. Further than this they should
not act against the advice of the officers in charge.
But the officers in charge of the priesthood ought
not to be unduly critical but should be willing to
accept the help of others. It is an open question,
but after all, the direction of the.work rests with the
presiding elder, and his counsel should be taken.
This may include the advice of the district president
or the missionary in charge, although it is the duty
and work of the presiding elder of the branch to
direct in these matters primarily. Circumstances
must affect the decision. We should all be anxious
to help in this work to warn our neighbors; to let
our light shine before the world.
We note herewith an editorial by Brother Joseph.
Nothing should be done to interfere with the work
of proper authority, everything should be done to
assist in .the onward progress of the work. Certainly in the absence of special circumstances one
does not do wrong in letting his light shine before
his neighbors. Circumstances, may affect in special
cases, our final answer.

"It is said in our law that it is a (\ay of warning,
and that those who are called and sent out are sent
out 'to testify and warn the people, and it becometh
every man who hath been warned, to warn his
neighbor;' that all may be warned and be 'left without excuse,' that their sins may be 'upon their own
heads.' "-Doctrine and Covenants 85: 22.
"From this it might readily be inferred that those
who had beel). warned would not be in condition to
be excused if they failed to warn others. The Word
reads: 'Let him that heareth say, Come.' Therefor·e, let every man be ready to respond when the
elders who are to 'conduct the meetings as they are
led by the Holy Ghost,' invite, or request him to exercise the talent that is in him to sing, to pray, to
exhort, or to teach as the occasion may require. The
right to speak and to be heard when required to,
seems to be inherent in every man."-THE SAINTS'
HERALD, April 9, 1902;
S. A. B.

NOTES AND COMMENTS

Presiding Bishopric in Lamoni
Bishop B. R. McGuire and wife, James F. Keir
and wife, and Earl F. Audet arrived by auto in Lamoni from Independence, Sunday evening, the 16th,
just in time for Brother McGuire to fill the evening
preaching appointment. The audience was large and
attentive and the bishop in good form. They are
here to confer with the Lamoni Stake bishopric on
some special business matters.
"Timbers for the Temple"
The October number of the Autumn Leaves announces that in the November number will appear
the first chapter of a new serial by Elbert A. Smith,
written before he began his recent "vacation" of
which he recently told us. It concerns the momentous da_ys at Nauvoo when the temple was being
built. Those were stirring times and the author has
brought together some most excellent story material
from the naturally interesting historical events of
the times. New subscribers should begin not later
than with the November number. One dollar a year,
at this office.
President Smith and Family Return
Brother Elbert A. Smith and wife and son arrived
in Lamoni, Saturday, the 15th, coming direct from
their place of residence at San Bernardino, California.- He stood the trip well considering his weak condition and they all greatly appreciate the privilege
of returning home in spite of the noble efforts of the
California Saints to make their sojourn as pleasant
as possible. "There's no place like home,'' and we
(Continued on page 910.)
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ORIGINAL
THE PLAN OF SALVATION
The New· Testament teaches that Christ has provided a definite plan of salvation. It is called by the
Apostle Paul, "the gospel of Christ." He says: "I
am not ashamed of the gospel of Christ for it. is the
power of God unto salvation to every one that believeth." (See Romans 1: 16.) As to what the gospel consists of we are not left in darkness. The same
writer, Saint Paul, tells us in the sixth chapter of
Hebrews that the principles of the doctrine of
Christ, which of course is the same as the gospel of
Christ, are faith, repentance, baptisms (of water
and of the Spirit), the laying on of hands, the resurrection of the dead, and eternal judgment. No one,
therefore, is a genuine believer in Jesus Christ unless he accepts all these principles.
ETERNAL JUDGMENT

LAYING ON OF HANDS

Some also find fault with the laying on of hands.
They say it has been done away, yet they would be
offended if they were accused of being unbelievers in
the New Testament. As a matter of fact no part of
the New Testament has been done away. Such an
expression as "done away" applies, only to the Mosaic
law. That law has been done away and has been
supplanted by the gospel of Christ. The gospel is
sometimes referred to as a law. F'or instance we
read: "Bear ye one another's burdens and so fulfill
the law of Christ." The New Testament emphatically affirms the unchangeability of Christ. Saint
Paul says: "Jesus Christ the same yesterday, to-day,
and forever." (Hebrews 13: 8.) And when Christ
was on earth he said : "Heaven and earth shall pass
away but my words shall not pass away." How
foolish it is to place the words of Jesus Chris·t or any
portion of the New Testament on the same plane as
the tempora.ry law given through Moses.

I remember reading once a sermon from a popular
minister in which he said that we do not need :to
BLESSING OF CHILDREN
believe .in eternal judgment in order to be saved.
The
laying
on
of hands was practiced in New TesThat depends upon what we mean by eternal judgtament
times,
for
four specific purposes: They were
ment.· If we mean the old-fashioned belief in hell
the
blessing
of
children,
the reception of the Holy
which originated in the Dark Ages the posi.tion is
Spirit,
the
healing
of
the
sick and for ordination to
correct. We do not have to believe in that in order
the
ministry.
When
Christ
was here we are told the
to be saved. But eternal judgment as taught in the
people
brought
their
children
to him that he might
Bible does not mean that. It means simply and only
"put
his
hands
upon
them
and
pray." The disciples
the meeting out of justice to all the human race. If
at
once
reproved
or
forbade
those
who brought them.
we do not need to believe in eternal judgment, we do
not need to believe we will be rewarded for the good When Jesus saw them do this he was "much diswe do or be punished for our evil actions. Such a pleased" and said, "Suffer lit1tle children to come unto
. thought as that would be contradictory to the char- me, and forbid them not, for of such is the kingdom
acter of God. God could not be himself and yet fail of heaven." And the record further says: "And he
'took them up in his arms, put his hands upon them
to notice either good or evil.
and blessed them."
RESURRECTION
This Scripture has been used as authority for inAgain there are people who deny the resurrection fant baptism, but it does not support such a practice,
of the dead and yet pretend to believe in the Bible. for there is no mention of water being employed, and
This is inconsistent for if there is anything taught besides, baptism is always referred to as, applying
clearly in the Bible it is the resurrection of Christ, to persons old enough to select it for themselves.
and upon his resurrection depends the resurrection Hence we read: "He that believeth and is baptized,"
of the entire human race. Saint Paul puts it thus: and "Repent and be baptized." These and similar
"If there be no resurrection of the dead, then is not expressions, in which the New Testament abounds,
Christ risen: and if Christ be not risen, then is our indicate that only those who were old enough to
preaching vain, and your faith is also vain. Yea, and believe or had committed sin were required to be
we a,re found false witnesses of God; because we have baptized.
testified of God that he raised up Christ: whom he
The old-time notion, now passing away with the
raised not up if so be that the dead rise not. For if belief in a hell of literal fire, was that infants had to
the dead rise not, then is not Christ rais.ed : and if be baptized in order to demise them from the origiChrist be not raised, your faith is vain ; ye are yet nal sin committed by Adam and Eve in the Garden
in your sins." (1 Corinthians 15: 13-17.)
of Eden. In those days mothers grieved over the
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fate of unbaptized infants. It is said that some died
or lost their reason .because of their grief. This
seems ridiculous to us in this enlightened age yet we
have not entirely overcome similar superstitions.
Anyway it is profitable to consider as illustrating
the weakness of the human mind when under the
influence of false teaching.
This weakness also affected the higher class for
it was not limited to the common people, as .some
might suppose. Doctor Isaac Watts, a companion of
John Wesley, and the author of "Alas and did my
Savior bleed," and "Am I a soldier of the cross?"
entertained the same idea. In one of his hymns he
says:
There is a never ending hell
And never dying pains
Where infants must with demons dwell
In darkness, fire, and chains.
Have faith, the same with endless shame
For all the human race
For hell is crammed with infants damned
Without a day of grace.

We rejoice over the fact that the day of such
theology is past, but it is not so very long past for
this hymn was sung in the churches, that is some
of them, not more than fi:fity years ago. The wonder
is that professing Christians could ever. have had
such idea.s, when they are so clearly in conflict with
the teachings and practices of Christ.
Let it be remembered, too, that Jesus did not bless
little children in 'Order to make fit for the kingdom
of heaven but in recognition of the fact that they
were already worthy. A child that was blessed was
not better prepared for heaven than one that was
not, for the child was not responsible for the fact
that it had or had not been blessed. Children cannot
now be brought to Christ in person to be blessed, so
we believe they should be broug1ht to his ministers,
who are acting in his stead. The same is true of
adults who desire to come to Christ. They cannot
in these days come to him direct as they did when
he was on earth, so they come through the church
and receive the gospel from his preachers who represent him in his absence from the earth.
RECEPTION OF HOLY GHOST

We now come to the laying on of hands for the
receiving of the Holy Ghost. It followed immediately after .baptism, as is apparent from the New
Testament. We take, for instance, the case of the
Samaritan converts whom Philip baptized. Subsequent to the mention of their baptism we are told:
Now when the apostles which were at J,erusal<em heard that
Samaria had l'eceived the word of God they sent unto them
Peter and John: who when they were come down, prayed for
them that they might receive the Holy Ghost: (For as yet
he had: fallen upon none· d them, only they w.ere baptized

in the name of the Lord Jesus.) Then laid they their hands
on them, and they received the Holy Ghost.-Acts 8: 14-17.

In Acts 19: 16, we are told of some men Paul baptized at Ephesus. The verses cited read. as follows:
"And it came to pass, that while Apollos was at
Corinth, Paul having passed through the upper
coasts came to Ephesus: and finding certain disciples, he said unto them:
"Hav•e ye received the Holy Ghost since ye believed? And.
they said unto him, w,e have not so much as heard that there
be any Holy Ghost. And he said unto them, Unto what then
were ye baptized? And they said, Unto John's baptism.
Then said Paul, John verily baptiz,ed with the baptism of
repentance:, saying unto the people, that they should believe
on him which should! come a.fter him, that is, on Christ Jesus.
When they heard this they were baptized in the name of the
Lord Jesus. And when Paul had laid his hands upon them
the Holy Ghost came on them; and they spake with tongues,
and prophesied.

This instance admits of no doubt. First of all,
these people had been baptized by some one who had
no authority to officiate. Apollos of whom we read
in the previous chapter was one of this kind. Although sincere and a man of great ability, he did
not know anything about the baptism of the Holy
Ghost. The word plainly states that he knew "only
the baptism of John," which was water baptism.
Therefore, anyone he baptized would be without
knowledge of the Holy Ghost, for he couldnot teach
them what he did not know hi:mself.
It ~s evident that either he or some one like him
had baptized the men whom Paul met. They had
not been truly baptized with John's baptism. If
they had been they would have known about the Holy
Ghost, for John emphatically mentioned it to the
people he baptized. And besides, Paul would have
accepted their baptism, but knowing as he did, that
they had been baptized by some one God did not
s·end, for God never sends a man out to preach a
part or piece of the gospel, Paul baptized them again,
and when he had laid his hands on them the Holy
Spirit came on them in minicu1ous power. Without
the rebaptizing and the laying on of hands this great
power would not have come. Please observe that
when he baptized them "in the name of Jesus Christ"
it means by the authority of Jesus Christ. The man
who had baptized them before lacked such authority,
for God would not have sent him out in a sta:te of
ignorance regarding the plan of salvation. He doe·s
not do that kind of work.
Another case of the laying on of hands is that of
the young man Timothy. He was evidently converted to the gospel through the instrumentality of
the Apostle Paul for the latter calls him "my own
son in the faith." Elsewhere he says: "Wherefore
I put thee in remembrance that thou· stir up the
gift of God, which is in thee by the putting on of
my hands." (2 Timothy 1: 6.) Timothy had a legal
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right to the Holy Ghost in having been baptized by
Saint Paul, and also confirmed a member of the
church by the laying on of hands under the ministry
of the same apostle. The "legal right," how~ver,
would not by itself be sufficient, hence the apostle
exhorts him :to "stir up the gift of God,'-' that is, by
a life of prayerfulness and righteousness.
ORDINATION

The "putting on of hands" does not, in this case,
mean ordination, as some assume for Timothy's ordination is elsewhere referred to in these words:
"Neglect not the gift which is in thee, which was
given thee by prophecy, with the laying on of the
hands of the presbytery." (1 Timothy 1: 14.) "By
prophecy" means that Timothy was called to the
mini,stry by the gift of prophecy which was one of
the miraculous gifts enjoyed by the primitive Christian Church. "The presbytery," who ordained
Timothy, signifies a body· of elders.
It is sometimes argued that only the apostles had
the right or power to lay on hands. This is a sad
mistake. We are told in Acts 9 that Ananias laid
his hands on Saul that he might receive his sight and
be filled with the Holy Ghost. (See verse 17.) This
means that he laid his hands on both for healing and
for the reception of the Holy Ghost, and it is absolutely certain ~that Ananias was riot an apostle. He
. is referred to as "a certain disciple." (!See verse 10.)
Judging, however, from other parts of the New
Testament, we conclude that he must have been an
elder.
When Jesus gave the great commission to the apostles he said :
I

Go ye into all the yvorld and preach the gospel to every
c!'eatur,e. He that believeth and is baptized shall be saved;
but he that believeth not shall he damned. And these signs
shall follow them that believe; in my name they shall cast
out devils; they shall sp,eak with new tongues; they shall
take up serpents; and if they drink any deadly thing, it
shall not hurt them; they shall lay hands on the sick, and
they shaU. recover.-Mark 16: 15-18.
•

While this commission as such was given to the
apostles and did not authorize anyone but them to
preach, baptize, etc., yet the principles involved are
of universal application.
I:t is still right to go into all the world and preach
the gospel to every creature, and for those who hear
to believe and be baptized. The same principle, >too,
applies to the miraculous signs which Jesus promised. If it is right to preach the gospel in our day
it is also right to believe and be baptized, and if it
is right to do these things it is also right to expect
the signs in question. The believers under consideration by Jesus are such as have demonstrated their
faith by being baptized, and in the promise made regarding the ",signs" all these are considered, in one
view, as a class. The commission, taken as a whole,
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contains the word shall as a special feature. It is
used nine times and is equally emphatic in each instance. It should not be considered, however, that
every believer would receive all these gifts. They
are promised to believers as a cless. Paul tells us
in 1 Corinthians 12 that one member receives one
gift and some other member a different one. He
illustrates by ,showing that the human body does not
consist of one member and that the different parts
are intended for the performance of separate functions, all, however, combining in doing the work
of one body.
ELDERS LAY ON HANDS

The right to lay on hands belonged to the eldership. "They shall lay hands on the sick" was a
command which they were required to obey. Thi-;
included the apostles, but it was not confined to them
as some assert. As proof that the apostles 'vi'ere
elders we read: "The elders which are among yo;.~
I exhort, who am also an elder."-1 Peter 5: 1. We
also read :, "I1s any sick among you? let him call for
the elders of the church; and let them pray for him,
anointing him with oil in the name of the Lord: ~nd
the prayer of faith shall save the sick, and the Lord
shall raise him up; and if he have committed sins
they shall be forgiven him."-James, 5: 14, 15.
The sense ·of this text is, and in this all commentators are in agreement, "the elders who are among
you." Elders had been ordained in every church for
just such emergencies. (See Acts 14: 23 and Titus
1: 5.) These elders acted because it was not possible for the apostles to be present on )all such
occasions. Their work was too widespread in its
charaCter. In their absence these elders baptized,
confirmed, adm~nistered the Lord's supper, blessed
children, and healed the sick. They were not only
not apostles but were not regular ministers in the
sense of giving their whole time to sacred work.
They were, on the contrary, business men or horny
handed sons of toil. When anyone fell sick these
men wer·e sent for, and in response the farmer came
from \his plow, the carpenter from his bench, the
blacksmith from his · anvil, and the business man
from his counter or his books. They anointed with
oil and prayed for the person who was ill and he
was healed.
As other case's showing that others besides the
~postles wrought miracles I refer to Philip and
Stephen. Of the former we are told :
And the P'eople with one .accord gave heed unto those
things which Philip spake, hearing and seeing the miracles
. which he did. For unclean spirits, crying with loud voice,
came out of many that were possessed with them: and many
taken with palsies and that were lame, were healed.-Acts
8: 6, 7.
.

Of the latter we read: "And Stephen, full of faith
and power, did great wonders and miracles among
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the people."-Acts 6: 8. These men were not apos- tion we do not mean the person who is not baptized
tles but were among the seven selected, as we are will, for that reason, be roasted in the fires of hell.
informed in Acts 7 to look after the temporal af- The reason some understand us in that light is befairs of the church. The churches ofto-day are not cause they read their theology into ours, for the hellagreed as to the office held by these men. Some claim fire doctrine is a part of their stock in trade. We
they were deacons, while others hold they occupied mean the person who is not baptized or is otherwise
in the office of bishop. Still others maintain they disobedient will not receive full salvation, or, in other
were evangelists. All, however, are agreed in con- words, a complete reward.
sidering they were not apostles.
As another text which advocates the entire gospel
We have already affirmed that men were ordained I refer you to 1 Timothy 5: 21 where Paul says: "I
by the laying on of hands. As proof of this we charge thee before God, and the Lord J,esus Christ,
offer the following texts: "Whom they· set before and the elect angels, that thou observe these things
the apostles : and when they had prayed, they laid without preferring one before another, doing noththeir hands on them."-Acts 6: 6. (This refers to ing by partiality." How many observe this advice?
the ordination of the seven men before mentioned.) Very few. In fact the various creeds have been
Please read also Acts 13: 2, 3: "As they ministered started by taking some one truth or principle and
to the Lord, and fasted, the Holy Ghost said, Sepa- exaggerating it into a special doctrine, and basing
rate me Paul and Barnabas, for the work whereunto upon it a particular sect. That one feature is made
I have called them., lAnd when they had fasted and the only thing needful and is magnified to such an exprayed, and laid their hands on them, they sent tent that it hides all the rest of the commandments.
them away."
Such a course is doing what Paul condemns, that i's,
BAPTISM, IS IT ESSENTIAL
"preferring one thing before another."
While some level their attacks against the laying
That one's failure to be baptized or to obey any
on of hands and miraculous blessings, others direct other command will make a difference in his future
their criticisms at baptism. First of all they say it state is apparent from numerous texts of scripture.
is not essential and yet they admit it is one of the Christ's statement that the seed which fell on good
commandments of God. The question, therefore, ground brought forth thirty, sixty and a hundred
arises, Are the commandments essential to salvation? fold is to the point. The difference must have been
We maintain they are, and will proceed to prove it. in the conduct of the individual for the seed was the
Jesus says: "Whosoever therefore shall break one same. Again we are told concerning John's baptism
of these least commandments, and shall teach men and of the manner in which it was regarded by difso, he shall be called the least in the kingdom of ferent people: "And all the people that heard him,
heaven; but wthosoever shall do and teach them, and the publicans, justified God, being baptized with
the same shall be called great in the kingdom of the baptism of John. But the Pharisees and lawyers
heaven."----JMatthew 5: 19. Note, the Savior does rejected the counsel of God against themselves, being
not say four nor six of the least nor yet one of the not baptized of him." (Luke 7: 29, 30.) How could
greatest nor five of the greatest but he brings dis- their rejection of the counsel of God -in refusing to
' obedience down to the finest possible point. He says be baptized be "against themselves" if baptism makes
"one of the least." Please observe, however, that no difference?
such disobedience does not lead to eternal damnation
The mode of baptism is indicated as immersion
as some might suppose. Jesus simply says, "he shall
which
one can easily see by referring to the baptism
be called least in the kingdom of heaven," while, on
of
Christ
and that of the eunuch. (See Matthew
the other hand, he says of the fully obedient person,
3:
16
and
Acts 8: 38, 39.) Paul makes this still
"He shall be called great in the kingdom of heaven."
clearer
by
saying twice that we are "buried with
Some have asserted that "he shall be cailed least"
Christ in baptism." (See Romans 6: 4 and Colossignifies the esteem in which he shall be held in the
heavenly kingdom, and that, as a matter of fact, he sians 2: 12.) The meaning of this is that both "we,"
is not there at all for his single, trivial offense has as Christians, and Christ were buried in being baplead to his eternal damnation. This cannot be, for tized. To illustrate: If I should say, "I walked with
the word called is also used regarding the person John to town," I cannot mean that I walked and he
who has rendered complete obedience and surely he rode, nor vice versa. I must mean that we traveled
in the same way.
would be admitted into the kingdom. The sense of
REPENTANCE
the text is that botlh persons are in the kingdom, but
they occupy different positions because one has reWe now come to repentance. That it is essential
ceived a greater reward than the other.
to salvation is apparent from numerous texts. ·For
Hence, when we say baptism is essential to salva- instance J es.us says: "Except ye repent ye shall all
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likewise perish," and this statement he repeats.
(See Luke 13: 3, 5.) "Likewise" alludes to certain
persons mentioned in the context. On the day of
Pentecost Peter said: "Repent, and be baptized eyery
one of you in the name of Jesus Christ for the remission of sins, and ye shall receive the gift of the Holy
Ghost." (Acts 2: 38.) Repentance, in his case, is
essential to salvation, for without it baptism would
not be valid and the Holy Ghost would not be received. John the Baptist evidently realized this, for
he said to the people who came to his baptism:
"Bring forth therefore fruits meet for repentance."
(iMatthew 3: 8.) Luke says, "worthy of repent'ance." (3: 8.) Both Matthew and Luke indicate
the necessity of the professing penitent showing
his sorrow for sin by his actions. The former gives
as the marginal rendering, "answerable to amendment of life." See note on the words "meet for."
John the Baptist also says: "And now also the ax
is laid unto the root of the trees: and every tree
which bringeth not forth good fruit is hewn down,
and cast into the fire." In this those who profess
repentance are compared to trees. The fruitful are
recogniz,ed and preserved, while the unfruitful arG)
condemned and de,stroyed as rubbish. The thought
is this, an apple tree is a tree that bears apples, a
peach tree is a tree that bears peaches. If the tree
bears not the intended fruit the question arises, Why
cumbers it the ground? The same point is made in
Acts 26: 19, 20 where Paul says: "Whereupon, 0
king Agrippa, I was not disobedient to the heavenly
vision: but showed first unto them of Damascus, and
at Jerusalem, and throughout all the coasts of Judea,
and then to the Gentiles, that they should repent and
turn to God, and do works meet for repentance."
This, too, as the apostle's language indicates was his
message to the whole world. All people who accept
the gospel must repent and turn to God, and do
works, etc.
Paul again defines repentance in 2 Corinthians
7: 9, 10 where he says: "I, rejoice, not that ye were
made sorry, but that ye sorrowed to repentance: for
ye were made sorry after a godly manner, ... for
godly sorrow worketh repentance to salvation not to
be repented of." From this it appears that "sorrow" is not necessarily repentance. It works repentance if it is of the right kind. In other words,
true repentance is an actual change in conduct.
What ~this change brought about is given in 7: 11.
Such a change as repentance involves is pointed out
in the following v·erse or stanza:
But drops of grief can ne'er r-epay
The debt of love I owe:
Here, Lord, I give myself away
'Tis all that I can do.

.
This
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CONSECRATION

fact of entire consecration is proven by
Christ in what he called the greatest commandment
of all which, in substance, is: "Thou shalt love the
Lord thy God with all thy soul, heart, mind, might,
and strength," which means, of course, with all our
spiritual, moral, intellectual, and physical powers.
(See Matthew 22 and parallel passages.) Paul refers to the same thing in Romans 12 : 1 : "I beseech
you therefore, brethren, by the mercies of God, that
ye present your bodies a living sacrifice, holy, acceptable unto God, which is your reasonable service."
"A living sacrifice" is equal to Peter's "lively stones"
which he says "are built up a spiritual house." Or,
to use the words of Paul again, "yield yourselves to
God, as those who are alive from the dead, and your
members as instruments of righteousness." (Romans 6: 13.)
The doctrine of salvation by faith only is erroneous in that among other things it ignores the value
and necessity of practical repentance. The sinner is
encouraged to believe that he can go to the mourner's
bench and by faith alone receive the forgiveness of
his sins. He is not told to make any effort to make his
wrongs right. He is not required to make reparation
or restitution of any kind. For instance: He may
have come from a gambling den or a dishonest business deal, and may have one hundred dollars of some
other man's money in ihis pocket. He may indeed
give the money to the church or to the minister and
hear the latter ble,ss it as a sacred offering. He is '
not taught to restore ~this money before he professes
Christianity and joins the church, and yet this is exactly what the Bible teaches all the way through.
The church, the pastor, and the evangelist may
urge repentance in the sense of "drops of grief,"
that is tears, but this i's not repentance.
It can
"never repay" our "debt of love." Isaiah states the
case thus: "Put away the evil of your doings from
before mine eyes; cease to do evil; learn to do well."
What will be the result? "Though your sins be as
scarlet, they shall be as white a.s snow; though they
be red like crimson, they shall be as wool." He further explains by saying: "If ye be willing and obedient ye shall eat the good of the land." (See chapter
1, verses 16 to 19.) This shows conclusively that
pardon was dependent on change of conduct, or in
other words, on the disposition to be "willing and
obedient." Otherwise: "What doth the Lord require
of thee, but to do justly, and to love mercy, and to
w~lk humbly with thy God?"
('Micah 6: 8.) Daniel
bears the same message to N ebuchadnezzar in these
words: "Wherefore, 0 king, let my counsel be acceptable unto thee, and break off thy sins by righteousness, and thine iniquities by showing mercy to the
poor." (Daniel 4: 27.) Not only would humility be-
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fore God and the practice of general righteou~ness me to be baptized?" Philip answered: "If thou bebe held out to the king but he was also counseled lievest with all thine heart thou mayest." This exby the prophet to practice acts of charity or benevo- cludes infants, idiotic or insane persons, the heathen
lence toward the poor. All of these things were (prior to instruction) , and any and all persons who
necessary parts of his repentance. Without them may for social, commercial, professional or political
it was not fruitful, and, therefore, not valid.
reasons seek union w'i,th the church. This of course
·If faith alone saves, repentance is not required. leads to the conclusion that Wle get out of baptism
Hence those who advocate faith only- repudiate re- and every other gospel principle what we bring to
pentance, and by the latter term we mean the kind it. I1f there is nothing in us there will be nothing
taught in the Bible, which we have just defined. By in it.
stressing one point we neglect or ignore others. This
Just here this question arises, Since people profesapplies to the subject of baptism as we shall show. sing to believe in the Bible deny so many· things
Some claim there is but one baptism and that, they which it teaches, why do they blame the infidel for
say, is water baptism. Others make :the same claim his unbelief? If those who profess- Christianity,
but insist upon the baptism of the Holy Spirit and therefore pretend to believe the whole Bible,
as the one and only. Both of these positions deny so much of it, why blame the skeptic who does
are extreme and show alike the creed-making dis- not make any profession of religion, because he quesposition. As a matter of fact John the Baptist ('Mat- tions it all?
thew 3: 11; Mark 1: 8; Luke 3: 16), Christ (John
We have_ :£ound that some who believe, or rather
3: 5) and Paul (Hebrews 6: 2) teach these two bap- profess to believe the Bible, question certain parts
tisms, and they were demonstrated in the life of of it until among the whole number of professing
Christ, our great exemplar. (See Matthew 3: 16, Christians we find enough unbelievers to eliminate
17; Mark 1: 9-11; Luke 3: 21, 22.) The "one bap- the whole of the book until there i's nothing but the
tism" of Ephesians 4 means the two combined by covers left. Since the principles of the gospel one
which "a man (soul and body) is born again."
by one, are rejected by the various churches, need
we be surprised that the infidel repudiates the only
FAITH
· We have considered the principles in the reverse remaining principle, that is faith?
Listen to what some of the skeptics have said.
order, if it may be called such, so we now take up the
principle of faith. We have left it until last in order Hume remarks: "Where faith begins reason ends."
to show how professing ·Christians reject the princi- Ingersoll says: "Think of that unhappy mixture of
ples of the religionthey claim to believe. Commenc- insanity and ignorance called faith." These men
ing with the last we have come back, until we have of course are mistaken in their estimate of faith, that
arrived at ~the first principle and the only one on is, gospel faith, but ,their definition fits the kind of
which all churches agree. All Christians admit that faith on which sectarianism rests, which properly
faith is essential to salvation. Some claim it is the speaking is superstition or credulity.
only thing necessary, but those who do not admit
That kind of faith prompted the people in what
that are in serious error.
are sometimes called "the good old times" .to believe
This thought is well confirmed by numerous texts all the parson said, but it was not true faith. The
of scripture. We read: "Whatsoever is not of faith latter involves thought. Once when a minister reis sin." This also: "Without faith it is impossible proved Colonel Ingersoll for desiring to investigate
to please him for he that cometh to God must believe the subject of religion the latter replied: "That systhat he is and that he is a rewarder of them that dili- tem of religion which is too sacred to investigate is
gently seek him." Jesus says, as before quoted, "He too ridiculous to believe." The colonel was right and
that believeth and is baptized shall be saved, but he his contention is in harmony with the Bible, too.
that believeth not shall be damned." Here faith is Saint Paul says: "Prove all things; hold fast that
made absolutely essential to baptism. If a person which i,s good."
should be baptized through business pclicy, social
Referring to the "good old times" again. That is
ambition or for any other unworthy reason his bap- an expression which I do not like. It commonly is
tism would be in vain. The absence of faith spoils used in reference to the times of the Pilgrim Fathers,
the whole action, hence the statem0nt. "he that be- Puritans and others of the same type. I call those
lieveth not shall be damned" for baptism, confirma- "the bad old times," for they were times of bigotry
tion, communion, Sabbath observance, prayer, or and persecution. Iro. those times the parsons were
any other gospel requirement is performed without judges, jurors, witnesses and executioners, and in
effect in the absence of faith. This thought is clearly consequence of the position they occupied the people
expressed in Acts 8, where we are told the eunuch believed implicitly all they said. They said and did,.
said to Philip: "See here is water, what doth hinder as all men intrusted wit\h unlimited power will,.
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many absurd, unjust and cruel things. In those days
baby hid itself in its mother's dress and the rest
of the children scuttled away under the bed, because
"the preacher has come."
We are rid of some of that disposition but it is
not entirely gone yet. May God sp~ed the day when
it will be, for we can do without it. For my part
I am rather pleased than displea,s,ed when some one
calls in question a thing I have said, for it proves my
hearers have been thinking. Investigation, which
necess::trily involves doubt and question, leads to the
true faith. ln 9ther words, the better we understand,
the firmer we believe~
As a matter of fact faith enables us to run the
' whole gamut of the divine commandments and this
is essen~ial to the Christian's race. Why then
should anyone profess to believe and yet deny any of·
the principles of the gospel? "Therefore to him that
knoweth to do good, and doeth it not, to him it is
sin."-James 4: 17. "This is the victory that overcometh the world, even our faith."-1 John 5: 4.

A. C.

BARMORE.

FOUNDATIONS
(Dedication sermon of L,ansdowne, Illinois, .church by
Bishop B. R. McGuire, June 23, 1917. Reported by Nena N.
Young.)
·

Text: Matthew 16: 13-16:
When Jesus came into the coasts of Cresarea Phillippi, he
asked his disciples saying, Whom do men say that I the Son
of man am? And they said, Some say tha:t thou art John
the Baptist; some Elias; and others J.e.remias, or one of the
prophets. He saith unto them, But whom say ye that I am?
And Simon Peter answered and said, Thou art the Christ,
the Son of the living God.

I am happy to meet with the Saints of the Landsdowne Branch this morning and to participate in
this service of dedicating to God the result of service
as expressed in the erection of this building. While
your speaker takes a degree of satisfaction in having
the opportunity of thus participating with you in this
service, he realizes ~that his joy is not so complete as
the joy of those who have denied themselves, those
who have contributed of their talents mid of their
means and service and made possible the dedication
of this building. As a text this morning, we shall
use the words of the Apostle Paul: "For other
foundation can no man lay than is laid, which is
Jesus Christ."
In the erection of .this building, those who have
contributed to make it possible, have had in mind,
no doubt, a place where the word of God might be
preached, a place where his people might assemble
from time to time and enjoy a service of prayer and
testify of the goodness of God and of the blessings
which they have received, and that by so doing, they
might edify and strengthen one another and receive
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the blessings that God by his $pirit on such occasions desires to bestow upon his children. It has
been erected for the purpose that here might congregate from time to time the children of the Sabbath school to be taught the principles of life, which
we as their parents know by experience make us better men and women, better qualified to assume the
duties and responsibilities of life, and which if applied to our lives by faith, we know will fit and qualify us for a better inheritance hereafter.
Here meet the auxiliary societies of the church,
here while engaged in service of song, possibly the
strain of some familiar hymn will reach the ear of
the passing stranger and here he will come and
renew his covenant with his God. Or if he has not
yet found him, it will arouse and awaken in him the
desire to do so. .
Our friends and our neighbors about here, when
the building was erected may have thought that it
would be the means of increasing property values,
giving a more wholesome tone to the community; we
gain a certain degree of satisfaction and realize a
certain degree of joy, and if there were no other
benefits derived than those to which I have ah,eady
referred, the effort would be worth while. I am very
sure that the erection of this building is not the consequence of any personal vanity, it is not the·result
alone· of a desire to produce a more wholesome tone
in the community (not that we should not have a
place where from time to time we might meet in
service of song and see our children engage in the
activities of the church) but it was not these things
which brought about the erection of this building.
While it would be well if it was erected for no othei·
purpose than referred to, it would be worth the effort, still the er·ection of this building was founded
upon a desire more far-reaching and of far more
consequence than is generally realized and discerned
in the construction of a church building. What I
mean to present by that, is clothed in 'bhe language
of the Apostle Paul which I have read. "For other
foundation can no man lay than is laid which is
Jesus Christ," and if the effort that has been made
here. is not founded, is not based upon the foundation to which the Apostle Paul refers, then those who
have contributed of their effort and of their service
here from time to time to make possible the dedication of this building to-day, have come far short of
discerning and realizing the real forces and power
of the gospel of Jesus Christ.
"For other foundation can no man lay." Since
the days of our Savior there have been builded
churches, and their spires have pointed heavenward,
but as I understand the gospel of Jesus Christ, its
purpose is not accomplished in the erection .of buildings or rearing of spires, and we know by experience
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that efforts that have been made primarily with the
end in view of having a building nicely appointed,
one for which the architect would be commended by
virtue of its design and because of its convenience
and adequacy to meet the demands of the public
meetings, efforts put forth to accomplish are those
that are based and founded upon other foundations.
The bringing into prominence of my son or my
daughter, or myself advances and builds up individ~
ual and social endeavors that are resting upon
foundations ·other than the foundation of Jesus
Christ. There comes to my mind this morning a conversation held between a young man that
was about to engage as a member of the legal professicm in the affairs of life, and another young man
who had been acquainted with him from the days of
their youth when they attended high school. This
friend said to him, "Now that you have finished your
course of law and have been admitted to the bar, I
think it would be a fine thing_and would contribute
to your success if you would affilia;te with some
church. Now there is this church and that c,lmrch,
and you know they are very liberal in their views
and there are those who attend these churches who
are prominent in the business, financial and political
world. If you will associate yourself with one of
these churches, you will be brought into association
with these men and it will make possible more quickly
your rise in prominence as a member of the bar.
The reply of the young man was to this effect: "If
after years of study, years of work, one should do
as you have suggested, he would be starting out as
a hypocrite and develop a quality' which would
eternally damn his career." His friend replied:
"Well, if you look at it in that way, you may." The
foundation suggested to this young man is one of
those other foundations.
We cannot afford to associate ourselves in this
work for other than whole-hearted pure unalloyed
service prompted, actuated and motivated by the love
of God and the love of our fellow man, and service
prompted by any other motive, is one based upon a
foundation other than Jesus Christ. We may believe
that Jesus Christ lived, we may believe that he was
a wise man, we may believe he is the author of the
words which we find in this book which are attributed to him, but this belief only is not the foundation that the Apostle Paul is speaking of. We may
believe that he said, "My Fa;ther gave me a commandment what I should say and what I should teach, and
I know his commandment is life everlasting." We
may believe that he was endowed with special power
from on high and that he administered to the children of men, that the blind were made to see, the
deaf to hear and even the dead were raised to life,
but this belief alone is not the foundation that the

Apostle Paul is speaking about. We may go farther;
we may believe that he ga.ve his discipl·es a commandment what they should say and what they should
teach. We may believe in the commission he gave
to his disciples which we find in the gospel of Matthew, with which most of you are familiar:
All power is given to me in heaven and in earth, Go ye
therefore, and t.e,ach all nations baptizing them in the name
of the Father, and of the 1Son and of the Holy Ghost, teaching
whatsoever I have commanded you and lo, I am with you
alway, •ev•en unto the end of the world.

We may believe all the doctrine of Jesus Christ
that is in the sense, and our minds may consent or
give assent to the truth of the doctrine as taught by
Jesus Christ, and if that is all there is to our belief,
it is one of the other foundations to which the· Apostle Paul alludes. If I understand the language of the
apositle when he says: "Other foundation can no
man lay," you and I cannot lay any other foundation
than is laid which is Jesus Christ, I belie~e that it
comprises all these things which. I have mentioned
and more. Belief in the gospel of Christ, belief that
it is the power of God unto salvation will not save us
unless it is applied to our life, and our God does not
intend to impress upon us or enforce that which we
do not consent to. In othe'r words, he will not rob
us of our volition, or our agency, but when we have
heard the word of God, when our hearts have been
touched by the word of God and there springs up
within us spontaneously a willingness to give our
life to God in harmony with his word as taught by
Jesus Christ; then, and then only, are we building
upon the foundation which is laid.
The statement was made, "Thou shalt call his
name Jesus for he shall save his people from their
sins." We must not only realize that Jesus lived,
that he ta~ght and thak he worked mighty miracles,
but we must believe that Jesus is the Christ and we
must believe it in the way that the ApoSitle Peter
·believed it when he was commended by the Savior,
when he made the statement, "Flesh and blood hath
not revealed it unto thee, but my Father which is in
heaven."
One that has based his faith upon the foundation
of Jesus Christ, has received the divine touch which
has quickened his understanding, enriched his soul
and has vitalized him to that e:xitent that it can be
said of him as was said of the Apostle Peter, "Flesh
and blood hath not revealed it unto thee, but my
Father which is in heaven." Revealed what? The
question was,. "Whom do men say I ibhe Son of Man,
am-?" The answer made by Peter, "Thou art the
Christ, the Son of the living God." Do we as
.brethren and sisters, do we understand, do we discern the foundation principles up~n which the
Church of Jesus Christ is founded? Upon no other
foundation can the Church of Jesus Christ be
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founded .and carried forth, or establish the Zionic
condition and bring heaven to earth. The same
Jesus who enunciated these principles compli·ed with
the principles of the gospel, so also if we carry forward the work which he established and erect a
building of men and women as a habitation of God
through the Spirit, we must build upon the foundation that Jesus Christ built upon, that Jesus Christ
expressed in his life. If we place upon it any other
. materials, what will be the consequence? Let us
read:
Now if .any man build upon this foundation, gold, silv.er,
precious stones, wood, hay, stubble; every man's work shall
be made manifest; for the day shall declare it, because it
shall be rev•eal•ed by fire; and the fire shall try every man's
work of what sort it is.
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started then could be carried forward with much
less effort than this widening field of opportunities
tha·t now lies before the members of the Lansdowne
Branch demands. In this larger field that is opening before us there of necessity must come a finer
and keener sense of our responsibility to God, to our
fellow men and our relationship to God and to one
another as members of the kingdom of God, each
filling his place in the work and in the way God requires of us. Build upon this founda.tion rthat which
will be of effect and of consequence will bring us
reward, and honor and glory to our heavenly Father.
We know as men and women that as years are added
to our life, there comes a deeper sense, a clearer understanding of our relationship to the members of
our family and of the responsibility which rests upon
us, and as we have grown here as a branoh from the
few members to the present membership, there
should come a dearer understanding of our relationship as members of the branch. Our work should be
carried on judiciously and wisely.

What do these words mean? They mean, if we
build upon the foundation of Jesus Christ not for the
·purpose of receiving that which we should receive,
but that which is represented by gold, silver, precious stones, wood, hay or stubble, every man's work
shall be made manifest, shall be tried as by fire. If
Because of the more complicated conditions that
any man's work should be burned, he shall suffer the
obtain
in society and the more varied relationship
loss.
in
the
church
to~day, there will of necessity have to
There has been established here a work which I
be
put
forth
by
us a gr.eater effort to carry on the
believe has been built upon a solid foundation, and
to the present time the efforts to so build have been work to a successful culmination. It is essential
crowned by the erection and dedication of this build- that those who have been willing to consecrate of
ing, but we cannot stop here. We must consider their time and service to make possible the dedica'that our work should be more far-reaching tion of this building to-day, and their chi1dren shall
now, we should consider that our services be willing to make what sacrifices are re({Uired, not
should be more powerful to the accomplishment only sacrifices of those things that do not attribute
the more abundant life which our Savior
of God's purposes, what we desire to accomplish by to. life
our service. I trust and I believe that when the spoke about. Willing to sacrifice as God has ;:;aid,
members of rthis branch will come into this building that in future years future generations will look
hereafter, they will realize that what before you upon the effort that has been made here with a deconsidered in this structure as a means to an end, gree of joy and satisfaction as we are to-day looking
has now: been dedicated and set apart to holy uses back on the effort that has been made here for the
and if we come into this building with an attitude past ten or twelve years from the inception of this
of mind and heart reverently desiring to worship work.
God in spirit and truth, I believe that our services
In conclusion, as I said in the beginning, you that
will be fruitful of a broader and clearer vision. Our have taken pavt in the effort that has resulted in the
souls will be enriched by the divine touch and our building and dedication of this house of worship,
joy in the gospel service will be intensified. If the feel a greater joy and satisfaction in the result of
older members come here in 'that spirit in the chil- those labors, than those that came in among you
dren;s services and the Sunday school, it will have from time to . time. The achievement of what you
the effect of implanting in their young minds and may set out to do in the future, will be wrought out
souls that influence which will be the means of de- by those that are most earnestly engaged in this
veloping them more and better for the responsibili- gospel work and will give a keener delight and joy
ties which will later rest upon them. With the enlarg- and greater happiness in the work, to those who do
ing of the work they will be equipped to meet the their part. I am confident that our heavenly Father
conditions that shall confront them from time to is pleased with the work which you have done here
time.
and I am sure that the work which you have done
This branch was organized with fifteen members. you will carry forward and that we may expect to
You have now over two hundred. With fifteen mem- continue to hear from this quarter of God's vineyard
bers getting together in their homes, meeting pos- that you are truly as the Apostle Paul says, "Laborers
sibly at their places of business, the little nucleus together with God and that you are God's hus-

to
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bandry," that you are working not as those who are
accountable to one another but as individuals unto
God and measuring your service by the standard that
has been set before you by the life of our Master. If
so, you will go £orward each in his time, his place
and in his employment as a child of God to the successful comp~etion of the work which God may intrust in your care.
May his peace abide with you.

c.

OF GENERAL INTEREST

)

MAKING A LIVING
There are few people unfortunate enough not tp
have to make a living. This should be understood
literally, not as a figure of speech. Making a living
does not necessarily imply manual labor or office
drudgery, but it implies systematic effort of some
kind. And it is this concentrated, prolonged, and
diligent exertion in order to make a living which develops us, and which we call a vocation. With a
vocation go, however, a number of other things.
There is, first of all, a fairly clear distinction between an occupation and a vocation. By occupation
· is meant merely the making of a living, and this is
the principal point in an occupation. The making
of a living is of s·econdary importance in a.n. occupation; its predominant feature is the expression of
oneself, or realizing oneself, ·as the philosophers say.
There is a very great difference between the man
who is occupied, and the man who has a vocation.
Both make a living with their work, but to the one it
is a means to an end, to the other it is the end. The
one watches the clock and lays down his tools at the
stroke of six; the other keeps at it as long as he can,
because he enjoys i·t. The parable of the "good
shepherd" brings this difference home to us under
the terms of the good shepherd and the hirelings.
The former will do anything in the pursuit of his
work and consider it a privilege to make even sacrifices; the latter, if faithful, will go just as far as his
duty demands, and no farther.·
There is, furthermore, a difference in satisfaction
derived from an occupation and a vocation, just because a man follows an occupation merely with an
eye to a living, he must seek satisfaction elsewhere.
The job will be more or less of an annoyance, a
necessary evil with which one "must put up." The
attention is usually somewhere else, except in so far
as the pay envelope demands its concentration on
the work. There may be a stimulus in increased pay,
and greater exertion may be sustained in the hope
of promotion ; but just the same there will not be
wholehearted service with a single eye. The man

who follows a vocation derives a keen satisfaction
directly from his work. It may pay well-so much
the better; it may pay poorly-never mind. The
principal thing is attained, nevertheless; the man
expresses himself in his activity; he is creative to a
certain extent at least, and that always means satisfaction.
Finally there is a difference in success. So many
men claim that they are not successful because opportunity never came to them. They may well be
asked whether they were willing to make some kind
of sacrifice for opportunity. When a young man
insists on ha.ving a good time, marrying very young,
and spending all ·that he earns, while another studies
at night, sav~es his money, and is willing to go
through college with few luxuries-it is foolish to
talk of opportunities. The former never saw his; the
latter made one for himself. There is no trick about
the matter at all; no fate interferes with the one
and favors the other-it is simply a result of the law
of cause and effect, or, as the Scripture puts it, of
reaping what one has sown. It stands to reason that
the man whose heart is in his work will succeed
where another man fails. Keeping office hours is
good enough for routine work and ordinary duties,
but its faithful performance will not, as a rule, bring
more than a good living. The man who is evedastingly thinking about changes and improvements in
his work, and who is not afraid to take risks, is likely
to succeed because he has measui'ed the possibilities
of the different chances and selected the one with
greatest promise.
The influence of work extends, however, not only
over the individual but over the whole family. Formerly the family bonds were much stronger than today because occupational and vocational bonds were
stronger and more numerous. In the vast majority
of cases the different members of the family worked
together. While this furnished frequent occasions
for friction, it provided at the same time many opportunities for helpfulness and the expression of
kindliness and affection. , At any rate, the financial
status of the members depended on this cooperation.
It was inevitable that they should regard each other,
if not with greater affection, at least with more consideration, since they were dependent on each other.
It is different to-day. The son no longer follows
the father's trade; the daughter no longer assists
the mother at housework; each follows a separate
path. Economic independence means greater indep€mdence in the family circle. As the little boy said
who was reproved for his waywardness: "Pa can't
say nothin'; I pays. the rent!" One hundred years
ago such a statement would have been impossible, because whatever work the boy might have done would
be performed in the shop of his father, and he would
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never have known just how much he contributed to
the family earnings.
From whatever point we look, then, at our work,
it has a most important bearing on our whole- personal· welfare. It enters into our happiness, companionship, and our family life. Hence the importance of a proper choice of work so that it should be
a vocation, not merely an occupation. T~1e two chief
considerations in choosing one's life-work should be
fitness and opportunity for development.
Many, if not most young persons, look at the
remuneration of their work. They ask themselves:
Will this pay well? Are the hours long or short?
~s the work heavy? Is much study required to get
ahead? They rarely ask: Is this the work which I
really want to . do? Am I specially fitted for it?
The latter questions are the only pertinent ones.
It may be said, however, that comparatively few
young people know decisively what they are fitted
for, granting now the willingness to choose with
that end in view. So-called vocational guidance has
come into existence to meet that particular need.
By means of variious physical ~nd psycholog1ical
tests, an attempt is made to find out the particular
talent of each applicant. This branch of study is still
in its beginnings, but improvement is very rapid,
and it will not be many years before the vocational
guide may ascertain with a fair amount of accuracy
for what work a particular boy is best fitted. One
should say in all truthfulness that the revelation will
not always be pleasant. There will be many boys
with great ambitions but without proper gifts, who
will be told to choose' a· more humble vocation. There
will be no disgrace involved in this in times to come,
since a false Rocial standard is very generally applied
at present to different vocations. There is absolutely
no good reason why a fifth rate lawyer or physici<an
should be more highly esteemed than a first-class
mason or carpenter. This is simply an inheritance
from past ages. In the future, occppations will be
esteemed according to their social usefulness. And
surely a good cook who provides wholesome and
toothsome food for a whole family is more useful
than a lawyer who seeks to provoke trouble between
two parties in order to g~et a job.
Opportunity for development is the other criterion
which should be applied in the choice of a vocation.
This is partly an individual and partly a social affair. The boy who. wants merely a job, even though
it never gets him any further, has our pity. But the
boy who for lack of means is unable to satisfy his
ambition to develop his talent, should receive our
help. Vocational guidance will in the future become
a social agency. It will not only try to find out what
a boy is fit for, but attempt to provide an opportunity for the boy with the talent but without means.
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Society sustains a great loss at present owing to the
fad that many talented boys are kept at work without the possibility to develop their gift. One of the
chief duties of society in the future will be to rescue
these boys from the drudgery into which they have
been thrust owing to poverty. At present such boys
are only occasionally and by chance saved from a
life of misery. Vocational guidance will do it regularly for the benefit of society.-Rudolph M. Binder,
Ph. D., New York University, in Studies in Social
Progress.

THE STAFF
•

Edited by ARTHUR H. MILLS, 1514 W. Short St., Independence, Mo. •

In Parting
Ha.ving been privileged to perform rtlhe duties of editor of
the musical columns of the HERALD for a period! covering over
four Y·e1a1rs, and having reached "the parting of the ways,"
we feel it graceful for us, at leas·b to wave a parting hand.
Our V'ery best good will goes with this far1e:well, for we feel
'that there are few things in life1 which are of greater importance than a,n effort to raise high standards for our people
along every phase of latter-day command. We cannot se·e
and know all the good which comes in the e'X:ercise and development of the art of music among us, but we do know God
never giv,es idle or profitiess counseL
We 11ejoice tha,t music is coming "into its own," in the wa.Y
it is! Think of the advantage to be gained by having a confel'ence appointee devoting his who1e' time to the encouragement ancl upbuilding of this work among our people! And
how happily was this appointment made, a man who by taste
and training is well-qualified to accomplish much in this line.
Brother Arthur Mills, who sinc,e last confe11ence has been
working incessantly , in the cause of music in our church,.
has come to his efficiency through consde:ntious and' earnest
work-occupying on many rounds of the ladder! In teaching
the young aspirant after musical fame' to plod through technical e'Xercises; or the young investigator into the "whys and
wherefores," e'Xpounding the rules o.f 'the game o.f music; or
attempting to coa:x whe1ezy instruments manipulated by unskilled fingers into something approaching harmony, or guiding the ~semiprofessionals in orchestra or choir, through
successful public p,e,rformanc,e:s-in all these lines our brother
has had thorough drilling, and is able to speak in couns,el
with no uncertain voice!
Thus it is that very appropriately and to the distinct adiv,antage of the musioai work, Brother Mills, our ,appointed
"apostle of music," is to edit The Staff hereafter, and we f,eel
that time will fully justify the change. We bespeak for him
the hearty support of all who have so f:aithfully stood by the
work in the: past, as weill as thwt of hosts of new converts to
the cause. It is a cause well-worth the very best we have,
and we hope to some d!ay see more of' our beautiful visions
r'ealized. Thankful for what has been done, hopeful for the
greater future, and with :fiaith unshaken in the people of
God doing their full duty, we subscribe ourselves-not in
good-by, but the more cheerful "au 11evoir."
AUDENTIA ANDERSON.
It is faith in something and enthusiasm for something that
makes a life worth looking at.-Oliver Wendell Holmes.
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Salutatory
It has fallen to the lot of the writer, du:e to the retirement
of Sister Audentia Anderson, to assume the editorship of
The Staff. We personally regret Sister Anderson's r<elinquishing this work, and were not at heart disposed to accept
and add its duties to ou:r already fairly large quota, but it
was deemed that we were the logical successor, being so
closely in touch with the various musical interests, and we
haV!e not felt justified in declining.
In assuming the editorship of The Staff it is our prayer
that we may preserve its columns of real value to the music
work of the church; a medium that will materially aid in
the upbuilding of that portion of God's work. And we
therefore earnestly urge that ail interested will heartily assist us in accomplishing this greatly desired <end.
The HERALD space kindly allotted to The Staff"' is necessarily limited, but we are earnestly hoping that ere long
additional space in some of the church periodica:Is may be
secured, that the needs of our rapidly growing music interests may find adequate ,expression. Until that time we
must perforce restrict the nature and length of articles sent
us for publication.
In the meantime we respectfully request that chorist,ers
of branches and districts, orchestra and band leaders and
all inte,rested in the .church's music work send us items of
general interest as well as articles upon musical subjects.
, W,e ,earnestly pray tha,t the music work of the church
may develop into that which shall truly serve the church in
the greater way which God so evidently designed it should.
Yours for service,
ARTHUR H. MILLS.

Some Reunion Experiences
As the reunion season approached the writer felt within
him the conviction that the musical work of 'the church
should be represented at these gatherings of the Saints.
We ther,efor,e wrote Brother Albert N. Hoxie, the general
chorister of the church, and received his reply that such
had also been the conviction of his heart, and that he heartily approved of the project which he felt would be to the
advancement of the music wo,rk in general. So we arranged
a schedule of reunions;' "packed our grip," and started. The
first reunion to be visited was that of the Spring River
District, at Joplin, Missouri. The large number of intelligent young people ,and their interested response were ¥ery
promisin:g to the future musical dev,elopment of this district.
It is pa,rticularly 'a district where music may develop into a
real force in carrying along the church work. L1et the Spring
River officials fail not to be mindful of their possibilities in
that line.
From Joplin we proceeded to Holden, Missouri, where the
first annual reunion of the new Holden Stake was just starting. Owing to the illness of Sister Johnson, the district
chorister, plans that had been under way for the musical
work of this reunion had not reached their best state of
development. We had to personally step into the breach
due to 'Sister Johnson's absence. But we found two good
nuclei at hand around which we could build some eff:ective
forces-the Holden· choir, which Sister Johnson herself had
ably developed, and the Holden Sunday school orchestra,
which had been made an ,effective body under Brother Alma
Moler, the district orchestra leader, and Sister Kate Doty,
the leader of the orchestra in its work in the Sunday school.
With these at hand we soon got into the service of the reunion, in rendering its music both enjoyable and spiritual.

"Music Day" held on Monday, August 13, was successful in
1EJVery way, from the "musical prayer meeting," through the
special address and "round table," culminating in the special
concert at night, which was noted not only for the excellence of the numbers rendeted, but from the often heard
comment that it "quit too soon." (It consumed only an
hour and a half of -time that was being found so enjoyable
by all.)
Boone, Iowa, next engaged our attention, where the Des
Moines District was holding its reunion. Under the big
steel mnopy of the pavilion at Herman Park, placed at the
Saints' disposal for the reunion, were held some exceedingly
interesting experiences. In our address we enjoyed "liberty" in p,resenting our chosen theme and our numerous concourse of auditors gave most "encouraging attention to our
presentation of the "gospel of good music." Our round table
in the afternoon was another interesting session, full of enthusiasm, and the questions asked evidenced the fact that the
people of this district are really inte!'lested iri musical development. Even the rubicund face of the district president,
Brother 0. Salisbury, glowed with interest and the questions
he propounded make us feel that he will be a real supportelr
of such work in his district.
Logan, Iowa, long famed as the home of the church's
"world reunion," was the fourth gathering to receive our attention. Here we found a hearty welcome and many able
supporters. We were asked to help conduct the music work
, of this reunion, which we consented 'to do, and soon found
ourselves in a most pleasant task, as the hearty response
to our ,efforts made it a guarantee of success. The visiting
instrume;ntalists were s-oon organized into an orchestra that
gave effectual assistance in the song services. These song
services. we're held during the thirty minutes preceding the
evening preaching services, and consisted of a general congregational singing of the songs of the church. Hymns and
songs 1the Saints love, and which breathe most fervently the
spirit of the church, were sought after and used, and how
the people would sing them! This fea.ture is one of the
most commendable, in the writer:'s opinion, of all our church
music work. The singing of the grand, spiritual songs that
have sprung from :the throbbing heart of the church, by the
concourses of the Saints, is a factor of greater importance
in our spiritual church life than w.e have hitherto understood. The spirit of community music expression should
be encouraged in every direction and at .every opportunity.
The expression of this spirit can only lead to a better and a
closer amalgamation of the P'eop!e.
We enjoyed ,all the "libe,rty" mortal man can reasonably
demand when we addressed the people on the work of music
and the big audience sustained us in our task by their appreciative attention. The "round table" in the afternoon was
equally enjoyable, full of "ginger" and interest from the
word go. We parted fmm the Saints of the Logan reunion
with feelings of retal regret..
In the hallowed walls of the church's sacred temple at
Kirtland .we presented the work of the church's music.
Within the very walls where the revelation was presented
to the church, giving instruction and admonition ·as to the
use of music in the church and urging its wide cultivation,
we tried to tell the people of the vvondrously divine wisdom
of _that revelation, and the great purposes of God in so
graciously giving it to his people. w,e felt awed by a realization of the auspiciousness of the hour and that the hallowed walls themselves could render a better account of the
divine intentions than we were capable of ~oing.
At Kirtland we met representative Saints from a number
of eastern districts and were made to realize that the true
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spirit of the church is had in all its ,l'•egions where the gospel· has penetrated.
My experiences in visiting all these reunions will never be
forgotten. I do not know how much good I may have done
for the church in my labors at these reunions. I shall "probably never know untU in the final accounting of things .its
.amount shall be determined; but .I earnestly hope the church
shall reap a real harvest therefrom. One conviction has
·been firmly implanted within my mind as a resu1t of these
exp,eriences-the cause of music is growing in the church
and the minds of the Saints are awakening to its value and
its sacred importance.
. ARTHUR H. MILLS.
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(1) That leisure, both mental and physical, is disgraceful.

(2) That the productive life (the life of giving something
to the world instead 'of the life of taking out of or from· the
world) is the religious and the moral life.
(3) That wealth is a tool rather than a means ocf gratification (we should understand its purpose and not waste the
best of life in its quest).
(4) That the possession of wealth confers no license for
luxury and leisure (we should dress simply, live plainly and
use our energy in obtaining that which will he more lasting).
The vicious and demoralizing developments of public opinion which we are seeking to discour.age are
(1) The cult of incompetence and self-pity.
(2) The gospel of cove,tousness or the: jealousy of success.
Help Us Compile a "Scrap Book" of Things
(3)
The emphasizing of rights rathe,r than obligations.
Musical in the Church
( 4) The worship of the almighty dollar.
( 5) The idea that a' college education should ahn to give
We believe we have hit upon an excellent project whereby
the condition of the church musically, together with its one a "gentlemanly appreciation" of th:e ornamental things
progress in musical .development, may be gmaphically illus- of life; such as literature, art, music, golf, etc., rather than
trated. It is, to compile a "scrap book" in which may be to strengthen one for the serious work of life.
Society should learn to want kinds of things which give
inse!'lted anything that will evidence this dev;e,lopment.
Therefore we earnestly urge that district and branch happiness and not crude gratification. P•eople often need
presidents, secretaries and choristers; Sunday school su- most that which they want least. Not only happiness of life,
perintendents, secretaries and choristers; Religio presi- but its p;rogress, its unfolding of new capacities and interests,
dents, secretaries and choristers; in fact everybody who is is determined largely by the direction of the consumption of
interested in the musical development of the church, to send , a family. Woman is hene the influential factor. If there1
us programs (both collective and individual) newspaper w.ere no other reason for the better and wider education of
clippings and comments, special articles, etc., in fact eve1·y- women than the desir;,tbility of more intelligent consumption,
thing that will show in printed form the work that is being society would have ample ground to demand it. The economic
waste involved in the production of· that which satisfies no
done over the church in music.
:Send these things in, and we will utilize them to the best P'ermanent or real want is a serious indictment of our presadvantage. If you are in doubt as to suit:ability, send them ent civilization.
Ther:e is being sought everywhere the true relation of
anyway, and w;e Will decide.
ARTHUR H. MILLS,
women to the life a,round them. What we need above all
General Secretary and Assistant National Di1·ector.
things to-day is a concrete expressi,on of the sense of duty.
INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI, 1514 West Short Street.
w.e, must focus our attention upon the women and children;
girls must get ready to be women. It is only through traming the minds of wome111 that they may be broken away from
an outgrown past. Times have changed to what they; were
twenty-five years ago. The process of evolution is at work,
only those who adapt themselves to the conditions are able
From the Supervisor of Our Educational Bureau
to survive-we must be of use or make use of our capacities
and possibilities else we will not be able to survive the test
The educational department of the Woman's Auxiliary is of existence. Nature is in harmony' with God, there is no
broad and comprehensive, having as its aim or purpose the conflict. The apparent conflicts are only the results of our
training of women· to be more efficient mothers, wives, women imperfect intelligence to recogniz:e that harmony. It i:s our
of business-in fact the aim is to help ever:y woman, no duty to study so as to understand the laws of God and see
matter what her sphere of life, to live mor·e completely, and the right relationship and harmony which exists between God
and science. Ev.ery science which has been carried far
to be able to meet the problems which confront us to-day.
There are two courses or programs which might be adopted enough brings to man's intelligence the existence of the
by any organization, gov,ernment or group, the legislative power of God.
and the nonlegislative. As a church, believing in the agency
We as a peopie sho~ld be more anxious and willing to
of men and women, we are desir,ous of working along a non- study the sciences and apply the laws in our lives, ever sti·ivlegislative program, giving the people the opportunity of ing to make our horizon broader, brighte:r and nobler than
using their own agency and initiative in deciding upon a those who have made no' attempt to be in direct touch with God.
cours:e of .action which will be harmonious, developing the There is a great responsibility resting upon the women of
spiritual, physical andi mental sides of one's life. It is not the church. Who can €~stimate a woman's value in giving a
the aim of this department to attempt to present a theoreti- child a good heritage? The chief asset of the church is its
cal side of study and drag one into its meshes simply to people. The destiny of the church or a nation or a group
sharpen one's intelligence, but it is our aim to present to you bound together for perpetua,tion and progress, lies fa·r more
a program which if followed. will have a tendency to give in the hands of the women-the mothers-than in the hands
one a broader viewpoint and a more wholesome attitude of those who possess power, or those who are innovators who
toward the spirit and mission of the work.
seldom understand themselves. Society generally is now beThe program which will bring about a working condition ing made conscious of the fact that we must cultivate women,
may be summed up in:
who a;re the educators of the human race, else a new generaCreating sound public opinion and moral standards among tion cannot accomplish its task.
the capable by the idea,
Our educational system leaves the teaching of fine ideals of
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actual womanhood and manhood largely to the home. At
The Care of the Growing Child's Teeth
present. we ar.e educating over twenty million boys and girls
in stat•e schools of America. These are spending from eight
(The fourth of a series of articles on the care of young
to twelve years sharp,ening their intelligence. Their most childl'en. Sent out by the Children's Bureau, United S:tates
important work in lif:e, the making of homes, they are sup- Department of Agriculture, Washington.)
posed to master by imitating the homes in which they grow
By the end of the second year the baby should have: his
up, and many of these homes a~re unworthy of imitation.
milk
teeth complete and until the sixth or seventh year, when
This complex civilization which calls children out into the
world very early in life to learn the various trades, and the permanent set will begin to appear, these teeth must
occupations, and seek vocations, calls for very adept teaching . serve all the purposes that the final set will serve later.
and training on the part of the mother if she is to be able to Since this is the time the child is learning to chew his food,
giV1e to her girl o,r boy such foundation for character as will :a process necessary not only for pxoper digestion but for
enable him to live a life of usefulness. Parents have re- the strengthening and developing of his. jaws and for the
oeived little or no preparation or previous training for the proper growth of the permanent teeth, it is important to
most important and ·delicate task (the duty of caring for weep the first teeth in the best possible working order. The
their child11en) that society has placed upon them. Parents condition of the teeth is .a fair index to the general health
need advice and instruction. They neek to know the elements of the child.
Until the child is old enough to use a toothbrush himself,
of Ame.rican citizenship, the requisites of ordinary law, the
dangers of the city and its temptations. They need a better the mother should wash his teeth ·e.v,ery day; but as ·early
knowledge of child nature and correct methods of discipline, as possibJ.e the child should lea:rn to care for his own teeth.
the origin, developments and workings of society. W·e can If the teeth cannot conveniently be cleaned aft<er •each meal,
educwbe to a certain extent, the children for the next genera- the mouth may at least be rinsed. Children should be taught
tion, but can do little for the parents of this generation un- that it is of special importance to wash the te·eth and mouth
less they will organize for study and be determined to ac- aft,er •eating nuts, or any sweet, sticky, or pasty food. The
complish the task, neVler being willing to give up because of teeth should be carefully deans,ed at bedtime since the fermentation of food partide1s left in the mouth, which leads to
discouragements o:r the necessity of work.
The educational department of the Woman's Auxiliary . the decay of the t~eeth, proceeds more rapidly at night, when
offers to the women of the church study along various line•s. the mouth is still.
The child should be taught to brush the teeth from the
These courses are in the hands of those 'who are willing and
.anxious to ghce their time and talent toward opening up the gum downward or upward toward the cutting edge. When
w,ay for greater efficiency among our women. Shall we as the teeth are brushed crosswise, the tendency is to push
an auxiliary of the church be found wanting when the call whatever is on them into the cracks and crevices of the te•eth
is made asking for trained American women to help in the or under the edges of the gums. The inne,r surfaces of the
, teeth should also he brushed up and down, and the grinding
constructive program for new life?
It is the aim of this ·department to carry on extension work surfaces should be scrubbed in all directions; after the
in the several lines of study ~ndicated. The time for begin- scrubbing is finished the mouth should be thoroughly rins,ed
nnig the study classes has been set for September 15, or as with warm wat•er.
Some ha.rd food like a stalk of celery or part of a· ripe
near that date as it is possible to begin, and end June 15.
The list of subjects and instructors who will outline the juicy apple •eaten at ·the end of a meal scours the surface of
the teeth and Leaves a f.resh, clean taste in the mouth.
course of study is as follows:
•Children should be taken regularly to a good dentist once
Mothers and t.e-achers problems: Mrs. D. J. Krahl, Superinor twice a year after the first set of teeth is complete. If
tende-nt, Holden, Missouri.
Home economics: Mrs. Bertha Mader, :Superintendent, cavities appear they should be filled with soft fillings, and
each tooth should be saved as long as possible. If the temBertha, Wyoming.
Sex hygi•ene; current topics: Mrs. Gertrude Sessions, su- porary molars are extracted before the sixth year molars
come in, the la:tter will be apt to crowd forward into the
p·erintendent, Fresno, California.
Woman in affairs: Mrs. Lola Mitchell, superintendent, spac,e left vacant, and when the later teeth come they will he:
pushed out of their regular plac•es, destroying the natur:al
1250 Weest 3d 1S treet, S::mta Ana, California.
Comparative religions, Bible research, archreology: Mrs. line of the mouth. The first molars furnish the grinding
surfaces necessary to proper chewing ·of the food. If they
J. G. Pointer, superintendent, Independence:, Missouri.
Sociology; psychology: Mrs. Dora Glines, superintendent, fall out too soon the child is hardly able to chew hard or
tough food, and is lik,ely to swallow such food in chunks.
Independence, Missouri.
·
The care of the child's first teeth is important also• because
Story-telling: M:rs. Walter Smith, Independence, Missouri ..
Cultural classes-languages; history; music; art; litera- the health of the permanent set is largely dependent upon
ture; gramma.r; composition: Mrs. Anna J.o Hutter Van that of the first set. The second teeth are much larger than
the first and consequently need more room in the gum. For
Eaton, superintendent, Lamoni, Iowa..
These instructors invite correspondence and will endeavor necessary development the jaws must be given plenty of exto assist promptly any who desire their help, as will also ·ercise. Consequently the child should have a mixed diet,
including some hard food which he cannot swallow without
the writer.
DORA GLINES.
chewing. Toast, crus.ts, hard crackers, eertain fruits like
INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI, 622 South Crysler Avenue.
apples, salad, vegetables, and meats should provide the food
eleihents needed for healthy t,eeth if the child is thriving. ·

COLLEGE DAY, OCTOBER 7
To leave undone those things which we ought to do, to leave
unspoken the word of recognition or a.ppreciati-on that we
should have said, is pte•rhaps as positiVle a wrong as ·it is to
do· the thing we should not have done.-Lillian Whiting.

The humbliest subscriber to· a mechanics' institute has
easier access to soun;d learning than had either Solomon or
Alristotlle1, yet both Solomon and Aristotle lived the inte1lectual life.-Hammerton.
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Women of To-morrow
The work is suffering to-day for the lack of trained women,
leaders to organize and to teach. The time "1S soon coming
'when more worke11s will be needled and the women of the
church will be called! upon to do their pra.rt in the upbuflding
of Zion. Havre' you ever thought, mother.s in Israel, that these
trained workers of the future, these women of to-morrow, will
come from the ranks of the girls of to·-day? .
We ask the cooperation of every mother and eve:~;y
Woman's Auxiliary wor~er, in the work of the young woman's
bureau. See that your b11anch not only has a circle of Orioles,
but that your older girls get S'tarted at once in the new organization. The aims, ideals, purposes and plans of this new
movement are explained in the Oeitober number of A:utumn
Learves. Don't let your givls miss the delightful stories, arrticles ra.nd poems which are appearing in the Young iW'oman's
Department of the Leaves.
ALICE MAE BURGESS. '

Asked at a Recent Reunion Auxiliary Institute
Meeting
Query: "In your opinion, a11e the stuqires and the spirit
'Of the present high school system those best adapted for the
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ing done in the home economic study, and wishes Sister
Mader, whosre addr,ess she has not, would give them some
points on this line of work. They are planning to cooperate
with the Red Cross work of their neighborhood, which is
very commendable. Nobody should be more active in rallying to the support ·of the Government at this time than
Latter Day S'aints, and there is very much to be done by
the women of the country.
(Sister Mader's address is published elsewhere in this
issue, in the article from our educational supervisor, Sister
Glines.)

[LETTER DEPARTMENT

J

Christmas Offering---Roll of Honor
The publication of the items in this column has been defierred for a time, to allow sufficient time to accumulate a
goodly number of them. We are glad! to present the following in a very brief manner, which indicates to a large degree
the cha,racte'r of the efforts that a11e: being made to roll up a
big total.
A. W. SMITH.

highest development of the children of that ag.e?"
Fort Scott, Kansas: 1916, $15; 1917 to July 2:9, $37.39.
Answer, by rSister J. W. Rushton: "No; as I have obBay Port, Michigan, had $62.26 on July 29, and in addition
serv,ed it, the ideals ·are not high enough to meet all the reraised $20 one day in June as sacrifice day fund.
quirements. Too much emphasis is being placed upon the
Boyne City, Michigan, ~aised $15.09 last year but by July 1
social side, as ~evidenced by the formation of so many clubs
had $55. They expect to make it $100.
and cliques. Too littl<e ea,re is given to the guidance of morEdward Rannie, of the Independence home class says he
als, and, in an educational way, too little str,ess is placed
has his $2. He enjoys being a child again this cause.
upon the industrial interests, that which fits them for real
'rabor, Iowa, had $28.6.2 last year but report on July 1
service in life, both phasres being, in my estimation, the chief
$~2~
.
need of the pupils at the high school age. The prime condiHere is :a bunch the Presiding Bishop reports:
tion of citizenship is the power of self-support; to be truly
The Plains, Ohio, 1916, $19.25; so far $40.
educated we must acquire that power and be industrious in
Blenheim, Ontario, 19·16, $2; so far, $100.
using it. The ideal of education must be to fit 'a child to
Windsor,
Ontario, 19,16, $13.80; so far, $60.
produce his very best work happily and easily, for the benefit
Longwood, Ontario, 1916, nothing; so fa.r, $41.70.
of society. Work is a blessed privilege, and a youth is only
Olive Branch, of Kimball, Ontario, 1916, $34.70; so far,
fitted for life· when he can realize this and joysr to be of
service. Ruskin said that great nations write 'their names $100.
Vancouver, British Columbia, 1916, $12.10; so fa~, $25.
in these manuscripts, words, deeds, and art, art being the
Fairfield, Illinois, 1916, $2.80; so far, $8.
greatest; and art is only the doing of a noble thing gracePisgah, Iowa, 1M6, $44.74; so far, $153.85.
fully.
Santa
Ana, Californi:a, 1916, $18.19; so far, $39.80.
"Further, the curriculum of the high school or the academy,
"What do you think of Blenheim?" asks the secretary of
is .a failure whenever and wherever it does not produc,e<'
nobility of. characte,r. Channing expressed the ideal we the bishop's office. We think she is doing wonderfully well.
Sitevenson, Ontario, 1916 offering $10.86; to July, 7, $2r7.50.
should hold beforre our children when he said, "The greatest
Sharon,
Pennsylvania, aims to raise $100. Two yea:rs ago
man is he who chooses right with invincible 11esolution; resists the fiercest temptations within and without; bears the they made a speciral reffort and raisred $60.50. Previous to
heaviest burden chererfully, who is calmest in storm, and that it was about $25 or less each year. Last y,e,ar it was
most fearless under menace, and whose reliance on truth, $45.30. To the 1st of August this Ylear they had $52.75.
Good, Sharon, and we note you only have about 35 members,
virtue and God, is unfaltering."
mostly children. They promise their report in the blue Stepping Stones will be on one line, as it was last yea.r, this by
Among our Workers
unanimous vote of the school.
Second I\jansas City is a small school. They had $19.73 in
NORTHWESTERN OHIO DISTRICT
1916, and to August 12 had $24. The superintendenrt is giving
The president of this district, Sister D. C. Morgan, writes a dolla:r extra for e'\"ery $5 the school raises.
Bennington Heights, Kansas Cit.y, Missouri, raised $4.25
of the work of her three locals, composed of earnest and
active women desirous of making further progr,ess as they last year, while on August 19, they had $42.
understand their opportunities better. The Toledo local
Taylorville, Illinois, set their mark for $100, but were so
have superintendents ove.r the various departments, but as sruccessful they raised. i:t to, $200. Lrast yrear they sent in
yet have only the sewing depa.rtment and a child welfare $54.94, but by August 20 this year they had $111. An orstudy class. Sylvania and Oak Harbor locals have each
the sewing or (as we .now term it) pelief and service departCOLLEGE DAY, OCTOBER 7
.ment. She thinks the time is ripe for some good work be-
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ganized class of girls raised $32 with a social, and some others
are going to try similatr plans. They are all at work.
Chatham, Ontario, sent in $22.17last year but by July 15 of
this year had raised $71.01.
Butler, Missouri, sends in $15, which is mor<e than double
last year's offering.
Bisbee, Arizona, sa,y they had on July 1 2:5 cents more than
they sent in last yea:r-$19.50.
At Gaylord, Michigan, Brothe1r Dirk Schreur made the
school a proposiltion that he: would duplica:te any amount the
school would raise by a certain date. They naised $52.75
and he doubled it. The school remitted the $105.50 to the
Bishop. They have 22 members. Good for Brother Schreur!
With many of their members aiming at one cent a day,
Humberstone, Ontario, school reports $17.32 on hand July 31.
Their 1916 offering was $2.75.
.
Olive L·eaf school, at Indianapolis, Indiana, sent in $91.75,
while last year it was $25.20. Membership 40.
First Philadelphia school aim for $500, and have raised
$109.74. "Mighty efforts are being put forth to surpass anything ever before attemp:bed a.1ong this line," is the way the
superintendent puts it. They put in fifteen minutes each
'month r,eviewing the wo·rk done: and write the results on a
l:a:rge blackboard for all to see.
East Saint Louis expect to raise $250. They now have
$132.59 of this amount. Their 1916 offering was $65.74.
Ten minutes aDe a1lowed each Sunday morning for the little
ones to tell what they hav;e done. The enrollment is· abOl:t
75.

Lamoni, Iowa

The :Sunday school and Religio are largely augmented by
the influx of colle'g;e students. We saw one class of thirtytwo college girls, and of course that didn't includie all of them.
Ther·e were a goodly number of n:ew faces among the lot.
And there: are a fine lot of young men in the big class unde~·
the tutorship of F. M. McDowell. It is customary t.a- use <•
number of these students as teachers in both the Sunday
school and Religio, while those holding the priesthood are·
given every oppm,tunity to serve.
The mo:rning sexvic:e on Sundlay, the 9th, was occupied by
Sister Mabel Knipschild, teacher of home economics and
other subjects at Graceland. :She was representing the
Woman's Auxiliary in1Jer.es1ts at their request. She was introduced in an excellent little talk by BI'other F. M. McDowell. The efforts were both well liked and will be productive of much good without doubt.
In the lowe.r room a:t the same hour the juniors and children we-re: observing "Educational .Sunday," in tw:a: addresses
and appropriate musical features. Brother G. N. Briggs told
of his experiences in the schools of the Philippine Islands,
demonstrating with a number of articles, the: work done' by
the chiidren of those schools. Brother McDowell came from
the upper ,room later and told of the possibilities and need
of educational work before the group present. If one has
never looked into their faces and addressed an audience of
:a hun:dr:ed eager children, he has missed something. The
previous meeting was a prayer servic·e, and the response was
v·e:ry satisfactory.
The college opening on F:riday the 7th was quite auspicious.
In his char:acteristic manner Brother S. A. Burgess told us
of "War, education, and the church." He emphasized the
need of preparation in schooling as weU as in every walk of
life. We under•stand he is to give the HERALD readers a
synopsis of .:the address. We' wish it could have been taken
verbatim. The enrollment is: better than ever, especially in
the college department. The addition of an orchestral department, wherein onel may learn to play any band or orchestra ins:trume:nt will no doubt prove popular.
We learn that the Chariton Saints are occupying their new
church, erected this summer.
DELBERT.

The: beginning of the new year in Lamoni Stake might very
properly be said to be the days immediately following "the
annual st:ake reunion held at this place. It seems to be: a
summing up of our spiri:t.ual gains, and as a result of the: introspection:, there have been registered numel'ous resolutions
that promis1e: much and really count. ·There is a strong
spirit of consecration manif:est in the lives of the1 Saints
which may be observed in 'their home life, in their s:ocial
gatherings, and everywhere: one comes into touch with them.
Ther:e ha.ve been some very brotherly exchanges of views
between the: stall!e officers and the priesthood in their
From Here and There
meetings recently, and as a result we beHeve much good will
come. A better understanding of the work is being arrive:d
Sister Mary Gline, of X:enia, Illinois, hopes the Saints will
at and the r:e:sponsibility being spread over a larger territory
, write to ·the littl'e orphan about whom she has written before,,
and placed upon a greater number. Most of the local apat that place, Miss Ekline Miller. She is in a very serious
pointments outside of the town a·re now in charg1e of men of condition and enjoys letters and cards sent her.
the ministry outside .the stake pmsidency. It is the duty of
The Fort Tow'son EnJterp1·ise of Oklahoma reports that the
these men to see that the appointments are kept up and it is
optional whether they do all the pr:eaching or not. Of course Saints' meetings held ,recently at that place closed with five
these are with the general concurrence of stake officials. baptisms. It 1also states that the meetings were very well
With the e:x:ceUently organ:iZJeid transportation sySitem, in a:ttended, and the weather fine. J. C. Chrestensen was the
cha:rge of A. J. Yarrington of the stake bishopric, it is pos- speaker.
sible to secure a way to go for every man who will accept an
Brother Stanley J. Fout, who is with the medical depa.rtappointmenrt for a service. Of courSiel this is possible only m~nt of the Unit,ed S:t:ate's Army at Deming, New Mexico, dethr.ough the spiendidl cooperation of those of our members sires to know the addr:e:sses of anv of the: Saints in that reowning autos and teams. At present there are thirteen apgion, and if possible, that any of them will call on him. Any
pointments where speakers are furnished f:rom Lamoni, oUit- of the missionaries passing through that region should stop
side the town.
and make his acquaintance, as he desires to Neep in touch
Our local work is in 'good condition. J. F. Garv:er, stake with the church work in this manne,r.
president, is preaching each Sunday ·evening in a serieiS on
Subscribers of the Zrion's Ensign published at Independ"The gospel principles-their. significance." .The: attendance
is good, and the response excellent, the sermons of a high ence, will get their paper a day later than usual this week.
This is an unusual proceeding .and one, which all papers try
order.
to avoid, burt the trouble was such that it could not be avoided
this time.
COLLEGE DAY, OCTOBER 7
Wednesday morning ·the last form of four pages was p'aced
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on the elevator to be sent to the pre:ss room when the rope\
broke and the heavy forms fell to the first floor. They did
not stop 'there but w,ent right through the boards at the bottom of the ,elevator and into the basement. Two of the pa,ges
were beautifully "pied."
The entire fo:me wemt to work resetting the p,aper and got
on the press to-<C~ay a little more than a day late.-The Jackson Exarniner.

Northeastern Illinois
As some ma,y have noticed, the reunion of this district that
was to m€1et August 24 to September 2 was called off f'or
several reasons that seemed sufficient. It might be of interrest
to some of the district to know that at the abov,e date the
farmers' had two weeks threshing on hand in the northern
part of the district. This was the latest threshing in years,
due to the lateness of the serason and to the great growth of
st,raw, thus taking much more time than usual pe:r acre. This
would have prevented :the greater part of the fa:rmers from
attending. Conditi,ons in the cities did not change much
from June to August. The greater part of the members
having to figurre very close to make ends meet with the high
cost of so many things. At the conference in Juner it was
agreed that the, district pl'esident and the pattriarchs should
hold special series of meetings in all the branches, and instead of the old-style two~day meetings we thought better to
have seven or ,eight days, and now find that in many of the
branches they desire two weeks instead of one. When the
week's meetings ha,¥e been held in all the branches we will
try to return so far as time will permit and repeat the efforts. Patriarch R G. Pitt, whom we assisted at Plano two
weeks ago, has answered a call to lah01r in Coiimado, from
Presidlelfit F. M. Smith. Sci,rry to have you go, Brother Pitt,
but may you be Messed in your labors there. Patria:rch W.
A. McDowell is still in this field and ready as ever to assist,
and we will soon begin in the Chicago branches. FoHowing
the week at Plano the writer held forth at S'andwich Branch,
and three were baptiZied. This caused grea1t rejoicing, and
prayers of thankfulness ascended to God for the souls thus
obedi,ent to the gospel. The Christmas offering of the Sandwich Branch has now reached beyond the one hundred dollar
mark. I hope all the branches are working as ha,rd as Sandwich. This is a day when all the Saints should be making
sacrifice thatt the work of preparation for the coming of
Ghrist be not hindered. We a1re glad to note1 from time to
time the development being ;a!ttrained in the stakes, and trust
rthat w,e of the outlying districts, may be able to do our best
to be readyfor the gr,eater degree: of gathering that seems to
he not far ahead of the church in general. How. many times
we wish that the :Saints of Germany, England, France and all
other nations might have been gathered befa:re this condition
of war overtook them!
We still beli,eve that this is ahea,d of us (Doctrine and
CoV1enants 45: 13, 14) : "And it shall come to pass, among the
wicked, tha:t every man thad; will not take his sword against
his .neighbor, must needs flee unto Zion for safety. And there
shall be gathered unto it out of every nation under heaven;
and it shall be the only people that shall not he at war one
with another. And it shall be said among the wicked, let us
not go up to battle against Zion, for the inhabitants of Zion
are terribie:, whe:refore we cannot ~stand. And it shal"l come to
pass that the right,eous shall be gwthered out f:rom among
all nations, and shall come to Zion singing, with songs of
everlasting joy."
Should we take the vi,ew of some religious bodies, that this
is the great last war, we1 might say tha't the Saints havel
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£ailed to do what the Lord has designed, but such we, believe
is not the case, and before the great last day all things regarding the galthering will be accomplished as the Lord has
designed. To any of the :Saints of this district living in
isolated conditions, and who can mak~e possible a place to
hold meetings, please write to F. F. Wipper of Plano, Illinois,
or to D. E. Dowker, of 6549 South Lincoln Sheet, Chicago, as
these brethren are anxious to' 'make all the new openings
possibie. Let :one and all mak1e holy the place (home) where
they abide. Every home should have its family altar and
r~emember the instruction of Alma 16: 218, 219, 221:
"Yea cry unto him for mercy; for he is mighty to save;
yea humble yourselves, and continue in prayer unto him;
cry unto him when you are in your fields; cry unto him when
y;ou are in your houses, yea, oVIelr all your household, both
morning, midday and evening."
"But this is not :all: ye must pour out your soul in your
closets, and in your secret plac,es, and in your wilderness,
yea and when you do not cry unto the Lord, let your hearts
be full, dmwn out in prayer unto him continually for your
welfa,rte, and ralso for 'the welfare of those who are round about
you." Pl,ease read to the 237th verse also. How good the
Lord has· been to tell us of our daily duti:es, that it may be
well with us. May we give heed to all the Lord has given,
that iJt may be well with us all.
Your s,ervant for Christ,
BELVIDERE, ILLINOIS,
J. 0. DUTTON.

San Francisco Advertises
N otic~ng a request in a late HERALD for the addresses
of branches of the church and a statement that some one
could not find our church, I would state that ours may be
a little hard for a stranger to find. We are located at the
corner of Danvers and Caselle Avenue. Any of the Saints
visiting us must take an Eighteen;th Street car and get off
at Danvers and walk arne short block. The church can be
seen from the car. We advertise our services among the
"church notic,es" every Sunda,y, in the San Fnancisco Exarnimer. We ar'e also advertised in the San Francisco directory, bu't not in the telephone directory, as we have n,o
phone in the church. The home address of our president,
Elder G. J. Waller, is given in our church notices.
We are doing all we can to keep our cause and the church
before the public. Our literature committee is always at
work, and tracts are being distributed. Most of our public libraries have the Book of Mormon and some of our
literature. Strangers are most always at our meetings and
we always make them feel at home and welcome. Our
preachers are in, the enjoyment of the Spirit in presenting
the word. Sunday school and Religio are doing good work.
Our choir is excellent. We expect our president, G. J.
Waller, home from Honolulu by the first of September.
720 SECOND AVENUE.
GEORGE S. LINCOLN.

LONDON, ONTARIO, August 31, 1917.
Editors Hera,zd: I very seldom see any news in the HERALD
from our lovely little city, so I decided to send along a little
con'tribution. I am sure the Saints who have moved away
from here are always glad to see how we are progressing.
The latest movement on foot here is the Woman's Auxiliary.
We organized last February, but made little progress. After writing .the 'president of the gen,eral society asking for
help, Sister Louise Evans, of Grand Rapids, Michigan, was
sent to us and I must say she has been a wonderful help.
I don't know how many such good women there are in the
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church, but the church need be proud of our sister. Her
talks have been of a high order, and so much counsel and
com;fort has she impressed on our minds we shall n,ot soon
forget. How great the need of mothers studying and being
real helpers.
After putting our local in good shape, Sister Evans, together with the writer, visited Saint Marys, Stratford, and
Saint Thomas, organizing a local of the auxiliary in each
place. Then we proceeded to the Erie Beach .reunion. There
Sister Evans made a splendid talk on, the work, which was
well received as she was at all the places. It is understood
she will work in the Chatham District ere leaving Canada.
She has had to stop work on acco.unt of sickness. She
developed quinsy and septic poison of the throat. Her condition became so serious we wir·ed for her father lo come.
He and Sister Evans arrived the next morning, staying over
two Sundays, till our sister was out of danger.
Brother Evans preached both Sunday evenings, to a large
audience. Many were the remarks on his splendid ability as
a preacher.
On the last evening the choir and the people sang, "God
be with you, till we meet again." With eyes dim with tears
and amid many "Godspeeds" and "good-bys" to ·him and
Sister Evans, they left us. It is one of the bright spots
ill life to meet such people.
Sunday is our rally day. The committee js busy preparing
the children and decorating the church for one gr~nd day.
We are busy every night and all day Sunday there will be
something going on. We realize it is better to wear out
than to rust out.
For eternal life,
427 Ridout Street.
RosA TEIR.

NOTES AND COMMENTS
(Continued from page 892.)

know the Saints everywhere will be glad to learn
that it has been possible for him and family to return. We urge that his many friends refrain even
yet from writing him unnecessarily. He is assured
that all are interested in his welfare and it will be
better to spare him the mental strain necessary in
going over extensive correspondence until he fully
regains his strength.

week's number of the HERALD will be heeded. The
College Day collection on October 7 should be -very
large. Whether these and others who come may receive the training the times demand depends largely
on the response given. The wireless course is training young men in four and a, half months so they
may accept a lucrative position or if required to
serve in the Army may join the signal corps. The
excellent home economics course will help many a
girl to hand1e the problems presented in these times
of high prices. The general courses fit one for his
chosen vocation.

~- IVHSCELLJ\.NEOUS DEPARTMENT
Conference Minutes
CENTRAL NEBRASKA.-At Clearwater, August 25 and 26.
W. M. Self and F. S. Gatenby presided. Srtasistical reports of
Inman, Clearwater, Round Park, Bonesteel and Meadiow Grove
blmnches read. Ministry repo·rtting: Joshua Carlile, J. L.
Gatenby, H. E. Gold, and H. Outhouse, Thomas Patras.
Spiritual condition of Clearwater, Meadow Grov,el and Inman branches was reported by branch pr.e1sidents. All reported spiriltua,l improvement. Mary Sodersten, clerk.
WESTERN CoDORADo.-Bayfield; August 25 and 26, presidency p.residing. All officers reported. District treasurer reported a baliaJ1C·e of $3,9.95, closing with $51.85. Bishop's
agent had on last report $133.63, rec,eived $270.11 since, on
hand now $124.24. All branches reported. Total membership
of 219, gain of 2, with a sc:a:ttered membership of 2:4 not enrolled in the district. All branches made spiri'.tual reports,
and one r1eported by district p.r:esident with encouraging remarks showing healthy conditions, no serious trouble, but a
spirit of unity throughout district. Ministerial reports from
1 seventy, 4 elders, 4 priests, 4 teachers, 1 deacon. The
seventy and one elder of the missionary forc.e, the balance
local officers in the district. Res,olution obtained for closing
all branch sta:tistical and ministerial reports February 1,
and August 1 of each year. John Scannell, of Durango, was
eiected member of district· gospe~ literature board. Next
conference will be held with Delta !Branch, at Delta, Colorado;
time was lef't with .dis:trict president and president of church
to determine. The services of the conference were determi,ned as announc,ed by district president., Besides business
session there were 2 priesthood meetings, 1 prayer me:e,ting,
1 sa0rament meeting and 3 p11eaching services. A collection
was taken for church debt, amounting to $14.59. Conference
Wlas held in the. Union Church, with some 36 visiti,ng Saints,
and good attendance throughout the service. Although Bayfield Branch has only 19 membel"s, and not a resident family
in the town, all were: well car.ed for by cooperative plan in
charge of the committee, who made assignment fpr quarters
for the me:mbers. Much credit is due our distr.ict president,
T. A. Higdon, for his efforts ~n organizing an:d directing
temporal affairs, of the gathering. M. L. Schmidt, president.

Graceland College Opens Auspicious Year
The good attendance at the opening exercises of
Graceland on the 7th attested the great interest
Lamoni has in the church college. As is customary,
the various interests of the town had representatives
present who made brief welcoming speeches follow- Convention Minutes
ing the address of S. A. Burgess on "The present
IDAHO.___,Sunday sehool, at Hagerman, August 31, 1917.
crisis, education and the war." The enrollment is OffieN'S elected: Joseph Benson, superintendent; Charlotte
Condit, assistant superintendent; Jennie Condilt, secretarytwenty-five per cent more than that of last year, the . treasurer; Sister Gill, libraria,n; Nellie Nichter, home departladies as usual being in the majority. It is to be ment superintendent, L1ena Hyde, chorister and organist.
Resolution pass.ed that the Idaho District Sunday School Asnoted that a considerable number are here because sociation ask the General Convention to amend ArticLe 5 by
of the action of General Conference which turns striking out the W101rd "shall" in first line, and insert word
"1nay." Jennie Condit, secre:tary-treasurer.
over the College Day collection to a fund to provide
scholarships. With the training the college gives, Conference Notices
Pottawattamie, at Boomer, Iowa,, Octobe'r 7_. P. H. Heuerthey can soon increase their earning power very
mann, secretary.
materially and repay the money loaned them from
Central Michigan, at Beaverton, October 13 and 14. J. F.
this fund. We hope the Bishop's appeal in last Curtis and R. C. Russell will be present. Those coming by
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train from the north will be met ,a,t Gladwin, Thursday or
Friday evening. Tra~ns will be met at Coleman, Thursday
and Friday. George W. Burt, president.
Gallands Grove at Mralla,rd, Iowa, October 13 and 14. All
r,eports from local s'ecretaries should he senlt to me before the
above dat,e. Wave Cross, secrertary, Glidden, Iowa.

Convention Notices
Pittsburgh Sunday school and Religio at Lock No. 4, Pennsylvania, October 13 and 14. . First meetirng 2.30 p. m., the
13th. Institute prognam. District secretaries.
Gallands Grove Sunday school and Religio at Mallard, October 11, 7.30 p. m., to continue the following day. Locals
please send delegate credentials by October 2. Floyd H.
Holcomb, secretary, Dunlap, Iowa.

Our Departed Ones
DIEM.-F1oed Alfred, son of Brother Fred Diem, was born

THE GOSPEL STORY AND FOOTSTEPS OF
JEsus. By Frances. Charming child
stories, of the birth-offering series.
Adapted to the baby mind. Tales of
truth that will register and remain. No.
366, cloth ................................................ 60c
SUNDAY, THE TRUE SABBATH.-By
Gamble.
Arguments from various
sources establishing the fact that the
first day of the week is the. Lord's day,
and confuting the noisy claims of religious "specialists." A strong weapon
against many modern faddists. Proof of
mathematical accuracy that the seventhday commandment meant every seventh
day, but not every Saturday. No. 296,
cloth, net ................................................ $.75
JOSEPH SMITH DEFENDED.-ln studying the life of a man like Joseph Smith
it is well to see him from the viewpoint
of different writers. J. W. Peterson, in
this book, throws the light of original
thought upon the Martyr, and adds one
more valuable testimony to the divinity
of a much-discussed mission. No. 286,
cloth ........................................................ $.75
TRUE SUCCESSION IN CHURCH PRESIDENCY.-The church historian, Heman C.
Smith, took full advantage of the splendid opportunity his special calling afforded him for obtaining material with
which to answer Brigham H. Roberts,
the Utah champion of Brighamism; and
this answer is not only convincing, but
complete.
It deposes Young forever
from the high position he assumed. No.
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~ay 17, 1903, at Boone:, Iowa.
Baptized when 8 yea,rs of
age at Stewartsville, Missouri. Was loved by all who knew
him. Died September 1, 1917, at Kivon, Iowta, Leaves to
mourn, father, stepmo:ther, 4 sisters, and gra,ndmother, Sis,ter
Amelia Hines, of Stewa,rtsville, and other relatives. His
mother Pl'eceded him some nine years ago. Funeral at Saints'
~Church, in charge of T. T. Hinderks, sermon by T. A. Ivie.
Burial at Red Grove Cemetery.

DAVIS.-Roy E. Davis was born at Montros:e,, Iowa, September 20, 1872, removed in boyhood to Decatur County, Iowa,
and spent the rema,inder of his life in that and Mercer
County, Missouri. He was married Janua,ry 1, 1895, to Miss
Effie Willis, who has borne him four childr,en, two of whom
died ~n infancy. The other two, Raymond and Lloyd, with
their mother, survive him. Died September 6, 1917, at Pleasanton, Iowa. Furneral services held at the residence, September 8, before 'a La1rge concourse of people. The sermon
was by Heman C. Smith, Fr,ederick A. Smith and Martin M.
Turp:en assisting.

In the oc es

orrow!

Don't think of the Rocky Mountains as "way-off there." They're
as near as to-morrow.
Don't deprive yourself of that promised and needed vacation, even
though your time is short. Let the Burlington take you right into
the Rockies~Nature's own Vacationland-quickly.
Enjoy Denver, Rocky Mountain National Park, Colorado Springs,
the Pikes Peak region, Garden of the Gods. Fish-golf-climb~
breathe the mountain ozone. And why not take the family along?

Your Fall Vacation
For genuine enjoyment, there is scarcely anything that will beat
camping out in the Rockies-especially when Indian Summer
.comes and the foliage begins to turn from the conventional green
to the var'1ed and vivid fall colorings.
You ought to go! 'Twill do you no end of good. Think it over!
Then drop in and let me help you make your plans.

L. F. SILTZ
Ticket Agent- The Pleasant Way to Travel
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Do You Believe
Your Religion?
Be careful ·what answer you make to
yourself because to be a real L. D. S.
means somethinfi. Are you well informed
on the points of your faith? Can you give
a clear, concise explanation to any inquiry-an answer that will convert'( Do
. hb
..
you ever " warn your ne1g
. or, "b y giVmg
him a tract to read? The Dollar Librar;y
is designed for your benefit. '?Vhether you
want it for your own informatior.1, or are

----

"----------

ur Cup Is -Not Full
It has been a pleasure, the response of
the men of the church to The U niiy.
Subscriptions have come in, hundred after hundred, and the result is both flattering to the editors and gratifying to the
publishers. Bu,t there are many ordained

men not yet subscribers. The Unity> you
know> is a J.ournal for the Priesthood> and
is edited by President Smith and Bishop
JV[cGuire.

willing to spend a dollar and reach thirtyfin: people, you will want it.

JY hy not order To-day?

. It costs only 25 cents a year·.

Send in

your name---I-!ERALD or Jf]nsign.

Do you know what your children read? Or do you care particularly? Let us
assure yon that it is a matter of first importance. If you want them to s.rrow in th::
faith of your religion, you cannot begin too early.

The stories they he'1r and rowl

from 6 to 12 years will form their taste for later years.

The Hope and Step pin[!

. ~vtones are L. D. S. papers for L. D. S. children. And they are very interest1nQ",
too. These papers are furnished through most Sunday schools free. If yours does
not, let us know, or order a copy direct.
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' H
Enteml .. oeeond.choss matter at Lamoni, Iowa,
"If :ve continue in m:r word, then are ye m:v dloeiplea
in<leed; and ye shall know the tmth, and the tmth ohe.ll
make you free:"-John 8: 31-32.

Book of
Mormon

f]

offiCI!

uTbere aball not auy maD among lYOU haye aave it
be one wife; end eoneubineo he ohall have none."Book of Mormon, Jacnb 2: 36.
Holy
Scriptures

Doctrine
and Covenaats

Lamoni, Iowa, September 26, 1917
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MORE COGITATIONS
When my "Cogitations of a convalescent" appeared, some were so kind as to write and suggest
that they be continl).ed. Possibly the next man to
write will suggest that they be ''concluded." .

e1i route to New York to enter Columbia University;
the other a Japanese, seven years from Japan, a
graduate of the University of California, bound for
Ohio to enter Oberlin College.
·

The traveler from the land of the cherry blossom
devoted much time to reading the New Testament in
The little tent house among the mountains from . Japanese, printed in Chinese characters. He assured
which I then wrote seems a long way off n9w, for in- me that it was easy to read-easy for him. The
stead of mountains we are surrounded by the gently man from the Celestial Empire spent his time studyrolling and beautifully wooded hills of Lamoni. Ab- ing a volume of American History.
s(mce for a season but serves to enhance our appreciation ol the beauty of this city of the Saints.
They were but two of a great many keen, observing young ,men from the Orient come to appropriate
A modern poet or near-poet says: "I've traveled the best we have in philosophy, religion, politics,
east, I've traveled west; but the homeward way is al- economics, education, and invention.
ways best."
To which we say "Amen," from our corner, and
I was amused to note that these two were served
add that whereas ten miles an hour is fast time go- by an African porter who was a Methodist preacher
ing away from home, the homeward bound heart before his promotion. I learned this in a curious
knows 110 speed limit.
way. He sprinkled the little strip of carpet in the
We came from San Bernardino, Oalifornia, via the aisle so frequently that I charged him with being
Salt Lake,' Denver and Rio Grande, and Burlington a Meth9dist parson, and he confes,sed that he had
Routes, securing a tourist car without change to Os- preached for three years, but affirmed that he beceola, then via Lamoni Stake Bishopric car', driven lieved in baptism by immersion and intended to be
immersed the first time he had an oppor,tunity. It
by Brother R. J. Lambert to Lamoni.
I observed that travelers in the tourist car occupy 1\eems, however, that all the preachers in his church
a happy medium ground between the upper and are very busy whenever he comes along with a relower crusts. They feel a gentle superiority to the quest for baptism by immersion.
denizens of the day coach or chair car and when one
The fact that a Methodist colored preacher has
such ventures among them regard him with glassy- come to believe in baptism by immersion is not meneyed suspicion. At the same time when they intrude tioned as a proof that the heathen are awakeningupon ,the sacred realms of the "real Pullman" they this case is probably sporadic, not epidemic.
return thanking God that they are not as other m<m.
In this connection I note that the Des Moines RegThey feel themselves the custodians of democracy- ister for September 18, prints side by side pictures
half way between the aristocrats and the mob.
of the Japanese "mission" to the United States in
Joel says something about the heathen being 1860 and the recent mission of 1917, with the comawakened in the last day,s. An example of this came ment, "What isn't simian about the Japaneseprinces
to my attention as I was the intermediary in the in- of 1860 is sleepy." But there is nothing either
traduction to each other of two interesting occupants simian or sleepy about the keen-eyed men who visit
of our car. The one was a young Chinaman, two us to-day.
years from China, a former student of Berkeley, then
Yet I noticed that in appearance these men con-
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formed pretty closely "to hereditary types-age-old
types not to be concealed by modern dress.
America has not yet developed a type. Our people
run the gamut in facial expression from the aristocratic "countenance" to the plebeian "map" or
"mug."
The great American type has not yet emerged
from the "melting pot" into which God cast all races.
Will it come out with British jaw, Irish eyes, Norwegian hair, and Father Abraham's nose? Will it
be a masterpi,ece or a mess? Who can tell1
One thing to give the traveler pause and food for
reflection to-day is the omnipre<Sence of the soldier.
I have trave,led far and wide in days gone by in this
land and seldom saw a soldier; but now they are
everywhere. Soldiers in mass and singly. Soldiers
in uniform and soldiers in embryo. Tall, haughty,
domineering officers, and stooping, blushing rookies,
still conscious of their khaki.
We were reminded that our recruits face worse
dangers than bullets when we met two young marines
invalided home after seven months in the hospitaL
Certain items indicated the nature of their malady;
and we are sure that they had better died honorably
in the trenches or on the high seas.
An article in the
Digest for September 15
in our army durn""""'''~.,. the black,est
ven301per

adds that when our troops were
districts were virtually
the playground 6f the army"; and that during the
first year of the present war one great nation "had
more men incapacitated for service by venereal disease than in the fighting at the front." In the same
country last year at one time 17,000 such cases were
concentrated in a single hospi'tal camp.
We hea,r a great deal about the benefi,ts of milit~ry
experience, most of which i,s pure moonshine and super-heated air. Those of our boys who keep cle;an
under great temptation and do their duty with stern
self-discipline will retur,n, if they live, with great
gains in moral character-all of which might have
been be1tter obtained in civil life. But statistics and
a fair knowledge of human nature lead us to fear that
the war wiil g"ive back not only many cripples and
corpses but also many moral wrecks.
We plead with our young La,tter Day Saint recruits
to set their faces against such evils, to do their duty
and fear the God who is seen only by the pure in
heart. By so doing they will riot only save themselves but others also.
Some sneered when Bryan voluntee1:ed his help to
safeguard the morals of the men in camp. But whatever our opinion may be of Bryan the statesman, for

Bryan the P'reacher of righteousness we have the
most profound respect. May America rise in her
greatne,ss and defend her young men against a worse
foe than the Kaiser.
Out of the helter-skelter of a$sembly will presently
emerge a vast army-can we make it a great army?
Only the good and true and clean are great.
One of our last sights in San Bernardino was a
troop train. lAnd one of our first experiences in Lamoni w:as to attend a public demonstration in farewell to twelve young men drafted for the arm~
nine of them former students of Graceland.
We could not agree at all with one speaker who declared it a day of rejoicing. When we have conceded
it to be a day of necessity, of stern p:r:eparation for
duty, we have done all that patriotism can demand.
And every he1arlt must mourn that the necessity
should ever arise for such a day to dawn.
There is no earthly authority that has any astringent to check the bleeding of hearts-and to-day
all hearts bleed in all lands. But may there be found
a balm in Gilead for the multitudinous sorrows of
those who mourn! Ma,y God comfort the sad hearts
of fathers, mothers, wives, and sweethearts.
And Saints, while you pray for your war widows
and war orphans, remember the matchless dissertation ofJames on the divine unity of faith and works.
"Faith without works is dead," he assures us.
Make not your heart a charnal house. Remember
also his great definition of pure religion. Read it
again.
·
American Latter Day Saints should also remember
to pray often for the PreJsident of the United States
and for our constitutional representatives in the
Senate and Hous,e of Representatives, that .they may
be divinely directed in this the greatest crisis in our
national history.
The President is president of all the people. Party
lines mean nothing to us~especially at such a time.
Parties are not mentioned in the Book of Covenants.
But constitutional laws and duly elected officers are
mentioned and must be upheld in righteousness.
This Nation is mentioned in Holy Writ as enjoying the "good will of Him that dwelt in the bush."
And we are told that God inspired its founders and
established its constitution.
If he continues with us as with great Wa1shington
and grea,ter Lincoln we shall endure. If he withdraws his favor from us, we shall fail and fall and
all the navies we can build and all the armies we can
d:t;:aft will be powerless to save us.
ELBERT. A. SMITH.
What is a gentleman? I'll tell you: a gentleman
is one who keeps his promises made ,to those who
cannot enforce them.-Hubbard.
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LIFE INSURANCE
Our people have often raised the question in regard to life insurance. Should we insure? Why
does not the church start such a department? It
has long been recognized that if the law of the
church is carried out that life insurance is not necessary.
The purposes of life insurance are to provij,e for
the care of our families, in case of our decease; our
old age; serious sickness; or disability, sometimes
called accident insurance, though strictly speaking
life insurance is only the first.
Under the gospel law of stewardship, all four of
these purposes· are cared for by the church. We
save·and we 'should save just as we save to pay premiums, and then turn our surplus into the church.
Unless we do this, of course there can be no surplus
to care for us as a people. If we do, and work directly on the stewardship plan, and also practice
economy, as we would do in case of life insurance,
we can receive from the church this protection. We
are very glad, therefore, to be permitted to pubHsh
the following letter and answer kindly sent us by
Bishop James F. Keir. We would call especial attention to the large percentage of our money which
is used to meet office expenses and the like under the
life insurance plan. Under the divine pl,an all of
this goes to the beneficiaries.
Bishop James F. Kier,
Independence, Missouri.
Dearr Brovhe0: If I may indulge -a f,ew moments of your
time, I should like some advice on a matter that not alone
concerns me, but others as well.
This spring I took out a life. insurance policy with a suc,cess:ful company in the east, but before doing so I made in•
quiry to ascertain if the Church was making provisions to
maintain an insurance department. I found no provisions
had been made. but since there seems to be a need for somethin,g of this nature I am making a final appeal to you before
starting my premium payments.
I dislilm to be paying money to a worldly institution when
it seems as though the Church/ could he deriving the benefit,
yet, what am I to do since there is need for this -or a simila,r
protection?
Sinc'erely, your friend and brother,
(Signed) - - - INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI, September 7, 1917.
Dear Brother: I have your l1e1tter of September 3d touching
the matter of life insurance.
There has beern, some agita,tion by some who thought that
the church should conduct an insurance department. Noth~ng, however, has been done in this line.
The main objection that I see to it is that it would not he
in keeping with the spirit of the law that the Lord has given
us as a church. However, I am open to conv,e~sion if it
can, be shown that it would not do violence to our equality
scheme as outlined in the revelations.
In Section 101, paragraph 2., the Lord said, "It is my purpos,e to provide for my saints, for ~11 things a:re mine:; but it
must needs be done in mine own way." Life insunance is "1.

915

human scheme and is only a substitute for the better and .
divin,e plan. The Lord purpos-es to bring about among his
people a condition of equality. This is to be accomplished,
by every member of the church working upon a stewardship
basis. It is stated in section 70: 3 tha,t "none are exempt
from this law who belong to the church of the living God."
Those who work as stewards ar~e to rec,eive their just wants
and needs, and if, by industry and good management, they are
able to gather more than this, after having paid their tithing
the residue or surplus is to be turned into the Lord's storehouse. See Section 42: 14, 70: 2, 101: 12, and Section 51: 4.
In the fifth paragraph of the last citation Bishop Partridge
was instructed that this was to be an example in other places
and in all churches. I am prepared to believe that if our
people will step forward with :faith, believing in the promises
of God, and carry out these instructions, that we shall fin,d
no need of life insurance.
We are told that only 30 per cent of the premiums paid by
policy holders ever reach the bente1ficiaries, the baLance being
consumed in paying expenses, commissions, and dividen.ds'.
With the Almighty's plan every dollar would reach the individuals f'or whom the benefit was intended.
I am not a crank on the life insurance1 qute•stion and beli81Ve
that the people of the world are wise in taking advantage of
its benefits as they have no other alternative; but to my mind
the, Lord's plan of equality stands out in bold relief and
challenges our admiration.
Trusting that the Lord may guide you in wisdom's ways,
I remain
Your brother in Christ.
JAMES F. KEIR.

BOOK OF MORMON PLATES

Question. Where are the plates. that the Book of
Mormon were taken from now and can anyone see
them?
Answer. The Church History states plainly that
after the Book of Mormon was copied the plates were
returned by Joseph Smith to the angel and no one
knows now where they are, hence they cannot be
seen.
A little thought will show that the seeing of the
plates would not prove the spiritual question involved of divine revelation. The plates being of gold
were too valuable to be kept, there was continual
danger while they were being translated. Their
weight in gold from the size given, would have made
them worth several thousand dollars. Further, if
·they were held, it is a question if they would ~·
visible, if we are to follow the example given of tile
tables of stone received by ,Mos,es; even the children
of Israel ·were not allowed to see them, they were
kept in the' holy of holies, w:here the priests. were not
able to see them, but only the, high priest. Evidently
this has one purpose to prevent the worship of the
material object, because the true religion is a spiritual one.
In the HIERALD for January 1, 1913, volume 60,
pa.ge 1, President Elbert A. Sm:i~h answers this
question, laying a special stress upon the value of
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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testimony, referring to 1 Timothy, chapter 13, verse
1; Judges 18: 16; Isaiah 8: 2.
The ,existence of the plates ·was established by
twelve witnesses. This would constitute a full jury.
The manuscript of the Old arid New Testament is not
to be found, nor is the Urim and Thummim and
many other things to which attentionmight be called.
The existence of the plates giving such a record is
shown by the numerous kinds of writing that have
been found in Mexico and elsewhere.
In volume 35, SAINTS' HERALD, page 147, there is
a description including a quotation on "Mormonism"
by John Hyde. This says very dearly: "Unless
Smith hadgot something, he could nev;er have origi. nated the idea of the book; could not have copied the
characters sent to Professor Anthon by Martin Harris; still more, those characters could not have happened to resemble engravings subsequently found;
and as these eight do not pretend, as do the three,
to have seen them with all ridiculous concomitants of the eye of faith and coming of angels, it is
reasonable to believe that Smith really possessed
some plates. If their testimony be ci~edib1e, it proves
that he not only had them, but that he kept them,
and not delivered them 'up to the angel,' as he elsewhere pretends. To possess the plates is one thing,
to have received them from God is quite another. To
admit that he had them does not admit the truth of
the Book of Mormon.
" 'How did he get them?' "
There is, in other wo11ds, sufficient evidence to substantiate their existence, even to those evidently oppos·ed. So far as the divinity of the Book of Mormon
is concerned, that would have to rest upon the Spirit
of revelation to the individual. On this the Book of
Mormon reads as follows :
Behold, I would exhort you that when ye shall read these
things, if it be wisdom in God that y•e should Tead ·them, that
ye would remember how merciful the Lord hath been unto
the children of men, from the creation of Adam, even down
until the time that ye shall receive these things, 111nd .ponder
it in your hearts. And wlien ye shaH receive these things, I
would exhort you that Y'El would ask God, the eternal Father,
in the name .of Christ, if these things are not true; and if y,e
shall ask with a sincere heart, with real int;ent, having faith
in Christ, he will manifest the truth of it u1n to you, by the
power of the Holy Ghost; and by the powelt' of .the Holy
Ghost, ye may know the truth of all things.-Moroni 10: 3-6.

Many have made this test and have secured the
promis·ed evidence.
Too many readers allow ·their moments of leisure
to be wasted in a kind of "busy idleness"; they look
over a great variety of books, but for want of
settled diligence, their unsteady wanderings in prose
or poetry are attended with no satisfactory result.
-J. B. Braithwaite, quoted in Choice of Books.

NOTES AND COMMENTS
Baptism
On page 891 of the HERALD for September 19, in
the last paragraph, an error appears. The word it
should be but sin, so that the line would be, "Baptism is for the remi,ssion of sins, but sin is not essential to salvation, for Jesus when baptized was
hot .atsinner." This is consistent with the rest of
the paragraph. But :as it appears it is liable to be
misunderstood.
Niagara Falls
The work is moving well in Niagara Falls, Ontario. A fine addition to the church building having
just been completed, they are plannins- an early rally
·to be held at that point according to letter from
Brother J. McAninch. The same letter informs us
that Elder Ralph Lindley, who went over the sea
with the One Hundred and Seventy-sixth Rtlgiment,
has now been transferred to Red Cross work. This
may give him an opportunity to help some other
brethren there.
The "Ensign" at Half Price
The Zion's Ensign sells for a dollar a year and is
worth it. H has been a great missionary factor in
the church and in order to e'xtend its field, the publishers are offering it to nonmembers only at fifty
cents a year. Anyone oan surely think of some who
are not members but who would read the Ensign.
Send in firty cents for each subscription before Jannary 1, 1918, and they will receive the Ensign a
year.

THE USE OF MEAT
The editors are in receipt of the following anonymous letter, which we quote entire:
GOD'S WORDS

"And it is ple1a.sing unto me that they be used only in
times of cold, winter or famine.''
SAM'S WORDS

From this it would appear rtiliat meat shou~d be used very
sparingly indeed (during the summer time or the forbidden
period) except in cold wea'ther or times of famine.
God says don''t use it, but you say should be used.
I want to ask you if this is perverting the scripture? You
surely should be ashamed of yourself.

There is several objections to this. First, he does
not quote completely the statement from section 86,
as i.s given in the HERALD for August 22, page 795.
Yea, flesh also, of beasts and of the fowls of the air, I, the
Lord, hath ordained for the use of man, with thanksgiving.
Nevoertheless, they are to be used sparingly; and it is pleasing unto me that they should not be used only in times of
winter, or of cold, or famine.
(Continued on page 933.)
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BAPTISM FOR THE DEAD
Joseph Smith, the Martyr, said in an address to
the church some time before his death, written on
September 1 and continued on September 6, 1842,
as found in Doctrine and Cov.enants 110: 17: "This
most glorious of all subjects belonging- to the everlastil;~~ gospel, viz: the baptism for the dead."
If it is indeed a glorious subject and a part of the

great gospel plan for the salvation of the human
race, we ought to be at least interested enough in the
doctrine to know what part, if any, we as a people
and as individuals have to do in the matter. Joseph
Smith states at the end of the above section: "Brethren, I have many things to say to you on the subject;
but shall now close for the present, and continue the
subject another time." What hindered him from
continuing the subject we do not know, but before
anything more w:as written, the prophet was killed.
V·ery little is said in the Scripture regarding this
subject. Paul,. however, in 1 Corinthians 15: 29
makes a rather startling announcement in the form
of a question: "Else what shall they do which are
baptized for ·the dead, if the dead rise not at all?
Why are they then baptized for the dead?"
This quotation put in the form it is, would lead us
to believe that baptism for the dead was not only
believed in by ·the church in Paul's day, but was
practiced by the church. The theory so far as we
understand it is as follows : Man is essentially a
spiritual being; he was created spiritually before he
had a physical body. (Genesis 1: 27; 2: 5, 6, 7.) The
spiritual entity is the real man and was the real man
or ego befor·e he inhabited the body of flesh and bones
given him by God and mother earth; nevertheless
the body thus given him is his and becomes a part
of him to be closely associa,ted with the development
and education of the spirit within this body. A&"ain
the body and the spirit are to be made one or united
at the last day or when the resurrection takes place.
Whatever laws then God may make or has made,
for man to obey, affiects both the spirit and the body
or the complete man. It seems that man cannot be
completely happy or fully developed in the divine
way wi·thout a body as well as having an intelligent
spirit. Now there are several laws or ordinances
known as fundamentals that man must obey in
order to reap the benefits of communion with God.
Law is arbitrary; the law of God cannot be changed,
so God as a wise Cr·eator must make it possible for
man to obey the law that he_ has created for man's

s__,]

salvation. If the accident of birth and environments
exclude men from hearing the law of· God, could
God being just condemn man for disobeying that
which he had not heard and had no opportunity of
obeying? and how could he receive the benefits of a
law that he could not appreciate or understand?
Joy or sorrow is a state of the mind and we cannot
have joy in the presence of God unless we· are in
harmony with him, and have been spiritually educated to enjoy the environments we will find near
him.
"Justice and judgment are the habitation of thy
throne: mercy and truth shall go before thy face."
(Psalm 89: 14.) God to be just, then, must give· all
of his children the same opportunities for advancement in spiritual things somewhere along the cycle
of eternity. As far as the earth life is concerned at
least there are not and have not been equal opportunities of becoming acquainted with God. "Jesus
answered, Verily, verily, I say unto thee, except a
man be born of water and of the Spirit he cannot
enter into the kingdom of God.'' --John 3 : 5.
As before mentioned, law is authority. All law is
arbitrary. We may not understand it or comprehend
it, it may not be compatible with our philosophical
reasoning as to why i·t should be so, but that will not
change it.. Electricity is set in motion by taking two
bits of metal in the mouth and separating them by
the lips or tongue and then bringing them together.
You can not only see it but tp,ste it, at least something you did not taste before. How it is done you do
not know, but the effect is sure. We do not know
how baptism in water takes away sin, but we know
the effect is sure, and that sins are cancelled through
this ordinance, and in fact none can enter the kingdom of God without obeying it. Our reasoning that
it might be done in some other way does not change .
it anymore than our trying to change nature to suit
our ideas of what nature ought to be, alters the great
forces in nature that are stronger than theories, or
wishes, or men.
Jesus Christ g/we himself a sacrifice for men, all
men: from the beginning to the end. How could
'Christ offer himself for me without my consent?
He may have had my consent; I do not know. Let us
say then that we had no way of giving our consent
for Chris·t to act our agent in paying that part of the
debt we owed to God, that we could not pay. I do
not know why Jesus should have to go through the
agony of the cross to save my soul-but I know the
effect that act had, and still has. on the lives and
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characters of men; that as soon as I put myself in
harmony with his law he becomes my fully accredited
agent and is authoriz;ed by me to plead my case before the divine throne.
We may not see why it was necessary for the
Savior to die on the cross, but that does not make
the necessity any less. I could not be blessed with
Christ as an advocate with the Father until I heard
the gospel and accepted it. "My little children, these
things I write unto you, that y.e sin not. And if any
man sin, we have an advocate with the Father,
Jesus Christ the righteous." (1 John 2: 1.) I therefore come to the conclusion that all men created by
God must hear ,the gospel law taught, and have ample opportunity to obey or reject the teachings· of
J.esus Christ. Now all men do not have the opportunity on this earth to hear the gospel. Millions of
men in the past have not heard it; millions now do
not hear it, and they are passing over the dark river
of death, great armies of them, day by day. What
shall be done, then, to enable them to say, "Justice
and judgment are the habitation of thy throne?
· The gospel must be preached to them.
That the gospel was preached to certain spirits in
prison we have evidence:
For Christ also hath o,nc•e suffered for sins, the just f•or the
unjust, ·that he might bring us to God, being put to death in
the flesh, but quickened by the Spirit. By which also he woot
and p1oe,ached unto the spirits in prison; which some time
were disobedi,ent, when once the longsuffering of God waited
in the days of Noah whHe the ark was a preparing wherein
few, that is eight souls, were saV'ed by water.-1 Peter 3:
18-20.

Here evidently were spirits in prison, some of
whom at least had lived in a time when the gospel
was preached, and were disobedient. They had been
in hell a long time and had evidently profi,ted by their
experiences there, as they were willing to hear Christ
and were led captive by him. (Ephesians 4: 8-10.)
If Jesus was so solicitous for the spiritual welfare
of those who had at 1some time heard and were disobedient what shall we say of those who had never
heard?
For this cause was •the gospel preached also to them that
are dead, that they might be judged accordi,ng to men in the
flesh, but live according to God in the spirit.-1 Peter 4: 6.

Then the gospel was ,to be preached to those who
had lived here on the earth and died without hearing it?
You may think this order of things' to be very particular,
but let me t1ell you that they are only to answer the will of
God, by conforming to the ordinance and preparation that
the Lord ordained and prepared before the foundation of the
wo•rld, for the salvation of the dead who should die without
a knowledge of the gospeL-Doctrine a!lld Co~enants 110: 5.

Whatever may be thought or said of those who
have once heard the gospel here in this life regarding
a chance to hear it again on the other side, one thing

is cer,tain, that those who have not heard the gospel
here must hear it there.
Now we come to another part of this subject that
may not be as clear in the minds of some of us, as
the fact of the necessity of preaching the gospel to
the spirits in the prison house. Jesus Christ went
and preached to the spirits in prison, but he did not
stay there and continue to preadh to tlhem and
others that came to the pris'On house from time to
time. Who then would be authorized • to preach to
them? It would certainly be logical to suppose that
men would be sent to preach to these spirits that
had received .the priesthood here upon earth, and
knew something of their needs and could sympathize
with .them in their difficulties. But the objector says
that preaching the gospel to the spirits in prison
would require a certain amount of work, and we are
told that the servants of God shall go into the paradise of God and rest from all their labors.
And I heard a voice from heaven saying unto me, Write,
Blessed are the de1ad which di·e in the Lord from henceforth:
Yea, saith the Spirit, that the.y may rest from their labors;
and their works do follcw them.-Revelation 14: 13.

What labors were they to rest from? Why, from the
labors they may have performed in their lives here
in the flesh. Some of you men know that the labors
performed here are rather tiresome· because of the
fleshly body, but the spiritual labors would be a delight if we were not cumbered by this body of flesh.
Again what is rest? Does rest mean to you that you
are to sit down in paradise beside some beautiful
fountain where the aroma of spiritual flowers are
wafted to you by wings of angel messengers, who
are going and returning on errands of mercy and
love to the inhabitants of the earth? Why, some of
you are so nervous that you can't sit still five minutes
wi·thout wanting to do something. Rest the way some
men put it would mean s·tagnation. When we rest
from our vocations here and have a vacation, what do
we do? We usually work harder at play than we do at
our regular work, because it is something we like to
do. Well, we have an account of a few men who
llved on this earth who held the priesthood here, and
no Q.oubt went to paradise when they died, that did
not rest continually from all labor. Moses and Elias
talked with Jesus on the mount; we do not know
what they said or what they did, but they certainly
were not in paradise while they were talking with
Christ on the earth. Neither was Moroni in paradise
when he talked with Joseph Smith on different occasi.ons.
And again, the voice of God in the chamber of old Father
Whitme•r, in Fayette, Seneca County, and at! sundry times,
a,nd in divers places, through all the travels and tribulations
of the church of J·esus Christ of Latter Day :f?aints. And the
voice of Michael, the archangel; the voice of Gabriel, and of
Raphael, and of divers angels, from Michae•l or Adam, down
to the present time.-Doctrine and Covenants 110: 21.
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The poi.nt that we urge is this : Rest in the paradise of God does not mean that those who are there
will never be sent out of paradise to help those who
shall be heirs of salvation. We know if the b<;>oks
are true that God has sent mess·engers from some
place, heaven or paradise or wherever it may be, to
the ·earth. Alma says in the Book of Mormon:
Behold, it has been made known unto me, by an angel, that
the spirits of all me1n , as soon as they are. departed from this
mortal body; Yea, the spirits of 1all men, whether they be
good or evil, are taken home to that God who gave them
life. And then shall it come to pass that the spi1rits of those
who are righteous, al'e l'eceived into a state of happiness
which is called paradise; a state of rest; a state of peace,
where they'' shall rest from all their troubles, and from all
care and sorrow.-Alma 19: 43, 44.

In this passage we learn that the righteous are to
r·est from their troubles, care and sorrow. Again:
Now this is the state of the souls of the wicked: Yea in
darkness, and a state of awful, fearful, looking for, of the
fiery indignation of the wmth of God upon them; thus they
remain in this state, as well as the righteous in paradise,
until the time of their r.esurrection.-Alma 19: 47.

Joy or misery is a state of the mind, and it is plain
that this is what is meant here--a state of the mind
rather than a locality or place. These people mentioned by the angel to Alma had had ample opportunity to serve God, but had rejected the light.
And then it shall come to pass, that the spirits of the
wicked, yea who are evil; for behold they ha,v,e no part nor
portion of the Spirit of the Lord: for behold they choos•e
evil works, Da,ther than good: therefore the spirit of the Devil
did enter into them and take possession of their hous·e.Alma 19: 45.

People who willfully reject the gospel when it is
presented to them here in this life, because they love
evil, would in all probability reject it if it were presented to them anywhere, so they remain in this state
until the resurrection.
We must, however, keep in mind those who have
never heard the gospel. Would it be right to put
them in the same state with those 'who had heard
and chosen the wicked way?
Again, would it be right and would they feel at
home if they were in a state of rest in paradise?
For a fire is kindled in mine anger, and shall burn unto the
lowest hell, and shall consume the earth with her iincl'l~se,
and set on fire the foundations of the mountains.-Deuteronomy 32:22.

The Lord is the one speaking here. If there is a
"lowest" hell, there must be a low and lower before
there can be a "lowest." We are led to believe then,
that there are degrees in the conditions of the inhabitants of the spiritual world. Is it compatible with
reason to believe that God would send messengers
from paradise or heaven or any state or condition
where his servants may be, to teach those who have
not heard the gospel of Jesus Christ? But, says one,
the spirits in paradise cannot leave there; there is
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a great gulf between the righteous and wicked.
ThEme was a certain rich man, which was clothed in purple and fine linen, and f,ared sumptuously every day: and
there was a certain beggar named Lazarus which was laid
at his ga.te, full of solres, and desiring to be f!ed with the
crumbs which f·eJl from the rich man's table: moreover the
dogs came and licked his sores. And it came 1Jo, pass, that
the beggar died, and was carried by the angels into Abraham's
bosom; the rich man also died, and was buried: and in hell
'he lifted up his eyes, being in torments, and seeth Abraham
afar off, and La!Zarus in his bosom and he cried and said,
Father Aibraham, have mercy on me and send Lazarus that he
may dip the tip of his finger in water and cool my tongue;
for I am tormented in this flame. But Abmham said, Son,
remember that thou in thy lif,etime receivedst my good things
and likewise Laza;rus evil things: but now he is comforted,
and thou art tormented. And hesidei all this, betweB~n us and
you there is a great gulf fi:xJed: so that they which would pass
from hence to you cannot; neither can they pass to m, that
would come from thence.-Luke 16: 20-27.

I have been careful to quote thus fully so that the
whole matter might be placed befol'e us and the conditions noticed. The rich man had had his chance
on the earth and rejected light. He must therefore
suffer at least until he paid the penalty of wrongdoing. None could pass from Abraham to him. Why?
Because he was not entitled to be ministered to. He
had been instructed ·here on the earth and refused to
listen. Now, he must suffer punishment. It was
God's law. Abraham, Lazarus, or any other servant
of God could nort cross the gulf against the law of
G0d.
Let us take up the case, then, of the men in the
spirit world who have not heard, but when they
hear are willing to obey, they have faith, repent of
their sins, and wish to be baptized; but baptism in
warter is an outward ordinance, an ordinance that belongs to the fleshly body, but it is part of the divine
law and they wish to obey that law. They would do
then just as we do when anything is impossible for
us to attend to ourselves, we select an agent to act for
us, and the acts of the agent becomes binding on us,
and we reap the benefits of his acts. We reap the
benefits of the Savior's life and death just as soon as
w~areready to obey the 1aw that makes his sacrifice
efficacious in our behalf. So then we can understand
how the spirits of men "might be judged according
to men in the flesh."
In the great work of human redemption or divine
education, there seems to be a logical principle involved; that of the lesser being instructed, cared
for, and helped to see the light, by being ministered
to by those of superior spiritual' knowledge. It is
God's way, so we read in the vision given to Joseph
Smith and Sidney Rigdon that the greater shall minister unto the lesser. Read the 5th, 6th and 7th
paragraphs of the "vision" in Doctrine and Covenants 76. A p0rtion of the seventh paragraph reads
as follows :
·
'
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These are they who recehce not of his fullness ih the eternal
world, but of' the Holy Spirit through. the ministration of the
t~errestrial; and the terrestrial through the ministration of the
celestial : and also the telestial rec,eive it of the administer&ng
of angels, who are appointed to ministe>r for them, or who are
appointed to be ministering spirits for them, for they shall be
heirs of salvatio,n.

attended with less inconv,eni,ence than baptism by inmwrsion.
-P,age 317.

The new mode of baptism is for the child instead
o£ those capable of belief and has in it two radical
changes asr indicated by :Mr. Gibbons which are
changes "attended with less inconvenience."
The inference is clear that those inconv·eniences
The objector may say that the above statement reentailed
for the believer in the teachings of our Lord,
fers to resurrected beings only. Granted; but what
are
to
be
saddled off upon the infant in the most conis the difference between a spirit in the body or out
venient
manner
possible, that is to say: A little drop
of the body? Itt is the same spirit. The body is maof water on babies' foreheads instead of a burial of
terial substance and has no intelligence. It is the
the body in water of those capable of belief and rehouse in which we live. The object in ministering
sponsible as the Scriptures indicate.
to another is ~to help, instruct, and encourage. If
:If the religion that Jesus taught was a system to he
God does this aHer the spirit enters a new body-a
applied only according to its convenience, there would
body of flesh and bones-why should he not do it
be precious little lef1t of the whole plan of Christian
before? If it is a divine principle it must be an
principles. What infidelity!
eternal principle. If all men are to be saved except
More history, from that reliable historian, Mosthe sons of perdition," the sooner their spiritual edu~
heim:
cation begins the better for the individual.
The sacrament of baptism was administered in this cen- ·
It is true that the church is not commanded to ob- tury ['the first] without the public assemblies in places apserve this ordinance of baptism for the dead at the pointed ,a;nd prepared f01r that purpose', and was performed
present time, for reasons best known to the Lord, by an immersion of the whole bod'y in the baptismal font.but we are thankful for the wonderful scope of his First Century, 4-8.
Again, :M. De la Roque says,:
creative and expansive gospel laws that began before
The
primitive church did not baptize infa nts; and the
the world was created, thaJt ,continue during its
learned Grotious proves it in his annotations on the gospel.travail, and reach across ti:t;ne's vista to that place Sm~ipture Baptism, p. 224.
Where time shall be no more.
Please notice the instructions of the Lord to his
GEORGE W. ROBLEY.
chosen ministry, in Matthe~ 28: 19, 20:
1

IS INFANT BAPTISM OF DIVINE ORIGIN?

The reader is invited to examine this. question with
the Scriptures as our standard for decision.
We readily grant that parents have their little
babes sprinkled in all good faith, and if such action
commands the approval of God, it is a splendid example. On the other hand, if infant baptism (as
it is now called) has no foundation in God's word,
the practice stands condemned; as it has, and does
yet, stand responsible for much cavil about the justice of God.
Advocrutes of the infant baptism idea think that a
;refuge secure for it can be unfolded from history.
Let us agree that it has hundreds of years of history. The age of Hinduism or Mohammedanism
does not make them Christian religions. There is,··
generally speaking, this to be observed : That the
churches who provide for the sprinkling of the infant do not at all advance a "Believer's baptism,"
and are well represented by James Cardinal Gibbons in his work entitled, The Flaith of Our Fathers,
wherein he says:
For several centuries after the e1stablishment of Christianity, baptism was usually conferred by immersion; but
since the twelfth century, the practice of baptizing by infusio.n h;:ts prevailed in the Catholic Church, as this· manner is

Go ye thel'efoTie, and teach all nations, baptizing them in
the 1name of the Father, and of the Son, 3/nd of the Holy
Ghost; tea.ching them to observe all things whatsoever I
have commanded you; and, lo, I am with you alway, even
unto the end of the world.

Teaching precedes baptism, afrterwards the observance of all that Jesus had authorized to be
taught, is enjoined. Not upon the little babe; impossible!
An observer is one who takes notice. A spectator,
one who keep·s any law or custom. See Nuttall's
Dictionary.
To make the meaning doubly clear, let me emphasize the same by further reference to words of the
Master, viz:
He that he,Heveth and is baptized shall be sa.ved, but he
that believeth not shall be damned. -Mark 16: 16.

Belief and obedience imply a saving process.
Refusal to belie¥e in, and obey the aforesaid teaching implies damnation or condemnabm.
I submit that infants cannot believe or disbelieve,
neither can they obey or disobey the terms of. any
command that require the exercise of the will or intelligence; hence they are not, and cannot become
candidates for the baptism taught by Jesus Christ
1and the apostles. Does it yet seem clearer in the
light of the Scriptures or history, that infant baptism in any form has th.e sanction of Christ and the
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apostles? I have met parents who seem to think that
if they neglected to carry their children to the priests
or minister to so-called baptism, that on them (the
parents) rested the wrath of God, and that they W!ere
wronging !their offspring of salvation; and what
wonder! They have been taught that the little lambs
are born under the guilt of Adam's sin. 1Salt has
been applied in past years to the nostrils of the Labe.
to rid it of the Devil by so-called reJH'esentatives
of Jesus Christ.
These quesUons occur to me: Am I, are you responsible for Adam's transgression? Shall a just
God, who upon conditions forgives us of our own
sins, impute to an innocent child the sins of another?
What does Jesus say?
And they brought young children to him that he should
touch them; and his discipl,es 11ebuked those that brought
them. But when Jesus saw it, he was much displeased, and
said unto them, Suffer the little children to come unto me, and
fo:rhid them not; for of such is the kingdom of God. Verily I
say unto you, Whosoeve'r shall not re:ce,ive the kingdom of God
as a little child, he shall not ente>r the11ei1n . And he took
them up in his arms, put his hands upon them, and blessed
them.-Mark 10: 13, 16.
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In the light of human reason, a child should not
become a victim of eternal wrath, owing to the supposed neglect of its parents at a period when it could
not think, act, or believe for itself.
SUMMARY

The teachin~s of Jesus Christ, the apostles and ecclesiastical hisrtory, says decisively that infant baptism is not of divine origin. Many representatives
of the Catholic, Anglican, Methodist, W egleyan, and
other churches, agree with the above decision.
The principle remains once and for all, that the
subjects of baptism musrt; be capable of belief and in
a measure able to discriminate between right and
wrong; taking God's word as the standard upon, or
by which their conscience must be governed.
The Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, believes that man is responsible for
his own sins and nort for Adam's transgression.
THOMAS JONES.

THE LAYING ON OF HANDS

These mothers, when they desired Christ to touch
(Sermonby J. W. Wight, Sunday evening, October' 1, 1916,
their young children were in accm:d with the divine at Lamoni, Iowa. Reported by Winsome L. Smith.)
will. Jacob likewise blessed his sons and grandsons.
I want to call your a:btention to the third chapter
See Genesis 48th and 49th chapters. Simeon too, of Habakkuk, the third and fourth verses:
blessed the child Jesus in the ,temple. (Luke 2: 28.)
God came from Ternan, and the Holy One from Mount
That system of blessing little children by the lay- Paran. Seilah. His glory cove1red the heavens, and the earth
ing on of hands is the only one that would b.e found was full of his praise. And hiE; brightness was as the light;
pleasing to the Lord and be acceptable in his s,ight, as he had hor1ns coming ou:t of his hand: and there was the
the expression in a definite form of parents desiring hiding of his power.
I shall not attempt to-night to go into a definite exto dedicate their
unto God and to his serv. children
.
planation as to why God used this method of the layice.
The following passage p'roves beyond doubt the fit- ing on of hands in his church and kingdom, but shall
ness for heaven and God's presence of the child that rather undertake to prove from Biblical statements
that he did so do, and base the argument upon this
dies in the infantile state.
thought, that using it in his church and kingdom
Take heed that y;e despise not one of these little ones; for
I say unto you, that in heaven their angels do always behold whether it was eighteen hundred years ago, or in
the face of my Father which is in heaven. For the Son of 'whatever period of the world's history it might have
man is come to save that which was lost.-Mat,thew 18: 10, 11. been, if that church and kingdom is to be found upon
Read the confession of some of those whose the earth now, this will be one of the fundamental
churches still teach and practice the worthless dogma principles of the gospel.
of infant baptism.
A FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLE
·In the Roman Catholic Manual on "Controversy"
That is to say, that it having been one of the funwe have the following question and answer:
damental
principles of the gospel, or a principle of
But why should not the Scriptures 1alone be the rule of our
the
doctrine
of Christ, that doctrine, or that gospel
faith, without having recourse to apostolical tradition?
Because: Infant baptism and several other nec,e,ssary arti- cannot be preached now in its completeness unless
des, are either not at all contained in S'cripture·, or at least the laying on of hands shall be taught as well. I
are not plain in .Soriptu:r:e without the help of tradition.- want to call your attention to the eleventh chapter
Scriptural Baptism, pp. 223-224.
of Isaiah, eleventh verse :
Martin Luther says :
And it shaH come to pass in that day, that the Lord shall
It cannot be pro'\neid by the sacred Scriptures, that infant
baptism was instituted by Christ, or begun by the firs:t
Christians after the apostles.-Vanity of Infant Baptism,
part 2, p. 8.

set his hand again the second time to recover the' remnant of
his people, which shall be left, fDom Assyria, and from Egypt
and from Pathros, ,and from Cush, and f1~om Elam, and from
Shina,r, and from Hamath, and from the isia1nds of the sea.
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My purpose in :veferring to thits statement is this:
that in some day or time in the world's history, God
is to set his hand to recover the remnant of his people.
Now I understand that the word se.t is used here
to mean rto establish, and since the hiding of God's
power is in his hand, it literally means that he is to
establish his power in the time when he shall set his
hand to gather the remnant of his people which shall
be left, from the various places he:ve and there.
The 'conclusion, as it appeals to me, is this, that
Ismel, becoming a hiss and a byword, were to be
scattered into all the world, until under the great persecutions, there should be but a remnant left, and in
the time when tha-t remnant should be left, God was
to establish his power in the gathering of that remnant back. And mark you, the definite thought here
is, that he was to establish tha-t power, or set his
hand the second time.
·
Now that people were finally dispersed from the
land of Judea about 588 B. C., commencing something like 606 B. C., and went ov·er into Babylon.
God set his hand 536 B. C., or established his power
in their return from the· seventy years captivity,
back to their own land. Just as God did on that occasion, so will he do when he sets his .hand the second time. What he did on that occasion so ·will he
do the second time. He chose four men, called
prophets, unto whom, and through whom he revealed
his will unto his people.
Now he could not set his hand the second time to
recover his people until that people had been dispersed the second time. The seoond ¢!ispersion was
in 70 A. D., when they became scattered in all the
world, becoming just as Moses had prophesied concerning them, a hiss and a byword among the nations of the world. And some time after 70 A. D.,
God would establish his power in gathering the remnant of his people back again. And as in the establishment of that power more than two thousand years.
ago, he chose four men as prophets, or chose prophets, that is the thought I want to emphasize, so will
he choose prophets in this second time when he shall
establish his power among the children of men. The
setting of the hand, in which was the hiding of his
power, the establishment of that power among the
children of men.
I think then, that we have it sufficiently definite
to show us conclusively that it is to be some time after 70 lA. D., and search the records of history as you
will, take up the history of all the reformers, the entire reformation, and you cannot find a single claim
in that reformation anywhere that an angel came
from heaven to reestablish the gospel among the
children of men, using anyone or all of these reform-

·

.

ers as prophets through whom God could reveal his
will to the children of men.
In 1830 Is~ael was still scattered, and in that year
a young man stood upon the world's rostrum claiming that an angel had come from the courts of glory,
bringing with him the ev·erlasting gospel, and authorizing him as a servant of God, as a prophet
chosen of God to bring the gospel back again among
the children of men, and the most important fact in
connection with his claim in this; that he left out
nothing so far as that gospel was concerned. He
preached, so f::tr as the gospel was concerned, faith,
repentance, baptism, and the bestowal of the Holy
Spirit.
Now our brother last Sunday night, so I am informed, represented unto you the thought of the bestowal of the Holy Spirit, and by the way, let me emphasize that in this way would the church, if it be
reestablished among the sons of men, if the kingdom
of God in its militant form be upon the earth, that
church, ~hat kingdom cannot be a vitalized fact without the Holy Spirit's presence, for it lost its vitality
when Jesus Christ ascended on high, to the degree
that he oommanded even his apostles that they should
tarry in the city of Jerusalem until they were endowed with power from on high, and every Bible
student the world over fully believes that that endowment came with the Holy Spirit on the day of
P·entecost. And under that divine plan, these men
had the right and did go forth to present the church
and kingdom of God under the power and inspiration
of the promised Comforter that was to show them
things to come. I maintain that it could not show
them things to come without making every man, or
every woman for that matter, to whom it did thus
show, a prophet. Even Philip in those times, had
four daughters that prophesied.
OBTAINING THE HOLY SPIRIT

Now the question that confronts us to-night, if
I understand the situation, is this: How did they get
the Holy Spirit? That is, what was the means that
God used, from the standpoint of human instrumentality, for the bestowal of the Holy Spirit?
What did they have to do? Was there anything required of them? Let me emphasiz;e the thought, that
the very thing required of them then must necessarily be required of them now, for God does not
change; in him there is no variableness, neither the
shadow of turning. They did pmctice the layip.g on
of hands eighteen hundred years ago. Nobody questiorrs th,at, I care not whether an individual may
stand behind the sacred desk and proclaim in all the
eloquence of a Demosthenes that he does not believe
in the laying on of hands to-day upon men and
women to impart a bestowal of the Holy Spirit's
presenoe, that man will yet stand and be willing to
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· say that the la,ying on of hands was practiced in the
times when apostles were upon the earth, when the
church and kingdom of God was amo11g men.
I want to emphasize the thoughtjust a Httle further. The gospel of the Lord Jesus Christ, was a
perfect law. No one can question that, for had it not
been perfect it .could never have brought the obeyer
thereof into the condition of perfection. To obey an
imperfect law can never produce perfection. James
in speaking of it in the first chapter, 25th verse, calls
it the perfect law of liberty, declaring:
But whoso looketh into the perfect law of liberty, and
continueth therein, he being not a forgetful hearer, but a
doer of the work, this man shall be blessed in his deed.
IMPOSSIBLE TO DISPENSE WITH FUNDAMENTALS

Now let me present you this thought: If I were ·
standing before you to-night as a school-teacher,
and you were representing the scholars or pupils, and
I were teaching you the principles of mathematics,
and I were to say to you, that after these centuries
of practicing these principles in vogue, that we have
reached that stage in our mathematical career that
we could take any"'one of them away, if I did soand if I were a teacher in your public schools-the
board would ask me to· vacate. I would not dare
to do it.·
I do not know of a fundamental in the science that
can be removed. Each is required in its place,
whether it shall be the knowing how to read and
write figures, whether it shall be addition, subtrac~
tion, multiplication, or division. You cannot go high
enough in the science, you may reach its very apex,
you may become a mathematician in the truest sense
%$
of the term, and you will find no place where you
have the right to remove one of these fundamentals
or necessaries from the inception to the final teaching of this science.
Now, my friends, shall I take up the perfect law of
liberty, the gospel of the Son of God, and say that
though the laying on of hands eighteen hundred
years ago was one of the fundamental principles of
the doctrine of Christ, that it is no longer a necessity?
Dare I remove from the perfect law one of the fundamentals?
PRACTICED FOR FOUR REASONS

You turn to Hebrews 6 : 1, 2, and you will find it
there enunciated as one of the principles of the doctrine of Christ. Its Christ's doctrine preached today? If so, can you take away the laying on of hands
and leave the doctrine intact? I undertake to say
that you cannot. Eighteen hundred years ago the
laying on of hands was practiced under four heads,
for the blessing of children, the healing of the sick,
the ordination to the ministry, and the confirmation
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of those who had been baptized in the name of Jesus
Christ.
Since it was practiced under these four heads, it
appeals to your speaker to-night that it should be
practiced under these four heads now, if the church
or kingdom of God is established among the children
of men. When you come to think of it, what a beautiful ordinance it is to take the little babe in the
arms, and to lay hands upon it and present it to God
for a blessing.
BLESSING CHILDREN

Matthew 19, Mark 10, and Luke 18, all testify that
Jesus took the little ones in his arms and put his
hands upon them and blessed them. Luke, however,
presents it in this way, that they brought the infants
to him, that he might touch them with his hands.
Mark says he put his hands upon them and blessed
them. He commanded his disciples that they should
do what they had seen him do. What a clear, positive inference from a thought of that kind, that they
too, would be required to do the same thing, and he
said, "Of such is the kingdom of heaven." Thus
the parents bring them to those who have the right
to officiate, and are willing to consecrate them to the
service of God. And what more beautiful ordinance
than taking these little ones, "of such is th:e kingdom
of God," and consecrating, setting them apart unto
God's blessing and reception and watchcare and pro..:.
tection? It is one of the most beautiful ordinances
in the church.
HEALING THE SICK AND AFFLICTED

Now turn to Luke 4: 40, and you will find there a
history of the faot of their bringing the lame, the
halt, the blind, and various sick to Jesus when the
sun was setting, and the historian declares that he
laid his hands on every one of them, and healed
them.
Our church believes the scripture along this line,
the laying on of hands for the healing of the sick.
The last statement made by the Master ere he took
his final ascension into heaven, down there at that
little village of Bethany where he had taken the
eleven faithful disciples there he raised his hand~
and blessed them, and departed from them, going
up into the cloud. Prior to that he said unto them,
These signs shall follow them that believe. In my
name they shall take up serpents; if they drink any
deadly thing, it shall not hurt them. They shall cast
out Devils, lay hands on the sick, and they shall recover.
Now, my friends, it would seem idle to me to-night
to undertake to argue that that thought was ·confined
to that particular time, or the people living in that
day.
Then comes the question of laying hands upon men
to ordain them to the ministry, and here I am re-
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minded of an incident that took place in Melbourne,
Australia. I was talking with a l;earned man, a man
who had two large D's attached to his name. We
were having a friendly discussion, and he said to
me, "Elder Wight, do you know that I wouldn't dare
to be so presumptuous as to lay my hands upon a
man or a woman for the gift of the Ho~y Ghost?"
I said, "Pardon me, but is it not a fact that in the
church of which you are a minister, you practice the
laying on of hands to ordain men to the ministry?"
"Yes sir," said he, "We most assuredly do."
"Very well: Will you tell me the difference inthe
presumption? You presume, unless God has commanded you to do it, you presume to lay your hands
upon men, to set them aside unto the holy service as
a minister for God. Is it any more presumptuous; if
you are going to argue it from a standpoint of presumption, for me to lay my hands upon men and
women for the confirmation into the church, and unto
the reception of the Holy Spirit?"
He said, "Elder, I never thought of it in that
light before, and I see there is something to it."

him, "Thou must be sent of God, for no man can do
the work thou doest except God be with him."
And Jesus said unto him, "Verily, verily L say
unto thee: except a man be born a.gain he cannot see
the kingdom of God." Utterly impossible.
·
Nicodemus, mistaking him, inquired, could a man,
after he had grown old, pass once again through the
conditions incident to a physical birth. Ah, no; that
Wias not the thought. "Verily, verily I say unto thee:
except a man be born of water," not of the water,
I have heard it quoted so many times that way,
"born of water and of the Spirit, he cannot enter into
the kingdom of God."
Now we are coming to the point of the birth of
the Spirit. I take you to the occasion on Pentecost.
Those men were endowed with power from on high.
And in after time when Philip went to Samaria and
began to preach there, and they saw the miracles he
did, and marveled at them, and finally were baptized,
both men and women. (I am quoting from the
eighth chapter of the Acts of the Apostles.) And
in the fourteenth verse the declaration is made:

FOR RECEPTION OF THE HOLY SPIRIT

When the apostles. which were at Jerus,alem heard tha.t
had received the word of Goct, they S€int unto them
P·eter and John: who, when they were come down, prayed for
them, that they might receiv,~ the Holy Ghost (for as yet he
was fallen upon none .o:f them: only they were baptized in the
name of the! Lord Jesus). Then laid they their hands on
them, and they received the Holy Ghost. And when Simon
saw that through laying ~n of the apostles' hands the Holy
Ghost was given, he offered them money, saying, Give me also
this power, that on whomsoever I lay hands, he may receive
the Holy Ghost.-Verses 14-19.

Now you can readily see that one is just as much
a presumption as the other, from the standpoint of
presumption. But the Wlhole question should be,
. "Does God require it? Did God ordain it? Did God
determine in his mind that in his church and kingdom his ministry should lay their hands upon other
men to ordain them as his ·ministers, to set them
apart unto the holy service of preaching the gospel
and adr~:tinistering the ordinances pertaining
thereto?" If he did this, it should exist now, if his
church and kingdom are upon the earth. If he did,
did he determine in his mind that men Rhould lay
their hands upon men and women to confirm them as
members of the church, set them apart unto the reception of the Holy Spirit?
Now mark the distinction here, no one, so far as
I know, has ever claimed, and I hope none ever will,
that man has the authority to give the Holy Spirit.
John said in Matthew 3: 11: "I indeed haptize you
with water unto repentance: but he that cometh out
after me who is mightier than I, whose shoes I am
not worthy to bear: he shall baptize you with the
Holy Ghost, and with fire."
And I may say to you to-night, that I believe that
Jesus Christ is the only one authorized to so baptize,
or to give the Holy Spirit in baptismal power. But
he has authorized men to ·set an individual aside by
the laying on of their hands, that they might be in
a condition to receive this baptism when he should
impart it.
In fact, Nicodemus coming to him by night, a ruler
of the people, and doubtless having no time to come
in the daytime, but he came by night and said tmto

Sam~ria

But what did Peter say? "Thy money perish
with thee because thou hast thought the gift of God
might be purchased with money."
IIi!
Now mark you, J.esus had told Peter and John and
the rest of the disciples when the Holy Spirit wa8
come he would teach them the things of the Father.
He came on the day of Pent~cost and endowed them.
These di1sciples were gathered at Jerusalem when
Philip was at Samaria, some time after Pentecost,
and whenthey heard that Samaria had received the
word of God they sent these two men down there~
What for? That these men and women of Samaria
that had been baptized with the water baptism might
receive the Holy Ghost baptism, for the declaration
was, "verily, verily I say unto thee: except a man
be born of water and of the Spirit he cannot enter
into the kingdom of God."
IS IT ARBITRARY?

That may seem arbitrary, but what law of truth
is not arbitrary when it comes to that-to entering
into the kingdom of God! And how are you· going
to do it? By being born of water an<;l of the Spirit,
that is the way; that is what Christ said, and I have
no apology whatever for what Christ said, and I am
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willing to stand behind his declaration, and if the
time shall come when on the shores of eternity I am
permitted to stand in the presence of God, and I shall
be ~sked why I believe in the laying on of hands f:or
the gift of the Holy Ghost, I will present this record,
and I will say to my F:ather in heaven, "When your
Son was upon earth he positively declared to the
ruler of the people that men should be born of water
and of the Spirit in order to enter into the kingdom
of God."
Then I wish t-o understand how it was that m€n
could b€ thus born, and I turn to the eighth chapter
of the Acts of the Apostles and there read of the
birth of water.
These Samaritan men and women were born of
the water, and L am satisfiea that they had entered
into the kingdom of God so far as water baptism
is concerned, but I continue to peruse the history,
and learn that in order to get entirely into the kingdom of God it became necessary for two of the apostles to go to Samaria, and there lay their hands upon
those men and women, that had received the word of
God .. And when they had laid .their hands on them
and Simon saw that through the laying on of the
hands of the apostles the Holy Ghost was given, he
offered them money.
What did Peter say? "Thy money perish with
thee, because thou hast thought that the gift of God
may be purchased with money."
THE POWER OF THE SPIRIT

These apostles did the w<;>rk, and let me tell you tonight, that one ounce of practice is worth pounds of
precept. Here is your practice. These apostles <;>f
the Lord Jesus Christ, to whom he had promised
that when he, the Spirit of truth, is come he will
teach you the things, of the Father. Did he come?
Yes, on the day of Pentecost. Did he come with endu~ing power? Yes, for it is declared "that cloven
tongues like as of fire, sat upon each of them. And
they were all filled with the Holy Ghost, and began
to speak with other tongues, as the Spirit gave them
utterance." Then the multitude began to marvel
"Whenc~ learned these men these things?"
Some
of them began to laugh and to scoff, and to scorn, and
to say they were drunken.
But Peter, the man that fifty days before had been
such a moral coward that three several times he denied his Lord and Master, finally cursing and swearing, when 'there were only a few of them gathered
around those dying embers, and he was absolutely
afraid, to the extent that he denied and said he was
not one of them, finally undertaking, I presume, to
emphasize the fact by cursing and swearing. I presume that he thought: "These people will surPly conclude now that I could not have been one of them, or
else. I could not be cursing and swearing." Then he
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went aside when he heard that rooster crow, and
wept bitterly. No wonder that the pangs of conscience caused the bitter tears to flow.
But now see the difference! Fifty days later,
standing 'before the multitude of people who have
congregated from every part of the city .. But he is
not afraid now. He beckons,, as was the custom in
those times to command silence, and when he had silenced that vast multitude he began to preach to them
Jesus Christ and his crucifixion, and finally telling
them right to their very faces, how with wicked
hands they had taken and crucifi,ed their Savior.
When they heard this, what happened? They were
pricked to the heart, they were conscience stricken,
and they cried out, "Men and brethren, what shall
we do?" Repent !
Now the next step following the faith they had, is
repent and be baptized every ·one of you in the name
of Jesus Christ for the remission of sins. lAnd you
shall receive the' gift of the Holy Ghost, for the promise is unto you and your children, and to all that are
afar off. I do not care whether it be distance, or
time, to all that are afar off, .even as many as the
Lord our God shall call.
Let me rusk you, friends, How many has the Lord
our God called? "Come unto me, all ye ends of the
earth, and be ye saved." Is the call sufficiently extended? The promise is just as far-reaching. The .
promise is to you and to your children, and to all
even afar off, as many as the Lord our God shall call.
Think of it, my friends. The promise is to you and to
me to-night, that being baptized in the name of
Jesus Christ, after first having obtained faith in him
and repented of our sins, that we shall receive the.
gift of the Holy Ghost. How shall we receive it?
Exactly as they did eighteen hundred years ago.
God has not changed; his law cannot be changed.
Paul found some people, some Galatians who were
trying to turn aside the gospel of Christ, and what
did he say about it? He said:
But though ye, or a,n ang•e:l from heaven, preach any other
gospel unto you than that which we have preached unto you,
let him be accursed. As we said before, so say I now again,
If any man preach any othelr gospel unto you tha1n that ye
have 11e:ceived, let him be accursed.-Gala.tians 1: 8, 9.

Suppose then that an angel from glory came down
and stood here on the platform and preached some
other gospel. Paul said, if he does, let him be accursed, and I1 am not going to apologize for Paul. '
No, sir. We are all ready to stand by Brother Paul,
aren't we? We will have excellent company in the
final day if we can stand shoulder to shoulder with
Brother Paul, won't we? It was he who said that,
and I have no apology for him. He was right, I believe. I believe he meant just what he said, and said
just what he meant. I believe he told the truth when
he said that even if an apgel should leave the courts
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of heaven and preach some other gospel to you, that
he should be accursed. You know Satan tried the
trick and got left; he left the courts of glory and he
failed.
If an angel from heaven should come down here
and undertake to preach any other gospel, let him be
accursed. What did Paul preach? I think I will
turn to it and read it.
Wherefore I put thee in remembrance, that thou stir up
the gift of God, which is in thee by the putting on of my
hands. For God hath not given us the spirit of fear, but of
power, and of love, and of a sound mind.-2 Timothy 1: 6, 7.

Then again he tells in 1 Timothy 4: 14: "Neglect
not the gift that is in thee, which was given thee by
prophecy, with the laying on of the hands of the
presbytery."
Now Paul stands here and declares-suppose you
were to see Paul coming in at the door, watch him
walking up the aisle, and when you see him you know
it is Paul walking right up here, and you see him
come up the steps here and occupy on the platform,
:and this preacher went back and sat down. Paul
would simply get up here and repeat what he said
eighteen hundred years ago. Do you think time
would make any difference in his, testimony? He
laid his hands upon Timothy and he got a gift as the
result of it. Then Paul believed in the laying on of
hands, and he said, "If an angel from heaven preach
any other gospel, let him be accursed."
Turn to the ninth chapter of Acts, seventeenth
verse. I haven't time to read to you the history of
Paul on his way to Damascus, but a light came down,
and Paul fell to the earth, and heard a voice telling
him to go to the city, and what he must do.
I remember when I was in Omaha once I had
Brother Paul, [Paul Craig] write on the blackboard
the word "MUST" in big letters, and what does that
mean? Thou mayest do it? Ah, no,-he said
"must." Jesus came down from the courts of glory
and .told Paul to go to the city, and there it would
be told "what thou must do."
And so Paul went to the city, to the man Ananias,
and Ananias came in and putting his hands on him
said:
B:rtother Saul, the Lord, even Jesus, thaJt appeared unto
thee in the way as thou earnest, hath sent me, that thou
mightest receive thy sight, and be filled< wih the Holy Ghost.

Then laying on of hands was for the healing of the
blind eyes, and for the bestowal of the Holy Ghost.
That is what he said. He came in and put his hands
on him, and then Paul in after times preached it.
He did not preach only, for he practiced as well. For
we find in the nineteenth chapter, how he went rto a
certain city on the eastern side of the Aegean Sea.
There Paul went to a place called Ephesus, and he
found certain disciples ·there, and he asked them,
"Have y;e received the Holy Ghost since ye believed?"

And what did they say? "We have not so much as
heard whether there be any Holy Ghost." And Paul
said unto them, "Unto what then were ye baptized?"
And they said, Unto John's baptism.
JOHN'S BAPTISM ACCEPTABLE

Many people have conCiuded-I have met with
them and talked with them-that that means that
John's baptism was un-Christian. They realized according to that history that these men had to be baptized over again, and therefore they thought that
John's baptism was un-Christian. If any of- them
ev·er comes to you and tells you that John's baptism
was not a Christian baptism, just ask them one question, How did it happen that Christ submitted to it?
An un-Christian baptism, and yet Jesus came to him
and demanded baptism at his hands! John shrank
from the task, but Jesus said, "Suffer it to be so now,
for thus it becometh us to fulfill all righteousness."
I tell you John's baptism was a Christian on0, Lecause God told him to do it. "There was a man sent
from God whose name was John. He that sent me
told me," etc. God authorized him; it was a Christian baptism. The trout>le was that the men that
baptized those twelve there had no authority to do it,
and not having authority the baptism was without
authority. Why, suppose these little boys here would
go down to a pool to~morrorw, and .one of them put
the other in the water. Would that be baptism? It
would be putting him in the water, it would be covering him, it would be a burial, but it would be lacking
in this essential, there would be no authority behind
. it.
.
And that was the trouble here. Consequently
when Paul explained the matter to them they were
baptized in the name of Jesus Christ,- and then the
record says: "And when Paul had laid his hands
upon them, the Holy Ghost came on them; and they
spake with tongues, and prophesied. And all the
men were about twelve." Nineteenth chapter of the
Acts. Read the first six verses and you have it.
There are probably indications thwt the war is
leading to a closing up of the ranks on doctrinal
matters. There is a swing back to orthodoxy, a
feeling .after dogmatic assurance concerning fundamentals. Everyone sees that Christianity cannot
fight its battles amid these chokins- theological fogs.
But some who are backing to orthodoxy are doing
so with a clearer and perhaps revolutionary view of
what it entails.-W. E. Orchard, D. D., in the Outlook for Religion.
Th,ere is no playing fast and loose with the truth,
in 1any game, without growing the worse for it.Dickens.
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What Shall We Do with Our Boys?
(Address by gJ,der T. W. Williams at Southern California
reunion, Hermosa Beach, August 10, 19·17.)
First of all, let me ;ask, "What is a boy?" Speak right up
a,nyone, and tell me, what is a boy!
"A man grown up!"
A man grown up! Well, thart is a very good answer although we have always ibeJi,eved that a "man is a boy grq,wn
up." But getting down to fundamentals, what is a boy? A
boy is an animal! We p11esuppose he has a soul.
Once upon a time the11e was much speculation as to whether
women had souls. The controversy became so intense that a
church council in the third century concluded to settle• the
matter. It was decided in the affirmative by a majority vote
of one. What dire calamity would have bef,aJUeln the race had
the vote gone the other way!
To avoi-d unnecessary controversy we will affirm that boys
hav~ souls. Judged by the standard of their elders it is a
foregone conclusion they have no religio,n.
The boy is by nwture a rebel-an extreme individualistan anarchist, if you please. Many mothers J,ose their religion
in an endeavor to force it upon their boys. Thank God for the
los~ng!
The ordinary religious concept of the adult has no
place in the ethics of childhood.
Boys, in their earlier formative period are self-centered.
They livcel lives disa·ssociated fi1om the Dest of the univeTse.
After a time they break through the shell and develop the
social instinct. The "gang" is the result. Girls in the same
a~e go in "bunches."
It is the same manif,EJstation with a
different name.
We have met this "ga,ng"' idea with rebuffs. We have
assumed a negative attitude. Repr,EJssion will not go here.
,supervision and dil~ection may work wonders. The social instinct should be cultivated and never repressed. The social
instinct is divine. It is na,tural to seek companionship. As
wi,th nea.rly everythi.ing in the universe, the boy follows thel
line ·of least resistar1ee. The primitive animal knows no artificial law; neither does the boy. He does not go to re1mote
quarters for companionship .. He takes what he finds close at
hand. His associates are of the neighborhood. His companions reside in the saJme or adjoining blocks. He will not
ordi1narily walk across the city to associate with one whose
parents hold similar religious views with that of his parents.
The gang is inevitable. It is the potential state. The
gang considers every locality outside its own domain as "the
enemy's cou.ntry." Lt is strictly loea,l in its own territory.
[t demands that others keep to their locality also.
Every gang has a leader. Leaders are• necessary in everything. The world would go to pi,eces without 1e,aders. The
ga,ng is the reflex of the leader. If the Ieader is bad, the
gang will be bad. The term "bad" is a rela:tive term. It doe:s
not signify inheDetnt perversity. Bladness is:, in most instanc·es, a measure of daring and heroism dominated by environment and lack of education. Crue!l and vicious tend~ncies
in boys should not be measured by strict moral l•a.ws. A boy
has his own code1 of morals. Criminal acts do not imply a
criminal char,aeter.
Most boys admire Jesse James or a Billy Younger. They
do not see the• criminal. S'uch characters .are "heroes"-ad'-
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mired for their bravery and courage-the "will to do" and the
heroism to ca.rry it out.
In the earlier years the boy is a reflex of his mother. She
admires courag.e~so does he. ,she scorns a quitter-so does
he. If o1nly each mother fully sensed her pow,etr and used it
to the best advantage! Every boy has within him the potentialities of a God-the possibilities of a devil. Qualities
which, if properly directed, mak;e for service and gr.eatness, on
the other hand: may, through misdirection, eventua,te in misery,
disappointment and death. Every r.ed-blooded boy is a potential villian; of course it is illOt necessary to wade through
crime in orde1r to be gDela.t.
The power to be good is potential. It takes equal strength
to be bad. Criminology evidences 'that the worst characters
in history possessed characteristics which, if prope•rly directed, would have placed them in the front ranks of civilization.
We must not ignore or stifle the desire in the boy for
original seH-expDession-m.ther gui·d:e it into safe channels.
The boy quickly responds to the social influence and exp:t1esses in his own way what he feels or senses from the
contact.
When a boy joins a gang he surrenders his individuaHty
to an extent and refl·ects the domina,nt spirit of the organization. Naturally, the Ieiader. dominates. He would not ihe a
leader if he did not. He is usually fol1emost in devising
means and method of socia1 expl'ielssion. He suggests something more daring or "devilish." He goes just a little famher
than any of the other boys. To fall behind the "worst"
means Siberia for him. Every gang sings, "Wre want no
cowards in our ranks."
The.new r1ecruit is appaUed a:t the dar~ng suggestions of
the leader but finally is filled with admiration and the desire
to :Dollow. The boy who suggests a convenient chicken coop
or a melon patch sways the gang. If he leads the charge1 he
becomes a nero. But is this instinct not true of us older
one!s? Do we not admire the man who does things? Do we
not applaud the mai)1. who dares the most, the one who v~en
tures a1nd achieves? Is not success. the crux of morals with
a·d'ults as weil as with boys?
This tendency in our boys only awaits direction. It will
not l'espond to the curbing process. We have tried to dam
instead of to harness. The tide' of youth brooks no restmint.
There is no barrier but what becomes an invitatio n to surmount. The duty of the church and the Sunday s:chool is
directi:on, not suppressio1n.
I recall an incident of childhood. The p:rinciple of a public
school recognizing in the ea•rly winter the danger for the
pupils to ve,nture on the thin-formed ice on an adjoining
Iake: issued this ultimatum: "The first boy who y.entures on
thwt lake to-day will be given a thrashing." During the next
recess 'every child in the school was over at the lake. The
conspiracy to do the thing which the' teacher forbade was
conta.gi,ous. Twen,ty-five years have passed and this teacher
is still wondering who was the first boy to disobey his ruling.
If he had said to ·the oldecr boys, "Boys, the lake is unsafe.
If you ventur.e over there some of the smaller children may
follow you a,nd be drowned. Will you assist me in protecting their lives?"-ev•e ry boy would have responded to
.the responsibility and stood shoulder to shoulder with the
te1acher in protecting the int1e:rests of all. The real te1acher
heads the gang. He leads. They follow. He must possess
all of the potentialities of the outlaw; of the villian.
A man over ·in Pasadena was continually annoyed by
neighbori,ng boys who stole his orange1s, broke do.wn his trees
and did untold damage:. He tried poison, shotguns, and bull1

1
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dogs all to no purpose. His fruit continued to disappea::-.
Hie was persuaded to change his tactics. Calling a f•ew of
the boys together he ·vedrt;ed his difficulty. He asked their
assistance, promising that he would give the boys aE tbe
fruit they wished but solicited their cooperation in preserving
his trees and preV!enting wanto.n destruction. He won their
confidenee: and friendship. His troubles disappea,red.
Boys have a code of honor. To vioLa.te same is a gveat
disgrace! Each gang has its rule of conduct whfch to break
is treason! Boys hate a squealer (wish we werre all boys!)
The tattler has no place with lthem. "If we are tog'either,
let's stick" is their motto. They hate a liar. They have little
scruples about gambling. They inherit lthis, however. When
I was a little fellow I was admonished not to play macrMes
for "keeps." I g'ener,aHy noticed that when a "fellow" left
home with a pocket full of marbles a,nd came back empty he
got a licking. If the thing w:as reV1ersed and he w:ent out with
few and came .back with a. pocket full the whipping was
ov;erlooked. Why whip the boy when he loses and overlook the
act when he wins? The universal tendency is to condemn
and punish when material loss ~nsues, to condone and laud
that which brings material gain. Tell me, is it any more
right to play doUars for keeps than to play marbles for
kieeps? If a boy fudg'e:s and wins marbles it is a sin. When
men fudge and gain dollars the wor•ld smiles on him and he
goes to the head of the class! He becomes the ideal business
man. The moral sta,nda,rd of' this church is tha;t whenever
you, put anything into the ring and ta"ke out more tban you
put in you a:r;e dishon!est. A "fair exchange is no robbery."
Boys must know that to render an equivalen1t of value is .the
universal c.ode.
Three thi1ngs' determine the personnel of the gang-propinquity, age ,and temperament. Boys living near to each other,
of similar ages and tastes will inevitably group together. It
is impossible to expect boys f,rom sixteen to eighteen to "run"
with those of eight to ten. Boys will not fedlexate w1th those
far removed from them. Boys having different aims and
purposes will not group.
In their ga,ng life, boys have no sense of fair play to outsiders. Members of a gang will be loyal to each other but
will no•t aJlow the1 same privilege to the boys of other gangs.
In this they are intensely selfish. They come by this tendency honestly. Some one has aptly said, "If there are any
Httle devils around the hearthstone, remember they come by
itt honestly and no one has lost a,nything."
Do we not witness this spirit of selfish rivalry between
towns, and organizations m1d nations? It is anything to outdo, to get ahead' of the other fellow. The way to Iead boys to
recognize a common i,nterest and to maintain a common privilege is to maintain this position among ourselves.
Why does the boy who is a member of a gang try to smoke?
He will ·tell Y'OU it is because the other f,ellows do and he does
not wish to be unlikle others. Again the social instinct asserts itself. Why should a boy want to be "different," a
thing apa.rt, peculia,r? He has been told that it ma)>:es a fellow sick to smokJe,-but "who's afraid" of being sick?
Hasn't he admired courage and bravery all his life! He
refus.es to take a dare. A blanket denunciation of tobacco
using will not deter our boys from the habit.
Again, let us counsel together. We boys have canvassed
the ma;tter thoroughly and decided "it isn't any good." Most
of the bnys know it from experienc,e. Anyhow, God has sa,id
that tobl:lcco is illOt good for man. In forming our boy's club
· at this reunion it was the unanimous decision of the boys
that, whi1e they would not deny membership in the1 club to
any iboy who used tobacco or drank stNng drink, yet they

have established a rigid rule that no one should be permitted
to use either when pa·rticipa;ting in the club activities or Oi!l
the club grounds. A sensible decision.
Let the parents r'emeilllber that the incentive to right must
come from within the boys. You get nowhere with your
"don'ts.. ''' The "don'ts" of pa·rents have made more liars of
boys than any other one thi,ng. Boys will go swimming. Why
mak·e such rigid restrictions that they will .take the risk and
lie about it afterwards even though their sunburned backs
will betray their "cleanliness." Boys will fight despirte the
fact that some shortsighted parent will la,y down a blankelt
rule against fighting.
Boys, dn you ever fight?
",Sometimes."
Why?
"Well, sometimes the other boy starts it and we fight for
his good. If we did not lick him he would keep it up and run
over ewerybody ! ''
Here, 11/-Y boy, Iet's shake on that principle!
That's right, boys; sometimes, in the larger affairs of human life, it becomes necessary to thrash the tyrant and the
braggart! Mothers, you will crush out much that makes for
manhood, if you persist in a foolish, thoughtless, blanket prohibition in this rega.rd! Picking a fight is despicable. So
is a cowardly acquiescence~ when a bully g.ets after you. A
boy tha·t will not fight to prote1et ~nnocence and helplessness
is a coward and Ullikue to the primitive instincts of humanity!
If it was merely a question of my safety or y•ours, I'd surrender mine, but when it is a question of principle, of the
sa;fety and comfort of the community, or the privilege of the
bully, well, I'd go after the bully!
Have faith in your hnys, p;rurents! Ha.ve faith in your
boys, you church people! Your mental attitude has much to
do with the outcome. If you wish a boy to go to the devil
just psychnlogize, him with the thought that you expect him
to go wrong and he'll go! But show him that you beHeve in
him, that you expect him to do the right thing, and he will
generally ring true! A Great Power trusts us-let us trust
our boys, again and again!
I recall one experienc1e1 in my life tha·t stands out like an
oasis in the desert of service. I know a young .man. He
was "hail fellow, well· met"-big~he,arted, generous, companionable. He got into bad compa.ny. He developed vicious
habits. He was going to the dogs. One day I met him when
he was worse than usual. He shunned me. I warmed up
to him. When he would break away I detained him, threw
my arm around his neck a,nd said, "Will, I want you t,o know
that I am your fri.end. It makes no difference where you are
or to what depths you may fall, I still have confidence in
you and be1ieV1~ that you will come to' yourself and do the
right. If the time ever comes that you need a friend come
to me." I pressed his hand and he passed out of my life.
Years roBed by. I had forgotten the incident. O,ne day a
fine specimen of manhood came to my home. He1 introduced
himself but even then I did not recall the youth hell-bent
years ago. He said, "Mr. Williams, do you know me?" I
had to say "no." He then told .me who he was. He recalled
the past. He recited how he had allowed the desire for drink
to get the hetter of him; that vicious influences corrupted his
momls .a,nd he went to the bottom. But he said, "Mr. Will!ams, I never could get away from your words to me when I
was on the down hill .. 'I am your friend.' 'No difference how
fa,r you fall, I will still have confidence in you'! I could not
betmy tha!t ~onfidence! It has been the, pull which has made
a man of me! When you met me that day on the street I did
not f:e:el that I had a friend in all the world and I didn't care!
I made up my mind, ho·wever, tha,t if there was one person
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in the work who trusted me like that, I would live up to his
confidence." Friends, I would not exchange this joy in my
soul for hea\~en, with it effamld. Rather give me a hell of
s•ervice than a heaven of composure and self-exaltation!
Be a companio:n to your boy i Too many boys do not have
compani•ons in their homes. The average boy mustn't whistle,
he mustn't whittle, he must1n''lr--werll, he jus:t mustn't, tlmt"s
all. The home is kept for chance company. This: company
will :remark, "What a tidy housekeeper Mrs. S'o and So is,"
while her boys are out in the back alley or with the gang.
Bett:er :a thousand times hav.e. your home littered with sticks,
and half-made kites, and saws, and shavings, and have your
boy feel that he has the freedom of the hous:e than to retain
some musty-smelling rooms to entertain musty-brained peopl:e. The greatest furnishing for the home is 11eid-blooded
boys and girls. One. boy is of more worth than all the wellkept parlors in rthe worl~.
Be considerate in your requests. It is a crime for a parent
to break ~n upon the budding genius of a child absorbed in
constructive enterprise and ruthless:ly destroy it. The crude
tin~etr:img of boyhood is as important in the evolution of character as the master achievement of mature genius. "Whetn
you finish what you are doing, will you do this for me?"
should be the attitude of every parent. If you are the righit
kind of a companion for your hoy he will not lljnnecessarily
detain you. Nearly ev·ery boy in. the world will respond if
you touch the •right chord in him--the divine. God is in every
boy; let .the fi11es of love in your heart kindle into flames. the
hvtent foroes within him that will glow into· a pa,ssio1n that
will fill and direct his lif·e.
The boys of this reunion met and organized the other day.
We named ourselves the "Booste,rs." Boosters, you know, will
boost for evm:·y good thing. They will also knock the knockers. We have planned a button for our club which will contain these words, "Are you a booste.r? I am." We are to
be boosters for the church; boosters for our town; boosters
for every good thing. We ask your cooperation. We must
have your help.
Her•e are some of the things which we ask thei reunion to
authoriz·e'. \V e wish the tract of' ground west of the cafeteria
for a gymnasium. ·We will UJndertake to put up a small gymnasium and to supply necessary apparatus such as tennis and
basket ball courts, jumping stands, Pa.1~a.Ilel bars, flying rings,
Indian clubs, l:eaping boards, etc. The: girls desire some
things, too. They will ·spe:ak for themselves.
I th1nk the time has come for this district to wak:el up, and
respond to the call of the boys and girls for help. What if
we do have to relinquish some of our pet illusions! What if
we must sur11ender our set plan of religious s:ervice? Our
boys. and girls are leaving us under the old regime. Let's try
the new plan. It cannot possibly be w:o•rse that the old.
I just heard of a branch of the church not over a thousand
, miles aw:ay from here which denied the Sunday school boys
the privilege of putting up a tennis court on the adjoini1n g lot
to the church although the ho,ys offer~d to keep the1 grass plot
trimmedi and the churoh: lot tidy in return. I think we ought
to hold a prayer meeting and ask God to convert the members
of that branch!
Too many 11eformed repro'Qate~s sanctimoniously cry. "The ·
gospel is good enough for me." Yes, after you have wasted
your life in riotious living and the fire of your manhood has
been burn~e:d out you are co1nt~nt to say prayers and sing
.hymns; to use your power to squash the mirth of childhood;
to put out the fires of youth. A burned out motor is no test
for a live one.
Wake up ! God never undertakes to mak:e or force his children to obey. He adviseis, counsels, guides. Should we not

be as considerate as he? Let us make our local churches so
attractiv.e that our young people will say when comparing
with like attractions elsewhere, "Why, we have far the b:e:st of
it." You will have no trouble th~n in interesting them in all
of the affairs of the ohurch. Let every local church arrange
as soon as possible to supply a swimming pool, a tennis court,
an up-to-date1 gymnasium, or a reading room. If your church
is not suited for such additions better rehabilitate the church
or, better still, dispose of it and reconstruct ;a. ne;w church
building which will house the whole family and make it the
home for all of the innoce1nt amusements, and more serious
activities of all the people of God.
I would be willing to for1ego everything to sa.ve our boys and
our girls, everything except the truth. I would subordinate
everything to the one impelling duty to meet the young on
thei:r ,o,wn grounds and plan for them, cooperate with them,
for the fulles:t .expression of theiv desires and hopes. Our
real asset as a church to-day is our boys and girls.. God speed
the day when we can meet the young on their own ground,
see life from their standpoint, and maintain common and mutual interest.

LETTER DEPARTMENT
Northern Wisconsin Reunion
The l'eunion for the Northern Wisconsin District came to a
conclusion Sunday evening, August 26. I:t, has convened ten
days prior tao that. The weather was ideal. Could not have
been better. When the time came to separate; there was
many a sad face and tears we1r.e1 in many eyes. Why should
tears be shed and sadness be in the hea.rt, and a d!esi.m to ling.er. We were sad, and we were happy. Those of the world
will not compr:ehend, but those who haVle passed from death
unto life will understand.
There w:as a spi:J;itual feast during the entire reunion.
The praye.r meetings were largely attended and seemed
to he' our best meetings. They did the writer the most good.
A fine spirit was thel'e to dedicate each meeting to the service of God. Sevm~l prayer meetings were arranged for the
young peaop1e. The writer had occasion to visit them; he can
report that ilt was appar.ent that God is marshaling his army
among the1 youth. And it is a worthy arn1y that is being
trained. Many were: the testimonies that were given fQ'Om
the hear:t, and we have many reasons to say those prnyers
will be answered.
Preaching services were better attended than on previous
occasions, and strangers were there to hear the "old story."
It was naoticeable to all that the elders were directed by the
Spirit in the delivery of the word from time to time. And
the conclusion in a few words was that there was a feast of
good things. Give God the pmise.
The elders pr:e1sent were: W. A. McDowell, !David E.
Dowker, Lyman W. Fi~e, Leonard Houghton, and A. L.
Whiteaker, and the district presideiJJt, 8. E. Livingston,
Then the local brethren were there and 11endiered valuable
SeTrvice in many ways.
Two lectures were given during the reunion. These w:exe
given in connection with a lantern and slides. The Lantern
and slides were furnished by Brother LeRoy Colbert. He
ha.s invested considerable money in his outfit but we feel that
he will be able to do much good with it.
The first lecture was on church history, Brother Dowkerr
was the speaker; The second was on Book of Mormon archreology. The speaker was Brother Fike. The slides in each
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lecture were1 very plain and beautiful. Before .the former
lecture the brass 'band of the city of Chetek gave us a concert. It was a treat.
Alt the business session all business moved fast; $525 was
raised in fifte1en minutes. This was to apply on the reunion
grounds and buildings. The total indebtedness was prior to
the r.eunion $1,200. We feel that we will be able to handle
the most of it this year. We know that we will if all he:lp
wha,t they can.
The sick were healed under the blessings of God, the elders were caUed upon many times, and in each instance there'
was ,a, blessing from God. A gift of prophecy was given by
Brother Dowker to the y;oung people. It was of much encom:;agement to them. There was a gift of tongues, also the:
interpretation. This was given in the senior prayer meeting,
the young were also there. The following was the message
which was tak·en in shor t:hand by Brother Lloyd L. Hadley.
"Yea, my friends, my people, I am pleased with you in this
assembly, I am pJ,eased with your fasting. It is my will that
you fast often, and pray much in sec11e:t that your F,a,ther
will hear you. I have blessed you in this reunion. I have
many blessings in sto11e1 for you yet. This is only a foretaste
of what I will give you in the future if you are faithful.
And I say unto you my p,eople, :Come up highe,r; come up
• higher, you know what that means. Zion is on, and, it is the
pure in hea:m that will see God, as I have said unto· you, I
still call upon you to be humble, to he faithful, to be devoted
to the service of God. Makie these 1:1eunions a success by
your means, and by your p:rnyers. And by this mine angels
shall have charge concerning you, and I will rear you up and
help you to overcome the obstacles .that are in the way. And
I also say unto you, my people, that caiamiti,els are in the
world. Calamities a,re coming, but the power of our God
will help you to overcome and by this the world will know
that Jl'OU have passed f·I'om death unto life, and they will
also know that you have learned of God to know that his
work is ev,er'lasting." Given in tongues and interpreted by
Brother A. L. Whiteake'I', S'unday, August 26, morning prayer
meeting.
It might he proper to inform those who are not aware of it
that at Che,tek the Siaints own a very nice grove bordering
Lab~ Chetek. They ,also own a large auditorium and a dining hall with all equipment. The dining hall will seat one
hundred people. The meals this year wer:e served at seventyfive c1ents a day. Wlf:J were fortunate in having such a sensible cook.
There w:as so· much tha~t was donated in the way of vegetables andi provisions that there was a profit Of $125 in .the
dining hall. This will be turned into the other fundi to help
pay the debt.
The committee made such arrangements that there .was no
rent on beds or tents, and all weT'e supplied. S'ome went
into the homes of the 8aints but those desi1ring tents were
supplied. The district tent Wlas divided into eight nice l'ooms
by me,ans of stringers and building paper. By this we were
abJ,e to Bave the expenBe and trouble of renting tents. Quite
a number of the Saints were supplied with tents and· those
they brought and used. The district is well supplied with
spring beds and cots.
During the reunion eleven were baptized. We welcomed
them. Four of that number were young men, and by the
spi:rit of prophecy which was pr,esent in their confirmation
we are sure that the Lord has a work for them and if they
are humble a bright future awaits them.
, The writer was forcibly impr.essed during the whole reunion that we are living beneath our privileges. But I am
1

gl1ad to s:a,y that I can see a wonderful advancetment in the
past year. Let us come' up higher~
I am your companion in the' struggle for truth.
LYMAN W. FIKE,
For Press Committee.

Lamoni, Iowa
The entire State1 is being covered by prohibition workers
who are making ecv;ery effort to get out the full vote on. ~c
tober 15, when Iowa will decide whether it shl),ll have constitutiona,l prohibition. The only question is whether the dry
vote can be gotten out. There is altogether too much i,ndiff,erence and we sincerely hope that not a S:aint in Iowa will
fail to cast his vote in favor of the measuve'. ·
G. N. Briggs, president of Grac,eland CoUege, is the associate chairman of the forces in the county, and heads the
township committee. The township will raise $150 to aid in
the campaign. At the LamQni church last Sunday V. R. McGinnis, ~n attorney from Leon, addressed the audience1 on
temperance topics and will give similia,r lectures in other
towns. Some of our b11ethren a~e filling similar appointments.
It is good to see Brother E'lhert A. Smith about again. He
looks good, has a healthy color a'D.d feels well. There is no reaso(ll why he should not gradually work back into his old-time
vigor and enthusiasm. We hea,r f,avorable comments on his
recent contributions to the: HERALD and Autumn Leaves. La~
moni :appreciates Brother S'mith as a neighbor and friend,
as the church in ge111eral does his' counsel and advice as one
of the presidency a,nd as a most popu1ar church writer. The
announcement that his story: "Timbers for the teh1ple" will
begin in the Autumn Leaves for November, no doubt will meet
vdth a hearty response.
Twelve more Lamoni lads left us on the 19th in the army
dran. Nine of the tw,elvel were GrHce1.and men, eight belonged to the church. five .wi're married, four with children.
The exemption board in this part of the country seem more
stringent on exemptions for marri,ed men 'than a,re some
similar boards in othe r places. At a big puhlic reception given
for them on the street, A. M. Carmicha,el, G. N. Briggs, and
W. A. Hopkins made speeches on the subject netarest our
hearts. The college students gave .each 111ine rahs:, and the
Red Gross Ladies dona~ed e1ach a comfort kit. The Herald
Office employee:s gave each of the, two lads Ieaving them a
leather-bound Bible, with names inscribed in gold.
DELBERT.
1

Independence Stake
We regret to record the passing away of our dearly beloved
sister, Mrs. TeSisie Weston, who died yesterday afternoon at
her home two and a half miles south of the Stone Church,
after many months of severe but pati>ent suffering. Brother
R. J. Parker's funeral on Septemherr 9 was a very impressive
Qne, and was largely attended.
·
Many of our loved ones haV1el been called to pass through
periods of intense pain and sickness l'e:cently, and we are glad
also to report at this time the convalescence and 11ecovery ,of
several. Brother Jacob Hale, Sister W. A. Smith, Sister A.
Gillen, and a few others ar:e still requesting our p11ayers, whe
have been :!lor many weeks sick at the :Sanitarium.
The Sa~nts are looking forwal'd, anticipating a pleasant occasion next Sunday when the Stone Churchwill be dedica,ted,.
and pleasant associations will be renewed with President
Frederick M., Bishops McGuire and Keir, and the many
brethren and sisters. who will be visitors from various points
in the stake.
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We had a very·large gathering o1n last :Sunday evening assembl>ed on the east lawn to hea,r Brother W. W. Smith, and
the morning service in charge of Brother Israel A. Smith was
also a most profitable one: The young people's early morning
prayer meetings are un.usuaHy interesting. Registering for
renewed <ed~cational work will beg~n this evening and many
are contemplating vigo11ous efforts on this line, to continue
for the winter the studies listed by the Educ·a,tional ComJtliSsion, called the IndeP'elndence Institute of Arts and Science·s.
There is a general fall~ng in line, both by the priesthood arnd
members, and much good is looked forward to by all concerned, in the prosecution of this sp,ecial kind of s.e,rvice.
The new librar:y 'building, on the east side of the church,
with its book cases andl shelves, and with a fine and commodious 11eading room, cared for by Brother M. F. Gowen,
presents a most invit~ng retreat for the studious and this is
only one 01f the many improvements that have been made on
the church premises the past :liew weeks. The brethren merit
our sincere thanks for the neatness and disP'atch with which
they· have gratuitously labored in the interest of the church
here."'
The branch as to members, has been added to of 1a,te. The
Sunday school and Religio present interesting fea,tures in the
way of increased attendance, the last meetings showing are"
port of 881 and 300 present in those societies, respectively.
In the line of program a,nd ·entertainments, both literary
and musical, our young people show wonderful advancement,
which is certainly a source of appreciative worth to both old
and young.
We hope to continue faithful in this all-important work.
ABBIE A. HORTON.

Wants Church Literature
[We have sent the undersigned a 'few HERALDS 3.1nd some
catalogues of church publications. Perhaps others can supply
him more extensively.~EmTORS.]
I h~:we1 be1en reading over the letters in the HERALD and certainly enjoy them. I have received much benefit from them,
also the other church books. In the From Here and There
column I see whel'e Brother J. L. Winter, of l{j3.1nsas City,
is flooded with literature. I wish you would place my address in the HERALD. I know I could use considerable here at
this place as there is no church here.
Steubenville, Ohio, is the1 nearest bmnch I believe, and I
would like to get some, of my friends and neighbors interested
in this work. I have ,already passed some out-all I could
get--so if any of the Saints have a,ny to spare I can put it
to very good use, also a few catalogues of church books.
Yours in gospel bonds,
8. M. GIVENS.
WELLSVILLE, OHIO, 412 Nineteenth St11eet.

From Here and There
Word comes: from Brother Henry Ellis of the passing of
Brother John Harry, of WaJ,e;s, at the advanced age of eighty
years. He was one of the pionee1rs of the work in Wales, and
many of the old-time servants of God have found a haven of
peace and refuge at his home at Pouthenry. It was said of
him during his ministrations as an elder that "he talked
with God as a man speaking to a friend."
Mrs. H. D. ,Stevens, R. F. D. 3, Madison, Wisconsin, writes
that her son, H. D., is with the First Wisco,nsin Infantry,
Headquarters Company, at present stationed at Camp Douglas, Wisco,nsin, but ecxpecting to go to Waco, T·exas, v.rithin a
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month,. desires to get in touch with any Saints in either community. Hejs not a member of the church but said he would
appreciate meeting some of the 8aints, i:n the army or out
of it.
BUTMAN, MICHIGAN, August 31, 1917.
Editors Herald: It has been some, time sinc;e anything has
been .written from this place, and I thought I would le,t you
know there still is a branch of Saints here, and that it is
thriving. I baptized six this summer. As we have two
churches in this branch, I hold prayer meetings every two
weeks, when possible, in the church seven miles f.r'Om my home.
The Lord has been blessing the 'Saints abundlantly with the
gifts and biessings of the gospel, when meeting together to
serve him; also in healing the sick from plagues and diseases.
Last fall I adm~nister1ed to a little child that was taken
sick with inf,antne paralysis a,t night. It could move no part
of its body, but in the morning it was entirely well.
A short time ago I was caUed to Ogemaw County to administer to a sister who was very ill. Her physician visited
her twice but was unable to aid her. She was unable to move
her body for pain. The Lord reveaied to mer. when I was summoned to go, that through fasting and prayer he would. work
a miracle. After I administered to the sister, ~nside of ten
hours she was ·out of pain and abie1 to sit up in hed, and in a
few days was up and doing her housework. Thus the Lord
shows his mighty power through fiaith and living as we should
in the ministry-clean, pu11e lives befor'e the world and the
church.
At Houghton Lake 11eeen.tly we had a two-day meeting.
It was accompanied by the gifts of prophecy and so1ng. Ou<r
dis:trict pl'e,sident, George W. Burt, was with us. All enjoyed the meetings,, Brother Burt is a man truly qualified
for the work, and the1re is none other that could handle his position better.
'
Hoping to c_on:tinue in the servic,e, of the Lord and live so
that my preaching and other work may be effectual, that we
all working together may hasten the day of our redemption,
is my desire and praye,r.
ISRAEL GoHEEN.
LOWER LAKE, CALIFORNIA.
Editors Herald: The annual 11eunion of northern California ended August 26, and: has passed into history. Brethren
Ha.wkins, Parkin, Davison, and Rushton were chosen to presidel. ,Sister Ruth Griswold, secretary, Brothers Piarkin,
Ingham, BP,an, Wiles, Sax, Davison, Brooner, and Pickering
were the speakers. All of the sermons we;re of an unusuall.Y
high order.
One new feature was the selecting of a half dozen or more
of the priesthood to give ten-minute talks from the pulpit,
among those selected wel'e Brother Cecil Hawley. Their lit~
tle sermonets were well received, especially Brother :Hawley's, a teacher~a young man who is destinf.'d to cmne to
the fron:t in the1 near' futu11e. For a better name, Brother
Parkin christened it the "Elders' Medley." Sister Dora
Glines, from Independence, representing the Woman's Auxiliary, gave a very interesting leeture along the lines pertaining to their work, which was highly appreciated. Sister
Glines has a pleasing and winning p·ersonality, and will accomplish much good wherever her lot is cast. Sister Christensen read a paper reflecting many good thoughts, and suggestiom; beneficial to the nrganiza.tion, and should be re~
membered and carried out.
Economics was the theme next brought forward, but we did
not realize what could be accomplished along that line until
Sister F. W. McDonald responded to the call from the chair.
As she stepped upon the pl1atfo·rm to exhibit herself she
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said, "Now all take a good look at me." She was a~rayed in
a snow-white dress andi waist, all made from common flour
sacks. Nothing could be pnet·t.ier or neater, and only cost
twenty-one cents. Sisters take note.
Our worthy brother Thomas McKee was caned to the offic,e
of priest through the Spirit. An unknown tongue was given
through one Bl'other Dagner.
Many beautiful and affectingtestimonies were given. Nothing of a disagreeable nature occurred to mar the peace and
harmony which prevailed during the ten days of the1 reunion.
Neatness and cleanliness was seen on every hand, thanks to
our district pm~sidelllt, C. W. Hawkins.
Sunday, August 26, our neunion came to a close, our district
'pnesident having the honor of delivering the! valedictory sermon after which "God be with you" was sung, all joining in,
then good-bys until we meet again in 1918 at Irvington.
EDWARD F. ADAMSON.
MITCHELL, ONTARIO, S'eptember 2, 1917.
Editors Herald: On July 21, Levi Judkins and wif·e and
Elder Frank Gray and wife came in their car and opened
up a campaign of street preaching in this place. Brother
Gray stood in the car and for more than an hour held a
large crowd spellbound as he explained the gospel to them.
Elder John L. Burger of Saint Thomas, came later and
preached in the town hall twice on Sunday, two powerful
an.d convincing sermons that ought to result in bringing some
to understand and obey the gospel.
Then on the 25th Elder William Fligg came and preached
on the street, occupying the bandstand. It is an ideal
place for street preaching, as it is lit up on each corlller with
hydro-electric lights, and although the evening was not
promising from a weather standpoint, quite a large crowd
listened attentively and kept good order.
On Sunday the hearts of the Saints were caused to rejoice
and especially Brother Will's, as he looked down the street
and saw Brother and Sister Vasbinder and Brother Frank
Gray come in their car from London. Surely the Lord is
sending forth his swift messengers with the words of eternal truth, for these Saints attended meeting in the morning
in London and were in Mitchell to help on this great latterday work at eight o'clock in the evening.
Preaching by Brother Gray, followed by a sermon by
Brother Fligg. The people who heard were making such
remarks at this: "That was a good speaker you had," "He
is the smartest man in Mitchell," etc.
Some came from quite a distance to these meetings, and
the outlook is bright for an ingathering into the church. We
are ably assisted by Brethren Amos Smith, of Listowell and
Solomon Bell, of McKell Branch. All are working harmoniously together to gather the honest in heart in.to the fold.
Yours for truth,
WILLIAM H. GRAY.
SULPHUR SPRINGS, TEXAS, September 2, 1917.
Editors Herald: I am a young Saint trying to live for the
cause of my Master. My husband doesn't belong to any
church. He often spe•aks of joining theJ Christian Church. I
am praying that the Lol'dl may ghne, him understanding that
he may yet see the way.
I take the HERALD and think it a g'ra:nd paper. My sister
and myself are theJ only Saints he1re. My parents moved from
this place two years ago. The.y are mempers of the church,
and I also h:we some sisters· and brothers that belong, and
some that do not, but hope they soon will.
I wish some eider would come here and preach. I believe

some good could be accomplished. I read the good 1e:tters the
1Saints writ'e about enjoying the reunions and hearing the
dear gospel .preached. I have ne¥er had the sweet privilege
of being with the Saints but very little. Once in a whi1e an
elder drops in and preaches a few s.ermons. My prayers are
that I may not always b~ iso1ated.
I want to ask the prayers of the Saints in behalf of my
litHe brother who has been operated on for app.endicitis.
Also for prayers for my husband, for I want him to be saved'.
My desire is to live and do whatwer God l'equires me to do.
Your siste'r in the one faith,
MRs. JESSIE Fox.
SHABBONA, MICHIGAN, September 3, 1917.
Editovrs ·Herald: We hav,e just been the recipients of a
spiritual feast at the above-named place, a two-day meeting being held September 1 and. 2.
We found the Master true to his promises, in giving divine inspiration to those who seek to please him and desire
his richest blessings,
It was pleasing to note the interest taken and the "unity
which prevailed in the meetings.
The speakers were Elders Myron Carr, F. S. Brackenbury,
Wiiliam Grice, district president, and T. L. Clark. The discourses were interesting and inspiring.
Sister Plato, president of the Woman's Auxiliary and also
district chorister, explained the purpose and desired 'aim of
the Woman's Auxiliary to the satisfaction of all concerned.
May God bless this department of the work with the others.
Elder Carr is district field worker for the Sunday school
and occupied on that department of the work. Elders William Grice and T. L. Clark also took an important part on
this program. The singing of a vocal solo by a little fouryear-old girl recently adopted from the Children's Home by
a Sister Harrison, of Capac, Michigan, was most highly
commended.
The usual degree of love and unity was manifest at the
Sunday social service. The sacrament was administered
and the gifts of the gospel were among us. We felt a
greater determination within us to press on in the gospel
warfare.
The musical part of the meetings was efficiently handled
by Sister Plato, who deserves special commendation. Solos
we!'e beautifully rendered by Sister Henrietta Davis, of
Detroit, and Brother Charles Scrivner, of Cash. A threepiece orchestra assisted the choir.
The Saints a.t Shabbona deserve congratula.tions on the
way they so kindly took care ~f the large number of Saints
present, making them heartily welcome. Love, unity, and
spirituality predominated throughout the services and all
felt amply repaid for the sacrifices made, and parted with
a keen desire for advancement and greater usefulness.
May God help us to be faithful in assisting to promulgate
his work and to reach Zionic conditions.
ORVAL L. THOMPSON,
FRED S. BRACKENBURY,
Press Committee.
DUKE, OHIO, September 6, 1917.
Editors H em.ld: I came to my field of 1abor the first part
or May and sta.rted mee1tings in the Saints' chapel near Marshall. About a week later Brother Geo.rge E .. Burt from
Michigan joined. me in this place. We had a fair inte:rest and
some talked 1aibowt b:eing baptized but that wa.s: as far as they
went. w.e also held a week's meetings in ·a schoolhouse near
this pi,ace, where there was some interest manifested and a
school-teacher got after Brother Burt several times, but he
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would not argue with me. Ther•e w;as no reason to the man.
I took him to be possessed with an evil sp'irit. I then went
to Middletown where I continued meetings.for two weeks and
Brother. Griffiths was with us one Sunday and bapti:lled four
and 1;he writer also baptized four a. f·ew days later. One.of
them; Sister Day, had been a member of the Utah church
for some time. rShe will be quite a help to the Middletown
Branch. Also held a few meetings at Amanda, where I baptized one. I then went to Wellston where Brother Burt and
I held about ,a, w;eek's meetings. Some have been baptized
there of late and others ar1e interested. From Wellston we
went to McArtthur where we go·t the use of the Christian
Union church. w.e continued for two weeks with fair interest. Some are quite interested. This is a new opening.
The wriile1r then went to Amandla and put up the tent and
held about a ten days' meeting, but was not able to get up
much of an interest. From Amanda I went to the Kirtland
reunion wh:e11e we enjoyed quite Ill.. spiritual feast. It was
the best reunion the writer has ever attended. Am no·w at
Duke•, Ohio, and preaching every night in the Christian
church with attendance from five to tw,enty.
I love this work and I want to be a faithful worker. Some
ask me a.t times, when, I think thrut Zion will be redeemed.
I tell them that Zion will be :redeemed when we as a church
ha.ve made the needed preparation and that w;e• all have our
pa,rt to perform. I want to db my part and let my light so
shine that I may be able to help others to prepare themselves
to do their part. While at Kir<tland a, young sister was telling me that the:re were four in he.r Sunday schoJl class and
they have thirty dollars fo:r' the,ir Christmas offt~ring and are
going to try to make it one hundred dollars. They are earnest workers for the Masteil'. If we all worked that way
how long would it take to redeem Zion?
Wishing all the rich blessings ·of the kind Father in heaven,
I remain as ever in gospel bonds,
JACOB G. IIALB.
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gani2<a:tion of the Z. R.-L. S. was organized at a convention
held three1 weeks ago, which now co1n sists of three locals, all
of which 1a:re small. Brother 8. C. Bethel was elected president, with Sister D. 'C. Morgan, secretary. Both a11e of
Toledo Branch. An effort is being made to open two missions
at points in and near the city, and the' pl'ospects are good for
mor•e work of this kind to be done later om..
The social officials are active in their l~ne of work, resulting
in increasing ,adivity and in meeting the demands of. the
church temporally as well as spiritually. We have organized
a choir and are doing fine. Have had two baptisms and received four by letter.
Labor Day ten of the brethren w;ent from helle to assist on
the Sylvan!a Church building, haa a fine day and a good
time doing the Lord's work. None of the breth11en have be.en
required to ~enter army life, yet, though several have had to
register.
,
Information is obtained of several members of the church
living in the city who hav.e not shown sufficient int:erest to
look up the church and attend the services, but it is hoped
this will in time be rectified and all will 11eturn to the worship of God, is our pra,yer.
MEDA OWEN.
812 Fourth Street.

THE USE OF MEAT
(Conti;nued from page 916.)

Second, he does not quote correctly our statements.
From this it would appear that meat should be used very
sparingly indeed, except in cold weather, or times of famine.
In these revelations we must remember that under frontier
conditions they were not possessed of a variety of food, such
as we have to-day. Yet meat is not denied to us; we are
aware that man,y physicians as well as others, urge a greater
change in diet.

AMHERSTBURG, ONTARIO, CANADA, September 8, 1917.
Edito1·s 1-I·cralrJ: Just a few lines to let you know how the
work is going on in this part of God's vineyard. Our branch
was o.rganizeJ July 27, hy Brethr1en Curtis and Weaver.
We have a full set of .officers. Nea.rly all took turns a:t the
reunion. There are twenty-1nin,e members, and only n~ne
stayed at home1 from the 11e:union. Since coming home from
the reunion most all have borne their part bravely, and the
Spirit of the Lord was with us, ll.!nd several have been spoken
to. All are. true: united work:ers, and the spirit of love
abounds here.
· Your sister in b01nds,
MINNIE WISMER.

Third, he ignores the fact that the purpose is not
the discussion for. the use of meat, but of pork, so
that we,did•not enter into a full di,scussion of that
aspect, while the portion of the section quoted gavce
the law clearly, ;and the editorial remarks should
have been interpreted accordingly. Fourth, the letter is anonymous and so cannot be directly answered.
When section 86 was given more meat was eaten
than is now. Hence we have the statement standing
1rus set forth. Perhaps we overemphasize this ~n say"'
ing "very sparingly indeed.'' We imagine there is
TOLEDO, OHIO, 8eptember 12, 1917.
Editors Herald: The Saints of Toledo "f,eel much encour- still mol'e eaten in other times than those of cold or
aged for the Lord's1 kindness toward us. We have received famine, that is advisable. There is a possible ammany blessings of late, for which we are thankful, both biguity in the statement in section 86, and there is
spiritually and temporally. W,e are especially thankful to
our Father for a leader, Brother J. F. Mintun. He ha.s been aJso a possible ambiguity in this sentence in the
so much help to us. He is planning on a trip to his home in ·editorial. However thiiS portion of the section was
Des Moines, Iowa, about. the middie of this m01nth, to bring quoted in full, so that our readers could see what it
Sis.ter Mintun here, to be one with us. Arrangements have actually said, as well as reading our possible conalready belen made for him to locate nea:r the church.
struction of it. If it is in error each one may judge
We have bee1n having better interest in our me;etings, esfor
himself.
pecially at nJg:ular services. Street meetings still continue each
This question being ask;ed, it is of interest to note
S'aturday evening; Brother Mintll!n and Brother Ulrich doing
the preaching. At ·the close of e1ach service, priviieg1e' of ques- the point called to our attention by Doctor W. A.
tion is given and fully occupied for a half hour or more. Sinclair, of Boston, Mas,sachusetts. And that is,
From fifty to over one hundred pieoes of literature are disthat chapter eleven of Leviticus, in which the Israeltributed each service, and a few books sold.
Inte:rest is also takern in Sunday school ,and Religio, and a1n ite's were forbidden to eat,. of the swine, contains
effort to increase attendance is being made. A district on- also this verse. "Even of these ye may eat; the lo-
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cust after his kind, as the bald locust after his kind
and the beetle after hi,s. kind and the grasshopper
after his kind." (Verse 22.) According to this,
those who prefer to omit pork may substitute the
locust, beetle and grasshopper.
S. A. B.

MISCELLANEOUS DEPARTMENT
Convention Minutes
BRITISH ISLES 1MISSION.-At Birmingham, Englamd, August 4, 5, and 6. Considering ·the1 increase:d cost of traveling,
shortage of trains, and other hindrances, there was quite a·
large numher. of visiting ·Saints. Sunday school held a convention on Satu11day af1ternoon. On Sunday morning Blanche
Edwards, of Birmingham, a teacher by profession, gav,e. a
l,ecture on thei essentials of succes.sful 'Sunday school teaching. The servicte was well attended and the ,e,ffort of our sist,er greatly appmecilated. Opening S•e's·sion of conference at
6 p. m. 'SaJturday, associat'e' :lninisiter in chargtel, IW. H.
G11eenwood and <Bi.shop Roderick May appoi nted to preside.
The rules governing the constitution of the conference were
suspended so each member of the church might have voice
and vote. Re[ports were read from U. W. Greene, W. H.
Greenwood, W. R. Armstrong, also missionary reports from
John Schofield, Abel Hall, J. A. Judd, J. W. Taylo·r. The
following districts also reported: Birmingham, John Schofi,eld,
president; Weste11n Wales, Thomas Jones, president; Eastern
Waie:s, E. J. T·rapp, president; London, J. A. Judd, president;
Manches.ter, J. W. Taylor, president. Roderick May repo·rted
briefly 1the income and expenditure of the financi.aJ depar,tmen:t over which he presides. The high priests quorum re~
port was read. The committee appointed at the 1916 conference to attend to church r'egistration reported p·rogDetss and
requested further time to complete the scheme they had tn
hand. The1 committee appoint,ed in 1916 to undertake the repair and painting of the gospel van (the gift of Brother and
Sister G. H. Holmes of Clay Cross,) reported. Bro:ther May
stated that he had been insltructed to tak·el over the gospel
van as consecration, and was arranging to ha,v'e' it fully
equipped by March, 19·18. A committee which had been appo~nted to co,nside:r charges for location at confe:t'ence repol'ted that they conside:t'eid charges should be made. The
business was referred back to them, to discuss arid fix cha•rges,
and report at 1918 conference. The Sunday serviceS were
most excellent. At the close of the afternoon meeting a bantism service ~as held and 3 b[tptized. It wa.s resolv,e:d that at
future conf€1rences every member of the British Isles have
voice and vote in conferenc,e:. It was 11esolve-d that we ratify
the Ge!lleral Conference appointees to this mission. Elec•tion
of secretary: High Pri,est W. R. Armstrong, who for the
past twenty years has occupied thrut office and fulfilled all
its duties in a mos.t efficient manner, to the sa;tisfaction of
all, desi:red that we elect some1 other brother to the wo:rk.
Elder -William Worth, 28 Horace' Grove, :Stockport, was
elected as secretary to the British Isles Mission. Brother
Worth nominated Fred J. Lewis, of Stockport, as his assistant.
Bishop R. May was ree,lec:ted as financial secretary and tDeas~
urer. The retiring ,auditor, Elder J. A. Judd, was reelected
for the 'ensuing three1 years. It was resolv·ed: that a committee (appointed by the chair) draw up a l-etter of apprecia:tioi!l to our Brother W. R. Armstrong for his twenty years
service as secretary. Our appr,eciation was express,e:d to the
catering committ1e/81 fo'r the generous way they had provided for our needs; to the loca~ting committe•e for the accommodation they had made for all visiting 'Saints, and to all
other workers who had helped to make the whole confe1rence
a ·real success. It was decided tha:t the secret1ary send a letter of encouragement to aH our br,ethren who are serving in
the :nation's forces. With all general church officials please
note the change of se:cretary and the, address, 28 Horace
Grove, Stockport, England. W. H. Greenwood, associate
minister in charge; William Worth, secretary.
OWEN ·SOUND.-Religio a:t Owen Sound, Ontario, September 14, in charge of p:t'esident, Ernest Clark and vice presid€int:, Aylm€ir Powell, ,a.ssisted by W. D. Ellis and D. B. Perkins. A discussion w,a,s, entered into regarding methods of
advancing thet Religio work in the district. The following
1

officers were elected: Ernest Cla~rk, president; Aylmer Powell,
vice president; S'arah IShut:e, secretary; Ed~a.rd L,e,eder,
trea,surer; Amelia Taylor, chorister; Annie Cameron, home
department sup;erinterrde,nt; Benson Belrose, temperance department superintendent; Kirby Tarzwell, member of libratry
boal:'d. A joint program with the Sunday school in the evening was an tnteresting feature. Nex't convention Friday
previous to district conference, same place. S. M. Shute,
secretary.
TORONTO.-Religio, a,t Lowbanks, Onta.rio, August 10, 1917.
Vic,e president, C. L. Garrard and honora,ry president, R. C.
Etvans, presided. Mr1s. Floralice Mille1r and: Davidi Pycock
acted as secretaries'. All officers' reports showed the district
progressi,ng. Membership 517, 8 locals in district all active.
They al'e D!a.visville, Hamilton, Humber Bay, Humbers:tone,
New Liskeard (organized i,n Februa•ry, 1917), Ni1aga:ra Falls,
Toronto, W elland. All branches in district have either a
home class or local except two. Toronto ha:s 1argest eni'oHment, made large:st gain in perc,entage of membership. New
Liske1ard, the baby local, had best avemge attendance and
used highest percent:a,ge of members on programs. Officers
elected: C. L. Garrard, president; Ernest Rowett :retiri,ng
after four years in the office; Will Mather, vice president;
Flomlice Miller, sec1retary; Minnie B. Fauids, treasurer and
chorist,e,r; E. Life, home class superint•endent; M. J. Growley, member of library board; E. Harringham, member gospel literature boa11d. One buf;iness session held and with
the Sunday School Association an instructive and entel1taining p,mgram was given. Flor,alic,e Miller, secreta:ry.

Conference Notices
New York and Philadelphia rut Philadelphia, Octobe·r 6,
and 7. Elizabeth Teal, se1cretary.
Potta,wattamie Religio at Boomer, Iowa, October 9 instead
of October 2 as announc:ed. Ruth Timm, sec.retary.
Kentucky .amd Tennessee with Eagle Creek Branch, October
20, 1917. Send all reports to Cur:tis Ross, Pury,ear, Tennessee. J. R. McClain, district preside:nt.
.Southern Ntebraska, at Fairfield, October 20, 21, in the
pretty new church. All cordi,aHy urged to a:tt:end. Mail
report-s early. Bl1anche I. Andrews, cle-rk.
E:astern Michigan, at Detroit,. October' 6 and 7. J. F'. Curtis and R. C. Russell will be with us. Send aU repor:ts to district sem:ietary, John Morehead, 89 Brainard Street, Detroit,
Michiga,n. William M. Grice, district president.
Utah, :at 336 South Fourth Eas:t1, Salt Lake City, 10 a. m.,
October 6 continuing over 7th. Send r'eports and credenti-als
to secretary. J. W. Rushto,n will be present. Cordi1al
invitation :to all. Pearl Wardle, secretary, Mid'v1ale, Utah.
Chatham, at Windsor, Ont:a,rio, .September 29 and 30, in
the church, corner of Ferrie Avenue and Assumption Street
on 29th, and in the Home Thea.ter, 279 Wyandotte Sit;reet ·East
on Sunday, 30th. Take Wallmrville Belt Line car going either
way. Leave aar [l,t Ferrie for church a,nd Gladstone for
theat,er. Elizabeth C. Depew, secretary Windsor Branch.

Convention Notices
Southern Missouri Sunday school, October 26, Thayer, Missouri. All ~nterested, ple:ase attend. Mrs. Pearl Lytie, secretary.
Central Michigan Religio, Octohe:r 12 at Beaverton, 9 a. m.
All local presidents and secretaries he sure to report. George
Kewanee' Religio a,nd S:unday school, Millersburg, Illinois,
October 5, 1917. Please send aJl reports. and delegat:e credentials to secreta;.ry not late-r than October 1. Religio mee:ts
Friday fol'enoon. Sunday school in the afternoon. Program
Friday evening. R. F. Healy, secretary, ,I\jewanee; Illinois,
rout:e1 3, box 95.
E. Burt, president.
Eastern Iowa Religio and Sunday school at Fulton, Oc:tober
25 and 26.· Opening session of Religio for business 2 p. m.
25th, including election of officers. We wish a. full represen·t;a:tio,n of Religians and Sunday school workers. Don't forget it is a two-day session. All coming by ti'ain _notify John
He:ide in time. C. G. Dykes., president and superintendent.

From Saint Louis
The Saint Louis Branch will hold regular Sunday meetings at the Odeon Building, Grand and Finney Avenues.
Choir practic:e, Thursday evening, Religio, Friday at the
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Cheltenham Church, Billon and Victoria Av81nues.
EHiot, president Saint Louis Branch.

T. J.

Our Departed Ones
SMITH.-Hulbert Smith. son of Gregory L. and Margaret
Sm1th. Born at Theodore, Alabama, May 24, 1909. Died in
MobiLe, Alabama, Septemhetl' 1, 1917. Interment in Mag1nolia
cemetery near Theodore. Sermon by A. E•. Wtarr.
·
GOODENOUGH.----<Florenoe J. McK,ee, daughrter of Joshua and
Sarah McKee, was born July 10, 1874, at New Albany, Indiana. Married Ellis Goodenough, of Galien, Michrgan, Ja,nua:cy 15, 1896. Departed this life September 17, 1917. .l!'unetral
in the Siaints' church at Galien, Michigan. Sermon by J. D.
Stead.
HARLOW.-Jud H::J,rlow was born in Iow,a, October 29, 1858.
Came to California with his parents when only seV1e:n yea;r'S
old. Lived near Sacramento most of the time: until his dea,th.
Baptized F.ebruary 23, 1884, by Thomas Daley at 8acramento.
Di,ed: at Sacramento, Ma1r'ch 28, 1917. Leav;es wife and 1
daughter, 2. sisters and 1 brother to mourn. Funeral sermon
by C. A. Parkin, of San Flrancisco.

THE GosPEL MESSENGER.-A piainly
told sel'ies of sermons by J. S. Roth, followed by a synopsis of his life as a "gospel messenger." This book is very popular; doubtless because of its simple,
affirmative manner. It is not a book
alone for the "wayfaring man or the
fool," but for the earnest seeker after
truth. No. 208, cloth -----·-·-·-·····-···-··-$1.00
TRUANTS. A one-act Religio comedy ·
by John Preston. Three men (or boys)
and 3 women (or girl) characters. Plot
c·oncerns a number of Religians who
through :some excuse or other .have
stayed home from meeting. The way it
works out is amusing. Adapted to any
audience or occasion. 34 pages, attractive cover, No. 382 ·--··-·-···········-·-··---····-25c
PETER BaSTEN. By John Preston, author of "The Pleasures of the World,"
etc. The story chiefly concerns the life
of an agnostic whose mental and spiritual experiences hold the reader, who is
a thinker. A prominent Canadian editor
compares this book to Churchill's "The
Inside of the Cup." Many Latter Day
Saint oharacters in it. The ending is
original, tthe whole book forceful and ente~rbaining. Cloth, 352 pages, illustrated
cover, No. 374 ··-·--··--··-···--···-··-··--·····-·$1.00
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Tracy.--Jacob F. T1rracy, born August 14, 1889, at Drain,
Douglas County, Oregon. Baptized and confirmed by Joseph
Luff when eight years old. Ordained a priest in March, 1917.
Died May 21, 1917, in tSaJt Lak.e City, Urtah. Leaves to mourn,
5 siste1rs and 2 brothers, his mother, Mrs. Rosa Tracy Clark.
Funeral s•e!rmo,n in the Saints' churrch in Salt Lake City by
A. J. Ables.

Not what seems fair, but what is true;
Not what we dream, but good we doThese are the things that shine like gems,
Like stars in fortune's diadems.
Not as we take, but as we give:
Not as we pray, but as we liveThese are the things that make for peace,
Both now and after time shall cease.
-Outlook.

re

•

Inter ets I

Don't you need some vacation?
Your health and work demand it.
No matter how short it is-get a taste of the Westand real vacatiqn joy.
·
It's j_ust a few hours to the Rockies-to Denver, Colorado Springs, the Pikes Peak Region or Estes-Rocky
Mountain National Park via the Burlington-and the fali
season is perfectly delightful. · .
·
Camp, fish, climb, motor-take the family along.
I know some dandy short trips. I'll fit 'em to your
time and purse if you'll come in.

L. F. SILTZ
Ticket Agent- The Pleasant Way to Travel
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You know there are two ways to measure your religion: one is
by your words, the other is by your deeds. .Ask yourself the question
now: What am I doing _to advance this gospel?

WILL YOU \MEET US .HALF WAY?
The Ensign is a missionary paper:_ it has converted hundreds.
Every week it carries at least one gospel sermon and many strong
testimonies.

In spite of high prices we are going to cut its price in

half so you can send it to nonmembers and help convert them. This
offer is for

T ee Months Only
The Ensign to any nonmember

Fifty .Cents for a Year
THESE SUBSCRIPTIONS MUST BE IN BEFORE JANUARY 1, 1917
www.LatterDayTruth.org

NO'riOE '.rO READER: \Vhen you finish reading this nutgazine place a one-cent sta1np
on this notice, and hand to any postal employee and it will be placed· in the hands of
our soldiers or sailors at the front.
NO VilRAPPING, NO ADDRESS.
A. S. BURLESON, Postmaster General.
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Official Publication of the Reorganized Chur.ch of .Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints
"If ye continue in rny word, then are ye rny disciples indeed; and ye shall know the truth, and th>B
i!rUJ'Dh shall rnak'e you free."-John 3: 31-1)2.

Volume 64

"There shall not any man among you hnve save it
be one wife; and concubines he shall have none."Book of Mormon, Jacob 2: 36.

Number
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THE GREAT MAN AND THE TIMES

men. There is no sadder symptom of a ge1neration than such
general blindness to the spiritual lightening, with faith only
in the heap of barren, dead fueL-Thomas Carlyle, in Heroes
and Hero Worship.

There are many who claim that the times called
forth the great man, that they created, that he is
Again and again in the history of the world is
a creature of condition. And to a certain extent
this is no doubt true. We find several men, who at . this fact noted, the man must be sent, he must be
the same time or nearly at the same time, make a inspired to do his work. Socrates and Plato speak
like discovery. What one man does is often depend~ of the demon who directed their sayings and inent both upon the accomplishment of the past and spired them. Mozart declared that he never kne·w
what he wrote until he afterwards heard it played,
also on. the work of his contemporaries.
that
it seemed that some external power directed
But there is another sense in which it does not
his
pen.
Harriet Beecher Stowe did not know thai
apply. Thomas Carlyle in the ~first of his essays in
Hero and Hero worship expresses this thought in Uncle Tom was dead, until she read it in the book.
But often in ancient and in modern times can we
beautiful language :
find
a similar statement. The poet, the painter,
Show our critics a great man, ... they begin to what they
call "account" for him; not to worship him, but take-dimen- with an inspiration that causes him to feel he must ·
sions of him...':..cand bring him out to be a little kind of man!
paint, he must write while the inspiration is with
He was the "creature of the Time," they say; the Time called him. The scientist who labors and studies for days
him forth, the Time did everything, he nothing-but what
we the1 little critics should have done .too! This seems to me and weeks and months without avail, then suddenly
to be melancholy work. The Time call forth? Alas, we have the solution comes to him, it seems from an outside
know1n times call-loudly enough for their gr,eat man; but not s.ource. There is some extra power that directs his
find him when rthey Ciailed! He was not there: Providence work, directs his thought and so a great discovery is
had not sent him; tlle Time, calling its loudiest, had to go
made. :A Columbus coiT1es to discover America,
down to con,fusion and wreck because he would not co~e
claiming inspiration from God. We could fill many
when caned.
For if we will think of it, no Time need have gone to ruin, pages with quotations from great men and women,
could it have foU"t~,d a man great enough, a man wise enough telling how they have done their work.
and good enough: Wisdom to discern truly what the Time
The scientist or psychologist may suggest the
wa1nted, valor to lead it on the right road thither; these are
volk-soul.
Another may call it the soul of the race.
the salvation of any Time. But I liken common languid
Another
may
call it the Spirit of God. The great
Times, with thei·r unbelief, listless, p,erplexity, with their
man
is;
in
a
marvelous
sense, one sent.
languid doubting characters and .embarrassed circumstances,
impotently crumbling down into ever worse distress towards
In the production of the able man, the man who
fil).al ruin;-all this I liken.( to dry dead fuel, waiting for the knows, we find two elements much discussed both
lightening out of heaven that shall kin,dle it. The great
of which have their value. One is heredity. There
man, with his free force direct out of God's own hand, is
the lightening. His word is the wise healing word which exists an added probability that the man with the
all can believe in. All blazes around him now, when he has right father and the right mother will be more able
once struck on it, into fire like his own.. The dry molder- physically and mentally. Yet biology has observed
ing sticks are thought to have called him forth. They did that the excess of the sons of great men who are
want hillli greatly; but as to calling him forth-!-Those
also great, is only ten per cent above that of the
are critics of small vision, I think, who cry; "See, is it not
the sticks that made the fire?" No sadd.~:n· proof can be common people. This, despite the advantages of
given by a man of his own littleness than disbelief in great heredity and the added advantage of special train~
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ing, for the able man is usually in a position to have
his sons especially trained and prepared to carry
on his work.
The importance of special training can hardly be
ov·erestimated. Yet the figures stand, and the
greater part of the able men came up from common
people. This is indeed well, that to them may be
preserved the common touch, whil·e at the same time
the children of the great men tend to continue the
near great and so a continuity of service. Some of
the handicaps affecting the sons of great men are
the lack of the necessity of strenuous effort. The
dominanoe of the strength of his will in his own
family tends to weaken the will of those associated
with him. The advantages are heredity and training.
In the church we note the great importance given
to heredity. This is well, for a son continuing the
work of his father has, not only heredity, but long
association and acquaintance to assist him. There
is an· encouragement and strength in "I must be
about my father's business."
Yet even there, we note it is conditional upon fitness. That should reach further than moral fitness,
to include physical, mental and above all spiritual
. worth. That means not only mental and spiritual fitness but special fitness for the position. Thus we see,
many times, sons continuing; as their 'fathers have,
to assist in the work, and yet not in like offioe and
calling. Of course it is evident that only one man
can hold the same position at the same time, while
there may be many sons. It is essential that these
sons should assist in the work, this great work committed as an entirety to us.
But the practice of the church in ages past and in
the pr·esent age is to choose the fit man, ordained and
called of God. We neither want nor need an aristocracy, save as we become kings and prfests unto
God, and he is indeed the true -King who is first the
Lord's anointed priest. The Lord's anointed priest
is he who ministers to his people, the servant of all.
Nor is this .presented as an encouragement to the
young man of the church to say whoever your father
may have been, you may hold any office of the
church. We do not urge it as a matter of individual
right to any, but we do urge the right of the church
to have the ablest servioes of which the body collectively and individually is capable. Great men are
men sent for their special work, the men inspired
by a power outside of themselves, the men needed
by· their times. These men are most frequently
called forth from the common people. So even he,
who is the Lord of lords and King of kings was
born humbly in a manger in Bethlehem.
S. A. B.

BLUE PENCIL NOTES
Pneumatic sandwiches will be the next suggestion
for war time menus.
In "Eve's Diary" Mark Twain makes Eve say of
Adam: "He is self-educated, and does really know a
multitude of thingg, but they are not so." Adam,
it will be remembered, is the father of all men.
An expeditious way to kill a yoUJJ.g people's
prayer meeting is to let the old people move in and
"improve the time."
Look out for the economist who uses thirty minutes of the prayer meeting because he "hates to see
the time go to waste." It is wasted-but he doesn't
see it.
A Christian Scientist is the only man who will
affirm' that he is perfectly comfortable when he has
the stomach ache.
You cannot judge of the meat of a sermon by its
volume of noise. Auctioneers cry loudest to sell
small war·es .
A sermon may well givE! its hearers a heartache,
as on Pentecost. Beware that it does not give them
a headache instead.
You cannot judge of the meat of a sermon by its
length. Some cooks boil a very small egg in. a great
quantity of water.
It is humiliating to egotism but comforting to
hope to observe that when one man drops out temporarily or permanently "the work" goes right on.
One ant is scarcely missed from an ant hill.

T. W. Williams is authority for the following:
"Pies, cakes, condiments such as pepper, syrups and
pancakes should be :fed to the dog. You can get a
new dog. But you cannot get a new stomach." We
may add, first see Hoover.
They sat in the Santa Fe depot. He was a young
National Guardsman and had his arm about the
shoulders of his sweetheart. They were making the
most of the last few minutes before his train came.
No one laughed at the open love-making. But some
wept. They were little more than children. Her
cheeks were flushed and she held her head high,
but there was a puzzled, wounded look in her dark
eyes. He tried to keep a stiff upper lip, as became
a soldier. At the last they said, "So-long," and he
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went away to France to get his bayonet thrust or
shrapnel and she went back to her father's house.
The dreams of orange blossoms, wedding vows,
children, and the vine covered cottage faded aw9-y.
A man ought to bring something out of Gethsemane to pay him for his pains. There Jesus
learned to say: "Not my will be done." May it not
be with nations as with men. In sorrow they may
learn to say, ''Thy will be done."
ELBERT A. SMITH.
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which not only the Independence Saints but the
church has looked forward for many years. The
dedication has in fact been delayed for nearly thirty
years in order that the final indebtedness might be
cleared off and some details of the building completed. We are sure that the whole church will extend to them congratulations and a Godspeed on
this auspicious occasion.
A full account is found in the Ensign for September 27.
A CORRECTION

GRACELAND COLLEGE

We are in receipt of the following letter from
Professor George N. Briggs, of Graceland College:

Next Sunday, October 7, is College Day. It is well,
therefore, that we should remind ourselves of the ex- PRESIDENT E. A. SMITH,
L1amoni, Iowa.
cellent work that the college is doing, and especially
Dear Brother: I have just picked up a copy of .the HERALD
at this time, when there is unfortunately so great a for the present week and in your article, "More cogitations,"
loss to our educational institutions on account of the I find the following: "We could not agree at all with one
war. Other colleges and universities, report a loss speaker who declared it a diay of rejoicing."
Of course, without the context I imagine n,o one would
of ten per cent and upward. Some even fear a deagi1e:e
with that, but, 1as you perhaps remember, I made that
crease this year as much as fifty per cent, and this
statement (and I have no doubt you are referring to my addespite the urgent need of tmined men, both now dDe.ss), in connection with the need for well qualified young
and after the war is over. And not only at home, but men to meet the situation in which our country finds itself
for service where needed elsewhere in the world.
involved. I believe you, with the rest of us, would feel very
G:raceland :reports, howev.e:r, an increased enroll- disturbed if we did not have the men to do what .needs to be
ment for this year over last, and increase in the done, and I ,am confident that you, with the rest of us, recollegiate department of close to twenty-five per cent. joice inthe fact that we are able to meet the situation. We
all regretted very greatly your physical condition a year
We may repeat that a number are here because of ago when you found it necessa,ry to go to California, but I am
the action of the last General Confe11ence which turns confident that we all rejoiced in the fact tha·t means and
over the College Day Collection to a fund to provide friends were at your disposal to meet the situation.
I am writing you so that there may be no misunderstapding
scholarships. The continuance of this effort depends
with
respect to my position, and my statement considJe,r,ed in
upon the libemlity of our offers to this special collecc-onnection with the other 11emarks made at the time will, I
tion of funds. The wireless plant is fully equipped believe, meet with your 1a,pproval; as I am sure it meets with
for giving instruction and there is a good enrollment the approval of all sane thinking people on this present war.
Sincerely yours,
in this department. This is being established by
GEORGE N. BRIGGS.
special request of the Government as there is a great
We take pleasure in reproducing this letter. And
need for trained operators. It also offers a splendid
commercial opportunity in times of . peace. it is only fair· that we should ~o so, as we had no
G:raceland is fully 'accredited, and the work done in desire to misrepresent Brother Briggs (even though
this department is at once accepted. Those· who are his name was not mentioned), and for the further
thinking of taking up special work in this line, should reason that we are satisfied that numbers of others,
like ourselves, failed to understand the stat·ement
take notice.
made, in its true light, as here explained.
DEDICATION OF THE INDEPENDENCE
ELBERT A. SMITif!
CHURCH
TEACHERS PROHIBITED FROM SOLEMNIZING On Sunday, September 23, the Stone Church at
MARRIAGES
Independence, Missouri, was dedicated. President
F. M. Smith delivered the dedicatory sermon, which
The question has been propounded to the Presiappears in the Ensign for September 27 in full. dency, "Has the teacher the right to perform the·
Bishop Keir delivered the dedicatory prayer. The marriage ceremony?"
usual presentation of the keys to the Presiding
We have taken this under careful advisement and
Bishop w:as made by Bishop Siegfried as chairman have decided the question negatively. Those conof the building committee, and by Bishop McGuire cerned will take due notice and govern themselves
accordingly. Teachers and deacons must not atturned over to the presiding deacon.
It was indeed a memorable occasion, and one to tempt to 'solemnize the marriage ceremony, but leave
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this duty to those specified in the law, viz, those
holding the Melchisedec priesthood and the priests
of the Aaronic priesthood.
We trust the ministry of the church will punctiliously observe this instruction and thus avoid difficulty which may otherwise arise.
FREDERICK M. SMITH,

President.
INDEPENDENCE,

MISSOURI, September 15, 1917.

NOTE ON THE LOCATION OF ZION

Some of our readers have noticed that the reference from Times and Seasons, volume 5, page 450,
quoted in Church History, volume 1, page 208, locating Zion between the lOth and 17th degrees of west
longitude would not include Jackson County. In
fact it would appear only to reach the eastern
boundary of that county. The editor noticed this in
giving the citation, but thought it could be taken into
consideration helping us to locate Zion. In fact it
is only an extract from a somewhat lengthy description, which in the Church History takes a page and
a half.
The location should be taken into consideration·
with other descriptive matter. In view of the early
date the condition of the survey at that time and
that the western boundary of Missouri was the limit
of civilized settlement, or w:as in fact the frontier
in the early thirties, such an inaccuracy of half a
degree of longitude is quite possible. It seems prob'able ~hat he intended to include everything from
the western boundary of Missouri and some seven
degrees or four hundred miles east of that. The
land to the west was not considered, as being a wil·
derness.
The latitude we do not consider absolutely restricted. It merely a,;rts as a median line and in fact
is now found to run between Independence and Lees
Summit. Its prime purpose was a description of the
land, not accurate location. This is only 'one instance out of the many given to help us make an
accurate location.

NOTES AND COMMENTS
Apostle Hanson on the Way Home
In a letter from Elder C. Ed. Miller, he says
Brother Paul Hanson was to arrive at Honolulu on
the 20th, from Australia.
Mail Delivery by Airplanes
Congress has been asked to concur in an arrangement whereby all military airplanes not serviceable
in the war department may be turned over to the
post office department for the establishment of air
11oute mail service.
The Religio Lecture Board
We call attention to the announcement in the Miscellaneous Department, of the Religio Lecture Board
which is offered as ;:tn outgrowth of the president's
suggestions at the late General Confer·ence. By this
means lecturers on various topics ~are available on
such circuits as may be arranged, and without cost,
except actual expenses for the trip.
Boston Church
The editors are in receipt of a letter from the
church at Somerville, Massachusetts, commonly
called the Boston Church, announcing a rally day
September 16. It certainly possesses matter of interest, in arousing the people of that city and especially the church members for a reconsecration and
r·edevotion after the summer vacation and a getting
down to practical work £or the fall and winter. We
trust that the effort will meet with the utmost success, not for that day alone, but for the whole season's work. The letter is signed by the pastor, E. L.
Traver, and missionary, 0. R. Miller.

President F. M. Smith Returns from the East
, President F. M. Smith was in Lamoni one day,
the 21st, on· his way to Independence, where he expected to preach the dedication sermon of the Stone
Church, and also to hold various meetings, including
that of the stake presidents, and the stake bishops.
Much serious consideration is being given by the
general church officers to the special work of the
The whole sentence reads :
stakes and the results are becoming apparent. We
The season is mild and delightful nearly three quarters of have not at the time of going to press data as to
the Jlle!a,r, and as the Land of Zion, situated at about equal the special matters considered at this conference
distances from the Atlantic and PaCific oceans, as well as
held during this week, beginning the 25th. In addifrom the Allegheny and Rocky Mountains, in the thirtyninth degree of north latitude, and between the tenth and tion to this, many matters requiring attention are
seventeenth degrees of west longitude. It bids fair to become cleared up. President Smith came on the way from
one of the most blessed places on the globe, when the curse is · washington, where he went in the interests of the
taken from the land, if not before.
church, both to secure proper presentation of the
This shows that the description as to the location ' position of the church by the Census Department
is not literally exact, but yet is clear enough to lo- and also to secure additional data and rulings affecting the draft and allowable eX'emptions as well
cate it to those of that time as well as to us.
as other matters of importance requiring attention.
S. A. B.
~
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ORIGINAL ARTICLEs=]
FAITH AND ORIGIN OF CHURCHES---Part 6
BY J. F. MINT UN

UNIVERSALISTS

The Universalists claim that their religion is a
system having for its basal idea the lov·e of God so
manifes~t as rto save the race of mankind, claiming
that there w:ill be no individual but what will in
time desire to be saved, and as it is God's will to
save all, all will eventually be saved.
They claim that the principle of universal salvation has been believed in since the days of Christ,
but tha1t a:Dter the Catholics announced a· pope at
the head of the church, but few have been willing
to publicly assert their belief till after the Reformation, since which time the idea has been rapidly
spreading among the people.
Among those who claim to represent the Univers,alist idea there are at least two classes, one believ~
ing that at death all enter into a state of happiness,
while the other claims that some will need to repent
after this life, and the privjlege will be granted to
such ones of repentance; both classes believing in
eternal progress for man, but that he can never
equal God.
Reverend Hosea Ballou, in about the year 1770,
embraced the doctrine of universal salvation, as it
was being ·represented by the larger class of those
who claimed to be Universalists, and by many, he is·
entitled the founder of the Universalist ·Church in
America.
A personal desire to represent the idea of univerc.
sal salvation seems to be all that is necessary to
entitle a person to be set apart to the ministry,
whether they be male or :Demale.
Their organization is largely fashioned after the
Congregationalists, they having no general church
officers, but sections and states are organized into
conventions, they selecting appropriate officers
therefor, but each local church is independent in its
own local affairs, authorized to select and discharge
their own officers and preachers. They are very
liberal in their views, so much so that they will permit any other minister to occupy their pulpit when
they are not using it, and even permit a member or
minis,ter of any other church to unite with them in
the Lord's supper,
Relative to their religious ideas as quoted from
their own representatives we give the following:
CREED
The Universalists, as a body, hav'e no Creed or Confession
of Faith, which members must subscriber to, or profess faith

in, before they can be admitted into fellowship of membership.
-Universalists Book of Reference, p. 362.
The Bible is ther creed of the Universalists. But we have
been, at various periods, much misrepresented by our opposers, a Profession of Belief, embraci,ng those important
points of doctrine in which all Universalists are agreed, became necessary,~Ibid., p. 362.

The following as adopted by a General Convention qf Universalists as declarative of their belief
may be accepted "as an official and correct declaration of the faith of our denomination at large wherever it is known to exist:"
"1. We believe that the Holy Scriptures of the' Old and
New Testaments contain a reve1ation of the character of God,
and of the duty, ~nterest and final destination of mankind.
"2. w,er believe there is one God, whos'e nature is love; re-.
vealed in our Lord Jesus Christ, by one Holy Spirit of grace,
who will finally restore the whole family of mankind to holiness and happiness.
"3. We believe that holiness and true happiness are in•
separably con,nected; and that believers ought to maintain
order, and practice good works, for these things are good and
profitable unto men . . . .
"To obtain the fellowship of our '<:Jienomination it is only
necessary that the individual should believe in one God; in
Jesus Christ as the se,nt of God and the Savior of the world;
in the a1,1thority of the Bible'; and that he should possess a
good moral character.~Universalists Book of Reference, pp.
363, 364.
.
GOD
We believe in one, only living and true God; that he is a
pure spirit, self-eocistent, immutable, eternal, infinite in wisdom, power and goodness, and possesses every natural and
moral pedection which can render his character amiable,
loyely, reverent and adorable; th,a,t h~ is the Creator, ... that
he stands in the relation of Father to iitll mankind; ... that
he loveth all things that are.-Universalists Book of Reference, p. 364.
The nature of God is love. . . . In character, God is kind,
good, benevolent, merciful, and just. . . . God is the primary
cause of all things.-Ibid., p. 308.
God cannot create 'a being equal to himself. If, therefore,
he created be,ings at all, he must create them iillferior to himself. Well, just in proportion as they are inferior to himself,
just in that proportion they must fraU short of perfection; and just in proportion as they fall short of perfection, jusit in that proportion they must partake of imperfection. Imperfec,tion is an evil; and, as imperfection exists
necessarily, hence God could not exclude all evil from the
universe.-Ibid., p. 309.
JESUS CHRIST
We believe ~none: Lord Jesus Christ, that J~sus of Nazareth
i.s the promised Messiah, the one Media,tor between God and
men, the Son of God and the Savior of the world, the brightness of the Father's glory, and the express image of his
person.-Universaiists Book of Reference, p. 364.
From the character, conduct and teachings of Jesus Christ,
he was the great founder of the Christian religion.-Ibid.,
p. 339.
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In Revelation 1: 18, we are informed! that Ghrist has "the
keys of hell and of death." But has Christ the 'k!eys of a
place of endless misery, in a future state of exis1tence, called
hell? ... But who can believ1e this? No one. Jesus has the
keys of death 1and of the gr;ave, he can, therefore, enter the
dominion of these powers, •a,nd deliver mankind from their
cold and iron grasp.-Ibid., p. 30.
SCRIPTURES
We believe in the divine authenticity of the Scriptures of
the Old and New Testaments, that they contain a true and
faithful recomlJ of the revelation of God to men, and are a
perfect and infallible rule of faith a;nd practice.-Ibid., p. 3·65.

MAN
Man is a physical, inteUectual and moral being. He respects virtue, whether he practices it or not. He instir{ctively
loves happiness and dreads misery. He is a progressive being,
and is susceptible. of very great cultivation, refinement and
improvement. . . .
Man is a strange compound of good and evil, and who can
doubt. that God designed his present existence to be' a mixed
state of good and evil, pleasure a~d P'ain, happine1ss and misery? He who doubts this must doubt the evidenc·e of his own
senses.-Ibid., p. 311.
.
SALVATION
If you ask the Universalist what you must believ•e in order
to be saved, he will tell you to believe the gospel. ...
What is the nature of the s:alv.ation promis·eld to the believer? We have already shown thrut it is a salvation from
ignorance, darkness, unbelief ancJi sin. Well, where is it to be
exp·erienced? Answer, in the place where, and at the time
when, faith is exercised.-Ibid., p. 295.
Salv:llltion, the Universalist declares, is ,not confined to
this life .... Death has no significance whatever so far as the
ess,Emtilal processes of salvation are concerned. As we lay
down the burdens of earth Wle take up the obligations of·
heaven . . . . Salvation is a moral, religious, spiritual process
moving men's highest faeulties and thus produc~ng character,
which will ultimately be attained by all souls.-World's Congress of Religions, p. 1090.

The difference between the believer and unbeliever is simply
this: the believer is saved, the unbeliever is to be saved.'Universalists Book of Reference, p. 291.
SIN

Sin in man has its origin in the fl.esh, or ~n his animal
nature, and this animal nature is destined to be dest110yed.
Nothing but the spiritual nature of man can survive the tomb.
Hence, in a future state of existence he will be free from
these passi~ns, appetites and desires, which in this world lead
him astray •and entice him' from the path of virtue. . . . Sin
and misery are insepara,tely connected. Sin is, the cause,
and misery is the e,ffect. Sin being the act of a finib:l being,
is, therefore, finite and limited.-Ibid., pp. 311, 312.
DEVIL

Until the facts and objections stated in this section, ag'a,inst
the existenc'e of a personal devil, are .satisfactorily ·' accounted for or removed, we mu·st conti'nue to believe that
such ;:t l:>eing exists only in the imaginations of the ignorant,
the weak, and the cDedulous; and that the idea of his existence ought to be aba;ndoned by every rational man.-Ibid.,
pp. 58, 59.
HELL

That we do not be!i.eve in an endl;ess hell is very true. But
we believe in all the hell taught in the Bible. We also believe

that there is no hell taught in the Bible but what is destined
to be destroyed.-Ibid., p. 377.
FAITH AND REPENTANCE
We believe, aceoDding to the divine doctrine and preaching
of Christ and his apostles, that repenta;nc'e toward God for
sin, faith in our Lord Jesus Christ, and love to God and our
fellow-creatu11es, are means of grace appointed by God, and
essential to our salvation and glory.-Ibid., p. 367.
Repentance is the door of salvation. Repentance, however,
is possible o,n this or the other side of the line of death.-The
World's Congress of Religions, p. 1090.
If, in addition to this, you add that the retributions of
eternity may he easily escaped by timely repentance, then
you have got the old serpent's doctrine in complete perfection .... If there is any doctrine on earth which gives a man
a complete license to sin, this is, the v•ery one. We know of
no doctrine which can possibly be worse.-Universalists Book
of Reference, p. 87.
BAPTISM
We believe it is the duty of everyone to follow the dictates of his or her conscience, leaving ea,ch to jUJdlge both of
the sttbj.eet and the mode of baptism, as shall seem most consistent with Scripture and reason.-Ibid, p. 367.
·
SIN AGAINST THE HOLY GHOST

Among all the si,ns and blasphemies ever perpetrated on
earth, or any which ma:y be committed in all coming time,
theDe is but one solitary e~ception; viz, the sin against the
Holy Ghost. Reader, how many suppose you ever committed
this sin? When this question is settled:, we have data from
which to determine how many will eV1entually suffier endless
misery . . . . The Holy Ghost was presented, either for man
to receive or reject, until the day of mimc1es by Christ.Ibid, p. 305.
RESURRECTION
Natural death is the result of a mortal constitution, which
every man has. . .. Well, as in the ea11thy men all die physically and morally, even so in Christ shall all be made alive
physicaJly and morally. Besides the apostle shows that all
w:ho a11e rais,ed from the state of death will be raised from
"corruption to incorruption," from "dishonor to glory." This
certainly shows that the change to be effected by the resurrection is somethi~g more than a mere physkal change. Nor
does the apostle give the least hint or intimation in the
whole chapter, (1 Corinthians 15) that any who are raised
will be miserable thereafter; but' on the contrary, he speaks
of it as .a change to be effected upo,n all mankind, and upon
all alike.-Ibid, p. 334.
The appammt and only obj<ed of the resurrection is, to
immortalize and happify the ransomed world of sentient
beings, to carry out God's original diesign, and perfect the
work of his own hands ....
A belief of anything short of universal holiness and happiness in the resurrection state would not only dishonor God,
but it must destroy all happiness and consolation in the c:reature.-Ibid., pp. 217, 218.
GOD'S JUDGMENT
God's manner of judging his creatures is not arbitrarry or
revepgeful; but that it is in kindness, and its only object the
good of the creature.-Ibid, p. 183.
REWARDS AND PUNISHMENTS

We will now take the following position. Mankind are
rewarded and punished ~n tliis life .... If the justice of God
is an ,active pri,ncip1e, mankind ~l'e as much rewarded and
punished here 'as they ever will be.-Ibid, p. 90.
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Universalism' revolts from the theory that punishment is
to vindicate God, or execute wrath and v~engeance upon man.
It is inflicted on account ;neither of the injured innocence nor
the angler of God . . . . The aim of punishment is twofold. Is
corrective, designed to cause the sinner to halt and turn about
in the W1ay he is going.. It is also stimulative, seeking to
create a new purpose and lead to repentance,.so ca<using the
sinner, not only to abandon his sin, but to enter humbly,
cheerfully and affectionately i;nto the service of God.-The
World's Congress of Religion, p. 1080.
God punishes to reform a,nd make better. His punishments
are 1disciplinary, emendatory, and salutory. He does not,
therefore, inflict" pain upon the transg:t'essor simply because
an evil act has been committed, but in Ollder that the crime
may not be repeated.-Universalists Book of Reference, p. :W4.
Punishment g,ignifies correction: And correction signifies
to reform and make better. It is prospective, and not retrospective. It is not revenge. It is illOt C'ruelty. It is not
vindictive, but parental; and the fact of its being inflicted is
a proof of the goodness of the being who inflicts it, ra,ther
than an objection aga~nst it.-Ibid, p. 312.
·

clergymen of other denominations are present at our meet~
ings, they :are invited into our pulpits and to take a part iiJ:l
our services. At the administration of the Lord's supper our
opposing breth11en are. always invited to p;artake with us.!bid, pp. 370, 371.

KINGDOM OF GOD

(To be continued.)

1

That the phras;es, kingdom of God and kingdom of heaven,
are perfectly synonymous in their meaning. . . .
It is called the kingdom of God, of heave;n, because, in a
primary sense, it is God's rul:e and I~eign in the earth, bry the
power and influence of his truth.-Ibid, p. 271.
This kingdom C'annot be inherited nor e;njoyed by the unrighteous, nor by forniCiators, nor i,dfolaters, nor adulte!lers,
nor effeminate, nor abusers of themselvoe's with mankind, nor
thieves, nor covetous, nor drunlmnds, nor revilers, nor extortioners.-Ibid, p. 275.
SECOND COMING OF CHRIST

The second coming of Christ was to take place at the destruction of Jerusalem; a,nd ;at tha:t time the kingdom of God
was to come with power; the preachers and professors of
Christ's gospel to be rewa!lded, every man according to his
works; and the unbelieving and persecuting Jews to be punished 1as their crimes and iniquities deservoed. He who
deni,es this, must de,ny the positive and direct testimony of
Jesus himself; 1and if he contends that no such coming of
Christ took place at tha,t time, he must also adopt the necessary conclusion, namely, that Jesus was one of the greatest
impostors, or foolish fanatics, the worlrd ever saw.-Ibid., p.
133.

The fo11egoing will show conclusively to the investigating mind that anyone opposed to the Calvinistic or Arminian ideas of punishment are classed
as Universali~ts, and yet they are willing to acknowledge the authority of even those who favor an end.,
less punishment, and even those who believe and
advocate that 'God created some to be eternally
punished, to minister for God in the most sacred
of all ordinances, the Lord's supper; thus acknowledging that a belief in universal salvation does not
add to one's authority to represent God officially,
and yet a belief in that principle seems to be the
basis of all the special official authority the Universalists possess.

MORE EFFICIENT TEACHERS
[The following paper was read at the Southern California
reunion at Hermosa Beach. :It contains many excellent
thoughts not only for the auxiliary teacher, but also for the
p11eacher, s~ince the tasks are similar. Right education 2hould
be individual to develop natural ability for service. Not
only ~are the metals that come to the teacher or preacher dif"
fer(1nt, but we do not want all fitted to a procrustan bed or
poured into one common mold. Exc,essive standardization is
one ,drawback to the schools of to-day. The vital question is
not how many years have you served? but What do you know
and what can you do?~EniTORS.]

AUTHORITY

The Sunday school is only one of the numerous
organizations whose aim is more completely to educate. The end to be obtained is. to develop the Christ
character in those being t;aught. The great and only
great Tea,cher-Christ-should be our pattern, for
as a teacher he never made a mistake. But until we
have direction from him upon these questions of
methods and ways of teaching we shall have to take
as our guide the methods worked out by great thinkers, by men and women who have made·these things
their life study, and from ;actual observations of life
itself.
The one comprehensive end of education is to prepare man to fulfill the purposes of human existence
-to live more completely. These purposes include
the perfection of man's nature for- his highest wellbeing and happiness, and his preparation for the
right discharge of all the obligations and duties
which spring from his relations to his fellows, to
society, to the State and to God. It is obvious that
this comprehensive end is not met by training a man
to be an artisan; a merchant, a soldier, or even a citizen as such. The purposes of a complete life touch

We extend the hand of fellowship to all professing the
Christian name who walk worthy of their vocation. When
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DISEASES AND DEMONS

In conclusion, we will only remark, that the whole theory
of demoniacal agency is contrary to the general teachings of
the Bible; ina,smuch ·as that everywhere represents' that all of
our diseases and afflictions come from God alone.-Ibid, p. 74.
A large pa,rrt of the misery of the world results from crime.
It does not result from Eve's tra,nsg11ession, nor a11e there two
opposing forces at work striving to rule the earth. Human
society is unfinished.-The World's Congress of Religions
p. 1096.
APOSTASY

From the time of the condemnation of Univoersalism by the
Fifth Council, the church sank into ignorance, superstition
and moral darkness, until at last spiritual despotism and
tyranny reignedi triumpharrt.-Universalists Book of Reference, p. 37~.
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all of the relati()ns of man as man, and hence tax all

of his poweDs and activities.
Teaching is an art and as such ha~s .its underlying
principles which determine its methods. There can
be no art, in the true sense of the term, in the absence of guiding principles, and this is especially true
of teaching. The laws which govern the activity and
growth of its powers must guide in their training.
The teacher must be an artist, and the teacher of a
child the artist of artists.
·
Life is a great school in which we are both teachers and pupils. There was a time when the branches
taught seemed to be the center and end of education.
From this extreme view of the subject there has
been a gradual transition toward the opposite view,
that the child is the center and end of education.
We have been too much inclined to speculate and to
work out fine-spun: educational theories, to wrinkle
the forehead and overtax the mind and strain the
eyes in trying to search out a deep, mysterious, semimythical something, that will settle things, and we
have let the resources at hand and at our disposal go
unappropriated. There is one universal law, God's
l1aw, the law of unity, which if understood and obeyed
would surely lead us out of the wilderness.
Specific rules deaden and enslave a teacher, while
a universal law guides and inspires with a consciousness of freedom and power. With teachers conditions are ever changing and no set of rules can just
fill the bill. With tact and a univers1al 'rule the
teacher can move with precision and success. We
are all imperfect instrumentalities and may fail
through our imperfections. Just as lawyers, doctors,
engineers are made o·ver under professional discipline and study, so are the most successful te•achers
of to-day made, not born. When we accept this truth
in our Sunday school teaching, when more of us tnrn
to every possible means of guidance, we shall -:-n!lke
advances equal to those in the public schools.
As has been said, there are certain underlying
principles which determine the methods used.
Neither principles nor methods can apply themselves.
There must be a teacher who adjusts law to the given
individual, under given circumstances. It is the
teacher we are trying to convince of the necessity of
greater efficiency.
The teacher, in order to adjust the laws properly,
must have a certain equipment. There are four indispensable qualifications of the teacher; First, a
knowledge of the subject matter taught; Second, a
knowledge of the pupils taught; Third, the ability
to teach ; Fourth, a wo1:1thy cha1:1acter.
First, the teacher must be master of the subject.
No vague or partial knowledge will do. In our public
schools we should not think of having a teacher who
would present a part of arithmetic and at the same

time be ignorant of the other part. It is just as
important that we have well organized and connected
information in Sunday school. A teacher cannot
hope to ~uccessfully teach a lesson by looking over
it a few minutes one time during the week. She
should know the whole quarter of lessons, she should
know how one is related to another. If no relation
exists, something is wrong and a proper course of
study should be arranged. The teacher must teach
each lesson •as a part of the whole truth.
The teacher by knowing her subject mrutter, is able
to fit or dovetail each new thought with those already
in the pupil's possession, rbhat is, adjust the new to
the old. Real skill is required to do this; hence teaching is not a merely mechanical work that anyone can
do. Not everyone can teach; even those who know
the subject matter of instruction thoroughly may
make an utter failure of it. Let the teacher become
inspir,ed with the lesson and then teach, and not until
then. Let the teacher approach the class filled and
thrilled with the message and the pupils are drawn
to her. Nothing spreads more rapidly than a genuine feeling. The class catches the spirit. Enthusiasm and interest follow.
Cold and mechanical teaching is never effective.
Whatever the thought to be presented, it must be
so wrought in the teacher's being as to glow with life.
Before Christ could be a teacher the Father gave
him life so that he could give it to others. So the
true teacher must get life to give to others. The
teacher should always keep in mind this question,
"What change for good can I make in the life of the
pupil?"
Again, a knowledge of the subject begets a certain degree of self-confidence in the teacher. One
who does not know the lesson teaches in a makeshift
way, digresses into subjects unrelated to the lesson
or pra0tically useless, gets nervous, ill at ease and
afraid of the questions of the bright pupils. Pupils
soon detect the insincerity of such a teacher and
cause a constant disorder in the class. The surest
mark of a true teacher is to have his hearers receive what he says in the spirit of independent thinkers. The teacher should offer that which he has
found to be good after proper investigation, in the
best possible manner. - The competent teacher is
one who wins the confidence of those whom she
teaches.
The second requirement for the true teacher is that
she have an insight into what the child is. What a
thing is at any stage of its development depends
upon two things: what it was when it started-that
is, its inheritance; and what it has done to its,elf and
had done since it started-tha~t is, its experience.
At birth every individual has a given-organism for
· which he is in no sense personally responsible. In
most cases this organism is capable of large develop-
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ment in strength, health and efficiency ; in other
cases it may fail to realize upon its inheritance.
It is a principle of matter and mind that things
tend to act as they have previously acted. It cau be
seen, therefore, how important it is that these general instincts of the child should be set going in
the right way, and not be allowed to shoot off in ways
which will prevent his development, and which may
result in ruin. The most important thing that can
happen to a child is that he shall have the wisest
po~:~sible guidance during these early years, when he
is making his first reactions to this great world of
::;timuli-physical, personal, social and religious-in
which he is practically swamped. New light is thus
shed upon th¢ importance and sanctity of parenthood, and new emphasis is placed upon the responsibility, the opportunity, and the dlignity !Of the
teaching profession. Nothing will be more conducive to thoughtfulness on the part of the teacher in
everything she does than the realization of the fact
that she is not teaching for a day only; that the
child's behavior, his life of activity, his responses to
his environment to-day, are blazing the wray in which
he will in all probability go to-morrow, and all the
days that follow to-morrow. The teacher must understand the activities of the growing soul, that is,
have a knowledge of the different stages; childhood,
youth, adolescence and adult. She must know the
general characteristics of pupils at a certain age and
from what point of view they are most successfully
approached.
It is not enough to know a class collectively. The
teacher must know each individual in the class. We
will use a certain educator's illustration to show the
necessity. ."Suppose you were a worker in metals
and could turn out all manner of curious things.
Suppose a stranger should bring you some sealed
packages and say, 'Here are various kinds of metals,
without unsealing them, put them into your furnace,
mold them, treat them all alike and produce a set
of similar images.' You would say, 'That is impossible, let me know on what I am working. Brass
will not melt so readily as lead ;.steel is not so pliable
as gold. Metals differ. That process which may be
used advantageously with one metal may be very injurious to another.' "
Just as the worker in metal must know the kind of
metal with which he is working in order to use the
proper mold, so should the teacher thoroughly .understand the pupil before deftness can be shown
in the matching process. The teacher must know
the contents of her pupil's minds, their emotions,
etc. In brief, the teacher must, in order to teach
most effectively, know the child's inheritance and its
experience.
Third, the teacher must have ability to teach.
The teacher must possess certain natural qualifica-
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tions, but the mere possession of these qualities, however, does not make a teacher. They are fundamental, but in addition to !these there must be. .~uitiio'le
.
. '\
training. There must first be a sound foundation
of general knowledge. The teacher must know
many subjects besides those that he is to teac;h.
Education has been defined as the process of canceling the difference in knowledge that exists between
two persons, between teacher and taught. Now if
the diffenmce is slight, the learner has but little to
hope for; while if the difference is great, the possibilities that await the learner are just so much the
g:t~eater.

It is a great mistake to think that "anyone will
do for little children." The fact is, the greatest skill
and tact and knowledge and professional fitness are
necessary in teaching young children, because of
their immaturity and their inability to help themselves. No one should enter lightly upon the work of
teaching. Motives should be carefully analyzed, the
responsibility weighed, and a decision arrived at only
after a full understanding of the importance of the
work and belief that the requisite qualities are possessed. While it is a great responsibility, it is al:;;o
a great opportunity. H is the greatest of all privileges and the most sacred duty that one can undertake.
The final aim of instruction in every important
study is a mastery of its general truths. Without
this basis no method of instruction has any validity.
The method by which this aim can be approached
and realized may vary. If the teacher properly understands her pupils she will be able to decide upon
the method which will best interest them. With
many, interest is made the center of the entire
process of education. A pedagogical truth ithat
teachers would do well to remember is that "the
child is apt to become permanently interested in
whatever he attends to," and that "children attend
to those things which have a natural interest for
them." These truths bring us to the realization of
the greatness and the importance of the psychology
of work.
Psychology says at least this much: "One's temporal salvation and one's final fitness for eternal
salvation are determined largely by the work one
does,_ the motive behind it, and the spirit carried into
it." As teachers we constantly have to avoid the
habit of doing for the pupils what they can do for
themselves. Teachers direct too much; they explain
too much; they, themselves, recite too much; they
talk too much. There is far too much of this kind
of impression; yet the children do not see, neither
do they hear. The consistent, quiet though forceful
teacher who has grace enough to keep himself in the
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background, through his realization that the school
is the ~hild's great chance, will find opportunity on
eyery hand to bring the children face to face with
"/r·eal things, to stimulate them to heretofore unrthought-of activities.
Teachers of children must have a command of
language. Though words have no magic power they
are a subordinate instrument in the acquisition of
knowledge, being mere symbols by which experiences are called to mind. Even the fact that pupils
remember the words of the teacher, or of the
book, and repeat them promptly, gives no sufficient proof of knowledge; it gives proof only of
a good memory. Very often the ability to reproduce
exact words of definitions, etc., is only a cloak behind
which ignorance is covered. The mind is not a passive recipient of knowledge, like a vessel for water,
or a storehouse for grain. It is active in choosing;
it applies the severe test of kinship to all that is
presented to it. There is no short cut to learning
by merely "handing over" ideas from one person
to ·another. The teacher must be able to give her information in terms that find a foundation in the
pupil's experience.
The teacher displays her ability to teach in the
way in which she conducts the recitation, hence the
significance of the recitation. Every phase of school
work should contribute its share to, the sum total of
training and scholarship which the child is to derive
from the school. In this sense one phase of work
is just as important as any other. Among a number of things, all of which are necessary. to a complerte process and a desired result, it is not easy to
say that such and such are of first importance, and
oth~rs of secondary importance. Nevertheless, certain stages in a process are often pivotal.
The recitation is the pivot, or hinge; it is the center of the educational process; it is the educational
arena. In the recitation the battle is lost or won.
Success here almost invariably means a good school.
Failure here means failure all along the line. A
good recitation is characterized by the birth of ideas,
by consecutive thought, by great tension between
the pupil's mind and the subject under consideration.
The teacher's purpose must not be merely to hear
the children say over some things they may have·
gotten from books, but must look upon the redtation
as the chance of her life as a teacher, and as the
chance of the child's life in its development. The
lines must be .drawn tight; the electric spark must
fly, and the child's life must be quickened. All things
must be conducive to this end. ,Punctuality and regularity must be insisted upon, all material conditions
must be favorable to such attention.
The teacher who is thus conscious of the significance of the recitation will endeavor to plan the
work to make the most of this opportunity. All as-

signments for the next lesson should be very carefully made so that every pupil may know what to do
for a proper preparation of the lesson. Every pupil
should be held responsible for such preparation .
With the present arrangement of our .Sunday school
it is not possible, as in the day school, to hold pupils.
;responsible for the prepamtion of the lesson. If
the pupil does not care to, and the parents do not
make proper effort to see that it is done, the teacher
is helpless.
The good teacher will see that in the recitation
there must be no sidetracking, there must be nothing irrelevent to the subject. All illustrations must
reinforce the work in hand. The teacher must be intterested in the thing she teaches and able to interest
her pupils in it, else she is a failure. The teacher's
manner, her attitude toward her pupils and her
work, her questions and answers, must all be conducive to consecutive, productive mental work on
the part of the class.
Id' every moment of the recitation time is held by
both pupil and teacher in its proper significance
there will be no time for idleness or pursuit of mischief. Herein lies the kernel of school management,
a thing never to be considered as an end in itself ..
The discipline in our Sunday school and in our Religio is deplorable. Something is radically wrong ..
School management and school teaching are dialecti.cal. They go hand in hand. They dovetail into each
other. We manage the school while we teach and
through our teaching; and at the s1ame time teaching is effective in proportion as the school is wisely
organized and judiciously-managed. There is no one
thing· the teacher can do that will make for order,
industry and system in the school so much as an insistence upon definite, careful and complete preparation of the work assigned for recitation. The good
recitation is the one thing to which, if i1t is sought
and attained, all these other things shall be added.
The fourth qualification of the teacher is that she
have a worthy character. Well says Lowell that
"the spirit of the teacher is more than her method,.
and that person is the most valuable in the schoolroom who fills it with sweet reasonableness." The
teacher niust be genuine, whole-souled, honest, true,
patient,. sympathetic,-in fact she should be welldisciplined herself. If the teacher is lacki~g in the
qualities that belong to genuine womanhood or manhood, as the case may be, it will not be long before
the many watchful eyes that are constantly fixed
upon her or him will discover that fact. Children
cannot be deceived in this respect. There may be
lack of approved method, there may be dearth of
knowledge, there may even be weak discipline, but
none of these is so fatal as a lack of honest womanliness or manliness. The fearful effects of a teacher
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wanting in ·genuine moral uprightness, who must
come into daily contact with young lives, cannot be
estimated.
It has been said that "to be a successful teacher
needs first of all, a hearrt yearning for the good of
others. ·Let us consider one of the methods employed by the Great Teacher, the model of everyone
who would achieve success." The Word tells us of
Him that "he went about doing good." His ministry
did not shrink from most menial offices ; and his
final sacrifice, that of his own life, was sublimely
complete-"he gave his life for others." It was the
noblest example of altruism in ~the history of the
world.
·No person ·should seek to be a teacher whose motive is selfish. There is nothing in the vocation to
invite a person of such a spirit, but there is everything to invi,te one who seeks the welfare of his
fellow men. No profession offers so wide a field for
the practice of true benevolence, such an opportunity to be a blessing to mankind, such a scope
for the exercise of the spirit of the Divine Master,
so broad and fertile a means for doing good, as that
of teaching.
These are the qualifications ,that the teacher must
possess, and, possessing them, she will not be lacking in the strong. personality that impresses itself'
forcibly, effectively, and permanently upon the minds
and hearts of those whom she teaches. To those imbued with the spirit of humble self-sacrifice, of sincere consecration, of wide-reaching benevolence, of
lofty patriotism and disinterest~d altruism, the field
is open and the invitation hearty. Such teachers are
wanted everywhere; and to such there is an abundant and satisfying reward. They are indeed to be
"the high priests of the future."
DORA GLINES.

TRIUNE IMMERSION
While reading the discussions on this subject, I
often wondered why Peter's comparison is
lost sighJt of (1 Peter 3: 21). In speaking of the
flood, he says, "A like figure whereunto even baptism
d.oth also save us;" Lnspired Version, and Kil,lg
James' Version: "And corresponding to that figure,
the water of baptism now saves you."
Weymouth, New Testament in modern speech :
"And baptism, which this foreshadowed, now saves
you."
Twentieth Century New Testament: "And immersion, a representation of this, now saves you."
Emphatic Diaglott: "Whereunto baptism being of
a like form, now saves you also."
Douay Version : "Which also after a true likeness
doth now save you, even baptism."
hav~e
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Standard Version: The flood we see then to be "A
like figure," "A like form," "A true likeness," "A
representation" which "foreshadowed," ",and corresponding to tha,t figure the water of baptism now
sav·es you."
And turning back to Genesis 7, we find the earth
was submerged but once, with face up, and by one
having authority.
D. R. BALDWIN.

ANSWERING THE WORLD'S NEED
"Socialistic and communistic institutions have
shown inefficiency and inability to cope wit11. the
tremendous world problems."
The above quotation is taken from an article from
my pen appearing in SAINTS' HERALD of May 9, 1917.
I have been asked to explain. Permit me to couple
this sentence with one other and to complete the
quotation as it appeared in the article and no explanation is necessary.
"So-called orthodoxy has lost its opportunity. It
has been weigh~d in the balance.
"Reform movements have proven impotent in the
face of the world's greatest tragedy.
"Socialistic and communistic institutions have
shown inefficiency and inability to cope with the tre.:
mendous world problems.
"The gospel of Jesus Christ is the only world solvent--the angel's message our only panacea for human ill."
·
I had no intention of reflecting on eilther the honor
or integrity of men engaged .in socialistic or communistic work. I simply affirmed that the human
mind has never evolved a plan of action which would
meet human exigency or solve our social and economic problems.
History is replete with the story of the wrecks of
communistic enterprises-n01t because the purpose
was unworthy or that ~the spirit which actuated
most of the people commendable but still they failed.
A socialism which eliminates God from the equation cannot win. The religion of Jesus Christ-the
latter-day work-is both socialistic and communistic
but it is based on divine revelation. I have no desire to discourage legitimate socialistic and communistic expression. I do know that in the immedia,te past many earnest people from different
points of the country have gone into western co. operative enterprises and have left thoroughly disTHOMAS W. WILLIAMS.
couraged.
We have no need whatever to give up hope of
Christianity, for there is hope nowhere else; and it
is as yet much too soon to give up hope of Europe
coming to realize that, when she wakes from her
fever and recovers from her present madness.-W:
E. Orchard, D. D., in The Outlook for Religion.
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GENERAL INTEREST]
MAKING MONEY BY MISREPRESENTING
[The following is an extract from the experiences of Sister Nellie M. Martin appearing in the October A·utumn
Leaves under the heading, "Defending the cause." It pre~.
sents as an actual experience what some hawl believed for a
long time.--EDIT08S.]

A broken rail caused a delay of one hour and
twenty minutes. Most of the passengers got out of
the cars and walked r.estlessly up and down the
track. I sat in my seat to finish up my Doctrine and
Covenants lesson before we pulled into the city.
A woman about twenty-eight years old, with one
of the most intelligent faces I ever saw, and one
who it was plain to be seen was used to tmvel and
meeting people ·of all classes, sat down in a seat
across the aisle. She asked one of the trainmen
some very pointed quesltions and ·began to write.
By the paraphernalia she used it was easy to know
she was a reporter for some big paper, magazine
or something important.
I kept my eyes fixed on my book, but my ears on
what might fall from her lips, as I considered her
one I mighit learn from. Pretty soon the conductor,
whom I knew well, said: "Get out and get your fortune told, here is a band of gypsies."
"Not much,'' I repli"ed, "their information comes
from a source I am afraid of."
This remark made her anxious to talk. I knew it.
We both looked at each other and smiled. I moved
over and she took her seat beside me. We had a
most splendid visit.
Finally I remarked : "I note that you are a reporter."
"Yes, for a Chicago paper." I have forgotten
which one now.
"Oh, indeed, why then you must know something
about that article appearing in last Sunday's paper
about the 'Mormons' aU uniting under the western
head."
"Oh, yes, I should say I do; I didn't do· the report·ing but have done much just like it."
"Well, what will you take, may I ask, to let one of
the real Latter Day Saint ministers write a reply
and help to set" us right before the world? Will $10
do? That's aU I have with me."
"Say, friend," then she began to laugh, "you
people haven't money enough to cope with that
bunch. Any big paper can get a fabulous sum out
of them for just linking· the two churches together
in a big speal. We well know the difference between
the two churches: We know you people are away

ahead of them on theory and practice, and the
Josephite faction are the shrewdest writers, and
speakers, the best posted men on earth. But that
does not affect us, we are after the cash. We do
not care a cent who is who. It seems cruel, I know,
but if you were out for the business you would feel
just as I do. But if the time comes that I give up
my present position I'll write you folks up correctly,
as should be done, and see that you get a lengthy
article without pay."
FOOD PRESERVATiON
All decomposition of food is due to the development within the food of living organisms. Under
conditions under which living organisms cannot enter or develop food keeps undecomposed for an indefinite length of time. The problem of food preservation resolves itself, therefore, into that of keeping
out or killing off all living things that might feed
upon and thus alter the food, and as these organisms
mainly belong to the family of molds, yeasts and
bacteria, modern food preservation is strictly a subject for the bacteriologist....
Fungoid organisms may be killed by heat or by
chemicals; or their development may be arrested by
cold, removal of water, .or by the presence of agents
inhibiting their growth though not destroying their
life. All successful processes of food preservation
depend upon one or other of these circumstances ....
By repeated cooking all food can be indefinitely
preserved. One of the most important functions of
cookery is sterilization .... All preparation of food
for the table, cooking being the most important,
tends towards preservation, but is effectual only for
a few hours or days at most, unless special means
are adopted to prevent reinfection. Tinned iron,
so-called tin-plate, is rarely quite unaffected by food
materials, but owing to its strength, tenacity, and
cheapness, it is used on an ever-increasing scale ....
Not rarely, therefore, the tin surface is imperfect,
perforated or pin-holed. Tin itself is slightly attacked
by all acid juices of vegetable or animal substances.
With the exception of milk, all human food is slightly
acid, and consequently all food that has been preserved in tin canisters contains variable traces of
dissolved tin. Happily, salts of tin have but little
physiological action. Nevertheless, the employment
of tin-plate for very acid materials, like tomatoes,
peaches, etc., is very objectionable.
Imperfect sterilization shows itself in man.y cases
by gas development within the tin, which causes the
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ends to become convex and drummy. More frequently than not the contents of the larger tins, containing meat or other animal products, are not absolutely sterile, but the''conditions are mostly such
that the organisms which have survived the cooking
process cannot develop. When of decomposition may
be produced without showing themselves to taste or
smell. Numerous cases of so-called ptomaine poisoning have thus occurred; these are more frequently
associated with preserved fish and lobster than with
meats, although no class of preserved animal food
is free from liability of ptomaine formation. The
formation of poisonous substances has never been
traced to preserved fruit or other material poor in
nitrogen. The mode of preserving food in china or
glass is quite similar, but the losses by breakage are
not inconsiderable. Food which has been preserved
in tins is sometimes transferred to glass and resterilized, the feeling against "tinned" food caused
by the "Chicago scandals" not having entirely subsided. Were it not for the facts that sterilization
is rarely quite perfect, and that the food attacks the
tin the contents of tin cannisters ought to keep for
ali indefinite length of time. Under existing circumstances however, there is a distinct limit to the age of
soundness of food. . . .
The preserving power of salt is but moderate. It
has the great advantage that in ordinary doses it is
noninjurious, that an excess at once betrays itself
in the taste, and that it can be readily removed by
soaking in water. When aided by wood-smoke,
which depends for its preservative power upon traces
of creosorte and formaldehyde, it is, however, quite
efficient. The addition of saltpeter is principally for
the purpose of giving to the meat a bright pink tint.
The strongly saline taste of pickled meat or salted
butter appears gradually to have become repugnant
to a large part of mankind, and other preservatives
have come into use, possessing greater bactericidal
power and less taste. The serious objection attaching to them is discussed in the article "Adulteration." ...
A sugar solution containing 30 per cent of iVater
or less does not undergo any biological chang·e; in
the presence of organic acids, like those contained in
fruit, growth of organisms is inhibited< when the
percentage of water is somewhat greater. Upon this
fact depends the use of sugar in the manufacture of
jams, marmalades and jellies. Molds may grow on
the surface of such saccharine preparations, but the
interior remains unaffected and unaltered.
Food materials in which the percentage of moisture is small (not exceeding about 8 per cent) are
but little liable to bacterial growths, at most to the
attacks of innocent Penicillium ....
Fish such as salmon is washed, thoroughly
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cleansed, and frozen on trays. Butter should be
cooled as rapidly as possible to about 10 degrees
Fahrenheit; its composition as regards proportion of
volatile fatty-acids, etc., remains absolutely unaltered
for years. Particular attention must be paid to the
relative humidity of the air in egg stores. Fruit
should be quite fresh; grapes may be chilled to 26
degree's Fahrenheit, while lemons cannot safely be
fuept at a lower temperature than 36 degrees. The
time during which soft fruit can be kept in coldstore is limited, and does not exceed about six weeks.
In the early days of the chilled-meat trade considerable prejudice existed against stored meat.
While in many cases the flavor of fresh meat is
rather superior, the food value is in no way altered
by cold storage.-Food Preservation. The Encyclopaedia Britannica, Eleventh Edition, vol. 10.
The employment of chemical preservative matters
in articles intended for human consumption threatens
to become a grave danger to health or well-being.
Each dealer in food contributes but a little; each one
claims that his particular article of food cannot be
brought into commerce without preservative, and
each condemns the use of these substances by others.
There is doubtless something to be said for the practice, but infinitely more against it.-Adulteration.
The Encyclopedia Britannica, Eleventh Edition,
vol. 1.
CHURCH PAPERS URGED TO HELP MAINTAIN
SCHOOL STANDARDS

The Bureau of Education, Department of the Interior, has sent the following letter to the editors of
religious papers:
Dear Sir: It is of the greatest importance that
the schools of the United States of all kinds and
grades-public, private, and parochial~be maintained during the war without any lowering of their
standards or falling off in their attendance.
This is necessary both for the protection of our
boys and girls against many unusual temptations to
delinquencies of various kinds, and that they may
have full opportunity for preparation for the work
of life and for the duties and responsibilities of citizenship; all of which will require a higher degree
of preparation because of the war.
For many reasons there will be need in this country for higher standards in average of ability, knowledge, and virtue, when the boys and girls now in our
schools have reached manhood and womanhood than
we or any other people have yet attained to.
In the making of public opinion and popular sentiment necessary for the maintenance of standards of
COLLEGE DAY, OCTOBER 7
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efficiency, to keep children in the schools, iand to prevent their explo:itation in the mills and shops, the
churches may do much. I am therefore appealing
to all ministers to urge this from their pulpits, and
to all superintendents of Sunday schools and all leaders of young people's societies to have this matter
discussed in their meetings.
To do this is a patriotic duty which should be performed gladly, both for the present defense and for
the future welfare of the country.
Yours, sincerely,
P. P. CLAXTON,

120 to more than 10,000 between his seventieth
birthday and his death at eighty-three.
SEVENTY-EIGHT ;rEARS YOUNG

Laplace, the astronomer, was still at work when
death caught up with him. at seventy-eight. He
died crying, "What we know is nothing: what we
do not know is immense.''
And there you have the rea1 answer to the question, When is a man old?
Laplace at seventy-eight died young. He was still
unsatisfied, still growing, still sure that he had a
lot to learn.
CommisBioner.
As long as a man can keep himself in that attitude
of mind, as long a.s he can look back on every year
and say, "I grew," he is still young.
WHEN IS A MAN OLD?
The minute he ceases to grow, the day he says to
Physiologists tell us that in all mammals except himself, "I know all that I need to know"-that day
man the period of life is five times the period of youth stops.
growth. A dog gets its full growth in two years, ·
He may be twenty-five or seventy-five, it makes:
and lives ten; a horse in five years, and lives twenty- no difference. On ,that day he begins to be old.--'
five. On this basis a man should live from one hun- Bruce Barton, in More Power to You (Century Co.,
dred to one hundred and fifty years.
$1).
Why were these three men-Scott, Montaigne, and
Johnson-old while they were still comparatively
young? The answer is, they felt old and acted old.
WOMAN'S AUXILIARY
William James, the great psychologist, said that
most men are "old fogies at twenty-five."
Boost for New Association Members!
That suggests a question: When is a man old?
In Shakespeare's time a man was old at forty, and
Many letters we receive speak of societies that would like
often, because of the gay 'life, invalided long before to join the Woman's Auxiliary. On ·our part, we are anxious
that.
to increase our membership-even to doubling it this present
Sir Walter Scott at fi:£ty-five bemoaned the fact year. So why inolt let us get togsth~r on this, and ha.ve these
groups. join us, ·Since they are thinking about it?
For instance, our young girls everywhere we want to become members of' our Young Women's De~partment, either as
Oriole ·Girls, or as members of our new circle for older ones.
They thus become members of the general association of our
Woman's Auxiliary. 'Sr. Alice Mae •Burgess, Lamoni, .Iowa.,
five a man had reached his peak, and after that his will be glad to give anyone information regarding this diecourse must be downward.
partment, of which she is th~ supervisor. She conducrts a
He was right. Most men at twenty-five are satis- department in the Autumn Leaves.
tied with their jobs. They have accumulated the
Every ,educational class, or study circle of women anywhere
in the church, should, we urge, just ssnd in dues to the genlittle S•tock of prejudices that they call their "prin- eral treasur:er, get ~n touch with 1Sister Dora Glines, 622
ciples," and closed their minds to all new ideas: South Crysler Street, Independence, Missouri, and get the
they have ceased to grow.
wondedul help and counsel she is so qualified to give. And
The minute a man ceases to grow,-no matter' gladly would your names be enroUeid upon our association·
11ecords.
.
. t b ld
what his years,-that minute h e b egms 0 e 0 ·
We want every child-welfare worker in the church to enlist
On the other hand, the really great man never with us, getting, if they desire, an outline for efficient work
grows old.
from our supervisor, Sister Lydia Wight, of Lamoni, Iowa ..
Bismark, who died at eighty-three, did his great- She is not only a practical mother, but •an able educator, and
is eminently qualified, and equally willing, to help you work
est work after he was seventy.
orq.t your problems, and se1rve you in any way, at any time.
Titian, the celebrated painter, lived to be ninety- Join the Woman's Auxiliary, and get this help.
nine, painting right up to the end.
All over the world we have our sewing and aid societies. ~
Goethe died at ei hty-three and finished his T?ese we1 want with us: We have some ;neiW instructions ~<}
g
. '
.
giVe--many helpful thmgs ready to suggest to make this
"Faust" only a few years earher; Gladstone took up .. branch of our work increasingly efficient. ·we thus ask you,
a new language when he was seventy; Commodore aid workers, who have ahceady done so much excenent work
Vanderbilt increased the mileage of his lines from for the church, to come in ·with us, unite your efforts with

that he was an old man.
Montaigne retired to his castle at thirty-eight to
spend his declining ye,ars in peace and study.
Dr. Samuel Johnson once remarked that at thirty-
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ours, ·that we may find in cooper1ation mutual help and encouragement, and thus accomplish eve1n greater things in the
futur•e. Sister Helen Silsbee Smith is the supervisor of this
bureau, and her address is 150 East Talpehachen Street,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
Now, who will be the first to respond to this appeal?
Which society shall be the first to pass a resolution to identify
themselves with the other organized women of the church?
w,e wish a constant stream of letters would come in, with
the announcements that you are joining with us. All who will
write me of this. movemen1t, stating that they are new members, and have just sent their dues to the general trea,surm,
will receive a personal letter from me, designed to help them
in their work. The dues are only ten cents per member for
•each year, andl should be sent to the ac•t.ing treasurer, Sister
B. ·C. Smith, 214 South Spring Street, Independen~e, Missouri.
Our Year Book describing our work in greater detail, containing also a bibliography of helpful books, may be obtained postpaid from the Herald Publishing House, for 25 cents per copy,
money to be sent in advance.
Yours :~'or more perfect solidarity among our women,
LULA M. SANDY,
P1·esident Gener.al Association.
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI, 3431 East Sixtieth Street.
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Reid's "Mothercraft," a,nd those which are interested in the·
adolesc•ent age. A small volume written by Hanford M. Burr,.
called: "Adolescent Boyhood," is the foundation for the work
of the. la.tter group, and is intended to be a forerunner of more.
detaHed study, later. Mr. Burr uses Doctor Stanley Hall as
the authority and base of h1s little book, but has greatly condensed the subject, eliminated much of technicality, and thus.
made it o1n e thoroughly practicable for the use of those who
are just beginning the investigations of this most important.
and most intensely intere1sting subject.
Our Relief and Service department will soon close the
season, so far as work at quilting is concerned, but will continue to meet and work at the homes of members, endeavoring·
to turn into the local auxiliary treasury a,n amount unusually
great. In their efforts to make the annual bazaar a l:luccerss,.
these faithful sisters are seconded by all the members of the
auxiliaJ.-y, includ~ng the various Oriole circi.es, which are becoming a financial factor not to be overlooked.
Sister Gertruder Kirkpatrick's newly formed Oriole circle,
called the "Sunshine" Circle, is really an organized Sunday
school clas~, with the addition of several girls who are not
members of ther church. They are to giv,e an ice cream social
soon, and haver so devotedly worked for credits, that though
they have been organized but a few weeks, they are all about
,rready for their Songster's Bands. The "Hiawatha" circle
has a new monitor-Sister Grac,el MaTmoy, who comes to therr.
Asked at an Auxiliary Meeting
with fresh stimulation and and experiences from Graceland.
This group has placed their services at the call of the young
Query: How may wo1nen of the church help t~ "establish mothers who wish to attend the child-welfare study classes,
Zion"?
offering to care for all children whose mothers could not proAnswer, by Sister Emma Burton: A very vital question, vide for them otherwise. The "Fontanelle" circle is. planning
indeed! To my mind, no1thing is of grea.ter help in establish- an outing at Biah:- o n October 14, when the district meets
1
ing Zion than right living. Though "right living" is spoken there in convention.
in just two words, it is made up of ma,ny parts, the leading
The local auxiliary had a happy meeting on the 19th, at
features of which are: Keep the commandments and! the law the home of Sister Anderson. In spite of rain and clouds,
of God; speak the truth in the heart; and be of cheerful about thiDty came out, :and frelt well repaid by the addresses
countenance. The latter is fail' more important and helpful made by Mrs. Charles T. Jountz, one of Omaha's most promi-.
than at first thought may appear. I am of the opinion that nent Red Cross, workers. 'She expla~ned the details of that
whatever conntenance one wears e~~ncounages that same kind ODganization, its :aims and purposes, and what is expected of
of spirit. One may ask, how ca,n I wear a cheerful counte- it, etc. She counseiled with us in regard to our identifying
nance if I am in trouble, or feeling badly? I answer, just ourselves as a society, with the local Red Cross chapter, with
put on .the cheerful countenance anyway, and it will become the result that the siste~rs, greatly enthused, voted to join, behabitual ~n spite of feelings. It will drive the bad feeling coming a unit which could work towether in the good work
away, just as a ray of sunlight dispels the clouds. It also which is making of all women sisters, just as the present war
does much in the way of really disp,elling bodily ailments. si,tuatiorn is bringing all classes to a united level. We are
Cheerfulness is obligatory upon e'Ve;ry Saint, for God has re- giv•en, Wednesday afternoons, a room in the Red Gross headpeatedly enjoined it! Mothers: have a ·God-given responsi- quarters building, where we may work as an auxiliary under
bility to their own families in many, many directions, and it proper direction. The sisters have ente,red into this movecai~Jnot rightly be shifted to another.
Though consecrated ment with the spirit which assures succ,ess. We want to be
men and women are now coming to the aid of mothers, and known as women upon whom the utmost depende~~nce and con.11endering valuable assistance for the benefit of the children · fidence can be placed, and who, when weighed in the balance
and young people, and though everything is being done and of consecmted industry and faithfulness will not be found
thought and planned, that active and God-fearing minds can wanti!l1g. The demand is great; the needs are even greater.
devise, yet every mother should, 'so far as in her power lies, Our men and boys are going out from our homes to discomperform faithfully her part, lest, by giving it up to another, forts unknown, and the most intelligent way in which we can
she allow another to ta,ke her crown! ·
·
·
serve them, is to wo,rk through and with this authorized and
worthy organization. You may hear more of what the Omaha
Latter Day Saint Red Cross Auxiliary will be accomplishing
From Our Locals
this w~nte1r!
OMAHA
Cleanliness to Combat Infantile Paralysis
Our ·ChiM Welfare classes met for the first study of the
seasoJll, •Sunday afternoon, ·September 16. The topic for genThes·e are the State health commissioner's instructions to
eral discussion was "What is a woman's whole duty?" This
was certainly broad e{l1ough for many hours' consideration, mothers to combat infantile paralysis:
Keep your children clean. Bathe them freque~~ntly. See
but even the brief time given to ,it, served to awaken thoughts
of broader se,rvice, and higher conceptions of the ideals· to be that they keep .their hands clean. Be sure each child has its
striven for by Latter Day s,aint women.
COLLEGE DAY, OCTOBER 7
The group divides :afterwards, into the class studying Mary
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own clean handkerchie~f, Keep your house unusually clean.
Don't allow a fly in it. Keep your garbage buckets clean, and
tightly covered.
Have a general houseclean~ng. Throw away all useless
knick-knacks and rubbish. Use soap a1nd water generously,
andi let nature kill the germs with sunshine and fresh air.
Keep your childnen away from places where disease exists.
Don't let your children play with groups' of child11elll. Don't
let tliem attend parties and festivals. Don't take them to
movies.
Give them all the fresh air you can, but not 01n crowded
streets or trolly cars. If you have1 a garden or a farm, keep
them out in the opern air.
·
Wash your child's mouth and riose frequently (after each
feeding) with boracic add solution or plain boiled water containing a little salt.
Give yoour child cold boiled water that has been kept covered whenever he wants a d!rink.
Be careful of diet. Give light, easily digested food.
Let your child have p1$ty of rest. Put him to bed early in
the evening.
Keep the child's bowels in good order. If you notice symptoms of fever, vomiting, or tiredness, give a dose of castor
oil.
Put the child to bed in a room alone, and call a doctor.
RJeep all other children away until your child is well.
Cover all food that is to be eaten.-Omaha, Bee.

Clothes for the Crowing Child
(The fifth of a seri<es of a,rticles on the care of young children, sent out by the Children's Bureau, United States Depa;rtment of Labor, Washington, District of Columbia.)
V'ery much of the comfort of a child depends upon his having the right kind of clothing. This is espe:cially true in summer. One hot day a mother came into an infant-welfare station in a large city bringing a scl'eam~ng baby who would
not be pacified. The trained and sympathetic eye of the
nurse in charge saw that the little feet were covered with
knitted woolen socks. She asked the mother to take them off.
Immediately the screams ceased and the baby stretched his
naked feet in delight at being reHeved of the intolerable irritation.
During the hot months children should wear just as little
clothi1n g as possible. Babies require only a diaper and one
other g,a,rment, while ,run-about babies and children up to five
will be amply clothed in waiS't and dlrawers, with one outer
garment, preferably a cotton slip, apron, or rompers, or one
of the many similar garments illustrated in the pattern books.
The one-pie0e dress, is a great boon to busy mother,;; being
easy to ma,ke a;nd to wash and iron. If the kimona sleeve is
used, the dress will be cooler, but in some garments the set-in
sleeve is Iess clumsy and wears better. Romp•ers, loose at the
knee and low-necked and short-sleeved may be U£ed for little
girls and boys alike. Denim OV1eralls are rather cumbersome
for the hottest weather but are adapted to cool days.
st,a,rche,dJ, frilled, and fussy garments are all alike unsuitable for young children, whos•e. clothing should be such as will
make them perfectly comfortable and permit the freest play.
No child should have to think ·Of his garmelllts duting the
play hours; he should of course be subject to l'easonable restrictions upon willful or mischievous soiling or destruction
of his clothing.
Cotton is the best material for outs:ide garments, since a
child of this age should have no clothes that cannot be washed.
Mothers disagr.ee as to the comparative merits of white clothing and colol'ed. Whit1e garments may be boiled, and thus

the amount of rubb~ng necessary to get them clean is very
greatly lessened. 0 1n the other hand, whit'e dresses are soiled
almost 11!1s soon as the child hegins to play out of doors. It
must be remembered that while white or light colors show the
soil sooner, there may be just as much actual dirt on the
darker ones. It mus:t also be remembered that light colors
like blue, greelll, lavende1r, or pink are almost certain to ·fade
unless they are w,a,shed with special care. Striped and checked
ginghams fade leS's than plain materials, but often shrink
badly in washing. Such materials should be shrunk before
being made up. Seersuckie1r and cotton cl'epe materials of
many kinds have the g11eat adlvantage of n:e,eding no ironing.
These rough materials are not very cool a,nd if used fo.r summer wea'r should haV1e1 short sleeves and round neck to avoid
chafing of' the skin of the arms, and neck. Percale, galatea,
madras, and the better grades of gingham or dress linen are
all good materials for children's clothes. F.or hot weathell'
almost any of the thin materials may be used.

My Shrine
Thene's a shrine in my heart, and I'¥e placed! therein
An image whose luster there's naught can dim;
And Christ himself would not count it sinThe image therein is mother!
I kne,eJ at my shrine both at eiVen and morn,
With my brain gone wild and my heart-strings torn,
With anguish of living tha,t must be borneAnd long for my long-lost mother!
A,nd the gentle voic'e that I seem to hear
Down through the silence of many a year
It softens the anguish and dries the tearOh, the loving v10ice of mother!
It soothes me as nothing on earth can do,

For I know her love and her life we1re true;
Through every failing she loved me, tooOh, the tender love of mother!
Lt takes the sting from the poisoned dart,
It cle:anses the woUind and! heals the' smart;
Touch not the shrine that is in my heartTh'e image therein is mother !
ERMINA PERKINS KEARNEY.

[~=L=E=T==T==E=R=D=E=P=A=R=T=M=E=N=T=]
Kirtland Reunion
The recent reunion held at Kirtland was the best and the
largest ever held in ,this missi~n. Those who were in attendance will not soon forget. the grand and glorious time we
experienced during our sojourn together in and around the
old historic Temp lie. There were over seventy tents on ·the
ground in the beautiful park surroUinding the Lord's house,
and I presume that every hous1e1 in ,town had roomers. We
had a ~good Cl'owd at the opening session and it grew in size
as the reunion progressed. It vms estimated that there were
between eight and nine hundred people present on the last
Sabbath.
·
The preaching was excellent, and the praye'r and social
services were very spiritual from first to last, especially the
social meeting that we held on the last Sunday. There were
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nearly one hundred testimonies, a numbe,r of prayers, also
prophecies delivered, '[\Jnd some had visions, all within about
two hours time. Too young people, and the lit,tle children
were wonderfully blessed in their meetings. One third of
the crowd were young people, and they surely did ~njoy
themselves. We were proud of them and the way in which
they comported thems,elves. Truly, the Lord is raising up
a great army of wor~e1rs in his kingdom throughout the
church. God bless the young people and protect them by
his mighty power from the many evils a,nd temptations that
they are exposed to on this sin-cursed earth.
The :auxiliaries were all ably represented thi'ough the following persons: Sunday school institute in charge of Sister
Skeen. R:eligio, Brother G. S'. Trowbridge, and others. The
general church choir- by Brother A. H. Mills. The, Woman's
Auxiliary by Sisters Helen Silsbee :Smith, and Mary George.
Our reunion was a wonderful success &nancially. They fed
over sixty poople free and paid the fare of about twenty-five
missiona,ries-, and bought five new tents, also about fifty new
cots and paid for them; paid two cooks, dish washers, and
two waiters. We had Saints present frd'in Michigan, Nebi1aska, Iowa, Missouri, Canada, New York, Pennsylv[lJnia,
and from all over Ohio, and West Virginia.
Thery decided to hold the netxt reunion at Kirtland, and
many people wanted to arrange for rooms- and ,tents for next
year. The Kirtland relljnion has come to be one of the large:st
and most successful 11eunions in the whol:e church, and will
continue to grow in size and prestige. God's people love to
me1et and worship in the only temple on the earth. It is a
grand sight to see the pulpits filled and the large' room
crowded with the Lord's ministry a,nd! 'Saints. I heard very
many p'oople say as they were leaving the camp ground that
they would be present next year when the firs-t bell sounded,
and stay to the end of the reunion. We sinc,ere:ly hope that
some ,of the Presidency will be present next year. There
were over one hundred of the priesthood with us, three
apostles, about_ eight seventies, three evangelical mi,nisters,
and a goodly number of high priests, also v~ery many elders,
priests, teachers and :deacons,, The Cleveland and Willoughby
newspapers gave us favorable notices. The Wickcliffe brass
band furnished beautiful music for us one whole eveni,ng
gratuitously. Good will- and the divine peace of God prevailed from sta,rt to finish. To him b~ all the glory.
Yours in bonds,
GOMER T. GRIFFITHS;

A Newspaper Item
The Wheeling Register, ,~f September 7, contains: a report
of ~the two-day meeting held at Navoo, West Virginia, contributed by one of the br,ethl:'len. Brother Samuel A. Martin,
in sending it in, suggests that he believes we would get much
similar space if we but go after it. We say .amen. The
average newspaper editor wants news as badly from our
people as from anyone else, and if it is put in good shape,
tells 1ts story and then quits, it will be used, ni,ne times- out
of ten. We would like to look over some of the notices that
are sent in and refused, especially if we can have them just
as thery reached their original destination.
But ,about the notice. We'll just print it as it appeared,
for its value to our r~eaders and as a -sample of a good contrfbution to a, newspaper:
LATTER DAY SAINTS HELD 2-DAY MEETING
On Satuvday and ~Sunday, September l and 2, the members
of the Wheeling District of the Reorganized Church of Je1sus
Christ of La,tter Day Saints, helid a two-day meeting at Navoo,
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West Virginia, near Glen Easton, where a neat little church
nestles in the beautiful W,est Virginia hills.
The church is situated ~n an ideal place for sacred worship,
away from the' bustle and noise of the city, in a beautiful,
quiet spot where mother nature lends enchanting music and
scenery to inspire thoughts of p·raise.
Many, from various parts o.f the district, werre in attendance and were delightfully enterta~ned by their Navoo friends.
The principal speakers for the occasion were Elder Louis
A. Serig, pastor of the church at Wheeling; Elder John Martin, one of the missionaries for the church, and Elder AdoJphus Edwards, forme1rly a missionary in Wales, now a resident of Martins Ferry, Ohio.
Among others who figured promi,nently in the services were
E-lder Jasper Dobbs, pastor of the Navoo church; Elder
Thomas Mills of Wheeling, Elder L. D. Ullom, the bishop's
agent <and Elder James Craig, who was an active missionary
for y,ears and now resides at Glen Easton, West Virginia.
The services we're soiely of a spiritual cha:mcter, no business of any kind being transacted, [lJnd, with special music
leading its inspiring influence, the meeting proved a grand
success.

Monument to the Martyrs
Seventy-thr1e1e years have elapsed since the richest blood of a
country and the noblest manhood of the age was sacrificed
upon the altar of our religion, and no mark of respect, veverr'ence or monument marks the resting place of these martyred
foundievs of our religion! The foundation was laid upon
which eighty-three thousand members have since builded.
T,en cents each would build a monument worth $8,300; :fifteen
c'ents $12,000; twenty-five cents-, one worth over $20,000, and
yet no means available. One dollar each from twenty thousand out of the eighty-three would rear a most respectable
notice of whem our founders wer.e laid away.
I am a very poor man and now eighty-fiv;e and a half years
old, and I will give ten dollars for such a laudable purpcse,
and twenty-five doll:j,rs if necessary. I look upon it as a
most neglectful duty we owe to them-a debt of gratitude so
gve,at it ought not to be longer neglectPd. .\nd one I feel sure
will 1n ot he if the matter is put before the branches. I do not
belirve there is a just, true and_ righteous Saint that wiH
hesitate for a ,moment to assist libe:mlly in such a worthy
cause. ·
Pon't you beli<eiVe it? Is this not a matter worthy of our
most s<>rious thought and consideration? Could there ever be
a 'debt of gratitude gi1e1a.ter and more readily be paid, especially aft,er this long lapse of years? Then should come the
redemption of Zion. I would like to live to see and know that
these two most important duties weDe consummated, yet can
hardly expect to be so fortunate uniess the suggestion above
referred to is presented. I might then have hopes.
J. L. WINTER.
KANSAS CITY, KANSAS, 1927 West Twenty-eighth Street.

Those War Editorials
Dear Brother Burgess: Your editori1al of August 29, entitled, "Thos:e war ~editorials" is timely. Am in almost complete agreement. It clears up some s,tatements in former
editorials which possibly were misunderstood.
That the church is opposed to war in general goes without
saying. As representatives of Christ we know the causes
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which lead up to war 'andi that redress can only come by an
·elimination of these causes.
We cannot counse1l or even countenance a violation of the
law. This would be anarchy. The corl'ection of even a vicious
or unconstitutional law is not its violation but its strict enforcement.
This church is committed to the divine ultimatum to uphold the Dechu:ation of Independenc1e and the Constitution.
The time is near when the wisdom of this revelation will be
in evidence.
There is a growing disrespect of the Constitution; aE increasing desire to abandon the foundation principles of our
government. This tendency is in evidence among those who
absorb and misappropriate the Nation's strength on the one
handl and the discontented victims and misfits in the, social
fabric on the Q1ther. One would abolish f,ree government and
extend its power of graft and plunder, the other would foment,
Devolution and the overthrow of the present order by force
and violence. Both are wrong.
It behooves the church to stand squarely on the fundamental principles enunciated in the Decla:t~ation of Independence and the Constitution ot the country.
Only recently a leading Unit,ed States senator on the floor
of Congress wdvocated the abrogation of the Constitution during the war-an alarming suggestion! He was not alone.
We rimst uphold the constitutional law of the land. We
may seek for the reconsideration of any law which invades
our constitutional privileges.
Just about the time the draft law went into effect I presented the following to our local congregation:
"If any member of this church is drafted into service I
shall bless him as he responds to his country',g call. During
the long, weary months of his military apprenticeship he will
be upperm~st in my thoughts. My confidence and sympathy will go with him as he marches to the front. When he
lies in the trenches or watches on the lonely sentinel post, or
fights in the, charge, I shall follow him with my prayers. If
he is brought back dead from ship or battiefield I shall bury
him with all the honors, not of wa1·, but of religion. He will
have obeyed the mandate of the State."
These are terrible times. It behooves every member of
the church to look well to his moori;ngs; to live humbly
and prayerfully. Let us hold the thought of love, not of hate;
sympathy, not revenge. Let us be true to the light as God
may give it to us.. Let us heed God's admonition and "lift up
an ensign of peace to the nations."
Sincerely,
THOMAS W. WILLIAniS.

From Here and There
Do not write "A. E. F." on your packages and letters· for
soldiers on foreign soil, but sp.ell it out-American Expeditionary Forces, for the same letters might stand for Australian expeditionary forces.
B11erthren Peter Muceus and G. R. Wells have been the
speakers at Blythedale, Missouri, in street meetings of late,
with fair hearings. They go from Lamo,ni by auto and the
effort is under the auspices of the Oland Saints.
"I am at pre-s€Jnt presenting the 'ang1el mes,sage: about eighteen miles south of Wray, Colorado, to attentive and interested audiences. Over twenty hav,e been inducted into the
kingdom· so far this conference year.-J. Cliarles May."
Priva,te Andrew F. Flanders, Company B, Third Battalion,
One Hundred· and Sixtieth Briga1de, Camp Custer, B,a,ttle
Creek, Michigan, is the name and address of one of the

brethren who desires to get in touch with the Saints at that
piaee-.
Joseph H. Yager is at his home in Michigan, called there to
take the physical examination for service in the army. ·He
expects to be called to Midland, Michigan, any day. He says
many of the best young men have already gon~ and more to
follow. His .addvess is 746 Queens Ave;nue, London, Ontario.
Emery Nunley, Second L. T. A., Battery E<, Camp Bowie,
Fort Worth, T'exas, asks for church literature, which the
library commission is s1ending. Consideration is being given
plans to supply all such c.alls in some way if possible. When
possible district or local boards noting these requests from
time to time should try to get in touch with the situation and
handle it.
Brother C. F. Ellis, writes from the is.1and of Takume, of
the Tuamotuan group, August 10, se;nding instructions for
another illustrated number of the Te Orometua to he published at this office. He says the native Saints are diving for
"mother shell" at that island, with little success. On the 5th
three souls were 'buried beneath the Pacific waves, making
over thirty baptisms in the mission during the year. He reports that many more are standing at the threshold.
MANCHESTER, ENGLAND, August 3'0,,1917.
Editors H•e'mld: I helJewith forward to you the minutes of
the late British Isles annual conference, which came to hand
from the secretary this morning. I am happy to be able to
report that the Saints 'enjoy,ed quite a good time together at
the conference.
Much credit is due to the s:aints of Birmingham for the
capable man:ner in which they provided for the needs and comfort of the visiting Saints, and they fully maintain their
reputation in this vespect.
The disposition of the Saints was most excellent consi·dering the conditions under which we are laboring. I believe
that the spiritual intercourse .thus 'enjoyed, will encourage all
to make an endeavor to maintaLn the standard of divine efficiency-revealed by gnspel principle, to Saints of latter
days.
I am trusting that the influence and power thus demonstvate.d in this collective gathering of Saints from all parts
of our mission may be carried by them to their respectiv~
local stations-wher·e there is great nec,essity for the manifestatio,n of that personal •and individual s~ense of the possession of the divine disposition-to love each other-to pray
for 'each other-to be of service to each other-without which
our testimonies to the truth of this work •are valueless, and
hinder the progress of the work to an extent that may not be
revealed, until the fullness of knowledge shall come with the
dawn of eternity. The hour will then be too late for lamentation. "Now is the accepted time, now is. the day of [our]
salvatio,n." May the Lord help us to plac•e all selfish ambiti:on upon the altar-and take hold of the selflessness of our
Master, in spirit and in ±iact.
With all good wishes for the welfare of Zion.
Your brother,
W. H. GREENWOOD.
BARTH, FLORIDA, September 8, 1917,.
Editors Herald: I have been veading the HERALD for five
years and find much spiritua,l food in it. l love the gospel,
it bdngs much comfort to me to know I have been adopted
into God's kingdom, and now I know that I should grow in
the gospel. But how much we need help. I know we hav<)
to work out our own 'salvation, but cannot we have help? I
know the one who is tryi,ng to live right has many dark
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-cloUids, and when the sunshine comes, you think "how nice
it is." Just think how good it would be if all could work together and drive the evil s.pirit out and never open the door
to Satan.
We must fight, we must be tried, we must go on to-perfection. Let us try to earn life etelinal so when Satan i•s
bound we can then rejoice. I am sure Go'd's Spirit does not
dwell in unholy temples. But dear Saints, if you can live the
temporal law you ought to live it now, if nev,er before. Now,
Saints, I want you all to pray for us, especially fori my mother.
The things that get next to my heart are the trials and affiictio,ns tha.t she has to go through, when ,all seem to have turned
against her in her awful condition. The Lord still s:tands
by and speaks words of comfort and cheer. Oh, what a fri•end
we have in J•esus, one that will be with us in life and death,
and dear Saints; I ask you all to pray for me, that my heart
may be pure before God, so the destroying angel will pass me
by. I long for the time when I can be with the Saints more,
for the world is a cold friend.
Let us all come up higher, is the prayer of
Your sister in the one faith,
I. DELLA BOOKER.
COLD S'PRINGS, MoNTANA, September 16, 1917.
Editors He1rald!.: I have been vis.iting my daughter at this
place, but expect to lteave soon to visit another daughter, Mrs.
A. L. Dlavis, at Lamoni, Iowa. I knew some of the •Saints and
elders would like to know where I was and where I had decided to go. We are <away from church privi1eges here and
I am anxious to get where I can go to church again. I have
enjoyed reading the church p1apers lately: They have been
full of many good th~ngs to feast upon .and in these times of
trouble <and heartaches we surely need something to keep us
growing spiritually.
Your sister in the gospel,
MRS. ROSA A. CLARK.
LAMONI, IowA, September 10, 1917.
Editors Herald: I have not written to you for a fe>v yea.rs,
and some of the scattered Saints wonder why. I alwa.ys love
to write letters, hut when I lived too far. from .church to attend I was more lonely and had time to write. Living here,
I meet with many Saints every Sunday. TheDe. !l!r'e s•e:venty:five teachers. in our S:unday school and an· average attendance
of about five hundned and seventy, and I think the writers to
the church pap.ers are far more numerous than they were
thirty years or so ago.
I love my home here, just the same now as I always have
ever since I bought it the tenth of April, 1907. My home is
not the best one here, but I am satisfi,~d and contented a;nd
suited, and always thankful for it. The Lord says in Doctrine and Covenants that "the willing •and obedient shall eat
the good of the land of Zion in these last days." In C•oming
to Zion, it is well to remember this, and I have strive~ to do
so. Our be1oved Patriarch Alexander H. Smith said in a
sermon a few years befor<e he was called to his rest, "The
inheritance that we buy is not the inheritance that God will
give us, bU:t the i,nheritance that God will give us is better."
I thi,nk the Saints in coming to Zion would do well to remembe•r this, and not be too particular to get the1 best place1,
but first correspond with the bishopric, and also take God fo11
your partner, to do his will and not your own.
The 'Saints here are V1e:ry. busy; there is som•'d.hing for
everyone to do, and everyone must follow his or her own
calling, improve his own talent, and sta,nd in his own place.
The stake here is in good spiritual eondition, and I am rejoicing over the spirituality and humility and wise manage-
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ment of our loved stake president, and our bishop and the!
priests and teachers. I am thankful that I discern on a lar·ge:
part of the membership, a renewed energy and determination
to cooperate with those worthy bretlmen that I have so briefly
mentioned, in their efforts to liv.e closer to God and serve him
better; and bring this stake of Zion up to that perfect condition that God intends, that is, "Zion, the pure i!Il heart."
Jesus said, Blessed a,re the pure in heart, for they shall see
God.
Ten years ago there was a brother here from the Independenc;e Stake and he said in his testimony in our meeting
that we "could redeem Zion by righteousness." One of our
missionaries said in ~our reunio,n tliree :vt<Lt's. ago that "righteousness means right living." True. And it also means "the
quality of being righteous. Exactness, rectitude, purity, holiness, comprehending holy principles, and affections of heart
and conformity of lif,e to the divine 1a,w." It is the state of being right with God, justice, uprightness, holiness, godliness,
equity, rightfulness, integrity, honesty, and faithfulness.
May God help us all to improve and serve him better in
every way and become worthy to receive all the blessings that
God has promised, is the prayer of
Your brother ~n Christ,
EDWIN T. DAWSON.
MYRTLE POINT, OREGON, September 10, 1917.
Ed.itors Herald): The annual reunion held at this place is
again a matter of history. Committe:e, ministry and membership vied with each other to succeed. Our membership
in these parts is limited. As everywhere, all could not attend.
A f.ew wer•e camped' on the ground, representing and sharing
that enjoyable featul'le. The weather was ideal, the tent in
beautiful Dixon Grove. The tent floa.r was shavings, best I
ever saw, clean, nois•e,Jess, comfortable. Ladi,es,, S:aints and
friends furnished flowers liberally. Brother M. H. Cook marshaled the musicians, who served us w.ell. The devotional
services graduated from day to day to better conditions and
results, and weDe much enjoyed. S.everal study hours were
directed by Brother Rushton, who surely has a warm place
i:n the hearts of the Sai,nts here'.
The pl'leaching was good, very exceUent. Brother Rushton's closing effort wa1s truly a masterpiece. Brethren Sly.e,
Baker, and the writer also had a part.
Conferenc~e and convention work had its place and passed
smoothly. If discouraging conditions warmnt the calling off
of reUjnion.s, this district might· well have done so. To their
credit they not only rose above the discoum.gements and made
of this reunion a succ,e.ss, but have paved the way for the next,
in a very practical way-a good sum is alneady in hand.
AU :felt refreshed and abl.e1 to renew the conflict. Brother
M. H. Cook, the new district president, began marshaling the
forces. Encouraging features are in evidence and onward
to suceess is the watchword.
In bonds,
R. ETZENHOUSER.
GRACELAND COLLEGE, LAMONI, IOWA,
September 12, 1917.
Editors Herald: It has he.en several months since I wm.te
to the HERALD before, so at this time I am taking a,dvantage
of this great opportunity in writing ag1ain. Leaving Grace}and the last of April, I thought I would go back home to rest
for a little whilte, and then work so that I c·ould be hack in
Graceland in the fall; but to my surprise upon arriving at
my home in <Scranton, Pennsylvania., I was asked to preach
the funeral sermon of our beloved Sister Hartley who had
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passed away at the. West S1de Hospital of Scranton. Little
did I reaJize then that it was the beginning of my greatest
activity since be~ng c'alled to assist the great priesthood of
God. For in a month to the day, I was called upon again to
p,ay the last token of respect (as far as this world is concerned) to the daughter of S'ister Hartley, who also passed
away at the W,est Side Hospital after an operation.
By the time two months had passed and I was taking an
inv~ntory of the labor performed, to my astonishment I had
put forth an effort twenty times to present the truth to the
world. Beveral times I occupied on the streets of ScrantQn,
and was wonderfully biessed i:n so doing.
While I am not at liberty to say or give the results of the
efforts put forth, I want to mention this Jlact, that through
the we1ak the Lord protects his work, as Wleill as through the
strong.
In reading the editorial of the HERALD of Selptember 5, 1917,
entitled "Prophecy and Lea.rning," I was made to feel glad
wheill it made reference to our beloved Pr,elsident Frederick
M. Smith. It seems to me that many of our people are worrying because of the degree! of •education atta,illled by our
President Smith, k1ut I want to go on record as making this
statement, that I thank the Lord that we have such a noble
maill as our leader; a man who has been pr·ep:ar•ed and qualified by the Lord himself. To my mind the education that our
president has attained is absolutely necessary in the respon:sible position to which he has he1en called by the Lord.
If I were at liberty to judge, or was endowed with power
and a.utho.rity to command, I would say: Brother F. M.
Smith, you seek more education and learning. S. A. Burgess,
Floyd M. McDowell, Roy V. Hopkins, Walte•r W. S'mith, G. N.
Briggs, J. A. Gunsoll:ey, and othe:rs; you seek more learning.
Why? Because such !11oble characters as thes,e men and
many others, and also the sisters are in demand. They are
wanted by the Lord and his great work. Would to God that
we had many mor·e F. M. Smith's.
I wish I had taken advantage of my school when I was
a younger hoy. When I see the names of F. M. Smith, B. A.,
M. A., B. S., and F. M. McDowell, B. A., M. A., it makes me
feel very glad when I thinkof the great good these1 brethren
and many others are do~ng for the church. Oh, how I would
1ong to see the day when the name of John Jenkins would
read thus: Professor John J,enkins, B. A., M. A. What! for
the sake of the titles? No, no! hut for the greater efficient
work that I could p'erfmm for the dear Lord and his great
work.
We have returned to Graceland to put forth an effort tp
draw a step nearer to that B. A. With the help of the Lord
we hope to be better qualified at the end of this school year
to help further on this great work.
Let us move onward to the end and we shall receive the
crown.
In gosp•el bond's,
JOHN JENKINS.
EROS, LOUISIANA, September 18, 1917.
Editors Herald: w,e have a branch of the church here of
about seventy-five members, the only one that we know of
in this .State. We are mther in an isolated ·condition, illOt
having adVIantages of an organized district. There• is only
one missionary in the State and he has so many places to look
after, by the time he makes the round the y.ear is up. So the
work in the bmnch is left largely to the local priesthood, who
•are laboring to keep the ca,mp fires blazing.
Our little branch has been organized only two years, and
during this time has made considemble growth. The writer
has led seven down into the waters of baptism this summer
and there are others that we believe will take the step soon.
We are striving to get the gospel before the people. We be-

lieve that there are many people here ~n this. country, that
when they have had their eyes opened to the beauty of the
gospel, will 11eceive it.
The writer preached the first latter-daygospel sermon here
in the, fall of 1902. There w.as then one 1Saint in the audience. I was only a boy then, my efforts were put forth in
weakness, but the Lordi blesl;led those efforts. The work was
followed up by Brother J. F. Grimes: and others of the missionary force. The work kept growi.ng till to-day we have
a good-sized branch.
Last winter I moved my family from the Magnolia Branch
in western Iow;a to this place. The Saints he1•e were anxious
for us to come and help them in branch work. They have
been v;e,ry kind towaTd us and have helped us in a material
way, which we appre.ciate very much. We are working with
the president of the bl1a'lnch to bring the branch to a higher
standard. The adversary is also at work to hinder our progress. W.e have many discouraging features to meet, but we
do not feel like giving up, in fact we cannot afford to do so.
Our policy in dealing with the erring o,nes is to do so with
kindness, in gentleness,. with charity. It is stated in the holy
writ that charity prevents a multitude of P-ins. :Ve find this
true in dealing with the straying ones. Let those that are
spiritual restol1e the weak.
Our people he1:1e are very, faithful in attendi;ng the church
services. Last Sunday, our Sunday school reported seventytwo present. One Sunday. we had ninety. We are hoping
we can bring the number up to one hundred, but we cannot
hope V•ffi:'Y SOOill to have that average attendance. Our little
school has given to dat•e ten dollars towards the church debt,
and we ha,ve the promise of ten dollars more. Our people
here are farmers, and they do not have very much mone;y
until they sell their cotton in the fall. However, the Saints
are willing to do their part in a financial way. As they come
to understand the law of tithing :ijnd consecm.tion, I believe
that they will he willing to observe that part of the go.spel
plan. We feel hopeful in the work, the field is large, the•
laborers are"few. We have a desire to do wha.t little we can
for the cause of Christ.
One of our young sisters is at present living at the Portland Hote•l, 112 West Pecan .Street, San Antonio, Texas. ;Sister McEh·oy is living alone with her baby, while her husband is attending the officers' training camp at Leon Springs.
She wou1d be glad to have some of the S'aints visit her. She1
would ,also be glad to find the place of worship of the S'a~nts.
Will the Saints in San Antonio remember Bryant McEh·oy?
With love to all the' Saints,
Your brother in Christ,
J. A. PHILLIP8.
DECKERVILLE, MICHIGAN, September 19, 1917.
Editors He'11Wld: As I have never seen any letters from the
Lang Branch, I thought I would try and write a few lines.
We hav•e a ;nice lot of, •Saints here, but regret to say there.
a11e a number ~ho do not co~e to church,. while there are
others tirying to keep the banner floating. Them are a great
many discouragements, but God says we are to be a tried
people and if we giv,e up now to the little trials w:e have, how
will our faith .stand the heavy trials which are to come to
his people? For they will surely come, for we read in the
Bibie of the many things his peopJ,e; will have to withstand.
Dear Saints, let us be faithful, no matter how dark the cloud
may seem. We hav.e one elder a!l1d one priest, also one deacon.
Brother Henry •Sheffer is our elder and can say that he and
_his noble wif,e have done much for the work in this part. We
miss their faces when they are not with us on Sunday, but
we know God needs him in other places.
W•e have no church, but hold our Sunday school and Rc-
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ligio in Brothe:r Markey's halL They are trying to help all
they can to spread the gospel and God has blessed them for
it. We are also trying hard to help with the Christmas
offering, though our number is small, but we a:re doing nicely.
We have more than doubled i:t, from what is was last, and
hope we can do much more1 yet before Christmas, to help pay
the, church debt. We as a litt1e branch want to do what we
can, so when the time comes to gather, we may be numbered
with the faithful. My pray·er -is for the church,_and God's
people.
Yours in gosp•el bonds,
MRS. E. L. DAVIS.

MISCELLANEOUS

DEPARTMEN~

Announcement of Religio Lecture Board
The following is a list of Iec,turers, lecture subjects, etc.,
as arranged for by the lecture board. It will be aibsolutely
necessa,ry for the board to be advised definitely as to the approximate time the various :diistriots or locals will want the
services of any of the lecturers. We will need this information
just 1as quickly as you ca1n arrange to give it to us if we are
to make satisfactory al'rangements for lectures to be delivered
this fall and winter. Do not write in one day and ask that
we send you a lecturer for the next day, no, neither for one
week from then, .for it will be impossible for us to render
good service to all and handle matters in this way. We must
have time to a·rrange the routes, and the lecturers must have
time to mak•e necessary preparation to be on hand at the appointed date. AU of our lecturers ar·e busy people a1nd we
cannot--neither do we-expect them to pick up and make
a,ny trips on a momemt's notice.
The l'e~tures are not to be sermons or just talks· they are
to be real, live lectures by competent speakers. u' you want
s·e,rmons on religious topics, do not send for any of these
lecturers; we have ministers for this purpose.
We hope to make this movement a complete success by having the entir.e cooperation of all the lec,turers and thosre who
desire this service. We want all who can to take adva,ntage
of this service-it has been arranged for you a.nd your coopera.tion is nec,essary if we a.re to be of any service to you.
Let us hear from you promptly.
·
SPECIAL INFORMATION
We. list herewith the names of the speakers, the subjects
they will use, the territory they will cover, and the time
they are available.
Miss Charlotte Dryden, former teachetr at Ames College.
speaking
and
grammatical
construction."
1. "Public
2. "Home economics, cooking, sewing and nursing." 3. "Personal hygi,ene, sanitation, and social purity." Missis.sippi
Valley; not specially limited as to time.
F. G. Pitt. 1. "Palestine; pa·st, present, and future." 2.
"Signs of the timers." Has illust1rated slides but no lantern at
present. Mississippi VaHey; not specially limited as to time.
A. M. Carmichael, Superintendent High Schools, Lamoni,
Iowa. 1. "Civil subj1e1cts." 2. "Economic subjects.'' Adjacent to Lamoni; week ends.
F. M. McDowell, teacher, Gracel:and CoUege. 1. "History."
2. "Educ,ation." 3. "Psychology."
Adjacent to Lamoni;
we,ek ends.
.
E. D. Moore, Assistant Edi,tor HERALD. 1. "Fuller use of
printing." 2. "Larger Phases of Auxiliary Activity." Mississippi Valley; not specially limited as to time.
L. F. P. Curry, General 'Superintendent Normal Department. 1. "Four sights of boy lire.'' 2. "Some social problems." Pen1nsyh>:ania, Ohio, Upper West Virginia; week ends.
S'. A. Burgess, Associate Editor HERALD. Various--select
subjects desired. Mississippi Valley; not specially limited as
to time.
John W. Rushton, Apostle. 1. "Art, literature and painting." 2. "Ethics.'' 3. "Philosophy.'' Pacific Coast·; not
specially limited as to time.
J. F. Ga·rver, President Lamoni Stak,e:. '. "Social purity."
Adj1acerrt to Lamoni; not specially limited as to time:
Walter W. Smith, President Independence Stake. 1. "Psychology." 2. "Economics.", 3. "Biology.'' 4. "History of
education.'' Adjacent to Independence; not speciallv limited
as to time.
·
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Mrs. Walter W. Smith. 1. "Kindergarten work" 2.
':st_ory-telling.': Adjacent to Independencre; not specially
hm1ted as to time.
George N. Briggs, PDe,sident Graceland College. Industrial
education.'' Adjacent to Lamoni; week ends.
Orma,n 1Salisbury. "Organiz.a,tion, its ,necessity, how and
why.'' Mississippi Valley; not specially limited as to time.
Mrs. F. G. Pitt. "Scene1s and incidents. in foreign lands.''
Mississippi Valley; itlOt specially limited as to time.
Ralph W. FatrTrell. "'Hamlet"'-"McBeth," or ":Shakesp,eare.'' Atlantic States: not specially limited as to time.
Do0tor Leonard G. Harrington, in cha,rge Independence
Sanitarium. · 1. "Medical probiems in the home." 2. "SociaJ purity.'' 3. "Sex hygiene.'' Independence, Kansas City
and Holden Stakes., not specially limited as to time:.
Albert Carmichael, Bishop Lamoni Stake. 1. "Problems
in economics." 2. "Re1a,tion of education to the church.'' 3.
"Modern demands on our youth.'' Iowa, Missouri, Illinois,
Nebraska, Minnesota; not specially limited as to time.
A. E. Warr, missionary. "Educa,tional topics.''~ Mobile,
Alabama, Florida Districts; not specially limited as to time.
Doctor W. A. Sinclair. 1. "General Medical.'' 2. "Educational." 3. "Food values.'' Atliantic States.; not specially limited.
Heman C. Smith, Church Historian. Illustmted historical
subjects-'--has ow1n slide1s and projector; not specially limited
as to time.
.
Sarah M. Rogers !Superintendent Nurses, Independence
Sanitarium. 1. "Better nursing.'' 2. "Personal hygiene.''
Mississippi V,alley; not sp,ecially limited as to time.
Miss Mabel Knipschiltd. Teacher Gracela,nd College. Illustrated lectures: 1. "Germany.'' 2. "Canadian Rockies.'' 3.
"Domestic Sdence.'' Adjacent to Lamoni; week ends.
A. W. Smith, Second Assistant Superintendent General
Sunday School Association. Illustrated Lectures on "Mexico,
its people, mode of living," "Cliff DweUers-Mesa Verde
National Park." Not limilted as to territory; any time.
Mrs. S. A. Burgess.
Teacher at Graceland College.
"Woman's work.''' Week ends.
This completes the list of lectunes and lecturers on· which
we have any reasonably definite date. Others will, we hope,
come to the front ·and offer their services in the1 very near
future. This is a free-will work, only the expenses being paid.
It may be well to offer more deifinite explanation as to "territory" and "time" of the various lecturers, hence we offer the
followi,ng: So):lle of our workers arre limited as to territory
simply because their field of labor demands their first attention, to such we haVle assigned "adjacent territory." Where
we havre stated "not specially limited" as to time, we mea,n
that these people are busy, but by special arrangement will be
able to deliver lectures most any time.,--the11e being a possibility of their services being required elsewhere just at the
time you may ask for them, henc:e w.e are compelled to arran~e approximate dates until we can communicate with
these people. By "week ends"' we mea,n that these people are
not at libeDty except to fill engagements adjacent to their
homes and only on Friday eveni1ngs, Saturdays, and Sundays.
We are offering, through these lecturers, opportunities for
advancement along educational litnes that should be accepted
without delay. We sincerely trust that you will see the situation as we see it, that you will readily appreciate that these
lecturers are giving you, without cost, e}Gc,ept their actual
expense, what they have studi1e1d and labored hard to obtain.
Again, we solicit your entire suppo,rt and cooperation in
this movement, and trust that all districts and locals will take
a:n active interest in these lecture courses.
Address all communications for Lecture Service to Arthur
W. 'Smith, Federal R1eserve Bank Building, Saint Louis, Missouri.
·
LECTURE BOARD
Ge•orge N. Briggs, PI'Iesident.
Mrs. M. A. Etzenhous.er, Secretary.
Arthur W. S'mith, Business Manager.

Convention Minutes
CENTRAL NEBRASKA.-Clearwate•r, August 24. Morning
session was business, amd in the afternoon Blanche I. Andrews gave ,an interesting talk on qualifications of teachers
and importance of normal work, demonstrating the t,eaching
of a normal lesson. Next conv6!ntion at Inman, one day
previous to con'ference. Phebe Outhouse, secretary.
SOUTHERN !NDIANA.-At Derby, September 8 and 9, J. E.
Warne, L. C. Moore and C. A. Nolan, presiding. Bishop's
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agent reported rec:eipts: $587.14, disbursements . $465.98.
B11anches reporting: Wirt, Derby, Louisville a1nd Indianapolis.
Priesthood: 17. C. A. Nolan ordained elder. Adjourned to
meet at Louisville, Ma11ch 9 and 10, 1918. Pearl F. Newton,
secreta.ry, 1506 W es:t Twenty-first Street, Indianapolis, Indiana.
ToRONTO.-With Toro1nto Branch, at Lowbanks, August
11 and 12. District presidency, D. Pycock and William P1ace
presidir.g, ass1stecl by R. ·C. Russell, J. F. Curtis, R. C. Evans.
Mrs. Floralice Miller, A. F. McLean and Arthur Wilson acting as clerks. Statistical reports from aU t,welve branches in
district as follows; Cameron, 92 members, loss 1; Davisville
68, loss 3; Gooderham 59, gain 1; Hamilton 125, gain 15;
Humber Bay, 99, gain 9; Lowba1nks, 58, gain 2; Monmouth
45; New Liskeard 134, gain 12; Niagara Falls 118, gain 2;
Capital Branch of Orttaw:a, new branch, 26; Toronto 1,158,
gain 126; Weiland 39, gain 9. With 77 members on scattered
list and. 2 disorganized branch fragments, the total membership is 2,098. Election of officers: David Pycock, president;
William .Place, vice president; Mrs. Flomiice Miller, secretary; R. C. Evans sus,tad1ned as bishop and financial a~ent;
Mrs. J. L. Mortimer, member library board; Mrs. W. S.
Faulds, chorister. Auditors found all financial reports corI'ect. Time and pl1ace of n:ext conference left with district
presidency. Delegates to 1918 GenNal Gonf·erence: William
Place, Brother and Sister R. C. Evans, David Pycock, John
Gribble, James Pycock, Joseph Osborne, Ed Whitworth,
Sister Ed. Whitworth, Brother :a1nd Sister J. W. Davis, Thelma
Gray, Sister B. Needham, R. C. Russell, J. F. Curtis; H. Dickbout, John Shields, J. Mills, A Whittaker, Hazel Lottridge.
Floralice Miller, secretary.

Conference Notices
Little ·Sioux, at Moorhead, Iowa,, October ).3 and 14, 1917.
P:rayer service at 9 a. m., business at 10.30. Amo·s Berve,
president.
Nauvoo, with Rock Creek Branch, near Adrian, Illinois,
October 20 and 21. Se:nd branch reports to W. H. Gunn,
3014 Seneca Street, Foi't Madison, Iowa.
Eastern Maine, with Jonespo·rt Branch, October 27 and 28.
A good representation is anticipated. F. J. Ebeling, Jonesport, Maine.
Southern Missouri, at Thayer, September 27 and 28. Send
Deports to the undersigned a few days before confereJl1Ce
meelts. Benjamin Pearson, secretary, Tigris, Missouri.
Florida, with Alafiora Branch, October 27, 10 a. m. We
hope to have reports from each branch in the district, as well
as a full report from the ministry. E. N. McCall, secreta.ry,
B11ewton, A1abama, R. F. D. "A."
E~.stern Iowa, .at Fulton, October 27, 10 a. m. Secretarie:s
of branche<s requested to send reports by the 20th. Cora B.
Hllirt, secretary, 14i6 Harrison S:treet, D:avenport, Iowa; WilHam Sparling, poresid€1llt.
Lamoni Stake, at Hiteman, Iowa, October 20 and 21.
Pray:e<r service a.t 9 a. m., business session at 10. This conferenc:e: should be well attended. :C. I. Carpent~r, secretary,
Lamoni, Iowa.
Central Michigan, Beaverton, October 12, 13, and 14. Religio conventio1n Friday afternoon. Joint Sunday school and
Religio program Friday evening. E. A. Smith, secretary Religio.

Convention Notices
Nauvoo Sullldiay school and R:eligio, with Rock Creek
Branch, near Adrain, Illinois, October 19. W. H. Gunn.
Utah Sunday school, at :Salt Lake City, October 5, 10 a. m.
At 336 South Fourth East. Eliza Jones, superint,e;ndent,
Malad, Idaho.

Two-Day Meetings
At Marlette, Michiga1n, Oc:tober 13 and 14, also the dedication of the church at Marlette. The dedic.a:tion sermon will be
at 2 p. m. on Sunday. Meals served in basement of the
church at 25 cents e'ach. Everybody welcome. Mrs. C. A.
Westover, R. F. D. 3, Mariette, Michigan.

Quorum Notices
Northern Michigan Quorum of Elders, will meet at Beaverton, October 13, 1917, also at Boy1ne City, October 20. Let

all members of the quorum be present if possible at the meetings. C. N. Burtch, secretary.

Eastern Michigan Mvsicians
.1\..t the district conf:e!rence at Detroit, convening October 6
and 7, we expect to organize a district orchestlial associac
ti01n. Those attending please bring your instruments, as, you
will be expected to play for the confer.ence. Matthew W.
Liston, for the musicians. Address: 306 Eighth Avenue
West, Flint, Michigan.

Don't Forget the Children's Needs
Who can resist' the "Tell me a sto.ry" age of young children?
The little folks of five and! six are interested in eVlerything,
comprehend but little, are unable to read much for themselves
but· like to be :11ead to. The J. B. Lippincott Co., Philadelphia,
ha,ve recently put out .two books especially for this age: The
Adventu11es of the Greyfu.r Family, and the Greyfur's Neighbors, 50 ee:nts each, net. The stories are told by Vera Nyce,
and each book has 24 color illustratio,ns by Helene Nyce, both
tasks very well do1ne. These may be ordered of this office if
desir.ed. Though these are days: of !'e,trenchment, do not let
:the little folks bear all the burden; their education must be
attended! to.

Secretary of Navy Calls on Boys for Radio Work
The S'ec11etary of the Navy, in an article in the Octob~r
number of the American Boy, tells boys that the Navy is still
in great need of radio operators for sea duty. He expre:sses
the hope: that many boys between the ages of 17 and 21 will
volunteer for this important service. Boys under 18 must
have the writte1n consent of their parents.
"The principal requirement for enrollment," writes Mr.
Daniels, "is :that the ;applicant must be ahle to receive messages. at the rate of ten words per minute in the Continental
code. The more advanced training will be given after entertug the Radio School a,t Harvard University.''

Our Departed Ones
HAYER.-Sister Sarah Elefson Hayer. was bor,n at Telemarken, Norway, ,January 12, 1831, and came: to America
in 1842. Married Hans Hayer March 17, 1849: by whom 9
childre!J. were bo·rn, one son and 8 daughters. The son and
four daughters survive. Biap:tized at Mission, Illinois:, in
1861. Removed to Lamoni in 1894, where her husba1n d di:eid in
19015. Di:ed September 19, '1917, funeral from Saints' church.
Sermon by Heman C. Smith, assisted by John Smith and
Henry A. Stel5bins.
SHADDUCK.-Juanita Isabell, daughter of Forest and Siste:r Cora Shadduck, born August 20, 1913; died at Came:ron,
Missouri, Augus:t 2:0, 19~17, ~nterment at Cameron, Missouri.
Services in charge and sermon by William L:ewis a,t the Saints'
chapel, Cameron. Little Juanita was a very bright and intelligent child, above the average for her age; she was loved
and much thought of by the 1aged and youth, h~r pleasant and
winn~ng ways are missed iii the neighborhood, and especially
by :the Sunday school class and those of her home.
DANIELSON.-Martin Jacob Dani:clson was born April 13,
1857, in Ea:rl Township, LaSalle County, Illinois. Baptized
at Miss,ion, in the same county, October 13, 1878, by T. A.
Hougas. Ordai1ned a priest November 20, 1892. M~arried
Julia M. Hayer, February 17, 1880, to which union 5 children
were born, 2 having passed to the be~ond. Died at Lamoni,
Iowa, September 15, 1917, from tuberculosis. He lea.ves a
widow, one son a:n:d :two daughters. He was a. sincere man of
sterling inte1grity. Funeral services at the Saints' church,
with H. A. St:ebbins in charge and sermon by John S:mith. •
HOLDSWORTH.-Evangeline Remington was born in Saint
Louis, Missouri, Seiptember 12, 1865. Married Thomas New··
man Holdsworth on Ma1rch 6, 1890. To this unio1n there were
born 4 children, 2 of whom have preceded he1r, andl two are still
living, Pearl and Stafford. Baptized S'eptember 2·5, 1882, by
William Anderson. A few years ago Sister Holdsworth caine
to take charge! of some of the work at the Saints' Home,
cooking, and p,art of the work as housekeeper. :She died at
her post of duty. Service in charge of J. S. Roth, at the
home, who delivered the se1rmon. Interment in Rose Hill
Cemetery.
·
BoNNEY.-Catherine M. Hammond was born June 24, 1844,
in Middleburg, Tioga County, New York. Removed with
pal'ents to WisconS:in in 1850. Married John T. Hardacker in
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1860, to which union were born 5 children, 4 of whom dhJd i:n
infancy. Mrs. Gertrude Christy, of Stewartsville, Missouri,
is the only surviving child. Her husband dield October 10,
1897, at. Stewartsville. She married William S. Bo:nney,
June 21, 1903. Baptized March 16, 1876, and has been a
faithful member. Died July 9, 1917. Services at Stewarts.vil1e church, in charge of T. T. Hinderks, sermon by Willia.m
Lewis.
SCHEUBLE.~Margaret E. Mills was born in Yarmouth, Elgin County, Ontario, Setpt:ember 13, 1858. She moved' to
Flint, Michigan, with her p:a.re:nts when 8 years old and has
resided in thaJt city practically all her life. Married Cha,rles
Joseph Scheuble, March 31, 1881. Seven children we:re born
to this u,nion. Charles Kenne:th is inarrited aJJ.d living in
California; Robert, Josephine and Mabel reside in Flint,
Michigan. Her husband precede'd he:r to the great beyond
March 19, 1895. Walte.r, age1d 17, died February 11, 1904;
Grace, aged 17, died October 1, 1908; Eva, infant 1 day,
died. 1889. Sister Scheuble w;as a member of the Baptist
Church until December 28, 1902, when she united with the
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Reorganized Church, being baptized by J. J. Bailey. Lived
a faithful devoted life a,nd will be missed by all who kne"Vv
her. Died June 27, 1917, at her home. Her children may
view her past with pride, for she ha.s left them a heritage of
noble deeds; a lif,e worthy of emulation. Interment in Avondale Cemetery. Sermon by Elder McBride and assisted by
Matthew Liston.
·

If You Wait You. Will Have
to Pay a Higher Price

In certain parts of Nebraska, Colorado and Wyoming, theve is still much good land available. If you
want to
BUY-I will post you on correct prices.
RENT-I will help you to get the best terms.
HOMESTEAD-I will tell you where the best free
640-acre selections are located.

Have you heard about the new Town of Deaver, Wyoming?
This town will be the trading centerfor 30,000 acres
of Government-irrigated Big Horn Basin lands. If you
could see the wealth in that locality from oil, reclamation
and irrigation, you would lose no time in trying to secure
one of these new farms.
My services are free. Write to-day-now, before you
forget it.
S. B. HOWARD, Immigration Agent
Rofrm 96, Q Building, Omaha, Neb.

BOOK OF MORMON.-We sell this book
in various bindings, listed in our price
list. The most popular editions are, No.
11, cloth, 90c; No. 12, full leather $1.30
IN THE SHELTER OF THE LITTLE BROWN
COTTAGE. The popular serial that ran in
Stepping Stones during 1915, by the
editor, Estella Wight. The leading character is not a Latter Day S'aint at first,
but eventually becomes so, and in the
proces.s a strong gospel story is told.
Several characters in the book are shown
laboring toward the truth, making this a
fine, readable missionary medium. Cloth,
THE FAILURES OF CAMPBELLISM.-E. E.
Long is one of the most aggressive ministers in the church. He has a "punch"
proportionate to his physique, and does
not hesitate to "apply" it. In this book
he attacks Alexander Campbell's theology and the workings out of the same,.
with characteristic zest, but fairly withal.
Full of tense argument and virile reasoning. No. 196, paper .... ., ................ $.25
PARSONS' TE:X:TBOOK.-An exhaustive
compendium of texts and quotations, covering the entire field of gospel doctrine,
collated by Alonzo H. Parsons.
A
ready (and adequate) reference for
preachers, and also those who would accurately represent the angel's message
. in conversion-a maker of efficients. No.
263, cloth .............................................. $1.00
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Here Is Christmas Offering Money!
The Bishop is urging every Sunday School to raise as large a Christmas offering
as possible this year, and we have heard a hundred different plans that are beingused.
I

JV e. want to hel1J too.

So during October and November we will pay a commission

of 10 per cent on all new subscriptions, 1Jrovided you turn it in for Christmas offermg.

That means, for every new

HERALD

subscriber we will give you 15 cents, for

Ensign 10 cents, for Antumn Leaves 10 cents, and so for all the papers. Ask your
folks and friends if they are taking the church papers; if not, get them to.
this advertisement and your

subscriptio~s

Take

to your Sunday School Superintendent or

•>

direct to Advertising Manager, Box 237, Independence,· Mo.

REMEM8ER1 THIS OFFER IS GOOD FOR

Convert Your Neighb~r

Fifteen Months for a Dollar
~As

an inducen:ent to get you on our list

now, we are giving

Is it worth fifty cents to you to put the

Ensign in the home of a nonmember every

The Autumn Leaves

week for a year?
lTUCh

r ntil 1919 for One Dollar.

0 MONTHS ONLY

You owe at least that

to the

You are just in

time too, to get the first chapters of Elbert

l'riissionary Cause.

Smith's nev.r serial:
This offer is good for three months and ·
"Timbers for_ the Temple"
for nonmembers only.
The entire family will like this story of
Old Nauvoo and the rest of the A uturnn

Leaves.

Subscribe to-day.

the Ensign be your preacher."
N onrr:ember rate: 50 cents a year.
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NOTIOE TO READER: When you finish reading this n1agazine place a one-cent stamp
on this notice, and hand , to any postal employee and it will be placed in the hands of
our soldiers or sailors at the front.
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A. S. BURLESON, Postmaster General.
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"There shall not amy marn among you have save it
be one wife; arnd concubines he shall have none."Book of Mormon; Jacob 2: 36.

"If ye continue in my word, then are ye my .disciples indeed; and ye shall know the trruth; and th·E'!
f»"wth shall make you free."-John 3:31-82.

Lamoni, Iowa, October 10, 1917
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THE GATHERING
In practically every stage of the history of· this
church the gathering has been a problem for serious
discussion._ There is the need of the people to as. semble in such a way, as to be able better to. worship
God and better to carry out his law for the benefit
of themselves and humanity.
The Doctrine and Covenants emphasizes the fact
that Zion is the pure in heart. It is something more
than a city. It is something more than a locality.
Unless one is worthy, there is little to be gained in
gathering even to the city of God. This thought
has been emphasized time and time again, i.t is em. phasized even in rega·td to the celestial · kingdom,
the best that is possible in eternity. Fitness and
preparation are prerequisites as well as purity of
body and mind. To go unworthily is to receive a
cursing rather than a blessing.
·
In 1834 we read in the revelations:
Behold, I say unto you, were it not for ther transgressions
of my people, speaking concerning the church and not individtials, they might have been redeemed even now; but,
behold, they have ;not learned to be obedient to the things
which I requh:e at their hands, but are full of all manner
of evil; and do not impart of their substance, as becometh
saints, to the poor and afflicted among them, and are not
united according to the un1on required by the law of the
ceiestial kingdom; and Zion can,not be built up 1.mlress it is
by the principles of the law of the celestial kingdom, other~
wise I cannot receive her unto myself; and my preople must
needs J:i,e chastened until they · learn obedience, if it must
needs be, by the things which they "suffer. I speak not
concer;ning those whror are appointed to lead my people, who
are the nrst elders of my church, for they are not all under
this condemnation; but I speak conee,rning my churches
abroad; there are many who will sa,y, Where is their God,
Behold, he will deliver in time of trouble; otherwise we, will
not g;o up unto Zion, and will keep our moneys. Therefore,
in co,nsequence of the transgressions of my people, it is expedient in me that mine elders should wait for a, little season
for the redemption of Ziron.-Doctrine and Covenants 102: 21.

In 1869 our late President Joseph Smith discussed

this question in volume 15, page 220 of the SAINTS'
HERA,LD. Our energies should not be postponed until we shall have entered the confines of that city.
The whole editorial is worthy of consideration. We
quote however, only limited portions in connection
with the present theme.
The man who depends upon the continued reit,eration of
huma,n intentions and evidencers, cannot be safely grounded
upon the testimony which God gives to those who are to be
his at the day of gathering. He that has received the truth..
of God.aE\ he gives it to ther seeker, is at no loss to hear in
his lJ.ea,rt the pain of separation from the elect gathered,
and still find 1ample trust in God. Such never fail; but
like the generous flower which sheds its perfumer when
brui$ed, they will continue to show the love or' God which
is in them, though trials, persecutions, and lan:guishi,ng
away from .Zion may be theirs. They are purifying themselves, and could be trusted with the honor of a community;
while the loud aspi:r~ant f'or the honors of the elect would
betray the trust of a pe~o,ple, stir up contention, tear down
what other's would build up, and scatter by their acts what
by their pre:cept thre'Y would gather.
It requires a more than ordinary amount of faith to look
the accumulated difficulties surrou,nding the word steadily
in the face. Nor does it require less to hear up under the
despondency which lies lurking in every work where once
flourished this truth.-8'AINTS' HERALD, vol. 18, p. 220.
"

.

This is of special interest, that the man who requires continued reiteration of human intentions is
not yet ready :for Zion. There must be a greater
and deeper confidence, and that confidence must be
founded in a knowledge of the law of God. Our
faith must be in our heavenly Father and in his
word. In the close of the editorial we note:
For our own part we ·would by far prefer to be a lonely
but faithful sentinel upon the waJls, a "vedette" upon a
distant outpost of Zion unredeemed, than to be an unre~
deemed 31nd unregene,rate citizen of Zion redeemed; for the
one wou1d result in sure and ignominious expulsion, while
the other must eventuate in a victorious bidding t~ come
home.

It requires also confidence in our brethren.
Of special importance is the spiritual and mental
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preparation. Wi,thout these, Zion is not possible.
But Zion has locality. What is its locality has already been pointed out in the article on the "Location of Zion" in a recent HERALD, (September 19).
Zion is to be a city of holiness, the new Jerusalem.
·Every man who will not take up his sword against
his neighbor must fle.e to Zion for safety. It is the
place of refuge for the oppressed of the earth, and
our God shall become great and terrible to the offender.
There are many other passages concerning how
the oppressed of the earth will flee unto her. It is
to be the refuge of the Gentiles. The people of God
shall yet be gathered into a certain place appointed,
for the sake of peace, righteousness, and protected
by the power of God.
The promises are indeed wonderful, but are conditional upon our preparation. Much spec].llation
has been made concerning the redemption of Zion,
but it would seem evident from the revelations that
the method the Lord has appointed is by purchase.
The Lord will do his part, but we must do ours,
which is to deal justly with all mankind. Surely
we may have faith when we note the wonderful
promise given to us, as set forth in section 100:
· For :after much tribulation, as I hav,e said unto you in
fin·mer commandment, cometh the blessing. Behold, this
is the blessing which I have promised after your tribulations,
and the tribulations of your brethr~n; even their re:storartion
to the land of Zion, to be es,talh1ished, no more to be thr,own
down; neverthe~ess, if they pollute their inheritances, rthey
shall be thrown down; for I will not spare them if they
pollute their inheritances. Behold, I say unto you, The redemption of Zion must needs come by powe'r; therefore I
will raise up unto my people a man, who shall lead them
like as Moses led the chi1dren of Israel, for ye are the
ch,ildren of Israel, and :of the s1eed of Abraham; and ye
must needs be Ied out of bondage by power, and with a
stJ,etche'd out arm_; and as your fathers were led at the fi.rst,
ev,en so shall the redemption of Zion be. Therefore, let not
your hearts faint, for I say not unto you as I said unto
your fathers, Miine angel shall go up before you, but not my
pres~nce; but I say unto you, Mine angels, shall go before
you, and also my presence, and in time ye shall possess the
goodly land.-Doctrine 'and Covenants 100: 3.

a

Surely then Zion shall put on her beautiful garments, in justice, in righteousness and in truth.
The conditions now confronting the world, the
great crisis of the world war brings vividly to mind
the necessity for the redemption of Zion. The stake
presidents and stake bishops under the leadership
of the First Presidency and Presiding Bishopric are
carefully considering the questions incidental
thereto.
It would seem that the time is very near at hand
when the oppressed of the earth will seek refuge in
Zion. It becomes us then to make ready. It becomes
Zion to put on her beautiful garments. And what
are her beautiful garments, but the righteousnes:;;

of the Saints? (Revelation 19: 8.) These questions
ave indeed vital throughout the church.
:So we see clearly that in faith the people must
first be prepared before Zion, or a place of refuge,
is possible, either for the people of God or those who
will flee there for refuge.
At the time of the first gathering Joseph Smith,
jr., wrote:
The city of Zion, spoken of by David, in the one hundred
and first Psalm, will be built upQn the land of America,
"and the ransomed of the Lord shall return and come to' it
with songs and everlasting joy upon their heads," and then
they will be delivered from the ov;erflowing scourge that
shall pass through the land. But Judah shall obtain deliver:ance at Jerusalem. ( S.ee J oe:l 2: 32; Isaiah 26: 20, 21;
Jeremiah 3;)_ a:nd 12; Psalm 50: 5; Ezekiel 34:11, 12 and 13.)
These 'are testimonies, that thet good Sherphierdi will put forth
his ow1n sheep, and lead them out from all nations where
they have been scattered in a cloudy and dark day, to Zion,
tand to Jerusalem; besides many more testimonies which
might be brought. . . .
The people of the L1ord, those who have complied with
the requisitions of the new covenant, have already commended gathering to Z}on, which is in the State of Missouri;
therefore I declare unto you the warning which the Lord
has commanded me to declare unto this generation, rememberitng that the eyes of my Maker a,re upon me, and that to
him I am accountable for e.ve:ry word I say, wishing nothing
worse to my fellow men than their eternal salvation; therefore, "fear God and give glory to him for the hour of his judgment is come"-R,e;p,ent ye, repe:M Ye, and emb11ace the everlast~ng covenant, and flee to Zion b:efore the overflowing
scourge overtake ~ou, for these are those now living upon
the earth whose eyes shall not be closed in death until they
see all things, which I have spoken, fulfilled.
Remembler
these things; call upon the Lord while he is near, and se,ek
him while he may be found, is the exhortation of your unW1orthy servant.-Times and Seasons, vol. 5, p. 707.

To sum up, Zion requires a pure and delightsome
people, the pure in heart. It is to be a city of the
people of God. It can only be built up' according to
the principles of righteousness. Zion has locality,
and only one place has been so designated. Its limits are rather clearly defined, and do not run to the
extreme ends of the country.
The conditions in the world would indicate that
the time of gathering should be near; the world is
oppressed as never before. Men's hearts are failing
them for fear of the things coming upon the earth.
This crisis· is very plainly £elt, and the officers of
ifue church are carefully considering the conditions
and remedies.
Yet in 1834, in 1869, and again in 1880 and in
1893, as has been set forth and is shown by the folilow1ng, the efforts of those appointed to J,ead have
been severely handicapped by lack of faith, criticism,
and opposition more or less direct, by well-meaning
members. In 1893 the following was printed:
From the foregoing the readeQ" may learn why the effort
has been maide to locate the Saints in "the regions round
about," and where the church, through its proper authorities,
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decided it best to begin such work of locaHon. They may
also 1earn of the persistent opposition met from the first
by the authorities to whom the work of locp.ting the Saints
and the business center of :the church, than those upon whom
was placed this duty and responsibility by the word of God
and regular appointment by the church through its general
conferences. And they may also lea,rn where to lay the
lbJ,ame'--if blame there be-for failure in any degree in respect to locating" the S!a~nts "in the regions roU!nd about" as
commanded: in the revelationJJ hereto:Dore quoted.-THE
:SAINTS' HERALD, vol. 40, p. 37.
Had the :authorized efforts of the church since '1.870 touching these matters of location been heartily supported., in the
spirit of godly unity and gospel wisdom, a strong line of
flourishing settlements would have be,en established in southwestern low~ and Northweste:nn Missouri, (where 1ands up
to 1884 were cheap and acc,essible but :are now much higher
and more difficult of purchase) <:~,nd the church would have
had a f>air chance to present to the world the p.ractical
fruits of the· restor,ed gospel and Church of Christ, and the
Saints would have reaped the benefits of greatly increased
values of real estate and especially those benefits arising
from religious, social, educational, and business associations.
This has been accomplished to some degDee in Lamoni and
vicinity, lhut not in nearly so great measure as would have
'obtained had there bee:n less opposition and! intermeddling
on the part of would-lbe wise ones among profesSied Saints,
and had greater unity and concentration of e:trort on the
part of all connected with the church prevailed.

963

ing it, notably in an irregular ,and secret way, thereby
throwing discredit upon the moV1ement and arousing suspicions against those placed in charg1e. This was as unjust
and .cruel as it was distracting and harmful. If the church
by these experiences has learned the need of saying to such
persons, "Hands off!" a:nd, "Mind your own affairs!" it will
be w,ell.

Shall it b~ again hindered to-day by our inefficiency, by our disqualification, by our lack of pro];)f)r
and righteous confidence, one in another; or shall we
go forward earnestly to the work and problems
resting upon us, seeking divine direction and wisdom? '
We have also to remember that all things should
be prepared before us, it may be that the time is
approaching when haste will be necessary, but we
ought to avoid that, if possible, and make all reasonable prepamtion. Counsel with. those on whom
rests the burden, and especially with the bishopric
before making a move, to the end that Zion may be
established and built up· in righteousness, that our
gathering may not be in haste, but that it may be in
peace, and in truth, in harmony. Thus Zion may indeed become beautiful, her stakes strengthened and
the people given cause to rejoice.
S. A. B.

The Saints in 1831-2-3, were commandeq to purchase
ELDER GRIFFITHS'S ARTICLE
land in Jackson County, Missouri, and notably between Independence and the west line of the State taking in the lands
The following should prove of interest to our
where K:ansas City now stands. But there wer:e croakers,
doubters, intermeddlers, and men who wrought division ai!ld readers. It is an extract taken from a letter by
hindrance instead of practical unity, assuming, in effect, to Elder Gomer T. Griffiths, to the editor, in connection
be wiser than God and more prudent than the regularly
with his article in this issue. He states in introappointed authorities of the Church of Christ. There was
miserable failure in the matter, a:nd the Saints afterwaros, duCing it, "While writing them down, the Spirit
up to the present hour, •are left to deplore the shortsighted- rested upon me in much power." It seems an admonness, the folly, and the unfaithfulness that robbed them of ition that is. needed, by some at least, at the present
great blessings plac,ed within their reach and to which they time. We need to stand firmly for the right and
were earnestly and urgently invited.
recognize the great honor that is ours in holding
History has, in a measure, repeated itself concerntng the
the priesthood of God. The time is passing when
efforts of the church to loeate "in the regions round about"
we
may hope simply to hold office, and not magnify
as commanded of God and as counseled by the elders in the
conferences. While doubters and hinderers have worked our calling. The communication is as follows:
distrust and division, plleventtng united and concentrated
A g11eat and mighty work is to be done within the near
effort in the matter of locating the Saints and the busi:ness future among the sons and da:ughters of men, provided, my
center of .the church in the regions mentioned, some of them, servants are true and faithful to the sac!leU trust that I
known to the writer, ha.'\Ce demonstrated sadly their want of have reposed in them. Many of them are slothful in my
busi;ness capacity ·o:r lack of divine :flavor in respect to loca- servi0e and do not appreciate the grea,t honor (p.riesthoods}
tions for either the Saints or themselves; whereas those who that I have conferred upon them in these last days. But
faithfully and patiently a.vailedi themselves of the oppor- woe, woe, he unto such if they fail to magnify their calling
tunities .and privileges provided by the authority of the church to my honor and glory, saith the Lord y·our God.
have been blessed richly in proportion to their diligent comIt is my will that you hold up the hands of my servants
pliance with the word of God and the provisions of the Firederick M. Smith and his COU!nselor, Elbert A. Smith,
church thereU!nder.
also the Quorum of the Twelve upon whom I have placed
The Lord has .said: "My people must needs be chastened heavy burdens as the leading officeTs in my church.
S:ome of them are afflicted in body, and some~ of their
until they learn obedie,nce: if it must needs he by the things
which they suffer."-Doctrine and Covenants 102: 2. But · families a.re ill,· and some of them have been passing through
it is regrettable that the diligent and faithful should suffer severe trials, a:nd have· been g;reatly tempted in ways that
either loss or hindrance, directly or indirectly, through the :are known unto me. Therefolle, you should have been fastunwise, uncalled-for interference of self-appointed c·ensors ing and praying for them.
My servants should at all times •and under all circum.a:nd self-conceited critics. ,some, and nearly all of those
most active in their opposition never paid a dollar toward stances love and honor one anothe'r as my Father honors
making the location, and yet they had much to say C·Oncern- and loves me, and as I honor am.d love my Father.
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He thatt s.peaketh e.vil of his fellow servant and dispar<agingly of his efforts is sinning against the Lord.
You should be conside.rate of each other, and bear and
fo11bear with one another. All of you have besetting sins,
therefore, you should help each other to overcome the same.
He tha,t loves his brother is loved of me and my Father,
but he that hateth his brother is not worthy of me, a,nd shall
not dwell with me when I reign as King of kings. Again,
I say unto my ministry, love one another and possess your
souls in patience so that you can dwell with me in my
everlasting kingdom.

PROHIBITION
October 15 a constitutional amendment is to be
voted upon by the citizens of Iowa. On November
6 a similar amendment is to be voted upon in Ohio.
We have enough readers in both States to justify
an appeal through the column of the HiERALD. No
one needs to have urged the position of our church
on temperance and prohibition. In Nauvoo as well
as in earlier settlements ordinances were passed
The
clearly prohibiting all intoxicating liquor.
members of the church have stood steadfast as a
body in every fight against the saloon.
The Union Club of Greater Cincinnati has submitted letter with the following reasons for prohibition:

a

The Law: That the liquor traffic has ";no inherent right"
to exist.
The Courts: That drink is largely the cause of crime and
pauperism.
Physicians: That drink is the chief cause of disease.
Business: That drimk produces incompetency and inefficiency.
The Home: That drink destroys happiness and prosperity.
The School: That drink is the greatest <enemy of education.
The Church: That drink is the chief foe to :veiligion.
Motherhood: That drink poisons the very fountains of life.
Economy: That drink wastes food and :11obs labor.
Conservation: That drink is alwa.ys destructive, never constructive.
Patriotism: That drink has disqualified a large percentage
of the young men called to the colors, and as General Leonard
Wood says, "is the soldier's worst enemy."
The case is befODe you. R.eyiew the evidence. The responsibility now is yours.
Shall this evil co,ntinue?

On the legal aspect we have the Supreme Court
of the United States:
By the general concurrence of opinion of every civilized
and Christian community, there are few sources of crime!
and misery to society •equal to the dramshop. The statistics of every State show a greater amount of crime attributa:ble to th.q use of ardent spirits ·obtained •at these retail
liquor saloons than to any other source. It is a business
attended with danger to the community, a,nd there is no
inherent right in a citizen of the State or a citizen of the
Unitx3d States Jo sell intoxicating liquors by revail.-137
United S'tates, page 86-Crowley vs. Christiansen.

On the industrial side, we· have the fact that liquor
gives employment to fewer persons per hundred
thousand dollars invested than any other lines of
manufacture, including cotton goods, bread-making,
silk goods, shoes and clothing. :Also labor receives
but two cents on every dollar spent £or booze, again~t
sixteen cents for the other purposes nameg. About
ten per cent of liquor receipts is paid back in all
forms as taxes or rew).nue. Ninety per cent is a
loss to the Nation.
Also eighty to ninety per cent of crime finds its
basis in liquor; and in the present crisis the greatest
enemy to success, remains drink.
Major General
Leonard Wood, highest ranking Major General of
the United States Army, in an address in Little
Rock, Arkansas, denominated "booze the worst
enemy of the army,'' and advocated war time prohibition. He also said:
I am glad the TW1eUth division of the new DJational army
is to be trained i,n Arkansas, a "bone-dry" :State. Tha.t will
eliminate th11ee fourths of our troubles. Drink is the• soldier's worst enemy.

David Lloyd-George, Premier of England, says:
We a.re fighting Germany, Austria :and drink. So far as
I can see, the greatest ,of these deadly foes is drink.

Major General Frederick Dent Grant:
Ninety-five per cent of the desertiQns and acts of lawlessness in the army is due to liquor. If I could by offeTing my
body as a sacrifice-free my country from this fell destroyex,
drink, I would tha,nk God for the privil.ege of doing it.

American Medical Association:
Aleoihol is wholly without drug value, either as a tonic or
stimulant or in any other therapeutic way.

Even the saloon interests have recognized the
abuse that has been made of their licenses.
Tests have been made in Germany and elsewhere
which show that even moderate drinking, one drink
a day, still lowers efficiency, the promptness of response and the accuracy of response. And if persisted in produces a mild case of drunkenness. The
effect is cumulative and is not worn off from day
to day, It is found that children born of drinking
mothers have much less chance for life and enter
life much weaker. This does not refer to drunkenness, but to .the mild use of alcohol and beverages.
It is also one of the great causes of insanity. Its
use is decreasing rapidly in hospitals as physicians
are coming to recognize how little medicinal use it
really has.
But our readers do not need conviction along
these lines. What they do need, is to be warned
that we must vote and not neglect our franchise.
There lies the only danger, that the i~sue may be
considered assured.
Everyone who can vote,
should go to the polls on these respective days
(Continued on page 981.)
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THE MISSION OF THE TWELVE

965

sionaries were sent to different parts of the world.
But we do not find one of the apostles' names in said
Is the regime inaugurrated by the Presidency and list, which is conclusive evidence that the method
the Twelve, and in operation since last spring, in adopted by Joseph Smith, jr., March 12, 1835, when
harmony with the policy that was in vogue in the he sent the first Twelve to the eastern states without
·days of the martyred Joseph Smith, jr., in relation the approval of the General Conference was the
to the appointments of the Twelve, and not hav~ng only regime in vogue between the year 1835 and the
their names placed by the Presidency before the year 1844.
General Conference for its approval?
Question: Why should the Twelve be given a
Judging from the many comments that the writer mission and their names appear with otker mishas heard in his travels, very many of the ministry sionaries and be approved by the General Conferand members of the church are of the opinion that ence any more than the First Presidency, the Prethe ~resident made a great mistake in not assigning siding Patriarch and the Presiding Bishops?
the Twelve a mission, 'and having the General ConThe Lord states emphatically·that the Twelve are
ference ratify or confirm the same, as ·as been the , the second presidency, and as a quorum they are
custom or practice in the Reorganized Church since equal with the First Presidency in point of power
it.s incipiency. Some have arrived at the oonclusion and authority, hence both quorums preside jointly
that the Twelve displayed an awful weakness in over the whole church. Nevertheless, the Twelve
submitting to such an inconsistent policy.
labor and perform all ministerial duties, both
As one of the Twelve I deem it to be my bounden preaching and regulating the affairs of the church
duty to defend t1le position taken by President F. l\1. in all the world, under the direction of the First
Smith and acquiesced in by the Quorum of Twelve Presidency. J herewith append a few quotations in
last April, as· I feel very confident that the present support of the above assertion.
system under which the Twelve are operating is
The pm~allels are i1n the. presidency, the pres.ident and his
strictly in harmony with the law of God, and in counselors; in the sec.ond presidency, the twelw~.-Doctrine
keeping with the custom or regime that obtained and Covenants 122: 9.
The twelve traveling counselors.are called to be the twelve
during the lifetime of Joseph, Smith, jr.
apostles or special witnesses of the name of Christ, in all
The method of assigning the Twelve a mission the world, thus differing from other officers in the church in
and having the conference confirm the same origi- the duties of their calling. And they form a quorum equal
nated with the Reorganization. It is very evident in authority .and power to the thre•81 presidents previously
mentioned.-Doctrine and Covenants 1·04: 11.
from a careful study of our church history that not
Not only are the Twelve to direct the preaching
one instance can be found on record where the First
of
the gospel under the direction of the First PresiPresidency during the nine years that Joseph Smith,
dency,
but are to direct and instruct the standing
jr., presided over the church, after the Quorum of
ministry
in their work also in connection with the
Twelve came into existence, placed the names of the
Presidency.
.
·
Twelve with other missionax;ies before the General
Conference for its ratification.
The high pri.ests and elders holding the same priesthood
It is a positive fact, however, that the first Twelve ar,e the standing ministers of the' church, having the wa.tchreceived their first mission from President Joseph care of the membership and nurturing and sustaining them,
under the direction and instrtJ.ction of the presidency and
Smith, jr., at Kirtland, Ohio, March 12, 1835. Not- the twelve.-Doctri,ne and Covenants 120: 3.
withstanding they held a special conference in the
Joseph the Seer and the late President Joseph
month of ,May following, he did not wait to have the Smith were in perfect accord regarding the authorconference approve or confirm their appointments, ity and prerogatives of the Twelve, and the close
and history assures us that the course pursued by relationship that should exist between the two leadPresident Smith on March 12, 1835, was continued ing quorums, the First Presidency and the Twelve.
by him, and his colleagues in office until his unSoon after the Quorum of Twelve was organized,
timely demise in June, 1844.
Joseph Smith, jr., propounded the following question
Moreover, just about fourteen months prior to to the Twelve in their council :
the death of the Seer, a General Conference conWhat importance is there attached .to the calling of these
vened at Nauvoo, Illinois, 'April 8, 1843. A long list Twelve Apostl.es different from other callings of officers in the
o( missionaries appeared and some of those mis- church? After the question was discusS>ed by counselors
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Patten, Young, Smith; and MeLellin, President Smith gave
the following decision:
' They are, the Twelve Apostles who are called to the office of
Tm.veling High Oouncil, who are to preside over all the
churches of the Saints among the Gentiles wher·e there is a
presidency established; and they are to travel and pr•each
among the Gentiles until the Lovd shall command them to
go to the Jews. They are to hold the keys of this ministry,
to unlock the kingdom of heav·en unto all nations, to preach
the gospel to ev.ery creature. This is the power, authority
and virtue of their apostleship.
Oliver Cowdery was clerk of said council wherein the
.above decision was made. (Chur~h History, vol. 1, p. 549.)

The late President, the son of the Martyred Prophet gave his opinion respecting the sa:me question
to the joint council which met at Lamoni, Iowa,
April, 1890. Said option was adopted by the Council. (Doctrine and Covenants 123: 23.)
As a traveling presiding council, your quorum has the ~u
pervision a,nd presidency, under the First Presidency, over the
·entire field of ministerial labor and control over districts,
bvanches (no stakes in e:xistence at that time) as a whole,
and as church organizations, and not as local presidency
where no organization has been perfected, ~n a similar way as
the First Presidency presides over the whole church, differing in this that the First P11es1idency is necessarily local, while
your province is not localized, nor do we mean by this, tha.t
the word ab1·oad is to be construed to mean for lands, but
in the fi,elds of itine11ant gospel labor everywhere, as contradistinguished from branch, district, or other local 'organizations.

It was made quite apparent to all who attended
the priesthood lectures delivered by President F. M.
Smith in the basement of the Brick Church last
April that he is ·in harmony with the opinion and
decision of his predecessors as to the authority and
rights of the Twelve.
The Twelve reserve their mission immediately
they are ordained to the ap ostleshipr and their
field of labor ·or mission is specifically defined by
God himself, namely, the whole world, "under
the direction of the first presidency." Hence, they
do not have to wait to have their names placed before a General Conference for its approval.
The Lord says that the Presidency are their Counselors and readers. "For unto you [the Twelve]
and those [the First Presidency] who are appointed
with you, to be your counselors and your l~aders, is
the power of this priesthood given, for the last days
and for the last time." (Doctrine and Covenants
105: 12.)
During the lifetime of President Joseph Smith,
jr., the Twelve were sent here and there wherever
the First Presidency deemed it necessary for them
to go, but there are a few instances on record where
the Twelve and the Presidency consulted together
as to where the Twelve should go. The Twelve were
sent two together as a general thing, and as many
as eight were sent to England at one time.
President Frederick M. Smith is moving in the
1

right direction; that is, he is trying to adopt the
methods that were established by his grandfather
under the inspiration of the Holy Spirit; It stands
to reason that it will require the exercise of great
patience and the display of much wisdom, also close
attention to what some people call the new policy
or system to work smoothly without some friction.
However, we feel very confident that if the ministry
will cooperate with the Presidency and the Twelve
under the present regime, that great results will
be apparent soon.
It is to be hoped that all those upon whom the
Lord has conferred the two priesthoods will strive
with all diligence to magnify their holy calling in
Christ Jesus. We should ever keep in mind the fact
that duties and obligations cannot be adequately or
efficiently discharged in the service of our heavenly
Master, if those upon whom the sacred trust has
been imposed remain in ignorance as to the limits
and prerogatives attaching to the particular office
they are called to fill.
A studious perusal of the scriptures as c"ontained
in the three standard books of the church will surely
acquaint us with the duties that devolve upon those
who are colaborers with our dear Lord.
God is to be praised for tJhe great leader that he
has raised up in these last days to carry out his
great and wonderful designs. President Frederick
M. Smith is the right man in the right place, and
through his instrumentality the Lord will in due
time "rebuild the waste places,'' and bring about
the redemption of Zion, providing, that all the ministry of Christ hold up his hands, with that of his
counselors, and the Twelve upon whom our Father
in heaven has placed the responsibility of leadership. There need not be any fears as to the final
outcome, as .the God of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob
is and will be with our beloved President to guide
him· by his Holy Spirit and through ministrations
of angels. The God that has directed the course
of the grand old ship of Zion will continue to pilot
her in her proper co~rse, and the men who will
suffer themselves under the influence of the Evil
One to change her course will go down to destruction.
I sincerely trust that all of God's people will strive
to honor the. Lawgiver by obedience to the deman.ds
of his divine.la,w.
I remain :\fOUr colaborer in the one faith.
GOMER T. GRIFFITHS.
'Things can't turn up in this world until somebody
turns them up.-~arfield.
Nothing is impossible to the man who can will.Mirabeau.
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FAITH AND ORIGIN OF CHURCHES---Part 7
BY J. F. MINT UN

THE EVANGELICAL LUTHERAN CHURCH

The name and doctrine of the Evangelical Lutheran Church came as result of the personality and
work of Martin Luther, and the opposition thereto.
He was born of peasant parents in Germany,
November 10, 1483. His education was somewhat
limited, but he was religiously inclined from his
childhood. His claim to be called of God to the
ministry, or as a monk in the Catholic Church, of
which he was a member, is based upon the following circumstance, recorded in the History of Martin
Luther by Froude, page 3 : .
·
Returning to Erfurt, in the summer of 1505, from a visit tO
his f:amily at Mansfield, he was overtaken by a storm. The
lightning struck the ground before his feet; he fell from his
horse. "Holy Anne," he cried ·to the mother of the virgin,
"help me, I will beoome a monk."

While he regretted the next .day because he had
made this vow, yet, without consultation with his
father, .he entered an Augustinian monastery. Here
he endured voluntarily the severest hardships that
he might subdue his temper and carnal disposition.
He persevered to quite an extent in this work, and
became a monk and priest.
He viewed the Catholic Church to be in startling
contrast to what he concluded the Christian church
should be. His Bible readings awakened in hiro' a
latent fire of religious fervor and devotion that could
not be quieted. He visited Rome expecting to see
a better condition of spirituality there than in the
church in Germany, but this visit only intensified
his conclusions that true Christianity was not being
correctly represented by the leading officials of the
church, and .concluded that Paganism was largely
represented by the church in Rome, and he found
that the morals of the cardinals were a public jest.
The climax of his opposition to the religious conditions of the Catholic Church was reached when
Leo the Tenth decided to make prominent his reign
by building the grandest church in all the· world,
and decided upon the sale of indulgences as one of
the means of raising the funds for the acomplishment of this object. A Dominican monk by the
name of Tetzel was appointed to collect money and
sell indulgences in Germany, and Luther determined
to force a decision upon the legality' and rightfulness
of the sale of indulgences, and to bring this about he,
on October 31, 1517, nailed ninety-five theses on the
door of the church at Wittenberg, and called in question the pope's theory on the question. The only
answer that came froJl1 the pope's representatives
was that the pope was infallible; but this did not
·satisfy him. He appealed to the pope, but it was
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treated first as a communication coming from a
"drunken German," but afterwards it was looked
upon more seriously, and the demand was made by
the pope that "the child of iniquity," the term he applied to Luther, should be executed. The pope fically
issued a papal bull against him, in which he dominated Luther as "the wild boar who had broken into
the Lord's vineyard." To this 'he replied, and burned
the bull condemning him, and declared that "a storm
had now burst, which would not end until the day of
judgment." The pope finally excommunicated Luther with all his adherents, so that whatever authority he or his followers held as conferred by the
Catholic Church was now :abrogated.
NAME OF THE CHURCH

The title originated from what Luther was pleased
to call the work, Evangelical, and the term Lutheran,
as applied to the followers of Luther, by way of
ridicule.
ONLY INFALLIBLE AUTHORITY

The Bible was recognized in the very beginning
of his work as a reformer, as the only infallible authority. It was transla:ted by Luther into German
from the Latin. He ceased to believe in "an apostolically ordained priesthood," and yet that w:ts the only
authority he, could claim that he ever held, and when
he was excommunicated from the Catholic Church
he certainly lost that.
ONE CAUSE OF OPPOSITION

By reason of a demand of the people, who were
favorable to the reformation begun by Luther, to
choose their own pastors, for an equitable adjustment of the tithes, emancipation from serfdom, and
liberty to kill game, what is known as a peasant war
existed, which brought the reformation into disrepute by many, they charging the war of Luther as
the legitimate outcome of the trouble.
MARRIAGE

When he took the vows of a monk and priest he
took the vow of celibacy but he concluded that this
vow was not in !harmony with the work of God, and
hence instructed the ministry that it was their right
to marry, and they should marry, and in accordance
with this instruction took a wife by whom he had
five children. He went even further than to advise
the ministry that they should marry, for he consented to Phillip, Landgrave of Hesse, to take a second wife while still living with the first. In this
writing of consent, as signed by Martin Luther,
Melancthon, and others is the following which I
extract:
4-s to what your highness says, that it is not possible for
you to abstain from this impure life, we wish you wer,e in a
better state before God ....
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We cannot at present advise to introduce publicly, and establish as a law in the New T,estament that of the Old, :which
permitted to have more wives than one .•..
But after all, if your highness, is fully resolved to marry
a seco.nd wife, we judge it ought to be done1 secretly, ... that
is, that none but the person you shall wed and a few trusty
persons klno:w of the matter, and they, too, obliged to secrecy
under the ·seal of confession. . . . S:o far as we do approve it,
and in. thoSie circumstances only by us specified, for the gospel hath neither r•ec;alled nor forbid what was permitted in
the law of Moses with respect to marriages . . . .
Your highness hath, therefore, in this :w.ritirig, not only
the approbation of us all, in case of necessity, concerning
:what you de.s.ire, but also the reflection we have made thereupon.-P;residency and Priesthood, pp. 358-362. (See also
M:a.rtin Luther, p. 16.)
SYSTEM OF FAITH

The system of faith believed in by the Lutherans
was formulated by Martin Luther and Melancthon,
and presented to Charles V, in 1530, and was adopted
by the diet of Augsburg, and is called the Augsburg
Confession. This is divided into two parts, and
twenty-eigilit artiCles, many of them similar to the
articles adopted by the Episcopalians. The first
twenty-one represent the religious. ideas of the Reformers, and the last seven treat upon and give the
main reason :f'or pro\f;esting against the Catholic
Church. .They oppose communion in one kind; the
celibacy of the clergy; private masses; auricular
confession; legendary tradition; monastic vows; and
the excessive powers of the church. They do not believe that good works are in any wise meritorious
with regard to salvation. 'nhey believe that Christ
died for all, but that those only who believe in him
and endure in faith to the end will be saved. ·They
believe in the election or predestination of the faithful. They believe that none are converted but by
the prevailing efficacy of grace, and deny the power
of free will before conversion. They believe in· two
sacraments, baptism anq the Lord's supper, and that
the' real presence of the humanity of Jesus Christ
is in the bread and wine in the communion. (Many,
at the present time, do not believe in this latter idea.)
They disbelieve in the adoration or invocation of
the dead, or that there is any virtue in their relics.
They condemn penances, and all works not imposed
by the laws of Christianity. While they observe
many of the festivals of the Catholic Church, yet
they do not observe Lent. They believe that all worship should be conducted in a language to be under.stood by the worshipers. (See Milner's History of
Religious Drnominations of the World, pp. 63, 64.)
CALLING OR CHOOSING OF MINISTERS

Those who express a desire to enter the ministry
are to be examined by two ministers appointed for
that purpose, and if they find upon inquiry that such
one or ones are in their estimation worthy, and have
the natural qualifications, such as, a proper stature,

health and strength, a musical voice, a knowledge of
languages, and ability to debate all sides of a question they are recommended to be ordained. However, besides this examination they must prove themselves in agreement with ·the church in doctrines,
and must each preach a sermon before those making the examination before they are ordained. They
are then to be ordained at a public service presided
over by a superintendent, who lays his hands upon
him, followed by the laying on of the hands of six
associate ministers, whom the superintendent auc
thorizes to act, and with the laying on of hands the:y
each pronounce the ordination prayer or vow.
Each individual church has the right, as in the
Congregationalist Church, to govern itself. They
hold synods, divisions of synods, and special con-·
ferences. They represent features found in the
Catholic, Methodist, Presbyterian and Congregationalist. churches in their discipline, and church
government. 'A robe is worn by the minister in the
service:s.
The duty of an parts of the Christian church seems to be
to return to the use of shorter ,dloctrinal creeds as tests of
ecclestiastical, ministerial, and sacramental communion. This
noble course the Lutheran Church has already virtually
takern, by requiring assent only to the fundamental doctrine13
of the Augsburg Confession, together :wi;th an approval of
our princ,iples of government and worship.-Portraitur,e,
pp. 55, 56.

q'he following are the leading doctrines of the
Lutheran Church, as set forth in the Augsburg Confession, and adopted by the whole body of Lutherans
in this country :
THE ONE GOD
1. The trinity of perso,ns in the one God. That there 1s
one divine es.senc•e, which is called, and is God, eternal, Incorporeal, indivisible, 1nfinite in power, wisdom and goodness;
and yet there are three persons who ~u~e of the saTne essence
and power, and are coeternal: the Father, the S'on, and the
Holy Spirit.
DIVINITY OF JESUS CHRIST

That the Word, that is the Son of God, assumed human
natur.e in the womb of the blessed Virgin Mary, so that two
natures, human and divine, inseparately united ~nto one person, constitute one Christ, who is true God and man.
UNIVERSAL DEPRAVITY OF THE RACE
That since! the fail of Adam, all men who are naturally engendeDe'd, are. born with a depraved nature, that is, :withcut
the fear of God, or confidence towards him, but with si,nful
propensities.
THE ATONEMENT
That the Son of God truly suffer·ed, was crucified, died, and
was buried, that he might reconcile the .Father to us, and
be a-sacrifice not only for original sin, but also for all the actual sins of men. That he also sanctifies those who believe in
him, by sending into their hearts the Holy Spi<rit, who govel'!ns, consoles, quickens, and defends them against the Devil
and the power of sin.
JUSTIFICATION
That men cannot he justified before God by their own

"
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strength, merit~, or works; but that they are jul'tified
gratuitously, for Christ's sake through faith; or, justification, more amply defined, is that forensic or judkial act of
God, by which a believing sinner, in consideration of the
merits of Christ is released from the penalty of the divi ne
law, ~nd i~ decla.red to he entitled to heaven.
1

NECESSITY OF A HOLY LIFE

That this faith must bring forth good fruits; and that it
is our duty to perform those good works which God commanded, because he has enjoined them, and not in the expectation of thereby meriting justification before him.
DIVINE APPOINTMENT OF THE HOLY MINISTRY

That in order that we may obtain this faith the ministerial
office has been instituted, whose members are to preach the
gospel, and administer the sacraments (viz, baptism and the
Lord's supper). For through the instrumentality of the
word and sacnaments as means of grace, the Holy Spirit is
given, who in his own .time and place, produces faith in thosre
who hear the gospel message, vjz, that God for Christ's sake,
and not on account of any merit in us, justifies those w1io
believe i1n Christ.
FINAL JUDGMENT AND REWARDS

That at the end of the world Christ will appear for judgment;
tha,t he will,raise alf the .dead; that he will give to the pious
and elect eternal life and endless joys, but will condemn
.wicked men and devils to be punished without en d.-Historyof Denomina:tions of the United States, pp. 337, 338.
THE CHURCH OF THE REFORMATION

She may be emphatically styled the church of the Reformati-on. .She holds the grand doctr~nes of Christianity with
£ewer appended preculillrities than most denominations. W.ith
the Calvinistic she holds the graciousness of salvation; with
the Congregationalist she believes that Christ tasted death
for ·every man; with the Methodist she approves of regularly
recurring protracted meetings; with the Episcopalian she
occasionally employs a liturgy and forms of prayer; with the
German Reformed she agrees in the instructions and confirmation of catechumens; and with all she unites in ascribing all the glory of our privileges on earth and hopes in
heaven, to that Lamb of God that taketh away the sins of the
world.-Quarterly R·egister. History of Denominations in
the United States, p. 340.
(To be continued.)

SERVICE
"I am among you as he that doth serve."-Jesus.
It is indeed gratifying to see the progress that has
been made in the last decade. Applying to everyday
life the law and principles of service. The church
as a whole seems to be grasping more fully the true
spirit underlying the whole philosophy of Christian
truth. This fact is truly gratifying and comforting
to those who for years have given their lives, witlr
all their talents, for the advancement of the principles of divine justice, and it is without question yery
pleasing and acceptable to God. For, the man or
the woman who·' fully understands the gospel message, wtho has partaken of the Spirit of Christ and
who in a measure has been anointed with the oil of
gladness, realizes that the truest, and most blessed
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life one can live, consists in serving the greatest
number of people in the best possible manner. It
is thererore obvious that no one has learned to live
as he should until he is able to find true pleasure in
the service of his kind. We should live for the purpose of making the .W.orld a fitter place in whioh to
live, and hence to make life less difficult for each
other.
·
·
What a joy comes of true service, and what a consolation there is in being conscious that we are the
means of enlarging and purifying the lives of those
with whom we mingle! Jesus said: "It is my meat
to do the will of him that sent me, and to finish his
work." Ethically speaking, Jesus is simply saying:
My life is sustained from day to day, it is supplied
with the vitalizing forces, by reason of the labors
and service my Father has enabled me to render to
my less fortunate fellows.
Again we hear him saying: "I delight to do thy
will, 0 my God!" That is simply that he delighted
to do for others, that which they were unable to
do for themselves. It was to this end that he sought
to instruct his disciples when he condescended to the
service of a slave for their personal comfort, when
he washed their feet. He then sought to impress
the lesson upon their minds by saying: "If I your
Lord and Master have washed your· feet, ye ought
to wash one another's feet." The ethical philosophy
of this statement is simply this: If your Teacher
has condescended to the service of a slave for your
comfort, you in turn should not shrink from any
legitimate service for the comfort and· eternal good
of mankind.
It was said of Israel that when they went out to
gather manna which God sent them daily, that, "he
that gathered much had nothing over, and he that
gathered little had no lack." The principle involved
in this portion of history is' simply this: Opulence is
''the law of the universe, and if each will perform
his part, and render a true service, there will be
plenty and to spare. Therefore, let us try to deduct
a moral from this, that will enable us to make good
in life. To the mind of the writer we have this
moral: God has given us all things, and if we will
rightly use them and serve wisely, there will be a
plenty for all, but if I become selfish and refuse to
consider the needs of others, I may lavish upon myself. that which rightly belongs to another. Let
me, therefore, learn how to serve my fellow men,
and I will have learned how to best serve God.
Our chief object in life; our untiring effort, then,
should be to serve mankind as Christ served them
while on earth. We will then learn the real value,
. as well as the re,al pleasure, of life.. Service is the
the word that should underlie all our religious experiences. It shonld also be remembered that this
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word should be rightly understood, for a forced
service is of but little or no worth to us. The real,
vital and ethical principle of Christ's teaching is
·that of willing service--! must serve willingly if I
am to meet with his divine approval. He left the
courts of heaven, that he might come to the earth
and here serve the unfortunate and the downtrodden
ones. We therefore ought to rise to a higher level
· then a mere formal· service with the hope of re,ceiving a reward for it. We ought to have a sublimer
purpose than simply trying to get into the place
we call heaven. We should follow the Master and
forsake the places of ease and comfort, that, thereby
we may teach our fellow men how to live. Let us
not therefore say that we serve because we have
fears of missing heaven if we do not serve, but let
us serve because we delight to do the will of God,
and to bless mankind. Because we love to bless and
upli:(t our less fortunate brothers; and because we
are willing to make ourselves poor, that, thereby
the multitude of mankind may be fed with the
bread of life.
When we get the proper .understanding of the
word service we will begin to utilize our time .and
means for the glory of God in that all shall be used
for the blessing of humanity. We will then consecrate every superfluous thing for the bringing about
of that condition which will make possible the ushering in of the reign of peace; that the message that
was borne by the angels to the shepherds on the
Judean plains, that first Christmas Eve, of: "Peace
on earth and good will unto men," might become a
living reality.
The hastening t1me is here, let us therefore arise
in the strength of our manhood and womanhood,
and first of all consecrate ourselves, and then all
that we possess, for the accomplishing of the Lord's
work, in the redeeming and building up of Zion,
the home of the pure in heart; that a people might'
be prepared for his coming. God will prosper us
in our efforts if we labor in love. Let us therefore
move forward with a pure heart, a steady hand,
and a noble determination.
J. E. VANDERWOOD.
\

Books are embalmed minds,-Bovee.
It is easy in these days to lose courage and hope.
It seems but a duty to make a careful analysis like
this before losing heart one's self or spreading discouragement and unfaith among others. To those
of little faith :I submit my itemized count. We look
back to our Civil War as the era of our Nation's
new birth. We are living in a greater era to-day:
a world is in rebirth.-William C. Gaunett, in Unity,
(Chicago).

(

OF GENERAL INTEREST
THE LIBERTY LOAN

)

.

. .
[The suggestion has been made from various quarters that
those Sa~nts who desir,ed to do so could well purchase Liberty
Bonds 1 to aid the Government in the prosecution of the war
and to help the church at the same time, turn any surplus
into the coffers of the church as tithing, surplus or offering.
We present a recent app'eal of Secretary of the Treasury,
W. G. McAdoo, regarding the new Liberty Loan.-EDITORS.]
THE LIBERTY LOAN

For the purpose of
Equipping with arms, clothing and food our gallant soldiers who have been called to the field;
\Maintaining our navy and our valiant tars upon
the high seas ;
Providing the necessary means to pay the wages
of our soldiers and sailors and, if the bill now pending in the Congress passes, the monthly allowances
for the support of their dependent families and to
supply them with life insurance;
·
Constructing a great fleet of merchant vessels to
maintain the line of communication with our brave
troops in France, and to keep our commerce afloat
upon the l).igh seas in defiance of the German Kaiser
and his submarines;
Creating a great fleet of airplanes, which will
give complete supremacy in the air to the United
States and the brave nations fighting with us against
the German military menace; and for other necessary war purposes.
The Congress of the United States has authorized
· the Secretary of the Treasury to sell to the American ,people bonds of the United States bearing four
per cent interest, with valuable tax exemptions, and
convertible under certain conditions into other
issues of United .States bonds that may be authorized by the Congress. The official circular of the
Treasury Department gives full details.
There is now offered to the American people a
new issue of $3,000,000,000 of bonds to be known
as the Second Liberty .Loan. They will be issued
in such denominations and upon such terms that
every patriotic citizen will have an opportunity to
assist the Government by lending his money upon
the security of a United States Government bond.
It is essential to the success of the war and to the
support of our gallant troops that these loans shall
not .only be subscribed, but Ioversubscribed. No
one is asked to donate or give his money to the
Government; but everyone is asked to lend his
money to the Government. The loans will be repaid
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in full with interest at the rate of four per cent per
annum. A Government bond is the safest investment in the world; it is as good as currency and yet
better, because the Government bond bears inte.rest
and currency does not. No other investment compares with it for safety, ready convertibility into
cash, and unquestioned availability as collateral security for loans in any bank in the United States.
People by thousands ask the Treasury constantly
how they can help the Government in this war.
Through the purchase of Liberty Bonds every one
can help. No more patriotic duty can be performed
by those who cannot actually fight upon the field of
battle than to furnish the Government with the
necessary money to enable it to give our brave soldiers and sailors all that they require to make them
strong for the fight and capable of winning a swift
victory over our enemies.
We fight, first of all, for America's vital rights,
the right to the unmolested and unobstructed use
of the high seas, so that the surplus products of our
farms, our mines and our factories may be. carried
into the harbors of every friendly nation in the
world. Our welfare and prosperity as a people depend upon our rights of peaceful intercourse with
all the nations of the earth. To abandon these
rights by withdrawing our ships and commerce
from the seas upon the order o:f; a military despot
in Europe would destroy prosperity and bring disaster and humiliation upon the American people.
We fight to protect our citizens against assassination and mttrder upon the high seas while in the
peaceful exercise of those rights demanded by international law and every instinct and dictate of humallity.
·
We fight to preserve our democratic institutions
and our sovereignty as a nation against the menace
of a powerful and ruthless military autocracy
headed by the German Kaiser, whose ambition ·is'
to dominate the world.
We .fight also for the noOie idea of universal de-.
mocracy and liberty, the right of the smallest and
weakest nations equally with the most powerful to
live and to govern themselves according to the will
of their own people.
We fight for peace, for that just and lasting peace
which agonized and tortured humanity craves and
which not the sword nor the bayonet of a military
despot but the supremacy of vindicated right alone
can restore to a distracted world.
To secure these enqs I appeal to every man and
woman who resides upon the soil of free America
and enjoys the blessings of her priceless institutions to join· the League of Patriots by purchasing
a Liberty Bond.
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EXTINGUISH THE CIGARETTE
[The following is an editorial from the Dese'!'let Evening
News of late date. The: News is the official newspaper
of the UtahMormon Church and while there are many doctrines and practices prevailing in that church which we must
continue to oppose, we wish to commeiD.d them for the stand
they are taking on the above subject and especially when so
ma1ny newspapers are giving space to e:xtension of the movement under discussion.-EmTORs.]'
·

The Dese1·et News heartily commends the attitude
of the Baptist convention now being held in this
city in condemning the campaign for furnishing
cigarettes to sol~iers and in criticizing that portion
of the local press which is promoting that campaign.
The position of this paper has always been anticigarette and antitobacco; and on frequent recent
occasions these columns have emphatically protested against the easy but injudicious generosity
which. contemplated supplying the Nation's defenders with the noxious weed in any form-most of
all in the deadly form of the cigarette; and against
any agencies, not 'excluding executive departments
or high officials, that were so much as winking at,
much less advocating, so manifest an injury to the
moral, mental and physical welfare of the men in
the Nation's service. As ·we regard it, it is bad
enough for men or boys to have acquired the tobacco
habit, without these mischievous efforts to encourage them in it; and it is infinitely worse to exalt
the evil habit to such dignity as to cause those who
have been hitherto free from it to look upon it as
something to be cultivated and "adopted. So far as.
Utah is concerned, we are quite within the truth in
saying that one of the chief. regrets and sorrows
to tear the hearts of parents when their sons have
responded to the Nation's call for men, has been the
thought of their falling a prey to this miserable,
useless and most injurious habit of cigarette smoking. One of the regrettable sights on the streets
of this city since the troops have been assembled
in considerable numbers at Fort Douglas, is the
large proportion of young khaki-clad patriots between whose lips the stinking cigarette is held unashamed, and ·whose tentale fingers betray their
slavery to the disgusting vice. There is much talk
about keeping the soldiers clean, and strong, and
sound, and efficient; and yet in the same breath the
tobacco fund for their "solace" is advocated as a
deserving movement to which the public is urged
to contribute its spare dimes and dollars!
It is difficult to have p;;~.tience with such shortsightedness and inconsistency, not to say hypocrisy.
A confirmed cigarette smoker can hardly get a responsible position even in· civil life; yet here is a
program to make every military camp a veritable
nicotine vol'cano and every inmate a nicotine slave.

.
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The cigarette heart, when medically ascertained, towns and on ships, were estimated at $73,000,000,
and the stained fingers as visible evidence, have and a capital of about $10,000,000 was profitably
caused more young men to be turned down when employed there in the indus•try of supplying means
subjected to the tests now required of applicants for for their destruction. In 1904 the losses in France
any important place in the competitive business were computed at $40,000,000.
"The United States has nine times the combined
world, than almost any other single defect; and yet
it is here proposed by unwise tobacco-fund pro- .area of the three countries mentioned, and investimoters to provide the picked youth. of the Nation gations indicate that the direct annual losses here
so plentifully and freely with this insidious enemy undoubtedly equal, if they do not exceed, $200,000,of their souls that resistance to the temptation will· 000, with a great additional sum in indirect losses,
almost subject a man to scorn. ·What will it avail including the effect on the public health and comthe parents to plead with their boys against yield- merce from the diseases carried by the rats, and the
ing to a practice so pernicious, if "public-spirited necessary expenditures in combatting them. The
citizens" and others fill the air with appeals for foregoing figures are based on pre-war prices and
money with which to fill the knapsacks of the sol- are vastly greater under present valuations.
"In Europe, about 1907, after careful investigadiers with the poisonous stuff!
.
tion,
the estimated average annual loss caused by
We are glad the Baptist convention has formurat was computed to equal $1.80 in Great
each
lated a rebuke, and it is hoped that other org-anizations will do likewise. This war is not being Britian, $1.20 in Denmark, and $1 in France. In
waged in the interests of the cigarette factories; the United States the average is undoubtedly much
nor, let us pray, in the interest of th~ graveyards. larger than in litnY of the countries named, especially
Then the sooner the community awakens to the at present high prices of food and other merchandise.
· "There is no doubt that a very large number of
folly of pouring money into the coffers 'Of the torats
subsist wholly on garbage and waste which is
bacconists, and of hastening their victims to their
of
no
value, but the damage caused by rats in numercoffins, the more creditable will be its patriotism ·
ous
places
amount to many dollars each year; proband the more conspicuous its common sense.
ably $5 a year would not be an overestimate for
theaverage loss caused by each rat living in a dwellRATS DESTROY $200,000,000 A YEAR
ing, hotel, restauritnt, or other place having acces8
to food supplies.
At a time when every grain of wheat and every
"Assuming, roughly. speaking, that as estimated
pound of meat is expected to play as important a role the rat population in the United States is 50,000,000
in the winning of America's war as a grain of gun- for the cities and, 150,000,000 for the rural districts,
powder, or a pound of steel when converted into it will require the destructi·on of property by each
cannon or shot, Doctor Edward W. Nelson, the noted rat of only a little more than one fourth of a cent a
biologist, points out; in .a communication to the day to make the aggregate of the great sum estiNational Geographic Society, that rats are destroy- mated as destroyed by these pests yearly in this
ing more than $200,000,000 worth of foodstuffs and country.
other property in the United States every twelve
"Taking the average yearly returns on a man's
months, and that it requires t4e constant labor of labor in agriculture, as shown by the census of 1910,
150,000 men to supply the food which these loath- it requires the continuous work of about 150,000
some pests eat. A part of Doctor Nelson's com- men, with farms, agricultural implements, and other
munication is issued by the 'society as the following equipment, to supply the foodstuff,s. destroyed
war geography bulletin from its Washington head- annually by rats in the United States. In addition,
quarters:
rats destroy other property, mainly of agricultural
"Rats have been pests so long that they have been origin, 1'1the production of whi0h requires the work of
taken for granted by the public, much as is the about 50,000 men."
weather or the forces of nature. . While people are
often painfully aware of individual losses, they are
SOLDIER AND SAILOR INSURANCE
unaware of the vast total which these individual
sums aggregate and the consequent need of comThe soldiers' and' sailors' war insurance bill, the
munity action against the authors of such far- first" step in Government insurance, and what is
pronounced the most generou,s effort on the part of
reaching economic drains.
"Denmark, one half the size of South Carolina, ·any nation to care for the dependents of its fighting
estimated her losses in 1907 at about $3,000,000. men, was passed by the lower House· of Congress
The same year the losses ·in the rural.; districts ·of Thursday night, September 13, by a vote of 319 to
Great Britain and Ireland, ·not counting those in nothing.
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The bill a_s passed by the House follows almost
exactly the lines laid down in the plan of Army insurance worked out by Secretary McAdoo and his
coadjutors and embodied in a draft of a bill approved by President Wilson and presented to Congress for action.
The press of the country seems to think that the
unanimous approval given to the bill by the lower
House of Congress is thoroughly representative of
the feeling of the whole country.
Secretary McAdoo's comment was as follows:
"The unaminous passage by the House of Representatives of the bill for the compensation and insurance of our soldiers and sailors is a distinct
triumph for justice and humanity. It is the mos,t
conspicuous and advanced step ever taken by any
natiorr for the protection of its soldiers and sailors
and their dependents. The prompt passage of this
bill by the Senate will satisfy the heart and conscience of uplifted America."

KEEPING COOL HEADS
. We have heard of numerous instances where
brethren, even church officers, could not discuss the
solution of the most ordinary problems without the
development of cranial heat, f:ollowed by pedal frigidity. The one usually accompanies the other, especially if there is some real work to do. The
symptoms develop in choirs, ladies' aids, Bible-school
meetings, cliurch-board meetings, preachers' mee~
ings, and anywhere that the Lord's work demands
cool heads, warm and generous hearts and active
feet. The fall of ministers in Europe may be frequent, but what of the fall of ministers in the
churches of America that can be traced alone to the
disease of which this amicle treats?
James knew well human nature when he warned
a"gainst the power of the overheated tongue: "So.
the tongue also is a little member, and boasteth great
things. Behold, how much wood [the marginal rendering is 'how great a forest'] is kindled by a small
fire ! Apd the tongue is a fire : the world of iniquity
among our members is the tongue, which defileth the
whole body, and setteth on fire the wheel of nature,
and is set on fire by hell. For every kind of beasts
. and birds, of creeping things and things in the sea,
is tamed, and hath been tamed by·mankind: but the
tongue can no man tame; it is a restless evil, it is
full of deadly poison. Therewith bless. we the Lord
and Father; and therewith curse we men, who are
made after the likeness of God: out of the same
mouth cometh forth blessing and cursing. My
brethren, these things ought not so to be."·
CONSIDER THE ENGINE
"

Before treating on efficiency in the church, we
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have taken considerable pains to observe efficiency
in its original lair. We have studied the heads
and management of large industrial and financial
concerns. We have almost universally observed that
the men who handle big things are, first of all, men
who keep cool.
A one-horse engine usually makes
more noise and develops more heat from friction
than one of the great 1,000-horse-power engines that
move so precisely that there is neither rattle nor
heat.
Oh, Brother Preacher, learn to keep cool. We
knqw it is har'd to do, especially when Sister Sizzle
comes, with her eyes snapping like rockets and her
tongue performing the ordinary duties of a whipcracker, and her head the temperature of a hot stovelid. But, whatever else you do, keep your head
cool. Her sudden spasm of heat may kindle in you
a fire that will consume the foundations of your
ministry. Smile, if you see something about which
to smile. If you do not see anything about which
to smile, then proceed to see something. Really,
Sister Siz;z;le is quite entertaining, if you can only
see it. Anyhow, smile. Just as perspiration cools
the body smiles cool the head .
A GOOD FIRE-EXTINGUISHER

A soft, well-controlled voice and an unperturbed
countenance are the greatest fire-extinguishers ever
invented. You know that word in the Bible about
"a soft answer turneth away wrath." vVe wonder
if it was not placed there with a purpose quite as
serious as some of the other injunctions which we
vociferate so freely. Perhaps it was put there
for the special use of preachers when Sister Sizzle
comes.
There seems to be only about so much sacred heat
in the world. When the heat gets into the head, it
seems to leave the heart, where it is so badly needed.
So is the converse true: that when heat is kept out
of the head, it is much more liable to develop in
the heart. Could so desirable a thing as cool heads
and :warm hearts be developed throughout all our
great brotherhood, we believe the remainder of the
church-efficiency problem would soon be solved.Cecil J. Sharp, in The Christian Standard.
Preventable fire is more than a private misfortune. It is a public dereliction. At a time like this
of emergency and of manifest necessity for the con- ·
servation of national resources, it is more than ever
a matter of deep and pressing consequence that
every means should be taken to prevent this eviLWoodrow Wilson. A statement made by President
Wilson for the National Board of Fire Underwriters.
"Alcohol ought rto explode in the enemies trenches,
not in people's stomachs."-Doetor Haven Emerson.
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WOlVlAN'S AUXILIARY
Edited b:v AUDENTJA ANDERSON, 2009 Locust St., Omaha, Nebr.
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District Presidents and Organizers Take Notice
The general president of the Woman's Auxilia.ry, is planning a trip through Missouri, Iowa, Illinois, and perhaps
Michigan. This will he about October 14 to 31, or later. She
would like to get in touch with all who need help in the
auxiliary work in their districts, or locals, in these States.
The object of the trip is to introduce the wor1k where desired,
exp1ain its workings, its departments, build up or stimulate
what is already begun, org1anize districts more fully, tra,ln
workers, andl find leaders.
·
As the g1ene1ral association has no fund available for traveling purposes, it will be necessary for each district or local
where a stop is made to contribute to a fund for expenses,
as well as to ca,re for the president while she is there.
We hope ·the men who are district presidents will take ,notice of this announcement, and if the Woman's Auxiliary
work in their localiti•e.s ne1eds attention, understand that this
is the time to .obtain the help you need. All who would like to
have their districts organized, or their work pla.nned. for
them, or a be1tter understanding of the general aims and
purposes of the woman's or•ganiza,tion of the church, in the
States mentioned, will please write at once to the general president, stating the :time you pref•e:r to hav•e: he1r
with you, whether or not you will be wilHng to bear your
share of the expense nec.essary, and giving all needed information as to how to reach you, etc.
. If this trip proves a success, others along the same line
will be planned .rea.ching into other fields, so that our work
may be better organized, and better understood! by the church
at large tha.n it is at the present time.
MRS. LULA lVI. SANDY,
General PresidJent.
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI? 3431 East Sixtieth Street.

Attention, Organizers
The general officers of the Woman's Auxiliary are attempting to bring about :better org1anization in their department 'of
the church work. In each district ofthe church we expect to
have an organizer, who will be our official repvesentative in
that district. Some of these have been appointed accord~ng
to the new constitution, and others will be appointed as
rapidly as we can find the right women r.ecommended by the
ministers in charge of the districts.
A letter of instruction will be maHed in a few day" to all
organizers. This letter is intended to help them understand
their work, suggest plans, ,and be of general help to them.
Among other things will be emphasized the following instructions:
Each organizer has her own P'~rticular territory, which is
the district as laid off and recognized by the church authorities. No organizer should leave her district and assume the
work in another's territory. Please do not go out of your
clistrict a,nd attempt to. do the work assigned to anothe1r in
another territory. There is plenty to do in your own district.
'
In addition to the organizers, we have general field workers
who ,a,r.e at present, the members of the executive committee
of the g~neral ass.ociation. These fi,eild workiers work under
the dlirection of the pre•sident, and may he sent wherever
needed. They are sent out to introduce the work, explain it in
all of its departments, huild up what is started, o:rganize

where needed, and find a.nd train leaders everywhe11e for our
woman's work.
,
In rare instances a diistrict organizer may be asked to take
the place of a. g.eneral fi.eid worker where no r!·eld worker is
available for a certain and important mission. When a call
comes in for help, and no g6!neral field worker is near enough
to respond, the president may direct some live-wire district
organizer to attend to the matter. However, no organizer
should take work outside her district upon herself, or even
respond to invi.t,a.tion to do so, without being directed by the
presi·d'ent of the g1e1Ueral auxiliary. Thus. we will avoid confusi-o1n and overlapping of authol'ity.
Let us all work together in harmony and order, "preferring
one another in honor." Let us learn to think, plan, and work
more like our church brethren do, l'especting each officer in
her position, and "giv~ng honor to whom honor is due." Thus
we: will build up an organiz:ation with efficiency and systematic action of which to be .proud.
.
When . in doubt as to your duty or privileges, write the
president.
With kindest wishes for the success of all good endeavor,
Your fellow worker,
LULA M. SANDY.
KANSAS CITY, ·MISSOURI, 3431 East Sixtieth Street.

The Orioles in Camp at Holden, Missouri
The Holden reunion may have been held without the Oriole
girls and it may have been enjoyed in a way, but we are
Yeiy sure that it could not have been t_he success tna•. il vvas
if the Oriole girls had not eontnbuted as they did to the
comfort and entertainment of the camp.
The girls were caUed together after an afternoon sess.ion,
about sixty responding. Mrs. J. A. S,ayle1S (a sister of
Brother J. A. GUJnsolley) from Knobnoster, was elected, Camp
Monitor. Chairmen of various committees were appointed
and a.s a result the following program was carried out:
The devotional committee, with Miss Pearl Redfield as chairman, arranged a morning hike and pray,er meeting with a
camp breakfast, but when the appointed morning came, there
came also gray skies and a downpour of ra~n. A phone call
informed us that the hike would have to- be abandoned but
that the prayer meeting would be heid in a large auxiliary
tent, just on the edge of the camp. It. was inspiring, we assure you, to see as we neared the t~rrt, about thirty Orioles
assemhl.ed, most of thelm in uniform. They were seated
on bales of straw or loose stra.w strewn on the ground
a~d were in the attitude of revere:rrt worship, for the· OP'enc
ing prayer was being offered. The testimonies were simple
and sincere, and breathed of consecra.tion and humility. The
rain continued to pour, but after the serviee, nothing daunted,
the girls gathered s-ticks, cobs, straw and soon had a very
satisfactory fire built just on t:he inside of the big tent. Never
was a bveakfast better, if hunger and fun score• :l!nything;
Later in the week the devotional committee reque•sted all
Orj,o.Jes to attend a morning pmy,er meeting· in a body and
in uniform.
What proved to be a very necessary feature to the success
of the reunion yvas the large academy building recently bought
by the church, which is. being repaired and fitted up for a
home for the aged. This building was used by the Woman's
Auxiliary for children's meeti,ngs, kindergarten, and problem meetings. The Oriole girls had been given the use of
a large rooi:n about 25 by 35 feet. This room .was very comfortably and tastefully fitted up with couches., chairs and
pili,no and dec011a.ted with the G>riole colors. More than one
weary mother, aged or sick sister (for we had a few who
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succumbed to the effect of the hea,t and the change, of water)
up<m the child. Good manners are an invaluable asset to every
gratefully asked, "What would we have done without this person, but good manners have their root and foundation in
room and its comforts?"
fine qualities of mind and heart, and only the co1n stant daily
From time to. time the reuni,on committee of whom D. J. exercise of them will help give the children that charm of
Krahl was chairman, eocpressed its appreciation of the service~ manner which is such a delight in persons of every age. The
rendered by the girls through the work of the service com- opposite quali.ties. are likewise imitated and help to produce
mittee with Miss Alta Beebe, chairman. When the reunion another sort of child.
committee counted its expenses, mo,ney on hand, etc., it very
Clearly, the1:1efore, parents have an enormous responsibility
promptly and gratefully g1ave credit to those who gave of in molding l!lnd shaping a child into the kind of man he is
their services so fret?lY. in the work of kitchen and dining to be, for these early lessons in conduct and manners rure
room. The Orioie girls, assisted by the young men of the probably nev.er quite eradicated. Men who as children were
camp, waited on the tables besides paying for all their meals. accl.lstomed to hearing uncouth language still lapse in manOther services were freely given by the girls.
hood into this fault, however 'well educated they may have
The chairn;an of the social committee, Miss Lourrissa Dil- b~ome, and the same is true of physicaL ml!l'i:merisms and
lon, 1and her workers, arranged for a banquet giv,en in the din- even of the mental attitude. If a child grows up among peoing hall, by the Holden Orioles to the visiting Orioles. The ple who are scolding, faultfinding, complaining, or quarrelgirls were generous with their invitations and many who were some, he is almost sure to show a tendency to these qualities,
not Orioles were present. A dainty and! delicious lunch was . however much he may learn to abhor them in Iater life.
served followed by a number of earnest and inspiring speeches
with a little humor mixed in for variety and ·enjoyment. Among
About Our Boys
the invited guests wel'e Mr. and Mrs. D. J. Krahl, Mr. and
Mrs. J. A. Tanner, Mr. and Mrs. M. A. Etzenhouser, Mrs. J.
I am glad that we are to h'ave an organization for our boys.
A. Gardner and Mr .. and Mrs. W. S. MacRre.
As I travel about ~n the int,erests of the Woman's Auxiliary
There were many other Orioles who participated in reunion
work of the church, I am constantly being questioned upon
work ~n va1:1ious parts of the country. w,e would like to have
this subj,ect. The query comes, "What shall we do with our
accounts of your activities. Excel this one, if you can!
boys?" a1nd: I shall be glad to be able to answer it helpfully.
,
MRS. J. A. GARDNER.
The :boys are ready for organization, and while it is not,
primarily, a part of our W oml!ln's Auxiliary work, as mothers
Woman's Auxiliary Year "Book
we al'e all deeply concerned in the matter. I shall be pl~ias,ed
to be able to help the work along, when the plans are fully
We have a few numbers of the Woman's Auxiliary Year enough ma•tured, that we can go ahout it intelligentl?.
Book on hand and wou1d be pleased to place them in the
·
Yours for every good movement,
hands of our worl"ers. The supply at the Herald Office is
LULA M. SANDY..
exhausted but the general secretary will supply the demand
as long as the number we have on hand lasts. Price 25 cents.
Asked at a Reunion Auxiliary Meeting
We hav,e a standing Y,ear Book committee which will be
prepared to .report on a 1new edition of the book at the April
Question: How c1an wives help with church finances?
convention.
MRs. LULA SANDY, President.
Reply, by Sister R. T. Coope,r: Most Latter Day Saint wives
MRs. J. A. GARDNER, Secretary.
are home-:makers, m:ud their duties and cares J'H'.;vent them
INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI, 711 S1outh Fuller Avenue.
from beim.g. money-earners. The husbands a,re the: producers
of funds for .the family. The question then: "How can such
What is Your Child Learning?
wives help with the church finances?" is a p.ertinent 01ne, and
may be answered, partially, thus.: "Principally, by assisting
(The sixth of a series of articles <Jill the car€l of young their husbands in the saving and wise application of family
children. ·Sent o.ut by the Children's Bu11eau, United ·States resources, and by influencing them to observe the financial law
Department of Labor, Washington, District of Columbia.)
of the church."
Much of a child's earliest education, often the most valuable
This assist~ng ·may he done in a varie·ty of ways, according
and most enduring part, is that which is unconsciously ac- to the different circumstances and characteristics of each
quired at home, not by precept or teaching but by imitatioh. home. The doctrine of domestic conservati::m of resources
From the .earliest beginnings of lear,ning the chi1d' is copy- is just now a very popular one.
ing ~the sights and sounds about him.
Some men al'e naturally tithe-payers, and freely contribute
Thus he learns to speak his first words, and from this time to the church funds. Unhappily, in s•ome instances, such
until he begins his formal education in school, and indeed men have wives that are so naturally the opposite, that ·what
through his entire childhood, he is imitating the language; the. husbands would do, the wives oppose and prohibit. In
manners, l!lnd 'emotions of the older people about him. His those cases, the plain duty of the wives is to cultivate the
behavior and opinions are undoubtedly to some extent the art and spirit of giving!
direct result of this copying of his elders. He will repeat the
Some men· an~ not inclined to give, and even oppose and
tricks of speech and manner which they constantly empioy.
prohibit giving on the part of the wi:lie. A case of this kind
If a child lives among people whose language is correct and needs prayerful consideration and extreme patj,ence on the
ag1:1eeable, whose manners are pleasant, who show always a part of the wife who longs to do her full duty. The Lord
thoughtful considerution for •others and whose behavior is rewards for the good intentions and desi1:1es as surely as he
gentle and kindly, he unconsciously acquires similar ways. punishes the overt evil act; he will give just credit, and in
The habit of courtesy comes not alone nor chiefly from direct time the husband may be brought to see his duty in its true
.
instruction, but from imitation. If a child sees that his elders light.
are habitu'ally courteous in ·their association with each other,
Some men are unwilling to pay to the church funds, but
, if kindliness and considemtion for each other are the habits allow their wives to do as .they choose with certain amounts
of the home, these qualities will inevitably stamp themselves of funds. The wives, ~n these instances, should do as they
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the conditions over there, and he said it was something
terrible to gaze up into ·the heavens, and see those great
Zeppelins and! airplanes and the streaks of fire and clouds
of smoke which came1 from them. What could he do that he
has not done to warn us 'to prep:a,re for that great day that
Paul describes as sudden destruction? If we are not i,n darkness, that will not happen to us. Let us, as the people of
God, do as the poet has said, Shak!e off the coals from our
garments and arise in the streng"th of the Lordi. We never
can do this as long as we follow the 'Yays of the world.
We are told to come out of the wodd!, and not be partakers
of their 1evil deeds. I meet with so many who try to excuse
themselves and say that they must compromise a littl>e in
order to win them to Christ. I w:a1n t to Slay, dear Saints,
that is the Evil Spirit, trying to lead astray. Jesus and the
Are We Reaching Zionic Conditions?
apostles never comp.romised with any man, or set of men.
I went to one place to open up the work and as soon as I got
As it has been some time since I last contributed to your
there, they began to tell me what to preach, so I would not
sacred pag1es, I thought I would let you know of my whereabouts. Since last writing you, I hav;e had the ple'lsure of offiend them. I told them if they did not want me to say anyattending General Conference which was certainly a great thing to offend them, the best thing they could do was not to
have me preach at all, because when I got up to preach I
feast to me. I also took in the future home of the faithful
did just as the Lord had said. If I did not receive the Spi;it,
Saints and found things much better than I had e!Xpected,
but that is a good way ,to be disappointed. While there I I .was not to preach, but ,if I did, I also did just as the
Doctrine and Covenants told me to d:o, take no thought of
met with many of the dear Saints, and I do not think thel'ie
what I should say, that it would be given to me what to say
a11e any better Saints to be ,found. I now hav;e a longing for
by the Holy Ghost. Whatever is giVJen me, I say, not caring
the time when I shall be able to dwell intimately among that
who it hits. I know that there are those in the ministry
class of people. I made my home at Order of Enoch Hous,e:,
that do not do this, that seem to think a man must write
and: that is the first time in all my travels that I ever went
into a hotel where I did not see a spittoon, a cig1ar, or a pipe. his sermQns down '1and take notes so as to know what to talk
about, but if that time ev;er comes to me, I shall g'O home
A chapter was read in the Bible, and a prayer given every
and there I will stay, for I will not want any better evidence
morning. Blessi;ng was asked at ev,ery meal. I was also inthat God has forsaken me than that.
formed there were three brothers in Independence that were
I believe those pl'!ormises the Lord said to the church are
running grocery stores, and they never hanc!Jl,ed tea, coffee,
in
force just as much to-day as they ever were. And his
or tobacco in any form. That is what I call keeping the
commands
also that the elders are to conduct all meetings
Word of Wisdom and it goes to show tha,t if we choose to
as
they
are
led by the Spirit, and not as s•ome one tells them
obey God's word, we can compete with anything. The tl'iouble
to.
If we will only live closer to God and obey his commands
is, we so often think that God is mistaken. w,e often hear
we will receive more of that Spirit that will bring an thi ngs
it said, "I have to handle tobacco, or I would lose my ·trade."
to our remembr:ance, whatever he has said to us or whatever
I cannot think that way, for I do not think that ,the all-wise
we have read. I cannot believe as some do, that just because
Father would tell me or any other man or woman to db a
thing that they could not do, and would lose J?y so doing. Paul said that God had called the foolish, or as we are told
in Doctrine and Covenants 34: 4, that he had called the unThe Master said to seek first the kingdom of God and its
learned to thrash the nations by the power of his Spirit, that
righteousness, which means nothing more than to obey his
he, God, intended him to stay that way, because that would
laws and if we do that all the other things will lbe added.
While I was there I made the statement that if the celestial be contmdictory to the1 Bible where we are told to s.tudy to
glory was not any better than there ~n Incliependence I would show ourselves appl'ioved. Neither do I believe that just
reading will do, because reading is not studyi ng, but studybe willing to give my all to be permitted to live fore~er under
ing is l'iea;ding, and the man that is caHed to represent God
that influence. But when I got home my attention was called
to the song given by Brother Joseph Luff. After carefully and thinks that all he has to. do is 11ead over a chapter and
then get up in the pulpit and think Godl is going to fill his
reading it ov·er and seeing what a strong rebuke the Lora:
gav;e to those there, I said within my hea.rt, "God help us mouth with· words, will be s3idly left a,nd soon find himself
poor souls on the outside," for I know full well .if those ~n amQng those the Master speaks of, "Many are called, but
that place shall hardly 'esc1ape, there is not much show £or few ,are chosen." Neither do I believe that any man is to
those on the outside, unless we get right down in sackcloth tell me what I shall study. The Master has promised to send
and ashes and strive to come up higher which God in his the Spirit to me or any other minister of his, that will guide
me or them into all truth, and whatever that Spirit wants me
mercy has commanded us so many times to do.
As he told us through that song by Brother Luff: "Be not to study I will be so led, or as Job said, "There is a spirit
slow my call to answer, Fiew the moments that remain." in man 1andl the inspi.ration of the Almighty giveth them
understanding." But of course if we mix With the wo•rld
Again,
we need not expect those blessings. That is what is killi1n g
"'See ye not the clouds portentous?
many spiritually to-d'ay; the picture shows and other worldly
Note ye not the world's alarm?
pleasures, and even among the. ministry I find those who
Nations to their ruin hasten~ng,
al'ie going to the picture shows, although we ·are supposed
Self their interest, flesh their arm?"
to be an example to others. ,Some will say there is no harm
And we can sul'iely see this on every hand. The good in them, but .I Ciaim that anything that leads up to harm
Master over nineteen hundred years ago, told us that this is a harm, and I know of some places where the"priesthood
would be one of the signs of his coming. A short time ago have advised or set the 'example for the Saints, to go by
I was talking with a man from France. He was describing · go~ng themselves. And now when an elder goes there, some
see the church laws provide, with all the means at their command which can be spared from 11eal necessity.
Again, some men are indiff•erent, only. These should receive
all the encoum.gement·andi p•atient urging that the wives can
consistently offer, in order that the family observa,nce of the
law may be by the mutual desire, or at least mutual consent,
of both the husband and the wife.
Where a wife is earning money of her own, her duty is
clear.

LETTER DEPARTMENT
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.of the Saints .are at the movies instead of the preaching
service.
Zion must be redeemed and that by purchase, and the
church needs all those nickels. I claim tha.t it is this worldliness that is bringing
helping to bring strife and malice
in the church. When I see brothers. or sisters that cannot
argue on some po~nts in the word of God, without allowing
the spirit of malice to take hold of them just because a.
brother or sister cannot see things just as they see them, it
proves to me that the other spirit has got possession of them,
for the Spirit of God comes with peace, joy, and long-suffering.
In the Psalms we are told to debate our cause with our neighbor. Paul says, '.'Prove all things, hold fast that which is good."
How are we going to do this unless we can come together and
reason with one another and prove by the scriptures which 01ne
is in harmony with God's wordl? Then if the brother shows
me whe11e I am wrong, I should feel just as thankful as
though I had proved that he was wrong. We are all the one
body or all belong to that body oi Christ, which is the
church, a,nd if we get a sliver in our foot it ma.tters not
which hand! pulls it out, as long as it is removed. Until we
get in this condition w1e never can come to that standard
that Paul speaks of in this Corinthian letter, I wish to God
you were <beseeching them that--"there be no divisions among
you.'Z There is di¥ision among us now, a1nd the only way
this will ev;er he overcome will be to come together as brothers
a.nd sisters should, and reason together out of God's word.
I p.ray God will has.ten the time when we1 e<an have the
school of the prophets and all go out and preach the s.ame
thing. Let us take the admonition given through the voice
of the Spirit last April through B11other Luff:

or

"Years .eternal greet my vision,
Think ye yours outstretch the span?"
No, ours ,never will outstretch God's plan. So let us ge;t
together and all try to teach the same thing.
Again, s.ome places I find those who are most anxious to
get intO' this war. Is that what we have been told to do'?
It is not so stated in my Doctrine and Covenants. I am told
there to lift up the standard of peace, and that the wicked
will slay the wicked!, but it looks to me as though some of
the Saints wanted a hand in help~ng to slay the wicked.
Then again some have gone to the other extreme and say
they will not go to war. How unreasonable that is. Does not
the Scripture tell us that we must be subject to principalities and powers? When a for,eigner comes over here and
become~ ,a citizen of the Unitedl States does he illOt swea,r
that he will take up armsif c:all:ed upon t·o def,end this country, it matters not whether he be a free-born citizen or
naturalized. The laws are just as binding on one as the
other and it is our duty to obey the Iaws of our country.
But he has told us to lift up the standa.I'd! of peace and if
we do that who knows but what God will see to it that we
are not called upon? If we are anxious to go as Baalm,n
was, then the Lord may do with us as he d1d with him. He
let him go and he suffered loss. Some say they were afraid
they would be drafted so they enlis.t,ed. They seem to think
they can see dangers ahead that the Lord could not see, or
as that song sa,ys,
"$cent ye dang1ers I discern not?
Catch y;e sounds that 'scape my ears?"
No, indeed; God is watching over us, and the man or woman
who ,obeys his commands will come out victorious. The same
God tha1t ruled in the da.ys of Daniel is ruling over this world
to-day, and if his people will only go accord~ng to his counsel they will come out victorious in the end.
I am at Wauconda, holding f,o.rth with good success and
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mn getting more oalls than I Clt!n possibly fill. Would to
God that more laborers could be sent to this g1;:eat harvest
field of the Lo11d. I was called to Creston, British Columbia,
on August 19 to preach the funeral sermon of Brother and
Sist1er Boadwa.y's only son.
Ever praying for the success of the dear old HERALD,, I will
remain as ever,
Your brother and colaborer for the one faith,
ROBERT NEWBY.

From the Far-Off Southland
Alittle more than two years ago, accompanied by my wife,
I called at New Zealand en route to Australia.
Now we
are homeward bound. It was ~n 1902 that Elder D. E.
Tucker and myself were appointed by the General Conference
to labor in New Zeala.nd; the ca.rrying out of the appointment was associated with hardships, sacrifice, and some suffering. But I hav;e no complaint to make concerning anything
that has eV'er fallen to• my lot as. a soldier for Christ in connection with the church. It is pleasing to note that since our pioneer efforts, some progress has been made by the church in
this colony.
Because of the m~nds of the people having been poisoned
for many decades by the representatives of the Utah church,
one who claims to be a, La:tter Day Saint is regarded as a
believer in the obnoxious a1nd sbul-!dle,stroying doctrine.~. of the
@American polygamist, Brigham Young. It will require time
to correct the evil that has been done. The emissaries of
the polyagmous church ha.ve had a clear field, the future
belongs to the Reorganized church.
The little branch in Dunedin has b·attled for many years
against adverse forces, but a numher of souls have been won
to the fullness of, the cause of Christ. Elder Robert Hall,
president of the branch, the first fruit of our labors in New
Zealand, has sto·od as a pillar, and through him and the
supplemental efforts of others the church in organized form
has had representatio1n in this far-off southern city. Dunedin
is., looked upon a.s conservative. To me the high hedges
sur.rounding the homes were symbolical of an existing conservative spirit. Here I preached a number of times in Odd
Fellows' Hall, the regula.r meeting p1aee of the branch, and
he1d •a few priesthood meetings lt!ndi round tabh~ discussions.
The attend,ance at the1 hall was gr'aced by the presence of a
number of nonmembers. The wea1ther in Dunedin, while we
were there was cold and much rain fell, whkh is not unusual
in August. S:now was f,requently s1een on the hills about the
city. But such weather should not be unexpected forty-six
degrees south of the equator. Oi!le night the auror2. australis
was most beautiful, for hours the heavens being illuminated
by bright and vari-colored lights.
Elder H. W. Savage and! I visited Kaitaugata, a coal-mining
town that was awakened fifteen years ago by a controversy
tha.t dev;eloped between the Church of Christ and Elder D. E.
Tucker, and myself. I was pleased to visit old friends, a
number of invitations to accept of their hospitality being
honored. One preaching service was held. All seemed interested in the soul-cheering claims .of the church, and we trust
good was accomplished.
Elder Savag.e has labored faithfully and has rendered good
service since coming to Maoriland. Many friends have been
madle, much church literature distributed, and aid given
dir.ectly and indirectly to' the branch. He is desirou;; of
laboring among the M:aoris, the majority of whom live in
the North Island. It is to be, hoped the wa.y may be prepared
for •them to be 'Qlessed through thie1 ministrations of the
gospel at his hands. Thes.e people are an interesting, and l:
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may say, a charming race; possess a fine physique, and rn
many respects, if not all, equal the whit,es when give,n an
equal chance. What an opportunity for the church to send
its representatives to these people, and soon to many nations
with the wo,ndrous provisions of the divine will!
How
beautiful upon the mountains :are the feet of those who br1ng
glad .tidings of ~reat joy! May the church give full report
to those who have been and those who shall be honored with
the calling of extending Zion's work in foreign fields. All
the church should rejoic:e to takie part in every possibLe
way in sustaining the church that the light of the gospel may
. shine in every l:11nd. The church in Australia has almost
doubled in numerical strength sinoe 1908.
Perhaps no count,ry in the world has more arbitration
tribunals, boards for granting awards in cases of industrial
disputes, and legislation relating to troubles between employer
and! employed in Australia, and Jlielt I am doubtful if any
country has as many strikes. At pres:ent a great strike which
started in New South Wales by many of the unions challenging the government's action in introducing the cal'd system
among its employ,ees in its railway workshops, has spread
to other stat:es and is causing much trouble. Cable n-ews
does not reach us in New Z:ealand because of strict censorship. Train service is affected, foodstuffs are perishing, and
many ships are unable to leave port. This is the sixth week
of the strike.· No government can safely afford to yield its
c~onstituted authority to a class, whether lawyers, unions,
preachers, capitalists, or :!Jarmers.•
My soul is made Joyful in the thought that I am privileged
to have a part in. bearing the c.ross of Christ. The Lord is
the stl'ength of my life. By his grace I have beem set free
to behold his majesty. I do not ask for burdens ,to be made
lighter or easier, but that I may at that time when we shall
see him "face to face" fee!l that my life was not different in
suff:ering, Labor, love, and sacrifice from the life of the One
with whom I truly hope to be associated. The. jo:v of my life
comes fr,om my understanding of God. I will worship him,
in the enjoyment of health, or under the ha,nd of affliction;
in distress my voice shall ascend to the Lord, my Deliverer,
in the midst of prosperity I shall rejoice that mol'e is in my
power whel'ewith to build up the kingdom of God. Never
has the Lord forgotten his people. Let trust be fully repos,ed
in God, his counsel honored!, his servants upheld, and his law
obeyed. With Zion arising on foundations that al'e dear to .
us, who can 'stand back and not join in joyful s:ervice in her
cause? The Lord has spoken in.these latter days and ushered
in the latter-day dispensation of the gospel that man may .
more truly worship God and be colabore'rs with him.
Whe1n in Australia I ordained Ralph Butterworth to the
office of elder. Ralph 'is the eldest son of our belov,ed Cornelius A. Butterworth, and is a school-teacher by p11ofession.
My heart is cheered to see the young men of the church
following in the footsteps of their fathers. I am equally
impressed hy the great work yet to be undertaken by the
daughters of the church. ·
Our steamer is timed to leave Auckland! next week, its
ports of call being :Suva, Fiji, and HQnolulu; then by another
steamer to San Fra,ncisco.
With faith in the final triumph of the church; I am,
PAUL M. HANSON.
AUCKLAND, NEW ZEALAND, September 7, 1917.

R~esolVIe'

to culti¥a.te a cheerful ·spirit, a smiling countenance, and a soothing voice. The sweet smile, the subdued
speech, the hopeful mind, are earth's most portent e:onquerors,
and he who cultivates them becomes a v!!rY maste,r among
men.-Hubbard.

-------------------

From Here and There
Sister Effie J. Denton, of ~Shellbrook, Sia.skatchewan, would
like to hear from any of the Saints in the vicinity of that
plac~e or Prince Albert who do not belong to a Religio home
class, or 'do illOt have the privileg,e of attending Religio. She
is home class superinten:ctent for the Iocal.
A committee of fifteen are going to attempt to raise the
sum of $1,100 to pay off the indebtedness of. the branch, incurred on account of installation of improvemeilts the past
yea.r. They will seek to have the entire amount paid ~n by
Novem'ber 1. The resident membership of Lamoni js about
twelve hu:n,dr~ed.
The catalogue of the Chica~o Musical College lists Miss
Margaret Wickes and her half sister, -Miss M~rina Mae Lewis,
both of Lamoni, as members of the faculty. Sister Wickes is
in both the pi:11no and vocal department, whHe Sister Lewis
is in the school of expression, both being on the Chatauqua
circuit :in past seasons. Sister Wickes was in charge of the
piano department at Graceland at one time.
During the State F:air at Des Moines, Iowa, the Saints conducted a stand -on the g.rounds and netted a total of $520.
They had crowds beyond capacity most of the time. One
brother tells of people standing ten ·deep in: front of the place,
waiting to be served. Next year th:ey expect to have an enlarged place. The €!Xtraordinary attCJndance, occasioned partially by the influx at Camp Dodge, perha.ps had :: good effect
this yea,r.
·
In his suggestions for Religio programs, Brother J. A.
Gunsolley, editor of the Senior Religio Quarterly, suggests
for the seventh lesson in rth~; current issue· that a Library
Program be put on. He adds that material may be had
from the s,ecretary ocf the General Library Commission, Vernon A. Reese, 3833 West Park Avenue, Chicago, Illinois.
We hav~e s~een the material a,nd believ:e it should be very helpful. We would enjoy being present when it is given somewh~re.

At a recent busine1ss meeting of the Lamoni Branch, four
young men were recommended for ordination :to the office of
priest and ·the recommendation concurred in. The stake conference at Hiteman o,n the 20th and 21st will need to t:;tke action before ordination. They were: Frank McDo,nald, Alonzo
Jones, R. S. Salyards, jr., and B. J. Stevenson. Brother Salyards is in the army at Oamp Dodge and Brethren McDonald
and Jones are liable to draft. Brother Stevenson r:esides five
miles west of Lamo,ni, where the Saints meet in a schoolhouse
for Sunday school and preaching services, the speakers being
sent from Lamoni.
In a recent personal letter from Elder W. H. Greenwood,
.from MancheSiter, England, he says the latest development
is forshadowing harder time1s than ew~r. There is to be a:nother <effort made :to gather the man power of the nation, ir~
respective of position--ministe1rial ·or otherwise, to assist in
some way the work of the nation. He characteristically expresses himself: "However, we shall continue to do the best
we can in the interest of the work, and if under any circumstances we should be called upon to assist in the work of the
war, we shall enter upon that work whole-heartedly, in the
cause of liberty and justice."
The Junior Religio Qua1·terly, of which Br,other C. B.
Woodstock is editor, begins with the pn~sent quarter the study
of church history. It goes back to the Dark Ages for a few
lessons and presents the situation that exisfed prior to the
coming forth of the latter-day glory. The boyhood of Joseph
·Smith follows, :and the quarter's lessons end with the organi-
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zatiQn of the church in 1830. It should p,rove of special interest to the younger young people in the Religio, though, as
the editor· often says, it is impossible to adapt such material to
the needs of the small children. Ma,y the day soon come when
we can have suitable material :along this line for the sm:aller
children as well.
Brother G. J. Waller 11ciurned from Honolulu on :September
25, and has resumed charg1e of the San Fmncisco B11anch.
His personal address is 1436 Taylor S'treet. The church is
located at corner of Danvers Street and Casselle Avenue,
where services are held as follows: Sunday-Sunday school at
9.45 a. m.; preaching service at 11, Religio at 6.15 p. m., and
preaching at 7.45. Wednesday-prayer service a,t 7.45 p. m.
A number of our sailor lads should a¥ail themselves of the
opportunity to attend s,ervices there when <Jill shore lea,ve, as
well as any others located there. Take Eighteenth S:treet
car and get off at Danvers, walk one block. The church is
in sight from the car;
Brother E. F. Shupe says it is two hund11ed .miles from
Littleton to ~r1ay, Colorado, but the distance is seemingly
short when one has a flivV1er. He and wife and ,Ammon White
and family left LittletQn and Denver 0n Thursday morning,
arriving at Wmy in time for the last number of the Religio p;rogram. The business sessions were r~eported as pleasant and harmonious and the other s,ervices of the best. The
a:ttendance the lairgest in the history of the district. The
church was too small for the Saturday evening service and
an overflow meeting was held in the tei!lt owned by the Wray
Bl'anch. :Sunday the brethren secured the auditorium of
the public school building, which seated over three hundred,
which was fiHeld at all the S:unday services;
DODSON, MONTANA, September 15, 1917.
Editors Henvld: A successful new opening has just been
made at Lost Lake, Montana,, an inland post office, twenty
miles north of Dodson, by Elder Jott Br,onson, with four adult
baptisms andl others ,near the kingdom. Tlfe good will of almost the entire community, splendid inter,est, everybody thinking, and many earnest . appeals, lfo>r Brother Bronson to
11eturn are some items in the results.
Fifteen meetings were held in a tent belonging to a DU!nkard minister who is homesteading here. This spring after
Broth~11 Freie and I had tafue:n our homestead, Rev. Grabill
fitted up the tent with benches and called the se,ttlers togethe,r for the purpose of organizing a union Sunday school.
We went over, put our shoulder to the wheel and proceeded to
push. In the active work that followed we prayed ofte:n for
divine guid~nce, not only in te~ching but in everything that
was said or done. Though I know 1 hav,e many faults and
imperfections, yet the Lord blessed the feeble efforts made to
pave the way for the preaching of his word. When Elder
Bronsol'l came, the use of the tent was gladly, yes, almost
eagerly given. That some of the eagerness evaporated after
the first few nights goes without saying, but the reverend
g1entleman is to be excused, since it was his first experience
with our people. His wonder and amazement began the first
night and continued to grow in jumps and bounds until his
face became such a picture of conflicting emotions, that it
was difficult for me to keep from smiling. Then he beg~n
staying after church to :argue, and when Brother Bronson
would get the best of him, it was .really amusing to hear him
say, as he invariably would, "Yes, yes, all right, we'll just
leavie it that way then."
Elder Bronso:n was ·always very courteous and kind, but
he neve~r compromised the truth or failed to knock error and
knock it hard. He takes his place among the ranks of God's
servants who have studied to· show themselves approV1ed!, a
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workman who need' not be ashamed, and far from fee:ling
ashamed, hushand and I felt p,roud to have the gospel represented ~n our community by one so worthy, so well prepared,,
intelligent, cultur,ed and filled with the Spirit of God. His
clean-cut, frank manner and pure mind won many friends
to the cause and as an e~ample to all.
The CongregatiQnal minister auto,ed out from Dodson with
Brother Freie one evening to attend service. He was our
guest, and: after a long talk went to bed wi'th Brother Bronson, but he seemed to have some difficulty getting to sleep, at
least he would rouse up whenever the notion struck him,
to ask another question.
A Presbyterian eLder, one of their district Sunday school
organizers, came out from Coburg to haV1e supper at his
sister's home ·with Elder Bronson and attend church that
evening. Both he and his wife urged Brother Bronson to
come and visit them before he lCCJft.
We expect to have the district tent out here next spring,
and our hopes are bright for the. futu:De.. Eight of us and
possibly a few more, haVle made pla,ns to attend the Eastern
Montana conference at Andes in November. We talk it over
every time we get together, and hope we may all be ablle to
go.
LAURA L. FREIE.
OLTON, TE,XAS, September 25, 1917.
Editors Herald: On the 7th inst.ant I had the privilege of
getting my transportation home with a stock train. I :of
course accepted the privilege :and was soon on my way. I
reached. home at Independence about midnight the 9th, finding home folks doing the best they were able to do, and enjoying comparatively good health, for which I was truly
grateful.
When I was getting my face fixed for the stake conference
and the dedica:tion of the Stone Church, I 11e:ceived a telegram
from Olton, Texas, asking me to come at once. I accordingly
p;J,cked my grip, kissed wife and childre,n good-by,. and departed on the' S1anta Fe train Wednesday morning, the 19th.
Reaching Plai1nview the next mo:rning at 9.30 o'clock, I found
our Brother William Graef in the hospital the11e with a very
serious case of appendicitis. He had been brought in from
Olton the day previous, and had undeirgone a surgical operation. The appendix had burst befor:e' he reached the hospital
and his case was a serious one. The operation was made for
the purpose of draining the pus from the abdominal cavity.
The doctor said the chances in his favor were very small compared with those against him.
When I entered his room his appearance was anything but
favo11able to his 11ecovery. He was suffering severely with
gas p:ai:ns caused f11om the effects of the ether; his kidneys
too, had refused to function, and he therefore suffered mocre
or Less from that cause. His good wife was with him, and
as soon as conditions could be made favorable I administered
to him, andi it seemed that an immediate transition took
place in his system; his eyes that previously had looked
glassy and sunken assumed a cJ,e,a.rness, and his countenance
lighted up, his organs began to function, and he began to take
natural and normal rest. About thirty minutes afte.r the administration his doctor came in to see him, a;nd he said, "You
.have taken a wonderful change fo,r the better, there is no
reason now why you should not get w.eH."
From that hour he has continued to gain, and when I was
in to s'ee him yesterday he was feeling real well, and very
much comforted with the blessings he had received. Sister
·Graef told the doctor the cause of his remarkable cha;nge, and
he told it in 'the town, andi one man in particular who had
heard of his case came to the hospital that he might be able
to see the man who had received such wonderful 'biessings in
answer to his fa:ith in God. Sister Graef availed herself of
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the opportunity to do a littLe missionary work, and so provided herself with tracts, HERALDS and Ensigns, all of which
went rapidly, and yesterday she informed me that people
came there asking for "some of that literature." This morning she was provided: with a1nother bundle of papers, so will
distribute them among those who come inquiring for literature.
Sunday I preached twice at this place and will hold a
couple of meetings this week. I will w,ork my way northward from here, so as to reach some points that I have not
yet been able to reach.
I am encouraged in the work of the gospel and trust all
who have ;named the name of Christ will do what they can
to help push forward the caus1e ,of Zion.
J. E. V ANDERWOOD.
OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA, September 25, 1917.
Editors Herald: Noticing a request for addresEes of
branches by the editors of the HERALD and the difficulty
stra,ngecrs have sometimes in finding the church, the Oakland
church is located at Sixteenth and Magnolia Streets. Visiting Saints or friends will always find a welcome. We also
advertise in the Oakland Tribun•e.
Our bra;nch is in good condition both in number and spiritually. Nearly 'every Sunday, strangers are seen in our meetings and at present a f,ew are investigating. Our last sacrament meeting was the largest in attendance and the most
spiritual in the history of the branch. Our· former pastors,
Brethren Terry :and Davison, are not forgotten by the Oakland: Saints. We regret to hear of the death of our fm-mer
pastor, Brother R. J. Parker. He and family were loved by
the Saints among whom he labored. A good man has gone
to his r1eward. We pm,y the Lord will comfort his wif,e and
children in their sor,mw and may they be enabled to bear it,
knowing God does all things for our good.
We have ,a, number of good preache1rs; among the number we might mention Brother Ingham, Brother Collins and
A. C. Hawley, and our branch priest, Doctor Bush. We also
have a splendid choir under the leadership of Sister Minnie
Ingham. Our Sunday school and Religio are in good condition. W,e feel we ar'e adva1ncing in every department.
Yours for advancement,
J. W. PRESLEY.
1022 Chestnut Street, Phone Lakeside 1968.

her, our next prayer s-ervice we all went to the Lord in earnest pmyer, and while I was praying I plead with the Lord
that he would open the windows of heaven and bless Sister
Anna" Immediately I had a vision and it app·eared as a circle of firte from heaven down ort the sister and i could see her
face and almost half of her bodly in the beautiful light. Evidence was giVlen to me by the Spi,rit of God, then she was
blessed. 1Shortly after prayer I arose to my feet and bore
testimony to this and surely we felt to rejoice. This occurred
about 8.15 in the evening. A few days later, I asked Brother
William Lewis wh:y he did not come to prayer service and he
told me he was late, due to poor car service, so he went to
visit Sister A,nna. While theme he mentioned to me that he
adminis-tered to .Sister An1n a 1and upon inv,estigation it was almost the very moment that I was pleading for our sister.
More evidence of the divinity of this great latt,er-day wo-rk.
I am g"etting up a booster club for Christmas offering and
we have set the mark high. We want to surprise the Bis-hop.
I inducted three• into the kingdom and accordi,ng to my dream
I must secure three more. My candidates ave shown to me
in the form of fish. I hope I will never catch a sucker.
Brother Elbett remark!ed one time that we al'e liable t'l get a
few sal'dines. Between the two, I don't know which would
be the !better.
We haVle wonderful promises for this branch if we only
can continue to be faithful and do that which the Lord desires
of us,. I hope I shall neve1r be a slacker, or be a traitor to
my gove,rnment (of God). I want td be a crack gunner; I
want to defeat the' enemy; I want to do as- Brother Paul did.
I want to say I have fought a good fight, I have kept the
faith, and I 1am sure the dear Lord has a crown of righteousness laid up for ine, that will make me happy thmugh all
eternity.
Witl;l the uppermost de,sire in my heart to win souls to
Christ, I beg to be yours i,n gospel bonds.
DOCTOR A. G. KLAR.

THE PLAINS; OHIO, S:eptember 30, 1917.~
Editors He'rald: The HERALD and Ensign are welcome visitors at our home, also the Autumn Leaves, and I enjoy the ,
news they bring.
W,e have had Brother Arthur Allen with us- this year a
short time, and much good was done here. He baptized two,
both heads of families, and delivered s.orne good se:n;!wnets
'and instructions to the Saints, which will be r,emembered by
all. He also orga;nized a Religio:
The Saints are most of them interested in the cause we all
DOVER, OHIO, September 28, 1917.
Editors Herald: The DoUar Library came to hand and I Io-ve so weill. We have prayer meeting twice a week, and
certainly receiv:ed my money's worth. I wish I possessed the twice a week have a meeting especially for the young of the
power to impress every reader to purchase this library of br1anch and believe much good is being done. We also me€t
tracts. I am sure there is not a good Saint i·n this country once a week to study our Sunday school lesson.
Our school is ~ncreasing her numbers as weU as the old
but what would say .it is the best spent dollar of his life.
Listen, kind re1ader, you sacrifice just a littl;e and s-ecure it, members becoming mo,re and more interested in the work.
and after readi,ng it c:avefully and prayerfully, if you have We have made a gre1at mark with our Christmas offering
the nerve to write to me and say it is not more than your this ye~r. I propoS:ed to the school that in addition to givmoney's worth, I will personally send you a check for two ing 1every Sunday, we set a day to be known as a day of condollars. It is at least twenty-five ye,ars of boiled-down brain secration, that we give aJl we made on that day. The whole
•
energy handed to you for practically nothing. If I were out school fell in love with the idea.
of debt, I would order at least twenty-five and ghne it to my
But as we work in the coal mines here, and it is very unfriends. I believe the1r1e is enough in this grand library to certain whetherr we shall be :able to have a good day's work
on that day, and as some wash on certain diays for their
convert any honest heart.
Since I have been ordained an elder and also elected to act neighbors, we were afraid that on the set day we might not
as pr,esident of the New Philadelphia Central Branch, I have all of us make anything. So we set to work and took the\
been very busy. We are few in number (about thirty) but day we were 1abl>e to make the most, all determined to do their
have had some very fine meetings. The Lord has blessed us best. We areunable to say as yet what the outcome will be,
wonderfully. Our .Sister An,na Thomas was- quit1e sick, but but can say it has sweilled the Christmas offering wo,nderfully
One brother made nine dollars and sixty-five cents
am pl-eased ·to ·say the Lord has agairi' bestowed strength to her,e.
her body so she can attend services. After ad1pinistering to on tha,t day. Othms ranged from one dollar to nine dollars
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and eighteen cents. There am three boys whom I must make
mention of. On Mo1nda.y morning following, they proposed to
be firs't to get their offering. They wemt fishing and caught
a dollar's worth each. They sold them a,nd broug:ht me the
money, stating they had sale for more on the next day, and
if they c.ould catch a dollar and five cent's worth they would
bring me the five cents. I told them .they- would not catch
a;ny more, but they said the11e were lots of them. But I
knew there wasn't, as I had tried to catch s1ome there, and
many others had also. The boys .tried, at different times,
but caught no more.
I have. had many evidences· of this work, and this is one
more to the writer, as. mar\"elous as when the Savior called
from the shore of Galilee to the disciples, if they had caught
any fish, and were toM to try agai~. Our offering amounts
to e1ighty-five dollars or more at the pres,ent time.
I mentio1n this not to boast, but this is about two dollars
e•ach to the members of our school and! we a:r1e a band of
Saints that are P'Oor in this world's goods, most of us living
in rented property and it keeps us busy to keep the wolf of
starvation from our doors at times. But our hearts ane m
the work, and we pray and work for the redemption of Zion.
Your bmther and colaborer, in gospel bonds,
. A; C. BARNHOUSE.

ings ~n my home amd some in the army hall, being well blessed.
I rejoice to say that Mr. Roy Bonstell of Port Arthu~ gave a
request for baptism, and was baptized by me on the shore of
Thunder Bay in Lake ·Superior. Another man has given in
his name for baptism. There are others to follow. Brother
8amuel Tomlinson will rejoice in this, as he was the one who
opened up the work here. We are wanting a1n elder here for
a while this fall. Some need the laying on of hands, so will
Brother Curtis send one here? I am asking Brother Curtis
this, in the HERALD, for I do not have his. address. Vife are
not following the Sunday school as was expected, because of
reasons which will be remov1ed in .the Master's own good time.
Brother Roy Bonstell is alive in this work and I believe will
do much good for the Master here. His wife has been in the
church for y.ears, and we trust that they may be true to their
covenant, till death. I would lik!e to hea,r from those who
knew me while in Petrolia Branch. May the dear Lord bless
us as his church and help us to come1 up to the standard of
perfection.
Your brother,
19 Olive :E:,oad.
A. :\'fiLLER.

BUTMAN, MICHIGAN, September 24, 1917.
Editors Herald: We have not seen any letters from this
branch for some time, yet the Butman Branch is growing.
I have baptized six this summer, and. four last summer.
Our prayer and testimony meetings a.re v,ery spiritual; quite
often the gifts of prophecy give comfort and encouragement
to discouraged ones. The Lord has blessed my administrations
in healing thoSJe outside of the church as well as those in it.
We have .about thirty members·~n our branch, also have two
churches about seven miles :apart in the one branch. I hold
fellowship services at the church seven miLes from- my home
·every two weeks----a very spiritual body of Saints in that
vicinity and of the true heart.
We are looking ahead to our confer1ence at Be:a.verton, Octoher 13 and 14. Our district presi'dent, George W. Bur.t, is
a very hard worker in the gospel and has indeed dQne wonderful things to advance this Gentral Michigan District.
Praying for the success of the church and all concerned,
I am,
Your bl1other in the one faith,
ISRAEL GOHEEN.

and cast his vote for what he considers right. The
issue may not be in serious doubt. It would not be
in doubt if we could add "he and she shall go and
vote."
S. A. B.

PROHIBITION
(Continued from page 964.)

PORT ARTHUR, ONTARIO, .September 20, 1917.

Editors Herald: As it ha,s bee1n a long time since I have
written to the HERALD, and a1s my year's mission is. nearly at
an end at Port Arthur, I thought perhaps some of the S,aints
would rejoice to know that I am about my Father's, business,
striving to do his will, I labored all last winter, visiting and
holding meetings wherever I could. I haVIe the good will of
many honest men and women in this city. On July 28, I went
to Webb to see my brother, John Miller. I rejoiced to find
him firm in this great latter-day work. I held some meetings
in the hall at that place, having many out to he,ar this great
work. I was well blessed and in ma,ny eyes tears were seen.
On July 30, I baptiz,ed Brother John Miller's wife, near
Webb. They ar'e all alone in that place. I wish Brother
Jordan would look after them there, as I believe they are the
salt of the work ·in that place. May the dear Lord ble,ss them
·and may the day soon come when others will follow the exa;mple of Mrs. J. Miller.
On my way home, I had the privilege of mee1ting Brother
J Ol'dan of Saskatchewan. 1 had a nice time on the train ·
with him. He was about the Mas.ter's business.
Arriving home, I found all well. I have been holding meet-

BE SUFtE TO VOTE.
FOOD-PLEDGE CAMPAIGN
The matter of food conservation is now taking
definite organized shape, as during the present
month, October, an effort is being made to have every
family in Iowa sign a card. There are some 568,000
families. In fact the effort is Nation-wide to secure
a pledge from every family to work for food conservation, nor is it le:Dt in doubt what this means, for
the cards that are retained read as follows:
AS A MEMBER OF
TH!E UNITElD ;STATES FOOD ADMINISTRATION
You can dir.ectly aid the Food Administration and help'
win the war by: (1) Eating as little wheat bread or other
wheat products as circumstances permit, and, if possible, not
more than Qnce daily; (2) eating meat (beef, mutton, or
pmk) not oftener :than once a da.y; (3) economizing in the
use of butter and discouraging the excessive use of ·:>ther
fats; (4) cutting your daily allowance of sugar in tea .or
coffee, and of sweet drinks, candy, and ~n other ways helping to Iessen the consump:tion of sugar; (5) eating more
corn, rye, vegetables, fruit, fish, and poultry in place of wheat
:and mea,t; (6) avoiding waste of all kinds; and (7) urging
~n your own home or ·the restaurants you frequent the necessi:ty of economy in food, and l'equesting the observance of
these pledges by other persons.
Our Problemeis to feed our Allies this winter by sending
them 1as much food as we can of the most concentrated nutritive value in the least shipping space:. These foods are
wheat, beef, pork, da.iry products, and sugar.
Our Solution is to eat less of the:se a,nd mor,e of other
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foods of which we have an a;brundance, and to waste less of
all foods.

Each family is asked :to sign a card, pledging
themselves to use practical means to aid the food administration to conserve the food supply of the country. It is noteworthy that it is quite in accordance
with the Word of Wisdom to use vegetables and
ceveals. Also it is in accordance with the law of
God to avoid waste of all kinds, and the practice of
reasonable economy. Poultry and fish will also re~
ceive approval. Wheat possesses it is true, the highest nutritive value, per man, but we are asked to
make a special sacrifice for the sake of our boys and
the allies of the United States.
This procedure
should make for better health, economy in living as
well as helping the Government, and so should receive our hearty approval.
College girls are being organized to assist in this
movement. The women' of each county are also
organized to assist both in securing pledge cards and
seeing that their purpose is carried out. An effort
is made to have the school children enter into the
contest in writing an essay on why "Every American family should sign the pledge card." Honorable
mention is to be made of the winner.
This latter is of interest to our children, but the
fundamental purpose is of interest to all of us. October 28 closes the Nation-wide campaign, but it
should be but a beginning, if that is needed, of real
conservation and a cutting out of unnecessary wants,
not only for the sake of the Nation, but also for the
sake of the church.
S. A. B.
1

MISCELLANEOUS DEPARTMENT
Conference Minutes
EASTERN WALES.-With Gloucester Branch at hall, 17
Stroud Road, Gloucester, May 26 and 27, 1917. District
president, E. J. Trapp, presided, Bishop R. May, associate.
Branches reported: Gloucester and N antyglo. No report
from Cardiff. Gloucester reported four brethren serving in
the army, including A. T. Trapp. The following officers
were all reelected: president, E. J. Trapp; vice presid~nt,
Thomas Gould; secretary, A. T. Trapp; treasurer, J. H.
'Smith; audi:tors, J. R. Harris and R. P. Sims; .,associate
secretary,· R. P. Sims. Ministerial reports received from
Elders E. J. Tra'Pp, A. Jones, Thomas Gould and: Thomas
Jones, missionary. Resolution was adop1ted to susta~n all
general and local authorities of the church. The Gloucester
Branch was accorded a vote of thanks for entertaining confel'ence. Adjourned subject to the call of the presid~ncy.
R. P. Sims, associate sec,retary Eastern Wales District,
Great Britain.

The Presidency
RELEASES FROM APPOINTMENT
Elder Horace Darby, at his own request, has been released
from his ,appointment as missionary to the Minnesota District
for the balance of the conference year.
Elder J. L. Parker, at his own r.equest, has been released
from his appointment as missionary to the Centml and Southern Nebraska Districts, for the balance of the conference year.
Elder J. C. Page appointed to labor in the Eastern Mo;nta~a
District, at his own 11equest has heen r,eleased from said
appointment for the balance of the conference year.
CHANGES IN APPOINTMENT
After proper consultation, the request o~ E.Jd~r fi'· J.
Ebeling for transfer from the Eastern Mame D1stnct to
the Lamoni Stake for the baiance of the conference year has
been complied with.
·
Elder J. Arthur Davis, at his own request a,nd after proper
consultation, has been transferred from the .Southwestern
Kans·as District to the Oklahoma p·ortion of the Spring River
District, for the balance of the conference year.
FREDERICK M. S'MITH,

President .

. [ H Y M ~ S~ .::r·~

PC: EM S

Friendship's Hospitality
We cannot stop. the onward flow,
As old, and new fdends, come and goNor should we bid a friend to stay;
Wli:en duty calls another way;
Brut in our hearts a fire may be,
Of friendship's hospitality.
Be·f.ore its warm and ruddy glow,
Will old and il1ew friends come and go,Bow-bent, and changed, beneath F<a:be's windLeaving immortal memory behind,
If in our hearts a fire there be,
Of friendship's hospitality.
Oh, may the ever coursing tide,
Ne'er swamp our heart's own fireside!
But may its cheery warmth remain, ,
'Till old and new fri,ends meet again;
And taste once more with you and me,
Of friendship's hospitality.
EDITH GRACE FRAZER.

. Conference Notices
Alabama, with ·Flat Rock Bmnch, November 17 and 18.
J. R. Harper, McKenzie, Alabama.
Des Moines, at Nevada, October 13, 'and 14, 1917. Bessy
Laughlin, district secretary.
Y oul!gstown-<Sharon, at the Saints' church, Sharon, Pennsylvama, Octoiber 20 and 21, T. U. Thomas, p.resident, 17
East Earl Avenue, Youngstown, Ohio.
_ Eastern Montana, at A;ndes, October 27 and 28, Apostle
Peter Anderson will be present, Mark C. Hutchison, secretary,
Andes, Montana.

Convention Notices
Eastern Maine Sunday school, Jonesport, October '27 and
28. J. F. Sheehy.
.Eastern Montana Religio, at Andes, Octob:er 26, 2 p. m.
M1Ua, Bronson, Andes, M01ntana.
Eastern Montana Sunday school, at Andes, October 26.
Mrs.. Mark C. Hutchiso,n, B<ecreta,ry, Andes, Montana.
Youngstown-Sharon Sunday school and Religio at Sharon
Pennsylvania, October 2'0, 10 a. m. J. C. Jones, secreta-ry;
74 Qrmond Avenue, Sharon, Pennsylvania.
Southern Nebraska Sunday school and Religio October 18
7.30 p. m., in the new church at Fairfie1ld, Gr'ace Dowker:
secretary.
Sunday schools and Religios of the Lamoni Stalm, in joint
convention at Hiteman, Iowa, October 18 and 19. While this
will be an institute convention, all schools and locals should
elect delegates, so that if business should arise we will be
prepared to attend to it. Cred~ntial blanks have been sent
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in auxiliary work is urged. Blanche Carpenter, secretary
both societies, Lamoni, Iowa.
·
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,southern Wisconsin,. Miss Julia N. Dutton, ('S) , R. 13, Box
21, Milton Junction, Wisco1nsin.
( S') , also superintendents of districts.

Three Good Books for Children

Church Rally
Rally and anniversary at Archbald, Pennsylvai!'lia,, October
28, 1917. Fred Treat.

Conference Minutes Ready
The minut~e:s of the last Gene,ral Conference are now ready
to :ey1ail. All General Conferenc'e appointees, general church
officers and elders may have one on request. Ail1Y others
wishing a copy should send thirty cents for the same. Herald
Publishing House.

Sunday School Field Workers Appointed

J. B. Lippincott and Co., Philadelphia, have a Picture and
Story Seri,es of books for small children about five or six
years of age--the time when stor]es are a necessity to proper
childhood development. Three pretty little volumes in this
series, have recently come to our notic·e: Fairies and Goblins from Storyland, Boys and Girls from Storyland, and Tell
Me a Story Picture Book. The'Y contain some of the best old
stories, simplified by Leila H. Cheney and each book is illustrated with 24 drawings in color by Maria L. Kirk. These
make excellent presents for children andi sell for fifty cernts,
net. Order from this office if desired, specifying the titles
desired.

The following are the Sunday school Field Workers appointed to districts indicated. Other appointments will be Book Reviews
ROMEO AND JULIET.-One of the Macmillan Pocket Classic
made as soon as we learn who can serve us.
series, published this year and edited by Jennie F. Chase.
On behalf of Su;nday School Executive,
DANIEL MACGREGOR.
The notes ar,e copious and comprehensively done:. while the
index is something that will be appreciated by the student.
Northern California, C. W. Hawkins, 615 Spencer Avenue, Very readable type. Put up in 16mo, cloth, and sells for 25
San .Jose, California.
·
cents. A convenient form in which to have Shak!espeare's
E~astern Colorado, Louisa Fishburn, ( S) , 2,242 Emerson
works.
Street, Denve,r, Colorado.
FRANKLIN S'PENCER SPALDING.-With substitute: Thhn and
Hawaiian Mi{lsion, Charles Lee, Ca,re Thomas W. Keli,
Bishop. By John Howard Melish, Macmillan Company, 1917.
Honolulu, Te:rritory of Hawaii.
297 pages, $2.25. This book should prove of more th::tn usual
K'ewanee, R. F'. Healey, R. 3, Box 95, Kewanee, Illinois,
interest becaus,e of the splendid work done by Bishop SpaldNortheastern Illinois,, F. F. Wipp,eT, Piano, Illinois.
ing in the' West. It may be remembered that he labored in
Southeastern Illinois, F. L. Sawley, R. 2, Springerton, Illi- Ufah for several y,ears, whe:re he compiled many criticisms
nois.
secured by himself on the plate in the "Pearl of Great Price."
Eastern Iowa, E. R. Davis, Fuller Street, Independence, It was printed before the Book of Abraham and a translation upon the opposite page. To some his criticisms, seemed
Missouri.
fairly established. This f:e:ature has, however, been carefully
LitHe Sioux, Fred A. Fry, Woodbine, Iowa.
Pottawattamie, Mrs. G. .J. Hansen, 113 South Eighth Street, discussed in a former issue of the' HERALD, and the position
of our church thereto made de:ar. His conclusions do not
Council Bluffs, Iowa.
Northeastern Kansas, Miss Ethel Dittemore, R. 1,. Troy, injure at all our position. Bishop Spalding was a man of
unusual power. The book gives a review of his life from his
Kansas.
,.
boyhood to his death, including ma1ny letters of interest. He
Northern Michigan. Alice .Josly,n, Onaway, Michigan.
Easte'rn Michigan, V. D. Schaar, (S), 1155 Fourth Avenue, gained the personal trust of nmny who knew him. This book
is a last tribute to a man of power and a minister.
Detroit. Michi~an.
S:outhern Michigan and Northern Illinois, E. B. Blett, (S),
Married
-59 Market Street.-Grand R~apids, JV!:ichi~ran.
Holden Stake, H. E. MoJ,r, Holden, Miss<;mri.
SARTWELL-MOSER.-Bertrand E. Sartwell of Savan,na, IlliK,a 1nsas, City Stake, .J. W. Stobaugh, (S), R. 6, Box 203, nois, and gvanel:ia M. Moses, of Osterdock, Iowa, were marIndependence, Missouri.
.
.
ri~d at the home of the bride's p~arents, Mr. Rudolph and
Saint Louis District. Anna DeJong Sm1th, 2,903 Sullivan SistPr Mary Moser.
The contracting parties al'e both
Avenue, Saint Louis. Missouri.
mermbers of the church and having known each other a
Eastern Montana. Mrs. .J. A. Bronson. Andes, Montana.
reasonable length of time, start out in wedded life under
Northeastern Nebraska, W. E. Stoft, (1S), 2866 Oorby auspicious surroundings. The' groom is a locomotive engineer;
Street, Omaha. Nebraska.
_
tlleir future home will he at Savanna. Elder William S'uarSouthelin Nebr:1ska, Blanche I. Andrews, 2045 Euclid ling officiated, giving a f:ew words of kindly counseL -The
A vernue, Lincoln, N ebraRka.
.
following day they started on a trip to the Pacific Coast, inWestern Nebraska, Mrs. L. M. Richards, North Platte, tending to stop off at s'everal points where there are branches
Nebraska.
of the church.
New York and Philadelphia, Charles S. Dudley, 3333 North
Cox-PATTON.-At the home of rthe groom's mother, Sister
Kiup Street. Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
North Dakota, Thomas Leitch, (S), 12 Fourteenth Street, Cox, of V:isalia, California, Mr. Edward R. Cox and Miss
Ma,rg-aret J. Patton, of Winters, California. Elder C. W.
S'outh Fa;rg-o. North Dakota.
·
Kirtland. Earnest A. W'ebbe,, 944 East One Hundred Forty Hawkins, of Sa:n Jose, officiated. Some of thos'e: pr,esent had
never heard the ceremony before, and said they liked it betSixth Street, Cleveland. Ohio.
Northwestern Ohio, William G. Kimball, (S), 1509 Superior ter than any they had ever heard, it being very pleasing and
sensible. The couple will make their home at Visalia.
Street, Toledo. Ohio.
Southern Ohio, Miss Ada Skeen, 224 Hughes Street, MiddleRequests for Prayers
town, Ohio.
Youn~n;town-Sharon, Myrten Ryhal, South Irvine Avenue,
Sister Caroline .Sandidge of Glasgow, Montana, requests
Sharon, Pennsvlvania.
prayers for her daughter. Rubv Ward. of Vanscoy, S1askatcheE,astern Oklahoma, Mrs. S. N. Gray, 2121 Annabaxter Ilinois, who is aged·and is suffering from a broken hip.
Street, Joplin. Missouri.
·
.Sister Emma L. A,nderson of Bemidji. Minnesota, requests
Western Oklahoma, Lester E. Dyke, (S), Eagle City, Oklaprayers for her daughter. Ruby Ward, of Vanscoy, S:askatchehoma.
·
She has been troubled at times for many years with a
Owen Sound. R. J. Wilcox. (S), 175 Eleventh Street West, wan.
serious affliction.
Owen Sound, Ontario, Canada.
Pittsburgh. James A. Jaques, (S), 1648 Fallowfield Avenue, Our Departed Ones
Pittslburg-h. Pennsylvania.
Central Texas, D. A. Fuller. RFD, Box 736, DaUas, Texas.
LEDINGHAM.-John .Simpson Leding·ham, born August 15,
1Southwestern Texas, H. H. Davenport, (S), 653 Leal 1860, at V'e:rmillion Greek. Kansas.. Baptb~ed July 22. 1871, at
Sb·eet, San Antonio. Texas.
·
Manti, Fremont Cou1nty, Iowa, by .John Badham. He was a
Wheeling, 0. L. Martin, (<8), 3816 Eoff Street, Wheeling, resident many years ago of Shenandoah, Iowa. For the past
w,est Virginia.
20 or more years has resided at Park City, Utah. Died at
>
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When I hear people sa,y that circumstances are against
them, I always retort: "You me1an that your will is not with
you!" I believe in the will-I have faith in it.-Elizabeth
Barrett Browning.

Salt Lake City, Tuesday; tSeptember 18, 1917. Funeral services at the Saints' church, Salt Lake City, S'eptember 21.
Sermon by C. A. Smurthwaite, as.sisted by C. N. Heading~
Interment in city c'emetery. He is survived by his widow,
four daughters and one son. He was a good man, faithful to
his duties in life, true to his convictions, and courageous in
thetir defense.
ELLIOTT.-Joseph Albert, youngest son of Joseph and Eva

BEATRICE WITHERSPOON. An autobiography of a prominent church worker.
By Mrs. Emma Burton, including much
of the life ,experiences of her husband,
Elder Joseph Burton. Sea stories, pioneer
experiences, conversion in 'spite of deepset convictions-numerous features that
go to make 1an interesting, activce, useful life. No. 360, cloth ........, ........... $1.30
SMITH-PELOUBE·T'S BIBLE DICTIONARY.
-By William Smith, LL. D., Revised by
F. N. and M.A. Peloubet. An invaluable
book for students of the Bible. More
than 800 pages of concise information,
covering all phases of scriptural study;
excellent colored maps, and 440 appropriate illustrations. The volume is described as "teacher's edition": and, since
all active Christians are Bible teachers,
is therefore a universal necessity. No.
291, cloth, net .................................... $1.60
YOUNG'S ANALYTICAL CONCORDANCE.The famous, exhaustive Bible reference
book, by Robert Young, LL. D .• "containing every word in ~alphabetical order,
arranged under the Hebrew or Greek
original, with the literal meaning of
each, and its pronunciation; exhibiting
about 311,000 references, marking 30,000
various readings in the New Testament.
With the latest information on Biblical
geography and antiquities." Containing
also "A sketch of recent explorations in
Bible lands," by Reverend Thomas Nicol,
B. D. This concordance is calculated for
the use of the "simplest reader of the
English Bible." No. 321, cloth, net
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B. Elliott, born May 27, 1895 at Fergus Falls, Ottertail
County, Minnesota. Baptized June 26, 1905, by J. R. Sutton.
Died September 4, 1917. Father, mother, three brothers and
three sisters are left to mourn the loss of a dearly beloved son
a;nd b.rother. His was a beautiful type of young manhood.
None knew him but to love him. Funeral se,rvices from the
Presbyterian church, by S. W:hiting, assisted lby Captain
·Ferry of Battery E, and six boys of Battery E acted as pallbearers. Interment in Mount Faith Cemetery.

Home Comforts All the

ay

Home or hotel comforts are not sacrificed when you
go West on the Burlington. Your wants are anticipated
and the little things that go to make your journey pleasant are there.
When you join a Burlington "Personally Conducted"
Excursion you trav:el with an experienced guide who is
thoroughly acquainted with the scenic 'at!tractions ;en
route. This mak,es the rtrip ·doubly interesting. These
specially-trained tourist conductors are courteous and understand the art of making people feel at home on wheels.
There is no extra charge for this additional attention-it
is just one of the Burlington's ways of serving its patrons.
You go through D-envm-, Colorado Sprii!gs, the Pikes Peak
Region, the Royal Gorge and Salt Lake City-in daylight
Come in and I'll gladly give you a copy of our folder telling all
about these excursions-worth reading even if you don't go. If
you decide to go, I will gladly niake :all ar.rangements for your
trip.
·

L. F. SILTZ
Ticket Agent-The Pleasant Way to Travel
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NOTIOE TO READER: When you finish reading this magazine place a one-cent stamp
on_ this notice, and hand to any postal employee and it will be placed in the hands of
our soldiers or sailors at the front.
NO WRAPPING, NO ADDRESS,
A. S. BURLESON, Postmaster General.
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"If ye continue in my word, then are ye my disciples indeed; a1'1Jd ye shall know the truth, and th•a
trUJth shall make you free."-John 3:31-82.
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"There shall not any man among you have save it
be one wife; and concubines he ?:hall have no'lw."Book of Mormon, Jacob 2: 36.
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THE WAR, THE CHURCH AND EDUCATION
(A synopsis of address at the opElJning of Graceland Colleg-e, ·September 7, 1917, by S. A. Burgess.)

The s·peaker gave a brief skcetch of the industriai
development of Germany, how she was forging to
the front, and justly so because of the excellent service she was giving in the world markets.
The
crowding of population in Germany and the large
number of those who went elsewhere, her ambition
and reasons for desiring development, an outlet for
her trade; and that Serbia stood in the way to the
Orient. Shall we blame Germany because she wished
to change some of these conditions, so those who go
from Germany might be aqle to keep under her
jurisdiction? Her ambition and the excuses given
in the reeord in the various books issued, which
shows how the war arose, and why, were given
very brief summary, also Pan-Germanism and that
war was a wrong and unjust method to secure her
righJts, if any.
When war broke out it met with the utmost astonishment. Very few people could believe it possible. The Socialist party was about to hold an
international eonference for peace. Even in England it was thought that it could not long continue.
Germany expected to be in Paris in about three
weeks, and to conquer Russia in a few months. So
she did not expect a long war, or prepare for it.
Then she thought England could be overcome at her
leisure; finally the United States.
The war caused the utmost horror and the question arose, Is Christianity then a failu're? This was
much discussed in those· early days. Some sa{d it
was, others that it was· not. But the conclusion
has been reached that this was not Christianity;
Christianity was not a failure because it had not
been tried. War is not Christianity.
There is the awful loss by battle and in other

ways. The noise is so great that men should be
taken gradually to the firing line, and in some cases
at least when they are wounded, if placed in a hospital at once the shock of silence is too great; they
must be taken back gradually to become accustomed
to quiet. It is difficult for us to realize what that
means.
Even now that the United States is in the war, we
appreciate but little as yet what it means, but what
we have read should give us at least an inkling.
We speak often of the debts of the church. Yet
think what a trivial thing it is to each of us conipared to what each one must do, even in one year, on
account of this war. Three dollars a member would
pay the church debt. The first special war credit of
seven billion amounts to seventy dollars a member,
or on each inhabitant of this country. There is a
further amount about to be voted even in excess of
this, which, including the amount advanced to the
allies, apparently will mean somewhere around seventeen billion must be raised in the first year, or
one hundred and seventy dollars a member.
WHY AT WAR?

Some allege -that the only reason the United
States had for going to war was because the U-boat
cut her trade with England. As if England told
the United States they could not deal with Germany
and she said "All right." But when Germany said,
"You shall not sell to England," she said, "Why
then I'll fight." This is ridiculous and ignores several fundamental facts.
In the first place it was Germany who first spread
n.ines and warned neutral ships out of a designated
zone. England merely retaliated to protect herself.
In the second place the United States sold to either
country. She sold through the Deutschland and
other ships, and left it largely to the other parties
to do. their own delivering. Yet America carried
much in her own botkms and through other neutra1
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ships and delivered it to neutrals. Millions if not time as the notice of the ruthlessness of the U-boat,
billions of pounds of material thus found their way and with it the conviction that this country was in
danger.
through different neutral countries to Germany.
, England did not sink ships, she did not destroy
Even eight years ago we were told clearly and
lives; Germany did sink ships and did destroy the confidentially by one of our high militia officers, a
lives of many Americans. She promised to follow German returned from abroad, that within ten
certain rules, then when ready rejected her own years the United States would be at war. We should!
agreement. In this course many Americans and not have considered it had it not been from a man
others lost their liv·es. It resulted in Germany who is German born ; even then we could hardly
adopting as a policy that she would kill and destroy believe it. There had been some talk of Japan, but
all within a certain territory. She attempted to that we considered uncertain and ridiculous. But
extend her authority hundreds of miles out to .sea, that was at once denied. It was not Japan.
and then say that any persons, belligerent or neutral,
Well then, what power? Germany. This cerfound within that territory should forfeit his life. tainly was more than a surprise, because we had no
That any ship there found should be destroyed. This quarrel with Germany and had no reason for bewas a distinct surprise. It was a beginning of war. lieving it. In fact we very much admired her effiThe mere fact that she did not declare war does not ciency in science, municipal government, and the
progress she had made. With that people we cerchange the fact that this act was an act of war.
Even before diplomatic relations were broken off tainly had no cause of complaint. But he replied,
it seems that a: definite propaganda was started in that it made no difference whether we wanted war
Germany, and American citizens persecuted, if the or not, we should have to fight or let Germany have
record given is correct, in order to prepare German a free hand on this side of the water.
He stated that she would make an attempt through
citizens for the break with the United States.
We sometimes ·see it urged, that such brutality Mexico, that she wanted more room and would atas Belgium and Poland belongs to war and not to tempt to take it here. This seems to be a confirmaany one nation; that Sherman described war in a tion to the story told by a Chicago editor to the
certain significant word, which did not overdraw its effect, that before the war a member of the English
real characteristics ; in fact it may be underdrawn cabinet was approached by a high German official
in that the facts of the place of carnage excels, not with the proposition that those two governments
the reality, but our present limited ideas of the place take the whole of Mexico, take it out of the hands of
of punishment hereafter. They say English and the United States and divide it between them; with
French soldiers have been guilty of wrongful acts, the assurance there would be no difficulty as to
spheres of influence. Of course it was not in the
that the same is true of the Civil War.
This may be so, but the difference is that such hands of the United States in any such sense; but
·
acts were individual, while the conditions in the England refused.
There has since arisen a confirmation of this
present case of Germany show it is not individual
acts alone, but it is the result of a definite plan of story, in the Zimmerman note to get Japan and:
the Junkers to destroy and weaken in every possible Mexico to attack this government. Gerard iri his
way, physically; morally, and spiritually. It is not journal also offers confirmation; and possibly the
simply the action of individuals, but it is an organ- story of Dewey and the German naval officer at
Manila is to like effect.
ized plan by those in authority.
Much was done in this country itself. These and
· Many of the civilians, men, women and young
girls are deported or killed; cities, towns and works other features forced the conviction that the United
of art destroyed; the fertility of the soil ruined, States would be compelled to defend itself.
Finally it was necessary from a human standorchards and shade trees maliciously cut, and practically every method that can be devised, is carried point if the world were to be made safe for democ·out in a systematic way to make war hateful and racy.
President Wilson took the position last winter in
to bring about the conditions of the desert, nor
moving for peace, that it should be not in a spirit
is this of military necessity.
of ~onquest, or to crush the opposite party, nor for
THE THREAT TO THE UNITED STATES
the sake of gain or indemnity. As we understand
Germany, it is stated, also planned an attack on it, the United States are not at war for such a purthe United States, and has secretly stirred up pose. We do not want indemnity nor land, but we
trouble in this country. This may have been going do want the right and safety of democracy.
Some may urge that Germany cannot be compelled
on for some time, but the knowledge of it came to
· those in authority in this country about the same to form a democracy. That may be true. It would
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not be a democracy if they were forced to accept the war, but should prepare at once a place of refuge
some form of government they did not wish. But where he would protect them in mighty power.
the requirement is made, that the action should at
If we concede that, the final results would be the
least have the voluntary sanction of the people. The same, our enemies would be destroyed. But if such
problem before the Government is to protect liberty a method were used, it would involve an approval
in this country, to protect ourselves. It will also of the use of one of the material instruments of
carry these principles into the final settlement; be- warfare-<fire. We look for nothing of the kind.
cause this Government will now be entitled to repreZION
sentatives at the conference of peace, and may there
insist that justice be done to humanity in Germany,
Yet it is true, that Zion is to be a city of refuge
as well as elsewhere.
for the afflicted of the earth. It is also to be great
and terrible. How is that to come abouit?
THE CHURCH
We are of the opinion that it does not mean material
elements of warfare, but if we are faithful
As to the position of the church, it is and must
the
time
shall come when the people of God may
always be for peace. Christianity is for peace. It
is one of the splendid features that there is so much be protected, where if they are attacked they may
discussion along this line for peace, against war; be enabled to set at nought the armies of men, turn
even if some of it may be crude and not properly rivers out of their courses, and do many other wonthought out. For it is safe to say that the general derful things, and the city of Zion made safe by
disposition d the people is that they do not want the power of God. But that time is not yet, nor are
we sure of its method.
war.
The world has not tested Christianity, nor have
But this does not mean, as some may have foolwe yet tested the principles of the gospel of the
ishly said, that the people are without courage or
kingdom. When the commandments are carried out
not with the Government. It is true that many
and Zion is established, then we may hope for safety.
have claimed exemption. It is not true that they are
But to those who would be adverse to all forms
not therefore in support of the Government and our
of resistance, we would repeat that while we do not
president, Woodrow Wilson. They do not want war
justify in any sense war, hatred or human ven-'
if it can be avoided rightly. Married men do not
geance, or that in which humanity is directly an
want to leave their wives and children. But they
instrument, still resistance to wrong is not evil.
are ready and willing, if needed, and will go gladly
We read in the Book of Revelation of there being
that the world may be made safe for their children
war in heaven. I do not know what ideas others
and their children's children.
may have, but I question if many of you hold the
During .the Civil War, there does not appear to idea that all the righteous simply acquiesced, and
have beep such a disposition, nor during the ~panish said, "Peace, peace," when the enemy appeared, and
American war. It is a matter distinctly for encour- there was w:ar in heaven. We are always inclined
agement that the people are coming to feel that they to the opinion that there was a power or force there
are against war in general. This does not apply alone made manifest, and that by virtue of this power
to this country but it affects also many in other those who sinned were placed outside of the celestial
countries. For we have been in receipt of letters glory. The· record in fact says, "Michael and his
from ,men in Australia, England, and even Germany, angels fought against the dragon." (Revelation 12:
especially during the first year or two of the war. 7.)
This is a splendid feature. It is a fact that there can
. It takes two to make peac~. It would seem that
be no lasting peace until people~the people-are even in heaven there is not simply an acquiescence,
determined that they want peace. Nor can there be but the exercise of power so far as to remove the
a lasting peace, except on the basis of righteousness offender. But we do not for one moment infer that
and justice. That is one of the great questions con- this means crass physical violence, but rather means
fronting us after the war.
a superior spiritual force. Yet the principle of reThen some of our people seem to want something, sistance to evil, whether we call it resistance or not,
they do not know just what. Perhaps if it were is clearly set forth. Evidently it will be likewise
. made conscious and clearly . expressed, it would be with Zion, if she is great and terrible and will be
that the president of the church should gather every- put down.
one to Independence and then set aside all the gov~Many are anxious for a full discussion of the posiernments of earth. If necessary that he should calL tion of the church and its leaders. We may reaffirm
down fire out of heaven, that he should command that the church is for peace and always has been;
that none of our people take part in any way in but it is first for justice and personal righteousness,
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realizing that permanent peace is otherwise impossible. The church requires not only the spiritual
and moral sanction, which is essential; but it also
means the economic establishment of Zion as a place
of refuge. This gives us very important problems
to be met now, and probably much more so after
the close of the war.
There is a great work to be done, to assure, if
possible, that there may be no more Wiar; and to
call face to face those who love peace and secure for
them a place of safety. Yet we cannot vision Zion as
a place of selfish rest and indifferent to the sufferings
of humanity. But rather it is a place from which
healing and righteousness shall go forth to the nations, and from which we shall go to minister. Sin
and disease require a cure. Zion is not an avoidance
of responsibility to the church or humanity.
WHERE SHALL WE SERVE?

The exigencies confronting us and confronting
this Government move many young men and women
to feel, that they would like to give the best they
have to protect our liberty, our democracy, our
homes and our country. Some, it is true, are called
or conscripted to work in the army; others have volunteered for this and other necessary work.
· But we would especially emphasize that even if
the war is to continue for years; even if we were
to take the view that we shall assist and help in
the ca.rrying on of the war to the utmost of our
ability, we must recognize that we are living in a
different age of the world, one of mechanical skill,
and that fact enters into every part of our life, but
es-pecially on the battle front. We are all aiding in
a way, we are all assisting, because the lines of support reach back so far into the life of every individual.
Terrible as it is, horrible as is war, our especial
need is for ·specialization. So even ··if we thought
the war would continue for ten years, the best thing
we could do would be to continue our training.
Every young man and young woman should make
a special effort to continue his education and prepare as carefully as is possible.
Some, it is true, advise this course in order to
prepare for war. They suggest the reformation in
education in England is and should be to the end that
they may be better prepared. for another ~ar, or for
the next war. That young men be trained for
doctors, :Dor practical science, so as to be able more
nearly to equal what is now the German efficiency
· of the past in practical or applied science.
But we believe that that is only a partial and erroneous view. People are coming to see more clearly
that we shall need trained men and trained women

for the coming work, to the end that peace may be
secured and firmly established.
Young men who are not immediately called, can
give no better present service to their country than
to spend as much time as possible in study and
special training.
THE SOCIAL PROBLEMS

But the special appeal we should make is for the
solution of problems after the war. We do not want
to make the mistake that England as a nation made,
and weaken our laws protecting child labor. In setting aside the law restricting the hours for women's
labor, in setting aside laws restriCting hours of
all labor, England now realizes her mistake. The
next generation requires strong mothers. The children must be given their opportunity and not forced
unduly into trade and labor at or for unreasonable
hours. Woman's rights must also be protected.
· With the workmen it has been established time
a:rtd time again that reasonable hours result in better
service, fewer mistakes, and a larger net profit.
That is the highest efficiency. Long hours and unsanitary conditions are both unmoral and uneconomic.
The nations in Europe have sacrificed, they have
given their young men. lAmerica does not want to
repeat the mistake that was mad~, when too great
a multitude left Oxford and Cambridge; many left
the university and have given up their lives on the
battle field. These men were needed for reconstruction, as well as special work now.
H,ibbert' s Journal for July has several articles on
this topic of "Reconstruction after the war; the
value and necessity of education." We n~J~d and
must have educated men ,to restore Belgium and
France ; to build the necessary buildings ; to care
for the refugees of other nations, and to take care
of our own industrial developments. We do not
want the race to go backward, and if it is not to do
that, we must have trained men to carry on. the
advance work of civilization, research work, abstract
thinking, and pur,e science.
In addition to the practical side on which the
work of society is founded, we need men trained in
letters, art and the languages, and in expression ;
we need men trained in philosophy, and above all in
religion. We should have many trained sociologists.
as well as psychologists.
Every great war of the past one hundred years
has meant additional liberty for some people. We
rejoice that this is so, and we recognize greatly the
force of the argument that our warfare is not alone
against this one autocracy in politics and militarism,
but also that the moneyed kings must be defeated
and economic justice done between man and man.
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We need meri who are trained to lead this economic
fight, and who will not indulge in wild theories without regard to facts. There are things to be corrected
here, and we ,are gradually turning in that direction, and have for many years past. It is quite prob-'
able the war may mean a still greater and quicker
recognition of the social aspect of life. We want
justice to all and a recognition of the facts, of the
case.
We talk much of men like Rockefeller and Carnegie, yet in fact the thirty-five hundred families
which receive the highest income in this. country
receive but one billion per year, according to statistics. That is an enormous amount, but divided
among the population of the United States w•tmld be
just ten dollars per individual, and is less than three
per cent of the annual income, or annual profits. ,It
is a large amount and should be justly divided, and
wisely through proper taxation.
There is a growing disposition to impose inheritance tax, income tax, excess property tax, to ask
a contribution from those who are best able to give
it. It is a matter of remarkable interest, that so
many teachers of economics in America hold that
the war should be largely financed from income,
taxes upon excess wealth, war profits and the like.
If we are to have justice we must have men who
can critically analyze and do justice. We do not
want the risk of anarchy or a period of wild scheming whichwill secure justice to no one, and will not
result in better conditions, but rather risk a further
reaction.
One of our popular magazines declared recently
that America is like China; she was in danger of degenerating and coming into a condition of inertia
and passivity, where she would be at the mercy of
anyone; that her redemption lies in only one direction; we must have devoted men, not for war, but
for humanity. Men who have a selfish ipterest first,
men who would do injustice to woman or child, cannot lead us to safety. We must have consecration,
we must have consecrated men who are ready to
prepare themselves; men who are true in heart, in
mind and in 'body. Men who deal so justly that their
motives cannot be questioned. Men who gain the
confidence of the people rightly, and who deserve
that confidence, as they are working for the good of
all and not for self.
The men who from anger or passion would wrong
another, who for the sake of gain will wrong another,
cannot help in the real salvation of this country.
These are not our words, though they might readily
have been the words of .some of our men, but they
are the substance of the thought in a story in one of
our most popqlar periodicals.
Then we have from an English writer the state-
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ment under the subject, "Towns to live in," discussed as one of the great needs of reconstruction
after the war, "interest should be created in every
town's story-every town is a Zion and has its prophets." This may be a little overstated, but it is important to note that the world is thinking of consecration; they are thinking of Zion, at least a few.
here and there are doing so. It is a growing need
of the age.
We need consecrated men and women, clean and
upright for this work of reconstruction and redemption after the war.
We attended a few years ago a course of lectures
at one of our leading universities (Clark University
under Dr. Hankins) on the subject of "Social reconstruction." J,t was very plain to see that the
students and teachers to-day tend to emphasize the
social aspect of life, seeing that is the coming issue.
Much effort has already been made. in this direction.
In the past we. had a spirit of laissez faire and
individualism. To-day the trend is socialistic. What
it means is this, that we must seek the interest of
the individual and of the state, for their best interests are identical.
We do not want individual interests alone. But
the individual must be willing to work for the
benefit of the state, of society, the church and humanity. And that is the test after all, the common
weal.
Yet on the other hand, each man should be developed not simply as in some corporation's schools,
so as to make him a better workman, to increase his
efficiency as a workman alone, but he should be given
an opportunity to develop his own individual interests, to develop to the best that he is capable of being, and then he should give the best of himself to
the common cause. There should be a solidarity of
the whole, with the individual unfolded, developed
anil. trained to his best capacity, and then that
capacity devoted to service. These things are not
problems of the church alone, but are the coming
issues of the day, upon which men are thinking.
To accomplish that requires also moral and spiritual regeneration.
THE NEED OF EDUCATED MEN AND WOMEN

There never was a time when colleges should be
so crowded as they should be this Jj1~ar. The need
was never so great for trained, devoted men and
women. Europe has sacrificed of her qest. She will
need. assistance. We need men to go there and
preach the gospel of Jesus and salvation. We need
men here to establish Zion, a place of refuge for the
oppressed of the earth. We must have trained men,
we must have trained women, if the church is to do
its great work.
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So we have this to do, for not only will they flee to
this country, but they will flee especially to that part
which has been set apart in the divine law as Zion.
We mtust have men and women to take care of them;
,a place made ready, buildings erected and a people
ready. The main features of the best thought. of
the day, are contained in the ideals of the church,
for moral regeneration, for economic salvation, for
the carrying out of the law of equality and of justice, and the establishment of Zion.
The church needs to train men, both for the work
of Zion and the church and for the work as a whole.
It needs trained women, and it needs them as never
before.
We may rest assured that there is coming greater
freedom and democracy, justice and the franchise
for woman; enfranchisement for children, that is,
not the vote, but that their individuality may be
recognized together with proper discipline and restraint, not an age for children to rule, but ah age
of encouragement and intelligent training of children for their own good and on behalf of society and
the church.
Never was there a greater need than to-day for
especially trained men and women. Never will the
need be so great as at the end of the war, for Europe
has sacrificed greatly of her best. If Belgium is to
be rebuilt; and the villages of northern France restored; if the fields that have been almost ruined
by scientific methods, shall by scientific methods
have their fertility restored, we must have trained
specialists. Europe will need our help, anc'! it is for
this purpose America is in the war, that she may
sit at the councils of peace, that she may there hold
for democracy and personal righteousness; that
there be no great indemnities and annexations, but
that the world may be made safe for humanity and
for peace.
If Europe is not to go backward she will need the
assistance of trained men and wom~n from this
country to assist in this time of need, and help in
the work of reconstruction.
They will be needed here at home as never before,
to carry on the material reconstruction because of the
war, to prepare places for the refugees of the nations, and to carry on the work of humanity. Men
and women are also needed, who by clean living are
so right that t~~ir motives cannot be questioned, so
that their voicet''rp.ay be heard on behalf of society,
an& then assist and guide in the social reconstruction. This must be, if the largest possible good is
to be secured and the state and country go forward.
This is a time when as never before trained men
and women will be needed. Every man, woman and
child who can do it should secure some special training. Every young man and young woman, every old

man and old woman, though I do not use the term
old criticaily, but if you feel yourselves too old to be
included with the young, if you desire to assist in
this work of social rebuilding and reconstruction in
the establishment of Zion, you ought to get ready.
'The universities, the high schools, Graceland College, and our study classes should be crowded as
· never before, for never before was there so great a
need for education, spiritually, morally and physically, as well as intellectually.
vVe need trained men and women, but we need
them actuated by the Spirit of God. We mean in
other words, men and women who are made ready,
yet are devoted and humble and full of love. No
others it would seem can assist in this work, but
only those who are directed by the Spirit of God,
only those who seek his direction, and who realize
this opportunity for preparation and service. It is
so for the church. It is becoming apparent for the
coming social and national reconstruction.
It is a time of stress as never before, it is a time
of proving in the world and in the church. It has
been foretold we should be ready to stand in holy
places, to stand in a place of safety, and there devote
ourselves for the sake of righteousness and peace.
So we would send this word abroad, not only to
you here, but to everyone as far as is possible, never
has there existed before such a need as to-day that
men and women, boys and girls, young men and
young women should prepare for service to the
church, to the Nation, and to humanity. That is
the great duty. Get ready, the Lord and his work
needs you.
S. A. B.

BLUE PENCIL NOTES
Mark Twain pictures Adam as brooding over
Eve's grave, and .saying: "Wheresoever she was,
there was Eden!"
.Don't change your spiritual gear to catch up with
every fad that passes you. Some of them run "on
high" for a little while and then lie in the ditch a
long time. The only true pace-maker is the old gospel car.
Trouble is said to be a very efficient teacher.
But most of us at:e such dull pupils that we must
remain a long time under tutelage.
Having been absent from Lamoni for some time
we watched a recent sacrament service, under the
individual cup system, with something of the interest of a stranger. Everything moved like clock- .
work, with precision and dispatch, and that order
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which should· characterize the house of God. The
meeting was intensely spiritual, with two fine prophecies at the close. The most ardent opponent of the
individual cup might well have said to hims,!3lf:
"The Spirit of God is taking part in this communion
as freely as under the old method. Can I refuse to
do the same?"
The church is a bank. We take out of it what we
put into it-with interest. But if we do not make a
desposit we cannot take anything out.
The trouble with the indirect sermon is that it
does not start from any particular point-it does
not· lead up to any special place-and it does not
pass anythinv, of interest on the way.
Avoid the sermon that like the sectarian God is
without body, parts, or passions-"whose center is
everywhere and its circumference nowhere."
The difference between Christianity and the
world, according to Brother Long, is that Christ
says, "Mine is thine and thine is mi'ne," while the
the world says, "Mine is mine.:_and thine is mine,
if I can get it."
"Camouflage" is a French war term, meaning, in
Yankee parlance, to "flim-flam" or "bamboozle" the
enemy, or the art of accomplishing that end. It is
a new word. But the art is very old. See the case
of Gideon with his pitchers and trumpets (Judges
7: 16-22).
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mask. But suddenly, to the surprise of all spectators, he threw his mask in the air and shouted,
"Hosanna!" "Who is it?" asked His Majesty. And
the Private Secretary replied, "It is a common
soldier from the trenches of Europe. He thinks this
is heaven."
ELBERT A. SMITH.

NOTES AND COMMENTS
Sure of Victory
We note with interest in the Tabor (Iowa) Beacon
of July 19, an article on the war. It is under the
heading "Mormons sure of victory." Its principal
reference is to the church of Utah, although quotations are also made, or references made to the books
of the church, the Doctrine and Covenants and
Book of ~Mormon.
Food Administration Urges Sugar Saving
With the statement that unless the American people curta'il their use of sugar except in the preserving
of fruit, the French people will be entirely without
sugar for over two months, the national ·food administration plead with the people of this Nation to
spare a little from their usual consumption of ninety
pounds a person for that purpose. vVe use about
four ounces per day per person, while the French,
Epglish and Italian use less than an ounce-a little
more than the weight of a silver dollar.

The Outlaw Society
In connection with the recent indictments returned against I. W. W. leaders, Judge William C.
· Fitts, Assistant Attorney General, made the followWe cannot practice camouflag~ on God. It is use- ing statement:
less to robe ourselves in the cheesecloth of pretense
The I. W. W. differs from socialists and from every form of
and imagine that the angel of judgment will take it legitimate labor organization. The I. W. W. is a degenerate;
to be the white robe of righteousness.
its doctrine is t11e1achery built o1n the teaching of the employ-

Everything indicates that the forces of evil are
preparing for the final "grand drive." Truth
everywhere in all forms and persons must become
militant or be overwhelmed. But we have the assurance that eventually Jesus Christ will destroy all
the works of the Devil.
Sherman's famous definition ·o'f war still holds
good. But there are degr~es of hell, according to
Holy Writ. And this war seems to be searching the
lowest depths of the lowest hell.
A startling figure stood in the gateway of hell.
His clothing was torn and bloody and muddy-such
portions of it as were not burned away. His flesh
was charred with liquid fire and pierced with bayonets. His face was covered with a grotesque gas

ment of secret and covert dlestructive methods intended to
wreck the employer and through destruction of production
and transportation disable society an.d the Government itself,
the object at this time being to r~nder the enemy s,tronger
and our dear country weak in the re,sistance of that strength.

Canada Doing Well
A personal letter from Bishop R. C. Evans includes information that he has baptized one hundred
and ten in the past eight months and has sent to
the Presiding Bishop for the same period, ten thousand dollars. If every district were doing as well,
how long would it be before the debt would be paid,
and the army of the Lord become great. He also
adds that "the work here was never in better condition and the prospects for a grand winter were
never brighter than now." This letter was not sent
for publication, but surely Bishop Evans will excuse
us for passing on the good news.
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Lamoni to Have New Steam Laundry
Work has begun on a new laundry at this place,
to be under the management of Brethren R. J.
Wildey and A. E. Stoft, both experienced laundrymen. They will operate it under the stewardship
plan.. Brother Wildey comes from Minneapolis, and
Broth~r Stoft has been in charge of the laundry
department at Graceland College for some time. The
new building is to be on the lot just west of the
Herald Publishing House, of tile and brick construction, with full basement, 30 by 50 feet in dimensions. It is expected they will be ready for work
within sixty days.
The Liberty Loan Bonds ·
. Chamberlin's gives the whole of the October number of their magazine to the executive committee of
the Federal Reserve District, number 7, of which
Chicago is the center. Specia1 emphasis is placed
on the fact that the new bonds are easily sold as
any bank will take them, so that they ·art) very near
as negotiable as a bank note, and with an added
advantage of drawing four per cent interest from
November 15. ·The subscription closes October 27.
A new thougp.t is brought in with the suggestion
that the annual income of the country is forty billion
dollars and that approximately fif1teen billion or
more will be required for the first year. It will
mean that we have to set aside half or nearly half of
our income. This means real .saving. Of course
two and a half billion are represented by special
taxes which make their appearance in the higher
cost of living. But it would seem that as a people
we should save one third of our income.
The Saloon as a Competitor
While addressing the Chamber of Commerce at
Des Moines, Iowa, September 28, W. G. Calderwood,
of New York, made the following interesting argument:

money with which to patronize the others. It kills custome'l's
and it renders them unable to support themselves ~nd makes
them a burden upon legitimate busine:ss.

The Appeal of the Y. M. C. A.
We have an appeal from the War Work Council'
of the Young Men's Christian Association which we
wish we might print ·entire, but space will not allow.
·It portmys the intimate way in which this organization serves the needs of the soldier in the camp and
at the front; how homesickness is .overcome and
vice rendered distasteful by ·the presentation of a
wholesome atmosphere. They call for funds, and
we can assure our readers that anything given to
the organization is well used, whether it be money
or good literature of any kind. A brother from
France writes most touchingly of what it has done
for him and his associates. Our own lads are now
and will be affected by its work, and we have an·
obligation toward anything that helps them retain
their manly ideals and make life more pleasant and
natural for them.
A Tribute to Our Publishing Interests
Three requests have recently come to this office
for printed posters to advertise meetings. One
brother told of a few things he did not want, while
the others just said in effect: "Go ahead and get us
up something you think we ought to have," and one
added : "Include a thousand tracts suitable for our
work here. You pick them out." It make~ extra
work but is gladly done for the work's sake. We
wouldn't advise leaving it all to the judgment of
those at this end, but give all the information possible, and when convenient, ifllow time to confer by
correspondence before the job is gotten out. A letter
from one of the elders follows. He had a thousand
printed, with blanks for dates and plaoes, and can
use right along :

This is to acknowledge the receipt of the posters. I also
wish to express my appreciation of the work. Surely you
Every buS<iness man is willing to meet all fair competition hav;e given them the touch of an artist and the ring of a
but the liquor traffic is unfair competition in three• respects, poet. I have had much work done by job printers in towns
regarded, that is, purely from an economic standpoint.
where I have dory.e missionary work, but this is the first work
First, the liquor traffic' gets an unfair social grip on its I have ever had done by the Hemld Publishing House. From
customers who are also the cus.tomers of other businesses, a now on I shall have all such work done by our own house,
grip that none of the other businesses get. I defy anyone: to by men that have the work at heart and will give it the litshow me an instance of one man meeting a frie1nd in front of tle extra touches that help so much. May the God that
a coal dealer's office and saying, "Come on in and have a ton' blesS<es Utl so much out here on this big, open, wild- country on
of coal on me," or of several men going in and buying s.ev- the firing line continue to bless his people there in beautieral rounds of castor oil in a drug store.
ful Lamoni, the center of one of his stakes.
In the second place the liquor traffic gets the grip of appetite on its customers. The average man will not starve for
.It may be that this baptism of fire and hammerclothes nor go naked for food nor do without fuuniture or
other necessities for either, but the customer of the liquor ing of awful facts will eventually fuse and fashion
traffic comes to the point where he will do without food, our fragmentary Christianity into an instrument
clothes, fu:nniture and all of the other wares of legitimate more fit for fighting its foes and for getting work
business for the sake of drink.
accomplished. But all hope of a swift. and sudden
The third point in which the liquor traffic is unfairr to
other business is in that itt injures• its customers and those process must .now be abandoned.-W. E. Orchard;
of the other bus~nesses and renders them unable to earn D. D., in the Outlook for Religion.
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IN A L ARTICLES]

TWO QUESTIONS ANSWERED
[The following question was propounded to Elder R. T.
Cooper by John A. L,a,wn, president of the1 Pacific Coast Quorum of Elders, £or a paper to be read at a meeting of that
quorum. Since it is of gene:ml interest to our readers, w.e are
pleased to print.-EDITORS.]

Total tithing due 10 per cent of net assets
$ 300.00
Less tithing paid to date -------------------------------------- none
Tithing now due church -------------------'------------------$ 300.00
EXAMPLE NO.

2

As they are usually made out.
Member.
Faithful pr,ayer.
Inventories made annually.
Showing by comparis-on with No. 1 that while the net gain
each year has heen equal, the system really renders an unjust portion to the "Lord of the harvest," and the tithing as
computed is less than 10 per cent of the net earning each
year afte1r the first.

1. Why should tithing already paid be added to
the net assets in computing tithing due?
To answer this query, three sheets are prepared, numbered 1, 2, and 3. The first shows'figures
for a new member or first statement by ;t member
w;ho has come to the point of rendering his inventory.
The second shows the statement as usually made, 1914 Inventory.
Earned ----------------------------------------------------------------------$2,000.00
by a member from year to year, in which the Lord's
Expenses ------------------------------------------------------------------ 1,000.00
account is systematically although innocently cheated
one year after another.
Net ~ain, cash in bank ····--·-····-··-···········-····--··--·····-$1,000.00
Tithing paid in cash ---------------------------------------------- 100.00
The third shows a true method -of making it by
adding the tithing already paid to the net assets as
Bal. cash left on hand --------------------------------------------$ 900.00
printed on the back of our inventory blanks (a few
1915 Inventory.
samples are inclosed) in order .to get)t clearly before
Cash on hand -------------'--------------------------------------- ___ ~ 900.00
a person, pin the three sheets side by side on the
Earned ---------------------------------------------------------------------- 2,000.00
blackboard and it is then easily seen. I have found
Gross assets
2,900,00
this a very common question and not so easily exLess expense
1,000.00
plained to the satisfa.ction of the people, as it might ·
seem.
Net assets ------------------------------------------------------------------. 1,900.00
WHY TITHING ALREADY PAID SHOULD BE ADDED IN
MAKING ·INVENTORIES
EXAMPLE NO. 1

New member just joined or
Member who has 1not he,en a tilthing payer.
1914 Inventory, or book account:
Ea,rned ------------------------------------------------------------:......... $2,000.00
Expenses ------------------------------------------------------------------ 1,000.00
Net Gain, Cash in Bank ------------------------------------------------$1,0{)0.00
19·15 Inventory, or book account:
Gash on hand in bank --------------------------------------------$1,000.00
Earned ---------------------------------------------------------------------- 2,000.00
Gross total assets --------------------------------------------------$3,000.00
E.xpenses ------------------------------------------------------------------ 1,000.00
Net assets now on ha;nd ----------------------------------------$2,000.00
Gash in hank now on hand ---------------------------------- 2,000.00
19•16 Inventory.
Cash on hand ------------------------------------------------------------$2,000.00
Earned -'-------------------------------------------------------------------- 2,000.00
Total gross assets ------------------------------------------------$4,000.00
Deduct expenses. ------------------------------------------------------ 1,000.00
Net present assets --------------------------------------------------$3,000.00

Total tithing ten per cent -----------------------------------Deduct tith. already paid ------------------------------------

190.00
100.00

Tithing due for 1915 ---------------------------------------------Gash bal. on hd. -------------------------------- 1,9-00.00
90.00
Less tithing pd. ------------------------------------

90.00

Net cash on hand -------------------'------------------------------ 1,810.00
1916 Inventory.
Cash on hand from 1915 ------------------------------------$1,810.00
Earned ----------------------------------------------------------------------- 2,000.00
Gr.pss assets -------------------------------------------------------------- 3,810.00
Deduct expenses ------------------------------------------------------ 1,000.00
Net assets ---------------------------------------:________________________ 2,810.00
Total tith. due 10 per cent ------------------------------------ 281.00
Less tithing already paid ------------------------------------ 190.00
Tithing due for 1916 ---------------------------------------------91.00
Cash in bank ----------------------------------------$2,810.00
Less ---------------------------------------------------91.00 $2,719.00
Tithing due ten per cent ------------------------------------ $:LOO.OO
Tithing due for 1915 -------------------------------------------90.00
Tithing due for 1916 ---------------------------------------------91.00
Total tithing for the three yea.rs ----------------------$ 281.00
Lord of the ha['Vest loser in two years -----------19.00
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EXAMPLE NO. 3
Correct method.
Faithful member consistent tithing payer.
,Showing by comparison with No. 1, that by a~ding tithing already paid to the net assets, a true Ilenditiotn is made.
Instead of paying again on the tithing already paid i't
simply secures the true ten per cent of the NET EARNING
or GAIN for the current year.

FAlTH AND ORIGIN OF CHURCHES---Part 8
BY J. F. MINTUN

THE EPISCOPALIAN CHURCH

The Episcopalian Church had its origin in differences arising in that part of the Catholic Church
ilocated in England against the pope and his im1914 Inv.entory.
mediate representatives at Rome. These differences
Earned ...................................................................... $2,000.00
Expenses .................................................................. 1,000.00 grew in magnitude as the years passed, and in the
first article of the Magna Charta, the first public
Net gain .................................................................. $1,000.00 recognition of the "Church of England" was made
Tithing due tetn per cent gain .............................. 100.00 record of, in which it is declared that it "shall be
Cash balance left in bank .................................... $ 900.00 free and its rights and its privileges shall be re.spected." It is claimed by the Reverend Thomas
1915 Inventory.
Cash from 1914 ........................................................ $ 900.00 Richey that the above-mentioned differences began
Earned ... .............................. .................................. ... 2,000.00 as early as 603 A. D., beginning with a difference
with those in authority in the church in England
$2,900.00 and those in authority in Rome over the time of
E<xpenses .................................................................. 1,000.00
observing Easter, and these differences finally
Net assets cash ........................................................ $1,900.00 coVIered the questions of the mode of baptism, the
Add tithing paid to dat,e ...................................... 100.00 first steps in receiving clerical orders, and of the
method of consecration, which differ,ences continued
T:otal net increase or gain --------------------'-----------$2,000.00
Total tithing 10 per cent .................................... 200.00 as matters of discussion till the final division of the
Less tithing paid .................................................... 100.00 church in England from the Roman Catholic Church
in 1533.
Tithing dlue for 1915 ............................................ $ 100.00
In 1532 the ..,convocation of the "Church of EngCash total ............................................ $1,900.00
land"
declared that the claims of a foreign potentate
Less paid .............................................. 100.00
"should no longer be acknowledged," and in 1533,
Cash bal. on hand in hank .................................. $1,800.00 the parliament of England declared tnat "the crown
1916 Inv,entory.
of England is imperial, and that England is conCash from 1915 ...................................................... $1,800.00 stituted a nation in itself to settle all questions both
Ea1:nings for 1916 .............................................- ..- 2,ooo~oo
temporal and spiritual, and that it belongs to the
$3,800.00 spirituality, commonly called the Church of England
Expenses .................................................................. 1,000.00 to declare and determine all questions whatsoever
may come before them without appealing to any
Net assets ---------'········----------------------------------------------$2,800.00 foreign potentate."
Add tithing paid to date ........................................ 200.00
Henry VIII wore the crown of England in 1533
Total ,net inc.rease or gain ..................................$3,000.00 when parliament declared him to be imperial, and
Total tithing ............................................................ 300.00 that England should "settle all questions both tem· Less tithing paid to date ...................................... 200.00
poral and spiritual." At one time he, in the early
part
of his life, defended the Catholic Church
Tithing due for 1916 .............................................. $ 100.00
· against thec1aims of Luther's protests so effectually,
'Cash for 1916 ......................................$2,800.00
Tithing paid 1916 .............................. 100.00
that as a recognition from the Pope he received the
title, "Great Defender of the Faith." He remained
Cash bal. in hank ................................ $2,700.00
a
devoted member of the Catholic faith, even perTithing due ten per cent gain .............................. $ 100.00
Tithing due for 1915 ............................................. . 100.00 secuting to the death those who were its opposers,
Tithing due for 1916 .......................................... .. 100.00 until he became infatuated with one of the maids
attending the queen, whom he then sought to marry
Total tithing for the three years .................... $ 300.00
Three years profit at $1,000 per year ................ $3,000.00 by first obtaining separation from his legal wife,
Catherine, first by requesting this marriage to her
be
declared iUe!ral, and h.enoe null and void, although
1Make the truth thine own for Truth's oWn. sake.
he
had been living with her as her husband for
-Whittier.
seVIenteen years and had ffve children by this union,
"Don't try to sit on a man unless y;ou are reason- all of which he was willing should. be illegitimatized
ably sure he will stand for it."
in order to gratify his passion to marry a younger
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woman. Tliis request was refused by the pope. He .John Williams of Connecticut in 1887. It is claimed
then requested to be divorced from the queen, but by this church, that it is impossible to break the
this request was refused, because of injustice to the chain of apostolic succession, even if most of the
queen and the laws of the church. But the action bishops fell into transgression and apostatized from
of the Pope only exasperated the king whereupon he the faith, but -they carry the thought by infer·ence
declared himself the head of the church in England, that it would be impossible to think of all the bishops
by which he became both king and pope, and then apostatizing, which is thought to be the fact by
set about to gratify his unholy desires by securing a others of the Protestant churches.
The Protestant Episcopal Church in America is
divorce from Catherine, and ma;rying Anne Boleyn.
But even before getting the divorce he was married directly a descendant of the Church of England or
to Anne Boleyn privately, but immediately set to Episcopal Church, both of which have for the funwork the means that secured for him the desired damentals of .their faith the "Thirty-Nine Articles,"
divorce through Archbishop Cranmer, who was of which it is said in the Book of Co:r:nmon Prayer
made Archbishop of Canterbury by the ldng, and as printed by Eyre and Spottiswood, and certified
through this same personage his marriage with to by Bishop Horatio Potter of New York, May 18,
Anne Boleyn was declared legal. He soon tired of 1811, as the correct edition as compared with the
her and charged her with treason, adultery and in- standard book, and is published accordingly by this
cest, for which she was executed by authority of authority, "As established by the Bishops, the Clergy
her husband; but two days before she was executed and Laity of the Protestant Episcopal Church in the
he, through this same person, the. Archbishop of United States of America, in Convention, on the
Canterbury, was divorced from her, and in the Book 12th day of September, in the year of our Lord,
of Common Prayer this is said of the marriage, that 1801." By this we. note that there is no daim made
it "was, a~d always had been, null and void." These that Go.d authorized the existence of these articles,
facts of history give us a true account of one of the but that they were products of men.
These articles of faith express the following ideas:
causes of the existence of the church which afterwards was called "The Episcopalian Church."
1. There is but one living and true God, everlasting, withThis church claims to be in .apostolic succession,
and to represent the apostolic faith. Her claims
to apostolic succession finds for its basis the fact of
having been represented at some of the early councils of the Catholic Church by her bishops, from as
early as 314 A. D., and through these bishops who
were in attendance at these early councils, and their
successors they claim they hold authority to represent Christ, holding that their bishops held exclusive
jurisdiction to act in church matters in England
without the· intrusion of any other bishop of the
church, and that no one bishop in the church held
more authority than another, citing as a basis of
their defense that ·the Council of Constantinople,
held in 381 A. D. and declared that no one bishop
shall intrude into the jurisdiction of another. The
claim is that they represent the faith as advocated
by the apostles and evangelists as it has been perpetuated through the Catholic Church, and that the
Catholic Church has made changes not warranted
in the Scriptures:
The episcopacy is believed in as a church tenet;
that is, that the bishopric, as part of the apostolic
office, should continue in the church, and was transmitted by the apostles to their successors, and in
the Historic. Episcopate this feature of the successorship is traced from Jesus Christ down through
Saint Paul, Saint John, Clement, Ignatius, Polycarp,
etc., to Thomas Cranmer in 1533, and from him to

out body, parts, or passions. . . . And i;n unity of this Godhead there be three persons, ... the Father, the Son, .and the
Holy Ghost.
2. The Son, which is the word of the, Father, bego.tten from
everlasting of the Father, ... who truly suffered, was erucified, d·ead, and buried, to reconcile his Father to us, and to be
a sacrifice, not only for original guilt, but also for actual sins
of men.
3. As Christ died for us, and was buried, so also is it to be'
believed, that he went doWill to hell.
4. Christ did truly rise a.gain fvom death, and took again
his body, with flesh, bones, and all things appertaining to
the pe:r:fection of man's nature·: Wherewith he ascended into
heaven, and there sitteth, until he returns to judge all me,n at
the last day.
5. The Holy Ghost, proceediillg from the Father and the
Son, is of one substance, majesty and glory with the Pather
and the Son, very and e1ternal God.
6. Holy Sc·ripture containeth all things necessary to salvatio,n; so that wha,tsoever is not read therein, nor may be
proved ther~by, is not to be r.equired of any man, that it
should be beHeved as an article of the faith, or be thought
requisite or necessary to salvation. [They read the apochryphal books, yet do not apply them to prove any doctrine.]
7. The Old Testament is not contrary to the New: for both
in the Old and New Testament ev·erlasting life is offered to
manki1nd by Christ, who is the only Mediator between God and
man, being both God and man .... No Christian man wha,tsoever is free from the obedience of the commandments which
are caned moral. '
8. The Nicene Creed, and that which is commonly called the
Ap·ostles' Creed, ought thoroughly to be received and believed:
for they may be proved by most certain warrants of Holy
Scripture.
9. Original sin st:;mdeth, not in the following of Adam, as
the Pelagians do vainly talk; but it is in the fault and cor-
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ruption of the nature of every man, that natur.ally is engendered of the offspring of Adam. . . .
10. The condition of man after the fall of Adam is such,
that he cannot tm;n and prepaTe himself, by his own natural
strength and good works, to faith and calling upon God ....
11. We are accounted righteous bef,ore. God, only for the
merit of our Lor.d and Savior Jesus Christ, by faith, and not
foT our own works or deservings. Whe11efore, that we are ·
justified by faith only, is a most wholesome doctrine, and very·
full of comfort. . . .
12. Albeit that good works, which wre the fruits of faith,
and follow after justification, cannot put away sins, and endure the severity of God's judgment. . . .
13. Works done 15efore the grace of (/hrist, and the inspiration of his Spirit, are 1not pleasant to God, forasmuch as
they spring not of faith in Jesus Christ, neither do they make
men meet to receive grace, or deserve grace of congruity....
14. Voluntary works besides, over and above-; God's commandments, which they call works of supererog1ation, cannot
be taught without a rogancy and impiety. . . .
15. Christ in the truth of our 1nature was made like unto
us in all things, sin only except; from which he was clearly
void, both in his flesh and in his Spirit....
16. Not every deadly sin willfully committed after baptism
is si.n against the Holy Ghost and unpardonable.... After we
have received the Holy Ghost, we may depart from grace
given, and fall '1nto sin, and by the grace of God we may
arise again, and amend our li'\Ces. And therefore, they are to
be condemned, which say, they can no more sin 'as long as
they live here, or deny the place of forgiveness to such as
truly repent.
17. PredestinatiQn to life is the evcerlasting purpose of
·God, whereby (before the foundation of the world were laid)
he hath constantly ·decreed by his counsel secret to us, to deliver born curse and damnation those whom he has chosen
in Christ out of mankind, and to bring them by Christ to
everlasting salvatiQn as vessels made to honor. . . .
18. Holy S'cripture doth set out unto us only the name of
Jesus Christ, whereby men can be saved.
19. The visible church of Christ is a. congregation of faithful men, in the which the pure word of God is preached, and
the sacrament be duly ministered according to Christ's ordinallC(\ in all those things that of necessity are requisite
to the ·same. . . .
· The church of Rome hath erred, not only in thei·r living and
manner of ceremonies, but also in matters of faith.
20. The church hath power to decDee rites or ceremonies,
and authority in controversies of faith; and yet it is not lawful for the church to orda~n anything that is contrary to
God's word written ....
21. (Of the authority of general councils.)
22. The Roman doctrine concerning purgatory, pardons,
worshiping and adoration, as well of images as 'of Delics, and
also invocation of saints, is a fond thing vainly ~nvented, and
grounded upon no warranty of Scripture. . . .
23. It is not lawful for any man to take upon him the
office of public preaching, or ministering the 'lacraments in
the c~ngregation, before he is lawfully called to this work
by men who have public authority given unto them in the
congregation to call and send ministers into the Lord's vine~
yard.
24. It is a thing plainly repugnant to the word of God, and
the customs ,of the P'rimitive church, to have public prayer in
the church, or to minister the sacraments in a tongue not
understood of the people.
25. Sacraments ordained of Ghrist ... be certain sure witnesses, and effectual s.igns of grace, and God's will towards
us, by the which he doth work invisibly in us....

There are two sacraments ordained of Christ our Lord in
the gospel,' that is to say, Baptism, and the Supper of the
Lord ....
26. Although in the visible church the evil be ever mingled
with the good, and sometimes the evil hath chief authority
in the ministration of the word and sacr,aments, yet forasmuch as they dlo , not the same in th~ir own name, but in
Christ's, and do minister by his commission and authority, we
may use their ministry. . . . Neither is the effect of Christ's
ordinance taken away by their wickedness. . . .
Nevertheless, it appertaineth to the discipline' of the church
that inquiry· be ma;de of evil ministers, ... and finally, being
found guilty, by just judgment be deposed.
27. Baptism is not only a sign of profess[on, and mark of
difference, whereby Christian men are discerned from others
that be not Christian, but it is also a sign of regeneration or
new-birtht whereby, as by an ins.trument, they that receive
baptism rightly are gr.afted into the church; the promises of
the forgiveness of sin, and of our adoption to be the sons of
God by the Holy Ghost are visibly sig)Iled and s.ealed; faith is
confirmed, and grace increased by virtue of prayer unto God.
The baptism of young children is in anywise to be retained
in the church, as most agreeable with the in~Stitution of
Christ.
28. The .supper of the Lord is' not only a s.ign of the love
that Christia,ns ought to have. among themselves one to another; but rather it is a sacrament of our redlemption by
Christ's death; insomuch that to such as rightly, worthily,
and with faith, receive the same, the bread which we break
is a partaking of the body of Christ; and likewise the cup of
blessing is a partal}ing of the blood of Christ. . ..
The body of Christ is given, taken, and eaten, in the supper, only after a;n heavenly and spiritual manner.
29. The wicked who eat the sacrament partake to their
condemnatio,n.
30. The cup of the Lord is not to be denied to the laypeople. . . .
31. The offering of Christ once made is perfect redemption,
propitiation and satisfaction for· all the sins of the whole
world, both original and actual; and there is none other
satisfaction for sin but that alone. . . .
32. Bishops, priests, and deacons, are not comma1nded by
God's law, either to vow the estate of single life, or to abstain from ma.rriage; therefoDe, it is lawful for them, as for
all other Christian men, to marry at their own discretion, as
they shall judge the same to serve better to godliness.
33. That persoi!l which by open denunciation of the church
is rightly cut off from the unity of the church and excommunicated, ought to be taken of the whole multitude of the
faithful as ai!l heathen and publican until he be openly reconciled by penance, and received into the church by a judge
that has authority thereunto.
34. It is not necessa.ry that traditions and ceremonies he in
all places o,ne, or utterly alike; for at all times. they have
been divers, and may be changed according to the diversity
of countries, times and men's manners, so that nothing be
ordained against God's word ....
Every particular or national church hath authority to ordain, change, and abolish ceremonies or rites of the church
ordained only by man's authority, so that all things be done to
edifying.
3'5. [On homiHes, naming 21, claiming them "to be an explanation of Christian doctrine and instructive in piety and
morals."]
36. Consecration of bishops and ministers should be .done
as "set forth by the General Convention" of the church in
1792."
37. . . . We hold it to be the duty of all men who are pro-
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fessors of the gospel to pay respectful obedience to the civil
authority regularly and legitimately constituted.
38. The riches and goods of Christians are not common, as
touching the• r}ght, title, and possession of the same....
Notwithstanding, every man ought, of such things as he
possesseth, liberally to give alms to the poor, according to his
ability.
39 . . . . Christian religion doth not prohibit, but that a
ma.n may swear when the magistrate requireth, in the cause
of faith and charity, so it be done according to the prophets'
teaching, in j1,1stice, judgment, and truth.
ORDINATION OF BISHOPS, PRIESTS, AND DEACONS

The priest and deacon is to decide whether he is
called, to assert his belief in the Old and New Testament Scriptures as containing all doctrine as essential for salvation, and to obligate himself to obey
the bishop and other chief ministers who have charge
over him.
The bishop is to be governed 'by the two first conditions, and must promise to drive away from the
church all erroneous and stmnge doot'rines con-·
trary to God's word. After all this with much more
of formality they are to be ordained by the imposition of hands.
The prayers to be offered are nearly all printed to
be read.
The communion is to be administered by the
bishop. ,
There is a catechism to be learned by every person
before being confirmed by the bishop. After the
catechism is learned, confirmation is performed by
the laying on of hands by the bishop.
There. are forms prescribed for solemnizing
marriages, visiting the sick, burial of the dead,
churching of women, and there are forms of prayer
for almost every condition in life.
(To be continued.)
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"THE ANGELS OF MONS"
[The following is taken from The Daily Record, published
at Niagara Falls; Canada, October 1, and is the version of a
reporter of that newspaper, of an address· by Bishop R. C.
Eva ns, on the evening of 'September 30. It is said the theater
was packed to the doors. The paragraph in parenthesis,
near the close, was supplied by the brother sending us the
clipping. The incident concerning the appearance of heav;e:nly
personages as Mons is so well established that it is now considered as a matter of history. WJ:tile not all agree on what
was seen, there is no lack of confirmation of the fact that
such an occurrence took place.-EDITORS.]
1

The Queen Theater was packed to overflowing
last' evening .when Bishop R. C. Evans of Toronto
gave a lecture on "The Angels of Mons," under the
'auspices of the Great War Veteran's Association.
The Canadian Shredded Wheat Bagpipe Band
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provided the music for the evening. They met at
the city hall and marched to the theater, where
they opened the program with their selection, "Midlothian pipe band," which the audience heartily
applauded.
Mayor Clendening, who performed the part of
chairman, then introduced Elder Place of the Latter
Day Saints' Church, who led in prayer, after which
the mayor stated the object of the meeting, and
that it was in the interests of the Great War Veterans' Association. He commented on the poor attendance last Friday evening at the mass meeting
in the city hall, and urged that all turn out to
another meeting arranged for Thursday night, to
take place also in the city hall, and to make up for
last Friday's failure.
Bishop R. C. Evans, the speaker of the evening,
was then introduced, and took the platform, stating
that the people gathered there were not doing a favor
to the returned boys, but were there to pay some
'Slight respect for the courage and valor and sacrifice they have made for us. These soldiers are the
custodians of our liberty, safety and salvation, and
nothing that we can say or do, individually or
collectively, should be considered a hardship on our
part, when we think of all they have done and all
they are doing for us and ours.
He took his text from the 34th Psalm, "The angel
of the Lord encampeth round about them that fear
him, and delivereth them," and went on to say: "If
there w~s no other promise in the Bible, here is an
invulnerable promise; as invulnerable as the God
that made it.
"Angels are ministering spirits sent to minister
to those who are heirs to salvation. Why should it
be thought~incredible or strange that angels should '
appear at the Battle of Mons, or anywhere else that
divine intervention was needed in the cause of right?
lin the momentous hour when the lives of hundreds
of our fellows and the very cause of humanity were
in danger, and no human help near at hand, why
should not the Maker of the universe send divine
aid?
"What , ar~ angels? Angels are men immortal.
Moses and Elias were men and acted their part on
the stage of humanity, but when the Master of men
went up into the mount and was transfigured, Moses
and Elias appeared also with Jesus there and:
blessed him. An angel appeared to the Apostle·
John and revealed to him the Revelation, and when
John fell on his knees to worship him the angel said,
'.Stand on thy feet, for-I am one of thy fellow servants. Worship thou thy God.'
"Angels have had a great deal to do with the
things of this life and of heaven. Some people,
think God made the Devil. But he did not. In the
1
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14th of Isaiah we are told of the rebellion in heaven
of Lucifer, the bearer of light, and his army of angels, who had grown envious and discontented and
wished to be the God of heaven, and how Michael
the archangel, with his host, defeated Lucifer, and
he fell, as lightning from heaven to hell, to be cast
into outer darkness forever.
"All through the Bible are recorded wars of God's
chosen people against the unbelievers. The whole
Christian life is warfare of the right against the
wrong. Some people think war a sin and refuse to
fight on account of religious sentiments, but any
young man that can think of the invasion of Belgium, the murder of Edith Cavell, the terrible deeds
wrought in Flanders, and say that no good man
should speak out against this awful encroachment
upon the rights of men and civilization, he has no
Christianity. It is every man's business. to stand
in defense of the right and protection of injured
innocence and virtue, and this is what the British
armies and Allies are doing to-day."
The speaker went on to describe how impossible
the story is that people have concocted of angels
with great white wings, and pointed out that every
time an angel has been recorded as appearing, it
has been in human form, and they always appeared
in some great crisis where right was battling against
wrong. He cited the cases of the angels appearing
to Abraham before the birth of his son, to Lot before the destruction of Sodom and Gomorrah, to
Jacob when his name was changed to Israel. Also
in the New Testament when an angel appeared to
Elizabeth heralding the birth of John the Baptist;
to Mary prior to the birth of Christ, to the shepherds of Bethlehem and to Joseph, wha:n misunderstanding he would have done away with Mary, and
last of all, when Jesus in his terrible agonizing battle
with himself at Gethsemane, calling on God to take
the cup of bitterness away, an angel came down and
sustained him in his trial till he was able to say,
"Thy will, not mine, be done."
A number of years ago, Bishop Evans stated, he
was called upon to reply to a professor who was denouncing the theory of angels as preposterous and
·a fairy tale. Bishop Evans, in proving this wrong,
took as an example the 26th of Matthew wherein it
says: "And Jesus said, Think ye not that I can pray
my Father and he will send me ·twelve legions of
angels." A legion is 6,000, that would make 72,000
angels that Jesus knew if he wished, would come to
his aid. Also in Revelations John states he saw
ten thousand times ten thousand angels, which prove
they are in existence, according to th~ authenticity
of the Bible.
"You have not only been surprised about the
angels of Mons," continued the speaker, "but you

will continue to hear of angelic ministration as the
people come back nearer and nearer to God. Our
prosperity has made us hard and domineering and
we have forgotten Christianity and relegated God
and his angels to things of the past, the result being
that God has been practically set aside. But now he
is being brought to the fore more and more each
day. Through the British Empire flows the blood
of Israel. Britian has been the custodian of the
Bible all through the ages, and of civilization and
humanity. She will win this war, and after humiliation will come her exaltation."
Bishop Evans then quoted from a little pamphlet
the experience of the soldiers at Mons when divine
intervention came to their aid, which is testified to
by the few survivors of that wonderful battalion.
An officer of the·battalion states that on August
28, when the Germans were pursuing them, host
upon host, and all seemed lost, they were waiting,.
hoping against hope, for reinforcements from a
French regiment,. and with the Germans ready to
charge, frustrated in every move by the watchfulness of German airplanes, that wh.en they. were
ready for the worst and could do nothing but wait
for the charge that would wipe them out, a strange
radiance appeared, then a bright yellow light. In
this light was depicted a man with gleaming golden
hair, clad in golden armor, and mounted on a white
horse. At that very moment the German cavalry
swerved, turned and fled in complete disorder, saving the day for the British.
Others too have testified to the truth of this
strange phenomenon, and on their deathbeds have
told the tale of the angel of Mons. Nurses and
pr~ests can tell of these stories told by the men of
that battalion when in the hospitals and at confession.
The Germans, too, cannot deny that there was
something strange and wonderful occurred at Mons.
"Devilish" they call it. They have been known to
relate in Berlin that at the charge just when the
word to advance upon the British forces was
given their horses came to a complete stop, reared
on their haunches as though at the edge of a precipice, or facing some terrible danger, and swerving,
tore back with them, and they powerless to stop
the terrified animals.
"And why should not God intervene?" went on
the Bishop. "If there was ever a nation that· has
ever stood for civilization, honor, virtue and right,
it is Britain."
He told how about twenty-three years ago the
King of Abyssinia took a British subject prisoner,
and threw him in a dungeon at Magdala, and how
when England, after a lapse of six months, found
out about the outrage, commanded the King to re-
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lease him, and getting a refusal, sent 15,000 men
to his rescue. They marched 700 miles to the fortress of Magdala, which they tore down to obtain his
release, and took him back with them to his ho:lp'e in
England. It cost England $25,000,000 to save one
man. And if when her honor was involved in the
saving of one of her subjects, she spent that vast
amount of money in sending these forces so far
across ocean and mountains, how much more should
she do when again she is called to defend her.honor,
and the rights of humanity? "This is what England
has done. Could the God of heaven refuse to give
her aid in her hour of need?"
"I have tried to convey to you a proper conception of the glorious flag under which we live, and
our understanding of what England and the British
Empire means to us in the light of debauchery and
criminality in eviden'1ce on the battlefield of Flanders.
"What would have become of our women and children had she refused to don the armor of war?
Once Germany had reached England the United
States would have been helpless, and Canada would
have been the prize of Germany and her people
slaves."
The bishop concluded his speech with an appeal
to the people to turn out on Thursday night to the
mass meeting in aid of the returned soldiers.
(He pleaded with the audience present to fear God,
appealing to the men to keep the promises they had
made to their wives and sweethearts; to keep them-·
selves clean and he~tlthy and unstained from the
curse that has blight~d the army, and in the hour of
their weakness God would protect them to defend a
right against wrong.)
The Kilties then interspersed with
selection,
"Glendaruel Highlanders," and being encored,
played "The barren rocks of Aden."
Mayor Clendening then called upon Mr. Coates,
president of the Niagara Falls branch- of the Great
War Veterans' Association, to give a few words.
Mr. Coates state.d that the men had now to meet
in the armories, but were trying to get a suitable
club house where they could talk together. Coming
back from the front they were different and felt
constrained in the presence of others, but wanted
a quiet place to meet and talk and get advice. He
gave some interesting experitmces of his service at
the front, and told of the hardships the boys had to
endure, and appealed to the public to lighten their
condition when they came back. He appealed for
financial aid, but said what the boys wanted most
of all was sympathy, and begged the citizens to show
their interest and sympathy by turning out to the
mass meeting on Thursday.
Mayor Clendening then tendered a vote of thanks
to Bishop Evans for the splendid talk, and the
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gathering dispersed after singing the national anthem.
The Kilties formed up once more outside the
theater, and to the stirring tune of "Lochiel's farewell to Glasgow," swung up Queen Street and to the
Trennick Hotel, where they dispersed.
DOING GOOD WORK IN OHIO CAMPAIGN
The Dry Booster, published at Columbus, Ohio, on
behalf of the coming vote for prohibition gives a
little over a page and a half to Brother C. W. Clark,
including his photograph. It is certainly a record
of which to be proud and it will be noted pays tribute not only to himself, but through him to the
church. We quote in part:
We owe this man a tribute.
That's why we are exhibiting his "physog" and writing
these lines.
Clark has his work-like other men. He also has spare
time afteT working hours.
The difference between Clark and some men is-the manner in which that spare time is spent.
A great many men wa1nt to see Ohio go d!ry-not every
man, however, is willing to take time or make the sacrifice
to help put it dry.
However, we have always found-we are nevm· too busy ·
to do the things we want to do.
From this we deduct the inference that if men of this organization want to see Ohio go dry badly enough, they'll not
be too busy to help make it dry.
Mr. Clark has made Ohio dry first after his own work.
We submi•t the proof :
Clark, as division commander f,or his church-The Reorga1nized Church of the Latter Day Saints-is held responsible
for two precints.
He might have attempted to secure helpers~failing he
might have neglected the job-or probably phoned in and
said, "No use; it can't be done"-but .this isn't the point.
The work had to be done and he went at it-secured the
helpers, if you please-and did it.
He not only made a very thorough poll of his division, but
incidentally secured .nea,rly 400 Rigners to the dry petition in
the two precincts.
The next nearest division consisted of five precincts in
equally as fertile territory, andi they secured 360 signers.
All of which reminds us that Mr. Clark and his captains,
having only two precincts, stood fi>rst-not only
the largest
number of signers to the precinct, but in the total number of
signers.
We said he was using his spare time to help make Ohio
dry. We have proved it.
But for good measure, Mr. Clark voluntarily spent several
evenings and Saturday afternoons last July at the campaigm
·office ru:ting as a notary, and lest we forget, he is now one
of the volunteer speakers for the noon-day factory meetings
-giving us the assurance that he stands ready to go eve>:y
noon if needed.
He also fi1nds time to dirop in occasionally to see if there
is anything he might do.
And by the way, we might add that Mr. Clark also has a
daughter whose services he volunteered for office work, and
we have had occasion to use her seveml times.
In conclusion-
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"Oh, isn't it? Then I'm glad. I thought it must
be."
"You won't go on thinking it. Suppose you do
right and somebody else does wrong?"
"Then I should be willing to back my way against
his. Don't you see? That's the point. That's the
AN lOW A GERMAN MOTHER
secret I'm telling you about. Right works, wrong
doesn't."
We hear and read much these days of treasonable
"That's all very firie--"
acts and speech, but little is said of the spirit of
"It's all very fine because it's so. Right ispatriotism displayed by a large majority of the what's the word William James put into the dictionGerman-Americans. The following story was told ary?"
the writer by Mrs. R. J. Johnston, wife of State
He suggested pragmatism.
Representative Johnston, of Humbolt, while at the
"That's it. Right is pragmatic, which I suppose '
State Fair at Des Moines this fall. Mrs. Johnston is the ·sa,me thing as practical. Wrong must be imw~s going over to the fair grounds on a street car practical; it must be--"
one morning, and on the same car was a German
"But I'm going to bank on it. It's where I'm to
lady, who, because of the bustle and throng of the have him at a disadvantage. If he does wrong while
city, appeared to be a bit confused and appeared to r do right-why, then I'll get him on the hip."
be unable to make the street car conductor under"How do you know he's going to do wrong?"
stand her questions. Mrs. Johnston finally inter"I don't. I merely surmise it. If he does
vened, saying that if they would permit her to talk righrt--"
to the lady in German, they might be able to get
"He'll get you on the hip."
somewhere. This she did and learned that the Ger"No, because 'there can't be a right for him which
man mother was on her way to the fair grounds to isn't a right for me. There can't be two rights,
visit a son who was a member of the One Hundred each contrary to the other. That's not in common
and Sixty-eighth regiment; about to he moved to sense. If he does right then I shall be safe -whichLong Island. She said that she had four other sons · ever way I have to take it. Don't you see? That's
who had enlisted in the regular army and that her where the success comes in as well as the secret. It
youpgest, the sixth sori, had been conscripted. Mrs. can't be any other way. Please don't think I'm talkJohnston assured her that she would have no diffi- ing in what H. G. Wells calls the tin-pot styleculty in obtaining an exemption for her youngest but one must express oneself somehow. I'm not
son as she had already given five boys to the service afraid, because I feel as if ·rd got something that
of the country, and she certainly could get the would hang about me like a magic cloak."-Basil
youngest boy out. To her surprise the mother re- King, in'The Saturday Evening Post, June 18, 1917.
plied: "I don't want him out. I want him to go."Belmond (Iowa) Herald.
THE DOCTRINE AND COVENANTS
We are glad thart we have many other men in the organization who are making every sac,rifice in helping make Ohio
dry. We should like to make mention of them here-they
deserve every credit-but for the pres€!nt at least, it's hats
off to C. W. Clark.

RIGHT
"The· secret of success, as I reason it out, must be
something that will protect a weak person against
a strong one--and work everything out all right.
There I've said the word."
"You've said a number. Which is the one?"
Anxiety not to seem either young or didactic or a
prig made my tone apologetic.
"There's such a thing as Right, wriUen with a
capital. If I persist in doing Right-still with a
capital-then nothing but right can come of it."
"Oh, can't it!"
"I know it sounds like a platitude--"
"No, it doesn't," he interrupted rudely, "because a
platitude is something obviously true; and this
isn't."
I felt some relief.

"The laws•,and instructions contained in the Book
of Doctrine and Covenants (we refer to the 1835
edition) if put into pmctical operation will make
of men but little below the nature of angels. So also
is it true of that portion of the Book of Doctrine and
Covenants which r·elates to the financial affairs of
the people of God. The law of consecration and inheritance as outlined in this book, is calculated to
purge every particle of selfishness and greed fromthe
hearts of all who will willingly obey it."-Searchlight, p. 238. (SAINTS' HERALD, vol, 45, p. 487.)
. "Many a man gets a pretty bad fall from being
thrown on his own resources."
"Time works wonders, and so would some people
if they were as tireless as time."
"Go to it and do it. Beautiful plans will neverput
sugar on your bread."
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WOMAN'S AUXILIARY
Edited by AUDENTIA ANDERSON, 2009 Locust St., Omaha, Nebr.

A Tooth and Its Care---Part 1
(Delivered by Doctor G. W; Rodgers, of Sedalia, Missouri,
at the Hold~n Stake reunion, August 18, 1917.)
I shall endeavor to give such knowledge as I can that will
be of some use and interest, in simple language, Jeaving out
technicalities in order that all may understand.
"A tooth and its car•el." It is a little subject, but one
which many of us have found at times, rather disagreeable to
deal with, often wearing out our pati~nce as well aR that
of •ev•eryone in our immediate vicinity! As a rule we can
place the responsibility of such a condition upon ourseJves,
because' of neglect of the little "subj.ect." At least that has
been niy case for a time or two in the past, when in my
eagerness to care for the teeth of others., I have neglected my
own, U!ntil they gave me, sharp warning!
We know from their writings that scientific men, especially
those engaged in the medical scie1nce and its. branches, have
come to the knowl(;)dge that it is through the mouth that
about ninety per c·ent of the ailments of the body come. What
said the Great Physician, years ago? Be ye clean in body and
thought. This was included in the law, thousands of yea.rs
ago; it is no less true to-day. We believe this includes the
mouth and its organs of masticatio1n. Our mouths;. together
with our respiratory tracts, are the entrances for all things
for the body, and it behooves. us to give special care that they
are kept clean. We should take nothing within that would
injure our bodies or render them unclean, for in doing so, we
not only do injustice to our bodies, but likewise retard the
growth of a righteous spirit.
·
A tooth is a small organ, of a bony character, composed of
the hardest particles of the body-formation. Collectively,
they are the most important organs of mastication, the tQngue,
cheeks and lips aiding.
At birth, a babe (with few exceptions) has no teeth; yet
their development started long before that time, from what
we term the tooth follicle., or tooth bud. There is a case on record where a. child has its entire set of teeth at birth; also record
of several which have grown to manhood without obtaining
a single tooth, either temporary or permanent. Normally,
during the early part of fetallife~about the sev.enth weekthere appears on the border of the jaw a ridge of tissue
epithelium, known as .the dental r1dge. This tissue is de"
fl.ected inward at each point where a tooth is likely to be
formed, becoming concave in shape, like a cup. This is called
the enamel organ, and corresponds in size and shape to the
dentinal org[t)n which is formed and arises from: .below. This
d!entinal organ, or matrix, begins to assume the shape of the
tooth about the ninth week, and at the end of the twelfth
week, the follicles or buds of the deciduous, or first teeth,
are complete and r1est i.n a groove in the jaw. This e:r..amel
and dentine orga1n is nothing more than the matrix or form,
to establish the shape of the enamel and dentine of the .tooth.
It is within these that the hard, or mineral substance is de"
posited by special cells, which disappear after their work is
completed. The crowns of the first te•eth are nearly all calcified at birth.
The follicles, or buds., of the permanent teeth are formed
from the stems of the budf> of the temporary teeth, and are·
all formed before birth, with the exception of the second and
third molars.
Normally, the first temporary tooth is erupted when the
babe is from five to seven months old, although this time may
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vary tw<r or three months eithe•r way. What a commotion is
s.et up when tha't first tooth is discov.ered! Everybody must
examine it, and comment upon it; the telephone is kept busy
_carrying the discovered illews; a post card is hurriedly dis~ patched! to grandma-all to thei v·ery great wonderment of the
child! .
A mother may ask when the hygiene of the teeth should
begin. I would answer, "before the teeth are erupted, or im'mediately after the birth of the babe. Its mouth should be
kept in .the same hygienic condition as when containing teeth.
This may be accomplished by the da.ily wash of some simple
antiseptic solution, such as boric acid ~n sterilized or boiled
water. This may be done by wrapping cotton about a. stick of
suitable size', or, as some prefer, about the finger. If the
baby is fed from the nursing bottle, great care should be exercized to see that the bottles and nipples are kept absolutely
sterile, to prevent infantile affections within the mouth or
throat. Especially should this carer be particular about the
time or during the time of the eruption of the teeth, for the
reason that as the tooth cuts through the mucous memhra1ne,
it gives opening through which infection may very readily
enter the tissues.
_
When the child is two and a half to thr·e1e years old, it should
have all its first teeth-ten above and ten below··-hventy in all.
The child should be taught the use of the tooth brush, and the
object, before this time, or as soon as it can understand. A
child likes to imitate ~nd thus it may be given a tooth brush
of its. own at an early age, and taught to form the Jtabit of
brushing its teeth (using a brush adapted in size,) at the
same time and in the same way as its mother does. This
with the child, as with the grown person, should become a
habit-a very necessary part of the daily toile•t.
(To be continued.)

Current Events
(The following from our superintendent of the departm8Jnt
of Curre;nt Events, will be1 found most suggestive and helpful to those of our members who will be interested in taking
up this subject in a regular way this winter. The superintendent will be glad to advise, or outline work, in response
to request! Address Mrs. Gertrude Sessions, Fresno, California.)
The study of current events by our auxiliary women should
be considered as necessary and valuable as the perusal of the
morning paper. None of us can afford to be ignorant of the
social and scientific movements of this momentous age.
Some women's clubs have a current event day each quarter;
others devote a few minutes of each session to a revi-ew of
important events. Ther latter method will perhaps be f.oUind
the most practical and satisfactory. More may be accomplished in a short time, if the matter is divided into topics,
with a special work assigned to different committees, or to
each individual member, if it is wished to have the reports
made in response to roll call. Some suggested divisions are•:
politics, economics, science, war news.
While newspapers assist us in obtaining k.nowledJge of the
world's happenings., research should not be confined to them.
Editorials often give the meaning and importance of the day's
events, but editors vary in kind and quality.
Mo1nthly reviews, such as Review of R·eviews, or World's
Work, are very good. Articles in such weeklies as The SatU1'day Evening Post, Colliers, The lndepenihent, and others,
by men who are in positions to give ther truest insight into
conditions, should he read.
Some of the able corr-espondents who are writing from
Europe, China, and Mexico are Samuel Blythe, Will Payne,
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George Kibbe Turner, Will Irwin, and Carl Ackermap.. Spe~
cial attention may be called to the articlesc on Russia, by
Charles E. Russell. One will be found in Collier's for Septem,..
ber 22, entitled "Democracy in Russia." The same issue
contains an interesting. scientific article e;ntitled "Gordon
Edwards, the man who conquered pain."
The PopulCiff Science Monthly will be found very fine and
reliable on every topic of scientific research. Another pubHcation well-liked is The National Geographic Magazine.
Let us enter into this year's study with the strong desire
to make .ourselves more intelligent and efficient for the Master's work.
GERTRUDE SESSIONS.

Asked at a Reunion Auxiliary Meeting
Query: What value would you attach to play as a factor in
the development of a child?
Reply: by Sister Dora Howland: This is ·indeed a broad
subject to be answered so briefly, but it is. also• very inter.esting.
Educators and par~nts of to-day have very different ideas
upon many subjects than those that were taught fifty or more
years ago. Play was then thought to be only for the y.oung
child, and: not to be indulged in too constantly, or too noisily,
even by him! Work was always recognized as work, and: so
performed-never to be mixed with play.
How much better the moder1n method, of making work attractive by turning it into play! The child, in the kindergarten, first 1earns to .play and work together. Play is his
work, and work is his .play. As he grows and develops, he is
. provided with la.rger fields for the exercise of his play-spirit.
The finely equipped pla.ygrounds providedl by our cities where
children may play .under the watchcare and guidance of
trained leaders, are evid~nces of our fuller realization of the
value this tendency has in his life. Wholesome, entertaining
play develops the child mentally, physically, and morally.
He is taught lessons in play which are of value to him all
his life, such as fairness, courtesy, honest dealing, and consideration. Where a child! has be~n taught to play fairly, to
be "on the' square" with his playmates, to be willing to "give
and take" good-naturedly, we will later find a business man
who caTries the same principles into his activities in the world.
Those who have made such things a study, have thought
play of enough importance as an educ.ational factor, to have
brought about its •emphasis in the prepa.ration for teaching.
In the normal schools of the country we find courses of study
for those wishing to teach or supervise in the playground department; and most cities have a salaried official whose business is to plan for the play of the young, and to supervise the
same.
Play, or pleasure of the right sort, creates cheerfulness;
cheerfulness developed! in a child, gives him o;ne of the gr•eatest assets in life-both for business and for character. It
helps him to get mol'e out of life, and to put more into it,more of that which is worth while. Good spirits make for
good digestion; while melancholy, or overwork, undermine
health of body and mind.
Success in business depends upon the art of pleasing. The
cheerful executive is taking the place of the old driving force
in the business world. The man who has learned how to play,
how to •relax, how to enjoy, is the one who is most cheerful,
most successful. Cheerfulness costs nothing, pet is a gift or
accomplishment beyond price. The merry heart goe's all the
way; the sad one tires in a mile.
"All work ano no play, makes Jack a dull boy." Shall we
deny our future men and women this prime requisite of hap-

piness,-this talisma,n of success, by denying to the child his
God-give;n right to play, and the joy of life?
9

15,000 Mothers Die in the United States

---,------------------------~

More women 15 to 45 years of age .die in the United States
f:iiom conditions inCident to maternity than from any other
cause except tuberculosis. And since 1900, while the death
rates from tuberculosis, typhoid, diphtheria and croup, and
certain other prev.entable diseases have bee;n grea.tly reduced,
the availal5le figures for the dea.th registration a•rea show no
decrease in the proportion of mothers whose lives are sacrificed yearly to ignorance and improper care in childbirth.
These facts and their causes, with a detailed study of
maternal'death rates in the United States and foreign countries, are set forth in a bulletin on Materna.! Mortality by
Dodor Grace L. Meigs, which has just been issued by the
Children's Bureau of the United States Department of 'Labor.
Doctor Meig;:; emphasizes the inseparable connection betwe·en. the life and health of the mother and the life and
health of her baby. She points out that the 15,000 maternal
deaths which occur annually in the United States are J.argely
preventable; that thes·e 15,000 deaths are merely a rough
index .of unmeasured preventable illness among mothers; and
that the protection of mothers is ess.ential to the saving of
babies' lives.
How can the protection of mothers be accomplished?
Two underlying causes are assigned for the pre,sent condiHons:
Firs.t. The hazards have been either ignored or accepted as
unavoidable. "K;nowledge of the ne1ed for good care at childbirth is essential; the lack of such knowledge and of a demand for this care has been, probably, the chief factor in
producing the present indifference to this phase of preventive·
medicine. Communities are still to a great extent indifferent
to or ignorant of the number of lives of women lost yearly
from childbirth."
"The S•econd fundamental cause-the difficulty of obtaining adequate care-is seen to depend to a large extent on the
first. As women, their husbands, physicilans, and communities r,e,a.Iize the absolute need of skilled care, methods for providing it will be developed."
The city problem and the rural problem are both discussed.
Eve;n in city well supplied with clinics and hospitals the
number of women served by them is small in comparison with
the number who bear their children without r.eceiving ·adequate care. Certain sections of the population depend on
ignorant midwives. But the Deader is reminded tha.t women
of moderate means who cannot pay large fees and who will
not vis.it a' clinic sometimes receive the Ieast benefit from improvements in standards of care.
"In rural districts many women bear their children with no
attendant other than the husband, a relative, or a neighbor.
The 1nearest physician may be miles away, the nearest hospital much farther."
Doctor Meigs refers to the work for maternal and child
welfare which has been dev•eloped in New Zealand and in
Canada, and suggests a "unit plan" for a rural county in this
country to include:
A rural nursing service, centering at the COUJnty seat, with
nurses especially trained to recognize dangerous symptoms in
prespective mothers.
An accessible county center to which mothers could come
for information about personal hygiene.
A cottage hospital or beds in an accessible general hospital,
especially for the pr.o·per care of ab;normal <;ases.
Skilled a.ttendance obtainable by each mother in the county.
-Government Bulletin.
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[

L.ETTER DEPARTMENT ]
Pru.ssian Views---From a German

[The following letter is of interest because it is from a
German and shows the recognitio,n of a philosophy which has
puzzled many of ~our readers. Surprising as it may be, it
still would seem from the great preponderance of e'Vidence,
that in twenty or thirty years a decided change has been taking place in Germany and a people trained in Prussianism
and the idea of war as a good thing. It. presents, indeed, a
v~ery grave problem. We would not print this, .even though
well established as it is, were it not that it is sent in by a
German, and so we submit it f,or what it is worth.-Ei:nTORS.]
DELAVAN LAKE, WISCONSIN, September 23, 1917.
Editvr8 Herald: Am s~nding the following f01· our valuable
paper, believing it will he of great worth to our .readers. I
am of German dlescent, my grandfather on my father's side
not speaking a word other than the German language until
he was thirteen years of age. The sentiments expressed
herein hav·e much tlie same ring as that adv;ocated by Brigham Young and Alexander Dowie where~n it says we a're
morally and intellectually superior beyond all comparison. I
wonder if it was all actuated by the same spir~t. Mr. Dowie
made a similar statement as the above in the Leaves of Healing, several years ago when comparing himself with our
elders.
Perhaps many of our readers do not know what the p,russian creed is. Therefore we will give it he.re verbatim as
given by Owen Wister ~n the P~entecost of Ca.Iamity, published by the Macmillan Company.
Sincerely your brother in the gospel,
F. M. BALL.
"The following is an embodiment, a compos,ite statement, of
Prussianism, compiled sentence by sentenc'e from the utterances of Prussians, the Kaiser a,ndl his generals, prof,es.sors,
editors, and Nietzsche, part of it said in cold blood, years before this war, and all of it a declaration of faith now being
ratified by action:
" 'We Hohenzolie:rns take our crowri from God alone. On
me the Spirit of God has descended. I regard my whole ...
task as appointed by heaven. Who opposes me I shall crush
to pieces. Nothing must be settled in this world without
the interve~1tion ... of . ; . the German Emperor. He who
listens to public opinion runs a. danger of inflicting immense
harm on ... the State. When one occupies certain positions
in the world: one ought to make dupes rather than friends.
Christian momlity caD!not be political. Treaties are only a
disguise to conceal other political aims. Remember that the
German people are the chosen of God.
" 'Might is right and ... is, decided by war. Every youth
who enters a beer-drinking and dueling club will receive the
true direction of h_is life. War in itself is a good thing. God
will see to it that war always recurs. The efforts directed
toward the abolition of war must not only be termed :£oolish,
but absolutely immoral. The peace of Europe is only a secondary matter for us. The Bight of suffer~ng does one goodJ;
the infliction of suffering does one mm'e good. This war
must be conducted as.~ruthlessly as possible.
" 'The Belgians should not be shot dead. They should be ...
so left as to make impossible all hope of Ncovery. The troops
are to treat the Belgian civil population with unrelenting
severity and frightfulness. Weak nations have not the same
right to live as powerful . . . nati~ns. The world has ;no
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longer need of little nationalities. We Germans have little
esteem and less respect ... for Holland. We need to enlarrge
our colonial possessions; such territorial acquisitions we can
only realize at the cost of other states.
"'Russia must no longer be our frontie~r. The Polish press
should be a,nnihilated . . . likewise the French and Danish.... The Poles should be allowed . . . three privileges: to
pay taxes, serv~e in the army, and shut their jaws. F ranee
must he so completely crushed that she will never again
cross our path. You must remember that we have not come
to make war on the French people, but to bring them the
higher civilization. The French have shown thems~e~ves
decadent and without respect for the divine law. Against
England we fight for booty. Our real enemy is E,ngland. We
have to ... crush a,hsolutely perfidious Albion ... subdue her
to such an extent that her influence all over the world is
broken forever.
" 'German should replace English as the world language.
English, the bastard! tongue . . . must be swept into the remotest corners . . . until it has returned to its original ele, me,nts of an insignificant pirate dialect. The German language acts as a blessing which, coming direct f~rom the hand
of God, sinks into the heart like a precious balm. To us,
more than any other nation, is intrusted the true structure
of human existence. Our own country, by employing military
power, has attained a degree of culture which it could never
have reached by peaceful means.
"'The civilization of ma,nkind suffers every time a Ge1rman
becomes an American. Let us drop our miserable attempts to
excuse Germany's action. We willed it. Our might shall
create a new law in Europe. It is Germany that strikes.
We are morally and intellect.ually superior beyond all com, parison.... We must ... fight with Russian beasts, English
mercenaries and Belgian fanatics. We have nothing to a polo-·
gize for. It is no consequenee whatever if all the monuments
ever created, all the pictures. ever painted, all the buildings
ever erected by the gl'eat architects of the worlrl, be destroyed. The ugliest stone placed to mark the burial of a
German grenadier is a more glorious monument than all the
cathedrals of Europe. put together. No respect for the tombs
of Shakespeare, Newton and Faraday.
• "'They call us barbarians. What of it? The German
claim must be: ... E1ducation to hate. . . . Organization of
hatred .... Education to the desire for hatred. Let us abolish
unripe and false shame. . . . To us is given faith, hope and
hatred; but hatred is the greatest among them.' "

Bishop Evans Lectures at Niagara Falls
I told you in my last letter we were going to have a rally
here in behalf of ceiebrating the opening of the addition to
our church. Brother Place and I made arrangements to have
Bishop R. C. Eva,ns come and give one of those grand lectures on the unchanlS'eability of God. The most interesting
subject of present time is the story of the angels at the Battle' of Mons. Bishop did justice to this. He quoted scripture
to show that angels in the past had encamped around about
them and the love and fear of the Lord deliver,ed them. He
did not want for scripture to prove that angels are real beings, not all dead or orn long journeys as some churches have
them, but were heavenly messengers of God, and God was
ever ready to send them to defend the right against wrong.
The Queens Theater was packed to the droors and a Ia~rge
crowd was tutned 'away. The Shredded: Wheat Kilties Band
furnished the music and a collection was taken up in behalf
of the l'etumed soldiers. This amounted to eighty-seven dollars and s·eventy-seven cents. The soldiers declared this was
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the first that had been done in the way of showing appreciation for the returned soldiers for what they had done for
Canada.
The lecture is the talk of the city and will no doubt remove
a lot of the prejudice about the angel story of our church,
although he did not touch on this. He gave them the milk
first. We feel satisfied from the s.tatements of Doctor Musgrove, M.P. P. and Mayor ClE~ndening that Bishop Evans will
be requested to r·eturn to the Falls for another lecture:
NIAGARA FALLS, ONTARIO.
· J. MCANINCH.

Publishing Names of Enlisted Men

Brother R. W. Farrell tells us that he will confine his lecture efforts to one subject, and that "Hamlet." There are
many calls in for the lectures. listed i1n the recent announcement of the general board, some as far ahead as February.i;
B1:1other R. W. Farrell says: "Organized a boy scout troop
in the church last night (OctoheT 2) with full quota of thirtytwo and three assistant scoutmasters. The boys are enthusiastic."
Mr. and Mrs. John Emmert Ehrke are at home in 1304
East Twenty-seventh Street, Kansas City, Missouri, where
they will welcome their friends. Mrs. Ehrke was before her
marriage Miss Marie Riggs.

"Booster Day-SU!nday, October 14," announces the latest
[The question the brother raises is a,n important one, and
circular from the pastor of the Bo~ton Branch and 0. R.
has been giv;en due consider,ation by a number of us. So far Miller, the missionary in that territory. By the use of literawe have not arrived at a definite plan by which we can work. tur,e of this kind, they are getting favorable results.
To furnish literature to approximately seven hundred men, or
Mrs. Lillie Pou, of Faulkner, Kansas, says. theDe has not
keep a standing register of their names ~nd addresses is no
small a.ffair as will be recog111ized. W·e desire' to make the been any preaching there for years and would be glad if any
publications serve the best interests· of all their r·eaders and elders could call 10n them. She lives three fourths of a mile
north of town and is a daughter of Brother W. S. Taylor.
are therefore willing to have the matter discussed.-EDITORS.]
It is ,a great privilege to he able to write you at this time.
In order that no one should forget his duty on October
My former letters brought a number of replie,s, and for them 15 whe,n the voters of Iowa record their convictions on conI feel grateful. Under these very trying conditions it is hard stitutional prohibition, Lamoni has been divided into districts
to live as we have been accus,tomed. WhHe the echoes of war and each voter visited by a member of a committee chosen for
are resounding on our shores, camps are being built, troops that purpose.
are being mobilized, industry taX"ed to its utmost to feed
Brother Horace Darby is the only missionary under conferthis grim monste!l:' and homes are bei,ng stripped of thei!l:'
. enee appointment in Minnesota at prese,nt, but he desires to
manhood, while sorrowing mothers, are lamenting the departure of loved ones, sacrificing their all for the cause of liberty, do the best he can to cover the field. He would like to hear
from any isolated members in the Minnesota District who dewe recognize these as periLous times. It all makes us wonder
sir·e missionary work done in their neighborhood this winte:r.
'about the future. Now, if •ever, we must all shine in our
Address him ·at Knife River, Minnesota, care Samuel Flores.
daily life,' and show tha.t the gospel of the ages is the gospel
Any of our lads at Camp ,Funston, Kans,as, should call on
tried and f,ound trustworthy. My pray•er is that we all may
have in our hearts an abundance of this gospel and put it to Private Harry Burrows, Fourteenth Company, One Hundred
and S'ixty-fourth Depot Brigade. Evidently because of a
the test.
Whi1e there are many things from time to time that serve missent call to the colors, he was take,n very suddenly from
to make us discouraged, yet we must all live in faith, looking his home at Chetopa, Kansas, and finds the leavii!lg of wife
and relativ.es a great trial.
forward to the. time whE~n peace shall abound.
I would suggest that inasmuch as there are so many of
Brother Oscar Okerlind is at present at Cawood, Missouri,
our young men in the service that the church, either as indi- preaching in the ,christian church, assisted by W. B. Torvidual branches or as the gE~neral body, take some action in rance, whom he speaks of as always willi,ng and ready to help
making a register wherein the name's and adrll'esses of all in every good w'ork. Sister Annie Tonance, his daughter,
enlisted Saints may be had :and those inclined could send a plays the organ, so they have good music. Attendance is fair.
line when they chose. I received several days ago a package The Guilford Saints are preparing for the stake conference,
of magazines. They were specially marked and all good ar- October 12 and 14.
ticles were pointed out. This was a fine suggestion and I
The Saints' reunion at North Platte, Nebraska, is reported
hope it is carrJ.ed further. I am fortunate in having the
HERALD sent regularly, but would av.preciate any letters con- ' in detail. by Sister Lillie M. Richards, of that place. We extaining curr,ent events, etc. I will be glad to hear from any- tract the following items: It was the most successful reunion
one and I know all our Saints in the service f·eel the same ever held in the district, Saints coming from all directions as
far as seventy-five miles. The services were ~nspirational
way.
Yours in gospel service,
and much appreciated, special mention being made of the
WILLIAM M. SAUTER.
question services at four p. m. each day. The next reunion is
CAPE MAY, NEW JERSEY, u. s. N. R. T.
to be held at North Platte.

From Here and There
We are informed that Brother Harvey Sandy has moved to
511 Wabash Avenue, Kansas City, Missouri. He is a member
of the general Gospel Lite,rature Commission.
The pleasing cou,ntenance of Apostle F. M. Sheehy was
noted in Lamoni on the lOth, he being in town for a brief
visit in the interests of church work.
Brother G. R. Wells is in Independence, Missouri, this
week on a trip in the interests of the Sunday school work,
especially as it pertains to the Quarterly work.

A letter from Brother A. G. Miller, incloses another, from
the secreta.ry of theY. M. C. A. at Fort Screven, Georgia, in
which he points out that the War Work Council of the Young
Men's Christian Association deemed it wise since the association is i!lOnsectarian, that sectarian literature be not placed
in -the Y. M. C. A. reading rooms. "We can use Bibles and
Testaments and religious literatur~e in general that pertains
to no special doctrine, and would appreciate anything you
can furnish in that line," he says. We se1nt him some. copies
of the HERALD and Autumn Leav•es.
The Akron (Ohi·o) Press, of October 5, tells of the unearth~ng of stone implements and metal tools from a mound in
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of the gospel as I was, not knowing of such a church in existence; They are as fine as the Michigan farmer, but the
gospel has never been ~ntlloduced among them.
I am not farming now, but feel very near them and would
be glad for any advice that would bring us all in closer touch
with each other. Anything that tends towards unity helps
the cause along.
We need the prayers of the Saints for the adva1ncement
of the work here and to help us over the rough places of this
life. I would like to ask a question. I heard one of our eiders
say some two years ago, that before this great war a number
of nations signed a pledge to try f,or a year to settle all diffiBrother J. F. Min tun desires us to note his change in
culties by arbitration before declaring war. They broke
address as 1504 Dorr Street, Toledo, Ohio. He has l'ecently
their pledge and of course brought God's judgment upon them.
moved to the ;new location.
Did the United States sign that pledge? If' so, can we expect
Brother Audre M. Fisher, of Camp McArthur, Waco, Texas, a1nything else than the Lord to place a curse upon this N awould like to meet any Saints in the army there, or any tion, when she would declare war without trying for a year
others. He is in Oompany L, One Hundred and Twenty- to settle by arbitration? _·Can we, as Saints, expect God's
blessing on the church if, we proclaim war and uphold any
eighth Infantry, National Gua11d.
The Wellington (Ohio) Ent!erpris>e publishers print a government in breaking a pledge? This seems a very serious
commendatory artide on the ;new rubber tire factory with thing to me. Have I in any way the wrong idea? I want to
which Brother Eben Miller is connected at that place. They take a firm stand for the right and stay with it, but I cannot
statlel that orders are booked as far ahead as nine months see where we should boost war under such conditions. If
·and it is expected that the factory will be in full operation united, we stand, and. divided we fall, surely we are doomed
to fall, for the division in the land is great.
before spring.
I love the boys of this land. Being only young myself and
The Food Conservation Administration has, Qn request of having many friends in different States, I dislike to' see them
President Wilson, postponed the closing of the campaign till go to Europe when they will be needed so badly at home, in
the· week of October 28 to N ov;ember 4, on account of the the near future. It may be that I see farther ahead than some,
conflict with the closing week of the Liberty Loan Campaign. as I have been shown by the ·Spirit of God the strife and turEvery housewif1e is asked to sign a pledge <lard, agl'eeing to moil that awaits this land, and when that shall have come,
do her utmost to conserve the Nation's food resources.
how will we feel, with the choicest of our boys, the pride of
'S·ome districts are still dehating whether or not the schools our Nation, driven from home? On the other hand, if we had
should print the names of the pupils giving Christmas offer'- spent one year doing all we could trying to settle by arbitra-.
ing or it be represented by a single line, with the name of tion and would have failed notwithstanding, we cou1d have
the school. It is still a matter of personal choice and should prepared our soldiers ~n case of need. Then, even the Gerbe so considered by those contributing. The saving is con- man syl?pathizers would have turned bitte'r against the
sicl,e;rable, as has been pointed out, yet there are many who - Kaiser.
I truly was pleased with the HERALD of September 12, esthink the children should not be compelled to do all the saving.
pecially topic under heading, "Spiritual manifestations at
Lamoni reunion," beginning at top of page 867, first column.
TAYLORVILLE, ILLINOIS, September 18, 1917.
Editors Herald: I have been a reader of the HERALD for This is one of the things I have been liste;ning for ever since
some time which I surely 1ove to read. I am glad to learn I knew anything of the church, for I am persuaded that
through the letters of the advancement of the cause. But while the world calls it nonsense and the scientists pronounce
not seeing any letters from this part of the Lord's vineyard, it impossible, the Lord will bring forth some of these things.
I will close by addi1ng my testimony that I know this work
I decided to write. I 1am only young in the work, but we have
is
of God, ahd to my brothers and sisters in Michigan, will
received many blessings, seen the manifestation of God's
say
we would be glad to Jeceive a letter from any of you,
power in many ways, dreams, visions, heali1ng of the sick, etc.
though
I have but little time to write. Address me Route 6,
We were baptized in June, 19'15, by Elder William Grice as
Taylorville,
Illinois.
In gospel bonds,
we lived in Eastern Michigan at that time, where we had
GUY E. MOSES;
moved from her'e (T,aylorville) in February, 1913. W.e never
had heard of the gospel until about nine months before we
[Prior to the war, the United States was instrumental in
enlisted in the army of the Lord.
negotiating several treaties with different of the world IllaWe returned home last November and have felt sad many tions or powers, requiring that any matters of dispute should
times with the conditions that do exist. There are but few be submitted to arbitration and that one year should elapse.
Saints here. None at all in the little country town where we live s·uch a treaty was offered to Germany. It was negotiated by
which is about nine miles from church. We have been unable Mr. Bryan with several of the leading powers of Europe and
to get any meetings started here yet. I hope we may in the elsewhere. G&many refus,ed, however, to sign. This was not
near future for I feel that the Lord has much people in this a joint act, but was a treaty between the U1nited States and
place. Elders Baker and Fulk held street meet~ngs for sev- other individual governments. Our recollection is that Engeral weeks in Taylorville this summe1r to a very indifferent land and Franc,e signed such trea,ties and that between
twenty or thirty such treaties had been signed before the
people.
The common people here are quite distinctly divided into outbreak of this war. In the case of this war, the Teutonic
the union and nonunion laborers~ and the gospel is represented natio,ns had not signed such a treaty, and not only began the
principally by the former class. That is where Eastern war, but also engaged in acts of war against the United
Michiga,n is far ahead of this. Those acquainted with Michi- States. The United States had entered protest without avail
gan know she has done a great work for the churrch among. and endeavored to adjust. It had occurred not once, but
the farm,ers, and many of the farmers here are as ignorant many times prior to the outbreak of the war. Some had sugSummit County, .Ohio. One was a piece of copper about an
inch and a half in Ieng'th, about as thick as a lead pencil.
The other is described as "small lump of iron, which was once
evidently a crude model of a human head. But the effect of
the damp clay in which the iron wa1:1 buried has nearly effa,.ced
the modeling." It is pointed out as a peculiar and striking
feature that 1none of the relics £ound were flint, but of a peculiar, rust-colored stone, which a state official had termed
iron stone. The whole top of the mound was walled with
stone. The relics found are to be placed in the Columbus
Museum.
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gested that the United States Government had warned Germany mol'e than four times and had suffered more tha,n four ·
offenses. We submit this for what it may be worth. But
this is at least the basis on which the United States is at warr,
the conthmed declaration and action against this Goverrnment.
The United States broke no such terms in entering the war.
The church has not p11oclaimed war, nor are we prepared to
say that the war is not the result of wrong conditions in the
world, as we think it possible that it is.-EDITORS.]
·
FLINT, MICHIGAN, September 24, 1917.
Editors Herald: We report the Bay Port, Michigan, and the
Blaine, Michiga1n, two-day meetings held September 8 and 9
and 15 a,nd 16, respectively.
At Bay Port, ther·e were eleven meeting3 helc, including
three prayer meetings, o1n e priesthood, six preaching, and one
round table. Attendance was good, ti.lli!l.g the church at most
every meeting. On Monday morni,ng. the third prayer meeting wa,s held. There was a good Spirit present and the gi.ft
of tongues was manifested, speaking to !:our of the brethren
and the Saints in the interpretation. Later, thr·ee other
brethren were spoken to. These meetings were a source ::~f
strength to all the Saints attending.
At Blaine, there were nine meetings held including two
. prayer and s'E1V1en preaching se:rvioes. The preaching was of
high order a nd good advice was given to both Saints and nonmember. The Sunday morning prayer service was one of
the best eve1r attended. In two hours there were eleven
prayers, nineteen songs, sixty-five testimonies, and four gifts
of prophecy.
It was big undertaking for the few at Blaine, but each
felt ·repaid for the1 effort put forth.
FRED W. CADOW,
MATTHEW W. LISTON,
P'ness Committee.
1

SPOKANE, WASHINGTON, October 5, 1917.
Editors Herald: •Since last reporting to your valuable pages,
our pastor, Brother S. S. Smith, has baptized four in the font
at the church, and two at the Valley Branch in Idaho. His
recent trip to Pasco, Washington, resulted in the baptism of
one more, Rose M. McClinsey.
Brother R. Newby, our missionary, reports the baptism of
one, while in Okanogan Comity, also the baptism of his little
ni-ece, here at Spoka,ne. Another name was added to our
re.cord wbien Brother Howard baptized the daughter of
William Ahern at Coeur d' Alene, Idaho. So the work is
slowly gaining in these parts.
Brother R. Newby reports the ordination of Brother Robert
Broadway ·of British Columbia to the office of elder. He
will probably make a valuable,.helper to the work in his
vicinity.
Our children's meeting has not been as enthusiastically received here in the branch, as it should be. Instead of having
it every Sunday, as we started, we think it· a better plan to
have it only twice a month.
Our Christmas offering is coming on fine. It will probably
reach the two hundred dollar mark.
Brother Oscar Case and family have mov·ed back to this
city from Montana. We are glad to welcome him back as
he was our former pastor.
Evangelist Russell of Wisconsi,n occupied our pulpit September 9 and also on the 11th. He offered rn,any good
thoughts.
Brother Smith spoke to us Sunday morning of the Zion
of latter da.ys, and in the ev•ening, of the gathering of Israel.
Both sermons were a strong appeal to the people and were

greatly appreciated. Normal work is now being taken up by
the teachers and officers of our ',Sun'day school. We know
there is much good derived from this study if the proper
amount of time is devoted to it.
Our city is much alive to the conditions of the day and has
proved herself, by .no means, a slacker in her patriotic duty.
Boys in Unde Sam's uniform are much in evidence and the
wild hilarity of the recruit is a familiar sound.
CoRRESPONDENT.
INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI, October 3, 1917.
Editors Herald: You a'l'e no doubt well acquainted with the
special activities now being well under way here, on educational Hnes, so we will mention only a few items. J. A.
Koehler is to teach a class in economics; A. E. McKim, journalism; Professor .Salisbury, F.rench; Mrs. F. Pender, Spanish. Sister Morgan's class in shorthand, also classes in home
nursing, English composition, psychology, elocution, etc., met
in their ·respective plac·es under the various teachers appointed, a1nd on their special da.ys of last week. There is considerable zeal manifested by the young people, and the work
is advancing in a spirit of loyalty to those who have it in
charge.
The lecture given last Sunday· ev•ening at the church was
both educ~tiQnal and very entertaining, and was listened to
by a very large audiC~nce. The subject treated was arch.reology, and the speaker was Doctor Edgar L. Hewett, one of
the foremost archmologists of America. The scenes of nature
on the journeyings taken by the lecturer, as presented on
the screen, were fine, and vere vividly explained.
Our soldier lads left on 8eptember 26, and many a saddened
heart watched their departure. When we re3!d the letter
from Brother · R. May in the Ensign, regarding .the war
scenes, .we s.eemed again to hear the drums from afar and
were again reminded of the wonderful events of this cruel
world-wide war, amd felt to cry out to Him who ruleth the
nations that he will give success to those· that fear him, and
whose banners float above in honor to the principles of freedom, justice and humanity.
ABBIE A. HoRTON.

II

MISCEL~EOUS DEPARTMENT

Convention Minutes
OWEN S:oUND.-Sunday school, at Owen Sound, >September
14. R'eports show 21 Sunday schools with a total membership
of 828. An address was giwm. by district superintendent on
"How to successfully run your Sunday school." An excellent
paper on "The home department" was read by home department superintendent. Sister Hannah Leeder gave a.n address
on "Object lessons to secretaries." Business was completed
and the following officers were elected: R. J. Wilcox, superintendent; Ernest 1Clark, first assistant. Ches.ter M. Smirth,
second assistant; Lillia1n Perkins, secretary, Amelia Taylor,
,chorister; Lizzie Morrison, home department superintendent;
Clifford Eniott, treasurer; Mrs.. Benson Belrose, cradle roll
department superintendent; Hannah Leeder, memher of
library commission. Adjourned to meet at Redickvile, at 2
p. m., day previous to conferC~nce. Lillian Perkins, secretary.

Convention Notices
Western Montana Sunday school, at Deer Lodge, No'V'ember
2. P·rayer service 10.30 a. m. Business meeting and rounq
table 2.30 p. m. Progmrn in the evening. Mrs. G. W. Thorburn, superintendent; Catherine B. Murray, s1ecretary.

Book Reviews
AN OLD FRIEND OF THE CHILDREN.-A beautiful edition of
The Water Babies by Charles Kingsley has been issued' this
year by the. J. B. Lippincott Co., Philadelphia. It comes in
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a new Stories all Children Love series, illustrated in color,
att.ractiw> linen paper, dainty head and tail p.i,eces and decorative bindings in gold :lind colo.r. Large octavo, $1.35 net.
In the series a.re some of the most famous stories 'ever
written, stories well known in thousands of homes. Fourteen
of these are announced and others of the series a.re in p.repa.ration, As for this book, it is a delightful "fairy tale fo.r a
land baby," by a man who loved and .reverenced all created
things.

Our Departed Ones
BARNETT.-William P. Barnett, born in Clarion County,

THE MORMON GIRL.-Paula B.rown
Dykes, a member of the Reorganized
Church, who has lived in Utah fo.r years,
writes a telling indictment of Brighamist
spiritual and carnal methods in this
novel. No one can resist the .realism of
the story. It is so entirely different
f.rom the usual anti-"Mormon" work; so
sincere and straightforward in its style,
and natural in its plot. Founded on facts.
No. 371, cloth ......................................$1.00
YouNG's ANALYTICAL Co'NcoRDANCE.The famous, exhaustive Bible .reference
book, by Robert Young, LL. D., "containing eve.ry wo.rd in alphabetical o.rder,
arranged under the Hebrew or Greek
original, with the literal meaning of
each, and its pronunciation; exhibiting
about 311,000 .references, marking 30,000'
various readings in the .New Testament.
With the latest information on Biblical
geography and antiquities." Containing
also' "A sketch of .recent explorations in
Bible lands," by Reverend Thomas Nicol,
B. D. This concordance is calculated for
the use of the "simplest .reade.r. of the
English Bible." No. 321, cloth, net
................................................................ $6.00
JOAN OF ARc.-"Frances" he.re tells
the sto.ry of Joan of Arc in a most human way. The F.rench heroine is here
brought down to the present and is seen
as a living being, .rathe.r than a remote
historical character. The .social .revolution she helped b.ring about, the service
she .rendered he.r country, make the sto.ry
of her life interesting to all generations.
Joan. is an inspiration.
No. 370,
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Pennsylvania, June 25, 1859, died October 1, 1917, at his home
4400 Twelfth St.reet, Rock Island, Illinois. Baptized June 13,
1886, by E. T. Bryant at Millersburg, Illinois. Ordained
deacon, Ma:rch 15, 1914. Funeral f.rom new church at Rock
Island, sermQn lby E. A. Curtis, assisted by H. J. Archambault.
WoRKMAN.-Garrie Eva Workman, born June 27, 1875;
died at her home at Weir, Kansas, October 6, 1917. In 1890
she married David Workman, who with 6 daughters and 2
sons survive her. She was united w,iith the church years ago
and was esteemed in the community wher'e she lived many
years. Services conducted at the home by Charles Fry.

DO YQU OWN YOUR HOME?
·

0,
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If not, change this condition right away and begin working

for yourself. In the territory along Burlington Lines in the
West tlhel'e are countless opportunities for'the homebuilder
ancl the investor.

Western Nebraska and Northeastern Colorado
excel in dairying, live s,tock and grain raising. Non-resident
owners have many well-located farms ($25 to $50 per acre,
with terms of payment easy), which they are unable to develop. Any industrious farmer can become well-to-do on one
of them in a remarkably short time.

WYOMING
Big Horn Basin irrigated lands'--near to beet sugar factories, oil refineries, coal mines and other natural resources
-which grow big crops of wheat, oats, alfalfa, sugar beets
and potatoes, can be bought at $50 and up per acre.
Some Very Desirable 640-Acre Free Homesteads, in a large
area, are still available.
Ask fo.r folders outlining the advantages of these
sections. Write me about your plans and I'll give
you the benefit of my experience. No charge for
for this-it's a part of Burlington Service.
S. B. HOWARD, Immigration Agent
Room 109A, Q Building, Omaha, Neb.
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Here ls Ch·riStmas

ering Money!

The Bishop is urging every Sunday School to raise as large a Christmas offering
as possible this year, and we have heard a hundred different plans that are being used.

We want to help too.

So during October and Novernber we will pay a commission

of 10 per cent on all new subscriptions, provided you turn it in for Christmas offering.

That means, for every new

H:ERALD

subscriber we will give you 15 cents, for

Ensign 10 cents, for A1tturnn Leaves 10 cents, and so for all the papers. Ask your
folks and friends if they are taking the church papers; if not, get them to.

Take

this advertisement and your subscriptions to your Sunday School Superintendent or
direct to Advertising Manager, Box 237,

Independe~ce,

REMEMBER: THIS OFFER IS GOOD FOR

Mo.

0 MONTHS ONLY

Fifteen Months for a Dollar

Convert Your Neighbor·

As an inducement to get you on our list

Is it worth fifty cents to you to put the

now> we are giving

Ensign in the home of a nonmember every

The Autumn Leaves

1veek for a year?

You owe at least that

much to the
vntill919 for One Dollar.

You are just in

tine too, to get the first chapters of Elbert

2~Iissionary

Cause.

Srcith's new serial:
rrhis offer is good for three months and
"Timbers for the Temple"
The entire family will like this story ·of~
Old Nauvoo and the rest of the A uturnn

Leaves.

Subscribe to-day.

for nonmembers only.
the Ensign be your preacher."
X onn:ember rate: 50 cents a year.

www.LatterDayTruth.org

NOTICE TO READER~ When you finish reading this magazine place a one-cent stamp
on this notice, and hand to any postal employee and it will be placed in the hands of
our soldiers or sailors at the front.
NO WRAPPING, NO ADDRESS.
A. S. BURLESON, Postmaster General.
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Official Publication of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints
-

"There shall not any man among you have save it
be one wife; and concubines he Rhall have none."Book of Mormon, Jacob 2: 36.

"If ye continue in my word, tlwn are ye my disciples indeed; a1'1Jd ye shall know the trruth, and th-e
truth shall mak1e you free."-John 3:31-82.

Lcimonri, !own, October 24, 1917
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IN GOD'S "MELTING POT''

L
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is clear that these mlm and women are in no way
responsible for the war or the manner of its prosecution.

We have many brethren of German extraction.
They do not care to be called German-Americans;
Yet they would be more than human if they did not
but prefer to be known as Americans of German
still
retain some spark of love for their fatherland.
descent. So far as we are aware they are entirely
S9
that
at this time their loyalty to the stars and
loyal to their adopted land.
stripes
may
cost them more than your loyalty does
Indeed the German people of the country as a
yo.u.
We
have
one sister in Lamoni who is of Gerwhole are deporting themselves in a very commendman
birth
who
has a brother in France under
able manner. The acts of violence and espionage
Pershing's
command
preparing to fight her other
that attract so much attention are few as compared
brothers
who
are
still
in Germany. She is loyal.
with the sober and loyal deportment of the great
But
at
a
price.
mass of people of Teutonic extraction resident in
As Saints we now have an opportunity to demonAmerica. And we are reminded that during the
strate
the Golden Rule. We must live with our
Civil War Americans of German descent did much
brethren
of German descent during the war-and
to save the union. They swung at least one great
afterward.
Let us live as brethren. It is not necesdoubtful State into line by their prompt action
sary
to
grieve
them by relating in their presence inand sacrifice of self.
America is supposed to be a great melting pot stances of alleged German atrocities. God will judge
into which all races are plunged, only to emerge all such matters, and/his vengeance will fall heavily
Americans. If that fusion and amalgamation be upon all transgressors. Justice and judgment are
not sufficient, we as Saints have been baptized in a his habitation and he has made of one blood all men
more SlJbtle flame-that which played over the as- everywhere.
We do not need to bait these brethren in argument
sembly at Pentecost. Paul assures us that those
who have been through God's "melting pot" are no in any way. The armies of the world are now in
longer Greek or Jew, bond or free. If he were here joint debate on these matters and we cannot alter
to-day he would draw no line between modern the situation if we would. Might does not make
right. But surely in this struggle somewhere right
nationalities within the church;
In many communities our brethren of German ex- must be found allied with armed might, and we betraction have for years been pillars in the church; lieve that right will prevail. We think, moreover,
and by their noble lives have won their right to be that we perceive where right is found. But let us
recogni21ed as an integral part ·Of that body of men quietly await that time of the decision.
and women that Jesus referred to as the "salt of
Before us as a church looms a work of such magthe earth." Having worked for some years among nitude that it challenges the united effort of all true
them I know whereof I speak in this connection.
Saints. The war may interrupt this work temYet there is danger that as the war goes. on, and porarily. But we admonish the Saints in all lands
.suffering comes upon America, race consciousness to so live, eschewing the spirit of hate, that when
may arise in our hearts and these people be made to the war is ended we may speedily reconcile our dif.suffer undeservedly. Whether birth be by accident ferences and again press forward in the redemption
or by design or by choice we do not know. But it ·of Zion. And the Saints in this land should he loyal
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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to their flag and their church and with mutual toleration and love dwell together in peace and unity
regardless of nationality.
ELBERT A. SMITH.
THE RIGHT OF A TEACHER TO SOLEMNIZE
MARRIAGES

In the SAINTS' HERALD for October 3, there appears
an answer to this question by President Frederick
M. Smith. President Smith, however, has suggested
that in accordance with the correspondence and discussion of this topic, an editorial might well be
written elucidating some of the points involved.
As a general rule, the statutes of each State set
forth those who are authorized to perform the marriage ceremony, which ordinarily includes a regularly ordained minister or pastor. Some limit the
right to a pastor or to a traveling missionary, that
is, one who has the right within his own State is
given a like right in the sister State.
The statutes of the State should always be looked
to, but as a rule, they recognize the right of the
minister who is so recognized by the organization.
If the organization authorizes the minister to perform such a ceremony, the State likewise recognizes
him to perform the ceremony and make return;
c;),therwise not.
The position of a church may be shown, either by
its written constitution, its written resolutions, or
by its custom. It is in this connection that the question was raised in Canada of the right of Hyrum
Dickhout, a priest, to perform a marriage ceremony.
Also the question was raised in Massachusetts in
the matter involving Frederick M. Blanchard, also
a priest. The attack in both instances, however,
was not to the right of the men to perform the ceremony, because the action of the church settled that
question. The attack was upon the rights of the
church, as has already been set out in these columns;
in both cases the right of the church was fully vindicated.
Now so far as the position of the church is concerned, we find the law set forth in section 111,
paragraph 1, of Dortrine and Covenants. "According to the custom of all civilized nations, marriage
is regulated by laws and ceremonies, therefore we
believe, that all marriages in this Church of Christ
of Latter Day Saints should be solemnized in a public
meeting, or feast, prepared for that purpose; and
that the solemnization should be performed by a
presiding high priest, high priest, bishop, elder, or
priest, not even prohibiting those persons wl].o are
desirous to get married, of being married by other
authority."
The above is a resolution of the general assembly

in 1835. So far as we know there is nothing decisive
in the revelations to the church or in either of the
two books, the Bible and the Book of Mormon.
Though it may be implied from the right of a priest
to baptize, and administer the sacrament and the
absence of such right with a teacher or deacon. But
the above resolution is directly binding upon the
church.
The question may be raised of the right of a
seventy, but all officers holding the Melchisedec
priesthood are included within the term elder, as it
would be absurd to claim that the elder could perform this ceremony, but· that an elder that has been
ordained a seventy, could not, in the absence of some
clear evidence to the contrary.
In addition we have the custom of the church,
which has been and is as above indicated, that either
some officer holding the Melchisedec priesthood or
a priest is requisite as an officiating officer and of
these any may act.
There is another possibility, and that is, suppose
a teacher is a presiding officer or pastor of a branch,
in accordance with section 120 : 2. Many of the
States authorize a pastor to perform such a ceremony. But a teacher with us is not properly a presiding officer over a branch, as that belongs primarily
to the Melchisedec priesthood.
Nor is a teacher or deacon authorized to perform
any part of the necessary ceremony for the reception
of members by baptism. Nqr is he permitted to
officiate in the ceremony for the continuing of membership, the blessing of the Lord's supper, and its
serving. To be exact, he is not recognized according
to the usages of the church as an officer who administers what are called by some the sacraments of the
church. It is to be presumed that he has not the
right to administer in this sacrament of marriage.
Many States, though not all, declare that when a
marriage is performed in good faith, it does. not become invalid because of a lack of authority in the
one performing the ceremony, if those entering into
the ceremony believe that he had such right. Probably in such a case the marriage could not be called
a common law marriage, but is good for all purposes.
In many other States, either by statute, or without statute, there exists what is called common law
marriages, that is, where a man and woman declare
their intention to live together in that relation before_ witnesses· and then actually do enter into the
relationship and hold each other out as husband and
wife. This was held to be a good marriage by the
common law, and is upheld in a great many of the
States.
The difficulty in this latter case is, that th~ intention of the pali'ty mus,t be shown and shown sometimes with considerable detail and cleamess. We
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have knoV\;'n of a woman who married a man who allegiance to put before it their future conflicts and disputes
was fully free to marry her, but there was no cere- for decision.
'Soldiers and sailors to be settled on the land and seashore
mony. They lived ~pgether for over thirty years, for doing agricultural, mining and fishery work.
and then when he died she applied for a pension,
Junkers, jingos, yellow-r.ed press-hooligans, made in Gerbut the United States Government would not aUow many or imitated in other countde:s, exciting ha.tred and
prejudices between nationalities, social classes and religions
it.
For many purposes a common law marriage is to be sent to places inhabited by cannibals.
All arms to be transformed into ins.truments of productive
good, but it cannot always be depended upon. The work •.
safer plan, would therefore be, to secure a license
Paie:stine to be given to th:e Jewish people as a national
and comply with the statutes in each instance, and home under appropriate protection and as a place of settlesee that a proper record is made, and that a proper ment for all J,ews desirous of a self-supporting colonization
and a full national life.
officiating minister is secured.
The abolition of all disabilities a,gainst Jews and security
This minister in the Reorganized Church of for their citizenship, religious communities and free• cultural
Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints is either a mem- development in all the countries.
ber of the Melchisedec priesthood, or a priest after
A caus,e for rejoicing for the Jews is the greater fre·edom
the order of Aaron. It does not then include a gained by the Jews throughout the world, during the year ·
just closing and that includes the wonderful progress made: in
teacher, a deacon, or a lay member.
S. A. B.

"THE AMERICAN HEBREW"
Through the kindness of Sister Nellie Martin, the
editors have received several copies of The Apwrican Hebrew. The New Year's number, September
14, 1917, is of special interest as they give quite a
long write-up of Jews of special note. A great deal
of stress is also placed upon the war, and Israel's
position in ancient times, as a warlike nation. Yet
there is through it all the realization of the awfulness of war, and the desirability of peace. Thus one
New Year's story concerns a Jewish''.sentry, whose
challenge not being answered shoots and kills an
enemy, only to find that it is a brother Jew. The
front cover is a picture of "Universal Peace" by a
Jew, but instead of it being a conventional female
figure, with arms uplifted, it is a bearded man,
hammering his swords into plowshares, while the
lion lies at his feet. Great stress is laid upon the
necessity of thanksgiving to God and how very
thankful we should be to him. There is a tone of
rejoicing also, as it looks as though the redemption
of the J ew.s is near at hand. They say, in fact, that
the outlook has not been so good for many centuries
as it is at present for the Jews.
"Wishes for the year 5678," the coming Jewish
year follows in detail and again reemphasizes the
peace sentiment.
The conclusion of a general (not separate) peace, after
full victory of the powers which repl'esent the principle of
equal justice and right for individuals and nationalities.
Special protection safeguarding the inviolable right of the
existence, development and revival of smaU nationalities claiming their historic rights.
The establishment of the United States of the civilized
world including republics, kingdoms, empires and other forms
of government according to the needs and desires of the
va11ious nations with ,a general compulsory tribunal to which
all governments and parliaments should swear an oath of

Russia on account of the revolution. But amid all the sadness of war, this is again and again repeated, that the year
past is the dawn for Israel of a new age.

Then, on October 5, it contains a long article on ·
Palestine, for the Jews, most of it based upon an
interview with a member of Parliament. It is
urged, both on the account of the Jews, and also on
account of England, that a Jewish state in Palestine, is to be desired and expected. It is suggested
that the United States and the Jews in the United
States are best prepared to take care of it. Another
point that is urged is the attitude taken by the
Jews in Russia, that they are willing to make every
sacrifice to support the new Russia, and have subscribed about forty per cent of the liberty loan in
that country. Jews, in the Council of Soldiers and
Workmen, have beencombatting the dangerous doctrine of the Maximalists most energetically.

OUR FIRM FOUNDATION
These are times which try men souls. We hear
much ·Of the redemption of Zion. But we hear unkind criticism of the brethren and of one another,
for some men's and women's hearts are failing them,
they know not sometimes where to turn. It is well
then that we should remind ourselves that we have
a firm foundation, even Jesus Christ. We are re~
minded of an editorial by President Joseph Smith
in 1869.
It re:quires a more than ortd[nary amount of faith to look
the accumulated difficulties surrounding the word steadily in
the face. Nor does it require less to bear up under the despondency which lies lurking in every work where once
flourished this truth.
Those things ,of which we are assured ought always to
remain in our memories as fixed facts. One prominent truth
of which all ar,e convinced, is the goodness and wisiiom of
God. He has so far shown that he is able to control the
un:iverse. He did so while Moses journeyed with Israel; and
when Jesus came it was still the same. He has not prov'e:n
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changeable during the years of ancient apostasy; nor may we
fear that, during the terrible struggie1s which have fallen to
the church in the modern falling away.
Another, which is the anchor of our hope, is the promised
resurrection of the dead, in which resurre·ction those who have
proven susceptible to the influences of gospel grace are advanced in degrees of usefulness. This gives stability to every
phase of our faith •and all are concentrated upon it, else are
we without hope. The I'esurrection does not depend upon the
gathe:tting of the Saints, nor does'the stmngth of God depend
upon it. The only great obj.ect to be accomplished by the gath·ering is the perfecting of the machinery by which the gospel is
promulged; thte securing a unity of ~ction after the perfecting
unity of thought. The unity of action through every branch
of the church polity is to be attained befol'e any political
sovereignty will be permitted by that power which has
hitherto ruled the church destinies, and it cannot be confidently hop•ed that any great power will be vouchsafed to a
people not prepared to use that power wisely. That which we
have fought, bigotry, supterstition, intoleranc.e, proscription,
and priestcraft, are some of the ruling •evils which cannot be
permitted to enter into the councils of a fre.e peopie; nor are
they principles which will in any wise gov•ern the ruler of
Zion.~SAINTS' HERALD, vol. 15, pp. 240-242.

Recently the Presiding Bishop made a similar
suggestion in a sermon in Lamoni, that if what is
planned is not of God, it will fail and that we should
remember our firm foundation and hold fast to the
rod of iron. But if it is of God, we do not want to
oppose. This was in reference to some matters being undertaken by the brethren. We should remember our foundation and that the fundamentals have
remained unchanged and are still sure.
This war has been foretold again and again. It
should not therefore, change our faith. Quite the
contrary. Trying times will come and only those
who stand firm in the truth can hope to escape.
So with our brethren there are the eternal verities
of character. We may not always know what our
brother is doing; we may not always know what he
is planning. It may be possible that he is about to
make a grave mistake. But if we know him, we can
refer back to the fundamentals of his character and
rest assured that the probability is he is at least
trying to do the right thing.
It probably happens with all of us, ,that our
friends at times. do things that disappoint or surprise us, or which we cannot understand. Sometimes they may seriously disaffect us. But this
should not be the case, unless we are sure of the
defalcation. Sometimes we think we are, but the
fact is, that it is largely made up of our own imagination.
It is so fundamental that it has been recognized
time and time again in print that when we know a
person we can no longer so easily dislike him. Very
rarely can we find so serious faults with those with
whom we are thoroughly acquainted.
.
How then should the men of God p·~oceed? The
fundamentals of conduct are clear. There are few

differences in morals. But shall we say that if Peter
goes upon a housetop in the heat of the day, he cannot receive there communication from God?
Shall we say to the man whose time is kept within
an office or schoolroom that he cannot there serve
God and receive divine inspiration? Shall we say
to the man who goes to the field, In the field you
cannot receive light, even though Moses did receive
the word of God while tending sheep?
Or shall we say to Paul, whim he goes to Arabia,:
You are wasting your time for three years? Why
do you not go to work for the church instead .. of
going down here to loaf, or as you call it, meditate.
Or should we later say to him, Now you have
blundered. Didn't we tell you that if you went right
to Jerusalem you would be- locked up, that you
would be tied up and suffer, and yet you would go,
and now you are in prison. What good can you
do there?
Well now, you have done it, for you have entered
into a camp of soldiers. No good can come of that.
Alma, why did you do it?
May we not at times be too quick to submit that
our own experience is the only one worthy of consideration and he that does not walk in our way is
going wrong, in these details of time and place of
communion.
Our personal experience has been that we have
had as much inspiration in a library studying as in
the open field and as much in school as in the mis-'
sionary work. Also as much on a hillside or mountain as in a room.
God is not limited. He can direct and inspire
us where we are, if we will let him. But this does
not mean we cannot place ourselves in better position and better condition to receive.
Many times we find it wise, as even the Master
did, to go aside from the turmoil of cities, and even
from our brethren to commune with God.
Moses, though he took a number with him part
of the way, yet went on alone, and the Master many
times went aside to pray and especially in the great
crises of his life. Though he took a few· with him,
yet he went on alone.
So in this day, are some of our men seeking
earnestly for divine direction, not going into the wilderness, not going apart through fear, but in an
earnest effort to get nearer to God, and to become
str.onger for his service.
we should learn to know our bretbren and have
right confidence in them. But above all, should we
retain our confidence in God and his work, "knowing
the foundation of God standeth sure." (2 Timothy
2 :19.) And that Jesus the Christ· is the same
yesterday, to-day and forever. (Hebrews 13: 8.)
S. A. B.
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note. Elder C. B. Woodstock then spoke of Graceland from the standpoint of the board of trustees,
Have You Reported Your Meeting Place?
emphasizing the scholarship feature of the College
We have a goodly number of letters a:rid cards . Day collection and the assistance we thereby render
already in response to our request for location· of the church. The choir, orchestra, and Hawaiian
city churches and. meeting places, but there are still quartet furnished the music. At the close a collecmany we would like to have. If you haven't re- tion was taken up, according to present reports
ported, please do so that we may file the information. amounting to about four hundred dollars.
You would be surprised how many have inquired for
such information since they saw our request.
NOTES AND COMMENTS

"Only Dignified Poverty"
Reflecting the financial standards of the Jews, a
writer in a recent American Hebrew tells of a rabbi
friend of his whose salary was $2,400 a year and
represented the most the congregation could pay.
"He has dreamed of matrimony, but he does not dare
to ask the woman of his dreams to share what would
only he dignified poverty."
Successful Campaign in Lamoni
On Tuesday, the 9th, previous arrangement, teams
of two waited upon the membership of the Lamoni
Branch for contributions to meet the branch expenses. The city and vicinity was divided into some
fourteen districts, and two men appointed to each
two districts. There was an indebtedness for. repairs and expenses of about eleven hundred dollars
to be met. So far about a thousand dollars have
been collected and promised. This may possibly have
affected the College Day collection.
How to Select Tracts
It would be a good plan to have one each of all
the tracts published by the church, so pl'oper selection might be made for distribution purposes. The
next best plan-and the easier___..:.is to own a Dollar
Library. This consists of thirty-four tracts and a
price list of publications. By a perusal of the set,
one will acquire classified information that otherwise
might never be had, and can order intelligently for
special needs. Brother John Zahnd is so enthusiastic
over it that he is willing to refund not only the
dollar paid, but to give one in addition to anyone
dissatisfied with the set. He's safe.
College Day in Lamoni
Owing to the sacrament service on the 7th, College
Day was postponed at Lamo.ni till October 14. The
services were in charge of Elder George N. Briggs,
president of Graceland College. Gustave Platz spoke
briefly on Graceland from the standpoint of the students. He was succeeded by H. H. Lynn, a business
man of Lamoni, on Graceland College from a business man's standpoint. He gave a brief sketch of
graduates from Graceland and the work they are
now doing, or had done since graduating, which is of

A Smile and a Song
When the daytime i~ cold with th~ mists of the nighttime
Clouds somber and gray hanging heavy with rain,
Hear the call ,of Bob White o'er the fields clearly ri,nging,
There's a rift overhead and the sun shines again.
Though the P'rize just ahead be obscured from the vision,
And the road ]leading there may seem rugged and long,
Soon the wearisome steeps will be left far behind you
If you walk to the lilt of a rollicking so,ng.
Then gayly wayfaring, o'er torrent, through meadow,
Forgetting all cares that to sorrow belong,
Thielre's gladness to-day and there's hope for to-morrow
If these be your watchwords, a SIITlile and a song.
VIDA CATO SIEG.

A Smile Worth While
As I crossed the stl'eet depressed and weary,
I met a smile so bright and cheery;
It seemed to come fresh from 'the skies
Through an angel in disguise.
With that smile there came a look
That from my soul all care it tookAi!ld the heart that beat so sad,
Throbbed more lightly and felt glad.
Glad that such a one was :nJear
That could share with you her cheer..
Hearrt and soul so strong and bright
Sweet gladlliess shone where there'd been night.
Heaviness was changed to lightness,
Where all seemed dark there came a brightness
That lifts the load from off the WJeary
And makes one's life less sad ll!nd dreary.
· May her life be one glad song,
So she can pass her smiles along.
Seems a little thing to give
Yet it helps some one to live.
· It smoo,ths the road and shortens the mile
And makes life's journey seem worth while.
J. W.A.
There are a few dead sure things, any housewife who can
provide acceptable food for her family at low cost uses brains
and spends time marketing, not telephoning. She must know
brands and read labels and she must lov·e her work in. her
kitchen laboratory and find no preparation for it too difficult.
It is our great woman's game and we have to know the rules
of the game to play it welL-Exchange.
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A R T I C =L
HOW MAY A CHOIR ASSIST A BRANCH
[NOTE. The following paper by Brother H. A. S:cott, pr,esident of thei branch at Omaha, Nebraska, was read at the
"Music Convention" at Omaha, October 24, 1916. It deals
with the choir ,and its work f:mm the standpoint of one who is
in charge of all the interest of a branch,, and who can realize:
th{l value of each department of the work under him.ARTHUR

H. MILLS.]

I believe a choir is as indispensable to a branch
as an arm is to an individual. Deprive a man or a
woman of an arm and such an individual is laboring
under quite a handicap in life's endeavors. Deprive
a branch of a choir and such a branch likewise suffers a distinct loss. A good choir is a strong right
arm to a branch. By the word "choir" I do not
mean merely a body of men and women who meet
together upon the Sabbath Day, and without previous efforrt attempt to render an appropriate tribute of
praise and thanksgiving in song unto the Lord. A
choir such as that is of very little value to a branch,
just as a branch that does not show some of the
,manifestations of life is of little value to the church
proper.
Such a choir may be likened to an arm of an individual that has become wither·ed and useless. A
choir that merely exists would benefit a branch by
ceasing to exist, for then it would at least not be
a disappointment to those who love and appreciate
good music. But when I refer to a choir as being
indispensable to a branch, I mean one whose membership is alive to its needs and possibilities, and
whose members are willing to sacrifice of their time
from other affairs and devote a just proportion of
it to properly qualifying for the· duties imposed.
To arrive at some of the advantages to a branch
that is supported by a good choir, it will first be
necessary to call attention to that which a good choir
stands for; and that is good music. The two are
synonymous terms-good music, good choir; good
choir, good music; and music is heaven-born the
same as any other God-given possession.
Music wins its way into the soul when other appeals have failed; music strikes a responsive chord
and stirs the heart and mind to an appreciation of
the beautiful when even the powers of eloquence and
argument may fail; music brings a message of peace
and joy which cannot be supplemented by any other
force; it lightens the burdens of sorrowing man; it
causes this sin-cursed world to lift up its head in
hope when other measures have fallen short.
Oh! the power of music. It is a powerful medium

~
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for good, and the church is just awakening to its
possibilities. Thank God we see the dawning of a
brighter day wherein music is being elevated to the
high pedestal upon which it should stand. Our people are sensing its powerful mission in the world
more than ever before and are responding with an
earnestness and enthusiasm that augurs well for the
future of the grand cause in which we are enlisted.
If only all of our people possessed with talents for
music could be made to utilize those talents in a
consec11ated effort for God. I have digressed from
the subject assigned me, as it seemed necessary to
lay a foundation upon which to build.
A good choir, as stated at the commencement, JS
as indispensable to a branch as an arm is to an individual. Should anyone for a moment think a choir
is an unnecessary appendage to a .branch, just
imagine if you can what the effect would be if the
announcement were to come to disorganize all of
the choirs throughout the church and confine our
musical activities to congregational singing only.
Would that not be a severe blow to the general in·terests of the work?
No one in his right senses would recommend such
a course, and right here let me ask a pertinent question : If you or I are not encouraging this choir
movement, either by a giving of the talent we possess, or by' lending whatever influence we may have
towards supporting this phase of our gospel work,
or by both, then are we not by infel'enoe, at least,
indicating that a disorganization would not be objeetionable to us? This may be putting it a litth~
strongly, but we must either be for a thing or
against it.
The benefits of a choir to a branch may be classed
under three heads: the benefits derived by those
who hear, aside from the speaker, the benefits d~\
rived by the preacher, and by the choir members.
How many times in our religious experience have
we been thrilled by the rendition of some inspiring
hymn, or anthem, or solo; and accompanying smh
efforts comes the witness of the Spirit testifying of
a surety that the service of song is pleasing unto
God, and the means of encouraging and upliftmg
us to higher and nobler aims. Take music out of
oui services and we would indeed suffer an irreparable loss. God made music a part of our worship
of him, and he has revealed to us in latter days, as
· well as former days, his will concerning it. There is
no doubt in my mind that music has been and is
an important factor in winning souls for Christ.
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A good choir stands for good music, the kind of
music that inspires the preacher's mind and encour;.
ages him with an earnestness and a desire to give
the very best there is in him. r feel secure in the
assertion that many a time our speakers have gone
into the stand, uncertain and wavering, because of
the demands about to be made upon them, and under
the inspiration received from the uplifting service
of song, with the accompaniment of the Spirit·· of
God, discharged the duty assigned them with confidence and joy, and delivered a sermon in keeping
with the high inspirational standard established by
the song service.
The choir members are benefited in many ways.
The choir provides the medium through which each
member may render a service to all who may come
within the scope of the choir's influence. There is
assuredly a work for us all to do, and those who
have a talent for music, especially those upon whose
shoulders do not fall priesthood responsibilities,
should without reservation declare themselves, "Master, here am I, use me." We cannot all be preachers
in the sense that we may stand behind the sacred
desk and declare the word, but we can assist in a
work for God that is just as important in its sphere
of usefulness as preaching or any other department
of the work, and that is to preach the word set to
music.
:So a choir that is of service to the membership, to
the preacher and also to the choir members themselves cannot fail to be of great benefit to the branch
in general.
I hope you singers here to-day, if you have not
already fully realized the opportunity which lies
within your power to assist in the carrying on of
your part of that work which has been entrusted
to all, will, as a result of your associationtogether
during this convention receive such enthusiastic impressions, that upon your return to your homes you
will redouble your efforts and avail yourselves of
every opportunity for service.
What the church needs to-day is men and women
who are not afraid of doing too much for its interests; who are willing to use their talents unreservedly. This time must come. Already we see evidences of it, and what a grand feast to the soul it
will be when a body of our singers meet together,
who are thus fully con~?ecrated to the Lord's cause;
what music will pour forth from their lips. It may
then well be compared to a chorus from the heavenly
hosts, for the inspiration of the Almighty will be
there in power.
,
May those who hold within their grasp the key
to the door of opportunity along musical lines, enter
within its portals and fully establish our cause, is
my prayer.
H. A. ScoTT.
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FAITH AND ORIGIN OF CHURCHES---Part 9
BY J. F. MIN TUN

CONGREGATIONALISTS

This title is accepted by a religious organization
formerly known as Independents, but the change of
name has not been because of any very great change
in its church polity, or ecclesiastical doctrines.
The Independents arose in the days of Queen Elizabeth as a result of seeing, as they thought, no possibility of bringing about the reformation they considered necessary, neither through the Episcopacy,
nor Puritan ideas then advocated, but believed that
the church should be free from the authority of the
state, and the reformation sought to be accomplished
through men who had been individually reformed.
This . position was first taken and advocated by
Robert Brown, who gives this definition to what he
considers a church: "A company or number of
Christians or believers, who, by a willing covenant
made with their God, are under the government of
God and Christ, and keep his laws in one holy communion.:' This view being very offensive to the
Church of England they denominated those who
consented to his views Brownists.
The Independents were separated from the Church
of England, and formed themselves into congregations in accord with their views of what the Scriptures taught without any claim to ,any instruction
from God, or any consent of the state-church, the
latter condition making it a criminal offense, and as
early as 1583 two were executed because of this offense.
They rejected the Calvinistic ideas in a large
measure, as well as the Anglican and Puritan ideas,
and accepted, or claimed to accept "Christ as the
only head of the church," and declared "his laws
may no man alter," but claimed the right to interpret these laws without cl:iiming the inspired help
granted to God's children in New Testament times.
In 1606, two separate bodies of Independents were
organized, one under John Smy,th, who concluded
that baptism by a corrupt church was no baptism,
which conclusion was and is correct; but he then
baptized himself without any authority from God
so to act. By doing this he became the founder of
the general Baptists. The other organization was
under John Robinson, at Scrooby.
The Anglican Church made war on thes~, congregations, and the latter fled, as did the first to Amsterdam, but remov·ed finally to Leyden, where they
were free to advocate the ideas that had made them
offensive to those where they previously resided in
England. Robinson was not so radical as Smyth,
and acknowledged fellowship with the Church of
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England, and the virtue of his baptism in that when insoluble difficulties ar.cise, or especially important matters claim decision as wher'e a pastor is to be settled or dischurch.
missed, or a, church its,ffif is to adopt its creed. and commence
The church at Leyden is considered the parent of
its organic life-it is proper that the advice of other churches
the Independents. In 1620, a company of Independ- should be sought and given in council.
ents came to whati~ now called New England, and
Of this matter Increase Mather says,
were joined by Puritans who wished to throw off
It
has ever been their declared judgment that, whe1re there
the yoke of the English Church, who soon after beis want of other light, or peace in a particular chm·ch, it is
came Independents.
their duty to ask for counsel, with which neighbor churches
They endured much persecution, and many be- ought to assist by Blending their elders and other messengers
came martyrs to their belief at the hands of ~their to advise and help them in their difficulties; and that in
momentous matters of common concernment particular
co-religionists with whom they differed.
The Independents becoming Congregationalists by churches should proceed with. the concurrence of neighbor
change of name the history of the Congregational- churches; SIO in the ordination of a pastor, much more in the
deposing of one.
ists is for that reason given w.Uth the cause and
The ministers, or pastors and deacons, of the Conobject of their origin. A late writer on the subject
gregationalist churches are called to their office
has said, "The (church) polity must come from
"through the people; the divine choice is expressed
within; it must not be imposed from without; it may
through the men, the divine word enlightens, and
recognize outward circumstances but must not be
the divine Spirit guides."
controlled by them. . . . Ecclesiastical statesmen
On the origin of local churches George Penchard
have no right to construct various forms of polity
wrote in 1843 :
to express the spirit and tendencies prevailing among
If in any plac'e a sufficient number, (Cotton Mather
different races of men in different countries, and in
says, "Seven is the least number that has been allowed
different churches; the polity of the church must among us, as capable of forming a church-state for the enbe created by the idea of the church." It is claimed joyment of all speoi1al ordinances."-Ratio, Article 1, sec. 1.)
that this is the New Testament idea on church of persons wished to he organized into a, Congregational
Church, an orderly procedure would he substantially as folpolity.
While the Congregationalists yet hold to this idea lows:
~'After a s~eason of fasting and prayer, the brethren would
in a theoretical way, and that each local .church is appoint
a committee to advise with one or more of the
independent of each other in a sense, yet they have neighboring Congr'e,gationalist pastors and churches; to draw
recognized later the necessity of some tie that will up a Confession of F'aith and a Covenant," then to invite "so
bind these local churches under one common organ- many of the neighbo:riing churches as should be agreed upon
ization, hence have organized missionary societies of to take into consideration the question whether the interests
all these local organizations, they being under ene of religion requ~:redi th~ organization of a Congregational
Church in that place."
set of general officers.
Then he says they should meet "at the time and
A declaration of faith for all Congregationalists
place
specified," the several wishing to unite being
was adopted in 1633, and at the same time the
present
"with letters of recommendation and dischurch order and discipline was outlined, followed
mission,"
then "if the associated brethren had alby this explanation, "It is not intended that the folready
selected
their future' pastor, he should be preslowing statement should be pult forth with any auent,
to
be
embodied
in the church as one of its
thority." In 1671, this declaration was revised,
members,
and
immediately
afterwards ordained as
having as some of the objects of its existence,
its
pastor."-A
view
on
Congregationalism,
·pp. 161,
To promote scriptural views of church fellowship and. organization; to strengthen the fraternal relations of the Con- 162.
gregational churches, and facilitate cooperati,on in ev·erything
effecting their common interest; to maintain correspondence
with the Congregational churches and other Christian communities throughout the world; to obtain sta,tistics relating
to Congregational churches at home and albroad.

The church thus organized, as soon as convenient meet together; and after appointing a modemtor and clerk, proceed
to choose their officers; viz, a pastor, ·if previous arrangements admit of it, and two or more deacons, according to the
si:z;e and circumstances" of the church.-Ibid., p. 163.

l!ll the United States they have always acknowledged that each local church, though complete in iltself, is ,;P-evertheless related to all other organizations of·. the same faith. They early adopted the
systems of councils, which yet are prominent in the
work of ,the· church. It is claimed that through these
councils "a fraternal fellowship" is maintained
among these independent local organizations, and it
is claimed that the especial need of them is

The "Confession of Faith" adopted by the New
England Congregational churches, as early as 1680,
from which there have been some minor changes
loca1ly, is as follows, and shows the faith that is
generally subscribed to in order to be a member of
this church :
HOLY SCRIPTURES
1. The Holy Scriptures, or "word of God written," is the
Old and New Testament. All of whiich are given by the in-
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spiration of God, to be the rule of faith and life. The Supl'eme Judge by which all controversies of religion are to be
determined, can be no other, but the Holy Scriptures.
GOD

2. There is but one only living and true God. In the unity
of the God-head thene be three persons, of one substance,
pow.er, and eternity, God the Father, God the Son, and God
the Holy Ghost. Which doctrine of the trinity is the foundation of all our communion with God, and comfortable dependence upon him.
GOD'S ETERNAL DECREE
3. God from all eternity did, by the most wtise and holy
·counsel of his own will, freely and unchangeably ordain whatsoever comes to pass. Those of mankind! that are predestinated unto life, God, before tJhe :Dounda.tion of the world was
laid, according to his eternal and immutable purpose, and
the secret counsel and good pleasure of his will, hath chosen
in Christ unto everlasting glory, orut of his mere free grace
and love, without any foresight of faith or good works, or
peTseveranee in either of them, or any other thing in the
cneature, as conditions or causes moving him thereunto, and
all to the praise of his glorious grace. The rest of mankind,
Ood has pleased, according to the unSiearchable counsel of his
own will, whereby he extendeth or withholdeth mercy as he
pleaseth, for the glory of his sove11eign power over hlis
creatures, to pass by, and to ordain them to dishonor and
wrath for their sin; to the praise of his glorious justice.
CREATION

4. It pleased God the Father, Son, and Holy Gh10st, for the
manif·estation of the glory of his >eternal power, wisdom and
goodness, in the beginning to create or make of nothing the
world, and all things thel'ein, whether visible or invisible, in
the space <Jf six days, and all very good. He created man,
m:JJn and female, with reasonable and immortal souls, endued
with knowledge, righteousness and true holiness, after his
own image, having the law of God written in their hearts, and
power to fulfill it; and yet, under a possibility of transgressing, being left to the lriiherty of their own will, which was subject to change.
PROVIDENCE
5. God in his ol'd!inary p1·ovidence maketh use of means, yet
is free to work without, above, and against them at his pleasure.
FALL OF MAN
6. God having made a covenant of works and life thereupon,
with our first p.arents, and aH their posterity in thmn, tbey
being seduced by the subtlety and tempuation of Satan, did
wlillfully transgress the law of their ereation, and break the
covenant, in eating the forbidden fruit. By this sin they,
and we ·in them, fell from original right'"ousness and communion with God, and so became dead in sin, and wholly defiled in all the f1aculties of soul and body.
GOD'S COVENANT WITH MAN

7. The first covenant made with man was a cove11ant of
works whel'ein life was promised to Adam, and in him to his
posterity, upon condition of perfect and personal obedienc~
Man by his fall having made himseilf incapable of life by that
covenant, the Lord was pl<eased to make a second, commonly
caUedl the covenant of g~ace; wherein he freely offered
unto sinners life and salvation by Jesus Christ, r·equiring of
them faith !n, him that they may be saved, and pl'omising to
give unto all those that are ordained unto life his Holy
Spirit to make them willing and able to believe.
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OF CHRIST, THE MEDIATOR

8. It pleased God, in his eternal purpose, to choose and ordain the Lord Jesus, his only begotten S:on, according to a
covenant made between them both, to be the MediatcT between
God and man.
The Lord Jesus, by his p>erfect obedience and sacrifice of
himself, hath fully satisfied! the justice of God, and purchased, not only reconciliation, but an eveda,sting inheritance in the kingdom of heaven, for all those whom the
Father hath given unto him.
FREE WILL

9. God hath endued the will of man with that natural
li'herty and powerr of acting upon cho1ice, that it is neithea:forced, nor by any absolute necessity of nature determined to
do good or evil. Man by his fall into a state of sin, hath
wholly lost all ability to will to any spiritual good accompanying salvation.
EFFICIENT CALLING

10. All those whom God hath predestined to life, and those
<Jnly, he is plea,sed, in hlis appointed and: accepted time, effectually to call by his Word and' Spirit, out of that state
of sin and death in which they are by nature to grace .and
salvation by Jesus Christ.
PERSEVERANCE OF THE SAINTS

11. They, whom God hath accepted in his Beloved, effectually called 'and sanctified by his Spirit, can neither totally
nor finally faH away from the state of grace, but shall oe'I'tainly persevere therein to the end, and be eternally saved.
TEN COMMANDMENTS

12. This law so written in the heart, continued to be a
rule of 'righteousness after the fall of man, and was delivered by God on Mount Sinai in ten commandments, and
written in two tables. This 1arw, commonly called moral, doth
forever bi,nd ,a}l, as weH justified persons as otheTS, to the
obedience thereof; and that not only of the matter c<J'ntained
in it, but also in respect of the authority of God the Creator,
who gave it; neither doth Christ tin the gospel anyway dissolve, but must strengthen this· obligation.
WORSHIP

13. Religious worship must he given .to God the Father,
Son, and Holy Ghost, ai!ld to him alone:; not to angels, saints,
oT any other creatures; andl since the fall, not without a
Mediator, nor .in the mediation of any other but of Chrlist
alone.
14. Prayer with thanksgiving, being one part of natural
worship, is of God required of all men; but that it may be
accepted, it is to he made in the name of the Son, by the
help of his Spirit, accordang to his will, with understanding,
reverence, humility, fervency, faith, love; and perseverance.
15. The n~ading of the Scriptures, preaching and hearing
of the word of God, singing of psalms, as also the! administration of baptism and the Lord's supper, ar•e all parts of religious worship of God, to be performed in obedience unto
God, with understanding, faith, reverence and godly few-.
SABBATH

16. As it is of the law of nature, that in generol a portion
of time by God's appointment be set apart for the worship
of God. He hath particularly set apart one day in seven
for sabbath to be kept holy unto him; which from the beginning of the world to the resu;rrection of Christ, was the
last aay of the week, and from the resul'rection of Christ
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was changed unto the first day of the week, the observation
of the last day being abolished.
CIVIL MAGISTRATES
17. God, the Sup.reme Lord, and King of all the world, hath
ordained civil magistrates to be under him, over the people,
£or his own glory :and the public good; and to- this end hath
armed them with the power of the sword, for the defense and
encouragement of them that do good, and for the punishment of evildo:ers.

MARRIAGE
18. Marriage is to be between one man and one woman;
neither 1is it lawful for any man to have more than one wife,
nor for any woman to have moDe than one husband at the
same time.

CHURCH
19. The Catholic Universal Church, which is invisible, consists of the whole number of the elect, that have been, are, or
shall be gathered into one under Christ the head thereof, and
is the spouse, the body, the fullness of him that fiUeth all in
all.
The whole body of men throughout the worid, pcrofessing the
faith of the gospel, and obedience unto God by Ch:bist according unto it, they and their child11en with them are, and may be
ca11ed the visible Catholic Church of Christ, althou.gh as such
it is not intrusted with any officers to rule or govern oveT
the whole body.

ANTI-CHRIST
20. There is no other head of the church but the Lord
Jesus Christ, nor can the Pope o·f Rome in any sense be head
thereof, but tis that anti-Christ, that man of sin, and son of
perdition, that exalteth himself in the church against Christ,
and •aJl that is called God, whom the Lord shall destroy with
the brightness of his coming.

SACRAMENTS
21. Sacraments a11e holy signs and seals of the coV1enants of
g11ace, immediately instituted by Christ.
There be only two sacraments orda,ined by Christ our Lord
in the gospel, that is to say, ba.ptism andi the Lord's supper;
neither of which may be dispensed by any but a minister of
the word lawfully called.

abominably injurious to Christ's own only sacrifice, the alone
propitiation for all the sins of the elect....
All ignorant and ungodly pers10rns, as the;y al"le unfit to
enjoy communion with Christ, so a:re they unworthy the Lord's
table. . . .
STATE OF THE DEAD
24. The bodies of men after death return to dust and see
corruption; but the:i:r souls (which neither die nor sleep) havdng an immortal subsistenc-e, immediately l"leturn to God who
g;ave them; the souls of the righteous being then made perfect in holiness, ar·e received into the highest heavens, where
they behold the face of GQtd in light and giory, waiting for
the full redemption of their bodies; and the souls of the
wicked are cast into hell, where they remain in torment and
utter darkness, reserved to the judgment of the great dlay;
!besides these two plac,es of souls separated from the bodies,
the Scriptures acknowledgeth none.
RESURRECTION
25. At the Ia.st day such as are found alive shall not die,
but be changed, and all the dead shall he mised up with the
selfsame bodies, and none other, although with different qualities, which shall be united again to their souls forever. The
bodies of the unjust shall by the Chris,t be raised to dishonor; the bodies of the just by his Sp>irit unto honor, and be
made conformabl-e to his own, glorious ibody.
JUDGMENT
26. God hath appointed a day whe;rein he will judge the
world in righteousness by Jesus Ohrist, to whom all power
and judgment is given by the Father; in which dlay, not only
tb,e ,a,postate angels shall be judged, but likewise all persons
that hav'e lived upon the earth, shall appear before the tribunal of Christ, to g1i've an account of their thoughts, words
and deeds, and to receive according to what they have done
in the body, whether good or evil. Then shall the righteous
go into e<ve:rlasting life, and rec·eive the fullness of joy and
glory; but the wicked who knew not God, and obey not the
gospel of Jesus Christ, shall be c~st into eternal torments, and
be punished with everlasting destruction from the presenc'e of
the Lord, and from the glory of his power.-Views of Congregationalism, pp. 290-312.

BAPTISM

A CHURCH COVENANT

22. Baptism is a sacrament of the New Testament, ordained
iby Jesus Christ, to be unto the party baptized a sign and seal
of the covenant of grace, of his ingrafting into Christ, of re~
g1enenation, of remission of sins, and of his giving up unto
God through Jesus Christ, to walk in newness of life; which
ordinance is, by Christ's own appointment, to be continued in
the church, until the end of the world.
Dipping of the person in the water is not necessary, but
baptism is rightly administered by pouring or sprinkling
water upon the p.e:rson.
Not only those: that actually prof·ess faith an and obedience
unto Christ, but also the infants of one or both believing
parents are to be baptized, and those only.

It is a principle with our denomination, that every church
in order to be rightly constituted, must be united by solemn
covepant, expressive of the principles on which their union is
:llormed. This may be included .in the Articles of Faith, or,
perhaps as most common among us, it may form a distinct
instrument, following the Articles of Fa.ith.-'Congregationalism, p. 313.

THE LORD'S SUPPER
23. Our Lord Jesus in the night wherein he was betrayed,
instituted the sacrament of his ibody and blood, called the
Lord's supper, to be observed in his churches to the end of
the world, for the perpetual remembrance, and show ·forth
of the sacrifice of himself in his death ....
The Popish sacrifice of the mass (as they call it) is most

These covenants were of various forms, the one
most commonly used found in Cotton Mather's Ratio.
THE DISCIPLINE
The members of our churches a;re therefore pledged! to
watch over, to admonish, to reprove, and to discipline each
other as necessity may require. A church that neglects this
care of its members is liable to be dealt with by its sister
churches..

When one in transgression has been -labored with
by any member of the church acquainted with the
transgression, who having at first effort failed to
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restore the transgressor, shall take with him ''one
or two judicious and intelligent brethren, to assist,"
in reclaiming "the erring brother," and if not then
reconciled or reclaimed he shall be examined by the
entire membership of the church upon the charge
brought against him. Witnesses who are not professors should be heard. If convicted of the charge,
and he is not willing to make satisfaction, he is
either suspended from their communion, or excommunicated, and if the latter, he is considered as "a
heathen man and a publican."
Even if excommunicated they may be received
back without re-baptism by giving evidence of repen..tance and making a public confession. (See
Views of Congregationalism, pp. 177-181.)

c

OF GENERAL INTEREST
WAR WITHOUT HATE?

The bishops of the Church of England are reported to have reached a decision to expunge from
the Psalter the passages that invoke a ruthless vengeance on the wicked. Says Current Opinion:
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CHRISTMAS PACKAGES FOR SOLDIERS IN
FRANCE
[The following instruction and information has been sent
out by the Gov,ernment officials, and should be carefully observed by those interested, to save disappointmerit.-EDITORS.]

The time is approaching to give thought to bringing Christmas cheer to the American soldiers and
sailors abroad.
Ar:mngements have been perfected whereby the
Christmas mail to the American expeditionary
forces in Europe is to be delivered by Christmas
morning. Without the fullest cooperation on the
par,t of the public it will be impossible to accomplish
this result.
The three essential respects in which the public
can aid in assuring a happy Christmas at the front
are mail early, address intelligently, and pack securely. For this reason it is urgently requested that
all persons having Christmas mail for the soldiers
and sailors and ,the civilian units attached to the
Army in Europe observe closely the following directions:
DIRECTIONS FOR MAILING

1. Mails to reach the soldiers in France by Christmas morning must be posteq not later than N ovember 15.
The proposed reform is concerned with what are commonly
2. Every package must bear conspicuously the
known as the imprecatory Psalms, those strange, passionate
words "Christmas mail," the complete address of the
human documents in which thoughts andl aspiratimis of rare
beauty, phrases so nolble in conception and of such exquisite person for whom it is intended, and in the upper
art that they will ever be upon the lips and in the minds of left-hand corner the name and address of the sender.
men, are mingled with wild screams of barbaric r:ag.e in which
3. Every parcel must be so packed and wrapped
reason, morality, respect for humanity and rev,erence for as to admit of easy inspection by the postmaster.
God seem alike forgotten .... A significant fact in connection No parcel will be dispatched to France which has
with the bishops' decision is that the omiss,ion of the dubious
passages was nesolved upon by a large majority of Convoca- not the postmaster's certificate that it contains no
prohibi,ted articles.
tion.
The London Telegraph comments as follows:
Not many ge:nerations have gone by since Ch:dstians of all
denominations were wont to use the most violent passages
of Scriptune as wea,pons, not only against the intfideJ, but
against each other.
Many of us can remember a time when any proposal to
strike a word out of the Psalter would have been met with the
united opposition of all parties. It is only in the lifetime of
men not yoet old that the churches have Iea.rned to retsign. the
claim to invoke the thunders of Divine veng,eance on all who
cannot share. their faith, and have discovel1ed that in putting
from her all desire of imp11e:cation and commination Christianity but fulfil~s her mission, and is endtled with new
strength. There have, inde,ed, all down the ages, been divines
of many a creed who chose to pl'each and live by love, not
f,e'lu, but they have spoken for themselves, and often undetr
the stigma of heresy and excommunication.
A momentous change is made when one of the great
churches of Christendom resolves to declare to the world, by
an alteration in services sanctioned with the use and authority of centuries that it is not for Christianity to preach
the joy of vengeance, or to pray that men may go down into
the pit of 'destruction and find none to pity them.,

POSTAL CENSORSHIP

The exclusion of certain publications from the
mails by the Post Office Department has caused considerable criticism from some quarters. The following is an authorized statement from Postmaster
General Burleson on the policy of the department
on this ma,tter :
I am going to ·ehforce the law, but I am not going a step
beyond what the law means, and it does not mean a political
censorship. Nothing could be more repugnant either to the
President or to me than a political censorship. Any newspaper of any political opinion or any shade of opinion can
sa.y anything it chooses in legitimate criticism of the President, the A>dministmtion, the Arrmy, the Navy or the conduct
of the war. It can go the limit. It can say anything it
chooses about me, pe[['sonally. I don't car~e what it says a!bout
me. But there is a limit. And that limit is reached when
it begins to say thtat this Govffi'Ilment got in the war wrong,
that it is in it for wrong purposes, or anything that will
impugn the moUves of the GoVIelrnment for going to war.
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They cannot say that this Government is the tool of Wall
Street or the munitions m~kers. That kind of thing makes
for insubordination in the Army and Navy and breeds a spirit
,of disloyalty through the country. It _is a false statement, a
lie, and will not be permitted.
And nothing can be s~id inciting peopie to resist the laws.
There can be no c~mpaign against conscription and the draft
law, nothing that will interf,ere with ,enlistments or the raising of an army. There can be nothing said to hamper and
obstruct the Government in the prosecution of the war. Political criticism, on the other hand, can go to any lerngths it
will. It makies no diffel4ence what ,}s a paper's political faith,
what party it belongs to, ,or how strong or how weak are its
views, it can say what it pleases in the line of legitimate
eriticism. We won't look at any man or any paper with the
thought in our minds that he belongs to the SociaJist or any
other political party. The whole question is the limit he attempts to go in his criticism. He can say anything he wants
to within the limits I have marked out. But he can't overstep
that 1imit one inch.

A CALIFORNIA SOCIALIST
The Los Angeles Herald of September 14, contains an interview with Elder T. W. Williams, president .of the branch in Los Angeles, and State secretary of the Socialist Party. In this interview he
infers that the Socialist's desire, above all else, is to
crush autocracy. He allies in fact the Socialist
Party in that State with the present administration,
the Government of the United States. The interview
continues in part as follows:
The United States has attained the highest expression of democracy ever known to men, he asserts, and this must be safeguarded against alien
uowers that would shatter it.
His statement follows:
"Despite their opposition to war in general, Socialists and peace advocates of America are confronted
with tremendous responsibilities and exceptional
opportunities in this hour of our national crisis.
"To pursue a policy of negation, to heckle and embarrass the Government, to beget disregard for our
free institutions is un-social and un-American.
"Despite the defects and abuses of democracy,
our American form of government is the highest
expression of real democracy the world has ever
known.
"To uphold the spirit and idealism of our Declaration of Independence; to conform to the provisions
of our national and state constitutions; to obey the
laws of the land is the duty of every American citizen. The remedy of any law which may be in contravention of the constitution is not its violation but
its enforcement.
"We cannot afford either directly or indirectly to
weaken the cause of democracy. Mere opposition
to war with no constructive vision is abortive. To

work and pray for the ascendency of the right, the
preservation of democracy and that social reconstruction which affords the fullest expression of
individual and collective effort is the supreme duty
of every American."

COMING GIFT TO THE WORLD
The welcome extended by the British parliament
to the United States as a co-worker in the cause of
the entente allies against the Teuton powers had fo:r
its inspiration the thought that the help of the
United States will be of great value and that it will
prove to be the turning point in the war. We sincerely hope that this is true. Mr. Bonar Law, after
expressing this idea, said that he ventured "to express the hope and belief that a change is comingthat the long night of sorrow and anguish which
has desolated the world is drawing to a close."
We believe it, too, and in a broader sense than Mr.
Law's phrase seems to convey.
With Great Britain, France, Russia, Italy and
the United States united in the cause of democracy,
to say nothing of the sympathy and support of all
the neutral countries, the triumph over autocracy
should be not only the ending of this war, this long
night of desolation, sorrow and anguish, but the
beginning of a world-wide peace, an era of good will
such as the world never before has experienced.
The fact is that these five great nations, acting
together, can command the peace; and in event of
success in the war, they will do it.
The trouble heretofore was to arrange this getting together. Mutual distrust and apprehension
lest some national interest might be sacrificed, stood
in the way; and, of especial significance was the
fact that one of the greatest powers in Europe could
not be counted upon to cooperate-its interest
seemed to lie in an opposite direction. The United
States, also, was felt to be isolated by interests confining it to this side of the water. While our
Government expressed itself as willing to promote
universal peace, there was very good reason to do -tbt
whether it would go into an offensive and defensive
alliance with that object in view.
All difficulty, however, has been removed ·by the
war. The powers that can control the situation
have been brought together in defense against a
common enemy, and that enemy is precisely the
European power that could not be counted upon in
an effort for the world's peace. The new coalition
can proceed after the war is ended, to that large
task, that great work for the world's betterment;
and that it will be accomplished if mice started upon
-cannot seriously be doubted.-Mobile Register.
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A FOURTH OF JULY ORATION
[Through the kindness of Bishop E. L. Kelley, we are p.ermitted: to present to our rea,dJers the following extract, from
·a Woodbine, Iow:a, paper, an addr,ess delivered by Br~ther
Augustine Dwyer on the Fourth of July. Though this is now
three months past, still in these times the topic is always
timely, especially as we see our boys called forth to service.-EDITORS.]

The Fourth of July celebmtion at Woodbine will
long be remembered by the great. gathering of citizens of the town and country, who were present.
Rarely, if ever, have the citizens of this part of Iowa
listened to a m011e eloquent patriotic address.
Seated on a platform tastefully decorated with the
national colors were the pastors of the various
churches of the town. Mr. Dwyer was introduced
by the pastor of the Methodist church. As soon as
he rose to speak Mr. Dwyer was greeted by an outburst of applause. He said in part:
One hundred and forty-one years ago to-day, our
forefathers signed a Declaration of Independence
that has vibrated around the globe. It is because
you 'are Americans, and because I am an American,
that we are here to celebrate the greatest event in
our national history. This is a da,y sacred to every
American. But never in its history has this Nation
faced a Fourth of July that had before it what is
before it to-day. The spidt of American freedom
and American democmcy has been making its way
through the social and political life of Europe, and
the old civilization of empires is falling to fragments. The problem before America to-day is not a
declaration of independence for a few States, but a
declai~ation of independence for the world.
That
independence declared by our forefathers in 1776
is not confined to any particular country, it belongs
to humanity, and wherever that independence is assailed America must defend it. History has crowned
America as the Mother of .Freedom, and the hand
of no foreign tyrant will ever tear tha-t crown from
her brow. Mother of Freedom is the title that became hers on the Fourth of July, 1776.
America has outgrown the day when she could
live apart from the rest of the world. She is the
youngest nation upon the globe, but· a nation that
constitutes the greatest part of the globe in the
sense of importance, and all that makes for the progress and uplift of humanity. If America is to keep
her freedom, the world must be free. For this reason, ten million magnificent specimens of American
manhood registered for their country's service and
are now waiting her call to arms. It swells our
hearts with pride to think of it. Ten million Am.ericans stand ready to reinforce the great battle of
civilization that is thundering for decision upon the
:fields of France. Ten million Americans are waiting
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for that critical moment when democracy and liberty
are t~ fight their Armageddon amid the tottering
thrones and reeling dynasties of Europe.
The whole civilized world to-day honors the
American flag. H is because the world has come to
see in that flag the last and best hope of poor, suffering humanity-the Fatherhood of God and the
Brotherhood of Man.
Americans, on this Fourth of July give ear to this
truth: In the days of the Roman Empire, to be a
Roman citizen, was greater than to be king. To-day
it is equally true-to be an American citizen is
greater than to be the ruler of the proudest kingdom
of Europe. Let us ·not forget our glorious past in
this dark hour. Let us not grow faint-hearted nor
discouraged. Who of us would not prefer death, a
thousand times than see our freedom sacrificed to
the Emperor of Germany and his so-called Kultur,
which is only another word for tymnny? Who of
us would not rather die than see our independence
crushed beneath the heel of a foreign despot?
Then let us look up to God in these trying days.
Let us look to Him who has guided this country
through all her trials. Let us sing the song of one
who in another dark hour shook off a tyrant's power
-the song of Martin Luther:
0 God our strength in ages past,
Our hope for yearrs to come,
Our l'e:fuge from the stormy blast,
And our eternal home.

Let us look to our flag, and while we look at it let
us remember, that wherever it has gone on rthe field
of battle, the bugle that accompanied it never blew
defeat. As it conquered the curse of slavery in the
South, as it wiped out the tyranny of despotism in
Cuba and in the Philippines so will irt now destroy
forever the wild ambition of thart power-mad monarch on the throne of the German Empire, who has
plunged the world into horror and butchery.
It would be out of keeping with the sentiment of
patriotism rthis day awakens in the hearts of every
true American were I to maim no mention of the
great man that rules over us, President Woodrow
Wilson. The noble, magnanimous Wilson. He is the
living embodiment of the words of Marcus Brutus,
the greatest sta·tesman of the Roman Empire. Brutus
faced the darkest hour in the history of Rome with
these heroic words upon his lips :
Set honm· in one eye and de1a,th in the other,
And I will look upon both indifferently
F1or let the gods so speed me,
I loVle honor more than I fear dleath.

Wilson uttered the same thought when he said:
"War is a fearful thing, but the right is more precious than peace."
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For nearly three years our President has been in
the thick of the fiery conflict. To withstand such
bitter criticism as has been hurled at him requires
greater courage than to face the enemy on the field
of battle. When frightful activities were committed
against the honor of this country upon the high seas,
the cry of the Nation was "To Arms," "To Arms,"
and while these .activities burned into his brain in
letters of agony, his aim was to keep this Nation
out of war if he could. Despite the venomous attacks that were made on him and his policy, he put
his trust in the Great Ruler and pursl;!ed his onward
way. The country grew impatient with him yet he
held fast to the course he believed, was for the country's best good. I doubt if in the history of the
United States any occupant of the Presidency was
ever reviled as President Wilson was reviled. True,
three of his predecessors were martyred, but there
are some things harder to bear than martyrdom.
One of them is to face from day to day bitter and
shameful attacks, ·all undeserved, to be misrepresented and misunderstood. To bear all this with
calm mind and unruffled brow, to utter no word of
retaliation, this, 'I say, is greater than martyrdom.
But all is changed now. We no longer hear
President Wilson spoken of as a man fit only for
the small task of a professor's chair, and the limitations of a classroom. He looms up as the greatest
statesman of the age. The old governments of Europe, Russia, England, Franc~ and far~away Japan,
have sent their commissions to the White House to
confer with him and to ask his council and guidance.
Nearly the whole world is at his feet, and from the
bleeding hearts of mothers in Europe, and from the
soul-sick soldiers in the trenches, a cry is making its
way to the White House to the occupant there,
"Watchman, tell us, what of the night?" Europe
knows, as we all know, that the brunt of this war
has fallen upon the United States, and the united
States must bring the horror to a finish, and God
strengthening her, she will do it. And when that
day comes and come it will, the stars and stripes
wherever it waves, will wave with a new luster. It
will not only be the flag of America but inasmuch
as it represents the best freedom humanity has
known, it will be the flag of the world.
War is terrible! It is all that one of the great
generals in our civil war, described it to be: "War
is hell." It was because he realized all this, President Wilson struggled heart and soul, to keep this
Nation out of the frightful massacre. If we would
enter the war at all, he would have us enter it, not
with the weapons of slaughter, but with the blessings of peace. He would have us, as a peaceful Nation, hind up the wounds of the poor, bleeding Europe. He would have us send, out of our abundance,

food to feed the starving mouths of women and children. He would have us, as a people, stand solidly
for humanity, •and bear all things, and suffer all
things for humanity's sake. It was this thought he
had in mind when he wrote his message to Congress :
"A Nation can be so right it should be too proud
to fight." Gr·eater words never fell from the lips
of any ruler. America is just beginning to see the
meaning and the greatness of them. They will go
down in history and will be remembered so long as
this war is ]}emembered, and when will it be forgotten? What the President· meant when he uttered
these words was that force can never conquer force.
These words are but the echo of words uttered by
the Prince of Peace, two thousand years ago in Old
Judea, "All they that take the sword shall perish
with the sword."
With such a man at the helm of state we can
take heart and look forward with faith and with
hope. A new day is dawning for humanity, and
America is ushering it in. Let us pray that before
another Fourth of July comes round, we shall behold
. written large over Europe a new Declaration of Independence, written by the hand of American freedom. A Declaration of Independence that will be
the ·emancipation of old dynasties from slavery of
despotism, and the German people from the tyranny
of militarism. Let us put our trust in God and
wait.
For conquer we must when our cause it is just,
And this be our motto, "In God is our trust."
The S'tar .Sparngled Banner ·in triumph shall wave,
O'er the lands of the globe, and the homes of the brave.

THE STAFF
• Edited by ARTHUR H. MILLS, 1514 "W. Short St., Independence, Mo. •

Some Plans for our Future Work
We beli•eve tha,t it is apparent to even the laity that thie
church's music work is growing; but to those actively engaged
1in its morre exte1nsive conduct and development, this growth is
not only real and vigorous, but in a measure surprising.
Enthusiasm is "contagious," but this really desirable "inf,ection" is "sp'l'eading" and we trust that in time the entirre
mass of the church will be .affected, with "immunity" rare and
exceptional.
But it is not ou'r purpose to write at l•ength about our
growth, for we havie in mind a mor.e' important as well as
pleaSiing subdect-to tell you about one of our plans for good
things to come.
Not so very long ago it became evident that the choir movement work required a channel of publicity through which .it
might reach the general church public more· effectively. The>
management of the HERALD was generous when appealed to,
kindly granting space to the amount of two page:s each menth;
and "The Staff" came into being. It is not very much of a
publication so far as size goes, but we are assur,ed it has met.
with favor among HERALD readers.
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But we have ~ept on growing which, you will admit, is unquestionably our duty; and now we have outgrown the limited
confines of our HERALD allotment of two pages.
So we have had to ag1ain go to the HERALD management, and
we found their hearts were not hardened. Although unable
to grant us a la,rger allotment of space, we have arranged
with them whereby we can more widely and effectively r,each
the people of the church with our music work.
The columns of "The Staff" will be devoted to, first of all,
the necessary routine of its work, which on account of its
character must appear regularly. As nearly as we can forecast, :it will consist largely of the following:
(1) Edcitor1ials: we hope to make the:se pertinent and not of
undue length.
(2) · A "news" depa'rtment, containing new<> items of our
various musical activities that are of genwrnl interest. Items
of only local interest must he barred. D.i.strict and branch
choristers, orchestra leaders-~n fact all musical workers are
urged to send us "news."
(3) Special a·~·ti10les or announcements by the general officers of the choir movement.
( 4) Miscellaneous: this is a broad term, ,embracing a lot of
things, such as special items or articles for the department,
announcements, programs, comments, cliippings, etc.cIt will be seen from the foregoing that we intend to make
' "The Staff" columns of general interest in that they shall furrnish a knowledge of what is going on musically in our church,
stimulate musica,l activity and development, and a healthy
degree of musical emulation and rivalry.
There is another class of musical material, however, that is
not provided for in the foregoing outline: the special a,rticTie,
tl'e1ating some particular feature of music work. Wlf;: are very
mindful of the importance and value of such material, and not
only want to providie for its appearance but encourage its
production. Artides of real merit (mark this qualification
well) are eagerly desired and will be gladly used. Some of
them will appear in the articles d!ep:artment of the HERALD;
others .in Autumn Leaves. The character of the article, as
well as availability of space, will determine its disposition;
decision as to this last, resting with those in charge·.
So now we urge all who are interested in pDomoting the
music work of the church to send us artide1s upon musical
subjects, particularly articles pertinent to that work. If you
have burning ·within your mind some subject, or experience,
or probiem, that you are convinced will be, of value or profit
in our music work, let us have the benefit of your tideas. Do
not neglect to write because you fear you will not he able to
express yourself grammatically, or clothe your thoughts in
choice language; your shortcomings in that regard can he
easily r.emedied in the work of editing. Let your chief consideration be that what you say shall haVie merit and be of
real interest.
Are you willling to help us'? We feel that you are.
ARTHUR H. MILLS, Editor.

Community Singing
Within the last f,ew years there has sprung into action in
many parts of the country what might be styled a. popular
musical impulse, the nature of which is to impel the people of
any given community to gather at some public place and sing
the songs that hav'e been woven into their hearts. The origin
of this movement is ascribed to a Mr. Harry Barnha.rd, of New
York City, formerly of Kansas, who has had some phenonenal results in his work. The "impulse," if it may be so called,
has spread to quite an extent over the country. Given a man
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qualified with natural powers of leadership, who intuitively
senses the psychic forces and moods of the massed crowd, also
a suitablie: place for the assembling of that crowd, and you
have about all that is necessary for the work of community
singing; for the c11owd naturally comes to do its part of the
work in singing.
It does not take much to fit one for the work of participating in a community "sing." Everybody goes 'with his "instrument" (the voice) Deady at hand, and kind nature has
endowed nearly everyone with enough skiill on this instrument
to enable him to "caDry ,a, tune." A responsive heart that will
vibrate to familiar strains, a willing mind and mouth-and
there you a11e. Peop}e who go to these "sings," after the first
visit of curiosity, generally do so because their hearts have
led them there. They cluster around the leader, ostensibly
to listen; they hear the beloved songs that have become. part
of the fabric of the human hearrt, and before they are aware
they are singing themselves, and the cares of the past forgotten. The familiar strains of "Swanee River," "Annie
Laurie," "Old Klentucky Home," etc., ane born again for them,
renewed and ref11eshed. They sing these time~honored treasures with k€1en enjoyment, and born them gradually merge
into things more pretentious.
It "goes without saying" that the leader is the most important factor in the success of community singing, for without
a leader endowed with the p:eculiacr qualities necessary the
P'eople will not respond, but the crowd furnishes the study
and is itself· the chief inte·rest. You find yourself pond•ering
where they all came from; why they came in such numbers;
in what way does the singing of the old-fashioned songs appeal so much to them. But you are driven to the inevitable
conclusion that on the one hand there is something in music
that reaches the hearts of peopie; and on the other hand
there are impulses in the hearts of people that demand expression through the medium of music. We are wondering
if the spirit of community singing has not in some way a
place in our gospel plan, and its development a real possibility
for our church work.
WhiLe east this summer we had an eoccellent opportunity
to see community singing in its actual operation. Our general chorister, Brother· Albert N. Hoxie, is actively interested
in community singing work .in Philade~phia, and it seems that
he has captured the principal forces of that city for his work,
having secur1ed the support of some influential musical people
there. At Hunting Park on the first Sunday we were there,
we were privileged to be present at the regular weekly "sing."
The crowd grew until there were from thnee thousand to four
thousand of them massed in a Large semicircle in front of the
director, Brother Hoxie, and they sang with flervor and enjoyment. It was evident that they sang because they loved
to sing. Again, at the Navy Yard on the following Thursday evening, this "sing" was repeated, with, of course, a
different personnel in the singing force, the crowd this time
being larg1ely composed of officers, sailors and macrines, giving it the appropriate spirit of war time'
Out of community singing is bound to come something, we
cannot yet say what. Possibly it may be large choruses built
more upon the community plan and endowed with the community spirit; probably it Wlill be an influence in the development of community proj,ects in which the people are brought
closer together; but certainly it will be an increased love for
.. nd interest in music as a potential factor in the development
of the race.
We ane going to ~eep our eye on the development of community music and suggest that you do so too. Brother
Hoxie 'is more than half persuaded that in it are some
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elements and possibilities of real importance to our church
and its work and is alertly watching for the unfolding of
such into concrete forms. We shall look forward to' the
time when, as a result of his experience and observation, he
shall be able to givte us something of value, both in the way
of knowledge and its applicaiJion, that shall be of real use to
the church in its work.
A. H. M.

In Prospect
SOME GOOD THINGS IN STORE FOR YOU IN THE NEAR FUTURE
We now have on hand some excellent artides, well written
and pe~rtinent to our work, that we propose to giv,e you soon.
These articles will be quite helpful to our musical workers,
and we urge that aU interested be on the watch for them
and digest them when they shall appear.
For our choir inte11ests we have three special articles, which
will appear in the HERALD columns in the dates noted. The
first one, "How may a choir assist a branch," is by Broth~rr
H. A. Scott, pr,esident of the branch at Omaha, Nebraska. It
deals with the work of the choir from the viewpoint of thle
pastor in charge of the branch. Look for it in the HERALD
of to-day. The second artide, "The choir, from the choir
loft," is by Brother Mark H. >Stiegfried, bishop of the Indep,endence Stake, who, when he is not busy "bishoping," sings
in the Stone Church choir at Indep,e>ndence. It deals with the
duti>es of choir members as viewed from their point of vision.
This article will appear in the HERALD for November 7. The
third and last article of the series is "The most successful
choir," by Sister Minn1e E. Scott, of the First Saint Joseph,
Missouri, Branch. Sister Scott endeavors to convince us that
the greatest factor in the success of our choirs is the spiritual element of consecration, and her article cardes the impress of one who knows. It will be £ound in the HERALD of
November 21.
Our orchestra forces al'e not forgott~en in this providenc·e of
good things and for them we havoe two excellent articles treating upon orchestral problems. These are i<o be published in
A wtumn Le.aves in the issues as noted. Those of our orchestra
workiers who may not be taking the Leaves should al'range to
get the numbers containing these articles, that they may not
fail to read them. Better still, send in your subs~ription for
the Leaves, for there may be a number of good musical things
app1ear in it in the future.
The first artic1e, "First experiences, with a Sunday school
orchestra," by Brother Harry W. Tilden, sup.erintendent. of
the First Saint Joseph, Missouri, Sunday School, tells of the
very interesting and actual experi<ences of Brother Tilden in
developing the possiibilities in his school into a real working
orchestra. We feel that they will aid others who may be
wanting to know how they may build up an orchestra for
service. It will appear in Autumn Loeaves soon, likely in the
January number. The second article is by Brother Joseph
H. Anthony, of Lamoni, Iowa, <in the subject of "The combined orche1stra." In it Brother Anthony touches upon some
of the problems of orchestra development, and the real future
possibilities for the church in such devoelopment. Brothetr
Anthony is now in the f1aculty of Graceland, giving instruction on the various orchestral instruments, and we trust his
labors will hasten the r·ealization of some of our cherished
hop>es for future orchestml development. Look for his article
in the Autumn Le•av.es, during the early winter.
~A. H. M.
No

m~n

has done his duty until he has done his best.

From Here and There
Breth11en M. F. and C. A. Ralston, of Wiley, Colomdo, have
each .sent us program of a sacred canta,ta, "The light everlasting," by James D. Gillet11e, !1ec,e'lltly rendered by the
Saints' choir at WHey. This pl'ogram of four pages is very
tastefully a~rranged. The first page conta,ins title of the
cantata, with the na,mes of Mliss Nina .A!rnold, directress,
and Miss Alice Burgess, pianist. The two center pages contain the listed parts and numbers of the cantata, while the
last p,a.ge is devoted to the personnel of the choir, the arrangement of voic1es indicating that it is wen balanced.
The Brethren Ralston r•eport that the cantata was a· real
success, much enthusiastic p:naise being received from outsiders as wen as members for its r·endition.
We were pleased to receive this .program sho~ing the activity of one of our western choirs. Incidentally, we hope to
11eceive progl'ams from everyone of our choirs or musical
organizations whenever a special musical production is given.
Also, we )Vish more of our choirs would follow the example of
the Wiley choir and p11esent special musical offerings outside
of their regular work. Their production brings real returns
in added skill, interest and culture.
Sister Louise Evans, of Grand Rapids, Michigan, chorister
of the Southern Michigan and Northern Indiana District, has
been making an ~extended tour through Canada, and has, in
connection with her other work, labored for the advancement
of the church's music as she journeyed. She reports as having the best spiritual "liberty" in her efforts in this line;
that the people are ea.ger to hear and anxious to develop in
the musical work ,of the church, and that the musical spirit is
burning in the hearts of many.
Some ~emcouraging improvement is reported 'in the condition
of Sister Lola Johnson, chorister of the Holden Stake, but she
is not yet able to resume b!er work.
The choirs of the Independence 1StakJe are now working in
their combined form, under the direction of Sister Cordie
Hulmes, the stake chorister, busily engaged in ma!Stering the
oratorio, "ELijah," the masterpiece for next General Conference. It is proposed to develop the numerical strength of
this combined choir largely in excess of p11evious efforts, and
the call is now being sounded for those who will join in the
g11eat work.
From Eastern Maine and Western California come encouraging l'eports of choir activity, that !indicate much development and growth for the good of the church. Is your
choir active?
A. H. M.

WOMAN'S AUXILIARY
Edited by AUDENTIA ANDERSON, 2009 Locust St., Omaha, Nebr.

Our "Aid" Departments!
The reli>ef and service work of the past has largely been
carrieid on by the aid society workers, f9r they have been the
money gatherers of the church among the women, ·and in
many places have paid for the property on which their church
stands and have fuept the house of the Lord neat and comfortal5le with the means they have collected.
The relief and servic>e work of the future will also be in
the hands of the alid society workers, and we suggest now that
the name of your organization be changed to Rlelief and Service Bureau, and ::~~s you change your name, that you change
also your aim to real relief and service work, relieving tlie
poor, sewing for the needy, visiting the sick, cooperating with
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the president of your branch in caring for his flock, visiting
new members who have entered your branch, and coordinating with the bishop in all ,money matters.
We would suggest furthJei:ri that each organization look up
the copy of the DAILY HERALD which was printed during lhe
General Confel'ence, and read aloud at your next meeting
the talk of Brother McGwre, our Presiding Bishop, on the
raisdng of money. As far as possible we should all fall in
line and lend our aid and support to him.
Read Devine's Misery and its Causes, Principles of Relief,
and Efficiency and Relief, -and study the hvbor problems.
Let us study real relief and service work in the! light of modern charity, and cease to lap and overlap in our giving.
O:ne thought more: and that wiill be enough for the present.
In many braJJ.ches we have been having a yearly rummage
sale. Let us try a new plan this year. Collect the discarded
garments as before; talm them into a small storehouse prepared for this work. Clean tlrem, press them, mend them,
or make them over into needed garments for the.needy. You
will thus do a great deal more good than you can with the
:fie:w dollars made at the rummage: saie:. M1a.terial will b!e high
this winter, and the poor will suffer more than in otherr years·;
so why not begin now to prepare to make li:De better fm· our
own? Let some seek out the needy, finding outtheir wants;
let others gather up the surplus for the storehouse, and still
others do the necessary repaix work or make the: needed
changes.
So may we all be workers together in the building up of
Zion,--each one fitting into the place she best can fill, and all
willing to serve each other.
LULA M. SANDY,
President Geweral Auxiliary.

A Tooth and Its Care---Part 2
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dom tooth" so called, which may come1 anywhere from the
age of 16 to 60. Right here I might say a word about this
so-much-d11eaded tooth. I know not why it should receive the
name it has, unless ·it is tl:Jie experience it gives its possessor
during its eruption, its short life, and its removal. This
tooth is ·c,onsidered by neiarly everyone as a use1less part of
one's anatomy;' hut the fact is, it is as good and servicable
a tooth as any in th:e samle mouth, if there is room for it, and
the owner will keep it clean. True in some mouths there is
not room for it to erupt properly, thus leaving small pockets
under the f1I'ee margin of the gum in which particles of food
lodge and ferment, thus keeping up a continual inflammation.
In such cases it should be extmcted. But the real reason is,
there is not one person in a thousand that will take the necessary time and pains to keep the posteri·o·r part of the mouth
clean, and especially the wisdom tooth. It being in an ideal
location for food and s1ecretions to lodge causes it to rapidly
decay, with the resulting toothache, inflamed and swollen
gums, and increased pain in extracting. This part of the
mouth should be watched very carefully during the eruption
of the wisdom tooth as y•ery serious conditions may arise
from infection in this area. It will as the man said who
came into the office the other day who could speak but litHe
English, "Sick tooth, make sick all over"! In other w.ords a
sick tooth makes a sick mouth; a sick mouth makes a sick
stomach; a sick stomach makers a sick body; and a sick body
makes a sick spirit;-all because of a little neglect!
This calls to mind a case that came under my ca11e and observation about a year and a ha.lf ago. A boy about 18 came
into my office so completely bundled up with shawls and
scarfs that there was but a small opening through which he
could see with one e~e. My first thought was, he either had a
very bad tooth or he sure had a large imagination. He had,
not 11emoved all of his bundling, however, before I realized it
was more than imagination, for one eye was swollen shut,
and I could not. pass my little finger between his teeth, so
nearly closed had the sweilliing forc,eid his jaws. The skin
upon his cheek was stretched f:mm swelling, to the tightness
of a drum. · This trouble had come from a neglected wisdom
to~th, which had he,en lanc~d by his physician some 12 days
before. It had to be lanced twice upon the face, (in <'ront
of the ear and on the margin of the lower jaw) besides tv;-o
incisions within the mouth. Hie could not eat, and his body
was being completely poisoned by the pus absorbed into his
system. With the aid of his physician in helping his system
to eliminate the poison, I was able, in about four weeks, to reduce the swelling enough to obtain room to extmct the toGth.
In two more we1eks, afte1r removing a number of pieces of
necrosed or dead bone he was on what seemed to be c;he sure
road to recov.ery. That boy needs no :reminder that his teeth
need care, for he is thankful to-day that he is still alive.

(The second installment of a practical paper written by
Doctor G. W. Rodgers, of Sedalia, Missouri.)
When the child becomes about five y'ears, old the roots of
the anterior temporary teeth havte become decal6ified, or absorbed, giving room for the·slowly erupting permanent teeth.
After this absorption the: crown.g of the temporary teeth become loose and in most cases may be plucked off with the
fingers or with a string. Many times the cusps of the p€11'manent tooth may be seen upon removal of the first tooth.
The incisors of the permanent teeth are erupted from the
fifth to the seventh yea,r normally, and about the sixth year the
first permanent molar arriv,€is just hack of the last temporary
moiar. This tooth, the first permanent molar, is often mistaken for a baby tooth by the parents and thus neglected until .it has to be removed. There are but ten temporary teeth
in each jaw, and the: size of this Jliew molar too, would indi"wno AM I?
cate it was not a first tooth. If it is taken out the11e is a Iack
of development of the arch, and subsequent erupted teeth
"I am more powerful than the ,combined rivers of the world.
come in in malocclusion, or in other words they do not come I have destroyed more men than all the wars of the nations.
in improper relation to the opposing teeth and oonseque:ntly I am more deadly than bullets 'and I ·have vnecked more homes
do not giv'e: the proper serviice in mastication. Even the first thaJJ. the mightiest of sieg.e guns. I spare no one and find my
teeth should be given the necessary care to keep the child free victims among the rich and poor alike, the young and old,
from pain. Keep the child happy, for sorrow enough will the strong and weak. I loom up to such proportions that
come in after life. The I1e:IDOVIal of a temporary tooth too I cast my shadow ov.e:r every fi.eld of lah01r. I lurk in unsoon
soon will cause the p•ermanent teeth to arrive in a crowded, pLaces, and do most of my work silently. You are warned
irregular condition; lik,ewise the retention of a fi,r,st tooth against me, but you heed not-I am 11ellientless-I am everybeyond the time for extraction will cause a malocclusion. wher,er-in the home, on the streets, in the factory, at the railIf you aire in doubt, consult a dentist; he will advise you best road crossings, and on th€1 sea. I bring sickness, degradation
frJom the conditions he finds within that mouth.
and death and yet few seek to avoid me. I destroy, crush
At the end of the thirteenth or fourteenth year, all the per- , and maim. I give nothing but talre all. I am your worst
manent tieeth have erupted except the third molar, or "wis- enemy. I am Carelesswess."
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I suppose some may wonder what is decay? Some early
writers hold the theory that the d.e,cay of a tooth was due
to an inflammation within the tooth causing it to break down,
and that the disease pi~ogressed from within, outward. Others
thought it was the chemical action of the sali~a upon the
surface; but this could not be for the1 reason that if the chemical action was strong enough to affect the enamel it would
also attack the soft tissues. In reality, decay is indi11ectly
caused by a, disease ~erm. You will notice if your teeth have
not been brushed <during the day, or when you arise in the
morning, there is a slightly rrough film covering your teeth.
You cannot seie it but you can f1eel it with your tongue.
Within this film the germs of decay find lodgment and start
to work immediately. It is not the ~erm itself that causes
decay but its products. In their propagatiJOn they produce
a lactic acid, which, being held within the mass of gelatinelike substance produced by the micro-organisms, exerts its
full strength upon the enamel; thus the acid, held in its full
strength in contact with the tooth, decomp•oS!es the miineral
substance of the enamel leaving a depression, into which the
germs themselves 'enter. If this aci:d were liberated in sufficient quantity upon the soft tissues of the mouth without
being diluted by the saliva, it would ,a,lso have tits decomposing
eff·ed"" Then these germs of decay are also propagated and
communic.a.ted to the interior of the tooth, by particles of
food that find lodgment between the teeth and within the pits and fissu11es of the grinding surfaces. This fermenting food
together with heat and moistur1e of the mouth form an ideal
culture for their growth. ·After they have onc'e entered the
tooth, their g11owth is much more rapidl~ These micro-organisms are found in all mouths,-some to a greater extent than
others, due to natural conditions, and the care with which the
tooth is used and brushed. Less than ten per cent of mouths
are immune from decay while over ninety per cent have de>cay. If this film is. allowed to remain upon the teeth it be>comes thick and hard, forming what is known as a calcarious
deposit, often called tartar. This deposit is composed largely
of inorganic' precipitates coming mostly f rom the fluids of
the mouth; but within this also is found such enemies as decayed or decaying food, waste cells from the mucous membrane, and myriads of miero-organisms of all kinds.
(To be concluded next week.)
1

Saving Mothers
More women 15 to. 45 years of age die from conditions connected with childbirth than from any disease except tuberculosis. About 15,000 deaths from maternal causes occur
annually in the United 1States, and the available figures for
thiis country shQlW no decrease in the ma,ternal death rate
since 1900. Maternal deaths are la1rgely p11eventabl1e by
proper care and skilled attendance.
These 15,000 deaths do not measure the full extent of the
waste. They are merely a rough index of unmeasured preventable illness and suff1ering among mothers. Furthermore,
certain diseases of early inf,ancy are closely connected with
the health of the baby's mother and the maternity care she
has received, and these diseases cause about one-third of all
the deaths occurring among baJhies under one year of age.
More than 75,000 babi,es die each year from this group of
diseases because they do not have a faiir start in life.
The life and health of the mother are in every way important to the well-being of. her children. Breast feeding
through the ~rea,ter part of the baby's first year is his chief
protection from all diseases, and mothers are much more likely

to be able to nurse their babies successfully if they receive
proper care before, at, and after childbirth.,
The expectant mother should at once consult a physician.
She should remain under supervision so that any dange1rous
symptom may be discovered as soon as it appears. She should
learn how to take care of herself, and she should have proper
food and 11e1st and freedom from anxiety. When the baby is
born the mother needs trained a,ttendance. A difficult maternity case is one of the gravest surgical eme'r'gencies. Many people do not seem to understand that in any case complications
may arise which can be met safely by p11ompt and skillful
sdi:entific care but which at the hands of an unskilled attendant may cost the lif~e of mother or child or both. Even
afte'r confinement the mothe~r needs continued supervision
and rest until her strength has returned.
Thousands of mothers, bo·th in city and country, do not
have the essentials ,of safety, partly, perhaps chiefly becaus~
they do not realize the dangers involved in lack of care or
else aceept the dangers as unavoidable. Many women are
at present unable to ~btain proper care, but when all women
and theli.r husbands understand its importance and demand
it for every mother, physicians will furnish it, medical colIe,ges will provide better obstetrical training for physicians,
and communities will see to it that mothers are proP'erly
protected.
Little has been done as yet to show women that much of
the wa.ste of mothers' Ilves and health is unnecessary. Even
less has been undertaken by oommuniti'e'S to provide protection for them. Many communities which have studied their
typhoid and tuberculos.is death rates and have undertaken
costly me1asures to reduce them have he,en heedless of the
death rates among mothe!rs. It is not strange therefore that
since 1900 the typhoid rate for the country as a whole has
been cut in half, and the rate from tubeJrculo~sis has been
markedly reduced, while the de~ath rat1e from mate:rn:aJ causes
has shown no demonstrable decl'eJase.
Just how the importanc'e of adequate maternity care is to
be made plain to a community, and just how skilled care and
instruction are to be made avaliabl>e for all mothers·, are of
course Iocal questions to be considered by each community.
The prenatal clinics and prenatal nursing which are being
develop,ed in maJny cities suggest a method of supervision and
instruction which might well be ext,eJndied. Even in cities
where such work is carried on and where good hospitals are
numerous, the number of mothers reached is small in comparison with the num!be,r who bear their children without
adequate ca~re. ,
Difficulties are perhaps g11eatest in ru'ral districts where
the sheer inaccessibility of a physican is often added to the
other eLements of the problem. Here a public nursing service
with headqua,rters at the county seat, or other aceessible
town, would probably be the first step, placing at the service
of ev;e1ry expectant mothe1r a visiting nurse who is especially
equipped to give her information about personal care and to
watch. for symptoms of trouble demanding medical adivice.
As such a nursing service develops, its headquarters might
become, with the coop1emHon of physicans, a sort of maternal
and child-welf:are center to which not only expectant mothers
but also mothers with balbies could comi;J for instruction,
e~amination, and advice. If no gellleral hospital were conveniently near, a cottage hospital for mothers and babies
might ultimately form a part of such a, center.
A more general use of existing provisions for scien,tific
maternity care allld the extension of plrovisions for such care
in: all types of communit1eis should seTVe to reduce the number
of deJ3lths among mothers and babies and to improve the
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health tand gene~al conditi.on of childi'Ien throughout the country. A full discussion of the cauoos and pl'e!Vention of maternal deaths and an analysis of available statis,tics, are contained in a report on Maternity Mortality, published by the
Children's Bur,eau.
The following Child£ren's Bureau public:ations are of special
intel:t'lelst in connection with the work for the welfar.e of
mothers and babies and may be obtained upon request from
the Children's Bur1e:au, Washington, District of Columbia:
Birth Registmtion: An .aid in pl'otecting the lives and
rights of children. 2·0 pp., 3d ed., 1914. Bureau publication
No. 2. · T1eUs why every birth ought to be registered with
local authorities.
·
Prenatal Ca.r·e, by Mrs. Max West. 41 pp., 4th ed., 1915.
Bureau publica,tion No. 4. Describes the care a mothm• should
have befol'e he:r baby comes.
New Zealand Soci<ety for the Health of Women and Children: An example of methods of baby-saving work in small
towns and rural districts. 18 pp., 1914. Bureau publication
No.6.
Infant Oa.re, by Mrs. Max W~est. 87 pp., 1914. Bureau
publication No. 8. Tells a mother how to tak<e care of her
baby through the first two years.
Infant Mortality: Results of a field study in Johnstown,
Pennsylvania, based on births in one calendar yea1r, by Emma
Duke. 93. pp. and 9 pp. illustrated, 1915. Bureau publication
No.9.
Infant Mortality, Montdair, New Jersey: A study of infant
, mortaEty in a suburban community. 36 pp., 1915. Bu~tleau
pulblication No. 11.
Infant Mortality: Results of a field s~tudy in Manchester,
New Hampshire, based on births in one year, bry Beatrice
Sheets Duncan and Emma Duke. Bureau publication No.
20. (In press.)
The Johnstown, Montclair, and Manchester I'leports show
something of the home and community condlitions which endanger babies' lives.
Baby-Week Campaigns (Revised edition): 14·! pp. and 15
pp. illustmted, 1917. Bureau publication No. 15. Tell how a
week (or a day) ma.y be us,ed to show a community what it
ought to do fo:r its babies and mothers.
A Tabular Statetment of Infant-Wel:liare Work by Public
and Private Agencies in the United States, by Etta R. Goodwin. 114 pp., 1916. Bureau publication No. 16. List of
infant-welfare agencies and their activities in cities having
a population of 10,000 or «YVer.
Maternal Mortality from all Conditions Connected with
Childbirth in the United! States and Certain Other Countries,
by Grace L. Meigs, M. D. 66 pp., 19,17. Bure1au publication
No. 19. Discuss c1aus,es and p:revention of deaths in childbirth and reviews availabie statistics.
How to Conduct a Children's Health Conference, by
Frrances Sage Bradley, M. D., 1and Florence Brown Sherbon,
M. D. Bureau public1ation No. 23. (In pr.ess.)-Government Bulletin.

What Americans Should Eat

at higher prices than fine >flour and fine flour breads. The
actual process of manufacture is much cheaper, both because
it requir,es simpLe1r milling and bec1ause it retains the bran
and mi,dJdlings, now sold as low price stock feeds. The best
whole wheat flour is me1rely ground wheat and the grinding
process is simple eiJ'lough that whol1e wheat mills can be
quickly set up and opem.ted anywhere.
MILLING INDUSTRY BY-PRODUCTS

As some people will insist on having white flour, the milling
by-p1roducts, such as bran, shorts, middlings, and "l'ed dog,"
1all of which are now used as stock f<eeds, may be turned to
human account in various dietetic fiorms.
WAR TIMES BREAKFAST FOODS

Most low cost food campaigns feature rice. Rice is good,
but rollec1 wheat, harley and rye, P'earled barley, crack,ed
wheat and v;a,rious hominies, samps 1and grits are all cheaper
and just as good.
CORN PRODUCTS

In all other nations wheat, brurley and rye a:t'le as cheap as
any g:t'a,in. In the United States, Indian corn, and more recently, the various sorts of Kaffir corns, are grow1;1 at much
less' than the cost of producing the grains of the wheat
family. Corn to-day ,is worth but sixty-five per cent of the
value of wheat and is practically equivaLent to it from a
nutritional standpoint. Old-fashioned lye hominy is dirt
cheap and would make a gl'eat hit with every farm-raised
New Yorker. It is our p1atri.otic diUty now to eat more corn
and release our whea.t for the use of our allies in Europe,
whose peopLe do not know how to use corn, and cannot be
expected to quickly adopt it.
SKIMMED MILK AND BlJTTERMILK

Skimmed milk and buttermilk are excellent sources of
animal protein, but are now lost to human nutrition, being
chi,ecfly 'employed in hog feeding. They can be utilized in
numerous wa.ys: when supplemented with cottonseed oil, they
become efficient substitutes for whoie milk.
COTTONSEED AND OTHER VEGETABI.E OILS

F'rom a nutritive standpoirnt, cottonseed oil is an absolute
equivalent of olive oil and butter, but great prejudice erxists
against the newer and cheaper in fa.vor of the more established forms of food fats. Olive oil is a superlative food, but
there is not enough to go around. The use of cotton seed or
peanut oil could he made to replace much of the ;:mimal fat,
saving the enormous waste involved in feeding ten units of
nutriU.on to an animal merely to get back one pound of food
in more tasty form.
GLUCOSE

From the standpoint of nutrition, glucose made from corn
starch is the equivalent .o·f cane sugar, and is our most economical form of sweet, but because of popular prejudice it is
not yet honestly utilized as a food product. Glucose is as
unlimited as the corn crop. Glucose is moi'Ie closely rel1a,te:d
to the natural sugar of fruit than is cane sugar. It is, in
fact, the exact chmnical equivalent of the sugar of the blood.

AMERICAN WAR BREADS

VEGETABLE PROTEIN FOODS

The war breads used in Europe consist chiefly of entire
grains instead of the white flours. German ~ar hread at
times contains potatoes or turnips. America should adopt
war breads maJdJe of entil'e grains with an addition to the
wheat products of corn meal and corn flour.

Soy beans and blra.ck-<eyed cow peas ave well-.known sources
of vegetable protein in stock feeding; they are also fit for
human foods, as the writer can testify from abundant experimentation in the use of them. We should have them on
the retail market and learn how to use them on our daily billof-fare.-From "Suggested war-time food economies," by
Milo Hastings in June Physical Culture.

WHOLE WHEAT FLOUR SITUATION

Whole wheat and graham breads and flours are now sold
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LETTER DEPARTMENT
Christmas Offering---Roll of Honor

D•2ar Coworkm·s: We are •entering now on the last quarter
of the present year, the time is short for the work we have
before us. Thus far those from whom we lNwe lre[t.rd have
shown a wonderful increase in the Christmas offering. If
you have been reading these columns cal"lerfully you will have
noted some most excelle11t reports, a suDe and positive proof
that some of our schools are going to do their part.
We wish to ~e this •opportunity of thanking the schools
for the support they have ghnen us thus far, and to show
you that we appreciate the fact that you have done well and
that you am capable of doing much, we are going to ask
that we put behind us all thought of what we ha.ve done,
whether it be much or little, and that from this moment on
let us put our shoulders to the wheel and make it buzz with
enthusiasm of earnest ·endeavor. Let us make it buzz and
buzz until the enthusiasm begins to radiate from it and
reaches all our ·S,unday schools, rousing theni to earnest
action. We all w:ant this debt "wip•ed out" thel'e is only one
WJay to "wipe it out" and that is for ,everyone to do his or
her part. Some of our schools have already done their part
and! have already raised more than two dollars per member,
yet they al'El still working. What has your school done?
Have you Q.one your share? If not what are you going to do?
Surely you do not intend to let these schools work on alone
until they have done their shaDe and your share, too.
This is a grand work, we all enjoy it when we enter into
it in the proper spirit. The work is a great pleasure and is
not a labor when all are working. It on[y becomes a labor
when one is trying to do the work of two or three, then it
is not ornly laborious but it tends to discourage the earnest
workers.
W·e have done nobly thus far-our work is for a noble
cause--it is worthy a more noble effort and we shall look
forward to eV'en greater returns.
We wish to call yoU!r attention to the excellent report of
the Tulare, California, Sunday school. Have they not done
most splendidly?
Yours for a greater off·ering,
A. W. SMITH,
Second Assistant Gene'f;al Sunday School SupM··int·endcJnt.
The Sagle, Idaho, school has $39.04 and ·still going.
The Wheeling, West Virginia, school had a good offe.ring
last year-$42.34, but on September 16 had raised $44.46.
They expect to make it $100. Some of the offering is in the
bank, drawing four per cent inte11est and some fiv;e. They use
a roll .a-f honor in the school 3Jlld also use the blackboard
freely.
The Fli1rst Detroit, Michigan, school raised! $225 last year.
They set out to make it $420 this time:, which would he $2
for each member. At the end of the third quarter they had
$299.
At Highland: Park, Michigan, they hav•e at time of reporting, about $75.
The La Junta, Colorado, school Deports $50 and trying to
raise $75.
From Louisville, Kentucky, there is a report of $33.74
raised.
The Anamosa, Iowa, Branch has a little school, and they
have rais,ed $9.63.

From Hliteman, Iowa, they report that last year they had
over $37, whi1e now they have $204 and expect to raise the
$2 apiece, which will mean $252.
Tula11e, California, have sent in $218.27 and have another
quarter in which to add to it. The school lacks only a few
cents of raising $4 apiece, all feeling the need of gjving, and
doing it cheerfully.

Nauvoo Reunion
The NauV'oo District reunion was heM at Montrose, Iowa,
from August 24 to September 2, inclusive. The camp was
in the school park, an attra.ctive, level situation, with good
water supply, and no great distance from the business part
of town. Montrose is opposite historic Nauvoo, which drew
om· people en masse f,or an a,fternoon of sightseeing, by ferry
and wutomobiles.
The attendance WJas better than for some years past, and
our bishop reported the outcome financially thoroughly gratifying.
.
Brethren- Frederick A. Smith and Heman Smith wem invited speakers present throughout the reunio-n session, and
Brother J. A. Gillen Desponded· to call and arrived for the
last three days. Of local ministry, the following were in
attendance: Brother D. J. Willilams, pastor of Burlington
Branch andJ District President, Bishop George P. Lambert,
Brother C. J. S'mith, district missionary, and Brother H. N.
Snively of Burlington.
The pri·esthood meetings, held daily at 7.30 a. m., were
•reported as among the most interesting sessions. The prayer
services which followed at 9 a. m., were weH attended, and
the f.eeling was good. There was good response from local
workers for the auxiliary sessions each day at 9.45, some of
the features of which may possibly be reported th11ough the
Sunday school department. This work was in charge of
district auxiliary offic:errs. The p11each!ing services, morning
and evening were also well attendled, a number of outsiders
meeting with us for the ·evening services. Two w.ere baptized
during the reunion, and it is hoped others are near the step.
The afternoons until 4.30, we11e devoted to recreatiorn,
followed by choir p11actice.
ETHEL A. LACEY.

Dedication at Wheeling, West Virginia
October 7, 1917, marks an event of more than ordinary
importance in the history of the Wheeling Branch. Having
paid off the mortgage on the church building it was presented to the Lord as a house of worship. The dedication
w:as in char~e of Apostle G. T. Griffiths, who organized the
branch in 1883 and was the first president of it. There were
fourteen members to begin the work of securing ground and
building the first house of worship which was erected on the
river bank just south of the Wheeling city line. In face of
many obstacles the work grew and the number increased
until the record contained almost 200 names. Changed conditions finally made it necessary to leave that locality, and
with the assistance of •divine direction a lot on the corner of
Jacob and Forty-second Streets was purchased for $1,950.
It :iiequired some time to pay that. After considering various
plans of ibuildings in consultation with Brother Griffiths, the
committee finally made selection and proceeded to erect the
preSiemt edifice.. That committee consisted of 0. J. T.a,ry, L. A.
Serig, Joseph E. Ebeling, J. F. A. Smith and'Russell Kennedy.
The building was opened for worship on August 20, 1905,
Bishop E. L. Kelley preaching the sex:m~n and Brother R. M.
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Elvin offered tlte consecration prayer. The cost of bundling because he knows he has an interest .in their earnest prayers.
and furnishings approximated $4,500. It was necess.ary to Many letters of sympathy and hope reached me whille in the
mortgag.e. the property to the extent of $3,000 and the liqui- Sanitarium andl since, as well as a host of dear friends made
dation of this burden was attended with much anxiety during personal visits~as many as sixteen in one hour while I was
a number of years when times were dull and money hard to in the .Sanitarium-to cheer, and pray with me; many prayers
get. Sometimes it was about all that could be· done to meet were offered in public for my benefit also, for all of which
the interest. Two extrao11dinary floods, the, last one in 1913 I f,e,el deeply grateful and am certainly satisfied I have and
reaching a stage of six feet of w:ater on the floor, damaged am reaping the reward.
the property and furnishings several hundreds of doilars.
There is one thing firmly established in my mind, by my
Brother L. A. Serig being chosen branch president about affliction, and that is, that I know of no institution in the
this time, began the work of repairing the flood damage with church that has endeared itself more to me than the Saniundaunted courage. In this he was ably 1assisted by a num- tarium and with that I may also include its staff of medical men
ber of young men, and some older ones. Brother Roy Smith, and nurses, all of whom are filling a mission that to me seems
with some assistance, did the painting. He rendered valuable as that of any man in the activ.e missionary field. And with
service in preparing the house for dedication, also. Elder my knowledge of mission life, I find very few actively en.0. L. Martin in charge of varnishing the p1ews and other in- gaged therein that make as laborious a sacrifice as the,
terior "tvork; Breth11en Jessie Winship, •Samue,J Martin, John_ physician in charge and the staff of nurses.
Kimble and others rendered valuable aid. The si,stews also
From the effects produced by my peculia•r form of sickness,
contributed both in work and in raising money, in a manner not being a physician, I concluded I had a. slight stroke of
that reflects credit on their zeal and earnestness. An ex- paralysis, yet from the peculiar manner of the attacks I could
pense of $250 w:as incurred in p•reparing the house for dedi- hardly convinm! myBelf to believe it a fact. I was examined
cation. That which had not p11eviously been secured was in this city by four prominent specialists in nerve t11ouble,
quickly secured in answer to the appeal of Brother 1Serig at the three of whom could not tell me what was the real trouble;
close of the service Sunday afternoon. And, at last the S!a;ints how.ever as soon as Doctor Charles R. Ireland began his examar·e rejoicing in the work accomplished and the reLease from ination, he at onc'e told me the troulble and cause the•reof.
the financial burden the debt imposed.
The cause_ being overstudy :and overwork. I readily saw the
We had hoped to have Bishop McGui1re with us, but in his truth of his statements, hecause during January and February
absence Bishop Becker Cl'edita!bly represented him. The day I kept up my confe11ence and· other 11egular work through
was beautiful, the attendance good, and a peaceful, hallowed Mississippi, Al:abama, and Florida, and for a special course
influence blessed the diffierent services of the day.
of study read about one hundred and fifty pages of the DocSince the organization _of the branch the following have trine and Covenants, two hundred of the Book of Mormon
occupied as presidents: G. T. Griffiths, A.M. T,eagarden, L. D. and the entire Bible, making notes on the thr1e1e; then came
Ullom, 0. J. Tary, 0. L. Martin and L. A. Serig, the latter long, heavy grind of council and General Conference sessions
being the present zealous, efficient occupant of that office. through March and April, and always having been bl<essed
Five of the~ six who hav<e occupied were present at the dedi- with a strong constitution, I had no idea: of the limit of my
cation, and p1resided at the sacrament and social servlice in ·endurance, but it came in the form of what the medical prothe afternoon. The absent one, Brother A. M. Teagarden,· fession calls splanchnic-neurasthenia, or in common Englishhaving been called away by death some years ago.
exhaustion of certain nerves of the body, that causes a numbIn addition to -having a house of worship dedicated to the ness, resembling in some respects, a feeling of the flesh akin to
Lord, the branch has a lively corps of officers who manif•e:st paralysis, but altogether differ1ent in ,results; for with proper
a commendable earnestness and activity in caring for the 11est and care accompani·ed with electro-therapeutic treatment
work. The spiritual C•onditJi,on of the branch is' good. The there is nothing to hinder a permanent recovery, though it may
choir work, and the various auxiliaries are g11eatly aid~ng in be somewhat slow. This was complic•ated with pyorrhea of
the work generally. A number of taJ.ented young S:aints are the teeth. I am 11ecei,ving medical treatment from Doct.o:r
being trained for service, who are destined to be of great Joseph Luff.
serv<ice to the church if they continue. Our young missionary,
I have been administePed to S'everal times, each time reBrother John F. Martin, some time since began the com- eeiving certain blessings and the Lord has several times
mendable work of- training a number of the Sunday school spoken to me giving courage and chee!r accompanied with exchildren in singing. This work is being continued by Sister -cellent promises for the future, so that I have no fear of the
Eva Smith, under whose direction the junior choir sang very final outcome. I have not fo•rgotten the promise of the Lord
creditably at the dedic1a.tion services. The future looks bright that "all things work together for good to those that love
for all who_ will arise and answer the present call to duty andl ancli serve him," and already I see splendid blessings which
active service for the Master. As we now 11ejoke in being havce come' to me and am really thankful for the blessings
able to dedicate a house to the Lord, let us all cherish more which have come to me in disguise; however I long to• he out
ardently, the duty of dedi1cating to him our talent, and our on the firing line again with my brethren and am praying
that the time may soon come when such will be the case. I
lives.
0. J. TARY.
am able for one s•ermon every: Sunday and prayer meeting
WHEELING, WEST VIRGINIA.
Sunday and Wednesday nights.
From the time I first came in contact with thi,s gospel and
the history of its founde1r and his cruel pe:rsecuti,on unto
Libeling One Deceased Forbidden
death, and still further, the ruthless• attacks upon his memory
When the rumor gets out that a Latter Day Saint is sick, by the low, degraded class of humanity who, vultur·e~like,
there are many conjectures as to what is the ailment and seek for that which ·dlecency deems unwholesome, and who
whether or not he will recove11, owing of course to the sev.erity flaunt their flag to the pulblic as those who know the trwe
of the sickness, for the Lord has said that, "w:hen one suffers hiSit·ory of Joseph Smith, I have been a. firm believe•r that
all suff1er with him." And that very thought tends to lighten when we would get our rights the name: and memory of
his burden, not that he wishes others to suffer, but rather Joseph and all other worthies of the early organization would
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be defended by the law of the country, and he who would slander them would have to suffer, as he justly should, for libel. I
have sought for legal decisions to affirm my position and am
happy to say I ha:v1e now found that such a law does exist in
this country of equal rights. I enclose a clipping as follows:
"A statute making every malicious publication which shall
tend to expose the memory of one dleoeased to hatred, contempt, ridicule, or obloquy as libel is held to apply in the
Washington case of State v. Haff,er, L. R. A. 1917C, 610, to
malicious defamation of an historical character who clied before the birth of anyone living at the time of the1 publication."-The Daily Repo1~ter, Columbus, Ohio, September 17,
1917.
With this decision in the hands of our people' from one end
of the church to the other not only through the HERALD and
Ensign but in pamph1et form, I am of the opinion that such
vile slanderers as some' of our debating opponents ar'e, we can
and will be able to make them show respect for, not only his
name, but that of others whom we revere.
With anxious desire to he again physically able to take the
firing line.
I remain yours very respectfully,
R. C. RUSSELL.
COLUMBUS, OHIO, 2081 Waldeck A venue.

How Wives Can Help
In a late issue of the HERALD, page 975, is found the fol~
lowing question, with a complete reply by Sister R. T. Cooper:
"How can whnes help with church finances?"
I only wish' to say (and I am glad the privilege is afforded
me), that I am anxious to cast wha,tever influence I may
h.aV1e with the people of the church, in favor ,of the sentiment
and spirit of this reply. The reply certainly covers the
ground wisely and well. I trust that husbands, as well as
wives, will read, or Deread it. I do not hesitate for one
moment to express my opinion, that if this repiy meets with
a careful, prayerful consk1eration by the husband.; and wives
concerned, gDe'at and untold ~ood will be the 'result. We
cannot, with safety, hesitate any longer. "To him that
knoweth to do good, andl deeth it not, to him it is s'in."
LAMONI, IOWA.
J. R. LAMBERT.

From Here and There
If there are any Saints at Fort Collins, Golomdo, they are
requested! to call on Mrs. Anna Dietrich, 418 South Howe
Street. She is not a member but is deeply interested in the1
work, we are informed.
Brother A. C. Barmore wants his HERALD sent to Silverton,
011egon, and tells tha,t will be his address now. He says he is
holding services at 1Silverton with fair attendance and interest.
About eleven Saints resid'e at that place.
Alr~eady a big community choir of about a hundred voices
has been gathered in Lamoni, to practice for a rendition of
"The Elijah." An inspiring first meeting was held on Sunday
afternoon at 4 p. m., the 14th. It is planned to meet each
Sabbath at that hour.
Brother Arthur H. Mills, assistant general chorister, visited
the conference of the Far West Stake at Guilfioi-d, Missouri,
in the interests of the musical work of the church on the 13th.
On the 17th he called at Lamoni to confer with Paul N.
Craig, H. C. Burgess, and J. H. Anthony, in regard to musical
interests in the stake. From her,e he goes to the Little Sioux,
Iowa, District.

ROTHBURY HOUSE, HILL END, UPPER ARMLEY; LEEDS,
YORKSHIRE, ENGLAND,
September 21, 1917.
Editors Hrerald: Just a word or. two from far-away Yorkshire. I know there are many Saints over in the Stat,es who
have a kindly feeling for Yorkshire, and I doubt not they
will be glad to read a few lines from us.
I haV1e1 been located here for the past tweive months, and
I think I can truly say that no' man ecver labored in this
country under such trying conditions as those that have existed during that time.
My labors have been chiefly centered in the Leeds and
Bnadford districts, and in common with all other parts of this
mission, our ranks have been terribly depleted, so much so,
that it makes our task 1an uphill fight all the time. This has
madle the Saints become discouraged, and at times almost
lose heart completely.
•
There are but three of the ministry left her,e now to assis,t
me, and when we think of the number that were once so
active in the Lord's work, we sorrow to think of the, many
that have fallen aside.
In an attempt to revive the work here, we organized a reunion day for September 16. Brother T. Taylor kindly offered the1 loan of his field for the purpose, and preparation
was made to hold the same in the meeting room in case of unfavorable weather.
During the wreek previous to the sixteenth, Brother Taylor
and the wti,ter were bus,y going round to the homes of the
Saints collecting chairs, etc., for our services in the op,en.
For this, we had the use of Brother Taylor's pony and cart.
September 15 came, and we were all apprehensive of the
weather. The weather prophets got busy, and some declared
that it would be fine on the morrow, others declared the reverse. Suddenly, as we sat contemplating going to bed, we
hea11d the patter of min on the windows, and our hearts
sank to about fifty points below zero. A brother present declal'ed that it were better to go to bed arid have faith. However, we retired, and in our imagination we fancied that we
couJ.d hear the rain pouring down in torrents the whole of the
night. We arose on the_ morning of the sixteenth and found
that whilst· it was not so very promising, yet it was dry, so
we felt thankful for that.
Time for meeting came, and our hearts rejoiced to find
that the weather was 'improving wonderfully. It continued
to improve,- until in the afternoon and evening, it was all that
could be desired. There was a very good gathering at the
morning service.. The speafuers at the morning meeting were
Priest Arthur Mayne, Elder .H. Hwrper and Elder W. H.
Greenwood. The l~tter occupiedl most of the1 time and spoke
upon the sufferings of Job. The afternoon service was still
better attended, and w:as in the nature of a f,ellowshirp meeting. A spiendid spirit prevailed.
After this meeting the tables were laid out on the field,
and a host of cap1able s;isters got vm:y busy preparing tea.
This was a, splendid opportunity for old and new friends to
get together, and justice was done to the same.
After tea, several Saints gathered around the instrument
which had been b11ought up for the da,y, and some beautiful
songs Q·f praise from sweet voic,es, were raised in thanksgivipg to the Lord for his goodness to us. At the evening
service the time was equally divided between Elder G. W.
Leggott andl the write1r. Brother Leggott took fo,r his theme
the text: "And his name shall be called Jesus," delivering a
very inspiring discourse. The write11 spoke. upon "Religion
in this land, before the birth of Christ and after." The testimony of all was that they had enjoyedl a splrendid day, and
the request was frequent for a repetition of the same.
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Truly, the worship of the Lord could not have been carried
out under more pleasant and healthful conditions. The home
of our Brother Taylor is situated right on top of one of Yorkshire's beautiful hills, and the field that we occupied, overlooked ,a magnificent valley that enabled one to look for miles
upon the most splendi~d ,scenery.
_
We are hoping that in the summer time our brother will
consent to us having more of these kind of meetings on his
grounds, am:l1 we somehow feel sure that he will do so.
I pray that the spirit which animated the people at the reunion, will continue to be with them, and that it will cause
them to awaken to their priviLeges.
May God bless our efforts,, and help us to continue to the
end.
ABEL HALL.
NIAGARA FALLS, ONTARIO, October 7, 1917.
Editors H•erald: Bishop Evans paid a,visit to our branch
last Sunday, and in his remarks of congratulation of our
church here in Niagara Falls, told us how years ago he had
said there was no r~eason why the church here should be
known not only as a place of worship, but should be known
all over as a place of rest. When there were so many visitors from all over coming to see Niagara Falls w,e should
have rest rooms whecre they could rest and meditate, and
that our church should be full to, overflowing if the Saints
did their duty. To:day we had visitors from Port Coldome,
W elland, and Port Dalhous1e, and some from Toronto. Some
brought their lunch and in our newly completed basement
there were all conVJeniences for this. They came in the morniP~g, visited in the afternoon and stayed for service in the evening, having a delightful day, hecaus,e in our branch we have
made conditions such that there is a place to rest, eat and feel
at home in the house of the Lo-rd.
·
The Saints who worked so hard to ~ert the church in this
condition feel their service will be nothing compar,ed with the
good that will be accomplished and the comfort it will give to
Saints visiting Niagara Falls. A lady from Dalhousi,e was
baptized this evening, and others have spoken for baptism.
The work here is progressing nicely.
J. McANINCH.
CLYDE, CoLORADO, October 8, 1917.
Editors Hera/,d: It has been quite a while since I have
visited your paper. As I am so afflicted I thought some would
like to hear from me. I am getting some better but in a bad
condition yet. I have not the ~ood use of my hands. and arms
and cannot walk yet, but do not suffer quite as much as I.
did. I ask an interest in your prayers that if it is God's will
to heal, I may be healed; if not, his will be done.
MRS. H. A. HOUFF.
PORT HURON, MICHIGAN,
October 8, 1917.
Editors Herald: I read with intense interest the letter of
Brother T. W. Williams in the HERALD of October 3, and I
I1elali22ed the import of it. I trembled to think of the volcano
on the edge of which we are standing. This is the handwriting on the wall, the ~events as they are com~ng mean much.
To a reader of the signs of the times it is clear that Jesus
Christ will soon be here, but "who will abide the day of
his coming7" What terrible catastrophe must come before
the 8aints of God will wake up? "Fear shall come upon every
man and the Saints shall hardly escape." (Doctrine and
Covenants 63: 9.) There is fear now in the hearts of many.
It is coming closer a,nd looming darker. The "hastening
time" is upon us and God will cut short his work in rrighteousnre,ss or no :fl:e,sh could stand. If this is only the "beginnings
of s~orrow," what must the end be? In 2 Timothy 3, there is

given a clear description of our day. "Perilous times"verily there are perils all around us, covetousnes,s, etc.; clearly
we are in the latter days.
We hear every day of automobile accidents. People
killed by collisio,ns and various ways. Surely we are in perilous times. There nev~er was a time in history when millionaires were made faster than to-day. The poor are getting
poorer and the rrich richer. And in many instaillc,e's natural
affection is a thing of the past. "Lovers of pleasure, more
than lovers of God." Watch the crowds coming out of the
theaters, especially on Sunday: a silent testimony to the
fulfillment of prophecy. Daniel 12 speaks of the increase o.f
knowledge as a sign of the latter days, also that many would
run to and fro. The cars and autos whirling by are a mute
testimony of the fulfilling of prophecy. Knowledge is increasing considerably. It would seem man was at the limit
of hi~ ingenuity, but it serems sad that the height of human
ingenuity can arnly produce weapons to produce something
more deadly to slay his fellow. But in the midst of all this
. confusion there is a gleam of light when Christ comes to
reign, peace and joy and happiness will be here. But before
that time comes there is much to be done to purify ourselves
of many things, and pride is one of the glaring evils of the
time. This e'Vil thing has crept into the church and dares
to raise its unholy head to intimidate the weak, and because of
it some have got discouraged and point to some sister whom
they think is dressed too fine and so they fall in the way.
Pride is certainly one of Satan's strarng weapons, but God
alone can r'ead the heart and we must work out our own
salvation with fear and trembling. The look of disdain is
hard to stand. but onl)· h~ who endures to the end shall be
saved.
MRS. A. McKENZIE.

I~ISCELLANEOUS

DEPARTMENT

Conference Notices
Southern Missouri, October 27 and 28, instead of September
dates as recently printed.
Western Maine, at Mountaimrille Branch, October 27 and
28. S'end 11eports to Mrs. Louise J. Eaton, Deer Isle, Maine.
Western Montana, at Deer Lodge, November 3 and 4.
E. E. Eliason, Secretary, Deer'Lodge, Montana.
Spring River, at Weir, Kansas, November 10 and 11, 1917.
Regular business. John C. Virgin, Elecretary, 114 South
Roane, Webb City, Missouri.
.
Alberta District at Calgary, Alberta, Dec,ember 14, 15, and
16. Members of priesthood, and officers required to report.
Visiting Saints provided for as last y~ear. Clyde Walrath,
secretary.
Kansas City Stake at Central Church, Ninth Street and
Lydia Avenue, Kansas City, Missouri, November 17 and 18,
2.30 p. m. Auxiliary reports to be sent to secretary before
November 7. Do not send statistical or ministry reports.
W. · S. Brown, secretary, 1447 South Thirtycfifth Street,
Kansas City, Kansas.

Convention Notices
Massachusetts District Sunday school and Religio at Bos·
ton, Saints' church, Sewall Street, Somerville, 2 p. m. November 10 and 11. Rebecca .Kimball Carter, secretary, 51 Heath
Street, Winter Hill, Massachussetts.
Alabama District with the Flat Rock Branch, November
16, 1917. Every school requested to send delegates. Send
reports to secretary. A. C. Cook, secretary, McKenzie, Alabama.
Florida District with the Alafiora Sunday 'school, at Dixonville, by way of Brewton, Alabama, October 26, 1917.' Those
expecting to attend write secretary. Helen Jernigan, secretary.
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Those who can takle the lead are given the 1ead.-Arthur
T. Hadley.

. Florida reunion will convene with ALafiora Branch, of the
Florida District, . eight miles south of Brewton, Alabama,
October 27, 1917, lasting ten days. Good speakers. Meals,
25c. Rooms furnished for rent, $1.50 for ten days, 75c for
half time. Visitors will be met at train at Brewton, Alabama.
·Notify T. J. Barnes, J. N. Jernigan, J. A. McCall. B. L.
Jernigan, secretary, Brewton, Alabama.

Change in Appointment
After proper consultation, and effective November 1, Elder
Sidney N. Gray's field of labor will be changed from the
Eastern Oklahoma District to the Spring River District.
FREDERICK M. SMITH.
INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI, October 17, 1917.
THE OPINIONS OF SIXTY-FIVE LEADING
MINISTERS ON ISAIAH 29 AND EZEKIEL 37.
-These views of sixty-five leading ministers upon scriptural passages believed by
Latter Day Saints to bear directly upon
the latter-day work, are valuable aw
showing, by contrast, the plausibility and
plainness of Joseph Smith's claims with
reference to the same prophecies. No.
256 .......................................................... $.15
BooK OF MoRMON TALKS. H. 0. S'mith,
"Orion," understands the minds of boys
and girls. In this interesting book he
has told the whole Book of Mormon
story, briefly and simply, around the
family circle; making the father of two
inquisitive, thoughtful boys and girls
the chief conversationalist. There is a
delightful simplicity about these talks,
and a homeliness that will perpetuate
.their popularity among Latter Day
Saints. No. 365, cloth ........................60c
DOCTRINES AND DoGMAS OF UTAH MORMONISM EXPOSED.-A strong arraignment
of Utah Mormonism bv J. D. Steal.
Brighamism is judged by its own works,
teachings and admissions. All the quotations are legally sworn to, and no loophole has been left for the equivocator. A
book that seizes the issue and adheres
to it with the strength and tenacity of
truth. Thorough and prolix. No. 177,
cloth ......................................... ;............ $1.2'5
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I would like to know the whereaJbouts of the following
members: Pet,er Scott, (colored), Louisa E. Knowlton, N ellie E. Pert, Grace Hattie Prescott, Albion G. Closson, Nellie
Wakefield, Elsie D. P. Burwley, Julia Savory, or Sawry, Ruth
Kelley, Mabie Norwood, Sarah J. Lorford. Notify G. H.
Knowlton, Stonington, Maine. ·
1

Notice of Appointment
After proper consultation, arrangements have been C01]1pleted for Elder New Madden to labor under general appointment for the balance of the conference year, in the
Portland, Oregon District, with Condon, 0Degon, as objective.
FREDERICK M. SMITH.
INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI, October 20, 1917.

•
inter Tour curs1on
Fares ow on Sale
Of course, you're going away this wint•er to Florida, the Gulf
Coast, South America, Texas, Oalifmnia-somewhere.
Before completing your plans; come in and let me explain
what a grand and glorious trip you can make at a relatively
small expense, and tell you about our long limit, liberal stopover, diverse route, winter tour-excursion tickets .
'l'he planning"·of perfect tours is a part of Burlington Service.

L. F. SILTZ
Ticket Agent-The Pleasant Way to Travel
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NQT.ICE TO READER~ When you finish reading this magazin.e place a one-cent stan1p
on this notice, and hand to any postal empldyee and it will be placed in the hands of
our soldiers or sailors at the front.
NO WRAPPING, NO ADDRESS.
'
A. S. BURLESON, Postmaster General.
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Official Publication of the Reorganized Church of .!esus Christ of Latter Day Saints
· "There shall not any man among you have save it
be one wife; and concubines he r~hall have none."Book of Mormon, Jacob 2: 36..
·

"If ye continue in' my word, then are ye my disciples indeed; a11Jd ye shall know the trruth, and th-e
trwth shall make you free."-John 3:31-82.

Lamoni, Iowa, October 31, 1917
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ing testimony. No one should tah.. '::",~'?~!'ion to air
any pet theory, or to relate any troui::aJ>,_;etween
himself and another. Strive to impart as well as
(The following is prin,ted by request, as it contains good
to receive good. Do not mar the good that a judiadvice, and is needed in many places.)
cious silence may do by an improper or an untimely
All "meetings are to be conducted" by the elders, speech. There are times where "speech is silver,
as "they may be led by the Spirit."-Doctrine and silence golden."
Covenants.
5. No one should resent what another may say
While we fully believe the rule as stated above in prayer meeting. It is not the time, nor the place
we should be much pleased to see a better degree for personal altercation, either on conduct or docof order and propriety observed in prayer and testi- trine. The presidi;ng officer is the one to rebuke an
mony meetings than is now and then manifested-.. offender in doctrine; let him attend to that duty.
evidently in the absence of the Spirit. It may not
6. When one rises to speak or kneels to pray,
be permissible to prescribe a set of rules to be ob- he should not be interrupted till done, either by
served at each and every meeting for prayer and officer or member; except in case too much time is
testimony; but we may make a few suggestions, being occupied, or the person speaking is using imwhich if heeded may help sometimes in having a proper language. If two or more rise to speak at
"good meeting."
once, the brother in charge should name or desig1. All who attend the meetings should be at the. nate the one first rising, and after, the others in
place of meeting on time.
their order if time permits. If one begins to sing
2. The. officer whose prerogative it is to preside or pray, he should not be checked for another to
should call the meeting to order promptly, either speak. The same in regard to one speaking · in
presiding himself, or inviting some brother to take tongues, et cetera. The decision, or call of the
charge. If no recognized branch officer is present, brother presiding should be taken as final, and no
then the one highest in· office should be called by one should insist on his right to speak if another is
vote, or himself take charge and call the meeting recognized by the brother i:i:J. charge.
to order.
7. When praying avoid' repetition of the name
3. The officer presiding should be brief in his of the Deity in ·any form. It is always understood
opening address, or omit it altogether. He should that those who pray are praying to God the Father;
be wide-awake and cheerful, prayerful and watch- and for a person to be constantly using the name of
ful. He should set a good example of decorum, re1 the Father is to weaken the ,spirit by which others
specting the rights of all, and avoid scolding, es- enter into the prayer. We have heard the name and
pecially should he not scold the absent over the appellations of God repeated as many as one hunshoulders of those present, thus spoiling the pleas- dred and twenty-five times in a prayer ten minutes
ure of those who have come to the house of prayer in length. A void repeating the name of Jesus Christ
for needed help and cheer.
in either of its forms. It is understood by all who
4. ~veryone present should remember that hear a Saint pray, that he is asking in the name of
"words fitly spoken are like apples of gold in pictures Jesus Christ, for ·they are charged so to ask; to
· of silver," and avoid preaching a sermon when bear- constantly repeat the nm .., ,11 to injure the sentiPRAYER MEETING ETIQUETTE, AND TESTIMONY MEETING COURTESIES
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ment of respect in which all should listen to prayer.
8. The Spirit of God is not an accusing spirit,
and for this reason if one finds himself indulging in
accusations he should at once stop, and sit down to
serious self-examination.
9. Avoid telling long stories, especially if all who
ave present have heard you before tell ·the same
story. No matter how interesting it may be to you,
it may be tiring to others.
10. Be hearty, speak quietly, pray fervently, sing
cheerily and in time and tune with others who may
be singing; in short do what you can to be glad and
cheerful and make others feel so too.___:.Joseph Smith,
THE SAINTS' HERALD, vol. 33, p. 401.

BLUE PENCIL NOTES

in too much of a hu:rry at the Creation. It has taken
a long time to remedy matters and get what we
need. But fortunately Adam was old-fashioned,
(the most old-fashioned man that ever lived,) and
no doubt he preferred his horse to a Ford and Eve
to a phonograph.
We ,an like to say, I told you so. In the HERALD
for March 6, 1912, commenting on the statement
that Jesus made, "Ye shall know the truth, and the
truth shall make you free," we used this illustration:
"Proclaim liberty throughout all Russia to-morrow,
and depose the Czar and the head of every bureau,
and the Russians could not be free, because they
do not yet know true principles of freedom and selfgovernment."

-------:= :.£J:fft"'-\.o·_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
,~z}

.

I have a theory that the rattlesnake developed his
terrible poison while brooding over personal grievances.
The soft answer may hav·e a double meaning. A
Catholic priest fresh from his glass and game of
cards met a worldly young woman clad in ball dress
and dancing slippers. The priest frowned and said:
"How are you, daughter of Satan?" With demure
courtesy and quick wit, the girl repli·ed: "How do
you do, Father?"
Some sermons, )ike the dictionary, are full of
words, but are too disconnected to be interesting.
The Gettysburg speech, the Lord's Prayer, and the
Sermon on the Mount are very brief, yet they endure
forever. But when Paul preached till midnight all
we know of the sermon is that one man went to sleep
and fell out of the window.
Some men would hesitate to give a disciple a cup
of cold water. But they would willingly keep him
in hot water all his life.
They ~had a meatless day in the big New York
hotels the other day. It seems that the patrons survived with the aid of cheese, eggs, clams, oysters,
lobsters, and many kinds of fish. To the man who
has had meat only once a week or once a month this
meatless day only once a week is something of a
joke.
Edison s:;tys that the horse is the most expensive
motor ever invented, and intimates that if the "first
servant" had been made properly he need not have
been bigger than a soap box to develop one-horse
power. This would i:n,~icate that things were done

t •"·

A Russian peasant driving a team was halted and
compelled to turn to the right when meeting other
teams. He complained bitterly that the recent revolution had been in vain-that personal liberty didn't
amount to much after all. Lots of people fail to
understand that liberty and law are inseparably
united. A few score men lost at sea or buried in
a mine are forced to organize and adopt laws. Civilization must compel the anarchist to turn to the
right in the road or there will soon be no road.
If there is such a thing as glory in war, France
has covered herself with glory. She has sung no
hymns of hate. She has not boasted. She has kept
still and fought for her soil· and her homes. Her
sons, in quiet fortitude, quite unlike our ideas of
the "excitable Frenchman," have quietly rendered
their "last full measure of devotion" to the cause
of national liberty.

When Jesus was here he beheld the multitude and
had compassion on them. He wept over them. Not
a heart in all the assembly that thronged him but
had its own cares and sorrows. And he saw into
every heart and sympathized with every sorrow.
He was a man of sorrows and acquainted with grief.
I do not think that Jesus, being a part of the Godhead, and filled with infinite wisdom, sympathy, and
love, needed lo come down to earth and suffer with
us in order to understand our griefs. But it was
necessary for him to come in order that we might
understand that he understands. Otherwise we
would not believe that even God himself could understand our. sorrows and temptations. But his life,
from his birth in the stable to his death on the cross,
is a compelling testimony that he understands.
ELBERT A. SMITH.
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WHY EDITORIALS ARE SIGNED

Some have raised a question in regard to the
signing of editorials, and in some instances have
inferred a very wrong motive therefor. The position of the editors is simply that each man should
be responsible for his own opinion and not seek to
conceal it under a lack of designation. A man's
life conduct may affect the opinion of others on what
he may say. His position may bring some influence
to bear.
Sometimes we receive a communication that the
writer seems to feel, as others would express it,
"Wh0-t you are or have been, speaks so loud, I cannot
hear what you say." It is not only what is said but
who says it.
The editors feel that every man should stand upon
his own footing and his own responsibility. Then
when there are criticisms, we know, and everyone
knows, exactly who is at fault. Where an article
or an editorial is printed anonymously, or under a
nom de plume, the editors, in a way, must assume
the responsibility. We consider· it more fair for
every man to assume the responsibility for his own
acts and his own words.
It should be clearly recognized that the church
as such is not responsible for everything printed in
the church papers. Often the editors have permitted
some one to air his·views, though quite contrary to
the teachings of the majority of the eldership, and
membership of the church.
Even the editors do not represent always the position of the church. They present matters as fairly
as they can, but sometimes something appears which
possibly may be misconstrued.
We have many times from letters discovered, that
some one has read into an editorial something we
have never even so much as thought of. They find
some idea that we would not think of assuming or
defending.
·Sometimes our opponents have taken up some
article or editorial and put a very incorrect construction upon it, and attempt to use it against the church.
The church is bound by its own resolutions and by
the three books of the church. The church papers
are a medium of expression. At present two members of the First Presidency are on the editorial
staff. It scarcely seems to us fair to send out matter
and leave it in doubt how far they have affected,
or whether it really expresses their views or not .
. The editors, of course, try fairly to present the
doctrine of the church. They try to write in a constructive way, to assist in the work of the church.
But they do not claim that what they write thereby
becomes at once the teachings of the church. Nei-
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ther for the membership, nor for those who oppose
us.
Nor d.oes the associate editor attempt to hold the
members of the First Presidency respons·ible for
what he presents. So far, most of the confusion
of all the years that are past that we have been
able to ascertain, is based upon misconstruction of
what is written, more than erroneous doctrine.
The liberality of the church in taking for its creed
all truth, sometimes including those of very diver* gent and peculiar views.
With all due respect we
submit that it appears to us proper and preferable
that each man should stand responsible for what
he says, or writes. We therefore make it a rule to
set an example by signing all editorials. S. A. B.
OUR BOYS AND THE WAR

The editors do not like. to take so much space
referring to matters of the war, but it seems to be
the topic to the front in the thoughts of most of our
readers.
A recent commt;nt calls attention to this. Some
seem to think that our boys who are taken to the
front are as good as gone. We notice in The Saturday Evening Post for October 6, a similar expression, that some one had suggested that the boys who
went to the front might as well tell themselves good- ·
by. This is rather a rough way of expressing it
and is the worse because it is not the fact of the case.
The Satwrday Evening Post calls attention to the
fact that among a million young men a good many
thousand would normally die within the next year at
home or anywhere else, and then makes the comment
with the soldiers or twice their number at the front.
the death list for the United States will be less }or
the first year they spend at the front than it was
for the year 1900 without war.
'
This because of the improvements in sanitation,
improvements of ·special health provision for the
Nation at large, as well as for the Army.
We have noticed somewhere that Mr. Gerard is
quoted asstating that Germany has lost by death
and grave injuries one eighth of her soldiers for the
first three years of the war. Others have stated
that the probable loss is not over five per cent per
year at the maximum. Over eighty per cent of those
who are wounded are not only cared for but fully
restored, so that they return to the front, and of
the remaining twenty per cent of the wounded, which
represents a very limited portion of the whole num- ·
ber of soldiers, provision is made so as to make them
self-sustaining in after life.
,Many of them at least are able to secure similar
or other work in times of peace.
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Improvements of sanitation, of care of the sol- at that time the whole church in Canada could have
diers, both in the trenches, in camps and on the met within its limits. Now rthere are branches
battle fronts is improving every year. The losses are which would fill it several times. Many have labored
not near 'so great now among the soldiers of the en- there in the past.
tente as in the earlier days of the war, and are growOntario
ing less all of the time. The chance of a boy being
Elder B. A. Doty has returned for a short visit
killed or fatally wounded or so seriously wounded
with
his family in Michigan, leaving the work in
as to be handicapped are perhaps one in twenty or
Ontario
in the hands of Elder J. H. Yager.
less for the first year in service.
Yet on. the other hand The Review of Reviews ,,Brother Bailey to Investigate Coal Mines
states that the mortality among industrial worlmrs,
The repr·esentatives of the Oklahoma coal mines
those killed in industry in the United States is six have been in Washington,. District of Columbia, for
hundred and thirty thousand for one year. Others a conference with Doctor Garfield in reference to
have stated it somewhat less, but the killed and operating their mines under the Government price
wounded in that one department exceeds the Civil scale. They ask that conditions in the Oklahoma
War and several other wars put together.
fields be investigated. In this party was Elder Earl
Again the cost of alcohol to the French directly D. Bailey, who is interested in the Hickory coal
and indirectly in drunkenness and in crime placable mines, near Tulsa.
to the use of narcotics is stated by certain Frenchmen to be very near as much as is the cost of the No Coal Shortage
·Much is said of coal shortage, but the actual fig.:.
war. It is an enormous figure, when all of the difures
seem to indicate that there is more coal being
ferent relations are considered.
mined now than a year ago, or ever before. There
Again social immorality in civil lif.e causes more
is an increase for nine months in anthracite of about
damage and more injury than tuberculosis, or most
fifteen per cent, while the later months show around
other diseases. But little is ·said about it, except in
twenty-five per cent increase of coal produced.
medical journals which have for years given the
Naturally there are heavier drains than ever before,
matter very serious attention.
but an effort is apparently being made to meet this
If this catastrophe of war will cause us to wake need.
up .to conditions before us so that we correct the
preventable waste of life, through alcoholism, Fair Play
In the Nauvoo Rustler of October 23, 1917, referthrough social· evils, through industrial . wastes,
through infant mortality, lives whkh are lost use- ence is made to an address by Father Zaiser of the
lessly, which could have been ·and should have been Roman Catholic Church· concerning his conversion
saved it will mean so much of gain. Some have fig- and work. We note the following extract:
ured this last waste of preventable deaths of babies,
He told his hearers that when they wanted to kn.ow anything
as high as three hundred thousand a year. If that is about the Methodist religion, to go to the head and not read
so it would mean that many of the babies that died, papers opposed to that church, or listen to goss.ip'; the same
need not have died. It' is certain that four times as with the Mormon· and other religions; if you want to know the
large a per cent die where the father's income is truth about the Catholic religion don't read the Menace and
other disgusting sheets, but go to the fountain head and
not ten dollars a week, as where his income is twen- learn. the truth.
ty-five dollars or more a week.
This is evidently only fair and just to the reader
A wonderful improvement is being made along all
and
investigator as much as to the body concerned.
of these lines. Let the good work be kept up. War
One
is not prepared to pass upon a matter until he
is terrible. Do not let us make it worse than it has
to be, and let us end it as soon as we can with has heard the affirmative side. We have contended
this for some time. But it would seem that it should
righteousness.
S. A; B.
be axiomatic, so clear is its truth. Articles and
publications addressed against some other church
NOTES· AND COMMENTS
or jdeal are often unfair and in many instances we
ha-ye noted, either intentionally or unintentionally,
First Canadian Church
tend to misrepresent. If one wishes to be fair he is
Through the kindness of Brother J. H. Yager we compelled to note this often even when an opponent
are in receipt of a picture of the first church in is attacked. Every proposition, religious, scientific,
Canada, forty-five years ago. It is apparently little, or sociologic should be judged on its own merits and
.if anything, more than a barn. He informs us that presentation.
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ORIGINAL
FRUITS IN SEASON

are not available/'-Philip B. Hawk, Ph. D., Professor of Physiological Chemistry of the Jefferson MedThrough the courtesy of N. Ray Carmichael, who ical College, Philadelphia, Penn"lylv~inia.
had a private interview with one of the best home
If fruit is eaten at these various stages of ripeeconomics authorities, Miss Catharine Mackay, Dean ness; for instance before the starch and acid content
of Home Economics of Iowa State College, Ames, has the stage of maturity, "it often causes stomach
Iowa, and also President of the American Home and intestinal irritation; if eaten overripe, it has a
Economics Association, I submit her quotations as tendency to ferment in the alimentary canal:"follows:
Maria Parloa, "Canned Fruit, Preserves, and
"The 'season' of a fruit is the time at which it is Jellies," Farmers' Bulletin, number 203.
The starch grains while raw are insoluble ,and
ripe. Fruit is best at the height of its ripeness or
in other words at the height· of its ripening season. hard to digest, also the coverings of these grainsSeasons for the same fruits differ in different parts the cellulose-which likewise forms the outer coverof the country, as for instance, the opening of the ing of the fruit, is a tough substance and in the raw
season for raspberries in Oregon is about July 1, condition often causes much distress. "Cooking
while here in the Middle West, it is fifteen days changes the character and flavor of fruit, and while
later. There is a difference also in the length of the product is not so cooling and refreshing as in
'season' for the· different fruits. That of berries the raw state, it can, as a rule, be eaten with less
which will spoil quickly is short, wihile that of danger of causing stomach or intestinal trouble.
apples and oranges is longer. Oranges, for example, And if sugar be added to the cooked fruit, the nuhave a long season, nearly the year round. The tritive value will be increased."-Maria Parloa,
season of the harvest apple is the early summer; "Ganned Fruit, Preserves and Jellies."
that of the Northern Spy is in the middle of winter · "As the season for fresh fruits and vegetables is
after it has been stored.
short it is desirable to u~e some method of treating
them
so that they may be kept a longer time in us"During ripening many fruits undergo distinct
able
condition."-Bertha
A_ustin, Domestic Science.
changes in composition and these changes may conFRUITS INDISPENSABLE THE YEAR ROUND
tinue after the gathering of the fruit. In general
the ripening involves a decrease in acid and starch
"Fruits and vegetables are very important to the
with an increase in sugar content. Bigelow and diet as they furnish bulk to the food, which increases
Lapgworthy of the United States Department of the peristaltic movement during the process of di~
Agriculture found that the starch content of winter gestion. They are at the s·ame time valuable for
apples, for example, reaches its maximum about the palatability and flavor they impart to other foods.
midsummer and then decreases and finally disap- While they have not so great food value as meat anu
pears almost entirely. The acid content of the eggs, they are indispensable to the proper assimapples was found to decrease from early summer ilation of nutriment from the more concentrated
until maturity, while the sugar content increases. foods. They enable the digestive juices to penetrate
In bananas, also, there is a marked conversion of all parts of the food, their cellulose or woody stnicstarch into sugar as the fruit ripens. The peach, on ture being most active in this process of digestion."
the other hand, contains no appreciable amount of -Bertha J. Austin, Domestic Science.
starch at any time, but shows a steady increase in
"Fresh fruits are chiefly valuable for their resugar content as it approaches maturity."-Henry freshing, appetizing qualities and for their mineral
C. Sherman, Food Products.
constituents. The organic acid form carbonates in
"In the summer time, however, when the common the body and by their alkalinity assist in the regufruits are in season, it is far better for the,, child to lation of the body processes."-A. F. Pattee, Pracsatisfy the 'candy craving' by" eating fresh fruit tical Dietetics.
which contains sugar as the p~incipal edible solid.
Some of these very fruits are especially valuable,
Fresh fruits which are high in c;ugar inch:d<::~ grapes, such as the lemon, grapefruit, orange, for their citpineapples, figs an•l cherries. Dried fruits, sueh a~· ric acid; the apple, pear, peach, apricot, etc., for
raisins, dates, fig;;, prunes. apricot~ and citron are malic acid. "These release potassium, et cetera, ·
also excellent candy substitutes. when fresh fruits which are changed into carbonates and overcome the
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acid in the blood because of their alkalinity. This
explains the reason for advising the generous use of
acid fruit in cases of rheumatism. The acid of the
fruit helps to remove the uric acid from the blood
and leaves the blood alkaline."-Iowa State College
Bulletin, number 20.
Von Noorden, in Metabolism and P:mctical Medicine, one of the strongest advocates of a liberal use
of meat says: "The necessity of a generous supply
of vegetables and fruits must be particularly emphasized. They are of the greatest importance for
the normal development of the body and of all its
functions .... If we limit the most important sources
of iron-the vegetables and the fruits-we cause
a certain sluggishness of blood formation and an
entire lack of reserve iron, such as is normally found
in the liver, spleen, and bone marrow.
"Excessive use of fat pork, bacon, lard, butter,
sugars, starches, and confectionery, would tend to
satisfy the appetite and supply the body with the
needed fuel without furnishing the desirable amount
of iron. On the other hand, the fruits and vegetables are often regarded as of low nutritive value
because of their high water content and low proportions of protein and fat. But it is largely this
property w!hich makes them especially important as
sources of food iron, because they can be added to
the diet without replacing the staple foods of high
protein value and, without making the total food consumption excessive. The ratio of iron both to protein and to fuel value is high in nearly all ·of the
typical fruits and vegetables ..... The iron content of
eggs is also high, but the cost of these is . often such
as to restrict their use, while present methods of
drying and preserving tend to equalize the cost and
increase the available variety of fruits and vegetables throughout the year.
"In an experimental dietary study made in New
York City, it was found that a free use of vegetables,
whole wheat bread and the cheaper sorts of fruits,
with milk, but without meat resulted in a gain of
thirty per cent in the iron content of the diet."Henry C. Sherman, Chemistry of Food and Nutrition, MacMillan Company, 1917, Professor in Columbia University.
Sherman lists: 1. Foods in which acid-forming
elements predominate: beef, eggs, oatmeal, wheat
flour, rice, bacon, corn (entire grain high protein).
2. Foods which make the blood alkaline: Celery,
cabbage, potatoes, prunes, turnips, milk, apples and
other fruits.
"We have no reason to antfcipate any dis,adv::tntage from a predominance of alkaline-forming elements, but a diet in which acid-forming elements

greatly predominate ... cannot be regarded as advantageous.
"It should. dearly be understood that an excess
of alkaline-forming elements in the food is not in
any sense objectionable, since the oxidation processes
in the body are constantly yielding such large quantities of carbonic acid that any surplus of alkalineforming elements acts as reserve material to maintain neutrality."-Sherman, Chemistry of Food and
Nutrition.
Since fruits should be used in daily diet, and since
the "season" of most of them is short, (too expensive
·when purchased out of season) a wholesome means
should be resorted to for preserving them.
CANNING

"The problem of canning any product is simply
that of totally destroying the bacteria that may be
present. This is brought about most generally by
the· action of high !].eat. Method of keeping bacteria
'out of sterilized product is heri!fetic sealing."-H.
W. Conn, Bacteria, Yeasts and Molds in the Home.
"Can or preserve apples, peaches, pears, cherries,
quinces, berries and other cultivated and wild fruits.
"Every can of vegetables or fruit and every jar
of preserved food means that you have saved food
materials that would have otherwise been wasted.''
. -"Food thri:f:it .geries," number 1, United States
Department of Agriculture. (Just published.)
"Try to have one kind of fruit or one kind of vegetable, (both if possible) in the diet every day. These
are very valuable f9r certain regulating materials
· which we are not so likely to get in other kinds of
food.
"Dried fruits we may have all the year round at
about the same price and this is usually less than
for fresh fruits, so it pays to know how to use .dried
fruits.
"Care must be taken to save the water used in
cooking, or the valuable substances (mineral martter
dissolved in the juice) are likely to be lost.''-Lessons on Food and Nutrition, Teachers College, May,
1917.
"In the season when each kind of fruit'is plentiful.
and at its best, a generous supply should be canned
for the season when both fruit and fresh vegetables
are scarce. A great deal of the fruit should be
canned with little or· no sugar, .that it may be as
nearly as possible in the condition of fresh fruit.''
-Farmers' Bulletin, Number 203. "Canned fruit
preserves, and jetlies.''
. "Fruits should be used in abundance in the diet.
When fresh fruits are out of season, the dried fruits
are especially valuable as well as economical.''Greer, Textbook of Cooking.
"As the season for fresh fruits and vegetables is
I

'
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short, it is· desirable to use some method of treating
them so that they may be kept for a longer time in
usable condition. Too much cannot be said about
the value of preserving foods. There is no .reason
why the ordinary household should not have ~very
kind of vegetable and fruit for table use even during
the seasons when they cannot be obtained in a fresh
condition or are too expensive to be bought fresh."
-Bertha Austin, Domestic Science.
"The present food situation doubtless will cause a
marked stimulation -of drying as a means of conserving the food supply. This country is producing large
quantities of perishable foods this year, which
should be saved for storage, canned or properly
dried. Drying should not take the place of storing
or canning to any considerable extent, where proper
storage facilities are available or tin cans or glass
jars can be obtained readily and at a low cost."F,armers' Bulletin, number 841, "Drying Fruits and
Vegetables in the Home."
"A few sweet potatoes or apples or peas or even
a single turnip can be dried and saved. Even when
very small quantities are dried at a time, a quantity
sufficient for a meal will soon be secured. Small
lots of several dried vegetables can be combined to
advantage for soups and stews." (The Government
says, "Dry and save." We say, "Be ye frugal." Although these fruits may not be in their season the
year round, we are not justified in Iettilig them
w:aste.)-Farmers' Bulletin, number 841, "Drying
Fru1ts and Vegetables in the Home."
VALUE OF NATIVE RIPE FRUIT
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within a few hours. It is especially valuable in
diphtheria and diabetes.
"Dates, figs, and prunes are valuable for inactivity
of the liver and most excellent laxatives.
"Bananas, raw, are often indigestible, but baked
act as a stimulant to the nerves, being at once received and rapidly assimilated by the stomach."Alida Pattee, Practical Dietetics.
Eugene Christian, the famous New York Food
scientist, says: "In the tropics, where the pores of
the skin are constantly kept open by superficial ,
heat, the body can eliminate and volatilize a great
quantity of poisons. In the tropics acids are necessary as germicidal fluids, but in northerh countries,
such articles as grapefruit, lemons, limes, pineapples, apricots and all highly acidulous fruits should
be avoided, save, perhaps, in exceedingly warm
weather. Taken at other times the tendency is to
increase the total acid content of the stomach and to
ferment other foods. This results in crystallization
of the starch atom and produces the blood crystal.
This in turn produces rheumatism, lumbago, arteriosclerosis, et cetera." (This man seems to take a
rather extreme stand in comparison with many
other authorities.)
ACID FRUITS AND RHEUMATISM

Are acid fruits bad for anyone suffering from
rheumatism?
"No! I:t is a popular misconception that acid
fruits, such as peaches, oranges, plums, lemons and
grapefruit should not be eaten by rheumatic individuals. In the course of its transformation in the
body, the acid of the fruit is changed into alkali,
which is the opposite of an acid. The elimination
of uric 'acid, the substance on which the blame for
rheumatism is frequently placed is not significantly
affected by eating fruits, and even if it were it would
be of no particular importance as rheumatism is
practically always due to bacteria, uric acid having
nothing at all to do with it....
"Lemonade is not too acid for the stomach if the
stomach is a normal one.
"The acid fruits aid digestion indirectly, cause
the stomach to ma:U:ufacture more hydrochloric acid,
which is, necessary if our food is to digest properly.
The acidity imparted to the stomach contents by
the juice of an acid fruit may thus be a slight aid
to digestion in stomachs unable to manufacture the
normal amount of hydrochloric acid."-Philip B.
Hawk, the Place of Nuts and Fruits in Our Diet.

Is there a special advantage in fruit at the time
it is ripe in the native garden? Is there a decided
advantage in favor of native fruit over imported in
this part of the country?
"By all means take the fruit of the native garden;
you get it fresh and at a time when it is harvested
nearer the height of its ripening season._ The advantage of the native fruit over the imported is in
thart you can secure the native fruit in a riper condition. Of course each fruit has its particular food
value as starch in the banana, or the active prin'
'
ciple in pineapples."-Gatharine Mackay, Iowa
State College.
"Stewed fruits are more easily digested than raw
fruits. Oranges, lemons, grapes and peaches are
very generally digested with ease.
"The apple exerts a most excellent influence upon
the liver and kidneys, and is valuable in cases of
acidity of the stomach.
PRESERVED FRUIT
"The juice of the ripe pineapple contains a re- ·
"All
fruits
are
better befo:t~e they are preserved,
markable active digestive principle simHar to pepsin
and so powerful is its action upon proteins that i~t i. e., when they are at the height of their ripeness.
will digest as much as one thousand times its weight To study preserving one must take into considera-
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tion the materials that are added, such as sugar or
syrups. It is to be remembered in eating and serving these fruits that have been preserved that something has been added and not to use the same quantities as of the fresh fruit."__:.Catharine Mackay,
Iowa Sta,te College.
"There are minute substances (vitamines) present in very small quantities in a number of. foods
and apparently absolutely necessary to health, but
not found in all kinds of food materials. This is
one reason for variety in the diet. Cooking reduces
the amount of vitamines in most foods. Adults
would do well to eat some raw food and fresh fruit
daily."-F•oods, issued by Life Extension Institute,
New York.
FRESH FRUIT OR DRIED FRUIT

Fruits in the fresh state are mainly water. When
the bulk of the water is removed in the drying process, we have a more concentrated food. Thus. dried
:figs, dates and raisins are much more nutritious,
hulk for bulk, than is any fruit in the fresh condi-tion. However, fresh fruits, even with their lower
food value, are especially desirable dietary articles
because of the presence of antiscurvy vitamines
(These are lacking in the ordinary diet.) So far
as the stomach is concerned it handles dried fruit
about as satisfactorily as fresh fruit."-Philip B.
Hawk, Ph. D., The Place of Nuts and Fruits in Our
Diet.
FRUIT RAW OR COOKED

Fruits are good foods either raw or cooked. If
we take them raw, we give the stomach less work to
·do (I question this) ; and also derive full benefit of
the antiscurvy vitamines which are lowered in
quantity by cooking. On the other hand, we take
more of a chance with our bacterial foes if we con.sume uncooked fruit. But the gastric juice can
cope successfully with the great majority of
microbes which infest fresh fruit. This presupposes
that the stomach has the normal quantity of acid
:present.
"The baked apple and the baked banana are digested with about the same readiness as these
fruits in the fresh condition. Considerable sugar is
usuaHy added in baking apples. This increases their
food value, but we find them to leave the stomach
more slowly. There are mauy abnormal stomachs
which handle the cooked fruit better than the raw."
-Philip B. Hawk, The Place of Nuts and Fruits in
Our Diet.
"In this country the apple is much more widely
used than any other fruit, and it probably deserves
its proud place at the head of the list. However, there
is no evidence that it is more healthful than the
.orange or the banana, for instance. In fact, so far as
1

the stomach is concerned, the response is much the
same to the banana, orange, or apple."-Philip B.
Hawk, The Place of Nuts and Fruits in Our Diet.
"The characteristic odors from cooking fruits indicate loss of flavor. This can be prevented somewhat by cooking fruits at a low (simmering) temperature in a covered utensil. The casserole used
on .top of or in the oven of a range is most desirable
for cooking fruits."-Carlotta Greer, A Textbook of
Cooking.
"While cooking often increases the palatability it
is apt to change the flavor. This is due to the loss
of the volatile essential oils which are so character-·
ist1c of the raw foods and which give flavor and
odor to them.
"It sometimes appears that cooked fruit is either
less or more acid than in its raw state, but experiments prove that the acid content is really but
slightly changed. When fruit is boiled, some of the
volatile acid may pass off in the steam.
"Since none or very little of the nutrients is lost
in cooking, and since cooking often increases the
palatability of foods their food value is not impaired
by this ·method (canning) of preserving."-Bertha
Austin, Domestic Science.
Canning has made possible the use of great quantities of material which previously were sure to
decay before they could be used. It is possible to
take an:y crop which is produced in abundance during a short season and preserve it indefinitely for
future use.
"Canned food is, however, always changed in
character by cooking. Although materials which
are ordinarily cooked before they are eaten may,
of course, be canned without further change.
Canned fruit has a flavor of its own and oftentimes
a very pleaBant one, but the flavor of the fresh fruit
is usually more agreeable. Experience has shown
that a diet of camied foods alone is not wholly satisfactory, although arctic explorers have learned they
can Iiv·e upon them much more healthfully than they
can upon salt foods."-H. W. Conn, Bacteria, Yeasts
and Molds in the Home.
"Most foods can be reduced to a dry or otherwise
condensed state wi,thout loss of nutritive value or
danger of decomposition. . . . Their chief use as
mainstays will doubtless be in cases of temporary
shortage of fresh foods, due to devastating storms,
strikes and other happenings which interrupt traffic.""'-Alida Pattee, Practical Dietetics.
''All articles mentioned as true foods should be
taken in their freshest and purest form-as nearly
natural as possible. Canned products .should never
be used where fresh ones can be obtained, for there
is no method of canning or preserving that will
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wholly arrest the process of chemical changes."Eugene Christian, Scientific E<ating.
PRESERVATIVES

"Borax; boracic acid, salicylic acid, formaldehyde,
:all of which when strong enough to hinder . the ·
growth of bacteria are thought to interfere more or
·less with the digestive processes of man. The use
e0f any s)lch substances is prohibited by the United
States pure food law.''-S. Maria Elliott, House:hold Bacteriology.
"In fruit canning in the household it may be given
as a universal rule that no disinfectants of any sort
:should be used. If the housewife cannot satisfactorily preserve her fruits without them, she would do
very much better to depend upon the commercial
products which she can buy at the store. They (disinfectants) are dangerous to use, they are at least
partly poisonous and their use in any form should
be absolutely avoided in domestic work."-H. W~
Conn, Bacteria, Yeasts, and Molds in the Home.
"There is a widespread prejudice against the use
of antiseptic ·substances for the pres1ervlation of
foods. It is hard to prove that material harm has
been done by such preservatives. If the choice
must be made between foods which have undergone
prolonged and gradual decomposition and. foods of
-the s.ame age kept by the aid of antiseptics in minute
.quantities, the latter must in many cases be the
safer. The mention of benzoate of soda may be
productive of disgust, but the same ingredient is
native in certain foods, such as cranberries. The
common adulterants are not likely to endanger
health."-Percy G. Stiles, Nutritional Physiology.
"At the present time benzoate of soda is allowed
by the Federal Government, it having been determined as not being poisonous or deleterious. When
used each container must bear'· a label stating the
. amount, although the Government does not limit the
quantity, one tenth .of one per cent is employed by
manufacturers.
"The harmful nature of these chemical compounds
·· has been argued for and against for a long period.
At present time probably all agree that their use is
absolutely unnecessary for goods that are to be consumed in a short period. Modern methods of sanitation and sterilization by heat have proved so much
more reliable and less expensive.
"Possibly the strongest reasons for prohibiting
their use are that they may lead to carelessness in
manufacturing processes and to the use of inferior
material."-Vulte and Vanderbilt, Food Industries.
"Any substance known as a poison must be assumed to be injurious to health even when taken in
the smallest doses, unless we have definite and .spe. cific reasons for believing that it fails to have any

effect when the dose is minute. There is no known
chemical poison whose effect is so deadly that a
person cannot take a little of it without suffering
any serious consequences. It is neither safe nor
sound public policy to assume that they may be made
ingr~dients of our daily food even though the quantities used may be small as compared with the doses
capable of producing demonstrable results.
"It is not clear ~that the use of even a somewhat
harmful preservative might not on the whole be
desirable in the case of certain products, which,
without the use of a preservative would be eaten in
various stages of decay.
"Although the chemical·may not produce demonstrably injurious effects in a relatively short timeit is not a theoretically sound position when it becomes a question of the consumer's being called on
to take the chemical to the end of his days."-Otto
Folin, Preservatives and other Chemicals in Foods.
SPICES

"It has. been left to modern science to discover that
spices assist in the preservation of materials. They
do not furnish a complete protection, however, and
food material should not be . allowed to stand in a
warm place or fermentation and decay will set in.
"Unfortunately many of them are irritating to
the mucous membrane and when used in excess are
harmful."-Vul,te and Vanderbilt, Food Industries.
"Spices are thus of much value both as a means
of imparting flavor and as a preservative, but they
never preserve the original taste of the foods. In
warm temperature the effect of the spices is not
sufficient to prevent a more or less troublesome fermentation and decay and particularly molding."_:._
H. W. Conn, Bacteria, Yeasts, and Molds in the
Howe.
TIN FROM CANS

"Much indigestion and general ill health is popularly attributed to this cause. Canned goods which
have been kept a long time dissolve salts of tin in
surprising quantities, especially when the material
is markedly acid. There is, of course, the possibility of cumulative injury when canned goods
are used with regularity for long periods."-Percy
G. Stiles, Nutritional Physiology.
PORK-WINTER AND SUMMER

"The use of too much meat (especially by persons
of sedentary habits or indoor occupation) tends
toward excessive intestinal putrefaction with resulting absorption of putrefactive products which are
detrimental to the red blood cells. Fruits and vegetables have. the opposite property and their use in
liberal quantities tends to prevent or correct intestinal putrefaction, both by stimulating peristalsis
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and by furnishing a medium less favorable to the
activities of the putrefactive bacteria." -Sherma'l,
Food Products.
"Some kinds of meat are well known to occasion
indigestion. Pork and veal are particularly feared.
While we may not know the reason why these foods
so often disagree with people, it seems probable that
texture is an important consideration. In both
these meats the fiber. is fine and fat is intimately
mingled with the lean. A close blending of fat with
nitrogenous matter appears to give a fabric which is
hard to digest.
"Meat unprofitably SJlurs the metabolisnt, 'more
particularly objectionable in warm weather, and is
a menace of auto-intoxication."-Percy G. Stiles,
Nutritional Physiology.
"Pork contains more fat than does any othel' meat.
The fat is most intimately mingled with the lean.
For this. reason it is difficult of digestion. Fresh
pork should be used sparingly. Its use should Le
confined to the winter months. Pork should be
cooked thoroughly. It sometimes contains organ•
isms which may produce serious results if not destroyed in cooking. Pork is made more wholesome
by curing, salting and smoking. Smoked ham and
bacon are much more digestible than fresh pork.
Fat of bacon is readily digested."-Carlotta C.
Greer, A Textbook of Cooking.
Because pork is so high in fat it is valuable as a
fuel. anhd etnergdy food in wintter. hFat yields twice as
muc11 ea an energy as s arc es, sugars, or proteins.
"Pork has a large amount of fat, is close grained
and very fibrous, but largely on account of the fat
digestion is made hard. It is several times harder
to digest than other meats. People should eat very
little pork in the summer time. Bacon is much the
easiest to digest of any of the pork products.
"The advantage of pork as a food is a productive
problem. Much more pork can be produced from a
given amount of feed than any other meat, and too,
it is much more easily kept."-Catharine Mackay,
Iowa State College.
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Of GENERAL INTEREST
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_

THE GREAT FEAR
[The foUowing ooems rather extreme, yet represents one
aspect of the world situation. We think we sense a revaluation of late-a gDeate~r willingness to try to find the way of
the Master. We hop~ this is so at least. Certainly deep in
us we know goodness alone is worth while.-EDITORS.]

The great fear is upon us.
It covers all countries as a blanket of darkness
and cloud. It grips all hearts with a nameless dread,
paralyzes all· wills with iriexpllcable foreboding.
The great fear is, lest we shall be good.
We ridicule goodness; if a man has it we sneer
at him; he must be small, a weakling, bloodless,
contemptible. If a woman is good we pity her;
she is missing so much. And all the while we know,
deep within us, that goodness alone is worth while,
majestical, great.
· We are afraid of love.
We know it is the cure of souls, yet we will try
anything rather than that.
Think of it! Wives and husbands afraid of loving
too much; mothers afraid they are too fond of their
children; boys ashamed of displaying affection for
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their mother; men ashamed of friendship; all of
Nothing so utopian as cooperation, nothing so
us timidly shrinking from trusting ourselves into practical as contention.
the God~blessed river of love that runs through huWe fear not the pit, and the devils of distrust
manity, its waters alone able to save us from the and wrath and ravening that swarm us from its
bogs of beastdom!
stinking depths; what we fear is the white thunders
of Sinai, the smiling wisdom of Jesus.
We are afraid of huma:njty.
We are not afraid of hell; what we fear is the
Afraid to be humane to crimiJ;lals. Beat them,
kingdom
of heaven.
shackle them, starve them, give them solitude and
The
great
fear is upon us.-Editorial, in The
darkness till their skin bleaches, their hair thins and
Christian
Work,
April 28, 1917.
grays, their souls shrivel into idiocy; murder them,
electrocute them in a chair or hang them from a gallows tree-put your trust in brutality, in terror, in
RUSSIA FREES JEWS FROM GALLING LAWS
punishment-to "protect society" ! And all the
while we know punishment never cured a human
With the utmost thoroughness the provisional
soul. Why don't we try to love? We are afraid!
government 'of Russia has sought out every law of
The silent Christ of the centuries says : "Love the old empil'e which places restrictions upon Jews,
your enemies, do good to them that despitefully use and by a decree, news of the publication of which
you; if thine enemy hunger, feed him; if he thirst, has been received in this country, has categorically
abolished all of them. The text of the decree folgive him drink."
But no! We have this great fear. We will shoot lows: "Being conclusively convinced that in a free
him, mangle him, starve him. We can be safe only country all citizens should be equal before the law,
when we have bludgeoned him into subjection. Love · and that the conscience of the people cannot be reconciled with limitations on the rights of citizens
him? We dare not.
The great fear is upon us all. It darts its mur- based on their religion and origin, tlie provincial
derous torpedoes and plants its mines in the sea; government decrees:
"All existing legal restrictions upon the rights of
it fills the red trenches of the land ; it froths upon
the lips of emperors and prime ministers; its horrid Russian citizens, in connection with this or that
shadow rests on ten thousand homes; it desolates the faith, religious te~ching or nationality, are revoked.
In accordance with this :
habitable earth.
"Repealed are all laws existing for Russia as
Why do nations hate? It is draining their treas- ~
a whole as well as those of separate localities, the
uries, decimating their peoples, smiting their firstlimitations concerning:
born like the angel of the passover, a red devil of
" ( 1) Selection of place of residence and change
ruin, a vile harlot of Babylon, a mowing madman
of residence or movement :
running amuck destroying .civilization. Why do
"(2) Acquiring rights of ownership and other
not ·nations love one another? They are afraid.
material rights in all kinds of movable and immovThe great fear is upon Europe, and hell is ~ith able property, and likewise in the possession of the
it. 'fhe great fear advances in America; we are use and the managing of all property, or receiving
shrieking for more armed ships, more forts, more for security;
professional killers, to save us. And they never
"(3) Engaging in all kinds of trades, commerce
saved a nation yet,
and industry, not excepting mining; also equal parWe dare not trust humanity. We dare not throw ticipation in the bidding for government contracts,
down arms and say to all the world, "Peace, deliveries and in public auctions;
brothers!" All the mad mullahs of the world would
"(4) Participation in joint stock and other comrail at us.
mercial or industrial companies and partnerships,
We are afraid. The great war is upon us, the fear and also employment in these companies and partof love, the fear of reason, the fear of light.
nerships in all kinds of positions, either by elections
We are afraid, not of war with its rampant and , or by hiring ;
wholesale wreckage, not of war with its abysmal
"(5) Employment of servants, salesmen, forebrutishments, its lies and frauds and childish bom- men, laborers and trade apprentices;
bast; no, we are afraid of the Christ we worship,
"(6) Entering the government service, civil as
and dread most of all to do as he said.
well as military, and the· grade or condition of such
Nothing is so dangerous as love.
service; participation in the elections for the institutions of local self-government and all kinds of
Nothing so absurb and unfeasable as reason.
public institutions; serving in all kinds of positions
Nothing so untrustworthy as humanity.
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of the government and public establishments, as
well as the prosecution of the duties .connected with
such positions;
"(7) Admission to all kinds of institutions of
learning, whether private, government or public,
and the pursuing of the courses ·of instructions,
and receiving scholarships. Also the pursuance of
teaching and the other educational professions.
"(8) Performing the duties of guardians, trustees, or jurors;
"(9) The use of languages and dialects, other
than Russian, in the proceedings of private societies,
or in teaching in all kinds of private educational institutions, and in commercial bookkeeping."
Paragraphs II, III, IV, V, VI, VII and VIII pro- .
ceed to enumerate and cite section by section, paragraph by paragraph, each and every law that was ir~
.existence coming within the broad terms of the repeal enumerated. The enormous number of the citations and the minuteness of their character, testify
in themselves to the thoroughness in which the Jewish restrictions were carefully searched out, so as to
leave not the slightest question as to the exact laws
which were abolished. They also serve to bear out
quite convincingly the statement, which Baron Gunzburg made, that prominent Jewish lawyers were
called into consultation by the ministry of justice
in the searching of these laws, and the drafting of
the repeal.
Paragraph IX of the repeal states the following:
"The force of this decree is extended to embrace the•
corresponding restrictions which have been enacted
in relation to foreigners not belonging to the citizenship of the countries with which Russia is at war,
in connection with their faith, religious teaching or
nationality."
All restrictions against Jews in Russia from nonenemy countries, though they may not be Russian
citizens, are likewise abolished.
Paragraph X merely states: "This decree shall
be in force from the date of its publication."-Editorial in the Christian Work, August 11, 1917.
ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES

In answer to the inquiry, \Vhy should we have
prohibition, the following is culled from Liberty,
vol. 12, no. 4:
Let Abraham Lincoln give answer:
The liquor traffic is a cancer in society, ea.ting the vitals
and th11eatening destruction; .and all attempts. to regulate it
will not only prove abortive, but will aggravate the evil.
There must be no attempts to 'regulate the c.ancer. It must be
eradicated; not a root must be left behind, fm· unti1 this is
done all classes must continue in danger of becoming victims
of strong drink. . . . Slavery is abolished. The next great

question would be the ov:erthrow .of the legalized liquor traffic.
And you know, Merwin, that my head and my heart, my hand
and my purse, will go into that work. In. 1842, less than a
quarter of a century ago, I predkted tlrat the day would
come when there would be neither a slav•e nor a drunkard in.
the land. I have lived to see one prediction fulfilled; I hope
to see the other realized.
The American Medical Association gives answer. At its
sixty-eighth annual. session in the city of New York, in June
of this year, the following :~~esolutions were adopted:
"Whereas, We believe tha.t the use of alcohol as a beverage
is detrimental to the human economy; and
"Whereas, Its use in therapeutics, as a tonic or a stimulant,
or as a food, has no scientific basis, therefor·e,
"Resolved, That the American Medical Association oppose
the use .of alcohol as a beverage; and be it further
"Resolved, That the use of alcohol as a therap•ellltic agent
should be discharged."
Let Doctor Howard A. Kelley, medical professor of Johns
Hopkins Hospital gi~e answer:
"Alcohol"1. Is nonefficient as a food, a most awful, wasteful sub- ·
stitute.
"2. May be classed as a drug and a poison.
"3. Has no rightful position as a 'tlledicine.
"4. Destroys individual, domestic and civil.
"5. Increases taxation by filling prisons, madhouses, and
workhouses.
"6. Greatest foe to civilization in heathen lands.
"7. Therefore could be wholly abolished with profit.
"8. Therefore, as. one of the human family, an individual
member has no right to introduce into the household or use
for his own pleasure that which hurts eve~ oner other member,
or sets at work an evil influence he has no well-grounded
hope of controlling. . . . It is clear in the light of experrience
and of recent research work that alcohol ought to be classed
in the list of dang'erous. drugs, along with morphine, cocaine,
and chloral, a drug which may so affect the will power as to
gain the complete masterry over a patient and in the end destroy him . . . . As a citizen, I note that it is alcohol which
fills our prisons, whether taken in the form of a strong beverage as whisky, or beer, as a representative of milder beverages. It is at the bottom of most crimes, domestic infidelity,
poverty, seductions, murders; it is allied to all that is evil and
destructive of the high aims of civilization." ...
L'ALARME

[Societe Francaise d'Action Contre Alcoolisme; Honorary/
President, M. Raymond Poincare.]
T.o French Women and French Young People:
1. Alcohol is as formidable an enemy to you as Germany.
2. It has cost France since 1870 in men and money more
than the present war.
3. Alcohol pleases the taste, hut, a veritable poison, it destroys the body.
4. Drinkers grow old early. They· lose half their normal
life, and are easy prey to numerous weaknesses and maladies.
5. The "little glasses" of parents are transformed into hereditary weaknesses in their descendants. France has to-day
about 200,000 insane, twice as many consumptives, to say nothing of the victims of gout, scrofula, rickets, premature degeneracy, an,d the majorfty of criminals.
6. Alcoholism reduces our productivity two thirds, increases
the cost of living and misery.
7. Like the criminal kaiser, alcoholism decimates and ruins
France to the great joy of Germany. Mothers, young pe'Ople,
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husbands, fight alcoholism and :remember the glorious
wounded and dead for the country.
8. You will thus accomplish a great task, equaling that of
our heroic soldiers.

A Tooth and Its Care---Part 3
(Delivered by Doctor G. W. Rodgers, of Sedalia, Missouri,
at the Holden Stake reunion, A11gust 18, 1917.)
ABSCESS

I suppose you have all either had an absc;essed tooth or have
seen one. Abscess is the result of the death and decomposition of the .tooth pulp or nerw~. This is usually due to neglect,
though it may be caused by some abnormal condition, as an
injury or shock from thermal change through a large metal
filling from icewater or hot drinks. ( See Word of Wisdom.)
It is accompanied by severe pain and sometimes f.ever. There
also appears to be an apparent elongation of the
tooth which is due to inflammation set up in the peridental
membrane which lines the tooth socket. The accumulation of
pus at the apex of the root forms a pocket by destroying the
surrounding bony tissue. This is the abscess. From this pocket
nature forces the pus to escape by the way of 1east resistance,
ofttimes reaching the surface upon the fac·e or neck, and has
been known to tr'avel down between the muscles and find
opening upon the breast. During the time the pus is penetmting the bone the patient suffers most, the pain at this time
being of a throbbing character and most severe. The features
become swollen on the affected side, the eye sometimes entirely
closed and the jaws so-stiff that it is with difficulty the mouth
can be opened at all. Science has discove11ed that rhuematism
and many s.ystemic disorders are caused by abscessed conditions of the mouth. One may wonder how: Nature seeks
to eliminate the pus formed and in this process a more or
less amount is absorbed into the blood and thus by the blood
may be carded to any part of the body. Thus w,e can see
how an abnormal condition may obtain indirectly from an abscessed tooth. Many times though, there is no sign of an abscessed condition but by resorting to the X ray these pus
pockets ha¥e been located and either the offending tooth removed or the abscess drained which resulted in the patient
recov·ering from his ailment.
1

PYORRHEA

is a prevelant disease of the gums especially in mouths that
rec·eive poor care. Mor•e teeth are lost in this mann.-;r than
any other way; I might say all other ways. Deposits are allowed to accumulate around the necks of the teeth, encroaching upon the gums, and causing them to break down. Pus
pockets are thus formed into which disease-producing germs
find their way with particles of decayed and fermenting food,
causing absorption of the tooth socket and peridental membrane. This leaves the tooth without fastening, consequently
it becomes loose, drops out, or may b'e easily lifted out. I
have extracted such teeth as though removing a loose peg
without obtaining a drop of blood. I remember one party
coming into the office saying she did not know when she lost
her tooth. I suppose she had a pleasant dream and swallowed
it. yet we find the possessor of two or three such teeth will
hang on to them as though it were a case of life or death. This
disease at one time was considered incurab1e, but now, if
taken in time, it may be cured.
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DISCOLOR AND STAINS

Among other deposits of simpler form is the green stain
found frequently upon the teeth of children, but may also be
found on the teeth of adults. This desposit is usually found
nea,r the gum margin. It is wholly superficial and easily removed; it vari,es. in color from a dark freen to a yellow,
usually of a greenish tint. This deposit should not be
allowed to remain, because it has a decomposing action on the
enamel, producing pits' and chalk-like spots. Then •also it
gives an unsightly appear.ance.
There are many things that discolor the teeth, as colored
tooth pastes, medicines, decay, putrefied food, spices, tea and
coffee. (Word of Wisdom.) And then along with these deposits, stains, and decayed teeth, comes a bad breath. A few
teeth, or even one tooth, can make a very offensive br'eath.
Suppose you were in business and a young man or woman
applied for work, apparently intelligent and neat in app·earance, but on opening his' or her mouth displayed an array of
decayed, broken down teeth and emitted a breath laden with
werms, some of which are of the vilest character. Would
you employ such an one? No, you would not; and your
decision would be made without hesitation. I have had
mouths brought to me for examination and work that were
in such a putrescent condition, that I have wished for a gas
mask such as we read of the soldiers using in the trenches.
Some are so o:fflensi_.ve, that as we say, we shoot their mouth
full of a conglomeration that makes them want to spit for a
week, then tell them where to obtain a tooth brush and a can
of "old dutch," and to use them a few days before returning!
I tell you it is disgus.ting to see the. col).dition of some mouths
while the outside is sprinkled with gay tinted powder and
paint. As much as I detest the use of tobacco I would
rather come in contact with the odor of a fifteen-y·ear-o1d
cob pipe, than inhale such a breath. So we can readily see
that a good, well-kept set of teeth is a great asset to one's
advancement in the business world, protecting his health, thus
aiding in keeping a bright, clear mind. No man can work
with the toothache, he cannot concentrate his mind upon what
he has to do. It is an evidence of ignorance or a lack of l'efinement and is inexcusable to show dirty, ill-k·ept teeth. This
may :;JOund rather harsh but it's the truth; and I find it makes
some wonde·rful transformations in some mouths too.
It should also be remembered that one of the greatest aids to
mouth cleanliness is the habit of thorough and vigorous
mastication of hard coarse foods. Thus the teeth are mechanically scrubbed in· a natural manner, a, copious flow of saliva
is induced by which the mouth is cleansed and at the same
time gums and peridental membrane are massaged. In the
day of our fathers and grandfathers they did not live upon
predigested breakfast foods, pastries and sweetstuffs and
naturally did not have so many tooth troubles.. They were
forced to use their teeth, and thus they saved them by using
them.
Too much care cannot be taken of your teeth. Select a
brush suitable to your mouth with as harsh a brist1e as your
gums will stand and bristles irregular in l-ength. Avoid the
use of a brush that sheds its bristles or will not stand sterilizing in hot .water. Your brush requires a better cleansing
than your knife and fork. Hang it where the air oan reach
. it, not in a closed dark box or container. Use a good, reliable
tooth paste that has no coloring, as some coiorings will stain
the teeth. Common table salt is good occas.ionaliy-especially
for the gums. In f.act, some people prefer salt entirely. A
strand of dental floss should be passed up and down between
the teeth to cleanse the surfac.es between that cannot be
reached with a brush. The teeth, in fact the g1.1ms, tongue
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and roof of the mouth should be brushed every evening before
retiring and upon arising in the morning. Thus at night
you have no particles of food remaining while your mouth
is at rest to aid fermentation and in the morning you remove
the film and accumulated germs before eating and ca1rrying
them into your stomach; also rinse your mouth well with
water after each meal. This entire performance will not take
over 10 minutes of your day's time and what a difference it
makes in your rooks, health and happiness!
Do not crack nuts with your teeth, nor put pencils, pins
or the like in your mouth. You who sew, do not cut threads;
bad habit. Do not drink ice cold nor hot drinks as the
~:~udden thermal change will check or crack the enamel as
does hot water on a glass jar. Do not pick your teeth continually, if they annoy you they need attention, better go to
a dentist immediately. Do not be under the impression your
teeth need no attention until you have had them examined,
and they should be examined every six months or a year at
most. In fact, a good set of teeth is !'eally a matter of your
own choice; you know their importance; they give health;
they bring attractiveness to the most comely face, and they
win for you happiness.
So let us have our mouths, and teeth put in order and heed
the admonition, "Be ye clean in bo,dy and thought." If we
live in strict obedience we will indeed obtain to a state of
purity, and God will be pleased to call us his children whom we
claim to be, and he will pour out upon us his bless,ings vvithout
measure.

Our "Cultural" Classes
G1'eetings to those interested in the Cultural Classes: It
is indeed with g1reat pleasure that I see the advent of this
intellectual movement among the women of our church. This
desire to learn and improve in the various activities is evidence that many are working towards the great and ultimate
goal-the redemption of Zion.
This is pioneer work, and all large movements are a result
of steady and pati,ent growth; a "mushroom" growth would
not be desired, for then it would only be a "fad" and could
not endure. This study work must stay and grow, for as
women of Zion no preparation is too great.
Do not, therefore, become. discouraged if the work does not
move as Tapidly as you think it should; remember you are
helping to lay the foundation of a great institution.
The "hopes" for this department a11e many. The plan is
that some day in. the future, the classes will be so wellorganized and the unity such that a member might be transferred from one section of the country to another, if necessity requires, with no interruptions in his course of study.
Helps and suggestions will be greatly appreciated, especially from those who have taken special work in any of the
branches of this department. May we have the true spirit
of cooperation that our efforts will make us better women, our
vision broadened, and our ability increased for service to the
glory of our God!
MRS. ANNA Jo VAN EATON.
LAMONI, IowA.
(Sister Glines requests us to say that Sister Van Eaton will
give special instruction in regard to courses of study in any
of the cultural subjects. Supervisors or :tjceld workers, knowing of classes wishing to take any of these, should get in
touch with Sister Van Eaton, at once. They should also note
that there is now outlined a course in public speaking by
Sister Lula Sandy. Sister Glines will be glad to send upon
request, outlines for study in any of the many brunches of

the Educational Department. Address her at 622 South
Crysler Avenue, Independence, Missouri.)

Among Our Locals
KIRTLAND REUNION
C. Pearson writes of the very interesting and efficient part the Auxiliary women took in the work of the late
reunion here. She speaks of the lov~e the Saints nave for the
historic place, and the laTge numbers in attendance. Talks
on mothers' problems proved instructive, especially to the
many young mothers who wer~e present. Sister Sadie Skeen
on "Telling a child what to do, and what not to do." Sister
Royton on "The ideal home," and, later in the week, the
·stimulating work of Sister Ella Smith, fieldworker, the afternoon spent in Red Cross work under the direction of the local
chapter, and last mentioned, but not least in importance, the
helpful caring for the little ones at the Teunion, in which the
Orioles, under Sister George, we11e very prominent, were
among the many bright and memorable events of the occasion.
S~ister

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA
R,ecent letters from Sister Rushton and Sister Will Badham, tell of the new impetus given the auxiliary work in their
locality. The relief and service department meets regularly
every week; a public speaking, or expression class, under the
guidance of Brother Williams, meets Thursday evenings, and
has a membership of near thirty; another class is studying
Mark's, The Teacher and the Child, which iteni may be rep,eated with accuracy, concerning some others of the near-by
branches. This was the text Brother Rushton used for the
morning study hour at the late reunions in California, and
from which much helpful thought was evolved. ·
ALBERTA, CANADA
Sister Zelia Ihrke has been appointed superintendent of the
Oriole work in the Alberta district, and is writing for help,
as she desires ve'ry earnestly to be of great service in this
line. She was appointed by :Sister Daniel Macgregor, who is
president of the district. Sister Fred Gregory being the
vice president. With such earnest and capable sisters in
charge of the auxiliary work in that locality, we should expect fine results, and they are all "live wires."
LONDON, ONTARIO
Sister Rosa Tier of this city sends us the names of the
officers of their newly-organized district auxiliary, together
with three excellent papers which w,ere read at some of their
meetings. They were greatly encouraged by an indors~ement
of their move which came by the Spirit at the sacrament
meeting following their organization. They were warned of
discourag~ements and trials, but cheered by assurances of
blessings, and the good their example would do for others.
The members are taking active interest, and they hope to
enlarge their fields of usefulness as they can. Sister Tier is
president, with Sister Mottashed assisting her; Sister G. C.
Harnden is secretary, and Sister Reilly treasurer, while Sr.
Clara Hardy acts as historian.

Ours a Thriftless Nation
It is said that what were luxudes i~ one age of the world
become necessities in another; but it is easy to deceive yourself on that subject. You should remember.that you do net
really need a thing the lack of which causes you no worse
suffering than that of ungratified ·desire or unsatisfied ·pride.
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The average wages, salaries and incomes are higher in ing is actually considered necessary. We become slaves to
this country than in any other, yet our savings banks do not the th11ee-meal-a-day habit.
make a creditable showing. Fourteen countries greatly outThe time to eat is when you are hungry, and at no othect·
rank ours in the proportion of savings accounts to population. time.
In thrift1 as indicated by the savings banks, we stand at the
If you are hungry at mealtimes, those a;re the times when
'bottom of the list of the principal nations.
you should eat. But you should eliminate forever from your
Of every 100 of our citizens 660 leave at their death no mind the idea that it is necessary to sit down at the table
estate at alL Only nine leave as much as $5,000. The and attempt to e~at at the accustomed time whether you are
averag,e estate left by the other 25 is less than $1,300. · hungry or not.
If Wle could rid this Nation of the meal-time sla.very, the
Ninety-seven out of every 100 lose their earning power at
the age of 65, and, as most of them have sav;ed nothing, they statement is no eXiaggeration that the amount of food that
become dependent on relatives or on the public. It is es- could be saved would feed all the soldiers now engaged in this
timated that there are 1,250,000 of such destitute persons in terriffic war. And not only would food be saved but the Nathis country, most of whom might have escaped that sad fate. tion would be benefited both mentally and physically.-BerLet every young man who has to make his way unaided narr Macfadden in Physical Culture.
realize that to say, "I have money in the bank," is a certifi-cate of character and a,bility.
There is no doubt that, barring accident and disease, almost every family not dependent on mere unskilled day l:abor
-could lay up some provision for the future by cutting off
waste and steadily p!racticing unhurtful self-deni.al. There
Roll of Honor
must be a choice between passing desire and lasting well
being. The day of small things must not be despised; all
"The Greenwood Sunday school's last year's Christmas
growth is from little seeds. Dimes are the germs of dollars.
offering
was ten dollars and eighty cents a:!ld already this
A rational person can certainly get no real enjoyment from
any outlay that leads to a hand-to-mouth existence; he has year we'have seventy-five dollars. We have every reason to
no safegum;ds against misfortune that are sure to come make it one hundred dollars before the ·end of the year."
The Dayton, Ohio, Sunday school with an average attendsooner or Ill!ter to ·everyone.
Among all material pleasures there is none so great as ance of nineteen have already accumulated thirty dolla,rs.
Beardstown, Illinois: "We, too, want to help in the inthat which springs from a store laid by for future wants,
especially for the needs of those for whose well being you cDease of the Christmas offering and decrease the expense of
have become r.esponsible. And when you have ~a.thered that -each pupil's name appearing in the Blue 8teppinq Stones,
store by steadfastly refusing thriftless self-indulgenc·e, you so request by a unanimous vote of the school that our record
have a satisfaction that outweighs and outlasts all fleeting appear thus: The Hope Sunday !School of Beardstown, Illinois. ·
joys. I speak from my own .experience, and I can call to We have nearly sixty dollars now and are increasing all the
witness thousands of others who hav.e traveled the same road. time. W•e hope to reach one hundred dollars. Our enrollment is sixty."
-Judson Harmon, in the Youth's Companion.
Wheeling, West Virginia: "Three weeks ago when I wrote
you ll:bout our Christmas offering, ·I stated we expected to
have one hundred doUars by the end of the year. We now
A Sinful Waste of Food
have one hundred and forty-nine dollars, and fifty-eight
cents.
Think we will have to set our aim at two hundred
The average American eats too much. It is no exaggeration to say that he eats twice the amount that is needed to dollars now. On last Sunday, the day of our dedication, a
nourish the body. Long life depends upon prop.er functioning. dear old brother whose contributions to the church may be
In order to preserve one's strength and vitality, no more food counted in the thousands, handed in one hundred dollars for
should be taken than is actually needed to maintain one's that purpose, which was turned over to Bishop Becmecr at
weight and strength. Scientific feeding, therefore, would that time."
East St. Louis, Illinois: "As you know, I am consecrating
require one first of all to make a test to determine the parmy
best day's wage each month to the Lord as Christmas
ticular amount of food which most satisfacto1rily maintains
normal weight and strength. The particular weight that offering, and I thought it might interest you to know that
one should carry can be mea,sured to a larg·e etctent by one's I was so blessed in my work during the nineteenth day of
'vital condition. The weight at which you feel strongest and September that I was able to make $18.45, which amount I
have most endurance, with a brain clear as a· bell, is the~ turned in as Christmas offering the first Sunday i~ October.
The Master makes me very happy when I crealize that in
weight you shouJd try to maintain.
Edison has said that the American people are dop.ed with truth he helps me in doing his will. I am so pr.oud of my
foo-d. And there is no question as to the accuracy of this God."
Fa;r West Stake, Home Department Sup·erintendent: "The
statement. Homce Fletcher in his dietetic experiments in
connection' with the rationing of the Belgian refugees brought scattered members of the Home Department. of the old
some revolutionary principles into the limelight. Those under Nodawa.y District gave $18 last year, and I know most of the
the influence of this rationing improved in health to an same members will give enough this year to doubie that
amount. We already have $30 promised."
extraordinary extent. The death rate was reduced by

[LETTER DEPARTMENT

about one-third.
This habit of eating beyond bodily requirements is due in
large extent to our regular-meal habit. We have certain
times. for me~als: breakfast, dinner and supper; or, if you
belong to the s<rcalled "upper classes," breakfast, lunch and
dinner. It's about the same in either instance. Gormandiz-

]

Providence Branch
The branch is happy and growing. I voice the sentiment
of the great majority of active workers-in fact the voice of
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all the workers, for only such are happy, and in this case found Sist.er Braut of Somerville, Massachusetts, and Elenor
all who ar~ working in the Providence Branch are working Whitehetad, her daughter, who is a bride of a few months.
together in one spirit an:d that spirit is the Holy Spirit. It How good it is to see old friends, if for only a few moments.
blesses us in our pm,yer services, pl'eaching services, SundayWell, it began to rain, but what do we care? we are a jolly
school sessions, Religio work, and every other effort put forth party. I never knew that there was such beautiful reenery
to advance the kingdom of God.
in the State of New York as there is. From Syracuse to
Providence is the second largest city in New England. Cortland we went along in, fine shape only once the machine!
Within eighty miies radius there are more people than within had a notion of leaving the-good road for a convenient d~tch,
eighty m:~Ies of Boston, so the editor of the Journal states. but happily chang·ed its mind. We stopped at a garage to ge1t
Thus there are lots of peop1e to preach to if one could only get some "fr~e air," and away we went, twenty-six miles out of
their 'ear. This seems to be the great task of tasks in city our way. However that isn't much when y;ou have about one
work. I ·am confident that God expects the membership to hundred and sev·enty-five miles to go, if you make no mistakes.
We finally got on the right road again, and arrived in
seriously discharge the respons,ibility resting on them to bring
nonmembers to service. As a ~rule every outsider who comes Cortland at noon. Frank was very particular to put up a
to church is brought by a Saint. The work of saving the! nice large lunch the night before that we might have plenty
world is committed to the membership as a whole. There has to ·eat, but oh dear! he left it on the table at home, so we went
been too much laid upon the shoulders of the ministry. God to a nice re'Staurant and had lunch. it had conclud~d to quit
will not hold the slacker, the shirk, guiltless in the day of ac- raining awhile, and 1a.s we went along at a good rate toward
counts.
Ithaca through valleys, over streams, past mountains covered
The Sunday school held its rally service last week. There with tl'ees of every shade of red, green and gold, I thought it
was a splendid response both in attendance and offering. was good to he alive. Both prie•sthoods were represented in
Twenty-two dollars was contributed; ev,eryone seemed to re- the party, all being of one ord>er or the other, so we had to
makie extemporaneous and instantaneous speeches on' every
joice in the giving-this was the best part.
The Religio has opened a new dass. It is a lecture class conceivabie subject dictated to us. They were certainly
followed by questions. We have four themes and four teach- S•ome wonderful speeches. Then a debate followed between
ers presenting five lessons. 1. The historical and geographi- Brother Frank and the writer. It must be understood, howcal settings of the Bibie. 2. The Doctrine and Covenants, its ever, that while Frank was debating Glen was driving the
history and teachings. 3. Outline study of the Old Testament. machine, not but what Frank could do both at the same time,
4. Church History.
I am only statingas a fact that he did not. Past Ithaca and
Dutee Hall, music.al genius and student! at Brown Uni- now a.t Montour Falls, where th>e water falls from a great
versity, was baptized recently. Sister Susan Godfrey also height, making a .brilliant display as it tumbles down the
entered the church by the new birth. Two splendid additions mountain side. "The shades of night were falling fast," we
to our branch.
were still on the road:, and no one· seemed to know how far
We are much encouraged and have reasons for believing we were from our destination. We passed through Horse•
that God is pleased.
R. W. FARRELL.
heads and Corning and Addison and then learned that we
must reaeh and pas.s Jasper. 0 Jasper, Jasper, how you
seemed to recede in the darkness and awfulness of the soliGREENWOOD, NEW YORK, October 9, 1917.
Editors H•erald: After being "grocery man," for two tude! We were anxious to reach Jasper because then we
weeks at the reunion in Massachusetts I left .for New York, were to strike a real country road which would take us direct
stopping at Brooklyn for a few days as gu•est of Brother to Greenwood. Well we struck the road all right, and by and
Ward L. Christy and Brother Jack. I preached for the by the r.oad struck us. Pop-swish-and there we were,
S'aints in Brooklyn on .Sunday and on the street with Brother 9 p. m., and we should have been at conference at 2.30
Christy on Tuesday night. Wednesday I left for Malone and p. m. Glen is a mechanic; so is Frank; the rest of us stood
was made welcome at Sister McDonalds. I held s•errvices in around and gave advice. At 10.45 we saw the gleaming lights
Malone until September 4, and left next day for Saranac of the village, but the Saints had all gone home. The hotel
Lake where I continued preaching until the 17th, then to lights w,ere still burning, however, and wet put the poor tired
Malone for a few days. While at Malone Mr. McDonald machine in the ba.rn and obtained three rooms in the hoteL
The services of the conference were well attended and a fine
made my stay v·ery pleasant, and he is kind and· very hosspiritual time was had. Brethren Stone, Lewis, Monters,
pitable.
On September 24, I left Malone for Sherrill, where I was Angus, Weeger, and the writer were present, besides a nummade welcome by Brother Frank Mes1e. Sherrill is a very ber of brethren and sisters from various places in the district.
nice little eity of some two thousand inhabitants, it has quite Brotlier A. D. Angus and the writer continued to hold se.rvices
a romantic and interesting history. Bl'other Mesle is well in the church until Thursday when Brother Angus left for
thought of, and has many friends in the community. The Scranton, Pennsylvania, the writer continuing the services.
few Saints there are somewhat at a disadvantage in not We trust good may result. We are kindly entertained at
having a public place to meet in, we trust however that in Brother and Sister Weeks's of this place
GEORGE W. ROBLEY.
the near future this condition may be overcome. I remained
iri Sherrill until October 6. We started at 6 a. m. for Greenwood, Brethren Montgomery, Frank Mes1e•, Fred Mesle, Glen
HAMMONDSPORT, NEw YORK, October 9, 1917.
Davison and the writer, all on !board of Brother Mesle's latest
jj}ditors Herald: I come asking space in your columns to
conVle,rt---,an automobile. I do not know whethe·r it is thor- speak ,a. word for the district in which our labors have been
oughly conve,rted or not. Anyhow we made a brave sfart cast for some yea,rs past, and! am truly gratified to see the
and kept going fairly well most of the. time. Brother and manifest desire of so many in various parts of the district t()
Siste.r Whitehead of East Syracuse had requested us to stop arise to gPeater heights of spirituality than they have ever
·
there to wdminister to their boy who was quite sick; we did enjoyed before.
so and felt that he would be blessed. A familiar voice
That which was enjoyed at our district conference of Occall.ed our attention to a house near by, and on investigation tober 6 and 7, was eVidence that progress is surely being
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made as the manifestation of the Spirit of God enjoyed, bore
witness to all present that he was mindful of their desires
a1n:d their efforts to more fully keep his commandments. And
in his -fatherly way pointed out to us thr.ough the gift of
tongues _and interpretation t'he exact means ,;)'Jy which our
desires may be realized.
Prayer, said the Lord, with fastings and· con,Secration of
pwrpose; will bring a realization of those things hoped for in
righteousness.
Op.r conf:erence w.as not the largest from the standpoint
of numbers ever held in the_ district, but decidedly the very
best. The spirit' of_ sacrifice was evidenced by the manner
in which the Staints present contribut•ed to the va:rious ne•eds
of the work, the missionaries were libemlly provided for.
Gracelandl was remembered in a substantial way, not forgetting the debt the church is struggling under. The little Sunday school of Greenwood, New Y.ork, of not over twenty
members have set their standard for their Christmas offering
at the high mark of one hundred doUars, which means on an
av.erage of five dollars poer head for every member, young and
old. And if every school in the land ,would make such an
effort, andi set thei.r standard as high in proportion to their
membership, I could predict a J3mile upon the bishop's face
that would gla.dden the hearts of all the children of God, the
church soon freed from delbt, which would mean advancement
along other lines. that hitherto has been impossible. While
the New York District is large and rather difficult in which to
prosecute the work, yet we find in our S·earch for honest
souls that the:re are some who· are r•eady to give ear and heed
to the message of life. In ':Passing through the historic village of Palmyra, one is ren1inded of the struggLes of the
Palmyra seer and those who were in sympathy with him and
his work, and strang'e as it may appear tl).at S!J,me spirit is
still manifest among the r•esidents of that place and in fact
it is present in many places throughout the entire State, so
many people are so utterrly oppos•ed to anything that is
known by the name of Latter Day Saint that they will not
consider it for one moment. However, the truth is being
Pl'eached, a:nd those who are willing to hear have the opportunity to do so.
The experience of the writ·er of late has proven that there
are those who are not willing to hear when they have the
opportunity, one case in evidence while holding forth in a
little hamlet in Connecticut, a certain woman was in attendance for a number of evenings. and finally refused to attend any longer and when asl):·ed why, she recognized that the
truth was being taught and because _of that it made her fe1el
very uncomfortable, hence she was not going to attend any
more of the ·servic·es.
We are gratified, however, that the truth is being taught
and people are forced to confess it, thus is God gJ.orifi•ed. We
feel that the hastening time is now and Saints as _well as sinners ne•ed to be taught. Our •experience teaches use that the
successful fir·eside preacher, is just as needful and of as much
importance as the pulpit preacher, and in fact the fireside
sermon is usually the one that is the most profitable to the
inquiring mind. .The writer is trying to divide his time as
far as possible between the scattered! Saints of the New York
District and the Saints of Broad River, Connecticut. Trusting in the Author of the gosp•el of peace for grace and wisdom to wisely perform the duties devolving upon me:,
I am your brother in Christ,
A, E. STONE.
ONTARIO, CALIFORNIA, Octobei· 10, 1917.
Edito1·s He1·ald: Having often seen in our beloved HERALD
a call for letters from those of the church, I wondered if a
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word· !rom one who has nev·er ventured to write for publication would help anyone or encoura~e a weak one like myself.
Realizing my weakness and inability to be of any use more
than to strive to so live that I may not be a stumblingblock
to any who would p~rhaps accept the angel's message. J
hav·e refrained from adding my mite, but of late I have been
impressed with the thought that has lbe.en my motto more
or less during the thirty years since I first heard the gosp·el
message: He that taketh not up his cross and follows not after me is not worthy of me.
I was brought up in the Methodist faith, my parents being
strict members of that church. My father wouid! hav·e us
read portions of .Scripture with him of an evening and I
noticed many passages that they did not teach, but fathte:r
would answer, Those are done away with. That was all the
answer we ~ot, and I •expect that was why I more readily
looked for more. There seemed a void somewhere, but that
was the best I knew until in 1887.
Brother R. C. Evans came to our village and announced
meetings, Brother James Bannister allowing him the use
of his house. It was rumoDed at once that a Mormon was
holding meetings in town. I might say the who1e settlement
was mostly Methodist, excepting the Bannisters and a few
others. They resented his coming very much, but the majority went to hear what he had to say, and many went away
and slandered him, ~:~nd misrepresented him. I stayed away
until my husband, having :attended sev•e.ral meetings, wished
me to go and hear him, saying that he had never heard so
much .Scripture. I replied that I was glad of it, and I hoped
he would be converted as he had never made any profession
of religion. Finally I decided to go ·and hear for mys.elf.
Suffice it to say, the first sermon had so much of truth in it
that I was determined to he1ar more o.f it and I attended every
s:ervice that it was possible. Befolle very long I was convinced of the truth of his preaching, but did not unite with
them until the following April. . Brother and Sister Longhurst and Brother and Sister James Bannist.er and Sister
Welsh were among the first to'unite with the church.
Branches were soon organized in the surrounding ·towns.
The Spirit was with them in power. Now came the test. I
must leave the church of my .childhood, for I knew that the
despised Latter Day Saints had the truth and that God w:as
leading me. I prayed constantly that if this was his church
that he would lead me to obey, and if not he would keep me
from being clieceived. The words would ring in my mind, He
that taketh not up his cross to follow me is not worthy of
me. I ev•en dreamed of uniting with the church ,and the joy
I experienc.ed was ·evidence enough. When my little girl was
twelve weeiks old, I went down into the waters of baptism
with joy in my heart, for I knew I was obeying Go:cli's will.
I was alone so far as friends and relatives were concerned;
my husband listened to the false rumors and stood back, but
the more I read and studi,ed the more I was convinced of the
truth, a1nd I have tried in my weak way to be true to God's
word, and the older I grow the stronger my faith becomes.
Although I am only human, my greatest desire is to, see this
great work prosp•e:r. My sister united with the church later,
and we· are the only ones of all our relatives that we know
of that belong. I wish to say to anyone that feels like giving
up the struggle, Do not be discouraged, for Christ is at the
helm and he that endureth to the end the same shall be
saved. Most of my family united with the church as they
gvew up, and I have reason to hope others will come in the
true fold.
F-earing I have written too much, I will close, as spac•e will
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HIGHLAND PARK, MICHIGAN, October 16,, 1917.
Editor·s Herald): .Having been eilected branch correspondent,
I will now write my first letter to the HERALD. The work was
first started here under the fostering care of Elder J. A.
Grant, and through his efforts a Sunday school was started
in January, 1917. A storebuilding was secur1ed to hold servWINNIPEG, MANITOBA, CANADA,
ices in. Sunday school and preaching each Sunday, also
October 14, 1917.
Editors Herald: We are beginning to feel the cold winds prayer,,me,eting was held on Wednesday nights, of each week.
away up here which are heralding the advance of winter. The interest continued to grow until in April the· Detroit
Our Httle church has also undergone a coat of paint and looks Branch, number one, declared this a mission. The' writer was
v;ery bright and cheerful, and by the labors of devotion of asked 'by Elder Grant to take charge of the mission, and after
E. G. Robertson, our branch president, slowly but surely are some study and pray,e1r ov;er the matter, consented to_do so.
On July'16, the mission was organized into a branch, the
advancing Zionward. At present we are looking forward
with much pleasure to Brother J. J. Cornish's visit here this writer chosen as branch president. Have baptized two since
coming week, and are pr-aying for a fresh outpouring of God's that time and others are near the fold: Many times our
Spirit. We ask the prayers of the Saints that a great and building has been taxed to the utmost. Our average attendance at Sunday school is fifty. Our branch membership is
glorious work 'may be done in Winnip,eg in the near future.
twenty-,eight, but there are many Saints living here that will
Trusting thflt the blessing of God may, ever be yours,
join our ranks as soon as their letters of removal can be seJENNIE HANLOW, Branch Corresponieznt.
cured. In May, I was, ask;ed by the bishop's agent, Elder
W. A. Blair, to act as his solicitor. During the month o£ June,
INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI, October 16, 1917.
Editors Herald: Besides the classes going on, which at., seventy-seven dollars and fifty cents was collected by a sp:ecial
tract a fairly good attendance, there are two choruses being offering for the church debt. Also the Saints are rememberconducted in the interest of all· persons who are able and de- ing their tithing. Our Sunday school did not start collecting
their Christmas offering until July 1. Since then we have
sirous to sing with any ordinary degree of proficiency.
The chorister of the Stone Church is enthusiastic over the · collected a nice amount. We hope to turn at leas,t one hunidea of obtaining about four hundred of the Saints to repre- dred and fifty dollars into the Bishop's hands by Christmas.
sent a choir of voices for the Oratorio, Elijah; and also an One thing noticeable about our branch is the scarcity ( ?) of
invitation is extended by the musical people of Kansas City meetings. Notice: Sunday mornipg prayer meeting, eight fif..
to our singers to functionize with them in a chorus of one teen; Sunday school, nine-thirty; preaching, except sacrament
thousand at Con¥ention Hall-an event which will occur early Sunday, eleven; song service, five p. m., study club and normal, five-thirty until seven; preaching at seven-thirty. Monthis fall.
Also a community movement is being agitated for the men day night at eight o'clock is pdesthood meeting. Wednesday
and women to renew their diligence in the new Liberty Loan evening, at >!)ight o'clock is pl'ayer meeting and Friday night
we have Religio. Are we k;eeping the.Lord's commandments
venture and Red Cross work.
The Saints were edified and instruded by tw,o discourses on to meet together often 1 We expect to hold a series of meet- .
Sunday, October 14, Brother J. A. Koehler speaking in the ings here soon. Our aim is to help build up his kingdom on
earth and to ,establish this in righteousness among his peomorning and Brother U. W. Greene in the evening.
Brother Greene s'e1ected for his theme the operations of the ple. God has blessed our ,effiorts in the past, and I believe
Holy Spirit and gleaned from his own experiences many ex- he will in the future if we keep humble and faithful to our
In gospel bonds,
amples of God's power and blessing in the gift of healing, and covenant with him.
2942 Hamilton Boulevard.
W. HENRY WILLIAMS.
directing, and he cited many who came, during his extensive
travels, under his special ministrations. These were espe•
BROOKLYN, NEW YORK, October 17, 1917.
cially mentioned as occurring at a time when his ministry
Dear Herald: I thought the Saints, who are so highly
was associated with that of Brethren Macgvegor and Sheehy.
The speaker alluded with emotion to the te1achings of the favored as to be able and wise enough to include the HERALD
Doctrine and Covenants and said, "Oh, that the young people among their weekly periodicals, might read with some degree
p'resent would delight to 11ead and appveciate these writings!" of pleasure the news from this section of God's vineyard.
We hav,e just.wound up a week of very strenuous but pleasGod, he declared, is directing the people, and they should
not be opposed to the studying of these things. He will en- ant ·service in the army of the Lord. The writer returned
dow the Saints with power and in a most p,e,culiar way he has from an extended western trip in time to jump into an auto
in the recent past been the directing force to bring many into almost immediately upon his return and after a few hours
the gospel fold. To devote one's life to the study of the doc- careful consid:emtion of New Jersey's traffic police and a caretrhre of the church and to consecrate it to the service of the ful observance of her many speed traps found himself and
Master is the duty of all those who are seeking to establish the family being warmly welcomed in Philadelphia by the Saints
work of Zion.
of that place and others from Scranton, Pennsylvania, Elk
Brother Koehler in the morning service also commended Mills, Maryland, Bloomsburg, Pennsylvania, and some of our
the reading of the Doctrine and Covenants, and took for his own dear Brooklyn Saints who had all assembled at Philadelphia ,to attend the district conference.
text section 1: 7, "'Search these commandments."
The spirituality of the services was of the kind that makes
He reviewed the present conditions politically, economically,
socially and religiously, and stated that there was, in both one feel glad that they are identified with a church and peochurch and state, the necessity for. a great change.
ple who have the high aims and aspirations that our people
The pr,ayer meetings have been very interesting of late, and have;and it surely did give me renewed courage to meet with
both old and young a're progressing spiritually, all being de- and take part ,in and partake of the influences that feed the
sirous to further the interests of the work. Sunday was soul.
Graceland Day and liberal contributions were mllJde at the
Brother U. W. Greene delivered a most intei'esting sermon
services.
AgBIE A. HORTON.
on the endowment of the Holy Spirit, during which he related
not permit me to write more at this time. Brother R. C.'s
Autdbiog,mphy makes mention of all I could tell.
Yours for the truth,
M. J. CROFF..
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some o:fhis wondedul missionary experiences, and how loath,
we were to hear his concluding remarks after an hour and: a·
half of feasting on the good things that \vere set before us.
One worthy young brother was ordained to the office of president of the quorum of priests, and some children were blessed.
The Philadelphia choir with the assistance of the visiting
Saints who sing in their respective choirs; 11endered the "Holy
City'' unde11 the able direction of Brother A. N. Hoxie, with
accompaniment ()f Sister Hoxie on the piano, and a gentleman
whom we understood is no£;. a member of the church, piayed
the violin. It was all very inspiring.
·
Now as to Br.ooklyn,. our local meetings are well attended,
and everything in our church work seems to be looking up
with admonitions tending to encoUJrage and instruct. Our
last Sunday's services we think are worthy of mention inasmuch as they were somewhat ecxceptional. After a rousing
sermon in the morning, we we!le requested to a.ttend a booster
serviee in the afte11noon. Sam~ was presided over by one of
our heavy hitters, namely Brother Christy, who, after telling
us how to boost things, asked for volunteers togo calling on
the pe,a.pie living in the neighborhood of our little church and
invite them to the Sunday evening services. While all the
people called upon by the volunteers did not come that evening, some did, and who c:ay say what good was done, as 'we
left tracts everywhere we C·alled, and had promis•es from
some to come at another time. The sermon in the evening
was preceded by the rendering of thaf beautiful anthem,
"How beautiful upon the mountains are the feet of him that
bringeth good tidings," etc., by the choir, led by .Brother
Gene Christy in a masterly way. We must not forget to
mention Sister Anna Warnky's singing of the obligato in the
anthem as it w:;ts very beautiful. The subject of Brother
Christy's discourse was, "Why we go to church, Why should
we go to church, and Whel'e should we go to church?" It
was a wonderful sermon, a feast of fat things, wit4 a goodly
portion of that enlightening Spirit in attendance.
The friends of Brother Roy Squire will be pleased to learn
of his ordination to the office of teacher last Sunday afternoon, and I ani sure that those who know the.young brother
will uphold him with their faith and prayers. There could
be no other or better start from youth for one who has conseccrated his timeand talents to the service of thB Master, as
has our Roy from his boyhood to the present. He has truly
remembered his crea.tor in the days of his youth.
Last Wednesday evening after prayer service Brother
Johnson, one of the soldier boys who came from Illinois, and
who is.stationed at the Fort on Staten Island, came to Brother
Squire with the girl of his choice and asked Brother Squire to
marry them so we had a very unexpected wedding in our
midst. The young couple spent Sunday at church with us all
and are very happy, of course. The Christma,; olfering for
Bishop McGuire's work seems to be progressing well here.
May it continue so to do.
.
We see the great war cloud settling over our fair land, and
along our eastern coast the activities .are more pronounced than
inland, and as we are brought face to face with the terrible
reality that we must sacrific·e almost countless numbers of
our young mecr1 to help to decide whether the world be ruled
by autocl'at or democrat, we fully feel it is high time for
God's people who possess the true knowledge of who will
really rule triumphant as Lord of lords and Kin£f of kings,
to stand in high and holy places and do their part in helping to strike .a blow into the hea'rt of evil that will matel:'ialllr
assist in the final conclusion of thes·e international conflicts
incited by selfish men with selfish purposes. Hurrah for our
soldier boys, and may God bless them.
We are glad to welcome to our branch Brother Frisbee and
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family, who have located here. They come from Flint, Michigan, and lil~e true Saints moved rightpext door to the church.
Brother Frisbee is a priest. The same welcome is extended to
Brother and Sister Hawkins from Scranton, Pennsylvania,
who have joined our ranks, having moved here. If this letter
is too long for your columns use the Herald Office's big scisEver faithfully yours,
sors.
WILLIAM E. NICHOLS.
JoY, ILLINOIS, October 18, 1917.
Editors Herald: I hav;e not seen anything from the Kewanee District for some time. We just closed a district conference at Millersburg; it was one of the best that has been
held in this district for some time. We wer•e sorry not to have•
our district president with us, Brother W. E. Peak, who was
called home the week before to his family. But we had our
vice president, Brother C. L. Holmes, also Apostle Sheehy
came just in time to help us out. He gave us two fine sermons, which were uplifting and instructive, as all can judge
who knew him.
The conference was well l'epresented throughout the district and we can see an awakening on the part of most of
the Saints for which we are glad, although there are a few
standing by with folded hands waiting for Zion to be redeemed.
I have found plenty to do this conference year, as I am the
only missionary in the district, Brother Peak being local, but
we have worked together in harmony. All who know him,
know this to be his policy.
I have found his advice to be good. It has be•en well said,
"Old men for council, young men for war," using old in the
term as it is generally used to-day. This district seems to be
slow in making new openings as but few of the S:aints haye
caught the missionary spirit. I have done quite a bit of street
work during the summer months, which seemed to meet with
some success. I have some new openings in view for the winter months and the Ieav.es which are beginning to fail, together with chill winds, make one think that it is at hand.
I wish to r·elate a dream I had some time a~.. One evening
I had been taking a retrospective v1ew of this y.e,ar's work
and it seemed I had accomplished so little, after reading in
the HERAL~ and Ensign of the suceess of others, and I retired
for the night, feeling downcast and somewhat discouraged.
During the night, I saw a large bill, (something like a large
sale bill) only it seemed to be more artistically arranged. It
seemed to be advertising a prayer me1eting of the Saints, a
certain number of testimonies, a certain number of tongues,
and the interpretation and a certain ~umber of prophecies
were billed and the only tha.ught that came to me was that I
would attend the meeting without fail, when a voice spoke to
me, saying, It was quality and not quantity that God desires,
and then I awoke.
My desire is to labor on in this great cause as I realize the
reward lies at the end of the race and it will be quality that
will stand.
Your colaborer,
E. A. CuRTis.
WAUCONDA, WASHINGTON, October 19, 1917.
Editors Herald: For some time I hav·e been thinking of
writing you. We al'e of the isolated ones and seldom hear
the word of God preached. Recently we were made to rejoice
when Brother R. Ne<vvby visited us and dispensed for us the
word of life, in a seri·es of sermons that were well received by
the people, a fine interest being maintained throughout the
series. We of the faith here feel that Brother Newby is truly
a man of God, well versed in the faith and the word of truth,
and knows how to rightly divide the same, as i.nstance, he
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strongly denounc,es, Brighamism, false faiths, man-made
churches, traditions of wen taught as commandments of God,
in short all kinds of sin, without offense to any. About th€1
same number attended the se'ries throughout, although it
was harvest time 3<nd the people were very busy. We all
hope Brother Newby will soon return and give· us more of
his life-giving sermons. One was baptized, and more interested.
.
I can truly testify that this is the true church of God, for
one evidence of its truth witness everywhere. The same gospel preached, the gospel signs following wherev,er its elders
go in all the world, also the manifestations of the coming of
that Just One. Let us make every effort possible to be ready
against the day of his appearance. We kno-w the world is
ripe in sin. If we be the salt of the earth, Iet us for his sake,
who died to make us his, put away every evil thought; and
strive for more salt daily in our ves;;els, so that our labors
be not in vain, and so that Christ shall not have suffered
for naught.
Yours faithfully,
ISAIAH M. DUNGAN.
AITKIN, MINNESOTA, OctoheT 21, 1917.
Edito1·s Herald: I have thought of writing to you quite a
good many times but thought others could do better. I came
here four years ago next April. The night before I arrived
here, I dreamed of catching three fish and whHe looking at arid
admiring them, they were changed to humans and I was given
to know that they were one family.
So I began preaching and after one hundred and fifty sermons in the Lone L~ake Schoolhouse, and seven at Wealthwood, and one at the Butts :Schoolhouse, I had the privilege of
baptizing Brother and Sister Griffith and daughter Winifred.
So you see I caught my fish all right and my older daughter
came home on ,a visit and I baptized her.' That makes four
baptisms this fall. She will be recorded at Walthill, Nebraska,
while the others will be recorded at Bemidji, Minnesota. I
should say that Brother and Slister R F. Wedlock and myself
and wife and the three new members are all there are near
Lone Lake. Tlljrre al'e fom~ members near Glen, Minnesota,
about eight miles east.
Brother and Sister T. H. Brogdon from Deloit have gone
home, having been here all summer. While going ·'to the city
of Aitkin he had the misfortune to receiv<e a stroke of par.alysis, which c:aused his left side to become helpless. We ask the
prayers of all the brethren for him. We love this work and
hope to see all striving for its advancement.
If C. J. Hunt and B. S. Lambkin should see this, take notice.
I would like to hear from them.
Your brother in Ghrist,
J. G. MYERS.

Arrange for Auxiliary Speaking Dates
Sister Lula Sandy, p11esident of the Woman's Auxiliary,
is making a tour in the interests of that work, having been
speaking at a number of poin,ts in Kewanee, Illinois, District,
and in Eastern Iowa with much success. ,she not only address,es audiences, but endeavors to leave every community
in an organized condition, with an organizer to further care
for the work. She should be addressed soon by those desiring appointments, as she is on, the move and may visit
intermediate points at a minimum of -expense. Address her
in care of J. A. Dowker, 6549 South Lincoln Street, Chicago,
Illinois. She visits points in Michigan soon, and will be in
Chicago for a big meeting of the three branches on the 11th.
The only expenses to those visited will be those incident to her
tmveling from place to place.-EDITORS.

~MISCELLANEOUS DEPARTMEN~
Conference Minutes
LITTLE Sroux.-4Convened at Moorehead, Iowa, October 13
and 14. Amos Berve presiding, assisted by J. W. Lane.
Sta.tistical reports showed a net gain of 39, or a present
membership of 2,2'96. Bishop's agent, A. M. Fyrando, reported tithes and offerings for quarter, $3,137.22. Total re~
ceipts since January 1, 1917, $9,036.90. A proposition from
Logan for a permanent reunion ground was submitted and
postponed indefinitely. A report was received of the organization of the Woman's Auxiliary within the dis,trict. Conference'
approV'ed of same. Chester 0. Butterworth of Sioux City ordained to the offiee of pdest. Adjourned to meet a.t Missouri
Valley in February. Ada S. Putnam, secretary.
GALLANDS GROVE.-Convened at Mallard, Iowa, October 13
and 14, in charge of district presidency, J. L. Butterworth,
C. W. Winey, J. B. Barrett. Branches repo-rting: Lanesboro,
44; Mallard, 69; Coalville,, 83; 'Cherokee, 125; Dow City, 151;
Gallands Grove, 244; Deloit, 251. Ministerial reports fr'om
C. E. Butterworth, C. E. Anderson, J. B. Barrett, J. L. Butterworth. Report of C. E. Anderson, bishop's ·agent, June
10," $63.68; receipts, $1,434.17; expended $1,279.61; on hand
October 10, $218.16. C. E. Anderson ,e:J.ected treasurer; Report of reunion committee shows favorable prospects for reunion of 1918 at Dow City, August 16 to 24 inclusive. Adjourned to meet February 9 and 10, Denison, Iowa. Wave
Cross, secretary.
WEST VIRGINIA.-With the Clarksburg Branch, September
8 and 9. J. F. Curtis, Thomas Newton an:d B. Beall presiding. Branches reporting: Cabin Run, Vanvoorhis, Masontown, Mount Zion, Harmony and Clarksburg. Offic,e:rs elected:
A. V. Closson, president; Frank L. Shinn, first vice president; B. Beall, second vic~e president; B. E. Wadsworth, secretary; Daisy L. Shinn, chorister; Mosie D. Shinn, organist;
E. G. Hammond, member library board; FrankL. Shinn sustained bishop's agent. Bishop's agent reported receipts for
year, $1,672.23: Paid out $1,497.10. Delegates to General
Conference: Frank L. Shinn, Mosie Shinn, C. M. Shinn, Daisy
L. Shinn. Alternates, A. V. Closson, Thomas Newton. Adjourned to meet with the Mount Zion Branch at Goose Greek
at the' call of the district presidency. Frank 'L. Shinn, secretary.
NAuvoo.-With Rock Creek Branch, near Adrian, Illinois,
October 20 and 21, district presidency plle,siding. Branch and
ministerial reports received. District president and secretary
to enroH the names of the membership of the former New
London Branch on the record of the Burlington Branch. Ordinations: W. H. Gunn, Fort Madison, elder; James F. McIntire, priest. Resolution devoting fifty per cent of· sacrament collections to district repealed. Resolution adopted to
place sacrament day collection in hands of Bishop. Adjourned to meet at Burlington, Iowa, February 16 and 17,
1918. W. H. Gunn, secretary, 3014 Seneca Street.
HoLDEN STAKE.-4Convened at Postoak, Missouri, September
15 and ·16. Stake presidency with stakie missionary L. E.
Hills, chosen to preside. Stake secretary and F.rances Moler,
secretaries. Reports, .received from stake presidlency, Bishop
C. J. Hunt, fiv,e high priests, quorum of elders, stake recorder,
and Holden Stake Sunday School Association. L. E. Hills
made verbal r-eport. Statistical report from seven of nine
branches in stake showed a membership of 1,239. New
branches were organized at Marshall and Grandview, in
July. Reunion committee made partial report. Those constitu,_ting reunion committee for 1918, D. J. Krahl, F. A. Me~
Wethy, W. 8. Macrae; I. M. Ross,, Anton G. Anderson. The
appointing of standing press committee: for the stake referred to pres.idency. Resolution for adopting Harvard Plan
of entertaining conferenc~es r~escindled. Adjourned to meet at
Knobnoster, Missouri, December 8 and 9, 1917. Mrs. A. M.
Fender, secretary.
CENTRAL MICHIGAN.-Convened at Beaverton, October 13
and 14, 1917, in charg,e of J. F. Curtis, assisted by district
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presidency. Branch reports: Glover, Whittemore, Loomis,
S'outh Brant, ·F,a,rweH, Alma, Beaverton, Hamilton Center,
Twining, Coleman, Iosco, Rose City, Houghton Lake, Bay
City, Sage, West Branch, Mcivor, Saginaw. Bishop's agen.t
reported: total receipts, $3,580.75: expenditures, $2,821.24;
on hand, $759,51. Deiegates to General Confel'ence, 0. J.
Hawn, S. T. Pendleton, Harvey Syckle, Margaret Johnson,
E. S. White, Father White, Matthew Umphry, Martha Umphry, J. A. Carpenter, Mrs. J. A. Carp.enter, G. W. Burt, Mrs.
G. W. Burt, Roy Knapp, Franc,es Knapp, Mrs. 0. J. Hawn, G.
A. Pringle, Mrs.'G. A. Pringl-e, E. N. Burt, Mrs. E. N. Burt;
alternates, Herbert Farrand, Mrs. Herbert Farrand, Mr. and
Mrs. Otto Sommerville, Mr. and Mrs. M. A. Sommerfield, Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Ripperberg.er, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bellinger, Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Lak,e. Delegates to cast full
vote. "I:n case of division to cast majority and minority vote.
(Jfficers: Presiclient, G. N. ·Burt; vice Presiden:ts, Matthew
Umphry, Joseph Sheffer; secr,etary, Elsie. Janson; treasur.er
and bishop's agent, G. W. Burt; chorister, WilHs Schrock;
librarian Francis Knapp; member of Gospel Literary Board,
Edith S~ith. Voted to organize three new branches, Midland one six miles east of Gladwin, one five miles east of
West Branch; to disorganize Munger Branch and transfer
members to Bay City. Roy Knapp, and Thomas Forbes
recommended to be ordained to office of elder. Adjourned to
meet at call of president. Elsie Janson, secretary.

the pattern of the general board. The stake or district extension superintendent is appointed by both Sunday school
and Religio Home Department superintendents. A number
of the· districts have already advised us of their selection.
We wish to hear from the rest of the :districts as soon as possibie. The time of the year for doing our most effective work
is now at hand. Let us strike while the iron is hot.
All extension superintendents appointed are urged to get
in touch with the new general extension superintendent as
soon as possible.
FRANK F. WIPPER,
Sunday School General Home: Department Superintendent.
WILLIAM F. SAGE,
Reli'gio Ge1wml Horne Department Superintendenlf:.
October 17, 1917.

Attention! Literature Workers

Conference Notices
'<

Northeastern Missouri at Bevier, Missouri, November 17
and 18. Send reports to William Chapman, Higbee, Missouri,
route three. William C. Chapman, secretary.
Spokane District conference will convene December 8 and 9
at 10 a. m. S. S. Smith, district president.
.

Two-Day Meetings
December 15, 16, 1917, Fraser, Iowa, speakers, ~· H. Hand,
John Salisbury; Oskaloosa,. Iowa, speakers,. Milo Burnett,
Frank Hull; Montour, Iowa, speakers, 0. Sahsbury, H. Castings; Concord Branch, near Mi1o, Iowa, speakers, Ch~,ries
Nirk, R. J. Farthing; Nevada, Iowa, speakers, Charles Riche~
son, Fred Mosier.
December 29 and 30, 1917, Boone, Iowa, speakers. J. E.
Laughlin Fred Settles· Rhodes, Iowa, speakers, 0. Salisbury,
J. R. E.pperson. Jam':mry 5 and 6, 1918, KnoxviUe, Iowa,
speakers, H. Castings, Fred Mussell.
January 12 and 13, 1918. Runnells, Iowa, speakers, Charles
Nirk, Amasa Shimel; Perry, Iowa, speakers, C. Malcor,
Frank Walters.

Addresses
F. G. Pitt, 1908 Colorado• Avenue, Colorado Springs, Colorado.

Change on the Home Department Board·
Mrs. J. Arthur Davi,es, of Chetopa, Kansas, appointed
shortly after the last General Conventions as General Extension Superintendent on the General Home . Department
Board, has asked to be relieved of her duties because of home
cares. Mrs'" Wesley Burwell, 3243 Virginia A Yenue, Louisville, Kentucky, has been appointed to fill the office for the
balance of the term. This appointment has been ratified by
Gomer R. Wells, general superintendent of the Sunday School
Association, and Granville S. Trowbridge, Pr•esident Zion's
Religio-Literary Socie,ty.
Under the new arrangement the Home Department work is
cared for by a board consisting of three members. Two of
them ar·~ the general Home. Department superintendents of
the 1Srinday School Association and the Religio-Literary Society ;alveady provided for -in the constitutions of the respective organizations. The t~ird member is _a special appointee.
The principal work of this special memhe'r on the board shall
be to locate all isolated Saints through eVlery available channel of information, and then to induce them· to enroll with
both Sunday school and Religio departments, or either of
them, for the study of the 1esson Quarterlies at home. A
special leaflet of information will be furnished· to anyone
des.iring to he more fully informed with reference to the new
arrangement.
All stakes and districts have already been informed that we
desire them to provide for a board of three members after
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God is good to us. Did you read the notice printed on the
first page of a late HERALD? Here it is: "When you have
fi~ished . reading this magazine pLace a one~cent stamp on
this notice and hand to any postal employee and it will be
placed in the hands of our soldiers or sailors at the front.
No Wrapping, No Address. A. S. B:urleson, Postmaster
General." Is not this wonderful? The reason nine times out of
ten why we do not mail our lite:rature to others is. because it
is such a bother to wrap it and address it. We need do
neither in sending literature to our soldiers at the front.
And where can you send gospel lite:rature where it would be
more appreciated than to men who are gazing into the awful
blank ~to many ~f the"?)? Men are thinking of God, "somewher•e m France'! Will you help supply them with the vital
instruction they need? Will you? Answer now-not tomorrow, for to-morrow will be too late: for some of them.
And it is suc!J. a simple thing ~o do-almost too simple, I
fear, for we Will not sense the· Importance of it all. May
God help us to do so.
Will you purchase fifty (only fifty) one-cent stamps and
affix them to your HERALDS and Ensigns, as they come to you
and ar·e read, and send them on thei•r errand of life to those
vyho- walk in d~:rk_ness? This i's the request of the gospel
literature commissiOn that you placed in office to direct the.
work of sending ~ospel literature to me.n and women asking
for bread (and m many, too many, instances receiving a
stone).
·
.
And will. you kindly sen~ me a c:o:rd on the first day of
March statmg how many pieces of hterature you hav•e: distributed this y•ear, ending March, 1918? If you report to the
dis.trict or local it will not be nece!Ssary.
For ther General Commission,
RALPH W. FARRELL.
PROVIDENCE, RHODE ISLAND, 14 Kenwood Street.

Literature Wanted
Those who have lite:rrature, tracts, Autumn Leav•es, etc., and
want tJ:em in. use, sren~ to A. G. Miller, 111 Markley Street,
Greenville, South Oarolma. Please pay postage or express.

"Th e

v·zrgzman
· · "1or

a Q uarter .

The Macmillan Gompany (6·6 Fifth Avenue, New York\
have a long_ list of books in the Poc~et Classic series for 25
cents erach, and among them is the 423-page novel by Owen
Wister-The Virginian. It is a western story put up in this
form for the upper grades of high school. Cloth, 16mo.

.English Essays in Pocket Size
The essay is a most popular sty1e in literature for a student.
It i.s fro:n: ~~em we gain an intimate knowledge of people and
their activities; as though the author were conversing with
us. The Macmillan Company (66 Fifth Avenue, New York)
have coUected! a goodly number nf the best English essays
into a volume of their Pocket Classic series that sell for 25
cents each, in 16mo cloth. Comprehensive notes and index.

Our Departed Ones
NUNN.-William Nunrn, born January 12, 1836, .Suffolk
County, England; died at his home in Detroit, Minnesot'ct,
September 29, 1917. Came to Canada when a child, and to
Minnesota in 1880, where he has since resided. Baptized
September 9, 1888, by Alexander H. Smith. He leaves wife
of his youth, 8 children, 24 grandchildren, 1 great grandchild,
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1 sister a1nd 3 brothers to mourn thierir loss. Sermon by
Frederick A. Smith. He was faithful to the end.
JoNEs.-Bertha D. Ethel Jones (nee Davenport) was born
at Elorado Springs, Missouri, December 6, 1887, married
Humphrey Jones, August 15, 1911, died at Adams Crossing,
Manitou, Colorado, August 29, 1917. 'She leaves mother,
(Mrs. Rebecca Davenport), 2 sisters, ~5 brothers, husb~nd,
and 2 children, one an infant of some ten days. Baptized
August 23, 1903. Funeral services at the BoQne Undertaking
palors, 'Colorado City, Colorado, August 3'1. . Sermon ~y
Frederick M. Smith, assisted by F. A. Russell. Interment m
Fairview Cemetery, Colorado City. Pmyer at grave by F.
M. Smith.

HULL.-George Washington Hull, born August 6,. 1858, at
Nelsonville, Ohio, and grew to manhood in that vicimty. July
3, 1887, married Ida M. Johnson, and to this union were born
2 children, Frank and Charlie. Baptized August 4, 1895 by
James Moler. Soon moved to Fay.ette City, Pennsylvania.
Ordained an elder Nov·ember 27, 1897. He was a careful,
prayerful, persistent laborer, striving everywhere he went
to buidd up the kingdom of God, and to establish his righteousness. His wife, Ida, died June 4, 1906. Married Mrs.
Emma Louden, April 6, 1910. Died ,S,eptember 4, 1917, at
Knoxville, Iowa, from an accident in the coal mine. He
leaves wife Emma, 2 sons, G. F. and Charles, both of Knoxv:ille, 3 stepdaught·ers, and many r~latives 1 fri~nds, and the
children of God who knew a,nd associated With him.
HICKS.-Nettie Irene Hicks was born at Glen. Easton,

West Virginia" June 27, 1891. Baptized August 19, 1906.
Married Encel Hicks, July 4, 1908. To this union were born
two daughters and one son, who survive. She was faithful
in the work, Died October 8, 1917, at GJ,en Easton, West
Virginia. Funeral at the Saints' church, conduct-ed by James
Craig, assisted by John Carlisle. Interment in Fairview
Cemetery, West Virginia.
WILLIAMS.-Edward M. Williams was born September 22,
1847, South Crosby, ·Canada. Baptized and confirmed by
Ar,chie Whitehead, July 9, 1917. Died May 23, 1917, at
Edg,etts, Michigan. Leaves a son and two grandchildren to
mourn his loss. Funeral sermon by Brother Whitehead.
BLACK.~Ellie Black was born November 24, 1895. Baptized by E. M. Slover. Di,ed at Nogaies, Arizona, January 6,
1917. Funeral services in Saints' church, at Local, Alabama,
October 21, 1917. Sermon by F. ·M. Slover.

TERRY.-Thomas L. Terry was born M,arch 29, 1856, at
Millersburg, Illinois. Marri,ed to Lucinda Fuller, August
1882. Two children were born to this union, both preoeding
him to the beyond. Baptized March 13, 1877. Died October
19, 1917. Funeral in charge of E. A. Curtis. Interment at
Millersburg.
WRIGHT.-'--Fr,ederick E. Wright was born Dec·ember 2, 1872,
at Pickard Mills, Clinton County, Indiana. Married Eva
Cooper of Plano, Illinois, May 17, 1891. To them were born
1 son and 1 daughter. Baptized at De Kalb, Illinois, by C. D.
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The user of the "Silent Smith" buys, in addition to a writing machine-OFFICE. QUIET.
Instead of the clatter of the ordinary typewriter, he hears the gentle "tap, tap," of the
type against the paper-practically the only
sound.
This result has been brought about by mechanica! refinements. Ball bearings, lightness of touch, ease of operation 'and a 1ninimum of noise-all help the operator to turn
out neat, accurate written work.

I

ARCHJEOLOGICAL COMMITTEE REPORT.By the joint efforts of leading minds in
the church this work was compiled. It
gets down to rock bottom in archreolog-ical investigation bearing upon the claims
made by the Book of Mormon. Data that
will fortify Book of Mormon students
against arguments of "science." Interesting reading in itself.
No. 142,
cloth .... ,................................................... $.75

t
f

THE INSTRUCTOR.-A compilation of
scriptural and other citations by the
veteran apostle, G. T. Griffiths, gleaned
from the Word and his own wide experience as a thinker and preacher; not
9 only handy but necessary. Ammunition
every defender of Latter Day Saintism
needs. No. 216, cloth, $1; No. 217,
& leather,
$1.25; No. 218, flexible ........ $2.00

f

'
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t

t

MANUAL OF THE PRIESTHOOD.-A bonk
of instruction to the priesthood, based
on th~ law and upon church usage, prepared by Charles Derry, one of the
vetemn ministers of the Reorganization.
The first fruits of .an extraordinarily fecund mind, noted for its wisdom and
judgment. No. 232, cloth ................ $.35

INDIAN MAIDEN. (Object lessons
t onTHE
Temperance.) By France·s. Unique
a story and as a temperance propat asganda.
Indian life, the old story, and

t
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t
t
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Send for free booklet, "The Silent Smith." It has
valuable information about typewriting and
typewriters.
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L. C. SMITH & BROS. TYPEWRITER COMPANY
Factory ahd Home Office: Syracuse, N. Y.
Branches in all Principal Citi-es.

903 W. Locust St., Des MOINES, Iowa.
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the evils of civilizatioR, furnish the author with material of which she takeli'
full advantage.
Quaintly appealing;
anti-barbaric and anti-alcoholic.
No.
363, cloth ......, ........................................JlOc ·
VISIONS OF JOSEPH SMITH THE SEER.A businesslike little work, scientifically
written, showing forth the truth of the
Book of Mormon and establishing the
divinity of Joseph Smith's mission. Contains pointed and signific-ant statements
of Doctor Lederer, converted Jew, and
others bearing upon the question. No.
311, paper ............................................ $ .15
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This paper will be promptly discontinued at date of expiration.
All articles, -letters for publication, notices, etc., and communications
concerning the same, should be addressed to "Editors Herald." All
business letters should. be addressed to Herald Publishing House, Lamoni, Iowa, and ·all remittances should be made payable to the same.
All errors In the filling of orders or rendering of apcounts should be
reported Immediately as receipts for money received are sent within
two days ·after reaching the office.
I
Marriage, death, and birth notices: Marriages, $1 per 100 words or
fraction thereof. Deaths, 100 words free; above that number, 50 cents
per 100 words or !raction·thereof. Births, 40 cents per 75 words or fraction thereof. To Insure prompt Insertion, make remittance with notice.
Entered at post office, Lamoni, Iowa, as second-class mail matter.
Subscriptions received for uzlon's Ensign," also orders for all "Enulgn" publications.
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Why Editorials are Signed
Our Boys and the War
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Carter, May 6, 1894. Died at De Kalb, Illinois, October 10,
1917. Leav,es a wif:e, son, daughteit', 1 grandson, 3 sist,ers, 3
brothers and many friends to mourn. FunE)l'al in the Latter
Day Saint church at De Kalb. Sermon by W. A. McDowell,
assisted by C. H. Burr.
·
DELAP.-Joan Jeanette Delap, daughter of Paul and Katherine Delap. Born at East Delavan, Wisconsin, April 27,
1914. Died October 1, 1917. Sermon by W. A. McDowell.
WILLIAMS.-Lillian Vernetta Williams, only child of Joseph
A. and Laura Williams, was born February 11, 1910, at Hite~
man, Iowa. Came to Ta.ylorville, Illinois, wfth .her parents
when about four years of age. Di,ed October 6, 1917, after a
long illness of typhoid fever. Funeral serviceH in Saints'
church at Taylorville. Sermon by R. L. Fulk, Walter L.
Daykin in charge.

PERRIN.-Sena Wilson was born March 8, 1851, at La
Salle, Illinois; Married James Tindall, December 25, 1869,
wh'O di,ed December: 3, 1891. To this union were born nine
children, who survive, except two. January 7, 1908, she married Char1es A. P·errin, who still survives.. Baptized June
24, 1915 by L. 0. Wildermuth at Flora Fountain, Wisconsin.
Funeral held from the Union Church at Beetown, Wisconsin.
Sermon by B. C. Flint. Interment at Hamilton, Missouri.
·
BLASTOW.-Eunice Ellen Blastow was born on Little Deer
Isle, May 10, 1854. Married! Mr. Edwin Blastow in May,
1871. Baptized into the church many y.ears ago. She was
one of a family of ten children, six of whom have preceded
her into the great beyond. Died at Little Deer Isle, Maine,,
August 11, 1917. Husband, 1 son and 1 daughte,r survive.
Funeral from their home, Litt1e Deer Isle, Maine'; sermon
by U. W. Greene.

Frederick M. Smith and Elbert A. Smith, Editors; Samuel A. Burgess, Associate Editor; Edward D. Moore, Assistant Editor.
Published every Wednesday. Subscriotion orlce $1.50 per lear In
a.dvance.
When payment Is made, the date on the margin always shows the
time to which you have paid, or the time when your subscription
expires./
If not changed within a month after payment is made notify us.
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JOSEPH SMITH. WHO WAS HE?-A
book especially calculated for the investigator who prefers every-day language, and who wants to take a first
step in learning about the W?rk J oseJ?h
Smith was sent to help establish~ Wntten by Willard J. Smith and calculated
for the every-day man. No. 288, cloth
---------------·------------·~----------························ $.75
BoOK OF MORMON LECTURES.-Are you
a student? Here is something for your
faculties to wrestle with. The author,
H. A. Stebbins, has, with comprehensive
outlook, embodied in these lectures a
wealth of archreological facts corroborative of the Book of Mormon narrative, dug
from works unknown to the public prior
to its publication, ~J.nd from others published since that time. The statements
in these lectures are made in such unaffected plainness and simplicity of language as to carry conviction to any normally unprejudiced mind. /No. 51,
cloth ------------------------------·-----------------------$ •75
JoAN OF ARc.-"Frances" here tells
·the story of Joan of Arc in a most human way. The French heroine is here
brought down to the present anQ. is seen
as a living being,. rather than a remote
historical character. The social revolution she helped bring about, the service
she rendered her country, make the story
of her life interesting to all generations.
Joan is an inspiration. .No. 370,
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T'h@e is no reason why the successful renter. or farm hanrt may
not own his own farm and be well-to-do, if he wiU locate in
Wyoming along the Burlington Railroad, and get a start
where the land and water right go hand in hand; prices are
low and terms so ·easy you can',t lose, where the climate is good
and iJhe crops sure, the markets right, in a good community
where life is worth living.
Senrl for literature describing the land, soil, vvater, climate
and general conrlitions in different localities. Help yourself
to these opportunities ... -write and tell me what kind of farming interests you most. Let me help you find the kill'rl of location you want, where _:you vvill be prosperous and your family
haPJ?Y·
Neither the company nor myself have any lands for sale. The
company pays me to help yo1.1 locate. My services are free.
Write today.
S. B. HOWARD, IMMIGRATION AGENT

102 "Q" Building, Omaha, Neb.
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Here ·Is Christmas Offering Money!
The Bishop is urging every Sunday School to raise as large a Christmas offering
as possible this year, and we have heard a hundred different plans that are being used.

We want to help too.

So during October and November we will pay a commission

of 10 per cent on all new subscriptions, provided you turn it in for Christmas offering.

That means, for every new

HERALD

subscriber we will give you 15 cents, for

Ensign 10 cents, for Autumn Leaves 10 cents, and so for illl the papers. Ask your
folks and friends if they are taking the church papers; if not, get them to.

Take

this advertisement and your subscriptions to your Sunday School Superintendent or
direct to Advertising Manager, Box 237, Independence, Mo.

REMEMBER1 THIS OFFER IS GOOD FOR TWO MONTHS ONLY

Fifteen Months for a Dollar
As an inducement to get you on our list

now> we are gwmg

The Autumn Leaves

Convert Your Neighbor
Is it worth fifty cents to you, to put the

Ensign in the home of a nonmember every
week for a year?

You owe at least that

much to the
until 1919 for One Dollar. You are just in
time too, to get the first chapters of J1.Jlbert

ltlissionm·y Cause.

A. Smith's new serial:
This offer is good for three months and
"Timbers for the Temple"
for nonmembers only.
The entire family will like this story of
Old Nauvoo and the rest of the Autumn

Leaves.

Subscribe to-day.

"Let the Ensign be your preacher."
Nonmember rate: '50 cents a year.
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NOTICE TO READER: VVhen you fiuish reading this uu.\gazine place a. one-cent stan1p
em thiS :llotice, and hand tq any postal employee and it will be placed in the hands of
our soldiers or sailors at the front. NO WRAPPING, NO ADDRESS.
A. S. BURLESON, Postmaster Gene•ral.

I

Official Publication of the Reorga;,ized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints
"If ye !!ontinue in my word, then are ye my disciples indeed; and ye shall know the t'l'uth, and th·e
truth shall make you free."-John 3: 31, 32.

Vol'tf,.me 64

"There shall not any man among you have save it
be one wife; and concubrines he shall have none."Book of Mormon, Jacob 2: 36.

Lamoni, Iowa, November 7, 1917

Number 45
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BLUE PENCIL NOTES
God wants consecrated men, not hired men.
.With an artist, an eraser is quite as necessary as
a pencil. There are few men who do not often feel
the need of repentance.
Very long sermons require plenty of "wind and
endurance." The preacher needs the former and
the audience the latter.
A good sermon is a balm to the bruised and a blister to the calloused; it has a message of rest for the
weary and a j.ab in the ribs for the lazy.
Many ponderous tomes eulogize the war-makers ;
but Jesus Christ chose to apofheosize the peace~
makers in a single luminous sentence that will live
forev·er.
The Des Moines Register commenting on international intrigue, espionage, and diplomatic doubledealing, says that wars are brought about by men
who think that they are "devilish sly" and that peace
will be conserved by nAtions and diplomats 'vho believe that honesty is the best policy.
Evidently the old Christmas carol that was sung
over Bethlehem will not have much of a vogue this
year. No one remembers the tune, and the words
seem inappropriate. And anyway, the shepherds
· are busy reading the war news.
It is difficult for celebrity to conceal itself. It is
related that the great tenor singer Caruso w:as traveling "incog" by auto through Pennsylvania. ·The
auto broke down and Caruso sought refuge in a
farmhouse. The farmer asked his name, and Caruso
condescended to reveal it confidentially. The aston-

ished farmer leaped to his feet and exclaimed, "Little did I ever dream that I should be so honored.
I never thought this humble roof would shelter the
great traveler, Robinson Caruso."
A mother complained because her hungry baby
cried. We suggested that she reason with it. No
results. Then we suggested that she try Christian
Science on the little thing. Again, no r·esults. But
a bottle of good warm milk soon brought peace.
Strange that children prefer milk to the windy assertions of Christian Science-but of such is the
kingdom of heaven.
If I were to paint a picture of the three graces, I
would not picture Faith looking with longing eyes
into the dim future. I would picture 'Faith at work.
Let Hope scan the future. And I would not depict
Charity, the greatest of the three, in the act of giving alms, but rather in the act of giving herself.
Kipling relates a legend about the gr.eat King
Solomon. It seems that Solomon made a grand feast
and with much pomp and flourish invited all the animals in all the world to come and eat. But lo, when
the dinner was ready, an animal came up out of the
sea and ate it all at one bite. When Solomon asked
him who he was, he said, "0 king, live forever. I am
the smallest of thirty thousand brothers who live
at the bottom of the sea. My brothers sent me to
inquire wh~n dinner will be ready. They will be
along presently." The king said it 'was a lesson to
him not to attempt to "show off." If we are inclined
to "show off," let us remember the thirty thousand
brothers.
ELBERT A. SMITH.
The quintessence of genius is to posit its own inmost thought as the truest thing in the world :for
all men.-G. Stanley Hall.
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SOCIAL PURITY
In our General Interest department this week,
appears a clipping from the Des Moines Register
on the above topic. It is one which is receiving
much consideration of late. Several of our readers
have sent us other clippings from the daily press
as strong and even stronger than this concerning
some of the conditions in Europe.
It is indeed unfortunate that so many times this
accusation has been brought against mankind and
apparently so often with justice. A similar statement was made concerning the troop's on the Mexican borders. Kitchener is reported to have admonished the English soldiers at the opening of the
war, that such action would not only be vice, but
practically amounted to treason. But while criticism is made against the various armies on this.
score, we should not ignore the fact that the percentage is just about as great in times of peace. It is
a social evil and reaches deeply.
The point of great value is, that the question is
being raised, discussed, and provided against. We
have the instance of the English Army above. We
have evidence also, that special provisions are being
made around the various camps with everything
possible being done to protect our boys. Cities near
camps are required to dean up or they cannot secure
the encampment for that vicinity. This includes
the shutting down of saloons, as well as the removal
of temptations in a moral way. We are also advised
that in the Navy they have not been content with
prophylactic means, but are also instructing the
men, appealing to their chivalry, and to their hopes
of the future of the race, with the result that over
seven hundred men in one group came through clean.
In some newspaper items, it should be recognized
that those looking for such things, are often prone
to exaggerate, even though unintentionally. Finding so much they think it presents the general average, when such is not the case. We have known
the statement to be made by a local missionary,
that in one of the large cities of this country, a man
could not walk in the main retail district of the city,
extending for several blocks in one direction, and a
mile or two in another direction, the district in
which the main shopping was done, at any tim3,
day or night, without being accosted. Yet we kno·.v
men who have walked those streets for thirty years,
every day, without ever once being approached.
Circumstances and persons evidently alter cases.
It is true that there are many places of disrepute
in France. It is also true that there are many such
places in this country and it is unfortunately true
that very many young men have been affected first
and last.

Probably more is being done now to protect them
than ever before. More is being done by the Government to instruct them as to consequences, than
ever before. Apparently people are more aroused
to the issue than they have ever been before. We
hope that the instructions and the result will be
·
good.
We are inserting elsewhere an extract from Physical Culture and also one from The Ladies' Home
Journal. This latter is only part of a letter, but
expresses the feelings of our people so well that we
take the liberty of copying it. The matter has been
already discussed in the Autumn Leaves.
It is a time that we should consider the instruction
of those who stay at home, the cleaning up of our
cities, the establishment of higher moral standards.
One of the signs of the times is this growing insistence upon morality. More is being urged and
insisted upon in connection with the training camps
for our soldiers than has ever been the case so far
as we are aware in any previous military camp at
any time in the history of the world. There is an insistence upon good food, good water, proper exercise,
mental training, and the elimination of intoxicants
and temptation or immorality in any form so far as
is possible.
Also, there is a certain insistence that the men
accepted for officers and for the army shall be clean
men. This means that the flower of the country of
our young manhood will be taken, but it also means
the setting of a higher standard than has heretofore
been possible. It can hardly help having its effect
in civil life both now and after the war.
Yet, on the ·other hand, in a single day we find
in the daily newspapers the continuance of practical
white slavery in evil life such as to make one's blood
boil. Some may object to us publishing such items,
but so many ~nstances are reported in different parts
of .the country that it behoovE?s us as citizens and
parents especially to take precaution. It is evidently
not always safe for a young girl to go out at· night
alone. It seems also evident that some at least of
our schools, need more critical supervision.
Vice on the part of our soldiers is akin to treason,
although it may not be punished directly as such.
But it has always amounted to that against the
family and society. 1t possesses. the elements. of
cowardice, s.ince the man s.hifts so much of the consequences on those who are unable to escape.
This would seem to be one good result of our pres'"
ent trouble that it is arousing a greater interest in
this question. We hope that the results may be for
good. and make for better manhood, cleaner manhood, and for better conditions in our own cities in
times of peace. We need clean, noble boys and men
for the work of humanity.
S. A. B.
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· IS SIN A NECESSITY?
The problem of evil is one of the greatest.that has
ever been considered by humanity. In some places
in the history of religion it . has lead to a "frank
dualism of good and evil, coequal and coeternal,
neither of which is able to destroy the other and each
of which has its period of ascendancy. We a:t~e not
prepared to accept that. God is infinite, all-loving,
all-powerful, and all-wise. Is sin necessary for our
spiritual development? Many arguments have been
made that it is necessary, that one cannot act so
well, until he knows the world and has drunk at the
fount of iniquity; that one can better appreciate the
sweet, having tasted the bitter; that the prodigal son
w:as superior· to his elder brother, because he had
gone wrong; and that Adam's fall was essential to
his salvation and the purposes of God. This would
involve that progress is secured through disobedience and that we become better through disobeying God, which appears as a palpable absurdity. ,It
should be noted that many of the passages quoted to
show the necessity of the fall are suppositions of
the writers.
It is doubtless true that the divine plan was so
made, that the sin of Adam did not defeat it, for the
. purposes of God cannot be frustrated.

What has he gained by a command which cannot
be fulfilled, or the fulfilling of which would bring
harm and the disobeying of which bring blessing?
. So far as Adam was concerned, the statement of
Jude indicates that Adam did not ignorantly fall, but
that he followed Eve. If this is true, her statements
and his rejoicing are simply that tl~ey are still together and may have been for this cause.
But the graver question is, Must a Jj'oy sow his
wild oats and is sin necessary at any time to spiritual development? The life of Jesus is an emphatic
negative. He was tempted and tried like us in all
things, yet without sin. He was a man of sorrow
and acquainted with grief; he had not where to lay
his head. He took upon him the nature of man and
became a .little lower than the angels, yet he sinned
not. He descended into hades, and yet without sin.
He knows the sorrow of every soul, because he has
suffered for and with them, and yet he sinned not.
Our experience and tn1st in the gospel has confirmed the belief that not only is this true of him,
but that it may also be true of every man of God,
that he may without sin know by the Spirit of God
all that is necessary for his own highest living. and
salvation and for full sympathy with and help for
the erring.
The three Nephites are said to be exempt from all
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sorrow save suffering for the sins of the world. This
may seem a little thing, but it is not. A deep realization of the prayer of our Savior, "Father, forgive
them, they know not what they do," means almost
more than humanity can bear; to see the wrongful
acts of men and realize that the penalty is certain
and cannot be avoided, and yet that it is both just
and best. All one needs to know can and will be
given through the divine teaching of the Spirit of
God.
It is noted by scientists as well as theologians and
others that a man is more harsh toward those who
commit similar sins to his own. It was the divine Master without sin who said: "Let him that
is without sin cast.the first stone." It was the sinners who were ready to stone her, and. it will often
be found so. The man of God directed by the Spirit
of God, may err on the side of leniency.
Certainly the proposition is without foundation
in ethics, in law, in science, or in fact, that sin
better fits a man for righteous service, for understanding, or for the indwelling of the Spirit of God
or for any ~ork or duty.
Yet we .claim and recognize that there are some,
nay, even there may be many who have gone wrong
and yet are .doing a greater work than those who
have sinned but little. Their repentance has called
forth a great reaction and sternness of purpose,
sometimes of enormous power for good; and a great
repulsion or turning from sin. This intensity of
purpose accomplished more than some one else's
mediocrity.
But that is almost beside the question, as our comparison is not the good accomplished by some one
else, but what is the plane of each man's highest
powers?
Our greatest realization of joy, living and doing,
is to be found in the path of right living. Sin tends
to darkness rather than to light-to darkness of
understanding as well as of soul. We believe it is
a safe statement that there can be no continued intelligence without morality. Continued sin leads
to and is the contributing cause to degeneracy of
the very tissues of mind, brain and body. Lesser
sin dulls the ability for clear thought. So it is
said of Lucifer, "Light and truth forsaketh that
evil one." (Doctrine and Covenants 90: 6.)
"Light has come into the world and men love
darkness rather than light. How great is that darkness." This is capable of a rational discussion.
Intelligence and morality are twin sisters. Literally
and physically he who sins against the laws of God
decreases in intellectual power as well as physical.
S. A. B.
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THE UNITED STATES CENSUS

We are very much surprised .in looking over the
census of religious bodies in the United States for
1906, to note that they state no replies were received
from the following States among others concerning
our church: Vermont, New Hampshire, Massachusetts, Connecticut, New York, Pennsylvania, New
Jersey, ,Maryland, Delaware, Georgia, Texas, Ohio,
Indiana, Minnesota and South Dakota. This is indeed surprising, for we know the membership of
these States in 1906 was a few thousand at least.
Now the Government is taking another census for
the year 1916, but a letter from the bureau states
"the returns from your denomination have been
very gratifying ~nd reports have.been received from
all the churches as given on the list furnished by the
secretary :!'or each district, except those for which
schedule are inclosed." There are thirty-eight cards
inclosed as follows : 'Southeastern Illinois District,
Parrish; Nauvoo District, Adrian; Kewanee District, Dahinda, Canton; Pottawattamie, Hazel' Dell
Township, Crescent City; Gallands Grove District,
Deloit; Northeastern Kansas Districtt Atchison,
Centralia, Fanning, Netawaka; Eastern Maine District, Jonesport, Kennebec; Eastern Michigan District, Applegate, Ubly, Port Huron, McGregor,
Imlay City, Detroit, Buel Township, Carsonville,
Saint Clair, Palms; Central Michigan District, Lake
(near) ; Northeastern Nebraska District, Blair;
North Dakota, Milroy, Bantry ( ?) ; YoungstownSharon District, Youngstown ; Kirtland District,
Barberton, Canton, Cleveland, New Philadelphia,
Kirtland; Western Oklahoma District, Calumet,
Seiling, Canadian Center, Elmwood; Utah, Provo.
There is a request that th.ey b~ filled out here;
but ,this is only possible to a limited extent. They
will be filled out by the Church Recorder so far as
he can, which is to give the total number of members, but ,the secretary of each of these branches
should give the matter immediate attention and return the original card properly filled out to the
Bureau of the Census, Department of Commerce, in
the envelope provided for that purpose. It is not a
matter that permits of delay. We should appreciate
that the value of the census depends upon its accuracy. It is of value to us as well as to others. Therefore we hope for as full returns as is possible from
our organization. Will the secretaries please take
notice and give this their immediate attention?
NOTES AND COMMENTS
President Elbert A. Smith's Correspondence
Our readers are well aware that Brother Elbert
is back in Lamoni, enjoying the privilege of a

weekly editorial to the HERALD readers. He also enjoys looking over the letters he receives. Though
he is greatly improved, he is not yet ready to handle
official correspondence, either for the HERALD or for
the First Presidency, and it is decidedly inadvisable
that he should attempt to do so. He is very glad
to receive personal letters from his friends, and
from any who care to write, but he does not promise
to answer any letters at all for the present. He is in
a "receptive mood," but not in a "responsive mood"
as yet. We trust our readers will keep this in
mind and not unduly burden him.
Christmas Presents
I1f we could know the amount of money that is
spent every Christmas by members of the church in
making gif.ts to their friends, we would doubtless be
amazed. We do this to make them happy and we
in turn are pleased.
War conditions and the needs of the Lord's work
are causing us to ask ourselves the question:
"Can I give presents this year?"
Bishop 'McGuire says you can, but do not plan yet
what that gift shall be. In the first HERALD and
Ensign of December he will tell you how you can
give as much as you ever did and make more people
happy, and bring to you a never ending pleasure.
Watch for his plan.
The November "Autumn Leaves"
With inviting exterior and most satisfactory contents, the Leaves comes to us this month, with the
first chapters of the new story by Elbert A. Smith"Timbers for the Temple." It i.s a special story
number. Among the array we note: A Thanksgiving story by Fred ·W. Smith, some excellep.t poetry,
the Periscope, intimate editorial chat, and a fine lot
of material in the departments. The young women
of the church will be vitally interested in the announcements and articles in their department, while
the Religio's Arena and Sunday School department
teem with good matter for all auxiliary workers.
The editors of the Autumn Leaves have so much excellent material for the next year that we wonder if
they won't have to enlarge the publication to use it
all~and they say they "have more coming all the
time. We hear many favorable comments concerning the Autumn Leaves, and we assure our readers
that the one story alone by Brother Elbert is worth
more than the price for a year-a dollar, in advance.
I wasted time, and now time doth waste me.Shakespeare.
When I don't know whether ,to fight or not, I al,
ways fight.-Nelson.
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ORIGINAL ARTICLES:::J]
FATHERS' DAY ADDRESS
(By J. F. Garv,e:r, Sunday momJJing, Oct·ober 29, 1916, at
Lamoni;, Iowa. Reported by Winsome Smith.)

tkis, they have made it possible that we might live.
We believe they have done more than this. We believe they have made it possible that we might live
well; thart they ha~e had their part in planting
within our bosoms those aspirations which are
wholesome, and to a degree divine.
Not finding what I sought in the first book, I laid
it aside and picked up another. In it I found the
writings of one woman who had evidently had a
good father, or who had observed some good father
in action. She wrote after this manner :

The observance .of Father's Day is a new thing
among us. There are no precedents to which we
may go in outlining the activitres of the occasion.
Not only is this true among us, but there are no
activities afield to which we may go in securing suggestions as to the nature of the services of the day.
So we are thrown practically upon our own resources.
To my eye, a man never looks so grand as when he bends
When asked to deliver this addre::;s I thought his ea'r patiently and lovingly, to thy lisping of a little child.
that surely somebody, somewhere, must have said I admire that man whom I see witlh a haby in his arms.
some very nice things. about father. I went to a
The author of this language as the context shows,
book in my library which had never failed me, and had in mind when she wrote the lines a young father
which is supposed to contain all the best things that with his own baby in his arms, bending to catch the
the best men and women have said on all subjects sweet lispings of its rosy lips.
for all time. Turning over the leaves to the place
Now when I thought over these words, without
where the word father should have been, I discov- depreciating the good things our mothers have done,
ered that it was not there.
I could not call to mind a grander sight than this:
The words between which this word should have A young father, his whole being pulsating with the
occurred, if· it had occurred, were· fate and faults. · emotions of parenthood wh!ch characterize a father
One might be led to wonder if fate had ordered that as well as a mother-I say, I could think of no
father's faults were so many that there were no good grander sight than a young father, swept by these
things to be said about him.
emotions, fondling his own child, and moving to
I thought surely this book said some good things lead its activities to noble achievement.
about mother,· and that in connection therewith I
This is one of the functions of every man, to bemight find something said about father, and I did. come a father. No man morally, mentally, and
This is what I read :
physically fit, all other things being equal, has fully
It is generally admitted, and. very f1requently proved, that functionated until he has become a father. In fact,
virtue and genius, anrd! all the natural go,c:~d qualitie1s wh'ich this is the most vital function of man; because if
men possess, ia;:rtel derlived fr>om their mothers.-Hook.
all men ceased to become fathers, the race itself
I turned to the next page, thinking I might find ·would immediately cea~e.
some further suggestion, and I did. This is what I
To be a father in the broader sense, the companion
read:
of God, with the associations of a noble woman, in
I think it must somewhel'e be written, that the virtue's of the creation of a human form in which there is
mothers shiall be visliitJed on their children, as well as the sins planted an immortal spirit, and to direct its activof thed.tr fathers.-Dickens.
ities through this veil of tears, and finally to its
I might have been led to conclude that all the completion in the presence of God-what grander
women that lived before mytime were good and vir- and nobler function could man have?
tuous and true, and that all the fathers were wicked;
With those who would have become fathers, but
but judging the past by the present, I concluded, in could not, we pause to drop a sympathizing tear.
spite of what this book said, that while some With such we may yet rejoice, if they will father the
mothers were good and noble and true, some fathers fatherless.
were good and noble and true also; and that it must
If there be any who might have become fathers
have been that those who wrote were so busily en- but would not, for this occasion we draw about them
gaged in singing the praises of their mothers that the mantle of charity. They would not intrude themthey had no time left to say anything good about selves upon us; nor should we call them from th~
their fathers.
shame of their seclusion.
Wealth, success, ambition, position, all these our
Now if our fathers have done nothing more th3:n
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fathers have enjoyed most because they have been
fathers. And he who has been active in things material as a wise steward, as well as in things spiritual, and has handed down through posterity the
best in him, he it is who has most fully lived. We
honor then the men who in cooperation with Goa
have given us life.
"ON UNTO PERFEC!fiON"

Having thus established ourselves, in the phraseology of the Apostle Paul, "Let us go on unto perfection."
It is not enough for men to be fathers. Those who
have worked in our behalf have not been content to
become only our fathers. These noble men have
dreamed by night and toiled by day, that they might
provide us with the wherewithal to move us forward
to achieve beyond that which they have been able
to realize; and this has been true in all lines of
activity.
They have sought to bless us with things material.
What father is there who does not seek to provide
for his own son material things better than he himself has enjoyed? There are no doubt fathers who
have come to this building this morning with threadbare coats, that their sons might be attired in a way
to place them without embarrassment in the association of their young friends.
Our fathers have sought not only to provide us
with these material comforts and necessities, they
have labored to the end that educationally we might
be better equipped than they have been equipped.
They have sought to place us in positions of trust
in the community beyond that which they themselves had occupied.
They have sought to bless us and put into our lives
those things that are noble and true, to the end that
in good works we might be carried beyond the point
which they haye been able to reach.
In all these things our fathers have earnestly
sought that w:e might be more efficient and better
than they have been.
All honor then to our fathers, to those men who,
harnessing ,the age-old energies of parenthood, have
directed the preparation of their children to produce
a generation to outstrip them in all lines of human
activity.
Now these noble men have done this good work
by precept and by example, not saying one thing and
doing another.
A story is told of a certain gentleman of Italy,
who coming down to the days of his decline, took
into full partnership and fellowship in his business,
his son. This young man was not actuated by the
&tentiments of his noble sire. He sought to take tb
himself all that he could of things earthly. His
avarice finally overcame him so fully that to save
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the cost of his keep he placed his poor old father in
the city hospital. To cover his shame he announeed
to his neighbors and friends that he had put his
father in the hospital because the city, through that
institution, was better prepared to care for him in
his declining days than he could do in his own home.
When they did not believe him, he sent to his father
certain gifts to persuade them that he ,spoke the
truth.
Upon one occasion he sent his son with two nice
shirts to deliver to his grandfather. When the
father returned from his place of business that night
he said, "My son, did you take the shirts to your
grandfather?"
The boy said, "I took one."
"And what did you do with ,the other?"
"Why, I kept it," the boy replied, "that I might
have a shirt to bestow upon you when I place you in
the city hospital!"
This boy is said upon this, occasion to ~ave coined
the expression, "Let him that does evil expect evil in
return." And so his father, who had sown evil,
reaped evil in the life of his son.
I say, our fathers, unlike this ungrateful man,
have sought not only by word of mouth, but by all
the activities of their lives 'to impress upon us the
1essons that should have made us noble and good
men and fathers, and they have cherished the hope
that we might surpass them in all things.
Our fathers have taught us industry. It is to be
hoped that the fathers of this generation will be as
faithful in this connection.
They have taught us honesty, to regard Ej,Very obligation as one that should be met.
Our fathers have taught us fidelity. They have
taught us never to betray a friend, much less one of
our own household. They have taught us to be true
to our convictions under every emergency.
Shakespeare has one of his characters, a father,
say to his son going out into the world:
To thi,TIJe ownself be true, and it must follow, as night the'
day, thou canst not then·be false to' any man.

Thus reasons the poet: To thine own best emotions be true. Never disregard thine own counsel.
Never allow thyself to drown thine own sensibilities.
At no time, under no emergency, allow thyself to
grieve thine bwn conscience. And as night follows
day, of necessity thou canst not be false to any
other man.
Our fathers have taught us to have faith in God.
As they :feared God, they sought that we might also
fear and obey him.
They have taught us the principles of consecration.· If in no other way, by the way they have con- ,;
secrated their lives for our sakes they have taught
us to consecrate all we have to our children, to our
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community,· to our country, and to our God.
These are the things we have inherited from our
fathers. All honor, then, to these good men.

own child, disturbed in his sleep by some imaginary
trouble. At once his soul responds, and as he would
do in fact were. the child in real trouble in his waking hours, he rushes in spirit to his rescue, and by
"A LITTLE CHILD SHALL LEAD THEM" ,
the impulse of love which would lead him to protect
Our fathers have done more than this. They have and to perpetuate the life of his own son, he is made
directed us not only through this veil of tears as to know that the Power that created him will redeem
men among men, they have pointed .us to those and deliver him and plant his feet finally on the
higher altitudes to which we may finally achieve if shores of immortality.
we are faithful to the trust imposed in us.
I say, _responding to the impulses which the
One of the old prophets brings to us .this sugges- heavenly Father has planted in their bosoms, our
tion, in the language, "A little child shall lead them." fathers have led us onward to achieve in the name
As our fathers have looked upon us in life, as under of God. Mortality touched by divinity in the making
their great desire that we might achieve there have of men-they have been helped to comprehend God
welled up in their souls emotions kr.own on}y to . our heavenly Father. So it is that to a degree at
parenthood, they have laid hold upon Goa, that they least our fathers in the light of their love for us
might lead us to reverence his holy name and to have interpreted God's great love to us, and have
move out that his purposes among men might come inspired us to achieve for our own selves and for
to pass, and that with other righteous men vve might the race.
be brought finally into that state or ·~ondition porExercising themselves under the attributes which
trayed by the prophet when he said, "A little child characterize God, these fathers have given their
shall lead them."
lives for us.
This conviction and effort is suggested in the
The Apostle Paul in the Ephesian letter says:
beautiful lines by Richard Watson Wilder, entitled,
The husband is the he)a,d of the wife, even as Christ is the
"Father and child" :
Beneath the deep and solemn midnight sky,
At the last verge and bounda:ry of time,
I· stand and listen to the starry chime
Thta•t so~nds to the inward sense andl will not die.
Now do the thoughts that daily hidden lie,
Arise, and live .in a celestial climeUnuHiell~able thoughts, most hi:gh, sublime,
CrosS<ed by one dr'ead that frights mortality.
Thus as I muSie, I heaT my little ch'iJd
Sob in it,s sleep within the cottage ntelar·My own dear child!-Gone is that mortal doubt!
The PoWJer that drew our lives forth from the wild
Our ~a.ther is; Wle shlall to him be deax,
Nor fDom His univerSie be b1otted out!

head of the church. . . . Therefore . . . husbands love your
wives, even as Christ also loved the church, and gave his life
for it.

Taking Christ as their example, our fathers have
not hesitated to give their lives for both their wives
and their children. They have literally poured out
their lives that we might live under conditions calculated to make us all that we are to-day, and much
more than we are to-day. Nor will we be true to
our heritage until we arise and carry forward the
great work they have so well begun.
If the sweetest and most enduring thing in the
world is mother's love, then the noblest thing in the
world is father's self-sacrificing toil. It is father
The poet here pictures a noble man, drawn apart who has gone out from the shelter of the home and
from the busy cares of the day, standing at the last wrested from a cruel world ,.the means by which we
verge and boundary, or at this end of time, with have lived. It is father's hand that has compelled
all the advantage and heights of achievement to the elements to yield the things we have needed to
which his forebears have climbed, contemplating the perpetuate our lives, and to achieve any degree of
handiwork of God. As other men have .exverienced, success.· And while he has done this rugged work,
this man experiences the hidden emotions which rise this noble piece of work, he has not in any sense
upon rare occasions such as this. )lespondfng to taken from mother .the glory which has rested upon
nature's harmonies, he .reaches in his exaltation ths her.
zenith of his intellectuality, of his appreciation of
Father has labored that the family might live on.
the grand expanse of the universe, and of all that Mother has ministered to the helpless babe that he
might become a full-grown man. So in order to
it portrays.
Only one thought steals in to mar his peace-the crown father we do not take away from mother's
blighting doubt that has cursed and marred the brow the blessed crown which men of all ages have
minds of men since the beginning of time : the ques- placed there. Though the literature of all time be
tion ·raised by the prophet of God, "If a man die, silent with reference to their part, we honor the
men who have labored and toiled that we might have
shall he live again?"
Now breaks in upon his reveries the sob of his ,the constant companionship of our mothers, and
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come under tlle benign influence of our heavenly
Father.
Among us as a people, father and mother, hand
in hand, each doing the part allotted, have together
moved forward that we might be reared a godly
generation, to usher i.n the Zion of God, the end of
this world, and the glorious appearing of our Lord
and Savior, Jesus Christ.
This is the piece of work to which our fathers are
pu~ing their hands to-day. And in that effort, by
precept and by example, they seek to persuade us to
do righteously: not only our fathers in the flesh,
but our fathers in the church also.
To this end labor the ministry of Christ, that our
fathers may be fully awakened, that the generation
which comes after us may be one which under the
power of God shall be delivered, and be made indeed the Zion of Promise.
May fatherhood among us then become a thing so
cherished and so cultivated, that all that God has
ever designed to do through the family may be soon
and early done.

name which shall be given under heaven, whereby
salvation shall come unto the children of men; and
ye shall receive the gift of the Holy Ghost." (Genesis
6:53, I. T.)
Then follows a conversation between God and
Adam, discussing the reason and needs for baptism.
Adam yielded, and was "caught away by the Spirit
of the Lord, and was carried down into the water,
and was hid under the water, and was brought forth
out of the water; and thus he was baptized. And
the Spirit of God descended upon him, and thus he
was born of the Spirit, and became· quickened in the
inner man. And he heard a voice out of heaven,
saying, Thou art baptized with fire and with the
Holy Ghost; this is the record of the Father and
the Son from henceforth and forever." (Genesis 6:
67, 68, 69, I. T.) In verse 59 Adam was commanded
to teach the same things to his children, and in
verse 71, it is said: "Behold, thou art one hi me, a
son of God; and thus may all become my sons." It
would therefore be logical to conclude that the ;Holy
Ghost was given to all who obeyed in Adam's time.

Again, this is fortified by the ,statement of Enoch.
After
reciting the commandment of the Lord for
HOW MUCH OF HOLY GHOST WAS
him
to
teach .repentance, "and he gave unto me a
GIVEN BEFORE CHRIST?
commandment, that I should baptize in the name of
(Read bef>o,re the meeting of the Southern Oalifornia branch the Father, and of the Son,"who is full of grace and
of the Pacific Quorum of Elders, Garden Grove, Oalifom[a, truth, and the Holy Ghost which beareth record of
Miay 29, 1917. In answer to a quesltion propounded by the Father and Son." (Genesis 7: 13, I. T.)
Nathaniel Carrnlilchael.)
To just what extent the Holy Ghost continued
To say just how much of the Holy Ghost was here down through the Old Testament times, I have not
before Christ would be rather difficult, and depend had time to search satisfactorily, but see no reason
on the periods of time before Christ under consider- why it should not continue as long as there was the
ation, for it is evident that the Holy Ghost was mani- gospel, Melchisedec priesthood, and obedient believfested in varying degrees of power at different times ers on earth.
of the pre-Christian era.
One might well ponder by what power all those
It would seem to be a more satisfactory solution
ancient
prophets were able tO' predict the future,
of the question to observe what record may be found
even to our day, but the query is solved by the Aposof its operation at various times and places prior to
tle Peter: "Knowing this first, that no prophecy of
Christ, than to say justhow much of its power was
the scripture is of any private interpretation. For
exercised.
the prophecy .came not in old time by the will of
We will assume for the purpose of this paper that
man: but holy men of God spake as they were
the time meant is all that time prior to the time
moved by the Holy Ghost." (2 Peter 1: 20, 21.)
when after his resurrection, when in company of
This scripture is reaffirmed in Doctrine and Covthe "eleven," he "said unto them again, Peace be
unto you: · as my Father hath sent me even so send enants 17: 5, speaking of Christ's salvation reachI you, and when he had said this, he breathed on . ing those who "even as many as were before he
them, and saith unto t4em, Receive ye the Holy came, who believed in the words of the holy prophets, who spake as they were inspired by the gift of
Ghost." (John 20: 21, 22.)
Immediately after Adam was expelled from the the Holy Ghost."
.And- inasmuch as the Prophet Malachi was imGarden of Eden, God visited him "and he also said
portant
enough that when the angel appeared unto
unto him, If thou wilt, turn unto me and hearken
Joseph
he
quoted very largely from his book, it
unto my voice, and b.elieve, and repent of all thy
transgressions, and be baptized, even in water, in would seem justifiable to concede that the Holy
·
the name of mine only Begotten Son, who is full of Ghost was active in his day.
grace and truth, which is Jesus Christ, the only
For David himself said by the Holy Ghos1t, The Lord said! to
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my Lord, 1Sit thou on my right hand, till I make thine ememies
thy footstooL-Mark 12: 36.
Men and brethren, this scripture must ne~ds have beein fulfilledi, Wlhich the Holy Ghost by the mouth of DaV1id spake befm1e concerning Judas, which was guide to them that took
J1esus..-Acts 1: 16.
Well spake the Holy Ghost by gsaias the prophet unto our
fathers.-Acts 28: 25.
BOOK OF MORMON

The Book of Mormon is explicit that they were
under the law of Moses. "And we did· observe to
keep the judgments, and the statutes, and the commandments of the Lord, in all things, according to
the law of Moses." (2 Nephi 4: 14, authorized
editi,on.)
BeJhold, they beLieved in Christ, and worshiped the Father
in his name; and also, we worship the Fathe'r in his name.
And for tihis intent do WIG keep the law of M6ses.-Jacotb
3: 5, 6.
-

Particular notice is invited to the wonderful conversions by the preaching of Aaron and Muloki and
their brethren about B. C. 77, Alma 13 and 14, where
they preached "also the plan of redemption, which
was prepared from the foundation of the worid,
through Christ, for all whosoever. would believe on
· his name." (Alma 13: 45.)
And a1s sure as the Lord liveth, so sure as many as believed, or as maJly as were brought to the knowliedge of the
truth, through the preaching of Ammon and his brethre111, a.ccording to the Spirit of reV1elation and prophecy, and the
power of God!, working miracles in· them; yea, I say unto you,
As the Lord liveth, as many of the LamaniteJs as beilieved in
the]r preaching, and were converted unto the Lord, never clid
fall a;way.-Alma 14: 10, 11.
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Also Aaron and his brethren in their work: "And
they went forth whitherso~ver they were led by the
Spirit of the_ Lord, preaching the word of God in
every synagogue of the Amalekites, or in every assembly of the Lamanites where they could be admitted." (Alma 13: 21.)
About three years previous to these things Alma,
in reproving his son Corianton for his immorality
said: "Know ye not, my son, that these are an
abomination in the sight of the Lord; yea, most
abominable above all sins save it be the shedding
of innocent blood or denying the Holy Ghost? For
behold if ye deny the Holy Ghost when it once has
had place in you, and ye know that ye deny it; behold this is a sin which is unpardonable."
Question. If the Holy Ghost could not be given to
those people what virtue was there in warning
against its denial, as that could not be done until
once it has had place in them?
Might it not be they had the work of the Holy
Ghost? or that some of the work attributed to the
"Spirit of God" was really the operation of the Holy
Ghost?
Turn now to the wqrds of Jesus himself at the
time of his first appearance or rather the voice
which was heard at the close of the great destruction, "Behold I am Jesus Christ the Son of God,"
"I am in the Father and the Father in me," "I came
unto my own and my own received me not, and the
scriptures concerning my coming are fulfilled."

And as many as haV"e 11eceived me, to them have I giV1en to
become the sons of God; and evein so will I to as many as shall
believe on my name, for behold, 'by me redemption cometh,~
and in me is the la1w of Moses fulfilled. I am the light of thel
world. I am Alpha and Omega, the beginning amld1 tl:ue end.
And ye ,shall oflle1r up unto me no more the shedding of
blood;
yea, your sacrifices and your burnt offerings shaH he
And they did walk in the w,ays ·of the Lord, and did observe to keep his commandments, and his statutes, yea,, and · done away, for I wlill accept none of your sacrifices and your
they diidi keep the law of Moses.... Now they did not suppose burnt offerings; and ye shall off,er for a sacrifice unto me a
that sal~a,tion Clame by the law of Mo§es; but the law of broken heart and a c1ontrite sphit. And whoso come,th unto
me with a broke111 heart and a contrite spirit, him will I bapMoses diid serve to· stl1elngthen their faith in Christ.
tize with fire and with the Holy Ghost, even as the Lamanites,
They also continued to keep that law until Christ's because of th1eir faiith in me, at the time of their conversion,
weme haptirzedJ with fii'e and with the Holy Ghost, and thE\y
appearance.
knew
it nort.-3 Nephi 4: 47-50.
Behold. I say unto you thiat the law is fulfilled that was
given unto Moses. Behold, I am he that gave the law, and I
Immediately following this was the ministry of
am he who COV1elnantJed with my people Israel; therefore, the
Jesus
establishing his gospel, choosing his twelve
law iln me is fulfilled, for I have come1 to fulfill the law;
disciples,
authorizing them to baptize in the name
therefore, it hath an end.-Nephi 7: 5,.6.

The number thus converted is placed at four lands
and three cities.
Alma 14: 74, 76 states there were many others
who joined themselves unto the Anti-Nephi-Lehites:

Still while they were limited under that law, it
appears these converted people became a "very industrious people." The curse of God did not follow
them any more, and the great King Lamoni said,
And behold, I thank my great God that he ha,s given us a
porti.on of his Spirit tq sQften our hea,rts ... and I aJso thank
my God, yea, my great God that he hath granted unto us
that we might rep1e111rt of these things and also that he hath
forgiven us of those' our many sins and murders which we
have committed, and took away the guilt from our hearts,
thro·ugh the merits of his S'on.-Alma 14: 30, 32.

of the Father, Son and Holy Ghost, administration
of the sacrament and the "gift of the Holy Ghost"
to follow in regular sequence from that time forward.
It would seem proper to believe that the Holy
Ghost had ministered to the Lamanites before
Christ's time, by special providence of God, but that
there was not the regular "gift of the Holy Ghost"
as promised under the gospel administered by the
Melchisedec priesthood.
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NEW TESTAMENT TIMES

And the angel answered and said unto her, The Holy Ghost
shall come upon thee, and the1 power of the Hig~1st shall overshad~w thee: therefore also that holy thing whiich shall be
born of thee shall be called the Son of God:-:Luke 1: 35.
Now the birth of Jesus Ghrist Wla,s on this wise : When as
his mother Mary was espoused to Joseph, befol'e they cam~
togetheir, she w1a,s found with child of the Holy Ghio,st.-Matthew 1: 18.
But w!hlile he thought on these things, behold, the- angel of
the Lord appeared unto him in a dream, saying, Joseph, thou
son of David, fear not to take unto thee Mary thy wife: for
tllla,t which is conoelived in her is of the Holy .Gho,st.-M,attbew 1: 20.
And Mary arose in those days, and.went into the hill country with haste, into a city of Juda; arpidl entered into the house
of z,acharias and saluted Elizabeth. And it came to pas,s,
that, when Elizabeth heard the salutation of Mary the babe
leaped in her womb; and Elizabeth was filled with the Holy
Ghost.-Luke 1: 39-41.

In 1 Corinthians 12: 3 we are told positively that
"no man can say that Jesus is the Lord but by the
Holy Ghost." "And Jesus answered and said unto
him, blessed art thou Simon Barjona for flesh and
blood hath not revealed it unto thee but my Father
.which is in heaven," and all because Peter had answered and said, "Thou art the Christ, the Son of
the living Godt which Paul said no man could say
"but by the Holy Ghost," so when Jesus says, "My
Father hath revealed it unto thee," the Father must
have revealed it by and through the Holy Ghost, the
same as when the power of the Highest overshadowed Mary. The word is first, "The Holy Ghqst
shall come upon thee," afterward the word is to Joseph, "That which is conceived in her is of the Holy
,,Ghost."
And Jesus, when he was baptized, went up stl'ai:ghtway out
of the water: and, lo, the heavens wel'e opened· unrto him,
and he saw the Spirit of God descending Jik'e a dove, anid lig1h!ting upon him.-M~aibthew 3: 16.
And Jesus when he was baptized, w;ent up s1rlaiightway out
of the water; and John saw, and lo, the heavens werre opened
unto him, and hie saw the Spirit of God descending like a dove
and lighting upon J 1eiSUS. Anidl lo, he heard a voice from.
heaven, saying, This is my beloved! Son, in whom I am weU
pleased. Hear ye [lrim.-Matthew 3:45, 46, I: T.

So we have the word of Peter, Acts 10:38:
How God arnointed Jesus of Naza;reth with the Holy Ghost
and with poWier: who went about doing good, and healing
all that were oppl'essed of the Devil; for God was with him.

Evidently Jesus, while hampered with the limitations of the flesh through which divinity had to manifest itself, was also helped and prompted and assisted by the Holy Ghost, but we find no record of
him bestowing the gift on any of his disciples prior
to his resurrection.
Arter his resurrection, however, his descension
into the lower parts of the earth and his ascension
to the Father, when he met the disciples he informed
them that all power had b~en given unto him both
"in heaven and in earth." "Go ye therefore and

teach all nations, baptizing them in the name of the
Father and of the Son and of the Holy Ghost."
(!Matthew 28: 18.) John tells us, "Then said Jesus
to them again, Peace be unto you: as my Father hath
sent me, even so send I you, and when he had said
this, he breathed on them, and saith unto them, Receive ye the Holy Ghost." (John 20: 21, 22.)
Luke again bears his witness to the same where
he says:
This fo:rmer trela.tise have I made, 0 Theophilus, of all that
J•esus began bo1Jh to do and to teach, until thie1 day in which
he w:as taken up, after that he through the Holy Ghost hiad
given commanldlments unto the ~postles whom he had chosen.Acts 1: 1, 2.

From this time forth we find the gift and work of
the Holy Ghost following the ministration of the
apostles and in regular course and also the power
of conferring it upon others who obeyed and believed according to the commands of Jesus, and the
question is, strictly speaking, answered to the best
of our ability, but I trust a few observa.tions of our
day will not be tiresome.
THIS GENERATION
A messengell" from heav:eJn dlescended in a cloud of light, and ··
having laid his hands upon us, he ordained us., saying unto us,
"Upon you, my fellow serv:mts, in the name of M<eiSsiah, I confer the priesthood of Aaron, which holds the keys of the minilstel'ing of ;;tngels, and of thiel gosp1e1l df rep1entance, and the
baptism by immers1on, for the remission of sins." . . .
·
H:.e said this .Aamnic priesthood had not the power of layrug_ on of hanldis for the gift of the Holy Ghost, but that tihiis
should ibe cornferred om us hereafter; . . . and gav:e us direcc
ti:OIIls that I should baptii.:?Je · OliV'e!I' Cow:d!ery a;rnd afterwards
that he should baptize me.
Accordingly we went and were baptized. [Joseph baptized
Oliver, Oliver baptized Joseph, Joseph lalid his biands. on Oliver
and ordiained him to the A.~a,:vonric priesthood, and Olivetr laid
ih[s harnds 10m J osetph and ordiaiined him to the Aarornic priesthood.]
Immediately upon our coming up out of the water after we
had been baptized, we experiilemoed great and glorious blessings from owr heav;:enly F'ather. No sooner had I baptiZJeid
Oliver Cowdery th;n thle Holy Ghost fell upon him and he
stood up and prophesieiCll many things. which should shoil'tly
come to p1a1SS. Arnd again, a.s soon as I ha:d! belen. baptized by
him, I also had the spirit of prophecy, when standling up, I
prophesied concelrning the rise of the1 church, and many other
thi1ngs connected with tl:ie church, and this generation of the
children of men. W,e wetre filled with the Holy Ghost, and rejoicecJ. in the God of our Sla~vation.-ChiUrch Histon:y, vol. 1,
pp. 34, 35, 36.

"'Samuel H. Smith . . . obtained revelations for
himself sufficient to convince ·him of the truth of
our assertions to him." Oliver Cowdery baptized
him and he returned to his father's house, greatly
glorifying and praising God, being filled with the
Holy Ghost. (May 15, 1829, p. 37.)
And all this before the Melchisedec priesthood had
been bestowed at all, but had only be€n promised
about a month later, but was not realized until the
organization of the church, April 6, 1830.
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I then lail· my haiiJJdls up101n Oliv.er Cowdleiry and ordained
him an elder of the "Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day
8a,ints," after which he orda1ined me also to the office of an
etlder of said church. We then took br1ead,- blessed it, and
braille! it wlith them, also wine, hl1essed it aillid drank it with
them. We then laid our hlandis on each indivlidual membe1r
of the church p1res1ent that they might re~~eJive the gifts of the
Holy Ghost, 1a1nd be confirmed members of the church of
Chl'ist.-Vol. 1, p. 77.

4

There seems to be a great similarity in the procedure in the instigation of the work in Christ's
time and the latter days. God bestowed the Holy
Ghost on Jesus, Jesus to the apostles, the apostles to
others.
Now under the direction of those apostles, Peter,
James and John, who evidently acted by the ins truetion of God, the work is again instituted, and as
before, the Holy Ghost is active in its promul~ation
independently of the direction or ministration of
men until men were empowered to confer its offices
in the regular course of the gospel work.
Manifestly acting as part of God, to bring to pass
his will and in entire harmony with God, performing according to the commandments of God and still
of its own volition, to bring to pass the organization
which could then do a still wider and greater work
by the efforts of men duly called, ordained and
obedient, through whom he, the Holy Ghost, could
work as shown in Doctrine and Covenants, 19: 1:
'

-

1

Beihold, there shall be a record kept among you, and in it
thpu shalt be caned a seer, a transbtor, a' proplhlert, an apostle
of Jesus Christ; ... through the will of God the Father, and
the g,race of your Lord Jie<sus Chl'ist; ibeiJng inspirr1ed of the
Holy Ghost to lay the found!art:J1on thereof, and to build it up
unto the mo1st holy faith; which church was organized and
established, in the year of your Lord: eighteen hundred, and
thirty, in the fourth mon;th, and on the sixth day of the mon,th,
which is callerd April.
R. T. COOPER.

Stand forth, 0 heart and soul of childhood. Reveal thyself to us more fully. We want thee stark
naked, unclothed of all disguises, false tastes, bad
habits, partial theories, with the purity of that divinity in thee unshadowed just as thou earnest forth
into the world, fresh from the hand of the heavenly
Father. The norm of thy development is our only
sure guide, our pillar of cloud by day and fire by
night.-Tertullian.

9
1

Other mortals galore had thought themselves divine, but with no such witness and with no such
plenary assurance. Thus the great affirmation was
made and sealed. Jesus knew himself for what he
was, and accepted himself as veritable man-God.
God did not merely come to consciousness in him,
but was his owil ipsissimal noumenal self, and what
a postulate !-G. Stanley Hall.

(===:..=O=F=G=EN=E=.R=A=L=l=NT=E=R=E=ST=)

A LETTER

FROM DAD

You neither want nor n~ed maxims. I think you
inherit my distaste of them. There is only one thing
that counts in this life, and it beats all the maxims
ever penned-that is, for a man's spirit to be all
right. If that is what it should be all the little details of his life will fall into their proper places. I
think your spirit is all right, my boy. It should be,
for it came to you from your mother. Live that
spirit.
·
· And as that spirit came to you from a woman, do
you play the game and show that you have it to
other women. It is the finest thing you can do with
it, and you can't very well do less, because it is why
your mother gave it to you: That you should stand
foursquare before men. And men, in this case,
'means women. For when you get "Somewhere in
France" you will meet women : all kinds. Some of
one .kind in particular. Many of them will have
their men folks at the front. They will be alone. alone for other men to respect and honor and show
the right consideration.
These women will make much of you, for an
American in khaki in France is very welcome, and
will be made so. But don't let that welcome for
your coming to save their homes and honor mean
an approach or opening for you for anything but
the highest consideration. Don't forget that when
you are invited somewhere to hang up your hat it
does.n't mean to hang up your conduct also. You
will hear that in France they have "let the bars
down." But there is no such. thing anywhere as
letting the bars down to a man's conduct toward a
woman. To be a gentleman in a French home is no
different from being a gentleman in your mother's
home. Think of every woman you meet as a member
of your mother's sex, and treat her :accordingly.
Think of every girl you meet as you would Nell,
and treat her as you hope every chap in the camp
near us will treat her. It is a tremendously big
"Bit" that every chap who goes to France now does,
who upholds his own honor at the same time that he
upholds the honor of the United States when it
comes to his considerate treatment of the women of
France. It will be the finest trjbute in the world to
our great country if, when our boys leave France,
it can be said of them that they were Spartans of
personal honor.' Nothing-no results in battleswill count for so much as that one record. · These
French women have suffered much. Let us, as men
from America, not ask them to suffer more.... ,
So, go to it, my boy! Do your duty and do it
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strong. If it be God's will that you come back to
us a silen.t tribute .to your sense of right, so be it.
We will bear and Ih:e it, as thousands of others will
be called upon to do. But I have a strong feeling
that you are going to come back to us a bigger, finer
man than you are leaving us to-day. I cannot help
feeling that this is God's will. And w:hen you come
back, more than any honor that may come to you
for duty done, I want to feel that, clean-blooded and
clear-eyed, you can look your mother straight in
the eye and that she will feel that most glorious and
satisfying of all exaltations that comes to a mother,
that tremendous inner satisfaction, when her
mother-heart .says within her: "Thank God, my
boy has kept the faith." Keep you that faith with
your mother. Nothing can count so big.-Editorial
in The Ladies' Home Journal, October, 1917.

COMBATTING SOCIAL DISEASES IN THE NAVY
What do the boys who are living at home know
about the possible consequences to themselves and
their loved ones of sexual immorality? What definite,
authoritative instruction have they received upon
this subject? Because they are living at home is
no guarantee that, during their leisure hours, they
will not be met by temptations to which they may,
because of their state of ignorance, thoughtlessly
succumb. The danger period for boys,, as is proven
by a study of Army and Navy statistics, is from
seventeen to twenty-three years of age. Bdore the
boy enters the Army or Navy, then, he should have
received right instruction in these vital matters, and
this educational prophylaxis should continue during
the danger period.
Experience has t~ught Dr. Owens of the Newport
Nav,al Reserve Training Station that it is not enough
simply to present medical facts and statistics to the
young men in his charge; an appeal must be made to
those sentiments which are strongest in them and
which will influence them to right action. He bases
his appeal, therefore, upon their patriotism and
their love for their own immediate family. The
man who risks venereal infection is untrue to his
duty. He has betrayed his country because he has
rendered himself unfit for service.
This is indeed the attitude of our National Government at the present time. Iri accordance with the
provisions of a law passed last August, a man in the
Government service does not receive pay during the
time that he is in the hospital from a venereal disease, and the man who is discharged from the service
because of venereal disease receives no pension.
Here again is a most effective lesson to the enlisted
man, for, as it has been well said, "You must hit

a man in his pocketbook if you want to make him
feel."
How many of the boys who are living at home
know that, if they are suffering from a venereal
disease, they should not allow themselves to kiss
their mothers or sisters, or to use the same eating
utensils with other members of the family? This
is taught to every boy in the Navy. Not only that,
but he is not allowed to return to his home as long~
as he may be a source of infection of one of these
diseases. In_stead, he is placed on the venereal restricted list until he is pronounced cured by those
who have subjected him to the most rigid tests.
What would it mean to us in civil life if such
regulations were in force?
So successful has been Doctor Owens' educational
campaign that the boys in the Naval Reserve Training 'Station have a keen sense of shame when compelled to admit a venereal infection. Instead of
being a hero in the eyes of the other fellows for
having proven himself "a man of the world," he is
looked upon as an undesirable member of society by
. his mess mates, who would like to thrash him soundly
for having brought into their midst a danger which
they have been taught to recognize. It is the opinion
of one's fellows that counts, and public opinion in
the service is turning against the sort of living that
menaces the welfare of one's associates and the
safety of the Nation.
A method which has proven to be so successful
should be made official for the Army, as well as for
the Navy, in order that every one of the 687,000
young men, now being taken into the service may
be given the required instruction in the most impressive manner.-From "Protecting the Nation's
De£enders," by Mrs. Woodallen Chapman in September Physical Culture.

SECRETARY DANIELS ON IMMORAL DISEASES IN THE ARMY AND NAVY
Dealing frankly and boldly with the social evil
as a menace to the Nation's military efficiency,, Secretary Daniels of the Navy, in an address before the
Clinical Congress of Surgeons of North America,
appealed to the medical profession "to end the false
double standard that decreases military · effectiveness." The profession, he declared, must share its
part of the blame for the "unpardonable prudery
that endured a festering evil rather than have it exposed and eradicated."
"There is not an army in the field whose effectiv~
ness is not reduced by reason of immoral disease,"
said Secretary Daniels. "The navy suffers likewise,
and business halts because venereal diseases destrov
the manhood of workmen and fighters. During the
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last statistical year, men of the American l'favy lost
141,378 days sickness from a small group of absolutely preventable diseases, or rarther, diseases contracted by sin. This means that every day th:r:oughout the year there are 456 men disabled by this
disgraceful malady. Add to that number those
required to care for the disabled and we have enough
men on the noneffective list each day to man a
modern battleship. And this does not count those
who, though diseased, were not disabled, or the danger of contagion to the clean members of the crew.
"In the Navy in 1915 there were admitted for
treatment for venereal diseases 112 persons in every
1,000, and in the Army 84 for every 1,000, the number in the Army having decreased from 145 to the
1,000 after passage of an act stopping the pay of
all soldiers admitted for treatment for venereal disease. The new Navy laws stop the pay of men so
afflicted and will probably reduce the number to the
Army ratio. But these figures show a condition of
immorality upon the part of the minority in both
arms of the service that challenges the thought of
the authorities.
"In civil life the number afflicted is quite as large,
proportionately as in the military service. It has
been printed that Hecht of Vienna stated that one
time ~the equivalent of three entire Austrian divisions of 60,000 men was under treatment for venereal disease while the German Army in Belgium
representing only a small part of the total German
forces, is 'reported during the first five months of
its occupation to have furnished 35,000 such patients.
Canadian and Australian officers have deplored the
ravages of this disease. The later figures from the
BI'itish Army gave 78,000 cases, and all other countries have also been weakened.
,
"Sir ·William Coler places these infectious diseases at the top as a ~enace in war and in peace.
The time has come to realize that this subtlest foe of
humanity must be conquered and it cannot be conquered by denying its existence, saying it is a necessary evil, or applying palliatives. It is deadlier
than smallpox or cancer or tuberculosis. A Canadian
authority says: 'Its ravages to~day are more terrible for Bri,tain and Canada than Vimy Ridge, the
Somme and Lens.''
"The remedy? There is but one-continence. It
must be preached in the home, in the school, in the
marts of trade, in the pulpit and in military camps
and among shipmates afloat. The eradication of the
evil effects must01 be thorough, but the teacher who
will be heard and heeded when the teachings of all
others will fall on deaf ears is the word of authority
from the medical profession. Young men expect
ministers of the gospel to call them to clean living.
, The preacher seeks to save their souls, and too many
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youths hardly realize they have a soul. But they
know they have bodies and the doctor is the man to .
whom they trust the treatment of their boqies. When
he preaches continence as the only rule of life to
young men and points out the dire penalty for
lapses, his words have a weight no other admonition
possesses.-Des Moines Register, October 23, 1917.
THE WAR AND THE CHURCHES

At the May meeting of the Congregational Union
of England and Wales, Reverend Bernard Snell,
chairman, spoke with terrific vehemence on the war
and the churches. Before the war, he said, we repeated Christ's law of love in our sanctuaries, and
vitiated it by omitting justice before him. Now we
mean to cleanse our souls, even if we have to reconstruct the whole social order. Everywhere the
atmosphere is charged with the electricity of fellowship, the spirit of brotherhood is urgent everywhere, except in the churches of Christ, which are
called into" being to engender fellowship. The worst
laggards to answer the cry for unity are the
,churches. They are still the abode of intolerance
and contempt. The churches of Christ, as at present
constituted in this realm, are an apparatus for keeping the people of England apart to a degree and in
a sense in which they are not kept apart by any other
institution. Disunion, arrogance, mutual suspicion!
Do the people want the disunion that is characteristic of our Protestant life in. the churches? No
more than the people of Europe preferred the war.
But they were misled by the professionals of militarism. Who is responsible for the continuance of
the cleavage in matters religious between Englishmen? If the churches are to regain ·the allegiance
of men they will have to end this disunion and division among themselves. One would have thought
that in the greatest war of time all ecclesiastical differences would be buried out of sight for shame's
sake; that when noble men were laying down their
lives all bitter, heated controversy would cease. Yet
while this stable earth rocks, certain religious papers
report church discussions on liturgies, apostolic succession, the reservation of the sacrament, whether
the mass is not rpore attractive than morning
prayer, whether woman is worthy to stand in the
chancel, whether King Charles the Martyr should
have a black letter day in the, Calendar of Saints!
Such proceedings are the derision of the profane
and the despair of the devout. Men ordained to
bear witness to the truth of Christianity contend
in the temple courts for privilege, punctilio, prejudice, I know not w:hat. Not one of them seems to
see the Master himself coming with a scourge of
knotted cords, or, to hear his voice pronouncil}g" the
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doom of the church that knows not the day of her
visitation. The greatest need of the church is leaders who shall interpret the splendid patriotism of
our people in its spiritual values; who shall reconcile, not exacerbate; who shall be the voice of our
nation, and of some one higher, saying to the
churches, "But, sirs, ye are brethren!"
What a new birth it would be for this nation, if
the churches of Christ became a living power for the
right-a church for all Englishmen, exp!'essing all
the best in the religious life and thought of the
Anglo-Saxon race, and embracing in itself all Christian organizations in the United Kingdom and in all
the seas! Why iiot? It is the day for something
heroic. The churches are reduced to defending the
religion of Christ from the indictment that it has
failed-when it has not been tried. In God's name,
why not try? Who should set the example but the
churches that exist to foster l:J,nd practioe the brotherhood of man, that stand for human fellowship,
mutual trust and service? The one accident that
soldiers dread is firing into their ow:tf men, yet
Ephraim and Judah are always at it. We must
drop this insensate guerilla warfare amongst ourselves, and get together as a disciplined army against
the foe, or there is ruin ahead. When men realize
what are the most precious things· they experience
a fellowship such as no formulary can induce, a fellowship of the spirit. Therein is unity. The exclusiveness of the churches is the bane of the churches.
There are so many passwords for the churches, so
strong are the fences, so barbed are the entanglements, that there are few churches to which Jesus of
Nazareth would be admitted unless he has greatly
changed.
·Nothing will be gained in the direction of unity
by adopting some common denominator by way of
doctrinal compromise. Men ma.y hold the same
opinions without being in the least united; men may
hold diffierent Of!inions, and . differ in nothing but
opmwn. I quote Lloyd George:
"The problem won't be solved by diving into
pigeon-holes for dust-laden precedents and programs." Our free churches live, not by the faith of
yesterday, but by every word that proceedeth out
of the mouth of the living God. U\gain, those are
misled who, seeing here one and there another returning to mother church, has the vision of all nonconformists trooping home q,nd p~assing under the
Caudine Forks. We are not going to slough our selfrespect; we are not going to put to shame our
fathers who stood for inclusion and liberty. There
is a Prussianism among the churches, as there is
among the nations, that has no1use for brotherhood,
but only for submission-an arrogant self-idolatry,
deeming its own kultur so perfect that it would. be

a universal benefit to mankind to impose it all round;
The supreme call is for harmony, unity. I can't
see why alJ the Englishry should not pray together
and worship together, as well as fight together.
Something like a common church is being shaped in
the huts of theY. M. C. A., whom all praise in the
camps at the front. They tell me that when you
are burying dead comrades who have fallen at the
post of duty you think little of doctrinal or denominational distinctions. If our churches are to have
a fighting chance of survival they must become societies to which all true-hearted men have entrance.
Many have left our churches in order to become religious. Nothing short of the bombardment of hal.f
the churches and the compulsory conversion of the
others into hospitals for the period of the war will
have any ameliorative effect. The politicians have
a vista of a cons.ummation of which they have hitherto despaired. Have we in the chur~hes no vision?
-Reverend B. J.· Snell, in the Christian Work, June
16, 1917.

WOMAN'S AUXILIARY
Edited b:r AUDENTIA ANDERSON, 2009 Locust St., Omaha, N•br.

An Appreciation from Australia
When I co[];side1r the Vlalst 1amount of good the noble women
of the church are doing at th~ present time, my mind goes.
back to the work of some orf i:Jh~ in the past, 11ecaUing first
a certain most noble sister who worked assiduously in this
Land, becoming a g'lr,eat pOWieJr for good in building up th·e
church! She .was so kind, so consi<fucr-ate and· tender! Ah~
yes! dear Sister Burton! You did us all good; your influence
is still felt 'among US<! I was baptized at Tuncurry, when
only a girl, and comd;ng out of the water, 'Sister Burton met,
me with a "God bless you.." A few s'econds later she turned
and came to me ,aga-in, and putting her hand on :ny shoulder·
saki!, "Y,eJs, dear ch!ild; ·the Lord will bless you!" Perhaps
Sister Burton will remember that little spot, where her husband ledJ ·so n11any into the kingdom. The tall umbrella-like
"cabbage" palms, formed 3. background; the S,a,ints stood on
the bank and sang the sweet songs of Zion! Ah! those were
my happy chi1dihood days, but it seems but yesterday tha,t I
listened to those cheering testimonies, when, with te.aLrs streaming down our faces, we heard Sister Emma speak in unknown
tongues-words later interpreted to mean hope, joy, admonition and counS<el! As I write to-day, those scenes seem as
beautiful visi1ons, oft-repeated!
Our hearts hav'e been 5add~ned of la.te by the passing of'
our dear young cousin and sister in Ghrist, Chloe Ta,ylo~r ·
Blackmore, whose parents Ioved the wo,rk so much in days of
yore. Bereft ·of a mother's care in early ch!Lldhood, Sister··
Chloe_ with the others, 'became very dea,r to our family whom
she also loved in return. She too, was b,11Ptized at Tuncurry,
:while still a child!, and was a constant attendant art all church
services. Appro1aching womanhood, she wenrt to li~e1 with a
Vlery kind LaJdy who taught her as a tende'r mother, many of·
the necessary lessons of life. In after years, it was our privilege to have hecr wirth us, and happy d!ays and months flew·
by on magic wing,s. How well I remember the tender love·
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she bestowed -upon my small children, when tired out and ill,
The Lamo.ni Local
I could not give them all the attemtion due them. How she
smoothed my thnobhing brow, cooled my :fever, and spoke
After the summer vacation the various d:epa:rtmemts of the
w?rds of comfort and! peaoo mat:rvelous in one so young! I Liam01ni local are aga1iln at work. Our meetings were dismissed hell' when she l1eft us and went to the city to get em- con~inue~ during July and August, the time being so fully ocployment in order that she could be maar to the church and cupied With Chautauqua and the l'eunion, with Red Cross and
enj,oy Jts priv,ileges. About this time she saw Brothe!r F. G. other work.
·
J'litt, ruJd! requested her patriarchal blessing.· lie had not seen
The Oriole girls gave good. service d!uring the reunion
her befone, and could not know that she had worried for fea:r and the g,eneral work of the Woma:n,'s Auxiliary was l'epreher long absenc:e f:r:om the church had been displeasing to the sen:ted !in connection with the Sunday school and Religio.
Lord; but, as the good brother, in1 ton:es of convictiion and asThe bleg:inning of the coUege Jnear brought work for the
surance sruid, "The same Divine Presence which hath been Grac~land Patronesses and they ha;ve belen meeting v·a.rio'iis
with thee from the beginning of thine existence! ih!e:re upon dormitory expenses with money already in their treasury.
earth, is, Wlith thee' now, and will be to the end," the Spirit They have beem holding :fiewer meetings than usual because
descended upon, her :in gr elat powe'r, and she wa~s shown that many have beem busy knitting 3AI1d because they are considerher prayers and desires were· answered, Nineteen months ately lwving the money-making field for the present to the
ago, in all the full beauty od' her young womanhood, she WJemt Red Cross .a:nd other soc'i~ties.
to ihielp a young m~mher of the priesthood make a. homec-:The classes of the educational department have' been foran earthly paradise. Later, she shared the rich joy, so commonpl:ace that its glory is sometim~s ovet:rlooked, of being tunat€1 indeed: in the arrang.elm€nt of wm·k for the c·oming year.
counted worthy to have a "partne11ship with God" in the cloth,. Two classes in mothers' and teachers' problems have been
irig of a spi:rit with flesh! Reverently we draw the curtain organized, one studying the needs of child11en under six years
and let these two young beings enjoy the brilef moments of and the othet:r diealing with older children. One is taught by
parenthood vouchsafed them before the little I:ife :returned to Mrs. Lydia Wight and the other by Professor C. B. WoodGOd who gave it! Fiv~e days.latet:r, with 'heJavy hearts., we laid stock, both ,of the high school teaching fome.
Brother McDowell will be at Iowa University this year and
the young mother beside the little one for whom she suffered
there was sincere regnet at losing him as instructor in some
:and died! God pity the broken-hearted noble young husband,
of our classes. But others of the Graceland f,aculty have
and' all of us who .moUJrn the loss of one whom it W3iS a deHght
kindly responded to our :a,ppeal and we now have a class in
and a benediction to know!
sodology taught by Profe'ssor Ciharles E. Erwin and one in
We here, in this :Jlar-away land, appreciate the good things
hon:e economics conducted by M:ilss Mabel Knipschild, both of
which come to us through the church publications. w,e, feel to
wh~ch ane well attended and are proving exception:a.Ily interthank Sisrter1·Sandy for passing on to us the thoughts gleaned
e!stmg. The latter class is especially gratifying .at this time
while a,ttending tlie parent-teacher convent1ons. W1e also are
becaiUse it enables us to give intelligent heed to the can. of
· g:ra,ted'ul to "Angelina,'' in Autumn De•aves, whom, we si!nthe Nation for food conservation, eltc.
cerely hope, wi:ll be privileged to attend General Conference
The Governmenthas been vet:ry generous in supplying Miss
next time. W1e do not forget the author of: "The vineyard!
Knipschild with bulletin;s for the class and she lias addled to
story," who has a rare gift with her pem, leading both young
the effectiveness of the work with experiments and demonstraand old along the paths of happy expectation, and realization.
tiol_ls· In .connection with on1e of these there is a message
To a host of other sistet:rs, too, our thanks ane due, fo,r they
wh1ch we are glad to send orut with thi.s report.
bless us with rich outpou11ilngs from ready pen,s.
At one meeting our instructor' showed us a. loaf of brown
Last year w,e wet:re privileged to enjoy the stimulaibing combread and told us that it contained a twenty per oetnt portion
pany of Sister Paul Hianson for three weeks; which will alof cotton seed flour. Many od' us had never heard that there
wa,ys be nememherred as one of our most pleasant experiences.
was such 1a tihing as flour made from cottonseleld. It will be
She and husband have left for home, via New Zealand, and
new to many of our :rleaders. In our class we had been llenrnmuch as we megr,et their departure, we feel w,e must not be
ing of the great value in the diet, especially of children of
selfish,' and ·"our loss will be their gain." We l:JJave enjoy,ed
protein-the great tissue formitng element in food; that this
the company and advice of so many of our mis:sionari.es., who
is found ollielfl.y in meat, 'e1ggs and milk, though it is found
leave home and loved ones to help spread out this wonderful
aloo im vegetables and grains, beans containing the lat:rgest
gospel net. They have all endeared themse[ves to us, -and we
perce~tage of any vegeta:blie. We were told of the V1ery high
will long retain the uplift they haV'e g1iven us.
protem value of cottmJ:Sieed flour and that it is also very rich
I .am deeply inter1ested in e'Vlery woman's movement in the in f1a,t and sugar.
·
church; it seems to me that wonderful development must be
Then we were allowed to sampl-e the bread-and it was
the result, and I hope that we in Australia may also heeid the
good! It was maidle four fifths of white flour, without shortencall to become efficient workers, and help to swell V1ery ma- ing other than the oil of the cottonseed and with only a Hittle
terially the numbers od' this. noble army of com:~ecrated and in- sugar us,ed in l'ltarting the yeast.
telligent women.
Among oPher n1aterial sent for use in the class was a copy
That we may find the places of our best service in the world o.f an address by Miss J\jate Gorden befone the Cotton Sood
and fill them wisely and well, is my pray:e!l'.
Crushers' conventi1011 in New Orlea:ns., August 8, 1915 on the
You:r sistelr in the faith, "
ANNIE J. PARKER.
practicability of cottonseed flour as the saving medium for
BEECHWOOD, NEW SOUTH WALES, AUSTRALIA Septembeir 2, twenty to twenty-five pier oemt of the wheat supply. Miss
1917.
,
I
Gor,don was chairman of a committee for investigarti:on concerning the use of thd:s flour from the Era Club, "which club
Oh, do not pray for easy lives-pray to be stronger men. desi.'rous of doing its 'bit' 'in Wlarr set:rvice, heiTieved that in th;
·Do not priay for tasks equal to you:r powers-pnay for powell' conser'Vlation of th:e wheat supply lay woman's most p11a1Ctical
equal to your t:flsks.-Phillips B:I'ooks.
contribution."
I:n the openiim~ of her address Miss Go11don s1aid a luncheon
Two things fill me 'wi·th awe: the starry heavens above and would! be served the convention at which thiery would have opthe moral s.ense within.-Kant.
·
'
portunity to test bread made with a twenty per clent pT'O1

1
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portion of cottonseled flour, gin:ger snaps containing a one
1 teasp,o1on salt.
,third proportion, jumbles in fifty-fifty proportion and biscuits
% cake comp'I1essed yea,st.
with twenty-five p1er cent of this flour. Two kinds of old1 cup fine cornmeal.
fashioned souther1n ginger cake would also be served, both
1 cup Allison cottonseed flour.
made on the same recipe exaept that one would be undetr the
3 cups wheat flour.
old di1spensation entirely of wl:Jie!at flour, the other having a
Pour %, cup boiling w11a11Jer OViElr sugar, salt and shortening,
twenty-'five per aent proportion of cottonseed flour. The
%, cup over the cornme~al. Let the Tiemaining liz cup cool and
speaker said\, "The proof of the pudding is in tl:re eatdJi.ssolve yeast cake in it. When lukewarm add f1pur and mix:
ing" and she could "anticipate with confidence 'that the
Let rise to doubl>e its bulk. Knood and shape into loaves. Det
verdict would be one of indorsement."
rise to 1% its height. B'ake [ln moderate oven forty minutes.
If we haJd no:t rec,e!iVied of tihis proof in the eating we might
not be so enthusia,stlic concernim.g the spraad of the> 11se of
GINGERBREAD
this flour, but we feel sure that the convincing ar,d inspir1 cup butter.
1 1;4 cups Allison cottonseed flour.
ing statem<>nts of this a.didress .which follow will cause many
1 cup sugar.
3%,
cups wheat flour.
to wish to try :it. But do not stop at that. Call for it at
2
cups
molasses.
Gingerr
to• taste.
YJOUr grocetr's. Giet them to order it for you as theJ· hnve done
2
teaspoons
sodra.
here it Liamoni. It sells at about the same price as wheat
"Use ordinary 11scipes for bi!Scuits 1and battercakes, only cutflour, noltw\i,thstanding its higher food value. It may be secured from the ·Schulenberg Oil Mill Company, Schulenberg, ting down the amount of shocrten1ng from one thir1d to one
half. If you make thosle things sucoe1ssfully witlhi wheat flour
Tlepms.
"The saving of one fifth of the wheat supply would libier>ate they will only he a little better with the1 cottonseed flour which
one million bushels for our army and alliies.. ·. ·. There are few adds a nutty flavor. For bread the cottonseed flour is
women who a11e not anxious uo do some patriotic service, if recommended to be used with any good crecipe for bcread
but shown the way. We believe ·a W>'rY practical way liis in making, using one fifth cvttonseed flour a,nd! four
the use of cottonseed! flour. Ther:e is no sacrifice in eating fifths wheat flour. Set the sponge with white flour and add
biscuits' and battercakes just as good, and in my opinion, bet- the c>orttonseed flour when makin;g up the bread. Use less
ter to ta.streJ, with a fifty per cent higher nutrithne value than shortening, or none. Or, in accordance with a Gio'V'ecrnment
wfuletn wheat fivur >aJone is used. Such a, mixture of flours, i1f . recipe, the· flours may be blended first. The twelnty per ccen1t
used in the daiily routine of uhie, homes of the Nation will make pcroportion is ,rlecommendied as making a most palatable loaf,
a phenomenal saving. Appropos of saving there is one point closely Desembling Boslton brOIWTI bread when made without
to which I pa:rticularly wish to di.rect your attention and shortening. Lacrger proportiOil1iS of the cottonseed flour have
that is that in all the substitutes focr brea1d making to libsmte haen recommendlsd but your committee believes the aibove:
whea.t, some article of food valuable to conserve dn othe;r proportions 1a,re the safest upon which to launch our Victo>ry
lines is used. The substitution of cottonseed flour employs an Bread Campaign.
enti.11ely new food value, erich in the Vierry quality in which
"Do not make the mistake of using the corrimell"Cila~ cottonseed meal fed to stock. The Allis01n flour, :m.a,de by the
patent wheat flours are so woefully deficient.
"In the introductiol!l of this new food valu.e I cannot ac-. Baumgarten process has been t.eisted for d!igestibility and
centUia,te too forc~bly its value from the1 standpoint of, its high healthfulness and pcronounced absolutely s.afe.''
percentage of prot,e:in. Ordina:ry wheat bread we c;all the staff
CALLIE B. STEBBINS.
of life is so defic~1e\nt in this essential that the 11ace is rapidly
deteriorating, due to the high cost of meat, eggs and milk,
from which is mainly drawn oucr protein supply....
On Birth Registration---N() 1
"The>refocre if Mr. Hoover is cocrrectly quoted that a fifth
saving of the wthe!at supply means victory, then bread and
Why has- the United States lagged behind other civilized
the bread products in which cottonseed flour is used may well
countries
i:q the care 'a\nid completettJ:ess with which births are
be called 'victocry.' By a Nation-wide1 a.doption of cottonseed
flour ... every home to aidlvocate the exclusive use of victory register>Eld? All the Sua,bes fail to provide focr some of their
bread two .or three days. of every week, we shaH not alone do children the officia,l recorid which may become to any citizen
a service for our boys in the trlenches but we shall at the at any time essential for the pmrtection of his p'roperty rights,
·
same time raise the standard of health of the men, women or even hli·s life.
The Children's Bureau of the United States Department of
and child:t1en of the Nation. H there are any Americans not
sufficilently aJ'ous,ed to tllle seriousness of the situa,tion to make Labocr has taken up the question because the recording of
a sacrifice (though cottonse1ed bcread and biscuits mean no births afliects childcretn immediately and in va,crious ways.
sacrifice) for our Nation, th~re ri.s an appieal to adopt this su:b~ Complete cregistration is ind&spensablle to any comprehensive
stitute f,olr rac>e preservation. . .. In the use of cottonseed work for the welfacre of babies. Without it, re~lations' for
flour Wle .itncorporatei a food Vla,lue five tinrels that of wheart the prevention of blindness in ba'b:iels oamnot be enfocrc,e!d;
flour, three times that olf lean •J'ound of beef and three to the public-health nurse cannot be su11e of reaching every
thicrty times that of ordina1crily co.nsidel'eld nourishing f,ood ...." baby in1 the congested! districts; and the death raX!e among
Accompanying this paper wecre several 11e~:ipes for using babies-that' most sensitive index of social well-being-canthe flour, some of whiclhi are here given. In addition ,we sug- not he reck01ned eith!eT for tlie community as a "<vthole or for
gest its use in thick!ening gravies where meat is no.t used or districts within th1e, community.
'!:he Ghfi:Ldlren's BUJreau, in cooperation. with the Census
where the amount ,of melart juice is scanty.
A portion of it
used with the wheat flour will increase the brown color, the Bureau, has therefore devised an informal test which is carried out by loca[ committess and which brings home to the
flavor and the nutritiiV1e V1aJlUJe.
pm,ents of young babies the import~~ance (Jf accum.te and comCOTTONSEED AND CORNMEAL BREAD
pltete birth Tegistration, for 1rufter all, it is upon tlrei interest
2 cups boiling water.
and understanding of parents that an absolutely complete
liz tablle:spoon l1a1r1d! compound or other shortening.
record must, in this country, depend. '
2 t1ab!ie!S.poons sugar.
Of course a good State 1a;w is necessary to pl'ovide the
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machinery for.,neg~stering births in erach community and forwarding nelcords to the Stalte Registrar. A good law is necessary to give authority for the fining orf physicians and midwives who habitually f,aH to report the births they attend,
amd such fining has prov,ed essent]al for securimg registration in some communities. But even wtLth a good law and
officials who honestly try to enforce it, thelre .will always be
some =registered babies unless parents insist upon having
their chlildroo's births recorded.
Interest in birth registration is constantly growing..
Many State and city heialth depacrtments, are sy:stematicaHy
working for better l'elgistratli1on in their respective districts.
Volunteer commiltooes in 282 communitietS in 27 States
nave already reported to the Children's Bu11eau l)n local tests,
and over 250 committees•01re now at work. And Baby-Week
campaigns usU\ally include a birth-l'egistration day or some
other special pU:b~icity for the '3Ubject.-Gh:Udren's Bureau
Bulletin.
·
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you, it means me; let us pay heed to it and put it into practice.
Do not discard: it and thDow it awa~ as you would a scrap of
id!le gosslip, or 1a, fairy tale; but pres.erve it, place it where
we can find it, and freshen our memories fr= time to time
by reading. iJt over and OVIelr again, as a divine me1ssage from
the Father of H1ght. Let us not go around murmuring and
complaining because the !Saints failed to keep the commandments of God dn the beginning of this work, and redeem the
land of Zion as they were admonished to do. But let us profit
by the' past, and p1ay heed to the instruction given to us, at the
p,rle,sent time! and arise in the strength of the Lord and redeem Zion, in its fullest sletnse, as we are instructed in thlis
message to us. Let us not be slothful, nor faultfinding. But
let us examine oursehnes, and see whetherr we are in the!
faiith or not. See whether we are willing to make what we
c,all the sacrifice, or not, that this work demands orf us!
Oh! can we not see the need of usiQJ~g all the means that
God has giVien us, of talent, of influence, and of ea::rthly possessilons, to accomplish the work that he has intrusrte:d to our
care; that we may do our part in bringing about those conditions in the world, thrut will make it posS!ible for the Lorldl to
come and reign? Oh! when will we be willing to serve the
Lord with all the powlers of mind, ll1i1ght, and s,trength, or
substance, that he has given us? Whetn, oh, when will we
hav,e faith in God? When wliH we be, fully converted to the
A Spiritual Experience
full "law of libel'ty," that is comprehended in the gospel of
A waking from my sleep in the early hours of the morn- Jesus Cln'list?
Now, dear Saints, I trust that you will not pass this ading, and. meditating upon 'theJ work 1 hat lies be:£ore me, and
rmying to the Father for divine light to direct me in the monit1on lightly by; for it ha,s been giVIen me by the S'pirit;
work of the Master, the Spirit rested upon me, filling my $1d the Spirit s,aith further, that you should receive that
soul with light and joy and peaae; and I was moved upon by which comes through him whlom Godl has chosen and set at the
the Spirit :o v;rite, and bear testimony, to th,e divine calling head, as coming from the Father of light; andl if you wHI pay
and acceptamce of God, of his se~rvant, Fredevick M. Smith, heed to the instruction that he has given, and will glive from
whom he has cal1ed to be 1a leadelr ap:J.d standard bearer in time to time, my peopl<e shall prosper, and Zion shall be established, 1and be made a pLace of refuge for my people, when
his church and kingdom hel'e on .earth~
Of late, as I havre been tl'aveling through my district, over the devastating scourges shall go through the earth, cleansing
which · I rove been presiding,· I have be2111 greatly im- and purif~ing it from wickedness, and making !iit a fit dwellpi'essed by the Sp1r1i1t, to a.:CllmO!llJish the Saints to come! ing place for the righteK>us.
That we may all he valiant soldiers of the cDoss, and have
up to a· higher standard. And in so doing I have presented the Christ as that standard. Recently, after p1reaching no "slackers" in our r'anks, is the prayer of
Your humble SteJrvant,
a serm9n along this line, a brother approached me and said, ·
C. W. HAWKINS.
"Brother Hawkins, you have set the standa:rd so high that l
am afraid that I shall never b€1' able to relach it." My :rleply
was that we would have to reach it or we would never he1 able
Christmas Offering---Roll of Honor
to 1redeem z;ion. T1hiis has been giVIeln me by the Spirit.
Last evening ·on 'returning home from visiiting some of the
Up to October 21, Logan, Iowa, had $210 and are trying to
Sa,ints, I picked up the Ensign and Dead carefully the account
make it fifty d!oHars mol'e by November 4. This is "Girls'
of the dedicatory service, hellid at the Stone Church in IndeDay" and they ane working for tlh:e Ghrilstmas offering. The
pendence, the center Stake of Zion. Just belfore retiring for
school has an EmJI1ollment of 118, yet they aiJe wo:riking for
the night, I read the sermon delivered by the president of the
$aoo and exp1ect to get it.
church; and oh! how my soul was thrilled by the Spi,rffrt of
Alton, Illinois, with ·a membership of 21, reports as alGod, as I read the words of inspil'ation conta1ined in that mesreaJd(V raised the sum of $50, and they are still at wo1rk.
1
sage to the Saints of God; for i n it was Deite1rated those high
Fort Scott, Kansas, mised $15 last yean, but so far this
ideals that ha,d alrerud~ been given me ihy the Spirit, and had
y:~ear have $91.43, with a go1al of $120, with all look!itng etnpreceded this message to the western shores of Oawiforni1a. I
coumging.
thanked our h€!avenly Father that this has come in confirmaHiiteman, Iowa, turned in $37 last year. They set out to
tion of what had already been given by the Spirit.
raise $252 this yrear, andl by October 21 had raised $217.
The Lord has said. that out of the mouth of two or throo They will surely get the balance.
witnesses shall every word be established. So as the Splirit
The following is a copy of a letter which has some, most
·rests upon me this morning, I admonish you that you give
interlelsiJilllg experiences and o'hservations in it. Read iit over
heed to this message that 'has come to ~s through him whom and slee how it affects you:
God has appointed to reveal his will. The admonition ~f the
EAST SAINT LOUIS, ILLINOIS, September 6, 1917.
Spirit is that you read it caref!Uilly, thad; you reread it, and
study it oooc-efully; that every sentence of it may be impressed MR. ARTHUR W. SMITH,
upon your minds, and kept there as a beacon light to· guide
Federal Reserve Bank Building,
and ~t you in the p:atth of right and dluty. Do not pass
Saint Louis, Missouri.
it lightly by and console yoursehne:s with the thought toot it
Dear Brother: Your letter WOIS a great surp11i,se to me, and
meallllS some other brother Qr sister. Dear Saints, it means
caused teOII's of lovre to flow from my eyes. In it I see God's
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recognition of my offering. "Thine alms 'have come up to
me." This blessing alone is. a Godsend, and has paid me ten
times more than I have giVIen. How I w1sh that all the Saints
woul'dl inke God at hiis word. Y ela;rs before I came into thi'S
church I read Haggai again and again. That hook mald!e me
fear God.
My occupation is hammersmith-hlammering railroad ca;r
axles. I hav·e six men in my gang and we have very heavy
and hot work-,-piecework. Much depends on how long I can
keep my help work'ing each day if I am to get good wages.
I pay my tith1es, fteewill offerings, and all other obligations c.omin1g up from time to time. In addition I always, feel
and know that I cannot get ~s clos1e to God as he1 would ha,ve
me if I dlOi not sacrific:e.
During the spring when my wife began to save our pennie1s
we soon found! that we we:r1e leading iin the Chri<Stma1s ofl:iering
and my spirit was longing fo'r a chance to do more. Ourr
superin,ten:d!ent read ,a, lertte1r giving suggestions as to what we
could do to save for the offiering fund. Then the way was
opened; there was my chance to BJacrifice. The way was
pointed out and how to do it was before
and I decided then
and there to gi,ve my one day's labor. But what dla,y of the
month w10uld I give? The first working day of the month
came to my attention. After a :flew days' of considering and
taking the Sc11ipture for my help, I was still undecided.
Right here Satan triied to lielp me. He is so cunning, he kept
say,ing to mle, "The la!V'erage diay is right and fair because the
other SlllJints who haVIe> wages, will, if they give, have to giVI€
an ave:rage day-for they a11e workiillg by the ffiiOnth." I
was not satisfied. How did the lfmaiel]iltes giv;.e1? If they
looked over one hundred sheep did they take the first sheep
that pa,ssed? Was that the first of the flock?
· Thus I reasoned, and again Satan would answer and say:
"Yes, certainly, that would b'e the leader." But, I reasoned
on, suppose the first one would be a little, undlerr the average~
suppos,e my first day's work would not come up to the average? OoiUild I b1e1 happy and content over such a gift? No,
God shall ha,ve the best of thel fruit, the best day's wage I
d11aw dturling the month. Well, I felt content and the fi:rst
week the LOrd favo11ed us with a, class of work, doing Which
we could maike more than usually was made, and I askeid
Go1dl to help me, and on the 24th da,y od' June I turned into
the Sunday school as Chrii,stmas offering $11.77. Bishop
McGuire dieidlicated our church that morning.
·
I now decided to give one day's wages each month to the
Lord and on the 9'th day of July I made $10.35, amd said:
"Lord, if I do not ge1t a better day during this month, this is
your day." The very next day I made $10.80, ailld I thanked
God that I ha,d beat the day previous, but I was not satisfied
and I tried to get my help to work harder and heat this mark
the next day, but they wenel satli1s,fi1ed and had enough at $10.80
for me. Then I I'ealized that God thought I had dollf>: enough
and he gave me as much Oil1 the eleventh as I harl given him
the day before and that was 1a blessing to me. August 7 I
offered God $12.40, but he let me keep that and on August 9
I gave him $12.90 which I turned to the >Sunday school >September 2.
Your brother in gospel fellowship,

me

JEROME OWENS NOLES,

T1'ying to be a worthy servant of Christ.

Nauvoo District and Eastern Iowa
Rlespondling to a call from the offidals of the above districts,
the undersigned visited them in their recent oonventions,
under the auspices of the Religio Lecture Bu:re1au.
The Nauvoo people mert of Rock Creek, ne~r Adrian, Illi-

nois, a rtHia~ community. The conventions took a '!.ong step
forward in decidiillg to hold only one business sesslion a year,
and devote the other two to educational or institute features.
They 1also favored an amendment to the Sundlay school constitution which would allow those districts which desim it,
to dispffil.Sel with the delegate system in thelir district conventi>Oil1S.

The auxiliary work of the d:istrict is in a progressive state,
but needs-and which district does, not--constant supervision
and urging by its leaders iii!1 district and local capacity.
The11e was little business to be handled, so the most of th,e
ti'mie was detvoted to institute work, with a lecture in the
evening.
By Sunday the attendance wa1s guod, some young men walking nine miles from Fort Madison, after being up most of the
night in getting there from Burliiiligton.
During the sacrament servJic,e in the afternoon two young
men we11e ordained to the priesthood: W. H. Gunn, o.f Fort
Madison, to the' office of elder, and J. F. Mclnt~re, of Burlington, a priest.
The district hrud be;en observing the custom of giving fifty
p1er cent of the oblations at a conference sacrament meeting
to the branch where held, and the rest to the district fund.
On recommendati<oil1 of Bishop G. P. Lambert, the rendition
of the law by the bishopric at the recent General Conferemce
was acceded to, and hereafter.the entire amount of all oblati,oill<S will be turned into the church treasury.
During the week it was our privilege to visit the people art
Fort Madison and Burlington and address them along th'€1
lines of amxil'iary extension, pres,enting what we considel'led
some of 'the la,rge1r phases of this work.
, Eastern Iowa met a little ea~dy this yea,r, ibJeiginning on
Thur'sday afternoon. The meeting place was at Fulton, a
village north of Maquoketa, about seveil1 miles. In this community Brother John Heide and his married sons ail1d
daughtJe1rs, with their familiies ;make up the principal part ocf
a live bramch' of energetic workers.
They, too, favored one business session and the priV'i[ege
of disp,elitsiing with the delegate system for small districts.
The literature work was launched by e~ecting three active
workers, and we expect to hear good results £rom this. In
vaiiliOI\lS lines, we came to know of plans for increased effidency and! activity tin a numherr of departments.
They j;J,ermitted us, to ,occupy both• Thursday anldi Friday
evenings, and we also had a good time at the business sessions, whm'e a number of interesting ma,tters were discussed.
S:ister Lu1a Slandy arrived on Friday, to find that all her
letters but one had been returrned to the writers. She had
intended to fill a numlb~r of >appoi1ntments 'immediiately following her visit to Fulton, in thle intemsts of her tour as.
president of the Wuman's Auxiliary, but there was nothing
to ,do but write 1a postal card to all who might have had any
inclinati0il1S to write ,her, telling them of the slirtuati!On. This
may even :reach the eye of somle who were expecting a visit,
only to be diElappuinted w'hlen the time came and she did not
appear.
She is doing a good work, and all who can do so should
ar11ange fm· a visit. As no.ted in Last week's ~.ss~e, she !iis to
he in Chicago on the 11th, rund intemdls to visit Michigan p•rlior
to that date. By addressing hell' in care of David E. Dowkerr,
6549 $outh Lincoln Street, Chicago, IllinoiiS, arrangemlellllts
may be .made at a mliinimum of exl)ense..
While the work of the Sui111dlary schoo~ and R'eHgio in these
two districts. is not all !t should be, we were made to 11ealize
tbiat they both hlave .the matlerial. The necessity of a· consecration of purpose among thos'e who have the abiltilty--,though it mary be 1atent-;-is appar~lllt to all who look into the
situation. We haVIe hopes that the day is at hand' when such
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a consecration, will be mrude and the work prosper as never
before.
It is pleasing to note the V'elr'Y hearty coopera.tion between
the district officials of the church with the auxHi1ary workers,
a.ll realizing the impmtance of efficient organization and
methods. In f1act when it was found that Sister Sandy" could
be present on Sia,turday ev;ening Brethven William Sparling
:and E. R. Davis readli[y granted her the afte•rnoon hourr of
three, anld thle evening. However, the Sunday school had some
numbers left over, which they would put on during part oct:
the 16'Vendlllg. w.e left in the afternoon :for home, and did not
:g1ert to hear the program,. much 1as we would have liked.
Neither did we learn the1 =ture of the Sunday services.
It selffills to us that ·in the le!Cture courses offer'ed by the
Relig1i1o the're are exc~ptional opportunitile!s for both those
w:ho hear and those who go. There is Gin interchange of
experiences which can but he valuable for years to come. We
understlllllld the calls are gr'atifyingly nume!r,ous., and we hav'e
no doubt they will continue so as their benerfits are more
fully understo,od:.
The exp1e1riences we had and the pleasure of meeting so
many noble Sain,ts will llie'Ver he forgotten: They expressed
the1r appreciation of our efforts and we he1r1eby publicly
extend ours. It was a most el!ljoyahle trlip.
E. D. MOORE.

Two-Day Meeting and Church Dedication
at Marlette, Michigan
Notwithstanding the cold ;r1a1in and bad roads a goodly
number assembled on the morning of October 13. The Spirit
was press1nt in the praye,r meeting, causing all to rejoice under
. the: gentle influence of the same.
The eleven o'clock preaching service by Elder J. J. Bailey
'iV'as v;ery instructive.. The aftP.:rnoon was occupied with
j):reachd,ng at 2.30 p. m. Abo our :diistriict chorister, Sister
PJ<ato, was vvith us to take ch:;;~gJe of the singing, clo:n~; so in
a very instructiVJe way and her efforts were ~ppreciated by all.
SundaJy morning we hatd prayer and testimony meeting at
9 .a. m. 1Saints wm·e present from difl'ier'ent parts of the
dlistrict. Many noble testdmonies were offered and a good
degre~e of the Spir~t was present to manifest God's good/ness
toward us. All m1e f.e,eling encouraged to p11e's's thei,r way
onward with a greater determinlati,on to do the Lord's will.
The meeting closed with the ordina1tion of Brother Dexter
Foster to the offic,e oct' elder.
In the afternoon at 2.30 occurood the dedicator:rial service,
an event the S>atints had labored f,or a long time to a,ccomplish.
glidiet William Grice was in charge, as1sisted by the wni,ter.
Aft.er song amid prayer a brief history of the church \VIa,s
given by the writer, a:fte:r which Elde!r Grice preached an
inspiring oormon to the1 brge ·and attentive audience, cornmending the Srui:nts for their f,aithif1wlne·ss and the malllner
in which they had accompLished their work, ruso setting forth
the works of God, tl).e setting up of the church of God in a
spinitual manner. Then came the transfer of deted, also the!
chu:rch kieys were transferred to Elder Grice :in the name of
Jesus Christ and in behalf of the Marltette Sa:Lnts., with a
11equest that lie in turn would place them !in the hands of the
proper officer of the church for the use of the Reorganized
_Church of J,esus Christ of Latter Day Saints. He in turn
promisied to do so, seeing that the deed was placed in the hamd
of the bishop of the church, also giving the keys over to the
deacon pf the branch, Daniel W estov;elr, admonishing him to
fuithfully look afte~r and care for the church and comfort
of the Saints. Then the dedicatory pmyer was offeDed by
Brother Grice.
The Sunday school field worker, Brotheir D. V. Schaarr,
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also Rleilig'lO field worker, J. R. Grice, we11e 'vith us to instruct
along the line of duty in the two auxil:iari.es. The se'rvices
we:r:e of a high spiritual order, being very instructiv,e'
The Saints who did nort; rerturn to their home1s Sunday
evening met with the Sadnts of the branch at 7 a. m. Monday
morning for prayer meeting, which proved to be a feast to all,
the Lord speaking th'rough our worthy dlistrict president,
,William Grice, ctaJling Daniel Westover to the office of priest,
and Charles F,o,stecr to that •of deacon, admonishing the
Sa,ints to lay 'aside the temporal and take on the spiritual side,
and imparting of theii1r substance for the upbuilding of Zion.
O!nly thos~ who are Slruints can gr1rusp the meaning of such a
Yours in gospel bonds,
service.
J. H. MEAD.
PONTIAC, MICHIGAN, 2,52 State Avenue.

Callands Grove District
Our fall conference held at M~,Uard, Iowa,, on October 13
,and 14 addis one mo11e successti'ul conference to the annals of
the history of our distnict. T;hle Wle!ather during the con:Derence turned out to be: fine, afford[ng a good attendanc,e:, and
a very lively interest was taken rim the S1essions thvoughout.
Broth'er P:earsall, our district chorister, had the musical
phas1e well in hand. He was supporteld by a host of singer'S,
the platform in the church being filled at each s1ession. The
wise man says, "thielre is. no new thing under the sun" yert
some of us found songs in th'e Hymnal that wel"e decideday
not old. The musical work is ga:~ning in our district, and
Br1other P·ea:rsall has in mind now the joining of our fo:rces
in the larger branches in the southern p1art of the district into
a choral union, looking to, as we understand, a possible organiZJatiml of the whole d[strict at our reunion ne!Xt August.
The preaching watS of a very high order. Elder J. B.
Bta,rrett of the missiornary forc1e, occupied on Saturday evenilng and again on Sunday afternoon. He was in good foll"m
and spoke with freedom, and his messags w1as very much
appreciated. Patri;a:rch Charles E. Butterworth occupied Sunday morning, and again on Sunday evening, in his charactel'istic style, bringing a message home to the Saints with s:uch
forceful logic and a command of bJis subject, that all must
have been impressed that he "knew whereof he spoke."
The entertainment the visiting Saints received: art; the hands
of the Mallard Saints was 'first class, and everyone f,elt kia,th
to 1eave such a hospitable enwlronment.
The convention of the Sunday school and Religio was held
on Thursday eV1ening and Friday pvior to the conference.
Talks, pap'ers, anld round talbles, on subjects of vital interest
were a feature of the program. The last session of the convention was in chargJ~ of thie Ma,llard local and a high dass
program was given. The tot of five years and the sage of
three score were us,~d with profit .in this progmm.
Three social services were held all told, and the! Saints
were given opportunity to giv,e vocal expression to their inward feelings. The volice of the S:p~rit admonished us to be
more humble and followed with special promistes of the Lord's
protection oif his people notwithstanding the "besom of woe~'
, with which the nations w;ere being swept. Sp:ecial direction
was given to us a,s ,a d:iistrict, in that, some places which
seemed to be crooked, anldl :firom purely a human viewpoint,
!beyond ·repair, would be mqde straight. Our young men,
intle!rp:reted to m~an s.ome of those then pl"esent at the conference, and others throughout the distriict, were admonished
to pl"ep1ail1e for special WIOirik in the priesthood.
Our reunion is to be held at Dow City, Iowa, in August
next and we are lool:ing forward to that time wlith interest.
February conference conven1e1s at Denison, Iowa.
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We leave such gathe~rilngs as this to taike up our regula:r
vDcations, some to theri!r plow, otherrs to their schools, offices,
or duties domestic, but wei £ee[ that out of it all something
bias been gained that will make life larger and of more value
to ourselves, anldl to the homels, community, Nation, and church
of which wle are a part.
For the ,informatil01n of those in the district who advanced
funds to rrneret the expelnis>es of thle tent work at Fort Dodge,
will say that the meetings cofiuinued over a, period of aibout ·
eight wl2!eks. Eid:eTs Harpe and Barrett h_<)1d'ing forth to
good advantage for about five weeks together, when Elderr
Barreitt was forced to seek a chang~e on account of ill health.
Brother Harpe continued th:e l1arst three weeks alone, baptizing
eight and organizing a Sunday school. The Sunday school
will und\oubtedly provce a factor for good a:s they wre holding
regular sessions, and have preaching each Sunday morning
by Elder John J ordirson of Coalville.
W.ith best wishes for Zion's c1ause,
C. E·. ANDERSON.
WEBSTER CITY, IOWA.

To the South Dakota Saints

a means of fulfilling the law, the twelve will uake measures
in connection with the bishop, to execute the law of tith'ing;
and 1eit them before God see to rit, that the tempo:rral means so
obtained is truly used for the purposes of the church." (Doctrine and Covenants 114: 1.) Furthecr, we have: "The law
must be fulfilled, if we are to be acc,epted a'S the children of
God, ouhre:rwis~ we are no better in, our works thla:n othe~·s,
'who leave undor!llel the things th:at they should do.' "
When you read this, take five minutes and see if you can
think of anry ,place where you can pia,ce: your money where it
will be safer or bring a larger r~a~te of interest. Can you
think of any? There is none. The blres'sings of heaven await
him who is faithful in following the instructions of God.
Dear Siaints, dk> not neglect this duty, but now render unto
God his dues. You cerbalilnly wouM not like to ibe called dishonest, or "hrarrd to collect of," or one who never pays a bill
if he c•aJn avoid dot, yet you are under obligation to him with
whom you are in partnership, and you should pay him 'as you
p1ay other debts.
I will gladly and promptly receipt you for any money sent
me for the church.
Yours in his service,
HURON, SOUTH DAKOTA.
E. E. WILLARD.

Once again through that wonderful process of law, the
earth, the mother of us all, has transformed a part of her
substam~e into food for her childr>en. Ervier careful of her offspring, she gives us only that which is pure arid good; she
· has never failed to fUirnish her .own with all the~ have required to sustain them t1H the next harvest. Sh!e has never
fiarilred to Temember our needs.
As a wise mothe1r she gives us that which nourishes our
every part, that which meets our every need. She aloo gives
us that which pleases the taste, the sweets, the condimelnt.s,
the spices. From her wondedul s,tol~ehouse she brings forth
fruits and meat in due season.
This year has belen one when she h!a.s b1elssed her chi1dren
with a lavish hand. She has filled ovr granra,ries to overflowing, and has taught us to g;atheT for tho•se unla,ble to do so
for themselves.
South Dakota has just h!a1rvested the bigg;est c11op in its
hr.story; prices have nev.er belen so high; the farmer to-day is
the master of the world. As we al'el all members of one la,rge
framily, the success of one deprends upon the suc0e1ss of others.
The merchant i.s helpiess without the farmer, the meiChanic is
idle if the farmer faHs to sow.
There is a d!e1gree of faith mani,fested in all this even if it is
sometimes blind. If He who establi~sheid this law of production
should revoke that law, how long _couhll we survive? Have
we any daim on God that we can compel him to feed and
clothe us? Wha;t have wer done thart m('lrits his: g~enerrosity?
Through his divine wisdom worr[ds have: been created, billions of men and women have lived and died. Surely this has
all been done: with some w!ell lwi:d out plan and for some good
purpose. Think you that with the wodd in the condition it is
to~d!ay that we have done: our part in God's gre:a:t scheme? He
has tried several iJ:ilnles to redeem man f.rom the awful fate he
has rushed into. W1e have now come to our lrast opportunity,
this is the last time thiat he will strliw~ with man. He hws
established a plan whereiby we 0an oe saveld. As Saints we all
know what this. plan is and the laws governing, but do we
fully .realize how binding eJach law is and how much depends
on the full observance of each and every one?
Take th:ei larw of tithing and consecm.tion for instance, and
you win find toot i:t is just as essential to salvation as baptism or any of the other ordinarnces.
In the instructilon to the church upon this part of the law
in 1861, we have ~as follows: "In order to place the church in
a position to carry on the promulgation of the gosp~l, anid as

IHLEN, MINNESOTA, Octobetr 17, 1917.
EditoTs HeTald: I thought I would writ·e a few· lines to
your pages. I would not be without the church papers, for
being in an isolated conldition, they a:re a source of strength to
me. I enjoy every articlrer, and esp>ecially the sermons and }etters, from th1ose isolated as I am. I surely miss my brothers
and my sisters in my former home.
How thankful I am to my heavenly Father that I was p·ermitted to acc.ept the1 gospel in its. fulln.e:ss and that ,~uring
these prerilous times we c:an feel the ass.urance that God will
guide, gual'd and direct us, if we will only Iet him. When
we hea:r statements from those not of our f~aith, that they
fear and tremble f,or the outcome of conditions, peace comeiS
t'o us. in place of fear, for we know that we' have nothing to
fear, if only we will live our rerrigion.
I have 11ead and studied the diffre1rent a>rticles in the church
paper'8 concerning the different. opinions of our brothers and
sisters il!l regard to the stand the church take1s in this war, and
it S·eeTI!s to me anyone that will read section 95 in the Doctrine
and Covenants, E:lSpecially the sixth parragraph, will see that
our country is justi:fied! in going to war and that our president surely has lifteid up the ensign of peace more than three
times. I am proud of the stan<i the church is taking in s.tandi:ng back of the Nation. Although wa,r brings u.s horror, we
cannot stand by and see the weak crushed without doing what
we can to prevent it.
My littLe son and myself are the only Latter Day Saints
in this little town, although there is a fine family of Saints in
the next town, Ja1sper, just five miles away, Brother and Sis~
ter Arthur Adams, with whom we .visit occasironJaJly. We·
surely feel strengthened and encourag1ed after. such visits.
I have held the Sunday school at the schoolhouse over a.
year now, and have enjoyetd: it and hope good may come Olf it.
At present we have fourteen members., but !have h:ad as many
as twenty-three. Th11ee families mov.eid away, taking several
of the scholars. Have also talked to several about the gospel
and distributed quite a few tmcts and li1Jelrature of all kinds.
Brother Darby was here and preached th11e~ times to fairriy
good crowds, so I .am a,t least doing what little I can to bring
the gospel before the people. I am trying to let the results
be with God.
I am not ashamed of the namer of La.tter Day .Saint. I am
heartily proud of it and hoprel to grow in knowledlge and wisdom so that I may more intelligently defend the work.
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Our Sunday: school is doing their little bit for the Christmas offering, am already have over eight dollars.
I would sul'e~y be pleas,ed to: welcomellaillY of the Swints coming through here and especially any of the ministry and will
make arrangements for preaching if any come. this way,:. We
live on the terminal hetWie~n Sioux City and Wilmar.
Ever pr:l!ying for the ad~wncemernt of .God's people,
I am your sister in gospel· bornds,
MRS. C. E. WOLI!'E.
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their letter this summer. They have livedl a good, honest, upright lif·e. They ar1e both English, from Birmingham, am,d
Sister Rathhurn made me two Yorkshire pudd~ngs and other
good old-fashioned E:nglish dishes, which reminded me of
days gone by.
My next stop was at B'l'IOther Reibo,ld's, but owing to busy
times' my crowd was not l<arg1e, but I sul'e enjoyed my stay.
They are Getrmans, but we were at peace, very much so. '
Brother George brought me about thirteen mile1s on my way
to catch the Mount Grove mail auto, so I am safely landed
waiting for my trnin.
Yours, hoping for the future!,
H. SPARLING.

WHEELING, "\VEST VIRGINIA, October 19, 1917.
Edito1·s Herald: I beHeve our church dedication has beern
written up and no doubt will he published s!)on, but the11e was
a little affair, sort of an aftermath.
FISHER, ARKANSAS, October 22, 1917.
Brother Griffiths, of course, with Biishop J. }\. Becker had
Editors Herald: J:Uist a few lines f~rom the sunny South.
charge of the dedication, and being the founder of the work
herte; .and th11ough · his fatherly watchcare atn:d counsel for I condlucted a fine meeting liin AuguS!t at Win,thtrop, a newly
about thirty-five years has natumlly b.ecome very much en- organized branch. Brother Barney Sharp, a young elder, has
deared to the hearts of the Saints, both those1 who "haw the branch in chrurge. He is a fine wor~er, doing all he can
gone on before" and those who now ,e;ndoy the full fruits of his to get the gospel bmore the people. Brother and Sister Mcsacrificing labors. Wishing to show him especial honor at Clain live thel'e. They hlave been faithful getting the gospel
this time, our bmnch president, Brother L. A. Serig pre• built up 'i n that town. The: good 8a:i:nts there know how to remember a missionary in h:is expelnses.
~ailed upon him to 11emai:n over Monday evenilng after the
My next stop was at Bald Knob, whe:t1e I found Brother 0.
dedicatiorn to "talk OV1elr matters." In the meaJntime he had
F. Whitte in cha:rge of the work. He is indlek;,d a fine man
quietly passed word around for the Saints to gather at his
doing all he can for the work. He is successful in his financiai
home.
Monday. evening Bl'other Griffiths a,ndJ Brothe1r Serig weoo business.. He is highly e:steemed by all that know him.
sittitng in the p!a,rlor very seriously engaged in convers~a,tion Brothe•r and Si,stel' M1artin, B11other and Sister Edwards a:ndl
and the folks b:egan to come i1n quietly and unobsel"Ved-one a few others are trying to keep the camp fire blazing in the
or two at a time. After a while Brother Griffiths loolmd town.
At Fisher, my next stop, I found Brother D. M. Balden in
around and was surprised to see the room half filled with
He is a fine man. He ,i,s wisely watching over the
charge.
peop1e. He then realized what was up and the conversation
became more general. Others kept coming in arnd though little flock at Fishe!r. We or1dlained a fine man, Brother
all the visitors. had Left for theiitr distant home1s there wa,s Oha,rley Hea11dy, a d~acon. He has a bright future. Thell'lel
qUiilte a fine gathering pl'esernt. Notwithstanding his extensJve are some noble Saints in the Fisher Branch. They are doing
laho:t1s o~ isles and continents, Brother Griffiths has spent ·all they can to build up the gosp<el .J:n that place, and they
a lot of time in our territory, so a large part of the ev,etning n:e'Ver let a missionary go aw:ay, needing anything for his
was spent listening to the amusing and interesting J;1eminis- tl'laveiin,g exp,e:n:ses. There are many bright fea,tures for the
censes which he tol:dl. Music w:as one 00' the diKnersions and gospel 'in this 8tate. The Saints are becooning more in~efreshmetn:ts were served. A small purse was •pl'estentedl to terested in the' tithing law and in the laws of the gospel in
Brother Griffiths and at a reasonable hour good-bys we:r<e said general.
At all th~ points mentioned we had fine meetings and bapwith the hope that he would be able to return and visit us
tiZJed some fine people, so amid all the da,rk war clouds that
many mo11e timets yet.
Yours in service,
a,re rising and thie many trials we hav,e to pass through, there
SAMUEL A. MARTIN.
3526 Woods Street.
is a bright hope that Zion will soon be built up and the
church be ready for the coming of our Savior.
MOUNTAIN GROVE, MISSOURI, Octob~r 20, 1917.
'So may the Lord bl~ess his work everywhelre.
Editors Heerald,: Just got in from a trip ac11oss Dent, Te!Xas,
Your brother,
and Wright CoUIIllties. I called on a few of our scattered
E. A. ERWIN.
Saints in those counties. My first stop was ·at Salem, Dent
·county, whelre Bl'Other and Sister Guy Routh now live. I
bapti7jed H11olther Guy this trip and Le<ft quite a number of
From Here and There
others very near the kingdom. Stister Routh has lived a life
highly spol}.en of by her neighbors. She is not like some of our
If anyone knows the whereabouts of Joseph Chestnut,
Saints who will not mix tand mangle with othetr worshipers,
please inform S. D. Huff, Clydlel, Colo.m,do.
hut she ·atternds their meetings and Sunday scho-otl and has
The ISaii!lts :at :bes Moin:es are in the midst of a s1eries of
done a grea',t de:al towards S<ecuring us a good hearing. This
d:s how it should be if you wanlt to get a hearing when our meetings, with J. J. Cornish as sp·e~ker, beginn:ing October
26 and continuing over three Sundays.
elders come in.
My next stop was near Licking, Texa,s County, where the
Elder I. A. Smith stopped for a day or two over Sunday,
gospel had never beern hiea:rd and a very larwe attendance the 28th, on his way to Des Moines from Independence. He
greeted the "Englishman,." I had splendid arttention and the W3!S enga,ged in chul'ch busilness.
best of behavior that I ever hrudl. The young people saJng for
We note that E1dier F. F. Wipper, who has been laboring in
me and others invited me home. One Mr. Hadley, who also
is English, both he and his wife, helti1eve in the1 meStsage very the N ortbie1astern Illinois Dist11iet, has accepted a position litn
strongly, also seve11al others, and I can say if the husbarnds the offi0e of the Presiding Bishopric, at IIJidependence, Miswere as eaffily convinced as the wiw.s, I would hiave haptiz.ed souri.
"If any mother having boys at Camp Funston wliishes any
several more on this trip, I am sure. Brotheu and Sister
Rathburn have lived near Licking Io these teln years and I saw service done their sons, we will be glad to act for them, if
1
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they will give us names and aJd!dlresses.-Mr. and Mrs. William Madison, M'anlhiatten, ~ansas, 618 Osag1e: Street."

C1rul'ke A venue, P1eoria, Illinois; William R. Norris, secretary
pro tern.

Brother Louie F. Beaty, of Marshfield,, Oregon, sends us
a picture of two very old :Saints :a;t that place. The si.stel' is
ninety years old and her husband eighty-sev1e!n. They have
been members of the church for twenty years and have not
been in a church building for eleV1e1n years, being isolated from
sueh privileges. Sh:e r1eads without gla:sses amd does her own
housework. We wish we had their names.

Convention Minutes

I.

MISCELLANEOUS DEPARTMENT

KEWANEE.-Sundia:y school, in joint con-v;ention with Religio
a,t MiUersbUJr'g, Illinoli:s, October 5, 1917, with W. V. Holmes.
superintendlent in dhiarge, assis:ted by Ed Jones, assistant
superintendent. It was made a mass convention. Emma
:j{nott was el:ected a: member of the gospel literature boa,rd.
DeJ:egates to G:etneral Convention: E. A. Curtis and wife:,
Kitty Pine; W. E. p,~ak, FlorenCie Holmes, li!l,ez Wakeland,
Nona Wakeland. Galesburg school added to district. R. F.
Healey :11e1signed as secretary, and Elbert L. H:o1mes elected _
in his stead. Marjorie Holmes was elected normal superintendent. Meet again day previous to confer:emce. Elbert L.
Holmes, secr:ei1Ja;ry.

Conference Notices
Conference Minutes
WESTERN MAINE.-With Mountainville, October 27 and 28.
Statistic1al reports were read from 5 b11anches and showl:ld
an increas,e of 12 in the district. Ministerial l'eports were
read and bishop's agent repoirted receipts of $1,431.68,
expe:nditureiS $1,431.68. Rola:nd Morey was orclia:ined to office
of pDiest. Good attendanc:e and good spirit prevailed throughout the conference. 0. R. Mil1er, from Boston, wa:s with us.
Mrs. L. J. Eaton, socretary.
DES MOINEs.-Met a:t Nevada, Iowa, in charge of district
presidency, 0. -Salisbury, H. Castings, and .Charles L. Nirk.
Blrlanch reports: Nevacl:a, 82, loss 6; Runnells 119, gain 5;
Clear Greelk 28; Packard 22, gain 1; Rhodes 116, gain 4;
Knoxville 27, gain 6; Des Moines 551, gain 14; Oskaloosa, 60,
g~ain 6; Perry 93, gain 3; Boonl:l 149. Victor G. Lents was
recommended for ordination to: offic,e of prliest by Rhodes
Branch and it was approved. Rie:qure:s,t f:r1om the Clear Creek
Branch that they be disorganized and g11anted letters of removal to the Rhodes Branch was app:l'OMed. Adjourned to
meet at Des Moillles in F:ebrula,ry. Bessy Laughlin, secretary.
NORTHERN MrCHIGAN.-At Boy:ne City, October 21 and 22,
J. F. Curtis, A. E. Starks and D. 'Schl'e!Uir presiding. Reports from Gulliver, Bella~De, Boyne City, East Jordan, Onaway, Cllear ~prings, Gaylord, Vande~bilt, Boyne F:alls.
Mli:nisterial reports were [!'lead, also l'eports fr:om officers. Delegates ~elected and given full power. Officers elected: A. E.
:::;tarks, po:"esident; D. Schreur, vioe president; A. E. Starks,
tveasurer and bishop's agent. Speakers wer1e J. F. Curtis,
A. ,Schr:erur; E. N. Hurt, R. D. Davis. A. E. Starks was ordadned to the offic1e1 of high pde!st, W. AUdread and George
H. J osly,n to office of elder. A good spirit preVIailed and the
lilllterle:st manid'rested showed a growth in Northern Michig-an.
C. N. Burtch, secvetary.
KEWANEE.-At MiHer:sburg, Illinois, October 6 and 7, F. M.
Sheehy and ClhiarLes L. Holmes presiding. William R. Norris
secreta~ry pro tern, Flor~nce Holmes, assistif!lg. _ Branches
reported: Kewanee 138; Joy 114; Dahinda 88, Twin City 81;
Buffalo Prairie 75; Millersburg .73; Peoria 68; Matherville
65; Canton 53; Rock Js,land 44. W. E. P1eak, district prr~si
dent, reported! 1and l'eicommended that Hubert J. Archambault of Rock Island, be ordained to office of elder, and Edwa:rd Jones, of Kewanee be ordained pri!e1st. Ordinatio:ns
proVIikled for. Delegates to Genem,l CoDJ:ile1rence: Brother and
rSiste:r E. A. Curtis, Brother and Sister William E. Waketand, Elizalbleth Cole, KJitty Pine, Joseph Asay, alternates:
Srudie Adams, Hubert Archambault, Florence Holme1s. Carrie
Holmes of Joy, Illinois, was chosen as member of the gospel
litera,ture board. A motion to reconsider the peltition from
Buff:aJo Pra!ill'ie Branch,. pi"elsented at the last colllference with
:r1eference to reinstating the Kindlespargers to membership,
W!a1s voted upon favorably. It was v,o:ted to peti,tion the: next
General Gonfevence to authorize Buffalo Pra1rie to reinstate:
JOJna Kindlespa1rger to membership in their branch. (His
name had been era,s:ed without trital at his o;wn request, hack
in the sixties.) Motion prevll!iled that th~ conferenc:e suggest
to the Twin City Brianch,' in East Moline, Illinois, that they
change theli1r name to that of E:ast Moline B:mneh. Next
conf&E:;ncle will be held at Kewanee next summer, the date to
be left to the distrii1ct presidency. W. E. Peak, dirstrict presidient, was alhsent on a~ccount of the s1ickllless in his family.
District se'Cretary too ill to be pDesent. But there werEt present 1 apostle, 1 seventy, 12 elders, 5 priests, 3 teachers, 3
deacons. A large numbe!r of del:egates weve pres1ent and a
good conference was ha:d. M:ary E. Gillin, semetary, 115

Mobile District, at MobdJe, Alabama, November 24 and 25,
A. E. Wa:rr, presideint.
Northern Wisconsin, at Porcupine, November 24 and 25,
1917. Send reports to S. E. Llimngston, Arkansaw, Wisconsin,
R. F. D. Ivy Fishielr, clerk.
Northern Wisconsin, ak Porcupine, November 24 and 2:5.
M1embers of .the priesthood 1ai!ld officers required to report.
Visiting Saints will be provlilded for, as last :y;elar. S. E.
Livii!lgston, president.
Southern Wisconsin, at Evansville, December 1 a,nd 2. J.
F. Curtis and W. A. McDowell (patriarch) will be presen1t,
in addit1i1on to local missionary force. Branch offic~s pl1ease
s'end reports in time. B. C. Flint, 401 Second Street, Evansville, Wtisconsin, p:r1esid€Jnt; Audrey B. Dutton, 315 South
First StreeJt, Evansville, Wisconsin, se'Cre:ta,ry.

Convention Notices
Mobile ,Sunday school November 23, at Mobile, Alabama.
A. E. Warr, superintendent.
,
Northern' Wiscons,in Sunday school, No¥ember 23, 1917, at
Porcupine. P:rayer meet1ng at 9 a. m. Come prepared to
both learn and t1e1ach. Ivy Fisherr, secreltary.
, Northern Wisc,onsin Relig1i,o at Porcupine, Pepin County,
Nov;e\Illber 23. W,e li:ope for a profitable time and that all will
attend who can. Leonard Houghton, president. G. A. Lafferty, sec'retary.

Church Dedication
Dedication of the chUir'Ch at Cralumet, Oklahoma, Nov:etmlber
25. William M. Aylor and Walter W. Ghrestemsem are expected to be p,r.esent andl a hearty Wleilcome is extended to all
who can come. A. W. Sanders.

Correction for Literature Workers
Through an oversight, the numbers: of the blanks suggested
i,n the leaflet of instructions fo:r Jit,eratuTiel boards were incorrect. On p:a;ge 6 they a,re liste!d as 8129 allld S125, when
they sih:ould have been R141 and R142 respectively. It ils: a
little mistake!, but one which is apt to cause considera1bl1e1 annoyanc.e, so pJ,ease make the co:rrection in your own books
and help· us get the maitter stm:ightened out..
E. D. MooRE.

About Church Papers for Soldiers and Sailors
It seems we made! a mistake in i,ncluding the Ensign in
our recent statement. All publications which hear the "Notice .to R,e:a:dier" on the froDit page may be handed to any
posta,l·employee after ula:eing a on1ef-cent United! States stamp
on the notice, and they will be sent to our soldiers a1nd sailors
abroad. No doubt the Ensign publishers will arrang1e1 to print
this notioe and allow it to be sent in thdis mannrelr as the
HERALD :and Autumn £,eaves do. Will an takle\ i!lOtice of the
matter and do not plaoe the stamps on papers not bearing
th& notice. R. W. Farrell, 14 ~enwood Stree,t, Providence,
Rhode Island.

A Christmas Suggestion
Whelll you make a present of The Youth's Companion you
are giving i!10t melrely the me1ans of who1esome ploosure and
fascinating in:f1ormation €IVery week. · The Companion- is
all tlha:t. But it i,s something more. Hundreds of l'ett'ers to
The Co-mpanion speak of the influence oct' the' paper in bind-
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ing horne1 ties. The rno·th:ers 1t~nd fathers and the boys and
girls in Companion farniii,es wre< very close knit in their. affections. They have a C<ornmon interest in the! same! duties and
recreat<ions, and they all reg,ard The Companion a's one of
thems<eiwiS.
It has a personality and a cha'racter unique
among publications, and you ~annot introduce a. more inspitring influence into any home1 circle,.
It is no't a publication me:re~y-it's a friend. The Companion alone is $2.00, but the publishers make an Ext11aorrdi,nary Double Christ"YYY!ltS Present Offer-The Youth's Companion and McCall's M.a.gazine together f1or $2.25.
Thlis two-at-one-price offer includes:
1. The Youth's Companion-52 issue.s in 1918.
2. All remaining 1917 issues of The Companion free.
3. The Companion Home Cal1endar for 1918.
4. McCall's Magazine-12 fa.shion numbers in 1918.
All :Dnr only $2.25.
THE YOUTH'S: COMPANION,
Commonwealth Ave., Boston, Mass.
New subscriptions received at this office1.

Our Departed Ones .
DICE.-Ina May was horn February 9, 1882, at Gallands
Grove, Iowa. Ba'ptized October 10, 1892, at Loga~ Iowa, by
T. W. Chatburn. Came with her parents to :Stewartsville,
Missouri, 1902, where she lived until three weeks pr.evious to
her demise. Died October 18, 1917, at Albuquerque, New
Mexico. Sermon by T. T. Hinderks, assisted by T. A. Ivie.
Interment in Stewartsville, Missouri.
ELLIOTT.-Edith W. was born February 16, 1889, at London,
Ontario. Baptized October, 1897, at London ·by President
Joseph Smith. Married August 11, 1915, at London. She
leaves to mourn, husband, father, mother, 5 sis.te:rs·, and 1
brother. Funeral services at the home of her father on R.ectory Street and in the church on Maitland ,Street, in charge
of William Fligg, assisted by J. C. Mottashed.
CocHRAN.-Thompson Gochran was born May 24, 1845, at
A ugh sean,. Ireland, of Scotch-Irish parentage. Came to
America when 7 years of age. In 1868 married Ann Eliza
Noble. Seven children were1 born to this union; all suryiving but Mary Emma. His wife died October 10, 1893. 'Feb-

THREE BIBLES COMPARED.-A painstaking work by a painstaking man-Rudolph Etzenhouser. A necessity to ministers who must demonstrate the superiority of the Inspired Version of the Bible
over other versions. A long list of scriptural texts are arranged side by side,
greatly facilitating reference. Also historical and scientific matter bearing upon
the subject. No. E302, paper, 25c; No.
E303, cloth ............................................$.35
373 pages ............................................ $1.25
HOLMAN BIBLES, THE KING JAMES
TRANSLATION.-We are agents for this~
celebrated line of Bibles, and can furnish any quantity of them at special
prices. On application, we will furnish
a complete catalogue descriptive of these
Bibles. This list includes Pocket Bibles,
Reference Bibles, Teachers' Bibles, Testaments, all with the famous self-pronouncing text, also Family Bibles, and
Pulpit Bibles, Bible Dictionaries, etc.
DIVINITY OF THE BOOK OF MORMON
PROVEN BY ARCHJEOLOGY.-Student, here
is a mass of startling data for your consideration. Nothing "sentimental" about
this work. It adheres to reality, and yet
it is full of the romance which clusters
about the ruins of a departed civilization.
Louise Palfrey Sheldon accomplished a
notable work in writing this book. It is
a bulwark against the guesswork of uninformed antagonists to Latter Day
Saintism. No. 176, cloth .................... $.60

It

ruary 10, 1897 married Mrs. Zylphia A. Russell, who survives.
Baptized in 1881, and soon after was ordained a teacher.
Served in the Civil War. Died October 10, 1917. Funeral sermon at Methodist church, Neosho Falls, Kansas, by T. J.
Smith, assisted by Reverend Taylor, pastor. Interment in
Cedarvale Cemetery, Neosho Falls, Kansas.
HENNING.-Ann~ McL·ean was born at Hungerford, Hastings County, Ontario, F-ebruary 22, 1857. Married Samuel
Henning, De0ember 27, 1904. Died October 19, 1917, at
Protan, Grey County, Ontario. She leaves to mourn, husband,
5 brothers, 3 sisters and a host of distant relatives. She
liv•ed and >died a faithful member of the Latter Day Saint
Church. Services were at the Saints' church, at Protan, Ontario, sermon by W. D. EUis, assisted by Robert Harrison.
Interment in Saints' cemetery near the church.
FROST.-Mark W. Frost, son of William and Annie F'rost,
was born at Haverhill, Massachusetts, January 31, 1889.
Married Miss Annie 1\:L Clough, January 31, 1912. Baptized
August 14, 1914 by Elder R. C. Evans at Highland Lake,
Massachusetts. Served four years. in the United States Coast
Artillery, and was a member of the United States Naval
R'e•serve. Employed at, the Atlantic Shipyards in East Boston,
rep~iring German ship, Kalin, where he ·contracted typhoid
fever. Died October 2, 1917. Leaves fa.ther, mother, five
brothers, wife and . one child. Funeral from their home in
Somerville, Massachusetts, sermon by U. W. Greene.
FAY.-Cora Fay, daughter of Jaeob W. and Ida B. Hinklery,
was born May 1, 1917; died October 19, 1917, lleJaVing fa,ther,
mother, 6 brothers and 2 sisters to mourn hie1r departure.
S1e1rvices in charge of E. D. Finkin, setrmon by E. E. bmg.
Interment at LaFay;ette, Ohio.
KooNTz.-Paul Koontz was born June 9, 1888 at Kansas
City, Missouri. BaptiZJed NoVJember 9, 1907, at K1ansas City,
Missouri, by B. J. Scott. Died October 22, 1917 at the
home of his mother. He has lived most of his life in IGansas
City, but recently WleJnt to Tulsa, Okl,ahoma, to accept a position, and whi~e there co1nuracted typhoid :£ever. Leaves to
mourn motlhe1r, 2 brothers and 2 sisters. Funeral servic,es in
chaJrge ,of J. A. Tanner, from Central Ohureh, Kansas City,
Missouri, interment in Forest Hill Gemetery.
·

ould Surprise

ou

to know how many Northern folks are planning-anti wisely
to·o-to go South this winter.
The irresjstible charm of tihe balmy sunshiny shores of Florida
and the Gulf Coast annually rlraws hundreds of good people
from the winter ridden riortlh.
The coming of the frosty nights and dreary days are unmistakable signs that it's none too early to bergin plans so as to
get the most out of your ·trip. Why not let me help you. Get
your copy of our new, compact, pocket-size "Southland"
folder. It's filled with valuable information, gathered f~om
y-ears of experience in carrying northern folks south. In it
you will find answers to many queRtions yon would ask and
a lot of other handy to have information. Yon 'll be surprised
at the wide choice of interesting tours and what a comparatively small amount of money it takes to purchase a ticket
covering a pedectly grand and glorious trip. Come in!-

L. F. SILTZ
Ticket Agent-The Pleasant Way to Travel
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THE

SA•'lNTS'

HERALD

Frederick M. Smith and Elbert A. Smith, Editors; Samuel A. Burgess, Associate Editor; Edward D. Moore, Assistant Editor.
Published every Wednesday. Subscription price $1.60 per year in
advance.
When pay1nent is made, the date on the margin always shows the
tim~ to which you have paid, or the time w&,en your sub~cription
expires.
If not ehariged within a month after payment is made notify us.
This paper will be promptly discontinued at date of expiration.
All articles, lette,rs for publication, notices, etc., and communications coricerniug the same, should be addressed to "Editors Herald."
All busine,ss letters should be addressed to He,rald Publishing House,
L:::tn1oni, Iowa, and all remittances should be ll).ade payable to the same.
All errors in the filling of orders or rende~ing of accounts should be
reported immediately as receipts for money received ar~· sent .within
two days after reaching the office.
Manriage, death, and birth notices: Marriages, $1 per 100 words or
fraction thereof. Deaths, 100 words free; above that number, 50 cents
per 100 words or fraction thereof. Births, 40 cents per 75 words o,r fraction thereof. To insure prompt insertion, make remittance with notice.
Entered at post office, Lamoni, Iowa, as second-clas·s mail matter.
Subscriptions received fo·r "Zion's Ensign," also orders for all "Ensign'' publications.

CONTENTS
EDITORIAL:

Blue Pencil Notes
Social Purity
Is Sin a Necessity
The United States Census
Notes and Comments
ORIGINAL ARTICLES:

Fathers' Day Addlooss, by J. F. GarVIer
How Much of Holy Ghost Was Given before
Christ, by R. T. Cooper
A Letter from Dad Comibiatting Social Diseases in the Navy
·Secretary Daniels on Immoral Diseases in the
Army and Navy
The Wtatr and the Churche:s
WOMAN'S AUXILIARY:
~n Appneciation

.

from Ausrtralia, by Annie J.
Parlrer
The Lamoni Local, by Clallie B. Stteibbi'ns
On Bilrth Registration-No. 1
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MISCELLANEOUS DEPARTMENT

The user of the "Silent Smith" bu.ys, in addition to a writing machine-OFFICE QUIET.,.
Instead of the clatter of the ordinary typewriter, he hears the gentle "tap, tap," of the
type against the paper-practically the only
sound.
This result has been brought about by mechanical refinements. Ball bearings, lightness of touch, ease of operation and a minimum of noise-all help the operator to turn
out neat, accurate written work.
Send for free booklet, "The Silent Smith." J·It has
valuable information about typewriting and
· typewriters.
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A new book that glows with human
interest.
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JOE PINE
By Elbert A. Smith
The first ;part is an interesting
study of child life on the western
prairies, filled with the keenest of lmmor and naturally seasoned with the
pathos that comes in the fight with
adversity.

Illustrated
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Factory and Home Office: Syracuse, N. Y.
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L. C. SMITH & BROS. TYPEWRITER COMPANY
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A compilation of interesting views of historic places in Palestine and Egypt with
descriptions, from photographs tak~n bv
Elder and Mrs. F. G. Pitt, . instructive
and interesting. No. E361, handsome
heavy paper covers ............................... 50c
No. E362, cloth boards ........................75c
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C. W. Hawklin&-Jerome Ow~ns Noles-E n.
Mo~~J. H. Mea:d-C. E. Anderson-E. E.
Willamt-Mrs. C. E. Wolfe-S'amuel A. Martin-H. Sparling-E. A. Erwin-F,rom Heye
and Thel'e.
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OF GENERAL INTEREST:

LETTER DEPARTMENT

Duty determines destiny. De:stiny which results from duty
pterformed may bring anxiety, and perils, but never failure
and dishonor.-William McKinley.
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By Paul N. Craig

It includes the sequel to "Joe Pine"
entitled, "Called to be an apostle,"
which portrays the experiences of .the
young man and his lifelong girl
friend both of whom you will feel you
have grown up with.
A strong story, well written.
A most popular book.
Nicely
printed in large type, on gQod paper,
and handsomely bound in cloth; $1.25
postpaid. Order now.

HERALD PUBLISHING .HOUSE
Lamoni, Iowa
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Official Publication of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints
"If ye continue in my word, then are ye my disciples indeed; and ye shall know the trruth, and th·B
'truth shall make you f?·ee."-John 3: 31, 32.

Lamoni, Iowa, November H, 1917
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"There shall not any man among you have save it
be one wife; and concubines he 8hall have none."Book of Mor.mon, Jacob 2: 36.
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EVANGELISTS OF LOVE
The Lord is surely blessing his people and is drawing nearer unto them. We have seen many evidences
of this in Lamoni as well as at remote points. Many
are made very sad concerning the existing conditions
in the world. While there is only the kindest of feeling and of compassion in our hearts towards those
who have gone forth to battle, yet we have longed for
, and desir·ed just such an expression as was given at
the sacrament service at Lamoni, November 4,
through Brother Elbert A. Smith. The communication is as follows:
The feeling that is with me to-day is one of humility. As
I 'reached forth to tak,e the emblems I said to myself, "I am
not worthy to p1artake of this sacrament." I wonder who is
worthy to ·eat with God. For this ordinanc1e is ;not only to
remind us of the sacrifice of Christ, it is also a p'rophecy
that we shall presently eat with him in his kingdom.
Yet God doe\S give us thie privilege to partake, under cer"
tain conditions. And this is one of the most sacred and
important of the sacraments. One that we do well to obs1erve
at this time.
The Spirit has opened my vision to an extent and indicates
to me thJa,t two forces wre at work in the world. The one
is the spirit of h!a.te. That is the spirit which entm:ed into
Cain when he s1ew his brother. And many melli to'"!d~y desii~
to slay their f·eillow men.
This spirit of hate rincreas1e1s as it is grati1fied. The more it
is glutted with veng1eanee the geater become its inordinate
desire's for vengea1nce.
The oth!e'r force is the spirit of love. It too inclreases as it
is gratified and becomes bigg.er and better upon deedil) of kind- .
ness and mercy. The Apostle John most fully entered upon
this spirit. And standing in the midst of the p1e.ople he
uttered these words: "See to it, litte chi1cllren, that ye loV!e
one a1nother."
The Spirit of God, which bridges time, and to whom yes~
terday is as to-day, brings that injunctilon also to us, and
it is laid upon this people. Yea, saith the Lord, I desire many
ev-angelists of love to pr·each the gospel of love, not only in
word but also in deed. If there is any man here who has not
beeln baptized with the spirit of love, he has not been baptiz·ed
of me, saith the Lord.
Again, at this time, you ar'e admonishe,dJ that you be not

~

0

c!J

unduly concerned because you are few in number as compared with the wo;rld. That is not your concern, but be conc,e'rned only that your righteousness shall he very great. For
a :flew 'righteous men can accomplish very much, a,nd a little
leaven leaveneth a great lump.
I haVle many forces at work in the wol"ld, saith the Lord.
I have many spiritual forces at work that you know not of.
You see but the smaller part of my work, and the world
percelives it not at all.
Therefore be not concer\Iled beca'llJSie you ar:e few in number,
but let ·each one Iook to hims,eilf', a,nd to the condition of his
own hea,rt 1and lif·e. Be humble and righteous and full of
love, casting out the spirit of hatred, th!a,t you. may stand
in holy places and receive the blessings of the Lord.

CHRISTMAS OFFERING
The HERALD has been running for some time a roll
of honor of the Sunday schools which have passed
the one dollar or two dollar per member mark. There
are many more which have not as yet been printed.
We also published last week a letter which has appeared in the Stepping Stones from a brother who
is giving one day's labor each month. It appears
from the letter that his earnings have greatly
increased since he entered upon this plan. In
fact, if his letter is any criterion, he makes
more in the remaining days of the month than
he did in ,the whole month before. This is not,
however, held out as any inducement, but his efforts
appear to have been prospered in this direction.
Others may not earn so much, and with the present
high cost of living may not be able to do so much,
but should we let the children do it all?
Bishop McGuire in last week's HERALD asks that
we wai·t till December 5 to learn his plans for Christmas gifts. The Autumn Leaves for November has a
note on the prevention of useless giving. The Stepping Stones has a story of girls who agreed to cut
out their useless gifts and to donate the proceeds to
the Christmas offering. A letter in Glad Tidings for
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October suggests giving as an offering the same
amount as we give for Christmas presents. Would it
not be a good idea for every member of the church to
take this into consideration and make an offering to
. the Lord before the first of the year? A Christmas
offering to be applied upon the church debt and according as the Lord has prospered us?
Some would be willing to help liberally, but
would not want to do it through the Sunday school,
lest it seem to overbalance the splendid effiorts of
those less able. There is an opportunity here for
each one of us.
There is no reason why the Christmas Offering
should not go over one hundred thousand dollars, and
it will if we w;ant it to do so, and thereby the debt be
greatly reduced. We need not wait ,to consider
whether we belong to the Sunday school; it is a
church matter after all, for it is the church debt.
Who will help?
S. A. B.
PRAYERS FOR PEACE
Sunday, October 28, was declared by the President
a day of national prayer for peace and for the divine
favor to the Army and Navy. No doubt as heretofore our congregations in praying did so as they
were moved by the Spirit of God, without formalism.
Other churches, as has frequently been the case, declared set prayers, at least for some congregations.
One of the best we have seen was that presented by
Reverend· John A. Rice, of Saint John, Methodist
Episcopal Church, South, of Saint Louis, which
follows:
Our Father who art in us and above' us and beneath us and
arround us, we turn to thee to-day in grief and pain. We
ha.ve not always made our lives hallow thy name. W·e1 h~:we
obstructed the coming of thy kingdom. In our selfish stlruggles, we have too often forgotten the1e and each other. We
have trie1dl to substitute th~ngs fior filial fruith in thee and
frate~·nal service to each other. W1e1 have n1egiected to nurture
that brotherliness in busine•ss a;nd toil, in politics and statecraft, in Tleligion and life, whi,ch alone can usher in the long
delayed socilal order inaugurated by the suffering love of thy
Son, 'cur Savior. We have often been too busy trying to have
our ()IWn way to pay much attention to thy will.
W:e have sought to feed the hungers of our souls with bread
for our boKllies. Thy children haiVie held grudges aga,in;;t each
other as indiVIilduals, as races, as nations, a.n:d have not sought
forgiveness. And now OUII" sins ha:v1e1 brought us into trouble.
Thou seest brother wrrayed against brother in a deadly
effort to settle civic questions and rig:b:t social wrongs by
force. Men and na,tions are gi:ving up the fruit of their bodies
for the siiln olf their souls~and our boys all caUed into the
strife! Will thou, 0 Father, encompass them with thy pirotecting and pl'oviding love and keep them with a Fathe·r's
keeping, that they may come back to us unhurt. If they must
fall, give them the eonsciousness of thy presence and the
courage of thi;ne approViaJ. And will thou hold us andl them
to the course thou dlost will; for we seek only to be right.

Will thou intervene with the weapon1s of the spirit and end
war forever.
We commend to thy tenderest CaJl'e the soldiers and sailors
of all the nations, the wounded, the suffering, the sorrowing,
in every part _of the world. Slhow them, show us all, thy
Fatherly face, and bring us .in th1epeac'~ of U!nivelrlsal brotherliness into the secret place of thy love.
Give gui.danoe and st,rlength to the President of the United
States and all who with him are in a,utlhority among us, that
the Stars 'and Stripes may be the symbol to all peoples of
right•eousness and peace and the joy of holy living.
In the ·lllame of him whom W€1 seek to make mas1Jer of races
and nations, as well as of our own souls, we· ask ~t. Amen.

The following by Bishop Daniel S. Tuttle of the
Protestant Episcopal Church was used in the fiftyfour churches in the Eastern Diooese of Missouri :
FOR ARMY AND NAVY

0 Lmd God of hosts, stretch -forth, we pra.y thee, thine
almighty arm to stl'engthen and protect the solclJi,ers and sailors of our country; suppo11t them in 1Jhie day of battle, and in
the time of petace k1eep them safe from evil; endow them with
courage ancll loyalty and grant that in all things they rna~
serve' without reproach, a.s seeiing thee who art invisible,
through Jesus Christ our Lord. Amen.
FOR PEACE

0. Almighty God, father of our Lordi Jesus Chr.i,st of whom
the whole family in heaven rund oorth is named, look with
pity, we beseech thete, upon the members of thy frumily who
are now at war. Restrain us all from hatred, pride and
hardness. of heart. Sustain in us the low• of justice and
me1rcy.
Keep, 0 Lol'd, under thy protection those who are in p'e:ril
by land or sea.. Remember the prisoll1e'r!l·, reHeve the' sick and
· wounded, support the dy,ing.
Give str,en.gth to' thos1e who mlinister in hospital and camp,
and hope to those who are in anxiety or sorrow.
Hasten the dlay when all nations shall dwell toge,ther in
peace; through Jesus ChriS>t our Lord, Amen.

We are sure that the sentiment expressed in these
compositions will appeal to our many readers, as
they do to us, in their love and compassion for all of
the warring peoples.
S. A. B.
BLUE PENCIL NOTES
We make many a bitter pill worse by Fletcherizing
it before we swallow it.
About the deadest thing in the world is a hobby
that has. been ridden to death.

1

The gospel grasps the humble man by the hand
and helps him up; but it takes the haughty man by
the heel and pulls him down.
They do say that Adam's failure was largely on
account of Eve's extravagance. He started out with
a fine estate and a good position, but she squandered
i1t all on apples and aprons. But there were no neighbors to worry about it; which makes it quite different
from any similar case from then until now.
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John Smith; finding himself in debt to Pocahontas
for his life, paid the debt with his heart. Which
was quite like a man. Thereupon she left all else
that she loved and followed him to England where
she quickly died in a strange climate among strange
people. Finding herself in debt to John Smith for
his heart she paid the debt with her life. Which
was quite like a woman.
Mrs. Eddy, mother of Christian Science, argues
that poisons kill only because everybody thinks that
poison kills. The individual is the victim of universal mental suggestion. This is "demom;trated,"
no doubt, by potato bugs, which are very susceptible
to mental suggestion and die quickly after eating
paris green.
In the foregoing paragraph we say that potato
bugs die, which of course is merely a "term of convenience" to cover their "mortal error." The farmer
thinks that they are dead, and the bugs think that
they are dead-which is another convenience.
Joseph Luff used to say that there are many willing to be the anvil and more who are willing to be
the hammer, but oh, how few there are who are
willing to be the iron between the hammer and the
anvil!
If the house of God is a house of order, then a
sermon delivered in the house of God, to be a godly
sermon, should be an orderly sermon. It should
have a proper and dignified beginning. It should
have an orderly and coherent line of thought all the
way through, each idea being in some way related to
the central theme. And it should have a fitting
ending, and not merely "run out."

The emblems of the Lord's supper seem even to
cast a certain sanctity about those who serve them.
But they cannot make that clean which is unclean
or holy which is unholy. So the Lord has commanded
that those who bear the vessels of the Lord shall be
clean. That means plenty of soap and w:ater on the
outside and good clean living on the inside.
The gathering brings out that which is in men.
Some men come to Lamoni or Independence and stay.
As the years go by they grow and become stronger,
more charitable, more useful. But they had tasted
the "hidden manna" before they came. Others stay
a little while, get offended at something or nothing,
and go away sour clear through. But Lamoni and
Independence were not to blame. These men had
the mother of vinegar in their hearts before they
gathered.
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,If you are an elder, heed a word of counsel. Do
not often indulge yourself to tell others of flattering
financial offers .that the world has made for your
services, or the success that you might have made in
secular matters. This for four reasons. 1st.-You
do not intend to boast, but you may be understood
as boasting. The world has nothing to offer worth
consideration as compared with that which the
('hurch gives. Paul boasted only in the work of
Jesus. Rome offered him nothing worthy of a second thought. 2<}.-It may have the appearance of
giving thoughtful consideration to a bribe. 3d.Most of us owe all that we are to the church. It
educated us, gave us our ideals, and developed our
abilities. They belong to the church. We hold them
in trust. They are not at auction. 4th.-In some
cases these dreams are all moonshine. Perhaps they
are in our case. Many who have left the church
with the ambition to make a name in the world have
made a flat and dismal failure. With God you may
be making a success. Without him you might be just
such another failure.
ELBERT A. SMITH.

NEEDS OF THE Y. M. C. A.
Our attention is again called to the needs of the
Young Men's Christian Association. They intend
to start a ten-day drive, beginning November 11 to
raise thirty-five million dollars, to be used for the
work among the soldiers and sailors. We are warned
that one of the great difficulties is the social evj};
and the best preventive is other entertainment, or
proper meeting places for the young men. This,
the Young Men's Christian Association provides to
the limit of their means. They go out, even to the
firing lines and erect their shelters, can be easily
reached, even under the enemies guns. It is a serious proposition our young men going forth. The
Young Men's Christian Association provides material for correspondence, and encourages the young
men to write. They give practical help as well as
religion, and provide a warm drink when needed,
when the men are separated from their cantonment,
religious meetings, conferences, athletics, motion
pictures, and high class entertainments are given
so far as their means permit. That is why they
need our help.

THE WRITINGS OF CYPRIAN
A letter from Elder Herman Peisker calls attention to the version of the Lord's Prayer which is to
be found in the Writings of Cyprian, volume 1, treatise 4, paragraph 7, published in 1873 by T. and T.
Clark, of Edinburgh. Cyprian was Bishop of Car-
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thage A. D. 248:.258. The oldest manuscript that we
have of the New Testament belongs to the middle
of the fourth century. Cyprian therefore lived at
least a century earlier. He gives the Lord's Prayer
as follows: "Our Father, which art in heaven, hallowed be thy name. Thy kingdom come. Thy will
be done, as in heaven so in earth. Give us this day
our daily bread. And forgive us our debts, a.s we
forgive our debtors. And suffer us not to be led into
temptation; but deliver us from evil. Amen."
.
The point to be especially noted is ~'suffer us not to
be led into temptation." The American Revised
Version, both in Maitthew 6: 13 and Luke 11: 4,
gives it, "and bring us not into temptation." The
Authorized Version gives it in both instances,
"and lead us not into temptation." Both of these
are as if God would bring or lead us into temptation." But the Inspired Version reads in Luke 11:
4: "and let us not be led into temptation," and in
Matthew 6: 14: "and suffer us not to be led into
temptation." The thought is the same in both, that
we ask him to protect us so that we shall not be led
into temptation. It may be noted that the wording
in the Writings. of Cyprian as translated, agrees
exactly with the text of Matthew in the inspired
Version.
NOTES AND COMMENTS
The Growing Christmas Offering
Bishop McGuire is publishing each week, in the
Ensign, a statement showing from week to week
how the Christmas offering fund is growing. Watch
for it. You can help make it larger.
The Sermon on the Mount
We call attention ~to the letter in this issue from
Brother C. A. Gurwell, in which he tells of his efforts
to secure a greater distribution of the teachings of
Christ as embodied in this wonderful sermon. It is
a commendable enterprise without personal profit
and deserves consideration and support.
Are the Indians Hebrews?
This question is raised by a recent copy of The
American Hebrew (October 19, 1917,) containing a
picture of Palestine refugees.. The person sending
us the magazine has adqed a note, "Don't these people look like Indians?" Truly there is a remarkable
resemblance in most of the individuals in the group.
Silver Jubilee of Anti-Saloon League
At its next convention the Anti-Saloon Leagu(> of
America will celebrate its twenty-fifth birthday.
Though it is not quite that old, it was that long ago
that Doctor Howard H. Russell, founder of the
league, got his inspiration to organize this great in-

stitution. When the league began its work there was.
little dry territory in the United States, but to-day
the Nation is almost dry. One House of Congress.
has adopted nation-wide prohibition and the other
may do the same thing in December. The convention will be held in Washington, December 10-13.
War Costs
In a recent HERALD the statement was made
that Germany's loss has been placed at twelve per
cent for the three years of war. This is true in
some quarters. In others we find that it has been
placed from two to three times. as high when there
have -been included. not only those killed . and
seriously injured, but also those whose inefficiency
is more or less decreased. We have no desire to
minimiz·e the awful horrors of war. We do wish to
emphasize the need of correcting existing industrial,
economic and social conditions at home and in times
of peace. Also we do not want to make our troubles
greater by magnifying them.

"Our Sunday Visitor"
A Catholic paper published at Huntington, Indiana, which appears to have as its main purpose
the presentation of the doctrines of the Catholic
Church for the benefit of Catholics and the purpose
of converting non-Catholics, gives a full page in
its issue. of October 28, 1917, to an attack upon
Martin Luther. It is surprising to find in the first
part of .the first column the following:
· "One of these gentlemen, a clergyman, writing
lately of Luther, called him a heretic, fit only to be
ranked with-whom do you think? Joe Smith, the
Mormon prophet. Joe Smith and Luther, that is the
combination with which we are now presented."
It is stated that this appears in a book which was
presented by two bishops of the upper house of Convocation and received by the Archbishop of Canterbury, and then placed in the library for tha:t learned
body to consult. Reference is made to Froude,
"Short Studies on Great Subjects."
'Manifestly this is unfair to Joseph Smith, as it
attempts to humiliate both Martin Luther and Joseph Smith, and ignores the ·radically different character of their work. The one was a reformer, the
other was a restorer claiming immediate divine revelation. The one approv.ed of polygamy in some oases,
the other did not, though he has been accused by
some par,ties in interest, that is, those whose interest
it would be to make him out such. No reflection
shouJd be made on the splendid work done by
Martin Luther and the courage he showed in stepping forth to lead the reformation in Germany. His
many excellent qualities should be recognized, and
the reform that he was one instrument" in securing,
not only in the church in Germany, but throughout
the world.
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THE MOUND BUILDERS AND THE INDIANS---Part 1
By

C.

W.

CLARK

and their families rebelled and withdrew from association with the younger brothers, Nephi and Sam,
fourth son of Lehi.
MOUND BUILDERS

[The following artide was written by Brother Clark for
the Ohio Arclueological and Historical Quarterly, and published in the April, 1917, number. It is reproduced here by
k1nd permission of the edlitors of that publication, and though
written primarily for those who have not e1spoused our f1aith,
win be of much interest to our readers.. -EmTORS.]

In relating the story of prehistoric America as
outlined in the Book of Mormon it is the purpose of
the writer to avoid religious issues and controversies as far as possible, and to present simply the
statements and portray the record in a way that will
bring out only such parts as will be of interest to
students of archreology. But it will be necessary to
introduce a few of the religious facts that bear upon
the statements connecting the life and manners of
the people of which the Book of Mormon purports
to be a record.
THREE PEOPLES

The Book of ·Mormon tells of three groups of population .that inhabited the continents of North and
South America in times past. ThesE:) groups were,
first, the J aredites who came to this continent in
boats or barges shortly after the building of the
tower of Babel. This division traversed Southern
Europe, crossed the Atlantic Ocean, and landed at
or near the Yucatan Peninsula. On account of wars
among them, this civilization became extinct about
600 B. C., but during the time of their sojourn they
built many cities and traveled in a northerly direc··
tion, and this northern travel may account for one
class of mounds, a few of which we find in Ohio,
and large numbers in the State of Wisconsin.
These mounds are known as effigy mounds, including the great serpent mound in southern Ohio. We
will ..;peak of these later.
The second colony of which the book relates left
Jerusalem about the year 600 B. C., and originated
with Lehi and his four sons. These people crossed
the deserts of Arabia and eventually, after a long
voyage, arrived on this continent on the Peruvian
portion of the coast of South America. On account
of the rebellious disposition of the two older brothers, sons of Lehi, Laman and Lemuel, against divine
instructions, the younger brother Nephi, third son
of Lehi, was chosen by instructions of the father
Lehi as leader.. The father claimed divine manifestation evidenced the approval of this choice. Nephi having become leader, the two older brothers

Thus originated the two groups of people known
in the Book of,. Mormon respectively as N ephites and
Lamanites. The former became the Mound Builders
of the higher class, or those who built such fortifications as the inclosures at Circleville, Marietta and
Fort Hill in Butler County, Ohio, and perhaps also
Fort Ancient, Warren County. As to the apparent
difference in construction between Fort Ancient and
the forts above r.eferred to, the writer's personal
opinion would be that Fort Ancient was constructed
by the J aredites, the colony which had preceded the
Nephites. The Lamanites became the familiar
American Indians, and were probably the builders of
the type of mounds known as burial mounds. Thus
the book gives the Mound Builders and the American Indians a common origin. But the latter were
cursed with a skin of darkness on account of their
unbelief and wickedness in a similar manner as the
descendants of Ham were cursed.
Baldwin in his book Ancient America, refers to
a statement, made by Montessinos, concerning a
tradition among the ancient Peruvians that four
brothers originated their civilization, a younger
brother assumed command which caused a rebellion,
and finally descendants of the younger brother became the founders of a long line of their sovereigns.
Nadillac, in his Prehistoric America, refers to a tradition of seven families as the originators of this
civilization.
FOUR BROTHERS

In the Book of Mormon, while the story of the
four brothe~s is most important and seems to have
much to do with their history, it cannot be overlooked that there were two sons born to Lehi, Jacob
and Joseph, on their way to the American Continent,
and that they brought with them Zoram, servant
of Laban, who was one of the tribe of Manasseh and
undoubtedly had been a distant relative of Lehi in
Palestine. Thus we have the seven families represented by the six sons above named of Lehi and
Zoram. These people were, according to the Book of
Mormon, descendants of Joseph, who was sold into
Egypt, and who had come to America by instructions from their heavenly Father. Being descendants of Joseph through Manasseh these people
claimed to be learned in the languag,B and arts of
the Egyptians, and also the learning of the J cwish

a
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nation. They believed that they had come to J oseph's land (America) a land promised in Genesis
49: 22-26, and Deuteronomy 33: 13-17. Therefore
· having acquired the arts and learning as above they
' began to make improvements along the line of impJ,ements, buildings, etc. This we shall describe from
time to time as we advance in our narration.
The land to which they had emigrated was to be
a choice land, as promised them. The two brothers
· (Laman and Lemuel), who rebelled and became the
Lamanites, had been warned by the voice of prophecy many times so that they were aware of the curse
that was resting upon them for being disobedient.
They brought with them records engraved on plates
of brass containing the Mosaic law, so that they
were taught the story of the creation and the flood,
which traditions we find quite prominent among
the Indian to-day, and the records of which are often
freely discussed by noted archreologists.

animals, including the horse; left here by their
predecessors, the J aredites.
The question of the horse existing on this continent has been a disputed point. Delafield, on page
94, insists that there were no horses on this continent, and ascribes their absence as a reason, or
one of the reasons, for his belief that the inhabitants
came across by the way of Alaska. However, we are
informed by Priest, on page 151, Nadillac on pages
25 and 42, the National Geographic Magazine, also
by the Columbian Encyclopedia, that the horse did
exist on this continent prior to the time of its discovery by columbus, but had become extinct, the evidence of which we shall discuss later.
BRANCH OF JOSEPH

The book also says that they found gold, silver and
copper ores from which they made plates like those
they had brought from Jerusalem, and that on these
plates they made a record of their great events. It
EGYPTIAN CULTURE
is · asserted that the Lord brought Lehi and his
The N ephites and Lamanites were well acquainted descendants here to raise up to himself a righteous
with the traditions of Egypt on account of their branch of the descendants of Joseph, and in support
being descendants of Man;:~.sseh, having undoubtedly of this believers of the Book of Mormon refer to
learned them through the connection of Joseph with Ezekiel 37 and Isaiah 29, to show that this is in
Pha;aoh's court. It is not surprising that we find harmorty wit\h promises previously made by th~
them building on this continent great pyramids of Lord.
exact geometrical construction, such as are found in
We have promised to abstain from religious disUxmal, and also othe:r: large structures resembling cussion arising from our point of view, but it is
Egyption architecture, although undoubtedly the necessary to express cer<tain statements, that an
pyramids were built by the J aredites rather than understanding may be had of the story of the book.
the Nephites, as we will explain later.
In the second book of Nephi we are told that he
We are told by Priest in his American Antiquities began to educate his people along very practical
that the art of embalming was known and practiced lines. Perhaps a quotation here may better illusby the American prehistoric people. This is also trate what was taught them. We find in the fourth
confirmed by Tschudi in his Peruvian Antiquities. chapter as follows:
In no other country was this art practiced to such
And I did teach. my people to build buildings, and to work
a great state o.f perfection as in ancient Egypt, and in ·an manner of wood, and o·f i:t1o1n, and of copper, and of
it must be remembered that Joseph's wife was a brass, and of steel, and of gold, and of silver, and of precious
daughter of one of the Egyptian priests, and that the ores, which were i:n grea,t 'abundance. And I, Nephi, did
build a, tempie:; and I did construct it after the manner of
pract1ce of embalming in Egypt was performed by the temple of Solomon, save it were no,t bui1lt of so many
those holding the priesthood.
p·I1ecious things: ... but the manner of the, construction was
THE HORSE A CONTEMPORARY

like unto the temple of Solomon; and the workmanship th'e'reof
was 'exceeding fi1ne.

John Delafield, on page 33 of his book, American
Antiquities, comments on the traditions of the flood
and tower of Babel, calling particular attention to
the fact that the traditions of the American continent were the same as the traditions of these
events which followed the Semitic race, and he also
speaks of the nature of the hieroglyphics which were
the same as those of the Egyptians. The Book of
Mormon story of the voyage says that they sailed
for many days, and after arriving on this continent
in which is riow the land of Peru, they began to plant
seed and cultivate the soil which brought forth in
abundance. They also found upon the land various

It must be remembered that these people left
Jerusalem according to the Book of Mormon about
600 B. C., so that they had opportunity of knowing
all about the construction of Solomon's temple. In
this same chapter is told the story of how the Lord
put the curse of dark color upon the Lamanites so
that they would not be attractive to the Nephites,
and later it was told the Lamanites that the Lord
would not permit any kings to rise up to rule the
people that should inhabit this continent. Whether
it is admitted or not that this statement is inspired
it must be agreed that it seems to be remarkably
fulfilled, particularly as this statement was ad-
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dressed to the Gentile nations. The remarkable historic cases of the failure of Don Pedro in Brazil and
of Maximilian in Mexico seem to. have been itn
fulfillment of it.
SEVEN F AM ILlES

Enumerating the different tribes and their
branches that settled in America we find that Jacob,
the brother of Nephi, enumerates them as Nephites,
Jacobites, Josephites, Zoramites, Lamanites, Lemuelites and Ishmaelites, the desce,ndants of Ishmael,
who did not personally come to America but whose
sons and daughters intermarried with the other
tribes. These branches all became in time either
Lamanites or N ephites. It will be noted that there
are just seven names here given, which correspond
to the seven families, tradition of whicli is mentioned by Nadillac in his Prehistoric America.
BOOK OF MORMON CONDEMNS POLYGAMY

It is common tradition with most people that th<o
Book of Mormon supports the practice of polygamy,
but the contrary is the truth of the matter, for in
the second chapter of Jacob, the Lord, speaking to
Nephites, told them that they thought to excuse
themselves for polygamy because David and Solomon had many wives, and adds that this was an
abomination before him, as he had brought them
forth that they might be a righteous people. Then
he issued, this commandment: "For there shall not
any man among you have, save it be on~; wife, and
of concubines he shall have none." The Nephites
had departed from the law of monogamy anu had
inaugurated the practice of polygamy, but the Lord
tells them he will not permit it, and in the same
chapter he praises the Lamanites by saying in spite
of their wickedness they had not departed from the
law of mor,ogamy. We find to-day that very few
tribes of Indians practice polygamy.
TOOLS OF COPPER

We are told in various places that the :Nephites
were instructed in the arts of war and that the Lamanites were continually coming against them in
battle. It was necessary then for them to learn to
make darts and javelins for their defense, also other
articles and tools, even tools of copper.
FORTIFICATIONS

An interesting topic is the consideration of theif
fortifications. In view of what we know to-day, as
has been explained to us by noted writers along
these lines, we believe that their fortifications present a remarkable likeness to those found among
the remains of the Mound Builders, so called. Mr.
E. 0. Randall in his history of the State of Ohio,
volume 1; of the Rise and Progress of an American
State, by Randall and Ryan, says that ip Butler
County, Ohio, the fortification known as Fortified
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Hill is built after the manner of the famous Tlascalan forts of Mexico with the same special forms
of gateways, and on page 23 of volume 1 of this
work the inference is drawn that the Mound Builders or at least the builders of this class of fortifications suggest a racial relationship to the ancient
Aztecs and Toltecs. Additional testimony is a,lso
given on page 28 of this same work where the author
quotes from Professor Moorehead as follows : "The
skulls were well shaped and of two types of mentality, a lower and higher order."
The writer believes that this is the correct viewpoint and it is in confirmation of the Book of Mormon story. The State of Ohio, par:t of Pennsylvania,
and Western New York are conceded to be the location of the last stand made by this remarkable people. To-day an army in retreat' would not erect
great and permanent fortifications; so east of Ohio
there ar.e fewer evidences of their fortified work.
Admiral Lindsay Brine in describing the American
Indians, their ancient earthworks and temples, and
speaking particularly of a work at Circleville, Ohio,
quotes from Caleb Atwater in regard to this fortification as follows:
There are two :Dorts, one an .eiXact circle and the other an
ex,act squa,r,e, the former is surrounded by two embankments
with a deep ditch betwe1ern them, the latte1r is encomptassed by
one wall Wlitthout any ditch. There are eight gateways pr
openings Ietading into the square fort and only one in the
ciircular fort. The eiXtr,eme ca,re of the autho·rs of these works
to protect and defend every part of the circle is nowhere
visibl'e' about this squa.re fort. The former has a deep ditch
encircling it, th61 latter has none. The round fort was picketed in, if W61 are to judge from th:e appea-rance on and
about the waUs. HaM way up the' outside of the inner wall
i~ a pla0e distinctly to ihe seen whelre a row of pickets once
stood and wheir'e iit was placed when this work of defense was
originally erected.

Some of the articles found in the circular fort
show that this was a domestic abode while the
square construction was the fort proper. A similar
structure does not appear at Fort Ancient. This
leads the writer to believe that Fort Ancient was
probably the work of an earlier civilization as we
do not find the same evidence of the building of
ditches for defense, or other special preparations
that we find at Circleville to defend the domestic
portion of their people, although this is more conjecture on the part of the writer, as Fort Ancient
may have been hurriedly built to defend against
attack. Now let us see if the above fortifications
are in harmony with the Book of Mormon theory.
In chapters 21 and 22 of the book of 1Alma, we find
the following:
Moroni on the other hand had "b,eten prep1aTing the mind~;
of the pteople to
faithlful unto the Lord their God; Yea,
he had been strengthen~ng the armies of the Nephites and
erecting small forts, or places of resort; throw.ing up banks
of eal'th round about to enclose his armies, and GJlso building

be
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walls of stone to enci~rcle them 1ahout, round about their cities,
and the borders of their lands . . . and behold the city ha;d
been rebuilt . . . a.nd they had cast up dirt round about, to
shield them from the arrows and stones of the Lamanites.
. . . Behold how great was their [the Lamanites'] ilisappointment; for beho·ld, the Nephites had dug up a ridge ocf
earth -around about them which was so high that the Lamanites could not cast their stones and arrows at them, that they
m~ght take effect, neither could they come upon them, save it
was by their place of entrance. Now at this time, the chief
captains of the Lama.nites were .astonished exceedingly be~
cause .of the wisdom of the Nephites in pi1epai1itng their
places of security. . . . For they [the Lamanites) knew not
that Moroni had fortified or had built forts of securities• in
all the liands round about. . . . Now behold, the Lmnanitles
could not get into th!e1ir f10rts of security by any other way
save by the entranc.el, bocause of the highness of the ha.nk
which had been thrown up, and the depth of the ditch which
had been dug •round about, saV'e it were by the entrance ....
The captains of the L1amanites br·ought up their a1rmies before the plaoo of entrance, and began to cont€Jnd with the
Nephites to get ,into their place of security.... Caused that
his armies s.hou1d commenc'e . . . in digging heaps of ea:rth
round about all the citiles, throughout all the l1and which was
possessed by the Nephites; and upon the top of these rid~!S
of earth he caused that there should be timbers; yea, works
of timbeT built up to the height of a man round about the
cities. . . . And they were strong and high; and he caused
towers to be erected that ov,m-looked those works of piickets..

Lainanite:s so that some of the traditions of the
Mound Builders would be found among the American Indians of to-day. It might be well here to
discuss the reason why the Mound builders erected
serpent mounds or other effigy mounds in various
places, as for instance, the serpent mound!
in Adams County, Ohio, and others in different localities representing the bear, tortoise, elephant, etc. It will be remembered, no doubt, that
coming from Palestine and being of the line of
Joseph, through his son Manasseh, the Mound Builders were versed, no doubt, in the religious traditions
of the Egyptian courts, as about the first thing that
the children of Israel wanted to do after escaping
from Egypt was to set up an image of an animal
that they could worship. George Rawlinson in his
book, Religions of Egypt and Babylon, and also
Herodotus in his history bring out the fact with reference to idol worship that the Egyptian either worships the animal itself or else images of the various
animals and that while some worship crocodiles,
others would worship the sacred bulls or other animals. Thus when the people on this continent
crowded northward from the tropical regions and
neglected the worship of the true God, they no doubt
erected mounds that best suited their fancy of the
divinity they worshiped. This same feature we
find to-day in some tribes of Indians in their de- '
votion to the totems.

We might also quote from the 24th, 25th and 29th
chapters of the same book which deals largely with
the wars which we believe will bear remarkable resemblance to the means of defense prepared by the
Mound Builders in the State of Ohio, the remains of
which, without this solution, appear to remain an
THE PYRAMIDS
unanswerable riddle, and a means of much philosWe are told .that the Nephites built towers for
ophy without reaching a definite result. The cirreligious
purposes and also for watch towers. The
cles represent the camps of the women and children
towers
for
religious use were generally built upon
while the square forts were no doubt erected to
elevated
ground
to which they ·could ascend and
defend in the best possible way the places of en.
thus
speak
to
advantage
to a large concourse of peotrance.
of
a tower in Peru where the
ple.
Nadillac
tells
us
We believe at least the s'olution is reasonable and
natives
that
had
not
yet
come under the gentle ( ?)
worthy of consideration, and will bear as much intouch
of
Spanish
civilization,
in passing, fall down
spection as the famed Atlantis theory of Donnelly
or
bow
reverently
before
this
tower as if it were
or the theory of migration from Wales, Denmark, or
some
sacred
place
and
yet
it
shows
such age as to
Delafield's idea of the Behring Strait passageway.
be
classed
with
the
oldest
.remains.
We are told that they built towers in many places for
In the writer's mind there is little doubt that the
two purposes, that of defense and for religious worpyramids
of Egypt and of South America are due
ship. Early in their history the Nephites sent out
an exploring party to discover the Lamanites' de- to the same original cause, and no doubt will re~
fenses, and this party discovered that another people main a great mystery until we are able to fathom
the real meaning of the Egyptian pyramids. But
had landed on the northwest coast and migrated to
let it be remembered that, according to the Book of
the northeast coast of South America, this latter
Mormon, the civilization representing the Jaredites
people having been led there by one of the sons of
dates back to the tower of Babel. Is it not possible
Zedekiah about the time he was led into captivity.
that .the pyramids of Egypt and of Central America
This was the tender plant referred to in Ezekiel 17.
might have originated in one and the same idea
The people of Zarahemla became associated with the
that
rested in the minds of those who attempted to
Nephites.
erect the tower of Babel in order to frustrate the
ANIMAL MOUNDS
commands of God. Be this as it may, the weight of
It must be remembered from time to time dis- evidence shows two civilizations existed in America
senting N ephites associated themselves with the before the race of 1ndians.
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TWO KINDS OF MOUNDS

There seems to be, on careful research, two
classes or more of mounds, and the writer believes
that there are clearly three classes of mounds. _ The
fortifications for defense which give every evidence
of a great intelligence, were built, undoubtedly, by
the N ephites on similiar models to those which they
had erected from stone and other building material
in South and Central America. Thus the mounds
or fortifications in Butler County constructed with
the Tlascalan gates or entrance was probably built
by the same race that inhabited Central America
and Mexico. This mound is referred to by Mr. Randall in The History of Ohio, by Randall and Ryall.
" The burial mounds were probably built by the
dissenting N ephites and Lamanites, particularly
those mounds in which the remains ·of man are
found commingled with the remains of animals,
while the e:tp.gy mounds previously referred to could
be ascribed to the previous civilization pf the Jaredites. Professor W. C. Mills has stated that in
some of the mounds are found instruments of bone
and stone used for warfare, together with those of
copper, which indicate two grades of civilization
and that the more crude civilization overcame the
intelligent and their burial in the same mound does
not necessarily indicate their association in daily
life. This would be in perfect harmony with the
Book of Mormon story in which mention is made of
the fortifications that were erected for defense.
It is a notable fact that mounds of defense are
scarcely known in the Northwest, while in the State
of Wisconsin are found many mounds in the form
of effigies of animals, such as the elephant and bear
and others, mounds of defense are not found to any
great extent in this territory. This statement is
borne out by Professor A. B. Stout, of the University of Wisconsin in the Ohio State Archreological
and Historical reports. This shows conclusively
that the States of Ohio, Pennsylvania and New
York were the last great battle field of the cultured
race that was forced from its home in South and
Central America through the great Mississippi Valley until at last reaching the territory above referred to, they were met by an overwhelming force
as cited in the Book of Mormon in some of its closing chapters, and this civilization was blotted out.
The Lamanites were now supreme and long before the whi,te man of the present age reached the
shores of this continent, the remains of this cultured race were a mere tradition and only through
these traditions are we led to the evidence of the
past. We are told in the book of Mosiah that the
people were taught to till the ground and in the
National Geographic Magazine, we learn explorers
have discovered remarkable traces of the ability of
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the ancient inhabitants of Peru in agriculture, insomuch that they built terraces around the mountains and remarkable as it may seem, the remains
in Peru of this form of agriculture are corroborated
by the evidences of this method employed in Palestine.
We are told also in the Book of Mormon that
these people were taught ·to weave and spin, and
anyone who has had the opportunity of viewing
the charred remains as shown in the display at the
Ohio State Archreological and Historical Society
museum must agree that there was at least marked
evidence of ability along that line.
The remains of their cities show a remarkable
knowledge of architecture. The use of cement, so
frequently mentioned in the Book of Mormon, is
substantiated by nearly every writer on this subject, from the time of Stephens and Catherwood to
the present day. Some of the ancient roads constructed are still a wonder and an object of admiration. In any event there is an amazing amount of
evidence, which renowned archreologists have produced in connection with the early inhabitants of
P.eru and Mexico connecting them with Egypt and
Southern Asia. Delafield mentions in his publication that there was a tradition of the tower of Babel
and the Semitic account of the flood and refers to
the fact that the hieroglyphics resemble those of the
section of the country ascribed to them by the Book
of Mormon, namely, Southern Asia, Palestine and
Egypt.
.
We are told also by such writers as Prescott,
Tschudi, Priest and others that the use of iro.n and
copper was known to them, and while some wri.ters
deny the use of iron, yet on a whole, there are several evidences that tend to show that the use of
those metals was known, as the Book of Mormon
states. In many places in the Book of Mormon
towers are spoken of, and Admiral Lindsay Brine
speaks of a cairn or tower built near Fort Ancient
which stood quite high, which was built, no doubt,
not only as a place of defense, but as a place where
the chief priest or ·rulers would gather and discourse to the people.
(To be concluded:.)

Happiness dotes on her work, and is prodigal to
her favorite. lAs one drop of water hath an attraction for another, so do felicities run into felicities.
-Landor.
Vigilance in watching opportunity; tact and daring in seizing upon opportunity ; force and persistence in crowding opportunity to its utmost of possible achievement--these are the martial virtues which
must command success.-Phelps.
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OF GENERAL INTEREST
THE HOLY LAND LAID WASTE
Woe is Jerusalem !
Grim war has laid its wasteful touch on the land
of patriarchs, prophets and kings. God's chosen
people are fleeing the Holy City as they did two thousand years ago. Starvation is the scourge that is
driving them. War's desolation is asweep of the
Holy Land.
The victorious British troops are at Bagdad,
thirty hours by rail from Jerusalem. An army of
one hundred thousand turks and Germans is said
to be between them and the Holy City every step
of the way being strengthened by fortifications of
modern type. German and Turkish soldiers flock
in and out of Jerusalem; auto trucks with the trappings of war are passing through at all hours of
the day and night.
In the footsteps of our Savior, when he was on
earth to preach the gospel of peace, servitors of war
are trampling the sacred ground. In the wilderness
and the mountain where he retired to meditate and
pray, where his disciples and the multitudes followed him, the word of God is being set at naught
by the works of war. Big guns frown from the
heights of Mount Olivet.
War has not reached the city of kings and the
temples of gods. Its forerunner is spreading the
work of desolation. Want is its advance agent. In
the city where Pilate put the finishing touch to the
world's great tragedy and whence flowed the prophecy ·Of war upon wars and all nations embroiled in
strife, with the end of the world in sight when the
earth should be rocked with the tumult of battle,
starvation is doing the war's cruel work. A 42centimeter gun isthe new cross on Calvary.
And in the wake of famine stalk disease and death
and happenings to women worse than death ....
These are the tales of desolation and want brought
last week to New York by eighty-nine Jewish
refugees from Jerusalem; brought out of the land of
promise, into the land of reality, by the charity of
their fellow Jews and by the protecting strong arm
of the United States. One thousand of them were
expected, and ·the Hebrew Sheltering and Immigrant
Aid society's home at 229 East Broadway was rent
with wails and lamentations on the afternoon aild
night of their arrival, and the police reserves had to
be called out to maintain order in the wide thoroughfare in front of the society.
.
For word had gone abroad that the remainder of
the thousand had succumbed on the way, to privation, or had been lost on the way out of the Holy

Land, or drowned or torpedoed on the ocean almost
within sight of the new promised land.
But nothing of the kind had happened. Only
a few dropped out of the number which had started
for New York a little more than four months ago.
The larger party, not understanding that their expenses were being paid, feared the long trip through
strange lands, fell back and remained in the land of
want, preferring to take their chances there to risking new perils, the magnitude of which· they could
only guess.
The situation in Jerusalem and other cities of the
Holy Land was not entirely unknown to persons in
this country; but it remained for these refugees to
tell of the real horrors. An appeal for aid, for
medicines and food reached this country in the latter
part of 1915. In February of last year the collier
Stirling left New York with the stuff for which the
Palestine sufferers had asked.
The collier. got no further than Alexandria, being
held there by the exigencies of the war. The cruiser
Des Moines was sent to convoy the collier to Jaffa,
and the Jewish distribution committee of the American Funds for Jewish War Sufferers asked th.e
United States Government to turn the cruiser into
a transport to bring to this country men, women and
children who had claims on American citizenship.
Consent was granted, but Ambassador Elkus found
it impossible to get the refugees out from around
Jaffa. Then appeal was made to the Turks for permission for these people to leave by way of Constantinople. Before this was granted, America
was in the great war.
The Jewish committee guaranteed the expense of
travel, but the Turks wouldn't permit anyone to
leave who couldn't pay his or her way to Constantinople. .Many who 'had the necessary funds feared
to make the ·start, no.t understanding the fact that
they were to be cared for after leaving Constantinople. Others grasped the opportunity as a last
extremity and gave up their last cent to get out of
the famine-ridden Holy Land. A thousand had
written relatives in this· country that they were to
start, and the majority backing out at the last moment gave rise to the rumors on New York's east
side that they had perished.
Some of those who arrived at New York still had
money or could put their hands on some on arrival.
The majority of them were absolutely without funds
and their sufferings were written on their faces.
At the Hebrew Sheltering and Immigrant Aid
society they tasted meat for the first time in four
years. Children among the refugees had never seen
kosher meat. The party comprised forty-two children, thirty women ranging in age from 20 to 50,
and seventeen men, most of them old.
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"I have seen babies and older children lying on
the
sidewalks dying from starvation, without any
A number had been in this country. Most of
possible
aid. All the people could do in those cases
them had relatives who had come on years before
was
to
place
a cloth over their little pinched faces
to make their way in America and had nev~r seen
to
hide
their
sufferings
from others."
these friendly shores before. Money had been Sf)nt
M.
Davidson,
principal
of a Jewish rabbincal colto them, but the purchasing power of it in the land
lege,
told
of
the
children
who attended a sort of
of the Turks wasn't sufficient to keep the wolf from
experimental
school
attached
to the college. In 1914,
the door. The monthly $40,000 sent by the Jewish
distribution committee dwindled to about $10,000 he said, the attendance was 850. All that were left
thrmlgh Turkish handling. The Turks, these peo- were 550, and of the remainder a small number had
ple said, recognize only their own ,currency and -paid been sent out of the country by the Turks because
their parents hadn't become naturalized. The rest
the money for the relief in that currency.
But the storekeepers, the merchants, .the butcher died of starv~tion.
Charles N eiditch of Hartford, Connecticutt was
and the baker would accept the face value of the
currency at only one fourth of what it called for. one of the fortunate ones in this band of pilgrims.
A five dollar bill sent by relatives had the purchas- He went to Palestine in 1913, attracted by what he
deemed good opportunities for business in the Zioning power of ~1.25.
The refugees were brought from the ship to the ist movement in the colonies in the Holy Land. He
Hebrew Shelter in automobiles and hundreds of is the only one of the fugitives who declared that
Jews followed them when they reached East Broad- he would return to the Holy City. But his return
way. Their identity rapidly spread, and men and will be postponed until after the war.
He described the trip as one of wearisome travel,
women dropped their work to hurry after them to
beset
with doubts and difficulties. Our affairs in
seek their expected relatives or hear the latest word
Constantinople
were in the hands of the Swedish
from them. When it was learned that there were
ambassador,
but
it was not without considerable
so few, men, women and children gave way to grief
and tried to force the doors of the society. It was diplomatic treatment that they were enabled to leave
that city. The party journeyed by train to Damasthen that the police reserves were called out.
Mother Concors, as the good wife of the super- cus and then to Aleppo where it was detained sevintendent ·Of the home is known, took the refugees eral weeks before being allowed to proceed to Conin charge and insisted that they be given fii:st a stantinople.
The women and children were in constant terror
good warm meal, and appreciation was shown of
until
safely out of the dominion of the Turk. At
her efforts by the manner in which the people who
the
Hebrew
Shelter the refugees sent up a cheer
had known the ravages of starvation responded.
when
told
that
Djemal Pasha, former governor of
One man ran into the home and found his wife
the
province
in
which the Zionist colonies are loand two children. There had been five children
had
been
removed from office. They precated,
when he left his family in Jerusalem. To his indicted
better
treatment
and a chance for life under
quiry for the remainder, his wife made mute reply,
any
new
administration.
At Aleppo they were rethen, bursting into tears, cried that they had died of
ferred
to
a
consul,
and
the
consul asked them what
starvation. Theirs had been the fate of thousands
kind
of
a
consul
they
wanted.
He had in his office
of children and of old men and women. The refuthe
flags
of
all
nations,
and
he
would
represent any
g1ees told of little children lying in the streets, tiny
of
them
at
a
price.
·
arms extended in mute appeal for food and no foodl
, It was the Swedish ambassador at Constantinople
for them.
Leon Levinson, a druggist in Jerusalem, told of who finally advanced the money for the remainder
the need of drugs and food and how helpless the of the journey, which took the refugees through
cities of Austria-Hungary, where they received the
city was without either.
best of treatment, and on to Berne, Switzerland,
BEGGING FOR FOOD
and from there to France.
"Little children were begging piteously for food,"
Mr. Neiditch said that the starvation and desolahe said, "but there was no food for them. J erusa- tion were confined to the cities of the Holy Land;
lem is not a city of industries, and the products of that there was no distress in the colonies, :which are
the Jewish colonies were bought by the Germans self-supporting, notwithstanding the military imor the military duties were so great as to make pro- posts on production. He was located at Pesach
duction almost impossible. The Nathan Straus and Tikvo (the Door of· Hope) . He is a Zionist.
Captain Dreyfuss kitchens in Jerusalem did ail they
THE JEWISH DREAM
could do, but when there was no food, no milk, no
The dream of the new mov,ement of Zion 1s the
any1thing to be had, what could they do?
JEWISH RELIEF
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establishment of a Jewish center in Palestine, and
the dream has been in the making · for the last
twenty-five years . .It is the dream of 5,000,000 Jews
in America, whose hope is in a new land of promise
where they may live and die in the land of their forefathers. In the land of the olive, the fig and the vine
they have established colonies, being joined in the
movement by Jews from Russia. In fact, the Russian Jews have been the pioneers in the movement,
and the wilderness has been turned into gardens of
fruit and flowers and wine.
The fertile soil has yielded its riches to the toilers
and the dream of the Zionists was developing into
a reality when war began to spread over the land.
Then the Turks took a hand. The youth born of the
colonies were declared to be Russians, since they
had not embraced the Turkish doctrines of politics
and faith. These young men were banished from
their native land.
The majority of them went to Alexandria. They
had learned to ride like Cossacks and shoot like
Americans. The majority of them took up arms and
became the famous Zion mule corps of Gallipoli,
doing wonderful work in transportation under the
British flag.
Morris Lebresku, one of this corps, is now at Ellis
Island, denied a landing in this country, where he
arrived three weeks ago, and his case, with its peculiar circumstances, is now in the hands of the labor
department. Lebresku was born and grew to manhood in one of the colonies. The Turks declared him
a Russian because his father had not been naturalized and ordered him to leave the Holy Land.
HOLY LAND FORTIFIED
~After

his work in the corps and being wounded
in action, for which he was decorated, he organized
a regiment under the British flag, which he intended to be the first unit of an organization to
reclaim Palestine. He had many volunteers among
the soldiers of fortune in Alexandria and a regiment of 1,000 started for Malta when the British
withdrew from Alexandria. The transport was
torpedoed and in the neighborhood of 100 soldiers
were killed outright or drowned. With the others
Lebresku escaped by swimming to a lirttle island in
the Mediterranean, where they were marooned without food and with little clothing for four days
Then they were picked up by a British cruiser
and taken to London, where Lebresku went to work
in a munition factory. When America entered the
war he begged rto be sent to this country to stir up
the Jews against Germany and her allies. The
British Government paid his passage and that was
his undoing, the law prohibiting the payment 'of a
person's passage into the country by a foreign
go'fernment. But the department of labor has his

case under investigation and he may yet land to
do his crusading work.
Several students were in the party which found
comfort and food in the Hebrew shelter. They say
they dare not give their names in speaking of political matters in the Holy City, for fear of Turkish
reprisals on their families, citing cases where such
things happened to the families of men who reached
England and spoke of things as they were in unhappy Jerusalem.
They told, when guaranteed that their names
would not be mentioned, of the fortifications in the
Holy Land and corroborated the tales of starvation
and the outrages on young women by German soldiers. Said one of them;
"Jerusalem looks like a military post. Auto ·
trucks with guns and ammunition are continually
passing through the city and more German than
Turkish soldiers are seen there. . ..
"A commission of German engineers was sent to
Jerusalem to search for new water for the Ger-·
man and Turkish troops. They had been trucking
water from the city to the troops, but this used up
too many horses and much of the water was spoiled
on the journey. The commission drafted a number
of the students in our college to aid them in the
search, and told them to say nothing of what they
had seen, when they returned to Jerusalem, on fear .
of death.
EVERYWHERE-GUNS !

"But they did tell their fellow students. In the
search for water they visited every known place
made famous in the Bible in the environments of
the Holy City. Every eminence was surmounted
with big guns from Beersheba to Bethlehem, and on
every hand they saw the soldiers of the Turks and
Germans. The war seems getting very near to
Jerusalem. We had no way of learning of the
changes the war was making in our vicinity. We
understood when we left that the Turks and Germans were still in possession of Bagdad, and no·w
learn that the British have captured the city.
"The people of Jerusalem were too busy with
their own needs to think much of the war. vVhat
their fate will be God only knows."
Again, after two thousand years, around the
walls of the Holy City, is heard the cry:
"Woe is Jerusalem !"-Joseph S. Jordan, in The
Des Moines (Iowa) Regis.ter, November 4, 1917.
In the blackest soils grow the fairesrt flowers, and
the loftiest and strongest trees spring heavenward
among the rocks.-Holland.
Work has made me what I am. I never ate a bit
of idle bread in my li£e.-Daniel Webster.
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THE NEW POSTAGE RATES
['\Ve were in doubt as to some polints about the ne!W ra,tes,
so we asked the local postmaster to giV'e us definite information, which he did, in the following.-EmTORS.]

Letters and other first-class matter (except drop
letters and post cards and postal cards) will be subject to postage at the rate of three cents for each
ounce or fraction thereof which should be fully prepaid. If less than three cents is prepaid on a letter,
or other first-class matter, it shall be returned to the
sender, if known, for the deficient postage. If the
sender is not known, it shall, if prepaid at least two
cents be rated with the deficient postage and dispatched to its destination for collection of the
amount due upon delivery to the addressee. Letters
and other first-class matter prepaid less than two
cents shall be treated as prescribed by Section 545
Postal Laws and Regulations.
The rate 'on drop letters on and after November
2, 1917, will be two cents an ounce or fraction of
an ounce. This applies to all letters mailed for delivery within the postal district of the office where
deposi,ted, including delivery by the city, rural, or
other carriers of such office. The two cent drop-letter rate also applies to offices which have no free
delivery service.
All postal cards, whether they bear written messages or are entirely in print must be prepaid two
cents each and, therefore, the one-cent postal cards
must have a one-cent postage stamp affixed to them
in addition to the one-cent stamp impressed on such
cards.
Post cards or private mailing cards, which include
all cards not exceeding in size approximately 3 9-16
by 5 9-16 inches nor less than approximately 2 3-4
by 4 inches will also be subject to two cents postage
each whether they bear written or printed matter.
AU cards bearing the words "post card" or "private
mailing card" which are not within the size above
set forth shall be charged two cents postage each if
in print, or the letter rate if wholly or partly in
writing, but the rate of postage on printed advertising cards or cards containing printed circular
matter which do not bear the words "post card" or
"private mailing card" and do not come within the
size prescribed for post cards is not affected, such
printed cards being subject to postage at the thirdclass rate.
When all is holiday, there are no holidays.-Lamb.
Work is the inevitable condition of human life,
the true source of human welfare.-Tolstoi.
You will find poetry nowhere unless you bring
some with you.-J oubert.

WOMAN'S AUXILIARY
Edited by AUDENTIA ANDERSON, 2009 Locust St., Omaha, Nebr.

Echoes from the Oriole Camp at Kirtland
w,e look back with pleasure o;ver the ten days' camp in the
gm;v,e beside the old historic Temple.
Many othem beside the Orioles seemed to like to drop in the
camp for a rest or to read, as well as group around the piano
in happy song. We think our camp was ;very cozy, with its
pennants, flowers, pictures, ,etc., and especially on the ew
of our entertainment, whelll our decorating commi1ttee surely
made it look beautiful with the lighted Japanese lanterns
nestling among the branches of weeping willdws. We could
but notice the contrast when we arranged our circle of chairs
for the program, f,or Last year we had eighteen chairs,
and this yea,r fifty-fiV'e Orioles were o,n the grounds, so
we l"ealize the wnrk is growing an these parts.
We were very sorry Sister Pearl Gintz was unable to
moot with US>, for she ha,s been a great help in the Oriole
work.
One evening we held a "Snipping Party" for the Red Cross,
aft~r which the young people pla,yed game1s around the
huge bonfire outside the camp. Many othie1r in1n ocent pl>etaiSures
were enjoJ11ed, such as hike1s, corn roast, etc.
The .Orioles again assisted the Woman's AuXIiliary in caring for thie bai!Ji,es and small children during the prayer
meeting hour, so the mothers could be relieV'ed.
Another e;vening the choir in the Temple was composed
Ellltirely of Orioles in uniform, under the direction of Brother
T. U. Thoma,s.
These are 'a, few of the good points whi!Ch we learned some
of the girls are making; In one circle s,everal ha;ve memoriZJeid: the Word of Wisdom and the, Beatitudes, re1ading their
chapter from the Bible. each day, and one young lady who
was reading a chapter from the three books each day while
she was away at college, found upon her return home' on
a ;vacation that she was unable to fi1nd one of the needed books,
just as she was getting ready to retire, but rather than "mis>s
her point" ran to one of the neighbors quite late at ni1ght to
bol'row one. Had she not been winning her points, I am
afraid "her chapt,er" would ha;ve been ifleglected. Two other
girls are so inte!I'ested in r1eading the Book of Mormon; which
they said they ne;ve>r did before they begJan reading it for
points, that one s1ays she reads a "lot more be,sides her chapter each day." Then Qne mother told me her daughte1r ne;ver
became ;very inte,rested in the church until she "became an
Orioie," so we see these auxiliaries are "helps" just as the
hea;venly Father said they would be.
This work does not alone de;velop the spiritual side of the
li;v,es of our gi1rls, but it will teach them to lov;e God's out
of doors better, and to become more effici:ent in thetir homes,
a,s well as furnish the proper kind of "good times" that our
giirls must ha;ve.
We have started our plans for next year. The reunion
girls, ere they separated, appointed the following officers to
work up the interest among the ;various ci>rde1s duri,ng the
J11ear, so that when we meet togJerther we will have some definite arrangements to work from. Any cirde's who wish .to
know more of these plans may do so by communicating with
any of the following:
· Reunion monitor, Alma 0. Gur:ry, Ktiirtland, OhLo; assist~nt
monitor, Doris Kelsey, Akron, Ohio; recorder, Ruth S1autters,
Canton, Ohio; assiS>tant recordier, Elizabeth Logsdon, Canton,
Ohio; song leadler, Anna May Gurry, Pittsburgh, Pennsyl;vania; cheer leader, Celia Richards, Cleveland, Ohio.
ALMA 0. CURRY, Reunipn Monitor.
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ADDITIONAL POINTS OF MERIT

Home Building: Give the proper di~et for a normal child
of two years. Three years. Four years. Five years.
Give the predominating play interests of a child at two
years. Three years. Four years. Five yea:rs.
Beauty: Bathe .once a day for thirty consecutiVIel days,
:Loyalty to the N aUon: Maikle over o:r refurbi:sih a last
year's dress and wear· it instead of purchasing a new one.
Plan menus for •a meatles•s day. Plan me:nus £or a wheatless
day. Plant and care for a plot of fioweir:s or two window
boXJes at home or on the church lot. Make one article for the
Red •Cross. Two. Three.
The 1917 edition of the Oriole Book is ready for mailing.
This edition is VJery similar to the 1916 edition and those who
have that book need not purchase a new om!El. Those who
are working with the 1915 edition will find it easier and
much more interesting to work with the new ·book, as it is
V"ery different, being more complete.
Send your Christmas letters to the soldier boys now.
Fo•r any suggesHom:s for Christmas activities or p:atteTns
for decorating, send stamp:eid ·envelop:e to Miss Ina Cockerton,
Independenc:e:, Missouri.

To a Far-Away Sister
The following Letter was written by Sister Madison in
reply to a cal'ld received fl'lom Sister Roo'), of BasdJ, Switzetrland. Sister M:adison has sent it for publication, in the hope
that either the private letter or its pubHc :r:eprint may e:scap'e
the submarines and reach Sister Roos. SisteT Madison also
desi,res that the sisters •everywhere would write her very
frankly concerning the good they have, o:r have not, received
fl'Om the p1apers sent out this summer for reunion or district
use. She has been commissioned to a.ttend to the. ma.tter of
presenting the Woman's AuxiUary work at reunions, and she
hopes to be helped intelligently in this lb~ the vesponses from
the sist,ers she tri.ed to reach. She would welcome suggestions,
criticisms, comments, :ideas or plans, offered by any who have
at heart the strengthening a:ad uplifting of the cause. Each
department leader wishes to give out what is mO'St needed
by the largest number, and this can best be asc:ertained by
her being placed in contact with those whom she aims to
serV'e. So Iert your wi.shes be heard; wr!ite to Sister Madison
you:r suggestions for reunion w,o,rk and "do your bit" in this
woman's movem€jnt in the church. S:ist:er Madison's permanent address is Independence, Missouri, although for a few
weeks she may be reached at 618 Osage Street, Manhattan,
KJamsas.
Here follows the l1e.tter re£erred t(\:
Dea;, Sister Roos: Your ca,rd came to me in spite of sub~
marines and I am happy indeed to be of service to you, and
through you, to some of the women of Europe. Surely the
women of Europe need now, if ever in the world, the comfort
and blessings of the gospel. These p:apers I am s:ending you
under a serparate cover Wel'e prepared by the s1iste:rs heresupposedly for the entil'le church, but they may be of little
real help to you over there, because w~ are unabie to sense
the conditions of your environment. But the needs of womanhood and of motherhood a.re univel'lsal, and the blessings of
the gospel al'e designed .to r'each ·an and suffice all. That i:s
the message we would send to each in just the form .to reach
their needs, did we know them.
Are there any special probl1ems you face that we may help
you with? Be very frank in criticizing these prc~:pers and
the Year Book I am sending you as to their fitness to me1et
your needs, pointing out .the line1s of work you wish amplified,
and I will try to plaee it in the hands of spedalists so that

you may be benefited. Pray for the church, and for its
women especially that they will answer to the Lord''s call:
' awake; put on thy strength 0 Zion, ... shake thyse
.
I"r
·'A.. wake,
from the dust; loose thyself from the bands of thy neck, 0
captive daughter of Zion," and be ready for the: stupendous
task aw:aiting thee, when thy stricken continent shall hav'a
been purged and so humbled hefoi'e God that they will welcome
the gospel. I '1lim fearful that we here must tak,el as much or
mor~ befol'le we realize the brotherhood of man. If .this and
the material sent her1ewith reacih you, write me further. I
will be glad indeed to help in any possible way, and in the
meantime I pray for you and your as:sodates in .the work
that strength and wisdom may be given as your tasks need.
Your sis.ter if!l gospel bonds,
MRs. WILLIAM MADISON.
INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI,. U. S. A., October 29, 1917.

On Birth Registration---No 2
Suppose :a legacy were left you, a native American citizen,
by a relati¥e :in :a dlistant Sta!te or in a foreign country ..
Could you establish your parentage and r'e:ceive .the1 inheritance? An official birth C'eirtifica,te, perhaps, would h~ the
only valid evidence. Goulid you fu:nnish it? Can your ch111d
furnish it?
Suppose your son were living abr:oiad, and miHta:ry laws
were about .to force him into the trenches. Oould you send·
him an official certificate of his birth, wtith his name, and
yours, ·a!llidl the plaee where he was born,, so as to establish
his American citizenship w.i,thout question aiil:d save him from
the firing line?
Sometimes the laws of the United States demand adequate
registration of births if they :a,re not to work hardship. There
was the yo111ng daughter .of an immig11ant :Swede. He wanted
this child who was born in the United States .to s;ee his home,
and he took her with him on a visit to Swed:en. But the
strain and exciltement were top much for his failing strength,
and he died soon :after reaching hirs boyhood home:, lea,ving
his ·daughter ran orphan. Her fri€1nds were all in this country, and she determined to return; The courage that .took
her to Ellis' Island was &erverely te1sted when she was told
there that as an unprotected minor she could not enter the
country urnless she crould prove her claim to American citizenship. Much time and: trouble were sp€1nt in looking for .the
record of he:r bi,rth, but none could he found. Kind-hearted
fr·iends continued to se:a,rch for some witnesses, and: finally·
they found the doctur who had attended her mother whren
she was born, but who had failed to report the birth as the
law required him to do. The kindily fate by which it happened
that the doctor was still aliVIe ~nd thrat this young gi:rl had
frilends, willing and able to sea·rch him out, alone preven.tedi
her becoming a girl without a c·ountry.
Should we be s.o caJreie:ss of losing our citizens for lack of
an officila,l record of their coming lilllto the world?
Only ,e[everi, States and the District of Oo1lumbia have birth
records whJ1,ch .the Census Bureau accepts 1a1s fairly adequate,,
and ev€1n in this "bi;rth 11e:gistration airea" the records are
seldom one hundl'leld per ceillt complete. The Federal Children's Bureau urges. each community :in .the country to se'e
that all the children born within its boundaries receive the
fundamemt:al protection of an official record of birth.-Government Bulletin from Chiidren's Bureau.

Wheat Substitute
SOUR MILK CORN BREAD
Corn meal one pint; salt, one· half. teaspoon; soda, three.
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qua:r1ters teaspoon; one egg; baking powder, one qua.rter teasp•Oon; lard (me:lted), one and one half tablespoon; sour milk,
one pint.
Sl'ightly beat the egg, add milk, salt and soda. Stir i,n
the meal. Be1at well. Aldd melted lard and baking pow!ler.
Bake in hot greased p1an. Cut in squares and serve. Do not
have batte•r too stiff. Yii.eld one cake, 9x9 inches. Cost, 13
cents.

LETTER DEPARTMENT
An Open Letter On Life Insurance

J
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depell1d on for materilal wants. in times of stress? Personally
I cannot depend on my brother for help because he is in the
same condition as myself, viz, a p.oor but honest workingman.
Again, ~ll the prominent men of the present age in ewery
country, irrespecti:ve of class or creed, indorse life insurance,
realizing that the hrubit of thrift. should be eneoumge'd and
fostered because thie rising g€!neration need to have this principle demonstnated mo>re and more, and after all 'a thrifty
people are the backbone of the Nation.
The time is not far distant when in the United States of
America and Canada compulsory insuranc<e will be a reaiity,
a:nd if so we will have advanced a long way toWJards adjusting some of the wrongs ,of our present social system, and
give the children and other dlependents of the working class
a chance to live.
These few lines :a.re penned mainly becaus:e I h!ave thought
that some may allow their policies to lapSie 1and thereby lose
what they hav1e1 s.truggled to save, from the fact that the
bishnp does not fa.vor life insurance•.
Yours frnte.rnally,

Regar:ding your comment about life insura.nce and also
a letter from Bishop Keir to a Sai,nt on the same topic, the
following is written, not 1in a, contentious spirit, but that the
matter which is of vital import to a great many may he;
further discussed for the benefit of all. In the bishop's letter
WILLIAM B. BARTLEMAN.
he stated, he is. told that only thirty per cent of' the premiums
NEW LISKEARD, ONTARIO.
paid ever reach the' beneficiiaries, the balance being consumed
in payiiilg comissions, expenses and diividends. I speak from
[We >a:re pleased to be able to pre>sent the above letter
experi•ence when I say emphatically th!at such a statJement is that our readers may hear both sides, but ·in doing so we
very untrustworthy.
should give the matter fair consideration in every aspect.
Liife insurance is nothing more· or less than putting into
In· fire insurance the risk is always less than fifty per cent,
. pmctice a habit of thrift. I believe the Saints a.s a whole~ and after the re~turn, is 1as low as thirty per cent. In lif1e1 inare thrifty, or should be, because the more prospel'ous wei as surance as a ·rule, the ma~rgin is not so large; as the above
a people are', the more assistane~e we c:an give the gr'eat work article states, it represents 'a form of compulsory saving. But
we are all inter1estedi in. I suppose the, Saiillts. as· a, p1eople on the othter hand, the church in c1a.rrying out the plan as set
put money in the banks, and draw interest therefrom, also forth in the law, provides better for all kinds of i,nsur1ance.
the Pre'Siding Bishop encourages us Sunday school workers This includes fire, life, accident, employer liabilities, and every
to \hank the Chr,istmas ofllering and get the inter1e1st also for other kind of ~nsmnnce that now come to mind. The church
the good of the C'liurch.
plan is better and safer. Those who hold policie:s which are
And why should we not assure our cLepende1nts help ~n well p1aid up, should by no- means be in a hurry to surre;nder
times of trouble by banking money with an honomble insur- them, and certainly' not without consultation. The essential
ance company, and at the same time have the ,risk covered? thing· would appe1a,r to be to conf,er with your bishop otr
Any reliable insurance company compares f,avorably with the bishop's .agent, or with thie1 Presliding Bishop, for your own
banks, for most of the1 banks charge ten or twelve per cent, special circumstances UJnd how it may best 'he rriet. It cerand even higher, which is unjust, for loans, while the insur- tainly wouldi involve a 1o,ss if we made such an undertaking,
ancle companies only cha.rge five and six pe1r cent. Which is if it did not involve a like saving and contributi:on on the part
the most honomble? The bishop states irn his letter that he of thOSiel to be bene:fitled. Those who show such habits. of
beli1eves the people of the world are wis1e in taking advantage' frugality are the very ones ,needed to assist in putting into
of life linsurllJnce, b:ut he does not state plainly what a member · Bffect the temporal law. It is evidoot thia.t thene' must be a
of the church should do, when he, the bishop, admits that wisdom dn all things. Many policies have a definite surrenthe members of the church have not stepped forward with der value.
faith, believing in the promises of God, and carry out his inThis is one possibility to be considered, but <as all things
structions. Is a membe,r of the church doing wrong, when shall he prepared before for those going up to Zion, so should
r1ealizing that owing to the natur~ of his work he may through it he in this l'espect; those who am thinking o.f tak!i,ng out life
the carelessness >orf his, fellow men, or otherwis·e, be injured insurance or other policies would >dio well to co-nfer first with
or killed! any moment, is he doing wrong, I say, when he theiT bishop secure his counsel and advice, and so act to best
protects his dependents against such an emergency through meet their own int1e1rests 1a.n:d the i:nte,rests of the church at
the medium of life insurance? We hear a great deal at this large. The vital point in the former letter llJTI>d editorial was
time about buying lliherty bonds to help win the, WJar, but to my that the bishopric apparently desire to make a start. We are
mind, the man who insures his life and prb·tects h!i's children, all convinced, or will .be as timet passes if we a.re not now,
the future generation, has fulfilled a greater obligatio1n to that the temporal law of the church is the best for every man.
the State than !by the purchas~ of'- a liberty bond. The bishop -EDITORS.]
also sm,ys life insurance is only a human scheme. This r1erminds
me of the every-day st~a.tement that WJe are only human, and
Personal Views of a Socialist
when the wa.g;e e1arner pays the groc~ry bill and clothes hiis
wife :and family he hegins. to' realize he1 is only human,, hence
he cannot dn better than invest his small surplus after. doing
Yours received. The interview to which Y'OU refer was
his bit towards thle church, in a human scheme, and thereby given out over my own signature and indicated my own,
get the p·rotection he cannot obtain any other way.
mther than the views of the Socialist party.
We must not forg>e1t that in this world, which is. a hard
Experi•ence is sometimes .a,, good teacher, and the Socialone too, the avera,ge workingman must call a spade a sp1ade, ists of the Na.tion are being compelled to adopt a conand if, as the bishop says, the members of the church have not structive program i,n ordie:r to exi:st. While at the Saint Louis
stepped forward as a whole, whp are we as individuals to convention last spring I urged from the fi>oor that illO action
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be taken that could even be construed as un-Ame:rican. I
a:l'gued that the American people would not' accord to any
program which did violence to Amerdcan idealism or American
institutions. Some fifty others took a simHa,r stand. The
extreme radical group won out. The majority resolution on
"Wwr• and milita,rism"- crurried in the convention and: overwhelmingly prevailed in the following 11eferendum to the membership.
A vigorous antiadministration propaganda was iillstituted,
with the consequent result that it drew the attack of the
Fede:rul Government run:d has resulted in the suppression of
most of the pubiic:a·ti,ons of the party, the arre1st of many
workers in va:rious parts of the country, the rai.ding of
the national as well as, many State 1rund country headquarters.
I think the action of the SociaHst party in this regard
a. s'erious mistake. I likewise am of the opinion that the
wholesale suppression of newspap,ers andl public meetiillgs ha,s,
in many instanc:e'S, beten a mistake on the part of the authorities.
When the Socialist convention at Sa,int Louis oblig1ated
the party to "support all ma,ss mo:v~e1ments ag1a,inst conscriptio1n," it invited suppression. The fact that its leading
rcpresentat~ves have been kept busy disavowing any intention
to go without the law has not mitigated the opposition. True,
a F\edeml jury in Detroit recently acquitted the national
secretary on a1n indictment covering this phase . of the questi·on, but the troubie was done and the party has suffered.
Such men 1a:s John Spargo, Charles Edward Russell, J.
Phelps-Stokes, Upton SincLa,ir, J. Stitt Wilson and man;y
others withdrew from the party. I was acting as state secretary fo:r California at the time and refused to submit the
.refe!'endum to the membership, te:ndeting my r!esignaUon to
the state committee. The California committee, however,
indorsed my action. I continued as sec11etary pending the
seliedion of my successor.
On October 1 I entered upon the active missionary work.
J need not tell you how much joy it gives one to be where
God wants him to be. My experiences during the past few
years have been varied! and extensdrve. I am hopeful thait
they will be of incalculable bemefit to the church.
The idealism of soda.Iism is the purp01se of the church.
The tactics and program of many of the socialistic institutions ~are art variance with the end to be achieved. The
spirit of the church is altruistic-the tactics of the socialistic
org1anizations larg1ely selfish. Class hatred is self-destructive,
love for man ,its soia. cor!'ective. Some of these days I'll tell
you more of my experrience and conclusions. Let this suffice
Sincerely yours,
now.
T. W. WILLIAMS.

The Sermon on the Mount
INSPIRED TRANSLATION, POCKET EDITION
The pl1a1n of salvation is not found in any version of the
Lord's most important sermon, save the Inspired Translation
only; see Matthew 5: 4, to v1erify this, in comparison with any
other versi<m of the Bible extant.
The Lord told the Saints in 1831, (Doctrine 31nd Covena:nts 42: 15) they should teach this version of the Scriptures
when they were received in full. We have been slow to db
this.
With a desire to have them more genemlly read and studied,
a neat vest-pocket edition of the Sermon on the Mount as
found in the three chapters of Matthew, has been gotten out
by the Herald Publishing House. It is bound in cloth and
contains in addition to the sermon, an account of how the1
early Scriptures were given to Moses m1d how they have been

restored in these latter days, an ep·itome of our faith and a ,
statem~nt of some of the differences between the Reorg1anized
Church and the church in Utah, with references to one of
our most valuabie tracts and to the SAINTs' HERALD, and that
they may he had from the Herald Offioe upon request.
No better "handbook" can be found for the Saint who
desires to have with him all the time "daily food" as it was
given by the Master, and 1a statement of our faith. This
might be called in "capsule form," :i,t is so small and conveni,ent-22 p:ages, vest-pocket size, cloth binding, the full
message of the Master in his first recor1d!ed sermon.
Every one of our soldier boys shouidi have a copy in his
pocklet as 1a constant reminder of the covenant he has made
with God 1and for daily st11ength, as he mingl~s with those
who continually pour into hi>s ears a torrent of profanity a111d
vulgarity. (I am among them daily and am a witness to
this at Oamp Funston.)
I have sent a copy in a sealed envelope to every address
that has appear1ed in the Ensign sli.nce and including October 11. Will y.ou help in this work? My means are not unlimited. L1e:t us put a. copy 1in the hands of every onE> of our
y;oU!ng men that are in the Army and Navy.
About two thousmudi copies of the sermon with an accompanying Leaflet, we!re sent out early in 1915. fhe leaflet
i,; now printed as a part of the book. It has the approval
or the First P:11esidency and the Board of Publication, and
was warmly approved by our venemtedi Brother Joseph Smith
,a f,ew weeks befo11e: he was tak,en from our midst in 1914.
The actual cost of maHing a single copy to a solrlJer in a
sealed envcelope, exceedS! six cents. To those who send nw
one doHa,r I will sernd twenty-five copi,e:s by mail, or one
dozen for fifty c1elnts. Enclose one in a letter to your soldier
boy. 8unday school teachers, g1et each of your scholars one
for Christmas. Mi,ssionaries will fi:nd them an excellent tract
for interested inquirers. The prices given barely cover the
cost of printing and postage. SingLe copies, five cents each.
Add11ess me either at Manha,ttan, Kansas,, or Independence:,
Missouri.
Yours in the faith,
C. A. GURWELL.
MANHATTAN, KANSAS, 616 Osage Street, November 5, 1917.

Arousing Opposition in Ohio
I came to this :v~icinity the 7th, inst., and be'g1an a meeting
that ev·ening in the schoolhouse ;near :by. I was informed,
that there was an 'injunction on the building especially designed to shut out the Latter Day Saints, g'ranted by the
Court of Common PI.eas in 1888, 31nd has stood as a barrier
ever since. When Bl'Other Erter informed me that the building, a frame structure, on wh!i,ch the injunction was p'aced
was on another lot 'and sold several y,ears ago, I told him I
Vias of the opinion the injunction would not apply to the
present structu11e. However, we 11eceived a polite letter from
the school board asking us not to hold meetings longer until
'·matters were cleared up." We d'rew up a petition asking
the cuurt to dissolve the injunction. Nearly every man in
the toWinship signed it. We took it to Paulding and consulted
the county attorney. After looking the old one over ca1reflully
he said it was "dead 1and ought to be buried." He toM us to
go ahead with our meetings and if the hoard was in doubt, to
call·him up. When we informed him that the original buildiing was move'd away he laughed and l'eiplied: 'Oh, it dcesn't
apply to this building at ,all."
So it appe1ars that when the buHding was sold the purchase'r bought the "i,njunction" and hauled it away, and the
building now standing might have been used years ago had a
little investigation been made. We are occupying nightly
now, while the enemy, deprived of his weapon, has retired.
1
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ites, to de±iend themselves, and their famili<eJS, and their lands,
their country, a1nd their I1ights, and their religion."
Again, Alma 21: 132-136:
"And Moroni W13<S a sti1ong anid a mighty man; he was a
man of a perfect understanding; yea, a man that did not
delight rin bloodshed; 1a ma:n whose soul did joy in the liben:ty
and the freedom of his country, and his brethren from bondage 1and slav,ery; yea, a man whose heiart did! swell with
thanksgiving to hJiJs God, for the many privileges and blessings which he bestowed upon his people; a man who did
labor exceedingly for the wel:fiare and safety of his p·eople:
Yea, and he was a man who was firm in the faith of Chirist,
and he had sworn with an oath, to defend his people, his
rights, and his country, and his relig1ion, ev1en to the loss .of
his blood. Now thie Nlep:hiites were taught to defend them!Jelves 'against their enemies, even to the shedding of blood, if
it were necessary; ye1a, and they were also taught neVJer to
gi'V'e 'an offense; yea, an:d never to raise the sword, eoccept it
w~me against an enemy, except it wene to preserve their
lives."
Herein we have portra.Yierd the characte1r of a wis:e and just
Are We Justified in Participating in War
man in the sight of God, who taught his people to defend
at Any Time?
themselves against their enemies, and who led his armies in
many a victorious battle, because hi's soul .stood fast in the
It is with reluctance that I take up my p:en and write a
liberty in whiich God has made us free. (Alma 28: 13.)
few lrines on this much agitateid quest1on..
Again we quote.f:rom Alma 28: 14-19 the wo:r1dls of Pahoran,
I hesitate lest some might mistake my motive, and! conclude chief judg;e over the people oi' God.
that I am in favor of war. So at the outset I will say, God
"And now behold w1e will resist wickeidness, e!Ven unto bloodforbid that I should ever let S.l,:teh a spi.rit g1et possess.i1on of shed. We would not silred the blood of the Lamanites, if they
me, but, to the cont1:1ary I am thoroughly opposed to wa1r. would stay in their orwn land. We would not shed the blood
The sight, or even the thought 10d' bloodshed turns me sick at . of our brethren 1i1f thley would not rise up in 1:1ebellion and take
heart.
the sword against us. Wif'> would subject ourselves to the!
I am in rapport with the words of Paul: "If it be possible, yoke of lbond!age, if it were requisite with the justic1e1 of
as much as lieth in you, live peaceably with all men." But I God, or if he should command us so to do. But behoM he doth ·
realize that it sometimes becomes necessary to lbreaik ofl' our not command us that we shall subject ou11selves to our emepeaceful relations with a se~f-constituted enemy, because it mies, but that w:e should! put our trust in him and he will dehas become impossibl<e, and does not He within us to continue liver us. Tberefore my beloved brother Moroni, 1elt us resist
to live peaceably with him. ·
evil; and whaltsoever e!Vil we cannot cresist with orur words,
Those whom I term extJremists, base their claim of neutral~ yea, such a1s rlebellions and diBsensi,ollls, let us resirst them with
ity on the word of God which says; "Thiou shalt not kill," our swords, that we ma1y retain our f11e~rdom, that we may r.e-"
and, "He that taketh up the sword shaH perish by thie1sword." joice in thre1 great priviltege of our church and in the cause
Now my application of these scriptures, differ in that I be- of our Redeemer and our God."
lieve that they apply in an a,ggrelssive, and not a defensive
Read also in connection with this, Doctrine and Covenants
way. "Thou shalt not kill," ha;s reference to murder, and 95: 5-7. I have also heard! men say that if the~ we11e forced
does not apply to a soldi1er who takes up arms at the call of to go to war, they would take good Cia,re that thie weapon
hiirs Government, in defense of that Government, evetn though that they wielded would be so directed as not to cause the
he in pursuit of that occupation does shed the blood of his shedding od' the blood of a. f1eHow man. Now I believe this
:flellow man. Hre1re I wish to recall a statement made by our too is contrary to the will otl' God, amd that such would be
worthy preside:nt, Frederick 'M. Smith, in Ensign oi' July das,sed as traitors, 1or slackers, a case of which WleJ find re19: "The consensus of opinion is that for the bloodshed of corded in Alma 29: 12, where we read: "Moroni anJd Pahoran
war, not individuals but nations are held accountable."
havting resto,I1ed peace to the land of Za'riahemla, among their
I have heard it saliid by some, that they would not take up own people, having inflicted death upon all those who were
arms to the extent of shiediding man's blood, ~eVen in de:f:1ense not true to the cause of freedom." Also chapter 23: 16: "And
of their homes, their wives, anrdl their children. Now such an they Tiefused to takie1 up arms; for they were so wroth with
attitude is s.trictly contrary to the word of God, as recorded the chief judge, and also with the people of liberty, that
they would not take up a1rms to def1elnd their country."
in Alma 2<0: 50-52:
I find a. number to-day who arle wroth with the chief
"Neverthel1ess, the Nephites were inspired by a better
cause; for they were not fighting for monarchy nor power; judge, ;and! with the ple!ople of l~berty. I refer to those who
but they were fighting :fior ·their homes, and their liberties, are creating so much disturbance, and raising so much oppotheir wivels, and their children, and their an; yea, for their sition to the reg1i:stration, selective draft, and other waT
, rites of worship, amd their church; and they were doing that measures.
We read in Alma 27th chapter, whel'e there WJa;S wickedness
which they felt was the duty which thy owed to their God;
for the Lordi had saild unto them, and 'also unto their fathers, entered into the gove1rnmen1t, so that the11e was a divri1sion
That inasmuch as ye are not guhlty of the first offense,. n1edtheir among them, to the extent that they failed to support the
the second, ye shall no1t suffer yourselves to he slain by the armies in the. field, and because of this fatiJul'e to support the
hands of your enemies. And again, the Lo11d bia1s said that ye !ii:rlmies, thousands were slain, while it might, have been othershall defend your :£amiliie1s, even unto bloodshed~ therefore wise (verse 18). And we read how that Moroni admonishes
for this cause were the Nephi1tes contending with the Laman- the governmelnt for. their exceeding slothfulness, and in verse
Last Siunday evening we !began a Sunday uight campaign
in Hicksville, a t•own of about four thousand, in a theater
building. We had a good lwa:ring for a start despite the fact
that it rained in tor11ents just at the time of gathering, and
from the further fact that the church people were warned
from their respective pulpits to "stay away." It is the same
old game: k~ep the people iill ignomnce. However, we are
advertising for next Sunday again and if the p,eople continue
to walk in darkness it will not be our fault. Our subject last
Sunday was, "Why the nations fight," laying the blame primarily at the door of the popular churches. One prominent
busine1ss ma,n said to-day, "It was the best thing I .eve!:' heard."
An old Dunka11d p11eacher expressed himself about the same
way. Next Sunday our subject will be,, "Who represents
God?" From the "lips of chosen leaders we expect to convict
the popular chul'ch of usurpation, spoHation and defamation.
Is that enough? We have the goods, 1and we have the promise of a "jury"___,a large audience. Will report results latetr.
E. E. LoNG.
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40 he sa,ys: "Or do ye suppose that the Lord will still deliver by the shed!cling of blood." We also beilieve that God inspiirted
us, wh'ile WJe sit upon o1tur thrones, and do not make use of Abraham Lincoln in the; f11e1eing of the slaves.
the means which the Lord ,hJas provided for us,?"
And now aile we going to doubt that God's Spirit is directAnd in the 49th verse h!eJ admomishes them to bestir them- ing the pres,ent :head of out Government? Inasmuch a's we
selves in the defense of their country. And in the' 48th verse believe that God was the author of this Go¥ennment, do we
Moroni says that it is ,a,ccordiilng to the commandment of God suppose that norw in this most dtmportant of all ages, that he
that he has taken up his sword to de£eilld the cause of his is goittl'g to forsak,e us? At this most important time, when
Zion is, to be De!deemed, Isrlael restored to their p11omised la:nd,
country.
The result of this distuDbance was a short civil war, in and the gospel prodiaimed to the nations of the world preparawhich 'Mororui, 'I1aised the flag, or sta:nJda,rd otf liberty, and tory to the coming of the greak king.
Of cour:se I veali2'1e the11e is much wickedness in our Nation,
called for voluntie!el's, 11esulting in thousands flockdng to the
and
beca,use of this much suffering shall come upon the people.
colors (Alma 29: 1-12).
Nevertheles1s our cause is just, and many of our rn;ys shall be
In the light of this' knowLedge we can s1ee the great wisdom called upon to tame up arms for the same cause of liberrty,
and foresiglht in P,rtesident Wilson's u.r'ging the Nation to rally justice, and free1dom, as did the Nephites. Oannot our boys
to the support olf the Army, and! observe the stl1ilctest conser- go £o>rth in th!e' same strength, and under the same prot1ection
vation aJong allline1s.
as d:id the sons of the people of Ammon? But if our boys alWe atre sometimes cited (by the peaae-at-any-pl1Lce class)
low thetmsel¥es to become contaminateldl w'.itth the evils, and
to the case of the people of Ammon, as an example worthy vice, with which they will be surrounded in their li1fe as a
for us ,to pattenn after. The peopl1e of Ammo1111 had takeill an
soldier can they expect the protection of the Almighty, when
oath tha1t theJy nevermoDe would shield blood. (Alma 24: 65;
they enter the dangers of the hattl1e field? But if they keep
20: 12.) And when their enemies came upon them, :bhey themselves clean and pure and praYierful befol'e God, they
made no resistance but allow1eld the Lt3Jllanites to slay over a
can da,im his protection. And because of their f1aithfuln:es'S,
thousand of their number. But I find l1ater or according to
and the many earnest prayers tha;t shall go up from the
1\.lma 24: 67, whe111 they saw the many affiictions which the Lord's people, the blessings of God shall rest upon them, and
Nephites h01re for them that they a,pparelntly repeillteid of upton the Nation also.
the oath they had made, 1and werre desirous to take up arms in
I do not beliieve we should allow ourselves to be enthused
defense of their country, but were persuaded by Helaman not with too much of a, mitlita:cy spirit, ill10r to he anxious to get into
to break their oath. And read[mg on in the same chapter we the fray, but when our country ~alls, !let us he l>otyal, true,
find that they had man(V sons who' had not entere1d i!nto such a b11ave, citizens of the Nation, and by so doing we shaH become
covenant as their ~f:athers had.
loyal, true, brave, citizens of the king1dlom otf God. His rich"And they entered into ,a, covenant, to fight for the liberty est blessings shall r1est upon us, and we can look hack and see
. of the N ephites, yea, to proteJc.t the land unto the laying down how God's ha.IJid was working for the good of his cause .
of their lives; yoea, ~wen they covenan;teld that they never
E. R. DAVIS.
would giVIel up their liberty, but they would fight in all cases
to protect the Nephites and themselve'S from bondage."RENFROW, OKLAHOMA, October 16, 1917.
V,erses 72, 73.
Editors Herald: Since I know of no LatteJr Da,y Sai1nts in
Now there wetrte two thousand of these young meln. "And this region of country, other than my sister and I who have
they were all young mem, and they were exceeding vali~.mt for charge of the schools at thi;s place, I feel impelled to make
courage, and 'also for strength and activity; hut behold, this inquiry in the columns of the HERALD. If there are any
wa'S not all; thiey were men who were true, at all times in Saints near, we would certainly be glad to make their acwhatsoe¥er thing they were entrusted; yea,, they were men of quaintance. These times are certa~nly the perilous timeiS of
truth and sohern:e!ss, for they ha1dl hie'en taught to keep the com- prophecy in fulfillment. It is, theDetfore, expedient, that the
mandments of God, and to walk uprightly blefore him."- Saints come together as much a.s is possible and coi!1sistent.
Verses 76, 77.
The time for the redeeming of Zion is surely at hand.
And in chapter 26: 103, 104, also w,e; find the character of Every faithful Saint will not wisely neglect to make lib;e,ral
the young men portrayed, and according to verses 56 and 96 sacrifices for the cause of the kingdom of God. Ma,ny of us
it was attributed to the teaching of thelir mothers. And of .are being ctalled upon to gnve. up our sons and brothers, 'for
their captain they said: "Our God 1iis with us, and he win not this great, world-wide conflict.
suffer that we shall fall; then lie!t us go forth." And j,n verse
This is hard for many of us to do, but we should realize,
94 Wie find that they did administer death unto all those who that this is the testing time. Men's faith is being tried very
opposed them .. 'fhe Imcord also says tihiey fought as with the sorely. Yet, as sure as p:rophecy is true, if we study, we can~
strength of the Lord, and not one of their number was slain. not help seeing, tha,t it is surre to win a victory for the cause
We have another easel in Mosiah 6: 20 where it says the peo- of f'reedom, liberty tail1d righteousnes~s o,n this sin-cursed 'earth.
The Lorrd and the church have >declared that the S,a,ints
ple Weillt f,orth ~im: the strrength of the Lord to battle against
theirr enemies.
should support the governments. If the Lord and church with
Thus we see that in all the a,ges of the past, on both con- its ever pray~ng people 1a1re for us and thos~e of our number
tinents, God's p;eople h:ave not been ex,e,mpt from war, and we who are calledl to the f'ront, what evil power c1an overcome
haV1e! not yet reached that time when his1 people shall be ex- us, 1and cheat us of salvation? L,et us 1always he true to h!im,
empt from war. But we are hoping and praying for the time! who is our Redeemer, e¥en if we do have trials and temptawe read of, that they shall be :at placteJ, and live in a place of tions in this ever-changing path of lif.e.
Ever praying for the redemption of Zion, and the speedy
safety, when the enemy shall say, Let us not go up to battle
against Zion, for behold her armi,es aJ'e terrible, wherefore establishment of P'eMe and rightepusness on the earth, I am,
Your brother in the gospel,
we cannot stand!.
CHARLES M. WILLIAMS.
We believe God inspired Columbus to dii:scover this land; we
believe that God inspired Washington ru~d his associates in
drafticng the Declaration of Independerrwe, and the cons,tituCAMERON, ·MISSOURI, October 24, 1917.
tion of this Government, and as he says: "Riedeemed the land
Editors Herald: W1e are in the midst of a series of" mee:t-.
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ings; we are doj!Jig our best to get our neighbors to attend, but
as yet only a small number have come, but they a:oo somewhat
interested and we look for some of thlem to apply for bapti,sm.
If the interest continues-although the whole town does not
wak!e up and attend in a mass-we shall have Brother J. W.
Roberts hold forth for a week or two, beginning the "29th.
The old saying is, "Change of pasture is good for the calves."
Last evel).ing we had the best attendance yet, except Sunday
afternoon. Our to.wn pap,etrs are op,en for us; in fact, they
have invited short, newsy articles, relative to our church work
:amd the series of meetings, which we appreciate. I h~we
taken advantage of their invitation twice and it has done
good. I believe that it was the kindly invitation which I had
in the papers yesterday 'evening that brought out several new
f,aces, both of our pe1ople and friends. I had exeellent Liberty
in presenting the subj,ect, and notwithstanding the strong
food given, I believe the subject was timely.
So far only two questions have been placed in the questicn-box: "Why ~'s it that y'our p~eople are caHed Mormons?"
Second, "Give a brief statement why you claim your church
to be the Church of Ghrist." I answered them b11i,efiy and
caJled atbellltion of th:e inquirer to the subjects, especially
those of the 22d, 23dl, 24th, and 28th.
Some of our peopl>e object to advertising subj~e,cts several
nights or days in advance. One of the missionades remarked
that he did not bie1i,eJVe in tha,t way of preaching. He thought
we should store the mind and be prepared Wihen we entered
the place of worship to present the subject thaJt comes to the
mind. I rep11eid that I thOUJght that light could be given
several days in advanc1e as to whart; line of thought would be
advisabl:e1 to' present, 1ailld by announcing th:e sub}e!Ct in the
papers and by, ha.ndbills and cards, some would come who
would not have even thought of coming if they had not known
the subject. I can say fDom experi,ooce that light has heen
ghnen when I have sought fo,r it even days in advance in arranging the subjects f01r a series of meetings andl never have
I had to introduce another and drop the one adV'ertised. I,
therefore, believe that advertising the subjects is a drawing
card, and I c~a.nnot see why any objections need to be madie1. I
believe that whe1re we ha,ve free access to the papers, it would
be adV1i,sablle to not ~01nly a.dvertise the meetings, but also the
suJbjects, for it is the subj·ect-a.s a ru1e~that will draw the
attention of those inter1ested a1nd not merely the announcement of the meetings or th€! sp1e1aker. I beHeve that it is
just as consistent 'and essential to advertise from behind the
pulpit a;s the counter. It is the ma.n who tel:ls the public
that he has the goods who is successful, and so I believe it is
'with the preacher. Paul says, "The spirits of the prophets
are subject to the prophets." Is not the spirit of the preacher
subject to the ·preachew when he, in humility, is seeking for
the best means to bring the gospel to the people? Does not
the Spirit know one or two weeks in advance the line of
thought be.st suited for the audience, or is it necessary to wait
and see the class of peopl1e present belfore preparing? I
think not. The promise is, "According to our needs shall
our wants be supplied, spiritually and temporally," but we
must do our part. God helps those who try to help themseilves.
Jesus said, when standing near the tomb of L1a1zarus, "T~ke
away the stone," a1nd then he cried with a loud voice, "Lazarus, come forth." The same power that brought LaQ:rarus
forth out of the tomb coul,d: have remoV1erd thle' stone, but
Jesus asked them to do so. From this we see what we can
do, the Lord expects us to do.
The first Far w,e,st Stake conference was held at Guilford,
Missouri, October 13 and 14. I should say the first sinc1e the
organization of Far W·est District into a- stake. I lea:rn that
the different branches were well ])ep1:1esented and all enjoyed
the various services and speak very highly of the stake
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president, Brother R. S. Salyards, and also Bishop B. J.
Scott. SeJVeral have made the remark: "The right men at
the herad." And, our unassuming, worthy sister, Minnie E.
Scot,t, the secretary of the stake, hrudi her work so well ar"
rang1e1d thart many who we!\e present and who are competent
judges, remarl~Jeidi, "Far West is W:lry fm'tunate in having
one so well qualifi,ed for the secretaryship." Remember the
allgel said, "Daniel, a man greatly belovt'd.'' D::miel did not
beeome e}Ga,lted, or, using a modern phrase, "Get the bigherud"; no, but he was encouraged, and we hav~e many Daniels
to~day, in the sense that a word of praise or a complliment will
encourage and inspire them ailld they deserV1e it, although they
may not look for it. Let us not wait for the funeral of these
work,ers bef01re g1iving them 1Jheir bouquets, for "A word of
p1:1aise now and then, is enjoyed by the best of men," and
they will not explo!dle.
Sevenal of our peopLe haV'e bought farms in the vicinity
of Cameron lately, pay]ng. f:r1om $85 to $100 per acre; some
others have bought residenaels in town. Cameron is locateki
near the eent,er of Far West S't1ake and there are two main
line1s of railroa.ds here; the Burlington and the Rock Island.
We have thirty passenger trains daily and all stop at Cameron. Cameron has a population of about five ilh1orusancl! and
has excellent schools and also the Missouri W·esleyan College is located here. The country around here is a good
:flarming, stock, dairy, poult.ry ailld fvuirt country. We acm
fifty-five miles north of Kansas City and thirty-five miles east
of Saint Joseph, which are good markets. There are seV1eiral
drifferent churches here and within a m;dius of sixtelen miles,
there are eight branches of our church ailld also one in
Cameron, the latter :ial charge of B1:1ethren Thomas Fiddick,
president, Scott Daniel, priest, John Stade, teacher, and She!I'man Sloan, cl!eaeon and bishop's 'aigent. All are good men.
Any of the S,a,ints contemplating moving into the regions
round about, would do well to consuit our bishop; Bro1Jher
B. J. Scott, at Saint Joseph, Missouri,, (1620 Faraon Stmet),
who has taken much interest in obtaining needed informatilon for the benefit of ,a.n wishing to locate in the Far West
Stake.
Respectfully your brother,
WILLIAM LEWIS.

FRESNO, CALIFORNIA, October 26, 1917.
Editors Herald: We just closed a tent meeting Tuesday
evening last, at Dinuba, where we orgajllized a branch with
forty-two charter members. Brother J. W. Rushtoill of the
T~elve, and C. W. Hawktns, district presidency officiating.
Brother A. S. Votaw was ordained andi chosen as presiding
elder, and J,oseph W. Enix deacon, and Doctor (Sister) Fannie
Graham sec:t'etary.
This is where we have done considetrabl:e tent work in the
past, the writer having baptized tw€\nty ,of the charter members, sixteen of them this J7181ar.
We have some very fine people ther1e, and feel that the
branch is starting off well. This is dill the great 1:1aisin growing section of California, and there are also many figs and
peaches grown here. Brother J. F. Wiles, and the writer were
holding t1ent meetings there when Brethmen Rushton and
Hawkins c1ame to help us and organize the branch.
We had some fine meetings, especially after the brethren
came to help us.
Brethren Rushton and Hawkins came with me to Fresno
Wednesday, and we 'a.re having some very interesting servdces
here at present. But sorry to say the brethren have to
leave us and go to Tulare.
But we feel also glad to say that the work here in Fresno
is taking on new life, too, so we feel hopeful.
W.- A. BROONER.
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NAVY YARDS, BROOKLYN, NEW YORK, October 25, 1917.
Editors Herald: As I just finished reaJd[ng in the Ensign,
the account of the dedication of the I,ndependence: church, I
thought I would write to the Saints some of my experiences
since coming to Brooklyn. I enlisted in the Navy as a landsman for ele1etrician on June 12, coming from Oklahoma City.
I arrived heve on the fifteenth. 01n tha.t date I saw my first
large ships and big guns. After reporting on boa1rd the receiving ship, I s1ecured my bag and hammock andi was permitted to go ashore, or on liberty, until the next Monday
morning. During these two days I received my first imP'ression of New York City. M()nday I was vaccinated and then
did nothing until Thursday when I drew part ,o,f my clothes.
The other two days of this week I was put in a gang of men
whose task was painting and chipping on some of the large
interned German liners.
During this week and the three or four weeks followi,ng, my
impresS;ion of the United Sta.tes Navy was not encouraging.
The ship I was on had fourteen hundr1ed men. on boal'd when
her capacity was only eight hundred. Our food was. also prepai•ed under a corresponding disadva,ntage--fee:ding five· thousand to six thousand men per meal on board one ship is entirely too many. I had ente1'ed for the electric·al school, but it
was overcrowded, so many of us weve put on guard dluty
foT about six weeks. During this time we had it very elasy
with liberty e~ery other day. During my second week here
I l<ocated our church and first fou,nd Brother W. L. Christy,
our pastor, pDe:aching on the street. I can go to church
about two Sundays in the month.
After doing my time on guard duty I went to drillling foil'
a month. This was during the very hottest weather. During
this month our new barmcks, just outS<ide the navy Y'ards,
were fini,shed and we moVle!d into our new and very comfortable quarters.. Here our foodl has been very good, rindeed.
I started in school the first of Septembe.r. It is an eight
months cm1rs1e and during this time our pay is thirty-two
dollars ~and S>ixty c'ents per month, paid twice a month,
When I c1ame to Brooklyn, it was my first trip east of the
"Father of Waters," and of course I found many things of
beauty and interest. I think the prettiest scenery I ever
saw was on the Horseshoe Bend of the Susquehanna, near
Harrisburg. However, :a trip up the Hudson, forty milles to
Bear Mountain, proved to me the famous beautiful scenery of
that river. Then several of the parks are of course very
beautiful, and during the summer excellent ba.nd concerts
are given in s:ome of them. I1n the Bronx Park iis an eoccellent zoological exhibit, one of the best in the country. A
large aquarium down at the battery is a fine place to splffild
an afternoon. Then the American Museum of Natural History is a wonderful place. I sp,ent three afternooills there
and haV1e seen only one filoor. A person could study here for
a lifetime. I wish all of our eMers interested in our work
among the Lamanites had an opportunity to visit this muooum, for it seems to me that many interesting things could
be learned concerning the Indians.
At the Art Gallery in Gent11al Park may be seen paintings
from the noted ·artists of the wor'ld, wMle statues of note fill
one large section of the building. ~Some of these sculptorings are the originals and some are e:x:act reproductions.
Many of these paintings and statues are entirely beyond my
appreciation, but I certainly ,enjoy many of them. Onre:
large section of this builddillg is devoted to a collection of
musical 'instruments. Almost every nation and tribe of
people on earth is 11ep11esented in this collection. Many
miniature reproductions of old Roman buildings, the Panama
Canal, etc., makes a visit to this building really worth while
in educational value. A visit to the Stwt11e of Liberty is also
of interest. This statue, as you will remember, was made

in France and presented to this country. When mounted: on
its base, the statue is three hundred! and six feet high and is
located overlooking the harbor. It is at night, wh€1ll I stacnd
off at a distance and see the stakue lighted up that a sense
of its portended mission comes over me. Then, one fe,els his
responsibility-his duty-of helping to make the world free,
lihemting all people, not with big guns and big shipS<, but
with those things that indeed make them free.
However, immediately" the thoughts of the present struggle
engaging not only the bodies hut e"Vlen the souls of over thirtyeight millions of men make one feel his utter helplessness
along ;any 1ine of action. However, such thoughts as the
latter are· to our detriment and we must only give heed to
those thoughts which lea:d to higher action. While temptatio:ns .are more nume1rous and often of a more strenuous
character than many of us who are in the service are accustomed to, yet I feel that the moral V1alue of a lofty purpose
and high ideals --will enable us to resist those things which
tend to degmde.
Trusting that all of us who are in the sel'Vlice will receive
the prayers of the Saints, I remain,
Yours in bonds.,
Company 7, Electrical C1ass.
D. B. SoRDEN.
SWANSON, SASKATCHEWAN, October 28, 1917.
Editors H•<Yrald: Who hath seen the prairie? Who hath
stood on a hright autumn day, or observed from a flying pasR"-nger train the fields of golden grain? Little did man think
a c;elntury ago that in the Far West where th€!n roved the
bd.son, the home of the reid man, that this exp,ansive plain
would some day be a great whre1a,t belt? But thus has it
taken pLace. Citieis have sprung up, and towns and villages
dot the horizon. And as prospelrity has visited the people of
this land I sometimes wonder if they stop to cons~der what
hand has extended to them their good fortune. Few, I am
af11aid, as to the population.
Nevertheless,, family after family have been led to this
northwes1le1rn country. Some from far and near. The Lord
works in a mysterious wa;y his wonders to perform. Many
have wondered for what reason they have been led. I have
listened to many testify tha,t the Almighty's hand has Ied
them a,nd they rejoice in the f;act that they have found the
true gospel. The God who created this, land with all its feTtility, has plaMd some of his chosen: servants here. The glad
tidings ha,ve been told, and many haV'el belen brought ir,to his
fold and kingdom. We rejoice in the fiact and: herald the
day when many morre shall learn of his marvelous ways.
Realizing that the €!nd is near, that the latter times have
come, and as we s;ee distress and sorrow f,alling upon the
sons of ea,rth, we feei assured i,t is time we should all be up
and doing, no matter where we a.re, in the east, or in the far
we,st, to the north or to the south;
We are surely living in a momentous day. We hav'e
reached that day the prophets of old desired that they might
live in. While on 01ne hand all s'eems dall'k a.nd sorrowful, yet
on the other in the light of the gospel we are made glad, and
rejoice that the angel has. come and 11erstored the everlasting
gospel to earth.
As cold weather has set in here, we look forward to the
springtime when natUire ,shall awaken from her sleep and
put on her robe of beauty 1and splendor. So als.o should we
all look forwa.rd a,nd liVle for the millennia! day, when Christ
shall come in his splendor and great power, lifting the sad
conditions that now pr,e!Vail. I hope that we may a.ll live for
the !blessings of God, both young and old, and receive a portion with the ~redeemed of earth at that day.
YQur colaborer for the one faith,
W. D. BOWEI'I.MAN.
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BUTMAN, MICHIGAN, OctobeT 29, 191"{.
Editors Herald: i\..ga·in I wish to use a small space in your
columns. I ceruatnly ,a;pprecirate the HERALD and the muchneeded advice we rec.eive of a spiritual nratu11e f'rom ther
HERA.LD staff and others.
We have just lately divided our branch into two bran~hes·,
the southern part being named Glllldwin Branch, and org.aniz,ed by A']Jostle Curtis, and District Pre'Siderut G. W. Burt,
Bl'other George Whrite being ordained at the time from a
teacher to a priest and also voted in as pr:esiding priest, or
president of the Branch. Brethren D. Garbett was also
voted as deacon of the branch.
I have iheen giving them my assistance for about a yea•r in
the gospel way and must say they have been very kinrd to
me in ways that has berneffted me temporally. I am thankful
thrat God haiS blessed me with a desire to do right and a
privilege to assist others to do right and that I might bring
my family up wLth a desire to serve God. I know, as BrotheT
Cornish says, the children raised by those in the gospel haWJ
more faith than their parents.
Ever praying for the success of the cause,
I am your brother and serv~ant,
'''
ISRAEL GOHEEN.
DAVENPORT, IOWA, October 30, 1917.
Editors Herald: I ram sending I"eports of our recent Eastern Iowa cornV1emtions and conference. I hear all around, the
expressions, "I nev·er attended so good a confrerence befo11e,'•
and "It was the best I ever attended," and such expressionrs
as these. It was indeed just sp-Lendrd, from beginning to the
end, and I know all enjoyed it very much from the least to
the greatest, and I am glad I was there.
Your sister in the gosprel,
CORA B. HART.
1416 Harrison Street.
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Baptist church. The meeting was presided over by Elders Roy
S. Budd anrdi Charles Fry, district president; Brother Budd
and other.s had looked the property over and found it could
he bought for $1,0·00. A goodly number of Saints were present rand voted unanimously to buy the church. Roy S. Rudd,
W. T. Hayworth and T. G. Willi-ams were a.ppointe:d a committee to buy and receive money, also given power to borrow
thre amount remaining duer. By pi'omisrel Sraints' raised $500
the same reV!ening. Aird was solid-ted f:mm outsiders and $350
more was raised. The deal was closed August 5, and hy
October 19 the remaining $150 was rr:aised, housre painteldl,
papel'ed, carpeted, nrew sterps erected, bell put ~n belfry, also
.chairs for rostrum at ar total cost. of $1,133.40.
On October 19, 20, 21, Elders Vj. M. Aylor and Cha.rle1s
Fry came to hold meetings and cronsider the work here. They
decided ther membership and imter.es.t was such to justify
the organrilzation of a b11anch. Sla.ints met Sunday at 2.30
p. m., Brethren Aylor and Fry presiding. The foilowin;-:; were
selected as br31nch officrers: Elrdler Roy S. Budd, president;
0. A. Duncan, prie1st; Mrs. W. T. Hayworth, derk; B1'other
Aylor suggest:e:d Roy S. Budd as bishop's agent, which was
approved. The remaining officers are to be filled in later.
We rame contemplrating the organization of the Religio to he
held era.ch Frfday evening, preceded by one half hour's practice in. song.
The Lord has also blessed us with his Spirit from time to
time, Brother Budd having be.en blre:Srsed with the gift of
prophecy, encrouraging the Saints, gave i!'rehuke whrerre necessary, caUing some to prepare for the work and ardmonishing
us to be faithful, promising us this to be a beginning of the
great things we would enjoy if faithful. Thus the: Saints in
this part of the Lord's vine'Yard are rejoicring in this great
latt.er-day gospel.
Your sister,
MRS. W. T. HAYWORTH.

NEBRASKA CITY, NEBR.~SKA, Novembe:r 2, 1917.
Editors Herald: Not long ago a voice spofue to my soul
NoWATA, OKLAHOMA, October 30, 1917.
and told me it was poor comfort I was g1ett1.ng from excusing
Editors Herald: Perhaps a line from this part of the Lord's · myself when I had no excuse. While I wonde:r•ed wherein I
vineyard wouJd be of some inte1:1e1st to your readers and a,s hard ·excused myself, the1 same voice said: Se:ek first the kingthere has beern very little reported from this part of Oklahoma dom of God and irts righteousness, and all these other things
I will give a brief history of this g:r1e1at latter-day work in shall be adlded unto you;
this vicin!irty.
I did not belireve it was meant only for me, so I have told
About teln yeams ago Sistrer Joseph V. Reed of Pennsylvania it to my childl'en and am now trelling it again.
My real ·
moved in· this neighborhoo.d. •She rand one daughter were the , reason for writing was to send in five dolla.rs for Christmas
only members. of the Rerorganized Church of Jesus Christ. ofl'rering so it may be there in good time; plea.se pass it along
She saw an open door for service for our Mastetr and made to Bishop McGuire.
use of the opportunity by scattering tracts 31nd literature
Thanking God daily for the bless!llg received,
among her friends and neighbors, later sendrirng for Elde.r Lee
Yours for thre truth,
Quick to hold ra. series of meetings. Brother Quick accepted
MRS. NICHOLINE THOMSON.
the inV!ita,tion rand held his first meetings in a small schoolhouse aibout nine miles east of NoWiata sometime in the
From Here and There
. spr'i!llg of 1910. About once or twice a year since that time
Elders Quick, SHV!ers and Budd have held meetings in this
Following the conference .a.t Rock Cmek, Illinois, near
part of the .State, in different schoolhousre•s, also of Nowa,ta
court hou'S•er. Brother Quick organized ra Sunday school about Adrian, Elde,rs C. E. Wirlley 31nd C. J. Smith havre been holding
1911, and with an: occasional visit from one of the elders these a series of meetingB .in the church with good attendance a;nd
have been the only church prrivileg1e1s the Saints have enjoyed. interest, though the bad weathe:r has had rits effect.
"God has wonderfu1ly blessed me since I bol.dlly took my
Last spi'irng Brother Quick c,ame and herld a ten-day meeting,
and as the membership had gro·wn to 1arbout fifty in number, stand and began lending .my :books and papers and t11a.cts
he advised us to makce Nowata the place for our Sunday to my neighbors. In only o1ne or two instances have I recre:iverd
school and prayrerr meetings, and suggested Elder Roy S. cold trea,tment.-Flo1:1e1nce Thompson, Manistique, Michigan."
Budd as our leader, promising to take up the matter with the And there are many others who have had like expreriences.
proper ones at our latre Ge1nreTal Conference. Brother F. It is ra privilege offered to all of us.
lVL Smith granted Brother Budd the privilre!g1er of coming to
From a personal Iett·er from Bishop C. J. Hunt, we quote:
work amo:ng us, arriving in June.
"The work of the Holden Stake i1s progressing, .and the last
Ju1y 19, 1917, the 1Saints met at the home of Brother sixty days has been the best i n financial rreturns the stake
George H. Allen for prayer me.eting and to consider the buy- has ever had. In many ways I fere•l hopeful and' greatly ening of a church which wrus for sale, known as the General couDaged."
1
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MISCELLANEOUS DEPARTMENT
Conference Minutes
EASTERN IOWA.-At Fulton, OctoheJ:r 27 and 28, prayer
meeting at 9 a. m. Business session, 10 a. m. William s:par1ing, district pi'elsiJdient, assisted by K R. Davis, presided.
The following branches reported!: Anamosa, Baldwin, Cedar
Rapids, Clinton, Davenport, Fulton, Muscatine and Oelwein.
In the afternoon Lula M. Sandy gave an, ahie talk on child
welfla:re work, followed by organizing the Woman's Auxi!iJa:ry
of the district. At 7.30 p. m. a program was rendlered, with
some very good talks a,nd pap,ers, and with musi,cal numbers.
William 1Sparling and E. R. Davis preached. At the sacrament service there were two ordinati'ons, onle conlfirma,tion,
and two children blessed. At 3.30 Lula Sandy organized an
Orio1e drde:, which is called the Red Wing Circle of Fulton.

Convention Minutes
WESTERN MICHIGAN.-Reiigio convened at South Boardma1n,
Michigan, October 26 ~at 9.30 a. m., H. A. Doty, viee president,
in cha,rge. Waldo Kapn:kk choSien secreta<ry pro tern, with
power to choose assistants. Presidient's report advis1ed local
instiJtutes instead of district as formelrly held. This was
approved, and all locals: desrir~ing such work aDe asked to
notify the president. Officers elected: president, Mrs. F.
S. Bmckenibury; vice presidie1nt, H. A. Doty; sec11e1tary, Waldo
Kapn1ck; treasur1er, Mr,s. <S.D. Cudney; member library board,
Kate Reek; member home department board, Minnie' Sherman; member good liter1ature board, Mabel Johnson. Adj,ourned to call of president. Byro,n Doty, F. S. Brackenbury, press committee.
WESTERN MICHIGAN.-Sund:ay school, conv,ened at South
Boardma1n, Michigan, Octobe'r 26, at 2 p. m., Waldo Kapnick
assisted iby H. A. Doty. in chiarge. Nancy Luchene cho~en as
sec!letary p,ro te;m with power to choose a1ssistants. Reports
read and approved. J. F. Curtis made a few fitting r'ema,rks
concerning Sunday school work. Officers elected: superintendent, W~aldo Kapnick: 1assista,nt sup1erintendent, H. A. Doty;
sec11ertary, Nancy Luchene; treasurer, Mrs. Thomas Ha,rtnell;
cradile roll superintendent, Bessi1e B'ennertt; member library
board, Lottie SheUy; member home dlepail'tme,nt board, Mrs.
F. S, Brackenbury; me1mbler good literature board, Kate
Reek; district normal superi,ntende1nt, Mrs. H. A. Doty;
Byvon Doty, F. S. Bnackenbury, press committee.

Conference Notices
'Spokane conV1enes December 8 and 9, 1917.
231 South Smith. Street, pvelsident.

S. S. Smith,

North Dakota, at F'a.rgo, December 1 and 2, 1917. J. W.
Da,rling, secretary, Thorne, North Dakota.
Southeastern Illinois, at Springerton, Decembe1r 1 and 2,
1917. Serndl all ,reports: and. 1assessments to W. E. Presniell,
s1ecreta,ry, Xenia, Illinoi's, at least one week befo11e conferenc-e
convenes. W. g, Pr1esnell, secretary.
Alberta, at Calgary, 1414 Fiirst W es~t, December 15 and 16.
Hall is situateid between Oanadi1an Pacific Railroad and
Canadiam Northern Railroad depots. Resident Saints will
provide sieeping accommodation o1nly. District missionaries
expected] to be1 present. M1elvin Hanna, president, 1342 Sixteenth AV1enue W~est, CalgJa,ry, Alberta.
Northeastern Illinois with the/ First Chicago Branch, Deeemher 8 and 9 -1nste:a:d of December 1 and 2, as was voted at
the J\me confier,ence, the :Veason being that by having it a
week late1r, J. F. Curtis can be with us. The church is located
at the corner of Gladys Avenue and Forty-fourth Str,eet. All
branch presidientiS pl elase take .notice and have statistiml
reports on hand for the conferenc1e; also all holding p:desthood please llav,e reports on hand for the six months end~ng
December 1. May all that ~attend b:ring the goodl Spirit, tha1t
a time of d(evelopment may he' expe~rienced. J. 0. Dutton,
president; F. E. Bone, Slec.retary, 4339 Jackson Street, Chicago, Illinois.
1

Convention Notices

Northeaste,rn Missouri Sunday school, November 16, at
BeiVier, Miss,ouri. Then1a R. Hughes, s,ee,retary.
Minnesota Sunday school and Religio at Minneapolis,
Novmebe1r 23, 1917. Alta Kimber, secretary, Battle Lake,
lVli:nnesota, Route 4.
North Daruo'ta Sunday school at Fargo, December 1, 1917.
Gladys Darling, secreta,ry, Thorne, North Dakota.
Alberta Sunday school, with thie1 Calgary Branch at Cal, gary, December 14. All schools try to be represented at the
convention. W. ,J. Levitt, superintendent.

Notice to Texas Central District
In my l1e,cent trip to San Antonio, I had a good visit with
B11other John Harp, who was e1ecued p11e1sident of our district
last August. Brothe,r Hiarp in:!Jorms me that his throat is no
better than it was at that time, and as he was in no condition
to work in the district, he tendered me his resignation. Upon
my 11eturn home, I I1CCieiVJed a letter fr-om him, confirming
this and request~ng me to let the district know through the
ever-ready columns of the HERALD. It is too had that Brother
Harp could not be with us, 1a1s we need some one to give his
entire time to t11aveling in the district as president.
You all know that on acwunt of the nature of my work, I
am unahle to get ov1e1r the district, and as the 'responsibility
of the president's office will :fiaH urpqn my shouLders as vice
president, I will have to take care of that work as best I
can through cor11espond:enc'e with the b11anch pvesidenrts and
others. If there is anything that anyone in the district
wishes to take up with me, I will be glad to hear from them
at any time.
As biisllop's 131gent, I rejoic1e in the fact that you, as a whole,
ane recognizi1ng your duty in the payment of your ti,the,s,.
God is, surely blessing you for this effort in keeping his Law.
As a result of your efforts, God's work is being helped
gl'adually forward and you are giVJeln a personal inte1rest that

New Edition
MARVELOUS WORK AND A WONDER

The third edition of this booklet by Elder Daniel
Macgregor is just off the press. It is bigger and
better than ever. Many chapters have been absolutely vewritten a,nd ~enriched by evidence hitherto
unpublished.
Presents in a logical and absorbing manner an
array of facts and figures garnered from the world's
greatest and rarest publications of all ages and
nations.
A convincing solution of the far-famed prophetic
periods solved with the dawning of that illustrious
year, 1830.
An arsenal __,of facts and figulJes which no up-todlate Latter Day Saint can be without. Just the
thing for your neighbor.
Sets forth in a captivating manner all of the
prominent features of the latter-day work and unlocks the treasury of Daniell and the Revelation as
no other book does. Just the th~ng to meet Adventism in its distortion of the 1260, the 2300, and the
2520 days.
One of our antagonists has said: "It will deceive
the very elect," while 01ne of our missionaries avers
that it has brought into the church in his district
between fifty and sixty people.
. The price is 35 cents each; 4 for $1, postpaid.
Order of

THE HERALD PUBUSHlNG HOUSE
Lamoni, lowa

1Spokallle Sunday school December 7, at 10 a. m. Religio
convention w:iU follow immediately. W. W. Wood, secreta,ry.
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yoou cannot feel othN'\vise. May God's 'Spirit ever be an
abiding Comforter w:ith you, to gui1d'e and direct your every
walk in lif,e.
.
Yours for service,
.
A. J. BANTA, Vice PrJesidernt.
HOUSTON, TEXAS, City Hall, Eng~neering Depiartment.

1907, when she married M. Fordham. She died October' 23,
1917. Was a consistent and f1aithful memiber and for years
gave her unstint,ed help towa'rds eis,tablishing the' church
work. While others became disheartened and!'falte,rled, SisteT
MaTga,r1ett quietly but UJnswe,rvingly helped to kee~p up the
chuTch activities in.heT neighborhood. A good reward awaits
her.

Our Departed Ones

PETERSON.-Henry Roy Peterson, so1n of George and Hattie
Peterson, was born at old Far West, nea,r Ca:mer,on, Missouri, May 7, 1917:· Died November 3 at same place. Those
left to mourn are fath:er, mother, 2 bi~others, 6 sisters. Funel>al sE!rmon by J. T. Ford.

HoRNER.-Bwrbara Allen Ho,rner w,a.s born Ju'llle' 30, 1859,
at Elmwood, Illinois. Diedl Octolber 21, 1917, at her home: in
N eva,da, Iowa. She lea.ves to mourn besides heir husband, 5
chiitldren. Full!ell'al services we're conducted from her home1 in
charge of IJ. T. Williams.
HINTZ.-E:lizabetJhi Matilda Hintz wa1s born in S'tate CE1ntetr
Township, Mamshall County, Iowa, November 2;'7, 1870. Was
a member of this church. D~ed Octob1er 20, 1917. Leaves to
mourn 3 brother:s, besides numerous other relatives. Funeral
services we11e in charge of D. T. Wmiia:ms, from thk; Saints'
church, Rhodes, Iowa.
VICKERY.-Oarl Lewis Vickery was born ·September 2, 1893,
at Plano, Illinois; baptiz,eid S:eptember 2, 1901, by C. H. Burr.
Mar1r~ed Rose Rouch, Steptember 22, 1914. To tlhlis union one
child was born, George Henry. Died S:eip1Jember 11, 1917, at
Hackney, Kansas. Leaves Wli1fe and child. Inte:rment in
Hackney cemetery after funeral services in United B11e:thren
church, cond\ucted by J. Arthur Davis.
LIV'ELY.-Wllliam Lively was boll'll in Ontario, Februar~
17, 1852; baptized at London, Ontario, by Augustus Dippell'
and confirmed by J. J. Gornisih. Di·ed June 6, 1917, at his
home in Chatham, Ontario. Fune11al in Saints' church, Chatham, sermon by R. D. Wea.ver. Stewart L:amont in chargiC.
Brothe:r Lively was :a;, faithful Siaint and died i1n .the hope of a
glorious resurnel:!tion. H1ts loving wife and children look
forwa,rd to the time when they will join him in the realm of
rest and pewc1e.
.
FORDHAM.-Margaret F'ordhf!<m, Wlife of Brother M. Fordham, of Lov:eH, Wyoming, was the oldest daughter of Brother
He.nry Pankey, of S:anta Ana, California, and was born
Ft€1bruary 18, 1875, near Santa Ana, wheJr:e she lived until

SEAWORTH.-William Evan S'eaworth, only child of Mr. and
Mrs. William Seaworth, was born at Fort Collins,, March 24,
1917. Departed this life Octoiber 29, agel 7 months and 5
days. Death due to' bronchi1al pnerumontila.. Funeral at Hollowell's unde1rtaking parlor:s. Sermon by Ge1orge BulLard
assisted by W. E. Grubb. Interment at Gra,ndview Cemetery:
PRATT.-Robert P•ratt was born Fifeshire, Scotland, January 18, 1844. Married Marion Mois<el. To this union were born
8 childr8!ll, 5 surviving to mourn their los'S', w:ilth their mother
a<nd many other relatives. Dred October 14, 1917, at Boo1n e,
Iowa. S!'Jrvic1e1s .in chaQ'ge of C. Malcor, s1e1rmon by D. T.
Williams.
·
CANE.-Mary Helen Cane was ,boTn at Ba.1Je1svill.e,, Arkftlnsas,
February 4, 1842. She has been •a member of the church
about fo·rty years. Di:E~!d October 22, 1917, at Kiansas City,
Mis,souri. H1er remains. were taken to Warrensburg, Missouri; fum1r1al conducted from ~Saints' churclhi by J. A. Tanner.
Leaves to mour,n 3 dla~ughters andl one' son, and other relatives. She was a very faithful and self-sacrificing s1ister.
HUFFAKER.-Jan'E'J C. Huffaker was born July· 15; 1855, at
Culpepper, Virgini,a,. She was a faithful member of the
church at Clear Creek Branch. Dieidl Octobe'r' 8, 1917, at the
heme of her daughter, Mrs. Walter Pitcher, n,ear Collins,
Io'\Va.. Leaves 4 childre,n to mourn. The service was conducted from the home of Walter Pitcher, by D. T. Willi1ams.
Interrnent in GoUins Oemetery.

Helpful Books
BOOK OF MORMON.-We sell this book
in various bindings, listed in our price
list. The most popular editions are, No.
11, cloth, 90c; No. 12, full leather $1.30
HIS FIRST VENTURE AND THE SEQUEL.A story by Estella Wight, editor of
Stepping Stones and the "Religio's
Arena." It tells about a country boy who
was led astray by the lure of the city,
but came back at last to loved ones-and
the realization that "homely goodness''
is the best thing after alL No. 369,
cloth ........................................................ $.60
THE TRUTH DEFENDED.-ln this answer to Davis H. Bays' "Doctrines
and Dogmas of Mormonism," Heman C.
Smith provides the reader with something more than intellectual entertainment-he not only excites but inspires
the faculties. "The Truth" is so "defended" that the impartial critic is
roused to unavoidable participation in
the discussion greatly to his enlightenment. No. 304, paper, 50c; No. 305,
cloth ...................................................... $ .75
cloth ........................................................ $.60
THE FAILURES OF CAMPBELLISM.-E. E.
Long is one of the most aggressive ministers in the church. He has a "punch"
proportionate to his physique, and does
not hesitate to "apply" it. In this book
he attacks Alexander Campbell's theology and the workings out of the same,
with characteristic zest, but fairly withal.
Full of tense argument and virile reasoning. No. 196, paper ......................$.25

Home Comforts All the ay est
Horne or hotel comforts are not sacrificed when you go
West on the Burlington. Your wants al"e anticipated and tihe
little things that go to make your journey pleasant there.
\V1hen you join a Burlington "Personally Conducted"
Excursion you travel with an experienced guide who is
thoroughly acquainterl with the scenic attractions en route.
Tihis makes the trip doubly interesting.
Tihese speciallytrained tourist conductors are courteous and unrlerstand the
art of making people feel at home on wheels. There is no
extra charge for this additionaL attention-it is just one of the
Burlington's ways of serving its patrons.
You go through Denver, Colorado Springs, the Pikes Peak Region,
the Royal Gorge. and Salt Lake City-in daylight
Oome in and I'll gladly giv·e you a copy of our folder
telling all a:bout these excul"sions--wmth reading even if
you don't go. If you decide to go, I will gladly make all
arrangements for your trip.

L. F. SILTZ
Ticket Agent-The Pleasant Way to Travel
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Character is centrality, the impossibility of being displaced
or overset.-Emerson.
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·The user of the "Silent Smith" buys, in addition to a writing machine-OFFICE QUIET.
Instead of the clatter of the ordinary typewriter, he hears the gentle "tap, tap," of the
type against the paper-practically the only
sound.
This result has been brought about by mechanical refinements. Ball bearings, lightness of touch, ease of operation and a minimum of noise-all help the operator to turn
out neat, accurate written work.
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Send for free booklet, "The Silent Smith." It has
valuable information about typewriting and
type.wri ters.
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A new book that glows with haman
interest.

·JOE PINE
By Elbert A. Smith
The 1ir.st jpart is an interesting
study of child life on the western
prairies, filled with the keenest of humor and naturally seasoned with the
pathos that comes in the fight with_
adversity.

t

Hl ust:ra. ted
By Paul N. Craig
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OUR MISSIONARIES IN BIBLE LANDS.
A compilation of interesting views of historic places in Palestine and Egypt, with
descriptions, from photographs taken by
Elder and Mrs. F. G. Pitt, instructive
and interesting. No. E361, handsome
heavy paper covers ------------------------------50c
No. E362, cloth boards ------------------------75c
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L. C. SMITH & BROS. TYPEWRITER COMPANY
Factory and Home Office: Syracuse, N. Y.
Branches in all Principal Cities.

903 W. Locust St., Des MOINES, Iowa.
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It includes the sequel to "Joe Pine"
entitled, "Called to be an apostle,"
which portrays the experiences of the
young man and his lifelong girl
friend both of whom you will feel you
have grown up with.
A strong story, well written.
A mos,t popular book.
Nicely
printed in large type, on good paper,
and handsomely bound in cloth; $1.25
postpaid. Order now.

HERALD PUBLISHING HOUSE
Lamoni, Iowa
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NO'J'ICE TO READER: When you finish reading this magazine place a one-cent stamp
on this notice, and hand to any postal employee and It w!ll be placed In the hands of
our soldiers or .sailors at the front. NO WRAPPING, NO ADDRESS.
A. S. BURLESON, Postmaster General.
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Official Publication of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints
"If ye continue in my word, then are ye my disciples indeed; and ye shall know th0 t~·uth, and th·e
truth shall make you free."-John 3: 31, 32.

- Volume 64

"There shall not any man among you have save it
be one wife; and concubines he flhall have none."-Book of Mormon, Jacob 2: 36.

Lamoni, loW'a, November 21, 1917
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SPIRITUAL GIFTS
Now concerning spiritual things, brethren, I would not
have you ignorant. Y e know that ye were Gentiles, carried
away unto these dumb idols, even as ye were led. Wherefore I give you to understand, that no man speaking by the
Spirit of' God calleth Jesus accursed; and that no man can
say that Jesus is the Lord but by the Holy Ghost. Now
there are differences of administrations, but the same Lord.
And there are diversities of operations, but it is the same
God which worketh all in all. But the manifestation of the
Spirit is given to every man to profit withal. For to one is
given by the Spirit the word of wisdom; to another the word
of knowledge by the same Spirit; to another faith by the
same Spirit; to another the gifts of healing by the same
Spirit; to another the working of miracles; to another prophecy; to another disc.erning of spirits; to another divers kinds
of tongues; to another the interpretation of tongues; but
all these worketh that one and the self-same Spirit, dividing
to every man severally as he will.-1 Corinthians 12: 1-11,
Inspired Version.

Truly the above involves a wonderful promise,
which is further elucidated in the succeeding chap-·
ters of thi.s letter to the Corinthians.. It is confirmed
and revealed to us in these latter da.ys in Doctrine
and Covenants 46: 6, 7 :
And again, to some it is given by the Holy Ghost to k.now
the differences of administration, as it will he pleasing unto
the same Lord, according as the Lord. will, suiting his
mercies according to the conditions of the children of men.
And again, it is given by the Holy Ghost to some to know
the diversities of operations, whether it be of God, that the
manifestations of the Spirit may be given to every man to
profit withal. And again, verily I say unto you, To some it
is given, by the Spirit of God, the word of wisdom; to
another it is given the word of knowledge, that all may he
taught to be wise and to have knowledge. And again, to
some it is given to have faith to be healed; and to others it
is given to have faith to heal. And again, to some it is
given the working of miracles; and to others it is given to
prophesy, and to others the discerning of spirits:, And again,
it is given to some to speak with. tongues, and to another it
is given the interpretation of tongues: and. all these gifts
cometh from God, for the benefit of the children of God.
And unto the bishop of the church, and unto such as God
shall appoint to watch over the church, and to be elders unto

the church, are to have given unto them to discern all those
gifts, lest there shall be any among you professing and yet
be not of God.

It is a remarkable feature how since the restoration of the gospel in these last days, the work of the
Spirit of God has been emphasized and reemphasized,
. and the teachings of the gospel have acted as leaven,
so that many othe:m are coming to see the great fundamental truths therein set forth.
Campbell 'Morgan, in The Spirit of God, remarked that more has been written in the past
twenty-five years than in many centuries before, concerning the work of the Spirit of God. Tl1i.s book
has been out some ten years and so this period should
be dated back some forty years, as the years since
then have, if anything, shown a fuller fruition than
the earlier years of the past half century. Men are
turning more and more to a realization of the deep
underlying truth of the nature of man and of the
workings therein of the Spirit of God.
Perhaps we have been inclined as a church to take
some of these things too much for granted. There
is a need of a great revival and a drawing nearer to
God, that we maytalk with him and he with us, and
that we may have renewed our testimony; that we
may know hi1p as he is, and know that this work is
of him.
Some movements hav·e been almost entirely
founded on the one factor, the healing of the sick
by the application of a little knowledge of the law of
healing. Other churches are beginning to take it up,
. as witness lthe Immanuel Movement; and others
are also recognizing the therapeutic value of faith.
But how rich has been our outpouring, not only
that our sick hav·e been healed, but also the gift of
faith to heal has been in our midst, so that men have
been permitted to go forth devotedly to bestow this
wonderful blessing upon others. How many times
have our loved ones been raised up, when life has
been despaired of. The writer believes that on at
least twQ Qccasions it has bee,n the power of God.
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that has healed him and so prolonged his life. We
have also witnessed many times this wonderful
power of healing for the sake of others.
It is true, as some allege, that we ought not to
make this the sole basis for our faith. The healing
of the body is secondary to the healing of the soul.
So the Master on various occasions in healing said,
Thy sins are forgiven. So the apostles of the Master
wrote in James 5: 16: "If he have committed sins,
they shall be forgiven l;lim." The healing is not alone
of the body, but also of the mind and soul.
Herein does the healing power of God differ from
all others. It i,s possible for a man to put his spirit
upon a man and work a physical healing, but only the
Spirit of God can heal not only the body, but also
cleanse and purify the soul, and bring with the healing all good and only good. Thus our elders in administering do not strive to place their will or their
power upon an individual, but seek only for the divine influx, for the Spirit of God to direct and heal.
So they ask in humble, earnest prayer, that his power
may be made manifest to the healing of the afflicted
one, and his power only.
It may be true that he has given us power in ourselves, but it is not by our power, but by his almighty
power and love, that the sick are healed. This follows a natural law as well as a divine promise. Also,
we believe, it is given to us many times for our teaching, that we may better understand, not only through
suffering, but through the power of God, which is
given to us from time to time.
Then there is a gift of tongues and the interpretation of tongues; when a spirit comes upon us, not
to overcome our wills, but to lift up our he,arts with
gladness, so we feel to sing in joy and praise his holy
name. Such instances as we have been able to observe in our own .experience have led us to believe
that this is not a matter of opening our mouths and
letting words come, but that we speak to our own edification, and know what we say, that the thought is
clear to us, and not merely the pronouncement of
meaningless sounds.
But it is not clear to all who hear. Therefore
should one, either he who gives the tongue, or another, interpret, that the whole body may profit
withal. (See 1 Corinthians 14: 27, 28.)
The church has also the voice of prophecy, which
. P1aul places above the gift of tongues, because there
one speaks directly so that all who hear may understand. This is, indeed, a wonderful experience, ::wd
such as to make man feel his smallness in the presence of the Divine, and yet the wonder and greatness
of the love of God. How wonderful it is that time
and again, one receives a clear impression and direction of the Spirit, arises and gives it utterance,
only to find afterward that some one spoken to and
admonished or exhorted was in trouble, or was pray-

ing earnestly for an answer. Many· times has this
occuned when it wa~ beyond human power to know
either the answer or the question. Yet the clear and
positive answer was given, bringing with it an influence that convinces ail that it is more than human. "Wherefore, brethren, covet to prophesy, and
forbid not to speak in tongues." (1 Corinthians
14: 39.)
!Again we read : "Your old men shall dream
dreams, your young men shall see visions, your sons
and your daughters shall prophesy," as given in
Joel. The Lord may direct and inspi11e us wonderfully in vision or dreams, and as in days of old he so
manifested his purpose on many occasions, so in this
age of the world does he from time to time manifest
his great purpose in a like manner to his children,
by the dream and open vision.
At times, also, the followers of God have received
the visitations of angels. All the gifts •and blessings
of God a11e open to his children, if they will seek with
faith.
Then as Moses found not the Lord in the thunder
of the earthquake, but in the still small voice, and
as the Master promised, that he would come and take
his abode with us, so may we find in the still voice of
wisdom and knowledge, a knowledge of things on
earth and under the earth, and of things in heaven, ·
and also wisdom and divine directions for our work.
Above all else should we desire this gift of God that
we may with wisdom and righteousness help to build
up his work, and not through foolishness in any way
hinder.
We hear at times, criticisms, that some do notesteem as they should the gifts of the Spirit. It is true
that some have been misled, that is why to some is
given the discerning of spirits. The fact that there
exists counterfeits by no means reflects upon the
great reality. There is a need for the discerning of
spirits, so the Lord has placed it in the church.
Some one would interpret the gifts of wisdom and
knowledge to be only such as are gained through
school work. This is a grave mistake for God has
set all these gifts in the church for his own wise
purpose. Some think that sclwol arid college work
!:an have nothing to do with these gifts; a few may
even think that school work hinders them! hut this
is equally erroneous. He can and often does inspire
us in study.
Sorrie of our opponents point out some things
which have be·en given in prophecy, that contradict
the· books· of the church and so are evidently unwise
or untrue. The fact that such may have occurred by
no means AWeflects' upon the great reality. It is recognized time and time again that there are evil .spirits
and evil forces as well as good.
The good is not manifest by a laying aside. of all
intelligence, and leaving our mind a blank. Quite the
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reverse. The; glory of God is intelligence and in
every instance we have so far been able to observe, it
has been when the soul is r·eaching out the strongest
for truth, and intelligence is the most alert, that our
greatest manifestations and blessings' come to us.
Yet we find at times counterfeits. In the HERALD
of September 5 perhaps some features were set forth
too br:iefiy; No one ever-acts foolishly under the inspiration of the Spirit of God. But a man or woman
may enjoy the Spirit of God in a marked degree,
and then turn around and in a short time afterwards
act unwi:sely, acting in his or her own wisdom, or
lack of it.
The instance given on page 844, on wheels, was
from a nonmember of the church.. We had received several such within a few months before printing that editorial, from nonmembers, which were
equally ridiculous. But in fact counterfeits; are often so sent. The Spirit of God is intelligenoe, and its
work is to increase our intelligence.
But it is well established that when a person weakens his resistance, and throws himself open to anything, keeping the mind vacant, that anything may
come. It is for this reason that certain officers of
the church are promised the discernment of spirits.
Because the mind may be thrown open to that which
is inferior, by no means contradicts or affects in any
way the ability for the mind to be open to that which
may be from above. The gifts of the Spirit of God
. are well established. They should be sought with
great earnestness, faith and prayer, yes, even by
fasting and prayer. It is a great privUege, indeed,
that our heavenly Father opens unto us.
·~

Belov~d,

believe not every spirit, but try the spirits
whether they are of God; because many false prophets are
gone out into the world. Hereby know ye the Spirit of God;
every spirit that confesseth that Jesus Christ is come in
the flesh [s of God; and every spirit that confesseth not that
Jesus Christ is come in the flesh is not of God; and this is
that spirit of anti-Christ, whereof, ye have heard that it
would come; and even now it is already in the world. Ye are
of God, ·little children, an,d have overcome them; because
g~eater is he that is in you, than he that is in the world.
They are of the world; therefor speak they of the world, and
the world heareth them. We are of God; he that knoweth
God heareth us; he that is not of God heareth not us. Hereby
know we the spirit of truth, and the spirit of error.-1 John
4: 1-6, Inspired Version.
S. A. B.

The Jewish Publication Society of America has
undertaken the important task of distributing free
of charge, to every Jewish lad in the ·united States
Army and Navy, copies of an abridged prayer
book in Hebrew and English and a soldier's and
sailor's Bible, for which the texrt of the new translation of the Bible was us,ed.-The American
Hebrew.
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BLUE PENCIL NOTES
The gospel has a cure for sore hearts but it seems
almost powerless in the case of soreheads.
Sam Jones used to say that some people think that
they are "preserved" when in fact they are only
"pickled." ·And he added that when his old mother
made preserves she sweetened them.
If one habitually tries to be kind and forbearing,
as the gospel requires, some people conclude that he
was just naturally "boni that way" and can't help it.
Butthe chances are he could develop as much vinegar
and vitriol as anyone if he chose to do so.

Of a Sunday Brother A--· remarked, "I don't
know whether to go to church or take a nap." And
Sister A-- replied: "Why not do both?" But
she was by no means the first person to study out
that combination.
Sometimes the preacher is invited out to dinner
and sits down to an overloaded table. His host insists that he shall eat long after his appetite is satisfied. This should be a warning to him not to attempt
to force a long, six-course sermon upon :m audience
that at best is not very hungry.
The .schoolmaster in the White House was a hard
man to arouse. His patience wore the hot-heads out.
'llhe world came to think that his solemn warnings
were empty threats. His smooth and placid countenance was as good a mask as the seamed and rugged
faoe of the rail splitter, into whose class he now
comes as Destiny's man in the hour of crisis. How
comforting at this time to know that the mask covered a real man and a great man.
The Saints of Lampni and Sa'int Louis remember
Elder Charles Jones, a man of rriany pleasant ecoentricities. Years ago he met two Utali elders in
Saint Louis. At that time many of the Utah Mormon dignitaries had been lodged in jail by a stonyhearted Government because of their Zieal in collecting hearthstones and swelling the census report.
These elders therefore were complaining bitterly
about their "persecutions." But Brother Jones oomforted them thus: "You ar·e mistaken, young gentlemen. You are not persecuted. Jesus was persecuted; you are prosecuted-see?"
It is strange how the old fear of the student and
the dreamer persists. One is .supposed to have his
nose in a book, the other his head in the clouds. The
clamor is for practical men. It may help us to recall
that a schoolmaster sits in the White House and four
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fifths of the world looks to him for help and leadership. Across the water the visionary Welshman,
David Lloyd-George, is perhaps mor,e powerfq.l than
any other man in shaping the destiny of Gveat
Britain.
Paul, possibly the greatest missionary that ever
lived, was a great student as well as dreamer. He
could quote the Greek poets or mend a tent. He
walked with composure and dignity up the slopes of
Mars Hill and with equal ease took charge of a ship
·at sea in a storm when the crew was in a blue funk.
Joseph's brethr<en said, "Behold this dreamer cometh." Later he administered the affairs of Egypt.
The truth of course is that these men were practical
men_:_plus the dream, the study and the vision. And
that is the kind of men we need in redeeming Zion.
Californians cull their oranges. The best oranges
are sent out of the State to Eastern: markets. The
culls are sold for home consumption. A great many
people act on the same principle. The best manners
and kindest words are saved for strangers, and odds
and ends of bad temper and ill manners reserved for
the home circle. In the sense that charity is love,
the old saying holds true, that charity should begin
at home.
A wise old owl upon being told that he was bigger
than the eagle, merely blinked his eyes. In his own
mind he hooted at the idea. But he was too polite to
say anything out loud, so he kept on catching mice
and thinking his own thoughts. But a foolish sapsucker receiving the saine flattery immediately flew
up in the air and imagined that he filled the whole
heavens with the spread of his wings.
~

A modest man receiving great praise r<etains his
own opinion of himself. But a vain man immediately
swells up to fill t~e new specifications.

NOTES AND COMMENTS
First Inhabitants of South Dakota
Professor W. H. Over, of the University of South
Dalmta, has discovered what he believes to be traces
of early inhabitants of that part of the country, who ,
antedated the Arickara Indians, perhaps centuries
before the advent of the white men. The conclusions were recently placed before a meeting of
arch:::eologists at the university, we learn from the
Sioux City Journal.
Britain Favors Jewish State in Palestine
·There is great rejoicing among the Zionists because the British Cabinet has officially declared in
favor of the establishment of the Jews in· Palestine
as their national home. It has been believed for some
time that such a feeling pi"evailed, and now that it
has been officially proclaimed "there will come about
a reunification of Jewish forces throughout the world
such as has never been seen before," according to
Jacob de Haas, secretary of the Provisional Zionist
committee. In our next issue we will devote more
space to this important event.
Lowering the Draft Age
There is being some discussion of lowering the age
limits of men to be drafted for the Army from 21 to
19 years of age. While the HERALD as a rule avoids
reference to politics, the value of education and of .
college work is so vital in the interests of our young
manhood we feel·we must protest ag;:tinst any such
action. Our 'boys are of far more value in school and
in coHege than they possibly could be in camp, or at
the front. We hope for an early termination of :the
war, but if this should not occur, these men would
still be molle valuable two years hence for all purposes. If our much desired peace should be secured,
they would be far better prepai"ed for social service
and reconstruction.

Wihen an otherwise excellent brother becomes in- Rents During the War
:flated and imagines that he is the very last word in • We note in a letter from the People's. News Servthe vocabulary, ordinary men are greatly tempted to ice the statement that England has passed an act
puncture him. But what i,s our duty in the case? pi"ohibiting the raising of rents during the period of
It is a problem. Does it call for Christianforbear- the war. These houses that rent f:or 1thirty-five
ance or "direct action"? · What did Jesus do when pounds a year or under in London, or in Scotland for
the brethren. got the bighead? Strangely enough, thirty pounds a year or under and in other parts of
he began at the other extremity. He got dovm on his Gl:leat Britain for twenty-six pounds a year or under.
knees and washed their feet. And while he did it the It thus applies to the poorer class of houses, those
men got smaller and smaller and smaller, until they renting for less than fifteen dollars a month, for the
were quite normal again. But Jesus was really a big protection of the poor. It is a matter presenting
man. If we should try that we might become very some difficulty, as landlords also have to pay higher
proud of our humility.
ELBERT A. SMITH.
charges and we know from observatiqn that fairminded landlords do not have a gold mine. It should
Impossible? I trample upon impossibilities!- be a movement for social justice and especially for
protection of the poor.
Pitt•.
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IGINAL ARTICLEs,..,]
THANKSGIVING DAY

President Wilson has issued a proclamation calling upon the people of the United States to set aside
a day in which to give thanks to God for the blessings that he has so graciously bestowed upon us.
In other nations this same appreciation of our
heavenly Father's watchcare finds expression.
It is a fitting thing to acknowledge God's goodness
and our dependence upon him. How futile would be
our· best efforts to raise corn or. other grains if God
did not supplement them. We could plow, we could
harrow, sow, and cul·tivate, but what would that all
amount to if God should withhold the sunshine and
. the rain?
While we are thus rejoicing we must remember
that there are always some who are less fortunate
and to whom God expects we should lend a helping
hand. By doing so we not only bless them, but there
is developed in us a greater love for humanity, we
are disrobed of selfishness ·and the nature of God
him:self is expressed in us.
When we were helpless and needy, "He gave his
only begotten Son." Ought we not then to give to
those who need? "He that giveth to the poor lendeth to the Lord."
No individual can expect to enter the kingdom of
heaven that becomes so absorbed in himself that he
fails to see the needs of others.
There are legitimate and well organized channels
through which we can dispense our charities, such
as for the Saints' Homes, where many aged ones
are cared for; who are either destitute or have no
one to .give them the kindly care that they should
have; or the Childr·en's Home, where sweet-faced,
innocent littie "lambs of God" are taken into our
strong arms and protected until' they are placed inthe homes of God-fearing people; or the Sanitarium,
where our afflicted ones are tenderly nursed back to
health.
In Matthew 25: 35-40, Jesus indicated that by and
by, when he comes with all the holy angels with him,
that there would come before him a class of people
to whom he would say, "For I was an hungered,
and ye gave me meat: I was thirsty and ye gave me
drink; I was a stranger and ye took me in; naked
and ye clothed me." In answer to their inquiry as
to when all these kindly acts had been performed,
· the Master replied, "Inasmuch as ye have done it
unto one of these the least of my brethren, ye have
done it unto me."

'

Doubtless just such words of commendation will
be said to us, if we, out of our abundance give to
support our church institutions, the children's, and
old folks' homes, and the Sanitarium.
Last year one brother sent us a check for one
thousand dollars as a special Thanksgiving offering. We received it with gladness and offered a
prayer of apprecia-tion to our heavenly Father.
Soliciting .your interest and financial support of
these worthy institutions, I am
Your colaborer,
BENJ. R. MCGUIRE.
Benj. R. McGuire,
Box 125, In.dependence, Mo .
Dear Brother:
, I inclose check for $ ................... Which you will
pleas-e credit as follows:
SAINTS' HOME
$...................... ..
CHILDREN'S HOME
$...................... ..
SANITARIUM
$....................... .
Name ............................................................................................. :.... ..
Street ................................................................................................ ..
City ·--·--···--"··--····-----------·········----State ................................................. .

THE MOUND BUILDERS AND THE INDIANS---Part 2
BY C.

W.

CLARK

[The following article was written by Brother Clark for
the Ohio Archwological and His-torical Quarterly, and published in the April, 1917, number. It is reproduced here by
kind permission of the editors of that publication, and though
written primarily fo·r thos•e who haVJe not espoused our faith,
will be of much interest to our readers.-EDIToRs.J
CLIFF DWELLERS

We are told that in the region of the Cliff Dwellers
there were built estufas, or places of meeting where
they held council. From all that can be learned
there seems to be a sort of reverence fo·r the estufas
that indicated their use for some of those purposes
by the Cliff Dwellers or Pueblo Indians.
We· now approach this proposition: Who were
these Cliff Dwellers, that seemed to make their
homes in places that man could not approach easily
and which were so carefully guarded? We are told
by the Book of Mormon that there originated at one
time a powerful league of men who desired ·to rule
and live by plunder. These people were bound
together by secret oaths not to reveal each other or
their secrets, so that they might get gain without
labor, but rather by exploitation of their fellow men.
They were compelled finally to withdraw from their
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neighbors and dwell upon the borders of the land of
the Nephites. They builded their fortifications in
the rocks and made war with their former brethren
-not after the manner of soldiers-nor even after
the manner of the Lamanites, but sought to prey
upon them and rob and slay. These people were
known in the Book of Mormon as the Gadianton
robbers. In speaking of them the book says:
They did commit murder and plunder and then they would
r·etreat back into the mountain,s and into the wilderness and
secret places, hiding themselves that they might not be discovered .... Now behold these robbers did make great havoc,
yea even great destruction of Nephi1tes and also among the
people of the Lamanites. . . .
And it came to pass that the ninety and third year did also
pass away in peace, save it were for the Gadianton robbers,
who dwelt upon, the mountains and who did infest the land,
for so strong were their holds and their secret places that
the people could not overpower them.

This history gives a reason for the remarkable
cliff dwellings which have stood for centuries as
silent proof of a people that must have builded for
a purpose, and that purposefor secrecy and defense.
Of course, these robbers must needs have been called
upon to defend themselves, and we find that the book
unveils a mystery so profound that we view with
awe the structures that were left as silent evidence
of the remarkable civilization, the result of careful
study, and an organized effort that cannot be found
to-day among the scattered remnants of this once
powerful and cultured race. How often have we
wished that
Out of the past their rocks would deign to tell,
The histo'ry of this briight and cultured man
The story which the bleak cliffs hold so well,
A culture which at best we only scan
By the remains which the dark past has left..
And as we view their cliffs and dell and field
We know that history is of much bereft
Unless of their past a ·record does reve;al.

The Book of Mormon does give a record and
explains their reason for so erecting marvelous cliff
dwellings.
GREAT CATACLYSM

We now approach a period in historY that has a
remarkable amount of tradition to support it-that
is, the tradition of a great continental cataclysm
which nearly obliterated the people and destroyed
much thathad been done in the way of building, etc.
Baldwin, in his Ancient America, on page 176, makes
reference to this event. Ignatius Donnelly, in Atlan:.
tis, on page 102, speaks of a tradition in the Popul
V ul or 'Sacred Book of Central America, and I will
quote some of the most descriptive portions:
They were engulfed and a resinous thickness descen,ded
from heaven, the face of the earth was obscured. . . . There
was heard a great noise above their heads as if produced by
fire.

Arid on page 126 of the same wor:k we find in
quoting De Bourbourg, that originally a part of the
American Continent not now existing extended into
the ocean, and that this portion of the continent was
destroyed by frightful convulsions. Stephens, in
his Travels in Yucatan, speaking of the ruins of
Mayapas, and of a cave in particular, says that marine shells were in such a state as to indicate that
the whole country, or at least a portion of it, had
been once, possibly at no very remote period, overflowed by the sea. Bear in mind that it was in the
neighborhood of Central America that the events
referred to, which I shall quote later, relate.
Brasseur de Bourbourg, as recorded by N adaillac,
0n pages 16 and 17, tells us that these traditions of
this cataclysm exist in Mexico, Bolivia, and Peru.
Also, he tells us that the region of Sierra Nevada,
where he affirms that the discovery of i:rhplements
and weapons were found at depths of several hundred feet, were witnesses that the remarkable convulsions of nature extended over this territory. And
Bancroft, in volume four, page 647, of Native Race·s
of the Pacific States says, in quoting Captain
Walker: "A storm of fire had passed over the town,
the stones are calcined by the flames. The very
rock from which the chief building arises there gives
traces of fusion, everything testifi.es to the intensity
of the heat." 'And, finally, Susan E. Wallace, in her
book On the Land of the Pueblos, portrays with
remarkable force the history of an event, which has
left marks that will :not be obliterated, which must
be described as something more than an earthquake,
and of which the hot springs are the last of the
active evidences.
Now let us see if we can determine the purpose
that led up to this event. We believe that the history
thereof will be best described by quoting sentences
from the Book of Mormon itself, for we have arrived
now at a time when the book tells us that Ghrist
was crucified at Jerusalem. Simultaneous with the
rending of· the veil of the temple at Jerusalem came
this catastrophe of which we shall quote:
And. it came to pass 1i:n tb;e thirty a 1n d fourth year, in the first
month, in the fourth day of the month, there arose a great
storm, such an one as never had been, known in all the land;
and there was also a great and terrible tempest; and there
was terrible thunder; insomuch a:s it did shake the whole earth
as if it was about to divide asunder; and there was exceeding
sharp lightnings, such as never had been known in all the
Lamd. · And the city of Zarahemla did t:ake1 fiTe; and the city
of 1\'[oroni did sink into the depths of the sea,. and the inhabitants thereof )'Tere drowned; and the earth was carried
up upon the city of Moronihah, that in the place of the city
thereof, there became a great mountain; and there was a
great and terrible destruction in the land southward. But
behold, there was a more great aB,d terrible destruction in the
land. northward: for behold, the whole face of the land was
changed. . . . And many smooth places became rough, and
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many great and notable cities were sunk, and many were
burned. . . . And there were some who were carried away in
the whirlwinds . . . . And the face of the whole earth became
deformed, because of the tempests; an.d the thunderings, and
the lightnings, and the quaking of the earth. And behold,
the rocks were rent in twain; yea, they were broken up upon
the face of the whole earth, insomuch that they were found in
broken fragments, and in seams, an.d in cracks, upon all face
of the land .... For behold, they did las,t for about the space
·of about three hours; and it was said by some that the time
was greater. . . . There was thick darkness upon all the face
of the land. . . . And there was not any light seen, neitherfire, nor glimmer, neither the sun, nor the moon,, nor the stars,
for so great were the mists of darkness which were upon the
face of the land. And it came to pass that it did last for the
space of three days, and there was no light seen; and there
was great mourning, and howling, and weeping among all the
people continually.... And in some places they were heard to
say, Oh, that we had repented bef'ore this great and terrible
day._:_Chapter 4, Book of Nephi, Book of Mormon.

I do not wish to make any comments, but want
to ask how much out of harmony with modern discovery is this little-understood and much-misrepresented Book of Mormon. Another quotation, worthy
' of citation, is found in New Light on the Great
Pyramids, by Alfred Ross Parsons, as follows:
From the New York Hemld, October 5, 189•4: Wo:t1d comes
'from Bogota that the remains of a prehistoric city have been
discovered near the crater of the volcano of Purace in the
An,des Mountains. Professor Gutierrich, who made excavations on the spot, found there the bones of a race of giants
who attained the height of eight to ten feet. The buried city
embraces hundreds of acres and contains the ruins of great
buildings with immense granite columns, remains of an
aqueduct in, an almost perfect state of preservation. have also
been found.

How like the fate of the city Moronihah referred
to! We leave the reader to judge for himself.
CHRIST'S VISIT TO AMERICAN CONTINENT

1111

Nahuy Olluy, or four earthquakes, was dedicated
to Quetzalcoatl as a sign of his first coming to the
Ancient Mexicans, and which sign they expected
would accompany his second advent. Desire Charney in his Ancient Cities of the New World says that
this great prophet, priest, and king departed for the
east, promising to return to reign over them again.
Nadaillac, on page 527, refers to a tradition that a
white man wearing a long beard had taught them
many good things and had disappeared to return to
· earth in about two thousand years, and finally Susan
E. Wallace tells us in her book, The Land of the
Pueblos, of the time when the savage hailed a white
man as a child of the sun and brought their blind
to have their eyes opened, and their sick that by laying on of hands they might be healed. Mothers
brought their children for blessings, and all their
traditions point to the second advent of this wonderful individual who would not fail to come and
redeem his promise.
To-day we blush for shame ~hen we think how the
trusting savage was betrayed at the hands of those
who sought only gold and territory, and who pushed
back the natives of the soil from their former possessions, and we can only say, "0 Civilization, what
terrible crimes have been committed in your name!''
And to-day the Red Man is the last remnant of 'a
people who was once, as we believe, a righteous arid
intelligent race, but because of his disobedience was
punished, much in the same manner as the descendants of the tribes of Jacob.
We believe from the quoted evidence it is at least
a thought worthy of consideration that the Christ
did visit this continent and leave with his people
here the traditions which we have cited; a religion
in conformity to that taught in the New Testament
Scriptures.

We now take up the subject of the trad~:tion which
would indicate that the Savior himself came to the
American Continent. The Book of Mormon features
MIGRATIONS NORTHWARD
this idea, and indicates that he here.taught the same
doctrine he did on the Eastern Continent, and for
Now as it is true that in the history of other nathe same purpose. He also told the inhabitants that tions evidence of revolutionary movement,. particthey were the people of whom it was said, ''Other ularly of a religious character, shows that influence
sheep have I which are not of this fold; they, too, to be but ephemeral; so. our history points to the fact
must hear my voice." We do not wish to slight this that after a few decades had pass·ed these people
subject, but lack of space compels us to treat the turned to their former sinful 'ways and began to
matter briefly, yet we wish to show it to be in har- fight against each other. The Book of Mormon shows
mony with. the general traditions. We need but their coursB was northward. This is also sustained
mention Lord Kingsborough's work wherein he by Nadaillac, Baldwin, and Priest, while those of the
quotes from Humboldt in regard to the Mexican higher type were gradually driven from their former
Quetzalcoatl, who by tradition was born of a virgin habitations. They came through the Mississippi
· without man by the power of divine will, and that Valley, continually pressed on every hand by the
the Son was both God and man; that he had existed, Lamanites and dissenting Nephites, until they
previous to his incarnation, from eternity; that he reached the valley of the Ohio and its tributaries,
had descended to reform the world and was crucified and there made their last stand against the intruders
for the sins of mankind.
until, as their mute remains testify,. they were overWe find also from the same work that the sign come.
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According to Book of Mormon chronology, about
the year 400 the last of the faithful Nephites were
overcome and slain. This data is also in harmony
with modern research, and here~in this Ohio
country-it was that fortifications were built in
manner similar to those which I described previously,
duplicating in earthworks many of the :f'orms of
defense known to them before being overrun by
their enemies. As a crowded, fleeing nation has no
time to build cities, the circular inclosures were no
doubt places to defend their helpless ones, while
their warriors fought within the square fort at the
entrance or fort of protection; retreating to the circle only as a last resort, and dwelling-, as they must
have done, in tents. Their specimens of fortifications show art combined with strength, and are
truly marvelous pieces of architecture.

their last expression in the effigy mounds of which
the great Serpent Mound in Adams County is a,
type.
Perhaps it might be well to consider some of the
evidences in favor of there having been at least hvo
dvilizations on this continent prior to the American
Indian, the story of which is recorded in the Book
of Mormon.
COMMON ORIGIN

William Pidgeon, in his tradition of the De Coo
Dah (on page 176), says that the conclusion must
be drawn that art least two distinct races occupied
portions of the northwest territory, and that both
races became ultimately extinct anterior to the occupation of the country by the present Indian race.
Many modern investigators believe the Indians and
Mound Builders had the same origin, but the same
authorities are forced to admit a racial distinction
ANCIENTS USED IRON AND STEEL
between them. Pidgeon makes inferences, drawn
The Book ·of Mormon avers, and the writer from Indian traditions, that there was a great war
believes, that sufficient evidence can be produced to between the Indians and Mound Builders, and that
show that these people were acquainted with the finally the Indian race predeminated. Stephens and
use of iron and steel. But on the contrary, :many Catherwood, in volume 2, Harper and Brothers'
have asserted that because no such evidence was edition of Central America, Ghiapas and Yucatan,
found its use was unknown; much in the same page 186, write as follows :
manner as one might assert that because he had
Comparing the remains of Santa Cruz del Quiche with those
never seen a steamship, there was no such produc- of Copan and Quirigua points out that there were no evidences
tion. William Pidgeon, in his traditions of the De of these places [cities] being built by the same people, but on
Coo Dah, refers to the finding of pieces of copper the contrary all indications considering these remain,s point
with iron rust about it, as if the decayed object to the fact that Copan and Quirigua were cities of ·anothei!.'
race of much older date.
might have been the remains of a sword, and DonIn volume 1 of Travels in Yucatan, page 304,
nelly, in his Atlantis, states that the ancient Peruspeaking
of Uxmal, the author says the building
vians worked excellent iron mines on the west shore
possesses
a
curious feature-it is erected over and
of Lake Titicaca. It was remarkable; says Molina,
completely
incloses
a smaller one of older date.
that iron, which was thought unknown to the ancient
Americari,s, had specific names in .some of their Notice on the map the point of the Jaredite landing
tongues. He states also that the Mound Builders and their line of travels and there will be seen, by
comparison with the Nephite camp, the· relation
fashioned implements from meteoric iron.
Caleb Atwater, in his Archreologia Americana, of the two civilizations in the territory they covered;
as recorded in Admiral Brine's work, refers to a and how well the story in the Book of Mormon is
sword found in the mound at Circleville, the handle verified by these discoveries.
made of an elk's horn, but the article found showed THE HORSE AND OTHER ANIMALS ON THIS CONTINENT
an oxide which must have resulted from iron or
;Sitatements in lthe Columbia Encyclopedia and
steel. It is not surprising that nothing but oxide other works definitely testify that the horse existed
remains when we consider that a possible period on the American Continent in prehistoric times.
of one thousand years had passed away before the This knowledge was first narrated in. the Book of
white man came to this country, and then a long Mormon (1830). We are told further in this book
period intervened be:f'ore investigators of the mounds that the Jaredites and Nephites were learned in 11ne
could have revealed their contents. The 'same author ·workmanship of stone and wood, and every explorer
states that in the same mound was found an oxide who-has visit.ed the mines of C_entral America and
which undoubtedly resulted from a plate of iron.
Peru_expresses surprise at the wonderful renw ins
there
observed. ...Admiral Brine, referring to a linEFFIGY MOUNDS
. tel found at Uxmal, says:
The remains of Mexico reveal many idols in the
No attention has, however, been directed to the artisan
forms of animals, such as were worshiped in south- qualities of the workman who shaped and fitted the lintels,
ern Asia and Egypt. These Mexican remains find which, however, prove's that the workers in wood were as
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skillful as the :rp.asons. The lin,tels were made of wood harder
than mahogany and it is doubtful if a good carpenter's plane
could give them a smoother surface.

nations and has determined the bounds of their
habitation.
This subject introduces itself into Ohio history
This quotation agrees with the fourth chapter, not only because there are found in this State abunsecond book of Nephi, Book of Mormon, as follows : dant records of the otherwise unfathomable paBt.
And I did .teach my people to build buildings, and to work Here the Indian pushed back the greater civilization
in .all manner of wood, and of iron, and of coppecr, and of and in turn was deprived of his great inheritance.
brass, and of steel, and of gold, and of silver, and of precious .
But we believe that this is a matter of interest, inores, which were in great abundance.
asmuch as the people who accept the Book of MorConcerning the animals that were upon this con- mon as corroborative evidence of the Bible, early in
tinent, we find in the Book of Ether (4 : 18-21) a their career built a temple that still stands in Northstatement as follows: ern Ohio, known as the Kirtland Temple.
And the Lord began again to take the curse from off the
land. . . . insomuch that they became exceeding rich, having
all manner of fruit, and of grain, and of silks, and of fin.e
linen, and of gold, and of silver, and of precious things, and
also ail manner of cattle, of oxen, and cows, an,d of sheep, and
of swine, and of goats, and also many other kind of animals
which we11e useful for the food of man; and they also .had
horses, and asses, and there were elephants, and cureloms, and
cum oms: all of which were useful unto man, .and more especially the elephants, and cureloms, and cumoms.

This stwtement refers to the first or Jaredite civilization, which became extinct before the year 600
B.C., and bears out the writer's idea that the people
of the earlier civilization wer·e the originators of
the effigy mounds. Prescott, in his Prehistoric
America, refers to the images and remains of the
elephant and mastodon as found in various places
and as the Book of Mormon was written from plates
supposed to have been inscribed seyeml centuries
ago, it. is possible that the mastodon may have been
one of the animals to which r·eference is above made.
Nadaillac says on page 25: "Mixed up promiscuously with the human remains were found those
of several animals, chiefly feline and cervine, still
extant in some regions, together with others belonging to species which have now migrated or become
extinct." .On page 27 the s1ame author refers to the
fact that several speCies of animals have disappeared from the Western Hemisphere since the arrival of man, and this bears out the statements contained in the Book of Mormon. The above is also
confirmed by articles in the National Geographic
Magazine.
THE ONLY RECORD OF THESE PEOPLE

As ·we stand on the ancient battle fields in Ohio
where, according to tradition, have perished two
powerful civilizations, it i1s a source of much pleasure
to the writer to note that at last there has appeared
a record of these people, the study of which record
we see agrees with authenticated accounts by scientific investigators, and that this record shows that
the same divine providence which overshadowed the
the Hebrews in their migrations also protected the
sons of Joseph and their posterity when faithful;
and we can see how he has created of one blood all

A STATEMENT OF CHURCH HISTORY

For the benefit of the readers of the Ohio State
Archmological and Historical Quarterly, who may
not be familiar with the relation of the Book of
Mormon to the prehistoric earthworks of Ohio, and
the relation of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter
Day Saints to the history of Ohio, a few words of
explanation, in conclusion, are in order. In 1827
Joseph Smith, jr., then a young man, resident of
Palmyra, New York, began his translation of the
sacred writings on the gold plates, known as the
Record. of Mormon, which translation, (in addition
to the Bible) constitutes (not only the faith and
teachings of the Churoh of Jesus Christ of Latter
Day Saints, but also is) a religious history of the
aborigines of America, as is brought out in the narrative statement of the article herewith written.
]n 1831 Smith moved with his followers to Kirtland,
Lake County, Ohio.· Here the members of the new
sect rapidly increased in number and the building
known as the Kirtland Temple was erected, a building still standing and the object of historic interest
to innumerable visitors. Here the ohurch thrived
and was thoroughly organized, with Joseph Smith,
jr., as its chief head. The name of the new s,ect
adopted was, "The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter
Day Saints."
From Kirtland they went to Jackson County,
Missouri. While there, religious persecution became
intolerable, which forced them to make their departure. Their next place of settling was in Illinois.
There they founded and built the city of Nauvoo.
Again religious persecution became very intense.
Joseph Smith was arrested on a pretense of treason.
Of this charge he was acquitted. He was immediately rearres,ted on some false accusations. With
his brother and two othem, he was committed to
jail without a hearing, although protest was offered
by their counsel. While in jail, they were attacked
by a drunken mob of abovt two hundred, which fired,
killing Smith and his brother Hyrum, on June 27,
1844.
The iniquity of r>olygamy, as condemned in the
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Book of Mormon, was taught to be a great evil by
Joseph Smith. Brigham Young, one of the disciples
of the church, became the chief apostate and usurper, taking the leadership of the church without
authority and taking such as would follow him, migratedto the wilds of Utah, at Salt Lake City, in the
year 1852, eig;ht ye·ars after the death of Smith.
Brigham Young instituted the nefarious doctrine
of polygamy into the apostate Latter Day Saint
Church, headquarters at Salt Lake City.
The original Latter Day Saint faith, as established by Joseph Smith, jr., was adhered to by bands
and followers remaining or originating in various
places in the Middle West. These representatives
of the original church are strong and outspoken
opponents of the doctrine and practice of polygamy.
·lA portion of the original organization retained an
existence in Kirtland and claimed the property as .
against the Utah branch. In 1880 the Reorganized
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, as the
eastern remnant of the true faith designated themselves, brought sui't to affirm their title to the Kirtland Temple. The Utah Mormon church was made
defendant. The decision of the Ohio court, Judge
L. S. Sherman presiding, was not only that the Kirtland Temple belonged to the "reorganized" organization, but that the reorganization represented the
true and lawful continuation of, and was successor
to, the said origina1 Church of Jesus Ghrist of Latter
Day Saints, instituted in 1830, and was entitled in
law to all its rights and property. The court also
held that polygamy and kindr·ed false doctrines were
only promulgated and exclusively adopted by the
church of Utah.
This Ohio trial and court decision therefore legally
established the fact that while the church of Utah
had departed from the faith, doctrine, and usages
of the original church, and the clear teachings of the
Book of Mormon, the Reorganiz·ed Church now existing in Ohio, and in other localities of the country,
has never departed from the true principles and
practices of the original church; and not only does
the Ohio church abhor, but it denounces the doctrine
of celestial marriages, plurality of wives, and AdamGod worship.
(Concluded.)

The American Hebrew is authority for the statement that forty per cent of the drafted men from
New York City, assembled at Camp Upton, at Yaphank, Long Island, are Jews, At the present time,
according to Colonel Cutler, there are more than
fifty thousand Jews in the National Army. The
Jewish Board for Welfare Work, an organization
~imilar to the Y. M. C. A., are seeking to raise a
million dollars to carry on their activities at the
camps and cantonments.

THE MOST SUCCESSFUL CHOIR
(Note.-This excellent paper was read by its author at the
"Musical institute" at'the late reunion of the Far West Stake
at Stewartsville, Missouri, August 24, 1917. Sister Scott i~
one of the musical workers of the l!'irst Saint Joseph, Missouri, Branch, and is the daughter of Brother B. J. Scott,
bishop of the Far West Stake. We urge that our readers en'deavor to grasp the spiritual import of Sis:ter Scott's message
-that true choir service can best be had when attended by
consecration,.-Arthur H. Mills.)
'

It has been truly said that a man can rise no
higher than his thought-that which motivates,
rdirects, controls him-and the collective body can
in no wise go beyond the thought-average of its
individual units.
Choirs we have throughout this favored land without number, their membership ranging from those
who demand and receive renumeration in a professional sense, to the volunteers, intent upon enjoying good music and at the same time lending their
talents to the church to which they owe affiliation.
As a church organization the former is to us unknown; our choirs are of the volunteer type only.
Are .they, or may they be classed among the most
successful?
You are probably anticipating a treatment of tonequality, good attack, intelligent phrasing, clear enunciation, and all that tends to really fine chorus singing. No doubt you are expecting suggestions upon
ways and means of attaining these. But while technic is by no means to be disparaged, it should be
added to heart qualifications, which are essential
to true choir efficiency.
·
What is a choir? A body of singers trained to
conduct the musical part of a church service? Yes;
and :rhore. It at once assumes the double responsibility of constituting a part of the worshiping congregation and a part of the service itself, and if it
proves the power it should, individually its members
must be imbued with the spirit of reverence and
feel the need of assisting in creating a worshipful
atmosphere; their. very conduct having no small
part therein. They lead the congregational singing;
-and here permit me to make an appeal for more
attention to this feature, for the song response of all
the worshipers generates a devotiona1 spirit which
·flows from heart to heart and better fits the assembly for thEi word-message which awaits delivery.
In their anthems their attempt should be to increase
this religious fervor, to try to lead the mind and the
heai"t heavenward, to nobler aims and higher pmposes.
How can we do this if our hearts. and minds are
not attuned to these lofty endeavors?
Have you ever listened to a sermon wherein it
seemed the minister was simply reading another's
thoughts, or giving the digest of the research of
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various writers? Contrast that with the message of
the man who declares it with the conviction of knowing- whereof he speaks. Did it ever occur to' you
that to sing with conviction we must know whereof
we sing? We must put our very souls into the rendition of the text.
When Professor Rosenberg, conductor of the Kan' sas City Symphony Chorus, first rehearsed our combined Independence choirs preparatory to their joining his big chorus in the rendition of "The Messiah,"
last Christmas, he was profoundly impressed, and
said : "You people sing as if you understand. this
masterpiece; as though you believe it!" and in the
general rehearsal held us up before his own voiees
as exponents of singing with understanding. We
might have added, with the spirit and tl)e understanding.
Choir leaders often experience the discourag·ement of slackened interest, decreased attendance,
· half-hearted support at regula.r services. We hear
much of the indifferent, the over-sensitive, and the
passive choir member. We sometimes learn of
marked ability that must be entreated, and there
have been instances of solo, organ, and chorister
"ambitionists" whose influence has been demoralizing ,to the body; but in every choir there is an everreliable, stanch, and steadfast element upon whom.
the chorister, the branch, and the Lord himself can
depend. We know how earnest and sincere are the
efforts of these to assimilate the vacillating membership-social events; study sessions; special programs
giving expression to individual attainment and including secular choruses which well-nigh impel
attendance, are scheduled; more interesting anthems, cantatas, and where ability justifies, oratorios,
are introduced. Intere,st i.•;; increased, and when the
enthusiasm attendant on these special features subsides, ofttimes the "ever faithful" have an added one
or two.
What of those who remain irregular, indifferent,
passive? "As a man thinketh in his heart, so is he."
This element has failed to fathom the spirit of true
choir activity; they have not grasped the magnitude
of its possibilities nor realized the opportunities
which it lays before them.
What is a choir? Review its purpose, as given;
and a sincere heart, a nature striving to be true to
God and man, seem essential, for if the heart and
mind are not attuned to these lofty endeavors, if
the God-given talent is not consecrated. to the highest ideals, the musical product is a mere combination
of tone whose pleasing quality is dependent upon
the technic, previously mentioned. We need reverent, consecrated singers if the true spirit of the gospel is to be wafted to the audience from the choir
loft.
·
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A man can rise no higher than his thought; the
altitudes reached by the collective body are dependent upon the thought-average of its individual units.
To the choir which is motivated by a constant desire to fulfill its mission of elevating the souls of its
hearers, bringing them nearer to the great MasterMusician; gaining inspiration and broadening their
own vi:sion in the effort, we ascribe the distinction of
being the most successful.
MINNIE E. ScoTT.

(

OF GENERAL INTEREST

~

'================J
THE CONSCIENTIOUS OBJECTOR
[Mr. Spargo is one of the ablest American writers on Socialism. He has been a strong antimilitarist, and for that
very reason is opposed to German military domination. When
he left the Socialist Party three months ago, it was because
that party was, as he said; "committed to a program essentially unneutral, un,-American, and pro-German."-Editors
of the Outlook.]

I have been aslted by the secretary of the American Union Against Militarism (a gentleman whom
I very highly respect) to give my opinion on how
our Government should deal with the problem presented by that very difficult person, the "conscientious objector"-the man of military age who on
religious or humanitarian grounds refuses to pa!·ticipate in war, even when drafted.
'As an antimilitarist, long identified with the pacifist movement, I have a very keen sympathy with
the great mora,l revolt against war which inspires
the conscientious objector. I am not insensible to
the gravity of the problem which his conscience
forces upon the attention of the Government. I
confess, however, that I should find it easim· to offer
some suggestion towards a solution of the problEm
if the American Union Against MilitariBm, or some
other competent authority, would tell me how the
g·enuine conscientious objector is to be distinguished
from the horde of pretenders who adopt the language of conscience as a subterfuge. The duty-dodging slacker, self-indulgent and viciously indifferent
to the social welfare, finds no difficulty in claiming
that his objection to military service comes from a
hypersensitive conscience. The anarchist, with his
enmity to organized society, finds it easy to masquerade as a consci·entious objector. The craven
coward seizes upon the excuse of conscience to protect him from the contempt of his fellow men. If
we grant that some provision should be made to
exempt the honest, conscientious objector, how, in
practice, is he to be identified, so that his privileges
shall not be seized by a host of others eager to secure immunity from the burdens of citizenship?
This is no mere cavil. It is, indeed, a matter of
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very great importance. The Quakers have already
found it necessary to protect themselves against the
efforts of slackers to gain admission to the Society
of Friends as a means of securing exemption from
the draft. According to Mr. James Wood, PresidEmt of the New York Society of Friends, "dutydodging young men" have sought admission "in
extraordinary numbers." The society adopted a
resolution "advising" young men of conscript age
to postpone coming into the Society of Friends until after the war. Mr. Wood has said:
The Friends realize the tremendous responsibility placed
on them by exemption from military duty. We do not believe in killing our fellow men, but we will not stand for
slack~ng. No Friend will fail in h'is duty at this time of crisis
when the world is torn and bleeding. We love our country
and will help by doing constructive work.
Already the various meetings have been besieged by young
men seeking admissi01n into the Society. Some of them, we
feel, are obviously "slackers," seeking to 'hide behind the
cloak of Quakerism. They want conveniently to become
Friends and dodge their duty. We will not stand for that.
We purpose to see that the exemption granted us is not
abused. This is the object of the resolution . . . . By its text
we "advise" young m€!n of conscript ag-e to postpone coming
into the Society of Friends until after the war. I used "advise" advisedly, however. That's a polite way of saying they
will not be ailowed to join the society. It will, in effect, be
ironclad, and no "slacker"' Will find refuge among the Friends
. of New York and Vermont.

In support of the claim for the exemption from
military duty of those whose consciences will not
permit them to perform such duty, the democratic
principle of the protection of the rights of minor··
ities is invoked. As a Socialist I cheerfully admit
that the modern conception of democracy includes
an increasing regard for minorities and their protection against the ruling majorities. This fact is
one of the great assurances that the world can trust
democracy to be just and zealous in its regard for
freedom. But it must not be supposed that demozracy is compatible with the admi~sion of the rights
of minorities to do as they please. Minorities have,
and can have, no rights which conflict with the
rights of the majority. No organized society which
hopes to endure can ever admit the right of any
minority to persist in conduct which imperils the
majority, restricts its essential liberties, or makes
impossib1e the orderly achievement of its just aims.
It has long been the practice of the most democratic nations to exempt from military service the
members of certain religious bodies, notably the
Quakers, whose religion forbids them to bear arms
even in wars of self-defense. In general, the men
who have sought exemption frop1 actual military
service upon religious grounds have harbored no hostility toward the state and attempted no revolutionary upheaval. They have been willing to perform
useful noncombatant service under either military

or civil authority. As a rule, they have act:epted
service which involved some risk or discomfort,
such as caring for the wounded in military hospitals,
showing that they were not seeking their own
comfort and safety under the clo:ak of religion.
Some have carried their scruples so far as to refuse
even noncombatant service under direct control of
the military 'authoritie,s, on the ground that such
service is inevitably a part of the work of conducting
warfare. They have been permitted to choose as a
substitute some noncombatant service, vitally necessary to 'the national well-being, but not directly connected with military operations or subject to the
rule of the military authorities.
It must be borne in mind that. by consenting to
such :a.rrangements the state does not recognize the
right of citizens to such special consideration
on account of their religious scruples and
beliefs. It is a privilege which .the state can
well afford to permit its citizens to .enjoy as
a general rule. Efficient warfare requires enormous industrial and agricultural production, and
economic service is generally as valuable to a warring nation as military service. So long as there are
enough men available to bear arms, the democratic
state can well afford to indulge the scruples of its
citizens by letting them perform noncombatant service, either directly for the army, under military authorities, or in occupa.,tions whi0h are not directly
connected with actual warfare nor under the direction of the military commanders.
I1f, however, there .should be a deficiency of soldiers, so that the exemption of men of military age
able to bear arms would imp~eril the national cause,
the state could not afford to grant exemption to
such men,: even for religious reasons. It could not
admit the right of the minority to make impossible
the orderly achievement of the just aims of the rna··
jority. The state in such circumstances, must regard
the religious scruples of the minority as · of no
weight. Even the measures of ex·emption granted
to the Quakers are conditional privileges which the
state has at all times the right to revoke.
It is easy to understand the man whose conscience
does not permit him to take up arms and fight, but
who loyally desires to serve his country in her peril
and need by doing some noncombatant work. Even
though it may appear to be a rather low ethicaJ
standard which leads him to throw the burden of
his share .of the repellant tasks upon others and to
insist upon his own moral estimate against that of
the majority of his fellows, it is possible to sympathize with such a man. It is even possible ... to admire the man if by deeds of courage and devotion, as
many English Quakers have done in Red Cross work,
or by such work as the young American Quakers are
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doing in France now in restoring the recovered villages and towns, he proves through service and sacrifice his love for country and humanity.
But the conscientious objector whose moral .scruples have become a political problem is not of this
type. The processes of his moral reasoning are not
· direct and intelligible, but as devious and subtle as
those of a German bureaucrat. His conscientious
objection to the use of force and the taking of life
does not generally prevent him from sympathizing
with the violence of syndicalists, saboteurs, Sinn
Feiners, and other exemplars of social terrorism.
Among the hundreds of .conscientious objectors I
have known there are very few who have not defended and even glorified the use of force when directed against organ'ized society. · It is difficult for
the ordinary man, possessed of a comnwn, evel!!yday
conscience, to understand by what process of moral
reasoning men condone the Dublin insurrection with
its mad use of armed force and glorify it as a "noble
dramatic gesture," and then profess. to hold conscientious objections against the use of armed force.
Is it mere cynicism to suggest that candid analysis
would reveal the fact that their real objection is not
to the use of force per se, but to its use to preserve
organized society?
The typioal conscientious objector refuses not
only to bear arms, but also to perform noncombatant
service, even where this is carried on under the direction of some civil authority and is not directly
connected with military undertakings. He argues
that to engage in any occupation which strengthens the power of the nation in time of war, either
under compulsion or by voluntary agreement, would
be in effect aiding the nation to make war. Therefore his "conscience" makes him r·efuse to render
such service. Because efficient agricultural production adds to the fighting efficiency of the nation he
cannot agree to work on a farm. For the same rea-son he cannot accept employment as a railway
worker, a telegraph operator, or a miner. Logically he cannot do any useful, necessary labor at all,
since all such labor efficiently performed adds to the
sum of national prowess available for war purposes.
Conscience is sternly logical and impatient of compromises. Th~ illogical and .devious compromises
and evasions of the typical conscientious objector
are the result of caprice, not of conscience. They
have no rational ethical basis. To refuse to perform
labor because that labor adds to the nation's weapons of force, and to consent to the payment of taxes,
which have the same effect, is not the result of the
logical application of great principles, but of irrational and capricious choice. To honor the municipal
police force, whose duty is to kill in certain emergenc'ies, while holding the soldier in dishonor be-
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cause in certain emergencies he too must kill, is not
logically sound or morally defensible.
If we accept as a principle of democracy the right
of the citizen to exemption, for reasons of conscience
and individual moral judgment, from all service of
military value, whether combatant or noncombatant,
11pon what grounds can we deny his claim to exemption from taxation for, military purposes? And
when we have established the precedent in connection with the military and naval forces, how shall
we deny the claims of the anarchist and the dive~
keeper to exemption from duty of supporting the
police force by service or by tax, provided they make
their appeal in the name of "conscience"? . On what
grounds shall we deny the claim of the "conscien.:.
tious" disbeliever in medicine and medical science
to exemption from the duties which the public health
authorities impose upon the citizens?
These several claims are equally valid and equally
preposterous. The whole philosophy of the conscientious objector is unsound and incompatible with
any reasoned system of social ethics. It is subversive of the very existence of organized society to
exempt citizens from the fundamental laws generally
approved because those· laws do not meet with
their individual approbation. That way lies, not
democracy, but disintegrating anarchy. It is strange,
indeed, that men and women who call themselves
socialists should be so blind to the necessary implications of their own faith as to accept this principle
so alien to democracy and to socialism. There can
never be a socialist state of society until the suprem.· acy of the collective wilL and purpose is established
beyond all question. The theory that the moral
qualms of individuals gives them a claim to exemption from the scheme of things approved by the collective moral and intellectual judgments of the majority must, if acted upon, destroy all possibility of
achieving socialism.
Suppose we carry the idea of the exemption of
conscientious objectors over into the social struggle,
the war of classes. The members of a labor union
decide upon a strike for the attainment of certain
aims. There is, however, a small dissenting minority opposed to the strike on moral grounds. The
members of this group argue with a certain seductive plausibility that a strike is really a form of war
and an appeal to force instead of to ·sweet reasonableness. They argue, further, that strikes provoke
bitterness and hatred among those who ought to
love one another. For these reasons they object to
the strike and claim exemption from the resolution
ordering all members of the union to strike; to avoid
offense to their consciences they ask to be permitted
to remain at work. Does anybody believe that such
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a plea would be granted, or that the socialist would patriotic service to burn wood in order to relieve
coal for the war industries and for the people in
favor granting it?
Democracy wisely and properly permits the indi- sections wholly dependent on coal.
vidual a wise range of choice in the service he perThe whole question of wood· for fuel is discussed
forms, whether in peace or war. That freedom of in a publication entitled "Emergency Fuel from the
choice makes for efficiency because men will, on the Farm Woodlot," which may be obtained by asking
whole, give their best in service of their own choos- the United States Department of Agriculture art
ing. But this freedom of the individual to choose Washington, District of Columbia, for Circular 79.
his own task is not absolute; it is limited by the need
of the stateoand its ultimate authority. Men are not
free to insist on being hospital orderlies in war time
THE STAFF
. if there is no room for more hospital orderlies. They
Edited by ARTHUR H. MILLS,' 1514 W. Short St., Independence, Mo. •
are not free to refuse to bear arms if there is a
The Country Choir
dearth of soldiers. No individual moral judgment
or prejudice can ever confer such a right, and the
Too much cannot be said in fa¥or" of the development and
claim to such a right is fundamentally immoral, support of the country church choir; for if there is a musical
even if made in the name of religion. No minority , activity that needs help and encouragement, it is the choir
can ever be permitted to coerce the majority, or of the rural or country town church.
The importa:n:ce of the country church choir has been sadly
to prevent-the realization of its deliberated purposes underestimated. A .census of the various country churches
and policies.
would probably bring to light some surprising conditions and
So much we may say with certitude concerning would in all probability reveal the fact that in very few
·the moral principles involved. The issue is clear and country branches would there be found anything more than
unmistakable. . . . -John Spargo, in The Outlook, casual attention to choir work as a featurre of worship.
Many country branches have no choirs at all, content to get
September 26, 1917.
along with the mere rendition of a limited number of time-

CHURCHES CAN HELP SAVE COAL
EMERGENCY FUEL FROM THE FARM WOODLAND TO
HELP THE WAR SITUATION

Many churches, including some rural churches,
could help the fuel situation by using wood for heating, says the United States Department of Agriculture, which advocates the substitution of wood from
the farm woodlot for coal, in these· days of shortage,
wherever practicable.
For heating churches, the department points out
that wood has some obvious advantages, because the
heat is required only occasionally and is then wanted
in large volume at short notice. After the period
of required warmth is over, it is desirable that the
heat should die down as soon as possible. All these
qualities are obtainable with wood as with no other
fuel.
CORD TO A TON

In heating value, one cord of the best woods is
said to be equal to one ton of hard coal, while a cord
of some of the softer woods equals a ton of
soft coal. Thus if the consumer can buy coal at $8 a
ton, it would not pay him to burn wood at the same
price a cord, because coal is the more convenient
fuel. But if the 'shortage of coal becomes really
acute, as seems likely, people living in wooded regions will have a great advantage over those living
in the prairie and plains States, especially if they
have a supply already dry. I;n fact, it may become a

worn hymn,s by the congregation, in a more or less halfhearted, ill-fashioned way, and often sung in a manner tending to depress rather than elevate the devotional spirit of
both preache·r and congregation. OtbJe,r country churches,
fewer still in n,umber, have bodies of singers who occupy
seats of comparative prominence before the congregation and
"take the lead" in the singing -~f the hymns. Their efforts
generally result in a beitterment of congregational singing,
for they malm a fairly serious effort to improve themsel¥BS
an,d render creditable service. A few country choirs have understooldi .tibJe real. impoTtiaiJ1ce of their service to the church
and have striven not only to mak·e their work more effec'tive,
but to enlarge their capabilities. We must ret;;pectfully make
our best bow to such choirs, for they are doing God's service
itself, elevating their churches in a degree not realized, and
laying up for themselves "treasures 'in heaven."
It is very, important that every rural or country town
branch have a choir and that this choir be supported and encouraged by the membership of the branch. It is impossible,
within the confines of an editorial, to enumerate all the benefits that accrue to the branch from a good choir, or to en" large particularly upon any one of them. If the work of the
choir is unimportant, why did God so particularly. enjoin it
upon his people? A good choir will render the service far
more attracitive and beautiful. This alone would amply
justiJfy the~ existence and work of the choir. But it is the ·
least of the good things accomplished. The benefits to the
c?ngregation of added culture and in,creased spirituality are
far more important, and are too great to estimate:
· Practically every country church may have :a choir and enjoy some of the benefits of choir work. In branches where a
choir does not already .exist, those best qualified for its service should be organized into a choir and duly put in charge of
the song service of the bran,ch. In small branches where
material may be scarce, discouragement should not necessarily
exist. Such material as can be found should be put into
service and should endeavor to perform well its part in the
confident hope that others: will in time come to their assistance. They should be ever mindful of the fact that God has
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enjoined the burden of the song service upon those who are
qualified to carry it. (Doctrine and Co¥enants, 119: 6.) Shall
we fail to heed his commands?
There is a very marked tendency in many country branches
to conclude that because they are country branches !:herefore
but little is pos·sible for them in the way of choir work. Their
fallacious logic run,s something like this: Country branehes
do not h:;we much Ult!J the way of choi:rs. We are a, country
bra1nch. Therefore, we1 cannot have ,a, good! ch{)ir. As. a re~
sult of such reasoning ( !) many country branches do not try
to do much.
·
It is a serious mistake. Very few country churches but
what could achieve credita1ble results if the proper continuous
effort was put forth. We havre seen too many good choirs tin
country churches, that haiVIeJ derveloped as a result of wise,
f'aithful effo1;t, to believe that such a conclusion is a correct
one.
The country church needs a choir, and it needs it more than
it realizes. Not only does it need a choir for the beautifying
of the church service, but that the gospel may have an added
luster to the world, and the spiritual status of th<- members
may he enlarged.
A. ·H. M,
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of advancement in the musical service of the church. We
found the several choirs to be at least equal to the general
average, with abundant talent for future development.
The best thing we found in the district, that which was
most promising for future prosperity and growth, is a movement that the district chorister and choirs of ev·ery district
might well emulate, and it furnishes the reason for this article. The district chorister, Brother Fred Fry, and his two
energetic associates, Sisters Ollie Derry and Clara Bell Lan.e,
have formed an association in which all the choirs of the distriCt are de jure members. The plan is for all the separate
choirs to work in parallel lines, the same material being used
by each choir at the same time. Then, once each month, these
choirs come together at one of the central branches and en
masse sting the matetr•ial pmcticed separately. Choir problems
and interests are to be considered at these meetings in the
spirit of mutual helpfulness.
It is anticipated that this association will pl'ove available
.for service as the "reunion choir" at the next reunion of the
district, to be held at Logan, Iowa, and the material practiced
rendered for the benefit and enjoyment of all.
We predict much in the way of growth and development for
the choir work of this district if their efforts are faithfully
continued.
A. H. M.

Greetings from the General Chorister
A short time before we were ready to "go to press," that is
send in.· our "copy" to ·the HERALD for this issue of The
Staff, we received a telegram from the General Chorister,
Brother Hoxie, asking that his greetings be extended to the
choir singers of the church. As we would be unable to e!Kpl'ess Brother Hoxie~s se;ntiments with the same fe[['Vor he has
employed, we copy the telegram entire, as follows:
"NEW YORK CITY, November 7, 1917.
"ARTHUR H. MILLS,
"1514 West Short Street,
"Independence, Missouri.
"Extend my gl'eetings iri The Staff to the singers of Isra.el,
urging them to keep on the firing line, working day and night
for the redemption, of Zion. My many activities prevent
lengthy episUe. Am redoublin,g my energies for the work's
sake. It is a wonderful age and a still more wo.nderful hour,
and let us take every advantage of it to-day. If the Spirit
is sharper than a two-edged sword, let us cultivate it.
"ALBERT N. HoXIE, General Chorister."

Through the Littl·e Sioux District
We have but shortly returned from a trip through this
very excellent district in the interest of the choir movement
work. The trrip w1a,s. made partly in compliance with a promise made at the preceding reunion to return and visit some
of the sev~ral branches, and partly to ascertain at first hand
for our own information what would be the musical condition
of the branches in one of the representative districts of the
church.
, We visited seven of the eleven branches of the district and
were most kindly received and cared for wherever we went.
In each branch we found good faithful children of God who
were eager to assist us in the work of the church. At each of
the branches visited we .met with the choir, and in mutual
association discussed its various problems and counseled with
the members regarding work and plans.
We found the Saints and choir members of the district
eager to ·know concerning both their duties and the work of
the choir movement, and earnestly desiring to get in the line

The New Anthems for Next General Conference
Elsewhere in this issue of The Staff will be found announcement from our General Chorister, Brother Albert N. Hoxie,
containing list of an,thems for use at our next General Conference. This list will be of interest to the choristers of the
church, who have doubtless been expectantly watching for its
appearance.
The writer has concluded to offer, unsolicited, and independent of' Brother Hoxie's announ,cement, his individual comment
J:\pon this list of anthems. He feels that a word from him
may enable choristers and choir workers to better understand
this new series of anthems and 'thereby order for their needs
more intelligently. He has given each anthem careful examination a.nd believes he is able to intelligently advise concerning
all of them.
The compilation of .this new series has involv.ed more than
ordin,ary time, labor, and diligent search, and Brother Hoxie
has gone to unusual lengths to select anthems of a much
easier grade· than in previous lists, and at the same time
maintain the desired standard of excellence. We feel that he
has been eminently successf'ul, despite the difficulties of the
task.·
There has been some complaint in the past that the anthems of previous conference issues were. mostly too difficult
for the ordinary chureh choir. In this connection it might be
well to remind ourselves that the terms ordinary and average
are relative ones, and that what is "ordinary" or "average"
from one viewpoint might be ·either above or below those conditio,ns when regarded from other angles. Alas, it should be
borne in mind that in the selection of thoroughly good anthems of unquestionable standard, also suited to the capacities of the "ordinary" choir, the task is doubly difficult. However, the anthems of the 19>18 series can be mastered by
almost any of the average choirs of the church; those choirs
that have been, singing anthems regularly of' about an ordi-'
nary grade of difficulty.
These anthems are not merely intended for use at the next
· General Conference and then laid aside. They are good,
wholesome anthems, suitable for use in all regular services of the church, and they will make a valuable addition to
the repertoire of any choir.
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As stated before, the terms ordinary and average are relative, and probably some of our choirs will be in doubt as to
whether they would fall in such class or could handle these
anthems. To such we would say that the risk involved is almost nothing. The anthems are graded on the list announced as to degree of difficulty, on the scale of grade one
being the easiest and grade sev.en the most difficult. Let
those choirs that are in doubt order one or two of the easiest
grades. Then if no difficulty is experienced in mastering
them, others of the same or more difficult grades may be
ordered. In this way each choir may select for its own needs
with practically no risk.
We urge that the choirs. of the church adopt and secure the
anthems of the new 1918 series. They are anthems of more
than ordinary merit and beauty, carefully selected for the
needs of our work.
A. H. M.

III 6563 March, March! Arthur Farwell ---------------------------- .06
(G. Schirmer.)
.
IV 3412 The Good Shepherd, 0. Barri ---------------------------------- .05
(G. Sc)lirmer.)
III 5813 I Will Lift Up Mine Eyes, J. H. Rogers ............... 12
(G. Schirmer.)
The fol1owing an,thems are somewhat easier than any of
the above, about grade I, and though not of the conference
series, are included and recommended.
I 10895 The Wonders of Thy Love, P. Douglas Bird, ........... 10
(Theodore Presser Co.)
I 12527 Lead Me, Lord, S. S. Wesley ---------------------------------- .05
(Oliver Ditson Co.)
Respectfully,
ALBERT N. HOXIE, General Chorister.
NEw YORK CtTY, 173 Madisoi!l Avenue.

The 1918 Series Conference Anthems

The Far West Stake Musical Institute

You will note below a list of anthems selected for rendition at the General Conference of 1918, to be held at Independence, Missouri. We have spaved no pains to make this
the most interesting collection that has ever been selected.
Conditions are such that it was impossible to consider the
publishing of this series in book form, but special prices have
been made by the publish'ers if purchased in octavo form.
These prices will be mailed upon application to the general
secretary of the choir movement, Brother Arthur H. Mills,
1514 West Short Street, Independence, Missouri.
The oratorio, "Elijah," by Mendelssohn, is included in this
year's program for conference l'endition, and we urge those
who anticipate joining the large special chorus for this work,
to take up the study of this oratorio without delay, in order
that they may be counted among the fortunate ones who are
privileged to appear in this noteworthy production. Begin
now, as the work is difficuJt, and requires special and serious
application. Prices for the oratorio, bound in paper, can be
had from the general secretary.
The following is the list of anthems for the 1918 Gen,eral
Conference, in which the grade of difficulty, serial number,
title, author, and list price are given in order noted. Name
of publisher is given in parenthesis.

Sister Elma Scott, chorister of the F'ar West Stake, is intensely desirous of developing the musical interests in her
charge, and since heT induction into that office has introduced
some excellent policies and ideas that cannot fail to be productive of results. The latest enterprising venture is so noteworthy that we hav;e thought best to bring it to the attention
of musical workers through The Staff columns, recommending
it to them for emulation as well as consideration. The program of this "musical institute," held on Sunday, November
11, at the Saint Joseph, Missouri, First Branch church, is
hereby given:
9.30 a. m., Sunday school session, special music by the
Zion's Star Sunday school orchestra.
11 a. m., Address, "Music; its place in our church work
and our lives," by Arthur H. Mills, Assistant General Chorister.
2.30 p.m., Institute work; subjects treated: 1. "How to train
a,nd maintain a church choir," by Edward C. Bell, Assistant
GeneralChorister. 2; (a) "The organist's responsibility in
congregational singing." (b) "The organist's contributio n to
choir success," by Edna Christiansen. 3. "The choir and the
congregatiqn," Notes from the congregation, by Ruby Jackson Hitch. 4. "The pulpit speaks," by Elder ·Scott. 5. Round
table in charge of Brother Mills.
7.45 p. m:, Program by the combined choirs of the stake:
Prelude, selected.
Anthem, ''March! March!" Arthur Farwell, by Choir.
Solo, "Consider and hear me," Alfred Wooles, by Miss
Athena Scott.
Chorus, "Come unto me," W. Coenen, by Ladies' Chorus.
Solo, "The Lord is my light," Allitsen, by Paul H. Pugsley.
An,them, "0, pray for the peace of Jerusalem," James Knox,
by Choir.
Offertory, se1ected.
Chorus, "Deep river," Burleigh, by Choir.
Solo, "Hear my cry," Oley S:peaks, by Grace Mason-Woodside.
Trio, "I,.ift mine eyes," from "Eiijah," Mendelssohn, by
Mrs. C. E. Haden, Mildred Nesser, Mrs. H. W. Tilden.
Chorus, "He watching over Israel," from "Elijah," Mendelssohn, by Choir.
Postlude, selected.
Mrs. Elma Scott, chorister.
Miss Edna Christiansen, organist.
We will make hut one comment: The work of this institute
was very enjoyable, as well as profitable, and the individual
and collective numbers of the program were most excellently
rendered.
A. H. M.

III 10873 The Lord Brings Back His Own, Galbraith .... $.15
(Theodore Presser Co.)
II 3272 The Shadows of the Evening Hours, Barri ........ .08
(G. Schirmer.)
II 5290 The Night Is Far Spent, F. F. Harker ................. 08
(G. Schirmer.)
II 10861 To Thee, My God and Savior, Irene Berge, ......... 12
(Theodore Presser Co.)
III 5346 The God of Abraham Praise, H. R. Shelley
.08
(G. Schirmer.)
·II 10877 Twenty-fourth Psalm, Mrs. R. R. Forman, ......... 12
(Theodore Presser Co.)
III 6562 Joy, Brothers, Joy! A. Farwell -------------------------- .06
(G. Schirmer.)
III 10891 Thy Will he Done, J. Truman Wolcott ........... 12
(Theodore Presser Co.)
II 3801 Incline Thine Em, F. H. Himmel -------------------------- .05
(G. Schirmer.)
IV 3256 Savior, When Night InvolV'es the Skies, Shelley .08
(G. Schirmer.)
II 4910 A Hymn of the Homeland, Sir A. Sullivan ......... 05
1
(G. Schirmer.)
IV 3273 God is Love, H. R. Shelley -------------·---------------------- .08
(G. Schirmer.)
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WOMAN'S AUXILIARY
Edited by AUDENTIA ANDERSON, 2009 Locust St., Omaha, Nebr.

About Our Boys
In the Ensign of November 8 appears a copy of the letter
Brother T. W. Williams as monitor of a boys' club, sent out
to the members, together with a copy of their con,stitution
and by-laws. We hope everyone interested in banding our
boys together for good, will read this letter, and imbibe of
its real stimulating helpfulness. The intimate interest shown
in the affairs which will appeal to the boys, the fatherly or,
rather, elder-brotherly attitude taken towards the boys themselves, and the real insight into their n.eeds and desires, all
ar,e of such a nature as will bind the boys most closely to
their leader, and will win for him their aliegi\lnce and. co-operation.
The rules adopted by the "Boosters" of Southern California,.
may prove suggestive to many another group in the church,
as will also the constitution lan!<l by-laws submitted jOy
Brother D. J. Krahl, president of the Holden Stake, which
will be found elsewhere in this column. Brother Krahl, in
the letter accompanying this document, expresses his very
great interest in the boys' movement in the church, and adds:
"We need some on,e, however, who will give his entire time
to this movement in the branches. It needs to be maintained,
and cannot unless there he a maintainer-a leader. We need
one here. Some one might suggest that the branch presiden,t
could do this; but my experience has been that branch presidents can do considerable towards standing b~hind those who
are pushing the movement along, but, owing to the pressure
of the other phases of the work they should be doing, they
can,not give the special attention and time needed in this
direction to make it count."
God speed the day when a man endowed with the gift and
the learning, as well as the burning heart's desire, shall be
commissioned to make this work of reclaiming, holding,
awakening, directing, and in,spiring our young men his sole
aim and purpose!
AUDENTIA ANDERSON.

Constitution and By-Laws of a Boys' Club
Name. This organization shall be known a s - - - .
Aim and Purpose. The aim and purpose of thils organization is to further physical, social, mental, and spiritual development of boys and young men, under the: fostering care
of the church.
Membership. Any man over ten years of age who is of
good moral character and is: recommended by the executive
committee and pays the membership fee and monthly dues
shall be eligible to membership in this association and shall
be received by majority vote. A member may ibe dropped from
membership upon violation of any of the rules and upon
recommendation of the executive committee and a majority
vote of the association.
Meetings. Regular meeti~gs for the transaction of busi:ness shall be held on the last Thursday night of each month,
or· upon ca!ll of the president or five membe!rs of the associa' tion, one week's J;Lotice having beeiiL given.
Finances. The finances of the organization shall be maintained· by the charge of an entrance fee, based upon the age
as nearest birthday of applicant being one cent per year and
a monthly duel of ten eents per month for those over eighteen years of age and five cents for all others.
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Officers. The officers of the association shall consist of a
president, two vice presidents, a secretary .and treasurer, and
four directors. These: officeT'S shaH constitute the executive
board and transa.ct the business of the association between
meetings.
Duties of Officers. The president shall have general charge
of the associatio:n and preside at the business sessions and
count.er,sign orders drawn on the treasu:I'Ier. The vice pi'Ie,sident shall perform the duties of the president in his absenc6l,
priority in age determining precedence. The secretary shall
perform the usual duties as generally performed and draw
orders upon the treasurer upon vote of the association. The
treasurer shall have custody of the funds and shall pay out
same only 01111 order of the sec1:1ertary and countersigned by the
president. There shall be four directors of the following
activitie,s: Physical, social, mental, and sparitual. The director of physical activities shall have: charge of aH athlellics
and gymnastic WJork. The director of social activities shall
have charge of the social work. J'he di,rector of mental activities shall have charge of educational arid musical activities. The director of sp:rtiltual activitie:s shall have charge of
the devotional work and.'be alert fo,r the spi'ritual uplift of
members.
.
'Quorum. T~en members shall constitute a quorum.
Amendments. Amendments may he :tnaide to these articles
by •a two thirds vote of the members present 1at a regular
meeting, one month's l!lOtice having been giy:en.
The executive committee shall draft the Tules gover:ning
the Wlork of the departments.

On Birth Registration---No 2
Where do you keep your children's birth certificates? Or
don't you live in one of thoSie: up-to-date communities where a
certified ,notice is sent to the parents of every registered baby.
TheJ Ch:ildren~s Bureau of the United State1s Department of
Labor, which is conduc,tlin.g a sp,ecial campaign for complete
registration of births, urges, the importance of securing such
a notice from the registrar' and of treasuring it for the child's
use in later life.
'A number of things come to one in the ii10:rmal processes of
life for which there .is to-day a legal min[mum age. Proof
of age :may be needed in school, for working papers, for voting, for marrying, fo~r life insuranc,e, or fo:r1 securing a civil
service position. Or again, one may need to establish citizenship or the xight of :imheritance. In any one of' a dozen ways
a birth cemificate may he a saving of t1roubl'e and expense; it
may even save the lif'ei of a neutral citizen in time of wart1.
Only when par1e1nts haVle received a notic,e of registration
can they be absolutely certain, without making special inquiry, that their child's birth has been registered, for even in
the "birth ,regist:rntion :area"---1the e~even State<S and the
District of Columbia which the Census Bureau accets as having fairly adequate records-there are some unregistered
babi,els.
Mor:eov,er, such a notice of registration is an excellent
device for making birth records more complete. Mrs. S'-I'eceives :a, notice that Mary's birth has beel!l regist'ered and
shows it to Mrs. T- who straightway wonders why the city
did not pay her th:e s,ame courtesy when Billy was born.
Five States: Maryland, Michigan, New York, Virginia, and
Wisconsin, and a few city health ,officers in other States send
notices to the parents. The notice is often an attractive
document; in some places it is adorned with a picture of a
mother and baby.
But if the notice is to serve the child as a proof of age in
later years, it must be a signed and certified transcript of
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the fact entered on offidial record. I1n 8tates whose records follow the model form issued by the Census Bureau
these facts include the name of the child and the date and
place of birth; the sex of the child; the name of the father
and the maiden name of the mother, with the birthplace, age,
color, and occupation of each; the number of children born to
the mother and the number living; the name of the professional attendant; and the date on which the birth was reported.-Bullet1n from Governmenrt Children's Bureau.

Whole Wheat Flour
(From a bulletin sent out by on,e of our progressive agricultural colleges.)
VALUE OF WHOLE WHEAT FLOUR

The greater use of whole wheat, or graham bread should be
encouraged for dietary, if for no other reasons. Whole wheat
bread conta1ns more inorganic salts and more of' the recently
discovered "dietary accessories" than does bread from white
flour. These substances occur chiefly in the germ and bran,
of the wheat arid are largely removed in the milling process.
These substances are important for proper nutrition. They
are often lacking in the diet. Whole wheat bread, because of
its larger proportion, of indigestible material, is not recommended in the diet of young children or of invalids. At the
same time, it is especially valuable in the diet of persons
who follow a sedentary occupation. Because of its mechanical effect on the intestines, it tends to prevent constipation.
USE OF WHOLE WHEAT FLOUR IS ECONOMICAL

The greater use of whole wheat will save more of the wheat
· crop for human use. .In the milling of 100 pounds of wheat
about 72 pounds appear as white flour in the finished product.
The remaining ~8 pounds go in,to the shorts and bran, which
are not used as human food. White flour contains on an
average 12 per cent of mo!sture. The digestibility of white
bread is about 90 per cent. Every 100 pounds of wheat therefore supplies 57.·00 pounds of water-free digestilble food
material iri, the form of white flour. The digestibility of
whole wheat bread it about 80 per cent. Whole wheat flour
contains on an average 11.3 per cent moisture. One hundl'ed
pounds of wheat supplies therefore 88.7 per cent of dry food
material in the form of whole wheat flour, 80 per cent of
which is digestible. One hun,dred pounds of· wheat supplies
therefore 70.96 pounds of digestible food material in the
form of whole wheat flour, as against 57.00 pounds in the
form of white flour, a net .gain of 13.96 pounds of food from
every hundred pounds of wheat. If all wheat that now goes
in,to white flour were converted into whole wheat flour, approximately one seventh more food for human beings could be
supplied in this way.
HIGH PRICE CHARGED FOR WHOLE WHEAT FLOUR

At the present time whole wheat and graham flours sell
for 1.5 cents per pound more than Nebraska miUed white
flour on the local market. Just why this is so, is not clear.
It would seem that whole wheat flour could be supplied by
the mills at a lower price than white flour. Whole wheat
flours con,tain more of the oil of the g·erm than does white
flour. For this reason they do not keep as long. Because of
the limited demand for whole wheat flour, the mills make
up only small stocks a't a time. As the demand becomes
greater the price should come down.
GRINDING FLOUR AT HOME

When whole wheat flour is so high in price that there is no
economy in its use, hand grist mills may be used an.d the
wheat ground at home. •8everal different makes of mills may

be had from manufacturers and catalog houses at prices ranging from $2.15 to $5.00. Larger mills designed to be run
with a small engine or motor are also on. the market.
Wheat for home preparation rriust be dean and dry when
it is ground. It should accordingly be sacked direct from the
machine and stored in a clean place. It may then be put
through a fanning mill, after which it is ready to be ground.
When necessary, wheat may be cleaned by washing. The
washing may be conveNiently done in a large stone jar or a
pail. Half fill the receptacle with wheat, fill with water, and
stir. The wheat quickly settles, while the dust an,d impurities rise to the surface and may be poured off with the water.
The process may be repeated till the wash .water is clear.
The'wheat should th91n be drained for a half hour in a sieve
with a screen bottom and dried on a clean canvas or sheet
in the sun. In thin, layers, the drying may be accomplished
in two or three hours. Long contact with water should be
avoided, since this softens the berry and. interferes with the
milling.
For bread-making purposes, the best flour is made by ,putting the wheat through the mill a second time. It is run
through once with the burs set to give a medium coarse meal,
and thim a second time with the burs set closer together.
Coa-rse or fine flour may be made to suit 1ndividual taste.
CRACKED WHEAT A BREAKFAST FOOD

Cracked wheat for use as breakfast food may be made by
setting the burs farther apart, so that the berry is broken
into few pieces. The finer pieces may be sieved out, if
desired. Cracked wheat is considered by many quite as
savory a breakfast food as the wheat breakfast foods to be
had on. the market. 8ome of the latter,-cream of wheat and
farina, for example,-have had the outer branny coats and
'the germ removed, while in the cracked wheat all the nutrients
are retained. Since whole wheat flour does not keep as long
as white flour, the making of large quantities at one time
should be avoided.
'
(Recipes will :follow next week.)
\

A Tribute for Mother
How all-powerful for good is the influence of a mother!
Durin.g our infancy, she it is. who has all responsibility concerning us. The father we see but little, he. scarcely having
time to salute with a. hurried kiss or embrace as he dep,arts
for his daily work. Throughout the years, we may set joy
on what we like; but we never find any pleasure on earth
gteater than that bestowed by the love of our mother. She
is the first one to us in the cradle, and the last to leave our
cold clay dust. She loves us, whatever be our worth,-what- ·
ever our character. Would we all gave her cause to glory
in her child!
With noiseless step she moves about our room when. we
are ill, supplying ev·ery want, listening to our slightest movemerit or request. Can anything be more thrilling or sublime
than the song she sings over her infant child? Can anything
compare with her care and prayers all along the years? Can
a.nything cheer and comfort like her smile or stimulate like
her confidence? She shares every joy, and every sorrow. 8he
lives more for her own . than for herself. Freely she gives
of her strength and her courage when others may forsake or
dismay; contagious diseases alarm her not; faithfully she
ministers through every trial.
·
Witness Hagar in, the wilderness when dying from thirst,
the water bottle empty! Her heart bled for the sufferings
and groans of her son, until' in agony she placed him beneath a shrub, crying to the Lord, "Let me not see the death
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of my child!"· And the Lord, listening to the mother-love,
"was with him!"
"Whose love can equal that of mother?
Whose the devotion, so loyal and true?
Who suffers so much, with such joy, for another?
Who works with so much pleasure as mother for you?
You hail with delight the friendship of others;
You revel in love of the sweetheart you've won;
Yet where do you find a friendship like mother's,
Unbroken till death comes, and life's work is done?"
LIZZIE L,EWIS.
WALLSEND AUSTRALIA.
[The above little article was sent by an appreciate brother.
We welcome the thought Wihich P'rompted him to remember
the aiuxiliary oolumn, and we most earnestly ask 10ur r,ealdiers
to pas's on to us what they run across of value, especially. in
the line of original papers.-EDITORS.]
·

r·LETTER DEPARTMENT ]
Coming to Zion
The powerful engine hauling the eastbound transcontinental train over' the Santa Fe Railroad is bounding forward
through the gray dawn, and after a restless. night' all eyes
1n our family are wide open and anxiously awaiting the coming day that they may have a first look at the beautif:Ully
rolling land 0f "bleeding Kansas."
Two days and three nights have passed since we boarded
this train at San Bernardino, California. At that time a
crowd of 'Saints and friends gathered at the station to bid us
farewell, and, incidentally, to load us with baskets of fried
chicken, (one basket coming from Brother J. W. Cooper, of
Redlands) sandwiches, cake, and delicious California fruit,
together with a few yellow coins for expense' money. This,
after being delightfully entertained at the home of Doctor
Aldrich, and conveyed to the station in the car of Sister Ella
Harris, renders the immediate scene of our parting with the
good people of tSan Bernardino one that will never be forgotten.
We recall' with pleasure the joy that came to us when the
Good Spirit accqmpanied our ministerial efforts there, the
kindly regard manifested by the congregation, and the evident oneness of purpose in establishing the kingdom of God.
The branch there is just a big family with but a single ideal,
yet at times striving over the means for its accomplishment;
nevertheless, in their ·meetings there is a communion of souls
where the fires of the divine are ever kindled.
But the "iron horse" is lunging forward; the last shadow
has fled before the rising sun, and we are now entering the
borders of Zion! Shall we find the same congenial spirit,
the same hope manifest in the lives of those who inhabit the
"central place" that comes in word and in deed from the
great western rim of the West--shall Zion arise and "shine
like the sun"?
Fields of ripening corn, green pastures, .newly plowed
fields shaded green with the first appearance of fall wheat,
woodlands, creeks, and villages through which we are passing
hold our little group in silent admiration. This is what we
have dreamed of. In this Eden of the world we have longed
for a home. But this that God intended for the equal heritage of all mankind ~as become the private property of but
a few, and the great· masses are destined to Hve on in disappointment, poverty, and want; driven to the ends of the
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earth in search of free or cheap land, or crowded together
in tenement houses where disease and crime are steeping, they
eke out their miserable lives in the very heart of the greatest
civilization the world h;_s ever known. At present a business
stimulus which is the direct result of a great crime, renders
life more tolerable among the landless and homeless by a
greater demand for labor. Yet the fact of the expropriation
of the great masses remains, and some day, after the struggles and agonies of this terrible conflict have passed into
eternity, the people who f'eel the sting of the lash of poverty
but cannot "locate the whip" will endeavor, by wrong methods perhaps, to correct social ills, and then the "souls of men"
will be tried.
But the faithful engine is whistling, whistling, and this
picture of •civilization's fatal flaw is laid aside for a look
at the great metropolis we are now entering. Kansas City is
located in the geographical ce~1ter of the United S'tates, and
surrounded by the ·richest and most prosperous country in
the world. In beauty this city_ cannot compare with many
cities of the West, but in business activity it surpasses them
all. It is a great center, pulsing with business from the four
corners of the co.ntinent, and destined to increase and grow
with the increase of population and advance of civilization.
At the union station in Kansas City, someone "beat" me to
a fine overcoat with which we were presented by a good
Saint in San Bernardino. So leaving the children in
care of a matron in the children's apartment at this commodious depot, we hied away, in the face of a stiff north
1breeze, attired in our Southern California "rags," to Bi.shop
McGuire's office in Independence, for advice with 'reference
to temporary quarters. We had, in harmony with the law,
previously arranged witll the bishop for this coming, and,
while I believe that no definite plans had previously been
made, yet everything had the outward appearance of prearrangement, and we seem to "just fit" in the place where we
are located, and it is said that we are a blessing to those
immediately affected by our coming, and we, ourselves, certainly appreciate the kindly regard for our welfare as shown
at the bishop's office. This being our first meeting with these
whole-hearted and congenial brethren, we were pleased and
surprised at the instant success with which they met ~n 1ocating us in a comfortable place where we were of service
to others and they to us.
We are conv1nced that if the scattered Saints, who contemplate coming to the "central place," will first arrange
' with the ibishop they will not regret it.
That Zion may arise and stand in her place--a beacon to
the weary traveler through a darkened world-is the end
ofr which I shall labor and pray.
S:AMUEL WooD.
INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI, 103 South River Boulevard.

Christmas Offering---Roll of Honor
At Deerfield, Missouri, they keep a list of the names of the
classes and the amounts given, which proves quite an incentive. Though the school is composed mostly of children, they
expect to raise $120. Four cHildren are raising an acre of
col")n, the proceeds to be given.
Fort ~Scott, Kansas, has $100 now, compared with $15 last
year.
With 2,6 members, the school at Taberville, Missouri, has increased last year's offering of $5 to $6·2.50. This includes
home class.
At Brigden, Ontario, they made a large clock face with
figures running to $200. They raised so much that it is now
going around again and is about to bump agai1nst $300.
Sister E!Jiza Edgington, of Lancaster, Wisconsin, believed
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it impossible to raise.so much money throughout the church,
but upon mature thought found it was possible. She, like
many another housewife, has her many duties to perform,
but iby walki,ng two miles to pick gooseberries and doing
similar work, found it a great pleasure to earn the money,
though the .work was hard.
Eustis, Nebraska, had $9.34 last year and have $18 now.
Alamo, North Dakota, had $16.50 last year and has now
$67.92.
Cherokee, Iowa, has been so successful that with their 60
members they have raised 189.99. This is over $3 per member. Last year they raised $10.95. They expect to make it
$300.
One of the Chicago Sunday schools reports that with a
membersh1.p of 65 they have set their mark at $175, having
1now reached the $95 mark. They took some pictures of the
priesthood of the hranch with the Presiding Bishopric and
sold a number of .the pictures at ten cents each. They have
colored mission under the home department who have raised
$9 of the $25 they have aimed for. The home classes at Oak
Lawn are trying to raise $50.
Fairland, Oklahoma, has 35 members. Last year they had
$15.99 and already they have $54.86 this year.
Ontario, California, has 49 members, 20 of these under
twelve years of age. Last year they raised $7.59; so far this
year, $33.5·9.
The Levering rSunday school, of Carp Lab~, Michigan, did
not understand much about the Christmas offering· last year
and only raised 85 cents. Now they have about $13 and a
day's wages promised by one member.
Cass City, Michigan, s~nt in $13.,~9 last year. They have
$48.11 ra'ised now, and are still working.
.
From all sides we hear that the workers are endeavoring
to raise not less than $2 each. It looks as though it would
be done. This Christmas Offering is getting to be a big thing,
isn't it?
A. W. SMITH.
SAINT Lours, Mrssoum, Federal Reserve Bank Building.

a

Successful Services in Des Moines
The meetings are going along in .fine shape, the church is
:'!Jmost full every night, the audi~nce is very attentive and
Brother Cornish is doing fine.
About the advertising: We did not try to cover the whole
city, but laid out a territory of aibout six hundred houses and
kept go~ng over the same territory .all the time, seven or eight
times. We did our own printing. I expect to continue to go
over this same territory all winter with some kind of church
1notice.
Next Sunday is our "Home Coming Day." Brother Cornish will be the speaker. I will send you a program.
Working and praying for the cause,
D. T. WILLIAMS.
DES MOINES, IOWA, 719 East Twelfth Street.

From Somewhere in ·the United States
PASSED BY THE CENSOR
I am afraid that the people in this ... are too prosperous
in proportion to what. they are doing for the work. Autos
are as common as fleas almost, and it is nothing to see the
church surrounded with them, and sometimes where they are
the most numerous there seems to be the least incl~nation to
help the poor missionary with funds. I preached ... weeks in
... and not a soul thought of the fact that I needed expenses
except two . . . who gave me a dollar . . . . After it was all
over with the ... of the . . . said something to me about it,

and I told him that if the other parts of' the ... were as generous as this . . . I would not get enough to pay postage.
That rather stirred ... up and ... went around among the
... and got me ... dollars and ... cents, and I presume that
they will think that I begged for that. And there are but two
in the ... but what rode to. church in their autos, and they
were ,not cheap ones either, but those that cost upwards of a
thousand dollars. And one of those two bought one before I
left.
[Selected from a letter by an elder and released for publi~
cation by a friend.]
!SILVERTON, OREGON, October 29, 1917.
Editors Herald: I have just concluded a week's series of
parlor services at the home of Mr. B. F. Terry, who lives
out in the country about three miles. I began on Monday
night and closed Saturday night. Several people in that
community have been, interested for some time. All attended,
but they were ndt all present at any one time. Because of
the private character of the meetings I held only one preaching service. The rest we11e Bible readings, and were, of
course, social in their character. I found the people very
approachable. Had many invitations to visit. Will respond,
of course.
The schoolhouse there has been closed again,st us. It was
done by a few offici~us persons and was against the wishes
of the majority. One of the citizens who is friendly to us
is building a new house. When he moves he intends to knock
the partitions out of his old house. That will make a room
twenty-two by forty which he intends to let us have for
public services.
I preached here in town yesterday, occupied in the home of
Brother J. M. Volgamore. Held services at eleven a. m.
and three p. m. Several nonmembers wel'e present. We are
not now using the hall. The Saints ·think they cannot keep
up the rent.
In gospel bonds,
A. C. BARMORE.
CENTRAL LAKE, MICHIGAN, November 4, 1917.
Editors Herald: As there aTe many Saints· interested in
me I will write. a few l~nes. Mild all my trials I am still
trusting God. God is good to me. He provildled a way for
me to go to Boyrue City 1and South Boardman Conferenee and
dea,r Saints, I feel much stronger in the faith. My husband
who was in the asylum at Kalamazoo died this summer. }l(y
fiVIe little ones ar:e ,an well and God .i1s surely caring for us.
He says the righteous shall ne<ver be forsaken. Wha,t a
gra:nd promise, dear Saints, if we put it to the test. My older
girl who was at Ann Allbor, in the hospital is getting along
fine. She says, "Mamma, it is J,elsus' work."
It is grand to be a Latter Day Saint. He promised ne'Ver
to leave me, never to leave me alone. 0 God, how can I ever
praise thee for thy goodness? He 1s so mindful of me now.
I will clos~ by saying, ,dJea'r 'Saints, trust in your God .. He
will help you to' overcome. P:tuy for me, because I need your
prayers.
Y·our siste1r in Christ,
MRS. JENNIE ADAMS.
BAY MINJ;JTTE, ALABAMA, November 4, 1917.
Editors Herald: The membership of the Bay Minette
Branch has been so widely scattered, there have been only a
few who have lived near enough to attend the meetings
regularly. Wit~in the last few months some of the young men
have been called to the colors, while matrimony has claimed
some of both the young men and women.
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The tropical storm wrecked our church building so badly state for which purpose it is given, tithes, oblations, freewill
offerings, or what. Send all money iby bank draft, or express
we have had to discon,tinue meetings for a while.
order, ·as either are collectable at any point or place. All
This is a nice little town and we feel that rp.any honest- mail
should be addressed to me at Haileyville, Oklahoma, my
hearted people live here, as their many acts'' of kindness field address.
show, and I wish they understood the gospel as taught by
J. C. CHRESTENSEN, Bishop's Agent.
the Reorganized Church. Nevertheless we believe they are
To the Saints in Spokane D~strict, Greeting: There has
honest in their religious views.
been a generous response by many to the financial needs of
The Persever:ance Branch, in Baldwin County, was dis- the church, all previous records of receipts have been broken
organ,ized a few years ago, and the membership sent to the the past six monrths. Those who are desirous of being among
Bay Minette Branch. If any of these scattered Saints read the williJng and obedient ones have yet opportunity. Do not
seek for an excuse to avoid a duty that God makes as binding
this, please write me, as both the ~sunday school and Religio as baptism, but rather be diligent to find an opportunity to
home department superintendent would like to have their make a sacrifice. for the good of the cause which we ought to
love.
name and address.
The Lord recently said: "Bring in your tithes and offerHopefully,
·• ings, that my work may increase. Let us heed this instrucMISS NORA W ARR.
tion that we may not be found W!linting when he comes. We
espec!ially urge upon every Saint the great importance of
the work which brings peace and good will to those who fulBE·LGRADE, MoNTANA, November 5, 1917.
fill the law which the Lord has given his children in this
Editors Herald: We just closed one of the most spiritual life.
conferences ever held in Montana. Every meeting was good.
Do not forget the Christmas offering. Every Sunday
Prayer meetings were extra good. Two young men were school in this district is e,nthusiastic with the hope of cancelcalled to the ministry. The spirit of love and peace was ing the general church debt. The home department expects
to average up with the schools $2.00 for each member. Isopoured out without measure. Six were administered to and lated
Saints are requested to do their part, every member of
we believe their souls were made to rejoice.
the household of faith should take pleasure in helping the
One brother spoke by the Spirit and said, "The prompting financial work along. Local collectors will receipt for tithes
of the Spirit is to you, that if the older ones would do their and offerings. Saints in British Columbia east of the 12lst
please· remember this territory has been added to
part, the younger ~nes would :follow." Yes; how true this is! meridian
the Spokane District.
.
especially in the Deer Lodge Valley, as the young are surely
Your colaborer,
trying ~to do their part.
W. W. FORDHAM,
Bishop's Agent, Spokane District.
Many good ,testimonies were given . Sunday afternoon.
SPOKANE, WASHINGTON, 1South 238 Haven Street.
Preaching was good. Brother Winegar spoke Saturday evening. Brother Thorburn eleven a. m. Sunday, and W. P. Quorum Notices
Bootman Sunday evening.
The Quorum of Elders of the Eastern Mission will assemWe said good-by and separat.<?.d. May the good Spirit that ble in ministerial conference at the :Saints' church, Belle"
atten,ded us while there continue to bless·. us.
view Avenue, Providence, Rhode Island, November 24 and
25, 19:17, open~ng session Saturday, 7.30 p. m. A cordial
Your brother,
invitation is extended to all the ministry and membership to
A. J. MOORE.
come and enjoy this conference. H. W. Howlett, quorum
secretary, Pottersville, Massachusetts.
·

MI5?CELLANEOUS DEPARTMENT
Conference Minutes
NORTHEASTERN KANSAS.-At Fanning, August 4 and 5
with District President 'Samuel Twombly in chair. District
presidency was chosen to preside. Branches reporting:
Fann:ing, Atchison, Topeka, Scranton, Blue Rapids. Ministerial reports read. A1n amendment was offered to Rule
III, to strike out all after the word district and insert "and
all members in good standing present from the several
·branches of the district." Notice of expungement as fol'lows: "Rule 5, section B, by striking out all of section B."
Topeka chosen as the place for the next conference, February 2 a,nd 3;
·

The Presidency
CHANGE IN APPOINTMENT
After proper consultation Elder James M. Smith's field of "'
labor for the bal!l!nce of the conference year has been changed
from the Central Oklahoma District to Eastern Oklahoma
and Arkansas.
RELEASE FROM APPOINTMENT
Because of his physical condition, Elder R. Etzenhouser
has been released from his appointment to the S'outhwesteri!l
Oregon District for the balance of the conference year.
FREDERICK M. SMITH, President.

The Bishopric
To the Saints of the Eastm·n Oklahoma District; G1·eeting:
Having been authorized' to collect tithes and offerings for the
Hishop in behalf of the church, 1 will gladly receipt you for
any amount so paid to me in person, or by letter. Be sure to

Convention Notices
Western Nebraska Sunday school and Religio, December
2, at the Saints' church near Tryon. William F. Godfrey,
superintendent; Lillie M. Richards, Religio president.
-Southern Wiscons~n Sunday school and Religio at Evansville, November 30, 1917. Religio at 10.30 a. m., Sunday
school at 2.30 p. m. Ervin J. Lenox.

Convert Your Neighbor
Is it worth fifty cents to you to put the
Ensign in the home of a nonmember every
week for a year?

You owe at least that

much to the

llfissionary Cause.
This offer is good for three months and
for nonmembers only.
"Let the Ensign be your preacher."
Nonmember rate: 50 cents a year.
www.LatterDayTruth.org
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Proof Reader Wanted
We need an experienced proof reader to work in the department at this place. The work is congenial ll!nd plieasant.
Address Herald Puiblishing House, Lamoni, Iowa.

Married
WHITMAN-DARST.-Walter W. Whitman and sister Verna
Marie Darst, both of New Philadelphia, Ohio, were married at
Cleveland, Oh'io, on November 4, Elder L. W. Powell offi~iat
ing. The bride is the daughter of Brother and Sister
Thomas Darst.

S'MITH.-Walter Christy was born February 22, 1883 at
Ca1nan, Jefferson County, Indiana. Was baptized December
21, 1913. Married Flossie May McCormick, February 3,
1915. Leaves. to mourn his loss a wife, 2 children, an aged
mother, 3 br'others, 2 sisters and a host of friends. Died
November 8, 1917. Services in charge of J. D. Shower, and
T. N. Curtis ..

Our Departed Ones

OMANs.-Roy D. was born January, 1880, at Ferris, Montcalm County, Michigan. Baptized April 8, 1894 by Joseph
Ward, at Rogersville, Webster County, Missouri. Leaves
wife, and 3 children to mourn his loss. Was drowned 1n
Big Horn River, Wyoming, September 30, 1917. Sermon by
Thomas Leitch, assisted by Reverend L. C. Thompson.

BEAM.-E'8ther Emma, daughter of Eunice Beam, was
born September 23, 1901. She was baptized when 8 years
old by L. D. Ullom at Fayette City, Pennsylvania. Died
November 3, 1917. Leaves mother, and 2 sisters to mour,n "
her departure. Services held in her home, Punxsutawney,
Pennsylvania, in charge of James E. Bishop.
· WELCH.-Frederick Welch was born in Walla Walla
County, Washington, March 9, 1884. Baptized b,Y B. S.
Lambk1n 1915. Died November 4, 1917, Brandon, Mmnesota.
Leaves t~ mourn a father, 3 sisters; one brother and a half
brother. Funeral services in charge of Reverend R. Brown of
the Methodist Episcopal Church.
HIGHT.-Evelyn Vera, daughter of Edward and Tillie
Hight was born at Magnolia, Iowa, September 5, 1913.
Died October 20, 1917, at Yankton, South Dakota. She leaves
father mother one sister, 3 brothers, many relatives to
mourn' her ea;ly departure. Funeral services in Sll;ints'
church at Magnolia. ·Sermon. by D. R. Chambers, assisted
by J. D. 1Stuart. Interment in Magnolia Cemetery.
RASMESSEN.-Louis Rasmessen was born in Denmark. Was
a membe1r of the Utah church, but learning the mo11e perf,ect
Wlay, he was baptized a,t ~ainelsvill.e, Wi~consin, by David H.
Smith. Di:ed at Independence, Missouri, NoVletm:her 2, 1917,
age 84 year;) and 3 months. Leav•es 2, sons 3-Jllidi 2. daughters
·to mourn. Funeral at C. D. Oa.rson s u,ndertakmg :rooms.
Services in charge 01f J. C. Foss and J. F. Kceir. Interment
in Mound Grove Cemetery.

NASH.-Beatrice Nash, daughter of Henry and Pearl Nash,
was born August 15, 1906. Was 'baptized with her mother,
July 11,' 1915, by W. H. Mannering at Douglas, Arizona.
Died October 15, 1917, after an illness of two months at Los
.A,ngeles, California. Funeral services held in the church in
which she was baptized, Douglas, Arizona. Services in
charge of S. D. Condit. The profusion of flowers attested
the deep love she had won in the community.
KING.--"Corwin King, jr., was born in Hepler, Kansas,
July 28, 1884. Moved with his parents to Illinois when a
i:loy. Died in the Peoria Hospital, November 6, 1917. Leaves
to mourn mother, 6 brothers a,nd 2 sisters, his father preceding him to the beyond; also many friends. Funeral i,n the
Methodist Episcopal Church, Victoria, Illinois. Services in
charge of E. A. Curtis, assisted by Reverend Carl J. Wells,
and Reverend John R. Killip. Interment in Victoria Cemetery.
S'TAFFORD.~Caleb N. Stafford died October 28, 1917, age
63 years and 29 days. He was a son of Edwin Stafford, formerly of Knox County, Illinois, who· removed to Decatur
County, Iowa, in 1875. Caleb was baptized at San Berillardino, •California, in 1894, by William Gibson, and he gave
good help to the gospel cause at Omaha. His second wife and
2 children survive him. Also 2 daughters by his first marriage. His body was brought to Lamoni for burial. Services in charge of Heman C. 1Smith, sermon by Henry A. Stebbins. Interment in Rose Hill Cemetery.

DoCTRINAL REFERENCES.-Alvin Knisley, being a compilation of references on
all subjects connected with the gospel,
taken from the Bible, Book of Mormon,
and Doctrine and Covenants. No. E185,
paper, 10c; No. E186, cloth, 15c; No.
E187, leather .......................................... $.30
CRUDEN'S COMPLETE CONCORDANCE.A dictionary and alphabetical index to
the Bible with a concordance to the
Apocrypha and a table and concordance
of the proper names of the Bible. No.
166, cloth, net ...................................... $1.50
THE MoRMON GIRL.-P·aula Brown
Dykes, a member of the Reorganized
Church, who has lived in Utah for years,
writes a telling indictment of Brighamist
spiritual and carnal methods in this
novel. No one can resist the realism of
the story. It is so entirely different
from the usual anti-"Mormon" work; so
sincere and straightforward in its style,
and natural in its plot. Founded on facts.
No. 371, cloth .....................,................ $1.00
THE PLEASURES OF THE WORLD. A
three-act drama by John Preston, show·0ing the effect of unwise discipline in a
home. There are 12 characters, 6 male
and 6 female. The play takes 2 hours
to enact. A strong vein of comedy runs
through the piece.
Everywhere this
play has ])een produced it has proved a
success. Easy to present on any platform, as there is only one simple stage
setting. Interesting as reading matter.
68 pages, paper binding, No. 381 .... 25c

let Me Plan the Details of Your California Trip
Do. you dislikii' the task of arranging an,d mapping out your
trip to California ? It IS bothersome for one not familiar with it.
But it is no bother for me. I have planned many such trips
a11d know just how to go about it. Come in and let me help you
with yours.
•
Let me tell you all about the Burlington "Personally Conducted" Tourist Parties ( addition,al comforts without l;?.dditional
expense) through the ' marvelous West to California-through
Denver, Colorado Springs, the Pike's Peak region, the Royal
Gorge, the Colorado Rockies, Salt Lake City, the Sierra Nevadas,
and all of the .wonder spots of that great Western country-in
daylight.
Let me relieve you of the bother of planning, and have a
specially .,trained guide take care of the details en route. More
than that, he will explain interestingly and· intelligently all the
sights along the way-you'll-feel that you really know the West
when you get back.
.Come in and get your copy of our illustrated folder with
maps-Worth -reading even if you don't go.

Burlington

L. F. SILTZ
Ticket Agent-The Pleasant Way t() Travel

Route
eta
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The user of the "Silent Smith;' buys, in addition to a writing machine-OFFICE ~UIET.
Instead of the clatter of the ordinary typewriter, he hears the gentle "tap, tap," of the
type against the paper-practically the only
sound.
'

I

This result has been brought about by mechanical refinements. Ball bearings, lightness of touch, ease of operation and a minimum of noise-all help the operator to turn
out neat, accurate wr:itten work.
Send for free booklet, "The Silent Smith." It has
valuable information about typewriting and
typewriters.
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Helpful Books
THE GOSPEL STORY AND FOOTSTEPS OF
Jflsus. By Frances. Charming child
stories, of the birth-offering series.
Adapted to the baby mind. Tales of
truth that will register and remain. No.
366, cloth ................................................ 60c
0'17"$························
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IN THE SHELTER OF THE LITTLE BROWN
COTTAGE. The popular serial that ran in
i Stepping Stones during 1915, by the
' editor, Estella Wight. The leading charA acter is not a Latter Day Saint at first,
' but eventually becomes so, and in the
A process a strong gospel story is told.
' Several characters in the book are shown
laboring toward the truth, making this a
fine, readable missionary medium. Cloth,
DIVINITY OF THE BOOK OF MORMON
PROVEN BY ARCHJEOLOGY.-Student, here
is a mass of startling data for your consideration. Nothing "sentimental" about
this work. It adheres to reality, and yet
it is full of the romance which clusters
about the ruins of a departed civilization.
Louise Palfrey Sheldon accomplished a
notable work in writing this book. It is
a bulwark against the guesswork of uninformed antagonists to Latter Day
S-aintism. No. 176, cloth .................... $.60
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THREE BIBLES COMPARED.-A painstaking work by a painstaking man-Rudolph Etzenhouser. A necessity to ministers who must demonstrate the superiority of the Inspired Version of the Bible
A over other versions. A long list of scripV tural texts are arranged side by side,
&, greatly facilitating reference. Also hisV torical and scientific matter bearing upon
the subject. No. E302, paper, 25c; No.
E303, cloth ............................................ $.35
373 pages ··························-·······-··-····--$1.a5
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HERE AND THERE
DEPARTMENT

~=================~
Any of our people within calling distance of Antler, North
Dakota, are requested by Sister Vivian Short, of London,
England, to call on her cousin at that place, Mrs. C. D.
Tritt. Her husband is principal of the consolidated schools
at . that place. We are sending her a few copies of the
HERALD.
~
A letter from Mrs. Pearl Oliver, Tate, Saskatchewan, tells
how the Lord has prospered her, saying that it is not a good
place for those who do not like to work. The closest church
is one hundred and fifty miles from her.

we ought to, we need your cooperation. A goodly number are
responding, but there ought to be more. Let us hear from
you. Have an understanding who is to furnish a cardful
every week or so.
NEW ISISUE OF THE FOLDE'R TRACTS'
When you want something extra good in the tract line,
order some of Nos. 10M and 1052, one cent apiece in smail ··
quantities. They are on beautiful India tint paper, printed
in sepia. Number 1051 is a brief outline of the church history, with two large pictures. Number 1052 is a brief history
of Joseph Smith the Martyr and the First Presidency, with
pictures of the three presidents of the church.
EARNS $3.02 ON ONE ORDE'R
J. A. Anderson, of Albin, Wyoming, sent in an order the
other day for $27.23, practically all subscriptions to the
church publications, HERALD, Ensign, and Autumn Leaves.
He had deducted his ten per cent allowed on new subscriptions, netting him
nice sum ~nd introducing the publications to many new homes-a fine combination.

a

TORONTO SERVICES: OPEN AUSPICIOUSLY
We learn from a personal letter that Bishop R. C. Evans
opened his fifteenth winter in one of the largest theaters of
ACTIVITIE1S OF BROTHE1R RUSHTON
Toronto, Ontario, on the evening of November 11. Long before the openi;ng of the service every seat was taken and
We know that our members are interested in the activity
hundreds were turned away. The subject was, "Why God . of members of the Twelve, especially under the new regime.
permits war." This was ·used for an opening to introduce S~ we trust that Elder John W. Rushton will pardon our
the gospel. On the 18th he will take up' the subject of the passing otn some of the information from a personal letter.
different glories, under the heading, "The soldier's reward lie has be~n engaged the past several weeks or months in a
after death." The meetings this year are being held at Shea's lengthy and busy trip through the Coast States, ·going as
Theater, as has been the case the past few years, and bids far north as Canada, preaching in Chilliwack, New Westfair to receive the usual strong popular interest and ;mpport. minster, and Vancou!Ver. He organized two branches, o,ne at
Bellingham, Washington, and one at Dinuba; in California.
MEETING OF GENERAL AND STAKE OFFICIAL1S
He reports the work everywhere to be in encouraging conPresident F. M. Smith is expected in Independence, Tuesditiotn ·and prospects of at least two more branches to be
day, the 20th, so that several conferences, including those of
organized in the near future. The people are app.reciative of
stake officials are called at that time. The ill health of Sister
the work of the church and are trying very hard to make it
Smith makes necessary his absence part of the time from Ina success where they live. The war is making a deep im_-dependence. But even when he is away he has all matters
pression upon many. Generally speaking, the people stand
sent to him for consideration, and keeps in closest touch with
strongly by the President and the Government. There is a
his office work. Brother El1b ert A. Smith will attend the
spiritual
revival ~n the work, and looking hopefully for the
meeti1ng.
coming development of the church. We have already pointed
GETTING SUBSlCRIPTIONS IN MINNEAPOLIS
out that Brother .T. W. Williams is now devoting his whole
We like the way they handle the subscription getting time to the work of the church. He by no means renounced
in Minneapolis. They found that there were not nearly so the belief in the triumph of the 'Socialists, but b-elieves that
many of the church publications being received as there it can be best worked out through the church, and so secure
should be, so they are carrying on a general campaign to in- a solidarity for righteousness.
·
crease the number. The superin,tendent of the Religio is
A FRIEND FOR TH!OS1E AT GAMP L,EJWIS
offering a dollar to the one who gets the most subscribers,
Any of the Saints having relatives or friends in the
and the president of the Religio is giving the same amount
to the workers in the intermediate grade and as a prize for National Army stationed at Camp Lewis, Tacoma, Washingthe best work. Of course they retain ten per cent on all ton, will be doing them a favor by sending the names, reginew subscriptions for their Christmas offering. The com- mental and company numbers to. Robert J. Holman, 3633
munity that keeps up with the work of the church is the Whitman Avenue, Seattle, Washington.
one that is going to be hearrl from in all legitimate lines.
ANNIVERSARY SERVICE
We are always glad to send extra sample copies to those who
The Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, Branch, held an anniversary
need them.
service of the fifth year of the opening of their church building on October 27 and 28. We have not learned how it came
OUT ON LECTURE TRIP
Historian Heman C. Smith left Lamoni on the 14th for a out, only receiving the belated notice ~ndicating a good prolecture trip under the auspices of the Religio lecture bureau. gram. It dosed: "In the prayer meeti,ng let us remember
He took his stereopticon machine with him and will deliver President Wilson's proclamation; the welfare of our branch;
illustrated historical lectures on our church history, which our sick, and our three brethren in the Army." And it was
are always popular and interesting. His schedule on this suggested that all bring lunches and stay all day SU!nday. ·
trip is Camerotn, Missouri, evening of, the 15th; StewartsQueen Lilioukalani, the last royal ruler of Hawaii, is dead.
ville on the evening of the 16th; Saint Joseph the 17th and She was a. picturesque figure,, revered and respected by the
18th, and Fanning, Kansas, on the 19th and 20th.
natives. The date of"her demise was November 11.
L,ET US HE!AR FROM YOU
"I cannot get along without the church papers," writes
On this page we want to list little items of interest about · Brother Roy .F. Ursenbach, of the Twelfth Cavalry Band,
the church and its people. To make it as comprehensive as Columbus, New Mexico, having his add1·ess changed.
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NO'.riOE TO READER: When you finish reading this magazine place a one-cent stamp
on this notice, and hand to any postal employee and It will be placed in the hands ot
o-qr soldiers or sailors at the front. NO WRAPPING, NO ADDRESS.
A. S. BURLESON, Postmaster Gene,ral.
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Official Publication of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints
"If ye continue in my word, then are ye my disciples imdeed; a'YIJd ye shall know the truth, and th·e
truth shall make you free.''-John 8: 31, 32.

Volume 64
~

"There shall not any man among you have save it
be one wife; and concubines he Rhall· have none.''Book of Mormon, Jacob 2: 36.

Lamoni, Iowa, November 28, 1917
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COME UP HIGHER
'(An address to the priesthood at the Logan, Iowa, reunion,
1916.)

cultured and nurtured in the faith of the church, has
been taught it at his mother's knee, there has developed in him a simple, unquestioning faith in God,
faith so pure, so simple, and so sublime, that when
any little trouble comes he feels that he will be
helped by an .appeal for divine aid.

In addressing a word to the priesthood and the
membership I hope I shall be able to arouse a keener
appreciation of the sacredness of our work and stimBut there comes a time in ,fuat life, when because
ulate to larger activity. As a people we have long
·of
his contact with his environment, .because of his
been talking about, and singing about, and looking
with other individuals, because of the
associations
forward to a consummation of what we have termed
expansion
of
his mind, he learns new mental traits,
a marvelous work and a wonder.. We have sung of
and
forms
new
habits. Then there comes a period·
the time when the Lord will accomplish this marvelous work. We have looked forward to the estab- of confusion, a period when young people may drift
lishment of what we term Zion, and the instituting away from the church. We see them drifting away;
of what we call Zionic conditions, and I fear that we we see them becoming indifferent. They may even
have been far too content to allow the Lord to do drift so far as to question the very existence of
the work, rather than to be willing to do our part Deity. They are in a period of life that is full of
dangers spiritually. But if they are kept in a proper
of it.
environment,
where proper influences are thrown
'It requires on the part of the people a consistent,
around
them,
there comes a complete readjustment
constant, and active faith in order for the Lord to
to
'conditions,
and they find them.selves on fir111er
accomplish that work, and it will not be accomground
than
before.
plished until the Lord has developed a people, which
he' says/must be a tried people. And he points out
What is true of individuals is true of groups. You
the fact that we must pass through a period of prep- who have been alert to conditions in the church,
aration,. perhaps of long duration, that shall event- know that it has been passing through such a period
ually bring us up to a plane where the Lord can use of confusion, that we hav~ been breaking up some
us in a way that he never has been able to use us in old habits in the process of forming new. It means
the past. In other wqrds, the Lord will not do this that we are passing from the activities contingent
work alone; we must do our part; we must consti- upon the solution of the older problems to the activtu~e ourselves as workers together with God for
ities necessary to meet these later conditions. We
the accomplishment of this pul\\pose.
are entering a period when the church must broaden
It is a well-known fact that when old habits are the sphere of its activities, must apply itself to the
broken up before new habits are formed there is a solution of problems not present a generation ago.
period of confusion, in which there is an effort' on Perhaps many of you sense the resu1ting confusion,
the part of the individual to adapt himself to the and are disturbed as to the outcome. But if we do
changed conditions. And frequently this period of our part and heed the admonition to stand aside
confusion is accompanied by considerable distress, and see the salvation of the Lord made manifest, you
depression, or uncertainty, and is potential with will soon see the time when there will appear full
danger. That has been demonstrated in the life of justification for our change of activity, and you will .,
almost every individual. When a child· has been look back and wonder why you were disturbed. It 1
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is a good thing for people to be disturbed once in a
while.
So the church must readjust itself to changed
conditions, and must reform its ranks in order to
make a different attack on the forces of the enemy
than we have ever made before. You know when an
army has been engaged in battling, there come times
when it must reform its forces, rearrange lines, readjust its plans, and then go on fighting for the same
cause. The general or commander of the whole
army may be quite aware of every step that is being
taken, and yet the men in the battalion may feel
confused, when as a matter of fact everything is
being purposively worked out. Such a time of readjustment has reached us, and hence I feel like
bearing a particular message to some of the priesthood to-day. That message· can be summed up in
one sentence. We expect every man to do his duty,
his full duty.

daughters abundantly able to keep them, and these
sons and daughters have unnaturally thrown the
responsibmty and care of their a'ged parents onto
the church. Such sons and daughters should be
compelled to provide the necessary care.
Then what is the difficulty so far as our deacons
are concerned? One is this: Too frequently when
we have a real first-class deacon who has been able
to appreciate the needs of his congregation, knows
how to seat them quietly, knows how to put songbooks into their hands unostentatiously, knows how
to regulate the ventilation of the church, keep it
warm, knows how to raise money for the branch,
we say, "What a fine fellow that is. We must ordain
him to something higher," and we have spoiled many
a first-class deacon to make an incompetent priest.
Orne of the most spiritual bodie~ of men in the church
ought to be the deaconate.
,
They ought to be first-class business men in every
DEACONS
sense of the word. Ability to preach a sermon is
We might begin with the deacon. Of course the not a prime requisite. Their first work is to admindeacons shall be concerned about the welfare of their ister the financi~l law, and keep the congregation
alive to church financial duties. Then they would
congregations, not only the welfare of their congregabe discharging their duties as they should. We have
tions, so far as building a fire in the church is connever
yet trained a proper corps of deacons in the
cerned, but that they be busy acquainting themselves
church.
But a good deacon who has made an indiff. with the duty of a deacon, so that they can enter
erent elder might yet functionize as a deacon. Let
into that larger field of activity of a deacon's work,
him take his Melchisedec priesthood along with him,
which has not been entered into heretofore. I look
and act as deacon again.
upon the deacons as being one of the most important
I remember once that Brother Elbert A. Smith
arms of the priesthood. They are a part of the
had
occasion to go to Colorado Springs for his
financial arm of the church, and me by virtue
wife's.
health. Not knowing anyone out there he
of their ordination, agents for and workers with the
attended
branch business meeting, and somebody
general bishopric. They have· not been utilized in
nominated
him for deacon in the branch; he was
the past as such to the extent that they should, and
elected·
and
he served. He would sweep out their
I 3;m satisfied that the bishopric, the general bishopvery
small
building,
build the fire and have things
ric,, has come far short of its possibilities by not
ready
for
the
congregation.
The next spring when
utilizing this corps of officers that the Lord himself
I·
saw
him,
I
said,
"Hello,
Deacon
Smith," and he
has set in the church for that purpose. The deacons
are not only to teach the financial law,' but they ins!tantly retorted, "Why, .don't you know that q
should be men who would be of service to the bishop- deacon in Coloxado Springs is higher than one of
ric in collecting tithes, offerings, and the general the Presidency at Independence?" And let me tell
funds of the chur.ch. Not only that, but they should· you, that a deacon at Colorado Springs or anywhere.
be of direct assistance to the bishopric in dispens- else, who is doing his duty, is higher than one of the
ing the money to the poor. The aggregate of money Presidency or anyone else who is not doing his duty.
ABOUT TEACHERS
spent by the church as aid to the poor is very large
in proportion to our other expenditures. Look over
We have the same~rouble with .teachers that we
your bishop's account and note it. Perhaps this have with· deacons. A good many who should be
·amount in the aggregate has grown unnecessarily teachers are making poor elders. There is not a
large because we have not used the deacons as in- more responsible office in the church than teacher.
vestigating officers, to investigate the condition of Th~ difficulty has been that we have looked upon a
those who are demanding aid from the church. teacher as a sort of. church detective, to smell out
There may be and probably are many people who trouble, and to get people out of the church as fast
have been receiving aid from the church, who are as the missionaries can get them into the church. It
not entitled to it. We have been giving money every is well to be able to detect where trouble lies and to
month to people in this church who have sons and locate the responsibility when trouble comes along.
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Bvt the difficulty is that many of them are able to
locate trouble, but are lacking when it comes to
knowing how to settle it, and one of the great duties
of a teacher is to settle difficulties. How )11any
teachers are capable of'doing it?
So it goes with the priests and perhaps the elders.
Do you know we have in places a whole quorum of
·elders with not a dozen regular appointments in the
neighborhood, 'wlhole groups of elders, whose church
occupation seems to be to criticize those who are
trying to do something! They can tell the Presidency and the Twelve what to do. They can tell you
where the Twelve make mi1stakes in appointments
.and fall short of.. duty. They can do all that, but
when it comes to doing something themselves they
have nothing to show.
·
· How is it with you, elders? Are you magnifying
your calling? The time is here when the church
must clearly understand that ordination in this
.church means something, that it is not a mere conferring of honors. It means he must magnify his
call~ng, that he must do something tow:ards shouldering his responsibility and towards a most conscientious application to duty and to work. The time
is here to ask every man who holds the priesthood,
whether it be deacon, or priest, or teacher, to magnify his calling, or hand in his lic:;ense and make
room for those who will work. The slogan for
every man of the priesthood is, "Study to show thyself qpproved unto God, a workman that needeth
not to be ashamed."
BE CLEAN

"Be ye clean that bear the vessels of the Lord."
In the first place that means that a man who has
.assumed responsibility in the church as a member
·Of the priesthood and is· therefore called upon to
bear the vessels of the Lord should be clean in person.
The same is true in regard to his personal appearance, his clothing.
The same is true particularly in regard to his
language. There have been many persons, persons
·of talent and refinement, who have been repulsed
by the things that they have heard fall from the lips
of men whose language should at all times be clean;
and I am sorry to say that in the past, and I do not
know but wha.t even in the present, the priesthood
of this church have not been entirely blameless in
that respect. Men holding the priesthood should not
indulge in stories of a questionable character. They
should not indulge, in language uNclean. in any way.
If they are disposed to be funny, let their wit be of
the proper kind. There is clean humor, and the dis.;
position to see the funny side of life is the salvation
of some people, but there is a legitimate way to
·exercise it.

1131

I would like to admonish all men who hold the
priesthood to make a consistent and strenuous effort,
that they shall be clean in every sense of the word,
that the elders as they pass from place to place,
attempting to advise people in regard to their spiritual welfare and to purify their lives, may set an
example to the people. The people have a right to
expect that the men holding the priesthood shall be
exemplary i:n their conversation, in their deedJs,
and in their thoughts.
PRIESTS

Whenever we have talked about, "Be ye clean
that bear the vessels of the Lord," I always think
about the sacrament. I have seen men administer
the sacrament who were so filthy m:id dirty in their
personal ~ppearance that persons could hardly take
the sacrament without nausea. It is decidedly wrong
to violate the proprieties in any such way as that.
Any priest who is called upon· to administer the
sacrament, who does not think highly enough of his
office to see that his hands and his face and his
clothing are clean when he carries about the vessels
of the Lord bearing the sacramental meal, should
be asked to resign his office at once. And they are
being asked to resign in some places. In one of our
stakes a priest was visited, and told: Unless you
clean up, and clean those whiskers and that dirty
neck, and clean -your hands, and put on decent clothing, we will not permit you to administer the sacrament in this branch." And that officer did exactly
right.
Furthermore, priests as visiting officers, are expected to go into .the homes, to admonish the Saints
to live clean personal lives, to remove from their
homes that which is wrong spiritually. What kind
of a spectacle does it present for a priest who is not
clean in body or in conduct, to go into a home and
ask those people to clean themselves up spiritually?
It makes a farce of it.
· Of course I could speak of the teachers and deacons the same way. Every officer should keep the
thought before him constantly that the Lord has
said, "Be ye clean that bear the vessels of the Lord."
It applies to every one of the different offices.
The church has asked me to assume responsibilities as the president of the Melchisedec priesthood,
and if that means anything it means that I am supposed to have a personal official supervision over
those holding the Melchisedec priesthood in ~11 parts
of the church, and I am firmly determined that every
man holding the Melchisedec priesthood shall b&
asked to keep himself clean, to keep himself in a
st~te of activity,' to show that he is magnifying his
calling. If there are men holding the Melchisedec
who are inactive, yet who are in position to work.
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who are not disqualified by personal disability, or
who are not so completely tied down by other affairs
that they are not able to work,' I expect t6 ask for
their licenses, if they persistently refuse to magnify
their calling. I believe I shall be justified in doing
it.
Furthermore, I shall feel myself justified in asking
for th.e license of any man who thinks more of his
chew of tobacco than he thinks of his license. Not
that I think that a man who chews tobacco will
forever be denied admittance to celestial glory, but
I do not doubt that he will have to go through a
probation of. cleaning up first. We have of course
. never made the use of tobacco a test of fellowship,
yet in the matter of cleanliness alone we have a
right to expect that the ministry shall maintain a
higher standard than the membership.
Furthermore, I think that I shall be justified in
asking a man to surrender his license when he has
an unsavory reputation in his neighborhood, even
if we cannot prove anything against him. There
are men in this church, I could put my hands. on several of them without any trouble, who hold licenses,
who are known as men who are di1shonest, who
will not pay their debts, who are known as trouble
makers, but we cannot prove anything against them.
I· say I th·ink we will be justified in taking their
licenses, and insist· that they establish a reputation
for honor and integrity. We have already recalled
some licenses and silenced men for such cause.
Furthermore, I think we will be justified in demanding the licenses of men who constantly misrepresent this church rather than represent it; men
who go out and ride hobbies, that they know; ar·e not
in harmony with the teachings .of the church. Some
do this claiming that they should be g-ranted what
they term "liberty of speech." Within certain limits
it is true that they may say what they please. As
individuals they can criticize the men of the church,
and even make personal attacks on them, so long
as they keep within certain limits prescribed by
law. But there is a much closer limit beyond which
they cannot go and retain their rights as representative men of the church. Some men distort liberty of
speech into license of speech. I have seen. men who
were unable to earn their living drawing monthly
allowances from this church, yet misrepresenting it,
who said they had a right to say what they pleased.
I say, certainly you have a right to say what you
please, but we have the right to say whether you
can say it as our representatives or not.
A characteristic of this latter-day religion is that
it has given to us an ideal, He that is warned, let
him warn his neighbor. That is missionary work.
Of course I know that some of our people have been

most unwise in warning their neighbors, and have
been unreasonable in their unwise zeal in forcing
our religion on people who did not want it. They
do not seem to know when it is time to warn their
neighbors, and they make themselves obnoxious as
a result. The first thing necessary is to create a
desire to hear what you have to say.
The times ·demand the true missionary spirit
throughout the church. I should like to see the time
soon come when around Independence and Lamoni
particularly, and in other populous districts of the
church, there shall be appointments held every Sunday regularly by men of the priesthood, that shall
keep every man in the Melchisedec pri·esthood busy
from two to three times on Sunday. I should like
to· see the Aaronic priesthood assisting in that, and
you people who have cars and teams can be of great
assistance in our missionary work, by seeing that
the missionaries are transported to the places where
services are to be held.
Between Lamoni and Independence, for instance,
there is a distance of about one hundred and fifty
miles that covers one of the most fertile and one of
the best agricultural territories in this part of the
country, and yet we do not own very much of it. I
have heard my father say that he expected to see the
time come when a person could drive from Independence to Lamoni and eat every meal in the home of a
Latter Day Saint: I should like to see the time, when
1a person could start out on foot and never be out of
. sight of land own.ed by people of the church.
I should like to see the proselytizing work of the
church carr~ed forward so vigorously that in Inde- ·
pendence, Lamoni, Far West, Kansas City, and Holden Stakes every family head shall have had a
chance to accept or reject this gospel, by having
heard it in its fullness. Is· that too high an ideal?
How can it be done? By real missionary work, under
the direction ·of the Twelve, intensified missionary
work, engaged in by all who have talent, till even
. the local priesthood shall offer their services, even
if it be only for one hour or two hours a week, or as
much as they can spare. We have not given the
Lord half a chance to convert the people of this
country, for we have not done our part. It demands
a 'consecrated ministry and a consecrated membership working together with a definite purpose in
view.
Let me give you a little mathematics of it. If we
are going to establish Zion, or r·edeem Zion by purchase, how much money do you think it will take?
Jackson County is an immensely wealthy county.
Out riding not long ago about six or· seven miles
south. of Independence and about ten or fifteen.miles
from Kansas City, we saw a sign up on a piece of
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· land, "This ·fine eighty acres of land for sale ·at ship shall stand fairly and squarely in unbroken
$600 per acre. Can you beat it?" How much of ranks behind the men they have asked to assume
Jackson County do you think you are able to redeem? r·esponsibiHty, and take up the work of leadership.
Leadership is nothing unless there is something
When you get over to Kansas City, six hundred dolto lead, and a man cannot lead a people who are pulllars per acre looks small.
Some time a.go we were driving to the Holden ing back. We will make mistakes, but let us make
.Stake conference, and Sister Krahl was in our car. our mistakes in going ahead instead of going back.
As we passed over that magnificent agricultural We can then correct the mistakes and still struggle
country, I said, "There is your mission. You cannot onward and upward.
buy it, but you might convert the people that own
I become very earnest, especially when I see the
it .." If we make our rightful effort it will .be easy enormous amount of work to be done, when my
for the Lord to do his part, and you may be sur- mental view is expanded and I see the long road that
prised that you ever wondered how to redeem Zion. is to be passed, and the shortness of the time in which
But we cannot do it unless there is extant among our it is to be traversed, and then look back and see the
people this spirit of consecration that will give to small progress we have made.. I sometin1es become
God and his service, every talent, every ability, disturbed in soul, but I realize that if we are engaged
every bit of wealth that we possess. I wish first for .in the Lord's work, if we will d(J our part, we will
the consecration of your efforts and your talents, yet traverse this road to his glory and the advanceand then as a secondary thing" for· your wealth, or ment of his cause, because of the exercise of his
ypur property.
gr.eat power.
May his peace be with us.
One mo:re appeal I wish to make. It seems to me
FREDERICK M. SMITH.
·that it has constantly been the mission of the priesthood to stand against iniquity in every form, to
stand against it without fear or favor. In some
BLUE PENCIL NOTES
places we find that our people recognize that there
is iniquity existing in their midst, that is underBrother X- has done all he could to discourage
mining the spirituality of the people and is putting
the elders from running about needlessly. He never
them in a dangerous position spiritually, yet their
gave one of them a penny.
tongues are silent, they are not raising up their hands
aga:inst it, simply because they fear to estrange peoSome people take the elder's ministration as a
ple who are not members of the church.
matter of course, not worthy even of thanks, as in
You cannot afford to do this, you cannot afford, the case of the invalid to whom a sister said, "Wasn't
you ~en of the priesthood, ever to be found not rais- it kin~ of Elder Fifthly to walk six miles in the heat
ing your hands against iniquity wherever you find and bring you that big basket of fruit and chicken
it, and it doesn't make' any difference to me how com- and groceries?" The lady frowned and said, "Kind?
pletely you estrange people who sanction it. I know Why, what is he for?"
they will have a mor.e wholesome respect for you
always if you stand fairly and squarely for your
No brain can long dictate a course in which the
convictions, and less respect for you if you attempt heart is not enlisted.
to compromise principle for the sake of maintaining
friendship.
The law of the land may stay the hand in mid-air
You cannot. expect the ministry to stand out and say that you must not steal your neighbor's
against iniquity unless you uphold their hands in money or his wife or his life. The law of God checks
righteousness. Our positions in the church as offi- the heart in mid-bound and says that you must not
cers are occupied by your choice, and we endeavor covet your neighb'or's money or his wife or his life.
to care for your interests; but we cannot do it unless
you give us your support. It is unfair in the exWe must not think of forbidden deeds, for thought
treme for you to select men to positions of responsi- is a seed that in time will surely germinate and
bility in this church, from the deaconate to the pres- break through the soil a deep-rooted deed.
idency, and then stand aside and criticize rather
than assist them. They are your servants, and their
President Wilson knows how to coin a striking
success can come only by reason of the contribution phrase quite as well as Roosevelt does. In his speech
of your support and your cooperation, and I plead to the Federation of Labor, at Buffalo, he said of
for it. It must be given.
Mr. Gompers, president of the federation: "If I
Our work cannot go forward unless the member- may be permitted to do so, I want to express my
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admiration of his patriotic courage, his large vision
and his statesmanlike sense of what is to be done.
I like to lay my mind alongside of a mind that knows
how to pull in harness; The horses that kick over
~he traces will have to be put in a corraL"

viction. A triumph of the central powers would
leave Jerusalem under the dominion of the Turk.
That God will permit such a denouement seems to us
incredible.
·
Others as well as ourselves are watching the Holy
Land. The Des Moines Register says: "A sentimental interest will attach to the rescue of Jerusalem
from the Turk. A complete new chapter of history
will open with that event. Perhaps in. the great
future the rescue of Jerusalem will count as one of
the most significant achievements of the war."

A Christian Scientist is the only man who will
deny the existence of matter and work hard to earn
coal, ice, and flour; who will act as pallbearer for a
friend and on the way home deny the existence of
death.
The Italians complain that the Germans attacked
them at a point at which they, were not prepared and
where they did not expect to be attacked. They
seem naively resentful. But it is worth, while to
r·emember that the enemy always aims to attack at,
such a point. It is the same in the Christian warfare.·
If you are strong as Gibraltar in your financial honesty, but rather susceptible, let us say, to feminine
blandishments, you may be sure the Devil will not
waste a minute trying to tempt you with a ten-dollar
bill.
The guide at the Temple grounds in Salt Lake was
showing a party about and giving free information
about the glories of marriage for eternity~ Doctor
D-, a member of the party, inquired, "May I ask
if all these marriages in the temple for eternity
turn out happily?" The guide shook his head and
r·eplied, "No, I am sorry to say some of them are
very unhappy." "And yet they are tied together
for eternity," commented Doctor D-, "I think I
wiWtake mine for time only."

As we read our early church history, let us recall
the words of Emerson: "Whatever outrages have
happened to men may befall a man again: and very
easily in a republic, if there appear any sign of a
decay of religion. Coarse slander, fire, tar and
feathers and the gib}:)et, these the youth may freely
bring home to his mind and with what sweetness of
ten:iper he can, and inquire how fast he can fix his
sense of duty, braving such penalties, whenever it
may please the next newspaper and a sufficient number of his neighbors to pronounce his opinions incendiary."
ELBERT A. SMITH.
<~

RADIO-TELEGRAPHY AT GRACELAND
COLLEGE

Elsewhere in this week's issue will be found an
announcement by Graceland College of their wire~
less station. The Government is greatly in need of
wireless operators for the signal corps. Graceland~
has been requested to take up this department of
work. Some of our young men already dmfted who
Apparently Christmas will be celebrated in great have taken work in this line; have properly been·
style, with the Kaiser throwing kisses at London, assigned to signal work, but they report that there
Haig and Petain saluting Hindenburg, Uncle Samuel are many vacancies, and a great demand in this
sending overseas many new soldiers "made in Amer- field. The Government very much needs a large
ica," Zeppelin commanders speeding the departure of number of qualified young men. It is an opporlittle children to Him who said, "Suffer them to come tunity for those drafted to render special service in
unto me," and many Christmas trees festooned with a vital arm of Government work, service of the
sharp shooters taking pot shots at Red Cross nurses. more and better remuneration.
But it also means preparation for better 'Work
The fate of Palestine may seem a minor matter in after the war. The wireless is coming more and
this world war; but to our mind it is a matter of tre- more into use all the time and there will be a great
mendous importance. History may reveal clearly need for wireless operators.
how in the chaos and disorder of this great cataclasm
The course requires four and a half months.
God's hand was working in an orderly manner to Etarly enrollment is advisable. Yet there is suffiaccomplish his purposes concerning the Holy Land. cient time between the first of the year and the end
An issue that we hope for is that Palestine may be of the school year in June, if prompt enrollment is
freed or come under liberal and enlightened govern- made after the Christmas holidays. But do not
ment so that the Jews may be permitted to return, delay. The college feels that it can render its best
redeem the land, and restore their nation.
service in the present crisis in this manner. It is
a splendid opportunity for young men and it is also
Here is something to which one might pin a con- a splendid help for ,the Government. Preside:t!t
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George N. Briggs informs us that the station was
established at the request of the Government and
they are urging us to put forth every effort to train
wireless operators as rapidly as possible.

NOTES AND COMMENTS
S. S. $mith in the Arena
We have noted with grwtification the publicity
given our work in Spokane, Washington, tb.rough'the
activities of Elder S. S. Smith, our pastor at that
place. He has b~en carrying a newspaper argument
on,the subject of evolution in a commendable manner,
and sees tha,t our church activities, such as coming
conferences, securing of outside speake~s, etc:~ are
noted-all very wholesome and essential publicity,
yet all too often not used because of lack of appreciation of its value.
The Advertisements in This Issue
These announcements are written with as much
care and with the same spirit of helpfulness as any
othE;Jr part of the publication. They shol,lld be read
for the information they impart, giving the suggestions the same careful consideration as is given other
features. This year the question of gift giving is
important~if possible, more so than ever_:.yet it
is not to be expected that we will cease to give, as
one of the advertisements points out. -Let us replace
useless giving with useful giving.
Much Coal for Brewers
The American Issue pqblishes a statement from
E. D. Leach, assistant State fuel administrator of
Ohio to the effect that it requires sufficient coal for
the maintenance of the brewers to furnish fuel for726 round trips for such a giant ship as the Lusitania
and transport 23,595,000 tons of supplies to the allies. It requires 180,000 cars of coal to move the
raw material to the breweries, to say nothing at all
~about the grain and sugar. It takes a pound of coal
to make a pint of beer. All this while thousands of
families have no coal and cannot get any.
Herbert S. Bigelow Attack
A few weeks ago according to newspaper report
an attack was made upon Herbert S. Bigelow when
he was about ·to address a meeting in Cincinnati,
Ohio. He was kidnaped, stripped, beaten, and
crude oil pou:t~ed upon his head. His affliction was so
serious that he was confined to a hospital for some
time. Instances of this kind are certainly a disgrace
to our civilization. During the election in Philadelphia, an attack was made, and one of the contestants
was killed. We have no need for government by
either mobs or murder. Such actions are deservedly
4enounced regardless of where they may occur.
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German Tracts
Brother Frederick Roos of Basel, Switzerland, has
written us recently concerning his rejoicing over his
privilege of baptizing his wife in the Rhine River.
We are now just in receipt of two tracts in German,
one concerning the fullness of the gospel, the United
Order of Enoch, that the underlying principle is not
egoism, but altruism. A list of the services are also
given. The lower half of the tract, whiCh is printed
on one page, is taken up with reference to the four
errors of Mormonism, polygamy, Adam-god, that
Christ was born from Adam and not from the Holy
Ghost, and blood atonement. The other tract concerns its·elf with the constitution of the Woman's
Auxiliary for social service. It refers to each of the
ten departments, with a short description of their
work... This latter is signed Mrs. Julie Roos- ~Vollmer.
The December "Autumn Leaves"
This bright monthly comes to our desk laden with
human interest articles, stories, and all that goes to
make up a good magazine. For instance, Elder William Lewis tens us that his tract "The church of
Jesus Christ," was given in a dream and finally
worked into a tract in its present form. Those who
missed the first chapters ~f Elbert A. Smith's story,
"Timbers for the temple," may read the synopsis
and thereby parrt;ly ca~ch up. "At t!he hour of
twelve," is a strong short story on a Christmas
theme by 'a skilled church writer. The editorial department features an important communication
given by the Spirit to the young at a Lamoni prayer
meeting. If anyone has missed getting a sample
copy of the Autumn Leaves, send for one and read
it to the end, including the "Editors' postscript," on.
the back page, wherein is an indication of what may
be expected the coming year. The price is only a
dollar a year and the list of .subs.criptions is growing
amazingly. The edition will soon be gone. Order
of this office.
In religion especially, man has grown passive,
almost to the point of masochism. Dogma fetters
his mind, convention his heart and life, and if he
. is saved it is done for him by an alien, outside
power. Protestantism has stripped religion of all
its beauty, while Puritanism robbed it of its joy. In
secular life we seek to forget it, while science~ its
own child, is estranged from if not actively hostile
toward it. Its cheerfulness is chipper and falsetto.
Its creeds are clung to by an arbitrary will to believe,
with penalties. for failure to do so, and religious
feeling, if cultivated at all, is as an exotic if not as
an artifact. God and another life are a far cry.G. Stanley Hall.
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OUR PRESENT DUTY
The one overshadowing duty of the church to-day
is loyalrty to support the principles of liberty and
justice enunciated in the Declaration of Independence of the United States.
We are obliged to the Almighty to uphold the constitutional law of this land and every law which
conforms to the spirit and purpose of the National
Constitution.
The Lord in giving this counsel clearly intnmJted
there was danger that laws in contravention thereto
would be enacted. He admonished us to befriend
"that law which is the constitutional law of the
land."
There is an alarming tendency to disregard and
even discard these fundamental documents. This
is not only in evidence on the:') part of the Industrial
Workers of the World and the "disgruntled misfits"
at the lower rung of the economic ladder. The most
dangerous manifestation is on the part of the money
kings and speculators of America. An "I-won't.work" at the too is ofttimes more dangerous than an
"I-won't-work" at the bottom.
I do not contend that the Declaration of Independence is the last word in economics or that the
Constitution is aii all-embracing Magna Charta for
human liberty-far from this. I do contend that
in our growth and national expansion we cannot
afford to either ignore or discard the truths contained
therein. We ·may, with propriety, extend and
streng1then the positions taken. We cannot go on
to larger freedom while we ignore the principl·es
which have secured to us what we now have:
The Lord has said to the elders O:f this church:
I, the Lord, justifieth you and your brethren of my chur~:h,
in defending that law which is the constitutional law of the
land; and as pertaining to laws of men, whatsoever is more or
less than these cometh of evil.
It is not right that any man should be ~n bondage one to
another. And for this purpose have I established the constitution of this land, by the hand of wise men whom I raised
up unto this very purpose.

The very first amendment to the Constitution and
which was ratified December 15, 1791, reads:
Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of
religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof, or abridgi1ng the freedom of speech or the press; or the right of the
people peaceable to assemble, and to petition the Government
for a redress of grievances.

No one individual or organization should be denied
this right .. If, in the exercise thereof, any individ-

ual or individuals connected therewith overstep the
bounds of the law, then let the' administrators of the
law deal with the infraction. It is a dangerous
precedent when any governor, mayor or alderman
can arbitrarily say to people who have not violated
any organic law, "You cannot hold any assemblage
within my jurisdiction."
I fear such arbitrary rulings will reaet and, instead of making people patriotic, it ,will make them
sullen and rebellious. The one thing which I fear
for !America more than even foreign war is interi].al
revolution. We can go into a foreign war and the
people may be united, but once let the sentiment
grow that officials or individuals may disrespect the
Constitution and we are on the verge of anarchy.
As a church we are not responsible either for the
war or the declaration of war. I do not see how we
can "proclaim war" in the light of God's direct command that we "proclaim peace." But the men who
are entrusted wi·th the responsibility for .determining this question have declared war-they have
passed th~ .selective draft law. As law-abiding citizens we can do no other thing except to conform
thereto.
Our church is international. Simply because in
this present war .England, Canada, Australia,
France, etc., are fighting on one side and Germany,
Austria, Turkey, etc. are fighting on the other side,
should noti cause :the church to assume a narrow
partisanship. Our loyalty must be ·to principle
rather than to people. Who knows but, in a £ew
years, other wars may arise wherein the .alignment
will be entirely different. Tihe imaginary boundary
lines which kings hav·e drawn around their preserves
should not mark the dividing line between love and
hate.
Let us .approach this question as internationalists.
When we speak we must not speak merely as Americans but a church comprehending the 'rights of all
the peoples of the world.
If America had heeded the message of God to this
generation I verily believe there would have been no
occasion for this Nation going to war at the present·
time. God could .and would have overruled to prevent complications. The Lord has permitted this
and other· nations to be embroiled. God did not
bring on this war. As in the past, he does bless and
help those who act in accordance with truth and
righteousness. He will always bless men who seek
to uphold libel"ty and freedom as against tyranny
and wrong.
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I will go farther than this and affirm a belief that,
if the Saints of the latter days had kept the commandments of God, making the establishment qf
his work of paramount importance, Zion would even
now have been established with the resultant protection and power of which we are now largely
deprived.
I 9:o not look for Zion-a "charmed center'! where
men can repair and with utter disregard for the
condition of the rest of humanity "enter into rest."
The majesty .and power of Zion which will impress
the nations of the world will not consist in impregnable w:alls and marshaled hosts but in the majesty
of right, the dominancy of love. The glory of Zion
consists in what she sends out to the world and not
what she bottles up for her selfish aggrandizement.
Necessarily we want the world made safe for
democracy and likewise do we wish democracy made
safe for the world.
·
God has ca.lled the men and women of this church
to be pioneers for democracy, heralds of freedom,
champions of liberty. As such we must be foes to
all privileg,e, ad:vocates of ·equality and messen.gers
for humap. brotherhood.
·
There is much of truth in this won,derful poem
of Ella Wheeler Wilcox :
PEACE SHOULD NOT COME

Peace should not come along this foul earth way
Peace should 1not come untiL we cleanse the earth.
God waited for us; now in awful wrath
He pours the blood of men out day by day
To purify the high-road for her feet.
. Why, what would Peace do, in a world where hearts
Are filled with thoughts like poison-pointed darts?
It were not meet, surely it were ,not meet
For Peace to come, and with her white robes hide
These industries of ,death--these guns and swordsThese uniformed, hate-filled, destructive hordesThese hideous things that are each nation's pride.
So long as men believe in armed might
Let arms be brandished. Let not Peace be sought
Until the race-heart empties out all thought
Of blows and blood, as ;trguments for Right.
The world has never had ~nough of war,
Else war were not. Now let the monster stand
Until he slays himself with his own hand;
Though no man knows what he is fighting for.
Then in the place where wicked cannon stood
Let Peace erect .her shrine·• Of Brotherhood.
THOS. W. WILLIAMS.

AN UNFINISHED WORK.
(Funeral sermQn of Charles F. Graham, at Lamoni, Iowa,
July 5, 1917, by John F. Garver. 1;3rother Graham was instantly killed in an automobile accident on July 3.)
For there is nothing covered, that shall not be revealed;
and hid, that shall not be known. What I tell you in dinkness, that speak ye in light: 1l!nd what ye hear in the ear,
that preach ye upon the housetops. And fear not them which
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kill the body, but are not able to kill the soul; but rather fear
him which is able to destroy both soul and body in hell. Are
not two sparrows sold for a farthing? and one of them shall
not fall on the ground without your Father. But the very
hairs of your head are all numbered. Fear not therefore
ye are of more value tha,n many sparrows. Whosoever there~
fore shall confess me before men, him will I confess also before my Father which is in heaven. But whosoever shall
deny me before men, him will I also deny before my Father
which is in heaven.-Matthew 10: 26"33.

We stand to-day in the somber shadows of a deep
sorrow. If we are to receive any degree of comprehension, any ray of hope as a community, as friends
and as a· family, that hope is extended to us in the
promi~es of the gospel, in the Word of God. As a
suggestion of the theme which we may have the
liberty to present we draw from the verses we have
just read from Matthew, and from the 40th verse of
the 12th chapter 0f Luk!e: "There is nothing covered that shall not be revealed .... Be ye therefore
ready."
.
We are conscious of the que~tion in the mind of
the average man of this community in connection
with the early passing of our brother. That question is not to-day to be answered. Our Lord and
Master, however, makes to us the solemn promise
that in the day when we stand ready to receive,
when the heavens shall reveal the wisdom of God,.
we shall be made to understand.
Itn harmony with the beautiful sentiment of the
song we have just heard, in harmony with the prayer
of our brother, in harmony with the scriptures, in
harmony with the purposes of God, we may patiently
await ·the day of his counsel, and in the eternal world
take to ourselv~s that degree of comprehension that
will enable us to understand; and while we may not
be able to experience the sentiment fully at this time, .
we have confidence to say tha·t in the divine economy
of our God, when the revealments of heaven are
laid open to our vision we shall not only understand,
but shall be content.
"There is nothing covered that shall not be revealed." Many things are hidden from us now, and
lor reasons which are likewise many. And it is well
ordered that we cannot understand. Were we able
.to understand all things now covered from us, we
would be made most miserable indeed: Partaking
of none other of the divine attributes, with all presented to us that awaits us and those that we love
in this world, withol1t divine strength coupled with
foresight divine, we would indeed be in a state much
more unfortunate than that in which we are found
to-day.
Among the reasons why we are not able to understand not only this hidden thing which confronts us
to-day, and very many more of the distressing scenes ·
of life-among the things, I say, which hinder us,
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is this: Our comprehension, aside from the limitations placed upon us in our making, is obscured. We
are not able to comprehend many of the mystedes of
life, the things which fall upon us and distress us,
because we have fixed our attention on other things:
Having fixed our hearts, our aspirations, our efforts
upon the things we have desired, we are not able to
comprehend the things which ,confront us. Clinging
still to the things which we desire, but which are
denied us, and turning from the things which we
desire not, but which have been permitted to come to
us, our vision becomes obscured, the meaning of the
experiences from which we ~hrink covered, and hidden.

Now if there be any who come to this solemn
meeting to-day with any degree of doubt incident
to the passing of this life, or because the opportunity
in the life of this man seems to have been cut short,
let not that doubt extend toward God. Out· of like
conditions, when we are not able to comprehend situations which confront us; when we have thought
that certain leadings have meant thus and so; or perchance when men may have failed in their expressions of the purposes of God.:__from these scenes our
people sometimes carry a feeling of hesitation and
of doubt. While I stand personally in this connection
to-day at a pivotal point, I say without the least
degree of hesitation, if there be in the minds of any
We are not able to understand to-day many of the of you a single doubt, let' that doubt be cast upon the
things which distress us in this life because we have inspiration of man; let it be placed wherever it may
not reached our fullest development in this order . be, but for the love of the great God, hold fast thy
The things which distress us to~day, the meaning faith. As Christ expressed upon one occasion, "Have
of which is hidden from us ; the things which it faith in God.'' Bide thy time. Cast not doubt upon
seems to us we cannot now 'surmount we know of Qod. If you doubt let \t be in the wisdom of his
ours·elves we cannot, ·the things of which we stand in workmen.
.
.
fear and trembling, and in the face of which unless
We are limited, we are slow and stumbling and
we are held by the sustaining power of God, we will fallable in our comprehension of the things of •the
yet be found wanting-these things are dark to us kingdom of God. When we come to compr,ehend the
because we have not reached our fullest development; mysterious workings of the inspiration of heaven,
when if we exercise in patience and deliberation, and so come more fully under its operations, we may
continuing our energies in the heavenly way, we shall understand what we do not understahd to-day, that ·
understand finally in our fuller development here is, some of us may understand what we do not undermany things not known to us now.
stand to-day, and in a fuller degree understand per~e are held from many comprehensions because haps, as some may already more fully understand.
God has wisely provided that in this order thus far
God has placed in the life of every map. certain
we may come, and in his wisdom we are held from gifts and ble~sings and possibilities. The workings of
coming farther. In the mercy of God, for our good, his divine Spirit make possible to the comprehension
for our development, and for our strength, in his ten- . of the minds of men these potentialities, by means
der consideration, while it may not seem tender ·to of which we are able to understand that men may
·us because of the fact that his ways ar·e not our ways. become competent workmen. So far as our people
-many times he graciously holds from us, wisely ar·e concerned, we unite upon this basis; even though
ministers, and keeps from us that which we might beyond the same we. may not at this time be able to
otherwise comprehend, because in his matchless wis- go, other thi:tn to say that discerning the capacities
dom he sees that our development is~ best reached of our brethren we may not always discern to the
under such denial.
fullest extent when and where they are to perform·
Furthermore, it is not necessary that we undeft the part of which they are seen to be capable.
stand all things at this time. It is not necess:;try for
Now after all is said, and after all is done, we occuour present forward and constructive effort; H is PY here for a single purpose: that we may make ournot necessary to our ·eternal saivation, that we under- s·elves ready .and that we may minister to other men,
stand all that may distress us. We have confidence helping them that altogether we may qualify for the
that such po~tion as we need to know will be brought hereafter. At best our labor, our time here is but
to us clearly, in order that we may be persuaded to . a brief span. The essential thing in the life of every
continue our righteous efforts, and eventually come man is that. he stand ready. If therefore, in our conto our full reward.
sideration of this situation we shall determine that
our
brother was l:'eady, at least to a degree we may
·And finally, when the heavens are opened to us
be
content.
we may then come to know if we may not now, that
God has most graciously set his hand to deliver us
Our understanding of the Scriptures does not sugfrom a worse fate by allowing what has fallen upon gest to us that when we shall have finished our work
us to come to pass.
here we have for all time completed our activity.
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The Word suggests otherwise to us. In the 14th
chapter of Revelation, John in writing of certain
scenes which passed before him on the Isle of Patmos, says that after there had been shown. to, him
certain mysterious workings he was about to' fall
down and worship the personage that had visited
him, and from whom he had received his instruction. ·
This personage, addressing John, said, "See that thou
worship me not, for I am of thy fellow servants,
the prophets." Do not fall down before me or worship me: I have been but a man, as you are a man.
I worked and labored among men as one of the
prophets of God, in times past. I am come now in
the purposes of my Father, to speak to you these
things. I am continuing, in other words, in my
activity in the world which is beyond-and in behalf
of the world in Which you yet occupy.
And so with our brother. Having been made
ready for the change, having' been prepared, he
passes on, not only to his reward, but to his fuller
opportunity as a minister for Christ, in the things
that have to do with his eternal kingdom.
A few words now applying the remaining povtion
of our theme:
The expression "Be ye tilerefore ready" it is true,
was made in connection with the teaching of Christ
with reference to his second advent, but the principle applies in all of our activities. "Be ye therefore
ready," not only against the day of the second coming of Christ, but against the many changing scenes
of this life, and as they fall upon you, either contemplated or suddenly, as a thief might come in the
night to steal away and destroy, then shall you be
able to stand and endure, even though all but overcome; and continuing until the coming of Christ, so
shall you be able ~to understand and uncover all things
that heretofor~e may have been mysteriously hidden.
In making this preparation the Savior suggests
to us that we are
seek if we .hope to find: Seek
and ye shall find; knock and it shall be opened unto
you; ask and ye shall r~eceive. And thiS principle is
to be carried into all of our activities.
We may not find in this life the thing for which
we seek, yet we may find that which is better. In
the divine economy of our God he sometimes withholds from us the thing we desire. And as we learn
this lesson, to seek diligently, to dig deep, by continuous, persistent effort in righteous purpose to ~now
the counsels of God, there shall be added unto us,
not each day the thing we like, but that portion which
is for our good upon that day, until finally in our
unfolding development we shall come forth in the
first I~esurrection morning, and in that state, the
promise to us is that we shall know.
Now if we have any degree of comprehension as

to
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The Big Question
What Shall We Give This Year?
To be sure we should not quit giving for that is a
fundamental of this latter-day work-whole-hearted
giving to God· through man.
But it must be done wisely. No need of shutting
our eyes and 'buying the first thing offered, regardless of its appropriateness.
Select gifts with the same intellig~nce that characterizes your other activities and let them be the
helpful kind.
In this issue are a few of the many books and
publications described that are sure to be acceptable
and worth while. They are not all here, but we will
be glad to send a price list of the rest.

to how we are to know, and how much we are to
know in the ~eternal world, we have it unfolded to us
in the expression, "Y e shall know. even as ye are
known." There shall be no thing withheld from
Christ or the heavenly hosts that has been hidden in
" or in me. And if I am to be known like tha,t,
my life,
I am to know like that. I am to know, even as I
shall be known.
·
Let us therefore be strengthened, if not comforted
in gr~eat measure, by these sacred promises. Let us
remember that it remains for us to s'tand deeply
embedded, firmly fixed in the faith of our fathers.,
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in the expression of our eternal hope, and we hav·e
the promise that not one jot or one tittle of the law
or promises of God shall pass away.
While we fall from this world, while our brother
fell from it but recently, at a time unexpected and
in a way which has brought a great shock to his
family and to the entire community, there is for u.s
a degree of comfort in the lesson we have read. God
never, promised that the sparrow should not fall ;
neither did he promise that no good man should fall
from his place at a time when it would seem that
his work was yet unfinished. What God did say
through his son, Jesus Christ, was "Are not two
sparrows sold for a farthing? and one of them shall
not fall on ~the ground without your Father. But
the very hairs of your head are all numbered. Fear
ye not therefore, ye are of more value than many
sparrows."
This man has not gone down therefore· without the consideration of his heavenly Father. His family
and friends are not to be left without his sustaining
power. It is fur us then not only to take hope, but to
be comforted in the promise which brings to us the
courage to move forward, under which moving we
should receive consolation and strength.
It remains for us now to address ourseives for a
few moments to the present situation in our community. And I solemnly call upon all gathered here
to-day to witness this one thing: I would not mar
the peace of this hour. Yet under the sacred responsibility which I feel pressing heavily upon me, I dare
not withhold this one thing. I believe every good
man who has made any study of the situation. can
bear witness that I speak the truth when I say that
~his man in this community, as the mayor of this
city, began a noble piece of work. Now before this
vast assembly, as his brother and fellow workman,
as one who with him was interested in the welfare
of this community, not only in the welfare of our
people, but in the welfare of all the people of this
community, and all the people who may follow after
us, before this large concourse of people, as his fellow minister for Christ, I charge his fellow workmen, in the fear of God, to give to us, if he may be
found in this community, as good a man to continue
this good work. And I think, standing here in honor
of his sacred memory, we are to be sustained in delive:ring this charge. I say in honor of his memory
then, let us see ·to it that a proper man is furn:i~hed
us and, let that man move forward that the noble
piece of work for the elimination of evil and the
establishment of righteousness which this man had
the courage to begin-! say let it be carried forward"
without fear or molestation.
Our understanding is feeble, but I take the liberty

to suggest, not having given it due consideration: If
it takes this experience to bring home to us the
absolute necessity of civic right.eousness and a place
of purity in which our young men shall be delivered,
let us bow in humble submission, being ourselves
denied for the good of all. Let us out of this experience be charged to move without fear for the good
of all the people.
If there be any word necessary to the church,
Let not your hearts be troubled. We are deeply
mov:ed by this early passing of our brother who had
already brought to us the counsel of wisdom. We
are constrained to say, however, that God who sustained the church in the beginning will continue to
sustain us. We need have no fear with reference to
the things which do not concern us personally. Let
God attend to the work which belongs to him. Let
us stand ready to receive. And when we do this in
faithfulness and in diligence God in his own due
tiJUe will provide us a man.
To the family I can only express this conviction,
born of experiences rich and observations many:
He who does not allow the sparrow to fall without
him will not allow these who mourn· to be pressed
down beyond that which they are able. As sure as
the sun rises to kiss our prairies into warmth and
beauty to-morrow morning, just that sure will the
God of heaven graciously minister and abundantly
sustain.
And now the beautiful promise of our Lord, "Blessed are they that die in the Lord." For our brother,
we have no need to fear. We believe with all who
are gathered here to-day that• he stood ready. No
man can bring a charge against him. He stood ready
to be received, and 'as is the promise of Christ in the
economy of the gospel he becomes more blessed being
gathered t() those who have been worthy altogether,
than if he had remained and continued the arduous
duties that were imposed upon him; and as we verily
beHeve, duties which would have been more arduous
as he gathered more strength to endure.
"Blessed are they that die in the Lord;" and likewise blessed are they who remain in the Lord. If
they die, they die unto me, is the promise; if they
live, they live unto me. So blessed are we who live
unto God in full confidence, in the exercise of our
faith, in the sending of our energies into ·every good
and heavenly purpose. Having faithfully occupied,
pas_sing over we may become blessed indeed.
We are to-day heavy in spirit. We are not yet conscious ofthe thing which has fallen upon us. We extend but feebly our sympathy to this family. Let us
remember, therefore, that it is to-morrow and the
day after, and the day after. that, when time shall
have allowed a degree of comprehension of this pass-
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ing, that these who mourn shall need our support and
·comfort. So may it be given. And so may the cbmfort of God, and the ministration of his Holy Spirit
be given, as we are confident they shali be, is _our
prayer.
HOLDEN HOME FOR THE AGED

At a meeting of the joint council of Presidency,
Twelve and Pl'esiding Bishopric which was held at
Independence, Missouri, just prior to the General
Conference, Bishop C. J. Hunt, apprised the council
of an opportunity to secure for the church a large
brick building at Holden, Missouri, formerly occu:pied by the Saint Cecilia Seminary. Upon the suggestion of the council, Brethren C. J. Hunt, F. A.
McWethy and D. J. Krahl entered into negotiations
with Mr. James Ritner, the owner of the building,
with a view to securing it for the church~ The terms
at first submitted were not approved and further
consideration was suspended. However during the
post-conference council a proposition was submitted
which met the unanimous approval of the council and
a contract was entered into to secure the property for
$8,250, which is about one fifth of what it originally
cost to build. It should also be mentioned that
B;rother G. F. Baker and M. F. Haney, formerly of
Grafton, West Virginia, but now residents of Holden
Stake cheerfully aided the brethren in no small measure.
With the approval of the joint council the .Presiding Bishop immediately set in operation the forces
to renovate and equip the building for use as a home
for the aged. During the summer, under the watchful eyes of President D. J. Krahl and Bishop C. J.
Hunt this work has been going on, the Saints of
Holden giving of their time and means to this end. In
August the Holden Stake reunion was held upon the
spacious lawn to the south of the building, and part
of the building was utilized by the reunion committee. Included with the building it should also be
stated is about five and one half acres of land.
Under the direction of Brother J. W. A: Bailey this
was planted to tomatoes, sweet potatoes, beans and
other vegetables for the use of the home this winter.
Brother Joseph Kaler, who had been making his
home at "Bonheim," has been busily engaged during the summer in looking after the garden and this
fall as chief food conservator has gathered and
canned several dozen gallon cans of tomatoes.
Ori the 15th of the month steam was turned into
the boilers and it was decided that the "Holden Home
wfor the Aged" was ready for occupancy. On the 20th
eight of the brethren and sisters of "Bonheim" took
up their abode at Holden. Each day, the weather

"In the Shelter of the Little
Brown Cottage"
By Estella Wight

Author of "A Vineyard Story,"
"His First Venture," etc.
Those who ai·e reading "A vineyard story," now
running in." the A.utumn Leaves should be sure to
read the book that precedes it-In the Shelter of the
Little Brown Cottage.
One can hardly appreciate the one without the
other, the present story being a sequel of this book.
!n addition to being straightforwardly interesting,
the story brings out in the lives of the characters
all the gospel principles in such a way that a member's faith. is strengthened, and those who are not
members will gain a comprehensive insight into our
teachings.
A logical. present for any member of the family.
In decorated binding-an ornament to any bookshelf
and nicely illustrated.
No. 373, price postpaid ............................................ $1.25

BY THE SAME AUTHOR:
His First Venture and the Sequel. A fine book for
the boys and girls. No. 36 9, cloth ............ $.60
1

HERALD PUBLISHING HOUSE
Lamoni, Iowa
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permitting, several of those who have lived at "BonA short summary of some of the main features of
heim" will remove to Holden. When all a11e there the law follows:
the home will be formally opened with Brother R. 0.
Premiums for a $10,000 policy begin with $6.30
Self in charge as superintendent of the buildings and per month at ages 15, 16, and 17; increase to $6.40
grounds and Sister Self as matron of the home.
per month for the ages 18, 19, and 20; to $6.50 per
While the home has not been equipped to accom- month for the ages 21, 22, and 23; to $6.60 per month
modate to its full capacity of about 100, through the for the ages of 24 and 25; to $6.70 per month for the
kindness of Brother Walter Beebe of Beebe and ages of 26 and 27; to $6.80 per month for the ages ·
Runyan, of Omaha, furniture was secured at such a of 28 ; to $6.90 per month for the ages of 29 and 30;
reasonable price that it was deemed wise to furnish to $7 per month for the age of 31, with progressive
· fifty rooms for the pr,esent.
increases for ages above those given. The minimum
Wlhen vacant, Bonheim will be renovated and amount of insurance that may be taken out is $1,000.
thereafter used as a home for the nurses of the IndeThe compulsory allotment to a wife or children,
pendence Sanitarium. This was very much needed,
which is separate from the insurance, shall not be
as their present quarters were inadequate, and a
less than $15 a month, and shail not exceed one-half
change of ownership required they seek another resof a man's pay. A voluntary allotment, subject to
idence.
regulations, may be as large as the insured desires,
It is calculated that while the purchase of the
within the limits of his pay.
Holden home for the aged will eventually require an
In addition, the Government will pay monthly
outlay of about $12,000 for buildings, improvements
allowances
as follows:
and furniture, funds to meet this will be secured by
Class
A.
In the case of a man to his wife (includsale of properties from which the church has been
drawing no benefit, financial or otherwise, and for ing a former wife divorced) and to his child or chilthe present will be offset by the sa~ing of the dren:
(a) If there be a wife but no child, $15.
rent of the Sanitarium Nurses' home, and later when
(b)
If there be a wife and one child, $25.
it is hoped that it will be found practicable to house
(c)
If
there be a wife and two children, $32.50,
the Saints now at Kirtland Home at Holden, the
Wi
th
$5
per
month additional for each additional
gross saving will exceed the carrying charges of
the Holden property. The consolidation of Ken- child.
sin~on, Bonheim and Kirtland Homes at Holden,
(d)
If there be no wife but one child, $5.
in providing an adequate permanent home for the
(e)· If there no wife but two children, $12.50.
Sanitarium nurses, and securing to the church a
(f) If there be no wife but three children, $20.
suitable home for our aged that can be operated
(g) If there be no wife but four children, $30,
more cheaply, and which will furnish at least twice with $5 per month additional for each additional
the accomodation offered by the three homes sup- child.
plies two most urgent needs. When we report the
Class B. In the case of a man or woman, to a
formal opening of the home, we aim to tell you more grandchild, a parent, brother, or sister:
in detail about it, and how the Saints and friends
(a) :J,f there be one parent, $10.
of Holden appreciate the establishment of this in(b) If. there be two parents, $20.
stitution in their city.
BENJ. R. McGuiRE.
(c) For each grandchild, brother, sister, and
additional parent, $5.
In the .case of a woman, to a child or children :
(d) If there be .one child, $5.
OF GENERAL INTEREST
(e)
If there be two children, $12.50.
(f) If t}J.ere be three children, $20.
THE ARMY AND NAVY INSURANCE LAW--·
(g) If there be four children, $30, with .$5 per
A PARTIAL SUMMARY
month additional for ~each additional child.
If the man makes an allotment to certain other
A division of military and naval insurance of the
Bureau of War Risk Insurance has been organized dependent relatives the Government will also pay
as a part of the Treasury Department and is in act- them an allowance which may ~equal the allotment,
ive operation. A number of policies on the lives o4 but this shall not be ~ore than the difference between
soldiers have already been issued, aggregating nearly $50 and the allowance paid to the wife and child:tien.
The increased compensation in case of death runs
$25,000,000 in insurance. The benefits of the law are
available to all members of the United States Army, from a minimum of $20 monthly to a motherless
Navy, and Nurses' Corps.
child, or $25 monthly to a childless widow, to a
1
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maximum of $75 monthly to a Widow and several
childr·en. The widowed mother may participate in
the compensation.
In case of total disability the monthly compensation runs from a minimum of $30, if the injured man
has neither wife nor child living, to a maximum of
$75 if he has a wife and three or mo:t~e children
living, with $10 a month extra if he has a widowed
:rhother dependent upon him.
The maximum is enlarged still further, for when
the disabled man constantly requires a nurse or
·attendant, $20 monthly may be added. If ·the disability is due to the loss of both f·eet, both hands, or total
blindness of both eyes, orif he is helpless or per.rnanently bedridden, $100 monthly is granted.
The law contemplates future legislation for reeducation and vocational training for the disabled. It
gives them full pay and their families the same allowance as for the last n;wnth of actual service during
the term of reeducation.
THE WAR-SA. VINGS PLAN SUMMARIZED
The .war-savings plan provided for in the last
bond act, of September 24, 1917, has been formulated
and announced by the Treasury Department and
goes into operation on Monday, December 3.
The plan puts it easily in reach of every American
citizen to save money and at the same time aid the
Government by supplying it with the sinews of war.
Stamps, which are the Government's certificates
of indebtedness, are to be sold in two denominations
-thrif·t stamps, which cost 25 cents each, and warsavings stamps; which cost from $4.12 to $4.23 each ,
according to the month in which they are purchased.
With the first thrift stamp the purchaser is given
a thrift card with spaces for 16 stamps. When 16
thrift stamps have been purchased and affixed the
thrift card can be exchanged for a war-savings stamp
by paying the difference between the $4 the thrift
stamps represent and the current value of a warsavings ::;tamp, which in December, 1917, and January, 1918, will be $4.12, and thereafter 1 cent per
each .succeeding month during the year 1918.
With the first war-savings stamp obtained by purchase or exchange the owner is given a war-savings
certificate containing spaces for 20 war-saving
stamps. H the 20 spaces are filled during December,
1917, or January, 1918, the cost_to purchaser will be
$4.12 for each' stamp, or $82.40 for the full certificate, and on the 1st day of January, 1923, the Government will redeem the certificate at $100, giving
the holder a net profit of $17.60 for the use of his
money.
Although these investments do not mature until
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Don't Expect the School To
Do It All
What is your child learning at home?
Does he have the proper opportunity to
gain a knowledge of the lat.ter-day work?
Are you doing all you can to provide the
necessary literature for his spiritual education?
See that your children have the things
that not only entertain, but build character
and character-forming habits.
Do it, even if it means the sacrifice of
something else.
Children may not 'appreciate the same
things you do, therefore get something suitable for his age. Picked at random, here are
some they will like :
A ntumn Leaves-A , bright and interesting
monthly magazine for the youth of the church.
Twelve teemingly full n~mbers for only a dollar.
Stepping Stones-Are there any boys and girls. in
the church who do not have." this indispensable
weekly, edited especially for them? Fifty cents
brings it 52 times.
Zion's Hope-'Comes weekly for the small children who will read and reread it, gaining early from
it the essential love for God and his children. 30
cents a year.
'

The Indian Maiden-A throbbingly interesting
temperance story which will fortify the young mind
with a knowledge of the evils of dri1nk he will never
forget. No. 363, cloth binding, postpaid ------------$.60
S'adie and Her Pets-All children like pets and
they will get much inspiration from this little book
written especially for them. No. 367, cloth, postpaid ---------·------·---------··--------------------------------------------------$.60
I
Joan of Arc-A great story simply told by Marietta Walker. No. 370, cloth, postpaid ----------------:-$.60
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January 1, 1923, provision is made whereby upon
10 days' written notice after January l, 1918, such
certificates will be redeemed by postmasters at their
cost to the purchaser plus 1 cent a month on ~ach
war-savings stamp on the certifi'Cate.
The thrift stamps do not bear interest, but the
war-savings stamps bear 4 per cent, compounded
quarterly. The certificates
be dated January
2;· 1918, and mature January 1, 1923.
Under the plan an amount as small as 25 cents
can be invested in a government security, and as
soon as $4 has been thus invested an interest-bearing
certificate of the United States Government can be
secured.
The stamps and certificates can be pbtained from
post offices, banks, or trust companies, at most railroad stations, store~, factories, and many other
public places.
Having the entire wealth of the United States
back of them, and being redeemable as above stated,
there is no danger of any depreciation in value of the
certificates.

will

WILL POLYGAMY "COME BACK"?
[The assault of the world war is primarily upon the family
. and the home-the home in every land. What will come out
of it after the war is a matter of speculation. No doubt the
evil spirit that in 1852 led Brigham Young to predict the final
triumph and world-wide popularity of polygamy was quite
prepared in due time to attempt to force a fulfillment of the
prediction. At least the following from the Literary Digest
for November 10 is of interest to our people alon,g that line.
Strange things may develop after the war. It is just possible
that in some places a form of polygamy may be adopted in
order to take care of the immense surp'lus of women and
quickly reproduce a fighting force for the state, for unless'
militarism is crushed the chief· aim of the world will be to
breed soldiers. It is not likely, however,· that any form of
state-sanctioned polygamy will become general. But it is
to be presumed that there will be a lowering of moral standards and public sentiment may come to wink at semisecret
alliances of various kinds. The family and our form of monogamic marriage may feel the shock of the war long after the
guns are sil;:mt.-E. A. S.]

A war poem recently expressed the observation of
an old inhabitant of heaven on seeing the mass of
newcomers stream up from the battle fields. "They
must be rich in men down there," he mused, and
wondered at the fine young fellows that could be
spared. But the countries who make the sacrifices
are appalled at their coming poverty,· and, in their
efforts to replace the lost, all sorts of old laws and
traditions, human and divine, are going by the-board.
England has been a land of difficult, almost impossible, divorce, but now the probl·em seems to be to
make it easy. One of the best-known legal authorities on divorce is quoted by the London Daily Telegraph as urging that. "every legal facility be

granted" in order"that married people living apart
may have "no excuse for avoiding the nation~! duty
of parenthood." He asserts that "at the present
time a million men and women in this country are
separated by justices' orders, and tens of thousands
are living apart owing to domestic infelicity." In
two days, it is stated, over three hundred applications for divorce were made to the Poor Persons' Department of the High Court of Justice. The great
proportion of the applicants are said to ·be men,
and the majority are soldiers whose wives, they
allege, have been unfaithful during their absence.
The secretary is quoted to this effect:
"The number of applications is daily increasing.
In the first six months of this year we had 14,000
appeals for assistance, of which between five and six
hundred have been granted, and the cases are now
being proceeded with. There are no fees payable,
but every applicant must find the solicitor's out-ofpocket expenses and expenses incidental to witnesses.
If witnesses are not brought from a long distance
the whole proceedings from beginning to end do not
cost more than £10, and some cases may be completed
for as low as £6. Before we take up a case we must
be satisfied that the applicant is really poor. No
one earning more than £3 a week should apply to
us."
Information in a telegram from Rome, which may
or may not be accurate, speaks of pamphlets widely
circulated among German troops by the military
authorities in which a sort of polygamy is urged
under the general title, "Lateral marriage:. the only
means for the ;formation of a new powerful armed
force and for ennoblement of morality." The New
York Evening Sun comments on the information
thus obtained:
"In one pamphlet forwarded to Rome explicit ex~
hortation is addressed to married women, 'in the interest of the Fatherland,' to 'obtain the necessary
permission from their husbands to contract lateral '
mar~iages, based upon personal inclination, with
married men who in turn must obtain their wives'
consent.' It is added that these lateral marriages,
whose object is to increase the birth-rate and 'mitigate conditions brought about by the war,' can be
'dissolved after children .are born.' The Vatican,
not unnaturally, is indignant over such 9- proposal,
and is pr~paring to denounce it."

'THE JEWISH RES'fORA 'flON
Just now. when the British Army .is driving the
Turk before it in Palestine, recalling the places made
sacred through association with the steps of the
Savior of mankind and the romantic as well as tragical history of the Jewish nation, it is significant
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that the government of Great Bri,tain has recognized
the Zionis,t movement and declared in favor of the
establishment of a Jewish state in the Holy Land.
This means the rehabilitation of the .Jewish peoplt:l
with a national existence, the provision of a hDme
for tlieir old traditions and a refuge for the persecuted of that race after nearly two thousand years
of political denationalization .. And, there where the
old fathers of this peopie, Abraham, Isaac and Jacob,
once dwelt in the tents of contentment, it is promised
that their descendants shall again gather where a
modern Moses shall lead them in ~afety, who, unlike
the law-giver, shall not. be denied entrance to the
Promised Land that was the haven and sanctuary of
wandering rsrael.
And is not this contemplated reversion of Palestine to its original nationality significant of the restoration of other things upon which the hand of
sacriiege has been laid, and that .out of this great
welter of ·world woe shall come the morning star
that shall light all the ~peoples of ~the earth to the
rebirth of that first democracy that ennobled the
brotherhood of man through the anguish of Gethsemane and the blood sacrifice of Calvary.
If this two thousand year dream of the Jewish
people is to have fulfillment in reoccupation of the
home of th~ir patriarchs, can we' not see the "bow of
promise" spanning 'the heavens in other lands for
the equal fulfillment of the rights·of common humanity and t}lat regeneration which comes up out of
great tribulation. -The Wheeling (West Virginia)
Register, 'November 13, l!H7.

ZIONISM AND THE WAR
One of the unexpe<:;ted developments of the war is
the very considerable likelihood that it will hasten
the settlement of the Zionist question.:_a question
vitally affecting the interests of the fourteen million.
souls in Europe and America of Jewish origin, The
American public has not yet heard much of a turn
of affairs that in England has aroused general interest and even become the subject of discussions
in the War Office and the Cabinet. A Jewish regiment is being raised for service in Palestine, and the
Government has been reported as on the point of
formally espousing the cause of the Zionisils.
Of all the claims now being urged upon the allied
. governments in behalf of small nationaJities, none
is more interesting than the proposal that Palestine
be set apart as a Jewish state under allied protection, with local autonomy and free opportunity for
the development there of a distinctive Jewish nationality. The British Government's action in raising a Jewish regiment for the Palestine campaign
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During the Long Winter
Evenings
Resolve that your time shall be spent in
reading and studying some of the church
books you have long hoped to read.
You'll be surprised at how much you have .
been missing if you haven't read the following books:
Young People's History-By Vida E. Smith.
While it is written primarily for young folks, none
of us are too old to enjoy reading it again and again.
No. 126, cloth, postpaid ------~-----------------------·--·--------$1
Beatrice Witherspoon-By Emma Burton.
A
story of the life of an• active missionary's wife, who'
traveled much with her husband not only on thi~
continent, but in the islands of the sea and to Australia. I1nspires faith and gives courage.
No. 360, cloth, postpaid ----------------------------------------$1.30
The Mormon Girl-By Pauline Dykes. A story of
romance and intrigue among the Mormons in Salt
Lake City, showing some of the perniciousness of
plural marriage and the dominance of true love.
No. 371, cloth, postpaid --------------------------------------------$1
Peter Bosten-By John Preston. In it a young
man strives to compreh€!nd the spirit of this work yet
would resist it. Is finally converted. Has church
characters you will know.
No. 37 4, cloth, postpaid -------------------------:----------------$1.00
Memoirs of W. W. Blair-One of the most influential men of the Reorganization and the story of
his life is largely the story of the early days of the
Reorganization. Valuable for its historical data as
well as its spiritual concept.
No. 236, cloth, postpaid ------------------------------------------$.75

Herald Publishing House
LAMONI, IOWA
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amounts to an indotsement of the plan. Its future .
course rests largely with the Jews themselves.
Many of the most influential Jews in England op:.
pose a revival of nationalism. These are largely rnen
who have attained power and distinction as British
nationalists, and who therefore are quite satisfi. ed
with things as they are. Opposed to theni is the
growing Zionist movement, representing men and
women who personally may ·enjoy every advantage,
but who are moved by pride and interest in their race
to work for the emancipation of the great majority
of Jews who remain poor and oppressed. Its aims
were stated at the first Zionist Congress, held
at Basle in 1897: "The object of Zionism is to establish for the Jewish people a home in Palestine, secured by public law." The Basle program proceeds
to point to the means by which this end is to be attained: "1. The promotion, on suitable lines, of the
colonization of Palestine by Jewish agricultural and
industrial workers. 2. The organization and binding
together of Jewry by means of appropriate institu~ tions, local and international, in accordance with the
laws of each country. 3. The strengthening and
fostering of Jewish national sentiment and consciousness. 4. Preparatory steps towards obtaining
Government consent, where necessary, to the attainment ·of the aim of Zionism."__,Mrs. Joseph Fels
in The Public.

WOMAN'S AUXILIARY
Edited by AUDENTIA ANDERSON, 2009 Locust St., Omaha, Nebr.

'In the Latter Days
We cannot too strongly urge the reading of Sister Sanford's most excellent article appearing ~n this issue, entitled,
"Strengthening home ties and church ties." ·If ever there
was a time when these suggestions are timely, it is in the vital NOW, when laxity of morals, laxity of purpose, laxity of·
unity, seem in the air; when the young are letting go of
time-honored customs and are strikiil1g out for themselves
into new and strange-and, alas! too often unfruitful::_
paths! Pleasure seems to have enthralled them; ,they seem
to think desire is the only requisite for gratification. "I
vvant," or "I don't like," seem to be grounds and excuse for
either the doing or the failure to do; and·parents, swinging
from the rigid harshness of a few generations back, have
gone to the other extreme, and, hiding behind the thought, "I
had such a hard time when I was young, I want my children
to have a good time," they have let down the bars, and given
the youngsters free rein and liberty to follow UJnrestrained
their untrained will !
The complexities of modernlife, the haste of it all, the turmoil and the stress of it, have entered into the homes of the
Saints as well as the people of the world, and many ·of us
have abolished the family devotion; the quiet readings and
study in the family groupings, have merged i,nto a hasty performance of hoine duties prior to a vanishing to the picture
show or other place of amusement or relaxation. Molly is
going to a party; Jack to the gym; father and mother to the

club, or 'the banquet, or the line party at the play; little Jennie has invited some chums in to make merry with ·taffy or
popcorn; while Willie goes out to play pranks with "the.
ga,ng" or to the movie round the corner! Is the picture overdrawn'? With changes, such as perhaps father has gone to
priesthood meeting, or mother to choir practice, or both to
prayer meeting, and sister to a concert, brother .to a lecture,
etc., it might quite fairly represent the conditions in the
average modern home of an evening. Sunday afternoons are
as diversified; the old-fashioned pleasures of song or story,
of book or inusic, shared together, in the family group, seem
to have vanished with the days of wood-chooping in pioneer
forests!
Saints, where lies the remedy? Does God want us to live
thus? Is there no clear path betwet:1n the rush, the whirl, and
complete stagnation? Is there no golden mean between motoJc
cars and ox-teams? Between the wireless' and the stage
.
~
coach? Would that we could learn the secret of poise and
calm; of choosing wisel:V among the multitudinous array that
is offered; of eliminati,ng the useless, and adapting the nourishing forces of life to a steady upbuilding, hindered neither
by rush nor neglect. Our children are abso:r'hing the spirit
of haste and of oveneaching; they stand bewildered, as do·
we, between the manifold demands of modern school methods,
modemi ·opportunities for relaxation, for pleasure and enjoyment, and modern facilities for forgetting and ignoring
the real purpose of life and its ultimate goal!
Read Sister S,anford's helpful paper, and see if we cannot
find many suggestions of real value, many g~ntle reminders
of remissness in duty, and many stimulating thoughts for new
effort, new determination to "bring up our children .in truth
a,nd. righteousness," ac'cording to the admonition which has
come to us in these latter days of peril and turmoil!
1

AUDENTIA ANDERSON.

Strengthening Home Ties and Church:
Ties
-:;;
Abraham Lincoln, perhaps our greatest Am~rican, once
said, "All that I am and all that I ever hope to be I owe tO>
my mother." Great"men before and since Lincoln have said
the same thing, and how truly they spoke.
The destiny of the church and of the Nation lies far more
in the hands of the mothers than in the ha,nds of' those who
possess power. The world is now awaking to the fact that
the women are the educators of the human race and that
they must be· trained for their great' work or else a new
generation cann~t accomplish its task. Much valuable assistance is now being given the mothers by consecrated men r.nd
women1 and gl'eat things are being planned and accompEshed
for the benefit of the children and young pEople. We have
had· a man age and a woman age; we are now at the dawn
of a child age.
'
Every 'mother dreams dreams and plans about the future:
of her child in which he figures as a superior person, but it
takes something beside dreaming to help a child .to ·<l~;velop
those qualities that will make him successful. There must.
be untiring effort ort the part of the mother to drill her child
until he has .formed habits that will give him the bf';;:t start
in life. "Habit is a rut, made by going over the same course
repeatedly-a rut into which the same act will fall ever
afterwards." <Childrt:1n are creatures of habit. The habit
forming of children should not be left to chance or environment, but should be established by conscious and repeated
effort. We see children growing up all about us with habits
that are distasteful, habits that will handicap them throq~h
life. We see grown people with habits that bring sorrow to·
all around them-habits that could have been brok~n so easily
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in childhoo,d. They tell us that the worst characters in history possessed charact~ristics which if properly directed
would have placed them in the front ranks of civilization.
How great then is the need of scientific child traoining!
The leak· in our civilization is in the Americllln home~ If
great men are not so plentiful as they might .be and as we
wish they were, it is because great fathers and mothers are
scarce. It is because parents have depended upon public
schools for the academic side of their children's education
and on Sunday schools a.nd young people's organizations for
their spiritual life. The hearth has disappeared, its cheer
has fled into the street, and until it is restored we cannot accomplish the great work, that lies before us.
Much has been said of the duty of children to their parents.
Much more might be said of the duty of parents to their children. Our children are what we make them. Character is
not born but builded. Every pare;nt is the architect of his
child's character, the constructor of its future career. Are
we sufficiently impressed with the importance of this?
Children absorb what is in the atmosphere, therefore the
atmosphere of a home should be carefully guarded. All gossip
should be kept .from the ears of little children, and older people should never be discussed in their presence. A mother's
real inner life inevitably tells upon that of her childre;n.
This fact should arouse in her a desire to live the highest,
noblest spiritual life of which she is capable.
In order to help. their. children to develop honest, upright
characters, parents must constantly keep in mind their fourfold nature; the physical, mental, moral a,nd spiritual and
give them every opportunity for an all-round development.
They should take a vital interest in the work or play that interests them, and we can interest the children in almost· any
line we wish by surrounding them with pictures and articles
and carrying on conversations with them about that certain
thing.
.
If the children are. to get the greater part of their educa~
tion from the world about them they should be taught to use
their senses. The majority of people a~e only half alive because they do not sense things. ·Make the children see beauty
i1n the earth and sky and water and in living things. Help
them to find interest in something outside of worldly pleasures and petty personalities. Cultivate a spirit· of gratitude
and thankfulness. Train them to get the other person's point
of view-to be sympath~tic and broad-minded, and to leam to
put themselves in the other fellow's place. Pampering a
boy or girl leads• to ~1flshness .and weakness. The "mother
love" which shields· a'. child. from all hardship and all sacri~
fice, is an extremely selfish form of love, inconsider:fte of the
child's future welfare as an individual. He must go out into
the world a.nd fight his battles alone, and if she can arm him
with the armor of good habits, self-denial, faith and reverence, he goes f'orth ready to defy the demons of appetite
within,' the evils of temptation without, an,d she need have no
fear. True, some mighty force may hurl·him for a moment
from the path of rectitude, but even then, the reaction will
swing him back into the accustomed path.
Some mothers feel that they have all they can attend to ~n
clothing and feeding their children, and that they cannot
find time to play with them or enter into their life as they
would like to. It is these mothers who are finding it hard to
hold their young people. A very small portion of each day
spent in companionship with the children will produce results
beyond comprehension.
Every home- should establish a children's hour-an
hour held sacred to the children, when simple games may be
entered into by the entire family. Children need to be taught
how to play, and what to play in order to get the most out of
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Drafted Men
What department of Uncle .Sam's Army will you
enter?· Have you prepared yourself for some special
line of service, or will you be a private ~n the ranks?
Will your salary as private satisfy you; will it support you and the dear ones at home? Will your ambitions for advancement be satisfied? Would you
not prefer to enter a department of the service
which not only needs you most, but also offers all the
opportunities you desire? Then

Learn Wireless
The Man Behind the Key is equally as important
as the man behi1nd the gun, as well as the man in
the trench. His work is far mor~ pleasant and instructive. His salary is much greater. His surroundings are much more conducive to his finer·
nature. He has better chances for advancement.
Graceland-your college-has opened this new department at the request of the Governme;nt, and to
serve you. The Government and Merchant Marine
need thousands of trained radio operators right now;
the demand far exceeds the supply. Salaries are
high. Opportunities for advancement are unlimited.
The work is most fascinating a;nd instructive. Decide now, and send for b~oklet describing courses.
Tuition and expenses low. Course can be completed
in four and one half months. Write to-day addressing

Radio-telegraph Department
Graceland College
Lamoni, IOwa

their play's, for by them they should learn lessons of selfcontrol, justice, honesty, unselfishness, fair play, etc., and
pa\:ents may learn much by quietly obs~rving their children's
attitude during play.
Every home should contain a musical instrument of some
kind, preferably a piano. Children love music, and next to
the power to•read, the ability to appreciate good music gives
mortals the greatest pleasure. When children are tired and
out of sorts nothing will bring about harmony so quickly.
No parent, who understands anything at all about music,
should hesitate to instruct their children. It takes time, a.nd
patience, of course, but the results are well worth it. If
children are encouraged to take part in little family concerts it will be found a great help to them when it comes to
taking part in larger affairs outside the home.
Parents should cultivate the art of story-telling. Well told
stories, which have in them admirable traits of character, are
powerful instruments in their hands. Good stories cultivate
a taste for good literature, and it is just as easy to provide
good material as the trashy stories one finds on the market.
No other reading in after life is so vital as the books that
are put into a child's hand when his mind is just forming.
With plenty of good, clean, interesting reading, dime novels
will be less dangerous. This is also true of pictures. If
children are taught the beauty of good pictures, the Su1nday
comic section· will not have so bad an influence on them. The
Perry pictures make it possible for children to become fa-
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miliar with all the great paintings and their interest may be
aroused by letting them make an album of their own and
.learning the story co1n nected with each.
. Sunday ought to be the happiest and best day ~f the week
in every home. Childish impulses should be directed into
channels suited to the sacredness of the day. Parents should
make Sunday the day around which shall cluster throughout
the entire life of each child the most sacred recollections of
childhood. Between birth and the age of twenty-one years
there are three solid years of Sundays-an amount of time
almost equal to the number of years given to an entire college course. The Creator has not laid upon parents the responsibilities of parenthood without giving them ample time
and opportunity to discharge those obligations to him, to
themselves and to their c4ildren. The same parental authority that secures a child's devotion to the irksome duties
of secular life should be exercised to establish a similar devotion to religious duties and spiritual .concerns. If left to
their own inclinations children will invariably ·.go wrong in
the affairs of both worlds. Parents owe it to their children
to teach them to be reverent in God's house, to bow their
heads in prayer and to be attentive to the sermon.
The parent who fails to use wisely the opportUinities of
Sunday afternoons for impressing the children with spiritual
truths, loses the greatest opportunity that family life affords.
Many profitable games may be used and great truths instilled in their minds in a way that will never be forgotten.
Bible and Book of Mormon drills are excellent. Childr~n like
to be reviewed and given a chance to tell what they know.
The Ju1nior Religio Quarterly for this term takes up the
study of the history of the church from its very earliest days .
. These lessons should be valuable to every parent. They
should become thoroughly familiar with the lessons themselves and then adapt the material to the minds of their
children, making it as simple and interesting as possible.
The children will be sure to enjoy it if it is handled properly,
and now is the time to prepare them for the great work of
the future.
·
. It is the mother's friendship and sympathetic understanding more than anything else that helps to shape her children's
lives for future useful1ness. It is her love and faith and the
tender memories of a pleasant home life that gives them courage and strength to "fight the good fight." The mother's
.companionship has helped produce our best men and women.
It is every mother's duty to make the greatest possible success of their children's lives. The school at its best, builds
upon the home instruction, supplementing and developing the
teach~ng given by wise parents. Let us pray e"arnestly for
wisdom, strive to make our homes a fit dwelling for. the Holy
Spirit and we will not need many discussions on "How to
hold our young people."
MABEL A. SANFORD.
(Read before the Massachusetts District Sunday school
convention, November 11, 1917.)

Our Auxiliary President Afield
It has been pleasing and gratifying to note the hearty
receptiQn which has been accorded to our most valiant general
president, in her travels and work among the various
branches of the 'Saints. Sister S'andy is very industrious in
pursuance of her plans. to help the sisters to see the opportunities which lie at their doors, opportunities for enlarged
service to the church, in their neighborhoods, and in their
families. .Sister Sandy will have gathered, ere she returns,
a rich store of facts and information, of insight into conditions in small branches, on the "frontiers," as they are called,
all of which should serve to increase her qualificatiQns for the

task of superintending the activities of our organized women,
of directing the same into most profitable channels, and of
understanding and meeting all needs and opportlllnities.

Activities of Our Honorary President
We are most pleased, also, to have been kept in touch,
from time to time, with the work of our honorary president,
Sister Frederick M. Smith. Compelled for a time to withdraw from heavy responsibilities which taxed her limited
strength too severely, she has, nevertheless, not been asleep,
indifferent, or i1nactive in affairs which concern our women.
She has answered ni.anry letters, counseled with the general
officers, suggested policies and improvements, and constantly
stimulated to fresh endeavors her fellow workers in the
auxiliary. In addition, she has had some very practical experiences i1n social service work. In the city of Colorado
Springs this summer,· she was for weeks in close touch with
the Commission of Public Welfare, and had opportunity to
observe its splendid work in safe-guarding the morals of the
young. She was privileged to help in this and her influence
was felt for good among the wayward ones with whom she
wa:s throw1n in contact. Sister Smith had long studied these
conditions from the theoretical side, and was grateful for this
opportunity to become acquainted with the practical workings
of these agencies for uplift among us. Her vision and her
sympathies have been enlarged through these experiences,
and ·she will in time be able to still more ably assist the
women of. the church i1n 'their plans for active work among
the unfortunate ones of earth. Sister Smith is also keeping
in close touch with the matter with which she was particularly intrusted at our last General Convention: that of more
fully coordinating the Women's Auxiliary activities with
those of the church. We may confidently expect, 1next spring,
to have opened to our consideration definite plans by wllich
we may more efficiently serve the church in its widest missions.

A Call to Prayer
It is not often that we get so earnest and pitiful an appeal
as that which comes from a sister in the East who is sufferi1ng from a case of cancer. She has had an operation which
the doctors .think has failed, and she :feels that only in ,God,
and in the prayers to him of the Sain~ rest her chanc~ a.nd
hope of remaining with her five c}lildren who need her care
and m1l),i~trations. She pleads with the sisters to set aside
a day of fasting and prayer for her, that she may thus be
healed andrestored to her family. It is good for us to heed
such a call; 'it is good for us to share another's trouble; and if
we may suggest such a thing, shall we not' all try to remember this sister's request, selecting a day-let us say, the first
Wednesday in December---"for this purpose? It is for Sister
Oldenburg of Rochester, New York.

Beauty Spots
It is the beauty spots in our thought that bring beauty
spots into our gardens and our ci};ies. These are the things
that brings beauty spots into our lives until finally all the
room is taken up by "spots" and nothing but beauty remains.
That is the ~'city beautiful" in the hearts of men,.
The realities of to-day surpass the ideals of y;esterday.Fl'othingham.
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A Wilted· Rose
I found you to-night 10n the Sl1dewalk
While ha:wrying down the street;
A poor little wilted bud,
Who was once so fresh and sweet.
And I wondered who had plucked you
And carelessly cast you away,
During the heat and bustle,
The worry and glare of the day.

One of the Big Events
of a Child's Life

, Glad I am that I found you,
Poor little forsaken rose,
A dear little seven sister,
For I see you were one of those.
Spurned on the street and forsaken,
Slowly dying, alone,
I placed you safe on my bosom
And t~nderly carried you home.
For a hint of your former beauty
Remained and appealed to me,
And I knew that you must have bei'm, lovely
When torn from your parent tree.
I have tended and gelntly ref:r'e,shed you
Till again you are very fair,
And, you smile with adorning sweetness
From your p1a.ce in the window there.
Gliad am I that I found you
And lengthened your little day
After some careless destroyer
Had heartlessly thrown you away.
And I. feel a pride of p9ssession
That once moreyou are fair to see;
You dear little seven sister
Who has bloomed again for me.
ZELPHA

Christmas means much to the child-and
it is not always the quantity of our gifts that
counts.
The simple gifts rthat we offer to, prove
that it is our love that prompts them are
what really count.
See that some books are among the presents this year, right under the toe of the
stocking.
If necessary, .take ~the personal interest in
them to explain the good that , comes from
reading clean and wholesome books.
If you are not sure, select from this list,
which is not complete, but will help:

M. ZIGLER.

Earth's Autumn
The lovely autumn days again are here;
The goldE~n harvest time of all the year,
Om; country's warning call we've tried to heed,
Prepared as best we could for future need.
Our voices raise
In songs of praise
To God above, for all his love and care.
Old Father Time his ceaseless rounds renew,
The while portentous clouds obscure our view.
While yet 'tis calm, for those who're still at home.,
We feel 'tis but the calm before the storm.
The world's at war
As ne'er before;
Can we as S'aints escape the great alarm?
E'en as the summer time is past a,nd gone
The sowing time and harvest nearly done,
The autumn of this world we know is here
When Earth's commotions strike the heart with fear.
When one by one,
Each stalwart son ,
Of our own · N atiQn will be called to war.

The Happiest Christmas and The !Silver Thimble
-A child's book that should be in· every collection.
No. 364, cloth ............................................................ $.40
Easy Steps in Sewing for Big and Little Girlsillustrated in two colors, with many
patterns for doll dresses, etc.
No. 403, postpaid .................................................... $1. 70
Won~erfully

The Mary Frances Cook Book-Makes cooking a
delight with its recipes just the right size for the
little mis~. S'cores of pictures and decoratiorns.
No. 402, postpaid .................................................... $1.40
The Gospel Story and Footsteps of Jesus-Inspires noble thoughts and incites noble deeds.
No. 366, cloth .............................................................. $.60

Herald Publishing House
Lamoni, Iowa
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To-day, our joyful hearts are tuned to praiseFor blessed peace and love, which crowns our days.
To-morrow? Ah! who knows; who dares to say
What unknown horror lurks along the way?
Will specter grim
Drown thoughts of Him
Who came to earth and died, all men to save?

· I am ,not making a plea for ignorance, as I believe it tne
duty of all to qualify themselves, in order to perform their
part of the Master's work well, and in a way that shall appeal
to honest and fair-minded men a,nd women, but I think we
should be careful and avoid extremes.
The Lord selected men with but limited education to lay
the foundation of the latter-day work, and as a rule it has
been m~n of similar attainments that have been its standardWhen war and bloodshed stain our own fair land,
bearers and supporters from 1830 until the. present.' It has
Will death and famine, walking hand in hand,
been men with only a common education that have been found
Strike terror to the Saints of God the same
in the front rank, but with the love of God in their hearts,
As to the world who reverence not his name?
they have been acknowledged of heav~n, and their labors
Oh! God forbid.
crowned with success. From an earthly standpoint they have
Let us be hid
seemed disqualified, yet when they encountered oppositionBeneath the sheltering hollow of thy hand.
and that sometimes from th,e wise and the learned-the cause
was not made to suffer, as the Spirit of God was with them.
The promise has been given those who stand
The work has required sacrifice and toil, and as a rule it has
TTue to the faith, one firm, united bandbeen mE!)n with only a limited education that has been willing
(Though test to prove our love may come to all)
to bear the burden, regardless as to what would be the earthly
Protection by his power, whate'er befall.
reward.
We prove our love
'
It is said: "God moves in a mysterious way, his wonders to
To God above
perform," and I have yet the f'aith that he can and will
By loving service to our fellow men.
qualify the faithful and humble who strive to do their duty.
I am of the opinion that Jesus, the great teacher, had but
No greater love hath any than to give
little of what may be termed worldly wisdom, and was not reHis life that others-friend or foe-might live.
garded as a scholar. The prophet wrote of him: "When we ,
One life have we (say 1not it is our own,
shall see him, there is no beauty that we should desire him."
And lost it be if lived for self alone)
It may be claimed that this applies solely to his physical apThat we may give;
pearance, and not to his atta~ned qualifications, .but we are
Not die, but live
safe to conclude that when he, at twelve years of age, asThat some one may be guided to the throne.
tonished all who heard him, when disputing with the doctors
PEARL THOMAS.
in the temple, it was by the gift and power of God, he being
in his Father's business.
'
When at a later time, he astounded the Jews with his
doctrine, they said: "How k,noweth this man letters, having
never learned?" He selected for his ministry men that in the
eyes of the world were disqualified~ Even after Christ had
been ..their instructor for years and their contact with the
The Material God Most Uses
world had given them experience, those who heard them, "perI am still interested in the Master's cause and love to see ceived that they" were unlearned and ignor3;nt men." Yet
it prosper. While ,nations are contending for supremacy, these men were the chosE!)n of God, as special witnejlses of the
regardless as to cost and suffering that falls upon the inno- reslj.rrection of Christ, the very foundation of the gospel. ,,
I cannot and have no desire to get away from the.original
cent, it is comforting to trust in the Lord and to feel assured
that his dominion is supreme, and that he holds the destiny faith that God will quaJify his ministry, and thus fulfill the
of all in his hands. With hope we can look forward to the promise: "The wisdom of their wise mE!)n shall perish and the
day when the "Pri,nce of peace" shall reign, and when na- understarid~ng of the prudent men shall be hid." I think it
may be said to the Saints to-d~y, as was said by Paul to the
tions shall learn war no more.
The day may come when the nations ;will be hungering for saints in Corinth: "For ye see your calling, brethren, how
the gospel of peace. May we not hope that the failure of the that not many wise men after the flesh, not many mighty,
present tremendous conflict will finally teach the masses to ,not many noble are called. ' But God hath chosen the foolish
seek for something better than the means of warfare a,nd de- things of the world to confound the wise; and God hath
struction? But when such a day comes will we as a people ch<?sen the weak things ·of the world to confound the things
be prepared and ready for the great sacrifice that may be re- which are mighty. And base things of the world, and things
which are despised, hath God chosen, yea, and things which
quired?
From some of the things we frequently hear and read, one are not, to' br~ng to naught things that are: That no flesh
might conclude that education and scholarship was the sole should glory in his presence." Is not this true in regard to
qualification for a minister for Christ, and it almost causes God's work in this dispensation? If this latter-day work
some of us whose opportunity ~n youth was not so favorable, had been depending solely on scholarship, where would we
to feel like presenting our resignation. Yet we are convinced have been to-day?
that while education is desirable and an important help it is.
! know the argument: The unlearned ca,nnot reach the eduby no means the only thing needed.
cated and refined, as they will not listen to them. That may,
As an ii!ldividual I have felt the need of a better education as a general rule, be true, but I question very much that the
all along in my work, and I am thankful that the young of gospel of Christ will reach anyone until he, like Saul of Tarto-day have superior advantages to what was my lot. I, how- sus, is willi:iig to come down from his lo:fty .station, tci receive
ever, think there are great dangers in trusting too much in the truth from whoever the Lord has chosen. 0 1ne of the
the wisdom of man, for it is as true now as when Paul wrote: signs that Christ could point to as evidence of his calling
was: "The poor have the gospel preached unto them." Ought
"The world by wisdom knew not God."
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we not to be content if we can point to similar results today?
The Lord no doubt will carry on his work in his own way
:and according t 0 his wisdom, 3.nd I am confident it will be
:preserved by him, possibly, not only to the as.tonishment of
the world, but also in a way contrary to our expectations.
Where the faith. has been understood and the S'aints have
lived a life corresponding with their profession, they have
gained the respect a,nd good will of their neighbors, even
thoug<h they may have looked upon their religion as a deception. The feasibility of the advice of our late and hpnored
president, Joseph •Smith, to make the name of Latter Day
Saint honorable, by honest and upright lives, has been demonstrated again a1nd again, and that, too, where the Saints were
only on an. average so far as education goes.
According ·to the word of the Lord the important qualification for one engaged in his service, is as follows: "No one
can assist in this work, except he shall be humble and fulL of
love, hav~ng faith, hope and charity, being temperate in all
things whatsoe~er shall be intrusted to his care." ·Likewise:
"He that thrusteth in his sickle with his might, th~ same
layeth up in store that he perish not, but bringeth salvation
to his soul; and faith, hope, charity, and love, with an eye
single to the glory of God, qualifies him for the work."Doctrine and Covenants 4: 1.
Hopefully and in the faith,
UNDERWOOD, IOWA.
H. N. HANSEN.

Christmas Offering
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THE NEW TRACT CASES
In their leaflet of instructions the General Gospel
Literature Commissio,n advertised that they would
have tract cases for distribution, either for sale or
given free with orders for tracts.
A very good model was worked out and some
made up, but it was found that by making them by
hand in the small quantities required, it would
cost about a dollar apiece. If we had a demand
for several hundred, they might be made cheaper by
purchasing dies for cutting the material.
We made up 2:5 as a trial and will sell them at actual cost-one dollar postpaid. If desired, we will
send one free with any ten-dollar tract order.
They are worth a. dollar, easily, but we feared it
would be ~nadvisable to try to sell one regularly for
more, so when these are gone, no more will be available.
Order one to-day for your church, or for any other
good pu)Jlic places where tracts would be taken.
They are attractively made, with three compartments of varying heights which hold the literature
up nicely till it is all taken. The material is heavy
book board, covered with book cloth and are intended
to hang on the wall.

Price One Dollar While They Last
·As the time ~f :Christmas draws 1near I am r.eminded of
the united effort being made this year to swell the Christmas
offering fund. The Oklahoma City Sunday school has almost
pledged itself to send one hundred and fifty dollars tl1is
year to the Christmas offering. We have much confidence
Lamoni~ Iowa
that we shall re1ftCh the mark, but to do so will require· selfdenial and sacrifice. The Master has said: "If any man will
come after me, let him deny himself, a;nd take up his cross
daily, and follow me." In another verse he concludes thus: with heart and soul could easily save and deny themselves
".So likewise, whosoever he of you that forsaketh not all that of five, dollars on an average to each family. Most families
he hath, he cannot be my disciple." This is a day of sacri- would spend five to twenty-five dollars at Christmas time,
fice and self-denial.
that could be avoided. By a willingness to sacrifice and deny
The most up-to-date word is: "Conservation"-save, save, ourselves, that same amount could be sent to the Ch:dstmas
save. We can celebrate Christmas as Christmas should, as offering fund. And yet the birthday of our Master could be
becometh Latter JJ~y Saints by conse.cration and true worship observed and properly commemorated without the expendito God in prayer and thanksgiying. We need not follow the
ture of this money.
world's manner and style by spending our money for whisky,
Remember the church debt remover-the Christmas offeregg-nog, wine and revelry; nor by costly dinners, foolish and ing. Let us make it spell: "The church debt is paid."
extravagant presents, and in ;numerous ways by squandering
Yours, with hope,
our money. But -in this hour of great need-need of sacdfice
R. M. MALONEY.
and self-.denial~use ;l)Ur means, . the means that God .has
given us, for the good of the Lord's work and help pay this
terrible debt.
News from Toronto
The true spirit of the •Christmas offering, as I understand
it, is for us to avoid the useless a,nd foolish ·expenditure of
On Sunday, November 11, Bishop R. C. Evans opened his
money and send the amount to the Bishop. It is very gratify- fourteenth season in Toronto theaters. He is preaching ~n the
ing to observe that the Spirit is gaining in influencing the ·same house as last year, 1Shea's, Corner Victoria and Richlives of the 8aints.
mond ;Streets, with a seating capacity of over two thousand.
A few years ago I beheld a most inspiring scene in the In- Every seat was taken and a number turned away. The same
dep~ndence Sunday school, when several· hundred children method of advertising is being carried out as in past seaso1ns.
~heerfully and unitedly responded with uplifted hands that We look for a splendid winter as our work has been thorthey were willing to sacrifice and lfeny themselves of Christ- oughly established that we have no fear of failure.
Brother Evan's subject was, "Why God permits war,"
mas gifts and let the money go ·to the Christmas .offering
fund.
.
which he handled in his usual forceful style. The immense
There is in the church to-day about eighty thousand mem- audience gave him a good reception, and it seemed like a
bers; counting ·five members to the family, that would be six- happy reunion, to once aga~n meet the big crowd. 'Many
teen thousand families. Sixte~n thousand families united faces have become familiar by their constant attendance
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through the past years. While the subject was a war theme,
yet Brother Evans did not fail to get in the gospel. Next
Sunday his subject will be "A soldier's reward after death."
This is an interesting topic and will give a good opportunity
to present our belief about rewards.
The work ~n this city has made good progress, there being
one hundred and twenty-five baptisms during the ten months
ending October 31. Our branch reunion at Low Banks, in
August, was the largest we have ever had, there being one
hundred a1nd thirty-eight tents on the ground. Notwithstanding the high cost of living it was a success financially. Meals
were fifteen cents and children under eight years free. Many
improvements of a permanent character have been made; and
splendid re111nion grounds are being developed. It is the big
event of the summer, while the theater services are the winter attraction.
The Sunday school,· Religio and Woman's Auxiliary are all
in a flourishing condition, being very busy in their different
lines of work. The ladies are preparing for a big bazaar in
December. They usually clea,n. up a handsome sum at their
bazaars. Sister Lizzie Evans is president and during the
past year this society has greatly increased in numbers. It
has always been a strong financial support to our branch and
is one of the best societies we have.
The Latter Day Saint Dramatic Club, under the direction
of Brother Eva,ns, played "East Lynne" on Monday and Tuesday evenings. The house was packed each night. All parts
were well taken. The proceeds go to the purchasing of literature for free distribution throughout the city. A small army
of young Saints are busy distribut~ng sermons a,nd engaging
people in conversation where opportunity offers. Many thousands of sermo1n s are distributed durinl5 the season. The
problem here is not how to get the work moving; but rather
how to keep up with it as it moves along. A very gi·e'at
change has taken place in Toronto since Brother Evan,; commenced his work here fourteen years ago, and we hope the
good work may continue.
Your brother,
48 Fern Avenue.
A. F. McLEAN.

Florida Reunion
Reunion of the Florida District was held at Dixonville,
Alabama, e!ght miles south of Brewton, Alabama, October
27 to November 4. F. M. Slover, J. W. McKnight, D. M.
Rudd and S. H. Fields were chosen as a presidency. A. E.
Warr, secretary. 'Sister C. J. Clark, chorister.
We were favored with the presence and preaching of the
veteran, J. C. Crabb. He is still "yo111ng" in the work and
his preaching was enjoyed by all. .Two were baptized during
the reunion. The attendance was better than last year, the
meetings were good throughout and a spirit of' uplift was
manifest. The round table discussions were of special interest and proved to be a feature of the meetings. There .is a
grow~ng demand for meetings of this kind, which ~e feel is
an index to a greater teiJ,dency toward individual preparation,
without which Zion cannot be redeemed.
A committee of three was appointed to make investigation
and report to the next district conference as to the advisability of holding a reU!nion in 19,18, and motion prevailed that
the second conference from now take action on the matter.
There was present of the missionary force, F. M. Slover,
F. A. Rowe, J. W. McKnight, S'. H. Fields.
A. E. WARR,
Reunion Secretary.
If you do• not scale the mountain, you cannot vielW the
plain.-Chinese.

Trusting in the Arm of Flesh
From the days of youth, more especially since I began to
have more or less contact with the public; during my professional tra~ning and now as a pub~ic servant, I have often
been approached, almost to the point of provocation, by representatives of life insurance companies. It has been a' query
to me whether .I am a subject of pity or an object of prey,
but it would meet my hearty approval if the word protectio,n could be removed from English parlance.
As we grow into years of accountaJbility we are daily
brought face to face with the stern reality that to live we
must eat, and that our bodies are a part of the soul mechanism, which must be fed, even a balanced ration, that the spirit
may find a suitable a:bode for its culture, growth, and development.
F'or this cause we toil, that we and our depe~dents may
co;;,tinue to exist to our mortal three score and ten. We invest, that a home or place of existence be possible, where an
altar may be erected to the Omnipotent, and wherein may be
housed that which we are pleased to call "ours."
It is in this inning of the game that the philanthropic life
insurance agent comes with his well-learned lesson, a voice
quivering with emotio1n, since but yesterweek he had the sweet
privilege of paying a policy (1,000) to Mrs. Did-Not-Expect-it, whose provider met an untimely death. How happy
and grateful she appeared! How it actually remedied or
alleviated the loss of her John! 'Now she could hire an autohearse; employ the Right Reverend D. D. from the city
eulogize at the "parting of the clay."
How often the old adage is exemplified-"Easy come, ea&y
go."
Did Mrs. D. stop to consider that the revenue of the com.,panies are largely premiums paid by Mr. and Mrs. Comfort,
who in the days of prosperity were attracted by the eloquence of solicitors to sign up and receive $5,000 in twenty
years . . "Just like finding· it."
The Comfort's at twCJnty-'five often become the Hardup's at
thirty-five years. Grocery bills unpaid, a "toss up" between
paying premium or, house rent and obliged to default the
payment.
.
Watch a half dozen dependents musing on the unprotected.
floor, ~n youth a genial companion, now irritable, and lines
irrascible in the once rounded face. A !J,ead nqw streaked
with gray inclosing a conscience of recalling the $1,500 paid
in installments since their marriage.
The first man died to beat the policy, the second lived to
see his reward; yet they twain had placed their trust ~n the
arm of flesh.
The benevolence instilled in the mind of tht! unsophisticated
was. "weighed in the balance and found wanting."
A clean, moral, young man at the age of twCJnty-five (a desired prospect) with his chosen mate sets about in their. Eden
to ·build their nest, and with vim and vigor, brain and brawn,
together they toil. An added responsibHity graces their home,
perhaps shortly succeeded by other heirs. The happy parents
toil the harder to meet necessary obligations and provide comforts of life.
The "protector" pays his visit and' tells of the $2,000 estate
to-l)e administered should the provider be called to man the
fort on the other side.
·Now in reality this annual fifty or sixty dollars in premiums to these ·good people during the days of home building
and dependents are as large and dear as should be the $2,000,
twenty years hCJp,ce when, the home possibly is paid and the
children, ,paying on the investment. •Should good fortune
have smiled on them, so as to set aside the equivalent of the
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premiums, this would have accumulated just as much at interest and be available to the owner for 'further investment
or the training 1nto professionalists of the children.
I once was asked regarding chm;ch polity as to life insurance. As to direct legislation I know of none, but deducting
from other measures bearing on the subject, gain the grounds
for an optnion.
Though I annually pay to a company a stipulated amount
to insure my life, and they even succeeded for a time, would
the premium be added to necessary expenses, subtracted from
receipts and the balance tithed, in spite of the phrase, "Cursed
is the man that trusteth in man a,nd maketh flesh his arm"?
Will God open the windows of heaven, and pour out a blessing that there shall not be room to hold it? How can the
windows of heaven be opened upon an insura,nce policy, and
how can we try God? By dying after the first payment?
"Prove me now herewith, saith the Lord of hosts."
0. T. HAYER.
CITY, KANSAS.
Editors Herald: Being aware of the fact that some of your
readers were once associated with us here in our little branch,
those whom we still remember so fondly as being of great
service to us in times of need in inspiring us with their manifestations of zeal'•and interest in the. great work we·represent, these Saints we 'feel would like to learn how it is with
us now, and hence we are glad to say, "Altogether lovely."
Our ·last quarter has he en one of unusual activity along all
lines. Br• ·ther and Sister Etzenhouser sePm to be a perfect
Lt ior the place given them. Several new features have been
inaugurated which seem to have become effective in creating a new and greater interest and more favorable future
results. Bishop Keir came over and preached us a good. sermon, concluding with some very much appreciated information
upon inventories and tithing, which was very instructive and
well received. ·
I have distributed up to date over fifteen hundred copies of
papers and tracts in some three hundred homes, and have
some families apparently well interested in our faith. I am
very anxious to keep in close touch with them and I inclose
one dollar for HERALD f'or four nonmembers, hoping when
that time ,expires they will be sufficiently interested to continue to take them at their own cost. If not, I will continue to pay for that number until I see results. I understand that nonmemb~rs get the Ensign for fifty cents a year.
If this is not so, I will renew at time the inclosed is exhausted. I can get Ensigns ~nough here from our members
to distribute with the HERALDS.
"
Last Sunday being College Day, I have given a special
contribution in behalf of Graceland in an article written for
publication that will go into over three hundred homes in
twenty different States. I copied the most favorable features
of it found in the last conference report, with the most
'favorable comments upon it I was able to present. Thus it
will be read by many hundreds of my relatives, besides multitudes able to read it now in my biography.
Our little branch is making an extra effort to double its
Christmas offering, its mark now being. one hundred and
fifty dollars. Also I 'learn other branches are being urged to
pile up their utmost in order that the old and I'ong-standing
church debt may be lightened, which is a Just and righteous
demand and a duty incumbent upen every 1Saint to help as
best they can in this important matter.
Yet I ask, Is there not another debt even more urgent and
longer neglected that demands our most earnest and sacred,
and prompt attention, namely the erection of a monument
over the graves of our martyred founder, prophet and president, and his brother, Hyrum?
KANSAS

Is Your Boy Contented at Home?
If not, it may be because he is not provided with
what his nature demands. Look about and see if he
has plenty of good reading matter of the kind he
needs a,nd likes ..
Don't be disappointed if his taste is not yourspossibly it will be when he is as old as you are. Get
him books and magazines suitable for his age and
you will have gone a long way toward keeping him
happily at home.
In addition to the Stepping Stones and Autumn
Leaves, he should have some magazines such as The
American Boy, The Youth's Companion, The Boy
Scout Magazine, The Pathfinder, etc.
Send your subscriptions to us and we'll take care
of them, either singly or in such clubs as you find
li!:l.ted elsewhere. The commission we get will go into
the church treasury, just as the Chr!stmas offering
and similar savings.
Then here are some books he will like and should
have:

Our Boys-A social purity book issued by the
Woman's Auxiliary.
No .. 332, cloth ............................................................ $.55
Perfect Boyhood-Another good social purity book
by T. W. 1Shan1non. Has information he will getyou should see that he gets· it properly.
No. 349, cloth ............................................................. $.50
No. 350, paper .......................................................... $.2'5
The Two-Story Book-Sufficient action and interest to hold him and when he gets through he'll know
many interesting and vital things.
No. 372, cloth .............................................................. $.55
His First Venture and the S'equel-A story of a
boy, written for boys. You'll want to read it, too.
No. 369, cloth .............................................................. $.60

HERALD PUBLISHING HOUSE
LAMONI, IOWA
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What greater debts could we owe than this? Ought it riot
The fore part of July we were favored with a visit from
to be the first debt to be paid? We can 'recompense the the m~nisters in charge, Apostles J. F. Curtis and R. C.
owners of the church debt with interest, but how are we to Russell, and the district president, Eider William Grice ..
excuse ourselves for this long and procrastinated neglect of While they were here they caused a little division among·
respect and honor so justly due to those who shed their blood us from which we have not entirely recovered. They orand laid their lives upon the altar of the religion we now so ganized the Flint Branch, which took a number of workers:
rejoice over and which is so dear and sacred to our hearts (or from us. We are not complaining when we see the good
work they are doing in the new branch.
ought to be).
I would llike to see both of these debts wiped out and have
With the additio1n on our church building completed, we
a clear field in which to labor henceforth. And if it seems to are now very comfortably fixed for the winter. We can seat.
be the more important that the church debt be paid first, about three hundred in the church as it is arranged at presthen do it, and let the debt of honor come immediately after. ent. Even with the addition on the church, at the preaching·
I feel very much like there could not occur anything to help services the building is well filled, with few seats empty.
me more to die happy than to know these debts were paid.
The last six months has seen wonderful progress in the:
Hence I will give twenty-five dollars for the church debt, and branch. Twenty-o1ne have been baptized and more are waitfifty dollars for the debt of honor to our martyred founders, ing for the opportunity to obey. Most of these have been
and feel that it would be the best investment I ever made in young men and women. The spiritual growth has also been:
all of my eighty-six years of life. Even if I have to work at llioticeable, the young taking the active lead in the prayer·
twenty-five cents an hour f'o pay it, there would be a consola- meetings as well as the other services. At a recent prayer
tion and encouragement and an inspiration all the time in ·meeting thirty-five of the fifty present were u,nder thirty
knowing what was to be the result of my labor. That same years of age. This i.s encouraging; to see the young moving·
encouragement would be right with me all the time that is forward in the work.
found in the last sentence of Doctrine and Covenants, "So be
Flint seems to be a center for the Saints to come for work ..
ye encouraged and push on to the consummation designed of We find many that come· here for a short time only and for.
God for his people-unity, honor, sanctification, and glory/' some lieason leave without hunting us UJil. If any of the
Sa~nts know of anyone moving here, please send us their adThus saith the Lord.
Then with these debts wiped -out, honor and glory would dress and we will try and locate them. Our church is located.
follow us. Oh, why does not every good, honest Saint say we on Newall Street, opposite the Dort S'chool. The second
can and will do it! If anyone doubts my sincerity in this church is at the corner of Jane and Olive Streets. Both
regard, I will pay the money now if a guarantee is given of churches are handy to the car lines.
Our choir work is fast coming to the front. At present:
its fulfillment in the near future. Poor as I am, I can borrow
that amount alllY day at three different ibanks U,n this city, we are rated as the best choir in the city. Under the director-·
and have all the time I want in which to work it out, if I ship of 'Si~ter Zelia Blasdell Harder, great improvem~nts.
had to. Should I die before the time is expired or money have been m'ade. The male chorus work and ladies' chorus
be paid, I will make it obligatory upon my family to make and male quartet are receiving due consideration and wilT
it good. Of course this is but a drop in the bucket, yet 'if five soon be ready to render efficient service. The orchestra move-·
thousand out of our eighty-three thousand members would do ment is well under way, with Brother Eugene Everhart in
likewise, the church debt would be paid with seventy-five charge. Many are purchasing instruments and· taking lesthousand left to build a monument. Or if, as I have said be- sons with no other thought in view but to assist in the or-fore, each member of the church would pay twenty cents, it chestra.
Thus with every<me pulling together we are looking forwould put up a respectable mark of honor to our dead
founders. It ought to he done by the Sunday school, so. every ward to a very successful winter. We may he able to tell you.
child would have an interest in it and something to be' proud more about the work here the next time. We would be:
pleased to hear from any of the Saints who are planning
of the rest of his life.
I am absolutely retired from all business cares and ambi- on locating here. Ever working for advancement of the work
Sincerely,
tiom:, save that of my Master, to which I dedicated myself we all love,
MATTHEW W. LISTON.
anew at the time of my ordination, unreservedly, so long as I
• FLINT, MICHIGAN, 306 Eighth Avenue West.
can add my little mite after mite to the general cause and
more especially to our own little branch, to which both wife
and I have become so closely attached. We have made a
BAILEY'S STATION, VIA BATTLE MOUNTAIN, NEVADA,
covenant together with God to spend the remainder of our
November 10, 1917.
days in his service in any and every way possible, tr1 conEdito1~s Herald: I am teaching here in Nevada, twenty-five'
tribute to its every interest. We ask the prayers of all the
miles from Battle Mountain, a small town in the desert. I
Saints who may read this that we may continue to be faithful
have Qnly three pupils and the school is in the house where I
to this end.
J. L. WINTER.
board. The family, Schwin by name, are nice people and are·
very kind to ine, otherwise I would be very lonely, for we are·
FLINT, MICHIGAN, November 7,·1917.
nine miles from our nearest neighbor. The.re are very few·
Editors Herald: We have been accused by some of taking people in this part of the country, since it is either desert or·
a vacation or some other thing happening to us, as we have mountains.
not written yo11 for a long time. I think I can explain if )
We are in the mounta~ns, seven miles from the desert ..
you will give me time, and allow me to run over the events Thel'e is a spring of good water on the place, which enables:
of the last f'ew months. ·
them to raise ,considerable alfalfa, a lovely big family orchard,.
After my change in appointment from the Yo1ljngstown- and all kinds of vegetables. I have been here six weeks and'
Sharon District to the First Flint Branch it was entirely have been off the ranch four times, and then only to get our·
new work to me and naturally took me some little time to mail at a station seven and a half miles a.way, where the'
get acquainted with the new work as well as the people. train leaves i.t, once a week for us. Here is an opportunity
Now that I have been here for six months I can tell you the for a horseback ride, which I enjoy ·very much, since there·.,
is a young lady in the family to go with me.
work we are doing and the prospects for the future.
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This, with music, reading, and fancy work, is our only
amusement. I would like very much to be where. I could
meet with the Saints every SUinday, or at least once a month,
but it seems to lbe my fate to be always ~solated. If there
are any Saints near here I would be glad to meet them. Anyone around Austin or Battle Mountain knows where we live,
and all are welcome here.
Your sister in the ,faith,
BERTHA GILBERT.
SENLAC, SASKATCHEWAN, November 14, 1917.
Editors Herald: It is with joy we look forward to the
weekly.visit of the HERALD and with thanksgiving we read .its
contents. We notice Brother Elbert is back again, giving his
"Blue pencil notes," which are fine. Yes, sermons in a few
lines, although they may appear as an a;necdote. It was with
sadness we read of his illness, and it was with joy we saw
his jottings appearing once again, indicating his return to
health, and may he continue to grow, his health speedily and
completely. return, that he may be a pillar of support, a wise
counselor a;nd a just administrator. True it is when one
member suffers, the whole body feels the effects.
We have read with interest from time to time of the joyful
news from afar of how the gospel is wendi!llg its way, and no
doubt you would be interested to know what is going on up
here. <So with reverence to the God of love and honor to
whom it is due, we will endeavor in. our weak way to tell you
the good news.
There are three branches ~n the "Saint settlement," as it
is sometimes called, one in the Alberta District and two in
·saskatchewan District. When anything unusual is going on
in either of the three branches we are all there. For instance
the Alberta conference was held :i,n the West Branch, known
as the Michigan Branch, last July, and the other two branches
met with them, together with' the Alberta Saints, and consequently had a good time.
Last Sunday, November 4, special meeting was held, in the
Artland Branch. Invitation was sent to the neighboring
branches and so about two hundred Saints gathered together
and all were p~rtakers of an enjoyable time. Our district
president, EMer T. J. Jordan, was with us for the day, and
his cheery smile and hearty handshake assisted very materially in putting fresh life into the Saints. We do not wish
to flatter, ibut T. J. is a tower of strength, admired by all and
he appeals to the young. The resu:lt is his sermons sink deep
and his words take effect.
The prayer service was of special interest. Much. admonition was· given, and a goodly portion of the Spirit of God
was felt and enjoyed by all. Elder W. J. Levitt, Alberta's
bishop's agent, gave his mite and admonished the Saints
along the financial line. The testimonies and prayers were
offered under the 'Spirit's influence and at the close EMer
Jordan said he had a message to give at the night meeting,
and at eight p. m. delivered a fine sermon, taking as a basis
the parable of the sower.
Two young men were called higher, A. J. Cornish to the
office of elder, and Joseph Bates, priest. In making a few
remarks, Brother Cornish mentioned he had fought against '
it, only to receive a strong rebuke through the Spirit as it
·rested on Brother H. Smith, a man of humility, whose tongue
was dictated by the inspiratio1n of heaven, and cried out,
"You must not fight against it, you must take the stand,
saith the Spirit. Amen."
Ahd oh, how it rang. With bowed head he yielded in subjection to the F'ather of mercy, and is now determined to accomplish the work that lies before him. Did we say work?
Yes! Whilst being ordained the Spirit rested on Elder

·A
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Parrot Can
ImitateBut What Do You
Know?

Aside from the three books, which every family
should have and study, have you the four volumes of
Church History? It makes a spl~ndid Christmas
gift, even if all the family have to "chip in" to get
one volume. Why not get one volume this year, another next and keep it up till you have the entire
~?

•

Or better yet, let the family buy the full set for
the "family" by sending for one volume for each of
four members. There are four volumes in a new
edition just printed this fall. The price differs according to binding, $2, $2.50, $3.50, and $4 for a
book.
Or for the. children there is a "Young People's
History" in cloth for $1.
Have you really considered how many excellent
gifts of practical books can be secured from your
own Herald Publishing House? Some of these books
are not published h~re, but most of them are. Yet
you help the church by buying here, such as
Cruden's Complete Concordance for $1.50 or Young's
Analytical Concordance for $6.50, and Smith-Peloubet's .Bible Dictionary $1.60.
The Doctrine and Covenants can still be secured
for 65c, $1, $2.05 and $3.25, according to binding.
The Archreological Committee's Report in cloth is
75c and the Divinity of the Book of Mormon Proven
by Archreology ·is 60c. Objections to the Book of
Mormon, etc., Answered, cloth, 50c.
Then we have Doctrinal References from the three
books in cloth for 20c; the Compendium of Faith
for $1, $1.25 and $2, or the Instructor in similar
bindings at like prices, $1, $1.25 and $2. And for
the priesthood, The I1nterpreter, for 50c
For the financial law we have, The Law of Christ
and its Fulfillment, for 45c a;nd 60c.
And there are others for those who know or want
to know.

Herald Publishing House
LAMONI, IOWA
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'
Jordan and reiterated what was given through Apostle J. A.
Gillen, at last district conference, that angels would go before him; his companion in her lonely hours would have the
joy and consolation that her husband was sowing the seed
of truth. He also stated the mantle of his father, J. J.
Cornish, would rest upon him. How grand and ndble it is to
be called to be a partaker of this, latter-day work. Delivering
the angelic message, true it is, trials and tribulah~n would
come, but only as Christ prophesied it would be prior to the
consummation of all things.
Elder T. J. Jordan was called away in the interest of the
work to ano,ther part of the district and so his visit was short,
yet sweet. The happenings of the day will long be remembered as one of the memorial days of the Artland Branch. '
May God strength~n and bless his people and sustain them
through the trial of war that is resting on humanity is the
prayer of your humble
CoRRESPONDENT.
NEW BEDF'ORD, MASSACHUSETTS, November 13, 1917
Editors Hemld: Our little church is located O;n the corner
of IB.~urne and Thompson Streets. We .are only a small
branch and when we look back over the past we sometimes
think that we have been asleep. But when we look ahead and
.s(ie what we are trying to do we do not get so discouraged
after all.
Our Religio temperance committee furnished a program
for the Religio one night recently. The program was gott~n
up by Brother J. P. Spinnett and was in his charge. Addresses were by Reverend W. S. Mcintyre and Mr. Aust1:n
Conway, solos. were sung by Miss Minnie Sweet and Brother
Andrew Cross. Our VV~oman's Auxiliary is 1not dead, either.
. They have raised a hundred dollars, which we understand
they intend to apply on the debt of our church this fall. Our
Sunday school is try~ng ~o organize its boys and girls for
more efficient service.
The church is starting a series of cottage meetings which
we hope will last through the winter months, the first to be
on November 20 and the first two in homes where not one of
the family belongs to the church.
CoRRESPONDE'NT.
CAMP DoNIPHAN, OKLAHOMA, November 14, 1917.
Editors Herald: After forty days of experience of soldierly
life, I am glad to say that it is making a better man of me
physically and while there· are evils aplenty, a man with a
strong will power well seasoned with prayer need not fear
being led away from the "straight and narrow way."
I am certainly proud of the early tra~ning I have received
at home and the church and Sunday school privileges I have
received. These are requisites that stimulate me in the onward progress of life. While I am denied these privileges
now, I hope to temporarily effect an organization here.
The gospel as . we 'believe and teach is quite unknown to
some of the men with whom I am associated ..
I will be glad to hear from anyone who is a Latter Day
Sa~nt in this camp, and those who know of men that are
located here. I have looked up several already, but the more
that can be gotten together the more and efficient work can
be accomplished.
I ask an interest in the prayers of the Saints and for the
accomplishment of God's purposes to be speedily realized.
I am truly your brother in bonds,
IRA 0. WALDRON.
CAMP D.ONIPHAN, FOR'Jl, SILL, OKLAHOMA,. Wagon Company,
110th Ammunition Train.
Pleasure an,d Duty are a hard pair to drive in double harness.

LEEDEY, OKLAHOMA, November 14, 1917.
Editors Herald: I am one of the isolated and have not
heard· a sermon for several years. I long for the time when
I can have the privilege of meeting with the Saints once more.
I have two boys in the Army ~n the training camps. James
A. Scott at Camp Cody, Dem~ng, New Mexico. He is in
Comp31ny C, 134th Infantry; and Charlie G. Scott in Company B, 133 Machine Gun Battalion, Camp Bowie, Fort
Worth, Texas.
'
If there are any Saints in either place, I would. be glad if
they would go and see the boys. Neither of them are members of the church but I think they would be glad to have
the Saints call on them.
Your sister in the gospel,
SARAH SCOTT.
CAMP TRAVIS, TEXAS; November 14, 1917.
Editors Herald: I will offer a few lines to your splendid
' columns. I was raised in the church and am a strong ]?eliever
i;n the restored gospel.
This fitnds me in the National Army at Camp Travis. I
came here on September 7. This camp is close to San Antonio; have good car service and have had lots of "liberty"
so have been able to get pretty well acquainted with the good
Saints here. Have attended church at the Second Branch
and have been received very kindly by them. I have learned
to love them very much. ,
At prese,nt we are quarantined and cannot go out of camp
on account of measles. I certainly miss going to church and
the Saints. My h~me 'is in Houston and I belong to the
branch there .
If these. lines should find any Latter Day !Saint boys in
Camp Travis I would be glad to see them, or if anyone will
give me o1n e's address I will be glad to hunt him up. I find
many good friends among the boys here but I would like to
find some Latter Day Saint boys, for they seem more like
brothers to me. Would be very glad to hear from any of my
old friends in Oklahoma if any should chance to see this.
Many remember my .father, G. W. Itancock.
I belong to a machine gun company. I expect we will go
to the front in the spri,ng, at least that is the talk. I find
this sort of life interesting but not exactly to my liking in
every respect, but I believe it is a good cause we are in, so
I put forth my best efforts.
I tried to' get in the service last spring but was turned
down on acc'ount of some physical defects but I was 0. K.,
so these doctors said, so here { am.
I hope th~s does not go to the waste basket as it is my
first letter to the HERALD.
Yours in gospel love,
FRED W. HANCOCK.
Machine Gun Company, 360th Infantry.
NIAGARA FALLS, NEW YORK, November 15, 19,17.
Editors He?"ald: We have not noticed any reports recently
from this place and so wish to inform you the Saints here
are still moving Zionward, and in fact we believe the branch
is in better condition spiritually and 1n more united cooperation than it has been for two or three years at least, with a
good interest among nonmembers and with a good social ,
feeling prevailing throughout the surrounding community.
During the summer ·one of the Methodist ministers announced a lecture for the following Sunday evening on "The
Latter Day Saints" but we did not become aware of it until
the day of .the lecture, so in order to opta~n .the best possible
means of defense, as we felt we would be the object of attack,
we phoned to Buffalo for Elder James Pycock who, with- G. ,
F. Landes, branch priest, and Sister Alice Miller, steno-
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grapher, attended the service, but apparently their presence
was noted and. the reverend sir postponed indefinitely his
lecture and made a desperate struggle to preach instead.
We have Elder Pycock with us this week while he is waiti,ng his coming six-night debate with a· Christadelphian minister in Buffalo.
We have let the contract of plastering our church building
on the ceiling and also the basement, and have a committee
arranging plans to put an addition on the front of the building, for which one sister has donated four hundred dollars to
start the fund.
The district Religio and Sunday school, un<:Ier President
and Superintendent Sister Koehler and Elder Pycock, are
having Buffalo and the Fall Branch hold monthly or frequent rally day services, which are dping much to boost the
locals.
Our SUinday school started ou~ to raise $200 as this year's
Christmas offering, but with the promise of $100 from Sister
Wahl, we hope to make it $300 before the year ends as
several have each promised one day's salary to the superintendent, Brother Dansforth.
We have lost about a dozen of our members during the past
month or two owing to them leaving the city, among whom
was our branch deacqn and ladies' aid secretary, Brother and
Sister TerryberrY. They were both efficient ll!nd earnest
worker;:;, but we hope that they may be the means of starting the work at Mansfield, Ohio, where tbey have gone to
reside. It left us without a deacon, and Brother H. Landes;
one of the branch teachers was elected to act temporarily.
Elder Pycock is taking on arenewed impetus; the occasion
being to celebrate the arrival of a baby daughter at his home
in Toronto.
We are begiillning to feel the sting of war here as .we hear
of relatives killed in action with the Canadian Army and
our boys here being drafted for Uncle ·Sam. The war office
and President Wilson have designated patriotic subjects to be
delivered in the thirteen theatrical places of the city by the
clergy of the city and other speakers among whom your
writer has been appointed.
Elder L~ndley writes from the 176th Regiment overseas
that he is well and enjoying spiritual blessing even though
isolated from church privileges.
·
1553 Willow Avenue.
W. J. LANDES.
ANTWERP, OHIO, November 19, j0l7.
Editors Heral~: This. is.,my first attempt to write to the
church papers. I feel it lr1Y duty to express my thoughts
regarding this gl()rious gospel.
I have been in this
·church for nearly six years ·and find it is the best thing I
ever enlisted in. I can say that the Lord has blessed me in
my work this year more than in the past.
I have been labor~ng with Brother ·E. E. Long this summer, and we find the Saints in a very poor condition in this
district.. We began our efforts at Uniopolis, later going to
Lafayette, where I baptized three. Then we went to Mermill
and preached for them a few nights. From there we went to
Toledo for the Sunday school convCJntion. I had "the opportunity to attend the reunion at Kirtland this summer
and it did me lots of good to meet with so many Saints f~om
different parts of the country. The good Spirit was there
in abundance. I surely was blessed by going to the reunion.
~nd from the reunion I went home for awhile, the people
being so busy with their work that we could get no place to
preach. I came .to this place October ll, and found Brother
Long busy at work preaching in a schoolhouse. There was
an old injunction on the school building ever since 1888, hut
by consulting with the county attorney we lear;ned the injunction was obsolete.
E. D. FINKEN.
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It Is Highly Important

!That you do not allow your subscriptions
to expil'e. The work of the church is moving
along rapidly and we may expect important
developmenrts to be reported at any time.
We must be well-informed or we will fall
behind in the onward march of the kingdom
of God.
It should not be counted a sacrifice to
keep up our ,subscriptions to the church publications. Have you overlooked any of these:

SAINTS' HERALD-The official publication
of the church. $1.50 a year.

Zion's Ensign--The missionary paperand more. $1 a year.
Journal of History'-Containing importall!t
historical matter that would otherwise be
unpublished. Issued quarterly. $1 a year.
Unity-For the priesthood. Every ordained man should be on the .list for this
monthly. 25c a year.
Autumn Leaves-For the yowth and youthful of the church. $1 a year.
Stepping Stones-For the boys and girls
in the Sunday school-but the older folks
clamor for it. 50c a year.
Zion's Hope-The publication for the little
folks-and they have all rtoo little that they
understand anyway. 30c a year.

Herald Publishing House
Lamoni, Iowa
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Farrell. He was faithful unto the death of his body· he died
in the Lord.
'
DEPARTMEN~
BRUCE.-Robert Bruce was born December 14, 1876, in
Vernon County, Missouri. Baptized into the church November 23, 1893, by F. C. Keck. Died November 2, 1917. Leaves
an aged father and mother, one brother to mourn. FUineral
Conference Minutes
was held at his home in Fort Scott, Kansas. Prayer by J. T.
WESTERN MAINE.-A mistake was made in SE\nding in the Higdon, sermon by Lee Quick.
bishop's agent's report of the district, for the conference of
BEARD.-Carrie Beard, wife of Otis Beard, was born April
Ocotber 27 and 28. The receipts as sent in showed $1,431.68
and expenditures the same. It should have read: Expendi- 24, 1888. Baptized when eight years old. Married April 1
tures, $876; balance due church, $555.68. Louise J. Eaton, 1911. To this union one child was born. Died November 14;
1917 at her home in Sa~nt Joseph, Missouri, Leaves husband,
secretary.
daughter, father, a mother, and one sister to mourn her loss.
ALABAMA.-Met at Flat Rock, November 17, 1917. Pre- Funeral was held at Stewartsville, Missouri. S'ervices in
sided over by F. M. ·Slover, F. A. Rowe, and J. R. Harper. charge of T. A. Ivie, sermon by T. T. Hinderks.
~
W. H. Drake, secretary. Branches reporting: Pleasant Hill
BROWN.-Walter L. Brown was born near Cuba, Kansas,
last report, 331; present report 351. Bishop's agent reported
March 15, 1888. On November•12, 1917, while working a
on hand at last report, $162.62; received since, $346.94; on
hand now, $235.56. Agent's books audited and error of $2.00 crew of men in the shipyards in California, he was. accifound i:n favor of agent. Ministerial reports from 6. Ad- dentally killed. The body was sent to Ga11nett, Kansas the
journed t? meet at Pleasant Hill, February 23, 1918, at 10 home of his parents. Mr. Brown did not belong to the ch..;_rch,
a. m. B1ll number 6320 was accepted on navy chaplain's but was a fine young man. Funeral held from the Christian
Church. 'Sermon by Lee Quick.
service. W. H. Drake, secretary pro tern.
ISINGLETON.-Sylvester V. S'ingleton was born December 13
Convention Minutes
· 1855, in Gumsett County, Georgia. Was baptized March 21'
1915, by James E. Yates, at Phoenix, Arizona. He was ~
WESTERN MONTANA.-'Sunday school met at Deer Lodge
Montai[la, November 2, 1917, with Mrs. G. W. Thorburn: faithful and earnest member, rejoicing to have 'found the
superintendent, in charge. The morning meeting· was de- true gospel. After an illness of several months of tubercuvoted to prayer service. Mrs. Anna Wyckoff was elected a losis, he passed away October 31, 1917, at Phoenix, Arizona.
member of the gospel litera'ture board. Delegates to General F'uneral services conducted by Jaines E. Yates, a,nd D. Amos
Convention: G. W. Thorburn, H. G. Winegar, Mrs. G. W. Yates.
T~orburn, W. P. Bootman, Mrs. W. P. Bootma.n, Mrs. H. G.
BRAY.-Ira Earnest Bray was born September 7 1875 at
Wmegar, E. E. EHason, Mrs. E. E. E:Iiason. AlternatBs:
Monrovey, Hendrix County, I;ndiana. Moved to 'Houston .
Thomas ~eese, W. I:I· Eliason, Fred Kendall, Roscoe Davey. Texas County, Missouri, where he grew to manhood. Married
Meet agam day prevwus to conference. Catherine B. Murray, Miss Lillie Sanford, Au'gust 15, 1898. To this union were
secretary.
born five children, one boy, and 4 girls. Baptized March 18
EASTERN IoWA.-;Sunday school convened with the F'ultoi:J. 1917, in Barton County, Missouri, by 0. P. Sutherland. Diecl
Branch, October 26. District officers in charge, assisted by November 17. 1917, in Kansas City, Ka,nsas. Was a member
E. D. Moore. Schools reporting: Baldwin, Fulto,n, Clinton, of the I. 0. 0. F. Lodge, No. 79. Funeral November 18 1917
'
'
Muscatine, Viola, Aurora, Cedar Rapids, Maquoketa Water- Kansas City, Kansas, conducted by E. L. Kelley.
loo, Oelweiifi. A session of institute work was held, c~n-ducted
by E. D. Moore. A standard of excellence for schools was
adopted: Election of officers postponed until the February
convent~on. We were very glad to have with us during our
conventwns, E. D. Moore,. of Lamoni, a,nd Lula Bandy of
Kans3;s City, who del~vered some very interesting and instructive lectures. AdJourned to meet at the call of district
superintendent in February, 1918. Anna Lowe, secretary.
rF=====~~===========================~~

MISCELLANEOUS

[

The Presidency
EMer Fred A. Cool has been appointed to labor in the
Holden Stake for the remainder of the confer€\nce year. Will
those concerned please take notice.
FREDERICK M. SMITH, 'for the Presidency.
~onvention Notices
Northeastern Illinois Religio at First Chicago Branch 4416
Gl~dys Avenue, Friday, December 7, 1917, at 4 p. m. 'J. G.
Fmrbanks, secretary, 4337 Congress Street.
.
North Dakota Religio at Fargo, North Dakota December
1, 1917. Hattie Kennicutt, secretary, Lansford, 'North Dakota.
~ortheas~erl!- Illinois ,su,nday school at 4416 Gladys Avenue,
Ch1~ago, Illm~ns, December 7, 1917. Institute work at 2 p. m.

Busmess sesswn 6.45 p. m. Please have credentials and reports in on time. LaJune Howard, secretary, 12·055 Parnell
Avenue, West Pullman, Chicago, Illinois.

Requests for Prayers
Brother and Sister Daniel Brai1!nan request the prayers of
the church in behalf of their daughter. Cule Brannan who
is afflicted with attacks of something which seems to ta'p her
between the eyes, knocking her to the floor, if standing. No
one knows the diagnosis of the case, whether connected with
the ,nerves or muscles.

Our Departed Ones
RoBINSON.-Jacob Camero,n Robinson was born in Rawdon,
Novia Scotia, February 22, 1846. Died in Milford, Massachusetts, November 4, 1917. Funeral sermon by Ralph W.

HERE AND THERE
DEPARTMENT

II

==~

Writing from Wayne, Nebraska, Brother George Elson
says he is much improved from his lifelong affliction and
appreciates what the prayers of the Saints have done for
him. He desires to secure more wisdom a,nd understanding.
If there: is anyone in the church by the name of Lock, or
related to them, such names .as Terrill, Bailey, Pretty, Moden,
please send word to Mrs. N., F. Avenue, Coronado, California.

TRYING TiO FIND "STONE AGE" MAN
It is the opinion of N. C. Nelson, who reports to the Mu-

seum of Natural History in the American Museum' Journal, that ' in the famous Mammoth Cave and similar
caver,ns and rock shelters in Kentucky may be found traces
of a civilization that may give to or be contemporaneous with
the Mound Builders. A survey is being made, which has
already developed the fact that this cave has been inhabited
for a long time, at least near themouth, where camp refuse
to .a depth of more than four feet has accumulated. "Chief
interest in these remains," he says, "is that they point to a
people who lived entirely by hunting, whereas, the aborigines
of late prehistoric times all over the Ohio basin were at least
in part agriculturists."
ENCOURAGING RgSJPON:SE
In one day recently there were 90 subscriptions for the
Autumn Leaves received, all 1new, and receiving fourteen
months for a dollar. The Leaves is coming to the front and
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Frederick M. Smith and Elbert A. Smith, Editors; Samuel A. Burgess, Associate Editor; Edward D. Moore, Assistant Editor.
Published every Wednesday. Subscription price $1.50 per year In
"advance.
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When payment Is made, the date on the margin always shows the
time to which you have paid, or the time when your subscription
>expires.
j
If not changed within a month after payment Is made notify us,
This paper wiii be promptly discontinued at· date of expiration.
All articles, Iette,rs for publication, notices, etc., and communications concerning tlle san1e, should be addressed to ('Editors Herald."
All busine·ss letters should be addressed to Herald Publishing House,
·Lamoni, Iowa, and all remittances should be mad.e payable to the same.
All errors in the filling of orders or rendeldng of accounts should be
Jreported imn'lediately as receipts for money received are sent within
two days after reaching the office.
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!.fraction thereof. Deaths, 100 words free; abo·ve that numbeu, 50 cents
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Entered at post office, Lamoni, Iowa, as second-class mail niatter.
Subscriptions. received fo•r "~ion's Ensign," also orders for all HEnsign" publications.

The true adjustment of the relations between the transcendent and the immanent subordinate neither to the other, and to
use both aright is perhaps the supremest of all the problems
Qf higher race pedagogy or statesmanship such as the Semitic
mind so persistently ascribed to Yahveh.-G. Stanley Hall.
deserves the success it is receiving. The story by Elbert A.
Smith: '"J)mbers for the temple," has nicely started and will
be most instructive as well as interesting.
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DON'T GET CUT OFF THE .LIST

intend to thus be shut off from what the church was doing,
yet this is the way most of the better publications handle
the matter of expirations. We hate to lose these people from
our list even for a few numbers,, and urge that you do not
allow yourself to get on the "cut-off" list.

Recently we saw a list of names and addresses of people
who had allowed their HERALD to lapse, failing to respond to
the notices that their subscriptions had expired. We perso(Ilally knew a number of them an de were sure that they did not

The editors of the Leaves say the holiday number is
made up, full a,nd running over with good things, with a. lot

fJI Your name and
address should be
on all your stationery.
fJI Your stationery
should be carefully
selecte&
fJI We make the selection easy, do the
worlc with care,
and make but a
reasonable charge.
Herald Publishing
House> Lamoni,
Iowa.

AUTJJMN LEAVES FOR DECE,MBER

all

DO YOU OWN YOUR HOME?
If not, change 1Jhis condition right away and begin working

for yourself. In the territory along Burlington Lines in the
Wes,t there are .countless opportunities for the homebuilder
and the inv,estor.
WESTERN NEBRASKA AND NORTHEASTERN COLORADO excel in dairying, live stock and grain raising. Nonresident owners have many well-located farms ($25 to $50
per acre, with terms of payment easy), which they are unable
to deveLop. Any industrious farmer can become well-to-do
on one of tihem in a remarkably short time.
WYOMING.-Big Horn Basin irrigatedlands~near to beet
sugar factories, oil refineries, coal mines and other natural
resources-which grow big crops of wheat, oats, alfafa, sugar
beets and potatoes, can be bought at $50 and up per acre.
Some very desirable 640-Acre Free Homesteads, in a large
area, are still available.

Burlington
Route

Ask for folders outlining the advantages of these
sections. Write me about your plans and I'll give
you the benefit of my experience. No charge for
this-it's a part of Burlington Service.

S. B. HOWARD, Immigration Agent
Room 114A, Q Ruilding, Omaha, Neb.
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of good things left over, including The Periscope. They even
had to put a postscript on the back cover.
The names of the dear old people whose picture was sent
us by Brother Louie F. Beaty are Smith-Brother and Sister
William Smith.

Could Anything
Be More Appropriate Than This?

USEL>EISIS GIVING PROHIBITED
Yet you can give some one a subscription to o,ne of the
church papers and feel that it will be eminently worth while
and that the recipient will remember the gift with gratitude
every time the mail m~n brings it.
Extract from a prayer showing an example of unnecessary
repetitio,n: "To try to strive to attempt to learn to benefit
ourselves." This would appear to be quite the equal of the
common example of "aid, help, succor, and sustain."
TO HAVE NEW MEETING PLACE IN LONDON,
"Just lately (letter dated October 24) we had air raids
which dropped bombs near us. The Saints are surely in God's
help, and they enjoy a peace through all this trouble which is
beautiful to see. 'My husband has be~n in France in A. S'.
C. and is now British supply officer to the Indian Cavalry.
He is wonderfully well and likes his wor.k. You will very
soon, I hope, hear that we have a very ~trice meeting place in
London, and a strong branch of good workers."-Vivian
Short, London, E,ngland.
AUGUSTINE DWYER AT HOLDEIN
The Holden Progress comments favorably on the work of
Brother Augustine Dwyer at Holden, Missouri, where he has
been delivering a series of lectures. The opening lecture
was on "Wilson and the war," which is said to have aroused
the patriotic fervor of the audi~nce to a high pitch.

Why not give one of these flexible copies
of the Book of Mormon, with the name
stamped in gold on the cover?
'
One of the world's greatest
books and
should be the personal treasure of each of us.

A variety of binaings, to suit one's taste:
BOOK OF MORMON. Authorized Edition.
No. 11. Cloth ---------------'------------------------------------$ .90
No. 12. Full leather ........................................ 1.30
No. 13.' Imitation morocco, gilt edges .......... 2.25
No. 14. Morocco, gilt edges, flexil:)le
3.50
N arne in gold, 15 cents extra.

SON OF MISSION .AJRY A PRODIGY
The 'Bozeman (Montana) Chronicle of recent date tells of
the unusual account of James W. Moore's record, he bei,ng the
twelve-year-old son of Elder A. J. Moore. Though so young
and diminutive in size, he closed his first quarter of the
sophomore year in high school with grades of 99, 9~9, 96 and
95 in the four studies taken in a commercial course. His
work is very accurately done a,nd his instructors state they
can almost 0. K. his work without looking at it.
NE>W

~ADVERTISING

MAN

It becoming necessary to have some one look after the advertising department of the Board of Publication work following the resignation of Brother McKim, the assistant editor, E. D. Moore, has consented to help out in this work for
the time being though very busy with other duties. He seeks
to bring to the Saints in this way vital information, for are
we not all interested in the opportunities the church offers
through its publishing department? The aim is not merely
to sell things, but help our readers to make intelligent selections.

The Christmas offering roll of honor this year will close
December 31, 1917, and just as soon as your school has secured or will pledge $2 per member, notify Arthur W. Smith,
2903 Sullivan Avenue, S'aint Louis, so the Roll of Honor can
be made up and printed. This list will include those schools
who have reached the $2 per member or over.
Brother William M. Sauter says his new address is as given
'below, a,nd he expects to be there for some time. It is: Aimed
Guard Detail, Gun Crew No. 63, Navy Yard, Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania.

Don't Weight
Him Down with
Heavy Books
Your. soiaier or sailor lad appreciates
thoughtfulness in the matter of what he must
carry. If he hasn't a Tes.tament, hurry one
of these to him. No 2113, French morocco,

~:~~ ~~~~---~-~~~--~~~-~-~~~-:~~-~~~-:-~-~~~~~~·-- i~~~
Remember those who are to go, and have
one of these ready.
If the entire Bible is desired, get No. 9111,
in good, flexible leather, with name in gold,
(postpaid) for ______________ :_________________________ $1.60
Without name in gold ____________________ , _______ $1.45

Herald ·Publishing House
Lamoni, Iowa
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NOTICE TO READER: When you finish reading this magazine place a one-cent stamp
on this notice, and hand to any postal employee and It will be placed in the hands of
our soldiers or sailors at the front. NO WRAPPING, NO ADDRESS.
A. S. BURLESON, Postmaster Gene·ral.
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Christ of Latter Day Saints

"The1·e shall not any man among you have save it
be one wife; and concubines he i~hall have none.'~
Book of Mormon, Jacob 2:36.

"If ye continue in my word, then q,re ye my dis?!iples indeed; Mvd ye shall know the t~tuth, and th·e
truth shall make you free."-John 8: 31, 32.
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sure the church will join, in that our beloved brother,
Elbert :A. Smith, has been spared to the church.
Even though this artide will reach the church Those of us who have had the opportunity of seeing
after the season set apal't for Thanksgiving Day, him in recent months, have deep cause for ~ejoicihg
it may not be amiss to set forth a brief review. and thanksgiving to see that his improvement since
Last week other more valuable ma.terial took its returning to Lamoni, has been not only steady but
place.
even rapid. He has not recovered his full strength
By an individual revtew of the past year, we are but as the church is already aware, he has been able
sure that each of us may find many causes indeed to meet with the joint council in the week of Nofor thanksgiving. It has been a matter of interest vember 20, attending often two sessions a day, mornin the past to note that those who in some way ing and afternoon. His brethren rejoice iri' having
seemed to have the least cause, are often the most him with them, and he takes joy in their welcome,
thankful. Some good mother or wife who has spent· as well in his return to association with them and
a large part of the year fighting sickness in her se-rvice before his heav·enly Father.
family, arises with deep gratitude to God that her
All too often we take our blessings for granted
and fail to appreciate their value. Those who are
loved ones hav·e been spared.
Some one who has not had a superfluity, but the whole, fail to give due value to the ordinary physical
bare necessities of life, feels to thank the heavenly gifts of sight, hearing, speech, health, strength, abilFather that, hard as the year has been, day by ity to work; home, shelter and necessary food, and
day he and his have had bread, and with this simple sometimes we take too much for granted, the wonliving, they seem many times to have that added derful blessings of the gospel of the Lord Jesus
Christ, and the direction of his Holy Spirit.
grace of spiritual bread and strength.
There are many chances to go wrong. If trust is
In the minds of many the present world catastrophe will tend to overshadow the blessings of the placed wholly in man mistakes are certain, but we
year. It is probably true; as has been stated by are not left to labor alone. There is a tremendous
admonitions in several :places, that we have not as power in this work, great enough to accomplish all
yet entered upon the worst but are only at the begin- his will if only we are ready and willing to do our
ning of our trials.
part.
We would that we could extend to the church the
We should be thankful that our Nation has been
so long spared. We should be thankful that there , deep inspiration and help of these conferences which
has been within its bounds a sufficiency. We should have been called in Independence, beginning Nobe thankful for the opportunity to help and feed vember 20. There ha.ve been conferences of the joint
others, and as a church there should be a deeper council of the Presidency, Twelve and Presiding
thanksgiving to the Lord of peace, that even in the Bishopric; of the Presidency and Twelve; of the
coming hours of trial he is able and ready to protect stake presidents and stake bishops; and of the genand preserve us; not simply keep us in a bed of ease, eral high council of the church.
Then a meeting was held of the priesthood of
but protect us from serious harm, blessed and guided
by his Holy Spirit.
Independence on the evening of November 26, with
Here in the Herald Office, we feel we have very W. W. Smith in charge and President F. M. Smith,
deep cause for thanksgiving, with which we are B. R. McGuire, G. T. Griffiths, F. M. Sheehy, U. W.

A TIME OF THANKSGIVING
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Greene, P. M. Hanson, J. F. Curtis, P. Anderson,
and W. M. Aylor on the stand. The purpose of the
meeting was a better organization of the priesthood,
so as to secure the effident service of every man, and
at the same 'time provide that each member should
secure more immediate pastoral consideration and
spiritual administration. 1In a large branch of
several thousands this is impossible for one man to
do, but he may have many assistants, and by dividing the body see that none of the flock suffier. .
While it is true, that one member of the F1rst
Presidency has found it necessary to take his Sabbatical year of rest, in order that refreshed of God
he may better return to service, the work of that
department is being energetically pushed, many individuals being called upon for special features of
work, according to their previous preparation. In a
way the President of the church is using a score of
unofficial advisers. The High Council also report a
unanimity of opinion in their work under the blessing and the direction of the Spirit of God. We hav_e
seen this happen many times in the High Counc1l
when men discouraged or doubtful have received this
blessing and assurance.
We think we sense from the Bishopric, a very
deep earnestness and a desire not only to discuss
but to \mderstand to know and apply the law of
God a~'d an earne~t effort to secure a greater unanimity, in fact .a complete unanimity of opinion on
the questions involved in the upbuilding of Zion,
such as the storehouse, the .Order of Enoch, and
stewardship. There is an exaltation of spirit, and
an earnestness with these men that causes us to
look for a decided advance movement in an economic
way, and a better understanding of the needs a?d
abilities of our people. This may eventually reqmre
a survey of the membership of the church to ascer;tain our several abilities, qualifications, and situations. Such information certainly should be secured
before we seek to move Zionward. (Doctrine and
Covenants 123: 12; 128: 4; 72: 3, 4.)
We feel thankful to our heavenly Father that he
has raised up these men and that he has blessed them
with his Spirit. We feel thankful for the pending
advance movement of the church. We feel thankful
for the advancement already made and being made.
We feel thankful that the Spirit may be and dwell·
with each one, giving strength, courage and ·enlightenment.
We are at a dividing of the ways. We can look
down one pathway and see darkness and destruction;
but looking the other way, we see the coming of the
kingdom of God. May his righteousness be in our
midst, and also his peace.
S. A. B.
He who won't be advised can't be helped.

BLUE PENCIL NOTES
When we get angry and "say just what we think"
we usually take a long time afterward thinking about
what we have said.
An old Chinese proverb says: "A thousand men
can make a camp but it takes a woman to make a
home." To which a great many American soldier
boys are saying, Amen.
Evidently Uncle Sam intends to be rather moderate. A certain conscript is reported to have asked
for exemption on the ground that he was a strict
vegetarian. He was told that he might be expected
to kill Germans but would not be required to eat
them.
Liberty in which there are no restrictions set
upon thought or speech or act is a dream-and it is
not desirable that it should come true.
Commenting on the recent burning of a negro in
Ohio, the Independent says, "The nation that tolerates the mob may perish by the mob."
The ambassador from Russia says that Russia
is a country of unlimited possibilities. Readers of
current history will admit that he told the truth.
But we would like now to know something about her
probabilities.
Under a despotic government most men must do
many things that they do not wish to do. But no
one n1an dare protest, because under orders from
abov.e the power of all may be usetl to crush the individual. This continues until some courageous or
desperate man who loves liberty more than life
rebels. Oth.ers follow. A rift is made. The walls
crumble. An avalanche ensues. The whole structure
falls. Chaos reigns. But out of the confusion Liberty and Order begin to erect their temple among the
debris. Such was the history of France. May such
be the histo~;y of Russia-and of Germany.
The poets have something of the spirit of prophecy. U you doubt it, after reading a newspaper
account of aerial battles in Europe, turn and read
Tennyson;s Locksley Hall. A f.evv verses from that
poem, redn<;~ed to prose form, read: "For I dipt
into the future, far as human eye could see, saw the
vision of the world, and all the wonder that would
be; saw the heavens filled with commerce, argosies
of magic sails, pilots of iJhe purple twilight, . drop~
ping down with costly bales; heard the heavens filled
with shouting, mid there rained a ghastly dew, from
the nation's airy navies grappling in the central
blue."
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We have heard much about exemption from mili- make mistakes. We may boast that we never make
tary service granted to Quakers, Adventists, and the same mistake twice. If so we have an astonishMennonites. But when the matter is examined care- ing variety of new ones. We are versatile. Our own
fully, is this exemption of any real value?· Men ftom experiences in this line should make us more charithese sects are not required to actually fire upon the table toward others. Let us remember that Jesus left
enemy, but may b~ compelled to engage in almost the courts of glory where no mistakes ever occur
any other work of the war. The distinction may be and came down to consort with men who are like us.
clear but is there any accompanying difference? The He loved them in spite of their mistakes. Can we do
man who digs a tr·ench, strings a barbed wire en- less? If we wait to love until we find men who never
tanglement, drives a motor truck laden with ammuni- make mistakes we will go to our tombs unloving and
tion or provisions, or cooks meals for .a company unloved-and the sooner the better. But after all is
contributes to the work of killing enemy soldiers. said on the subject of mistakes, it remains to add,
If we are to assume guilt as existing does it not that the most fatal and fatuous mistake of all is
rest upon him as well as upon the men who fire the made by the man who refuses to recognize and admit
bullets?
that he makes mistakes.
ELBERT A. SMITH.
Workiers in an

~rmy

are cogs in a great machine.
The immediate results
sought are dead or disabled enemy soldiers. Even if
we as a church could have won such exemption for
our young men honorably (which is another question) of what real value would it have been to them
so far as "conscientious" objections ar·e concerned?
True these other forms of work may be safer. (And
again they may not.) But exemption is granted
solely on the ground that a man wishes to save his
conscience and not on the ground that he wishes to
save his body.
·

AV contribute to the results.

SHALL WE KNOW EACH OTHER BEYOND
THE GRAVE?

This question is a prevalent source of thought
among all classes of religious believers. Perhaps
by no .other people is the question asked with more
intensity of feeling than by the Latter Day Saints.
We do not propose to attempt to answer this question
categorically or at any great length. ·However, it
seems fair to state that our belief is unmiRtakably
to tb.e effect that those who have been acquainted
with each other on the earth will renew such acquaintance and knowledge of each other·on the other
There is enough in life to render one serious. at side.
least to dispel frivolity. Every young person faces
·In confirmation of this belief we quote from the
life knowing that he will make of it either a success
words
of the Savior, Matthew 8: 11: "And I say
or a failure. None but the foolish or the insane will
unto
you,
That many shall come from the east and
go boisterously down the road to ruin. Every middle- ,
west,
and
shall sit down with Abraham, and I8aac,
aged man who has not failed or been disabled by misand!
Jacob,
in the kingdom of heaven." Also the
fortune is too busy for frivolity. Every old man
statement
made
by the Savior in reference to marlooks back with a tinge of melancholy on the dreamriage,
referring
to
those who are privileged to rise in
tinted pictures of the past. Yet despite the seriousness of life there is enough in the gospel to brighten the resurrection, tihey "are as the angels which are
it and make it happy. That is 'our· anchor in the in heaven ... I am the God of Abraham, and the God
of Isaac, and the God of Jacob. He is not the God
worst storm.
of the dead, but the God of the living." Also the
statement made by the Master: "Neither can they
God forbid that we .should speak lightly of the
die any more: for they are equal unto the angels;
real and great sorrows of life. We approach them
and· are the children of God, being the children of
with rever·ent sympathy, having both seen and felt
the resurrection ... For he is not a God of the dead,
the grief which comes with the dispensations of
but of the living: for all live unto him."
death, and the greater burden entailed by the inscru!
Of the same character is the statement made by
table providences of life .entailing years of waiting
in which hope deferred turns the heart sick. But the Master· when children were brought unto him
the gospel was not designed to deal with "trifles and the disciples rebuked those who brought them:
light as air." If so it would not be the power of "Suffer little children, and forbid them not, to come
God unto salvation. It rises to the emergency and unto me: for of such is the kingdom of heaven."
cheers the disciple under trials that in the world (See also Mark 10: 14; Luke 18: 16.)
drive men to desperation.
These testimonies are singular if they do not mean
that there shall be an interdependent knowledge of
All men make mistakes. You make mistakes. I identities and personalities in the world to come;
1

1
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for if many shall come from the east and the west
and shall sit down with Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob
in the kingdom of God, these worthies must necessarily be recognizable, or there is no value in the promise. And if little children are without sin and their
angels do always behold the face of their Father
who is in heaven, they also must retain their conscious identity and be recognized.
At the time of universal peace prophesied of by
Micah ( 4: 4) when strong nations shall be rebuked
and the Lord shall judge among many people, swords
shall be beaten into plowshares and spears into pruning hooks, the sword shall not be lifted up against
any nation and the art of war shall not be studied
nor learned, "They shall sit every man under his
vine and under his fig tree; and none shall make
them afraid: for the mouth of the Lord hath spoken
it."
At the time the Saviooc rebuked his disciples and
the children of Zebedee with their mother besought
a favor of the Savior to the effect that he should
grant that her two sons should· sit the one on his
right hand and the other on his left in his kingdom,
he answered her thus: "Ye know not what ye ask
. . . Ye shall .drink i:ndeed of my cup, and be baptized
with the baptism that I am baptized with: but to
sit on my right hand and on my left, is not mine to
give, but it shall be given· to them for whom "'it is
prepared of my Father."
The Book of Mormon tells us that the greatest gift
of God is eternal life; and the Book of Doctrine and
Covenants 6: 21 informs us that certain parties shall
dwell with Jesus in glory; and we are also informed
by Paul in 2 Thessalonians 4: 17 that those who are
caught up into the air to be with Jesus shall ever be
with him. This is confirmed in Doctrine and Covenants 85 : 27; 98: 5.
.
We conclude from all these testimonies that we
shall know each other beyond the mists of death and
in the light and life of the Lord.-SAINTS' HERALD,
vol. 51, p. 1066, 1904.

to do better within the chprch than this, and by doing
our own insuring, have the full results of our savings
go to benefit ourselves, our family, and our brethren. The letter follows:
In the recent correspondence which I submitted to you
which you published, concerning life insurance, I made the
statement that I had been told that only thirty per cent of
the premium paid to life insurance came back to the policy
holder, and that the remainder of it was consumed in managements, commission and dividend. We recall that one brother
stated that this was an untrustworthy statement.
I have before me a book entitled, Statistics of Fraternal
Societies, 1916. On page 226 I find a table giving twentyfive legal reserve companies. One column in this table shows
the percentage of death claims and ~ndowments paid in proportion to the income. I know that it will be interesting to
you and therefore I submit it:
New York Life ----------------------------------------------------------------------30 2-10
Mutual Life ----------------------------------------------------------------------------31 9-10
Northwestern Mutual ----------------------------------------------------------26 4-10
Mutual Benefit --·------------------··-------····--------····---------·------··------25 4-10
Pennsylvania Mutual -----------·----------------------------------------------29 2-10
Union Central ----------------------------------------------------------------------31 2-10
Travelers' ---------------------·-------'---------- .. ---------------------------- ______ 30 1-10
Massachusetts Mutual --------------------------------------------------------2.5 1-10
There are a number of others, one running as low as 19
3-10. This will be sufficien,t to show you that our statement
was no·t extravagant.
The average for twenty-five companies is only 32 71-100 •
The twenty-five fraternal orders show a much higher rate,
running from 41 6-10 per cent to 99 per cent, we give you a
few of them as f'ollows:
Woodman Circle _________________________________________ :______________________ ..41 6-10
Brotherhood of American Yeoman --------------------------------56 5-10
Woodman of the World ----------------------------------------: _____________ :_59 5-10
Nights of Columbus ---------------------------------------------------------.41
Brotherhood of Locomotive, Firemen and Engi,neers 57 2-10
Woodmen of the World ------------------------------------'------------------64 5-10
Independent .Order of Foresters --------------------------------------67 1-10
The average of the twenty-five companies is 71 4-10 per
cent. When you take into consideration the fact that many
fraternal orders have had to revise their rate in the last few
years, this may account f'or the high percentage of death
claims in proportion to the income, as experience has ·shown
that their rates were not high enough.
Yours sincerely, ,
JAMES F. KEIR.

CHRISTMAS GIFT CERTIFICATES
LIFE INSURANCE
A few weeks ago, Bishop J. F. Keir w:mte us on
this topic, and we published his letter in the HERALD.
Since then some of his statements have been questioned, especially that only thirty per cent of the.
premium paid to life insurance company came back
to the policy holder. We are now in receipt of a
further communication from him giving data as
set forth below, which we are sure should prove of
interest to our readers. The church is moving forward. A definite effort is being made to solve these
problems, and for us to work together in accordance
with the law of God. Certainly we should be able

Custom is a powerful influence and many times
persuades people to perpetuate a folly. The giving
of useful gifts is not folly but the giving of one
which has 'no practical utility is waste.
This war is causing us to plan economy in every
direction. Conservation is the watchword of every
hou.s.ehold. We must economize upon every necessity.
Christmas is rapidly approaching and according
to' custom we are soliloquizing about as follows:
"How much can I spend for presents this Christmas? There are so many that I would like to give
som~thing,,but I simply cannot afford to give to all
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of them. I must keep my purchases down to fifteen
dollars, but how can I? I:f I give a small present to
sister Mary's children I must give to all my other
nieces and nephews. I .do wish that thei~e was SQme
plan of getting away from this annual waste of
buying· toys and useless gifts, which to-day are and·
to-morrow are not."
We want to help you to solve this problem this
year. Every member of the church is or should be
interested in the purpose of the Christmas Offiering.
We have pledged ourselves to use it for a definite
purpose, and now you can help some one of your
friends to have something to their credit on the
Christmas Offering.
THE PLAN

Secure from your branch president or from the
Presiding Bishop a
GIFT CERTIFICATE

and send it to your friend or relative, it reads as
follows:
"I have sent to the Bishop, Benjamin R. McGuire,
a gift of money as a Christmas token from you to be
· used in caring for the poor and needy and promoting. the Lord's work. Will you accept this as my
Christmas present to you together with my wishes
for a 1Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year?"
Then detach and send to the Bishop the part which
reads: Bishop Benjamin R. McGuire, Box 125, Independence, Missouri. Inclosed please find $-------for the Christmas Offering. I am sending a gift
certificate to ________________ My name is ________________ Address
----------·-,---- The person to whom you make thil;~ gift
will then receive direct from the bishop the following
ac~nowledgm~nt.

'To _______ .. _________ .. __ .. ___________________________________________________ ..__ __
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begotten Son." What have you to give to perpetuate
the work for which he gave his life?
Yours in gospel service,
BENJAMIN R. McGUIRE.
INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI,

Box 125.

NOTES AND COMMENTS

Anonymous Articles or Letters
The editors hav·e been in receipt of a few anonymous letters recently. Some are requests for answer
to questions or attack. As a general rule we pay no
attention to anonymous communications. Evidently.
it is impossible to answer letters of that kind. You
should be sure to see that your name is signed to
your order, letter, or request.
Presiding Bishop Goes West .
We learn that Bishop McGuire expected to leave
right after Thanksgiving for a very necessary trip
to the West. He feels the imperative need of coming
in closer contact with some aspects of the work in
that part of the field. As is indicated elsewhere, he
is proceeding very carefully in the organization of
his office force, and in consideration of the grave
questions confronting the Bishopric for the solution
of our economic problems.
Holden Home
The Presidency desires to call the. attention of the
Saints to the article in last week's issue by Bishop
McGuire relative to the Holden Home. Bishop
McGuire desires that the Saints shall be fully informed as to the movement in this matter, and the
reasons therefor. We cheerfully commend his article to a careful reading.
Very sincerely yours, .
FREDERICK M. SMITH,

President.
A MERRY CHRISTMAS

•

---------------------------- ----------;---------------------------------------------

has sent us a gift as a Christmas token from you,
to be used in caring for the poor and needy and to
advance the gospel of Him whose birth we commemorate. We hope this kindness and thoughtfulness will make you happy as it has the giver.
BISHOP BENJAMIN R. McGUIRE
INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI

These certificates are printed in attractive holiday
style with two-color holly border and will carry with
them the Christmas spirit and many hearts will be
made glad by knowing that both giver and receiver
by the spirit of· sacrifice and consecration have contributed toward the purpose of the Christmas Off~r
ing.
"God so loved the world that he gave his only

American· Defense Society
Petitions are being circulated by the Iowa branch
of this society, asking for signatures to the following statements, which are to be sent to Congress at
Washington:
~hereas the security of the United States and the success
of our arms are endangered by the activities of disloyal persons and organizations within the borders of our country, we,
the citizens of the United States whose names are hereto subscribed, do hereby petition the Congress of the.United States
to en,act forthwith a law imposing punishme~t upon all persons 01:; organizations responsible for Pro-German activities,
or for the publication of public utterance of statement tendllfg
To impede or interfere with the operations or success of the
United States in war, or in recruiting or enlistment, or
To hold the Government of the United States or any of our
·allies up to ridicule or obloquy, or
To cause disloyalty or refusal of duty on the part of any
person in con;!lection with the war.
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The High Council
The general High Council of the church met at Independence on November 27 and 28. As is stated
elsewhere, they report a very profitable time, and a
marked unanimity of opinion in their work.
Lamoni Sacrament Service
The sacrament service of December 2, at Lamoni,
the last for the year 1917, was very well attended.
The priesthood well filled and even crowded the
stand. The church, including the gallery, was also
well filled, with scarcely a vacant seat in evidence.
There was an earnest, devoted spirit from the first
of the meeting. As has been so often the case the
past year, the gifts of the Spirit were manifest in
admonition to the Saints, that the deciding time has
come, and we must choose. The time has come for
the greater devotion and consecration of the people
of God. Three thus spoke in prophecy, one after
another, and one in tongues. :All four were high
priests of the church. Through the whole service
there was an earnestness of spirit, and a devotion,
which was strengthening to those who were able to
be present.
Tithing Pays
In the Tulsa Democrat for November 4, 1917, of
Tulsa, Oklahoma, there is an article about the Kerr
Glass Manufacturing Company at Sand Springs.
The feature that is especially emphasized is, that
Mr. Kerr and his son tithe carefully all of their property. "To tithe, he says, is simply to pay ten per
cent regularly of your income, wages, incre.ase or
profits to the .Lord. The Lord returns it to you with
profit and great blessings. One year's test will
prove it, and you have everything to gain by .the
triaL God lives, and his promises are sur,e. You
only pay God what you owe him." Mr. Kerr devotes
his ten per cent to missionary work abroad and the
Community Church in Sand Springs. He claims to
have been wonderfully protected from the San Francisco earthquake and fire and at other times of danger, and considers in paying tithing he is only doing
his duty. It seems that he gained the idea from the
reading of the Bible, as no church organization is
mentioned in connection with the article.
President F. M. Smith in Lamoni
Frederick M. Smith came to Lamoni on Thanksgiving Day on church business. He remained until
Sunday; when a meeting of the joint council and
many other urgent matters compelled him to leave.
In the meantime he held many important individual
conferences, concerning different aspects of the work
of the church. Elder J. A. Gillen, in immediate charge
of the work in President Smith's office in Independence, returned to his home in Omaha over

Thanksgivin'g, and for the week end. He will no
doubt return to Independence for the joint council
on Monday, December 3. Elder U. W. Greene who
has been at Independence th~ last month and over, in
connection with the work in President F. M. Smith's
office, expects to remain in Independence at least
until General Conference. We heard the rumor there
that he expected his wife to leave soon and settle in
ln~ependence for the present at least, and he has secured quarters for this purpose. Elder R. C. RusseU
came to Independence on November 24, and has
since that time been meeting with the joint council.
He is looking very much improved, and has evidently
recovered from his illness in the spring, ·and is very
glad to be able to meet once more with his brethren.
Lamoni Priesthood Meeting
On Sunday afternoon, December 2, at 2.30 one of
the largest gatherings of the priesthood of Lamoni
we have ever seen met in the upper auditorium.
President Elbert A. Smith, John F. Garver and Paul
N. Craig presided. It had been expected that President F. M. Smith would be present, but owing to urgent matters which unexpectedly arose, he was compelled to depart, leaving the matter in charge of his
brethren. President Elbert A. Smith offered a few
opening remarks, the first ti:rne he has addressed the
priesthood this year, then Elder Frederick B. Blair
was called to the stand and ordained to the office of
bishop under the hands of President Elbert A. Smith,
and Patriarch F. A. Smith. This ordination had
recently been provided for by the unanimous vote of
the standing High Council. Brother Blair's ordination should give added strength to the ·Order of
Bishops in their present deliberations. John F.
Garver, president of the Lamoni Stake then addressed the brethren at some length, following the
instructions of President F. M. Smith: He laid especial emphasis on the meetings held at Independ-"
ence of stake presidents and stake bishops on ·November 20 and 21. These meetings are proving
very valuable to the brethren having charge of'the
stake work, as they meet frequently for consultation
and exchange of opinion. · They find that they· are
making real progress. It is promoting much closer·
harmony between them and also in each stake, between the stake presidents and stake bishops. President E. A; Smith placed especial emphasis upon the
need of personal righteousness. The time is at hand
when jealOusy must not be permitted .to defeat our
purpose. Within the next few years the church will
either make or break. It is a time for cooperation,
but above all for individual-righteousness.
You cannot dream yourself into a character ; you
must hammer and forge one yourself.-Froude.
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[oRIGINAL ARTICLEs=']
must be our goal; that Zion shall be independent
some time and somewhere of everything under the
(Sermon by Bishop A. Carmichael, at Lamoni, Iowa,
celestial kingdom; and the object of this condition
August, 1917. Reported by Winsome Smith McDonald.)
is to fit us for service to humanity. Zion as we unA brother came to us this .afternoon and asked derstand it to-night, not only means a condition, but
what we would suggest with r,eference to the further it means a location. Let us get the term clearly in
development of our stake work. Hie said, alluding mind.
to myself, "I have heard you so many times in the
You heard in the lecture of Brother McDowell
past, bilking about what we are going to do, 'It is that one of the great difficulties between the teacher
time we .are doing something. Quit talking so much.' and the pupil was that they did not use a common
What have you to suggest that we do?"
language, and when we use the word Zion to-night,
standing
as instructor to you, we want you to underTHE RESPONSIBILITY
stand
what
we mean when we us,e that term. If you
We sense keenly, Saints, the fact that tQ some
have
another
comprehension of the word Zion than
extent at least the responsibility of moving out in
we
do
we
will
be at cross purposes until we underthe temporal things of the stake rests upon your
stand
alike.
So
when we use the word Zion we
stake bishopric. We thought when the brother
mean
not
only
a
condition, but a location. God's
spoke to us, that we had been trying to tell you folks
people
must
not
only
be in a certain condition of
some of the things we thought were necessary for
purity and intelligence, but they must have a locaus to do in order to accomplish the work. The presition. With this thought then let us go ahead with
dent of our church told us at our meeting in Indeour proposition.
pendence a few days ago that he would expect th,e
BASIC PRINCIPLES
stake officers to move out in a positive and aggressive
If
we
expect
to
accomplish the work of God we
way, and not come to him and ask always for details
of the work; that he expected us. to take the initia- must of course keep i~ harmony with the basic printive. So we suppose you will naturally expect from ciples that govern the work. In all progn::ssive
your sta,ke president and from your stake. bishopric movements that we expect to make we must not vio··
late certain great basic principles, but in our moving
a constructive and aggressive policy.
out there will be many details that will have to be
As we understand the proposition, the spiritual
worked out, and we will not know for a certainty
side of the matter more particularly belongs to your
whether these details are correct or not until we
stake presidency while the material or temporal
have experimented more or less. There are none of
things belong to the stake bishopric. Do not misof us so far as humanity is concerned who are infalunderstand us. Each department has the right to
lible. We are all liable to make mistakes, but we will
overlap and teach ftll of the counsel of God, but the
minimize these mistakes if we will always remember
spiritual side of the constructive work of this stake
our foun(j.ation principles. We have tried time and
belongs to your stake president mor,e particularly,
again in your hearing to tell you what these ar·e,
. while the temporal division belongs ,to the bishopric.
we do not care to rep~at them to-night. It is suffiWe hope to-night if we have the liberty of the
cient to say, we ought to know what certain fundaSpirit, to outline to' you some of the things we would
mental principles are, and intelligently move out
like to see accomplished in our stake. We know, as
along those. lines, but there are as we said before a
we have said before when we have stood in the pulfew items that must be worked out, and in working
pit that we will run counter to some of your ideas,
out these details necessarily we are going to have to
but of course we cannot forego setting a positive
uproot some of our prejudices, preconceived ideas,
program for fear it interferes with some ideas preand some of our habits of long standing.
tonceived, for if we did we would do noth1ng.
Have you noticed in to-day's paper that Mr. Hoover
OUR MARK
who has charge of the food distribut1on of the UniSomewhere in the revelations to this church in ted States, has given out certain fundamental printhe latter days there is a statement made something ciples? 1And when you read them did you think that
like· this, "Zion shall be independent. of everything possibly the body which we represent may have to
under the celestial heaven." That is a high mark, move along those lines before we can make a sucbut we cannot afford to aim at anything less; that cess of Zionic work?
WHAT IS THE BISHOPRIC DOING?
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INVENTORY AND BUDGET

We remember while attending a meeting of the
Board of Publication a few weeks ago one of the
members of the board 'suggested the idea of stewardships in the publishing department. The Board
of Publication gave the business manager of the
publishing department the privilege to work out the
stewardship plan. As one of the steps toward this,
and we want you to notice what we are trying to get
·at, the business manager of the publishing concerns
of the church made out a blank which he thoughtwhile not absolutely essential-would be a great help
to accomplish this work. This blank provided for
an inventory on one side and a yearly budget on the
other side.
Now, the Lord years ago commanded all members
of this church to lay all they had at the bishop's feet.
Don't misunderstand that expression and run away
with the thought that the bishopric expects to get 'all
you have. They do not expect that at all. The expression to lay at .the bishop's fee.t, means this in
brief: that you shall make out an inventory of your
resources and liabilities and place it before the bishopric so that the church will know your financial
standing and thus be able to correctly determine
what your tithing and surplus is. That is good
business. You cannot do business with any banking
house in this tovm or any other town, you cannot do
business with any prudent man but what they must
know your financia,l standing.
On the inventory side of this blank we have the
resources and liabilities, and on the other side we
have what we call the yearly budget. We asked the
employees of the publishing department .of the
church to state to us approximately just how much
they needed during the year for shelter, food, fuel,
clothing and incidentals. "Oh," you will say,
"Brother Carmichael, you are trying to hew too
close." Read your daily newspaper and you will find
that the State of Iowa is going to do that very thing
to a certai:Q. extent, and do you know, Saints, that this
is being done by the economic writers all over the
United States?
THE POINT OF CONTACT OF HOME ECONOMICSA BUDGET

A great deal is being said to-day about home economics. Many c;tre learning the theory of the conservation of food; learning how to save theoretically. What we need is a practical application of
the laws of home economics. This can be done in no
better way than by first giving simple lessons in diet,
cooking, and in clothing, etc.
'
To do constructive and efficacious work and really
help, a family budget should be the foundation for all
instruction. This family budget is the connecting

link between the theory of conservation of our means
and the actual conservation of the same'--the point
of contact between the theoretical and the practical.
We have a book on statistics in regard to family
budgets, of nearly three thousand families, taken
from the northern part of the United States, from
the Western .States, from the Central States, and
from the Eastern States~ so as to get approximately
a fair average, and these three thousand families
were requested to state in this yearly budget just
about how much they would need for clothing-what
they would need, not l'ttxury, but neecls. I want to
drive that home. Their neecls. And then the experiment went on during the year, these families.were
to keep tab on every expenditure for clothing, food
and educational purposes, etc.
The thought by this committee on economics was
to get this data from all over the United States so
that they could determine approximately just about
what it takes to properly clothe, feed, shelter, etc., a
family of two, three, four or five, whatever the size
may be. The data is there in the book.
Again, another society on the study of economics
tried seventy-five families, and they gathered their
data for the year 1916, after the war began. Do you
know that the presiding bishopric of this church, if
they had studied the data from these books, could
not have come nearer to their deductions as to the
amount each family should receive?
Now this committee went about it in a practical
way to determine just what it would take to clothe
properly and feed properly and take care of properly
the average family, and did it with the thought of
that family being amply supplied, and they have
made almost the same statements that are made to
this church in the revelation, that every family might
be amply supplied. But they wanted to determine
from an economic standpoint, from a practical standpoint if you please, just how much it does take to amply supply a family. They wanted to know whether
the Americans were runhing wild in luxurie,s
and extravagance. Their data has been printed and
spread abroad. Do you know that the average figures for those seventy-five families of 1916, after
the warbegan and after prices were high, was just
about almost to a cent what the presiding bishopric ·
is allowing the missionaries to-day? It seems as if
our bishopric did not make a wild guess on that.
To us there is something very remarkable in the
coincidence, if you can call it so, that out of nearly
three thousand families in one case, seventy-five in
another, that this church allows to the missionary's,
family approximately what this society found was
necessary that the families in America should have
to be amply supplied.
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How many .of you, how many of us, are ready to go
on a budget?
Bishop M. C. Fisher, if we remember correctly
the last time we met in General Conference, sho::wed ·
us a method he had of putting a check on his extravagance. He had a little book. In one column he had
"Expenditures," and under that he had "Necessary"
and "Unnecessary." He was honest to himself, and
whenever he would spend anything unnecessary he
would put it over under that column.· Well, he told)
us, it didn't take him very long to find out where
' his money was going. You try it and be honest about
it.
What we want to get at is this. The plan that God
has outlined to this church, which your bishopricthe stake bishopric, desires to see put into effect,
the plan which provides for an intelligent conservation of our resources is being enforced now by the
Gov,ernment, and it does seem the irony of fate that
the children of this generation are as wise if not
wiser than the children of light, wiser because they
have to be.
PRODUCER AND CONSUMER

One of the great questions of to-day included in
the study of economics, is the question of getting
the producer and consumer together. Have you
noticed to-day what the Government is going to do
in regard to this matter? When you req,d the daily
papers you will find ho:w the Government is going
to do this, Mr. Hoover saying to the producer-you
Saints who are producers listen, and if this is right
from the Government standpoint as a means for
carrying on war against a physical enemy, it surely
is necessary and just as essential to carry on war
with a great spiritual enemy-he says he is going to
see that the producer gets a fair profit out of his
products. I hope he will see that they do, and you
producers who arEl supplying your fellow men be·
sure that the price you ask is not exorbitant-that
your price does not exhibit the "spirit of greed" and
"speculation."
Now brethren and sisters, this thing is a practical thing, hence Mr. Hoover says he is going to see
that the American producer doesn't rob the, con.sumer by asking an exorbitant price. That is speculating. I hope he will. see to it that speculating
ceases.
Do you know by actual test what it costs to raise
a bushel of corn? It costs about sixty-eight cents
a bushel, yet they are asking two dollars and twentyfive cents for busihel. Is or is not this speculating
on people's needs?
You producers may think I am h~rd on you. Very
well, I expect as your stake bishop to see the time
when the producers of this church are as consecrated
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as they ought to be, so thoroughly consecrated to
God's way of doing business that they will not ask
an exorbitant price for the things they raise, but
they will go to work carefully, intelligently, and
efficiently so as to minimize the cost of production,
and then ask a fair profit. Remember the land is
not yours, it is God's, and you have no right to take
God's heritage and use it as a club to oppress your
br,ethren.
Mr. Hoover says the first thing he is going to do
is to see that the great variance between the cost of
producing a thing and the cost to the final consumer
is cut down, to see that the producer makes a fair
profit. That is the first step. Tihat is right, that is
the. thing to do. As a people set apart to serve our
fellow men, what right have we to exploit the laborer
because we happen to have the temporary possession
of the soil? It is owned by God and he will possess
it in the end. Notice how Mr. Hoover's statements
agree with the statements made here the other morning by your president, when he said some of these
principles had to be worked out in Zion, the time
was here to do so, and that we must be awake to
these realities. Mr. Hoover says he is going to try
to see that the people of Illinois eat Illinois wheat,
the people of Illinois eat Illinois corn, eat Illinois
meat, and he is not gqing to have unnecessary transportation of one thing from one community to the
other, and make a large expense of extra freight.
In other words there is to be cooperation. Cooperation among the Saints in adjoining counties. One
county .will determine just what to have to sell,
another determine what they will have to trade for
it, and by motor trucks and such means they will
put an end to commerce embargo. We will have to
do that also in our stakes.
The rtime i,s coming and is now when our young
men will come from the agricultural universities
and teach our farmers ihow to raise crops efficiently.

What Shall We Give This Year?
. To be sure we should not quit giving for that is a
fundamental of this latter-day work-whole-hearted
giving to God through man.
But it must be done \visely. No need of shutting
our eyes and buying the first thing offered, regardless of its appropriateness.
Select gifts with the same intellig~nce that characterizes your other activities and let them be the
helpful kind.
In this issue are a few of the many books and
publications described that are sure to be acceptable
and worth while. They are not all here, but we will
be glad to send a price list of the rest.
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The people down at Far West, our ·adjoining stake,
will cooperate with us and there will be commerce
between the two. And then to crown it all, your
· State of Iowa, through Ames, states that they ar·e
goihg to have a county agent in every county to
instruct in all lines of agriculture. Thank God for
Ames, thank God for Hoover, thank God for these
men that are showing us the real, practical conservation of our forces, and that luxury is a curse to
the nation. This is practical religion.
NEEDS AND JUST WANTS

What right have we to take that which God has
given us as a special gift and use it for our own luxury when we see humanity all about us in dire need?
Every man should have his needs and just wants.
If you need anything, then get it.' If you need a
threshing machine get it; if you need an automobile
get it, but do not get anything you don't need. That
is the statement, every man shall have according to
his needs and just wants. All your needs are just,
but your wants may not be just. A man's needs are
just, but his wants are just or unjust. What is
Ames, the State of Iowa, going to do? They are
going to send down a county agent, and he is going
to show us just where we are extravagant, he is
going to teach us home economics, if you please. We
ought to understand how to take care of what we
have, not to waste it.
When we presented the idea of an inventory and
budget hvo months ago to the employees of the publishing concerns of the church some of them almost
threw up their hands in horror. The idea of your
asking us to make out a budget of what we are
approximately going to spend in a year in clothing,
in shelter, and in food!
ORDER OF ENOCH

'I1he Saints asked the , 1Lo:rd1 for directions .for
cooperative and constructive work, several years
ago. They fasted and prayed and asked what they
must do. 'Dhe Lord told them. A man came to us
with tears in his eyes this evening and said, "What
are you going to teach this people to do?" The Lord
at that conference (1909) told this people what to
do. We do not know, but we have our doubts whether
the man that asked us that question ever joined the
Order of Enoch. He may have, we do not know.
The Lord told this people what to do. Here it is:
"It is necessary that my people organize." And how
many of you people belong to that order that the
Lord said was es-sential that there might be progress
made in his work, in your stake? The Lord said this
eight years ago, and that little order here in Lamoni
is struggling along because it ha1s not the means
to do its work, and yet people will shrug their shoulders and say, "How is the Order of Enoch? I hope

you will be a success." Hope is cheap at this price.
They say, "I do hope you fellows will succeed." So
do we hope it. Come up and see the trerusurer of the
order to-morrow, and make your hope a practical
thing by putting in his hands means to aid the needy.
The Order of .l!:noch is trying to do these things that
are absolutely essentiai that we might make progress in this church.
What are some of the things we want to do? Why,
as we said in the first place, we must each one of us,
to make progress along this work, comply with the
financial law of the church, and that law is to come
and lay your inventory before .the bishop, and be
ready to enter into your stewardship f9rmally. ·
"Oh," you say, "I cannot do that." Do you think
the Lord asks an impossibility of you? He asks you
to do it. The Lord has spoken ,to us, and it is up to
us whether we move out or not. How many of you
farmers are ready to take your stewardship? ··If not,
why not? We. cannot make a success of this work
until you are willing to comply with the law. We are
getting down to what we call the fundamentals, every
man should be a steward over .what he possesses.
And do you know what a stewardship means? It
means for you to put yourself on the same basis
as any other man that is in a stewardship. You may
talk to us all you want to, but you know that one
of the curses of the world to-day is the twofold
interpretation of the law.
TWOFOLD INTERPRETATION

You know if you go into our legislative halls you
find a class of legislators there who are trying to
make class legislation, and you know· that is the
curse of all democracy. Again, you know the curse
of the world to-day is that men have a double standard in the moral law, one for the man, and one for
the woman. You know that is the chief curse of humanity to~ day. -Put the two under the satne iuterpretation of the la:w morally and you will see society
change with :wonderful rapidity in a short while,
and that for the better. And when it comes to a
,financial question, do you want to put the poor
brother on one platform of interpretation, and the
business man on another? You will never succeed
in the wide world. iAll any brother ought to get out
of his stewardship is his needs and just wants. All
a farmer ought to get out of his farm is his needs
and just wants, and all anyone ought to get is his
needs and just wants. This applies to every man
in-the church.
WHAT TO DO

What does that mean?,
we want you farmers of
the bishopric and make
regard to your financial

It simply means this, that
this stake to come before
your statement to us in
standing, and then retain
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your stewardship, and out of that farm which is Under your expenditures put what it takes to keep up
your stewardship-recognized formally as a stew- .your needs and just wants, which includes proper
ardship of God-you should take yo"ur needs and clothing, food, shelter, fuel, etc. Not forgetting to.
jpst wants, amply supplied. There are three th!ngs keep up your farm or whatever your business is to
in this world that make a man want to save; he a hundred per cent efficiency, allowing also for proper
wants to save because he is afraid of old age, fea1· expansion or growth of your business or stewardis one of them; fear of poverty; secondly, he wants ship. Better consult with the financial authorities
to save because he loves his family, the love for his of the church when contemplating an expansion of
family prompts him to save; and' thirdly, he wants your business.
to save because of the love of money, which bring~s
Take out of your yearly incr·ease on the farm
power, or selfishness. We will never mafue a suc- your needs and just wants.
cess of this work until selfishness is eliminated. The
What are your needs and just wants? In brief,
true motive is that stated in
Book of Mormon as the Lord expects you to keep your farm up to a hunfollows:
dred per cent efficiency. He does not expect because
After ye have obtainel!l a hope in Christ ye shall obtain you are going to pay your surplus into the church
riches, if ye seek for them; and ye will seek for them, for the that some other fellow may get a start in life, that
intent to do good, to .clothe the naked, and to feed the hungry, you do not need to keep it up to a hundred per cent
~nd to liberate the captive and administer relief to the sick
efficiency.
and the affiicted.-J ob 2: 24.
A man came to us last week and said, "Brother
We should have our needs and just wants and all Carmichael, I am ready to start on the stewardship
above that should go toward~ helping our fellow men. plan," and we expect to start him. Is that progresThat is the doctrine of Jesus Christ, that is what sive enough? I<s that something definite to do?
we are trying to teach, and this stake will never pro- Do you want something definite along spiritual
gres1s until we get the producers on that basis. Are lines? Then go to your stake president and he will
you ready? Are the producers of this stake ready tell you Wlhat to. do, you ought to listen to what
for that? The United States Government is work- he says; if you want something definite along teming along that line. The incometax and excess pro- poral lines the bishopric should be able to give it to
fit tax are means employed toward that end, that you.
a man should give of his surplus. The whole world
You producers get to work under the stewardship
is recognizing that economic proposition, that
men are but stewards over what they have, and
that men could not accomplish or save what they do
only 1Jh.rough the protecting arm of society, and
soci·ety has its right to part of the gains. Now
that is true of the producer, that is the ideal condition.
In this issue we are printing a duplicate of the
new form of: general preaching notices we have just
"Tell us something to do,'' you say. We will tell
· stocked. They are a good thing for places where
you something to do. We repeat, you producers in
it is not thought advisable to get out personal
the fear of God comply with the financial law of this
notices.
church, come before the proper authorities and ask·
Of course it is not possible to incorporate all the
for 'your stewardship and you will get it. You albest features of result-getting announcements in one
ready have gotten it, you are stewards now whether
form like this, but we believe it has a number of
you will have it so or not, but come and get it forgood features. Any suggestions as to improvement
mally recognized. Receive your stewardship, and
of future editions will be gladly received and filed.
then progress as God wishes you to. As stated beWe urge care in filling in the blanks, for upon
fore, if you need an automobile in your business, g.ot
this part depends considerable of the success you
it, but if you do. not need don't get it. Confine your
will have in attracting favorable notice.
expenditures to your needs. That is drawing the line
These sell at 50 cents a hundred, postpaid, arid
pretty tight, but it must be done. Is that a comprewi.ll be available for quick delivery. Order No.
hensive program for the producer as well as the conE545, this office.
sumer? Is it a constructive .one? As you know
what to do it is your. duty to do it.
Keep an account 'of your yearly receipts and expenditur.es. Under your receipts put everytthing
Herald Publishing House, lamoni, Iowa
obtained from sales off your farm, or salary of any
kind, or any property received with value of same.
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pian, every one of you, for your line of work is the
basis of all wealth. You men that are in the manu,facturing busines!S, you :in the commercial lines,
you who are professional men, every one of you,
get under the stewardship plan. Is that progressive enough, definite enough? What more definite
thing do you want? That is the ideal as your stake
bishopric understands it. That is the ideal that we
have for this stake, that every man must recognize
that he is a steward, and som,etl.me, somewhere, you
will have to answer for it. Why not recognize this
fact now and move out in the fear of God, and he
will bless you when you do this. That is true if
this people expects to be upheld by God, ~nd it will
come,_ when every man instead of having his own
private account in the bank-we do not mean that we
should not have any private account in the bank,
there should be-but we haven't time to dwell fully
on that. We do not mean to say that you farmers or
men in business should uot have any working capital,
you must hnve your working capital as pa.rt of your
needs. Carry as much working capital on hand as
is necessary. To have proper credit to pay as we
ought to pay, we have to carry three or four thousand dollars in the bank as a working capital for the
Herald Office. I would not put that into the surplus
· because we need that as a working capital. It should.
be understood that a working capital is not a part of
a man's surplus. So don't get the idea you should
have nothing to run your business on.
If that is true of the producer, then let us go a
little further. Is it true of the home?
HOME ECONOMICS

The Lord has spoken to us in regard to clothing,
that the ornamentation be of our own hands. How
many of our sisters are doing that? How many are
willing? The women in this church ought to know
how to make their own dresses, and that is what the
State of Iowa is going to do, send instructors around
in this country to teach the women to make their
own dresses. Home economics will be taught these
girls and women.
In this budget we spoke of we asked the employees
of the publishing department if they were willing
to take a course in home economics, how to make
dresses, how to make hats, how to cook, etc. We
would save a lot of money if our wives knew how to·
make their own dresses, hats, and would conserve in
our food. I do not mean by that they need to wear
dowdy hats or outlandish clothing. We believe that
this unnecessary expense is wrong. Don't you? You
must know that it is wrong. Then why doyou do
it? All around us is suffering humanity. Men and
women in need, dire distress. We must learn how
+.o economize. Dress becomingly, not conspicuously.

.We do not say that it is always the most economical
for our sister~ to do their own sewing, etc. Wisdom
should govern. Circumstances may be such that it
would be better to hire it done, but we do believe
that every girl should be taught how to do these
things if necessary. We must learn to eliminate our
expensive living. We must cut out these luxuries.
We must live just as God wants us to live, with our
needs and wants amply supplied.
What does it mean? that Zion is going to be independent. We must begin to work like, say, Marshall Field & Company of Chicago. If we are informed correctly they own their own land in the
South where they raise cotton, have their own mills,
their own manufacturing plant. They control the
cotton from the time it is planted to the time it is a
finished product sold over the counter. Marshall
Field & Cornpany know how to cut out unnecessary
middlemen. 'rhis church has got to do that if they
expect to be independent. We are going to have men
of intelligence come to. us. Zion can only be redeemed by intelligence. By the aid of men who know
the proper use of materials at our hands. By a
cooperation of all our energies. By team work, if
you please. Some of our people will raise the sheep.
Others manufacture the cloth out of the wool, and
the finished product be distributed. over the counter
of our st.orehouse. Zion shall be independent of
everything under the celestial heaven. Of course
we cannot do 'it at once, but that is the comprehensive program that lies before us. We must be selfcontained; That is the object, the primary object of
the constructive work as outlined by the law of temporalities as we understand it.
THE STOREHOUSE

Up to date we have started a couple of storehouses,.
one here at Lamoni, and one at Independence, Missouri. Bishop McGuire is also preparing a large
building for a general storehouse.
We expect in due time to be able to purchase the
majority if not all of our necessities of manufactured
articles from manufactories owned by our own people. These people engaged in this business of manufacturing will be on the stewardship plan, and will
not try tq obtain an unfair profit, consequently the
storehouse can distribute the finished product
·at a
I
just and ~air profit.
By means of the storehouse all unnecessary middlemen will be eliminated. In place of being a parasite
on the consumer the unnecessary middleman will
finally adjust himself to the new order of things.
and become a producer.
At the present time we have to pay double and
triple tribute to selfishness incarnate. This should'
not be.
·
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We have been warned against speculating. Let
us heed the warning.
The establishing of storehouses is part of our
constructive pr5gram.
What else cai1 we do? We ask this people to move
in and occupy just as God intended them to occupy
and organize as our Lord and Master .told us to
organize. The farmers have their land, we all have
the means to do with, the only thing is to move out
and do it. As we said before, it seems to us that as
a people we ought to see the handwriting on the wall;
w~ ought to see that the plan that God has outlined
is now being enforced approximately by this Government, and that from the time an article is raised
until it is finally used this ·Government is going to
see that men and women are not undersupplied,
nor overcharged, a necessity arising out of our war
condition. Such a movement under ordinary circumstances is fraught vvith danger, but it now becomes a real necessity-a war necessity. The
German Government is an example of this danger.
America, including Latter Day Saints, have had such
an exaggerated idea of democracy that they have
swerved too ·far toward individual rights. The
powerful German nation moves like a clock .because
so many of its people are engaged by the Government. So .much of its activities, commercially and
spiritually, are centralized by the Government. Her
people lbok to their Gove.rnment to such an extent
that they are controlled as one great solid machine,
a dangerous condition in which to find fallible humanity-too much paternalism. The United States
has swerved too much the other way. We do not
want that in the kingdom of God, we do not want
men to do these things because the Government says
to do them, but we want them to do it because they
know them to be right. First of all, says Paul, have ·
a willing mind. This work can be accomplished
only along the lines of freedom, volition, if you
please. The program is before us.. As the Lord has
told us, we can move in and occupy or we can reject.
We are here to state to-night that we hope and
expect this stake to organize more fully. We expect
it to be in the condition God wishes it; in the condition that the people who are looking towards this.
stake expect to see it, who are asking, "What are
you doing down there, what progress are you making?" who are watching and· waiting and praying
that they may be able to gather here. The hope of
the church for years has been to have a place of
refuge for this people, and to accomplish this we
have rto organize along the lines God has given.
That the kingdom of heaven may be built up there
must be close cooperation between those not only on
the farm, but also in our manufactories. In fact,
team work by the whole church.

OUR LAUNDRY

As an example of what we expect to do as soon as
we are able we cite you to our expected laundry.
We have found two qualified members who are
willing to enter this business on the stewardship
plan. We emphasize the word qualified. You remember the Lord told us to send. up qualified men to
Zion. It is going to take something else besides
prayers to redeem Zion. Let us never forget that
with prayers must go intelligent workers,. active
workers, qualified workers.
These brethren expect to demonstrate that the
laundry business can be run in harmony with the
law of stewardships-that out of the proceeds of the
business they will get their needs and just wants
and the balance will be turned into the common
treasurer as tithing and surplus. It will not go into.
any bank and pile up to their credit.
This surplus will be used to help other worthy
members.
These brethren will be so working not because·
they have to but because they love to-with them

raft
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What department of Uncle ,sam's Army will you
enter? Have you prepared yourself for some special
line of service, or will you be a private i1n the ranks?
Will your salary as private satisfy you; will it support you and the dear ones at home'? Will your ambitions for advancement be satisfied? Would you
not prefer to enter a department of the service
which not only needs you most; but also offers all the
opportunities you desire? Then

Learn Wireless
The Man Behind the Key is equally as important
as the man behi1nd the gun, as well as the mali in
the trench. His work is far more pleasant and instructive. His salary is much greater. His surroundings are much more conducive to his finer
nature. He has better chances for ,advancement.
Graceland-your college-has opened this new department at the request of the Governme,nt, and to
serve you. The Government and Merchant Marine
need thousands of trained radio operators right now;
the demand far exceeds the supply. Salaries are
high. Opportunities for advancement are unlimited.
The work is most fascinating a;nd instructive. Decide now, and send for booklet describing courses.
Tuition and expenses low. Course can be completed
in four and one half months. Write to-day addressing

Radio-telegraph Department
Graceland College
Lamoni, Iowa
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right is might. It will not be as the world puts i t "The good old rule, the simple plan:
Keep all you get-get all you can,"

bl.lt "in all things what ye would that men should do
to you do ye even so unto them" will be the governing thought.
The title to this laundry will eventually be in the
name of these two brethl'en as stewards if they continue to operate it. The church has no idea of trying to run all the different business enterprises.
This will be left to individual effort or in some cases
to the cooperative efforts of two or more individuals.
This will insure the proper development of our individuality, this individuality being properly gov. erned and controlled by the fact that all such efforts
will be made under the dynamic of "service to our
fellow man."
The success of these enterprises will largely depend on the Saints' attitude towards them, whether
they patronize them or not. Is this constructive or
not? "Judge ye this day."
·
I hope I have said something to cause you to think,
and hope it will help some of you.

THE CHOIR, FROM THE CHOIR LOFT
(Paper read at the choir institute session, at the General
Conference of 1916, at Independence, Missouri.)

"Should the consecrat~on of the individual choir
member equal that of the choir leader?''
As I understand it, I am to deal with this topic
from the standpoint of the "choir loft" and not from
the director's standpoint Iior from the standpoint of
the congregation. ''Should the consecration of the
individual choir member equal that of the choir
leader?" This is the question at real issue.
·
What is the choir? It is a necessary adjunct to
the work of the church, which is the instrument of
the Lord by which he is to make the best out of men
and women. Logically, therefore, the question arises
in the minds of those who are interested in the work
of the church, should choir members be as wholly
consecrated to the choir work as the director?
Our answer ·would be that not only the director
but all the choir members should be wholly consecrated to ,the work of the church. The choir being
part of the church, should give consecrated service
through its members the same as men give consecrated service in any other line of church work.
Choir members 1should be as interested in making their part of the service a success as shou.ld any
other participants. It should be remembered that
choir service is a part of the service; not all. Choir
members sho~ld see to it that their part is performed

in such a way that the balance of the service is not
detracted from but made better.· They should be
consecrated to the whole service and not to the singing only.
This raises another question: S.hould choir members be required to make their interest in that part
of the church service first? Shall we require members to attend choir practices and choir renderings
to the exclusion of other work in the church? or
shall we admit persons to membership knowing that
·they have other obligations, who when there is a
conflict of dates, will give preference to their other
work?
To some of us this latter question should be answered in the affirmative; for, though some have
other duties which they consider the work of their
calling, they may assist in the choir work. But this
in no sense is a license for a lack of consecration to
the musical line when they are in attendance, and it
is not an excuse, behind which too many apparently
hide, and fail to make the best of their opportunities
for better choir servic.e. Everyone should be so
thoroughly interested in and consecrated to the work
of the church that he will be willing to make every
sacrifice necessary to give the best possible to the
church.
Choir members who expect to make useful serv-'
ants to the chu:r:ch should not expect to becom~ such
without being "blue penciled." The best f:r:iend any
choir membe:r: has is the director who is fearless
enough to call attention to e:r:rors made. The hop.of the church, so far as :r:elates to choir work, lies in
those who a:r:e willing to be taught and who are willing to tty to learn by being corrected by their leaders or directors. If members are so efficient that ·
they are beyond the reach of the blue pencil of the
director, the choir is fortunate; such are few. And
the choir is unfor,tunate in having for members (if
such they have, and they usually have them) those
who are so constituted that when their errors and
extravagances are brought to their notice they
either sit back on their dignity ( ?) and half-heartedly sing their parts or leave the choir for the balance of the p:r:actice, or )Jecome conspicuous by their
absence for innume:r:able times, because they "don't
like the director's methods."
Attendance is no more compulsory than baptism.
If you do not want to comply with that ordinance
you do not have to. But you have to ·take the consequences of trifling with your duty if once you have
underst0od it, and no one can afford that. No
philosopher would be insane enough to hope for the
:r:eward in his ideal, if he did not consecrate himself ,to the working out of his purposes. And choir
. members cannot hope to see the church equipped
with .excellent choirs unless they are consecrated to
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the work of their calling, any more than we can hope
to have efficient leaders in the church from those
people who have trifled with their consciences all
the days of their youths, by doing everything" but
their plal.n, unvarnished duties. Many able and
talented members are outdone by others less gifted,
because the latter ones apply themselves conscientiously to their work.
Ther·e is one observation which is all too easily
made. It concerns the common practice of quite a
number who desert the leader during the long, hard
grind during the •periods when there is nothing
special to prepare for; and when the regular work
. of the church needs the choir as much or more than
at the specials. But they drop in at the first sign
of something special and practice until it is over and
are gone again. This is not consecrated, devoted
service-the kind that makes for permanent growth.
Another cla$S may be found who drop into this
work believing there is some short cut to musical
prominence. They attend well for a few weeks or ·
months, and then, seeing there· is something more
to the statement, "Let those who have the gift to
sing take upon them, the burden and care," than the
mere passive attention, they drop off by degrees and
finally are heard saying, "there is nothing to it.".
And tliere isn't for that kind of people. "Take upon
themselves the burden," and "cutivate the gifts of
music and of song." Assume the burden and cultivate the gift: that means something. The future
church choir success is with those who are willing
to work for· it.
Choir members, how would you like a leader who
comes late, trifles when present, and withal is very
irregular in attendance? Too often that is what you
put up to your director.
Is it true that the more talented the members, the
more trouble they give? Some not especially gifted
realize that if they are to accomplish anything it
must be by making the most of everything there is
in them and working with all their forces to learn
the meaning of art; but those really gifted by nature
sit back in the easy confidence that all things will.be
added to them without struggle. or effort on their
part. Inspiration does not come made to order,
and cannot be forced into members by the director
any more than the man who baptizes you can give
you the spirit of this great cause in which we are
working. We must get it; and to get it and hold it
requires real, live, active, earnest, consecrated effort.
G;hoir members, have you answered these questions: Have I a purpose in giving so much time to
the choir? have I an ideal? what do I attend choir
services for? is it to show myself or is it to make
some one else feel the spirit and power that wells up
in me through this artful charm-singing? Am I
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Don't
Expect
the
School
To Do
It

All
What is your child learning at home?
Does he have the proper opportunity to
gain a knowledge of the lat.ter-day work?
Are you doing all you can to provide. the
necessary literature for his spiritual education?
See that your children have the things
that not only entertain, but build character
and character-forming habits.
Do it, even if it means the sacrifice of
something else.
Children may not appreciate the same
things you do, therefore get something suitable for his age. Picked at random, here are
some they will like:
Autumn Leaves-A bright and interesting
monthly magazine for the youth of the church.
Twelve teemingly full numbers for only a dollar.
Stepping Stones-Are there any boys and girls in
the church who do not have this indispensab'e
weekly, edited especially for them? Fifty cents
brings it 52 times.
Zion's Hope-Comes weekly for the small children who will read and reread it, gaining early from
it the· essential. love for God and his children. 30
cents a year.
The Indian Maiden-A throbbingly interesting
temperance story which will fortify the young mind
with a knowledge of the evils of dri,nk he will never
forget. No. 363, cloth binding, postpaid ------------$.60
Sadie and Her Pets-All children like pets and
they will get much inspiration from this little book
written especially for them. No. 367, cloth, postpaid ----------------------------------------------·-------------------------------$.60
Joan of Arc-A great story simply told by Marietta Walker. No. 370, cloth, postpaid ------------------$.60

HERALD PUBLISHING HOUSE
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artificial or am I in it heart and soul? You can an- of President Wilson, must needs insist that the deswer these questions in a way that may fool the struction of the Prussian ideal must be followed by
.whole world including yourself, but you cannot fool the establishment and maintenance of the integrity
God.
of the lesser nations.
,Any so-called secret of success which ignores the
The other fact that is bound up inevitably with the
moral foundation is either superficial or unsafe, or declaration of the British Cabinet as made by Mr.
both. Cleverness without morality deceives most Balfour is that it is to. be taken for granted that opthe ones who practice it. This involves our conduct position to Zionism is ended. Whatever some Jews
in the choir loft during services; and it requires that may heretofore h·ave thought and said about the
we give ourselves to the entire services-the body Zionist hope, they face a fact which cannot be conof the work of which the choir is but an arm. To troverted nor annulled, I for my part believe that
have the letter without the spirit makes machines not only the great masses of Jewry throughout the
of men, and to have any spirit but the best is to miss world look upon these days as the beginning of a
something in the measure of success. Craftiness is new, and perhaps the happiest, epoch in Jewish
not wisdom; but very generally an ignorant substi- history, but that even those who could not up to this
tute for sound morals. Nothing can ever take the time be pursuaded of the practicability of Zionist
place of honesty, sincerity, a pure mind and a true plans will be ready as Jews and Americans, alike, to
heart. The moral standard of the choir should be assent to the unanswerable argument of a fact.
high-on a plain with that of the preacher. Without · The doors of the Zionist organization have never
jt there is insufficient coordination. The real secret been shut even to those who kept themselves outside
of success is to think right, to do right, to live right: of the Zionist organization. If anything, the doors
and then we can sing right and with the Spirit.
are to be wider open than ever before. It is our
MARK H. SIEGFRIED.
business to forget who was or was not a Zionist or
an anti-Zionist before this time. The time is come
~ to put away the memory of difference and division
\
OF GENERAL INTEREST
}} in the past and to welcome the service and helpful.""======>=============.,/' ness of every Jew who recognizes that this is the
hour of Jewish destiny.
THE GREAT DAY FOR ISRAEL
TIME FOR REAL SERVICE
It has come to pass-the day long wished for in
One word of warning to the Jewish people needs
its momentous and farthest-reaching consequento be spoken. However important may be Mr. Balces to Israel and the world. Zionism was. Zion is
four's declaration on behalf of Great Britain, nothabout to be. The declaration of the Right Honoring more than the first step has been taken. We
able Arthur James Balfour on behalf of the British
have done no more than pass out of the realm of
Government has transferred Zionism from the field
hope into the field of possibility. This is the hour
of national aspirations to the realm of political fact.
that will test the soul of the Jew. They who have
Not :in centuries has .any word be·en spoken of
shared the dream of their people must now serve as
equally vital consequence to the well-being of IsraeL
they have never served before, and they who up to
The British Government, true to a policy of two
this time have held aloof wiill find fullest opportu'hundred years of sympathy with and friendship for nity for high and devoted service. The immediate
the Jew, leads the way in indicating to its allies and task is greatly to augment the number of members
to the world that the day has come for the estab- of the Zionist organization of America. Every'
lishment in Palestine of a national home for the. American .Jew ought to become an enrolled and
. Jewish people and that it will use its best endeavors shekel-paying Zionist. This is the prime duty of the
to facilitate the achievement of this object.
hour.
ITS LARGE SIGNIFICANCE
May not we who have borne the burden of the day
Two things may be assumed on the basis of the in expressing our joy an:: gratitude call to mind the
historic utterance of the British Minister of Foreign wisdomand statesmanship of our leaders, who, alike
Affairs, the one that Britain is not acting alone. H in England and America, have made possible the
is not for us to predicate that England has spoken coming of the great day-Justice Brandeis, loved
and acted in concert with her allies, but we are just- and honored leader of Zionists in our own land, and
ified in believing that England, ever working in Dr. Chaim Weitzmann, of England, who has carried
closest cooperation with her allies in the war, will in the infinitely difficult and delicate negotiations with
the day of peace find herself not only supported. by the British Government to the pohit of glorious
France and Italy but above all by the American triumph. The privilege it has been of my associates
Government and people, which, "\lnder the leadership and myself of the Provisional Committee and allied

r
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Zionist organizations to hold up the hands of our
leaders.
The greatest and heaviest of tasks yet lies before
us. We summon every Jew in America to the post
of service and of honor-under the Zionist fiag.Doctor Stephen S. Wise, in The Ame1·ican Hebrew,
November 27, 1917.
JEWISH PEOPLE WILL RESPOND

The British declaration will be received by all the
.Jews, and not only by Zionists, as an historic event
fraught with great significance for the future of the
Jewish people. Our destiny is involved in how we
react to the declaration. The Zionist movement
;aims not only at national recognition and opportunity, but also to lift up the Jewish people to the
height of national idealism. The British declaration
gives us the national recognition we were striving
for. Clearly and unmistakably it implies that the
British Government appreciates the national capacities of the Jewish people and therefore recognizes
the right of that nationality to a place among the
nations of the world.
But no power on earth can give to the Jewish
people anything which it is incapable of taking advantage of. No power on earth can give a people
strength of character and willingness t.o sacrifice.
That must be supplied by the living generation of
Jews. Will the Jews of to-day be worthy of the generation in which they ar~ living? Will they rise to
the occasion?
We have no fears for the Zionists. They may be,
at the beginning, a little bewildered by the grave
responsibility which devolves upon them, but we
have faith in their courage and their loyalty~ We
know that the word of liberation will find them prepared. They have labored so long, without reward,
for Zionist ideals, in spite of. obstacles and with only
small things to show for their work, that they may
be trusted now to be equal to the occasion, and to be
prepared to make larger sacrifices, in or(ier that all
of their idealist strivings may be fully realized.
But the Zionists themselves, that is, the Zionists
who are now enrolled in the Zionist organizationare not, numerically or economically, strong enough
to carry the burden. They will be compelled to call
upon all Jews to join the ranks and to cooperate in
the work. It is the whole body of the Jewish people outside of the ·Zionist ranks .at present who
awake doubts. For a generation the Zionist organization has been pounding the Jewish people with
theories, with sentiments, and ·with achievements.
It has been unable. to goad them or persuade them
into becoming partners in the work of redemption.
,-They have even struggled against us. Only grudg-
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During the Long Winter
Evenings
Resolve that your time shall be spent in
reading and studying some of the church
· books you have long hoped to read.
You'll be surprised at how much you have
been missing if you haven't read the following books:
Young People's History-By Vida E. Smith.
While it is written primarily for young folks, none
of us are too old to enjoy reading it again and again.
No. 126, cloth, postpaid ------------------------------------------$1.00
Beatrice Witherspoon-By Emma Burton.
A
story of the life of an active missionary's wife, who
traveled much with her husband not only on this
continent, but in the islands of the sea and to Australia. I1nspires faith and gives courage.
No. 360, cloth, postpaid __________________________ ,,. ___________ $1.30
The Mormon Girl-By Pauline Dykes. A story of
romance and intrigue among the Mormons in Salt
Lake City, showing some of· the perniciousness of
plural marriage and the dominance of true love.
'
No. 371, cloth, postpaid ------------------------------------------$1.00
Peter Bosten~By John Preston. In it a young
~an strives to comprehe1nd the spirit of this work yet
would resist it. Is finally converted. Has church
characters you will know.
No. 374, cloth, postpaid ----------------------------------------$1.00
Memoirs of W. W. Blair-One of the most influential men of the Reorganization and the story of
his· life is largely the story of the early days of the
Reorganization. Valuable for its historical data as
well as its spiritual concept.
No. 236, cloth, postpaid--------------------------------------------$ .75
With the Church in an Early Day-By Marietta
Walker. The development of the church in story
form. Sister Walker has put her life into the book
but you forget that in the spiritual concept of the
work.
No. 375, cloth ------------------------------------------------------------$1.00
Book of Mormon Talks. By "Orion" (H. 0.
. Srnith) who understands the minds of boys and girls.
The Hook of Mormon story briefly and simply tMd
in conversational form~ You and the children, will
enjoy the simplicity of the story, and remember the
teachings thereof.
No. 365, cloth ----------------------------------------------------------$ .60

Herald Publishing House
LAMONI, lOWA
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ingly have they given approval of achievements,
and have sturdily refrained from lending a helping
hand. The question is, will they now throw away
their prejudices, and with a generous spirit join·
with us in the tremendous work that now looms
before us?
Those who have faith in the Jewish people believe
that the Jewish people will respond; the Zionist
organization has always had faith in the power of
the Zionist ideal ultimately to bring the Jewish people to appreciate the value of its program. Now
that the door of opportunity has been opened, and
all the world may see what there is before us, we,
for ourselves, have no doubt that the Jewish people
will be found equal to the historic task. It is the
duty of the Zionists, however, relentlessly to pursue
the members of the Jewish people who still hold
aloof. Day in and day out the work of conversion
must go on. That is our present huge task-to
bring the Jewish people into the Zionist organization,
and to make of them enthusiastic co-workers in the
redemption of IsraeL-Louis Lipsky, in The American Hebrew, for November 23, 1917.
AN OFFICIAL CALL FOR RESPONSE TO
WAR RISK INSURANCE

To the Officers and Enlisted Men and Women of the
Army and Navy of the United States and their
Relatives:
The Secretary of the Treasury, through the Bureau of War Risk Insurance, has been charged with
the administration of ·the War Insurance Law enacted by the Congress as a measure of justice to the
men and women who have been called to give their
lives, if need be, in the service of their country.
I wish to acquaint you with the benefits and privileges which your Government has placed at your
disposal. It is essential that you and your families
at home should know. of your and ·their rights under
this law in order that full advantage may be taken
of them.
To care for the wife and children of the enlisted
man during his service, the War Insurance Law
compels him to contribute up to one-half of his pay
for their support. The Government, on application,
will generously add to this an allowance of from $5
to $50 a month, according to the size of the family.
Moreover, if the enlisted man will make some further provision himself · for a dependent parent,
brother, sister, or grandchild, they may be included
in the Government allowance.
I:f, as a result of injuries incurred or disease contracted in the line of duty, an officer or enlisted man
or an Army or Navy nurse should be disabled, pro-

vision is made for compensation of from $30 to $100
a month to him and, should he die, compensation of
from $20 to $75 a month will be paid to his wife, his
child,.or his widowed mother.
In order, however, fully to protect each person
and family, Congress has made it possi~le for every
soldier, sailor, and nurse to obtain life and totaldisability insurance. This insurance applies to injuries received while he or she is in the service or after
he or she shall have left it.
Exposure to the extra dangers of war makes the
cost of life insurance in private life insurance companies prohibitive. It was, therefore, a plain duty
and obligation for the Government to· assume the
risk of insuring hundreds of thousands of our sol(iiers artd sailors who are making 'the supreme sacrifice. Under this law, every soldier and sailor and
nurse, commissioned and enlisted, and of any age,
has. the right, between now and February 12, 1918,
to take out life and total-disability: insurance up to
$10,000 at very low cost, with the Government without medical examination. This right is purely
optional. The soldiers and sailors are not compelled
to take insurance, but if they desire to exercise
the right, they must do so before the 12th of Febru.ary, 1918. The cost ranges from 65 cents monthly,
at the age of 21, to $1.20 monthly, at the age of 51,
for each $1,000 of insurance. This is a small charge
. on a man's pay-small in proportion· to the benefits
it may bring. The premiums will be deducted from
his pay, if he desires, thus eliminating trouble on his
part.
To provide adequate protection until February 12,
1918, during the period when the soldiers and sailors
are learning the details of this law, the Government
automatically insures each. man and woman, commissioned or enlisted in the military service of the
United States. It pays the man $25 a month during
total permanent disability; if he dies within 20 years,
it pa~s the rest of 240 monthly installments of $25
each ·to his wife, child, or widowed mother.
I desire to call .the provisions of this just and generous law to the attention of our officers and enlisted
men and women so that they may not be deprived of
their rights through lack of knowledge. Full information may be obtained from the Bureau of War
Risk Insurance of the Treasury Department, Washington, D. C. I earnestly urge that the officers of
the Army and Navy give to the men under their
command all possible aid in helping them to understand fully the benefits that this insurance may
bring to their families and the small cost at which
. it may be obtained.
This is the greatest measure oi protection ever
offered to its figPting forces by any nation in the
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histery of the world. It is not oharity; it is simply
justice t~ the enlisted men and women and to their
loved ones at home, and each and every one of th~m
should promptly take the benefits of this great-law.
W. G. ~IcADoo,
Secretary of the Treasur'!f.
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Gog and Magog to the Fray
We are living, we are dwelling
In a grand 8<nd awful time, . ·
In an age on ages telling
To be living is sublime.
Hark! the waking up of nations, ·
Gog and Magog to the fray;
Hark! what soundeth is Creation's
Groaning for its latter day.
Will ye play or will ye dally
With your music, with your wine?
Up! it is Johovah's rally!
God's own arm hath need of th~ne.
Hark, the onset! will ye fold your
Faithless arms in lazy lock?
Up, oh up, thou drowsy soldier!
Worlds are charging to the shock.
Worlds are charging-heaven beholding;
Thou hast but an hour to fight;
Now the :blazon'd cross unfolding,
On, right onward, for. the right! '
What! still hug thy dreamy slumbers?
'Tis not time for idling play;
Wreaths, and dance, and poet numbers,
Flout them; we must work to-day!
Fear not! spurn the worldling's laughter;
Thine ambition-trample thou!
Thou shalt find a long Hereafter,
To be more than tempts thee now.
Oh! let all the soul within you,
For the truth's sake, go abroad!
Strike! let every nerve and sinew
Tell on ages-tl')ll for God.
-Council Bluffs Nonpariel, from an unknown autl:wr.

The Battle Cry Has Sounded
"Yes," the battle cry has sounded,
In the Nation of the free
Calling for our gallant manhood
To tespo,nd across the sea,
And there defend the Stars and Stripes
And our rights to "liberty."
We are proud of our' young soldiers
As we cheer them on their way,
Who is that so gently weeping?
It is a mother old and gray.
Oh, so many dear' old mothers
Left alone at home to-day.

"In the Shelter of the Little
Brown Cottage"
By Estella Wight

Author of "A Vineyard Story,"
"His First Venture," etc.
Those who are reading "A vineyard story," now
run,ning in the Autumn Leaves should be sure to
read the book that precedes it-In the Shelter of the
Little Brown Cottage.
One can hardly appl'eciate the one without the
other, the present story being a sequel of this book.
In addition to being straightforwardly interesting,
the story brings out in the lives of the characters
all the gospel principles in such a way that a member's faith is strengthened, and those who are not
_members will gain a. comprehensive insight into our
teachings.
A logical present for any member of the family.
In decorated binding-an ornament to any bookshelf
and nicelY illustrated.
No. 373, price postpaid --------------------------------------------$1.2·5

BY THE SAME AUTHOR:
His First Venture and the Sequel. A fine book for
the boys and girls. No. 369, cloth ............ $.60

HERALD PUBLISHING HOUSE
Lamoni, Iowa
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She has given to her country
Just the greatest gift in life,
We doff our hats unto our "women,"
Be they mother, sister, wife.
And we don't forget the sweetheart;
That has pledged to him her life.
May God protect the soldier boy,
In trenches far away;
It is a mother's brief request
As she kneels each day to pray.
So her heart is always with him
In this quiet, faithful way.
And if a silent, salty tear
Down his furrowed cheek should· trace
It's in honor of the folks at home,
It is surely no disgrace;
When the order, "charge," is sounded
He will occupy his place.
Many hearts at home will shudder
Many heads be bowed in grief, ·
Many rosy cheeks change color
Like a faded "autumn leaf,"
But their prayers will ever be,
Honor, health, and "victory."
Whe,n this world-wide war is over,
When the cannons .cease their roar,
When our boys come streaming homeward,
We will welcome them galore.
Weak and weary, worn or wounded,
We will part with them no more.
Our dear old flag must be respected,
We protect it with our life,
And for those who are now sleeping,
In those mounds across the sea,
We can only ask for blessing
As we humbly be,nd the knee.
GLASGOW, MONTANA.

HARRY

E.

SYKES.

WOMAN'S AUXILIARY

is quite commendable. Ma.ny locals were ready after hearing
the general plans to unite all of the Woman's Auxiliary
work on one day of the week, and make of it a great schoola training for Service with a capital S·!
'
One more thii-lg there was that pleased us very much; the
men all over the church are eager to learn our plans, and
generous in their praise of om' work as adva;nced. They are
heartily indorsing the work and fostering it as has never
been done before. We must have their support and fostering
care, if we are to make a solid growth at this time. Everywhere they came out to hear the work explained, and gave
way where other meetings had been planned; and whe:n they
had heard it explained they gave it their heartiest indorsement. Many new organizations were formed, we found our
girls all over are ready for the Oriole work, and happy when
we formed their circles and united them by organizatio;n.
We came to love every one of them, and hope that the work
that has been started will develop our girls while they are
young, and make them true servants of the Master.
We have never understood the nee9 and value of a personal
touch with our women, as we understand, i.t now, for we
fou,nd that our work is but little understood away from the
central places. We found too that our people need the Edu~
cational, and Home and Child Welfare work that the Woman's
Auxiliary offers, in order to be ready to help in the redeeming
of Zion.
On this trip we made seventeen stops, attending one confere,nce, organized one district and many locals.
We found as we journeyed along from place to place, the
need of the Holy Spirit in the work; as we entered each new
cl;mrch door we as'(i:ed for help that we might be able to meet
the need of that particular place. There came to us, as a
result,- an irisight into things as they were and a growing
desire to help each woman find_ her place in our work. Some
of our natural ~blU!ntness and harshness fell away like a soiled
garment and there was left only a desire to render service
and be a humbl~ worker among our women.
Perhaps this is the first time in the history of the church
that a woman has gone out to introduce the work from: place
to place dependent entirely on the Saints for railroad fare
and care such as was give,n us on this trip. Again we wish
to thank all who contributed to our wants; and we pray that
the work that was started or strengthened in the places
visited, ma:y: grow and develop as never before and be of
great benefit to all. What shall the harvest be?
LULA M. SANDY.

Edited by AUDENTIA ANDERSON, 2009 Locust St., Omaha, Nebr.

From Our Auxiliary President

The Vital Influence of Child Training

Home again! What comfort we get from the word! After
four weeks of traveling through Iowa, Illinois, Michigan and
Northern Indiana we are back at our desk trying to catch up
on the mail. If we were to try to tell you of the kindness of
the Saints to us as we worked among them those four weeks
it would take all of our space, so dare not undertake it; but
instead will say, "God bless all the kind-hearted Qnes who
cared for our comfort; we shall not forget it."
The Woman's Auxiliary work 'as advanced was well received everywhere. We found the women eager for the new
pla.ns and policies laid down by the general officers, and
anxious to conform with the plans advanced along educa"
tiona! lines. We found them willing, too, to cooperate and
coordinate their work under the district and local church
officers-the men in charge of the work-which is well.
The Relief and Servi.ce work as advanced seemed to meet
the approval of all and there is growing among our women
a great desire to he of help in caring for our own. poor. This

(Read .before the Northern California District Sunday
School convention August 23, 1917.)
Solomo.n, the most renowned sage of all times, says in one
of his famous proverbs, "Train up· a child in .the way he
should go; and when he is old he will not depart from it."
(Proverbs 22: 6.)
No profound student of the subdect of child training but
what' recognizes the ·truth of this ancient proverb: knows
that every experience of childhood puts its mark indelibly
upon the brain and miitld of the individual. A child regards
as true whatever his teachers choose to inculcate, and whatever he discovers to be believed by· those around him; and he
will continue-in after life to believe the same things, provided
his knowledge and experience do not happen to infringe upon
their falsehood. The opinions of tl1e majority of mankind are
thus insensibly formed: mere installation being sufficient to
make them believe almost any proposition; especially in
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reference to the ·boundless regions that lie beyond the reach
of the natural sense activities.
There are certain interesting facts about the human mind
in all its wonderful faculties which explain why a great portion of the opinions of ma,nkind are thus propagated by
transmission from one generation to another, without any
option on the part of those into whose minds they are instilled: a;nd these facts are referable to the science of psychology, which is to-day one of the most important as well
as one of the most popular branches of knowledge. Briefly
stated, it is the science which undertakes to describe and explain the phenomena of our inner life.
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"Study to Show
Thyself Approved
Unto God"

THE POWER OF IMAGINATION

The Duke of Argyll, in his work Primeval Ma,n, says:
"What faculty of the human mind lies nearer to the very
center of its highest life than the faculty of imagination?
Without it we could not interpret nature, or form any con-·
ception of its laws, or feel their harmony, or understand
their use. Without it we should be without motive to resist
impulse, or to mainta~n conviction, or to rise to duty. We.
could form no idea whatever of religion. It wo~ld not be
possible to desire the unknown or to hope for the unseen."
Truly, the least reflective mind .must realize what an important factor in all our diversified experiences and activities
the wonderful faculty of imagination really is. Every chiseled statue, every radiant picture, every CUinning invention,
in short, every human achievement, must be first outlined in
the airy and impalpable elements of imagination.
Thus we see the incalculable value of idealism in the vital
work of child training, where the artist, instead of working
in stone or iro,n or pigment, fs occupied with the delicate
fabric of flesh and blood imbued with that mysterious thing
called life.
THE MEANING OF IDEALISM

Professor Dresser in discussing the meaning of idealism,
says, "Sometimes idealism has been understood to be the
rea1:ing of 'a man's own meliltal world from within; hence the
new precept has been: Build a,ny world you like. Now one
may indeed construct any mental world he chooses. One (!)f
the greatest services of idealism is the revelation it makes in
regard to the mental worlds which people project into nature."
There is nothing in the fact itself that prevents a man from
cont~nuing .in this course.
The questions, What· is ideal?
What ought I to do? are quite different from the mere matter of fact. Hence the great .issue is this: What sort of a
World ought I to build from within.? What is. real? What is
worth while?
CHARACTER

In answer to the question, What is ideal? the most natural
response is "Character." This is the end and aim of all discipline, education and culture, in, the home, in the school and
in the church. ~nd by character we mean, of course, true
character. But inasmuch as the ideal is apt to differ with
every individual it becomes absolutely necessary that the
practiwl builder of character has a tangible, usable definition of what he is to build, or an idea of it that is clear
enough to shape principles and methods of procedure. For
genuine results to come we must have a higher regard for.
truth than to ascribe supreme authority to an idea, merely
because it happens to be rny idea. To insist upon my way is
to ~ntrude the self and carries with it the tendency to set
aside every faCt by which the idea is opposed in order that
it ·may have free course to run and be glorified.
Now when we turn to Christianity we find that this principle of self-contemplation is conspicuous by its absence.

Aside from the three books, which every family
· should have and study, have you the four volumes of
Church History? It makes a spl€Jndid Christmas
gift, even if all the family have to "chip in" to get
one volume. Why not get one volume this year, another next and keep it up till you have the entire
set?
Or better yet, let the family buy the full set for
the "family" by sending for one volume for each of
four members. There are four volumes in a new
edition just printed this fall. The price differs according to binding, $2, $2.50, $3.50, and $4 for a
book.
Or for the children there is a "Young People's
J:Iistory" in cloth for $1.
Have you really considered how many excellent
gifts of practical books can be secured from your
own Herald Publishing House? Some of these books
are not published here, but most of them are. Yet
you help the church by buying here, such as
Cruden's Complete Concordance for $1.50 or Young's
Analytical Concordance for $6.50, and 'Smith-P'eloubet's Bible Dictionary $1.60.
The Doctrine and Covenants can still be secured
for 65c, $1, $2.05 and $3.2,5, according to binding.
The Archreological Committee's Report in cloth i,s
75c and the Divinity of the Book of Mormon Proven
by Arehreology is 60c. Objections to the Book of
Mormon, etc., ~nswered, cloth, 50c.
Then we have Doctrinal References from the three
books in cloth for . 20c; the Compendium of Faith
for $1, $1.25 and $2, or the Instructor in similar
bindings at like prices, $1, $1.25 and $2. And for
the priesthood, The I1nterpreter, for 50c
For the financial law we have, The Law of Christ
and its Fulfillment, for 45c a.nd 60c.
And there are others for those who kmow or want
to know.

Herald Publishing House
LAMONI, IOWA
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We are confronted by a religion whose very basis and
starting point is the idea of self-forgetfulness.
It has taught mankind that to make self the aim of life is
to prevent the development of the individual; and that if
men would really attain to the full stature of personal being,
they must do so by the banishment of self from their thoughts.
The men who come to the front, not" only in the history of
Christia,nity, but in the world's annals, are the men, who,
almost invariably, have their own interest in the background.
The great Master of life conquered by stooping, became
rich by self-improvement," and reached the summit of dominion
by ministration to the wants of the humblest human soul; and
he alone has put into our hands the talisman by which our
1ife mission shall ever be crowned and perfected.
To further quote the views of Professor Dresser on this
point: "No conclusion could be more false than the supposition
that the world is what I make it by my thought, therefore I can make it what I will. To assert, to affirm the self,
to make claims and demands as if the universe could be
shaped by one's will, is to create illusion upon illusion, to be
in a wono,e plight than the materialist. It is precisely because
of these self:assertions that reality has been hidden from us.
The true conclusion, the moral of the idealistic tale, is entirely different.
"If you would know what the world really is, you must
obey Christ's injunction and rise above your mere self....
"Hence the importance of a sound theory of first principles is clear: The same principle that guides us in the pursuit of truth is the starting point in the world of conduct."
The importance of repressing inordinate egoism has been
emphasized for the reason that its perennial exhibition does
not mark any great degree of mental stability in an individual; and stability of character .can: only be associated
with stability of mind.
The sacred duty of training up a child in the way he should
go involves a tremendous responsibility, and cannot be successfully accomplished without due regard to the fact that
the old familiar saying about the bent twig epitomizes a fundamental truth. It is essential that we should understand
very clearly that the future of the child will be very largely
determined for good or ill by the treatment to which it is
subjected during its infancy and childhood.
Three great institutions must contribute to the proper
training of the child. They are: the home, the school and
the church.
Of primary importance undoubtedly, is the training that
the child is to receive in its i!latural environment, the home;
and on this matter we have authoritative revelation as follows:
"And again, inasmuch as parents have children in Zion,
or in any of her stakes which are organized, that teach them
not to understand the doctrine of repentance; faith in Christ
the Son of the lhQ.ng God; and of baptism and the gift of the
Holy Ghost by the laying on of the hands when eight years
old, the sin be upon the head of the parents; for this shall
be a law unto the inhabitants of Zio,n, or in any of her st::tkes
which are organized; and their children shall be baptized for
the remission of their sins when eight years old, and receive
the laying on of the hands: and they shall also teach their
children to pray, and to walk uprightly before the Lord."
-Doctrine and Covenants 68: 4.
And in another place "the Lord has said, ''I have comman,ded you to bring up your children in light and truth."
-Doctrine and Covenants 90: 6.
Home has been eulogized, both in philosophy and song, as
the most blessed place Qn earth, and its influence ls of a
paramount importance. The laws of instruction, however,

require that both young and old must meet together in companies larger than and different from the family circle.
Hence the great educational institutions of school and church.
But the most perfect systems of school and church traini,ng
bring their respective influences directly to bear on the child
for only a few hours each day, whereas the home influence is
perennial. Right home training during this period, there~
fore, will give the child a start that will render it in a considerable measure immune from distinctly adverse conditions
in after life; thus affording demonstrative proof of the
truthfulness of the wise man's proverb; "When he is old, he
will not depart from it."
Men, even the wisest, are slow in discovering the deepest
and best me~ning of their systems of thought and action;
and in finding the elements of power and durability which
must be combined to make tl:\.e perfect and enduring institution. The secret lies in proper education. If this vital essential is ignored or its importance mi,nimized the institution
will not long withstand the test of time.
Only those things survive which have their hasis in intellectual activity. Accord~ng to Lester F. Ward nothing less
than the sum total of human achievement constitutes the
subject matter of sociology, and the structure of sociology
is reared upon the foundation of psychalogy.
'
At least one of the foremost religious organizations of the
day has appreciated the immense advantage of impressing
upon the child' mind, during the years of its tendenness, the
ritualism and religious dogmas peculiar to that institution,
with the result that the devotion of its millions of votaries is
at once the wonder and admiration of Christendom.
It is an object lesson that should not be lost sight of by us.
Zion's hope is i.:n her young people. Upon their proper moral
and spiritual training the future weal of our church will
verY, largely depend.
Perhaps one of the most reassuring signs that betoken the
dawning of a brighter day upon our planet is the remarkable
new interest in childhood, which is no doubt attributable in
a great measure to the tremendous influence of sociology
upon our modern thought. President G. Stanley Hall, of
Clark University, in an address before the American Sociological Society refers to "the remarkable new interest in
childhood, which in many respects in this country had grown
coldeT, more formal and oblivious than i1n any land or period
in the world, but which has lately resulted in the formation
of over a hundred organizations for child welfare and benefit,
and in a renaissance of interest in work for children so great
that some enthusiasts ha"ve eve,n wanted to call this the cen~
tury of the child.
What does this recent awakening to the nature and needs
of children that is now pervading all civilized countries and
has resulted in the institution of many academic chairs,
laboratories, clinics, journals ll!nd a vast and rapidly-growing body of literature, really mean?
It certainly marks an .extension of our social consciousness,
an .enlargement of our interests, and a new awakening to our
duties to tl;le yoU)ng.
These duties cannot find their full expression without due
regard to the imperative need· of establishing in the child
mind right habits of thinking and acting. Heredity may determine something as to this. We know, for example, that
habits that are easy to acquire for one person are hard for
another.
'But environment and practice will determine much more.
We do not inherit knowledge; we inherit the capacity to learn,
and it is highly important for the individual that the teachings instilled into the mind at the earliest period of its re-
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ceptivity should <be those that result in right rather than in
wrong action.
Error is so much more easily propagated than truth that
some one has remarked that a lie can travel around. the
world while truth is getting its boots on. The indisputable
facts of history prove that man, even in his most civilized
condition, is capable of degradation, that his knowledge may
decay, and that his religion may be lost. It was Solomon
who said that "God hath made man upright but they have.
sought out many inventions."
Observatio,n and experience prove that it is the mo::;t difficult of' all things to maintain the pristine purity of any
spiritual faith.
Professor Max Muller says: "If· there is one thing which a
comparative study of religions places in the clearest light,
it is the inevitable decay ,to which every religion is exposed. . .. Whenever we can trace back a religion to its be,gin1nings, we find it free from many blemishes that affected
it in its later stages."
Viewing, therefore, as we may, the history of religion
retrospectively, it is not difficult to appreciate the necessity
of the Lord's command to Moses in Horeb: "Gather me the
people together, and I will make them hear my words, that
they may learn to fear me all the days that they shall
live. upon the earth, and that they may teach their children."
(Deuteronomy 4: 10.) And Moses enjoined them regarding
the statutes and judgments delivered to them by God, that
they should •:teach them thy sons, and thy sons' sons.'' Unless the elements of imagination are properly directed and
controlled it is one of the most deceitfulpowers and has always been the chief agency in the degeneration of the religious faiths of the world.
Let us not flatter ourselveS that because we live in this
<enlightened age of the world we are immune from the danger
of lapsing into the degrad~ng superstitions of older times.
There may be some defect in the moral education of the
young, or some excess in our love of mat~rial things, that will
.. in a comparatively short space of time cause our cherished
civilization and enlightenment to vari.ish' like mist before the
morning sun.
In his epistle to Timothy, the Apostle Paul tndicated that
the perilous times of the last days would be characterized,
among other things by disobedience to parents, and the lack
of natural affection. Take just these two conditions, without
reference to the rest of the catalogue of evils enumerated by
the apostle, and apply them universally to the homes of
Christendom and no other result could· possibly ~nsue than
the dii3solution of everything that society holds sacred and.
the utter chaos of religion. And as the apostle visualized
the social upheavals and moral earthquakes of our times it
was only natural that he should adjure the young man
Timothy to "continue in the things which thou hast lear,ned
and hast been assured of, knowing of whom thou hast learned
them; and that from a child thou hast known Holy Scriptures, which are able to make thee wise unto salvation
through faith which is in Christ Jesus." (2 Timothy 3: 14,
15.)

The Prophet Samuel, dedicated .by his mother to the service of the Lord, was brought by her just as soon as he was
weaned and delivered into the custody of Eli in the house of
the Lord at Shiloh. While but a young child he ministered before the Lord and grew up in favor with God and man. After
a long and h01norable carreer he died lamented by all Israel.
The history of his noble life presents a marked contrast with
the recorded doings of Hophni and Phinehas, the corrupt sons
of Eli, whose vileness· their father failed to restrain, with the

One of the Big Events
of a Child's Life
Christmas means much to the child-and
it is not always the quantity of our gifts that
counts.
The simple gifts that we offer to prove
that it is our love that prompts them are
what really count.
See that some books are among the pres"
ents this year, right under the toe of the
stocking.
If necessary, take the personal interest in
them to explain the good that comes from
reading clean and wholesome books.

If you are not sure, select from this list,·
which is not complete, but will help :
The Happiest Christmas and The Silver Thimble
-A child's book that should be in every collection.
No. 364, cloth, ·---·--·-·············-·········-'··---··-··-···········-···$.40
Easy Steps in Sewing for Big and Little GirlsWonderfully illustrated in two colors, with many
patterns for doll dresses, etc.
No. 403, postpaid --~---··················-··-·-··----·-·-·-··-·-·····$1.70
The Mary Frances Cook Book-Makes cooking a
delight with its recipes just the right size for the
little mis:o. Scores of pictures and decorati01ns.
No. 402, postpaid ····----·················-··················--······$1.40
The Gospel Story and Footsteps of Jesus-Inspires noble thoughts and incites noble deeds.
No. 366, cloth ·-···············---···-·-······-·-···-···-·········-······--·$.60
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result that the Lord made a summary end of his house in
Israel.
There is a basal principle of nervous action which it would
be well to keep in mind: doing a thing once-good thing or
bad thi1ng-makes it easier to do that thing again ..
Start a grooved channel of nervous impulses and the tendency is to repeat. It is easier for future impulses to travel
the old track th:,tn to break into new channels. From early
infancy, vibrations of various kinds are being se,nt into the
brain centers along the various nerve paths, and channels
of action are being worn, so that particular types of action
in response to these specific impulses become more and more
easy and natural. In this way our habits of .thought and action are estwblished, and by and by we are able to perforY!].
numerou§ acts without' giving them a thought, though they
may have been extremely difficult when first performed.
The learned apostle recognized the immense advantages to.
be derived from training the brain cells to right lines of action, particularly if this habit is continued throughout life,
and enjoined it upon the Saints in his Philippian letter, as
follows:
"Finally, brethren, whatsoever things are true, whatsoever things are honest, whatsoever thi:ngs are just, whatsoever things are pure, whatsoever things are lovely, whatsoever things are of good report; if there be· any virtue, and if
there be any praise, think on these things." "'This is right
thinking; then comes right acting:
"Those things, which ye have both learned, a.nd received,
and heard, and seen in me, do: and the God of peace shall be
with you."
When the mind is brought into perfect symmetry and poise
our actions will come into perfect harmony, for the body follows the mind. It is a reflector of habitual thought. The
proverb, "As a man thinketh, so is he," is literally true; for
no o1ne can escape the molding hand of his habitual thought,
and he who follows faithfully any calling must wear at last
a soul af that calling's shape.
EDWARD INGHAM,
Sunday School Superintendent of District One.

row gate at which stood a man, tall of stature and pleasing
to look upon.
A man came out from the temple and walked down the
steps, and to the gate. He was called a. "servant" though I
knew him not. He who stood at the gate guarding the entrance put into the servant's right hand a large leaf, shaped
like a palm leaf fan and which was composed of a great many
small leaves of the same shape; and he bound on his left arm
in bright golden letters the words, "Bind up the testimony.
Seal up the law."
The "servant" then went on his mission, traveling rapidly
and crying his message with a loud voice unto the people of
the earth; and as he neared a town, I saw a crowd of men
with dark, threatening countenances, armed with guns,
knives, clubs, and stones, seemingly determined to take his
life.
The "servant" saw and apparently knew of their. evil designs but heeded them not. I trembled· for his safety; but as
he neared the angry mob, a way was made for him through
their midst, and it was as though he was encircled by a great
chain 'a!oout waist high and at a little distance from him on
elther side, over which the angry mob had no power to harm
him, though they made desperate efforts to reach and stab
him, hut as quickly fell backward, powerless, and as he passed
through their midst, calm as a child, only shouting his message of "Bind up the testimony. Seal up the law." They
fairly gnashed their teeth, and their countenances became
distorted and hideous in their disappointed rage. But the
"servant" went on his way over the country, through cities,
towns and villages, fearless and unharmed.
I saw a little form continually at his side, ever looking up
irito his face-and' very happy! Occasionally he would stop
to give a leaf to the children, who always seemed pleased to
see him, and received the leaf with gladness. I then saw and
heard that after he had thus gone shouting his message, w'ar,
famine,. pestilence, and all manner of evils that ever have
been spoken of followed in quick succession. There were
fearful plagues such as caused sudden death. Men who at one
moment appeared to be ,in the enjoyment of health, the next
moment fell to the earth dead, and others were eaten with.
worms. There were also terrible thunder and fierce lightnings;:
mountains were rolled and tossed, and cities,, destroyed by
earthquakes. The dagger of the assassin and pistol' of the
communist deluged the earth with blood, and I heard the roar
A Vision Seen by Elder Joseph Burton
of a great fire rush~ng and crackling through towns, cities
and over the earth.
(The following is a letter written by Elder Joseph Burton
I then heard in a clear, full voice frpm one "might:-' and
to his wife, and dated at Brighton, California, Sunday morn- and one on the shore of the Atlantic and the Pacific coasts,
ing, May 26, 1878.)
each having a long rod in his hand with which he smote these
This morning I felt very happy, being in the enjoyment of coasts simultan~ously saying, "Thy 1bands are brokell" imthe Spirit of God in my heart. I desired to be alone, where I mediately a;fter which ·there were many towns and cities decould commune with God, and went out for a walk in the stroyed by tidal waves, such as were never known before,
fields. They are now very green and beautiful, and while and much land was ·covered with water.
there the following passed before my views:
I then heard in a clear, full voice from one "mighty and
From the western side of Asia there a:r'ose a great cloud of strong" the words "Come home; 'come home," the sound of
smoke which rolled westward until it enveloped all Eu- which filled the whole earth and reverberated from the vault
rope, and extended even to America. I heard a great noise ac- of heaven. But no1ne of all the inhabitants of t.he earth heard
companying this smoke, as of heavy artillery, and the chr,rg- it except the "children," those to whom the servants had given
·
ing and clashing of cavalry and arms; and the dark cloud was a leaf.
pierced from time to time with shafts of light and fire, the
I saw the servant return from whence he had started,
sight and sound of which .caused an intense feeling of horror we""ary and travel worn, beating in his right hand the skeleton
to rest upon me, insomuch that I felt to be sinking to the stalk of the palm. I then noticed many "servants" returning also, and I understood that the misson of each had been
earth.
I then saw near the center of this (the American Conti- t~ stay ou,t until he had given all the leaves ':from his palm-nent) a large temple facing the west, which was surrounded· one to each person who was worthy-which .leaf was a passby an evergreen wall at an equal distance from the temple on port to enter through the gate into the temple; and as this
either side. At the :northwest corner of the wall was a nar- "servant" returned the leafless stalk to him who sent him

·
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forth, his eyes beamed with joy, and his countenance became
radiant as he hE)ard from him the words, "You have done well
and have been faithful. Enter; no power can hinder." As
he passed through the gate a bright crown of glittering gold
ascended and rested upon his head; and as he who bound the
golden letters upon his arm adjusted the crown to his head,
he again spoke, saying: "Now is fulfilled the. promise made to
you by my Father that if you would be faithful you should
receive a crown when his Son visited the earth again."
At these words I realized who the servant was. Oh, what
joy fiooded,my soul! I seemed to be entranced and beheld a
beautiful city above the earth which was exceedingly bright,
and heard in midair, music, oh, so sweet as from thousands
of angels.
The atmosphere opened and we ascended, you and I, and .
I heard a voice saying, "Those who are faithful and remain
shall not die, but shall be changed with power a;nd glory!
This is the end."
When I became conscious I was lying on the ground powerless to move; but gradually my strength returned.
Language utterly fails to describe the feeling of perfect
joy and peace that now fills my soul after viewing the earth
in all her beauty, and feel the quiet of a holy ·Sabbath morn.

t

From the Manager of the Religio Lecture Board

We feel sure you are all interest!)d in knowing that the
Religio lecture board is getting under way very nicely. Many
calls are coming in 3.1nd some circuits have alr~ady been covered. Others are being arranged for as far ahead as February, and we are confident that the demand will grow as the
benefits to be derived are more fully understood.
One of the first to go out in this capacity was Brother
E. D. Moore, who lectured on some of the larger phases of
auxiliary work, setting many goals for districts and locals to
reach. He reported excellent treatment 3.1nd good liberty in
presenting his· message, feeling that there is a need for work
along this line throughout the church. We are fully convinced of this and trust the work will continue to grow.
Perhaps the most gratifying results that come to any
speaker are the ones based on personal effort. He tells us
that 1n a numner of instances workers in various .lines expressed conversion to the fact that they could do some things
they had not thought possible. For instance, one brother
said: "When I saw you on the platform going doWiil to myimaginary street and distributing real tracts, I said to myself that I could do that-and I'm going to do it."
That's the spirit of this work, and wh~n it is more general,
the results will be wonderful.
Letters to us from the officers in Nauvoo and Eastern Iowa
districts are most commendatory. Brother E. R. Davis, missionary and field worker in the latter district, declares himself well pleased and heartily in favor of the lecture board's
efforts.
-·
If we weren't ~~~·!lid of the blue pencil-or the red-ink pen
-we might quote f1:eely from these letters, but we must be
permitted to say~~hat the 1;eports received may be characterized by a statem~fit from til~, superintend~nt of the Ea~tern
Iowa District_:'R(other C. G. ·.Dykes: "We are still enthused
with what we got:at the conventions."
~s. we :"rite ~h~f Brother H~n:an C .. S~ith is out ~n a ~ir
cmt m M1ssoun al}d Kansas, g!Vmg h1s Illustrated h1stoncal
lectures to packed~houses, and we know good will result.
Let us awake tqi;~the good that may be accomplished in this
lecture course. If' the district officers will only consult with
the locals I am sure it will be fon:nd quite possible to arrange

ARE YOU PROUD OF YOUR

LIBRARY?
{A Little Catechism)

Did you ,ever go into the home of a Latter Day Saint who had none of the church
books, possibly one or less of the church
periodicals, and some of them uno;pened?
Did you count him among your progressive members?
Sad, wasn't it?
Yet how many are in your own library?
Do you want us to judge you by your supply of books?
They aren't too expensive, are they?
Doesn't real education pay for itself, whether religious or secular?
Hom many newspapers and magazines
do you receive? Do you know the family
of Saints that we do that takes four news. papers but not a church paper? Are all
that you receive really essential? Do they
crowd out the things of vital interest in the
church papers? Can you afford to be ignorant about spiritual matters?
If times are close for you, is it fair to
save it all on dispensing with the church
publications?
Will you answer these questions and
abide by the decision?
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Let Him Select His
Bible-.... You Buy It
Inspired Translation of
the Bible. Corrected by
inspiration through Joseph
Smith. We are expected
to be conversant with this
version of the Scriptures
and profit by what it gives
us.
INSPIRED TRANSLATION
No. 1. Cloth ........ ,..... $1.50
No.2. Full leather .... 1.85
No. 3. Morocco, gilt
edge ------------------------ 3.60
No. 4.. Flexible binding, gilt edges ~--- 4.40
Name in gold, 15 cents extra.
4775 Fine grain genuine morocco, divinity circuit, grained leather lining to
edges, silk sewed, silk headbands and marker, round
corners, red under gold, selfpro,nouncing Teacher's Bible.
Printed on fine white paper
from sharpest and clear·est
bourgeois type. Easier .to
read than any other large
type Teachers' Bible. Contains all the new copyright
helps to the study of the
Bible, such as a teachers' new
ready r-eference handbook, a new, practical, comparative concordance, a new illustrated, self-pronouncing Bible dictionary. . Four thousand questions and answers, fifteen new maps printed in
colors. Price ....................................................... $6.75
Add. 35 cents for thumb index.
812 R. L. The Ideal Self-pronouncing Red
Letter Teachers' Bible. Printed on fine white
paper from the sharpest and
clearest bourgeois type plates
made. Easier to Tead tha,n
any otheT laTge type, Ted
letter Teachers' Bible. Size
5% by 7% inches. Containing all new helps, etc. FTench
seal, divinity circuit, grained
lining and fly leaves, headbands and markeT, Tound corneTs, Ted under gold edges.
____ _. _______________________________________ $3.40
Add 35 cents foT thumb

~ndex.

Herald Publishing House
Lamoni, Iowa

for a lectuTe in almost every local, and by so doing the ex-pense to any one local will be veTy small indeed, compared tothe good that will Tesult. These people donate their time,.
and all the expense there is will be those incident to traveling.
If you have lost your list of speakers and subjects, let us
know.
Often we need some new thoughts injected into our meetings; we need to be stirred up a little; we need the encouragement that these good brethren and sisters can give who have
made a special study along certain lines.
We are grateful for the suppoTt already give:n and pray
' that the good work may cont~nue to prosper.
Most sincerely yours,
ARTHUR W. SMITH,
Manager Lecture Board.
SAINT LOUIS, MISSOURI, Federal Reserve Bank Building.

Lamoni Notes
The work in the Lamoni Branch moves along steadily, developing nothing spectacular nor unusual. The meetings are
well attende.d in spite of the innumerable activities in which
all engage, or should. The community has done its part well
in the purchase of Liberty Bonds, supporting theY. lVL C. A ..
and carrying its local chapter activities of the Red Cros;?
work. 'The local membership is over five hundred and th~
full assignment· and more of knitting was sent in.
Graceland ·College is getting more and more on the map
each year, especially in athletic lines. While not all of us
may be enthusiastic over football and basket ball, none of us
can deny that it does wonders for a college when its young
people can go to a distant community and play so clean a
game and so well that the hig newspapers herald the fact far
and wide. Those who play a good game usually work in the
same way. Debating matetial is already lining up, and later
on we will hear of some big contests in the forensic arena.
The work of filling outlying preaching appointments is
being done well, and __good results are apparent already. It
serves to unite the interests of the community and extend its
influence. Some good preaching talent is being developed as
well as excellent use made' of that which has already been dev:eloped in general church work. The expression we sometimes hear: "If some of those preachers who are at Lamoni
doing nothing would only come out and preach for us, it
would be mqre profitable," doesn't apply any more-if it ever
did. Every man who is able and will~ng to work is busy, and
the call is for more. The church is as short of qualified men
as is the world.
The conference at Hiteman this fall was an excellent one
counted as one of the best of many good ones which hav;
made history. We note that just so soon as the ,Saints are in.
a responsive condition the Lord is willing to meet them more
than half way, spiritually as well as temporally.
The laundry building is nearing completion and should be a,
nice addition to . the local industries and supply a long-felt
need.
The Christmas offering !bids fair to reach the two-dot'lar
mark, though it is hard to get it lined up in seventy-five
classes suffiCiently to count it. Bazaars and sales are well
pat-ronized and some classes of boys want to have a huskin"
bee to earn theirs. The late season handicaps this ambition
some.
The publishing house takes on a holiday-rush attitude· as:
the orders for Christmas goods come in faster and faster.
We hope for their sake and the people's sake that the otders
will not be postponed too late and cause disappointment. In.
spite of shortage in help, in common with other institutions,_
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they hope to keep up with the work. We note lights in the
various departments late at night, indicating a strong effort
to keep up with things.
It looks th<;mgh as if most of us would have to burn a little
more midnight electric light if we are going to keep up with
the demands of the times. · Let's keep sweet-tempered ov.er it.
. Dl'LBERT.

MISCELLANEOUS
Conference Minutes
WESTERN MONTANA.-At Deer Lodge, November 3 and 4,
1917. An excellent prayer meeting was held at 10 a. m.
Business meeting at 2 p. m., A. J. Moore district president in
charge, assisted by vice-president, Thomas Reese. Branches
reported: Warm Springs, Bozeman, Gallatin, and Deer
Lodge. Officers elected: H. E. Winegar; president; A. J.
Moore, vice president; E•. E. Eliason, secretary; Thomas
.Reese, treasurer. At 7.30 p. m. a very enjoyable program
was rendered. E. E. EliasQn, secretary.
·

American Archaeology
Is An Absorbing Study

FLORIDA.-At Alaflora, 10 a. m., October' 27, 1917. J. W.
McKnight, president, E. N. lVlcCall, secretary. Statistical
reports: ,Santa Rosa 83; Alaflora 191; Cold Water 102;
Fairview 60; Flomaton 71; Local 60. Eight of priesthood
reported. Bishop's agent reported on hand last report $1,
received, $760.10; paid 01at $601.60. Eiection of officers:
J. W. McKnight, president; D. M. Rudd, assistant president;
E·. N. McCall, secretary; A. D. McCall, libraria,n; Bessie
Clark, chorister; Ruby McCall, treasurer. A communication
from Alaflora Branch recommending for ordination, A. D.
McCall to the office of elder, George W. Hall, priest, C. J.
Dixon, teacher, approved and provision made for same. Next
conference to be held at Santa Rosa Church, Saturday, 10
a. m., before the first full moon in February, 1918. E. N.
McCall, secretary.

The Book of Mormon gives us an advantage h:;td
by no other people. The true origin of the ancient
inhabitants of this continent ceases to· be a mystery
and becomes a constant source of interest.
Archreology, the study of ancient buildings, monuments, ·etc., confirms our beliefs and proves a revelation to investigators.
The following books are especially valuable, and
the "Autumn Leaves" during the coming year will
have some especially good illustrated articles on this
subject.
Archreological Committee's Report.
No. 142, cloth ··········································------------------$ .75
Issued by authority o'f the General Conference, being a report of' the church committee on this subject.
Contains findings on which we base our Book of
Mormon geography to-day. Covers the ground' ext.ensively.
Divinity of the Book of Mormon Proven by
Archreology.
No. 176, cloth ------------------------------------------------------------$ .60
The title is self-explanatory. A standard and
easily read text for all Religio students. Written by
Louise Palfrey Sheldon, o:p.e time editor of the Religio "Quarterly."
Book of Mormon Lectures.
No. 51, cloth ----------------~---················------------------------$ .75
A series of important lectures given by H. A.
Stebbins at Independen,ce, Missouri. A strong presentation of· the subject, with abundant proofs from
some of' the most valuable books on the subject to
be had.
Book of Mormon Vindicated.
No. E48. Paper, 25 cen,ts; 5 for --------------------------$1.00
No. E49, cloth -----------------------------·········-················-----$ .50
By I. M. Smith. A fine little book for students,
containing a, logical presentation of the supporting
proofs of the Book of Mormon.

Conventi'On. Minutes
EASTERN IowA.-Religio at Fulton, Iowa, October 25, 1917~
C. G. Dykes, district president, and E·. D. ;Moore, presided.
Election of officers postponed until February convention.
Voted that the general plan hereafter be that the February
conventions be business conv~ntions; all others reserved for
educational work. By invitation Brother Moore assisted
during the business session, and lectured in the evenings of
the 25th and 26th. His work was both entertaiilling and
educational, showing some of the features that have to be
met in other places and opening to our view many avenues
for service. Sister Lula M. Sandy of Independence was
present to organize the Woman's Relief a,nd Service work.
In all it was the best Religio convention Eastern Iowa has
held. Clarence Heide, secretary.

The P.residency
NOTICE OF APPOINTMENT
E'lder Thomas W,. Williams has been appointed by the
Presidency and J. W. Rushton, with the concurrence of the
Presiding Bishopric, to la'bor for the bala,nce of the conference year in the city of Los Angeles, California.
FREDERICK M. SMITH,
President.

The Bishopric
WHEELING, WEST VIRGINIA, DISTRICT
Brother William Richard of 216 Edgar Avenue, Steubenville, Ohio, has been recommended to us by the · Wheeling
District conference 'as bishop's agent for. that district. In
addition to the recommendatio,n coming from the conference,
several of the brethren who are well acquainted with Brother
Richar,d have given us their personal indorsement of him,
and we take pleasure therefore, in appointing him as the
bishop's agent for the Wheeling District, and I trust that the
Saints will give him the support and CQnfidence necessary to
make his work a success.
·
This appo~ntment will take effect January 1, 1918; until

l
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THE MARY FRANCES SEWING BOOK
or Mary Frances' Adventures Among the Thimble
People.
Easy Steps in Sewing for Big and Little GirlsBy Jane Eayre Fryer.
The cleverest and most fascinating book for
imparting instruction in an entertaining way.
This enchanting story tells how the fairy "Thimble
People" teach "Mary
Frances" to sew.
It
teaches first the various
"stitches" and their use.,
Every turn of the needle
is ·accurately described.
Then it teaches how to
use patterns-how to
fold and cut materialhow to piece it together
-aD;d how to bring into
play all the progressive
elements of sewing. And
all the while., with the fascination of the story,
the little reader is drinking in the instructions,
putting them into practice, and learning to do all
that "Mary Frances" learned. It is all so absolutely plain, all so interesting, that no girl who
reads the story can help hut understand. The
book includes a complete set of patterns for doll
clothes-one set permanently bound in, with a
duplicate set on thin paper to be detached for
use. Illustrated with 300 colored drawings that
for interest and instruction are absolutely inimitable. 280 pages, 7% x 9lh inches. 'Bound in
genuine cloth, with inlay in colors on front cover.
Price, $1.50. Postage extra, 20 cents.
THE MARY FRANCES COOK BOOK.
or Mary Frances' Adventures Among the
Kitchen People.
E,asy Steps in Cooking for Big and Little GirlsBy Jane Eayre Fryer.
Nothing could he more fascinating to any girl
than this story of Mary Frances who wanted to
learn to help her mother.
Only it is more than a
story, for it gives recipes
in the simplest, plainest
words, describes every
operation of preparing
these dishes so clearly
that e¥en very small
girls
can understand
them and follow them.
The recipes are printed
in the order of their simplicity; the easiest comes ,first, and by gradual
steps, as experience giv;es confidence, the young
reader is led to the preparation, of the more difficult dishes. The complete work contains nearly
200 pages, including seven full-page illustrations,
and original illustrations on ·every page. It is
printed in red and black inks throughout. The
book measures 7~ x 9lh inches. Bound in genuine cloth, with inlay in colors on front cover.
Price, $1.20. Postage extra, 20 cents.

such time the Saints of this district will continue to send
their tithes and offerings to Bishop J. A. Becker, R. F. D. 2,
Willoughby, Ohio.
,
Yours sincerely,
B. R. M<;GUIRE,

Presiding Bishop.

Conference Notices
Holden Stake at Knobnoster, Missouri, December 8 and 9,
1917. Opening busi1ness session at 10 a. m., December 8.
Mrs. A. M. Fender, secretary.
Southern Nebraska, at Linco~n, January 5, 1918, at 10.
a. m. The matter of abolishing the delegate system in the
district will come before the body. Please instruct your
delegates en this question. Blanche I. Andrews, secretary,
2045 Euclid, Lincoln, Nebraska.

Convention Notices
Holden Stake Sunday ,school, Religio and Woman's Auxiliary, at Knobnoster, Missouri, December 7 and 8, 1917. Mrs.
A.M. Fender, secretary.

A Valuable Publication
. The Public, a weekly journal of fundamental democracy
founded twenty years ago by Louis F. Post, now assist31nt
secretary of labor at Washington, announces that beginning
January 1 its size will be increased one third and the subscription price increased from $1 to $2 a year. The Public
has ·be€in one of the few strong journals that have wholeheartedly supported the Government in its war policy without
compromising in the slightest degree with those "enemies
within" represented by social and economic injustice. It is
steadily growing in influence, and its editorial and special
articles fu1:1nish an excellent lead for liberal-thinking in
these critical times.

District Sunday School Sec;retaries
In common with others, we have trouble in keeping track
of all changes in the names of district Sunday school· officers.
All too often the former secretary does not report the changes
to us, nor instruct the new one about it. If there are a,ny
who read this who know of such a 'situation, please let us
know right away, that the blanks soon to be mailed may be
properly addressed.
E. D. Moore, General Secretary,
Lamoni, Iowa.

HERE AND THERE
DEPARTMENT
Any of our elders who happen to be near McAllen, Texas,
in Hidalgo County, should call on Miss Florence Mitchell.
She has recently moved there from Iowa and is friendly to
the work. If meetings are held, ·she will be a great help in
the musical line.
l\'I1EETINGS AT MONTROSE
"Just concluded a series of meetings at Montrose with good
interest and attendance. Although we did no baptizing at
this time, w~ left some who will be poor Methodist's and Presbyterians in the future. We left with an urgent invitation
from both members and no.nmembers to return and present
some more of the teachings. Dropped in at Burlington over
Sunday and found them in a very prosperous condition and
an example worthy of imitation.-C. J. Smith."
Brother C, A. Blood, of Fullerton, Nebraska, has some back
numbers of the HERALD for anyone who would like to have
them. The . first one that asks for them will receive the
papers.
BIG CHETEK LIST
Sister Leroy Colbert of Chetek, Wiscons~n, has a habit of
sending in ten-dollar orders for church publications, reserv-
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----ing ten per cent on all new ones. This gives her 'a dollar on
each, and no doubt every subscriber thanks her sincerely for
having thus ~ntroduced the church publications to them.
ANOTHER EDITION OF DECE-MBER LEAVES
In spite of the fact that we added a full thousand to the
edition in one month, there were just enough of the' December
number to go around. ·Before December 1 we were several
hundred behind and decided to put the forms on the press

A new book that glows with human
interest.

JOE PINE
By Elbert A. Smith
The !first jpart is an interesting
study of child life on the western
prairies, filled with the keenest of humor and naturally seasoned with the
pathos that comes in the fight with
adversity.

Illustrated
By Paul N. Craig

It includes the sequel to "Joe Pine"
entitled, "Called to be an apostle,"
which portrays the experiences of the
young man and his lifelong girl
friend both of whom you will feel you
have grown up with.
A strong story, well written.
A mos.t popular book.
N1cely
printed in large type, on good paper,
and handsomely bound in cloth; $1.25
postpaid. Order now.

HERALD PUBLISHING HOUSE
Lamoni, Iowa

again for another edition-something seldom done in the
.business, but done this time to make everybody feel good. So
those who have their names in now will receive the December
number of the Leaves in a short time, just as soon as we can
get them ready with the other work we have.
ANOTHER NICE ORDER

Brother Matthew W . Liston, again sends in a big periodical and book order from Flint, Michigan, retaining the n,ice

Save Money and See the Most
When You Go· to California
For man,y years the Burlington Route's "Personally Conducted" Tourist Excursions to California have .been a popular way
of crossing the continent.
The cost is moderate, and the trip has been carefully planned
so that the mosit interesting places are passed in daylight.
Furthermore, each one of these "Personally' Conducted"
Parties is accompanied by a specially-trained guide, who goes all
the way with you on the trip, taking care of the little details of
the journ,ey, relieving you of many little anxieties and explaining
to you all of the interesting features on the way-Denver, Colorado Springs (with Pik:e's Peak and the Garden of the Gods near
by), the Royal Gorge, scenic Colorado, ·Salt Lake City (the home
of the Mormons), and the ride through the Sierra Nevada· Mountains.
The trip is made in through Pullman tourist sleepihg cars,
which are comfortably~ appointed but much less expensive than
the regular type of Pullman.
Come in and talk with me-or drop me a postal and I will
- send you an illustrated descriptive folder contain- ·.
ing maps and !'lVerything that you should know
about the trip-worth reading if you don't go.

Burlington
Route

L. F. SILTZ
Ticl!:et Agent-The Pleasant Way

to

Travel
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Useful Leather Goods Made at 'our Own Publishing House
The a>rticles illustrated and described on this and 1 another page are carefully made of good, mate,rials and guaranteed
to give satisfaction in every particular.
We pay postage and insurance at the. prices quoted, which we believe are very low when quality is taken into consideration. A poorly made leather article is always ct' disappointment.
The mails are sure to be heavy later on, ap.d we urge early orders to save disappointment. We are prepared to give
prompt attention to all orders, which will be mailed from hel!'e.
Orde.r of the Herald Publishing House, sending cash with o1rder.

011-Music Satchel. Seal Grain cow hide, Black, 2-inch
gussetted bottom: and sides, full leather lined, reinforced
handle.
Size 15x12 .................................. $4.50
015--Combination Folding Music Bag. Black Seal g~rain
leather.
1\fusic can be carried folded once or full size.
Foliled as bag, 6%,x15, as satchel 13xl5 ....
$3.50
017-0ne Fold Music Bag. Black crepe grain leather,
poplin lined, reinforced handles, snap fasteners.
Size folded
15x6%, ................................................ $2.00
Morocco leather, otherwise same as above ......... ; .. $3.25
00

00

00

••••

1517-Men's combination Bill and Card case. Folded .size
4¥:ax2% in. Black· genuine J.Vlorocco.
Fully leather lined.
Contains full length receptacle for U. S. currency, 3 regulatr
card size pockets and pocket for silver coin with button
fastener, also space covered with isinglass for business cards,
photographs, identifications, or lodge card·s. . ......... $1.25
06--Collar Bag. Diarnete•r 6 'h in. Metal eyelets, Sateen
lined, Silk draw cord; can be had in either Straight grain
Tan Leather, Autumn Leaf or Brown or Gray Ooze, Leather.
$1.25
0
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05--Bi!l Fold.
Good
1
grade of'leather, with snap
fastener.
Folds bill twice,
very compact.
Size 4xl%,
in .••.........•...... $ .20

021-Music Roll. B'lack
cr.epe grain leather. Size
15x14,
cloth lined with
strap and binders, reinforced handle and strap
with buckle ......... $1.70

02-Writing
Folio.
Black
grain leather.
Size closed
contains Stamp book,
Address book, Envelope pocket,
pen loop, protected by a lappet
with blotter ................ $2.35
seal

91,ix5%,,
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Som.e More Useful Articles

Little sum of $5.23 for his Christmas offering. That ten per
cent on new subscriptions counts up fast when one really
gets busy.
''

DES MOINES MEETINGS. RE.SULTFUL
The series of meetings in Des Moines, Iowa, with Elder J.
J. Cornish as speaker, closed Sunday evening, the 25th, with
four baptized and a number of others il1terested. He goes
to Boone to hold a similar series.
Mrs. T. D. Collins, Mapleton, Iowa, asll:s the prayers of the
Saints in her behalf. She has been ailing for some time, is
a little better now, and has faith that the prayers of the
Saints will be eff·ectual in. her complete restoration.
"MOST INVALUABLE MAGAZINE PUBUSHED"
"To-day I received the A¥tumn Leaves for November and
at once became interested in 'Timbers for the temple,' and
though being ¥ery busy, I simply took the time to read 'One
of the fittest,' an'd 'Where spiritual vis!on and consecration
counts.' I felt so moved upon by the 'fittest' and 'timber' for
a 'consecration' of a dollar to send this November Leaves as
a starter toward a fitness and spiritual vision to prepare the
timber for a new subscriber to the most invaluable magazine
published, so far as I know, throughout the Christian world.
Long may it live to enjoy one of the foremost places in the
hearts of God~s people." With the above letter, Brother I.
N. White sent a dollar.
Reverend R. H. Stone, a minister of the Methodist Episcopal Church recently delivered a lecture against our church
at Glasgow, Montana, to which .Brother J. A. Bronson. replied, .with great success. Hundreds were turned away because of lack of room. The Saints were highly pleased with
the results. Reverend Stone has stated that he would give
another lecture pointed directly at the Reorganization and the
Saints have promised Brotl:ler Bronson the use of the opera
house for the n,ext reply. A challenge to debate church
propositions have not be€)n accepted by Mr. Stone. Brother
Jameo: C. Page is located at Glasgow and doing a good work.

II

BOOK OF MORMON NAME:S IN ,SOUTH AMEIRICA
A sister calls our attention to the fact that in a book entitled, S'outh America and Her People, published by Silver,
Burdette and Co., Chicago, there is reference to a river in
Dutch Guiana by the name of Corentyn and another hy the
name of Maroni. The citation is on page 330.
1Sister Zuliah B. Clawson, of Hillsboro, Iowa, sends in three
dollars to apply on the church debt. She tells of most comforting spiritual manifestatiQns being given her, of seeing in
vision many wonderful things. She. desires to do all she can
to further the cause of Christ and not only hopes but helps
that the church debt may be p<tid.
We note in a curtent number of the Chariton Leader
(Lucas County, Iowa,) rather extensive reproductiQns of
Brother Elbert's "Blue p~ncil notes," of course with due
credit given.
4 70~Size 8 ~ in. x 3%, in. Black seal grain
leather. Contains, 3 regular and two
smaller pockets, fully leather lined. All
stitched. --------'--------------------------------------· $1.05
'09-Bill Book.
Black morocco, leather
lined, 5 pockets, 2 with snap fasteners,
size 8 ~ x 3% ------------------------------------ $2.00
Bill Book. Black seal grain leather, Keratollining, otherwise same as above. $1.60
1753~Folded size 8 ~n x 4 in.
Black seal
grain Bill Book. Contains 2 regular full
length pockets and pocket for bills covered
with flap and tuck. ---·------------------------ $.95

WRONG :ADDREIS>SiES
Wrong addresses are easily made up when one has to deal
with thousands of them, and our readers should not be surprised if some of them come that way. One brother is surprised that an announcement reached him which had been
addressed to his father, the latter dying wbout a year ago.
Of cours.e it does seem strange to him, but to those who do
not know all the people o:n: the list-and who does-it is
easily accounted for. We appreciate any corrections in
matters of this kind. Address them to the advertising department, this office.
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NOTICE TO READER: When you finish reading this magazine place a one-cent stamp
on this notice, and hand to any postal employee and It will be placed in the hands of
our soldiers or sailors at the front, NO WRAPPING, NO ADDRESS.
·
A. S. BURLESON, Postmaster Gene,ral.

I

'

Official Publication of the Reorganized Chnrch of Jewns Christ of Latter Day .Saints
"There shall not any man among you have save it
be one wife; and concubines he ilhall have none."Book of Mormon, Jacob 2: 36.

"If ye continue in my word, then are ye my disciples indeed; a11Jd ye shall know the trruth, and th•e
truth shall make you free.''~John 8: 31, 32.
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LIFT UP YOUR HEADS
(A Thanksgiving address delivered by Elbert A. S:mith at
Graceland College, Noyember 28; 1917.)
~

ONE INEVITABLE THEME

There is one inevitable theme. No speaker of today or to-morrow can avoid it. 'Tis the theme of
war.
This is different from any Thanksgiving Day that
has ever dawned upon this Nation and radically
diff·erent from any Thanksgiving Day in the memory
of this generation. We have been accustomed on
Thank:!lgiving Day to subscribe .to the sentiment of
Browning:
God's in his heaven,
All's well with the world.

But to-day it is quite evident that all is not well
with the world, and many have come to think that
God is not in his hel:{,ven.
About a year before this yvar began, David LloydGeorge in addressing a federation of churches in.
Wales during the holiday season, said that if the veil
could be lifted so that the rich and the well-to-do
could look into the homes of the poor and needy, the
spirit of frivolity and revelry would vanish. The
veil has been lifted. The war has lifted it.
WHAT SHALL WE BE THANKFUL FOR?

We might ask ourselves, What is there to be thankful for to'""day? Shall we thank God for health and
life and strength? Certainly-we do, and none more
than your speaker. But immediately our thoughts
turn to more painful subjects. A friend recently
returned from Canada, told about seeing a Canadian
soldier who had just come from France. He returned
to his home minus both legs, minus both arms, and
mirtus both eyes. Friends were carrying him about
in a basket. He said .he would gladly take poison,
but no one would administer it, and he could not get
it for himself. This of course is an extreme case,

but we know that there are thousands, and possibly
millions of men shattered in body and limb and possibly blinded as a result of the ravages of war. And
we do not know how many others may have suffered
in like manner.
Shall we thank God for4cour peaceful and comfortable homes? Certainly we do, and we should. But
immediately we think of the many homes of Belgium
and Fn~nce that have been destroyed by shell fire
and the inhabitants scattered to the four winds of
heaven. We think of the homes in London where
womE)n and children are slaughtered while they sle_ep
by the assassins ~that fly by night.
I hope that the allies, and particularly the United
States, will not be led very far in the doctrine of
these reprisals in kind. Because that would mean
a complete I'E?Cession from the philosophy of Christ
and a complete reversion to the old Mosiac law, "an
eye for an eye, and a tooth for a tooth." When the
so-called Christian nations revert from the philosophy of Christ to ~the Mosiac law then we may well
conclude that the times of the Gentiles have come to
an end.
OUJtSELVES AND OTHERS

Shall we thank God for our abundant food? Certainly we should, but immediately we think about the
Belgians, the Jews, the Servians, the Poles, the Armenians, and the Germans, who are suffering from
hunger.. We can only properly thank God for an
abundance of food, when we have it in our hearts
to use our superabundance in feeding those who are
in need. Of course we meet an occasional man who
does not think at ·an of others. He is willing to gorge
himself as he has always done. He must have his
wheat bread at every meal, and his meat as often as
he desires i<t.
Ruskin says that the difference between the modem Pharisee and the Pharisee of old is this: "The
Pharisee whom Christ saw said, 'I thank God that I
am not as other men. I fast daily, while others feast,'
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while the modern Pharisee says, 'I thank God that I
am not as other men, because I feast every day,
while others fast.' "
In view of these things, and many others we might
mention, we cannot think of ourselves and our blessings to-day, without thinking of others, and that perhaps is one thing to be thankful for.
THE WORDS OF JESUS

I wish now to call your attention to the words of
Jesus. You will remember that he predicted this
war. He said that nation would arise against nation, and kingdom against kingdom, and there should
be wars and rumors of wars, and famine and pestilence. In this connection also he said:
And there shall be signs in the sun, and in the moon, and
in the stars; and upon the earth distress of natio1ns, with perplexity; the sea and the waves roari.ng; men's hearts f'ailing
them for fear, and for looking after those things which are
coming on the earth: for the powers of heaven shall be
shaken. And then shall they see the So n of man coming in a
cloud with power and great glory. And when these things
begin to come to pass, then look up, and lift up your heads;
for your redemptio,n draweth nigh.-Luke 2,1 : 25-28.

their chief or leader, predicted these. things, our
faith should be strengthened when we see them come
to pass. As Latter Day Saints, of course, we have
been looking for them for a,t least seventy or seventyfive years.
As long ago as 1843 the Saints in the city of N auvoo sang a hymn that was entitled "Israel is free.''
It seemed almost prophetic in its nature, and I wish
to quote the second verse of that hymn.
Tremble ye nations of Gentiles, for yonder
The hosts of the despot in battle array,
With engi1nes of war shake the earth with. their thunderThe bright sword is drawn and the sheath thrown away!
Sound the alarm of war,
Through nations near and far,
Let its dread tones be heard o'er land
sea;
Zion shall dwell in peace,
Israel will still ~ncrease,
Liberty ne'er shall cease,
Israel is free!

and

1

You will note that he said that when we sawth'ese
things coming upon the earth we should lift up our
heads. We are to rejoice because the redemption
of man draweth nigh. It may be, of course, that
there are still worse things to follow than those
which we have experienced, if such be possible. I
recently saw a cartoon in which the Kaiser was represented as pleading with his Satanic Majesty. He
feels that God has deserted him, and asks for aid,
but the Devil replies: "I would gladly help you, but
I cannot think of anything that you have not already
done." But I do not think that human ingenuity
and diabolical malice are by any means exhausted,
and this war and possibly succeeding wars may be
worse than anything that we have witnessed, provided man is able to develop other more terrible
machines with which to destroy his fellow man.
But we are assured that after the storm will come
a calm. That right will triumph over might completely and absolutely. Many things tend to show
that ~the words of the prophets are being fulfilled.
At this very hour the British are closing in about
Jerusalem, and we hope that in due time that city
will pass from the dominion of the unspeakable Turk
and come under a government that will permit the
J-ews to have their freedom and to return and WI
their land. Among our own people we feel that Zion
is going forward.
OUR FAITH STRENGTHENED

About three years ago, I was talking with a leading minister in the city of Council Bluffs. . He said
that this war was the greatest shock.his faith had
ever received. I wondered why he should feel thus.
·· In view of the fact that the .prophets, with Jesus as

To-day we see the fulfillment of that hymn. The
earth is shaken by the engines of war. The sword
is drawn and the sheath is cast aside. The alarm of
war is sounded through all nations and over sea and
land.
You will remember also that Joseph Smith in the
revelation given in 1832 in predicting the Civil War,
said that beginning with that great struggle, war
should be poured out upon all nations.
In view of the fact that these dire predictions are
being literally fulfilled, our faith is strengthened in
the belief that the glorious promises .connected with
them will be as literally fulfilled.
·
THE BEATITUDES

We are looking for~ fulfillment of the Beatitudes,
because it occurs to me tha,t the Sermon on the Mount
in itself was prophecy. I will read:
Blessed are the poor :ln spirit: for theirs is the kingdom.
of

heav~n.

Blessed are they that mourn: for they shall be comforted.
Blessed are the meek; for they shall inherit the earth.
Blessed are they which do hunger and thirst after ri~hteousness for they shall be filled.
Blessed are the merciful: for they shall obtain mercy.
Blessed are the pure
heart: for they shall see God.
Blessed are the peacemakers: for they ghall be called the
children of God.

in

We look forward to the day when those who
mourn shall be comforted, when the meek shall in- ·
herjt the earth, and those who hunger after righteousness shall be filled, when the merciful shall obtain mercy; the pure in heart see God, and when at
last humanity will see that t.he peacemakers are the
sons of Gog,
SHARERS IN GOD'S SECRETS

We are told that God reveals his secrets to his
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Bishop McGuire in"" full understanding with the
servants the. prophets. We are the recipients or
sharers o:f God's secrets. Only as we understand Presidency and on advice thereof is traveling through
these matters can we comprehend or understand the Texas to California on business connected with his
outcome of that which is taking place about us in the office.
The work is onward, the call for greater service
world.
In conclusiqn now, I exhort you, do not on this sounds, let us unitedly be at our great 'work!
Respectfully submitted,
occasion give all your attention to the material blessFREDERICK M. SMITH,
ings for which we have rendered thanks in years
President.
gone by. Let us pass on to higher themes. Let
there be more of soberness in our prayert>. Men's
hearts are indeed failing them wh1le looking upon
THE RED CROSS
the things that are coming upon the earth, but let us
,. heed the admonition of Jesus Christ, and lift up our
The editors are just in receipt of copies of the reheads. In the words that we sing so often:
port of the Red Cross War Council to November 1.
Lift up your heads, ye heirs of glory,
It will be remembered that they undertook a drive
Cast aside your doubts and fears, ·
for $100,000,000 last June and that this amount was
He who called you to his kingdom,
oversubscribed. It appears that $40,000,000 of this
Soon will reign a thousand years.
amount has now been spent, $7,649,000 of it having
been advanced for the purchase of materials, which
PROFIT ABLE COUNCIL MEETINGS
will later be repaid by the chapters. This reduces the
actual expenditures to about ~32,000,000, but of this
To the Church; Greeting: Following the recent $4,500,000 has been advanced for supplies. In fact
councils of the First Presidency and Twelve between most of it has been for advanced work preparing for
themselves and with other bodies of church officers, the time that our Army will be in France, and for
under instructions from the Presidency, the members the boys who are already there, for work in Armenia
of the Twelve have taken up various lines of activity. and Syria, SE?rbia, each of the allied countries inApostle Gillen remains in Independence to assist in cluding England, Italy, Russia, Belgium and Ruoffice work and a~ttend to matters in near-by fields. mania.
Apostles Greene and Aylor'are traveling into the
We are interested to note $2,500,000 has been
Northwest to visit various places needing attention spent for civilian reliE?f, restoration of villages, and
and to gather information of conditions which will the like, and $600,000 has been expended for canfacilitate joint council work in the spring. AposUes teens, at the front, at railroad stations, and other
Hanson and Curtis will travel south and west touch- important points, where hot soup and hot drinks are
ing points in Texa·s, Oklahoma, and Arizona, which
served to soldiers of the allied armies. It may be a
need setting in order and where churches are to be
source of surprise to our readers to learn how widededicated. Apostle Griffiths will attend to needed spread is their work of helpfulness and healing.
work in Central Illinois and Eastern Iowa, where
They ~re evidently caring not only for the wounded,
he will be accompanied by Apostles Gillen and Anbut also for the destitute and for some of the physderson, one or both. Later Apostle Griffiths will go
ical neeqs of our .soldiers. This includes not only
to. Ohio and other points to set in order places needknitted goods, but also canteen service.
ing such work. Aposile Russell will for the present
remain ,in Independence, attending ·to such matters
as may be referred to him. Apostle Rushton will
CHRISTMAS GIFTS AND CHRISTMAS
continue his activities on the Western coast where
OFFERINGS
he will be joined later by the brethren traveling
westward.
·We should like again to call the attention of our
The brethren of the Twelve are traveling directly readers to the suggestion made by Bishop McGuire
under the instructions of the Presidency, and are in last week's HERALD, providing for a gift certifitherefore representing the Presidency. The Saints cate for the Christmas Offering, instead of some of
will heed their advice and counsel, and give them our useless gifts. It is indeed an excellent idea and
such deference as their office, official prerogatives one that has already been adopted by many commerand the church law demand. The brethren of the cial houses. They provide for a gift certificate and
Twelve are fully expected by us and the church to so simplify Christmas buying. A gift certificate
discharge their duties with all due dignity and suitably engraved is given and may be used on
priestly propriety, and should receive the like . cour- future purchases. Brother McGuire extends this now
tesy in return. May we all indeed be workers to- so that we may make our gifts to the church.
gether for the Master and his cause.
'After all, could there be a more fair proposition?
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On birthdays we are inclined to buy a present· for
our loved ones and especially for children. When
one has a birthday we scarcely expect our friends to
go off and buy themselves or one another presents,
for it is his bJrthday which is to- be celebrated. In
this case we are celebrating the anniversary of our
Lord and Savior. Should not at least part of our
gifts be made to him, and for the sake of his little
ones. Some of us may do this directly by helping
those in need. All can do so through this method of
a special Christmas Offering.

FREEWILL OFFERINGS AND· CONSECRATION
It is a voluntary matter, a gift of love on our part,
and should be so. It is true that many extend their
gifts through the year, or take and make them at the
time that they· make their business inventory, or
at a time more convenient. This is well, but for
,those who have failed to do so the past year, now is
the time to make a self-examinaton, to give as the
Lord has prospered us, directly to his representative.
The special Christmas offering drive naturally
ends with the year, December 31, so far as the general officers are concerned. In many places a little
more time is allowed for the collection to be made,
:for the secretary to prepare the list of names, or
to put matters in shape to submit to the Presiding
Bishop. But we do not want to delay WI the last
minute, but get our offering to his office early in January, so as to be in time for the Blue Stepping Stones.

NOTES AND COMMENTS
Chutch Offices to Have New Location
The residence property in Independence occupied
the last twelve years by Bishop E. L. Kelley has recently been transferred to the church and is being
remodeled to accommodate some of the general
church offices at that place. Fireproof v~aults are being installed now and other alterations will be made.
Rushton in San Bernardino
Through the kindness of Elder George A. Wixom
we learn of the visit of Elder John W. Rushton to
San Bernardino. He spoke twice in the church there
on Novcember 25. He also spoke in the Baptist church
and was well received with a packed house. He also
addressed the high school and was exceedingly well
received. Seve:ml clippings from the newspapers
there have been forwarded to us, each one different,
including a summary of a sermon which was printed
in the Sunday morning Index of November 25.
British Hold Home of Abraham
General E. H. H. Allenby reports that he has occupied the town of Hebron, in Palestine, the British

war office announces to-night. Ancient Hebron, today called by the Arabian name of El Khulil; is situated about twenty miles southwest of Jerusalem with
approximately 15,000 inhabitants. The taking of
Hebron is of interest because tradition identifies it
as the site of the tombs of Abraham and other patriarchs. King David resided there the first seven
years of his reign. A magnificent mosque, accessible
only to Mohammedans, stands upon the traditional
site of the patriarch's burial place.-Des Moines
Register, December 7, 1917.

How to Be Well-Informed
We have a number of inquiries as to the best
method of keeping in touch with the important world
events without having to spend too much time in
getting that which does not matter. One of our best
recommendations is to include in the reading list
Current Opinion, one of the best monthly reviews of
the larger phases of history in the making. "A
Review of the World" is broad in its scope and pertinent in its treatment. Out of the chaos of happenings which few of us are.. able to interpret as they
pass, the kernel of the situation is presented from
official sources, and with apt and impressive press
comment. Recently it has ceased to be strictly eclectic, and is now featuring a strong article each month
from some national or international writer. The
subsc:ription price is three dollars per year.
The state of the real knowledge of and feeling for
Christianity on the part of the world of modern
culture, .and the complacency of the church in antiqua,ted conceptions constitute to-day the one great
blemish and the one great danger of our civilization.
The church is a cult and no longer stands for the
highest culture. It has become an idol.~ttor of its
symbols, and lost the holy passion to penetrate ever
deeper into their significance. It has lost control of,
and often all vital touch with the leaders of mankind, and makes only a falsetto, sporadic appeal to
educated youth. Its mission is to save souls but its
very seminaries teach or care little about what the
soul of man reallyis. It should take the psychology
that deals with the deeper things of humanity to its
very heart of hearts, instead of maintaining its attitude of suspicion and exclusion, and help to show
forth the new sense in which our Scriptures are being revealed as the world's chief text-book in psychology.-G. Stanley Hall, Jesus, the Christ, in the
Light of Psychology.
1Wh-en I found I was black, I resolved to live as if I
were white, and so force men to look below my skin.
-Alexandre Dumas.
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THE RESURRECTION OF THE DEAD
(Sermon by Frederick A. Smith, at L,amoni, Iowa, Sunday
evening, October 8, 1916. Reported my Winsome Smith McDonald.)
For as the Father raiseth up the dead, and quickeneth
them; even so the So,n quickeneth whom he will. For the
Fathe;r judgeth no man, but hath committed all judgwent
unto the Son: That all men should honor the Son, even as
they honor the Father~ He that honoreth not the Son honoreth not the Father which hath sent him. Verily, verily, I say
unto you, He that heareth my word, a,nd believeth on him that
sent me, hath everlasting life, and shall not come into. condemnation; but is passed from death unto life. Verily, verily,
I say unto ·you, The hour is coming, and now is, ·when the
dead shall hear the voice of the Son of God: and they that
hear shall live. ; For as the Father hath life in himself; so
hath he given to the So1n to have life in himself; and hath
given him authority to execute judgment also, because he is
the Son of man: Marvel not at this: for the hour is coming,
in the which all that are in the graves shall ·hear his voice,
and shall come forth; they that have done good, unto the resurrection of life; and they that have done evil, unto the resurrection of damnation. I can of mine own self do nothing:
as I hear, I judge: and my judgment is just.-John 5:.21-30.
AN IMPORTANT SUBJECT

In this number of the series of lectures or sermons that ar.e being delivered here on Sunday evenings. we have reached one of the important, and I
don't know but what I may say one of the best of
the subjects of the gospel. :As I look at it, .it is
fraught with much of comfort, of consolation, and
of hope to humanity, and especially to the household
of faith.
When we take up the question of the resurrection
of the dead we .have before us one of the peculiar
subjects of the gospel of Christ that carries with
it possibly one 6f the most wonderful f.eatures of the
gospel, and is the culmination of the great effort
of Christ in bringing about the redemption of mankind.
]f you will study carefully the work of the Christ,
and look thoughtfully into those things that hav~
been given as to the purpose. of his coming, you will
be made quite conscious before you get through,
that there came into the existence of mankind a condition in which this thing that we call "death" had
obtained control, and man, brought under, its subjection, must remain in that condition with no hope
of release, and must ever after lose the status that
God gav·e to him and remain incomplete, imperfect,
and without redemption in the fullest s.ense of the
term. But through the economy of God there was
instituted this feature of the work, and the Christ

came to earth, took upon himself the nature of man,
suffered the conditions of this, life, passed through
the por.tals of death itself that he might have power
over it, and bring to mankind a restoration from his
lost condition.
Now I shall not have time to go into all of it as
I would like to do to-night, nor present all the evidence we would like to present. We will have to
confine ourselves to a few of the most important
evidences that present themselves and let them be
sufficient. But we must not lose sight of the thought
that to some this is a mystery, to some it is incredible, a:tid they doubt it. It was so in the day of
Christ himself; it was so away back in the ancient
times; it is so in our day. There is also an indefinite conception of just what it purports and what it
purposes to bring,
In the first place, Why should it be incredible?
Why should it be a mystery? If you will take the
time to think seriously along the line a little, I think
every one of you can find sufficient in your everyday life around you that is of as great a mystery
as this, if you will only stop and examine it. It will
be just as hard possibly for you to gather a full
understanding of it, and to see just where it leads
you as this does.
I do not see why it should be accounted impossible
or extremely miraculous, for when I look back and
, look carefully into it, God crea.ted this being, brought
it into existence, gave to it its several peculiar elements and parts, and having created it and brought
it into existence, given the. law that perpetuates it,
regulates and governs it, why should it be looked
upon as a strange thing that we should take the
stand that. he has the power to raise it up again
when it passes through what we call death?
When you look for a definition of the word "resurrection" you will discover that the basic principle
of that definition rests upon the statement "raised
upon again." So when we get right down to that
thought it had not ought to be accounted strange,
we need not look at it with that incredible feeling.
We go back to the beginning of mankind and we discover that there we are given to understand that
he was created first spiritually, a spiritual entity.
IAf,terwards, we discover, there was created this
body from the elements of this earth, that we are
earthly, and to that body the spirit was brought
and placed in it, and it became the habitation of
the spirit of the individual.
Now if God brought it into existence once from
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the elements that exist around us, why it seems to
me that we ought to readily concede that an individual with the characteristics of God, as we give him
credi.t for having, could easily bring it into existence
again without very much difficulty.
And it requires the spirit and the body to complete
man, and if you go back and read carefully, you
discover the statement made after he had created
him, and breathed into him the breath of lif:e, he
became a living soul.
There, rnY friends, is the complete feature, the- ·
body and the spirit united together became the
living soul. If it was necessary to have that organism and that spirit united in the first place to make
it a living soul, answer, Would it not be reasonable
that if man by reason of transgression loses that condition, and the separation of that spirit and body
comes, if there ever comes the principle of redemption that shall make man a perfect living soul again
he must have a spirit and a body.
Looking at it from that standpoint we readily
accept the thought that under thos·e conditions the
resurrection of the dead becomes absolutely neces- ·
sary that the Redeemer of mankind may perfect
his work and redeem men.
NATURAL PHENOMENA

Let us look around us a little bit and see. As
you go out into the fields in a thoughtful mood and
examine carefully the situation as you find it there,
especially in the spring of the year, but you can
see it in any S•eason, what do you find? If you use
your head you can find some of the most marvelous
things that we ever ran across. For instance, we
go out there and look at one field, and they have
plowed it and harrowed it, and put it in nice shape,
and sowed seed in it. "Oats," you say. Yes, oats.
Another one they have drilled in wheat. Another
one right alongside they have put in corn .. Just
beyond that lies the meadow with its grass, and on
the hillside down by the creek you will find the timher. And in the midst of these, the flow~rs.
Now stop a moment. From the same soil, from
the same sunlight, the same water, the same atmosphere, these different grains, and different evidences
of lif·e all of them spring up and gather together
their own peculiar kind of .element necessary to
produce wheat, oats, corn, grass, flowers, and trees.
The wheat and the oats come up with a little stem and
bring their seed upon the top. The corn grows to
a high stalk with its ears of corn in the center. The
grass grows alongside with a very narrow, slender
stem, and narrow blade, and never reaehes great
heights. Each of them di:ffierent, each of them growing from the same elements, and using the peculiar
feature that is essentially necessary for itself. Pray
tell me, by what law do these things gather from

these elements that which is necessary to give to
them the component parts that are required? Did
you ever stop and think of it? Can you tell us?
Can you unfold it? By what rule are they governed,
that shall accomplish this peculiar purpose? And
in the midst of these we see the towering oak from
the same elements exactly, which are gathered to
produce the hard wood of the tree.
And we have before us one of nature's laws, you
say, made manifest. And right in the midst of all
these y<;>u will se.e the little flowers shooting up
their stems, and one is red, and one is yellow, and
one is blue, but the stems are all green.
Tell me, friends, where did they find the pigment,
where the different colored materials that give these
bright hues, and how did they separate them and
gather the part that was essential for themselves?
Some one says, "That is a law of nature."
,,

NATURAL FOR GOD TO RESTORE OUR BODIES

Ah, what is nature? If that is only a law of
nature, then we might just as well accept the thought
that when God created man and put him into this life,
and gave to him a body, it would be perfectly natural
for him, if a man lost that body to restore i~t, ail~
he purposes to redeem the human body, to give him
a body again. It would be a law of nature, that is
all, just as natural as anything can be.
My friends, so far ·as this body of ours is concerned it is practically indestructible. You watch
carefully the thought and see. Look at it as you
will, go through the records that are made, and you
will discover that you can reduce this being of ours
back until you get it almost completely into the gases,
elements if you please, around us.
Now what are gathered from these elements that
made this body? Again, did yoU: stop and think that
when we begin to get right down to it and examine
carefully, there is that same peculiar natural law
regulating and governing and making this body of
ours continue in existence, that governs the tree, and ·
the oats, and the wheat and all that, for when we
get right down to it we discover that this body is
sustained and maintained by that which comes from
the earth, and the air and the sunlight. I do not
care whether you eat meat or whether you eat vegetables. It matters not to me. If vegetables, then
from the elements you have gathered from the vegetable that which is necessary for the sustenance of
your life. If you eat meat, you discover that the
meat has been sustained, the animal got its life
from the vegetable that came from the earth around
it, and you came frQm there. :You are of the earth,
are earthy. That is the expression, and it is correct,
so far as this body is concerned, in this mortal condition especially.
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DEMONSTRATION OF THE RESURRECTION

Now, my friends, we were unfortunate enough to
come under the condemnation that rested upon mankind, and death claimed us and separated us" and
brought about the dissolution of the body that we call
d~ath. !Men could not be perfect in that condition.
There must come something that would relieve.
When we ,take up this work and look at it, there is
nothing in all the gospel economy that Jesus Christ
demonstrated to the human family more perfectly
and completely than he did the fact of the resurr,ection of the dead. i want you to give th 31t thought,
for when he was her·e on earth in this life, not only
did he bear witness to and demonstrate his power
over sickness and disease, and the possibility of ·
~xercising power over the very laws of nature, as
call it, but we discover that in his life work here
he demonstrated to the human family that the power
over death was resident within him. He gave us
evidence upon evidence of that thing, and we are
struck forcibly with the thought that when we get
into it we discover it bears the evidence of God's
divine favor as strikingly as anything that we can
possibly bring to you.
Take, for instance, the first circumstance we have
of Lazarus, who died and lay in the fomb four days;
yet at the command of that man Jesus that made the
statement that there was life resident within himself, and that as God had power to raise the dead,
so he had power at his command, Lazarus came forth
from the grave.
We see· him again when we stand by the bier of
the widow's son, and as he looked into the cold features of that individual, and sensed >the sorrow of the
mother, and made that wonderful declaration,
"Arise," the young man received life again and
moved out in the performance of his duty.
,We have but to go to the ruler that came to him
and begged him to come because his daughter was
dying, and what do we find there? When we reach
the place they are mourning and weeping for the
little girl. She is dead, they said; but when he.
stepped up to that bedside and took that little maid
by the hand and said, "Arise," she obeyed, and life
once more was made manifest through the power of
that individual's command.
lAnd then as a climax, to all that, he brought to
us that wonderful evidence of his power, that he had
life within himself, when he submttted himself to
death, and went down into the tomb, suffered the
pangs and the agonies of death; and came under
its power so far as the human being was concerned,
only to break the bands, and the third day arise and
. witness unto mankind that he did have that power.
We have before us other evidences that we might
bring, is that enough? Does that not demonstrate

we
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it? . Does it not witness that thing unto us? But
when we look into it our books are full of it. All
the way through we find. it, and the worst difficulty
we have is finding some place to stop.
Turn to John 11 and read from the eleventh to
the forty-fourth verses, and you have the story of
Lazarus. You can read that and discover what he
says, in the twenty-fifth verse he ma]ms the declaration, "I am the resurrection and the life."
We discover him making his own declaration over
in Luke 24, in which he is talking to those individuals, and he argues with them and shows them clearly
that it was necessary that he should come and die,
that the resurrection of the dead should be established. He himself explains that thought.
Now let us look into some of those other statements and see.
DESTRUCTION OF THE BODY

Turn back, away back yonder in Job, and we have
a little declaration made by that man, in the nineteenth chapter, reading from the nineteenth to the
twenty-sixth verses, in which he says:
Oh that my words were now written! Oh that they were
printed in a book! That they were graven with an iron pen
a,nd lead in the" rock for ever!

He wanted it to be so that it would remain and
bear testimony to what lie was about to say, for he
says:
I know that my Redeemer liveth, and that he shall stand at
the latter day upon the earth: and though after my skin
worms destroy this body, yet in my flesh shall I see God.

He emphasizes that thought for us nicely, indicating clearly that though the destruction might come,
though the flesh might fall away, that there would
be that peculiar separation, that dissolution and
destruction of this body, y;et, my friends, he presents
the thought that in his flesh he would see God. Away
back there he holds up that thought.
I cannot take up all of them, but I want you to
think over it. In speaking of this thought, I want
you to gather another idea, in connection with this
condition of the destrucUon of the body.
I used to look upon the principle of cremation
with a good deal of horror. At the thought of it a
feeling of considerable horror would come over me.
And while I would prefer an ordinary burial in the
ground, yet there are worse things than cremation.
My experiences have taken away some of the awful
feelings that I had previously had.
When I was in San Francisco some years ago, I
went into one of the big crematories there, and took
pains to investigate it. They not only have that
crematory nicely arranged in a cemetery, but they
have a memorial hall, or building, a very large and
beautiful building, built with galleries all around
it, and niches in the 'Yall. These niches are fitted
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"THY DEAD MEN SHALL LIVE"
with copper or other metal fronts with glass in them
-copper frames, and glass. Inside they have the
Now I want to present some more evidences here,
ashes that remain of their loved ones, and these are and I want you to look carefully along, and if you
generally incased in a small jar. That is set in a vase, wish to do so, make notes and read them. Isaiah
or something of the kind, upon which is inscribed 26: 19 is a positive declaration to Israel, "Thy dead
the name and the dates, if they wish it, unless they men shall live again." A clear, positive declaration
wish to inclose the whole thing, and then the inscrip- of the prophet under the inspiration of the Almighty
tion is on a plate outside.
God to that nation, that thes.e individuals shall live,
There I saw the peculiar performances that they and they shall come out of their graves and shall
carried out, and the destruction of the body in the inherit the land he has promised to give them.
crematory is not so terrible as you might think.
Turn to Ezekiel 37: 13, and you will find another
It is not a thing that would bring horror, because passage that will set you to thinking. You may read!
you cannot see anything, only the outside act of on further than that, but in that one verse there
putting them in. Nothing more. And when it is comes that positive statement that they will come
all done, and everything gathered up that remains, ·forth.
·
ther·e are just about four pounds and a half of a man
Again, turn to 1 Corinthians 15. You will know
of one hundred and eighty pounds, or somewhere that; everyone is acquainted with the statement in
about that size. Never more than that unless it is the fifteenth chapter. If 1 were going to quote from
. an extremely large-boned person. These are the that I would have to quote the whole chapter, for
ashes of the bone. So far as the tissue of the body, it all dwells upon that, and especially the latter part,
the muscle and flesh, is concerned, that is absolutely in which he presents clearly the resurrection of the
consumed, and goes off in vapors and gases, and there dead, and in its presentation he uses the idea of a
is nothing left; not a thing.
grain of wheat that falls in the ground, and he says
Now these bodies are not placed in the fir.e, but it will not spring up into life except it decay and fall
they are placed in what we might term an oven, away. He presents. to you the very thought there
built purposely. The fire is on the outside of it, that when that'gra!n has grown we get .a new grain
but it is heated so hot that it consumes them immed- as we sometimes call it, but the same elements are
iately after they have gone in, or practically so, but contained in it that constituted the other. We have
it takes some little time before they can gather the the same thing existing there over and over· again.
ashes, because the oven must be allowed to cool We see this thing enacted under our eyes, and if it
down before they can go in after them. You can can be done along lines of that kind, is it not reasonput the ashes of a mari that would weigh two hun- able to believe that ,as that germ of life in the wheat
dred pounds into a quart jar. You ·have an idea ·springs up and brings about those conditions, there
now as near ~s I can tell you about what is left.
should be a germ of life in you that should remain
Has it been entirely destroyed? Is it not just as ' and bring about the perfection of the great work of
reasonable to think tha·t God can call together the God, the redemption of man and the saving of him?
This you can read, for it offers some splendid
elements that constituted that body the second time
as he could the first? Is it it not just as true that if things; it . gives us to distinctly understand that
you put them in the soil, that they eventually come Jesus Christ was the first fruit of this resurrection,
to the same position until you have n0thing left but and as in Adam all die, so in Christ shall all be made
a little handful of bone that you may scrape up alive. There is the great mission work of Jesus
there? What has become of that body? It has Christ. There is the great principle that shall
gone into those elements just the same. So when come, and the life that we must lead here, in the
you get that feature, friends, remember that there following out of the principles of the Christ, shall
are some peculiar elements of our being as a body find its reward in that peculiar benefit that God
that are absolutely indestructible. You can change has said should come to those that are his, for the
their form, you can put it back into the elementary apostle says emphatically, in this chapter that he
condition, but destroy it you cannot. It is not in. shall recognize all those that are his at his coming,
our power to accomplish that.
and they shall come up first, every man in his own
Under these circumstances we can readily see how order.
the law that was put into operation in the first
Now you can go home and read those things. He
place could bring about and make this creation that tells us in that same chapter another thought that
we call man, can exercise its function in the second I want to emphasize, that in this resurrection of the
place as well as the first, and bring into existence dead. He says, "It is sown in corruption, it is raised
this body again; and God giving i·t the spirit can in incorruption." It is sown as a mortal, it shall
quicken it and make it alive.
be raised immortal. There is meaning in that Ian1
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guage. It is· one of the things we must look at in
the thought that it is going to accomplish God's
purpose.
DEATH AND HELL GIVE UP DEAD

I turn to the twentieth chapter of Revelation, and
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hath redeemed iiJ.One such; yea, neither can the Lord redeem
such: for he cannot deny himself; for he cannot deny justice
when it has its claim.

Also the eightieth and eighty-fourth verses:
And if Christ had not risen from the dead, or have broken
the bands of death, that the grave should have no victory,
and that death should have no sting, there could have been
no resurrection. But there is a resurrection, therefore the
grave hath no victory, and the sting of death is swallowed
up in Christ. He is the light and the life of the world; yea,
a light that is endless, that can never be darkened; yea, aiiJ.d
also a life which is endless, that there can be no more death.
Even this mortal shall put on immortality, and this corruption shall put on incorruption, and shall be brought to stand
before the bar of God, to be judged of him according to their
works, whether they be good or whether they be evil. If
they be good, to the resurrection of endless life and happiness, and if they be evil, to the resurrection of endless damnation.

there is it emphasized in the fourth and sixth verses,
and you have the promise made to those that are
with Christ, they shall reign with him a thousand
years. They are the ones that have been obedient
to him· and have kept his commandments. They
shall come up and reign with him a thousand years.
Then comes the statement farther down, when the
great judgment shall sit, and all men come forth,
both great and small, ·every one must come up to this
judgment,_ and death and hell give up the dead that
were in them. They must come forth and the power
of the resurrection shall have something to do with
You will discov·er they do not disagree with the
them, and manifest to them that peculiar promise Scriptures. He gives us a plain statement touching
of Jesus Christ that shall come. unto all flesh.
that, and we want to notice one more in this same
What does that mean? Let us read another state- work.
ment or two (and we will have to hurry along here
The ninth chapter of Mosiah, just a portion of
a little bit).
verse 40:
BOOK OF MORMON TEACHINGS

Yea, and comfort those that stand in need of comfort, and
to stand as witness of God at all times, and in all things,
and ~n all places that ye may be in, even until death, that ye
may be redeemed of God, and be numbered with those of the
first resurrection, that ye may have eternal life.

Turn to the Book of Mormon, we have something
on the subject in it and we are going to read it. We
were told this morning it was plain, and it is plain,
and we are going to see what it has for us.
I shall not take the time to read the balance, but
Turn to Mosiah 8 : 53-.66. I want to read a portion, ask you to read it, and you will find it exceedingly
although we ought to read nearly all of it to get the interesting.
necessary part of it.
Alma has something to say in this connection, and
For were it not for the redemption which he hath made for I am going to look at one or two statements of his.
his people, which was prepared from the foundation of the I told you ] could not read all ; I will not try to, but
world; I say unto you, were it not for this, all mankind must there are a f·ew I want to call your attention to.
have perished. But behold, the bands of death shall be
I turn back .to the eighth chapter of Alma and
brokel1, and. the SOJn reigneth, and hath power over the dead;
notice
a little statement made in verses 97 to 107:
therefore, he bril1geth to pass the resurrection of the dead.
And there cometh a resurrection, even a first resurrection;
yea, even a resurrection of those that have been, and who are,
and who shall be, even until the resurrection of Christ: for so
shall he be called. And now, the resurrectio,n of all the prophets, and all those that have believed in their words, or all
those that have kept the commandments of God, shall come
forth in the first. resurrection; therefore, they are the first
resurrection: They are raised to dwell with God who has
redeemed them: thus they have eternal life through Christ,
who has broken .the bands of death. And these are those who
have part in the first resurrection; and these are they that
have died before Christ came, in their ignora;nce, not having
salvation declared unto them. And thus the Lord bringeth
about the restoration of these; and they have a part in the
first resurrection, or have eternal life, being redeemed by the
Lord. And little children .also have. eternal life. But behold,
and fear, and tremble before God; for ye ought to tremble: for
the Lord redeemeth none such that rebel against him, and die
in their s~ns; yea, even all those that have perished in their
sins ever since the world began, that have willfully rebelled
against God; that have known the commandments of God,
and would not keep them; these are they that have no part
in the first resurrection. Therefore had ye not ought to
tremble? For salvation cometh to none such; for the Lord

Therefore the wicked remain as though there had been no
redemption made, except it be the loosing of the bands of
death; for behold, the day cometh that all shall rise from the
dead and stand before God, and be judged according to their
works. Now there is a death which is called a temporal
death; and the death of Christ shall loose the bands of this
temporal death, that all shall be raised from this temporal
death; the spirit and the body shall be rell!nited again, in
its perfect form; both limb and joint shall be restored to its
proper frame, even as we now are at this time, and we shall
be brought to stand before God, knowing even as we know
now, and have a bright recollection of all our guilt. Now
this restoration shall come to all, both old and young, both
bond a,nd free, both male and female, both the wicked and
the righteous; and even there shall not so much as a hair of
their heads be lost; but all things shall be restored to its
perfect frame, as it is now, or in the body, and shall be
brought and be arraigned before the bar of Christ the Son,
and God the Father, and the Holy Spirit, which is one eternal God, to be judged according to their works, whether they
be good or w}lether they be evil. Now behold I have spoken
unto you co,ricerning the death of the mortal body, and also
concerning the resurrection of the mortal body. I say unto
you, that this mortal body if) raised to an immortal ibody;
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that is from death; even from the first death, unto life, that
they can die no more; their spirits uniting with their bodies,
never to be divided; thus the whole becoming spiritual and
immortal, that they can no more see corruptio:n.

We have another little statement that we might
read, touching this same thought. I do not know
that I shall take the time, it is more lengthy than I
wish to read, but it is in the nineteenth chapter of
Alma, ver~es 24 to 45. Rea,d it, it will do you good.
Then turn to the revelations that have come to us
in our day, and I will just quote two or three of
them. It will show you to what extent they agree
with others given· at different periods, to different
people, at different places, and you will understand
the harmony that exists rthere, and see to what extent
at least there has been agreement in these things.
DOCTRINE AND COVEN ANTS

Turning to section 85 of the Doctrine and Covenants, beginning with the fourth verse I will read :
Now, verily I say unto you, that through the redemption
which is made for you, is brought to pass the resurrection
from the dead. And the spirit and the body is the soul of
man. And the resurrection from the dead is the redemption
of the soul; and the redemption of the soul is through him
who quickeneth all things, in whose bosom it is decreed, that
the poor and the meek of the earth shall inherit .it.

Now the sixth and seventh verses read :
And again, verily I say u1nto you, The earth abideth the
· law of a celestial kingdom, for it filleth the measure of its
creation, and transgresseth not the law. Wherefore, it shall
be sanctified; yea, notwithstanding it shall die, it shall be
quickened again, and shall abide the power by which it is
quickened, and the righteous shall inherit it; for, notwithsta,nding they die, they also shall rise again a spiritual body:
they who are of a celestial spirit shall receive the same body,
which was a natural body: even ye shall receive your bodies,
and your glory shall be that glory by which your bodies are
quickened. Ye who are quickened by a portion of the celestial glory, shall then receive of the same, even a fullness;
and they who are quickened by a portion of the terrestrial
glory, shall then receive of the same, even a fullness: and
also they who are quickened by a portion of the telestial glory,
shall then receive. of the same, even a fullness: and they who
remain shall also be quickened; nevertheless, they shall return again to their own place, to· enjoy that which they are
willing to receive, because they were not willing to enjoy
that which they might have received. For what doth it profit
a man if a gift is bestowed upon him, and he receive not the
gift? Behold, he rejoices not in that whichis given unto him,
neither rejoiced in him who is the giver of the gift.

It is quite clear, and we want to get it before you.
I will read only a portion:
He that sendeth up treasures unto the land of Zion, shall
receive an inheritance in this world, and his works shall
follow him; and also a reward in the world to come: yea, and
blessed are the dead that die in the Lord from ~'henceforth,
when the Lord shall come, and old things shall pass away,
and all things become new, they shall rise from the dead and
shall not die after, and shall receive an inheritance before the.
Lord, in the holy city, and he that liveth when the Lord
shall come, and has kept the faith, blessed is he; nevertheless
· it is appointed to him to die at the age of man, wherefore
children shall grow up until they become old, old men shall
die; but they shall not sleep in the dust, but they shall be
changed in the twinkling of an eye; wherefore, for this cause
preached the apostles unt01,the world the resurrection of the
dead;

Go where you will in these records and _you will
see the power of God, •the great tendency of his
work toward man, the wonderful event that must
eventually bring about the culmination of the purposes of this great gospel of Jesus Christ in the
redemption of m'an, and the Spirit and the body
reunited shall give to them a living soul again.
When we go back we discover in the start they
were in the presence of God, they were in the garden wherein was the tree of life, and had access to
eternal life, but by reason of transgression they lost
that condition, and now to redeem them and accomplish the purpose of redemption in the' fullest sense
of the term, there must be an exercising of power
that shall reach out and take hold, and not ohly bring
the spiritual· being in the redemption, but the body
back and uniting them together, making them as they
.were in the beginning, a complete redemption, .
worthy, fit, and qualified to come back into the presence of .their God, and partake of .eternal life.
DEATH NOT END

Now when we get into the scientific world, they
are moving along peculiar lines, and every little
while there crops out a realization of the fact that
they are picking up something of truth. I want ·
to call your attention to the statement made by
quite a prominent doctor at one of their conventions in New York several years ago. .The main
speaker was F. B. Wilson, LL. D, who remarked
that new 'things might be intuitionally recognized
Here you have a little outline of the conditions as truths before being p~actically dlffillonstrated.
at the resurrection. Turn to the fifteenth chapter Then he declared :
Scientifica:Ily it has been proven that death does not end
of 1 Corinthians and you have the same thing praclife and individual consciousness. I claim that it has been
tically, giving the various glories that are outlined proven to the complete satisfaction of the most exacting of
there. Turn over a little in the same section and scientific m!ln that those who have passed through what we
we have another one, but I am going to let you read caU death have spoken and identified themselves to mortals
that, the twenty-seventh, twenty-eighth, and twenty- here.
I claim that if the published records of investigators are
ninth verses of the same section.
carefully examined there is only one of two conclusions to be
In section 28: 3 you will find another positive arrived at; that either these investigators, working somedeclaration as to this resurrection of the dead.
times in groups and sometimes alone, in almost every civiI think I had better read to you section 63: 13. lized nation in the world, are to be put down as liars, or that
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life has been proven to be continuous, and that those who
have passed through the change called death live and preserve their individual entity.'

This man had the courage to stand up before that
assembly and say that. You stop and think for a
moment. If the scientific world has been aroused
and is awakening to. the thought that there is
more to man than this little span of life here, and that
death that comes at the dissolution of this body from
the spirit is not the end of the individual, it is not
a hard matter or a long step from that to a recognition of the truths that Jesus Christ has ruled,
and demonstrated to the world by his own power,
that there will 'be an exhibition of power upon tile
part of God that shall bring man back to his natural
condition, is re&sonable and right, and God will give
to him his body and his spirit that he may become
a living soul in fact as well as in spirit.•
So I think we can safely say that we are justified
in accepting the evidences that present themselves
that the resurrection of the dead is a truth, and we
can afford to believe it and take the comfort and
consolation of the great hope of the gospel of Jesus
Christ that comes to us through its administration;
that should give to the world the assurance that this
power is a reality.
May God help us and bless us in our endeavor to
see the beauties of the work of .God as outlined in
his gospel, is my prayer.

OF GENERAL INTEREST
THE MEEK SHALL INHERIT THE EARTH
When most people, even professed ,Chris~ki.ns,
hear the saying of Jesus, that "the meek shall inherit
the earth," they consider it one of those extreme,
Utopian, and idealistic sayings that sound well but
are utterly impracticable.
Some time ago a magazine made merry over the
idea that ,the meek would ever get anything in this
world, and even offered a prize for any record of a
meek person achieving success.
But Jesus had more sense than these worldly-wise
men who worship him on Sunday and contemn his
wisdom on week days.
The meek do and will inherit the earth.
For instance, Europe to-day is a wrangle of violence. Wrath, force, arms, ships, ultimatums, and
all sorts of nonmeekness are rampant.
Kaiser and czar, king and emperor, will stand no
temporizing. They will draw the sword. The whole
European system is based upon the rejection of any
sort of meekness. The people are war dancing.
The women are singing, "Go, my hero, and get the
daylights shot out of you because our emperor is
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peeved." Millions of armed men march. A devil's
Sabbath is brewing.
Over on this side of the $-.tlantic folks are rather
.meek, comparatively speaking. The jingoes couldn't
arouse a war furor against Mexico. No two of the
United States would think of getting into a fight.
There will be no war here, because the people are
not getting ready for war, don't want war, and
don't consider it among the possibilities.
The United States, the dominant American Nation,
is permanently committed to peace.
What's the result?
The meek are inheriting the earth!
Europe is whetting its ax to destroy billions of
dollars worth of property; we are going ahead creating things.
Europe is murdering ignorant workers who are
fools enough to march out and be shot 'by
platoons; we are redeeming deserts, founding new
states.
The best blood of Europe-its working bloodcomes in g, constant stream to t.he New World.
Every day America grows stronger. Every day
Europe grows weaker.
The program of military arrogance devastates
fields., transforms the wheat land into "the melon
patch," where the melons ;are bleached, vultureplucked skulls. The program of meekness is raising a bumper crop of corn and cattle.
There is more gold in New York to-day than in
any capital of Europe. Europe is borrowing gold
of us by shiploads.
At the present rate the United States will be richer
than combined Europe before long.
So perhaps after all J es.~s was not such a visionary
dreamer.
Above the thunder of artillery, the roar of war
drums, the cry of battle-mad hordes, comes the word
from the calm lips of destiny:
"Blessed are the meek, for they shall inherit the
earth."-Doctor Frank Crane, in Om,Lha W orldr
Herald.·
If we cannot show that the soul of man is essentially Christian to its very depths, when both it and
Christianity are understood; if science and faith
cannot be made henceforth one and inseparable,
indispensable each to the other; and in fine if the
gospels, epistles and the church cannot have a new
vital, radical, re-evolution and reconstruction in the
world, and that soon, our faith mus.t soon resign
itself to the slow fate that overwhelmed the great
religions of ,the past and some new one will arise
upon its ruins. Never in all its varied history has
th~ Church of Christ faced so great a crisis as that
which confronts it to-day.-G. Stanley Hall.
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YMNS

AND POEMS

Selected and Original

How Sweet the Hour
(The following lines were composed by Elder George A.
Kelley, on the occasion of a baptismal service at Tul,sa, Oklahoma, some time since. The words may be sung to the tune
of "Sweet hour of prayer.")
How sweet the hour, how bright the day,
When earthly sin is washed away,
And from the waters, pure and white
'Come children of the heavenly light,!
With newbor1n hopes and new desires,
And in each heart rekindled fires,
Oh! Joy bounds up and overflows,
For Jesus all His children knows!
How sweet to sense his prese.nce here,
Each soul to bless, each heart to cheer,
And each weak child to safely guide
'Till all stand worthy at his side.
Though storms of earth may fierceiy rage,
Though oft the tempter's power engage,
With eyes .turned e'er to Zion's land,
We'll cling to our Redeemer's hand!

THE STAFF
• Edited by ARTHUR H. MILLS, 1514 W. Short St., Independence, Mo. •

Should the Choir Be Organized?
Last summer, in the interest of choir work, we were present at five reunions, and this fall we likewise visited quite
a number of individual choirs throughout several districts
of the church. Everywhere we have gone, a.nd from a number of directions in correspondence, the. above question has
been asked repeatedly. Sometimes it would be presented in
one form, sometimes in another; but invariably the "gist"
of the question would be the same.
Experience has taught us that this question, .contrary to
its apparently immaterial nature, is of real importance a.nd
we have always endeavored to give it due and careful consideration. And now that we are addressing a much larger
audience we shall endeavor to answer it as carefully and as
fully as we can.
Webster, to whose justly celebrated dictionary we all go
when we want to know the exact mean~ng of a word, sayfl
organize means, "To arrange or constitute in interdependent
parts, each having a special function. . . or relation· with,
respect to the whole; to systematize; to get into working
order."
'
Tak~ng this definition as a correct one and a true guide
we can heartily say, Yes, every choir should be organized.
Organization, to be effective, must be a matter of careful
and wise direction. Organization may be fittingly compared
to machinery. If the organization is good, it is like th~
machine that is well built, each part proportioned to every
other part, and all working in harmonious balance and
adjustment. If the organization is poor, the machine is of
faulty mechanical construction, running with· friction and
"lost motion." Our politicians have lear,ned the value of well.,
planned organization, and their systems have generally run

so admirably that society has given them the peculiarly fitting title of "machines."
In order that we .may understand organization as related
to our choir work let us take two examples of choirs we have
lbeen i1n touch ·with and consider them analytically.
.Choir number one will probably be found in a good many
of the branches of the church and is typical of branches where
little appreciation has been had for choir work and conse~
quently little thought or effort bestowed upon it. The branc~
where this choir was found had the regular institutiQns of
chorister and organist and upon the chorister devolved the
burden of prom~ding the choir as well as directing it. Thus
the choir was started out with two officers already "found"
for it.' But there all attempt at organization in its greater
SEJpse ceased; the machine contained n.o further ,parts. A
g~neral call for singers to assl.).me the burden of the song
service was issued; a general invitation extended for those
who "felt like it" to come forward and assist; What was the
result? Everyone felt that he had an invitation to "come up
and sing," but no one felt anJ> sense of obligation to do so;
everyone felt that he had the privilege of "sing~ng in the
.choir" whenever his inclinations prompted him to do so, but
no one felt the call of duty to serve. With everyone in the
congregation possessed of "rights" in the choir, no one felt
the burden of the service resting upon him.
It was but another verification of the old adage, "That
which is everybody's business is ,nobody's business." (Isaiah
Walton). One Sunday· the choir would be filled to overflowing with singers who desired to enjoy their ''privileges";
the next Sunday the despairing chorister. would look down
from a sparsely filled choir loft into the congregation where
many of these same singers would be folloWi1n g the lead of
their "inclinations." It was ever a "feast or a famine" s.o far
as choir attendance and service at that branch was concerned.
It is needless to say that that choir never got anywhere, so
:far as the quality and range of its service is concerned, so
long as it remained in that condition.
What was the matter? Simply a lack of organization;
no arrangement of the work in hand; no systematizing the
material available; no gett~ng into "running order." Instead
of a well-adju~ted machine, running smoothly and efficiently,
many of the important parts were missing.
Choir number two, because of its size, could not be found
in many branches of the church. This choir had been a creature of conti,nuous growth for a number of years, and the
pillars of its strength were consistently devoted to its service. Desiring to labor for its further development they had,
at some time in the past, formulated and put into operation
an elaborate plan for its greater construction, and had "organizeq'' .upon a most extensive scale. The chief e~ecutive
power ~n this choir ·was vested in the chorister, elected by
the branch, with the privilege of choosing his assistant. The
selection of. the remaining officers, together. with its own
government, was left to the .choir itself. The complete
roster of officials in this choir is as follows: 1. Chorister.;
2. Assistant chorister; 3. President; 4. Vice president; ·5.
Secretary; 6. Treasurer; 7. Organist; 8. Assistant organist; 9. Librarian. Then there were some committees that
were deemed .necessary for the proper conduct of the work;
first, a membership committee, to recruit new members in the
scheme of expansion; second, a music committee, delegated·
to select the ;music to be rendered by the choir; third, a
social committee, whose. task it was to minister to the social
needs of the organization. On top of this extensive "layout"
there was ·a most beautiful and wonderfully constructed
"Constitution and by-laws,". elaiborated a.nd intricate, prescdbing what should and what should not be done, and which,
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on <tccount of· their complicated nature, were destined to be
"honored more in the breach than in the observance."
What was the matter with the choir? Simply a case of
over-organization. A scheme of government ll,ad been.instituted for a limited body of singers extensive enough to have
served for a whole musical community. It was'like a business·
concern whose assets were limited am~ whose prospects for
bus~ness could be estimated at a few thousand dollars annually, putti:p.g in an office system and equipment sufficient to
handle millions. Its organization could be likened to a machine that was overly complicated in construction; where
parts were needlessly multiplied and improperly proportioned
to each other and lacki1ng proper adjustment, thereby entailing undue friction and lost motion. Needless to say
~he salvation of the choir lay in ridding' itself of its cttmbrous machinery, and organizing on a plan that was simple
and direct; which it did, and is now flourishing and accomplishing the service desired of it.
We have given. two instances; one in which the choir
lacked organization altogether, the other wherein it had too
much. Between these two extremes there lies a golden mean
which should be sought for by every choir. But let us analyze
the work and purpose of the choir.
In this church no choir can or should exist for any other
purpose than to do the service of the church and thereby.,
build up the cause of Christ. The choir is a duly constituted
servant.of the church, set apart for a certain line of service,
as is the apostle, or the deacon, or the presiding elder. Consequently when the choir fails to be mindful of its true mission or allows its energies to be "sidetracked". by issues that
are outside of its purpose, it fails to render the acceptable
service that it should. What is true of the choir as a body
is necessarily true of each individual composi1n g the choir.
Any choir member who does not keep before himself the
real object of his service in the choir, striving to serve so that
that object will be attained, is not rendering acceptable service. The individual choir member must render services that
::).re consecrated,· and when the members are unitedly doing
that the service of the choir as a body will be efficacious, holy,
and acceptable to God.
But what has the above to do with orga;nization, you say.
Simply this: when choir members give their services from
consecrated hearts, aglow with the knowledge that such service is for God a,nd his work, then intricate forms of organization and ela!borate "Constitutions," "By-Laws," and "Rules"
will not be necessary. Consecrated choir members will not
need these things to tell them how, or when, or why they
serve; the love of the service will effectually direct them. It
goes without saying, therefore, that .organization and legislation can never take the place of consecration.
We believe that a wise, careful organization will res:ult
in good to any choir, simply because it brings the work to be,
done into a defi1nitely arranged system. "Order is heaven's
first law," (Pope) and a disorderly choir accomplishes but a
portion of what it might. But let us continually bear in mind
that organization should always be had with the greatest of
care, first making sure that the spirit of consecrated service
is the real, animating force. A· carefully planned system
should always be arrll!nged, designed to care for the real
necessities of the work, and it should always be made as
simple as possible.
We have been asked a number of times to give some suggestions as to how a choir may be organized, and what would
constitute a well-organized choir.· In our work heretofore'
we have always tried to wisely aid, and give carefully considered advice. We have now decided to publish our con-

elusions Qn this subject, and in the next issue of The S'taff
will do so in the second half of this article.
ARTHUR

H.

MILLS.

Two Papers
(Read before the Far West Stake Musical Institute, Saint
Joseph, Missouri, November 11, 1917.)
I.

MUSIC AND THE CONGREGATION-NOTES FROM 1'RE
CONGREGATION

By Sister Ruby Jackson Hitch
When our chorister asked us to write a short paper for
the institute on the above subject it seemed almost an impossibility (as it still. does) to convey to you our conception
of the influence of music upon the congregation.
That music has been used i,n the church from its very
foundation is perfectly clear from references in the oacred
record: "And when they had sung an hymn they went out
into the Mount of Olives" (Matthew 26: 30). "And at midnight Paul and Silas prayed and sa,ng praises unto God and
the prisoners heard them" (Acts 16: 25).
Apostle Paul in his letter to the Colossians (3: 16) exhorted
them: "Let the work of Christ dwell in you richly in all wisdom; teaching and admonishing one another in psalms and
hymns ll!nd spiritual songs, singing with grace in your hearts
to the Lord."
'
Prior to the time of Christ, we :find vocal music occupying
an important place in Old Testament history in religious worship, public rejoicings and social festivities. The Israelite
men led by Moses sang in chorus, and Miriam led the women
in the refrain at each interval. (E;xodus 15: 21.) We read
that the age of Samuel, David,. and Solomon was the golden
one alike of poetry and of music.
The Hebrew use of music was inspirational, whether festive
or mournful. David's skill on the harp in his youth brought
him under Saul's notice, and he played away Saul's melancholy under the evil spirit (1 Samuel 16: 23).
As David elevated music to the praise and service of God,
so the degenerate Israelites of Amos's time degraded it to
the service of their own sensuality.
We simply mention these things to show that the power of
music to r~ach and impress our inner consciousness has been
recognized as far back as our history of Christianity permits
us to go.
The mission of the sQng is twofold. First, there is the influence of the music; but there is in addition to this the message of love, of hope, of courage or of praise expressed in the
words of the song. Often in the attempt of singers to produce
perfect tones the pronunciation of words is neglected and
words not pla~nly spoken are not understood; and thus half
the value of the song .is lost. What would we think of a
preacher who spoke in such a way that not half of his words
could be understood? It,Js just as important that God's message to us, or our praise to him, in song, be spoken clearly
and distinctly.
Billy Sunday, the popular evangelist, has said, "When you
get to heaven you will ~nd that not all have been preached
there; many have been sung there." Much of the success of
his meetings is due to the influence of his music. The singing is as essentially a part of the service as the sermon. The
tabernacle music in itself is enough to draw the great throngs
which nightly crowd his meet~ngs, and to the writer the music
led by Mr. Rodeheaver was three fourths of the attraction 'in
attending the meetings. When ,Billy Sunday was ready to
preach the congregation had been worked up into a fervor
and a glow through the singing that made it receptive to his
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message, and it would be just as receptiv!'! to o,ne who had a
bigger message to bring.
The message that is brought to us from the choir is well
expressed in the following extract from a paper on this subject, written by Brother Arthur E,. McKim, read by him at a
"musical institute" during the General Conference at Independence, Sunday afternoon, April 9, 1916, and printed in
The Staff for August 8, 1917:
"The service is a ritual in itself. First the organ, with its
deep, full tones-powerful, impressive, dignified, calling all
to quit their thoughts of self, and join in worship of their
Maker. Then the hymn in which the congregation El!nters
with sober thoughts. It is as a confessional in which they
sing to God their faults and their sorrows. It is truly a pouring forth of the heart, an expression of the pent-up emotions
of a week of stress and too often of si,n.
"With the hush of the last words, in the subdued quiet,
comes the prayer, as of a high priest who meditates for his
people. It is the translating of their emotions into words,
words that ascend to God as from one soul intensified one
thousand times over! The prayer is heard, the answer is distilled like dew from heaven into every heart.
"The hymn that swells forth ,now is a hymn of praise, of
joyfulness, of thanksgiving to a God who is so gracious toreceive and so gentle to forgive. It is sung with hearts full
to the overflowing, and with th9ughts subdued by the sacred
Presence.
"As the congregation settles back to its place, the choir or
soloist, it matters not so much, takes up, the service. It is
the answer to the prayer and to the praise. Whether it be a
gloria to the Father sung with intense emotion oi: a quiet
song of promise and of hope, it comes to the waiting people
·as a gift and a seal to their blessing.
"We have no ritual we say; but this is ritual enough. It
is the world-old ritual of penitence, of acceptance, and of
praise before the Father. Our music can mean this and more.
We can si,ng into it whatever our hearts are capable of feeling."
II. THE ORGANIST'S RESPONSIBILITY IN CONGREGATIONAL SINGING

The tendency, though, of congregations or large bodies of
singers not perfectly disciplined is. to drag. Rapid singing is
condemned as uncongregational, and rightly so if too fast;
but I think that a bright, cheerful service, not unduly hurried, is more successful than one ii!lclined to be dragging.
The organist should try to realize the sense and character of
the words of the hymn which would surely suggest the proper
tempo of any particular melody.
In playing the church service, the organist is only a cog
in the wheel. Hardly anyone notices him or pays the slightest attention to what he does until the choir begins to sing.
Necessary he certainly is to the success of most choirs. How
few choirs can sing acceptably without an accompaniment!
In church it is necessary nine times out of ten to keep the
choir up to pitch. It is necessary nine times out of ten to
keep the choir alert a,nd up to time. The accompaniment
must not be too loud, but should be used as a background for
the voices.
Some organists feel that they have a hard and thankless
task and get thoroughly discouraged, for they say that there
is no interest taken in their part of the service and feel that.
the congregation looks on them as something to keep the choir
from getting "off key." This is too often true.
The organist is taken for granted, being almost a part of
the church. His services range with those of the pulpit and
pew, always there, fulfilling theii' parts. We must strive to
create interest in our service-by putting ourselves heart and
soul into what we do. Of course there are many n;tistakes
made by the best of us, but if we work with all our skill,
knowledge and taste, we will reap our reward ~n time.

Independence Stake Choirs To Sing "Messiah"
The combined choirs of the Independence Stake will render
HandeFs immortal masterpiece, "The Messiah," during the
Christmas holiday season,~ Thursday night, December 27, at
the Stone Church. There is a strong sentiment demandii!lg
that the rendition of this oratorio be made a regular annual
event of the stake during the holiday season of each year.

AND THE ORGANIST'S CONTRIBUTION TO THE, CHOIR SUCCESS

By Sister Edna ,Christiansen, Organist of, First S'aint Joseph
Branch
Music, the harmony of sweet sounds, stands foremost as a
means of drawing us heavenward. The power of song is as
deep as it is universal. It i,nspires, elevates and exalts religious feeling. No art, I believe, affords such strong evidence
of the spiritual in man as music, so we should develop the desire for song and music.
Nothing helps a church service more than good congregational singing, therefore it should be encouraged. , Some congregatio,ns like to sit back and hear the choir do all the work,
but I think that each one in the congregation would enjoy the
service to a greater extent if he had a part in it. Hymns that
are familiar to all will meet with a\!>greater response by the
congregation than those that are not so well known.
The organist c111n be a great help in this c~use. First, by
clean phrasing and positive pulsation; second, by playing in
strict time without dragging or going too fast; in other
words, playing so that the assembled people will be led instead of diverted.
.
The organist is generally the leader of· the congregational
s1nging and should play the hymns well. It is almost imppssible to give any safe directions with reference to speed at
which hymns should be sung. It depends mainly upon the
character and style of the hymns. Slow singing is favored
by many because they consider it more "congregational."

WOMAN'S AUXILIARY
Edited by AUDENTIA ANDERSON, 2009 Locust St., Omaha, N•br.

Sex Hygiene
It was the hope of those interested in this subject to have
a definite program detailed from a selected text early in the
fall, SO that all auxiliaries might COi!lSUlt it in planning their
year's work. In all three particulars I am disappointing,
but I trust, not failing you. The lapse ·of time has served
to give a broader view of the field before us; we believe the
use of several books will bri:ug richer results than the original
plan and if the organized classes have elastic minds and
programs there is still time to make a beginning o,n this work,
in the year that is before us.
Our first need is to understand the importance of our subject. I am selecting for your first lessons, books that em'ph~size the need of intelligent study on the part of the parents a;nd teachers and of wise and definite training of our
young people. The old methods of. silence and ignorance have
failed. Silence does not pervert the course of nature; ig,norance does not prevent curiosity and i!leither satisfies nor
fortifies against the time of need.
·
Instead of graspi;ng the big harmonious truths of life and
using them as forces to bind parents and children in a closer
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companionshipr we are letting them act as wedges of separation. Our failure to understand has amounted to criminal
neglect which is fostering such evils as white slavery, illegitimacy a;nd many forms of sex evil.
Maurice Bigelow of Columbia University, in his Sex.Edution, says that the problems with which we· mu$t concern ourselves are: 1. Personal sex-hygiene; 2. Social disease. 3. Social evil. 4. Illegitimacy. 5. Sexual morality. 6. Sexual
vulgarity. 7. Marriage. 8. gugenics.
I quote these here to show you the magnitude of our possible knowledge and influence as women of the true church, as
mothers in our homes, as friends and protectors to all young
or fortunate, as powers in OUl~ social and civiL communities.
'We need not touch some of the topics this year. My hope
is that we shall, first, overcome prejudice and indifference,
realize our need; then make a beginning o,n a definite course
of instruction for our children and early adolescents. Some
of the books I shall refer you to will help with the more advanced topics and you who have the time a;nd need for more
advanced study can easily do individual work. I shall be glad
to 'answ~r inquiries as to reference books, or can refer you to
some one who will help you with your prohbms.
One sex hygiene w,"riter says, "There are so many aspects
of the subject, and so many books, each adapted to speciai
needs and purposes that o,ne who knows the field can best
advise the thing that will fit your need."
I hope the auxiliaries all over the land are collecting good
referen<,:es which are recommended in the Year Book, into
helpful libraries. I do not consider it necessary for each
member in a class to own a text book. One book read together
and discussed will ofte,n prove satisfactory. . By using texts
in this way members can buy different books for the use of all
where there is no public fund. The books that can be of the
most service to you are the ones you should individually buy
and keep.
Some study clubs may already have Galloway's Biology of
Sex. That was recommended last year and can be purchased
at the Herald Publishing House for seventy-five cents. It is
the be!>t thing I have found for general use in what we peed
to study this year. While you are ordering it get also a copy
of "Guide to Sex Instruction" by T. W. Shannon, sold at the
same place for fifty cents.
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see: Plant and Animal Life, by Torelle; How Shall I Tell My
Child, by Chapman; Removal of L,ife, by Morley: The Way
Life Begins, by Cady.
4. Bigelow divides child periods into(a)' Preadolescent: to about 11 years.
(b) Early adolescent:
girls 12 to 16 years.
boys 13 to 17 years. ·
(c) Late adolescent:
girls 16 to 21 years.
boys 18 to 25 years.
At the .beginning of the second period the work with boys
and girls should be separate. What we want to .know is how
much and ~n what way to give information that will p-repare
for the changes that are coming. There are a number of
good books hut I will refer you to the two I had opportunity
to read which I found very good. For girls, For Girls and
the Mothers of Girls, by Mary Hood, price, one dollar; for
boys, From Youth into Manhood, by Winfred Hall. Read
with the children and lead them along the way, then they
will not feel timid about coming to you with their problems.
If father can and will take charge of the hoy's education at
this point it is well, but I see no reason why a mother cannot
keep in close touch with her boy's heart and confidences and
feel free to read this book with him if there is need for her
to do so.
Two good little books by Winfred Hall at t~n cents each are
Chums, for boys, and Life's Problems, for girls.
Now I hope we realize the importance of this work and will
take it up with zeal. If you have any questions that I might
help to answer do not hesitate to write to me.
'
GERTRUDE SESSIONS.
FRESNO, CALIFORNIA, Route A, Box 539.

Young Women of Lamoni

Sunday, November 4, saw the gathering of a group of earnest girls in the lower auditorium of the brick church. This
meeting had been announced in the pastor's notice of services
in the local weekly, had been verbally announced in high
school and college, and notice of it had been impressively and
COURSE OF STUDY
favorably read by the pastor at the sacrament service that
l. Read the first two chapters ·of Biology of Sex and the morn~ng. It. was called a "Mass meeting of girls over fifteen."
. first chapter of Guide to Sex Instruction in your classes.
The first half hour after the opening prayer was consumed
Discuss them until there are no more doubts of the need of by speeches on the needs of organization and consecration
a course of sex instruction for mothers.
· iby Ruth Allen and Mrs. Jessie Morant. The last half hour
2. Now the scope of our work with children and some very was devoted to explaining the new moveme,nt, its ideals, purexcellent suggestions will be found in Galloway, chapters·· 3 poses, and its usefulness to the girls. A general discussion
and 8, and the appendix; also Shannon, chapters 7 and 14. followed. The young women were very enthusiastic over the
You will have to use your ow,n discretion as to the time needed prospects of broadening their circle of friendship and of
for this division. As it includes the suggestions for daily overcoming th~ apparent snobbishness of cliques and sets
watchfulness, proper dressing, exercises and games, the whole- among them.
some living by which our children can grow up in right thinkThe study ..idea also appealed to them very much. There
ing and with good habits it should not be hurried.
was no time left for organization, so a committee was ap3. All sex educators agree that the method of definite in- pointed to arrange a meeting where the definite details of
struction for childre,n under twelve, boys and girls alike, is organization could be settled. This meeting was held on the
to teach biology; that is, give them plant and animal stories Tuesday of the following week, a,nd resulted in a complete orin such a way as to' bring out the laws of reproduction. Chil- ganization of a chapter of about fifty members, who comdren accept the great truths as natural and right. It is so posed girls from the college, high school and from the teacheasy 1n these early years to lay solid foundations for future ing staff of. Lamoni. To the necessary corps of officers were
building and to forestall unwholesome curiosity or misunder': added two counselors to assist the leader with executive probsta;nding.
lems.
These young women are all extremely busy with school
Shannon's Guide to Sex Instruction gives the stories commonly used through plant and animal life to man in a simple work, so have decided to meet regularly only once a month, ·
way which mothers can give with little adapting. Those when they will have a study hour with lectures, followed by
who have access to good libraries and would like to read more, a social hour. ·They voted to take up two lines of special
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study, personal hygi~ne, and vocational reading. Under the
later head we hope to have professio1nal women from all vocations tell us about their advantages and disadvantages.
Besides these two lines of work we hope to have a few minutes of devotional services each time: Miss Sear's sermonet,
or a talk and a prayer. We are also sending to the Iowa
Circulating Library for a 111umber of volumes of the best
fiction which will be circulated among the members during
the month. This reading they will discuss during the social
hour.
,
Altogether the new movement is getting a fine start in
Lamoni, and the girls are promising themselves many good
times and much profit. S'i;nce half of our girls live at the
college dormitory we hope to meet every other month at the
college. You who have ever lived in Lamoni will appreciate
the importance of uniting in this way the college and the town
young people.
ALICE MAE BURGESS.

Make a sponge of dissolved yeast cake liquid and 1 cup
flour. Let stand until light. Add the remainder of the
flour. Let rise until double its bulk, mold into pan, let rise
again, and bake i,n a moderately hot oven.
Compressed yeast is used in this recipe and less may be
used (% cake to each loaf) if desired. The time required for
rising will be longer with less yeast.
WHOLE WHEAT BREAD No. 2-COMPRESSED YEAST-1 LOAF
1
yeast cake plus 1 table- 1 tablespoon fat
spoon water
1 teaspoon salt
lh cup skim milk
1 cup white flour
% cup water
2 cups whole wheat flour
1
tablespoon brown sugar
Prepare as above or mix ingredients at beginning. Knead
well. Let rise; and mold. Let rise aga~n, and !bake in a
moderately hot oven.

WHOLE WHEAT BREAD No. 3-YEAST FOAM-4 LOAVES
PART 1
PART 2
A Word of Sympathy
1
yeast cake
2 cups skim milk
%, cup luke warm water
1 tablespoon salt
Sister Dora Glines, supervisor of our educational bureau,
2
cups water
3 tablespoons fat
has recently been called to part with a beloved sister, Sister
2
cups white flour
3 tablespoons brown sugar
Margaret Fordham, of Lovell, Wyoming.
cup whole wheat flour
8 cups plus wholewheat flour
We extend to Sister Gl~nes and family our deep sympathy 1
Dissolve yeast cake and set sponge, mixing part 1 thorknowing well what such a ioss means to a loving heart. We
feel sure, however, that our sister, like most Saints, has ex- oughly. Let rise over night. In the morning, scald milk in
perienced the sustaining power of a tender Father, and has · double boiler; add fat, sugar, 34nd salt; cool; add to sponge;
felt the sweet peace which comes to the trusting soul which and stir in the remainder of the flour. Knead well, and let
rests confidingly in the bosom of the Savior. This peace rise to double its bulk. Mold into loaves. Let rise again, and
passing understanding, is the rightful heritage of the child of bake in a moderately hot oven.
God and comes as a blessing to tired and sore hearts that trust
BREAKFAST FOODS
in him.
The amount of moisture the wheat will absorb depends
upon the condition of the grain, but a general proportio n is
one part of wheat to four parts of water, using three-fourths
Whole Wheat Flour Uses
to a teaspoon of salt to one pint of liquid.
The recipes promised for use of whole wheat flour in a
The time of cooking required to give the best results is at
recent issue were crowded out by other matter, but are in- least .one hour to make the starch soluble. A longer time for
cluded herewith. The bulletin including the recipes may be the cracked a.nd whole grain improves the flavor greatly.
had of the Nebraska State University Extension Bureau, The ~ethod of preparing cereal is important in the making
Lincoln, Nebraska. :Ma.ny valuable aids ,and suggestions are of a good product. S'tir the wheat into boiling salted water
always available too, by addressing the United States De- in the upper part of the double boiler. Stir constantly until
partment of Agriculture, Washington,· District of Columbia, smooth and creamy. Cover, place over hot water, and finish
mentioning along what line help is desired.
cooking.
Whole wheat flour may be used alone or mixed as desired.
BRAN
When used alone, more moisture is required !by the· homeWhen a finer quality of flour is desired, the bran may be
ground flour, and the product is slightly heavier a,nd darker sifted out. These sift~ngs may be .utilized by adding them to
but altogether wholesome. The addition of one fourth white a starchy breakfast food. In this case, it supplies additional
flour both in quick and yeast breads brings the best results.
flavor and bulk.
The following recipes are made with home-ground whole
Bran gems, a wholesome addition to the diet, may be made
wheat flour:
from these siftings as follows:
MUFFINS
BRAN GEMS
Ph cups whole wheat flour. 1 teaspoon salt
cup bran
1 tablespoon sugar
1
lh cup white flour.
2 tablespoons fat
1 teaspoon fat
cup graham flour
1
2
teaspoons baki,ng powder 1 cup milk
3
teaspoons baking powder 1 cup milk
2
tablespoons sugar or mo- 1 whole egg
1h tablespoon salt
lasses.
Mix the dry ingredients and add the fat and milk. Mix
Mix and sift the dry ingredients. Cut i,n the fat, add milk
thoroughly. Bake in a moderately hot oven.
and finally the well-beaten whole egg.
If_ a lighter product is desired, part white flour may be used.
Whole wheat flour may be used alone if desired.
1

WHOLE WHEAT BREAD No. !-COMPRESSED YEAST-1 LoAF
1
yeast cake plus 1 tabletablespoon fat
spoon water
1
teaspoon salt
. lh cup skim milk
2% cups home-ground whole
1h cup water
wheat
1
tablespoon sugar or molasses

Tuberculosis is an insidious and uncompromising foe. We
must illot permit the entrance of this enemy by neglecting
to study the methods by which tuberculosis thrives. Let
everyone now become interested in the problem and strive to
control the dread white plague.
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So:me More Useful Articles

OHering---Roll of Honor ·

Boi~e, Idaho, got busy early and appointed a committee
which set $100 as an aim. They must have had much courage
in face of the fact that last year they only raised $5. Now
they have the hundred and have raised their sights so they
point toward the $150 mark. They have- an enrollment of
~outM.
·
From Windsor, Ontario, they report an aim of $180, with
$130 reached. They liked the illustration of the wheel very
much.
Marseilles, Illinois, address of the school at Mission, report
an aim of $110. The reading of the letter from this office
brought a total offering of $20.
Bently, Michigan, 65 members, $11.60 last year, now: $45.
Vancouver, Washingto1n, 27 members, $9.34 iast year, now:
$62.73.
'Logan, Iowa, have the real school spirit. On Girls' Day
it was learned that they had raised $101.50. The fathers had
a day' and they turned in $143.90. We hav.e heard they had
a Boy's Day and wonder if they made up the balance, the
latest total being $446.20. A fine showing all around.
Fresno, California, ~n common with other schools, reports
quite a large percentage who are not able to pay 'anything.
Their total me~bership is 56. They paid in $5.20 last year
and have raised $35 already.
Bourbon, Missouri; have raised $30.
Oelwein, Iowa, report 20 members, $6 last year, $14.50 to
date.
Sharpville, Pennsylvania, have passed their aim of $100,
reaching $108.50. They feature a roll of honor on which a
star is placed opposite the names of all who pay two dollars
or more. It has 29 stars out of an enrollment of 67, but only
42 of these are of our church.
"We are do~ng fairly well," reports the school at National
Stock yards post office, Saint Clair County, Illinois. They
have to date $201 and have set aside a week for self-denial.
They have a membership of 75-almost $3 apiece. You certainly are doing fairly well.
·
Saint Thomas, Ontario, have about their 'full quota.
Moss Point, Mississippi, report $27, and expect to make
$10 more.
Denver, Colorado, First Branch, report $77, with a gathering together on Christmas Eve which will bring the amount
up co.nsiderably.
Knox, Indiana, report their spoke placed in the great wheel,
having raised $4,9.41. They have a membership of 19.
Corinth, Ontario, have $30.09, with a membership of 15.
Wil:ber, Nebraska, have $66.98, which is $2 per member.
Fort Madison, Iowa, have adopted the best day's wage
plan. They have on hand $67, pledges for $23.30 and' think
they will more than reach $100.
Sperry, Oklahoma, with average attendance of 50, one third
,nonmembers, have $108.40, with enough promised to make
$125. Last year's offering was $45.
Burlington, Iowa, made a large cardboard wheel with a missing spoke for them to fill. It took $278 to do it, but they
soon had $310.07 and expect to make it $350. Last year they
sent in $47.30.
"
One of the •Chicago schools (wish we know how to tell
them apart--anyway the one Brother J. J. Oliver is superintendent of) divided into sides, the boys on o1ne side, and the
girls on the other. They went to work, and the whole school

4 70-Size 8% in. x 3%, in. Black seal grain
leather. Contains' 3 regular and two
smaller pockets, fully leather lined. All
stitched. ···············-·······--······················· $1.0·5
09-Bill Book.
Black morocco, leather
lined, 5 pockets, 2 with snap fasteners,
size 8% x 3~ .................................... $2.00
Bill Book. Black seal grain leather, Keratollining, otherwise same as above. $1.60
1753~Folded size 8 ~n x 4 in. Black seal
grain Bill Book. Contains 2 regular full
length pockets and pocket for bills covered
with flap and tuck. ............................ $.95
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decided they could qualify in one of the sides. After an enthusiastic time, they reported: Boys, $100; girls, $96.30.
They had $98 when they began the contest, thus making
$294.30 instead of the $175 they started out for. They have
a new goal-$325.
The Sweet Home school at Ravenwood, Missouri, had $20.25
last year and $61 now, with good prospects for $75.
"The tiniest school in the tiniest city of New York S'tate,"
is the way Sherill school reports, having an average attendance of 18. Last year they gave $8.50, but now have $46.
Woodbine, Iowa, had $147 on November 1 but a chicken pie
supper raised $60 since. They expect to have $2'50. In just
the past few weeks they have sent in $23 Qn subscriptions to
the church publications.
Lamoni Sunday school has something like $1,000 raised
now, and it may run to as much as $1,400. Several classes
have more than one dollar each, while the beginners and primaries will take a silver offering at the Christmas entertainme,nt which they will give. All those who have been members
of the school but who have moved elsewhere are being invited
to contribute through this school, and considerable money is
coming back.
'
Pike Lake, Saskatchewan, are to give all their offerings
from now till Christmas to the fund.
South Rawdon, Novia Scotia, just a home class, have $22
and promise of more.
Williamsdale, Nova Scotia, generally give about $3, but so
far they have $100 and giving yet.
Alexander, Ka,nsas, has 50 members and have $63.99, expecting to make it $100.
S'econd Detroit school reports over two dollars a mem:ber,
having an enrollment of 70, average of 58 and total raised of
$154.86. Last year's offering was·$52.'56.
Mondamin, Iowa, has 25 members and to date have raised
$100. Doesn't take long to say it, but note the average.
In 1916 The Plains, Ohio, se,nt in $19.25. Now they have
over $120, expect more, are poor in this world's goods, and
are only 50 strong.
Thurman, Iowa, have raised $96.09 and will have over $2
per member when they open their Christmas bank. Their
membership is about 50. Last year they gave $8.12.
From Bates City, Missouri, we have a short letter, which
we will quote: "On last Sunday our Sunday school pledged itself to give our apportionment of $8 per member for the
Christmas offering. The amoUint is over half paid in now
and the balance is accounted for."
A. W. SMITH.
'
-------------------------

"The Mormon Maid" in Minneapolis
I have enjoyed the lines penned by 'those from other parts.
In the city my work for this year, or the past six months, has
beE\n somewhat different than it has 3,~en heretofore.
The local work has had ample support from the brethren in
charge of that work, which has left me free to devote my time
to activities among those not o:f' our faith.
My efforts'have been from house to house, in which I have
distributed about twelve dollars worth of church literature.
My experiences have been peculiar, meeting those that are
!bigoted as well as those that are very antagonistic.
I have also met many that have been very reasonable, and
have expressed themselves as interested in the work. This
work has greatly improved my efficiE~ncy as a minister, as I
have had to meet the views of many different religious beliefs. The Lord has wonderfully blessed me in mind, as I
have successfully met some that are unusually hard to talk
with. I have become better acquainted with the points of
doctrine used in support of the restored gospel.

i:l'ome twenty people are interested in the work here in the
city, and at Anoka, which is eighteen miles from here; several
are interested, and pay my expenses to and from when I go to
speak each Sunday. Of late our experience has differed from '
that which we have been eng~ged in during the summer and
fall. At one of our leading theaters of the city, a picture
has been running. Its title, "A Mormon maid," aroused the
curiosity of many, especially the church people. We took advantage of the opportunity, telegraphed the Herald Office,
a;nd enough literature was obtained to keep two of us at the
doors of the theater, giving same to those who came out of
the show, the entire week.
The heading of our tract was "Polygamy," which stated
that it was not a doctrine of the true Latter Day Saint
Church, also gave quotations from Book of Mormon, and Doctrine and Covenants on the question and the court decisions.
The pictures shown were of the early days in Utah, showing the council chambers of the church officials, in which their
secret wife system was solemnized. The picture was the usual
love affair, seasoned with romance, and heroism, show~ng
'how a young girl had been spirited away to Utah, and there
had been compelled to become one of the 'wives of a leading
member of the Utah Church.
The revelation (?) sanctioning polygamy, which Brigham
Young palmed off on .biis followers was shown on the screen,
not stating which qook it was from.
The young maiden, however, used her wits to satisfaction,
took advantage of the wording of the so-called revelation,
and declined to become one of his wives on the grounds that
she was i!lOt a virgin, and was liberated. There was nothing
to the play, although it showed the Utah"people up badly.
We almost had an opportunity to speak each evening from
the stage, stating some of the facts concerning the origin of
the church and Book of Mormon, and of course we would not
have forgotten to tell Brigham Young's little part in the assumptio,n of leadership after Joseph's death in 1884.
With the businesi) affairs of every day life pressing hard,
and up late every night made it difficult to arrange a talk
that would .be brief enough, and the manager, although
favorable towards it, thought that it would be too long a story.
But the opportunity will come again, I am sure, and we shall
try to ihe prepared for it.
Almost all took our literature, folded it up carefully and
put it efther in their pockets or pocketbooks, some tore them
up and looked back at us with contempt, others whe;n they
. saw the large heading "Polygamy," dropped the tract like
they would have dropped a red-hot coal. We had a chance to
talk to many and explain the church work and answered some
of their many questions. ~n invitation was extended to
lecture on the Book of Mormon before a young men's Bible
class here, which we expect to arrange for at some future
date.
Some of the Utah elders thought they would try to give
out some of their literature, but they were only there for two
hours one evening. They were two in number, and acted
rather backward, not making any attempt at first to give out
their tracts. I nnally said to the young man on my side of
the house, "Have you some literature to give out?" He said
he had, but did not want to butt in. I then said; "If you have
literature to distribute, then get busy, and if you and I cannot act as Christians, we had ·!better both go home." So we
both gave out our literature and talke.d together in the mean~
time. They have a small branch here, which I attend occasionally, and give out quite a lot of tracts. I am Oi!l
friendly terms with all of them and hope to remain so.
The prospects are bright here, although I anticipate that it
will develop· slowly; City people are skeptlical, and the graft-
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Useful Leather Goods Made at Our Own Publishing House
The · adicles illustrated and described on this and another page are· carefully made of good mate•rials and guaranteed
to give satisfaction in every parti9ular.

We pay postage and insurance at' the prices. quoted, which we believe1l are very low when quality is taken into consideration. A poorly made leather article is a~ways a disappointment.
The mails are sure to be heavy later ~on, and we urge early orders to save di.sappointment.
prompt attention to all orders, which will be mailed from here.
Order of the Herald Publishing House, sending ·cash with mder.

011-Music Satchel. Seal Grain cow hide, Black, 2-inch
gussetted bottom and sides, full leather lined, reinforced
handle.
Size 15xl2 ......•.. , .......•.........•.••... $4.50
015--Combination Folding Music Bag. Black Seal g>raln
leather.
Music can be carried folded once or full size.
Folded as bag, 6'j4xl5, as satchel 13xl5 ........••.... $3.50
017-0ne Fold Music Bag. Black crepe. grain leather,
poplin lined, reinforced handles, snap fasteners.
Size folded
15x6'!4 ..............••.......• ;' .....................•. $2.00
MoroccQ leather, otherwise same as above .......••.... :j\3.25

We are prepared to give

1517-Men's combination Bill and Card case. Folded size
4lh x2% in. Black genuine lVIorocco.
Fully leather lined.
Contains full length receptacle for U. S. currency, 3 regula;r
card size pockets and pocket for Silver coin with button
fastener, also space covered with isinglass for business cards,
photographs, identifications, or lodge card,s. . ......... $1.25
06--Collar Bag. Diamete'r 6 '\i, in. Metal eyelets, Sateen
~ined,. Silk draw cord; can be had in either Straight grain
Tan Leather, Autumn Leaf or Brown or Gray Ooze Leather.
................ ~ ............................... "" ..... $1.25

05-Bill Fold.
Good
grade of leather, with snap
fastener. Folds b!l! twlce,
. very compact. Size 4xl%
in ................... $ .20

021-Mus!c Roll. Black
crepe grain leather. Size
15x14, cloth lined with
strap and binders, reinforced handle and strap
with buckle •....... $1.70

02-Writing , Folio.
Black
seal grain leather.
Size closed
9%x5%, contains Stamp book,
Address book, Envelope pocket,
pen loop, protected by a lappet
with blotter ................ $2.35
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ers and s!J.arks make their daily rounds and in a way you
cannot blame people for their attitude towards men calling
at their doors.
Two small openings have been made here this past six
months, and prospects look bright for another soon. The
local brethren have assisted me, and the branch has donated
liberal sums for literature. I have enjoyed good liberty in
speaking, and God has recognlized my ma,ny needs, so I do not
hesitate to ascribe the honor and thanks. to him.
Yours for success,
E. H. BENNETT.
.

DIXONVILLE, ALABAMA, November 17, 1917,
Editors Herald: This finds me as happy as a clam, hol<;l.ing
meetings nightly and twice on Sunday. I find a bunch:' bi
warm-hearted Saints ~n this region. Have two places·
view after leaving here, by invitation of those in charge.
Have in view to go farther south later on.
Was impressed while in Canada, this last summer, that I
ought to exercise as good judgment as a goose, at least as
good as a gosling, which is hatched out in northern Canada
in summer and comes south for the winter.
Had a,n excellent reunion here two weeks ago. All enjoyed
themselves under the influence of the good Spirit.
J. C; CRABB.

in

·SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA, November 21, 1917,
Editors Herald: When the church papers came this week,
and seeing the communication from o~r ·pastor, Brother
C. W. Hawkins, in the Ensign, the same being in the HERALD
· the previous week, this thought was impressed on my mind:
Shall we continue to receive from week to week the precious
truths and helpful suggestions which their columns eon,tain,
and not express our appreciati.on to ·those whom the Lord
has called and placed upon the editorial and contributing
staffs of our publications?
When we read some of the "Blue pencil notes" in the
HERALD; admonitions ii!l the communications given by the
Spirit, and other splendid articles, they tend to create a
stronger desire for holier living and more fully consecrated
lives for the Master's service.
Many times there comes to my mind the "Vision of the
swords," as described by our beloved and departed president,
Joseph Smith, and I wonder if they will cross and prevent my
entrance into that higher life?
We as a little band of Saints here in San Jose are striving
hard to uphold the banner of our King, and to heed the admonition to "Come higher."
Last Sunday morning our pastor used for the foundation
of his sermon, the text from Romans 12: 1 a,nd discoursed
from President F. M. Smith's dedicatory sermon, all of which
was timely and we trust will have the desired results. Our
little church here is not paid for yet, but which we hope will
be ere long. This is truly a day of sacrifice and when we as
Saints are willing to deny ourselves more !or the Lord's work,
then can we hope to see Zion arise as the Lord intends.
·Sunday evening the Religio program w~s under the auspices of the local library board, and the "suggestive program"
sent out by Vernon A. Reese of the General Library Commission, was carried out. Trust we may have more such programs in the future and thus prove an impetus to that line
o_f the Lord's work. Having had charge of the library work
for several years, I realize the importa,nce of a good library
in connection with the church work. S:unday evening, November 4, a pretty little wedding was held at our church
which united Brother Cyrus Williams and Sister Eva C.

Fletcher in bonds of matrimony. Brother Charles J. Cady
officiated.
·
Have some sick among us, most of whom are improving,.
for which we are thankful. Quite a number of our local
members were away for a time, one a,nd all were glad to get.
home again. Might it truly be so everywhere, that the Saints
upon returning to their 'home branch, feel that they were
truly getting home again.
We feel to thank our heavenly Father for the man we have
for our pastor, the Lord knew our needs and so directed.
May we all strive to so live that when our Savior comes we
shall be arrayed like him.
In gospel bonds,
MARY E. LAWN.
SCRANTON, KANSAS, November 20, 1917.
Editors Herald: The HERALD comes to me loaded down and
running over with food for thought, and to my hungering
soul it is surely food in due season. My soul had been perplexed for a few weeks. I had written to our district president to come and help me out. But before· he came, that article from the pen of our inspired brother, Elder Gomer T.
Griffiths, in the HERALD for October 10, page 963, was worth
a mountain of gold. ·Yes, worth more than that to me.
Brothers, the S'pirit of the loving Father never made a
mistake. Where we find we have some slothful in the service
of the Lord, the Spirit saith woe be unto such. There you find
it is the will of our Fathe:r that we hold up the hands of the
First 'Pre~idency and the Quorum of Twelve Apostles. Are
we doing it? . Why, .no, arid that is why the Lord speaks and
Brother Griffiths tells us we should fast and pray for them
because of the great responsibility and heavy burdens they
have to bear, as the leading officers of the church. Surely if
all could have the spirit of this letter we would bury foreve:r
ehe spirit of discord.
Again on November 4 the, Spirit of God makes it known
through our dear Brother Elbert A. Smith: "Yea, saith the
Lord, I desire many evangelists of love to preach the gospel
of love, not only in word but also in deed.· If there is any
man who has not been !baptized with the Spirit of love, he has
not been baptized of me saith the Lord. . . . I have many
forces at work in ·the world s~ith the Lord. I have many
spiritual forces at work that you know n,ot of." Just think of
that, brethren. Consider it now.
Yes, brothers, we have just been having with us one of
God's evangelists of love in the person of .Elder ·Samuel
Twombly, and his love seems to grow and because of that the
cQngregatioi1 grew larger until the last meeting and the interest increased accordingly, and we heard many say, "We
hope he will soon come back agai.n." This is just as it should
he. But oh; how seldom this has happened for a long time.
But I am glad the Lord has said he wants many evangelists
of love. .Will we help to fill the gap?
Yes, brethren, for the work's sake, let your light shine
brighter until the perfect day. We cannot serve God except
we abide in his love.
May we all grow in grace is my prayer,
JAMES BliLLIE.
·PORT J)ALHOUSIE, ONTARIO, November 22, 1917.
lpditors Herald:· We are a few isolat~d Sai1nts in this part
of the Lord's vineyard, and truly know the meaning of the
word isolation as the majority of us came from the' large
branches. For two years four of us struggled together holding our S'unday school and Religio meetings in an unorganized form, and holding two prayer meetings a week, which
services proved of great blessii!lg to us, as we proved the
statement that where two or th:ree are gathered together in
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FREMONT.-Convened at Henderson, Iowa, September 29,
His name there would He be in our midst. During that time
we had Elder Place of Niagara-Falls, Ontario, preach several T. A. Hougas presiding, George Omans secretary pro tern.
George E. Omans and Martin M. Case- were appointed to
times in our home when the good seed was planted.
audit the district tent fund. Bra.nch reports: Bartless 46;
At the time of writing we have nine grownups and six ThurmaiJ. 196; Shena,ndoah 108; Henderson 78; Riverton 52;
children here. Recently we had two baptized at Niagara Hamburg 61; Glenwood 71. Next conference with Tabor
Branch, time left to presidency. Report of tent fund comFalls (one being Sister Jessie Jarvis), wher,e on, sacrament mittee
was read and committee discharged. Motion that de·
Sunday we attend, inviting friends to accompany us. The ficit in tent fund be equally divided among the branches of
last time we had twenty-five in party and all_ very anxious the district prevailed. George E. Omans reelected as member
of standing auditing committee to audit bishop's agent'"
to go again. All were thrilled by the Spirit.
books. Retiring member of tent committee elected to succeed
On November 18, Brother Charles Gerrard, _district presi- himself'. John T. Ettleman and Roy Barber ordained to office
dent of Religio and Brother W. Mather, vice president of of priest, John W. Dunagan elder. C. W. Forney, secretary.
Toronto, formally orga.nized our Religio and Sunday school.
There were over fifty present, as the Saints of Niagara Falls, Convention Minutes
Southern Nebraska Religio a.nd Sunday school January 3,
W elland aiJ.d surrounding districts were also here. We had
at 7.30 p. m. at the Stone Church at 26th and H Streets, Linthe town hall rented for services and Brother Roy Jarvis's coln,
Nebraska. Secretaries mail Sunday school reports to
tbasement converted into a dining hall, which was ,gayly Grace Dowker, 644, South Twenty-sixth Street, Lincoln, Nelighted and decorated, where we all enjoyed' the provided braska, and Religio reports to Elva Me Williams, College
bounties. Itn the evening Brother Place preached on "False View, Nebraska. Grace Dowker, secretary.
prophets, who are they?" to a very interested audience, three
NORTHERN WISCONSIN.-Ae Porcupine, November 23, 1917,
Leroy Colbert, superintendent, in charge. Number schools
of whom are going to attend our classes. ·
reporting, 7. · Li·brary work appropriation, $5. Good litera_Our boys are canvassing this place- with tracts and we ture super~ntendent authorized to draw on treasury for sum
ask the Saints to remember that we may be the instruments not to exceed $5. Officers elected: superintendent, Leroy
in God's hands for the gathering out his elect, and that we Colbert; assistant superintendent, J. A. McGinnis; secretary,
Ivy Fisher; treasurer, Irving Bowen; home department
may live in love and unity.
superintendent, Rillie Moore; cradle roll superintendLn gospel bonds,
ent, Lily Girard; member library board, Mrs. G. E.
SISTER M. HILL.
. Hemstock; member good literature board, Elsie Ganoe; ;normal superintendent, Leda Colbert. Delegates to General Convention: Leda Colbert. Marshal Shedd, Leonard Houghton,
TERLTON, OKLAHOMA, November 2i2, 1917.
Leroy Colbert, A. L. Whiteaker, 8. E. Livingston, Fred AtEditors Herald: The church at Terlton was dedicated Sun- wood, Nora Livingston, Mabel Dennis, William De:n,nis, Frank
Betterly, Mrs. Frank Betterly, George Lafferty, Louise Atday, November 18, 1917, by Apostle W. M. Aylor, assisted wood,
William Lhd.ngston, Maggie Metcalf. Friday evening
by Brother Joseph Arber of the seventy, and Brother Earl stereopticon views and lecture by Leroy Colbert. Sunday sesBailey for the Bishopric. The services were Sunday school sion in charge of district officers. Adjourned to meet at call
at te:t;~- a.m., dedicatory services at eleven a. m., basket dinner of district officers. Ivy Fisher, secretary.
at noon, social service at_ two-thirty- p. m. and preaching at
The Presidency
night by Brother Aylor.
The Presid~ncy has for some time been in correspondence
Although the day was a -rainy one, the house was comwith Brother Floyd M. McDowell, now at Iowa City, with the
fortably full. The meetings were spiritual throughout.
view to having him take the leadership _of the Boy Movement
Visiting Sai nts were Brethren Aylor and Arber from In- of the church, with a view to coordinating the efforts of the
dependence, Missouri, Brother Bailey from Sperry, Oklahoma, local movements· in this direction. We are pleased to say
Brother Kelley from Tulsa, Oklahoma, Brother and Si§ter that after some urging Brother McDowell has consented to
the responsibility, and we therefore request that all
Vansickle, Sister Fannie Coiner, and Sister Mae Coiner Troth accept
local leaders of boys' movements, or those who are interested
from Yale. Brother and Sister Will Culver and family from therein, get in touch with Brother Floyd McDowell at once,
Glencoe, Sister Linden and Sister Liggett from Morrison, lay their pla,ns before him, give him such information as he
Sister Mae Burgess from Sapulpa, Sister Rothwell and might desire, and give such assista.nce as they can to help him
to get the movement coordinated throughout the church.
daughter from Ma,nford and Sister Bernice Hart· and family Brother
McDowell can be reached at 331 North Gilbert Street,
from Enid. All expressed themselves as feeling repaid for Iowa City, Iowa.
FREDERICK M. SMITH, Pres-ident.
the effort in coming.
A. McGEORGE.
INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI, December 4, 1917.
1

MISCELLANEOUS DEPARTMENT
Con,ference Minutes
NoRTHERN WISCONSIN.-At Porcupine, November 24~ 1917,·
Branches reporting:
Chetek, Frankfort, Rock Elm. Of the ministry, 16 reported.
Bishop's agent reported total receipts $1,283.44; total paid
out $897.32; on hand, $386.12. Indebtedness on district tent
to be apportioned among the branches according to membership. Reunion committee reported total receipts, $476.88;
total paid out $473.73; on hand $3.15. Paid on property $412.
Still due on property, $820. Officers elected: President, S. E.
Livingston; vice president, Leroy Colbert; secretary, Ivy
Fisher; member library board, Bell Banks ; member of good
literature board, George Lafferty; chorister, Marshal Shedd.
Delegates to General Conference: Leda Colbert, Marshal
Shedd, Leonard Houghton, Leroy Colbert, A. L. Whiteaker,
S. E. Liv~ngston. Adjourned to meet with Black River Falls
Saints, at call of presidency. Ivy Fisher, secretary.
l::i. E. Livingston, president, .in charge.

CHANGE IN APPOINTMENT
By action of the Joint Council of Presidency and Twelve, recently in session, Elder Francis J. Ebeling was transferred
from his appo~ntment to the Lamoni Stake to the Southern
Ohio District. Those concerned please take note.
FREDERICK M. SMITH, President.
INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI, December 6, 1917.

The Bishopric
To the Saints of Southern Idaho District and Eastern
Oregon: "Let those give now who never gave before, and
those who've given often, give some more."
To many Saints scattered in Southern Idaho a,nd Eastern
Oregon, I am appealing direct to you. A goodly number, I
am pleased to say, have heeded the Lord's call: "B:dng in
your tithes and offerings," but there are many yet, indeed, to
hear from.
Realizi ng that another year has almost winged itself into
eternity, let each one ask of themselves, Have I done my whole
duty? Do not view the scene with the same complacent eye
as I have heard expressed by foreigners to the faith, "Jesus
paid it all." He never did. I believe the s:aints of the abovementioned districts have been blessed as never before, and
1
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while the call for money has never been greater, remember
the call of God is paramount to all other calls.
More ,names appear on the tithing list than ever before,
but many more, I know, wish to do their part, but keep delaying. Remember procrastination is still standing at the
cross roads. Dear Saints, "Honor the Lord with thy substance, and with the first fruits of thy increase."
· This day the church has many missionaries in the front
lines in the trenches, as it were, and what we are doing to
keep them there? We of the second line, reserves, must remember the injunction, "Freely give and freely it shall be
given."
Your offerings are needed for the upbuilding of Zion. The
poor must be taken care of, children's and old folk's homes,
Sanitarium and Graceland. The Sunday school is struggli,ng
to lift the church debt by raising two dollars per member.
Are we doing our part? The up and doing ones shall receive
their reward. What of the idler? Read Doctrine :md Covenants 56: 4. In line with the quotation at the beginni,ng, let
this be our thought and do it now.
J. L. BENSON, Bishop's Agent.
MINIDOKA, IDAHO.

To the Saints of the Youngstown-Sharon District: You will
recall with pleasure the day you emerged from the waters
of baptism to walk in newness of life; how light and happy
you felt and with what determi;nation you started to follow in
the footsteps of your Savior. In the years that have passed
your experience has, no doubt, been similar to ours, the road
has not always been easy, trials and temptations have been
numerous, and sometimes we have felt like giving up the
struggle. Whatever our experience has been, we are still
forced to confess that the angel's message is the greatest
boon that has come 1nto our lives. What have we done to
merit so high a calling?
In reviewing the experiences of this year can we say that
we have made satisfactory progress? If we are still subject
to the same weakness, and have acquired no additional Christlike traits we· are no farther advanced than we were at the
· beginning of the year.
We are living in the hast~ning time. The redemption of
Zion is nearer, perhaps, than we realize. Whoever abides in
Zion must obey the celestial law. The celestial law deals with
temporalities. If we are overcoming selfishness and imparting of our substance as becometh Saints we are well on the
road toward ZiQn.
Can we say that we have done all within our power to advance the cause of Christ? If not, why, not? If we have not
paid our tithing have we any reasonable excuse to offer for
our failure? 'Shall we continue to call "Lord, Lord," and yet
fail to keep his commandments? This is the day of our prosperity and the best opportunity we will have to remember the
Lord with our substance.
·
Many are making earnest efforts to live up to all their
privileges as is evidenced by the monthly reports of tithes
and offerings. If your name is not among these; we appeal
to you, for your own good: become a regular tithe payer a,nd
partake of the blessings that follow. Let us combine work
with faith and be Saints worthy of him who made such great
sacrifice for us.
We depend on your cooperation to place the names of all
the members of this district on the tithing records. If convenient pay your tithes and offerings to the solicitor in your
brai11ch, otherwise remit direct to the undersigned.
Faithfully,
M. AHLSTROM, Bishop's Agent.
SHARPSVILLE, PENNSYLVANIA, R. R. 5•6.

Quorum Notices
Northern Michigan Quorum of Elders annual .meeting at
Cadillac, January 5 and 6. We wish all member~ to attend
if possible. Visitors welcome also. C. N. Burtch, secretary.

Our Departed Ones
ALLEN.-John Scott Allen was born June 11, 185·2, on the
bark Clio in the Gulf of Saint Lawr~nce. Was named after
and baptized by John Scott, captai,n of the boat. He came to
Melancthon, Ontario, in 1869, and settled on the place where
he died, November 19, 1917. Married Elizabeth Fraser, April
15, 1876. To this union 8 children were born. His wife and
all his children survive him. Services at the house by W.·D.
Ellis. Interment in the Badjenos Cemetery. Mr. Allen did

not belong to the church, but was a believer in the doctrine.
He was one of the honorable men of the earth, a man of good
influence.
EVANS.-William Francis Evans, son of W. J. Evans, born
December 15, 1886, at West Nissouri Township, Middlesex
County, Ontario. Baptized June, 1894, Ottowa County, Kansas, by Elder Resch. DiE!d November 18, 1917, of Bright's
disease, at London, Canada. Leaves invalid wife and 3
daughters. Interment at Woodland Cemetery, November 20,
from London church, sermon by John Shields.
UNDERWOOD.-Minnie Esther Underwood was born January
21, 1867, at Winterset, Iowa. Baptized November 1, 1892, by
Joshua Carlile. Died November 20, 1917, at Saint John's
Hospital, Cheyenne, Wyoming. She leaves husband, 3 brothers, 4 sisters, and other relatives to mou11n. Funeral in the
Methodist Episcopal Church, at Neola, Iowa, sermon by H.
N. Hansen. Interment in Neola Cemetery.
SPANSWICK;-Ruth Genevieve :Spanswick of Council Bluffs,
Iowa, died October 7, after an iHness of five months, with
leakage of the heart; aged 15 years and 7 months. Six of
the boys from her Religio class acted as pallbearers, and the
girls of her Sunday school class were flower girls. There
were numerous floral offerings. B. S. Lambkin offered words
of consolation to relatives and friends at ;:t private funeral,
in compliance of the wishes of the deceased. The patience
and faith exercised by this child was ll!n example worthy of
imitation.

HERE AND THERE
DEPARTMENT
AUTUMN LEAVES OF'FtEHS "SPECIAL DOZEN"
[The editors of the Autumn Leaves have the following announcement made up for the January number of that monthly.
It was so interesting that we decided to reproduce it entire
for those who might possibly miss it otherwise.-EDITORS.]
From the many people we know who sometimes write, 'we
picked out a dozen and asked them to write us a story each
for the coming months of the year.
They all responded, some with the stories and some with
promises. It was certainly gratifying the way ,they took
hoia of the proposition.
Of course we don't intend to limit our stories to just these
twelve, for .there will be a goodly number of others, written
especially for the Autumn Leaves and possessing an air that
stories from other pens could not have.
We added a few unusual features to this "Special Dozen"
. which will prove of much added interest. For instance, we
asked each of the twelve to let us have his picture, and include with it a very brief sketch of his life. The big Leaves
family ·ought to be better acquainted, and this will help.
Look over the list, and see how many of them you know.
Of course they demurred over this latter-they didn't
want their pictures in, but we threatened to take a snapshot
when they;, weren't looking and write the sketch ourselves, so
you'll likely get something to identify them by.
Here's the list. It may not run exactly in this order, but
likely will :
Holmes J. Davison. Author or' "A test of mettle" and
other stories. Read his· story about "Sandy" in this number,
illustrated by himself, with his illumh1ating life sketch.
Fred W. Smith. Author of ''One of the fittest," "The rise
of the underdog," and other stories. In the February number
we will present "Morgan's rifles," a story of Washington's
time.
Miss Jessie Ward. Author of "A call at evening" tht\ big
serial to begin later in the year. A school-teacher out west
whom you will be glad to meet.
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ORIGINAL ARTICLES:

The Resurrection of the Dead by Frederick A.
Smith
·
OF GENERAL INTEREST:

1203
1204

The Meek Shall Inherit the Earth
George A. Kelley.

1204

THE STAFF

Arthur H. Mills-Ruby Jackson Hitch-Edna
Christians~n.

1206

WOMAN'S AUXILIARY

Gertrude 1S'essions-Alice Mae Burgess.

1209.

·LETTER DEPARTMENT

One of the dearest thoughts to me is this-a real friend
will never get away ,from me, or try to, or want to. Love
does not have to be tethered.-Anna R. Brown.

A. W. Smith-E. H. Bennett--J .. C. CrabbMary E. Lawn-James Baillie-Sister M. Hill
-A. McGeorge.
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MISCELLANEOUS DEPARTMENT

===================--===--Vida E. Srnith. Author of Young People's History, and
many other contributions .to the church publications, including
some of the songs we love to sing. She sends us a delightful
little Easter story, "awfully true in places and in the main,"
and the title is: "By the grace o' Eleanor's laugh."
Richard J. Lambert. Author of a number of things you
may have read in the general publications and one who has
story talent, as you'll recognize later.
Miss Florence Burgess. Author of "The other cheek," and
correspondent from her home branch in Saint Louis. The
christening o.f her story has not been attended to, but it has
much of heart interest in it.

C]l Your name and

address should be
on all your stationery.
C]l Your stationery
should be carefully
selected.
C]l We make the selection easy, do the
work with care,
and make but a
reasonable charge.
Herald Publishing
House, Lamoni,
Iowa.

It

----·----==== ·-··-

Ralph P. Mulvane. Author of "From sea to snow in four
hours," "The call at twelve," etc. City editor of a big newspaper out West,. the Tacoma Ledger. He "will be among
these present." ,.
George A. Kelley. Author of a number of good poems you
have read and "The tight wad," whi·ch we will print in an
early mim'ber, and who sends us a good story with a city
plot-"The test."
May Needham. Author of "Daisy of the dream garden,"
and other stories and poems. She will give us a story on
"Only an armor bearer;"
Estella Wight. Author of The Little Brown Cottage, "A

Ill

ould Su rtse

ou

to know how many Northern folks are planning-and wisely
too-to go South this winter.
The irresistable charm of the balmy sunshiny shores of Florida and the Gulf Coast annually draws hundreds of good
people from the winte·r rirlden north.
'I'he coming of the frosty nights and dreary rlays are unmistakable signs that it's none too early to begin plans so as to
get the most out of your trip. Why not let me help you. Get
your copy of our new, compact, pocket-size ''Southland''
folder. It's filled with valuable information, gathered from
years of experience in carrying northern £olks south. In it
you will find answers to many questions you would ask anda
lot of other hanrly-to-have information. You'll be surprised
at the wide choice of interesting tours and what a comparatively small amount of money it takes to purchas.e a ticket
ce>vering a perfectly grand and glorious trip. Come in!-

Burlington
Route

1197

,

HYMNS AND POEMS

To insure prompt insertio-n, make remittance with notice.

Entered at post office, Lamoni, Iowa, as second-class mail matter.
Subscriptions received foil' "Zion's Ensign,'' also orders for all HEnsign" publications.

1193
1195
1195
1195
1196
1196

L. F. SILTZ
Ticket Agent-The Pleasant Way to Travel
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vineyard story," editor of Stepping Stones and Zion's Hope
and whose numerous writings are read and sought after by
thousands. She will give us a story for a fall number.
"Delbert." Author of the "effusions" that appear in The
Periscope each. month and some other things you . may have
read. He believes he would like to try a story for next fall.
After writing up all the rest of us, he ought to find some
material for a story. We haven't his promise of a picture
yet, but that doesn't matter. We'll try to get it.
Marcella Schenck. Author of "Unto each of us". and other
contributions for the young, under the signature of "Marcella." Her story will be about "The Christmas of 1861."
F'INE CHANCE FOR DRAFTEID M·EN
Anyone with an eighth grade education-though of course
the better educated the better-can enroll at Graceland and
in four a,nd a half months learn radio-telegraphy. (1\1ost of
us would say "wireless telegraphy.") Those who are in
line for the second or third call should by all means have
this work, for it will. fit them for much better service in one
of the most important branches of service. The .course i's
comprehensive and even includes French for those who want
it. Write a card for particulars, to Graceland College, Lanioni, Iowa.
ADDITIONS TO ROLL OF HONOR
We have a few late arrivals which we will mention here
in connection with the Roll of Honor elsewhere in this issue.
Phoenix, Arizona, has an enrollment of 27 and have more
tha,n $54 required for the spoke. From Bevier, Missouri, we
learn of one school organized October 1, with 6 members
which now has $51.50 raised. Central Kansas City has en~ollment of 242 and $562.81 raised to date.
Mrs. L. H. Hayes, a sister who has moved to Washington, Pennsylvania, from Barberton, Ohio, would like to hear
from any missionary who will visit that place. Let her know
when you can come, and she will be glad to provide accommodations. Anyone interested in Religio home department work
in that region should also correspond with her. The address is 322 Green Street. She will be there till after the
holidays.
The membership of the Independence Stake, which includes
these withi1n the city of Independence, Missouri, numbers
3,153, according to the latest report. The membership of the
Lamoni Branch at last accounts was 1,779.
SHOULD HAVE A WIDER READING
Reporting the recent ministerial conference of the Massachusetts District, Brother W. A. Sinclair says this, writing
to Brother Elbert A. Smith: "Brother Burgess sent us the
little booklet, Duties of Branch Officers, (No. 189, 5c each,)
containing a digest on priesthood. I think this booklet should
be more universally known. The material is good and we
were more than pleased to have it to present to the ministry."
ASSIST ANT NORMAL SUPERINTENDENT CHANGE:S
ADDRESS'
Brother Edward F. Yerrington has changed his address to
315 Pearl Street, Hartford, Connecticut. All teacher training enrollments should be sent to him at that place, as he is
the assistant superintendent of the normal department. ·
Brother F. J. Ebeling has changed his address to Willoughby, Ohio.
Elder Hulbert Case returned to his home in Lamoni from
Omaha recently on a short visit, and when ·he went back to

his field, he took along twelve Dollar Libraries. They are a
popular seller and everybody is well pleased who gets one-so
much so that we usually sell more to the same person, who
has found it convenient to give them away.
CORNER STON~ LAID AT WALNUT PARK
The Walnut Park Branch i1n Independence are to have a
new church building, 40 by 70 feet. The corner stone was
laid, with imposing ceremonies on November 25, by Bishop
B. R. McGuire. It is the intention to provide a temporary
roof for the basement so services may be held till the building
can be completed. The three church books and other similar
articles were placed in the corner sto,ne.
GRACELAND LECTURES
From the Lamoni Chronicle we quote the following:
"Graceland College is very glad to be able to announce the
following course of lectures to be given' at the college and
Latter Day Saint church.
.
"Mr. S. A. Burgess, on Philosophy, the week of December
10-14.
"Bishop Benj. R. McGuire;:on the Law of Property, Feb~
rua1:y 25 to March 1.
"·Mr. Augustine Dwyer, on Travel and Literatui·e, March
25-29;
"Presid~nt F. M. Smith; on Relation of Church to Society
May 6-10.
"The first of this series will be. given next week, a lecture
being delivered every morning at the college chapel at 9.10.
and on Tuesday and Friday evenings in the church at 7.30.
The lecturer will be S. A. Burgess on the subject of philosophy. The general public is invited and is especially urged
to take advantage 'of· the Tuesday and Fri'day evening lec.tures at the church."
A WELL-SiPENT THANKSGIVING
The Pleasant Hill Branch, (at McKenzie, Alabama) held a
community fair on Tha nksgiving, prizes being offered for the
best exhibits of agricultural products. The proceeds werit
to payment on church debt-we suppose through the Christmas fund. A fine. dinner was served to one hundred and
twenty, and the receipts were $72.40. One stalk of okra
measured twelve and a half feet i,Ii :height.
1

Bishop A. Carmichael is out o1n a trip under the auspices
of the Religio Lecture Board. He visits Bevier, Missouri, on
the 9th, and goes on to Kansas City Central Bra,nch.
There is a campaign being conducted in Decatur County,
Iowa, to establish a war emergency farm bureau. The Saints
everywhere should support such mov!!ments, for they are
wonderfully efficacious in thefi:r operation. The seed corn
proposition alone, is of suffici~nt importance this year to pay
an agent's yearly salary:
"Sunday night I had a congregation of six hundred people,"
writes Brother John F. Sheehy; from Jonesport, Maine, where
they recently held a record-breaking conference for attendance. Two thirds of this big audi~nce was made up of nonmembers.
SCRIPTURE TEXT CALENDARS
The Ensign Publishing House is selling ·a S'cripture Text
Calendar, in colors, size 9% by 16 inches, for 2S cents each.
It is based on the International Sunday school lessons, with a
scripture text for each day:
The Sai1nts at Bourbon, Missouri, are working on their. new
church building, which they expect to comple~e . and dedicate
by spring,
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Official Publication of the Reorganized Chttrch of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints
"There shall not any man among you have save it
be one wife; and concubines he shall have none.''Book of Mo1·mon, Jacob 2:36.

"If ye continue in my word, then are ye my disciple$ indeed; atifJd ye shall know the t>ruth, and th.a
truth shall make you free.''-John 8:31, 32.

Lamoni, I ow a, December 19, 1917
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ONE CLEAR CALL
THE DOUBT

Some have become doubtful and skeptical about
the divinity of that which we term "the Latter Day
message." They have thought that it is indeed a
beautiful philosophy but ·entirely of· human origin.
They have .concluded that Joseph Smith was not in
fact a prophet of God sent to :restore. the gospel and
reestablish the church. They have subscribed to the
thought that one church is about as good as another,
and that all churches may be included under the generic term, "The church."
THE REFUTATION

Tragic events in their unfolding tell us that these
men were absolutely wrong in their conclusions. God
did verily raise up the prophet Joseph Smith, even
in his boyhood days, and unfold to his vision the mysteries of eternity. Through him he brought to light
again the vrinciples of the gospel of Christ. And
God did verily establish the church again in the year
183~, and did say of it that it was the only church
under heaven with which he was well pleased, speaking of it collectively and not of individual members.

c::u

J

trines, not even of the old and much preached principles of baptism and repentance, for they all have
to do with the regeneration and salvation of man.
God did not send the first elders out to preach nonessentials.
ETERNAL TRUTHS

These things are eternal, in the sense that they
continue and never change until they have accomplished thei:r work. The phenomenal success of the
first elders continued so long as they hewed to the
lirie and preached to the word.
Repentance is the same to~day as when Nathan
said to David: "Thou art the man." Baptism is the
same as when Jesus came down the banks of Jordan
and compelled the unwilling John. The laying on of
hands is the same as when Ananias was sent of Jesus
to lay hands on Paul that he might receive his sight
and be filled with the Holy Ghost.
·And we hav~ been expressly assured that the gathering, and the Lord's storehouse, and equality are
the same to-day as when God taught them to the first
elders.
PROPHECY NOW HISTORY

. The Lord did in due time reveal to Joseph Smith
secrets of the then future, as he is said to reveal
THE AFlnRMATION
his secrets to "his servants the prophets." He foreThe Lord did personally send the first elders forth told .to him the great Civil War to come upon this
to pr~ach the principles of faith il} God, repentance land; and told him also that the time would speedily
from' evil deeds, baptiShl for the remission of sins, come when peace should be "taken from the earth,''
and the bestowal ·of the Holy Ghost through the lay- and that war should be poured out "upon all nations."
ing on of hands of the elders. With these were asIt is true that prophets of old had predicted these,
sociated other doctrines which have been termed but after "the fathers fell asleep" scoffers came, say"the principles of the gospel," and the Christian ing, "Where is the sign of his coming, for all things
graces which Peter so clearly enumerates-including continue as they were.. " But here came a prophet,
virtue, temperance, and charity.
after the world had enjoined the further coming of
And the Lord did further bring to the knowledge prophets, and declared that the time had come for
of his people, and urge upon their attention, the these things to be fulfilled. Here was a man with
gathering, consecration, equality, and the Lord's the authority and power of an Elias, declaring set
storehouse.
times and making straight the way of the Lord for
Let no one now speak slightingly of these doc- his second advent.
th~
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OTHER FORCES AT WORK

These things are now to an extent history-history
that is being written every day in crimson. But we
have been assured of late also that God's work is
not confined to this visible church alone, but that he
has many spiritual forces at work in the world that
we know not of. Evidences accumulate that he
is working through devout individuals in many
churches.
1A group of Protestant clergymen of Great Britain
has recently issued a most remarkable manifesto.
The group includes Baptists, Presbyterians, Methodists, Congregationalists, and Episcopalians. The
manifesto is signed by ministers of world renown,
including G. Campbell Morgan, until recently pastor
of Westminster Chapel, A. C. Dixon, formerly pastor
of the Moody Church of Chicago, and F. B. Meyer,
secretary of the Free Church Council of England.
A REMARKABLE MANIFESTO

Their manifesto, entitled, "The Significance of the
Present Hour," appeared in the London Christian
· World, and is quoted in American papers. We make
the following extracts from the document as it appeared in the Chicago Herald for December 6:
First-That the present crisis points toward the close of
the times of the Gentiles.
Second-That the revelation of our Lord may he expected
at any moment, when He will be manifested as evidently as
to his disciples on the evening of his resurrection.
Third-That the completed chUl'Ch will be translated, to be
"forever with the Lord."
Fourth-That Israel will be restored to dts own land in unbelief, and be afterward converted by the appearance of
Christ on its behalf.
Fifth-That all human schemes of reconstruction must be
subsidiary to the second coming of our Lord, because all natiQns will be subject to his rule.
Sixth-That under the reign of Christ there will be a further great effusion of the Holy Spirit on all flesh.
Seventh-That the truths embodied in this statement are
of the utmost practical value in determining Christian character and action with reference to the pressing problems of
the hour.
THEIR MESSAGE ANTICIPATED

Perhaps no group of Protestant clergymen ever
drafted a document more remarkable and epoch
marking. They are devout men. No doubt God has
opened their vision to the signs of tlie times. They
do not pose as prophets. Yet their manifesto is
pro.tic in character. But if their utterances seem
remarkable, when coming from such learned men,
how much more remarkable that an unlearned youth
should have anticipated every point that they make,
by at least eighty years, and warned his followers to
be prepared for all these things.
Nearly every great principle that we preached to
the world in 1830 that was by the world then spurned
and rejected has sinoe that time so commended itself

·to the judgment of thinking men that it has been
incorporated into their belief. We need but to enumerate divine healing, the gift of tongues, the return
of the Jews, the close of the times of the Gentiles, the
second personal advent of Jesus, the end· of the world,
the Millennia! reign.
TO TEACH, NOT TO BE TAUGHT

I:n view of these facts, how true was the statement
made to the first elders, a statement then seemingly
so incredible, considering their "ignorance" and the
"wisdom of men:"
Ye are not sent forth to be taught, but to teach the children
of men the things whlich I have put into your hands by the
power of my Spirit.

We are commanded to study all good books. We
do well to educate ourselves to the limit of. our inherent capacity and power of development; but we
must remember that the doctrines and truths revealed to us of Gqd are our groundwork, not to be
set aside, but to be built upon.
.
What cause have we to droop our heads or apologize for our message or for the "old fashioned" doctrinal teachings o:f the first elders. Time vindicates
them. They went out to teach and not to be taught,
as concerning "the things revealed by the. power of
the Spirit."·
HOLY PLACES DESIGNATED

But there remains yet another work to be done
along this line. Because of the things coming upon
the earth, the 'Lord commanded !his children to
stand in "holy places." He has indicated such a
place, as the central place of gathering-with other
points of support, known as "stakes of Zion."
There remains yet a work of warning, of preach. ing the gospel for the last time, of gathering the
·honest in heart together to meet the Savior. It is a
stupendous work. It is a work of gathering together
the ravelled cords and binding them into a cable.
THE LAST CLEAR CALL

We ~ay well shrink at the thought of our task.
But remember how gloriously God's promises have
been fulfilled thus far. Remember how tragic the
fulfillment of his warnings. That which remains is
as absolutely sure of fulfillment.
It remains then for us to~·prepare ourselves'that
we may with power and assurance send forth a last
clear call to the children of men, to repent, make
themselves clean, and come to Zion that they may
assist in the consummation of God's work and enjoy
the fulfillment of all the things spoken of by all the
-holy prophets.
ELBERT A. SMITH.
In every sincere and earnest man's heart God has
placed a little niche where the poetic, the spectacular, and the legendary hold full sway.-Willis George
Emerson.
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the primitive and eternal verities. In fatherhood he
finds copartnership with God.
It is doubtless something of this causes Doctor G.
Stanley Hall to intimate that every true mother feels
that which is beneath her heart is akin to the divine,
and herself in league with heavenly forces.
That which is true of all mothers was doubtless
so in a fuller sense of her who was ·honored on this
gr·eat birthday. As Hall expresses it concerning her,

Once more the Christmas season is with us, when
we celebrate the coming of the Lord of life to earth.
To all of this generation it is a strange Christmas.
If newspaper accounts or reports are to be believed,
the appropriation for this one year is two thirds of
that for all the earlier history of the Government up
to this year including its sev·eral wars. ($26,300,000,c
000 expended prior to this year; $19,000,000,000
Motherhood beams with a very different light. The bud
has blossomed and borne fruit. The tree of knowledge of
:appropriated this year.)
The result is, a higher cost of living than ever be- good 8<nd evil, and also the tree of life, have been tasted. The
intuitions are larger, the quality of innocence loftier. These
fore, and arbitrary restrictions as to the quantity two sides of womanhood here blended have evoked love and
which may be secured by any one family at one time. adoration in the world second Qnly to that which Jesus himself
has called forth. Religi:ous sentim~nt here idealizes woman
The issue is grave throughout the world.
For the church, many of those on whom is laid as she is conceived to have come from the hand of God, and
many a Protestant envies his Catholic friends their attitude
the responsibility for leadership feel that a crisis toward the Blessed Virgin. No one has ever asked whether
or time of proving is upon us.
she knew Egyptian, Chaldean, or ev~n could read or write
Yet despite this crisis we meet the season with joy her own tongue. She cannot be conceived as bemoaning fanand deep thankfulness. This is not alone because cied limitations of her sex or wd:shing to make sex a sect, but
she triumphs and glories in her womanhood and has been
man's extremity is God's opportunity, but because adored all these ages as its supreme type, more generic,
we can sense the tremendous power ready to help us, nearer to the race, richer. in love, unsel'fish devotion, and infor the sake of righteousness. Our heavenly Father tuition than m8<n, so that the Madonna idea which teaches
is able to protect us and accomplish his work. It is that it is more holy to be woman than to have achieved
our privilege to work with him, if we will. In doing eminence in any kind of superiority, should teach our own
sex a corresponding lesson. The worship of Mary has been
so we may find peace to our souls and safety.
of potent infiu~nce in safe-guarding womanhood from the
So in the midst of turmoil, we lift up our eyes and growing danger that it will decline from its orbit, lose just
thank God thatin the mehdian of. time he saw fit to confidence and due pride in its sex as such, till in lapsing toward mannish ways its orig1inal divinity becomes clouded.
send unto us his Son.
Sometimes in the. painted representations of that
We do not feel to urge greatly a "Merry Christperiod
of his life, the mother is made too dominant,
mas," in the sense. of hearty pleasure, or bluff merrythe
child
subordinate. We should never forget that
making. Rather the time means a deep joy and. a
the
great
fact has been and is that He was born into
peace beyond that, not to be expressed in a feast of
the
world.
good things alone, nor in our gifts one to another.
If we consider it historically, he was indeed and
But rather it finds expression in "God so loved the
wQrld that he gave his Son," and in "Glory to God is the light of the world. The one for whom all those
in the highest; and on earth, peace ; good will to who came before him longed with earnest prayer,
the one to whom those who have come since him
men."
As we pause to consider that cradle of long ago, look hack for salvation. There may have been other
we think it must have been of this that Tertullian types handed dow~ by traditions, but he was the
great reality in the highest philosophic sense-the
wrote:
Stand forth, 0 heart and soul of childhood. Reveal thyself archetype and Son of God.
to us more fully. We w8<nt thee stark naked, unclothed of all
disguises, false tastes, bad habits, partial theories, with the
:purity of that divinity in thee unshadowed just as thou earnest
forth into the world, fresh from the hand of the heavenly
Father. The norm of thy development is our only sure guide,
our pillar of cloud by day and fire by night.

In the presence of the purity of childhood, we
desire to put aside the trapping of time and place
and be ourself. Pretense has no real place.
We feel that we stand in the presence of the divine,
even though it be in no such great sense as the wise
men of two millenniums ago, who came and gave
him gifts, and paid tribute at his feet.
· In that great tragedy and glory of life called
motherhood, man finds humility and prayer, if not

Other mortals galore had thought themselves divine, but
with no such witness and with no such plenary assurance.
Thus the great affirmation was made and sealed. Jesus knew
himself for what he was, and accepted himself as veritable
man-God. God did not merely come to consciousness in him,
but was his own ipsissimal noumenal self, 8<nd what a postulate !-G. Stanl~y Hall.

Consider that simpl·e picture, the babe in the manger, the adoring wise men, the angels with their
"Peace on earth, good will to all men," and the shepherds in .silent adoration. He was born in a stable,
yet of the royal line of David, and the very Son of
God. He was at once man, yet also very God of very
God.
With his. mission complete, he returned to the
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Father and asked only "the glory I had with thee . wireless operators ,are ,'ne~ded. Our young men
before the world was." Too often mankind takes should consider the advisability of taking this course
it all for granted and fails to consider the great real- as a preparation for serving our country in an imity. Few indeed have ever sensed how much more portant line of work.
FREDERICK M. SMITH, President.
this is than the birth of a man-child. The soul of
man demands and requi1:1es such a demonstration of
The radio course takes four and a half months. By
the possible union of man with God. So great was
enrolling now for work beginning January 2,. the
humanity's need that some students have intimated,
course can be completed before summer.
that had not Jesus come when he did, man would
have had to create such a personality or have gone
down to ruin.
NOTES AND COMMENTS
But the only Begotten of the Father seeing man's
dire need, laid aside his great glory and came to save. The Funeral of Queen Liliuokalani
In order to do so to the uttermost he came as a babe
We have received a copy of The Pacific Commerin arms and grew as a man. No wonder men who cial Advertiser from Elder ·Ed Miller, containing a
were wise came and worshiped and angel hosts sang full description of the funeral rites of Hawaii's late
forth,
queen. She was deposed in 1898 by the United States
"Glory to God in the highest; and on earth, peace; Government :and only at the opening of this war
good will to men."
S. A. B.
would she run up the American Stars and Stripes
over her residence. We note the many pages of
description, that full royal honor was paid her, the
TO THE STUDENTS OF THE RADIO
same as if she had died while reigning queen. PresTRANSMISSION
ident Wi~son sent a wreath and condolences and the
Government of the United States paid her full and
December 15, 1917.
fair recognition. Still in the place of honor there
I have received from the Radio Inspector at Chiwas left the American Eagle, where once had been
cago the following letter :
the crown in the throne room.
"DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE (Navigation Service.)
"Office of Radio Inspector, No. 629 FederalBuilding. British Take Jerusalem
After the Mohammedans hav·e held the city of
"CHICAGO, ILLINOIS, December 5, 1917. Jerusalem for over twelve hundred years, for· the
"Mr.. FrederickM. Smith, President, Church of Jesus first time within that period the Christian nations
Christ of Latter Day Saints, Independence, ~Missouri. have accomplished the work of the Crusades, and
have taken Jerusalem. December 10, 1917, will no
"Dear Sir: I am informed that a radio course i.s
doubt for this reason take its place in sentimental ·
offered to the young men of your church and inashistory. We are informed that the city has no value
much as an examination for commercial radio ,operat present from a military standpoint. It has, howator's license will probably be held at Kansas· City
.ever, a tremendous advantage from a religious
sometime early in the year, there may be some who
point of view. For nearly seven hundred years the
would desire to participate in the same, in which
Ottoman Turks hav·e held undisputed control. For
case I would· appreciate your calling their attention
fifteen years, the emperor of the Holy Roman Emto this examination.
·
pire, Frederick II, held it for a short time. But out"Applicants should forward their names to this
side of that for over twelve hundred years it has
office as soon as possible in order that they can be
been held by the Turks. From the days of Joshua,
notified of the exact date and place.
Jerusalem has been a prize city of half the nations
"Thanking you for your courtesy in this matter, I
of the world. It has been held by the Assyrians, the
am
"Respectfully, (Signed)
Babylonians, the Greeks, Romans, Persians, Arabs,
"ROBERT E. EARLE, Radio Inspector."
and Turks. Now at last it is held by the descendants
President Briggs had previously brought this mat- of Richard, the lion-hearted. That which is of most
ter to our attention, and we present it to our young interest is the declaration made in England, their
men of military age for consideration. The second intention to turn it over for the establi1<hment of a
draft is close, and many of our young men are sure .f ewish State.
to be called to the colors. Graceland is offering a
course in wireless which will in one semester put an
It makes considerable diff.erence. ~hether a man
ordinarily bright young man in condition to accept
position as wireless operator.. These positions are talks bigger than he is, or is bigger than he talks.
of great service to the country, and thousands of -P·atrick Flynn.
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ARTICLES=]
one for the work of God in an official way, Both
males and females are called, and each are to occupy
with equ~l distinction, according as God shall by
THE QUAKERS OR FRIENDS
his Spirit qualify them to minister. The receiving
This society of worshipers had its formal rise in of hire for preaching is strictly forbidden, but the
England some time in the seventeenth century, minister is to be supplied out of funds voluntarily
through the personal influence of George Fox with contributed, and they deny that tithing is a gospel
others, who became qissatisfied with the forms of requirement.
religious worship then known to them, and because
The use of the organ is not looked upon with favor
of this dissatisfaction withdrew from communion as a part of divine worship and no visible ordiwith every visible church, and sought in a quiet and nances or set forms of worship are favored, not even
secret way to come into communion with God a set time to sing, pray or preach, but all are to be
through the Holy Spirit.
led in what is' done by the Spirit.
Members of the church ar~ forbidden to retain
It is believed by them that Christianity had become corrupted and spiritual darkness abounded membership in any oath bound society, to go to ·war,
from the seventh to the sixteenth centuries, when either in offensive or defensive warfare, to take any
there was no church of Christ on the earth. About form of oath, and only to obey civil magistrates so
·the latter. date some degree of spiritual light came far as it will not require them to conform to that
to a few devout men and women who led the refor- forbidden by their society.
Marriage is considered a sacred covenant, and all
mation, which was but the foreshadowing of a recases
of separation are dealt with as transgression,
vival of primitive Christianity, now represented by
each
individual
ease being considered upon its merits.
this people.
With these prefatory statements relative to their
Because of their peculiar views, so different from.
belief
and history I submit extracts from their own
the prevailing religions existing at the time of their
works
upon separate topics, believing this will be
rise, and the zeal and integrity with which they
the
more
satisfactory to all.
maintained these views, they met with considerable
persecution. The name "Quakers," is but an appell.aGOD
tion attached to this society through ridicule, but
¥1€C believe in one only wise, omnipotent, and eternal God,
now acknowledged by them as not an ignoble title, the Creator a,nd upholder of all things visible and invisible,
but the name by which they desire to be known is as revealed unto us in Holy Scripture, in the manifestations
of Father, Son and Holy Ghost; and that he directs and
that of "Friends."
governs the universe with unlimited power and infinite wisThey refuse to acknowledge the saving efficacy dom, and that he is the only legitimate object of worship.of any outward ordinances, and deny that even bap- The Discipline of Iowa, of 1883, p. 17.
,tism or the Lord's supper were instituted by Christ
JESUS CHRIST
to be used in the church as sacraments. With them
We do accept and believe, with the inspired prophetic, evanthe baptism of the Holy Ghost is Christ's baptism, gelic, and apostolic record which God has given of his welland the only Christian baptism. Repentance toward beloved Son, the Lord Jesus Christ. He was conceived by
God and faith in his supreme directing care is req- the power of the Highest, and born of the Virgin Mary, in
Bethlehem of Judea (Luke 1: 35; 2: 7). We believe on him
uisite to salvation.
as the Son of. God, true God and perfect man, one and inThe Scriptures are considered only secondary in separable,. a union of the Godhead and manhood, ordained
authority in directing in the way of duty, and the by the Almighty Father, and consummated in the person of
Spirit is primary in authority, but it will not direct Jesus Christ.-The Discipline, pp. 17, 18.
He purchased the church with his blood (Acts 20: 28).
contrary to the word of God contained in the Bible.
The Bible is considered sd'rnewhat imperfect through Christians are justified through faith in his blood, (Romans
5: 9). We have redemption a~1d forgiveness of sins through
errors that have crept in through translators and his blood.-Ibid., p. 19.
transcribers, but the Spirit is errorless in its directFor the infinite a1nd most wise God, who is the foundation,
ing, hence the member~ of Christ should wholly root, arid spring of all opera1Jions, hath wrought all things
by his eternal word and ,S'on. This is that Word that was in
depend upon its direction.
the beginning with God, and was God, by whom all things
The ministry must have a direct call, but there were made. . . . This is that Jesus Christ, by whom God
needs to be no ordination or setting apart with the created all things, by whom and for whom all things were
laying on of hands to qualify and fully authorize created. . . .
FAITH AND ORIGIN OF.CHURCHES-·-Part 10
BY J. F. MINTUN

•

1
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H~nce he is fitly called, "The Mediator betwixt God and
man"; for having been with God from all eter1nity, being
himself God, and also in time partaking of the nature of
man, through him is the goodness and love of God conveyed
to mankind, and by him again man receiyeth and partaketh
of these metcies.-Barclay's Apology, p. 41.

ATONEMENT

We firmly believe it was necessary that Christ should come,
that by his death and sufferings he might offer Uj himself a
sacrifice to God for our sins in his own body on the tree;
so we believe that -the remission of sins which any partake
of, is only in and by virtue of that most satisfactory sacrifice,
and ;not otherwise.-Barclay's Apology, p. 155.
For ;it is the blood that maketh atonement for the souLThe Discipline, p. 19.

and sound reason. Yet from hence it will not follow, that
these divine revelations are to be subjected to the examination
either of the outward testimony of the Scriptures, or of the
natural reason of man, 'as to a more ;noble or certain rule or
touchstone;~Barclay's Apology, pp. 17, 18.
We distinguish betwixt the revelation of the new gospel,
and new doctrines, and a new revelation of the good old
gospel and doctrines; the last we plead for but the first we
utterly deny.-Ibid., p. 105.
'As to these words (Revelatio,n 2:2: 8), That "if any man
shall add unto these things, God shall add unto him the
plagues that are written in this book"; I desire they will
show me how it relates to anything else than to that parti.c~lar prophecy. It saith no. Now the canon of Scripture •
is :filled up, 1no more is to write more from the Spirit; yea, do
not ail confess that there have been prophecies atid true
prophets s~nce? The Papist,s deny it not. And do not the
Protestants affirm that John Huss prophesied of the Reformatio1n? ... So that, though we would extend that of the revelation beyond t:he particular prophecy of that book, it cannot be understood but of a new g'ospel, or new doctrines, or
of restraining man's spiriit that he mix not his human words
with the divine; and not of a new revelation of the old, as we
have said before.-Ibid., pp. 107, 108.

HOLY GHOST
We believe that the Holy Spirit calls, convicts, reproves,
warns and condemns the sinner; and that he leads, teaches,
comforts and encourages the Christian; and those, who with
full purpose of heart consecrate themselves t'o God, and obey
the teachi;ngs of the Lord Jesus, and follow the leadings of
the Holy Spirit, he will sanctify by virtue of the atoning sacrifice of the Son of God; while the Holy Spirit co1nvicts and
BIBLE OR SCRIPTURES
lighteth the silljner, he dwells only in the righteous.-The
From these revelations of the Spirit of God to the saints,
Discipline, p. 22.
Christians now are to be led inwardly and immediately by have proceeded the scriptures of truth ....-Because they are
the Spirit of God, even in the same manner, though it befall only a declaration of the fountain, and ;not the fountain itself,
not many to be led in the same measure, as the sai,nts were therefore they are not to be esteemed the priincipal ground of
all truth and knowledge, nor yet the adequate primary rule
of o"d ....
If the Comforter, the Holy Ghost, and -Spirit of truth, be
of faith and manners . . . . They are and may be esteemed a
all one with the Scriptures, then it will follow that the secondary rule, subord~nate to -the Spirit, from which· they
scriptures are of God, seeing it is true that the Holy Ghost , have all their excellency and certainty.-Barclay's Apology,
is of God . . . .
"pp. 18, 19.
That this Spirit is inward, in my opinion needs no interThat which is given to Christians for a rule and guide,
pretation or commentary,-"He dwelleth with you, and shall must needs be so full, that it may clearly and distinctly guide
be ~n you." This indwelLing of the Spirit in the saints, as it and order them in all things and occurrences that may fall
is a most needful thing to be known and believed, so it is as out.
positively asserted in the Scriptures, as anything else can
But in that there are ;numberless thirlgs with regard to
be. . . .
their circumstances, which particular Christians maty be
For but take away the Spirit, and Christianity remains no concerned in, for which there can be no particular rule had in
more Ch1iistianity than the dead carcass of a man when the the scriptures; therefore, the scriptures cannot be a rule to
soul and spirit are departed, rema~ns man. . . .
them.-Ibid., p. 88.
It is by this Spirit that both wisdom and knowledge, and
If it should p)ease God to· bring to us any of those books,
f,aith and miracles, and tongues and prophesies are obtained. which by the injury of time are lost, which are mentioned
(1 Corinthians 12: 8-10.) It is by this Spirit that we are i,n the Scriptures, as the Prophecy of Enoch; the Book of
all baptized iinto one body, verse 13. In short, what thing Nathan; etc., or the Third Epistle of Paul to the Corinthians;
relating to the salvation of the soul, and to the life of the I see no· reason why we ought not to receive them, and place
Christia,n, is rightly performed, or effectually obtained with- them with the rest.-Ibid., p. 106.
out it?-Barclay's Apology, pp. 54-59.
It has ever been, and still is the belief of the •Society of
Friends that the Holy Scriptures of the Old and New TestaREVELATION
ments were given by the inspiration of God; that, therefore,
Seeing no man knoweth the Father, but the Son, and he to the declarations cointained in them rest on the authority of
whom the Son reveals him (•Matthew 11: 22), and seeing the God himself, and there can be no appeal from them to any
revelation of the Son ~s in and by the Spirit; therefore the authority whatsoeyer; that they are able to make us wise
tes1Ji.mony of the Spirit is that alone by which the true knowI-, unto salvation through faith which is in Christ Jesus, being
edge of God hath been, is, and ca,n be revealed; ... so by the the appointed means of makiing known to us the blessed
revelation of the same Spirit, he hath. manifested himself .all truths of Christianity.-The Discipline, pp. 25, 26.
along unto the sons of men, both patriarchs, prophets, and
OFFICERS AND AUTHORITY
apostles, which revelations of God, by the Spirit, whether
As by this gift, or light of God, all true k,nowledge in
by outward voices and appearances, dreams, or inward objective manifestations in the heart, were of old the formal things spiritual is received and revealed; so by the same, as
object of their faith, and remaJin yet so to be; si,nce the ob- it is manifested and received in the heart by the strength and
jeet of the saints' faith is the small in all ages, though set power thereof, every true Christian minister of the gospel is
forth under divers administrations. Moreover, these divine ordained, prepared and supplied in the. work of the minisinward revelations, which we make absolutely necessary for try ....
Moreover, those who have this authority may and ought
the buiilding up of t:rue faith, neither do iilOr can ever contradict the outward testimony of the Scriptures, or right to preach the gospel, though without human commission or
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literature; as wi the other hand those who want the author- tri1ne to be preached, but· that which was delivered by the
ity of this divine gift, however learned or authorized by the ·gospeL-Barclay's Apology, p. 105.
commissions of men and churches, are to be esteemed but as
Though the outward declaration of the gospel be taken
deceivers, and not true ministers of the gqspeL Also, who sometimes for the gospel; yet it is but figuratively, and by a
have received this holy and unspotted gift, ias they lrave metonomy. For to speak properly, the gospel is this infreely received, so are they freely· to give, without hire or ward power and life which preacheth glad tidings in the
barga~n'ing, far less to use it as a trade to get money with.hearts of all men.-Ibid., p. 182.
Barclay's Apology, p. 24.
BAPTISM
And when they wait upon God, and to worship and adore
him, the,n such as the Sphit sets apart for the ministry, by
This "o,ne baptism" which is the baptism of Christ, is not
his divine power and influence opening their mouths, and giv- a washing with, or dipping in water, but a being baptized
ing them to exhort, reprove and instruct with virtue and by the Spirit.-Barclay's Apology, p. 427.
power, .these are thus ordained of God, and admitted into
The new covenant or gospel dispensation is spiritual,
the ministry, and. their brethren cannot but hear them, a,nd standing not in meat and drink, but in righteous peace and
receive them, and also honor them for their work's sake.- joy in the Holy Ghost, and confirmed us in believing that
Ibid., p. 224.
baptism with water, and the commu.nion of bread and wine
To such ministers we think the outward ceremony of ordi- were not commanded by our Lord as ordinances in the
nation or laying on of hands not necessary.-Ibid., p. 312.
church.-Discipline, p. 28.
So that we conclude that ministers, pastors, or teachers, do
COMMUNION AND ANOINTING THE SICK
comprehend all, and that the offl.ce is but one, and, therefore, in that respect we judge there ought to be no precedency
The communion of the body and blood of Christ is inward
among them.-Ibid., p. 338.
and spiritual, which is the participation of his flesh and
Seeing male and female are one in Christ Jesus, and that blood, .... of which things the breaking of bread by Christ
he g1ives his Spirit no less to one tha,n the other, when God with his disciples was a figure, which they eve,n used in the
moveth by his Spirit in a woma~ we judge it no ways unlaw- church f'or a time, who had received the sub-stance for the
ful for her to preach in the assemblies of God's people.-Ibid., cause of the weak;. even as ... "washing one another's feet,"
p. 342.
and the anoi nting of the sick with oil; . . . seeing they are
. No one should be acknowledged or retained in the position all but the ~hadow of better things, they cease in such as have
of minister or elder among us who continues to participate obtained the substance.-Barclay's Apology, p. 2'6.
in, or advocate the necessity of the outward rite of baptism
RESURRECTION
or the Lord's supper.-DiscipUne, p. 48.
And believi1n g that the spirits of all men are immortal,
When any one of our members has frequently spoken as .,a
minister, and the Preparative Meeting of Ministry or Over- and cannot die except in the sense of separation and alienasight is united in the belief that a gift in the minlistry has tion from God, we believe that when the resurrection of the
been conferred, and that it is sufficiently developed to be ac- dead is spoken of in the Bible, it means the resurrection of
knowledged by the church it should, with the approbatio,n of the body, cha,nged from natural to spiritual.-Discipline,
the quarterly meeting of ministry and oversight, make S)lch p. 21.
JUDGMENT
a proposition to the monthly meeting which will, if it unites
therewith, record such a Friend a minister of the gospeLAnd we believe that, in the all-wise counsel of the Almighty
Ibid., p. 44.
Father in heaven, we receive the remi:ssion of sins that are
CHURCH
judgment, over, which the blessed and holy Jesus will preside.
The true name and title of a· Christian, by which he hath -Discipline, p. 22.
REMISSION OF SINS
right to the heavenly inheritance, and is member of Jesus
Christ, is inward righteous1ness and holiness, and the mind
We believe that through the goodness and mercy of our
redeemed from the vanities, lusts, and iniquities of this Father in heave,n, we r~ceive the remission of sins that 'are
world; and a gathering or company made up of such mem- past by repentance toward God, and faith toward our Lord
bers, makes a church.-Barclay's Apology, p. 303.
Jesus Christ.-Discipline, p. 19.
The church is defined to be the kingdom of the dear Son of
APOSTASY
Go,d, into which the Saints are translated, being delivered
fr~m the power of darkness. It is called the body of Christ.For the particular church of Christ, gathered in the aposIbid., p. 305.
tles' days, soon after beginning to decay as to the inward
Christ saith, that the kingdom of God was in the very life, came to be overgrown with several errors, and the
Pharisees (Luke 17: 20, 2:1), who did oppose and resist him, hearts of the professors of Christianity to be leavened with
a,nd were justly accounted as serpents, and a generation of the old spirit and COiflVersation of the world ....
vipers.-Ibid., p. 190.
·
There was none so vile, none so wicked, none so profane,
who became not a member of the church. And the teachers
SALVATION
and pastors thereof becoming the companion of princes, and
It is by tl:lis light, seed or grace, that God works the salva- so being e,nriched by their benevolence and getting vast
tion of all men, and many come to part~ke of the benefits 'treasures and estates, became puffed up, and; as it were
of Christ's death, and salvation purchased by him. By the drunken with the pomp and glory of this world: and so
inward and effectual operation of which, as many heathens marshaled themselves in manifold orders and degrees, not
have come to be partakers of the promises, who were not of without innumerable contests, and altercations who should
the seed of Abraham after the flesh, so may some now, to have the presidency.. So the virtue, life, substance and
whom God hath rendered the knowledge of the history im- kernel of the Christian religion came to be lost, and nothpossible, come to be saved 'by Christ.-Barclay's Apology,
ing remained but a shadow and image; ... so that thus was
p. 188.
no more to be accounted the Christian religion, and ChrisDOCTRINE OR GOSPEL
tian religion, and Christian Church, notwithstanding the
We do firmly believe that there is no other gospel or doc- outward profession, than the dead body of a man, is to be
1
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accounted a living man; which however CUII!ningly embalmed
and adorned with ever so much gold or silver, or most precious stones, or sweet ointments, is but a dead body still,
without sense, life, or motion.-Barclay's Apology, p. 291.
RESTORATION
The Lord God, who as he seeth meet doth communicate and
make known to ma.n the more full, evident, and perfect
knowledge of his everlasting truth,. hath been pleased to reserve the more full discovery of this glorious and evangelical
dispensation to this our age.-Barclay's Apology, p. 145.
In our day, God hath raised up witnesses for himself, as
he did fishermen of old.-Ibid., p. 330.
Wherefore, the time of God being come, wherein by Jesus
Christ he hath been pleased to restore the true spiritual
worship, . . . be come to an end, we find that Jesus Christ, ·
the author of the Christian religion, prescribes no set form of
worship to his children, under the more pure administration
of the n~w covenant, save that he only tells them, that the
worship now to be performed is spiritual, and in the Spirit.
-Ibid., pp. 378-9.
"
We accuse, and are ready from the scriptures to prove
the Protestants guilty of gross errors, and needing reformation, as well as did and do the Paptists.-Ibid., p. 309.
MIRACLES

We need not miracles, because we preach no new gospel,
but that which is already confirmed by all the miracles of
Christ and the apostles.-Barclay's Apology, p. 310.
FALSE PROPHETS

Certainly, if a man make a barg~in to preach to people
for so much a year, so as to refuse unless he have it, ... it
cannot be denied that such a o,ne preacheth for hire, and so
looks for his gain from his quarter, yea, and prepares war
against such as put not into his mouth; but this is the particular special mark of a false prophet and an hireling, and
therefore can :in no ways belo,ng to a true minister of Christ.
-Barclay's Apology, p. 347.
DEVIL
'

We believe in the existence of an evil agent distinct from
man, known as the Devil, or Satan, by whom our .first
parents were turned away from their uprightness, whom our
Savior met and successfully resisted in the wilderness of
Judea.-Discipline, p. 25.
MARRIAGE

The holy covenant of marriage was ordained by our Allwise and Beneficent Creator, and is, therefore, honorable, in
all.
Notwithstanding genuine conjugal union is of the Lord,
yet it is reasonable and right that all marriages should be
legally consummated before witnesses in a solemn manner,
recogniz1ng it as a divine ordinance.-Disdpline, pp. 71, 73.

The Friends also advise all to live within their
income, and pay all their debts on penalty of being
dealt with as transgressors. They believe it possible to attain to perfection, but that progress is
yet to continue, and a possibility of falling at any
time.
One thing we must never forget, namely : that
the infinitely most important work for us is the
humane education of the millions who are soon to
come on the stage of action.-,---'-George T. Angell.

REVELA TlON FROM GOD
[Elder James E. Yates is alive to the work in Phoenix,
Arizona, and secures the publication of many interesting
church notices and summaries of his sermons. The following sermon synopsis was published in the Arizona Republican, November 5.]

Before there can possibly be any revelation of
any kind, two conditions must exist.
First, a conscious intelligence capable of comprehending and of acquiring knowledge; and second, a
field of undiscovered truth open for revelation or
discovery.
Where these two are, a third must be, God. For
a conscious intelligent creature such as man is
could not be as the result of chance or of accident;
but evidently must exist as the result of a master
design.
The designer is called God.
. So, in a study of the principle of revelration we
have these factors to reckon with, man possessing
limited learning, God having superior knowledge,
and4 a vast field of truth undiscovered to man.
The principle of revelation is so closely related to
that of discovery'that it is scarcely possible to draw
a dividing line and to say this knowledge comes by
discovery, and this comes by revelation.
Every truth, be it great or small, which is unfolded
to the mind comes by the laborious process of discovery and is revelation.
By means of many bumps and some pain a child
discovers that to fall upQn rocks or to bump his nose.
upon the corner of the door jam is unpleasant, and
that fire is dangerous. This is a revelation to him.
The mere announcement of a certain truth or a
statement of the same by one who knows, may persuade to belief, but it is .neither a discovery nor a
revelation to the believer.
A personage having every appearance of a heavenly messenger might stand before me and announce
that the moon is inhabited, and I might have some
reason to believe his words, but that would not be a
revelation to me until by some more compelling
means I were made conscious that such was the fact.
If God himself should proclaim some of the greatest mysteries of the universe with a trumpet in the
ears of all living it would not be a revelation to the
thinking machinery of a pig; neither would such a
proclamation of the deepest mysteries of God be a
revelation to any man if his qualities of mind were
rrot better fitted to comprehend such things by being
far superior to the brute creation.
The mother tells her child that a burn will be
painful, but that fact is not revealed to him until he
feels it. The feeling is obtained by discovery and constitutes a revelation.
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Personal effort is a prex;equisite to every discovery,
and revelation from God himself is not possible to
the mind, making no effort to discover and to know
the truth; therefore discovery and revelation .are
a1most identical.
A school-teacher cannot cause a primary class to
know the great things pertaining to the higher
branches of learning by stating those facts to them,
even though they should be stated ever so clearly.
Why? Because it is impossible for the learned to impart their learning to others contrary to the natural
God-given laws governing in those things.
Moreover, when a student pursuing any branch
of science or learning delves .into the mysteries of
the unknown to him, and returns with knowledge, I
shall affirm that his schoolroom is as holy a sanctuary
as any shrine of worship ever erected by human
hands, and that the things there discovered to his
mind are revelations from God.
.
They are of God because man is of God, truth is
of God and is discoverable only by the laws of God.
·That some learned men fail to honor him as God,
is no evidence that they have not received revelation
from him, but rather that as yet, what they have
received is lamentably limited in some very important branches.
But this should not detract from our appreciation
of the kind and quality of knowledge which such men
have discovered, and which they do promote in the
world.
Let it be remembered by ev·eryone, who would
seek a fuller revelation of the divine, that such cannot come to the mind unfitted to receive.
God is represented to us as desiring·that all mankind shali be perfected in knowledge and thus be
·
saved.
Note the language of the text : This is life eternal,
that they know thee the only true God and Jesus
Christ whom tho.u hast sent.
But to give us more of the revelation of the almighty than our capacity to receive, would be to
crush us.
The purpose of God's requirement that man be
obedient to the primary principles of the doctrine
of Christ is that by this tutelage our capacity for
the higher learning and for the greater revelation
may be enlarged. And there is no other way to do
it.
Let our studies be to know God in his majesty and
to understana more of the grandeur of his works and
power. Let no man be discouraged in his search
for God merely because some revelation claimed to
be of him appears faulty and defective, for man is
still far from perfect and the perfection of God cannot in the very nature of things, be reflected through
an imperfect instrument.
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Divine revelation to man increases with his every
approach to God-likeness. Ignorance and misery
increases with every departure therefrom.
Obedience to gospel law connects man with the
divine dynamo of power unto eternal salvation.

c

OF GENERAL INTEREST

SURVIVAL AFTER DEATH
The Most Striking Evidence Yet Produced
[The following from the Current Opinion for October is
characterized as set forth in the above heading, though it
may be less striking to many of our readers than some of
their personal experi~nces.-EDITORS.]

A remarkJable "cross-correspondence," alleged by
the members of the Society for Psychical Research
to be the most convincing testimony yet advanced
from any quarter of the continuation of conscious
personality after death, is given in the proceedings
of this famed organization. The alleged communicators (the late Doctor Verrall and the late Professor Butcher) were in this life, says the London
Westminster Gazette, learned and brilliant scholars,
and though, it adds, on the hypothesis accepted by
Mr. Gerald. Balfour, a distinguished authority, the
method chosen by the departed is the one best calculated to establish their identity, it is difficult to
follow and still more difficult to explain clearly to
those who are not acquainted with the recent developments of psychical research. Our London contemporary therefore gives a brief explanation for
the benefit of those who are not familiar with the
method of cross-correspondence.
The theory is that the communicators are trying
to construct a kind. of litemry jigsaw puzzle by giving one portion to one automatist and another to a
second automatist, ea<;:h being unintelligible by itself
but becoming ultimately intelligible when combined
with the other. The method is designed to exclude
telepathy from ,the living~since, presumably, no
living intelligence could he in possession of the completed design_:_and also to prevent either the conscious or subconscious mind of the automatist from
evolving a complete alleged communication and palming it off as a communication from the dead ..
Iif the test conditions are observed, which means
especially if neither of the automatists .knows until
the end what communications have been made to the
other, neither can separately complete the design.
The automatists write both in the trance state and
in the normal state, and in the trance state they dictate. In both states they are alleged not to know
cons.ciously what they are writing or dictatin~. The
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completed design should be of such a character as
to bear strong evidence of the identity of the communicators.
With this preliminary explanation, observes the
well-informed writer in The Westminster Gazette,
we can get to the facts :
"The automatists in the present case are 'Mrs.
Willett' (a lady now living who fo,r this purpose
bears that name) and ·the late Mrs. Verrall. The
puzzle is spread out over six years. On August 26,
1910, Mrs. Willett gets the first fragment: 'Dionysius's Ear-the lobe.' That is easily interpreted by
Mr. Gerald Balfour as a reference to the grotto in
one of the stone quarries at Syracuse where the
Athenian prisoners were set to work aftei' the failure
of the Syracusan expedition. It is actually called
'L'Orecchio di Dionisio' because it has the' qualities
of a whispering gallery, and the elder Dionysius,
who also used it as a prison, was supposed to liste11
in it to what his prisoners were saying. The allusion
seemed to lead nowhere, and it dropped for four
years. Then on January 10, 1914, it was revived in
another alleged communication to Mrs. Willett, and
there were added perplexing references to Euripides
and Philemon, and an 'ear-ly' pipe, which looked
like and apparently was an abominable pun. The
clew to Philemon and Euripirle~ was discovered without much difficulty in 'Aristophanes's Apology,'
and is clearly an allusion to the story which Balauston tells Philemon that she sent the original tablets
of Euripides's Hercules Furens to Dionysius, who,
more appreciative than the Athenians, hung them up
in the Temple of Apollo. The object of this is apparently to identify the Dionysius referred to and to
prepare the way £or what followed."
The next communication was to Mrs. Willett on
February 28. In this there are all manner of allu-sions, which to those who knew them seem to identify
the alleged communicators as the late Professor
Butcher and the late Dr. Verrall. This script is
closely packed with roundabout literary allusions,
but the previous fragments are repeated, and there
is added to them references to the stories of Polyphemus and Ulysses 'and Acis and Galatea.
In the next script ('March 2) the material is added
to by references to Aristotle, a zither, satires, jealousy. It is surmised that jealousy is the motive of
some story or piece of literature which is in the mind
of the communicators.• So far the principal pieces
in the puzzle may be summarized:
"The Ear of Dionysius:
"The stone quarries of Syracuse in which prisoners
were confined.
"The story of Polyphemus and Ulysses.
"The story of Acis and Galatea.
"Jealousy.

"Music and the sound of a musical instrument.
"Something to be found in Aristotle's Poetics.
"Satire."
For a year and a half that was all, and the investigators tried in vain to piece the fragments together.
Then on August 2, 1915, the clew came in a communication to :Mrs. Verrall, who, .we are assured, knew
nothing about the communications to Mrs. Willett.
In her script occurred these words:
" 'Cythera.' 'Philox.' He labored in the stone
quarries and drew upon the earlier writer for material for his satire. Jealousy."
Even an 1accomplished scholar might,' as Mr. Balfour says, have been pardoned for not understanding
the reference. , Who, indeed, has ever heard of Phi-.
loxenus of Cythera? A very little research discovered him. H~ was a writer of dithryambs, R
species uf poetry combining music (the zither) with
verse, a native of Cythera, who spent some time at
the Court of Dionysius, the Tyrant of Syracuse. He
ultimately quarreled with his p•atron, who sent him
to prison. in the stone quarries (The "Ear of Dionysius"). The story is that his patron, who also
thought himself a poet, was jealous of him, because
he not only refused to praise the tyrant's poems, but,
when asked to revise one of them, bluntly refused,
and said that the best way to correct it would be to
draw a black line through the whole of it.
But why •are Homer and Galatea dragged in? The
answer is found in the "Encyclopredia Brittannica" :
"The masterpiece of Philoxenus was the Cyclops,
a pastoral burlesque on the love of the Cyclops for
the fa.ir Galatea, written· to avenge himself upon
Dionysius, who was wholly or partially blind of one
eye.''
Why, again, is ,Aristotle dragged in? The answer
is that in the second chapter of the Poetics (upon
which PrOfessor Butcher wrote a standard book) ..
the Cyclops of Philoxenus is mentioned as an example
of the poetry which aims at making men worse than
they are, i. e., satirical' poetry. It only remains to
add that there was subsequently found among Dr.
Verrall's books a presentation copy of a learned work
by an American scholar on the Greek Melic Poets,
which deals, among others, with Philoxenus. This
Dr. Verrall isknown to have used in his lectures.
Here, says The W est1ninster Gazette, we should be
tempted to stop, and leave our readers to form their
own judgment, or, still better, to get Mr. Balfour's
paper and study in extenso the complete story of
which this is a bald summary.
"Let us say boldly, that if all the links are made
good, we see no escape from Mr. Balfour's conclusion
that 'the communications have their source in some
intelligence or intelligences not in the body.' The
next step-that the communications are from the
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disembodied spirits of those known in life as A. W.
Verrall and S. H. Butcher-depends on .cumulative
evidence about which our judgment is of little value,
and we can only record Mr. Balfour's opinion tl!at
'those who have got so far as to ascribe the communications to intelligences not in the body are not likely
to find any difficulty in the personal identity claimed
for the communicators. To do so would be to strain
at a gnat after swallowing a camel.'
"Everything, then; depends on the essential links
·having been made good under test conditions. Here
the all-important point is the final communication to
Mrs. Verrall. The rest is merely the setting of the
conundrum to which Mrs. Verrall's script supplies
tb.~ solution. We may think it improbable that Mrs.
Willett, not being a classical .scholar, ·could have
planned the riddle and evolved this strange classical
lore from either her conscious or subconscious self,
but the negative i's hard to prove. If, however, Mrs.
V ermll, without knowing the conundrum, produced
the solption, the most incredulous could not ascribe
it to coincidence. If, on the other hand, some knowledge reached her of Mrs. Willett's communications
during the year and a half between the last of these
and her own script of August 2, 1915, the mystery
would be explained. Mr. Balfour is positive that
Mrs. Verrall knew nothing of the previous communicatioiJJs until she had received her own, and he tells
us explicitly that they were known only to the six
members of the 'group' engaged in the investigation.
He tells us, further, that Mrs. Verrall knew nothing
of Philoxenus until the mention of 'Philox' in her
script led her to look him up in the Dictionary of
Biography and Mythology-which excludes the last
remaining hypothesis, viz., that she dredged the previous communications telepathically from Mrs. Willett's mind and then found the solution. The only
weak link in the chain is unhappily that Mrs. VerniJl
is no longer present to give evidence on her behalf,
but, assuming that Mr. Balfour has made no mistake
in reciting the facts, we cannot challenge his conclusion that 'the communications have their source
in some intelligence or intelligences not in the body.' "
PALESTINE FOR THE JEWS
[The following is from The American Hebrew for October
5, 1917. It is an interview with Commander Josiah Wedgwood, M. P., the distinguished English statesman, written
by M. J. Woddis, the London correspondent of The American
Hebrew.- EDITORS.]
1

Day by day the question of creating a Jewish

State in Palestine is becoming more a matter of
"practical politics" than some people would imagine.
And the surprising thing of ail this growing interest is that Gentiles even more so than J eWJs are
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frankly and freely discussing this topic on the platform and in the press, in the parks and the open
spaces, in the trade unions and in the churches.
And now that the British Army is threatening
the very gates of Gaza, it seems more than likely
that Palestine will pass. away forever from the
dominion of the Turk. With this wonderful possibility rising in my mind of the Jew taking the.
rightful 'station once again among the nations of the
world, :I .betake myself to the House of Commons
to procure the views of Commander .Josiah Wedgewood, on this burning topic. He recently issued
hits single minority report on the Mesopotamia Commission to which, owing to his special knowledge,
he was selected by a special committee of the whole
House.
·
It was riot long after I had handed in my card
to the constable-usher that I saw the beaming and
breezy commander approaching towards me down the
long, decorated passage of the Commons. Without
any fuss the.gallant commander led me, arm-in-arm,
towards the M. P.'s Club Room, and there, in soft,
damask, leather cushioned arm-ehairs . we chatted
. on ... the far-flung Jewish problem and the means
of its probable solution.
Sitting near us were the Right Honorable Neil
Primrose, M.P., Mr. John Burnes, M.P. (ex-cabinet
minister), Mr. Ramsey Macdonald, M. P., the famous labor leader, Mr. Henderson (th~ ex-minister
of the war cabinet), and Mr. Philip Snowden, M.P.,
the pacifist.
"So you want me to give my views to the Jews
in America on a Jewish Palestine?" Commander
Wedgewood began .... "Well, I must confess I feel
somewhat embarrassed. Fancy asking an Englishman to speak on a topic to Jews, on a topic which
vitally concerns themselves. The position· ought
rather to be reversed. You Jews ought to come to
us and state your views and prospects of a settlement of the Jewish problem, so that we might help
you to carry out your schemes.
"In speaking to Jews I cannot help feeling somewhat like a little schoolboy who is addressing the
headmasters· of the world for the Jews are the oldest, the most civiJiz.ed and the most intellectual people that I know. And if I am to speak to you about
Palestine there can be no other connection in the
mind of Gentile or-even Jew, that Palestine, which
has been Jewish before, will become Jewish once
again.
"This reminds me. The other day I had a curious
reception in the club room. Opposite! this table
several Jewish M. P.'s sat. And when I made my
appearance, I noticed that the Jewish M. P.'s immediately got up, looked me askance, and beat a hasty
retreat. I must say that for the moment I felt sur.
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prised and annoyed. But after a moment's reflec- gates of Gaza, and soon, like Samson of old, it will
tion, I began to understand the reason for the strange carry off the gates on their backs. Once this imbehavior of these Jewish M. P.'s. As you know, portant outpost, the key to Jaffa and Jerusalem, is
owing to the correspondence which I recently ini- in our hands, Palestine can be freed for the Jews
tiated in the Manchester Guardian, appealing for a forever. For a British victory in Palestine would
s•ettlement of the Jewish question by the establish- mean not merely a Turkish defeat, but the utter
ment of a Jewish State in Palestine, I was persuaded collapse of Prussianism.
to address several big, influential Zionist meetings,
"It is curious how history repeats itself. It was
both in London and in New Castle (the constitu- Sir Sidney Smith who gave Napoleon his coup de
ency I represent in Parliament). Well, . at these grace at Acre, which defeat saw the decline of Nameetings I spoke my mind on what I thought of the pol·eon's military power. So, to.:.day, the defeat of
attitude of the Jewish •M. P.'s toward Jewish poli- Prussian militarism, the greatest menace that ever
tics. I complained of their lack of racial sympathy threatened human liberty, lies in Palestine.
and loyalty and of their utter moral cowardice to
"The aim of Germany, you know, has been the
people. Have Jews lost their self-respect? Or is
driving of a wedge between Great Britain and her
it timidity or humility?· Or is their silence to be
Far Eas1tern possessions by striking at the link, the
taken as a sign of diplomatic caution? Now, the
Suez Canal. Fortunately, up till now, all their
Jews have gained nothing by the game of silence
diabolical plans have failed in this direction. And
and secrecy for the Jews, so I think it is about time
this is where the Jews come in. · As an Englishman
they tried a change.
I cannot regard Palestine entirely from ·the J ew:ish
POTENTIALITIES OF AMERICAN JEW
point of view, i. e., merely from the idealistic point
of
view, but with the usual characteristics of my .
"These and similar views I expressed at the meetrace,
who invaria:bly make their own interest coinings, and because I advised the 'combing out' of
with
some ideal, I think that it would be a good
cide
the Jewish M. P.'s to give place to 'real' Jewish
bargain
for
England, if Jews were, allowed to reM. P.'s in Parliament, they are now giving me the
'cold shoulder.' What are they angry about? , Are create a Jewish State in Palestine.
they :afraid of being packed off to Jerusalem? Now
A GOOD BARGAIN FOR ENGLAND
I hope that
America the 'Junker' class of Jew is
absent, for he is not only a traitor to his own race,
"Let me give you my reasons for thinking so. In
but he is also a positive danger to the State. And the past, Egypt, which was a British Protectorate,
here let me add that it was my late master and merely required from 5,000 to 6,000 soldiers to guard
friend, Joseph Fels of America, who, by his pro- it. Whereas, if Palestine were to remain in future
phetic advocacy of the Single Tax System as applied in Turk~sh hands, i. e., in German hands, we should
to Land Reform, converted me to the belief that the have to keep some 50,000 o:r 60,000 soldiers, i. . e.,
American Jew has in him potentialities of a higher nearly two Army Corps permanently stationed in
order than mere money-getting.
·
Egypt, against an inevitable attack and probable
"And therefore, I am glad in a way, for asking invasion from the Northeast.
me to give you this interview for The Arnerican
"The Germans would make of Palestine a ·base
Hebrew, as I think that the question of the crea- for a coup de main on our African poss·essions on the
tion of a Jewish nation and city in Palestine will immediate vicinity. And by holding the Gulf of
be well handled by American Jewry, since they are Akaba, which. washes the Sinai Peninsula, the Gerorganizing a Pan-Jewish Congress at which, I un- mans could point the pistol at the Red Sea route,.
derstand, this will be one of the topics to be debated." and the London Akab itself would Jn all probabmty
"B~t may I ask whether the psychological moment become a second Heligoland, and so Zeppelins· and
has yet arrived for pressing this qllestion ?" I inter- submarines . and aeropla:nes would constantly
posed.
threaten us from that quarter.
"Certainly," the gallant Commander replied. "It
"The Suez Canal would never be safe, as we know
is now or never. Yes, never before in the history that the Germans have designs upon it. Once the
of the Jews has such a glorious opportunity of ac- Canal is cut they contemplate (m1d very foolishly,
quiring Palestine as Jewish Settlement 'risen &;t .the -too!), that India with its 200,000,000 Mussulmen
flood,' as at the present. It remains for the Jews would 'cut the painter' and that :Australia and New
'to take' it, and so lead themselves on to national Zealand would throw over the Mother Country and
;good fortune.
declare their independence. But tlie valiant doings
BRITISH ARMY IN PALESTINE
of our brave and heroic .Colonials should have dis·"The British Army is now standing outside the pelled all their idle faneies and vain ambitions. It

in
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is enough to· say that our Colonies ~re loyal to the
core.
"You see, then, that it is vital and necessary that
a Jewish Buffer State should be created out of Palestine, not only for the safety and security of the Jews,
but also for the safety :and security of our own Empire."
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Palestine he would be only too ready to be of service
to the Jewish cause."
"Would the British Government and the American favor Zionist schemes in Palestine?" I then
queried.
ENGLISH STATESMEN FAVOR PLAN

"I believe it is common knowledge," the member
for Ne~castle-under-Lyne put in reply, "that the
'"And .who is to be the guardian Protector of the Prime Minister, Mr. Lloyd-GeorgEj, Mr. Balfour,
Mr. Asquith and Lord Bryce are sympathetic to
proposed Jewish State?"
the idea. And has .not President Wilson in clear
"Personally, I do not mind whether ¥ngland or
and unequivocal language expressed himself in favor
America becomes the guaranteeing protector of the
of the free development of the small nationalities,
Jewish State. As an Englishman, all that I am
among whom, I suppose, he would include the Jews,
concerned about is that Germany should not ,pecome
and the right of the small nations to dispose of
predominant in Syria. When I w~s over in America
themselves under which rule they would care to
last, I tried to sound Justice Brandeis, who, as you exist?
doubtless know, carries great weig:p.t with President
"But how can yoll expect the governments to do
Wilson, on the creation of a Jewish Nation State in
anything, unless they are approached continually
Palestine. He listened very attentively to what I
ai1d continuously? Their practical support is bound
had to say, and expressed himself in full accord with
to come when all the details have been worked out
the Basl,e Program, as the best means of solving the
satisfactorily to all parties coneerned, such as, the
world-wide Jewish problem. He quite appreciated
internationalization of the Holy Places, the form
the fact that American Jewry has. the advantage
of government in the future Palestine, the rights
over all the other J ewries, in that it has had so many
and privileges of the contracting parties; the ques- ·
Jewish ambassadors at Constantinople, and consetion of military protection, the ownership and use
quently they have been able to study the question
of the railways, canals and harbors (in time of
and the surrounding difficulties, on the spot, as it
peaee and in time of war) , the financing of irrigawere. Their knowledge and experience, he readily
tion works, the sanitation of unhealthy districts and
admitted, ought to be of great value to the Jewish
the country generally, the question of drainage, both
people.
natural and artificial, and last, but most important
"Then again the Jewish financiers in America,
of all, the question of 'local autonomy' or an indemen who until recently were open opponents to a
pendent Jewish State for Palestine. Well, my view
scheme for a Jewish State in Palestine, men like
is if Palestine is ·to be restored to the Jews, they
·the Strauses and Jacob Schiff, and the Rothchilds
should get complete independence. And now that
here in ·England might take the Jewish Colonial
a Jewish Regiment is to be sent to fight on the PalesTrust, the financial weapon of the Zionist movetinian front, it may be that the great sacrifice they
ment in hand and invite the Jewish financiers of
are about to make will seal forever the sufferings
other countries in Russia and Italy to join them. He
they have had to endure in the past."
fully concurred with all these suggestions, and with
"But the Jewish Assimilators are secretly intri.a silent look, which spoke volumes, he believed that.
guing by placing obstacles in the way of the Jews,
much would be done, when the real opportunity
realizing their national aims, as was revealed by the
arose.
issuing of the famous Manifesto of the Conjoint
"As regards diplomatic actions, however, Justice
Committee," I could not help mentioning.
Brandeis was very cautious and reticent. He exGERMAN PLANS AGAINST PALESTINE
pressed no de~ided view as to whether England or
"Do these Jews desire that Germany should solve
America or both of them jointly, together with
France and Italy should act as the Guarantors of the Jewish problem?" Commander Wedgwood ana Jewish Palestine. He did not seem to wish to grily replied. "For every vote given against a Jewcommit himself, but thought that, under the present ish Palestine is a vote cast for Germany. Has not
conditions, the Zionist leaders were fully alive to Professor Delbrlick pointed out, and so have dozens
the issues involved. Should the occasion demand it, of dozens of other influential Germans, that Gera public announcement wou]d certainly be made. many must forestall England in setting up a Jewish
"Personally, he said, he was quite hopeful of a State in Palestine, in order to safeguard her Berlin
·better future for the Jews after the war, and should to Bagdad line which runs through Damascus? I
·they need any assistance in the matter of a Jewish have lately been reading of all sorts of German fanVIEWS OF JUSTICE BRANDEIS
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tastic schemes for the Germanization of the Orient,
and one is, that the Tigris should be linked up with
· the Levant by means of a canal to run just south of
Damascus. This proposed route would cut off some
600 miles' journey in rounding the Arabian Peninsula to get to the Persian Gulf. The Suez Canal
would thus have a serious competitor.
"Now I do not know much about the character of
the country towards the interior. 1My first-hand
knowledge of the Coast of Syria comes through
my being shipwrecked there, and where I nearly
lost my life. But I have been making inquiries of
the competent authorities, travelers, geographers,
engineers and irrigation experts, and they assure
me that the Tigris-Levant Canal is not such a hairbrained scheme, as I originally thought. You see,
then, that it must be the task of England to forestall
Germany.
"I wonder whether the Jews are alive to the fact,.,
Commander Wedgwood with some emotion concluded, "that they are living at a great, important
moment in their history. A slight turn of the wheel,
a great British military success in Palestine, and
the Jews may become a nation once again, and thus
win back that dignity and self-respect, without
which no people can hope to achieve great ends.
. Will they be ready?"
At that moment the division bell rang, and the
whips hurried round to get their members to pair
in the lobbies. I then rose to go. And as the good
commander rushed off into the division boxes, I
could hear the cries of the tellers in the corridors.
"Vide! Vide!" . . . "Vide! Vide!" and I wondered
if the J ew:s too would ever reach to that glorious
position of having a free, parliamentary institution
of· their own.
Yet with steadfast courage that rather would die
than turn back-Nathan Haskell Dole.
To meditate in solitude upon the stupendous problem thus sprung upon him, Jesus felt impelled 'to
retire
the desert, whence John had come, to brood
and think it out. Meditation and introversion of
soul f.avored by solitude, as the lives of hermits
and anchorites show, has always been a great resource of great men, not recluses, on supreme occasions when they needed to orient themselves, to find
poise after shock, or seek direction from within.
When this exercise and discipline are combined with
fasting, they tend to give a very peculiar and specific
exaltation of mind. When alone, man abstracts
from all the constraints of the outer world, and
frees spontaneity and inner impulsion from inhibitions.-G. Stanley Hall, Jesus, the Christ, in the
Light of Psychology.

to

II
The Meaning of Christmas
What does Christmas to us mean?
Observ'd in every Christian land,
By old and young a pleasing scene?
Would you the myst'ry understa;nd?
If so, then list to my simple verse
While I, the pleasing truth rehearse
Of man's redemption from the fall
Through love divine for one and alL
~

Awake my muse! awake and sing
The praise of Christ our newborn King
. In Bethlehem's manger as foretold
· By prophets ~n the ·days of old.
Who we,re inspir'd by light divine
To cause His wondrous love to shine.
Who left his royal throne aboveTook on our nature thus to prove
This matchless, condescending love,
And raise our souls to realms above;
Redeem the world from Satan's power
That we might live forevermore
In that .eternal world of light
Where ho more sorrow, no more night
Shall dim our sight or mar our joy,
Or sin no more our peace deshoy .
0, boundless love, mercy divine
In this incarnate birth doth shine!
Too deep for man to comprehend
Unless God doth his Spirit lend,
Our eyes to open and i;nspire
And our hearts fill with holy fire.
Hence, the decree to fallen man"Ye surely must be born again !"
Become his children, freed from sin
And thus his kingdom enter inHeirs of God, joint heirs with Christ
Whose precious blood has paid· the priceFor you, for me, for all m3<nkind
Who will obey his law divine.
He came to die that we might live
The life eternal and receive
Those endless joys which angels sang
When at his birth sweet anthems rang
Of peace and joy, good will to man,
As set forth in the gospel plan.
This is what Christmas to us meansFar more than ·all earth's brightest dreamsTheill let us sing with one accord
The praise of our Redeemer Lord
By works of righteousness and truth,
As. it becomes both age and youth,
Th~ott our gratitude may shine
In all our lives with loye divine.
CHARLES DERRY.

To have what we want is riches, but to be able to do without is power.-George MacDonald.
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Christmas Night in the Trenches

WOMAN'S AUXILIARY

It was dark and the night apalling;
The snow and sleet fell fast ..
Two soldiers stood crouching with numbness,
Brought on ·by the wintry blast.
Yet o'er them the shrap1nel was flying
The heavens were red with its glow,
Unconscious of what was about them,
These soldiers stood still in the snow.

Edited b:v AUDENTIA ANDERSON, 2009 ,Locust St., Omaha, Nobr.

Practical Hints for Home Nursing

Their thoughts were of home and of loved ones;
Their minds wa;ndered back to the time,
When out from the old church belfry
They heard the bells merrily chime.
Still again comes the fire-like billows
Froen out the huge cannon's throat;
As these men stood there near speechless,
With snow av.d ice for a coat.
S:aid one, "Jack, I'd like to be home now
With loved ones I left long ago.
Yet, somehow, again I feel happy
While crouching right here in the s,now."
'And as the heavens were lighted
By powder igniting o'erhead,
Poor Jack heard no sigh, neither murmur,
As his comrade fell backward-dead.

SCARLET FEVER

The' angels had come from the h~avens
And wafted his spirit above,
·
As his comrade stood doing his duty,
Giving all :for the cause which we love.
And then in his lonely position
He .lifts his sad heart, through despair;
A nd breathes to the Father in heaven
A humble, but heartfelt prayer.
1

"Oh God, why this struggle and carnage?
May peace soon come to the earth!
The peace that the angels sang of, ·
The night of the Savior's birth."
Once more from the mouth of the cannon
'Belched forth a volley of lead;
And peace came to this weary soldier,
As, without struggle, he too, fell-dead.
That night from those cold, damp trenches
Two spirits wended their way.
To a happier, fairer glory.
T'ward the realms 'of endless day,
And, as Jesus came down from heavrn
To champion the cause of right,
S'o these two men gave their lives
In the trench, on Christmas night.
B. H.

[In response to a request from us, Sister Ralph W. Farrell, o~ Providence, Rhode Island, has written some papers
on some of the most common and dangerous diseases known
to childhood, together with practical hints for nursing those
who ha,ve contracted ·such. These will be found very dependable, for Sister Farrell, herself a graduate nurse, had
years of training and experience before her marriage, and
si~ce then, in caring for her own little family, she has had
opportunity to test out, weigh, a;nd properly estimate, the
f)ractical workings in the home, ~f all theories and instructions technically received. This little series of articles
will, it is . hoped, prove of assistance to the young or inexperienced mothers in caring for their children. The
me on scarlet 'fever in this issue, will be followed by others
on measles and diphtheria.]

DOTY.

No man is without fault, nor any institution composed
of men, hut we cannot afford to judge either by its faults
alone. Nothing would stand under such a judgme;nt. Yet
men drift,, p'erhaps unconsciously, into that practice, and
the Government raised by the hand of God, and its officers
chosen by the voice of the people are dishonored by unjust
criticism and wholesale condemnation by some. Surely here
is a point wherein Saints need to be careful to avoid partaking of the spirit of the world, and not to let the practice
find place in the church, to the injury of any.-The Unity
for November.

.The symptoms of scarlet fever are sore throat, (which ·is
red and swollen) chill or chilli,ness, active fever and the
"strawberry tongue." Vomiting is frequently an. early symtom. The attack usually begins suddenly, very often at
night. There is headache and uneasy sleep. The bright red
rash appears about the end of the first or during the course
of the second day. At first the rash consists of numerous
little red poilnts appearing upon the chest, neck and shoulders and soon diffusing into a general redness of the entire
surface, excepting around the mouth where pallor is proc.
aounced. U p0;n li.ght pressure of the finger the rash momentarily fades.
The period of incubation (the time betwee,n the implantation of the germ and the appearance of the disease) is from
two to seven days. When the rash fades the desquamation,
or peeling begins. This is a critical period of transmitting
the disease as each particle of skin is filled with scarlet
fever germs. E'xtreme care should be taken during all
stages of the disease for it is spread also by the discharges
from the nose, mouth, etc.
Regarding the care of scarlet fever1 it is very important
to keep the patie,nt quiet; even a patient with a mild case
should be kept in' bed and no one allowed in the room but
. the one who is caring for him. The diet at first should be
principally milk. After the temperature, or fever, has gone
down, cereals, eggnogs, milk toast, water toasts, custards
and the like, may be given. Rich foods must not he allowed.
Give plenty of water to drink. No red meats, such as beef,
lamb, etc., should be given until two or three weeks after the
disappear:ljnce of the rash, and not then if there is any tendency to kidney trouble, which is a common complication.
Bright's Disease often has its foundation laid in scarlet
fever; hence the diet plays an important part in the care of
this disease. Baths are important treatment in allaying the
fever but they should be given with care, for harm would
result if the patient were exposed to drafts a,nd chills. Olive
oil is excellent f'or bathing. The throat should frequently be
sprayed with some mild antiseptic, such as Dobell's Solution,
Listerine, hydrogen peroxide or ordinary salt and water.
After the peeling process has begun, the body should be
rubbed twice daily w:ith some greasy substance such as
fresh lard, vaseline, etc., to prevent the little particles of skii!1
from flying about.
As complications, there may be inflammation of the middle
ear and glands of the necks, pneumoni·a, inflammation of the
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kidneys. For this reason we readily see why great care
should be taken to keep the patient out of drafts, off the cold
floors, quiet and free from the effects of unwise feeding.
Soft rags must be used instead of handkerchiefs for the discharges from the nose a.nd mouth; these rags should be
wrapped in paper and burned as soon as soiled. A pail of
water to which has been added a disinfectant should be kept
ready to receive all clothing from the sick rooin, and these
clothes should be boiled before being washed and never
washed with the family washing.
'
Keep the patient in his room until the peeUng is over which
will probably be four or five weeks. Before being allowed
to mingle with the family he should have an alcohol shampoo
and have his body bathed in warm water to which has been
added not only lots of soap but a disinfectant. Dress the
patient throughout with clean, well-aired clothing which has
not been ~n the sick room.
Much more could be said, but space will not allow for
more than the following: Scarlet fever and scarletina are
~wo names for the same disease.
The notiS)n, very widespread,. that scarletina is a different or less serious disease
than scarlet fever is wrong. Scarletina is scarlet fever
just as a light case of pneumonia is pneumo,nia. Doctor
J. C. Wilson, physician-in-chief of the German Hospital of
Philadelphia, says: "The sense of security that so often
arises from the use of the term scarletina instead of scarlet fever is wholly false, nay more, is exceedingly dangerous when it leaves those COillCerned to underrate the danger of the sickness or the risks of contagion.
LILLIAN SAWLER FARRELL.

their needs may he organized under the advanced movement.
This of course applies only. to girls over fifteen.
Will you help us to a more accurate vision of the general
condition of OUT work by answering the following questions?
If you find any suggestions or difficulties in the course of
OTganization we shall be glad to hear from you. With earnest wishes and prayers for the young women of your district, I am,
Your sister in Christ,
MRS. ALICE M. BURGESS,
Supervisor of Young Women.
1. How many active Oriole circles are there in your district?
2. Will you please give the names and addresses of theiJ:
moni,tors?
3. How many chapters of the new organization have been
established?
4. Will you please give names and addresses of their
leaders?
5. Is there prospect of other chapters being formed, how
many, where?
·
·6. Will you discuss briefly the spiritual, moral and intellectual status of the young women of your district? Are
they interested or indifferent towards the. church?
7. Will you procure a list of young women of your district
not now taking the Autumn Leaves, especially those. who
might be prospective subscribers? We wish to send to each of
these a sample copy of the Autumn Leaves for November
which will contain the first installment of Brother Elbert
Smi,th's new serial and the first lessons for the Young
Women's new movement.

A Wide-Awake Supervisor

Organizers in Various Districts and Stakes

·Sister Burgess, supervisor of the Young Women's Bureau
of our Auxiliary, is sending out the following message to all
the women in the church she can reach who have charge of
our girls' organizations. Does it not breathe an alertness,
an enthusiasm, which promises much for her success in the
peculiar work intrusted to her? She, as editor of our departmE!Jnt in the Autumn Leaves, is putting much spirit into
that also, and the last two or three numbers are teeming
with helpful things. Does the Leaves come regularly into
your home? You ca.nnot afford to be without its influence
upon your children.

STAKES.
Iowa. Lamoni: Mrs. Susie Hayer, Lamoni, Iowa.
Missouri. Far West: Mrs. Christiana S'alyards, Lamoni,
Iowa. Holden: Mrs. D. J. Krahl, Holden, Missouri. Independence: Mrs. Mollie Davis, West Hayward Street, Independence, Missouri. Kansas City: Mrs. Lula M. Sandy, 3431
East Sixtieth Street, Kansas City, Missouri.

LAMONI, IowA, October 25, 1917.
Dear Sister: ·The importance of the work of the Young
Women's Bureau cannot be overestimated. We are living in
the hastening time and our girls of to-day will be the women
of to-morrow who will have many of the problems of Zionbuilding to work out. Will your "womeh of to-morrow" be
united and consecrated and prepaTed for these Tesponsibilities?
When the Oriole movement was launched in 1915, Sister
Gardner intended to plan more advanced work to meet the
needs of older girls. She was overburdened, however, by her
general secretarial duties and her home and the task was
finally passed on to the present supervisor. No doubt you
have read the plans sketched for the new movement in the
October A utwmn Leaves and will soon have read the first
draft of lessons in the November issue. We are eager that
every girl in the church shall belong to the Woman's Auxiliary and it is to this end that we are asking your cooperation.
The new organization should not in any sense take the
place of or encroach upon the Orioles. Girls who aTe contentedly working as Orioles should complete the highest rank
there before taking up the new organization. Those ghls,
however, who have not felt that the Oriole work has met

DISTRICTS
Ala:hama: Mrs. J. L. Harper, McKenzie, Alabama.
California. Central: Mrs. Eva Bedford, Tulare, California.
Northern: Mrs. Cleda Simpson, 1873 Eighth Street, San
Francisco, California. Southern: Mrs. Lola Mitchell, 1250
West Third S'treet, Santa Ana, California.
Iowa. Eastern: Mrs. Irvy Quitmeyer, Aurora, Iowa. Little
Sioux: Mrs. Esther Kennedy, Logan, Iowa.
Kansas. Northeastern: Mrs. Emma Hedrick, Fanning,
Kansas.
Massachusetts: Mrs. Susie Sinclair, 166 Pearl Street,
Winter Hill, Massachusetts.
Michigan. Eastern: Mrs. L. · Plato, Capac, Michigan.
Southern Michigan and Northern Indiana: Miss Louise Evans,
519 North Ottawa Street, Grand Rapids, Michigan. Western: Mrs. F. S. Brackenbury, South Boardma;n, Michigan.
Missouri.
Northeastern: Mrs. A. M. Chase, Macon,
Mi:ssouri. Saint Louis: Mrs. S. R. Burgess, 5m~o Etzel
Avenue, Saint Louis, Missouri. •Spring River; Mrs. J. A. ,
Graves, Corner Twenty-third and Empire 1Sheets, Joplin,
Missouri.
New York and Philadelphia: Mrs. J. R. Lenten, 1256 Saint
A111n's S:tre·et, Scranton, Pennsylvania.
North Dakota: Mrs. C. M. Brown, l313 First Avenue
North, FargQ, North Dakota.
Oklahoma. Central: Mrs. Alice McGeorge, Terlton, Oklahoma. Western<~ Mrs. Anna Sanders, Calumet, Oklahoma.
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Ontario. Chatham: Mrs. Rosa Glasier, Chatham, Ontario.
London: Mrs. Rose Tier, 427 Ridout Street, London, Ontal'io.
Washington, Seattle a,nd .British Columbia: ·Mrs. Hattie
Belknap. 1268 Third Street, Chehalis, Washington.
Society Islands: Mrs. Clyde F. Ellis, Papeete, Tahiti,
MRS. J. A. GARDNER,
Secretary Executive Board.

Human Conservation
The Children's Bureau of the Department of Labor is sending out bulletins with the obj_ect of informing the public concerning the value of retain~ng all the protection which has
been thrown- about women and children who must work in
factories, mills, and othe~ places which require long hours
and arduous effort. These bulletins are intended to influence
popular opinion, the greatest factor in human interests to-day,
against the move which is being made by certain manufacturers who are attempting to change this protective legislation so as to allow them to employ women and children at
longer hours per day, or at more tender years. This has been
claimed to be a "war measure," but the experience of the
other nations which have been in this war .turmoil for a
lo1nger period than we, have proven the folly and the d,etrimental effect of thus removing the protective laws which have
tended to strengthen the working women and children physically and mentally. The next generation depends upon the
healthiness of the parents of to-day, a1nd the sturdy parents
of to-morrow depend upon the right conservation of the
child health of to-day. What we can do to help in the interests of mercy, right and justice iill these matters, is to
individually or as societies or other groups, appeal to our
representatives in the legislature protesting against any
lowering of our past sta,ndards, or the introduction of anything, even under the guise of "war measures," which will
tend to lessen the physical, mental, or moral efficiency .of
our women and children.
The 'bulletin which follows is of recent date.
A. A.
SAVING HUMAN CAPITAL

The struggle of nine of the warring countries to strength~n
their human resources by making labor conditions tolerable
for children who must work, and by providing schools to
teach them how to do better work, are recounted in Child
Labor in Warring Countries, a brief review of foreign reports just issued by the National Child's Bureau.
The prospect for better industrial education for England
has lately been strengthened by the bill introduced in the
British Parliament by Mr. Herbert Fisher, President of the
Board of Education. The bill fixes the compulsory school
attendance age at 14 without the present exemptions and
requires that all working childre1n under-18 spend at least
320 hours a year in continuation schools.
In italy, as well as in France and England, standards of
labor protection were relaxed at the beginning of the war
only to be restored and stre,ngthened as experience showed
that long hours, night and Sunday work, with their evil effects on health and efficiency, did not pay.
And Russia, according to information received since the
bulletin went to press, has found it illecessary to withdraw
the power given her ministers qf labor and industry early in
the war to grant exemptions to concerns doing war work from
the laws regulating hours and the employment of women, and
childr~n under 17.
Canada, New Zealand and Australia have maintained practically unchanged through three years of war strain their
high standards of protection for working childre,n.-United
States Department of Labor, Children's Bureau.

[LETTER DEPARTMENT ]
Charity
"Though I speak wit_h the tongues of men a,nd of angels,
and have not charity, ! am become as sounding brass, or a
tinkling cymbal. And though I have the gift of prophecy,
and understand all mysteries, and all knowledge; and though
I have all faith, so that I could remove mountains, and have
not. charity, I am nothing. And though I bestow all my ·
goods to feed the poor, and though I give my body to be
hurned, and have not charity, it profiteth me illOthing. Charity suffereth long, and is kind; charity envieth not; charity
vaunteth not itself, is not puffed up, doth not behave itself
unseemly, ,seeketh not her own, is itlOt easily provoked, thinketh no evil; rejoiceth not in iniquity, but rejoiceth in the
truth; beareth all things, believeth all things, hopeth all
things, endureth all things."
These verses are found in the thirteenth chapter of 1 Corinthians, a.nd have long been favorites of mine. Charity
rightly defined means love, and without love for our fellow
men we are iflothing. It was this love for the world that caused
our Lord and Redeemer to come to earth, suffer and die, that
man might be saved. We, too, must suffer that follow in his
steps, but _do we always bear our sorrows as Jesus did? Do
we love them that despitefully use us or do we love just the
ones that use us well? If we do we are not followers of
Christ.
We are now living in the hastenLng time when men's hearts
.are failing them for fear. Are we helping keep the banner
of King Immanuel afloat, or are we dragging it in the mire?
Saints, the world is watching .us and we little know how our.
words and actions affect the lives of others. Th~n let us be
on our guard and do nothing to cause the name of Latter
Day Saint to be dishonored. Thought is parent to the action
and as a man thinketh, so is he. We must eradicate all impure thoughts from our minds.
Do we always look for the good in others? Are we praising their victories and overlooking their faults? Do we
always want to be first to tell some idle tale, something that
will injure another. Perhaps it has been exaggerated and we
have heard it in the wrong light. Should we repeat it? I
remember a little maxim we learned at school years ago:
"First somebody told it, then the room wouldn't hold it,
So the busy tongues rolled it till they got it outside.
Then the crowd came across it, they onward. did toss it,
Till it grew high and wide.
From a ve~y small lie, sir, it grew wide and high, sir,
Till it reached to the sky, sir, a,nd frightened the moon,
For she hid her sweet face, sir, at the dreadful disgrace, sir,
That had happened at noon,
From mud and vke, its courses flew higher,
Till it hit the sad !jar and killed his good name."
That is always the way when we do wrong.
on our own heads.

It falls back

"Think of the beautiful, think of the true,
Though like an avalanche sweep over you,
Keep not the multitude, sort them with care,
Testing by purity, purging by prayer,
Think of the beautiful, think of the fair."
If we allow beautiful thoughts to ~nter our minds and dwell
there, we have no room for impure ones. We will be led to talk
of the beautiful.
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"Talk of the beautiful, talk of the true;
Tongues full of poison are whispering to you,
Answer them not with a tale-bearing word,
01nly in blessing, the voice should be heard.
Talk of the beautiful, talk of thy Lord."

We must not retaliate when we hear that some one has
been talking about us, for if we are living the best we can,
we have nothing to fear. Even should all earthly friends be
against us, Christ knows our innermost thoughts, and he
will be with us. I remember a few lines of a hymn my mother
used to si;ng.
"There
·But
Might
'Tis

was never a form so degraded,
that eye shining only in love,
fi1nd it something worth loving,
the gift of our . Father above."

If we have love in our hearts we will see some good in all.
Saints, it is this class of people that will help redeem Zion.
Are we to be one of them, or are we to be among the foolish
virgins? Let us commence right now to find some good in
our neighbors 31nd friends and tell them the good some one
has said of them, !Jut keep the evil to ourselves. Satan uses
the evil to help carry on his work and every time we· repeat
an evil tale, every time we listen to one and allow it to find
room in our hearts, we are helping him. I o;nce heard a
brother say, that the Devil was more of a gentleman than
we gave him credit for. For he simply would not stay whete
he was not wanted.
Let us all learn to be pure in heart and have the charity
that thinketh no evil.
EFFIE J. DENTON.

Mammoth Corn in Ancient Mounds
Below is a copy of an article that appeared in the New
Y ode H m·ald for November 25, and is a reprint from the
Milwaukee Sentinel. This may have come to your notice.
However, I am sending a copy, also a copy of a lett.er addressed to Mrs. Christy from Mr. William A. Akin in answer
to one she wrote asking if the story of the wonderful "Corn
and Stalk" were true, or a well-garnished newspaper report. There are some things in the article that may be of
interest to the students of the church, and you ca1n use or not
use as your judgment would indicate the matter contained.
"CORN

TEN

FEET

HIGH

FROM SEED 1,800 YEARS OLD

"Milwaukee Man Raises Gigantic Stalk from Grain Found in
·
Prehistoric Mound.
"This is going to be the most interesting, the most extraordinary and, mayhap, the truest story concerning a cornstalk that any reader of the Sentinel or for that matter, any
other reader has ever read. For this cornstalk antedates
American history. It even would rear its yellow head to
prove that America, that· the United States, is as old as the
Pyramids of Egypt themselves. And, best of all, this plant
is supposed to have been produced from a seed 1,800 years
old, and, mind you, is growing in Milwaukee, up o1n the east
side, where it rightfully belongs by dint of its aristocratic
heritage. It stands there, or rather, towers above everything
else in the flower garden of William A. Akin, of 793 Summit
Avenue. . . . It measures more than ten feet high and has
maturing upon its stalk seven ears of princely corn.... Mr.
Akin is convinced that through the cornstalk in his yard the
world will know more about America and the first people who
inhabited it than is recorded in history. He believes it will
set aside aU theory as to the life of a seed of corn and will
open fields of research undreamed of.
"Mr. Akin traces the life of the cornstalk growing in his

yard to a seed 1,800 years old. He has data to verify his
attestation, in fact he says he has the proof to show that the
plant is the direct product of a seed that was buried by people who lived at the time of Christ. I came into possession
of the seed from a friend of mine..•. Let me begin at the
beginning 31nd tell you what I know about the history of the
seed planted in my flower garden. It will sound like a dream,
but I believe what I tell you is true and I also believe that
if the proper persons take time to investigate, the story of
the world will be enriched with new k[llowledge."
Doctor E. S. Curry, the noted archreologist, who for
twenty-five years was a missionary to the Chippewa and
Ojibway tribes of Lake Superior Indians, discovered on one
of his explorations a strange mound formation on which a
tree was growing. This was near the little town of Marked
Tree, in Arkansas. He cut down the tree and dug into the
mound. He easily found that the tree was six hundred years
old. The motlind he opened proved to be a prehistoric grave.
The roots of the tree had· wound themselves around the
mound, and from the character of the other vegetation
around he stated that it was his firm conviction that the
mound was as placed there 1,800 years ago. In this mound he
found ossified bones, stone .weapons and implements of Oi!le
. kind and another, the most extraordinary of which was
some temper!(d copper from which Doctor Curry had a razor
made. Doctor Curry shaved with that razor of tempered
copper. This is no hallucination. It is a fact, for he was
seen shaving with it.
"Among other things ~n the mound was a hermetically
sealed stone jar containing eleven ears of corn of the prehistoric red dent variety. The age of this corn was further
verified by the cement that was used to seal the lid of the
receptacle. This cement was of the flint character, relating
and 1associating it with the kind used in seaUng the mummy
cases in the Pyramids of E.gypt.
·
I
.
" 'I got one of these seeds of corn, and, more out of euriosity
than anything else, the 'seed was planted in the yard. I
wanted to see if the story could possibly be true. I didn't
know how, where or when to plant the seed. That's why you
see it growing out there next to some bushes. The seed was
planted after the middle of June. Ordi'narily you know, corn
should be planted sometime in May. And even though it
wasn't planJed properly, even though it doesn't get the sunlight all day, that seed has gro:wn into that ten-foot plant.
It was awesome to see it grow. Some days it just seemed to
jump out· of the grotlind. As it kept on growing the story
that was told me of the seed became more and more plausible.
Then. I decided to investigate. I found that an experiment
was conducted i1n North Dakota and that the yield from the
seed of the prehistoric corn was at the rate of 184 bushels to
an acre. The largest stalk was one hundred and eighty-one
and a half feet tall, and four inchesi,n diameter. The largest
leaf was ten inches wide, and ten feet long. The stalk produced eight ears of corn, the largest of which was nineteen
inches long, four inches in diameter, and held eight hundred
and sixty grains. There were sixty-eight ears on nine stalks.'
" 'As these immense stalks grew out of the ground there
came with them what was known as a bracer or storm roots,
which grew as high, as four feet, and in that way they acted
as a support for the giant stem.'
_ "To show the reports that the stalk growing in the yard
was of the same character he was taken and shown. the plant.
There on the base of the stem were the storm roots, only
they were stunted. Mr. Akin explained that he did not
know anything about planting corn and therefore did not
'hill' the ground. Therefore, he .said the storm roots could
not grow. and simply bled to death. But the stalk had grown
to maturity. It stands there majestically like some power
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from an unknown world. Who knows but that. its ancestors
. heard the voices of strange people and listened to the romantic whisperings of other winds?"
November 25, Mrs, Christy wrote the following letter to
Mr. Ak~n:
MR. WILLIAM A. AKIN,
"793 Summit Avenue,
"Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
"I have just read in the Sunday New York Herald for
Nove~ber 25, an interesting account of a cornstalk in your
garden, said to have grown from a seed found in a hermetically sealed stone jar in a prehistoric mound in Arkansas
along< with stone weapons, implements, tempered copper, etc.
As I am especially interested ~n the prehistoric ,people of our
land I beg the privilege of asking if this is an authoritative
account or just a newspaper write-up?"
Mr. Akin's reply:
.
MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN, November 30, 1917.
"Mrs. L. Lenor Christy,
"Brooklyn, New York.
"My Dear Mrs. Christy:
"Your letter of the 2:5th inst. reached me Ln due season and
in reply to your inquiry as to the truth of the article iri the
New York Herald, relative to some corn· grown from prehistoric seed, I will say, I have not seen this article, but if it is
:a copy of one published some time ago in our Milwaukee
Sentinel on this subject it is true so far as pertains to the
origin of the seed and the history or story of its findi ng.
Of course all such articles are more or less embellished with
flowery rhetoric in telling the story but the main points are
true.
' "Very sincerely,
WILLIAM A. AKIN."
1

I have a dim recollection of having read something about
a similiar experience or incident preceding this, and so this
may be old. If1not, there are some things of interest to the
Saints. If I were not too busy I would like to make some
observations, but time says "noJ'
I am hastily and truly yours,
WARD L. CHRISTY.

Lecture Board Notes
The lecture board is still active and doing all that can be
done to advance this department of our good work.
Hecently Brother Heman C. S]nith responded to calls from
sever·al of the branches for illus':rated Jeetures. His trip
'N~.s highly satisfactory and productive of go0d.
There is a
growing demand for this work and we trust that the districts
and ·hranches will take advantage of the splendid opportunities that are offered them in these lectures.
Brother Frank G. Hedrick, Fanning, Kansas, writes:
"Brother Heman C. Smith gave us his illustrated lectures
last ·Monday night. The house was crowded and the people
were well pleased. I think these lectures will prove a great
success, and the Saints will' receive much good from them.
We had in atte,ndance a large !).Umber of nonmell}bers"·that
are not in the habit of attending our services. I feel enthusiastic in regard to the lecture course and the good that
may be accomplished by it."
Brother Thomas Fiddick, Cameron, Mis'souri, writes:
"Brother Heman C. Smith's lecture was well attended, we
having a full house, and the audience was well pleased."
Brother John W. Agenstine, Stewartsville, Missouri, writes:
"I am very glad that we had the opportunity of havtng
Brother Smith come to our town. We had a very large attendance and the pictures seemed to interest the people to
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a great extent. I never heard one single complaint. I think
this movement will be a suc•cess and many good results may
be accomplished."
L. A. Woodside, Saint Joseph, Missouri, has this to say of
the lecture: "Have heard many good things said of the lecture a,nd we hope to have another visit by Brother Smith."
It is gratifying to have these good reports come in and we
sincerely hope that much good will be accomplished by our
lecturers.
Those who desire these lectures, or lectures by any other
. of the lecturers, should address letter to A. W. Smith, Federal Reserve Bank Building, Saint Louis, Missouri. If you
do not understand just how we handle the lectures we desire
that you should so state at the time you write.
Brother A. Carmichael has just returned from Bevier, Missouri, where he lectured on the evening of the 9th. On the
10th he lectured at Mount Wash~ngton. We have not had
time to receive reports.
·Brother E. D. Moore, will soon leave for a lecture trip
through Iowa towns. Brother Moore will be kept busy several days on this trip as he will have some seven places in
which to lecture. He will be in Perry December 17, Boone
the 18th, Nevada the 19th, Rhodes the 20th, Runnells the 21st,
Knoxville the 22d, and Des Moines the 23d.
We trust that a good· spirit will prevail throughout these
lectures and that much good will result. We urge all who
can to arrange to be in atten\'la,nce.
Sincerely yours,
LECTURE BOARD.
SHELLBROOK, SASNATCHEWAN, November 20, 1917.
. Editors Herald: I was very glad to read the article in the
HERALD for November 14 from E. R. Davis. "Are we justified in participating in war at any time?" And I heartily
agree with Brother Davis.
I do not think Saints should show a bloodthirsty desire to
participate in war, but when duty calls they must obey.
The war was forced upon us and especially upon the
United States for they waited until every other means were
exhausted before they would engage in war, a,nd only when
the call came that France was in need and she sent delegates
to the States to urge their help did she go into war.
Then she went to the aid of a sister nation, one who had
stood by her in time of trouble, and aided her.
America has ever stqpd for liberty, and right. The land
of the free and the home of the brave. This is the land
that people from every nation are to come to; a choice land
above all other lands. Can the Saints sit with hands idly
folded and await for others to fight their battles then step in
and say we have a place prepared to go to for protection in
time of war?
None of us want to see our loved ones go to war but if duty
calls we must obey. There are many, many ways we can
help and stay home. Not all have to go to the trenches to
help in the war. We women can help the Red Cross work.
We can se.nd boxes to the soldiers, and cheer their darkened
lives. We can write letters of cheer. In many, many ways
we can help.
May the Lord hasten the day when there will be no more
war.
Sincerely,
EFFIE J. DENTON.
TAYLOR, NOWI'H DAKOTA, November 22, 1917.
Editors Herald: While I send in my subscribers' names I
will also write a few words. I was at Seaside, Oregon, a
year ago, five miles down in the valley on the river. There
was one of your missionaries passing by, giving tracts. I
saw him, but d}d not know who he was and did iUOt !Set a
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with us, Brethren F. G. Pitt and 0. E. Sade. We have
had some very enjoyable services and the Spirit has been
present in powe~. We are praying for the recovery of
Brother Sade, who has been afflicted for some time.
Brother Pitt has given us some excellent talks on the
present conditions in Palestine. When we stop to think of
the sacred,ness of the place, with its future possibilities we
have a greater degree of thankfulness than the world can
know.
Thanksgiving Day was one to be remembered by us in this
BURLINGTON, IOWA, November 2,6, 1917.
place. We all met in the church for dinner. In the evtning
Editors Hm"ald: The ladies aid societies worked together· yve had our midweek prayer meeting, in which we enjoyed the
again this fall in giving a bazaar November 21 to 23, and a peaceful presence of God's Spirit. We have many among us
chicken dinner the 24th, both of which are reported as having who are eligible to the country's service and it behooves us
met with success, adding a neat sum to the building fund. to so live that they may have our support and that our
Opportunity was also afforded for some good literature work. prayers for them may be effectmtl.
Elder C. J. 'Smith of Sioux City, missionary in the district,
We are laboring very zealously for the Christmas offering.
has been in Burlingto,n for two or three days, and was the We have been organized as a Sunday school about two years
speaker Sunday morning and evening at regular services. and our ~embership has increased about fifty per cent.
His theme for the morning was in keeping with the Thanks- Ma,ny meet with us .who are not members of the church and
giving season, and appropriate to the day, which had been they seem to be as enthusiastic over it as we.
'
set apart by the Su,nday school superintendency as a special
God has recognized the prayers of the S'aints in behalf of
offering day to swell the Christmas offering. This was the Sister H. D. Bartlett, who has been operated on at the hospisecond special offering day set apart this year, and the result tal. Her recovery astonished those in charge.
was thoroughly gratifying-the total reported for the day
In gospel bonds,
coming to approximately $87, and bringing the pro· rata for
OLIVE L. BULLARD.
the school well over the $2.00 mark.
Baptism is announced for Wednesday evening, the 28th,
and a special effort is urged to make the service g,enuinely
GREENVILLE, SOUTH CAROLINA, November 30, 19·17.
one of Thanksgiving.
CoRRESPONDENT.
Editor-s Herald: I have been laboring in this State a year ..
It has ·been a slow proposition to get the work before this
HOUGHTON LAKE, MICHIGAN, November 25, 1917.
people, but we are going to keep at it till we get some of
Edito1"S Her-ald: Readers, after ma,ny years I come again the honest Ln heart to come out <from the autocracy in religion
to call on you to state that the Saints of this branch are alive and do their own thinking, not being content to be tossed
and that we receive many wonderful evidences that God the about by every wind of doctrine.
Father owns us as his children. We are acknowledged by
This is ·a new field of work for the grand angel message,
him through prophecies, revelations, and through the healing and Satanic influ101nces seem hard at work to prevent a footof the sick.
hold being gained. . I like the fight, even though it is rough_
We have a fully-established branch, having an elder, priest, sometimes.
•
teacher, and two deacons. Our little church which stands
There are about forty-five thousand soldiers here, and I am
on the bank of the lake in this village was dedicated October doing all I can among them. The city has been quarantined
21, and we are glad to have other Saints of other branches against the camps for a while because of an epidemic. As a
visit us. We have a Sunday school and Religio, and although whole, the boys there are the best-behaved, cleanest a1nd most
our members are scattered, many of them having gone away mannerly of any I ever saw. Of course some will be careto work in the cities, there are enough to keep the camp fire less in the use of God's name, but by and by they may learn
!blazing.
''
·
the better way and cease this habit.
I have been requested to state that Mrs. Mlina Norton, who
I am tracting the city with Angel Message tracts. I leave
has been afflicted with paralysis for.. some years has gone to No. 1 this week and take it up next week, leaving No. 2.
her sister's near Charlotte, Michigan. She wishes if there This is continued till I have left all ni,ne of them. It is a
are any Saints in or near Charlotte that they will call on her good way to let the people know we have what they need.
or write her. She wishes to hear, from or see some elder. Wish all of our branches would do this work in their near-by
So do not disappoint her. You will find her at the home of cities and towns.
Mrs. B. D. Cooper, Route 8. If you cannot call her write to
It is surprising to hear the questions that will be asked.
her and cheer her up.
Why cannot our sisters or brethren get out one day of each
Also two of our sisters near Harlem, Montana. They"are week ·and devote ·a little time to this important worll:? Are
new in this work, having been baptized at Beaverton, Michi- we soldiers of the cross? If so, the Comma,nder has called
gan, October 12, ·1917, and went to their home in Montana. for us to charge. Are we afraid or ashamed to own his cross?
Mrs. David Lighthall has a sheep ranch about twelve miles If so, God is ashamed of us. Let us take hold of this work
from Harlem, and her mother, Sister Mcintosh, is living with with our whole souls, our whole purse, and do something.
her. They request that Saints 1n that part will call or write, God has asked us time and again to do, do, do. Why don't
and if any missionaries could come that way, Sister Light- we? Do we love him? If so, we will do his will.
hall will meet them at Harlem and find them a place to preach.
- If any of the Saints have relatives or friends in the Army
Send them reading also.
Your sister,
in any of the camps of North or South Carolina, _please let
Box 35.
MRS. A. B. HA WLE:Y.
me know their addresses and I will try to be of some help to
them. I know of a number of pur boys who are in the Army
here whose names I have not seen in the church papers.
DENVER, CoLORADo, November 29, 1917.
Editors Heral!J: God has been very good to us in the Why is this? We ought to have them in print.
Brother C. Edward Miller has given his address in the
second Denver Branch. Two of his chosen servants have been

chance to speak to him, else I should have asked him to hold
services in the big schoolhouse there. There are many
people there who have not been to any church or services for
years. I should think that it would be a good place in which
to teach. I do not know how kindly they would be, but they
are sorely in need of hearing the gospel, so if any pass that
way, I pray stop a,nd see what can be accomplished for God's
sake.
MRS. C. H. ENGEN.
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----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------HERALD, he being at Honolulu, in the Hawaiian: Islands. I
hear the Mississjppi soldiers are going there. We have a
good many among them.
I attended two services to-day. It has been a gloomy day,
but I am thankful that we are all alive and blessed with the.
grand blessings of the gospel. Though we are iifivolved in
the greatest struggle in the history of nations, in which 'we
must use all our great resources and manhood of; the present,
yet there :is light ahead. The brightest day is to.come, when
autocracy ·and anarchy will be wiped out and true freedom
and love for God and humanity prevail. God speed the right
and crush the wrong is my prayer.
'
Yours for the truth,
A. G. MII,LER.

MISCELLANEOUS DEPARTMENT
Conference Minutes
·SOUTHERN WISCONSIN.-Met at Evansville, December 1 and
2. B. C. Flint, president, and E. A. Townsend, vice presidenrt,
presided. All branches of the district reported. Missionaries
reporting 20. Recommendation o:f William G. Pyne to be
ordained to office of elder, accepted. Bishop's agent, C. C.
Hoague, reported: receipts, $677.96; disbursements, $555; on
hand, $122.96. District officers reelected. Delegates to General Conference, W. A. McDowell, J. 0. Dutton, B. C. Flint,
C. C. Hoague, jr., E. A. Townsend. Altel'lnates, E. J. Lenox,
Lloyd Hadley, J. N. Dutton, W. D. Dennis, L. 0. Wildermuth.
June conference appointed to meet at Readstown. Audrey
B. Dutton, secretary, 315 South First Street, Evansville,
Wisconsin.
NoRTHEASTERN ILLINOIS.-With First Chicago Branch, J.
0. Dutton, John L. Cooper, and R. N. Burwell presiding.
Statistical reports were, First !Chicago 230, West Pullman 61,
Piper City 37, Belvidere 43, Mission 120, Dekalb 55, Sandwich
71, Deselm 79, Plano 175, Rockford 13, and Central Chicago
Bra,nches 235. Ministerial reports from 34 of. the ministry.
Recommendations were read requesting ordination of A. A.
Williams and J. J. Oliver to the office of elder, provision made
to care for these ordinations. Bii'shop's agent's report was:
Receipts $2,247.13; disbursements $2,191.59. District treasurer's report: Receipts, $3.0; 'paid out $22.25. ·C. B. Hartshorn was elected to fill vacancy in committee on Graceland
student loa,n fund, due to F. F .. Wipper moving to Independence. Conference delegates elected were Earl D. Rogers,
Beatrice Rogers, J. 0. Dutton, W. A. McDowell, David E.
Dowker, Jennie Dowker, -Will Trowbridge, Blanch Trowbridge, Grace Johnson, R. N. Burwell, and Ella Burwell. Alternates were; Fred H. Johnson, Mary Grace Johnson, Maggie Warl!i·ck, Daisy F'aulkner, Rachel A. Fairba;nks, LaJune
Howard, Harry Thorne, Sadie Seale, Arthur M. Colburn,
Edgar 0. Byrn, and Ethel Williamson. Moved to adjourn
to meet with Mission Branch at the call of the district president. The united choirs sang the "Holy City," by Gaul,
Margaret Wickes, conductor and Ruby Sumption, pianist.
Frederick E. Bone, secretary.
LONDON, ONTARio.-Met at London, Ontario, new church,
September 22 and 23. District Presidency, John L. Burger,
William I. Fligg, with J. F. Curtis presiding. Frank Gray
and Louise Evans acted as secretaries. Bishop's. agent reported: $3,822.31 collected in tithes and offerings in eleven
months; audii:tors reported ·accounts correct. Request of
Brethren G. H. H~nley, Charles Raison, George Tier, John
Vasbinder, and John -L. Burger to assume resp<msibility of
financing and caring for a reunion to be held in 1918, was
unanimously adopted. The reuniQn is to be known as the
London District Reunion, and the committee to select time
and place. London Branch had provided a ,tent for literature
and d!i:stribution of tracts at the Western Fair, held i.n Londo1n this year, and upon the request of the branch officers of
district, decided to take over the responsibility of continuing
the tent for another year. E•lection of officers resulted as
. follows: John L. Burger, president; William I. Fligg and
Percy Yerks, vice presid~nts; Frank Gray, secretary; John L.
Burger, bishop's agent; B. H. Doty, chorister; Clarence

Duesling, memiber library board; Silas Ridley, member gospel
literature board. Next conference in S'aint Thomas, date to
be selected by district_ president. Davti,d Withrow of Stratford, and Ralph Moore of Rostock, were ordained to the offices
of elder and priest, 1'espectively. Woman's Auxiliary met
Friday evening prior to conference and orga.nized into a
district association. Onta11i:o Quorum of Elders and Ontario Quorum of Priests held sessions during the conference,
and a general priesthood meeting was held Sunday after,noon.
This conference was one of the largest and certainly the
best that the new London -District has ever held. Frank
Gray, secretary.

The Presidency
To General Conference Appointees and AU Who Are Devoting Their Time ana Energies to Church Work: The Presidency desires from you a complete statistical report of your
work for the year, so far as statistics are available and can
show your work Add to this such general observations as
you thi1nk we should 'read. Besides these we should like to
have you tell us briefly of what signs you have observed of
progress towards Zionic conditions; and what are the pros·
pects for more and better work the coming conference year.
Tell of the best work accomplished under your observatioill,
and express your opinion of what is the most urgent work
before the church.
This request for report applies to the following:
General church officers, Stake presidents a,nd bishops, appointees doing missionary work, appointees doing local work,
ibishops of district or bishops without localized fields, evangelists or patriarchs, all quorum presidents, any who in any line
are devoting all their time to church work, all heads of in, stitutlions controlled by the church, and heads of departme,nts
of church work or auxiliaries.
Respectfully,
.
FREDERICK M. 8MITH, President.
IND~PENDENCE, MISSOURI, December 15, W17.

The, Bishopric
To the Elders and Gerneral Church Officers: We are to-day
mailing iblanks upon which to make your annual financial
report to the Presiding Bishop. If these blanks do not reach
you within a reaso,nable time, please notify us so that we can ·
send you others.
·
BENJAMIN R. McGUIRE.
JAMES F. KEIR,
INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI, December 15, 1917.

Conference Notices
Clinton at Eldorado Springs, Missouri, February 16 and
17, 19·18, comm~ncing at 10 a. m. on the 16th. Those coming
may notify S. C. Williams, Eldorado Springs, Missouri. H. E.
Moler, president.

Convention Notices
Clinton Sunday school and Religio at Eldorado Springs,
Missouri, February 15, 1918. Those coming notify S. C.
Williams, Eldorado ·Spi1ings, Missouri. H. E. Moler, president.
Religio at Fargo, North Dakota, December 1, 1917, Mrs.
Bertha Graham in charge. Delegates elected to General
Convention: J. E. Wildermuth, Hannah Moffit, Sister William
Sparling, Thomas Leitch, William Shakespeare, and Bertha
Graham. ResolutiQns in favor of national prohibition were
adopted. Hattie Kennicutt, secretary, Lansford, North Dakota.

Notice of Appointment
Brother R. E-. Davey of Deer Lodge, Montana, has been appointed to labor in the Western Montana District for the rest
of the conference year. The appo~ntment was made by the
Presidency and Twelve in joint session. Let those concerned
take notice.
FREDERICK M. SMITH, President.

A Good Book for Children
MOUFFLOU AND OTHER SHORT STORIES.-J. B. Lippincott
Company, Philadelphia, 50 cents net. By Ouida (Louise de
la Ramee). Cloth, 3 illustrations in color. One of The Children's Classics. How fate separated a dog and his young
master with the events that brought about a happy reunion,
The other stories are strong in underlying lessons. "Lampblack" is a tale of a wretched being made happy in rendering
of service.
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Do You Read ''Zion's Ensign?''
THE MISSIONARY AND CHURCH NEWSPAPER
Possibly there are some readers of the

HERALD

who do not know about Zion's Ensign, the

sixteen-page weekly published at Independence, Missouri.

Then there may be others who

have not been in touch with it of late. ·For these, we would commend the following briefly
stated statement of its character.

The editors are Walter W. Smith, J. A. Koehler
and I. A. Smith. The contributors are numerous
and of the best writers in the church.
Each week the first page carries a brief but
timely'editorial on some subject of vital religious
appeal.
The second page is made up of editorial comment on current developments in the church.

Each week several pages are devoted to detailed news· from widely separat~d branches,
stakes and districts, showing what the members
are doing in their local activities.
The correspondence department carries letters
from church people you may know.
A conference and convention calendar shO:ws
at a glance the date and place of meeting of disstrict and stake gatherings, while announcements
of various general church officials are to be read
here each week.

Under the heading "Sermons and Articles"

The balance of the publication is devoted to

will be found able sermons. by some of the best

short, spicy selections and announcements of in-

speakers we have, on topics of paramount interest to members and nonmembers alike.

Then

there are articles dealing with gospel_ principles
and phases which strengthen the faith of members and reliably inform those who should be.

terest, making a well-balanced whole.
A favorite slogan of the publication is "Every

Ensign as good as a tract. Pass it along."
During December it may be sent to nonmembers for only· fifty cents a year.

The regular

price to others is a dollar a year in advance.
It is the aim of the Ensign to present an affirm- _ Subscriptions may be sent to this office and

ative gospel.

will be forwarded.
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Lots of people boast that they spend as they go who
dom go anywhere.

THE GOSPEL MESSENGER.-A plainly'
told series of sermons by J. S. Roth, followed by a synopsis of his life as a "gospel messenger." This book is very popular; doubtless because of its simple,
affirmative manner. It is not" a book
alene for the "wayfaring man or the
fool," but for the earnest seeker after
truth. No. 208, cloth ........................ $1.00
MEMOIRS OF W. W. BLAIR.-Every
Latter Day Saint has heard about W. W.
Blair. The "Old Guard" speaks reverently of him. He was universally loved.
The key to the life of such a man is a

ARCHlEO;LOGICAL COMMITTEE REPORT.By the joint efforts of leading minds in
the church this work was' compiled. It
gets down to rock bottom in archreological investigation bearing upon the claims
made by the Book of Mormon. Data that
will fortify Book of Mormon students
against arguments of "science." Interesting reading in itself.
No. 142,
cloth ........................................................ $.75
THE lNSTRUCTOR.-A- compilation of
scriptural and other citations by the
veteran apostle, G. T. Griffiths, gleaned
from the Word and his own wide experience as a thinker and preacher; not
only handy but necessary. Ammunition
every defender of Latter Day Saintism
needs. No. 216, cloth, $1; No. 217,
leather, $1.25; No. 218, flexible ........ $2.00
MANUAL OF THE PRIESTHOOD.-A book
of instruction to the priesthood, · based
on the law and upon church usage, prepared by Charles Derry, one of the
vetemn ministers of the Reorganization.
The first fruits of an extraordinarily fecund mind, noted for its wisdom and
judgment. No. 232, cloth ................ $.35
THE INDIAN MAIDEN. (Object lessons
on Temperance.) By Frances. Unique
as a story and as a temperance propaganda. Indian life, the old story, and
the evils of civilization, furnish the author with material -of which she take~
full advantage.
Quaintly appealing;
anti-barbaric and anti-alcoholic.
No.
363, cloth ·········--··········-···-··-···········-··-----60c
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possession worth having. These memoirs JEsus. By Frances. Charming child
by his son, F. B. J3lair, are such a key. stories, of the birth-offering series.
No. 236, cloth ··'···································-·$.75 Adapted to the baby mind. Tales of
truth that will register and remain. No.
. VISIONS OF JOSEPH SMITH THE SEER.- 366, cloth ................................................ 60c
.A businesslike little work, scientifically
BEATRICE WITHERSPOON. An autobiwritten, showing forth the truth of the
Book of Mormon and establishing the ography of a prominent church _worker.
divinity of Joseph Smith's mission. Con- By Mrs. Emma Burton, including much
tains pointed and significant statements of the life experiences of her husband,
of Doctor Lederer, converted Jew, and Elder Joseph Burton. Sea stories, pioneer
others bearing upon the question. No. experiences, conversion in spite of deep311, paper ............................................ $ .15 set convictions-numerous features that
go to make an interesting, activ·e, useTHE GOSPEL STORY AND FOOTSTEPS OF ful life. No. 360, cloth .................... $1.30

let Me Plan the Details of Your California Trip
Do you dislike the task of arranging an.d mapping out your
trip to California? It IS bothersome for one not familiar with it.
But it is no bot}ler for me." I have planned many such trips
and know just how to go about it. Come in and let me help you
with yours.
Let me tell yo~ all about the Burlington "Personally Conducted" Tourist Parties (addition.al comforts without additional
expense) through the marvelous West to California-through
Denver, Colorado Springs, the Pike's Peak region, the Royal
Gorge, the Colorado Rockies, Salt Lake City, the Sierra Nevadas,
and all of the wonder spots of that great Western country-in
daylight.
Let me relieve you of the bother ,of planning, and have a
specially trained guide take care of the details en route. More
than that, he will explain interestingly and intelligently all the
sights along the way-you'll feel that you really know the West
when you get back.
Come in and get your copy of our illustrated folder with
maps-Worth reading even if you don't go.

L. F. SILTZ

Burlington
Route

Ticket Agent-The Pleasant Way to Travel

E
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Interesting History
TALES OF WASHINGTON IRVING'S ALHAMBRA.-J. B. Lippincott ,Company, Philadelphia, 50 cents net. Simplified by Lelia
H. Cheney. Four illustrations in color, making it a valuable
acquisition to The Children's Classics. Charming style and
atmosphere, in which a few historic as well as imaginary
characters give a touch of realism. In the process of simplification there is retained that indescribable element of interest
which appeals to all ages of readers. Will bring to the little
ones a world of delight.
o

Our Departed Ones
NEWTON.-Emily Margaret Newton, daughter of Mr. a,nd
Mrs. Walter Newton, was born October 17, 1908, at Kansas
City, Kansas. Died December 9. Sui·vived by father, mother,
and 5 brothers. Funeral service from the home, 61 South
Fourteenth Street, Kansas City,. Kansas.
LINDBURG.-<Mary Buckler Lindburg was born January 6,
1884, in Germany. Died November 28, 1817, leaving 5 children and her husband to mourn, also numerous relatives. She
united with the church July 4, 1917. Services at the house,
in charge of E. A. Curtis, assisted by George Sackfield. Interment in Viola Cemetery, Viola, Illinois.
CAHILL.-Frank Cahill, son of Mrs. Maggie Miester, was
born in Saint Joseph, Mis·souri, October 4, 1889. Died December 6, at Kansas City, Missouri. Leaves to mourn wife,
2 small children, mother, and 2 brothers. He was a loving,
devoted son, husband, and father. Funeral serv!ices from
Cline's and McClure's undertaking parlors.
BALDWIN.-Susan A. Baldwin was born December 29, 1850.
She married D. R. Baldwin on May 15, 1870, who with 6 sons
and 1 daughter survive her. She was baptized on February
13, 1871, by Henry C. Smith. Died at her home in Roberts,
Montana, November 26, 1917. She was a congenial companion, a loving indulgent mother; of sterling Christian character. Services conducted at the home by Reverend Bartlet.
McMICKEN.-James McMicken was born at Luther, Wellington County, Ontario, February 28, 1917. Married Miss
Elizabeth Ann Jordan, February 4, 1880. Baptized and confirmed by W. J. Smith. Ordained teacher September 5, 1886.
Died at his home neai Opheim, Montana. There is left to
mourn, in the immediate family, his loving wife and eight
children. Sermon preached by J. A. Bronson, assisted by
'J. C. Page.
DREYER.-Joseph Dreyer was born December 19, 1838, at
Macklenburg, Germany. Baptized at Black Creek, Wisconsin,
September 15, 1872, by Matthias Lampert. Died November
25, 1917, at Appleton, Wisconsin. Leaves to mourn, wife, 2
sons, 3 daughters, other relatives, and many friends. He was
faithful in the latter-day work. Died ·strong in the faith.
Had been a resident on State Sheet, in Appleton for 46 years.
Funeral sermon by W. A. McDowell.
MoTTASHED.~Mary Mattashed was born in Brooklyn, New
York, December 8, 1881. Was baptized by John H, Lake at
Kirtland, August 17, 1890. Married J. Charles Mottashed at
.Brooklyn, New York, December 24, 1904, by A. E. Stone.
Died November 25, 1917. She is survived by husband, 3 sons,
and infant daughter, father, mother, 2 brothers and 2 sisters.
Remains were brought to Kirtland for burial. Funeral service at the home of her parents. Funeral in charge of J. A.
Becker, sermon by L. W. Powell.
PAPP.-Joseph Papp was born, 'September 11, 1867., in Austria-Hungary. Came to the United States May 28, 1900.
Was baptized November 28, 1908, by James McConnaughy.
He was of the Cornelius type. The gospel was a glad message to him and. his household. He was killed November 18,
1917. He had attached a motor to his bicycle and tried to
ride it for the first time. About two blocks from home he was
thrown on the curb and his skull was fractured in front 31nd
back of the ear. Died in seven hours.
MoTTASHED.-Marie Mottashed, nee 1Squire, was born at
Brooklyn, New York, December 8, 1881. Baptized at Kirtland, by John H. Lake, in 1890. Married J. Charles Mottashed at Brooklyn, December 24, 1904. Died at London,
Ontario, November 25, 1917. Leaves to mourn, ·husband, 3
sQns, one daughter, father and mother, 2 sisters, 2 brothers,
and a host of friends. Services at London in charge of Joseph
Yeager. Interment services at Kirtland, Ohio, in charge of
•Lorenzo Powell.
·
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THE RED CROSS' NEEUIS ME,MBERS
A big campaign is being made to secure 10,000,000 more
members for the American Red Cross before Christmas.
Though there are now over 5,000,000 members,. there are not
enough to meet the needs of this organization. There has
been an overwhelming appeal for knitted goods of all kinds
for our own men and for our allies.
A GOOD PLAN ALL AROUND
The secretary of the General Religio Society, James W.
Stobaug·h, says he is asking the· officers who report to that
society to number their paragraphs and letter any secondary
items in the paragraphs. ··Those who have noted the difficulty
in referring to these reports at convention time without this
aid, will appreciate the situation. It would •be fine if it were
also done in extensive district or local reports.
COULD YOU DO IT?

· "I was called into a store last week to put up our side to
three Catholics, two Methodists, two Baptists, one travelin,g
man, and three strangers, all at once," writes a correspoiiJ.dent.
.
ONE WAY TO SAVE PAPER
Those who do _)lot have sale for waste paper may be interested in this suggestion from Brother A. G. Miller: "For
·saving of wood and coal, save all of your paper, put it in
water and leave to. soak for twenty-four hours'. Take it out
and roll into bundles the size of a snowball or larger. Put
to dry in the sun, after which they may'· be used in place of
wood or coal."
Brother Arthur W. Smith has not forgotten the home department in the effort to have all help in the Christmas offering. A letter is being sent to all district superintendents,
urging that they also help.
. WANTS CHURCH LITERATURE
Mrs. Florence Thompson, 136 North Seco,nd Street, Manistique, Michigan, has an outlet for considerable church literature at the county house. Some have been sent there and the
demand is for more. Drop her a card. before you send, and
await hei~ reply so she will not be deluged. Yet don't put it
off, thinking everyone else will attend to it.
I

.

"WHAT EVERY L. D. S. FAMILY NEIEDS"
Wellston, Ohio: "Read the sample copy of the November
Autumn Leaves and am well pleased with it. I had never
taken it as I thought the HERALD was enough, for any Latter
Day Saint family to take at a time, hut I will have to confess
that I was wrong in my belief. I have come to the conclusion
that the Autumn Leaves is just what every family of Saints
·needs. It appeals to our young members and older o1nes as
well. It should be a companion with the HERALD and Ensign
in every family. I am sending a dollar for a year's sub.scription.-Sam Ely."
CHURCH LITERATURE AT SOLDIERS'' CAMPS
We wish the local Saints in touch with the 'situation at
the Y. M. C. A. buHdings at .the various camps would see
to the supplying of our church literature there. If there is
not enough available, let us know, and we are sure more can
be had. It is an important matter and should not be overlooked.
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NOTICE TO READER: When you finish reading this magazine place a one-cent stamp
on this notice, and hand to any postal employee and It will be placed in the hands of
our soldiers or sailors at the front. NO WRAPPING, NO ADDRESS.
A. S. BURLESON, Postmaster Gene•ral.
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Official Publication of the Reorganized ChuTch of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints
"If ye continue in my word, then _are ye my disciples ifndeed; antd ye shall know the truth, and th•B
truth shall make you tree.''-John 8: 31, 32.

Volume 64

"There shall not any man among you have save it
be one wife; and concubines he !'!hall have none."Book of Mormon, Jacob 2:36.

Lamoni, Iowa, December 26, 1917

Number 52
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BLUE PENCIL NOTES

That which has taken place is exactly what we
have lookea for ever since the organization of the
0 beautiful star, that guided afar over valley and church. The prophets are vindicated. But seen
height, where are your rays to-night? They are objectively it is so much more terribl·e than we had
blotted out in the dust and route and smoke of the realized when contemplating it subjectively that we
fight. They shine not to-nig:ht. 0 beautifuLsong,. are filled with horror. Yet we have not reason to
full-toned and strong with angels' delight, where believe that we have yet seen the worst.
are your strains to-night? They are drowned by
the crash of·· guns and · the flash of shells as they
Having been forewarned we should have been
break. The sad hearts that ache in this dark night
forearmed. But if we have not made our preparaof pain forbid that glad strain. The angels sit
tion individually we cannot too speedily make it~
dumb in their heavenly home.
We are assured that even the righteous shall hardly
Some years ago President Joseph Smith said that escape. Nor has the church entirely escaped thus
the hastening time was at hand. Only about a year far. But we may say with Jesus that if such thil}gs
ago Presidenf Frederick M. Smith said that the are done to the green tree what shaH be the fate
haste:ning time was upon us. W (j are in .the midst of the dead trees. .
M it. Can anyone who observes current eventg
We may be assured that if events are hastening
doubt that these men told the truth?
in the world, God will also hasten them in the
We occupy a position different from that of any church, as an organization. But each individual
other people. We look at current history from a must make his own preparation in righteousness.
view-point different from that of any other people. The church cannot do that for him. Let us not
Until three years ago the world was drifting in a move in panic, goaded by fear, but soberly, as men
who stand in the presence of eternity and underhaze of self-righteousness.
stand God's purposes. We must be more humble,
It was the general belief that the so-called Chris- more intelligent, more nearly absolutely pure in
tian nations had ·accepted the gospel. We denied heart, that we may see God. Then can God use us
that assertion. It was h:eld that man was becoming for the accomplishment of his peculiar work and the
more civilized, more kind, more moral. We denied consummation of his holy purposes.
that contention. It was affirmed that we were entering upon an era of universal and lasting peace.
A young soldier home on furlough recently walked
Again we entered a denial.
into the office of his bishop and made out a check
for seven thousand dollars tithing. A man wants to
Our position has been verified in such an astonish- get square before he goes into the trenches. But i.s
ing manner that even we are almost stunned by the the soldier an exception? As Lyman Abbott says,
revelation of world conditions. One writer sums "The soldier may be going to his death, but are we
it up thus: "A veneer so thin separated us from not all going to our death?" It is a good time for all
barbarism that •it cracked at the touch of a war of the Saints to "get square."
ELBERT A. SMITH,
lord!'
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GOOD WILL TO ALL MEN
We have been greatly amazed at the numerous
attacks made upon the Germans in this country.
Of course it is possible, and even probable that
some are unpatriotic, but those whom we know are
not such. They are Americans. The fact that the
United State$ is at war with the hopes of putting
an end to extreme militarism, and in defense of
democracy against autocracy would seem to offer
practically no reason for the exclusion of German
from_ the public school curriculum.
To those who can read the German literature, it
presents a sad commentary, amusing if it were· not
w0rse, to see this attempted exclusion of the German
language, German literature and German music.
We should also recognize that while the Puritan_
fathers and the settlers of Jamestown came to this
country in order to secure greater political freedom,
and since other families have ·come from the British
Isles and from France, so have many also come from
Germany because they desire to escape that very
thing against which we are :fighting. They are not
. to blame for it. They left their fatherland in order
to get away from it. They are willing to assist
most of them to the extent of their ability, on the
:firing line, Red Cross, or bond issue while they have
long practiced food conservation.
It makes our hearts sad indeed to note in. _some
places a disposition to persecute them. Without
tangible evidence a grievous error will be made if
we suppose that a German community is necessarily
anti-American. If we persist in attacking them,
the injury is ours.
As pointed out by President Elbert A. Smith a
month ago, it will be remembered that they have
natural affection for the homeland, where probably
dwell some near relatives. On the other hand they
will be found generally loyal.
There evidently is something of a spirit of hysteria, in connection with this question. We hope
nothing of it will be permitted to come into the
church, but as members of the body of Christ, we
shall exercise his charity, love and sympathy.
Recently we heard the suggestion made that the
basis of these attacks upon the German language,
German music, German poetry, was made on behalf
of the central powers in order to stir up division
in the United States, and especially to force a division in which those of Teutonic origin would be
placed on one side. These people have not risen in
behalf of Germany. If they could be forced to do
so by any action however vindicative, it might be so
much gain for the central powers. True Americans
ought not to be engaged in- such work.
But our real objection is that no Christian should

assume such an attitude. We should love our enemies, how much more then the brother by our
side! They should be given splendid credit for
the help they are giving the Government in this
hom~ of trial and the splendid support they have
given the church.
The church stands for the broad brotherhood of
man, the fatherhood of God, sympathy and help for
those who suffer. The gospel is indeed good-will to
S. A. B.
all men.

WAR SA VlNG STAMPS
We have been sent some interesting information
concerning war-saving stamps and certificates. No
one can hold more than a thousand dollars worth,
nor can anyone purchase more than twenty stamps
or a hundred dollars worth at any onE) time. This
month and January, twenty stamps would cost $82.40 as no interest is paid semi-annually, but only
when the stamps mature, January 1, 192S.
Thrift stamps which are twenty-five cents each
to help one in saving, can- be exchanged when one
has sixteen of them on a card for a war savings
stamp by paying the additional few cents at the
time of the date of exchange. Twelve cents for each
sixteen up to January 31, and one cent more each
month. They must be exchanged prior to December 31, 1918. These stamps cannot be turned in for
cash. The only way they can have any cash value
is for one to secure sixteen of them before December
31, 1918, then turn them in fot a war.:saving stamp.
Each war-saving stamp increases in value one
cent a month up to December 31, 1922, and can be
exchanged on ten days notice at any post office for
this valuation. This means that December 31, 1922,
each stamp will be worth four dollars and seventyone cents, but January 1, 1923, it will be worth
five dollars.
There is no advantage in holding thrift stamps
except with the purpose of exchange, as they cannot be cashed in, and apparently have no value
except for purposes of exchange for war-saving
damps.
The question should I take money out of the <;;tavings Bank to buy war-saving stamps is answered,
"No, you should save as much as you can every day
and buy thrift stamps, and war-saving stamps with
these savings." War-saving certificates are not
transferable. War-saving stamps should be placed
upon a certificate with one's name on it and then
when it is registered it cannot be cashed by anyone else. If :it is lost the Government will rep!ace
it. If a thrift stamp is lost, it is of vahie to the one
who finds it. But if a thrift card is lost, it should
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have one's na:me and addr·ess upon it, and can then
be dropped into any mailbox, and will be returned
without postage or expense. An unattached saving
stamp is of full value to anyone who finds it, unless
one writes one's name across it.
We give the above information as it may prove
of interest to some of our readers.

THE "MORMON BIBLE"
Numerous statements concerning the issue of a
Mormon edition of the Bible has be>en ~ent to our
desk with reguest for publication. The :l'ollowing
from the Lutheran Witness is one of the more fair
statements :
A new edition of the Bible has been issued in 1917, with
a section Inserted between the Old and New Testaments .containing 118 pages of Mormon -teaching. There is no ~rk
on the outside of this Bible to distinguish it f·rom the ordinary King James version. The cover reads, "Holy Bible,
Cyclopedia Concordance, Ready Re:lle·ren,ce, Oxford. S. S ..
Teachers' Edition." The cmly indication of the evil himd of
the Mormon Church is on the title page of the Mormon section, which states that it is ''copyrighted, 1917, by Joseph F.
Smith, Trustee in Trust for the. Church of. Jesus Christ of
Latter-day Saints." It is ~"Designed for the use of missionaries and other students of the Scriptures."
·The Deseret Evening News, the official organ of the Mormon Church, prints an editorial entitled, "Important Help to
Bible Study," in its issue of June 23, 1917, which reads as
follows:
"A significant proof of the growing interest taken in the
teach~ngs of the Church o:fl Jesus Christ of Latter-day
Saints and of the increasing public demand for its literature,
is seen in the fact that not long since the publishers of both
tr}le Cambridge and Oxford Bible applied to the presiding
'authorities for a revised and authenticated copy of the 'Ready
References,' which we desired for incorporation with the
respective Bibles. It consists of quotations from the Bible,
classified under appropriate headings in, support of the fundamental doctrines of the church, these scriptural passages
being supplemented by explanatory notes and citations from
historical and theological writings of recognized importance."

When the first clipping was s.ent in we wrote to
the Oxford University Press and learned from them
that such a Bible was made for the Utah people for
years past, by •Mr. Janies Pott and Company, agents
for the Cambridge Bible. Their answer was as follows:
The Kin,g James Bible has been made for the Mormon people
for years, first by Messrs. James Pott & Co., agents of the
Cambridge Bible, and for several years by us, with the Mormon "Ready Refere;nces" inserted. We find in it no reference
to polygamy, blood atonement, or polities.
It was made for them and sold only to them, and has on title
page of the insertion the imprint: "Published by the .Church
of Jesus Ghrist of Latter-day Saints," and on the opposite
page "Copyright by Joseph F. Smith," and on the outside
of the book is stamped "Ready References."
A half truth is far worse than a lie, and some slanderers
are in danger of serious trouble in. the near future.
There ·was no deception, either intend:ed or perpetrated.
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We have for years sold them large quantities of the Bible,
)Vith no helps, and we were honestly glad of this opportunity
to still further spread the word among them.
They will hereafter make their own books.

We have not the Deseret News for June 23 before
us, but if such an editorial were printed it is evidently misleading. On the other hand many Bibles
are printed with extra notes, pictures, various concordances, and the li~e, by request. Some have contained long articles upon other topics. There would
seem no reason why such a Bible could not be printed
for any people desiring it, with such extra notes or
concordances as they desired. For the use they make
of it the Oxford University Press could hardly be responsible. As to what use is made of it after its
publication we are not sufficiently advised to answer,
though we notice that.the sectarian churches rather
uniformly accuse them of misrepresentation.
S. A. B.

NOTES AND COMMENTS
Christmas Gifts
There is still time to send to the Bishop's office,
and have him send a Christmas certificate of a
donation made by you for the sake of some loved
one. Do it now, so that the return will be sure by
Christmas morning.
Christmas Offering Honor List
It is very evident that we are going to have a successful
Christmas. offer1ng. Up to the lOth of December, two hundred and fifty schools have reported success. We know there
are m111ny more who will make it, who have not as yet reported. Some may not be able to do it, but if you have done
your best, your reward is sure. We are glad to see that
those who are able to do better, are doing so, ·and are not
stopping at two, three, and a few are not even stopping at
ten dollars per member, but are continuing the good work.
The .Second Assistant ..;uperintendent, A.W. Smith, has sent
out letters and report blanks for final report. As soon as possible after December 31, you should send him your statement.
We plan in the first issue of F'ebruary, 1918, to give a list,
an honor list, including just the names of those schools which
have made more than two dollars per member. li!l order to
have your name on this list, your letter must reach S'uperintendent S'mith not later that the twenty-fifth of January,
which means that it should be mailed not later than the
twentieth. It takes two weeks' time to prepare the lists, 111nd
have them set up. We have to allow over a week in the
Herald Office, so please be prompt.
But do not rest content with this. Gather your moneys,
send them in to Bishop B. R. McGuire, Box 125, Independence,
Missouri, at once. All the money should be sent to Bishop
McGuire. Your report may be sent to Super1ntendent Smith.
This is the last chance for the 1917 Christmas offering, and
we are going to make it a big success.-EDITORS.

According to the San Francisco Argonaut, it has
been estimarted that there are 40,000 J.ews in thy
British Army, including 8,000 colonials. About 30,000 are in foreign service.
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THE WORK OF A BISHQP
Having
HERALD to
Bishopric,
pointed to

been requested by the Editor of the
write a brief account of the work of the
over the districts which I have been appreside, I submit the following:

In May of 1900, I was ordained a Bishop, at Independence, Missouri, and at once was placed in
charge of what is now the Eastern Oklahoma District which embraced Eastern Oklahoma and a part
of Western Arkansas.
Soon after my ordination, Brethren Earl D. Bailey
and A. L. Newton were selected as counselors and
both have served with faithfulness and courage,
Brother Bailey continuing his service to the present
time and Brother Newton until called to his reward .
in 1907. At the time of taking active oversight of
the work, the membership was scattered, but little
known by them in regard to tithes and offerings
for the greater number had been connected with the
church only a short time; hence the work of education was necessary and the mode of procedure was
sought through diligent work and fervent prayer.
From the first, ] attended reunions and conferences, where I: placed before the Saints, the temporal arm of our work:
Much good came through the. round table and as a
result of teaching, many are now willingly doing
their duty; for the hearts of the Saints were open to .
the reception of the truth, to a willingness to perform duty; hence have paid their tithing gladly and
as circumstances permitted.
It was in the spring of 1903 that the Spring River
District, one of the oldest districts in the church,.
was placed under my charge. At that time it had
a membership of about one thousand but now numbers about one thousand eight hundred. Many of
our valiant and efficient men, who have now entered
into their reward, lived in this district and did valuable service, viz: John T. Davis, D. S. Crawley,
W. S. Taylor, Washington Short, M. T. Short, D. H.
Bays, William Pendar and· T. W. Chatburn. The
last named had charge of the district for about four
years and it was there he did his last splendid missionary work.
Other residents of the districts, belonging to the
missionary force, who labored with godly zeal and
courage, are Evan A. Davis, Warren E. Peak, John
Arthur Davies, Ed. Wheeler and Brother Roy Budd,
one of the live young men who has charge of the

newly organized branch of Nowata, and is doing
excellent work.
The Saints of the district have been highly favored, not only by the traveling ministry but by
many valuable local men, among whom were Henry
Smart, 0. P .. Sutherland, James Graves, Lesley English, Brother Thorp and others, also many valuable
priests and teachers. The Saints have been forward
in the honoring of God with their substances and
for the 'last ten years, have been more than selfsustaining.
Brethren Heman C. Smith, Fred A. Smith, John
W. Rushton, F. M. Sheehy and Fmnk Curtis of the
Twelve, have presided at different times, rendering
valuable service and receiving the hearty support
of the membership. This district is now presided
over by High Priest Charles Fry and under his careful and efficient management has made unusual
growth. The recent district conference held at Weir
City was a rather unut3ual one; the attendance large,
meetings highly spiritual and a large volume of business was transacted. During it all, there was not
one dissenting voice or vote. The names of eighteen
or twenty were presented for ordination and same
provided for, as also was the organization of two
branches.
In the spring of 1911, the entire State of Oklahoma was placed in my charge, also the unorganized territory in Southern Kansas. In April, 1915,
Brother Hubert Case was ordained as second counselor and rendered valuable service until his field of
labor was changed from Oklahoma to Nebraska.
His place was filled in the spring of 1917 by Albert
Karlstrum, of Joplin, Missouri, a capable and worthy
man.
Oklahoma has been a fruitful field. S.ome of the
Saints have highly prospered and in turn have been
liberal in the paying of their tithes and offerings
and the past year has been one of gain to the church,
both in number and spiritual uplift. Brethren laboring under appointment have had a busy year.
The western part of the State was affected by severe
drouth but the work under locwl brethren and Brethren Vanderwood and Christensen, has had no serious
discouragements. The central district was favored
by having High Priest Edward Rannie to preside
and his educational work was very helpful.
Tulsa, the largest city in the State, is in this district and the branch there is a live one. It is presided over by Brother George Arl Kelley. Brother
Orville and. Sister Belle James, who are in charge of
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Hotel Tulsa; give exceUent Sunday school and branch
assistance as well as caring for the elders who pass
that way. There are others who willingly assist
in Sunday school and branch work, such as Brethren
Peter Adamson,. senior and junior, Brethren Brown, ·
Rudd and Lucas, Brot!her Carl and Sister Cara
Brand and many others. This branch has a com-.
fortable house of worship, all paid for and dedicated.
Brother Joseph Arber has been laboring long and
faithfully in this district and is highly appreciated
by th·e Saints. When he comes into their midst,
they at once begin checking up their tithing accounts
and getting their check books.
The Sperry Branch, ten miles north or Tulsa, is
the home of Brother E. D. Bailey, first counselor.
This branch is in excellent working order, and the
Skiatook Branch, which is about fifteen miles north
of Tulsa, is noted for its unity and loyalty to the
church, for every member there is a tithing payer.
The Saints in these fields, almost universally, now
have a well-defined understanding of the law of
God, pertaining to the temporalities and this largely
the result of careful and diligent effort, not only
upon the part of the Bishop and his comiselors, but
of the priesthood, many of whom have labored faithfully to teach the people and to help them to arrive
at a proper understanding of what the Lord required of them. One essential part of our wor:{
was to. establish within the minds of the Saints, con-. fidence in the men whom God had selected as his
legal and authorized representatives and to urge
that the superiority of our work was, vested in an
authoritative form of divine Government; hence if
it is a success, as God ordained it should be, then
undeviating faith in God and in men of his selection,
must be observed. It is well to know that the Saints
are standing shoulder to shoulder with the churrh
representatives and I am thankful such harmony
prevails.
As bishop, I have endeavored to be well and faithfully represented among the people, either by myself or agents and have endeavored to select men
who were acceptable to the Saints. I desire to say
in behalf of these appointees that they have, without exception, rendered excellent service and labored
with commendable zeal and been faithful to the trust
and confidence bestowed upon them.
The traveling ministry have proven very efficient
collectors, especially in sparsely scattered districts,
among scattered and isolated Saints, and their work
is greatly appreciated. I am a believer in cooperat:lon and one can readily see that I have applied it
to this part of our work and I can say, without reservation, that success has attended.
Some have suggested that with so many handling
money, loss was liable to occur, but we have never
1

had one dollar misplaced, or not accounted for by
anyone who has .collected funds from the Saints.
All have. proven themselves men of God and trustworthy.
I have occasionally mailed to the Saints a brief
circular letter, seeking to encourage and strengthen
them and urging the demands of our work. This
has resulted in much good. I also endeavor to
closely affiliate, either directly or through representatives with the people. An almost universal reciprocation on the part of the Saints has resulted.
I have unfailing confidence that as the demands
of our work enlarge in territory, willing men and
women will rally to its support as they have in the
past. Notwithstanding the high cost of living, individual tithes have far surpassed those of any previous year~
The times are perilous, more so than ever before
visited. mankind. Disaster crowds upon ·disaster
and nations rush madly into the conflict. Conditional protection has been promised to those who
honor the law of God, not a negative honoring and
not with mental reservation, but fully and completely.
Are we ready to say as one of old, "Speak Lord!
thy servant heareth"? "I, the Lord, am bound when
ye do what I say, but when you do not what I say,
ye have no promise."-Doctrine and Covenants 83:
3.
ELLIS SHORT,
Bishop of Oklahoma and Spring River District.
(In tnis' field Bishop Short reported receipts of $9,316.81
last year, from Oklahoma, and $3,285.60 from Spring River
District.)

TWO GREAT LIVES---A CONTRAST
(Summary of a sermon by Elder R. D. Weaver.
by Sister Iva.n Pritchard.)

Reported

There is a rule that holds good in nature everywhere and that is, that things are more readily understood and in fact more deeply appreciated by
way of contrast. For instance, having never known
bitter, we 'could not enjoy the sweet. Having never
known sorrow, we would not be able to appreciate
joy. Having never been sick, we would not be able_
in the fullest sense of the term to appreciate the.
priceless boon of health, and to-night I believe that
you will grant me that all things, to a greater or
less extent, are understood by contrast.
So I purpose this evening, if the Lord in his tr;mscending love will deign to give us a portion of his
Spirit, to contrast the lives of two famous men of
history, from a Biblical standpoint. My texts are
in contrast one with the other because one is found~
in the Old ~ible and the other in the New Testament.
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Both might be termed the last words of these two
great men.
Ln Ecclesiastes 1: 14, 15, you will find our first
text, "All is vanity .and vexation of spirit. That
which is crooked cannot be made straight." The
second is in Paul's letter to Timothy:
For I am now ready to be offered, and the time of my departure is at hand. I have fought a good fight, I have
finished my course, I have kept the faith: henceforth there
is laid up for me a Cl'OWn of righteousness, which the Lord,
the righteous judge, shall give me at that day: and not to
me only, but unto all them also that love his appearing.2 Timothy 4: 6-8.

him from the pitfalls and dangers in his pathway.
He tells the boy of his heart's desire that yonder
on Mount 1Moriah where the glory of the Lord had
been revealed in Moses's time he had longed to rear
a structure known as the temple of God. How he
had even prepared some of the lumber to place in
that wall, ·an evidence and monument of God's mercy
and love. But by reason of the fact that he was a
man of war and his soul was stained with sin, God
had told him that it was not· meet that he should
occupy in the capacity of the one who should rear
that wonde~ful edifice.
I believe that David, as he looked back and realized all that he had lost and what little he had
gained by his deeds, could indeed say with Whittier,
"Of all sad words of tongue or pen, the saddest are
these, it might have been."
He tells the boy, however, as the sunsetof his life
is westering and the shadows are lengthening around
him, to come to his bedside and Solomon comes in
response to that fond voice and bows at the side of
his father.
I see the trembling hand laid upon the young
man's head and he tells him the story I have told
you-the mistakes of his life had been ma11y, the
sins of his heart. had been more and he says:

Now the thought that we wish to get before your
mind from this reading is, "Henceforth there is laid
up for me a crown of righteousnes~"
These two Bible characters come before us to~
night occupying the extremes we have mentioned.
First we desire to consider the life of Solomon.
When he bursts forth upon. our vision first, we find
him cradled in the lap of luxury, reared in a palatial
home surrounded by every comfort that hjs heart
could desire or money could buy. I presume that he
never had a wish that was not granted him. He was
his father's joy and pr:ide and while David, his
father, occupied as the king of Israel, recognizing
the fact that Solomon would take his place, he doubtless inculcated in his life every principle that he felt
would be conducive to spirituality and would assist
Solomon in occupying wisely as king over the hosts
of IsraeL
We follow him in his course through boyhood and
we see that he was a wonderful boy and grew to be
a wonderful man. In childhood his father told him
t he story of the bitter part. He directed his feet in
the proper course and told Solomon the mistakes.
that he had made and how that in his heart he had
yearned -to do the work of the Lord, that he had indeed made preparation to a certain extent for the
accomplishment of that work, but because he had
fastened his eyes upon the rainbows of delusion and
centered his hope upon the things of earth rather
than the things that are above, God could not and
would not permit him to occupy, where his soul
yearned to occupy. Here he warns the boy of the
pitfalls that are before him.
There is no parent who has tasted of the bitter,
but what longs to shield his boy or his girl from the

My son, do not make the mistakes that your father has
I):1ade, do not fall into the ruts that your father has fallen
into but may your life be like the snow-flakes-leave a mark,
but not a stain. Solomon, my boy, it is my desire that after
I am gone, you shall occupy as king over Israel. To this were
you born and to this end have I nourished you and taught
you. And now I trust that when I am gone you will labor
for the accompl:ishment of the work that I have longE'd to accomplish and upon Mount Moriah build the temple I hoped
to build.

1

.

I see the golden treasures of 'the soul as they
stand in the eyes of that young man and he says,
"Father, God helping me I will. I will do the best
I can for the accomplishment of the work you so
much desire." And the spirit leaves David's body
and winds its way t.o the place of rest.
Solomo'!:1 ascends the throne. The sceptre of Israel is placed in his hands. The royal robe of state
is placed upon him and the retinue of servants come
and make obeisance to their king. Solomon sets to
work to build the temple.
·
,He builds the temple, but before he undertakes
this great task I see him one evening as he goes to
same thing. There is no parent that has wandered his room. His servanrt removes the livery that
from God, but what longs to see his boy or his girl adorns him and making deep obeisance withdraws
continue within the confines of that straight way, himself and leaves Solomon alone with his God. l
that leads from earth to realms of bliss and happi- see· that man, upon whose shoulder the burden of
ness in the kingdom of God.
.
the kingdom of Israel rests, bow before his God and
As David took a retrospective view of all his past I hear him say:
I see him entering his secret chamber and pouring
While I am to be the king of Israel, thou ·art the Monarch
'but his soul to God that the Father would put around of the universe. While I may be looked up to and honored
his son the protecting arms of his care and shield by the people of my kingdom, thou art worthy to receive
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honor, glory and power for thou hast created all things and
for thy pleasure they are and were created.

As the Spirit of God moves upon this man I
hear him supplicate the throne of grace and in Ianguage about as follows:
Thou God who hast created me and before whom the
angels and archangels bow the knee in· humble adoration;
thou God of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob and God' of my father,
David; thou who hast led me all my life long, do thou deign
to lend a listening ear unto ,the cry of thy servant. Thou
knowest that I have been called to occupy as the king over
Israel, but l feel my· nothingness. For as a grain of sand
when compared with the mighty mountains, so am I when
compared to thee, 0 God. Before the earth was made and
the mountains .formed from everlasting to everlasting, thou
art God and the earth is thine and the fullness thereof and
the cattle upon the thousand hills. But Lord, while I am
called to occupy I realize that I am not able of myself to
conduct myself in a becoming way before thee. I am not
able to take charge of the hosts of Israel in a way that will
reflect the knowledge and powf)r of God unless thou dost
deign to bless me. So in thy infinite kindness and tender
love wilt thou bless me with those things, which in thy
superior wisdom thou seest would be for my good.

If Solomon had always occupied in the capacity
of humility as when possibly.he made such a prayer,
the story that I am telling you to~night would never
have been told. God listened, and we are told that
when Solomon laid down upon his downy couch and
his eyes closed in slumber, an angel from the presence of the Deity on high left the shining courts
and came to that room.
I see that beautiful room in that beautiful palace
adorned with gold and silver and precious stones,
aglow with the glory of God. I see the wondrous
light that the presence of the 'heavenly messenger
poured around him and I see him as he stoops and
lays his hands upon the brow of Israel's king and
in his slumber Solomon listens, while the angel informs him that God has heard his prayer and has
sent him the angel to ask him what he desires most
of all in. life and he tells Solomon that it shall be
granted him.
I presume that had that been you or I, we would
have said,
Lord, I want to occupy in the annals of fame. I desire
wealth and honor. and to be looked up to 3rnd respected. I
don't like to go through life bound down by the chains of ignoranee, but I desire. to be so equipped and qualified that I may
occupy anywhere and feel at home there. Lord, fill my coffers with wealth.
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pointing to that which leads to peace and rest and
the angel of sin and of iniquity (possibly in the person of some one whom they love) standing on their
left endeavor1ng to lead them down the old trail
that leads ever down, where those who follow, look
with shy glances over their shoulder and pursue a
meandering course of pleasure a:pd sin until they
have lost their all; if they could when they stand with
reluctant feet between the two opinions only make
the wise choice; if they could only choose the better
part and realize that way brings death, while the
other way brings life, how much sorrow, misery, woe,
despondency and gloom would be spared us. But too
often we listen to the siren's song of delusion until
·

the bark of our virtue and purity is dashed upon the
shores of sin. Too often we follow the rainbow of
delusion looking for the golden bags of treasure
and when we find them they bring us only sorrow
and leave US an aching void.
So the angel said, "Think well, Solomon, and make
·a wise choice now," and Solomon says, HFather, the
best thing, the greatest thing in all the world to me
is wisdom. Lord, endow me with intelligence that
I may be able to occupy wisely as mediator between
,thee and thy people, Israel, as king over the hosts
where thou hast placed me. Cause me to know men."
Then the angel returned to God and enteringthe
shining portals delivered the message, and God was
so ·highly pleased that he endowed him with the
greatest wisdom that man ever possessed. And
because he chose this the Lord said that these other
things-wealth, honor, health, and fame should be
added to him. It was a wonderful thing.
Solomon was humble then. If he had always remained in that condition, the story I am telling you
to-night would never have been told.
Solomon set to work and God gave him wisdom.
We find that he wrote 3,000 proverbs and 1,005
songs. He had 40,000 horses and 20,000 horsemen.
His one day of provision for the palace alone was
115 bushels of fine flour, 556 bushels of meal, 20
oxen, 100 sheep, roebuck and fallow deer.
Wealth and honor were his to. command. His
fame spread world wide and his court was one of
the most magnificent in the world. His retinue of

servants had never been equaled. The queen of the
East, (the Queen of Sheba) heard of his fame down
But it was not so with Solomon. He knew that in her domain. She could not believe it, so she left
God expected more of him than those things. So I her country, journeyed. up to Jerusalem, where Solomon showed her through the temple, the palace
see him while he listens and I hear the angel say:
Think well, Solomon, make a wise choice. Decide now, and the court.
but do not decide too quickly, for when your decision is once
She listens to his wonderful wisdom and she says,
~ade it is made forever. I cannot be recalled.
' "The half has 'never yet been told."
Friends, I have .thought sometimes when I have
When] have traveled through cities and have gone
seen our young people halted between two opinions, through parks beholding the flowers in their dazthe angel of purity standing on their right hand zling beauty growing in profusion on every side and
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listen to the songs of the birds, I wonder could there
be anything more beautiful in all the world, then
when I read the language of the apostle where h,~
exclaims, "Eye hath not seen nor ear heard, neither
has it entered into the heart of man what God has
prepared for those who love him," I must exclaim
with the Queen of Sheba.
That city where the glory of God's presence glitters o'er the jasper walls; that city that shall be the
eternal home of a11 the faithful of earth who have
washed their robes and made them white in the
blood of the Lamb.
Solomon in his glory was a wondrous sight to behold." He had one wife, but later his heart departed
from the Lord. I believe that one of his first mistakes was forgetting to pray. Had he remembered
to be as humble as he had been, he would not have
forgotten to pray. But he became so taken up with
the cares of life that he says, "Well, now, this morning, I am too busy for family prayer. I have not
time," and the next morning he offers a short prayer
and says, . "Lord, I am too busy to pray any more
this morning;" and he goes on about his work. It
is a fatal mistake. God has said that man should
always pray-not a vain prayer, but the soul's sincere desire. God lets his blessings flow as a peace. ful river upon those who are in rapport with him.
But Solomon forgot to pray.
He forgot his God and fastened his eyes upon
women, so we are told that he had seven hundred
wives and three hundred concubines. The clown in
the circus or in the show used to sing, "Old Brigham
Young has forty wives, but I'm content with one."
One is enough. I don't want any more
Solomon says (and surely he ought to know),."He
that has found a good wife has found a good thing,"
but he also says, "It is better to live in a corner of
a housetop than with a brawling woman in a whole
house." He centered his eyes upon the rainbow of
the delusion of this world and he went away from
God.
He constructed the great temple known as Salmon's Temple. It 'took seven years to build it. It
took 10,000 men 11 years to cut the trees that were
needed; it took 80,000 hewers of wood, 70;000 men
to bear burdens and there were 80,000 squared
stones in the building. After it was completed he
declared a festival of seven days in celebration of
the finishing of the work and 120,000 sheep and a
lot of oxen were killed and eaten at the dedicatory
festivities. He made the most wonderful prayer
that man ever made when he dedicated the temple.
The roof of that wonderful building was of olive
wood covered with the purest gold and it dazzled
the eyes of everyone that looked upon it. The building and its courts would accommodate thousands of

people. The pillars were of the finest marble that
could be had. The gold on the inside of the building
was worth millions of dollars and the silver was
. also of great value.
But Solomon was not yet satisfied. He looked at
it and he knew that it must perish. It was not a
building that was made without hands. It would
crumble to dust.
He sets to work to beautify the city. After he
constructed the great temple he turned his talents
to the making of Jerusalem into a beautiful city.
Flowers of every kind and hue were there and as he
wanders through the courts gazing upon the beauty
of nature that grew about everywhere, I see him,
dear friends, after he· has accomplished all this,
that I have called your attention to, one day walking
out in his beautiful garden. He stands in the shade
of those stately trees, and he sits beside the fountain as it sends up its beautiful spray, the sun
shining upon it causing a rainbow to burst forth.
He looks at all these things.
Suddenly the door opens and he sees his wives
surrounding him. He sees that they are also. growing old.. He looks at his hands. He sees that he is
getting old .. He looks at all that there is around him
and as he ·sees he has lost his hope in the world beyond, he wrings his hands and says in the words of
our text, "All is vanity."
He looks back over the course he has followed and
he see<1 the first time the bypaths lead him away
from God and he says, "That which is crooked cannot be made straight." I cannot go back and live
it over. I cannot redeem time, and like one of old
when· he sold his birthright for a mess of pottage,
he cried unto God that God would give him his youth
again. "Take me back and let me follow the straight
course and I will live my life different."
But, my friends, it was too late. He could not go
back. It was impossible; he could not r~deem his
misspent years. How is it with you and me? Now
is the time to remember that though we have the
most beautiful things in all the world, if we refuse
to sell them all and buy the pearl of great price
they will profit us nothing.
(Concluded next week.)
We must admit that the anaemic, sallow likeness
of' Christ does small credit to his divine F,athe~ in
whose image he is made, or to the traditional beauty
of 'his mother, while the quality of the contemporary
regard which he evoked has a more normal explanation if we conceive him as the fairest among men,
who withst()od all the temptations of. blandishment,
and perversion, while he worked out the loftiest
beauties of the soul.-G. Stanley Hall.
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A JEWISH TRIUMPH
Mr. Balfour has written to Lord Rothschild a
letter conveying, on behalf of the Government, the
following declaration of sympathy with Jewish
Zionist aspirations approved by the Cabinet:
His Majesty's Government view with favor the
establishment in Palestine of a national home for
the Jewish people, and will ustl!ltheir best endeavors
to facilitate the achievement of this object, it being
clearly understood that nothing shall be done which
may prejudice the civil and religious rights of existing non-Jewish communities in Palestine or ithe
rights and political status enjoyed by Jews in any
other country.
lin an article welcoming the declaration as "a
Jewish tri urn ph," the "Jewish Chronicle" writes :
"With o:rie step the Jewish cause has made a
great bound· forward. Amidst all that is so dark
and dismal and tragic throughout the world, there
has thus arisen for the Jews a great light. !tis the
perceptible. lifting of the cloud of centuries, the palpable sign that the Jew-condemned for 2,000 years
to unparalleled wrong-is at last coming to his
right. The prospect has at last. definitely opened
of a rectification of the Jew's anomalous position
among the nations of the earth. He is to be given
the opportunity and the means whereby, in place of
being a hyphenation, he can become a nation.
PROUD AND ERECT

"Instead of, as Jew, filling a picture at best equivocal and doubtful, even to himself, and always with
an apologetic cringing inseparable from his position,
he can-,---as Jew-·stand proud and erect, endowed
with national being. In place of being a wanderer
in every clime, there is to be a home for him in his
ancient land. The d'ay of his exile is to be ended.
"The determination at which the Government has
arrived is doubtless the result of political circumstances which have shaped themselves by the war.
And what has probably been one of its chief considerations in the course it has adopted is the necessity for making of Palestine a prosperous country, independent and vigorous, and that by reason of
the Empire's obligations to Egypt and its responsibility in respect to the Suez Canal.
"But the idea is by no means of to-day. The setting-up in Palestine of a National Jewish Home was
favorably viewed by that great Egyptian Pro-Consul, Lord Cromer, as well as by that far-seeing Im-
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perialist, Joseph Chamberlain. Nor.has the Government hastily come to the conclusion that a Jewish
Palestine would be helpful to ·the best interests of
the Empire. The declaration now made may be .
traced, for the beginnings of the policy which animates it, to the days when the grea·t founder of the
modern Zionist movement, Dr. Herzl, negotiated
with the British Government in J"espect to proposed
settlements, first in El Arish and then in East
Africa.
ENDING OF BRUTAL SUPPRESSION

"We have called the Government declaration 'a
Jewish triumph.' It is in truth much more. It is a
triumph for civilization and for humanity. For it
points the way to not alone an ending of the brutal
suppression of our people from which directly they
have suffered the last 2,000 years, but from which
civilization, albeit indirectly, has suffered no less cerhiinly.
"It will mean releasing for mankind, as a great
spiritual force, the soul of our people, cramped and
bound as it has hitherto been because of the world
position till now assigned to the Jew. The time can
at last be described wheri the Jews will be able, without let or hindrance, to perform for the world his
mission of Judaism, that mission which alone is the
justification for his existence as a Jew, and the sense
· of his responsibility for which has alone enabled
him to endure the untenable suffering to which our
people have been subjected.''-London Chronicle,
Nove~ber 9, 1917.
IMPORTANT SERIES OF ARTICLES ON THE
JEWS AND PALESTINE
[Believing our readers may wonder how to keep in touch
with developments in the Holy Land and increase their
knowledge concerning it, we present the a:nnouncement The
Sunday School Times is sending out. It offers some pertinent queries.-EDITORS.]

Did you know that Jewish colonies have been tried
in Argentine, Brazil, Canada, the western United
States, and Palestine, and have failed everywhere but
in Palestine?
Did you know that the new question now facing
the Jews of ElJrope is, What shall we do with our
freedom?
Did you know what startling success was attending the Zionist or Jewish colonies in Palestine up to
the time of the war? For example:
That the Jewish population in Palestine rose from 25,000
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in 1880 to 43,000 in, l890, then to 9'5,000 in 1910, and was still
By the Rev. William L. Pettingill, Dean of th~ Philadelgaining when the war broke out?
phia School of the Bible.
That the steamships and sailing vessels clear~ng from the · What Kind of Messiah Do the Jews Still Expect?
leading port of entry to Palestine's Jewish colonies increased
By the Rev. J. I. Landsman, Hebrew Christian Testimony
about 100 per cent in seven years?
to Israel, London, England.
That in on,e of the Jewish colonies the price of irrigable What Does Zionism Mean?
land rose from about $17 an acre to $180 an acre in tw~nty
By Max I. Reich, Ph. D.
years, while the value of the colony rose from $6,000 to over The War Now Raging im Bfible Lands.
$3,000,000?
By Franklin E. Hoskins, D. D. Syrian Protestant College,
That the Jewish colonists increased the productivity of Beyrout, Syria.
Palestine soil from the Arab's yield of $5 an acre to their What is HopedForfrom the Jewish Congress?
own yield of from $20 to $25 an acre?
By the Rev. s·. B. Rohold, F. R. G. S., Superintendent's MisDid you know that the Jewish National Fund was sion to the Jews, Toronto, Canada.
What Does the Jew Think of Christianity To-day?
founded in 1901 to purchase land in Palestine as the
By C. A. Schonberger, Hebrew Christian Testimony to·
inalienable possession of the entire J" ewish people, Israel, London, England.
Are the Jews to Conveh the World?
never to be sold, but only leased?
By A. C. Gaebelein, Editor of "Our Hope," New York City.
Did you know tha:t the Palestine Land DevelopHas This War Any Relation to the Jews' Prophesied Future?
ment Company buys and develops large tracts there
By Mark Lev, Editor of Immanuel's Witness, California.
for settlers?
The Seven Phases of J ew~sh History.
Did you know that the Jewish Colonial Trust, Ltd.,
By C. I. Scofield, D. D., Editor of the Scofield Reference
of London, with its subsidiary, the Anglo-Palestine Bible.

Co., Ltd., has many branches in Palestine engaged in
all kinds of banking business?
Did you know that Palestine is the only land in
the world where the use of Hebrew as a spoken language is being successfully revived-and on the lips
of children at play?
No, of course you didn't know these things. We
Christians have been too busy with our own mistaken
programs to pay much attention to what God has
said in his Word the Jews would yet do, and what he
would do for them.
And so we haven't even read the newspapers intelligently nor kept in touch with the most thrilling
of all current events.
But we're learning better. The Sunday School
Times in a sensational yet soberly scriptural series
of articles on the Jews publishes an article by a Jevr
giving the ardent Jewish Zionist's hopes and convictions.
Elisha M. Friedman, Secretary of the University
Zionist Society of New York, who speaks for the
Jews as a Jew, has packed his message with startling
facts.
Lt is followed by a Christian Hebrew's interpretation of Zionism : Max I. Reich discusses the meaning
of the vigorous movement to give Palestine to the
Jews.
Your newspaper and your Bible will teem with
new meaning after you have read these articles.
This amazing Jewish series in The Sunday School
Times includes such topics as the following:
Ought the Jews to Have Palestine?
By the Rev. A. E. Thompson, Pastor of the American
Church, Jerusalem.
Why the World Hates the Jew.
By the Rev. David Baron, Hebrew Christian Testimony
to Israel, London, England.
Why Is the Jew the Keystone of the World?

No other general religious journal is even attempting to gather and interpret these facts for you; and
The Sunday School Times Company, 103i Walnut
Street, Philadelphia, will send a specimen copy containing one of the articles in this series to anyone,
free, upon request.

i

LETTER DEPARTMENT
The Christmas Offering---Roll of Honor

Nebraska City, Nebraska, write, "You may be assured our
spoke will not wobble. We have it safe now, but cannot say
how much more we will be able to do."
Phoenix, Arizona, report, "Our school enrollment is 27 and
Wf! have more than the $54 required to send in a complete
spoke when the wheel comes our way. Although we may not
be able to send ~n as much per member as some of our schools,
we are going to keep on working and doing our 'bit' till the
time allotted for this year's offeri.ng is up."
One S'unday school in the Northeastern Missouri District
organized on the first of October, with six members, and they
now have $51.50 for their offeri,ng at the present time.
Kansas City Central Sunday school report $562.81, and will
doubtless reach $600. Their membership is 242.
!Scammon, Kansas, are still working. They expect to have
some class socials, and a final program on Christmas evening.
They have. $23.47, and have set their mark at $100.
Valley Center, Michigan, have a membership of 26. They
report that their offering exceeds the $2 per member mark by
$52, and that more is coming.
Bay Port have more than $2 per member.
A. G. Miller, wife and family have sent $2 each' to the
bishop.
~ ThurmaiD, Iowa, have a membership of 56 members. They
report $100.15.
Merlin, Ontario, has reached the $2 per member mark.
The Tulsa Sunday school has 90 enrolled. They have already sent in $2·10 to Bishop McGuire, and report that there
are more "offerings in sight, so we are hopeful."
Pana, Illinois, have a total attendance of 30. They state,'
"We want to beat the $100 mark."
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Taylorville, Illinois, have $200. "We expect to have quite
a bit more hefore Christmas."
The V~nalhaven West Side Sunday school, Maine, has a
membership of 14 members. They certainly are doing well.
They write, "We have $174.20 to date. We have gathered it
mainly by consecration. Some of us smoked herring and sold
them, while three of us who have fish weirs have consecrated
the income from a bushel of herring each week, for which we
receive from $1.50 to $2.50 per bushel."
"We want you to know that we are awake here," writes the
Spokane, Washington, SU!nday school. Their membership is
75. They set their mark at $2 per member, but report up to
December 1, $211.17, with the best month yet ahead.
Wiley, ~olorado, have passed the $2 per member enrolled,
and state that they "have one more month in which ·to work."
They have 68 enrolled, with an average attendance of 50.
New Liskeard; Dntario, write, "I hereby notify you that
we may be among those schools who are in the Roll of Honor,
and who have done their best to try to have the church debt
paid. We still intend to put forth a strong effort until the
last, so that we may receive the blessing that is intended for
those that have done their best." They, too, have reached the
$2 per member mark.
Orion, Michigan, write: "We now have about $1.09, or over
five dollars per member. We expect to raise more before
December 31."
Fulton, Iowa, Christmas offering last year was a little
over $2:1. "We have fixed our mark this year at $100. We
have on hand to date, $67.15."
•
The following additional schools report $2 per member, or
over:
Henrietta, Missouri; Warrensburg, Missouri; Skiatook,
Oklahoma; Little Sioux, Iowa; Sharon, Pennsylvania; Saint
Thomas, Ontario; Va,ncouver, Winnipeg; Corinth, Ontario;
Kirtland, Ohio; Blenheim, Ontario; Tulare, California; The
Plains, Ohio; Niagara Falls, New York; Plymouth, Massachusetts; Almo, North Dakota; Cherokee, I~wa; Kimball,
Ontario; Knox, IndiaJJ,a; Omaha, Nebraska; Taborville, Missouri; Allen, Nebraska; Sandwich, Illinois; Longwood, O.ntario; Elgin, Illinois; Merlin, Ontario; Parsons, Kansas;
Herschel, Saskatchewan.
A. W. SMITH.

Church Progress. Measured by Ours
A. Carmichael,
"'I
Lamoni, Iowa.
Dear Brother: I have just read and reread your sermon as
published in the HERALD for the 5th of this month, and I
want to congratulate you on the sta,nd you have taken. People are inquiring everywhere what the leading men are doing
to redeem Zion, but do not think for a moment that there is
anything for them to do, and my effort has been to consta ntly
hold before the Saints that it is the individual effort that is
going to count. The leading men' of the church can plan
and advise till the heavens fall, but if their plans and advice
are not taken and put 'into .operation by the ~ndividual there
can never be any results, but the Saints have been waiting
for years to see what the ot)1er fellow is going to do, and ni,ne
times out of ten if one starts to do something the others will
stand around and prophesy failure.
I am asked nearly everywhere I go what progress the
church is mak~ng, and I a,lways answer that it is making
just as much progress as J!OU are making individually, that
each person is an integral part of the church, and the church
can make progress only as its integral parts are making
progress, arid that. as each member fails to take advantage
of the privileges the church offers him, just that long wilr
1
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the church fail to reach its ideal, and will fail until each
person finds his or her place and fills it, and fills it well.
I believe, however, that the church is mdking progress, so
I am not going to be one of these calamity-howlers, but it is
making progress only as the Saints wake up to their duties
and privileges, and endeavor to cooperate with those whom
they have chosen for their leaders, and gradually they are
waking up, just as some whom you mention iln your sermon
are making the effort to carry out the law. May their tribe
increase.
May the good work go on, and may God bless you and
your colaborers in the work that you are trying to do and
may he inspire the hearts and wills of the Saints to sustain
you by their means as well as by their prayers. Prayers are
such empty things without works to back them up.
Yours in bonds,
H. 0. SMITH ..

~ISCELLANEOUS DEPARTMEN!
Conference Minutes
MOBILE.-Met at Mobile, Alabama, September 29, 1917,
at 7.30 p. m., A. E. Warr, presiding, Elder Cochran clerk.
Of the ministry force, 11 . reported. Branch reports: Escatawpa, 187; Bay Minette, 363; Mobile, 101. Lester Smith
presented for ordination to the office of elder, and provision
made for ordination. Delegates to General Conference: A. E.
Warr, Mrs. A. E. Warr, F. M. Slover, A. G. Miller, W. L.
Booker, Jason Booker, Edna Cochran. Adjourned to meet in
'Mobile the latter part of November. Edna Cochran, secretary, Escatawpa,· Mississippi.
MoBILE.-Met at Mobile, Alabama, November 24, 1917,
F. • M. Slover and district presidency presiding. Branch reports; Mobile, 100; Theodore, 88 (referred back for complete
report); Vancleave, 179. Auditing committee reported financial reports correct. Twenty of the ministry reported. Report of committee on purchase of typewriter was read. Round
table discussio1n at 2 o'clock, p. m. Conference adjourned to
meet at Bay Minette, Alabama, at the call of the district
presidency. Edna Cochran, secretary, Escatawpa, Mississippi.

Convention Minutes
MOBILE.-Met at Mobile, Alabama, November 23. Delegates elected to General Convention; F. M. Slover, A. E.·
Warr, A. G. Miller, Lester Smith, Gregory Smith, and D. W.
Sherman. A budget of $7 was adopted to cover expenses till
next convention. A session of institute work was held at 7.30
p. m. Adjourned to meet Qn Friday before the next district
conference and at the same place of conference. Edna Cochran, secretary, Escatawpa, Mississippi.

Conference Notices
New York and Philadelphia at Scranton, Penn.sylvania,
February 22, 23 and 24, 1>918. We hope to make this the best
conference ever held i1n our district. Elizabeth Teal, secretary, 318 East Troga 'Street, Philadelphia, Pen1nsylvania.

Convention Notices
Far West Stake Sunday school, Religio, and Woman's
Auxiliary at Ca.meron, January 19 and 20, 1918. J. L. Bear,
superin,tendent, 6022 Pryor Avenue, Saint Joseph, Missouri.

Notice to Members of the Disorganized New London,
Iowa, Branch ·
By action of the Nauvoo district conference all names appearing on the old New LondQn, Iowa, branch record, are tq
be transferred to the record of the Burlington, Iowa, Branch.
Will any of the following, or those having information as to
their whereabouts, marriages, deaths, etc., please communicate with D. J. Williams, 725 Lewis Street, Burlington, Iowa,
tha~ their record may be correct: Gladys Anderson, Flora
Bell Bishop, Lydia E. Brow1n, Maggie J. Brown, William T.
Brown, Sarah E. Brown, Floren,ce Beer, Ella Bishop, Arthur
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Bishop, Albert P. Brown, Charles J. Clark, Mary Bella
Dorthy, Charles H. Grinstead, Ellen H. Grinstead, Louisa M.
Grinstead, Wesley Hillard, William A. Hitt, Elizabeth Huston,
Carrie F. Martin, Fred Mathers, J, H. McComas, Bertha M.
McComas, T. J. McComas, Mary Nelson, jr., Anna L. Pettis,
Ellen Prier, Jennie E. Trump, Flory M. Washburn, Mary E.
Washbur1n, Nin,a A. Willey, Alexander Willey, Myrtle G.
Willey, Charles F. WHley, Jessie C. Willey, John R. Willey,
Dora H. Willey, Loren Willey. W. H. Gunn, secretary.
3014 Seneca Street.

Home Department
Owing to ill health of Sister Amend, she was compelled to
resign as district home department superintendent. For the
. Religio Miss Anita Reed, 1415 North Santa Fe Street, Wichita, Kansas, has been appointed in her stead. Home department superintendents an,d members please take notice. William F. Sage, general superintendent.
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Our Departed Ones
RoBINS(m.-Hazel Marie Robinson, daughter of Myron and
Anna Robinso:n, was born at Clinton, Iowa, December 17, and
passed away at their home December 15, 1917, age 11 months
and 29 days. Besides her parents she leaves one sister .and
one brother. She was blessed August 14, under the hands
of E. R. Davis and E. W. Voelpel. Funeral services· at th3
home. Sermon by E. R. Davis, assisted by C. A. Beal.
REACH.-John M. Reach was born. August 20, 1846, at
Louisville, Ken,tucky. Married Josephine Fuhs October 6,
1870, who departed this life Octooer 4, 1908. To this union
were born 3 children, one son and one daughter having pre~
ceded him to the beyond. Married Mrs. Angeline Becker June
16, 1909. Baptized May 9, 1899. Ordained a teacher May
11 by J. M. Scott and M. M. Perkins. Died December 7, 1917.
Wife, one daughter, 3 brothers, and one sister survive him.
Funeral services were held at his residence. Sermon by J. E.
Warne, assisted by Charles Nolan.

'*
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Miilii'

DO YOU 0

N YOUR HOME?

If not, change this condition right away and begin working

for yourself. In the territory along Burlington Lines in the
· West there are countless opportunities for the home builder
and the in~stor.
·
.
WESTERN NEBRASKA AND NORTHEASTERN COLORADO excel in dairyin·g, live stock and grain raising. Nonresident owners have many well-locateit farms ($25 to $50
per acre, with terms of payment easy), which they are unable
to deveLop. Any industrious farmer can become well-to-rlo
on one of them in a· remarkably short time.
WYOMING.-Big Horn Basin irrigated lands-near to beet
sugar factories, oil refineries, coal mines and· other natural
resources-which grow big crops of wheat, oats, alfafa, sugar
beets and potatoes, can be bought at $50 and up per acre.
Some very desirable 640-Acre Free Homesteads, in a large
area, are still available.

Burlington
Route

A'sk for folders outlining the advantages of these
sections. Write me about your plans and I'll give
you the benefit of my experience. No charge for
this-it's a part of Burlington Service.
S. B. HOWARD, Immigration Agent
Room 114A, Q Building, Omaha,. Neb.
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Education, School of the
prophets and college, 149.
Efficient teachers, More, 943.
Electing officers-Who's to
blame, 247.
Eleventh chapter of Daniel,
The, 821.
Elliott, T. J., The attitude of
the Saint under worldly environment, 125.
Elvin, R. M., Baptism of the
Spirit, 583.
Ending the war, 805.
Endowment ·of tJ:te cthurch,
249,
.
Env;ironment, The attitude of J
the Saint under worldly,
125, 710.
Eternal judgment, The, 799.
Etzenhouser, R., Extracts
from a work of 1842, 418.
Experiences of the reform- ,
ers, 293.
Extracts from a work of
1842, 418.
Failings, Hiding our brother's, 777.
Faith and belief, 490,
Faith and belief synonymous,.
509.
:maith and origin of churches,
629, 655, 679, 706, 727, 941,
967, 994, 1015, 1221.
Farrell, Ralph W., Better
results in the branches
415; Is it not time to halt,
822.
Father's day address, 1061.
"Feed my lambs," 318.
Followers .of Christ-Keep
the faith, 441.
Foreordination, Predestination and, 197.
Foundations',' 889.
Fruits in season, 1037.
Garver, John F., An unfin..:
ished work, 1137; Father's·
day address, 1061.
Glines, Dora, More efficient
teachers, 943.
Gospel · Literature Bureau
a:nd the goal of 1917, The·
mission .of the, 371.
Gowell, M. F., Prayer .meet-·
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ings, 492; . The physical Lectures to the priesthood, Privilege of helping, The, Smith, W. W., J. A. Tanner,
side, 155, 178.
2l)3.
391, 413.
G. R. Wells, An important
document, 355;
Graceland, what, After, 273. Lewis, William, An educated Promised Comforter, The,
Stebbins, H. A., Christianity
437, 463,.
ministry, 52.
G.raceland College <and the
among the nations~ 775;
war, 655.
Location of Cumorah and Rannie, Edward, Bible helps,
"In the beginning God,"
850;
Biennial
conferences,
Ramah,
The,
225.
Graceland extension institute,
77, 102, 126, 151.
677;
The
Jews,
269;
The
533.
Long, E. E., The burning of
Story-telling for teachers~
school
of
prophets
and
colBablyon,
5, 31, 56, 83, 105,
Great manufacturing [Jlant,
356.
1
lege education, 149.
132.
A, 605.
Students, alumni, parents,
Reformers, Experiences of
632.
Griffiths, Gomer T., .The mis- Love, 223.
the, 293.
sion of the Twelve, 965.
Successful choir, The most,
Macgregor, Maggie, More
c;unsolley, J. F., The location
1i14.
about Adam in celestial Relationship of the· sexes,
Marriage and the, 29.
of Cumorah and Ramah,
Success versus want, 658.
glory, 701.
225. .
Religio officers, Reports of Sunday school reports, 351.
McGuire, Benjamin R., ColHammond, E. G., Helps that
Tanner, J. A., G. R. Wells,
the, 347.
lege day, October 7, 869;
hinder, 317, 590.
W. W. Smith, An imporFoundations, 899; Holden Remission of sins, 825.
Hanson, Paul M., Consecratant document, 355.
home for the aged, 1141;
Reports
of
the
Religio
offited crudities of the "Church
Tary, 0. J., Attitude of the
Our 1,917 Christmas offer347.
cers,
of· Christ," 869.
Saint under worldly ening, 29; Thanksgiving Day,
vironment, The, 710; "Feed
Hartshorn. C. B., Salt and
1109; The 1917 Christmas Resurrection of the dead,
my lambs," 318.
service, 776.
The, 1197.
offering, 149; Will we do
Hastening time, The, 559,
Teachers, More efficient, 943.
Revelation from God, 1224.
our part, 389.
587, 609, 633.
Machu, Picchu and the Mega- Robley, George, Baptism for Thanksg·iving Day, 1109.
Headding, C. M., Use of art
' Time to halt, Is it not, 822.
the dead, 917.
lithic people, 485, 514, 534,
in the church, 848.
Rushton, John W., To live To live is Christ, 749.
561.
Helping, The privilege of, Manufacturing
Tomlinson, S. W., Ending
is Christ, 749.
plant,
A
293.
the war, 805.
Saint Louis to Lamoni, ·370.
great, 605.
Helps that hinder, 317,. 590. Marriage and the relation- Saint under worldly environ- Training the teachers, 355.
Hidilng our brother's failings,
ment, The attitude of the, Triune immersion, 947.
ship of the sexes, 29.
777,
'
Twelve, The mission of the,
125, 710.
Men at work, Keeping ten,
Holden home for the aged,
965.
Salt and service, 776.
131.
1141.
Mental powers and their lim- Salvation, The plan of, 893. Two great lives-a contrast,
1245.
Holy Ghost was given before
Sandy, Harvey, ·The mission
itations, 845.
Christ, How much of, 1064. Minimum cost of living, 583.
of the Gospel Literature Two questions answered, 993.
Home of a Saint, The, 773. Ministe.rs of Christ and other
B11reau and the ;goal of Unfinished work, An, 1137.
Use of art in the church,
Honor through Christ, 199.
1917, 371.
churches, The, 607.
.
The, 55, 200, 468, 848.
How may a choir assist a Ministry, An educated, 52.
Sarcophagus for our late
Utah and her monarchy, 461.
branch, 1014.
Mintun, J. F., Faith and oriPresiden,t, 347.
How much of Holy Ghost was
gin of churches, 629, 655, School of prophets and col- Vanderwood, J. E., Cheerful
given before Christ, 1064.
service, 851; Service, 969.
679, 706, 727, 941, 967, 994,
lege education, 149.
Humility, 828. ·
1015, 1221.
Scott, H. A., How may a War, Ending the, 805.
Immersion, Triune, 947.
Marriage· and .the relationchoir assist a branch, 1014. War, Graceland College and
(Important document, An,
the, 655.
ship of the sexes, 29.
Scott, Minnie E., The most
Warr, A. E., Training the
355.
Missionary work, City, 491.
successful choir, 1114.
teacher, 355.
Indians, The Mound Builders Mission of the Gospel Lit- Season, Fruits in, 1037.
and the,. 1109.
Webbe, Earnest A., A better
erature Bul'eau, and the Service, 969.
Infant baptism of divine oriuse of art in the church,
goal of 1917, The, 371.
Service and sacrifice, The
gin, Is, 920.
·
468.
call to, 778.
Mission of the Twelve, The,
Ingham, Edward, Cog'illition
Wells, G. R., W. W. Smith,
Service, Cheerful, 851.
965.
of the divine, 689; Mental Mor·e about Adam in celes- Service, Salt and, 776.
J. A. Tanner, An imporpowers and their limitatant document, 355.
Services, Shall I offer my,
tial glory, 701.
tions, 845; Now, 394.
What constitutes Christ's
245.
More efficient teachers, 943.
"In the beginning God," 77, Mound Builders and the In- Sexes, Marriage and the rechurch, 173.
102, 126, 151.
What is. the Bishopric doing,
lationship of the, 29.
dians, The, 1085, 1109.
Is it not time to halt, 822.
1167.
Shall I offer my services,
Normal department, 356.
J;erusen, A., Economy!, 101; Now, 394.
Wight, J. W., The death of
245.
•
Humility, 828.
the apostles, 274; The elevObjections to the Book of Short, Ellis, The work of a
Jews, The, 269.
enth chapter of Daniel,
bishop, 1244.
Mormon answered by its
Jones, Thomas, Is infant bapSiegfried, Mark H., The choir,
821; The laying on of
own evidence, 9. .
tism of divine origin, 920. Offering, Our 1917 ·Christfrom the choir loft, 1174.
hands, 921.
Judgment, The eternal, 799.
Simple 'Spanish parable and Wildermuth, Jerome E., The
mas, 29, 149.
Kearney, Willis W., The use One. thing needful, The, 134.
privilege of helping, 293.
its moral, A, 221.
of art in the church, 55. Our late President, Sarcoph- Sins, Remission of, 825.
Williams, David J., Keeping
Keeping ten men at work,
ten men at work, 131.
Smith, Frederick A., 'I'he
agus for, 347..
'
131.
promis,ed Comforter, 437, Williams, Thomas W., AnOur present duty, 1136.
Keep the faith--Followers of Our 1917 Christmas offerswering the world's need,
463; The resurrection of
Christ, 441.
94 7; Followers of Christthe dead. 1197.
ing, 29, 149.
Keir, James F., Minimum Parable and its moral, A Address to . the conference,
Keep the faith, 441; Our
cost of living, 583.
present duty; 1136.
341.
simple Spanish, 221.
Kelley, Ruth A., After Grace- Parallelism, A, 538.
Smith, Frederick M., Lec- Will we do our part, 389.
.
land, what, 273.
tures to the priesthood, Wipper, Frank F., Remission
Peak, W. E., Dreams, 873;
Kelley, T. C., Hiding our
of sins, 825.
391, 413.
The ministers of Christ and
brother's failings, 777.
Smith, Heman C., The eter- Woodhead, William, Machu
other churches, 607. ·
· Knipschild, Mabel, Fruits in Physical side, The, 155, 178.
nal judgment, 799; Utah
Picchu and the Megaseason, 1037; The home of Plank of the gospel platand her monarchy, 461.
lithic people, 485, 514, 534,
561.
'
a Saint, 773.
form, The cooperative, 80. ~Smith, Mrs. Frederick M.,
Knisley, Alvin, The hasten- Plan of salvation, The, 893.
Charles
B.,
Sarcophagus for our late Woodstock,
ing time, 559, 587, 609, Platform, The cooperative
Graceland Extension InPresident, 347.
633.
stitute, 533.
plank of the gospel, 80.
Smith, Mrs. W. W., StoryLambert, J. R., Faith and Prayer meetings, 492.
Work of a bishop, The, 1244.
telling .for teachers, 356.
belief synonymous, 509.
Predestination a.nd foreordi- Smith, T. J., Objections to World's need, Answering the,
Laughter, 295.
nation, 197.
947.
the Book of Mormon anLaying on of hands, The, President's 'address· to the
swered by its own evi- Yates, Amos, The associates
921.
of the young, 33.
. conference, 341.
dence, 9.
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Yates, James E., A parallelism, 538; A simple Spanish
parable and its moral, 221;
Revelation
from
God,
1224.
'
Young, The associates of the,
33, 536.
OF GENERAL INTEREST
Aborigines 'associatioJ:Jj, An,
396.
Adventists aid in conservation of foods, 689.
Ahead of Billy Sunday, 230.
Alcoholic beverages, 1044.
Alcohol, The old and the new
view of, 321.
Ancient civilization in Iowa,
135.
.
Angels of Mons," "The, 997.
Animals upon Indians, The
reflex influence of kindness
to, 11.
Anti-saloon figures, 86.
Army and Navy insurance
law-a partial summary,
The, 1142.
Attempt to rebuild Nauvoo
Temple, An, 321.
Barberry hush spreads black
rust, 519.
Beer's effect on the Germans, 852.
Beverages, Alcoholic, 1044.
Boys go wrong, Why, 566.
California, Socialist, A, 1020.
Campaign in the Holy Land,
The, 496.
Canni1ng America's surplus
vegetables, 613.
"Carry your own," 781.
Censotship, Postal, 1019.
Christmas packages for soldiers in France, 1019.
Churches can help save coal,
111R

Churc'hes, The war and the,
1069.
Church papers urged to help
maintain school standards,
949.
Church, Recreation in the,
107.
Cigarette, Extinguish the,
971.
Civilization in Iowa, Ancient, 135.
Claxton, P. P., Church papers urged to help maintain school standards, 949.
Clean stories, 36.
Clergyman challenges the
church, A~ 251.
Cool heads, Keenin..,., 973.
Combatting social diseases in
the Army and Navy, 1068.
Coming gift to the world,
1020.
Conscientious objector, The,
1115.
Consecration, Extracts on,
780.
Conservation of foods, Adventists aid in, 689.
Constituent assembly, Shall
we call a, 875.
Contrast, A curious, 11.
Cost keeping in the war, 202.
Dad, A letter from, 1067.
Da,nger of materialism, The,
108.
Dark hour ahead for Americans, 542.
Debt, Plain talk about, 879.
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Covenants, Jewish republic, EstablishDoctrine and
1000.
ment of a, 635.
Doctrine of fatalism, The, Jn"ish
restoration,
The,
543.
1144.
Doing good work in Ohio Jewish triumph, A, 1249.
Jews and Palestine, ImporCampaign, 999.
tant series of articles on
Duty of the church, The,
·the, 1249.
564.
Jews from galling laws, RusEarth, The meek shall insia frees, 1043.
herit the, 1203.
John W. Rushton at San
England, War restrictions in,
Bernardino, 711.
59.
Keeping cool heads, 973.
Establishment of a Jewish Letter from Dad, A, 1067.
republic, 635.
Liberty loan bonds; 540.
Extinguish
the cigarette, Liberty loan, The, 970.
971.
Livi:ng, Making a, 902.
Ex,tracts on consecration, Lost prehistoric city found
780.
in, Paraguay, 203.
Fatalism, The doctrine of, Lure of "Spirit" manifesta•
543.
tions, 35.
Favorite text, The, 135.
Making a living, 902.
Fear, The great, 1042.
Making money by misrepreFinis, 396.
senting, 948.
Food preservation, 948.
Manifestations,
Lure
of
Fourth of July oration, A,
"·Spirit;" · 35.
1021.
Man of science, The, 470.
Gardening, Home, 326.
Marriage, Utah teaching on,
German mother, \An Iowa,
636.
1000.
Materialism, The da,nger of,
108.
/
Germans, Beer's effect on
Meek shall inherit the earth,
the, 852.
The, 1203.
German soldier, Psychology
Message to the President, A,
of the, 689.
.. 419.
Ghetto, The last, 319.
Gift to the world, Coming, Money for the church, Rais. ing, 107.
·
1020.
God answers prayers to-day, Movements toward peace,
782.
637.
'
Grain waste, Great Britain's Nauvoo Temple, An attempt
to rebuild, 321.
enormous, 830.
Great Britain holds Jeru- New Mexico, Relics of prehistoric race in, 108.
salem, If, 830.
Great Britain's
enormous New postage rates, The,
1093.
grain waste, 830.
Great day for Israel, The, New York's "infidel missions," 203.
1176.
Holy Land laid waste, The, Official call for response to
war risk insurance, An,
1090.
1178.
Holy Land, The campaign in
Ohio campaign, Doi1ng good
the, 496.
work in, 999.
Home gardening, 320. "
Old an,d new view of alcohol,
If Great Britain holds JeruThe, 321.
salem, 296.
When is a man, 950.
Immoral diseases in the Old,
war-time religion,
Army and Navy, Secretary Overdoing
442.
Daniels on, 1068.
Palestine for the Jews. 122'7.
Important series of articles Pal,.stine
to the Jews, Would
on the Jews and Palestine,
give, 42'0.
1249.
Paraguay, Lost prehistoric
Incas as ideal rulers, 35.
city found in, 2'0'3.
Indians, The r.eflex influence Peace, Movements towards,
of kindness to animals
782.
'
upon, 11.
Peelings or stealings, 781.
"Infidel
missions,"
New Pertin~nt question; A, 806.
York's, 203.
Plain talk about debt, 879.
Influence of kindness to ani- Plural marriage, Utah and,
mals upon Indians, The
877.
reflex, 11.
Polygamy "come back," Will,
Insurance
law-a
partial
1144.
summary, The Army and Postage rates, The new,
Navy, 1142.
1093.
Insurance, Soldier and &ailor. Postal censorship, 1019.
972.
Poverty, 180.
Iowa, Ancient civilization in, Prehistoric city dlou.nd in
135.
Yaraguay, Lost, 203.
Iowa German mother, An, Prehistoric race in New Mex1000.
ico, Relics of, 108.
I. W. W., Suppressio1n of the, Prohibition in 1920, 35.
879.
'
Prohibition, Save food by,
Jerusalem, If Great Britain
780.
holds, 296.
Psychologists, Two, 60.
Jew and the war, Th0, 636. Psychology of the German
Jewish people will responr],
soldier, 689.
Quickening of religious £eel1177.

..

ing among English writers as a result of the war,
The, 180.
Rais~ng money for the church,
107.
Rats destroy $200,000,000 a
year, 972.
Reading and studying the
Bible, 86.
Reading the Bible in the
schools, 32·0.
Recreation in the church, 107.
Red Cross call, The, 878.
Relics of prehistoric race in
New Mexico, 108.
Religious feeling among English writers as a result of
the war, The quickening of,
·180.
Restoratio•n,
The Jewish,
1144.
Restriction.s
in
England,
War, 59.
Right, 1000.
Rulers, Incas as ideal, 35.
Russia frees Jews from galling laws, 1043.
"Rye for swine," 831.
Save food by prohibition,
780.
School standards, Church
papers urged to help maintain, 949.
Science, The man of, 470.
Secretary Daniels on immoral
diseases in the Army and
Navy, 1068.
Shall we call a constituent assembly, 875.
Smashing Yucatan's saints,
157.
Social diseases in the Navy,
Combating, 1068. .
Socialist, A California, 1020.
Soldier and sailor insurance,
972.
•
Soldiers in France, Christmas
packages for, 1019.
"Spirit" manifestations, Lure
of, 35.
Stories, Clean, 36.
Stories, Vulgar, 135.
SU!nday, Ahead of Billy, 230.
Sunday school and the war,
The, 636.
Superresistance, 658.
Supprei'\sion, of the I. W. W.,
879.
Surplus vegetables, Canning
America's, 613.
'
Survival after death, 1225. ·
Swi'ne," "Rye for, 831.
Triumph, A Jewish, 1249.
Two psycholog-ists, 60.
Usher's job, The, 637.
Utah and plural marriage,
877.
Utah teaching on marriage,
636.
Value of time spent in school,
396.
Vegetables, Canning America's surplus, 613.
Vulgar stories, 135.
War a,nd the churches, ·The,
1069.
War as a presage of the
world's end, The, 157.
War, Cost keeping in the, 202.
War duty of our boys, The,
829.
War restrictions in England,
59.
.
War risk insurance, An official call for response to,
1178.
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War-savings
plan
summarized, The, 1143.
War-stricken England and
the church, 494.
War, The Jews and the, 636.
War, The qui:ckening of religious feeling among English writers as a result of
the, 180.
War, The Sunday school and
the, 636.
War-time :religion., Overdoing, 442.
War without hate, 1019.
War, Zionism and the, 1145.
When is a man old, 950. Why boys go wrong, 566.
Will polygamy "come back,"
1144.
World's end, The war as a
presage of the, 157.
Would give Palestine to the
Jews, 420.
Yucatan, 395.
Yucatan's saints, Smashing,
157.
Zionism and the war, 1145.
Zion awaken,ing, 517.
HYMNS AND POEMS
And on earth peace, 809.
Barney, Sarah, Dedication,
148.
Battle cry has sounded, The;
1179.
Booker, Catherine Thomas, A
prayer, 207.
Brown, Ida M., Love, 20'7.
Bussell, James H., There shall
we rejoice together, 316.
Certain man, A, 788.
Christmas night in the.
trenches, 1231.
Coles,
Charles
H.,
The
stream of time, 148.
Creeds of to-day, The, 641.
Dea1n, Mrs. Oliver, 641.
Dedication, 148.
Derry, Charles, The meaning
of Christmas, 1230.
Doty, B. H., Christmas n,ight
in the trenches, 1231.
Earth's autumn, 1149.
Engle, . Charles. jr., God'£
great love, 429.
Entering that broader sphere,
640.
Frazer, Edith Grace, Friendship's hospitality, 982.
Friendship's hospitality, 982.
Give, 809. ·
God's great love, 429.
Gog and Magog to the fray,
1178.
Gospel, The, 641.
Grain of sand, Only a. 4.
Hospitality,
Friendship's,
982.
How sweet the hour, 1204.'
Huma1n heart, The, 809.
Kearney, Ermina Perkins,
The gospel, 641.
Kelley, George A .. Entering
that broader sphere, 640;
How sweet the hour, 1204.
Keep your eyes upon the
preacher, 364.
"Krit E. Size," Keep your
eyes on the preacher, 364.
Love, 207.
Luff, Elder Joseph, Song of
entreaty, (given by the
Spirit) 371.
Macgregor, Maggie Campbell,
The human heart, 809.
Man, A certain, 788.

May, J. Charles, The creeds
of to-day, 641.
Meaning of Christmas, The,
1230.
My bit of blue, 642.
My purpose, 148.
Now and then, 789.
01nly a grain of sand, 4.
Our Flag, 641.
Peace, And on earth, 809.
Peak, W. E., Now and then,
789.
Prayer, A, 207.
Proctor, Adelaide, Give, 809.
Purity, 207.
Resignation, 207.
Robinson, Stephen, 429.
Rose, A wilted, 1149.
Sand, Only a grain of, 4.
Shepherd of tender youth,
6'40.
Sieg, Vida Cato, A smile and
a song, 1013.
lS'lz(l, Krit E., Keep your eyes
upo,n the preacher, 364.
Skank, Ethel I., My bit of
blue, 642.
.
Smile and a song-, A, 1013.
Smile worth while, A, 1013.
Son.g, A smile and a, 1013.
Song of entreaty, 371.
Spring, 429.
Springtide, 429.
Stream of time, The, 148.
Sykes, J;Iarry E., The battle
cry has sounded, 1179.
There shall we rejoice together, 316.
Thomas, Pearl, Earth's autumn, 1149.
Thompson, Orval. L., Purity,
207.
Three little words, 789.
',,Vanderwood, J. E., A certain
man, 788; My purpose. 148.
Walker, Gertrude, And on
earth peace. 809.
Wilted rose, A, 1149. ·
Zigler, Zelpha. M., A wilted
rose, 1149.
THE~ STAFF
Announcement, Important, 39,
253.
An,derson, Audentia, In parting, 903.
"As a city set on a hill." 37.
Boston singers, Our, 160.
Burgess, F.,, A glimpse of
Gounod, 444.
Burgess. H. C., Lamoni "on
the .iob," 253.
Choir to be organized, Should
the, 1204.
Choir, Flint. Michigan, 755.
Choir reception. The, 397.
Choir, The combined, 38.
Choir, The country, 1118.
Chorister of the Des Moines
District, From the, 161.
Choristers of the Northern
California District, To the,
568.
Chorus, Introducing the, 754.
City set on a hill," "As a,
37.
Community singing, 1023. ·
Conference anthems, The
·1918 series, 1120.
Conference
choir
prayer
meetings, The, 397.
·
Conference series, The General, 37.
Congregation, Music and the,
753.
Consecration, A difference in,
443.
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Country
choir, The, 1118.
Musical institute, The Far
West Stake, 1120.
Des Moi1nes District, From
Musical instruments some
the chorister of the, 161.
have neglected, 662.
Difference in, consecration, A, Music
and the congregation,
443.
•
753.
Does music attract the non- Music at Gen,eral Confer~nce,
member, 442.
397.
Elijah," "The, 398.
Music
attract the nonmember,
"Enthusiasm," 252.
Does, 442.
Experiences, Some reunion, New
anthems
for next Gen904.
eral Conference, The, 1119.
Farewell, The, 398.
afield, 663.
Far West Stake musical in- Notes
Omaha choir gives concerts,
stitute, The, 1120.
161.
Flint, Michigan, choir, 755.
Our
Boston singers, 160.
From here and there, 1024.
Our orchestra, 398.
Future work, Some plans for, Parting, In, 903.
1022.
meetings, Conference
General chorister, Greetings Prayer
choir, 397.
from the, 1119.
Provid~nce is not behind, 160.
G~neral choir movement, 160.
Sacrifice, 253.
General Con,ference, Music at, Saint
Joseph, Missouri, also,
379.
161.
Gereral Conference series, Saint
Louis echoes, 568.
The, 37.
Salisbury, J. 0., From the
Glimpse of Gounod, A. 444.
chorister of the Des Moines
Greetings from the General
District, 161.
Chorister, 1119.
S'alutatory,
90'4.
Help us compile a "scrap Schwartz, Herman
N., A vibook" of things musical in
sion of service, 38.
the church, 905.
book" of things
Hill." "As a city set on a, 37. "Scrap
musical in the church, Help
Holden is doing, What, 161.
us
compile
a, 905.
Hoxie, A. N., General Con- Service, A vision
of, 38.
ference series, 37; Greet- Short, V. V., Hymns
we love,
ings from the GeneraJ
663.
'
Chorister, 1119; Important Should the choir be organnotice, 39; "Enthusiasm,"
ized, 1204.
252.; Important announce- Sing-ing,
Community, 1023.
ments. 5'67; "You are in- Smith. Anna DeJong, Saint
vited," 567; The 1918 series
Louis echoes, 568; Well beConference anthems, 1120.
gu,n, 252.
Hymns we love, 663.
Some musical activities, 444.
Important
a.nnouncements, 1Some neglected. musical in39, 253.
. struments, 662.
Independence Stake choirs Some plans for future work,
to sing "Messiah," 1206.
1022.
In parting, 903.
Some reunion experiences,
In· prospect, 1024.
904.
Introducing- the chorus, 754. Special numbers. 398.
Johnson, Lola A.. What Hol- Tell it o'er and o'er again,
den is doing, 16i.
39.
Kear,ney, Ermina Perkins, Through the Little Sioux
Sacrifice, 253.
District, 1119.
Koehler, J. August, Introduc- Two papers, 1205.
ing- the chorus, 754; "The Vibrations, 568.
Elijah." 398.
Vision of service, A, 38.
Lamoni "on the job." 2fi::l.
Walker. Gertrude. Tell it o'er
Liston, Matthew W.. Flint,
and o'er again, 39.
Michigan, choir, 755.
Waller, Christian,a, To the
Little Sioux District, Through
choristers of the Northern
the, 1119.
California District, 568.
Long, Elmer E., When the Well beg-u1n, 252.
Lord returns in g-lory, 444. What Holden is doing, 161.
McKim, A. E., Music and the When the Lord returns in
congregation, 753.
glory, 44.
Mqler, H. E., Does music at- Yearly appointments, 567.
tract the no1n member, 442. "You are invited," 567.
Miller, 0. R., A difference in
consecration, 443.
WOMAN'S AUXILIARY
Mills, Arthur H., Help us
compile a "scrap book" of About our boys, 975, 1121.
things musical in the Active, department, A very,
278.
church, 905; Musical news
over the church, 567; Activities of our honorary
president, 1148.
Notes afield, 663; Salutatory, 904; Should the choir Advice to district and stake
presidents, 732.
be organized, 1204; S'ome
reunion experiences, 904; Adolescen.t age, The, 381.
departments,
Our,
Some neglected musical in- "Aid"
1024.
struments, 662; Some plans
Amendm~nts, Read the profor future work, 1022.
posed, 277.
Missionary chorus, The, 398.
Musical activities, Some, 444. Among our auxiliaries, 255.
Musical news over the church, Among our locals, 1046.
Among our workers, 907.
567.
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Anderson, Audentia, About
our boys, 1121; A cup of
good cheer, 615; Adolescent age, The, 381; An inland local, 447; Are weremiss,
420;
In.teresting
series, 181; In the latter
days, 1146; In retrospect,
880; "I was sick and ye
visited me," 2.31; "Martha,
Martha, thou art careful
and troubled about many
things," 60; Of prime importance, 108; Omaha, 323;
Organize your boys, 401;
Orioles are busy, 182; Our
honorary president, 470;
Report of editor in chief,
593; The glad New Year
of opportunity, 12; The late
conven,tiQn,
381;
"Use
them, or lose them," 569;
What shall we study, 322;
"Whatsoever ye do, do all
to the glory of God," 39;
Woman's Auxiliary convention, 399.
Anent raising money, 756.
Appreciation from Australia,
An, 1070.
Are we remiss, 420.
Art in the home, 87.
Asked at an auxiliary meeting, 951.
Asked at a recent reunion
auxiliary institute meeting, 907.
Asked at a reunion auxiliary
meeting, 975, 1002.
"As the twig is bent so the
tree is inclined," 109.
Attention, organizers, 97 4.
At the convention, 713, .784,
808, 833.
Auxiliary president afield,
Our, 1148.
Auxiliary workers, Our busy,
299.
Babies dying in poor homes,
808.
Baby week in Lamoni, 711.
!Beauty spots, 1148.
• Better care for rural children, 498.
Blllinsky, J. J., Practical
ideas about our boys' organization, 690.
Birth registration, On, 1072,
1094, 1121.
Blohm, Hazel, A bright spot
in Sacramento history, 615.
Boost, for new association
members, 950.
Boston sisters, Our, 159.
Boy movement, Our Religio
president on the, 639.
Boys, About our, 975, 1121.
Boys and girls, The social
needs of our, 853.
Boys' club, Constitution and
by-laws of a, 1121.
Boys, Concerning our, 592.
Briggs, Mrs. Georg-e N., at
the General Convention,
691; From: the superintendent of our home department, 137.
Bright spot in Sacramento
history, A, 615.
Burgess, Mrs. Alice M., 1232;
The woman movementan ~nterpretation, 519;
Women of to-morrow, 907;
Young women of Lamoni,
1207.
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·Burgess, S. A., Woman's
Auxiliary, 380.
By the western sea, 446.
Call to prayer, A, 1148.
Campbell, Mrs. W. J., News
from busy spots, 323.
Canadian interest in "our
boys," 712.
Care of the growing child's
teeth, The, 906.
Carter, Rebecca
Kimball,
Our Boston sisters, 159.
Child of· four, Feeding the,
882.
Child of ·three, Feeding the,
885.
Children's J)lay-a patriotic
call, 756.
Child training, 297.
Child· training, The vital influence of, 1180.
Child learning, What is your,
975.
Civilization,
Syphilization,
and their relationship to
race betterment, 421.
Classes, Our "cultural," 1046.
Cleanliness to combat infantile paralysis, 951.
Clothes for the growing
child, 952.
Cochnm, Edith, At the convention, 784.
"Come over into Macedonia,
and help us," 571.
Concerning our boys, 592.
Concerning our boys, A voice
from the east, 614.
Condition in the home, How
may we improve the spiritual, 40.
Constitution and by-laws of
a boys' club, 1121.
Constitution and by-laws of
the Woman's Auxiliary,
664.
.
Constitution and by-laws of
the Woman's Auxiliary,
Notice of the proposed
amendments to the, 278.
Convention, At the, 713, 784,
808, 833 .
Cook, T. P., An Iowa lover
. of boys, 733.
Courtesy in the home, 204.
Croswell, Michigan, 13.
Culture in our girls, The
need of personal, 544.
Cup of good cheer, A, 615.
Current events; 1001.
Curry, Alma 0., Echoes from
the Oriole camp at Kirtland, 1093; Kirtland District, 423.
Dawson, Sister James, Courtesy in the home, 204.
Deam, Altha, A Woman's
Auxiliary council, 855; Independence Stake, 299;
Opening of our first woman's building, 497; Our
woman's building, 616;
Independence, Missouri, 13.
Decatur, Nebraska, 545.
Decoration, Home and interior, 757.
.
'
Dempsey, Sister A. E., Child
training, 297.
Denton, Effie J., Among our
auxiliaries, 255;
Anent
raising money, 75·6; The
power of •right thinking,
87.
Department, A very active,
278.

Districtt presidents and organizers take notice, 97 4.
Dress problem, The, 755.
Dryden, Charlotte, Slumber
song, 545.
Echoes from the Oriole camp
at Kirtland, 1093.
Economy, Milk as an, 855.
Editor in chief, Report of,
593.
Educational bureau, From
the supervisor of our
905.
Educational department
1916-17, Report of Superintendent of, 640.
Ellis, Clara Kellogg, From
our island · ststers, 881;
From the isles of the sea,
691.
Etzenhouser, Mrs. M. A.,
Mrs. Helen Silsbee-Smith
and Mrs. W. W. Smich,
Notice of the proposed
amendments to tihe constitution and by-'laws of
the Woman's Auxiliary,
278; The south heard from,
110; Vice presidents' report
to convention, 496.
Explanatory letter, 666.
Far-away ,sister, To a, 10:H.
Farrell, Lillian Sawler, Practical hints for hon··~ nurs:r,g, 1231.
J:i'avrell, R. W., A voi<"e ·from
th(· East-concernin!!' onr
boys,
614;
Providen~e
Branch, 1047.
Faulkner, Daisy, Home and
interior decoration, 757.
Feeding the child of four,
882.
Feeding the child of three,
855.
Feeding the growing child
during the second year,
832.
Financial report of treasurer,
546.
Flowers, J. E., Some things
we had in the auxiliary,
592.
From our auxiliary president, 1180.
Fr0m our island sisters, 881.
From our locals, 951.
From the isles of the sea,
691.
From the north country, 446.
From the supervisor of our
education.al bureau, 905. ·
Gallands Grove district, 1075.
Gardner, Mrs. J. A., A message from our secretary,
666; At the convention,
808; Financial . report of
treasurer, 546; ·Organizers
in various districts and
stakes, 1232: Our convention business meetings,
473; Report of secretary
to late convention, 545;
Reunion work for the auxiliary, 474; Supplemental
report of the -treasurer,
"616; The Orioles in camp
at Holden, Missouri, 974;
Twitters from the Oriole
nests, 182.
General convention, At the,
691.
Glines,. Dora, From the supervisor of our educational
bureau, 905.

Glory of God," "Whatsoever
ye do, do all to the, 39.
Good cheer, A cup of, 615.
Greatest university in the
world," "Home, the, 782.
Greeting from our honorary
president. A word of, 496.
Grice, Mrs. Lewis E., Croswell, Michigan, 13.
Growing . child, Clothes for
the, 952.
Growing child during the
second year, Feeding the,
832.
Hayer, Susan L., Lamoni
Stake, 137, 401.
Health conference, A, 498.
Hield, Mrs. Effie, The social
needs of our boys and
girls, 853.
High cost of living, 298.
Historian, Report of, 592.
Home and: interior dee;oration, 757.
Home, Art in the, 87.
Home, .How may we improve
the spiritual condition in
the, 40.
Home
nursing,
Practical
hints for, 1231.
"Home, the greatest university in the world," 782.
Home ties and church ties,
Strengthening, 1146.
Honie training for the Oriole
girl, 806.
Honorary president, Activities of our, 1148 ..
Honorary president
Our,
470.
•
How may we improve the
spiritual condition ih the
home, 40.
Human conservation. 1233. ,,
Hunt, Mrs. C. J., How may
we improve the spiritual
condition in the home, 40.
Importance, Of prime, 108.
Important notice, 232.
Independence, Missouri, 13.
Independence Stake, 29·9.
Infantile paralysis, Cleanliness to combat, 951.
Ingham, Edward, The vital
influence of child training,
1180.
In sympathy, 400.
In retrosnect, 880.
Inspection in the school, Medical, 88.
Interesting series, An, 181.
In the latter days, 1146.
Iowa lover of boys, An, 733.
Irwin, Charles E., The story
of life, 421.
Island sisters, From our,
881.
Isles of the sea, From the,
691.
"I was sick, and ye visited
me," 231.
Jacobson, Edith, Mothers,
159.
Kearney, Ermina Perkins,
My shrine, 952.
Keir, James F., The high
cost of living, 298.
Keir, Speech of Bishop James
F., 136.
Kelley, George Aral, Service versus vanity, 183.
Kill flies and save lives, 5·21.
Kirtland District, 423.
Lacey, Ethel A., Nauvoo reunion, 1028.
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Ladensock, Coraf Saginaw,
Michigan, 323.
Lamoni local, The, 205, 1071.
' Lamoni Stake, 137.
Lamoni Stake, In, 401.
Late convention, The, 381.
Latter days, In the, 1146.
Dentell, :Mrs. J . .R., \Home
training for the Oriole
girl, 806.
Letter to the various locals,
Open, 61.
Lewie, Lizzie, A tribute for
mother, 1122.
Life, The story of, 421.
Locals, From our, 951.
Locals, Among our, 1046 ..
Lover of boys, An Iowa, 733.
Macgregor, Daniel, Concerning our boys, 592.
·
Mader, Bertha L., Open letter to the various locals,
61; Table etiquette and table service-excerpts, 204.
Madiso;n, Mrs. William, Reunion suggestions, 712; To
a far-away sister, 1094.
Mamerow, Jennie, Among our
auxiliaries, 255.
"Martha, Martha, Thou art
careful and troubled about
many things," 60.
Medical inspection in the
school, 88.
Message fr01n our secretary,
A, 666.
.
Milk as an economy, 855.
Money, Anent raising, 756.
Mother, A tribute for, H22.
Mothercraft for our girls, A
course in, 474.
Mother in the home, The
power of the, 638.
Mothers, 158.
Mothers die in the United
States, Fifteen thousand,
1002.
Mother, Something for, 733.
Mothers, Saving, 1026.
Music in the home, The value
of, 614.
My shrine, 952.
.
Need of personal culture inc
our girls, The, ,544.
New'local, A, 545.
News from busy spots, 323.
News items, 784.
New Year of opportunity,
The glad, 12.
'
Notice about our dues, 733.
Notice of the proposed amendments to the Constitution
and by-laws of the Woman's Auxiliary, 278.
Notice to Woman's Auxiliary
locals, 12.
Of prime importance, 108.
Omaha, Nebraska, 127_, 447.
On birth registration, 1072,
1094, 1121.
"On this ground we stand,"
733.
Opening- of our first woman's
building, 497.
Open letter to the various
locals, 61.
Opportunity, The glad New
Year of, 12.
Organizers, A ttentio:n, 97 4.
Organizers i:n various districts and stakes, 1232.
Organize your boys, 401.
Oriole camp at Kirtland,
Echoes from
the, 1093.
1
Oriole girl, Home training
for the, 806.

Orioles are busy, il-82.
Orioles in camp at Holden,
Missouri, The, 97 4.
Our aid departments, 1024.
Our
auxiliary
president
afield, 1148.
Our Boston sisters, 159.
Our boys, About, 975;
2;99.
Our boys, 783.
Our boys, Concerning, 592.
Our
boys'
organizations,
Practical ideas about, 690.0ur boys, What shall we do
with, 927.
Our busy auxiliary workers,
Our
convBJntion
business
meetings, 4 73.
Our "cultural" classes, 1046.
Our hon01;;ary president, 470.
Our honorary pres•ident, A
word of greeting from, 496.
Our island sisters, From, 881.
Our new officers, 400.
Our president's salutatory,
445.
Our Religio president on the
boy movement, 639.
Ours a thriftless nation,, 1046.
Our woman's building, 616.
ParBJnthood mel'l,ns, What
' complete, 445.
Parent-teacher associations,
254.
Parker, Annie J;; An appreciation from Australia,
1070.
Parker, Reba, From the
north country, 446.
Personal culture in our girls,
The need of, 544.
Pleasant , voice ' from the
.So.uth, A, 639.
Power of the mother in, the
home, The, 638.
Port Hudson, Michigan, 110.
Power_of right thinking, The,
87.
Practical hi1nts for home
nursing, 1231.
Practical ideas about our
boys' organization. 690.
Prayer, A call to, 1148.
President's report to Convention, The, 470.
_
President's salutatory, Our;
445.
Price of wedding garment,
The, 832.
·
Proposed amendments, Read
the, 277.
Read- the proposed amendments, 277.
Report of editor in chief. 593.
Report of historian, 592.
Report of secretary to late
cQnvention, 545.
Report of superintendent of
educational department1916-17. 640.
Retrospect. In, 880.
Reu-nion echoes. 881.
Reunion, sug~<estions. 712.
Reunion work for the auxiliaries, 474.
Rodger(', G. W., A tooth and
its care 1001, 1025. 1045.
Roos, Frederick, A voice from
across the seas. 159.
Rural children, Better care
of,. 498.
Russell, H. Berenice. Social
service. 181, 205, 231, 253,
277. 421.
Sacramento history, A bright
spot i1n, 615.

Salutatory, Our president's,
445.
Sandy, Lula M., About our
boys, 975; Advice to district and sta.ke presidents,
732; Attention, organizers,
974; At the conventio1n,
713; Boost for new association members, 950; District presidents and organizers take notice, 97 4;
From our auxiliary president, 1180; Medical inspection in the school, 88;
Notice about our dues, 733;
Our "aid" · department,
1024; Our president's salutatory,
445;
Parentteacher associations, 254;
The power of the mother
in the home, 638.
Sanford, Mabel A., "Home,
the greatest Uiniversity in
the world," 782; Strengthening home ties and church
ties, H46.
Saving mothers, 1026.
Seas, A voice from across the,
159.
Secretary, A message from
our, 666.
Secretary to late convention,
Report of, 545.
Service versus vanity, 183.
·Sessions, Gertrude, Current
. events, 1001; sex hygiene,
1206.
Sex hygiene, 1206.
Short, Ruby I., The need of
personal culture in our
girls, 544.
SimpsQn, Clara N., By the
western sea, 446.
Sinful waste of food, A, 1047.
Slumber song, 545.
·Smith, Helen Silsbee, Report
of superintendent of educational department 191617, 640.
Smith, Mrs. Helen Silsbee,
Mrs. W. W. Smith and
Mrs. M. A. Etzenhouser,
Notice of the proposed
amendments to the constitution and by-laws of the
Woma,n's Auxiliary, 278.
Smith, Mrs. B. C., Report of
historian, 593.
Smith, Mrs. W. W, Mrs. M.
A. Etzenhouse1·, and Mrs.
Helen Silsbee Smith, Notice
of the proposed amendments to the constitution
and by-laws of the Woman's Auxiliary, 278.
Smith, Mrs. Frederick M., A
word of greeting from our
honorary president, . 496;
Notice to Woman's Auxiliary locals, 12: The president's report to convention,
470.
Social service. 181, 205, 231,
253, 277.
South heard from, The, 110.
Social needs of our boys and
girls, The, 853.
Something. for mother, 733.
Some things we had in the
Auxiliary, 592.
Speech of Bishop James F.
Keir, 136.
Stebbins, Callie B., Baby
week in Lamoni, 711; The
Lamoni local, 205, 1071.

S'toft, W. E., The price of the
wedding garmen;t, 832.
Strengthening home ties a,nd
church ties, 1146.
Superintendent of educational
department, Report of, 640.
Superintendents of our home
department, From the, 137.
Supervisor of our educational
bureau, From the, 905.
Supplemental report of the
treasurer, 616.
Table etiquette and table
service-excerpts, 204.
Taylor, Hester A., Something
for mother, 733.
Teeth, The care of the grow. ing child's, 906.
Thomps<>tn, Mrs. Helen Logan,
The dress problem, 756.
Thriftless nation, Ours a,
1046.
.
Tooth and its care, A, 1001,
1025, 1045.
Treasurer, Financial :report
of, 546.
Treasurer, Supplemental report of the, 616.
Tribute for mother, A, 1122.
Trowbridge, G. S., Our Religio president on the boy
movement, 639.
Tuberculosis in war time,
546.
Twitters from the Oriole
nests, 182.
"Use them, or lose them,"
569.
Value of music in the home,
The, 614.
Van Eaton, Anna Jo, Our
"cultural" classes, 1046.
.
Vice president's report to
convention, 496.
Vital influence of child training, The, 1180.
Voice from across the seas,
A, 159.
Voice from the East-Concerning our boys, A, 614.
Voice . from the South, A
pleasant, 639.
Warr, A. E., Our boys,
783.
Warr, Nora, A pleasant voice
from the South, 639.
Waste of food, A sinful,
1047.
Wedding garment, The price
of the, 832.
What Americans should eat,
1027.
What complete parenthood
means, 445.
What is your child learning,
975.
What shall we do with our
boys, 927.
What shall we studv, 322.
"Whatsoever ve do, do all
to the glory of God," 39.
Wheat substitute, 1094.
Whole wheat flour, 1122.
Whole wheat flour uses, 1208.
Why I am happv, 323.
Wide-awake supervisor, A,
1232.
Wight, Lydia Tho;rnas, A
health conference, 498; As
the twig is bent so the tree
is inclined, 109; What complete parenthood means,
445.
Wilcox, R. J., Canadian interest in "Our boys," 712.
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Bundy, Catherine, 526.
Williams, T. W., What shall
we do with our boys, 927.
Windsor, Ontario, 446.
Woma,n
movement-Interpretation, The, 519.
Woman's Auxiliary, 380.
Woman's Auxiliary convention, 399.
Woman's Auxiliary council,
A, 855.
\Voman,'s Auxiliary Year
Book, 975.
Woman's building, Opening
of our first, 497.
Woman's building, Our, 616.
Women of Lamoni, Young,
1207.
.
Women of to-morrow, 907.
·word of greeting from our
honorary president, 496.
Word of sympathy, A, 1208.
Young women of · Lamoni,
1207.
CHILDREN'S HOME
DEPARTMENT
Children's Home items, 41.
NEWS FROM BRANCHES
Brown, Mrs. A. M., Third
Saint Joseph, 14.
Horton, Abbie A., 15, 42, 88.
Independence Stake, 15, 42,
88.
Lamoni, Iowa, 42.
Peny, Iowa, 14.
Taylor, Estella F., Perry,
Iowa, 14.
Third Saint Joseph, 14.
NEWS FROM MISSIONS
Aylor, W. M., The Central
South, 188.
Barmore, Alma C., Oregon,
.62.
c~ntral Illinois, 110.
Central South, The, 188.
Colorado, 139.
Doty, B. H., London Distriet, 138.
Dutton, Jasper 0., Northeastern Illinois, 206, 692.
Halb, J. G., Southern Ohio
District, 15.
Henson, R. H., Central Illinois, 110.
.
Hpughton, Leonard, ,N/orthern Wisconsin, 139.
Kentucky a,nd Tennessee, 138.
London District, 138.
Malv, J. Charles, Colorado~
139.
Montana, 2.06.
Nolan, Charles A., Kentucky
and Tennessee, 138.
Northeastern Illinois, 206,
692.
Northern Wisconsin, 139.
Oregon, 62.
Page, James. C., 206.
Pitt, F. G.,· Southern Califor£1ia, 111.
Southern California, 111.
Southern Ohio District, 15.
LETTER DEPARTMENT
About a remarkable eyewitness, 114.
Adair, Ellen S., Christmas
cards, 328.
Adams, Mrs. Jennie, 1124.
Adamson, Edward F., 931.
Akin, William A., 1234.
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Denton, Effie J., 234,' 305;
Bu11lington c o. r r e s, p o n: d"Just a little cloud," 424,
ent, 1236.
Alabama reunion, The, 857.
Burr, A. E., 21.
Allen, S. D., 453, 836.
Bussell, Myrtle, 258.
Anderson, J. E., Gallands Butterworth, Charle;, E., 19.
Cadow, Fred W., 1006.
Grove District, 1075.
Can we justly shirk our duty,
Anderson, Mrs. Emm~;t L.,
325.
427, 597.
Carter, D. C., A good plan
Anderson, William, From
to raise money, 667.
Dhio, 256.
Carter, E. M., 69.
Are we at peace with our Case, Hubert, Te Oromctua,
neighbors, 810.
257, 527.
Are we a wasteful people, Casey, Daisy, 501.
112.
Cataline, Adolph, 617.
Are we justified in partici- Central Nebraska District,
pating in war at any ti.rne,
882.
1097.
Chair of religious education,
Are we readv for strong
Sees only good in, 65.
meat, 18.
·
Charity, 1233.
Arizona, 736.
Chase, A, M., 813.
Around Des Moines, Iowa, Chrestensen, J. C., 596.
425.
Chrestensen, Alva H., ExArousing opposition in Ohio,
periences with the Mor1096.
mons in the Society IsArrange for Auxiliary speaklands, 279.
ing dates, 1052.
Christian life-What is it,
As others see us, 476.
163.
Australia, E:!rects of Jthe Christmas cards, 328.
war on, 44.
Christmas offering, 1151.
Christmas offering-Roll of
Aylor, W. M., 764.
1
honor, 573, 620, 666, 713,
Bailey, Vaughn, The Logan
reunion, 884.
759, 907, 1028, 1073, 1123,
1209, 1250.
Baillie, James, 1212.
Christy, Ward L., Mammoth
Baker-Black debate, 233.
corn. in ancient mounds,
Ball, F. M., 837, 1003.
1234.
Banta, A. J;, Houston welcomes Illinois National Church derlicated, Fargo,
857.
Guard, 736.
Barmore, Alma C., 334, 668, Church literature, Wants,
931.
1124.
Bartleman, William B., An Church opening at Mapleton.,
Kansas, 524.
open letter on life insurChurch progress measured by
ance, 1095.
ours, 1250.
Barnes, Hattie, 141.
Clancy, Thomas, 404, 594.
Barnhouse, A. C., 981.
Beebee, W. S., Where are Clark, Mrs. Rosa A., 955.
. "Cleanliness is next to Godthe lost tribes, 303.
liness," 115.
Bennett, E. H., "The Mormon Maid" in Minneapolis, ClEweland, Ohio. Branch, 403.
Coles, Charles H., 141.
1210.
Coming to Zion, 1123.
Betty, Mrs. T. L., 93.
Bit of rare gospel litera- Concerning the return of the
Jews, 17.
ture, A, 139.
Black Hills, Western N e- Concerning the sacrament,
427.
braska and, 76'0.
Blooms•burg, Pennsylvania, Conditions bad. in Palestine,
16.
New church at, 114.
Constructive message, PI"each
Bond, M. H., 812.
a, 324.
Booker, I. Della, 954.
R. T., Arizona. 736.
Bootman-1Borden d e b a t e, Cooper,
Cornish, John J., Testimony,
423.
381.
Boshaw, Richard, 164.
Crabb, .T. C., 1212.
Boston items, 475.
Crabb, Mrs .. Jennie, 211.
Boston news items, 668.
Crawley, Mrs. H. A .. 235.
Bowerman, W. D., 1100.
Crick, Pearl May, 594.
Boys at the reunions, The; Croff, M. J .. 1049.
736.
.
.
Cross, Mollie. 524, 860.
Bozarth, Delphme, 619.
Cummings, William C,, 500,
Brackenbury, Fred S., 307;
618.
Orval L. Thompson, 932.
Curtis, E. A., 1051.
Branch surprise, A, 499.
Curtis. J. F., Scott-Turney
Br;:md, Cara Bailey, Tulsa,
debate. 300.
·
Oklahoma, 714.
Dah1. Effie, 116.
Braun, H. V.,, Baker-BI.ack Davis. E. R., 427: Are we
debate, 233.
" justified in particinating in
Brannon, W. 0., 452.
war at anv time, 1097.
Bringing forth fruits of a Davis, Mr,;. E. L .. 956.
life in Christ, 209, 761.
Daviso,n, H. J .. 142, 715.
British Isles Mission, 401.
Dawson, Edwin T., 955.
Br.oner, W. A., 1099.
Debate, Raker-Black. 23:l.
Brown, Mary, 786.
Debate, The Taylor-Phillips,
Brown, Samuel, 738.
90.
Brunson, Mrs. Hiel, 527.
Deilication at Wheeling, West
Bullard, Olive L., 454, 1236.
Virginia, 1028.

786, 1233, .1235; "The highest calling one can have,
785.
Den.ver church, Location of,
141.
Des Moines, Iowa, Around, ·
425.
Des Moines, Iowa, 501.
Des Moines, Iowa, Successful
services in, 1124.
Detroit, Michiga,n, 693.
Disposing of liberty bonds,
667.
Dixie land, In, 280.
Dobson, S. A., 20.
Dollinger, Mrs. L. E., 501.
Donathon, T. A., 260.
Dreyer, Fred 0., 67.
Dryden, Charlotte, A surrender to God, 714.
·
Dungan, Isa:iah M., 1051.
Dutton, J. 0., Northeastern
Illinois, 909.
Eastern Iowa, 883.
Ebeling, F. J., 835; Sees only
good in chair of religious
education, 65.
gffects of the war on Australia, 44. ·
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needs, 958.
·
Eastern Michigan musicians,
958.
Field work at reunions, 527.
Field workers appointed, Sunday school, 983.
First Presidency-'-Appointments, 502.
General Convention program,
308.
Gospel literature commission,
527, 695,
Good book for children, 1237.
Here and There Department,
1240, 1251, 1264.
Holden Stake, To the scattered members of, 310.
Home department, 813.
Home department board,
Change on, 1053.
Home department extension
circle, 143.
Information wanted, 94, 191,
334, 383, 430, 695, 1032.
Interesting history, 1240.
Literature wanted, 1053.
Literature workers, Attention, 1053.
Li'tera'ture workers, Correction for, 1078.
Luff, Sermon by Doctor Joseph, 46.
Me~tings
of Quorum of
Twelve, 45.
Members of Holden Stake;
To the scattered, 310.
Members of the church camera club; To 'the, 94.
Ministerial conference, 575.
Ministerial reports to conference, 373.

Musicians, Eastern Michigan,
958.
New convention blank, A,
. 647.
.
New Lo,ndon, Iowa, Branch,
Notice to members of the,
1251.
Notice for beginner teachers,
623.
Notice of appointment, 118,
1032. 1237.
Notice of transfer, 886.
Notice to members of the disorganized New London,
Iowa, .Branch, 1251.
Notice to missionaries, 430.
Notice
to
Oklahoma
branches, 118.
Notice to priesthood, 94.
Notice of release, 45.
Notice to Sunday schools,
527.
Notice to Texas Central District, 1102.
·
Orchestra work at coming
General Conference, 239.
Presidency, The, 286, 429,
454, 478, 502, 622, 741, 982,
1125, 1158, 1187, 1213,
1237.
Program, General Convention, 308.
Proof reader wanted, 1126.
Quorum notices, 22, 46, 118,
143, 166, 190, 286, 766,
790, 886, 958, 1125, 1214.
Radio · work, Secretary of
Navy calls on boys for,
958.
Religio Graceland scholarship fund, 742.
Religio lecture board, Announcement of, 957.
Requests frr prayes, 22, Mi,
262, 334, 383, 551, 599, 766,
983, 1158.
Resolutions of condolen.ce and
respect, 334.
Saint Louis, From, 934.
Secretary of Navy calls on
boys for radio work, f158.
Sermon by Doctor Joseph
Luff, 46.
·
Sunday school field workers
appointed, 983.
Sunda.y school secretaries,
To, 430.
To the seventy, 190.
Transfer, Notice o.f, 886.
Traveling salesman, Of interest to, 503.
Two-day meetings, 239, 527,
575, 790, 813, 958, 1053.
Very important notice, 190.
Week's meetings, 647.
Woman's Auxiliary meeting,
London, 863, 886.
Woman's Auxiliary, 118, 166,
238, 575 ..

The acme Of negation, therefore, is found not in the above
denials- of historicity but in the liberal repudiation of divine
elements in Jesus by 'the higher criticism. It is impossible
without flying in the face of even the Ur-Markus, to reduce
the central figure of the New T,e,stament to merely human
dimensions.. Hence the above attempts to reverse this pr.ocess and consider him as a God from the starting point are
opportune.--G. Stanley Hall.
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During the· Long Winter
Evenings
Resolve that your time shall be spent in:
reading and studying some of the church
books you have long hoped to read.
You'll be surprised at how much you have
been missing if you haven't read the following books:
Young People's History-By Vida E. Smith.
While it is .written primarily for young folks, none
of us are too old to enjoy reading it again and again.
No. 126, cloth, postpaid ____ :______ ........................ -------$1.00
Beatrice Witherspoon-By Emma Burton.
A
story of the life of an active missionary's wife, who
traveled much with her husband not only on this
continent, but in the islands of the sea and to Australia. I,nspires faith and gives ·courage.
No. 360, cloth, postpaid ...................... ------------------$1.30
The Mormon Girl-By Pauline Dykes. A story of
romance and intrigue among the Mormons in Salt
Lake City, showing some of the perniciousness of
p'ural marriage and the dominance of true love.
No. 371, cloth, postpaid ..... -------------------.. ·---------------$1.00

II

Peter Bosten-By John Prestoh. In it a young
man strives to compreh€!nd the spirit of this work yet
would resist it. Is finally converted. Has church
characters you will know.
No. 37 4, cloth, postpaid ., ........................ :............ ,$1.00
Memoirs of W. W. Blair-One of. the most influential men of the Reorganization and the story ·of
his life is largely the story of the early days of the
Reorganization. Valuable for its historical data as
well as/ its spiritual concept.
No. 236, cloth, postpaid ----··--···-.. ······-·--···-----····--------$ .75
With the Church in an Early Day--By Marietta
Walker. The development of the church in story
form. Sister Walker has put her life into the book
but you forget that in the spiritual concept of the
work.
No. 375, cloth ______________ .. ____ .. ___"'.. _____ .. _________ ................. $1.00
Book of Mormon Talks. By "O:don" (H. 0.
Smith) who understands the minds of boys and girls.
The Book of Mormon story briefly and simply told
in conversational form. You and the children. will
enjoy the simplicity of the story, and remember the
teachings thereof.
No. 365, cloth ...... _.. ____________ .. _______ .. _________ .. _______________ $ .60

Herald Publishing House
LAMONI, IOWA
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HERE AND THERE
DEPARTMENT

]
II

THEY BRING RESULTS, TOO
Elder E. E. Long has had some striking posters made by a
professional sign painter, varying from four to six feet in
length, all three feet wide, in. colors which he uses in conspicuous places, usually in theaters where he is billed to
speak. One of his posters bears these words: "This lecture, The Divided House, will Op€\n your eyes. It's different. Come a.nd see." Another, illustrated with a man with
a megaphone, reads thus: "J!o! The secret is out. Latter
Day Saints have· been tellin'g the truth. The churches are
wrong. Leading ministers admit it. To-night Elder Long
will tell the story of The Divided House." The Divided House
is a late book by one Reverend Rogers of the Presbyterian
faith.
AND EVERYONE APPRECIATED IT
"I have $7 from subscriptions for my Christmas offering,
from a total of 73 orders taken," writes Elder Matthew W.
Liston, who simply went out i1n Flint, Michigan, and easily
found them. Others have "done almost
as well.
'
·*l'
HEALED FROM BLINDNESS
Sister James Caffall recC(ntly found herself totally blind
upon waking in the morning. Brethren Sidney Pitt, sr., and
Charles Putnam were called in, and after administration· her
sight was restored as it had been. She is past ninety years of '
age, and resides at Magnolia, Iowa.
·
It was Brother Arber, and. not Brother Aylor, who spoke in
the evening at Terlton, Oklahoma, dedic~.tion. Brother
Arber remained two weeks, preaching a series of sermons,
baptizing four and blessing two children.
/
"A good, old-fashioned social meeting;" was held in Seattler
Washington:; on ThanksgivLng Day, largely atten.ded. The
sacrament service was very excellent and progressive. The
pastor, Brother J. M. Terry, says they are working to advance
the spiritua'ity among the members rather than the addition
of new members, though both are desirable.

A good book is the precious lifeblood of a master spirit
embalmed and treasured up on purpose to a life beyond life.--,Milton.

Who that is intuitive, ingenuous, and spontaneous, in bringing himself to bear with all his r'esources upon some theme
or cause, has not had the experience of feeling himself c~ught
up or swept' along (or occas.ionaUy restrained like Socrates)
by a higher power which he"felt to be not himself, but which
we now interp11et as the soul of the race. breaking into tha'
of the individual? This complex of submerged constellations, which man has always been prone to concei¥e as superhuman, divine, or demonic possession, the affiah~s or inspiration of a muse, or a revelation from on high, J·esus interpreted
as his sonship. Holtzmann, Baumann, and other recent Christologists h:we emphasized as a chief trait in Jesus' life and
character that instead of .being occasionally dominated by
this higher self he was almost continuously so;· that, in a
word, he was nearly always a trifle ecstatic, exalted, erethic,
or in a state of spiritual second breath.-G. Stahley .Hall .
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